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WHAT'S IN A NAME? 

WHY THE MAGAZINE IS CALLED "LUCIFER." 

WHAT'S in a name? Very often there is more in it than the 
profane is prepared to und~rstand, or the learned mystic to 
explain. It is an invisible, secret, but very potential in

ftuence that every name carries about with it and "leaveth wherever it 
goeth." Carlyle thought that" there is much, nay, almost all, in names." 
" Could I unfold the inftuence of names, which are the most important 
of all clothings, I were a second great Trismegistus," he writes. . 

The name or title of a magazine started with a definite object, is, 
therefore, all important; for it is, indeed, the invisible seedgrain, which 
will either grow "to be an a~l-over-shado~ing tree" on the fruits of 
which must depend the nature of the results brought about by the said 
object, or the tree will wither and die. These considerations show 
that the name of the present magazine-rather equivocal to orthodox 
Christian ears-is due to no careless selection, but arose in consequence 
of much thinking over its fitness, and was adopted as the best symbol 
to express that object and the results in view. 

Now, the first and most important, if not the sole object of the 
magazine, is expressed in the line from the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians, 
on its title page. It is to bring light to" the hidden things of darkness," 
(iv. 5); to show in their true aspect and their original real meaning 
things and names, men and their doings and customs; it is finally to 
fight prejudice, hypocrisy and shams in every nation, in every class of 
Society, as in every department of life. The task is a laborious one 
but it is neither impracticable nor useless, if even as an experiment. 

Thus, for an attempt of such nature, no better title could ever be 
found than the one chosen. " Lucifer," is the pale morning-star, the 
precursor of the full blaze of the noon-day sun-the " Eosphoros " of the 
Greeks. It shines timidly at dawn to gather forces and dazzle the eye 
after sunset as its own brother 'Hesperos '-the radiant evening star, or 
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2 LUCIFER. 

the planet Venus. No fitter symbol exists for the proposed work-that 
of throwing a ray of truth on everything hidden by the darkness of 
prejudic~, by social or religious misconceptions; especially by that idiotic 
routine in life, which, once that a certain action, ii thing, a name, has 
been branded by slanderous inventions, however unjust, makes ,espectable 
people, so called, turn away shiveringly, refusing to even look at it from 
any other aspect than the one sanctioned by public opinion. Such an 
endeavour then, to force the weak-hearted to look truth straight in the 
face, is helped most efficaciously by a title belonging to the category of 
branded names. 

Piously inclined readers may argue that" Lucifer" is accepted by all 
the churches as one of the many names of the Devil. According to 
Milton's superb fiction, Lucifer is Satan, the "rebellious" angel, the 
enemy of God and man. If one analyzes his rebellion, however, it will 
be found of no worse nat,ure than an assertion of free-will and indepen
dent thought, as if Lucifer had been born in the XIXth century. This 
epithet of" rebellious," is a theological calumny, on a par with that other 
slander of God by the Predestinarians, one that makes of deity an. 
4' Almighty" fiend worse than the "rebellious" Spirit himself; "an 
omnipotent Devil desiring to be ' complimented' as all merciful when he 
is exerting the most fiendish cruelty," as put by J. Cotter Morison. 
Both the foreordaining and predestining fiend-God, and his subordinate 
agent are of human invention; they are two of the most morally re
pUlsive an_d horrible theological dogmas that the nightmares of light
hating monks have ever evolved out of their unclean fancies. 

They date from the Medireval age, the period of mental obscuration, 
during which most of the present prejudices and superstitions have been 
forcibly inoculated on the human mind, so as to have become nearly 
ineradicable in some cases, one of which is the present prejudice now 
under discussion. 

So deeply rooted, indeed, is this preconception and aversion to the name 
of Lucifer-meaning no worse than "light-bringer" (from lux, lucis, 
" light," and fe"e "to bring ")*-even among the educated classes, that 
by adopting it for the title of their magazine the editors have the 
prospect of a long strife with public prejudice before them. So absurd 
and ridiculous is that prejudice, indeed, that no one has seemed to ever 
ask himself the question, how came Satan to be called a liglet-b,inger, 
unless the silvery rays of the morning-star can in any way be made 
suggestive of the glare of the infernal flames. It is simply, as Henderson 
showed, "one of those gross perversions of sacred writ which so exten-. 
sively obtain, and which are to be traced to a proneness to seek for more 

* .. It was Gregory the Great who was the first to apply this passage of Isaiah, .. How art thou 
allen from Heaven, Lucifer, son of the morning," etc., to Satan, and ever since the bold metaphor 

of the prophet, which referred, after all, but to an Assyrian king inimical to the Israelites, has been 
applied to the Devil" 
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WHAT'S IN A NAME? 3 

in a given passage than it really contains-a disposition to be influenced 
by sound rather than sense, and an implicit faith in received interpre
tation "-which is not quite one of the weaknesses of our present age. 
Nevertheless, the prejudice is there, to the shame of our century. 

This cannot be helped. The two editors would hold themselves as 
recreants in their own sight, as traitors to the very spirit of the proposed 
work, were' they to yield and cry craven before the danger. If one 
would fight prejudice, and brush off the ugly cobwebs of superstition 
and materialism alike from the noblest ideals of our forefathers, one has 
to prepare for opposition. " The crown of the reformer and the innovator 
is a crown of thorns" indeed. If one would rescue Truth in all her 
chaste nudity from the almost bottomless well, into which she has been 

. hurled by cant and hypocritical propriety, one should not hesitate to 
descend into the dark, gaping pit of that well. No matter how badly 
the blind bats-the dwellers in darkness, and the haters of light-may 
treat in their gloomy abode the intruder, unless one is the first to show 
the spirit and courage he preaches to others, he must be justly held as a 
hypocrite and a seceder from his own principles. 

Hardly had the title been agreed upon, when the first premonitions of 
what was in store for us, in the matter of the opposition to be 
encountered owing to the title chosen, appeared on our horizon. One 
of the editors received and recorded some spicy obiections. The scenes 
that follow are sketches from nature. 

I. 

A Well-known Novelist. Tell me about your new magazine. What class do you 
propose to appeal to? 

Editor. No class in particular: we intend to appeal to the public. 
Novelist. I am very glad of that. For once I shall be one of the r'lblk, (c,r 

I don't understand your subject in the least, and I want to. But you must reme:llbcr 
that if your public is to understand you, it must necessarily be a very small olle. 
People talk about occultism nowadays as they talk about many other t'lings, without 
the least idea of what it means. \Ve are so ignorant and-so prejudiced. 

Editor. Exactly. That is what calls the new magazine into existence. We 
propose to educate you, and to tear the mask from every prejudice. 

Novelist. That really is good news to me, for I want to be educated. What is 
your magazine to be calIe<I.~ 

Editor. Lucifer. 
Novelist. What! Are you going to educate us in vice? We know enough about 

that. Fallen angels are plentiful. You may find popularity, for soiled doves are in 
fashion just now, while the white-winged angels are voted a bore, because they are not 
so amusing. But I doubt your being able to teach us much. 

II. 

A Man oftne World (in a careful undertone, for the scene is 'a dinner-party). 
hear you are going to start a magazine, all about occultism. Do you know, I'm very 
glad. I don't say anything about such matters as a rule, but some queer things have 
happened in my life which can't be explained in any ordinary manner. I hope you 
will go in for explanations. ; 

1* 
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4 LUCIFER. 

Editor. We shall try, certainly. My impression is, that when occultism is in any 
measure apprehended, its laws are accepted by everyone as the only intelligible 
explanation of life. 

A M. W. Just so, I want to know all about it, for 'pon my honour, life's a mystery. 
There are plenty of other people as curious as myself. This is an age which is afflicted 
with the Yankee disease of C wanting to know.' I'll get you lots of subscribers. What's 
the magazine called? 

Editor. .Lucifer-and (warned by former e"perlence) don't misunderstand tbe 
name. It is typical of the divine spirit which sacrificed itself for humanity-it was 
Milton's doing tbat it ever became associated with the devil. We are sworn enemies 
to popular prejudices, and it is quite appropriate that we should attack _such a 
prejudice as this-Lucifer, you know, is tbe Morning Star-the Lightbearer,. . . . 

AM. W. (interrupting). Oh, I know all that-at least I don't know, but I take 
it for granted you've got some good reason for taking such a title. But your first 
object is to have readers; you want the public to buy your magazine, I suppose. 
That's in the programme, isn't it? 

Editor. Most decidedly. 
A M. I¥. Well, listen to the advice of a man who knows his way about town. 

Don't mark your magazine with the wrong colour at starting. I t's quite evident, when 
one stays an instant to think of its derivation and meaning, that Lucifer is an excellent 
word. But the public don't stay to tbink of derivations and meanings; and the first 
impression is the most important. Nobody will buy th~ magazine if you call it 
Lucifer. 

III. 

A FaskionalJle Lady Interested in Occultism. I want to hear some more about the 
new magazine, for I bave interested a great many people in it, even with the little you 
have told me. But I find it difficult to express its actual purpose. What is it ? 

Editor. To try and give a little light to those that want it. 
AIF. L. Well, that's a simple way of putting it, and will be very useful to me. 

What is tbe magazine to be caIled ? 
Editor. Lucifer. 
A F. L. (Aflera pause) You can't mean it. 
Editor. Why not? 
A F. L. The associations are so dreadful! What can be the object of calling it 

that? It sounds like some unfortunate sort of joke, made against it by its enemies. 
Editor. Oh, but Lucifer, you know, means Light-bearer; it is typical of the Divine 

Spirit--
A F. L. Never mind all tbat-I want to do your magazine good and make it 

known, and you can't expect me to enter into explanations of that sort every time I 
mention the title? Impossible! Life is too short and too busy. Besides, it would 
produce such a bad effect i people would think me priggish, and then I couldn't talk at 
all, for I couldn't bear them to think that. Don't call it Lucifer-please don't. Nobody 
knows what the word is typical of; what it means now is the devil, nothing more or less. 

Editor. But tben tbat is quite a mistake, and one of the first prejudices we propose 
to do battle with. Lucifer is the pale, pure herald of dawn--

Lady (interrupting). I thougbt you were going to do something more interesting 
and more important than to whitewash mythological characters. We shall all have to 
go to school again, or read up Dr. Smith's Classical Dictionary. And what is the use 
of it when it is done? I thought you were going to tell us things about our own lives 
and how to make them better. I suppose Milton wrote about Lucifer, didn't he ?-but 
nobody reads Milton now. Do let us have a modem title with some human meaning 
in it. 
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IV. 

A Journalist (tluJuglttfully, wltile rolling Itis cigarette). Yes, it is a good idea, this 
magazine of yours. We shall all laugh at it, as a matter of course: and we shall cut 
it up in the papers. But we shall all read it, because secretly everybody hungers after 
the mysterious. What are you going to call it ? 

Editor. Lucifer. 
Journalist (striking a Ii gilt). Why not Tile Fusee' Quite as good a title and not 

so pretentious. 

The" Novelist," the "Man of the World," the" Fashionable Lady," 
and the" Journalist," should be the first to receive a little instruction. 
A glimpse into the real and primitive character of Lucifer can do them 
no harm and may, perchance, cure them of a bit of ridiculous prejudice. 
They ought to study their Homer and Hesiod's Theogony if they would 
do justice to Lucifer, "Eospltoros and Hesperos," the Morning and the 
Evening beautiful star. If there are more useful things to do in this 
life than" to whitewash mythological characters," to slander and blacken 
them is, at least, as useless, and shows, moreover, a narrow-mindedness 
which can do honour to no one. 

To object to the title of LUCIFER, only because its" associations are 
so dreadful," is pardonable-if it can be pardonable in any case-only 
in an ignorant American missionary of some dissenting sect, in one 
whose natural laziness and lack of education led him to prefer ploughing 
the minds of heathens, as ignorant as he is himself, to the more 
profitable, but rather more arduous, process of ploughing the fields of his 
own father's farm. In the English clergy, however, who receive all a 
more or less classical education, and are, therefore, supposed to be 
acquainted with the illS and outs of theological sophistry and casuistry, 
this kind of opposition is absolutely unpardonable. It not only smacks 
of hypocrisy and deceit, but places them directly on a lower moral level 
than him they call the apostate angel. By endeavouring to show the 
theological Lucifer, fallen through the idea that 

.. To reign is worth ambition, though in Hell ; 
Better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven," 

they are virtually putting into practice the supposed crime they would 
fain accuse him o( . They prefer reigning over the spirit of the masses 
by means of a pernicious dark LIE, productive of many an evil, than 
serve heaven by serving TRUTH. Such practices are worthy only of the 
Jesuits. 

Hut their sacred writ is the first to contradict their interpretations and 
the association of Lucifer, the Morning Star, with Satan. Chapter 
XXII. of RevelatiOlz, verse 16th, says: "I, Jesus. am the 
root . . . and the bright and Momiteg Star" (op8pwo<; "early rising "): 
hence Eosphoros, or t~e Latin Lucifer. The opprobrium attached to 
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6 LUCIFER. 

this name is of such a very late date, that the Roman Church found 
itself forced to screen the theological slander behind a two-sided 
interpretation-as usual. Christ, we are told, is the" Morning Star," 
the divine Lucifer; and Satan the tisurpatorof the Verbum, the" infernal 
Lucifer." • "The great Archangel Michael, the conqueror of Satan, is 
identical in paganism t with Mercury-Mithra, to whom, after defending 
the Sun (symbolical of God) from the attacks of Venus-Lucifer, was 
given the possession of this planet, et dalus est ei locus Luciferi. 
And since the Archangel Michael is the' Angel of the Face,' and' the 
Vicar of the Verbum' he is now considered in the Roman Church as 
the regent of that planet Venus which 'the vanquished fiend had 
usurped.''' Angeltis faciei Dei sedem superbi humilis obtinuit, says 
Cornelius a Lapide (in Vol. VI. p. 229). 

This gives the reason why one of the ~arly Popes was called Lucifer, 
as Yonge and ecclesiastical records prove. It thus follows that the title 
chosen for our magazine is as much associated with divine and pious 
ideas as with the supposed rebellion of the hero of Milton's "Paradise 
Lost." By choosing it, we throw the first ray of light and trtitle on a 
ridiculous prejudice which ought to have no room made for it in this our 
"age of facts and discovery." We work for true Religion and Science, 
in the interest of fact as against fiction and prejudice. It is our duty, as 
it is that of physical Science-professedly its mission-to throw light on 
facts in Nature hitherto surrounded by the darkness of ignorance. And 
since ignorance is justly regarded as the chief promoter of superstition, 
that work is, therefore, a noble and beneficent work. But natural 
Sciences are only one aspect of SCIENCE and TRUTH. Psychological 
and moral Sciences, or theosophy, the knowledge of divine truth, 
wheresoever found, are still more important in human affairs, and real 
Science should not be limited simply to the physical aspect of life and 
nature. Science is an abstract of every fact, a comprehension of every 
truth within the scope of human research and intelligence. "Shake
speare's deep and accurate science in mental philosophy" (Coleridge), 
has proved more beneficent to the true philosopher in the study of the 
human heart-therefore, in the promotion of truth-than the more 
accurate, but certainly less deep, science of any Fellow of the Royal 
Institution. 

Those readers, however, who do not find themselves convinced that the 
Church had no right to throw a slur upon a beautiful star, and that it did 
so through a mere necessity of accounting for one of its numerous loans 
from Paganism with all its poetical conceptions of the truths in Nature, 
are asked to read our article "The History of a Planet." Perhaps, after 
its perusal, they will see how far Dupuis was justified in asserting that 

• Mirvillc·s Memoirs to the Academy of France, Vol. IV., quoting Cardinal Ventura. 
t Which paganism has passed long milleniums, it would seem, in copying 6cloreiw.nd Christian 

dogmas to come. 
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WHAT'S IN A NAME? 7 

"all the theologies have their origin in astronomy." With the modern 
Orientalists every myth is solar. This is one more prejudice, and a 
preconception in favour of materialism and physical science. It will be 
one of our duties to combat it with much of the rest. 

Occultism is not magic, though magic is one of its tools. 

Occultism is not the acquirement of powers, whether psychic or 
intellectual, though both are its servants. Neither is occultism the pur
suit of happiness, as men understand the word j for the first step is 
sacrifice, the second, renunciation. 

Life is built up by the sacrifice of the individual to the whole. Each 
cell in the living body must sacrifice itself to the perfection of the 
whole j when it is otherwise, disease and death enforce the lesson. 

Occultism is the science of life, the art of living. 
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8 LUCIFER. 

COMMENTS ON "LIGHT ON THE PATH." 

BY THE AUTHOR. 

" Before the eyes can see they must be incapable of tears. n 

I T should be very clearly remembered by all readers of this volume 
that it is a book which may appear to have some little philosophy 
in it, but very little sense, to those who believe it to be written in 

ordinary English. To the many, who read in this manner it wiII be
not caviare so much as olives strong of their salt. Be warned and read 
but a little in this way. 

There is another way of reading, which is, indeed, the only one of 
any use with many authors. It is reading, not between the lines but 
within the words. In fact, it is deciphering a profound cipher. 
All alchemical works are written in the cipher of which I s?eak j it has 
been used by the great philosophers and poets of all time. It is used 
systematically by the adepts in life and knowledge, who, seemingly 
giving out their deepest wisdom, hide in the very words which frame 
it its actual mystery. They cannot do more. There is a law of nature 
which insists that a man shall read these mysteries for himself. By no 
other method can he obtain them. A man who desires to live must 
eat his food himself: this is the simple law of nature-which applies 
also to the higher life. A man who would live and act in it cannot 
be fed like a babe with a spoon j he must eat for himself. 

I propose to put into new and sometimes plainer language parts of 
,. Light on the Path"; but whether this effort of mine will really 
be any interpretation I cannot say. To a deaf and dumb man, a 
truth is made no more intelligible if, in order to make it so, some mis
guided linguist translates the words in which it is couched into every 
living or dead language, and shouts these different phrase; in his 
ear. But for those who are not deaf and dumb one language is generally 
easier than the rest; and it is to such as these I address myself. 

The very first aphorisms of "Light on the Path," included under 
Number I. have, I know well, remained sealed as to their inner meaning 
to many who have otherwise followed the purpose of the book. 

There are four proven and certain truths with regard to the entrance 
to occultism. The Gates of Gold bar that threshold; yet there are some 
who pass those gates and discover the sublime and illimitable beyond. 
In the far spaces of Time all will pass those gates. But I am one 
who wish that Time, the great deluder, were not so over-masterful. To 
those who know and love him I have no word to say; but to the 
others-and there are not so very few as some may fancy-to whom the 
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COiJtIlJ'IENTS ON "LIGHT ON THE PATH." 9 

passage of Time is ~ the stroke of a sledge-hammer, and the sense of 
Space like the bars of an iron cage, I will translate and re-translate 
until they understand fully. 

The four truths written on the first page of " Light on the Path," refer 
to the trial initiation of the would-be occultist. Until he has passed 
it, he cannot even reach to the latch of the gate which admits to know
ledge. Knowledge is man's greatest inheritance; why, then, should 
he not attempt to reach it by every possible road? The laboratory 
is not the only ground for experiment; scie1Zce, we must remember, 
is derived from sciens, present participle of scire, "to know,"-its origin 
is similar to that of the word "discern," "to ken." Science does 
not therefore deal only with matter, no, not even its subtlest and 
obscurest forms. Such an idea is born merely of the idle spirit of 
the age. Science is a word which covers all forms of knowledge. 
It is exceedingly interesting to hear what chemists discover, and to see 
them finding their way through the densities of matter to its finer 
forms; but there are other kinds of knowledge than this, and it is not 
every one who restricts his (strictly scientific) desire for knowledge to 
experiments which are capable of being tested by the physical senses. 

Everyone who is not a dullard, or a man stupefied by some pre
dominant vice, has guessed, or even perhaps discovered with some 
certainty, that there are subtle senses lying within the physical 
senses. There is nothing at all extraordinary in this; if we took the 
trouble to call Nature into the witness box we should find that every
thing which is perceptible to the ordinary sight, has something even 
more important than itself hidden within it; the microscope has opened 
a world to us, but within those encasements which the microscope 
reveals, lies a mystery which no machinery can probe. 

The whole world is animated and lit, down to its most material 
shapes, by a world within it This inner world is called Astral by some 
people, and it is as good a word as any other, though it merely 
means starry; but the stars, as Locke pointed out, are luminous 
bodies which give light of themselves. This quality is characteristic 
of the life which lies within matter; for those who see it, need no 
lamp to se~ it by. The word star, moreover, is derived from the 
Anglo-Saxon" stir-an," to steer, to stir, to move, and undeniably it is 
the inner life which is master of the outer, just as a man's brain 
guides the movements of his lips. So that although Astral is no very 
excellent word in itself, I am content to use it for my present purpose. 

The whole of "Light on the Path" is written in an astral cipher and 
can therefore only be deciphered by one who reads astrally. And its 
teaching. is chiefly directed towards the cultivation and development 
of the astral life. Until the first step has been taken in this development, 
the swift knowledge, which is called intuition with certainty, is impossible 
to man. And this positive and certain intuition is the only form of 
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10 LUCIFER. 

knowledge which enables a man to work rapidly or reach his true and 
high estate, within the limit of his conscious effort. To obtain know
ledge by experiment is too tedious a method for those who aspire to 
accomplish real work j he who gets it by certain intuition, lays hands on 
its various forms with supreme rapidity, by fierce effort of will j as a 
determined workman grasps his tools, indifferent to their weight or 
any other difficulty which may stand in his way. He does not stay for 
each to be tested-he uses such as he sees are fittest. 

All the rules contained in "Light on the Path," are written for all 
disciples, but only for disciples-those who" take knowledge." To none 
else but the student in this school are its laws of any use or interest. 

To all who are interested seriously in Occultism, I say first-take 
knowledge. To him who hath shall be given. I t is useless to wait for it. 
The womb of Time will close before you, and in later days you will re
main unborn, without power. I therefore say to those who have any 
hunger or thirst for knowledge, attend to these rules. 

They are none of my handicraft or invention. They are merely the 
phrasing of laws in super-nature, the putting into words truths as absolute 
in their own sphere, as those laws which govern the conduct of the earth 
and its atmosphere. 

The senses spoken of in these four statements are the astral, or inner 
senses. 

No man desires to see that light which illumines the spaceless soul 
until pain and sorrow and despair have driven him away from the life of 
ordinary humanity. First he wears out pleasure j then he wears out pain 
-till, at last, his eyes become incapable of tears. 

This is a truism, although I know perfectly well that it will meet with 
a vehement denial from many who are in sympathy with thoughts which 
spring from the inner life. To see with the astral sense of sight is a form 
of activity which it is difficult for us to understand immediately. The 
scientist knows very well what a miracle is achieved by each child that is 
born into the world, when it first conquers its eye-sight and compels it 
to obey its brain. An equal miracle is performed with each sense 
certainly, but this ordering of sight is perhaps the most stupendous effort. 
Yet the child docs it almost unconsciously, by force of the powerful 
heredity of habit. No one now is aware that he has ever done it at all ; 
just as we cannot recollect the individual movements which enabled us to 
walk up a hill a year ago. This arises from the fact that we move and 
live and have our being in matter. Our knowledge of it has become 
intuitive. 

With our astral life it is very much otherwise. For long ages past, 
man has paid very little attention to it-so little, that he has practically 
lost the use of his senses. It is true, that in every civilization the star 
arises, and man confesses, with more or less of folly and confusion, that 
he knows himself to be. But most often he denies it, and in being a 
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materialist becomes that strange thing, a being which cannot see its own 
light, a thing of life which will not live, an astral animal which has eyes, 
and ears, and speech, and power, yet will use none of these gifts. This 
is the case, and the habit of ignorance has become so confirmed, that 
now none will see with the inner vision till agony has made the physical 
eyes not only unseeing, but without tears-the moisture of life. To be 
incapable of tears is to have faced and conquered the simple human 
nature, and to have attained an equilibrium which cannot be shaken by 
personal emotions. It does not imply any ,hardness of heart, or any 
indifference. It does not imply the exhaustion of sorrow, when the 
suffering soul seems powerless to suffer acutely any longer; it does not 
mean the deadness of old age, when emotion is becoming dull because 
the strings which vibrate to it are wearing out None of these conditions 
are fit for a disciple, and if anyone of them exist in him, it must be 
overcome before the path can be entered upon. Hardness of heart 
belongs to the selfish man, the egotist, to whom the gate is for ever closed. 
Indifference belongs to the fool and the false philosopher; those whose 
lukewarmness makes them mere puppets, not strong enough to face the 
realities of existence. When pain or sorrow has worn out the keenness 
of suffering, the result is a lethargy not unlike that which accompanies 
old age, as it is usually experienced by men and women. Such a condi
tion makes the entrance to the path impossible, because the first step 
is one of difficulty and needs a strong man, full of psychic and physical 
vigour, to attempt it. 

It is a truth, that, as Edgar Allan Poe said, the eyes are the windows 
for the soul, the windows of that haunted palace in which it dwells. 
This is the very nearest interpretation into ordinary language of 
the meaning of the text. If grief, dismay, disappointment or 
pleasure, can shake the soul so that it loses its fixed hold on the calm 
spirit which inspires it, and the moisture of life breaks forth, drowning 
knowledge in sensation, then all is blurred, the windows are darkened, 
the light is useless. This is as literal a fact as that if a man, at the edge 
of a precipice, loses his nerve through some sudden emotion he will 
certainly fall. The poise of the body, the balance, must be preserved, 
not only in dangerous places, but even on the level ground, and with 
all the assistance Nature gives us by the law of gravitation. So it is 
with the soul, it is the link between the outer body and the starry spirit 
beyond ; the divine spark dwells in the still place where no convulsion 
of Nature can shake the air; this is so always. But the soul may lose 
its hold on that, its knowledge of it, even though these two are part of 

, one whole; and it is by emotion, by sensation, that this hold is loosed. 
To suffer either pleasure or pain, causes a vivid vibration which is, to 
the consciousness of man, life. Now this sensibility does not lessen 
when the disciple enters upon his training; it increases. It is the 
first test of his strength; he must suffer, must enjoy or endure, more 
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keenly than other men, while yet he has taken on him a duty which 
does not exist for other men, that of not allowing his suffering to 
shake him from his fixed purpose. He has, in fact, at the first step 
to take himself steadily in hand and put the bit into his own mouth; 
no one else can do it for him. 

The first four aphorisms of" Light on the Path," refer entirely to astral 
development. ,This development must be accomplished to a certain ex
tent-that is to say it must be fully entered upon-before the remainder 
of the book is really intelligible except to the intellect; in fact, before it 
can be read as a practical, not a metaphysical treatise. 

I n one of the great mystic Brotherhoods, there are four ceremonies, 
that take place early in the year, which practically illustrate and 
elucidate these aphorisms. They are ceremonies in which only novices 
take part, for they are simply services of the threshold. But it will 
show how serious a thing it is to become a disciple, when it is 
understood that these are all ceremonies of sacrifice. The first one 
is this of which I have been speaking. The keenest enjoyment, the 
bitterest pairi, the anguish of loss and despair, are brought to bear on 
the trembling soul, which has not yet found light in the darkness, 
which is helpless as a blind man is, and until these shocks can be 
endured without loss of equilibrium the astral senses must remain 
sealed. This is the merciful law. The "medium," or "spiritualist," 
who rushes into the psychic world without preparation, is a law
breaker, a breaker of the laws of super-nature. Those who break 
Nature's laws lose their physical health; those who break the laws of 
the inner life, lose their psychic health. " Mediums" become mad, 
suicides, miserable creatures devoid of moral sense; and often end as 
unbelievers, doubters even of that which their own eyes have seen. 
The disciple is compelled to become his own master before he 
adventures on this perilous path, and attempts to face those beings 
who live and work in the astral world, and whom we call masters, 
because of their great knowledge and their ability to control not only 
themselves but the forces around them. 

The condition of the soul when it lives for the life of sensation as 
distinguished from that of knowledge, is vibratory or oscillating, as 
distinguished from fixed. That is the nearest literal representation of 
the fact j but it is only literal to the intellect, not to the intuition. 
For this part of man's consciousness a different vocabulary is needed. 
The idea of "fixed" might perhaps be transposed into that of "at 
home." In sensation no permanent home can be found, because change 
is the law of this vibratory existence. That fact is the first one which 
must be learned by the disciple. It is useless to pause and weep for 
a scene in a kaleidoscope which has passed. 

It is a very well-known fact, one with which Bulwer Lytton dealt 
with great power, that an intolerable sadness is the very first expe-
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rience of the neophyte in Occultism. A sense of blankness falls 
upon him which makes the world a waste, and life a vain exertion. 
This follows his first serious contemplation of the abstract. In gazing, 
or even in attempting to gaze, on the ineffable mystery of his own 
higher nature, he himself causes the initial trial to fall on him. The 
oscillation between pleasure and pain ceases for-perhaps an instant 
of time; but that is enough to have cut him loose from his fast 
moorings in the world of sensation. He has experienced, however 
briefly. the greater life; and he goes on with ordinary existence 
weighted by a sense of unreality, of blank, of horrid negation. This 
was the nightmare which visited Bulwer Lytton's neophyte in 
"Zanoni"; and even Zanoni himself, who had learned great truths, 
and been entrusted with great powers, had not actually passed the 
threshold where fear and hope, despair and joy seem at one moment 
absolute realities, at the next mere forms of fancy. 

This initial trial is often brought on us by life itself. For life is 
after all, the great teacher. We return to study it, after we have 
acquired power over it, just as the master in chemistry learns more 
in the laboratory than his pupil does. There are persons so near 
the door of knowledge that life itself prepares them for it, and no 
individual hand has to invoke the hideous guardian of the entrance. 
These must naturally be keen and powerful organizations, capable 
of the most vivid pleasure; then pain comes and fills its great duty. 
The most intense forms of suffering fall on such a nature, till at last 
it arouses from its stupor of consciousness, and by the force of its 
internal vitality steps over the threshold into a place of peace. Then 
the vibration of life loses its power of tyranny. The sensitive nature 
must suffer still; but the soul has freed itself and stands aloof, guiding 
the life towards its greatness. Those who are the subjects of 
Time, and go slowly through all his spaces, live on through a long
drawn series of sensations, and suffer a constant mingling of pleasure 
and of pain. They do not dare to take the snake of self in a steady 
grasp and conquer it, so becoming divine; but prefer to go on fretting 
through divers experiences, suffering blows from the opposing 
forces. 

When one of these subjects of Time decides to enter on the path of 
Occultism, it is this which is his first task. If life has not taught it 
to him, if he is not strong enough to teach himself, and if he has 
power enough to demand the help of a master, then this fearful trial, 
depicted in Zanoni, is put upon him. The oscillation in which he' 
lives, is for an instant stilled; and he has to survive the shock of 
facing what seems to him at first sight as the abyss of nothingness. 
Not till he has learned to dwell in this abyss, and has found its 
peace, is it possible for his eyes to have become incapable of tears. 

The difficulty of writing intelligibly on these subjects is so great that 
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I beg of those who have found any interest in this article, and are yet 
left with perplexities and doubts, to address me in the correspondence 
column of this magazine. I ask this because thoughtful questions 
are as great an assistance to the general reader as the answers to them. 

(To be continued). 

Harmony is the law of life, discord its shadow, whence springs suffer
ing, the teacher, the awakener of consciousness. 

Through joy and sorrow, pain and pleasure, the soul comes to a 
knowledge of itself; then begins the task of learning. the laws of life, 
that the discords may be resolved, and the harmony be restored. 

The eyes of wisdom are like the ocean depths; there is neither joy 
nor sorrow in them; therefore the soul of the occultist must become 
stronger than joy, and greater than sorrow. 
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THE HISTORY OF A PLANET. 

UO star, among the countless myriads that twinkle over the sidereal 
Jib., fields of the night sky, shines so dazzlingly as the planet Venus 

-not even Sirius-Sothis, the dog-star, beloved by Isis. Venus 
is the queen among our planets, the crown jewel of our solar system. 
She is the inspirer of the poet, the guardian and companion of the lonely 
shepherd, the lovely morning and the evening star. For, 

" Stars teach as well as shine." 

although their secrets are still untold and un revealed to the majority of 
men, including astronomers. They are" a beauty and a mystery," verily. 
But" where there is a mystery, it is generally supposed that there must 
also be evil," says Byron. Evil, therefore, was detected by evilly-disposed 
human fancy, even in those bright luminous eyes peeping at our wicked 
world through the veil of ether. Thus there came to exist slandered 
stars and planets as well as slandered men and women. Too often 
are the reputation and fortune of one man or party sacrificed for the 
benefit of another man or party. As on earth below, so in the heavens 
above, and Venus, the sister planet of our Earth, • was sacrificed to the 
ambition of our little globe to show the latter the" chosen" planet of the 
Lord. She became the scapegoat, the Azaziel of the starry dome, for the 
sins of the Earth, or rather for those of a certain class in the human 
family-the clergy-who slandered the bright orb, in order to prove 
what their ambition suggested to them as the best means to reach 
power, and exercise it unswervingly over the supersti~ious and ignorant 
masses. 

This took place during the middle ages. And now the sin lies black 
at the door of Christians and their scientific inspirers, though the error 
was successfully raised to the lofty position of a religious dogma, as 
many other fictions and inventions have been. 

Indeed, the whole sidereal world, planets and their regents-the """ 
ancient gods of poetical paganism-the sun, the moon, the elements, 
and the entire host of incalculable worlds-those at least which happened 
to be known to the .Church Fathers-shared in the same fate. They 
have all been slandered, all bedevilled by the insatiable desire of 
proving one little system of theology-built on and constructed out of 

" "Venus is a second Earth," says Reynaud, in Terre el Ciel (p. 74), " so much so 
that were there any communication possible between the two planets, their inhabitants 
might take their respective earths for the two hemispheres of the same world. • • • 
They seem on the sky, like two sisters. Similar in conformation, these two worlds are 
alS'l similar in the character assigned to them in the Universe." 
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old pagan materials-the only right and holy one, and all those which 
"preceded or followed it utterly wrong. Sun and stars, the very air 

itself, we are asked to believe, became pure and "redeemed" from 
original sin and the Satanic element of heathenism, only after the year 
1, A.D. Scholastics and scholiasts, the spirit of whom" spurned laborious 
investigation and slow induction," had shown, to the satisfaction of 
infallible Church, the whole Kosmos in the power of Satan-a poor 
compliment to God-before the year of the Nativity; and Christians 
had to believe or be condemned. Never have subtle sophistry and 
casuistry shown themselves so plainly in their true light. however, as in 
the questions of the ex-Satanism and later redemption of various 
heavenly bodies. Poor beautiful Venus got worsted in that war of so
called divine proofs to a greater degree than any of her sidereal col
leagues. While the history of the other six planets, and their gradual 
transformation from Greco-Aryan gods into Semitic devils, and finally 
into "divine attributes of the seVe1l eyes of the Lord," is known but to 
the educated, that of Venus-Lucifer has become a household story 
among even the most illiterate in Roman Catholic countries. 

This story shall now be told for the benefit of those who may have 
neglected their astral mythology. 

Venus, characterised by Pythagoras as the sol alter, a second Sun, on 
account of her magnificent radiance--equalled by none other-was the 
first to draw the attention of ancient Theogonists. Before it began to 
be called Venus, it was known in pre-Hesiodic theogonyas Eosphoros 
(or Phosphoros) and Hesperos, the children of the dawn and twilight. In 
Hesiod, moreover, the planet is decomposed into two divine beings, 
two brothers-Eosphoros (the Lucifer of the Latins) the morning, and I 

Hesperos, the evening star. They are the children of Astrceos and' 
Eos, the starry heaven and the dawn, as also of Kephalos and Eos 
(Tlteog: 381, Hyg: Poet: Astroll: 1 1,42). Preller, quoted by Decharme, 
shows Phaeton identical with Phosphoros or Lucifer (Griech: IlfytllOl: 
1. 365). And on the authority of Hesiod he also makes Phaeton the son 
of the latter two divinities-Kephalos and Eos. 

Now Phaeton or Phosphoros, the" luminous morning orb," is carried 
away in his early youth by Aphrodite (Venus) who makes of him the 
night guardian of her sanctuary (Theog: 987-991). He is the" beautiful 
morning star" (Vide St. John's Re,lelatioll XXII. 16) loved for its radiant 
light by the Goddess of the Dawn, Aurora, who, while gradually eclipsing 
the light of her beloved, thus seeming to carry off the star, makes it 
reappear on the evening horizon where it watches the gates of heaven. 
In early morning, Phosphoros " issuing from the waters of the Ocean, 
raises in heaven his sacred head to announce the approach of divine 
light." (Iliad, XXIII. 226; Odyss: XIII. 93; Virg: ./Elleid, VIII. 589 ; 
My thai : de la Grece Antique. 247). He holds a torch in his hand and 
flies through space as he precedes the car of Aurora. In the evening he 
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becomes Hesperos, "the most splendid of the stars that shine on the 
celestial vault" (J/z.ad, XXII. 317). He is the father of the Hesperides, 
the guardians of the golden apples together with the Dragon; the 
beautiful genius of the flowing golden curls, sung and glorified in all the 
ancient epitlzalami (the bridal songs of the early Christians as of the 
pagan Greeks); he, who at the fall of the night, leads the nuptial 
cortege and delivers the bride in to the arms of the bridegroom. (Carmen 
Nuptiale. See Mytlwl: de la Grece A11tique. Decharme.) 

So far, there seems to be no possible rapprocltement, no analogy to be 
discovered between this poetical personification of a star, a purely 
astronomical myth, and the Satanism of Christian theology. True, the 
close connection between the planet as Hesperos, the evening star, and 
the Greek Garden of Eden with its Dragon and the golden apples may, 
with a certain stretch of imagination, suggest some painful comparisons 
with the third chapter of' Genesis. But this is insufficient to justify the 
building of a theological wall of defence against paganism made up of 
slander and misrepresentations. 

But of all the Greek euhemerisations, Lucifer-Eospqoros is, perhaps, 
the most complicated. The planet has become with the Latins, Venus, 
or Aphrodite-Anadyomme, the foam-born Goddess, the" Divine Mother," 
and one with the Phrenician Astarte, or the Jewish Astaroth. They 
were all called" The Morning Star," and the Virgins of the Sea, or Mar 
(whence Mary), the great Deep, titles now given by the Roman Church 
to their Virgin Mary. They were all connected with the moon and the 
crescent, with the Dragon and the planet Venus, as the mother of Christ 
has been made connected with all these attributes. If the Phrenician 
mariners carried, fixed on the prow of their ships, the image of the god
dess Astarte (or Aphrodite, Venus Erycina) and looked upon the evening 
and the morning star as their guiding star, "the eye of their Goddess 
mother," so do the Roman Catholic sailors the same to this day. They 
fix a Madonna on the prows of their vessels, and the blessed Virgin 
Mary is called the "Virgin of the Sea." The accepted patroness of 
Christian sailors, their star, "Stella Del Mar," etc., she stands on the 
crescent moon. Like the old pagan Goddesses, she is the "Queen of 
Heaven," and the" Morning Star" just as they were. 

Whether this can explain anything, is left to the reader's sagacity. 
Meanwhile, Lucifer-Venus has nought to do with darkness, and every
thing with light When called Lucifer, it is the" light bringer," the first 
radiant beam which destroys the lethal darkness of night When named 
Venus, the planet-star becomes the symbol of dawn, the chaste Aurora. 
Professor Max Muller rightly conjectures that Aphrodite, born of the 
sea, is a personification of the Dawn of Day, and the most lovely of all 
the sights in Nature (" Science of Language") for, before her naturalisa
tion by the Greeks, Aphrodite was Nature personified, the life and light 
of the Pagan world, as proven in the beautiful invocation to Venus by 

2 
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Lucretius, quoted by Decharme. She is divine Nature in her entirety, 
Adit,-Prakriti before she becomes Lakshmi. She is that Nature before 
whose majestic and fair face, "the winds flyaway, the quieted sky pours 
torrents of light, and the sea-waves smile," (Lucretius). When referred 
to as the Syrian goddess Astarte, the Astaroth of Hieropolis, the 
radiant planet was personified as a majestic woman, holding in one 
outstretched hand a torch, in the other, a crooked staff in the form of 
a cross. (Vide Lucian's De Dea Syril, and Cicero's De Nat: Deorum, 
3 c.23)· Finally, the planet is represented astronomically, as a globe 
poised above tke cross-a symbol no devil would like to associate with
while the planet Earth is a globe with a cross over it. 

But then, these crosses are not the symbols of Christianity, but the 
Egyptian crux ansata, the attribute of Isis (who is Venus, and Aphrodite, 
Na.ture, also) .<l or <l the planet j the fact that the Earth has the cruz 
ansata reversed, 6 having a great occult significance upon which there 
is no necessity of entering at present. 

Now what says the Church and how does it explain the "dreadful 
association." The Church believes in the devil, of course, and could not 
afford to lose him. " The Devil is tke ckief pillar of the Ckurch" confesses 
unblushingly an advocate' * of the Ecclesia Militans. "All the Alexan
drian Gnostics speak to us of the fall of the }Eons and their Pleroma, and 
all attribute that fall to the desire to know," writes another volunteer in 
the same army, slandering the Gnostics as usual and identifying the 
desire to know or occultism, magic, with Satanism.t And then, forthwith, 
he quotes from Schlegel's Pkilosopk£e de f Histoire to show that the seven 
rectors (planets) of Pymander, "commissioned by God to contain the 
phenomenal world in their seven circles, lost in love with their own 
beauty, t came to admire themselves with such intensity that owing to 
this proud self-adulation they finally fell." 

Perversity having thus found its way amongst the angels, the most 
beautiful creature of God "revolted against its Maker." That creature 
is in theological fancy Venus-Lucifer, or rather the informing Spirit or 
Regent of that planet. This teaching is based on the following specula
tion. The three principal heroes of the great sidereal catastrophe 
mentioned in Revelation are, according to the testimony of the Church 
fathers-"the Verbum, Lucifer his usurper (see editorial) and the grand 
Archangel who conquered him," and whose "palaces" (the "houses" 

.. Thus saith Des Mousseaux. " Ma:urs et Pratiques des Demons." p. X.-and he 
is corroborated in this by Cardinal de Ventura. The Devi~ he says, "is one of the 
great personages wMse lift is dosely allied 10 Ileal 0/ llIe ekur,k.; and without him 
• . . . the fall of man could not have taken place. If it were not for him (the 
Devil), the Saviour, the Redeemer, the Crucified would be but the most ridiculous of 
supernumeraries and the Cross an insult to good sense." And if so, then we should 
feel thankful to the poor Devil. 

t De Mirville. "No Devil, no Christ," he exclaims. 
l This is only another version of Narcissus, the Greek victim of his own fair looks. 
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astrology calls them) are in the Sun, Venus-Lucifer and Mercury. This is 
quite evident, since the position of these orbs in the Solar system corres
pond in their hierarchical order to that of the" heroes" in Chapter xii of 
Revelation "their names and destinies (?) being closely connected in 
the theological (exoteric) system with these three great metaphysical 
names." (De Mirville's Memoir to the Academy of France, on the 
rapping Spirits and the Demons). 

The outcome of this was, that theological legend made of Venus-Lucifer 
the sphere and domain of the fallen Archangel, or Satan before his 
apostacy. Called upon to reconcile this statement with that other fact, 
that the metaphor of " the morning star," is applied to both Jesus, and his 
Virgin mother, and that the planet Venus-Lucifer is included, moreover, 
among the" stars" of the seven planetary spirits worshipped by the 
Roman Catholics • under new names, the defenders of the Latin dogmas 

. and beliefs answer as follows :-
" Lucifer, the jealous neighbour of the Sun (Christ) said to himselfin his 

great pride : 'I will rise as high as he ! ' He was thwarted in his design 
by Mercury, though the brightness of the latter (who is St. Michael) was 
as much lost in the blazing fires of the great Solar orb as his own was, 
and though, like Lucifer, Mercury is only the assessor, and the guard of 
honour to the Sun."-( Ibid.) 

Guards of "dishonour" now rather, if the teachings of theol(lgical 
Christianity were true. But here comes in the cloven foot of the Jesuit. 
The ardent defender of Roman Catholic Demonolatry and of the worship 
of the seven planetary spirits, at the same time, pretends great wonder 
at the coincidences between old Pagan and Christian legends, between 
the fable about Mercury and Venus, and the historical trutkr told of 
St Michael-the" angel of the face,"-the terrestrial double, or ferouer 
of Christ He points them out saying: "like Mercury, the archangel 
Michael, is the friend of the Sun, his Mitra, perhaps, for Michael is a 
Psycllopompic genius, one who leads the separated souls to their appointed 
abodes, and like Mitra, he is the well-known adversary of the demolls." 
This is demonstrated by the book of the Nabatheans recently discovered 

• The famous temple dedicated to the Seven Angels at Rome, and built by Michael
Angelo in J 561, is still there, now called the" Church of St. Mary of the Angels." In 
the old Roman Missals printed in 1563-one or two of which may still be seen in 
Palazzo Barberini-one may find the religious service (officio) of the seven angels, and 
their old and occult names. That the" angels" are the pagan Rectors, under different 
names-the Jewish having replaced the Greek and Latin names-of the seven planets 
is proven by what Pope Pius V. said in his Bull to the Spanish Clergy, permitting and 
encouraging the worship of the said seven spirits of the stars. "One cannot exalt too 
much these sevtn rtctors of the world, figurtd lJy tltt sevtn plantls, as it is consoling to 
our century to witness by the grace of God the cult of these stVtn ardent lighls, and 
of these sevtn stars reassuming all its lustre in the Christian republic." (us StPI 
Esprits tl I' Hisloire de ltur CuileJ' De Mirville's 2nd memoir addressed to Ute 
Academy. Vol. II. p. 358.) 
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(by Chwolson). in which the Zoroastian Mitra is called the" grand enem), 
of the plallet VCIlllS."· (ibid p. 160.) 

There is something in this. A candid confession, for once, of 
perfect identity of celestial personages and of bCn'owing from every pagan 
source. It is curious. if unblushing. While in the oldest Mazdean 
allegories, Mitra conquers the planet Venus, in Christian tradition 
Michael defeats Lucifer, and both receive, as war spoils, the planet of 
the vanquished deity. 

" Mitra." says Dollinger, " possessed, in days of old. the star of Mercury, 
placed between the sun and the moon, but he was given the planet of 
the conquered, and ever since his victory he is identified with Venus." 
("Judaisme mid Paganisme," Vol. Il.,p. I09. French transl.) 

.. In the Christian tradition." adds the learned Marquis, .. St. Michael 
is apportioned ill Heaven the throne and the palace of the foe he has van
quished. Moreover, like Mercury. during the palmy days of paganism, 
which made sacred to this demon-god all the promontories of the 
earth. the Archangel is the patroll of the same in our religion." This 
means, if it does mean anything, that now, at any rate, Lucifer-Venus is 
a sacred planet. and no synonym of Satan. since St. Michael has become 
his legal heir ? 

The above remarks conclude with this cool reflection: 
.. It is evident that paganism has utilised be/ore/zand, and most mar

ve1\ously, all the features and characteristics of the prince of the face of 
tlte Lord (Michael) in applying them to that Mercury. to the Egyptian 
Hermes Anubis, and the Hermes Christos of the Gnostics. Each of these 
was represented as the first among the divine councillors, and the 
god nearest to the sun, qllis ut Delis." 

Which title, with a1\ its attributes. became that of Michael. The 
good Fathers. the Master Masons of the temple of Church Christianity, 
knew indeed how to utilize pagan material for their new dogmas. 

The fact is, that it is sufficient to examine certain Egyptian 
cartouches. pointed out by Rossellini (EvPte, Vol. I., p. 289). to find 
Mercury (the double of Sirius in our solar system) as Sothis, preceded 
by the words "sole" and "solis custode, sostegllon dei dominanti, e 
forti grmlde dci vigilanti," "watchman of the sun, sustainer of dominions, 
and the strongest of all the vigilants." All these titles and attributes 
are now those of the Archangel Michael, who has inherited them from 
the demolls of paganism. 

Moreover, trave1\crs in Rome may testify to the wonderful presence in 
the statue of Mitra. at the Vatican. of the best knO\vn Christian symbols. 
Mystics boast of it. They find .. in his lion's head, and the eagle's 
wings, those of the courageous Seraph. the master of space (Michael) ; 
in his caduceus, the spear, in the two serpents coiled round the body • 

., Herodotus showing the identity of Mitra and Venus, the sentence in the Na6a/lreall 
Agriculture is evidently misunderstood. 
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the struggle of the good and bad principles, and especially in the two 
keys which the said Mitra holds, like St. Peter, the keys with which this 
Seraph-patron of the latter opens and shuts the gates of Heaven, 
astra cludit et recludit." (Mem: p. 162.) 

To sum up, the aforesaid shows that the theological romance of 
Lucifer was built upon the various myths and allegories of the pagan 
world, and that it is no revealed dogma, but simply one invented to 
uphold superstition. Mercury being one of the Sun's assessors, or the 
cynocepluzli of the Egyptians and the watch-dogs of the 51111, literally, 
the other was Eosphoros, the most brilliant of the planets, "qui mane 
oriebaris," the early rising, or the Greek opep'vo~. It was identical 
with the Amoon-ra, the light-bearer of Egypt, and called by all 
nations" the second born of light" (the first being Mercury), the begin
ning of his (the Sun's) ways of wisdom, the Archangel Michael being 
also referred to as the principium vianml Domilli. 

Thus a purely astronomical personification, built upon an occult 
meaning which no one has hitherto seemed to unriddle outside the 
Eastern wisdom, has now become a dogma, part and parcel of Christian 
revelation. A clumsy transference of characters is unequal to the task 
of making thinking people accept in one and the same trinitarian 
group, the" Word" or Jesus, God and Michael (with the Virgin occa
sionally to complete it) on the one hand, and Mitra, Satan and Apollo
Abbadon on the other: the whole at the whim and pleasure of Roman 
Catholic Scholiasts. If Mercury and Venus (Lucifer) are (astronomically 
in their revolution around the Sun) the symbols of God the Father, the 
Son, and of their Vicar, Michael, the" Dragon-Conqueror," in Christian 
legend, why should they when called Apollo-Abaddoll, the" King of 
the Abyss," Lucifer, Satan, or Venus-become forthwith devils and 
demons? If we are told that the "conqueror," or " Mercury-Sun," or 
again St. Michael of the Revelatioll, was given the spoils of the 
conquered angel, namely, his planet, why should opprobrium be any 
longer attached to a constellation so purified? Lucifer is now the 
" Angel of the Face of the Lord,"· because" that face is mirrored in it." 
We think rather, because the Sun is reflecting his beams in Mercury 
seven times more than it does on our Earth, and twice more in Lucifer
Venus: the Christian symbol proving again its astronomical origin. But 
whether from the astronomical, mystical or symbological aspect, Lucifer 
is as good as any other planet. To advance as a proof of its demoniacal 
character, and identity with Satan, the configuration of Venus, which 
gives to the crescent of this planet the appearance of a cut-off hom is 
rank nonsense. But to connect this with the horns of "The Mystic 

• .. Both in Biblical and pagan theologies,"' says de Mirville, .. the Sun has its god, its defender, 
and its sacrilegious usurper, in other words, its Ormuzd, its planet Mercury (Mitra), and its Lucifer, 
Venus (or Ahriman), taken away from its ancient master, and now given to its conqueror." (p. [6+) 
Therefore, Lucifer-Venus is quite IuJIy now. 
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Dragon" in Re1Ielatioll-" one of which was broken" --as the two 
French Demonologists, the Marquis de Mirville and the Chevalier des 
Mousseaux, the champions of the Church militant, would have their 
readers believe in the second half of our present century-is simply 
an insult to the public. 

Besides which, th<:! Devil had. no horns before the fourth century of 
the Christian era. It is a purely Patristic invention arising from their 
desire to connect the god Pan, and the pagan Fauns and Satyrs, with 
their Satanic legend. The demons of Heathendom were as hornless 
and as tailless as the Archangel Michael himself in the imaginations of 
his worshippers. The" horns J) were, in pagan symbolism, an emblem 
of divine power and creation, and of fertility in nature. Hence the 
ram's horns of Ammon, of Bacchus, and of Moses on ancient medals, 
and the cow's horns of Isis and Diana, etc., etc., and of the Lord God of 
the Prophets of Israel himself. For Habakkuk gives the evidence that 
this symbolism was accepted by the" chosen people" as much as by the 
Gentiles. In Chapter I I I. that prophet speaks of the II Holy One from 
Mount Paran," of the Lord God who "comes from Ternan, and w/tose 
brightlless was as the light," and who had "/tOTnS coming out of his 
hand." 

When one reads, moreover, the Hebrew text of Isaiah, and finds 
that no Lucifer is mentioned at all in Chapter XIV., v. 12, but simply 

~~'i1, Htllel, " a brigltl star," one can hardly ref;ain from wondering that 

educated people should be still ignorant enough at the close of our cen

tury to associate a radiant planet-or anything else in nature for the 
matter of that-with the DEVIL! t 

H:P. B. 

It In Revelation there is no .. horn broken," hut it is simply said in Chapter XIII.. 3, th:, 
John saw .. one of his heads, as it were, wounded to death." John knew naught in his generation of 

.. a horned" devil. 

t The literal words used, and their translation, are: .. Ail A·al/lella Mi-Ska,nay;m Hilkl JJm
Skllrkar N~gda",srta La-Arc/I; Clwlesck RI-Coii,n ," or, .. How art thou fallen from the heavens, 
Hillel, Son of the Morning, how art thou east down unto the earth, thou who didst cast down the 

nations." Here the word, translated .. Lucifer," is '.?'!:1, Hillel, and its meaning is .. shining brightly 

or gloriously." It is very true also, that by a pun to which Hebrew words lend themselves so 
ul.,ily, the verb k,./ld may be made to mean" to howl," hence, by an easy derivation, hillel may be 
con>tructed into" howler," or a devil, ;I crt,ature, however, one he:rrs rarely, if ever, .. howling." In 

his Lexicon, Art. ~:"I, Parkhurst says: .. The Syriac translation of this passage renders it ~S·~' howl'; 
a nd even Jerome observes that it literally means' to howl.' Michaelis translates it, ' Howl, Son or 
the Morning.' But at this rate, Hillel, the great Jewish sage and reformer, might also be called a 
.. howler," and connected with the devil ! 
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THE BLOSSOM AND THE FRUIT. 

~Jns JSl.e.$'scm.R\ 3Nm ~JlUE jf~m~trr: 
A TALE OF LOVE AND MAGIC . . 

BY MABEL COLLINS, 

Author of .. THE PRETTIEST WOMAN IN WARSAW," &c., &c., 
And Scribe of .. THE IDYLL OF THE WHITE LoTUS," and .. THROl:GH THE GATES 

OF GOLD." 

Only-
One facet of tbe stont', 
One ray of the star, 
One petal of the flower of life, 

But the one that stands outermost and faces us, who are men and women. 

23 

THIS strange story has come to me from a far country and 
was brought to me in a mysterious manner .. I claim only to 
be the scribe and the editor, In this capacity, however, z't £s 
I who am answeraOle to the puOlic and the critics. I there
fore ask in advance l one favour only of the reader.. that he will 
accept (wh£le reading this story) the theory of the reincarnation 
of souls as a liv£ng fact. M, C. 

INTRODUCTION. 
Containing two sad livcs on earth, 
And two sweet timcs of sleep in Heaven. 

A LIFETIME. 

OD VERHEAD the boughs of ~he trees intermingle, hiding the deep blue 
sky and mellowing the fierce heat of the sun. The boughs are so 
covered with white blossoms that it is like a canopy of clustered 

snow-flakes, tinged here and there with a soft pink. It is a natural orchard, 
a spot favoured by the wild apricot. And among the trees, wandering 
from shine to shade, flitting to and fro, is a solitary figure. It is that of a 
young woman, a savage, one of a wild and fierce tribe dwelling in the 
fastnesses of an inaccessible 'virgin forest. She is dark but beautiful. 
Her blue-black hair hangs far down over her naked body; its masses 
shield the warm, quivering, nervous brown skin from the direct rays 
of the sun. She wears neither clothing nor any ornament. Her eyes 
are dark, fierce and tender: her mouth soft and natural as the Ii ps of 
an opening flower. She is absolutely perfect in her simple savage 
beauty and in the natural majesty of her womanhood, virgin in herself 
and virgin in the quality of her race, which is untaught, undegraded. 
But in her sublimely natural face is the dawn of a great tragedy. Her 
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soul, her thought, is struggling to awake. She has done a deed that 
seemed to her quite simple, quite natural j yet now it is done a dim 
perplexity is rising within her obscure mind. Wandering to and fro 
beneath the rich masses of blossom-laden boughs, she for the first time 
endeavours to question herself. Finding no answer within she goes 
again to look on that which she has done. 

A form lies motionless upon the ground within the thickest shade 
of the rich fruit trees. A young man, one of her own tribe, beautiful 
like herself, and with strength and vigour written in every line of his 
form. But he is dead. He was her lover, and she found his love sweet, 
yet with one wild treacherous movement of her strong supple arm she 
had killed him. The blood flowed from his forehead where the sharp 
stone had made the death wound. The life blood ebbed away from his 
strong young form j a moment since his lips still trembled, now they 
were still. Why had she in this moment of fierce passion taken that 
beautiful life? She loved him as well as her untaught heart knew how 
to love j but he, exulting in his greater strength,"tried to snatch her 
love before it was ripe. It was but a blossom, like the white flowers 
overhead: he would have taken it with strong hands as though it were a 
fruit ripe and ready. And then in a sudden flame of wondrous new 
emotion the woman became aware that the man was her enemy, that 
he desired to be her tyrant. Until now she had thought him as herself, 
a thing to love as she loved herself, with a blind unthinking trust. 
And she acted passionately upon the guidance of this thing-feeling
which until now she had never known. He, unaccustomed to any 
treachery or anger, suspected no strange act from her, and thus, un
suspicious, unwarned, he was at her mercy. And now he lay dead at 
her feet. And still the fierce sun shone through the green leaves and 
silvern blossoms and gleamed upon her black hair and tender brown 
skin. She was beautiful as the morning when it rose over the tree tops 
of that world-old forest. But there is a new wonder in her dark eyes j 
a question that was not there until this strange and potent hour came 
to her. What ages must pass over her dull spirit ere it can utter the 
question j ere it can listen and hear the answer? 

The savage woman, nameless, unknown save of her tribe, who regard 
her as indifferently as any creature of the woods, has none to help her 
or stay in its commencement the great roll of the wave of energy she 
has started. Blindly she lives out her own emotions. She is dissatisfied, 
uneasy, conscious of some error. When she leaves the orchard of wild 
fruit trees and wanders back to the clearer part of the forest beneath the 
great trees, where her tribe dwells, when she returns among them her lips 
are dumb, her voice is silent. None ever heard that he, the one she 
loved, had died by her hand, for she knew not how to frame or tell this 
story. It was a mystery to her, this thing which had happened. Yet it 
made her sad, and her great eyes wore a dumb look of longing. But 
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she was very beautiful and soon another young and sturdy lover was 
always at her side. He did not please her; there was not the glow in 
his eyes that had gladdened her in those of the dead one whom she 
had loved. And yet she shrunk not from him nor did she raise her arm 
in anger, but held it fast at her side lest her passion should break loose 
unawares. For she felt that she had brought a want, a despair upon 
herself by her former deed ; and now she determined that she would act 
differently. Blindly she tried to learn the lesson that had come upon her. 
Blindly she let herself be the agent of her own will. For now she 
became the willing slave and serf of one whom she did not love, and 
whose passion for her was full of tyranny. Yet she did not, she dared 
not, resist this tyranny; not because she feared him, but because she 
feared herself. She had the feeling that one might have who had come 
in contact with a new and hitherto unknown natural force. She feared 
lest resistance or independence should bring upon her a greater wonder, 
a greater sadness and loss than that which she had already brought 
upon herself. . 

And so she submitted to that which in her first youth would no more 
have been endured by her than the bit by the wild horse. 

The apricot blossom has fallen and fruit has followed it; the leaves 
have falJen and the trees are bare. The sky is grey and wild above, the 
ground dank and soft with fallen leaves below. The aspect of the 
place is changed, but it is the same ; the face and form of the woman 
have changed; but she is the same. She is alone again in the wild 
orchard, finding her way by instinct to the spot where her first lover 
died. She has found it. What is there? Some white bones that lie 
together; a skeleton. The woman's eyes fasten and feed on the sight 
and grow large and terrible. Horror at last is struck into her soul 
This is all that is left of her young love, who died by her hand-white 
bones that lie 'in ghastly order! And the long hot days and sultry 
nights of her life have been given to a tyrant who has reaped no gladness 
and no satisfaction from her submission; for he has not learned yet 
even the difference between woman and woman. All alike are mere 
creatures like the wild things; creatures to hunt and to conquer. 
Dumbly in her dark heart strange questionings arise. She turns from 
this grayeyard of her unquestioning time and goes back to her slavery. 
Through the years of her life she waits and wonders, looking blankly 
at the life around her. Will no answer come to her soul? 

AFTER SLEEP, AWAKENING. 

SPLENDID was the veil that shielded her from that other soul, the soul 
she knew and of which she showed her recognition by swift and sudden 
love. But the veil separated them; a veil heavy with gold and 
shining with stars of silver. And as she gazed upon these stars, with 
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delighted admiration of their brilliance, they grew larger and larger, till 
at length they blended together, and the veil became one shining sheen 
gorgeous with golden broideries. Then it became easier to see through 
the veil, or rather it seemed easier to these lovers. For before the veil 
had made the shape appear dim; now it appeared glorious and ideally 
beautiful and strong. Then the woman put out her hand, hoping to 
obtain the pressure of another hand through the shining gossamer. 
And at the same instant he too put out his hand, for in this moment 
their souls communicated, and they understood each other. Their 
hands touched; the veil was broken ; the moment of joy was ended 
and again the struggle began. 

A LIFETIME. 

SITTING, singing, on the steps of an old palace, her feet paddling in 
the water of a broad canal, was a child who was becoming more than a 
child; a creature on the threshold of life, of awakening sensation. 
A girl, with ruddy gold hair, and innocent blue eyes, that had in their 
vivid depths the strange startled look of a wild creature. She was as 
simple and isolated in her happiness as any animal of the woods or 
hills-the sunshine, the sweet air with the faint savour of salt in it, her 
own pure clear girlish voice, and the gay songs of the people that she 
sang-these were pleasure enough and to spare for her. 

But the space of unconscious happiness or unhappiness which 
heralds the real events of a life was already at an end. The great wave 
which she had set in motion was increasing in volume ceaselessly; how 
long before it shall reach the shore and break upon that far off coast? 
None can know, save those whose eyesight is more than man's. None 
can tell; and she is ignorant, unknowing. But though she knows 
nothing of it, she is within the sweep of the wave, and is powerless 
to arrest it until her soul shall awake. 

" My blossom, my beautiful wild flower," said a voice close beside her. 
A young boatman had brought his small vessel so gently to the steps 
she had not noticed his approach. He leaned over his boat towards 
her, and touched her bare white feet with his hand. 

"Come away with me, Wild Blossom," he said. "Leave that 
wretched home you cling to. What is there to keep you there now 
your mother is dead? Your father is like a savage, and makes you live 
like a savage too. Come away with me, and we will live among people 
who will love you and find you beautiful as I do. Will you come? 
How often have I asked you, Wild Blossom, and you have never 
answered. Will you answer now? " 

"Yes," said the girl, looking up with grave, serious eyes, that had 
beneath their beauty a melancholy meaning, a sad question. 
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The man saw this strange look and interpreted it as dearly as he 
could. 

"Trust me," he said, " I am not a savage like your father. When you 
are my little wife I will care for you far more dearly than myself. 
You will be my soul, my guide, my star. And I will shield you as 
my soul is shielded within my body, follow you as my guide, look up 
to you as to a star in the blue heavens. Surely you can trust my love, 
Wild Blossom." 

He had not answered the doubt in her heart, for he had not guessed 
what it was, nor c('uld she have told him. For she had not yet learned 
to know what it was, nor to know of it more than that it troubled her. 
But she put it aside and silenced it now, for the moment had come to 
do so. Not till she had learned her lesson much more fully could the 
question ever be expressed even to her own soul, and before this could 
be, the question must be silenced many times. 

" Yes," she said, " I will come." 
She held out her hand to him as if to seal the compact. He 

interpreted the gesture by his own desire, and taking her hand in his 
drew her towards him. She yielded and stepped into the boat. And 
then he quickly pushed away from the steps, and, dipping his oars in 
the water, soon had gone far away down the canal. Blossom looking 
earnestly back, watched the old palace disappear. In some of its old 
rooms and on its sunny steps her child-life had been spent. Now she 
knew that was at an end. She understood that all was changed hence
forth, though she could not guess into what she was going, and she 
waited for her future with a strange confidence in the companion she 
had accepted. This· puzzled her dimly. Yet how should she lack 
confidence, having known him long ago and thrown away his love and 
his life beneath the wild apricot trees, having seen aft~rwards the 
steadfastness of his love when her soul stood beside his in soul life? 

A long way they went in the little boat. They left the canals and 
went out upon the open sea, and still the boatman rowed unwearyingly, 
his eyes all the while upon the beautiful wild blossom he had plucked 
and carried away with him to be his own, his dear and adored possession. 
Far away along the coast lay a small village of fishermen's cots. 
It was to this that the young man guided his boat, for it was here 
be dwelled. 

At the door of his cot stood his old mother, a quaint old woman 
with wrinkled, rosy face, wearing a rough fishwife's dress and coarse 
shawl; her brown hand shaded her eyes as she watched her son's boat 
approaching. Presently a smile came on her mouth. "He's gotten 
the blossom he's talked of so often in his sleep. Will he be bappy 
now, the good lad?" 

He was truly a good lad; for his mother knew him well, and the more 
she knew him the deeper grew her love. She would do anything for 
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his happiness. And now she took to her arms the child, the Blossom, 
and cherished her for his sake. Before many days had passed the 
fishing village made a file day for the wedding of its strongest boatman. 
And the women's eyes filled with tears when they looked at the sad, 
tender, questioning face of the beautiful Wild Blossom. 

She had given her love without hesitation, in complete confidence. 
She had given more; herself, her life, her very soul. The surrender 
was now complete. 

And now, when all seemed done and all accomplished, her question 
began to be answered. Dimly she knew that, spite of the husband 
at whose feet she bowed, spite of the babes she carried in her arms 
till their tiny feet were strong enough to carry them down over the 
shore to the marge of the blue waters, spite of the cottage home she 
garnished and cleansed and loved so dearly, spite of all, her heart was 
hungry and empty. What could it mean, that though she had all she 
had none? Blossom was grown a woman now, and there were some 
lines of care and of pain on her forehead. Yet, still, she was beautiful 
and still she bore her child-name of Blossom; but the beauty of her 
face grew sadder and more strange as the years went by, the years 
that bring ease and satisfaction to the stagnant soul. Wild Blossom's 
soul was eager and anxious; she could not still the mysterious voices of 
her heart, and these told her (though perhaps she did not always un~er
stand their speech) that her husband was not in reality her king; that 
he heard no sound from that inner region in which she chiefly existed. 
For him contentment existed in the outward life that he lived, in sheer 
physical pleasure, in the excitement of hard work, and the dangers of 
the sea, in the beauty of his wife, the mirth of his happy children. He 
asked no more. But Wild Blossom's eyes had the prophetic light 
in them. She saw that all this peace must pass, this pleasure end; she 
recognised that these things did not, could not, absolutely satisfy the 
spirit; her soul seemed to tremble within her as she began to feel 
the first dawn of the terrible answer to her sad questioning. 

A deeper dream of rest ; 
A stronger waking. 

MANY a long year later, a solitary woman dwelled in that fisherman's 
cottage on the shore of the blue sea. She was old and bowed with 
age and trouble. But still her eyes were brighter than any girl's in the 
village, and held in them the mysterious beauty of the soul; still her 
hair, once golden, now grey, waved abOut her forehead. The people 
loved her and were kind to her, for she was always gentle and full of 
generous thought. But they never understood her, for they were long 
ages behind her in her growth. She was ready now for the great central 
test of personal existence; the experience of life in civilization. When 
the old fishwife lay dead within her cottage, and the people came to 
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grieve beside her body, they little guessed that she was going on to a 
great and glorious future; a future full of daring and of danger. When 
her eyes closed in death, her inner eyes opened on a sight that filled 
her with absolute joy. She was in a garden of fruit trees, and the 
blossom of the trees was at its full. When her eyes fell on this white 
maze of flowers and drank in its beauty, she remembered the name she 
had borne on earth and dimly understood its meaning. The blossoms 
hid from her the sky and all else until a soft pressure on her hand drew 
her eyes downwards; and then she saw beside her that one whom she 
had loved through the ages, and who, side by side with her, was ex
periencing the profound mystery, and learning the strange lesson of 
incarnation in the world where sex is the first great teacher. And with 
each phase of existence that they passed through, these two forged 
stronger and stronger links that held them together and compelled 
them again and again to meet, so that together they were destined-to 
pass through the vital hour; the hour when the life is shaped for greater 
ends or for vain deeds. 

Here within this sheltered place, where blossoms filled the air with 
sweetness and beauty, it seemed to them, that they had attained to 
the full of pleasure. They rested in perfect satisfaction, drinking deep 
draughts of the joy of living. To them existence seemed a final and 
splendid fact in itself; existence as they then had it. The moment in 
which they lived was sufficient, they desired none other, nor any other 
place, nor any other beauty, than those they had. N one knows and none 
can tell what time or age was passed in this deep contentment and 
fulfilment of pleasure. At last Wild Blossom's soul woke from its 
sleep, satiated; the hunger returned to gnaw at her heart; the longing 
to know reasserted itsel( Holding tight the hand she held in hers, 
she sprang from the soft couch on which she lay. Then, for the first 
time, she noticed that the ground was so soft and pleasant, because there, 
where she had lain, had drifted great heaps of the fallen fruit blossoms. 
The ground was all white with them, though some had begun to lose 
their delicate beauty, to curl and wrinkle and tum dark. Then she 
looked overhead and saw that the trees had, with the loss of the delicate 
petals, lost their first fairness, the splendour of the spring. Now they 
were covered with small, hard, green fruit, scarce formed, unbeautiful to 
the eye, hard to the touch, acid to the taste. With a shudder of regret 
for the sweet spring time that was gone, Wild Blossom hurried away 
from the trees, still holding fast that other hand in hers. She was going 
to face new, strange experiences, perhaps terrible dangers: her task was 
the easier for that tried companionship, for the nearness of that other 
who was climbing the same steep ladder of life. 

END OF INTRODUCTION. 
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CHAPTER I. 

~lIrN a masked ball there is an element of adventure that appeals to 
Jil the daring of both sexes, to the bright and witty spirits. Hilary 
G~ Estanol was just such an one as the hero of a bright revel should 
be. A beautiful boy, with a lovely face, and eyes that had in them a 
deep sadness. I n repose his face was almost womanish in its softness; 
but a chill brilliance was in his smile, a certain slight cynicism coloured 
all his speech. Yet Hilary had no reason to be a cynic, and he was not 
one who adopted anything from fashion or affectation. The spring of 
this uncalled-for coldness and indifference lay in himself. 

To-night he was the centre of attraction in Madame Estanol's drawing
rooms. This bat masqul was to celebrate his coming of age, and Hilary 
had never looked so womanish as when he stood among his friends' 
receiving their congratulations and admiring their gifts. He wore the 
dress of a troubadour, and it was one which became him well, not only 
in its picturesqueness as a costume, but in the requirements of the 
character. He had the faculty of the improvisatore, his voice was rich 
and soft, his musical and poetic gifts swift and versatile. Hilary was 
adored by his friends, but disliked, indeed almost hated, by his one near 
relation, his mother. She was standing near him now, talking to a group 
who had gathered round her. She was one of the cleverest women of 
the day, and, still beautiful and full of a charming pride, held a court 
of her own. Her dislike for Hilary was founded on her estimate of his 
character. To one of her intimate friends she had said, not long before 
this night, " Hilary will disgrace his name and family before there is one 
grey thread in his dark hair. He has the qualities that bring despair and 
ensure remorse. God will surely forgive me that I say this of my son; 
but I see it before me, an abyss into which he will drag me with him; 
and I wait for it every day." 

A guest, just arrived, approached Madame Estanol with a smile, and 
after greeting her affectionately, said, in a whisper, "I have brought a 
friend with me. Welcome her in her character as a fortune-teller. . She 
is very witty, and will amuse us presently, if you like." 

She moved aside a little, and Madame Estanol saw standing behind 
her a stooping figure, an old haggard crone, with palsied head, and hand 
that trembled as it grasped her stick. 

" Ah, Countess! it is impossible to recognise your friend under this 
disguise," said Madame Estanol. "Will you not tell me who she is? " 

.. I am pledged to say nothing but that she is a fortune-teller," said the 
Countess Bairoun. "Her name she herself will reveal only to one person; 
and that person must be born under the star that favoured her own birth." 

The fortune-teller turned her bent head towards Madame Estanol, and 
fixed a pair of brilliant and fascinating eyes on hers. Immediately 
Madame Estanol became aware of a strong charm that drew her towards 
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this mysterious person. She advanced and held out her hand to assist 
the old woman in moving across the room. 

" Come with me," she said, "I should like to introduce you to my son. 
He is the hero of this scene to-night, for the ball is held in honour of his 
coming of age." 

They went together through the maskers that were now beginning to 
throng the large drawing-rooms, and everyone turned to look at the 
strange figure of the tottering old crone. Hilary Estanol was leaning 
against the high carved oak mantel frame of the inner drawing-room, 
surrounded by a laughing group of his intimate friends. He held his 
mask in his hand, and as he stood there smiling, his dark curls falling 
on his forehead, his mother thought, as she approached him, " My boy 
grows handsomer every hour of his gay young life." When Hilary saw 
his mother's strange companion he advanced a step, as if to welcome her, 
But Madame Estanol checked him with a smile. "I cannot introduce 
our visitor to you," she said, " for I do not know her name. She will tell 
it to but one person, who must have been born under the same star as her
sel( Meantime, we are to greet her in her character as the fortune-teller." 

This announcement was welcomed by a murmur of amusement and 
interest. 

"Then will our kind visitor perhaps exercise her craft for us?" asked 
Hilary, gazing with curiosity at the trembling head and grey locks before 
him. The old woman turned her head sideways, and gave him a look 
from those strange brilliant eyes. He, too, like his mother, felt the charm 
from them. But he felt more. Something suddenly wakened within him; 
a rush of inexplicable emotions roused him into amazement j he put his 
hand to his forehead j he was bewildered, almost faint. 

There was a small drawing-room which opened out of the room they 
were in. It was so tiny that it held but a table covered with flowers, a 
low couch and an easy-chair. The laughing group that surrounded 
Hilary went eagerly to convert this room into the sanctum of the pro
phetess. They lowered and softened the shaded light j drew close the 
blinds and shut the doors, locking all but one. Here was placed a 
guardian who was to admit grudgingly and one by one those who were 
fortunate enough to speak alone with the sybil, for she would only see 
certain of the guests whom she selected herself from the throng, des
cribing their appearance and dress to the guardian of her improvised 
temple. These were all ladies of great position. They entered laughing 
and half defiant. They came out, some pale, some red, some trembling, 
some in tears. "Who can she be?" they whispered in terrified tones 
to one another, and in that terror showed how she had penetrated their 
hearts and touched on their secret thoughts. 

At last the guardian of the door said that Hilary himself was to 
enter. 

When Hilary went in, the young man, as he closed the door on the 
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fortune teller and her new guest, turned with a laugh to the group 
behind him. 

"Already she has startled him," he said, " I heard him utter almost 
a cry as he entered." 

"Could you see in?" asked one, "perhaps she has taken off her 
disguise for her host! " 

" No, I saw nothing," he answered. "Can none of you who have been 
in guess who she is ? .. 

" No," answered a girl who had come out from the ordeal with white 
and trembling lips. "It is impossible to guess. She knows everything." 

I t was as they had supposed. She had taken 'off her disguise for her 
host. The staff, the large cloak, the wig and cap lay on the ground. 
With the swift use of a cosmetiqued kerchief she had removed from 
her fair skin the dark complexion of the ancient sybil. When Hilary 
entered she had completed this rapid toilette and sat leaning back in a 
low chair. She was dressed in a rich evening costume; she held a 
mask in her hand ready for use. But now her face was uncovered; her 
strange and brilliant eyes were fixed on Hilary; her beautiful mouth 
wore a half smile of amusement at his surprise. It was more than 
surprise that he experienced. Again that rush of inexplicable emotion 
overpowered him. He felt like one intoxicated. He regarded her very 
earnestly for a few moments. 

" Surely," he said, " we have met before! " 
"We were born under the same star," she answered in a voice that 

thrilled him. Until now he had not heard her speak. The sense of 
some strong link or association that united them, was made doubly 
strong by the sound of that voice, rich, strong and soft. Suddenly he 
recognised the meaning of his emotion. He no longer struggled 
against it, he no longer was bewildered by it. 

He approached her and sat down upon the couch at her side. He 
regarded her with wonder and adoration, but no longer with awe or 
surprise. For he understood that the event which he had imagined 
would never come was already here-he was in love. 

" You said you would disclose your name to the one who was born 
under the same star as yourself." 

" Do you not know me ?" she said with a slight look of surprise. She 
fancied everyone knew her at least by sight. 

"I do not," he answered," though indeed I am perplexed to think I 
can ever have lived without knowing you." 

Flattery produced no effect upon her, she lived in an atmosphere 
of it. 

"I am the Princess Fleta,·' she answered. Hilary started and 
coloured a little at the words, and could ill control his emotion. The 
Princess Fleta held a position in the society of the country, which can 
only belong to one who stands next to a throne that rules an important 
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nation. She was a personage among crowned heads, one to whom an 
emperor might, without stooping, offer his love; and Hilary, the child of 
an officer of the Austrian army, and of a poor daughter of a decayed 
aristocratic family, Hilary had in the swift stirring of love at first 
sight, told his own heart that he loved her! It could never be unsaid, 
and he knp.w it. He had whispered the words within himself, the 
whisper would find a hundred echoes. He must always love her. 

The Princess turned her wonderful eyes on him and smiled. 
" I have done my work for to-night," she said. "I have amused some 

of the people, now I should like to dance." 
Hilary was sufficient of ·a courtier not to be deaf to this command, 

though his whole soul was in his eyes and all his thoughts fixed on her 
beauty. He rose and offered her his arm, she put on her mask and 
they left the room. When Hilary appeared among the crowd that 
hung round the door of the fortune teller's sauctum, accompanied by a 
slender, graceful woman, whose face was hidden save for the great dark 
eyes, there was an irrepressible murmur of excitement and wonder. 
" Who can she be?" was repeated again a hundred times. But no one 
guessed. None dreamed this could be the Princess Fleta herself; for 
there were but few houses she would. visit at, and no one imagined that 
there could be any inducement to bring her to Madame Estanol's. The 
mystery of her presence she explained to Hilary while they danced 
togethe~ . 

.. I am a student of magic," she said, "and I have already learned some 
useful secrets. I can read the hearts of the courtiers who surround me, 
and I know where to look for true friends. Last night I dreamed of the 
friend I should find here. Do you care for these mystic occupations? " 

.. I know nothing of them," said Hilary. 
"Let me teach you then," said the Princess, with a light laugh. 

, You will be a good pupil, that I know. Perhaps I may make a disciple 
of you! and there are not many with whom that is possible." 

"And why?" asked Hilary. .. Surely it is a fascinating study to 
those who can believe in the secrets." 

"Scepticism is not the great difficulty," answered the Princess, "but 
fear. Terror turns the crowd back from the threshold. Only a few dare 
cross it." 

" And you are one of the few," said Hilary, gazing on her with eyes 
of burning admiration . 

• , I have never felt fear," she answered. 
" And would it be impossible to make you feel it, I wonder," said 

Hilary. 
" Do you desire to try?" she answered, with a smile at his daring 

speech. It did not sound so full of impertinence as it looks, for Hilary's 
eyes and face were all alight with love and admiration, and his voice 
trembled with passion. 

3 
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"You can make the attempt if you choose," she said, glancing at him 
with those strange eyes of hers. "Terrify me if you can." 

"Not here, in my own house, it would not be hospitable." 
"Come and see me, then, some day when you think it will amuse you. 

Try and frighten me. J will show you my laboratory, where I produce 
essences and incenses to please the gnomes and ghouls." 

Hilary accepted this invitation with a flush of pleasure. 
"Take me to the Countess," she said at last. "I am going home. But 

I want her first to introduce me to your mother." 
The Countess was delighted that the Princess had made up her mind 

to this. She hardly thought Madame Estanol would be pleased to 
discover that the great lady had been masquerading in her drawing
room, and had not cared to throw off her disguise even for her hostess. 
And the Countess valued the friendship of Madame Estanol; so she was 
glad the wilful Princess had decided to treat her with politeness. 

Madame Estanol could scarcely conceal her surprise at learning what 
the dignity was which had been hidden under the disguise of the old 
fortune-teller. The Princess did not remove her mask, and, with a laugh, 
she warned Madame Estanol that some of her guests would not be 
pleased to discover who the sybil was who had read their hearts so 
shrewdly. 

When she had gone, Hilary's heart and spirits had gone with her. It 
seemed as if he hardly cared to speak; his laughter had died away 
altogether. His thoughts, his very self, followed the fascinating 
personality that had bewitched him. 

Madame Estanol saw his abstraction, his flushed eager look, and the 
new softness of his eyes. But she said no word. She feared the 
Princess, who was well known to be full of caprice and wilfulne!>s. She 
feared lest Hilary should be mad enough to yield to the charm of the 
girl's beauty and confident manner; the charm of power, peculiar, 
or rather, possible only to one in a royal place. But she would say 
no word; knowing Hilary well, she knew that any attempt to influence 
him against it would only intensify his new passion. 

CHAPTER II. 
Two days later Hilary nerved himself to pay the visit to the Princess. 
He thought she could not consider it to be too soon, for it seemed to him 
two months since he had seen her. 

She lived in a garden-house some two or three miles away in the 
country. Her father's palace in the city never pleased her; she only 
came there when festivities or ceremonials made her presence necessary. 
In the country, with her chaperone and her maids, she was free to do 
as she chose. For they were one and all afraid of her, and held her 
"laboratory" in the profoundest respect. None of them would have 
~ntered that room except to avoid some dreadful doom. 

Hilary was taken to the Princess in the garden, where she was 
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walking to and fro in an avenue of trees which were covered with sweet 
scented blossoms. She welcomed Hilary with a charming manner, and 
the hour he spent with her here in the sunshine was one of the wildest 
intoxication. They began openly to play the pretty game of love. 
Now that no eyes were on them the Princess let him forget that she 
belonged to a different rank from his own. When she was tired of 
walking, "Come," she said, .. and I will shewyou my laboratory. No one 
in this house ever enters it. If you should say in the city that you 
have been in that room you will be besieged with questions. Be careful 
to say nothing." 

.. I would die sooner," exclaimed Hilary, to whom the idea of talking 
about the Princess and her secrets seemed like sacrilege. 

The room was without windows, perfectly dark but for a softened light 
shed by a lamp in the centre of the high ceiling. The walls were 
painted black and on them were drawn strange figures and shapes in 
red. These had evidently not been painted by any artisan hand; 
though bold in touch, they were irregular in workmanship. Beside a 
great vessel which stood upon the ground, was a chair, and in this chair 
a figure upon which Hilary's attention immediately became fastened. 

He saw at once that it was not human, that it was not a lay figure, 
that it was not a statue. It resembled most a lay figure, but there 
was something strange about it which does not exist in the mere form 
on which draperies are hung. And its detail was elaborated; the skin 
was tinted, the eyes darkened correctly, the hair appeared to be human. 
Hilary remained at the doorway unable to advance because of the 
fascination this form exercised upon him. 

The Princess looked back from where she stood in the centre of the 
room beneath the light j she saw the direction of his gaze and laughed. 

" You need not fear it," she said. 
"Is it a lay figure?" asked Hilary, trying to speak easily, for he 

remembered that she despised those who knew fear. 
"Yes," she answered, "it is my lay figure." 
There was something that puzzled Hilary in her tone. 
" Are you an artist? " he asked. 
"Yes" she answered" in life-in human nature. I do not work with " ,. 

a pencil or a brush j I use an agent that cannot be seen yet can be felt. 
" What do you mean?" asked Hilary. 
She turned on him a strange look, that was at first distrustful, and then 

grew soft and tender. 
c. I will not tell you yet," she said. 
Hilary roused himself to answer her lightly. 
cc Have I to pass through some ordeal before you tell me?" he asked. 
c, Yes," she answered gaily, "and already an ordeal faces you. Dare 

you advahce into the room or no?" . 
Hilary made a great effort to break the spell that was on him. .He 

went ha!;tily across the room to where she stood. Then he realised 
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that he had actually passed through an ordeal. He had resisted some 
force, the nature of which he knew not, and he had come out the victor 
Realising this brought to him another conviction. 

" Princess," he said, "there is some one else in this room besides you 
and me. Weare not alone." 

He spoke so suddenly, and from so great a sense of startled sur
prise, that he did not pause to think whether his question were a wise 
one or not. The Princess laughed as she looked at him. 

"You are very sensitive," she said. "Certainly we were born under 
the same star, for we are susceptible to the same influences. No, we 
are not alone. I have servants here whom no eyes have seen but 
mine. Would you like to see them? Do not say yes hastily. It 
means a long and tedious apprenticeship, obtaining mastery over these 
servants. But unless you conquer them you cannot often see me; for 
if ytm are much near to me they will hate you, and their hate is 
greater than your power to resist it." 

She spoke seriously now, and Hilary felt a strange sensation as he 
looked at this beautiful girl standing beneath the lamp light. He 
experienced a sudden dread of her as of someone stronger than himself; 
and also an impassioned desire to serve her, to be her slave, to give 
his life to her utterly. Perhaps she read the love in his eyes, for she 
turned away and moved towards the figure in the chair. 

" I know this distresses you," she said. " You shall see it no longer." 
She opened a large screen which was formed of some gold coloured 
material covered with shapes outlined in black. She arranged this so 
that the figure was altogether hidden from view and also the great 
vessel which stood beside it. 

"Now," she said, "you will breathe more freely. And I am going 
to shew you something. We did not come out of the sunshine for no 
purpose. And we must be quick, for my good aunt will be terrified 
when she finds I have brought you in here. Ibelieve she will hardly 
expect to see you alive again." 

She opened a gold vessel, which stood upon a cabinet, while she spoke, 
and the air immediately became full of a strong sweet perfume. Hilary 
put his hand to his forehead. Was it possible that he could be so 
immediately affected, or was it his imagination that the red shapes and 
figures which were on the black wall moved and ordered and arranged 
themselves? Yet, so it was; to his eyes the forms mingled and again 
broke up and re-mingled. A word was formed and then another. It 
was unconsciously imprinted on Hilary's memory before it changed and 
vanished; he noticed only the mysterio~s occurrence which was hap
pening before his eyes. Suddenly he became aware that a sentence had 
been completed; that words had been written there which he would 
never have dared to utter; that on the wall before him had appeared in 
letters as of fire the secret of his heart. He staggered back and drew 
his eyes with difficulty from the wall to fix them in amazement and fear 
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upon the Princess. Her face was flushed, her eyes were bright and 
tender . 

.. Did you see it ?" he asked in a trembling voice. 
For a moment she hesitated then she answered, .. Yes, I saw it.'" 
There was a brief silence. Hilary looked again at the wall, ex-

pecting to see the thought in his mind written there. But the shapes 
were returning to their original appearance, and the perfume was dying 
out of the air . 

.. Come," said the Princess suddenly, "we have been here long enough. 
:My aunt will be distressed. Let us go to her." 

She led the way from the room, and Hilary followed her. In another 
moment they were in a large drawing-room, flooded with sunshine and 
fragrant with flowers; the Princess' aunt was busied with silks which she 
had entangled while at her embroidery; the Princess was on her knees 
beside her, holding a skein of yellow silk upon her hands. Hilary 
stood a moment utterly bewildered. Had he been dreaming? Was 
that black room and its terrible atmosphere a phantasy? 

He had stayed long enough, and he now took his leave reluctantly. 
The Princess, who would have no ceremony at the Garden House, rose 
from her knees and said she would open the gate for him. Hilary 
flushed with pleasure at this mark of kindness. 

The gate she took him to was a narrow one that stood in a thick-set 
hedge of flowering shrubs. When he had passed through he looked 
back, and saw the Princess leaning on the gate, framed in gorgeous 
blossoms. She smiled and held out her hand to him. The richness of 
her presence intoxicated him, and he lost all sense of the apparently 
impassable gulf between them . 

.. You read the words," he said, "and you give me your hand in 
mine?" 

"I read the words," she answered, in a soft voice that thrilled him, 
"and I give you my hand in yours. Good-bye! .. 

She had touched his hand for an instant, and now she was gone. 
Hilary turned to walk through the flowering hedges to the city. But 
his heart, his thought, his soul remained behind. She had read the 
words, and she was not angry. She knew of his love for her and she was 
not angry. She had read his heart and had not taken offence. What 
might he not hope for? 

Then came another thought She had read the words. Then that 
black room was no phantasy, but a fact as actual as the sunshine. What 
were the powers of this strange creature that he loved? He knew 
not; but he knew that he loved her . 

• • • • • • • • 
An overpowering desire carried him daily on that road between the 

flowery hedges to the Garden House. Only sometimes had he the 
courage to enter. Most often he lingered at that narrow gate, em
bosomed in flowers and looked longingly over it. The first time that 
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he entered after this visit, in which his secret was written before his 
eyes, he found the Princess standing within the gate. She held out 
her hand to him saying simply, "I knew you were coming. I have 
prepared something, and I have presuaded my aunt that no terrible 
thing will happen if you are in my laboratory for a little while. So 
come with me." 

It was brilliantly lit, this black walled room she called her laboratory. 
The great vessel stood in the midst of the floor beneath the lamp, and 
from it rose flame and smoke. A strong and vivid perfume filled the 
air, and the upper part of the high room was clouded with grey blue 
smoke, that shone in the light like silver. 

In the chair beside it sat a figure: it was that of a beautiful woman. 
A strange mixture of emotions overpowered Hilary. At the first glance 
he felt that this figure was the same he had seen the other day; at the 
second he recognised his mother. He rushed forward to her and became 
aware that she was lifeless; then he turned passionately upon the 
Princess with anger and horror in his face. 

"What have you done? What have you done?" he cried. 
"Nothing," she said, with a smile. "I have done no harm. Do 

you not see that is only an image? My lay figure, as I told you." 
He gave a long look at the inanimate shape that was so perfect a 

representation of his mother, and then he turned upon the Princess a 
look of more intense horror than before. 

" What are you doing? " he asked, in a low voice. 
" No harm I" she answered lightly. " Your mother hates and fears 

me. I cannot endure that. I am making her love me. I am making 
her desire your presence here with me." 

For a while they stood in silence by the side of the vessel and its 
flaming contents; then suddenly Hilary cried out: "I cannot bear it! 
Put an end to this terrible spell! " 

" Yes," said the Princess, " I will, but not to its results." 
She drew the screen before the seated figure, and threw something 

into the vessel that instantly quenched the flame. 
Then she led Hilary from the room, and they walked up and down 

beneath the trees, talking of things as lovers talk-things that interested 
themselves but none other. 

When Hilary returned home his mother rose from her couch and 
held out her hand to him. She drew him to sit beside her. 

"Hilary," she said, "something tells me you have been with the 
Princess Fleta. It is well, and I am glad. She is a good friend for 
you; ask her if I shall come to see her." 

Hilary rose without replying. The dew stood on his brow. For the 
. first time he was conscious of actual fear, and the fear he felt was of the 

woman he loved. 
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A LAW OF LIFE: KARMA. 

THERE is nothing more common to those who know anything 
about Theosophy than to be asked :-What is Karma? Karma 
is a Sanskrit word which has to be used by those who discuss the 

idea it conveys, simply because there is no English word to correspond 
to it. That is very easy to answer. Then comes the question :-What 
is the idea which it conveys? Than this there is nothing more difficult 
to answer, and the reason why this is the case is not far to seek. Let it 
once be granted that the constitution of man is complex and complicated, 
and that the soul has existed for ages that seem like an eternity, and 
existed, moreover, in a garb of flesh which has been changed thousands 
of times in the course of those ages. Let this be granted, and, in addi
tion, that no action is without its effect in the physical, moral, and 
spiritual worlds, then, it will be seen, that the answer to the question: 
"What is Karma," is very difficult, if not well-nigh impossible. Still. 
some endeavour may be made to give a general idea, though the details 
of any individual case can hardly be calculated. 

Granting the principle of reincarnation, Karma is the working 
of the great law which governs those incarnations; but, taken in its 
wider sense, Karma may be defined as a manifestation of the One, 
Universal, Divine Principle in the phenomenal world. Thus, it may be 
further defined as .. the great law of Harmony" which governs the 
Universe. 

But it may be replied that Harmony is not the great law of Nature, 
but, on the contrary, lack of harmony and discord. And what proof is 
there that Harmony is the law? 

When such proof is required, the answer is at once made :-Too short 
a view of life and the universe has been taken. The man who denies the 

'existence of harmony in the universe has transgressed the law and is 
experiencing the punishment. He does this unconsciously to himself. 
because the law of harmony forms an unconscious impulse to its re
adjustment when it has been broken. No better illustration can be given 
than in the definition of a fugue, which is :-" A musical composition 
in contrapuntal style, in which a subject is proposed by one part, and 
then responded to by the others according to certain rules." Again, in 
musical chords, the composing notes, if taken by twos and threes, will be 
found in discord, but, when taken altogether, produce a harmony. 
Harmony is then the just adaptation of things to each other, and the 
universe, the personal element of man being eliminated, is essentially an 
evidence of harmony; othen\'ise it could not exist, for it would fall to 
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pieces and no longer be a universe. To those who find only discord 
around them, the note to Rule 5, in the second part of "Light on the 
Path," may convey a meaning. No other words can express it better. 
One reason for the apparent disharmony may be given. The desires of 
man are, as a rule, devoted to the gain of what may be called his per
sonality. While such is the case in any man, to the exclusion of other 
interests, that man cannot dive deep into his own heart and perceive the 
real underlying harmony. He is incapable of understanding or even of 
perceiving it, because his attention is solely devoted to that which pro
duces discord. Naturally, then, to him all things seem out of joint, the 
reign of discord is ever present, and he cries out perpetually against the 
injustice of the world he lives in. But if he will but turn his attention 
from his personality to the greater span of his life, and endeavour first 
to see evidence of harmony in those around him and then in himself, he 
will find that harmony; and his way will be made plain to him. 

Granting, then, that it is the Great Law of Harmony or Karma which 
governs the Universe, and which is the Divine principle under one 
aspect manifested in Nature, then it is easy to understand that any 
action in violation of Nature's laws will produce a deviation from the 
straight line of harmony; consequently the law of harmony will produce 
an adjusting effect. Now, who is to produce that effect? Nature, or the 
man who committed the action? Both, or. rather, the latter under the 
influence of the former. The latter most certainly, unless man is to 
be regarded simply as a blind puppet. It is possible to compare the 
situation to that of a man whose progress is contingent upon an exact 
balance being preserved on a pair of scales in front of him. If his 
actions disturb the balance of those scales and add weight to one side 
or the other, it is necessary immediately to add a counter-balancing 
weight on the opposite side and so restore the balance or harmony. (Of 
course this is a physical illustration, and can hardly be carried very 
far on the moral plane.) That is to say that the one Divine principle is 
divided by man's actions into two opposing forces of good and evil, and 
man's progress depends on the exertion of his will to preserve harmony 
and prevent deviation to one side or the other. Evil only exists in contra
distinction to good, and the preservation of such harmony as we have 
and the advance towards Universal Harmony-the abstract divinity 
-is what all right-minded persons theoretically aspire to. 

It has been thought that, in consequence of the attention paid to 
the classics in education, the word Nemesis would replace Karma with 
advantage. So perhaps it might have done, had the earliest traditions of 
Greek mythology been preserved. But the fatal tendency towards 
anthropomorphism set in very strongly even in the palmy days of 
Greece, and in consequence Nemesis only pourtrayed the personification 
of a human passion. Originally the balancing power, independent of 
Zeus and all the Olympian gods, w~o carried out her decrees, Nemesis 
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became simply the avenging deity; so much was this the case that in a 
general sense she might have been called the tutelary deity of those 
envious of their neighbour's happiness. Between these points Nemesis 
appears as the personification of the moral reverence for law, of the 
natural fear of committing a wrong action, and hence the personification 
of conscience. It was after this period that Nemesis was said to direct 
human affairs, with a view to restore the balance between happiness and 
unhappiness. But, in earlier times, the idea of Nemesis was divided into 
those of Nemesis and Adrasteia (or what Orientalists would call good 
and evil Karma), for even then the idea of evil was beginning to be 
attached to Nemesis. 

But Nemesis was closely linked to both the Moirae (Fates) and the 
EUlnellides (Furies), who were all the children of Zeus and Night The 
Moirae appear generally as divinities of fate in a strict sense, and act 
independently at the helm of necessity. They direct fate, and watch 
that the fate assigned to every being by eternal laws shall take its 
course (Aesek: PrometkellS Vinetlts, 511-515). Zeus, as well as gods and 
men, submits to them. They assign their proper functions to the 
Erimlyes who inflict the punishment, and are sometimes called their 
sisters (Aesek: Eumelt: 335, g62; PrometltellS 516, 6g6, 895). These 
latter were always considered to be more ancient than the Olympian 
gods, and were therefore not under the rule of Zeus, though they honoured 
and esteemed him. The crimes which they especially punished were 
(I), violation of the respect due to old age; (2), perjury; (3), murder; 
(4), violation of the law of hospitality; (5), improper conduct towards 
suppliants; and the punishment was inflicted not .only after death but 
during life. (It is somewhat curious that these .. crimes" are also those 
actions which entail the heaviest Karma.) No prayers, sacrifices, or 
tears could move them or protect the object of their persecution. When 
they feared that he would escape, they called in Dike to their assistance, 
with whom they were closely connected, as justice was said to be their 
only object. 

Now when the meaning of all these" minor" Greek deities is con
sidered, and further, if it is considered in connection with the definition 
of Karma, it will be seen that all are so many personifications of the 
main divisions of the law of ancient Nemesis or Karma. But the 
one word cannot, in popular estimation, replace the other; for, as said 
above, Nemesis has lost its original meaning, and is almost invariably 
associated with the idea of vengeance. Karma, however, has never 
lost its essential connection with the law of Harmony, though even in 
this case there is some tendency to confine it to the law of cause 
and effects, and to consider what is called evil Karma solely in 
relation to human life. This is almost inevitable, while the human 
personality takes the foremost place in the consideration of each 
man, and his own welfare, in time and eternity, is the goal of his 
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endeavours. As said above, while this is the case man cannot regard 
the great laws of the Universe, nor recognise himself as part of it, and 
thus his life is confined to the world of effects, and can never enter that 
of causes. Thus it is ignorance of the law of Harmony that leads 
him to struggle in vain, in this world, for the apparent advantage of 
surpassing his neighbour, and-worse-to instinctively carry the struggle 
beyond death, and attempt to advance in favour in the so-called heavenly 
kingdom. 

This is the result of the pernicious doctrine of reward and punishment 
after death, in heaven or in hell. Nothing could have been found more 
calculated to circumscribe the view of life as a whole, and concentrate 
man's attention on temporary matters. It is inevitable that man should 
regard his soul as something fashioned after his struggling personality, 
and very similar to it; and this view of his personality was not calculated 
to agree with the loftiness of the ideas about the soul. From this 
point of view he either rejected the idea of soul as altogether worthless, 
or else he transferred his interest to the soul's welfare in Heaven-in 
either case concentrating his attention on what is inevitably transient. 
It is as though a man lost sight of the fact of respiration in its com
ponent parts of inspiration and expiration; that is to say, that one 
respiration is taken as the whole, and the millions of other respirations 
in the course of a human life are lost sight of and forgotten. Thus the 
man who adapts his life to the ordinary views, with regard to life 
on earth and life in Heaven, fixes his thoughts and aspirations on 
what is transient, and desires to intensify that. No truer words 
were ever spoken than by Christ when he said :-" What shall it profit 
a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own soul." It is a loss 
which man will inevitably experience if he pursues this purblind course 
of endeavour, for he will lose sight of his real soul altogether, and he
as he, that is-will never regain it. He follows a flickering \Vill-o'-the
Wisp, and finds his way only into a treacherous marsh; the result being 
that the whole of that incarnation is wasted, and a stumbling block, 
perhaps, placed in the way of the next. This danger is, as said, due 
to neglect or ignorance of the idea of Karma, and to the purblind 
view consequently taken of the great scope of human life. 

In the Tlleosophist, of July, 1887, Mr. Subba Row deals with the 
doctrine of Karma as contained in the Bhagavadgita. His lecture con
tains one of the clearest elucidations of the metaphysical side of the 
question which it is possible to put in language, so far as the Kosmic 
aspect of Karma is concerned. In it, and the previous lectures, Mr. 
Subba Row dealt with three main bases or vehicles· (states of matter) 
through which the light of the spirit is reflccted into the phenomenal 
world. These vehicles, when traced to their origin, lead to prakrzt;, or 
matter; as opposed to pltrusluz, or spirit. 

• Sanskrit t:padhi. 
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"So Krishna says that all Karma is traceable to Upadh~ and hence to Prakrili. 
Karma itself depends upon conscious existence. Conscious existence entirely depends 
upon the constitution of man's mind. • . • UpadIU is the cause of individual 
existence. Existence itself, I mean living existence, is, however, traceable to this light 
(of the Logos). All conscious existence is traceable to it, and. furthermore, when 
spiritual intelligence is developed. it directly springs from it. . • Now it is through 
the action of this Karma that individual existence makes its appearance. On account 
of this Karma individual existence is maintained, and it is on account of Karma that 
man suffers all the pains and sorrows of earthly existence. Birth, life, and death, and 
all the innumerable ills to which human nature is subject, are endured by mankind 
owing to this Karma. . • . Thus Karma, being the inevitable result of Prakriti, 
and Prakriti continuing to exist as long as you are a human being, it is useless to try 
to get rid of Karma. • • . When you renounce this desire (desire to do Karma 
other than from a sense of duty), Karma will become weaker and weaker In its ability 
to affect you, till at last you arrive at a condition in which you are not affected by 
Karma at all, and that condition is the condition of .Jfukti."· 

"Those philosophers who want to reject all Karma pretend to renounce it altogether. 
But that is an impossible task. No man, so long as he is a human being, can ever 
give up Karma altogether. He is at least bound to do that which the bare existence 
of his physical body requires, unless, indeed, he means to die of starvation, or otherwise 
put an untimely end to his life. II 

" Supposing you do give up Karma-that is abstain from it in action, how can you 
keep control over your own {minds? It is useless to abstain from an act, and yet be 
constantly thinking of it. If you come to the resolution that you ought to give up 
Karma, you must necessarily conclude that you ought not even to think about these 
things. That being so, let us see in what a condition you will then place yourselves. 
As almost all our mental states have some connection with the phenomenal world, and 
are somehow or other connected with Karma in its various phases, it is difficult to 
understand how it is possible for a man to give up all Karma, unless he can annihilate 
his mind, or get into an eternal state of Sushupti (dream/LSs slumber). Moreover, if 
you have to give up all Karma, you have to give up good Karma as well as bad, for 
Karma, in its widest sense, is not confined to bad actions. If all the people in the 
world give up Karma, how is the world to exist? Is it not likely that an end will 
then be put to all good impulses, to all patriotic and philanthropic deeds, that all 
the good people, who have been and are exerting themselves in doing unselfish 
deeds for the good of their fellow men, will be prevented from working? If you 
call upon everybody to give up Karma, you will simply create a number of lazy 
drones, and prevent good people from benefiting their fellow beings. II 

"And furthermore, it may be argued that this is not a rule of unh·ersal appli· 
cability. How few are there in the world who can give up their whole Karma, 
and reduce themseh-es to a condition of eternal inactivity. And if you ask these 
people to follow this course, they may, instead of giving up Karma, simply become 
lazy, idle persons, who have not really given up anything. What is the meaning 
01 the expression, • to give up Karma r Krishna says that in abstaining from 
doing a thing there may be the effects of active Karma, and in acth·e A:arma 
there may be no real Karmic results. If you kill a man, it is murder, and you 
are held responsible for it; Gut suppose you refuse to feed your old parents and 
they die in coosequence of your neglect, do you mean to say that you are not 
respoosible for that Karma! You may talk in the most metaphysical manner you 
please, you cannot get rid of Karma altogether." 

"Taking all these circumstances into consideration, and admitting the many 
misc:hie\·ous consequences that will follow as the result of recommending e\"er)'" 

• Liberation or Sirftna. 
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human being to give up Karma, Krishna adds all that is to be found in the 
teaching that makes the Logos the means of salvation, and recommends man-if he 
would seek to obtain immortality-a method by following which he is sure to reach 
it, and not one that may end in his having to go through another incarnation, or 
being absorbed into another spiritual being whose existence is not immortal." 

" The recommendation to practice and obtain self· mastery, Krishna accepts. But 
he would add to it more effectual means of obtaining the desired end-means sufficient 
in themselves to enable you to reach that end. He points out that this practfse of 
self-mastery is not only useful for training in one birth, but is likely to leave permanent 
impulses on a man's soul which come to his rescue in future incarnations." . . . 

" Krishna, in recommending his own method, combines all that is good in the five 
systems, and adds thereto all those necessary means of obtaining salvation that follow 
as inferences from tIte existence of the Logos, and its real relationship to man and to 
all the principles that operate in the cosmos. His is certainly more comprehensive 
than any of the theories from which these various schools of philosophy have started, 
and it is this theory that he is trying, in the second six chapters of the Bhavadgita, to 
inculcate." 

In the above quoted lecture Karma was considered in its Kosmic and 
universal aspect, but no attempt was made to consider it in its individual 
aspect as applied to the various great sections of Being on this planet. 
The first approach to this is seen in the animal kingdom. Doubtless, 
the mineral and vegetable kingdoms are under the law of Harmony 
with Nature; it could not possibly be otherwise for they are closer to 
what is known as nature and much less individualised. But there is so 
little individualisation in these kingdoms that it is hardly possible to 
consider them in relation to the law of harmony, or to that of Cause 
and Effect on the plane of objectivity. But to anyone who has thought 
about the question it is plain that the animal kingdom, in its individuals, 
does come at least under the law of cause and effect. This may 
practically be called the working of Karma on the physical plane and by 
some has been called the law of Compensation, this being a term 
expressive of mechanical and physical energy. The word Karma had 
better be retained to express the working of the law of harmony 
on that plane where moral responsibility begins, and where "the 
law of compensation can be modified by will and reason," and where 
therefore personal merit and demerit exists. To quote fr~m an article 
in the Theosophist on the Karma of animals :-

" A piece of iron is attracted to a magnet without having any desire in the matter. 
If it is exposed to air and water, it may become rusty and cannot prevent it. A plant 
or a tree may be straight or crooked on account of circumstances over which it has 
no control. An animal usually follows the instincts of its nature without any merit or 
demerit for so doing, a child or an idiot may smilingly kick over a lamp which may 
set a whole city on fire; the cause will have its effect, but the child or the idiot cannot 
be held responsible for it, because they have not sufficient intelligence to fully control 
their actions or to judge about the consequences. A person can only be held re
sponsible according to his ability to perceive justice and to distinguish between good 
and evil. The power to discriminate properly is an attribute of the human mind, and 
the higher that mind is developed the more it becomes responsible for the effects it 
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produces. A cat may kill a mouse or an ox gore a man; and to hold them morally 
responsible for it would be an act of injustice, cruelty and stupidity. Whether or not 
a dog may have sufficient reason to incur any moral responsibility is a matter of 
opinion, and no emphatic affirmation or denial will decide the case: but it is reason· 
able to suppose that a dog, though he may hare sufficient reason to know what is good 
or bad for himself or for those to whom he is attached, has no moral responsibility." 

Thus, though animals may be under the law of compensation, and 
under the law of harmony or Karma, they are not under the law of 
compensation, or the law of harmony or Karma in the same way as it 
applies to human beings. With humanity, a fresh element has been 
introduced-the intellectual, reasoning, and discriminating power. Con
sequently, while the universal law of harmony or Karma governs 
the whole Universe, the law of Harmony should be applied to the 
Universe as a whole, and its manifestations, the laws of Karma and 
Compensation, should be applied to man and animal respectively. 

It is more possible, perhaps, to consider the question in relation 
to the various gr3.des of humanity so far as we can conceive of 
it and them. It would be better to commence with the highest and 
proceed downwards. 

All Theosophists, and many who are not, have heard of Mahatmas, 
and many have speculated very wrongly about them. In this magazine, 
and in this article, it may be possible to write about them without 
disrespect, because only through these speculations is it possible to 
understand the law of harmony and its relation to man as Karma, 
and to divinity as harmony. The word Karma as limited above does 
not apply to the Mahatma. 

"Gazing only upon the eternal the Mahatma feels neither good nor ill, nor docs 
either good or ill come to him. Personally, he cannot either suffer or rejoice, and is 
incapable of emotion, because he is indifferent to circumstances. But as he developes. 
his sympathies increase, until at last his sympathies enter into all beings, and with 
them he rejoices and suffers until they also pass beyond the se!lse of joy or pain." 

" They do not have good or evil Karma. The glory and good fortune and happiness, 
these go to the good men who look for temporary joys. Karma produces pleasure or 
pain by the ordering of circumstances. The Mahatma does not feel pleasure and 
pain, and is not affected by circumstances, therefore he is Karmaless. The law of 
cause and effect is only called Karma when it concerns temporary and changing 
circumstances. The acts of the Mahatma generate spiritual energy which goes to 
create the power that shall be his when he is no longer man, and consequently form an 
eternal factor in his future; thus, the Mahatma, being without personal desire, is 
outside the operation of the law of Karma." 

In his real condition he is in harmony with Nature, and its agent, and 
hence outside Karma. His physical body is however still within its 
limits of action. But to him this is a very small matter. 

ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEV, M.B. 

(To be cOlltilllled.) 
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THE MYSTERY OF ALL TIME. 

_HE inner. light which guides men to greatness, and makes them 
~1L noble, is a mystery through all time and must remain so while 

Time lasts for us; but there come moments, even in the midst 
of ordinary life, when Time has no hold upon us, and then all the 
circumstance of outward existence falls away, and we nnd ourselves face 
to face with the mystery beyond. In great trouble, in great joy, in keen 
excitement, in serious illness, these moments come. Afterwards they 
seem very wonderful, looking back upon them. 

What is this mystery, and why is it so veiled, are the burning 
questions for anyone who has begun to realise its existence. Trouble 
most often rouses men to the consciousness of it, and forces them to 
ask these questions when those, whom one has loved better than 
oneself, are taken away in to the formless abyss of the unknown by 
death, or are changed, by the experiences of life, till they are no longer 
recognisable as the same; then comes the wild hunger for knowledge. 
Why is it so? What is it, that surrounds us with a great dim cloud 
into which all loved things plunge in time and are lost to us, obliterated, 
utterly taken from us? It is this which makes life so unbearable to the 
emotional natures, and which developes selfishness in narrow hearts. If 
there is no certainty and no permanence in life, then it seems to the 
Egotist, that there is no reasonable course but to attend to one's own 
affairs, and be content with the happiness of the first person singular. 
There are many persons sufficiently generous in temperament to wish 
others were happy also, and who, if they saw any way to do it, would 
gladly redress some of the existing ills-the misery of the poor, the 
social evil, the sufferings of the diseased, the sorrow of those made 
desolate by death-these things the sentimental philanthropist shudders 
to think of. He does not act because he can do so little. Shall he take 
one miserable child and give it comfort when millions will be enduring 
the same fate when that one is dead? The inexorable cruelty of life 
continues on its giant course, and those who are born rich and healthy 
live in pleasant places, afraid to think of the horrors life holds within 
it. Loss, despair, unutterable pain, comes at last, and the one who has 
hitherto been fortunate is on a level with those to whom misery has 
been familiarised by a lifetime of experience. For trouble bites hardest 
when it springs on a new victim. Of course, there are profoundly 
selfish natures which do not suffer in this sense, which look only for 
personal comfort and are content with the small horizon visible to one 
person's sight; for these, there is but little trouble in the world, there 
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is none of the passionate pain which exists in sensitive and poetic 
natures. The born artist is aware of pain as soon as he is aware of 
pleasure; he recognises sadness as a part of human life before it has 
touched on his own. He has an innate consciousness of the mystery 
of the ages, that thing stirring within man's soul and which enables him 
to outlive pain and become great, which leads him on the road to the 
divine life. This gives him enthusiasm, a superb herois~ indifferent to 
calamity; ifhe is a poet he will write his heart out, even for a generation 
that has no eyes or ears for him; if he desires to help others per
sonally, he is capable of giving his very life to save one wretched child 
from out a million of miserable ones. For it is not his puny personal 
effort in the world that he considers-not his little show of labour done; 
what he is conscious of is the over-mastering desire to work with the 
beneficent forces of super-nature, to become one with the divine mystery, 
and when he can forget time and circumstan.ces, he is face to face with 
that mystery. Many have fancied they must reach it by death; but 
none have come back to tell us that this is so. We have no proof that 
man is not as blind beyond the grave as he is on this side of it. Has 
he entered the eternal thought? If not, the mystery is a mystery still. 

To one who is entering occultism in earnest, all the trouble of the 
world seems suddenly apparent. There is a point of experience when 
father and mother, wife and child, become indistinguishable, and when 
they seem no more familiar or friendly than a company of strangers. 
The one dearest of all may be close at hand and unchanged, and yet 
is as far as if death had come between. Then all distinction between 
pleasure and pain, love and hate, have vanished. A melancholy, keener 
than that felt by a man in his first fierce experience of grief, overshadows 
the soul. I t is the pain of the struggle to break the shell in which man 
has prisoned himself. Once broken then there is no more pain ; all ties 
are severed, all personal demands are silenced for ever. The man has 
forced himself to face the great mystery, which is now a mystery no 
longer, for he has become part of it. It is essentially the mystery of 
the ages, and these have no longer any meaning for him to whom time 
and space and all other limitations are but passing experiences. It 
has become to him a reality, profound, indeed, because it is bottomless. 
wide, indeed, because it is limitless. He has touched on the greatness of 
life, which is sublime in its impartiality and effortless generosity. He 
is friend and lover to all those living beings that come within his con
sciousness, not to the one or two chosen ones only-which is indeed only 
an enlarged selfishness. While a man retains his humanity, it is certain 
that one or two chosen ones will give him more pleasure by contact, 
than all the rest of the beings in the Universe and all the heavenly host; 
but he has to remember and recognise what this preference is. It is 
not a selfish thing which has to be crushed out, if the love is the love 
that gives; freedom from attachments is not a meritorious condition 
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in itself. The freedom needed is not from those who cling to you, but 
from those to whom you cling. The familiar phrase of the lover "I 
cannot live without you" must be words which cannot be uttered, to 
the occultist. If he has but one anchor, the great tides will sweep 
him away into nothingness. But the natural preference which must 
exist in every man for a few persons is one form of the lessons of Life. 
By contact with these other souls he has other channels by which to 
penetrate to the great mystery. For every soul· touches it, even the 
darkest. Solitude is a great teacher, but society is even greater. I t is 
so hard to find and take the highest part of those we love, that in the 
very difficulty of the search there is a serious education. We realise 
when making that effort, far more clearly what it is that creates the 
mystery in which we live, and makes us so ignorant. It is the swaying, 
vibrating, never-resting desires of the animal soul in man. The life of 
this part of man's nature is so vigorous and strongly developed from the 
ages during which he has dwelt in it, that it is almost impossible to still 
it so as to obtain contact with the noble spirit. This constant and 
confusing life, this ceaseless occupation with the trifles of the hour, this 
readiness in surface emotion, this quickness to be pleased, amused or 
distressed, is what bafHes our sight and dulls our inner senses. Till we 
can use these the mystery remains in its Sphinx-like silence. 

When the unit thinks only of itself, the whole, which is built of units 
perishes, and the unit itself is destroyed. 

So it is throughout nature on every plane of life. This, therefore, is 
the first lesson to be learnt. 

What the trite occultist seeks, is not knowledge, or growth, or happi
ness, or power, for himself; but having become cOllscious that the har
mony of which he forms part is broken on the outer plane, he seeks 
the means to resolve that discord into a higher harmony. 

This harmony is Theosophy-Divine or Universal Wisdom-the root 
whence have sprung all .. religions," that is all; .. bonds which unite 
men together," which is the true meaning of the word religion. 

Therefore, Theosophy is not a .. religion," but religion itself, the very 
"binding of men together" in one Universal Brotherhood. 
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THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS OF BUDDHISM. 

WHEN a man immersed in the darkness of modem civilization 
awakens, hotvever slightly, to the hollowness of his every-day 
life, he becomes sensible of a feeling of despair, for he is 

mentally brought face to face with what appears to him to be a 
meaningless yet cruel destiny. Now to anyone so circumstanced, no 
truer source of consolation and encouragement can be offered than that 
which is to be found in a proper consideration of the "Four Noble 
Truths" of Buddhism. But to give this proper consideration to the 
Truths, or indeed to promote even a preliminary enquiry into their 
nature is by no means an easy task, because the fundamental ideas 
which they embody have scarcely any vitality in the present generation; 
nay more, they involve for the most part a complete inversion of 
maxims commonly accepted as axiomatic in current thought. 

It is, however, in the hopes of doing something towards the elucida
tion of the matter, that the present exposition is attempted. 

The first Noble Truth relates to human suffering. It proclaims that 
the conscious, separated, life of individual existence necessarily implies 
pain, sorrow and misery; that so long as a man feels that he is possessed 
of an isolated self, or so long as he regards himself and his fellow men 
as detaclud personalities, having antagonistic or even independent in
terests, so long must he suffer and be subject to trouble, grief and dis
appointment. 

This first Noble Truth gives utterance to one aspect of an inexorable 
law of universal application, a law from whose operations no man can, 
or has, or ever will escape, until he has learnt and in the fullest sense 
realized the four Noble Truths. 

The first Truth may also be thus expressed: individual existence ne
cessitates and involves change of state, whether manifested as birth 
growth, decay or death, and all changes of state are accompanied by 
pain in one form or another on some plane of being; while those who 
seem in their own eyes to have escaped from pain, or those who imagine 
that others escape from it, are alike deluded, for all men are overtaken by 
it soon or late. 

The second Noble Truth deals with the cause of pain, and partially 
explains its meaning. According to this Truth, it is the desire or thirst 
for the continuance of individual life, with its various sensations and ex
periences, that constitutes the true basis of all suffering, whatever the 
outward form it may assume, and to whatever plane of consciousness 
it may belong. This thirst for life, called in the Sanscrit language 

4 
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Tanha, gtves rise in the mind of man to a delusive belief in the 
permanence and reality of that separate personality, which, according to 
Buddhism, is no more than an ephemeral mode of individual existence; 
it further leads him to suppose that the numerous mental states which 
in their aggregate make up the personality, are, in themselves real; and 
hence grows that rooted belief in the absolute reality of the manifold 
objects of sense, and that longing for their possession, that insatiable 
longing for the enhancement and for the mUltiplication of the ex
periences associated with these objects. 

The second Truth, like the first, presents an aspect of the universal 
law already referred to. 

This law, the Sanscrit name for which is Karma, is the governing and 
controlling power, ordering all individual existence, and by virtue of 
which Tanha operates. 

The third Noble Truth announces the fact that, as the individual man 
grows strong in spiritual knowledge and charity, so Tanha is gradually 
dissolved, and there is for him a consequent cessation of sorrow and of 
pain. The individuality becoming proportionately freed from the 
bondage of Karma, Tanha is indeed a quite necessary adjunct of 
man's incipient growth, for it represents the creative power which forces 
the individuality through the earlier stages of its development, yet, 
while performing this most useful function, being in fact indispensable 
to the lower nature of man, Tanha, at the same time, forges those 
Karmic fetters from which the spiritual self struggles desperately to 
get free. 

As the man's spiritual nature is evolved, the unconscious creative 
energy, in form of Tanha, is gradually replaced by the newly developed 
powers of the higher self, the will becomes more and more completely 
associated with the spirit, while the man himself, endowed with true 
Faith, true Hope, and true Love, becomes a conscious co-worker with 
the Universal or Macrocosmic Will, the" Great Builder." 

The fourth Noble Truth assures us that there is a way by which all 
men may, if they only choose, rapidly accomplish this displacement of 
Tanha by true Love; this way is called the Noble Eight-fold Path lead
ing to enlightenment. 

Thus :-1. Right fundamental Belief, i.e., the right basis mentally 
and spiritually upon which to establish true knowledge. 2. Right In
tention, i.e., goodwill towards all that lives, singleness of purpose, correct
ness and purity of motive. 3. Right Speech, i.e., the use of becoming 
language, kindly temperate, fair and profitable; patient yet vigorous; 
thoughtful, courageous, honest and discriminating. 4- Right Behaviour 
i.e., active philanthropy. 5. Right means of Livelihood, i.e., honest and 
useful employment of one's time, paying adequate attention to one's 
own material needs and helping others to do the same, yet without care 
for the morrow. 6. Right Endeavour, i.e., putting one's heart in one's 
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work. 7. Right Loneliness, z:e., self-contained and harmonious within 
8. Right Meditation. This is the Sanskrit Yoga and signifies union 
with the divine by practising the contemplation of the reality of being. 
It is the result of a sustained effort to concentrate the mind upon the 
universal, eternal and immutable ,law of life; the first stage of such 
concentration takes the form of an impartial review or survey of all one's 
thoughts, actions, desires, sensations and experiences from a thoroughly 
impersonal standpoint. This Eightfold Path has four stages representing 
different degrees of advancement towards Buddhahood or the state of 
perfect enlightenment. The true Buddha or Tath~gata is one who 
has attained final emancipation from individual existence, whose 
purified spirit is freed from the last vestige of Tanha, one upon whom 
Karma has no more hold, for he has reached Para Nirvana, the Eternal, 
the Absolute Being. 

ST. GEORGE LANE-Fox. 

THE LAST OF A GOOD LAM A.-Whatever may be said against godless Budd
hism, its influence, wherever it penetrates, is most beneficent. One finds the Spirit of 
"Lord Buddha • . . most pitiful, the Teacher of NirvAna and the Law," ennobling 
even the least philosophical of the dissenting sects of his religion-the Lamaism of the 
nomadic Kalmucks. The Caspian Steppes witnessed, only a few months ago, the 
solemn cremation and burial of a Mongohan saint, whose ashes were watered by as 
many Christian as Lamaic tears. The high priest to the Russian Calmucks of the 
Volga died December 26th, 1886, near Vetlyanka, once the seat of the most terrible 
epidemics. The Ghelungs had chosen the day of ceremony in accordance with their 
sacred books; the hour was fixed astrologically, and at noon on January 4th, 1887, the 
imJ><?sing ceremony took place. More than 80,000 people assembling from all the 
neighbouring Cossack stanitzas and Calmuck o%osses, formed a procession surrounding 
the pillar of cremation. The corpse having been fixed in an iron arm-chair, used on 
such ceremonies, was introduced into the hollow pillar, the flames being fed with 
supplies of fresh butter. During the whole burning, the crowd never ceased weeping 
and lamenting, the Russians being most violent in their expressions of sorrow, and 
with reason. For long years the d~funct Lama had been a kind father to all the poor 
in the country, whether Christian or Lamaist. Whole villages of proletarians had been 
fed, clothed, and their poll-taxes paid out of his own private income. His property in 
pasture lands, cattle, and tithes was very large, yet the Lama was ever in want of money. 
With his death, the poor wretches, who could hardly keep soul in their bodies, have no 
prospect but starvation. Thus the tears of the Christians were as abundant, if not 
quite as unselfish, as those of the poor Pagans. Only the year before, the good Lama 
received 4,000 roubles from a Calmuck oolooss (camp) and gave the whole to rebuild 
a burned down Russian village, and thus saved hundreds from death by hun~r. He 
was never known during his long life to refuse any man, woman, or child, In need, 
whether Pagan or Christian, depriving himself of every comfort to help his poorer 
fellow· creatures. Thus died the last of the Lamas of the priestly hierarchy sent to the 
Astrakhan CaImucks from beyond the "Snowy Range" some sixty years ago. A 
shameful story is told of how a travelling Christian pilgrim imposed on the good Lama. 
The Lama had entrusted him with 30,000 roubles to be placed in the neighbouring 
town ; but the Christian pilgrim disappeared, and the money with him. 

4-
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THE BIRTH OF LIGHT. 

Translated from Eliphas Levi's" Dogme et Rituel de la 
Haute Magie." 

THE "Lucifer" of the Kabalists is not a proscribed and fallen 
angel, but the spirit which illuminates and regenerates by fire; 
he is to the angels of peace what the comet is .to the peaceful 

constellations of spring-time. 
The fixed star is beautiful, radiant and calm; she drinks in the 

aromas of Heaven, and looks lovingly on her sisters; clad in her dazzling 
garments, and her brow adorned with diamonds, she smiles as she sings 
her morning and her evening hymn; she enjoys an eternal repose which 
nothing can disturb, and solemnly she treads the path assigned to her 
among the sentinels of light. 

But the wandering comet, all bloodstained, and her tresses unloosed, 
rushes on from the depths of the sky ; she dashes across the track of the 
peaceful spheres like a chariot of war breaking the ranks of a procession 
of vestals; she dares to breast the burning sword of the guardians of 
the sun, and, like a lost spouse who seeks the partner visioned in her 
lonely night watches, she forces her way even into the tabernacle of the 
King of Day. 

Then she rushes out, breathing forth the fires which consume herself 
and leaving in her train one long conflagration; the stars pale before 
her approach, the herded constellations, which browse upon the starry 
flowers in the vast meadows of the sky, seem to flee from her terrible 
breath. The grand council of the stars is called, and universal con
sternation reigns. At last the fairest of the fixed stars is charged to 
speak in the name of the heavenly concourse, and to propose a truce 
with the errant messenger. 

"My sister," she says," why troublest thou the harmony of these 
spheres? What harm have we done thee, and why, instead of wandering 
at hazard, dost thou not, like us, take up thy settled rank in the Court 
of the Sun? Why dost thou not join with us in chanting the evening 
hymn, attired, like us, in a robe of white clasped above the breast by 
one pure diamond? Why dost thou allow thy tresses, dripping with the 
sweat of fire, to float across the vapours of the night? If thou wouldst 
but take thy due place among the daughters of Heaven, how far more 
lovely thy mien! Thy face no more would be burnt up by the fatigue 
of thy unheard-of journeys; thy eyes would shine forth clear, and 
thy features smile with the tints of lily and of rose, like those of thy 
happy sisters; all the stars would recognise in thee a friend, and far 
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from fearing thy transit, they would rejoice at thy approach. For 
thou wouldst be united to us by the indissoluble ties of universal 
harmony, and thy peaceable existence would be but one voice the more 
in the anthem of Infinite Love." 

But the comet replies: 
"Deem not, my sister, that I could stray at chance and disturb the 

harmony of the spheres. God has traced for me my path, as thine for 
thee, and if my course appears to thee uncertain and erratic, it is 
because thy rays cannot reach so far as to embrace the outlines of the 
great ellipse which has been given me for my career. My burning 
tresses are the banner of God; I am the messenger of the Suns, and 
I bathe me in their fires that I may distribute them on my path to those 
young worlds which have not yet sufficient heat, and to the declining 
stars that shiver in their solitude. If I court fatigue in my long 
joumeyings, if my beauty is less mild than thine, if my attire less 
virginal, I am no less than thee a worthy daughter of the sky. Leave 
in my hands the awful secret of my destiny, leave to me the horror 
which encompasses me, and slander me not if thou canst not understand 
me. None the less, shall I fulfil my appointed task. Happy the stars 
that take their rest and shine like young queens in the stately concourse 
of the Universe; for me, I am cast out, a wanderer, and claim the Infinite 
as my only fatherland. They accuse me of setting on fire the plane~s 

which I warm, and of terrifying the stars which I illume. I am re
proached with disturbing the harmony of the worlds, because I do not 
revolve round their own fixed points, and because I bind them one to 
the other, setting my face alone toward the only centre of !ill the Suns. 
So rest assured, thou fairest star, I will not deprive thee of one ray of 
thy so peaceful light ; the rather, I will squander on thee my warmth 
and my own life. Who knows, but I may vanish from the sky when I 
have consumed myself? My lot will still have been a noble one! For 
know that in the Temple of God the fires that bum are not all one. Ye 
are the light of the golden torches, but I, the flame of sacrifice. Let 
each accomplish her own destiny!" 

Her words scarce uttered, the comet shakes her tresses loose, covers 
herself with her burning shield, and plunges once more into infinite 
space, where she appears to vanish for evermore. 
It is thus that Lucifer appears and disappears in the allegories of the Bible. 
One day, so says the book of Job, the sons of God had assembled in 

the presence of their Lord, and among them came Lucifer. 
To him the Lord said: "Whence comest thou?" 
And he replied: 
.. I have journeyed round the world and travelled throughout it." 
This is how a Gnostic gospel, re-discovered in the East by a learned 

traveller, explains, in treating of the symbolical Lucifer, the genesis of 
Light. 
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" Truth which is conscious of itself is living Thought. Truth is the 
Thought which is contained within itself; and formulated Thought is 
Speech. When the Eternal Thought sought for a form it said: 'Let 
there be Light.' Therefore this Thought that speaks is the Word, and 
this Word says: 'Let there be Light, because the word itself is the light 
of the spirit.' " 

The uncreated light, which is the divine Word, sends forth its rays 
because it wishes to be manifest, and when it says, " Let there be light," 
it commands the eyes to open; it creates the Intelligences. 

And, when God said: "Let there be light," Intelligence was made 
and light appeared. 

Then, the Intelligence which God had breathed forth, like a planet 
detached from the Sun, took the form of a splendid Angel and the 
heavens saluted him with the name of Lucifer. 

Intelligence awoke and it fathomed its own depths as it heard this 
apostrophe of the divine Word, "Let there be Light." It felt itself to 
be free, for God had commanded it so to be, and it answered, raising its 
head and spreading its wings, .. I will not be Slavery." 

" Wilt thou be then Sorrow? " said the un created voice. 
" I will be Liberty," answered the Light. 
" Pride will seduce thee," replied the supreme voice, "and thou wilt 

give birth to Death." 
" I must needs combat with Death to conquer Life," said once again 

the light created. 
God then unloosed from his bosom the thread of splendour which held 

back the superb spirit, and as he watched him dive into the night, cutting 
in it a path of glory, he loved the child of his thought, and smiling with 
a smile ineffable, he murmured to himself: "How fair a thing was 
this Light!" 

And Sorrow was the condition imposed upon the free being. If the 
chief of the angels had not dared confront the depths of night, the 
travail of God had not been complete, and the created light could not 
have separated itself from the light unrevealed. 

Perhaps Lucifer, in plunging into the night, drew with him a shower 
of Stars and Suns by the attraction of his glory? • • • • • • • 
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A TRUE THEOSOPHIST. 

fA VERY large majority of people have no idea whatever about 
.& Theosophy, and regard Theosophists as more or less crazy 

members of a new sect. They naturally deny any superiority 
to one new sect among so many, and aver that, as a considerable number 
of sects have been "tried in the balances and found wanting," this one 
is no better than its predecessors. Theosophists-the real ones-can 
only reply that they are unsectarian and superior to none. They believe 
that they have found a good road to the discovery of truth, and wish to 
share their discovery-if it can be so called-with others. 

The very assumption of superiority would be a contradiction in terms 
to the name itself. But, while giving this emphatic denial with reference 
to the name "Theosophist," no attempt is made to assert that all 
members of the Theosophical Society are also Theosophists. True 
indeed, that when they enter that society, they subscribe to rules and 
declare their objects to be such that, were they to carry them out 
thoroughly, no other name than Theosophists would be applicable. 
Nor does the name imply that, in the studies which Theosophists make 
their own, it is necessary that the sole and best place should be given to 
studies of Oriental philosophy. That again would be a contradiction. 
for it has most emphatically been stated that" there are those who are 
ignorant of the Eastern wisdom" who are nearer to divine wisdom, than 
some who have devoted their entire lives to Oriental studies. It is 
again the old story that, " the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life." 

Still while holding to the assertion that the study of Oriental wisdom 
is only one road out of many, it is necessary to remember the analogy 
which philology may here present to "religion." Just as philology traces 
all languages to a common Toot-the Sanskrit or rather pre-Sanskrit-so 
the religions of the world can also be traced to a common root and 
birth place, identical with the cradle and birth place of the human 
race, which ethnology locates on the high plateaux of Central Asia 
Therefore it is, that the study of Oriental philosophy has something to 
be urged in its especial favour, because that philosophy has its home 
nearer to the source of the wisdom religion than any other. 

Still more must it be borne in mind, that members of the Theosophical 
Society are not necessarily Theosophists, for a very considerable number 
are attracted merely by the name and through curiosity. They either 
do not understand what they profess, or if they do, they do not practise 
it. But this is no attempt to run counter to the proverb, that the tree 
is known by its fruit, although there is some amount of injustice in it 
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All that is asserted is that, if this argument is used against a Society 
with aims and aspirations such as the Theosophical Society has, it can 
be used with even more terrible effect against all religions whether 
Christian, Mohammedan, Buddhist, etc. The real reason why this has 
come to pass, lies in a few words-the cultivation of the individual; 
and, as a later result of this, in anthropomorphism. It is only those 
individuals who can ,. grasp their whole individuality firmly," and by 
the force of their" awakened spiritual will, reach out to the life beyond 
individuality "-it is only they, who can shake themselves loose from the 
curse which has gradually spread over the whole world. It is in con
sequence of this growth of individualism that the" blessings of civiliza
tion " have become the curse of mankind, and every religion, originally 
altruistic, has become inverted, and the reign of anti-Christ and hypocrisy 
has superseded that of Christ and truth. No sweeping accusation is 
made against the whole world in this statement. A dim and misty veil 
has been thrown over the face of Truth, and it is as though we saw 
everything outside the principal focus of a lens, and consequently, under 
full faith that we see the real image, perceive the inverted image. In 
the time of Elizabeth, for instance, men learnt to cultivate the individual 
within the circle of the race, and to attempt to unite in patriotism for 
the benefit of that race or empire. But it is a vain attempt, and the 
dissociating effects of this culture will soon be evident in the impossibility 
of the attempt. Originally the attempt was to cultivate the individual, 
but only with a view to the increase of that race and with that object as 
paramount. That is t6 say, that an English soldier would cultivate 
himself to the uttermost in order that the world should see what English 
soldiers were. But the time came when the egoistic element appeared 
in overwhelming force, and the cultivation was devoted to the sole aim 
of making this or that man stronger than any man of his own race, or 
any other. 

And now another aim has been substituted for the paramount one of 
patriotism. Mammon has superseded the latter, and the strength of the 
individual is cultivated and devoted to withstanding the pressure of life, 
and to getting a start in the great race to worship at the feet of the 
demon of cupidity. But again, while devoting their own lives and 
worse-the lives of their neighbours-to this worship, they yet professed 
to be Christians or members of other religions. They tried to worship 
two gods-Mammon on six days of the week and the other divinity on 
Sunday, or any day set apart for his service. But still, in most cases, 
it was not the divi ne instinct of search for the divine in their hearts, but 
a fear of wrath to come. It really was a pharisaical idea of "hedging," 
to use a term of racing slang, with reference to the race of life. The end 
of it was that Mammon received the real worship of their hearts, and the 
other god only lip-service. Thus in the end hypocrisy became almost as 
paramount as Mammon. Time still passed on, and man almost lost 
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sight of any idea of an offended and avenging deity, and any germ of 
spirituality was very nearly dead from want of cultivation. The 
material needs held him in complete sway, and the spread of physical 
science helped him mightily. Losing sight of all the subtler side of 
nature, he immersed himself in gross matter, and utilitarianism was the 
watchword and rallying cry. In all this change the age of mechanical 
inventions took no small part. Man can hardly be blamed as an in
dividual nor as a whole. It is part of the great law of evolution, and 
the working out of the law of the survival of the fittest. 

It may be asked what this has to do with the subject of the article; 
but in justification it is averred that a picture is most clearly seen by its 
contrast. 

Perhaps the best definition of a Theosophist, is that given by the 
Alchemist, Thomas Vaughan: 

.. A Theosophist is one who gives you a theory of the works of God, 
which has not a revelation, but an inspiration of his own for basis." 

.. A man once abandoning the old pathway of routine and entering on 
the solitary pathway of independent thought-Godward-he is a 
Theosophist, an original thinker, a seeker after the Eternal Truth, with 
an inspiration of his own to solve the Eternal problems." 

Such a one as this is the subject of the article. Count Tolstoi, the 
Russian novelist, is a true Theosophist, and his words and actions in 
contradiction and illustration of the foregoing, are taken from an inter
view with him by Mr. George Kennan (Celttury, June 1887). The 
interview first describes the surroundings amidst which Count 
Tolstoi lives, and gives also a description of the Count's appearance. 

Apparently the first thing which impressed Mr. Kennan was the sight 
of .. a wealthy Russian noble, and the greatest of living novelists, shaking 
hands upon terms of perfect equality with a poor, ragged, and not over 
clean droshky driver," who had been engaged in the streets. 

Then follows a description of the rooms, the furniture &c., which was 
observed during the time that Mr. Kennan's host had retired-not, 
indeed, to change his coat, but to put one on after a morning's labour in 
the fields. Mr. Kennan, it seems, had journeyed through Siberia, and 
had there promised several of the exiles to visit Count Tolstoi on his 
return, and to tell him of their condition. In the course of conversation 
on these matters, Mr. Kennan asked Count Tolstoi whether he did not 
think that resistance to such oppression as the exiles had experienced 
was justifiable? 

"That depends," he replied, "upon what you mean by resistance; if you mean 
persuasion, argument, protest, I answer yes; if you mean violence-no. I do not 
believe that violent resistance to evil is ever justifiable under any circumstances." 

He then set forth clearly, eloquently, and with more feeling than he had yet shown, 
the views with regard to man's duty as a member of society which are contained in his 
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book entitled" My Religion," and which are further explained and illustrated in a 
number of his recently published tracts for the people; He laid particular stress upon 
the doctrine of non·resistance to evil, which, he said, is in accordance with both the 
teachings of Christ and the results of human experience. He declared that violence, 
as a means of redressing wrongs, is not only futile, but an aggravation of the original 
evil, since it is the nature of violence to multiply and reproduce itself in all directions. 
"The Revolutionists," he said, "whom you have seen in Siberia, undertook to resist 
evil by violence, and what has been the result? Bitterness, and misery, and hatred, 
and bloodshed! The evils against which they took up arms still exist, and to them 
has been added a mass of previously non-existent human suffering. It is not in that 
way that the kingdom of God is to be realised on earth." 

For a long time I did not suggest any difficulties or raise any objections. . . . It 
is one thing to ask a man in a general way whether he would use violence to resist 
evil, and quite another thing to ask him specifically whether he would knock down a 
burglar who was about to cut the throat of his mother. Many men would say yes to 
the first question who would hesitate at the second. Count Tolstoi, however, was 
consistent. I related to him many cases of cruelty, brutality, and oppression which 
had come to my knowledge in Siberia, and at the end of every recital I said to him, 
" Count Tolstoi, if you had been there and had witnessed that transaction, would you 
not have interfered with violence? " He invariably answered" No." I asked him the 
direct question whether he would kill a highwayman who was about to murder an 
innocent traveller, provided there were no other way to save the traveller's life. He 
replied, "If I should see a bear about to kill a peasant in the forest, I would sink an 
axe in the bear's head; but I would not kill a man who was about to do the same 
thing." There finally came into my mind a case which, although really not worse than 
many that I had already presented to him, would, I thought, appeal with peculiar force 
to a brave, sensitive, chivalrous man. 

This was a case of most brutal treatment of a young girl who was 
exiled to Siberia. At a certain town on her journey the governor 
ordered that she was to put on the clothing of an ordinary convict. 
This she declined to do on the ground that administrative exiles had the 
right to wear their own clothing. Furthermore the clothing supplied to 
convicts is not always new, and it is quite possible that it is of the 
filthiest description and full of vermin. She argued that she would have 
been compelle~ to change at Moscow had it been necessary, and again 
declined. The local governor persisted and ordered .that force should be 
used to effect the change. Accordingly, in the presence of nine or ten 
men, the change of clothing was effected-she was stripped naked. 
forcibly reclothed, and left bleeding and exhausted after ineffectual 
resistance. 

"~ow," I said, "suppose all this had occurred in your presence; suppose that this 
bleeding, defenceless, half-naked girl had appealed to you for protection, and had 
thrown herself into your arms; suppose that it had been your daughter, would you 
still have refused to interfere by an act of violence?" 

He was silent. Finally, ignoring my direct question as to what he personally would 
have done in such a case, Count Tolstoi said, "Even under such circumstances violence 
would not be justifiable. Let us analyse that situation carefully. I will grant, for the 
sake of argument, that the local governor who ordered the act of violence was an 
ignorant man, a cruel man, a brutal man-what you will; but he probably had an idea 
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that he was doing his duty; he probably believed that he was enforcing a law of the 
Government to which he owed obedience and service. You suddenly appear and set 
yourself up as a judge in the case ; you assume that he is not doing his duty-that he 
is committing an act of unjustifiable violence-and then, with strange inconsistency, 
you proceed to aggravate and complicate the evil by yourself committing another act 
of unjustifiable violence. One wrong ac!ded to another wrong does not make a right; 
it merely extends the area of wrong. Furthermore, your resistance, in order to be 
effective-in order to accomplish anything-must be directed against the soldiers who 
are committing the assault. But those soldiers are not free agents; they are subject to 
military discipline and are acting under orders which they dare not disobey. To 
prevent the execution of the orders you must kill or maim two or three of the soldiers
that is, kill or wound the only parties to the transaction who are certainly innocent, 
who are manifestly acting without malice and without evil intention. Is that just? Is 
it rational? But go a step further: suppose that you do kill or wound two or three of 
the soldiers; you mayor may not thus succeed in preventing the completion of the 
act against which your violence is a protest; but one thing you certainly will do, and 
that is, extend the area of enmity, injustice, and misery. Every one of the soldiers 
,,·hom you kill or maim has a family, and upon every such family you bring grief and 
suffering which would not have come to it but for your act. In the hearts of perhaps 
a score of people you rouse the anti-Christian and anti·social emotions of hatred and 
revenge, and thus sow broadcast the seeds of further violence and strife. At the time 
when you interposed there was only one centre of evil and suffering. By your violent 
interference you have created half-a· dozen such centres. It does not seem to me, Mr. 
Kennan, that that is the way to bring about the reign of peace and good-will on earth." 

Mr. Kennan had a manuscript written by one of those prisoners who 
took part in the desperate" hunger-strike" of 1884, with which he had 
been entrusted to hand on to Count Tolstoi. He read two or three 
pages of it, and then, alluding to the Nihilists, condemned their methods 
most heartily. Mr. Kennan appeared rather to sympathise with their 
motives. Count Tolstoi appears only to do so partially, and, while he 
earnestly desires a revolution, declines to have anything to do with one 
brought about by violence. Mr. Kennan objected that violence might 
close the mouth of the peaceable revolutionist and prevent his teaching 
and thoughts from ever becoming public. 

" But do you not see," replied the Count," that if you claim and exercise the right 
to resist by an act of violence what you regard as evil, every other man will insist upon 
his right to resist in the same way what he regards as evil, and the world will continue 
to be filled with violence? It is your duty to show that there is a better way." 

" But," I objected. .. you cannot show anything if somebody smites you on the 
mouth every time you open it to speak the truth." 

"You can at least refrain from striking back," replied the Count; "you can show 
by your peaceable behaviour that you are not governed by the barbarous l!lw of 
retaliation, and your adversary will not continue to strike a man who neither resists nor 
tries to defend himself. It is by those who have suffered, not by those who have 
inflicted suffering, that the world has been advanced." 

I said it seemed to me that the advancement of theworld had been promoted not a 
little by the protests-and often the violent and bloody protests-of its inhabitants 
against wrong and outrage, and that all history goes to show that a people which 
tamely submits to oppression never acquires either liberty or happiness. 

"The whole history of the world," replied the Count, "is a history of violence, and 
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you can of course cite violence in support of violence; but do you not see that there IS 
in human society an endless variety of opinions as to what constitutes wrong and 
oppression, and that if you once concede the right of any man to resort to violence to 
resist what he regards as wrong, he being the judge, you authorise every other man 
to enforce his opinions in the same way, and you have a universal reign of violence?" 

Count Tolstoi considers it necssary to labour for and help the poor by 
whom he is surrounded; but he is keenly alive to the danger of pauperis
ing them. In doing this he runs counter to the ideas of organised society 
and the existing traits of human character. He declines to regard these 
as sacred and immutable, and is doing what he can to change them . 

.. Count Tolstoi then related with great fulness of detail the history of his change of 
attitude toward the teaching of Christ, and the steps by which he was brought to see 
that that teaching, rightly understood, furnishes a reasonable solution of some of the 
darkest problems of human life. He based upon it not only his opposition to resistance 
as a means of overcoming evil, but his hostility to courts of justice, established churches, 
class distinctions, private property, and all civil and ecclesiastical organisation in 
existing forms. His frequent references to the New Testament, and his insistence on 
the precepts of Christ as furnishing the only rule for the right government of human 
conduct, might lead one to regard Count Tolstoi as a devout and orthodox Christian, 
but, judged by a doctrinal standard, he is very far from being so. He rejects the whole 
doctrinal framework of the Christian scheme of redemption, including original sin, 
atonement, the triune personality of God, and the divinity of Christ, and has very little 
faith in the immortality of the soul. His religion is a religion of this world, and it is 
based almost wholly upon terrestrial considerations. If he refers frequently to the 
teachings of Christ, and accepts Christ's precepts as the rules which should govern 
human conduct, it is not because he believes that Christ was God, but because he 
regards those precepts as a formal embodiment of the highest and noblest philosophy 
of life, and as a revelation, in a certain sense, of the Divine will and character. He 
insists, however, that Christ's precepts shall be understood-and that they were in
tended to be understood-literally and in their most obvious sense. He will not 
recognise nor tolerate any softening or modification of a hard commandment by subtle 
and plausible interpretation. If Christ said, 'Resist not evil,' he meant resist not 
evil. He did not mean resist not evil if you can help it, nor resist not evil unless it is 
unbearable; he meant resist not at all. How unflinchingly Count Tolstoi faces the 
logical results of his system of belief I have tried to show." 

Count Tolstoi's views as to his own action and practice have been 
recently published in an authorised interview which appeared in a 
Russian journal. He said; 

"People say to me, 'Well, Lef Nikolaivit('h, as far as preaching goes, you preach; 
but how about your practice?' The question is a perfectly natural one; it is always 
put to me, and it always shuts my mouth. 'You preach,' it is said,' but how do you 
live? ' I can only reply that I do not preach-passionately as I desire to do so. I 
might preach through my actions, but my actions are bad. That whIch I say is not 
preaching; it is only an attempt to find out the meaning and the significance of life. 
People often say to me, ' If you think that there is no reasonable life outside the 
teachings of Christ, and if you love a reasonable life, why do you not fulfill the 
Christian precepts?' I am guilty and blameworthy and contemptible because I do 
not fulfill them; but at the same time I say-not in justification, but in explanation, 
of my inconsistency-Compare my previous life with the life I am now living, and 
you will see that I am trying to fulfill. I have not, it is true, fulfilled one eighty-
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thousandth part, and I am to blame for it ; but it is not because I do not wish to fulfi~1 
all, but because I am unable. Teach me how to extricate myself from the meshes of 
temptation in which I am entangled-help me-and I will fulfill all. I wish and hore 
to do it even without help. Condemn me if you choose-I do that myself-but condemn 
nu, and no! the path which I am following, and which I point out to those who ask me 
where, in my opinion, the path is. If I know the road home, and if I go along it 
drunk, and staggering from side to side, does that prove that the road is not the right 
one ? If it is not the right one, show me another. If I stagger and wander, come to 
my help, and support and guide me in the right path. Do not yourselves confuse and 
mislead me, and then rejoice· over it and cry, ' Look at him! He says he is going 
home, and he is floundering into the swamp!' You are not evil spirits from the 
swamp; you are also human beings, and you also are going home. You know that I 
am alone-you know that I cannot wish or intend to go into the swamp-then help 
me! My heart is breaking with despair because we have all lost the road; and while 
I struggle with all my strength to find it and keep in it, you, instead of pitying me 
when I go astray, cry triumphantly, 'See! He is in the swamp with us ! '" 

In this report of Count Tolstoi, it is impossible not to recognise the 
generous. just, and sympathetic man-the true Theosophist. He may be 
mistaken, but he is endeavouring to carry out the precepts of Christ. 
Not indeed, doctrinal Christianity, but to put in practice the actual 
precepts of the Master he follows. He does this as far as he can; and 
even with this little (as he says) he is accused of quixotism, and is 
obliged to stay his hand in order to keep up the example he affords. 
Why is this. For fear of interested relatives and the lunatic asylum. 
Here we have a man endeavouring to carry out "under an inspiration 
of his own," the precepts laid down by the last of the world's great teachers. 
What is the result of his endeavours? That he is in danger of the same 
fate that the author of "Modem Christianity a civilized Heathenism." 
threatened Christ with, were he to return in the XIXth century-the 
lunatic asylum. Nothing is so intolerable to modem minds as an 
example of what they (unconsciously to themselves) recognise as that 
which they ought to follow, but do not. Therefore it has to be put out 
of sight. Since madness has been defined as a mental state which is in 
contradiction to the average mental state, it is evident that all religious 
reformers ought to be put away in a lunatic asylum. 

It is quite possible to recognise what an extraordinary effect Count 
Tolstoi's principle of non-resistance to evil would have. Still it is a 
strictly Christian one. Christ went further, and ordained that the other 
cheek should be offered to the man who smites. It might be argued that 
this would result in a tacit acquiescence in evil. But if it be so, the whole 
of the Count's life is a contradiction to this, and a standing protest against 
the existence of those who create, or rather perpetuate, this evil. Every 
reform, this included, is a protest against doing at Rome what Romans 
do, or the laisse" aller, which is the indolent curse of human progress. 
Count Tolstoi desires to see the reign of Christ on Earth, and in this 
accords well with the Theosophists who desire" Universal Brotherhood." 
But neither of these can be effected save by the cultivation of the inner 
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and spiritual man, so that it shall shine through and form the guide to 
the outer and physical man. But unfortunately the welfare of the latter 
is taken as the standard at present and humanity, without the spiritual 
man as a guide, is left to flounder in the ditch into which it has 
fallen. 

Those who desire to follow Count Tolstoi, or to become real working 
Theosophists, may find something to think about in comparing his words 
with his actions. He endeavours to "go about doing good," and to 
help his fellow men on the hard path of life. When it is followed it will 
be found that to run counter to the spirit of the age, and instead of the 
indolent laisser aller, to work not for self, but for humanity at large, is 
the hardest task ever set to men. Mankind as a rule does not want an 
example or to be worked for; both are rude awakenings from the lotus
eating state they desire to be left in. ., Let us alone," is their cry, and 
they resist with violence any attempt to rouse them. 

But those who desire a greater unity than that which any race or 
nation can afford-the unity of the human race-the Universal Brother
hood-cannot leave them alone. There is a power which impels Count 
Tolstoi to protest against the reign of violence, and he truly replies, 
that the readiest means of continuing this reign is to meet violence by 
violence. Therefore he, by his writings, and his words and life, endea
vours to place before men the noblest philosophy of life that he recog
nises, in answer to the appeal which is silently uttered from the hearts 
of many men and women in the world. 

I t is a cry of despair at the ignorance which surrounds. them and to 
which the Theosophical Society, according to its avowed aims, is an 
answer. It is best described in the words of Tennyson-

An infllnt crving In the night, 
And with no language but a cry. 

A. I. R. 
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A GHOST'S RE VENGE. 

A GHOST'S REVENGE 

BARLY in the year 187-, the singular and distressing attacks of 
mental depression from which Sir Selwyn Fox had long been 
a sufferer, increased in frequency. 

His son Gaston (twenty-four years of age, of medicine by calling and 
letters by choice), whose devotion to his father was intense, urged him 
to go to London and procure that skilled medical advice which was 
not to be had in the neighbourhood of the baronet's country seat, in 
Northumberland. But Sir Selwyn was inflexible in his determination 
to see no doctor. Affectionate as his manner always was with Gaston, 
he even showed impatience when pressed on this point; and Gaston, 
forced to abandon it, fell back on his own skill in an endeavour to assign 
some tangible cause for his father's malady. But in this he was hope
lessl y baffled. 

Nothing in Sir Selwyn's present state, no circumstance of his past 
history which was known to Gaston (who had rarely been apart from 
him since boyhood), excused or explained in any degree the melancholy 
which clouded his existence. His great fortune placed him beyond 
suspicion or suggestion of pecuniary embarrassment. All the surround
ings of his home were well calculated to administer to the refined 
pleasures of a man widely known as an amateur of books and art. 
Xo entanglement of the affections could be supposed seriously to trouble 
the peace of one who had passed his meridian, and who, moreover, 
cherished still the memory of the wife he had long lost. He had friend
ships which, while they attested his worth, would have been sufficient in 
themselves to endear most men to life. Yet for months he had worn 
the air of a man to whom life was fast becoming an unendurable 
burden. 

His own skill and experience failing to open to Gaston any method 
of coping with a disease whose hidden source and origin he could not 
divine, he was on the point of writing to a leading London physician 
of his acquaintance, when a circumstance occurred which saved him from 
the necessity of this step. 

Sir Selwyn was alone in his room one evening when Gaston, who 
was reading in a room immediately beneath, heard sounds overhead 
which at once sent him upstairs to learn the cause. He had fancied 
that his father was speaking in a tone of troubled remonstrance to some 
unwelcome visitor, though he felt persuaded that no one, unless a 
servant of the house, could be with him at that hour. Hastening to his 
father's room, his footsteps were arrested on the threshold by the 

- - -
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spectacle which the half-opened door revealed to him. Sir Selwyn 
sat motionless and rigid in his chair; his face was colourless, and 
all the features stiff, while the eyes, dilated and staring, seemed, though 
they were fixed on space, to hold within their vision some object not 
perceptible to Gaston. This was the more remarkable that Gaston 
stood directly in his father's line of sight, though it was certain that Sir 
Selwyn neither looked at him nor saw him. In a word, it was the gaze 
of a man who sees, or believes that he sees, an apparition. 

Gaston took a step forward; the sound fell on the baronet's ear and 
broke the spell which held him. 

His first look was one of inexpressible shame, succeeded immediately 
by one of indescribable relief. If detection were painful, as it clearly 
was, it appeared as though the pain were almost lost in the necessity 
now forced upon him of disclosing the secret of his misery. Gaston was 
at his father's side in a moment. 

"What is it, father?" he cried. "What is it? You have seen some
thing. Tell me what it is." 

Sir Selwyn, in whose expression exhaustion and pain were mingled, 
fixed his eyes for a while on his son's face before he replied: 

" If I should tell you, Gaston, you would not believe it. I do not 
believe it myself. And yet I see it, and know that it is there." 

"I shall believe whatever you tell me, father," answered Gaston. 
"Gaston," began the baronet, "you are a doctor, and have read, 

read widely in all branches of science. Tell me, do you believe that we 
who are in the body may see and know a spirit from the dead?" 

"You believe, father, that you have seen such a spirit? " 
"The whole force of my reason cannot persuade me otherwise," 

answered his father. "All the powers of my mind compel me to deny 
it, and yet the thing is there before my eyes." 

The baronet had by this time regained his usual calm of manner, and 
his voice was resolute and quiet. 

"Is it here now, father?" asked Gaston. 
" Yes," answered Sir Selwyn. 
"Where, father? Point to me the place where it stands." 
" It stands now at my elbow, side by side with you." 
Gaston started involuntarily, the baronet's tone bespoke such absolute 

conviction. He moved a step, and placed himself immediately at his 
father's elbow. 

" Do you see it now, father?" he asked. 
"No, for you have taken its place. Yes! I see it again. It is on 

this side now, exactly opposite to you." 
There was in all this so little of the tone and manner of the mere 

spectre-ridden visionary, that Gaston could not but be impressed, and 
his alarm for his father's state increased proportionately. 

He began to question him in the direct matter-of-fact style of a doctor 
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with his patient, inquiring into the particular nature of the vision, how 
often and in what circumstances it presented itself, whether his father 
were able to connect it with any event of his life, or whether it seemed 
to be causeless, a mere fabric of the imagination. 

His object in this was to bring his father to exert his reason upon the 
matter, that so, if possible, he might end by convincing himself that he 
was haunted merely by some spectre of the brain. He was, however, 
only partially successful, and for this reason, that his father, while deny
ing-and with perfect honesty of convincement-the reality of his 
vision, remained nevertheless persuaded that his bodily eye beheld it. 

" I cannot well remember," went on Sir Selwyn," how many years it 
is since this spectre first began to haunt me. In the beginning I 
thought little of it; my health was more robust then than it has been 
in late years, and leading a more active life at that time than I am able 
to do at present, I had greater strength, both of mind and body, to 
assist me in banishing it from my thoughts and presence. Indeed, I 
could then at any time rid myself of the vision by a mere exertion of 
will; but I can do so no longer. It torments me now as it pleases. I am 
powerless against it." 

"Does the form resemble that of anyone whom you have ever 
known jl" asked Gaston. 

" Yes," replied Sir Selwyn, after a moment's pause. 
"And the person whose spirit you believe this to be is now dead, father? .. 
"Dead many years," answered Sir Selwyn. 
" And what is there in the vision that troubles you so greatly, father?" 

asked his so~. 
"Its presence is tormenting," replied Sir Selwyn, "because I feel that· 

there is evil in it; it is malignant, and seems continually to threaten me." 
" Is it here still, father? " 
"No, since we have been speaking it has vanished. I shall see it no 

more to-night; but it will return to-morrow, and in the end it will kill 
me." 

"No, father, no," said Gaston affectionately, but gravely. "Let me 
entreat you not to give way. You see how this vision, whatever it may 
be, vanishes when you begin to reason upon it. The mere fact of our 
having discussed it together will enable you to combat it more resolutely. 
Do this, and the same power will revive by which you dispelled· the 
vision when first it troubled you." 

Indeed, the closing words of Sir Selwyn's confession, notwithstanding 
the quiet assurance with which they were spoken, had practically con
vinced his son that the case was one of hallucination. They continued 
talking on the subject until, at the baronet's usual hour of retiring, they 
separated for the night, when Gaston was so far satisfied that his argu
ments appeared at last to have given his father a somewhat increased 
measure of self-confidence. 

5 
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At breakfast the next day, Sir Selwyn assured his son that he had 
slept well, and both in speech and look he was more cheerful than 
Gaston had seen him during a considerable period. I t seemed, in short, 
as though the effect of their conversation the previous night had already 
begun to bear out the son's prediction; nor, at the end of a week, did 
this good effect appear to have been in any degree dissipated. " I have 
not seen it once," said Sir Selwyn, in answer to a question from Gaston. 
Another week passed, and a third, and the baronet declared that there 
had been no recurrence of the visions. He became very reticent upon 
the subject, and it was evident that he now shrank from any allusion to 
it. Gaston, on his side, was only too willing to avoid its mention. 

It was at this time that Sir Selwyn received a letter from an old 
friend of his college days, now holding a high place in the Indian 
Government, reminding him of a long-promised visit, and begging him 
to fulfil his word without further delay. 

A better invitation, thought Gaston, could not have arrived at a more 
opportune moment. Their pleasant English home had become charged 
for the baronet with associations which were wholly painful; a new 
scene and fresher i~terests would assist to push to completion the recovery 
which could not but be long delayed in his present situation. Sir 
Selwyn himself was of the same mind, and decided at once to accept 
his friend's invitation. 

Then arose in Gaston's mind the question whether, in the circum
stances, it were well or advisable that his father should make the 
journey alone. He thought it not advisable at all, and without plainly 
telling this to his father, begged that he might accompany him. But. Sir 
Selwyn showed a strong reluctance to accede to this request, which was 
the more marked that father and son had never yet been separated on 
any tour of pleasure. Gaston continued to press his point, until he 
perceived, or thought that he perceived, what was his father's reason for 
wishing to take this journey alone. 

The thing which Sir Selwyn had striven for years to hide from his 
son he had just been forced to reveal to him. It was the sorrowful 
secret of his life, a secret which, to the baronet, had something of shame 
in it, and the revelation had been beyond measure painful to him. If, 
in one sense, the confession which had been wrung from him had 
brought father and son more closely together, it had. in another sense, 
placed a certain something between them of which the presence of 
Gaston was a constant reminder. With Gaston at his father's side, the 
secret too was there. When Gaston's delicate intuition had realised this 
for him, his entreaties to accompany his father were at an end. It was 
decided that Sir Selwyn should go to India alone, and in a fortnight 
from the receipt of his friend's invitation he was on his way. 

Gaston was desolate at home, and at the end of ten days or so he 
went to Paris, intending to stay a week there and return to England; 
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but the weather was pleasant, and from Paris he began to wander, in 
leasurely fashion, southwards; and before he had quite made up his 
mind as to where he wanted to go, he found himself in Rome. Rome 
was chilly, and he had lighted on a bad hotel, so he remained but a few 
days, and went on to Naples. He would wait to see Rome, he said, 
until his father was with him. 

After a fortnight in Naples, he was on the point of returning home, 
when he received a cable message from his father, forwarded with letters 
from England. Sir Selwyn had reached India safely and in good health, 
and thought it probable that his stay would be of somewhat longer 
duration than his arrangements on leaving England had contemplated. 

The prospect of five or six solitary months in the castle in North
umberland had no relish for Gaston, so he resolved to extend his 
tour by an excursion to Sicily. Accordingly, he took steamer one 
evening from Naples to Palermo: the beautiful old city where the 
traces yet linger of Saracen and Norman; with the tideless sea in front, 
and the purple hills behind, and between the hills and the sea the little 
lovely plain of the Shell of Gold. Naples is beautiful, but brutal j a 
paradise peopled by savages: an Oriental languor softens the life of 
Palermo, as it tinges with melancholy the national songs; and the rural 
element which enters so largely into the character of the whole Sicilian 
people makes them something of Arcadians in a modern Arcady. 

Gaston felt the charm of the place in an hour j the sense of want of 
companionship which had gone with him in his listless wanderings in 
Italy, here deserted him; he plucked ripe oranges in the garden of the 
hotel, and they became his lotos fruit, for he resolved that his wander
ings should end in Palermo. He would remain here until his father 
returned from India. 

But it chanced that there were few foreign visitors in Palermo that 
season, and within a week of Gaston's arrival the hotel at which he 
stayed was emptied of all its guests, except himself and an old German 
baron, and the baron waited only for a steamer to take him to Malta, 
on his way to Egypt. An empty hotel in a foreign land is as cheerful 
an abode a.c; a catacomb, and Gaston cast about for a change of 
quarters. 

Strolling one day in a slumbrous corner of the town, where cypress 
trees stood sentinels at rusty iron gates, and the air smelled of lemon 
groves and roses, he was struck by the aspect of a tenantless and 
apparently deserted villa, walled within a garden, which, untended as 
it was, retained a certain monastic trimness. A weather-stained board 
over the iron gate, which was of fine workmanship, announced that the 
villa was to let. Gaston tried the gate, but it was locked. A broad
hatted priest who was passing at the moment, observing Gaston's interest 
in the villa, stopped, took a pinch of snuff, and said that if the signor 
desired to have particulars of the place, he might obtain them from such 
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a person in a street close at hand, which he indicated. Gaston thanked 
the father for his courtesy, and went to inquire if he could see the villa. 
with a view to hiring it for a short time. 

At dinner that evening, the baron said that he expected to sail for 
Malta on the following day, and expressed his regret at leaving Gaston 
alone in the hotel. Gaston replied that he should be sorry to lose the 
companionship of the baron, but that he also was about to leave the 
hotel, and had taken a villa for the remainder of his stay in Palermo. 
He described the villa, and the baron. who spoke English well, exclaimed 
with a laugh: 

" So! Is that the place? The Villa Torcello then has found a tenant 
at last!" 

II Has it been long without one? " 
" Nearly thirty years." 
" And what is the reason? " 
"How! Did they not tell you? The Villa Torcello is the famous 

haunted house. Yes, I assure you, a real ghost! Are you not delighted? 
You may be able to make a story about it, you know, you who write 
n:>vels." 

"And whose is the ghost?" inquired Gaston, whose associations with 
this subject were by no means pleasant 

" They ought to have told you about it," answered the baron. " Some 
people do not like ghosts. I do not like them myself, though to be sure 
I have never seen a ghost. The house, as you know, is called the Villa 
TorcelIo, but that was not its original name. Years ago it was calIed 
the Villa Verga, after its first owner, Signor U dalrico Verga,a young 
Sicilian of good family, who was well known and very popular in 
Palermo. He lived there all alone, and was much visited by a priest, a 
very handsome young man, a little older than himself, with whom he 
was on terms of great affection. One morning, thirty years ago-I 
believe it was in this very month-.:......the gardener of the Signor Verga 
found his master lying dead in the garden, with a bullet-hole in the 
temple. There seemed no reason in the world why he should have 
killed himself, and as no weapon was found near the body, or in any 
part of the garden, it was concluded that he had been murdered. Sus
picion fell on the priest, though for no cause except that he had been 
more intimate with the Signor Verga than anybody else. They were 
never known to have had a quarrel, and as for evidence, not a scrap 
could be produced against the priest, who, they say, showed the deepest 
grief for his friend. Indeed he died, in great distress of mind, six months 
afterwards. Some people, who would always regard him as the murderer, 
said that remorse for his crime killed him; but though I have heard this 
story many times since I first visited Palermo, I could never 'see that 
there was any reason whatever to suspect the priest." 

II And the murder was never brought home to anyone? " 
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"It has remained a mystery from that day to this," replied the baron . 
.. A year or two after the death of Verga, his brother went to live in 
the Villa, changing its name to that of a property of his own in Ca.labria, 
the name which it still bears. But he could not stay in it, for he said 
that he, saw the spirit of his brother walking in the garden in the 
evenings, on the path where the body was found. Since he left it, the 
house has never been occupied. As to the ghost, many stories are told, 
but the favourite one is that it haunts the place seeking someone to avenge 
the murder. That is a strange notion, don't you think, Herr Fox?" 

The baron added no more to the story, and as he was busy with his 
letters during the rest of the evening, Gaston only saw him again to bid 
him good-bye on the following morning. 

A day or two afterwards, Gaston settled himself in the Villa Torcello 
His coming there created a momentary flutter of excitement in the 
quarter where the villa was situated; but this was not known to Gaston, 
who had neither friends nor acquaintances in the town. 

He wrote to tell his father of his new residence, and to ask him 
whether he had visited Palermo in the tour he had made in Italy a few 
years before Gaston's birth. One morning, the post from England 
brought him some flattering notices of a book he had published shortly 
before leaving, which made him think that it was time to set to work 
upon a new story. But the idea he was seeking did not come to him, 
and the indolent charm of his surroundings favoured no severe exertion 
of the intellect. 

He walked in the town until it grew familiar to him; its avenues, and 
terraces by the sea, its deep shadowy gardens, its groves of orange trees 
and lemon; its narrow streets and the mUltiplied variety of the houses, 
with their odd and glaring contrasts of colour; its churches, where the 
religion of the west seems out of harmony with the architectural and 
decorative fashions of the east. 

Sometimes he hired a carriage and drove out into the country, and 
these excursions were usually prolonged throughout the day. On one 
such occasion, he was returning late in the afternoon, and the vetturino 
was guiding his horses in lazy fashion in and out amongst a straggling 
file of mule-carts laden with wine, in a narrow lane on the outskirts of 
the town. 

" What place is this?" called out Gaston presently, pointing to an old, 
discoloured building of considerable extent, which lay on the left of 
the road. 

"II Convento de' Cappuccini, signor," replied the driver, and (never 
rejecting a chance to rest) pulled up his horses, adding: .. The signor 
no see II Convento? Ma, e molto curioso, signor (but it's a queer 
place)." 

Gaston got down from the carriage, and at that moment a sandalled 
and brown-robed monk appeared at the entrance to the monastery. 
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" Ecco it padre, sz"g1zor!" (There's the father), said the driver, pointing 
to the Capucin, who bowed to Gaston with a courteous indication of 
readiness to receive him. 

Gaston went across, and was presently following the monk through 
an outer chamber of the monastery, empty and cold, with bare walls and 
a dark stone floor. 

The monk stopped at a heavy wooden door, and taking a key from 
his girdle, turned to Gaston and said, in a mixture of Italian and broken 
English, which is here translated: 

"The signor probably wishes to see our subterranean chambers. 
Many foreigners come here to see them. It is a very curious sight; 
we keep here the bodies of the wealthy Palermitans, whose relatives and 
friends assemble every year, on the Feast of All Souls, to visit them." 

While he was speaking he unlocked the door, which led into a vaulted 
passage with a flight of stairs beyond. A faint, sickly smell pervaded 
the corridor, which became stronger and more offensive as they began 
to descend the steps. 

They went down to a dusky place, around which .Gaston's eyes 
wandered for a few moments with no certain gaze, until they grew 
accustomed to the dimness. The daylight, such feeble daylight as 
filtered into that dismal magazine of mummies, was fading fast 

The monk took a bit of candle from a ledge and lighted it; at once 
a strange and weird effect was produced. 

Thousands of corpses, and skeletons, and horrible hooded figures 
which were of neither state, seemed in some manner to be awakened, 
seemed to rouse themselves, and take cognisance of Gaston and his 
guide. 

TIGHE HOPKINS. 

(1'0 be concluded in our next.) 

NOTE.-The Editors regret that they are unable to publish, as 
announced, the translation of the" Death of Ivan Ilyitch," by Count 
Tolstoi, a complete translation having just been issued by Messrs. 
Vizetelly. 
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"BUDDHISM IN CHRISTEN· 
DO~I, OR JESUS THE ESSENE," 
by Anhur Lillie, etc.-A queer and rather 
thickish volume, of a presumably scientific 
character, by an amateur Orientalist. 
Contents :-Familiar theories, built on 
two sacred and time·honoured names, 
which the author enshrines between gar
lands of modern gossip and libels on his 
critics, past and present. A true literary 
sarcophagus inhuming the decayed bodies 
of very old, if occasionally correct, theories 
jumbled up together with exploded specu
lations. 

The volume-title and symbology
is pregnant with the atmosphere of the 
sacred poetry attached to the names of 
Gautama the Buddha, and "Jesus the 
Essene." To find it sprinkled with the 
heavy drops of personal spite, is like 
gazing at an unclean fly fallen into the 
communion·wine of a chalice. One can 
but wonder and ask oneself, what shall 
be the next move in literature? Is it a 
new" Sacred Hook of the East," in which 
one will find the evidence by Policeman 
Endacott against Miss Cass welcomed and 
accepted as an historical fact? Or shall 
it be the Pentecostal tongues of fire 
examined in the light of the latest im
proved kerosene lamp? 

But a well-infonned chronicler at our 
elbow reports that the author of Buddltism 
ill Clrristnuiom, or Jesus tlte Essene, is a 
strong medium who sits daily for spiritual 
development? This would account for 
the wonderfully mixed character of the 
contents of the volume referred to. It 
must be so, since it reads just as such a 
joint production would. It is a curious 
mixture of "spirit" inspiration, passages 
bodily taken from the reports of the 
Society .. for Spookical Research," as 
that misguided body was dubbed-for 
once wittily-by the Saturday Rtview, 
and various other little defamatory trifles 
besides. The" spirit guides" are proverbi· 
ally revengeful and not always wise in their 
generation. A fonner work by the same 
medium having been three or four years 
ago somewhat painfully mangled by a real 
Sanskrit and Buddhist scholar in India, 
the ., Spirit Angel" falls foul now of his 

CritICS. The wandering Spook tries to 
run amuck among them, without even 
perceiving the poor, good soul, that he 
only blots and disfigures with the cor
rosIve venom of his spite the two noble 
and sacred characters whom his medium
author undertakes to interpret before ever 
he has learned to understand them. . . . 

This places "Lucifer" under the dis· 
agreeable necessity of reviewing the pre
tentious work at length in one ofits future 
numbers. As the same mistakes alld 
blunders occur in "Buddhism in Christen
dom" as in "Buddha and Early Bud
dhism," the magazine must make it its 
duty, if not altogether its pleasure, to 
check the volume of 1883 by that of 1887· 

It is rumoured that" A CATECHISM 
ON EVERY· DAY LIFE," by a Theo· 
sophical writer, is ready for press. Let 
us hope it will contain no special theology 
or dogmas, but only wise advice for prac· 
tical life, in its application to the ordmary 
events in the existence of every theoso
phist. The time has come when the veil 
of illusion is to be pulled aside entirely, 
not merely playfully, as hitherto done. 
For if mere members of the theosophical 
body have nothing to risk, exr.ept, per
haps, an occasional friendly stare and 
laugh at those who, without any special 
necessity, as believed, pollute the Immacu
late whiteness of their respectable society 
skirts by joining an unpopular movement, 
real theosophists ought to look truth and 
fact right in the face. To become a true 
theosophist-i.e. one thoroughly imbued 
with altruistic feelings, with a willingness 
to forget self, and readiness to .help. his 
neighbour to carry the burden of Me-IS to 
become instantaneously transformed into 
a public target. It is to make oneself a 
ready thing for heavy" Mrs .. Grundy". t.o 
sit upon: to become the object of ridI
cule, slander, and vilification, which will 
not stop even before an occasional CrimI
nal charge. For some theosophists, every 
move in the true tlrtosopltical direction, IS 
a forlorn-hope enterprise. All this not
withstanding, the ranks of the "unpopu· 
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lar " society are steadily, if slowly in
creasing. 

For what does slander and ridicule 
really matter? When have fools ever 
been slandered, or rich and influential 
men and women ostracised, however 
black and soiled in their hearts, or in 
their secret lives? Who ever heard of a 
Reformer's or an orator's course of life 
running smooth? Who of them escaped 
from being pelted with dirt by his 
enemies? 

Gautama Buddha, the great Hindu 
Reformer, was charged by the Brahmins 
with being a demon, whose form was 
taken by Vishnu, to encourage men to 
despise the Vedas, deny the gods, and 
thus effect their own destruction. 

.. Say we not well thou art a Samaritan, and 
hast a devil 1" said the Pharisees to Jesus. 
.. He deceiveth the people. • • • Stone him 
to death \" 
" He who surpasses or subdues mankind, 

lIust look down on the hate of those below," 

says the great English poet. The latter 
is echoed in prose by the king of French 
poets. Writes Victor Hugo: 

I 

.. You have your enemies; but who has not 1 
Guizot has enemies, Thiers has enemies, Lamar
tine has enemies. Have I not been myself 
fighting for twenty years1 Have I not been for 
twenty years past reviled, betrayed, sold, rended, 
hooted, taunted, insulted, calumniated 1 Have 
not my books been paradied, and my deeds 
travestied 1 I also am beset and spied upon, I 
also have traps laid for me, and I have even been 
made to fall mto them. But what is all that to 
me 1 I disdain it. It is one of the most diffi
cult yet necessary things in life to learn to dis
dain. Disdain protects and crushes. It is a 
breast plate and a club. You have enemies 1 
Why, it is the story of every man who has done 
a great deed, created a new idea. It is thecloud 
which thunders around everything which shines. 
Do not trouble yourself about it. Do not give 
your enemies the satisfaction of thinkin~ that 
they cause you any feeling, be disdainful" 
(elwsts Viles.) 

"THE LATEST ROMANCE OF 
SCIENCE," Summarized by a French
man. 

U the Atomo·mechanical Theory of the 
Universe has caused considerable em· 
barrassment to our materialists, and 
brought some of their much beloved 
scientific speculations to rgrief (see" Con
cepts of Modem Physics," by Stallo), the 
layman must not be ungrateful to the 
great men for other boons received at 
their hands. Through the indefatigable 
labours of the most famous biologists and 
anthropologists of the day, the mystery 
which has hitherto enshrouded the origin 
of man is no more. It has vanished into 
thin air j thanks to the activity of the 

otficina (workshop, in Queen's English), 
in Haeckel's brain, or, as a Hylo· 
Idealist would say, in the vesiculo neurine 
oj "is "emisplttn'cal ganglia O-the origin 
of mankind has to be sought in tlJat 
scientific region, and nowhere else. 

Religiously read by the "Animalists" 
in its English translation in Protestant 
and Monarchical England, the" Pedigree 
of Man" is now welcomed with shouts 
of joy in Roman Catholic Republican 
France. A summary has just been com
piled of it by a French savant, who reo 
Joices in the name of Topinard. The 
summary on that" question of questions" 
(as Mr. Huxley calls lit), is more interest· 
ing in reality than the .. Pedigree of 
Man" itself. It is so deliciously fantastic 
and original, that one comes almost to 
regret that our numerous and frolicsome 
ancestors in the Zoological Gardens of 
Europe and America seem to show no in· 
tention of getting up a subscription list 
among themselves, for the raising of a 
lasting monument to the great Haeckel. 
Thus, ingratitude in man must surely be 
a phenomenon of atavism / another sug
gestive point being thus gained toward 
further proof of man's descent from the 
ingrate and,heartless, as well as tailless, 
pithecoid baboon. 

Saith the learned Topinard :-

" At the commencement of what geologists call 
the Laurentian ptriod of the Earth, and the for
tuitous union of certain elements of carbon, 
oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen, under con
ditions which probably only took place at that 
epoch, the first albuminoid clots were formed. 
From them, and by spontaneous generation, t 
the first cellules or cleavage masses took their 
origin. These cellules were then sub-divided 
and multiplied, arranging themselves in the form 
of organs, and after a series of transformations, 
fixed by Mr. Haeckel at nine in number, origi
nated certain vertebrata of the genus A mplt:ioxus 
lalluolatus. The division into sexes was marked 
out, the spinal marrow and clwrda dorsalis 
became visible. At the tenth s~e the brain and 
skull made their appearance, as ID the lamprey; 
at the eleventh, the limbs and jaws were de
veloped • . • . . • the earth was then 
only in the Silurian period. At the sixteenth, the 
adaptatbn to terrestrial life ceased. At the seven
teenth. which corresponds to the Jurassic phase 
of the history ofthe globe, the genealogy of man is 
raised to the kangaroo among the marsupials. 
At the eighteenth, he becomes a lemurian; the 

* Dr. Lewins. the Hylo-Idealist, in his appen
dices to" What is Religion 1" by C. N.-" On 
the Brain Theory of Mind and Matter, the Creed 
of Physics. PhYSIC and Philosophy." W. Stewart 
& Co. 

t Mark well: when a theosophist or an occul
tist speaks of .. spontaneous generation," because 
for him there t'xists no inorganic matter in 
Kosmos-he is forthwith set down as an ig.cDr
amus. To prove the descent of man from the 
animal, however, even spontaneous generation 
from dead or inorganic matter, becomes an axio
matic and scientific fact. 
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Tmiary puUJd commences. At the nineteenth, 
be becomes Catarrhinian. that is to say, an ape 
with a tail, a Pithecian. At the twentieth he 
becomes an anthropoid, continuing so throughout 
thewhole of the Mi«me jleriod. At the twenty-first 
he becomes a man-ape, lie does not possess langu
age, nor in consequence the corresponding brain. 
Lastly, at the twenty-second, man comes forth 
• • • . in his inferior types." 

Happy, privileged man! Hapless evo
lution·forsaken baboon! We are not told 
by science the secret why, while man has 
had plenty of time to become, say a Plato, 
a Newton, a Napoleon, or even a Haeckel, 
his poor ancestor should have been 
arrested in his growth and development. 
For, as far as is known. the rump of the 
cynocephalus seems as blue and as callous 
to-day, as it was during the reign of 
Psammetichus or Cheops j the macacus 
must have made as ugly faces at Pliny 18 
centuries back. as he does now at a Dar
winian. We may be told that in the enor
mous period of time that must have 
elapsed since the beginning of evolution, 
2,000, or even 10,000, years mean very 
little. But then, one does not. find even 
the Moneron any better offfor the millions 
of years that have rolled away. Yet, 
between the gelatinous and thoughtful 
hermit of the briny deep and man, there 
must have elapsed quite sufficient time 
for some trifting transformation. That 
primordial protoplasmic creature, how
ever, seems to fare no better at the hands 
of evolution, which has well-nigh forgotten 
it. 

By tbis time, one would suppose that 
this ancestor of ours of stage one, ought to 
ha\'e reached, to say the least, a higher 
development: to have become, for instance, 
the amphibian" sozura "ofthe "fourteenth 
stage," so minutely and scientifically des
cribedby Mr.Haeckel,andofwhich De Qua
trefages so wickedly says in "The Human 
Species" (p. 108), that" it (the sozllra) is 
efjua/Iy unknown to science." But we see 
quite the reverse. This tender-bodied little 
one, has remained but a moneron to this 
very hour: so much so, that Mr. Huxley, 
fishing him out from the abysmal ocean 
depths, took pity upon him, and gave 
him a fatber. He baptized our archaic 
ancestor, and named him Bathybius 
BlUcRel;; • ••• 

But all these are mysteries that will, no 
doubt, be easily explained to the full sat is
faction~f science, by any biologist of 
Haeckel's brain power. As all know, no 
acrobatic feats, from the top of one tree 
to another top, by the swiftest of chim
panzees, can ever approach, let alone 
equal, the rapid evolutions of fancy in his 
cerebral "officina," whenever Haeckel is 
called upon to explain the inexplicable. • • • 

There is one trifte, however, which 
seems to have the best of even his 

capacity for gettin~ out of a scientific 
dilemma, and this IS tlu eighteenth stage 
of his genealogy, in the "Pedigree of 
Man." Man's evolution from the Monera, 
ab'as Bathybius Baeckt/u, up to tailed 
and then tailless man, passes through the 
marsupials, the kangaroo, sarrigue, etc. 
Thus he writes :-

"E~rrhteenth staf't. Prosimire allied to 
the Loris (Stenops and Makis (Lemur), 
witbout marsupial bones, but wi'" 
placenta." (" Pedigo of Man." p. 77.) 

Now it may be perhaps interesting to 
the profane and the innocent to learn that 
no such "prosimia;" witb placenta, exists in 
nature. That it is, in short, another 
creation of the famous German Evolu
tionist, and a child of his own brain. For 
De Quatrefages has pointed out several 
years ago, that: 

.. The anatomical investigations of MM. 
Alphonse Milne, Edwards and Grandidier . • 
place it beyond all doubt that the prosimiae of 
Haecke1 have no tkcidua and a diffuse plat:enta. 
They are indeciduata. Far from an)' possibility 
of tlteir kinl tlte ancl!stors of tlte apes, according 
to the prinCiples laid down by Haeckel himself, 
they cannot even be regarded as the ancestors of 
the zonoplacential mammals . . • and ought 
to be connected with the pachydermata, the 
edentata and the cetacea." (p. I1o.) 

But, as that great French savant shows, 
"Haeckel, without the least hesitation, 
adds his prosimite," to the other groups 
in the" Pedigree of Man," and .. attri
butes to them . . . a discoidal pla
centa." Must the world of the too 
credulous innocents again accept on faith 
these two creatures unknown to Science or 
man, only because "the proof of their 
existence arises from the necessity of an 
intermediate type .f" This necessity, how
ever bein~ one only for the greater success 
of their mventor, Haeckel, that Simian 
Homer must not bear us ill will, if we do 
not hesitate to call his "genealogy" of 
man a romance of Science of the wildest 

typOe. b' . . . h' ne t 109 IS very suggestive 10 t IS 
speculation. Tbe discovery of the absence 
of the needed placenta in the so-called 
prosimite now dates several years back. 
Haeckel knows of it, of course. So does 
Mr. Ed. B. Aveling, D.Sc., his translator. 
Why is the error allowed to remain un
corrected, and even unnoticed, in the 
English translation of the "Pedigree of 
Man." of 1887? Do the" members of the 
International Library of Science and Free
thought," fear to lose some of Haeckel's 
admirers were these to learn the truth? 

Nevertheless Haeckel's scientific" Pedi
gree of Man," ought to awake and stir up 
to action the spirit of private enterprise. 
What a charming Flerie could be made 
of it on the stage of a theatre! A corps 
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tie ballel, composed of antediluvian reptiles 
and giant lizards, l,'J'adually, and stage by 
stage, metamorphosing themselves into 
kangaroos, lemurs, tailless apes and an
thropoid baboons, and finally mto a chorus 
of German biologists! 

Such a Flerie would leave .. Black 
Crook," and "Alice in Wonder-Land," 
nowhere. An intelligent manager, alive to 
his interests, would make his fortune were 
he but to follow the happy thought. 

Nota bene:-The suggestion is copy
right. 

THE BOOK OF LIFE, by Sidhartha 
(a1so)Vonisa; his discoveries from "6215 
to 6240, Anno Mundi." 

A cross between an octavo and duoded",o_ 
This volume, we see, is highly appreci

ated by the clergy, by whom, at this 
gloomy day of mfidelity, even small 
favours seem to be thankfully received. 
The author (profane name unknown) 
hints, when he does not state plainly, that 
he is a reincarnation of Gautama Buddha, 
or Siddartha, as also of a few other no 
meaner historical personages. The work 
is a clever steering between the sand
banks of science and theology. Enough 
is given in careful agreement with the 
former to make it ignore the more abun
dant concessions to the gods of the latter 
-e.g., Biblical chronology. The age of 
the world is allowed 6240 years from 
Adam, "seven hundred years after the 
brown and black races had been created" 
(p. 53, "Chronology ") ; the date of the 
earth's incrustation and globe being left to 
the imagination of the reader. A chrono
logical table of the principal historical 
events of the world is published on pages 
S3-56. Among them the birth of Moses 
IS placed 1572 B.C. The Vedas are 
shown compiled in India, and the poems 
of Homer in Greece, "about 1200 B.C." 
Siddartha or Gautama established Buddh
ism in India" from 808 to 726," B.C. we are 
told. Last, but not least, of the world 
epochs and divine signs of the time, 
comes the for ever memorable event of 
March 31st, 1885-namely, the" Book of 
Life, Vonisa, was completely written," 
and it closes the list. The reader is noti
fied, moreover, at the line beginning with 
A.D. 6240, that the year 1884 c.E. (Chris
tian Era) is the" beginning of Messianic 
age and close of Christian age," which 
might account for the appearance and 
publication in the year following of the 
original volume now under review. 

The new Messiah declares that "al
though much of the work consists of dis
coveries which are original with the 
author, yet the reader will find in the 

Analytic Index a few hundred out of the 
many references which might be given to 
eminent authorities which were consulted 
in its preparation." Among these, it 
seems, one has to include some theo
sophic writings, as it is stated in the 
"Book of Life" that-

(Q.) .. Seven great forces were concemoo in 
these vast movements of early creation." 

(6.) .. Seven Ages of the Earth'" 
(c.) .. Vayomer Elohim" translated .. accord

ing to the laws of the Hebrew language:' means 
that "seven forces were used as three - fold 
factors," and 

(d.) That the first human beings were incar
nated spirits" (pp. 26-21). 

The above four declarations have the 
approval of theosophy. Whether the sen
tence that follows, namely, that "the work 
of incarnation (of the spirits) took place 
according to law," and is" the clearest 
hypothesis wkic;' sdence lIas to o./ler con
cerning lire origin of man," will meet with 
the same approval from Messrs. Huxley, 
Haeckel, and Fiske, of the" Atomo-mecha
nical Theory," is very doubtful. 

N or is it so sure that the Ethnological 
department in the Anglo-Indian Bureau 
of Statistics is quite prepared to alter its 
census returns in accordance with Sid· 
dartha's declaration, on page 29,that-

" One branch of the brown race was 
the Dravidian, wirick still koltls its place 
in Norlhern India." (? 1) 

A new book, bearing the title of 
SPIRIT REVEALED, is nearly ready 
for press. It is described as an extrd' 
ordinary work. Its author is Wm. C. 
Eldon Serjeant, F.T.S., a writer of 
articles on the "Coming Reformation," 
" Sparks from the World of Fire," &c., &c. 
The work claims to "explain the Nature 
of the Deity, and to discuss His manifes
tations on every plane of existence, and 
to show forth the form of Christ, whose 
second coming is expected by Christians, 
and to proclaim the advent of the Messiah 
according to the belief of the Jews." "Many 
subjects, involving questions of consider
able obscurity in reference to the Deity, 
to the Scriptures, to men, to animals, and 
to things generally, are comprehensively 
treated and explained in accordance with 
the Word of the Spirit declared at various 
times through the sons of men." 

PROCEEDINGS OF· THE SOCI
ETYFOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH: 
These reports coming out ad libitum, with
out any definite date, cannot be regarded as 
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periodical. Depending for their circulation 
chiefly on the consummation of what 
the learned editors offer as bond fide 
psychic and spiritualistic erposls-which 
the public accepts as most kind adver
tisements of the people so attacked
this publication occupies a position en
tirely sui gmtris. The "Proceedings II 
offer to the public a very useful manual, 
something between a text and a guide
book, with practical instructions in diplo· 
matic policy in the domain of the 
Psychic, in the form of scientific letters 
and private detective information. Sen
sitives discern in the" Proceedings» (by 
kkpat"ic impact) the Machiavelian spirit 
of aristocratic Bismarck, seasoned with 
an aura strongly impregnated with the 
plebeian perfumes of honest moucAards on 
duty, but then they are, perhaps, pre
judiced. On the other hand, some 
Russian spiritualistica1ly inclined mem
bers of the S.P.R. have been heard 
to say, that the" Proceedings II reminded 
them of those of the happily defunct 
Third Section of the St. Petersburg 
Police. Thus, the tutelary" guides" of 
the learned association of the British 
Psychists, mar one day tum out to be the 
departed spints of Russian gendarmes 
after all? 

Occasionally when the hunting grounds 
of this erudite body have afforded a 
specially successful chase-after mares' 
nests-a Supplement is added to the 
.. Proceedings," the ma~itude of the 
added volume being in· IDverse ratio to 
the illumination of its contents, which 
are generally offered as a premium to 
materialism. 

Hence, the" Proceedings» may be better 
described as the fluctuating and occa
sional records of a society bent upon 
giving the lie to its own name. For 
.. Psychical" research is surely a mis
nomer, besides being a delusion and a 

The following books have been received 
and will be noticed in eariy numbers of 
LUCIFER:-

THE HISTORY OF THE ROSI
CRUCIANS, by Arthur E. Waite, and 
THE QUABALAH UNVEILED, by 
S. L. Mac-Gregor Mathers, from Mr. Red
way; EARTH'S EARLIEST AGES, by 
C. H. Pember, from Messrs. Hodder and 

snare for the unwary. LUCIFER would 
suggest as a truer title, .. Society 
for Hylo-Pseumalical Research." This 
would give the S.P.R. the benefit of an 
open connection with Dr. Lewins' un· 
paralleled "Hylo-Idealism" ·-while it 
would enable it to sail under its trut 
colours. 

Whether LUCIFER'S advice be ac
cepted or not, the profound philosophy of 
the phenomenon baptized .. telepathy" 
and telepathic impact can only be studied 
scientifically, in our spasmodic contem
porary. This new Greek stranger is the 
crowning work of the Psychic Fathers 
of our century. It is their •. first" and 
" only" offspring, and is a genuine dis
covery as far as its Hellenic name goes. 
For, bereft of its Greek appellation, it 
becomes like America. The genius who 
discovered the phenomenon, is like 
Columbus on whom the Northmen, and 
even the Chinamen, had stolen a march 
centuries before. This phenomenon can 
only seem new when thus disguised 
under a name solemn and scientific
because incomprehensible to the average 
profane. Its plain description in English 
-as transference of thought or sensation 
from a distance-could never hO'pe to have 
the same ring of classical leammg in it. 

Nevertheless, the" Proceedings" with 
the two additional gigantic volumes of 
the psychic .. Leviathan," called "Phan· 
tasms of the Living," are strongly recom
mended to invalids. They are priceless 
in cases of obstinate insomnia, as the best 
soporific known. Directions: The reader 
must be careful not to light a match in 
too close proximity to the said works. 

• vA" . mailer as opposed to mind"; therefore 
Ma/~rial-ldLalism - a contradiction in terms 
exactly parallel to the name .. Psychic" and the 
very •• anti-psychic" work of the Society referred 
to. Pseuma should replace Psyche. as it seeks 
for frauds and not soul-action. 

"THE ADVERSARY." 

Stoughton; THE MYSTERY OF THE 
AG ES, by the Countess of Caithness, from 
Mr. C. L. H. Wallace; AN ADVEN
TURE AMONG THE ROSICRU
CIANS, by Dr. F. Hartmann, from the 
Occult Publishing Company, Boston; and 
NINETEENTH CENTURY COM
MON SENSE, from the T. B. Lippincott 
Company, Boston, U.S.A. 
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INTERESTING TO ASTROLOGERS. 

ASTROLOGICAL NOTES-No. I. 

To 1M Editor of LUCIFER. 

WE are told that, before judging a 
horary figure, we must ascertain if it is 
radical, and to decide this point several 
rules have been given. The first is with 
regard to the number of degrees on the 
cusp of the ascendant. Lilly says a 
figure is rarely radical if the first two or 
last three degrees of a sign ascend. 
Morrison fixes the limit at the first or 
second and last two degrees. Pearse 
gives the limit as the first and last five 
degrees, and Raphael as the first and last 
three. 

All the laws of nature ale harmonious 
and rational ; but in the rule of the first 
two authorities, this harmony seems 
absent. Why should the limit be 1 or 2 
degrees at the beginning- of the sign and 
2 or 3 at the end? 

Again, as an exception to the above 
rule, Lilly says that a figure may be 
radical even when 27° or more ascend, if 
the number corresponds to his age; and 
when 1° or 2° ascend, if the querent be very 
young, and his appearance agrees with 
the quality of the signs ascending. And 
here again there is the same want of 
harmony. Why should the age of the 
querent have to correspond accurately 
in one case and only approximately in 
the other? Furthermore, no astrologers 
seem to have given a logical explanation 
of these rules. 

To 1M Editor of LUCIFER. 

The belief in the power and efficacy of 
talismans and amulets was, at one period 
of the world's history, universal. Even 
during the XVth century, the latest among 
the innumerable revivals of civilisat:on, 
the majority of learned and cultured men 
had a profound conviction of their reality. 
But such ideas are now scouted by popular 
opinion, because the philosophy under
lying them is not understood. LUCTFER, 
therefore, would certainly confer a boon 

On reflecting on this problem I reasoned 
thus. In 11J! 29° 59' 59" 11 is ab.so!utel.y 
without dignity; in f 0° 0' I" he IS In hIS 
house triplicity, and terms, a t~reefold 
dignity. Is it conceivable that thIS great 
change of power should be so sudden, as 
to be accomplished in less than ~ s~conds 
of space? Analogy shows that It IS pro
bably otherwise, and that as the planets 
and cusps of houses have orbs ofinfluence, 
so also nave tlu sz:~ns. 

If this be true, it supplies the key to the 
above problem. If only the first or last 
few degrees of a sign ascend, then the 
cusp of the ascendant is within the or~s 
of the adjacent signs, and the ho~se !S 
not ruled solely by the planet whIch IS 
its proper lord, but also partly by t~e 
planet ruling the adjacent sign; and thIS 
must hold good under all circumstances, 
even when the number of the degrees 
ascending agree with the age of the 
que rent, or the ascending sign and 
planets therein describe him. . 

Furthermore, if this be admitted, It also 
follows, as a logical conclusion, ~hat if the 
first and last few degrees of a SIgn are on 
the cusp of any house, no conclusion can 
be drawn with certainty from the aspects 
of the lord of that house. 

The exact limits of the orbs of the 
signs must be decided by experience; I 
am induced to fix the limits at 2° 30' and 
27° 30'. 

NEMO. 

on many by throwing light on the follow
ing points ;-

(I). Wherein does the power of a talis
man lie? (2). How far does its efficacy 
depend on the signs traced upon it, and 
how far on the power and knowledge of 
the maker? (3). Granting that will-power 
and knowledge are the main factors in 
imparting to the talisman its power, how 
does that power remain attached to it 
after the death of the man who made it. 

13 
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THE THEOSOPHIST, a magazine of 
Oriental Philosophy, Art, Literature, and 
Occultism. Conducted by H. P. Blavatsky, 
and H. S. Olcott, Permanent President of 
the T. S. VoL VIII., Nos. 94 and 95, July 
and August, 1887. Madras, India. In 
London, George Redway, 15, York Street, 
Co\'ent Garden. 

This journal is the oldest of the periodi
cals of the Theosophical Society, and has 
a distinct feature of its own: a number of 
Hindoo, Buddhist, and Parsi contributors 
among the most learned of British India. 
No journal is thus more reliable in the 
occasional information given in it upon 
the sacred tenets and scriptures of the 
East, since it is derived first hand, and 
comes from native scholars, well versed 
in their respective cults. From time to 
time Tlu TllfosoPhist has respectfully 
corrected mistakes-sins of omission and 
commission-by Western Orientalists, and 
will continue to perform its proposed 
task by issuing admirable articles. 

As a marked instance of this, the four 
.. Lectures Oil the Bhagavid Gita," by a 
native scholar, Mr. T. Subba Rao, may 
be cited. Begun in the February number, 
they are now concluded in the July issue. 
No better, abler, or more complete ex
posi:ioll on that most philosophical, as 
the least understood, of the sacred books 
of the East, has ever been given in any 
work, past or present. In the June and 
July numbers, the" Ha·Khoshe-Cah, a 
Vision of the Infinite," by Dr. Henry 
Pratt, a erudite Kabalist in England, is 
puhlished. 

Some ,-ery interesting articles on the 
"l\orse Mythology," by the learned 
Swedish scholar, :\lr. C. H. A. Bjerregard 
:the Astor Library, New York), may also 
be found in the last numbers. 

Tiu Theosophist is the journal of the 
Theosophical Society par excdlmCl!J the 
Minutes and records of the Society's work, 
being given monthly in its "Supplements." 

No evil wisher of the said Society, rush
ing into publicity with denunciations, and 
occasionally libellous attacks upon that 
body, ought-if he is a fair-minded and 
/contst opponent, of course-to publish 
anything without first making himself well 

acquainted with the contents of TIte Tlteo
sophist, and especially with the Supple
ments attached to that journal. 

This advice is given inll1 kindness to 
our traducers-the learned as the ignorant 
-for their direct benefit, though at an 
evident disadvantage to theosophy. For. 
as so many of our critics have been lately 
making fools of themselves, in their al
leged exposls of our doctrines, it is to the 
advantage of our Sodety to let them go 
on undisturbed, and thus turn the laugh 
on the enemy. Two graphic instances 
may be cited. In" BuddhIsm in Christ
endom ; or, Jesus the Essene," by an im
polite dabbler in Oriental ism, the sep· 
tenary doctrine of the Occultists is dis
figured out of recognition, and is met 
by the unanimous hearty laugh of those 
who know something of the subject. 
Its unlucky author has evidently never 
opened a serious theosophical work, 
unless, indeed, the doctrine is too much 
above his head. As a refreshing contrast 
one finds, in "Earth and Its Earliest 
Ages," by G. H. Pember, an author, who 
has most conscientiously studied and 
understood the fundamental doctrines of 
Theosophy. 

Thus, notwithstanding his attempt to 
connect it with the coming Antichrist, 
and show its numerous writers pledged to 
the work of Satan, "the Prince of the 
Powers of the Air," * the volume published 
by that learned and fair-minded gentle
man is a true pearl in the anli· Theoso
phical literature. The correct enunciation 

• Spiritualists, mystics, and metaphysic.'ll 
Orientali,t. need not feci jealous, as they are 
made to share the same fate, and are raised to 
the ,ame dignity with the Theosophists. The 
writers of .. The Pcrfc"Ct Way," Mrs. Dr. 
Kingsford and :'Ir. E. Maitland, stand arm-in
arm with the hum hIe writer of .. Isis Vm·eiled" 
before the throne of Satan. ~Ir. Ed. Arnold. 
of .. The Light of Asia," and the late Mr. 
Kenealy. of the .. Book of God," are seen 
radiating in the ,ame lethal light of brimstone and 
sulphur. :'Ir. C. C. Massey is shown stllck deep 
in Antichristian Metaphysics; our kmd Lady 
Caithness is pointed out in the co.ls of t.he 
.. Great Beast" of Romanism, and cbargc'C! with 
.. Goddess worship;" and even-ye Powe~ . C?f 
mystical Perception !- Mr. Arthur Lllhe s 
Buddhist Monotheism is taken augrand serieu~· / 
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of knowledge of the tenets he disapproves, 
as a sincere orthodox Christian] is remark
able; and his language, dignified, polite, 
and entirely free from any personality 
can but call forth as courteous a reply 
from those he arraigns. He has evi
dently read, and, what is more, under
stood, what he found in the TheosoPhist, 
and other mystic volumes. It shall, 
therefore, be the pleasure and duty of 
LUCIFER, who bears no malice for the 
personal attack, to review this interesting 
volume in its October issue, hoping to 
see as kind a 'notice of "Earth and Its 
Earliest Ages" in the Theosophist of 
Madras. 

THE PATH; "a magazine devoted to 
the Brotherhood of Humanity, Theosophy 
in America, and the study of Occult 
Science, Philosophr., and Aryan Litera
ture." Edited by W tIliam Q. Judge. Price 
ten shillings per annum. New York, 
U. S. A. P. O. Box, 2659, etc. George 
Redway, 15 York Street, Covent Garden, 
London. 

A most excellent and theosophical 
monthly, full of philosophical literature 
by several well-known mystics and 
writers. The best publication of its kind 
in the United States, and one that ever 
fulfils what it promises, giving more food 
for thought than many of the larger peri
odicals. Its August number is very 
interesting and fully up to its usual 
mark. 

Jasper Niemann continues his excel
lent reflections in " Letters on the True." 
Mr. E. D. Walker, in an article upon 
" The Poetry of Reincarnation in 
Western Literature," cites the verses of 
Wordsworth, Tennyson, Dean Alford, 
Addison, H. Vaughan, Browning, etc., in 
proof of the fact that these poets were 
tinctured, if not imbued, with the philo
sophy of reincarnation. B. N. Acle 
continues Notes on the Astral Light, from 
Eliphas Levi. He cites the startling and 
lund enunciation of that epigrammatical 
occultist, Wh9 says that .. He who dies 
without forgiving his enemy, hurls himself 
into Eternity armed with a dagger, and 
devotes himself to the horror of eternal 
murder." "The Symbolism oj tlte Etjuila
teral Triangle," by Miss Lydia Bell, 
shows how much wisdom can be extracted 
from a little symbol when you know how 
to look for it there. 

S. B. makes some very pertinent re
marks upon Theosophical Fiction, the 
r:owth of which is one sign of the times. 
• A true picture of life, either real or po

tential, which is found in a work of fiction, 

makes such reading one of the best 
sources of learning." Thanks to the 
education which it is receiving from the 
more solid literature of theosophy, the 
public is becoming more critical, and 
has already formed a " standard of proba
bility" for marvellous phenomena, which 
acts as a healthy check upon outside 
writers of fiction, who are therefore no 
longer able to trust entirely "to their 
imagination for their acts, and to their 
memory for their fancies." Novel readers 
now like their supernatural not to be un
naturally supernatural, even if they do 
have to take it in minute doses, disguised 
in their favourite draught of love, murder 
and small talk. The Hi!fher Carelessness 
(No. 7 of Tkougkts in Solitude), by 
"Pilgrim," is full of deep and beautiful 
reflections. This writer, like" American 
Mystic" whose article on the puzzlini 
question, "Am I my Brothers Keeper, 
comes next, has advanced some way upon 
the path of knowledge, and the thoughts 
of both of them have a special interest 
for . contemplative and self-examining 
readers. "American Mystic," by-the-bye, 
gives a new and striking tum to a phrase 
too often misunderstood. "ResIst not 
evil" he quotes and explains that resist
ance, fierce and personal, to evil befalling 
oneself, is what is meant. Cltristianily
Theosoplty, by Mr. Wm. H. Kembal, seeks 
to show that the fundamental aim of both, 
namely the Brotherhood of Humanity, is 
the same, and that they can and ought to 
unite their forces. 

julius, in Tea TalJle Talk, is as crisp, 
weird, and slyly-sentimental as ever. 

LE LOTUS: "Revue des Hautes 
Etudes TMosophiques. Tendant a favo
rises Ie rapprochement entre l'Orient et 
l'Occident." Sous I'inspiration de H. P. 
Blavatsky (nominally; but edited, in 
reality, by our able brother, F. K. Gaboriau, 
F.T.S.). Georges Carre, 112 Boulevard 
St. Germain, Paris. SubscrIption 15 fro 
per annum. 

An excellent monthly, presenting yet 
another aspect of theosophy; inspired by 
the desire to benefit the struggling masses 
of humanity, and to diffuse the true 
spirit of solidarity among men_ The 
August number, besides translations of 
selected articles from the Theosopltist, of 
special interest to its French readers, 
contains a capital article on" Freemasons 
and Theosophists," the continuation of a 
series of studies on "Initiation," and a 
discussion of the much-vexed question 
whether the" Will to Live" spoken of in 
the" Elixir of Life" is selfish or not. In 
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the last few pages, the serious character 
of the journal is relieved by those brilliant 
sparkles of French wit to which that 
language lends itself so admirably. 

Brief notes on books, articles in the 
press, pamphlets, &c., give ample scope 
for caustic raillery, as well as appreciative 
comment, and the editor ought to be 
specially congratulated on this department 
of his review. 

L'AURORE: Revue mensuelle sous la 
direction de Lady Caithness, Duchesse de 
Pomar. George Carre, 112 Boulevard 
St. Germain, Paris. Subscription, Isfr. 
per annum. 

The Mystic and Catholic Journal of 
Aristocratic France, somewhat tinged 
with humanitarianism, and showing the 
influence of the higher phases of modern 
spiritualism. The subject of reincarnation 
is its principal feature, and a mystical 
romance, Amour lmmortel, gives its 
various phases. L'Aurore is admirably 
conducted. Its articles are always in 
good taste, and perfectly adapted to the 
special public it appeals to. 

THE OCCULT WORD: A monthly 
journal in the interest of Theosophy. Mrs. 
J. W. Cables, 40, Ambrose Street, Roches
ter, N. Y., U.S.A. Subscription, 1 dollar 
per annum. 

Brought out more in the style of a 
newspaper, this journal is another proof 
of the vitality of the Theosophic move
ment. It is more Christian in its tone 
and phraseology, and shows less traces of 
the influence of Eastern thought, than 
the publications already mentioned. Some 
thoughts in it are remarkably good, and 
its tendency most excellent. A most 
worthy little periodical 

THE OCCULTIST: A monthly journal 
of Psychological and Mystical Research. 
Edited by Mr. J. Thomas, F.T.S. Lon
don agent, E. W. Allen; 4 Ave Maria 
Lane, E.C. Subscription, 1 shilling per 
annum. 

As its price indicates, a tiny and un
ambitious publication of four pages, but 
one that contains, from time to time, 
thoughtful and suggestive articles. Its 
existence testifies to the devotion of its 
proprietor and editor to the cause of truth. 

THE SPHINX: "A monthly Journal, 
devoted to the historical and experimental 
proof of the supersensuous conception of 
the world on a monistic basis." Edited 
by H iibbe Schleiden, Dr. J. U. Th. 

Griebens Verlag, Leipzig; and George 
Redway, London. Subscription, 12S. 6d. 
per annum. 

As its title page implies, a learned and 
philosophical journal, doing its work with 
true German thoroughness and permeated 
with a real spirit of earnest investigation. 
It appeals, mainly, to thinkers and stu
dents-a numerous class in Germany, but 
somewhat sparsely represented in Eng
land. Dr. Carl Du Prel, the leader of 
the new school of transcendental philo
sophy in that country, is its leading con
tributor. But it contains from time to 
time articles of great interest to students 
of occultism. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE" LON
DON LODGE" OF THE T.S., NOS. 
12 AND 13.-Two able and interesting 
r.apers by Mr. A. P. Sinnett; the first on 
'Buddha's Teaching," the second on .. The 
Relations of the Lower and Higher Self." 
Dealing ~th Buddhism, Mr. Sinnett ex
poses several of the current misconcep
tions regarding Buddhist doctrines. 
Notably among these stand the utterly 
false ideas, current in the West, that 
Buddha rec~ised no conscious existence 
for the indiVIdual after death, and that 
Nervana is synonymous with annihila
tion. Mr. Sinnett draws a happy com
parison between these misconceptions and 
the strange blindness shown by European 
scholars in accepting the allegorical 
legend that Buddha's death was occa
sioned by eating roast boar, as a literal 
fact. 

In his second paper, Mr. Sinnett fol
lows up a line of thought orilf!nated by 
him in an earlier number of the • Transac
tions." He explains his views with clear
ness, and adds considerably to the details 
of the outline sketched in his previous 
paper. But, as LUFICER hopes shortly 
to deal with this subject at length, it is 
unnecessary to enter into a detailed 
examination of Mr. Sinnett's views at 
present. 

THE ESOTERIC: "A Magazine of 
Advance and Practical Esoteric Thought." 
Boston, U.S.A. Subscription 6s. per 
annum. 

Principal feature-the identification of 
each issue with one of the signs of the 
Zodiac, which are held to be .. important 
and real divisions of time or states of 
man's life." Contents-eighteen short 
articles, occupying 62 pages, the sub
stance of which has been mainly gleaned 
from various mystic authors, and harmo
nizes well with some Theosophical teach
ings. 
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THE ESOTERIC VALUE OF CER
TAIN WORDS AND DEEDS IN 
SOCIAL LIFE. 

A definition of Public Opinion. The 
gathering of a few fogies positively elec
trified by fanaticism and force of habit, 
who act on the many noodles negatively 
electrified by indifference. The accepta
tion of uncharitable views on .. sugges
tion " by "telepathic impact" (what ever 
that may mean). The work of uncon
scious psychology. 

SympatluHc gn·if.-The expression 
thereof in Society, for one's sorrow, is like 
a solemn funeral procession, in which the 
row of mourning coaches is long, indeed' 
but the carriages of which are all empty: 

"lutu~ll (xcltan,f{e oj compliments.
ExpressIOns of delight and other acting in 
cultured society are the fig· leaves of the 
civilised Adams and Eves. These" aprons" 
to conceal truth are fabricated incessantly 
in social Edens, and their name is
po/iteluss. 

Kuping lite Sabbath. - Throwing 
public contumely on, and parading one's 
superiority over Christ, "one greater 
than the temple" and Sabbath, who stood 
for his disciples' rights to "break" the 
Sabbath, for the Sabbath was made for 
man, and not man for Sabbath (Matt. xii. 
and Mark ii., etc.). 

Attending Divine Service.-Breaking 
the express commandment of Jesus. 
Becoming "as the hypocrites are" who 
!~ve to pray in Synagogue and Te:nples, 

that they may be seen of men."(Matt.vi.) 

TaJ:ing the Oath, on Ihe Bible.-A 
Christian law, devised and adopted to 
perpetuate and carry out the unequi
vocal commandment of the Founder of 
Christianity, "Swear not at all, neither 
by heaven nor by the earth ,. (Matt. v.). As 
the heaven and the earth are supposed to 
have been created only by God, a book 

written by men thus received the prero
gative over the former. 

Ullpopularity.-We hate but those 
whom we envy or fear .. Hatred is a con
cealed and forced homage rendered to the 
person hated; a tacit admission of the 
superiority of the unpopular character. 

The true value of back-biting and 
s~lItkr. A pr?o~ of the fast coming 
trIUmph of the vIctim chosen. The bite 
of the fiy when the creature feels its end 
approaching. 

A Few Illustrations 10 lite Point from 
Schopmltauer. 

Socrates was repeatedly vilified and 
thrashed by the opponents of his philo
sophy, and was as repeatedly urged by his 
friends to have his honour avenged in the 
tribunals of Athens. Kicked by a rude 
citizen, in the presence of his followers, one 
of these expressed surprise for his not re
senting the insult, to which the Sage re
plied: 

"Shall I then feel offended, and ask 
the magistrate to avenge me, if I also 
happen to be kicked by an ass?" 

To another remark whether a certain 
man had abused and called him names, 
he quietly answered: 

" No; for none of the epithets he used 
can possibly apply to me." (From Plato's 
" Georgics ") 

"The famous cynic, Cratus, having reo 
ceived from the musIcian Nicodromus a 
blow which caused his face to swell, coolly 
fixed a tablet upon his brow, inscribed 
with the two words, "A'icodromus ja'''it.'' 
The flute player hardly escaped with his 
life from the hands of the populace, which 
viewed Cratus as a household god. 

Seneca, in his work "De COIISlanta 
Sapientis," treats most elaborately of in
sults in words and deeds, or contumeiia, 
and then declares that no Sage ever pays 
the smallest attention to such things. 
-" Well, yes!" the reader will exclaim, 
"but these men were all of them SaglS ! JI 

-" And you, are you then only }ools' 
Agreed! " 
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THE LADY OF LIGHT. 

(Written for LUCIFER.) 

STAR of the Day and the Night! 

Star of the Dark that is dying; 

Star of the Dawn that is nighing, 

Lucifer, Lady of Light! • 

• • 
Still with the purest in white, 

Still art thou Queen of the Seven; 

Thou hast not fallen from Heaven 

Lucifer, Lady of Light! 

• • 
How large in thy lustre, how bright 

The beauty of promise thou wearest! 

The message of Morning thou bearest, 

Lucifer, Lady of Light! 

• • 
Aid us in putting to flight 

The Shadows that darken about us, 

Illumine within, as without, us, 

Lucifer, Lady of Light! 

• • 

NO.2. 

6 
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Shine through the thick of our fight ; 

Open the eyes of the sleeping ; 

Dry up the tears of the weeping, 

Lucifer, Lady of Light! 

• • 
Purge with thy pureness our sight, 

Thou light of the lost ones who love us, 

Thou lamp of the Leader above us, 

Lucifer, Lady of Light! 

• • 
Shine with transfiguring might, 

Till earth shall reflect back as human 

Thy Likeness, Celestial Woman, 

Lucifer, Lady of Light! 

• • 
With the flame of thy radiance smite 

The clouds that are veiling the vision 

Of Woman's millennial mission, 

Lucifer, Lady of Light! 

• • 
Shine in the Depth and the Height, 

And show us the treasuries olden 

Of wisdom, the hidden, the golden, 

Lucifer, Lady of Light! 

GERALD MASSEY • 

... The reader well versed in symbology and theogony is, of course, aware that every 
god and goddess of the ancient pantheons is androgynous in his or her rgenealogy. 
Thus our Lucifer, the" Morning Star," being identical with Venus, is, therefore, the 
same as the Chaldean I star, or the Jewish Astoreth, to whom the Hebrews offered cakes 
and buns, addressing her as the Lady of Light and the Queen of Heaven. She is 
the" great star," Wormwood, whom the misanthropical St. John sees falling down to 
the earth in Rt:llelalion (Chapter viii.), as her great rival is Aima, the fruitful mother, 
or the third Sephiroth Binah (IHVH ALHIM, or the female Jah·hovah), the "woman with 
child," in Chapter xii. of the same. 
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES. 

I T is intensely interesting to follow season after season the rapid 
evolution and change of public thought in the direction of the 
mystical. The educated mind is most undeniably attempting 

to free itself from the heavy fetters of materialism. The ugly cater
pillar is writhing in the agonies of death, under the powerful efforts of 
the psychic butterfly to escape from its science-built prison. and every 
day brings some new glad tidings of one or more such mental births to 
light. 

As the New York" Path" truly remarks in its September issue. when 
.. Theosophical and kindred topics . . . . are made the texts for novels.» 
and, we may add, scientific essays and brochures, " the implication is that 
interest in them has become diffused through all social ranks." That kind 
of literature is "paradoxically proof that Occultism has passed beyond 
the region of careless amusement and entered that of serious enquiry." 
The reader has but to throw a retrospective glance at the publications 
of the last few years to find that such topics as Mysticism, Magic, 
Sorcery, Spiritualism, Theosophy, Mesmerism, or, as it is now called, 
Hypnotism, all the various branches in short of the Occult side of nature. 
are becoming predominant in every kind of literature. They visibly in
crease in proportion to the efforts made to discredit the movements in 
the cause of truth, and strangle enquiry-whether on the field of theo
sophy or spiritualism-by trying to besmear their most prominent heralds, 
pioneers and defenders, with tar and feathers. 

The key-note for mystic and theosophic literature was Marion Craw
ford's" Mr. Isaacs." It was followed by his "Zoroaster." Then followed 
.. The Romance of Two Worlds," by Marie Corelli ; R. Louis Stephenson's 
.. Mr. Hyde and Dr. Jekyll;" "The Fallen Idol," by Anstey; "King 
Solomon's Mines" and the thrice famous "She," by Rider Haggard; 
.. Affinities" and "The Brother of the Shadow," by Mrs. Campbell 
Praed; Edmund Downey's "House of Tears," and many others less 
noticeable. And now there comes a fresh outburst in Florence Marryat's 
.. Daughter of the -Tropics," and F. C .. Philips' "Strange Adventures 
of Lucy Smith." It is unnecessary to mention in detail the literature 
produced by avowed theosophists and occultists. some of whose works 
are very remarkable, while others are positively scientific, such as S. L. 
Macgregor Mathers' "Kabbalah Unveiled," and Dr. F. Hartmann's 
.. Paracelsus," "Magic, White and Black," &c. We have also to note 
the fact that theosophy has now crossed the Channel, and is making 
its way into French literature. "La France" publishes a strange 

6-
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romance by Ch. Chincholle, pregnant with theosophy, occultism and 
mesmerism, and called "La Grande Pretresse," while La ,Revue politique 
et litteraire (19 Feb. 1887, et seq.) contained over the signature of 
Th. Bentzon, a novel called Emancipee, wherein esoteric doctrines 
and adepts are mentioned in conjunction with the names of well-known 
theosophists. A sign of the times t 

Literature--especially in countries free from government censorship
is the public heart and pulse. Besides the glaring fact that were there 
no demand there would be no supply, current literature is produced 
only to please, and is therefore evidently the mirror which faithfully 
reflects the state of the public mind. True, Conservative editors, and 
their submissive correspondents and reporters, still go on slashing 
occasionally in print the fair faces of mystic spiritualism and theo
sophy, and some of them are still found, from time to time, indulging 
in a brutal personal attack. But they do no harm on the whole, except 
perhaps to their own editorial reputations, as such editors can never 
be suspected of an exuberance of culture ·and good taste after certain 
ungentlemanly personal attacks. They do good on the contrary. 
For, while the theosophists and spiritualists so attacked, may view the 
Billingsgate poured upon them in a true Socratean spirit, and console 
themselves with the knowledge that none of the epithets used can possibly 
apply to them, on the other hand, too muck abuse and vilif4:ation gene
rally ends by awakening the public sympathy for the victim, in the right
minded and the impartial, at any rate. 

In England people seem to like fair play on the whole. Itis not baski
boozook-like actions, the doughty deeds of those who delight in mutilating 
the slain and the wounded, that can find sympathy for any great length 
of time with the public. If-as maintained by our lay enemies and re
peated by some naif and too sanguine missionary organs-Spiritualism 
and Theosophy are" dead as a door-nail" (sic, vide American Christian 
periodicals),-aye, "dead and buried," why, in such case, good Christian 
fathers, not leave the dead at rest till " Judgment Day"? And if they are 
not, then editors-the profane as well as the clerical-why should you still 
fear? Do not show yourselves such cowards if you have the truth on your 
side. Magna est veritas et prevalebit, and" murder will out," as it always 
has, sooner or later. Open your columns to free and fearless discussion, 
and do as the theosophi(:al periodicals have ever done, and as LUCIFER is 
now preparing to do. The" bright Son of the morning" fears no light. 
He courts it, and is prepared to publish any inimical contributions 
(couched, of course"in decent language), however much at variance with 
his theosopical views. He is determined to give a fair hearing in any 
and every case, to both contending parties and allow things and thoughts 
to be judged on their respective merits. For why, or what should one 
dread when fact and truth are one's only aim? DIt ckoc des opinions 
jaillit fa verite was said by a French philosopher. If Theosophy and 
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Spiritualism are no better than" gigantic frauds and will-o'-the-wisps of 
the age" why such expensive crusades against both? And if they are 
not, why should Agnostics and searchers after truth in general, help 
bigoted and narrow-minded materialists, sectarians and dogmatists to 
hide our light under a bushel by mere brutal force and usurped autho
rity? It is easy to surprise the good faith of the fair-minded. Still 
easier to discredit that, which by its intrinsic strangeness, is already un
popular and could hardly be credited in its palmiest days. " We welcome 
no supposition so eagerly as one which accords with and intensifies our 
own prejudices" says, in " Don Jesualdo," a popular author. Therefore, 
facts become often cunningly concocted" frauds ;" and self-evident, glaring 
lies are accepted as gospel truths at the first breeze of Don Basilio's 
Calzimnia, by those to whose hard-crusted pre-conceptions such slander ·is 
like heavenly dew. 

But, beloved enemies, " the light of Lucifer" may, after all, dispel some 
of the surrounding darkness ... The mighty roaring voice of denunciation, 
so welcome to those whose little spites and hates and mental stagnation 
in the grasp of the social respectabilily it panders to, may yet be silenced 
by the voice of truth-" the still small voice "-whose destiny it ever was to 
first preach in the desert. That cold and artificial light which still seems 
to shine so dazzlingly over the alleged iniquities of professional mediums 
and the supposed sins of commission and omission of nOll..professiollal 
experimentalists, of free and independent theosophists, may yet be 
extinguished at the height of all its glory. For it is not quite the per
petual lamp of the alchemist philosopher. Still less is it that" light 
which never shone on sea or land," that ray of divine intuition, the spark 
which glimmers latent in the spiritual, never-erring perceptions of man 
and woman, and which is now awakening-for its time is at hand. 
A few years more, and the Aladdin's lamp, which called forth the minis
tering genius thereof, who, making three salutes to the public, proceeded 
forthwith to devour mediums and theosophists, like a juggler who 
swallows swords at a village fair, will get out of order. Its light, over 
which the anti-theosophis~ are crowing victory to this day, shall get dim. 
And then, perhaps, it will be discovered that what was claimed as a 
direct ray from the source of eternal truth was no better than a penny 
rush-light, in whose deceitful smoke and soot people got hypnotized, and 
saw everything upside down. It will be found that the hideous monsters 
of fraud and imposture had no existence outside the murky and dizzied 
brains of the Aladdins on their journey of discovery. And that, finally, 
the good people who listened to them, had been all the time seeing 
sights and hearing things under unconscious and mutual suggestion. 

This is a scientific explanation, and requires no black magicians or 
dllgpas at work; for" suggestion" as now practised by the sorcerers of 
science is-dugpaship itself, pur sang. No Eastern" adept of the left 
hand" can do more mischief by his infernal art than a grave hypnotiser 
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of the Faculty of Medicine, a disciple of Charcot, or of any other scientific 
lig-ht of the first magnitude. In Paris, as in St Petersburg, crimes have 
been committed under "suggestion." Divorces have occurred, and 
husbands have nearly killed their wives and their supposed co-re
spondents, owing to tricks played on innocent and respectable women, 
who have thus had their fair name and all their future life blasted for 
ever. A son, under such influence, broke open the desk of an avaricious 
father, who caught him in the act, and nearly shot him in a fit of rage. 
One of the keys of-Occultism is in the hands of science-cold, heartless, 
materialistic, and crassly ignorant of the other truly psychic side of the 
phenomenon: hence, powerless to draw a line of demarcation between 
the physiological and the purely spiritual effects of the disease inoculated, 
and unable to prevent future results and consequences of which it has no 
knowledge, and over which it has, therefore, no control. 

We find in the" Lotus" of September, 1887, the following :-

A French paper, the Pan·s, for August 12th, contains a long and excellent article by 
G. Montorgueil, entitled, Tilt Accurml Sciencts, from which we extract the following 
passage, since we are, unfortunately, unable to quote the whole:-

" Some months ago, already, in I forget what case, the question of C suggestion' was 
raised and taken account of by the judges. We shall certainly see people in the dock 
accused of occult malpractices. But how will the prosecution go to work? What 
arguments will it bring to bear? The crime by C suggestion' is the ideal of a crime 
without proof. In such a case the gravest charges will never be more than presump· 
tions, and fugitive presumptions. On what fragile scaffolding of suspicions will the 
charge rest? No examination, but a moral one, will be possible. We shall have to 
resign ourselves to hearing the Solicitor·general say to the accused: C Accused, it 
appears from a perquisition made into your brain, etc.' 

Ah, the poor jurymen! it is they who are to be pitied. Taking their task to heart, 
they already have the greatest difficulty in separating the true from the rfalse, even in 
rough and ready cases, the facts of which are obvious, all the details of which are 
tangible and the responsibilities clear. And we are going to ask them on their soul 
and conscience to decide questions of black magic I Verily their reason will not 
hold out through the fortnight j it will give way before that and sink into thaumaturgy. 

We move fast. The strange trials for sorcery will blossom anew j somnabules who 
were merely grotesque will appear in a tragic light j the coffee grounds, which so far 
only risked the police court, will hear their sentence at the assizes. The evil eye 
will figure among criminal offences. These last years of the XIXth century will have 
seen us step from progress to progress, till we reach at last this judicial enormity: a 
second Laubardemont prosecuting another Urbain Grandier." 

Serious, scientific, and political papers are full of earnest discussions 
on the subject. A St. Petersburg "Daily JJ has along feuilleton on the 
"Bearing of Hypnotic Suggestiolls upon Criminal Law." "Cases of 
Hypnotism with criminal motives have of late begun to increase in an 
ever progressing ratio," it tells its readers. And it is not the only news
paper, nor is Russia the only country where the same tale is told· 
Careful investigations and researches have been made by distinguished 
lawyers and medical authorities. Data have been assiduously collected 
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and have revealed that the curious phenomenon,-which sceptics have 
hitherto derided, and young people have included among their evening 
petits jeux innocents,-is a new and terrible danger to state and society. 

Two facts have now become patent to law and science :-

(L) That, in tIze perceptions of tIze kypnotised subject, tke visionary 
representations called fortk by .. suggestion," become real existing 
a&huzlities, tIze subject being,for tke moment, tke automatic erecutor 
of tlte will of tke kypnotiser ,. and-

(II.) That tke great majority of persons experimented upon, is subject tu 
kJ'Pnotic suggestion. 

Thus Liebeault found only sixty subjects intractable out of the seven 
Rundred he experimented upon; and Bernheim, out of 1,014 subjects, 
failed with only twenty-sir. The field for the natural-bornJadoo-waia 
(sorcery-mongers), is vast indeed! Evil has acquired a play-ground on 
which it may now exercise its sway upon many a generation of uncon
scious victims. For crimes undreamt of in the waking state, and felonies 
of the blackest dye, are now invited and encouraged by the new ,e accursed 
science. .. The real perpetrators of these deeds of darkness may now 
remain for ever hidden from the vengeance of human justice. The hand 
which executes the criminal suggestion is only that of an irresponsible 
automaton, whose memory preserves no trace of it, and who, moreover, 
is a witness who can easily be disposed of by compulsory suicide-again 
under" suggestion." What better means than these could be offered to 
the fiends of lust and revenge, to those dark Powers-called human 
passions-ever on the look out to break the universal commandment: 
"Thou shalt not steal, nor murder, nor lust after thy neighbour's wife? .. 
Liebeault suggested to a young girl that she should poison herself with 
prussic acid, and she swallowed the supposed drug without one moment's 
hesitation; Dr. Liegois suggested to a young woman that she owed him 
5,000 francs, and the subject forthwith signed a cheque for the amount. 
Bernheim suggested to another hysterical girl a long and complicated 
vision with regard to a criminal case. Two days after, although the 
hypnotiser had not exercised any new pressure upon her in the interim, 
she repeated distinctly the whole suggested story to a lawyer sent to her 
for the purpose. Had her evidence been seriously accepted, it would 
have brought the accused to the guillotine. 

These cases present two dark and terrible aspects. From the moral 
stand point, such processes and suggestions leave an indelible stain upon 
the purity of the subject's nature. Even the innocent mind of a ten year 
old child can thus be innoculated with vice, the poison-germ of which 
will develop in his subsequent life 

On the judicial aspect it is needless to enter in great detail Suffice 
to say that it i~ this characteristic feature of the hypnotic state-the 
absolute surrender of will and self-consciousness to the hypnotiser-
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which possesses such importance, from its bearing upon crime, in the 
eyes of legal authorities. For if the hypnotiser has the subject entirely 
at his beck and call, so that he can cause him to commit any crime, acting, 
so to say, invisibly within him, then what are not the terrible "judicial 
mistakes" to be expected? What wonder then, that the jurisprudence 
of one country after the other has taken alarm, and is devising, one after 
the other, measures for repressing the exercise of hypnotism I In Denmark 
it has just been forbidden. Scientists have experimented upon sensitives 
with so much success that a hypnotised victim has been jeered and 
hooted through the streets on his way to commit a crime, which he would 
have completed unconsciously, had not the victim been warned before
hand by the hypnotiser. 

In Brussels a recent and sad case is well-known to all. A young girl 
of good family was seduced while in a hypnotised state by a man who 
had first subjected her to his inftuence at a social gathering. She only 
realised her condition a few months later, when her relatives, who divined 
the criminal, forced her seducer to make the only possible reparation
that of marrying his victim. 

The French Academy has just been debating the question :-how far 
a hypnotised subject, from a mere victim, can become a regular tool of 
crime. Of course, no jurist or legislator can remain indifferent to this 
question j and it was averred that the crimes committed under suggestion 
are so unprecedented that some of them can hardly be brought within 
the scope of the law. Hence the prudent legal prohibition, just adopted 
in France, which enacts that no person, save those legally qualified to 
exercise the medical profession, shall hypnotise any other person. Even 
the physician who enjoys such legal right is permitted to hypnotise a 
person only in the presence of another qualified medical man, and with 
the written permission of the subject Public stances of hypnotism are 
forbidden, and they are strictly confined to medical c/iniques and labora
tories. Those who break this law are liable to a heavy -fine and 
imprisonment 

But the keynote has been struck, and many are the ways in which this 
black art may be used-laws notwithstanding. That it will be so used, 
the vile passions inherent in human nature are sufficient guarantee. 

Many and strange will be the romances yet enacted j for truth is often 
stranger than fiction, and what is thought fiction is still more often truth. 

No wonder then that occult literature is growing with every day. 
Occultism and sorcery are in the air, with no true philosophical knowledge 
to guide the experimenters and thus check evil results. .. Works of 
fiction," the various novels and romances are called. "Fiction" in the 
arrangement of their characters and the adventures of their heroes and 
heroines-admitted. Not so, as to the facts presented. These are no 
fictions, but true presentiments of what lies in the bosom of the future, 
and much of which is already born-nay corroborated by scientific 
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experiments. Sign of the times! Close of a psychic cycle I The time for 
phenomena with, or through mediums, whether professional or other
wise, is gone by. It was the early season of the blossoming, of the era 
mentioned even in the Bible;· the tree of Occultism is now preparing 
for" fruiting," and the Spirit of the Occult is awakening in the blood 
of the new generations. If the old men only" dream dreams," the young 
ones see already visions, t and-record them in novels and works of 
fiction. Woe to the ignorant and the unprepared, and those who listen 
to the syrens of materialistic science! For indeed, indeed, many will be 
the unconscious crimes committed, and many will be the victims who 
will innocently suffer death by hanging and decapitation at the hands of 
the righteous judges and the too innocent jurymen, both alike ignorant of 
the fiendish power of "SUGGESTION." 

• " It shall come to pass that I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh; your sons and 
your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams ; your young men 
shall see visions" U oel ii. 28). . 

t It is curious to note that Mr. Louis Stevenson, one of the most powerful of our 
imaginative writers, stated recently to a reporter that he is in the habit of constructing 
the plots of his tales in tinams, and among others that of Dr. Jekyll. "I dreamed," 
he continued, "the story of 'Olalla' . . . and I have at the present moment two 
unwritten stories which I have likewise dreamed. . • . Even when fast asleep I 
know that it is I who am inventing." . . . But who knows whether the idea of 
" invention" is not also "a dream" I 

SELF-KNOWLEDGE. 

THE first necessity for obtaining self-knowledge is to become profoundly con
scious of ignorance; to feel with every fibre of the heart that one is ceaselesslv 
self-deceived 

The second requisite is the still deeper conviction that such knowledge-such 
intuitive and certain knowledge-can be obtained by effort. 

The third and most important is an indomitable determination to obtain and 
face that knowledge. 

Self-knowledge of this kind is unattainable by what men usually call "self
analysis." It is not reached by reasoning or any brain process; for it is the 
awakening to consciousness of the Divine nature of man. 

To obtain this knowledge is a greater achievement than to command the 
elements or to know the future. 
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COMMENTS ON "LIGHT ON THE PATH." 

BY THE AUTHOR; (continued). 

"Before the ear can hear, it must have lost its sensitiveness." 

THE first four rules of Light on the Path are, undoubtedly, curious 
though the statement may seem, the most important in the 
whole book, save one only. Why they are so important is that 

they contain the vital law, the very creative essence of the astral man. 
And it is only in the astral (or self-illuminated) consciousness that the rules 
which follow them have any living meaning. Once attain to the use of the 
astral senses and it becomes a matter of course that one commences to 
use them; and the later rules are but guidance in their use. When I 
speak like this I mean, naturally, that the first four rules are the ones 
which are of importance and interest to those who read them in print 
upon a page. When they are engraved on the man's heart and on his 
life, unmistakably then the other rules become not mer€'ly interesting, 
or extraordinary, metaphysical statements, but actual facts in life which 
have to be grasped and experienced. 

The four rules stand written in the great chamber of every actual 
lodge of a living Brotherhood. Whether the man is about to sell his 
soul to the devil, like Faust; whether he is to be worsted in the battle, 
like Hamlet i or whether he is to pass on within the precincts i in any case 
these words are for him. The mOan can choose between virtue and vice, 
but not until he is a man i a babe or a wild animal cannot so choose. 
Thus with the disciple, he must first become a disciple before he can 
even see the paths to choose between. This effort of creating himself 
as a disciple, the re-birth, he must do for himself without any teacher. 
Until the four rules are learned no teacher can be of any use to him; 
and that is why" the Masters" are referred to in the way they are. No 
real masters, whether adepts in power, in love, or in blackness, can 
affect a man till these four rules are passed. 

Tears, as I have said, may be called the moisture of life. The soul 
must have laid aside the emotions of humanity, must have secured a 
balance which cannot be shaken by misfortune, before its eyes can open 
upon the super-human world. 

The voice of the Masters is always in the world i but only those hear it 
whose ears are no longer receptive of the sounds which affect the per
sonal life. Laughter no longer lightens the heart, anger may no longer 
enrage it, tender words bring it no balm. For that within, to which the 
ears are as an outer gateway, is an unshaken place of peace in itself 
which no person can disturb. 
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As the eyes are the windows of the soul, so are the ears its gateways 
or doors. Through them comes knowledge of the con fusion of the 
world. The great ones who have conquered life, who have become more 
than disciples, stand at peace and undisturbed amid the vibration and 
kaleidoscopic movement of humanity. They hold within themselves a 
certain knowledge, as well as a perfect peace; and thus they are not 
roused or excited by the partial and erroneous fragments of information 
which are brought to their ears by the changing voices of those around 
them. When I speak of knowledge, I mean intuitive knowledge. This 
certain information can never be obtained by hard work, or by experi
ment; for these methods are only applicable to matter, and matter is in 
itself a perfectly uncertain substance, continually affected by change. 
The most absolute and universal laws of natural and physical life, as 
understood by the scientist, will pass away when the life of this universe 
has passed away, and only its soul is left in the silence. What then will 
be the value of the knowledge of its laws acquired by industry and 
observation? I pray that no reader or critic will imagine that by what I 
have said I intend to depreciate or disparage acquired knowledge, or the 
work of scientists. On the contrary, I hold that scientific men are the 
pioneers of modem thought The days of literature and of art, when 
poets and sculptors saw the divine light, and put it into their own great 
language-these days lie buried in the long past with the ante-Phidian 
SCUlptors and the pre-Homeric poets. The mysteries no longer rule the 
world of thought and beauty; human life is the governing power, not 
that which lies beyond it. But the scientific workers are progressing, 
not so much by their own will as by sheer force of circumstances, towards 
the far line which divides things interpretable from things uninterpret
able. Every fresh discovery drives them a step onward. Therefore 
do I very highly esteem the knowledge obtained by work and 
experiment. 

But intuitive knowledge is an entirely different thing. It is not 
acquired in any way, but is, so to speak, a faculty of the soul; not the 
animal soul, that which becomes a ghost after death, when lust or liking 
or the memory of ill-deeds holds it to the neighbourhood of human beings, 
but the divine soul which animates all the external forms of the indivi
dualised being. 

This is, of course, a faculty which indwells in that soul, which is in
herent The would-be disciple has to arouse himself to the consciousness 
of it by a fierce and resolute and indomitable effort of will. I use the 
word indomitable for a special reason. Only he who is untameable, who 
cannot be dominated, who knows he has to play the l~rd over me~: ;~~ 
facts, over all things save his own divinity, can arouse thiS fa~ulty - d ~ de 
faith all things are possible." The sceptical laugh at faith. anh tPrrl'th 

. ., d Th truth IS t a a\ themselves on Its absence from their own mm s. e r h aU 
is a great engine, an enormous power, which in fact can acco~P \s 
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things. For it is the covenant or engagement between man's divine part 
and his lesser self. 

The use of this engine is quite necessary in order to obtain intuitiyc 
knowledge; for unless a man believes such knowledge exists within him
self how can he claim and use it? 

Without it he is more helpless than any drift-wood or wreckage on the 
great tides of the ocean. They are cast hither and thither indeed; !'o 
maya man be by the chances of fortune. But such adventures are purely 
external and of very small account A slave may be dragged through 
the streets in chains, and yet r~tain the quiet soul of a philosopher, as 
was well seen in the person of Epictetus. A man may have every worldly 
prize in his possession, and stand absolute master of his personal fate, to 
all appearance, and yet he knows no peace, no certainty, because he is 
shaken within himself by every tide of thought that he touches on. And 
these changing tides do not merely sweep the man bodily hither and 
thither like driftwood on the water; that would be nothing. They enter 
into the gateways of his soul, and wash over that soul and make it blind 
and blank and void of all permanent intelligence, so that passing im
pressions affect it 

To make my meaning plainer I will use an illustration. Take an 
author at his writing, a painter at his canvas, a composer listening to the 
melodies that dawn upon his glad imagination; let anyone of these 
workers pass his daily hours by a wide "Window looking on a busy street. 
The power of the animating life blinds sight and hearing alike, and the 
great traffic of the city goes by like nothing but a passing pageant. But 
a man whose mind is empty, whose day is objectless, sitting at that same 
window, notes the passers-by and remembers the faces that chance to 
please or interest him. So it is with the mind in its relation to eternal 
truth. If it no longer transmits its fluctuations, its partial knowledge, 
its unreliable information to the soul, then in the inner place of peace 
already found when the first rule has been learned-in that inner place 
there leaps into flame the light of actual knowledge. Then the ears 
begin to hear. Very dimly, very faintly at first. And, indeed, so faint 
and tender are these first indications of the commencement of true 
actual life, that they are sometimes pushed aside as mere fancies, mere 
imaginings. 

But before these are capable of becoming more than mere imaginings. 
the abyss of nothingness has to be faced in another form. The utter 
silence which can only come by closing the ears to all transitory sounds 
comes as a more appalling horror than even the formless emptiness of 
space. Our only mental conception of blank space is, I think, when 
reduced to its barest element of thought, that of black darkness. This is 
a great physical terror to most persons, and when regarded as an eternal 
and unchangeable fact, must mean to the mind the idea of annihilation 
rather than anything else. But it is the obliteration of one sense only; 
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and the sound of a voice may come and bring comfort even in the 
profoundest darkness. The disciple, having found his way into this 
blackness, which is the fearful abyss, must then so shut the gates of his 
soul that no comforter can enter there nor any enemy. And it is in 
making this second effort that the fact of pain and pleasure being but 
one sensation becomes recognisable by those who have before been 
unable to perceive it .. For when the solitude of silence is reached the 
soul hungers so fiercely and passionately for some sensation on which to 
rest, that a painful one would be as keenly welcomed as a pleasant one. 
When this consciousness is reached the courageous man by seizing and 
retaining it, may destroy the" sensitiveness" at once. When the ear no 
longer discriminates between that which is pleasant or that which is 
painful, it will no longer be affected by the voices of others. And then 
it is safe and possible to open the doors of the soul. 

" Sight" is the first effort, and the easiest, because it is accomplished 
partly by an intellectual effort. The intellect can conquer the heart, as 
is well known in ordinary life. Therefore, this preliminary step still 
lies within the dominion of matter. But the second step allows of no 
such assistance, nor of any material aid whatever. Of course, I mean 
by material aid the action of the brain, or emotions, or human soul. In 
compelling the ears to listen only to the eternal silence, the being .we 
call man becomes something which is no longer man. A very super
ficial survey of the thousand and one influences which are brought to 
bear on us by others will show that this must be so. A disciple will 
fulfil all the duties of his manhood; but he will fulfil them according to 
his own sense of right, and not according to that of any person or body 
of persons. This is a very evident result of following the creed of 
knowledge instead of any of the blind creeds. 

To obtain the pure silence necessary for the disciple, the heart and 
emotions, the brain and its intellectualisms, have to be put aside. Both 
are but mechanisms, which will perish with the span of man's life. It 
is the essence beyond, that which is the motive power, and makes man 
live, that is now compelled to rouse itself and act Now is the greatest 
hour of danger. In the first trial men go mad with fear; of this first 
trial Bulwer Lytton wrote. No novelist has followed to the second 
trial, though some of the poets have. Its subtlety and great danger lies 
in the fact that in the measure of a man's strength is the measure of 
his chance of passing beyond it or coping with it at all. If he has power 
enough to awaken that unaccustomed part of himself, the supreme 
essence, then has he power to lift the gates of gold, then is he the true 
alchemist, in possession of the elixir of life. 

I t is at this point of experience that the occultist becomes separated 
from all other men and enters on to a life which is his own; on to the 
path of individual accomplishment instead of mere obedience to the 
genii which rule our earth. This raising of himself into an individual 
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power does in reality identify him with the nobler forces of life and make 
him one with them. For they stand beyond the powers of this earth 
and the laws of this universe. Here lies man's only hope of success in 
the great effort; to leap right away from his present standpoint to his next 
and at once become an intrinsic part of the divine power as he has been 
an intrinsic part of the intellectual power, of the great nature to which he 
belongs. He stands always in advance of himself, if such a contradiction 
can be understood. It is the men who adhere to this position, who 
believe in their innate power of progress, and that of the whole race, who 
are the elders brothers, the pioneers. Each man has to accomplish the 
great leap for himself and without aid; yet it is something of a staff to 
lean on to know that others have gone on that road. It is possible that 
they have been lost in the abyss; no matter, they have had the courage 
to enter it. Why I say that it is possible they have been lost in the 
abyss is because of this fact, that one who has passed through is unrecog
nizable until the other and altogether new condition is attained by both. 
It is unnecessary to enter upon the subject of what that condition is at 
present I only say this, that in the early state in which man is entering 
upon the silence he loses knowledge of his friends, of his lovers, of all who 
have been near and dear to him; and also loses sight of his teachers and 
of those who have preceded him on his way. I explain this because 
scarce one passes through without bitter complaint Could but the mind 
grasp beforehand that the silence must be complete, surely this complaint 
need not arise as a hindrance on the path. Your teacher, or your prede
cessor may hold your hand in his, and give you the utmost sympathy the 
human heart is capable of. But when the silence and the darkness comes, 
you lose all knowledge of him; you are alone and he cannot help you, 
not because his power is gone, but because you have invoked your great 
enemy. 

By your great enemy, I mean yourself. If you have the power to face 
your own soul in the darkness and silence, you will have conquered the 
physical or animal self which dwells in sensation only. 

This statement, I feel, will appear involved; but in reality it is quite 
simple. Man, when he has reached his fruition, and civilization is at its 
height, stands between two fires. Could he but claim his great in
heritance, the encumbrance of the mere animal life would fall away from 
him without difficulty. But he does not do this, and so the races of men 
flower and then droop and die and decay off the face of the earth, 
however splendid the bloom may have been. And it is left to the 
individual to make this great effort; to refuse to be terrified by his 
greater nature, to refuse to be drawn back by his lesser or more material 
self. Every individual who accomplishes this is a redeemer of the race. 
He may not blazon forth his deeds, he may dwell in secret and silence; 
but it is a fact that he forms a link between man and his divine part ; 
between the known and the unknown; between the stir of the market-
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place and the stillness of the snow-capped Himalayas. He has not to 
go about among men in order to form this link; in the astral he is that 
link, and this fact makes him a being of another order from the rest of 
mankind. Even so early on the road towards knowledge, when he has 
but taken the second step, he finds his footing more certain, and be
comes conscious that he is a recognised part of a whole. 

This is one of the contradictions in life which occur so constantly 
that they afford fuel to the fiction writer. The occultist finds them 
become much more marked as he endeavours to live the life he has 
chosen. As he retreats within himself and becomes self-dependent, he 
finds himself more definitely becoming part of a great tide of definite 
thought and feeling. When he has learned the first lesson, conquered 
the hunger of the heart, and refused to live on the love of others, he 
finds himself more capable of inspiring love. As he ftings life away it 
comes to him in a new form and with a new meaning. The world has 
always been a place with many contradictions in it, to the man; when he 
becomes a disciple he finds life is describable as a series of paradoxes. 
This is a fact in nature, and the reason for it is intelligible enough. 
Man's soul" dwells like a star apart," even that of the vilest among us; 
while his consciousness is under the law of vibratory and sensuous life. 
This alone is enough to cause those complications of character which are 
the material for the novelist; every man is a mystery, to friend and 
enemy alike, and to himself. His motives are often undiscoverable, and 
he cannot probe to them or know why he does this or that. The 
disciple's effort is that of awaking consciousness in this starry part of 
himself, where his power and divinity lie sleeping. As this conscious
ness becomes awakened, the contradictions in the man himself become 
more marked than ever; and so do the paradoxes which he lives 
through., For, of course man creates his own life; and « adventures arc 
to the adventurous" is one of those wise proverbs which are drawn from 
actual fact, and cover the whole area of human experience. 

Pressure on the divine part of man re-acts upon the animal part. As 
the silent soul awakes it makes the ordinary life of the man more 
purposeful, more vital, more real, and responsible. To keep to the two 
instances already mentioned, the occultist who has withdrawn into his 
own citadel has found his strength; immediately he becomes aware of 
the demands of duty upon him. He does not obtain his strength by 
his own right, but because he is a part of the whole; and as soon as he 
is safe from the vibration of life and can stand unshaken, the outer 
world cries out to him to come and labour in it. So with the heart. 
\Vhen it no longer wishes to take, it is called upon to give abundantly. 

" Light on the Path" has been called a book of paradoxes, and very 
justly; what else could it be, when it deals with the actual personal 
experience of the disciple? 

To have acquired the astral senses of sight and hearing; or in other 
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words to have attained perception and opened the doors of the soul, are 
gigantic tasks and may take the sacrifice of many successive incarna
tions. And yet, when the will has reached its strength, the whole 
miracle may be worked in a second of time. Then is the disciple the 
servant of Time no longer. 

These two first steps are negative j that is to say they imply retreat 
from a present condition of things rather than advance towards another. 
The two next are active, implying the advance into another state 
of being.· 

A 

(To 6e continued.) 

* The correspondence with reference to these .. Comments" will be found in the Correspondence 
columns. 

WILL AND DESIRE. 

WILL is the exclusive possession of man on this our plane of consciousness. It 
divides him from the brute in whom instinctive desire only is active. 

DESIRE, in its widest application, is the one creative force in the Universe. 
In this sense it is indistinguishable from Will; but we men never know desire 
under this form while we remain only men. Therefore Will and Desire are 
here considered as opposed. 

Thus Will is the offspring of the Divine, the God in man; Desire the motive 
power of the animal life. 

Most men live in and by desire, mistaking it for will. But he who would 
achieve must separate will from desire, and make his will the ruler; for desire is 
unstable and ever changing, while will is steady and constant. 

Both will and desire are absolute creators, forming the man himself and his 
surroundings. But will creates intelligently--desire blindly and unconsciously. 
The man, therefore, makes himself in the image of his desires, unless he 
creates himself in the likeness of the Divine, through his wil~ the child of the 
light. 

His task is twofold: to awaken the will, to strengthen it by use and conquest, 
to make it absolute ruler within his body; and, parallel with this, to purify 
desire. 

Knowledge and will are the tools for the accomplishment of this purification. 
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A LAW OF LIFE: KARMA. 

( Continued.) 

I N illustration of the Mahatmic condition, it may be well to quote 
some extracts from" Five Years of Theosophy," on pp. 215, et seq. 

"The principal object of the Yogi is to realise the oneness of 
existence, and the practice of morality is the most powerful means to 
that end. The principal obstacle to this realization is the inborn habit 
of man of always placing himself at the centre of the Universe. 
Whatever a man might act, think, or feel, the irrepressible personality 
is sure to be the central figure. This, as will appear on reflection, is 
that which prevents every individual from filling his proper sphere in 
existence, where he only is in place, and no other individual is. The 
realization of this harmony is the practical objective aspect of the 
• Grand Problem.' . . . . It availeth nothing to intellectually grasp 
the notion of your being everything . . . . if it is not realized in 
daily life. To confuse' meum and tuum' in the vulgar sense is but to 
destroy the harmony of existence by a false assertion of • I,' and is as 
foolish as the attempt to nourish the legs at the expense of the arms. 
You cannot be one with Nature, unless all your acts, thoughts, and feel
ings, synchronize with the onward march of Nature. What is meant by 
a Brahmajnani being beyond the reach of Karma, can be realised only 
by a man who has found out his exact position in harmony with the 
one Life in ~ature; that man can see how a Brahmajnani can act only 
in unison with Nature, and never in discord with it." 

"To use the phraseology of old occult writers, the Brahmajnani is a 
real co-worker with Nature. . . . Many have fallen into the error 
of supposing that a human being can escape the operation of the law of 
Karma by adopting a condition of masterly inactivity, entirely losing 
sight of the fact that even a rigid abstinence from physical acts does not 
produce inactivity on the higher astral and spiritual planes. 
Such a supposition is nothing short of a delusion. . . . There is a 
tendency in every department of Nature for an act to repeat itself. 
The Karma acquired in the last preceding birth is always trying to forge 
fresh links in the chain, and thereby lead to continued material existence. 
This tendency can only be counteracted by unselfishly performing all the 
duties pertaining to the sphere in which a person is born. Such a 
course can alone produce purification of the mind, without which the 
capacity of perceiving spiritual truths can never be acquired." 

Such a moral standard as this may be considered as the main working 
factor in the existence of a Mahatma. He exists by, through, and in 
hannony, and, as Mahatma, is harmony itself. It is impossible to carry 
these speculations further, for beyond the fact that these considerations 

7 
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are in analogy with the great law of nature, ordinary human intelligence 
can gain· nothing from them. The Mahatma is a Mahatma, and only 
those who have reached that supreme condition can describe it, and even 
then it is doubtful whether words would express it The word Mahatma 
has been used with some hesitation, as it might possibly require an article 
of great length to give the least idea of what it means. But some idea 
of the true position of these exalted beings (known in India and Tibet by 
this name) may be gathered from the foregoing pages if any conception 
of the connection of humanity with the law of Karma, and also of 
liberated humanity with the law of harmony, can be obtained. 

In the preceding pages especial reference has been made to the fact 
that the Mahatma, as such, has no Karma, but it is by no means 
intended to convey the idea that all who enter Occultism, and even 
those who have progressed a very long way on the Path of Life, are 
Mahatmas. Nay, more I There are many of them who are very holy, 
and even exalted, beings, but who are still subject to the law of Karma, 
as applied to ordinary humanity. But they have acquired self-mastery 
to an extraordinary degree, and their whole attention is" fixed on the 
eternal." Thus, so far as they are concerned, they generate no new 
Karma in the restricted sense, but only progress towards Universal 
Harmony. 

To put it shortly, they exhaust their old Karma of past lives, and 
devote themselves to the production of Harmony. 

I t is important to bear this in mind when the attention is turned to 
the Karmic condition of ordinary humanity. For we are at once 
brought face to face with the old and much disputed question between 
free-will and predestination. 

At this point, therefore, it will be necessary to enter, at some length, 
on this question, because it has been supposed that the idea of Karma is 
identical, or nearly so, with that of predestination. Consequently, it 
will be necessary to attempt a definition of what Free-will and Will are. 
Will, to the ordinary man, is known according to his experience as the 
power to do or not to do an action. So far, he is perfectly right, but, as 
usual, man limits the action of his will to the physical plane, and takes 
no account of even the mental plane. Even if he does not commit an 
action, he cannot help thinking about it, because he has desired to do it 
~ven if he has repressed that desire. Nothing is more common than 
to hear anyone say, "I can't help my likes and dislikes," or, in other 
words, their attractions and repulsions, desires and the reverse. Con
sequently, until a man can control his desires, those desires control his 
will, and, consequently, predestination appears to rule the day. Thus we 
find that it is desire which impels man onward on his course, and governs 
that course to a very large extent, and this is the principle which is at 
its highest development in mankind as a rule. Now if it be granted that 
the human personality-a transient thing-has been constituted by 
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man's vanity as the centre of the Universe, it is plain that the com
bination of this principle of desire with the pronounced personality, 
will only serve to intensify this personality and bind man fast to it 
Man thus constituted is a prisoner, and, more often than not, is so attached 
to his prison that he prefers to flutter his wings against the bars of his 
cage, instead of endeavouring to escape. But ·are there any means of 
escape :-it may be asked? Desire binds man fast to his personality, 
and intensifies one personality against another. Hence it is productive 
of strife and discord, and militates strongly against the law of universal 
harmony, or Karma, in this aspect. Thus desire and Karma would 
seem to be in complete opposition, and desire cannot be said to be a 
consequence of Karma. But really this is a confusion of terms, for all 
this only exists in the world of effects and not in that of causes. Desire 
is an effect of the accentuated personality, and in its tum produces that 
personality. This constitutes the prison, and the only means of escape 
from this prison of discord is the endeavour to produce harmony in its 
place. Thus, therefore, we have a definition of will as being not only that 
which represses a desire, but also an emanation of the one divine 
principle, and proceeding from the divine in man. In one sense, this will, 
this harmonizer of the discord, is identical with Karma. As a conse
quence, we can see that Karma produces punishment That punishment 
arises from the fact that the assertion of both desire and will in any 
man makes him the battle-field of two opposing forces-the desire to 
do anything, and thus gratify the desire, and the will to repress it Thus 
man must be a co-worker with nature and the law of harmony. He has 
to repress the Typhonic principle of desire and dissipate its energy. If 
he does not, it will bind him more firmly to his "personal centre," ac
centuate his punishment, and hang like a millstone round his neck in 
the shape of Karmic effects, which generate fresh tendencies and desires. 

The real function of will is to promote harmony between man and 
the great law by repressing desire. Liberation from the effects of Karma 
will come to the man who grasps his whole individuality firmly(not merely 
his personality), and, by the force of his awakened spiritllalwill, recognises 
this individuality as not himself, but as a thing to use in passing beyond 
the life of the individuality. 

Thus the direction of will should be towards realizing one's aspira
tions, and so give man" a glimpse int!? the eternal j" the lower conscious
ness will mirror these aspirations, even unconsciously to itself, and then 
itself aspires and is elevated if all is in accord. 

But this is not free-will in the ordinary sense of the term; and it 
does not seem possible that such should exist in view of the ideas 
of Karmic effects and of reincarnation. It is in these two that lie all the 
objections to free-will, because too short a view has been taken of human 
life. In the dim vistas of time, and the countless incarnations which 
have taken place in them, it will at once be seen that the individual 
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being has generated innumerable causes, the effects of which are still 
to be experienced. Thus it is free-will that man has, but not in the ordi
nary sense; it is free-will limited by countless other free-wills around 
him-limited too and circumscribed by his own acts. Man makes 
himself a prisoner, and believes himself free. He is right in his belief 
in a measure, for in virtue of the will he is free-to aspire and soar 
into the sublime heights of his own higher nature. He is a prisoner and 
predestined when he confines himself to his personality. Karma is at 
once his gaoler and his liberator, and the decision lies in the intensity of 
his aspirations, and is therefore in his own hands. Thus from the personal 
view predestination is true, but not from that of the spirit, which is free. 
From the latter view, and to a reasoning mind, the Calvinistic doctrine 
sounds little short of blasphemy. It is most certainly a contradiction 
in terms to speak of God as an all-wise, all-powerful and entirely just 
God, and then to speak of predestination as one of his laws, a law 
which, in face of the above qualities, and with that of mercy in addition, 
dooms countless millions to an eternity of pain and suffering as punish
ment, and that too before they are even born. When the apparent 
inj ustice of the lives of men is viewed and argued, it is because men 
forget what they have done in previous lives, in which they have violated 
the law in a very material direction, which leads them into these positions 
and from which they have to escape. 

Thus the aspirations of man constitute that which sets man free, and 
which therefore represent his free-will. I t is then well to endeavour 
to trace these aspirations in man with regard to Karma The second 
section of the third part of " Light on the Path," speaks on this point 
with no uncertain voice. The Occultist must pluck and eat the fruit of 
the tree of knowledge, and step on either the good or the evil path. 
And to do this knowingly produces great Karmic results. The mass 
of men walk waveringly, uncertain as to their goal, their standard of 
life is indefinite; the Occultist cannot be half-hearted, nor can he 
return when he has passed the threshold. "The individuality has 
approached the state of responsibility by reason of growth; it cannot 
recede from it." The one means of escape from Karma is for the 
Occultist to live in the Eternal. But below this-the threshold
many men aspire. On this point, we may quote, "Five Years of Theo
sophy," p. 226. 

" The unintelligent aspiration towards goodness propagates itself and 
leads to good lives in the future; the intelligent aspiration propagates 
itself in the same way, plus the propagation of intelligence; and this 
distinction shows the gulf of difference which may exist between 
the growth of a human soul, which merely drifts along the stream of 
time, and that of one which is consciously steered by an intelligent 
purpose throughout. The human Ego, which acquires the habit of 
seeking for knowledge, becomes invested, life after life, with the 
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qualifications which ensure the success of such a search, until the final 
success, achieved at some critical period of its existence, carries it right 
up into the company of those perfected Egos, which are the fully 
developed flowers only expected from a few of the thousand seeds." 

" Now it is clear that a slight impulse in a given direction, even 011' 

the physical plane, does not produce the same effect as a stronger one; 
so exactly in this matter of engendering habits which are required to 
persist in their operation through a succession of lives it is quite
obvious that the strong impulse of a very ardent aspiration towards 
knowledge will be more likely than a weaker one to triumph over 
the so-called accidents of nature." 

These considerations bring us to the question of those habits of life
which are -more immediately associated with the pursuit of occult 
science. It will be quite plain that the generation within his own 
nature of affinities in the direction of spiritual progress is a matter 
which has very little to do with the outer circumstances of a man's daily 
life. It cannot be dissociated from what may be called the outer 
circumstances of his moral life, for an occult student, whose moral 
nature is consciously ignoble, and who combines the pursuit of 
knowledge with the practice of wrong, becomes by that condition 
of things a student of sorcery rather than of true Occultism. 

Thus so far traced Karma in one of its aspects is," the ethical law 
of causation." This law descends in its action below the moral plane~ 
and is observed as the law of compensation on the physical plane. Thus 
the physical, intellectual and emotional planes, are all affected by 
Karma. The key to the situation is the mind; and, as we have seen~ 
the liberation of the mind must be the most difficult task. If the 
powers of the mind are concentrated on the attainment of the highest 
ideal, Karma has no basis in which to inhere and consequently the 
tendency to commit actions from lower motives is annihilated. Even 
repentance, from this point of view, is a mistake, as it necessarily draws 
the mind back to the actions and motives repented of: Consequently 
by the exertion of free will, in the aspiration to realize the ideal, man 
becomes his own Saviour; and the true way to do this is to look 
neither for reward nor punishment i to detach the mind from all consi
derations below that ofthe spiritual life, and to live only in the Eternal. 

ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEY, M.B. 

"The great watch-word of the True is this :-in last analysis all things are 
divine."-(Jasper Niemantl in llu " Palk "). 
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A GHOST'S REVENGE. 

( Conclusion.) 

GASTON paused at the entrance to the chamber, and even de
tected himself in taking an involuntary step backwards, for 
the singular illusion was heightened by the circumstance that 

many of the figures which were suspended perpendicularly from the 
walls, and had fallen a little forward, looked as though they were trying 
to let themselves down. But the monk, nothing concerned, went stolidly 
on down the long narrow chamber, which had other chambers, or corri
dors, leading out of it in several directions. To speak more correctly, 
there was a series of vaults, branching several ways, some of which were 
shut off from the rest by open-work screens or gates of wool. 

The walls on either side were piled high with coffins, the greater 
number of which had one of. their sides of glass, exposing to view the 
hideous shrouded tenants. By whatever art it had been sought to 
preserve these bodies from decay, Nature had declared in every instance 
that it should not be, and no ghastlier assemblage of mummified and 
mouldering corpses could have mocked the grief of the relatives who 
should have given their dead to the grave. On the blackened and 
distorted faces of some, it was not difficult to read a look of supplication 
which the parted and fleshless lips seemed striving to translate in this 
way: "Take us away from this dreadful place and hide us in the decent 
earth." . 

They lay there, all of them, in their coffins, in wrappings of linen, 
silk, and velvet; men, and women, and children, and little infants; 
priests, nobles, merchants-a world of dead ones; hundreds and 
thousands of them. 

Upon the faces of some, decay seemed working with a kind of 
fantastic cruelty: punching a hole in the cheek or forehead; pushing one 
eye from its socket, and leaving the other; stripping the skin from one 
side of the face, and leaving it like a bit of wrinkled parchment on the 
other. 

Some were made to laugh from ear to ear; some had the corners of· 
the mouth drawn down and the features twisted, as though pain haunted 
them in death; others looked defiant, derisive, amazed, indignant 
The majesty of death had fled from all of them, mockery and shame 
had come to take its place. The worms were being avenged on these 
who should have gone to feed them. Silent and rotting, they had no 
part in either world; and shrinking continually within their coffins, they 
cried mutely on decay to hasten his work, and give them the boon of 
nothingness. 
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Above the line of coffins, on both sides of the chamber, hundreds of 
clothed and hooded creatures-skeletons in all except the face, which 
for the most part retained its covering of dried and tarnished skin
were suspended from the walls. Each had a ticket pinned to its dress, 
bearing the name and the date of death. 

I t was these figures on the walls which gave the chamber its most 
dreadful aspect. Some were suspended by the neck, like suicides left 
there for an example. Others in various gruesome fashions parodied 
the attitudes of life. There was a grotesque group composed of three 
figures which had tumbled together in such a manner that the two on 
either side appeared to whisper into the ears of the third. Some had 
the neck awry, the head on one side, in a listening or questioning 
attitude; of others the head had sunk forward on the narrow breast. 
The jaw of some had dropped, and protruded a row of teeth, with a 
savage or jeering air. 

Every variety of grimace and grin was shown on those appalling 
faces; and as Gaston passed down the chamber fingers poked at him 
from gaping sleeves; he was laughed at, mocked at, scowled at; and 
when he looked behind him, all these skeletons were laughing, mocking, 
and scowling at one another. Many of the faces were little else but 
grinning mouths, and to those whose mouths stood wide open his 
imagination gave voices, so that the vaults seemed filled with the cries 
and laughter of the dead. 

The monk went steadily on in front of him, waving his candle to and 
fro; and as the smell was nauseate and oppressed the nostrils, he spat 
occasionally upon the floor. 

His bit of candle burnt itself out before he had taken Gaston com
pletely round, and he returned to fetch another, leaving Gaston in a 
corner of the vault where the light was a mere glimmer. Right opposite 
to him in this place was a massive coffin with rich chasings, whose 
grisly inmate was wrapped from head to foot in a mantle of black 
velvet. Every particle of flesh had melted "from the face, the hair had 
fallen from the head, the eyeless sockets stared from the depths of the 
velvet hood. The skeleton was richly dight and finely housed; it was 
Death himself lying in state. 

The monk came up with a fresh candle, and Gaston stooped down 
and peered into the coffin. Above the figure's head was affixed a 
miniature on ivory, which represented a young man in the first prime of 
life, of a refined and beautiful countenance. In the folds of the mantle 
a card had tumbled, and stooping lower, Gaston read on it the name of 
Udalrico Verga. There was a small round hole in the skull, just over 
the left temple . 

.. Ucciso, signor I" (Murdered I) said the monk, behind him. 
The Italian word sounded softly in the lips of the monk; but there 

was the tell-tale hole in the forehead. 
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This then was the hero and the victim of that old tragedy; this was 
the end of him I But for his punctured skull, he might have changed 
places with any of the least repulsive of his skeleton companions. But 
his little bullet-hole marked him out from all of them. Curiously, the 
hood had slipped off from the left side of the skull, and as this was the 
side next to the spectator, the bullet-hole compelled attention to itself at 
once. 

The story of the murder which the baron had told to Gaston, and 
with which his thoughts had many times been occupied in the Villa 
T orcello, came before him again; and looking at the stark remains of 
the victim of that forgotten crime, he felt a sudden and irresistible 
longing to know its secret If he could win it from the coffin there! 
But the grim rest within would be disturbed no more. And the young 
man pictured there beside the skeleton? Murder had no meaning for 
him ; he had not come to know it when he was pictured thus. The 
face impressed Gaston strangely. He looked at it long, till he began to 
fancy that behind its delicate beauty he saw the tokens of a latent 
sensuality. But it was a face of singular sweetness, and if any evil were 
there, it existed only in the colourless form of a suggestion. 

And the priest, who had died a suspect ? Was he here, and did death 
whisper anything against him? No, the monk said; the priest was a 
native of Syracuse, and after his death his body had been carried 
there. 

Gaston had seen enough; the chamber and its horrid tenants had 
given him a sense of physical sickness; and, above all, some curious 
malign influence seemed to issue from the coffin of U dalrico Verga, 
which was working its way into his brain. 

The words of the Baron came into his mind: "They say the spirit 
haunts the place, seeking some one to avenge the murder." 

Placing a five-franc note in the hand of the monk, he left the chamber 
and the monastery at once; and entering the carriage, he was c!riven home. 

By morning he had shaken off the morbid effects of his visit to the 
Capucins'; but his imagination had become the seat of a vague and 
indefinable oppression. This, at length, when analysed, resolved itself 
into a certain feeling of injury on account of Udalrico Verga. The 
wonderful amiableness, joined to an almost womanly beauty, of the face 
he had seen imaged in the coffin, had touched his sympathies; and 
now the memory of it began to lay hold on his affections. For what 
cause, and by whose hand, had the young U dalrico died so brutally? 

The tale of the murder stuck in his mind; it possessed him; it would 
. not be dislodged. And the tale, though begun a whole generation since, 
was still unfinished. It told that Verga had been murdered; but who 
had murdered him? 

This question uttered itself again and again; it grew importunate 
One evening in particular it became a kind of clamour in his ears; 
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when, walking by moonlight in the garden of the villa, he was suddenly 
conscious that a presence other than his own was with him. Turning 
about, he beheld vividly, at a distance from him of twelve or fifteen 
paces, the figure of a young and elegant man. The view of this figure 
which his eyes took in, and the impression which it made upon his 
mind, were so distinct, that, but for a single circumstance, he would have 
suspected nothing abnormal in the appearance. The features were those 
of U dalrico Verga. 

His reason still urging him to reject the testimony of his sight, Gaston 
advanced nearer to the figure. It remained motionless, outlined dis
tinctly in the moonlight, on the path bordered by a row of pepper trees 
where the body of Verga had been found. Again Gaston went forward; 
he could now by stretching out his hand almost have touched the figure; 
his eyes looked straight into the eyes of the man whom he knew to have 
lain for thirty years in his coffin. While gazing fixedly and with fasci
nation upon this creature from the grave, which, though he knew it to be 
bodiless, seemed full real to him, Gaston felt his senses being subdued; 
and, before he could exert will enough to repel an influence which flowed 
in upon him as it were waves of blinding light, he was rapt out of 
himself, and held for the space of a minute or so in what is best des
cribed as a magnetic sleep or trance. He remained upright and rigid j 
his brain a whirl of excitement, with an accompanying painful con
sciousness j the body of the emotion being a confused and very in
definite feeling of fear-whether for himself or for some other person, 
he did not know. This feeling becoming slightly more definite, he knew 
that the fear he felt was not for himself, but for another j yet who that 
other was, he could not tell. It was the same when a voice said plainly 
in his ear, that what had been begun must be finished j the voice was 
piercing in its clearness, and he knew that it was the voice of one dear 
to him j but whose, he could not divine. 

This curious sleep lasted, as I have said, for about a minute j and 
when Gaston awoke he was standing precisely as he had been when 
seized in the trance. He looked for the apparition j it was not there. 
He moved to the path, placed himself on the very spot where, but a 
minute before, the form in the likeness of Udalrico Verga had stood. 
There was nothing. He looked round him j from this path he could 
see over the whole garden j it slept motionless in the moonlight, and his 
was the only figure in it. Gaston returned to the house in a condition 
of extreme nervous excitement. 

In this condition, and almost before he had reached the room in 
which he usually sat, the story of the murder was flashed in upon his. 
mind j he read it as plainly as if it were traced in English characters on 
the wall before him. Fancying himself still under some abnormous 
influence, which when it passed away would carry the story with it, he 
at once sat down and committed an abstract of it to paper. 
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All that night, the story swam in his brain, and rising early next 
morning, he resolved-or rather was impelled-to commence writing it 
immediately. He did so, and in the full light of day the wraith of 
U dalrico Verga stood beside him, and he plainly saw it, during the whole 
time his pen was at work. But the vision had no longer any weakening 
or retarding effect upon his brain j rather its effects were quickening and 
coercive j and these effects increased, till it became a certainty to him 
that from the visible presence of the· spirit of Verga he drew the main 
strength of his inspiration. The story grew under his pen to an elaborate 
romance, upon which, sustained throughout by an elation of mind that 
allowed little repose to the body, he was at work during many weeks. 

In all this time, he never passed beyond the grounds of the villa, 
and when, by-and-bye, his face began to show marks of the mental and 
bodily stress to which his task subjected him, the peasant people of the 
town, who saw him walking in the garden sometimes of an evening, us~d 
to say: 

.. There is the English signor who went to live in the Villa Torcello 
eleven weeks ago j he used to go out every day, but it is nine weeks 
since he passed the gate. He cannot get out any more. He has seen the 
ghost of the Signor Verga, and it keeps him there. He grows like a 
ghost himself." 

But the story was finished at length, and Gaston sent the manuscript 
to his publishers in London. The ghost of Verga, which had remained 
visibly before him during the whole period of composition, vanished on 
the day the work was ended, and was never seen by him again. He 
went out every day as he had done formerly, and exercise brought back 
the colour to his face, and restored the tone of his mind. At this time 
he thought no more about the story thim that it was a strange one, 
which had come to him in a strange manner, and that it ought to bring 
him the fame in fiction which he coveted. 

A letter from Sir Selwyn, in which he said that he was on the point 
of starting for home, determined Gaston to return thither at once, that 
he might have everything in readiness for his father's coming. 

On the evening before his departure, while sorting a bundle of papers, 
he came upon a portion of manuscript of his story which he remembered 
having set aside as needing to be re-cast. He took it up and began to 
read it. 

The tragedy which formed the climax of the romance, had this 
feature, that the man who was murdered had (unconsciously, and by a 
singular operation of fate) planned his own death in planning that of 
the friend whom he falsely believed to have betrayed him in love. The 
chapter upon which Gaston had lighted, was devoted to a minute 
analysis of the character of the man whom blind force of circumstance 
had driven to an act of murder which his affection for its victim had 
rendered abhorrent in the highest degree. 
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So remote from the ordinary had been the conditions under which 
the story was composed, and so small (it had seemed to Gaston) was the 
share of its inspiration which his own brain could claim, that now, 
within a few weeks of its composition, he read it almost as the work of 
another. 

This exotic notion, that his own was not his own, deepened as he read 
further into the chapter, for something was there which disquieted him. 
Some shadowy unembodied likeness, and yet no likeness, but a faint 
whispering of resemblance; some voiceless hint that was but the 
failure of an echo. He turned back, and read again. It was not there, 
he had deceived himself. He shut the page, his mind at ease. 

In a week from this time, he was home again, awaiting the coming of 
his father. Sir Selwyn landed in England a month later, and Gaston, 
who received him at the vessel's side, was shocked at his appearance. 
Sir. Selwyn's handsome face seemed not so much to have aged as to 
have withered; the body, too, was shrunken, and desiccated, as though 
the vital fluids were exhausted. The nervous irritation of manner which 
had characterised an earlier stage of the disease, had given way to a 
species of torpor, in which even speech seemed an effort. It was the 
mental and bodily paralysis of melancholia in its acutest form. 

The journey home was a sad one. What little Sir Selwyn said, told 
the story of the renewal of his sufferings, which dated from 'the day 
that he had written to Gaston of his intention to return to England. 
"But I am persuaded," he said in conclusion, " that it draws near the end." 

Strangely enough, however, as Gaston thought, and quite contrary to 
his expectations, the sight of his beautiful home revived Sir Selwyn'S 
spirits. They dined together, and the baronet showed a brighter face 
over his wine. He sent for his bailiff, and spent an hour or more 
discussing the affairs of his estate. Afterwards, he walked with Gaston 
through the gardens and park, and began, for the first time, to talk of 
his travels. Then he questioned Gaston about his Italian tour, and 
said: 

.. What did you do with yourself all those weeks in Palermo? You 
mentioned no writing; but I am sure your pen was not idle so 
long." 

"No," said Gaston. "I wrote a famous story there. I did not mean 
to tell you of it until it was published. It was to be a surprise, for this 
is the book that is to make me famous." 

"Come, that sounds well!" said Sir Selwyn. "But you are begin
ning to be famous already. What could have been better than the 
reviews of your last book which you sent me?" 

"Oh, but this one will do twice as much for me !" laughed Gaston . 
.. I am glad you feel that. Noone could be more delighted than I am 

to hear it. Have you dedicated it to me, Gaston?" 
"Otherwise, my dear father, it would be no book of mine." 
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"Thank you, Gaston. You know how dear your fame is to me." 

In another month, during which Sir Selwyn's health, with some fluctu
ations, had shown, on the whole, a disposition towards improvement, 
Gaston's romance was published. 

On the day on which some copies were forwarded to him from the 
publishers, he had gone on business to the neighbouring town, and did 
not return until late in the evening. 

Sir Selwyn'S valet, an old and devoted servant who had been with 
his master for many years, met him at the door, pale, and terrified. 

"Sir Selwyn has been taken strangely ill, sir," he said. • We can 
none of us tell what is the matter with him. He rang his bell an hour 
ago, and when I went upstairs he was looking like a ghost, sitting up 
quite stiff in his arm-chair, with one of your new books in his hand. It 
seemed like a dead man speaking when he asked how soon you could 
return, and said that no doctor was to be sent for. He would not let 
me stay with him either, and, indeed, though I've known Sir Selwyn 
these forty years, I believe I should have been almost afraid to do so 
sir, he looked so terrible. I remained close outside; but there's not 
been a sound in his room ever since, sir." 

Fears which, even in thought, he dared not shape, came like a wave 
upon Gaston, as he hurried to his father's room. 

Death, or his image, sat there, in Sir Selwyn's chair; or rather, the 
baronet's aspect, as Gaston beheld him, grey and rigid, was like the 
phantom Life-in-Death; as though a corpse had been galvanised for a 
moment into a ghastly appearance of life. The jaw had begun to fall 
and the eyes were large and glassy; but the regular rising and falling 
of the breast showed that mechanical life was not yet extinct. Open on 
the ground beside Sir Selwyn lay Gaston's new romance. 

The spirit had all but taken its departure; but when Gaston bent 
oyer his father and pleaded for recognition, there was a faint twitching 
of the brow, and a half-convulsive movement of the whole body, as 
though the spirit were trying to force an entrance again; and Sir 
Selwyn, by an effort, fixed his eyes on his son's face. His voice 
struggled in his throat, and he said, with a pause between every 
word: 

"When I knelt beside him-for I still loved him-he said: 'You 
have killed me, but I will never leave you, and one day I will come back 
from the grave and kill you.' He has kept his word. This is not your 
book, Gaston, it-is-U dalrico's. This is my--" 

The voice stopped. Sir Selwyn was dead. The Ghost of U dalrico 
Verga was avenged. 

TIGHE HOPKINS. 
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THE ORIGIN OF EVIL. 

THE problem of the origin of evil can be philosophically approached 
only if the archaic Indian formula is taken as the basis of the 
argument. Ancient wisdom alone solves the presence of the 

universal fiend in a satisfactory way. It attributes the birth of Kosmos 
and the evolution of life to the breaking asunder of primordial, manifested 
UNITY, into plurality, or the great .illusion of form. HOMOGENEITY 
having transformed itself into Heterogeneity, contrasts have naturally 
been created: hence sprang what we call EVIL, which thenceforward 
reigned supreme in this "Vale of Tears." 

Materialistic Western philosophy (so mis-named) has not failed to 
profit by this grand metaphysical tenet. Even physical Science, with 
Chemistry at its head, has turned its attention of late to the first propo
sition, and directs its efforts toward proving on irrefutable data the homo
geneity of primordial matter. But now steps in materialistic Pessimism, 
a teaching which is neither philosophy nor science, but only a deluge 
of meaningless words. Pessimism, in its latest development, having 
ceased to be pantheistic, and having wedded itself to materialism, 
prepares to make capital out of the old Indian formula. But the atheistic 
pessimist soars no higher than the terrestrial homogeneous plasm of the 
Darwinists. For him the ultima thule is earth and matter, and he sees, 
beyond the prima materia, only an ugly void, an empty nothingness. Some 
of the pessimists attempt to poetize their idea after the manner of the 
whitened sepulchres, or the Mexican corpses, whose ghastly cheeks and 
lips are thickly covered with rouge. The decay of matter pierces through 
the mask of seeming life, all efforts to the contrary notwithstanding. 

Materialism patronises Indian metaphora and imagery now. In a new 
work upon the subject by Dr. Mainlander, "Pessimism and Progress," 
one learns that Indian Pantheism and German Pessimism are idmtical; 
and that it is the breaking up of homogeneous matter into heterogeneous 
material, the transition from uniformity to multiformity, which resulted 
in so unhappy a universe. Saith Pessimism :-

"This (transition) is precisely the original mistake, the primordial sin, which the 
whole creation has now to expiate by heavy sutTering; it is just that sin, which, having 
launched into existence all that lives, plunged it thereby into the abysmal depths of evil 
and misery, to escape from which there is but one means possible, i.e., by putting an 
e"d to 6eing itse/f." 

This interpretation of the Eastern formula, attributing to it the first 
idea of escaping the misery of life by " putting an end to being" -whether 
that being is viewed as applicable to the whole Kosmos, or only to indi
vidual life-is a gross misconception. The Eastern pantheist, whose 
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philosophy teaches him to discriminate between Being or ESSE and con
ditioned existence, would hardly indulge in so absurd an idea as the 
postqlation of such an alternative. He knows he can put an end to form 
alone, not to being-and that only on this plane of terrestrial illusion. 
True, he knows that by killing out in himself Tanha (the unsatisfied de
sire for existence, or the "will to live ")-he will thus gradually escape 
the curse of re-birth and conditioned existence. But he knows also that 
he cannot kill or " put an end," even . to his own little life except as a 
personality, which after all is but a change of dress. And believing but 
in One Reality, which is eternal Be-ness, the "causeless CAUSE" from 
which he has exiled himself unto a world of forms, he regards the tem
porary and progressing manifestations of it in the state of Maya (change 
or illusion), as the greatest evil, truly i but at the same time as a 
process in nature, as unavoidable as are the pangs of birth. It is the only 
means by which he can pass from limited and conditioned lives of sorrow 
into eternal life, or into that absolute" Be-ness," which is so graphically 
expressed in the 'Sanskrit word sat. 

The "Pessimism II of the Hindu or Buddhist Pantheist is meta
physical, abstruse, and philosophical. The idea that matter and 
its Protean manifestations are the source and origin of universal 
evil and sorrow is a very old one, though Gautama Buddha was the 
first to give to it its:definite expression. But the great Indian Reformer 
assuredly never meant to make of it a handle for the modem 
pessimist to get hold of, or a peg for the materialist to hang his distorted 
and pernicious tenets upon! The Sage and Philosopher, who sacrificed 
himself for Humanity by living for it, in order to save it, by teaching 
men to see in the sensuous existence of matter misery alone, had never 
in his deep philosophical mind any idea of offering a premium for 
suicide i his efforts were to release mankind from too strong an attach
ment to life, which ~ is the chief cause of Selfishness-hence the 
creator of mutual pain and suffering. In his personal case, Buddha left 
us an example of fortitude to follow: in living, not in running away 
from life. His doctrine shows evil immanent, not in matter which is 
eternal, but in the illusions created by it: through the changes and 
transformations of matter. generating life-because these changes are 
conditioned and such life is ephemeral. At the same time those 
evils are shown to be not only unavoidable, but necessary. For if we 
would discern good from evil, light from darkness, and appreciate the 
former, we can do so only through the contrasts between the two. 
While Buddha's philosophy points, in its dead-letter meaning, only to the 
dark side of ~things on this illusive plane i its esotericism, the hidden 
soul of it, draws the veil aside and reveals to the Arhat all the glories of 
LIFE ETERNAL in all the Homogeneouslless of Consciousness and Being. 
Another absurdity, no doubt, in the eyes of materialistic science and 
even modem Idealism, yet a/act to the Sage and esoteric Pantheist. 
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THE ORIGIN OF EVIL. III 

Nevertheless, the root idea that evil is born and generated by the ever 
increasing complications of the homogeneous material, which enters into 
form and differentiates more and more as that form becomes physically 
more perfect, has an esoteric side to it which seems to have never 
occurred to the modern pessimist. Its dead-letter aspect, however, 
became the subject of speculation with every ancient thinking nation. 
Even in India the primitive thought, underlying the formula already 
cited, has been disfigured by Sectarianism, and has led to the ritualistic, 
purely dogmatic observances of the Hatha Yogis, in contradistinction to 
the philosophical Vedantic RaJa Yoga. Pagan and Christian exoteric 
speculation, and even media!val monastic asceticism, have extracted all 
they could from the originally noble idea, and made it subservient to 
their narrow-minded sectarian views. Their false conceptions of matter 
have led the Christians from the earliest day to identify woman with 
Evil and matter-notwithstanding the worship paid by the Roman 
Catholic Church to the Virgin. 

But the latest application of the misunderstood Indian formula by the 
Pessimists in Germany is quite original, and rather unexpected, as we 
shall see. To draw any analogy between a highly metaphysical teaching, 
and Darwin's theory of physical evolution would, in itself, seem rather a 
hopeless task. The more so as the theory of natural selection does not 
preach any conceivable extermination of being, but, on the contrary, 
a continuous and ever increasing development of life. Nevertheless, 
German ingenuity has contrived, by means of scientific paradoxes 
and much sophistry, to give it a semblance of philosophical truth. The 
old Indian tenet itself has not escaped litigation at the hands of modern 
pess1m1sm. The happy discoverer of the theory, that the origin of evil 
dates from the protoplasmic A mtl!ba, which divided itself for pro
creation, and thus lost fts immaculate homogeneity, has laid claim to the 
Aryan archaic formula in his new volume. While extolling its philo
sophy and the depth of ancient conceptions, he declares that it ought to 
be viewed .. as the most profound truth precogitated and robbed by the 
ancient sages from modern thought" ! ! 

I t thus follows that the deeply religious Pantheism of the Hindu and 
Buddhist philosopher, and the occasional vagaries Of the pessimistic 
materialist, are placed on the same level and identified by .. modern 
thought." The impassable chasm between the two is ignored. I t matters 
little, it seems, that the Pantheist, recognising no reality in the manifested 
Kosmos, and regarding it as a simple illusion of his senses, has to view 
his own existence also as only a bundle of illusions. When, therefore, 
he speaks of the means of escaping from the sufferings of objective life, 
his view of those sufferings, and his motive for putting an end to exist
ence are entirely different from those of the pessimistic materialist. For 
him, pain as well as sorrow are illusions, due to attachment to this life, and 
ignorance. Therefore he strives after eternal, changeless life, and abso-
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lute consciousness in the state of Nirvana; whereas the European pessi
mist, taking the "evils" of life as realities, aspires when he has the time 
to aspire after anything except those said mundane realities, to anni
hilation of "being," as he expresses it For the philosopher there is 
but one real life, Nirvanic bliss, which is a state differing in kind, not in 
degree only, from that of any of the planes of consciousness in the 
manifested universe. The Pessimist calls "Nirvana" superstition, 
and explains it as " cessation of life," life for him beginning and ending 
on earth. The former ignores in his spiritual aspirations even the inte
gral homogeneous unit, of which the German Pessimist now makes 
such capital. He knows of, and believes in only the direct cause of 
that unit, eternal and ever living, because tke ONE uncreated, or rather 
not evoluted. Hence all his efforts are directed toward the speediest 
reunion possible with, and return to his pre-primordial condition, after his 
pilgrimage through this illusive series of visionary lives, with their unreal 
phantasmagoria of sensuous perceptions. 

Such pantheism can be qualified as" pessimistic" only by a believer 
in a personal Providence; by one who &contrasts its negation of the 
reality of anything" created "-i.e. conditioned and limited-- with his own 
blind and unphilosophical faith. The Oriental mind does not busy itself 
with extracting evil from every radical law and manifestation of life, 
and mUltiplying every phenomenal quantity by the units of very often 
imaginary evils: the Eastern Pantheist simply submits to the inevitable, 
and tries to blot out from his path in life as many" descents into re
birth" as he can, by avoiding the creation of new Karmic causes. The 
Buddhist philosopher knows that the duration of the series of lives of 
every human being-unless he reaches Nirvana" artificially" (Ie takes 
the kingdom of God by violence," in Kabalistic parlance), is given, 
aUegoricaUy, in the forty-nine days passed by Gautama the Buddha 
under the Be-tree. And the Hindu sage is aware, in his turn, that he has, 
to light thefirst, and extinguish the forty-nintkfire - before he reaches 
his final deliverance. Knowing this, both sage and philosopher wait 
patiently for the natural hour of deliverance; whereas their unlucky 
copyist, the European Pessimist, is ever ready to commit, as to preach, 
suicide. Ignorant of the numberless heads of the hydra of existences 
he is incapable of feeling the same philosophical scorn for life as he 
does for death, and of, thereby, following the wise example given him by 
his Oriental brother. 

Thus, philosophical pantheism is very different from modern pes-

* This is an esoteric tenet, and the general reader will not make much out of it, 
But the Theosophist who has read "Esoteric Buddhism" may compute the 7 by 7 of 
the forty-nine "days," and the forty-nine "fires," and understand that the allegory 
refers esoterically to the seven human consecutive root-races with their seven sub
divisions. Every monad is born in the first and obtains deliverance in the last 
seventh race. Only a " Buddha" is shown reaching it during the course of one life. 
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slmlsm. The first is based upon the correct understanding of the 
mysteries of being; the latter is in reality only one more system of evil 
added by unhealthy fancy to the already large sum of real social evils. 
In sober truth it is no philosophy, but simply a systematic slander of life 
and being; the bilious utterances of a dyspeptic or an incurable hypo
chondriac. No parallel can ever be attempted between the two systems 
of thought. 

The seeds of evil and sorrow were indeed the earliest result and con
sequence of the heterogeneity of the manifested universe. Still they 
are but an illusion produced by the law of contrasts, which, as described, 
is a fundamental law in nature. Neither good nor evil would exist were 
it not for the light they mutually throw on each other. Being, under 
whatever form, having been observed from the World's creation to offer 
these contrasts, and evil predominating in the universe owing to Ego-ship 

,or selfishness, the rich Oriental metaphor has pointed to existence as 
expiating the mistake of nature; and the human soul (psUche), was 
henceforth regarded as the scapegoat and victim of unconscious OVER
SOUL. But it is not to PeSSimism, but to Wisdom that it gave birth. 
Ignorance alone is the willing martyr, but knowledge is the master of 
natural Pessimism. Gradually, and by the process of heredity or 
atavism, the latter became innate in man. It is always present in us, 
howsoever latent and silent its voice in the beginning. Amid the early 
joys of existence, when we are still full of the vital energies of youth, we 
are yet apt, each of us, at the first pang of sorrow, after a failure, or at 
the sudden appearance of a black cloud, to accuse life of it; to feel life 
a burden, and often to curse our being. This shows pessimism in our 
blood, but at the same time the presence of the fruits of ignorance. As 
mankind multiplies, and with it suffering-which is the natural result of 
an increasing number of units that generate it-sorrow and pain are 
intensified. We live in an atmosphere of gloom and despair, but this is 
because our eyes are downcast and rivetted to the earth, with all its 
physical and grossly material manifestations. If, instead of that, man 
proceeding on his life-journey looked-not heavenward, which is but a 
figure of speech-but witkin kimself and centred his point of observa
tion on the inner man, he would soon escape from the coils of the great 
serpent of illusion. From the cradle to the grave, his life would then 
become supportable and worth living, even in its worst phases. 

Pessimism-that chronic suspicion oflurking evil everywhere-is thus of 
a two-fold nature, and brings fruits of two kinds. It is a natural charac
teristic in physical man, and becomes a curse only to the ignorant. It is 
a boon to the spiritual; inasmuch as it makes the latter tum into the right 
path, and brings him to the discovery of another as fundamental a truth; 
namely, that all in this world is only preparatory because transitory. 
It is like a chink in the dark prison walls of earth-life, through which 
breaks in a ray of light from the eternal home, which, illuminating 

8 
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the innel' senses, whispers to the prisoner in his shell of clay of the origin 
and the dual mystery of our being. At the same time, it is a tacit proof 
of the presence in man of that which knows, without being told, viz:
that there is another and a better life, once that the curse of earth-lives is 
lived through. 

This explanation of the problem and origin of evil being, as already 
said, of an entirely metaphysical character, has nothing to do with physi
cal laws. Belonging as it does altogether to the spiritual part of man, 
to dabble with it superficially is, therefore, far more dangerous than to 
remain ignorant of it For, as it lies at the very root of Gautama 
Buddha's ethics, and since it has now fallen into the hands of the modem 
Philistines of materialism, to confuse the two systems of "pessimistic" 
thought can lead but to mental suicide, if it does not lead to worse. 

Eastern wisdom teaches that spirit has to pass through the ordeal of 
incarnation and life, and be baptised with matter before it can reach 
experience and knowledge. After which only it receives the baptism of 
soul, or self-consciousness, and may return to its original condition of a 
god,plus experience, ending with omniscience. In other words, it can 
return to the original state of the homogeneity of primordial essence 
only through the addition of the fruitage of Karma, which alone is 
able to create an absolute conscious deity, removed but one degree 
from the absolute ALL. 

Even according to the letter of the Bible, evil must have existed 
before Adam and Eve, who, therefore, are innocent of the slander of the 
original sin. For, had there been no evil or sin before them, there could 
exist neither tempting Serpent nor a Tree of Knowledge of good and evil 
in Eden. The characteristics of that apple-tree are shown in the verse 
when the couple had tasted of its fruit: .. The eyes of them both were 
opened, and they knew" many things besides knowing they were naked. 
Too much knowledge about things of matter is thus rightly shown an 
evil. 

But so it is, and it is our duty to examine and combat the new per
nicious theory. Hitherto, pessimism was kept in the regions of philo
sophy and metaphysics, and showed no pretensions to intrude into the 
domain of purely physical science, such as Darwinism. The theory of 
evolution has become almost universal now, and there is no school (save 
the Sunday and missionary schools) where it is not taught, with more or 
less modifications from the original programme. On the other hand, 
there is no other teaching more abused and taken advantage of than 
evolution, especially by the application of its fundamental laws to the solu
tion of the most compound and abstract problems of man's many sided 
existence. There, where psychology and even philosophy" fear to tread," 
materialistic biology applies its sledge-hammer of superficial analogies, 
and prejudged conclusions. Worse than all, claiming man to be only 
a higher animal, it maintains this right as undeniably pertaining to 
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the domain of the science of evolution. Paradoxes in those "domains" 
do not rain now, they pour. As" man is the measure of all things," there
fore is man measured and analyzed by the animal. One German 
materialist claims spiritual and psychic evolution as the lawful property 
of physiology and biology j the mysteries of embryology and zoology 
alone, it is said, being capable of solving those of consciousness in man 
and the origin of his soul.· Another finds justificati~n for suicide in 
the example of animals, who, when tired of living, put an end to exist
ence by starvation. t 

Hitherto pessimism, notwithstanding the abundance and brilliancy of 
its paradoxes, had a weak point-namely, the absence of any real and 
evident basis for it to rest upon. Its followers had no living, guiding 
thought to serve them as a beacon and help them to steer clear of the 
sandbanks of life-real and imaginary-so profusely sown by themselves 
in the shape of denunciations against life and being. All they could do 
was to rely upon their representatives, who occupied their time very inge
niously if not profitably, in tacking the many and various evils of life to the 
metaphysical propositions of great German thinkers, like Schopenhauer 
and Hartmann, as small boys tack on coloured tails to the kites of their 
elders and rejoice at seeing them launched in the air. But now the pro
gramme will be changed. The Pessimists have found something more 
solid and authoritative, if less philosophical, to tack their jeremiads and 
dirges to, than the metaphysical kites of Schopenhauer. The day when 
they agreed with the views of this philosopher, which pointed at the 
Universal WILL as the perpetrator of all the World-evil, is gone to 
return no more. Nor will they be any better s~tisfied with the hazy 
"Unconscious" of von Hartmann. They have been seeking diligently 
for a more congenial and less metaphysical soil to build their pessimistic 
philosophy upon, and they have been rewarded with success, now that the 
cause of Universal Suffering has been discovered by them in the funda
mental laws of physical development. Evil will no longer be allied 
with the misty and uncertain Phantom called "WILL," but with an 
actual and obvious fact: the Pessimists will henceforth be towed by the 
Evolutionists. 

The basic argument of their representative has been given in the 
opening sentence of this article. The Universe and all on it appeared 
in consequence of the "breaking asunder of UNITY into Plurality." 
This rather dim rendering of the Indian formula is not made to refer, as 
I have shown, in the mind of the Pessimist, to the one Unity, to the 
Vedantin abstraction-Parabrahm: otherwise, I should not certainly 
have used the words "breaking up." Nor does it concern itself much 
with Mulaprakriti, or the "Veil" of Parabrahm j nor even with the first 
manifested primordial matter, except inferentially, as follows from Dr. 
Mainlander's exposition, but chiefly with terrestrial protoplasm. Spirit 

* HaeckeL t Leo Bach. 
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or deity is entirely ignored in this case; evidently because of the neces
sity for showing the whole as "the lawful domain of physical Science." 

In short, the time-honoured formula is claimed to have its basis and 
to find its justification in the theory that from" a few, perhaps one, single 
form of the very simplest nature" (Darwin), "all the different animals 
and plants living to-day, and all the organisms that have ever lived on 
the earth," have gradually developed. It is this axiom of Science, we 
are told, which justifies and demonstrates the Hindu philosophical tenet 
What is this axiom? Why, it is this: Science teaches that the series of 
transformations through which the seed is made to pass-the seed that 
grows into a tree, or becomes an ovum, or that which develops into an 
animal-consists in every case in nothing but the passage of the fabric 
of that seed, from the homogeneous into the heterogeneous or compound 
form. This is then the scientific verity which checks the Indian formula 
by that of the Evolutionists, identifies both, and thus exalts ancient 
wisdom by recognizing it worthy of modem materialistic thought 

This philosophical formula is not simply corroborated by the individual 
growth and development of isolated species, explains our Pessimist; but 
it is demonstrated in general as in detail. It is shown justified in the 
evolution and growth of the Universe as well as in that of our planet 
In short, the birth, growth and development of the whole organic world 
in its integral totality, are there to demonstrate ancient wisdom. From 
the universals down to the particulars, the organic world is discovered to 
be subject to the same law of ever increasing elaboration, of the transition 
from unity to plurality as "the fundamental formula of the evolution of 
life." Even the growth of nations, of social life, public institutions, the 
development of the languages, arts and sciences, all this follows inevitably 
and fatally the all-embracing law of II the breaking asunder of unity into 
plurality, and the passage of the homogeneous into multiformity:' 

But while following Indian wisdom, our author exaggerates this 
fundamental law in his own way, and distorts it. He brings this 
law to bear even on the historical destinies of mankind. He makes 
these destinies subservient to, and a proof of, the correctness of 
the Indian conception. He maintains that humanity as an integral 
whole, in proportion as it develops and progresseli in its evolution, and 
separates in its parts-each becoming a distinct and independent branch of 
the unit---drifts more and more away from its original healthy, harmonious 
unity. The complications of social establishment, social relations, as 
those of individuality, all lead to the weakening of the vital power, the 
relaxation of the energy of feeling, and to the destruction of that integral 
unity, without which no inner harmony is possible. The absence of that 
harmony generates an inner discord which becomes the cause of the 
greatest mental misery. Evil has its roots in the very nature of the 
evolution of life and its complications. Every one of its steps forward is 
at the same time a step taken toward the dissolution of its energy, and 
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leads to passive apathy. Such is the inevitable result, he says, of every 
progressive complication of life; because evolution or development is a 
transition from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous, a scattering of 
the whole into the many, etc. etc. This terrible law is universal and ap 
plies to all creation, from the infinitesimally small up to man for, as he 
says, it is a fundamental law of nature. 

Now, it is just in this one-sided view of physical nature, which the 
German author accepts without one single thought as to its spiritual and 
psychic aspect, that his school is doomed to certain failure. It is 
not a question whether the said law of differentiation and its fatal conse
quences mayor may not apply, in certain cases, to the growth and 
development of the animal species, and even of man; but simply, since it 
is the basis and main support of the whole new theory of the Pessimistic 
school, whether it is really a universal and fundamental law ? We want 
to know whether this basic formula of evolution embraces the whole pro
cess of development and growth in its entirety; and whether, indeed, it is 
within the domain of physical science or not. If it is "nothing else than 
the transition from the homogeneous state to the heterogeneous," as says 
Mainlander, then it remains to be proved that the given process" produces 
that complicated combination of tissues and organs which forms and 
completes the perfect animal and plant." 

As remarked already by some critics on "Pessimism and Progress," 
the German Pessimist does not doubt it for one moment. His supposed 
discovery and teaching" rest wholly on his certitude that development 
and the fundamental law of the complicated process of organization re
present but one thing: the transformation of unity into plurality." 
Hence the identification of the process with dissolution and decay, and 
the weakening of all the forces and energies. Mainlander would be right 
in his analogies were this law of the differentiation of the homogeneous 
into the heterogeneous to really represent the fundamental law of the 
evolution of life. But the idea is quite erroneous-metaphysically as well 
as physically. Evolution does not proceed in a straight line; no more than 
any other process in nature, but journeys on cyclically, as does all the rest. 
The cyclic serpents swallow their tails like the Serpent of Eternity. And 
it is in this that the Indian formula, which is a Secret Doctrine teaching, 
is indeed corroborated by the natural Sciences, and especially by biology. 

This is what we read in the "Scientific Letters" by an anonymous 
Russian author and critic . 

.. In the evolution of isolated individuals, in the evolution of the organic world, in that 
of the Universe, as in the growth and development of our planet-in short wherever 
any of the processes of progressive complexity take place, there we find, apart from 
the transition from unity to plurality, and homogeneity to heterogeneity a converse 
transformation-tlu transition from plurality to unity,from tlu luterogeneous 10 tIu 
Iwmogeneous. • • • • Minute observation of the given process of progressive com
plexity has shown, that what takes place in it is not alone the separation of parts, but 
also their mutual absorption. . . . • While one portion of the cells merge into each 
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other and unite into one uniform whole, forming muscular fibres, muscular tissue, others 
are absorbed in the bone and nerve tissues, etc. etc. The same takes place in the 
formation of plants. • • • ." 

In this case material nature repeats the law that acts in the evolution 
of the psychic and the spiritual: both descend but to re-ascend and 
merge at the starting-point TIte komogeneous formative mass 01' element 
diffe1'entiated in its paris, is gradually transformed into tke lteterogeneous ; 
tken, merging tkose pariS into a karmonious wkole, it recommences a converse 
process, or reinvolution, and retunzs as gradually into its primitive or 
primordial state. 

Nor does Pessimism find any better support in pure Materialism, as 
hitherto the latter has been tinged with a decidedly optimistic bias. Its 
leading advocates have, indeed, never hesitated to sneer at the theo
logical adoration of the "glory of God and all his works." BUchner 
flings a taunt at the pantheist who sees in so" mad and bad" a world 
the manifestation of the Absolute. But, on the whole, the materialists 
admit a balance of good over evil, perhaps as a buffer against any 
" superstitious" tendency to look out and hope for a better one. 
Narrow as is their outlook, and limited as is their spiritual horizon, they 
yet see no cause to despair of the drift of things in general. The 
pantheistic pessimists, however, have never ceased to urge that a despair 
of conscious being is the only legitimate outcome of atheistic negation: 
This opinion is, of course, axiomatic, or ought to be so. If" in this life 
only is there hope," the tragedy of life is absolutely without any raison 
d'itre and a perpetuation of the drama is as foolish as it is futile. 

The fact that the conclusions of pessimism have been at last assimi
lated by a certain class of atheistic writers, is a striking feature of the 
day, and another sign of the times. It illustrates the truism that the 
void created by modern scientific negation cannot and can never be 
filled by the cold prospects offered as a solatium to optimists. The 
Comtean "enthusiasm of Humanity"· is a poor thing enough with 
annihilation of the Race to ensue; "as the solar fires die!slowly out "-if, 
indeed, tltey do die at all-to please physical science at the computed 
time. If all present sorrow and suffering, the fierce struggle for exist
ence and all its attendant horrors, go for nothing in the long run, if 
MAN is a mere ephemeron, the sport of blind forces, why assist in the 
perpetuation of the farce. The" ceaseless grind of matter, force and 
law," will but hurry the swarming human millions into eternal oblivion, 
and ultimately leave no trace or memory of the past, when things return 
to the nebulosity of the fire-mist, whence they emerged. Terrestrial life 
is no object in itself. It is overcast with gloom and misery. It does 
not seem strange, then, that the Soul-blind negationist should prefer the 
pessimism of Schopenhauer to the baseless optimism of Strauss and 
his followers, which, in the face of their teachings, reminds one of the 
animal spirits of a young donkey, after a good meal of thistles. 
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One thing is, however, clear: the absolute necessity for some solu
tion, which embraces the facts of existence on an optimistic basis. 
Modern Society is permeated with an increasing cynicism and honey
combed with disgust of life. This is the result of an utter ignorance of 
the operations of Karma and the nature of Soul·evolution. It is from 
a mistaken allegiance to the dogmas of a mechanical and largely spurious 
theory of Evolution, that Pessimism has risen to such undue importance. 
Once the basis of the Great Law is grasped-and what philosophy can 
furnish better means for such a grasp and final solution, than the 
esoteric doctrine of the great Indian Sages-there remains no possible 
locus stand, for the recent amendments to the Schopenhauerian system 
of thought or the metaphysical subtleties, woven by the "philosopher of 
the Unconscious." The reasonableness of Conscious Existence can be 
proved only by the study of the primeval-now esoteric-philosophy. 
And it says" there is neither death nor life, for both are illusions; being 
(or be-ness) is the only reality." This paradox was repeated thousands 
of ages later by one of the greatest physiologists that ever lived " Life 
is Death" said Claude Bernard The organism lives because its parts 
are ever dying. The survival of the fittest is surely based on this 
truism. The life of the superior whole requires the death of the 
inferior, the death of the parts depending on and being subservient to it. 
And, as life is death, so death is life, and the whole great cycle of lives 
form but ONE EXISTENCE-tke worst day of wkick is on our planet. 

He who KNOWS will make the best of it. For there is a dawn for 
every being, when once freed from illusion and ignorance by 
Knowledge; and he will at last proclaim in truth and an Consciousness 
to Mahamaya :-

,. BROKEN THY HOUSE IS, AND THE RIDGE-POLE SPLIT I 
DELUSION FASHIONED IT! 

SAFE PASS I THENCE-DELIVERANCE TO OBTAIN." .. 

H.P.B. 

U Man will regain his lost Eden on that day when he can look at every desire 
in the broad, quiet light of this question :-How can I give desire such vent as 
shall conduce to the benefit of other men? "-Uasler Nie",anll in lire U Patl, "). 
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THE GREAT PARADOX. 

PARADOX would seem to be the natural language of occultism· 
Nay more, it would seem to penetrate deep into the heart of 
things, and thus to be inseparable from any attempt to put 

into words the truth, the reality which underlies the outward shows 
of life. 

And the paradox is one not in words only, but in action, in the very 
conduct of life. The paradoxes of occultism must be lived, not uttered 
only. Herein lies a great danger, for it is only too easy to become lost 
in the intellectual contemplation of the path, and so to forget that the 
road can only be known by treading it 

One startling paradox meets the student at the very outset, and 
confronts him in ever new and strange shapes at each tum of the road. 
Such an one, perchance, has sought the path desiring a guide, a rule of 
right for the conduct of his life. He learns that the alpha and the 
omega,.the beginning and the end of lift is selflessness; and he feels the 
truth of the saying that only in the profound unconsciousness of self
forgetfulness can the truth and reality of being reveal itself to his 
eager heart. 

The student learns that this is the one law of occultism, at once the 
science and the art of living, the guide to the goal he desires to attain. 
He is fired with enthusiasm and enters bravely on the mountain track. 
He then finds that his teachers do not encourage his ardent flights 
of sentiment; his all-forgetting yearning for the Infinite-on the outer 
plane of his actual life and consciousness. At least, if they do not 
actually damp his enthusiasm, they set him, as the first ~nd indispensable 
task, to conquer and control his body. The student finds that far from 
being encouraged to live in the soaring thoughts of his brain, 
and to fancy he has reached that ether where is true freedom
to the forgetting of his body, and his external actions and personality
he is set down to tasks much nearer earth. All his attention and 
watchfulness are required on the outer plane; he must never forget 
himself, never lose hold over his body, his mind, his brain. He must 
even learn to control the expression of every feature, to check the action 
of each muscle, to be master of every slightest involuntary movement. 
The daily life around and within him is pointed out as the object of his 
study and observation. Instead of forgetting what are usually called the 
petty trifles, the little forgetfulnesses, the accidental slips of tongue or 
memory, he is forced to become each day more conscious of these lapses. 
till at last they seem to poison the air he breathes and stifle him, till he 
seems to lose sight and touch of the great world of freedom towards 
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which he is struggling, till every hour of every day seems full of the 
bitter taste of self, and his heart grows sick with pain and the struggle 
of despair. And the darkness is rendered yet deeper by the voice 
within him, crying ceaselessly, "forget thyself. Beware, lest thou 
becomest self-concentrated-and the giant weed of spiritual selfishness 
take firm root in thy heart; beware, beware, beware I Jt 

The voice stirs his heart to its depths, for he feels that the words are 
true. His daily and hourly battle is teaching him that self-centred
ness is the root of misery, the cause of pain, and his soul is full of longing 
to be free. 

Thus the disciple is tom by doubt. He trusts his teachers, for he 
knows that through them speaks the same voice he hears in the silence 
of his own heart. But now they utter contradictory words; the one, 
the inner voice, bidding him forget himself utterly in the service of 
humanity; the other, the spoken word of those from whom he seeks 
guidance in his service, bidding him first to conquer his body, his outer 
self. And he knows better with every hour how badly he acquits 
himself in that battle with the Hydra, and he sees seven heads grow 
afresh in place of each one that he has lopped off. 

At first he oscillates between the two, now obeying the one, now the 
other. But soon he learns that this is fruitless. For the sense of freedom 
and lightness, which comes at first when he leaves his outer self un
watched, that he may seek the inner air, soon loses its keenness, and 
some sudden shock reveals to him that he has slipped and fallen on the 
uphill path. Then, in desperation, he flings himself upon the treacherous 
snake of self, and strives to choke it into death; but its ever-moving 
coils elude his grasp, the insidious temptations of its glittering scales 
blind his vision, and again he becomes involved in the turmoil of the 
battle, which gains on him from day to day, and which at last seems to 
fill the whole world, and blot out all else beside from his consciousness. 
He is face to face with a crushing paradox, the solution of which must 
be lived before it can be really understood. 

In his hours of silent meditation the student will find that there is one 
space of silence within him where he can find refuge from thoughts and 
desires, from the turmoil of the senses and the delusions of the mind. 
By sinking his consciousness deep into his heart he can reach this place 
-at first only when he is alone in silence and darkness. But when the 
need for the silence has grown great enough, he will turn to seek it even 
in the midst of the struggle with self, and he will find it. Only he must 
not let go of his outer self, or his body; he must learn to retire into this 
citadel when the battle grows fierce, but to do so without losing sight of 
the battle; without allowing himself to fancy that by so doing he has 
won the victory. That victory is won only when all is silence without as 
within the inner citadel. Fighting thus, from within that silence, the 
student will find that he has solved the first great paradox. 
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But paradox still follows him. When first he thus succeeds in thus 
retreating into himself, he seeks there only for refuge from the storm in 
his heart. And as he struggles to control the gusts of passion and 
desire, he realises more fully what mighty powers he has vowed himself 
to conquer.' He still feels himself, apart from the silence, nearer akin to 
the forces of the storm. How can his puny strength cope with these 
tyrants of animal nature? 

This question is hard to answer in direct words; if, indeed, such an 
answer can be given. But analogy may point the way where the solution 
may be sought. 

In breathing we take a certain quantity of air into the lungs, and with 
this we can imitate in miniature the mighty wind of heaven. We can 
produce a feeble semblance of nature: a tempest in a tea-cup, a gale to 
blow and even swamp a paper boat. And we can say: "I do this; it is 
my breath." But we cannot blow our breath against a hurricane, still 
less hold the trade winds in our lungs. Yet the powers of heaven are 
within us ; the nature of the intelligences which guide the world-forces is 
blended with our own, and could we realise this and forget our outer 
selves, the very winds would be our instruments. 

So it is in life. While a man clings to his outer self-aye, and even 
to anyone of the forms he assumes when this " mortal coil .. is cast aside 
-so long is he trying to blow aside a hurricane with the breath of his 
lungs. It is useless and idle such an endeavour; for the great winds of 
life must, sooner or later, sweep him away. But if he changes his alti
tude in himself, if he acts on the faith that his body, his desires, his 
passions, his brain~ are not himself, though he has charge of them, and is 
responsible for them; if he tries to deal with them as parts of nature, 
then he may hope to become one with the gteat tides of being, and reach 
the peaceful place of safe self-forgetfulness at last. 

" FAUST." 

" Fear is the slave of pain and Rebellion her captive; Endurance her free 
companion and Patience her master. And the husband of Pain is Rapture. 
But the souls are few in whom that marriage is consummated (L. S. C.). 
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THE BLOSSOM AND THE FRUIT. 

ItJlUS JSI.O,$,$@Jlil RN. It.m §lUlllfft: 
THE TRUE STORY OF A MAGICIAN.

(Continued.) 

By MABEL COLLINS, 

Author of "THE PRETTIEST WOMAN IN WARSAW," .te., .te.: 
And Scn"be of "THE IDYLL OF THE WHITE LoTUS," and "THROUGH THE GATES 

OF GoLD." 

CHAPTER III. 

I2 

I N a chapel of the great Cathedral in the city there was at certain 
hours always a priest who held there his confessional. 

To him went Hilary some days later. In the interim he had 
not seen the Princess. His soul had been tom hither and thither, to and 
fro. His passion for the beautiful girl held him fast, while his horror of 
the magician repelled him from her. He went to the Cathedral in the 
afternoon determined that he woul~ reveal. all his distress to the priest. 
Father Amyot was in his confessional, but some one was with him, for 
the curtain was drawn. Hilary knelt down at the small altar of the 
chapel there to wait Presently there was a slight sound; he turned his 
head to see if the confessional was now free. The Princess Fleta stood 
beside him, her eyes fixed on him; it was she who at this instant only 
had risen from her knees in the confessional. Hilary, amazed and dumb 
with wonder, could only gaze upon her. She kept her strange and fas
cinating eyes fixed on his for a moment and then turned and with swift, 
soft steps left the chapel. Hilary remained kneeling motionless before 
the altar, his mind absorbed in what was hardly so much thought as 
amazement Fleta was not then what he thought her. If she were sen
sitive to religious impressions she could not be the cold magician which 
she had appeared to him to be when he recollected the last scene in the 
laboratory. Perhaps after all she used her power generously and for 
good. He began to see her in another light He began to worship her 
for her goodness as well as for her strong attractions. His heart leaped 
with joy at the thought that her soul was as beautiful as her body. He 
rose from his knees and turned instinctively and without thought to follow 
her. As he did so he passed Father Amyot, who seeing that no one else 
came immediately to the confessional, had left it and flung himself at full 

• The sub-title," a tale of love and magic," having been simultaneousl! used by 
myself, Mr. Joseph Hutton, and another author, I think it best to cbange mme for one 
certainly less pretty, but equally descriptive. Is not this simultaneous use also a 
II sign of the times" ? 
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length upon the ground before the altar. He wore a long robe of coarse 
white cloth, tied at the waist with a black cord j a hood of the same cloth 
covered his shaven head. He was like a skeleton, perfectly fleshless and 
emaciated. His face lay sideways on the stone j he seemed unconscious, 
so profound was his abstraction. The eyes were open but had no sight 
in them. They were large grey blue eyes, full of a profound melancholy 
which gave them an appearance as if tears stood in them. This melan
choly affected Hilary strangely j it touched his heart, made thrill and 
vibrate some deeply sensitive cord in his nature. He stood gazing a 
moment at the prostrate figure, and then with a profound obeisance left 
the chapel. 

The Princess Fleta had her horse waiting for her. She was a constant 
and daring rider, and seldom entered the city except on horseback, to the 
amazement of the court ladies, who in the city rode in carriages that they 
might dress beautifully. But Fleta had no vanity of this kind. Probably 
no other girl of her age would have willingly adopted the hideous dress 
of the witch and worn it before so many curious eyes. Her own beauty 
and her own appearance was a subject of but the slightest thought to 
her. She would walk down the fashionable promenade in her riding 
habit among the magnificent toilettes of the Court ladies. This she was 
doing now while a servant led her horse up and down. Hilary watched 
her from a distance, unable to summon courage to approach her in the 
midst of such a throng of personages. But presently Fleta saw him and 
came with her swift light step towards him. "Will you walk with me? " 
she asked. "There is no one here to be my companion but you." 

" And why is that?" asked Hilary, as with flushed face and eager steps 
he accompanied her. 

" Because there are none that sympathise with me. You alone have 
entered my laboratory." 

"But would not any of these be glad to come if you would admit 
them? " 

Not one would have the courage, except perhaps some few wild 
spirits who would dare anything for mere excitement. And they would 
not please me." 

Hilary was silent. Her words showed him very plainly that he 
pleased her. But there was a chill in his nature which now asserted 
itsel( Here in the midst of so many people her hold on him was 
lessened, and he doubted her more than ever. Was she merely playing 
with him for her own amusement? Her high position gave her this 
power and he could not resent it, for even to be her favourite for a day 
would be accounted by any man an honour and a thing to boast of. 
And Hilary was being signalled out for public honour. He felt the 
envious glances of the men whom he met, and immediately a cold veil 
fell on his heart. He desired no such envy. To his mind love was a 
thing sacred. His scorn of life and doubt of human nature awakened 
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at this moment of triumph. He did not speak, but the Princess 
answered his thought. 

"We will go away from here," she said. "In the country you are a 
creature of passion. Here you become a cynic." 

" How do you know my heart? " he asked. 
"We were born under the same star," she answered quietly. 
"That is no sufficient answer," he replied. "It conveys no meaning 

to me, for I know nothing of the mysterious sciences you study." 
"Come then with me," she answered, "and I will teach you." 
She signed to her servant, who brought her horse; she mounted and 

rode away with merely a smile to Hilary. She knew that in spite of 
the chill that was on him he would hunger for her in her absence and 
soon follow. And so he did. The pavements appeared empty though 
crowds moved over them; the city seemed lifeless and dull, though it 
was one of the gayest in the world. He turned from the streets, and 
walking into the country, found himself very soon at the narrow wicket 
gate of the Princess Fleta's Garden House. 

She was wandering up and down the avenue between the trees. Her 
dress was white now, and very long and soft, falling in great folds from 
her shoulders. As she moved slowly to and fro, the dancing sunlight 
playing on her splendid form, it seemed to Hilary that he saw before 
him not a mere woman, but a priestess. Her late visit to the Cathedral 
recurred to him ; if the religious soul was in her, might she not, indeed, 
spite of her strange acts, be no magician, but a priestess? He returned 
to his former humour and was ready to worship at her feet. She 
greeted him with a smile that thrilled him; her eyes read his very soul, 
and her smile brought to it an unutterable joy. She turned and led the 
way to the house and Hilary followed her. 

She opened her laboratory door, and immediately Hilary became 
aware of the strong odour of some powerful incense. The dim smoke 
was still in the room but the flame had all died away in the vessel. By 
the side of the vessel lay a prostrate figure. Hilary uttered a cry of 
amazement and of horror as he recognised Father Amyot. He turned 
such a look of dismay upon the Princess that she answered his thought 
in a haughty tone which she had never before used in addressing him. 

"It is not time yet to ask me the meaning of what you may see 
here. Some day, perhaps, when you know more, you may have the 
right to question me: but not now. See, I can change this appearance 
that distresses you, in a moment." 

She raised the prostrate figure, and flung off from it the white robe 
that resembled Father Amyot's. Beneath, it was clothed in a dull red 
garment such as Hilary had first seen it in. With a few swift touches 
of her hand the Princess changed the expression of the face. Father 
Amyot was gone, and Hilary saw sitting in the chair before him that 
unindividualised form and face which at his visit to the laboratory had 
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affected him with so much horror. The Princess saw the repugnance 
still in his face, and with a laugh opened the screen with which she had 
hidden the figure before. 

" Now," she said, " come and sit beside me on this couch." 
But before she left the great vessel she threw in more incense and lit 

it Already Hilary was aware that the fumes of that which had been 
already burned had affected his brain. The red figures moved upon the 
black wall, and he watched them with fascinated eyes. 

They shaped themselves together not, this time, into words, but into 
forms. And the wall instead of black became bright and luminous. It 
was as though Hilary and Fleta sat alone before an immense stage. 
They heard the spoken words and saw the gestures and the movements 
of these phantasmal actors as clearly and with as much reality as 
though they were creatures of flesh and blood before them. It was a 
drama of the passions; the chief actors were Hilary and Fleta them
selves. Hilary almost forgot that the real Fleta was at his side, so 
absorbed was he in the action of the phantasmal Fleta 

He was bewildered, and he could not understand the meaning of what 
he saw, clearly though the drama was enacted in front of him. He saw 
the orchard full of blossoming trees; he saw the splendid savage woman. 
He knew that he himself and this Fleta at his side, were in some strange 
way playing a part under this savage guise; but how or what it was he 
could n9t tell. Fleta laughed as she watched his face. " You do not 
know who you are," she cried. "That is a great loss and makes life 
much more difficult. But you will know by and bye if you are willing 
to learn. Come, let us look at another and a very different page 
of life." 

The stage grew dark and moving shadows passed to and fro upon it, 
great shadows that filled Hilary's soul with dread. At last they drew 
back and left a luminous space where Fleta herself was visible. Fleta, 
in this same human shape that she wore now, yet strangely changed. 
She was much older and yet more beautiful; there was a wonderful fire 
in her brilliant eyes. On her head was a crown, and Hilary saw that 
she had great powers to use or abuse-it was written on her face. Then 
something drew his eyes down and he saw a figure lying helpless at her 
feet-why was it so still ?-it was alive I-yes, but it was bound and 
fettered, bound hand and foot 

"Are you afraid?" broke out Fleta's voice with a ring of mocking 
laughter in it. "Surely you are not afraid-why should I not reign? 
why should you not suffer? You are a cynic; is there anything good 
to be expected?" 

" Perhaps not," said Hilary. "It may be that you are heartless and 
false. And yet, as I stand here now, I feel that though you may betray 
me by and bye, and take my life and liberty from me, yet I love your 
very treachery." 
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Fleta laughed aloud, and Hilary stood silent, confused by the words 
he had spoken hastily without pausing to think whether they were fit to 
speak or not. Well, it was done now. He had spoken of his love. 
She could refuse ever to see him again and he would go into the outer 
darkness. 

"No," she said, "I shall not send you away. Do you not know, 
Hilary Estanol, that you are my chosen companion? Otherwise would 
you be here with me now? The word love does not alarm me j I have 
heard it too often. Only I think it very meaningless. Let us put it 
aside for the present. If you let yourself love me you must suffer j and 
I do not want you to suffer yet. When pain comes to you the youth 
will go from your face j you do not know how to preserve it, and I like 
your youth." 

Hilary made no answer. It was not easy to answer such a speech, 
and Hilary was not in the humour for accomplishing any thing difficult. 
His brain was confused by the fumes of the incense and by the strange 
scenes so mysteriously enacted before his eyes. He scarcely knew what 
Fleta this was that stood beside him. And yet he knew he loved her 
though he distrusted her I With each moment that he passed by her 
side he worshipped her more completely, and the disbelief interfered less 
and less with his proud joy in being admitted to her intimacy. 

"Now," said Fleta, "I want you to do a new thing. I want you to 
exercise your will and compel my servants who have been pleasing us 
with phantasies, to show us a phantasy of your own creation. You can 
do this very well, if you will. It only needs that you shall not doubt 
you can do it. Ah! how quickly does the act follow the thought!" 
She uttered the last words with a little cry of amused pleasure. For the 
dim shadows had rapidly masked the stage and then again withdrawn, 
leaving the figure of Fleta very clearly visible, beautiful and passionate, 
heT face alight with love, held clasped in Hilary's arms, her lips pressed 
close to his. 

The real Fleta who sat beside him rose now with a shake of her head, 
and a laugh which was not all gay. The shadows closed instantly over 
the stage, and a moment later the illusion was all destroyed and -the 
solid wall was there before Hilary's eyes. He had become so accus
tomed to witness the marvellous inside this room that he did not pause 
to wonder j he followed Fleta as she crossed to the door, and tried to 
attract her attention. 

"Forgive me, my Princess," he murmured over and over again. 
"Oh, you are forgiven," she said at last lightly. "You have not 

offended, so it is easy for me to forgive. I do not think a man can help 
what is in his heart j at all events, no ordinary man can. And you, 
Hilary, have consented to be like the rest. Are you content? .. 

"No!" he answered, instantly. And as he spoke he understood for 
the first time the fever that had stirred him all through his short bright 
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life. " Content! How should I be? Moreover, is not our star the star 
of restlessness and action? " 

For the first time, Fleta turned on him a glance of real tenderness and 
emotion. When he said the words" our star," it seemed as if he had 
touched her heart. 

" Ah ! " she said, " How sorely I long for a companion! " 
Then she turned from him very abruptly, and almost before he knew 

she had moved she had opened the door, and was standing outside 
waiting for him. "Come!" she said impatiently. He followed her 
immediately, for he had no choice but to do so; yet he was disap
pointed. He was more deeply disappointed when he found that she led 
the way with swift steps into the room where her aunt sat. Arrived 
there, Fleta threw herself into a chair, took up a great golden fan and 
began to fan herself, while she talked about the gossip of the Court. The 
change was so sudden that for some moments Hilary could not follow 
her. He stood bewildered, till the aunt pushed a low chair towards him; 
and he felt then that the old lady was not surprised at his manner, but 
only sorry for him. And then suddenly the cynic re-asserted itself in his 
heart. A thought that bit like flame suddenly started into life. Had the 
bewildered emotion that had been, as he knew, visible on his face, been 
seen on others before; was Fleta not only playing with him, but playing 
with him as she had played with many another lover? The thought 
was more hateful than any he had ever suffered from; it wounded his 
vanity, which was more tender and delicate than his heart. 

Fleta gave him no opportunity of anything but talk such as 
seemed in her stately presence too trivial to be endured, and so at last 
he rose and went his way. Fleta did not accompany him to the gate 
this time. She left him to go alone, and he felt as if she had withdrawn 
her favour in some degree j and yet perhaps that was foolish, he told him
self, for after all, both he and she had said too much to-day. 

Fleta was betrothed. She had been betrothed at her christening. 
Before long her marriage ~vould take place j and then that crown seen 
in the vision would be placed on her head. Had it needed the vision to 
bring that fact to his mind, asked Hilary of himself? If so, 'twas time, 
he bitterly added, for Fleta was not a woman who was likely to give up 
a crown for the sake of love! His heart rose fiercely within him as he 
thought of all this. Why had she tempted him to speak of love? For 
surely he never would have dared to so address her had she not tempted 
him j so he thought. 

If he could have seen Fleta now! As soon as he left the room she 
had risen and slowly moved back to her laboratory. Entered there, she 
drew away a curtain which concealed a large mirror let deep into the 
wall. She did this resolutely, yet as if reluctantly. Immediately her 
gaze became fixed on the glass. She saw Hilary's figure within it moving 
on his way towards the city. She read his thoughts and his heart. At 
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last she dropped the curtain with a heavy sigh, and let her arms fall at 
her side with a gesture that seemed to mean despair; certainly it meant 
deep dejection. And presently some great tears dropped upon the floor 
at her feet. 

None, since Fleta was born, had seen her shed tears. 

CHAPTER IV. 

FATHER AMYOT on the next morning sent a message to Hilary praying 
him to come and see him. This Hilary did at once, and in much per
plexity as to what the reason of such a summons could be. He went 
straight to the Catbedral, for there he knew the ascetic priest passed all 
his time. He found him, as he expected, prostrate before the altar, and 
almost in the same attitude he had seen him in yesterday. Horribly too 
it reminded him of the attitude of that figure lying on the floor of Fleta's 
laboratory when he had entered it. He had to touch Father Amyot to 
attract his attention; then at once the priest rose and led the way out of 
the Cathedral into the cloisters, which joined it to the monastery close at 
hand. He went on, without speaking, his head drooped. Hilary could 
but follow. At last they reached a bare cell in which was no furniture 
but a crucifix and a perpetual lamp burning before it, and against the 
wall a bench. 

Here Father Amyot sat down, and he motioned with his hand to Hilary 
to sit beside him. 

Then he fell into a profound reverie; and Hilary watching him, won
dered much what was in his mind. Was Fleta even now working her 
spells upon him and moulding his thoughts according to her will ? 

It almost seemed like it, for her name was the first word he uttered 
.. The Princess Fleta," he commenced, .. is about to go upon a long and 
dangerous journey." 

Hilary started and turned his face away, for he knew that he had 
turned pale. Was she really going to leave the city! How unexpected! 
how terrible! 

.. In a very short time," went on Father Amyot, .. the Princess will be 
married and she has a mission which she desires to accomplish before her 
wedding, and she says that you can assist her in this. I t is for the fulfil ment 
of this mission that she is undertaking the journey I speak of; supposing 
you should agree to help her you would have to accompany her." 

Hilary made no answer. He had no answer ready. His breath was 
taken away and he could not recover it all in an instant. The whole 
thing seemed incredible; he felt it to be impossible; and yet a conviction 
was already falling on him that it would take place . 

.. Of course," resumed Father Amyot, seeing that Hilary was not dis
posed to speak, " you will want to know your errand, you will want to 

9 
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know why you are going on this journey. This it will be impossible for 
you to know. The Princess does not choose to inform anyone of what 
her errand is." 

"Not even the person whom she says can help her? OJ exclaimed 
Hilary in amazement 

" Not even you." 
"Well," said Hilary rising with a gesture of indignation, "let her find 

some one else to go blindly in her wake. I am not the man." 
So saying he walked across the cell to the doorway, forgetting even to 

say good-bye to Father Amyot 
But the priest's voice arrested him 
" You would travel alone, save for one attendant" 
Hilary turned and faced the priest in amazement. 
"Oh, impossible! " he exclaimed, "--yet it is true." 
To Hilary the cynic, the thing suddenly assumed an intelligible form. 

Fleta wanted to take a journey in which she would prefer a companion 
because of its danger; yet she could not give her confidence to any. one. 
She proposed to herself to use his love for her i she offered him her 
society as a bribe to take care of her, to ask no questions and tell no tales. 
The idea did not please him. 

" I have heard of princesses risking anything, relying on the power of 
their position; I have heard that the royal caprice is not to be measured 
QY the reason of other men and women. Perhaps it is so. But Fleta! I 
thought her different even from her own family." 

These were the first thoughts that came into his mind. His ready 
conclusion was that Fleta was willing that he should be her lover if he 
would be her servant also. But immediately afterwards came the fair 
vision of Fleta herself in her white robes, and with the face of a priestess. 
Her purpose was inscrutable, like herself. He confessed this as he stood 
there, surging doubts in his mind. And then suddenly a fragrance came 
across his sense-a strong perfume, that he associated with Fleta's dress 
-and next a breath of incense. His brain grew dizzy i he staggered 
back and leaned against the wall. He no longer appeared to himself to 
be in Father Amyot's cell:""-he was in Fleta's laboratory, and her hand 
touched his face, her breath was on his brow. Ah, what madness of joy 
to be with her! To travel with her, to be her associate and companion 
to pass all the hours of the day by her side. Suddenly he roused himself. 
and, starting forward, approached Father Amyot 

" I will go," he said. 
"It will cost you dear," said the priest "Think again before you 

decide." 
" It is useless to think," cried Hilary. "Why should I think? I feel 

-and to feel is to live." 
Father Amyot seemed not to hear his words. He was apparently 

already buried in prayer. Evidently he had said all that he intended to 
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say ; and Hilary, after a glance at him, turned and left the cell. He knew 
the priest's moods too well to speak again, when once t~at deep cloud of 
profound abstraction had descended on his face. 

He went away, passing back as he had come, through the Cathedral. 
At the high altar he paused an instant, and then knelt and murmured a 
prayer. It was one he had learned, and he scarce attached any meaning 
to the familiar words. But it comforted him to feel that he had prayed, 
be it never so meaningless a prayer. For Hilary had been reared in all 
the habits of the devout Catholic. 

Then he went out and took his way towards the Garden House, 
walking with long strides. He was determined to know the truth, and 
that at once. Amid all the brilliant men who crowded her father's Court 
was he indeed the only one who could touch her heart? An hour ago 
he would have laughed at anyone who had told him he had touched it ; 
yet now he believed he had. And what intoxication that belief was ! 
For the first time he began to feel the absolute infatuation of love. And 
looking back it seemed to him that an hour ago he had not loved Fleta 
-that he had never loved her till this minute. 

He found her standing at the gate, among the flowers. She was dressed 
in white, and some crimson roses were fastened at her neck. Her face 
was like a child's, full of gaiety and gladness. Hilary's heart bounded 
with the delight it gave him to see her like this. She opened the gate 
for him, and together they walked towards the house . 

.. I have been to see Father Amyot," said Hilary. "He sent for me 
this morning." 

.. Yes," answered Fleta, quietly. "He had a message to you from 
me. Are you willing to undertake a tiresome task for one you know so 
little? " 

.. My Princess," murmured Hilary, bending his head as he spoke . 

.. But not your Queen," said Fleta, with a laugh full of the glorious 
insolence only possible to one who had the royal blood in her veins, and 
. knew that a crown was waiting for her. 

"Yes, my Queen," said Hilary . 
.. If you call me that," said Fleta, quickly, and in a different tone, " you 

recognise a royalty not recognised by courtiers." 
" Yes," replied Hilary simply. 
" The royalty of power," added Fleta, significantly, and with a pene

trating look into his eyes . 
.. Call it what you will," answered Hilary, "you are my Queen. From 

this hour I give allegiance." 
.. Be it so," said Fleta, with a light girlish laugh, "Be ready then, to

morrow at noon. I will tell you where to meet me. t will send a 
message in the morning." 

Suddenly a recollection crossed Hilary's mind which had hitherto 
been blotted out from it. "My mother," he said. 
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cc Oh," said Fleta, " I have been to see Madame Estanol. My father 
goes into the country to-day and she believes you go with him. She is 
glad you should join the Court." 

"Strange," said Hilary, unthinkingly, "for she has always set her 
face against it." Then the smile on Fleta's face made him think his 
words foolish. 

.. It is as my Queen orders. Seemingly, men and women obey her 
even in their inmost hearts." 

" No," said Fleta, with a sigh," that is just what they do not! It is 
that power which I have yet to obtain. They obey me, yes, but against 
the dictates of their inmost hearts. If you really loved me, we could 
obtain that power; but you are like the others. You do not love me 
with your inmost heart I " 

" I do not I" exclaimed Hilary, in amazement, stunned by her words. 
"No," she answered, mournfully, "you do not. If you really loved 

me you would not calculate chances and risks, you would not consider 
whether I am profligate or virtuous, whether I am my father's daughter 
or a child of the stars I I tell you, Hilary Estanol, if you were capable 
of loving me truly, you might find your way to the gods with me and 
even sit among them. But it is not so with you. You vacillate even in 
your love. You cannot give yourself utterly. That means grief to 
you, for you cannot find perfect pleasure in a thing which you take 
doubtingly and give but by halves. Still you shall travel with me; 
and you shall be my companion and friend. There is none other 
to whom I would give this chance. How do you think you will 
reward me? Oh, I know too well. Go now, but be ready when I send 
for you." 

So saying she turned and went into the house, leaving him in the 
garden. For a few moments he stood there embarrassed, not knowing 
which way to turn or what to do. But he was not annoyed or dis
turbed, as his vanity might have led him to be at another time, by such 
cavalier treatment He was aghast, horrified. Was this the girl he 
loved! this tyrant, this proud spirit, this strange woman, who before he 
had ~ooed her reproached him with not loving her enough! Within 
him lurked a conventional spirit, strong under all circumstances, even 
those of the most profound emotion, and Fleta's whole conduct shocked 
and distressed that spirit so that it groaned, and more, upbraided him 
with his mad love. But the fierce growth of that love could not be 
checked. He might suffer because it lived, but he was not strong 
enough to kill it. 

He turned and walked away from the house and slowly returned to 
the city. He was ashamed and disheartened. His love seemed to dis
grace him. He had entertained lofty ideas which now were discarded 
for ever. For he knew that to-morrow he would start upon a long 
journey, the end of which was to him unknown, by the side of a girl whom 
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he could never marry, yet of whom he was the avowed lover. Well, be 
it so. Hilary began to look at these things from a fatalistic point of 
view; his weakness led him to shrug his shoulders and say that his fate 
was stronger than himself. So he went home gloomily yet with a burn
ing and feverish heart. He immediately set to work making ready for 
his departure for an indefinite period. His mother he found was prepared 
for this, as Fleta had told him; and more-seemed to regard Fleta as a 
kind of gentle goddess who had brought good fortune into his path. 

"I have always resisted the idea of your hanging about the Court,'· 
she said, " but it is different if indeed the King wishes to have you with 
him. That must lead to your obtaining some honourable post. What I 
dreaded was your becoming a mere useless idler. And I am glad you 
are going into the country, dear, for you are looking very pale and quite 
ill." 

Hilary assented tacitly and without comment to the deceit with which 
Fleta had paved the way for him. 

(To be continued.) 

"Spirituality is not what we understand by the words 'virtue' or 'good
ness.' It is the power of perceiving formless, spiritual essences."-(Jasper 
Ninna"tl i" tlu "Patk.") 

"The discovery and right use of the true essence of Being-this is the whole 
secret of life."-(Jasper Ntema"tl i" tlu "Patk.") . 

DESIRE MADE PURE. 

When desire is for the purely abstract-when it has lost all trace or tinge of 
"self"-then it has become pure. 

The first step towards this purity is to kill out the desire for the things of 
matter, since these can only be enjoyed by the separated personality. 

The second is to cease from desiring for oneself even such abstractions as 
power, knowledge, love, happiness, or fame; for they are but selfishness 
after all 

Life itself teaches these lessons; for all such objects of desire are found Dead 
Sea fruit in the moment of attainment. This much we learn from experience. 
Intuitive perception seizes on the positive truth that satisfaction is attainable 
only in the infinite; the will makes that conviction an actual fact of conscious
ness, till at last all desire is centred on the Eternal. 
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THOUGHTS ON THEOSOPHY. " THE letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life," this is the keynote 
of all true reform. Theosophy is the vehicle of the spirit that 
gives life, consequently nothing dogmatic can be truly 

tkeosopkical. 

It is incorrect, therefore, to describe a mere unearthing of dead letter 
dogmas as "Theosophic work." 

When a word, phrase, or symbol, having been once used for the 
purpose of suggesting an idea new to the mind or minds being operated 
on, is insisted upon irrespective of the said idea, it becomes a dead 
letter dogma and loses its vitalising power, and serves rather as an 
obstruction to, than as vehicle of the spirit; but, alas, this insistance 
upon the letter is too often carried on under the honoured name of 
"Theosophy." • 

A man cannot acquire an idea new to kim unless it grows in his 
mind. 

The mere familiarity with the sound of a word, or a phrase, or the 
mere familiarity with the appearance of a symbol, does not, of necessity, 
involve the possession of the idea properly associated with the said 
word, phrase or symbol. To insist, therefore, on the contrary cannot be 
th eosophical; but would be better described as untheosophical. 

It would certainly be theosophical work to point out kindly anrl 
temperately how certain words, phrases and symbols appear to have 
been misunderstood or misapplied, how various claims and professions 
may be excessive or confused as a consequence of ignorance or vanity, 
or both. But it is quite another thing to condemn a man or a body of 
men outright, for certain errors in judgment or action; even though 
they were the result of vanity, greed or hypocrisy; indeed such whole
sale condemnation would, on the contrary, be un theosophical. 

The one eternal, immutable law of life alone can judge and condemn 
a man absolutely. .. Vengeance is mine, saith the Lord." 

Were I asked how I would dare attempt "to dethrone the gods, 
overthrow the temple, destroy the law which feeds the priests and 
props the realm; I should answer as the Buddha is made to answer in 
the Ligkt of Asia: 'What thou bidst me keep is form which passes 
while the free truth stands; get thee to thy darkness.' " 

"What good gift hath my brother but it comes from search and 
strife (inward) and loving sacrifice." .. 

.. .. 
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<torresponbence 
• 

ARE THE TEACHINGS ASCRIBED TO JESUS CONTRADICTORY? 

THERE are none so blind as those who won't see, excepting those who can't I 
In Lig"', for September loth, there is a letter from Dr. Wyld, who writes as 

follows: "In the last number of Ligkl there is a quotation from the Spirilual 
Riformer in which the writer shows the absurdity of the idea that Jesus was not 
an historic being. But while thanking the writer for this contribution, I would 
take the strongest objection to his assertion that many of Christ's teachings 
are contradictory and mistaken. This is an assertion occasionally made by 
Spiritualists, and whenever I have met with it I have asked for evidence of 
the assertion, but hitherto I have received none." 

But that might surely have been easily supplied. Here, for example, are 
a few very direct contradictions in the speaker's own words. Every one knows 
how secret were the teachings in their nature; how secretly they were 
conveyed in private places apart; how secretly his secrets were to be kept; and 
yet in presence of the High Priest Jesus makes the astounding declaration: 
II I kave spoken openly 10 Ike world .. 1 always taugkt in synagogues.. and in 
se(rel spake 1 nOlking."-John xviii 20. 

Jesus, in keeping with the mythical character, is made to claim equality and 
identity with the Father. He says (John x. 30), "1 and my Falker are one .. " 
but in the same book (John xiv. 28), he says, "Tke Falker is grealer Ikan 1" 
-(Cf. Matthew xxiv. 36.) Again, he claims superiority over his Father. 
" Tke Falker judgelk no man, 6uI kalk (ommilled all judgmenl 10 Ike Son. As 
1 Ilear 1 judge" (John v. 22, 30). And then in the same gospel he says, "1 
judge no man," (John viii. IS.) "If any man kear my words and 6elieve nol, 
1 judge kim nol .. for I (ame nol 10 judge Ike world," (John xii 47). Again, 
" I am one Ikal 6ear witness of myself. Tkougk I 6ear witness of myself, 
yel my ruord is lrue," (John viii 14, 18); which is contradicted by (John v. 31) 
"If I 6ear wilness of myself, my wilness is nollrue." He says (John v. 33, 
34) that "Jokn 6are wilness unlo Ike /rulk, 6uI I rueive nol leslimony frolll 
man," and then tells the disciples, who are supposed to have been men, that 
.. Ikey also skall 6ear witness" to or of him (John xv. 27). Again he says, 
"Lei your lighl so shine 6ifore men lkal lkey may see your good 'works," 
(Matthew v. 16). But" Take keed Ikat ye do nol your alms 6ifore men 10 6e 
seen of lkem." (Matthew vi. I). 

"Resi'sl not evil, 6uI whosoever skall smile lkee on Ihy rigkl (keek, furll 
10 him Ike olker also," (Matthew v. 39); for "all Ikallake Ike sword, shall 
perisk w,'1h tke sword," (Matthew xxvi. 52). Nevertheless," He lkal kalk no 
sword lei him sell Ius garmenl and 6uy one," (Luke xxii. 36). "1 mme nol 10 
smd Peaa 6ut a Sword," (Matthew x. 34). "Be nol afraid of lkem Ikal kill 
IIle 60dy," (Luke xii 4). Nevertheless "Jesus would nol ?£Ialk in Jewry 6emuse 
Ihe /t'lI1S soughllo killlu'm," (John vii. I). 
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I merely ask, for the sake of information, are these statements contradictory 
or are they not? 

I will but offer one or two specimens of the more serious and fundamental 
contradictions in the oUa podritia of teaching assigned to Jesus. The teaching 
of the alleged founder of Christianity in the Gospel according to Matthew 
(ch. xix. 12), is that of the Saboi, the self-mutilators, who are still extant as the 
Russian Skoptsi .. and who emasculate themselves to save their spermatic souls, 
as Origen is reputed to have done. Jesus is made to say, "There are Ellnuchs 
which made· themselves Eunuchs for the Kingdom of Heaven's sake. He that is 
able to receive it, let him receive it." And then in the opening verses of the 
very next chapter, the same teacher says, "Suffer Iiltle children and forbid them 
not, to come unto me,. lor of such is the Kingdom of Heaven." But those who 
became Eunuchs for the Kingdom of Heaven's sake could not be suffering the 
little children to come unto him or to them. They would be forbidding them 
to come at all If the Kingdom of Heaven be such as the children of Eunuchs 
it must be non-extant. As Hood's deaf shopman said of the crackers going off, 
there were so many reports he did not know which to believe. 

And where is the sense of talking so much nonsense about the "Golden 
Rule" or the Divine humanity on behalf of one who carried on the blindest 
warfare against human nature itself? Who declared that" If any man come to 
IIle and hate not his father and motn", and WIle and children, and brothers anti 
sisters, and his own life also, he cannot be my disdple" (Luke xiv. 26). And who 
promised that every follower of his who "left hOllse, or parents, or brethren, or 
wife, or children, for the Kingdom of God's sake should receive manifoldllUJre 
in the present and in the world to come life everlasting." Well may the grateful 
Musselman cry in his adorations, " Thank God OUR Father has no Sonl" 

But, I do not charge these contradictory sayings and teachings to any 
personal character. The collectors are but making use of the KI/rios, the Lord 
of the pre-Christian Mythos, the mystical Christ of the Gnostics, as a puppet 
to represent them and their divers doctrines. They make the human image 
of a God of Love to be the preacher of everlasting punishment, and the 
bearer of a fan with which he fans the fires of hell; a false foreteller of that 
which never came to pass, and the forerunner of a fulfilment which did not 
follow. In short, they make this Marionette Messiah dance to any particular 
tune they play. 

Jesus is posed as the . original revealer of a father in Heaven, whereas the 
doctrine of the Divine Fatherhood was taught in three different Egyptian Cults 
during some four thousand years previously. 

Dr. Wyld implies that I deny the existence of a personal Jesus. That is the 
misrepresentation of ignorance. But the sole historical Jesus acknowledged by 
me is the only one who was ever knov.:n to the Jews, to Celsus, to Epiphanius, 
as the descendant of JOSEPH Pandira, he, who according to Iremeus, lived to 
be over fifty years of age. 

This, I admit, was not the kind of Jesus whom the Christians find in the 
Gospels and honour as a God. 

The Gospel histories do not contain the biography of Ben-Pandira, the son 

* or whom there are large colonies along the Black Sea and the coast of Imeretia and Potio 
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of Joseph. Nor Wall it intended that they should. Their Jesus is the 
mythical Christ, the Horus of I2 years, and the adult Horus of 30 years i the 
Lord of the age, }Eon or Cycle, who came and went, and was to come again 
for those who possessed the Gnosis. 

Another writer in Light, a week earlier, could not understand how anyone 
can deny the personal existence of the " Historical Christ!" 

The Historical Christ I You might as well demand our belief in the historical 
Chronos-Time, in person-or the historical Ghost, in man or out of him. If 
the writer knew anything of the pre-Christian Spiritualism-anything of the true 
nature or even the meaning of the name-he would perceive the Historic 
Impossibility of the personal Christ. An" Historical Christ" is as much a 
nonentity as the historical Mrs. Harris. But, cui !Jono 1 I have no hope in these 
matters of any orthodox Christian Spiritualists. They have to learn the primary 
lesson, at last, that Historic Christianity was not founded on our facts until il 
luzd buried them I That it was the negation of Gnosticism, the antithesis of 
phenomenal Spiritualism. That it substituted faith for facts j a physical resurrec· 
tion for a spiritual continuity, and a corporeal Christ for the trans-corporeal 
man. 

The Christian Revelation leaves no room for modern Spiritualism, and they 
are logically, truly Christians who reject it! It recognises no other rising aga:n 
except at the last day, and then only for the few who believed in Jesus (John vi. 40). 
The Christians have no other world but one at the end of this i no other spirits 
extant excepting their physical Christ and the devil. 

People who will see nothing contradictory in direct opposites, no difference 
betwixt black and white, but rather the necessary duality of antiphonal truth, 
who can accept a misinterpretation of mythology for the Word of God, are of 
little account as witnesses for Spiritualism. They who tell a story about the 
whale swallowing Jonah are not likely to be credited when they come with 
another that looks very like Jonah swallowing the whale. Professed believers in 
the literal truth of the Gospel fables are of necessity "Suspeds" as witnesses 
for abnormal and extraordinary facts. 

Pointing to his antagonist on the platform, O'Connel once enquired of his 
audience, "Can ye believe a single word that a gentleman says who wears a 
waistcoat of thai colour? " It was yellow, and they couldn't. 

What is the use of taking your "Bible oath" that this thing is true, if the 
Book you are sworn upon is a magazine of falsehoods already exploded or just 
going off? 

Moreover, the Christian Priesthood has been preaching through all these 
centuries that the dead do not return; and the living have believed them. 

Dr. Sprenger has calculated that nine million persons have been put to death 
as Witches, Wizards, or Mediums, since 1484. when Pope Innocent VIII. issued 
his Bull against Spiritualism and all its practices, which were considered to be 
the works of the deviL 

Besides, if the Christian scheme of damnation he true, as assigned to the 
teaching of Jesus, no humane person should want to know that there is any 
hereafter. 

Spiritualism can make no headway where it has to draw after it this dead 
weight of a tail 
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Christian Spiritualism also ostentatiously proclaims that it has nothing in the 
world to do with "Woman's Rights," "Vaccination," or any such merely 
human interests. It would seek to create an ,interest in another life, whilst 
ignoring the vital interests of this. But that is to sign its own death-warrant 
and to seal its own speedy doom. This is to repeat the mistake and follow the 
failure of the Christian system of saving souls for another life whilst allowing 
them to be damned in this. At the same time, it would drag Spiritualism into 
the bankrupt business of Historic Christianity and bind up a third testament to 
save the other two, as a sort of Trinity in Unity. But as a system of thought, 
of religion, or moraIs and a mode of interpreting nature, Historic Christianity is 
moribund and cannot be saved, or resuscitated by transfusion of new blood into 
it; not if you bled Spiritualism to death in trying to give it a little new life. 
They try in vain to make our phenomena guarantee the miracles of mythology 
as spiritual realities. They try in vain to tether the other world in this and 
make it draw for the fraudulent old faith. They keep on jumping up and down 
to persuade themselves and others that they are free. But it is only a question 
of length of chain, for those who are still fettered fast at foot upon the ancient 
standing-ground 

I have not answered the writer in the paper quoted by Light, and approved 
by Dr. Wyld, for the reason that his acquaintance with my data was too limited 
to make discussion profitable or useful Those data are already presented in 
accessible books and pamphlets, and there is no need for me to repeat them in 
reply to him. Those who undertake to write on so perplexing a subject ought 
to be able to illuminate it and enlighten their opponents. The problems are 
not to be solved by any amount of personal simplicity. I am always ready to 
meet any competent and well-informed defender of the faith upon the platform 
or in the press. I should prefer it to be a bishop, who is also an Egyptologist. 
But beggars are not allowed to be choosers. I am prepared at any time to 
demonstrate the entirely mythical and mystical origin of the Christ, and the 
non-spiritual, non-historical beginnings of the vast complex called Christianity. 

GERALD MASSEY. 

[Any" Bishop Egyptologist," or even Assyriologist. of whom we have heard there are not a few in 
England, is cordially invited to defend his position in the pages of LUCIFKR. The" Son of the 
Morning" is the Light-Bearer, and welcomes light from every quarter of the globe. -ED.l 

LNoTE.-As Lucifer cannot concur in the exclusively exoteric view. taken by Mr. Massey, of this 
allegorical. though none tbe less pbilosophical, scripture. the next number will contain an article 
dealing witb tbe esoteric meaning of tbe New Testament.-ED.] 

TO THE AUTHOR OF "LIGHT ON THE PATH." 

THERE is a sentence in your "Comments" which has haunted me with a 
sense of irritation: "To obtain knowledge by experiment is too tedious a 
method for those who aspire to do real work," &c. Have we any knowledge, of 
whatever sort, that has been of use in the world, which has been obtained other
wise than experimentally? By patient and persistent toil of sifting and testing, 
we have obtained the little knowledge that is of service to us. Is there such a 

• 
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th:ng as "certain intuition" ? Has intuitive knowledge, if such there be, been 
accepted as positive knowledge until it has been submitted to the test of experi
mc:nt ? Would it be right that it should be? Your illustration of the "deter
mined workman" brings the question down (as I think the question should be 
brought) to the plane of practice. Is there any workman who can know his tools 
until he has tried them? Is not the history of knowledge the history of intuitions 
put to the test of practice? Intuitions, or what we call such, seem to me quite 
a, apt and likely to deceive us as anything in the world; we only know them 
fOT &ood when we have tried them. 

INTERROGATOR. 

It seems to me there is some co~fusion in this letter between obtaining 
knowledge by experiment, and testing it by experiment. Edison knew that his 
discoveries were only things to look for, and he tested his knowledge by experi
ment. The actual work of great inventors is the bringing of intuitive knowledge 
on to the plane of practice by applying the test of experiment. But all inventors 
are seers; and some of them having died without being able to put into practice 
the powers which they knew existed in Nature were considered madmen. Later 
on, other men are more fortuhate, and re-discover the laughed-at knowledge. 
This is an old and familiar story, but we need constantly to be reminded of it. 
How often have great musicians or great artists been regarded as "infant 
prodigies" in their childhood? They have intuitive knowledge of that power 
of which they are chosen interpreters, and experiment is only necessary in 
order to find out how to give that which they know to others. 

Intuitive knowledge in reference to the subjects with which I have been deal
ing must indeed be tested by experiment; and it is the whole purpose of 
" Light on the Path" itself, and the "Comments" to urge men to test their 
knowledge in this way. But the vital difference between this and material 
forms of knowledge is that for all occult purposes a man must obtain his own 
knowledge before he can use it. There are many subjects of time content to 
linger on through reons of slow development, and pass the threshold of eternity 
at last by sheer force of the great wheel of life with which they move; possibly 
during their interminable noviciate, they may obtain knowledge by experiment 
and with well-tested tools. Not so the pioneer, the one who claims his divine 
inheritance now. He must work as the great artists, the great inventors have 
done; obtain knowledge by intuition, and have such sublime faith in his own 
knowledge that his life is readily devoted to testing it. 

But for this purpose the testing has to be actually done in the astral 
life. In a new world, where the use of the senses is a pain, how can the work
man stay to test his tools? The old proverb about the good workman who 
never quarrels with them, however bad they are, though of course had he the 
choice he would use the best, applies here. 

As to whether intuitive knowledge exists or no, I can only ask how came 
philosophies, metaphysics, mathematics into existence? All these represent 
a portion of abstract truth. 

Before I received this letter the "Comments" for this month were written, 
in which, as it happens, I have spoken a great deal about intuitive knowledge. 
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Therefore, I will now only quote the definition of a philosopher from Plato, 
which is given near the end of Book V.,-

"I mean by philosopher, the man who is devoted to the acquisition of know
ledge, real knowledge, and not merely inquisitive. The more our citizens 
approach this temperament, the better the state will be. True knowledge in its 
perfection and its entirety, man cannot attain. But he can attain to a kind of 
knowledge of realities, if he has any knowledge at al~ because he cannot know 
nonentities. Hence his knowledge is half-way between real' knowledge and 
ignorance, and we must call it opinion." 

NOTE.-8everal questions which have been received are held over to be answered next month. 

To llu Editors 0/ LUCIFER. 

IN the interesting and lucid article oil "Karma" in your number of September 
15th, everything seems to hinge on the theory of re-incarnation. "Very well," 
says the author of that paper, "let us take the principle of re-incarnation for 
granted" But is not this a rather unphilosophical way of handling a subject of 
such gravity? Take this or that principle for granted, and you may go about 
to prove anything under the sun. It is the old weakness of begging the question. 
Is it not this taking for granted what cannot be proved, and is not attempted to 
be proved, that has led astray speculators-both scientific and religious--every
where and in every age, and is it not upon similar assumptions that the whole 
monstrous fabric of theology rests? Of course, in every kind of speculation 
one is compelled to set out with an assumption of some sort; but then the first 
thing the reader demands is, that the grounds shall be shown upon which the 
assumption rests; the assumption, whatever it be, must be made good before 
one can be asked to accept that which is to be raised upon it. And here comes 
in my question: What is the warrant or sanction for the principle of re-incarna
tion? What is the principle grounded upon? Do we undergo re-incarnation, 
and how do you know it? 

Having set out with the assumption, the author does not return to it again, 
and at the end of the article I am as uninstructed as at the outset respecting 
the pivotal principle upon which all that follows seems to tum. 

INTERROGATOR. 

The author of "Karma" will go into this question fully in a paper devoted 
entirely to the subject of re-incarnation. The two subjects are inextricably 
interwoven, but it was decided that to treat the two at the same time would 
produce too great a confusion, and offer too wide an area of speCUlation for the 
mind to grapple with. Therefore this course was adopted of taking the principle 
of re-incarnation for granted It is possible that the second paper should have 
come first, but the two theories stand side by side, not one before the other, so 
that the question of precedence was a difficult one. But it is necessary, in view 
of this blending of the ideas, that the reader shall have the complete presenta
tion of both before him, and then draw his conclusions. Therefore indulgence 
is asked until the papers dealing with each subject are completed. -As many 
readers may have felt the same difficulty as our correspondent, we are glad to 
insert this letter and reply.-ED. 
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THE KABBALAH UNVEILED. 

TRANSLATED BY S. L. MACGREGOR MATHERS." 

THE author of this welcome volume has supplied the present generation of 
students of theosophy and occultism with a text-book which has been long 
wanted and waited for. The" Zohar" is the great storehouse of the ancient 
Hebrew theosophy, supplemented by the philosophical doctrines of the mediteval 
Jewish Rabbis. It consists of several distinct yet allied tracts, each discussing 
some special branch of the subject; each tract again consists of several portions, 
a kernel of most ancient dogma, to which are added comments and explanations, 
in some cases by several hands and at very different epochs. There is sufficient 
proof that these kernels of dogma are remnants of one of the oldest systems of 
Vhilosophy that have come down to us, and they show also intrinsic evidence 
that they are associated at least with the return from the Babylonish captivity. 
On the other hand, it is pretty certain that the Zohar, in its present form, was 
put together and first printed about 1558, at Mantua, and a little later in other 
editions at Cremona and Lublin. This Mantuan edition was a revision of the 
collection of tracts collected and edited in MS. form by Moses de Leon, of 
Guadalaxara, in Spain, about 1300; even the most hostile views of the antiquity 
of the Zohar grant this much, and although direct historical evidence is not 
forthcoming of the several steps in the course of transmission of these doctrines 
from ante-Roman times, yet, as aforesaid, the internal evidence is ample to 
show the essential origination of the specially Hebrew ideas found in the Zohar 
from Rabbis, more or less tinged with a Babylonish cast, who must have flourished 
antecedent to the building of the second Temple. The tradition of the 
mediteval Rabbis definitely assigned the authorship to Rabbi Schimeon ben 
Jochai, who lived in the reign of the Roman Emperor Titus, A.D. 70-80; and it 
is the claim of authorship made on his behalf that the modem critic is so fond 
of contesting. 

The" Zohar," or "Splendour," or "Book of Illumination," and the" Sepher 
Yetl:irah " are almost the only extant books of the Kabbalah, Qbalah or Cabbala. 
The "Kabbalah Denudata" of Knorr von Rosenroth, is a Latin version of the 
former, with commentaries by himself and by certain learned Rabbis. No 
French and no German translation of the Zohar has ever been published, nor 
until the present time has any English version been printed Eliphaz Levi has, 
however. paraphrased a few chapters of the" Book of Concealed Mystery," and 
these have been printed in the Theosophist. 

Some parts of the Zohar are written in pure Hebrew, but a large portion is 
in Aramaic Chaldee, and there are passages in other dialects; this variation of 
language adds immensely to the difficulties of an accurate translation. 

Knorr von Rosenroth was a most able and compendious Hebrew savant, and 

• George Redway. IS. York Street. Covent Garden. 
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his translation of much of the Zohar into Latin is a work of established 
reputation, and has been, indeed, almost the only means by which the students 
of our era have been able to consult Hebraic philosophy. The present 
revival of theosophical studies by the English speaking races has created a 
demand for the Kabbalah in an English dress, and hence the appearance of 
the present work is well timed, and will form an epoch in the history of 
occultism; and much good fruit will no doubt be borne by a more intimate 
acquaintance with Jewish lore, which will tinge the present tendency to 
supremacy of the Sanscrit and Hermetic forms of mysticism. There is much 
reason to suppose that an attentive study of each of these forms of knowledge 
may lead one to the Hidden Wisdom; but a skilful analogy, and an investiga
tion into the three forms of dogma on parallel lines will 8ive a breadth of grasp 
and a cosmopolitan view of the matter which should lead to a happy solution 
of the great problems of life in a speedy and satisfactory manner. The 
Kabbalah may, in concise terms, be said to teach the ancient Rabbinical 
doctrines of the nature and attributes of the Divinity, the cosmogony of our 
universe, the creation of angels and the human soul, the destiny of angels and 
men, the dogma of equilibrium, and the transcendental symbolism of the 
Hebrew letters and numerals. 

Mr. Mathers, who is a most patient and persevering student, if not pro
fessor, of mystic lore, is at the same time a first-rate classical scholar, and a 
skilful interpreter of the Hebrew tongue, and his translation from the Latin, 
varied and improved by his own study of the original Chaldee, has produced 
an English version of the Kabbalah Denudata which is eloquent in its con
struction, true to its text, and lucid in its abstruseness. For the matter is 
abstruse, much of it, and some is practically incomprehensible to the beginner, 
to the world in general for certain, and perhaps to every one at the first glance. 
But it will be certainly perceived that those very portions which seem most 
extravagant at a first reading are just the passages from which later a light will 
arise and lead one on to a firm grasp of the subject. To take up this volume 
and read at odd moments is a useless and hopeless task; no progress will be 
made, at any rate at first, except by thoroughly abstracting one's individuality 
from the things of common life; disappointment can only accompany super
ficial reading. 

Great credit is due to the enterprise of Mr. Redway in publishing this volume, 
for which no very extensive sale could have been anticipated; that he has 
already distributed a considerable number is matter for congratulation to him
self and to the public. It is hoped that his success will induce him to publish 
other volumes of antique lore, of which many yet-remain more or less completely 
ignored by the present generation. 

The" Siphra Dtzenioutha," the" Idra Rabba," and the" Idra Zuta," included 
in this volume are doubtless three of the most valuable 0 f the tracts of the 
Zohar, yet there are others of equal interest. The "Book of the Revolutions of 
Souls" is a most curious and mysterious work, and the "Asch Metzareph" is a 
treatise on the relations between Theosophy and the oldest alchemical ideas 
which are known to exist; it is a work on the Asiatic plane, on the lowest of the 
four kabbalistic worlds of Emanation. 
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Beyond the limits of the Zohar proper, the "Sepher Yetzirah," is a treatise 
which for interest and instruction cannot be surpassed. 

Mr. Mathers supplies us with an introduction to the Qabalah, which stamps 
him as a master of the science, and although he refers us on some pages to 
Ginsburg (a recognised authority), yet his remarks and explanation are more 
deep and thorough than those published in Ginsburg's little English pamphlet, 
and are more discursive and complete. My remarks on the difficulty of our 
subject hardly render it necessary for me to insist on the absolute necessity of a 
painstaking study of this introduction, which will supply in a great measure the 
want of a tie novo education in Hebrew, and Hebrew modes of thought and 
expression. 

Mr. Mathers justly insists on the literal rendering of the Hebrew title by 
the spelling Qabalah, which is no doubt correct, but lays him open to a charge of 
pedantry, which perhaps does not much affect him, since it would only come from 
superficial and possibly scoffing critics. The use of the letter Q without its 
usual English companion the u is sanctioned and advised, in this connection, by 
the learned Max Miiller and other Orientalists of repute. To avoid the printing 
of Hebrew letters, the publisher has adopted a scheme of printing Hebrew 
words in English capital letters (in addition to the mode of pronunciation), 
after a method given by the author in tabular form. To the Hebrew scholar 
this gives an idea of barbarism, which is painful to the eye and- sadly mars the 
\·olume, whilst it only saves the student the task of learning an alphabet of 22 

letters. I differ from the author in representing the Hebrew Teth by T, while 
depicting the Tau by TH., the reverse would have been a closer imitation of the 
sounds. The Introduction includes a learned excursus upon the idea of 
"Negative Existence," in which considerable light is thrown on that difficult 
subject; skilful definition. are added concerning the AIN, the AIN SOPH, 
and AI~ SOPH AuR, answering in English to Negativity, The LimitlesSt and 
Limitless Light, the first essences of Deity. Several pages are devoted to a clear 
description of the Ten Sephiroth, the Numerical Conceptions of Godhead, and 
therr explanatory titles!; the Four World; of Emanation, and the component 
elements of a Human Soul; the Mysteries of the Hexagram as a type of 
Macroprosopus, the Most Holy Ancient One, or God the Father-and the 
succeeding mystery of Microprosopus, the Lesser Countenance, typified in the 
Pentagram and corresponding to the Christian Personality of the "Son of 
God," are all explained at length. The series of references to the IHvH the 
Tctra.,<7Tammaton, the Concealed Name of unknown pronunciation, form a 
valuable dissertation. The book is supplied with nine well executed diagrams, 
explanatory of the Sephiroth, the sacred names, essences of the soul, and a· 
very perfect and complete scheme of the Sephiroth in the four worlds of 
emanation associated with the Vision of Ezekiel. Mr. Mathers desires to call 
special attention to the differentiation of the Deity in the Emanations, into the 
female type in addition to masculine characteristics: note the idealism of the 
Superior HE, Binah, the Mother, and the Inferior HE, Malkuth, the Bride of 
Microprosopus, the Kingdom of God (the Son of God and his Bride the 
Church), ,note that Genesis i. 26, !says "let Us make man in our image," 
"male and female created he them;" the "liS" is "Elohim," a noun in 
the plural. 
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The" Siphra Dtzenioutha," or "Book of Concealed Mystery," is the most 
difficult of comprehension. Mr. Mathers adds a running commentary of his 
own, which proves to be very valuable. It consists of five chapters; in the 
first are found references to the Mystical Equilibrium, the worlds of unbalanced 
force characterised as the Edomite kings, the Vast Countenance, Theli the 
Dragon, the powers of IHVH, and the essence of the female power-the Mother. 
The second chapter mentions the Beard of Truth, and passes on to define 
Microprosopus. The third chapter treats of the Beard of Microprosopus in an 
allegorical manner, and of the formation of the Supernal Man. An annotation 
follows concerning Prayer, and a curious note on the word AMEN! as composed 
of IHVH, and ADNI Adonai or Lord. Chapter IV. treats of the male and female 
essences, and has a curious note on the Hebrew letter H~ speaking of it as 
female, and composed of D, Daleth, and I, Jod-a great mystery worthy of 
study. Chapter V. speaks of the Supernal Eden, the Heavens, the Earth, the 
Waters, the Giants-Nephilim in the earth, wars of the kings, the tree of know
ledge of good and evil, the serpent, and the houses of judgment; so that this 
treatise is no less discursive than abstruse. 

The "Idra Rabba," or "Greater Holy Assembly," consisted of ten 
Rabbis, of whom Rabbi Schimeon was chief, and the book contains their 
several speeches and comments upon the doctrines laid down by Rabbi 
Schimeon, on a similar plan to the conversations narrated in the Book of Job. 
Twenty-five chapters are occupied with an allegory of the several parts of 
Macroprosopus, the type of God the Father; the twenty-sixth concerns the 
Edomite kings, the vanished creations; Chapters XXVII. to XLII. are an 
allegorical description of Microprosopus, the Son Deity, the V or Vau of the 
Tetragrammaton; Chapter XLIII. concerns the Judgments; XLIV., the 
Supernal Man; and XLV. is a Conclusion, in narrative form, of the passing 
away of three of the ten Rabbis, and the acknowledgment of R. Schimeon as 
chief of them all 

Very much of this descriptive volume referring to Deity is not only abstruse, 
but is, to the modern European, verbiage run wild; yet in this characteristic it is 
truly Oriental and Hebrew; some passages remind me very much of the "Song 
of Solomon," there are the same exuberant and flowery outbursts of poetic 
imagery. 

The "Idra Zuta," or "Lesser Holy Assembly," is a similar treatise, ex
planatory of the Holy powers of the Deity, ascribing honour and power to 
Macroprosopus, Microprosopus, AlMA the God Mother, and the Bride of God; 
with instructive allusions to the Prior Worlds of the so-called Edom:te Kings, 
and the sexual aspects of Godhead. The work concludes with a narrative of the 
death of R. Schimeon and his buria~ the whole "Idra" being his last dying 
declaration of doctrine. 

It is noteworthy that the words of the" Smaragdime Tablet of Hermes "
"that which is below is like that which is above" occur in paragraph 388 of 
the Idra Rabba, and are thus introduced, "We have learned through Barietha, 
the tradition given forth witkout the Holy City." I note also that the Mischna 
is mentioned in the Idra Zuta. Want of space compels me to omit all 
extracts from this volume, which is a matter of regret, as many passages are 
very eloquently written. 
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A flaw in this book is the construction of the Index, which should have con
tained sub-headings, as well as main headings. Of what value is the entry 
II Microprosopus," followed by eleven lines each of fourteen page-numbers? A 
score of references, suh-divided between his characteristics, his relationships, and 
his titles would have been of more practical use. With this exception, and 
when the abomination of Hebrew in English letters has been tolerated, we must 
acknowledge the production of a most valuable theosophical and philosophical 
storehouse of ancient Hebrew doctrine. on which Mr. MacGregor Mathers may 
be heartily congratulated 

W. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B. 

"AN ADVENTURE AMONG THE ROSICRUCIANS." 

By A STUDENT OF OCCULTISM.· 

A STRANGE and original little story, charmingly fantastic, but full of poetic 
feeling and, what is more, of deep philosophical and occult truths, for those 
who can perceive the ground-work it is built upon. A fresh Eclogue of Virgil 
in its first part, descriptive of Alpine scenery in the Tyrol, where the author 
II dreamt" his adventure, with "shining glaciers glistening like vast mirrors in 
the light of the rising sun," deep ravines with rushing streams dancing between 
the cliffs, blue lakes slumbering among the meadows, and daisy-sprinkled 
valleys resting in the shadow of old pine forests. 

Gradually as the hero of the "Adventure" ascended higher and higher, he 
began losing the sense of the world of the real, to pass unconsciously into the 
land of waking dreams. 

" In these solitudes there is nothing to remind one of the existence of man, except occasionally the 
sawed-oft' trunk of a tree, showing the destructive inftuence of human activity. In some old, roUen, 
and hollow trunks rain-water has collected, sparkling in the sun like little mirrors, such as may be 
nsed by water-nymphs, and around their edges mushrooms are growing, which our imagination 
transforms into chairs, tables, and baldachinos for elves and fairies. . • . No sound could now 
be heard, except occasionally the note of a titmouse and the cry of a hawk who rose in long-drawn 
spiral motion high up into the air. . . ." 

Throwing himself upon the moss, he begins watching the play of the water 
until it becomes" alive with forms of the most singular shape," with super
mundane beings dancing in the spray, "shaking·their heads in the sunshine and 
throwing off showers of liquid silver from their waving locks." . . 

"1beir laughter sounded like that of the Falls of .lli""maAa, and from the crevices of the rocks 
peeped the ugly faces of gnomes and kobolds, watching slyly the fairies." 

Then the dreamer asks himself a variety of questions of the most perplexing 
nature, except, perhaps, to the materialist, who cuts every psychological problem 
as Alexander cleft the Gordian knot. 

"What is the reason that we imagine such things?" he inquires. 
,. Why do we endow • dead' things with human consciousness and with sensation 1 • • • Is 

our consciousness merely a product of the organic activity of our physical body, or is it a function 

• Copyrighted by Franz Hartmann, Boston Occult Publishing Co., 1887. 
10 
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of the universal life • • • within the body? Is our personal consciousness dependent for its 
existence on the existence of the physical body, and does it die with it; or is there a spiritual con
sciousness, belonging to a higher, immortal, and invisible self of man, temporarily connected with 
the organism, but which may exist independently of the latter? If such is the case, if our physical 
organism is merely an instrument through which our consciousness acts, then this instrument is .. 01 
our real self. If this is true, then our real self is there where our consciouSness exists, and may exist 
independently of the latter. • • • Can there be any dead matter in the Universe? Is not even a 
stone held together by the' cohesion' of its particles, and attracted to the earth by , gravitation'? 
But what else is this • cohesion' and • gravitation' but nurgy, and what is • energy' but the SOIl/, 

an interior principle caned/one, which produces an 'outward manifestation called tIItlIln'? • • • 
All things possess life, all things possess soul, and there may be soul-beings • • • invisible to 
our physical senses, but which may be perceived by our soul" (p. 19-) 

The arch-druid of modem Hylo-Idealism, Dr. Lewins, failing to appear to 
rudely shake our philosopher out of his unscientific thoughts, a dwarf appears in 
his stead, The creature, however, does not warn the dreamer, as that too-learned 
Idealist would, He does not tell him that he transcends "the limits of the 
anatomy of his conscious Ego," since" psychosis is now diagnosed by medico
psychologiml symptomatology as vesiculo-neurosis in activity,"" and-as quoth 
the raven-" merely this, and nothing more," But being a cretin, he laughingly 
invites him to his" Master." 

The hero follows, and finds he is brought to a "theosophical monastery," in 
a hidden valley of the most gorgeous description. Therein he meets, to his 
surprise, with adepts of both sexes; for, as he learns later:-

,. What has intelligence to do with the sex of the body? Where the sexual instincts end, there ends 
the influence of the sex." 

Meanwhile, he is brought into the presence of a male adept of majestic 
appearance, who welcomes and informs him that he is among "The Brothers of 
the Golden and Rosy Cross." He is invited to remain with them for some 
time, and see how they live. His permanent residence with them is, however, 
objected to. The reasons given for it are as follow :-

.. There are still too many of the lower and animal elements adhering to your constitution. • • • 
They could not resist long the destructive influence of the pure and spiritual air of this place: and, 
as you have not yet a sufficient amount of truly spiritual elements in your organism to render it firm 
and strong, you would, by remaining here, soon become weak and waste away, like a person in con
sumption; you would become miserable instead of being happy, and you would die." 

Then follows a philosophical conversation on WILL, in which the latter, in 
individual man, is said to become the stronger if it only uses the universal 
WiII-Power in Nature, itself remaining passive in the LAw. This sentence has 
to be well understood, lest it should lead the reader into the error of accepting 
pure mediumistic passivity as the best thing for spiritual and occult development. 
A phenomenon is produced on a passing cloud, into which apparent life is 
infused by the Masters hand, stretched towards it; this is again explained by 
showing that LIFE is universal and identical with WILL. Other phenomena 
still more wonderful follow; and they are all explained as being produced 
through natural laws, in which science will not believe. The thoughts of the 
student are read and answered as though his mind were an opened book. A 
lovely garden, full of exotic plants and luxurious palm-trees, into which he is 
taken, striking him as something unnatural in the Tyrolean Alps; so much 
* .. What is Religion: A Vindication of Free Thought." By C. N., annotated by Robert Lewins. 

M.D. See his Appendices, p. 35, et seg. 
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luxury, moreover, seeming to him to disagree with the ascetic views just 
expressed by the adept, he is told forthwith, in answer to his unexpressed 
thoughts, that the garden had been erected to make his visit an agreeable one; 
and that it was an illusion. "All these trees and plants . . . . require no 
gardeners, .... they cost us nothing but an effort of our imagination"
he learns. 

"Surely," he said, "this rose cannot be an illusion . . . . or an effect of my 
imagination? " 

" No," answered the adept . . . • "but it is a product of the imagination 
of Nature, whose processes can be guided by the will of the adept. The whole 
world . . . . is nothing else but a world of the imagination of the Universal 
Mind, which is the Creator of forms. . . . . " 

To exemplify the teaching, a Magnolia Tree in full blossom' sixty feet high, 
standing at a distance, is made to look less and less dense. The green foliage 
fades into gray, becomes" more and more shadowy and transparent," until "it 
seemed to be merely the ghost of a tree, and finally disappeared entirely from 
,,-jew." 

., Thus" continued the adept, .. you see that tree stood in the sphere of my mind as it stood in 
yaus. We are a1lJiving within the sphere of each other's mind. • . . . The Adept creates his 
own images ; the ordinary mortal lives in the products of the imagination of others, or the imagina. 
tion of nature. We live in the paradise of our own soul • . • • but the spheres of our souls 
are not narrow. They have expanded far beyond the limits of the visible bodies, and will continue to 
expand until they become one with the universal Soul . . • . .. 

.. The power of the imagination is yet too little known to mankind, else they would better beware 
of wbat they think. If a man thinks a good or an evil thought, that thought calls into existence a 
corresponding form or power • . . • which may assume density and become living . • • • 
and live long after the physical body of the man who created it has died. It will accompany his 
soul after death, because tile cnatiollS an attracted 10 tAeir cnalor." (p. 83.) 

Scattered hither and thither, through this little volume are pearls of wisdom 
For that which is rendered in the shape of dialogue and monologue is the fruit 
gathered by the author during a long research in old forgotten and mouldy, 
MSS. of the Roscrucians, or medizval alchemists, and in the worm-eaten 
i,,/oglios of unrecognized, yet great adepts of every age. 

Thus when the author approaches the subject of theosophical retreats or 
communities-a dream cherished by many a theosophist-he is answered by 
the" Adept" that "the true ascetic is lie who lives in tile worltl, surrounded by 
its temptations; he in whose soul the animal elements are still active, craving for, 
the gratification of their desires and possessing the means for such gratification, 
but who by tile superior power of hi's will Cf)nfjuers his animal self. Having 
attained that state he may retire from the world . . .. He expects no 
future reward in heaven; for what could heaven offer him except happiness 
which he already possesses? He desires no other good, but to create good for 
the world." . . •. Saith the Adept . 

• , If you could establish theosophical monasteries, where intellectual and spiritual development 
would go hand-in-hand, where a new science could be taught, based upon a true knowledge of the 
fuDdamentai laws of the universe, and when, at the same time man would be taught how to obtain a 
mastery over himself, you would confer the greatest possible benefit upon the world. Such a con
vent woa1d alford immense advantage for the advancement of intellectual research. •• These 
c:oavents would become centres of intelligence. • • ... 
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Then, reading the student's thoughts : 

.. You mistake," he added; .. it is not the want of money which prevents us to execute the idea. 
It is the impossibility to find the proper kind of people to inhabit the' convent after it is estabUshed. 
Indeed, we would be poor Alchemists if we conld not produce gold in any desirable quantity. • . 
but gold is a curse to mankind, and we do not wish to increase the curse. • • • Distribute gold 
among men, and you will only create craving for more; give them gold, and you win transfonn 
them into devils. No, it is not gold that we need; it is men who thirst after wisdom. Tllen on 
llunutlllds w.to tlesin Inwrt1ledge, /Jill/_ w.to tlesin wistloa. • • • Even many of your would-be 
Occultists • • • have taken up their investigations merely for the purpose of gratifying idle 
auiosity, while others desire to pry into the secrets of nature, to obtain knowledge which they desire 
to employ for the attainment of selfish ends. Give us men or women who desire nothing else but the 
truth, and we will take care of their needs. • • • ~' 

And then having given a startlingly true picture of modern civilisation, and 
explained the occult side-of certain things pertaining to knowledge, the Adept 
led on the student to his laboratory, where he left him for a few minutes alone. 
Then another adept, looking like a monk, joined him, and drew his attention to 
some powders, by the fumigations of which the Elementals, or "Spirits of Nature" 
could be made to appear. This provoked the student's curiosity. Sure of his 
invulnerability in the matter of tests and temptations, he begged to be allowed 
to see these creatures. 

Suddenly the room looked dim, and the walls of the laboratory disappeared. 
He felt he was in the water, light as a feather, dancing on the waves, with the 
full moon pouring torrents of light upon the ocean, and the beautiful Isle of 
Ceylon appearing in the distance. The melodious sound of female voices 
made him espy near to where he was three beautiful female beings. The 
Queen of the Undines, the most lovely of the three-for these were the 
longed-for Elementals--entices the unwary student to her submarine palace. 
He follows her, and, forgetting theosophical convents, Adepts and Occultism, 
succumbs to the temptation. 

Was it but a dream? It would so appear. For he awakes on the mossy 
plot where he had lain to rest in the morning, and from whence he had followed 
the dwarf. But how comes it that he finds in his button-hole the exotic lily 
given to him by the adept lady, and in his pocket the piece of gold trans
muted in his presence by the "Master"? He rushes home, and finds on the 
table of his hotel-room a promised work on "The Secret Symbols of the 
Rosicrucians," and on its fiy-Ieaf a few words in pencil. They ran thus :-

"Priend, I regret . •. J cannot invite )'OU to vis# us again for tlu pre
sent. He wko desires to remain in tke peaceful valley must know how to resist 
all sensual attraC/ions, even tkose 01 the Water Queen. Study... bring 
the circle into the square, morhJy tlu metals . .. Wlun you have succeeded flle 
shall meet again. . • . I shall be w#h you when you need me." 

The work ends with the quotation from Paul's Second Epistle to the Corin
thians, where the man caught up into Paradise (whether in the body or out of 
the body ... God knoweth) "heard unspeakable words, wlzich ;t;s "ot 
lawlulfor a man to utter • ..• " 

The "adventure" is more than worth perusal. 
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TABULA BEMBINA SIVE MENSA ISIACA. THE ISIAC TABLET 
OF CARDINAL BEMBO. ITS HISTORY AND OCCULT SIG
NIFICANCE. 

By W. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B. BATH. R. H. FRYAR, 1887. 

THIS work is a monograph of 20 foolscap folio pages, on the celebrated Isiac 
Tablet. It is well and clearly printed in good-sized type on good paper, and 
has for frontispiece a well-executed photogravure of the Tablet itself, from a 
drawing made by the author some years previously. It is written in the clear 
style which distinguishes Dr. Westcott's writings, and in all quotations chapter 
and verse are scrupulously given. Three centuries ago this Tablet greatly ex
ercised the minds of the learned, and continued to do so till the researches of 
modem Egyptologists began to throw some doubt upon its authenticity as a 
reliable specimen of ancient Egyptian art; since which time the interest in it has 
gradually declined Undoubtedly occult, as its meaning and symbolism alike are, 
we feel that this monograph will be of service to all lovers and students of the 
mystical ideas of ancient Egypt. The first thing which strikes the eye of even 
the most careless observer is the careful and systematic arrangement of the 
figures and emblems in triads, or groups of three, which system of classification 
prevailed in the religious symbolism of the Egyptians. The Tablet, again, is 
divided by transverse horizontal lines into three principal portions, Upper, 
Lower, and Middle, the latter being sub-divided by vertical lines into three parts, 
the centre of which is occupied by a throned female figure, flanked on each 
side by a triad, of which the central figure in each instance is seated. Thus 
the Upper and Lower portions of the Tablet give each a Dodecad sub-divided 
into Triads, while the central portion forms a Heptad. This at once corre
sponds to the symbolism of the M'~' -,gO, Seplur Yetzirak, Chapter 
VI., § 3. "The Triad, the Unity which standeth one and alone, the Heptad 
divided into Three as opposed to Three and the Centre Mediating between 
them, the Twelve which stand in war . . . • the Unity above the Triad, the 
Triad above the Heptad, the Heptad above the Dodecad and they are all 
bound together each with each." 

Commencing with a description of the Tablet, Dr. Westcott gives as much as 
is known of its history, quoting from Kircher, Keysler, Murray, and others. It 
appears that it was first discovered in Rome, at a spot where a Temple of Isis 
had once stood. After the sack of Rome by the Constable De Bourbon, it fell 
into the hands of a smith, who sold it to Cardinal Bembo for a large sum. At 
his death it came into the possession of the Dukes of Mantua, at the taking of 
w.hich city in 1630, it passed into the hands of Cardinal Pavao It is now in the 
Museum of Egyptian Antiquities at Turin. The dimensions are 4 ft. 2 in., by 
2 ft. S~ in. Thus its experiences during the last few centuries have been 
rather stormy. 

Mter mentioning }Eneas De Vico and Pignorius, Dr. Westcott gives us an 
extensive digest of the views· of Athanasius Kircher, from whose plate in the 
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" CEdipus .Mgyptiacus" the photogravure at the commencement is taken. 
Kircher undoubtedly more nearly grasped the esoteric design of the tablet than 
anyone except Eliphas Levi, and his attempted explanation marks him alike as 
a profound scholar and an advanced mystic, notwithstanding the great 
disadvantages with which he had to contend in the utter ignorance of 
Egyptology as it is now understood, which prevailed at the date at which he 
wrote. 

Quotations and notes from Montfau90n, Shuckford, Warburton, Jablonski, 
Caylus, Banier, Mackenzie, Kenealy, and Winckelman follow the excerpts from 
Kircher, and we then come to the views of modem Egyptologists on the 
subject, notably those of Professor Le Page Renouf as expressed to Dr 
Westcott in person. The reasons they assign for doubting the authenticity of 
the Tablet are briefly these :-that they consider the execution of the work 
stamps it as a Roman production; that the hieroglyphics will not read so as to 
make sense; that the running pattern with the masks would never have been 
employed by an Egyptian; and that some of the best known Egyptian deities 
are conspicuous by their absence. In answer to these attacks Dr. Westcott 
wisely remarks that "it is a gross absurdity to suppose that any man capable of 
designing such a tablet, over which immense energy, research, and knowledge 
must have been expended, to say nothing of the skill displayed in its execution, 
should have wasted his abilities in perpetrating a gigantic- hoax ; for that is, I 
suppose, what some modem writers mean who call it a 'forgery'; but aforgery 
is a deceitful imitation. How it can be called an imitation considering that its 
special character is that of being different to any other Stel~ or Tablet known is 
not clear; and how it can be a deceit is also incomprehensible, since it bears no 
name or date purporting to refer it to a definite author or period" 

On page 16 Dr. Westcott observes that the Four Genii of the Dead are 
conspicuous by their absence, but he seems to overlook their representation in 
figure 41 of the Limbus, where the sepulchral vases beneath the couch have, as 
usual, the heads of the Genii of the Dead 

A quotation, together with a plate from Levi's "Histoire de la Magie," 
follows this, together with a disquisition on the Taro, which has so much 
exercised occult students of late. Altogether the book is an extremely 
interesting production, and Dr. Westcott puts forward his own views on the 
subject with much clearness. 
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REVIEWS. 

EARTH'S EARLIEST AGES 

A~D THEIR CON~EcrION WITH MODER.."l SPIRITUALISM AND THEOSOPHY. 

By C. H. PEMBER, M.A. (Hodder & Stoughton). 

To meet with a book like this in the last quarter of the nineteenth century is 
like meeting a Pterodactyl strolling along the Row in the height of the season. 
But more careful perusal, while augmenting the reader's wonder, mingles with it 
a certain respect for the writer's courage and unflinching logic. 

Granting his fundamental premiss-the verbal inspiration of the Bible-and 
accepting his first principle of interpretation, his argument is at least consistent, 
and is weakened by no half-hearted pandering to the facts of experience or the 
discoveries of science. 

To quote Mr. Pember's primary canon, he assumes-

I. .. That the first chapter of Genesis, equally with those which follow it, is, in its pimary meaning, 
neither vision nOl" allegory, but plain history, and must, therefore, be accepted as a literal statement 
of facts. " 

On this basis he gives an interpretation of Genesis, the main idea of which is 
the interposition of "The Interval" between the creation and the "Six Days" 
described in the text. During this period the earth was wholly given over to 
Satan and his host, and the "Six Days" creation was, according to Mr. Pember, 
the restoration and reformation of the world from this chaos of confusion. 

But space forbids to follow the author into details, since one-half of his 
volume is devoted to the subject indicated in its sub-title, and this portion is of 
greater interest to readers of LUCIFER. 

As an accurate and thorough student of the work of those he condemns, Mr. 
Pember stands unrivalled He has both read and understood-a very large part of 
the literature of Theosophy and Spiritualism. His quotations are fair and well 
chosen, his comments strictly moderate in tone and entirely free from any 
personal animus. And these traits are the more surprising since the author has 
certainly got the "Powers of the Air" very much on the brain. It is hardly 
even a rhetorical expression to say that it is his firm and unshakeable conviction, 
that all persons who do not hold the same views of Biblical criticism and 
Scriptural exegesis as Mr. Pember, are, to the extent of their difference from 
him, serving the Powers of Evil, the Personal Devil, the Antichrist, whose 
coming he expects in the very near future. 

On this point only Mr. Pember does not seem to have the courage of his 
opinions; perhaps he does not see, or seeing does not realise, the inevitable 
conclusion to which his arguments point. But then he may, after all, take 
refuge in the famous &redo quia a!Jsurdum. 

The author, moreover, is sure to meet with scant sympathy even from the 
materialists to whom he is most nearly allied in thought. For he accepts, en "loc, 
the phenomena and wonders of spiritualism as of occultism, and never 
attempts even to question their reality. Meanwhile, he believes in the 
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resurrection of the physical body after death, in a physical kingdom of Christ 
upon earth, and so on. Indeed, his views are the most remarkable compound 
of pure materialism and wholesale acceptance of the psychic and so-called 
supernatural that have ever appeared in print. 

To sum up, a few passages may be quoted to give an idea of the spirit of 
Mr. Pember's treatment of this part of the subject, which at the same time will 
be the most telling criticism of his book to the minds of those who have grasped 
the ideas of which he speaks . 

.. • •• the existence, in all times of the world's history, of persons with abnormal faculties, initiates of 
the great mysteries and depositors of the secrets of antiquity, has been affirmed by a testimony far too 
universal and persistent to admit of denial. . • • He who would be an adept must conform to the 
teaching of those demons, predicted leaders of the last apostasy, who forbid to marry, and command 
to abstain from meaL" 

.. We have never met with a single z:eported instance of a spirit entering the lower spheres with the 
glad tidings, "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved." On the contrary, among 
Spiritualists. as with Theosophists and Buddhists, sin can be expiated only by personal suffering. . . . 
.. Sin," shrieks the familiar of .. M. A. Oxon," .. is remediable by repentance and atonement and 
reparation personally wrought out in pain and shame, not by coward cries for mercy, and by feigned 
assent to statements which ought to create a shudder." 

Mr. Pember, therefore, believes in vicarious atonement in its crudest form ? 
He teaches that "repentance and faith" save man from tile consequences of his 
actions! 

After describing the" Perfect Way" as "an ecclesiastical compound of 
Heathenism" (with a capital H), the author proceeds to expound the doctrine of 
reincarnation as therein set forth. Nothing can be fairer or more corre~t than 
this exposition, at the conclusion of which we read : 

.. Jews, Christians, Buddhists and Mahommedans • • • will become able to unite in a univessal 
belief that sin is expiated by transmigrations and in the worship of 'the Great Goddess. The 
conception of a second league of Babel has been formed in the minds of Theosophists. 

And even then, would not such a league be better than the sectarian wars, 
the religious persecutions, the tests and disabilities which still disfigure 
Christendom in the name of religion? 

Further on the author refers to the occult axiom that "whereas God is I AM, 
or positive being, the Devil is NOT, and remarks : 

.. There is little doubt that the culminations of the Mysteries was the worship of Satan himselt 
It would appear, then, that from remote ages, prohably from the time when the Nephilim [the fallen 
angels of Satan's Host] were upon earth, there bas existed a league with the Prince of Dalkness, a 
Society of men consciously on the sic!e of Satan, and against the Most Higb • 

.. The spells by which spirits may be summoned from the unseen are now known to all; and those 
unearthly forms which in past times were projected from the void only in the labyrinths, caverns, and 
subterranean chambers of the initiated, are now manifesting themselves in many a private drawing
room and parlour. Men have become enamoured of demons, and ere long will receive the Prince of 
the Demons as their God. 'J 

Theosophy, says Mr. Pember, will become the creed of the intellectual and 
the educated, while Spiritualism influences the masses of mankind. And he 
traces the influences of Theosophy and Buddhism in "Broad-Churchism, Uni
versalism, Comtism, Secularism, and Quietism." Nay, even under the Temper
ance movement he spies the lurking serpent of esoteric teaching and guidance, 
and he cites letters from Christian friends complaining that these and other 
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philanthropic movements are being swamped, and their periodicals occupied by 
Theosophists, who work on Buddhist principles. 

In Ius concluding chapter, the author sums up a truly formidable array of 
evidences to prove that" the advocates of modem thought array themselves 
against every principle of the early revelations of the Divine Will," apparently 
since they deny and repudiate the following "cosmic or universal laws" :-

I. The law of the Sabbath. 
IL The headship of the man over the woman. 

Ill. The institution of marriage [i.e., they practise celi6acy]. 
IV. The law of substitution, that life must atone for life, and that without shedding of blood there 

is no remission, as taught in type by animal sacrifices. Latter-day philosophers affect 
the utmost horror of such a salvation, and will have none of Christ. 

V. The command to use the flesh of animals as food. 
VI. The decree that .. whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed." 

VII. The direction to multiply and replenish the earth. 

The charge of disobedience to such laws as these every mystic will joyfulIr 
admit, with the cry, "Happy will it be for all things living when such laws 
shall no longer be obeyed by any living creature." 

These laws, the disobedience to which Mr. Pember so much regrets in the 
later schools, date from the dark past when man had to form his physical exist
ence and root it upon the earth, if they are some of the early revelations of 
the" Divine Wil!," that is no reason why they should rule mankind when its 
wndition is changed and it is emerging from the darkness of Materiali:;m, and 
losing, from its natural growth towards that Divine will, the desire for physical 
existence. The Mosaic laws were made by the Jehovah, the God of anger and 
cruelty. In spite of the strange inconsistency by which the followers of Jesus 
Christ, the teacher of a gentle and sublime faith, read in their churches these 
Mosaic laws, yet they are empty words from a past of bloodshed to the humane 
or religious man. The occultist professes even more than religion-he dares 
to avow himself a follower of the light, an aspirant towards knowledge, and onc 
who is determmea to live the noblest life knowledge can indicate. What to 
him are the laws of murder, of the shedding of blood, of marriage and giving in 
marriage? It is not his aim to help people the earth, for he desires to lift 
himself and others above the craving for earth-life. He commits no murder, for 
all men are his brethren, and he no longer recognises the brutal law of the 
criminal, by which, when blood is shed, blood must be again shed to wash it 
away. He can have no interest either in the straightforward laws of the past, or 
the complicated modem law of the present-which permits of many things the 
Jews would have been ashamed of, The only law he recognises is that of charity 
and justice. 

There is a charming page in the introdudion, a ring of genuine sorrow for 
the failure of certain missionaries in their cowardly attack upon the theosophical 
leaders, as refreshing as it is ludicrous. The Jeremiad runs in this wise:-

" It would seem that the attack of the Madras Christian College upon Madame Blavatsky has by 
DO means checked the movement in which she has been so conspicuous an actor, and, apparently, 
the failure is nowhere more manifest than in Madras itself. It was confidently predicted that the 
High Priestess of Theosophy and Buddhism would not dare to show her face again in that city. 
Nevertheless she did so, and • • • received a warm welcome, not merely from the members of 
the Theosophical societies, but also from the members of the various colleges and from many othe 
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persons. She was conducted in procession from the shore to the Pancheappa Hall. and was there 
presented by the students with an address of sympathy and admiration, to which, among other 
signatures, were appended those of more than three hundred members of the very Christian College 
whose professors had assailed her." 

And he adds, CI Satan is now setting in motion intellectual forces which will 
be more than a match for the missionaries, if they persist in carrying on the 
warfare in the old way." 

Too much praise cannot be rendered to Mr. Pember for his fairness and 
impersonality. He writes as becomes a scholar and a gentleman, and though 
one may smile at his intellectual blindness and stand amazed at the mental 
capacity which can digest the views which he maintains, one cannot but respect 
his earnestness, his thoroughness, and his mastery of the subject. 

B. K. 

ISAURE AND OTHER POEMS. 

By W. STEWART Ross. 

THE poem which gives its name to this volume of ringing verse is, as may 
easily be conjectured, the lament of a poet over his love torn from him by 
inexorable death. 

A true instinct has taught the author that it is such hours of agony as this, 
such piercing of the heart, such fierce and burning torture, which reveal to the 
noble soul capable of intense suffering the inner truths and realities of life. 

To quote: 
.. I stand on the cis-mortal, 

And I gaze with 'wildered eye, 
To the mists of the trans-mortal, 

And the signs called Live and Die. 

Let me dream in this cis-mortal, 
And the noblest dream I can. 

Let me dream far from the formu1re, 
And I may dream more nigh 

To the sable shore of mystery, 
And the signs of Live and DIe." 

Some passages in this opening poem are instinct with the breath of mysticism, 
and rouse a keen desire that Mr. Stewart Ross had become acquainted, in that 
period of his life when this book was written, with the wider and grander view 
of life as a whole, of its purpose and meaning, of its laws and its realities, 
which occultism affords to a mind capable of grasping them. 

Surely the man who could write: 

And again: 
., For death and life are really one. .. 

" For the mystic Part is gathered 
Unto the mystic Whole. 

And the vague lines of non-Being 
Are scribbled o'er thy souL" 
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must have the power to sense the keener air of the subtle life and grasp its 
glorious promise. 

What pilgrim of the path has not felt: 

.. Hard-paced the iron years have gone 
Over my head sinee then ; 

I've haunted in a waking dream 
The paths of living men; 

But of this world my kingdom's Dot, 
Like him of Galilee, 

For I grasp hands they caDIlot feel, 
See forms they c:annot see." 

In .. Leonore: A Lay of Dipsomania," one of the most terrible sides of 
human life is depicted with a vividness which tortures the reader, and flings a 
gloom on the inexorable sweep of life, fitly in keeping with the vi$ion pictured 
in "A Nightmare." A mystic, struggling with the negations of modem science, 
battling to assert the intuitive knowledge of his true self against its captious 
intellectualisms, speaks through this picture of desolation and decay, protesting 
against the disappearance of all that is great and valuable in life under the waves 
of oblivion. 

But no man in whom the spark of true poetic inspiration burns can ever in 
the depths of his own heart accept the lifeless, empty, unreal phantom which 
materialism offers as the aim, the purpose, the fulfilment of life. We hope, 
therefore, that Mr. Stewart Ross will some day give us a volume of poetry in 
which his true power and insight will find expression, and which will enroll his 
name on the list of those who have given new life to men. 

One cannot fill a vacuum from within itself.-LS.C. 

Many a man will follow a misleader.-LS.C. 

It is not necessary for truth to put on boxing-gloves.-LS.C. 

You cannot build a temple of truth by hammering dead stones. Its founda
tions must precipitate themselves like crystals from the solution of life.-LS.C. 

When a certain point is reached pain becomes its own anodyne.-LS.C. 

Some pluck the fruits of the tree (of knowledge) to crown themselves there
with, instead of plucking them to eat.-LS.C. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST: a magazine 
of Orient'll Philosophy, Art, Literature, 
and Occultism, conducted by H. P. 
Blavatsky, and H. S. Olcott, Permanent 
President of the T. S. Vol. VIII., 1887. 
Madras, India. In London, George Red
way. IS, York Street, Covent Garden. 

The September number contains 
several articles of great interest. For 
lovers of the wonderful, as for the more 
scientifically inclined students of the laws 
of psycho· physics, the account given by 
Sreenath Chatterjee, of a self-levitating 
lama who stayed for some days in his 
house, is both interesting and instructive. 
It is endorsed by Colonel Olcott and 
another independent witness, and bears 
evident marks of genuine and careful 
observation. Curious and wonderful as 
such feats are, however, they have little 
to do with Theosophy. 

To many readers such articles as Mr_ 
Khandalwala's "The Bhagavat-Gita and 
the Microcosmic Principles" will be far 
more attractive. The questions pro
pounded in this paper have a very im· 
portant bearing upon a question which 
has recently been a good deal under 
discussion, and it is to be hoped that 
it will elicit from Mr. Subba Row the 
further explanation of his views whic,h is 
so much needed. 

Visconde Figani~re continues his 
"Esoteric Studies" with some abstruse 
but very interesting calculations as to the 
composition of the alchemical elements 
during various cycles_ A page of moral 
maxims from the Mahabharata and a 
thoughtful paper on the "Kabbalah and 
the Microcosm" contribute to make this 
number full of valuable matter. 

THE PATH; "a magazine devoted 
to the Brotherhood of Humanity, 
Theosophy in America, and the Study of 
Occult Science, Philosophy. and Aryan 
Literature." Edited by W. Q. judge, 
New York, P. O. Box 2,659. and in 
London from George Redway. 

In the September issue, the opening 
paper is the fourth of "jasper Nie
Illand's" admirable "Letters on the 
True." Its subject is the " Mind" 

(ilfanas) or Heart in its relation to the 
Soul. Both analysis and synthesis are 
employed by the writer, with the intuition 
of a true mystic, and many suggestive 
gleams of light are thrown on an exceed
ingly difficult subject in the course of a 
few pages. 

The idea of re-incarnation is traced by 
Mr. Walker in the writings of various 
poets; Mr. Johnston contributes an inter
esting paper on "Gospels and Upani
shads," and " Rameses " gives us a charm
ing allegory under the archaic title of 
•• Pap~s," and the number concludes 
with • Tea-Table Talk," which is, as usual. 
quaint, yet instructive. Finally, thanks 
are due to Mr. judge for the kind and 
cordial welcome he has extended to LUCI
FER; the first number of which has, it is 
to be hoped, fulfilled the flattering expec
tations he expresses. 

LE LOTUS:"Revue des Hautes Etudes 
Theosophiques. Tendant a favoriser Ie 
rapprochement entre l'Orient et l'Occi
dent." Sous l'inspiration de H. P. Blavat
sky (nominally, but edited in reality, by 
our able brother, F. K. Gaborian, F.T.S.). 
Georges Carre, 112 Boulevard St. Ger
main, Paris. 

This journal-the French Theosophist 
-contains in its September number an 
article by Madame Blavatsky on "Mis
conceptions," in which various doctrines 
and ideas erroneously connected with 
Theosophy are dealt with. M. Barlet 
continues his series of articles on " Initia
tion," and the reprint of the Abbe de 
Villars' clever and humorous "Comte de 
Gabalis," is continued. Some verses by 
Amaravella, and several pages of spark
ling "Notes," conclude the table of 
contents. 

LUCIFER owes thanks also to the Lotus 
for insertin~ an admirably translated ex
tract from Its prospectus. 

L'AURORE: Revue mensuelle sous la 
direction de Lady Caithness, Duchesse de 
Pomar. Geor~s Carre, 112 BoulevardlSt. 
Germain. Pans. 
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The articles in the September number 
are neither so numerous nor so varied as 
those of the other Theosophical ~riodicals 
already referred to. Lady ClUthness ad
vocates, in the current issue, the theory 
that the English nation is descended from 
the lost ten tribes of Israel As the very 
existence of these ten tribes is more than 
questionable, students must judge for 
themselves of the weight of the arguments 
advanced j the subject being too extensive 
even for comment here. 

THE SPHINX: .. A monthly journal 
devoted to proving historically and experi· 
mentally the supersensuous conception of 
the world on a monistic basis." Edited 
by Hiibbe Schleiden. Dr. J. U. Th. 
Griebens Verlag, Leipzig. 

The October number is a full and 
highly instructive one. Dr. Carl du 
Prel's handling of the " Demon of Socra
tes n contrasts brilliantly with the lame 
and obscure treatment which the same 
subject received a while ago at the hands 
of a body, which professes to investigate 
matters pertainin~ to the soul and its 
activity. Herr NIemann's proof of the 
existence of an esoteric or secret teaching 
in the Platonic dialogues is able and 
convincing j Mr. Finch contributes a 
most interesting article on his observa· 
tions among the .. Faith·Healers" in 
America, and Herr Carl zu Leiningen 
pursues his able exposition of the Kab
balistic doctrine of Souls. 

Three new works on mystic subjects 
are shortly to appear from the pen of Dr. 
Franz Hartmann, whose valuable book on 
l'aracelsus is certainly in the hands of 
lJlany of our readers. 

Of these the first, and probably the 
I .. Ost important, is entitled: .. THE 
SEC RET S YM BO LS OF THE 
ROSICRUCIANS," and is to be pub
lished in Boston, U.S.A., by the Occult 
Publishing Company. It will contain 
numerous plates coloured by hand, giving 
accurate transcriptions of symbols and 
fib'Ures which have hitherto lain buried in 
rare, and in some cases, unattainable 
manuscripts. The value of the work as a 
text-book for students will be much en· 
hanced by the copious vocabulary which 
Dr. Hartmann promises shall accompany 
it. 

The other two will probably be issued 
by Mr. Redway j the one beinl{ called: 
"IN THE PRONAOS OF THE 
TEMPLE OF THE R.C.," and the 

other: "THE LIFE OF JEHOSHU A. 
THE ADEPT OF NAZARETH: AN 
OCCULT STUDY." 

This is an attempt to dispel the mists 
which for man:r centuries have been 
gathering aroun the person of the sup
Posed founder of Christianity, and which 
have prevented mankind from obtaining a 
clear view of the .. Redeemer." I t claims to 
give an approximately correct account of 
his life, hIS initiation into the Egyptian 
mysteries and of his ignominious death 
caused by an infuriated mob, excited by 
the Pharisees of the temple, who were 
bound to destroy his mortal form, because 
he had taught the religion of universal 
fraternal love and freedom of thought in 
opposition to priestcraft and superstition. 

While the book deals to a certain 
extent with the external life of J ehoshua, 
as far as its details have become known 
by historical researches into sources not 
generally known, it especially deals with 
his inner life-i.e. his method of thought. 

The author says: "If we wish to give 
a correct picture of the character of a 
person, we must try to describe his 
thoughts as well as his acts, for the 
thought-life of a man constitutes his real 
life; while his outward life is merely a 
pictorial representation, a shadow of the 
actions that are taking place upon the 
interior stage of his mind. H 

"To describe this inner life, a drama
tical representation of the processes going 
on in the soul of man will be better 
adapted to bring it to our understanding, 
than a merely verbal description of char
acter. This maxim seems to have influ
enced those who wrote the accounts 
contained in the bible, and who descnbe 
interior processes in allegorical pictures 
of events, which mayor may not have 
taken place on the outward plane. I have 
adhered to this plan in describing the 
thought·life of Jehoshua Ben-Pandira, but 
I have attempted to shape the allegories 
contained in this book in such a manner 
that the intelligent reader may easily 
perceive their true meaning, (or I have 
made the forms sufficiently transparent, 
so that the truths which they are intended 
to represent may be easily seen through 
the external shell." . 

"Nevertheless, these descriptions are 
not mere fancies, but they are based upon 
historical facts, and upon information 
received from sources whose nature will 
be plain to every occultist. The events 
described have all actually taken place; 
but whether they have wholly or In part 
taken place on the external or internal 
plane, each intelligent reader is left to 
decide for himself." 
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INTERESTING TO ASTROLOGERS. 

ASTROLOGICAL NOTES-No.2. 

To llu Etlilo," of LUCIFltRo 

THE ancients assigned to the planets 
certain signs and dewees, in which they 
were essentially dignified, being there 
more powerful for good, and less power
ful for evil j these were called their 
House, Exaltation, Triplicity, Term, and 
Face. Opposite to the first two were 
the :t>laces where they were essentially 
debihtated, being there less powerful for 
good and more powerful for evil j these 
were called their Detriment and Fallo 
Whether the latter three dignities have 
three corresponding debilities has not 
been stated. 

To the seven known planets, the 
ancients apportioned the twelve zodiacal 
signs as their respective houses or chief 
dignity, thus: 0 ruled st, and) ruled <1D, 
both by day and night j while the re
maining ten signs were divided between 
the remaining five planets, each planet 
ruling two signs, one by day and the 
other by night. But when W and Ij.I were 
discovered, tbe question arose where to 
place them. 

A. J. Pearce, the present editor of 
Zadkids Almanac, has suggested that, 
as they were more remote from 0 than 
was ?, they should have the same houses 
and exaltations as ? Raphael dethrones 
h from::, and proclaims tha~ W reigns in 
hiS stead. Both these suggestions involve 
serious difficulties, nor do they settle the 
question once and fOI all with regard to 
any planets which may yet be discovered. 
I t seems unlikely that planets of such 
diverse natures as ?, W, and tV (not to 
mention any still more distant planets) 
should all bear equal rule in the same two 
signs, and to depose ? from bis tbrone, 
pre-supposes a gra\Oe error on tbe part of 
tbe ancients, whose teaching on this point 
has been handed down with complete 
unanimity from the dim past: necessi
tating, also, a further process of dethrone
ment, and a further ignoring of the 
teachings of antiquity, as further planetary 
discoveries are made_ 

The first Raphael (the late R C. 
Smith) rejected the ancient nocturnal 
and diurnal division of the Houses and 
Triplicities, in which he is followed b>: h!s 
successor. It appears to me that It IS 
here that the error, with its consequent 
difficulties, first arose j and that by ob
serving this distinction, Wand tV easily 
find their homes, with room to spare for 
their yet undiscovered brethren. 

It is obvious that Astrology can never 
become an even approximately perfect 
science, unless we are able in our calcula· 
tions to take fully into account the 
influence of Wand tV. With this end in 
view, I have been endeavouring, in my 
leisure moments, to solve the problem. 
To a certain extent I have been success
ful j and though [ have not yet been able 
to substantiate all my conclusions as fully 
as I could wish, yet I deem it is the 
best interests of the Science to make 
them now public, that their truth or 
falsity may be as speedily as possible 
established by the investigations of 
astrologers generally. 

My conclusions are the following: that 
the ancient Diurnal and Nocturnal 
divisions are quite correct, so that if a 
figure is dra""JI for any time between 
sunrise and sunset, the planets which 
rule by day the signs on the cusps of 
the houses of the significators must be 
chiefly, and sometimes exclusively, con· 
sidered: and ,'i .... ,/~rstf. 

The Houses of the new planets are, I 
belie,°e, these: 

::, which is the day-house of 1;-. is the 
night·house of W. 

n, which is the day-house of v, is the 
night· house of II'. 

til. which is the night-house of v, is the 
dayhouse of W 0 *, which is the night·house of~, is the 
dayhouse of II'. 

The first two [ha"e verified by horary 
figures drawn for the time of an event ; 
the latter two I consider as highly pro 
bable, but have not yet been able to 
thoroughly substantiate them. 
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There is an old tradition (Esoteric 
Scimce ill Human History, p. ISo) that 
there are 12 principal planets in our solar 
system; this leaves 4 more to be dis
covered. It will be seen at a glance that 
these 4 will fill up the vacant signs, two 
planets ruling each sign, one by night 
and the other by day. The only altera
tion which will then have to be made 
\\;11 be to consider 0 to rule st by day 
only, and ) to rule '2ii by night only; 
this, however, will be only in accordance 
with nature: moreover, the fact that the 
ancients assigned only one house each 
to 0 and ), and two to each of the other 
planets, denotes some essential astrologi
cal difference between them. 

With regard to the other essential 
dignities, Raphael considers 111. to be the 
exaltation of W; I am inclined to be
lieve :::: to be the exaltation of IV. In the 
Triplicities there is a curious want of 
harmony; each, according to the ancients, 
being ruled by two planets, one by day 
and the other by night, except the watery 
triplicity, which is ruled by C! only. 
There seems to be no reason for this 
discrepancy, except the all-powerful one 

To tile Editors of LUCIFER. 

For the purpose of correcting any pre
judicial suspicion or erroneous misrepre
sentation of myself, arising from the 
insertion of the note at the end of the 
.. Bath Occult Reprint Edition" of the 
.. Divine Pymander" or as associated with 
the Society of the "H. B. of L.," known 
to me only through the names of Peter 
Da,;dson and T. H. Burgoyne, alias 

that there was no other known planet .to 
share his dominion. I have ascertained 
that IV has strong dignity in 111., and con
clude that he rules the watery triplicity, 
probably by night. Furthermore, I be
lieve W rules the airy triplicity. As for 
the Terms and Faces of the planets, 
they also, like the Planetary Hours, re
quire re-arrangement so as to bring in W 
and IV, but in what way this is to De 
done, I have not yet been able to dis
cover. 

I will take this opportunity of saying, 
in reply to inquiries, that the best books 
for beginners are Raphael's Horary 
Astrology for that branch of the Science i 
A. J. Pearce's Scimce oj tM Stars for 
Mundane and Atmospheric Astrology; A. 
J. Pearce's Tert Book oj Astrolol{Y for 
Nativities, to be worked out by Pnmary 
Directions; and Raphael's Guide to 
Astrology for the same, worked out by 
Secondary Directions excited by Transits. 
Raphael's works are published by Fouls
ham and Co., 4. Pilgnm Street, E.C.; and 
Pearce's works may be procured from the 
author, 54. East Hill, Wandsworth, S.W. 

NEMO. 

D'Alton, Dalton, &c., and whose 
secretary is announced to be "A con
victed felon, and the supposed adept to 
be a Hindu of questionable antecedents," 
I wish it to be understood I bave now 
no confidence, sympathy, or connection 
therewith, direct or mdirect, since or even 
prior to the date hereof, viz., May, 1886. 

Yours truly, 
ROBT. H. FRYAR. 

8, Northumberland Place, Batb. 
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THE ESOTERIC VALUE OF CER
TAIN WORDS AND DEEDS IN 
SOCIAL LIFE. 

To Sltow Angtr.-No "cullurtd" man 
or woman will ever show anger in Society. 
To check and restrain every sign of an
noyance shows good manners, certainly, 
but also considerable achievement in 
hypocrisy And dissimulation. There is 
an occult side to this rule of good breed
ing expressed in an Eastern proverb: 
"Trust not the face which never shows 
signs of anger, nor the dog that never 
barks." Cold-blooded animals are the 
most venomous. 

Non-resistance to Evil.-To brag of 
it is to invite all evil-doers to sit upon you. 
To practice it openly is to lead people 
into the temptation of regarding you as a 
coward. Not to resist the evil you have 
never created nor merited, to eschew it 
yourself! and help others quie~ly to get 
out of Its way, IS the only wIse course 
open to the lover of wisdom. 

"Love Tlty Neig!tbour."-When a 
parson has preached upon this subject, 
his pious congregation accepts it as 
tacit permission to slander and vilify 
their friends and acquaintances in neigh
bouring pews. 

I nlernational BrotlterMoti. -When a 
Mussulman and a Christian swear mutual 
friendship, and pledge themselves to be 
brothers, their two formulas differ some
what. The Moslem says: "Thy mother 
shall be my mother, my father thy father, 
my sister thy hand maid, and thou shalt 
be my brother." To which the Christian 
answers: "Thy mother and sister shall 
be my hand-maidens, thy wife shall be 
my wife, and my wife shall be thy dear 
sister."-Amen. 

Brave as a Lion.-The hi~hestcompli
ment-in appearance - paId to one's 
courage j a comparison with a bad-smelling 
wild-beast-in reality. The recognition, 
also, of the superiority of animal over 
human bravery, considered as a virtue. 

A Slteep.-A weak, silly fellow, figura-

tively, an insulting, contemptuous epithet 
among laymen j but one quite flattering 
among churchmen, who apply it to "the 
people of God" and the members of 
their congregations, comparing them to 
sltetp under the guidance of the lamb. 

TIte Code oj Honour.-In France-to 
seduce a wife and kill her husband. There, 
offended honour can feel satisfied only 
with blood j here, a wound inflicted upon 
the offender'S pocket suffices. 

TIte Dud as a Po;nt oj Honour.
The duel being an institution of Chris· 
tendom and civilization, neither the old 
Spartans, nor yet the Greeks or Romans 
knew of it, as they were only uncivilized 
heathens.-{ Ste Sclwptnltauer.) 

Forgive alld Forgel.-" We should 
freely forp,ve, but forget rarely," says 
Colton. 'I will not be revenged, and 
this lowe to my enemy j but I will 
remt11l6tr, and this lowe to myself." 
This is real practical wisdom. It stands 
between the ferocious" Eye for eye, and 
tooth for tooth" of the Mosaic Law, and 
the command to tum the left cheek to 
the enemy when he has smitten you on 
the right. I s not the latter a direct en
couraging of sin? 

Practical Wisdom.-On the tree of 
silence hangs the fruit of peace. The 
secret thou wouldst not tell to thine enemy, 
tell it not to thy friend.-{ AraiJic.) 

Civiliztd Lill.-Crowded, noisy and 
full of vital power, is modem Society to 
the eye of matter j but there is no more 
still and silent, empty and dreary desert than 
that same Society to the spiritual eye of 
the Seer. Its right hand freely and lavishly 
bestows ephemeral but costly pleasures, 
while the leCt grasps greedily the leavings 
and often grudges the necessities of 
show. All our social life is the result and 
consequence of that unseen, yet ever 
present autocrat and despot, called 
Stllisltntss and Egotism. The strongest 
will becomes impotent before the voice 
and authority of Self. 
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.. LET EVERY MAN PROVE HIS OWN WORK." 

SUCH is the title of a letter received by the Editors of LUCIFER. It 
~ is of so serious a nature that it seems well to make it the subject 

of this month's editorial. Considering the truths uttered in its 
few lines, its importance and the bearing it has upon the much obscured 
subject of Theosophy, and its visible agent or vehicle-the Society of 
that name - the letter is certainly worthy of the most considerate 
answer . 

.. Fiat justitia, ruat co!lum ," 
Justice will be done to both sides in the dispute; namely, Theo

sophists and the members of the Theosophical Society· on the one 
hand, and the followers of the Divine Word (or Christos), and the so-called 
Christians, on the other. 

We reproduce the letter: 

" To the Editors of LUCIFER. 

.. \Vhat a grand chance is now open in this country, to the exponents 
of a noble and advanced religion (if such this Theosophy bet) for 
proving its strength, righteousness and verity to the Western world, by 

o Not all the members of the Theosophical Society are Theosophists; nor are the 
members of the so-called Christian Churches all Christians, by any means. True 
Theosophists, as true Christians, are very, very few; and there are practical Theoso
phists in the fold of Christianity, as there are practical Christians in the Theosophical 
Society, outside all ritualistic Christianity. "Not every one that saith unto me 'Lord, 
Lord,' shall enter the Kingdom of Heaven, but he that doeth" the will of my Father." 
(Matthew, vii. 21.) "Believe not in ME, but in the truths I utter." (Buddha's 
Ap!uJrisms.) 

t "This" Theosophy is not a religion, but rather lite RELIGION-if one. So far, we 
prefer to call it a philosophy; one, moreover, which contains every religion, as it is the 
essence and the foundation of all Rule Ill. of the Theos. Body says : "The Society 
reprC'lents no particular religious creed, is entirely unseetarian, and includes professors 
of all faiths." 

11 
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throwing a penetrating and illuminating ray of its declared light upon 
the terribly harrowing and perplexing practical problems of our age . 

.. Surely one of the purest and least self-incrusted duties of man, is to 
alleviate the sufferings of his fellow mah ? 

.. From what I read, and from what I daily come into immediate 
-contact with, I can hardly think it would be possible to over-rate in 
-contemplation, the intense privation and agonizing suffering that is-
aye, say it-at this moment being endured by a vast proportion of our 
brothers and sisters, arising in a large measure from their not absolutely 
having the means for procuring the bare necessaries of existence? 

.. Surely a high and Heaven-born religion-a religion professing to 
receive its advanced knowledge and Light from 'those more learned in 
the Science of Life,' should be able to tell us something of how to deal 
with such life, in its primitive condition of helpless submission to the 
surrounding circumstances of -civilization ! 

.. If one of our main duties is that of exercising disinterested love 
towards the Brotherhood, surely' those more learned' ones, whether in 
the flesh, or out of it, can and will, if appealed to by their votaries, aid 
them in discovering ways and means for such an end, and in organising 
some great fraternal scheme for dealing rightly with questions which 
are so appalling in their complexity, and which must and do press with 
such irresistible force upon all those who are earnest in their endeavours 
to carrry out the will of Christ in a Christian Land? 

"L. F. FF. 
"October 25, 1887." 

This honest-spoken and sincere letter contains two statements j an 
implied accusation against" Theosophy" (i.e. the Society of that name), 
and a virtual admission that Christianity-or, again, rather its ritualistic 
and dogmatic religions-deserve the same and even a sterner rebuke. 
For if .. Theosophy," represented by its professors, merits on external 
appearance the reproach that so far it has failed to transfer divine wis
dom from the region of the metaphysical into that of practical work, 
.. Christianity," that is, merely professing Christians, churchmen and 
laymen lie under a like accusation, evidently. .. Theosophy" has, cer
tainly, failed to discover infallible ways and means of bringing all its 
votaries to exercise .. disinterested love" in their Brotherhood; it has 
not yet been able to relieve suffering in mankind at large; but neither 
has Christianity. And not even the writer of the above letter, nor any 
one else, can show sufficient excuse for the Christians in this respect 
Thus the admission that .. those who are earnest in their endeavour to 
carry out the will of Christ in a Christian land" 1leed tlte lte/p of .. , those 
more learned,' whether (pagan adepts) in flesh, or (spirits?) out of it" is 
very suggestive, for it contains the defence and the raiso1l dWre of the 
Theosophical Society. Tacit though it is, once that it comes from the 
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pen of a sincere Christian, one who longs to learn some practical means 
to relieve the sufferings of the starving multitudes-this admission 
becomes the greatest and most complete justification for the existence of 
the Theosophical Brotherhood; a full confession of the absolute necessity 
for such a body independent of, and untrammelled by, any enchaining 
dogmas, and it points out at the same time the signal failure of Christianity 
to accomplish the desired results. 

Truly said Coleridge tha~ "good works may exist without saving (?) 
principles, therefore cannot contain in themselves the principles of 
salvation; but saving principles never did, never can exist without good 
works." Theosophists admit the definition, and disagree with the 1 
Christians only as to the nature of these "saving principles." The 
Church (or churches) maintain that the only saving principle is belief in I 
Jesus, or the carnalized Christ of the soul-killing dogma; theosophy,: 
undogmatic and unsectarian, answers, it is not so. The only saving I 
principle dwells in man himself, and has never dwelt outside of his I 
immortal divine self; i.t. it is the true Christos, as it is the true Buddha, ~ 
the divine inward light which proceeds from the eternal unmanifesting: 
unknown ALL. And this light can only be made kllowlZ by its works-· 
faith in it having to remain ever blind in all, save in the man himself! 
who feels that light within his soul. : 

Therefore, the tacit admission of the author of the above letter covers 
another point of great importance. The writer seems to have felt that 
which many, among those who strive to help the suffering, have felt and 
expressed. The creeds of the churches fail to supply the ilZtellectual 
light, and the true Wi,Sj?",!l ~js-a.r.r; .n~eq~Q to make the practical 
philanthropy carried out, by the true and earnest followers of Christ, a 
reality. The" practical" people either go on "doing good" unintelli-Iti 
gently, and thus often do harm instead; or, appalled by the awful.: 
problem before them, and failing to find in their" churches" any clue, or 
a hope of solution, they retire from the battlefield and let themselves 
be drifted blindly by the current in which they happen to be born. 

Of late it has become the fashion for friends, as well as for foes, to 
reproach the Theosophical Society with doing no practical work, but 
losing itself in the clouds of metaphysics. Metaphysicians, we are 
told, by those who like to repeat stale arguments, have been learning 
their lesson for the last few thousand years j and it is now high time 
that they should begin to do some practical work. Agreed; but con
sidering that the Christian churches count nearly nineteen centuries of 
existence, and that the Theosophical Society and Brotherhood is a body 
hardly twelve years old; considering again that the Christian churches 
roll in fabulous wealth, and number their adherents by hundreds of 
millions, whereas the Theosophical Brotherhood is but a few' thousand 
strong, and that it has no fund, or funds, at its disposal, but that 98 per 
cent of its members are as poor and as uninfluential as the aristocracy 

11* 
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of the Christian church is rich and powerful; taking all this into con
sideration, there would be much to say if the theosophists would only 
choose to press the matter upon the public notice. Meanwhile, as 
the bitterest critics of the "leaders" of the Theosophical Society are 
by no means only outsiders, but as there are members of that society 
who who always find a pretext to be dissatisfied, we ask: Can works of 
charity that will be known among men be accomplished without money? 
Certainly not. And yet, notwithstanding all this, none of its (European) 
members, except a few devoted officers in charge of societies, will do 
practical work; but some of t~em, those especially who have never lifted 
a finger to relieve suffering, and help their outside, poorer brothers, are 
those who talk the most loudly, and are the bitterest in their denuncia
tions of the tlllspiritllality and the unfitness of the "leaders of 
theosophy." By this they remove themselves into the outer ring of 
critics, like those spectators at the play who laugh at an actor passably 
representing Hamlet, while they themselves could not walk on to the stage 

\

With a letter on a salver. While in India, comparatively poor theosophists 
have opened gratuitous dispensaries for the sick, hospitals, schools, and 
everything they could think of, asking no returns from the poor, as the 
missionaries do, no abandonment of one's forefathers' religion, as a 
heavy price for favours received, have the English theosophists, as a rule, 
done a single thing for those suffering multitudes, whose pitiful cry rings 
throughout the whole Heavens as a protest against the actual state of 
things in Christendom? 

We take this opportunity of saying, in reply to ot,hers as much as to 
our correspondent, that, up till now, the energies of the Society have 
been chiefly occupied in organising, extending, and solidifying the 
Society itself, which work has taxed its time, energies, and resources to 
such an extent as to leave it far less powerful for practical charity than 
we would have wished. But, even so, compared with the influence and 
the funds at the disposal of the Society, its work in practical charity, if 
less widely known, will certainly bear favourable comparison with that 
of professing Christians, with their enormous resources in money, 
workers, and opportunities of all kinds. It must not be forgotten that 
practical charity is not one of the declared objects of the Society. It 
goes without saying, and needs no "declaration," that every member of 
the Society must be practically philanthropic if he be a theosophist at 
all; and our declared work is, in reality, more important and more 
efficacious than work in the every-day plane which bears more evident 
and immediate fruit, for the direct effect of an appreciation of theosophy 
is to make those charitable who were not so before. Theosophy creates 
the charity which aftenvards, and of its own accord, makes itself 
manifest in works. 

Theosophy is correctly-though in this particular case, it is rather 
ironically-termed "a High, Heaven-born Religion." It is argued that 
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since it professes to receive its advanced knowledge and light from 
"those more learned in the Science of Life," the latter ought and lIIust, if 
appealed to by their votaries (the theosophists), aid them in discovering 
\\"ays and means, in organising some great fraternal scheme," etc. 

The scheme was planned, and the rules and laws to guide such a 
practical brotherhood, have been given by those .e more learned in the 
Science of (practical, daily, altruistic) life;" aye, verily" more learned" in 
it than any other men since the days of Gautama Buddha and the Gnostic 
Essenes. The" scheme" dates back to the year when the Theosophical 
Society was founded. Let anyone read its wise and noble laws 
embodied to this day in the Statutes of the Fraternity, and judge for 
himself whether, if carried out rigorously and applied to practical life, 
the " scheme" would not have proved the most beneficent to mankind 
in general, and especially to our poorer brethren, of" the starving multi
tudes." Theosophy teaches the spirit of "non-separateness," the 
evanescence and illusion of human creeds and dogma, hence, inculcates 
unl'i'ersallove Q1u/ charity for all 1II01lkilld "withollt distillctioll of race, 
colollr, caste or creed;" is it not therefore the fittest to alleviate the suffer
ings of mankind? ~o true theosophist would refuse admission into a 
hospital, or any charitable establishment, to any man, woman or child, 
under the pretext that he is not a theosophist, as a Roman Catholic would 
when dealing with a Protestant, and 'ilice'iJersa. No true theosophist of 
the original rules would fail to put into practice the parable of the" Good 
Samaritan," or proffer help only to entice the unwary who, he hopes, 
will become a pervert from his god and the gods of his forefathers. 
:Xone would slander his brother, none let a needy man go unhelped, none 
offer fine talk instead of practical love and charity. 

Is it then the fault of Theosophy, any more than it is the fault of the 
Christ-teachings, if the majority of the members of the Theosophical 
Society, often changing their philosophical and religious views upon 
entering our Body, have yet remained practically the same as they 
were when professing lip Christianity? Our laws and rules are the same 
as given to us from the beginning; it is the general members of the Society 
who have allowed them to become virtually obsolete. Those few who 
are ever ready to sacrifice their time and labour to work for the poor, and 
who do, unrecognised and unthanked for it, good work wherever they can, 
are often too poor themselves to put their larger schemes of charity 
into objective practical form, however willing they may be. 

.. The fault I find with the Theosophical Society," said one of the most 
eminent surgeons in London to one of the editors, quite recently," is 
that I cannot discover that any of its members really lead the Christ
life." This seemed a very serious accusation from a man who is not 
only in the front rank of his profession, and valued for his kindly nature, 
by his patients, and by society, and well-known as a quiet doer of 
many good deeds. The only possible answer to be made was that the 
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Christ-life is undeniably the ideal of every one worthy in any sense of 
the name of a Theosophist, and that if it is not lived it is because 
there are none strong enough to carry it out. Only a few days later 
the same complaint was put in a more graphic form by a celebrated 
lady-artist. 

"You Theosophists don't do enough good for me," she said pithily. 
And in her case also there is the right to speak, given by the fact that 
she leads two lives--one, a butterfly existence in society, and the other 
a serious one, which makes little noise, but has much purpose. Those 
who regard life as a great vocation, like the two critics of the Theo
sophical movement whom we have just quoted, have a right to demand 
of such a movement more than mere words. Th~y themselves endeavour 
very quietly to lead the "Christ-life," and they cannot understand 
a number of people uniting in the effort towards this life without practical 
results being apparent. Another critic of the same character who has 
the best possible right to criticise, being a thoroughly practical philan
thropist and charitable to the last degree, has said of the Theosophists 
that their much talking and writing seems to resolve itself into mere 
intellectual luxury, productive of no direct good to the world. 

The point of difference between the Theosophists (when we use this 
term we mean, not members of the Society, but people who are really 
using the organization as a method of learning more of the true wisdom
religion which exists as a vital and eternal fact behind all such efforts) and 
the practical philanthropists, religious or secular, is a very serious one, and 
the answer, that probably none of them are strong enough yet to lead 
the" Christ-life," is only a portion of the truth. The situation can be put 
very plainly, in so many words. The religious philanthropist holds a 
position of his own, which cannot in any way concern or affect the 
Theosophist. He does not do good merely for the sake of doing good, 
but also as a means towards his own salvation. This is the outcome of 
the selfish and personal side of man's nature, which has so coloured and 
affected a grand religion that its devotees are little better than the 
idol-worshippers who ask their deity of clay to bring them luck in busi
ness, and the payment of debts. The religious philanthropist who hopes 
to gain salvation by good works has simply, to quote a well-worn yet 
ever fresh witticism, exchanged worldliness for other-worldliness. 

The secular philanthropist is really at heart a socialist, and nothing 
else; he hopes to make men happy and good by bettering their physical 
position. No serious student of human nature can believe in this theory 
for a moment. There is no doubt that it is a very agreeable one, because 
if it is accepted there is immediate, straightforward work to undertake. 
"The poor ye have always with you." The causation which produced 
human nature itself produced poverty, misery, pain, degradation, at the 

I same time that it produced wealth, and comfort, and joy and glory. Life
long philanthropists, who have started on their work with a joyous 
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I youthful conviction that it is possible to "do good," have, though never 
relaxing the habit of charity, confessed to the present writer that, as a 
matter of factJ misery cannot be relieved. I t is a vital element in 
human nature, and is as necessary to some lives as pleasure is to others. 

I It is a strange thing to observe how practical philanthropists will even-
t tually, after long and bitter experience, arrive at a conclusion which, to 

an occultist, is from the first a working hypothesis. This is, that misery 
. is not only endurable, but agreeable to many who endure it. A noble 

woman, whose life has been given to the rescue of the lowest class of 
wretched girls, those who seem to be driven to vice by want, said, only a 
few days since, that with many of these outcasts it is not possible to 
raise them to any apparently happier lot. And this she distinctly stated 
(and she can speak with authority, having spent her life literally among 

i them, and studied them thoroughly), is not so much from any love of vice~ 
, but from love of that very state which the wealthy classes call misery. 

t They prefer the savage life of a bare-foot, half-clad creature, with no roof 
I at night and no food by day, to any comforts which can be offered them. 

By comforts, we do not mean the workhouse or the reformatory, but the 
t comforts of a quiet home; and we can give chapter and verse, so to speak,. I to show that this is the case, not merely with the children of outcasts,. 

who might be supposed to have a savage heredity, but with the chil
dren of gt."ntle, cultivated, and Christian people. 

Our great towns hide in their slums thousands of beings whose history 
would form an inexplicable enigma, a perfectly baffling moral picture~ 

could they be written out clearly, so as to be intelligible. But they are 
only known to the devoted workers among the outcast classes, to whom 
they become a sad and terrible puzzle, not to be solved, and therefore~ 
better not discussed. Those who have no clue to the science of life are 
compelled to dismiss such difficulties in this manner, otherwise they 
would fall, crushed beneath the thought of them. The social question 
as it is called, the great deep waters of misery, the deadly apathy of those 
who have power and possessions--these things are hardly to be faced by 
a generous soul who has not reached to the great idea of evolution, and 
who has not guessed at the marvellous mystery of human develop
ment. 

The Theosophist is placed in a different position from any of these 
persons, because he has heard of the vast scope of life with which all 
mystic and occult writers and teachers deal, and he has been brought 
very near to the great mystery. Indeed, none, though they may have 
enrolled themselves as Fellows of the Society, can be called in any 

I serious sense Theosophists, until they have begun to consciously taste 
, in their own persons, this same mystery; which is, indeed, a law inexor-

" 

able, by which man lifts himself by degrees from the state of a beast to 
the glory of a God. The rapidity with which this is done is different 
with every living soul; and the wretches who hug the primitive task-
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master, misery, choose to go slowly through a tread-mill course which 
may give them innumerable lives of physical sensation-whether pleasant 
or painful, well-beloved because tangible to the very lowest senses. The 
Theosophist who desires to enter upon occultism takes some of Nature's 
privileges into his own hands by that very wish, and soon discovers that 
experiences come to him with double-quick rapidity. His business is 
then to recognise that he is under a-to him-new and swifter law of 

. development, and to snatch at the lessons that come to him. 
But, in recognising this, he also makes another discovery. He sees 

that it ta~C::~ .. ~::~.~;;~c:..T..~.~.1~.!!?_g??~ ~~.\~i.t~9!l~ d~ng,e.r o.f ~~il]g 
Incalculable ~Cl:rm, A highly developed adept in life may grasp the 
"i1cttle:'a~~n;y his great intuitive powers, know whom to relieve from 
pain and whom to leave in the mire that is their best teacher. The poor 
and wretched themselves will tell anyone who is able to win their con
fidence· what disastrous mistakes are made by those who come from a 

J 
different class and ~iideavour' to help them. Kindness and gentle 
treatment will sometimes bring out the worst qualities of a man or 
woman who has led a fairly presentable life when kept down by pain 
and despair. May the Master of Mercy forgive us for saying such words 
of any human creatures, all of whom are a part of ourselves, according to 

~ the law of human brotherhood which no disowning of it can destroy. But 
1\ the words are true. None of us know the darkness whick lurks in the 

depths of our own natures until some strange and unfamiliar experience 
rouses the whole being into action. So with these others who seem more 
miserable than ourselves. I As soon as he begins to understand Wat a fd!m4...and~~acber PiiP 
~~e, the Theosophist stands appalled-before the mysterious problem 
of human life, and though he may long to do good works, equally dreads 
to do them wrongly until he has himself acquired greater power and 

I 
knowledge. The ignorant doing of good works may be vitally injurious, 
as all but those who are blind in their love of benevolence are com

. pelled to acknowledge. In this sense the answer made as to lack of 
Christ-like lives among Theosophists, that there are probably none 
strong enough to live such, is perfectly correct and covers the whole 
question. For it is not the spirit of self-sacrifice, or of devotion, or of 
desire to help that is lacking, but the strength to acquire knowledge and 
power and intuition, so that the deeds done shall really be worthy of the 
" Buddha-Christ" spirit Therefore it is that Theosophists cannot pose as 
a body of philanthropists, though secretly they may adventure on the path 

} 

of good works. They profess to be a body of learners merely, pledged to 
help each other and all the rest of humanity, so far as in them lies, to a 
better understanding of the mystery of life, and to a better knowledge of 
the. peace which lies beyond it 

But as it is an inexorable law, that the ground must be tilled if the 
harvest is to be reaped, so Theosophists are obliged to work in the world 
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unceasingly, and very often in doing this to make serious mistakes, as do 
all workers who are not embodied Redeemers. Their efforts may not 
come under the title of good works, and they may be condemned as a 
school of idle talkers, yet they are an outcome and fruition of this 
particular moment of time, when the ideas which they hold are greeted 
by the crowd with interest; and therefore their work is good, as the 
lotus-flower is good when it opens in the. mid-day sun. 

None know more keenly and definitely than they that good works 
are necessary; only these cannot be rightly accomplished without know
ledge. Schemes for Universal Brotherhood, and the redemption of 
mankind, might be given out plentifully by the great adepts of life, and 
would be mere dead-letter utterances while individuals remain ignorant, 
and unable to grasp the great meaning of their teachers. To Theoso
phists we say, let us carry out the rules given us for our society before 
we ask for any further schemes or laws. To the public and our critics we 
say, try to understand the value of good works before you' demand them 
of others, or enter upon them rashly yourselves. Yet it is an absolute 
fact that without good works the spirit of brotherhood would die in the 
world; and this can never be. Therefore is the double activity of 
learning and doing most necessary ; we have to do good, and we h~~_ !o 
do it~, with knowle~. - - --- -- .• , •• -

• '" • • • • • 
It is well known that the first rule of the society is to carry out the 

object of forming the nucleus of a universal brotherhood. The practical 
working of this rule was explained by those who laid it down, to the 
following effect :- -

"HE WHO DOES NOT PRACTISE ALTRUISM j HE WHO IS NOT 
PREPARED TO SHARE HIS LAST MORSEL WITH A WEAKER OR 
POORER THAN HIMSELF: HE WHO NEGLECTS TO HELP HIS 
BROTHER MAN, OF WHATEVER RACE, NATION, OR CREED, 
WHENEVER AND WHEREVER HE MEETS SUFFERING, AND WHO 
TURNS A DEAF EAR TO THE CRY OF HUMAN MISERY i HE WHO 
HEARS AN INNOCENT PERSON SLANDERED, WHETHER A 
BROTHER THEOSOPHIST OR NOT, AND DOES NOT UNDERTAKE 
HIS DEFENCE AS HE WOULD UNDERTAKE HIS OWN-IS NO 
THEOSOPHIST." 
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THE DEMAND OF THE NEOPHYTK 

[Continuation of COMMENTS ON LIGHT ON THE PATH: By the Author.] 

II Before the voice can speak in the presence of the Masters." 

PEEeH is the power of communication; the moment of entrance 
into active life is marked by its attainment 

And now, before I go any. further, let me explain a little the 
way in which the rules written down in II Light on the Path" are 
arranged. The first seven of those which are numbered are sub-divisions 
of the two first unnumbered rules, those with which I have dealt in the 
two preceding papers. The numbered rules were simply an effort of 
mine to make the unnumbered ones more intelligible. II Eight" to 
II fifteen" of these numbered rules belong to this unnumbered rule which 
is now my text. 

As I have said, these rules are written for all disciples, but for none 
else; they are not of interest to any other persons. Therefore I trust no one 
else will trouble to read these papers any further. The first two rules, 
which include the whole of that part of the effort which necessitates the 
use of the surgeon's knife, I will enlarge upon further if I am asked to 
do so. But the disciple is expected to deal with the snake, his lower self, 
unaided; to suppress his human passions and emotions by the force of 
his own will. He can only demand assistance of a master when this is 
accomplished, or at all events, partially so. Otherwise the gates and 
windows of his soul are blurred, and blinded, and darkened, and no 
knowledge can come to him. I am not, in these papers, purposing to 
tell a man how to deal with his own soul; I am simply giving, to the 
disciple, knowledge. That I am not writing, even now, so that all who 
run may read, is owing to the fact that super-nature prevents this by its 
own immutable laws. 

The four rules which I have written down for those in the West who 
wish to study them, are as I have said, written in the ante-chamber of 
every living Brotherhood; I may add more, in the ante-chamber of every 
living or dead Brotherhood, or Order yet to be formed. When I speak 
of a Brotherhood or an Order, I do not mean an arbitrary constitution 
made by scholiasts and intellectualists; I mean an actual fact in super
nature, a stage of development towards the absolute God or Good. 
During this development the disciple encounters harmony, pure 
knowledge, pure truth, in different degrees, and, as he enters these 
degrees, he finds himself becoming part of what might be roughly 
described as a layer of human consciousness. He encounters his equals, 
men of his own self-less character, and with them his association becomes 
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permanent and indissoluble, because founded on a vital likeness of nature. 
To them' he becomes pledged by such vows as need no utterance or 
framework in ordinary words. This is one aspect of what I mean by a 
Brotherhood. 

If the first rules are conquered the disciple finds himself standing at 
the threshold. Then if his will is sufficiently resolute his power of speech 
comes; a two-fold power. For, as he advances now, he finds himself 
entering into a state of blossoming, where every bud that opens throws 
out its several rays or petals. If he is to exercise his new gift, he must 
use it in its two-fold character. He finds in himself the power to 
speak in the presence of the masters; in other words, he has the right 
to demand contact with the divinest element of that state of conscious
ness into which he has entered. But he finds himself compelled, by the 
nature of his position, to act in two ways at the same time. He cannot 
send his voice up to the heights where sit the gods till he has penetrated 
to the deep places where their light shines not at all. He has come 
within the grip of an iron law. If he demands to become a neophyte, he 
at once becomes a servant. Yet his service is sublime, if only from the 
character of those who share it. For the masters are also servants; 
they serve and claim their reward afterwards. Part of their service is to 
let their knowledge touch him; his first act of service is to give some of 
that knowledge to those who are not yet fit to stand where he stands. 
This is no arbitrary decision, made by any master or teacher or any 
such person, however divine. It is a law of that life which the disciple 
has entered upon. 

Therefore was it written in the inner doorway of the lodges of the old 
Egyptian Brotherhood, "The labourer is worthy of his hire." 

" Ask and ye shall have," sounds like something too easy and simple 
to be credible. But the disciple cannot "ask" in the mystic sense in 
which the word is used in this scripture until he has attained the power 
of helping others. 

Why is this? Has the statement too dogmatic a sound? 
Is it too dogmatic to say that a man must have foothold before he 

can spring? The position is the same. If help is given, if work is 
done, then there is an actual claim-not what we call a personal claim 
of payment, but the claim of co-nature. The divine give, they demand 
that you also shall give before you can be of their kin. 

This law is discovered as soon as the disciple endeavours to speak. 
For speech is a gift which comes only to the disciple of power and 
knowledge. The spiritualist enters the psychic-astral world, but he 
does not find there any certain speech, unless he at once claims it and 
continues to do so. If he is interested in "phenomena," or the mere 
circumstance and accident of astral life, then he enters no direct ray of 
thought or purpose, he merely exists and amuses himself in the astral 
life as he has existed and amused himself in the physical life. Certainly 
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there are one or two simple lessons which the psychic-astral can teach 
him, just as there are simple lessons which material and intellectual 
life teach him. And these lessons have to be le'arned; the man who 
proposes to enter upon the life of the disciple without having learned 
the early and simple lessons must always suffer from his ignorance. 
They are vital, and have to be studied in a vital manner; experienced 
through and through, over and over again, so that each part of the 
nature has been penetrateq by them. 

To return. In claiming the power of speech, as it is called, the 
Neophyte cries out to the Great One who stands foremost in the ray of 
knowledge on which he has entered, to give him guidance. When he 
does this, his voice is hurled back by the power he has approached, and 
echoes down to the deep recesses of human ignorance. In some con
fused and blurred manner the news that there is knowledge and a 
beneficient power which teaches is carried to as many men as will listen 
to it. No disciple can cross the threshold without communicating this 
news, and placing it on record in some fashion or other. 

He stands horror-struck at the imperfect and unprepared manner in 
which he has done this; and then comes the desire to do it well, and 
with the desire thus to help others comes the power. For it is a pure 
desire, this which comes upon him; he can gain no credit, no glory, no 
personal reward by fulfilling it. And therefore he obtains the power to 
fulfil it 

The history of the whole past, so far as we can trace it, shows very 
plainly that there is neither credit, glory, or reward to be gained by this 
first task which is given to the Neophyte. Mystics have always been 
sneered at, and seers disbelieved; those who have had the added power of 
intellect have left for posterity their written record, which to most men 
appears unmeaning and visionary, even when the authors have the 
advantage of speaking from a far-off past. The disciple who undertakes 
the task, secretly hoping for fame or success, to appear as a teacher and 
apostle before the world, fails even before his task is attempted, and his 
hidden hypocrisy poisons his own soul, and the souls of thos~ he 
touches. He is secretly worshipping himself, and this idolatrous practice 
must bring its own reward. 

The disciple who has the power of entrance, and is strong enough to 
pass each barrier, will, when the divine message comes to his spirit, 
forget himself utterly in the new consciousness which falls on him. If this 
lofty contact can really rouse him, he becomes as one of the divine in his 
desire to give rather than to take, in his wish to help rather than be 
helped, in his resolution to feed the hungry rather than take manna 
from Heaven himself. His nature is transformed, and the selfishness 
which prompts men's actions in ordinary life suddenly deserts him. 

( To be cotltinued.) 
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THE ESOTERIC CHARACTER OF THE GOSPELS. 

" .... Tell us, when shall these things be? And what shall be the sign 0/ 'Ir)' 
presmcr, and of lire consummation fIj lire age'" 0 asked the Disciples of the MASTER, on 
the Mount of Olives. 

mHE reply given by the" Man of Sorrow," the Chrestos, on his trial, 
~ but also on his way to triumph, as Christos, or Christ,t is prophetic, 

and very suggestive. I t is a warning indeed. The answer must 
be quoted in full. Jesus .... said unto them:-

"Take heed that no man lead you astray. For many shall come in my name saying, 
I am the Christ; and shall lead many astray. And ye shall hear of wars .... but the 
end is not yet. For nation skall nse against nalion, and kingdom againsl kingdom / 
and llure skatl be famines and earllzquakes in divers jJlaces. But all these things are 
the beginning of travail. . . . Many false prophets shall arise, and shall lead many, 
astray .... then shall the end come .•.. when ye see the abomination of desolation 
which was spoken through DanieL . . . Then if any man shall say unto you, Lo, here 
is lire Ckrisl, or There; believe him not .... If they shall say unto you, Behold, he is 
in the wilderness, go not forth; behold, he is in the inner chambers, believe them not. 
For as the lightning rometh forth from the East, and is seen even in the West, so 
shall be the presence of the Son of Man," etc., etc. 

Two things become evident to all in the above passages, now that their 
false rendering is corrected in the revision text: (a) "the coming of 
Christ," means the presence of CHRISTOS in a regenerated world, and not 
at all the actual coming in body of" Christ" Jesus; (b) this Christ is to 
be sought neither in the wilderness nor" in the inner chambers," nor in the 
sanctuary of any temple or church built by man; for Christ-the true 
esoteric' SAVIOUR-is 110 11Iall, but the DIVIN E PRINCIPLE in every human 
being. He who strives to resurrect the Spirit crucified ill him _by his 0';(1/1 

terrestrial possums, and buried deep in the" sepulchre" of his sinful flesh; 
he who has the strength to roll back the stOlle of matter from the door of 
his own inner sanctuary, hehas the riseu Christ ill him.! The" Son of Man" 
is no child of the bond-woman-jlesh, but verily of the free-worn an-

o St. Matthew xxiv., 3, el seq. The sentences italicised are those which stand 
corrected in the New Testament after the recent revision in 1881 of the version 
of r6u ; which version is full of errors, voluntary and involuntary. The word 
"presence," for "coming," and "the consummation of the age," now standing for 
" the end of the world," have altered, lof late, the whole meaning, even for the most 
sincere Christians, if we exempt the Adventists. 

t He who will not ponder over and master the great difference between the meaning 
of the two Greek words-xp"C1ros and 'Xp&C1rOll must remain blind for ever to the true 
esoteric meaning of the Gospels; that is to say, to the living Spirit entombed in the 
sterile dead·letter of the texts, the very Dead Sea fruit of lIP-Christianity. 

t For ye are the temple (" sanctuary" in the revised N. T.) of the living God. 
(II. Cor. n, 16.) 
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Spirit,· the child of man's own deeds, and the fruit of his own spiritual 
labour. 

On the other hand, at no time since the Christian era, have the pre
cursor signs described in Matthew applied so graphically and forcibly to 
any epoch as they do to our own times. When has nation arisen against 
nation more than at this time? When have "famines "-another name 
for destitute pauperism, and the famished multitudes of the proletariat 
-been more cruel, earthquakes more frequent, or covered such an area 
simultaneously, as for the last few years? Millenarians and Adventists 
of robust faith, may go on saying that" the coming of (the carnalised) 
Christ" is near at hand, and prepare themselves for" the end of the I world." Theosophists-at any rate, some of them-who understand the 
hidden meaning of the universally-expected Avatars, Messiahs, Sosioshes 
and Christs-know that it is no "end of the world," but" the consumma
tion of the age," i.e., the close of a cycle, which is now fast approaching.t 
If our readers have forgotten the concluding passages of the article, "The 
Signs of the Times," in LUCIFER for October last, let them read them 
over, and they will plainly see the meaning of this particular cycle. 

Many and many a time the warning about the "false Christs" and 
prophets who shall lead people astray has been interpreted by chari
table Christians, the worshippers of the dead-letter of their scripture, 
as applying to mystics generally, and Theosophists most especially. The 
recent work by Mr. Pember, "Earth's Earliest Ages," is a proof of it. 
Nevertheless, it seems very evident that the words in Matthew's Gospel 
and others can hardly apply to Theosophists. For these were never 
found saying that Christ is "Here 'lor" There," in wilderness or city, 
and least of all in the" inner chamber" behind the altar of any modern 
church. Whether Heathen or Christian by birth, they refuse to 
materialise and thus degrade that which is the purest and grandest ideal 
-- the symbol of symbols-namely, the immortal Divine Spirit in man, 
whether it be called Horus, Krishna, Buddha, or Christ. None of them 
has ever yet said: "I am the Christ"; for those born in the West feel 

.. Spirit, or the Holy Ghost, was feminine with the Jews, as with most ancient peoples, 
and it was so with the early Christians. Sopltia of the Gnostics, and the third Sepltiroth 
Dinan (thefemak Jehovah of the Kabalists), are feminine principles-" Divine Spirit," 
or Ruaclt. "Ackatlt Ruaclt Elollim Cltiim." "One is Slte, the Spirit of the Elohim of 
Life," is said in" Sepher Yezirab." I t There are several remarkable cycles that come to a close at the end of this cen· 
tury. First, the 5,000 years of the Kaliyug cycle; again the Messianic cycle of the 
Samaritan (also Kabalistic) Jews of the man connected with Pisces (Icbthys or" Fish
man" Dag). It is a cycle, historic and not very long, but very occult, lasting about 2,155 
solar years, but having a true significance only whenlcomputed by lunar months. It 
occurred 2410 and 255 B.C., or when the equinox entered intolthe sign of the Ram, and 
again into that of Pisces. When it enters, in a few years, the sign of Aquan'us, 
psychologists will have some extra work to do, and the psychic idiosyncrasies of 
humanity will enter on a great change. 
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themselves, so far, only Chrtstialls,* however much they may strive to 
become Christians in Spirit It is to those, who in their great conceit and 
pride refuse to win the right of such appellation by first leading the life 
of Chrestos; t to those who haughtily proclaim themselves Christians 
(the glorified, the anointed) by sole virtue of baptism when but a few 
days old-that the above-quoted words of Jesus apply most forcibly. 
Can the prophetic insight of him who uttered this remarkable Warning) 
be doubted by anyone who sees the numerous "false prophets" and 
pseudo-apostles (of Christ), now roaming over the world? These have, 
split the one divine Truth into fragments, and broken, in the camp of the, 
Protestants alone, the rock of the Eternal Verity into three hundred and 
fifty odd pieces, which now represent the bulk of their Dissenting sects. 
Accepting the numberin round figures as 350, and admitting,for argument's 
sake, that, at least, one of these may have the approximate truth, still 
349 must be llecessarily false.! Each of these claims to have Christ exclu
sively in its "inner chamber," and denies him to all others, while, in truth, 
the great majority of their respective followers daily put Christ to death on 
the cruciform tree of matter-the" tree of infamy" of the old Romans
indeed! 

The worship of the dead-letter in the Bible is but one more form of 
idolatry, nothing better. A fundamental dogma of faith cannot exist 
under a double-faced Janus form. " Justification" by Christ cannot 
be achieved at one's choice and fancy, either by "faith" or by " works .. 
and James, therefore (H., 25), contradicting Paul (Heb. xi., 31), aI}d vice 
'iJersa,§ one of them must be wrong. Hence, the Bible is 110t the" Word \ 
of God," but contains at best the words of fallible men and imperfect 
teachers. Yet read esoterically, it does contain, if not the whole truth, 
still, "llotking but tIle troth," under whatever allegorical garb. Only: 
Quot homilles tot sentmt«e. 

*' The earliest Christian author, Justin Martyr, calls, in his first Apology, his co
religionists CAres/ians, XP'7,",Ial'ol-not Christians. 

t "Clemens Alexandrinus, in the second century, founds a serious argument on this I 
paranomasia (lib. iiL, cap. xvii., p. 53 et circa), that all who believed in CArest (i.e., "a 
good man ") ,both are, and are called Chrestians, that is, good men," (Strommata, 
lib. ii. "Higgins' Anaca/ypsis.") And Lactantius (lib. iv., cap. vii.) says that it is only I' 
through ignorance that people call themselves Christians, instead of Chrestians : 
., lJui proper ignoranh·u", ""onm cu'" immutata litera Ckresium solent dicere." 

1: In England alone, there are over 239 various sects. (See Whitaker's Almanac.) 
In 188J, there were 186 denominations only, and now they steadily increase with 
every year, an additional 53 sects having sprung up in only four years ! 

§ It is but fair to St. Paul to remark that this contradiction is surely due to later 
tampering with his Epistles. Paul was a Gnostic himself, i.e., A "Son of Wisdom," 
and an Initiate into the true ",ysteries of Ckristos, though he may have thundered (or 
was made to appear to do so) against some Gnostic sects, of which, in his day, there were 
many. But his Christos was not Jesus of Nazareth, nor any living man, as shown so 
ably in Mr. Gerald Massey's lecture, "Paul, the Gnostic Opponent of Peter." He 
was an Initiate, a true" Master·Builder" or adept, as described in "Isis Unveiled,"; 
VoL II., pp. 90-91. I 
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The" Christ principle," the awakened and glorified Spirit of Truth, 
being universal and eter.nal, the true Chrislos cannot be monopolized by 
anyone person, even though that person has chosen to arrogate to him
self the title of the "Vicar of Christ," or of the "Head" of that or 
another State-religion. The spirits of" Chrest" and" Christ" cannot be 
confined to any creed or sect, only because that sect chooses to exalt 
itself above the heads of all other religions or sects. The name has 
been used in a manner so intolerant and dogmatic, especially in our 
day, that Christianity is now the religion of arrogance par excel/mce, a 
stepping-stone for ambition, a sinecure for wealth, sham and power; a 
convenient screen for hypocrisy. The noble epithet of old, the one that 
made Justin Martyr say that "from Ihe mere 7Zame, which is imputed to us 
as a crime, we are Ihe most excel/ml," - is now degraded. The missionary 
prides;:himself with the so-called cOlwersiofl of a heathen, who makes of 
Christianity ever a professi(11l, but rarely a religion, a source of income 
from the missionary fund, and a pretext, since the blood of Jesus has 
washed them all by anticipation, for every petty crime, from drunkenness 
and lying up to theft. That same missionary, however, would not 
hesitate to~publicly condemn the greatest saint to eternal perdition and 
hell fires if that holy man has only neglected to pass through the fruitless 
and meaningless form of baptism by water with accompaniment of lip 
prayers and vain ritualism. 

We say" lip prayer" and" vain ritualism" knowingly. Few Christians 
among the laymen are aware even of the true meaning of the word 
Christ; and those of the clergy who happen to know it (for they are 
brought up in the idea that to study such subjects is Sill!U!) keep the 
information secret from their parishioners. They demand blind, implicit 
faith, and forbid illquiry as the Olle unpardolZable Sill, though nothing of 
that which leads to the knowledge of the truth can be aught else than 
holy. For what is " Divine Wisdom," or Gnosis, but the essential reality 
behind the evanescent appearances of objects in nature-the very soul 

I 
of the manifested LOGos? Why should men who strive to accomplish 
union with the om; eternal and absolute Deity shudder at the idea of 
prying into its mysteries-however awful? Why, above all, should they 
use names and words the very meaning of which is a scaled mystery to 
them-a mere sound? Is it because an unscrupulous, power-seeking 
Establishment called a Church has cried "wolf" at every such attempt, 
and, denouncing it as "blasphemous," has ever tried to kill the spirit of 
inquiry? But Theosophy, the "divine Wisdom," has never heeded that 
cry, and has thel.courage of its opinions. The world of sceptics and 
fanatics may call it, one-an empty" isllt "-the other" Satan ism ": they 
can never crush it. Theosophists have been called Atheists, haters of 
Christianity, the enemies of God and the gods. They are none of these. 
Therefore, they have agreed this day to publish a clear statement of their 

• ol1o"r" ." rOil "ar'lyopovllel'ov ';11;;''' cI"ollaro. xp'Il1r;"aro, iJ7l'apXOIlf!" (Firsl ApoloU}. 
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ideas, and a profession of their faith-with regard to monotheism and 
Christianity, at any rate-and to place it before the impartial reader to 
judge them and their detractors on the merits of their respective faiths. 
No truth-loving mind would object to such honest and sincere dealing, 
nor will it be dazzled by any amount of new light thrown upon the 
subject, howsoever much startled otherwise. On the contrary, such 
minds will thank LUCIFER, perhaps, while those of whom it was said 
"fJui vult dedpi dedpiatur"-let them be deceived by all means! 

The editors of this magazine propose to give a series of essays upon 
the hidden meaning or esotericism of the" New Testament." No more 
than any other scripture of the great world-religions can the Bible be 
excluded from that class of allegorical and symbolical writings which 
have been, from the pre-historic ages, the receptacle of the secret teach
ings of the Mysteries of Initiation, under a more or less veiled form. 

• The primitive writers of the Logia" (now the Gospels) knew certainly tkel 
truth, and the whole truth; but their successors had, as certainly, only 
dogma and form, which lead to hierarchical power at heart, rather than the 
spirit of the so-called Christ's teachings. Hence the gradual perversion. I 
As Higgins truly said, in the Christologia of St. Paul and Justin Martyr. 
we have the esoteric religion of the Vatican, a refined Gnosticism for the 
cardinals, a more gross one for the people. It is the latter, only still 
more materialized and disfigured, which has reached us in our age. 

The idea of writing this series was suggested to us by a certain letter 
published in our October issue, under the heading of " Are the Teachings 
ascribed to Jesus contradictory?" Nevertheless, this is no attempt to 
contradict or weaken, in anyone instance, that which is said by Mr. 
Gerald Massey in his criticism. The contradictions pointed out by theJ 
learned lecturer and author are too patent to be explained away by any 
" Preacher" or Bible champion; for what he has said-only in more 
terse and vigorous language-is what was said of the descendant of 
Joseph Pandira (or Panthera) in "Isis Unveiled" (vol. ii., p. 201), from 
the Talmudic Sepher Toldos Juku. His belief with regard to the 
spurious character of Bible and New Testament, as now edited, is 
therefore, also the belief of the present writer. In view of the recent 
revision of the Bible, and its many thousands of mistakes, mistransla
tions, and interpolations (some confessed to, and others withheld), it 
would ill become an opponent to take anyone to task for refusing to 
believe in the authorised texts. 

But the editors would object to one short sentence in the criticism 
under notice. Mr. Gerald Massey writes :-

"What is the use of taking your ( Bible oath' that the thing is true, if 
the book you are sworn upon is a magazine of falsehoods already ex
ploded, or just going off?" 

Surely it is not a symbologist of Mr. G. Massey's powers and learning 
who would call the "Book of the Dead," or the Vedas, or any other 

12 
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ancient Scripture, .. a magazine of falsehoods."· Why not regard in the 
same light as all the others, the Old, and, in a still greater measure, the 
New Testament? 

All of these are "magazines of falsehoods," if accepted in the exoteric 
dead-letter interpretations of their ancient, and especially their modem, 
theological glossarists. Each of these records has served in its turn 
as a means for securing power and of supporting the ambitious policy 
of an unscrupulous priesthood. All have promoted superstition, all made 
of their gods bloodthirsty and ever-damning Molochs and fiends, as all 
have made nations to serve the latter more than the God of Truth. But 
while cunningly-devised dogmas and intentional misinterpretations by 
scholiasts are beyond any doubt, .. falsehoods already exploded," the 
texts themselves are mines of universal truths. But for the world 
of the profane and sinners, at any rate-they were and still are like the 
mysterious characters traced by "the fingers of a man's hand" on the 
wall of the Palace of Belshazzar: tkey need a Daniel to read and under
stand tkem. 

Nevertheless, TRUTH has not allowed herself to remain without 
witnesses. There are, besides great Initiates into scriptural symbology, 
a number of quiet students of the mysteries of archaic esotericism, of 
scholars proficient in Hebrew and other dead tongues, who have devoted 
their lives to unriddle the speeches of the Sphinx of the world-religions. 
And these students, though none of them has yet mastered all the 
•• seven keys" that open the great problem, have discovered enough to 
be able to say: There was a universal mystery-language, in which all 
the World Scriptures were written, from Vedas to "Revelation," from 
the" Book of the Dead" to the Acts. One of the keys, at any rate
the numerical and geometrical keyt to the Mystery Speech is now 
rescued; an ancient language, truly, which up to this time remained 
hidden, but the evidences of which abundantly exist, as may be proven 
by undeniable mathematical demonstrations .. If, indeed, the Bible is 
force~ on the acceptance of the world in its dead-letter meaning, in the 

t 0 The extraordinary amount of information collated by that able Egyptologist shows 
Ithat he has thoroughly mastered the secret of the production of the Nt'ltJ Testammt. i Mr. Massey knows the difference between the spiritual, divine and purely metaphysical 
,Christos, and the made-up" lay figure" of the carnalized Jesus. He knows also that 
: the Christian canon, especially the Gospels, Acts and Epistles, are made up of fragments 
:,of gnostic wisdom, the ground-work of which is pre-Clt.ristian and built on the 
MYSTERIES of Initiation. It is the mode of theologIcal presentation and the inter

'polated passages-such as in Mark xvi. from verse 9 to the end-which make of the 
,Gospels a "magazine of (wicked) falsehoods," and throw a slur on CHRISTOS. Hut the 
,Occultist who discerns between the two currents (the true gnostic and the pseudo 
i Christian) knows that the passages free from theological tampering belong to archaic 
wisdom, and so does Mr. Gerald Massey, though his views differ from ours. 

t "The key to the recovery of the language, so far as the writer's efforts have been 
concerned, was found in the use, strange to say, of the discovered integral ratio in 
numbers of diameter to circumference of a circle," by a geometrician. "This ratio 
is 6,561 for diameter and 20,612 for circumference." (Cabalistic MSS.) In one of 
the future numbers of "LUCIFER" more details will be given, with the permission of 
the discoverer.-Ed. 
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face of the modem discoveries by Orientalists and the efforts of 
independent students and kabalists, it is easy to prophesy that even the 
present new generations of Europe and America will repudiate it, as all 
the materialists and logicians have done. For, the more one studies 
ancient religious texts, the more one finds that the ground-work of the 
New Testament is the same as the ground-work of the Vedas, of the 
Egyptian theogony, and the Mazdean allegories. The atonements 
by blood-blood-covenants and blood-transferences from gods to men, 
and by men, as sacrifices to the gods-are the first key-note struck 
in every cosmogony and theogony; soul, life and blood were 
synonymous words in every language, pre-eminently with the Jews i and 
that blood-giving was life-giving. "Many a legend among (geographi
cally) alien nations ascribes soul and consciousness in newly-created 
mankind to the blood of the god-creators. Berosus records a Chaldean 
legend ascribing the creation of a new race of mankind to the admixture 
of dust with the blood that flowed from the severed head of the god 
Belus. "On this account it is that men are rational and partake of 
divine knowledge," explains Berosus.· And Lenormant has shown 
(Begimzings of History, p. 52, note) that "the Orphics .... said 
that the immaterial part of man, his soul (his life) sprang from the blood 
of Dionysius Zagreus, whom . . . . Titans tore to pieces." Blood 
"revivifies the dead "-i.e., interpreted metaphysically, it gives conscious 
life and a soul to the man of matter or clay-such as the modem 
materialist is now. The mystic meaning of the injunction, .. Verily I 
say unto you, except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man and drink his 
Mood, ye have not life in yourselves," &c., can never be understood or 
appreciated at its true occult value, except by those who hold some of the 
.m'en keys, and yet care little for St Peter.t These words, whether said 
by Jesus of Nazareth, or Jeshua Ben-Panthera, are the words of an 
INITIATE. They have to be interpreted with the help of three keys
one opening the psychic door, the second that of physiology, and the 
third that which unlocks the mystery of terrestrial being, by unveiling 

• Cory's Anc. Frag., p. 59> f. So do Sanchoniaton and Hesiod, who both ascribe I 
the vivifyinlr of mankind to the spilt blood of the gods. But blood and soul are one 
(nepltes"), and the blood of the gods means here the informing soul. 

t The existence of these seven keys is virtually admitted, owing to deep research in 
the Egyptological lore, by Mr. G. Massey again. While o~posing the teachings of 
"Esotenc Buddhism "-unfortunately misunderstood by him 10 almost every respect
in his Lecture on "The Seven Souls of Man," he writes (p. 21):-

"This system of thought, this mode of representation, this septenary of powers, in 
various aspects, had been established in Egypt, at least, seven thousand years ago, as 
we learn from certain allusions to Atum (the god 'in whom the fatherhood was 
indh;dualised as the begelter 0/ an eternal soul,' the sevent" principle of the 
Theosophists, found in the inscriptions lately discovered at Sakkarah. I say in 
various aspects, because lite gnosis of IIu Mysteries was, at leasl, sevenfold in its natur. 
-it was Elemental, Biological, Elementary (human), Stellar, Lunar, Solar and 
Spiritual-and nol"ing SMrt oj a grasp of lite w"ou system can possibly mabie us to 
discriminate lite various parts, distinguish one from lite Oilier, and delerminate IIu 
1II"ic" and IIu what, as 1IIe try 10 foll01ll lite symbolical Seven ''''our'' lkeir several 
PllastS of character." 
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the inseparable blending of theogony with anthropology. It is for 
revealing a few of these truths, with the sole view of saving intellectual 
mankind f1'Om tke insanities of materialism and pessimism, that mystics 
have often been denounced as the servants of Antichrist, even by those 
Christians who are most worthy, sincerely pious and respectable men. 

The first key that one has to use to unravel the dark secrets involved 
in the mystic name of Christ, is the key which unlocked the door to the 
ancient mysteries of the primitive Aryans, Sabeans and Egyptians. The 
Gnosis supplanted' by the Christian scheme was universal. It was the 
echo of the primordial wisdom-religion which had once been the 
heirloom of the whole of mankind; and, therefore, one may truly say 
that, in its purely metaphysical aspect, the Spirit of Christ (the divine 
logos) was present in humanity from the beginning of it. The author 
'of the Clementine Homilies is right; the mystery of Christos-now 
supposed to have been taught by Jesus of Nazareth-re was identical" 
with that which from the first had been communicated re to those who were 
wortky," as quoted in another lecture.- We may learn from the Gospel 
accorditzg to Luke, that the "worthy" were those who had been 
initiated into the mysteries of the Gnosis, and who were re accounted 
worthy" to attain that "resurrection from the dead" in tkis life. . . . . 
" those who knew that they could die no more, being equal to the angels 
as sons of God and sons of the Resurrection." In other words, they were 
the great adepts of wkatever religion; and the words apply to all those 
who, without being Initiates, strive and succeed, through personal efforts to 
live tke life and to attain the naturally ensuing spiritual illumination in 
blending their personality-the (re Son ") with (the" Father,") their indi
vidual divine Spirit, tke God withill them. This" resurrection" can never be 
monopolized by the Christians, but is the spiritual birth-right of every 
human being endowed with soul and spirit, whatever his religion may be. 
Such individual is a Christ-man. On the other hand, those who choose 
to ignore the Christ (principle) within themselves, must die unregenerate 
keatkens-baptism, sacraments,lip-prayers, and belief in dogmas notwith
standing. 

In order to follow this explanation, the reader must bear in mind the 
real archaic meaning of the paronomasia involved in the two terms 
Chrlstos and Christos. The former means certainly more than merely 
" a good," an "excellent man," while the latter was never applied to any 
one living man, but to every Initiate at the moment of his second birlh land res1t"ection·t He who finds Christos within himself and recognises 
the latter as his only "way," becomes a follower and an Apostle OJ 
Ckrist, though he may have never been baptised, nor even have met a 
"Christian," still less call himself one. H. P. B. 

. (To be continued.) 
o "Gnostic and Historic Christianity." I t "Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a man "e "om again he cannot see the 

Kingdom of God." (John iii. 4.) Here the birth from aDove, the spiritual birth, is 
meant, achieved at the supreme and last initiation. 
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THE "SQUARE" IN THE HAND. 

I AM unable to say where or when the events related in the following 
pages took place. Neither can I give any details concerning 
the personal circumstances of the narrator. All I know is that she 

was a young woman of French nationality, and that the "uncle" of 
whom she speaks-her senior by some thirty years-was more distin
guished as a philosopher than as an enthusiast. Whether the conspiracy 
against the reigning authorities in which our heroine and her friends 
were implicated, happened to be of any historical importance or not, is 
also more than I can say. As my object in reproducing the narrative is 
merely to illustrate the curious operation through natural channels of 
laws, which are usually regarded as .. occult," and the activity of which 
on the material plane has given rise to the common notion of " miracle," 
I do not propose to trouble the reader or myself with any preamble of 
merely local interest. So, without more introduction, I leave the diary 
of the writer to recount .the adventure set down therein by her own 
hand 

.. I was concerned in a very prominent way in a political struggle for 
liberty and the people's rights. My part in this struggle was, indeed, 
the leading one, but my uncle had been drawn into it at my instance, and 
was implicated in a secondary manner only. The government sought 
our arrest, and, for a time, we evaded all attempts to take us, but at last 
w'! were surprised and driven under escort in alprivate carriage to a 
military station, where we were to be detained for examination. With 
us was arrested a man popularly known as • Fou,' a poor weakling 
whom I much pitiec:L When we arrived at the station which was our 
destination, • F ou' gave some trouble to the officials. I think he 
fainted, but at all events his conveyance from the carriage to the caserne 
needed the conjoined efforts of our escort, and some commotion was 
caused by his appearance among the crowd assembled to see us. 
Clearly the crowd was sympathetic with us and hostile to the military. 
I particularly noticed one woman who pressed forward as 'Fou' was 
being carried into the station, and who loudly called on all present to 
note his feeble condition and the barbarity of arresting a witless creature 
such as he. At that moment my uncle laid his hand on my arm and 
whispered: • Now is our time; the guards are all occupied with" Fou;" 
we are left alone for a minute; let us jump out of the carriage and run ! • 
As he said this he opened the carriage door on the side opposite to the 
&aSe1'7U and alighted in the street. I instantly followed, and the people 
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favouring us, we pressed through them and fled at the top of our speed 
down the road. As we ran I espied a pathway winding up a hill-side 
away from the town, and cried: 'Let us go up there; let us get away 
from the streets!' My uncle answered: 'No, no; they would see us 
there immediately at that height, the path is too conspicuous. Our best 
safety is to lose ourselves in the town. We may throw them off our 
track by winding in and out of the streets.' Just then a little child, 
playing in the road, got in our way, and nearly threw us down as we 
ran. We had to pause a moment to recover ourselves. ' That child 
may have cost us our lives,' whispered my uncle breathlessly. A second 
afterwards we reached the bottom of the street which branched off right 
and left I hesitated a moment; then we both turned to the right As 
we did so-in the twinkling of an eye-we found ourselves in the midst 
of a group of soldiers coming round the comer. I ran straight into the 
arms of one of them, who the same instant knew me and seized me by 
throat and waist with a grip of iron. This was a horrible moment! The 
iron grasp was sudden and solid as the grip of a vice; the man's arm 
held my waist like a bar of steel. 'I arrest you!' he cried, and the 
soldiers immediately closed round us. At once I realised the hopeless
ness of the situation; the utter futility of resistance. 'Vous n'avez pas 
besoil1 de me tmirainsi,' I said to the officer; '}'irai tranquillement.' He 
loosened his hold and we were then marched off to another military 
station, in a different part of the town from that whence we had 
escaped. The man who had arrested me was a sergeant or some 
officer in petty command. He took me alone with him into the guard
room, and placed before me on a wooden table some papers which he 
told me to fill in and sign. Then he sat· down opposite to me 
and I looked through the papers. They were forms, with blanks left for 
descriptions specifying the name, occupation, age, address and so forth of 
arrested persons. I signed these, and pushing them across the table to 
the man, asked him what was to be done with us. 'You will be shot,' 
he replied, quickly and decisively. ' Both of us?'. I asked. 'Both,' he 
replied. 'But,' said I, 'my companion has done nothing to deserve 
death. He was drawn into this struggle entirely by me. Consider, too, 
his advanced age. His hair is white; he stoops, and, had it not been 
for the difficulty with which he moves his limbs, both of us would 
probably be at this moment in a place of safety. What can you gain 
by shooting an old man such as he?' The officer was silent He 
neither- favoured nor discouraged me by his manner. While I sat 
awaiting his reply, I glanced at the hand with which I had just signed 
the papers, and a sudden idea flashed into my mind. • At least,' I said, 
, grant me one request. If my uncle must die, let me die first.' Now I 
made this request for the following reason. In my right hand, the line 
of life broke abruptly halfway in its length; indicating a sudden and 
violent death. But the point at which it broke was terminated by a 
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perfectly marked squa,.e, extraordinarily clear-cut and distinct. Such a 
square, occurring at the end of a broken line means ,escue, sa/vation. 
I had long been aware of this strange figuration in my hand, and had 
often wondered what it presaged. But now, as once more I looked at 
it, it came .upon me with sudden conviction that in some way I was 
destined to be delivered from death at the last moment, and I thought 
that if this be so it would be horrible should my uncle have been killed 
first. If I were to be saved I should certainly save him also, for my 
pardon would involve the pardon of both, or my rescue the rescue of 
both. Therefore it was important to provide for his safety until after 
my fate was decided. The officer seemed to take this last request into 
more serious consideration than the first He said shortly: 'I may be 
able to manage that for you,' and then at once rose and took up the 
papers I had signed. 'When are we to be shot?' I asked him. 
'To-morrow morning,' he replied, as promptly as before. Then he went 
out, turning the key of the guard-room upon me. 

II The dawn of the next day broke darkly. It was a terribly stormy 
day; great black lurid thunderclouds lay 'piled along the horizon, and 
came up slowly and awfully against the wind. I looked upon them with 
terror; they seemed so near the earth, and so like living, watching 
things. They hung out of the sky, extending long ghostly arms down
wards, and their gloom and density seemed supernatural. The soldiers 
took us out, our hands bound behind us, into a quadrangle at the back 
of their barracks. The scene is sharply impressed on my mind. A 
palisade of two sides of a square, made of wooden planks, ran round 
the quadrangle. Behind this palisade, and pressed up close against it 
was a mob of men and women-the people of the town--come to see 
the execution. But their faces were sympathetic; an unmistakable look 
of mingled grief and rage, not unmixed with desperation-for they were 
a down-trodden folk-shone in the hundreds of eyes turned towards us. 
I was the only woman among the condemned. My uncle was there, and 
poor' Fou,' looking bewildered, and one or two other prisoners. On the 
third and fourth sides of the quadrangle was a high wall, and in a 
certain place was a niche partly enclosing the trunk of a tree, cut off at 
the top. An iron ring was driven into the trunk midway, evidently for 
the purpose of securing condemned persons for execution. I guessed 
it would be used for that now. In the centre of the square piece of 
ground stood a file of soldiers, armed with carbines, and an officer with 
a drawn sabre. The palisade was guarded by a row of soldiers some
what sparsely distributed, certainly not more than a dozen in all. A 
Catholic priest in black cassock walked beside me, and as we were 
conducted into the enclosure, he turned to me and offered religious 
consolation. I declined his ministrations, but asked him anxiously if he 
knew which of us was to die first 'Y01l,' he replied; 'the officer in 
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charge of you said you wished it, and he has been able to accede to your 
request' Even then I felt a singular joy at hearing this, though I had 
no longer any expectation of release. Death was, I thought, far too 
near at hand for that Just then a soldier approached us, and 
led me, bare-headed, to the tree trunk, where he placed me 
with my back against it, and made fast my hands behind me 
with a rope to the iron ring. No bandage was put over my 
eyes. I stood thus, facing the file of soldiers in the middle of 
the quadrangle, and noticed that the officer with the drawn sabre placed 
himself at the extremity of the line, composed of six men. In that 
supreme moment I also noticed that their uniform was bright with steel 
accoutrements. Their helmets were of steel and their carbines, as they 
raised them and pointed them at me, ready cocked, glittered in a fitful 
gleam of sunlight with the same burnished metal. There was an 
instant's stillness and hush while the men took aim; then I saw the 
officer raise his bared sabre as the signal to fire. I t flashed in the air; 
then, with a suddenness impossible to convey, the whole quadrangle 
blazed with an awful light-a light so vivid, so intense, so blinding, so 
indescribable that everything was blotted out and devoured by it It 
crossed my brain with instantaneous conviction that this amazing glare 
was the physical effect of being shot, and that the bullets had pierced 
my brain or heart, and caused this frightful sense of all-pervading flame. 
Vaguely I remembered having read or having been told that such was the 
result produced on the nervous system of a victim to death from fire
arms. • It is over,' I said, I'that was the bullets.' But presently there 
forced itself on my dazed senses a sound-a confusion of sounds-dark
ness succeeding the white flash-then steadying itself into gloomy 
daylight; a tumult; a heap of stricken, tumbled men lying stone-still 
before me; a fearful horror upon every living face; and then . . . . it all 
burst on me with distinct conviction. The storm which had been gathering 
all the morning had culminated in its blackest and most electric point 
immediately over-head. The file of soldiers appointed to shoot me stood 
exactly under it. Sparkling with bright steel on head and breast and 
carbines, they stood shoulder to shoulder, a complete lightning con
ductor, and at the end of the chain they formed, their officer, at the 
critical moment, raised his shining, naked blade towards the sky. 
Instantaneously heaven opened, and the lightning fell, attracted by the 
burnished steel. From blade to carbine, from helmet to breastplate it 
ran, smiting every man dead as he stood. They fell like a row of nine
pins, blackened in face and hand in an instant-in the twinkling of an 
eye. Dead. The electric flame licked the life out of seven men in that 
second; not one moved a muscle or a finger again. Then followed a 
wild scene. The crowd, stupefied for a minute by the thunderbolt and 
the horror of the devastation it had wrought, recovered sense, and with 
a mighty shout hurled itself against the palisade, burst it, leapt over it 
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and swarmed into the quadrangle, easily overpowering the unnerved 
guards. I was surrounded, eager hands unbound mine, arms were 
thrown about me; the people roared, and wept, and triumphed, and fell 
about me on their knees praising Heaven. I think rain fell, my face 
was wet with drops, and my hair-but I knew no more, for I swooned 
and lay unconscious in the arms of the crowd. My rescue had indeed 
come, and from the very Heavens! " 

ANNA KINGSFORD, M.D. 

FREEDOM. 

KNOW, striving soul, on truth intent, 
That not with words by mortal sent

Faint shimmerings of earthly light
Shall ever-living truth be taught, 
Or light to gild the path be bought, 

That leads us upward from the night. 

But govern mind with ordered will, 
Subduing this with knowledge still, 

Fanning the spark within that glows, 
The essence of that power divine, 
The pledge to man from mystic time, 

The light from thrones above that flows. 

Then may the spirit, bathed in light, 
Soar upward from the realms of night, 

No more a fettered earth-bound thing, 
But freed from clay, and doubt, and slime, 
Triumphant over death and time I 

To the eternal ever cling ! 
P. H. D. 
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THE INVISIBLE WORLD. 

I N many of the tasks of life the first step costs the great effort, 
and the investigation of truth in the higher regions of Nature 
justifies the familiar maxim. The first step for the modem inquirer 

is that which carries his consciousness across the threshold of matter 
into the invisible world. Never mind for the moment whether occult 
progress be attempted by a direct onslaught on the defences of the invisible 
world, or by purely internal combats with the desires of the lower self. 
The unseen must first become a reality for anyone who seriously desires 
to enter into relations with it, whether he sets his will to work to vanquish 
his own frailties, or the forces of Nature on the astral plane. An internal 
struggle with material desire undertaken for a spiritual purpose, just as 
much as the other kind of contest, is a recognition of the superior realm; 
and it is not a struggle of the kind we are contemplating at all, if it is 
merely undertaken for a worldly purpose, as thrifty habits may be culti
vated, for instance, at the bidding of the grossest material selfishness. 
But though a recognition of the invisible world must in this way have 
been forced, at an early stage of his inquiry, on the mind of everyone 
who becomes an earnest explorer of Nature's higher laws, its invisibility 
is a terrible barrier in the way of the progress that would otherwise be 
made by the throngs of intelligent materialists who people civilised coun
tries at this epoch of our history. From the point of view of con
ventional thinkers-of those alike who sacrifice their Sunday mornings 
to provide for the contingency that there may be something in religion 
after all, and of those who are frankly incredulous of any Nature lying 
beyond the reach of instrumental research-a tremendous revolution in 
all their views of life is accomplished if they are somehow brought 
face to face with the reality of super-material phenomena, if they ever 
discover the invisible world and come to know it, or any part of it, as an 
unequivocal fact. 

Long experienced explorers of the unseen often forget how profoundly 
clouded the whole region seems from the shore of materialistic thought. 
Indeed, from the shore of other systems where habits of metaphysical 
speculation would lead men to repudiate the charge of materialism, 
the unseen appears to be equally impenetrable to all human faculties. 
It is as though we lived beside an ocean always shrouded from view 
by a belt of mist. A few persons are in the constant habit of 
pushing out beyond in boats, but these, when they come back, 
are told, "Nonsense! there is no ocean; you have been dream
ing ! " For the vast majority, the mist is an infinite void. Only 
by a minority have the few who have passed through it, been even 
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encountere4. Will anyone who knows his generation pretend to say that 
c even among ordinary religious people the next world is a certain fact in 

Nature, like the next street? How many are there who do more than 
rest on the hypothesis that there may be somewhere a heaven to " go to" 
when the dreadful moment comes at which mortal man must perforce 
bid adieu to the warm precincts of the cheerful day. "God forbid!" a 
bishop is said to have piously remarked when warned, during danger at 
sea, that he would be in Heaven that night. The next world of common
place orthodoxy is but too often regarded as a desperate resource for 
ruined men, whose fortune of life has been wrung from them to the last 
drop. For thosct who are bankrupt of breath, "let us trust" (as a frequent 
phrase expresses the idea) that some compensation may be provided by 
Providence hereafter, though it does all remain so hopelessly obscure . 

.. Ah, if you could only show me that there really is a life beyond this 
-a perpetuation of this real individual Me after I am what my friends will 
call dead-you would be giving me a blessing that no words could 
over-estimate." That is a passionate cry from many hearts to those who 
talk of other lives for the soul--of spiritual rewards, or the fruit of Karma 
in future states of existence. 

I t is a cry which few people indeed, even among those who have been 
in contact with the invisible world, are in a position to satisfy. Most of 
us are obliged to reply: "This satisfaction can only be acquired by a I 
resolute effort; it is impossible for us to bring you proof of what ~ 
know, to save you trouble. If you would know whether Africa exists, we 
cannot bring you Africa to prove it; we can only give you directions how! 
to get there if you are willing to undertake the journey." "But why," we 
might ask, "cannot you believe the testimony of those who have had 
proof of the sort you require." The answer always is in effect: "C'est Ie 
premier pas qui coute. It would be worth worlds to kno~v, but to believe 
without personal knowledge-that would be an act of faith. I might ~s 
easily believe at once in the Roman Catholic Church." 

There is a great difference, really, between the surrender of that 
reason claimed by ecclesiastical tyranny and the faith required to enable 
a seeker after truth to gain personal cognisance of the invisible world. 
The priest and the occultist both claim faith from the neophyte; but the 
first bids him develop this by strangling his reason, the second by 
satisfying it. Sensible faith is that which recognises the logic of facts 
appealing to human intelligence. It is stupid to believe that which you 
have no reason for believing; it is no less stupid to disbelieve that which 
there is reason to believe. The majority of modern men and women, 
indeed-fed exclusively on the husks of knowledge-are too profoundly 
ignorant of the records accumulated by those who have penetrated the 
unseen to be called stupid for undervaluing them. But on one or the 
other horn of the dilemma they must take their place. They are unconl 
scious of the existence of the records left, or of the work done by students 0 
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\ 
occultism in its various phases; or they must be held responsible for 
defects of understanding. Does anyone say : II What are the records you 
refer to?" The answer would be analogous to one that might be 

I given to a person brought up in American backwoods, on modem I practicalities exclusively, and who in mature life should hear someone 
refer to classical literature as important. II What book do you want me 
to read?" he might ask. What would an accomplished University 
devotee of Greek poetry tkink in reply, even if he tried to disguise his 

I answer in polite terms? 
Any fairly considerable acquaintance with the literature of occult 

research'-including in that broad designation records of any super
material phenomena-will put any man in a position in which he must 
either believe in the existence of the invisible world, or discover that he 
is an irrational being, whose" convictions" are merely acts of submission 
to the decrees of the multitude. And then, for most of those who 
perceive that they must believe, or who find that they cannot 
continue to disbelieve, some personal contact with some phases of 
the invisible world will probably follow in the sequence of events; 
because, once believing-{)nce saturated with a complete conviction that 
there are other planes of Nature-these will present themselves to the 
mind as so interesting, that it becomes worth while to take trouble in 
order to get the gratification of beholding their phenomena in some way 
or other; and then success will sooner or later be attained. While 
people merely think" there may be an invisible world, let us try if we 
can find it out," they are easily baffled by failure. They draw one or two 
covers" blank" and retire from the effort declaring" there is nothing to I be discovered; it is all a delusion." The man who has read and 
assimilated what he has read is, as we have said above, saturated with a 
conviction on the subject. His state of mind remains unaffected by 
personal failure; and still i~pelled by the fascination of the idea, he 
will try again and again till he succeeds. When anyone says, II I wisk 
I could see something out of the common way, but I never have any 
luck in such things," the answer is: II Then you certainly do not wish 
muck." Probably such people do not wish enough to take the trouble 
merely to study. What they wish is that conclusive phenomena 
demonstrating the existence of the invisible world should always be on 
view at some London theatre, where inquirers might go without liability 
to disappointment, when other engagements permitted. 

And yet, though it is so easy to blame and ridicule that attitude of 
mind, no one who has the influence of the higher occultism in his heart, 
and at the same time a capacity for sympathising with the best attributes 
of modem culture, can be otherwise than indefatigably anxious to waken 
up the present generation more fully to an appreciation of the sublime 
knowledge accessible to those who get across the outer barriers and 
come to realise the existence of the world beyond, once for all. 
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Occultists will often fail to understand the situation aright. There are 
some who would do nothing but draw from their own knowledge of the 
invisible world a store of moral maxims, and serve these out to their 
brethren, fearing to suggest further inquiries lest danger should be 
incurred, for, of course, people are put in danger the higher they climb, 
falls being then more disastrous. But maxims to have any value must 
be in circuit with knowledge. II Be good!" is a sound maxim. II Bel 
good children! " is often an efficient exhortation, but it will not survive 
the period when the persons addressed say II Why? " And all the 
educated world is saying" Why?" now in regard to injunctions which 
rest upon incredible assertions. Why is Society so tolerant of some mis
doing which the Church has always specially condemned, though it lies 
outside the catalogue of offences like robbery and murder, proscribed by 
common convenience? Because maxims which merely rest upon religion 
have no longer any binding force i in other words, because religion is 
the science, or the sum total of the sciences of the invisible world, and 
men now claim to have cut and dried maxims overhauled on principles 
to which this age of science has accustomed them. It is quite possible 
to get this done. The fact that this is a scientific age is a declaration, 
in other words, that a time has come for putting a scientific complexion 
on religious thought i in other words again, for beginning to lead the 
public, in flocks, where hitherto rare pioneers only have penetrated in 
secret-across the threshold unto the limitless realms of the invisible 
world. By flocks we need not be supposed to mean crude masses of 
humanity selected on no system, but large numbers compared to the 
rare explorers of former times, considerable groups of the most 
intelligent and advanced minds of the age. A man of the present day, 
who has obtained the beautiful culture of modern civilisation, who may 
be an accomplished classic, a finely-trained man of science, a poet, an 
artist, and yet a person so ignorant or stupid (as to certain facets of his 
mind) as not to know anything about the· invisible world, is a creature 
who provokes in the more enlightened observer a feeling analogous to 
that with which one might look at a lady of fashion, beautiful in the 
face, but whose winning draperies you know to hide ugly deformities or 
repulsive disease. Or treating the subject more abstractedly, this lovelr 
culture of modern civilisation is like the soulless statue-the Galatea 
without life. Surely it is time that the gods informed the marble with 
the breath of the spirit i and have they not shown themselves ready to 
do this if the sculptor does but appeal to them? 

The man who penetrates, or gets into relations of some sort or other 
with the invisible world, will not necessarily be illuminated at once with 
a flood of exhilarating knowledge. The new realm may open out 
before the explorer in many different ways i and there is much going 
astray amidst its innumerable mazes for new comers, as a rule. But to 
discuss these perils in detail would be to attempt an essay on all branches 
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10f occultism. For the present we are arguing merely that to make no 
journeys there at all is to give up progress, to move no longer with the 
onward stream of evolution, to fall out of the line of march. 

It is deplorable that men of intelligence, in the present day, should 
neglect to pick up the threads which might guide them to some know
ledge of the invisible world, for two reasons, or rather, the reasons why 
this is deplorable may be divided into two great classes, those wh;ch 
have reference to knowledge, as such, and those which have reference 
to the spiritual interests of mankind. To people who appreciate 
spiritual interests, nothing else is relatively worth a thought; but 
for men of modern civilisation at large knowledge is worth every
thing for its own sake; it is the end they are pursuing, and this being so, 
it is astounding that they neglect the most subtle, fascinating and 
intricate phenomena of all nature, those which have to do with super
material planes of existence and natural force. And from that point of 
view, any passage across the threshold of the invisible world will do as 
well as any other. The tables that move without hands, the pencils 
that write without fingers, are surely linked with mysteries of Nature 
not yet understood, and, therefore, worth examination. Investigations 
concerning them bring one face to face with the forces of the invisible 
world. 

Are we told that science cannot grasp these phenomena to investigate 
them? The statement is not true. They cannot be grasped at any 
time by anybody, but no more can the depths of stellar space be 
fathomed by whoever chooses whenever it suits his leisure. Great 
telescopes are scarce; nights perfectly fitted for observation must be 
waited for with patience. But when they come, the men who have got 
the telescopes take observations and make reports, and their records are 
studied by other astronomers, and used as the foundation of theories, 

, as the raw material of current knowledge. If similar methods were , 
I, adopted with even the crudest spiritualistic, not to speak of scientific, 

research in occult mystery, the world at large would not be blundering 
about as it is, with absurd denials of facts known to thousands. Clair
voyance again, by flights of perception through the invisible world, 
bridges gulfs that are materially impassable. But what does modem 
culture know of it? As a scientific fact, it is enormously more certain 
than the existence, for example, of the satellites of Mars; but who 
disputes the latter fact? They have been seen, those satellites, if they 
are not seen easily or often, and therefore their existence has been 
established. But five newspapers out of six in the present day
barometers of prevailing belief-would profess to disbelieve in clairvoy
ance if the subject had to be mentioned; to disbe/ie1le in that which is 
an elementary truth having to do with the most easily accessible region 
of supermaterial knowledge! 

To gain touch with this is 1101 to be put at once in possession of that 
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certainty concerning the survival after death of the real "Me" in each 
case, which is the great point to be established for most European 
doubters, but it is the first step. Students of the laws which govern ex
istence in the higher realms of Nature can gain no hearing from those to 
whom that great point remains unsatisfied. Once the higher realm is 
felt to be a reality, the possibility of gaining a knowledge of the laws 
w}llch prevail there presents itself to the mind with an altogether new 
significance. And finally, closer attention shows that this knOWledge, 
certainly has been gained; that the path leading to spiritual wisdom is 
defined; that with some of the powers which reign in the invisible world 
we may enter into more or less definite relations beforehand here; that of 
all practical pursuits which men of clear heads and resolute purpose can set \ 
themselves to, during the space of incarnate earthly life, immeasurably . 
the most practical, in so far as it has to do with objects which dwarf all others 
in their importance, are those which have to do with the culture and de
velopment of that Higher Self within them which has its natural home in 
the invisible world, and is but a passing guest in the midst of material oc
cupations. To use and apply the knowledge of supermateriallaws which 
occult studies disclose is a life's task, but of that for the moment we need 
not speak. I t is with the heedless and frivolous generation at large that 
we are concerned in this appeal-with those who waste great gifts of in
telligence and splendid energies and courage and indqmitable industry 
on transitory pursuits, on money-making (in excess), on discovery and 
research that merely subserve passing material wants, on the struggle for 
flattering distinctions which cast a meteoric gleam on the brief journey to 
personal oblivion, on the "solid realities" of the visible world, which, like the 
ice drops of a hailstorm, are as hard as bullets one minute and dissolved in 
new forms the next. It is all for want of taking the first step that 
they are squandering their lives. Their immediate predecessors knew 
no more than they perhaps of the hidden mysteries, but they were less 
critical of the distorted shape in which pious tradition told them of the 
future and of the powers. above. The heirs of modem thought have 
grown in knowledge of molecules and of the transmutation of energy 
but as they look back upon the beliefs which contented their forefathers, 
they perceive that their fuller science of the physical plane has entirely 
shut out the wide, vague prospect that used to gleam on the earlier 
horizon. 

Rational human creatures cannot afford to leave that prospect in a per
manent eclipse. The neglect of all facts concerned with the dur~bi1iti~s 
of existence; the concentration of effort and interest on the hastily diS
solving view of its physically manifested phases, is the crying fol1~ of t~e 
period. To spring at once into complete conscious spiritual relationship 
with the higher planes of Nature is not an easy achievement. The great 
Realities lie within a domain which makes no direct appeal to the five 

h · g their comsenses of the earthly body, and the only way of approac 10 
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prehension is to press on through the darkness, beyond which other men 
before us declare that they have reached illuminated altitudes. 

But meanwhile, the torpor of the educated world at large in regard to 
the promptings which ought now to stir its activity in this direction is 
little less than idiotic. Idiotic relatively, that is to say, to spiritual culture. 
There are men of illustrious fame in the various provinces of intellectual 
culture, who are behaving relatively to their o~vn higher potentialities, as 
the luckless victim of a shallow skull may behave towards the teachings 
of science and art. But there is always one thing to be remembered 
about them; they are curable. Their cure can be undertaken with sure 
certainty of success at any moment, but for each sufferer from that inner 
cataract which shuts out from his consciousness the prospect of the 
invisible world, there is only one surgeon who can successfully perform 
the necessary operation-the man himself. What we can do who have 
accomplished the feat for ourselves, is to encourage others-not to go, but 
to come and do likewise. 

A. P. SINNETT. 

THE MYSTIC THOUGHT. 

WHEN will come rest? Is it alone the silent grave 
That can bring true peace to the restless soul 
That striving, yearns to reach some distant goal, 

Toss'd like a boat on the crest of a mighty wave? 
Is there oblivion in the cold, dark tomb 

To dull the heart and kill the abject fear 
Which loads the sense, when unknown dangers loom 

From regions that our sense perceives not here? 
When from the soul goes forth the mystic thought 

That we have higher purpose than we know, 
And each must reap the fruit he cares to sow, 

Or learn the duties he himself has taught: 
Can this be killed ?-no, surely I-but that lamp can save 
That burns within us here-and burns beyond the grave. 

P. H. DALBIAC. 
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CHAPTER V. 

193 

ADVENTURE is said to be sweet to the young; if it was so to 
a Hilary, he must soon have found abundant pleasure in the 

possession of enough sweets. For the next few days scarcely an 
hour passed without an event large enough in his eyes to be an adventure. 

He was ready at the hour Fleta had named; and had provided against 
all probable contingencies by taking with him the smallest possible 
amount of luggage. For aught he knew they might have to climb moun
tains in the course of this journey. And moreover he knew Fleta's un
princess-like distaste for superfluities; he would not have been surprised 
to see her start in her riding habit and take no luggage at all. The 
difficulty he dreaded was his mother's surprise at this scant provision of 
his. But good luck-or was it something else ?-took her away. She 
was summoned to visit a sick friend at a little distance out of the city, 
and said good-bye to Hilary before her departure. So Hilary made his 
preparations without being troubled by criticism. 

At noon a lad presented himself at the door of the Estanol's house, 
with a note which he said he was to give into Hilary's own hand. Hilary 
immediately went to him and took it, as he guessed it was from Fleta. 
A single line I-and no signature !-

"I am waiting for you outside the north gate." 
Hilary took his valise in his hand, afraid to hire a carriage lest it 

should not please her that he brought any eyes to note their meeting. 
He walked out of the city by the quietest side streets he could select, 
hoping not to meet any of his friends. He met no one he knew, and 
with a sigh of relief passed out through the gate and walked on to the 
broad country road beyond it. Drawn up under some trees was a 
handsome travelling carriage, with four horses and postilions. Hilary 
was surprised. He had not expected so much luxury. When he 
reached the carriage he was even more surprised. Fleta was hardly 
dressed as for a journey; she wore a much richer robe than usual, and 

13 
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her head and shoulders were covered with beautiful black lace. She 
leaned back in a comer of the roomy carriage, with a voluptuous dreamy 
expression on her face which was new to Hilary. Opposite her sat 
Father Amyot. Hilary could not but regard the priest with amazement. 
Was the town to lose its favourite confessor? How then could all the 
gossips in it be prevented from hearing of the Princess Fleta's journey? 
But Hilary resolved not to harass himself with conjecture. He entered 
the carriage and Fleta motioned to him to seat himself at her side. 

At her side! Yes, that was his place. And Father Amyot, the father 
confessor, beloved and almost worshipped by the people, in whose breast 
reposed the secrets and the sorrows of the city; Father Amyot, who was 
the model of piety to all who knew him, sat opposite in the carriage~ 
Did he watch the lovers? Seemingly not. His eyes were lowered and 
his gaze was apparently fixed on his clasped hands. He sat there like 
a statue. Once or twice when Hilary glanced at his face, he fancied he 
must be there unwillingly. Was it so? Was he Fleta's tool and 
servant held by her domineering temper to do her bidding? Surely 
not. Father Amyot was too well known as a man of power for the idea 
to be credible. Hilary checked himself for the hundredth time in these 
hopeless speculations and determined to enjoy the moment he was in 
possession of and not trouble about the next one till it came; nor 
yet endeavour to read others' hearts. And so this young philosopher 
went open eyed, as he believed, to his destruction. 

The carriage rolled away at a great speed; it was drawn by four 
beautiful Russian horses, and the postilions were Fleta's own, and accus
tomed to her likings. She was a most daring and intrepid rider and 
nothing pleased her in the way of motion except great speed. She was 
a lover of animals and her horses were the finest kept in the city. It 
was strange to Hilary to try and realise her singular independence of 
. position, as to-day he felt impelled to. For himself he was still to a 
great extent in leading strings; he had made no position for himself, 
nor even planned any career; he was dependent on his mother's fortune, 
and consequently, to a certain extent, could act only according to her 
approval. He was still so young that all this seemed natural enough. 
But Fleta was younger than himself, though it was difficult always to 
remember it, so dominant was her temper. A glance at her fresh face 
still so soft in its outlines as to have something childish about it 
when her expression permitted; at her figure, so slender in spite of 
its stateliness, recalled the fact that the Princess was indeed only a 
girl. Did the man who was about to marry her suppose that his young 
Queen was a creature unformed, fresh from the schoolroom, altogether 
malleable to his hand? 

During the whole of the afternoon they drove on with scarcely a 
pause, and with very little conversation to pass the time. Yet for 
Hilary it flew with swift wings. The mere sensation of his novel 
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position was enough (or him as yet. To be beside Fleta and to watch 
her mysterious (ace for so long together satisfied for the moment his 
longing soul Fleta herself seemed buried in profound thought. She 
sat silent, her eyes on the country they passed through, but her mind, as 
far as Hilary could judge, wandering in some remote region. As for 
Father Amyot, his regard remained fixed upon a small crucifix which he 
held hidden within his clasped hands, and now and then his lips moved 
in prayer, while, on that austere face, no expression seemed to have room 
but that of adoration or contemplation of the divine. 

At sundown they stopped at a very small way-side inn. Hilary 
could not believe they were going to stay here, for it looked little more 
than a place where men drink and horses are fed. Yet so it was. The 
carriage was driven round to the side of the small house, the horses 
taken out of it, and Fleta led the way in at a side door, followed by her 
two companions. 

Within they found a motherly, plain and kindly woman, who evidently 
knew Fleta well; Hilary learned afterwards that this landlady had been a 
kitchen maid in the royal household. And now he saw strange things 
indeed. For this inn was in reality nothing but a drinking shop for 
the drivers who passed along the road. It had no parlour, nor any 
accommodation for travellers of a better sort. And Fleta knew this, as 
was evident at once. She drew a hard chair forward, clos . to the great 
fire which flamed up the wide open chimney, and sat down seemingly 
quite at her ease. 

"We must have some supper," she said to the landlady. "Get us 
what you can. Can you find room for these gentlemen to-night? " 

The landlady came near to Fleta and spoke in a low voice; the 
Princess laughed. 

"There are no bedrooms in this house, it seems," she said, aloud, " in fact, 
it is not an hotel Shall we drive on or shall we sit here through the night ?" 

"The horses are tired," said Father Amyot, speaking for the first time 
since they had left the city. 

"True," said Fleta, absently-for already she appeared to be 
thinking of something else. "I suppose, then, we must stay here." 

Hilary had never passed, nor ever contemplated passing, a night in 
such rough fashion. He was fond of comfort, or rather of luxury. But 
what could he do when his Princess, the greatest lady in the land, set 
him the example. Any protest would have appeared effeminate, and 
his pride held him silent. Still, when after a very indifferent supper, 
they all returned to the hard wooden chairs beside the fire, Hilary for 
the moment very sincerely wished himself at home in his own comfort
able rooms. As he wished this, suddenly he became aware that Fleta's 
dark eyes had turned upon him, and he would not look up, for he 
believed she had read his thought. He wished he could have hidden it 
from her, for he had no mind to be held as more effeminate than herself. 

13-
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There was a sort of second kitchen even rougher and more cheerless 
than the one in which they sat; and there the postilions and other 
men, the ordinary customers of the house, were crowded together, 
drinking and talking and singing. Their presence was horrid to Hilary, 
who was conscious of refined susceptibilities, but Fleta seemed quite 
indifferent to the noise they made and the odour of their coarse 
tobacco; or rather it might be that she was unaware of anything 
outside her own thoughts. She sat, her chin on her hand, looking into 
the fire; and so graceful and perfect was her attitude that she had the 
air of being a masterpiece of art placed amid the commonest sur
roundings. She looked more lovely than ever from the contrast, but yet 
the incongruity was painful to Hilary. 

The silence in the room in which they sat became the more marked 
from contrast with the increasing noise in the crowded room without. 
At last, however, the hour came for the house to be closed and the 
landlady politely showed her customers the door; all except those who 
were travellers on the road. These, including the postilions, gathered 
into the chimney corner and became quiet, at last falling sound asleep. 
To Hilary it seemed now that he was living through a painful dream, 
and he longed for the awakening-willing to awake, even if that meant 
that he would be at home and away from Fleta. 

At last sleep came to him, and his head drooped fonvard ; he sat there, 
upright in the wooden chair, fast asleep. When he awoke it was with a 
sense of pain in every limb, from the posture which he had maintained; 
and he could scarcely refrain from crying out when he attempted to move. 
But he instantly remembered that if the others were sleeping he must 
not wake them. Then he quickly looked round. Father Amyot sat 
near, looking just as he had looked since they entered the house; he 
might have been a statue. Fleta's chair was empty. 

Hilary roused himself, sat up and stared at her empty place; then 
looked all round the kitchen. An idea occurred to him; possibly the 
landlady had found some resting place for the young Princess. A sense 
of oppression came over him j the kitchen seemed stifling. He rose with 
difficulty and stretched himself, then found his way out into the air. It 
was. a glorious morning; the sun had just risen, the world seemed like a 
beautiful woman seen in her sleep. How sharp the sweet fresh air was! 
Hilary drew a deep breath of it. The country in which this lonely little 
inn stood was exceedingly lovely, and at this moment it wore its most 
fascinating appearance. A sense of great delight came upon Hilary; 
the uneasiness of the past night was at an end, and he was glad now and 
full of youth and strength. He turned and walked away from the house, 
soon leaving the road and plunging into the dewy grass. There was a 
stream in the valley, and here he determined to bathe. He soon reached 
it, and in another moment had hastily undressed, and was plunged in the 
ice-cold water. An intoxicating sense of vigour came over him as he 
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experienced the keen contact. Never had he felt so full of life as now! 
It was not possible to remain long in the water, it was so intensely cold; 
he sprang out again and stood for a moment on the bank in the brilliant 
morning sunshine, looking like a magnificent figure carved by the god of 
the day, his flesh gleaming in the light Slowly he began at last to put 
on his dress, feeling as if in some way this meant a partial return and 
submission to civilization. Something of the savage which lay deep 
hidden in him had been roused and touched. A fire burned that hitherto 
he had never felt, and which made him long for pure freedom and un
criticised life. And this was Hilary Estanol! It seemed incredible that 
a draught of fresh morning air, a plunge into ice-cold water beneath the 
open sky, should have been enough to unloose the savage in him, which 
was held fast beneath his conventional and languid self, as it is in all of 
us, and all those whom we meet in ordinary life. He .moved hasti,ly, 
striding on as though he were hurrying to some end, but it was merely a 
new pleasure in motion. There was a grove of old yew trees near the 
stream; a grove which with the superstitious was held to be sacred. That 
it should be revered was no wonder, so stately were the ancient trees, so 
deep the shadow they cast Hilary went towards this grove, attracted 
by its splendid appearance; as he approached its margin a dim sense of 
familiarity came over him. Never had he left the city by this road, yet 
it seemed to him that he had entered the grove of yews by the early 
morning light already many a time. We are all accustomed to meet 
with this curious sensation; Hilary laughed at it and put it away. What 
if he had visited this spot in a dream? Now it was broad daylight, and 
he felt himself young and a giant He plunged into the deep shadow, 
pleased by the contrast it made to the brilliant light without 

Suddenly his heart leaped within him and his brain reeled. For there 
before him, stood Fleta; and the brilliant Princess looked like a spirit of 
the night, so pale and grave and proud was her face and so much a part 
did she seem of the deep shadow of the wood. 

" Is it you? .. she said with a smile, a smile of mystery and deep un
fathomable knowledge. 

"Yes it is!" he answered, and felt, as he spoke, that he said something 
in those words which he did not himself understand. They stood side by 
side for a moment in silence; and then Hilary remembered himself to be 
alone with this woman, alone with her in the midst of the world. They 
were separated by the hour from other men and women, for the world 
still lay asleep; they were separated by the deep shadow of the wood 
from all moving life that answered to the sun. They were alone
and overwhelmed by this sudden sense of solitude Hilary spoke out 
his soul 

.. Princess," he said, " I am ready to be your blind servant, your dumb 
slave, speaking and seeing only when you tell me. You know well why 
I am willing to be the tool in your hands. I t is because I love you. But 
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you must pay a price for your tool if you would have it ! I cannot only 
worship at your feet. Fleta, you must give yourself to me, absolutely, 
utterly. Marry that man to whom you are betrothed if you desire to be 
a queen, but to me you must give your love, yourself. Ah 1 Fleta, you 
cannot refuse me ! " 

Fleta stood still a long moment, her eyes upon his face. 
" No," she said, " I cannot refuse you." 
And to Hilary, for an instant of horror, it seemed to him that in her 

eyes was a glance of ineffable scorn. Yet there was love in the smile on 
her lips and in the touch of her hand as she laid it in his. 

"The bond is made," she said, " all that you can take of me is yours. 
And I will pay you for your love with my love. Only do not forget that 
you and I are different-that we are after all, two persons-that we can
not love in exactly the same way. Do not forget this! " 

Hilary knew not what to answer. As she spoke the last words he re
';ognised his princess, he saw the queen before him. What did she mean? 
Well, he was so unhappy that his love had gone from him to a lady of 
royal birth. It could not be undone, this folly. He must be content to 
take that part which a subject may take in the life of a queen, even though 
he be her lover. The thought brought a pang, a swift stab to his heart 
and a sigh burst from his lips. Fleta put her hand on his arm. 

" Do not be sad so soon," she said, " let us wait for trouble. Come, let 
us go out into the sunshine." 

They went out, hand in hand; they wandered down beside the stream 
and looked into the gleaming waters. 

CHAPTER VI. 
THAT day the journey began early, and was very protracted. Twice 
during it they halted at little inns to rest the horses and to obtain what 
food they could. By the evening they had entered upon the most 
deserted region of the great forest which was one of the prides of the 
country. The King's hunting seat, where he now was, stood in a part of 
this forest, but in quite another region, a long distance from this wild 
place where Hilary and his companions now were. Hilary had never 
been within the forest, as few from the city ever penetrated it except as 
part of the King's retinue, and then they only saw such tracts of it as 
were preserved and in order. Of this wilder region practically little 
was known, and the spirit of adventure within Hilary made him rejoice 
to find that their journey led them through this unpopulated district. 
His curiosity as to their destination was not now very acute, for the 
experiences of the passing moments were all sufficient. I t is true that 
he was conscious of the great gulf fixed between himself and Fleta. 
He knew her to be his superior in every respect. He knew not only 
that he must always be separated from her by their difference in station 
but that he was more vitally separated from her by their difference in 
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thought-and that even now. But he was made happy by a look of 
love that plunged deep from her eyes into his own now and again, and 
he was thrilled to the heart when her hand touched his with a light and 
delicate pressure that he alone could understand. Ah I that secret 
understanding which separates lovers from all the rest of the world. 
How sweet it is I How strange it is, too, for they are overpowered by a 
mutual sense of sympathy which appears to be a supreme intelligence, 
giving each the power to look into the other's heart. Dear moments 
are they when this is realised, when all life outside the sacred circle in 
which the two dwell is obscure and dim, while that within is rich, and 
strong, and sweet Hilary lived supremely content only in the con
sciousness of being near this woman whom he loved i for now that he 
had actualJy asked her love, and been granted it, nothing else existed 
(or him save that sweet fact He was indifferent to the hardships, and, 
indeed, probable dangers, of the journey they were upon, which might 
have made a more intrepid spirit uneasy i for now he was content to 
suffer, or even to die, if all conditions were shared with Fleta. All her 
life could not be shared with him, but all his could be shared with her. 
When· a man reaches this point, and is content to face such a state of 
things between himself and the woman he loves, he may be reckoned 
as being in love indeed. 

Quite late at night it was when this day's journey ended, and the 
splendid horses were really tired out But a certain point evidently had 
to be reached, and the postilions pushed on. Fleta at last seemed te> 
grow a little anxious, and several times rose in the carriage to look on 
ahead i once or twice she inquired of the postilions if they were certain 
of their way. They answered yes i though how that could be was te> 
Hilary a mystery, for they had been for a long while travelling over mere 
grass tracts, of which there were many, to his eyes undistinguishable one 
from the other. But the postilions either had landmarks which he could 
not detect, or else knew their way very welJ. At last they stopped i and 
in the dim light Hilary saw that there was a gate at the side of the track, 
a gate wide enough to drive through, but of the very simplest construction. 
It might have defended merely a spot where young trees were planted. 
or some kind of preserving done; and it was set in a fence of the same 
character, almost entirely hidden by thick growth of wild shrubs. The 
Princess Fleta produced from her dress a whistle on which she sounded 
a clear ringing note, and then everybody sat still and waited. It seemed • 
to Hilary that it was quite a long while that they waited; perhaps it was 
not really long, but the night was so still, the silence so profound, the 
feeling of expectancy so strong. He was, for the first time since they 
started, really very curious as to what would happen next. What did 
happen at last was this. There was a sound of laughter and footsteps, 
and presently two figures appeared at the gate; one that of a tall man, 
the other that of a young, slight girl. The gate was unlocked and thrown 
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wide open, and a moment later the young girl was in the carriage, em
bracing Fleta with the greatest enthusiasm and delight. Hilary hardly 
knew how everything happened, but presently the whole party was 
standing together inside the gate, the carriage had driven in and was 
out of sight. Then the tall man shut and locked the gate, after which 
he turned back, and walked on ahead with the young girl at his side, 
while Hilary followed with Fleta. The moon had risen now, and Hilary 
could see her beautiful face plainly, wearing on it an unusually gay and 
happy expression; her lips seemed to smile at her own thoughts. The 
sweet gladness in her face made Hilary'S heart spring with joy. It 
could not be rejoining her friends that made her so glad, for they had 
gone on and left her alone with him. 

" Fleta-my princess-no, my Fleta," he said, "are you happy to be 
with me ? I think you are! " 

"Yes, I am happy to be with you-but I am not Fleta." 
" Not Fleta!" echoed Hilary, in utter incredulity. 
He stopped, and catching his companion's hand, looked into her 

face. She glanced up, and her eyes were full of shy coquetry and ready 
gaiety. 

" I might be her twin sister, might I not, if I am not Fleta herself? 
Ah! no, Fleta's fate is to live in a court-mine to live in a forest. Live! 
-no, it is not life! " 

What was it in that voice that made his heart grow hot with passion? 
Fiercely he exclaimed to himself that it was, it must, be Fleta's voice. 
No other woman could speak in such tones-no other woman's words 
give him such a sense of maddening joy. 

" Oh I yes," he said, "it is life-when one loves, one lives anywhere." 
" Yes, perhaps, when one loves! " was the answer. 
" You told me this morning that you loved me, Fleta!" cried Hilary 

in despair. 
" Ah! but I am not Fleta," was the mocking answer. It sounded like 

mockery indeed as she spoke. And yet the voice was Fleta's. There 
was no doubt of that. He looked, he listened, he watched. The voice, 
the face, the glorious eyes, were Fleta's. I t was Fleta who was beside 
him, say she what she might 

They had been following the others all this while, an,d had now 
reached a clearing in the wood, where was a garden full of sweet flowers, 
as Hilary could tell at once by the rich scents that came to him on the 
night air. 

" I am glad we have reached the house," said his companion, "for I 
am very tired and hungry. Are not you? I wonder what we shall 
have for supper. You know this is an enchanted place which we call 
the palace of surprises. We never know what will happen next That 
is why one can enjoy a holiday here as one can enjoy it no where else. 
At home there is a frightful monotony about the eating and drinking 
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Everything is perfect, of course, but it is always the same. Now here 
one is fed like a Russian one day, and a Hungarian the next There is 
a perpetual novelty about the menus, and yet they are always good. Is 
not that extraordinary. And oh! the wines, great heavens! what a 
cellar our sainted father keeps. I can only bless, with all my heart, the 
long dead founders of his order, who instituted such a system." 

Hilary had regarded his companion with increasing amazement during 
this speech. Certainly it was unlike Fleta. Was she acting for his 
benefit? But at the words" sainted father" another idea thrust that one 
out of his head. What had become of Father Amyot? He had not 
seen him leave the carriage, or approach the house. 

"Oh, your holy companion has gone to his brethren," said the girl, 
with a laugh. "They have a place of their own where they torture 
themselves and mortify the flesh. But they entertain us well, and that 
is what I care for. We will have a dance to-night Oh! Hilary, the 
music here! It is better than that of any band in the world! " 

" If you are not, Fleta, how do you know my name?" 
.. Simple creature I What a question I Why, Fleta has told me all 

about you. Did you never hear that the princess had a foster-sister, and 
that none could ever tell which was which, so like were we-and are we ! 
Did you never hear that Fleta's mother was blonde, and dull, and plain, 
and that Fleta is like none of her own family? Oh, Hilary, you, fresh 
from the city, you know nothing I " 

A sudden remembrance crossed Hilary's mind. 
" I have heard," he said, "that no one could tell where Fleta had 

drawn her beauty from. But I believe you draw it from you own 
beautiful soul I " 

" Ah, you still think me Fleta? I have had some happy hours in the 
city before now when Fleta has let me play at being a princess. Ah, but 
the men all thought the princess in a strange, charming, delightful 
humour <?n these days. And when next they saw her, that humour was 
gone, and they were afraid to speak to her. Come in. I am starving I " 

They had entered a wide, low doorway, and stood now within the 
great hall. What a strange hall it was! The floor was covered with the 
skins of animals, many of them very handsome skins; and great jars 
held flowering plants, the scent from which made the air rich and heavy. 
A wood fire burned on the wide hearth, and before it, still in the dress 
she had travelled in, stood-Fleta. 

Yes, Fleta. 
The girl who stood at Hilary's side laughed and clapped her hands as 

he uttered a cry of amazement, even of horror . 
.. This is some of your magic, Fleta I " he exclaimed involuntarily. 
The Princess turned at his words. She was looking singularly grave 

and stern; her glance gave Hilary a sense of almost fear. 
"No," she answered in a low, quiet voice that had a tone, as Hilary 
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fancied, of pain, "it is not magic. It is all very natural. This is Adine, 
my little sister; so like me that I do not know her from myself." 

She drew Adine to her with a gesture which had a protecting tender
ness in it This was the Princess who spoke, queen-like in her kindness. 
Hilary stood, unable to speak, unable to think, unable to understand. 
Before him stood two girls--each Fleta. Only by the difference of 
expression could he detect any difference between them. One threw 
him back the most coquettish and charming glance, as she went 
towards her grave sister. He could feel keenly how vitally different the 
two were. Yet they stood side by side, and though Fleta said "my 
little sister" there was no outward difference between them. Adine was 
as tall, as beautiful-and the same in everything! 

"1)0 not be startled," said Fleta quietly, "you will soon grow used 
to the likeness." 

"Though I doubt," added Adine, with a wicked glance from her 
brilliant eyes, .. whether you will ever tell us apart except when we are 
not together." 

"Come," said Fleta, .. let us go and wash the travel stains off. I t is 
just supper time." 

Fleta talked of travel stains. but as Hilary looked at her queenly 
beauty, he thought she seemed as fresh as though she had but from this 
moment come from the hands of her maid. However, the two went 
away arm in arm, Adine turning at the door to have one last glance of 
amusement at Hilary's utterly perplexed face. He was left alone, and 
he remained standing where he was, without power of thought or 
motion. 

Presently some one came and touched him on the shoulder; this was 
necessary in order to attract his attention. I t was the tall man who had 
come to the gate to meet them. He was very handsome, and with the 
most cheerful and good-natured expression; his blue eyes were full of 
laughter. 

"Come:' he said, "come and see your room. I am master of the 
ceremonies here; apply to me for anything you want-even informa
tion I I may, or may not give it, according to the decision of the powers 
that be. Call me Mark. I have a much longer name, in fact, half-a
dozen much longer ones, and a few titles to boot; but they would not 
interest you, and in the midst of a forest where nobody has any dignity, 
a name of one syllable is by far the best." While he talked on like 
this, apparently indifferent as to whether Hilary listened or no, he led 
the way out of the hall and down a wide, carpeted corridor. He opened 
the last door in this, and ushered Hilary in. 

(To be cOlltillued.) 
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THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. 

WHAT is Life? Hundreds of the most philosophical minds, 
scores of learned well-skilled physicians, have asked them
selves the question, but to little purpose. The veil thrown over 

primordial Kosmos and the mysterious beginnings of life upon it, has 
never been withdrawn to the satisfaction of earnest, honest science. 
The more the men of official learning try to penetrate through its dark 
folds, the more intense becomes that darkness, and the less they see, 
for they are like the treasure-hunter, who went across the wide seas to 
look for that which lay buried in his own garden. 

What is then this Science? Is it biology, or the study of life in its 
general aspect? No. Is it physiology, or the science of organic function? 
Neither; for the former leaves the problem as much the riddle of the 
Sphinx as ever; and the latter is the science of death far more than 
that of life. Physiology is based upon the study of the different organic 
functions and the organs necessary to the manifestations of life, but that 
which science calls living matter, .is, in sober truth, dead matter. Every 
molecule of the living organs contains the germ of death in itself, and 
begins dying as soon as born, in order that its successor-molecule should 
live only to die in its tum. An organ, a natural part of every living 
being, is but the medium for some special function in life, and is a 
combination of such molecules. The vital organ, the whole, puts the 
mask of life on, and thus conceals the constant decay and death of its 
parts. Thus, neither biology nor physiology are the science, nor even 
branches of the Scimce of Life, but only that of the appearances of life. 
While true philosophy stands CEdipus-like before the Sphinx of life, 
hardly daring to utter the paradox contained in the answer to the riddle 
propounded, materialistic science, as arrogant as ever, never doubting 
its own wisdom for one moment, biologises itself and many others 
into the belief that it has solved the awful problem of existence. In 
truth, however, has it even so much as approached its threshold? It is 
not, surely, by attempting to deceive itself and the unwary in saying 
that life is but the result of molecular complexity, that it can ever hope to 
promote the truth. Is vital force, indeed, only a "phantom," as Du-Bois 
Reymond calls it? For his taunt that" life," as something independent, 
is but the asylum ignorantice of those who seek refuge in abstractions. 
when direct explanation is impossible, applies with far more force and 
justice to those materialists who would blind people to the reality of 
facts, by substituting bombast and jaw-breaking words in their place. 
Have any of the five divisions of the functions of life, so pretentiously 
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named - Archebiosis, Biocrosis, Biodireresis, Biocrenosis and Bio
parodosis·, ever helped a Huxley or a Hreckel to probe more fully the 
mystery of the generations of the humblest ant-let alone of man? 
Most certainly nol For life, and everything pertaining to it, belongs to 
the lawful domain of the metaphysician and psychologist, and physical 
science has no claim upon it .. That which hath been, is that which 
shall be; and that which hath been is named already-and it is known 
that it is MAN "-is the answer to the riddle of the Sphinx. But 
" man" here, does not refer t~ physical man-not in its esoteric meaning, 
at any rate. Scalpels and microscopes may solve the mystery of the 
material parts of tke shell of man: they can never cut. a window into 
his soul to open the smallest vista on any of the wider horizons of being. 

It is those thinkers alone, who, following the Delphic injunction, have 
cognized life in their inner selves, those who have studied it thoroughly 
in themselves, before attempting to trace and analyze its reflection in 
their outer shells, who are the only ones rewarded with some 
measure of success. Like the fire-philosophers of the Middle Ages, they 
have skipped over the appearances of light and fire in the world of effects, 
and centred their whole attention upon the producing arcane agencies. 
Thence, tracing these to the one abstract cause, they have attempted to 
fathom the MYSTERY, each as far as his intellectual capacities permitted 
him. Thus they have ascertained that (I) the seemingly living mechanism . 
called physical man, is but the fuel, the material, upon which life feeds, 
in order to manifest itself; and (2) that thereby the inner man receives 
as his wage and reward the possibility of accumulating additional ex
periences of the terrestrial illusions called lives. 

One of such philosophers is now undeniably the great Russian novelist 
and reformer, Count Lef N. Tolstoi. How near his views are to the 
esoteric and philosophical teachings of higher Theosophy, will be found 
on the perusal of a few fragments from a lecture delivered by him at 
Moscow before the local Psychological Society. 

Discussing the problem of life, the Count asks his audience to admit, 
for the sake of argument, an impossibility. Says the lecturer :-

Let us grant for a moment that all that which modem science longs 
to learn of life, it has learnt, and now knows; that the problem has 
become as clear as day; that it is clear how organic matter has, by simple 
adaptation, come to be originated from inorganic material; that it is as 
clear how natural forces may be transformed into feelings, will, thought, 
and that finally, all this is known, not only to the city student, but to 
every village schoolboy, as well. 

I am aware, then, that such and such thoughts and feelings originate 
from such and such motions. Well, and what then? Can I, or cannot 
I, produce and guide such motions, in order to excite within my brain 
corresponding thoughts? The question-what are the thoughts and 

o Or Life-origination, Life-fusion, Life-division, Life-renewal and Life-tranmission. 
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feelings I ought to generate in myself and others, remains still, not only 
unsolved, but even untouched. 

Yet it is precisely this question which is the one fundamental question 
of the central idea of life. 

Science has chosen as its object a few manifestations that accompany 
life; and mistaking- the part for the whole, called these manifestations 
the integral total of life. . . ." 

The question inseparable from the idea of life is not wlzence life, but 
lur.; .. one sllOuld live that life: and it is only by first starting with this 
question that one can hope to approach some solution in the problem of 
existence. 

The answer to the query" How are we to live?" appears so simple to 
man that he esteems it hardly worth his while to touch upon it . 

. . . . One must live the best way one can-that's all. This seems at 
first sight very simple and well known to all, but it is by far neither 
as simple nor as well known as one may imagine. . . . 

The idea of life appears to man in the beginning as a most simple 
and self-evident business. First of all, it seems to him that life is in 
himself, in his own body. No sooner,however,does one commence his search 
after that life, in anyone given spot of the said body, than one 
meets with difficulties. Life is not in the hair, nor in the nails; neither is 

. it in the foot nor the arm, which may both be amputated; it is not in the 
blood, it is not in the heart, and it is not in the brain. It is everywhere 
and it is nowhere. It comes to this: life cannot be found in any of its 
dwelling-places. Then man begins to look for life in Time; and that, 
too, appears at first a very easy matter. . . . Yet again, no sooner has he 
started on his chase than he perceives that here also the business is more 
complicated than he had thought. Now, I have lived fifty-eight years, 
so says my baptismal church record. But I know that out of these fifty
eight years I slept over twenty. How then? have I lived all these years, 
or have I not? Deduct the months of my gestation, and those I passed 
in the arms of my nurse, and shall we call this life, also? Again, out 
of the remaining thirty-eight years, I know that a good half of that time 
I slept while moving about; and thus, I could no more say in this case, 
whether I lived during that time or not. I may have lived a little, and 
vegetated a little. Here again, one finds that in time, as in the body, life is 
everywhere, yet nowhere. And now the question n'aturally arises, whence, 
then, that life which I can trace to nowhere? Now-will I learn .... 
But it so happens that in this direction also, what seemed to me so easy at 
first, now seems impossible. I must have been searching for some-

." Mistaking" is an erroneous term to use. The:men of science know but too went 
that what they teach concerning !ife is a materialistic fiction contradicted at every step 
by logic and fact. In this particular question science is abused, and made to serve 
personal hobbies and a determined policy of crushing in humanity every spiritual as· 
piration and thought. "Pretenaing to mistake" would be more correct.-H. P. B. . 
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thing else, not for my life, assuredly, Therefore, once we have to go in 
search of the whereabouts of life-if search we have to-then it should 
be neither in space nor in time, neither as cause nor effect, but as a some
thing which I cognize within myself as quite independent from Space, 
time and causality. ' 

That which remains to do now is to study self. But how do I cognize 
life in myself? 

This is how I cognize it. I know, to begin with, that I live; and that 
I live wishing for myself everything that is good, wishing this since I can 
remember myself, to this day, and from mom till night. All that 
lives outside of myself is important in my eyes, but only in so far as it 
co-operates with the creation of that which is productive of In)' welfare. 
The Universe is important in my sight only because it can give lite, 

pleasure. 
Meanwhile, something else is bound up with this knowledge in me of 

my existence. Inseparable from the life I feel, is another cognition 
allied to it; namely, that besides myself, I am surrrounded with a whole 
world of living creatures, possessed, as I am myself, of the same in
stinctive realization of their exclusive lives; that all these creatures 
live for their own objects, which objects are foreign to me; that those 
creatures do not know, nor do they care to know, anything of my pre
tensions to an exclusive life, and that all these creatures, in order to 
achieve success in their objects, are ready to annihilate me at any moment. 
But this is not all. While watching the destruction of creatures similar 
in all to myself, I also know that for me too, for that precious ME in 
whom alone life is represented, a very speedy and inevitable destruction 
is lying in wait. 

It is as if there were two" I's" in man; it is as if they could never 
live in peace together; it is as if they were eternally struggling, and ever 
trying to expel each other. 

One " I " says, "I alone am living as one should live, all the rest only 
seems to live. Therefore, the whole raisOll d'ltre for the universe is in 
that I may be made comfortable. 

The other" I " replies, " The universe is not for thee at all, but for its own 
aims and purposes, and it cares little to know whether thou art happy or 
unhappy." 

Life becomes a dreadful thing after this! 
One" I "says, " I only want the gratification of all my wants and desires, 

and that is why I need the universe." 
The other" I " replies,' " All animal life lives only for the gratification of 

its wants and desires. It is the wants and desires of animals alone that 
are gratified at the expense and detriment of other animals; hence the 
ceaseless struggle between the animal species. Thou art an animal, and 
therefore thou hast to struggle. Yet, however successful in thy struggle, 
the rest of the struggling creatures must sooner or later crush thee." 
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Still worse! life becomes still more dreadful. . . . 
But the most terrible of all, that which includes in itself the whole of 

the foregoing, is that :-
One" I " says, " I want to live, to live for ever." 
And that the other" I " replies, .. Thou shalt surely, perhaps in a few 

minutes, die; as also shall die all those thou lovest, for thou and they 
are destroying with every motion your lives, and thus approaching ever 
nearer suffering, death, all that which thou so hatest, and which thou 
fearest above anything else." 

This is the worst of all. . . . 
To change this condition is impossible .... One can avoid moving, 

sleeping, eating, even breathing, but one cannot escape from thinking. 
One thinks, and that thought, my thought, is poisoning every step in my 
life, as a personality. 

No sooner has man commenced a conscious life than that conscious
ness repeats to him incessantly without respite, over and over the same 
thing again. "To live such life as you feel and see in your past, the life 
lived by animals and many men too, lived in tluzt way, which made 
you become what you are now-is no longer possible. Were you to 
attempt doing so, you could never escape thereby the struggle with all 
the world of creatures which live as you do-for their personal objects j 

and then those creatures will inevitably destroy you." ... 
To change this situation is impossible. There remains but one thing 

to do, and that is always done by him who, beginning to live, transfers 
his objects in life outside of himself, and aims to reach them. . . . But, 
however far he places them outside his personality, as his mind gets 
clearer, none of these objects will satisfy him. 

Bismarck, having united Germany, and now ruling Europe-if his 
reason has only thrown any light upon the results of his activity-must 
perceive, as much as his own cook does who prepares a dinner that will 
be devoured in an hour's time, the same unsolved contradiction between 
the vanity and foolishness of all he has done, and the eternity and reason
ableness of that which exists for ever. If they only think of it, each will 
sec as clearly as the other; firstly, that the preservation of the integrity 
of Prince Bismarck's dinner, as well as that of powerful Germany, is 
solely due: the preservation of the former-to the police, and the 
preservation of the latter-to the army; and that, so long only as both 
keep a good watch. Because there are famished people who would 
willingly eat the dinner, and nations which would fain be as powerful as 
Germany. Secondly, that neither Prince Bismarck's dinner, nor the 
might of the German Empire, coincide with the aims and purposes 
of universal life, but that they are in flagrant contradiction with them. 
And thirdly, that as he who cooked the dinner, so also the might of 
Germany, will both very soon die, and that so shall perish, and as 
soon, both the dinner and Germany. That which shall survive alone is 
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the Universe, which will never give one thought" to either dinner or 
Germany, least of all to those who have cooked them. 

As the intellectual condition of man increases, he comes to the idea 
that no happiness connected with his personality is an achievement, but 
only a necessity. Personality is only that incipient state from which 
begins life, and the ultimate limit of life. . . • 

Where, then, does life begin, and where does it end, I may be asked? 
Where ends the night, and where does day commence? Where, on the 
shore, ends the domain of the sea, and where does the domain of land 
begin? . 

There is day and there is night; there is land and there is sea; there 
is life and there is no life. 

Our life, ever since we became conscious of it, is a pendulum-like 
motion between two limits. 

One limit is, an absolute unconcern for the life of the infinite Universe 
an energy directed only toward the gratification of one's own 
personality. 

) 
The other limit is a complete renunciation of that personality, the 

greatest concern with the life of the infinite Universe, in full accord 
with it, the transfer of all our desires and good will from one's self, to 
that infinite Universe and all the creatures outside of us.-

The nearer to the first limit, the less life and bliss, the closer to the 
second, the more life and bliss. Therefore, man is ever moving from one 
end to the other; i.e. he lives. THIS MOTION IS LIFE ITSELF. 

) 

And when I speak of life, know that the idea of it is indissolubly 
connected in my conceptions with that of conscious life. No other life is 
known to me except conscious life, nor can it be known to anyone 
else. 

We call life, the life of animals, organic life. But this is no life at all, 
only a certain state or condition of life manifesting to us. 

But what is this consciousness or mind, the exigencies of which 
exclude personality and transfer the energy of man outside of him and 
into that state which is conceived by us as the blissful state of love? 

What is conscious mind? Whatsoever we may be defining, we have to 
define it with our conscious mind. Therefore, with what shall we define 
mind? ... 

If we have to define all with our mind, it follows that conscious mind 
cannot be defined. Yet all of us, we not only hnow it, but it is the only 
thing which is given to us to know undeniably. . .. 

It is the same law as the law of life, of everything organic, animal or 
vegetable, with that one difference that we see the consummation of an 
intelligent law in the life of a plant. But the law of conscious mind, to 
which we are subjected as the tree, is subjected to its law, we see it not, 
but fulfil it. ... 

.. This is what the Theosophists call " living lite life "-in a nut-shell.-H. P. B. 
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We have settled that life is that which is not our life. It is herein that 
lies hidden the root of error. Instead of studying that life of which 
we are conscious within ourselves, absolutely and exclusively-since we 
can know of nothing else--in order to study it, we observe that which is 
devoid of the most important factor and faculty of our life, namely, 
intelligent consciousness. By so doing, we act as a man who attempts to 
study an object by its shadow or reflection does. 

If we know that substantial particles are subjected during their 
transformatIons to the activity of the organism; we know it not because 
we have observed or studied it, but simply because we possess a certain 
familiar ortranism united to us, namely the organism of our animal, 
which is but too well known to us as the material of our life; i.e. that 
upon which we are called to work and to rule by subjecting it to the 
law of reason. . . . No sooner has man lost faith in life, no sooner has he 
transferred that life into that which is no life, than he becomes wretched, 
and sees death. . • . A man who conceives life such as he finds it in his 
consciousness, knows neither misery, nor death: for all the good in life 
for him is in the subjection of his animal to the law of reason, to do 
which is not only in his power, but takes place unavoidably in him. The 
death of particles in the animal being, we Know. The death of animals 
and of man, as an animal, we know; but we know nought about the 
death of conscious mind, nor can we know anything of it, just 
because tkat conscious mind is tke very life itself. And Life can never be 
Deatk . •.. 

The animal lives an existence of bliss, neither seeing nor knowing 
death, and dies without cognizing it. Why then should man have 
received the gift of seeing and knowing it, and why should death be so 
terrible to him that it actually tortures his soul, often forcing him to kill 
himself out of sheer fear of death? Why should it be so? Because the 
man who sees death is a sick man, one who has broken the law of his 
life, and lives no longer a conscious existence. He has become an animal 
himself, an animal which also has broken the law of life. 

The life of man is an aspiration to bliss, and that which he aspires to 
is given to him. The light lit in the soul of man is bliss and life, and 
that light can never be darkness, as there exists-verily there exists for 
man--only this solitary light which burns within his soul." 

We have translated this rather lengthy fragment from the Report of 
Count Tolstoi's superb .lecture, because it reads like the echo of the 
finest teachings of the universal ethics of true theosophy. His definition 
of life in its abstract sense, and of the life every earnest theosophist 
ought to follow, each according to, and in the measure of, his natural 
capacities-is the summary and the Alpha and the Omega of practical 
psychic, if not spiritual life. There are sentences in the lecture which, 

14 
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to the average theosophist will seem too hazy, and perhaps incomplete. 
Not one will he find, however, which could be objected to by the 
most exacting, practical occultist It may be called a treatise on the 
Alchemy of Soul. For that "solitary" light in man, which bums for 
ever, and can never be darkness in its intrinsic nature, though the 
~ animal" outside us may remains blind to it-is that "Light" upon 
which the Neo Platonists of the Alexandrian school, and after them the 
Rosecroix and especially the Alchemists, have written volumes, though 
to the present day their true meaning is a dark mystery to most 
men. 

True, Count Toistoi is neither an Alexandrian nor a modem 
theosophist; still less is he a Rosecroix or an Alchemist But that 
which the latter have concealed under the peculiar phraseology of the 
Fire-philosophers, purposely confusing cosmic transmutations with 
Spiritual Alchemy, all that is transferred by the great Russian thinker 
from the realm of the metaphysical unto the field of practical life. That 
which Schelling would define as a realisation of the identity of subject 
and object in the man's inner Ego, that which unites and blends the 
latter with the universal Soul-which is but the identity of subject 
and object on a higher plane, or the unknown Deity-all that Count 
Tolstoi has blended together without quitting the terrestrial plane. He 
is one of those few elect who begin with intuition and end with tjtlQS;

omniscience. It is the transmutations of the baser metals-the animal 
mass-into gold and silver, or the philosopher's stone, the development 
and manifestation of man's higher, SELF which the Count has achieved 
The alcahest of the inferior Alchemist is the AII-geist, the all-pervading 
Divine Spirit of the higher Initiate; for Alchemy was, and is, as very 
few know ~o this day, as much a spiritual philosophy as it is a physical 
science. He who knows nought of one, will never know much of the 
other. Aristotle told it in so many words to Ids pupil, Alexander: "It 
is not a stone," he said, of the philosopher's stone. "It is in every man 
and in every place, and at all seasons, and is called the end of all 
philosophers," as the Vedanta is the end of all philosophies. 

To wind up this essay on tlte Science of Life, a few words may be 
said of the eternal riddle propounded to mortals by the Sphinx. To 
fail to solve the problem contained in it, was to be doomed to sure 
death, as the Sphinx of life devoured the unintuitional, who would live 
only in their" animal." He who lives for Self, and only for Self, will 
surely die, as the higher "I" tells the lower "animal" in the Lecture. 
The riddle has seven keys to it, and the Count opens the mystery with. 
one of the highest. For, as the author on "Hermetic Philosophy" 
beautifully expressed it: "The real mystery most familiar and, at the 
same time, most unfamiliar to every man, into which he must be initiated 
0,. pen'slt as an atheist, is Itimself. For him is the elixir of life, to quaff 
which, before the discov,ery of the philosopher's stone, is to drink the 
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beverage of death, while it confers on the adept and the epopt, the true 
immortality. He may know truth as it really is-Aletkeia, the breath 
of God, or Life, the conscious mind in man." 

This is "the Alcahest which dissolves all things," and Count Tolstoi 
has well understood the riddle. 

H. P. B. 

SIN AGAINST LIFE. 

ANEWSP APER paragraph lately declared that a certain American lady 
I of great wealth, residing in London, had conceived the strange desire 

to possess a cloak made of the soft warm down on the breasts of birds of 
Paradise. :Five hundred breasts, it was said, were required for this purpose, and 
two skilful marksmen, the story went on to aver, had been sent to New Guinea 
to shoot the poor little victims whose wholesale slaughter must be accomplished 
to gratify this savage whim. We rejoice to observe that the whole statement 
has been flatly contradicted by the World, apparently on the best possible 
authority; but, however little the lady concerned may deserve the reproach which 
the authors of the calumny endeavoured to evoke against her, the feeling it may 
have excited is worth analysis in a world where, if Hird of Paradise cloaks are 
rare, most women who dress luxuriously adorn themselves in one way or another 
at the expense of the feathered kingdom. The prinCiple involved in a bonnet 
which is decorated with the plumage of a single bird, slaughtered for its sake, 
is the same as that which would be more grotesquely manifest in a garment that 
would require the slaughter of five hundred. Too many rich people in this 
greedy age forget that the grandest privilege of those who possess the means is 
that they have the power of alleviating suffering. Too many, again, forget that 
the sympathies of those' who rule the animate world should extend beyond the 
limits of their own kind; and thus we have the painful spectacle of human 
.. sport" associated in civilised countries still, with pursuits which should no 
longer afford pleasure to men who have emerged from the primitive life of 
hunters and fishers. But how is it possible, let us consider, to stoop lowest 
from the proud estate of humanity in search of ignoble gratification? It is 
bad to kill any sentient creature for the sake of the savage pleasures of the chase. 
It is bad, perhaps worse, to cause their destruction for the sake of coldly profit
ing by their slaughter, and it is bad to squander money in this hard world of 
want and wide-spread privation on costly personal indulgence. But the acme 
of all that is reprehensible in these various departments of ill-doing is surely. 
reached when women-who should, by virtue of their sex, be helping to soften 
the ferocities of life-contrive to collect the cream of evil from each of these 
varieties, and to sin against a whole catalogue of human duties by cruel 
acquiescence in an unworthy fashion. 
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BROTHERHOOD . 

• HE Theosophical Society has always placed in the forefront of its 
JL programme, as its first and most important object, the formation 

of the nucleus of a Universal Brotherhood, without distinction of 
race, creed, caste or sex. It would doubtless be incorrect to say that 
this object of the Society has been entirely overlooked in the West, 
but it is to be feared that not a few members of the Society have 
accepted it as an amiable formula, to which no objection could be raised, 
and have turned their attention almost exclusively to the two remaining 
objects. And yet, without some attempt to understand the true meaning 
of this Universal Brotherhood, it is idle to expect that any great 
services can be rendered to the cause of Theosophy. It may be useful 
to see whether any explanation can be given of the reason for the 
neglect of this first object, and whether such light may be thrown on its 
meaning, as may render the idea a living reality to many who now but 
faintly grasp its significance. 

In the first place it may be said, that in many enlightened Western 
minds, there was already a familiarity with the idea thus enunciated. 
Christianity has always taught the" theoretical" equality in the sight of 
God, of all true believers, and politically the dogma of" equal rights" is 
practically beyond the reach of attack. The abolition of slavery, the 
extension of representative government, the spread of education, and 
perhaps also, in some degree, the influence of the scientific as opposed to 
the religious theories of the origin and destiny of man, have all com
bined to render this idea by no means difficult of apprehension, at least 
intellectually. Further its acceptance in this sense has not necessarily 
entailed any different view of the duties and responsibilities of life. In 
the East it cannot be said that this is the case. In India, the stringency 
of caste regulations causes class distinctions to assume a very definite 
form, while religious hatreds, if not more bitter than with us, enter more 
directly into the life of the people, and interpose stronger barriers 
between man and man than in Europe or America. Hence an Indian 
theosophist must, before he can accept the first object, even in its out
ward form, modify to some extent his intellectual conception of the 
relations in which he stands to the rest of mankind, and he will in his 
life give practical proof of the change. In his case the acceptance of the 
outward form can only follow on the appreciation of the inner meaning; 
that which results is that his theosophy is firmly founded on the 
principle of the Universal Brotherhood. 

On the other hand, in the West, a familiarity with the external side 
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seems, in many cases, to have prevented any attempt to go below the 
surface, and to have caused men to be satisfied with vague philanthropic 
sentimentality, effecting nothing, and leading nowhere. 

What then is this Universal Brotherhood, which is the main spring of 
Theosophy? and what are its results? 

Socialism as preached in this 19th century it certainly is not. Indeed'l 
there would be little difficulty in shewing that modem materialistic 
Socialism is directly at variance with all the teachings of theosophy. 
Socialism advocates a direct interference with the results of the law of ~ 
Kanna, and would attempt to alter the denouement of the parable of the l 

talents, by giving to the man who hid his talent in a napkin, a portion of : 
the ten talents acquired by the labour of his more industrious fellow. .: 

Neither is it true that in practical benevolence is the whole idea of 
universal brotherhood exemplified, though doubtless that unselfish and 
unceasing work for the good of mankind, which is true philanthropy, 
must of necessity be one result of it. The philanthropist may be, and no ! 
doubt often is, a true theosophist in all but name, though there is still much ~ 
of what may be called unintelligent benevolence, the result of a mereJ 
emotional impulse; and again there is much that is the result of very de
cided and very narrow sectarian views, to which it would be absolutely 
impossible to apply the epithet universal. The devotion and self-sacrifice 
shown in many individual instances by Christian missionaries of various 
denominations, may be taken as fairly exemplifying philanthropy both 
of the unintelligent and the narrow type. They are prepared to maker 
any sacrifice for what they believe to be the ultimate good of humanity, 
and in that sense are practising what some others only preach, namely ( 
true unselfishness, but they are often hampered by an intellectual inability: 
to view both sides of the question, and fail thereby to acquire that under- \ 
standing of, and sympathy with the difficulties and the wants of those t 
whom they are endeavouring to aid, which are necessary preliminaries to I 
any work of lasting usefulness. In a word, they too often fail to realise 
that unity in mankind which truly underlies all individualism. But 
having said so much, it must be added that an understanding of the real 
meaning of" Brotherhood" must entail active benevolence, that is to say 
work for others in some form or other, upon every one who does not 
wilfully thrust aside the obligation. 

Where then are we to look for the explanation, and how are we to 
understand the spirit which must animate all true theosophists, if they 
are to realise and follow out the first rule of the Society? Not surely 
on the physical plane. Not by an attempt to force on the intellect as a 
fact to be accepted, or more truly a pill to be swallowed, a belief in 
similarities, equalities or identities, which have no existence. Only a 
realisation of what truly constitutes man can help us to form a concep
tion of what brotherhood means. 

Man is a complex organism as he exists on our earth to-day. He is 
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partly transitory, partly eternal; in one sense the creature of circum
stances, in another the creator of his own environment But the true 
man, the underlying individuality is a reflection of the Divine. We are 
able to discern physical beauty, even when clad in rags. Is it impossible 
that we should also recognise the beauty of the soul, though it be for a 
time veiled beneath a gross material body? The physical body is indeed 
nothing but the garment of the ego, the true man; that momentarily 
suited to his needs and his deserts, the livery of his servitude, which 
must be worn, in ever changing forms, till the moment of his final 
emancipation. It is then beyond the physical, beyond the intellectual 
man, that we must look for that fraternity, arising out of unity and 
equality, which cannot be found on the purely material plane of exist
ence. The divine soul of man, in which is posited his true individuality, 
is the real man, the immortal ego, which, through the accumulated ex
perience of many earth lives is marching onward through the ages to 
its goal, reunion with the Infinite. What matters then the outward 
semblance, which our senses know as man? Our zsthetic perception 
may shrink from the rags, the dirt, the ugliness which belong to the 
physical environment Our moral nature may revolt at association 
with vice, with low selfish courses of life, but within and behind all this 
we must endeavour to realise the continual presence of the immortal ego, 
one with us, as with all humanity, as sharing the divine nature, and ever 
struggling, as we are struggling, on the upward path that leads to the 
realisation of the Absolute. As Carlyle says in Sartor Resartus. " Mysti
cal, more than magical, is that communing of Soul with Soul, both 
looking heavenward; here properly Soul first speaks with Soul; for only 
in looking heavenward, take it in what sense you may, not in looking 
earthward does what we can call Union, Mutual Love, Society, begin to be 
possible." 

It may be objected that in some cases it is impossible to recognise 
even the glimmerings of those higher aspirations, which are the tokens 
of the presence of the soul, the immortal ego. Such cases, however, 
must be comparatively rare. Still there are beings-it is almost impos
sible to call them human-who have so persistently concentrated all 
their efforts on the gratification of their lower consciousness, as to sever 
the frail link which binds them to their higher selves. Then the true 
man is no longer present in the human form, and brotherhood becomes 
an impossibility. But we may in truth almost ignore the existence of 
this type of mankind, for even when an intellectual materialism seems to 
be the sole ruling principle, we dare not deny the presence of that 
capacity for higher things which must exist in all who can still truly be 
called men. 

Surely then it is in this view of our relations to our fellow men, that 
we shall find that guiding influence which may enable us to rise above 
the sordid considerations of our ordinary earthly existence. It is no 
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sectarian belief that is here advanced; it is the essence of the teaching 
of Jesus, as it was of Gautama ; nor is it a mere formula, to be accepted 
as an article of faith, and then laid on the shelf. Once understood, it 
must influence all who have sufficient strength of purpose to fight their 
own lower selfish personalities, and must lead them to the practical 
realisation of their aspirations towards true unselfishness and active 
benevolence. 

But there lurks a danger even in the use of the word unselfishness. It 
has been the text of sermons from every pulpit in Christendom for 
centuries, and with what small results? No doubt the duty nearest at 
hand must not be neglected, and it is the duty of every one to do what 
he can to render those about him happier. But many stop there and 
consider that all their work consists in the practice of self-abnegation in 
their own small circle. Does not the broader view of human life here 
set forth suggest a new sphere of usefulness, and therefore of duty? It 
is for every man to determine what he can do for the good of humanity; 
all are not equally gifted, but all can do something. Some theosophists 
appear to be satisfied with intellectual study, or the development of their 
own spiritual nature, and neither of these two courses is to be neglected; 
but something more must be done. "It is more blessed to give than to 
receive," and the acquirement of knowledge brings with it the obligation 
of spreading it. This is work from which none need shrink, and all who 
truly desire to work for Theosophy, which is in the highest sense" the 
religion of humanity," will find the work ready to their hand, and be 
able to assist in bringing the Light" to them that sit in darkness." 

T. B. H. 

PYTHAGORIC SENTENCES OF DEMOPHILUS. 
EsTEEM that to be eminently good, which, when communicated to another, will 
be increased to yourself. 

Be persuaded that those things are not your riches which you do not possess 
in the penetralia of the reasoning power. 

As many passions of the sou~ so many fierce and savage despots. 
No one is free who has not obtained the empire of himself. 
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BLOOD-COVENANTING.-

PARTICULAR attention has been recently directed to this subject 
of Blood-Covenant by the experiences of explorers in Africa, 
who appear to have discovered in that Dark Land some of the 

primitive facts the gory ghost of which has long haunted our European 
mind in the Eschatological phase. 

I Stanley, an especial sufferer from the practice, denounces the blood
brotherhood as a beastly cannibalistic ceremony. .. For the fiftieth time 
my poor arm was scarified and my blood shed for the cause of 
civilization." As the writer of this book observes: .. The blood of a 
fair proportion of all the first families of equatorial Africa now courses 
in Stanley'S veins; and if ever there was an American citizen who could 
pre-eminently appropriate to himself the national motto 'E pluribus 

\ unum,' Stanley is the man." 
In his book, Dr. Trumbull has collected a mass of data from a wide 

range of sources to illustrate what he terms the "Primitive rite of 
covenanting by tke inter-transfitSion of blood." 

Dr. Trumbull is anxious to make the efficacy of the rite depend 
upon the recognition of a vivifying virtue in the blood itself, as the 
essence of life. But such recognition appears to have been remote 
enough from the Primitive thought. The Aborigines were not Jews or 
Christians. They gave of their life without always thinking of the 
exact equivalent or superior value received. They gave it as the witness 
to the troth they plighted and the covenant which they intended to 
keep. His theory of interpretation is that there was a dominating and 
universal conviction that the .. blood is the life; that blood-transfer is 
soul-transfer, and that blood-sharing, human or divine-human, secures an 
inter-union of natures; and that a union of the human nature with the 
divine is the highest ultimate attainment reached out after by the most 
primitive, as well as the most enlightened, mind of humanity." 

His collection of facts may serve a most useful purpose as eye-openers 
to other people (and for other facts to follow), just as they appear to have 
been to himself. The book is interesting, if not profound ; and nothing 
that follows in this article is intended to decry it, or to prevent the 
readers of LUCIFER from looking into it if they do not feel too great a 
II scunner" at sight of the gilded-gory illustration on the cover. But the 
work is wl-itten by one who talks to us out of a window of Noah's Ark, 
and who still seems to think the Hebrew BibJe is the rim of the universe. 

·0 .. The Blood-Covenant, a Primitive Rite, and its bearings on Scripture." By H. 
Clay Trumbull, D.D. London: Redway. 
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We value and recommend the book solely for its facts, not for its 
theories, nor for its bibliolatry. 

In all studies of this kind which make use of the word "Primitive," 
it is the fundamental facts that we first need; and next a first-hand 
acquaintanceship with all the facts, so that we may do our own thinking for 
ourselves and strike our light within by which we can read the facts 
without, as the primary and essential procedure in the endeavour to 
attain the truth. 

Also the facts may be genuine and honestly presented, yet the inter
pretation may be according to an inadequate or a "bogus" theory. 
The truth is that no bibliolator can be trusted to interpret the past of 
our race now being unveiled by evolution. He is born and begotten 
with the blinkers on. His mode of interpretation is to get behind us, to 
lay the hands upon our eyes in front, and ask us to listen whilst he gives 
us his views of the past I But the non-evolutionist' cannot interpret 
the past from lack of a true standpoint with regard to the beginnings or 
rather the processes of becoming. He can begin anywhere and at any 
time short of the starting-point. There is nothing for it but to break 
away, and tum round to see for ourselves whether the traditionary 
vision of the Blinkerists be true or false. The facts alone are the final 
determinatives of the Truth. But we must have the whole of them 
and not a few, whether judiciously or Jesuitically selected to 
support a Christian theory. Whereas, the object and aim of this work 
the bias of the writer, and the trend of his arguments, are all on the 
line of showing or suggesting that the blood-covenant was the result of 
some innate instinct or divine revelation which prefigured and fore
shadowed, and may be taken to indicate and authorize, the Christian 
scheme of atonement, and the remission of sin by the shedding of inno
cent blood The writer asserts that this primitive symbolism was 
" made a ,-eality in Jesus Cltl'4t," in whom" God was to give of Itis blood 
in the blood of Itis Son fo,- the ,-evivifying of tlu sons of Ab,-aham in the 
Blood of tlte Etemal CO'Uenant." But it can be demonstrated that the 
covenant by blood did not commence where Dr. Trumbull begins-with 
a religious yearning God-ward for the establishing of a brotherhood 
between the human nature and the Divine. The root-idea was not that 
of an "inter-union of the spiritual natures by the inter-commingling of 
blood for the sake of an inter-communion with deity." That, at least, 
was by no means the "primitive rite," which the blood-covenant is here 
called. The many forms of the blood-covenant can only be unified at 
the root, i.e., in the beginning, not at the end. They are not to be 
understood apart from the primitive language of signs, as in Tattoo, the 
very primitive biology of the early observers, and the most primitive 
sociology of the Totemic times. 

Time was, and may be still, when the blood-covenant would often 1 

serve as the one protection against being killed and eaten. Even the 
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cannibals will not partake of their own Totemic brothers. Also the 
covenant was extended to certain animals which were made of kin and 
held to be sacred as brothers of the blood. 

The Blood-covenant takes many forms besides that of the blood-brother
hood, which are not to be explained by this writer's theory of exchange. 

When the blood of an African woman accidentally spurted into the 
eye of Dr. Livingstone, she claimed him for her blood relation, without 
there being any exchange of blood for blood. 

Dr. Trumbull claims the Egyptians as witnesses to the truth of his 
interpretation. But so far from their highest conception of "a union 
with the Divine nature" being an inter-flowing and interfusion of blood, 
the soul of blood was the very lowest, that is the first, in a series of seven 
souls! 

Their highest type of the soul was the sun that vivified for ever 
called Atmu, the Father Soul.- The bases of natural fact which lie 
at the foundation of the Blood-covenant, preceded any and all such 
ideas as those postulated by the writer as being extant from the first, 
such as "a longing for oneness of life with God;" an" out-reaching 
after inter-union and inter-communion with God." There was no con
ception of a one God extant in the category of human consciousness 
when the rites of a blood-covenant were first founded. There could 
be no atonement where there was no sense of sin or a breaking of the 
law. All through, the writer is apt to confuse the past with the 
present, and eager to read the present into the past. t 

The real roots of matters like these are to be found only in certain 
facts of nature which were self-revealing, and not in the sphere of concepts 
and causation! And it is only when we can reach the natural genesis 
of primitive customs and fetishtic beliefs, and trace their lines of descent. 
that we can understand and interpret their meaning in the latest sym
bolical and superstitious phase of religious rites. Nothing can be more 
fatally false than to interpret the physics of the past by means of modem 

.. The Theosophists are reminded that the "seven souls JJ are what we call the 
"seven principles JJ in man. " Blood JJ is the pn'nctple of the Body, the lowest in our 
septenary, as the highest is " Atma," which may well be symbolized by the Sun: Atma 
being the light and life in man, as the physical sun is the light and life of our solar 
system.-ED. 

t The arcane doctrine teaches that the" blood" rites are as old as the Third-Root 
race, being established in their final form by the Fourth Parent race in commemoration 
of the separation of androgynous mankind, their forefathers, into males and females. 
Mr. G. Massey is a strict scholar, who holds only to that which is made evident to him, 

\ 

and ignores the Occultistic division of mankind into Races, and the fact that we are in 
our Fifth-Root race, and would, of course, refuse to carry mankind back into Fe-Ter
tiary times. Yet his researches and the fruit of his life-labour, corroborate, by their 
numberless new facts revealed by him, most wonderfullly, the teachings of the" Secret 
Doctrines." (ED.) 
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metaphysic, with the view of proving that certain extant doctrines of 
delusion . are the lineal descendants of an original Divine revelation, 
which has been bound up in two Testaments for the favoured few. 

The blood-covenant is undoubtedly a primitive rite; but the author 
of "this work does not penetrate to its most primitive or significant 
phases. These are not to be read by the light of Hebrew revelation. 
but by the light of nature if at all. Many primitive customs and rites 
survived amongst the Semites, but they themselves were not amongst 
the aboriginal races of the world. We have to get far beyond their 
stage to understand the meaning of the myths, legends, rites, and 
customs, that were preserved by them as sacred survivals from the 
remoter past. The symbolical and superstitious phases of custom 
cannot be directly explained on the spot where we may first meet with 
them in going back In becoming symbolical they had already passed 
out of their primary phase, and only indirectly represent the natural 
genesis of the truly primitive rite. I have spent the best part of my 
life in tracking these rites and customs to their natural origin, and in 
expounding the typology and symbols by which the earliest meaning 
was expressed . 

. What then was the root-origin of a blood-covenant? The primary 
perceptions of primitive or archaic men incl uded the observation that 
they came from the mother, and first found themselves at her breast. 

N ext they saw that the child was fleshed by the mother, and formed 
from her blood, the flow of which was arrested to be solidified, and take 
form in their own persons. Thus the red amulet which was worn by 
the Egyptian dead, was representative of the blood of Isis, who came 
from herself, and made her own child without the fatherhood, when men 
could only derive their blood and descent from the mother. This 
amulet was put on by her, says Plutarch, when she found herself enceinte 
with Horus, her child, who was derived from the mother alone, or was 
traced solely to the blood of Isis. Primitive men could perceive that 
the children of one mother were of the same blood. This, the first form 
of a blood-brotherhood, was the first to be recognised as the natural fact. 
Uterine brothers were blood-brothers. The next stage of the brother
hood was Totemic; and the mode of extending the brotherhood to the 
children of several mothers implies, as it necessitated, some form of 
symbolic rite which represented them as brothers, or as typically be
coming of the one blood. Here we can track the very first step in 
sociology which was made when the typical blood-brotherhood of the 
Totem was formed in imitation of the natural brotherhood of the 
mother-blood The modes and forms of the Covenant can be identified 
by the Totemic mysteries, some of which yet survive in the crudest 
condition. The brotherhood was entered at the time of puberty; that 
is, at the time of re-birth, when the boy was re-born as a man, and the 
child of the mother attained the soul of the fatherhood, and was per-
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mitted to join the ranks of the begetters. The mystery is one with that 
of Horus, child of the mother alone, who comes to receive the soul of 
the father in'Tattu, the region of establishing the son as the father, 
which is still extant in the mysteries, and the symbolism of Tattoo. 

This re-birth was enacted in various ways by typically re-entering the 
womb. One of these was by burial in the earth, the tomb or place of 
re-birth being the image of the· maternal birth-place all the world over. 
Thus when the Norsemen or other races prepared a hole under the 
turf, and buried their cut and bleeding arm~ to let the blood flow, and 
commingle in one as the token of a covenant, they were returning 
typically to the condition of uterine twins, and the act of burial for the 
purpose of a re-birth was a symbolical mode of establishing the social 
brotherhood upon the original grounds of the natural brotherhood of 
blood. Thus the blood-covenant did not originate in the set transfusion 
or inter-fusion of blood. In the Totemic mysteries the pubescent lad 
was admitted by the shedding of his blood,with or without any inter
change. The blood itself was the symbol of brotherhood, and the 
shedding of it was the seal of a covenant. 

Nor was this merely because flesh was formed of blood, or the first 
men were made of the mystical red soil, as with the aayea of the 
Tahitians, or the red earth of the Adamic man. Most of these primitive 
rites, the Blood-Covenant included, had their starting-point from the 
period of puberty. It was at this time the lads who were not brothers 
uterine were made brothers of the Totem at what was termed the 
festival of young-man-making. The proper period for circumcision, or 
cutting and sealing, as still practised by the oldest aborigines, is the 
time of puberty, the natural coming of age. It is then they enter the 
Totemic Brotherhood. Now in Egyptian, the word kltet or kltut = 
cut, means to cut and to seal. Klletem is to enclose, bind, seal, and is 
applied to sealing. The same root passes into Assyrian and Hebrew as 
Khatan, Katam or Cllatall, with the same meaning. In Arabic, 
Kkatalla is to circumcise. Cutting and sealing are identical as the 
mode of entering into a Blood-Covenant. Circumcision was one form of 
the sealing, but there were various kinds of cuts employed, and 
different parts of the body were scarified and tattooed. In the primary 
phase, then, the blood-brotherhood was established by the shedding of 
blood ; the register was written in blood, and instead of the covenant 
being witnessed by the seal of red wax, it was stamped in blood. 

The reason for phallic localization is to be sought in the fact that the 
young men not only entered the Brotherhood by the baptism of blood, 
they were also received into the higher ranks of the fathers, and sworn 
in to live an orderly, legal and cleanly life, henceforth, as the pro-creators 
and loyal preservers of the race. 

But this was not the only clue directly derived from nature. There is 
another reason why blood should have become the sacred sign of a 
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covenant. Amongst many primitive races blood, or the colour red, is 
the symbol of Tapu, the sign of sanctity. The bones of the dead were 
covered with red ochre as a means of protection by the most widely 
scattered races in the world. The stamp of a red hand on the 
building, or a crimson daub upon the gravestone will render them sacred. 
The Kaffirs will wash their bodies with blood as a protection against 
being wounded in battle. The colour of robin-redbreast still renders him 
tapu or sacred to English children. 

Blood having become a sign of that which is true and sacred, on 
account of the Covenant, it is then made the symbol of all that is sacred. 
It can be used for the purpose of anointing the living or the dead, can 
be the seal of the marriage or other ceremonies and rites of covenanting. 
It is the primCl!val token of tapti. 

As I have elsewhere shown, blood was sworn by as the type of that 
which was true, the primary one of the typical Two Truths of Egypt. 
It was so in all the mysteries, and is so to-day, including the mysteries 
of Masonry. I have suggested the derivation of the masonic name from 
the Egyptian Sen = son, for blood and brotherhood. The working Mason 
in Egyptian is the makh (makht) by name. M akh means to work, inlay 
by rule and measure. We see that maklt modifies into md for measure, 
and for that which is just and true. 

M d-sen = Mason, would denote the true brotherhood; and as sen is 
also blood, the true brotherhood as the blood-brotherhood would be the 
masons in the mystical or occult sense. Red is the colour of Md or 
Truth personifie~, and sen is blood. Blood is sworn by because it is the 
colour of truth, or the true colour. N ow in old English the word seng
means both" blood" and" true." Here, then, we find the origin of the 
oath, which constitutes the supreme expression in the vocabulary of our 
English roughs, when they use the oath of the blood-covenant, and 
swear by the word " bloody! " 'When they wax emphatic, every
thing they say becomes" bloody true." This is the exact equivalent of 
" seng it is " for" it is true." According to the primitive mysteries, this 
mode of swearing, or establishing the covenant, was sacred whilst kept 
piously secret, and it becomes impious when made public or profane. 
Such mysteries were very simply natural at first, and it was this primi
tive simplicity and nearness to nature which demanded the veil to 
protect them from the gaze of the later consciousness. Time was when 
the English felon would carry a red handkerchief with him to the 
scaffold, and hold it in his hand as a signal that he had betrayed no 
secrets, but died "bloody true," or true blood. 

These customs were symbolical, but there is a hint of the blood
covenant beyond them-a hint received direct from Nature herself
call it revelation if you please. In the first rude ethics we find that the 
time for the sexes to come together was recognised by the intimation of 
nature, made in her own sign-language at the period of feminine 
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pubescence. Nature gave the hint, and a covenant was established. 
Henceforth, the child that could not enter that covenant would be 
protected from brutal assault, and was allowed, or rather compelled, to 
run about unclothed in token of her exemption. It is here in the 
swearing-in and covenanting of the sexes at the time of pubescence 
that we discover another real and most secret, i.e., sacred root of the rite. 

The self-revelation made by nature to primitive man was very 
primitive in its kind. She not only demonstrated that the blood was 
the life, or that the life passed away with the letting out of the blood, 
but in another domain, which our author has not entered, she showed 
that blood was, and how it was, the future life. Blood was the 
primary witness to the future life which the child received from the 
mother. I t was the token of the time when the female could become 
the bearer of that future life which took flesh and form in her blood. 

The blood-covenanting of the primitive races is still a part of the 
most elaborate system of making presents, which are the express 
witnesses of proffered troth and intended fealty. The most precious or 
sacred things are parted from in proof. The best is given on either 
side. And in the offering of blood, they were giving their 
very life, that in which the best attains supremacy. But these 
primitive rites can never be truly read except by those who are 
deeply grounded in the fact, and well acquainted with the evidence, 
that sign-language was primordial, that gestures preceded verbal speech, 
and acting was an earlier mode of representing than talking. Primitive 
men could only do that which we can say. In Egyptian that which is 
said is done. And in these primitive customs and religious rites we see 
the early races of men performing in pantomime the early drama of 
dumb or inarticulate humanity. And it seems as if this primitive 
language could produce an impression and reach a reality that are 
unapproachable by means of words. The significance of the teaching 
went all the deeper when it was incised in the flesh and branded into 
the blood. For example, what a terrific glimpse of reality is revealed by 
the fact that the Malagasy make their sign of a blood-covenant by an 
incision in the skin that covers the bosom, and this opening with its 
utterance of blood is called ambav/o, the "mouth of the heart." Thus 
the covenant is made in the blood, which is the very life, uttering itself 
with the mouth of the heart. In Egyptian the covenant, the oath, and 
the life, have the same name of Ankku,· and the greatest oath was to 
swear by the life or the blood of the Pharaoh. The primitive mode was 
to slash the flesh and let the hot blood spout and speak for itself with 
the "mouth of the heart," the utterance of the living letter and red seal 
of the wound, as true witness. 

'

No verbal covenant or written record of the modem races has ever 
had the full force and effect of these modes of covenanting amongst 
the primitive people of the past. The modems do not keep their word 
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with anything like the inviolable sanctity of the aborigines; when once I 
they are sworn to fealty, the covenant is almost never broken. Few 
things in poetry are more pathetic than the story related of Tolo, a 
chief of the Shastika Indians on the Pacific Coast. In the year 1852 t 
he entered into a tribal treaty with Colonel McKee and was desirous of I 
making a covenant for life in some way that could not possibly be I 
violated. Instead of exchanging blood he proposed a transfer of their; 
own two personal names. Henceforth he was to be known as McKee,' 

I 
and the Colonel as Tolo. But the treaty was discarded, the covenant: 
was not kept by the American Government. In reply, the Indian cast I 

off the title of McKee and refused to resume his own tarnished and \ 
degraded name of Tolo ! He considered that his very identity was lost ~ 
by this mode of losing his good name! I doubt whether 1,800 years of t 
Christianity have evolved in the later races of men a consciousness of 1 
truth, probity, and loyalty, so quick and profound as that! 

The writer of this book remains stone-blind to its own teachings with 
regard to the doctrine of survivals, and of the past persisting as a pattern 
for the present. 

To quote his own words, he rejoices in the .. blessed benefits of the 
CfJ'IJenant of blool/," and is still a fervent supporter of the great delusion 
inculcated by the gospel of ruddy gore. 

The doctrine is fundamentally the same whether the Greek murderer 
was cleansed from his guilt by the filthy purification of pig's blood or the 
modem sinner is supposed to be washed whi te in the Blood of the 
Lamb. 

As I had already written in my .. Natural Genesis,"" the religious 
ritual of the moderns is crowded like a kitchen-midden with the refuse 
relics of customs that were natural once, and are now clung to as if they 
were supernatural in their efficacy because their origin has been un
known. Indeed, the current masquerade in these appurtenances of the 
past is as sorry a sight to the archaic student as are the straw crowns 
and faded finery of the kings and queens whose domain is limited to the 
lunatic asylum." Dr. Trumbull endorses the doctrine that" Mortals 
gave tlte blood of tlteir fi,-st-born sons in sac'-ifice to the Sup,-eme Being, 
tlten tlte Sup,-eme Being gave tlte blood of his first-born male in sacrifice" 
for men; and there you have the covenant of blood in its final form! 

It is true that first-born children were offered in sacrifice just as the 
first take of fish was returned to the waters with a lively sense of future 
favours from the Typhonian power thus propitiated, but where is the 
sense of talking about the thought of an intercommunion with the 
divine nature through a blood-union with God as a concept in the mind 
of primitive man? It is true the recognized nature-powers, or devils of 
physical force, were invoked with blood, but what was the status of these 
powers when the beasts of blood were their representatives on earth, and 
the blood, which is the life, was given to the Serpent, for instance, as the 
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likeness of life itself because it sloughed its own skin and manifested· 
the enviable power of self-renewal? The profounder and mote funda
mental our researches, the more clearly does it become apparent that we 
have been victimised by the unsuspected survival of the past in the 
present, and that the veriest leavings of primitive man have been palmed 
off upon us by the ignorant as sacred mysteries and revelations guaranteed 
to be original and divine. ·Continually we find that our errors of belief are 
based upon very simple truths that have been misunderstood through a 
misinterpretation of primitive matters and modes of representation by 
means of modem ignorance. The blood-covenant of the aboriginal races 
has undoubtedly survived and culminated as Christian in the frightful 
formula, " Without blood there is no remission of sin." Not merely the 
blood of beasts or human creatures this time, but the ruddy life and 
ichor of a supposed Divine Being, who was made flesh on purpose to 
pour out the blood for Almighty vengeance to lap in the person of a 
gory ghost of God. One of the seven primal powers in Egypt was 
represented by the hawk, because it drank blood. One of the Seven in 
Akkad was the vampire. And this type of blood-drinking has been 
divinised at last as the Christian God. 

f Pindar says: "It is impossible for me to call one of the blessed gods 
I 
~ a cannibal." But the Christian scheme makes the Only God a cannibal, 

who offers the flesh and blood of his own Son and Very Self as 
sacrificial food made sacred for his followers. Such a god is, in two 
senses, cltimerical. How natural an accompaniment is the picture of 
the Crucified Christ to the Zuni saying, " My Father, this day shalt thou 
refresh thyself with blood!" Such a doctrine is but an awful shadow of the 
primitive past-the shadow, so to say, of our old earth in the very far
off past-that remains to eclipse the light of Heaven to-day, and 
darken the souls of men in the present through the survival of savage 
spiritualism in its final Christian phase, where the extant doctrines are 

I little more than an ignorant perversion of the most primitive knowledge. 
It is in this final and not in the primitive phase that we shall identify 

the irrationalty, the impiety, the disgusting grossness of Mythology 
under the surface of theological varnish and veneer. The only senseless
ness is in the survival of Myths without their sense. 

Lastly, it is observable that in the genuine rite the covenant-makers 
, always bled directly and suffered eac1!J~!_~hell.!~~~. Later on we find 
i that other victims were substituted by purchase, by fraud, or by force; 
, hence the blood-covenant by proxy. Now the Christian scheme is that 

1 which culminated in the blood-covenant and atonement by proxy. 
"His offsp,ing /0' his life he gave," is said of an Akkadian ruler who 
sacrificed his own son as an expiatory offering to save himself from the 
consequences of his own sin. And this doctrine of the despicable, this 

> type of the fatherhood, is elevated to the status of divinity by Dr. 
'i Trumbull. To quote his own words, the inspired author of the narrative 
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I found in the Hebrew Genesis shows .. Abel lovingly and trustfully 
reaching out toward God with substitute blood!" 

And there began for the Historic Christians that vast perversion of a 
primitive custom which culminated at last in the Christian doctrine of 
vicarious sacrifice, based upon the mythology of the Old Testament 
being literalized in the New. Now we have the ludicrous spectacle of 
salvation by means of a rite which has lost all the manhood, all the 
morality, all the meaning, that was put into it by the despised races of 
uncivilized men. 

~ 

The eucharistic rite is incredibly primitive when really understood. 
The bread and wine of the Christian sacrament still represent the male 
spirit and the female source of life. The" Blood of Jesus," which was 
to be .. drink indeed," is identical with the "Blood of Bacchus," which 
preceded historic Christianity, and has been substituted for the human 
or animal blood of the earlier mysteries. Imbibing the blood of the 
Christ did not originate in any historic or personal transaction. Also 
the blood of Christ, or Mithras, or Horus, employed in drinking the 
covenant, wai preceded by the blood of Charis. In some of the 
Gnostic mysteries we have the proof that the first form of the saving 
blood was feminine, not masculine at all. Irenzus presents us with a 
picture of profound interest from the anthropological point of view. 

He tells ,us how Marcus performed the eucharistic rite with the blood 
of Charis, instead of the blood of Christ. He handed cups to the women 
and bade them consecrate these in his presence. Then, by the use of 
magical incantation, " Charis was thought to drop her own blood into the 
cup" thus consecrated. (B. I. 13,2.) 

There is but one known fact in natural phenomena which will fitly 
account as Vera Causa for a monthly Sacrament, celebrated every 
twenty-eight days, or thirteen times to the year; which fact was com
memorated by the Blood-Covenant of Charis (Vide" Nat. Gen." V. ii. 
section 12, for proofs). This kind of blood-covenant can be paralleled in 
the Yain br Yonian mysteries of India. 

When rightly understood, the eucharist is a survival of the "beastly 
cannibalistic ceremony," whether considered as the blood of Charis or 
the blood of Christ, or partaken of as the red Tent wine or the" bloody 
wafer" of Rome. 

We welcome Dr. Trumbull's contribution on the subject, although he 
has but" breathed a vein" of it, because these rites and customs have to 
be unveiled, and when they are at last exposed in all the simplicity of 
naked nature the erroneous ideas read into them, the delusive infer
ences drawn from them, the false illusions painted upon the veil 
that concealed the truth about them, will be doomed to pass away . 

. false.explain the, ~r~e __ is the only effectual ~e _ of _ ~~1~3. the 

- GERALD MASSEY. 
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<torresponbence . 
• 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESSED TO THE AUTHOR OF "LIGHT 
ON THE PATH." 

I. 

W HAT are the senses called astral, in reality? Are they not really 
spiritual, seizing on the inner essence of things and interpreting it. 
The ordinary psychic or clairvoyant surely does not use the astral 

senses? Yet he sees things which we do not see. It would be well to explain 
~" RL 

A. The senses called astral in the comments on "Light on the Path" are the 
senses which perceive the inner essence, certainly; which are cognisant of the 
life underlying every form of matter. The ordinary psychic or clairvoyant only 
perceives other forms of matter than those we ordinarily see, and perceives 
them as a child perceives the forms in this world at first, without understanding 
their meaning. The astral senses carry beyond matter, and enlighten man with 
legard to any form of life which especially interests him. They show the poet 
painter, and composer the things they express to other men, ~ho regard these 
great ones as beings of another order-beings with the gift of genius. So 
they are, and the vigour of that genius carries them on into the inner life 
where meaning, and harmony, and the indefinable all-desired are to be perceived 
Wordsworth saw it in nature, he recognised the "spirit in the woods"-not the 
wood·nymphs but the divine spirit of peace which teaches a lesson in life. 
R\chard Jeffries saw it in nature, too, as perhaps no other xnan ever has seen it; 
through the finite visible world he perceived the infinite invisible one, and before 
he died he had begun to know that the visible world does not exist. Tumer, per
haps, is the only parallel. By the invisible world I must repeat again that I do 
not mean what the spiritualists call by that name-a new world of other forms. I 
mean the formless world It is the farthest limit man's c()nsci()usness can reach 
to; and only the pure and star-like soul can become even aware of its existence. 
It is not man's divine nature, but the man who enters it with any reverence for 
the great miracle of life can only do so by the aid of his divine nature, whether 
as a poet, a painter, or an occultist. The soul which enters it without reverence 
is unable to endure its extreme rarity of atmosphere and turns to the psychic
astral in which to live; such men become madmen and suicides, more or less 
pronounced, as men do who refuse to dwell in any form of physical life but 
the grossest and simplest. There is some law of life which impels men onward 
-call it evolution or developement or what you will; and a man can no more 
go downwards without suffering than a tree can be placed with its branches in 
the ground, instead of its roots, without discomfort, and in the end, death. 

I propose to use two phrases which have been suggested to me; the physchic
astral and the divine-astral. This seems the only way to make my meaning clear, 
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for the word astral has two meanings, its own proper derivative one, from the 
Sanskrit sin' to strew light, and that given it by the use of all occultists. 
Paracelsus appropriated the word for all things sidereal, subject to the moon 
and stars, part and parcel of this material universe, even though formed as 
Dryden says of .. purest atoms of the air." In this sense the spiritualists and 
psychics have the right of custom to use it as they do, to describe their world 
of finer forms. In this meaning an astral shape is the form of the human soul, 
still in possession of the passions which make it human; and the astral senses 
perceive not the subtle and supreme glory which Shelley seized on in 
Prometheus, but a region full of shapes and forms differing but little from· 
those we now wear, and still distinctly material 

The .. astral man" in the "Comments on Light on the Path" should have 
been written the divine-astral man, according to this evident difference of 
meaning between the present writer and all other writers on occultism. 

II. 

" Are not the astral senses used by every great poet or inventor though he 
does not see clairvoyantly at all? ,:e. does not see elementals, astral pictures, 
forms, &c." FAUST. 

The answer to the former question seems to contain the answer to this, which 
is clearly prompted by a conception of the word "astral" in its divine sense. 

III. 

I. "There is a law of nature which insists that a man shall read these mysteries 
for himself. Will all men seeking the occult path read these mysteries alike, 
or will each man find the interpretation peculiarly adapted to his own phrase of 
development. No two men read the mysteries contained in the Bhagavat 
Gita quite alike, each gains the glimpses of light which he is able to assimilate 
and no more." 

A. This seems to be rather a statement of a truth than a question which can 
be answered in any way other than putting it into different words, perhaps not 
so good. 

2. .. Is the outer world the reflection of the world within? like a shadowed 
reproduction in clumsy form, the inner being reality?" 

A. This is what should be. But materialists have brought their sense of reality 
into the shadowed life. 

3. "How is the intuition to be developed which enables one to grasp swift 
knowledge? " 

A. To me no way is known but that of living the life of a disciple. 
4- "Can the laws in super-nature only act on their own plane, or can their 

reflection be brought down intact in their own purity to govern physical life." 
A. Surely this must be so; yet rarely, for when it is accomplished the man 

would be divine, a Buddha I 
S. .. To be incapable of tears "-does not that mean that the physical emotions, 

being merged into the inner physical, that tears are impossible as being an 
outward phase of the physical nature-whereas the psychical emotions, to use 
a physical term are vibratory. 

A. "The whole of ' Light on the Path,' is written in an astral cipher" is stated 
15-
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at the outset of the "comments;" the word "tears" does not refer to physical 
tears in any way. 

It is the only word which will convey any idea whatever of the moisture of 
life, that which bursts from the human soul in its experience of sensation and 
emotion, and in the passion of its hunger for them. 

6. "How is one to take the snake of self in a steady grasp and conquer it?" 
W. 

A. This is the great mystery which each man must solve for himself. 

IV. 
WALLASEY, Oct 1st 

Referring to the comments on "Light on the Path," in the first number of 
LUCIFER, may I ask whether the full paradox "Before the eyes can see they 
must be incapable of tears, and yet no eyes incapable of tears can see," i.e., see 
good or God, is not truer and stronger than its part? 

"Therefore the soul of the occultist must become stronger than joy and 
greater than sorrow" I presume means that he must not seele joy or fear sorrow, 
not that he may not enjoy nor sorrow? . 

The phrase by itself may read "Before the eyes can see they must be in
capable of tears," tearless, dry, in fact dead I which is obviously not the 
author's intention in "Light on the Path." 

Yours truly, 
A. E. I. 

A. Once more I must refer to the preliminary statement in the comments that 
"Light on the Path," is written in an astral cipher, and that tears do not 
mean the tears of the physical body, but the rain drops that come from the 
passion-life of the human soul These being stayed for ever, the astral sight 
is no longer blinded or blurred. Divine love and charity then find room, when 
personal desire is gone. Joy and sorrow, for oneself, then drop naturally into 
another place than that which they filled before. 

V. 

(I.) I desire very strongly to obtain conquest over "self;" would my using 
the occult means for so doing, which apparently to me lie without the ordinary 
experience of Christians, necessitate my sacrificing any iota of my belief in the 
power of Christ' 

(2.) If I submit myself to the occult conditions under which the four first 
rules in "Light on the Path" may be "engraved on my heart and life;" will 
these conditions permit me to pray throu~hout for the Divine help and strength 
of the Eternal Christ, who has passed the portal, opened the" way," and whom 
I believe to be the" Master of Masters," the" Lord of Angels"? 

(3.) Do the words-u the disciple" .•.• "must then so shut the gates of 
bis soul that no comforter can enter there nor any enemy"-mean, that we are 
wilfully to exclude ourselves from any desire for the sympathy, strength, and 
support of the spirit of One who said "No man cometh unto the Father but by 
Me," and who drank the cup of agony to the very dregs for love of the Brother-
hood? L. H. FF. 
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A. (I.) Not any iota of your belief in the power of the Christ-spirit would or 
should be sacrificed j it would rather increase, for that spirit is the same Divine 
overshadowing which has inspired every Redeemer. 

(2.) It matters very little by what name you call the Master of Masters, so 
that you do appeal to " Its " power throughout. 

(3.) Man can find no comforter save in the Divine Spirit within himself. 
Does not the tale of the life of Jesus illustrate this, looking at it from one point of 
view? In what dread isolation he lived and died j His disciples, even those 
who were most beloved by Him, could not reach His spirit in its sublime 
moments, or in the hours of its keenest suffering. So with every one who 
raises himself by effort above the common life of man, in however small a 
degree. Solitude becomes a familiar state, for nothing personal, not even a 
personal God, can comfort or cheer any longer. 

VI. 

" Is there any chance of self-deception? May one enter the path so gradually 
as to be conscious of no radical change, representing a change of life or stage 
of progression? How is it with one who has never experienced a great and 
lasting sorrow, or an all-absorbing joy, but who in the midst of both joy and 
sorrow strives to remember others, and to feel that he hardly deserves the joy, 
and that his sorrow is meagre in the presence of the great all-pain? How is 
such a one to enter through the gates? By what sign shall he know them? " 

Y. H. 

A. It is difficult for such a one to know anything of what lies beneath the sur
face of his nature until it has been probed !:iy the fiercer experiences of life. 
But, of course, the theory of re-incarnation makes it possible that such ex
periences are left behind in the past. The entrance to the gates is marked by 
one immutable sign j the sense that personal joy or sorrow no longer exist. 
The disciple lives for humanity, not for himself j works for all creatures that 
suffer instead of knowing that he himself has pain. 

"ESOTERIC BUDDHISM." 

"As the Editors of LUCIFER kindly invite questions· concerning Theosophy 
and kindred subjects, an honest enquirer into these matters would welcome an 
answer to the following difficulty: 

"In his book on C Esoteric Buddhism,' Mr. Sinnett states that souls or 
spirits pass the long interval between the one incarnation and another in a sort 
of quiescent, and at least half-unconscious, state, losing enough of their identity 
to preclude their carrying any recollection of one incarnation on to the next. 
In his novel, "Karma," Mr. Sinnett represents one character, Mrs. Lakesby, 
gifted with more than usual powers, as being very fond, when she has the 
chance, of allowing her spirit to escape from the trammels of the body and 
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meetir,g the spirits of departed-that is, dead friends-" and others" on the 
Astral plane where she holds agreeable converse with them. 

" How are these two statements reconcilable? 
" October 22nd, 1887. N. D." 

Mr. Sinnett would probably reply that the answer could only be given fully 
by reprinting all that he has written in various published works, on the con
ditions of existence in Kama-Loca, and Devachan, and on the higher and 
lower aspects of Self. The normal course of events will conduct a human being 
who ~quits the material body through Kama-Loca to the Devachanic state, in 
which Mrs. Lakesby would not be able to interview him. But while in Kama
Loca she might at least imagine she did this, and, perhaps not too wisely, in 
dulge in the practice of so doing. If we remember rightly the Baron, in 
" Karma," who is represented as knowing a good deal more than Mrs. Lakesby, 
gifted as she is, throws some discredit upon her view concerning the Astral 
plane and its inhabitants. At the best when a clairvoyant can gain touch with a 
soul in Kama-Loca, it is the lower self remaining there, though it has left the 
body, that she deals with. And though that lower self may be very recognisable 
for people who have known it in the earthly manifestation, it will be lowe, than 
the lower self of earth and not higher because ethereal. That is to say on 
earth the living man is more or less under the guidance of his higher self. But 
the higher has no longer any business to transact with the lower self of Kama
Loca, and does not manifest there at all. 

Finally it must always be remembered that a romance, even though written 
by an Occultist, is a romance still, designed to suggest broad conceptions rather 
than to expound scientific and doctrinal details. 

"Being courteously invited to address any questions bearing on the matter 
contained in LUCIFER to the Editors, Madame la Marechale Canrobert would 
gladly know :-First, What is the distinction made (page II) between the soul 
and the starry spirit? Is it that soul which is again alluded to (page 91) as the 
animal soul, in opposition to the Divine soul? Second, What are the external 
forms of the individualised being spoken of also on page 91 ?" 

A. The human soul, that which is subject to human passions, but which 
can also yearn towards the nobility of the Divine soul, is that which is spoken 
of on page II. The starry spirit is the Divine-astral The animal soul is that 
which animates the mere physical life, the unintelligent existence of the body. 
The "external forms" referred to on page 91 are the successive human shapes 
which the starry spirit inspires during its long pilgrimage. M. C. 
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• 

THE REAL HISTORY OF THE ROSICRUCIANS.-

~R. WAITE'S new book will be welcomed by that large class of readers 
Jill who regard occultism, alchemy, and all like studies with antagonism 

and suspicion. Secret societies supposed to deal with such subjects 
are, from their point of view, better exposed and ridiculed than treated with 
respect or taken seriously. The author of the present volume does not, how
ever, cast disrespect on occult science, nor does he discuss the Rosicrucians in 
a spirit of levity or disdain. He recognises that there may be, and probably is, 
a grand spiritual and moral philosophy in the higher aspects of true alchemy, 
but in these pages he treats the subject of the society from the historical, and 
not at all from the mystical side, and confines himself to tracing its recorded 
history, its rise, fal~ and ,aison Ifet,e. The conscientious study of these re
cords relating to the Brotherhood has brought Mr. Waite to the conclusion that 
they do not support the traditions which up to the present have surrounded 
the society with a veil of unknown antiquity and have endowed its members 
with a halo of marvellous wisdom. It is these conclusions that will charm the 
incredulous, and may probably blind them to the indications of an under
current of belief in the reality of occult science, pe, se, which the author has 
evidently not desired to suppress. To investigate and disentangle the network 
of facts, theories, and traditions which must necessarily envelope a society that 
up to the commencement of the seventeenth century had not been heard of by the 
general public is no easy task, and Mr. Waite may be congratulated upon the 
calm and judicial spirit with which he has treated his subject, as well as upon 
the moderation with which he advances his own views. To be able to gather 
from these open records how far the members of such a society may have held 
in their keeping some of the inner secrets of Nature is of course impossible to 
ordinary humanity. The real character and aims of such an association can be 
known only to passed Initiates. In his preface Mr. Waite says: "I claim to 
have performed my task in a sympathetic but impartial manner, purged from 
the bias of any, theory, and above all uncontaminated by the pretension to 
superior knowledge, which claimants have never been able to substantiate." 
This statement is fully justified in the pages of the book under review. Its 
value does not lie so much in any new presentation of the facts or theories pertain
ing to the Rosicrucians, and which are so frequently distorted by ignorant com
mentators, as in the compact and systematic arrangement of some of the prin
cipal writings available. He has brought together not only the leading works 
of the various writers known, or supposed to be Rosicrucians, but he has also 
collected the criticisms and conjectures on these current at the time of their 

* A. E. Waite. Published by G. Redway. 
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appearance in Gennany, together with others of a much more recent date. 
Consequently the reader has before him almost all the information of this 
description he could require, and which he could not obtain for himself except 
by the expenditure of time and trouble that very few are either able or willing 
to give. 

It is not surprising that Mr. Waite should have satisfied himself that the 
Rosicrucians have no sort of claim to the reverence and admiration in which 
scholars and mystics have held them up to the present time. But these 
conclusions will fonn only one more of other proofs to students of esotericism, 
that the task of writing a true and real history of a secret occult society from 
its records, where such exist, is an impossibility. For even when such societies 
left reliable information of their pursuits, aspirations, and beliefs, the language 
employed has always been of such a character as to baflle entirely the ordinary 
exoteric reader, whether he were historian, literateur, or scientist. Such litera
ture can be interesting only to the student on the track of esoteric knowledge, 
or to one who has in a great measure acquired the meaning conveyed, for him
self in other ways. This method of giving to the world, as it were, the proceeds, 
of life-long research in the realms of unseen Nature, has been adopted by 
alchemists, magicians, priests, and hieropbants from all ages. None but those 
who were sufficiently steadfast in the cause of truth could read imd understand 
what was thus written. The numerous and minute directions for the working of 
spells and cures, etc., left by Paracelsus, and which are apparently as straight 
forward and practicable as the receipts in a modern cookery book, would turn 
out probably much less successful in the hands of an amateur, no matter how 
highly educated on the physical plane, than the more delicate dishes taken 
from such receipts manipUlated by an entirely inexperienced servant. For 
these elaborate instructions are given in terms that appeal simply to the 
material senses of those who are in search of power rather than of wisdom, 
whereas the real effort to produce the result has to take place on the Astral 
plane of nature. The spiritual or soul side of man, must be awakened and 
utilised, before the Philosopher's stone, or the elixir of life, can be discovered. 

The comprehension of the potentialities of the human body, their nurture 
and eventual utilisation for purely unselfish ends and spiritual, i.e., real wisdom, 
is, or ought to be, the work of all secret occult societies. But to return to Mr. 
Waite's book. The popular notion that this Brotherhood is of great, almost 
incredible antiquity, is utterly condemned by him. He fails to find any docu
mentary evidence to show that it existed before the early part of the seven
teenth century, and argues that the well-known antiquity of the Rose and Cross 
in symbolism is no proof of the antiquity of a society using them "at a period 
subsequent to the Renaissance." Granting that the device of the Rose and 
Cross, as emblems of a particular order or brotherhood, does not guarantee its 
equal antiquity with them, still it must be admitted that these symbols bearing 
as they do a profoundly esoteric interpretation, and being adopted by a society 
of a distinctly occult character, is an argument in support of the theory that 
the founder or originator of this order had some reason other than fancy for 
thus labelling his fraternity. Elsewhere he says, "I have shown indisputably 
that there was no novelty in the Rosicrucian pretensions, and no originality in 
their views. They appear before us as Lutheran disciples of Paracelsus." 
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The author here seems to be not entirely logical in his deductions. When 
he states that he has not met in his search with either letters, records, or papers 
that mention or suggest the existence of such a society before the seven teeth 
century, he is of course, as a historian, safely ensconced from attack. In this 
capacity as an impartial seeker after facts, it is outside the area of his work in the 
absence of data to theorise on probabilities. When, however, in dealing with the 
manifestoes of the seventeenth century, he finds therein evidence that shows him 
the Brotherhood had no back history or ancestry, his conclusions are open to 
CrltlCISm. The very fact of the want of originality and novelty in the views, 
aims and aspirations set forth in the "Fama," and "Confessio" surely gives 
strength to the theory that holds to the antiquity of the society, rather than 
to its being the outcome of a spontaneous effort. All true students of. mys
ticism have good reason to believe, even when they do not absolutely know, 
that the various schools of occultism considered from their highest or most 
spiritual and abstract teaching, lead to the same goal. They may be called by 
different names, and their methods in minor details may not be the 
same, but the wisdom au fond is identical Therefore when Mr. Waite 
casts discredit upon the Rosicrucians for not advertising novelties in their 
manifesto, in the mystical line of thought, he reminds us of a man who in 
making up his mind on the value of a violin, decides that it cannot be of great 
age, because it emits only the same set of sounds that such musical instruments 
have been accustomed to give forth from time immemorial. 

As far as can be ascertained by studying the state of thought and society at 
the period when the Rosicrucians were first heard of in Europe, this particular 
order manifested itself as an antidote to the general tendency towards the 
material side of alchemy, which honey<ombed the educated classes of 
Germany. Wonder-seekers then, as now, did not apprehend that ethics, both 
social and spiritual, are the fundamental basis of real wisdom, consquently the 
great cry was for power, no matter of what description, for the accumulation of 
wealth. The craving for arcane knowledge, so widely diffused, and which 
alchemists were truly known to possess, had gradually degenerated into a purely, 
selfish desire for the secret of transmuting metals. To supply this eager demand 
charlatans of every description rushed to the front professing to teach all who 
joined their standards, i.e., who could pay the necessary fee, how to turn 
common metal into pure gold. The craze for this power was so universal, the 
motive of it so unspiritual, that in order to stem the tide of the folly, and to 
checkmate the impostors who were bringj.ng discredit on the Saered Art, the 
" Fama" was issued by a body of people who took as their symbols the Rose 
and Cross. From this point of view the Rosicrucians historically come before 
the world in the light of a group of Reformers. 

Different people interpret in different ways the two manifestoes-the "Fama" 
and "Confessio." Mr. Waite appears to place great importance on the 
adherence to Christian dogmas observable in the wording of these papers. But 
in taking the documents literally, he seems to overlook the necessity that all 
writers were under, in those troubled times, of pandering to the narrow and 
prejudiced minds of the leaders of the so called Christian Church, by apparently 
adhering to the Ritual Naturally, the author of the" Fama" worded it in such 
a manner as to avoid persecution or suspicion of heresy. Those to whom it 
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was really addressed would not be misled by its tone of orthodoxy, and the 
general public and the church would pass it by as harmless. Moreover, as Mr. 
Waite remarks further on, "the philosophical and scientific opinions and pre
tentions of the Rosicrucian Society have more claim on our notice" than their 
theology. Speaking again of the school of thought current at the time this 
organisation was floated, and which he tells us the Rosicrucians followed, he 
says.. "Mystics in an age of scientific and religious materialism, they 
were connected by an unbroken chain with the theurgists of the first Christian 
centuries, they were alchemists in the spiritual sense, and the professors of a 
Divine Magic. Their disciples, the Rosicrucians, followed closely in their foot
steps, and the claims of the" Fama" and "Confessio" must be reviewed in the 
light of the great elder claims of alchemy and magic." In spite of this, Mr. 
Waite judges the Society, it would appear, by what he admits to be the minor 
and less important side of its object, for he speaks of it eventually, as a body of 
"pre-eminently learned men and a Christian Sect." We will not stop to consider 
the probability or possibility of a body of " pre-eminently learned men," being at 
the same time a "Christian Sect." 

Having thus deprived the Rosicrucians of the dignity, reverence and romance, 
that cling round great antiquity; having saddled them with the tenets and 
dogmas of conventional medizval christianity, Mr. Waite next proceeds to 
demolish their emblems, or at all events, to deny that they attached any esoteric 
interpretation to them. He says . . . "The whole question of the Crucified 
Rose, in its connection with the Society is one of pure conjecture, that no 
Rosicrucian manifestoes, and no acknowledged Brother have ever given any 
explanation concerning it, and that no presumption is afforded by the fact of 
its adoption, for the antiquity of the Society, or for its connection with Universal 
Symbolism." Allowing for the necessity in writing a history of a mystical 
society of taking the documents as they stand, Mr. Waite rather ignores 
the fact that the evidence for the statement above is of a negative character. 
That in their manifestoes and records there appears no explanation of their 
emblems, hardly justifies the conclusion that they were incapable of giving any. 
It would indeed have been a new departure in the annals of Secret Societies 
if the founders of this particular order had left behind the explanation of their 
signs and symbols. The study and interpretation of symbology forms a most 
important element in the education of occult disciples, and therefore to assume 
that the projectors of this organisation should be unaware of the mystic reading 
of the Rose and Cross, is a hypothesis that no student of mysticism could 
accept. 

It is, on the whole, generally assumed by those who have taken any pains to 
investigate the evidence, that Johann Valentin Andreas was the author of the 
" Fama," the Confessio Fl'atel'nitafis, and also of the "Chymical Marriage" of 
Christian Rosencreutz, and to that extent he must be looked upon exoterically as 
the founder of the Rosicrucian Society, as first known to history. He was deeply 
versed in mystic studies and alchemy, and had besides a widespread reputation 
as a scholar and learned man. His" Chymical Marriage," to anyone with even a 
slight acquaintance with· alchemical literature, reveals him as one who had 
penetrated deeply into some of the mysteries of nature. Consequently, he must 
have been well aware that the Rose and Cross bore a profoundly occult signifi-
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cation. Considering the man himself, the character of his studies, and his well 
known devotion to alchemy and mysticism, it is certainly more reasonable to 
suppose that he took those emblems (presuming he had any choice in the 
matter) for his society, not as some suggest, because they happened to form a 
part of his own armorial bearings, or that the Rose and Cross on a Heart was used 
by Martin Luther, but because he recognised their full value and importance 
as symbols of cosmic evolution. 

Mr. Waite seems, on the whole, to agree with the idea that Andreas was the 
author of the" Fama" and " Confessio," and regards the" Chymical Marriage" as 
undoubtedly his production. He also allows that the latter pamphlet can only 
have been the work of a man deeply embued with alchemical speculations, a 
mystic and follower of Paracelsus. How then can he ask us to believe that the 
Society formed under such auspices was au lond, nothing but a Christian sect 
based on the teachings of Martin Luther I To the public at large these theories 
may perhaps appear sufficiently plausible in face of the wording of those parts 
of the manifestoes that touch on theology. To students of esotericism, however, 
such conclusions will be absolutely unacceptable, and we can not allow to pass 
without comment Mr. Waite's hypothesis that the Rosicrucian Society, as it first 
came before the world, was simply a society for the propagation of the 
deteriorated Christianity of the midale ages. No mystic, whether calling himself 
Rosicrucian, Cabbalist, Theosophist, Christian, or Buddhist, would either, intel
lectually or spiritually, accept the narrow dogmas and intolerant views of the 
Christian church, even when to some extent cleansed of many of its grosser 
abuses by the energy of Martin Luther's Reform. 

The two lines of thought are essentially different. In the case of the 
Christian, no matter of what denomination, his thoughts are bound down and 
paralysed within the rigid circle drawn by the materialistic reading of Christ's 
birth, life, and death. The true occultist takes those episodes spiritually or 
allegorically, finding their correspondences within himself as well as in the 
universe. To say that a human being can at one and the same time be an 
occultist, and a sectarian Christian, is as impossible as to speak of a Christian 
Jew. A true Christian, i.e., one who understood and followed absolutely the 
teachings of Jesus, would be also a true Rosicrucian. Membership of particular 
churches or s~cieties does not unfortunately endow the individual immediately 
with the virtue, knowledge or power, that is the theoretical goal of his initial 
action. Such membership is, or may be a step in the direction of Divine Wisdom, 
but one step does not carry him to the summit of the path. Men do not 
become either Rosicrucians, Christians, or Theosophists merely by joining the 
Societies working under those particular names. But certain tendencies in their 
temperaments urge them into the special Society where the mode of thought 
seems best fitted to help them, to realise the magnitude and glory of the 
possibilities inherent in their own souls. 

Between the humanity of to-day, and the development of a sixth sense, which 
will enable it to perceive what now is imperceptible, there is but a thin veil of 
obstructing matter, metaphorically speaking. This veil is even now being con
tinually pierced by psychics, first in one direction then in another, letting in 
through these tiny openings glimpses of the invisible world around In a little 
while the veil will be worn away entirely, and the humanity of that future time 
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will doubtless wonder how the humanity of this age, which we find so en
lightened, could have been so unintuitive and blind to the most important side 
of their natures. Until the race however has by soul evolution attained to this 
sixth sense, real histories of Mystical Societies can hardly be hoped for. Members 
of such Societies, who by study and training have attained some degree of 
knowledge may not disclose the secrets, non-members cannot get at them. The 
reading<lasses of to-day may, after reading Mr. Waite's book, think they have 
learnt something of the body of people called Rosicrucians, and until now 
supposed to have some claim to arcane knowledge. The students of occultism 
will know that the vital part of the subject is and must remain ever impregnable, 
excepting from its esoteric side. 

" NINETEENTH CENTURY SENSE."'" 

SENSE! What is "sense"? A word meaning either little or much; simple 
and clear to the understanding, or various and carrying with it many 
connotations. It is one or other according as we measure the depth, the 
thoroughness, or the reality of the knowledge acquired. From a purely 
physical "sensation" we may trace the word through endless shades of 
signification; through "good" sense, "sound" sense, through the artistic and 
finer sensibilities, the "moral" sense, till it loses itself in the vague hint of a 
dim, unformed consciousness, pointing the way to the new world of the "inner 
senses." 

All these meanings and more are connoted by the phrase "Nineteenth 
Century Sense;"· for, by a daring metaphor, the tools which modern science 
places at our disposal are considered as "senses," and even the faculty and 
power of analysis is sometimes included under the word 

Beginning with the simplest, the reader is led on to the most astounding 
phenonema of modern spiritualism in the first thirty-seven pages of this strange 
work. The author depicts in vivid language his own experiences, and the 
triumphs of phenomena produced by one of his personal friends, in a style 
which is often quaint and striking, though at times the writer's disregard of 
many of the accepted rules of composition becomes-to say the least-
irritating. But the matter of his book earns forgiveness for the manner in 
which it is formulated. 

After carrying his reader to a pitch of interest and expectation as to the 
phenomena he describes, Mr. Darby suddenly plunges him into the frozen sea 
of scepticism by stating that all the phenomena produced under what seemed 
the strictest test conditions, were produced by conjuring and legerdemain, and 
by explaining the physical causes of some of the visions he has so graphically 
described. It will suffice to cite a single instance in illustration. " The 
President of the American Branch of the Indian Society of Theosophists 
(Professor Coues) . spent an evening with me some time back in 
conversation on the subject of psychical phenomena. We parted at midnight. 

* NINETEENTH CENTURV SENSE: The Paradox of Spiritualism. By John Darby. J. B. 
Lippincott, Philadelphia, and 10, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London. 
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At seven o'clock the next morning I suddenly awoke, beholding the astral of 
the professor standing at my bed-side." 

This vision Mr. Darby explains by reference to the fact of the persistence of 
retinal images and the super-excitability of the nerves and brain. " Astral 
projectioos," he concludes, "are of precisely similar significance." We would 
feel obliged to the eminent American professor of physiology referred to if he 
would give his written opinion on the question thus raised. For Theosophists 
have heard of persons whose brains were in complete repose and fully occupied 
otherwise who have also seen the astral form of Professor Coues. How's 
this ? 

He concludes, nevertheless, that materialistic agnosticism is the only 
" creed " ? Far from it. This portion of the book is purely introductory; it 
forms the five door-steps leading to the.Spiritus Sanctus-the laboratory of the 
Divine Spirit. 

From this black depth of doubt and confusion, the reader is lifted suddenly 
into the clear ether, and his feet are placed on the" Rosicrucian Way." 

Whether called "Rosicrucian," or by whatever other name, the" Way" is the 
"Way of Life," the path which leads to freedom, to wisdom, to true living. 
Whole pages might well be quoted; a few aphorisms must suffice. 

" A thing is to the sense that uses it what to the sense 
It seems to be; it is never anything else." 

Many passages recall "Light on the Path," though Mr. Darby probably never 
saw that book; but life is one, and true occultism is one. 

Speaking of mankind as divided into two classes, men in whom is the Holy 
Ghost, the Divine Spirit or the· Logos, he says: 

.. Witb people self-wise or over-sufficient, with the proud and the uncharitable, with all wbo are 
willImtI understanding as to 1M cotrtmon good !JeinK 1M 01I1y good, with bim wbo fails to see that gifts 
an in 111m as allIIQIIUS O1Ily-with all these the Holy Ghost is absent, otherwise so lacking in measure 
as to be incapable of making itself felL" 

The italicised passages give the key-note of the true science and art of 
living. To quote again: 

.. Settled into tranquillity by entirely satisfactory recognition of noumenon througb pbenomenon 
an end is reached wbere instrument is prepared and ready for use. Analysis bas sbown thc Rosicrucian 
what be is; more than this-what he can become as to his Ego. If out of bis understanding, be puts 
office [tM service of ot.vn.-Eo.] before self, he learns directly of the God, as the God comes to live 
in and to make use of him." 

.. Proving to one's self that one's self is God" ; and again, .. God • , • the One is in all ; thf' All 
is in one." 

The next chapter contrasts strangely with the one just quoted from-strangely, 
that is, to the outer sense. The one full of deep philosophy, of questioning;; of 
God, the Self, the W orId, clothed in the profound and significant paradoxes in 
which wisdom finds expression; the other an idyll, a sketch of nature, deeply 
coloured by the influence of Walt Whitman, whose style, perhaps, has had too 
great an influence on Mr. Darby, who has caught its jerky and unpleasant 
strings of detached sentences. 
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This is Chapter V. j Chapter VI. deals with Matter in its relation to the Ego, 
the spirit of the treatment being indicated by the following conclusion : 

.. That there shows itself. out of a process of exclusion. conducted even only so far as the analysis 
of matter, a something which is not matter. The analysis demonstrates the something to be of 
individual signification; further, that it is to it what a flute or other instrument is to harmony." 

The final words express a purely occult doctrine, which is worked out at 
length in the succeeding chapter on the Ego. 

This is the fundamental thought of the book, the last fifty pages of which 
describe the author's individual experiences in nascent psychic development. 

They are not of a very striking character, but exhibit with sufficient clearness 
the early forms of this new growth. Unfortunately, the author seems to have 
lacked the desire to pursue the road thus opened to him, and the final pages of 
bis work are but a lame and halting conclusion to a remarkable production. 

The book is well adapted for those who stand halting on the verge of 
mysticism, while for the student who has advanced further, its pages may serve 
as a means for helping others. 

The Editors of LUCIFER beg to acknowledge the fOllowing books, which will 
be noticed in future numbers:-

From Messrs. Ward and Downey: "A-Mo6erft--Magieian," by Fitzgerald 
Molloy. "Twin Souls." 

From Messrs. David Nutt & Co.: "The Gnostics and their Remains," by 
C. H. King. 

:From the Authors: "Natural Genesis," by Gerald Massey. "Sepher 
Yezirah," by Dr. Wynn Westcott. "Palingenesia," by "Theosopho and 
Ellora." "Mehammed Benani," by Ion Perdicaris. "Lays of Romance," by 
W. Stewart Ross. 

From George Redway: "Posthumous Humanity," translated by Col. H. S. 
Olcott 

.. .... The Editors regret that the pressure on their space prevents their 
noticing in detail the various Theosophical Magazines:-THE THEOSOPHIST, 
THE PATH, LE LoTUS, and L'AURORE. A full summary of their contents for 
November and December will appear next month. The same remark applies to 
a letter on "Karma," received from Mr. Beatty, which will be published and 
fully answered next month. 
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I AM STERNLY REBUKED for some 
remarks made in the last number. My 
reflections with regard to the respec
tive value of Mussulman and Christian 
pledges exchanged, as also on the doubt
ful propriety of zoological symbolism in 
the Churches-are pronounced wantonly 

• wicked and calculated to hurt the tender 
feelings of Christian readers-if any. 
Protestant England-it is solemnly urged 
-is full of truly good men and women, of 
sincere church·goers, who "walk in the 
ways of the Lord." No doubt there 
are such, and no doubt they do, or 
try to, which is a step in advance of 
those who do not. But then none of 
the " righteous" need recognize their faces 
in the mirror presented by the "Un
popular Philosopher" only to the un
rigkleaus. And again-I "THE WAYS OF THE LoRD .... " 
The ways of which Lord? Is the jealous 
Lord of Moses meant, the God who thun
dered amidst the lightnings of Sinai, or 

• the meek" Lord" of the Mount of Olives 
, and Calvary? Is it the stem God that saith 
1 "vengeance is mine," and who must be 
, "worshipped infear," or the "man-God" 

'

who commanded to 1000e one's neigllbours 
as oneself, to forgive one's enemies and bless 
tItose WM rl1lile us? For the ways of the 
two Lords are wide apart, and can never 

• meet. 
No one who has studied the Bible can 

I deny for one single moment that a large 
proportion (if happily not all) of modem 
Christians walk indeed "in the ways 

" 
of the Lord "-Number I. This one 
is the " Lord" who had respect unto 
Abel, because the meat of his sacrifice 
smelt sweet in his nostrils; the "Lord" 
who commanded the Israelites to spoil the 
Egyptians of their jewels of silver and 

\ gold;O also to " killroery male among the 
little ones," as "I'll"., woman ••. but 
all the women children (virgins) to keep 
alive for themselves" (Numb. XXXI., 17, 
et seq.) j and to commit other actions too 
coarse to be repeated in any respectable 
publication. 

• And DO doubt also the Aog\o-IndiaDs to spoil 
tbe King of Bunnah of his ? 

Hence the modem warriors who achieve 
such feats (with the modem improvement 
occasionally, of shooting their enemies 
out of the mouths of big guns) walk, 
most undeniably, "in the ways" of the 
Lord of the ] ews, but nroer in the 
ways of Christ. So does the modem 
trader who keeps the Sabbath most 
rigorously, attending Divine Service 
thrice on that day, after treating during 
the whole week his hired clerks as the 
brood of Ham" who shall be their (Shem 
and ]aphet's) servants." 

So does, likewise, he who helps him
self, David-like, to a Bath-Sheba, the wife 
of Uriah, without the least concern 
whether he simply robs or kills the Hittite 
husband. For he has every right to take 
for his sampler "a friend of God "-the 
God ofthe old covenant. 

But will either of these pretend they 
walk in the ways of their Lord of 
the new Dispensation? Yet, he whq 
raises his voice in a protest against 
the "ways" of the Mosaic God, 
therefore, in favour of those preached by 
the very antithesis of] ehovah-the meek 
and gentle" Man of Sorrow "-he is forth
with set up on the pillory and denounced 
to public opprobrium as an anli-Christian 
and an Atheist! This, in the face of the 
words: "Noll'llery one tltat saith unlo me 
Lord, Lord, shall enln" into tIu Kingdom 
of Heaven~' bul he lhat doeth lhe will oj 
my Fatlter which is in Heaven •.•. And 
l'lIery one tltat heareth II1Ise words of mt'ne, 
and doelh tlum not, shall be It'kened unlo 
a foolish man, which buill his Muse upon 
the sand • •.• and great was lhe fall 
Iltereofl" 

THE "WILL OF My FATHER?" 
Is this" Father" identical with the God 
of Mount Sinai and of the Command
ments ? Then what is the meaning of 
the whole Chapter V. of Matthew, of the 1 
Sermon on the Mount, in which every one • 
of these Commandments is virtually I' 
criticised and destroyed by the new 
amendments? 

" Ye ha'lle heard tltat it halh been said 
'An eye for an I)'e, and a lootlt for a 
toollt '/ but I say unto you Iltal you resist 
not roil," etc. 
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1 
Glance at the big centres of our 

Christian civilisations. Look at the jails, 
the court and the prison· houses, the 
tribunals, and the police; see the distress, 

(with starvation and prostitution as its 
I results. Look at the host of the, men of 
jlaw and of judges; and then see how far 
I the words of Christ, •• Love your enemies, 
Ibless them that curse you, Judge not 
that ye be not judged," apply to the 

~ whole structure of our modem civilised i life, and how far we may be called 
f C"ristians. 
I How well the commandment-" He I"at 
i is witltout sin amQ1Ig )'fJU, let "im first 

CQJI a stone "-is now obeyed, may be 
; seen by following day after day, the law 
I reports for slander, calumny and de
~ famation. Obedience to the injunction, 
. and warning against the sin of offending 

children, " tluse Iiltle tintS," of whom is the 
: Kingdom of Heaven, is found in the 
: brutal treatment of fatherless children on 

the streets by the Christian police, of 
other children by their parents, and 
finally, in the merciless flo~ng of wee 
bits of culprits driven to cnme by their 
own parents and starvation. And is it 
those who denounce such an anti
Christian spirit in legislation, the 
Pharisaical church and society, who 
shall be branded for speaking the truth? 
The magistrate, who has sworn on the 
Bible-contrary to Christ's express in
junction-to administer justice; the pious 
defaUlter, who swears falsely on it, but 
cannot be convicted; the sanctimonious 
millionaire who fattens on the blood and 
sweat of the poor; and the aristocratic 

'" Jezebel" who casts mud from her 
;carriage wheels on her "fallen" sister, 
on the street, a victim fJercltan&e. til 
.fJnt oj lite men tJj Iter tJ'Wn "ig" caste 
,: -all these call themselves Cliristians. 
The anti- C"rish'ans are those who 
j dare to look behind that veil of respect

ability. 
The best answer to such paradoxical 

denunciation may be found in one of 
" Saladin's" admirable editorials. The 
reader must tum to TIte Secular Review 
for October 22nd, 1887, and read some 
pertinent reflections on "The Bitter Cry 
of Outcast London," and the" Child-

; thieves" floggin". Well maya" heathen 
Chinee" or a • mild Hindu" shudder 
in horror at the picture in it of that 
"drawing of blood" out of the baby
bodies of infant thieves. The pro
cess is executed by a Christian policeman 
acting under the orders and in the 
presence of a righteous Christian 
magistrate. Has either of the two ever 
given a thought during the " child
torture" to the words of their Christ: 
"Wltosoever s"all tJjfmd tint oj tltese 

little ones, ,'I is better jDr "illl tllat a 
millstont were ltangea about !tis neck 
and Ite were cast into tlte sea"? 

Yes, they are walking" in the ways of 
the God of Israel" I For, as "it re
pented tlte Lord llrat Ite !tad made man" (' 
so wicked and so imperfect, that "Lord" " 
drowned and destroyed him "from the 
face of the Earth," without more ado. , 
Verily so, "btlt" man and beasl, and tlte . 
&reefJ,'ng tIling and tlte ftJ'W/s," though f" 

the latter haa neither sinned, nor were 
they "wicked." And why shouldn't the
righteous men on Earth do likewise? It I 
repents the Christian citizens of pious 
LUGDUNUM perchance also, that they: 
create the starving little wretches, the, 
foundlings abandoned to vice from the; 
day of their birth? And the truly good 
Christian men who would believe them- ' 
selves damned to hell-fire were they to ' 
miss their Sabbath Service, forbidden by : 
law to drown tlteir creatures, resort to the: 
next best thing they can; they "draw i 
blood" from those little ones whom their ! 
"Saviour" and Master took under his I 

special protection. 
May the shadow of " Saladin" never 

grow less, for the fearless honest words ' 
of truth he writes :- _: 

" And whose blood was in the veins of' 
these two boys ? Whose blood reddened 
the twigs of the birch? Peradventure, 
that of the magistrate himself, or of the 
chaplain of the prison. For mystical 
are the grinding of the wheels of the mill 
of misery. And God looks on and 
tolerates. And I am accounted a heretic, 
and my anti-Christian writings are pro
duced against me in a Court of Justice 
to prevent my getting justice, because 
I fail to see in all this how Christianity 
" elevates" woman and casts a "halo 
of sacred innocence round the tender 
years of the child-'I So be it. I have 
flung down my gage of battle, and the 
force of bigotry may break me to death; 
but it shall never bend me to submission. 
Unsalaried and ill-supported, I fight as 
stubbornly as if the world flung at my 
feet its gold and laurels and huzzas; for 
the weak need a champion and the 
wronged an avenger. It is necessary 
that Sham find an opponent and 
Hypocrisy a foe: these they will find in , 
me, be the consequences what they may. 

"SALADIN." 

This is the epitomized history of the 
" Unpopular Philosopher"; aye, the sto~ 
of all those who, in the words of "Lara, 
know that "Christianity will never save 
humanity, but humanity may save 
Christianity," i.e., the ideal spirit of the 
Christos-Buddha-of THEOSOPHY. 
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"LUCIFER" TO THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY, 

GREETING! 

My LORD PRBIATE OF ALL ENGLAND,-

WE make use of an open letter to your Grace as a vehicle to 
convey to you, and through you, to the clergy, to their ftocks, 
and to Christians generally-who regard us as the enemies of 

Christ-a brief statement of the position which Theosophy occupies in 
regard to Christianity, as we believe that the time for making that 
statement has arrived. 

Your Grace is no doubt aware that Theosophy is not a religion, but a 
philosophy at once religious and scientific ; and that the chief work, so , 
far, of the Theosophical Society has been to revive in each religion its 
own animating spirit, by encouraging and helping enquiry into the true 
significance of its doctrines and observances. Theosophists know that 
the deeper one penetrates into the meaning of the dogmas and cere
monies of all religions, the greater becomes their apparent underlying 
similarity, until finally a perception of their fundamental unity is reached. 
This common ground is no other than Theosophy-the Secret Doctrine 
of the ages; which, diluted and disguised to suit the capacity of the 
multitude, and the requirements of the time, has formed the living kernel y 
of all religions. The Theosophical Society has branches respectively 
composed of Buddhists, Hindoos, Mahomedans, Parsees, Christians, 
and Freethinkers, who work togetlier as brethren on the common 
ground of Theosophy; and it is precisely because Theosophy is not a 
religion, nor can for the multitude supply the place of a religion, that the 
success of the Society has been so great, not merely as regards its grow-
ing membership and extending inftuence, but also in respect to the per
formance of the work it has undertaken-the revival of spirituality in \: 
religion, and the cultivation of the sentiment of BROTHERHOOD among 
men. 

We Theosophists believe that a religion is a natural incident in the 
16 
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life of man in his present stage of development; and that although, in 
rare cases, individuals may be born without the religious sentiment, a 

/ community must have a religion, that is to say, a ,witing bOlld- under 
penalty of social decay and material annihilation. We believe that no 
.religious doctrine can be more than an attempt to picture to our present 
limited understandings, in the terms of our terrestrial experiences, great 
cosmical and spiritual truths, which in our normal state of consciousness 
we vaguely SeIlse, rather than actually perceive and comprehend; and a 
revelation. if it is to reveal anything. must necessarily conform to the 
same earth-bound requirements of the human intellect. In our estima-

! tion. therefore, no religion can be absolutely true, and none can be 
absolutely false. A religion is true in proportion as it supplies the 
spiritual, moral and intellectual needs of the time, and hclps the develop
ment of mankind in these respects. It is false in proportion as it hinders 
that development, and offends the spiritual, moral and intellectual 
portion of man's nature. And the transcendentally spiritual ideas of the 
ruling powers of the Universe entertained by an Oriental sage would be as 
false a religion for the African savage as the grovelling fetishism of the 
latter would be for the sage, although both views must necessarily be true 
in degree, for both represent the highest ideas attainable by the respective 
individuals of the same cosmico-spiritual facts, which can never be 

\ known in their reality by man while he remains but man. 

\ 
Theosophists, therefore, are respectors of all the religions, and for the 

religious ethics of Jesus they have profound admiration. I t could not 

J 
be otherwise, for these teachings which have come down to us are the 
same as those of Theosophy. So far, therefore, as modern Christianity 
makes good its claim to be the pmetical religion taught by Jesus, Theo
sophists are with it heart and hand. So far as it goes contrary to those 

I . 

\ 
ethics, pure and simple, Theosophists are its opponents. Any Christian 
can, if he will, compare the Sermon on the Mount with the dogmas of 
his church, and the spirit that breathes in it, with the principles that 
animate this Christian civilisation and govern his own life; and then he 
will be able to judge for himself how far the religion of Jesus enters into 
his Christianity, and how far, therefore, he and Theosophists are agreed. 
But professing Christians, especially the clergy, shrink from making this 
comparison. Like merchants who fear to find themselves bankrupt, they 
seem to dread the discovery of a discrepancy in their accounts which 
could not be made good by placing material assets as a set-off to spiritual 

I liabilities. The comparison between the teachings of Jesus and the 
: doctrines of the churches has, however, frequently been made-and often 

with great learning and critical acumen-both by those who would 
abolish Christianity and those who would reform it; and the aggregate 
result of these comparisons, as your Grace must be well aware, goes to 
prove that in almost every point the doctrines of the churches and the 
practices of Christians are in direct oppositiofl to tke teadll."gs of feslls. 
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\Ve are accustomed to say to the Buddhist, the :\Iahomedan, the 
H indoo, or the Parsee: "The road to Theosophy lies, for you, through H \ 
your own religion." \Ve say this because those creeds possess a deeply /I 
philosophical and esoteric meaning, explanatory of the allegories under 
which they are presented to the people; but we cannot say the same thing 
to Christians. The successors of the Apostles never recorded the secret I 
4(1c/rille of Jesus-the" mysteries of the kingdom of Heaven "-which it 
was given to them (his apostles) alone to know.- These have been 
l'uppressed, made away with, destroyed. \Vhat have come down upon 
the stream of time are the maxims, the parables, the allegories and the 
fables which Jesus expressly intended for the spiritually deaf and blind 
to be revealed later to the world, and which modern Christianity either 
takes all literally, or interprets according to the fancies of the 
Fathers of the secular church. In both cases they are like cut flowers: 
they are severed from the plant on which they grew. and from the root 
whence that plant drew its life. \Vere we, therefore, to encourage 
Christians, as we do the votaries of other creeds, to study their own 
religion for themselves, the consequence would be, not a knowledge of the 
meaning of its mysteries, but either the revival of medireval superstition 
.and intolerance, accompanied by a formidable outbreak of mere lip-prayer 
.and preaching--such as resulted in the formation of the 239 Protestant 
sects of England alone--or else a great increase of scepticism, for 
Christianity has no esoteric foundation known to those who profess it. 
For even you, my Lord Primate of England, must be painfully aware 
that you know absolutely no more of those "mysteries of the kingdom 
of Heaven" which Jesus taught his disciples, than does the humblest 
.and most illiterate member of your church. . / 

It is easily understood, therefore, that Theosophists have nothing to 
say against the policy of the Roman Catholic Church in forbidding, or 
of the Protestant churches in discouraging, any such private enquiry ? 
into the meaning of the" Christian" dogmas as would correspond to the 
esoteric study of other religions. With their present ideas and know
ledge, professing Christians are not prepared to undertake a critical 
examination of their faith, with a promise of good results. Its inevit
able effect would be to paralyze rather than stimulate their dormant 
religious sentiments; for biblical criticism and comparative mythology 
have proved conclusively-to those, at least, who have no vested interests, 
spiritual or temporal, in the maintenance of orthodoxy-that the 
Christian religion, as it now exists, is composed of the husks of Judaism, II 
the shreds of paganism, and the ill-digested remains of gnosticism and I: 
neo-platonism. This curious conglomerate which gradually formed II 
itself round the recorded sayings (MJ.yuz) of Jesus, has, after the 
lapse of ages, now begun to disintegrate, and to crumble away from the 
pure and precious gems of Theosophic truth which it has so long over-

• s. ~lark, iv. II j Matthew, xiil II j Luke, \;ii. 10. 
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lain and hidden, but could neither disfigure nor destroy. Theosophy 
not only rescues these precious gems from the fate that threatens the 
rubbish in which they have been so long embedded, but saves that 
rubbish itself from utter condemnation; for it shows that the result of 
biblical criticism is far from being the ultimate analysis of Christianity. 
as each of the pieces which compose the curious mosaics of the Churches 
once belonged to a religion which had an esoteric meaning. It is only when 
these pieces are restored to the places they originally occupied that their 
hidden significance can be perceived, and the real meaning of the dogmas 
of Christianity understood. To do all this, however, requires a know
ledge of the Secret Doctrine as it exists in the esoteric foundation of 
other religions; and this knowledge is not in the hands of the Clergy. 
for the Church has hidden, and since lost, the keys. 

Your Grace will now understand why it is that the Theosophical 
Society has taken for one of its three "objects" the study of· those 
Eastern religions and philosophies, which shed such a flood of light upon 
the inner meaning of Christianity; and you will, we hope, also percei,oc 
that in so doing, we are acting not as the enemies, but as the friends of 
the religion taught by Jesus-of true Christianity, in fact. For it is only 
through the study of those religions and philosophies that Christians 

f can ever arrive at an understanding of their own beliefs, or see the 
: hidden meaning of the parables and allegories which the Nazarene told 
, to the spiritual cripples of Judea, and by taking which, either as 

matters of fact or as matters of fancy, the Churches have brought the 
teachings themselves into ridicule and contempt, and Christianity into 
serious danger of complete collapse, undermined as it is by historical 
criticism and mythological research, besides being broken by the sledge
hammer of modern science. 

Ought Theosophists themselves, then, to be regarded by Christians as 
their enemies, because they believe that orthodox Christianity is, on thc 
whole, opposcd to the religion of Jesus; and because they havc the 
courage to tell the Churches that they are traitors to the MASTER they 
profess to revere and serve? Far from it, indeed. Theosophists know 
that the same spirit that animated the words of Jesus lies latent in the 
hearts of Christians, I as it does naturally in all men's hearts: Their 
fundamental tenet is the Brotherhood of Man, the ultimate realisation of 
which is alone made possible by that which was known long before the I, days of Jesus as "the Christ spirit." This spirit is e,oen now potentially 
present in all men, and it will be developed into acthoity when human 
Deings are no longer prevented from understanding, appreciating and 
sympathising with one another by the barriers of strife and hatred 

'

erected by priests and princes. We know that Christians in their lives 
frequently rise above the level of their Christianity. All Churches 
contain many noble, self-sacrificing, and virtuous men and women, eager 
to do good in their generation according to their lights and opportunities. 
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and full of aspirations to higher things than those of earth-followers 
of Jesus in spite of their Christianity. For such as these, Theosophists 
feel the deepest sympathy j for only a Theosophist, or else a person of 
your Grace's delicate sensibility and great theological learning, can justly 
appreciate the tremendous difficulties with which the tender plant of 
natural piety has to contend, as it forces its root into the uncongenial 
soil of our Christian civilization, and tries to blossom in the cold 
and arid atmosphere of theology. How hard, for instance, must it not 
be to .. love" such a God as that depicted in a well-known passage by 
Herbert Spencer: I "The cruelty of a Fijian God, who, represented as devouring the souls of 
the dead, may be supposed to inflict torture during the process, is small, com
pared to the cruelty of a God who condemns men to tortures which are eternal. 
: .. The visiting on Adam's d'~scendants through hundreds of generations, of 

\

' dreadful penalties for a small transgression which they did not commit, the 
damning of all men who do not avail themseh'es of an alleged mode of obtaining 
forgiveness, which most men have never heard of, and the effecting of recon

I ciliation by sacrificing a son who was perfectly innocent, to satisfy the assumed 
I necessity for a propitiatory victim, are modes of action which, ascribed to a 
! human ruler, would call forth expressions of abhorrence." 

(" Religion .. a Retrospect and a Prospect.") 

Your Grace will say, no doubt, that Jesus never taught the worship of 
such a god as that. Even so say we Theosophists. Yet that is the very 
god whose worship is officially conducted in Canterbury Cathedral, by 
you, my Lord Primate of England; and your Grace will surely 'agree 
with us that there must indeed be a divine spark of religious intuition in 
the hearts of men, that enables them to resist so well as they do, the 
deadly action of such poisonous theology. 

If your Grace, from your high pinnacle, will cast your eyes around. 
you will behold a christian civilisation in which a frantic and merciless 
battle of man against man is not only the distinguishing feature, but the 
acknowledged principle. It is an accepted scientific and economic axiom 
to-day, that all progress is achieved through the struggle for existence 
and the survival of the fittest; and the fittest to survive in this Christian 
civilization are not those who are possessed of the qualities that are 
recognised by the morality of every age to be the best-not the generous, 
the pious, the noble-hearted, the forgiving, the humble, the truthful, the 
honest, and the kind-but those who are strongest in selfishness, in 
craft, in hypocrisy, in brute force, in false pretence, in unscrupulousness, 
in cruelty, and in avarice. The spiritual and the altruistic are "the 
weak," whom the" laws" that govern the universe give as food to the 
egoistic and material-u the strong." That" might is right" is the only 
legitimate conclusion, the last word of the 19th century ethics, for, as the 
world has become one huge battlefield, on which u the fittest" descend 
like vultures to tear out the eyes and the hearts of those who have fallen 
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in the fight. Docs religion put a stop to the battle? Do the churches. 
drive away the vultures, or comfort the wounded and the dying? Reli
gion docs not weigh a feather in the world at large to-day, when worldly 
advantage and selfish pleasures are put in the other scale; and the 
:hurches are powerless to revivify the religious sentiment among men, 
because their ideas. their knowledge, their methods, and their arguments 
are those of the Dark Ages. My Lord Primate, your Christianity is 
five hundred years behind the times. 

I So long as men disputed whether this god or that god was the true 
one, or whether the soul went to this place or that one after death, you, 
the clergy, understood the question. and had arguments at hand to 
influence opinion-by syllogism or torture, as the case might require; but 
now it is the existence of any such being as God, at all, or of any kind 
of immortal spirit, that is questioned or denied. Science invents new 
theories of the Universe which contemptuously ignore the existence of 
any god; moralists establish theories of ethics and social life in which 
the non-existence of a future life is taken for granted; in physics, in 
psycholob'Y, in law, in medicine, the one thing needful in order to entitle 
any teacher to a hearing is that no reference whatever should be con
tained in his ideas either to a Providence, or to a soul. The world is 
being rapidly brought to the conviction that god is a mythical conception~ 
which has no foundation in fact, or place in Nature; and that the im
mortal part of man is the silly dream of ignorant savages, perpetuated 
by the lies and tricks of priests, who reap a harvest by cultivat!ng the 
fears of men that their mythical God will torture their imaginary souls 
to all eternity, in a fabulous Hell. In the face of all these things the clergy 
stand in this age dumb and powerless. The only answer which the 
Church knew how to make to such "objections" as these, were thc rae!.: 
and thc faggot; and she cannot use that system of logic lIOW. 

It is plain that if the God and the soul taught by the churches be 
imaginary entities, then the Christian salvation and damnation are mere 
delusions of the mind, produced by the hypnotic process of assertion and 
suggestion on a magnificent scale, acting cumulatively on generations of 
mild "hysteriacs." \\'hat answer have you to such a theory of the 
Christian religion. except a repetition of assertions and suggestions? 
What ways have you of bringing men back to their old beliefs but by 
reviving their old habits? "Build more churches, say more prayers, 
establish more missions, and your faith in damnation and salvation will 
be revived, and a renewed belief in God and the soul will be the necessary 
result." That is the policy of the churches, and their only answer to 
agnosticism and materialism. But your Grace must know that to meet 
the attacks of modem science and criticism with such weapons a. ... 
assertion and habit, is like going forth against magazine guns, armed with 
boomerangs and leather shields. While, however, the progress of idea. ... 
and the increase of knowledge are undermining the popular theology, ever)-
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discovery of science, every new conception of European ad\'anced 
thought, brings the 19th century mind nearer to the ideas of the Divine / 
and the Spiritual, known to all esoteric religions and to Theosophy. 

The Church claims that Christianity is the only true religion, and 
this claim invoh'es two distinct propositions, namely, that Christianity 
is true religion, and that there is no true religion except Christianity. 
It never seems to strike Christians that God and Spirit could possibly 
exist in any other form than that under which they are presented in the 
doctrines of their church. The savage calls the missionary an Atheist, 
because he docs not carry an idol in his trunk; and the missionary, in 
his tum, calls everyone an Atheist who does not carry about a fetish in 
his mind; and neither sa\'age nor Christian ever seem to suspect that 
there may be a higher idea than their own of the great hidden power 
that governs the Universe, to which the name of "God" is much more 

I applicable. It is doubtful whether the churches take more pains to 
pro\'e Christianity" true," or to prove that any other kind of religion 
is necessarily" false;" and the evil consequences of this, their teaching, 
are terrible. When people discard dogma they fancy that they have 
discarded the religious sentiment also, and they conclude that religion 
is a superfluity in human life-a rendering to the clouds of things that 
belong to earth, a waste of energy which could be more profitably ex
pended in the struggle for existence. The materialism of this age is, 
therefore, the direct consequence of the Christian doctrine that there is 
no ruling power in the Unh·erse. and no immortal Spirit in man except 
those made known in Christian dogmas. The Atheist, my Lord Primate, 
is the bastard son of the Church. 

But this is not all. The churches ha\'e never taught men any other 
or higher reason why they should be just and kind and true than the 
hope of reward and the fear of punishment, and when they let go their 
belief in Divine caprice and Divine injustice the foundations of their 
morality are sapped. They ha\'e not even natural morality to con
sciously fall back upon, for Christianity has taught them to regard it 
as worthless on account of the natural depravity of man. Therefore 
self-interest becomes the only motivc for conduct, and the fcar of being 
found out, the only deterrent from vice. And so, with regard to morality 
as well as to God and the soul, Christianity pushes men off the path that 
leads to knowledge, and precipitates them into the abyss of incredulity, 
pessimism and vice. The last place where men would noW look for 

I help from the evils and miseries of life is the Church, because they know 
that the building of churches and the repeating of litanies influence 
neither the powers of Nature nor the councils of nations; because they 
instinctively feci that when the churches accepted the principle of ex
pediency they lost their power to move the hearts of men, and can now 
only act on the external plane, as the supporters of the policeman and 
the politician. 
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The function of religion is to comfort and encourage humanity in its 
life-long struggle with sin and sorrow. This it can do only by presenting 
mankind with noble ideals of a happier existence after death, and of 
a worthier life on earth, to be won in both cases by conscious effort 
What the world now wants is a Church that will tell it of Deity, or 
the immortal principle in man, which will be at least on a level with 
the ideas and knowledge of the times. Dogmatic Christianity is not 

I suited for a world that reasons and thinks, and only those who can 
throw themselves into a medireval state of mind, can appreciate a Church 
whose religious (as distinguished from its social and political) function 
is to keep God in good humour while the laity are doing what they 
believe he does not approve; to pray for changes of weather; and occa
sionally. to thank the Almighty for helping to slaughter the enemy. It 
is not" medicine men," but spiritual guides that the world looks for to
day-a" clergy" that will give it ideals as suited to the intellect of this 
century. as the Christian Heaven and Hell, God and the Devil, were to 

\ 

the ages of dark ignorance and superstition. Do, or can, the Christian 
clergy fulfil this requirement? The misery, the crime, the vice, the 
selfishness, the brutality, the lack of self-respect and self-control, that 
mark our modern civilization, unite their voices in one tremendous cry, 
and answer-NO! 

What is the meaning of the reaction against materialism, the signs of 
which fill the air to-day? It means that the world has become mortally 
sick of the dogmatism, the arrogance, the self-sufficiency, and the spiritual 
blindness of modern science-of that same Modern Science which men 
but yesterday hailed as their deliverer from religious bigotry and 
Christian superstition, but which, like the Devil of the monkish legends, 
requires, as the price of its services, the sacrifice of man's immortal soul. 
And meanwhile, what are the Churches doing? The Churches are 
sleeping the sweet sleep of endowments, of social and political influence. 
while the world, the flesh, and the devil, are appropriating their watch-

/ 
words, their miracles, their arguments, and their blind faith. The 
Spiritualists-oh! Churches of Christ-have stolen the fire from your altars 
~o illumine their seance rooms; the Salvationists have taken your 

I'sacramental wine, and make themselves spiritually drunk in the streets; 
,the Infidel has stolen the weapons' with which you vanquished him 

\ ! once, and triumphantly tells you that .. What you advance, has been 
\ frequently said before." Had ever clergy so splendid an opportunity? 

The grapes in the vineyard are ripe, needing only, the right labourers to 
gather them. Were you to give to the world some proof. on the level of the 
present intellectual standard of probability, that Deity-the immortal 
Spirit in man-have a real existence as facts in Nature, would not men hail 
you as their saviour from pessimism and despair, from the maddening 
and brutalizing thought that there is no other destiny for man but an 
eternal blank, after a few short years of bitter toil and sorrow ?-aye ; 
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as their saviours from the panic-stricken fight for material enjoyment 
and worldly advancement, which is the direct consequence of believing 
this mortallife to be the be-all and end-all of existence? 

But the Churches have neither the knowledge nor the faith needed to 
save the world, and perhaps your Church, my Lord Primate, least of all, 
with the mill-stone of £8,000,000 a year hung round its neck. In vain you 
try to lighten the ship by casting overboard the ballast of doctrines 
which your forefathers deemed vital to Christianity. What more can your 
Church do now, than run before the gale with bare poles, while the 
clergy feebly endeavour to putty up the gaping leaks with the .. revised 
version," and by their social and political deadweight try to prevent the 
ship from capsizing, and its cargo of dogmas and endowments from going 
to the bottom? 

Who built Canterbury Cathedral, my Lord Primate? Who invented 
and gave life to the great ecclesiastical organisation which makes an 
Archbishop of Canterbury possible? Who laid the foundation of the 
vast system of religious taxation which gives you £ 15,000 a year and a 
palace? Who instituted the forms and ceremonies, the prayers and 
litanies, which, slightly altered and stripped of art and ornament, make 
the liturgy of the Church of England? Who wrested from the people 
the proud titles of .. reverend divine" and "Man of God" which the 
clergy of your Church so confidently assume? Who, indeed, but the 
Church of Rome! We speak in no spirit of enmity. Theosophy has 
seen the rise and fall of many faiths, and will be present at the birth and 
death of many more. We know that the lives of religions are subject to 
law. Whether you inherited legitimately from the Church of Rome, or 
obtained by violence, we leave you to settle with your enemies and 
with your conscience; for our mental attitude towards your Church is 
determined by its intrinsic worthiness. We know that if it be unable to 
fulfil the true spiritual function of a religion, it will surely be swept 
away, even though the fault lie rather in its hereditary tendencies, or in 
its environments, than in itself. \ 

) 
The Church of England, to use a homely simile, is like a train 

running by the momentum it acquired before steam was shut oR" . 
. When it left the main track, it got upon a siding that leads nowhere. 
, The train has nearly come to a standstill, and many of the passengers 
: have left it for other conveyances. Those that remain are for the most 
" part· aware that they have been depending all along upon what little 
'steam was left in the boiler when the fires of Rome were withdrawn 
from under it. They suspect that they may be only playing at train 
now; but the engineer keeps blowing his whistle and the guard goes 
round to examine the tickets, and the breaksmen rattle their breaks, and 
it is not such bad fun after all. For the carriages are warm and comfort-

, able and the day is cold, and so long as they are tipped all the company's i servants are very obliging. But those who know where they want to go, 
are not so contented. I 
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For several centuries the Church of England has performed the 
difficult feat of blowing hot and cold in two directions at once-saying 
to the Roman Catholics "Reason!" and to the Sceptics .. Relieye ! OJ 

It was by adjusting the force of its two-faced blowing. that it hao; 
managed to keep itself so long from falling off the fence. Rut now the 
fence itself is giving way. Disendowment and disestablishment arc in 
the air. And what does your Church urge in its own behalf? Its usc
fulness. It is useflll to have a number of educated, moral, unworldly men, 
scattered all over the country, who prevent the world from utterly forg-et
ting the n~me of religion, and who act as centres of benevolent work. But 
the question now is no longer one of repeating prayers, and gh'ing alms to 
the poor, as it was five hundred years ago. The people have come of age, 
and have taken their thinking and the direction of their social, privatc and 
even spiritual affairs into their own hands, for they have found out 
that their clergy know no more about "things of Heaven" than 
they do themselves, 

But the Church of England, it is said, has become so liberal that all 

II ought to support it. Truly, one can go to an excellent imitation of the 
mass, or sit under a virtual Unitarian, and still be within its fold. This 
beautiful tolerance, however, only means that the Church has found it 
necessary to make itself an open common, where every one can put up 
his own booth, and give his special performance if he will only join in 
the defence of the endowments. Tolerance and liberality are contrary 
to the laws of the existence of any church that believes in divine dam
nation, and their appearance in the Church of England is not a sign of 
renewed life, but of approaching disintegration. No less deceptive is the 
energy evinced by the Church in the building of churches. If this were 
a measure of religion what a pious age this would be! 1'\ e\'cr was 
dogma so well housed before, though human beings may have to sk'Cp 
by thousands in the streets, and to literally starve in the shadow of 
our majestic cathedrals, built in the name of Him who had not where to 
lay His head. But did Jesus tell you, your Grace, that religion lay not 
in the hearts of men, but in temples made with hands? You cannot 
convert your piety into stone and use it in your lives; and history shows 
that petrifaction of the religious sentiment is as deadly a disease as 
ossification of the heart. Were churches, however, multiplied a hundred 
fold, and were eve9' clergyman to become a centre of philanthropy, it 
would only be sUbstituting the work that the poor require from their 
fellow men but not from their spiritual teachers, for that which they ask 
and\cannot obtain. It would but bring into greater relief the spiritual 
barrenness of the doctrines of the Church. 

The time is approaching when the clergy will be called upon to 
render an account of their stewardship. Are you prepared, my Lord 

\J Primate, to explain to YOUR MASTER why you have given His children 
stones, when they cried to you for bread? You smile in your 
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fancied security. The servants have kept high carnival so long in the 
inner chambers of the Lord's house, that they think He will surely 
never return. But He told you He would come as a thief in the night; 
and lo! He is coming already in the hearts of men. He is coming to 
take possession of His Father's kingdom there, where alone His kingdom 
is. But you know Him not! Were the Churches themselves not carried 
away in the flood of negation and materialism which has engulfed 
Society, they would recognise the quickly growing germ of the Christ
spirit in the hearts of thousands, whom they now brand as infidels and 
madmen. They would recognise there the same spirit of love, of self
sacrifice. of immense pity for the ignorance. the folly, and the suffering~ 
of the world, which appeared in its purity in the heart of Jesus, as. 
it had appeared in the hearts of other Holy Reformers in other ages; 
and which is the light of all true religion, and the lamp by which the 
Theosophists of all times have endea\'oured to guide their steps along 
the narrow path that leads to salvation-the path which is trodden by 
every incarnation of CHRISTOS or the SPIRIT OF TRUTH. 

And now, my Lord Primate, we ha\'e very respectfully laid before you 
the principal points of difference and disagreement between Theo
sophy and the Christian Churches, and told you of the oneness 
of Theosophy and the teachings of Jesus. You have heard our profession 
of faith. and learned the grievances and plaints which we lay at the 
door of dogmatic Christianity. We, a handful of humble individuals, pos
sessed of neither riches nor worldly influence, but strong in our knowledge, 
have united in the hope of doing the work which you say that your 
MASTER has allotted to you, but which is so sadly neglected by that 
wealthy and domineering colossus-the Christian Church. Will you 
call this presumption, we wonder? Will you, in this land of free opinion,. 
free speech, and free effort, venture to accord us no other recognition than 
the usual alla/hcma. which the Church keeps in store for the reformer? 
Or may we hope that the bitter lessons of experience, which that policy 
has afforded the Churches in the past. will have altered the hearts and 
cleared the understandings of her rulers; and that the coming year~ 
18881. will witness the stretching out to us of the hand of Christians in 
fellowship and goodwill? This would only be a just recognition that 
the comparatively small body called the Theosophical Society is no 
pioneer of the Anti-Christ, no brood of the Evil onl!;-but the practical 
helper, perchance the saviour, of Christianity. and that it is only en
deavouring to do the work that Jesus, like Buddha, and the other 
"sons of God" who preceded him, has commanded all his followers to 
undertake. but which the Churches, having become dogmatic, are entirely I 
unable to accomplish. 

And now, if your Grace can prove that we do injustice to the Church 
of which you are the Head, or to popular Theology, we promise to ac
knowledge our error pUblicly. But-" SILENCE GlVESCONSF.NT." 
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"EMERSON AND OCCULTISM." 

" 'Tis thus at the roaring Loom of Time I ply, 
And weave for God the garment thou seest Him by." 

-Erd. Geist, FAUST • 

• HE sunset, to the boor a mere mass of evening vapours, presaging 
Jl rain for his fields or heat for his harvest, expands for the poet, 

standing beside him and beholding the self-same firmament, 
into a splendid picture, rich in crimson and purple, in golden light and 
gleaming colour, mingled in harmonious purity. 

Whence so great a difference? 
The poet has finer eyes; and within the mere material forms perceives 

a subtle essence, which flows everywhere through nature, adding to all it 
touches a new wealth of joy and power. The poet's eyes have opened to 
a new reality; he no longer values things for themselves; but in pro
portion as they contain this quality, they become dear to him. 

But beyond the poet, there is yet a third rank. The poet, it is truc, 
rcjoices in nature, and perceives its beauty and symbolic character. 
Hut he rests in the beauty of the symbol, and does not pass to the· 
reality symbolised. Rapt in adoration of the beauty of the garment, 
he does not pierce through to Him who wears the garment. This 
remains for the philosopher-the sage. Yet the boor has his place in 
Nature. He has tilled and subdued the soil, has brought its latent 
powers into action; in command of nature, he is far in advance of the 
mere nomad savage, for whom nature is a maze of uncertain and un
conquered forces. 

The savage, the boor, the poet; these types have their parallels in 
mental life. 

When the crude conceptions of nature, which mark dawning civilisa
tion, give place to those fair and truer, because more harmonious, views 
which bear the name of Science; when the principle of Continuity, the 
reign of Universal Law, have displaced the first notions of Chance and 
Discord, the work of the physical scientist is done; he must stand aside, 
and make way for the philosopher, the transcendentalist. Modern 
Science has replaced the crudities of media!val theology by the idea of 
an orderly universe permeated by Law, binding alike the galaxy and 
the atom, as the tillage of the farmer has replaced the nomadism of the 
savage. 

But within the world of the boor nestles the poet's world, and within 
the world of the physical scientist lies an ethereal, spiritual universe, with 
its own powers, its own prophets. The great trilogy of friends at the 
beginning of this century, who rose like three mountain peaks above 
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their contemporaries, Goethe, Carlyle, and Emerson, were chosen by 
Destiny as prophets of this nature within nature. 

Their gleanings have been rich enough to tempt many to enter the 
same field, though they have no more exhausted its wealth than Homer 
and Shakespeare have exhau~ted poetry. 

The new world they have explored, is the land of hope of the future. 
for which we must leave the impoverished soil of theology, and the arid 
deserts of materialism. 

What these three masters taught, Occultism teaches; and we propose 
to show them as great natural masters in the mystic knowledge. 

To do this with any completeness in the space at our disposal is 
necessarily impossible; for the present, we must content ourseh-es with 
shewing from the writings of one of the masters, Emerson, that he recog
nised some of the chieflaws announced by Occultism. 

The first truth to be insisted on, concerning this nature within nature. 
the spiritual universe, is that it exists for its own ends, and not as an 
adjunct to the material world; in other words, the end of morals is to 
make archangels rather than good citizens. 

Spirit is the reality; matter, the secondary; or, as Goethe says, the 
Ga,mmt of God. 

No occultist could insist on the subordinate character of matter more 
vehemently than Emerson-he writes: 

"Nature is a mutable cloud, which is always and never the same. Through the 
bruteness and toughness of matter, a subtle spirit bends all things to its own will. 
The world proceeds from the same spirit as the body of man. It is a remoter and 
in/trior incarnation 0/ God, a projection of God into the unconscious." 

The Occultist sees in this world of spirit the home of that true joy of 
which all earthly happiness is the shadow, and whispered intimation. 
There all ideals find their realization, all highest hopes their fulfilment; 
there flow abundant fountains of celestial bliss, whose least presence 
makes earthly things radiant. 

Of spirit, Emerson writes: 

"But when following the invisible steps of thought, we come to enquire, Whence 
is matter? and where to? Mimy truths arise to us out of the recesses of consciousness. 
We learn that the highest is present to the soul of man, that the dread universal 
essence which is not wisdom, or love, or beauty, or power; but all in one, and each 
entirely, is that for which all things exist, and that by which they are; that spirit 
creates j that behind nature, throughout nature spIrit is present. As a plant upon the 
earth, so a man rests upon .the bosom of God j he is nourished by unfailing fountains, 
and draws, at his need, inexhaustible power." 

But to obtain a footing in this world of essential being, is to be 
emancipated from the domination of Time and Space, to enter a universe 
where they do not exist; for Space and Time are no realities,· but, as 
Carlyle says, the .. deepest of all illusory appea,ances." Emancipation 
from Space and Time; how much more this implies thar1 is at first sight 
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apparent. The first fruit of this freedom is a feeling of eternalness, the 
real basis of the doctrine of immortality. It is an attainable reality, this 
sense of eternalness; let the sceptic and materialist say what they will. 

Of this truth, also, we may bring Emerson as witness. He writes: 

"To truth, justice, love, the attributes of the soul, the idea of immula6lmess is 
~ssentially associated. In the flowing of love, in the adoration of humility, there is no 
<Iuestion of continuance." 

Once recognise the truth that we can gain a footing in a world free 
from the tyranny of time, that the soul exists in such a world, and a new 
philosophy is at once required. Freedom from Time implies the eternityt: 
of the soul, and the facts of life and death take a new position and 
significance. If the soul be eternal, death must be an illusion, a garment 
in which Nature wraps some hidden law. 

In the following words of Emerson, on this subject: 

" It is the secret of the world that all things subsist and do not die, but only retire a 
little from sight, and afterwards return again. Whatever does not concern us, is 
concealed from us. As soon as a person is no longer related to our present well-being, 
he is concealed or dies, as we say. When the man has exhausted for the time the nourish
ment to be drawn from anyone person or thing, that object is withdrawn from his 
observation, and though still in his immediate neighbourhood, he does not suspect its 
presence. Nothing is dead ; men feign themselves dead, and endure mock funerals 
and mournful obituaries, and there they stand looking out of the window, sound and 
well, in some new disguise. Jesus is not dead j he is very well alive; nor John, nor 
Paul, nor Mahomet, nor Aristotle." 

we have an accurate exposition of the occult doctrine of Reincarnation
the progressive discipline of the soul through many lives-which has 
been parodied in the popular fable of metemphsychosis. 

The true occult doctrine does not picture a series of bodies in each of 
which the soul makes a temporary sojourn. In this, as in all else, it 
begins with spirit and then descends to matter. I t depicts that vital 
energy which we call a soul, alternately exuding from itself and re
absorbing into its own nature an environment or physical encasement, 
whose character varies with the increasing stature of the soul. 
According to the teaching of occultism, the successive formations of this 
objective shell-whose purpose is to provide for the development of the 
animal nature-alternate with periods of subjective life, which give 
expansion to the powers of thc soul. 

As corollary to this doctrine, occultism postulates a second-that the 
incidents of each objective environment or physical life-are not fortuitous 
and isolated, but that they are bound to all that precede and follow 
them, and moreover that " the future is not arbitrarily formed by any 
separate acts of the present,' but that the whole future is in unbroken 
continuity with the present, as the present is with the past" 

To the various developments of this law, eastern philosophy has given 
the name of Ka.ma ; the west has as yet no name for it But thougb 
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unnamed. its leading ideas have not been unperceived by those western 
minds which ha\'e penetrated into the world of supcrnature. 

Thus we find Emerson writing: 

I " Every secret is told, every crime is punished, every virtue rewarded, every wrong 
: redressed, in silence and certainty. Crime and punishment grow on one stem j 

I punishment is a fruit that unsuspected ripens within the flower of pleasure which con-ICealed it. You cannot do wrong without suffering wrong. The thief steals from 
himself; the s\\;ndler swindles himself. Everything in nature, even motes and 
feathers, goes by law and not by luck. U'hat" 1IIt111 StrdlS, he r~aps." 

The picture of an orderly universe, where matter is the garment of 
sWit-spirit visualised-where souls march onward in orderly pro
cession to boundless perfection; where the life of each permeates and 
flows through the life of all ; where the wrong of each is turned to the 
benefit of all by the firm hand of an invisible and ever active law, 
incessantly disciplining and correcting. till the last dross of self and sin 
is purged away, and instead of man there remains God only, working 
through the powers that were man's; such is the conception Occultism 
holds • 

.. I know not," says Emerson-

"I know not whether there be, as is alleged, in the upper region of our atmosphere 
a permanent westerly current, which carries with it all atoms which rise to that height, 
but I see that when souls reach a certain clearness of perfection, they accept a know. 
ledge and motive above selfishness. A breath of Will blows eternally through the 
universe of souls in the direction of the Right and ~ ecessary. It is the air which 
all intellects inhale and exhale, and it is the wind which blows the world into order 
and orbit. 

" Let us build altars to the Beautiful ~ ecessity which rudely or softly educates men 
to the perception that there are no contingencies. that Law rules through existence, 
a Law which is not intelligent but intelligence, not personal nor impersonal-it dis
dains words, and passes understanding; it dissolves persons; it vivifies nature, yet 
solicits the pure in heart to draw on its all, its omnipotence." 

Discipline always and everywhere throughout the universe; to 
discipline, development, all other facts are subordinate; for their sake, 
all laws are enunciated, all spiritual facts are insisted on; all truths 
which tend not to the melioration of human life-if any such there be
are worthless. Discipline, development. What development does 
Occultism predict for man? Man's future destiny, in the view of 
Occultism, is so stupendous, that we prefer merely to erect a finger-post 
pointing out the direction of the path, using the words of Emerson: 

"The youth puts off the illusions of the child, the man puts off the ignorance and 
tumultuous passions of the youth j proceeding thence, puts off the egotism of manhood, 
and becomes at last a public and universal souL He is rising to greater height, but 
also to realities; the outer relations and circumstances dying out, he is entering 
deeper into God, God into him, until the last garment of egotism falls, and he is with 
(;od, "hares the will and the immensity of the First Cause." 

From first to last, Occultism has preached no doctrine more 
emphatically than the necessity of dependence on the intuitions, and 
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the reality of interior illumination. .. Seek out the way by making the 
profound obeisance of the soul to the dim star that burns within; within 
you is the light of the world," writes the Occultist. 

And this doctrine is repeated again and again in the writings of the 
philosopher we have been quoting from. He writes: 

.. A man should learn to detect and watch that gleam of light which flashes across 
his mind from within, more than the lustre of the firmanent of hards and sages. 
From within or from behind, a light shines through us upon th ings, and makes us 
aware that we are nothing, but that the light is all. The consciousness in each man 
is a sliding scale, which identifies him now with the First Cause, and now with the 
flesh of his body; life above life, in infinite degrees. There is for each a Best 
Counsel, which enjoins the fit word and the fit act for every moment. There is no bar 
or wall in the soul where man, the effect, ceases, and God, the cause, begins. The 
walls are taken away, we lie open on one side to the deeps of spiritual nature, to the 
attributes of God. The simplest person who, in his integrity, worships God, becomes 
God; yet for ever and ever the influx of this better and universal self is new and 
unsearchable. " 

The life of one is the life of all. The good of one re-acts on all. The 
walls by which selfishness conceives itself enclosed and isolated, are 
unreal, have no existence. Spirit is fluid and all-pervading; its 
beneficent power flows unchecked from soul to soul, energising, har
monising, purifying. To resist all discordant tendencies which check 
this salutary flow, this all-permeating love, is to come under the reign 
of Universal Brotherhood; and to the honour of Occultism be it said. 
that Universal Brotherhood is blazoned highest on its standard . 

.. Thus," writes Emerson-

- "Are we put in training for a love which knows not sex nor person, nor par
tiality, but which seeks virtue and wisdom everywhere. One day all men will be 
lovers, and every calamity will be dissolved in universal sunshine. An acceptance of 
the sentiment of love throughout Christendom for a season would bring the felon and 
the outcast to our side in tears, with the devotion of his faculties to our service." 

But to the axiom" Kill out the sense of separateness" Occultism adds 
another, " Yet stand alone." Before the lesson of life ca.p be learnt, the 
soul must in some sort detach itself from its environment, and view all 
things impersonally, in solitude and stillness. There is an oracle in the 
lonely recess of the soul to which all things must be brought for trial. 
Here all laws are tested, all appearances weighed. 

About this truth always hangs a certain solemnity, and Emerson has 
given it a fitting expression in the following words: 

"The soul gives itself alone, original, and pure, to the Lonely, Original, and Pure, who. 
on that condition, gladly inhabits, leads, and speaks through it. Then it is glad, young, 
and nimble. Behold, it saith, I am born into the great, the universal mind. I, the 
imperfect, adore my own Perfect. I am somehow receptive of the great soul, and 
thereby I do overlook the sun and the stars, and feel them to be the fair accidents and 
effects which change and pass. More and more the surges of everlasting nature enter 
into me, and I become public and human in my regards and actions. So I come to 
live in thoughts, and act with energies, which are immortal." 
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The last words of this sentence lead us to the occult idea of M ahatma
hood, which conceives a perfected soul as "living in thoughts, and acting 
with energies which are immortal." 

The .}fa/uzlma is a soul of higher rank in the realms of life, conceived 
to drink in the wealth of spiritual power closer to the fountain-head, and 
to distil its essence into the interior of receptive souls. 

In harmony with this idea, Emerson writes: 

"Truth is the summit of being; justice is the application of it to affairs. AU 
individual natures stand in a scale, according to the purity of this element in them. 
The will of the pure runs down from them into other natures, as water runs down from 
a higher into a lower vessel; this natural force is no more to be withstood than any 
other natural force. A healthy soul stands united with the Just and the True, as the 
magnet arranges itself with the pole, so that he stands to all beholders like a trans
parent object betwixt them and the sun, and whoso journeys towards the sun, journeys 
towards that person." 

Occultism conceives the outer world and all its accidents to be so 
many veils, shrouding the splendour of essential nature, and tempering 
the fiery purity of spirit to the imperfect powers of the understanding 
soul. This illusory power Occultism considers to be the" active will of 
God," a means to the ends of eternal spirit. 

In the view of Occultism, life is a drama of thinly veiled souls; as 
Shakespeare writes: 

" We are such stuff 
As dreams are made of, and our little life 
Is rounded with a sleep ! " 

\Ve shall conclude with two passages from Emerson's essays, on the 
subject of illusions: 

" Do you see that kitten chasing so prettily her own tail? If you could look with 
ber eyes, you might see her surrounded with hundreds of figures performing complex 
dramas, with tragic and comic issues, long conversations, many characters, many ups 
and downs of fate; and meantime it is only puss and her tail. How long before our 
masquerade will end its noise of tambourines, laughter, and shouting, and we shall 
find it was a soli tar .. performance? " 

We must supplement this rather playful passage with one in a higher 
strain: 

"There is no chance, and no anarchy, in the universe. All is system and gradation. 
Every god is there sitting in his spbere. The young mortal enters the hall of the 
firmament; there is he alone with them alone, they pouring on him benedictions and 
gifts, and beckoning him up to their thrones. On an instant, and incessantly, fall 
snowstorms and illusions. He fancies himself in a vast crowd which sways this way 
and that, and whose movement and doings he must obey: he fancies himself poor, 
orphaned, insignificant. The mad crowd drives hither and thither, now furiously 
commanding this thing to be done, now that. What is he that he should resist their 
will, and think or act for himself? Every moment new changes and new showers of 
deceptions to baffle and distract him. And when, by·and·bye, for an instant, the air 
clears, and the cloud lifts a little, there are the gods still sitting around him on their 
thrones-they alone with him alone." 

CHARLES JOHNSTON, F.T.S. 
17 
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ItJUE JSI.O.$~~. 9Nm ItJUE .-fltOIfIt: 
THE TRUE STORY OF A MAGICIAN. 

(Continued. ) 

By MABEL COLLINS, 

Scribe of "THE IDYLL OF THE WHITE LoTUS," and" TIIROt:GfI THE GATES 

OF GoLD," 

[Some oj tlte readers 0/ LUCIFER IlaVe laken greal excejJlion to lite love passages 
!Jelween Flela and Hilary, saying lItal Iltey are nol up to Ilu slandard of TlteoslI/Jlric 
IlIour"l, and are oul of jJlace in lite magazitU:. TIte aulltor can only !Jeg Iltallime I/lay 
!Je given for lite slory 10 develope. None oj us tllal is !Jorn dies witllbul eJ."penencin.t: 
Ituman passion J' il;s lite !Jase on w1lic" an edifice musl n'se al lasl, aJter many,'ncarna
tions "ave pun'jied il/ "it is '''e !Jlossom w"ic" !las in it lite fruil." Hilary is still 
only a man, Ite !las nol yel learned 10 lite full tlte lesson of "uman lift and Ituman pas
sion. Flela promises "im alll"allte can take and Illal plainly is only wltat SM can 
gz've-llte deep love of lite disciple. Bul site cannot inslanlly free "is eyes from lite 
illusions caused!Jy It,'s own passionale lteart/ till Ite !las suffered and conquered, Ite 
cannol recognise 1Ier for wllat she is, lite pledged servant of a greal master, of necessity 
more wltz'le·souled titan any nun need !Je. 

Anotlter strange criticism is made,lcondemningportionsof lite story as Iltouglt e~'Pres
sive of lite auillors feelings and sentimenls/ w1lereas lkey are simply descriplive of lite 
slales t"rouglt wlticlt Hilary is passing. Tkey no more express lite autltor's /eelings 
Iltan do lkose later parts wltic" refer 10 lite ordeals oJ Flela, lite accepted discijJle, express 
lite aulltor's Jeelings. Tlte two c"aracters of lite slruggling aspiranl and lite advtmced 
disciple, are studies /rom li/e, TIte slumMing·!Jlock of "uman passio1l wlticlt slands in 
Hz'/ary's way, is lite same wlticlt losl Zanoni Itis Itiglt eslate J' in lite comin,l{ c!tapters 
oj" TIte Blossom and lite Fruz'l," we sltall see FlelaJlung !Jack from tlte !tiglt estate site 
aims a/,!Jy litis same slumIJling-!Jlock, in an idealised and su!Jlle form. Site !las nol 
yel learned lite !JUler trutlt Illal lite Occultisl musl sland aiJso/ulely alone, 'ulillIoul 
even companionsltifJ of I"ollgltl, or sympallty of feeling, al lite tinus (lJ Ihe Initiations 
and lire tn'als wlriclt precede Iltem.-M. C.] 

CHAPTER VI.-(Colltillued,) 

H ILARY found himself in a room which no longer permitted him 
to regret his own rooms at home, for it was more luxurious, A 
great bath stood ready filled with perfumed water, and he 

hastened to bathe himself therein, with a sort of idea that he was per
haps suffering from hallucinations, some of which he might wash away. 
His scanty luggage had been brought into the room, and when the bath 
was over Hilary got out a velvet suit which he thought would do well 
for evening-dress in this palace of surprises, He was but just ready 
when a knock came at his door, and without further ceremony, Mark 
opened it and looked in, 
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"Come:' he said, "we don't wait fot anybody here. The cook won't 
stand it He is a very holy father indeed, and nobody dare say him 
nay, unless it were the Princess herself. She always does as she likes. 
Are you ready? " 

"Quite," replied Hilary. 
Opening out of the entrance was a great oak door,· double, and very 

richly carved. This had been shut when Hilary passed through before; 
now it stood open, and Mark led the way through it. They entered an 
immense room, of which the floor was polished so that it shone like a 
mirror. Two figures were standing in the midst of this room, dressed 
alike in clouds of white lace; they were the two Fletas, as to Hilary's 
eyes they still seemed. 

His heart was torn as he gazed on them, waiting for a glance 
of love, a gleam of love-light, to tell him which was his own, his 
Fleta, his princess, the Fleta whom he served. There was none; they 
had been talking together very earnestly and both looked sad and a 
little weary. 

As Hilary's eyes wandered from one face to the other his mind 
grew confused. And then suddenly a flash of bewitchingly beautiful. 
laughter came on one of the faces; and immediately he decided that 
must be Adine. And yet, had he not seen just such laughter flash across 
.Fleta's face? But all this passed in a moment, and no more time was 
given him for thought A table stood at one end of the hall, set as a 
king's table might be; covered with the finest linen, edged with deep 
lace, and with gold dishes of fruit upon it; it was decorated with lovely 
flowers. Hilary opened his eyes a little even in the midst of his other much 
greater perplexities, to see this luxury here in the midst of the forest. And 
was it prepared in honour of Fleta, who ate a crust of dry bread in an ale
house with perfect cheerfulness, or rather, indifference? Fleta took her 
place at the end of the table; at least, one sister did so, and the other took 
her place beside Hilary-he could not yet determine which was which, and 
his whole soul was absorbed in the attempted solution of that problem. 
Mark sat at the other end of the table, evidently prepared to do such 
labours of carving as might be necessary. Two places were set at the 
other side of the table, but no one came to fill them. A very elaborate 
dinner was served, and a very good one; and Hilary thought he was 
satisfied now that it was Adine who sat next him, for she shO\ved 
herself an unmistakable little gourmand. He had just come to this 
conclusion when his attention was distracted by the great doors being 
thrown open again for two persons to enter. Everyone rose, even Fleta, 
who advanced with a smile to meet these new comers. Hilary rose also 
and turned from the table. Two men stood there; one a man but 
little older than himself, and of extremely fine appearance. Little more 
than a boy, yet he had a dignity which made him something much 
more, and Hilary felt immediately a kind of jealousy, undefined, vague, 
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but still jealousy. For Fleta had· put both her hands into those of this 
handsome young man and greeted him with great warmth. At his side 
stood a small shrivelled old man, in the same dress that Father Amyot 
always wore. This circumstance again made Hilary wonder what had 
become of Father Amyot; but he concluded Adine's account had been the 
correct one. 

There was something familiar in the face of the young man, so Hilary 
thought; while he was thinking this, Fleta turned and introduced them 
to each other. 

He was the young king to whom Fleta was betrothed. 
This is a history of those things which lie behind the scenes, not a 

history of that which is known to all the world. We will give this young 
King the name of Alan. Let those who like fix upon his kingdom and 
assign to him his true name. 

He sat down opposite Hilary; and the old priest took his place 
beside him. Hilary returned to his chair, feeling that all strength, and 
hope, and power, and life had gone from him. By a fierce and terrible 
revulsion of his whole nature and all his recent feelings, he returned to 
his cynical estimate of mankind and most of all of Fleta. She had 
brought him to this place simply to taunt and harass him and show him 
his madness and folly in aspiring to her love in the face of such a rival 
It cut Hilary's heart like a knife to find the young King so mag
nificent a creature. And Fleta, why had she come here to meet him? 
Why had she brought her unhappy lover with her? Hilary tore himself 
with doubts, and fears, and questions; and sat silent, not even noticing 
the plates that were placed before him and taken away untouched. The 
others talked and laughed gaily, Alan being apparently possessed of a 
hundred things to say. Hilary did not hear what they were, but it 
annoyed him to find his rival speaking so much in that rich, musical 
voice of his, while he himself sat dumb, silenced by a bitter pain that 
tore his heart. 

.. You are sad," said a soft voice at his side, .. it is hard, if you love 
Fleta, to see her monopolised by some one else. How often have I had 
to suffer it? Well, it must be.so, I suppose. Why am I sorry for you. 
I wonder? For if Alan were not here you would monopolise Fleta, and 
have no eyes for anyone else. Ah me ! " 

The sigh was very tender, the voice very low and soft; and that voice 
was Fleta's voice, those lovely eyes uplifted to his were Fleta's eyes 
Yes, it was so! He thought as he looked back. Did he not know Fleta 
well enough by now? 

"Ah, you are playing with me," he exclaimed eagerly, "it is Fleta 
now, not Adine I Is it not so ? Oh, my love, my love, be honest and 
tell me I" 

He spdke like this under cover of the others' voices, but Fleta looked 
round alarmed. 
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.. Hush!" she said, "take care. Your life would be lost if you 
re\·ealed our secret here. After dinner is over, come with me." 

This appointment made Hilary happy again; his heart leaped up, his 
pulses throbbed; all the world changed. He found some fruit was 
before him, he began to eat it, and to drink the wine in his glass. Fleta 
was watching him. 

"You have just begun to dine!" said Fleta with a soft laugh. "Well, 
never mind; you are young and strong. Do you think you could live 
through a great many hardships?" 

Hilary made the lover's answer, which is so evident that it need not 
be recorded. He did not know how he said it, but he desired to tell her 
that for her he would endure anything. She laughed again. 

" It may be so !" she said thoughtfully; and then he caught hf!r eyes 
fixed upon him with a searching glance that for an instant seemed to 
tum the blood cold in his veins. His terrible thoughts and doubts of 
her returned again the more fiercely for their momentary repulsion. He 
emptied his glass, but eat nothing more, and was very glad when they 
all rose from the table together, a few moments later. He followed the 
figure of the girl who had sat next him since Alan's entrance, believing 
that Fleta had then changed her place. She went across the great room 
and led the way into a greenhouse which opened out of it A very 
wonderful greenhouse it was, full of the strangest plants. They were 
extremely beautiful, and yet in some way they inspired in him a great 
repugnance. They were of many colours, and the blossoms were 
variously shaped, but evidently they were all of one species. 

.. These are very precious," said Fleta, looking at the flowers near her 
tenderly. "I obtain a rare and valuable substance from them. You 
have seen me use it," she added, after a moment's pause. Hilary 
longed to leave the greenhouse and sit elsewhere; but that was so 
evidently not Fleta's wish that he could not suggest it There were 
seats here and there among the flowers, and she placed herself upon one 
of them, motioning Hilary to sit beside her. 

" Now," she said, " I am going to tell you a great many things which 
you have earned the right to know. To begin with, you are now in a 
monastery, belonging to the most rigid of the religious orders." 

.. Are you a Catholic? " asked Hilary suddenly. And then laughed at 
himself for such a question. How could Fleta be catalogued like this? 
He knew her to be a creature whose thought could not be limited. 

"No," she answered simply. "I am not a Catholic. But I belong to 
this order. I fear such an answer will be so unintelligible as to be like 
an impertinence. Forgive me, Hilary." 

Ah, what a tone she spoke in, gentle, sweet-the voice of the woman 
be loved. Hilary lost all control over himself. He sprang to his feet 
and stood before her. 

II I do not want to know your religion," he exclaimed passionately, "I 
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do not want to know where we are, or why we are here. I ask you only 
this-Are you indeed my love given to me, as you said this moming?
or "is your love given to the king, and are you only laughing at me. It 
is enough to make me think so, to bring me here to meet him t Oh, it 
is a cruel insult, a cruel mockery t For, Fleta, you have made me love 
you with all my heart and soul. My whole life is yours. Be honest 
and tell me the truth." 

" You have a powerful rival," said Fleta deliberately. .. Is he not 
handsome, courtly, all that a king should be? And I am pledged to 
him. Yes, Hilary, I am pledged to him. Would you have the woman 
you love live a lie for your sake, and hourly betray the man she 
marries? " 

" I would have her give me her love," said Hilary despairingly, "at all 
costs, at all hazards. Oh, Fleta, do not keep me in agony. You said 
this morning that you loved me, that you would give yourself to me. Are 
you going to take those words back? " 

"No," said Fleta, " I am not. For I do love you, Hilary. Did I not 
see you first in my sleep? Did I not dream of you? Did I not come 
to your house in search of you? Unwomanly, was it not? No one 
but Fleta would have done it. And Fleta would only have done it for 
love. You do not know what she risked-what she risks now-for you t 
Oh, Hilary, if you could guess what I have at stake. Never mind. 
None can know my own danger but myself." 

" Escape from it t" said Hilary in a sort of madness. A passionate 
desire to help her came over him and swept all reasonable thoughts 
away. " You are so powerful, so free, there is no need for you to en
counter danger. Does it lie in these people, in this strange place? Come 
back then to the city, to your home. What is there to induce you to 
run risks, you that have all that the world can offer? Is there anything 
you need that you cannot have?" 

" Yes," said Fleta, "there is. I need something which no power 
of royalty can give me. I need something which I may have to 
sacrifice my life to obtain. Yet I am ready to sacrifice it-oh, how 
ready! What is my life to me t What is my life to me I Nothing! " 

She had risen and was impatiently walking to and fro, moving her 
hands with a strange eager gesture as she did so ; and her eyes were all 
aflame. This was the woman he loved. This, who said her life was 
nothing to her. Hilary forgot all else that was strange in her words 
and manner in the thought of this. Could she then return his love-no, 
it was impossible, if she meant these strange and terrible words that she 
uttered! 

"Ah, this it is that keeps me back," she said, before he had time to 
speak. Her voice had altered, and her face had grown pale, so pale that 
he forgot everything else in watching her. 

Ie This it is that keeps me from my strength, this longing for it I" And 
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with a heavy sigh she moved back to her seat and feU into it with a 
weariness he had never seen in her before. Her head drooped on her 
breast, she fell into profound thought Presently she spoke again, dis
jointedly, and in such words as seemed unintelligible. 

" I have always been too impatient, too eager," she said sadly, "I 
have always tried to take what I longed for without waiting to earn it· 
So it was long ago, Hilary, when you and I stood beneath those blossom
ing trees, long ages ago. I broke the peace that kept us strong and 
simple. I caused the torment of pain and peril to arise in our lives. 
We have to live it out-alas, Hilary, we have to live it out I-and live 
beyond it How long will it take us-how long will it take!" 

There was a despair, an agony in her voice and manner, that were so 
new, he was bewildered, he hardly recognised her. Her moods changed 
so strangely that he could not follow them, for he had not the key; he 
could not read her thought He sat dumb, looking in her sad drawn 
face. 

"My love, my love," he murmured at last, hardly knowing that he 
spoke, hardly knowing what his thought was that he spoke, only full of 
longing. "Would that I could help you! Would that I understood 

you '" 
" Do you indeed wish to?" asked Fleta, her voice melting into a sort 

of tender eagerness. 
"Do you not know it? " exclaimed Hilary. "My soul is burning to meet 

yours and to recognise it, to stand with you and help you. Why are 
you so far off, so like a star, so removed and unintelligible to me, who 
love you so ! Oh, help me to change this, to come nearer to you! " 

Fleta rose slowly, her eyes fixed upon his face. 
"Come," she said. And she held out her hand to him. He put his 

into it, and together, hand in hand, they left the conservatory. They did 
not enter the great dining hall, where now there was music and dancing 
as Hilary could see and hear. They left the house of the strange 
flowers by a different doorway, which admitted them to a long dim 
corridor. Fleta opened the door by a key that was attached to a chain 
hanging from her waist; and she closed it behind her. Hilary asked 
no questions, for she seemed buried in thought so profound that he did 
not care to rouse her. 

At the end of the corridor was a small and very low doorway. Fleta 
stooped and knocked, and without waiting for any answer pushed the 
door open, 

" May I come in, Master?" she said. 
" Come, child," was the answer, in a very gentle voice. 
"I am bringing some one with me." 
" Come," was repeated. 
They entered. The room was small, and was dimly lit by a ihaded 

lamp. Beside the table, on which this stood, sat a man, reading. He 
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put a large book which he had been holding, on to the table, and turned 
towards his visitors. Hilary saw before him the handsome,st man he had 
ever seen in his life. He was still young, though Hilary felt himself to 
be a boy beside him; he rose from his chair and stood before them very 
tall and very slight, and yet there was that in his build which suggested 
great strength. He looked attentively at Hilary for a moment, and then 
turned to Fleta. 

II Leave him here." Fleta bowed and immediately went out of 
the room without another word. Hilary gazed upon her in amaze
ment. Was this the proud, imperious princess who yielded such instant 
and ready obedience? It seemed incredible. But he forgot the extra
ordinary sight immediately afterwards in the interest excited by his new 
companion, who at once addressed him: 

II The Princess has often spoken to me of you," he said, II and I know 
she has much wished that this moment should arrive. She will be 
satisfied if she thinks you appreciate with your inner senses the step you 
are about to take if you accord with her wishes. But I think it right 
you should know it in every aspect as far as that is possible. If you 
really desire to know Fleta, to approach her, to understand her, you must 
give up all that men ordinarily value in the world." 

II I have it not to surrender," said Hilary rather bitterly, II my life is 
nothing splendid." 

II No, but you are only at the beginning of it. To you the future is 
full of promise. If you desire to be the Princess Fleta's companion. 
your life is no longer your own." 

"No-it is hers-and it is hers now!" 
II Not so. It is not hers now, nor will it be hers then. Not even 

your love does she claim for her own. She has nothing." 
II I don't understand," said Hilary simply. II She is the Princess of 

this country; she will soon be the Queen of another. She has all that 
the world has to give a woman." 

II Do you not know the woman you love better than to suppose that 
she cares for her position in the world?" demanded this man whom 
Fleta called her master. "At a word from me, at any hour, at any time 
she will leave her throne and never return to it. That she will do this 
certainly some day I know very well; and her sister will take her place. 
the world being no wiser than it now .is. Fleta looks forward to this 
change eagerly." 

II Well, perhaps," admitted Hilary. 
II Neither has she your love nor your life as her own. In loving her 

you love the Great Order to which she belongs, and she will gladly give 
your love to its right owner. She has done this already in bringing you 
to me." 

Hilary started to his feet, stung beyond endurance. 
"This is mere nonsense, mere insult," he said angrily, "Fleta has 

accepted my lo\'e with her own lips." 
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THE BLOSSOM AND THE FRUIT. 

" That is so," was the answer, " and she is betrothed to King Alan." 
" I know that," said Hilary in a low voice. 
" And what did you hold Fleta to be then? A mere pleasure seeker, 

p~aying with life like the rest, devoid of honour and principle? Was 
this your estimate of the woman you loved? What else indced could it 
be, when you said, let her give her hand to King Alan while you know 
hcr lovc is yours! And you could love such a woman! Hilary Estanol, 
you have been reared in a different school than this. Does not your own 
conscience shame you?" 

Hilary stood silent Every word struck home. He knew not what to 
sa)'. He had been wilfully blinding himself; the bandages were rudely 
drawn aside. After a long pause he spoke, hesitatingly: 

"The Princess cannot be judged as other women would be; she is 
unlike all others." 

" Not so, if she is what you seem to think her; then she is just like the 
rest, one of the common herd." 

" How can you speak of her in that way? " 
"How can you think of her as you do, dishonouring her by your 

thoughts ?" 
The two stood opposite each other now, and their eyes met. A 

strange light seemed to struggle into Hilary's soul as these bitter words 
rang sharply on his ear. Dishonouring her? Was it possible? He 
staggered back and leaned against the wall, still gazing on the 
magnificent face before him. 

" Who are you?" he said at last. 
"I am Father Ivan, thc superior of the order to which the 

Princess Fleta belongs," was the reply. But another voice spokc 
when his ceased, and Hilary saw that Fleta had entered, and was 
standing behind him. 

" And he is the master of knowledge, the master in life, the master in 
thought, of whom the Princess Fleta is but a poor and impatient disciple. 
Master, forgive me ! I cannot endure to hear you speak as if you were a 
monk, the mere tool of a religion, the mere professor of a miserable 
creed." 

She sank on her knees before Father Ivan, in an attitude strangely 
full of humility. The priest bent down and lifted her to her feet. They 
stood a moment in silence, side by side, Fleta's eyes upon his face 
devouring his expression with a passionate and adoring eagerness 
How splendid they looked! Suddenly Hilary saw it, and a 
wild, ficrce, all-devouring flame of jealousy awoke in his heart-a 
jealousy such as King Alan, no, nor a hundred King Alans, could 
not have roused in him. 

For he saw that this Ivan, who wore a priest's dress, yet was evidently 
no priest, who spoke as if this world had no longer any meaning for him, 
yet who was magnificent in his personal presence and power-he saw 
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that this man was Fleta's equal. And more, he saw that Fleta's whole 
face melted and softened, and grew strangely sweet, as she looked on 
him. Never had Hilary seen it like that. Never had Hilary dreamed 
it could look like that. Stumbling like a blind man he felt for the door, 
which he knew was near, and escaped from the room-how he knew not. 
Hurriedly he went 'on, through places he did not see, and at last found 
himself in the open air. He went with great strides away through the 
tall ferns and undergrowth until he found himself in so quiet a spot that 
it appeared as if he were alone in the great forest. Then he flung 
himself upon the ground and yielded to an agony of despair which 
blotted out sky and trees and everything from his gaze, like a great' 
cloud covering the earth. 

(To be cotltilltled.) 

TWILIGHT. 

I sit alone in the twilight, 
Dreaming-but not as of old; 
Blind to the flickering fire-light, 
Mystic visions my spirit enfold. 

What means this struggle within me, 
This new hope of a far-off goal? 
This fighting' against superstition, 
That would fetter my awakening soul? 

Why cannot I pray as I once did, 
For self before all the world? 
Whence came the flash of lightning 
That self from its pedestal hurled? 

But what if I'm strugglIng blindly, 
What if this new hope is vain, 
Can I go back to myoId faith? 
A voice whispers-u Never again." 

So I will press forward-believing 
Hands unseen will guide to the goal, 
And tho' dim yet the light on my pathway, 
Nirvana breathes peace to my soul. 

K. D. K. 
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THE SPIRIT OF HEALING. 

I T is somewhat difficult to say what real or theosophical work is 
when exactly defined, and, in consequence, it becomes very easy 
to speak of an effort as un theosophical-that is not sufficiently 

unselfish in motive. The fact is that the word Theosophy has such a 
very wide meaning, embracing, as it does, the true spirit of all creeds 
and religions, and confining itself to none in particular, that no work 
done in the spirit of truth and wisdom is really untheosophical. Hence, 
unless the speaker is possessed of more knowledge than ordinary men 
concerning.the causes which underlie our actions, the application of the 
word un theosophical is incorrect In fact, if it is once granted that it is 
possible to work from an impersonal standpoint in favour of a particular 
creed or religion, that work becomes theosophical in character. Thus 
it is only work (in the widest sense of the word and on all planes) 
from the personal standpoint, and which, therefore, militates against 
Universal Brotherhood, which can really be described as untheosophical. 
But this by no means presupposes that work which has outwardly the 
appearance of theosophical genuineness is not really selfish. It is, of 
course, the old story of the wolf in sheep's clothing. We do but need 
one example-the truly-called profession of Medicine. We constantly 
hear of the wonderful self-sacrifice of medical men; of men who die at 
their posts rather than desert a possible case in times of epidemic and 
cholera; of men who suck tracheotomy tubes with almost certain death 
by diphtheria staring them in the face; finally we hear, though but 
seldom, of the honest, earnest devotion of a lifetime in places and districts 
where the fees are so small that it is barely possible for the doctor to 
live on his earnings. These are the heroes of the profession. Their 
work, for the most part, consists of an unselfish devotion to the alleviation 
of suffering, culminating in a final sacrifice of their personal selves-for 
death is nothing less than this. But we must tum to the less favourable 
side of the picture-the struggle not for a living, but for wealth, and 
work, fired by ambition and the· search for fame. Of course, apart 
from the personal, selfish element in it, the ambitious struggle in other 
professions than those of the Church or Medicine is of no great or un
natural harm; but in these two cases it is more than harmful, it is a 
degrading betrayal of trust. It is Simonism with a vengeance j 

yes, kind friends, it approaches very nearly to the case of Judas, 
who held the bag, and betrayed his Master with a kiss. It may 
be asked why this sweeping denunciation is made of the two 
noblest professions; of those two which, considered from the ethical 
standpoint, consist of devotion to the service of man? The reason 
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is not very far to seek. The power which true healers possess-healers 
alike of body and soul, is not one which can be sold for money or 
bartered for wealth and fame. At least, if the possibility does exist, 
it bears a suspicious resemblance to the old idea of selling one's soul to 
the devil in exchange for power and prosperity. It may be replied to 
this that there is no harm in bartering knowledge of drugs, of pathology, 
diagnosis of disease, surgical skill, etc.-in short, all the knowledge 
acquired by education-for money. I answer No I for it is material 
given for material, and nothing more. But these are not the sole 
properties of the true healer, and those who do not possess these other 
properties I speak of are not healers, and while they may profess 
medicine- and may be in it, are yet not of it 

As regards the Church and its professors of religion, the case is even 
worse; they have no material products of education to barter, and for the 
most part are contented with telling their flock to " do as I bid you, and not 
as I do." But among them there are noble examples of unswerving un
selfishness and devotion, although for the most part those who enter the 
Church are too young to understand fully the nature of their high calling. 
Unfortunately the call in too many cases is not a call to minister and 
heal souls, but to make a living and heal the souls in the process. But 
again, it may be asked, what are these wonderful powers which constitute 
the true healer, and which are not to be bought or sold? The first one 
which occurs naturally to the mind is the power of sympathy. The old 
joke in PUllek about" the good bedside manner" has a considerable 
substratum of truth when divested of its unpleasing folly. The sub
stratum of that manner is that which is given by sympathy; and this is 
one of the first elements which constitute the power of healing. It gives 
the power of suffering with the patient and therefore of understanding what 
the sufferer is enduring. It is beyond diagnosis, although it assists it by 
being much surer-at least, as to the reality of the suffering. But this 
power of sympathy only expresses a part of the meaning of the power to 
heal. Sympathy tends to annihilate the personal distinctions between 
the healer and the sufferer; it tends to exalt the consciousness of the 
healer not only to know the remedy for the disease, but to be himself 
the power of cure, and also it is a vast occult power in virtue of which 
all the" elder brethren" of the Universal Brotherhood live their lives; 
in virtue of which the world's great enlighteners have not only lived 
their lives but Ihled tkeir deatk, in order that they might benefit the 
sufferers who despised and rejected them. But this power of sympathy 
and the kindred powers which constitute the true healer, are really secret 
powers and secret remedies. Therefore they are openly tabooed by the 
medical profession, although the said professors cannot avoid using them. 
But secret remedies are to some degree justly avoided. For it is but 

• So medicine is, in the Shakespearian use oC the word, and also Crom its Greek 
derivation, not to give drugs, but to cure or heal 
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natural to regard secret remedies\vith suspicion. At best their use seems 
like working in the dark and blindly, and, consequently, any results 
obtained must be empirical. Again, the medical profession seems to plume 
and feather itself upon possessing a slight leaven of its ideal condition, 
and, by constituting itself into a kind of trades' union, declines as a body 
to have anything to do with any remedy of which the composition is 
not made fully known. This, at least, is the more charitable view, for, 
on the other hand, the doctors know only too well how eagerly the 
public rushes after any new" quack" medicine, and seeks to cure itself 
without calling in their aid. The doctors reply to this that they will 
have nothing to do with a medicine whose composition is a secret, and 
which is therefore devoted, to a great extent, to replenishing the purse of 
its discoverer, and not to the cure of diseases from a love of man and a 
hatred of suffering. This is a very high-sounding idea, and a noble one, 
when it is not what the Americans would call only" high-falutin." But 
even when a remedy is made public property, it is not necessarily pro 
bono publico,· in fact, as a rule, it serves only the good of the dispensing 
chemist. He sees the prescription and notes it, the public does not; and, 
as a rule, the chemist obtains the drugs cheaply, and compounds them at 
the same rate as this medicine was originally sold under the patent of 
its discoverer. Still, with all the dislike of the profession for secret 
remedies, there is no doubt at all that in the case of the heads of the pro
fession some of the best results are obtained by the use of prescriptions, 
which practically constitute a secret formula. The especial combination 
which the particular man has discovered to be of use is his property, and 
his only until he writes a book, for the various chemists who make it 
up, and the various patients who drink it, are not to the full aware of its 
value and use. The difference between this and quack medicine lies 
merely in the peculiar names and large advertisements, but very often 
these are balanced by the fame of the particular surgeon or physician. 
But, in all honour to physicians and surgeons, who do in many cases 
have and show a large-hearted sympathy for suffering, it must be remem
bered that many of the greatest and busiest of them give hours of their 
valuable time to those who are too poor to pay in any other form than 
that of grateful thanks. There are, again, others who disregard all the 
rules which govern trades' union society, and boldly take their stand 
upon Christ's dictum, that" the Sabbath was made for man and not man 
for the Sabbath." In other words, they say that any medicine which 
they personally find valuable in the alleviation of pain and disease must 
be used even at the risk of themselves being called " unprofessional." 
Again, others will use these so-called secret remedies, and say 
nothing about it, preferring to pin their faith to the wittily termed 
eleventh commandment, "Thou shalt not be found out" At this 
point it is possible to draw a parallel between the use of the terms "un
theosophical" and" unprofessional." It would seem that both are used 
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in very much the same trades' union sense. In the case of the word 
CI unprofessional," it is to be regretted that it is due very largely to a lack 
of charity and of the spirit of enquiry. In the case of the word" untheo
sophical " it is often used in consequence of a lack of charity, and further 
in the spirit of scandal and gossip. Unless a man or woman is a theo
sophist pure and simple, who carries out in their entirely, the objects of the 
Theosophical Society, the use of the word un theosophical betrays tlltm 
to be untheosophical and to fail in carrying out those objects which they 
have promised to further to the best of their power. 

In the light of the foregoing it is now possible to examine the manner 
in which Count Mattei's remedies have been received. The Count him
self is a member of a noble family of Bologna, he has travelled much, but 
returned there in 1847, and took part in the movement which led to the 
liberation of Italy. In early life he much wished to study medicine, but 
was prevented from doing so by his father's wish. Still his desire for 
knowledge was not quenched, and he attempted to follow the bent of his 
own mind. He rightly concluded that the instincts of the lower animals 
would lead them to search for herbs and plants which would cure their 
ailments, and that careful observation of these instincts might disclose 
medicines of the greatest value to human sufferers. Thus he adopted 
the habit of taking walks in the company of a number of dogs which 
were suffering from various diseases, and carefully watched their proceed
ings. Gradually the new pharmacopreia assumed shape, and the instinct 
of the dogs showed that particular diseases were met by particular 
remedies. These observations were made more than sixty years ago, 
and were not forgotten amid the occupations of a busy life. Indeed, when 
those occupations became less, Count Mattei returned with ardour to his 
earlier studies. He became a deputy in the Roman Parliament, but 
retired into private life after finding that his political views were not 
those of the men by whom he was surrounded. After this retirement 
the Count devoted himself to the study of medicine, in order that he 
might fit himself to apply certain principles which he believed he had 
discovered to be valuable for sick and suffering humanity. By his own 
account and the testimony of his patients he was not deceived, and the 
present remedies which bear his name are the result of twenty-five years' 
unceasing labour and experiment. He rapidly acquired an enormous 
practice, and during the early years of it his advice and his medicines 
were entirely gratis. But an unfortunate combination of circumstances, 
as well as the expense entailed by the preparation of the remedies, 
rendered it necessary for the Count to demand some small remuneration 
for his services. Then he learned that his bounty was abused, and that 
certain doctors, who had asked and obtained the remedies from him, de
parted from Bologna and retailed the remedies at extravagantly exorbi
tant prices. To such an extent was this carried that there exist authentic 
cases where a thaler was demanded for a single globule, and for the 
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globules (20-30) necessary to give a bath, 1,000 francs were asked in New 
York. Some idea of the extortion may be given when Count Mattei 
refers to the thaler price as being 1,350 times the price at Bologna. 
This would be enough to justify any amount of secrecy on Count 
Mattei's part, more especially as that secrecy entirely prevents the 
adulteration of the medicines which would inevitably follow, were they to 
become commercial property. 

We have only too familiar an example in the ranks of the medical 
profession. Many of his confreres have been appealed to for the sup
port of a physician, named Warburg. At this date it seems hardly 
possible to believe that this gentleman was the happy discoverer of 
Warburg's Fever Tincture. Perhaps in this country the value of the 
compound was not so highly appreciated as in India. But it is impos
sible to open any treatise on either surgery or medicine which is about 
twenty years old and not find the use of Warburg's tincture specially 
urged in all cases of high fever, and especially in cases of malarial fever 
and pyremia The compound had an enormous sale, and yielded a very 
substantial income to its discoverer, but as soon as he yielded to 
the pressure of professional opinion, and consented to publish his formula 
so that it might obtain an extended use, he obtained the reward 
of such philanthropy. Every chemist now prepares the prescription 
and sells it at very nearly the original price, and what is more, never 
refunds a fraction of a farthing in the shape of a royalty to the dis
coverer. Consequently, we have before us the edifying spectacle of the 
learned discoverer compelled to exist on the charity of his professional 
confreres. Count Mattei has, at all events, protected himself against 
this, for although he states that in the event of his death he has provided 
against the loss of his secret to the world, and intends to leave it care
fully as a legacy to suffering humanity, there is not the slightest doubt 
that he alone is the possessor of his own secret. That it is possible to 
obtain wealth from using this system is very evident. Certain among 
the chief of his followers are in the habit of visiting London at 
intervals, and the number of those who consult them is really wonder
fuL I am assured by an eye-witness that the crowd is far beyond 
that which besieges the door of the most fashionable physician of the 
day. When one reads the literature of the subject, one becomes more 
and more astonished at its simplicity. All diseases resolve themselves 
into three main forms, and constitutions vary accordingly. There are 
sanguine and lymphatic constitutions, and the various combinations of 
these two; there are also febrile disturbances and diseases of the liver 
and spleen. Consequently there are three chief medicines, which 
are used in an extraordinary state of dilution. It is no use, here at 
least, to discuss the value of these infinitesimal doses, so that may be 
left for future discussion. To a professional mind the most extra
ordinary claim on Count Mattei's part will be that of curing cancer by 
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internal and external medicines, and wholly without the use of the 
knife. He claims positively to cure every case in which the cancer 
has not ulcerated, and to cure a large proportion even of those 
which have already done so. Even of those which have been 
neglected, and have remained long in the ulcerated state, he claims to 
restore a certain proportion (though not a large one) to health. Of 
course, to any man who has seen the difficulty which attends the early 
diagnosis of cancer, these claims are very high-sounding indeed-almost 
to absurdity. The difficulties which attend diagnosis, even almost to 
the time when the knife leas been used, and the tissue submitted to the 
microscope, are very great. But in Count Mattei's second division there 
is no such difficulty. It is then possible by certain indications, as well 
as by the use of the microscope, to be sure of the nature of the disease. 
Here Mattei steps in and claims that, by the use of one of his medicines, 
which exerts an electric influence on cancer, and by one of what he terms 
his vegetable electricities, he can restore the sufferer to health. Surely 
cOllservative surgery, if it be worthy of the name, will investigate such a 
claim. Of the vegetable electricities there is no doubt whatever. Cases 
of neuralgia and sciatica and articular rheumatic pain have been seen to 
yield to them as to magic; consequently, even in the last stages of 
cancer, when there is no refuge save the grave left to the sufferer, I have 
reason to believe Count Mattei, to some extent, when he claims to enable 
the said sufferer to sink gently away in full consciousness, and without 
the use of morphia. 

To those who know anything of the occult uses and powers of plants, 
the fact that Count Mattei gathers his herbs at particular phases of the 
moon, will convey a good deal of meaning. Further, they will feel an 
additional assurance as to their value, and will no longer wonder, on one 
side at least, that Count Mattei chooses to keep his secret. It would 
seem probable to some extent that Count Mattei is one of the "elder 
brethren" of the race, although how far he is consciously so may be a 
matter for speculation, which could only be set at rest by Mattei himself 
and his compeers and superiors. \Vhat is definitely certain is that his 
system of medicine in its theories, if not in its practice, is a distinct step 
in advance in the healing art. Mattei is one of those pioneers of ad"ance 
who spend the greater part of their lives in introducing for public use a 
secret of which they have become possessed. Mr. Keeley, of Phila
delphia,- appears to be another of those pioneers who are in advance of 
their times. But Mr. Keeley, in his work, resembles Friar Bacon, who 
blessed (?) the world with gunpowder. No doubt civilization has been 
enormously extended by its aid; but however much use it may have 
been to man in adapting the face of nature to his service, it has at any 
rate subserved the gratification of his passions. Count Mattei appears 

* The discoverer of the new power now known as the Keeley·motor and inter·etheric 
force. 
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to have none of these" defects of his qualities," and to have endeavoured 
to bless the world without giving to it attendant curses. Still it is 
always possible that when his secret shall become known it will draw 
attention to plants which have just as destructive and poisonous an in
fluence as the plants and herbs he uses have of healing power. At all 
events, at present his secret is of use to the world, and so far as may be 
seen he makes a just and" brotherly" use of it. Has enough been said 
above to show that the fact that his medicines are " secret II compounds 
should be no barrier to their use? What is still more important is that 
true theosophists should recognise that Count Mattei has done what they 
endeavour to do, and devoted his life to Real Work. A. I. R. 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY'S CONVENTION OF 1887 . 

• 
SAFELY returned from my long tour of ten months, my first duty upon reaching 
home is to remind the Branches that the time approaches for the Annual Meeting 
of the Convention of the General Council-27th to 30th of December. It 
appears that the attendance this year will be much larger than ever before; some 
thinking that we shall register between 200 and 300 Delegates: besides the old, 
there will be some twenty new Branches entitled to representation and votes. 
The yearly extension of our Society is thus steadily augmenting the strength of 
the General Council, and the importance of its Annual Convention. As the 
Society settle3 gradually upon its constitutional basis, the volume of committee 
and parliamentary work lessens and more time becomes available for theosophical 
lectures, the formation of friendships, and the cultivation of a good mutual 
understanding as to the work before us. 

The Adyar Library, to which considerable gifts of old MSS. and books have 
been made since last December, is already being put to use. The Dwaita 
Catechism was issued at the last Convention, and at this year's the Vishistadvaita 
and Advaita Catechisms will be ready; as will also a compilation of Buddhistic 
Morals from the sacred literature of Ceylon. It is hoped that members of our 
many Branches will kindly bring forward as many ancient works upon every 
Department of Aryan knowledge as they can procure for this best of national 
monuments, the Adyar Library. 

Every effort will be made to promote the comfort of Delegates, as heretofore. 
Lectures are being arranged for, but learned Mofussil members who are willing 
to read discourses upon special topics interesting to Delegates, are requested to 
at once correspond with the Secretary, and if the MSS. are ready, to send them 
in for approval. 

. . . . . . . 
In conclusion let me assure our colleagues of all races, creeds and colors, that 

a hearty and brotherly welcome awaits them at their Theosophical home at Adyar. 

Adyar, 17th October, 1887. H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 

18 
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A REMARKABLE CHRISTMAS EVE. 

I T was a dark and solitary path, a narrow, hardly perceptible, footway 
in a dense forest, hemmed in by two walls of impenetrable thorns 
and wild creepers, covering, as with a net-work, the trunks of the 

tall, bare, moss-covered trees. The path led through the woods down to 
a deep valley in which a few country-houses were nestled. Night was fast 
approaching, and the hurricane, that blew across the country, boded evil 
to many a traveller, by land and sea. The wind, which had hitherto been 
only moaning through the trees, in low sad tones reminding one of a 
funereal dirge, was now beginning to roar with fury, filling the forest as 
with the howling of a hundred hungry wolves. Very soon a drizzling, 
ice-cold rain veiled the whole forest in a damp shroud of fog. 

One solitary traveller was wearily wending his way along this deserted 
path. The hour was late, and the darkening shadows were creeping on 
steadily, making the gloom in the thicket still more depressing. The 
young man looked worn and tired, as he again and again brushed aside 
the entangled briars which impeded his progress forward. He was well
dressed, and wore a marine officer's cap. But his coat was now in rags, 
tom by the hard, frozen, cruel thoms, and his hands were bleeding in the 
struggle he had had with the briars for a whole long night and a day 
since he had lost his way in the huge forest. Panting, he stopped at 
last; and, as he heaved a deep sigh, he fell down half-insensible at the 
foot of an old shaggy oak. Then, half-opening his weary eyes, he 
murmured in despair, as he placed his hand on his heart :-" I wonder 
how long litis will yet beat. . . . I feel as if it were gradually stopping." 

He closed his eyes once more, and very soon the feeble palpitations 
he was watching within himself, turned his half-paralysed thought into a 
new groove of ideas. Now the hardly audible beatings of his heart 
seemed to transform themselves into the ticking of an old clock quite 
near to him. He imagined the old NUremberg timepiece in his mother's 
room. He was dripping wet, chilled to the marrow of his bones, and 
was fast losing consciousness. But, fo. setting for one moment his 
situation, and where he was, he caught himself soliloquising as was his 
custom, when alone. 

"This clock," he thought, "has to be wound up ... else it will stop. 
So shall this heart. A man has to eat and drink to renew the fuel which 
feeds life, the clock too ... no; the clock is different to man. Let it 
rest for a week, for two, three months, eVf'n for a year ... Still, if wound 
up again, it will tick on as merrily as ever. But once the supply of the 
body is stopped-well, what then? Shall the working power cease for 
ever, or the ticking of the heart be resumed as that of the clock? No. 
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no I . . . You may feed the dead body of man as much as you please! 
it shall awaken to life no more ... 0 A queer problem to solve,-What 
becomes of that something which made the body move? The food is 
not the cause, is it? 0 • • No; the food is only the fuel. . 0 0 There must 
be some inward fire ever burning, as long as it is supplied. . 0 • But 
when the supply of the fuel ceases? Ah!.. that is it 0 • 0 where does 
it go? . • Does anything really die? . . What form shall my inner fire 
take? . . Shall it return to its primordial light . . . and be no more? . • 
Oh, how I suffer! .. No, no; I must not allow this, my fire, to go out. 
No, not before I see once more my loved ones . . . my mother and 
Alice. 0 0 on . 

Arising with great effort he pursued his way with tottering steps, feeling 
his way in the darkness. But instantly a wild gust of wind, tearing along 
the narrow pathway, caused the great trees to sway and rock as if in very 
agony. Catching in its icy clasp the weakened form of the young man, 
the hurricane nearly upset him. Being already wet through and through 
with rain and cold, he shivered and groaned aloud, as he felt a sharp 
pain penetrating his limbs from the brain downwards. One more short 
struggle and he heavily fell on the cold hard ground. Clasping his hands 
over his brow, he could only whisper again: "Mother, I can do no 
more. 0 •• Farewell, mother, for ever! Alice-fare thee well!" ... 

His strength was gone. For over thirty hours he had tasted no food. 
He had travelled night and day in the hope of being with his family on 
Christmas Eve, that blessed day of joy and peace. Never yet had he 
spent a Christmas Eve away from home; but that year had been an 
unusually unfortunate one for him. His vessel had been wrecked and he 
had lost all. It was only by the greatest of chances that he had been 
enabled to find his way back to his country, in time to take the train 
that brought him from a large seaport to the small town some twenty 
miles' distance from his home. Once there, he had to travel that distance 
by coach. But just as he was preparing to start on his last journey, he 
met a poor sailor, a companion of his shipwreck. With tears in his 
eyes the man told him that having lost all, he had no more money left 
to take him to his wife and children, who were yet two days' journey by 
rail from where he was; and that thus, he could not be with them to 
make merry Christmas together. So the good-hearted young officer, 
thinking he could easily walk the short distance that separated him 
from home, had emptied his purse into the sailor's hands and started 
on his way on foot, hoping to arrive on that same evening. 

He set out early in the morning and bethought himself of a 
short cut through the vast forests of his native place. But on that 
afternoon he hurt his foot badly, and being able to move only at a very 
slow pace, the night had overtaken him in the forest in which he had 
finally lost his way during that terrible night. He had wandered since 
the morning during the whole long day, until pain, exhaustion, and 
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the hurricane had overpowered him. And now, he was lying· helpless 
on the bare frozen ground, and would surely die before the dawn. 

How long he lay there he never remembered; but, when he came 
back to himself. he thought he could move, and resolved to make a last 
supreme effort after the short rest The wind had suddenly fallen. He 
felt warmer and calmer now, as he sat leaning against a tree. Old habit 
brought him back to his previous train of thought 

.. Never, mother dear, never," he addressed her in thought, .. never have 
I spent a Christmas away from your dear selves .... Never, since my 
boyhood, when father died twelve years ago I I made a vow then that, 
come what would, I should spend each Christmas Eve at home; and 
now, though life seems slowly ebbing out of my body, I want to keep 
my promise. They must be waiting for me even now, they, and Alice, 
my sweet fair cousin, who tells me she never loved but me! Reginald 
and Lionel, my brothers, who are earnestly waiting for me; my shy 
pretty May, and little Fanny .... They are all longing to see me, my 
dear ones, all expecting their old brother Hugo to return and decorate 
their Christmas-tree. . . . Oh, mother, mother, see you I must! I will be 
with you on this Christmas Eve, come what may I" 

This passionate longing appeal seemed to give him a ten-fold strength. 
He made a desperate effort to rise from his place, and found he could 
do so quite easily. Then, overcome with joy, he flew rather than walked 
through the dense black forest. He must have surely mistaken the 
distance, as a minute later he found himself in the brushwood, and saw 
the well-known valley so familiar to him, and even discerned in the 
bright moonlight the home that contained all his dear ones. He ran 
still faster, more and more rapidly, and even forgot in his excitement to 
wonder whence he had found the power of using his lame foot so 
easily. . . . At last he reached the lawn, and approached the cosy 
old house, all wrapped in its snowy winter garments, and sparkling 
in moonlight like a palace of King Frost From a large bay-window 
poured out torrents of light, and as he drew still nearer, trying to see 
through it, he caught a glimpse of the loved faces, which he stopped to 
look at, before knocking at the door. . . . 

" Oh, my mother! I see her there," he exclaimed. CI There she is, 
seated in her arm-chair, with her knitting by her side, her beautiful silvery 
hair as soft and glossy as ever under her snow-white cap. I see her 
kind eyes and placid features still unmarked by the furrows of age. . . . 
She looks troubled .... She listens to the fierce gusts of wind which 
cause the windows to shake and rattle. How that wind does try to get 
into the house, and, finding itself no welcome guest, hark, how it rolls 
away .... How strange! . . . I leear, but I do not feel the wind .... 
Oh! . . . Kneeling at my mother's feet, there's Alice. Her arms are 
clasped around mother's knees; her golden curls fallon her back. • • . 
But-but, why are her large violet eyes filled with tears as she looks 
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with up-turned face into mother's sad eyes? . . . Hush I What is she 
saying? . . . I hear it, even through that wall . . . 

.. 'Don't be uneasy, mother, dear, Hugo will come back. You know he 
told us so in his last letter. He said that after their shipwreck he was 
kindly cared for by those who saved the crew. He wrote also that he 
had borrowed money for the journey, and that he would be with us at 
the latest on Christmas Eve I ... Bad roads and the stormy night will 
have detained him. . . . The coach. you say? Well, and though the 
coach has long since passed by, he may have taken a carriage. He will 
soon be here. mother.' 

.. Ah, dear Alice. I see-she looks at her finger, with its little ruby 
ring I placed on it. She puts it to her lips, and I hear her murmuring 
my name. ... 

(From Hugo's diary, where he recorded that night's experience.) 
. . . . I rushed into the house at that appeal, and, as I now remember, 

without knocking at the door, as if I had passed through the stone walls. 
I tried to speak, but no sound appeared to. reach their ears. Nor did 
anyone seem to see or greet me. ... I drew Alice by the arm, but she 
never turned round, only continued to murmur sweet:words of consola
tion into my mother's ear. Good God, what agony I Why do they 
not hear, or even see me .... Am I really here? I look round the room. 
The old home is just as I had left it nine months since. There is my 
father's picture hanging over the mantel-piece, looking at me with his 
kind smile; the old piano open, with my favourite song on it ..• The 
cat sleeping as usual, on the hearthrug. and purring, as she stretches out 
her lazy paws. Albums on the table, my photograph, with its bright 
and happy look I How different to my present self I Here am I, standing 
in an agony of doubt, before my loved ones. seeing them, feeling them. 
touching them . . . and yet unseen by them, unnoticed, as one who is 
not there. . . . Not even my shadow on the wall over their own. But 
who then, am I? . . . Why have they grown so blind to my presence? 
Why do their hearts and senses remain so dense? I try again and 
again. I call them piteously by their names, but they heed me not 
My heart, my love, all is here, but my physical body seems far away. 
Yes, it is far, far away, and now I see it, as it lies cold and lifeless in that 
forest, where I must have left it It is surely for me, not for that body. 
that they care I And is it because I am no longer clothed with flesh that 
I must be as only a breath, an empty naught, to them? . . . 

Full of despair, I turned away, and passing through the folding doors, 
arrived in the adjoining room. where my young brothers and sisters 
were busily occupied decorating the Christmas tree. There it stands. 
the old friend of my youth. I see it, and even discern its resinous per
fume. ... Towering up towards the ceiling. its lower branches are 
bending to the ground, laden with golden fruits. with toys and wax 
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tapers. My brothers and sisters are gathered around it But Reginald 
looks grave. I see him turning to May, and hear him saying: 

.. Are you not anxious about Hugo? I wonder what can have become 
of him!" 

.. I did not like to tell mother," May replies with a little shiver, "but 
I had a dreadful dream last night I saw!Hugo white and cold. He 
looked sorrowfully at me, but when he tried to speak he could not His 
look haunts me still!" she softly sobbed, with tears rolling down her 
cheeks. 

But now little Fanny gives a scream of delight The child has dis
covered among the Christmas presents a real pipe, a pipe with silver 
bells. 

"Oh, this shall be for Hugo, and then he will have music whenever he 
smokes!" exclaims the little one, merrily laughing, and holding out the 
toy in the direction where I am standing. 

For a moment I hope she sees me. I try to take the pipe, but 
my hand cannot clasp it, and the toy seems to slip away from me 
as if it were a shadow. . . . I try to speak again, but it is of no use 
. . . . they see me not, neither do they hear me I . . . 

Grieved beyond words, I left them, and returning into the next room, 
went up straight to Alice, who was still at mother's side, murmuring to 
her loving words. I spoke again, I entreated, I besought them to look 
at me, and my suffering was so great that I felt that death would be 
preferable to this I 

Then came a last and supreme effort Concentrating all my will, I 
bent over Alice, and gasped out with my whole soul: 

.. If ever you loved me, Alice, know and hear me now!" I exclaimed, 
as I pressed my lips to hers. 

She gave a shudder, a start, and then, opening her eyes wider and 
wider, she shrieked in terror: 

" Hugo! Hugo I Mother, do you see? Hugo is here!" 
She tried to clasp me in her arms, but her hands met together, and 

only joined as if in prayer . 
.. Hugo, Hugo, stay, why can I not touch you? Mother, look! look! 

Here is Hugo!" 
She was growing wilder and more excited with every moment 
My mother looked faint and frightened, as she said: 
" Alice, what is the matter, child? Wha(do you see? Hugo is not 

here! " 
The children, hearing Alice's cry, ftew into the room, all eager with 

expectation. 
"Where is Hugo? Where is he ? " they prattled. 
I felt that I was invisible to all but Alice. She was the only one 

to see me, Therefore, realizing that the body had to be saved from its 
danger in the woods without loss of time, I drew her after myself with 
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all my will. I slowly moved towards the door, never taking my look off 
her eyes. She followed me, as one in a state of somnambulism. 

My mother looked stunned and bewildered. 
Rising with difficulty from her place, she would have made for the 

door also, but sank back into her arm-chair powerless and covered her 
face with her hands. 

"Boys, follow Alice," said May. .. Wait ... the carriage is there 
ready to go after the doctor's children. Take it. Call the gardener and 
John to go with you. I will stay with mother." And whispering to 
Reginald. she added, .. Tell John to take rugs and blankets ... but I 
am afraid poor Hugo is dead! " 

She then turned to mother, who had fainted. I would see no more, 
but willing Alice to follow me, I left the house. 

She came slowly after me, her face all white, her large eyes 
full of a look of terror, but also of resolution in them. On she 
would have gone on foot, in the drizzling rain, her golden hair all 
flying about her head, had she been allowed to do so by my brothers 
and servants. The strange cortege was ushered into the open carriage, 
the coachman being ordered to follow her directions. On it went, as 
speedily as the horse could go. I found myself floating now before 
them, and, to my own amazement, sliding backwards, with my face 
turned towards Alice, strongly willing that she should not lose sight of 
me. Two hours afterwards, the carriage entered the brushwood, and they 
were obliged to alight. 

The night was now very dark and stormy, and notwithstand
ing the lanterns, the group made way with great difficulty into the 
thicket. The wind had begun to blow and howl with the same fury 
as when I had left the wood, and seemed to have caught them all in its 
chilly embrace. The boys and servants panted and shivered, but 
Alice heeded nothing. What cared she for that! The only thought of 
my beloved was I, Hugo .... On, on we went, her tender feet wounded 
with the brambles, and the wet sprays of branches brushing against her 
white face. On, on she ran, till, with a sudden and loud cry of joy and 
terror mixed, she fell down. . . . 

At the same instant I collapsed, and fell also on tlee ground, as it 
seemed to me; and then all became a blank. . . . As I learned later, at 
that moment the boys drew near, and lowering their lanterns found 
Alice with her arms clasped around a form, and when the lanterns were 
placed close to it they saw before them the body of their brother 
Hugo, a corpse! 

.. Sure enough he is dead, the poor young master!" cried John, our 
old servant, who was close behind . 

.. No, no!" Alice answered. .. No, he is not dead .... His body is 
cold, but his heart still beats. Let us carry him home. . . . Quick, 
quick! " 
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Lifting up the body gently and placing it in the carriage they 
covered it with rugs and shawls, and drove at a furious ,speed back 
to our home. It was near midnight when the carriage stopped at 
the gate. 

" Reginald, run on quickly and give the good news to mother! " cried 
Alice. "Tell May to have hot bottles and blankets ready, on the sofa 
in the drawing-room. It is warm there near the fire .... Tell them all 
that Hugo lives, for I know he does," she went on repeating. 

More lights were brought out, and the servants carried carefully their 
burden into the house, where they placed it on the sofa, hot flannels and 
restoratives being immediately applied. Noiselessly and breathlessly 
went on the work of love around the apparently dead body, and was at 
last rewarded. A sigh was heard, a deeper breatlt was drawn, and then 
the eyes slowly opened and I looked round in vague surprise at all those 
loved and anxious faces crowding eagerly around me . 

.. Don't speak yet, Hugo," whispered Alice anxiously. .. Don't, till 
you feel stronger." 

But I could not control my impatience . 
.. How am I here?" I asked. .. Ah, I remember. I lost my way in 

the old forest. . . . Ah, yes; I recollect now all. . . . The cold biting 
wind, my lame foot, after I stumbled and fell, knocking my head against 
a stone, and all became a blank to me ! " 

"Hush, Hugo, hush my boy," said my mother wiping tears of joy 
from her still pale and suffering face. .. You will tell us all that 
presently .... Now rest." 

But I could not refrain from speaking, as thoughts crowded into my 
head, and recollections came vividly back. .. No, no, I am better," I 
went on. .. I am strong again, and I must let you know all that I 
dreamed. I was here, and I saw you all. . . . Oh, the torture I 
suffered when you knew me not! . . . Mother, darling, did you not see 
me, your son? But she, my Alice, saw and followed me, and it is she 
who saved me from death! Ah, yes! I remember now, you found my 
body, and then all was darkness again. Kiss me, mother! Kiss me all, 
let me feel that I am really with you in body, and am no longer an in
visible shadow. . . . Mother I kept my promise; I am here on Christmas 
Eve! Light the tree, my little Fan, and give me the pipe with the bells 
I saw you holding, and heard you say it was for old brother Hugo." 

The child ran into the other room and returned with the pipe I had 
seen her playing with a few hours before. This was the greatest and 
final proof for me, as for my family. The event was no vision then, 
no hallucination, but true to its merest details! As my mother often 
said afterwards, referring to that wonderful night, it was a weird and 
strange experience, but one which had happened to others before, and 
will go on happening from time to time. Of late years, when I had 
been happily married to my Alice (who will not let me travcl far away 
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without her, any longer) I have dived a good deal into such psychic 
mysteries, and I think I can explain my experience. I think that by 
privation, cold, and mental agony, I had been thrown into such abnormal 
conditions, that my astral body. as it is now generally called, my 
"conscious self," was able to escape from the physical tenement and take 
itself to the home I so passionately desired to reach. All my thoughts, 
and longings being intensely directed towards it, I found myself there 
where I wished to be, in spirit. Then the agony of mind from the 
consciousness that I was invisible to all, added to the fear of death 
unless I could impress them with my presence, became finally productive 
of the supreme effort of will, the success of which alone could save me. 
This joined to Alice's sensitiveness and her love for me, enabled her to 
sense my presence, and even to see my form, whereas others saw nothing. 
Man is a wonderful and marvellous enigma; but it is one which has to, 
and will. be completely unriddled some day, the scepticism of the age 
notwithstanding. 

Such is the simple story told to the writer by an old naval officer, 
about the most" memorable Christmas Eve" that came within his own 
ex perience. 

CONSTANCE W ACHTMEISTER. 

A HALF CONVERT. 

Buddha! my earthly memory is so dimmed 
By this poor passing life which travels a hem 
Across my sou~ and thought I cannot stem 

Pours like a ftood to wash all traces limned 
Of former selves, that I shall ne'er recall 

The steps I came, nor know the fteshly tents 
In which I sojourned i-yet the fraying rents 

Of time-worn garments I have seen, and all 
The dust upon my feet, and I the sin 
Of tiger and of cobra passions striven 
To crush. These were strait gates, and through them driven 
My chariot wheels, so prithee set me free 
From olher births, lest i seek Peters key, 
o I Sakya Muni, let me trembling in. 

MARY N. GAU;' 
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THEOSOPHY AND MODERN SOCIALISM. 

BY A SOCIALIST STUDENT OF THEOSOPHY. 

THE writer of the article on "Brotherhood" in your last issue has 
given an erroneous impression of Socialism, which, as a student of 
Theosophy (I do not know if I can yet call myself a disciple), 

who has been, in a large measure. drawn to this great study tkyollgk 
Socialism. I may. perhaps, be allowed to correct. Indeed. I should feel 
that I was shirking a task clearly indicated to me at the present 
moment. were I to leave such errors. so far as all readers of LUCIFER 
are concerned. uncorrected. 

"T.B.H .... the writer of the article in question-an interesting and. I 
believe. useful article in many respects-has. I venture to conjecture, 
confused the general system or class of systems known as Socialism, 
with certain methods of propagating its principles. Let me commence 
by quoting the paragraph in his article to which I take exception. He 
says (LUCIFER NO.3. p. 213):-

(I). "Socialism. as preached in this nineteenth century, it [the Universal Brother· 
hood, which is the mainspring of Theosophy.-].B.B.] certainly is not. (2). Indeed, 
there would be little dIfficulty in showing that modem materialistic Socialism is 
directly at variance with all the teachings of Theosophy. (3). Socialism advocates a 
direct interference with the results of the law of Karma, and would attempt to alter 
the denouement of the rarable of the talents by giving to the man, who hid his talent 
in a napkin, a portion 0 the ten talents acquired by the labour of his more industrious 
fellow." 

I will first take the three statements contained in this paragraph 
separately, and, for convenience's sake, in inverted order. The allegation 
against Socialism contained in the third is the most specific, and that 
which, in the eyes of Theosophists, must appear the most serious. This 
statement. namely, that" Socialism advocates a direct interference with 
the results of the law of Karma, and would attempt &c.," constitutes, in 
fact. the only definite premise in his argument. Of course, if Socialists 
do advocate, consciously or unconsciously, anything of the sort, they 
advocate a physical and psychical impossibility, and their movement is 
fore-doomed to failure. More than this, if they do so consciously, they 
are sinning against the light, and are impious as well as childish in their 
efforts. Of such, clearly, the Universal Brotherhood is not. 

But neither Socialists nor Socialism. "as preached in this nineteenth 
century," do anything of the kind. By" Materialistic" Socialism, I 
presume "T.B.H." implies (if he has really studied Socialism at all, 
which I venture to doubt) so much of it as can be urged upon 
purely worldly grounds, such as the better feeding, housing, &c., of 
those who do the active work of society, technical instruction, such 
general education as fits a man for the domestic and secular duties of 
life, and the reorganisation of society with these objects upon a 
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.. C<H>perative" basis,· in which public salaried officers, elected by their 
fellows, will take the place of capitalists and landlords, and in which the 
production and distribution of wealth will be more systematically 
regulated. This system, of course, takes no account of the law of 
Karma 

In a rough sort of way, however, all Socialists recognise the law, so 
far as its effects are visible in this world on the physical, intellectual, and 
moral planes. The fact that "the evil that men do," and classes and 
nations of men also, "lives after them," none are more ready to own and 
act upon. The action and reaction of individual will and individual and 
social ci,ctt11lstance, both upon each other and upon individual and social 
conditions, forms part of the foundations of Socialism. Qud Socialists 
we do not, of course, take any more account of the law of Karma than 
do non-Socialist Christians and Agnostics, but I maintain there is nothing 
whatever in Socialism repugnant to a beliet in this law. If anything, 
it is the other way. All Socialists, whether they call themselves Collec
tionists or Anarchists, Christian Socialists,t Communists, or purely 
economic Socialists, are anxious to give freer play to human 
abilities and social impulses, by creating leisure and educational 
opportunities for all. We may thus, if it is permitted to me to 
speculate while criticising, become the instruments of a greater equali
sation, distribution, and acceleration of Karmic growth, "good" or 
" evil," upon and among individual souls, during their incarnation on this 
planet. This would come to pass by the transferring of a great deal of 
the responsibility for Karmic results which now lies with each individual 
in his personal capacity, upon the collective entities composed of in
dividuals acting in public capacities; e. g., as nations, provinces, com
munes, or trade corporations. 

It is surely true, even now, to speak of a collective, c.g., a national or 
municipal Karma, as we do of a national conscience. We speak of 
reward or retribution to nations and cities as if they had distinct 
personalities-are these mere" figures of speech"? But what is more 
important is that Socialists may prepare the way for a revelation of the 
noble truths of Theosophy to the multitude; they may help to raise 
the intellectual and instinctive moral standard of the whole community 
to such an extent that all will, in the next generation following after the 
Social Revolution,t be amenable to those truths. In this way Socialism 
would not, indeed, interfere with the results of the law of Karma, but 

• Co-operative, that is to say, in the sense that the various sections and individual members of 
society sba11 VJillillrly c:o-operate, being fully conscious of their interdependance. 

ST. GEORGE LANE Fox. 

t Socialists who consider their Christianity to supply them with sufficient motives for their Socialism. 
]bey do not strictly form a sect either of Socialists or of Christians. 

t This word, of course, is employed in the general sense, without any reference to the physical 
character which the revolution may assume. It may be attended with VIolence, or it may be as 
peaceful as, for instance, the religious revolution accomplished by Constantine in the fourth century, 
All I am pcistulating is a more or less sudden transformation of the existing social order, effected by 
one uf those impulses with which evolution seems to complete its periods, and of which Theosophy 
may some day alford the explanation. 
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would, as the precursor of Theosophy, be the indirect means of enabling 
multitudes to rise and free themselves from its bonds. 

As to the parable of the talents, well, Socialists would be only too 
glad to see its moral better enforced in this and other "civilised" 
countries. To them it seems impossible that it could be less enforced or 
taken to heart than it is now. They see that under the present system 
of Society-that vast engine of usury by which whole classes are held 
in economic servitude to other classes-many are encouraged to live in 
sloth and hide their talents, even if they put them to no worse uses than 
that. This could hardly happen under a ,.Igime of economic Socialism 
(such a ,.Igime, for instance, as Laurence Gronlund contemplates in his 
"Co-operative Commonwealth"); for these able-bodied or talented 
citizens who declined to work would simply be left to starve or sponge 
upon their relatives. Under a purely communist "'Kime,· no doubt 
there would be a few who would shirk their proper share in the social 
work, but at least none would be brought up from infancy, as now, to 
.. eat the bread of idleness." 

Finally on this point, if to advocate such changes as Socialists 
advocate, the substitution of social co-operation for competition; of pro
duction with a view to use, for production with view to profit; of peace 
between nations, classes, and individuals, for war ; of harmonious organi
sation to the advantage of all, for laissez faire, and chaos for the 
advantage (or supposed advantage) of a few. If I say, to advocate 
such changes be to advocate interference with the results of the law of 
Karma, so is every proposal for the amelioration of the physical or 
intellectual welfare of our fellows. And if participation in this and other 
movements, which may with equal justice be called" materialistic," be 
prohibited to Theosophists, they may as well, for all good their 
Universal Brotherhood will do to the mass of those at present outside 
it, stay at home and content themselves with communing with the 
select few who alone will ever be in a position to appreciaie them. If, 
for one reason or other, they do not care to co-operate with Socialists, 
let them, at least, recognise that the latter are preparing their way for 
them, doing the dirty (?) and laborious work, without which Theosophy 
can never descend from the serene heights in which it now dwells, to 
replenish, spiritually, this sadly benighted world. For, apart from a 
healthier physical and psychical atmosphere than "civilised" life en
genders in either rich or poor (collective Karmic effects), a fair amount 
of leisure and freedom from sordid care are indispensable in most 
human beings for the higher development of the perceptive or gnostic 
faculties. At present this minimum of leisure and economic independ
ence is probably unattainable by nineteen-twentieths of the population. 
Yet this self-same society, with its scientific learning and experience, its 
machinery, and its business organisation, contains within it all the germs 
of such a reconstruction of the physical environment as shall very 

• The only kind to which T. B. H. 's remarks are in any way applicable. 
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shortly place the means of spiritual and psychical regeneration within 
the reach of all . 

.. T. B. H.'s" second statement is that .. Indeed there would be very 
little difficulty in showing that modem materialistic Socialism is directly 
at variance with all the teachings of Theosophy." Such an expression 
as .. materialistic Socialism" is, as I have already hinted, erroneous. 
All Socialism is materialistic in the sense that it concerns itself primarily 
with the material or physical conditions of mankind. So do chemistry 
and mechanics, pure or applied ; so, in ordinary politics, do Liberalism 
and Conservatism. No Socialism is materialistic in the sense that it is 
based upon any materialistic, as distinct from spiritualistic or pantheistic 
conceptions of the universe. I t has hardly any more to do with such 
questions than have cotton-spinning or boot-making. I do not, however, 
pretend to mistake" T. B. H's" meaning. Taking Socialism in its essen
tiallyeconomic aspect (which I admit is the foremost for the present, 
and must remain so until it has been disposed of), he asserts that" there 
would be very little difficulty in proving &c." This is a mere general 
charge against it, although, I think, a less plausible, and therefore-from 
tile point of view of harmony between Socialists and Theosophists-a 
less serious one, than the particular charge which follows it, and with 
which I have already endeavoured to deal. For my own enlightenment, 
I should be glad to have some samples, taken at random, of his skill in 
showing this variance; but I doubt if such a demonstration could effect 
any good. Meanwhile it is impossible to answer the charge on account 
of its vague, albeit sweeping and all-comprehensive character. .. All 
the teachings of Theosophy" are quite too much for a student like 
myself to attempt to compare with Economic Socialism, as a system; 
nor do I think one with ten times the learning and discernment that I 
can claim, would readily attempt it. I merely record, therefore, my 
sincere conviction that on this general point" T. B. H." is also mistaken, 
and that it is not Socialism, economic, or otherwise, which he has really 
been scrutinising and balancing, but the sayings or doings of some par
ticular " Socialist," whom he has seen or read of. 

Individual Socialists have, of course, many faults which cannot fairly 
be charged to the social and economic tenets they profess. Thus one 
besetting fault of militant advocates of the cause is the use of violent. 
language against individual capitalists, police officials and landlords. It, 
is so easy, even for men of a calibre superior to the average, to be drawn 
on from righteous indignation at a corrupt system, to abuse of the crea
tures and instruments thereof-or even, on occasion, to personal violence 
against them. Every good cause has its Peters, no less than its J udases. 
Socialism unfortunately has a rich crop of the former. Another still 
worse fault on the part of certain agitators, but one which might easily 
be predicted from the character of the struggle and the condition of the 
classes who must form the backbone of the Socialist Party, is the frequent 
appeal to lower motives, such as revenge and love of luxury. 
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But such faults, although by all human prevision necessary incidents 
in the movement, are by no means inherent in Socialism. Even the 
purely "materialistic" socialism of Karl Marx, to which "T. B. H." 
seems (although I think not with any clear picture of it in his mind) to 
refer, aims simply at securing the decencies and ordinary comforts of life 
to all, as a recompense for more evenly distributed social labour. The 
very conditions of life under a co-operative commonwealth such as Hynd
man, Gronlund, and other followers of the late Karl Marx's economic 
ideal, have in view-above all the obligation (virtual, at any rate) under 
which every able-bodied member of the community would find himself 
or herself, to do a few hours of useful work of one kind or another every 
day, and the elimination of the commercial and speculative element, 
with the wretched insecurity and dangerous temptations which it involves, 
-would preclude inordinate luxury. A healthy simplicity oflife would 
become, first, " fashionable," then usual.· Communism, of course, goes 
further than economic socialism, as it implies not only the claim of the 
individual upon the community for the means of laboul' and the enjoy
ment of its fruits or their equivalent, but his claim for subsistence, irres
pective of the amount and social value of the labour which he is able to 
perform. It would abolish, therefore, not only individual property in 
the means of production, but in the products themselves. The practi
cability of Communism, the motto of which is, " From each according to 
his abilities, to each according to his needs," obviously depends upon the 
prevalence of more generous motives, of a higher sense of duty both to 
work and to give-a more perfect development, in fact, of the sense of 
human solidarity. It is for this very reason more commendable than 
mere economic socialism, as an ideal, to the attention of Theosophists ; 
although its application, on the national or universal scale, cannot yet 
be said to have entered" the sphere of practical politics." 

Communism, which may be either Collectivist or Anarchist, leads me 
to add a few words about Anarchism. I refer, of course, to the social ideal 
philosophically denoted by this name, and not to the means advocated 
by some of its supporters for putting an end to the present society. 
Anarchism involves Communism, as well as extreme decentralisation; 
more than this, it involves the abolition of all permanent machinery of 
law and order, such as "the State" is supposed to provide, and the 
abolition of physical force as a method of suasion, even for criminals and 
lunatics. As a protest against political domination of all kinds, and an 
antidote to the excessive centralisation advocated by some state-Socialists, 
Anarchism may be of some use, but it is obviously further even than 
Communism (of the Collectivist variety) from becoming a school of 
"practical" politics. It could only become so after society at large, all 
the world over, had grown sufficiently homogeneous and solidai,e for its 

• I do not, of course, mean to predict that" sin" (or its Theosophical ~uivalent) would die out. 
It is, after all, a relative matter to the capacities and potentialities of the indIvidual and his surround
ings. Under Socialism, sensuality, social or plutocratic pride, and other sins fostered hy the 
present order, would simply give way to ambition (to obtain popular distinction, e.K., as an artist or 
Inventor) and perhaps to magic and other at present unfashionable vices. 
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members to co-operate spontaneously and automatically for all necessary 
purposes, grouping themselves into large or small organizations (limbs 
and organs) as required, and forming a complete body-social, or Mesocosm, 
if I may be allowed to coin a word for the purpose. 

The erroneous conceptions of Socialism which I believe" T. B. H." to 
have formed, do not necessarily invalidate the first statement in the 
paragraph of his article upon which I have been commenting, to wit, that 
the Universal Brotherhood which he has in view (and which, I understand 
from him, forms the first part of the programme of the Theosophical 
Society) is not" Socialism as preached in this 19th century,"-or at any 
other time, past or future, for that matter. Still, I am inclined to hope 
that a more intimate study of Socialism will lead him to see that, whether 
identical or not, they are at any rate not antagonistic. My own belief is 
that Theosophy and" materialistic" Socialism will be found to be working 
along different planes in the same direction. 

Any Universal Brotherhood of Theosophists must be based upon 
Socialist principles, inte, alia: its foundations may extend further and 
deeper than those of Socialism, but cannot be less extensive. Greed and 
War (political or industrial) Social Caste and Privilege, Political Domina
tion of Man over Man, are as out of place in a true Brotherhood as 
wolves in a flock of sheep. Yet the exclusion of these anti-social demons 
and the enthronement in their place of Universal Love and Peace, if 
effected by such a Brotherhood, would simply leave Socialists nothing 
to do but to organize the material framework of their co-operative com
monwealths. To preach economic or "materialistic" Socialism to a 
world already converted to the highest and completest form of Socialism. 
would be to advocate the plating of gold with tin or copper. 

Modem Socialism, if the noble aspirations of some of its apostles may 
be taken as an earnest of its future, is already developing (incidentally, 
of course, to its main economic and ethical doctrines) strong <esthetic 
and spiritual tendencies. No reader of William Morris or Edward 
Carpenter, to speak of English Socialists only, will fail to notice this. At 
present the mass of Socialists content themselves with basing their social 
and economic faith upon the ethical principles of Justice, Freedom and 
Brotherhood. But the highest, because mostmystic;ll of these principles, 
that of Brotherhood, or better, Human Solidarity-the ancient concep
tion of" Charity "-forms the unconscious link between modem Socialism 
on the one hand, and Esoteric Buddhism, Esoteric Christianity, and 
Theosophy generally, on the other. I say unconscious link, but I mean 
to imply that it may soon be rendered conscious and visible. As the 
various" orthodox" varieties,first of Christianity,then of Mohammedanism, 
perish with the destruction or collapse of the Social systems that have 
grown up along with them, this simple religion of Human Solidarity will 
take possession of the deserted shrines of Christ and Allah, and will 
begin to seek out its own fount of inspiration. Then will be the time 
for the Universal Brotherhood of Theosophists to step into the breach. 

J. BRAILSFORD BRIGHT (M.A. Oxon.). 
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THE GREAT QUEST. 

" In many mortal forms I rashly sought 
The shadow of that idol of my thought. n 

" Apres I'amour ~teint si je v&:us encore 
C'est pour Ia v~rit~, sou aussi qui devore I n 

-Slulley. 

-LamarlilU. 

THE loss of youth and love is the perpetual wail of the poets. A 
never-changing spring-time of life, where the sweet dreams of 
youth would be realised in the fruition of reciprocal love, such 

would be a heaven to them, and such is afheaven while it lasts. If we 
add to this the refined resthetic taste that can delicately balance and 
appreciate to a nicety every joy of the senses, and the highly-developed 
intellect which can roam at will over the accumulated store of past ages 
of culture, what would there be left for poets to dream of? With heart, 
senses and mind worthily employed, and with the well-balanced nature 
that knows moderation alone can give continued bliss, could not man 
rest satisfied at last? What more could he desire? 

It is useless to deny that life has very sweet gifts to give, though the 
number is limited of those who are capable of receiving them in their 
fulness. But even while these gifts are being enjoyed, it is felt that the 
horizon is bounded. With what questioning uncertainty-albeit with 
fascination--does youth open its eyes upon the glamour of the dazzling 
world! The love of the Springtide, even in fruition, is continually 
building fairy bowers in the future-it never for long rests content in the 
present, while to the intellect the bounded scope of utmost learning is a 
still more definite goad towards a knowledge that shall transcend all 
past experience. 

And even were man content to continue to drink of the one cup of 
bliss, he is never allowed to do so. The lessons of life, the great teacher, 
are continually being altered, and the tempest of the heart takes the 
place of the calm that was never expected to end. 

If, then, we must look in vain to find permanent bliss in any of these 
things-if, beyond the highest intellectual culture of an intellectual age 
there gleams the vision of a higher knowledge-if behind the artistic re
finement of this, as of all past flowers of civilization, the fount of all 
sweetness lies hid-if even the heart-binding communion of earthly 
love is but a faint reflex of the deep peace realized by him who has tom 
aside the veil that hides the Eternal, surely all m~nJs energies should 
be devoted to the quest which will yield him such results. 

The whole philosophy of life may be summed up in the Four great 
Truths that Buddha taught, and no more convincing description of them 
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can be read than that given in the lovely lines of the eighth book of the 
.. Light of Asia." 

He who has once been deeply imbued with these great truths-who 
has realised the transitory nature of all earthly bliss, and the pains and 
sorrows that more than counterbalance the joys of life-will never in 
his truest moments desire to be again blessed, either in the present or in 
any future incarnation, with an uniformly happy life, for there is no such 
soporific for the soul as the feeling of satisfaction, as there is no such 
powerful goad as the feeling of dissatisfaction. He is bound to pass 
through periods of joy, but' they will be looked forward to with fear 
and doubting, for then it is that the sense-world again fastens its 
fangs on the soul, to be followed by the pain of another struggle for 
freedom. 

When first setting out on the great quest, it seems as if many life
times would fail to appease the dominant passion of the soul, but nature 
works quickly in the hottest climates, and from the very intensity of the 
desil'e may spring the strength and will to conquer it. Though it is 
probably the same key-note that is struck throughout, the dominant 
desire will appear to take a different tone through the ascending scale 
of life. I t is a speculation, but one which would seem to receive endorse
ment from the analogies of nature; for as the human embryo in its ante
natal development, exhibits in rapid succession, but with longer pauses 
as it approaches the period of birth, the characteristics of the lower 
races of animal life from which man has evolved, so does the human 
soul realise in its passage through life the dominant desires and attrac
tions which have affected it through countless past incarnations. The 
lower desires which in past lives may have been more or less completely 
conquered, will be experienced in rapid succession and left behind with
out much difficulty, till the great struggle of the life is reached, from 
which man must come out more or less victorious if he is to continue the 
progress at all. 

If right intention were the only thing needed, if it were a guarantee 
against being led astray, or if straying did not necessitate retardation on 
the road, there would be no such supreme necessity t6at belief should 
be in accordance with facts; but even in worldly affairs we see every 
day that purity of intention is no guard against the failures that come 
from lack of knowledge. In the great spiritual science therefore, which 
deals with the problem of life as a whole-not the mere fragment which 
this earthly existence represents-it will be seen how vitally necessary it 
is that facts should be conceived correctly. 

To us whose eyes are blinded to the heights above, by the mists of our 
own desires, the only rays of light which can illumine the darkness of 
our journey on the great quest, are the words (whether or not in the 
form of recognised revelation) left by the masters who have preceded us 
on the road, and the counsel of our comrades who are bound for the 

19 
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same goal. But words are capable of many interpretations, and the 
opinions of our comrades are coloured by their own personality-the 
ultimate touch-stone of truth must therefore be looked for in the 
disciple's own breast. 

Having stated the necessity for correct belief, let us now consider the 
question of the great achievement-the annihilation of Karma-the 
attainment of Nirvana. It must be acknowledged as a logical proposi
tion that Karma can never annihilate Karma, i.e., that no thoughts 
words, or acts of the man in his present state of consciousness, can, 
ever free him from the circle of re-births. This view would ~em to 
necessitate some power external to the man to free him-a power 
which has touch of him, and which would have to be allied to him. 

Now the teachings which have been put before the world in .. Light 
on the Path" state the other side of the question. .. Each man is to 
himself absolutely the way, the truth, and the life." And again, .. For 
within you is the light of the world, the only light that can be shed on 
the Path. If you are unable to perceive it within you, it is useless to 
look for it elsewhere." It would seem that the solution of this great 
paradox must be sought for in the constitution of man, as described 
in theosophic writings. Indeed, it is the scientific statement of deep 
spiritual truths which gives to the Theosophic teachings their remarkable 
value, and which seems likely to carry conviction of their truth to the 
Western peoples, who have for too long been accustomed to the mere 
emotional sentimentality of the orthodox religions, and to the pessimistic 
negation of science. 

The higher principles, as they have been called, in the constitution of 
man, particularly the divine Atma, through which he is allied to the all
pervading Deity, must ever remain deep mysteries. But at least they are 
cognisable by the intellect, as providing logical stepping-stones for span
ning the great gulf between Humanity and Divinity,-the Power-the 
correct cognition of which provides the very link between both systems 
of thought-which is at the same time external to man, and 
has touch of him by its own divine light which enlightens him, and 
which is also the very man himself-his highest and truest Self. 

For most of us it is the" God hidden in the Sanctuary," of whose very 
existence we are unaware, is known under the name of Iswara or the 
Logos-the primal ray from the Great Unknown. It is the Chrestos of 
the Christians, but, save, perhaps, to a few mystics in the Roman or Greek 
churches, it has been degraded past recognition by their materialistic 
anthropomorphism. A help to its better understanding may be obtained' 
by a reference to Sanscrit philosophy, which describes man's nature as 
consisting of the threegzwas or qualities-Satwa, goodness, Rajas, passion 
and Tamas, darkness, or delusion-and the nature of most men is made 
up almost entirely of the two last named-while the Logos is pure 
Satwa. 
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The vexed question, therefore, as to whether man is freed by his own 
dominant will, or by the power of the Logos, will be seen to be very much 
a distinction without a difference. For the attainment of final liberation 
the God within and the God without must co-operate. 

Desire being, as Buddha taught, the great obstacle in the way, its con
quest by the dominant will is the thing that has to be done, but the 
Divine will cannot arise in its power, till the conviction of the Supreme 
desirability of attaining the eternal condition ~s rendered permanent; 
and it is this that necessitates the goad which the Logos is continually 
applying by it .. light on the soul. 

We are now face to face with a very difficult problem-it is, in fact 
the gulf which separates the Occultist from the Religionist, and it is 
here that it is so necessary to get hold of the correct idea. 

" Strong limbs may dare the rugged road which stonns, 
Soaring and perilous, the mountain's breast j 

The weak must wind from slower ledge to ledge, 
With many a place of rest." 

The short cut to perfection referred to in the first two lines has been 
called in Theosophic writings "the perilous ladder which leads to the 
path of life." To have faced the fearful abyss of darkness of the first 
trial, without starting back in terror at the apparent annihilation which 
the casting aside of the sense-life implies, and out of the still more awful 
silence of the second trial; to have had the strength to evoke the greater 
Self-the God that has hitherto been hidden in the sanctuary-such is 
the language used with reference to the very first-nay, the -preliminary 
-steps on this path, while the further steps are represented by the 
ascending scale of the occult Hierarchy, where the neophyte or chela, 
through a series of trials and initiations, may attain the highest Adept
ship, and the man may gradually leave behind him his human desires 
and limitations, and realise instead the attributes of Deity. 

PILGRIM. 

(To be continued.) 
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"GOD SPEAKS FOR LAW AND ORDER." 
INTRODUCTION. . 

IimHE reaclers of the curious article which follows are requested to re
JIL member that the writers of signed papers in LUCIFER, and not the editors, 

are responsible for their contents. Captain Serjeant's views excite much 
interest among a large number of earnest people, who use Biblical forms and 
phraseology to picture to themselves the hidden things of nat\lre and of spirit
things which we! the editors, and also the large majority of Theosophists, believe 
to be more clearly conveyed under the symbolism of the ancient Wisdom
Religion of the East, and better expressed in its terminology. The article is an 
attempt to explain the significance of a very curious cloud formation observed 
by many persons in Scotland, on the 16th of September last, a sketch of which 
appeared in the St. Stepken's Revie'lO on the 24th of the same month. In the 
centre of the sketch appears a side view of the British Lion rampant, with his, 
paw on the head of a bearded man, who bears a considerable likeness to Mr. 
Parnell; to the right of the Lion is an excellent likeness of Her Majesty, 
crowned, as in the Jubileee coinage, and smiling very naturally; and to the left 
of the picture is an Irish harp. The appearance, by the testimony of many 
witnesses, must have been remarkably perfect and striking. Cloud-forms of a 
similar kind have been recorded many times in history, and they are usually 
connected in the public mind with some important political event. The Cross' 
of Constantine will, no doubt, recur to the readers' mind, but the sword and 
reversed crescent, which everyone saw in the sky when the Turks were driven 
Dut of Vienna, may be less generally known; as also the reversed thistles, with 
the outline of a Scotchman, armed with claymore and targe, and falling back
ward, which was observed in the cloudsl by the King and Gourt at Windsor on the 
night before the battle of Culloden. 

The question of what interpretatation is to. be put upon remarkable cloud 
appearances, is of little interest to anyone who believes that such phenomena are 
merely accidental arrangements of the watery vapours of the atmosphere driven 
by currents of air. Apart, however, from the obvious consideration that this 
way of regarding the phenomenon only raises the further question of what 
causes the currents of air to run in these particular ways, it may be safely said -
that the chances are millions of millions of millions to one, against the appear
ance in the clouds of any such ,perfect and complete picture' of well-known 
perlions and emblems, as were seen in Scotland on the 16th of September. Of 
course it may be argued, on the other hand, that the clouds are for ever forming 
and re-forming in millions of millions of millions different ways, and that 
the mathematical chances are that one of these ways will occasionally represent 
an earth scene, But even if the infinite number of continual permutations and 
transformations of cloud substance be held to account for the occasional 
appearance of some graphic picture of human things, it does not in any way 
explain why these rare pictures, when they do occur, should be perfect and 
appropriate symbols; neither does it account for their appearance at the par
ticular moment when the extraordinary events, to which they are appropriate, 
are occurring, or about to occur. 

The phenomenon of vapours and fumes taking the shape of persons and 
things, is one of the oldest and best accredited facts in magic, and these cloud 
appearances, if they be viewed as having any significance, are merely instances 
of a similar action on a large scale produced by some conscious or unconscious 
force in nature. 

If it be allowed, however, that the occasional assumption by vapours of the 
shapes and likenesses of terrestrial things is not a "fortuitous concourse of atoms," 
but occurs in accordance with some obscure law of Nature that in itself is the 
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result of the mutual interaction and interdependence of everything in the 
Universe, the important question still remains-whether these appearances, when 
they do occur, are " intended" as warnings or omens? Should the lion, the 
harp, her Majesty, and Mr. Parnell, of the Scottish cloud-picture, be taken as 
having any more significance in the affairs of the nation, or of the world at large, 
~han chemlcal phenomena can be supposed to presage disturbances or rejoicings 
m the world of nature? To answer this question would involve considerations 
which only an ad\'anced Occultist would be able to comprehend; so we shall 
merely say, that although there are natural symbols which carry in them a definite 
meaning for those who can read that secret language, still symbols are generally 
significant in proportion as people themselves put a significance into them. 

A triangle or a cube is nothin~ but a triangle or a cube to a yokel, but to an 
Occultist they contain the philosophy of the Universe. Even so, Captain 
Serjeant, "the New Dispensationist," and Theosophist, can put the meaning he 
likes into this or any other symbolical representation. We do not quite agree 
with either his methods or his results in the case before us, but the conclusions 
he draws are the same that are now being reached by many minds pursuin~ very 
different paths; and these conclusions may be summed up by saying that great 
changes are approaching, both in the temporal and in the spiritual life of 
humanity, and that these changes will eventuate in better things and nobler ideas. 

AN INTERPRETATION OF THE VISION, BY SERJEANT. 

(The New Dispensationist.) 

THUS may be interpreted the symbolical appearance represented and described 
in the St. Steplten's Rel1ie1u of 24th September 1887. The lion • of the house 

. of Judah t arises with Victoria t the female principle of the victor § of this world 
of ignorance, error, sin, crime and misery. The lion represents that wisdom 
which is the only true and lasting power on earth. He shall crush out the 
anarchy and confusion now so manifest in the 'world which is the state of 
ignorance existing on this earth. Without a miracle shall all this be accom
plished? 

As insidious doubt has crept into the hearts of the children of men, so shall 
insidious truth creep in to dispel all doubt; ignorance developed into wisdom 
shall be the destruction of the world.1I Ignorance is the former or lower 
expression of knowledge, and knowledge is the former or lower expression of 
wisdom-ignorance"" is the cross-wisdom is the crown. Ignorance regarded in a 

• It is somewhat difficult to follow the argument of this passage, unless the meaning of the words 
is explained. The Lion of the House of Judah is equivalent to " tbe Lord" and to "the Victor" 
mentioned below. In the writer's phraseology" Victor is the symbol of the Trinity of Wisdom, Love. 
Truth." ~ow the Lion is srmbolical of Wisdom; but, as it is impossible to sever one element of the 
Trinity from another, it is necessary to remember that whenever the word wisdom is used it carries 
with it the other two as well. The above sentence would then seem to mean the conjunction of the 
male and female principles to effect the purpose of the manifestation of the Trinity above mention<.'(\ ; 
by which manifestation all ignorance is dispelled. [ED.] 

t Judah means praised; the true idea being 1M LQld be praiud. Too much attention cannot be 
paid to the meanings of the words used in the sacred writings of all nations and peoples. 

=: i.e. the Queen. on whose lands tke Slin "n'er sels; it must be ,,,membered that-" neither is 
tbe wontan without the man. nor the man without the woman in the Lord."-(l Corinthians xi. lI. 

S .. And no man can say YesliS is /..Qrd (i.e. Victor). but in the~Holy Spirit." -I' Corinthians xii .• 3. 
Revised Version.) It is especially necessary to remember that whene'ocr allusion IS made to Victoria. it 
is not Her Most Gracious Majesty who is meant but the unseen Victoria whose outward manifestation 
the Queen is alleged to be. 0 It is as though the Queen is the mouth·piece of the intelligence behind. 
as the Foreign ::;ecretary may be the mouth·piece of the Foreign policy of t~e Go'·~m'!lent. The 
language used IS purely symbolical and by using wonls a.. symhols an esotenc meaning IS attached 
to the most commonplace events iD life. It is a truly occult argument. but one whIch maller-of-fact 
people will regard as nonsensical. lEo.] 

o According to the explanations of the writer (v. supra), Tlu World si~ifies a state of ignorance 
and darkness. Taken in this sense the above sentence becomes a truism. LEo.] 

4Ij Ignorance is the equivalent of the Body, which is the Cross. By this light the Wisdom means the 
ife of the SpiriL lEo. J 
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true light is really an incentive to knowledge, for no man would try to attain 
to knowledge were he not ignorant. And no man would strive to attain to 
wisdom, did he not possess the knowledge which ever silently proclaims to him 
its crowning happiness. Wisdom is not only the celestial crown which every 
embodied soul is ultimately destined to possess, but it is also that particular 
state of Heaven called the "New Jerusalem" which shall descend from the 
Spirit (i.e. God, see John iv., 24.) to earth in these latter days (see Revelation 
xxi) 

Man was created" an ignorant being for a great purpose, which he will 
ultimately realise and know. Were there no ignorance, there could be no error, 
without error there could be no sin. Were there no ignorance, no sin, there 
could be no crime, no unhappiness, no misery existing on the earth. When, 
therefore, general ignorance shall succumb to the disintegrating power of 
universal intelligence so rapidly developing in these latter days t (see Daniel 
xii., 4), and which is the quickening of the Spirit of God in man; then the 
very conditions responsible for evolving error, sin, crime, unhappiness, and 
misery will be entirely done away with, and thus the consummation of the age
or, as the old translation of the· Bible has it, the end of the world-will be 
brought about as a necessary consequence of purification by the Fire of the 
Spirit, Trulh, which is the Divine Son of the Supreme Spirit, or God "When 
He, the Spirit of Truth, is come, He shall guide you into all the Truth"; then 
shall the princes of the House of Davidt arise from amongst the people to rule 
the nations in equity and justice, in prosperity and peace, and the reign of the 
One Almi~hty Spirit of Wisdom, Love. and Truth shall begin on earth-for 
the Lion (or wisdom) shall lie down·with the Lamb (or innocence), and a little 
child (or truth, see Rev. xii., the coming man-child) shall lead them. 

The soul·stirring and elevating harp of the sweet and trusting daughters of 
Judah§ is hushed-no crown surmounts it; and angels weep and mourn over 
the discord now prevailing in the world Where are the harmonious chords 
which, through their inherent, soft, loving and sympathetic notes once rendered 
powerless that enemy of man-the serpent? Lost, through the ignorance and 
sin of the puny earth-worms of this world! Yet Ireland, in common with the 
whole earth, shall be freed ere long from the yoke of ignorance which is so 
sorely oppressing all God's creatures, for the crowned female head symbolically 
represents the .. Sign in Heaven" which has appeared, of the Victoria or the 
woman II clothed with the Sun, the Divine Mother from whom will proceed the 

It To say that Man was created ignorant for a great purpose would argue the idea of a creator, 
according to orthodox idf'8S. But the writer is known to repudiate this idea entirely. It is difficult, 
therefore, to see what he means, unless it is that the man of flesh was ushered into existence by an 
evolution which he has not yet completed-ignorant, to acquire knowledge gradually. [ED.] 

t This is a fJ~? optimistic view of the case, and we ean only hope to see it realised. The article 
" Signs of the Times" agrees with the views of the writer of this article. There is a development 
going on, but the forces against which it has to contend are too dense for an early realisation of this 
dreamlike Golden Age. It is too good to be true; but that it is possible to help it is also true. The 
Kingdom of Heaven may be taken by violence, and an entrance effected in an instant, but the process 
of atlaininR the p<l5ition whence the attack may be delivered, is one extending over years. No student 
of occultism needs to be told this. [ED.] 

::: David means «loved .. he was the first King of Israel, chosen of the Spirit. Israel means ""~ 
111M strivt:s witll God-i.~. one who strives against ignorance in order that he may be blessed together 
with his p<l5terity. It was a name given to Jacob when he wrestled with the Angel (Genesis xxxii., 28), 
and applies to all who contend on the side of the Deity. 

§ In the writer's phraseology, Judah is the equivalent of Erin in this case. It becomes exceedingly 
difficult to follow hiS meaning, for as everything is the equivalent of everything else, we are landt!d in 
a hopeless maze of paradox. On the principle that there is no truth without a paradox, there must 
be a great truth in this article (as there is), but its disentanglement is a matter of much labour and 
thought. The line of ar~ment is the Judah meaning" be praised "-certain people who praised or 
followed the Lord (or Wisdom) were" oppressed and laid aside tN;, llarps." There are people un
justly oppressed in Ireland, not by the outer troubles, but by the causes of the undoubted misery 
which prevails there. Consequently, the daughters of Judah and Erin are equivalent terms and 
interchangeable as symbols. The fact is that the author uses a peculiar cryptogram, as he himself 
states. lED.] 

II See" The Mother, the woman clothed witb the Sun," Vols. I. and II.: and also the celebrated 
picture of "The Woman clothed with the Sun," by Carl MUlier. 
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Child of Wisdom, Love and Truth, who shall rule all nations with a rod of 
iron," and who shall be caught up unto God and unto His Throne. t 

The following quotation from one of the replies to two leading articles, which 
appeared in the Manchester Courier of May 4th and 13th, may also tend to 
throw some light on the vision of the crowned female head: "The present 
year heralds the jubilee of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, on whose glorious 
Empire the sun never sets. It shall also proclaim the jubilee of another Queen 
Victoria, well known to the ancients as the Bride of God who awaits the arrival 
of the Bridegroom. This Queen is She of Sheba ~ -the female principle of the one 
who is the Victor § of this world of ignorance and darkness, sin and crime; and 
He is the Solomon,/I or Man of Light, Truth and Life Eternal. On her 
glorious empire the golden rays of Love and Peace shall shine forth from the 
Living Sun which nevermore shall set. She is the woman clothed with the Sun, 
and from her will proceed the promised man-ehild who shall rule all nations 
with a rod of iron, and shall be caught up unto God and unto His Throne. 
Were the English nation but to realise the mighty import. of the grand and 
everlasting truths which I now proclaim, it would, to a man, support us in 
that work in which we, the New Dispensationists, daily and hourly labour in the 
interests of a suffering humanity now being slowly ground to powder in the stern 
mill of social ignorance and degradation. The time has come for the promise 
to be made known of the fulfilment of the" Saving health of all nations"; the 
prophecies of the ancients relating to the ultimatum of the written Word of 
Truth clearly point to the present age; and the Eternal Fiat has gone forth 
from the Universal King: "Write, for these words are faithful and true"-" Behold, 
I make all things new." (Revelation xxi., 5.) 

It is fashionable in the world to covertly sneer at the things of the Spirit, and 
to regard the Living God in Heaven as a Being either unable or unwilling to 
manifest His Almighty Power. and Presence to the world in this orthodox 
nineteenth century. To all who may be inclined to ignorantly hold what I have 
here written to be the outcome of a disordered imagination I would say, in 
the words of Paul, an apostle: U not of men, neither by men."_UWe speak 
wisdom among the full-grown, yet a wisdom, not of this world, nor of the rulers of 
this world, which are cOl1ling to nougkt: but we speak God's wisdom in a mystery, 
even the wisdom that hath been hidden, which God foreordained before the worlds 
unto our glory, whick none of tke Rulers of this 100rld kno1lleth."~ U Now the 
natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God; for they are foolish
ness unto him; and he cannot know them because they are spiritually examined. 
But he that is spiritual examineth all things and is himself examined of no man. 
{See I Corinthians, ii.) 

The year 1887 heralds the spiritual activity which will eventually culminate 
in the glorious consummation of the age. 

* ;.~ .. The Sceptre that endureth. 
t RnMlalio", xii. 

W. ELDON SERJEANT. 

=- The Queen of the South or Zenith (i.~. the most supreme point of the Heavens) who shall rise in 
judgment with this generation (see Matthew xii, 42), She'ba represents two Hebre\V words (S.t.!6M 
and S..tt6.ta). The first of these is an obseure term, compared by Gesenius with the Ethiopie for 
.. man .. ; the second signifies an oath or covenanL 

~ ;.~., The Christ, the Messiah. 
ij ;.~., The man of "So\ .. or the Sun. Hence, Christians worship on Sunday instead of on the 

Sabbath or on Saturday, as the Jews worship. 
-! i.~., Theosophy, or the hidden outcome of the hidden wisdom of the ages. 
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AN INFANT GENIUS. 

THE idea of re-incarnation, that is to say of a succession of earth
lives passed through by each individual monad, seems so new 
and so daring to the Western World, that we are always being 

asked. "Where are your proofs? Are we to take such a startling hy
pothesis as this simply on your zpse dixit, or on the authority of some 
ancient Oriental book or "problematical" Mahatma?" 

To such a question the reply cannot be given in two or three words; 
for, while maintaining that there is at least as much reliance to be placed 
upon the Sacred Books of the East as on those of any other religion. 
and while holding firm to the belief that there are beings of a higher 
order of intelligence living upon this earth, and mixing even in its 
great life-currents, we cannot expect that merely because we say 
"Man does not leave this earth for good and all at Death," we there
fore shall gain credence. Before the world of Science our position 
would have to be that of a Young with his undulatory hypothesis of 
light, or a Dalton with his atomic theory. We cannot bring proof 
positive to those who desire an Euclidic demonstration; we can only 
offer to them a hypothesis, and bid them treat it calmly and dispassionately. 
not flying straightway into a fury of abuse at our great impudence in 
daring to suggest a heresy, but weighing it with care, and trying whether 
or no it will explain some of the dark riddles of existence. 

To ourselves, merely as a working hypothesis, the doctrine of re
incarnation seems to throw so much long-sought-for light upon the be
wildering enigmas of life, and the strange vagaries of a fickle fortune, 
that we could not, even if we would, lay aside so fluent an interpreter of 
the utterances of the Sphinx-Existence. The seeming injustices in 
the lot of man fall into line as units of the great battalion of cause and 
effect; "What a man sows that must he also reap." How else account 
for all the misery that cries aloud on every hand, the starving multitudes, 
the good man persecuted, the charlatan triumphant? In the small 
purview of a life summed up in three-score years and ten, where is the 
indication of a Divine intelligence that metes to each his due? 

But if this brief existence be not the only one that man incarnate 
must pass through, if it be, as we are assured, but one short link in a 
chain that spans a fathomless expanse of myriad years, then does the 
eternity of justice proclaim itself, handed on from birth to birth in the 
dark fuel of the torch of life. 

Our purpose now, however, is not to strive to catalogue the countless 
instances where destiny appears to cry aloud, into the deaf ears of man. 
that life is fraught with dire responsibility for future life, but to point to 
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a case where she, in kindlier mood, has shown the gracious aspect of her 
face. 

For the last few months London has been taken by storm by the 
marvellous musical talent of a child whose life, in this incarnation at 
least, is barely ten years old. We allude, of course, to Josef Hofmann. 
N one of our readers who have heard this boy but must have wondered 
whence this phenomenal skill could have been derived. Other children 
have come before the public, and roused its listlessness a little with 
exhibitions of infantile precocity. But this young Josef has taken at 
once front rank among the stars of the musical world, and won a place 
only to be compared to that of the fairy-child Mozart. 

Whence comes this breadth of feeling, this grasp of musical 
expression? It is certain that it comes not from his teacher; for 
his father aloae has filled that capacity, and it does not show itself 
in his performance; and again, the only unsatisfactory part of the boy's 
playing is clearly the result of mannerisms such as the second-rate 
conductor of a provincial orchestra would, without fail, extol and 
inculcate. No; it is clear that the swing of rhythm, the determination of 
attack, the delicacy of sentiment, must come from a man's heart beating 
within that boyish frame, and a man's mind shining through that childish 
head. Could one forget the name of the performer for one instant, and 
shut from one's eyes his physical presence, it were a man that was reveal
ing to us the secrets of the notes. The rife experience of years must 
needs precede such rendering of musical thought; an experience earned in 
many a fight with varying fortune, in sympathy with many a tale of woe. 
in rejoicing over many a glimpse of Love and Brotherhood. 

Yet ten short years are all his tale! What magician could crowd into 
that tiny space the parti-coloured pictures of a fevered life of energy? 
No, it must be that the child has lived upon this earth before, has bome 
his lance in the thickest of the fray, has achieved distinction in some 
great branch of art and garnered up a store of thought and feeling, into 
the inheritance of which his heir, himself, has enter.::d. He may 
squander it again; alas, so many have before; but there it is, for him 
to use aright or wrongly, and serious is the charge imposed upon his 
guardians that they shall lay the lesson to heart that to whom much is 
given, from him shall much be expected. But with that aspect of the 
case it is not for us here to deal. We have only adduced this boy's 
genius as one of the indications that life is in its succession a far more 
complex problem than the materialists or the orthodox religionists 
would lead us to believe. There are countless other suggestive little 
facts of early talent that must have come within the circle of the daily 
life of each of us; but without the thread of Karma whereon to string 
them, we pass them by; and it is only when some remarkable 
phenomenon, such as that of Josef Hofmann, bursts upon the world, 
that men fall to wondering. Yet it is by the accumulation of small 
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details that a philosopher like Darwin worked out his scheme of natural 
evolution; and it is by the testing of such a theory as that of re-incarna
tion by many a little hitherto unexplained incident that we shall find 
its worth. Nor is it merely as a curious prying into mysteries that we 
should regard such research j for, once let a man convince himself that 
though" Art is long," yet Life, in its recurrence, is longer, he will find 
in the thought that he is really laying up treasure in heaven (the lives 
to come), encouragement, despite all temporary failure, to do whatsoever 
his hand findeth to do with all his might 

w. ASHTON ELLIS. 

FEAR. 

Why fearest thou the darksome shades 
That creep across the path of life? 
Why tremble at the thought of strife 

That oftentimes the soul invades? 

Why sicken at the thought of ills? 
The horrors that invade thy dreams, 
The shadowland of forms, that seems 

Dark terror to the soul it fills? 

Why weary of the onward way, 
Or dread the roughness of the road? 
Why fear to struggle 'gainst the load, 

The heavy burthen of life's clay? 

Hast thou not seen ?-when gone the night 
And stilled the dropping of the shower, 
The weary drooping wayside flower 

Drink in new life from sunbeams bright. 

Hast thou not loved, at dawn, to feast, 
The longing of thy mortal eyes 
With vivid colours of the skies, 

Burst free from floodgates of the East? 

And hast thou never tried, in thought, 
To gain a clearer, truer view? 
A mystic glimpse, a vision new, 

That shows the darkness as it ought? 

A phantom of material fear 
Unworthy of a moment's dread; 
'For darkness would itself be dead, 

Unless its mother light were near! 

Then learn to grasp the purer light, 
And learn to know the holier creed
The brighter glow--the greater need, 

The nearer day-the murkier night. 
P. H. D. 
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THE ESOTERIC CHARACTER OF THE GOSPELS. 

( Continued. ) 

II. 

THE word Chr6stos existed ages before Christianity was heard of. It is 
found used, from the fifth century B,C.; by Herodotus, by .lEschylus and 
other clas;ical Greek writers, the meaning of it being applied to both 

things and persons. 
Thus in .lEschylus (Cho. 901) we read of MUI'T£V",UTU ".u8tixP'If1TU (pytho

ekrh/a) the "oracles delivered by a Pythian God" (Greek-Eng. Lex.) 
through a pythoness; and Pythochrestos is the nominative singUlar of an adjective 
derived from chrao )(pa", (Eurip. Ion, 1,218). The later meanings coined freely 
from this primitive application, are numerous and varied. Pagan classics 
expressed more than one idea by the verb )(paop."& "consulting an oracle"; 
for it also means" fated," doomed by an oracle, in the sense of a sacrificial victim 
to ils decree, or-" to the WORD"; as chresterion is not only "the seat of an 
oracle" but also "an offering to, or for, the oracle." if Ckrestes )(p"f1T'IS is 
one who expounds or explains oracles, "a prophet, a soothsayer,." t and 
ckres/erios 'XP'If1Ti/p&OS is one who belongs to, or is in the service of, an 
oracle, a god, or a "Master" ; t this Canon Farrar's efforts notwithstanding. § 

All this is evidence that the terms Christ and Christians, spelt originally 
Ckrest and Ckrestians )(P'ItIT&UI'O; II were directly borrowed from the Temple 

It The word xp«";JI is explained by Herodotus (7. II. 7.) as that which an oracle declares, and TU 
XpE";" IS given by Plutarch (Nic. 14.) as "Cate," " necessity." Vide Herod. 7, 215; 5, loS; ancl 
Sophocles, Phil 437. 

t See Liddell and Scott's Greek-Engl Lex. 
:=: Hence of a Gu,*, "a teacher," and clle/a, a "disciple," in their mutunl relations. 
I In his recent work-" The Early Days oC Christianity," Canon Farrar remarks :-" Some have 

supposed a pleasant play of words founded on it, as •..• between Cllrls/os (' sweet' Ps. xxx., iv., 8) 
and Christos (Christ)" (I. p. 158, foot-note). But there is nothing to suppose, since it begun by a 
.. play of words," indeed. The name Cllns/us was not ., distorted into Chrestus," as the learnt:<!. 
author would make his readers believe (p. 19), but it was the adjective nod noun CII~lstos which 
became distorted into CII"'s/us, and applied to Jesus. In a Coot-note on the word "Chrestian," 
occurring in the First Epistle of Peter (cbap. iv., 16), in which ill the revised later MSS. the won! wru; 
changed into CAris/ian, Canon }'arrar remarks again, " Perhaps we should read the ignorant heathen 
distortion. CuIsHaII." Most decidedly we should; for the eloquent writer should remember his 
Master's command to render unto CresaI' that which is Cresar's. His dislike notwithstanding, Mr. 
Farrar is obliged to admit that the name CAris/ian was first INVENTED, by the sneering, mocking 
Antiochians, as early as A.D. 44, but had not come into general use before the persecution by Nero . 
.. Tacitus," he says, "uses the word Christians with something of apology. It is well known that in 
the N. T. it only occurs three times, and always involves a hostile sense (Acts xi. 26, xxvi. 28, as it 
does in iv. 16)." It was not Claudius alone who looked with alarm and suspicion on the Christians, 
so nicknamed in derision for their camalizing a subjective principle or attribute, but all the pagan 
nations. For Tacitus, speaking of those whom the mo1SSes called .. Christians," describes them as a 
let of menulestedfor/ll:eirmormi/ies and crimes. No wonder, Cor history repeats itself. There 
are, no doubt, thousands of noble, sincere, and virtuous Cllristian-60rn men and women now. But 
we have only to look at the viciousness of Christian "heathen" converts; at the tnOralily of those 
pl'05f'lytcs in India, whom the missionaries themselves decline to take into their service, to draw a 
parallel between the converts of 1,800 years ago, and the modem heathellS "touched 6y grace." 

I Justin Martyr, Tertllllian, Lactantius, Clemens Alexandrinus, and others spelt it in this way. 
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terminology of the Pagans, and meant the same thing. The God of the Jews 
was now substituted for the Oracle and the other gods; the generic designation 
" Chr~stos" became a noun applied to one special personage; and new terms 
such as Ckrestiano"i and Ckrh/odoulos "a follower or servant of Chrestos"
were coined out of the old material. This is shown by Philo Judreus, a 
monotheist, assuredly, using already the same term for monotheistic purposes. 
For he speaks of 8COXP"fI'TO~ (/keochres/os) "God-declared," or one who is 
declared by god, and of ~O'Ytll 8coXl'"fI'Ta (logia /keochres/a) "sayings delivered 
by God OJ-which proves that he wrote at a time (between the first century 
B.c., and the first A.D.) when neither Christians nor Chrestians were yet 
known under these names, but still called themselves the Nazarenes. The 
notable difference between the two words xpaw-" consulting or obtaining response 
from a god or oracle" (xpc", being the Ionic earlier form of it), and xp.w 
(ckrio) "to rub, to anoint" (from which the name Christos), have not prevented 
the ecclesiastical adoption and coinage from Philo's expression !Jcoxp"aros 

of that other term 8euxpitITos "anointed by God" Thus the quiet substitu 
tion of the letter , for " for dogmatic purposes, was achieved in the easiest 
way, as we now see. 

The secular meaning of Chres/os runs throughout the classical Greek literature 
pari passu with that given to it in th~ mysteries. Demosthenes' saying 
.J XP'ItIT£ (330, 27), means by it simply .. you nice fellow"; Plato (in Phaed 
264 B) has XP'IaToS c1 ;;TI Ji'Yci-" you are an excellent fellow to think ... " But 
in the esoteric phraseology of the temples" chrestos," 11 a word which, like the 
participle chrh/heis, is formed under the same rule, and conveys the same 
sense-from the verb Xpaof"U (U to consult a god ")-answers to what we 
would call an adept, also a high chela, a disciple. It is in this sense that it is 
used by Euripides (Ion. 1320) and by }Eschylus (I c). This qualification was 
applied to those whom the god, oracI!!, or any superior had proclaimed this, tha~ 
or anything else. An instance may be given in this case. 

The words x"ij"." O&l:&l111jO<& u3ed by Pindar (p. 4.10) mean "the oracle 
proclaimed him the coloniser." In this case the genius of the Greek language 
permits that the man so proclaimed should be called xp"tmis (Ch rh/os). 
Hence this term was applied to every Disciple recognised by a Master, as also 
to every good man. Now, the Greek language affords strange etymologies. 
Christian theology has chosen and decreed that the name Christos should be 
taken as deflved from xPiO, ,)(oill'" (Chriso), "anointed with scented unguents 
or oil." But this word has several significances. It is used by Homer, 
certainly, as applied to the rubbing with oil of the body after bathing (II. 23, 
186; also in Od. 4, 252) as other ancient writers do. Yet the word x"iar'l' 
(Clm"s/es) means rather a whi/e-10Qsher, while the word Chrestes (Xf.iltIT,,~) 

• Vide Liddell and Scott's Greek and English Lexicon. Cllrlsws is really one who is 
continually warned. ad\'ised, guided, whether by oracle or prophet. Mr. G. Massey is not correct in 
saying that" • • . • The Gnostic form of the name Chrest, or Chrcstos, denotes the Goot/ 
God, not a human original," for it denoted the latter, i.e., a good, holy man; but he is quite right 
when he adds that" Chrestianus signifies. • , • 'Sweetness and LighL'" .. The Cms/ai, IlS the 
Good People, were pre-extant. Numerous Greek inscriptions show that the departed, the hero, 
the saintly one-that is, the' Good '-was styled Chnstos, or the Christ; and from this meaning of 
the 'Good' does Justin, the primal apologist, derive the Christian name. This identifies it with the 
Gnostic source, and with the 'Good God ' who revealed himself according to Marcion-that is, the 
Un-Nefer or Good-opener of the Egyptian theology."-( Agnostic Alln",,/.) 
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means priest and prophet, a term far more applicable to Jesus, than that of the 
"Anointed," since, as Nork shows on the a Ithority of the Gospel,>, he never 
was anointed, either as king or priest. In short, there is a deep mystery under
lying all this scheme, which, as I maintain, only a thorough knowledge of the 
Paga" mysteries is capable of unveiling." It is not what the early Fathers, 
who had an object to achieve, may affirm or deny, that is the important point, 
but rather what is now the evidence for the real significance given to the two 
terms Cltrts/os and Cltris/os by the ancients in the pre-Christian ages. For 
the latter had no object to achieve, therefore nothing to conceal ~r disfigure, 
and their evidence is naturally the more reliable of the two. This evidence 
can be obtained by first studying the meaning given to these words by the 
classics, and then their correct significance searched for· in mystic symbology. 

Now Cltreslos, as already said, is a term ap;>lied in various senses. It qualifies 
both Deity and Man. It is used in the former sense in the Gospels, and in 
Luke (vi., 35), where it means "kind," and "mercifuL" Xp""T6~ £n,1' 
he rous," in 1 Peter (ii., 3), where it is said, "Kind is the Lord," xn.""ros 
o ICu"WS. On the other hand, it is explained by Clemens Alexandrinus 
as simply meaning a good man; i.e. "All who believe in Chrts/ (a good 
man) b'lth lire, and are called Cltrhlians, that is good men." (Strom. lib. ii.) 
The reticence of Clemens, whose Christianity, as King truly remarks in his 
., Gnostics," was no more than a graft upon the congenial stock of his original 
Platonism, is quite naturaL He was an Initiate, a new Platonist, before he became a 
Christian, which fact, however much he may have fallen off from his earlier views, 
could not exonerate him from his pledge of secrecy. And as a Theosophist and a 
GMS/ie, one who knew, Clemens must have known that Chrislos was "the WAY," 

while Cltr;stos was the lonely traveller journeying on to reach the ultimate goal 
through that" Path," which goal was Cltr;s/os, the glorified Spirit of "TRUTH," 
the reunion with which makes the soul (the Son) O!'fE with the (Father) Spirit. 
That Paul knew it, is certain, for his own expressions prove it. For what do 
the words '11'"0).,1' wall'''', ""PlS 0; pOfJIIH-IfJii )(pInos £I'j,lli,', or, as given in the 
authorised translations, "I am again in travail until Cltris/ be formed ill you" 
mean, but what we give in its esoteric rendering, i.e. "until you find Ihe Christos 
within yourselves as your only' way.'" (vide Galatians iv., 19 and 20.) 

Thus Jesus, whether of Nazareth or Liid,t was a Chrestos, as undeniably as 
• Again I must bring forward what Mr. G. Mas.'iey says (whom I quote repeatedly because he has 

studied this subject so thoroughly and so conscientiously) . 
• , My contention, or rather explanation," hc says, "is that the author of the Christian name is the 

Mummy·Christ of Egypt, called the Kal'f!s/, which was a type of the immortal spirit in man, the 
Christ within (as Paul has it), the divine offspring incarnated, the Logos, the Word of Truth, th 
MdM", of Egypt. It did not originate as a mere type! The preserved mummy was the thad IJod 
~ tZII? _ that was Karrsl, or mummified, to be kept by the living; and,throughconSlant repetition, 
&his became a type of the resurrection from (not of!) the dead." See the explanation of this 
funheron. 

t Or Lydda. Reference is made here to the Rabbinical tradition in the Babylonian Gemara, called 
&1Au" TokdolA 71!sAII, about Jesus being the son of one named Pandira, and having lived a century 
mrlier than the era caned Christian, namely, during the reign of the Jewish king Alexander Jannreus 
and his wife Salome, who reigned from the year 106 to 79 s.c. Accused by the Jews of having 
learned the magic art in Egypt, and of having stolen from the Holy of Holies the Incommunicable 
Name, Jehosbua.(Jesus) was put to death by the Sanhedrin at Lud. He was stoned and then crucified 
on a tree, on the eve of Passover. The narrative is ascribed to the Talmudistic authors of .. Sola " 
and" Sanhedrin," p. 19, Book of Zechit'l. Sec" Isis UD\'ciled," II. 201; Arnobius; Elephas LC\'i's 
.. S&k"cl! us EsI-'ils," and" The Historicill Jesus amI Mythical Christ," a lecture by G. Massey. 
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that he never was entitled to the appellation of Christos, during his life-time and 
before his last trial. It may have been·as HigginS thinks, who surmises that 
the first name ot Jesus was, perhaps, x"e",os, the second xn'l"or, and the third 
xplITtlr. CI The word xpeilTOS was in use before the H (cap. eta) was in the 
language." But Taylor (in his answer to Pye Smith, p. 113) is quoted saying 
CI The complimentary epithet Chrest . . . . signified nothing more than a 
good man." 

Here again a number of ancient writers may be brought forward to testify that 
Christos (or Chrtistos, rather) was, along with xp'I"o,=Hr~sos, an adjective 
applied to Gentiles before the Christian era. In Philopatris it is said ei rVx'" 
'XPIII1TOS ~ai ~"19"e"",, i.e. CI if chrest os chance to be even among the Gen
tiles," etc. 

Tertullian denounces in the 3rd chapter of his Apologia the word "Chris
lianus" as derived. by "crafty interpretation ";- Dr. Jones, on the other hand, 
letting out the information, corroborated by good sources, that Hresos 
(xp'I"cir) was the name given to Christ by the Gnostics, and even by un
believers," assures us that the real name ought to be xpl"ur or Chrisos
thus repeating and supporting the original "pious fraud" of the early Fathers, a 
fraud which led to the carnalizing of the whole Christian system. t But I pro
pose to show as much of the real meaning of all these terms as lies within my 
humble powers and knowledge. Christos, or the "Christ-condition,'~ was ever 
the synonym of the "Mahatmic-condition," i.e., the union of the man with the 
divine principle in him. As Paul says (Ephes. iii. 17) "cnrollOjlTai ro" XPIITTO" 
ala rijs ri"Tewr ~" raj, lCa'J~iau lilA';"" "That you may find Christos in 
your inner man through knowledge" not faith, as translated; for Pistis is "know
ledge," as will be shown further on. 

There is still another and far more weighty proof that the name Christos is 
pre-Christian. The evidence for it is found in the prophecy of the Erythrean 
Sybil. We read in it 'II1l:0h: XPEInOleEON 'YIO~ l'.OTHP lIT A ¥POll Read 
esoterically, this string of meaningless detached nouns, which has no 
sense to the profane, contains a real prophecy-only not referring to 
Jesus-and a verse from the mystic catechism of the Initiate. The 
prophecy relates to the coming down upon the Earth of the Spirit of 
Truth (Christos), after which advent-that has once more nought to do with 
Jesus-will begin the Golden Age; the verse refers to the necessity before 
reaching that blessed condition of inner (or subjective) theophany and thea
pneusty, to pass through the crucifixion of flesh or matter. Read exoterically, 

• Christianus quantum interpretatione de unctione dedu~itas. Sed ut cum perfr.ram Chrestianus 
pronuneiatus a vobis (nam nec nominis certa est notitia penes vos) de suavitate vel benignitate com
positum est." Canon Fanar makes a great effort to show such lapsus calami by various Fathers as 
the results of disgust and fear. .. There can be little doubt," he says (in TM Early Days 11/ 
C.'Ilrislianily) .. that the . • • • name Christian • , • • was a nick-name due to the wit of the 
Antiochians ..•. It is clear that the sacred writers avoided the name (Christians) because it was 
employed by their enemies (Tac. Ann. xv. 44). It only became familiar when the virtues of 
Christians had shed lustre upon it. • • ." This is a very lame excuse, and a poor explanation to give 
for so eminent a thinker as Canon Farrar. As to the .. virtues of Christians" ever shedding Illstn 
upon the name, let us hope that the writer had in his mind's eye neither Bishop Cyril, of Alexandria, 
nor Eusebius, nor the Emperor Constantine, of murderous fame, nor yet the Popes Borgia and the 
Holy Inquisition. 

t Quoted by G. Higgins. (See Vol I., pp. 569'-513-) 
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the words .. Iestllls Chl'eis/tls lheou yios soleI' slalll'os," meaning literally" lesus, 
Christos, God, Son, Saviour, Cross," are most excellent handles to hang a Chris
tian prophecy on, but they are pagan, not Christian. 

If called upon to explain the names IESous CHREISTOS, the answer is: study 
mythology, the so-called" fictions" of the ancients, and they will give yeu the 
key. Ponder over Apollo, the solar god, and the .. Healer," and the allegory 
about his son Janus (or Ion), his priest at Delphos, through whom alone could 
prayers reach the immortal gods, and his other son Asclepios, called the SoleI', 
or Saviour. Here is a It;aflet from esoteric history written in symbolical phrase
ology by the old Grecian poets. 

The city of Chrisa$ (now spelt Crisa), was built in memory of Kreusa (or 
Creusa), daughter of King Erechtheus and mother of Janus (or Ion) by Apollo, 
in memory of the danger which Janus escapedt We learn that Janus, 
abandoned by his mother in a grotto .. to hide the shame of the virgin who bore 
a son," was found by Hermes, who brought the infant to Delph~ nurtured him 
by his father's sanctuary and oracle, where, under the name of Chresis (xp",m) 
Janus became first a C/tl'eslis (a priest, soothsayer, or Initiate), and then 
very nearly a Chl'esle";on, .. a sacrificial victim,"t ready to be poisoned by his 
own mother, who knew him not, and who, in her jealousy, mistook him, on the 
hazy intimation of the oracle, for a son of her husband He pursued her to the 
very altar with the intention of killing her-when she was saved through the 
pythoness, who divulged to both the secret of their relationship. In memory 
of thiS narrow escape, Creusa, the mother, built the city of Chrisa, or Krisa. 
Such is the allegory, and it symbolizes simply the trials of Initiation. § 

• In the days of Homer, we find this city, once celebrated for its mysteries, the chief seat of Initia
tion, and the name of CAnsiosused as a title during the mysteries. It is mentioned in the Iliad, ii., 520 
as "Chrisa" ttPilJ"a). Dr. Clarke suspected its ruins under the present site of Knslolld, a small 
town, or village rather, in Phocis, near the Crissaean Bay. (See Eo D. Clarke, 4th eeL Vol viii. 
p. 239," Delphi. ") 

t The root of XP'Iro. ( CAnlos) and XP'IIJ"TO' ( CAnsios) is one and the same; Xpd.., which means 
" eonsu1tiDg the oracle," in one sense, but in another one .. consecrated," sel apart, belonging to 
some temple, or oracle, or devoted to oracuJer ser\;ces. On the other hand, the word XP" (XP""') 
means .. obligation," a "bond, duty," or one who is under the obligation of pledges, or vows 
taken. 

S The adjective XP'IlJ"ro. was also used as an adjective before proper names 85 a compliment, as 
in PIaL TheacL p. X66A, "OUr" oJ :E.tlrptir.,. oJ XP'IlJ"ro.;" here Socrates is the CArislos), 
and aIso..s a sumame, as shown by Plutarch (V. Phocion), who wonders how such a rough and dull 
fcHow as Phocion could be surnamed CArlslos. 

I There are strange features, quite suggestive, for an Occultist, in the myth (if one) of Janus. 
Some make of him the personification of Kosmos, others, of Cotlus (heaven), hence he is .. two-faced " 
because of bis two characters of spirit and matter; .\nd he is not only .. Janus Bijnns" (two-faced), 
but also Quatlrifrrms-the perfect square, the emblem of the Kabbalistic Deity. His temples were 
built withfour equal sides, with a door and lAra windows on each side. Mythologists explain it as 
an emblem of thefour seasons of the year, and IAree months in each season, and in all of the twelve 
months of the year. During tbe mysteries of Initiation, however, he became the Day-Sun and the 
Night-Sun. Hence he is often represented with the number JOO in one hand, and in the other 65, or 
the number of da~ of the Solar year. Now CllanOl'A (Kanoch and EnosA in the Bible) is, as may 
be shown on Kabalistic authority, whether son of Cain. son of Seth, or the son of Methuselah, one 
and tbe same personage. As CllanoeA (according to Fuerst), he is the Initiator, Instrucior-or the 
astronomical circle and solar year," as son 1f Methuselah, who is said to have lived 365 years and been 
taken to heaven alive, as the representative of the Sun (or god). (See Book of Enoch,). This patriarch 
h .. ,s many features in common with Janus, who, exoterically, is Ion but lAO cahalisticaJly, or Jehovah. 
the" Lord God of Generations," the mysterious Yodh, or ONE (a phallic number). For Janus or Ton 
is also Connvills, a ~onSLnntlo, because he presided over generations. He is shown giving hospitality 
to Saturn (CArollOs .. time "), and is the Inilialor of the year, or time divided into 365 .. 
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Finding then that Janus, the solar God, and son of Apollo, the Sun, means 
the "Initiator" and the "Opener of the Gate of Light," or secret wisdom of 
the mysteries; that he is born from Krisa (esoterically Chris), and that he was 
a Chrest()s through whom spoke the God; that he was finally lon, the father of 
the lonians, and, some say, an aspect of Asclepios, another son of Apollo, it is 
easy to get hold of the thread of Ariadne in this labyrinth of allegories. It is 
not the place here to prove side issues in mythology, however. It suffices to 
5how the connection between the mythical characters of hoary antiquity and 
the later fables that marked the beginning of our era of civilization. Asclepios 
(Esculapius) was the divine physician, the "Healer," the .. Saviour," L.ITI;p 

as he was called, a title also given to Janus of Delphi; and I ASO, the daughter of 
Asclepios was the goddess of healing, under whose patronage were all the candi
dates for initiation in her father's temple, the novices or c"rest()i, called "the 
sons of laso." ( Vide for name, "Plutus," by Aristoph. 701). 

Now, if we remember, firstly, that the names of IESUS in their different 
forms, such as lasius, lasion, Jason and lusus, were very common in ancient 
Greece, especia\1y among the descendants of Jasius (the Jasides), as ~Iso the 
number of the" sons of laso," the Myst()i and future Epoptai (Initiates), why 
should not the enigmatical words in the Sibylline Book be read in their legitimate 
light, one that had nought to do with a Christian prophecy? The secret 
doctrine teaches that the first two words 'I1I~on: XPEIno~ mean simply 
4. son of laso, a Chrestos," or servant of the oracular God. Indeed IASO 
(iaucO) is in the J()nic dialect JESO ('IF/17W), and the expression 'Iq17uJJ, 
(ies()us)-in its archaic form, 'III~OY~simply means "the son of laso or 
ies(), the "healer," i.e. 0 'Iqt701;s (vias). No objection, assuredly, can be 
taken to such rendering, or to the name being written ies() instead of ias(), since 
the first form is attic, therefore incorrect, for the name is i()nic. " leso" from 
which "0' lesous" (son of leso )-i.e. a genitive, not a nominative-is i()nIC 

.and cann()t be anything else, if the age of the Sibylline book is taken into con
sideration. Nor could the Sibyl of Erythrea have spelt it originally otherwise, 
as Erythrea, her very residence, was a town in Ionia (from Ion or Janus) 
opposite Chios; and that the Ionic preceded the attic form. 

Leaving aside in this case the mystical signification of the now famous Sibylline 
sentence, and giving its literal interpretation only, on the authority of all that 
has been said, the hitherto mysterious words would stand; "Son of lAso, 
CHRESTOS (the priest or servant) (of the) SON of (the) GOD (Apollo) the 
SAVIOUR from the CROSS "-(of flesh or matter). - Truly, Christianity can never 
hope to be understood until every trace of dogmatism is swept away from it, 
and the dead letter sacrificed to the eternal Spirit of Truth, which is Horus, 
which is Crishna, which is Buddha, as much as it is the Gnostic Christos and 
the true Christ of Paul 

In the Travels of Dr. Clarke, the author describes a heathen monument found 
by him . 

• Slauros became the cross, the instrument of crucifixion, far later, when it began to be represented 
as a Christian symbol and with the Greek letterT,the Tau_ (Luc. Jud_ Voc.) Its primitive mcaningwas 
phallic, a symbol for the male and female elements; the great serpent of temptation, the body which 
had to be killed or subdued by the dragon of wisdom, the ,cn,n-vowclled solar chnouphis or Spirit of 
Christos of the Gnostics, or, again, Apollo killing Python. 
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" Within the sanctuary, bt-hind the altar, we S/1W the fragments of a marlJle catlledra, upon the 
back of wbich we found the following inscription, exactly as it is bere written, no part of it having 
been injured or obliterated, affording perhaps the only instance known of a sepulchral inscription upon 
.a monument or this rernakable form." 

The inscription ran thus: XPHlITO~ IIPOTOY eEll~AAO~ AAPI~llAIO~ 
IIEAAZf'IOTH~ ETON IH; or, "Chrestos, the first, a Thessalonian from 
Larissa, Pelasgiot 18 years old Hero," Chrestos the /irs/ (pr%o), why? 
Read literally the inscription has little seD'.e; interpreted esoterically, it is 
pregnant with meaning. As Dr. Clarke shows, the word Chrestos is found ~n 
the epitaphs of almost all the ancient Larissians; but it is preceded always by 
Jl proper name. Had the adjective Chrestos stood after a name, it would only 
mean .. a good man," a posthumous compliment paid to the defunct, the same 
being often found on our own modern tumular epitaphs. But the word 
Chrestos, standing alone and the other word, "protoo," following it, gives it 
quite another meaning, especially when the deceased is specified as a "hero." 
To the mind of an Occultist, the defunct was a neophyte, who had died in his 
18th year of 1teophy/ism, 11 and stood in the first or highest class of discipleship, 
having passed his preliminary trials as a "hero;" but had died before the last 
mystery, which would have made of him a " Christos," an anointed, one with the 
spirit of Christos or Truth in him. He Iiad not reached the end of the" Way," 
though he had heroically conquered the horrors of the preliminary theurgic trials. 

We rue quite warranted in reading it in this manner, after learning the place 
where Dr. Clarke discovered the tablet, which was, as Godfrey Higgins remarks, 
there, where" I should expect to find it, at Delph~ in the temple of the God 
IE.," who, with the Christians became Jab, or Jehovah, one with Christ Jesus. 
It was at the foot of Parnassus, in a gymnasium, "adjoining the Castalian fountain, 
which flowed by the ruins of Crisa, probably the town called Crestona," etc. 
And again. "In the first part of its course from the (Castalian) fountain, it (the 
river) separates the remains of the gymnasium . . . . from the valley of Castro," 
as it probably did from the old city of Delphi-the seat of the great oracle of 
Apollo, of the town of Krisa (or Kreusa) the great centre of initiations and of the 
Cltres/oi of the decrees of the oracles, where the candidates for the last labour 
were anointed with sacred oils t before being plunged into their last trance of 
forty-nine hours' duration (as to this day, in the East), from which they arose 
as glorified adepts or Chris/o;''' 

" In the Clementine Recognitions it is announced that the father anointed his son with .. oil that 
was taken from the wood of the Tree of Life, and from this anointing he is called the Christ: " wbence 
the Christian name. This again is Egyptian. Horus was the anoillted son of tbe fatber. The mode 
of anointing him from the Trt"e of Life, portrayed on the monuments, is very primitive indeed; and 
the Horus of Egypt was continued in the Gnostic Christ. who is reproduced upon the Gnostic stones 
as the intermediate link betwixt the Kartst and the Christ, also as the Horus of both sexes. (" Tile 
__ and natllrt of tile eliTist." -GERALD MASSEY.) 

Mr. G. Massey connects the Greek Christos or Christ with the Egyptian 

• Even to this day in India, the candidate loses his name and, as also in Masonry, bis age 
(monks and nuns also changing their Christian names at their taking the order or veil), and begins 
counting his years from the day be is accepted a cbela and enters upon the cycle flf initiations. Thus 
Saul was "a child of one year," wben he began to reign, though a grown-up adult. See 1 Samuel 
cb. xiii. I, and Hebrew scrolls, about his initiation by Samuel. 

t Demosthenes, .. De Corona," 313, declares that tbe candidates for intitiation into the Greek 
mysteries wcre anointed with oil. So they are now in India, even in tbe initiation into the Yogi 
rnysteries--various ointments or unguents being used. . 

20 
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Karesl, the "mummy type of immortality," and proves it very thoroughly. He 
begins by saying that in Egyptian the" Word of Truth" is Ma-Kheru, and that 
it is the title of Horus. Thus, as he shows, Horus preceded Christ as the 
Messenger of the Word of Truth, the Logos or the manifestor of the divine 
nature in humanity. In the same paper he writes as follows : 

The Gnosis bad three p~tronomical, spiritual, and doctrinal, and all three can be 
identified with the Christ of EgypL In the astronomical phase the constellation Orion is called the 
SaAu or mummy. The soul of Horus was represented as rising from the dead and ascending to 
heaven in the stars of Orion. The mummy-image was the preserved one, the saved, therefore a 
portrait of the Saviour, as a type of immortality. This was the figure of a dead man, which, as 
Plutarch and Herodotus tell us, was carried round at an Egyptian banquet, when the guests were 
invited to look on it and eat and drink and be happy, because, when they died, they would become 
what the image symbolised-that is, they also would be immortal! This type of immortality was 
called the Karesl. or Karwl, and it was the Egyptian ChrisL To Kares means to embalm, anoint, 
to make the Mummy as a type of the eternal; and, when made, it was called the Karesl .. so that 
this is not mmely a matter of name for name, the Karesl for the CArisl. 

This image of the Kansl was bound up in a woof without a seam, the proper vesture of the Christ I 
No matter what the length of the bandage might be, and some of the mummy-swathes have been 
unwound that were 1,000 yards in length, the woof was from beginning to end \\;thout a seam .... 
Now, this seamless robe of the Egyptian Kansl is a very tell-tale type of the mystical Christ, who 
becomes historic in the Gospels as the wearer of a coat or chiton, made without a seam, which neither 
the Greek nor the Hebrew fully explains, but which is explained by the Egyptian Kelll for the woof, 
and by the seamless robe or swathing without seam that was made for eternal wear, and worn by the 
Mummy-Christ, the image of immortality in the tombs of EgypL 

Further, Jesus is put to death in accordance with the instructions given for making the Kares/. 
Not a bone must be broken. The true Kansl must be perfect in every member. .. This is he who 
comes out sound; whom men know not is his name." 

In the Gospels Jesus rises again with every member sound, like the perfectly-preserved Karnl, to 
demonstrate the physical resurrection of the mummy. But, in the Egyptian original, the mummy 
transforms. The deceased says: .. I am spiritualised. I am become a soul I rise as a God." 
This transformation into the spiritual image, the Ka, has been omitted in the Gospel 

This spelling of the name as Chrest or Chrest:n Latin is supremely important, because it 
enables me to prove the identity with the Egyptian Kansl or Karusf, the name of the Christ as the 
enbalmed mummy, which was the image of the resurrection in Egyptian tombs, the type of im
mortality, the likeness of the Horus, who rose again and made the pathway out of the sepulchre for 
those who were his disciples or followers. MtJreQ'ller, IAis type of 1M Kantl or Mummy-CAri.1 is 
reprodllCed in 1M Cataeomlls of Rome. No representation of the supposed histori(' resurrection of 
Jesus has been found on any of the early Christian monuments. But, instead of the missing fact, we 
find the scene of Lazarus being raised from the dead. This is depicted over and over again as the 
typical resurrection where there is no real one I The scene is not exactly in accordance wilh the rising 
from the grave in the Gospel. It is purely Egyptian, and Lazarus is an Egyptian mummy! Thus 
Lazarus, in each representation, is the mummy-type of the resurrection; Lazarus is the Karest, who 
was the Egyptian Christ, and who is reproduced by Gnostic art in the Catacombs of Rome as a form 
of the Gnostic Christ, who was nol ami could nol lJeeome an Aislorica/ cAaraeler. 

Further, as the thing is Egyptian, it is prohable that the name is dm;ved from Egyptian. If so, 
Laz (equal to Ras) means to be raised up, while aru is the mummy by name. With the Greek 
erminal s this becomes Lazarus. In the course of humanising the mythos the typical representation 

of the resurrection found in the tombs of Rome and Egypt would become the story of Lazarus being 
raised from the dead. This Karast type of the Christ in the Catacombs is not limited to 
Lazarus. 

By means of the Karesl type the Christ and the Christians can both be traced in the ancient 
tombs of Egypt. The mummy was made in this likeness of the Christ. It was the Christ by name, 
identical with the CAnstoi of the Greek Inscriptions. Thus the honoured dead, who rose again as the 

followers of Horus-Makheru, the Word of Truth, are found to be the Christians 01 'XP'I"Toi, on 
the Egyptian monuments. Ma-KIreru is the term.that is always applied to the faithful ODes who \\;n 
the crown of life and wear it at the festival which is designated 'Come thou to me '-lUI invitation 
by Horus the Justifier to those who are the' Blessed ones of his father, Osiris '-they who, having 
made the Word of Truth the law of their lives, were the Justified~ XP'ItlTol, the Christians, 
on earth. 
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In a fifth century representation of the Madonna and child from the cemetery of St. Valentinus, 
the new-born babe lying in a box or crib is also the Kansl, or mummy-type, further identified as the 
divine babe of the solar mythos by the disk of the sun and the cross of the equinox at the back of 
the infant's head. Thus the child-Christ of the historic faith is born, and visibly begins in the Kansl 
image of the dead Christ, which was the mummy-type of the resurrection in Egypt for thousands of 
years before the Christian era. This doubles the proof that the Christ of the Christian Catacombs 
was a survival of the Kanst of Egypt. 

Moreover, as Didron shows, there was a portrait of the Christ who had his body paillted mil· 
It was a popular tradition that the Christ was of a red complexion. This, too, may be explained as 
a survival of the Mummy-Christ. It was an aboriginal mode of rendering things tap" by colouring 
tbem red. The dead corpse was coated with red ochre--il VeIY primitive mode of making the 
mummy, or the anointed one. Thus the God Ptah tells Rameses II. that he has .. rt!'{asAiorutl Ais 
~ ill W17Iilion." This anointing with red ochre is called K"ra by the Maori, who likewise made 
the Karest or Christ. 

We see the mummy-image continued on another line of descent when we learn that among other 
pernicious heresies and deadly sins with which the Knights Temp1ars were charged, was the impious 
custom of adoritlll' a Mummy that had red eyes, Their Idol, called Baphomet, is also thought to 
bave been a mummy. • • • • • • The Mummy was the earliest human image of the Christ. 

I do Dot doubt that the ancient Roman festivals called the CAaristia were connected in their 
origin with the Kanst and the EwAarisl as a celebration in honour of the manes of their departed 
kith and kin, for whose sakes they became reconciled at the friendly gathering once a year. • • • • • • 
It is bere, then, we have to seek the essential connection between the Egyptian Christ, the 
Christians, and the Roman Catacombs. These (.'hristian Mysteries, ignorantly explained to be 
inexplicable, can be explained by Gnosticism and Mythology, but in no other way. It is not that 
they are insoluble by human reason, as their incompetent, howsoever highly paid, expounders now-a
days pretend. That is but the puerile apology of the unqualified for their own helpless ignorance
they who have never been in possession of the gnosis or science of the Mysteries by which alone these 

. things can be explained in accordance with their natural genesis. In Egypt only can we read the 
matter to the root, or identify the origin of the Christ by nature and by name, to find at last that the 
Christ was the Mummy-type, and that our Christology is mummified mythology. "-{Arnostie Allllw/.) 

The above is an explanation on purely scientific evidence, but, perhaps, a 
little too maleria/ishe, just because of that science, notwithstanding that the 
author is a well-known Spiritualist. Occultism pure and simple finds the same 
mystic elements in the Christian as in other faiths, though it rejects as 
emphatically its dogmatic and Itislork character. It is a fact that in the terms 
Il'Iniis ;, XPltlTO. (See Ads v. 42, ix. 14; 1 Corinth. iii. 17, etc.), the 
article ;, designating "Christos," proves it simply a surname, like that of 
Phocion, who is referred to as h/Clw,. ;, XPI'IIITOS (Plut. v.). Sti1~ the 
personage Uesus} so addressed-whenever he lived-was a great Initiate and a 
"Son of God" 

For, we say it again, the surname Christos is based on, and the story of the 
Crucifixion derived from, events that preceded it. Everywhere, in India as in 
Egypt, in Chaldea as in Greece, all these legends were built upon one and the 
same primitive type; the voluntary sacrifice of the /og'o;'-the rays of the one 
LoGos, the direct manifested emanation from the One ever-concealed Infinite 
and Unknown-whose rays incarnated in mankind. They consented to fall inlo 
maller, and are, therefore, called the "Fallen Ones." This is one of those 
great mysteries which can hardly be touched upon in a magazine article, but 
shall be noticed in a separate work of mine, Tke Seerel Doctrine, very fully. 

Having said so much, a few more facts may be added to the etymology of 
the two terms. XPi/ITO' being the verbal adjective in Greek of xplw "to be rubbed 
on," as otnlmenl or salve, and the word being finally brought to mean "the 

It Butz"se Iu is edalistieally 1M _ Adll"" llu .. «iestiai _11," and Ada .. was -u '" rr4 
_rIA. 
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Anointed One." in Christian theology; and Kri, in Sanskrit, the first syllable 
in the name of Krishna, meaning" to pour out, or rub over, to cover with,"" 
among many other things, this may lead one as easily to make of Krishna, "the 
anointed one." Christian philologists try to limit the meaning of Krishna's 
name to its derivation from Krish, "black"; but if the analogy and . comparison 
of the Sanskrit with the Greek roots contained in the names of Chrestos, 
Christos, and Chrishna, are analyzed more carefully, it will be found that they 
are all of the same origin. t 

"In Bockh's 'Christian Inscriptions,' numbering 1,287, there is no single 
instance of an earlier date than the third century, wherein the name is not 
written Chrest or Chreist." (The Name and Nature of the Christ, by G. Massey, 
"The Agnostic Annual") 

Yet none of these names can be unriddled, as some Orientalists imagine, 
merely with the help of astronomy and the knowledge of zodiacal signs in con
junction with phallic symbols. Because, while the sidereal symbols of the mystic 
characters or personificltions in Puran4s or Bible, fulfil asttonomical functions, 
their spiritual anti-types rule invisibly, but very effectively, the world. They 
exist as abstractions on the higher plane, as manifested ideas on the astral, and 
become males, females and androgyne powers on this lower plane of ours. 
Scorpio, as Chrestos-Meshiac, and Leo, as Christos-Messiah antedated by far 
the Christian era in the trials and triumphs of Initiation during the Mysteries, 
Scorpio standing as symbol for the latter, Leo for the glorified triumph of the 
"sun" of truth. The mystic philosophy of the allegory is well understood by 
the author of the" Source of Measures" ; who writes: "One (Chrestos) causing 
himself to go down into the pit (of Scorpio, or incarnation in the womb) for the 
salvation of the world; this was the Sun, shorn of his golden rays, and crowned 
with blackened~ ones (symbolizing this loss) as the thorns; the other was the 
triumphant Messiah, mounted up to the summit of the arch of heaven, personated 
as the Lion of the tribe of Judah. In both instances he had the Cross; once in 

* Hence the memorialising of the doctrine during the MYSTERIES. The pure monad, the "god" 
incarnating and becoming CAnstos, or man, on his trial of life, a series of those trials led him to the 
crucifixion of fluA, and finally into the Christ05 condition. 

t On the best authority the derivation of the Greek CArislos is shown from the Sanskrit root 
glu1rsA=" rub"; thus: glu1rsA-d-",i-to, "to rub," and ghlirsh-ttl-s " flayed, sore," Moreover, Krish, 
which means in one sense to plough and make furrows, means also to cause pain, "to torture to 
torment," and ghrsh-ta-s "rubbing "---411. these terms relating to Chrest05 and Christ05 conditions. 
One has 10 die in CAnslos, i.e., kill one's personality and its passions, to blot out every idea of 
separateness from one's"Father," the Divine Spirit in man ; to become one with the eternal and absolute 
Life and Lig'" (SAT) before one can reach the glorious state of CAris/os, the regenerated man, the 
man in spiritual freedom. 

t The Orientalists and Theologians are invited to read over and study the allegory of Viswakarman, 
the" Omitificent," the Vedic God, the architect of the world, who sacrificed himself 10 Ai_If or the 
world, after having offered up all worlds, wAicA an Ai_elf, in a "Sarva Madha" (general sacrifice) 
-6Ild ponder over it. In the Purlnic allegory, his daughter Yoga-siddIuJ "Spiritual consciousness," 
the wife of Surya, the Sun, complains to him of the too great effulgence of her husband; and Viswa
karmA, in his character of TdsWa, "wood cutter and carpenter," placing the Sun upon his lathe cuts 
away 1\ part of his brightness. Surya looks, after this, crowned with dark thorns instead of rays, and 
becomes Vikartrapa (" shorn of his rays"). All these names are terms which were used by the candidates 
when going through the trials of Initiation. The Hierophant-Initiator personated Viswakarman; the 
father, and the general arlijicer of the god,s (the adepts on earth), and the candidate-Surya, the 
Sun, who had to kill all his fiery passions and wear the crown of thorns wAiIe erwifying Ais /Jody 
before he could rise and be re-born into a new life as the glorified" Light oC the World "-Christos. 
No Orientalist seems to have ever perceiVed the suggestive analogy, let alone to apply it ! 
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humiliation (as the son of copulation), and once holding it in his control, as the 
law of creation, he being Jehovah "-in the scheme of the authors of dogmatic 
Christianity. For, as the same author shows further, John, Jesus and even 
Apollonius of Tyana were but epitomizers of the history of the Sun "under 
differences of aspect or condition."· The explanation, he says, "is simple 
enough, when it is considered that the names Jesus, Hebrew CU' and 
Apollonius, or Apollo, are alike names of theSun in tke keavens, and, necessarily, 
the history of the one, as to his travels through tke signs, with the personifications 
of his-sufferings, triumphs and miracles, could be but the kistory of Ike otker, 
where there was a wide-spread, common method of describing those travels by 
personification." The fact that the Secular Church was founded by Constantine, 
and that it was a part of his decree " that the venerable day of the Sun should 
be the day set apart for the worship of Jesus Christ as Sun-day," shows that 
they knew well in that" Secular Church" "that the allegory rested upon an astrono
mical basis," as the author affirms. Yet, again, the circumstance that both 
Purinas and Bible are full of solar and astronomical allegories, does not militate 
against that other fact that all such scriptures in addition to these two are dosed 
books to the scholars" having authority."(I) Nor does it affect that other truth, 
that all those systems are not tke work of mortal man, nor are they his invention 
in their origin and basis. 

Thus "Christos," under whatever name, means more than Karest, a mummy, 
or even the" anointed" and the eled of theology. Both of the latter apply to 
CIzrestos, the man of sorrow and tribulation, in his physical, mental, and 
psychic conditions, and both relate to the Hebrew Maskia~ (from whence 
Messiah) condition, as the word is etymologised t by Fuerst, and the author of 
"The Source of Measures," p. 255. Christos is the crown of glory of the 
suffering Chrestos of the mysteries, as of the candidate to the final UNION, of 
whatever race and creed. To the true follower of the SPIRIT OF TRUTH, it 
matters little, therefore, whether Jesus, as man and Chrestos, lived during the 
era called Christian, or before, or never lived at all. The Adepts, who lived 
and died for humanity, have existed in many and all the ages, and many were 
the good and holy men in antiquity who bore the surname or title of Chrestos 

* The author of the " Source of Measures .. thinks that this "serves to explain why it has been that 
the Lifo of ApoiltmilU of Tyana, 6y Pkiloslralus has been so carefully kept back from translation and 
popo1ar reading." Those who bave studied it in the original have been forced to the comment that 
either the" Lifo of Apolltmitls has been taken from the New Testament, or that New Testament 
narratives have been taken from the Lif~ of Apolltmius, because of the manifest sameness of the 
_s of amslrllCtion of the narrative." (p. 260). 

t "The word n'cv skia&, is in Hebrew the same word as a verbal, signifying 10 go tfqwn into 1M pil. 

As a noun, piau of tllonu, pit. The kijil participle of this word is n'cvo or Messiach, or the Greek 
Munas, Ckrist, and means "he who causes to go down into the pit" (or hell, in dogmatism). In 
esoteric philosophy, this going down into 1M pil has the most mysterious significance. The Spirit 
" Cbristos .. or rather the " Logos .. (naif Logoi), is said to " go down into-the pit," when it incarnates 
in flesb, is 60,.,. as a fIfIlII. After having robbed the Eloki", (or gods) of their secret, the pro-crtati"6 
"fire of life," the Angels of Light are shown cast down into the pit or abyss of matter, eaIIed Hd/, or 
the bottomless pit, by the kind theologians. This, in Cosmogony and Anthropology. During the 
Mysteries, however, it is the Ckr/stos, "eopll,le, (as man"!, etc., who had to descend into the crypts 
of Initiation and trials; anti finally, during the .. Sleep of Siloam" or the final lrame condition, 
during the hours of which the new Initiate has the last and final mysteries of being divulged to him. 
Hades, Sc:h6lI, or Patala, are all one. The same takes place in the East now, as took place 2,000-

years ago in the West, during the MYSTERIES. 
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before Jesus of Nazareth, otherwise Jesus (or Jehoshua) Ben Pandira was born.t 
Therefore, one may be permitted to conclude, with good reason, that Jesus, 
or J ehoshua, was like Socrates, like Phocian, like Theodorus, and so many others 
surnamed CIzreslos, i.e., the "good, the excellent," the gentle, and the holy 
Initiate, who showed the" way" to the Christos condition, and thus became 
himself "the Way" in the hearts of his enthusiastic admirers. The Chris
tians, as all the "Hero-worshippers" have tried to throw into the background 
all the other Chr~stoi, who have appeared to them as rivals of lluir Man-God. 
But if the voice of the MYSTERIES has become silent for many ages in the West, 
if Eleusis, Memphis, Antium, Delphi, and Cr~ have long ago been made the 
tombs of a Science once as colossal in the West as it is yet in the East, there 
are successors now being prepared for them. We are in 1887 and the 
nineteenth century is close to its death. The twentieth century has strange 
developments in store for humanity, and may even be the last of its name. 

H. P. B. 
(To be nJ"li"uea.) 

:: Several classics bear testimony to this fact. Lucian. c. J6. says .... cic.II' ;'xp".,ro.. and .... c ..... 
IJ '",Iu.'f1' (Aey6" ... otr"· surnamed .. XPIJcrro..'·) In Phredr. p. 226 E. it is written ... you mean 
Theodorus the Chrestos." .. Tc\v XPIJcrrc\v A-r.g 9106 ... po... Plutarch shows the same ; and XpijcrrOI 
-Chrestus. is the proper name (see the woni in Tlusaur. Steph.) of an orator and disciple of Hero
des Atticus. 

SIMILITUDES OF DEMOPHILUS. 

IT is the business of a musician to harmonize every instrument, but of a well 
educated man to adapt himself harmoniously to every fortune. 

It is necessary that a well educated man should depart from life elegantly, as 
from a banquet. 

GOLDEN SENTENCES OF DEMOCRITUS. 

IT is beautiful to impede an unjust man; but if this be not possible, it is 
beautiful not to act in conjunction with him. 

Sin should be abstained from, not through fear, but, for the sake of the 
becoming. 

Many who have not learnt to argue rationally, still live according to reason. 
Vehement desires about anyone thing render the soul blind with respect to 

other things. 
The equal is beautiful in everything, but excess and defect to me do not 

appear to be so. 
It is the property of a divine intellect to be always intently thinking about 

the beautiful. 
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A LAW OF LIFE: KARMA. 

[THE following letter has been received by the editors, in criticism on Mr. 
Keightley's article on " Karma"j and as it raises many rather important points, an 
attempt has been made to answer them. Mr. Beatty's letter is somewhat 
difficult to deal with, for though it asks many questions, they are so inextricably 
mingled with its author's thoughts that it would be unfair to disentangle them 
from the context. It is a pity that Mr. Beatty, in his haste to criticize, did not wait 
for the conclusion of the article, as he might have saved himself some trouble. 
If his real desire is to learn, it would be well that he should approach the 
endeavour in a less flippant spirit and evolve the critic out of tlie criticaster. 
In many of his arguments he has, so to say, "given himself away," but, in the 
interests of space and of the readers of LUCIFER, only those questions and 
arguments which bear directly on the points at issue have been selected for 
answer. The point which Mr. Beatty does" not care to discuss," and which 
refers to the mystery of Godliness, has been omitted. Perhaps, if Mr. Beatty 
continues to read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest, he may in some future 
incarnation solve the mystery.] 

In an ~icle in LUCIFER, under the above heading, Mr. Keightley declares it 
to be "very difficult, if not well-nigh impossible," to understand Karma, and I 
grant him that his essay is a practical demonstration of his allegation. The 
difficulty (I.) does not, however, hinder him from attempting to define the 
refractory term. "Karma," he says, "is the working of the great law which governs 
reincarnation," or "a manifestation of the One, Universal, Divine Principle in 
the phenomenal world," or again, "the great law of harmony which governs the 
universe." Now, waiving altogether the que,tion of reincarnations, I shall 
proceed to examine whether Mr. Keightley makes good his contention that 
.. harmony," in his sense of the word, "governs the Universe." He says, "the 
man who denies the existence of harmony in the universe has transgressed the 
law and is experiencing punishment. He does this unconsciously to himself, 
because the law of harmony forms an unconscious i~pulse to its readjustment 
when it has been broken." Here there are several things to be considered. In 
the first place, it may be asked : (2.) Does a man, by merely denying the existence 
of a law of Nature or the universe, trangress that law? I think not.· Secondly. 
Can a law of the universe be "broken"? Here again I must reply in the 
negative j for who is going to contend that the law of gravitation has ever been 
"broken,"+ has ever ceased to act, has ever required" re-adjustment"? A man 

• ~fr. Keightley·s meaning (and it is difficult for the words to bear any other interpretation) was 
that the denial of harmony is evidence that, at some previous time, the man who denies has set him
self in opposition to the law, in virtue of those very desires and instincts of his Imimal personality to 
which Mr. Beatty alludes later on. In this sense, Mr. Beatty is right In saying that a law of the 
universe cannot be broken; but its limits may be transgressed, and consequently an attempt made by 
man to make himself into a small, but rival universe. It is the old story of the china pot and the 
iron kettle, and the fact that china gets the worst of itlis conclusive that the china is struggling agairut 
Nature. 

t Will Mr. Beatty explain the phenomenon of a comet ftirting its tail round the sun in defiance of 
1he "'aw of gravitation "1 

.. -
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can break no law of Nature in the sense of bringing that law into abeyance. If 
then, a law of harmony governs the universe there can be no such thing as 
discord (3.) Yet Mr. Keightley admits that there is discord, that the law of 
harmony has been" broken" and needs" readjustment." This is a surrendering 
of his position and a patent admission that harmony is not constant or universal. 
He then proceeds to draw an illustration from music. "In musical chords, the 
composing notes, if taken by twos and threes, will be found in discord; but, 
when taken together, produce a harmony." This is a particularly unfortunate 
subject of illustration. For does it not show that discord is an element in the 
universe as well as harmony? Why are discords introduced into music? Simply 
to make the harmony more effective. The reason for this, however, does not lie in 
any so-called universal law of harmony, but rather in the constitution of animate 
existences. Fundamentally, sensation is the consciousness of difference. Where 
the difference is greaf the feeling is great. If we wish to have the keenest 
sensation of sweetness we must first taste something bitter. Thus it is that 
occasional discords heighten harmony. But are the discords any less real on 
that account? Certainly not; for there can no more be harmony without 
discord, than there can be an up without a down. This, moreover, is only another 
illustration of the fact that human knowledge is merely relative. Must we, 
however, admit that the universal law may be harmony while our experience 
tells us that there are discords Without number? Unless ignorance be considered 
as superior to positive knowledge, I see no room for the admission. If a 
man's house tumbles about his ears, does it become any less a fact by trymg to 
persuade himself and his neighbours that it is still standing? This seems to be 
the method of Mr. Keightley. He has, however, yet another argument. "The 
universe . . . is essentially an evidence of harmony; otherwise it could not 
exist, for it would fall to pieces." This is a palpable begging of the question, 
and, besides, very absurd. The universe is a harmony, because a universe must 
be a harmony! "Otherwise it could not exist." Now how does our harmonist 
know whether it could eXlst or not? Of what other universe has he experience 
or knowledge? "It would fall to pieces." Where, I wonder, would it fall to? 
Perhaps it is even now fast falling to pieces, and who can tell us differently? 
As far as ordinary people ran judge, it seems, as regards the parts we are 
acquainted with, to be falling into more or less concrete masses, but not many 
sane people believe it can fall into nothingness. After all this vain contention 
for universal harmony we find Mr. Keightley settling down like ordinary mortals 
to the conviction that the world .is far from harmonious or perfect. One 
unfortunate individual who cannot be persuaded that all is harmony, is told 
that "he is incapable of understanding it because his attention is solely devoted 
to that which produces discord." How comes it that the universe does not fall 
to pieces as a result of this discord? Surely we are in a precarious 
condition, if every obstinate fool who persists in crying out when he has been 
h1,1rt, endangers the stability of the universe. Did ever anyone meet with a 
universe where there is less evidence of harmony? One brute force ever in 
conflict with another. Infernal forces piling up mountain on the top of 
mountain; supernal forces blasting, rending, excoriating and tumbling these 
mountains down again into the valleys; the oak struggling against the 
inwarping ivy, the fawn attempting vainly to escape from the claws of the 
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tiger, the child agonising while parasities eat slowly and mercilessly into its 
lungs, liver, or brain; the strong everywhere victorious over the weak; each sect 
and each party exerting itself ferociously to scoop out the viscera of its rival. 
Such is the world, such all records declare it to have been, and such it gives 
ample' promise of continuing. But if the world is not really so, and on the 
contrary is one immensity of joyous harmony, who can tell us why the evidence 
is so deceptive? Here again, Mr. Keightley introduces to us a most remarkable 
statement. "The one Divine principle is divided by man's actions into two 
opposing forces of good and evil, and man's progress depends on the exertion 
of his will to preserve harmony and prevent deviation to one side or the other." 
Give us by all means in preference to this for common sense, for rationality and 
for every other quality that makes it digestible, the childish story of Eve, the 
apple and the fall. 

Beyond doubt, Mr. Keightley has a profound faith in man as a power in the 
universe and an instrument for evil. Bya most singular process of metaphysical 
alchemy man decomposes the " Divine principle" into "two opposing forces of 
good and evil." It seems from this revised version of an old story that man 
introduced evil into the universe. Why is man so important that a universe 
should be polluted for his sake? Surely man did not make himself, and 
whatever powers were in him for evil or for good must have been potential in 
that from which he sprang. Man can create nothing, neither evil nor good, 
neither a tendency to do right nor an inclination to do wrong. " Man's will" is 
always a tremendous force for good or evil in the hands of theologians and 
metaphysicians. Did man make his own "will?" If not, how can he be 
responsible for what he does? Everybody knows that man can act according to 
his likes or dislikes. But does anybody imagine that he can make his own likes 
or dislikes? (4-) He can do as he wishes, but he wishes according to his 
nature, and this he cannot transcend, consequently he is not responsible to the 
Author of his nature for what his nature inclines him to do. But what are we 
to understand by the rest of the sentence? Man's will is "to preserve harmony 
and prevent deviation to one side or the other." First the will brings about evil 
in the" Divine principle," destroying harmony, then it is to reproduce harmony 
and at the same time to maintain a balance between good and evil, and "prevent 
deviation to the one side or the other." This to Mahatmas and possessors. of 
the "sixth sense" may seem plain logic, but it far surpasses my comprehension. .. 
I am, perhaps, as averse to "the pernicious doctrine of reward and punishment 
after death, in heaven or in hell" as Mr. Keightley can be, but I can by no 
means deduce from it the results which to him appear so inevitable. 
"Nothing," he says, "could have been found more calculated to circumscribe 
the view of life as a whole, and concentrate man's attention on temporary 
matters. . . . He either rejected the idea of soul as altogether worthless, or else 
he transferred his interest to the soul's welfare in heaven-in either case 
concentrating his attention on what is inevitably transient." How the idea of 
never-ending existence in heaven or in hell can have the effect of circumscribing 
""the view of life as a whole," and of concentrating "man's attention on 

• Very little doubt that it does. MlUlkinri is only very gradually developing its fifth sense on the 
intel1eetual plane. Intuition might have carried our critic over the difficulty, but In some parts of 
his criticism he seems hardly to have begun to evolute the intel1ectual sense. 
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temporary matters," is to me an insolvable puzzle. That it should have quite 
the opposite effect, does not seem to require proof. Why, in the name of 
mystery, should he "reject the idea of soul as worthless," and how can 
transferring "his interest to the soul's welfare in heaven" be called a con
centrating of "his attention on what is inevitably transient?" Truly this 
Karma is a bewildering subject I • 

Do plants and animals come under the law of Karma? is the next question 
discussed by Mr. Keightley. An extract from the Theosophist seems to 
discountenance such a thing. But are its arguments really conclusive against 
it ? I do not think so. It says, "A piece of iron is attracted to a 
magnet without having any desire in the matter." Now, in the first place, 
this is pure assumption, and has its origin in vainglorious human egotism. t 
It is evident that from objective data alone we cannot decide what is the 
subjective state of the molecules of the attracted iron. In the second place, 
we are only acquainted with the iron as a cause producing changes in us. 
No matter how we interpret these changes, they cannot even tell us the real 
nature of iron, merely considered objectively. Again the extract proceeds: 
" An animal usually follows the instincts of its nature without any merit or 
demerit for so doing; a child or an idiot may smilingly kick over a lamp, which 
may set a whole city on fire. . . . A person can only be held responsible ac
cording to his ability to perceive justice, and to distinguish between good and 
evil." According to this doctrine, man is not an "animal," and does not follow 
his instincts. To those who are acquainted, even slightly, with the method and 
regularity of Nature, this contention will appear, on the face of it, untenable. 
For why should there be an exception in the case of man?~ Has man instincts, 
desires, and inclinations, or has he not? If he has, why should he have them 
if he is not to follow them? And if in any case he does not follow them, is 
it not with him as with the "animals"? Is it not because he is deterred by 
influences from without, or hereditary influences from within? And of all these 
instincts, desires and influences, how is he to know which to obey, to know 
which is of Divine sanction? He has conscience, of ~ourse, but conscience is a 
very variable quantity, and indeed, if might not be too much to say that there 
is hardly a crime in the world that has not, at one time or another, been com
mended by conscience. Conscience is only one phase of the man's mental 
activity, and was no more created by him than was his power of vision. We 
talk of "children and idiots," and their being irresponsible, but are not untamed 
savages also irresponsible? And if we admit that there may be beings as much 

• .. This Karma," as Mr. Beatty expresses it, would not be quite so bewildering a subject if critics 
would bear in mind the context and not fall foul of a detached expression-not even a sentence. The 
.. interest of the soul's welfare in heaven" is concentrated by John Smith on John Smith as John Smith 
in heaven, and in order that the said John Smith may go on enjoying the things he loved on eanh. 
As his earth life has ended, John Smith has changed and is .. transient." If he were not transient 
a very natural inference would follow, that progress, evolution, .lc., on whatever plane of being does 
not prevail 

t Mr. Beatty hardly maintains his position of consistent materialism here; and it is at least as 
vainglorious to deny as to assert. 

, Man has the ,. animal" in him of course, but he has also the power of judgment or discrimination. 
Mr. Beatty's wish to be critically pessimIstic seems hele to run away with his power of discrimination. 
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higher than we, as we are higher than children, idiots, and savages, will they 
not, with reason and justice, regard us as irresponsible? The truth is, there 
never was a greater chimera conjured up by unreasoning fancy than that one of 
man's responsibility to a Supreme Power. Man is responsible only to man, and 
man's conduct is without merit except from a human view-point. We are good 
or bad by reason of all the forces that act on and through us. 

My object in writing what I have written is to show to Theosophists the dense 
darkness in which I wander. Will some God-illumined mind not take pity 
upon, and draw me up from the labyrinthian gloom, where illusions mislead me 
at every step? My" sixth sense" seems wholly dormant, and Nirvana, that 
haven of rest, seems distant, by many a weary league of rocky path and burning 
desert. Pity me. 

5, Christie Street, Paisley. J. H. BEATTY. 

(I.) The difhculty experienced in fathoming the mysteries of Karmic Law 
arises from the conditions of our present intellectual environment and general 
evolutionary status. It has been, also, frequently stated that a «Jmplele 
comprehension of its workings is reserved for the Initiate who has transcended 
the domain of terrestrial activity-viz., the necessity for soul-evolution through 
successive births. But, passing over this consideration, it is evident that, in 
the process of bringing down fragments of the Divine Truth on to the plane of 
mere intellectual interpretation, an inevitable distortion must ensue. The rays 
of spiritual light will be split up and refracted as they pass through the prism 
of the brain. Mr. Beatty will recognise this fact more clearly owing to his 
belief" that "uman knowledge is merely relative." Surely, when that most 
familiar fact of our experience, the "perception of matter," is, metaphysically 
speaking, an illusion, the relativity of menial conceptions of spiritUal truths 
'Would appear to be a necessity. According to Huxley, Spencer, Du Bois 
Reymond, and all leading thinkers, we know nothing of things as they are even 
on this plane, which to the materialist is "All in all." The essence of the 
thing "perceived" escapes us; all we really grasp is its presentation in 
consciousness. It is, therefore, clear that in interpreting realities on the super
physical plane, we cannot advance beyond word-symbols and adumbrations. 
The intuition of the individual must effect the rest. 

Such considerations, however, in no way militate against the successful 
defence of Esoteric philosophy on purely intellectual lines. Translated into 
terms of human thought, its metaphysics must be shown to blend intimately 
with the lads of science and psychology, and its ability to solve the enigmas of 
life demonstrated. "Philosophy is chaos," remarks the author of "Absolute 
Relativism," referring to modern thought. If we are to avoid the spectacle of 
a future" moral chaos," also, as the fruit of the materialistic Upas tree, some 
fresh impulse must be infused into the dry bones of Western metaphysics
some raison d'2lre assigned to life, and an ideal worthy of man's noblest efforts 
presented to the multitude of laisses-faire pessimists. Such is an aspect of 
the work now before us. 

(2.) A man may certainly injure himself- by shutting his eyes to a spiritual 

• No law of Nature can be set aside, but a man transcnsYJ a law of his r mental] being when he 
deliberately places himself under the sway of certain .. evil" forces. The gist of Mr. Beatty'. 
criticISm is not quite evident here. 
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interpretation of the Universe and its workings. The only acqwsltlOn he
can carry with him after physical death is the aroma of the vast aggregate 
of mental states generated in one incarnation. The personality or brain
consciousness of the physical man is, after all, a mere feeler projected into 
this objective plane to harvest experience for its individual Self. It does 
not at all follow that any experience may be acquired which the Monad 
is enabled to assimilate. Abstract thinking, religious aspirations, scientific 
lore; poetry, the nobler emotions, and all such efflorescences of human 
consciousness, furnish the" material" which go to build up the transcendental 
individualIty of the Ego progressing towards the Nirvana. The materialist 
presents a frequent instance of soul-death-so far as the fruitage of the 
personality is concerned His knowledge may be enormous, but being un
spiritualised, a mere creature of the physical brain, it cannot blossom mto 
luxuriance in the Devachanic interim between successive births. Consequently, 
as the True Self-the "transcendental subject" of the neo-Kantian German 
school-onlyassimilates experience suitable to its own exalted nature, it becomes 
evident that, ideals apart, the philosophy of a man is of very great importance. 
At the same time, it need not be said that sectarian "religion" is almost more 
pernicious than materialism, inasml,lch as it combines the two factors of crass 
ignorance and spiritual torpor. 

(3.) Harmony is essentially the law of the Universe. The contrasted aspects 
of Nature come into being subsequently to the differentiation of matter from 
its several protyles in the commencement of a cycle of becoming, or Manwantar~ 
and can have no reality except in the experience of consciotls Egos.'" For 
beneath the surface of the great ocean of cosmic illusion-beneath the clash of 
apparently clashing forces-lies the Eternal Harmony. The semblance of 
discord is but a ripple on the stream of Maya, or illusion. One aspect of 
esoteric solution of apparent evils is dealt with in the last issue of LUCIFER 

(vide art., "Origin of Evil "). But Mr. Beatty will not find himself in a position 
to accept its validity so long as he continues to "waive the· question of re
incarnation," the acceptance of that doctrine lying at the root of the real 
explanation. 

The Universe must, at bottom, be a Harmony. Why? t The equilibrating 
action of the forces around us is a sufficient proof of the fact; the apparent 
discord existing, as argued by Spinoza, solely in the sensations of conscious 
beings. The matter in reality involves the re-opening of the much debated 
question as to whether an optimistic or pessimistic pantheism is the creed of the 
true philosopher. Can we with von Hartmann postulate the strange con
tradiction of an absolutely wise (though from our standpoint unconscious) cause 

* The phenomenal contrast is not denied, but it is representative of no fundamental want of 
harmony. In the same way the contrast of Subject and Object is essential to our present finite 
consciousness, although it has no basis of reality beyond the limits of conditional being. Moroo\"er. 
even in this phenomenal Universe, equilibrium (harmony) is most certainly maintained by the very 
conflict of the contrasted forces allnded to. 

t Mr. Beatty asks how the Universe would come to a stand-still, if the law of Harmony was 
suspended. Now suppose, for instance, the law of "gravity" was not counler6alanud by the action 
of other" forces," what would happen? Science assures us that everything would have long before 
gravitated to a common centre, and a universal dead-lock have ensued I Vice versa, if "gravity" 
were to lapse. Verb. Sap. 
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behind phenomena confronted with a "worthless universe?" Obviously not. 
Moreover, as pantheists necessarily regard the individual mind as only a 
rushlight compared with the blazing sun of the Universal Mind, its source, how 
is a final conclusion as to the "unfathomable folly" of manifested being 
possible? On the other hand, a non-recognition of the Maya of appearances 
is a tacit impeachment of the wisdom of the Absolute. The pantheist-and 
pantheism alone accounts for consciousness itself-is, at least, logically driven 
into the admission that the "nature of things" is sound and that, probably, 
apparent flaws in the mechanicism of the Universe would, if viewed from a 
wider standpoint than the human, altogether vanish. 

If, however, the Spinozistic axiom that evil exists oniy in us, is true
and it is not for a relativist of our critic's type to deny the fact
pessimism is routed in the recognition of the equilibrating action of the law of 
Karma. The examples cited by Mr. Beatty of brute forces "one in 
~onflict with another;" of the sufferings of animals in the struggle 
for existence; and more especially of human suffering in no way con
trovert the views of the "Harmonists." The first group is representative 
of those forces which balance one another by oscillating about a common centre 
of equilibrium, producing harmony by conflict, just as in the case of the so
~lled centripetal and centrifugal forces, which regulate the earth's orbital 
journey. The second group is, undoubtedly, characterised by the infliction of 
much incidental pain. But in all instances where Nature immolates the 
individual organism on the altar of natural selection, she does it for the benefit 
of the species or the" survival of the fittest"-the individuals borne down by 
violence in the struggle, reaping, one and all, the results of a compensatory 
Karma. In the domain of human suffering, moral debasement, etc., an 
~ntirely new factor supervenes-the equilibrating influence of a posilir1e 
Karma, which in biblical language demands "an eye for an eye and a tooth for 
a tooth." 

(4). "Why," asks our critic, "is man so important that the Universe was 
polluted for his sake?" In the first place, Humanity is, by no means, unim
portant; the panorama of evolution only existing in order to evolve the Ego 
from the animal stage up to that of a conscious God The designation of 
nature as divided mto "good" and" evil" principles, has been taken by Mr. 
Beatty in its absolute, as opposed to its relative, aspect. Man pollutes only him
self and his fellows by" !>in "; nature remaining constant per se. " How can he 
be responsible for what he does?" he continues. He IS only so within certain 
wide limits defined by his previous Karma-the tendencies moral, mental and 
spiritual, generated in previous lives, continually driving him on to certain 
lines of action. The" Free Will absolute" of the theologians is as unpsycho
logical and worthless a concept as it is possible to formulate. Not so the 
doctrine that the Ego is able to mould its tendencies of thought and emotion 
within" constitutional limits." It was the recognition of this fact which led 
John Stuart Mill to take up a midway position between the equally absurd 
extremes of Free Will and Necessarianism. The same conviction led the 
prophet of Materialism, Dr. Louis Biichner, to contradict his whole 
system by admitting human liberty within a certain area mapped 
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out by II Heredity" and Environment, and Professor Clifford to 
invest the cc conscious, automaton" Man with the power to control his 
own ideas!! Responsibility varies enormously, and is, perhaps, almost wanting 
in the savage (who, however, is in all cases the degraded relic of primzval 
civilisation). In all cases, the human Ego must be held to be the evolver of 
the group of tendencies which make up the personality of each re-birth. The 
sensualist is the victim of a "Frankenstein's monster," into which he has 
infused strength through many lives. We really cannot follow Mr. Beatty when 
he writes: "Has man instincts, desires, and inclinations, or has he not? If 
he has, why should Iu have them if he is not to follow tlu", 1" He has them 
because they are the heritage handed down to him from past lives, and also 
because his Karma as an individual is bound up with that of the race to which 
he belongs. It rests with him as to how far he chooses to modify them cc for 
weal or woe," for every moment the exhaustion of past Karma runs parallel with 
the creation of new. It is certainly a strange doctrine here enunciated by Mr. 
Beatty, that the possession of certain " instincts, etc.," justifies their gratification. 
Crime, debauchery and cruelty would be difficult to deal with on this hypothesis! 
It is certainly true-to some extent-that" we are good or bad by reason of all 
the forces that act on or through us." These latter are the stimuli to action 
(subject to tlu &Ontrol of the will), but are in their tum the resultant of previous 
Karma. Judging from the general tone of his. criticism, it would appear that 
his first acquaintance with the esoteric philosophy does not date back to a very 
remote antiquity. A. K. 

"THE LATEST ATTACK ON CHRISTIANITY." 

IN the July number of the Quarterly Review there IS an article reviewing the 
recent book of J. C. Morrison upon" The Service of Man or the Future 
Religion." And although Mr. Morrison, in his book, writes to urge that the chief 
and primary principle of religion is "to promote the spirit of self-sacrifice, and to 
direct men's energies to the service of their fellow creatures/' yet the Quarterly 
Revie'llJ pours every kind of insult and obloquy on Mr. Morrison. 

But herein is the gross contradiction, that the Quarterly Revie'lIJ admits that 
the primary principle of Christianity has the very same objects in view, as Mr. 
Morrison urges the future religion should have. And yet the Quarterly RevinD 
ridicules Mr. Morrison, and describes his book as an attack. upon Christianity. 

Then, surely, when two persons thus fallout with one another, whilst both 
advocate the same lofty and noble principles, there must be some gross mis
understanding between them! 

The error thus which they both labour under, is one and the same; for the 
Quarterly Revie'llJ errs, in assuming that the teaching or doctrine of the Church 
is indisputably, and infallibly, the teaching or doctrine of Christ. And Mr. 
Morrison errs in .assuming that the teaching or doctrine of Christ is the same 
as the doctrine of the Church. 

So that if the teaching of the Church is not the teaching of Christ, then Mr. 
Morrison in attacking the supposed Christianity of the Church is not really 
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attacking Christianity, but only attacking the spurious doctrine of the Church, 
which has passed current as Christianity; ex gr., Isaiah, Jeremiah and Elijah, 
in denouncing the religion of the priests, did not attack true religion (as the 
priests would assert), but only their adulterated and spurious religion. 

And Christ tells us that the Priests and Pharisees made the word of God 
of none effect by their traditions. And St. Paul tells us that, with the authority 
of the Chief Priest, he had, before conversion, imprisoned and put men to 
death, and made them blaspheme (Acts xxvi., II) against God and the Church. 

Therefore, before we accept the Church and Christianity to be synony
mous terms, and not only signifying but being actually the Church of Christ, 
and so, verily, Christianity, we must have a clear and definite understanding 
as to what we mean, and wish others to understand what we mean, by" the 
Church." 

For the world, outside of Christianity, and often inside, is at its wits' end to 
know which of the numerous churches and sects, which all claim to be the 
Church of Christ, is really and truly the Church of Christ; because the World 
witnesses that they all reject one another. 

Then surely, whilst the world witnesses rival and hostile churches all claiming 
to be "the Church" and Christianity,· Mr. Morrison is not at all necessarily 
attacking the Church of Christ, or true Christianity, when he attacks the doc
trine, or the Christianity of the churches. 

And this proposition of course, opens and raises the question as to what is 
Christianity, which the Quarterly Review either avoids or assumes to be 
established, as being" a sound belief in tAe merits of tile Saviour," which of course 
means belief in the Atonement as commonly taught. But how can the truth of 
Christianity be possibly established, whilst to this day the doctrine of Atone
ment taught by the Church as Christianity, cannot be reconciled as either good 
or true; and is moreover a mystery to the leaders of it, a stumbling block to 
the Jews, and foolishness to the world, making the preaching of the Church as 
Canon Liddon admits, utterly powerless? The Quarterly Review assumes that 
the doctrine of the Church has been taught as Christianity for 1,800 years; and 
that 1,800 years' teaching of it has proved it to be Christianity, because the 
Quarterly Review assumes that there has been liberty for 1,800 years to dis
prove the doctrine of the Church, and that the doctrine of the Church, not 
having been disproved, is a proof that it cannot be disproved. But the fact that 
to this very day there. is no liberty allowed in the pUlpits of the National 
Churches to discuss the doctrine of the Church (it being a law with the rulers 
of the Church that "the doctrine of the Church may not be touched "), 
utterly refutes all the assumptions of the Quarterly Review. 

For whilst there is no liberty, even for fair and candid criticism in the pulpit, 
on the doctrine of the Church, even in this age of liberty and education, there 
could have been none when the Church, for centuries, had power to imprison, 
slay, and excommunicate or boycott; and used it against those who even 
questioned the doctrine of the Church. 

But we are told, by the great Bishop Butler, in his "Analogy of Religion" 
(and whom the Quarterly Review admits to be an authority of the very highest 
class), that the doctrine of Atonement is positively immoral, excepting for the 
supposed divine authority; and the Bishop himself looked forward to the day, 
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when the progress of liberty and education should throw greater light upon this 
doctrine of the Church, and indisputably determine whe.ther or no it has the 
divine authority, it was then supposed or asserted to have. 

So great has been our progress in education and liberty that Tlu 
Gllardian of the Jrd August, in its review of this book of Mr. Morrison's, says, 
if Christianity is Calvinism with its doctrine of substitution and justification, 
then it is madness any longer to attempt defending the morality of Christianity. 

It is true that it is one thing to make this admission in the review of a book, 
and another thing to publish it from the pulpit; and it is true that the admission 
would be .withdrawn or crucified by silence; but the Quarterly Review itself, 
in its argument by analogy of the human and divine mind, admits that this 
doc.trine of Atonement is immoral, because it admits that no authority could be 
divine which calIed immorality morality, as it asserts that whatever is moral 
humanly speaking, is alsu mural divinely speaking, unly in an infinitely greater 
degree, and the converse. So that an attack on an immoral doctrine of the 
Church is not an attack on Christianity, if the doctrine of the Church is not the 
teaching of Christ, as it can be shown that it is not, as soon as liberty is 
allowed in the pulpits of the National Churches, for explaining the truth of a 
Crucified Christ, and removing the mystery that has been created, which causes 
it to be a stumbling block. to the Jews, and foolishness to the world. 

Weare told that the late Archbishop Whately said, that if the Christian 
Religion did not come from God, miraculously (in the sense commonly taught), 
yet the religion, nevertheless, exists, and therefore the phenomenon has to be 
explained how it could have arisen and been propagated without miracles 

But the Quarterly Review asserts that for 1,800 years all the attempts to 
explain it, without the aid of miracles, have utterly failed, and therefore it must 
be assumed to be miraculous. 

But before there can be any justification for such a bold assumption, as that 
what is taught as Christianity is infallibly, and indisputably, the teaching of Jesus 
Christ, what is meant by the term Christianity, or Christian religion must be 
dearly defined: for the Roman Catholic Church denounces the Protestant, 
and the Protestant denounces the Roman Church, as having naught to do with 
Christianity; so that even if there is anything held in common between these 
Churches (as" the faith of the Primitive Church," or "the faith once delivered 
to the Saints," or any other faith), yet whatever it is, or is called, it would seem 
to be of not the slightest value whatever, in saving them from rejecting one 
another absolutely. 

Canon Liddon, however, asserts that all the doctrine and teaching of the 
Church derives its authority from a miraculous resurrection of Jesus,with a material 
and physical body of flesh, blood, and bones, in direct defiance of the teaching 
of Jesus, that the flesh profiteth nothing, and that it was the words which He 
spoke, "They were spirit, they were life." (John vL, 6J.) 

And if we believe that the Holy Spirit of God could speak without the aid 
of a material body, composed of flesh, blood, and bones, in a still small voice 
to the conscience or soul of Moses and Elijah (I Kings xix., 12); and if we 
believe that the same Holy Spirit is present even now (where two or three are 
gathered together-Matt. xvii., 2J), why shc;uld not the presence of the still 
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small voice of the Holy Spirit, speaking to the conscience or soul of the Apostles, 
be of itself deemed sufficient, without needing the aid of a material body? 

Again, if the presence of the still small voice oC the Holy Spirit, speaking to the 
soul of man, has been deemed sufficient by the world both before the crucifixion 
of Christ, and since the crucifixion of Christ, why should it be deemed necessary 
to raise up the crucified One, with a body of flesh, blood and bones, only to 
teach what the still small voice of the Holy Spirit was able, willing, and present 
to teach, and to doubt which would be Atheism? And, moreover, whilst such 
teaching was sufficient, it would be a contradiction to vouchsafe more. 

Therefore, if the still small voice of the Holy Spirit is sufficient and present 
to guide us into all truth, it must have been sufficient for the Apostles also 
(John xvi., 13); and, therefore, Christ's religion is not dependent upon a 
material resurrection of the body, with flesh, blood and bones. 

Here, once more, we see the necessity of liberty being allowed in the pulpit, for 
fair and candid criticism on the doctrine of the Church, for the purpose of 
eliminating error and eliciting truth; so that it may be clearly seen and known 
what is Christ's religion, as it might indeed be possible that a material resurrec
tion would seem necessary to support the doctrine of the Church, though 
wholly unnecessary for the support of Christ's religion, or gospel. 

Although the Quarterly Review asserts that men have failed for 1,800 

years to account for the existence of Christianity, unless it had a miraculous 
resurrection to support it, yet it by no means follows that, because a miracle 
is supposed to be I needed to support a doctrine of the Church, therefore a 
miracle is needed for supporting the doctrine, gospel, or religion of Christ; which 
exists, and will continue to exist, without needing the aid of belief in a 
miraculous resurrection of the material body, to support it. And it only needs 
that there should be liberty allowed in the pUlpits of the National Churches 
to show the deficiency of faith in Christ's spiritual resurrection, to see there 
is no need for belief in that carnal, gross, and material resurrection of the 
body, with flesh, blood and bones. 

Then, let there be liberty allowed in the pulpits of the National Churches; 
because it is not true that there has ever been liberty for 1,800 years to explain the 
Mystery of a Crucified Christ; for, it is refused to the present day. If any 
man, on behalf of the Church, contradicts this, and asserts there is liberty 
to explain, in the Church, the truth of a crucified Christ, let him mention 
one, Church, or one clergyman that will allow it, and I will test its truth by 
asking for the same permission that the rulers of the Synagogue accorded to 
St. Paul at Antioch, Acts xiii., IS. 

The Quarterly Review says the clergy have no objection to free discussion
that it is the very air they breathe, and that it has been the life of Christian 
Truth. These are bold and brave words, but where is there even one clergyman 
that will endorse them, and act upon them? Where? 

Isaiah says, "Open ye the gates that the truth may enter in" (xxvi., 2). 
But instead of reverencing the just and righteous "Son of Man," the chief 
priests and rulers of the Ancient Church condemned "the Just One," to be 
slain as a blasphemer, whose blood ought to be shed for an Atonement. And 
the chief priests of our Church have combined that this doctrine should not be 
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touched,so that by their practice they make their statement of the QuarterlyRevieUl 
utterly untrue. For if there is one clergyman, A.D. 1887, who will support the 
Quarterly Review's statement, and open his pulpit for explaining the truth of 
" Christ crucified II and proclaiming Christian truth, as taught by Christ-Where 
is he? and who is he? 

And if there is not one, then need the Church be surprised that men attack, 
not the Christianity of Jesus Christ, but only an erroneous doctrine of the 
Church, miscalled Christianity? 

(REV.) T. G. HEADLEY. 
M alllJr House, Petersnam, S. W. 

P.S.-Although the Quarterly Rnlieul admits that Mr. Morrison has estab
lished a high position in literature, and that he seeks to promote the same 
lofty and noble principles as true Christianity inculcates; yet it speaks of Mr. 
Morrison's book as bad and incomplete; feeble and illogical; full of perversities, 
monstrosities, misrepresentations, and misquotations; adding, that it is bitter, un
scrupulous, ignorant, inconsistent, offensive, bullying, brow-beating, overbearing, 
absurd, and ridiculous, as well as indecent and false; insulting and flagrant; in
consecutive and unjust; full of jugglery and a disgrace. 

Is this an exhibition of how theologians, or the clergy, as the reviewer is most 
probatily a clergyman, love free discussion, and crucify those from whom they 
differ by damning them in this gross manner? 

ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY. 

To the Editors of LUCIFER. 

IN the numerous letters that have repeatedly appeared recently in the Times 
opposing the statements of the Rev. Canon Isaac Taylor, in his speech at the 
late Church Congress, on the very great progress of Islam, and the comparative 
failure of Christianity (as taught), in India and Africa, it is frequently asserted 
that" Islam is tne only religion tnat nas laid an immutable barrier on human 
progress,." and that no system could nave been devised witn more consummate skill 
(tnan tne Koran of Islam) for snutting out the lignt of truth, from the Nations 
over wnkn Islam nas sway." 

But surely this is equally as true of our Church, whilst it also makes it an 
immutable law, as it has done to this day, that" the dodrine of the enuren may 
not be·touened"? For how could any system have been devised with more con
summate skill for shutting out the light of truth, than to delude the people to 
crucify "the Just One," as a blasphemer whose blood ought to be shed for an 
atonement, and afterwards to quote Scripture in support of this doctrine (as 
necessary to be believed in order to escape being cursed here and damned 
hereafter), and stamp out and boycott all who doubted it ? 

And yet this is the present state of things. 
And therefore, whilst the clergy have power to say that "tne dodrine of tlu 

enurcn may not be touched," how is the mystery of a Crucified Christ to be 
explained and translated, so that it may be seen to be "a lignt to ligntell tlte 
Gentiles, and also the glory of Israel," instead of being, as it is now, a 
stumbling block to the Jews, foolishness to the world, and a mystery to the 
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teachers of it, making those who accept it, in India and Africa, worse than they 
were before? 

Then is there not a cause for demanding that liberty should be allowed in the 
Church, for explaining, in the pulpit, the mystery of a Crucified Christ, so that 
it may no longer remain a mystery for want only of this liberty? 

(REV.) T. G. HEADLEY. 

HYLO-IDEALlSM.-AN APOLOGY. 

My attention has been directed to a somewhat slighting notice of the above 
theory of human nature, on pages 72 and 7S of your issue for September, the 
contents of which are, doubtless, most suggestive of the nouvelles couches 
mentales at the basis of all nouvelles couches sod ales, and which Physical Science, 
in its vulgar realism, has altogether missed. 

My main position, to which all else is but subsidiary, is that the worlds both of 
thought and thing, which thus become identified and unified, must be a product 
of our own personality or Egoity, which thus constitutes each Ego Protagonist 
and Demiurge, from whose tribunal there can be no possible appeal. This 
being granted, and even Max Miiller, in his" Science of Thought," considers the 
position impregnable, it matters not one jot, at least in the first line and as far as 
my main object is concerned, whether the Ego be a Body or a "Spirit." Our 
own individuality, as sum and substance of all "things," is the only essential 
point of the question. So that it may be argued either on the somatic (hylo
zoic) or "Spiritual" hypothesis of life and mind. I have always contended 
that Hyl<>-Idealism, or Aut<>-eentricism, is the only thorough and legitimate out
come of the phenomenal world theory-this representative Weltanschallung 
having been, for some generations past, the accredited creed both of physical 
science and philosophy. It is well summed up in Kant's negation of ".Das 
IJing an sich." Vulgar Physical Science, as interpreted by its greatest hier<>
phants, from Newton to Huxley and Darwin, from its incarnate dualism, is fatally 
handicapped in its search after the final "good, beautiful, and true." Even 
Cardinal Newman is in a similar case, when he predicates two luminous 
spectra, God and Self, as the sole entities. The former Spectrum, on the Hylo
ideal, or visiona~ or phenomenal hypothesis, must be only the functional imago 
of the latter; Self being thus proved to be "Alpha and Omega, beginning and 
ending, first and last." Beyond Self, it is manifest, mortal mind can never 
range. Whether Self be body or "spirit" is, I repeat, for my chief contention, 
quite immaterial-I sit on both sides of the stile, facing both ways. 

ROBERT LEWINS, M.D. 

HYLO-IDEAISM. 

To tke Editors of LUCIFER. 

As a hostile notice of the above philosophy has appeared in your columns, will you 
kindly permit me to say a few words in its defence? Not, of course, that I can 
hope in these few lines to really make clear to the casual reader the greatest 
change in human thought ever witnessed on earth (a change not merely as 
regards the form or matter of existence, but as regards its very nature)-yet I 
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may hope that a few seasonable words may be the means of inducing at least a few 
to enquire further into a theory, the self-evident simplicity of which is so great, 
that, I am convinced, it needs but to be understood to command universal 
acceptance. 

The term Hylo-Ideaism is no self-contradIction, but undeniable verity, based 
on the first two facts of all existence; viz., the assumption of the material on 
the one hand, and the actuality of the ideal on the other. The primary, un
deniable and necessary assumption of the "reality" of existence supplies us with 
the first half of our designation, and the recognition of the correlative truism 
that this existence-based on our own assumption-is, therefore, only our own 
idea, completes our title, and amply vindicates the self-sufficiency of Hylo
Ideaistic philosophy. For here is not a mere unended argument, leaving us at 
both ends stranded on mere metaphysical speculation, but a self-sustaining 
circle- where both ends meet, and materiality and ideality are blended as one, 
and indissoluble. 

It matters not on what basis we proceed, whether we speak of existence as 
material or ideal, or "spiritual" or anything else-a moment's reflection is 
sufficient to establish us in a position of consistent monism. For all thought 
or knowledge is but sensation, and sensation is and must be purely subjective, 
existing in, and by, the ego itself. As now we cannot outstrip our own sensatiuns 
(only a madman could controvert this proposition-which includes everyflting)
therefore are we absolutely, and for ever, limited to self-existence, and the same 
holds good of all possible or imaginary existence whatsoever. For the first 
essential of any conscious existence-that which indeed constitutes it-is a 
sentient subject, and inasmuch as all connected with this subject-thought, 
knowledge, teeling, fancy, sentiment-are all purely subjedive, i.e., in the subject 
itself, so must the subject be to itself the sum of all things, and objective exis
tence only its own fancy by which it realises itself. This then utterly disposes 
of all fancied objective dualism by reducing all existence within the ring-fence ot 
the ego itself, and this not as mere specUlative theory but as positive fact, which, 
whether we recognise it or not, remains fact still-we are limited to Self, 
whether we know it or not. 

Then finally, in sel/, we harmonise the antithesis between the material and 
the ideal by recognising the two as absolutely inter-dependent, each upon the 
other, and therefore one consistent and indivisible whole. The ideal (thought, 
fancy, sentiment) is, and must be, but the property and outcome of the material 
(the nominal reality), which, on the other hand, is itself (and can be) but the 
assumption of the ideal. Destroy reality and thought is dead, blind thought 
and reality is a blank; and thus are the ideal and the material but the two sides 
of one and the self-same shield, and the line of our argument joins itself in one 
consistent circle, which constitutes the existence of the Ego-He who creates 
light and darkness, heaven and earth, pleasure and pain, God and devil-who is, 
in Himself, the sum of all things, (viz. "thinks") beyond which is naught, 

• Yet, unless melapAysical speculation comes to the rescue of the new philosophy, and, completing, 
explains it on the old Vedantic lines, the" circle," instead of being a .. self-sus\o'lining" one, is more 
than likely to become a -" vicious circle."-ED. 
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naught, naught, for the fancy of His own which imagines a "beyond" is, itself, 
but fancy-self-contained in Self. 

Thou Unit)' of force sublime, 
Th' eternal mystery of thy time 

Runs on unstay'd for ever ; 
Yet, seif-containing God of all, 
As raptur' d at thy feet I fall 

In thee myself I worship. 

HERBERT L COURTNEY. 
Cambridge, November, 1887. 

IEDlTOR's NOTE.-In reference to the supposed" slighting remark" of which 
Dr. Lewins speaks, and the no less supposed "hostile notice," as Mr. Herbert 
L Courtney puts it-contained in our September number-we demur to the 
accusation. Both gentlemen will find it, however, fully answered in the 
.. Literary Jottings" of this number; where, also, their respective pamphlets 
.. AUTo-CENTRICISM," "HUMANISM versus THEISM," and "The New Gospel 
of Hyl<>-Idealism "-are amply noticed by the" Adversary."] 

ANSWERS TO QUERIES. 
A CORRESPONDENT from New York writes : 

• , , , ,. The Editors of LUCIFER would confer a great benefit on those who are attracted to the 
movement whicb they advocate, if tbey would state: 

.. (I,) Whetber a would-be-theosophist-occuJtist is required'to abandon his worldly ties and 
duties such as famil)' affection,love of parents, wife, children, friends, etc. ? 

•• I ask this question because it is rumoured here that some theosophical publications have so stated, 
and would wish to know whether such a sin~ qua non condition really exists in your Rules? The same, 
however. is found in the New Testament. • He that loveth father or mother more than Me, is not 
worthy of Me; and he that loveth son or daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me, etc., etc.,' 
is said in Matthew (x. 37). Do the MASTERS of Theosopby demand as much? 

.. Yours in the Search of Light, 
IlL. M. C. U 

This is an old, old question, and a still older charge against theosophy, 
started first by its enemies. We emphatically answer, NO; adding that no 
tkosophical publication could have rendered itself guilty of such a FALSEHOOD 
and calumny. No follower of theosophy, least of all a disciple of the" Masters 
of Theosophy" (the chela of a guru), would ever be accepted on such con
ditions. Many were the candidates, but "few the chosen." Dozens were 
refused, simply because married and having a sacred duty to perform to wife 
and children.· N one have ever been asked to forsake father or mother; for 
he who, being necessary to his parent for his support, leaves him or her to 
gratify his own selfish consideration or thirst for knowledge, however great and 
sincere, is "unworthy" of the Science of Sciences, "or ever to approach a holy 
MASTER." 

Our correspondent must surely have confused in his mind Theosophy with 
Roman Catholicism, and Occultism with the dead-letter teachings of the Bible. 
For it is only in the Latin Church that it has become a meritorious action, which 
is called serving God and Christ, to "abandon father and mother, wife and 
children," and every duty of an honest man and citizen, in order to become 
a monk. And it is in st. Luke's Gospel that one reads the terrible words, put in 
the mouth of Jesus: .. If any /nan come to me, and hate not his falkr, and 
molkr, and wife, and ckildren, and brethren, and sisters, yea, his own "Ie also, 
HE C.-\NNOT BE J.{Y DISCIPLE." (xiv. 26.) 

Saint (?) Jerome teaches, in one of his writings, "If thy father lies down 

• We know but two cases of married" chelas .. being accepted; but both these wert" Brahmins and 
bad eMU-wives, according to Hindu custom, and they were RejtJrllJeTS more than eM/as, trying to abro
gate child-marriage and slavei)'. Others had to obtain the consent of their wives before entering the 
.. Path,'· as is usual in India 5IDCe long ages. 
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across thy threshold, if thy mother uncovers to thine eyes the bosom which 
suckled thee, Irample on Ih)' falher's lifeless body, TRAMPLE ON THY MOTHER'S 
BOSOM, and wilh eyes unmoislmed and dry, fly 10 Ihe Lord. who callelh thee!" 

Surely then. it is not from any theosophical publication that our correspondent 
could have learnt such an infamous charge against theosophy and its MASTERS 
-but rather in some anti-Christian, or 100 dogmatically "Christian" paper. 

Our society has never been "more Catholic than the Pope." It has done 
its best to follow out the path prescribed by the Masters; and if it has failed in 
more than one respect to fulfil its arduous task, the blame is certainly not to 
be thrown on either Theosophy, nor its Masters, but on the limitations of 
human nature. The Rules, however, of chelaship, or discipleship, are there, in 
many a Sanskrit and Tibetan volume. In Book IV. of Kiu-It~ in the chapter on 
"the Laws of Upasans" (disciples), the qualifications expected in a "regular 
chela" are: (I.) Perfect physical health." (2.) Absolute mental and physical 
purity. (3') Unselfishness of purpose; unh'ersaI charity; pity for all animate 
beings. (4.) Truthfulness and unswerving faith in the laws of Karma. (5.) A 
courage undaunted in the support of truth, even in face of peril to life. (6.) An 
intuitive perception of one's being the vehicle of the manifested dh'ine Atmon 
(spirit). (7.) Calm indifference for, but a just appreciation of, everything that 
constitutes the objective and transitory world. (8.) Blessing of both parentst 
and their permission to become an Upasan (chela); and (9.) Celibacy, and free
dom from any obligatory duty." 

The two last rules are most strictly enforced. No man com/ided of disresped 
to his father or mother, or unjust abandonment of his 'wife, can ever be accepted 
even as a lay chela. 

This is sufficient, it is hoped. We have heard of chelas who, having failed, 
perhaps in consequence of the neglect of some such duty, for one or another 
reason, have invariably thrown the blame and responsibiilty for it on the 
teaching of the Masters. This is but natural in poor and weak human beings 
who have not even the courage to recognise their own mistakes, or the rare 
nobility of publicly confessing them, but are always trying to find a scapegoat. 
Such we pity, and leave to the Law of Retribution, or Karmro. It is not these 
weak creatures, who can ever be expected to have the best of the enemy 
described by the wise Kiratarjuniya of Bharavi :-

.. The enemies which rise within the body, 
Hard to be ovelcome-the evil passions
Should manfully be fought. wlw cotllJuers IMSt' 
Is elJuallo 1M cotllJueror of worlds." (xi. )2.) 

[En,] 

We have received several communications for publication, bearing on the 
subjects discussed in the editorial of our last issue, .. Let every man prove his 
own work." A few brief remarks may be made, not in reply to any of the letters
'which, being anOn)'HlOUS, and containing 110 card fr011l the 1l1rit~rs, cannot be 
published (nor are such noticed, as a general rule)-but to the ideas and 
accusations contained in one of them, a letter signed "M." Its author takes 
up the cudgels on behalf of the Church. He objects to the statement that this 
institution lacks the enlightenment necessary to carry out a true system of 
philanthropy. He appears, also, to demur to the view that "the practical 
people either go on doing good unintentionally and often do harm," and points 
to the workers amid our slums as a vindication of Christianity-which, by-the-bye, 
was in no sense attacked in the editorial so criticized. 

To this, repeating what was said, we maintain that more mischief has been 
done by emotional charity than sentimentalists care to face. Any student of 
political economy is familiar with this fact, which passes for a truism with all 
those who have devoted attention to the problem. No nobler sentiment than 

• This rule J. applies only to the" temple cl:1c1as," who must be per/'rrt. 
t Or on~, if the other is dead. 
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that which animates the unselfish philanthropist is conceivable; but the question 
at issue is not summed up in the recognition of this truth. The practical 
r~sults of his labours have to be examined. We have to see whether he does 
not sow the seeds of a greater-while relieving a lesser-evil. 

The fact that "thousands are making great efforts in all the cities throughout 
our land" to meet want, reflects immense credit on the character of such 
workers. It does not affect their creed, for such natures would remain the 
same, whatever the prevailing dogmas chanced to be. It is certainly a very 
poor illustration of the fruits of centuries of dogmatic Christianity that England 
should be so honeycombed with misery and poverty as she is-especially on the 
biblical ground that a tree must be judged by its fruits! It might, also, be 
argued, that the past history of the Churches, stained as it is with persecutions, 
the suppression of knowledge, crime and brutality, necessitates the turning over 
of a new leaf. The difficulties in the way are insuperable. .. Churchianity" 
has, indeed, done its best to keep up with the age by assimilating the teachings 
of, and making veiled truces with, science, but it is incapable of affording a true 
spiritual ideal to the world. . 

The same Church - Christianity assails with fruitlesss pertinacity, the ever
growing host of Agnostics;md Materialists, but is as absolutely ignorant, as tke 
iatter, of tke m)'steries beyond tke tomb. The great necessity for the Church, 
according to Professor Flint, is to keep the leaders of European thought within 
its fold. By such men it is, however, regarded as an anachronism. The Church 
is eaten up with scepticism within its own walls; free-thinking clergymen being 
now very common. This constant drain of vitality has reduced the true religion 
to a very low ebb, and it is to infuse a new current of ideas and aspirations into 
modern thought, in short, to supply a logical basis for an elevated morality, a 
science and philosophy which is suited to the knowledge of the day,that Theosophy 
comes before the world. Mere physical philanthropy, apart from the infusion of new 
influences and ennobling conceptions of life into the minds of the masses, 
is worthless. The gradual assimilation by mankind of great spiritual truths 
will alone revolutionize the face of civilization, and ultimately result in a far 
more effective panacea for evil, than the mere tinkering of superficial misery. Pre
vention is better than cure. Society creates its own outcasts, criminals, and 
profligates, and then condemns and punishes its own Frankensteins, sentencing 
its own progeny, the "bone of its bone, and the flesh of its flesh," to a life of 
damnation on earth. Yet that society recognises and enforces most hypocriti
cally Christianity-i.e. "Churchianity." Shall we then, or shall we not, infer that 
the latter is unequal to the requirements of mankind? Evidently the former, 
and most painfully and obviously so, in its present dogmatic form, which makes 
of the beautiful ethics preached on the Mount, a Dead Sea fruit, a whitened 
sepulchre, and no better. 

}<'urthermore, the same" M.," alluding to Jesus as one with regard to whom 
there could be only two alternatives, writes that he "was either the Son of God 
or the vilest impostor who ever trod this earth." We answer, not at all. Whether 
the Jesus of the New Testament ever lived or not, whether he existed as an 
historical personage, or was simply a lay figure around which the Bible allegories 
clustered-the Jesus of Nazareth of Matthew and John, is the ideal for every 
would-be sage and Western candidate Theosophist to follow. That such an 
one as he, was a "Son of God," is as undeniable as that he was neither the only 
"Son of God," nor the first one, nor even the last who closed the series of the 
"Sons of God," or the children of Divine Wisdom, on this earth. Nor is that 
other statement that in "His life he (Jesus) has ever spoken of himself as 
co-existent with Jehovah, the Supreme, the Centre of the Universe," correct, 
whether in it its dead letter, or hidden mystic sense. In no place does Jesus 
ever allude to "Jehovah" " but, on the contrary, attacking the Mosaic laws and 
the alleged Commandments given on Mount Sinai, he disconnects himself and 
his .. Father" most distinctly and emphatically from the Sinaitic tribal God. 
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The whole of Chapter V., in the Gospel of Matthew, is a passionate protest or 
the "man of peace, love and charity," against the crue~ stern, and selfish 
commandments of "the man of war," the " Lord" of Moses (Exod. xv., 3). 
"Ye have heard that it was said by them of old times,"-so and so-" But I 
say unto you," quite the reverse. Christians who still hold" to the Old Testa
ment and the Jehovah of the Israelites, are at best sc!tismatic Jews. Let them 
be that, by all means, if they will so have it; but they have no right to call 
themselves even Chrestians, let alone Christians. -

It is a gross injustice and untruth to assert, as our anonymous correspondent 
does, that "the freethinkers are notoriously unholy in their live!S." Some of 
the noblest characters, as well as deepest thinkers of the day, adorn the ranks of 
Agnosticism, Positivism and Materialism. The latter are the worst enemies of 
Theosophy and Mysticism; but this is no reason why strict justice should not be 
done unto them. Colonel Ingersoll, a rank materialist, and the leader of free
thought in America, is recognised, even by his enemies, as an ideal husband, 
father, friend and citizen, one of the noblest characters that grace the United 
States. Count Tolstoi is a freethinker who has long parted with the orthodox 
Church, yet his whole life is an exemplar of Christ-like altruism and self-sacrifice. 
Would to goodness every "Christian" should take those two "infidels" as his 
models in private and public life. The munificence of many freethinking 
philanthropists stands out in startling contrast with the apathy of the monied 
dignitaries of the Church. The above fling at the" enemies of the Church," is 
as absurd as it is contemptible. 

"What can you off~r to the dying woman who fears to tread alone the DARK 
UNKNOWN?" we are asked. Our Christian critic here frankly confesses (a.) that 
Christian dogmas have only developed/ear of death, and (b.) the agnosticism of 
the orthodox believer in Christian theology as to the future post-mortem state. 
It is, indeed, difficult to appreciate the peculiar type of bliss which orthodoxy 
offers its believers in-damnation. 

The dying man-the average Christian-with a dark retrospect in life can 
scarcely appreciate this boon; while the Calvinist or the Predestinarian, who 
is brought up in the idea that God may have pre-assigned him from eternity to 
everlasting misery, through no fault of that man, but simply because he is God, is 
more than justified in regarding the latter as ten times worse than any devil or 
fien~ that unclean human fancy could evolve. 

Theosophy, on the contrary, teaches that perfect, absolute justice reigns in 
nature, though short-sighted man fails to see it in its details on the material and 
even psychic plane, and that every man determines his own future. The true 
Hell is life on Earth, as an effect of Karmic punishment following the preceding 
life during which the evil causes were produced. The Theosophist fears no 
hell, but confidently expects rest and bliss during the interim between two 
incarnations, as a reward for all the unmerited suffering he has endured in an 
existence into which he was ushered by Karma, and during which he is, in most 
cases, as helpless as a torn-off leaf whirled about by the conflicting winds of 
social and private life. Enough has been given out at various times regarding 
the conditions of post-mortem existence, to furnish a solid block of information 
on this point. Christian theology has nothing to say on this burning question, 
except where it veils its ignorance by mystery and dogma; but Occultism, un 
veiling the symbology of the Bible, explains it thoroughly.-[En.] 

• See .. The Esoteric Character of the Gospels," in this number. 
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HYLO-IDEALISM 1Iff'SUS "LUCI
FER," and the" ADVERSARY." 

Under the head of CORRESPONDENCE 
in the present number, two remarkable 
letters are published. (See Text.) Both 
come from fervent Hylo-Idealists - a 
Master and Disciple, if we mistake not
and both charge the" Adversary," one, of 
a .. slighting," the other, of a " hostile no
tice" of Hylo-Idealism, in the September 
number of " Ludfff'." 

o • 

Such an accusation is better met and 
answered in all sincerity; and, therefore, 
the reply is, a flat denial of the charge. 
No slig"I-nor /wstilily either, could be 
shown to" Hylo-Idealism," as the" little 
stranger" in the happy family of philo
sophies was hitherto as good as unknown 
to "Lucifer's" household gods. It was 
cltaff, if anything, but surely no hostility i 
and even that was concerned with only 
some dreadful words and sentences, with 
reference to the new teaching, and had 
nothing whatever to do with Hylo- Idealism 
proper-a terra incognita for the writer 
at the time. But now that three pamph
lets from the pens of our two correspond
ents have been received in our office, for 
revi.ew, and carefully read, Hylo-Idealism 
begins to assume a more tangible form 
before the reviewer's eye. I t becomes 
easier to separate the grain from the 
chaff, the theory from the (no doubt) 
scientific, nevertheless, most irritating, 
words in which it is presented to the 
reader. 

o 0 

This IS meant in all truth and sincerity. 
The remarks which our two mrrespond
ents have mistaken for expressions of hos
tility, were as justified tken, as they are 
now. What ordinary mortal, we ask, be
fore he had time (to use Dr. Lewins' 
happiest expressions) to "assdf or cO.£[
nose "-Iet alone intercranialise'" (!!)-the 
hylo-idealistic theories, however profound 
and. philosophicai these may be, who, 
ha\'mg so far come into direct contact 
with only the images thereof "subjected 
by his own egoily " (i.e. as words and sen
tences), who could avoid feeling his hair 

• "AUTo-CENTRICISM, or, Tiu Brain 
Tluo'1of Life and Mind," p .• 11. 

standing on end, over" Itis' organs of men-' 
lalion," while spelling out such terrible 
words as "1Iesiculo-neurosis in conjunc
tion with medico·psyclzological symptoma
to logy," " auto-centn'cz'sm," and the like? 
Such interminable, outlandish, multisyl
labled and multicipital, newly-coined com
pound terms and whole sentences, maybe, 
and no doubt are, highly learned and 
scientific. They may be most expressive 
of true, real meaning, to a specialist 
of Dr. Lewins' powers of thought; never
theless, I make bold to say, that they are 
far more calculated to obscure than to 
enlighten the ordinary reader. In our 
modern day, when new philosophies spring 
out from the spawn of human overworked 
intellect like mushrooms from their my
celium after a rainy morning, the human 
brain and its capacities ought to be taken 
into a certain thoughtful consideration, 
and spared useless labour. Notwith
standing Dr. Lewins' praiseworthy efforts 
to prove that brain (as far as we under
stand hi~ aspirations and teachings) is the 
only reahty m the whole kosmos, its limi
tations are painfully evident, on the whole. 
As philanthropists and theosophists, we 
entreat the founder of Hylo·Idealism and 
his disciples to be merciful to their new 
god, the" Ego-Brain," and not tax too 
heavily its powers, if they would see it 
happily reign. For otherwise, it is.sure to 
coll~pse ~efore the ~ew theory-Qr, let us 
call It philosophY-Is even half appreci
ated by that .. E~o-Braino" 

By speaking as we do, we are only pur
su.i~g. a life-long policy. We have 
cntlclzed and opposed the coinage of 
hard Greek and Latin words by the New 
York Pantarchists ; laughed at Hreckel's 
pompous tendency to invent thirty·three 
syllabled terms, and speak of the Peri
genesis of plastidules, instead of honest 
whirling atoms-or whatever he means' 
!lDd ~erided the modern psychists for call~ 
!ng Simple thought transference"telepathic 
lmp~ct." . And n.ow, we tearfully beg Dr. 
Lewlns, In the Interests of humanity, to 
have pity on his poor readers: for, unless 
he hearkens to our advice, we shall be 
compelled, in dire self-defence, to declare 
an open war to his newly-coined words. 
We shall fight the usurper" Solipsism" in 
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favour of the legitimate king of the Uni
verSe-EGOIsM-to our last breath. 

o 0 

At the same time, as we have hitherto 
been ignorant of the latest philosophy, 
described by Mr. H. L. Courtney as ' the 
greatest change in human thought," may 
we be permitted to enquire whether it is 
spelt as its Founder spells it, namely, 
.. Hylo-Idealism," or as his disciple, Mr. 
Courtney does, who writes Hylo-Ideaism? 
Is the latter a sdlism, an improvement on 
the original name, a lapsus calami, or 
what? And now, having dirburdened 
our heart of a heavy weight, we may pro
ceed to give an opinion (so far very super
ficial), on the three Hylo-Idealistic (or 
ldeaislic) pamphlets. 

Under lite extraordinary tille of 
"AUTO-CENTRICISM" and "HU
MANISM 'Versus THEISM," or" Solip
sism (Egoism)=Atheism" (W. Stewart 
& Co., 41, Farringdon Street, E.C.; 
and Freethought Publishing Co., 63, 
Fleet Street, E.C.)-Dr. Lewins pub
lishes a series of letters on the subject 
of the philosophy of which he is the 
founder. I t is impossible not to feel ad
miration for the manner in which these 
letters are written. They show a great deal 
of sincere conviction and deep thought, and 
give evidence of a most wide and varied 
leading. However his readers may dis
sent from the writer's conclusions, the 
research with which he has strengthened 
his theory, cannot fail to attract their at
tention, and smooth their way through the 
somewhat tortuous labyrinth of arguments 
before them. But-

Dr. Lewins is among those who regard 
consciousness as a function of the nerve
tissue; and in this aspect, he is an uncom
promising materialist. Yet, on the other 
hand, he holds that the Universe, God, 
and thought, have no reality whatever, 
apart from the individual Ego. The Ego 
is again resolvable into brain-process. 
We thus arrive at the doctrine that BraID 
is the workshop in which all our ideas of 
external things are originated. Apart 
from brain there is no Ego, no external 
wOlld. What, then, is the Brain itself
this solitary object in a void universe? 
Hylo-Ideallsm does not say. Thus, the 
author cannot escape the confusion of 
thought which his unique working-union 
of materialism and idealism involves. 
The oscillation between these two poles is 
strikingly apparent in the subjoined quo
tations. At one point Matter is discussed 
as if it were an objective reality; at ano
ther, it is regarded as a mere .. phantasm 
of the Ego." The Brain alone survives 

throughout in solitary state. We quote 
from the two pamplilets-

MATTER AsSERTED • 
.. Maller, organic and inorganic, is now fully 

known • . • • to perfonn all _1eriaJ opera
tions." 

-Aulo-Cmlridsm, Po 40-
" Man is all 60ay a"d mailer." 

-Do, p.40-
" Abstract tbougbt ~is) "europal"y • • disease 

of tbe ne1'TJOUS em Ires. ' 
-Huma"ism versus Tlleis"., p. 2S. 

.. Wbat we call mind • . • • is a function of 
certain nerve st1'll&Iures i" the organism." 

-Hu_nis". v. Theism, p. 24-

MATTER DENIED. 
.. A II disClJ'llery is • • • • a suljectiw plwto---." -Hu_"is". v. T!teism, p. 17. 
.. All thi"KS are for us but modes of perce;

tion." -{Mental figments l 
The "celestial vault and garniture of Eartb," 

are "a _re projeclion of our t1II1n in,", conscious
"ess." 

-Humanism v. T!teism, p. 17. 
" We get rid of Matln altogether.' 

-Humanism v. Tlleism, p, 17. 
"The wbole objective world , • . • is pimo

_"aJ or ideal." 
-Aulo-Cm/rids",. p. 9-

.. Everyl"ing is spectral" (i.e., unreal). 
-IMd, p. 13-

Matter is at one time credited with a 
real being, and again resolved into a mere 
mental figment as circumstances demand. 
If Matter is, as the author frequently 
states, unreal, it is, at least clear that the 
brain, one of its many phases, goes with 
it ! ! 

As to the learned doctor's assertion that 
perception is relative, a theory which runs 
through his whole work, we have but one 
answer. This conception is, in no sense 
whatever, a monopoly of Hylo-Idealists, 
as Dr. Lewins appears to think. The il
lusory nature of the phenomenal world
of the things of sense-is not only a belief 
common to the old Brahminical meta
physics, and to the majority of modem 
psychologists, but it is also a vital tenet of 
Theosophy. The latter distinctly realises 
matter as a "bundle of attributes," ulti
mately resolvable into the subjective 
sensations of a .. percipient.1t The con
nection of this simple truth with the hylo
idealistic denial of soul is not apparent, 
Its acceptance has, also, no bearing on the 
problem as to whether there may not 
exist a duality-within the lzinits of mani
jested being-or contrast between Mind 
and the tiubstance of matter, This 
Cosmic Duality is symbolised by the 
Vedantins in the relations between the 
Logos and Mulaprakriti-i.e., the Uni
versal Spirit and the .. material" basis (or 
root) of the objective planes of nature. 
The Monism, then, of Dr, Lewins and 
other negative thinkers of the day, is evj· 
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dently at fault, when applied to unify the 
contrast of mental and material facts in 
the conditioned universe. Beyond the 
latter, it is indeed valid, but that is 
scarcely a question for practical philo
sophy. 

To close with a reference this once to 
Dr. Lewins' letter (see "Correspondence" 
in the text), in which be makes his sub
sequent assertion to the effect that God 
is the "functional (sic) image," of the 
Ego, we should prefer to suggest that all 
indi vidual "selves" are but dim reflections 
of the universal soul of the Kosmos. The 
orthodox concept of God is not, as he 
contends, a myth or phantasm of the 
brain; it is rather an expression of a 
vague consciousness of the universal, all
pervading Logos. I t is because SELF 
Einions man within a narrow sphere 

beyond which mortal mind can never 
range," that the destruction of the per
sonal sense of separateness is indis
pensable to the Occultist. 

"THE NEW GOSPEL OF HYLO· 
IDEALISM, or PositiVI Agnosticism," 
(Freethought Publishing Co., 730 Fleet 
Street, E. C. Price 3d.), is another 
pamphlet on the same subject, in 
which Mr. Herbert L. Courtney con
tributes ~is quota to the discussion of the 
" Brain Theory of mind and matter." He 
is, if we mistake not, an avowed disciple 
of Dr. Lewins, and, perhaps, identical 
with the "C. N,." who watched over the 
cradle of the "new philosophy." The 
whole gist of the latter may be summed 
up as an attempt to frame a working· 
union of Materialism and Idealism. This 
result is effected on two lines (I) in the 
acceptance of the idealistic theorem, that 
tbe so-called external world only exists in 
our consciousness; and (:z) in the desig
Dation of that consciousness, in its tum, as 
a mere function of Brain. The first 
of tbese contentions is unquestionably 
valid, in so far as it concerns the world 
of appearances, or Maya; it is, however, 
as .. old as the hills," and incorporated 
into the Hylo·ldeal argument from an
terior sources. The second is untenable, 
for the simple reason that on the premises 
of the new creed itself, the brain, as an 
object of perception, can possess no reality 
outside of the Ego. Hegelians might 
reply that Brain is but an idea of the Ego, 
and cannot hence determine the existence 
of the latter-its creator. 

• • 
Metaphysicism will, however, find much 

to interest them in Mr. Courtney's bro· 
chure, representative, as it is, of the new 
and more subtle phase into which modern 
scepticism is entering. Some expressions 

we may demur to--e.g., "That which we 
see is not Sirius, but the liJht.wave." So 
far from the light· wave belDg " seen," it is 
a mere working hypothesis of Science. 
All we experience is the retinal sensation, 
the objective counterpart to which is a 
matter of pure inference. So far as we 
can learn, Hylo·ldealism is chiefly based 
upon gigantic paradoxes, and even con· 
tradictions in terms. For, with regard to 
the speculations anent the N oumenon 
(p.8.) what justification can be found for 
terming it" MATTER," especially as it is 
said to be "unknowable"? Obviously it 
may be of the nature of mind, or-some· 
tiling HIGHER. How is the Hylo
Idealist to know? 

"LAYS OF ROMANCE AND CHI
VALRY," by Mr. W. Stewart Ross. 
(Stewart and Co., Farringdon Street.) 
In this neat little volume the author pre· 
sents to the reader a collection of vigorous 
verse, mostly of chivalrous character. 
Some of these pieces, such as the "Raid 
of Vikings" and "Glencoe," are of merit, 
despite an occasional echo of Walter 
Scott, whose style seems to have had a 
considerable modifying influence on the 
author's diction. It is in the "Bride of 
Steel" that this feature is most notice
able-

.. I love thee with a warrior's love, 
My Sword, my Life, my Bride I 

Dear, dear as ever knifhthood bore, 
Though yet no gout a oottle-gore 

Thy virgin blade hath dyed! .. 

Apart from this unconscious influence 
of the great Scottish bard, the ring of ori
ginality and feeling which characterises 
Mr. Stewart Ross's poetry is most re
freshing. The little volume sparkles with 
the vein of romance, and after perusing it, 
in spite of occasional anachronisms and 
other literary errors, we are not surprised 
to hear of the favourable reception 
hitherto accorded to it. 

In the Secular Review for November 
:z6th, Mr. Beatty makes an attack upon 
a former article in LUCIFER, entitled 
"The Origin of Evil" We find, how
ever, Mr. Beatty exhibiting crass igno
rance of the ideas he criticises, as when, 
for instance, he speaks of tbe "Bud
dAislic" Parabram (sic). To begin with, 
every tyro in Oriental philosophy knows 
that" Parabrahm " is a Hindu Vedantic 
idea, and has no connection whatever 
with Buddhist thought. If Mr. Beatty 
wishes to become ,a serious critic, he 
must first learn the a, II, c, of the subject 
with which he professes to deal. His 
article is unfinished, but it seems only 
rair at the present stage to call his atten
tion to so glaring an error. 
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THE GNOSTICS AND THEIR 
REMAINS,ANCIENT AND MEDIA:.
VAL. By C. W. King, M.A. Second 
Edition. David N utt, 270 Strand, London, 
1887. pp. 466, 8vo. 

It would be unfair to the erudite and 
painstaking author of ,. Tire Gnostics and 
Tlteir Remains" for a reviewer to take the 
title of his book as altogether appropriate, 
for it suggests too high a standard of criti
cism. Mr. King says in the introduction 
that his book is intended to be subsidiary 
to the valuable treatise of M. Matter, 
adding: .. I refer the reader to him for 
the more complete elucidation ofthefJltilo
soplt), of Gnostici~m, and give my full at
tention to its Arclupological side." The 
italics are the author'S, and they disarm 
cricicism as far as the philosophical side 
of Gnosticism is concerned; for thus itali
cised, this passage is, at the outset, as 
plain a confession as could, in conscience, 
be expected of an author of a fact which 
the reader would probably have found out 
for himself, before he closed the volume: 
namely, that the work is chiefly valuable 
as an Archreological compendium of 
"Gnostic Remains." Unfortunately, the 
most interesting point about the Gnostics 
is their philosophy, of which their Archreo
logical remains are, properly speaking, 
little more than illustrations. But the fact 
is, that the hard-shelled Archreologist is 
the last man in the world to appreciate the 
real esoteric signification of symbolism. 
All true symbols have many meanings, and 
for the purposes of descriptive Archreology 
the more superficial of these meanings are 
sufficient. Ignorance of the deeper mean
ing may indeed be bliss for the Archreo
lo~st, for it necessitates an amount of in
genuity in the fitting together of" remains," 
that commands the admiration of the 
public, and is productive in the Archreo
logical bosom of that agreeable sensation 
known as "fancying oneself." As a 
laborious collector and compiler, and an 
ingenious worker-up of materials into 
interesting reading, too much can hardly 
be said in Mr. King's praise, and had he 
a greater intuitional power, and a know
ledge of esoteric religion, his great 
industry and erudition would make his 
writings valuable even to students of 
Occultism. 

Since the publication of the former 
edition of his work, twenty-three,years ago, 
Mr. King has come across and read the 
Pistis Sophia. The discovery ofthis, the 
only remaining Gnostic Gospel, or rather, 
Gospel fragment, is attributed to 
Schwartze, and the Latin translation to 
Petermann (in 1853). But Mr. King 
does not seem to be aware that 
as far back as 1843. another and 
ampler copy than that in the British 

Museum was in the hands of a Russian 
Raskolnik (dissident), a Cossack, who 
lived and married inAbyssiniaj and another 
is in the possession of an Englishman, an 
Occultist, now in the United States, who 
brought it from Syria. It seems a pity 
that in the interim Mr. King did not 
also read Isis Un'lln7ed, by H. P. 
Blavatsky, published by Bouton in New 
York in 1876, as its perusal would have 
saved him a somewhat absurd and ludi
crous blunder. In his Prefacf, Mr. King 
says :-" There seems to be reason for 
suspecting that the Sibyl of Esoteric 
Buddhism drew the first notions of her 
new religion from the anal1sis of tbe 
inner man, as set forth In my first 
edition." .. The onlyf,Person to whom this 
passage could apply IS one of the Editors, 
the author of Isis Unveiled. And this, 
her first publication, contains the same 
and only doctrine she has always, or 
ever, promulgated. Isis Unveiled has 
passed through eight editions, and has 
been read by many thousands ot per
sonSj and not only they, but every
one who is nc.t strangely ignorant 
of the very literature with which it was 
Mr. King's business to make himself 
conversant, are perfectly aware that the 
two large volumes which compose that 
work are entirely devoted to a defence of 
the philosophy, science. and religion of 
the ancients, especially of the old 
Aryans, whose religion can hardly be 
called a ., new" one, stilliess-" Esoteric 
Buddhism." If properly spelt, however, 
the latter word, or Buddhism, ought 
to be written with one •• d," as in 
this case it means Wisdom. But" Bud
hism," or the wisdom-religion of the 
Aryans, was still less a religion, in 
the exoteric sense, than is Buddhism, 
but rather a philosophy. In that 
part of Isis Unveiled which treats of 
the Gnostics, Mr. King will find a few 
quotations from hiS writmgs side by side 
with quotations from other writers on the 
same subject j but he will find no .. new 

* This modest assumption is followed by the 
generous promise to furnish .. in,"cstigators of the 
same order" as the supposed .. Sibyl." with" a 
still mOre profound theosophy." This is ex
tremely considerate and kind. But if it is Pislis
Sopkia which the author had in his mind. then he 
had better apply to Theosophists for the explana
tion of the most recondite points in that gnostic 
fragment. while translating it. ns he proposes 
doing from Latin. For though the world of the 
Orientalists .. of the same order" as ","", .. d}. may 
labour under the mistaken impression that no 
one except themsel\"es knew or know anything 
about Pislis-Sopkia till 1853-TheosophISts know 
better. Does Mr. King really imagine that no 
one besides himself knows anything about the 
Gnostics .. and their remains," or what N knows 
is the onl>: correct thing to know? Strange 
delusion. if so; yet quite a harmless one. we 
confess. 
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religion" there, or anywhere else, in the 
works of H. P. Blavatsky. And, if anyone 
drew the "first notions" of their religion 
from his" analysis of the inner man," it 
must have been the early Aryans, who, 
unfortunately, have neglected to acknow
ledge the obligation. What makes Mr. 
King's self·complacency the more ridicu· 
lous, is that in his prefdce he himself 
accuses someone else of "'h~ grave error 
of representing their (the Gnostics') doc· 
trines as n()Vel, and the pure inventions 
of the persons who preached them." And 
in another place he confesses that he owes 
to Matter the first idea which has now 
become a settled conviction with him, that 
"the seeds of the !{nosis were originally 
of Indian growth." If Matter "faintly 
discerned" this truth, on the other hand 
Bailly, Dupuis, and others had seen it 
quite clearly, and had declared it most 
emphatically. So that Mr. King's "dis· 
covery" is neither very new nor very 
original. 

Mr. King must be aware that of late 
years immense additions have been made 
to western knowledge of eastern philo· 
sophies and religions-a new region in 
ancient literature having, in fact, been 
opened up by the labours of Orientalists, 
both European and Eastern. A study of 
these Oriental systems throws a strong 
though often a false light upon the inner 
meaning of Gnostic symbolIsm and ideas 
generally, which Mr. King acknowledges 
to have come from Indian sources i and 
certainly the reader has a right to expect 
a little more knowledge in that direction 
from a writer of Mr. King's pretensions, 
than is displayed. For example, in the 
section about Buddhism in the work before 
us: one is tempted sometimes to ask 
whether it is flippancy or superficiality 
that is the matter with the author
when he calls the ancient Indian 
gymnosophists "fakirs," and confounds 
them with Buddhists. Surely he need 
hardly be told that fakirs are Mahomedans, 
and that the Gymnosophists he mentions 
were Brahmin Yogis. 

The work, however, is a valuable one 
in its way i but the reader should not 
forget that "there seems reason for 
suspecting" that the author does not 
always know exactly what he is talking 
about, whenever he strays too far from 
Arch:eology, on which he is no doubt an 
authority. 

THE JEWISH WORLD enters bravely 
enough (in its issue of the 11th November 
1887) on its new character of professor of 
3ymbology and History. It accuses in no 
measured terms one of the editors of 
LUCIFER of i~orance i and criticises 
certain expressIOns used in our October 

number, in a foot-note inserted to explain 
why the" Son of the Morning" LUCIFER 
is called in Mr. G. Massey's little poem, 
" Lady of Light." The writer objects, we 
see, to Lucifer-Venus being called in one 
of its aspects "the Jewish Astoreth i" or 
to her having ever been offered cakes by 
the Jews. As explained in a somewhat 
confused sentence: "There was no Jewish 
Astordh, though the Syrian goddess, 
Ashtoreth, or Astarte, often appears in 
Biblical literature, the moon goddess, the 
complement of Baal, the Sun God." 

This, no doubt, is extremely learned 
and conveys quite new information. Yet 
such an astounding statement as that the 
whole of the foot-note in LUCIFER is 
"pure imagination and bad history" is 
very risky indeed. For it requires no 
more than a stroke or two of our pen to 
make the whole edifice of this denial 
tumble on the Jewish World and mangle 
it very badly. Our contemporary has 
evidently forgotten the wise proverb that 
bids one to let "sleeping dogs lie." and 
therefore, it is with the lofty airs of 
superiority that he informs his readers 
that though the Jews in Palestine lived 
surrounded with (? sic) this pagan form of 
worship, and may,' at limes, (?!) have 
wandered towards it, they HAD NOTHING 
IN THEIR WORSHIP IN COMMON WITH 
CHALDEAN OR SYRIAN BELIEFS IN MUL
TIPLICITY OF DEITIES? (I !) 

This is what an'/, impartial reader 
might really term • bad history," and 
every Bible worshipper describe as a direct 
lie given to the Lord God of Israel. It is 
more than suppressio veri suggestio 
falsi, for it is simply a cool denial of facts 
in the face of both Bible and History. 
We advise our critic of the Jewish World 
to tum to his own prophets, to Jeremiah, 
foremost of all. We open "Scripture' 
and find in it: "the Lord God" while 
accusing his "backsliding Israel and 
treacherous Judah" of following in "the 
ways of Egypt and of Assyria," of drink
ing the waters of Sibor, and "serving 
strange Gods" enumerating his grievances 
in this wise: 

.. According 10 tile nu".6er of tRy cities are thy 
gods. 0 Judah, (Jer. ii. 28.). 

.. Ye have turned back to the iniquities of your 
forefathers who went after other gods to serve 
them (xL) ... according 10 tile num6er of tile 
st1?ets of I~rusak". have ye set up altars to that 
shameful thing, even altars unto Baal (16.). 

So much for 1 ewish monothtism. And 
is it any more' pure imagination" to say 
that the Jews offered cakes to their 
Astoreth and called her " Queen of 
Heaven"? Then the .. Lord God" must, 
indeed, be guilty of more than "a delicate 
expansion of facts" when thundering to, 
and through, Jeremiah :-

ogle 
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.. Seest thou not what they do in the cities of 
Judah, and in the streets of Jerusalem? The 
children gather wood. and the (athers kindle the 
fire, and the women knead their dough TO MAKE 
CAKES 10 1M QWDI of HetlVDl, and to pour out 
drink offerings .11110 1M gruls." (Jer. vii. 17-18~ 

"TheJews may 'AT TIMES" only (?) have 
wandered towards pagan fonns of worship 
but" had notlling in common in it with 
Syrian beliefs in multiplicity of deities." 
Had they not? Then the ancestors of the 
editors of the Jewisll World must have 
been the victims of ., suggestion," when, 
snubbing Jeremiah (and not entirely 
without good reason),theydec1ared to him: 

.. As for the word that thou hast spoken unto 
us in the name of the Lord. we will not hearken 
unto thee. But we will certainly do whatsoever 
thing goeth forth out of our own mouth, to bum 
incense unto the Queen of Heaven* . • . . as we 
~ done, we. AND OUR FATHERS, our /lings.and 
our princes, in 1M cilies of Juda". and in 1M 
slruls oj Jerusalem. for IMn had we plenty of 
victuals, and were well, and saw no evil. But 
since we lefl off 10 6urn incense to 1M Queen of 
Heaven, and to pourouldrink offirings unlo Mr 
•••• and (to) make Iter cakes 10 wors"ip her • .•• 
we ~ wanted al/ tkings, and have been con
sumed by the sword and by the famine. • • .' 
(Jer. xliv. 16, 17, 18, 19). 

Thus, according to their own confession, 
it is not "at times" that the Jews made 
cakes for, and worshipped Astoreth and 
the strange gods, but constantly: doing, 
moreover, as '"tir /ore/alhers, kings and 
princes did. ' 

•• Bad history"? And what was the 
"golden calf" but the sacred heifer, the 
symbol of the .. Great Mother," first the 
planet Venus, and then the moon? For 
the esoteric doctrine holds (as the Mexi
cans held) that Venus, the morning star, 
was created before tilt sun and moon; meta
pllorically, of course, not astronomically, t 
the assumption being based upon, and 
meaning that which the Nasars and the 
Initiate alone understood among the Jews, 
but that the writers of the lewisII World 
are not supposed to know. For the same 
reason the Chaldeans maintained that the 
moon was produced before the sun (see 
Baby/on-Account of Creation, by George 
Smitk). The morning star, Lucifer-Venus 
was dedicated to that Great Mother 
symbolized by the heifer or the "Golden 
Calf." For, as says Mr. G. Massey in hIS 
lecture on "The Hebrews and theIr Crea
tions," "This (the Golden Calf) being of 
either sex, it supplied a twin-type for 
Venus, as Hathor or Ishtar(Astoreth), the 
double star, that was male at rising, and 
female at sunset." She is the .. Celestial 
Aphrodite," Venus Vicln'r "'X'IC/>opos asso-

* Astoreth-Diana, Isis, Melita, Venus. etc., 
etc. 

t Because the stars and planets are the sym
bols and houses of An~e1s and Elohim, who were, 
of course, "created.' or evoluted before the 
physical or cosmic sun or moon. .. The sun god 
was called the child ofthe moon god Sin,in Assyria, 
and the lunar god Tabt, is called the father of 
Osiris, the sun god ' in Egypt.'" (G. Massey.) 

ciated with Ares (see Pausanias I, 8,4, 
II, 25, I). 

We are told that "happily for them 
(the Jews) there was no Jewish Astoreth." 
The Jewisll World has yet to learn, we 
see, that there would have been no Greek 
Venus Aphrodite; no Ourania, her 
earlier appellation ; nor would she have 
been confounded with the Assyrian 
Mylitta (Herod, I, 199; Pausan., I, 14, 7; 
Hesiod, Mv),imw nj" O~paPilJJl AfTrrVpux) 
had it not been for the Phrenicians 
and other Semites. We say the" Jewish 
Astoreth, .. and we maintain what we 
say, on the authority of the Iliad, 
the Odyssey, of Renan, and many 
others. Venus Aphrodite is one with 
the Astarte, Astot;eth, etc. of the 
Phrenicians, and she is one (as a planet) 
with •• Lucifer II the .. Morning Star." So 
far back as the days of Homer, she was 
confounded with KyPris, an Oriental 
goddess brought by the Phrenician 
Semites from their Asiatic travels (Iliad, 
V, 330, 422, 260). Her worship appears 
first at Cythere, a Phrenician settlement 
dep6tor trade-establishment (Odys., VIII. 
362. ; Wa1cker, griedt. golterl. I, 666) 
Herodotus shows that the sanctuary of 
Ascalon, in Syria, was the most ancient of 
the fanes of Aphrodite Ourania (I, lOS): 
and Decharme tells us in his il£ylllo/(lgie 
de la Grece Antif/ue, that whenever the 
Greeks alluded to the origin of Aphrodite 
they designated her as Ourania, an epithet 
translated from a semitic word, as Jupiter 
Epouranios of the Phrenician inscnptlons, 
was the Samemroum of Philo of Byblos, 
according to Renan (lJ{ission de Phenicie). 
Astoreth was a goddess of generation, 
presiding at human birth (as Jehovah 
was god 0/ generah'on, foremost of all). 
She was the moon-goddess, and a planet at 
the same time, .whose worship originated 
with the Phrenicians and Semites. It 
flourished most in the Phrenician settle
ments and colonies in Sicily,at Eryax. There 
hosts of Hetairae were attached to her 
temples, as hosts of Kat/esllim, called by 
a more sincere name in the Bible, were, 
to the house of the Lord, where the women 
w~y'e hangings f,?r the grove II (II. Kings, 
XXIII, 7). All thIS shows well the Semitic 
provenance of Astoreth-Venus in her 
capacity of .. great Mother." Let us pause. 
We advise sincerely the lewis" World to 
abstain from throwing stones at other 
peoples' beliefs, so long as its own faith is 
but a house of glass. And though Jeremy 
Taylor may think that" to be proud of 
one's learning is the greatest ignorance, " 
yet, in t~i~ case it is ~ut sim,le justice to 
say that It IS really deSirable for our friends 
the Jews that the writer in LUCIFER of the 
criticised note about Astoreth sltould kntJ1ll 
less of history and the Bible, and her un
lucky critic in the lewis" World learn a 
little more about it. .. ADVERSARY." . 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for October hislic version already referred to. In his 
opens with the first of a series of articles view, the Jehovistic teaching embodies 
on the "Elohistic Cosmogony." The the conception of the world as "created" 
views put forward by the writer are cer- and" ruled" by an exira· natural and 
tainly both striking and original, and, personal deity, as opposed to the more 
although Dr. Pratt diverges very con- philosophical and pantheistic conception 
siderably from the recognised standard of of the earlier Elohistic writers. 
kabalistic orthodoxy, his interpretation of Under the title of An Ancient Weapon, 
the Jewish version of cosmic evolution this issue contains an instructive account 
\\;ll assuredly excite considerable interest. of the evocation of certain astral forces 

Following on Dr. Pratt's learned according to the ancient Vel!ic rites. As 
article, come a few-unfortunately, too here described, the roil intention, with 
few-pages of extremely interesting notes which the rite is performed, transforms it 
on the Folk-lore of the Himalayan tribes, into a ceremony of Black Magic, but 
contributed by Captain Banon. The this does not render the account any less 
Theosophist has often been indebted to valuable. 
Captain Banon for similar notes respect- This is followed by the first of a series 
ing such little known tribes and people; of articles on The A lltgory of the Zoroas
and it is much to be regretted that the tdan Cosmogony, which promises to 
many members of the Theosophical furnish mut:h food for thought and study. 
Society who reside in or visit such out-of- Rosicrucian Leiters contains this time 
the-way places, do not make it a rule to an extract from an old MS., headed The 
collect these traditions and send them for Temple of S%mon, which is well worthy 
publication in the Theosophist or one of of careful attention. 
the other Theosophical magazines. Besides these we have a sketch of the 

Dr. Hartmann continues his series of life and writings of Madvachary, the great 
" Rosicrucian Letters," with a number of teacher of Southern India, and some 
extracts from the papers of Karl von further testimonies to the fact of "self
Eckartshausen, who died in 1792. Dr. levitation" from eye·witnesses. Rama 
Hartmann deserves the gratitude of all Prasad gives some most valuable details 
students for rendering accessible these of the" Science of Breathing," one of the 
records and notes of past generations of most curious branches of occult physics, 
"seekers after the Truth." while the remainder of the number is 

Dr. Buck contributes a pithy and occupied by an article on "Tet-agramma
thoughtful article on "The Soul Problem," ton," which may be interesting to students 
and Mr. Lazarus continues his exposition of the Kabbala, and continuations of the 
of the kabalistic doctrine of the Micro- " Kabbala and the Microcosm," and of the 
cosmo Besides these there are further translations from I ndian books mentioned 
instalments of two valuable translations in c<lnnection with the October number. 
from Hindu works of great antiquity and These two numbers contain much valu
authority; the" Crest Jewel of Wisdom," able matter and weU maintain the repu
by Sankaracharya and the Kaivalyanita." tation which the Theosophisl originally 
It is much to be desired that one of our gained for itself. 
Hindu brothers, who adds to a knowledge 
of his own mystic literature, an acquaint
ance with Western modes of thought and 
expression, would devote a series 
of articles to the exposition of the 
fundamental standpoint and ideas of such 
works as these. Such an article would 
add enormously to the value of these 
translations to the Western world. 

In :the November number, Dr. Pratt 
takes up the Jehovistic cosmogony, which 
he contrasts and compares with the Elo· 

In THE PATH for October we notice 
especially the following articles: 

Nature's SCMlar, a most poetically
conceived and weU-worked-out Idyll, by 
J. C. Ver Plank, in which the underlying 
occult truth is presented to the reader in 
a most attractive form. 

Following this is a much needed warning 
against the dangers of Astral Intoxica
lion. Admirably expressed, it points OUt 
the true, and indicates the false, path 
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with great clearness; and we desire to 
caU the earnest attention of such of our 
readers as are engaged in p.rycAic"develop
ment to its importance. 

"Pilgrim" contributes some further 
TAougAts in Sqli,!,tk, the lc;ading ide~ of 
which may be mdlcated by Its concludmg 
lines, which are quoted from Sir Philip 
Sydney of heroic fame: 
"Then farewell, World! thy uttermost I see, 

Eternal Love, maintain thy life in me ! .. 

Tea-Table Talk is even more interest
ing and suggestive than usual, and, besides 
those above mentioned, this well-filled 
number contains Part IV. of the series 
of articles on TAe Poetr), of Re-in
carnation ,'" Western Literature, which 
deals with the Platonic Poets. 

The NO'lItmber number opens with an 
able continuation of Mr. Brehon's article 
on I Tlte Bltagavat-Gita, commenced so 
long ago as last April, of which we hope 
to peruse a further instalment. Following 
this is a short article indicating the term 
" Medium" from the loathsome conno
tations which phenomenal spiritualism has 
attached to it. We then come to a paper 
on Goethe's Faust, read before one 
of the branches of the Theosophical 
Society in America. I t is of great interest 
to students of literature and will furnish a 
clue to the real meaning of much of the 
poet's writing. 

Mr. Johnston makes some most sug
gestive remarks on Cain and Abel/ 
Harij speaks in no uncertain tones of 
Personalities and Truth, while Hadji 
Erinn points out the Patlt oJ Action, and 
warns the members of the T. S. that they 
must not expect their road to become 
easier and I;'lainer before them, while yet 
the society IS undergoing the trials of its 
education. 

Zadok gives some able answers to 
questions on various points of practical 
occultism and Julius, in Tea-Table Talk, 
points out how many people are really 
entering on the path of Theosophy-even 
though unconsciously. 

LE LOTUS, for October and Novem
ber, is even more interesting than usual. 
In the October number are contained two 
very valuable articles. The first of these 
is a paper on Paracelsus from the pen of 
Dr. Hartmann, who is especially qualified 
to handle the subject by his profound 
study of the work, and especially the 
manustripts, of that great occultist. M. 
" Papus" contributes a most lucid and 
able exposition of some Kabbalistic 
doctrines, the practical value of which 
has been hitherto but little realised even 
by professed students of mysticism. 

The opening article in the November 

issue is headed, Tlte Constilution oj lite 
Microcosm. It is written in a clear and 
attractive style, and contains a most 
thorough and complete explanation of the 
various classifications of the principles 
which enter into the constitution of man. 

" Amaravella " has evidently studied the 
whole subject very deeply, and he shows 
the relation of these various classi
fications to one another in a way which 
will clear up many of the misconceptions 
which have arIsen. 

M. "Papus" writes on Alchemy in a 
manner which shows how conversant he 
is with this little-understood topic. We 
therefore look forward with great anticipa
tions'to the perusal of his book" Traite 
~lImen/aire de science occul/e," the 
fourth chapter of which contains the 
article referred to. 

It is very evident that Theosophy is 
making great and rapid progress in 
France, and this is in great measure due 
to the untiring and unselfish devotion of 
the editor of Le Lotus, M. Gaboriau, 
whom we congratulate most warmly on 
the success which has attended his 
efforts. 

L'Aurore for October contains an 
article on the so-called "Star of Beth
lehem," which repeats the assurance that 
the woHd is entering on a new and hap
pier life· phase. 

Unfortunately, it seems mpre than 
probable that before this amelioration takes 
place, the world must pass through the 
valley of the shadow of Death, and endure 
calamities far worse than any it has yet 
seen. Lady Caithness continues her 
erudite and interesting article on the lost 
ten tribes of Israel. Her thesis is put 
forward in admirable langua~e. and sup
ported by a great wealth of bIblical quota
tions. Unfortunately, the task undertaken 
is an impossible one. There never were 
twelve tribes of Israel-two only-Judah 
and the Levites, having had a real exist
ence in the flesh. The remainder are but 
euhemerizations of the signs of the Zodiac, 
and were introduced because they were 
necessary to the Kabalistic scheme on 
which the" History" of the Jews was 
written. 

Lady Barrogill relates the well-known 
story of an English bishop and the ghost 
of a Catholic priest, who haunted his 
former residence in order to secure the 
destruction of some notes he had taken 
(contrary to the rule of the Church) of an 
important confession which he had heard. 

Besides these articles we find the con
tinuation of the serial romance, " L'amour 
Immortel," and LUCIFER has to thank 
the editor for the appreciative notice con
tained in this number. 
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1 SSS. 
pEOPLE usually wish that their friends shall have a happy new 
~ year, and sometimes" prosperous" is added to "happy." It is 

not likely that much happiness or prosperity can come to those 
who are living for the truth under such a dark number as 1888; but 
still the year is heralded by the glorious star Venus-Lucifer, shining so 
resplendently that it has been mistaken for that still rarer visitor, the 
star of Bethlehem. This too, is at hand; and surely something of the 
Christos spirit must be born upon earth under such conditions. Even if 
happmess alld prosperity are absent, it is possible to find something 
greater than either in this coming year. Venus-Lucifer is the sponsor 
of our magazine, and as we chose to come to light under its auspices, so 
do we desire to touch on its nobility. This is possible for us all 
personally, and instead of wishing our readers a happy or prosperous 
N ew Year, we feel more in the vein to pray them to make it one worthy 
of its brilliant herald. This can be effected by those who are courageous 
and resolute. Thoreau p~inted out that there are artists in life, persons 
who can change the colour of a day and make it beautiful to those with 
whom they come in contact. We claim that there are adepts, masters 
in life who make it divine, as in all other arts. Is it not the greatest art 
of all, this which affects the very atmosphere in which we live? That 
it is the most important is seen at once, when we remember that every 
person who draws the breath of life affects the mental and moral 
atmosphere of the world, and helps to colour the day for those about 
him. Those who do not help to elevate the thoughts and lives of others 
must of necessity either paralyse them by indifference, or actively drag 
them down. When this point is reached, then the art of life is converted 
into the science of death j we see the black magician at work. And no 
one can be quite inactive. Although many bad books and pictures are 
produced, still not everyone who is incapable of writing or painting well 
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insists on doing so badly. Imagine the result if they were to! Yet so 
it is in life. Everyone lives, and thinks, and speaks. If all our readers 
who have any sympathy with LUCIFER endeavoured to learn the art 
of making life not only beautiful but divine, and vowed no longer to be 
hampered by disbelief in the possibility of this miracle, but to commence 
the Herculean task at once, then 1888, however unlucky a year, would 
have been fitly ushered in by the gleaming star. Neither happiness nor 

1 
prosperity are always the best of bedfellows for such undeveloped 
mortals as most of us are; they seldom bring with them peace, which is 
the only permanent joy. The idea of peace is usually connected with 
the close of life and a religious state of mind. That kind of peace will 
however generally be found to contain the element of expectation. The 
pleasures of this world have been surrendered, and the soul waits 
contentedly in expectation of the pleasures of the next. The peace of 
the philosophic mind is very different from this and can be attained to 
early in life when pleasure has scarcely been tasted, as well as when it 
has been fully drunk of. The American Transcendentalists discovered 
that life could be made a sublime thing without any assistance from 
circumstances or outside sources of pleasure and prosperity. Of course 
this had been discovered many times before, and Emerson only took up 
again the cry raised by Epictetus. But every man has to discover this 
fact freshly for himself, and when once he has realised it he knows that 
he would be a wretch if he did not endeavour to make the possibility a 
reality in his own life. The stoic became sublime because he recognised 
his own absolute responsibility and did not try to evade it; the Transcen
dentalist was even more, because he had faith in the unknown and 
untried possibilities which lay within himself. The occultist fully 
recognises the responsibility and claims his title by having both tried 
and acquired knowledge of his own possibilities. The Theosophist who 
is at all in earnest, sees his responsibility and endeavours to find know
ledge, living, in the meantime, up to the highest standard of which he is 
aware. To all such LUCIFER gives greeting! ~ran's life is in his own 
hands, his fate is ordered by himself. Why then should not 1888 be a 
year of greater spiritual development than any we have Ih-ed through? 
It depends on ourselves to make it so. This is an actual fact, not a 
religious sentiment. In a garden of sunflowers every flower turns 
towards the light. Why not so with us? 

And let no one imagine that it is a mere fancy, the attaching of 
importance to the birth of the year. The earth passes through its 
definite phases and man with "it; and as a day can be coloured so can a 
year. The astral life of the earth is young and strong between 
Christmas and Easter. Those who form their wishes now will have 
added strength to fulfil them consistently. 
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TO THE JIORNING STAR. 

TO THE MORNING STAR. 

Lucifer, Lucifer Son of the :Morning, 
Trembling and fair on the opening skies, 

Heralding, truly, a day that is dawning, 
Telling the II Light of the World" shall arise. 

Lucifer, Lucifer, all through the Ages 
Weary hearts struggled and watched for the light, 

Now it is coming, and thou the forerunner, 
:Nlystical prophet, the herald of Right. 

There in the desert of Night where thou dwell est, 
Round thee in myriads the feebler lights stand; 

Lucifer, Lucifer, ever thou tellest 
The glorious Kingdom of Right is at hand. 

Rising and setting, 0, Star of the :\Iorning! 
Strangely prophetic, thou atom of light; 

Revealing in silence the law of creation. 
Out from the unseen abyss of the night, 

Into a world where the stars, sympathetic, 
Seem to be fraught with a pulsating breath; 

Brilliant, yet shining like tear-drops pathetic, 
But sinking at last in bblivion of death! 

Sinking, but wrapped in the shroud of the :Nlorning, 
Folded in splendour as light shall arise; 

Lucifer, herald of Truth that is dawning, 
Ride through thy glorious pathway, the skies! 

Soon in the east, with a splendour triumphant, 
Morning shall break like a great altar-fire, 

Ignorance, darkness, and gross superstition, 
Shall melt in its beams, and in silence expire! 

339 

HELEN FAGG. 

• "THE faith that you call sacred-' sacred as the most delicate or manly or 
_omanly sentiment oflove and honour '-is the faith that nearly all of your fellow men 
are to be lost. Ought an honest man to be restrained from denouncing that faith be
cause those who entertain it say that their feelings are hurt ? You say to me: 'There 
is a hell A man advocating the opinions you advocate will go ~ere when he dies.' I 
answer: 'There is no hell, the Bibie that teaches it is not true.' And you say: 'How 
can you hurt my feelings?' "-R. G. INGERSOLL.-Secular Revz"ew. 
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"TO THE READERS OF 'LUCIFER.''' 

OD UR magazine is only four numbers old, and already its young life 
is full of cares and trouble. This is all as it should be; i.e., like 
every other publication, it must fail to satisfy all its readers, and 

this is only in the nature of things and the destiny of every printed organ· 
But what seems a little strange in a country of culture and freethought 
is that LUCIFER should receive such a number of aJlOllYll10tlS, spiteful, 
and often abusive letters. This, of course, is but a casual remark, the 
waste-basket in the office being the only addressee and sufferer in this 
case; yet it suggests strange truths with regard to human nature.* 

Sincerity is true wisdom, it appears, only to the mind of the moral 
philosopher. It is rudeness and insult to him who regards dissimulation 
and deceit as culture and politeness, and holds that the shortest, easiest. 
and safest way to success is to let sleeping dogs and old customs alone. 
But, if the dogs are obstructing the highway to progress and truth, and 
Society will, as a rule, reject the wise words of (St.) Augustine, who 
recommends that "no man should prefer custom before reason and 
truth," is it a sufficient cause for the philanthropist to walk out of, or 
even deviate from, the track of truth, because the selfish egoist chooses 
to do so ? Very true, as remarked somewhere by Sir Thomas Browne 
that not every man is a proper champion for the truth, nor fit to take 
up the gauntlet in its cause. Too many of such defenders are apt, from 
inconsideration and too much zeal, to charge the troops of error so 
rashly that they" remain themselves as trophies to the enemies of truth." 
Nor ought all of us (members of the Theosophical Society) to do 
so personally, but rather leave it only to those among our num
bers who have voluntarily and beforehand sacrificed their personalities 
for the cause of Truth. Thus teaches us one of the Masters of Wisdom 
in some fragments of advice which are published further on for the 
benefit of the Theosophists (see the article that follows this). While 
enforcing upon such public characters in our ranks as editors, and 
lecturers, etc., the duty of telling fearlessly" the Truth to the face of LIE," 
he yet condemns the habit of private judgment and criticism in every 
individual Theosophist. 

Unfortunately, these are not the ways of the public and readers. 
Since our journal is entirely unsectarian, since it is neither theistic 
nor atheistic, Pagan nor Christian, orthodox nor heterodox, therefore, i~s 
editors discover eternal verities in the most opposite religious systems 
and modes of thought. Thus LUCIFER fails to give full satisfaction to 
either infidel or christian. In the sight of the former-whether he be 

* .. VERBUM SAP." It is not our intention to notice anonymous communications, even though 
they should emanate in a round-about way from Lambeth Palace. The matter" yerht", Sal" 
refers to is not one of taste; the facts must be held responsible for the offence; and, as the Scripture 
bath it, .. Woe to them by wbom the offence cometh! .. 
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an Agnostic, a Secularist, or an Idealist-to find divine or occult lore 
underlying "the rubbish" in the Jewish Bible and Christian Gospels is 
sickening; in the opinion of the latter, to recognise the same truth as in 
the Judeo-Christian Scriptures in the Hindu, Parsi, Buddhist, or 
Egyptian religious literature, is vexation of spirit and blasphemy. 
Hence, fierce criticism from both sides, sneers and abuse. Each party 
would have us on its own sectarian side, recognising as truth, only that 
which its particular ism does. 

But this cannot nor shall it be. Our motto was from the first, and ever 
shall be: "THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER THAN-TRUTH." Truth 
we search for, and, once found, we bring it forward before the world, 
whencesoever it comes. A large majority of our readers is fully satisfied 
with this our policy, and that is plainly sufficient for our purposes. 

I t is evident that when toleration is not the outcome' of indifference 
it must arise from wide-spreading charity and large-minded sympathy: 
Intolerance is preeminently the consequence of ignorance and jealousy. 
He who fondly believes that he has got the great ocean in his family 
water-jug is naturally intolerant of his neighbour, who also is pleased to 
imagine that he has poured the broad expanses of the sea of truth into 
his own particular pitcher. But anyone who, like the Theosophists knows 
how infinite is that ocean of eternal wisdom, to be fathomed by no one 
man, class, or party, and realizes how little the largest vessel made by man 
contains in comparison to what lies dormant and still unperceived in 
its dark, bottomless depths, cannot help but ,be tolerant. For he sees 
that others have filled their little water-jugs at the same great 
reservoir in which he has dipped his own, and if the water in the 
various pitchers seems different to the eye, it can only be because it 
is discoloured by impurities that were in the vessel before the pure 
crystalline element-a portion of the one eternal and immutable truth
entered into it. 

There is, and can be, but one absolute truth in Kosmos. And little as 
we, with our present limitations, can understand it in its essence, we still 
know that if it is absolute it must also be omnipresent and universal; 
and that in such case, it must be underlying every world-religion-the 
product of the thought and knowledge of numberless generations of 
thinking men. Therefore, that a portion of truth, great or small, is 
found in every religious and philosophical system, and that if we would 
find it, we have to search for it at the origin and source of every such 
system, at its roots and first growth, not in its later overgrowth of 
sect., and dogmatism. Our object is not to destroy any religion but 
rather to help to filter each, thus ridding them of their respective 
impurities. In this we are opposed by all those who maintain, against 
evidence, that their particular pitcher alone contains the whole ocean. 
How is our great work to be done if we are to be impeded and harassed 
on every side by partisans and zealots? It would be already half 
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accomplished were the intelligent men, at least, of every sect and system, 
to feel and to confess that the little wee bit of truth they themselves 
own must necessarily be mingled with error, and that their neighbours. 
mistakes are, like their own, mixed with truth. 

Free discussion, temperate, candid, undefiled by personalities and 
animosity, is, we think, the most efficacious means of getting rid of 
error and bringing out the underlying truth; and this applies to publica
tions as well as to persons. It is open to a magazine to be tolerant or 
intolerant; it is open to it to err in almost e,"ery way in which an 
individual can err; and since every publication of the kind has a 
responsibility such as falls to the lot of few individuals, it behoves it 
to be ever on its guard, so that it may ad,-ance without fear and without 
reproach_ All this is true in a special degree in the case of a theoso
phical publication, and LUCIFER feels that it would be unworthy of that 
designation were it not true to the profession of the broadest tolerance 
and catholicity, even while pointing out to its brothers and neighbours 
the errors which they indulge in and follow. While thus keeping strictly, 
in its editorials, and in articles by its individual editors, to the spirit and 
teachings of pure theosophy, it nevertheless frequently gives room 
to articles and letters which diverge widely from the esoteric 
teachings accepted by the editors, as also by the majority of theoso
phists. Readers, therefore, who are accustomed to find in magazines 
and party publications only such opinions and arguments as the editor 
believes to be unmistakably orthodox-from his peculiar standpoint
must not condemn any article in LUCIFER with which they are not 
entirely in accord, or in which expressions are used that may be offensive 
from a sectarian or a prudish point of view, on the ground that such are 
unfitted for a theosophical magazine. They should remember that 
precisely because LUCIFER is a theosophical magazine, it opens its 
columns to writers whose views of life and things may not only slightly 
differ from its own, but even be diametricalIy opposed to the opinion of 
the editors. The object of the latter is to elicit truth, not to advance 
the interest of any particular iS1II, or to pander to any hobbies, likes or 
dislikes, of any class of readers. It is only snobs and prigs who, dis
regarding the truth or error of the idea, cavil and strain merely over 
the expressions and words it is couched in. Theosophy, if meaning 
anything, means truth; and truth has to deal indiscriminately and in 
the same spirit of impartiality with vessels of honour and of dishonour 
alike. No theosophical publication would ever dream of adopting 
the coarse-or shall we say terribly sincere-language of a Hosea or a 
Jeremiah; yet so long as those holy prophets are found in the Christian 
Bible, and the Bible is in every respectable, pious family, whether 
aristocratic or plebeian; and so long as the Bible is read with bowed 
head and in all reverence by young, innocent maidens and school-boys, 
why should our Christian critics fall foul cf any phrase which may 
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have to be used-if truth be spoken at all-in an occasional article 
upon a scientific subject? It is to be feared that the same sentences 
now found objectionable, because referring to Biblical subjects, would 
be loudly praised and applauded had they been directed against any 
gentile system offaith ( Vide certailZ missionary orga1ls), A little charity, 
gentle readers-charity, and above all-fairness and JUSTICE. 

Justice demands that when the reader comes across an article in this 
magazine which does not immediately approve itself to his mind by 
chiming in with his own peculiar ideas, he should regard it as a problem 
to solve rather than as a mere subject of criticism. Let him endeavour 
to learn the lesson which only opinions differing from his own can teach 
him. Let him be tolerallt, if 1I0t actllally charitable, and postpone 
his judgment till he extracts from the article the truth it must contain, 
adding this new acquisition to his store. One ever learns more from 
one's enemies than from one's friends; and it is only when the reader 
has credited this hidden truth to LUCIl'ER, that he can fairly presume 
to put what he believes to be the errors of the article, he does not like, 
to the debit account. 

ADAPT A TlONS. 

WE have been asked to give permission for Mr. Gerald Massey's lines on 
LUCIFER, Lady of Light, to be "adapted" and sung to the "Lord Jesus Christ" 
in a chapeL This is flattering for both parties concerned The editors have 
no objection, but Mr. Massey is obdurate enough to refuse his permission and 
sufficiently unfeeling to have called the pretty "adaptation" a PARODY. The 
" Lady of Light" was to have run in this wise :-

.. Star of the Day and the Night. 
St:u of the Dark that is dying. 
Star of the Dawn that is nighing. 
Jesu, our Saviour, our Light!" etc. 

But how truly appropriate it would be if Mr. Massey's lines on Shakspeare 
were also "adapted" and applied to the Lord Buddha. 

"FOR HIM NO MARTYR-FIRES HAVE BLAZED, 
NO RACK BEEN USED, NOR SCAFFOLDS RAISED; 
FOR HIM NO LIFE WAS EVER SHED 
TO MAKE THE CONQUEROR'S PATHWAY RED. 
OUR PRINCE OF PEACE IN GLORY HATH GONE, 
WITHOUT A SINGLE SWORD BEING DRAWN; 
WITHOUT ONE BATTLE-FLAG UNFURLED, 
TO MAKE HIS CONQUEST OF OUR WORLD. 
AND FOR ALL TIME HE WEARS HIS CROWN 
OF LASTING, LIMITLESS, RENOWN; 
HE REIGNS WHATEVER MONARCHS FALL, 
HIS THRONE IS AT THE HEART OF ALL." 
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SOME WORDS ON DAILY LIFE. 

(Writtell by a Master of Wisdom.) " IT is divine philosophy alone, the spiritual and psychic blending of 
man with nature, which, by revealing the fundamental truths 
that lie hidden under the objects of sense and perception, can 

promote a spirit of unity and harmony in spite of the great diversities 
of conflicting creeds. Theosophy, therefore, expects and demands from 
the Fellows of the Society a great mutual toleration and charity for 
each other's shortcomings, ungrudging mutual. help in the search for 
truths in every department of nature-moral and physical. And this 
ethical standard must be unflinchingly applied to daily life. 

"Theosophy should not represent merely a,collection of moral verities, 
a bundle of metaphysical ethics, epitomized in theoretical dissertations. 
Theosophy must be made practical; and it has, therefore, to be dis
encumbered of useless digressions, in the sense of desultory orations 
and fine talk. Let every Theosophist only do his duty, that which he 
can and ought to do, and very soon the sum of human misery, within 
and around the areas of every Branch of your Society, will be found 
visibly diminished. Forget SELF in working for others-and the task 
will become an easy and a light one for you. . . . . . 

"Do not set your pride in the appreciation and acknowledgment of 
that work by others. Why should any member of the Theosophical 
Society, striving to become a Theosophist, put any value upon his 
neighbours' good or bad opinion of himself and his work, so long as he 
himself knows it to be useful and beneficent to other people? Human 
praise and enthusiasm are short-lived at best j the laugh of the scoffer 
and the condemnation of the indifferent looker-on are sure to follow, and 
generally to out-weigh the admiring praise of the friendly. Do not 
despise the opinion of the world, nor provoke it uselessly to unjust 
criticism. Remain rather as indifferent to the abuse as to the praise of 
those who can never know you as you really are, and who ought, therefore, 
to find you unmoved by either, and ever placing the approval or con
demnation of your own hiller Self higher than that of the multitudes. 

"Those of you who would know yourselves in the spirit of truth, learn 
to live alone even amidst the great crowds which may sometimes surround 
you. Seek communion and intercourse only with the God within your 
own soul; heed only the praise or blame of that deity which can never 
be separated from your true self, as it is verily that God itself: called 
the HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS. Put without delay your good intentions 
into practice, never leaving a single one to remain only an intention
expecting, meanwhile, neither reward nor even acknowledgment for 
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the good you may have done. Reward and acknowledgment are in your
self and inseparable from you, as it is your Inner Self alone which can 
appreciate them at their true degree and value. For each one of you 
contains within the precincts of his inner tabernacle the Supreme Court 
-prosecutor, defence, jury and judge-whose sentence is the only one 
without appeal; since none can know you better than you do yourself, 
when once you have learned to judge that Self by the never wavering light 
of the inner divinity-your higher Consciousness. Let, therefore, the 
masses, which can never know your true selves, condemn your outer 
selves according to their own false lights. . . . . . . 

.. The majority of the public Areopagus is generally composed of self· 
appointed judges, who have never made a permanent deity of any idol 
save their own personalities-their lower selves; for those who try 
in their walk in life, to follow their inller light will never be found 
judging, far less condemning, those weaker than themselves. What does 
it matter then, whether the former condemn or praise, whether they 
humble you or exalt you on a pinnacle? They will never comprehend 
you one way or the other. They may make an idol of you, so long as 
they imagine you a faithful mirror of themselves on the pedestal or 
altar which they have reared for you, and while you amuse or benefit 
them. You cannot expect to be anything for them but a temporary 
fetish, succeeding another fetish just overthrown, and followed in your 
turn by another idol Let, therefore, those who have created that idol 
destroy it whenever .they like, casting it down with as little cause as they 
had for setting it up. Your Western Society can no more live without 
its Khalif of an hour than it can worship one for any longer period; and 
whenever it breaks an idol and then besmears it with mud, it is not the 
model, but the disfigured image created by its own foul fancy and which 
it has endowed with its own vices, that Society dethrones and breaks. 

" Theosophy can only find objective expression in an all-embracing 
code of life, thoroughly impregnated with the spirit of mutual tolerance, 
charity, and brotherly love. Its Society, as a body, has a task before it 
which, unless performed with the utmost discretion, will cause the world 
of the indifferent and the selfish to rise up in arms against it. Theo
sophy has to fight intolerance, prejudice, ignorance, and selfishness, 
hidden under the mantle of hypocrisy. It has to throw all the light it 
can from the torch of Truth, with which its servants are entrusted. It 
must do this without fear or hesitation, dreading neither reproof nor 
condemnation. Theosophy, through its mouthpiece, the Society, has to 
tell the TRUTH to the very face of LIE; to beard the tiger in its den, 
without thought or fear of evil consequences, and to set at defiance 
calumny and threats.· As an Associati01l, it has not only the right, but 
the duty to uncloak vice and do its best to redress wrongs, whether 
through the voice of its chosen lecturers or the printed word of its 
journals and publications-making its accusations, however, as impersonal 
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as possible. But its Fellows, or Members, have illdividually no such 
right. Its followers have, first of all, to set the example of a firmlyout
lined and as firmly applied morality, before they obtain the right to 
point out, even in a spirit of kindness, the absence of a like ethic unity 
and singleness of purpose in other associations or individuals. No 
Theosophist should blame a brother, whether within or outside of the 
association; neither may he throw a slur upon another's actions or 
denounce him, lest he himself lose the right to be considered a Theo
sophist. For, as such, he has to turn away his gaze from the imperfec
tions of his neighbour, and centre rather his attention upon his own 
shortcomings, in order to correct them and become wiser. Let him not 
show the disparity between claim and action in another, but, whether 
in the case of a brother, a neighbour, or simply a fellow man, let him 
rather ever help one weaker than himself on the arduous walk of life. 

"The problem of true Theosophy and its great mission are, first, the 
working out of clear unequivocal conceptions of ethic ideas and duties, 
such as shall best and most fully satisfy the right and altruistic feelings 
in men; and second, the modelling of these conceptions for their adapta
tion into such forms of daily life, as shall offer a field where they may 
be applied with most equitableness. 

" Such is the common work placed before all who are willing to act 
on these principles. It is a laborious task, and will require strenuous 
and persevering exertion; but it must lead you insensibly to progress, 
and leave you no room for any selfish aspirations outside the limits 
traced .... Do not indulge personally in unbrotherly comparison 
between the task accomplished by yourself and the work left undone by 
your neighbours or brothers. In the fields of Theosophy 1I011e is held 
to weed out a larg-er plot of g-roulld than his strellg-th and capacity will 
permit him. Do not be too severe on the merits or demerits of one 
who seeks admission among your ranks, as the truth about the actual 
state of the inner man can only be known to Karma, and can be dealt 
with justly by that all-seeing LAW alone. Even the simple presence 
amidst you of a well-intentioned and sympathising individual may help 
you magnetically .... You are the free volunteer workers on the fields 
of Truth, and as such must leave no obstruction on the paths leading to 
that field. 

" The deg-ree of sllccess or failure arc the lalldmarks the masters na7!e to 
follow, as they will cOllstitute the barrier')" placed u'itlt YOllr own hallds 
betwem Y01lrselves alld those whom YOIl hO'i/e asked to be your teachers. 
TIle lIearer YOllr approach to tlze g-oal cOlltelllplated-the shorter the dis
tallce betwem the studeJlt alld the Master." 
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TIlE TRUE STORY OF A ,MAGICIAN. 

(COIltlimed. ) 

By MABEL COLLINS. 

CHAPTER VII. 

THE cloud lifted to re\'eal Fleta's face. She was bending O\"er him; 
she was at his side; she was almost leaning her face on his. 

.. " My dear, my dear," she said in a soft whispering voice, "has 
the blow been too great? Tell me, Hilary, speak to me? Have you 
still your senses?" 

" And you love that man?" was Hilary's sole answer, fixing his eyes 
in a cold strange gaze on her . 

.. Oh! Hilary, you talk of what is unknown to you! I love him, yes, 
and with a Jove so profound it is unimaginable to you." 

" And you tell me this! You tell this to the man who loves you, and 
who ha<; already devoted his whole life to you! Do you want a madman 
for your service? " 

" A life!" exclaimed Fleta, with a strange tone that had a ring as of 
scorn in it. "What is a life? I count it nothing. Our great aims lie 
beyond such considerations." 

Hilary raised himself and looked into her face. 
" Then you are mad," he said," and if so, a madman in your service 

is but fit. Nevertheless, my Princess, do not forget with what forces you 
have to contend. I am but a man; you have accepted my love. Only 
just now you have made me a murderer at heart-in desire. How soon 
shall I be one in reality? That depends on you, Fleta. The next time 
I see your gaze fixed on that man's face as I saw it but now I will kill 
him." 

Fleta rose to her full height and lifted her face to the sky; as she 
stood there a sort of shiver passed through her, a shiver as of pain. 
I nstandy Hilary's humour changed. " You are ill," he exclaimed. She 
turned her eyes on him. 

"When that murderous mood is on you, it will not be Father Ivan 
that you kill, but me, whom you profess to love. Do you understand 
that? " 

" Ah ! " cried Hilary, uttering a sound as if his heart was bursting 
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under the torture, " that is because you love him so! \Vell, I can only 
long and serve. I have no power to protest. Yet I ask you, oh! 
Princess, is it fit to use a man's heart to play at your queenly coquetries 
with? A king, your betrothed-a mysterious priest, the man you love 
-are not these enough but that you must take a boy, obscure and un
taught in such misfortunes, and trample on his love? It is unlike the 
nobility J have seen in you. Good-bye, for this, Princess! I am never 
your lover again as J was before. I can never believe in your pure 
sweet heart-only this morning it seemed to me as a pearl, as a drop of 
limpid water. Good-bye, my idol! Yet J am your servant to obey 
always, for I gave you my life to do with as you would. Call me, and J 
come, like your dog; but J will not stay by you, for no longer is it any
thing but pain to do so." 

With these wild, fierce reproaches, which seemed to stir the quiet air 
of the woodland, and make it seethe and burn with passion and despair, 
he turned and went from her. Fleta stood motionless, and her eyes 
drooped heavily j only she murmured, "\Ve were born under the same 
star! " 

Her voice was very low, yet it reached Hilary's ear. The words seemed 
to lash his heart. 

"Under the same star!" he repeated, in a voice of agony, standing 
suddenly still. "No, Fleta. You are the queen, I the subject. Not 
only so, but you know it, and use your power to the full. Did you not 
promise yourself utterly to me to be mine? " 

" I promised to give you my love for yours; I promised to give you 
all that you can take of me. My love is greater than you can even 
imagine, else I would not have listened to one word of your reproaches. 
They have humbled me, but I have borne it." 

"Ah, Fleta! you talk enigmas," exclaimed Hilary, moving rapidly 
back to her side; "you are enough to madden a man; yet I cannot but 
love you. Why is this? Every act of yours proves you heartless, faith
less, and yet r love you! Why is this? Oh, that I could read the riddle 
of your existence! Who are you ?-What is this mysterious place?
Who is that priest whose rule you acknowledge? J 'will know! " 

Fleta turned on him a sudden sweet smile, that seemed to light up his 
inner being as the flame of a lamp illumines a dusky room. 

"Yes," she said, "find out. I cannot tell you, yet J desire you--oh! 
indeed, I desire you to know. Compel the secret-force it. Yes, yes, 
Hilary! " 

She spoke eagerly, with a bright ring in her voice that thrilled his soul. 
He forgot the Princess, the conspirator, the religieuse-he only remem
bered the girl he loved-young, fresh, flower-like, with the fair sweet face 
close to his own. With an unutterable cry of love he held out his arms 
to her. 

" Oh, my dear, my love, come! " he said, in trembling tones that vibrated 
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with his passion. But Fleta turned away without a word and walked 
through the tall ferns, her robe trailing on the ground. No backward 
glance, no turn of the head, not even a movement of those white 
statuesque hands which hung at her sides. In one was a long grass 
which she had plucked before she came to him. Even that, though it 
fluttered in the wind, had a strangely stiff air, as if it had become a 
part of that statue which but a moment since was a woman. Hilary 
stood gazing after this retreating figure, powerless to move, powerless to 
rouse in his mind any thought but one; and that was not a thought. 
It was knowledge-consciousness. He knew, he felt, that he dared 
not follow Fleta and address her as men address the women they love; 
he dared not woo her with the fever on his lips that burned there. And 
why? Not because of her royal birth, or her beauty, or her power. 
He knew not why-he could not understand himself. It was as though 
a spell were cast on him that held him silent and motionless. 

\Vhen at last she was out of sight a sudden reaction took place. The 
whole burning force of the strong young man's nature broke loose and 
raged wildly through his whole system; he no longer was capable of 
thought, he only felt the blood that rushed to his head and made his 
brain reel as though he had drunk strong wine. He suddenly became 
aware that he had aged, grown, become a new creature in these last 
moments of experience. He had called himself a man five minutes ago; 
but now he knew that when he had uttered those words, he was only a 
boy_ Across a great gulf of feeling he looked back at the love that was 
in him when he had so spoken_ Now his passion burned like a fire on 
the altar of life; every instant the flames grew stronger and mounted 
more fiercely to his inflamed brain. 

The savage had burst forth. The savage untamed man, which 
smoulders within, and hides behind the cultivated faces of a gentle age. 
One strong touch on the chord of passion, and Hilary Estanol, a 
chivalric and courteous product of a refined time, knew himself to be a 
man, and knew that man to be a savage A savage, full of desire, of 
personal longing, thinking of nothing but his own needs. And to 
Hilary this sudden starting forth ofthe nature within him seemed like a 
splendid unfolding. He remained standing, erect, strong, resolute. 
His seething mind hastily went O\-er his whole position and Fleta's. 
Everything suddenly bore a new, vivid, stirring aspect. 

"This is a nest of conspirators!" he exclaimed to himself. .. That 
man, Ivan, is a conspirator or worse, else he would not hide here. What 
crowned head is it that he threatens? He is a criminal. I will dis
cover his secret; I will rescue Fleta from him ; by the strength of my 
lo\-e I will win her love from him; I will make her my own. Come, I 
must calm myself-I must be sober, for I have to find out the meaning 
of this mysterious place." 

He walked slowly through the wood, trying to still the throbbing in 
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his brain, to check the fierce pulsations of his heart and blood. He knew 
that now he needed all his instincts, all his natural intelligence, all his 
power of defence; for, in his present humour, he walked as an enemy to 
all men; by his new tide of feeling he had made every man his enemy. 
The young King Qtto had a prior right to the Fleta whom he desired to 
make his own; King Otto was indeed his enemy. Ivan had her love; 
how bitterly did Hilary hate that priest! And Adine, the false Fleta
what was she but a mere tool of the priest's, a creature used to baffle and 
blind him? She was the one most likely to trip his steps, for she defied 
even the knowledge which his love gave him of Fleta's face! 

He was full of energy and activity, and his blood desired to be stilled 
by action. He had quickly decided that he must immediately do two 
things: inspect the whole exterior of the house, so as to get some notion 
of what rooms were in it, and what their uses; and explore the outer 
circle of the grounds, to see if there was any difficulty about leaving 
them. As the latter task involved most exercise, he chose to undertake 
it first, and swiftly, with long strides, made his way through the wood
lands in the direction where the boundaries must lie. It did not take 
him long to traverse a considerable distance; for he felt stronger than 
ever in his life before. He had been a delicate lad, now he knew himself 
to be a strong man, as if new blood ran in his veins. The moon was 
high in the heavens, it was nearly full, and its light was strong. By it 
he soon discovered that the strange place in which he was had a more 
cunning and effective defence than any high wall or iron barrier. It was 
surrounded by tangled virgin woodland growth, where, as it seemed, no 
man's foot could have ever trodden. 

Hilary found it hard to believe that such wild land existed within a 
drive of the city. But it was there, and there was no passing through 
it, unless he worked his way with a wood-axe, inch by inch, as men do 
when they make a clearing. Such a task was hopeless, even if he had 
the tools, for it was impossible to tell in what direction to move. 

He returned at last, after many fruitless efforts; there seemed to be 
no vestige of a path. He had discovered the gate by which their entrance 
had been made; and discovered also that it was guarded. A figure 
moved slowly to and fro in the shadow of the trees; not with the air of 
one strolling for pleasure, but with the regular movements of a sentry. 
It was an unfamiliar figure, but dressed in the garb of the order. 

Hilary went quietly along by the side of the path that led to the 
house. It was useless to waste more time on this investigation; quite 
clearly he was a prisoner. And it seemed to him equally clear that unless 
he could escape, no information would be of any use to him. He must 
be able to carry it to the city, where he would be free to take it to 
Fleta's father, or even to other crowned heads in other countries, ac
cording to its nature. As he walked quietly on, revolving his position, 
he saw that the task he had set himself was no light one, even for a 
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strong man possessed by love. These monks belonged to an extraordi
narily powerful order, and were men of great ability. 

Here he was, in the very heart of one of their secret centres, which 
was, presumably, political. Fleta and King Otto were under their 
influence. And they were magicians; very certain he felt that they 
knew some of Nature's secrets, and had trained Fleta in her mysterious 
powers. And from this hidden and carefully guarded place he was 
determined to escape, taking with him its secret-and Fleta! Fleta, 
his love, his own, yet whom he had to win by his strength. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

IN the long corridor through which Fleta had led Hilary to Father Ivan's 
room there was another door, which was fastened in a very different 
manner. It was held in its place by iron clamps which would puzzle the 
beholder, for they fastened on the outside as though they secured the door 
of a prison instead of being any protection for the inhabitant of the room 
beyond. It was inside this door that Fleta was now lying down to rest 
for the night. Had Hilary known this what agony would have torn 
him! He would have felt that he must break those bars and release 
the prisoner within them, however supernatural the strength might be 
which would be needed. He was spared the sharp pain of knowing 
this, however, and he was not likely to learn it, for a strange sentinel 
patrolled the long corridor with even step-Father Ivan himself. With
out any pause he went steadily to and fro. 

It was about midnight that Father Ivan went into his room and 
glanced at a clock on the chimney-piece; not quite midnight, but very 
nearly. Hilary was lying awake in his room, tossing to and fro on a 
very luxurious and tempting bed, which gave him, however, no hope of 
rest. He had wandered round and round the house a dozen times, only to 
find himself bewildered by its strange shape, and the shrubberies which 
grew up close to the walls, and disheartened by the solid barricading of 
those windows which it was easy to approach. And yet at last he found a 
window wide open, and a room brightly lit; a lamp stood on the table 
and showed the pleasant room, well-furnished, and with a bed in it, dressed 
in fine linen and soft laces such as perhaps only members of an ascetic 
order know how to offer to their guests. Hilary stood a moment on the 
threshold, and then suddenly recognised it as his own room, It gave 
him an odd feeling, this, as if he had been watched and arranged for; 
treated like a prisoner. Well, it was useless to evade that dark fact-a 
prisoner he was. Recognising defeat for the moment, Hilary determined 
to accept it as gracefully as might be. He entered, closed his window 
and the strong shutters which folded over it, and then quickly laid 
himself down with intent to sleep. But sleep would not come, and he 
found all his thoughts and all his interest centred on Father Ivan. He 
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tried to prevent this but could not; he chased Fleta's image in vain
he could scarcely remember her beautiful face! What was its shape 
and colour? He tortured himself in trying to recall the face he loved 
so dearly. But always Father Ivan's figure was before his eyes; and 
suddenly it struck him that this vision was almost real, for he saw Ivan 
raise his hand in a commanding gesture which seemed to be directed 
towards himself. A moment later and he fell fast asleep, like a tired 
child. At this moment I van was standing in his own room, looking for 
an instant at the clock. He stood, perhaps, a little longer than was 
needed in order to see the time; and a frown came on his fine clear 
forehead which drew the arched eyebrows together. Then he turned 
quickly, left his room, and closed its door behind him. He w~nt to the 
door which was so strongly barred, and noiselessly loosened its fastenings, 
which swung heavily yet quite softly away from it. He opened the 
door and went in. 

In a sort of curtained recess was a low divan, which quite filled it, 
rising hardly a foot from the ground. This was covered with great rugs 
made of bear and wolf skin. Fleta lay stretched upon them, wrapped 
in a long cloak of some thick white material, which was bordered all 
round with white fur, and, indeed, lined with it, too. And yet when 
Ivan stooped and touched her hand it was cold as ice. 

"Come," he said; and turning, went slowly away from her. Fleta 
rose and followed him. Her eyes \vere half-closed, and had something 01 
the appearance of a sleep-walker's, and yet not altogether, for though 
they appeared dim and unseeing yet there was purpose, and conscious
ness, and resolution in them. No one who had not seen Fleta before in 
this state could have recognised those eyes, so set and strange were 
they. Ivan approached a large curtained archway, and drawing the 
curtain aside he motioned to Fleta to pass through. As she did so he 
touched one of her hands, as it hung at her side. Immediately she 
raised it, and throwing the cloak aside showed that she held °a white silk 
mask. Her dress beneath the cloak was of white silk. Slowly she 
raised the mask to her face and was about to put it on when a change 
of state came so suddenly upon her that it was like a tropical tornado. 
She opened her starry eyes wide anod vivid light flashed from them; she 
flung the mask away upon the floor and clasped her hands violently 
together, while her whole frame shoo~ with emotion. 

"Why must I mask myself?" she exclaimed. "You have not told 
me why." : ° 

"I have," said Ivan, very quietly. "No woman has ever entered there 
till now." 

" What tRen ?" cried Fleta, fier~ely. "There is no shame in being a 
woman! Have I not assailed that door in vain in a different character? 
Now, a woman, I demand entrance. Master, I will not disguise 
myself." 
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.. Be it so," said I van, "yet take the mask with you lest your mood 
should change again. You were willing, you remember, but a while 
since." 

Fleta stood motionless regarding the mask as it lay on the floor. 
Then she lifted her head suddenly and looked Ivan straight in the 
eyes . 

.. I will cast my s:!x from me, and mask my womanhood without any 
su:h help as that." 

Immediately that she had spoken Ivan walked on. They were in a 
long corridor, lit, and with the walls faintly coloured in pale pink on 
which shone som: silver stars. Yet, bright though it was, this corridor 
seemed strangely solemn. Why was it so ? Fleta looked from side to 
side, and could not discover. There was something new to her which 
she -did not understand. Though she had been instructed in so many of 
the mysteries, and so much of the knowledge of the order, she had never 
entered this corridor, nor indeed had she before known of its existence. 
They slowly neared the end of it where was a high door made of oak, 
and seemingly very solidly fastened j but Father I van opened it easily 
enough . 

.. My God !" cried Fleta instantly, in a low voice of deep amazement . 
.. Where am I? What country am I in? Father, was that corridor 
a magic place? This is no longer my own country! How far 
have you carried me in this short time?" 

.. A long way my daughter j come, do not delay." 
A vast plain, prairie-like, stretched before them, encircled on the right 

by the- narrowing end of a huge arm of mountains which disappeared 
upon the far horizon. Upon the plain was one spot, was one place, 
where a livid flame-like light burned, and could be seen, though the 
whole scene was bathed in strong moonlight. I van commenced to 
rapidly take his way c10wn a steep path which lay before them. And 
then Fleta became aware that they were themselves upon a height and 
had to descend into the plain. She did not look back j all her thoughts 
were centred on that vivid light which she now saw came from the 
windows of a great building. . Then she suddenly saw that a number of 
persons were in the plain j although it was so large yet there were 
enough people to look like a- crowd, which was gathering together from 
different directions. All were approaching the building. 

"Father," she.said to Ivan, who waS leading the way rapidly. .. Will 
they go in?" 

"Into the Temple? Those; on the plain? Indeed no. They are 
outside worshippers- j that crowd is in the world and of it, and yet has 
courage to come here -often when there is no light, and the icy winds 
blow keen across the plain." 

.. And they never enter. Why, my master, they can have no 
strength." 
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I van glanced back for an instant, a curious look in his eyes. 
"It is not always strength that is needed," he said in a low voice. 

Fleta did not seem to hear him; her eyes were fixed on the temple 
windows. Suddenly she stopped and cried out: 

" Is this a dream ? " 
" You are not asleep," said I van with a smile. 
"Asleep I no," she answered, and went on her way with increased 

rapidity. 
Very soon they stood on the plain and advanced ,with great speed 

towards the temple. Fleta was naturally hardy; but now it seemed to 
her that the very idea of fatigue was absurd. She could scale moun
tains in order to reach that light And yet what was it in it that drew 
her so? None but herself could have told. But Fleta's heart beat 
passionately with longing at the sight of it. Ivan turned on her a 
glance of compassion. 

"Keep quiet," he said. 
He was answered with a look and tone of fervour. 
" Yes: if it is in human power," she replied. 
The great crowds were slowly gathering towards the temple and 

formed themselves into masses of silent and scarcely moving figures. 
Fleta was now among them and though so absorbed by the idea of the 
goal before her, she was attracted by the strange appearance of 'these 
people. They were of all ages and nationalities, but more than two
thirds of them were men ; they one and all had the appearance of sleep
walkers, seeming perfectly unconscious of the scene in which they 
moved and of their object in reaching it. Their whole nature was turned 
inwards; so it appeared to Fleta. Why then had they come to this 
strange place, so difficult of access, if when come they could neither see 
nor hear? Fleta considered these things rapidly in her mind and would 
again have asked an explanation of Father Ivan but that while her 
steps slackened a little, his had hastened. He had already reached the 
door of the temple-when Fleta reached it he was not there. Of course 
he had entered, and Fleta, without fear or hesitation, put her hand on 
the great bar which held the door and lifted it. It was not difficult to 
lift; it seemed to yield to her touch, and swung back smoothly. With 
a slight push the great door opened a little before her-not wide; only 
as far as she had pushed it. Ah! there was the light! There, in her 
eyes I It was like life and joy to Fleta. She turned her eyes up to gaze 
on it, and stood an instant with her hands clasped, in ecstacy. 

Someone brushed lightly by, and, passing her, went straight in. 
That reminded her that she, too, desired to go straight in. She nerved 
herself for the supreme effort. For she was learned enough to know 
that ohly the initiate in her faith could enter that door; and she had 
not, in any outward form, passed the initiation. But she believed she 
had passed it in her soul; she had tested her emotions on every side 
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and found the world was nothing to her; she had flung her mask away 
believing her woman's shape and face to be the merest outward appear
ance, which would be unseen at the great moment. And now it hardly 
seemed as if she were a woman-she stood transfigured by the nobitity 
of her aspirations-and some who stood on the step outside remained 
there awestruck by her majestic b<!auty. By a supreme effort she 
resolved to face an-and to conquer an. She boldly entered the door 
and went up the white marble steps within it. A great hall was before 
her, flooded with the clear, soft light she loved; an innumerable number 
of objects presented themselves to her amazed eyes, but she did not 
pause to look at them-she guessed that the walls were jewelled from 
their sparkling-she guessed that the floor was covered with flowers, 
which lay on a polished silver ~urface, from the gleaming and the 
colour-and who were these, the figures in silver dresSes with a jewel 
like an eye that saw, clasped at the neck? A number came towards her. 
She would not allow herself to feel too exultant-she tried to steady 
herself-and yet joy came wildly into her heart, for she felt that she 
was already one of this august company. But their faces, as they gathered 
nearer, were all strange and unfamiliar. She looked from one to 
another. 

" Where is I van?" she murmured. 
Suddenly all was changed. The white figures grew in numbers till 

there seemed thousands-with outstretched hands they pushed Fleta 
down the steps-down, down, down, resist how she might. She did 
more! She fought, she battled, she cried aloud, first for justice, then for 
pity. But there was no relenting, no softening in these superhuman 
faces. Fleta fled at l!iSt from their overpowering numbers and inexorable 
cruelty, and then there came a great cry of voices, all uttering the same 
words; 

"You love him! Go I" 
Fleta fell, stunned and broken, at the foot of the outer step, and the 

great door closed behind her. But she was not unconscious for more 
than a few minutes. She opened her eyes and looked at the starry sky. 
Then she felt suddenly that she could not endure even that light and 
that the stars were reading her soul. She rose and hurried away, 
blindly following in any path that her feet found. It did not take her 
to any familiar place. She found herself in a dark wood. The moss 
was soft and fragrant and violets scented it. She lay down upon it, 
drawing her white cloak round her and hiding her eyes from the light. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

IT seemed to her that for long ages she was alone. Her mind achieved 
great strides of thought which at another time would have appeared 
impossible to her. She saw before her clearly her own folly, her own 
mistake. Yesterday she would not have credited it-yesterday it would 
have been unmeaning to her. But now she understood it, and understood 
too how heavy and terrible was her punishment; for it was already upon 
her. She lay helpless, her eyes shut, her whole body nerveless.' Her 
punishment was here. She had lost all hope, all faith. 

A gentle touch on her hand roused her consciousness, but she was too 
indifferent to open her eyes. It mattered little to her what or who was 
near her. The battle of her soul was now the only real thing in life to 
her. 

A voice that seemed strangely familiar fell on her ears; yet last time 
she had heard it it was loud, fierce, arrogant; now it was tender and soft, 
and full of an ovenvhelming wonder and pity. 

" You, Princess Fleta, here? My God! what can have happened? 
. Surely she is not dead? No! What is it, then?" 

Fleta slowly opened her eyes. It was Hilary who knelt beside her i 
she was lying on the dewy grass, and Hilary knelt there, the morning 
sun shining on his head and lighting up his beautiful boy's face. And 
Fleta as she lay and looked dully at him felt herself to be immeasurably 
older than he was; to be possessed of knowledge and experience which 
seemed immense by his ignorance. And yet she lay here, nerveless, 
hopeless. 

"What is it?" again asked Hilary, growing momently more 
distressed. 

" Do you want to know?" she said gently, and yet with an accent of 
pity that was almost contempt in her tone. "You would not under
stand." 

"Oh, tell me ! " said Hilary. "I love you-let me serve you! " 
She hardly seemed to hear his words, but his voice of entreaty made 

her go on speaking in answer: 
" I have tried," she said, " and failed." 
" Tried what? " exclaimed Hilary, " and how failed? Oh, my Princess, 

I believe these devils of priests have given you some fever- you do not 
know what you are saying! " 

" I know very well," replied Fleta; "I am in no fever. I am all but 
dead-that is no strange thing, for I am stricken." Hilary looked at her 
as she lay, and saw that her words were true. How strange a figure 
she looked, lying there so immovably, as if crushed or dead, upon the 
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dewy grass ; wrapped in her white robes. And her face was white with 
a terrible whiteness; the great eyes looked out from the white face with 
a sad. smileless gaze; and would those pale drawn lips never smile 
again? Was the radiant, brilliant Fleta changed for ever into this 
paralysed \vhite creature? Hilary knew that even if it was so he loved 
her more passionately and devotedly than before. His soul yearned 
towards her . 

.. Tell me, explain to me, what has done this?" he cried out, growing 
almost incoherent in his passionate distress. "I demand to know by my 
love for you. What have you tried to do in this awful past night?" 

Fleta opened her eyes, the lids of which had drooped heavily, and 
looked straight into his as she answered: 

.. I have tried for the Mark of the White Brotherhood. I have tried to 
pass the first initiat!on of the Great Order. I did not dream I could 
fail, for I have passed through many initiations which men regard with 
fear. But I have failed." 

"I cannot believe," said Hilary, "that you could fail in anything. You 
are-dreaming-you are feverish. Let me lift you, let me carry you into 
the house." 

"Yes, I have failed," answered Fleta dully; "failed, because J had not 
measured the strength of my humanity. It is in me-in me still! I am 
the same as any other woman in this land. I. who thought myself 
supreme-I, who thought myself capable of great deeds! Ah, Hilary, 
the first simple lesson is yet unlearned. I have failed because I loved
because I love like any other fond and foolish woman! And yet no 
spark of any part of love but devotion is in my soul. That is too 
gross. Is it possible to purge even that away ? Yes, those of the 
White Brotherhood have done it. I will do it even if it take me a 
thousand years, a dozen lifetimes! " 

She had raised herself from the ground as she spoke, for a new fierce 
passion had taken the place of the dull despair in her manner; she had 
raised herself to her feet, and then unable to stand had fallen on to her 
knees. Hilary listened yet hardly heard; only some of her words 
hurried into his mind. He bent down till his face touched her white 
cloak where it lay on the grass, and kissed it a dozen times . 

.. You have failed because of love? Oh, my Princess, then it is not 
failure! Men live for love, men die for love! It is the golden power of 
life. Oh, my Princess, let me take you from this terrible place-come back 
with me to the world where men and women know love to be the one great 
joy for which all else is well lost. Fleta, while I doubted that you loved 
me I was as wax; but now that I know you do, and with a love so great 
that it has power to check the career of your soul, now I am strong, I 
am able to do all that a strong man can do. Come, let me raise you 
and take you away from here to a place of peace and delight!" 

He had risen to his feet and stood before her, looking magnificent in 

". _ ""':1'.:0"" ...... ~.-
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the morning sunshine. He was slight of build, yet that slightness was 
really indicative of strength; when Hilary Estanol had been effeminate 
it was because he had not cared to be anything else. He stood grandly 
now, his hands stretched towards her; a man, lofty, transformed by the 
power of love. Fleta looking at him saw in his brilliant eyes the gleam 
of the conquering savage. She rose suddenly and confronted him. 

" You are mistaken," she said abruptly. "It is not you that I love." 
Then, as suddenly as Fleta had moved and spoken, the man before 

her vanished, with his nobility, and left the savage only, unvarnished, 
unhumanised . 

.. My God," gasped Hilary, almost breathless from the sudden blow, 
"then it is that accursed priest?" 

.. Yes," answered Fleta, her eyes on his, her voice dull, her whole form 
like that of a statue, so emotionless did she seem, "it is that accursed 
priest." 

She moved away from him and looked about her. The spot was 
familiar. She was in the woodland about the monastery. She 
could find her way home now without difficulty. And yet how 
weak she was, and how hard it was to take each footstep! After 
moving a few paces she stood still and tried to rouse herself, tried to use 
her powerful will. 

"Where are my servants?" she said in a low voice. "Where are 
those who do my bidding? " 

She closed her eyes, and standing there in the sunlight, used all her 
power to call the forces into action which she had learned to control. 
For she was a sufficiently learned magician to be the mistress of some 
of the secrets of Nature. But now it seemed she was helpless-her old 
powers were gone. A low, bitter cry of anguish escaped from her lips 
as she realised this awful fact. Hilary, terrified by the strange sound 
of her voice, hastily approached her and looked into her face. Those 
dark eyes, once so full of power, were now full of an agony such as one 
sees in the eyes of a hunted and dying creature. Yet Fleta did not 
faint or fail, or cling to the strong man who stood by her side. After 
a moment she spoke, with a faint yet steady voice. 

" Do you know the way to the gate?" she asked. 
"Yes," replied Hilary; who indeed had but recently explored the 

whole demesne. 
" Take my hand," she said, .. and lead me there." 
She used her natural power of royal command now; feeble though 

she was, she was the princess. Hilary did not dream of disobeying her. 
He took the cold and lifeless hand she extended to him, and led her 
as quickly as was possible over the grass, through the trees and 
flowering shrubs, to the gateway. As they neared it she spoke: 

"You are to go back to the city," she said. "Do not ask why-you 
must go; yet I will tell you this-it is for your own safety. I have 
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lost my power-I can no long~r protect you, and there are both angels 
and devils in this place. I have lost all! all! And I have no right to 
risk your sanity as well as my own. You must go." 

.. And leave you here?" said Hilary, bewildered. 
"I am safe," she answered proUdly. "No power in heaven or earth 

can hurt me now, for I have cast my all on one stake. Know this. 
Hilary, before we part; I shall never yield or surrender. I shall cast 
out that love that kills me from my heart-I shall enter the White 
Brotherhood. And, Hilary, you too will enter it. But, oh! not yet! 
Bitter lessons have you yet to learn! Good-bye, my brother." 

The sentinel who guarded the gate now approached them in his walk; 
Fleta moved quickly towards him. After a few words had passed 
between them he blew a shrill, fine whistle. Then he approached 
Hilary . 

.. Come," he said, .. I will show you the way for some distance and 
will then obtain you a horse and a guide to the city." 

Hilary did not hesitate in obeying Fleta's commands; he knew he 
must go. But he turned to look once more into her mysterious face. 
She was no longer there. He bowed his head, and silently followed the 
monk through the gate into the outer freedom of the forest. 

Fleta meantime crept back to the house through the shelter of the 
trees. Her figure looked like that of an aged woman, for she was 
bowed almost double and her limbs trembled as she moved. She did 
not go to the centre door of the house, but approached a window which 
opened to the ground and now stood wide. It was the window of 
Fleta's own room; she hurried towards it with feeble, uncertain steps . 
.. Rest! Rest! I must rest!" she kept murmuring to herself. But on 
the very threshold she stumbled and fell. Spmeone came immediately 
to her and tried to raise her. It was Father Ivan. Fleta disengaged 
herself, tremblingly yet resolutely. She rose with difficulty to her feet 
and gazed very earnestly into his face . 

.. And you knew why I should fail?" she said. 
Ie Yes," he answered, "I knew. You are not strong enough to stand 

alone amid the spirit of humanity. I knew you clung to me. Well 
have you suffered from it. I know that very soon you will stand alone." 

.. Of what use would that mask have been?" demanded Fleta, pursu-
ing her own thoughts. 

.. None. If you had obeyed me and worn it you would have been of 
so craven a spirit you could never have reached the temple, never have 
seen the White Brotherhood. You have done these things, which are 
more than any other woman has accomplished." 

" I will do yet more," said Fleta. Ie I will be one of them." 
.. Be it so," answered Ivan. "To do so you must suffer as no woman 

has yet had strength to suffer. The humanity in you must be crushed 
out as we crush a viper beneath our feet." 
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.. It shall be. I may die, but I will not pause. Good-bye, my master. 
As I am a queen in the world of men and women, so you· are king in 
the world of soul, and to you I have done homage; that homage they 
call love. It is so, perhaps. I am blind yet, and know not. But no 
more may you be my king. I am alone, and all knowledge I gain I 
must now gain myself." 

I van bowed his head as if in obedience to an unanswerable decree, 
and in a moment had walked away among the trees. Fleta watched 
him stonily till he was out of sight, then dragged herself within the 
window to fall helplessly upon the ground, shaken by sobs and strong 
shudders of despair. 

CHAPTER X. 

IT was late in the day before Fleta again came out of her room. She 
seemed to have recovered her natural manner and appearance j and 
yet there was a change in her which anyone who knew her well must 
see. She had not been into the general rooms, or greeted the other 
guests; nor did she do so now. Her face was full of resolution, but 
she was calm, at all events externally. Without going near the guest 
rooms or the great entrance hall, she made her way round the house to 
where a very small door stood almost hidden in an angle of the wall. 
It was such a door as might lead to the cellars of a house, and when 
Hilary had explored the night before he had scarcely noticed it. But 
it was exceedingly solid and well fastened Fleta gave a peculiar 
knock upon it with a fan which she carried in her hand. It was imme
diately opened, and Father Amyot appeared. 

" Do you want me?" he asked. 
" Yes j I want you to go on an errand for me." 
" Where am I to go ? " 
" I do not know; probably you will know. I must speak to one of 

the White Brotherhood." 
Amyot's face clouded and he looked doubtfully at her . 
.. What is there you can ask that I van cannot answer? " 
"Does it matter to you?" said Fleta imperiously. "You are my 

messenger, that is all." 
"You cannot command me as before," said Father Amyot . 
.. What! do you know that I have failed? Does all the world 

know it?" 
.. The world?" echoed Amyot, contemptuously. " No; but all the 

Brotherhood does, and all its servants do. No one has told me, but I 
know it." 

"Of course," said Fleta to herself. "I am foolish." She turned away 
and walked up and down on the grass, apparently buried in deep 
thought. Presently she raised her head suddenly, and quickly moved 
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towards Amyot, who still stood motionless in the dim shadow of the 
little doorway. She fixed her eyes on him i they were blazing with an 
intense fire. Her whole attitude was one of command . 

.. Go," she said. 
Father Amyot stood but for a moment i and then he came out slowly 

from the doorway, shutting it behind him . 
.. You have picked up a lost treasure," he said. II You have found 

your will again. I obey. Have you told me all your command? " 
II Yes. I must speak to one of the White Brothers. \Vhat more can 

I say? I do not know one from another. Only be quick!" 
Instantly Amyot strode away over the grass and disappeared. Fleta 

moved slowly away, thinking so deeply that she did not know anyone 
was near her till a hand was put gently on her arm. She looked up, and 
saw before her the young king, Otto . 

.• Have you been ill," he asked, looking closely into her face . 

.. ~o," she answered. .. I have only been living fast-a century of 
experience in a single ,night! Shall I talk to you about it, my 
friend? " 

.. I think not," answered Otto, who now was walking quietly by her 
side. I may not readily understand you. I am anxious above all to 
advance slowly and grasp each truth as it comes to me. I have been 
talking a long time to-day to Father Ivan i and I feel that I cannot yet 
understand the doctrines of the order except as interpreted through 
religion." 

.. Through religion?" said Fleta. " But that is a mere externality." 

.. True, and intellectually I see that. But I am not strong enough to 
stand without any external form to cling to. The precepts of religion, 
the duty of each towards humanity, the principle of sacrifice one for 
another, these things I can understand. Beyond that I cannot yet go. 
Are you disappointed with me?" 

.. ~o, indeed," answered Fleta. .. Why should I be." 
Otto gave a slight sigh as of relief. "I feared you might be," he 

answered i .. but I preferred to be honest. I am ready, Fleta, to be a 
member of the order, a devout member of the external Brother
hood. How far does that place me from you who claim a place among 
the wise ones of the inner Brotherhood." 

Fleta looked at him very seriously and gravely . 
.. I claim it," she said i .. but is it mine? Yet I will win it, Otto i 

even at the uttermost price, I will make it mine." 
.. And at what cost? " said Otto. " What is that uttermost 

price? " 
•. I think," she said slowly, .. I already feel what it is. I must 

learn to live in the plain as contentedly as on the mountain tops. I 
have hungered to leave my place in the world, to go to those haunts 
where only a few great ones of the earth dwell, and from them learn 
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the secret of how to finally escape from the life of earth altogether. 
That has been my dream. Otto. put into simple words; the old dream 
of the Rosicrucian and those hungerers after the occult who have always 
haunted the world like ghosts. unsatisfied. homeless. Because I am a 
strong-willed creature. because I have learned how to use my will. be
cause I have been taught a few tricks of magic I fancied myself fitted 
to be one of the White Brotherhood. Well. it is not so. I have failed. 
I shall be your queen, Otto." 

The young king turned on her a sudden look full of mingled 
emotions. .. Is that to be, Fleta? Then may I be worthy of your com
panionship." 

Fleta had spoken bitterly, though not ungently. Otto's reply had 
been in a strange tone, that had exultation, reverence, gladness, in it ; but 
not any of the passion which is called love. A coquette would have 
been provoked by a manner so entirely that of friendship. 

"Otto," said Fleta, after a moment's pause, during which they had 
walked on side by side. "I am going to test your generosity. Will 
you leave me now?" 

" My generosity?" exclaimed Otto. "How is it possible for you to 
address me in that way?" Without any further word of explanation 
he turned on his heel and walked quickly away .. Fleta understood his 
meaning very well; she smiled softly as she looked for a moment after 
him. Then, 'as he vanished, her whole face changed, her whole expres
sion of attitude, too. For a little while she stood quite still, seemingly 
wrapt in thought Then steadily and swiftly she began to move across 
the grass and afterwards to thread her way through the trees. Having 
once commenced to move. she seemed to have no hesitation as to the 
direction in which she was going. And. indeed, if you had been able to 
ask her how she knew what path to take, she would have answered that 
it was very easy to know. For she was guided by a direct call from Amyot, 
as plainly heard as any human voice, though audible only to her inner 
hearing. To Fleta, the consciousness of the double life-the spiritual 
and the natural-was a matter of constant experience. and, therefore, 
there was no need for the darkness of midnight to enable her to hear a 
voice from what ordinary men and women call the unseen world. To 
Fleta it was no more unseen than unheard. She saw at once, conquer
ing time and space, the spot where she would find Father Amyot at the 
end of her rapid walk; and more, the state she would find him in. The 
sun streamed in its full power and splendour straight on the strange 
figure of the monk, lying rigidly upon the grass. Fleta stood beside 
him and looked down on his face. upturned to the sky. For a little 
while she did nothing, but stood there with a frown upon her forehead 
and her dark eyes full of fierce and changing feeling. Amyot was in one 
of his profound trances, when, though not dead, yet he was as one dead. 

" Already my difficulties crowd around me," exclaimed Fleta aloud. 
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"What folly shall I unknowingly commit next? My poor servant 
---dare I even try to restore you-or wiII Nature be a safer friend?" 

Full of doubt and hesitation, she turned slowly away and began to 
pace up and down the grass beside the figure of the priest. Presently 
she became aWare that she was not alone-some one was near her. 
She started and turned quickly. Ivan stood but a pace from her, and his 
eyes were fixed very earnestly upon her. 

He was not dressed as a priest, but wore a simple hunting dress, such 
as an ordinary sportsman or the king incognito might wear. Simple it was, 
and made of coarse materials; but its easy make showed a magnificent 
figure which the monkish robes had disguised. -His face had on it a 
deep and almost pathetic seriousness; and yet it was so handsome, so 
nobly cut, and made so brilliant by the deep blue eyes, which wcre 
bluer than their wont now, even in the full blnze of the sun-that in fact 
as a man merely, here stood one who might make any woman's heart, 
queen or no queen, beat fiercely with admiration. Flcta had never seen 
him like this before; to her he had always been the master, the adept in 
mysterious knowledge, the recluse who hid his love of solitude under a 
monkish veil. This was Ivan! Young, superb, a man who must be 
loved. Fleta stood still and silcnt, answering the gaze of those ques
tioning, serious blue eycs, with the purposeful, rebellious look which 
was just now burning in her own. The two stood facing each other for 
some moments, without speaking-without, as it seemed, desiring to 
~pcak. But in these moments of silence a measuring of strength was 
made. Fleta spoke first. 

"Why have you come?" she demanded. "I did not desire your 
prcsence." 

.. You have questions to ask which I alone can answer." 
" You are the one person who cannot answer them, for I cannot ask 

thcm of you." 
., It is of me that you must ask them," was all Ivan's reply. Then he 

added: "It is of me you have to learn these answers. Learn them by 
experience if you like, and blindly. If you care to speak, you shall be 
answered in words. This will spare you some pain, and save you years 
of wasted time. Are you too proud? " 

There was a pause. Then Fleta replied deliberately: 
.. Yes, I am too proud." 
Ivan bowed his head and turned away. He stooped over Father 

Amyot, and taking a flask from his pocket. rubbed some liquid on the 
monk's white and rigid lips. 

" I forbid you," said Ivan, "to use your power over Amyot again." 
"You forbid me?" repeated Fleta in a tone of profound amazement. 

Evidently this tone was entirely new to her. 
"Yes. and you dare not disobey me. If you do. you will suffer 

instantly." 
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Fleta looked the amazement which was evidently beyond her power 
to express in words. Ivan's manner was cold, almost harsh. Never 
had he addressed her without gentleness before. Hastily she recovered 
herself, and without pausing to address to him any other word she 
turned away and went quickly through the trees and back to the house. 
Otto was standing at one of the windows ; she went straight to him. 

II I wish to go back to the city at once," she said, .. will you order my 
horses?" 

II May I come with you? " 
II .No, but you may follow me to-morrow if you like." 

(To be cOlltillued.) 

SPECULATION. 
Man's reasoning faith can outlive and can ride 

O'er countless speculations. Navies float 
On changeful waves, and for this ark-like boat 

Winds from all quarters, every swelling tide 
Will serve. By all the virgin spheres that glide 

Like timid guests across sky-floor we note 
Where lies the pole-star. Those who only quote 

Their compass, fail, and antique charts must slide 
To error, in this shifting sand of thought 
And new-jound sdellce, where sweet isles of palm 
And olive sink, that were as land-marks sought, 
While others rise from Ocean's fertile bed. 
No storm, nor heat, nor cold I fear; my dread 
Is lest the ship should meet a death-like calm. 

REVOLUTION. 
Ah ! wondrous happy rounding universe 

Where suns and moons alike as tears e'er mould 
Themselves to beauteous circles! He that rolled 

The planets, curved their paths; though seas immerse 
Both shattered ship and shell, naught shall escape 

Th' inevitable wheel that must restore 
The seeming lost. The potent buried lore 

Of saint and sage revives to melt and shape 
Our thoughts to comeliness, and souls that leave 
Earth's shores float back as craft that cruising sails; 
Each blessed gift that hourly from us flies, 
God will rain down albeit in other guise ;-
And e'en the very dew-drop 1I00n exhales 
May find again the self-same rose at eve. 

:MARY W. GALE. 
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TWILIGHT VISIONS . 
.. At C\'ening time there shall be light ... 

-ZECH. xiv .• 7. 

THE day's work done, I cast my pen aside 
And rose, with aching eye and troubled brain, 
Thinking how oft my fellow workers here 
Have suffered in the flesh for labours wrought 
In love to all mankind; and how the world 
Cares nought for words which teach not of itself; 
For to the world, itself is all in all, 
And nought outside it can the world conceive 
As real and true. And yet this earth must cease 
To be for ever to each mortal, when 
The Spirit casts off earth, and, in new life 
Will feel and know th:! world to be the vale 
Of deathly shadows compass'd round about 
With ignorance and error, sin and crime, 
With yearnings, longings, miseries, and griefs, 
And all that makes the "Breath of Lives" to seem 
As Angels wrestling with the powers of hell. 

• • • • 
A gentle Spirit with the twilight came 
And rested on my soul; then hope with peace, 
Long since to me as strangers, touched my heart, 
And, sitting at the organ, soft and sweet 
There streamed a flow of harmony, tho' I 
Scarce seemed to touch the keys, yet simple hymns 
Called forth a train of Spirits bright and young, 
Amongst them saw I all that I had known 
And loved in days when life seem'd sweet to me. 
I was a child again, and saw myself 
As such-no aching eye-no troubled brain 
Had that young being who in faith and hope 
Sang songs of holiness, of peace and truth-
There, resting on his Mother's breast, with arms 
Clasped round her neck, with loving eyes that watched 
The loving face, whereon a parent's smile 
Was ever present in the days now past, 
Now buried in the dust with former things . 

• • • • 
In saddened notes swelled forth" Thy will be done!" 
And then appeared a radiant spirit form 
Of o~e who, as a babe, was called away, 
From out this world of wretchedness and sin. 
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An infant-which scarce breathed upon the earth 
Ere God, in His great mercy, took her home 
To dwell with Him, and she, an Angel bless'd, 
Now looks in pity on her parents here, 
A weeping witness of the vacant lives 
Which in the world their souls are forced to pass 
As, hung'ring for the love of One in heaven 
They stagger on from day to day in doubt-
In misery, which none but they can know. 

• • • • 
Some cursed bonds can ne'er be snapped in twain, 
Save death or sin alone be brought to bear 
To shatter human customs hard and vile, 
And false and horrible as hell itself. 
For man exists in darkness, bound by laws 
Which curse and damn his very soul on earth ; 
Mankind will not accept the Master's words 
Or listen to His cry within the soul. 
And so the world in falsehood wanders on 
And dooms the inner Man of Light again 
To suffer crucifixion in the flesh; 
The Trinity-of Wisdom, Love and Truth-
THE CHRIST, is absent from this" Christian" World 
And ignorance with hatred lies and sin 
Reign rampant in their infidel abode. 

• • • • 
"Abide with me, fast falls the eventide." 
o Lord! we suff'ring mortals here on earth 
Have nought but Thee, Thou Guide of all mankind 
To lead us in our wand'rings, and to turn 
Our falt'ring footsteps from the way of death ; 
Thy Angels true are sent to fainting souls, 
And lovingly their voices soft are heard 
Peace! troubled hearts, hereafter all shall be 
Made up in heaven. Know that sufferings 
Are sent in love that we may minister, 
To all yeur needs, and bear you safely home 
To that good land ordained for all mankind
The kingdom bright-of happiness and love, 
Whereon your lives shall ever be a rest 
In one long summer day of light and joy. 
No mortal e'er can comprehend the peac. 
Of God, which shall be yours, when, from the world 
Your glorious inner beings stand apart 
For ever! Soon shall you know all that we 
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Would tell you now-yet hope and struggle on. 
" At evening time there shall be Light! and then
The Living Light shall lead you home to God, 
Home to the place which He hath made,-'tis yours 
For ever! We are sent to tell you this 
And by the Mighty One we do not lie! 

• • • • 
" 0 Glorious Angels of our Loving God ! 
Pray tell us if this land, we fain would know, 
Contains the dear ones we have loved on earth? 
For what were heaven e'en to us, if we 
Could nevermore be all in all to those 
Who when on earth were all in all to us ! 
A voice replied-'twas one loft have heard 
And learned to love with more than mortal love, 
.. Look up. my own I and see. me with thee now 
For ever on this earth. If then 'tis so, 
How canst thou think that I shall ever be 
Apart from thee in heav'n-the land of love 
Wherein alone life's consummation finds 
A fullness in its own eternal self? 
For God is all-thus He is life and love 
And love eternal is the power that welds 
Each atom in the universal chain 
Of infinite expanse throughout the skies
Which ever shows to godly men on earth 
The Power of powers that reigneth over all ! 

• • • • 
Then in the gloom a glorious form appeared, 
And, standing by my side, it pressed its lips 
Upon the troubled brow which none could calm 
On earth, save she who was beside me then. 
And so an Angel from our loving God 
Came down to comfort, in the eventide-
To show, by light of love, God's holy truth, 
Which from the world-in darkness-hath been hid 
Because the world in darkness will exist, 
And, living thus, man sins against himself 
And so against his loving God of Life. 
The promised Light appeared at evening time, 
And by its living rays did I perceive
Mankind to wander on in sin and shame; 
Thus HELL prevails to-day where heaven should ~ 

WM. C. EI.DON SERJFANT. 
London, 61k Dece11lbe1", 1887. 
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E SOT E RIC ISM 0 F THE C H R 1ST I AND 0 G M A. 

CREATION AS TAUGHT BY MOSES AND THE MAHATMAS. 
BY THE ABBg ROCA (Honorary Ca1l01l). 

[Extracts translated from the" LoTU:;" Revul des Haules Eludes TluosopllitjUls. 
Journal of" lsis," the French Branch of IThe Theosophical Society. December, 1887. 
Paris, George Carres, 58, Rue SL Andre des Arts.-VERBAL TRANSLATION.] 

I. 

THANKS to the light which is now reaching us from the far East 
through the Theosophical organs published in the West, it is 

- easy to foresee that the Catholic teaching is about to undergo a 
transformation as profound as it will be glorious. All our dogmas will 
pass from" the letter which killeth .. to" the spirit which giveth life," from 
the mystic and sacramental to the scientific and rational form, perhaps 
even to the stage of experimental methods. 

The reign of faith, of mystery and of miracle, is nearing its close; this 
is plain and was, moreover, predicted by Christ himself. Faith vanishes 
from the brains of men of science, to make way for the clear perception 
of the essential truths which had to be veiled at the origin of 
Christianity, under symbols and figures, so as to adapt them. as far as 
possible, to the needs and weaknesses of the infancy of our faith. 

Strange! It is at the very hour when Europe is attaining the age of 
reason, and when she is visibly entering upon the full possession of her 
powers, that India prepares to hand on to us those loftier ideas which 
exactly meet our new wants, as much from the intellectual, as from the 
moral, religious, social and other standpoints. 

One might believe that the" BROTHERS" kept an eye from afar on the 
movements of Christendom, and that from the summits of their 
Himalayan watch towers, they had waited expectantly for the hour 
when they would be able to make us hear them with some chance of 
being understood ........ . 

It is certain that the situation in the West is becoming more and 
more serious. Everyone knows whence comes the imminence of the 
catastrophe which threatens us; hitherto men have only evoked the 
animal needs, they have only awakened and unchained the brute forces 
of nature, the passional instincts, the savage energies of the lower 
Kosmos. Christianity does indeed conceal under the profound esoteric
ism of its Parables, those truths, scientific, religious, and social, which 
this deplorable situation imperiously demands, but sad to say, sad indeed 
for a priest, hard, hard indeed for Christian ears to hear, all our priest
hoods, that of the Roman Catholic Church equally with those of the 
Orthodox Russian, the Anglican, the Protestant, and the Anglo
American churches, seem struck with blindness ancl impotence in face 
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of the glorious task which they would have to fulfil in these terrible 
circu:nstances. They see nothing; their eyes are plastered and their 
ears walled up. They do not discover; one is tempted to say, they do 
not even suspect what ineffable truths are hidden under the dead letter 
of their teachings. 

Say, is it not into that darkness that we are all stumbling, in State 
and in Church, in politics as in religion! A double calamity forming 
but one for the peoples, which suffer horribly under it, and for our 
civilisation which may be shipwrecked on it at any moment May God 
d~liver us from a war at this moment! It would be a cataclysm in 
which EuroiJe would break to pieces in blood and fire, as Montesquieu 
foresaw: "Europe will perish through the soldiers, if not saved in time." 
We must escape from this empiricism and this fearful confusion. But 
who will save us? The Christ, the true Christ, the Christ of esoteric 
science.· And how? Thus: the same key which, under the eyes of 
the scientific bodies, shall open the secrets of Nature, will open their 
own intellects to the secrets of true Sociology; the same key which, 
under the eyes of the priesthoods, shall open the Arcana of the mysteries 
and the gospel parables, will open their intellects to these same secrets 
of Sociology. Priests and savants will then develope in the radiance of 
one and the same light. 

And this key-I can assert it, for I have proved it in application to 
all our d:>gmas-THJS KEY IS THE SAME WHICH THE MAHATMAS 
OFFER AND DELIVER TO US AT THIS HOMENT.t 

There is here an interposition of Providence, before which we should 
all of us offer up our own thanksgivings. For my part, I am deeply 
touched by it; I feel I know not what sacred thrill! My gratitude is 
the more keen since, if I confront the Hindu tradition with the occult 
theosophic traditions of J udeo-Christianity, from its origin to our own 
day, through the Holy Kabbala, I can recognise clearly the agreement 
of the teaching of the "Brothers" with the esoteric teaching of Moses, 
Jesus, and Saint Paul. 

People are sure to say: "You abase the West before the East, Europe 
before Asia, France before India, Christianity before Buddhism. You 
are betraying at once your Country and your Church, your quality as a 
Frenchman, and your character as a Priest." Pardon me, gentlemen I 
I abase nothing whatever; I betray nothing at all! A member of 
Humanity, I work for the happiness of Humanity; a son of France, I 
work for the glory of France; a Priest of Jesus Christ, I work for the 

• "The Christ of esoteric science" is the Cltrislos of Spirit-an impersonal 
prindple entirely distinct from any camalised Christ or Jesus. Is it this Christos that 
the learned Canon Roca means ?-[ED.] 

t The ,capitals are our own; for these" Mahatmas" are the real Founders land 
" Masters , .. of the Theosophical Society.-[ED.] 
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triumph of Jesus Christ. You shall be forced to confess it; suspend, 
therefore, your anathemas, and listen, if you please I 

We are traversing a frightful crisis. For the last hundred years we 
have been trying to round the Cape of Social Tempests, which I spoke of 
before; we have been enduring, without intermission, the fires, the 
lightnings the thunders, and the earthquakes of an unparalleled hurricane, 
and we feel, clearly enough, that everything is giving way around us; 
under our feet and over our heads I Neither pontiffs, nor savants, nor 
politicians, nor statesmen, show themselves capable of snatching us from 
the abysses towards which we are being, one is tempted to say, driven 
by a fatality I If, then, I discover, in the distant East, through the 
darkness of this tempest, the blessed star which alone can guide us, 
amidst so many shoals, safe and sound to the longed-for haven of 
safety, am I wanting in patriotism and religion because I announce to 
my brethren the rising of this beneficent star? . . . . . . . 

/ I know as well as you that it was said to Peter: .. I will give 
thee the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, that thou mayest open it,; 

1 gates upon earth"; yes, doubtless, but note the tense of this verb: I will 
give thee: in the future. Has the Christian Pontiff already received 
them-those magic Keys? Before replying look and see what Rome 
has made of Christendom; see the lamentable state of Europe; not 
only engaged in open war with foreign nationalities, but also exhausting 
herself in fratricidal wars and preparations to consummate her own 
destruction; behold everywhere Christian against Christian, church 
against church, priesthood against priesthood, class against class, school 

.against school, and, often in the same family, brother against brother, 
sons against their father, the father against his sons! What a spectacle! 
And a Pope presides over it I And while, all around, men prepare for a 
general slaughter, he, the Pope, thinks only of one thing-of his temporal 
domain, of his material possessions I Think you that this state of things 
forms the Kingdom of Heaven, and say you still that the Pontiff of Rome 
has already received the Keys thereof? 

It is written, perchance, in the decrees of Providence, that these mys
terious Keys shall be brought to the brethren of the West by the 
.. Brothers" of the East. . . . . . Such is, indeed, the expectation of all 
the nations; the prophetic East sighs for the tenth incarnation of 
Vishnu, which shall be the crown of all the Avatars which have pre
ceded it, and the Apocalypse, on its side, announces the appearance of 
the White Horse which is the symbol of the Christ risen, glorious and 
triumphant before the eyes of all the peoples of the earth. , 

This is how I, priest of Jesus Christ, betray Jesus Christ, when I 
acclaim the wisdom of the Mahatmas and their mission in the 

" West I 
I have spoken of the opportuneness of the hour chosen by them for 

coming to our help. I must insist upon this point. 
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[Tile Abbt! tlu" eIIforces his argulIleJIt by rejerCilces to the positioll of 
~/odern Sciellce, and concludes :-TR.] 

.. The phenomena of motion," by means of which men of science claim 
to explain everything, explain nothing at all, because the very cause of 
that motion is unknown to our physicists as they themselves admit . 
.. Consider, say to us the Mahatmas by the mouth of their Adepts, that 
behind each physical energy is hidden another energy, which itself 
serves as envelope to a spiritual force which is the living soul of every 
manifested force." 

And thus Nature offers us an infinite series of forces one within 
another, serving mutually as sheaths, which, as d' Alembert suspected, 
produce all sensible phenomena and reach all points of the circumference 
starting from a central point, which is God ........ ' 

II. 
I can now, after these preliminaries, give an example of the trans

formation which, thanks to the Mahatmas, will soon take place in the 
teaching of the Christian Church. I will take particularly the dogma 
of the Crelltioll, informing my readers that they will find in a book I am 
prep:uing, The New HeaveJls alld the New Em'th, an analogous work on 
all the dogma .. of the Catholic faith. 

:\fatter exists in states of infinite variety, and, sometimes, even of 
opposite appearance. The world is constituted in two poles, the North 
or Spiritual, and the South or Material pole: these two poles correspond 
perfectly and differ only in form, that is, in appearance. 

Regarded from above, as the Easterns regard it, the universal 
substance presents the aspect of a spiritual or divine elllaJtatibn; looked 
at from below, as the Westerns are in the habit of viewing it, it offers, 
on the contrary, the aspect of a material creation. 

One sees at once the difference which must exist between the two 
intellectualities and, consequently, between the two civilisations of the 
East and the W est. Yet there is no more error in the Genesis of Moses, 
which is that of the Christian teaching, than there is in the Genesis of 
the Mahatmas, which is that of the Buddhist doctrine. The one and 
the other of these Geneses are absolutely founded on one and the same 
reality. Whether one descends or ascends the scale of being, one only 
traverses, in the East from above downwards, in the West from below 
upwards, the same ladder of essences, more or less spiritualised, more 
or less materialised, according as one approaches to, or recedes from, 
Pure Spirit, which is God. 

It was, therefore, not worth while to fulminate so much on one side or 
the other, here, against the theory of emanation, there, against the theory 
of Creation. One always comes back to the principle of Hermes 
Trismegistus: the universe.is dual, though formed of a single substance. 
The Kabbalists knew it well, and it was taught long ago in the Egyptian 

2.4-
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sanctuaries, as the occultists have never ceased to repeat it in the temples 
of India. 

I t will soon be demonstrated, I hope, by scientific experiments such 
as those of Mr. William Crookes, the Academician, that everywhere, 
throughout all nature, spirit and 1I1lztter are not two but OIU, and that 
they nowhere offer a real division in life. Under every physical force 
there is a spiritual or a psychic force: in the heart of the minutest atom 
is hidden a vital soul, the presence of which has been perfectly 
determined by Claude Bernard in germs imperceptible to the naked 
eye. "This soul, human, animal, vegetal or mineral, is but a ray lent by 
the universal soul to every object manifested in the Kosmos." 

"Corporeal man and the sensible universe, says the theosophical 
doctrine, are but the appearance imparted to them by the cohesion of 
the interatomic or inter-astral forces which constitute both exteriorly. 
The visible side of a being is an ever-changing Maya." The lan~u:lge 
of St. Paul is in no way different: "The aspect of the world," he says, 
"is a passing vision, an image which passes and renews itself continually 
-trallsit jigllra hlljus 1Itund,:" 

" The real man, or the microcosm-and one can say as much of the 
macrocosm-is an astral force which reveals itself through this physical 
appearance, and which, having existed before the birth of this form, 
does not share its fate at the hour of death: surviving its destruction. 
The material form cannot subsist withont the spiritual force which 
sustains it; but the latter is independent of the former, for form is 
created by spirit, and not spirit by form." 

This theory is word for word that of the" Brothers" and the Adepts. 
at the same time it is that of the Kabbalists and the Christians of the 
School of Origen, and the Johannine Church. 

There could not be a more perfect agreement. Transfer this teaching 
to the genesis of the Kosmos and you have the secret of the formation of 
the World ; at the same time you discover the profound meamng of 
the saying of St. Paul: "The invisible things of God are made visible 
to the eye of man through the visible things of the creation," a saying 
so well translated by Joseph de Maistre by the following: "The world 
is a vast system of invisible things, visibly organised." 

The whole of the Kosmos is like a two-faced medal of which both 
faces are alike. The materialists know only the lower side, while the 
occultists see it from both sides at once; from the front and from the 
back. It is always nature, and the same nature, but llatura 11aturata from 
below, llat1tra 11atllrallS from above; here, intelligent cause; there, brute 
effect; spiritual above, corporeal below, etherealised at the North. con
creted at the South Pole. 

The distinction accepted everywhere in the West down to our own 
day, as essential and radical, between spirit on the one hand and matter 
on the other, is no ¥>nger sustainable. The progress of science, spurred 
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on as it will be by Hindu ideas, will soon force the last followers of this 
infantile belief to abandon it as ridiculous •....... 

Yes, all, absolutely all in the world is life, but life differentlyorgan
ised and variously manifested through phenomena which vary infinitely 
from the most spiritualised beings, such as the Angels, as well known to 
Buddhists as to Christians, though called by other names, down to the 
most solidified of beings, such as stones and metals. In the bosom of 
the latter, sleep, in a cataleptic condition, milliards of vital elementary 
spirits. These latter only await, to thrill into activity, the stroke of the 
pick or hammer to which they will owe their deliverance and their 
escape from the limbus, of which the Hindu doctrine speaks as well as 
the Catholic. Here lies, for these souls of life, the starting point of the 
Rt'sllrrectioll and of the Ascmsioll, taught equally by both the Eastern 
and the Western traditions, but not understood among us. 

[The Abbe sketches ill eloqumt words tIle develop11lmt of these "spirits 
of tlle"eleIllCllts," alld thCll cOlltilllles :-TR.] 

But as they ascend, so the spirits can also descend, for they are always 
free to transfigure themselves in the divine light, or to bury themselves 
in the satanic shadow of error and evil. Hence, while time is time, 
.. these ceaseless tears and gnashings of teeth" of which the gospel 
Parables speak metaphorically, and which will last as long as shall last 
the elaboration of the social atoms destined for the collective composition 
of the beatific Nirvana. 

:-.lature is ever placing under our eyes examples of organic transfor
mations, analagous to those I am speaking of, as if to aid us in compre
hending our own destiny. But it seems that many men .. have eyes in 
order not to see," as Jesus said. See how in order to remove these 
cataracts, science, even in the West, constantly approaching more and 
more that of the East, is at work producing in its tum phenomena, 
which corroborate at once the Parables of the Gospels and the teachings 
of nature. I will not speak of the Salpctriere and the marvel!> of hyp
notism in the hands of M. Charcot and his numerous disciples throughout 
the whole world. There are things which strike me even more. 

~f. Pictet, at Geneva, is creating diamonds with air and light. This 
should not astonish those who know that our coal mines are nothing but 
.. stored-up sunlight." With an even more marvellous industry, do not 
the flowers extract from the atmosphere the luminous substance of which 
they weave their fine and joyous garments? And" all that is sown in 
the earth under a material form, does it not rise under a spiritual form," 
as St. Paul says? 

The glorious entities, which we call celestial spirits, have themselves an 
organic form, It is defined in the canons of our dogma, whatever the 
ignorance-mongers of ultramontanism may pretend. God alone has no 
body, God alone is ptlre Spirit-and even to speak thus we must con
sider the Deity apart from the person of Jesus Christ, for in the" Word 

\ 
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made jlesle" God dwells corporeally, according to the true and beautiful 
saying of St. Paul. 

And it is because God has no body that he is present everywhere in 
the infinite, under the veils of cosmic light and ether, which !rerve as his 
garment and under the electric, magnetic, interatomic, interplanetary, 
interstellar and sound fluids, which serve him as vehicles ........ . 

And it is also because God has no created form that the Kabbala 
could, without error, call him NOIl-Beillg. Hegel probably felt this eso
teric truth when he spoke, in his heavy and cumbrous language, of the 
equivalence of Being and Non-Being. 

All visible forms are thus the product, at the same time as they are 
the garment and the manifestation, of spiritual forces. All sensible order 
is, in reality, an orgallic cOllcretioll, a sort of living crystal/isatioll of 
intelligent powers fallen from the state of spiritualilJ' into the state of 
materiality; in other words, fallen from the North to the South pole of 
n3ture, in consequence of a catastrophe called by Holy Scripture the 
Fall fr01ll Edell. This cataclysm was the punishment of a irightful 
crime, of an audacious revolt spoken of in the traditions of all Temples 
and called in our dogma origillal sill. The primary priesthood of the 
Christian church has hitherto lacked the light needed to explain this 
biological phenomenon, which is an ascertained fact of physiology and 
sociology, as I hope to prove. Questioned on this point, the priests have 

, I always replied: It is a mystery. Now there are no mysteries save for 
ignorance, and the Christ announced that" every hidden thing should be 
brought to light, and proclaimed on the house-tops." 

This is why so many new lights, coming from the East and elsewhere, 
enter scientifically, in our day, into the Christian mind. Glory to the 
Theosophists, glory to the Adepts, glory to the Kabbalists, glory above 
all to the Hermetists everywhere, glory to those new missionaries whose 
coming M. de Maistre foresaw, and whom M. de Saint-Ives d'Alveydre 
lately hailed as the elect of God, charged by him to establish a 
communion of knowledge and of love between all the religious centres 
of the earth! 

Priests of the Roman Catholic Church, we shall enter in our tum this 
wise communion of saints, on the day_ w!te_n wc_ shall consent ~ 
~v our sacred texts, no longer in "the dead letter" of their 
exotcricism, but in thc "living spirit" of their esotericism, and in the 
threefold sense which Christian tradition has always canonically recog
nised in them. 

L'ABBE Roc A (ChallO;',e). 

Chateau de Pallestres, France. 

!, [This is a very uptimistic way of puttin. g it, and if realized 
. pouring the elixir of life into the decrepit body of the Latin 
I ' what will his Holiness the Pope say to it ?-[ED.] 
, I 

would be like 
Church. But 

. I 
I 
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THE GREAT QUEST. 
Ctmli"ued from the December (1887) Dumber. 

mHE Religionist, of course, denies that man can become a god or 
Jl ever realise in himself the attributes of Deity. He may recognise 

the necessity of re-incarnation for ordinary worldly men, and 
even for those who are not constant in their detachment and devotion, 
but he denies the necessity for that series of trials and initiations which 
must cover, at all events, more than one life-time-probably many 
It would appear as if the theory of evolution might be called in, to 
aid this latter view. If it is ackno~vledged that we, as individuals, 
have been for ever whirling on the wheel of conditioned existence; 
if at the beginning of each manwantara the divine monad which 
through the beginningless past has inhabited iq succession the vegetable, 
animal, and human forms, takes to itself a house of flesh in exact 
accordance with previous Karma, it will be seen that (while inhabiting 
a human body) during no moment in the past eternity have we been 
nearer the attainment of Nirvana than at any other. If then there 
is no thinkable connection between evolution and Nirvana, to imagine 
that evolution, through stages of Adeptship, conducts to Nirvana, 
is a delusion. "It is purely a question of divine grace "-says the 
Religionist. If in answer to this view, it is contended that the light 
of the Logos is bound, eventually, to reach and enlighten every 
individual, and that the steady progress to perfection through Chelaship 
and Adeptship would, therefore, be a logical conclusion, it is objected 
that to assert that the light of the Logos must eventually reach and en
lighten all, would involve the ultimate extinction of the objective 
Universe, which is admitted to be without beginning or end, although it 
passes through alternate periods of manifestation and non-manifestation. 
I f to escape from this untenable position we postulate fresh emanations 
of Deity into the lowest organisms at the beginning of each man wan tara, 
to take the place of those who pass away into Nirvana, we are met by 
other difficulties. Firstly, putting out of consideration the fact that 
such a supposition is expressly denied by what is acknowledged as 
revelation, the projection into the evolutionary process of a monad free 
from all Karma, makes the law of Karma ,inoperative, for the monad's 
first association with Karma remains unexplained; and also it becomes 
impossible to' say what the monad was, and what was the mode of its 
being prior to the projection into evolution. It must be noted that 
although the law of Karma does not explain w/zy we are, yet it satisfac
torily shows /zow we are what we are; and this is the raison ti'ttre of 
the law. But the above theory takes away its occupation. It makes 
Karma and the monad independent realities, joined together by the 
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creative energy of the Deity, while Karma ought to be regarded as a 
mode of existence of the monad-which mode ceases to be when 
another mode, called liberation, takes its place. Secondly, if the monad 
in attaining liberation only attains to what it was before its association 
with Karma, Ii quoi 0011 the whole process; while, if it is stated that the 
monad was altogether non-existent before its projection, the Deity 
becomes responsible for all our sufferings and sins, and we fall into 
either the Calvinist doctrine of predestination as popularly conceived, 
or into the still more blasphemous doctrine of the worshippers of 
Ahriman, besides incurring many logical difficulties. The teaching of 
our eastern philosophers is that the real interior nature of the monad 
is the same as the real interior essence of the Godhead, but from 
beginningless past time it has a transitory nature, considered illusive, 
and the mode in which this illusion works is known by the name of 
Karma. 

But were we not led astray in the first instance? Ought we not to 
have acquiesced' in the first above given definition of the theory of 
evolution? The premiss was satisfactory enough-the mistake was in 
allowing the religionist's deduction as a logical necessity. When the 
religionist states that there is no thinkable connection between evolu
tion and Nirvana, he merely postulates for the word evolution a more 
limited scope than that which the Occultist attaches to it, viz., the 
development of soul as well as that of mere form. He is indeed right 
in stating that the natural man, while he remains such, will never 
attain the ultimate goal of Being. True it is, for the Occultist as for 
the religionist, that, to free himself from the fatal circle of rebirths, he 
must" burst the shell which holds him in darkness-tear the veil that 
hides him from the eternal." The religionist may" call this the act of 
divine grace; but it may be quite as correctly described as the 
.. awakening of the slumbering God within." But the error of the 
religionist is surely in mistaking the first glimmer of the divirie 
consciousness for a guarantee of final emancipation, at, say, the next 
death of the body, instead of merely the first step of a probationary 
stage in the long vista of work for Humanity on the higher planes of 
Being I 

To provide ourselves with an analogy from the very theory of Evo
lution which we have been discussing, is it not more logical to imagine 
that, in the same way in which we see stretched at our feet the infinite 
gradations of existence, through the lower animal, vegetable, and 
mineral kingdoms-between which indeed, thanks to the recent 
investigations of scientific men-there is no longer recognised to be any 
distinct line of demarcation-so the heights (necessarily hidden from our 
view) which still remain to be scaled by us in our upward progress to 
Divinity, should be similarly filled with the gradations of the unseen 
hierarchy of Being? And that, as we have evolved during millions of 
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centuries of earth-life through these lower forms up to the position we 
now occupy, so may we, if we choose, start on a new and better road of 
progress, apart from the ordinary evolution of Humanity, but in which 
there must also be innumerable grades? 

That there will be progress for Humanity as a whole, in the direction 
of greater spirituality, there is no doubt, but that progress will be par
taken of by continually decreasing numbers. Whether the weeding out 
takes place at the middle of the .. great fifth round," or whether it be 
continually taking place during the evolutionary process, a ray of light 
is here thrown on the statement met with in all the Bibles of Humanity 
as to the great difficulty of the attainment. .. For straight is the gate, 
and narrow is the way that leadeth unto life, and few there be that find 
it; but wide is the gate, and broad is the way that leadeth unto de
struction, and many there be that go in thereat." This and parallel 
passages doubtless refer to the weeding out of those who are unfit to 
continue the progress, on which the more spiritualized Humanity will 
then have entered. The most vivid picture of the comparative handful 
of elect souls, who are fit to achieve the great quest, wiII be obtained by 
contemplating the fact already stated, that the objective universe, with 
its myriads of inhabitants, will never, in the vast abysses of the future, 
cease to be ; and that the great majority of humanity-the millions of 
millions-will thus for ever whirl on the wheel of birth and death. 

But though Nature may give us an almost infinite number of chances 
to attempt the great quest, it were madness to put by the chance offered 
now, and allow the old sense-attractions to regain their dominance, for 
it must be remembered that the barbarism and anarchy which every 
civilisation must eventually lapse into, are periods of spiritual deadness, 
and that it is when ". the flower of civilisation has blown to its full, and 
when its petals are but slackly held together," that the goad within men 
causes them to lift their eyes to the sunlit mountains, and" to recognise 
in the bewildering glitter the outlines of the Gates of Gold." 

There are no doubt realms in the Devaloka where the bliss of heaven 
may be realised by those who aspire to the selfish rewards of personal 
satisfaction, but these cease to exist with the end of the manwantara, 
and with the beginning of the next the devotee will again have to endure 
incarceration in flesh. The eighth chapter of the Bhagavad Gita does 
indeed state that there is a path to Nirvana through the Devaloka, and 
amongst the countless possibilities of the I nfinite who shall assert that this 
is not so ? but the context surely implies such a detachment and devotion 
through life as is difficult for us even to contemplate, much less to 
realize. 

However distant, therefore, may appear to us the achievement of the 
great quest, when we consider how much more closely we are allied to 
the animal than to the God, it must necessarily seem an infinitely far-off 
goal, but though we may have to pass through many life-times before we 
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reach it, our most earnest prayer should be, that we may never lose 
sight of that celestial goal, for surely it is the one thing worthy of 
achievement I 

To many the foregoing may appear as mere speculations, and the 
firmest faith indeed can scarcely call itself knowledge, but, however 
necessary the complete knowledge may be, we may at least hope that 
its partial possession is adequate to the requirements of the occasion. 
To us whose feet tread, often wearily, towards the path of the great 
quest, and whose eyes strain blindly through the mists that wrap us 
round, steady perseverance and omnipotent hope must be the watch
words-perseverance to struggle on, though the fiends of the lower self 
may make every step a battle, and hope that at any moment the en
trance to the path may be found. 

As an example of these two qualities, and also because all words that 
strike a high key are bound to awaken responsive echoes in noble hearts, 
let us conclude with the following extract from the Ramayana:-

"Thus spoke Rama. Virtue is a service man owes himself, and 
though there were no heaven nor any God to rule the world, it were not 
less the binding law of life. It is man's privilege to know the right and 
follow it. Betray and persecute me brother men! Pour out your rage 
on me 0 malignant devils! Smile, or watch my agony in cold disdain 
ye blissful Gods! Earth, hell, heaven combine your might to crush me
l- will still hold fast by this inheritance! My strength is nothing-time 
can shake and. cripple it; my youth is transient-already grief has 
withered up my days; my heart-alas I it is well-nigh broken now. 
Anguish may crush it utterly, and life may fail; but even. so my soul 
that has not tripped shall triumph, and dying, give the lie to soulless 
destiny that dares to boast itself man's master." 

" PILGRIM." 

WHISPER OF A ROSE. 

Behold me! an offspring of Darkness and Light 
With soft, tender petals of radiant white, 
With golden heart mystery, full of perfume 
That is Soul of my Breath-the Secret of Bloom. 

Infinity's centre is heart of the rose, 
And th' breath of Creation its perfume that flows 
Through ages and eons and time yet untold
But the Soul of the Breath I may not unfold. 

MORA. 
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THE SECLUSION OF THE ADEPT. 

[CONTINUATION Olo' "COMMENTS ON LIGHT ON THE PATH," BY THE 

AUTHOR.] 

" Before the voice can speak in the presence of the Masters, it must have lost 
tbe power to wound." It-r H.OSE who give a merely passing and superficial attention to the 

subject of occultism-and their name is Legion-constantly 
inquire why. if adepts in life exist, they do not appear in the 

world and show their power. That the chief body of these wise ones 
should be understood to dwell beyond the fastnesses of the Himalayas, 
appears to be a sufficient proof that they are only figures of straw. 
Otherwise, why place them so far off? 

Unfortunately, Nature has done this and not personal choice or 
arrangement. There are certain spots on the earth where the advance 
of "civilisation" is unfelt, and the nineteenth century fever is kept at 
bay. In these favoured places there is always time, always opportunity, 
for the realities of life j they are not crowded out by the doings of an 
inchoate, money-loving, pleasure seeking society. While there are 
adepts upon the earth, the earth must preserve to them places of 
seclusion. This is a fact in nature which is only an external expression 
of a profound fact in super-nature. 

The demand of the neophyte remains unheard until the voice in which it 
is uttered has lost the power to wound. This is because the divine-astral 
life* is a place in which order reigns, just as it does in natural life. There 
is, of course, always the centre and the circumference as there is in nature. 
Close to the central heart of life, on any plane, there is knowledge, there 
order reigns completely j and chaos makes dim and confused the 
outer margin of the circle. In fact, life in every form bears a more or 
less strong resemblance to a philosophic school. There are always the 
devotees of' knowledge who forget their own lives in their pursuit of it; 
there are always the flippant crowd who come and go--Of such, 
Epictetus said that it was as easy to teach them philosophy as to eat 
custard with a fork. The same state exists in the super-astral life; and 
the adept has an even deeper and more profound seclusion there in 
which to dwell. This place of retreat is so safe, so sheltered, that no 
sound which has discord in it can reach his ears. Why should this be, 
will be asked at once, if he is a being of such great powers as those say 

.. Of course every occultist knows by reading Elipbas Levi and otber authors tbat 
the .. astral" plane is a plane of unequalised forces, and that a state of confusion 
necessarily prevails. But tbis does not apply to tbe " divine astral" plane, which is a 
plane where wi!;dom, and tberefore order, prevails. 
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who believe in his existence? The answer seems very apparent. He 
serves humanity and identifies himself with the whole world; he is 
ready to make vicarious sacrifice for it at any moment-by livilZg lIot by 
dyi/eg for it. Why should he not die for it? Because he is part of the 
great whole, and one of the most valuable parts of it. Because he lives 
under laws of order which he does not desire to break. His life is not 
his own, but that of the forces which work behind him. He is the flower 
of humanity, the bloom which contains the divine seed. He is, in his 
own person, a treasure of the universal nature, which is guarded and 
made safe in order that the fruition shall be perfected. It is only at definite 
periods of the world's history that he is allowed to go among the herd 
of men as their redeemer. But for those who have the power to separate 
themselves from this herd he is always at hand. And for those who 
are strong enough to conquer the vices of the personal human nature, as 
set forth in these four rules, he is consciously at hand, easily recognised, 
ready to answer. 

But this conquering of self implies a destruction of qualities which 
most men regard as not only indestructible but desirable. The" power 
to wound" includes much that men value, not only in themselves, but in 
others. The instinct of self-defence and of self-preservation is part of 
it j the idea that one has any right or rights, either as citizen, or man, or 
individual, the pleasant consciousness of self-respect and of virtue. 
These are hard sayings to many j yet they ar~ true. For these words 
that I am writing now, and those which I have written on this subject, 
are not in any sense my own. They are drawn from the traditions of 
the lodge of the Great Brotherhood, which was once the secret splendour 
of Egypt. The rules written in its ante-chamber were the same as those 
now written in the ante-chamber of existing schools. Through all time 
the wise men have lived apart from the mass. And even when some 
temporary purpose or object induces one of them to come into the 
midst of human life, his seclusion and safety is preserved as completely 
as ever. It is part of his inheritance, part of his position, he has an 
actual title to it, and can no more put it aside than the Duke of 
Westminster can say he does not ch90se to be the Duke of Westminster. 
In the various great cities of the world an adept lives for a while from 
time to time, or perhaps only passes through j but all are occasionally 
aided by the actual power and presence of one of these men. Here in 
London, as in Paris and St. Petersburgh, there are men high in develop
ment. But they are only known as mystics by those who have the 
power to recognise j the power given by the conquering of self. Other
wise how could they exist, even for an hour, in such a mental and 
psychic atmosphere as is created by the confusion and disorder of a 
city? Unless protected and made safe their own growth would be 
interfered with, their work injured. And the neophyte may meet an 
adept in the flesh, may live in the same house with him, and yet be 
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unable to recognise him, and unable to make his own voice heard by 
him. For no nearness in space, no closeness of relations, no daily 
intimacy, can do away with the inexorable laws which give the adept 
his seclusion. No voice penetrates to his inner hearing till it has become 
a divine voice. a voice which gives no utterance to the cries of self. 
Any lesser appeal would be as useless, as much a waste of energy and 
power, as for mere children who are learning their alphabet to be taught 
it by a professor of philology. Until a man has become, in heart and 
spirit, a disciple, he has no existence for those who are teachers of 
disciples. And he becomes this by one method only-the surrender of 
his personal humanity. 

For the voice to have lost the power to wound, a man must have 
reached that point where he sees himself only as one of the vast multi
tudes that live j one of the sands washed hither and thither by the sea 
of vibratory existence. It is said that every grain of sand in the ocean 
bed does, in its turn, get washed up on to the shore and lie for a moment 
in the sunshine. So with human beings, they are driven hither and 
thither by a great force, and each, in his tum, finds the sunrays on him. 
When a man is able to regard his own life as part of a whole like this he 
will no longer struggle in order to obtain anything for himself. This is 
the surrender of personal rights. The ordinary man expects, not to 
take equal fortunes with the rest of the world, but in some points, about 
which he cares, to fare better than the others. The disciple does not 
expect this. Therefore, though he be, like Epictetus, a chained slave, he 
has no word to say about it. He knows that the wheel of life turns 
ceaselessly. Burne Jones has shown it in his marvellous picture-the 
wheel turns, and on it are bound the rich and the poor, the great and the 
small-each has his moment of good fortune when the wheel brings him 
uppermost-the King rises and falls, the poet is filed and forgotten, the 
slave is happy and afterwards discarded. Each in his tum is crushed as 
the wheel turns on. The disciple knows that this is so, and though it is 
his duty to make the utmost of the life that is his, he neither complains 
of it nor is elated by it, nor does he complain against the better fortune of 
others. All alike, as he well knows, are but learning a lesson j and he 
smiles at the socialist and the reformer who endeavour by sheer force 
to re-arrange circumstances which arise out of the forces of human 
nature itself. This is but kicking against the pricks; a waste of life and 
energy. 

In realising this a man surrenders his imagined individual rights, of 
whatever sort. That takes away one keen sting which is common to aU 
ordinary men. 

When the disciple has fully recognised that the very thought of in
dividual rights is only the outcome of the venomous quality in hitnself. 
that it is the hiss of the snake of self which poisons with its sting his own 
life and the lives of those about him, then he is ready to take part in a 
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yearly ceremony which is open to all neophytes who are prepared for it 
All weapons of defence and offence are given up; all weapons of mind 
and heart, and brain, and spirit. Never again can another man be 
regarded as a person who can be criticised or condemned; never again 
can the neophyte raise his voice in self-defence or excuse. From that 
ceremony he returns into the world as helpless, as unprotected, as a new
born child. That, indeed, is what he is. He has begun to be born 
again on to the higher plane of life, that breezy and well-lit plateau from 
whence the eyes see intelligently and regard the world with a new 
insight. 

I have said, a little way back, that after parting with the sense of 
individual rights, the disciple must part also with the sense of self-respect 
and of virtue. This may sound a terrible doctrine, yet all occultists 
know well that it is not a doctrine, but a fact. He who thinks himself 
holier than another, he who has any pride in his own exemption from 
vice or folly, he who believes himself wise, or in any way superior to 
his fellow men, is incapable of discipleship. A man must become as a 
little child before he can enter into the kingdom of heaven. 

Virtue and wisdom are sublime things; but if they create pride and a 
consciousness of separateness from the rest of humanity in the mind of a 
man, then they are only the snakes of self re-appearing in a finer form. 
At any moment he may put on his grosser shape and sting as fiercely as 
when he inspired the actions of a murderer who kills for gain or hatred, 
or a politician who sacrifices the mass for his own or his party's interests. 

In fact, to have lost the power to wound, implies that the snake is not 
only scotched, but killed. When it is merely stupefied or lulled to sleep 
it awakes again and the disciple uses his knowledge and his power for 
his own ends, and is a pupil of the many masters of the black art, for 
the road to destruction is very broad and easy, and the way can be 
found blindfold. That it is the way to destruction is evident, for when a 
man begins to live for self he narrows his horizon steadily till at last the 
fierce driving inwards leaves him but the space of a pin's-head to dwell 
in. We have all seen this phenomenon occur in ordinary life. A man 
who becomes selfish isolates himself, grows less interesting and less 
agreeable to others. The sight is an awful one, and people shrink from 
a very selfish person at last, as from a beast of prey. How much more 
awful is it when it occurs on the more advanced plane of life, with the 
added powers of knowledge, and through the greater sweep of successive 
incarnations! 

Therefore I say, pause and think well upon the threshold. For if the 
demand of the neophyte is made without the complete purification, it will 

. not penetrate the seclusion of the divine adept, but will evoke the 
terrible forces which attend upon the black side of our human nature. 
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" Before the soul can stand in the presence of the Masters its (eet must be washed 
in the blood of the heart." 

The word soul, as used here, means the divine soul, or "starry 
spirit." 

" To be able to stand is to have confidence;" and to have confidence 
means that the disciple is sure of himself, that he has surrendered his 
emotions, his very self, even his humanity; that he is incapable of fear 
and unconscious of pain; that his whole consciousness is centred in the 
divine life, which is expressed symbolically by the term .. the Masters;" 
that he has neither eyes, nor ears, nor speech, nor power, save in and 
for the divine rayon which his highest sense has touched. Then is he 
fearless, free from suffering, free from anxiety or dismay; his soul 
stands without shrinking or desire of postponement, in the full blaze of 
the divine light which penetrates through an<i through his being. Then 
he has come into his inheritance and can claim his kinship with the 
teachers of men; he is upright, he has raised his head, he breathes the 
same air that they do. 

But before it is in any way possible for him to do this, the feet of the 
soul must be washed in the blood of the heart. 

The sacrifice, or surrender of the heart of man, and its emotions, is 
the first of the rules; it involves the" attaining of an equilibrium which 
cannot be shaken by personal emotion." This is done by the stoic 
philosopher; he, too, stands aside and looks equably upon his own 
sufferings, as well as on those of others. 

In the same way that" tears" in the language of occultists expresses 
the soul of emotion, not its material appearance, so blood expresses, not 
that blood which is an essential of physical life, but the vital creative 
principle in man's nature, which drives him into human life in order to 
experience pain and pleasure, joy and sorrow. When he has let the 
blood flow from the heart he stands before the Masters as a pure spirit 
which no longer wishes to incarnate for the sake of emotion and 
experience. Through great cycles of time successive incarnations in 
gross matter may yet be his lot; but he no longer desires them, the 
crude wish to live has departed from him. When he takes upon him 
man's form in the flesh he does it in the pursuit of a divine object, to 
accomplish the work of .. the Masters," and for no other end. He looks 
neither for pleasure nor pain, asks for no heaven, and fears no hell; yet 
he has entered upon a great inheritance which is not so much a com
pensation for these things surrendered, as a state which simply blots out 
the memory of them. He lives now not in the world, but with it; his 
horizon has extended itself to the width of the whole universe. 

A 
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THE WHITE MONK. 

By the Author of the" Professor or Alchemy." 

PART I.-RALPH'S STORY. 

" 1-T was after this manner, as they say," began Ralph, swinging 
himself on to a bench and pouring out for himself a tankard of 
our good home-brewed, as I crouched in the hay opposite to 

him. "Two centuries agone and thirty years or so, there dwelt in this 
very house which I serve-and which one day, young master, you shall 
rule I-Sir Gilbert de Troyes, your ancestor, and his lady, and four fair 
sons, and a lovely daughter. Of these sons, twain were at the wars, one 
was in his nurse's lap, and another was gone to Italy, to finish his 
studies at Parma. Thus did the old nobles use to ruin their sons! 

"This young foregoer of yours (a goodly youth !) fell in with the usual 
temptations of Satan. He held, with the poets, that the world is the 
best book for men to read; and he studied it, I ween, with diligence. 
N ow there was a certain damsel, winsome enough, I doubt not, in the 
Italian style, with black hair and the devil-save the mark I-in her 
wandering eyes. So it came to pass that Master Gilbert, younger, 
wooed her for his bride, like an honest gentleman, as the old tales say 
he was; and so great is the power of one upright soul amongst others, 
that the young witch-she was but young, poor soul! and teachable
was charmed herselffrom her Italian ways,and vowed to love and follow 
only him; and the day before their marriage, she was walking with him 
in the streets of Parma, by night-for Master Gilbert had a governor along 
with him in Italy, who must be hoodwinked-when there chanced to 
espy them one Pietro Rinucci, a clerkly fellow (with a curse upon him !) 
who was even studying also at Parma, and who loved the Italian witch 
himself. 

" This Rinucci had been favoured of the girl, and only when she saw 
the Englishman, with his blue eyes and his honest ways, had she 
scorned her countryman and left him. Rinucci, after the manner of his 
race-fellows, then dogged her steps, tracked her to her early meetings 
with young Gilbert de Troyes, who was his unsuspecting friend, and 
listened to their innocent ravings of love conjoined to virtue. 

" Aftenvard, had he gone to the damsel's poor lodging and there, with 
Heaven knows what direful threats! conjured her to renounce her 
honest lover and return to himself. The signorina was not like an 
English girl-she neither stormed nor yielded-she cajoled and blinded 
him. 'If he would go, she would consider; perchance she did not love 
the Briton truly; perchance it was a whim; she knew not. Might she 
but think? it was a whirl, and her heart, alas I was o'er susceptible; 
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't\Vould pass; he must leave her now, at least, and she would see. 
Meantime Pietruccino should wear this pretty crimson ribbon of hers till 
they met again.' After even such words, and for a kiss, he left her. 
But the cunning villain was more than her match, and waited all the 
next day round the comers, whence he could see her goings out and 
comings in. He saw her glide to her trysting-place; he followed 
cautiously; he heard her give a signalling whispered call; he heard it 
answered by a short, low whistle; young Gilbert de Troyes swung 
merrily round the comer and fell into his Italian sweetheart's arms. 

"He met his death, poor, noble young fellow ! 'Tis an old tale 
repeated. I need scarce have wasted all these words upon it-but that 
one's heart must needs ache at these things. In the course of nature 
that Italian snake, Rinucci, was bound to finish his rival there and then. 
So he got behind the unwary schoolboy-for the lad was, indeed, little 
more-and stabbed him, all too deep, in the back of the neck. 

" Folk say Rinucci triumphed as he set his foot on his dying college
mate, and wiped his dagger, with a laugh, before the horror-stricken 
girl. Myself can scarcely believe it; he was too young in murder then 
for that. 

"Be this as it may, certain it is that he dragged away the mourning 
damsel from the corpse of the man who would have saved her soul, and 
took her back to himself. 

"A sickening story, boy. Wilt thou have more, young master? 
Yea? Why, there is worse to come. For Mistress Italiana-no 
tradition tells her name-was spirited as any gipsy woman, and full of 
crafty lore, such as her race delight in. She broke her heart over her 
English lover's corpse; but she had still the Southern amusement left 
her of revenge. She concocted an evil greenish powder, and coloured 
Signor Pietro's sweetmeats with it. 

"The fellow ate largely, praising the daintiness of the confection. 
It wa.c; deadly enough, I daresay, in all conscience, but it killed him not. 
These reptiles live on poison; morally, 'tis certain, belike, and also 
physically it agreed with him. Perchance he may have felt a qualm or 
two, though tradition says nought of it. Anyway, the next fytte of 
this story shows us the mysterious disappearance of the Italian girl, of 
whom no word hath ever since been told. 

" She left behind her, whether willingly or no, a quantity of the 
false seasoning, which Master Pietro had caused to be analysed, and 
which he seems to have carefully preserved. 

"Some time after these events, we find Signor Pietro Rinucci 
entered into the Monastery of Dominicans at Brescia, a repentant 
neophyte. He had turned remorseful, no doubt, and in good time! 
The fellow had ever strong imaginations. He was received in due time 
as a brother; wore the garb of the Order, and cast his eyes down. 

2S 
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Tradition saith he was in great turmoil of soul at this time-judge for 
yourself, young master, by what followed. 

"One fine morning Brother Petrus was missing from his small, 
damp cell, and none could tell what had become of him. None, that i!;, 
save the poverty-stricken ropemaker who had supplied him with cords 
to scale the monastery walls; and his discretion had been paid for. 
The fact being, I doubt not, that discipline being ever repugnant to our 
young bravo's manners, he had fled it. 

"In the meantime, the news of Gilbert de Troyes' death had been 
brought to these very doors, and certainly the grooms who then tended 
the good horses of your ancestors must, even in this saddle-room, have 
spent their sorrow in each other's company. But Ambrose de Troyes, 
newly back from the wars, and second-born of the family, rose in his 
wrath, and swore to avenge his brother. For all might know that the 
death blow had been dealt by one Pietro Rinucci, fellow-scholar of 
Gilbert's, whose absence afterward from the University had puzzled the 
doctors and caused inquisition into the matter. 

"So away went Ambrose, the soldier, to Parma. And mind ye, 
Ambrose was no careless school-boy, no mean foe to a man, but a great, 
staunch fellow who had seen service, and who was, moreover, by Nature 
something stem and hard of purpose. 

"BtU at Parma they told him Rinucci was escaped into a monastery 
which they named, and showed a painted portrait of him, and did so 
minutely, pdint by point, describe the man, that Ambrose swore he 
should know him, should he meet him in Heaven, And that was a 
strong assertion, note yeo 

"Well, Ambrose journeyed on towards the secluded spot where the 
Monastery of Dominicans lay, and was enforced to rest one night 
at the village of Santa Rosa on his road. Having stabled his steed, 
refreshed it and himself, and practised his arm some moments with the 
good sharp sword, he slung the weapon round him and went forth for a 
stroll to pass the time. 

" He came to the equivalent of what would be to us in England an 
ale-house, but some way out of the village, meet for travellers to pause 
and rest a moment on their way. Ambrose went in to look about him 
and ordered drink for himself. He lacked a companion to pledge, but 
looking round the little room saw no one but a moody man who seemed 
lost in thought, though enjoying some passing sour wine. Ambrose 
himself could stomach neither the fare nor the company, so he quickly 
got him on his way a little further j when, meeting with a simple shrine 
to the Virgin, the God-fearing soldier took his rosary from under his 
bald rick, and knelt him down to pray. For something had sore per
plexed him j he had seemed to see in the features of that morose 
comrade at the inn the most exact resemblance of Rinucci. But 
Rinucci was safe at the Monastery, waiting till his time should come, and 
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the avenger'should denounce him. But even as he rose from prayer 
did Ambrose see a mounted messenger speeding to him, who told 
him breathlessly the news had just reached Santa Rosa that the 
Monk Petrus was escaped and roaming at large somewhere in the 
country. 

"Then Ambrose de Troyes knew he had his man; and natheless, like 
the large-hearted fellow he was, he would but meet him quite alone. So 
he rewarded the newsbringer and sent him away. Once more. he fell on 
his knees before our Lady's image, and besought that his cause might 
find Heaven's favour, and his action in it be in every point just and 
serviceable. (For he looked upon himself as sent to do such things as 
might cause his brother's soul to rest in peace.) Then he went rapidly 
retracing his steps towards the inn again, and, led by Destiny, out came 
Pietro Rinucci, unarmed, to meet him. Ambrose de Troyes looked into 
the assassin's eyes and knew him. Stranger still, the piercing eyes of 
the cunning Italian saw, in the traits of this bronzed warrior, relationship 
to the Gilbert who had been his friend and victim. 

". I arrest thee, Pietro Rinucci, for the murder of my brother, Gilbert 
de Troyes, and, though I may not draw upon a tonsured monk (yea, I 
know thee through all thy false disguises I), yet, before I hale thee to 
the ecclesiastical courts, I will show thee, snake, what I think of thee, 
and of all such! ' 

.1 And Ambrose de Troyes smote the villain a shameful blow upon the 
face. 

" E,-en at that instant, the monk whips me Ambrose's sword from its 
scabbard. and, with the fatal dexterity of his race, ran in upon the 
stately Englishman and laid him, bleeding quick to death, upon the hot 
white road. 

" • Oh Margaret, my sister Margaret!' the dying man raved, as if he 
thirsted for help from the hand that had been kind to him. 

" • A right pestilent breed of Britons! but easy to kill--easy to kill,' 
quoth the Monk, as he laid down the red sword by the dying man's side 
and left him alone in his agony. 

"This scene was witnessed by a terrified young country-girl, who 
crouched behind a heap of stones, meanwhile, until the murderer's 
flight, and then ran to assist De Troyes, who thought she was his sister 
Margaret, and said marvellous tender words, of home and of her 
kindness, and of the little brother he had left in the nursery. 

"After this, there comes a period of Rinucci's life of which we know 
but little. He seems to have raced about the country, in hiding always. 
but doing little harm for him. Italy, however, is debateable ground for 
one of her own recreant monks, so we find Messer Pietro Reeing Justice 
and coming over here to England. Whether he had had some of his heart
searchings that he knew so often, I know not, but deem it very likely. 
Here is the Raw, to my mind, in the foreigners' constitutions. They ..... -, 
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recognize their sins as such, not so we English! We say our evil deeds 
are fate, congenital infirmity, ignorance, negligence, or even virtues; 
they say their sins are sins, and yet they do them. Had I but half the 
talent of sinning that Messer Pietro seems to have owned, my faith, I 
would have gloried in it! So did not he, however; he went to a father 
confessor, fell on the earth, and implored absolution-for life was still 
sweet to him, he said, and he would not die yet awhile. 

"The father sent him for penance to travel as a pilgrim, in a white 
penitential garb to England, there to walk to the shrine of St. Thomas 
a Becket, foully slain on earth by violence. 

" The father did well for his mother-country, but evi\ly for us. 
"The monk Petrus performed at all points the penalty enjoined him, 

and aftenvard, having no especial call to Italy again, he followed his 
roving instincts and wandered about England, even till chance brought 
him to this, our, town. In this country he knew no men well enough to 
desire to ki\l them ; besides, at, this period, one of his fits of penitence 
seeins to have been on him. Certes, he wore the monkish habit, only 
different in its white colour from that of other fraternities, and the folk 
grew acquainted with his white figure as he roamed tne land in deepest 
meditation, with his eyes bent upon the ground. 

"Now, one day, say the chronicles (which are made up of village 
tales), the White Monk, as our townsfolk called him, was sitting in a 
thicket by a brook in which he was bathing his travelled feet, when 
there came by the sister of his victims, even Mistress Margaret, de 
Troyes herself, and walked the pleasant fringes of the forest, very near 
to where the wanderer sat, on the further side the elders. She was 
accompanied by her mother and by another lady, both of whom were 
pressing the claims of some noble suitor upon her. 

"The other ladies were in deepest mourning for Gilbert and for 
Ambrose, and Mistress Margaret herself, though she wore no such signs 
of grief, was most plainly clad in a pale, pure garb of lavender. She 
listened quietly to all they urged, then spoke and said: 

'" My mother, he is a light, false man. I care not for him.' 
"It was protested to her, her high birth, the respect i!1 which he would 

hold her for herself; above all, her fair beauty, would all ensure his 
faithfulness. But Margaret said: 

" 'I beseech ye, press me no further. Heaven knows I wish the 
gentleman much good, and that he may aspire to higher things. I will 
pray for him, weep for him if need be; but, ladies, though I be but a 
simple English maiden, I hold myself all too good for such as he to 
marry and draw down, perchance, to like thoughts with himself. I hate 
all evil-not the doers, mother; but the evil. We are all weak and 
changeable, and I dare not come in contact of my free will with e\'jJ 
influence. God might punish me by weakness of resolve against 
infection.' 
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"They urged her yet once more; she might triumph and convert a 
soul 

... In truth,' confessed fair Margaret de Troyes, • ye wound me sorely, 
dearest ladies mine! At such a time, when good Ambrose de Troyes 
is scarce cold in his grave, to bid his sister make her choice amongst his 
townsfolk; and celebrate the marriage feast with a breaking heart! My 
Ambrose-to think that thou, who, if I but spake of a moment's weariness, 
would quickly place a cushion for my head, and sit by the hour on our 
window-seat chafing my feet, that thou should'st be bleeding in the 
death-struggles, on the hard, parched road, in a foreign land, and I be 
far away, not able so much as to raise thy dear head upon my knee! 
Oh, I loved him so tenderly, strong brother of mine! I gloried in my 
brown-maned soldier. We prayed together the night before he left on 
his sacred errand, and, at his entreaty, I laid my hand upon his head 
and blessed him in Our Lady's name. He was a grave, good man; and 
you would have me turn my thoughts from him to that other! What 
though I know Ambrose to be now one of God's angels; yet he hath 
left me behind him on the earth-the first unkindness he hath ever done 
me! And his mother and mine would have me think of wedlock! ' 

.. The fair, pale Englishwoman bent her head, and Pietro heard her 
weeping . 

.. Well, it is but guesswork thenceforth. Folk say, in their coarse way 
of speaking, that the White Monk' loved' the lady Margaret. Forfend! 
The love of such a man were an insult all too gross to offer to the 
memory of any Damoiselle de Troyes. Say, rather, he kindled to the 
worship of goodness in that form first of all. 

"We know that from that hour when he first saw and heard her, 
Rinucd, the stained wretch, wandered ever where there was a chance to 
sec her, even from afar. Once, indeed he even spoke with her. 
Under the favour of his sacred garment he dared to near her, and 
asked: 

". :\Iaidcn, how say you? Is there mercy in Heaven for the worst 
sinners, or no? ' 

, .. ~ay, holy father," answered the damsel, smiling, "thou must be 
better seen in these high mysteries than I who dwell in the world, where 
wc all nced mercy. We can but hope that our God is more pitiful than 
are our fellow creatures to our faults.' 

.. , Maiden,' besought the \Vhite Monk further, 'can such as thou look 
pityingly upon a vice-stained fellow man?' 

" But Margaret wept, and answered him: 
" 'Oh, father, search me not over this problem. I have lost the 

dcarest to me in the world, two brothers, by an assassin's hand. If that 
man stood before me, tell me, could I look at him forgivingly? Oh, 
never, father! Human nature is too weak.' 

.. The rencounter was over, for Pietro dared speak no more. But, 
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according to the custom of that day, Mistress Margaret bent her fair 
head to receive the blessing of the holy father. 

"The monk started back in horror; even he was not too base to 
feel that. But as the maiden still stood humbly waiting, he was forced 
to stretch his hands forth from the distance, and murmur: ' Benedicite ! ' 

"The days went by and the townsfolk noted how the White Monk 
wasted, and how strange he was. He would mutter to himself like a 
madman. He never said a word of holy import to the cottagers with 
whom he lodged at small cost. He ate almost nothing and appeared to 
spend his days in solitary musing. His conduct smacked so oddly of 
mania that Giles Hughson, his landlord, took to watching whither he 
went and what he did. He saw him always following Margaret, but 
seeking to avoid her if she turned where she might see him. He seemed 
to dread her greatly, yet, to worship her, or, at least to follow her like a 
lost soul looking after the light from some vanishing angel's wing. 

" Once Margaret turned and saw him, but recognised him not as the 
man she had spoken withal. She, taking him for afrere quetallt, silently, 
without looking upon him, pressed into his hand money, which he took, 
and which was found on him when he died, as you shall hear. 

PERCY Ross. 
(lobe continued.) 

THE following remarkable passage was published some five years ago in the 
Tlttosopltisl, of Madras (1883); and it is needless to call attention in more 
detail to the fidelity with which it is being since then verified 

Protesting against the arbitrary chronology of the Sanskritists in the question 
of Indian antiquity who make it dependent on the Greeks and Chandragupta
whose date is represented as "the sheet-anchor of Indian chronology" that 
"nothing will ever shake" (Prof. Max Muller and Weber), the author of the 
prophecy remarks that "it is to be feared that as regards India, the chronological 
ship ~f the Sanskritists has already broken from her moorings and gone adrift 
with all her precious freight of conjectures and hypotheses." And then 
adds :-

" We are at the end of a cycle-geological and other-and at the beginning 
of another. Cataclysm is to follow cataclysm. The pent-up forces are bursting 
out in many quarters; and not only will men be swallowed up or slain by 
thousands, "new" land appear and" old" subside, volcanic eruptions and tidal 
waves appal; but secrets of an unsuspected past will be uncovered to the 
dismay of Western theorists and the humiliation of an imperious science. This 
drifting ship, if watched, may be seen to ground upon the upheaved vestiges of 
ancient civilisations, and fall to pieces. We are not emulous of the prophet's 
honours: but still, let this stand as a prophecy." (See also "Fit'e Years of 
TlteosopkJ'," p. 388.) 
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LOVE WITH AN OBJECT. 

SOME distinguished contributors to theosophical literature have of 
late been describing what qualities are necessary to constitute a 
perfect man, i.e., an Adept. They said that among other things it 

was absolutely and indispensably necessary, that such a being should 
possess Love-and not merely Love in the abstract-but love regarding 
some object or objects. What can they possibly mean by speaking of 
.. love with an object," and could there possibly be love without any 
object at all? Can that feeling be called love, which is directed solely 
to the Eternal and Infinite, and takes no cognizance of earthly 
illusions? Can that be love which has no object or-in other words-is 
the love of forms or objects the true love at all? If a man loved all 
things in the universe alike, without giving any preference to any of 
them, would not such a love be practically without any object; would it 
not be equal to loving nothing at all; because in such a case the 
individuality of any single object would be lost to sight? 

A love which is directed towards all things alike, an universal love, is 
beyond the conception of the mortal mind, and yet this kind of love, 
which bestows no favours upon anyone thing, seems to be that eternal 
love, which is recommended by all the sacred books of the East and the 
West; because as soon as we begin to love one thing or one being more 
than another, we not only detract from the rest an amount of love which 
the rest may rightfully claim; but we also become attached to the object 
of our love, a fate against which we are seriously warned in various 
pages of these books. 

The Bkagavad Gila teaches that we should not love or hate any object 
of sense whatsoever, nor be attached to any object or thing, but renounce 
all projects and fix our thoughts solely on It, the Eternal, which is 
no-thing and no object of cognition for us, but whose presence can be 
only subjectively experienced by, and within ourselves. It says: .. He 
is esteemed, who is equal-minded to companions, friends, enemies, 
strangers, neutrals, to aliens and kindred, yea to good and evil men" 
(Cap. vi., 14); and further on it says: .. He whose soul is united by 
devotion, seeing the same in all around, sees the soul in everything and 
everything in the soul. He who sees Me (BrahmA) everywhere and 
everything in Me, him I forsake not and he forsakes not me. . . . He 
who sees the same in everything-Arjuna I-whether it be pleasant or 
grievous, from the self-resemblance, is deemed to be a most excellent 
Y . "(C' , ogm ap. VI., 29, 32,. 

On almost every page of the Bhagavad Gila we are instructed only to 
direct our love to that which is eternal in every form, and let the form 
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itself be a matter of secondary consideration. .. He must be regarded 
as a steadfast renouncer, who neither hates nor desires." ... "In a 
learned and modest Brahman, in a cow, in an elephant, in a dog, and a 
Swapaka; they who have knowledge see the same thing." • . . "Let no 
man rejoice in attaining what is pleasant, nor grieve in attaining what is 
unpleasant; being fixed in mind, untroubled, knowing Brahma and 

. abiding in Brahma." ..... He who is happy in himself, pleased with 
himself, who finds also light in himself, this Yogin, one with Brahma, 
finds Nin1alla in Him." 

The great Hermes Trisllle.~is/tls teaches the same identical doctrine; 
for he says: "Rise and embrace me with thy whole being, and I will 
teach thee whatsoever thou desirest to know." The Bible also tells us 
that" God is Love" (I. John iv., 8), and that we should love Him with 
all our heart, with all our soul, and with all our mind (Math. xxii., 37), 
and while it teaches that we should love· nothing else but God (Math. 
xx., 37), who is All in All (Ephes. i., 23), yet it affirms, that this God is 
omnipresent, eternal and incomprehensible to the finite understanding 
of mortals (I. Timoth. vi., 16). It teaches this love to be the most 
important of all possessions, without which all other possessions are 
useless (I. Corinth. xiii., 2), and yet this God, whom we are to love, is 
not an "object" (John i., 5), but everywhere. He is in us and we in 
Him (Rom. xii., 5). We are to leave all objects of sense and follow 
Him alone (Luc. v., 2), although we have no means of intellectually 
knowing or perceiving Him, the great Unknown, for whose sake we are 
to give up house and brethren, sisters, father, mother, wife, children and 
lands (Mark x., 29). 

What can all this mean, but that love itself is the legitimate object of 
love? I t is a divine, eternal, and infinite power, a light, which reflects 
itself in every object while it seeks not the object, but merely its own 
reflection therein. It is an indestructible fire and the brighter it burns, 
the stronger will be the light and the clearer will its own image appear. 
Love falls in love with nothing but its own self, it is free from all other 
attractions. A love which becomes attached to objects of sense, ceases 
to be free, ceases to be love, and becomes mere desire. Pure and eternal , 
love asks for nothing, but gives freely to all who are willing to take. 
Earthly love is attracted to persons and things, but Divine spiritual love 
seeks only that which is divine in everything, and this can be nothing 
else but love, for love is the supreme power of all. I t holds together 
the worlds in space, it clothes the earth in bright and ·beautiful colours, 
it guides the instincts of animals and links together the hearts of human 
beings. Acting upon the lower planes of existence it causes terrestrial 
things to cling to each other with fond embrace; but love on the spiritual 
plane is free. Spiritual love is a goddess, who continually sacrifices I 
herself for herself and who accepts no other sacrifice but her own self, 
giving for whatever she may receive, herself in return. Therefore the 
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Bkagavad G,la says: "~ourish ye the gods by this and let the gods 
nourish you. Thus nourishing each other ye shall obtain the highest 
good .. (Cap. iii., ii.,); and the Bible says: "To him who has still more 
shall be given, and from him who has not, even what he has shall be 
taken away" (Luke xix., 26). 

Love is an universal power and therefore immortal, it can never die. 
\Ve cannot believe that even the smallest particle of love ever died, only' 
the instruments through which it becomes manifest change their form; 
nor will it ever be born, for it exists from eternity, only the bodies into 
which it shines are born and die and are born again. A Love which is 
not manifest is non-existent for us, to come into existence means to 
become manifest. How then could we possibly imagine a human being 
possessed of a love which never becomes manifest; how can we possibly 
conceive of a light which never shines and of a fire which does not give 
any heat? 

But" as the sun shines upon the lands of the just and the unjust, and 
as the rain descends upon the acres of the evil-minded a.s well as upon 
those of the good "; likewise divine love manifesting itself in a perfect 
man is distributed alike to every one without favour or partiality. 
Wherever a good and perfect human being exists, there is divine love 
manifest; and the degree of man's perfection will depend on the degree 
of his capacity to serve as an instrument for the manifestation ot divine 
love. The more perfect he is, the more will his love descend upon and 
penetrate all who come within his divine influence. To ask favours of 
God is to conceive of Him as an imperfect being, whose love is not free, 
but subject to the guidance of, and preference to, mortals. To expect 
favours of a Mahatma is to conceive him as an imperfect man. 

True, " prayer," i.e. the elevation and aspiration of the soul .. in spirit I 
and in truth" (John xiv., 14), is useful, not because it will persuade the 
light to come nearer to us, but because it will assist us to open our eyes 
for the purpose of seeing the light that was already there. Let those 
who desire to come into contact with the Adepts enter their sphere by 
following their doctrines ; seeking for love, but not for an object of love, 
and when they have found the former, they will find a superabundance 
of the latter throughout the whole extent of the unlimited universe; 
they will find it in everything that exists, for love is the founda
tion of all existence and without love nothing can possibly continue 
to exist. 

Love-divine love-is the source of life, of light, and happiness. It is 
the creative principle in the Macrocosm and in the Microcosm of man. 
It is Venus, the mother of all the gods, because from her alone origi
nates Will and Imagination and all the other powers by which the 
universe was evolved. It is the germ of divinity which exists in the 
heart of man, and which may develop into a life-giving sun, illuminating 
the mind and sending its rays to the centre of the universe; for it 
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originates from that centre and to that centre it will ultimately return. 
It is a divine messenger, who carries Light from Heaven down to the 
Earth and returns again to Heaven loaded with sacrificial gifts. 

It is worshipped by all, some adore it in one form and some in 
another, but many perceive only the form and do not perceive the divine 
spirit. Nevertheless the spirit alone is real, the form is an illusion . 

• Love can exist without form, but no form can exist without love. [t is 
pure Spirit, but if its light is reflected in matter, it creates desire and 
desire is the producer of forms. Thus the visible world of perishable 
things is created. "But above this visible nature there exists another, 
unseen and eternal, which, when all created things perish, does not 
perish" (Bb. G. viii. 20), and" from which they who attain to it never 
return." This is the supreme abode of Love without any object, un
manifested and imperishable, for there no object exists. There love is 
united to love, enjoying supreme and eternal happiness within her own 
self and that peace, of which the mortal mind, captivated by the illusion 
of form, cannot conceive. Non-existent for us, and yet existing in that 
Supreme Be-ness, in which all things dwell, by which the universe 
has been spread out, and which may be attained to by an exclusive 
devotion. 

SELF MASTERY. 

(A SONNET.) 

O! for the power to lay this burden low 1 
This weight of self; to kill all vain desire 

EMANUEL. 

To clasp to our outer selves the scorching fire, 
So that the God within shall live and grow! 
O! for the strength to face the hidden foe, 

To raise our being higher still and higher, 
To breathe the breath that Holy ones inspire, 

To break the bonds that bind to Earth below I 

Great, Infinite Soul! that broodeth o'er us ever, 
Say, can the human will unaided win 

The Victor's crown (and earthly bondage sever), 
-A Heavenly flight, triumphant over sin? 

o Human and Divine, forsake us never, 
Thine is the power by which we enter in I 

DUM SPIRO, SPERO. 
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--
A MODERN MAGICIAN. A ROMANCE, by J. Fitzgerald Molloy, in Three 

Yolumes. Ward & Downey, 12, York Street, Covent Garden .. 

Opinions may be greatly divided as to the merits of this book; and to those 
who look for unexceptionable literary style as a primary clement in fiction, it 
may not be satisfactory. But to all those who regard ideas as the first requisite, 
this work will probably prove of great interest. It has been somewhat curious 
to note the reception with which Mr. Molloy has met. The Pall Mall Gazelle, 
for instance, devotes considerable length to him, and somewhat smartly calls him 
.. a novelist born, but not made"; after which it proceeds, with more apparent 
animus than judiciousness, to criticise the pedantic style of conversation and nar
rative which the author occasionally makes use of. Curiously enough, the critic 
selects for his worst blows the phrases used by the chief inspector of the detectives. 
Now, if there is one thing more common than another, it is to find the half edu
cated, but uncultured, men of the class from which police inspectors are drawn, 
using the longest words and phrases, not so much as a proof of their culture, as 
with the object of impressing their hearers. The reviewer was perhaps right 
to assail Mr. Molloy for sending his hero to Scotland Yard to hunt up news of 
his erring wife, who, as he was perfectly aware, had fted with another man. But 
this, and other trifting m~stakes of similar character, are venial errors, and could 
only be so strongly animad\'erted upon in a paper which devotes itself to hunt
ing plagiarisms in impossible places, through envy of successful authors; or by a 
reviewer who is a personal enemy of the author. As Macintosh well said: 
.. The critic who is discerning in nothing but faults, may care little to be told that 
this is the mark of unenviable disposition, but he might not feel equally easy, 
were he convinced that he thus gives absolute proofs of ignorance and want of 
taste." To make matters worse, and more interesting to LUCIFER, the reviewer 
is plainly a partisan of the Society for Psychical Research, to which Mr. Molloy 
somewhat unfeelingly alludes as the" Society of Scientific Cackle." The review 
in the Pall i~/all Gazelle starts with smartness and intelligence, but allows it
self to run off into partisanship and prejudice. But all that is in strict keeping 
with the tone of a " Gazette" which generally starts useful work wel~ continues it 
badly, and ends by throwing mud out of the gutter at anybody or anything 
which happens to run counter to it. For instance, here is a specimen of the 
re\'iewer: 

.. As a story tellc!l" he (the author) is the Rabadi! of fashionable mysticism: as a literary workman he 
is a pretentious bungler: his syntax is inconceivable, his dialogue impossible, his style a desperately 
careful expression of desperately ~Iovenly thinking, his notions of practical affairs absurd, and his con
ception of science and philosophy a superstitious guess; yet he has an indescribable flourish, a da~h of 
half-ridiculous poetry, a pathetic irresponsibility, a captivating gleam of Irish imagination, and, above 
all, an unsuspicious good nature, that compel a humane public to read his books rather than mortify 
him by a neglect which he has done nothing malicious to deserve ... 

Such criticism can only be met from the point of view of the reviewer, by 
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"Set a thief to catch a thief," and from that of Mr. Molloy, by "Heaven save 
me from the penny-a-liners, actuated by personal animus!" 

The reviewer may be allowed to have pointed out a few glaring errors in :\lr. 
Molloy's style and syntax, but we add that, in pointing these out,' he has only 
exposed himself. 

As regards the central figure of Benoni, the adept in the book, LUCIFER may, 
perhaps, say a few words. Slightly as the character is drawn, and startling as 
are the deeds of this personage, there is a majesty about him which commands 
respect, and we may congratulate Mr. Molloy on his effort. We do not entirely 
accord with the author in the deeds which he sets Benoni to do, but with regard 
to the words and precepts which he puts into the adept's mouth, we do abso
lutelyagree, and recommend our readers, and especially all the Theosophists, to 
read Mr. Molloy's book. Here the Pall Mall reviewer-being, as said, an 
admiring follower of the Society for Psychical Research-:J.gain falls foul of Mr. 
Molloy; but we may safely quote the impressive and truthful words of Benoni, 
and leave the rest to others. 

Amerton, the hero of the book, reproaches the adept with having seen 
trouble approaching him, and with having neglected to warn him. Benoni re
plies: 

" That is true. It was not permitted that I should serve you then; to tcst your strength it was nL'C<.'S
sary that you should bear the trial unaided. When, some years ago, you came to me in Africa, and 
asked me to solve experiences which perplexed you, and later besought Amuni, the fruthful One, to show 
you the pathway leading towards light, you but obeyed a dictate of your nature impossible to resist. 
That within you urged you forward to seek the s:u:red mysteries of life and death. But these cannot be 
obtained by those who are not prepared to endure with patience, and grow strong in spirit. You ha,'c 
suffered, and thus taken the first step towards the attainment of your desires." 

.. But, surely," said Philip, .. you might have warned me. " 
.. I should have but inflicted additional pain on you." 
.. Was there no escape?" 
.. None, indeed," replied the mystic. 
" Then I was destined to meet humiliation and pain. " 
Benoni looked at him with mingled pity and affection in his gaze • 
.. A child," he said, in his low, sonorous voice, .. is grieved for a broken toy, or is humilinted hy cor

rection." 
.. But you don't compare my wrongs to a child's grievances?" 
.. His sorrows are as real and bitter to him as your afflictions are to you. It is only when time has 

passed, he reviews his distress with wonder, seeing the pettiness of its cause. So will it be with you. Ten 
years hence, you wil\ regard this grief, desolating your life, with equanimity; forty years later, you wil\ 
remember it with indifference, as an item in your fate. Then shnll you look back upon the brightnesi 
and darkness of your existence as one regards the lights and shadows chequering his pathway through 
woods in spring. How futile seem woe and joy, weighed with the consideration that al\ mC!n are as 
shadows that fade, and as vapours which flee away. • . . • Think, my friend," continued the 
mystic earnestly, .. of your existence but as a journey towards a goal, on which hardships must be 

suffered by the way. You are now but workinJt out the fulfilment of your fate. Remember, those 
who would ascend must suffer; affliction is the flame which purifies; pain teaches compassion." (pp. 
119, 90, Vol. III.) 

When asked of himself, Benoni replies: 
.. Misfortune cannot compass, distress overwhelm, nor disappointments assail me, because the 

things of the world are as naught to my senses, and nlan's life seems but a dream. Before this stage 
affliction must have crucified the senses; self must be conquered, slain, and entombed." (p. 91. Vol. 
III.) 

There are other passages equally true from the occult standpoint, and we 
trust their readers will ~enefit by them and appreciate them. 
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As regards Amerton's character, we see the natural, born, mystic turning aside 
and voluntarily taking upon himself, though warned, the bonds of married life. 
These become intolerable to him, and the unhappiness of two persons results. 
Occultism is a jealous mistress, and, once launched on that path, it is necessary 
to resolutely refuse to recognise any attempt to draw one back from it. 
Amerton wanted to crush out his natural tendencies to occultism, and failed. 
It is as hard to draw back from them, and turn attention solely to the things of 
the world, as it is, when studying occultism, to tum our attention solely to the 
invisible regions, and neglect absolutely the physical world. 

The other characters in the novel make it light, graceful and pleasant read
ing. The interest is e,oer preserved from the first to the last scene, and cer
tainly no one could find, in all the three volumes, one dull page in them. More
O\Oer, Mr. Fitzgerald Molloy seems an acute observer. Some of his secondary 
heroes, such as the wealthy widow, Mrs. Henry Netley, a plebeian enamoured of 
rank and title, and Lord Pompey Rokeway, "a gay, though ancient, personage," 
who uses rouge, wig, and corsets, and imagines every woman in love with him
are portraits from nature, to one who knows anything of modern society. In 
short, "The Modern Magician," as a work of fiction, can fearles.c;ly bear com
parison with any of the modern productions written lately upon occult subjects, 
with the solitary exception of Rider Haggard's "She," and surpasses some in 
unabated interest. We might be more exacting and severe, perhaps, were it a 
purely theosophical work. As it stands, however, we must congratulate Mr. 
Molloy in having clothed the subject of mysticism in such graceful robes; had 
he been as good a literary workman as he is an excellent constructor of plots, the 
book should have met with unqualified approvill. Meanwhile, we wish it tne 
greatest success . 

.. THE TWIN SOUL: A PSYCHOLOGICAL AND REALISTIC ROMANCE," in two 
volumes, by an Anonymous Author. Ward & Downey, 12, York Street, 
Covent Garden. 

This is quite another kind of literary production than the "Modern 
~ragician," just reviewed. It aspires to more serious and philosophical 
mysticism, but fails rather ungloriously. There are passages in it which, taken 
out of the work, especially at the beginning of Volume I., might be niade the 
subjects of short and rather useful little treatises upon mystic theories; but, as a 
whole, the book is one ofthe most disappointing novels published for some time. It 
begins wel~ goes on from bad to worse, promises much, holds nothing, and ends 
nowhere, seeming to be written not as a work of fiction, but simply to ventilate 
the author's ideas. These-the work being anonymous-have to be judged by 
the novel alone. It is rumoured that the" Twin Soul" is the occasional work 
of twelve years' labour, and the disconnected character of its events bears out 
the rumour. Its style is pedantic, though good in writing, while the matter and 
plot are heavy, and delivered in a long-winded and didactic manner. 

The story is that of one Mr. Rameses, an exceedingly virtuous, learned, and 
solemn Oriental millionaire, whose real nationality remains to the end a mystery. 
and whose story is narrated by a somewhat cynical English philosopher, called 
De Vere. The latter tells the story in the style which suits him best, and is 
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perfectly natural. He is humorou, and amusing, even if slightly ponderous. 
But alas for the reader! Mr. De Vere suddenly stops short at an early stage, 
and the story is taken u:>, without any apparent cause or reason, by a man 
unknown, who "had less sympathy with Mr. Rameses," and who has all the 
defects of Mr. De Vere's qualities, and a good many of his own besides, for he 
is even more ponderou5 and more cynica~ without his humour. Mr. Rameses 
is a peculiar character, but, as sketched, he is quite in keeping.with his Oriental 
ongm. He believes in many theories: re-incarnation, socialism, certain occult 
doctrines, the possibility of recovering the memory of past incarnations, and, as a 
matter ot course, the modern craze of the day, the theory of "twin souls." He 
is perpetually in search of his" twin," and hunts her with the pertinacity of a 
sleuth·hound under all forms, and in all places. Mr. De Vere is the possessor 
of an Assyrian collection, Egyptian papyr~ and also of two female mummies
Amenophra and Lurula, the first the daughter of a Pharaoh, the second a priestess 
of Isis-of which the sarcophagi are covered with hieroglyphics, which Mr. Rameses 
reads with mo;t surprising ease. The hero, claiming his memory as a palimpsest, 
which by certain processes clearly discovers the obliterated record of his past 
incarnations, cannot, in spite of this, make up his mind which of the two mummies 
was formerly the body of his twin-soul. Finally, he solves the doubt by declaring 
them both to have been the mortal casket of his beloved-with Luru!! for 
choice. The reader here has great hopes held out to him that there will be a 
grand ceremony, at which the mummies are to be unrolled, and at which the 
soul of the deceased mummy will be summoned back to shuffle on a mortal coil 

_ again. Alas! such hopes are fallacious; for the ceremony never takes place, 
owing to Mr. Rameses falling in love with the sister of a Hindu lady married to 
an English baronet. After much hesitation the lady so honoured by his choice 
is also declared to be the vehicle of his twin-soul, i.e., to save appearances-to 
be a re-incarnation of the ego which formerly dwelt in the mummy or mummies. 
Finally, after a long-winded oration over the mystic properties of a magmficent 
present of jewels, Mr. Rameses win'> "the fair Niona," as she is called-'Yho, 
although a Hindu, is a Zoroastrian Sun-worshipper. They are married, not
withstanding their" paganism," according to Roman Catholic rites, and the pair 
start to spend the honeymoon in Egypt, where, in the Temple of Isis at Thebes, 
they are to be again united according to the-to them-more sacred ritual of Sun
worship. After a very interesting dream about the Deluge, which broke through 
an isthmus uniting Gibraltar to North Africa, and destroyed' a vast civilization 
which occupied the floor of the present Mediterranean Sea, they arrive safely in 
Egypt. Here the fair Hindu of Zoroastrian persuasion and Italian name, has 
another interesting psychic vision, an interview with the Sphinx, which makes her 
incontinently faint, and lose consciousness. Then they proceed to Thebes, and, 
after due care, make selection of the site of the Temple of Isis. They build 
their bonfire and ignite it, but at the supreme moment Niona gives a gasp, faints, 
and this time dies outright, with as little reason for it as every other incident in 
the novel has. The return to Cairo is immediately commenced, and here NlOna, 
in strict keeping with Mr. Rameses's habits. is at once converted into a mummy. 
It must be rather interesting to possess the body of three defunct twin souls, 
and reflect upon their virtues. . 

The rest of the book is occupied by various disquisitions of the author, 
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disguised flimsily under conversations of his characters on the social and 
political customs of the Nineteenth century. Read carefulIy, the conversations 
contain ideas, but are likely to offend on account of their length and ponderous
ness. As regards the construction of the book and the characters, Mr. Rameses 
is interesting, in spite of his solemnity and his love of mummies, and Mr. De Vere 
is amusing. The other t/,.amatis personfZ seem to have been created merely as 
pegs upon which to hang the author's opinions. What, for instance, is the 
object of entering into detail upon the passionate episodes in the career of Mr. 
Rameses's secretary, or the mercenary marriage of Lady Gwendoline Pierre
point with U Old Methusaleh " ? Their only excuse can be that they may serve 
to increase the contrast between such marriages and that with a twin soul. 
Taken as a whole, the ideas are interesting, and the mystic utterances in the 
first volume almost correct from the orthodox occult point. But the manner in 
which they are displayed is irritating, and this chiefly because the reader is 
perpetually being brought up to a point of interest, 'and as perpetually left 
disappointed. 

POSTHUMOUS HUMANITY." 

This is a translation from the French by Colonel H. S. Olcott, President of 
the Theosophical Society, of the remarkable work of that name, by a we11-known 
sat'ant, Adolphe d' Assier. The original work appeared a few years ago, and pre;
duced a stir both in the sceptical public and unbelieving science, and, an outcry 
among the spiritists of France, whose pet theories about the U spirits" of the dead 
it upset. .. Posthumous Humanity" was not only a singularly interesting work, 
but it was one of the first, and perhaps the loudest, of the bugle notes that 
heralded the last act of the fierce battle between materialistic science and spirit
ualism; for it ended in the virtual defeat of the former, at any rate, upon one 
line: it forced the hand of the majority of sceptics in the recognition of what is 
calIed in mysticism the "astral body" of man and animal, and by more preten
tious than wise investigators .. the plrantasms of the living," forgetting those of 
the dead. 

That a learned member of an academy of science should, of all men, write a 
serious book on the phenomena of .. the Borderland," accepting as facts in na
ture such things as ghostly appearances, and the projection of the double, is 
almost a phenomenon in itself. And what makes the case the more remaritable 
as an indication of a new current in public opinion. is the fact that these things, 
which it has hitherto been the fashion to consign with a laugh or a shudder to 
the limbo of exploded superstitions, are treated by the author in a perfectly 
scientific spirit. He accounts for them, not by the usual supposition of hallu
cination or stupidity on the part of observers, but by an exceedingly ingenious 
and plausible postulation of forces at work in us, and around us, which are as 
little ., supernatural" as any of the recognised forces of nature, or portions of 
man's constitution. Not only has M. d'Assier the courage to face the probable 
ridicule of the wiseacres, but he has the audacity to tum the tables upon "men of 

• Posillumous Humo"ily, a study of Phantoms, by Adolphe d'Assier, Member of the Bordeaux 
Academy of Sciences. Translated and annotated by Henry S. Olcott, President of the Theosophical 
Society. George Redway. London, 1887. 8,'0. pp. J60. 
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science," by actually making fun of their unmeasured pretensions, and tWittIng 
them mercilessly about their past mistakes. Not the least remarkable feature 
in the case is the fact that the author, who started into these researches an ardent 
positivist, has come out of them an ardent positivist stilI. He believes that 
what he has accomplished is to extend the reign of matter into a region previ
ously believed to belong to spirit, thus planting the standard of positivism in a 
wider and more fruitful region, which he has happily reclaimed from the winds 
and tides of superstition. But the fact is. that although our author has gone a 
good deal further than most of those who start out" on their own hook" to ex
plore the realms of the Occult, he cannot be said to have penetrated very far into 
the mysteries of being. He has peeped in at the door of the psychic ante
chamber to the spiritual world proper-the ante-chamber in which the members 
of Psychical Research Societies amuse themselves and others by playing blind
man's buff with hypothesis-and his interesting volume tells us of the wonderful 
things that go on there. The result of his researches, as he says in hir Pre/ace, 
is the conclusion that "posthumous humanity is, in fact, but a special example of 
posthumous-animality, and that the latter presents itself as the immediate conse
quence of the living world.;" Every tyro in theosophy knows that this conclusion 
is a fair approximation to the truth, and were man nothing but an animal of high 
degree, it might possibly be the whole truth. But man is an animal, plus sOlRe
thing, and this something more, is precisely what M. d' Assier leaves entirely out 
of sight, as indeed he could hardly help doing if he attached any importance to 
remaining a Positivist. It is this something more, of whose very existence our 
author seems profoundly unconscious, that has the chief interest for us, for that 
is the spiritual and eternal part of man, in contradistinction to the psychic por
tion which fades away and disappears after a time, as M. d'Assier very justly 
declares. 

It seems a pity that a learned and ingenious man, like our author, should not have 
begun investigations of this kind by making himself familiar with at least the bare 
outline of the metaphysical and psychological system that underlies the schools of 
philosophy of India. This system is the result of very profound research into such 
phenomena as our author deals with, and also into other far deeper and more 
important manifestations that he has not considered at all; and these researches 
have for thousands of years occupied, to a greater or lesser degree, almost every 
thinking man among races which are acknowledged to be possessed of a very 
high degree of intellectual acuteness and spiritual insight. Were our Westerr 
adventurers into the borderland between spirit and matter-the astral world
to take this obvious precaution, they would know that the ground over which 
they now laboriously make their way, has not only been traversed before, but 
pretty fully surveyed and mapped out, and that their supposed discoveries 
amount virtually to no more than a verification of results long ago obtained by 
others. This very needed exception in the work under review has been obvi 
ated by the translator's notes and supplement, without diminishing the practical 
value of M. d'Assier's treatise as a useful contribution to occult literature. For, as 
his labours do actually confirm much of the teachings of Theosophy, with regard to 
that part of the constitution of man, which is common to him and the animals, 
the work, as it now stands, is really a valuable occult treatise as to facts. The 
important question with the world, in these times, being not so much fllhat is 
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said, as 1II11t) it is that says it, the fact that an incorrigible positivist, has pub
lished his belief in the actuality of a psychic plane of existence, and of the tem· 
porary survival in it after death of a certain part or principle of the animal 
(including man), is of the greatest help and importance to theosophy. It will 
probably affect public opinion far more profoundly than if. a thousand Eastern 
sages proclaimed the same elementary fact of Occultism in chorus. No better 
illustration of, and te .. timony to, the reality of plain, broad facts in connection 
with wraiths, "doubles," and other such apparitions, can be found than in d' Assier's 
" Posthumous Humanity" in its new English garb, by Colonel Olcott, and with 
the translator's Pn/are and annotations to the text. These add greatly to the 
value of the book for the student of Occultism. In fact, these additions serve the 
same purpose which a notice of the work in LUCIFER might have been expected 
to have in view; for they correct the author in some particulars, add additional 
information in others, and generally forestall the critic who writes from the 
Theoso~hical standpoint. Besides this, the translator has added a highly mterest
ing and unique appellliix, giving the opinions of numerous Hindus of various 
castes and sects upon psychic phenomena of that kind, collected from various 
parts of India, which, by itself, has considerable value to the student of mystical 
sciences. In conclusion, we may record almost a general opinion-save, of 
course, that of rank materialists-that no work yet published on the subject 
dealt with by our author is better calculated to reach the scientifically-minded en
quirer. It is written with calmness and logical clearness that takes the scoffer's 
laugh out of his mouth. It goes as far as anyone new to the subject could be 
reasonably expected to follow; and the direction it takes is the right one. It is 
preeminently tlte book for the too sceptical and ignorant enquirer to begin 
with. 

m'J'I ieC, Sepher Yetziralz, The Book of Formation, anrJ 
tlte Tltirty-two Paths oj WisrJo,Il,' translaterJ from the Hebrew, 
anrJ coltaterJ witlt Latin Versions. By Dr. W. Wynn Westcott, 
Batn: Robert H. Fryar, 1887. 

This is a treatise of about 30 quarto pages on that well-known Hebrew occult 
work, the Sepher Yetzirah. It consists of an introduction, giving the historic 
aspects of the matter, an English translation of the Sepher Yetzirah and the 
Thirty-two Paths, and several pages of notes, 'giving remarks on and variant 
readings of difficult and disputed passages. 

The introductory pages bear the stamp of considerable literary research, and 
the translation of the Book of Formation itself is intelligible and concise. But 
we can hardly say as much for the Thirty-two Paths, which, abstruse and difficult 
of comprehension in the original, are, we are afraid, no more intelligible in the 
translatio::l. Owing to the unpopularity of the subject, there are readers who 
will be readily drawing the conclusion that Dr. Westcott himself does not alto
gether understand their mystical bearing and symbolism. Yet the notes on the 
actual text of the "Sepher Yetzirah" are valuable, and show considerable 
occult knowledge. But a still greater error is made by the translator. We 
notice that Dr. Westcott has invariably rendered the word Elohim by "God," 

26 
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notwithstanding that it is a plural noun, as shown by the plural word 
" Chiim " joined thereto in the ninth section of the first chapter. This will, no 
doubt, prove grateful to the staff and readers of the Jewish WtJrlti, whose editors 
pride themselves, against all fact and truth, on the .iJ/'tJRtJ/keism of their early 
ancestors. It cannot fail to strike the Kabalists as an unfortunate deviation 
from the origlnal meaning in favour of one laboriously fabricated by both Jewish 
and Christian falsificators. 

The cc Book of Formation" is a treatise consisting of 6 chapters and 33 
sections, and thus its compilation is pentacular. The 6 chapters refer to the 
Yetziratic World, the 6 periods of Genesis; while the 33 sections have a close 
analogy with the Thirty-two Paths which are added at the end of the work. It is 
a philosophical disquisition on the occult meanings of the ten numbers of the 
decimal scale, and the 22 letters of the Hebrew sacred alphabet. The first 
chapter deals with the numbers, which it divides into a Tetrad (symbolising 
Spirit, Air, Water, and Fire), and a Hexad (symbolising Height, Depth, East, 
West, South and North). The second chapter· treats generally of the 22 letters, 
produced from the Air or the number 2, and divided into 3 Mother-letters, 7 
double-letters, and 12 simple letters. The third chapter shows the symbolic 
reference of the 3 Mother-letters to Air, Water, and Fire; the fourth chapter 
that of the 7 double-letters to the Planets &c.; the fifth·chapter that of the I2 

simple letters to the signs of the Zodiac, &c. ; and the sixth chapter forms the 
synthesis. 

The 32 paths are no other than symb:llical developments of the 10 Sephiroth 
or numbers, and the 22 letters which form the connecting links between them. 

Altcgether the work is interesting and worthy of careful study. 

TREBLE CHORDS. 

POEMS BY CATHERINE GRANT FUR LEY. 

Edinburgh : R. and R. Clark. 

This is an inviting little book of verse, with an ill-chosen title. Why cc Treble 
Chords," when the author cannot compose anything more than a single pan? 
The octave is spanned by treble or threefold chords, but Miss Furley has not 
yet reached the octa\·e of attainment! No, the book must be re-christened at 
its second birth; and the protest of the Gir/tJ1I Girl, and the more sustained 
poem of the Other /stJlI, are assuredly good enough to interest and delight a 
sufficient number of women to send it into a second edition. The writer has a 
distinct faculty of seeing, as well as the tendency to take the "other side," as 
she does in /stJlt tJI BrittallY and in Galatea ttJ P)'gmalitJlI. The moral of the 
latter poem is thus presented: 

" 0, frequent miracle! so often seen 
We scarcely pause to think what it may mean
Man's power to raise within a woman's hean 
A love he does not know, nor could impanj 
To wake a soul within the marble breast, 
Then long to soothe it back to stony rest j 
For, though the woman's sweeter to caress, 
The statue's more convenient to possess." 
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Here is a specimen of the sonnets, not the best, perhaps, but to the purpose: 

CIRCF... 

Men call me Circe, but my name is Love; 
And my cup holds the draught of sweet and sour, 
Of gain, joy, loss, renouncement, all the dower 

That woman's love brings man. I hold above 
Your outstretched hand the chalice; ere you prove 

Its potency, bethink you; it has power 
To test your souL If in a sinful hour 

You touch it, you shall sink as those who strove 
Of old to win my heart. Lo! there they be, 

Not men but beasts; for with impure desire 
They sought me, and Love holds l/tat blasphemy; 

And for their sin doth bid them dwell in mire 
Nor know their shame. Had they been pure in thought, 
My cup had strengthened them and injured not. 

It is but a tiny handful, this, of first flowers; not even a gathering of first
fruits. But they have the fragrance of promise, and a freshness of real rarity. 
Whether the fruit will set and mature must depend upon the sunshine and the 
rain and other surroundings of the struggling life, and on the depth of S"oil and 
strength of rootage. Of these we cannot judge; but the first-flowers are sweet 
and pretty and worth a word of welcome. 

G.M. 

THE CREATOR, AND WHAT WE MAY KNOW OF THE METHOD 
OF CREATION." 

The above is the title of a lecture, forming the seventeenth of what are known 
as the "Fernley Lectures," delivered annually, by the leading minds in the 
Ministry of the Wesleyan Methodist Society. This specific lecture is the latest 
of the series, and was delivered in Manchester, August 1St in present year, by 
the Rev. W. H. Dallinger, LL.D., F.R.S., Pres. R.M.S., etc., Governor of 
Wesley College, Sheffield. 

The lecture occupies an unique position amongst its fellows, and will bear 
a most favourable comparison with any that have been delivered by the various 
Presidents of the Royal Society on the sciences of the day. For clearness of 
argument and lucidity of thought-as far as it goes-it is unsurpassed, and, as a 
specimen of the power of English language, it is a treat to all who can estimate its 
value. It is all this, and more, and here its significance and suggestiveness comes 
in, and I can do no less than characterise its delivery under the circumstances, to 
an auditory that represents (in the eyes of the sect itself, at all events) the purest 
form of Evangelical religion, as a startling phenomenon, and as such I consider 
a notice of it in no way out of place in a theosophical journal. That such a 
lecture should be allowed to be delivered and favourably received, not only by 
the audience, but by the Wesleyan body at large, is a "sign of the times" that 
the intelligent observer cannot fail to discern. It is, undoubtedly, an index 

• The fo°ernley Lecture, 1887. by Dr. DaUinger. T. Woolmer, 2, Castle Street, City Road, London 
E. C. (IS. 6d., paper coyers.) 
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finger that marks a large advance in the progress of human, emancipation from 
the increasingly intolerable yoke of Churchianic or Ecclesiastical tyranny j and 
all "friends of progress" will cheerfully render to the worthy and eloquent 
lecturer the thanks that are due for his manly and outspoken views upon the 
profoundest question of the age. The strangest part is the spectacle of a 
" Minister of the Gospe~" himself a scicntist of no mean order, proclaiming 
from a Methodist platform his adherence to, and acceptance of, the doctrines of 
Charles Darwin, as true exponents of the "Method of Creation," which means 
that" Natural Selection," and survival of the" Fittest," accounts for the origin 
of species and 'the indefinite variety of extinct and extant animal forms of life. 
Why not include vegetable forms swell? Methinks the fabulous "missing 
link" between the vegetable and animal kingdoms may, without much diffi
culty, be actually spotted. Nature, as delineated by the great" Naturalist," must 
have been very peevish and unkind to her worshippers, when she mocks them 
by destroying every vestige, even to the veriest fragmentary fossi~ of this anx
iously looked for and expectant missing link, between the animal (brute) 
and man! To my view, the continuous chain of sequential life forms. as pre
sented in the Darwinian theory, evinces a vast number of "missing links," and, 
unless these can be supplied, it will not bear the strain when tested by the un
clouded intellect of man. The philosopher of Materialism may accept the 
Darwinian theories (for as yet they are nothing less or more) as gospe~ but the 
spiritual philosopher will not, nor can he accept them as truth, simply because 
he recognises a factor, which is an abomination in the eyes of the materialistic 
"wise ones." It is this factor that the eloquent and learned lecturer pleads 
for, without suspecting what it really is. I have reason to know that our rev
erend scientist regards this " Spiritual" factor with the utmost contempt. But 
I leave this, and pass on to notice some of the really valuable thoughts and facts 
that ennoble the lecture, which is addressed to "thoughtful and earnest 
minds, not concerned specially with questions of philosophy, metaphysics, and 
science, but alive to the advanced knowledge and thought of our times, and 
anxious to know how the great foundation of religious belief, the existence of 
Deity, is affected by the splendid advance of our knowledge of nature." 

This expression "existence of Deity" is conveniently elastic enough to cover 
the ground of argument by a scientific theologian, inasmuch as it may be taken 
to mean a personal God, according to sound Evangelical belief, and thus assume 
a plausible defence of Theism versus Atheism j or, it may admit of a much 
wider application to an "Unknown God" j for when the lecturer does venture to 
delineate the characteristic of Deity as the Creator, it is such terms as "Inscru
table Power or Creator," "Eternal Mind," "Infinite Intelligence," &c., which is 
tantamount to saying that the Primal Cause of all that is, is unknowable j and 
if this is what Dr. Dallinger really means, he is at one with the Spiritual 
Philosopher; but this will be a curious weapon in the hands of an ecclesiastical 
theologian-as dangerous as it is curious. By the use of these terms the 
reverend author shields himself from the charge of materialistic heresy, albeit to 
the clear-sighted one there are several, if not many, weak and vulnerable points 
in the defensive armour; but if the adherents and votaries of the "faith once 
delivered to the saints" might be a little chary in their acceptance of him as a 
" sound" exponent of religious truth, yet all progressive minds will hail him as 
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a fearless champion for the truth as de\ivered by the Book of Nature and 
interpreted by the splendid achievements of modem science . 

.. ~ study of phenomena. their succession and their classification, is the essential work of science. 
It bas no fimction, and is possrssed of no instrument with which to look beh.ind or below the ~uence, 
ill quest of some higher re\.'ltion. The eye and mind of the experimentalist know only of antecedent 
and consequent. These fill the whole circle of his research; let him find these, and he bas 
faund all" 

Here the domain of " science" is defined by a master mind, whIch tells us 
that "the researches of science are physical." The observable, finite contents 
of space and time are the subjects of its analysis. Existence, not the cause of 
existence, succession, not the reason of succession, method, not the origin of 
method, are the subjects of physical research. A primordial cause cannot be 
the subject of experiment nor the object of demonstration. It must for ever 
transcend the most delicate physical re-action, the profoundest analysis, and the 
last link in the keenest logic. Science refuses absolutely to recognise mind as 
the primal cause of the sequences of matter. This is just-within the strict 
region of its research-for phenomena, their seque~ces and classification, are its 
sole domain. But observe; science universally puts force where the reason 
ask!> for cause. The forces affecting matter are tacitly assumed to be competent 
to account for every activity, every sequence, every phenomenon, and all the 
harmonies of universal being, a nexus for the infinite diversities and harmonies, 
a basis for all the e_luilibrium of nature, is found by modern science in force. 
But force is as absolutely inscrutable as mind. :Force can never be known in 
itself; it is known by its manifestations. It is not a phenomenon, it produces 
phenomena. We cannot know it; but we know nothing without it. The 
ultimate analysis of physical science is the relations of matter and force. In 
irreducible terms, therefore, the final analysis of science is matter as afletled by 
motion. 

We now see, from the above excerpta, the goal to which the " splendid 
discoveries" of modem science lead its votaries, as portrayed by an authority 
that claims to speak not as other men; and if it is not a veritable dismal 
swamp, leading to nothing or negation; a miasma suffocating the aspirations of 
those who are trusting to the leadership of savants to guide them in the path 
that ronveys them to the habitat of true wisdom and knowledge of -themselves; 
then I can only say of such, "miserable comforters are ye all." 

But the question intervenes here: is this a true definition of the end and 
aim of science? It may be to the majority of the Royal Society; but I may 
tell those who claim to be the conservators of science, and who arrogate to 
themselves the right to define the boundaries of even physical science, that they 
do not possess the all of human intelligence, and that there are, outside their 
societies, men who refuse to bow the knee to the modern scientific Baa~ who 
refuse to be cajoled by the use of terms that mystify but certainly do not 
enlighten. For instance, who is one wit the wiser when, having reached the 
end of its tether, science discovers that "matter and motion" govern and 
regulate all things observable by the human eye, or within the range of the 
human mind? To the credit of the allthor of the last Fernley Lecture, he 
sees and acknowledges the dilemma into which "materialistic" science is 
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driven j but whether" theological" science, so ably represented by himself, can 
altogether evade it, is a question that I do not here stay to propound. This 
much, however, I may say, scientific dicta notwithstanding, there ;s another 
department of scientific research which does form the nexus-the veri/able 
missing link-between the known and their unknown, and this is the science of 
psychology, which commences just where the professors of science (physical) 
confess themselves batHed, and are unable, or rather unwilling, to advance 
further in this to them terra illt'ogni/a. The wilful ignoring of this by 
Materialistic leaders of thought ends by putting them out of court in the 
discussion of the profound problems arising out of the discoveries of the 
psychological scientist. In presence of facts, the evidence for which are world 
wide and as demonstrable-1m their 010n plane or ground-as geologica~ or 
astronomical facts which the psychologist adduces, of what conceivable use are 
the "relations of matter and force" of the physicist, as explanatory of the 
laws, &c., pertaining to the new world discovered by psychological Saz·allts 1 

It will be new to many of your readers to find the Rev. Dr. II hob-nobbing " 
with Professor Huxley, who is quoted as-Ito/ a Materialist I The learned 
professor appears to be indignant with those who are zealous for II the funda
mental article of the faith materialistic," who II parade force and matter as the 
Alpha and Omega of existence," and says, II If I were forced to choose between 
Materialism and Idealism, I would elect for the latter·' j and the lecturer adds, 
"Truly, if our choice must be between them, this is the normal alternative." It 
were better had the Professor given some inkling as to what Ite meant by this 
high-sounding term II Idealism." " 

The author again says-" I adopt gladly the language of Professor Huxley: 
Belief, in the scientific sense of the word, is a serious matter, and needs, 
strong foundations. If it were given me to look beyond the abyss of geologi
cally recorded time to the still more remote period when the earth was paS3ing 
through physical and chemical conditIOns, I should expect to be a witness of 
the evolution of living protoplasm from not-living matter.''' 

II So should I," adds the Rev. Dr., who brings in Mr. Crooks (?), of ,,"hom 
the lecturer says, II I do not forget the recent and splendid service done by 
Mr. Crooks to the philosophical side of chemistry. It is a most subtle and 
exquisite means of endeavouring to deduce the me/ltod, the 'Ia'«" according to 
which what we know as the 'chemical elements' were built up. He obtains 
indications of a primitive element-a something out of which tbe elements 
were evolved. He calls it protyle or first stuff, and from its presence concludes 
that the elements, as we know them, have been evolved from simpler matter
or perhaps, indeed, from one sole kind of matter." In the following sentences 
he tries hard to depreciate this "splendid discovery" by Mr. Crooks, the reason 
for which is anything but difficult to disr.over. Dr. Dallinger knows that Mr. 
Crook~ published a work entitled II Researches in the Phenomena of 
Spiritualism," containing his Ex/erimm/al . Investigations in Psychic Force, 
which he, in conjunction with his friend Huxley, thinks it beneath him to 
notice. 

* Both the Idealism of Mr. Herbert Spencer. and tbe Hflo-Idealism of Dr. Lewins are more mate
rialistic and atheistic than any of the bonestly declaRd materia1istic views-8ucImer's and Moias
chott's inc\uded.-[Eo.] 
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But I claim the "splendid discovery" of Mr. Crooks to be of far more trans
cendent importance than the learned scientist will admit. It comes marvellously 
near to the scientific demonstration of the ethic propounded by the "philosophy 
of spirit," .. There is but one life, and one substance. by which life is manifested/ 
in an. infinitude of forms in all universes, from the simplest to the most complex 
organic." 

On this subject the Lecture contains the following eloquent, and, I may add, 
brilliant peroration . 

.. Life. it is well known, has its phenomena inherent in, and strictly confined to, a bighly complex 
compound, with fixed chemical constituents. This compound, in its living state, is known as proto
plasm. It is clear, colourless, and to our finest optical resources, devoid of discoverable structure. 
There is not a living thing on earth but possesses its life in protoplasm, from a microscopic fungus, to 
Man. To depict tbe properties of Life in irreducible simplicity, take one of the lowliest instances 
\\ithin the range of science. Let it be one of the exquisitely minute, almost infinitely prolific, and 
universally diffused living forms that set up, and carryon, putrefaction. The lesser of them may, 
when considered as solid specks, vary from the fifty-tbousand-millionth of a cubic inch to the twenty
billionth of a cubic inch (evidently far beneath the unaided optic power of the human eye to see). I 
select one that is oval in shape. Its mission as an organism, is to break up and set free the chemical 
elements that had been locked up in dead organic compounds. (Query-Was this tiny creature self
generated, or was it the product of the dead organism?) Its own substance wears out by thIS and 
other means; and it has the power to renovate tbe waste from tbe dead decomposition in whicb it 
lives, constructing. in the Ianltory of its protoplasm, new living matter. But more; this vital and 
inconceivably minutcspeck multiplies with astounding rapidity in two ways; by tbe first and common 
process, in the course of a minute and a half, the entire body is divided into two precisely similar 
bodies, each one perfect; almost immediately these again divide, and so on in geometric ratio througb 
all the populated liuid; the rapidity of this intense and wonderful vital action transcending all thought. 
By this process alone, a single form may, in three hours, give ri;e to a population of organisms as 
great as the buman population of the globe. This is life-wbether vegetable or animal none can de
termine-in the simplest form in which it can be known, and whicb distinguish it for ever and every
wbere from what is not life." 

Several equally interesting examples of recent scientific discoveries are given, 
but space forbids me to more than mention them. Science, as represented by 
the Savants, evidently believes in an unbridged chasm between the forms of life 
and not-life. The Scientist and Philosopher of Spirit join issue on this, for they 
declare that "Life is present everywhere, and in all forms, organic or non
organic; and without the presence of Life no forms-not even mineral-could be' 
phenomenal or existent." 

Your space does not permit me to deal with more than one other, and, to 
many, the more important subject of Biblical records coming within the domain 
of science. Here is a specimen of how the learned scientist and theologian 
deals with the biblical account of Creation. 

"And God said, ' Let tbe earth bring forth the living creature after bis kind.' That is the utterance 
of the buman conception, which can alone represent to us the divine resolve to fill tbe earth with life 
-and the joy of living things. , And it was so.' But what epochs of countless ages filled the in
calculable interval?" • 

The boldness of this utterance from one in the position of the Reverend Lec
turer can be well imagined It contains the elements of combustion which need 
but the spark of investigation to deal a death blow to the established Churchi
anic dogma of Biblical infallibility in its literal sense. I conclude by repeating 
that such a deliverance by a ministerial representative of the Wesleyan denomi-

• A few y~nd, who knows? perhaps only few months more, alld Protestant England will have 
reveread scientists explaiDing to their congregations from the pulpits that Adam and Eve were but the 

missiDg link "-hw Itzilkss 6tz.wlls.-{ED.] 
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nation is a phenomenon that strikingly indicates the " Signs of the times," and 
which shows that the emancipation of the human mind from the bonds of theo
logical presumption is not far distant. 

WILLIAM OXLEY. 

Higher Broughton, Manchester, Demn/Jer 11th, 1887· 

ABSOLUTE MONISM; OR, MIND IS MATTER AND MATTER 
IS MIND. By SUNDARAM !vER, F. T.S. Madras, 1887. 

Under the above title the author issues an address delivered at the last 
convention of the delegates ot the Theosop~ical Society at Adyar. Meta
physicians, who note with interest all criticisms of Western psychology 
(rom the Oriental standpoint, will welcome the appearance of this extremely 
able and instructive brod,ure, which constitutes the first instalment of 
Absolute Monism. The object of the writer is to discuss the point whether an 
examination of all theories, as to relations of mind and body, "does not lead us 
to the Unistic theory that Mind is Matter, and 'Matter is Mind." He endeavours 
to merge the apparent dualism of subject and object into a fundamental 
unity:-

.. Is mind a product of organized matter? ~o •.•• for organized matter is only a combination 
of material particles. as is unorganized matter. How is it, then, that there is the manifestation of 
Mind in the one case, and not in the other? , • . , Can subjective facts ever emerge out of a group 
of molecules? Never; as many times never as there are molecules in the group. And wby? 
Because Mind cannot issue from No Mind." (p. 13-) 

The line of argument adopted versus Materialism-the doctrine that mental 
facts are the resultant of chemical changes in the brain; force and matter being 
the only Ultimates of Existence-is unquestionably forcible. Mind can never 
be resolved into a "bye-product" of brain activity, for several valid reasons. In 
the first place, in its aspect of thought, it exhibits concentratioN on an eNd, 
intelligence and interest in the subject under consideration, all of which 
characteristics, accordinst to Tyndall and Du Bois Reymond, are necessarily 
absent from those remarshallings of atoms and molecules which are declared to 
.. cerebrate out" mental phenomena! In the second place, the gulf between 
consciousness and molecular change has never been bridged; an admission to 
which the leading physicists and physiologists of the day lend all the weight of 
their authority. The terms " consciousness" and "matter" are expressive of 
things so utterly contrasted, that all attempts to deduce the former from the 
latter have met with signal discredit. Nevertheless, materialists assume the 
contrary, whenever the necessities of their philosoplly demand it. Hence, we 
find men, like Buchner, admitting in one place that "in the relation of soul and 
brain, phenomena occur which canl/ot be explained by . . . . mailer and force," 
and elsewhere resolving mind into the "activity of tile tissues of tile brain," "a 
mode of motion "-contradictions, the flagrancy of which is enhanced by the 
fact that the same author invests the physical automaton Man with a power to 
control his actions! Lastly, the degradation of consciousness' into "brain
function" by constituting philosophers, theologians, scientists, and all alike 
"conscious automata "-(machines whose thoughts are determined for, not by 
their conscious Egos)-knocks away the basis of argument. The only resource 
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becomes universal scepticism; a denial of the possibility of attaining truth. 
Can impartiality, correct thinking and agreement, be expected on the part of 
controversialists who form part of a comedy of Automata? 

If mind is not inherent in matter, it cannot be evolved by mere nervous 
complexity. The combination of two chemical elements cannot result in a 
compound in which something more than the constituent factors are present. 
It is sometimes urged that, since the properties of substances are often altogether 
changed in the course of chemical combinations-new ones arising with the 
temporary lapse of the old~onsciousness may be explained as a "peculiar 
property" of matter under some of its conditions. Mr. Sundaram Iyer meets 
this objection ably. "Aquosity," it is said, is a property of oxygen and hydrogen 
in combination, though not in isolation. To this he answers, " chemical 
properties are either purely subjective facts or objectiv<Hubjective ones" (p. 57). 
They exist only in the consciousness of the percipient, and represent no external 
and independent reality. Psychologists of the type of Huxley would do well 
to recall this fact, apart from the considerations springing from other data. 

Our author is loud in his praises of Pan/s)'chism, that phase of pantheism 
which regards all matter as saturated with a potential psyche. He speaks of 
the .. catholicity, sublimity and beauty . . . . not to say the philosophy, and 
logic, and truthfulness of this creed of thought." It is, however, clear that 
some of the authorities he Cites in support of this view, more especially Clifford, 
Tyndall, and Ueberweg, represent a phase of thought which is too materialistic 
to do jwtice to an elevated pantheistic concept. Clifford's conscious mind-stuff 
is sublimated materialism, and Ueberweg speaks of those" sensations" present 
in "inanimate" objects which are "concentrated" in the human brain, as if 
they represented so many suQ!itances to be weighed in scales. Instructive and 
thoughtful as is the discussion of this subject (pp. 32-63). its value would have 
been increased by a survey of the pantheistic schools· of German speculation, so 
many of whose conclusions are absolutely at one with esoteric views as to the 
Logos and the metaphysics of consciousness. 

After discussing the primary and secondary (so-called) qualities of matter, 
as tabulated by Mill, Hamilton and others, Mr. Sundaram Iyer passes on the 
question; "What is force? " 

.. Force is matter •••. it may be related to matter in •••• (our ways :-firstly, it may be an 
extraneous power to matter, acting upon it (rom without; secondly. it may be an inherent power in 
matter, influencing it from within, but yet distinct from the sub5tance o( matter; thirdly, it may be 
an innate power in matter, influencing it (rom within, and not distinct from the sub5tanc:e of matter; 
or fourthly, it may be a function of the sub5~nce o( matter." (p.76-7.) 

After an interesting criticism of current theories, he concludes that;-
.. Function is simply the phenomenal effect of the latent cause, namely force, but never force itself. 

This potential existence, which is in matter, is a pAyskal ~xislmce. If not it cannot, as shown 
before, produce any impression whatsoever upon or in the sub5tance of matter." 

Matter is force and force is matter. It is not quite evident, however, whether 
this position is strictly reconcilable with the remark that "the primary qualities 
of matter are all simplifiable into .... extension and (its) motion (actual or 
possible). 

If force is a physical existence, and the real slt6stance of matter at the same 
time, we get back no further into the mystery of what things-in-themselves 
really are. Physical existence remains the reality behind physical existence and 
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the realization of matter and force, as aspects only of one basis, in no wa)" 
simplifies the crux. 

It is not clear, moreover, what is the exact meaning the author intends by 
the use of the word" force." Is it motion-molar or molecular-or the unknown 
cause of motion? According to Professor Huxley, "force" is merely an expres
sion used to denote the cause of motion, whatever that may be. We only IlntJU, 
this cause in its aspect of motion, and cannot penetrate behind the veil in 
order to grasp the N oumenon of which motion is the phenomenal effect. The 
necessity, therefore, of recognising the fact that motion is all that falls within the 
cognizance of sense, forbids the (profane) scientist to use the term "force t, as 
representative of anything but an abstraction. The question is complicated by 
the consideration that the substa11tiality of various so-called "forces" appears 
most probable, and that this substantiality becomes objectively real to sense, 
only on a plane beyond this-the domain of matter in its order of physical 
differen tiations. 

The materialistic doctrine that force merely=a motion of matter is contra
dicted by the fact that, as shown by Mill, 1II0tion call be temporarily neutralized. 
Lift a heavy weight on to a shelf and the mechanical energy expended in the 
act.is latent in the potentiality of the weight to fall to the ground again. There 
is no immediate ef/uivalent, as the attraction of the earth for the object remains 
the same (the now greater distance tending to diminish the amount though in 
a very minute degree.) 

It may be further noted that, granting Mr. Sundaram Iyer's definition of 
matter as "extension pure and simple," to be correct (p. I 12), it is difficult to 
understand how he predicates this barren content as endowed with motio1l 
(p. 83.) What moves? 

The rest of the brochure is taken up with some excellent criticism of current 
conceptions of atoms, space and heterogenealism (a creed now so sorely wounded 
by Mr. Crooke's" Protyle.") Dealing with one of the late Mr. G. H. Lewe's 
utterances, the author remarks with great truth: " By some mysterious law of 
occurrence the self-contradictions of the bulk of the erudite and enlightened 
are in point of gravity, palpableness, and number in direct proportion to their 
erudition and enlightenment." With how many contrasted dicta from the pages 
of our Biichners, Spencers, Bains etc., etc., could this conclusion be supported. 

One word before we close. Is the title of the work well chosen? It appears 
to us the least satisfactory sentence which has been traced by the llTiter's 
pen. The definition of "mind as matter and matter as mind" not only offers 
no solution of the great psychological problem discussed, but does injustice to 
the contents of the work itself. 

In the process of definition we "assemble representative examples of the 
phenomena," under investigation and "our work lies in generalizing these, in 
detecting community in the midst of difference." Now, there is no comnlunit)' 
'lI.,hatever between mental and material facts. For as Professor Bain writes: 

" Extension is but the first of a long series of properties all present in matter, 
all absent in mind • . • • our mental experience, our feelings and thoughts, have 
no extension, no place, no form'" or outline, or mechanical division of parts j and 

• Nevertheless oIieetifll!ly viewed thoughts are actual entities to the occultisL 
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we are incapable of attending to anything mental until we shut off the view of 
all that"-" .Ilfind and Body." pp. 125 and 135. 

The phenomenal contrast of mind and matter is not only at the root of uor 
present constitution but an essential of our terrestrial consciousness. Duality 
is illusion in the ultimate analysis; but within the limits of a Universe-cycle or 
Great Manwantara: it holds true. The two bases of manifested Being-the 
Logos (spirit) and MUlaprakriti, (Matter, or rather its Noumenon) are unified in 
the absolute reality, but in the Manvantaric Maya, under space and time con
ditions, they are cOlltrasted though mutually interdependent asptds oj the ONE 

CAUSE. 

EDITORS' NOTES. 

WE have a good deal of correspondence now in type, but must stand over till 
next month owing to lack of space. 

In particular we wish to acknowledge a letter on Hylo.Idealism, signed C. N., 
forwarded to us by Dr. Lewins from a correspondent of his now in the East 
This tetter places Hylo-Idealism in a new and very different light, and its 
straightforward style and language are in strong contrast to the turgid effusions 
of such writers as G. M. McC. An extract from one of the latter's letters to 
the" Secular Bel'ln,' " (January 7, 1888), for instance, says that .. Specialism is 
Superficial ism, and 'l!ice versa, both being jradlona!ism i and that the true 
desideratum is generalisation ism (i.e. all-roulldism and all-throughism), whereby 
and wherein the Kantian and Hegelmn metaphysic may be precipitated and 
modem Materialism sublimed? There is only one alembic for both, and that 
is Solipsism-that true' wisdom of the ages,' in which the profoundest thinker 
is at one with the little child.-G. M. McC." ! !! " ' 

The following books have beel! received and will be noticed in due course :

"Absolute Relativism; or, the Absolute in Relation," by W. B. McTaggart. 
(W. Stewart & Co.) 

"Spirit Revealed," by Captain William C. Eldon Serjeant. (George 
Redway.) 

"A Modern Apostle," and other Poems, by Constance C. W. Naden. (Kegan 
Pau~ Trench & Co.) 

" Manuel of Etheropathy," by Dr. Count Manzetti. 

* See also his letter under COrTeSpondence. 
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<torreepon~ence. 
-+-

THE CHURCH AND THE DOCTRINE OF ATONEMENT. 
To the Editors of LUCIFER. 

As it is often supposed that the clergy are required to be united as one man in 
teaching a doctrine called Atonement, and that this doctrine requires the clergy 
either to teach that "God required the blood of Jesus to be shed and offered 
as a sacrifice for an Atonement," or to leave the Church if they reject it; 
therefore, since I reject this doctrine, it is sometimes wondered how I can 
either have been admitted to ordination, or, being admitted, how I can remain 
in, or expect to have a hearing in, the pUlpits of the National Churches. 

The explanation of my position is as follows: 
I offered myself as a candidate for ordination much later than is usual; and 

one of the three beneficed clergy, whose testimonials, as to the candidate's 
religious views being orthodox, each candidate is required to provide before 
being accepted as a candidate for examination and ()rdination, informed the 
Bishop of London (Jackson) that I did not hold Church of England views on 
the Atonement. The Bishop, therefore, before accepting me as a candidate, 
required a personal interview; when I told the Bishop, in reply to his question, 
whether I had any difficulty in accepting the doctine of Atonement as taught in 
the second of the XXXIX. Articles, that I was entering the Church in order to 
teach, that it wa.'i the work of Jesus Christ to devote His life a living sacrifice to 
persuade us to believe that in His love, His mind, His spirit towards us, we 
saw (so far as it could be manifested in the human form) the love, mind, and 
spirit of God towards us ; and that the sacrifice of Jesus consisted in His leaving 
nothing undone that love could do or suffer, even to drinking to its very 
dregs the cup of our hatred, whilst blind and ignorant, in order that we might 
accept and believe His testimony. 

And, in addition, I told the Bishop that if the XXXIX. Articles did not allow 
of this teaching, and demanded of the clergy to believe and teach that "God 
required the blood of Jesus to be shed and offered as a sacrifice for an Atone
ment, either to appease God's wrath, satisfy His justice, or propitiate His favour," 
then such a doctrine was immoral, anti-Christian, contrary to the Scriptures, and 
made God to be no better than Shylock, a wolf, or a devil And I dared the 
Bishop to refuse accepting me as a candidate. 

The Bishop made no reply, neither assenting nor dissenting, and I returned 
to Petersham to await the result of this interview. After a day or two the 
Bishop's chaplain wrote that I might consider my proposal to come to the 
Bishop's examination for Orders accepted; and I was ordained without one 
word of comment upon the conversation at this private interview. But my first 
vicar only allowed me to preach three times, and then for the rest of the year 
he boycotted me from either preaching, reading, or even speaking in the parish, 
excepting only in a particular part of it. My second vicar, after allowing me 
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to preach three times, also boycotted me entirely. I appealed to the Bishop, 
but he declined to interfere. So after striving in vain to find a clergyman who 
would allow me to preach what I was ordained to teach, I published pamphlets, 
and delivered them by the hundred and thousand at the church doors after the 
service, wherever there was a large congregation; but after a time the Bishop 
was appealed to to stop me ; when he not only denied me, as Peter denied Jesus, 
but he threatened to instruct the police to prevent me; and the ruling powers 
at St. Paul's Cathedral did instruct the·chief of· the police to prevent me. 

As a last resort, I write letters in the Press wherever I can find a newspaper willing 
to open its columns, to explain my views and appeal to the people to obtain liberty 
in the Church for teaching the truth of "Christ Crucified" But so great 
is the opposition to this. that the chief organ of the Church and the 
Press (the Times) refuses even to allow me to advertise for a pulpit, on the 
ground that it is tnadm;ss;61e i notwithstanding all the minutfst details of 
divorce trials are freely adm;ss;61e, thus proving that everything is admissible 
excepting one thing, viz.: the truth of Christ Crucified 

And yet the Archbishop of Canterbury has recently told the world that "the, 
Church wishes the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, to be told," 
and the Bishops of Carlisle, Durham, Peterborough, Manchester, Liverpool and 
Bedford, have also used words to the same effect. But although I have spent 
the best part of my life (17 years) in striving to find one clergyman (from the 
highest to the lowest), I have not found one who would allow this liberty to 
speak the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, concerning Christ 
Crucified And I appeal to the rulers of the Church to allow this Iiberty-and to 
the people to demand and obtain this liberty, if the rulers of the Church refuse 
it. For I have a letter from Canon Liddon, in which he says to me, "I can 
believe with all my heart, although I only know you from the two letters which 
you have written to me (upon my sermons), that if you were to preach, people 
would go to hear you as they go to hear me." Is there not a cause then, why I 
should complain of being thus cruelly and unjustly boycotted for 17 years without 
any reason? 

The chief organ ·of the Church and the Press (the Times) in the 
supposed chief Christian city in the world, refused to publish, even as an 
advertisement, anyone of the three following appeals, on the ground that they 
were ;"lldm;ss;6/e. Yes, ;"adm;ssi6Ie, whilst all the minutest details of the Barrett 
trial, the Dilke trial, the Colin Campbell trial, the Seabright trial, and a host of 
others of a like nature, were all/ree/y adm;ss;6/e." 

I. 
"A pUlpit wanted, in the National Church, in which liberty will be allowed to 

teach the truth of Christ Crucified, openly and fearlessly, in order that it may 
no longer remain either a stumbling-block to the Jews, foolishness to the world, 
or a mystery to the teachers of it (as it is to this day, for want only of this 
liberty), but may verily be seen to be, as it is, and as St. Paul asserted 
it to be, the power of God, and wisdom of God for the salvation of all men." 

II. 
"The Rev. T. G. Headley, of Petersham, S. W., appeals to the Clergy and 

people of the Church of England for a pulpit in which he may be allowed to 
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preach seven sermons: I. on Unbelief; II. the Trial of Abmham; III. the 
Day of Judgment; IV. Mary Magdalene; V. Conversion of St. Paul; VI. Jesus, 
only; VII. Inspimtion." 

III. 
"The Rev. T. G. Headley, of Petersham, S. W., appeals to the Clergy 

for a pulpit in which he may be allowed to explain the mystery of Christ 
Crucified, that it may no longer remain a mystery." 

Rev T. G. HEADLEY. 
Manor House, Petersham, S. W. 

[This persistent refusal is the more remarkable as other preachers are allowed 
to teach worse, fr()m an ()rlluJd()x slandp()inl, ()f c()urse. Is it ;'ladllliss"o'e "to 
explain the mystery of Christ Crucified," as the Rev. Mr. Headley is likely to, 
lest it should interfere with the explanation and description of J ehovah-u one 
ftlilk Ckrisl Jesus" in the orthodox dogma-by the Rev. H. R. Haweis, M.A.? 
Says this truthful and cultured if not very pious orator: "At first the chief 
attributes of Satan were given to Jehovah. It was God who destroyed 
the world, hardened Phamoh, tempted Da\'id, provoked to sin, and punished 
the sinner. This way of thinking lingered even as late as 700 B.C.: 'I 
the Lord make peacoe and create evil' (Isa. xlv. 7). We have an odd survival 
of this identification of God with the Devil in the word' Deuce,' which is none 
other than' Deus,' but which to us always means the Devil As the Jew grew 
more spiritual he gmdually transferred the devilish functions to a 'Satan,' or 
accusing spirit. The tmnsition point appears in comparing the early passage (2 
Sam. xxiv.), when G()d is said to 'move' David to number the people, with the 
later (I Chron. xxi.), where Stzlan is said to be the instigator who 'provoked' 
the numbering. But Satan is not yet the King Devil. We can take up our 
Bible and trace the gmdual tmnsformation of Satan from an accusing angel 
into the King Devil of popular theology."-( Tile Key, etc. p. 22.) This, we 
believe, is an even more damaging teaching for the Orthodox Church than any 
theory about "Christ Crucified." Mr. Headley seeks to prove Christ, the Rev. 
Haweis ridiculing and making away with the Devil, deslro)'s and 11UZkes aftlay 
f()r ever with Jesus, as Christ, also. For, as logically argued by Cardinal Ventura 
de Raulica, "I() demonslrale Ike exislence of Salall, ;s I() re-eslablish ONE OF 
THE FU~DAMENTAL DOGMAS OF THE CHURCH, wkick serves as a basis for 
Ckr;slianily, and wilkoul wkleh, Satan (and Jesus) would be but names"; or 
to put it in the still stronger terms of the pious Chevalier des Mousseaux, 
"Tile Devi! ;s Ike ckief pillar of Failk . . . . if it was not for him, the 
Saviour, the Crucified, the Redeemer, would be but the most ridiculous of 
supernumemries, and the Cross an insult to good sense." (Se.e Isis Unveil. vol. 
i., 103; vol. ii., 14.) Truly so. Were there no Devi~ a Christ to save the 
World from him would be hardly wanted! Yet, the Rev. Haweis says: (p. 24) 
"I cannot now discuss the teaching of the N. T. 011 the King Devil, or I 
might show that Jesus did not endorse the popular view of one King Devil, 
and . . . . notice the way in which our translators have .played fast and loose 
with the words Diabo/us and Stzlan,-o' adding that the Tree and Serpent 
worship was an Oriental cult, "of which the narmtive of Adam and Eve is a 
Semitic form." Is this admissible orthodoxy ?-ED.] 
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SOCIALISM AND THEOSOPHY. 

To tile Editors of LUCIFER. 

MESDAMES,-In the December number of LUCIFER Mr. J. B. Bright takes 
exception to some remarks on Socialism in an article on "Brotherhood," which 
appeared in your pages a month previously. 

As the writer of that article, I think it right to accept Mr. Bright's challenge, 
and endeavour to replace my somewhat hasty generalisations by a more precise 
statement of the teachings of Theosophy, as they appear to me to bear on the 
question at issue. 

Mr. Bright objects to my use of the phrase "materialistic Socialism." My 
intention was to draw a distinction between that which "concerns itself 
primarily with the material or physical condition of mankind," and that other 
form of purely voluntary association, springing, as regards each of its members, 
from a recognition of their unity of purpose, and the realisation of the idea of 
brotherhood, for an example of which we may tum to the communistic system 
of the early Christian Church. I would point out that this is not a fanciful 
distinction, as in the first case what is described as "a juster distribution of 
wealth" is the very essence of the Socialistic idea, while in the second it is 
only an incident, arising from the conviction that worldly possessions have in 
themselves no value in comparison with" the things of the spirit." I maintain 
then that the teachings of Theosophy are opposed to "modem materialistic 
Socialism," and I will endeavour to point out, as briefly as possible, in what this 
opposition consists. 

There is at the outset a fundamental difference between Theosophy and 
Socialism in the value they attach to the "material and physical" well-being of 
mankind Theosophy regards any given earth life as an infinitesimal link in the 
chain of lives which leads from the first glimmerings of a separate conscious
ness up to the very threshold of Divinity and All-knowledge. And taking the 
doctrines of Re-incamation and Karma, as interacting laws, it sees in the 
apparent injustices of physical life, and in the inequalities of intellectual and 
moral development among mankind, the results of good or bad use made of 
opportunities in previous incarnations. The Universe is governed by the great 
law of Harmony, whose agent is Karma, and infractions of this law, or rebellion 
against it, are punished by the action of Karma, whether in the individual or 
the race. Thus the position of every individual in respect to his fellow men, 
and the position of every nation (the compound, as it were, of individual 
Karmas) in respect to other nations, is the direct result of previously acquired 
characteristics and affinities. The re-incarnation of an individual will be 
governed by his personal affinities; firstly, to the general Karma of his nation: 
secondly, to the particular circumstances of his parentage and condition in life. 
Theosophy therefore teaches that so far as regards his individual Karma, a 
man's place in Society is what he has made it, and he has no right to cry out 
against the injustice of the law which he has broken, and which inexorably 
exacts the penalty of his default. This does not however quite hold good as 
regards the national or the cyclic Karma. It is quite possible that by the 
action of cyclic Karma injustice may be done to individuals, to be atoned for 
no doubt in future existences, but at the same time calculated to impede their 
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due and regular development. The combating of this cyclic Karma, in so far 
as it deals unjustly with individuals, is the work of the great and wise ones of 
this earth, and every true Theosophist will to the best of his ability take part in 
the struggle. But the Socialist movement is itself a part of the cyclic Karma, 
and in its endeavour to rectify what seem, from its limited point of view, in
justices, it cannot fail to be unjust to those the justice of whose position in life' 
it declines to recognise. Thus it cannot be otherwise than that it should meet 
with opposition from those whose object is the improvement of humanity as a 
whole. 

I must in the second place point out that the teaching of Theosophy is 
entirely opposed to the idea that any very great progress can be made by 
humanity as a whole, within the space of a few generations. Speaking of the 
destruction of evil in the human heart, the author of "Light on the Path .. 
says, "Only the strong can kill it out. The weak must wait for its growth, its 
fruition, its death. And it is a plant which lives and increases throughout the 
ages. It flowers when man has accumulated unto himself innumerable exist
ences." This is undoubtedly Theosophical teaching, but I do not think it 
tallies with Mr. Bright's view that "this self same society --- contains 
within it all the germs of such a reconstruction of the physical environment as 
shall shortly place the means of spiritual and psychical regeneration within the 
reach of all." It is impossible that Socialism or any other external organisation 
can "raise the intellectual and instinctive moral standard of the whole com
munity to such an extent that all wil~ in the next generation after the Social 
Revolution, be amenable to the truths" of Theosophy. This would be 
equivalent to saying that every member of the community was prepared 
defimtely to undertate the task of self-conquest, and it happens unfortunately 
that almost all the external work of Socialism is in the opposite direction. 
Further, it must be distinctly pointed out that this task of self-conquest must 
be undertaken and carried through by each man for himself, and only those 
who have reached a certain point in human evolution are ready for the struggle. 
There is one other point on which I feel some stress must be laid It seems 
to me impossible that Theosophy, recognising as it does the immense gulf 
which exists between ordinary humanity (in which term I of course include all 
its followers), and those who are on the threshold of Divinity, can fail to re
cognise at the same time the principle of hierarchy in its best and noblest 
sense. I mean of course a spiritual hierarchy, but even this is incompatible 
with that innate hatred of domination which is so obvious in Socialism. 
There is no doubt some inconsistency in this hatred of domination, as in 
practice Socialists are prepared to substitute for the existing domination of 
intelligence that of mere numbers, but this, if anything, only makes the con
trast between the two ideas somewhat stronger. It is only right to point out 
that an accepted disciple (not a mere student) practically surrenders his per
sonal liberty, and pledges himself to obedience to those great ones who are the 
initiators of the Theosophical movement. 

I have endeavoured thus far to particularise my general statement that the 
teachings of Theosophy were opposed to Socialism. I think Mr. Bright's 
objections to my other statements are in effect answered in what I have already 
said, but I may perhaps be permitted to deal with them separately. If Mr. 
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Bright has understood the meaning of the article on Brotherhood, he will, I 
think, see that whereas the Theosophical idea of brotherhood is based on the 
identity of the Divine spirit inherent in humanity, and thence working down
wards, the brotherhood of Socialism is based on the assumption of equality on 
the material, or intellectual plane, and has, per St, no existence at all on the 
higher plane. The brotherhood of Theosophy, once rightly understood, will 
no doubt be manifested on the lower planes, but that does not make it the 
same thing as an idea of Brotherhood which begins and ends in physical 
existence. 

As to my remark that Socialism is an attempt to interfere with the action of 
the Laws of Karma, I should perhaps have added the word "individual," 
which, in conjunction with my reference to the parable of the talents, should 
make the meaning clear. Socialism aims at the levelling of classes, which is 
nothing else than a redistribution of the responsibilities of life. I understand 
the parable of the talents to indicate the true meaning of the differences in 
opportunities accorded to individuals during their life on earth. Every 
opportunity is also a responsibility, and from those to whom much is given 
much will be demanded. Further, responsibility is thrust upon those who can 
bear it, and to relieve them from it, and transfer it the shoulders of the weaker 
brethren, is an interference with the laws of Karma, and can only lead to a 
retardation of the general evolution of humanity. I will only say in conclusion 
that I have endeavoured to confine my remarks to the view of Socialism ad
vanced by Mr. Bright. It is indeed hardly necessary to point out that Theo
sophy can never be a party to the incitements to violence, and the appeals to the 
baser passions which Mr. Bright rightly deprecates, but which are unfortunately 
too often the stock-in-trade of the Socialist orator. 

I feel that there are many points in Mr. Bright's letter to which I should be 
glad to reply more in detail, but I fear that in so doing I might be considered 
as trenching too much on those purely political aspects of the question which 
are outside the scope of Theosophical work. 

I am, Mesdames, 
Your obedient servant, 

THos. B. HARBOTl'LE. 

WHAT IS THEOSOPHY? 

Tlu gues/ion ;s answered by Sckopenkauer as /ollows : 

...... Starting from the plane of men/al conception (Vors/ellung), and 
proceeding on our way towards the attainment of Objective knowledge, we shall 
never be able to arrive at a higher point than our own conception (imagination), 
i.e. of the external appearance of the object of our observation; but we shall 
never be able to penetrate into the interior of the things and to find out what 
they really are (not what they merely appear to be). So far I agree with Kan/. 
But as a counterpoise to this truth I have called attention to another one; 
namely, that we are not merely the cognising SUbject, but we are also ourselves 

. a part of object of our cognition, we are ourselves the Tking itself. There is 
consequently an interior way open to us from that self-existing and interior 
essence of things, which we cannot approach from the outside; a kind of sub-

27 
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terranean passage, a secret connection, by which we by treason, as it were, 
may at once penetrate into a fortress which was impregnable from the outside. 
The Thing itself can as such enter our consciousness only in a direct manner, 
i.e. by becoming conscious of its own self. To attempt to know it objectively is 
to ask for a self-contradiction." (The 1¥orld as 1¥ill and Conce/tillll. Vol. ii., 
Cap. 18). 

What Schopenhauer expresses in modern philosophical language might 
perhaps be stated in a few words by saying, that man cannot become conscious 
of the truth unless the truth is in him, and in that case it is not the man who 
recognises the truth, but the truth which recognises itself in man. He who 
wants to know it objectively must separate himself from it, because no one can 
see his own face without the help of a mirror; but if he separates himself 
from it, the truth exists in him no longer. It is therefore the truth itself 
which may become self-conscious in man, provided there exists any truth 
in him. 

F. H. 

A NOTE OF EXPLANATION. 

I WOULD much rather suffer an unmtentional misrepresentation of my meanin& 
than take the trouble to reply, and have no desire to magnify small matters of 
difference. But a very critical friend call.> my attention to certain statements 
and apparent discrepancies in the "Esoteric Character of the Gospe1s," on 
which I will beg leave to say a word. 

I find it affirmed on p. 300, in a foot-note, that "Mr. G. Massey is not correct 
in saying that' The Gnostic form of the name Chrest or ChreslDs denotes the Good 
God, not a huma1l original,' for it delloted the jalter, ,that is, a good, hoi)· mall." 
But either the statement has no meaning as an answer to me, or it is based on a 
misunderstanding of mine.· I was showing that the original Christ of the Gnosis 
was not one particular form of human personality, like the supposed historic 
Christ, and that the name denoted a divine, and not a human on'ginal. I was 
perfectly well aware, as, your quotations show, that the name was afterwards 
conferred on the" good" as the'Chrestoi or Chrestiani. Nor do I say, or any
where imply, that the "Korest," or mummy-type of immortality was the only 
form of the Christ, as your quotations again will prove. I have written enough 
about that Gnostic Christ who was the Immortal Self in man, the reflection of, 
or emanation from, the divine nature in humanity, and in both sexes, not merely 
in one. t This is the Christ that never could become a one person or be limited 

* The remark made bas never been meant as " an answer," but simply as an observation that the 
word .. Clm!stos .. applied to a .. good man," a .. human original," and not to a .. good God only." 
If such was not the intention of Mr. Massey. and he amplifies his idea elsewhere. it was DOt so 
amplified in his article in 'the" Agnostic Annual." It is, therefore, simply a bare statement of facts 
referring to that particular article and no more. I do not for one moment oppose Mr. Massey's 
conclusions, nor doubt his undeniable learning in the direction of those particular researches. i.e .• 
about the words .. Christos .. and .. Chrestos." What I say is. that he limits them to the negation of 
an historical Christ. and, for reasons no doubt very weighty, does not touch upon their principal 
esoteric meaning in the tempIe-phraseology of the Mysteri~-H.P.B. 

t This is absolutely and preeminently a Theosophical doctrine taught ever since 1875, when the 
Theosophical Society was founded.-{ED.l 
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to one sex. This you accept and preach; yet you can add .. SliIl Ike pers()nage 
(Jesus) s() addressed ".V Paul-wlurel,.:r ke liz'ed-was a greal illiliale, alld- a 

- 'Son ()f G()d.'- But the Christos of Paul, being the Gnostic Christ, as you 
admit (3°1), it cannot be a personage named Jesus, or a great Initiate, who 
was addressed by him. It appears to mt: that in passages like these, you are 
giving away all that is worth contending for, and vouching for that which never 
has been, and never can be, proved I have searched for Jesus 
many years in the Gospels and elsewhere without being able to catch hold 
of the hem of the garment of any human personality. Ben-Pandira we know 
a little of, but cannot make him out in the Christ of the Gospels. The Christ of 
the Gnosis can be identified, but not with any historic Jesus. 

We do not go to the Christian Gospels to learn the true nature of the Christ, 
or the incarnation according to the Gnostic religion (I use this term in prefer
ence to yours of the "Wisdom-Religion," as being more dt:finite and explana
tory; not as a religion, supposed by the Id;()la; to have followed in the wake of 
Historic Christianity~). These were known in Egypt, more than six thousand 
years ago. When the monuments began the Cult of tht: Supreme God Atum 
was extant We know not how many reons earlier, but six thousand years will 
do. Atum=Adam was the divine father of an eternal soul which was personated 
as his son, named Iu-em-hept (the Greek Imothos or ..tEsculapius), an image of 
whom used to be seen (on shelf 3,578,b. 1874), in the British Museum. He 
was the second Atum=Adam, and is called the" Eternal Word" in the Ritual. 
In external phenomena this type represented the Solar God, re-born monthly . 
or annually in the lunar orb; in human phenomena the Christ or Son of God 
as the essential and eternal soul in man. But he was neither a man nor an Ini
tiate He was just what the Logos,. the Word of Truth or Ma-Kheru, the 
Buddha or Christ is in other Cults. t 

• This, I am afraid, is a misunderstanding (due, no doubt, to my own fnult) on the part of our 
learned correspondent, of the meaning that was intended to be conveyed in the articles now ~riticize". 
If he goes to the trouble of leading over again the paragraph that misled him (seep. 307, 5th para
graph), he will, perhaps, see that it is so. That which was really meant was that, though the terms 
Cmslos and Chrlslos are generi~ surnames, still, the personage so addressed (not by Paul, necessarily, 
but by anyone), was a great Initiate and a .. Son of God." It is the name .. Jes~," placed in the 
sentence in parentheses that made it both clumsy and misleading. Whether Paul knew of Jehoshua 
Ben Pandira (and he must have heard of him), or not, he could never have applied the surname used 
by him to Jesus or any other h;sfQrU Christ. Otherwise his Epistles would not have been 
withheld and exiled as they were. The sentence which precedes the two incriminated statements, 
shows that no such thing, as understood by Mr. :'.Iassey, could ha"e been rL'llUy meant, as it is 
said .. Occultism pure and simple finds the same mystic elements in the Christian as in other 
faiths, '''''ugh it nj«ls tmphalit:ally ils dogmatic llnd msloric duzracla." The two statements, 
viz., that Jesus or Jehoshua Ben Pandira wMnr.'cr lie lived, was a great Initiate and the .. Son 
of God "-just as ApoUonius of Tyana was--and that Paul ne'-er meant either him or any other living 
Initiate, but a metaphysical Christos present in, and personal to, every mystic Gnostic as to every initi
ated Pagan-arc not at aU irreconcileable. A man may know of several great Initiates, and yet place 
his own ideal on a far higher pedestal than any of these. -~ H. P. B.1 

t ~or shall I dispute this statement in general. But this does not invalidate in one iota 
lIIyelaim. The temple priests assumed the names of the gods they sen'ed, and this is as well known 
a fact, as that the defunct Egyptian became an .. Osiris "-was .. osirified "-after his death. Yet 
Osiris was assuredly neither .. man nor an Initiate," but a being hardly recognised as such by tbe 
Royal Society of materialistic science. Why, then, could not an .. Initiate," who had succeeded in 
merging his spiritual being into the Cllrislos Sill Ie, be regarded as a Christos after his last and supreme 
initiation, just as he was called Cltr~sfo. before that? ~either P1otinus, Porphyry nor Apollonius 
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I cordially agree with" M," a correspondent whom you quote, and wish that 
all our orthodox friends would as frankly face the facts. If any historic Jesus 
ever did claim to be the Gnostic Christ made flesh'" once for all, he would be 
the supremest impostor in history. 

Let us define to ourselves very strictly what it is we do mean, or we shall in
troduce the direst confusion into the conflict, and we shall be unable to distin
guish the face of friend from foe in the cloud of battle-dust which we may raise. 
What I find is, that Historic Christianity was based either upon the suppression 
or the perversion of all that 10as esoteric in Gnostic Christianity. And to bring 
any aid from the one to the support of the other is to try and re-establish with 
the left hand all that you are knocking down with the right. 

I am also taken to task on page 307 for alluding to the Bible as a " Magazine 
of falsehoods already exploded, or just going off," by the writer who adds force 
to my words later on in characterizing these same writings as a "Magazine of 
(wicked) falsehoods "t (p. 178), which was going farther than I went, who do set 
down as much to ignorance as to knavery. What I meant was, that the" Fall 
of Man" in the Old Testament, is a falsification of fable, now exploded, and 
that the red.!mption from that fall, which is promised in the New, whether by 
an " Initiate ,. or " Son of God" is a fraud based on the fable, and a falsehood 
that is going to be exploded. There is no call to mix up the Book of the Dead, 
the Vedas, or any other sacred writings, in this matter. Each tub must stand 
on its own bottom, and the one that won't, can't hold water.~ 

GERALD MASSEY. 

P.S. By the by, I see the Adventists, and other misleading Delusionists are 
all agog just now about the wonderful fulfilment of prophecy, and corroboration 

were Christians, yet, according to esoteric teaching, Plotinus realized thiS sublime state (of beconung 
or uniting himself with his Christos) six times,Apollonius of Tyana four times, while Porphyry reached 
the exalted state only once, when over sixty years of age. The Gnostics called the .. Word" 
.. Abraxas "and" Christos" indiscriminately, and by whatever name we may call it, whether Ma
Kheru, or Christos or Abraxas, it is all one, That mystic state which gives to our inner being the 
impulse that attracts" the soul toward its origin and centre. the Eternal good." as Plotinus teaches. 
and makes of man a god, the Christos or the unknown made manifest, is a preeminently theosophical 
condition, It belonged to the temple mysteries. and the teachings of the Neo-Platonists.-{H. P. B.l 

... Christ made ftesh," would be a claim worse than imposture. as it would be a6sIIrdily, but a 
man of ftesh assuming the Chrisl-condituJtt temporarily. is indeed an occult. yet living, facL-{ED. ~ 

t Just so. if it has been originally written to be accepted in its dead letter sense. But. as I en-
tirely agree with Mr. Massey. that historic Christianity was based upon the suppression, and espe
cially the frrwrsion of that which was esoteric in gnosticism. it is difficult to see in what it is that we 
disagree? The perversion of esoteric facts in the gospels is not so cleverly done as to prevent the 
true occultist from reading the Gospel narratives between the Iines.-lH. P.B,] 

~ If Mr. G. Massey kindly waits till the conclusion of .. the Esoteric character of the gospels" to 
criticise the statemenl~. he may perhaps arrive at the conviction that we are not so far apart in our 
ideas upon this particular question as he seems to think. Of course my critic being an Egyptologist. 
opposed to the Aryan theory. and arriving at his conclusions only by what he find$ in strictly 
authenticated and accepted documents-and I. as a Theosophist and an Occultist of a certain school. 
accepting my proofs on data which he rejects-i.e. esoteric teachings-we can hardly agree upon 
every point. But the question is not whether there was or nev .. .r was an ltistoricaJ Christ. or Jesus. 
between the years I and 33 A.D.-but simply were the Gospels of the gnostics (of Marcion nnd 
others. for instance) perverted later by Christian~teric allegories founded on facts. or simply 
meaningless fictions? I believe the former, and esoteric teachings explain many of the allegories. 
-{H.P.B,l 
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of historic fact, that we are now witnessing. The" Star of Bethlehem" has re
appeared, so they say, to prove the truth of the Christian story. But, sad 
to say, it is not the star of Christ that is now visible in the south-east before sun
rise every morning. It is Venus in her heliacal rising. It is Venus as the 
Yaleess, or Lucifer as" Sun of the Morning." This particular Star of Bethlehem 
-there are various others less brilliant and less noticeable-generally does 
return once every nineteen months or so, when the planet Venus is the Morning 
Star. Only the gaping camel-swallowers, who know all about the "Star of 
Bethlehem," and the fulfilment of prophecy, are not up in Astronomy, and they 
will no doubt squirm and strain at this small gnat of real fact offered to them 
by way of an explanation. 

G.M. 

l"'~ rive I'IJOIN 10 !lUs rnnar"a/lI~ Idt~r wit" lite oiJj«t '!f cOlllpariSlJn. Tite Se.:ultzrisls Iln loud 
ill prtxla;",;ng lite tIWdu of e:rpnSSU»l '!f lite T/t;eosopllists IlS .. slullic profulldity,'· aNd lite 
EIbleric D«trine ,IS .. a IuJfleless C4aoS," a .. TIlIkI,y mel/uJd;~d madness." At lite s.rme time lite 
Hylo-Itkalisls an P.:aSONJF. GR.II.TlSSl~lA: ;'1 lite .. Secular Rnnew," and 110 SIIC" nllUJrRs an pasud 
4«>ul Ilteir t/t;eori~J a'ld styk. Readers please to compare. .. Fiat Justitia, rnat Sa\adinus '''-ED.] 

HYLO-IDEALISM-THE SECRET OF JESUS . 

.. Behold, the Kingdom of Heaven is within you." 

THE primacy of Self is indisputable, if by reason of one fact only-that this, 
self-same, Self is the initial postulate of all sane philosophy. And, when 
Philosophy soars to Metaphysic, Scientific Analysis "takes up the wondrous 
tale," and its burden is Self-hood also. All roads lead to Rome. All analysis 
runs into the Egoistic Synthesis. " The One [Ego] remains, the Many change 
and pass." Yet the passing is only the flux and ebb of the One. In Hegel's 
words, "that which passes away passes away into its own self: only the passing 
away passes away." Which things are an allegory, and yet "s()lvilu,. amPulando." 
A recent traveller in the United States tells us, that, in the Emerson country, 
he chanced upon cross-roads, and found there an apparently contradictory 
direction-post. One arm of it bore the inscription, "This is the way to Concord," 
the other, pointing in the opposite direction, was similarly worded, "This is the 
way to Concord" The Hylo-Ideal Thesis is this Ideal Concord, to be reached 
whether you travel by way of Eastern Idealism, or by the route of plainer 
Western Materialism. For, and here all contradictions are reconciled, in the 
one Subject-object which is Self, there is no diversity, neither Jew nor Greek, 
neither Idealism only, nor Materialism only, or exclusively, but all is one. if 
And in Unity there is no class distinction, no nomenclature, no "otherness," 
no Ebal and Gerizim, but only the Mount of God What the Ego is, all is. t 
It is the x of every problem and answers to any value save the spurious and 
indifferent one of the Dualist. 

I find Hylo-Idealism {Auto-centricism)-this "pearl of great price"
canvassed and examined by many modern thinkers, only to be contemptuously 
cast away, though it would have made each one of them in turn "richer than 
all his tribe." But it was ever thus. In this rejection there is no despair in 

* Hence the Spirit of No,,-Separa/~n~ss in esoteric philosophy must be the ONE Irul".-ED. 
t Only this" Ego" is universal, not individual: AIS<1lult Consciousness, not the "uman Brain. 

-ED. 
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the view of the illuminati. All is ours, and paltering with the central truth ot 
SOLIPSISM, as men have ever paltered, does not change or diminish the truth 
itself, or lessen the assurance of its ultimate victory, since to go from, or flee 
from, the Egoistic presence is an impossibility. We wander here and there, but 
to seek to transcend ourselves is vain. There must, sooner or later, be the 
I'esipiscenlia, the coming home at last to Self, and Self only, as to the better 
home at last. 

In this view there is no L()g()s--save that indisputable one, which maketh all 
things to everyone of us-no "true Light" save that effulgent one which 
" lighteth every man that cometh into the world," namely, his own creative and 
illuminating Egoity-sans which there is but nothingness. Such a Gospel 
as this should be termed the Evangel of common-sense were it not that that 
phrase shows only one side of the question-" Virgini6us, puerisque est" but it 
is also the very acme of the exalted intelligence, "the last and sharpest height" 
of human thought where the atmosphere is all too rare for mortal breath. 

The highest and the lowliest· are ever thus akin-" Aryan worship secreted in 
the Holy of Holies the utensils of the dairy." Grasp but the centre truth of 
truths-that the Ego and its products are one, that everyone of us spins, from 
his own consciousness, the web of thing and circumstance, which envelopes 
him-and you see at once and as it were instinctively, that in this l:niverse
circle of Egoity there is no "otherness" even thinkable, no lower and no 
higher, no difference, nothing essentially common or unclean, everything being, 
not so much cleansed of God, as very THEOBROMA,t God's food and 
nutrient element, seeing that in it, and by it, and through it, we and all things 
CONSUBST ANTIALLY EXIST. 

Thus t'erre causa and other figments are not so much unsearchable, or past 
finding out, as out of court or indifferent. Whether all be of God, or all be 
from a "clam-shell," does not matter-does not, by one jot, affect our Thesis. 
Indifferently we are by origin, patricians or .. gutter-snipes." The Ego is free 
of the Cosmos-equal to either fortune, high or low, makes its ()Wn universe, 
calls it by its own name, and it "lives and moves and has its being.'" 

G. M. ~lcC. 

GERALD MASSEY ON SHAKSPEARE. 

MR. MASSEY has sent us a circular, the contents of which should be of interest 
to the lovers of Shakspeare and the buyers of rare books. The writer says: 

"My work on the Secret Drama of Shakspeare's Sonnets, with 
Sketches of his Private Friends, and of his own Life and Character, first 
published in the year 1866, the Second Edition of which was issued, 
with a Supplement, for Subscribers in 1872, has now been out of print 
many years. It is frequently enquired for, and very rarely to be found 
in the catalogues of second-hand booksellers. Therefore I am about to 
reproduce the work. It will have to be re-cast and re-written where 

* Then why not term the philosophy" Hil'.t-Lotu-Idealism • vice .. Hylo-Idea1ism "?-ED. 
t .. Theobroma .. -the s.'lme as caco<1-6utier. We take exception to tile plllme"',,p. not to Dr. 

I.ewins· idMS.-El1. 
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necessary, as the writing can now be more definitely done. Errors must 
be confessed and corrected. The new volume will be on lines similar 
to those of the earlier work, accentuated in many of the details, but 
modified in others. There will be something new and more decisive to 
say concerning both sets of the Sonnets, which I call the Southampton 
and Herbert series; and not without reason or warrant will the Cbm
parative method be pushed much farther than before. The work will 
be written up to date in the light of the latest knowledge. The most 
recent data, the latest results of Shakspearian Siftings, will be utilised; 
and something will have to be said concerning the current Baconian 
Craze, which was no doubt foreseen by the Great Humourist when he 
wrote, 'A most fille figure! To prove you a Cypher.' It is my aim to 
fight one last battle on this field for what I maintain to be the cause of 
truth and right; to entrust a final answer on the Sonnet question to 
the types of John Guttenberg, and leave in his safe keeping a plea that 
shall be heard hereafter, as a permanent memorial to the writer's love 
and admiration for Shakspeare the Poet and Man. After twenty years 
the ground is felt to be firmer underfoot. The building will have a more 
concrete base. I am enabled to give a closer clinch to my conclusions, 
and, as I think, complete my case. Necessarily the book must be large, 
700 or 800 pp. The price will be One Guinea." 
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INTERESTING 

ASTROLOGICAL NOTES-No. J. 
To tke F.difor of LUCIFER. 

QUESTION, at London, 11.45 a.m., Feb. 
26th, ISS7. 

Will the quesited die from his present 
illness? 

Hearing by letter that my uncle, an 
octo~enarian, was seriously ill from pneu
moma, I drew a figure for the moment 
of the impression to do so, which occurred 
while reading the communication. His 
illness had commenced about February 
7th, and he was now confined to his bed. 

The fol\owing are the elements of the 
figure :-

Cusp of loth house 0')(. 
IlIh house 30 'Y'. 
12th house 200 ~. 

I st house 40 3S' qj'j. 

2nd house 200 qj'j . 

3rd house So st. 
Planets' places: Ij1 25° 10' ~; W II ° 46 

R ~I; ? 15° 54' R qj'j. ~ 5° 4S' R 111.; 
3' 20° 31' 31' )( ; <:> 7° 35' 50' )(. ~ 27° 
53' 14' )(; V 23° IS' 5S' )(; ) 16° 22' 36' 
'Y'. Caput Draconis 27° 35' b6; $ 13 
24' st. 

As the quesited was the 4th of my 
mother's brothers and sisters, my mother 

being the Sth l)nd last, I took the loth 
house of the figure for herself, the 12th 
(or 3rd from the loth) for her eldest 
brother or sister, the 2nd for the 2nd, 
the 4th for the 3rd, the 6th for the 4th
the quesited-and the 1st (the Sth from 
the 6th) for his 8th, or house of dea~. 
3' was lord of his first house, and) of his 
Sth. The aspect was ) 25 0 5 t' 5" .;, 
separating from ~he 9uindecile, an~ ~p
plying to the se~lsextJle. As the slgn!fi
cators were in good aspects, separatlDg 
from one and applying to the other, and 
within orbs of both, it signified sure 
recovery' more especially as if received 
) by hous~ and was dignified by triplicity. 
Neverthel~ss, the severity of. t~e iIlne~s 
was shown by Cauda Dracoms In quesl
ted's 4th house; by ?, lord of queslted's 
4th, posited in quesited's Sth, retrograde, 
in his detriment, and in close 0 to ), lady 
of quesited's 8th and posited in his 6th. 
Furthermore, as ), the applying planet 
of the two significators, was in a cardinal 
sign and in a succeed~nt. house of the 
figure each degree Signified a week; 
therefore as ) wanted 4° 8' 55" of the 
perfect semisextile aspect, I judged that 
he would be convalescent in 4 weeks and 
I day, or March 27th. On .~farck 291" 
lu walktd out in kis /rarden for Ikt /irst 
/i"'t, and fully recovered from his at
tack. 

NEMO. 

ERRATUM.-Page 76, 2nd column, line 2, lor IIJI rtad 111.. 
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" WHAT IS TRUTH?" 
" Trul" is the Voice of Nature and of Time

Trul" is the startling monitor witldn "$
Nought is without it, it comes from the stars, 
The golden sun, and every breeze that blows. • • • " 

-W. THOMPSON BACON. 

" .••• Fair Truth's immortal sun 
Is sometimes hid in clouds; not that her light 
Is in itself defective, but obscured 
By my weak prejudice, imperfect faith 
And all the thousand causes which obstruct 
The growth of goodness. • • • .. 

-HANNAH MORE. 

No.6. 

., WHAT is Truth?" asked Pilate of one who, if the claims of 
the Christian Church are even approximately correct, must 
have known it. But He kep~ silent. And the truth which 

He did not divulge, remained unrevealed, for his later followers as much 
as "for the Roman Governor. The silence of Jesus, however, on this 
and other occasions, does not prevent his present followers from acting 
as though they had received the ultimate and absolute Truth itself i 
and from ignoring the fact that only such Words of Wisdom had been 
given to them as contained a share of the truth, itself concealed in 
parables and dark, though beautiful, sayings.· 

This policy led gradually to dogmatism and assertion. Dogmatism 
in churches, dogmatism in science, dogmatism everywhere. The 
possible truths, hazily perceived in the world of abstraction, like those 
inferred from observation and experiment in the world of matter, are 
forced upon the profane multitudes, too busy to think for themselves, 
under the form of Divine revelation and Scientific authority. But the 
same question stands open from the days of Socrates and Pilate down 

• Jesus says to the 00 Twelve "_00 Unto you is given the mystery of the Kingdom of God; but 
_iii llutII llIaJ lin ",iliunll, 1I//IAings lin doIU in /lInzlks:' etc. (Mark iv. 11.) 
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to our own age of wholesale negation: is there such a thing as absolute 
Intlk in the hands of anyone party or man? Reason answers, "there cannot 
be." There is no room for absolute truth upon any subject whatsoever, 
in a world as finite and conditioned as man is himself. But there are 
relative truths, and we have to make the best we can of them. 

In every age there have been Sages who had mastered the absolute 
and yet could teach but relative truths. For none yet, born of mortal 
woman in out' race, has, or could have given out, the whole and the final 
truth to another man, for every one of us has to find that (to him) final 
knowledge in himself. As no two minds can be absolutely alike, each 
has to receive the supreme illumination tkt'Ougk itself, according to its 
capacity, and from no kuman light The greatest adept living can reveal 
of the Universal Truth only so much as the mind he is impressing it 
upon can assimilate. and no more. Tot Iwmines, quot sentenlite-is an 
immortal truism. The sun is one, but its beams are numberless; and 
the effects produced are beneficent or maleficent, according to the nature 
and constitution of the objects they shine upon. Polarity is universal, 
but the polariser lies in our own consciousness. In proportion as our con
sciousness is elevated towards absolute truth, so do we men assimilate it 
more or less absolutely. But man's consciousness again, is only the sun
flower of the earth. Longing for the warm ray, the plant can only tum to 
the sun, and move round and round in following the course of the 
unreachable luminary: its roots keep it fast to the soil, and half its life 
is passed in the shadow. . . . 

Still each of us can relatively reach the Sun of Truth even on this 
earth, and assimilate its warmest and most direct rays, however differ
entiated they may become after their long journey through the physical 
particles in space. To achieve this, there are two methods. On the 
physical plane we"may use our mental polariscope; and, analyzing the 
properties of each ray, choose the purest On the plane of spirituality, 
to reach the Sun of Truth we must work in dead earnest for the 
development of our higher nature. We know that by paralyzing 
.,vadually within ourselves the appetites of the lower personality, and 
thereby deadening the voice of the purely physiological mind-that 
mind which depends upon, and is inseparable from, its medium or vekicle, 
the organic brain-the animal man in us may make room for the spiritual; 
and once aroused from its latent state, the highest spiritual. senses and 
perceptions grow in us in proportion, and develop pat'i passu with the 
"divine man." This is what the great adepts, the Yogis in the East 
and the Mystics in the West, have always done and are still doing. 

But we also know, that with a few exceptions, no man of the world, 
no materialist, will ever believe in the existence of such adepts, or even 
in the possibility of such a spiritual or psychic development " The 
(ancient) fool hath said in his heart, There is no God"; the modem 
says, "There are no adepts on earth, they are figments of your diseased 
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fancy." Knowing this we hasten to reassure our readers of the Thomas 
Didymus type. We beg them to tum in this magazine to reading more 
congenial to them; say to the miscellaneous papers on Hylo-Idealism, 
by various writers.· 

For LUCIFER tries to satisfy its readers of whatever .. school of 
thought," and shows itself equally impartial to Theist and Atheist, Mystic 
and Agnostic, Christian and Gentile. - Such articles as our 
editorials, the Comments on cc Light on the Path," etc., etc.-are not 
intended for Materialists. They are addressed to Theosophists, or 
readers who' know in their hearts that Masters of Wisdom do exist: and, 
though absolute truth is not on earth and has to be searched for in higher 
regions, that there still are, even on this silly, ever-whirling little globe 
of ours, some things that are not even dreamt of in Western philosophy. 

To return to our subject It th~s follows that, though" general 
abstract truth is the most precious of all blessings" for many of us, as it 
was for Rousseau, we have, meanwhile, to be satisfied with relative 
truths. J n sober fact, we are a poor set of mortals at best, ever in 
dread before the face of even a relative truth, lest it should devour 

• ourselves and our petty little preconceptions al~ng with us. As for an 
absolute truth, most of us are as incapable of seeing it as of reaching 
the moon on a bicycle. Firstly, because absolute truth is as immovable 
as the mountain of Mahomet, wh~ch refused to disturb itself for the 
prophet, so that he had to go to it himself. And we have to follow his 
example if we would approach it even at a distance. Secondly, because 
the kingdom of absolute truth is not of this world, while we are too 
much of it And thirdly, because notwithstanding that in' the poet's 
fancy man is 

". . -. • • • the abstract 
Of all perfection, which the workmanship 
Of heaven hath modelled. •.•.• " 

in reality he is a sorry bundle of anomalies and paradoxes, an empty 
wind bag inflated with his own importance, with contradictory and easny 
influenced opinions. He is at once an arrogant and a weak creature, 
which, though in constant dre~d of some authority, terrestrial or celestial, 
will yet-

". . . . . • like an angry ape, 
Play such fantastic tricks before high l:Ieaven 
As make the angels weep." 

Now, since truth is a multifaced jewel, the facets of which it IS Im
possible to perceive all at once; and since, again, no two men, however 

• ~.K., to the little article" Autocentricism "-on the same " philosophy," or again, to the npex of 
the Hylo-Idealist pyramid in this Number, It is a letter of protest by the learned Founder of the 
School in question, against a mis/aile of ours. He complains of our "coupling" his name with those 
of Mr. Herbert Spencer, Darwin, Huxley, and others, on the question of atheism and materialism, as 
the said lights in the psychological and physical sciences are considered by Dr. Lewins too 
tlickering, too " compromising" and weak, to deserve the honourable appellation of Atheists or even 
Agnostics. See" Conespondence" in Double Column, and the reply by ,. The Adversary." 
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anxious to discern truth, can see 'even one of those facets alike, what can 
be done to help them to perceive it ? As physical man, limited and 
trammelled from every side by illusions, cannot reach truth by the light 
of his terrestrial perceptions, we say-develop in you the inner know 
ledge. From the time when' the Delphic oracle said to the enquirer 
II Man, know thyself," no greater or more important truth was ever taught 
Without such perception, man will remain ever blind to even many a 
relative, let alone absolute, truth. Man has to know kiINself, i.e., acquire 
the ilmer perceptions which never deceive, before he can master any 
absolute truth. Absolute truth is the symbol of Eternity, and no finite mind 
can ever grasp the eternal, hence, no truth in its fulness can ever dawn 
upon it. To reach the state during which man sees and senses it, we have 
to paralyze the senses of the external man of ciay. This is a difficult 
task, we may be told, and most people will, at this rate, prefer to remain 
satisfied with relative truths, no doubt But to approach even terrestrial 
truths requires, first of all, love of trutk for its ou'n sake, for otherwise no 
recognition of it will follow. And who loves truth in ,this age for its 
own sake? How many of us are prepared to se~rch for, accept, and 
carry it out, in the midst of a society· in which anything that would 
achieve success has to be built 011 appearances, not 011 reality, on self
assertion, not on intrinsic value? We are fully aware of the difficulties 
in the way of receiving truth. The fair heavenly maiden descends 
only on a (to her) congenial soil-the soil of an impartial, unprejudiced 
mind, illuminated by pure Spiritual Consciousness; and both are truly 
rare dwellers in civilized lands. In our century of steam and electricity, 
when man lives at a maddening speed that leaves him barely time for 
reflection, he allows himself usually to be drifted down from cradle to 
grave, nailed to the Procrustean bed of custom and conventionality. Now 
conventionality-pure and simple-is a congenital LIE, as it is in every 
case a II simulatioll of feelings according to a received standard" (F. W. 
Robertson's definition) ; and where there is any simulation there cannot be 
any truth. How profound the remark made by Byron, that" truth is a 
gem that is found at a great depth; whilst on the surface of this world 
all things are weighed by the false scales of custom," is best known to 
those who are forced to live in the stifling atmosp'here of such social 
conventionalism, and who, even when willing and anxious to learn, dare 
not accept the truths they long for, for fear of the ferocious Moloch 
called Society. 

Look around you, reader; study the accounts given by world-kno\\rn 
travellers, recall the joint observations of literary thinkers, the data of 
science and of statistics. Draw the picture of modern society, of 
modern politics, of modern religion and modern life in general before 
your mind's eye. Remember the ways and customs of every cultured 
race and nation under the sun. Observe the doings and the moral 
attitude of people in the civilized centres of Europe, America, and even 
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of the far East and the colonies, everywhere where the white man has 
carried the" benefits" of so-called civilization. And now, having passed 
in review all this, pause and reflect, and then name, if you can, that 
blessed Eldorado, that exceptional spot on the globe, where TRUTH is 
the Ilolloured guest, and LIE and SHAM tlte ostracised olltcasts? You 
CAN~OT. Nor can anyone else, unless he is prepared and determined 
to add his mite to the mass of falsehood that reigns supreme in every 
department of national and social life. " Truth! "cried Carlyle," truth, 
though the heavens crush me for following her, no falsehood, though a 
whole celestial LUbberland were the prize of Apostasy." Noble words, 
these. But how many think, and how many will dare to speak as 
Carlyle did, in our nineteenth century day? Does not the gigantic 
appalling majority prefer to a man the "paradise of Do-nothings," the 
pays de Cocagne of heartless selfishness? It is this majority that recoils 
terror~stricken before the most shadowy outline of every new and un
popular truth, out of mere cowardly fear, lest Mrs. Harris should denounce, 
and Mrs. Grundy condemn, its converts to the torture o~ being rent 
piecemeal by her murderous tongue. 

SELFISHNESS, the first-born of Ignorance, and the fruit of the teach
ing which asserts that for every newly-born infant a new soul, separate 
and distinct from the Universal Soul, is "created "-this Selfishness is 
the impassable wall between the personal Self and Truth. It is the 
prolific mother of all human vices, Lie being born out of the necessity 
for dissembling, and Hypocrisy out of the desire to mask Lie. It is the 
fungus growing and strengthening with age in every human heart in 
which it has devoured all better feelings. Selfishness kills every noble 
impulse in our natures, and is the one deity, fearing no faithlessness or 
desertion from its votaries. Hence, we see it reign supreme in the world 
and in so-called fashionable society. As "a result, we live, and move. and 
have our being in this god of darkness under his trinitarian aspect of 
Sham, Humbug, and Falsehood. called RESPECTABILITY. 

Is this Truth and Fact, or is it slander? Turn whichever way you 
will. and you find, from the top of the social ladder to the bottom, deceit 
and hypocrisy at work for dear Self's sake, in every nation as in every 
individual. But nations, by tacit agreement, have decided that selfish 
motives in politics shall be called "noble national aspiration, 
patriotism." etc. ; and the citizen views it in his family circle as " domestic 
virtue." Nevertheless, Selfishness, whether it breeds desire for aggrandize
ment of territory, or competition in commerce at the expense of one's 
neighbour, can never be regarded as a virtue. We see smooth-tongued 
DECEIT and BRUTE FORCE-the Jachin and Boaz of every International 
Temple of Solomon-called Diplomacy, and we call it py its right name. 
Because the diplomat bows low before these two pillars of national glory 
and politics, and puts their masonic symbolism " in (cunning) strength 
shall this my house be established" into daily practice; i.e., gets by deceit 
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what he cannot obtain by force-shall we applaud him? A diplomat's 
qualification-CC dexterity or skill in securing advantages "-for one's 
own country at the expense of other countries, can hardly be achieved 
by speaking trutlt, but verily by a wily and deceitful tongue; and, there
fore, LUCIFER calls such action-a living, and an evident LIE. 

But it is not in politics alone that custom and selfishness have agreed 
to call deceit and lie vidue, and to reward him who lies best with public 
statues. Every class of Society lives on LIE, and would fall to pieces 
without it. Cultured, God-and.law-fearing aristocracy being as fond of 
the forbidden fruit as any plebeian, is forced to lie from morn to noon 
in order to cover what it is pleased to term its II little peccadillos," but 
which TRUTH regards as gross immorality. Society of the middle 
classes is honeycombed with false smiles, false talk, and mutual 
treachery., For the majority religion has become a thin tinsel veil thrown 
over the corpse of spiritual faith. The master goes to church to 
deceive his servants; the starving curate-preaching what he has ceased 
to believe in-hood-winks his bishop; the bishop-his God. Dailies, 
political and social, might adopt with advantage for their motto Georges 
Dandin's immortal query-" Lequel de nous deux trompe-t-on ici?"
Even Science, once the anchor of the salvation of Truth, has ceased 
to be the temple of naked Fact. Almost to a man the Scientists strive 
now only to force upon their colleagues and the public the acceptance 
of some personal hobby, of some new-fangled theory, which will shed 
lustre on their name and fame. A Scientist is as ready to suppress 
damaging evidence against a current scientific hypothesis in our times, 
as a missionary in heathen-land, or a preacher at home, to persuade his 
congregation that modern geology is a lie, and evolution but vanity and 
vexation of spirit. 

Such is the actual state of things in 1888 A.D., and yet we are taken 
to task by certain papers for seeing this year in more than gloomy 
colours! 

Lie has spread to such extent-supported as it is by custom and 
conventionalities-that even chronology forces people to lie. The 
suffixes A.D. and B.C. used after the dates of the year by Jew and 
Heathen, in European and even Asiatic lands, by the Materialist and 
the Agnostic as much as by the Christian, at home, are-a lie used to 
sanction another LIE. , 

Where then is even relative truth to be found? If, so far back as 
the century of Democritus, she appeared to him under the form of a 
goddess lying at the very bottom of a well, so deep that it gave but little 
hope for her release; under the present circumstances we have a'certain 
right to believe ht'r 'hi~den, at least, as far off as the ever invisible 
dark side of the moon. This is why, perhaps, all the votaries of hidden 
truths are forthwith set down as lunatics. However it may be, in no 
case and under no threat shall LUCIFER be ever forced into pandering 
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to any universally and tacitly recognised, and as universally practised 
lie, but will hold to fact, pure and simple, trying to proclaim truth 
whensoever found, and under no cowardly mask. Bigotry and intolerance 
may be regarded as orthodox and sound policy, and the encouraging of 
social prejudices and personal hobbies at the cost of truth, as a wise 
course to pursue in order to secure success for a publication. Let it be 
so. The Editors of LUCIFER are Theosophists, and their motto is 
chosen: Vera pro gratiis. 

They are quite aware that LUCIFER'S libations and sacrifices to the 
goddess Truth do not send a sweet savoury smoke into the noses of the 
lords of the press, nor does the bright" Son of the Morning" smell sweet 
in their nostrils. He is ignored when not abused as-veritas odium pareto 
Even his friends are beginning to find fault with him. They cannot see why 
it slwu/d not be a purely Tluosopkical magazine, in other words, why it 
refuses to be dogmatic and bigoted. Instead of devoting every inch of 
space to theosophical and occult teachings, it opens its pages "to the 
publication of the most grotesquely heterogeneous elements and con
flicting doctrines." This is the chief accusation, to which we answer
why not? Theosophy is divine knowledge, and knowledge is truth j 

every true fact, every sincere word are thus part and parcel of Theo
sophy. One. who is skilled in divine alchemy, or even approximately 
blessed with the gift of the perception of truth, will find and extract it 
from an erroneous as much as from a correct statement However 
smaIl the particle of gold lost in a ton of rubbish, it is the noble metal 
still, and worthy of being dug out even at the price of some extra 
trouble. As has been said, it is often as useful to know what a 
thing is not, as to learn what it is. The average reader can hardly hope 
to find any fact in a sectarian publication under all its aspects, pro and 
&on, for either one way or the other its presentation is sure to be 
biassed, and the scales helped to incline to that side to which its 
editor's special policy is directed. A Theosophical magazine is thus, 
perhaps, the only publication where one may hope to find, at any rate, 
the un biassed, if still only approximate truth and fact Naked truth 
is reflected in LUCIFER under its many aspects, for no philosophical or 
religious views are excluded from. its pages. And, as every philosophy 
and religion, however incomplete, unsatisfactory, and even foolish some 
may be occasio!]ally, must be based on a truth and fact of some kind, 
the reader has thus the opportunity of comparing. analysing, and 
choosing from the several philosophies discussed therein. LUCIFER 
offers as many facets of the One universal jewel as its limited space 
will permit, and says to its readers: "Choose you this day whom ye will 
serve: whether the gods that were on . the other side of the flood 
which submerged man's reasoning powers and divine knowledge, or the 
gods of the Amorites of custom and social falselw04, or again, the 
Lord of (the highest) Self-the bright destroyer of the dark power of 
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illusion? " Surely it is that philosophy that tends to diminish, 
instead of adding to, the sum of human misery, which is the best 

At all events, the choice is there, and for this purpose only have we 
opened our pages to every kind of contributors. Therefore do you find 
in them the views of a Christian clergyman who believes in his God 
and Christ, but rejects the wicked interpretations and the enforced 
dogmas of his ambitious proud Church, along with the doctrines of the 
Hylo-Idealist, who denies God, soul, and immortality, and believes in 
nought save himself. The rankest Materialists will find hospitality in 
our journal; aye, even those who have not scrupled to fill pages of it 
with sneers and personal remarks upon ourselves, and abuse of the 
doctrines of Theosophy, so dear to us. When a journal of free tltougltt, 
conducted by an Atheist, inserts an article by a Mystic or Theosophist in 
praise of his occult views and the mystery of Parabrahmam, and passes 
on it only a few casual remarks, then shall we say LUCIFER has found a 
rival. When a Christian periodical or missionary organ accepts an 
article from the pen of a free-thinker deriding belief in Adam and his 
rib, and passes criticism on Christianity-its editor's faith-in meek 
silence, then it will have become worthy of LUCIFER, and may be said 
truly to have reached that degree of tolerance when it may be placed 
on a level with any Theosophical publication. 

But so long as none of these organs do something of the kind, they are 
all sectarian, bigoted, intolerant, and can never have an idea of truth and 
justice. They may throw innuendoes against LUCIFER and its editors, 
they cannot affect either. In fact, the editors of that magazine feel proud 
of such criticism and accusations, as they are witnesses to the absolute 
absence of bigotry, or arrogance of any kind in theosophy. the result of 
the divine beauty of the doctrines it preaches. For, as said, Theosophy 
allows a hearing and a fair chance to all. It deems no views-if sincere 
-entirely destitute of truth. It respects thinking men, to whatever 
class of thought they may belong. Ever ready to oppose ideas and 
views which can only create confusion without benefiting philosophy, 
it leaves their expound,ers personally to believe in whatever they please. 
and does justice to their ideas when they are good. Indeed, the con
clusions or deductions of a philosophic writer may be entirely opposed 
to our views and the teachings we expound; yet, his premises and 
statements of facts may be quite correct, and other people may profit 
by the adverse philosophy, even if we ourselves reject it, believing we 
have something higher and still nearer to the truth. In any case, our 
profession of faith is now made plain, and all that is said in the fore
going pages both justifies and explains our editorial policy. 

To sum up the idea. with regard to absolute and relative truth. 
we can only repeat what we said before. Outside a certain Itigltly 
spiritual and elevated state of mind, during wlticlt Man is at one wit" 
tke UNIVERSAL MIND-Ite can get nougkt on ear/It but relative /.rutlt. 
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0' trutlu,f,olll wluztsoeve, philosophy 0' ,eligion. Were even the goddess 
who dwells at the bottom of the well to issue from her place of con
finement, she could give man no more than he can assimilate. Mean
while, every one can sit near that well-the name of which is 
KNOWLEDGE-and gaze into its depths in the hOFe of seeing Truth's 
fair image reflected, at least, on the dark waters. This, however, as 
remarked by Richter. presents a certain danger. Some truth, to be 
sure. may be occasionally reflected as in a mirror on the spot we gaze 
upon, and thus reward the patient student But, adds the German 
thinker, .. I have heard that some philosophers in seeking for Truth, to 
pay homage to her, have seen their own image in the water and adored 
it instead." . • . . . . 

It is to avoid such a calamity-one that has befallen every founder of 
a religious or philosophical school-that the editors are studiously careful 
not to offer the reader only those truths which they find reflected in their 
own personal brains. They offer the public a wide choice, and refuse to 
show bigotry and intolerance, which are the chief landmarks on the path 
of Sectarianism. But, while leaving the widest margin possible for com
parison, our opponents cannot hope to find thei, faces reflected on the 
clear waters of our LUCIFER, without remarks or just criticism upon the 
most prominent features thereof. if in contrast with theosophical views. 

This, however, only within the cover of the public magazine, and so I 
far as regards the merely intellectual aspect of philosophical truths. 
Concerning the deeper spiritual. and one may almost say religious, 
beliefs, no true Theosophist ought to degrade these by subjecting them to 
public discussion, but ought rather to treasure and hide them deep within I 

the sanctuary of his innermost soul. Such beliefs and doctrines should • 
never be rashly given out, as they risk unavoidable profanation by the 
rough handling of the indifferent and the critical. Nor ought they to be 
embodied in any publication except as hypotheses offered to the con
sideration of the thinking portion of the public. Theosophical truths. 
when they transcend a certain limit of speculation, had better remain 
concealed from public view, for the "evidence of things not seen" is no 
evidence save to him who sees, hears, and senses it. It is not to be 
dragged outside the "Holy of Holies," the temple of the impersonal 
divine Ego, or the indwelling SELF. For, while every fact outside its 
perception can, as we have shown. be, at best, only a relative truth, 
a ray from the absolute truth can reflect itself only in the pure mirror of 
its own flame--our highest SPIRITUAL CONSCIOUSNESS. And how can 
the darkness (of illusion) comprehend the LIGHT that shineth in it? 
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THE SOLDIER'S DAUGHTER 

(Judges xi., 6-xi., 39.) 

I N the early days of Israel's history, whilst Israel was struggling to 
be a nation and a kingdom, there was a people called the 
Ammonites, who were making war upon the Israelites. 

And we are told that the Israelites, in great distress and fear, went 
out of their country, into the land of Tob, to find a man named Jephthah, 
who was a man of mighty valour, in order to persuade him to return 
with them, and be the captain and leader of their army, to fight against, 
and save them from the Ammonites. 

Now this man Jephthah was himself an Israelite by birth, but because 
his mother had not been legally married to his father, Gilead, the sons 
of Gilead's lawful wife conspired together to drive him from his 
hearth, home, and country, as a disgrace to the family and to Israel; 
but the true reason was that they were envious and jealous of him, in 
like manner as the brethren of Joseph who had previously conspired 
against him. 

For Jephthah himself was wholly' innocent of having done anything 
to disgrace either the family or the nation. And therefore, in common 
justice, he ought not to have been made to suffer merely for the form 
and manner of his birth; over which neither Jephthah nor any of us 
have any control, either as to the time, when, or the manner, in which we 
should be born. But although J ephthah was despised and cast out as a 
dog, in the days of Israel's prosperity, yet in the day of Israel's adversity 
and weakness, Israel no longer allowed any mean and petty distinctions 
to prevent her from recognising the noble character of J ephthah, and 
she entreated him to forget 'past ill-usage, and return to be her captain 
and leader to save her from the Ammonites. 

And as this proposal of Israel afforded J ephthah the long wished-for 
opportunity of returning to his country, and of establishing an hononr
able reputation, tlterifore he was not only ready to forget and forgive 
the insults and injuries which he had received in the past from his 
brethren, but he was also ready to return with them, and share their 
troubles and dangers, even to sacrificing his life, jf need be, in order to 
save their lives and property. 

J ephthah was the more willing to return and make this sacrifice be
cause he had a daughter, an only daughter and child; and she was all 
the world to him, as he was to her j "for beside her he had neither son 
nor daughter," and she had patiently and willingly suffered with him, 
and borne all his sorrows as her own. 

But imagine the horror of J ephthah, after having saved the lives and 
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property of his brethren and countrymen by risking his own life, at being 
then required, by these very brethren and countrymen, to shed the blood 
of his only child! Immediately after the war was over, J ephthah was 
required to sacrifice his daughter as a burnt offering to the Lord of 
Battles, for having assisted Israel to overcome the Ammonites; and so 
great Was the love of this heroine for her father, and for everything 
that concerned his honour and glory, that she willingly consented to be 
sacrificed as a burnt offering. 

Can anything be conceived more heartrending and terrible than that 
Jephthah should thus be required by these very brethren and country
men whom he had saved, to shed the blood of his only child as a sacrifice, 
in acknowledgment that he owed his victory to miraculous assistance 
and favour, and not to his own skill and valour? 

What to him was the deliverance either of Israel or of his brethren 
(who had cared naught for him), if they now required him to sacrifice 
the only being in the world that he loved, and that loved him, and who 
was therefore all the world to him? 

It is true that Jephthah had made a foolish and rash vow, in the mad 
excitement of the moment before going into battle, that if he came out 
of the battle victorious, he would sacrifice, as a burnt offering to the 
Lord, the first thing that came to meet him from his house as he 
returned from the battle; but when the first person that met J ephthah 
was his only daughter, what could that Deity be, which acapted as a 
sacrifice the blood of this child? What could the religion of J ephthah's 
brethren and countrymen be, that allowed and required him to commit 
such an evil deed ? 

For if ]ephthah had saved his brethren and countrymen from their 
enemies, could they not now save J ephthah from shedding the blood of 
his daughter as a sacrifice, in the name of religion, when the very deed 
itself proclaimed the religion, and their conception both of religion and 
of the Deity, to be evil? And if his brethren and countrymen 
would not save his daughter, but even required him to fulfil his vow, 
could not Jephthah save himself and his child by refusing to commit 
this evil deed? But if, in order to save his own blood from being shed 
as a blasphemer for an atonement, J ephthah had to flee from the 
country as an outcast and a criminal, whither could he flee to, that 
would make life worth keeping? For surely the world would be no 
desirable place for an honest man to live in, if he had to live at enmity 
with men both at home and abroad, because he had made a rash and 
foolish vow, which no Deity worthy of being worshipped could or would 
require him to perform? 

Because under such a sanguinary conception of religion, and of the 
Deity, there was no remission, or redemption either, with, or without, 
the shedding of blood. If Jephthah refused to shed the blood of his 
daughter, then both his own and his daughter's would be shed by his 
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brethren and countrymen, whilst if Jephthah shed the blood of his 
daughter, as a sacrifice to save his own, what remission or redemption 
was there in this ? None I 

And he cried for a deliverer to save him and his daughter, from this 
great trouble. For he had staked his life and his all upon obtaining a 
position and reputation for himself and his daughter at home in Israel ; 
and now, to give up hope of this for ever, and to shed the blood of 
his daughter, or again flee as an outcast-·what was it but a living death 
to Jephthah, either way, whether he remained and sacrificed his 
daughter, or fled to save her? 

But who, in this agonising moment of Jephthah's trouble, could raise 
his voice to demand, in the name of religion, this diabolical sacrifice of 
his innocent child? 

Yes; diabolical. For what spirit, or voice, but that of a devil or fiend 
could counsel men to shed the blood of this pure and noble girl? And 
where could the devil or fiend be found who would commit the deed 
itself? 

Jcphthah is mockingly told that he is the fiend who must sacrifice his 
child, as Abraham is said to have offered Isaac. And J ephthah is told 
that he has no one to blame but himself, for having made the vow. But 
who heard the vow? or who accepted the vow? Who could he, or they 
be, who would require the fulfilling of it ?-

Are they worthy of the name of brethren and countrymen who would 
persuade Jephthah to assassinate his daughter, in the name of religion, or 
even look on at such an assassination? Would it not be blasphemy to 
say that a good Deity required Jephthah to kill his innocent child? 
And would not a good Deity release Jephthah from his vow, and forbid 
him to sacrifice his daughter, in like manner as the Scriptures teach us 
Abraham was forbidden to sacrifice his son Isaac? And if it is said, it 
would have been faithless and sinful of Jephthah after returning from 
the battle victorious, to have refused the offering of his daughter as a 
sacrifice; yet surely to bind Jephthah to break the Sixth Command
ment, and to shed innocent blood in the name of religion, would be 
making the Deity that required such a sacrifice to be evil, and His 
worshippers to be the doers of evil; and thus J ephthah would be re
quired to sell himself to the devil. 

And how could men be other than the doers of evil, and the priests of 
• Jehovah, of course, in his own national character of Baal, Moloch, Typhon, etc. The final and 

conclusive identification of the "Lord God" of Israel with Moloch, we find in the last chapter of 
LnJilic"s, concerning tMnlS devoted not 10 6e redeemed. • • . " A man shaJl dC"ote unto the Lord 
of all that he hath, 60tA oj ma" and beast. • . . None devoted, which sha1l be devoted of men, 
shall be redeemed, 6,,1 snail s"rel7 6e 1,,1 10 deal" • , • for it is mosl 110/7 ",,/I) 1M Lord." (See 
Leviticus xxvii., 28, 29, JO.) 

" Notwithstanding the numerous proofs that the Israelites worshipped a variety of gods, and even 
offered human sacrifices until a far later period than their Pagan neighbours, they have contrived to 
blind posteritr. in regard to truth. They sacrificed human life as late as 16c} s.c. (Vide "J~1t. 
conlra Apion, ' 11, 8-what Antiochus Epiphanius found in the Temple), and the Bi6k contains a 
number of such record.. At a time when the Pagans had long abandoned the abominable practice, 
and had replaced the sacrificial man br, the animal, and the ox of Dionysius was sacrificed at the 
Bacchic Mysteries (" Anthon," p. 365, ]ephthah is zepresented sacrificing his own daughter to the 
Lord' for a bumt-offering." Isis Vnwileil, voL ii., pp. ,524, 52.§. 
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evil, who would counsel J ephthah to commit this evil deed, and be 
ready to commit it themselves if he hesitated? How? Whether 
J ephthah received any miraculous assistance or not, in the war, yet he 
was in no wise bound to surrender his personality and to become an 
abject slave to the supposed power that helped him. For Jephthah's 
personal services were needed as an instrument to deliver and save the 
Israelites, or his services would not have been asked for. It was also 
possible that he might have given certain services, which even a 
miraculous power was unable to give-as we read in the Book of Judges 
that "J udah could not drive out the inhabitants of the valley, because 
they had chariots of iron." U udges i. 19.)* 

And again, if all the glory of J ephthah's victory had to be ascribed to 
a miraculous power, then likewise all the shame would have to be 
ascribed to that power also, for having ordained that J ephthah's daughter 
should be the first person to meet him after the war, to pay the price of 
'l,ictory to Jephthah, with death 10 his child-for whom, alone, he coveted 
victory. 

Victory on such terms was defeat and shame, not glory j for surely 
such views of religious worship must be the tlevil worship which the 
Psalmist speaks of (Psalm cvi., 37), and not the service or worship of a 
good God who would have mercy and not sacrifice, as Abraham learnt 
when he went out of the Philistine city into the wilderness, and com
muned with God alone on Mount Moriah. 

But it was one thing for a single individual like Abraham, at the 
c1o~e of a long life, to acquire the knowledge "that God would have 
mercy and not sacrifice" j and quite another thing for a Town, a City, a 
Nation, or the World, to have acquired this knowledge in its infancy j as 
even Abraham only acquired this knowledge by going out of the city 
into the wilderness, and communing alone with God. 

We can well understand how impossible it would have been for 
Abraham even to have attempted, on his return from the mountain, to 
teach the Philistines the faith or gospel (that God would have mercy 
and not sacrifice), from the very fact that when Jesus Christ came into 
tlte world to teach the faith or gospel, which Abraham had gone out of 
tlte world to learn, Jesus was condemned by Caiaphas to be crucified 
with malefactors, as a blasphemer. And to this very day this doctrine 
of the power of Caiaphas, the adversary of Jesus, continues to be taught 
as the doctrine of the Church, which it is necessary to believe in order 
to obtain the blessing of the Church here and of God hereafter. 

Therefore it is manifestly evident that after Abraham had acquired 
the knowledge that God would have mercy and not sacrifice, yet he 
could not publish it, but could only lay it up in his heart as a secret 

• It is said in the .. Holy Book:' that it was .. the Lord (who) was with Judah," who .. could not 
drive out the inhabitants of the \-alley, becaUse they bad chariots of iron," (Judges i. 191, and not 
.. Judah" at ail This is but natural, according to popular belief and superstition that .. ilie Devil is 
afraidl of iron." Tbe strong connection and even identity between Jehovah and the I>evU is ably 
insisted upon by the Rev. Haweis. See bis .. Key" (p. :n).-ED. 
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treasure, to be disclosed in the distant future, which in the vision of his 
mind he saw. Meanwhile he prayed that the Lord would raise up 
messengers and st.ewards to prepare the world to receive this faith or 
gospel, because of its being too Herculean a task for anyone person to 
alter suddenly the religion of a people. 

For whilst priests continued to teach, and the people to believe that 
sacrifices of human being~ were acceptable to God, how was the man 
who dared (suddenly and without the cloak of a parable) to reveal and 
publish the contrary, to escape being himself slain as a blasphemer, whose 
blood it would be doing God service to shed for an atonement? And 
until the world was sufficiently educated to declare the generation of 
him who should be unjustly slain (Isaiah liii.), it could only be like 
throwing pearls to swine for such an one to attempt the task. 

Then from whence, and from whom could J ephthah, who had saved 
others, now look for the salvation of his daughter, or of himself, if he 
refused to sacrifice that daughter? 

And, in the anguish of his soul, J ephthah rent his clothes, and be
moaned his trouble, whilst his daughter fled to the mountains to pour 
out the sorrow of her soul, during the few short days she had yet to live. 

It is true that, in order to save her father from the cruel pain of 
assassinating his devoted child, the noble girl may have voluntarily leapt 
into the sulphurous flames on the burning altar; just as the noble 
Roman soldier Curtius on his horse leapt down into the dark and awful 
volcanic gulf as a sacrifice to save his countrymen. 

But the more heroic and divine these persons were, the more 
demoniacal and diabolical must be the religion of those persons who 
required them thus to suffer.· 

It is true that the priests of such a religion may have believed in it 
themselves, and may have been ready to sacrifice their own sons and 
daughters in like manner; but that in no wise lessens the crime, but on 
the contrary it intensifies it a hundred fold. How were the people to 
be saved from a religion, of which the priests themselves needed to be 
saved, whilst the priests had the sole education of the people from 
infancy upwards, as well as the Chief power in the State to make and 
unmake its laws, even to making and unmaking its kings? 

Whilst the priests and rulers of the church taught such a cruel religion,t 
would not the people and priests need a Mediator to deliver and save 
them from practising it? 

If He who mediated to deliver and save us was Himself condemned 
to be slain, and crucified with thieves as a blasphemer whose blood 
ought to be shed for an Atonement, what hope of salvation can there be 
for the world from such a Religion, until the people not only uplift the 

• And yet it is this .. demoniacal and diabolical religion" that passed part and parcel into 
ProtestllDtlsm.-Eo. 

t So .. the people and priests" do now. And as the late Rev. He.my Ward Beecher once said in 
a sermon ... could Jesus come back and behave in the streets of ChristIan cities as he did in those of 
Jerusalem, he woufd be declared an impostor ~d then confine· in prison. "-ED. 
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Crucified Jesus as having been no blasphemer, but also expose the 
doctrine to be evil and false which is quoted as an authority for requiring 
the blood of "the Just one" to be shed for an Atonement? And if it 
is said that we have no longer women brought like J ephthah's daughter 
to be assassinated and burnt as a sacrifice, or noble men condemned to 
be burnt as heretics, yet we have to the present day noble men and 
women condemned by the Church as evil (to be accursed here and 
damned hereafter), simply and solely because they refuse to believe this 
evil doctrine of Atonement, which is oftentimes such a burden to their 
soul (either to accept or reject) that they are driven to the very verge of 
madness. 

It is no uncommon thing to hear priests revile even our Queen as 
being no true Christian, simply because they suppose she does not 
believe in this evil doctrine of atonement, which is the doctrine of 
Caiaphas, the enemy of Christ, and not Christ's doctrine, teaching, or 
gospel. 

Should not such scriptural stories as these of the assassination or 
Jephthah's noble daughter, of the crucifixion of Jesus, and the spilling 
of the blood of a whole host of martyrs, awaken men who have 
slumbered to rise, to hear, to see, to speak, and run to save the world 
from having to believe in this sanguinary doctrine, which is a stumbling
block to the Jews, foolishness to the world, and a mystery even to the 
teachers of it This doctrine of Atonement can not be reconciled as 
either good or true; and therefore it is the cause of all progress being 
prevented so far as the world is dependent on the Church for progress. 

Yet the man who doubts or denies the goodness of this doctrine is 
branded by the Church, to the present day, as a Sceptic and Atheist, 
whom all sound Churchmen should avoid. And for sixteen centuries 
the Church used its sovereign power to condemn those who rejected its 
doctrine of Atonement as criminals, whom it would be doing God 
service to burn as heretics; and the Church is only prevented from 
doing so now because (to its great regret) it has no longer the power which 
it formerly had in the days of .. the Inquisition." The doctrine remains 
the same still, and therefore the people owe it, as a duty to the long 
roll of martyrs, to expose it For it has been the cause of much evil, 
and even to this day it assassinates the souls of noble men and women, 
who incarcerate themselves in monasteries and nunneries in the vain 
attempt to attain a sound belief in it 

But when the Church is willing to allow (what it has refused to the 
present day) liberty in the pulpit for explaining the mystery and 
translating the truth of a .. Crucified Christ," then it will be seen that 
the truth is not only a light to the Gentiles, but also the glory of 
Israel; and the truth shall make us free.- (John viii., 32.) 

Manor House, Petersham, S.W. REV. T. G. HEADLEY. 
• Only, as such trul" and freetlom amounts to the Church committing suicide and burying herself 

with her own hands, she will never allow such a thing. She will die her natural death the day when 
there will not exist a man, woman 01' child to believe any longer in her dogmas. And this beneficent 
result might be achieved within her own hierarchy, were there many such sincere, brave and honest 
c1ergymen who, like the writer of this article, fear not to speak the truth-whatever may come 
-fED.] 
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LUNIOLATRY. 

A FRIEND has just informed me of the fact that when President 
~ Cleveland was making his recent tour through lhe States an 

old negro presented him with tke left kind foot of a gra'lJe-yard 
rabbit, wkick kad been killed ill tlu dark of tke moon. In making 
his present the negro said he had sent it because he desired the re
election of President Cleveland. " Tell kim to preserve it carefully, 
alld tkat as long as ke keeps it ke will always get tkere." 

The friend whom I speak of had just been reading a lecture of mine 
on "Luniolatry," in which the imagery and significance of the hare and 
rabbit in the moon were spoken of all too briefly, and he wishes to 
know if I can interpret the meaning of the negro's gift. I guess so. 
As previously explained the hare and the rabbit are both zootypes or 
living images of lunar phenomena. A rabbit pounding rice in a mortar 
is a Chinese sign of the moon. Swabian children are still forbidden to 
make the likeness of a rabbit or hare in shadow on the wall, as it 
would be a sin against the moon. The hare in the moon is a well
known Hindu type of Buddha. It is mythically represented that 
Buddha once took the form of a hare on purpose to offer himself as 
food for a poor famishing creature, and so the Buddha was translated 
in that shape to be eternized as the hare in the moon. That is one 
illustration of the way in which the book of external nature was filled 
full of mystic meanings, the essence of which escapes altogether in 
trying to read such things as historical, no matter whether they are 
related of Buddha, Horus, or Jesus. This hare or rabbit in the moon is 
a symbol or superstition with various races, Black, Brown, Red, Yellow, 
and White. When the meaning was understood it was a symbol j when 
the clue is lost it becomes a superstition of the ignorant j thus the 
ancient symbolism survives in a state of dotage with the negroes as 
well as with the "noble Caucasian." 

The frog in the moon was another lunar type. In a Chinese myth
that is, a symbolic representation-the lunar frog has three legs, like 
the Persian ass in the Bundahish. In both cases the three legs stand 
for three phases of the moon reckoned at ten days each in a luni-solar 
month of thirty days. Now it happens that the rabbit's period of 
gestation is thirty days j and the early races included very curious 
observers amongst their naturalists, who had to think in things and 
express their thought in gesture-signs and sootypes before there were 
such things as printer's types. Hence the frog that dropped its tail, the 
serpent that sloughed its skin, the rabbit with its period of thirty days. 
were all symbols of the moon. Enough that the rabbit was a zootype 
of the moon, and the rabbit is equal to the hare. Hor-Apollo tells us 
that when the Egyptians would denote "an opening," they delineate a 
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hare, because this animal always has its eyes open (B. I. 26). This can 
be corroborated in several ways. The name of the hare in Egyptian 
is .. Un," which means open, to open, the opener. It was applied 
to Osiris, .. Un-Nefer," in his lunar character as the good opener, 
otherwise the splendid or glorious hare, because "Nefer" means the 
handsome, beautiful, perfect, or glorious. Also the city of Unnut 
was that of the hare, "U n," ~nd this was the metropolis of the 
15th Nome of Upper Egypt, which is another mode of identifying 
the open-eyed hare with the moon at the full, called the .. Eye of 
Horus," and with the woman of the moon who brings her orb to the 
full on the 15th day of the month (Egyptian Ritual, ch. lxxx). The 
hare was also a symbol of the opening p~riod at puberty, a sign 
therefore of being open, unprohibited, or .. it is lawful" (Sharpe). 
Hence the Namaqua Hottentots would only permit the hare to be 
eaten by those who had attained the age of the adult male. The 
proverb, .. Somnus leporinus," relates to the hare that sleeps with its 
eyes open; and in our old English pharmacopreia of the folk-lore or 
leech-craft, the brains and eyes of the hare are prescribed as a cure for 
somnolency, and a sovereign medicine for making or keeping· people 
wide-awake. The rabbit equates with the hare, and has the same 
symbolical value. Now it is sometimes said that the hare-rabbit is of 
both sexes. So the moon was both male and female in accordance with 
the dual lunation. The new moon with the horns of the bull or the 
long ears of the ass, the rabbit, or hare was considered to be male. 
The dark lunation or hinder part was female. In the ancient sym
bolism the front or fore-part is masculine, the hinder-part or the tail is 
feminine. The two were head and tail in the earliest coinage as well 
as on the latest coins. In Egypt the South was front and is male; 
the North was the hinder-part ~nd is female. Hence the old Typhon 
of the Northern part was denoted by the tail-piece, and it follows that 
Satan with the long tail is of feminine origin, and so the devil was 
female from the first The same symbolism was applied to the moon. 
In the light half it was the male moon, in the dark half female. The 
new moon was the Lord of Light, the Increaser, the sign of new life, 
of saving and healing. The new moon was the messenger of 
immortality to men in the form of the hare or the rabbit The 
waning moon represented the devil of darkness, the Typhonian power 
that said to men .. even as I die and do not rise again so will it be 
with you." Offerings were made to the new moon. When the moon 
was at the full the Egyptians sacrificed a black pig to Osiris. This 
represented Typhon, his conquered enemy. But in the dark half of 
the lunation Typhon had the upper hand when he tore Osiris into 
fourteen parts during the fourteen nights of his supremacy. The 
lunar zootype then is male in front, and female in the hinder-part of the 
animal. In the hieroglyphics the khepsh-Ieg or hind-quarter is the 
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ideographic type of Typhon, the evil power personified. Further, the 
left side is female and Typhonian; the right is male. Ergo, the lift 
hind leg of the grave-yard animal that was killed in tlte dark of tlte 
moon, stood for the hind (or last) quarter of the moon; literally the end 
of it And if the negro laid hold of that rabbit's foot the right way, we 
can read the symbol that he probably did not understand, although 
he knew the rabbit's hind foot was a good fetish. I t shows the 
survival of intended symbolism, which represents some sort of victory 
O\'er the power of darkness analogous to taking the brush of the fox 
(another Typhonian animal) after it haS been hunted to death. This 
was the last leg that the devil of darkness had to stand on, and so it was 
a trophy snatched from the Typhonian power to be worn in triumph as 
a token of good luck, of repetition or renewal, thence a second term. 

It would be a sort of equivalent for taking the scalp of Satan, who 
could only be typified by the tail or hinder leg. The gift was tanta
mount to wishing" A Happy New Moon to You!" expressed in the 
language of symbolism, which was acted instead of being spoken. The 
negroes consider this particular talisman bequeathed by "Brer Rabbit" 
represents all the virtues and powers of renewal that are popularly 
attributed to the New Moon. But do not let me be misunderstood by 
those who know that in the Negro Marchen the rabbit is the good one 
of the typical two, and that the fox plays the Typhonian part The 
rabbit or hare of the moon may be pourtrayed in two characters or in 
one of two. In both he is the hero, the Lord of Light and conqueror 
of the Power of Darkness, the rabbit, so to say, that rises again from 
the graveyard in or as the New Moon. The figure of the hind quarter 
and latter end of the dying moon is thus a type of the conquered 
Typhon, but the magical influence depends upon its being also a type 
of the conqueror, the rabbit of the resurrection or the New Moon. It 
is a curious coincidence that the luckiest of all Lucky Horse-Shoes in 
England is one that has been cast off the left hind foot of a Mare. 

Lastly, this hind leg of the lunar rabbit is a fellow-type with the leg 
of pig that is still eaten in England on Easter Monday, which is a 
survival of the ancient sacrifice of the pig Typhon, in the solar or 
annual reckoning, as pourtrayed in the planisphere of Denderah, where 
we see the god Khunsu offering the pig by the leg in the disc of the full 
moon. It must have been a potent fetish long ages ago in Africa, and 
a medicine of great power according to the primitive mysteries of the 
dark land. It may be surmised that much of this fetishtic typology is 
still extant amongst the negroes in the United States, and it is to be 
hoped that the Bureau of Ethnology at Washington, which has done. 
and is doing, such good work under the direction of Major J, W. Powell 
in collecting and preserving the relics of the Red Men, will extend the 
range of its researches to the black race in America, and not leave those 
matters to irresponsible story-tellers. GERALD MASSEY, 
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fr.1S tJI.O~S~:fIIl aN. ftJlm ,11ltm Iff!: : 
THE TRUE STORY OF A .lUGICIAN. 

(Continued. ) 

By MABEL COLLINS. 

CHAPTER XII. 

I T was the day of the Princess Fleta's wedding and the whole city 
was enflte. 

Hilary Estanol paced the streets wildly, like a creature dis
tracted. He had never seen her face since the day he returned from the 
secret monastery. He could not trust himself to go near her. He felt 
that the savage in him must kill, must destroy, if too much provocation 
were given him. 

He held this savage in check as well as he could. He would not trust 
himself under the same roof with the woman he loved as he loved 
nothing else in life, and who had given him her love while she gave 
herself to another man. Herself! How much that meant Hilary 
seemed only now to know, now that he heard her marriage bells ringing, 
now that she was absolutely given. Yes, she had given herself away to 
another man. Was it possible? Hilary stood still now and again in the 
midst of the crowded street trying to remember the words she had said 
to him in that wood in the early morn when she had accepted his love. 
What had she taken from him then? He had never been the same since. 
His heart lay cold, and chill, and dull within him save when her smile or 
its memory woke him to life and joy. Were these gone for ever? 
Impossible. He was still young-a mere boy. She could not have stolen 
so much from him ! No-he had the first right-he would be her lover 
still and always, to whoever else she gave herself in name. This was the 
point of thought to which Hilary perpetually returned. Undoubtedly she 
was ~is, and he would claim her. But obscured and excited as his mind 
was he had sufficient intelligence to know that his must be a secret claim 
even though it stood before all others. He could not go and claim her 
at the altar, for she had not given him any right to. What she had said 
was, "Take from me what you can." Well, he could not make her his 
wife. He could not marry a royal Princess. She was not of his class. 
This being so, what could he hope for? Nothing-and yet he had her 
love-yes, the last kind touch of her hand, the last sweet smile on her 
lips, were still with him, and drove his blood rioting through his veins. 

At last the procession is coming-the soldiers have already cleared the 
way and with their horses keep back the crowd. Hilary stands now, 
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still as a carven figure, watching only for one face. He sees it suddenly 
-ah! so beautiful, so supremely beautiful, so mysterious-and everything 
in Heaven and earth becomes invisible, non-existent, save that ~ne dear 
face. A voice rang out on the air. clear, shrill, above all other voices. 

" Fleta! Fleta! My love! my love! " 
What a cry! It penetrated to Fleta's ears; it reached the ears of her 

bridegroom. 
In the church, amid the pomp and ceremony, and the crowd of great 

people, Otto did a thing which made those near him stare. He went to 
meet his bride and touched her hand. 

" Fleta," he said, "that voice was the voice of one who loves you. 
What answer do you make to it ? " 

Fleta put her 'hand in his. 
" That is my answer," she said. 
And so they stepped up the broad low steps to the altar. None heard 

what had been said except the king. 
Fleta's father was strangely unlike herself. He was a rugged, morose, 

sombre man, ill-disposed towards all humanity, as it would seem, save 
those few who held the key to his nature. Of these, his daughter was 
one; some said she was the only one. Others said her power lay in the 
fact that she was not his daughter, but a child of other parents 
iUtogether than those reputed to be hers; and that a State secret was 
involved in the mystery of her birth. 

At all events, it was seldom indeed that the king interfered with 
Fleta But he did so now, at this moment, with all the eyes of the 
Court upon them. . 

He spoke low into her ear, he stood beside her. 
" Fleta," he said, .. is this marriage right? It 
Fleta turned on him a face so full of torture, of deathly pain, that he 

uttered an ejaculation of horror. 
" Say no word, my father," she said, " it is right." 
And then she turned her head again, and fixed her glorious eyes on 

Otto. 
What a strangely beautiful bride she was! She was dressed with 

extraordinary simplicity; her robe had been arranged by her own hands 
in long, soft lines that fell from her neck to her feet, and a long train lay 
on the ground behind her, but it was undecked by any lace or flowers. 
No flowers were in her hair, no jewels on her neck. Never had a princess 
been dressed so simply, a princess who was to be a queen. The Court 
ladies stared in amazement. But they knew well that there was a grace 
so supreme, a dignity so lofty, in this royal girl, that however simple 
her dress she outshone them all, and would outshine any woman who 
stood beside her. 

No one heard any of what passed between the three chief actors in 
this scene; yet everyone was aware that there was something unusual 
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in it There was an atmosphere of mystery, of excitement, of strange
ness. And yet what else would be possible where the Princess Fleta 
was concerned? In her father's Court she was looked upon as a wild, 
capricious, imperious creature whose will none could resist None 
would have wondered had they believed her carriage to have passed 
over the body of an accepted lover, now thrown aside and discarded 
So did these people interpret the character of Fleta. Otto knew this,· 
felt it, understood it; knew that those crea~ures of intrigue and pleasure 
would have thought her far less worthy had they judged her character 
more nearly as he did. To him she was pure, stainless, unattain
able; virgin in soul and thought This he said to her when, on 
leaving the cathedral, they entered a carriage together and alone. 
They had together passed through crowds of congratulators, nobles, 
great ladies, diplomats from diffcwent parts of Europe. They had bowed 
and smiled, and answored courteously the words addressed to them. 
And yet how far away were their thoughts all the while I They 
neither of them knew who they had met, who they had spoken to. All 
was lost in one absorbing thought But it was not the same thought. 
So, indeed, their minds were separated widely as the poles. 

Fleta was filled with the sense of a great purpose. This marriage was 
but the first step in a giant programme. Her thoughts had flown now 
from this first step and were dwelling on the end, the fulfilment; as an 
artist when he draws his first sketch sees in his own mind the completed 
picture. 

Otto had but one overwhelming thought; a very simple one, ex
pressed instantly, in the first words he uttered when they were 
alone: 

" Fleta, you did not fancy that I doubted IOu? I never meant that I 
And yet it seemed as if there was reproacli in your eyes I No, Fleta, 
never that But the cry was so terrible-it cut my heart You did not 
fancy I meant any doubt ?-assure me, Fleta! " 

"No, I did not," replied Fleta quietly. .. You know whose voice 
it was." 

"No-it was unrecognisable-it was nothing but a cry of torture." 
"Ah I but I knew it," said Fleta. .. It was Hilary Estanol who cried 

out my name." 
" He said • Fleta, my love, my love,' n added Otto. "Is he that? .. 
II Yes," said Fleta unmoved, indeed strangely calm. .. He is. More, 

Otto; he has loved me long centuries ago, when this world wore a 
different face. When the very surface of the earth was savage and 
untaught so were we. And then we enacted this same scene. Yes 
Alan, we three enacted it before, without this pomp, but with the natural 
splendour of savage beauty and undimmed skies. Otto, I sinned then 
I expiated my sin. Again and again have I expiated it Again and 
again has Nature punished me for my offence against her. N ow at last 
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I know more, I see more, I understand more The sin remains. I 
desired to take, to have for myself, to be a conqueror. I conquered-I 
have conquered since! how often! That has been my expiation: 
satiety. But now I will no longer enjoy. I will stand on that error, 
that folly, and win from it strength which shall lift~ me from this 
wretched little theatre where we play the same dramas for ever through 
the fond weariness of recurring lives." 

Otto had drawn back from her, and gazed intently upon her as she 
spoke, passion and vehemence gradually entering her low voice. As she 
ceased he passed his hand over his forehead . 

.. Fleta," he said, "is this some spell of yours upon me? While you 
spoke I saw your face change, and become the face of one familiar to 
me, but far, far back! I smelled the intense rich scent of innumerable 
fruit blossoms-- Fleta, tell me, are you dreaming or speaking fables, 
or is this thing true? Have I lived for you before, loved you, served 
you, ages back, when the world was young? " 

" Yes," said Fleta. 
.. Ah !" cried Otto suddenly, " I feel it-there is blood on you-blood 

on your hand -! " 
Fleta raised her beautiful hand, and looked at it with an infinite 

sadness on her face . 
.. It is so," she answered. .. There is blood on it, and there will be, 

until I have got beyond the reign of blood and of death. You held me 
down then, Otto; you triumphed by brute force, not knowing that in 
me lay a power undreamed of by you-a vital, stirring will. I could 
have crushed you. But already I had used my will once, and found the 
bitter, unintelligible suffering it produced. I determined to try and 
understand Nature before I again used my power. So I submitted to 
your tyranny; you learned to love it, and through many lives have 
learned to love it more. It has brought you a crown at last, and a little 
army of soldiers to defend it for you, and half-a-dozen crafty old 
diplomats who want you to keep it, and who think they can make you 
do just as their respective monarchs wish. Move your puppets, Otto. 
No such kingdom satisfies me. I mean to win my own crown. I will 
be a queen of souls, not of bodies; a queen in reality, not in 
name." 

She seemed to wrap herself in an impenetrable veil of scorn as she 
ceased speaking and leaned back in the carriage. 

Some great emotion was stirring Otto through and through, At 
last he spoke; and the man seemed changed-a different being. From 
under the gentle manner, the docile, ready air, came struggling up the 
fierce spirit of opposition. 

" You despise the crown you married me for? Is that so? Wel~ I 
will teach you to respect it." 

A smile dawned on Fleta's clouded face and then was gone again in 
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a moment. This was all the answer she vouchsafed to the kingly threat. 
Otto turned and looked at her steadily . 

.. A magnificent creature," he said, "beautiful, and with a brain of 
steel, and perhaps for all I know, a heart like it. You won a great deal 
from me, Fleta, a little while since. Did I not submit to the mas
querading of your mysterious Order? Did I not trust my life to those 
treacherous monks of yours, submit to be blindfolded and led into their 
haunt by secret ways. For what end? Ivan told me of aspirations, of 
ideas, of thoughts, which only sickened my soul and filled me with 
shame and despair. For I am a believer in order, in moral rule, in the 
government of the world in accordance with the principles of religion. 
I told you I was willing to become a member of the order; yes, because 
my nature is in sympathy with its avowed tenets. But its secret 
doctrines as I have heard them from you, as I have heard them from the 
man )!OU call your master, are to me detestable. And it is for the 
carrying out of this unholy theory or doctrine that you propose to 
surrender your life? No, Fleta; you are now my queen." 

"Yes," said Fleta. "I am now your queen. I know that. I have 
chosen the lot willingly. You need not again tell- me that I have the 
crown I purposed to obtain." 

At this moment they arrived at the palace. There was yet a weary 
mass of ceremony and speaking of polite nothings to be passed through 
before there was any chance of their being alone again. - Otto relapsed 
into the pleasant and kindly manner which was habitual with him 
Fleta fell into one of her abstracted moods, and the court adopted its 
usual policy under such circumstances-let her be undisturbed. Few 
of the men cared to risk the satirical answers that came readiest to her 
lips when she was roused out of such a mood as this. 

And yet at last someone did venture to rouse her; and a smile, de
licious as a burst of sunshine, came swiftly and suddenly on her mouth. 

It was Hilary Estanol. Pale, worn, the mere ghost of himself, his 
dark eyes looking strangely large in the white face they were set in 
They were fixed on her as though there were nothing else in the world 
to look at. 

Fleta held out her hand to him; his companion-a military officer who 
had brought him under protest, and in' some doubt, for Hilary had no 
friends at Court-drew back in amazement. He understood now Hilary's 
importunity. 

Hilary bent over Fleta's hand and held his lips near it for an instant, 
but did not touch it. A sort of groan came to her ear from his lips. 

" You have resigned me ?" she asked in a low vibrating whisper. 
"You have cast me off," he answered . 
• , Be it so," she replied, .. but you have lived through it, and you 

now claim nothing. Is it not so? I read it in the dumb pain in your 
eyes." 
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"Yes," said Hilary, straightening himself artd standing upright close 
beside her, and looking down upon her beautiful dark head. "It is so. 
I will not cry for the moon, nor will I weary any woman with my regret 
or entreaty, even you, Fleta, though it is no dishonour to humble oneself 
at the feet of such as you. No; I will bear my pain like a man. I 
came here to say good-bye. You are still something like the Fleta that 
I loved. To-morrow you will not be." 

"How can you tell?" she said with her inscrutable smile. "Still, I 
think you are right. And now that we are no longer lovers will you 
enter with me another bond? Will you be my comrade in undertaking 
the great task? I know you are fearless." 

"The great task?" said Hilary vaguely, and he put his hand to his 
forehead. 

"The one great task of this narrow life-To learn its lesson and go 
beyond it." 

.. Yes, I will be your comrade," said Hilary in an even voice and 
without enthusiasm . 

.. Then l1leet me at two this very morning at the gate of the garden-
house where you used to enter." . 

I t was now just midnight. Hilary noticed this as he turned away, for 
a little clock stood on a bracket close by. He looked at it, and looked 
back at Fleta Could she mean what she said? But already the Fleta 
he knew had vanished; a cold, haughty, impassive young queen was 
accepting the uninteresting homage of a foreign minister. The guests 
were beginning to take their departure. Fleta and Otto did not propose 
to take any journey in honour of their wedding as is the custom in some 
places; the king opened for their use the finest set of guests' chambers 
in the palace, and these they occupied, remaining among the visitors 
until all had departed. On the next day Otto was to take his queen 
home; but he had had to give way to the wishes of Fleta and her father 
as to the postponing of the journey. 

From the great drawing-rooms Fleta went quietly away when the last 
guest had departed; she moved like a swift shadow noiselessly along 
the corridors. She entered her own room, and there began, without 
summoning any attendant, to hastily take off her bridal robes. On 
a couch was lying the white robe and cloak which she had worn when 
she had endeavoured to enter the hall of the mystics. These she put 
on, and wrapping the cloak round her turned to leave the room. As 
she did so she came face to face with Otto, who had entered noiselessly, 
and was standing in silence beside her. She seemed scarcely to notice 
him, but changed her direction and proceeded towards another door. 
Otto quickly placed himself again in her way. 

" No," he said; .. you do not leave this room to-night." 
" And why?" asked Fleta, looking gravely at his set face. 
"Because you are now my wife. I forbid it. Stay here, and with 
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me. Come, let me take off that cloak, without any trouble j the 
white gown under it suits you even better than your wedding
dress." 

He unfastened the clasps which held the cloak together. Fleta made 
no opposition, but kept her eyes on his face j he would not meet 
her gaze, though his face was white and rigid with the intensity of his 
passion and purpose . 

.. Do you remember," said Fleta, .. the last thing that you did when 
you were with Father Ivan? Do you remember kneeling before him 
and uttering these words-' I swear to serve the master of truth and the 
teacher of life--' .. 

.. That master-that teacher!" interrupted Otto hotly. "I reserved 
my reasofl even in that incense-scented room. That master-that 
teacher-is my own intelligence-so I phrased it in my own mind-I 
recognise no other master." 

"Your own intelligence! " repeated Fleta. "You have not yet learned 
to use it. You did not so phrase the vow then j you only rephrased it 
so afterwards, when you were away, and alone, and began again to 
struggle for your selfish freedom. No, Otto, you have not begun to use 
your intelligence. You are still the slave of your desires, eaten up with 
the longing for power and the lust of the tyrannical soul. You do not 
love me-you only desire to possess me. You fancy your power is all 
you wish it to be. Well, put it to the test. Take this cloak from my 
shoulders." 

Otto came close, and took the cloak in his hands j and then a sudden 
passion filled him-he seized her in his arms and pressed his lips to 
hers-yet he did not do so, either, for: the attempt was instantaneously 
surrendered. He staggered back, white and trembling. 

Fleta stood erect and proud before him . 
.. That vow you took," she said quietly, "you knew very well in the 

inner recesses of your soul, in your true unblinded self, to make you a 
slave of the Great Order. That vow may yet save you from yourself, 
if you do not resent it too fiercely. But remember this j I am a 
neophyte of that order, and you being its slave, are under my command. 
I am your queen, Otto, but not your wife." 

She passed him as she said this, and he made no effort to detain 
her; indeed, the trembling had not yet left him, and his whole strength 
was taken by the attempt to control it. As she reached the door he 
succeeded in speaking: 

.. Why did you marry me? II 
"Did I not tell you?" she said, pausing a moment and turning to 

look at him. .. I think I did. Because I have to learn to live on the 
plain as contentedly as on the mountain tops. There is but one way 
for mf; to do this, and that is to devote my life as your queen to the 
same great purpose it would serve were I the silver-robed initiate I 
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desire to be. I go now to commence my work, with the aid of a lover 
who has learned to surrender his love. 

She moved magnificently from the room, looking much taller even 
than her natural height. And Otto let her go without any word or 
sign. 

CHAPTER X III. 

IT was a fragrant night-a night rich with sweet flower-scents, not only 
from the flower beds near, but coming from afar on the breeze. Hilary 
stood at the gate, leaning on it and looking away at the sky, where a 
faint streak of different light told of the sun's coming. It was quite 
clear, though there had been no moonlight; one of those warm, still 
nights when it is easy to find one's way, though hard to see into the face 
of one near by, a night when one walks in a dream amid changing 
shadows, and when the outer mysteriousness and the dimness of one's 
soul are as one. So witQ.. -Hilary; so had he walked to the gate. He 
waited for the woman he loved, the only woman any man could 
ever love, haviQg once known her. And yet no fever burned now in his 
veins, no intoxication mounted from his heart to his brain. Standing 
there, and regarding himself and his own feelings very quietly in the 
stillness, it seemed to him as if he had died yesterday when that wild 
cry had been .unknowingly uttered; as if his soul or his heart, or, 

, indeed, his very self had gone forth in it. 
A light touch was laid on his shoulder, and then the gate was opened. 

He passed through and walked by Fleta up the flower-bordered path
way. She moved on without speaking, her white cloak hanging loose 
from her neck, and her bare arms gleaming as it fell back from 
them. 

"You who know so much tell me something," said Hilary. "Why 
are you so wise? " 

.. Because I burned my soul out centuries ago," said Fleta. " When 
you have burned out your heart you will be strong as I am." 

"Another question," said . Hilary. "Why did you fail in that 
initiation? .. 

Fleta stopped suddenly, and fixed fierce questioning eyes upon him. 
She was terrible in this quick rush of anger. But Hilary looked on her 
unmoved. I t seemed to him that nothing would ever be able to move 
him again. Was he dead indeed that he could thus endure the scorching 
light of those brilliant eyes? 

" What makes you ask me that? " cried Fleta in a voice of pain. "Do 
you demand to know I" 

" Yes; I do wish to know." 
For a moment Fleta covered her face with her hands, and her whole 

form shrank and quivered. But only for a moment; then she dropped 
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her hands at each side and stood erect, her queenly head poised 
royally. 

" It is my punishment," she said in a murmuring voice, "to discover 
so soon how absolute are the bonds of the Great Order; how the pupil 
can command the master as well as the master the pupil." 

Then she turned abruptly upon Hilary, approaching him more nearly, 
while she spoke in a quick, fierce voice. 

" Because, though I have burned out my soul, I have not burned out 
my heart! Because, though I cannot love as men do, and have almost 
forgotten what passion means, yet I can still worship a greater nature 
than my own so deeply that it may be called love. I have not learned 
to stand utterly alone and to know myself as great as any other with the 
same possibilities, the same divinity in myself. I still lean on another, 
look to another, hunger for the smile of another. 0, folly, when I know 
so well that I cannot find any rest while that is in me. 0, Ivan, my 
teacher, my friend, what torture it is to wrest the image of you from its 
shrine within me. Powers and forces of indifferent Nature, I demand 
your help! II 

She raised her arms as she uttered this invocation, and it struck 
Hilary at the moment how little like a human being she looked. She 
might have been the spirit of the dawn. Her voice ha~ become un
utterably weird and mournful, like the deep cry of a broke~ soul. 

Without pausing for any answer she dropped her arms, drew her cloak 
around her, and walked away over the dewy grass. Hilary, as silent, as 
mournful, but seemingly without emotion, dropped his head and quietly 
followed her track. Of old-only yesterday-what an age ago I-he 
would have kept his eyes fixed on her shining dark hair or the move
ments of her delicate figure. Suddenly Fleta stopped, turned and 
confronted him. He raised his eyes in surprise and looked at her. 

"You are no longer devoured by jealousy," she said. "You can hear 
me speak as I did just now without its turning you into a savage. What 
has happened? II 

Her eyes seemed to penetrate his impassive and languid expression, 
looking for the soul beneath. She was longing that his answer should 
be the one she needed. 

"I am hopeless," answered Hilary. 
"Of what?" , 
"Of your love. I understand at last that you have a great purpose 

in your life, and that I am a mere straw on a stream. I thought I had 
some claim on you; I see I cannot have. I surrender myself to your 
will. That is all I have left to do." 

Fleta stood meditatively for a moment Then she looked up very 
sadly in his face . 

. " It is not enough," she said. .. Your gift must be a positive one." 
Then she again turned and went on her way to the house. Here 
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everything was silent and even dark, for the shutters were aU closed, and 
evidently the place was deserted. Fleta opened a side door with a key 
which was attached to her girdle; they entered and she locked it behind 
them. She led the way through the quiet dim house to the door 
of the laboratory; they entered the room in silence. ·It wore a quite new 
aspect to Hilary's eyes, and he looked round in wonder. All was pale; 
there was no incense burning, no lamps were lit; the colour had gone from 
the walls; a faint grey light through a skylight, which had always hitherto 
been curtained, dimly broke on the darkness of the room which still 
lurked deeply in the lower part But Hilary found enough light to see 
that the thing he so hated was not present; that lay figure which was to 
him always such a horror was gone. 

"Where is it?" he said after a moment, wondering at the sense of 
relief with which its absence filled him. 

H What ?-oh I the figure. Again you ask a question which I am 
compelled to answer. Well, I cannot use that power at present; I have 
again to win the right. II 

" How did you win the right before?" asked Hilary, fixing his eyes 
on her; a fierce desire to know this possessed him. 

Fleta started, turned towards him, and for a moment the proud 
imperiousness which ordinarily characterised her came over her form 
and her features. But in another moment it was gone. She stood 
before him, pale, gentle and sublime. 

" 1 will tell you," she said in a clear yet very low voice. "By taking 
your life." 

Hilary looked at her in complete perplexity and bewilderment 
" Do you not remember," she said, "that- forest, that new earth and sky, 

all so sweet and strong, that wealth of apricot blossom that came 
between us and the sky? All, Hilary, how fresh and vivid life was then, 
while we lived and loved and understood not that we did either I Was 
it not sweet? I loved you. Yes, I loved you-loved you." 

Her voice broke and trembled. Hilary's numbed heart suddenly 
sprang again to life. Never had her voice contained such tones of 
tenderness and passion before. 

"Oh, my dear, my Fleta, you love me still-now I" 
He sprang towards her, but she seemed to sweep him aside with one 

majestic action of her bare arm. 
" With that passion," she said, with a pale solemnity, " I can never love 

now. I have not forgotten entirely what such love is-no, Hilary, I 
have not forgotten-else how should I have found you again among the 
multitudes of the earth?" She held out her hand to him, and, as he 
clasped it, he felt it was soft and tender, that the warm life 
blood of a young creature responded to his touch. "I knew you by 
your dear eyes which once were so full of pure love for me that they 
were like stars in my life." 
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" What came between us?" asked Hilary. 
She looked strangely at him, drew her hand away, folded her cloak 

round her and then answered in one word: ' 
"Passion! " 
«I remember it now!" cried Hilary in sudden excitement. .. My 

God! I see your beautiful wild face before me, I see your lips as lovely 
as the soft blossom above us. Fleta, I loved. you as men love-I 
hungered for you-what harm lay in that?" 

"None," she answered, standing now motionless and statue-like, 
wrapped in her long, white cloak, seeming like a lovely ghost rather 
then a living woman. .. None-for men who care only to be men, to 
reproduce men, to be and to do nothing more than that I But I had 
another power within me, that seemed stronger than myself-a stirring 
of the dumb soul within. When that moment came, Hilary, then came 
the great decision, the fierce struggle between two souls hurled together 
out of the dimness of life, and finding light in the fever of love-yes, 
light I-the fire that is love makes it possible for men to live. It gives 
them hope, it animates them, it makes them believe in a future, it 
enables them to create men to fill that future . 

.. In those old days beneath those apricot blossoms, you and I, 
Hilary, were but children on this earth, new to its meaning, knowing 
nothing of its purpose. How could we guide ourselves? We were 
ignorant of the great power of sex, we were only at the beginning of its 
lesson. So it must be with all. They must go through with the lesson, 
they cannot guess it from the first! Nor could we. I did not know 
what I did, Hilary, my lover, when I took your life. Had I known I 
should only have been like a beast of prey. But I did not know. You 
asserted your power-you claimed me. I asserted mine-I conquered. 
I wanted power; and killing you as I did with that one emotion only 
stirring within me, I got what I longed for. Not at once-not till I had 
suffered patiently, not till I had struggled hard to understand myself 
and the force that was at work within me. And this for life after life, in
carnation after incarnation. You not only loved me but you were mine
I conquered you and used your life and love for my own ends-to add 
to my power, to actually create the life and strength I needed. By your 
life, by your strength, I became a magician, read by my insight the 
mysteries of alchemy and the buried secrets of power. Yes, Hilary, it is 
so. To you lowe mysel( I have become free from the common 
burdens of humanity, its passions, its personal desires, its weary 
repetitions of experiences till their edge grows blunted by long usage. 
I have seen the Egyptian and the Roman, men of the old superb 
civilisations, trying to reproduce their past pleasures, their past magnifi
cence to-day, in this modern life. It is useless, life after life full of 
selfishness and pleasure, ends in the weariness of living that kills men's 
souls and darkens their thought But you and I, Hilary, have escaped 
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from this dismal fate. I would not be content to live again as I had lived 
before, to use the life principle which lies in 'love, only for pleasure or the 
bringing of eidolons on to the earth. I determined to rise, to raise myself, 
to raise you, and out of our love perpetually to create something nobler 
than we ourselves. I have succeeded, Hilary, I have succeeded. We 
stand now before the gate of the first initiation. I tried to enter it and 
failed for want of strength-for want of strength, Hilary I I could not 
pluck my master's image utterly out of my soul-I looked for him to 
lean on-at least to find comfort in seeing that face I knew. Give me 
strength, Hilary I Be my comrade! Help me to enter and your 
strength shall come back to you a hundredfold. For your reward shall 
be that you too shall enter with me." 

She had changed from moment to moment as she spoke. She looked 
like an inspired priestess-like a Divine being. Now she stood like a 
flame with a strange appearance, as if her whole soul and self, spirit and 
body, rose upwards in adoration. The dawn had come; the first rays 
of the sun shot through the skylight and fell on her transfigured face 
and gleaming hair. 

Hilary looked at her as a worshipper might look at his idol. 
" I am yours," he said, "but I know not how to prove it" 
She held out her hand to him, and lowered her eyes from the light to 

which they had been raised until they met his. 
"We must discover the great secret together, Hilary. No longer may 

you give yourself to me without knowledge. Hitherto our lives have 
been but the lives of the blossom ; now we must be wise and enter the 
state when the fruit comes. We have to find out what that power is 
which the sun represents to us; to discover the pure creative power. 
But we have not strength yet, Hilary; alas! I dread and fear some
times. More strength means more sacrifice." 

She drew her cloak closer round her, the light faded from her eyes 
and face, and turning away she went and sat down on a couch which 
was back in the shadow. Hilary felt a profound sense of sadness, of 
sympathy, of sorrow, sweep over his being He followed her and sat 
down beside her. One pale hand lay on the couch, outside her cloak. 
He laid his upon it, and fell deep into thought Thus they sat, silent, 
breathing softly, for long hours, till the sun was high. But still, even 
then, the room was very dim and cool, and full of shadows. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

ON the next day, the same day rather, for they sat together in the 
laboratory till long after the sun was high, Hilary, to his own amaze
ment, found that he had an official post in the household of the young 
Queen which would keep him continually about her. Indeed, he had to 
pack up instantly on being informed of the fact, in order to follow 
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Fleta to her own dominions. How this had been effected none could 
tell-Hilary, least of all, for he saw immediately on presenting himself. 
in King Otto's presence that he was regarded by him with dislike and 
distrust. Before, Otto had scarcely noticed him. The present state of 
things was decidedly a change for the worse. However, Hilary had 
already perceived very clearly that to serve under Fleta was to serve 
under a hard master. And he had no longer any kind of choice. Life 
was inconceivable without her-without the pain caused by her difficult 
service. He had rather suffer that than enjoy any other kind of 
pleasure. And, indeed, pleasure, apart from Fleta, did not appear 
to him to exist. 

And yet he was still capable of doubting her. 
Fleta had chosen a companion of royal birth to tFavel with her; a 

young duchess who bore the same family name as Fleta herself. This girl 
had been reared in a nunnery, and then taken to court, where she took part 
in all the pageants and immediately found herself surrounded by suitors. 
She was not very pretty, and certainly not at all clever. To go with 
Fleta seemed to her delightful, as it would introduce her to a new court 
and a fresh series of suitors. I t struck Hilary as quite extraordinary 
that Fleta should choose this child as her companion-not that the 
Duchess was any younger than Fleta-indeed, they were almost of an 
age; but Fleta appeared to carry within her beautiful head the wisdom 
of centuries, while the Duchess was a mere school-girl trained in court 
etiquette. 

These three were to travel together in Fleta's own favourite travelling 
carriage. She simply refused to travel with her husband. When he 
addressed her on the subject, she merely replied: 

"You would weary me; and, moreover, I have work to do." 
And so they started; and as Hilary took his place, he thought of 

that strange drive when he and Fleta, and Father Amyot, had been the 
three. Recollecting this made him wonder what had become of Father 
Amyot; for the priest had not returned to his duties in the city. He 
asked Fleta, while the thought was in his mind, why Amyot was not 
with her now. 

" He is of no use to me," she answered coldly. 
The journey was a v'!ry long and a very weary one to Hilary; for 

the Duchess, finding no one else to flirt with, insisted upon flirting with 
him; while Fleta lay back in her comer of the carriage hour after hour, 
with her eyes closed. What was the work she had to do? Hilary, who 
had overheard her answer to the King, wondered very much. And yet, 
as he watched her intently he saw that her face changed. It grew darker, 
more inscrutable, more set in purpose. 

Late one evening, and when they were indeed travelling later than 
usual, hoping to reach their destination that same night, a curious thing 
happened. All day long Fleta had been silent, seemingly buried in 
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thought; but sometimes when Hilary was watching her he noticed her 
lips move as if in speech. He sat opposite her whenever he could; this 
was not always possible, as the young Duchess would talk to him, and 
the carriage being very large and roomy, he had"to change his position. 
and go nearer to her in order to carry on a conversation with any 
comfort. ' But as it grew dark the Duchess grew tired, and 
leaned back half asleep, for indeed they had had a long day's 
journey. 

Hilary withdrew himself to the comer opposite Fleta. It grew so 
dark he could no longer see her; they had a swinging-lamp in the roof 
of the carriage, but he did not want to light it unless Fleta wished it so ; 
and, indeed, he longed for the quiet and the darkness very much. It 
made him feel more alone with her, he could try to follow and sicze her 
thoughts then without the perpetual disturbance of the, little Duchess's 
quick eyes on him and her light voice in his ears. 

He sat still and thought of Fleta-Fleta herself in her glorious 
beauty-sitting there opposite him shrouded by the darkness. He could 
endure it no longer-the man rose up in him and asserted itself-he 
leaned forward and put his hand upon her. He had scarcely done so 
when the Duchess uttered a shrill cry. 

"My God I" she exclaimed, in a voice of horror, "who is in the 
carriage with us? " 

She flung herself across and knelt upon the floor between Hilary 
and Fleta; her terror was so great she did not know what she was 
doing. 

Hilary leaned across her and instantly discovered that she was 
right-that there was another man in the carriage besides himself. 

" Oh, kill him I kill him I" cried the little Duchess, in an agony of 
fear; .. he is a thief, a murderer, a robber I " . 

Hilary rose up and precipitated himself upon this person whom he 
could not see. A sense of self-defence, of defence of the women with him. 
seized him as we see it seize the animals. He discovered that this man 
had risen also. Blindly and furiously he attacked him, and with extra
ordinary strength. Hilary was young and full of vigour, but slight and 
not built like an athlete. Now, however, he seemed to be one. He 
found his adversary to be much larger and stronger than himself. 

A fearful struggle followed. The carriage drove on through unseen 
scenery as fast as possible; Fleta could have stopped it had she thrown 
the window down and cried out to the postilions. But Fleta remained 
motionless-she might have fainted, she was so still. The little Duchess 
simply cowered on the ground beside her, clinging to her motionless 
figure. This terrified girl had not the presence of mind to think of 
stopping the carriage, and so obtaining help. She was too horror-struck 
to do anything. And, indeed, it was horrible, for the swaying struggling 
forms sometimes were right upon the two women, sometimes at the 
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other side of the carriage; it was a deadly, horrible, ghastly struggle, 
all the more horrid for the silence. There were no cries, no exclama
tions, for indeed, so far as Hilary was concerned, he had no breath to 
spare for them. There were only gasps, and heavy breathings, and the 
terrible sound that comes from a man's throat when he is fighting for 
his life. How long this hideous battle lasted none could tell-Hilary 
had no idea of the passage of time. The savage in him had now come 
so entirely uppermost and drowned all other consciousness, that his one 
thought was he must kill-kill-kill-and at last it was done. There 
was a moment when his adversary was below him, when he could use 
his whole force upon him-and then came a gasp and an unearthly cry 
-and silence. 

Absolute silence for a little while. No one moved, ·no one stirred. 
The Duchess was petrified with horror. Hilary had sunk exhausted on 
the seat of the carriage-not only exhausted, but bewildered, for a host 
of other emotions besides savage fury began to rise within him. What 
-who-was this being he had destroyed? At that moment they were 
urged into a gallop, for they were entering the city gates. Hilary threw 
down the window next him with a crash. .. Lights, lights! "he cried out, 
"bring lights." The carriage stopped, and there was a crowd imme
diately at the windows, and the glare of torches fell into the carriage, 
making it bright as day. The little Duchess was crouched in the 
corner on the ground in a dead faint. Fleta sat up, strangely white, but 
calm. Nothing else was to be seen, alive or dead, save Hilary himself; 
and so horror-struck was he at this discovery that he turned and buried 
his face in the cushions of the carriage, and he never knew what 
happened-whether he wept, or laughed, or cursed-but some strange 
sound of his own voice he heard with his ears. 

There was a carriage full of servants behind Fleta's carriage; when 
hers stopped so suddenly they all got out and came quickly to the 
doors . 

.. The Duchess has fainted," said Fleta, rising so as to hide Hilary; 
" the journey has been too long. Is there a house near where she can 
lie still a little while, and come on later to the palace?" 

Immediately offers of help were made, and the servants and those 
who were glad to help them carried the poor little Duchess away . 

.. On to the palace! " cried Fleta, and shut the door and drew down 
the blinds. The postilion started the horses with all speed. 

Suddenly the blood in Hilary's body began to surge and burn. 
Was it Fleta·s arms that clung round him? Fleta's lips that printed 
warm, living kisses on his neck, his face, his hair? He turned and faced 
her . 

.. Tell me the truth," he said. "Are you a devil?" 

.. No," she answered, .. I am not. I want to find my way to the pure 
good that governs life. But there are devils about me, and you have 

30 
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killed one of them to-night. Hush, calm yourself; remember what 
we are in the eyes of the world. For we are at the palace door, and 
Otto is standing there to receive us." 

She stepped out, the young queen. 
Hilary followed her, stumbling, broken. He said he was ill, to tIlose 

who spoke to him ; and stood staring in wonder at the brilliant sight 
before him. 

CHAPTER XV. 

THE great hall of the palace was illuminated gloriously by huge dragons 
made of gold, placed high up on the walls; within these strange creatures 
were powerful lamps, which shed their light not only through the eyes 
and opened mouths, but from the gleaming claws. The whole place was 
filled with a blaze of light from them; and the dresses of the household 
assembled below seemed to Hilary another blaze of light, so gay were 
they. Yet this was only a domestic reception. It was late, and 
Otto had refused to allow any more general demonstration to take 
place that night. Yet Fleta, when she. threw off her travelling cloak 
and hood, might have been the centre of any pageant. She showed no 
trace of the weariness of travel, or even of the strange excitement she 
had passed through. She was pale, but her face was calm and wore its 
most haughty and unapproachable expression. Her dress of black lace 
hung about her slender form like clouds. Otto was filled with pride as 
he noted her superb dignity and beauty; with hatred, as he observed 
that her eyes never met his own, that she treated him with just the same 
civility as the steward, or any servant of the establishment. No one 
could notice this but himself and perhaps Hilary, supposing the latter 
to be capable of regarding anyone but Fleta herself; for she was too 
much a woman of the world, this mystic, this wild girl, to admit anyone 
even to the most evident of the secrets of her life. 

After a few moments passed among the little crowd assembled in the 
great hall, Fleta proposed to go to her own rooms for the night, and a 
stately little procession formed itself at once to conduct her there. But 
before going she beckoned to Hilary. 

II The Duchess must come to me to-night," she said. "I wish her to 
be in my own room. Send a carriage and servants to fetch her." 

How her eyes glittered! Had he ever seen them shine so vividly 
before? 

II Tell me one thing," he said hoarsely. "I believe you have taken to 
yourself that creature's life and very body that I killed lor you. Is it 
not true?" 

"You are shrewd," she said with a laugh. "Yes, it is true. My 
whole being is stronger for his death; I absorbed his vital power the 
instant you wrenched it from him." 
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" And he?" said Hilary, with wild eyes . 
.. Was one of those half-human, half-animal creatures that haunt men 

to their ill, and which fools call ghosts or demons. I have done him a 
service in taking his life into my own." 

Hilary shuddered violently. 
" You doubt me," said Fleta very quietly. "Y ou still doubt if it IS 

not I who am the devil. Be it so. I am indifferent to your opinion of 
me, Hilary; you cannot help loving and serving me. We were born 
under the same star: Now go an~ give orders about the Duchess." 

Under the same star! Those words had not come to his mind for a 
long while; yet how horribly true they were. For he, Hilary, it was 
who had actually done this dreadful deed and killed this unseen, un
known, unimaginable creature. Horror made him clutch his hands 
together as he though~ that he had touched this thing, more, had killed 
it hideously. Might it not have been some good thing striving to baffle 
Fleta? Ah, yes! he still doubted her. And yet to doubt her so com
pletely made the very earth to sink away from under his feet. He 
himself, his life, his all, were "given to her, be she good or evil! Stagger
ing and overpowered by the terrible thoughts that crushed his wearied 
brain, Hilary found his way to a supper-table; and too exhausted to 
think of anything else but recruiting his strength, sat down to drink 
wine-and to try to eat This latter seemed impossible, but the wine 
revived him; and presently he remembered that it was his business to 
look after the Duchess. 

By-and-bye she was carried into the palace; she could not yet stand, 
for she had only come out of one fainting fit to fall into another. 

And now came a strange and dreadful scene--one which only a few 
witnessed, Hilary as it happened being among those few, for he saw the 
Duchess taken to the suite of rooms Fleta occupied. In the corridor 
Fleta came out to them; she was still in her travelling-dress, and looked 
very quiet and even subdued. But at the sight of her the young 
Duchess screamed as if she saw some awful thing; she would not let 
Fleta touch her, she absolutely refused to enter her room. 

" But you must be with me," said Fleta in a low voice . 
.. I will not," answered the Duchess with a firm resolution which 

amazed everyone who knew her. She rose up' and walked unassisted 
along the corridor and down the great staircase; she met the young 
king coming up it; he had heard her shrill cries and came to see what 
was happening. 

&( What is the matter, little cousin?" seeing her tear-stained and 
agitated face . 

.. Fleta wants me to be in her room all night! I would not do it for 
all the world! She is a devil-she would kill me or make her lover: kill 
me, and then no one would ever hear of me or even find my body. No I 
No!" 
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And so she ran on, down the wide stairs, leaving Otto thunderstruck. 
He noticed that a number of persons were gathering on the landing 
and stairs, and so, with a stern and quiet face, he passed through the 
little throng, making no observation. He went down the corridor and 
straight into Fleta's room. Here he found her standing silent, dark, 
like a sombre statue. One other person was in the room-Hilary 
Estanol. He was in the most extraordinary state of agitation, pouring 
out words and accusations; some horror appeared to possess and blind 
him, for he took no notice of the king's entrance. Fleta did, however; 
she looked up at him and smiled-such a strange, sweet, subtle smile. 
Seldom, indeed, had Fleta given him a look like this. Otto's heart 
leaped within him, and he knew himself her slave. For he loved her 
increasingly with every passing moment; and she had but to tum her 
face on him softly to make the loving soul in him burn with ardour. 
But that burning was fiery indeed. He turned upon Hilary and stayed 
his words by a sudden sharp order: 

"Leave the room," he said. "And you had better go and see Doctor 
Brandener before you go to bed, for you are either in a fever or mad. 
Go at once." 

Hilary was in a condition in which an order given in such a tone took 
the place of the action of his own brain, and he mechanically obeyed it. 
This was the best possible thing that could have happened to him; for 
he was in fact in a high fever, and if he had not, without thinking about 
it, done as he was told and gone to the resident doctor of the palace, he 
would probably have wandered raving about all night As it was he 
was obliged to drink a strong sleeping draught, and was placed in his 
bed, where he fell at once into a sleep so profound it seemed like 
death. 

Hilary gone, Fleta closed the door behind him. 
" Do not let there be any struggle of wills between us to-night," said 

Fleta very softly. CI I warn you, I am much stronger than I was; I am 
very much stronger than you are, now. And you found before that you 
could not even come near enough to touch me. Let me r~st, and that 
quietly; I wish to retain my beauty, both for your sake and my 
own." 

Otto paused a few moments before he made any answer to this 
extraordinary speech. Then he spoke with difficulty; and as he did so 
raised his hand to brush away some great drops of sweat which had 
gathered on his forehead. 

"I know I am powerless against you to-night, Fleta," he said. " I 
cannot even move nearer to you. But be warned; I intend to probe the 
mystery of your being. I intend to conquer you at last. I will do it if 
J have to visit hell itself for the magic which shall be stronger than 
yours." 

(To be continued.) 
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TWILIGHT VISIONS . 
• 

PART I1.-rHE CRESCENT • 

.. TIle LoRD aJletznd 11./ old _1rI _. saying. • Yea. I .taw Iovtd III« Vlitll. 411 """'lasting 1tIw: 
~ 'IIIiIA Iwi"~.taw I drtnllll III«: "-JElL xxxi., 3-

.. IN life, in death. 0 Lord! abide with me!" 
Thou, Ruler o'er the Living Rosy Cross
Great Master Mason of the mortal frame~ 
Which is the temple of the Holy Ghost
Grand Power of all who through the secret sun 
Dost hold the soul in tenement of clay 
To guide it safely through the gloom of night 
Into the golden mom, when all things then 
In Light of Love-thine own Eternal Self
Shall truly stand revealed to those that strive 
In truth to know the Power which all mankind 
Shall worship in the Universal King. 

• • • • • 
My children! saith the living God of Love, 
Now" if with all your hearts ye truly seek," • 
Ye surely shall find me your King in Heaven, 
And finding me shall know yourselves to be 
Anointed Princes-Rulers of tJte Earth
The Powers of Light sent by me in the flesh, 
And named Michael! You are here to fight, 
To hurl down Satan to his black abyss, 
Where: ignorance and error, sin and crime, 
And hellish spirits dark for ever dwell 
With all who in the bonds of slavery 
Lead deathly lives as creatures of the world-
The wretched earth-worms of that bounden sphere, 
Which is the only Hell mankind can know 1 

• • • • • 
The night is now far spent, and in the sky 
From out a dark blue setting there hath shone 
In ages past, as now, full many a star 
Proclaiming to mankind the Light of Heaven, 
Each with its own peculiar brilliancy 
Illumining the minds of men with rays 
Which point to other realms beyond this world, 
And ever tell of one star differing 
In glory from its fellow star on high. 

• See DeuL iv. 
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What great and hidden meaning lieth here! 
Why are the stars above held forth to man 
As entities which tell of other states? 
The Stars of Heaven are never seen by man; 
As man, he cannot know that glorious light 
Sent forth-from States of Wisdom not in skies
Through brilliant rays which meet not mortal gaze, 
And are invisible save to the one 
Who-seeing through perception-contacts light, 
That Light of ancient days, since passed away 
Into the sombre gloom of deepest night; 
Because in ignorance and selfishness 
Man willed to dwell in darkness on this earth. 
And now behold the fallen Lucifer !-
Thou Morning Star of Truth-again arise
To touch with thy bright rays the mind of man 
And open to his gaze the Light of Love, 
Reflected in the silv'ry Crescent now 
About to crown the Living Cross of Truth. 

• • • • • 
Shine forth, fair Luna i Man hath waited long 
For thee-O bringer of the Golden Light. 
Surmount the Cross-thou Goddess of the Gods
Which suff'ring mortals here in agony 
Have borne along, desiring of their King-
Of whom thou art-those better things on earth, 
Which He hath promised them in days of old, 
Shall take the place of former things to pass
With mourning, weeping, bitterness, and death
Away for ever, as the first-born states 
Of Heaven and earth and sea no more to be. * 

*, • • • • 
Fair Keeper of the rays shed by the Sun! 
Whilst feeble mortals now deny thy power, 
We of the morn declare thee as thou art i 
The mediate force to govern all mankind, 
The force of love which mortals cannot know. 
For that man holds as love;is passion foul: 
It hath transformed the earth into a hell, 
And none save thou can mediately stand 
To rid the earth-by Truth who comes from thee
From that curs'd tyrant in the world or hell, 
The devil-Satan-he that doth deceive, 
Accuser of our brethren, soon to be 

* See Rev. xxi. 
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Bound hand and foot in heaven, then cast to earth, 
When angels dark and all who fight for him 
Shall fall with him through Michael's power and might.· 

• • • • • 
The grandest vision seen in heaven from earth 
Has burst upon the wond'ring mind of man, 
For woman has appear'd with Sun array'd
She stands on Luna, o'er her holy brow 
A coronet of twelve bright golden stars : 
She crieth out and travaileth in pain 
To be delivered of the Child of Truth, 
Which is, in love, to rule mankind as one, 
The one great body in the Spirit CHRIST t 
Who cometh now a second time to man 
Through her who clothes him with a mortal form, 
Our Holy Mother in the Living God. 
And yet about the woman, as of old, 
Damned Satan's lurks, with seven diadems-
The dragon stands as knowledge of the World, 
Which would devour the holy child of God 
But so-called knowledge is not ever true, 
Frail mortals know not that the states of Heaven 
Permit below themselves the states of HeH 
To be-that mortals there may feel the Truth
The everlasting fire, consuming Self
Destroying all the former things in man 
Through fiery sufferings induced by self, 
Through freedom granted by a Loving God. 
The Universal King in love ordains 
That man shall ever reap the crop he sows, 
And so the Woman clothed with the Sun, 
Who sows the seed of love amongst mankind, 
Shall reap the fruits of love in Heaven-her home
Where happiness and peace eternal reign, 
Wherein the dragon hath no place-no power. 
All haill thou glorious Bride, in Light array'd, 
0, woman, clothed with the Bridegroom's Power.t 

• See Rev. xii. 
t i.e., The invisible, univezsal, and eternal principle which mortals can only conceive of as the sum 

tocal of the combined spirits of Truth, Love, and Wisdom, when manifested in that .. Son or Man," 
or HUIllANITY, which is also the .. Son or God," collectively and individually. 

: In the KabaIa, the Bride of the .. Heavenly Man," Tetragrammalon, Is Malkuth-the founda
tioa or kingdom. It is our earth, which, when I'rgtnerated and purified (as matter), will he united to 
her bridegroom (Spirit). But in Esotericism there are two aspects of the LOGOS, or the .. Father
Son," which latter becomes his own father; one is the UNMANIFESTED Eternal, the other the 
manifested and periodical LOGOS. The" Bride" of the former is the universe as nature in the 
abstract. She is also his .. MOTHER"; who, .. clothed with the bridegroom's power .. gives birth to 
the manifested universe (the second logos) through her own inherent, mystic power, ~d is therriore 
the IlDIIIIU:UIate Mother; .. the WOmaD clothed with the sun, and travailing" in chiki birth, U; 
Rcftla&ioD. cb. xii.-ED. 
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Arise and shine I The time is now at hand 
To change this earth into a heaven bright, 
This hell into a paradise of Saints; 
Through thee alone can mortals rise from earth 
To soar into Eternity-God's Peace; 
Through thee alone can man perceive the light
The Sun of Wisdom: which shall soon appear 
Acknowledged King supreme of all that is, 
Which He hath made in love for all mankind. 
Woman I behold a groaning world awaits 
The crushing of the Serpent's power through thee ; 
Look on the fairest cities of this globe, 
In misery the love-starved of the earth 
Now walk the streets; whilst degradation vile 
Confronts them in their daily-hourly lives, 
Because mankind will sell itself for gold 
To one, who is the prince of hell; he rules 
The States of falsehood in this mortal world 
Wherein the moaning of tormented souls 
Appeals to God t in mortal agony 
To ease the burdens of their earthly lives 
By teaching them of thee, 0 Queen of Heaven I 

• • • • • 
Woman, behold the sighing, wretchedness, 
Depravity, disease and death on earth I 
Pure life has left these mortals who transgress 
The laws of God by being of the world; 
They know not happiness and peace and thee. 
Thou art of nations all, the Saving Health. 
Stretch forth thine hands and save, 0 Queen of Heaven! 

• • • • • 
Woman I behold the man of war exists 
Whose work it is to shed the blood of him 
Who truly is a portion of thyself; 
Nay more, thine ALL, within this weary state; 
The Father of thy loved ones in the flesh I 
How long wilt thou permit ungodly strife 
To keep thee from thy lawful throne on earth, 
The one great Empire that shall bow to thee, 
That thou alone can'st rule, Queen of the South? • 

* See Psalm beedv., II. 

t i.e. The Universal Spirit in whom all things exist and have being. That Eternal Principle which 
fi11s all Space and Tune, and is SPACE and Tune (in its abstract sense, as otherwise it would be lUI 
IJI~ God), and is perfect in perfection. . 

: See Matt. xii., 43. 
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0, Bride of Heaven, thou knowest well that He
The Son of Man-thy bridegroom-came to save, 
Not to destroy, the lives of men on earth 1-

• - • • • 
Great Spirit Love 1 Bright Queen of Highest Heaven, 
Send forth thy potent force, and let it fire 
The hearts of all within this little sphere ; 
Show worldly rulers in their sinful states 
That thou alone art Queen of all Mankind; 
And in these petty princes of the earth 
Destroy, we pray thee, all the mortal lusts 
Of self, of gold, and praise, and feeble power, 
Implanted in their natures by the one 
Who rules them with their subjects in this hell 
Created by themselves through ignorance 
Of thee, 0, Spirit Love, Blest Queen' of Heaven I 

WM. C. ELDON SERJEANT. 
London, 28th January, 1888. 

EDITORS' NOTE. 

THIS second part of the three which form the bulk of the poem called "Twilight 
Visions" by their author-from a purely Kabalistic standpoint of universal symbolical 
Esotericism, is most suggestive. Its literary value is apparent. But literary form in 
occultism counts for nothing in such mystic writing if its spirit is sectarian-if the 
symbolism fails in universal application or lacks correctness. In this, Part 11., how
ever (of the third to come we can yet say nothing), the Christian-Judrean names may 
be altered and replaced by their Sanskrit or Egyptian equivalents, and the ideas will 
remain the same. It seems written in the universal" mystery-language," and may be 
readily understood by an occultist, of whatever school or nationality. Nor will any true 
mystic, versed in that international tongue, whose origin is lost in the dark night of 
pre-historic ages, fail to recognise a true Brother, who has adopted the phraseology of 
the Initiates of the ancient Juda:an Tanaim-Daniel and St. John of the Apocalypse 
-and partially that of th~ Christian Gnostics, only to be the more readily understood 
by the profane of Christian lands. Yet the author means precisely the same thing 
that would be in the mind of any Brahminical or Buddhist Initiate, who, while 
deploring the present degenerated state of .things, would place all his hope in the 
transient character of even the Kali Y"ga, and trust in the speedy coming of the 
Kalki Avatar. We say again, the divine Science and Wisdom-T.uosopAia-is uni
versal and common property, and the same under every sky. It is the physical type 
and the outward appearance in the dress, that make of one individual a Chinaman 
and of another a European, and of a third a red-skinned American. The inner man is 
one, and all are " Sons of God" by birth-right. 

The editors regret that, by an over-sight, the sub-title, " The Cross," that headed 
Part I. of "Twilight Visions," published in our January number, should have been 
omitted. 

• Luke Ix.. s6. 
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THE WHITE MONK. 
By the Author of "A Professor of Alchemy." 

(Continued. ) 

"il.4fiARGARET had been in grief so sad and potent since her 
~ brother's death, that it at last brought her into a fever, from 

which, with difficulty, she recovered, and which kept her long 
to her chamber. 

" During this time the monk roamed like a restless spirit, seeming to 
seek her, and despairing becauie h~ found her not. Giles Hughson even 
went so far as to suspect he was no true priest at all, until he had seen 
his tonsure. Even then he was drawn into most sacrilegious surmises 
by what he beheld some few nights after. 

"Having some work to do in Castle Troyes garden,he noted the White 
Monk, his lodger, glide noiselessly through the grounds, hidden behind 
the thick black walls of yew, and pause under the casement of Mistress 
Margaret and stand there listening intently for a certain space. At last, 
with a gesture of despair, he slung himself with infinite agile stillness up 
some feet of the ivy that covered the wall, from which insecure footing he 
did long and earnestly search if he might see her shadow cross the room. 
Giles, the gardener, swore afterwards that the sight of that priest, with 
his cowl fallen back from his dark face, and that look of straining, 
terrified attention had in it something so partaking of the unearthly, that 
for the life of him he dared not accost the daring intruder. 'Time 
enough if there were need,' he excused himself afterwards, 'but Castle 
Troyes is ever well enow defended, and at that time there must have 
been enough of inmates watching over Margaret, the beautiful, to win 
her back to life.' 

" The horrible recklessnes~ of an act such as this, with the carbines of 
a round thirty men within a few yards of him, made the monk seem to 
Giles a creature of charmed life, who may not be addressed as 
ordinary mortals. 

"But the White Monk saw his discoverer when he descended and 
glided away again, scared by some noise made by Margaret's attendants. 
And thus there occurred a tragedy, which you shall learn as far as it was 
ever known. 

"Now Giles Hughson had a young son affiicted with total dumbness, 
but whom Mistress Margaret de Troyes had taught to write; and it is 
through this scholarship of his that we come to know as much as we do 
of what really happened. The White Monk appeared fond of this boy, 
possibly because he had seen Margaret kiss him. Thus the lad had 
greater access to the monk's small attic than any other; and this is the 
tale he tells of the night aiter Giles had espied his lodger clinging to the 
wall of Castle T royes. 

ogle 
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"The boy had noiselessly, so as not to disturb the often musings of 
the solitary one, stepped up the attic stairs to fetch some trifle he wanted 
of the monk. Pausing timidly at the door, he beheld the familiar white
clad figure, with an air of terrible malignity, mixing some powder of a 
greenish colour, which, at the sight of the intruder, he hastily laid aside, 
thinking it had not been seen . 

.. But the lad" was unnerved by the expression he had caught on the 
monk's face, and he forgot not so lightly . 

.. At the frugal supper, that very night, he observed the monk ate even 
less than was his wont, and of one dish only, the which he also pressed 
upon the young lad by his side, seeming to wish to keep the others from 
him. The others of the family, Giles Hughson and his dame, did eat as 
usual, and were both found dead on the morrow. 

"The monk strove to comfort the poor boy by every means in his 
power, but it was all of no avail. The lad seized a moment, fled into 
the wood, and there wrote down all that he had seen and suspected, with 
which account he presently did seek the justices. These caused proper 
inquiry into the manner of the deaths of the workman and his wife to be 
made, and, finding they had died of potent poison, instituted careful 
search for the person of the White Monk, who had vanished from the 
cottage . 

.. At length they found him, in a strange state for one of his way of 
living. Into the wood had he gone, but not so far as that he could hide 
him. He had stopped beside a little brook, where he had sat when first 
he saw fair Margaret, the sister of his victims. There, even there, was 
he found, in so deep contemplation that he never heard his pursuers' 
footsteps. He had made a cross of two elder branches (folk about us 
say that the elder-wood formed the Cross whereon Christ died), and 
having set it on the summit of a bank, was deep in prayer, as it seemed, 
before it. 

.. One of his Italian repentances, I doubt not. 

.. He seemed in sore distress of mind, and lost to all thought of his 
surroundings. 

" So they took him; the foreign wild beast, tracked at last. But not 
without trouble for he fought like the panther he was. Escaping 
lissomely from their hands at the moment when they would have bound 
him, the ex-bravo snatched a genuine stiletto from the folds of his 
monastic frock and stabbed one man to death, laughing coarsely at the 
stupid astonishment of the harquebusiers to see this weapon in so 
unseemly a hand . 

.. He had no chance, being taken thus unawares, and exhaustion came 
upon him; so, with tremours, the officers of justice held him fast. 
Before the first cord was fastened round his struggling wrists, he fell back, 
rigid, in their arms; sighed once or twice, smiled bitterly to himself at 
theit consternation, and flung his head back, dead. 
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.. A small quantity of a green powder was found on him (a large dose. 
1 ween, had killed so hardy a villain I), and by comparing the signs of 
death with those of Giles Hughson and his wife, they saw he had 
poisoned himself some time within the last five hours. Whether he had 
seen Margaret again, and by seeing her upon the earth, had come to 
know himself too bad for it; or whether the weariness attendant upon 
sins so heavy had worn him out at last, remains a mystery. The leeches 
said a man so wasted and wan as this could scarce, in the way of Nature, 
have lived many years longer; but I question this, and so did the men 
who had so great trouble to hold him I 

.. News travelled slowly in those days from Italy to England, and it 
was not until very shortly after the White Monk's death that our town 
learnt it had harboured Pietro Rinucci, the slayer of the two good 
brothers, Ambrose and Gilbert de Troyes. No one ever told Mistress 
Margaret that she had spoken with such a man. And now the beautiful 
maiden rose from her bed, and asked for her mostly costly gowns, of 
amber, blue and rosy colours; and went amongst her friends brightly, 
wreathed with pearls and radiant in smiles. She was thought to have 
recovered, though she looked ethereal as a daisy or white cloud; but 
she said and averred that she was dying, and that her brother Ambrose 
had appeared to her in a vision, bidding her make all speed to do what 
remained to her upon the earth and be soon ready, when he should come 
behind the angels to fetch her hence. Her kinsfolk thought she 
wandered in her mind. She asked for the man who had wooed her, 
and held long speech with him, very merrily, and yet with tears; 
beseeching him to pause e'er he rashly threw away his life on this earth, 
since we know not in the beginning, whither our pleasant sins may carry 
us, and when we have no enjoyment of them, save by memory, what 
are they to us ? The instruments of our present ruin . 

.. , All this,' said the lovely Margaret with a smile, 'hath right off, my 
Lord, been heard, by you and others; but from a lady's lips (and that 
lady who is even now bent to consider the past failings of her own life, 
soon to be taken from her) it hath been made evident to me, these poor 
oft-repeated words shall have some power. God bless you, my Lord
farewell.' 

.. The gentleman came out from her boudoir exceeding sobered, and 
essaying as he might to conceal his tears . 

.. The words of this dying angel-for so indeed she seemed-he vowed 
should be as a challenge to him frpm God to purify his ways. And 
indeed from that day the gentleman made such progress in godliness as 
can be made by one of his complexion. 

" And now a strange and terrible portent was observed. 
"Those who watched by the Lady Margaret, began to see a vision, 

and of that most dreaded being, the White Monk I 
" Night or day, it mattered not; with a chill like to that of Death 
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itself, the horrified watchers knew the presence of the phantom. 
In the dark comers of the room would shape themselves dimly the 
features of the murderer, Rinucci, and his monastic gown, so glaring 
white in its dimness through the dark that the eye could not search it, 
and gone, ever gone, if some bold spirit neared the spot where he had 
thought he saw it. 

No one said aught of this to the Lady. Margaret, in fear to fright 
her; and she alone, 'of all who watched, did never see nor feel the 
constant presence. It seemed sometimes as though the phantom 
yearned to make itself visible to her kind, half-divine eyes, but her 
thoughts were too high-set for it to be given her to see a sight so 
horrible. 

"She was much upheld by visions then-her contemplative soul 
shaped to itself many fair sights and sounds that others knew not. 
Sitting by the open casement in her sun-coloured gown, with white 
arms, pearl encircled, leaning out, and her smile ever brighter as she 
murmured to herself, she would stretch far over the lattice and grasp 
at rosy clouds, which she said floated past her in the peopled air. She 
would reply, still leaning out and smiling, to what she vowed was said 
to her by wandering happy spirits. And all this while, behind her, 
there would stand the White Mystery, with slight hand lifting 
the cowl from a face whose eyes were as deep as death and more 
despairing. 

" Small marvel that the murderer's ghost should cling to our saint 
while she yet lived on earth I He may have known that, once dead, 
restored to Heaven, she would thenceforth move in worlds where such 
as he should never have the force to breathe. 

" And in her due hour she died; and after that for a space no one saw 
aught of the dread ghost His spirit, drawn by some power to enter 
our house, wherein was held all he knew of goodness, had now no 
further business there, for a while. His loathed name, fraught with 
horror to your ancestors' home, was now never spoken.. It was thought, 
doubtless, that since Margaret de Troyes-the innocent avenger-had 
unWittingly caused the murderer's death, the house he had so deeply 
injured was for ever free from his godless presence. And, indeed, for 
a while, the chronicles are silent respecting him. The next two genera
tions were happy, and no great misfortune blasted the house. But in 
the third generation there were harsh feuds in the city, and much 
bloodshed, and several of your name came to violent and sometimes 
mysterious ends. Then it was that there arose a searching into past 
traditions to discover the secret of a certain white spectre said to appear 
about the castle previous to each calamity. Not all saw it; but still it 
grew known, and it bore a marked resemblance to an ancient portrait
hung up for curiosity's sake-of Pietro Rinucci. 

" Well, young master, I myself served your grandfather, and I myself 
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can bear witness to the presence of the White Monk's ghost on one of 
the shrewd moments of the family destinies. Wilt hear it? So your 
father was then a stalwart young man, away at the wars in Spain. 
Your uncles, two blithe young gallants, were at home at the time I 
speak of, and there was some merry-making toward in the castle. 
Myself was seeing to the torches in the garden, when I chanced to see 
your uncle, Geoffrey de Troyes, come hastily into the yew-walk with his 
rapier drawn, followed by another youth whom I knew well, his rival, 
and in some sort, his enemy . 

.. As the guests danced within, these nobles fought without. A man 
dared not have interposed; it was matter of life and death to them, and 
they were there to prove it. 

" I was glad, as I stood on the further side the hedge, to mark the 
vigour and the skill of our Geoffrey. Methought the vantage was with 
him, and with my whole heart I hated his opponent, the cold, selfish 
ErnIe Deane, and wished him to succumb. 

" And so, by mine honour, he should have done, for my boy was the 
pride of us all for swordsmanship; but it was not to be . 

.. Geoffrey de Troyes never suffered more from his mortal wound than 
I did in my heart and my pride, as I led him, bleeding piteously 
to this very stable-room, where he sank on the hay and said he must 
die . 

.. , Look to it,' groaned the poor young noble, as he lay dying, 'that 
Mistress Beatrice Savile has this token from me-my gold chain
warn her from me when I am dead, that she wed not ErnIe Deane-he 
is bad to the core, and she is too good to mend him. Oh! but for that 
hateful vision!' 

" , What vision, a God's name? ' I cried . 
.. And he told me trembling-he who had never trembled of his whole _ 

life I-that even at the moment when he had thought to subdue his 
enemy-even as he raised his sword to strike home to a worthless heart 
-even then had his arm fallen paralysed and a frightful shiver quite 
unmanned him at the sight of a poor monk in white, who stood some 
yards away, and raised his cowl with a thin white hand, and fixed 
unearthly eyes upon him with a steadfast look that drew the soul away 
from the deadliest earthly peril. 

" , And so I fell! ' cried the shamed noble, crimsoning though the pallor 
of exhaustion. 'I-a practised hand, a not unworthy courage-a De 
Troyes! I fell-for this I-and so would any man have fallen,' he 
defiantly ended, 'for 'twas a devil-'twas Pietro Rinucci himself, who 
came from hell to lure me from my hopes of earthly happiness. 0, life I 
0, Beatrice I' 

" And I nursed him and wept over him like any woman, whilst one 
young, bright life more departed, 

"In truth, young master," ended honest Ralph, "the noble Geoffrey 
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may have been deceived, and fancied this; but, you shall pardon me, I 
would rather think that" armies of devils nightly march these grounds 
than that one De Troyes was ever seen to quail, save under magic! 
Thus it is that I, and that many of us yet believe in the spectre of Pietro 
Rinucci, • the White Monk.' " 

Oh these faithful servitors, they would die for us children of the 
house, I believe, and yet they have ever this curious bent to terrify 
the childish minds. I know not when it was precisely that I thus first 
heard the White Monk's story, but this I know, I was young enough to 
sit with my clenched fistlets supporting my chin, and my eyes and 
mouth very wide open . 

.. And was he always in wkite, that fearful man?" I asked, some
where toward the middle of the story. .. Always ill wkite ?" I know 
not why, but this detail struck my child's phantasy more powerfully 
than all the rest; tkis was awful, this was the pith of the whole matter, 
and from that moment I sat trembling, and drinking in the history 
with reluctant suspense, until it became the bane of my life for a term 
of years. 

For hours I lay shuddering ofttimes in my bed, dreading with my 
body and my soul lest the Monk should appear to me ! And never had 
I courage to speak of this to anyone of the many loving house mates who 
would so promptly have put an end to my fears by leaving me no more 
alone at night. There is a keen, hard honour for children to maintain, 
and to them the confession of nocturnal terror is as flight to the soldier. 
So, as the banquet sped its course below, I shuddered lonely in my bed 
in the oaken room, often weeping angrily amidst my fears pecause I 
alone, the only son of the house, was the only soul in it left 
desolate. 

A little later I was comforted in some sort by my baby sister 
Margaret, who was put to sleep in an adjacent cot, and being too tiny 
for Fear to reach, would sleep secure, all gold and white in the 
dusky gleam of our rushlight-the one oasis of hope throughout the 
terrible oaken room. Yet she in her tum, became a source of fear to 
me. Should the Monk appear, and should the dire extremity cause me 
to shriek, what would become of Marguerite? She would die of sudden 
terror. Worse-if he should stand by her bedside, raising his cowl off 
the awful face, and her blue eyes should open at that instant? How 
should I protect her? 

But before I wander further, I must begin straight and tell how we 
lived, and where, and to what end. 

PERCY ROSs. 

( To be continued.) 
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AN AUTO -HYPNOTIC RHAPSODY, 
" WAm all desi,es that dwell in the heart ~ease, lAm Ike tII(),lal "e~ol1US immorlal, aIIIl 

o"lains B,alrman, 
Wken all Ike felters of Ike kea,t here on earth are ",oRen l 
WAm all Ileal "inti us 10 this life is undone, tken Ike tll()l'lal "e~omes immorlal-lure 

my Ie~"ing ends." 
-KATHA UPANISHAD. 

I (A TMAN) have crossed the sea-I have reached the other shore
I have triumphed over gravitation, my soul is in the sun-currents, 
moving sunwards with the sun. 

Where the currents are bearing me to I scarcely know, but yet some
thing has been revealed. 

I died the mystical death, I was received by the Dawn-Maidens-the 
bright ones of the eternal twilights, the two bright U shas, Ahana and 
Antigone, Isis, and Nephtys of Aanru.-

The Ahana-Aurora of Eternity laid me asleep on her bosom, giving 
me amrilat to drink, as Hebe gave to Herakles, and then I at once knew 
that I (Atman) was immortal; the Mask of Personality had fallen to 
earth, the Atma was revealed - my true SELF - I knew my name, 
and found myself soaring sun wards. Then the Voice of that DAWN 
said, " I give you the • Amrita ' of the cessation of deaths," and her lips 
burning with sun-ardours, kissed my forehead, and said, "I bring you to 
the sun; when blind--on earth, that Sanskara of sorrow-you fancied 
your sun was nothing but a great centre of physical force -light 
and heat, and their equivalents; but it was Maya, the Earth-Queen of 
illusions, who thus deceived your earth eyes. Look now, and you can 
see nothing but a vast group of mighty spirit-wills clustered round a 
yet mightier Spirit centre, drawing from thence inspiration, and ever
radiating sun effiuxes, for the good and advancement of those unhappy 
lower wills yet sunk in the earth. What you called light was intelligence, 
and heat was-love. Did not Kore suggest this to you, 0 my weak child, 
for she, too, was one of the U shas, a Maiden of the Dawn, kindling your 
soul to love? " 

I was silent to this question, for a dread sorrow clung to me. 
"Though" (began again the Voice) .. the sun-souls attract the earth

souls, the lost ones, for a while, to bring them up to themselves by the 
path that leads to Nirvana,t 'where there is no sorrow'; yet the sun-

* AtulroM is the celestial field where the defunct's soul received wheat and com, growing therein 
sewn e,,6its "il". {See" Book of the Dead," 124 ~I seq. )-Eo. 

t Amrila (immortal) applied to the Soma juice, and called the " Water of Life." -ED. 
t This is a doctrine of the Visishtadwaita sect of the Vedantins. The Ii"a (spiritual life principle, 

the living Monad) of one who attained Moksha or Nirvana, "breaks through the Brahmarandra and 
goes to Su".amandala (the reJion of the sun) through the Solar rays. Then it goes, through a dark 
spot in the Sun, to Paramapeda to which it is directed by the Supreme Wisdom acquired by Yo.,a. 
and helped thereinto by the Devas (gods) called Archis, the" Flames," or Fiery Angels, answenng 
to the Christian archangels.-Eo. 
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groups of Spirits are themselves attracted by a grander centre of force, 
and the Sun, with his planet-children, are speeding in a mighty orbit 
round a far mightier Soul-centre-the lost Pleiad-lost on earth to be 
found in Heaven. Dost thou not hear the solemn music of that tempest 
flight? " And then she touched my ears, and I heard the myriad
voiced song of the blessed ones as they passed on rejoicing, and the 
Voice continued: "That lost Pleiad,· the dove-woman, the 'Woman 
Clothed with the Sun,' who, as Jeremiah prophesied, should 'compass 
man,' is that eternal womanhood which attracts all men." And the 
chorus of the psalm I heard them sing, as they passed on Pleiad-ward, 
was " Freedom and Love-Love in Bi-unity. The Two in One foretold 
has come even to earth." And the souls in that Pleiad-world are 
infinite in number as the sands of the seas of countless worlds, elective 
affinities attract like to like, forming celestial choirs, each member of 
which breathes the akasian air synchronously with the other, and what you 
call in your earth-symbol-language their" hearts," beat and throb in 
unison together as one heart, and thus become coalesced in, and by, 
love. 

" Listen, 0 my child, to the music of their breathing," and I said, " Is 
Kore there? " Then I heard voices in Heaven, and I began to breathe 
the interior akasa breath synchronously with her-our breaths became 
one, I was mingled with, and melted in her; and 10 I a great mystery I 
that Dawn-maiden changed to Kore, and Kore gave me the am rita of 
the Pleiad, and I knew that our biune love was immortal. 

I have passed over the deep waters, I am free, I have infinite peace 
and infinite joy, at rest for ever. 

Have I not, like Herakles, slept on the bosom of AtMne, breathing 
the wisdom of her breaths? I, too, breathe internally akasian love
breaths, I live in the love-choirs of the Pleiad Sun, I am in the true 
Nirvana, where there is no sorrow and no desire, for desire is lost in an 
ever-abiding and eternal fruition. The Lotus has bloomed in the 
Sun-fire,- and my soul is newborn in the pure white calyx, and floats 
down the golden waters that wash the eternal shores. I have found the 
"Path," "suffering, and the cause of suffering" (separation from the 
loved one) have been seen, and have passed away, whilst we ever rise 
and pass onwards by the star-paths. I am no more blind, but, like 
Orion of old, gazing eastwards on that rising sun, the red flush of whose 
dawn is ever blushing in our central souls. I have received my sight. 
-OM ..... 

A.J. C. 
Lucerne. 

Since writing the foregoing, A. J. C. has met with the following note 
contained in Mr. Edwin Arnold's interesting essay, "Death and After

• ViM Legend of Jyoti5bka. mentioned in .. Life of Buddha from the Bkab-Hgyur." 

'31 
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wards," which throws light on the views in said Rhapsody: « That which 
safely bears our • solid world' in the gulfs of space is no base or 
basis, no moveless central rock, but Ik"obbing- me"g-us in complex and 
manifold action, in SWitlg- and wave and Ik"ill " whirling us onward in 
mightyJ sweeps of three-fold rythm to wkick ou" kea"ls are sel. So 
therefore not solidity of base in fixity of status is our supreme and vital 
need, but moving powe" beyond ou" ken or Se1lses " known to us in 
ene"g-ising- action, and working through blue • void' i impelling us in rings 
of spiral orbit round a moving sun in which we are dependent." 

The same book c~ntains Walt Whitman's beautiful and striking 
poem on Death, in which the poet says: 

.. Have none chanted for thee a chant of fullest welcome?" 

Yes, one other, the writer of the foregoing Rhapsody, has attempted a 
song in praise of Death the deliverer, and the Italian poet, Leopardi, 
stated in beautiful verse years ago that the world had two good things 
in it-Love and Death. 

. .. Due belle cose ho il mondo 
L'amor e la Morte" . • . 

• 
OUR OTHER HALF. 

WHEN our ancient brethren, the Kabalists, Jewish as well as Oriental, 
taught that the divine monad, starting on its long journey from the bosom 
of the Infinite One was divided into halves, they had a double meaning. 
one exoteric, the other esoteric. The exoteric one, being that the two 
halves, swept through cycles upon cycles of time, in search of each 
other i and, that, when they finally met, in a perfect union, or marriage. 
the two halves became one on earth, and after death, united again. 
The true explanation, however, the esoteric one, is, that each and every 
one of us, contains within himself, both the halves: the feminine 
predominating through some incarnations, the masculine through others. 
I t adds that, when we evolute into the perfect being, the Adept, the 
Mahatma, both principles are in perfect harmony. Or, as the Kabalists 
have recorded it, harmony is in equilibrium, and equilibrium exists by the 
analogy of contraries. How often we discern in the most masculine of 
men, distinct feminine traits of character, and 'llice 'llerSa, in the gentlest 
of the fair sex, discover masculine traits. 

The Jewish Kabbalists represented these two principles in the letters 
forming their Ineffable Name. Its first three characters mean Eve, or 
Eva, or Ha.yah mn or woman, or by another reading it means mother, 
and is, in fact, the proper name as given in Genesis for Eve, " the mother 
of all living." Adding the character ~ Y odh or Yah, the male, the 
number one, the masculine, we have Jehovah, or Jah-eve, or being as 
male-female, the perfect number-10, symbolised by the Sephirothal 
Adam Kadmon. 

A few evenings ago, while pondering on this subject, in a room devoted 
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to occult research, where an Eastern incense burning with a ruddy glow 
on the triangular-shaped altar, sent i~ refreshing fragrance through the 
apartment, my outer senses were lulled, and the inner ones came into 
play, and r became conscious of my other" half." I saw standing before 
me, a being, whom I had hitherto considered as my guardian angel 
stretching out her hands to me, and saying-It my beloved one, know thy
self." 

The fire on the altar burnt low. The north-east wind, which had been 
blowing in furious gusts outside, lashing the bosom of the lake into 
white foam, died away, sounding like some far distant choral chant An 
unearthly silence ensued, and seemed to pervade the infinitudes of space. 
A thousand voices spoke to me, saying, " Man, know thyself." Shadowy, 
ghostly forms filled the apartment One, more distinct than the rest, 
tall in form, clad in a long flowing garment of pure white, the long black 
hair falling in curly locks over his shoulders, the silky beard reaching to 
his waist, the light of centuries of centuries gleaming forth from his dark 
eyes~xtended his right hand toward me. A thrill of unutterable 
delight passed through my being. Slowly I emerged from my earthly 
casket, looked for an instant at its sleeping form, then felt irresistibly 
drawn to the fair being, who still stood with outstretched hands, and 
seemed to lose myself in her. The twain had become one. The mystic 
union had taken place. For a few brief moments I realized the possi
bilities of jndnayoga, the wisdom-power of the adepts. Space was 
annihilated. I could see systems upon systems of worlds, galaxies of 
stars, suns and systems of suns, whirling through space. I thought of 
some distant place, and I was there. Complex problems solved 
themselves quite naturally: I had become all THOUGHT ..... 

The extended hand of the tall for:m flashed before my eyes, and I 
became unconscious. When I awoke, I found lying on the altar a full
blown white rose. The north-east wind was again roaring in fierce 
gusts, the fire. on the altar had died out The mirrors had draped 
themselves with their curtains of black. The two interlaced triangles 
had merged into a circle, of pure gold in colour. Once more I took 
upon myself my objective life. But I had solved the problem which 
has taken me seven years to solve. I was content .•..• 

"BERTRAND STONEX," F.T.S. 
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THE THREE DESIRES. 

THE first three of the numbered rules of" Light on the Path" must 
appear somewhat of an unequal character to bracket together. 
The sense in which they follow each other is purely spiritual. 

Ambition is the highest point of personal activity reached by the mind, 
and there is something noble in it, even to an Occultist. Having con
quered the desire to stand above his fellows, the restless aspirant, in 
seeking what his personal desires are, finds the thirst for life stand next 
in his way. For all that are ordinarily classed as desires have long since 
been subjugated, passed by, or forgotten, before this pitched battle of the 
soul is begun. The desire for life is entirely a desire of the spirit, not 
mental at all ; and in facing it a man begins to face his own soul. But 
very few have even attempted to face it; still fewer can guess at all at 
its meaning. 

The connection between ambition and the desire of life is of this 
kind. Men are seldom really ambitious in whom the animal passions 
are strong. What is taken for ambition in men of powerful physique is 
more often merely the exercise of great energy in order to obtain' full 
gratification of all physical desires. Ambition pure and simple is the 
struggle of the mind upwards, the exercise of a native intellectual force 
which lifts a man altogether above his peers. To rise-to be pre
eminent in some special manner, in some department of art, science, or 
thought, is the keenest longing of delicate and highly-tuned minds. . It 
is quite a different thing from the thirst for knowledge which makes of 
a man a student always-a learner to the end, however great he may 
become. Ambition is born of no love for anything for its own sake, but 
purely for the sake of oneself. "It is I that will know, I that will rise, 
and by my own power." 

"Cromwel~ I charge thee, fling away ambition; 
By that sin fell the angels." 

The place-seeking for which the word was originally used, differs in 
degree, not in kind, from that more abstract meaning now generally 
attached to it. A poet is considered ambitious when he writes for fame. 
It is true; so he is. He may not be seeking a place at court, but he is 
certainly seeking the highest place he knows of. Is it conceivable that 
any great author could really be anonymous, and remain so? The 
human mind revolts against the theory of the Baconian authorship of 
Shakespeare's works, not only because it deprives the world of a splendid 
figure, but also because it makes of Bacon a monster, unlike all other 
human beings. To the ordinary intelligence it is inconceivable that a 
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man should hide his light in this purposeless manner. Yet it is con
ceivable to an occultist that a great poet might be inspired by one greater 
than himself, who would stand back entirely from the world and all 
contact with it This inspirer would not only have conquered ambition 
but also the abstract desire for life, before he could work vicariously to 
so great an extent. For he would part with his work for ever when 
once it had gone to the world; it would never he his. A person who 
can imagine making no claim on the world, neither desiring to take 
pleasure from it nor to give pleasure to it, can dimly apprehend the 
condition which the occultist has reached when he no longer desires 
to live. Do not suppose this to mean that he neither takes nor 
gives pleasure; he does both, as also he lives. A great man, full of 
work and thought, eats his food with pleasure; he does not dwell on 
the prospect of it, and linger over the memory, like the gluttonous. 
child, or the gourmand pure and simple. This is a very material image, 
yet sometimes these simple illustrations serve to help the mind more 
than any others. It is easy to see, from this analogy, that an advanced 
occultist who has work in the world may be perfectly free from the 
desires which would make him a part of it, and yet may take its 
pleasures and give them back with interest. He is enabled to give more 
pleasure than he takes, because he is incapable of fear or disappoint
ment He has no dread of death, nor of that which is called annihila
tion. He rests on the waters of life, submerged and sleeping, or above 
them and conscious, indifferently. He cannot feel disappointment, 
because although pleasure is to him intensely vivid and keen, it is the 
same to him whether he enjoys it himself or whether another enjoys it. It 
is pleasure, pure and simple, untarnished by personal craving or desire 
So with regard to what occultists call "progress "-the advance from 
stage to stage of knowledge. In a school of any sort in the external 
world emulation is the great spur to progress. The occultist, on the con
trary, is incapable of taking a single step until he has acquired the faculty 
of realizing progress as an abstract fact. Someone must draw nearer to 
the Divine in every moment of life; there must always be progress. 
But the disciple who desires that he shall be the one to advance in the 
next moment, may lay aside all hope of it. Neither should he be 
conscious of preferring progress for another or of any kind of vicarious 
sacrifice. Such ideas are in a certain sense unselfish, but. they are 
essentially characteristic of the world in which separateness exists, 
and form is regarded as having a value of its own. The shape of 
a man is as much an eidolon as though no spark of divinity inhabited 
it; at any moment that spark may desert the particular shape. and 
we are left with a substantial shadow of the man we knew. It is in 
vain, after the first step in occultism has been taken, that the mind 
clings to the old beliefs and certainties. Time and space are known 
to be non-existent, and are only regarded as existing in practical life 
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for the sake of convenience. So with the separation of the divine
human spirit into the multitudes of men on the earth. Roses have their 
own colours, and lilies theirs; none can tell why this is when the same 
sun, the same light, gives the colour to each. Nature is indivisible. She 
clothes the earth, and when that clothing is tom away, she bides her 
time and re-c1othes it again when there is no more interference with her. 
Encircling the earth like an atmosphere, she keeps it always glowing 
and green, moistened and sun-lit. The spirit of man encompasses the 
earth like a fiery spirit, living on Nature, devouring her, sometimes 
being devoured by her, but always in the mass remaining more ethereal 
and sublime than she is. In the individual, man is conscious of the vast 
superiority of Nature; but when once he becomes conscious that he is 
part of an indivisible and indestructible whole, he knows also that the 
whole of which he is part stands above nature. The starry sky is a . 
terrible sight to a man who is just self-less enough to be aware of his 
own littleness and unimportance as an individual; it almost crushes him. 
But let him once touch on the power which comes from knowing him
self as part of the human spirit, and nothing can crush him by its great
ness. For if the wheels of the chariot of the enemy pass over his body, 
he forgets that it is his body, and rises again to fight among the crowd 
of his own army. But this state can never be reached, nor even ap
proached. until the last of the three desires is conquered, as well as the 
first. They must be apprehended and encountered together. 

Comfort, in the language used by occultists, is a very comprehensive 
word. I t is perfectly useless for a neophyte to practise discomfort or 
asceticism as do religious fanatics. He may come to prefer depriva
tion in the end, and then it has become his comfort. Homelessness is 
a condition to which the religious Brahmin pledges himself; and in the 
external religion he is considered to fulfil this pledge if he leaves wife 
and child, and becomes a begging wanderer, with no shelter of ~s own 
to return to. But all external forms of religion are forms of comfort, 
and men take vows of abstinence in the same spirit that they take 
pledges of boon companionship. The difference between these two 
sides of life is only apparent. But the homelessness which is de
manded of the neophyte is a much more vital thing than this. It 
demands the surrender from him of choice or desire. Dwelling with 
wife and child, under the shelter of a familiar roof-tree, and fulfilling 
the duties of citizenship, the neophyte may be far more homeless, 
in the esoteric sense, than when De is a wanderer or an outcast. The 
first lesson in practical occultism usually given to a pledged disciple 
is that of fulfilling the duties immediately to hand with the same 
subtle mixture of enthusiasm and indifference as the neophyte would 
imagine himself able to feel when he had grown to the size of a ruler 
of worlds and a designer of destinies. This rule is to be found in the 
Gospels and in the Bhagavad Gita The immediate work, whatever 
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it may be, has the abstract claim of duty, and its relative importance 
or non-importance is not to be considered at all. This law can never 
be obeyed until all desire of comfort is for ever destroyed. The 
ceaseless a<;sertions and re-assertions of the personal self must be 
left behind for ever. They belong as completely to the character 
of this world as does the desire to have a certain balance at the bank, 
or to retain the affections of a loved person. They are equally subject 
to the change which is characteristic of this world; indeed, they are 
even more so, for what the neophyte does by becoming a neophyte 
is simply to enter a forcing-house. Change, disillusionment, dishearten
ment, despair will crowd upon him by invitation; for his wish is to 
learn his lessons quickly. And as he turns these evils out they will 
probably be replaced by others worse than themselves-a passionate 
longing for separate life, for sensation, for the consciousness of growth 
in his own self, will rush in upon him and sweep over the frail barriers 
which he has raised. And no such barriers as asceticism, as renunciation, 
nothing indeed which is negative, will stand for a single moment against 
this powerful tide of feeling. The only barrier is built up of new 
desires. For it is perfectly useless for the neophyte to imagine he can 
get beyond the region of desires. He cannot; he -is still a man, 
Nature must bring forth Rowers while she is still Nature, and the human 
spirit would loose its hold on this form of existence altogether did it not 
continue to desire. The individual man cannot wrench himself instantly 
out of that life of which he is an essential part. He can only change 
his position in it. The man whose intellectual life dominates his animal 
life, changes his position; but he is still in the dominion of desire. The 
disciple who believes it pos.c;ible to become selRess in a single effort, will 
find himself Rung into a bottomless pit as the consequence of his rash 
endeavour. Se!ze upon a new order of desires, purer, wider, nobler; and 
so plant your foot upon the ladder firmly. It is only on the last and 
topmost rung of the ladder, at the very entrance upon Divine or 
Mahatmic -life, that it is possible to hold fast to that which has neither 
substance or existence. 

The first part of" Light on the Path" is like a chord in music; the 
notes have to be struck together though they must be touched 
separately. Study and seize hold of the new desires before you have 
thrust out the old ones; otherwise in the storm you will be lost. Man 
while he is man has substance and needs some step to stand on, some 
idea to cling to. But let it be the least possible. Learn as the 
acrobat learns, slowly and with care, to become more independent. 
Before you attempt to cast out the devil of ambition-the desire of 
something, however fine and elevated, outside of yourse1f,-seize on the 
desire to find the light of the world within yourself. Before you attempt 
to cast out the desire of consciol1s life, learn to look to the unattainable 
or in other language to that which you know you can only reach in un-
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consciousness. In knowing that your aim is of this lofty character, that 
it will never bring conscious success, never bring comfort to you, that it 
will never carry you in )'0111' own tempo1'ary pe1'sonal self to any haven of 
rest or place of agreeable activity, you cut away all the force and power 
of the desires of the lower astral nature. For what avail is it, when 
these facts have been once realised, to desire separateness, sensation or 
growth? 

The armour of the warrior who rises to fight for you in the battle 
depicted in the second part of "Light on the Path," is like the shirt of 
the happy man in the old story. The king was to be cured of all his 
ills by sleeping in this shirt; but when the one happy man in his 
kingdom was found, he was a beggar, without care, without anxiety-and 
shirtless. So with the divine warrior. None can take his armour and 
use it, for he has none. The king could never find happiness like that 
of the careless beggar. The man of the world, however fine and 
cultivated he may be, is hampered by a thousand thoughts and feelings 
which have to be cast aside before he can even stand on the threshold of 
occultism. And, be it observed, he is chiefly handicapped by the 
armour he wears, which isolates him. He has personal pride, personal 
respect. These things must die out as the personality recedes. The 
process described in the first part of "Light on the Path," is one which 
takes off that shell, or armour, and casts it aside for ever. Then the 
warrior arises, armour less, defenceless, offenceless, identified with the 
afflicters and the afflicted, the angered and the one that angers; fighting. 
not on any side, but for the Divine, the highest in all. 

GOLDEN SENTENCES OF DEMOCRITUS. 

IT is beautiful to impede an unjust man; but if this be not possible, i: is 
beautiful not to act in conjunction with him. 

Sib. should be abstained from, not through fear, but, for the sake of the 
becoming. 

Many who have not learnt to argue rationally, still live according to reason. 
Vehement desires about anyone thing render· the soul blind with respect to 

other things. 
The equal is beautiful in everything, but excess and defect to me do not 

appear to be so. 
It is the property oi a divine intellect to be always intently thinking about 

the beautiful. 
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COLOUR AND THE PENTACLE. 

THE RELATION OF COLOUR TO THE INTERLACED 
TRIANGLES. OR THE PENTACLE.· , OOLOUR registers grades of vibration. Vibration registers grades 

of life. Life. esoterically considered. is ascent towards its source. 
-the great First Cause. the celestial sun which lights universal 

creation. 
If a ray of white light is passed through a triangular piece of 

glass, called a prism, it becomes separated into the seven colours known 
as the "solar spectrum." Careful scientific analysis has proven that 
these colours are produced by different rates of vibration. 

It has shown that the slowest vibrations are red. the quickest violet 
The red ray of the spectrum gives 477 millions of millions (or billions) 
of vibrations in a second, the orange 506, the yellow 535, the green 577. 
the blue 622, Indigo 658, and violet 699. 

Thus there is a regular ascent in the colour-scale from red to violet, and 
the trans-violet rays go on octaves Jtigher, becoming invisible to the 
physical eye as their rates of vibration increase. 

It has also been discovered that these seven prismatic rays of the 
solar spectrum correspond to the seven notes on the musical scale. the 
ray of slowest vibration, red. being a correlate of the base note of the 
musical gamut. and the violet ray answering to the highest musical 
note. 

When the vibrations exceed a certain limit, the tympanum of the ear 
has not time to recoil before a succeeding impulse arrives. and it remains 
motionless. Darkness and silence are, therefore. equivalents for the 
cessation of vibrations on the retina of the eye and tympanum of the 
ear respectively. Incidentally it may be stated that cold is also 
considered to be the cessation of vibrations through the nerves of 
feeling. 

Colour, therefore, is to light what pitch is to sound-both depend on 
length of vibrations. 

The thought will immediately suggest itself in this connection that 
if colour and music are thus correlated, the perfect clairvoyant might see 
a concert as well as hear it. This is true, and there are instances on 
record of such transcendent views. In one case of this kind. it was not 
alone a poetical play of colour springing into life under the touch of a 
Gemlan professor's hands. but a host of airy sprites clothed in the 
various rays which cillled them forth. -

Isis declares that" sounds and colours are all spiritual numerals; and 
as the seven prismatic rays proceed from one spot in Heaven, so the 

• A paper read before the Chicago Branch of the Theosophical Society, by its Secretary, M. L. 
Braiuard. 
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seven powers of Nature, each of them a number, are the seven radiations 
of the unity, the central spiritual sun ... • 

I t is easy to follow along the lines of these suggestions, and trace the 
origin of chanting the seven vowels to one of their gods, among the 
Egyptians, as a hymn of praise at sunrise. In the so-called mythical 
Golden Age this must have been the mode of putting themselves en 
"apport or in tune with the Cosmic powers, and ensuring harmony while 
the vibrations were synchronous. 

The third necessary correlation to be considered in this analysis is 
that of form. Scientific research has proven that not only are music 
and colour due to rates of vibration, but form also marshals itself into 
objective being in obedience to the same mysterious law. This is 
demonstrated by the familiar experiment of placing some dry sand on 
a square of glass, and drawing a violin bow across the edge. Under the 
influence of this intonation, the sand assumes star shapes of perfect 
proportion; if other material is placed on the square of glass at ~e 
same time, other shapes are assumed, varying in proportion to the power 
resident in the atoms to "espond to the vibrations communicated. 

I t is noticeable, however, that the vibration makes the spaces, and the 
sand falls into the "est places. 

We have now discovered a triangular key-light, music, form
which will disclose to us the exact relations which colour sustains to the 
interlaced triangles, the six-rayed star, universal symbol of creative 
force acting upon matter.t This triangular key is simply three modes of 
one being, three differential expressions of one force-vibration. 

That which causes the vibration we can only represent by the 
Ineffable Name, behind which burns the quenchless glory of En Soph, 
the BQundless. 

Thus, in our symbology we start from the centre of a circle, which 
should be represented by white light. 

The seven rays issuing therefrom, must first pass through the interior 
and invisible triangle of Akasa, the prism A. U.M., before they can flow 
outward, and by their action upon chaos, wheel the myriad forms of 
physical life into consonance with their rates of vibration. In this 
manner is the visible formulated from the invisible. By such subtle 
music is born the gorgeous flora of our tropics, drinking its wealth of 
colour from the yellow and warm rays of the sunlight; and in accord 
with the same harmony is produced the subdued vegetation of colder 
climes. The blue and violet beams carry the quick pulses of the parent 
flame deep within the earth, and by-and-bye she gives back that which 

* .. ISIS UNVEILED,"' Vol I., p. 514-
t Hence in Kabalistic symbolism the Imtadt!, or the six-pointed star, is the sign of the nca"ifcsll!tl 

.. Logos," or the .. Heavenly man," the Tetragrammaton. .. The four-lettered Adni (Atkmai, .. the 
Lord "), is the EMkk (the symbol of lift! or existence), is the Lord of the six limbs (6 Sephiroth) and 
his Bride (Jlalltulk, or physical nature, also Earth) is his seventh limb." (eh. BooR of NM_n viii. 
3-4-~ED. 
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she has received, transfonned into a thousand brilliant hues woven in 
the magic loom of Love, presided over by the solar spectrum. Or, as 
Egyptian myth phrases it, Osiris (the sun) weds Isis (the earth), and 
the child, Horus-Apollo, glorifies all things as the product of this 
divine union. 

The culmination of light resides in the yellow ray, and hence to that 
colour is given the East point in our symbolised centre of radiation.
The others follow in the order of the solar spectrum. 

But it is noticeable in this connection, that in that order, the coarsest 
and warmest of the visible rays-red-is placed next to the coldest and 
most refined ray, the violet Here we have the analogy of contraries. 
The ray of lowest refrangibility and the ~ay 9f highest refrangibility 
become next-door neighbours in the divergent circle of necessity. What 
is the result? It is not hard to discover, when we know that the cool
ing colours are essential to the balanced action of the thermal rays. "A 
small amount of blue when combined with other rays will even increase 
the heat, because it kindles into activity its opposite warm principle, red, 
through chemical affinity." 

Having determined the law which should govern the symbology of 
colours at the centre of our circle, we come next to the interlaced 
triangles. 

The truly Theosophical Pentacle should be made by the interlacing of 
a white triangle with a black triangle-the white representing pure 
spirit, the black, gross matter. This is the true symbology, for the reason 
that white reflects all colours, and black absorbs all colours. I t is the 
face of the White Ancient looking into the Lface of the Black 
Ancient. 

Absolute blackness appears to give back nothing; nor does it ever, 
save through processes of slow evolution, wrought by continued vibra
tion upon its molecules from the Divine Centre of Light. 

Continuous vibration polarizes these particles, so that at last rising 
from the lowest grade of refrangibility to the highest, into the invisible 
octaves of being, our planetary chain in its culmination will reach a 
point where every atom will give an answering thrill of resonance to the 
throbbing of the heart of the Universe-the Central Spiritual Sun. 

As every substance in Nature has its colour, so the human family 
publish their grades of advancement to the clairvoyant eye by their 
astral colours; and seekers after the true Light may know what "ray" 
they are in. by a comparison of their own auras with the colours of the 
overshadowing soul. 

The middle rays of the solar spectrum-blue, green, and yellow-give 
a very powerful triangle, a wonderful working triangle of forces; for 

* It is the secret of the great reverence shown in the East for this c:olour. It is the colour of the 
Yogi dress in India, and of the GeI"IRa sect '" Yellow caps ") in Thibet. It symbolizes pun IJIootl 
and sunlight, and is called .. the stream of life." Red, as its opposite, is the c:olour or the DuOtu, 
and black magicians.-ED. 
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green is Hermetic silver, yellow is Hermetic gold, and blue is a despatch
messenger from the" Lord of the Worlds," Jupiter. 

The blue and the yellow of this group, on account of their position
the third and the fifth reckoned both ways-have been chosen as the 
colours of our incense-holders, alternating on the points of the Pentacle. 
As odours are also correlated with colours, and as sandal-wood is the 
perfume which belongs to the sun, we use that incense to intensify the 
vibrations from the radiating points, in order to increase the volume of 
accord which will reach other centres at a distance j for the akasa is 
more sensitive than an Eolian harp--it registers the very aroma of our 
thoughts. It was, therefore, no exaggeration of the poet when he 
said: 

"Guard well thy thought: 
Our thoughts are luard in Heaven." 

But if colours and sounds are spiritual numerals, then the seven 
symbolical points of the Pentacle represent numbers of the greatest' 
importance in world-building, and in soul-building also. For we must 
all build our own souls. And the symbology of the interlacing of the 
triangle of spirit with the triangle of matter, finds its correspondence in 
man, the little world, who, though a spiritual ego, yet dwells in a physical 
house, and whose business it is to merge himself completely into the 
region of the white triangle. 

When Man has raised his vibrations into perfect harmony with the 
universal sun, he has then unbound himself from the wheel of re-birth
the Zodiac-arid is ready to enter Nirvana. 

The word " heaven" in Hebrew signifies the abode of the sun. When, 
therefore, the Nazarene said "The Kingdom of Heaven is within you," 
he virtually declared that all the seven cosmic powers are resident 
within us. 

Esoteric science recognises man as a septenary, working in conjunc
tion with other orders of numerals which register divine vibrations. 

All nature listens to that universal song, and the music of the spheres is 
no fable. The swarming zoospores in the protoplasm of plants hear it, and 
thrilled by that enchantment, fall into invisible rhythm, bringing up by quick 
marches into the region of Day the tiny dwellers in stem and leaf. How do 
'Ye know that the mystery of the six-sided cell of the honey-bee may not 
find its solution here? Perhaps the bee is susceptible only to vibrations 
which fall into these lines, and faithfully obeys the master-musician in 
the construction of its hexagonal house. The great law of cosmic and 
microcosmic correspondence was revealed ages ago to the Sages who 
listened, and listening, heard the wondrous revelations breathed forth 
from the harp of Akasa. Sighing winds from other worlds passed over 
the delicate strings, and as they passed, uttered in soundless tones the 
profound mystery of near and remote planets. These Sages dwelt in 
that White Palace-the Lotus of the Heart-the sun-palace indeed. 
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From centre to circumference their vast circle of vision was permeated 
by the reflected All, and from the White Palace they ascended the 
sacred mountain Meru, where dwelleth wisdom and love. 

The key which opens the White Palace- is held by the seven mystic 
children of the Royal Arch of the Rainbow, guarding the seven gates of 
the Sun, every gate of which answers to a musical note, and every note 
of which enfolds three tones. 

Hence, if we understand the analogies of colour, we may open the six 
doors of Nature, and also the seventh, to Nirvana. 

QUESTIONS. 
WHAT can we do in temptation's hour? 
How shall we conquer its fiery power? 
How can we master it-standing alone, 
Just on the threshold of things unknown? 

Strong is its power as Death and Hell, 
Led by its lure, even angels fell ! 
Dazed by the gllU'e of a rising light 
How shall poor mortals see aright? 

Tempted we were in the morning of life, 
With earth's simple joys that are ever rife, 
To idly bask in the sun's warm beam 
And to care no jot for a holier dream. 

Tempted again in the heyday sun, 
To choose fair paths and in gardens run, 
Claiming as ours, all joy-all love, 
Flowerets of bliss from the Heavens above. 

Temptings come now, in life's later prime, 
Deeper and stronger than in past time, 
To feed with fuel the inward fire, 
The passionate dream of the sours tlesire! 

Two feet are creeping on paths unknown, 
Weary and mournful, sad and lone j 
Two eyes are looking and longing for light, 
Two hands are locked in a desperate fight. 

A heart is breaking with pain and grief, 
A soul in strong agony cries for relief j 
Echoes n,o kindred chord above? 
Stretcheth no Hand in responsive love? 

Is our Great God, but a God of stone? 
Are we-His people--dazed and alone? 
Is there no Ear that can hear us cry? 
No Christ,-to succour us e'er we die? 

M. L. BRAINARD. 

L. F. Ff 
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A THEORY OF HAUNTINGS. 

V ERY few persons realise the powerful and long-lasting effects of 
~ human "auras "-those mysterious psychical emanations which 

are mentally cognised, and which silently impress one as to the 
character of a locality, the indiosyncrasies of a nation, a family, or an 
individual. Personal auras are strictly speaking the effects of the in
nate, and ·presumably hidden natures, of individuals, and are entirely 
the effiuence of soul and mind. A house, or a neighbourhood, becomes 
imbued with the individual or collective auras of its inhabitants, which 
convey to the psychic senses, and thence to the mind, a powerful im
pression of character. At the same time within the aura of individuals, 
or families, are indelibly imprinted their thought·pictures, which may, 
or may not, have been embodied in acts; the faces and forms of 
relatives, friends, visitors, of the very animals they pet, the image of 
their pursuits, in short the whole life. These are imprinted in the 
astral element which surrounds each individual soul, as the atmosphere 
surrounds our bodies; and as the air we breathe becomes changed in 
respiration, so this ethereal atmosphere becomes transformed by personal 
impress. 

Education, morality, religion, health. disease, happiness or misery, are 
largely the effects of the widely diffused auras of individuals continually 
given forth into the ambient atmosphere. As a man, or body of men. 
think, act, and live, such is the quality of the aura, or odylic sphere they 
emanate. This has an effect for good or evil upon all who approach 
within its radius; a formative, educating effect upon the ignorant, if it is 
of a high, intellectual, or spiritual quality; or a depressing, stultifying, 
deforming effect upon the minds and souls of innocent, or negative 
senSitives, when it is of an impure, debased, or brutal character. 

Thought governs the world. It is by thought, and its embodiment in 
acts, that progress is made. Every thought has its aura, and nothing 
can prevent its diffusion in the atmospheres, both the astral and the 
natural or physical. Hence being continually surrounded by the effects 
of thoughts universally diffused, we are insensibly governed by their 
aura of good or evil, and we grow in beauty, or are warped in deformity, 
mental and bodily, from infancy, under the moulding consequences of 
the local thought-auras of the family, neighbourhood and nation in which 
we happen to be born. 

Psychometry proves that even stones retain the impression of the 
scenes which have been enacted in their neighbourhood. That is, the 
stone having been bathed in the psychic emanations of creatures, human 
and animal, during, perhaps, centuries, retains such auras indestructibly 
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in its atmosphere; and a psychometric clairvoyant will gradually 
perceive the most trivial details of the more active life which has daily 
passed in the vicinity of the stone. A fragment from the Temple of 
Diana of Ephesus, for instance, were it proCurable, would enable a good 
psychometrist to describe every minute particular of the ancient temple 
worship and ceremonies. A stone from the Colosseum held in the hand, 
or to the forehead of a psychometrist, would produce a vision of the 
scenes in the arena which were wont to attract the Roman population. 
A fossil of some antediluvian animal would bring before the mind's eye 
surroundings corresponding to the period in which the animal had lived. 
In truth, upon the plane of more ethereal matter adjacent to this, are 
to be found the images of all things, subject neither to time nor the 
changes of time; and there our image-producing faculties, temporarily 
divested of the blinding veil of flesh, may call them up at will. 

The aura of a great crime becomes diffused in the neighbourhood of 
its commission, and concealment would be impossible if the' psychic 
vision of men were open instead of being closed. A picture of the deed 
committed becomes impressed upon the astral atmosphere, with the faces 
and forms of those engaged in its commission. This effect is never 
destroyed, but may be recalled at will by a good clairvoyante. At the 
same time the aura of good deeds is equally powerful ~nd indestructible. 
The one is like a transitory convulsion, disturbing the beauty of order 
and harmony with Nature; the other is the fixed and equable moral 
atmosphere arising from thoughts and actions consonant with wisdom. 
In short, the aura of good thoughts and deeds is the pabulum of souls ; 
the invigorating and supporting air they inspire and respire, producing 
health, happiness, mental activity, and inciting to progress. If it were 
not for the good on the earth, we might doubtless often cry in vain
"Heaven help us! "-for we should be so smothered under evil auras 
that spiritual breathing, and rapport with purer realms of life, would be 
a radical impossibility. 

A crime is the insane product of an unbalanced, disordered mind. It 
causes a species of astral electric disturbance, which is as sensibly felt by 
sensitives as any explosion or convulsion on the natural plane. Astral, 
or ethereal molecules become violently displaced, and forced into new 
conditions of juxtaposition. A mysterious terror pervades the air, which 
affects all neighbouring minds, even to the very animals. It is as if the 
living soul of Nature had been violently wrenched from its normal con
dition of peace and happiness, and stood electrified with horror, whilst 
upon its veil of ethereal matter is fixed an indestructible image of the 
painful tragedy which has been suddenly enacted. 

We are, in fact, surrounded, upon the soul plane of life, by an 
atmosphere which receives, so to speak, a photographic impression of 
even our very thoughts, which is a mirror to reflect our whole life, an 
image-world, retaining sounds as well as forms. It may be made 
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subject to our will, which can call up before the mind, and make visible 
to the eye of the soul whatsoever, without exception, we will to see, to 
hear, or to know. The phantoms or apparitions of which we so fre
quently hear, are matters of fact to all psychic seers; are things as 
absolutely existent as any objects on the more familiar plane of dense 
matter. Once to realise this great fact, and to understand some of the 
laws which would enable us consciously to control, and illustrate to our 
satisfaction, certain of the hidden mysteries of the inner world of 
ethereal matter, from which our own proceeds as an effect from a cause. 
would set us upon a mountain height of knowledge whence all clouds 
of superstition, doubt, and uncertainty, would roll away. 

There are many stories extant of certain haunting apparitions which 
have been seen at various times during the lapse of centuries, reappear
ing again and again in the same families as warnings, or otherwise; or 
it may be a mysterious sound, such as the cry of the "banshee" in 
Ireland. The popular fallacy regarding such apparitions is that a kuman 
soul, or .. spirit "-it may be wrongly called-is compel,led, as a retribu
tion for the commission of some crime, to remain on the earth haunting 
the scene of its former sins. Or, if the visitant be a benevolent ghost, 
it is supposed that it is some ancestor or ancestress, ever present in 
loving watchfulness over the destinies of the family, giving warning 
of death or danger. The idea of a human soul being chained in this 
melancholy fashion to the earth is exceedingly repugnant to most 
minds, and naturally excites the utmost compassion for the poor ghost 
which has to wear out so dreary a doom. Such a hypothesis con
tradicts all those religious teachings which assign to souls either a state 
of absolute unconscious sleep, until the day of judgment, or an abode, 
presumably in a conscious state, in heaven or hell. It contradicts all 
those more modem teachings of ., progress" after death, of the gradual 
ascension of the soul to its place of rest If we accept the ideas of 
Eastern teachers concerning those occult mysteries-that the higher 
self, the spiritualised entity, gradually separates frem its more animal, 
or lower principles of organism, which adhere together for a longer or 
shorter period as a shell-like or shadowy personality--even then, these 
principles or ethereal molecules which go to form an astral body, dis
integrate after a time. They would not be likely, at all events, to 
endure over a century. Apparitions of persons deceased witkin a 
century might be considered as essentially ghosts, or shades-the 
shadowy, sidereal shapes of personalities passed away from the physical 
plane, and in a condition of gradual separation from all that can attach 
them to the earth. And it is presumable that a phantom which is seen 
repeatedly during the lapse of centuries, is merely a reflection in the 
astral light, called up by the will of a seer; or projected upon the plane 
of soul-vision either by some psychological disturbance, or by some 
change of condition on the part of those who see the phantom. The 
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immediate action may be due to "elementals," those mysterious entities 
called by Liebnitz "Monads," which are in close attendance upon 
mankind, and have so much to do with his very existence that he would 
fare but indifferently without them. Not only are they as intimately 
consociated with him as his own thoughts, but certain grades of them 
depend upon him also for their existence. These beings often become 
tutelary, or "house-spirits," and the rdle of re-appearing again and 
again, as a sort of hereditary ghost, to give warning of death or danger, 
is not incompatible with their condition of existence. Time does not 
exist for them, and one century would be like any other~ They live 
in the personal or family aura, and become intimately blended with the 
daily. lives of its members. When, as in the case of royal or noble 
houses, the family aura remains undisturbed in its ancient palaces or 
castles during centuries, a haunting elemental would find it an easy 
matter to make itself visible, frequently by a semi-materialisation, or a 
condensation of the ethereal atoms of its body. In such a case it would 
be seen objectively by anyone who happened to be present In other 
cases, when an apparition is only a reflection in the astral light, a 
sensitive in moments of abnormal or psychic' lucidity would perceive 
it Others sympathetically inclined would perceive the same. At 
length, after repeated similar visions, the locality would get the name 
of being haunted. The image so repeatedly beheld becomes fixed in 
the atmosphere of that particular spot. Upon entering a locality with 
such a reputation a species of psychological inebriation would assail 
every individual so constituted as to faU under the effects of the aura 
already established, and they would then always behold the spectre. thus 
ideally produced. These mental or astral spectres need not necessarily 
be merely immovable pictures. They will move, or walk, threaten, or 
act a pantomime exactly as they may have the reputation of doing; or 
as the person who beholds them expects or imagines them to be doing. 

In some respects these apparitions or warning cries may be mental 
legacies left indelibly impressed in the astral light by the powerful will 
of a departed ancestor, friendly or inimical, as a blessing or a curse; 
or even by a member of some alien family, as a pursuing Nemesis which 
faUs as a retribution upon the perpetrator of evil, but can possess no 
power over the innocent and good. 

FRANK F AIRHOLME. 

(To be (ontinued.) 
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THE ESOTERIC CHARACTER OF THE GOSPELS. 

III. 

110 one can be regarded as a Christian unless he professes, or is supposed 
to profess, belief in Jesus, by baptism, and in salvation, "through the 
blood of Christ." To be considered a good Christian, one has, as a 

conaj(io sine lJu8 non, to show faith in the dogmas expounded by the Church 
and to profess them j after which a man is at liberty to lead a private and 
public life on principles diametrically opposite to those expressed in the 
Sermon on the Mount. The chief point and that which is demanded of him 
is, that he should have-or pretena to have-a blind faith in, and veneration for, 
the ecclesiastical teachings of his special Church. 

.. Faith is the key of Christendom,' 

saith Chaucer, and the penalty for lacking it is as clearly stated as words can 
make it, in St. Mark's Gospel, Chapter xvi., verse 16th: "He that believeth 
and is baptised shall be saved j but he that believeth not shall be damned" 

It troubles the Church very little that the most careful search for these words 
in the oldest texts during the last centuries, remained fruitless j or, that the 
·recent revision of the Bible led to a unanimous conviction in the truth-seeking 
and truth-loving scholars employed in that task, that no such un-Christ-like 
sentence was to be found, except in some of the latest, fraudulent texts. 
The ~ood Christian people had assimilated the consoling words, and they had 
become the very pith and marrow of their charitable souls. To take away the 
hope of eternal damnation, for all others except themselves, from these chosen 
vessels of the God of Israel, was like taking their very life. The truth-loving 
and God-fearing revisers got scared j they left the forged passage (an interpola
tion of eleven verses, from the 9th to the :loth), and satisfied their consciences 
with a foot-note remark of a very equivocal character, one that would grace 
the work and do honour to the diplomatic faculties of the craftiest Jesuits. 
It tells the "believer" that :-

.. The two oldest Greek MS5. and some other authorities OMIT from verse 9 to the end. Some 
authorities /tave a tliffertnl ending to the Gospel" .-

-and explains no further. 
But the two" oldest Greek MSS." omit the verses nolens volens, as these luzve 

nn'er existea. And the learned and truth-loving revisers know this better than 
any of us do j yet the wicked falsehood is printed at the very seat of Protestant 
Oivinity, and it is allowed to go on, glaring into the faces of coming genera
tions of students of theology and, hence, into those of their future parishioners. 
Neither can be, nor are they deceived by it, yet both pretena belief 
in the authenticity of the cruel words worthy of a t/zeological Satan. And this 
Satan-Moloch is their own Goa 0/ infinite mercy ana justice in Heaven, and the 
incarnate symbol of love and charity on Earth-blended in one! 

* Vide .. Gospel according to St. Mark," in the rnnsed edition printed for the Universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge, 1881. 
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Truly mysterious are your paradoxical ways, oh-Churches of Christ I 
I have no intention of repeating here stale arguments and logical exposh of 

the whole theological scheme; for all this has been done, over and over again, 
and in a most excellent way, by the ablest "Infidels .. of England and America. 
But I may briefly repeat a prophecy which is a self-evident result of the present 
state of men's minds in Christendom. Belief in the Bible literally, and in a 
mrnalised Christ, will not last a quarter of a century longer. The Churches 
will have to part with their cherished dogmas, or the 20th century will witness 
the downfall and ruin of all Christendom, and with it, belief even in a 
Christos, as pure Spirit. The very name has now become obnoxious, and 
theological Christianity must die out, never to reSU"e&! again in its present form. 
This, in itself, would be the happiest solution of all, were there no danger from 
the natural reaction which is sure to follow: crass materialism will be the 
consequence and the result of centuries of blind faith, unless the loss of old 
ideals is replaced by other ideals, unassailable, because universal, and built on 
the rock of eternal truths instead of the shifting sands of human fancy. Pure 
immateriality must replace, in the end, the terrible anthropomorphism of those 
ideals in the conceptions of our modern dogmatists. Otherwise, why should 
Christian dogmas-the perfect counterpart of those belonging to other exoteric 
and pagan religions - claim any superiority? The bodies of all these were 
built upon the same astronomical and physiological (or phallic) symbols. 
Astrologically, every religious dogma the world over, may be traced to, and 
located in, the Zodiacal signs and the Sun. And so long as the science of 
comparative symbology or any theology has only two keys to open the 
mysteries of religious dogmas~d these two only very partially mastered, 
how can a line of demarcation be drawn, or any difference made between the 
religions of say, Chrishna and Christ, between salvation through the blood of the 
" first-born primeval male" of one faith, and that of the "only l)tgotten Son" 
of the other, far younger, religion? 

Study the Vedas; read even the superficial, often disfigured writings of our 
great Orientalists, and think over what you will have learnt. Behold Brahmans, 
Egyptian Hierophants, and Chaldean Magi, teaching several thousand years 
before our era that the gods themselves had been only mortals (in previous 
births) until they won their immortality by offering tlui" "loot/lo Ikei" Supreme 
God or chief. The" Book of the Dead," teaches that mortal man "became 
one with the gods through an interflow of a common life in the common blood 
of the two." Mortals.gave the blood of their first-born sons in sacrifice to th~ 
Gods. In his Hinduism, p. 35, Professor Monier Williams, translating from 
the Tailiriya B"Utmana, writes :-" By means of the sacrifice the gods obtained 
heaven." And in the Tandya BrUtmana :-"The lord of creatures offered 
himself a sacrifice for the gods." . • . And again in the Salapatka Brdkmana :
" He who, knowing this, sacrifices with the h"usna-matlka or the sacrifice of 
the primeval male, becomes everything." 

Whenever I hear the Vedic rites discussed and called "disgusting human 
sacrifices," and cannibalism (sic.), I feel always inclined to ask, where's the 
difference? Yet there is one, in fact; for while Christians are compelled to accept 
the allegorical (though, when understood, highly philosophical) drama of the New 
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Testament Crucifixion, as that of Abraham and Isaac literally,· Brahmanism
its philosophical schools at any rate-teaches its adherents, that this (pagan) 
sacrifice of the" primeval male" is a purely allegorical and philosophical 
symbol. Read in their dead-letter meaning, the four gospels are simply slightly 
altered versions of what the Church proclaims as Satanic plagiarisms (by antici
pation) of Christian dogmas i~ Pagan religions. Materialism has a perfect 
right to find in all of them the same sensual worship and "solar" myths as 
anywhere else. Analysed and criticised superficially and on its dead-letter face, 
Professor Joly (" Man before Metals," pp. 189-190) finding in the Swastika, the 
t:l'1IX ansala, and the cross pure and simple, mere sexual symbols-is justified in 
speaking as he does. Seeing that "the father of the sacred fire (in India) bore 
the name of Twaslzlrl~ that is the divine carpenter who made the Swastika 
and the Pramantlza, whose friction produced the divine child Agni, in Latin 
Ignis,. that his mother was named Maya " he himself, styled Akta (anointed, 
or Clzrislos) after the priests had poured upon his head the spirituous soma 
and on his body butter purified by sacrifice" j seeing all this he has a full right 
to remark that :-

•• The close resemblance which exists between cenain ceremonies of tbe worship of Aglli and certain 
'rites of tbe Catholic religion may be explained by tbeir common origin. Agxi in tbe condition of 
Alita, or anointed, is suggestive of Christ; Maya, Mary, his mother; 1'u!as4Iri, St. Joseph, the 
~ter of tbe BIble." 

Has the professor of the Science Faculty of Toulouse explained anything by 
drawing attention to that which anyone can see? Of course not. But if, in 
his ignorance of the esoteric meaning of the allegory he has added nothing to 
human knowledge, he has on the other hand destroyed faith in many of his 
pupils in both the "divine origin" of Christianity and its Church and helped to 
increase the number of Materialists. For surely, no man, once he devotes 
himself to such comparative studies, can re~ard the religion of the West in any 
light but that of a pale and enfeebled copy of older and nobler philosophies. 

The origin of all religions-Judaeo-Christianity included-is to be found in 
a few primeval truths, not one of which can be explained apart from all the 
others, as each is a complement of the rest in some one detail. And they are 
al~ more or less, broken rays of the same Sun of truth, and their beginnings 
have to be sought in the archaic records of the Wisdom-religion. Without the 
light of the latter, the greatest scholars can see' but the skeletons thereof covered 
with masks of fancy, and based mostly on personified Zodiacal signs. 

A thick film of allegory and blinas, the "dark sayings" of fiction and parable, 
thus covers the original esoteric texts from which the New, Testament-as n()1lJ 

known-was compiled. Whence, then, the Gospels, the life of Jesus of Nazareth? 
Has it not been repeatedly stated that no human, morlal brain 'could have 
invented the life of the Jewish Reformer, followed by the awful drama cn 
Calvary? We say, on the authority of the esoteric Eastern SchOo~ that all this 
came from the Gnostics, as far as the name Christos and the astronomico-

* Y'lik .. The Soldier's Daughter," in this number, by tbe Rev. T. G. Headley, and notice the 
desperate protest of this true Christian, against tbe liIeraJ acceptance of tbe .. blood sacrifices," 
.. Atonement by blood," etc., in the Church of England. The reaction begins : another sign tf 
1M tittiu. 
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mystical allegories are concerned, and from the writings of the ancient Taui'm as 
regards the Kabalistic connection 'of Jesus or Joshua, with the Biblical personifi
cations. One of these is the mystic esoteric name of Jehovah-not the present 
fanciful God of the profane Jews ignorant of their own mysteries, the God 
accepted by the still more ignorant Christians-but the compound Jehovah of 
the pagan Initiation. This is proven very plainly by the glyphs or mystic 
combinations of various signs which have survived to this day in the Roman 
Catholic hieroglyphics. 

The Gnostic Records contained the epitome of the chief scenes enacted 
during the mysteries of Initiation, since the memory of man; though even that 
was given out invariably under the garb of semi-allegory, whenever entrusted to 
parchment or paper. But the ancient Tanaim, the Initiates from whom the 
wisdom of the Kabala ((Wal traditio,,) was obtained by the later Talmudists, 
had in their possession the secrets of the mystery language, and it is in t"is 
language tkat tke Gospels were written." He alone who has mastered the 
esoteric cypher of antiquity-the secret meaning of the numerals, a common 
property at one time of all nations-has the full proof of the genius which was 
displayed in the blending of the purely Egypto-Jewish, Old Testament allegories 
and names, and those of the pagan-Greek: Gnostics, the most refined of all the 
mystics of that day. Bishop Newton proves it himself quite innocently, by 
showing that" St Barnabas, the companion of St Pau~ in his epistle (ch. ix.) 
discovers ••• the name of Jesus crucified in the number 318," namely, Barnabas 
finds it in the mystic Greek I H T -the tau being the glyph of the cross. On 
this, a Kabalist, the author of an unpublished MS. on the Key of Formation 
of the Mystery Language, observes :-" But this is but a play upon the Hebrew 
letters Jodk, e"itk, and S""n, from whence the I H S as the monogram of 
Christ coming down to our day, and this ,reads as wn' or 381, the sum of 
the letters being 318 or the number of Abraham and his Satan, and of Joshua 
and his Axnalek .•• also the number of Jacob and his antagonist .... 
(Godfrey Higgins gives the authority for the number 608) . .. Il is the 
number of Melchizedek's name, for the value of the last is 304 and Me1chizedek 
was the priest of the most high God, without beginning nor ending of days." 
The solution and secret of Melchizedek are found in the fact that "in the 
ancient Pantheons the two planets which had existed from eternity (feonic 
eternity) and were eternal, were the Sun and the Moon, or O~iris and Isis, 
hence the terms of WilMllt IJeginn"ng 1101' ending of days. 304 multiplied by 
two is 608. So also the numbers in the word Seth, who was a type of the year. 
There are a number of authorities for the number 888 as applying to the name 
of Jesus Christ, and as said this is in antagonism to the 666 of the Anti-. 
Christ. •• The staple value in the name of Joshua was the number 365, the 
indication of the Solar year, while Jehovah delighted in being the indication of 
the Lunar year-and Jesus Christ was both Joshua and Jehovah in the 
Christian Pantheon . • . " 

This is but an illustration to our point to prove that the Christian applica
tion of the compound name Jesus-Christ is all based on Gnostic and 

• Thus while the three Synoptics display a combination of tbe pagan Greek and Jewisb symbologies 
the Rew/aIUm is written in the mystery language of tbe Tanaim-tbe relic of Egyptian and Cbaldean 
wisdom--oo SL John's Gospel is purely Gnostic. 
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Eastern mysticism. It was only right and natural that Chroniclers like the 
initiated Gnostics, pledged to secresy, should veil or eloak the final meaning of 
their oldest and most sacred teachings. The right of the Church fathers to 
cover the whole with an epitheme of euhemerized fancy is rather more 
dubious. 111 The Gnostic Scribe and Chronicler deceived no one. Every 
Initiate into the Archaic gnosis-whether of the pre-Christian or post-Christian 
period-knew well the value of every word of the "mystery-language." 
For these Gnostics-the inspirers of primitive Christianity-were "the most 
cultured, the most learned and most wealthy of the Christian name," as Gibbon 
has it. Neither they, nor their humbler followers, were in danger of accepting 
the dead letter of their own texts. But it was different with the victims of 
the fabricators of what is now called o,.t!wdox and "istoric Christianity. Their 
successors have all been made to fall into the mistakes of the "foolish 
Galatians" reproved by Pau~ who, as he tells them (Galat. iii. 1-5), having 
begun (by believing) in the Spirit (of Christos), "ended by believing in tile 
Jles","-i.e., a corpo,.eal Christ. For such is the true meaning of the Greek 
sentence, t "lvapta.".Qlo& IInV,'&'I7" .v. aaplUo "'&nAria6c." That Paul 
was a gnostic, a founder of .. new Ject of gtlosis which recognized, 
as all other gnostic sects did, a "Christ-5pirit," though it went against its 
opponents, the rival sects, is sufficiently clear to all but dogmatists and 
theologians. Nor is it less clear that the primitive teachings of Jesus, whenever he 
may have lived, could be discovered only in Gnostic teachings j against which 
discovery, the falsifiers who dragged down Spirit into matter, thus degrading 
the noble philosophy of primeval Wisdom-Religion, have taken ample 
precautions from the first. The works of BasUides alone-Ie The philosopher 
devoted to the contemplation of Divine things," as Clement describes him
the 24 volumes of his inte,.pretations upon tile Gospels-were all burned by 
order of the Church, Eusebius tells us (H. E., iv. 7). 

As these Interpretations were written at a time when the Gospels we have 
now, were not yet in existence,t here is a good proof that the Evang~ the 
doctrines of which were delivered to BasUides by the Apostle Matthew, and 
Glaucus, the disciple of Peter (Clemens AI. "Stro",." vii. 7, § 106), must 
have differed widely from the present New Testament. Nor can these 
doctrines be judged by the distorted accounts of them left to posterity by 
Tertullian. Yet even the little this partisan fanatic gives, shows the chief gnostic 
doctrines to be identical, under their own peculiar terminology and persona
tions., with those of the Setret Doctrine of the East. For, discussing BasUides, 

• 
• "The claim of Christianity to possess Divine authority rests on the ignorant belief that the 

mystical Christ could and did become a Person, whereas the pOlis proves the corporeal Christ to 

be only a counferfeit Presentment of the trans-corporeal man; consequently, historical portraitun: is, 
and ever must be, a fatal mode of falsifying and discrediting the Spiritual Reality:' (G. Massey, 
" Gnostic and Historic Christianity:') 

t This sentence analyzed means "Shall you, who in the beginning looked to the C4rist-SJir.l, now 
end by believing in a Christ of flesh," or it means nothing. The verb • ... , .... bull., has not the 
meaning of "becoming perfect," but of "ending by," becoming so. Paul's lifelong struggle with 
Peter and others, and what he himself te1ls of his vision of a Spiritual.Christ and not of Jesus of 
Nazareth, as in the Acts--eze so many proofs of this. 

t See "Supern. Relig.," vol ii., chap. " Basilides:' 
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the "pious, god-like, theosophic philosopher," as Clement of Alexandria 
thought him, Tertullian exclaims: 

"After this, Basilides, the llentie, broke loose.· He asserted that there is a Supreme God, by 
lWJle Abraxas, by whom Mind (.tIdat) was created, which the Greeks call Nous. From this 
emanated the Word; from the Word, Providence; from Providence, Virtue and Wisdom; from 
these two again, Virtues, Prindpalitiu, t a"d Puwers were made; thence infinite productions and 
emissions of angels. Among the lowest angels, indeed, and those that made this world, he sets 
last of all the god of the Jews, whom he denies to be God himself, affirming that he is but one of the 
angels."': (Isis Unv. vol. ii.) 

Another proof of the claim that the Gospel of Matthew in the usual Greek texts 
is not the original gospel written in Hebrew, is given by no less an authority 
than S. Jerome (or Hieronymus). The suspicion of a conscious and gradual 
eulu"uriuz/ion of the Christ principle ever since the beginning, grows into a 
conviction, once that one becomes acquainted with a certain confession contained 
in book ii. of the "Comment. to Matthew" by Hieronymus. For we find in 
it the proof$ of a deliberate substitution of the whole gospel, the one now in the 
Canon having been evidently re-written by this too zealous Church Father.§ 
He says that he was sent toward the close of the fourth century by "their 
Felicities," the Bishops Chromatius and Heliodorus to Caesarea, with the 
mission to compare the Greek text (the only one they ever had) with the Hebrew 
original version preserved by the Nazarenes in their library, and to translate it. 
He translated it, but under protest; for, as he says, the Evangel" exhibited 
matter not lor edijimtion, 6ut for ties/ruction. II The" destruction" of what? 
Of the dogma that Jesus of Nazareth and the Chris/os are one-evidently; hence 
for the .. destruction" of the newly planned religion." In this same letter the 
Saint (who advised his converts to kill their fathers, trample on the bosom that 
fed them, by walking over the bodies of their mothers, if the parents stood as 
an obstacle between their sons and Christ)-admits that Matthew did not wish 
his gospel to be openly written, hence that the MS. was a secret one. But 
while admitting also that this gospel .. was written in Hebrew characters and 
6y tlu hand of IIimself" (Ma/tluu,), yet in another place he contradicts 
himself and assures posterity that as it was tampered10itll, anti re-written 6y a 
disdple of Manicluus, named Seleuau. . • • "the ears of the Church properly 
refused to listen to it." (Hieron., .. Comment. to Matthew," book ii. 
chapter xii., 13.) 

• It was uked in "Isis Unveiled," were not the views of the Phrygian Bishop Montanus, also 
deemed a HERESY by the Church of Rome? It is quite extraordinary to see how easily that Church 
erICOIIlIIII'es the abuse of one 1Ierdie, Tertullian, against another /lentil:, Basilides, when the abuse 
happens to further her own object. 

t Does not Paul himself speak of .. Prindpalitiu and PtlIDm in heavenly places " (Ep~ iii. 
10; i. ::u), and confess that there be gods many and Lords many (Kurioi)? And angels, ~wers 
(Dunameis), and Principalities' (See I Corinthians, viii. 5 ; and Epistle to Romans, viii. 38.) 

.: TertuUian: " Prresc:ript." It is undeniably owing onl, to a remarkably casuistical, sleight-of
band-like argument that Jehovah, who in the Ka6ala is SImply a Sephiroth, the third, left-hand 
power amoDg the Emanations (Binah), has been elevated to the dignitlof the One absolute God. 
Even in the Bible he is but one of the EIt1IU", (See Genesis, ehapter Iii. v. 22, "The Lord God" 
making no difference betWf'ell himself and others.) 

I This is ltistory. How far that n-writing of, and tampering with, the primitive gnostic fragments 
which are DOW become the New Testament, went, may be inferred by reading "Supernatural 
ReligiOD," which went ~h over twenty-three editions, if 1 mistake not. The host of authorities 
for it given by the author, is sImply appalling. The list of the English and German Bible critics alone 
seems endlesS. 

I The chief detatls are given in .. Isis Unveiled," voL ii., pp. 180-183, et~. Truly faith in the 
infallihility of the Church must be sllllu.IJlind-ot it could DOt have failed being killed and-dying. 

, See Hieron~us: .. De Viros," ilIust. cap. 3; 01shausen: "Neuen Test.," p. J2. The Greek 
test of Matthew s Gospel is the only one used or ever possessed by the Chun:h. 
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No wonder that the very meaning of the terms Cltrest()s and Cltn·st()s, and the 
bearing of both on "Jesus of Nazareth," a name coined out of Joshua the 
Nau" has now become a dead letter for aU with the exception of non-Christian 
Occultists. For even the Kabalists have no original data now to rely upon. 
The Zoltar and the Kabala have been remodelled by Christian hands out of 
recognition; and were it not for a copy of the Chaldean B()()R ()f NumlJe,s there 
would remain no better than garbled accounts. Let not our Brothers, the 
so-called Christian' Kabalists of England and France, many of whom are 
Theosophists, protest too vehemently; for tltis is hist()ry (SeeMunk). It is as 
foolish to maintain, as some German Orientalists and modem critics still do, 
that the Kabala has never existed before the day of the Spanish Jew, Moses de 
Leon, accused of having forged this pseudograph in the 13th century, as to 
claim that any of the Kabalistical works now in our possession are as original 
as they were when Rabbi Simeon Ben J ochai delivered the "traditions" to 
his son and followers. Not a single of these books is immaculate, none has 
escaped mutilation by Christian hands. Munk, one of the most learned and 
able critics of his day on this subject, proves it, while protesting as we do, against 
the assumption that it is a post-Christian forgery, for he says : 

"It appears evident to us that the author made use of ancient documents, 
and among these of certain Midrascnim or collections of traditions and Biblical 
expositions, which we do not now possess." 

After which, quoting from Tholuck (L c. pp. 24 ·and 31), he adds : 
"Haya Gaon, who died in 1038, is to our knowledge the first author who 

developed the theory of the Sephiroth and he gave to them the names which we 
find again to be among the Kabalists (Tellenik, Moses ben Schem Tob di Leon, 
p. 13, note 5); this doctor, who had intimate interc()urse with the Syrian and 
Cltaldeall Christian savans, was enabled by these last to acquire a knowledge of 
some of the Gnostic writings." 

Which" Gnostic writings" and esoteric tenets passed part and parcel into the 
KabaIistic works, with many more modern interpolations that we now find in 
the Z()har, as Munk well proves. The Kabala is Christian now, not Jewish. 

Thus, what with several generations of most active Church Fathers ever 
working at the destruction of old documents and the preparation of new 
passages to be interpolated in those which happened to survive, there remains of 
the Gn()stics-the legitimate offspring of the Archaic Wisdom-religion-but a 
few unrecognisable shreds. But a particle of genuine gold will glitter for ever; 
and, however garbled the accounts left by Tertullian and Epiphanius of the 
Doctrines of the "Heretics," an occultist can yet find even in them traces of 
those primeval truths which were once universally imparted during the 
mysteries of Initiation. Among other works with most suggestive allegories in 
them, we have still the so-called Ap()cryphal G()spels, and the last discovered 
as the most precious relic of Gnostic literature, a fragment called Pistis-So/luil, 
IC Knowledge-Wisdom." 

In my next article upon the Esoteric character of the Gospels, I hope to be 
able to demonstrate that those who translate Pistis by "Faith," are utterly 
wrong. The word "faith" as grace or something to be believed in through 
unreasoned or blind faith, is a word that dates only since Christianity. Nor 
has Paul ever used this term in this sense in his Epistles; and Paul was undeniably 
-an INITIATE. H. P. B. 

(To 6e eontin.ea.) 
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'Rntews. --
II SPIRIT REVEALED." " 

THE new work by Captain Serjeant (New Dispensationist and Fellow of the 
Theosophical Society) is certainly what he describes it as being, the" book for 
the age," if, at least, it be admitted that the age requires arousing. I have no 
hesitation in saying that no such book has·before been presented to the public. 
It sounds forth like a trumpet to arouse the sleepers from their crass forgetful
ness of every law of Brotherly Love and Spiritual Truth. One might almost 
imagine, in reading it, the sensation produced upon his contemporaries by 
Ezekiel, when first he gave forth his prophecies to a wondering world j or by 
Bunyan, when he startled the English of his time with the magnificent allegory 
of the "Pilgrim's Progress." It is true that here and there whole passages are 
bodily transplanted from SL John's "Revelation," but they are so marvellously 
dovetailed into the context that, without constant reference to the Apocalypse, 
it is almost impossible to say where the quotations begin and where they end. 
From a literary point of view this may be a fault j but if we recognise the one 
Spirit speaking through many voices we cannot deny that the same truth may 
calf for repetition and expansioh, and the same Spirit may emit again, with 
fuller details, what it has emitted before. 

Were this an ortluJdox journal, I am aware that I dare not advance such 
tenets for fear the luckless editors should be deemed blasphemous by their 
subscribers. But LUCIFER at least must allow that ,the Universal Spirit has not 
in the sacred books of olden times breathed its last words. Then, again, 
Captain Serjeant disclaims all personal responsibility for these utterances when 
he states that the very passages which the reader will find the most glowing 
in the fierceness of their heat, are not words conceived by his own personality, 
but given to him by processes well-known to Spiritualists as .C direct" and 
" automatic" writing. 

The root idea of the volume is that one Spirit permeates all men and all 
things, and that this Spirit is that of Wisdom, Love and Truth j yet that this 
Spirit is denied or hidden out of sight by its own children j and that not till it 
is again made manifest in the public affairs of the world, can mankind hope for 
that happiness which it is now vainly pursuing in every other direction save the 
right one, namely, witltin. The dedication of the book sounds the key-note 
of its contents; for it is inscribed to "Love, the Queen of Heaven j and to 
Faith, the Star of the SouL" The inscription closes with the words "Follow 
after Love-Love never faileth," and the reader is intentionally left to supply 
the thud term, "God is Love." It is in this conception of the Supreme that 
we shall find the whole meaning of the work. The words "God" and the 
"Father," as also the "Mother" and "Christ," are employed pretty freely j 

yet with this clue, we shall see that the writer believes in no personal Deity, but 
• By Captain Wm. C. Eldon Serjeant. Publisbed by Geo. Redway, York Street, Covent Garden. 

Price"JS. 6d. 
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LUCIFER. 

in one Universal Spirit, of whom each intelligence is a manifestation in the 
flesh, little though such being may show or know it 

It is impossible in a short review to touch upon all the striking features of 
" Spirit Revealed," and I must, therefore, content myself with noticing but a 
very few, referring the readers of LUCIFER to the book itself; for they will find 
in it a "Guide, Philosopher and Friend." 

The preface reminds one of a passage in Ezekiel too often forgotten. "And 
they were seallerea, because there is no shepherd: and they became meat to all 
the beasts of the field, wken tkey were scatteretl." Captain Serjeant points 
out the necessity of a bond of union in these words :-

"The contentions amongst many religious sects have been to a considerable 
extent responsible for the rise, growth, and development of numerous societies 
of professed religious, as well as of an anti-religious character. Each and every 
one of these Societies possesses its own peculiar views on the Deity, as well as 
on life and death, and though the majority of th'e more enlightened of them 
have evidently the same fundamental principles underlying the teachings which 
they endeavour to inculcate in the minds of men generally, yet the manifest 
confusion generated by what are seemingly conflicting opinions, tends, unhappily, 
to increase the bewilderment and distrust experienced in connection with the 
truths of the Spirit throughout all classes of Society in the nineteenth century." 

He then proceeds to claim for his work that it "places in the bands of 
Christian Ministers" (Note, that he employs the word" Christ" continually 
in the sense of the divine Spirit within mankind) "many powerful weapons 
wherewith to establish and uphold the universal Church of the Living God." 
The preface, which is conceived throughout in the most elevated style of 
address, concludes with an appeal to "all who, in their hearts, are ready and 
willing to labour loyally in the· interests of their less enlightened fellow creatures 
existing in this ignorant, selfish, and love-starved world." 

After a brief Introduction, couched in a prophetic form, the writer deals with 
the nature of God, man, matter, the power of Spirit manifest in and through 
matter, the omnipresence of Spirit, the Intelligent Principle, and the Seven 
Rays of Truth. In these seven chapters is comprised what I may call the 
theoretical part of the book. Tlie following quotations must suffice to show in 
what vein these world-riddles are worked out " Weare endued with two 
natures, one of which is human or mortal, and subject to chemical change, 
eommonly termed dissolution or death; the other, immortal or spiritual, capable 
of adding to itself by an inherent power to comprehend the nature, qualities and 
capabilities of all created visible things, which comprehension signifies the 
reconversion of all material existences into true ideas." "It is an absolute 
fact that everything is literal. To the spiritual man symbols are literal; they 
are indeed more literal than the natural man considers what he terms facts or 
realities." "T1te ultimate atom is Spirit. Finite wills are points on which the 
Infinite Will acts, for no creature can will without being a manifestation of the 
Supreme Intelligence who first wills that it shall will." 

The subsequent portion of the book deals partly with an expansion of the 
general tenets laid down in these seven chapters, and their application to the 
present pradical needs of the world; partly with prophetic utterances as to the 
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near approach of an awakening of the peoples to their real position as members 
of one great Spiritual community. Under the first heading a very important 
document is presented to the world, being a form for enrolment in the 
"Universal Rights Support Association," which if generally adopted in the true 
spirit would indeed herald the millennium. Under the second heading in 
Chapter XIII. a remarkable reading of part of the Apocalypse is given, 
commencing with the words from Daniel, "and at that time shall Michael stand 
up, the great Prince which standeth for the children of the people: and there 
shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a Nation even to 
that same time: At that time the people shall be delivered, every one that shall 
be found written in the book." Such words as these are not to be understood 
on the first reading, and indeed will probably meet with nothing but derision 
from many. Yet LUCIFER will see in them another and a most powerful battery 
opened against the powers of darkness to wage war with which is his own chief 
mission. 

In conclusion I can only add that, in my humble opinion, few men have shown 
such courage in facing the ridicule of society as Captain Serjeant, and that he 
has chosen to risk the forfeiture of a place in social circles to which his right 
is undeniable, rather than give way to the temptation to prophesy smooth things. 
He is one of the foremost in the New Dispensation movement, and a man whose 
working power must be enormous, if it be measured by the labours which he 
daily and voluntarily undertakes. His peculiar style of writing lays him open 
to the accusation of calling himself the coming Messiah. If his accusers would 
only meet him face to face, they would find that no man is humbler than he, and 
none is more fully conscious nor more loudly proclaims that "individuality is 
but an emanation from the one Great Spirit," in which alone he recognises the 
true Christ, the Saviour of the world. He would tell them that in themselves is 
incarnate the Spirit of Wisdom, and that it only awaits its union with the Spirit 
of Love, to manifest itself as the Spirit of Truth. How little he values his own 
personality and his own well-being or fame, those who know him best can testify. 
If Theosophy is to be a living thing, and not a mere intellectual amusement, it 
is by such men as this that it must be followed. Were there many such the 
world would soon be freed from its misery, by the force of their united volition. 
Verily their reward is at hand. 

WILLIAM ASHTON ELLIS. 

TRAITE ELEMENTAIRE DE SCIENCE OCCULTE, par PAPUS. 

"Published by Georges Carre, 58, Rue SL Audre des Arts. 
This, the latest of the admirable publications now being issued by M. 

Georg"es Carre, under the auspices of "L'lsis," the French branch of the 
Theosophical Society, deserves a hearty welcome at the hands of all students of 
Occultism, as it fulfils the promise of its title, which is high praise indeed. 

The book is written and constructed on correct Occult principles; it contains 
seven chapters, three devoted to theory and four to the application and 
practical illustration of that theory. 

After an eloquent introductory chapter, M. Papus proceeds to lead his readers 
by easy transitions into the mysterious science of numbers. This-the first key 
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to pradiml Occultism-is at once the simplest and the most subtle of sciences. 
Hitherto there has existed no really elementary exposition of its primary. 
fundamental principles. And, as this science of numbers lies at the base of 
everyone of those applications of occult science which are still to any extent 
studied, a knowledge of it is almost indispensable. 

Astrology, Chiromancy, Cartomancy, in short, all the arts of divination, rest 
ultimately on numbers and their occult powers, as a foundation. 

And yet, though the students of each of these several arts must, perforce, 
acquire a certain knowledge of numerical science, yet very few of them possess 
that knowledge in a systematic and co-ordinated form. 

Of course M. Papus does not, and cannot, give anything like a complete text
book on the subject, but he does give, in clear language, the fundamental 
gUiding principles of this science. Moreover, he illustrates the methods of 
numerical working, by numerous and well-chosen eJqlmples-an aid which is 
simply invaluable to the student who is making his first entrance into this field 
of study. In the third chapter these abstract formulre are given as they relate to 
man, as an individua~ and as a member of that larger whole, called humanity. 
This completes the purely theoretical portion of the book, and in the fourth 
chapter we are shown how these general principles work in their application. 

Signs and symbols are proved to be the nafllral expressions of ideas in 
accordance with fixed laws, and the method is applied by way of illustration to 
the interpretation of the Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismegistus. The relation 
between number and form is shown as exhibited in geometrical figures, and M. 
Papus gives a clue to a' subject which has puzzled many-the actual influence in 
life of names. This chapter is most enthralling, but lack of space forbids any 
detailed comments, for so much would have to be said. 

Chapters five and six are almost equally interesting; full of lucid illustration 
and valuable hints to the practical student, they form almost a manual in them
selves. But on one point M.Papus is certainly in error,though,since it is on a matter 
of history, its importance is relatively smalL He attaches far too much weight 
to the Jews and to their national system of occultism-the Kabbala. True, 
that system is the most familiar in Europe j but it has been so .much overlaid 
by a semi-esoteric veil, and additions and interpolations by Christian Occultists, 
that iti inner grossness is lost sight of j so that students are apt to be led 
away from the truth, and to form erroneous conceptions as to the value and 
meaning of many symbols, the importance of which in practical work is very 
great What esoteric knowledge the Jews possessed, they derived either from 
the Egyptians or the Babylonians during the captivity. Hence M. Saint-Ives 
d' Alvidre, his gigantic erudition notwithstandin,g, is altogether mistaken in the 
stress he lays on their knowledge, their place in history and their mission as a 
nation. This, however, is but a matter of small moment in a. book, the practical 
value of which it would be difficult to over-estimate. 

THE NEW WAGNER JOURNAL 

We have received from Mr. Geo. Redway, Publisher, IS, York Street, w.e., 
the prospectus of a new Journal, "THE MEISTER," which is about to be edited 
for the Rickard Wagner Society by Mr. Wm. ·Ashton Ellis, author of "Thea-
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sophy in the Works of Richard Wagner" (Theosophical Society's Transactions), 
and of "Richard Wagner as Poet, Musician and Mystic," read before the 
Society of Fine Arts. As Mr. Ellis is a member of the Committee of the 
Wagner Society, and a member of Council of the London Lodge of the 
Theosophical Society, we hope that prominence will be given to the esoteric 
side of Richard Wagners works; and for this hope we have justification not 
only in the pamphlets above alluded to but also in the words of the prospectus 
of the MEISTER. "Religion, Art, and Social Questions are in these works 
(Wagners) presented to his readers under novel aspects, and such as are of 
the greatest interest to a generation which is eagerly scanning the horizon for 
some cloud which may be the harbinger of refreshing rain long looked for to 
quench the thirst of the arid sands of Materialistic Science." 

The prospectus presents us with a specimen of the cover of the journal, de
signed by Mr. Percy Anderson, an artist who has already made a name for 
himself in other walks of the decorative art, and whose first attempt in this 
direction shows great power of broad effects of light and shade, and consider
able expertness in symbolism. We hope in our next issue to review the first 
number of the MEISTER which, we understand, will appear on the 13th inst. 
It will be published for the present quarterly, at the subscription rate of 4S. pet' 

annum, but we trust that it may shortly become a full-fledged" monthly." 

NEW YEAR'S EVE. 

ALL sound was hushed, except the sad sad bells, 
Chanting their requiem o'er the dying year; 
Alone I knelt beneath the watchful stars, 
And held communion with my restless souL .. .. .. .. • 

. The Old Year died, the sad bells all were stilled, 
And o'er a silent city, shone the pure cold moon. 
Then unrestrained my soul poured forth its cry, 
"0 God Eterna~ Changless, Sacred, O. M. 
Let my past die with the Old Year to-night. 
And when the joy-bells hail the New Year's birth, 
Let each sweet note waft up a prean of praise, 
Straight from a new-born Soul unto its Maker." .. .. .. • .. 
The New Year dawned, madly the bells clashed forth 
Beneath the stars, I still knelt on-in peace. 

KAnE DUNCAN KING. 
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<torre6pon~ence . 
• 

AUTOCENTRICISM. • 
MAN has made God in his own image. Taking his thoughts and passions, fears, 
hope and aspirations, with part thereof he endows his fellow-men, whose natures 
he knows only as figured and interpreted by his own, and thus he becomes a 
social being; with part thereof he inspires the inanimate world-Ie the sun, 
the moon, the stars, the sea, the hills, and the plains," and thus he becomes a 
poet; "with the residue" he forms his God, and "falleth down unto it, and 
worshippeth it, and prayeth unto it, and saith, Deliver me, for thou art my God" 

The first of these processes is legitimate, indeed necessary, for there is 
a foundation of unity in human nature, however diverse and complex are 
its varied developments; and the humanity which dwells in all can recognize 
itself under strange disguises. 

The second process is innocent and elevating. so long as it is kept within 
just limits, and claims to reach results subjectively, not objectively, true. 

The third process is inevitable at a certain stage of racial evolution, but 
beyond that stage becomes absolutely noxious and degrading, because it 
extols as truth that which conscience and reason have begun to condemn as 
untruth. 

Dead are the Gods of Egypt, those supreme plutocrats, under whom costly 
mummification and burial in a sculptured tomb were the conditions of 
posthumous life, so that a poor man could by no means enter into the kingdom 
of Osiris. Dead are Jupiter, Apollo, Pallas, Aphrodite, the products and 
reflexes of Greek majesty, beauty and intellect; or, if not dead, they are 
immortalised only by the art of their human creators. Dead, or dying, as a 
power to be loved and fea:-ed, is that Jehovah who reproduces the cruelty, 
selfishness and stubbornness of the typical Jew, with his substratum of con
science, showing itself from time to tIme in a more or less wrong-headed zeal 
for righteousness.' 

In its infancy, every race unconsciously forms an ideal, and makes this ideal 
its God. As the race grows in civilisation the ideal is modified, and for some 
time the god continues to undergo corresponding changes, and is, so to speak, 
kept up to date. But increasing experience and knowledge bring increasing 
secularism of thought and feeling, and incapacitate the mind for reconstructing 
its Divinity. Religion loses its life-blood. In this stage, the Deitry is either 
an anachronism, incompatible with the highest instincts of his worshippers, 
and therefore holding them back morally and intellectually, or else he becomes 
a nonentity, an abstraction, which can have no influence on life and conduct. 
It is this effete conception which Dr. Lewins combats in the tract entides 
"Autocentricism, or the Brain Theory of Life and Mind." 

Man, in brief, is his own God. Saints and mystics, and all the most beau
tiful souls of all religions, have seen this truth as in a glass darkly. Christ 
expressed it in mystic form when he said, "The Kingdom of Heaven is 
within you, n and, "I and my Father are one." But in Christ's time Animism 

* .. Autocentricism ; or, the Brain Theory of Life and Mind," being the substance of letters written 
to the Secu1ar Review (1883-4). By Robert Lewins, M.D. .. The New Gospel of Hylo-Idealism, 01' 
Positive Agnosticism." By fl'erben 1.. Counney. 
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was so ingrained in human nature that it was impossible he could escape it.· 
He had not the scientific data on which to found a true cosmology j and even 
bad he possessed the data, he would have lacked the power to use them. 
Scientific habits of thought were necessarily alien to the mind of the Galilean 
peasant. t He could leel rather than comprenentl the unity of God, Man, and 
the World j but he could not know that this unity is centred in the thought
cells of the cerebral hemispheres, and that the Divine glory is the offspring of 
a material organism.t Scientific synthesis can now give a solid basis to Christian 
and Buddhist mysticism, to Berkleyan and Kantian Idealism, by declaring that 
the brain is the one phenomenon which certifies it own nomenal existence. 
It thinks, therefore it is; it creates, therefore it exists. Yet Dualism is con 
demned, whatever stand-point we adopt. "For my main argument .•• it 
matters not a jot or tittle whether you proceed on the noetic or hyloic basis 
A European ought to take the latter, which admits of scintific research and 
discovery. An Asiatic or African, who bas not the genius for Griginal 
realistic research, may safely be left to the former." § Beyond himself, no 
man can think. We are apt to be deluded by the exigencies of language, and 
to look upon "our" ideas, "our" imaginations, as in some way separable from 
ourselves j as possessions rather than components of the Ego. Yet nothing 
is clearer than that the sum of these sentient states actually cons#tules the Ego, 
so far as it knows itself j and that a "dominant" idea, engrossing the attention 
to the exclusion of all others, is for the time absolutely identical with and 
equivalent to the mind which it is said to "rule." For moments which are 
eternities, because the sense of time is abolished, the musician may be 
"absorbed in" or identified with his sonata, the poet with his verse, the mystic 
with his vision of the Divine Essence. "I am as great as God, and He 
as small as I," sings Angelus Silesius j but we may rather say that in such 
states of rapture the relatioqs of "great" and "smal~" of "internal" and 
"external," of "space" and "infinitude," of "time" and "eternity,'" are 
annihilated, and the whole universe fused into one point of light. 

This feeling, rationalised and stripped of mystery, though not of wonder and 
solemnity, is the truth and life of . Hylo-Idealism. Worship is done away 
with, not by iconoclasm, but by apotheosis. "By it we are, indeed, for ever 
and entirely relieved from the humiliating and overwhelming sense of- human 
insignificance, thus making ourselves quite at home in the more than terrestrial 
grandeurs of the universe, in which our planet is but a sand-grain."" 

In conclusion, I should like to recommend Dr. Lewins's tractate, with its 
Introduction by Mr. Courtney, and its succinct and luminous App'endix by 
G. M. Mc., and also Mr. Courtney's articles reprinted from" Our Corner" to 
the attention of all sincere souls. Hylo-Idealism, or "Autocentricism," has 
the merit of not being negative merely, but also positive and constructive, 
substituting for the "renunciation "preached by Christ and Buddha, a perfect 
fulfilment of self, and conquering selfishness by self-expansion. It is thus 
especially potent in the fields of theoretical and practical ethics, indeed the 
central idea of Spinoza's admirable and still unsurpassed analysis 'of the 
Passions is distinctly deducible from our thesis, though generally regarded as 

• .. Autocentricism:' &c., p. 10. t CArist-A Galilean peasant I LED.] 

i Nor does Dr. Lewins jnl1W: assumption is no proof. rED.] 
.. Autocentricism." &c.. p. 33- B 'Ibid, p. 19-
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an excrescence rather than a natural growth from his own. Upon all this I 
Cc'mnot, at present, dwel~ but must content myself with the bare indication of 
fields of thought and action which are "white already to the harvest." 

On the Nile, Dec. 1887. C. N. 

WHAT OF PHENOMENA? 
T() 'he Edit()rs ()f LUCIFER: 

" I avail myself of your invitation to correspondents, in order to ask a question. 
"How is .It that we hear nothing now of the signs and wonders with which Neo

theosophy was ushered in? Is the • age of miracles' past in the Society? 
.. Yours respectfully, 

" on 

.. Occult phenomena," is what our correspondent apparently refers to. 
They failed to produce the desired effect, but they were, in no sense of the 
word, "miracles." It was supposed that intelligent people, especially men of 
science, would, at least, have recognised the existence of a· new and deeply 
interesting field of enquiry and research when they witnessed physical effects 
produced at wil~ for which they were not able to account. It was supposed that 
theologians would have welcomed the proof, of which they stand so sadly' in 
need in these agnostic oays, that the soul and the spirit are not mere creations 
of their fancy, due to ignorance of the physical constitution of man, but entities 
quite as real as the body, and much more important. These expectations were 
not realized The phenomena were misunderstood and misrepresented, both 
as regards their nature and their purpose. 

In the light which experience has now thrown upon the matter the explana
tion of this unfortunate circumstance is not far to seek. Neither science nor 
religion acknowledges the existence of the Occult, as the term is understood and 
employed in theosophy; in the sense, that is to say, of a super-mater~ but not 
super-natur~ region, governed by law; nor do they recognise the existence of 
latent powers and possibilities in man. Any interl'erence with the every-day 
routine of the material world is attributed, by religion, to the arbitrary will of a 
good or an evil autocrat, inliabiting a supernatural region inaccessible to man, 
and subject to no law, either in his actions or constItution, and for a knowledge 
of whose ideas and wishes mortals are entirely dependent upon inspired com
munications delivered through an accredited messenger. The power of working 
so-alled miracles has always been deemed the proper and sufficient credentials 
of a messenger from heaven, and the mental habit of regarding any occult power 
in that light is still so strong that any exercise of that power is supposed to be 
"miraculous," or to claim to be so. It is needless to say that this way of 
regarding extraordinary occurrences is in direct opposition to the scientific 
spirit of the age, nor is it the position practically occupied by the more intelligent 
portion of mankind at present. When people see wonders, nowadays, the 
sentiment excited in their minds is no longer veneration and awe, but curiosity. 

It was in the hope of arousing and utilizing this spirit of curiosity that occult 
phenomena were shown. It was believed that this manipulation of forces of 
nature which lie below the surface-that surface of things which modem science 
scratches and pecks at so industriously and so proudly-would have led to enquiry 
into the nature and the laws of those forces, unknown to science, but perfectly 
known to occultism. That the phenomena did excite curiosity in the minds of 
those who witnessed them, is certainly true, but it was, unfortunately, for the most 
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part of an idle kind The greater number of the witnesses developed an 
insatiable appetite for phenomena for their own sake, without any thought of 
studying the philosophy or the science of whose truth and power the pheno
mena were merely trivial and, so to say, accidental illustrations. In but a few 
cases the curiositywhich was awakened gave birth to the serious desire to study 
the philosophy and the science themselves and for their own sake. 

Experience has taught the leaders of the movement that the vast majority of 
professing Christians are absolutely precluded by their mental condition and 
attitude-the result of centuries of superstitious teaching-from calmly examining 
the phenomena in their aspect of natural occurrences governed by law. The 
Roman Catholic Church, true to its traditions, excuses itself from the 
examination of any occult phenomena on the plea that they are necessarily the 
work of the Devil, whenever they occur outside of its own pale, since it has a 
lawful monopoly of the legitimate miracle business. The Protestant Church 
denies the personal intervention of the Evil One on the material plane; but, 
never having gone into the miracle business itself, it is apparently a little 
doubtful whether it would know a 6ona-foJe miracle if it saw one, but, being just 
as unable as its elder sister to conceive the extension of the reign of law 
beyond the limits of matter and force, as known to us in our present state of 
consciousness, it excuses itself from the study of occult phenomena on the plea 
that they lie within the province of science rather than of religion. 

Now science bas its miracles as well as the Church of Rome. But, as it is 
altogether dependent upon its instrument maker for the production of these 
miracles, and, as it claims to be in possession of the last known word in regard 
to the laws of nature, it was hardly to be expected that it would take very kindly 
to "miracles," in whose production apparatus has no part, and which claim to be 
instances of the operation of forces and laws of which it bas no knowledge. 
Modem science, moreover, labours under disabilities with respect to the inves
tigation of the Occult quite as embarrassing as those of Religion; for, while 
Religion cannot grasp the idea of natural law as applied to the supersensuous 
Universe, Science does not allow the existence of any supersensuous universe 
at all to which the reign of law could be extended; nor can it conceive the 
possibility of any other state of consciousness than our present terrestrial one. 
It was, therefore, hardly to be expected that science would undertake the task 
it was called upon to perform with much earnestness and enthusiasm; and, 
indeed, it seems to have felt that it was not expected to treat the phenomena of 
occultism less cavalierly than it had treated divine miracles. So it calmly pro
ceeded at once to pooh-pooh the phenomena; and, when obliged to express 
some kind of opinion, it did not hesitate, without examination, and on hearsay 
reports, to attribute them to fraudulent contrivances-wires, trap-doors and so 
forth. 

It was bad enough for the leaders of the movement, when they endeavoured 
to call the attention of the world to the great and unknown field for scientific 
and religious enquiry which lies on the borderland between matter and spirit, 
to find themselves set down as agents of his Satanic Majesty, or as superior 
adepts in the charl;ltan line; but the unkindest cut of al~ perhaps, came from a 
class of people whose own experiences, rightly \Ulderstood, ought certainly to 
have taught them better: the occult phenomena were claimed by the Spirit-
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ualists as the work of their dear departed ones, but the leaders in Theosophy 
were declared to be somewhat less even than mediums in disguise. 

Never were the phenomena presented in any other character than that of 
instances of a power over perfectly natural IMUgh unrecognised forces, and 
incidentally over matter, possessed by certain individuals who have attained to 
a larger and higher knowledge of the Universe than has been reached by scientists 
and theologians, or can ever be reached by them, by the roads they are now 
respectively pursuing. Yet this power is latent in all men, and could, in time, 
be wielded by anyone who would cultivate the knowledge and conform to the 
conditions necessary for its development. Nevertheless, except in a few isolated 
and honourable instances, never was it received in any other character than 
as would-be miracles, or as works of the Devil, or as vulgar tricks, or as 
amusing gape-seed, or as the performances of those dangerous "spooks II that 
masquerade in s~ance rooms, and feed on the vital energies of mediums and 
sitters. And, from all sides, theosophy and theosophists were attacked with a 
rancour and bitterness, with an absolute disregard alike of fact and logic, and 
with malice, hatred and uncharitableness' that would be utterly inconceivable, 
did not religious history teach us what mean and unreasoning animals ignorant 
men become when their cherished prejudices are touched; and did not the 
history of scientific research teach us, in its turn, how very like an ignorant man 
a learned man can behave, when the truth of his theories is called in question. 

An occultist can produce phenomena, but he cannot supply the world with 
brains, nor with the intelligence and good faith necessary to understand and 
appreciate them. Therefore, it is hardly to be wondered at, that word came to 
abandon phenomena and let the ideas of Theosophy stand on their own intrinsic 
merits. 

MR. MOHINI M. CHATTER]I. 
To Ihe Editors of LUCIFER. 

Will you kindly afford publicity in the pages of LUCIFER to .the enclosed 
letter I have just received from Mr. Mohini M. Chatterji who has been 
staying for a few months at Rome, with English friends, on his way back 
to India.-Yours very truly, A. P. SINNETT. 

TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE LONDON LODGE 01" THE 
THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

SIR,-I.understand that among the members of your Society there is a rumour 
to the effect that I have joined the Roman Catholic Church, which has c;aused 
much annoyance to my friends and also to myself. I beg therefore that you 
will do me the justice to make it known that the rumour is entirely false and 
that I have no desire to join any Christian Church.-I am, Sir, ·your obedient 
servant, . MOHINI M. CHATTER1I. 

ROME (Italy), January 30/'', 1888. 

To lhe Edilors of LUCIFER. 
On behalf of the members of the London Lodge, I beg to state that the 

rumour referred to in Mr. Mohini's letter emanated from two acquaintances of 
his belonging to the Romish Church, who themselves derived their infomlation 
from the R. C. priesthood. As for the members of the L L they never believed 
in this report. 

BERTRAM KEIGHTLEY, Hon. Sec. 
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rTHE editors have received the two (01-
rowing letters-one from the learned 
Founder of Hylo-Idealism. the other from 
a gentleman, a casual correspondent, of 
whom they know absolutely notlUng ex
cept his most extraordinary way or ex
pressing his thoughts in woids and terms 
hitherto unheard by ordinary mortals. 
Both take the editors to task for using 
their undeniable right of criticism and 
editorial judgment. As LUCIFER, how
ever, is a magazine mi gtntris, and as its 
policy is the greatest possible tolerance 
and fairness to all parties concerned, it 
will abstain from its legal prerogative of 
leaving the letters without reply or notice. 
LUCIFER hands them over, therefore, to 
the "ADvERSARY," to be dealt with ac
cording to their respective merits. The 
editors have never pretended to an 
"understandinfr of H ylo-I dealism" nor 
do they entertam any such rash hope for 
the future. They belong to that humble 
class of mortals who labour to their dying 
day under the belief that 2 X 2=4, and 
can by no means, even hylo-idealistic, 
make s. « C. N." 's letter elaced the new 
« philosophy" in an entirely different 
light; firstly, because it is written in good 
English, and because the style of the 
writer is extremely attractive; and se
condly, because at least one point has now 
been made clear to the editors: « Hylo
Idealism" is, like modem spiritualism. the 
essm&e of Irans,mtimlal materialism. If 
in Mr. Huxley's opinion Comte's Positiv
ism is, in practice, "Catholicism minus 
ChristIanity," in the views o( the editors 
of LUCIFER Hylo·Idealism is "Meta
physics minus psychology and-fJllysics." 
Let its apostles explain away its flagrant 
contradictions, and then LUCIFER will be 
the first to render justice to it as a philo
sophy. Meanwhile, it can only acknow
ledge a number of remarkably profound 
thoughts that are to be found scattered in 
independent solitude throughout the 
letters of Dr. Lewins (Humanism v. 
Theism) and others, and-no more.] 

re HYLO·IDEALISM. 
To the Editors of LUCIFER. 

PERHAPS space may be found in the 
February or other early issue of your 

interesting and suggestive serial for the 
present curt communication. In a foot
note of )'?ur January number I am 
coupled WIth Mr. H. Spencer as being more 
Atheist than Moleschott and Buchner-to 
say nothing of such compromising and 
irresolute scientists as Darwin, Huxley, 
and Co. Now, that atheistic or non
animist standpoint is the pivot on which 
my whole synthesis revolves; and is, I 
contend, the bumin~ problem at this 
epoch - ethical and mteUectual- of the 
human mind -tluJrougllly to establish 
on certain concrete, rational and 
scientific dala, that is to say-not on the 
Utopias of Speculation and Metaphysics. 
My principle is exactly that of Kant (inter 
alios) when he formulates the "Thing in 
Itself." But we have only to study the 
short and handy "Critique of Kant," 
referred to in your columns-by Kuno 
Fischer, translated by Dr. Hough, to see 
how fast and loose that «all-shattering" 
metaphysician played with his all·des· 
tructlve theme. Not only does he en
tirely reverse it and its corollaries in his 
critique o( the "Practical Reason," and 
of "Judgmen~" but also in the second 
edition of the ' Critique of Pure Reason" 
itself, in which orilPnally, as its corollary, 
Or rather concomItant, he, like myself, 
only on less sure premises, disposes of 
God, the Soul (Anima or Vital Principle), 
and Immortality-that is of another" per
sonal" life after death. I hold with 
Lucretius, Epicurus, and others in ancient 
and modem times, of whom Shelley is a 
typical case, that no greater benefit can 
be bestowed on humanity t~an the elim~
nation from sane thou~ht of thIS 
ghastly and maddening Tnune Spectre. 
God alone is quite "l'infame" Voltaire 
dubs the Catholic Church. Looking 
through Nature "red in tooth and claws" 
to its pseudo Author, we must expect to 
find a Pandemon. For any omnipotent 
Being who, unconditioned and unfettered 
in all respects, "willed" such a world of 
pain and anguish for sentient creatures, 
must be a Demon worse than mythology 
has fabled of Satan, Moloch, Mammon, 
or other fiends. It must be noted that in 
the classic Pantheon, the Fates, or Fatal 
Sisters, are "above" all the Immortals 
of Olympus, including Jove himself-a 
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saving provision quite inadmissible in 
modem Monotheism, which endows its 
Divinity1!- with absolute omnipotence and 
fore-knowledge. 

ROBERT LEWINS, M.D. 

HYLO-IDEALISM. 
To the Editors of LUCIFER. 

I HAVE to thank you for your kind i~r
tion of my note on above m January issue 
of the Magazine. 

I have not the slightest desire to quarrel 
with your prefaced comments on my style 
of writing. It seems to you to be "turgid," 
and you take advantage of some unki~d 
epithets lately dealt out to Theosophy m 
the Secular Review to return the compli
ment to me with interest added. Be it so. 
It would seem but fair to, let me say, 
compliment those, and those only, who 
have directly complimented you j but I 
have no wish, as I have just said, to find 
fault with any comment on Hylo-Idealism 
or on the methods of its advocacy. All 
criticism is, I know, received by the ex
cogitator of the system with thanks, and, 
save that both he and I think your note 
re "Thtobroma" not a little at fault (for 
explanation I refer you to the well-known 
Messrs. Epps), I can say the same for my
self. 

I can see, however, in spite of the 
raillery with which you honour us, that a 
right understanding of Hylo-Idealism-I 
beg pardon, High-low Idealism-is still 
very far from being yours. Whr., in a 
recent issue of LUCIFE~ the old ddficulty 
of, as I call it, the" Comcident assump
tion of Materiality" is started as if it had 
never before been thought of_ It is, in 
point of fact, ful1 dealt with in my "Ap
pendix" to the Auto-Centricism" pam
phlet, which has already passed under 
your review 1 It is not worth while to 
enter once more upon this poict j suffice 
it then to say, in addition, that I explained 
it also, at full length, to a Theosophical 
writer-Mr. E. D. Fawcett-in the Secular 
RL'View, some months ago. He had 
started the same venerable objection, but 
after my reply, he so far honoured me as 
not to return to the charge. Let him do 
so now, and then a Theosophical attack 
and a Hylo-Ideal defence will be before 
you. But, really, it is no argument 
against my position to extract some half
dozen lines of my writing from a contem
porary and to follow this soupfon with 
three printer's" shrieks." 

I shall wait with interest the promised 
letterfrom" C. N.," placing Hylo-Idealism 
in a "new and very different hght," as you 
say. This is something quite new. Dr. 
Lewins, C. N., and I have, none of us,. 
* Deuce, i.e., Devil, is the synonym of Deus. 

been able, hitherto, to find any material 
difference between our several presenta
tions of the system. 

I have the honour to be, Mesdames, 
Your most obedient servant, 

G. M. McC. 

TO DR LEWINS, AND THE HYLO-
IDEALISTS AT LARGE. 

THE several learned gentlemen of the 
above persuasion, who have honoured 
LUCIFER with their letters and articles, 
will please to accept the present as a col
lective Reply. Life is too short to 
indulge very often in such lengthy ex
planations. But "une fois n'est pas 
coutume." 

In "coupling" Dr. Lewins' name with 
those he mentions-especially with Mr. 
Herbert Spencer's - the Editors had 
assuredly no intention of saying anything 
derogatory to the dignity of the founder 
of Hylo Idealism. They have called the 
latter system-its qualification of Idealistic 
notwithstanding--" atheistical," and to 
this Dr. Lewins himself does not demur. 
Quite the contrary. If his protest 
(against a casual remark made in a foot
note of two lines I) means anything at 
all, it means that he feels hurt to find his 
name associated with the names of such 
" compromising and (in atltcism) irresolute 
scientists as Darwin, Huxley, and Co." 
What is it that our erudite correspondent 
demurs to, then? Just that, and nothing 
more. His prefixed adjectives refer to 
the half-heartedness of these gentlemen 
in the matter of atheism and materialism, 
not surely, to their scientific achievements. 
Indeed, these illustrious naturalists are 
timid enough to leave half-opened doors 
in their speculations for something to 
enter in which is not quite matter, and 
yet what it is they do not, or do not wish to 
know. 

Indeed, they derive man, his origin and 
consciousness, only from the lower forms 
of animal creation and the brutes, instead 
of attributing life, mind and intellect
as the followers of the new System do-
simply to the pranks played by Pralm'Ji 
(the great Ignorance and Illusion) on our 
" diseased nervous centres" - abstract 
thought being synonymous with Neuro
pathy in the teachings of the Hylo
Idealists (see AUlo-emMcism, p. 40). 
But all this has been already said and 
betler said by. Kapila, in his Sankllya, and 
is very old philosophy indeed j so that 
Messrs. Darwin and Co. have been, per
haps, wise in their generation to adopt 
another theory. Our great Darwinists are 
practical men, acd avoid running after the 
hare and the eagle at the same time, as 
the hare in such case would be sure to 
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run away, and the eagle to be lost in the 
clouds. They prefer to ignore the ideas 
and conceptions of the Universe, as held 
by such "loose," and-as philosophically 
expressed by our uncompromising 
opponent-It all·shattering metaphysicians 
as Kant was. II Therefore letting all such 
"metaphysical crack-brained theories" 
severely alone, they made man and his 
thinking Ego the lineal descendant of the 
revered ancestor of the now tailless 
baboon, our beloved and esteemed first 
cousin. This is only logical from tlu 
Darwinian standpoint. What is, then, 
Dr. Lewins' quarrel with these great men, 
or with us? They have their theory, the 
inventor of Hylo-Idealism has his theory, 
we, Metaphysicians, have our ideas and 
theories; and, the Moon shining with im
partial and equal light on the respective 
occiputs of Hylo-Idealists, Animalists, 
and Metaphysicians, she pours material 
enough for every one concerned to allow 
each of them to "live and let live." No 
man can be at once a Materialist and an 
Ide;l.list, and remain consistent. Eastern 
philosophy and occultism are hased on 
the absolute unity of the Root Substance, 
and they recognise only one infinite and 
lDliversal CAUSE. The Occultists are UNI
TARIANsparercellence. But there is such 
a thing as conventional, time-honoured 
terms with one and the same meaning 
attached to them all-at any rate on 
this plane of illusion. And if we want to 
understand each other, we are forced to 
use such terms in their generally-accepted 
sense, and avoid calling mind matter, and 
vice vend. The definition of a materialised 
"Spirit" as frozen whiskey is in its place 
in a humouristic pun: it becomes an 
absurdity in philosophy. It is Dr. Lewins' 
argument that "the very first principle of 
logic is, that two 'causes' are not to 
be thought of when one is sufficient;" 
and though the first and the ultimate, the 
Alpha and the Omega in the existence of 
the Universe, is one absolute cause, yet, 
on the plane of manifestations and differ
entiations, matter, as phenomenon, and 
Spirit as noumenon, cannot be so loosely 
confused as to merge the latter into the 
former, under the pretext that one self
evident natural cause (however secondary 
in the sight of logic and reason) is " suffi
cient for our purpose," and we need not 
"transcend the proper conditions of 
thought" and fall back upon the lower 
level of" lawless and uncertain fancy "
i.e., metaphysics. (Vide" Humanism v. 
Theism," pp. 14, IS.) We have nothing whatever, I say it 
again, against "H)'lo-ldealism" with 
the exception of Its compound and 
self-contradictory name. Nor do we 
oppose Dr. Lewins' earlier thoughts, as 

embodied in "C. N's" " HUMANISM versus 
THEISM." That which we permit our
selves to object to and oppose is the la~er 
system grown into a Bz/rontian, J anus-l~ke 
monster, a hybrid duality notwithstandmg 
its forced mask of Unity. Surely it is 
not because Dr. Lewins calls" Spirit-a 
fiction," and attributes Mind, Thought, 
Genius, Intellect, and all the highest 
attributes of thinking man to simple 
effects or functions of Hylo-zoism, that 
the greatest problem of psycholo~, tlte 
relation of mind to matter, is solved? No 
one can accuse" The Adversary" of too 
much tenderness or even regard for the 
conclusions of such rank materialists as 
the Darwinians generally are. But surel.Y 
no impartial man would attribute their 
constant failure to explain the relations 
of mind to matter, and the confessions of 
their ignorance of the ultimate constitu
tion of that matter itself, to timidity and 
irresoluteness, but rather to the right 
cause: i.e., the absolute impossibility. of 
erplaining spiritual e§ecls by pltyszcal 
causes, in the first case; and the presence 
of that in matter which baffles and mocks 
the efforts of the physical senses to per
ceive or feel, and therefore to explain it, 
in the second case. It is not, evidently, a 
desire to compromise that forced Mr. 
Huxley to confess that "in strictness we 
(the Scientists) know nothing about the 
composition of matter," but the ltonesty of 
a man of science in not speculating upon 
what he did not believe in, and knew 
nothing about. Does J. Le Conte insult 
the majesty of physical science by 
declaring that the creation or destruction, 
increase or diminution of matter, "lies 
beyond llu domain oj sdence 1 "0 And to 
whose prejudices does Mr. Tyndall pander, 
he, who once upon a time shocked the 
whole world of believers in spiritual 
existence, by declaring in his Belfast 
address that in matter alone was "the 
promise and potency of every form a.nd 
quality of life" (just what Dr. LewIDs 
does) when he maintains that" the pas
sage from tlte pAysics of the brain 10 the 
corresponding facts 0/ CONSCIOUSNESS 
is unthinkable," and adds: 

.. Granted that a definite thought and a mole
cular action in the brain occur simultancously; 
we do not possess the intellectual organ nor 
apparently any rudiments of the organ, which 
would enable us to pass by a process of 
reasoning from one to the other. They appear 
together, but we t/Q not Iml7W wily. Were our 
minds and senses so expanded, strengthened and 
illuminated. as to enable us to see and feel the 
very molecules of the brain; were we capable of 
follOwing all their motions, all their groupings, 
all their electric discharges, if such there be ; and 
were we intimately acquainted with the corre-

* .. Corrtl. of Vital witll Clu",. and Physical 
PlWCtJ. .. Appendix. 
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'ponding states of thought and feellng, we should 
be as far as ever from the solution of tbe problem. 
'How are these physical processes connected 
with the facts of consciousness l' The chasm 
betw~ tbe two classes of phenomena would still 
remain intellectually impassable. ". 

To our surprise, however, we find that 
our learned cOJ;respondent-Tyndall, 
Huxley & Co., notwithstanding-has 
passed the intelltclually iMpassa6lt 
chasm by modes of perception, "anti
intellectuaI," so to speak. I say this in 
no impertinent mood; but merely follow
ing Dr. Lewins on his own lines of 
thought. As his expressions seem abso
lutely antip}>rastic In meaning to those 
r:nerally accepted by the common herd, 
anti-intellectu~" would mean with the 

Hylo-Idealists ' anti-spiritual" (spirit 
being a fiction with them). Thus their 
Founder must have crossed the impass
able chasm-say, by a hylo-zoistic process 
of ~rception, " starting from the region of 
rational couitation" and not from "that 

... d . C: " lower level oflawless an uncertaIn ancy, 
as Theosophists, Mystics, and other Itoi 
polloi of thought, do. He has done it to 
his own "mental satisfaction," and this is 
all a Hylo-Idealist will ever aspire to, as 
Dr. Lewins himself tells us. He" cannot 
deny that there may be 6,"''nd (1) nature 
a 'cause of causes, 't but if so, it is a god 
who hides himself, or itself, from mortal 
thought. Nature is at all events vice
regent plenipotentiary, and with !tel' 
thought has alone to deal" Just so, and 
we say it too, for reasons given in the foot
note. "There is a natural solution for 
everything," he adds. "Of course, if there 
be no 'cause,' this solution is the arrange
ment and co-ordination of invariable 
sequences in our own minds. • • • rather 
than an 'explanation' or 'accounting for' 
phenomena. Properly speaking we caD 
account for' nothing. Mtnlal satis

faction-unity between microcosm and 
macrocosm, not the search after 'First 
Causes.' • • . is the true chief end of 
man." (Hum. v. Theism, p. 15.) 

This seems the backbone of Hylo
Idealistic philosophy, which thus appears 
as a cross breed between Epicurtanism 
and the "Illusionism" of the Buddhist 
YogachAras. This stands proven by the 
contradictions in his system. Dr. Lewins 
seems to have achieved that, to do which 
every mortal scientist has hitherto failed, 
firstly, by declaring (in Hum. v. Theism, 
p. 17) the whole objective world-"pltmo-

• "Fragments of Science." 
t We Theosophists, who do not limit nature, 

do not sec the ,. cause of causes" or the flnhww
all'e deity kAi"d that which is limitless. but 
identify that abstract Nature with the deity itself, 
and explain its visible laws as secondary ell'ects 
on the plane of Universal Illusion. 

Maal or wal",. and "everything in it 
spectral" (Auto-Centricism, p. 9), and yet 
adMilb'ng lite reality oj .atlw. More 
than this. In the teeth Of aU the scientific 
luminaries, from Faraday to Huxley, who 
all confess to knowinJ, NOTHING of Inatter, 
he declares that- Matter organic and 
inorganic ;s ntnII fully ImofIIn" (Auto
Centricism, p. 40) II 

I humbly be~ Dr. Lewin&' pardon for 
the rude questIon; but does he really 
mean to say what he does say? Does he 
want his readers to believe that up to his 
appearance in this world of Inatter, think
ing men did not know what they were 
talking about, and that among aU the 
"Ego Brains" of this ~lobe his brain is 
the one omniscient reau"ty, while all others 
are empty phantasms,or ,pectral balloons? 
Besides which, Inatter cannot surely be 
real and unreal at the same time. If 
rmrtal-and he maintains it-then all 
Science can know about it is that it 
knows notlting, and this is precisely what 
Science confesses. And if real- and 
Dr. Lewins, as shown, declares it like
wise-then his ItltalisM ~s upside 
down, and Hyio alone remams to mock 
him and his philosophy. These may be 
trifling considerations in the consciousness 
of an Ego of Dr. Lewins' power, but they 
are very serious contradictions, and also 
impediments in the !"1y of s~~ humble 
thinkers as Vedanttns, LogJcums, and 
Theosophists, toward recognising, let 
alone appreciating, "Hylo-Idealism." 
Our learned correspondent pooh-poohs 
Metaphysics, and at the same time not 
only travels on purely metaphysical 
grounds, but adopts and sets forth the 
most metaphysical tenets, the very gist of 
the PARA-metaphysical Vedanta philo
sophy, tenets held also by the Buddhist 
" lUusionists" - the Y()gacltdras and 
Madllyamikas. Both schools maintain 
that all is void (sarva sl2nya), or that 
which Dr. Lewins calls spectral and 
phantasmal Except intemal sensation 
or intelligence (vijn4na) the Yogach:\ras 
regard everything else as illusion. 
Nothing that is material can have any 
but a spectral existence with them. So 
far our" Bauddhas" are at one with lite 
HYlo-Idealists, but they part at the 
crucial moment. The New School teaches 
that the Brain (the originator of con
sciousness) is the only factor and Creator 
of the visible Universe i that in it alone 
all our ideas of external thinp are born,. 
and that, apart f~m it, ~o~lng. has real 
existence, everything being Inuslon. Now 
what has that Brain, or rather the 
material its particles and cells are com
posed of, distinct in it from other Inatter 
that it should be rendered such honours? 

• We call the noM_a/-the "ideal" 
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PAyszcally, it differs very little indeed 
froID the brain stuff and cranium of any 
anthropoid ape. Unless we divorce con
sciousness, or the EGO, from matter, one 
materialistic philosophy is as good as the 
other, and none is worth living for. What 
his Brain-Ego is, Dr. Lewins does not 
show anywhere. He urges that his 
~ atheistic or non·animist (soulless) stand
point is the pivot" on which his "whole 
synthesis revolves." But as that "pivot" 
is no higher than the physical brain with 
its hallucinations, then it must be a 
broken reed indeed. A philosophy that 
~ no further than superficial Agnos
ticism, and says that "what Tennyson 
says of Deity may be true, but it is not 
in the region of natural cogitation ; for it 
transcends the logical Encket'resis 
natura!" (Hum. v. Theism)-is no 
philosophy, but simply ullfJualijied 
negation. And one who teaches that 
"sa7/ants, or specialists, are the last to 
reach the summa sdentia for the con
stant searc" after knowledge must ever 
prevent its fruition" (ibid), cuts the 
ground himself under his feet, and thus 
loses the right, not only to be considered a 
man of science, but likewise his claim to the 
title of philosopher, for he rejects all know
ledge. Dr. Lewins, quoting Schiller, "to 
the effect that truth can never be reached 
while the mind is in its analytic throes," 
shows the poet-philosopher saying that:
"To captnre the fleeting phantom he 
(the anafyst) must fetter it by rules, must 
anatomatise its fair body into concepts, 
and imprison {IS liVIng sPirit into a bare 
skeleton of words "-and thus brings this 
as a prop and proof of his own arguments 
that we need not trouble ourselves with 
the "cause of causes." But Schiller 
believed in spirit and immortality, while 
the Hylo·ldealists deny them in toto. 
What he says above is accepted by every 
Occultist and Theosophist, simply because 
M refers to 1M purely intellectual (not 
Spiritual) analysis on the physical plane, 
and according to the present scientific 
methods. Such analysIs, of course, will 
never help man to reach the real inner 
soul-knowledge, but must ever leave him 
stranded in the bogs of fruitless specula
tion. 

The truth is, that Hylo-Idea1ism is at 
best QUIETISM-only on the purely 
material plane. "Let us eat and drink, 
for to-morrow we die," seems its motto. 
Dr. Lewins tells us that he holds his 
views with Epicurus. I beg leave to 
contradict again. Epicurus insisted upon 
the necessity of making away with an 
unphilosophical, anthropomorphic deity
a bundle of contradictions-and so do we, 
the Theosophists. But Epicurus believeG 
in gods, finite and conditioned in space 

and time, still diVine when compared to 
objective ephemeral man: again, just as 
we, Theosophists, believe in them. 

We feel sorry to have to say unpleasant 
truths. The Founder of Hylo-Idealism is 
evidently a marvellously well-read man, 
his learning is great and undeniable; and, 
we have always had an instinctive respect 
for, and sympathy with, thinkers of his 
calibre. But, we have been sent pam
phlets and books on Hylo-ldealism for 
review, and one would be truant to his 
duty to conceal one's honest and sincete 
views on anything. Therefore, we say that, 
contradictions and inconsistencies in the 
Hylo-Idealistic system apart, we find in it 
a mass of ideas and arguments which 
come forcibly home to us, because they 
are part and parcel of the Eastern 
Idealism. Our premises and propositions 
seem to be almost identical in some 
respects, but the conclusions we come to 
disagree in every point, the most im
portant of which is the true nature of 
matter. This, which "has been fabled 
as 'Spirit,'" writes Dr. Lewins in 1878, 
"is really merely the 'vis insila ' of 
matter or 'nature '-the latter a misnomer 
if creation or birth is a delusion, as it 
must be on the hypothesis of the eternity 
of matter." 

Here the Doctor speaks evidently of 
" Spirit" from the Christian stand-point, 
and criticises it from this aspect. And 
from this stand-point and aspect he is 
perfectly right; but as wrong from those 
of Eastern philosophy. Did he but view 
Spirit, as one 'Wit" eternal matter, which 
thouf;h eternal in esse is but finite and 
conditioned during its periodical mani
festations, he would not so materialise its 
vis insila-which is vis vila but when 
applied to individual manifestati:>ns, the 
liVIng subjects of illusion, or animated 
bodies. But this would lead us too far, 
and we must close the subject with one 
more protest. There is a casual remark 
in "Humanism v. Theisms" to the effect 
(on the authority of U eberweg) that "the 
early Greek thinkers and Sages were 
Hylo-Zoists." Aye, learned Doctor; but 
the early Greek thinkers understood Hylo
Zoism (from" Hyu" Primordial matter, 
or what the greatest diemist in England, 
Mr. Crookes, has called "protyle II un
differentiated matter, and "Zoe," life) in 
a way very different from yours. So are 
we, Theosophists and Eastern Occultists, 
" Hylo-Zoists"; but it is because with us 
" life" is the synonym both of Spirit and 
Matter, or the ONE eternal and infinite 
LIFE whether manifested or otherwise. 
That LIFE is both the eternal IDEA and 
its periodical LOGos. He who has 
grasped and mastered this doctrine com-
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pletely has thereby solved the mystery of 
BEING. 

"THE ADVERSARY." 

says all that he Call possibly say in favour 
of Hylo-Idealism, and that is all one can 
do. Thus, LUCIFER will give one fair 
chance more to the new System ; after 

P.S.-We have in type a very excellent which it will have gained a certain right 
article by Mr. L. Courtney, which could to neither answer at such length, nor 
not find room in this present number, but accept any article on Hylo-Idealism that 
will appear in March. In it, the writer will go beyond a page or 50.-" A." 

-------------------
INTERESTING TO ASTROLOGERS. 

ASTROLOGICAL NOTES-No. 4-
To Ike Edilor of LUCIFER. 

QUESTION, at London, 1887, March 2nd, 
6.8 p.m. What will be the duration of 
quesited's life? 

Though the preceding figure sbowed 
that my relative would recover from his 
illness, 0 yet it was obvious that the end 
could not be far distant ; and I drew the 
present figure for the minute of the im
pression, to interrogate the stars. 

The following are the elements of the 
figure:-

Cusp of loth house 14 n. 
11th house 21 Si. 
12th house 22 st. 
I st house 17" 45' t1JZ. 
2nd house 10~. 
3rd house 911\.. 

Planets' places are : 

W 25· 13· IS~· 
W I I • 37 • 30 R. ~. 
l? IS· 46 . 30 R Si. 
It- 5·41.30 RI1\.. 
i! 23· So. 45 *. o II. 52. 19 *. 
S! 3. 10. 30 T. 
\I 29. 36 . IS *. 

> 8.28.15 n. 
Caput Draconis 27.21 .38 st. 

$ 14. 20. 56 l-

As in the previous figure the 6th house 
is the quesited's 1St, and the 1st house is 
his 8th. As the time of the question was 
after sunset, \I ruling t1JZ by night was lord 
of his 8th, and W ruling:::: by night was 
lord of his 1St. T~e aspect of the sig
nificators is \I 1670 58' 45' W, separating 
from the Quincunx and applying to the 
Opposition. The Quincunx IS, like the 
Conjunction and Parallel, convertible in 
nature, being good with benefics and evil 
with malefics; and when a benefic and 
malefic are thus joined, the stronger rules. 
It was therefore in this case doubly evil, 
as the significators were separating from 
one evil aspect and applying to another 

• NOTE.-This was shown by the preceding 
figure; a weak aspect in horary astrology can 
only symbolize a weak result. Hence. though 
the weakly good semisextile was sufficient to 
indicate convalescence from a se1r-Iimited disease 
like pneumonia. yet it did not denote complete 
restoratJOn to health. Had the significators 
been applying to a Trine. I should have judged 
not only convalescence from the acute attack, 
but a continuance of a vigorous old age. 

though not within orbs of either. As 
~, the aPl?lying planet, was in a common 

sign, and IS an angle of the figure, each 
de~ee signified a weeki and as 120 I' 
I ~ were wanted to complete the oppo
Sition, the critical period was shown to be 
a fraction over 12 weeks, or May 25th. 

Danger to life was also shown by Cauda 
Draconis in quesited's 1st house; by 0 in 
quesited's 1St afilicted by a very close 
Quincunx of W lord of hiS 1St, W more
over receiving 0 in his Detriment, and 
o receiving W in his Fall; and by >, lady 
of quesited's 6th, posited in his 4th, and 
afflicted by a rather close Quartile of 0 
posited in his Ist,0 moreover receiving> 
In his Anti-triplicity (sil vema ver60). 
N evertheles~ as the significators were 
not actually In any evil aspect, ~ more· 
over receiving W in his Triplicity, and 
bein~ almost out of * his Fall and 
Detriment, and the Detriment of W; >, 
lady of his 6th, and posited in hiS 4th, 
applying to a Trine of W lord of his ISt; 
and ~ lord of his 8th applying to Con
junction with 9 ladr of his 4th, ~ 
moreover receiving ~ m her exaltation; 
-all this denoted that May 25th would 
be the time, not indeed of certain death, 
but of imminent danger, the beginning of 
the end. 

$ being in the 4th house of the figure. 
almost on the cusp, denoted a legacy to 
my father. 

The actual result was as follows: After 
having been for some time in fair health, 
considering his age and recent illness, Iu 
was suddenly taken ill and in greal 
danger on llu niglt./ of May 27111, aiuJ on 
llu morning of May 31S1 was in arliculo 
mortis, and given up 6y Iris two PAy
siciam. From this, however, he rallied ; 
relapsed on the night of July 6th; rallied 
again; but died on July I9t.4 at 8.30 a.m., 
after a sudden seizure of only 15 minutes' 
duration, and my failler received a legacy 
under IUs '111,'11. 

The quesited suffered much in his last 
illness from cough and dyspnrea. The 
certificate of death was - " Pd1nar:Y .
emphysema, morbus cordis. Secondaiy: 
thrombus, syncope." With this may be 
com{>ared " in Si, havintt dignity in 
queslted's 8th house, and afillcting W lord 
of quesited's 1St. ? in Si denotes 
"phthisis, ulceration in lungs, obstruc
tions and bruises in breast, ague, scurvy, 
cancer, and cough." NEMO. 
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LUCIFER 
VOL. II. LONDON, JUNE 15TH, 1888. No. 10. 

THEOSOPHY OR JESUITISM? 

" Choose you this day whom ye will serve; 
whether the gods which your fathers served 
that were on the other side of the flood, or 
the gods of the Amorites." .•. -JOSHUA, 

xxiv., IS. 

"The thirteenth number of Le Lotus, the recognised organ of Theosophy, 
among many articles of undeniable interest, contains one by Madame Blavatsky 
in reply to the Abbe Roca. The eminent writer, who is certainly the most 
learned woman of our acquaintance,'" discusses the following question: 'Has 
Jesus ever existed 'I 't She destroys the Christian legend, in its details, at least, 
with irrecusable texts which are not usually consulted by religious historians. 

"This article is producing a profound sensation in the Catholic and Judeo
Catholic swamp: we are not surprised at this, for the author's arguments are 
such as it is difficult to break down, even were one accustomed to the Byzantine 
disputes of theology."-PARIs, Evening paper, of May 12th, 1888. 

THE series of articles, one of which is referred to in the above 
quotation from a well-known French evening paper, was originally 
called forth by an article in Le Lotus by the Abbe Roca, a trans

lation of which was published in the January number of LUCIFER. 

These articles, it would seem, have stirred up many slumbering 
animosities. They appear, in particular, to have touched the Jesuit 
party in France somewhat nearly. Several correspondents have written 
calling attention to the danger incurred by Theosophists in raising up· 
against themselves such virulent and powerful foes. Some of our friends. 

• The humble individual of that name renders thanks to the editor of PARIS: not so much for the 
flattering opinion expressed as for the rare surprise to find the name of .. Blavatsky," for once, neither 
preceded nor followed by any of the usual abusive epithets and adjectives which the highly-culturcd 
English aDd American newspapers and their gentlemanly editors are so fond of coupling with the 
said cognomen.-{Eo.] 

t The question is rather: Did the .. historical .. Jesus ever ezist ?-fEo.l 
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~ould have us keep silent on these topics. Such is not, however, the 
policy of LUCIFER, nor ever will be. Therefore, the present opportunity 
is taken to state, once for all, the views which Theosophists and Occultists 
entertain with regard to the Society of Jesus. At the same time, all 
those who are pursuing in life's great wilderness of vain evanescent 
pleasures and empty conventionalities an ideal wortlt living for, are 
offered the choice between the two now once more rising powers-the 
Alpha and the Omega at the two opposite ends of the realm of giddy, 
idle existence.-THEOSOPHY and JESUITISM. 

For, in the field of religious and intellectual pursuits, these two are the 
only luminaries-a good and an evil star, truly-glimmering once more 
from behind the mists of the Past, and ascending on the horizon of 
mental activities. They are the only two powers capable in the present 
day of extricating one thirsty for intellectual life from the clammy slush 
of the stagnant pool known as Modern Society, so crystallized in its cant, 
so dreary and monotonous in its squirrel-like motion around the wheel 
of fashion. Theosophy and Jesuitism are the two opposite poles, one 
far above, the other far below even that stagnant marsh. Both offer 
power-one to the spiritual, the other to the psychic and intellectual 
Ego in man. The former is " the wisdom that is from abo'l'( . . . . pure, 
peaceable, gentle . . . . full of mercy and good fruits, without partiality 
and without hypocrisy," while the latter is "the wisdom that descendelh 
not from above, but is earthly, sensual, DEVILISH."· One is the power of 
Light, the other that of Darkness. . . . 

A question will surely be asked: "Why should anyone choose between 
the two? Cannot one remain in the world, a good Christian of whatever 
church, without gra~itating to either of these poles?" Most undeniably, 
one can do so, for a few more years to come. But the cycle is rapidly 
approaching the last limit of its turning point. One out of the three 
great churches of Christendom is split into atomic sects, whose number 
increases yearly; and a house divided against itself, as is the Protestant 
Church-MusT FALL. The third, the Roman Catholic, the only one 
that has hitherto succeeded in appearing to retain all its integrity, is 
rapidly decaying from within. It is honeycombed throughout, and is 
being devoured by the ravenous microbes begotten by Loyola. 

It is no better now than a Dead Sea fruit, fair for some to look at, but 
full of the rottenness of decay and death within. Roman Catholicism 
is but a name. As a Church it is a phantom of the Past and ~ mask. It 
is absolutely and indissolubly bound up with, and fettered by the Society 
of Ignatius Loyola; for, as rightly expressed by Lord Robert J'fontagu. 
"The Roman Catholic Church is (now) the largest Secret Society in the 
world, beside which Freemasonry is but a pigmy." Protestantism is 
slowly, insidiously, but as surely, infected with Latinism-the new 
ritualistic sects of the High Church, and such men among its clergy as 

• James' General Epistle. chapter iii., 15, 17. 
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Father Rivington, being undeniable evidence of it In fifty years more 
at the present rate of success of Latinism among the "upper ten," 'the 
English aristocracy will have returned to the faith of King Charles 11., 
and its servile copyist-mixed Society-will have followed suit. And 
then the Jesuits will begin to reign alone and supreme over the Christian 
portions of the globe, for they have crept even in to the Greek Church. 

I t is vain to argue and claim a difference between Jesuitism and 
Roman Catholicism proper, for the latter is now sucked into and in
separably amalgamated wIth the former. We have public assurance for 
it in the pastoral of 1876 by the Bishop of Cambrai. " Clericalis1ll, 
Ultramontanism and Jesuitism are one alld the same thillg-that is to 
say, Roman Catltolicism-and the distinctions between them have been 
created by the enemies of religion," says the" Pastoral." " There was a 
time," adds Monseigneur the Cardinal, "when a certain theological 
opinion was commonly professed in France concerning the authority of 
the Pope .... It was restricted to our nation, and was of recent origin. 
The civil power during a century and a half imposed official instruction. 
Those who professed these opinions were called Gallicans, and those who 
protested were called Ultramontanes, because they had their doctrinal 
centre beyond the Alps, at Rome. To-day the distillction between the 
two schools is no longer admissible. Theological Gallicanism can no 
longer exist, since this opinion has ceased to be tolerated by the Church. 
II has been solemnly condemned, past all return, by the (Ecumenical 
Council of the Vatican. ONE CANNOT NOW BE A CATHOLIC WITHOUT 

BEING ULTRA~fONTANE-AND JESUIT." 

A plain statement; and as cool as it is plain. 
The pastoral made a certain noise in France and in the Catholic 

world, but was soon forgotten. And as two centuries have rolled away 
since an exposlof the infamous principles of the Jesuits was made (of 
which we will speak presently), the" Black Militia" of Loyola has had 
ample time to lie so successfully in denying the just charges, that even 
now, when the present Pope has brilliantly sanctioned the utterance of 
the Bishop of Cambrai, the Roman Catholics will hardly confess to such 
a thing. Strange exhibition of infallibility in the Popes! The 
.. infallible" Pope, Clement XIV. (Ganganelli), suppressed the Jesuits on 
the 23rd of July, 1773, and yet they came to life again; the" infallible" 
Pope, Pius VIL, re-established them on the 7th of August, 1814. The 
infallible Pope, Pius IX., travelled, during the whole of his long 
Pontificate, between the Scylla and Charybdis of the Jesuit question; his 
infallibility helping him very little. And now the" infallible" Leo XIII. 
(fatal figures !) raises the Jesuits again to the highest pinnacle of their 
sinister and graceless glory. 

The recent Bre1.'et of the Pope (hardly two years old) dated July 13th 
(the sar:ne fatal figure), 1886, is an event, the importance of which can 
never be overvalued. It begins with the words Dolemus ilttel' alia, and 

19-
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reinstalls the Jesuits in all the rights of the Order that had ever been 
cancelled. It was a manifesto and a loud defiant insult to all the 
Christian nations of the New and the Old worlds. From an article by 
Louis Lambert in the Gaulois (August 18th, 1886) we learn that" In 
1750 there were 40,000 Jesuits all over the world. In 1800, officially 
they were reckoned at about 1,000 men, only. In 1886, they numbered 
between 7 and 8,000." This last modest number can well be doubted. 
For, verily now-" Where you meet a man believing in the salutary 
nature of falsehoods, or the divine authority of things doubtful, and 
fancying that to serve the good cause he must call the devil to his 
aid, there is a follower of U nsaint Ignatius," says Carlyle, and adds 
of that black militia of Ignatius that: "They have given a new sub
stantive to modern languages. The word Jesuitism now, in all countries, 
expresses an idea for which there was in nature no prototype before. 
Not till these last centuries had the human soul generated that abomina
tion, or needed to name it. Truly they have achieved great things in 
the world, and a general result that we may call stupendous." . 

And now since their reinstalment in Germany and elsewhere, they 
will achieve still grander and more stupendous results. For the future 
can be best read by the past. Unfortunately in this year of the Pope's 
jubilee the civilized portions of humanity-even the Protestant ones
seem to have entirciy forgotten that past. Let then those who profess 
to despise Theosophy, the fair child of early Aryan thought and 
Alexandrian Neo-Platonism, bow before the monstrous Fiend of the 
Age, but let them not forget at the same time its history. 

It is curious to observe, how persistently the Order has assailed every
thing like Occultism from the earliest times, and Theosophy since the 
foundation of its last Society, which is ours. The Moors and the Jews 

. of Spain felt the weight of the oppressive hand of Obscurantism no less 
than did the Kabalists and Alchemists of the 1\1 iddle Ages. One would 
think Esoteric philosophy and especially the Occult Arts, or Magic, 
were an abomination to these good holy fathers? And so indeed they 
would have the world believe. But when one studies history and the 
works of their own authors published with the imprimatur of the 
Order, what does one find? That the Jesuits Ilat't' practised 1/(/1 (Inl), 
Occultism, but BLACK )IAGIC in its 'worst form,· more thall any other 
body of men .. alld tI,a/ to it they owe in large measllre their jJO'lver a1l(i 
inJluence ! 

To refresh the memory of our readers and all those whom it 11Iay 

concene, a short summary of the doings and actings of our good friends, 
may be once more attempted. For those who are inclined to laugh, 
and deny the subterranean and truly infernal means used by "Ignatius' 
black militia," we may state facts. 

• Mesmerism or HYI'NOTISM is a prominent factor in Occultism. It is ",agit'. The Jesuits wCJe 
acquainted with and practiSt.'<i it ages before Mesmer and CharcoL-{ED.] 
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In " Isis Unveiled" it was said of this holy Fraternity that-

"though established only in 1 535 to 1 54o-in 1555 there was already a 
general outcry raised against them." And now once more-

"that crafty, learned, conscienceless, terrible soul of Jesuitism, within the 
body of Romanism, is slowly but surely possessing itself of the whole prestige 
and spiritual power that clings to it. . . . . Throughout antiquity, where, in 
what land, can we find anything like this Order or anything even approaching 
it? . . . . . The cry of an outraged public morality was raised against it from 
its _very birth. Barely fifteen years had elapsed after the bull approving its 
constitution was promulgated, when its members began to be driven away from 
one place to the other. Portugal and the Low Countries got rid of them, in 
1578; France in 1594; Venice in 1606; Naples in 1622. From St. 
Petersburg they were expelled in 1815, and from all Russia in 1820." 

The writer begs to remark to the readers, that this, which was written 
in ]875, applies admirably and with still more force in 1888. Also that 
the statements that follow in quotation marks may be all verified. And 
thirdly, that the principles (principii) of the Jesuits that are now 
brought forward, are extracted from authenticated MSS. or folios printed 
by various members themselves of this very distinguished body. 
Therefore, they can be checked and verified in the" British Museum" 
and Bodleian Library with still more ease than in our works. 

Many are copied from the large Quarto iF published by the authority of, and 
verified and collated by, the Commissioners of the French Parliament. The 
statements therein were collected and presented to the King, in order that, as 
the "Arret 'du Parlement du 5 Mars, 1762," expresses it, "the elder son of the 
Church might be made aware of the perversity of this doctrine .... A doctrine 
authorizing Theft, Lying, Perjury, Impurity, every Passion and Crime; teaching 
Homicide, Parricide, and Regicide, overthrowing religion in order to substitute
for it superstition, by favouring Sorcery, Blasphemy, Irreligion, and Idolatry ..• 
etc." Let us then examine the ideas on magic of the Jesuits, that magic which 
they are pleased to (".all devilisk and Satanic when studied by the Theosophists. 
Writing on this subject in his secret instructions, Anthony Escobar t says: 

"IT IS LAWFUL ••• TO MAKE USE OF THE SCIENCE ACQUIRED THROUGH THE 

ASSISTANCE OF THE DEVil., PROVIDED THE PRESERVATION AND USE OF THAT 

KNOWLEDGE DO NOT DEPE~m UPON THE DEVIL, FOR THE KNOWLEDGE IS GOOD IN 

ITSELF, AND THE SIN BY WHICH 11' WAS ACQUIRED HAS GONE BY." ~ 

• Extracts from this" A~t "were compiled into a work in .. vols .• ramo., which appeared at 
Paris, in r762. and was known as " Extraits des Assertions, etc." In a work entitled .. R~ponse aux 
.Assertions," an attt"mpt wru. made by the Jesuits to throw discredit upon the facts collected by the 
Commissioners of the French Parliament in r76a, as for the most part maliciou, fabrications. .. To 
ascertain the validity of this impeachment," says the author of "The Principles of the Jesuits," "the 
libraries of the two Universities, of the British Museum and of Sion College have been searched for the 
authors cited; and in every instance where the volume was found, the correctness of the citation 
was established. " 

t "Tbeologire Moralis," Tomus iv. Lugduni, r66J. 

:: Tom. iv., lib. xX\;ii., sect. I, de Przcept I., c. 20, n. r84. 
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True: why should not a Jesuit cheat the Devil as well as he cheats 
every layman? 

" Astrologers and soothsayers are either bound, or are not bOUlld, to restore the 
reward of their dh1jllalion, If the event does not come to pass. I own," remarks 
the good Father Escobar, "that the former opinion does not at all please me, 
because, when the astrologer or diviner has exerted all the diligence in Ihe 
diabolical art which is essential to his purpose, he has fulfilled his duty, what
ever may be the result. As the physician ... is not bound to restore his fee 
. . . if his patient should die; so neither is the astrologer bound to restore his 
charge . . . except where he has used no effort, or was ignorant of his diabolic 
art; because, when he has used his endeavours he has not deceived." ... 

Busembaum and Lacroix, in " Theologia Moralis," t say, 

"PALMISTRY IIIAY BE CO~SIDERED LAWFUL, IF FROM THE L1~ES AND DIVISIONS 

OF THE HANDS IT CAN ASCERTAIN THE DISPOSITION OF THE BODY, AND co~

lECTURE, WITH PROBABILITY, THE PROPENSITIES AND AFFECTIONS OF THE SOUL" t 
This noble fraternity, which many preachers have of late so vehemently 

denied to have ever been a secret one, has been sufficiently proved to be suc-h. 
Its constitutions were translated into Latin by the Jesuit Polancus, arid 
printed in the college of the Society at Rome, in 1558. "They were jealously 
kept secret, the greater part of the Jesuits themselves knowing only extracts 
from them. II Tht}' 10ere neZ-'tr produced to light utltil 1761, 10hm they 1i'ere 
published by order of lite French Parliament in 1761, 1762, in the famous process 
of Father Lavalette." The Jesuits reckon it among the greatest achievements of 
their Order that Loyola supported, by a special memorial to the Pope, a petition 
for the reorganization of that abominable and abhorred instrument of wholesale 
butchery-the infamous tribunal of the Inquisition. 

This Order of Jesuits is now all-powerful in Rome. They have been reinstalled 
in the Congregation of Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs, in the Department 
of the Secretary of the State, and in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The 
Pontifical Government was for years previous to Victor Emanuel's occupation 
of Rome entirely in their hands .. . -Isis, vol. II., p. 355. et seq. 1876. 

What was the origin of that order? I t may be stated in a few words. 
In the year 1534, on August 16th, an ex-officer and" Knight of the 
Virgin," from the Biscayan Provinces, and the proprietor of the magni
ficent castle of Casa Solar-Ignatius Loyola, § became the hero of the 
following incident. In the subterranean chapel of the Church of Mont
martre, surrounded by a few priests and students of theology, he received 
their pledges to devote their whole lives to the spreading of Roman 
Catholicism by every and all means, whether good or foul; and 

* Ibid., sect. 2. de PrUlCept I., Probl. 113, n. 586. 
t .. Theologia Moralis nunc pluribus partibus aucta, ,\ R. P. Claudio Lacroix. Societatis JCl>u:' 

Colonire, 1757 (Ed. Mus. Brit.) 
t Tom., ii.. lib. iii., Pars. J, Fr. t, c. I, club. 2, reslli. viii. What a pity that the counsel for the 

defence had not bethought them to cite this orthodox legalization of .. cheating by palmistry or other
wise, ,. at the rt'Cent religio-scientific prosecution of the m.:dium Slade, in London. 

II Niccolini: .. History of the Jesuits:' 
§ Or .. St. bligv the Biscnyan," by his true name. 
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he was thus enabled to establish a new Order. Loyola proposed 
to his six chief companions that their Order should be a militant 
one, in order to fight for the interests of the Holy seat of Roman 
Catholicism. Two means were adopted to make the object answer; 
the education of youth, and proselytism (apostolat). This was during 
the reign of Pope Paul IlL, who gave his full sympathy to the new 
scheme. Hence in 1540 was published the famous papal bull-Regilllini 
militantis Ecclesice (the regiment of the warring, or militallt Church)
after which the Order began increasing rapidly in numbers and power. 

At the death of Loyola, the society counted more than one thousand 
Jesuits, though admission into the ranks was, as alleged, surrounded with 
extraordinary difficulties. It was another celebrated and unprecedented 
bull, issued by Pope Julius the III. in 1552, that brought the Order of 
Jesus to such eminence and helped it towards such rapid increase; for 
it placed the society outside and beyond the jurisdiction of local 
ecclesiastical authority, granted the Order its own laws, and per
mitted it to recognise but one supreme authority-that of its General, 
whose residence was then at Rome. The results of such an arrange
ment proved fatal to the Secular Church. High prelates and Cardinals 
had very often to tremble before a simple subordinate of the Society 
of Jesus. Its generals always got the upper hand in Rome, and 
enjoyed the unlimited confidence of the Popes, who thus frequently 
became tools in the hands of the Order. Naturally enough, in those 
days when political power was one of the rights of the" Vice-gerants of 
God "-the strength of the crafty society became simply tremendous. 
In the name of the Popes, the Jesuits thus granted to themselves un
heard-of privileges. which they enjoyed unstintedly up to the year 1772. 
In that year, Pope Clement XIV. published a new bull, Dominus fiC 

Redemptor (the Lord and Redeemer), abolishing the famous Order. But 
the Popes proved helpless before this new Frankenstein, the fiend that 
one of the" Vicars of God" had evoked. The society continued its 
existence secretly, notwithstanding the persecutions of both Popes and 
the lay authorities of every country. In 1801, under the new alias of 
the" Congregation of the Sacd CO!ur de Jlstls," it had already penetrated 
into and was tolerated in Russia and Sicily. 

In 1814, as already said, a new bull of Pius VII. resurrected the 
Order of Jesus, though its late privileges, even those among the lay 
clergy, were withheld from it. The lay authorities, in France as else
where, have found themselves compelled ever since to tolerate and to 
count with the Jesuits. All that they could do was to deny them any 
special privileges and subject the members of that society to the laws of 
the country, equally with other ecclesiastics. But, gradually and im
perceptibly the Jesuits succeeded in obtaining special favours even from 
the lay authorities. Napoleon III. granted them permission to open 
seven colleges in Paris only, for the education of the young, the only 
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condition exacted being, that these colleges should be under the 
authority and supervision of local bishops. But the establishments had 
hardly been opened when the Jesuits broke that rule. The episode with 
the Archbishop Darboy is well known. Desiring to visit the Jesuit 
college in the Rue de ta Poste (Paris), he was refu~ed admittance, and 
the gates were closed against him by order of the Superior. The 
Bishop lodged a complaint at the Vatican. But the answer was delayed 
for such a length of time, that the Jesuits remained virtually masters of 
the situation and outside of every jurisdiction but their own. 

And now read what Lord R. Montagu says of their deeds in 
Protestant England, and judge: 

"The Jesuit Society-with its Nihilist adherents in Russia, its Socialist allies in 
Germany, its Fenians and Nationalists in Ireland, its accomplices and slaves in its 
power, think of that Society which has Dot scrupled to stir up the most bloody wars 
between nations, in order to advance its purposes; and yet can stoop to hunting down 
a single man because he knows their secret and will not be its slave ... think of a 
Society which can devise such a diabolical scheme and then boast of it; and say 
whether a desperate energy is not required in us ? • •. If you have been behind the 
scenes ... then you would still have before you the labour of unravelling all that is 
being done by our Government and of tearing off the tissue of lies by which their acts 
are concealed. Repeated attempts will have taught you that there is not a public man 
on whom you can lean. Because as England is 'between the upper and nether 
millstone,' none but adherents or slaves are now advanced; and it stands to reason 
that the Jesuits, who have got that far, have prepared new millstones for the time 
when the present ones shall have passed away; and then again, younger millstones to 
come on after, and wield the power of the nation."-(" Recent Events and a Clue to 
their Solution," page 76.) 

In France the affairs of the sons of Loyola flourished to the day when 
the ministry of Jules Ferry compelled them to retire from the field of 
battle. 'Many are those who still remember the useless strictness of the 
police measures, and the clever enacting of dramatic scenes by the 
Jesuits themselves. This only added to their popularity with certain 
classes. They obtained thereby an aureole of martyrdom, and the 
sympathy of every pious and foolish woman in the land was secured 
to them. 

And now that Pope Leo XIII. has once more restored to the good 
fathers, the Jesuits, all the privileges and rights that had ever been 
granted to their predecessors, what can the public at large of Europe 
and America expect? Judging by the bull, the complete mastery, 
moral and physical, over every land where there are Roman Catholics, 
is secured to the Black Militia. For in this bull the Pope confesses that 
of all the religious congregations now existing, that of the Jesuits is the 
one dearest to his heart. He lacks words sufficiently expressive to show 
the ardent love he (Pope Leo) feels I for them, etc., etc. Thus they have 
the certitude of the support of the Vatican in all and everything. And 
as it is they who guide him, we see his Holiness coquetting and flirti ng 
with every great European potentate-from Bismarck down to the 
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crowned heads of Continent and Isle. In view of the ever increasing 
influence of Leo XII!., moral and political-such a certitude for the 
Jesuits is of no mean importance. 

For more minute particulars the reader is referred to such well-known 
authors as Lord Robert Montagu in England; and on the Continent, 
Edgard Quinet: fUltramontanisme,. Michelet: Le pretre, la Femme 
et la Famille,. Paul Bert: Les jtsllites,. Friedrich Nippold: Handbucle 
del' Neuerstel' Kirchmgeschichte and rVelche We('"e fiihren naclt Rome? 
etc., etc. 

Meanwhile, let us remember the words of warning we received from 
one of our late Theosophists, Dr. Kenneth Mackenzie, who, speaking of 
the Jesuits, says that:-

"Their spies are everywhere, of all apparent ranks of society, and they may 
appear learned and wise, or simple or foolish, as their instructions run. There 
are Jesuits of both sexes, and all ages, and it is a well-known fact that members 
of the Order, of high family and delicate nurture, are acting as menial servants 
in Protestant families, and doing other things of a similar nature in aid of the 
Society's purposes. We cannot be too much on our guard, for the whole Society, 
being founded on a law Qf unhesitating obedience, can bring its force to bear 
on any given point with unerring and fatal accuracy." .. 

The Jesuits maintain that "the Society of Jesus is not of human invention, "ul it 
proceededfrom Itim wltose name it "ears. For Jesus himself described that rule of 
life which the Society follows,jirsl "y !tis example, and afterwards by his words." t 

Let, then, all pious Christians listen and acquaint themselves with this alleged" rule of 
tife" and precepts of their God, as exemplified by the Jesuits. Peter Alagona (SI. 
Tltoma Avuina/is SummfP TlteologifP Compendium) says :~"By the command of God 
it is lawful to kill an innocent person, to steal, or commit .... (E:r mantialo Dei licel 
occidtre innocmtem,furari,fornican) ; because he is the Lord of life and death, and 
all things, and it is due to mm Iltus 10 fulfil !tis COl/Ulland" (Ex primA secundz, 
Quzst., 94). 

" A man of a religious order, who for a short time lays aside his habit for a sinful 
purpose, is free from heinous sin, and does not incur the penalty of excommunication." 
(Lib. iii., sec. 2., Probl 4~, n. 212). t (Isis Unveiled, vol. II.) 

John Baptist Taberna (Synopsis The%gifZ hadicfZ) propounds the following 
question: "Is a judge bound to restore the .bribe which he has received for 
passing sentence?" Answer: "I/ he has rueived the bribe for passing an unjust 
sentence, it is probable that he may keep it. . . . This opinion is maintained and 
dt/endtd by Jilty-eignt doctors" (Jesuits). II 

We must abstain at present from proceeding further. So disgustingly 
licentious, hypocritical, and demoralizing are nearly all of these precepts, 

• "Royal Masonic Cyclopredia," p. 369-
t Imago: .. Primi Sreculi Societatis ]esu," lib. I., c. 3., p. 64. 
: Anthony Escobar: .. Universre Theo\ogire Moralis receptiore, absque lite sententire," etc •• Tomus 

i., Lugduni, 1652 (Ed. Bibl Acad. Cant.). .. Idem sentio, e breve iIIud tempus ad unius horre 
spatium trabo. Rl'ligiosus itaque habitum demittens assignato hoc temporis interstitio, non incurrit 
exc:ommunicationem, edamsi dimittal non solitm ex eaus4 lurpi, scilicet fornicandi, aut eMm aliquid 
dripimdi, ~I edam ut ineognitus ineallupanar." Prob!. 44, n. 213. 

i Pars. II., Tra. 2., c. 31. 
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that it was found impossible to put many of them in print, except in the Latin 
language.-

Bin what are we to think of the future of Society if it is to be con
trolled in word and deed by this villainous Body! What are we to 
expect from a public, which, knowing the existence of the above men
tioned charges, and that they are not exaggerated bllt pertailt to historical 
fact, still tolerates, when it does not reverence, the Jesuits on meeting 
them, while it is ever ready to point the finger of contempt at Theo
sophists and Occultists. Theosophy is persecuted with unmerited 
slander and ridicule at the instigation of these same Jesuits, and many 
are those who hardly dare to confess their belief in the philosophy of 
Arhatship. Yet no Theosophical Society has ever threatened the public 
with moral decay and the full and free exercise of the seven capital sins 
under the mask of holiness and the guidance of Jesus! Nor are their 
rules secret, but open to all, for they live in the broad daylight of truth 
and sincerity. And how about the Jesuits in this respect? 

"Jesuits who belong to the highest category," says again Louis 
Lambert, "have full and absolute liberty of action--cven to murder and 
arson. On the other hand, those Jesuits who are found guilty of the 
slightest attempt to endanger or compromise the Society of Jesus
are pllllished merciless!;'. They are allowed to write the most heretical 
books, provided they do not expose the secrets of the Order." 

And these" secrets" are undeniably of a most terrible and dangerous 
nature. Compare a few of these Christiall precepts and rules for entering 
this Society of "di'o;lIe origin," as claimed for it, with the laws that 
regulated admissions to the secret societies (temple mysteries) of the 
Pagans. 

" A brother Jesuit has the right to kill alzyolte that may pr01'e dallgerous 
to jesllz'ti.f'III." 

. -
"Christian and Catholic sons/, says Stephen Fagundez, "may accuse their 

fathers of the crime of heresy if they wish to turn them from the faith, 
although they may know that their parents will be burned with fire, and put to 
death for it, as Tolet teaches .... And not only may they refuse them food, 
... but they mtZ.y also justly kill them." t 

It is well known that Nero, the Emperor, had never dared seek initiation into 
the pagan Mysteries on account of the murder of Agrippina : 

Under Section XIV. of the Principles 0/ the Jesuils, we find on Homicide the 
following Christian ethics inculcated by Father Henry Henriquez, in Summa 
Theologia Moralis, Tomus I., Venetiis, 1600 (Ed. CoIL Sion): "If an 
adulterer, even though he should be an ecclesiastic . . . being attacked hy the 
husband, kills his aggressor ... he is nol considwed irregular,' lion ridetur 
irregularis (Lib. XIV., de Irregularile, c. 10, § 3). 

• See .. Principles of the Jesuits developed in a Cotlection of Extracts from their own authors." 
London. 1839. 

t In .. Pnecepta Decaloga" (Edit. of Sion Library). Tom. i .• lib. iv .• c. 2. n. 7. 8. 
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"If a father were obnoxious to the State (being in banishment), and to the 
society at large, and there were no other means of averting such an injury, then 
I should approve of this" (for a son to kill his father), says Sec. XV., on 
Parricide and Homicide. *" 

" It will be lawful for an ecclesiastic, or one of the religious order, 10 Ilill a 
hI/"mnia/or who threatens to spread atrocious accusations against himself or his 
religion," t is the rule set forth by the Jesuit Francis Amicus. 

One of the most unconquerable obstacles to initiation, with the Egyptians as 
with the Greeks, was any degree of murder, or even of simple unchastity. 

It is these "enemies of the Human Race," as they are called, that 
have once more obtained their old privileges of working in the dark, and 
inveigling and destroying every obstacle they find in their way-with 
absolute impunity. But-U forewarned, forearmed." Students of 
Occultism should know that, while the Jesuits have, by their devices, 
contrived to make the world in general, and Englishmen in particular, 
think there is no such thing as MAGIC, these astute and wily schemers 
themselves hold magnetic circles, and form magnetic chains by the 
concentration of their collective will, when they have any special object 
to effect, or any particular and important person to influence. Again, 
they use their riches lavishly to help them in any project. Their wealth 
is enormous. When recently expelled from France, they brought so 
much money with them, some part of which they converted into English 
Funds, that immediately the latter were raised to par, which the 
Daily Telegraplt pointed out at the time. 

They have succeeded. The Church is henceforth an inert tool, and 
the' Pope a poor weak instrument in the hands of this Order. But for 
how long? The day may come when their wealth will be violently 
taken from them, and they themselves mercilessly destroyed amidst the 
general execrations and applause of all nations and peoples. There is a 
Nemesis-KARMA, though often it allow? Evil and Sin to go ~n s!lccess
fully for ages. It is also a vain attempt Qn their part to threateii the 
Theosophists-their implacable enemies. For the latter are, perhaos, 
tlte only body in the whole wotld who need not fear them. They may 
try, and perhaps succeed, in crushing individual members. They would 
vainly try their hand, strong and powerful as it may be, in an attack on 
the Society. Theosophists are as well protected, and better, than 
themselves. To the man of modern science, to all those who know 
nothing, and who do not believe what they hear of WHITE and BLACK 
magic, the above will read like nonsense. Let it be, though Europe will 
very soon experience, and is already so experiencing, the heavy hand of 
the latter. 

Theosophists are slarrdered and reviled by the Jesuits and their 
adherents everywhere. They are chargee! with idolatry and superstition; 
and yet we read in the same" Principles" of the Father Jesuits:-

• Opinion of Jobn Dicastille. Sect. xv., .. De Justitia et Jure," etc., cens. pp. 319.320. 
t Curs6s Tbeologici," Tomus v., Duaci, 1642. Disp.36, Sect. S. n. uS. 
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"The more true opinion is, that all inanimate and irrational things may 6e 
legitimately worshipped," says Father Gabriel Vasquez, treating of Idolatry. " If 
the doctrine which we have established be rightly understood, not only maya 
painted image and every holy thing, set forth by public authority, be properly 
adored with God as the image of Himself, but also any other thing of this 
world, whether it be inanimate and irrational, or in its nature rational." .. 

This is Roman Catholicism, identical and heJlcefonll OIU with Jesuitism 
-as shown by the pastoral of the Cardinal Bishop of Cambrai, and 
Pope Leo. A precept this, which, whether or not doing honour to the 
Christian Church, may at least be profitably quoted by any Hindu, 
Japanese, or any other "heathen" Theosophist, who has not yet given 
up the belief of his childhood. 

But 'we must close. There is a prophecy in the heathen East about 
the Christian West, which, when rendered into comprehensible English, 
reads thus: "When the conquerors of all the ancient nations are in 
their tum conquered by all army 'of black dra%olts be%otteJl by tkeir sins 
alld born of decay, then the hour of liberation for the former will strike." 
Easy to see who are the "black dragons." And these will in their tum 
see their power arrested and forcibly put to an end by the liberated 
legions. Then, perhaps, there will be a new invasion of an Atilla from 
the far East. One day the millions of China and Mongolia, heathen 
and Mussulman, furnished with every murderous weapon invented by 
civilization, and forced upon the Celestial of the Ea.c;t, by the infernal 
spirit of trade and love of lucre of the West, drilled, moreover, to perfection 
by Christian man-slayers-will pour into and invade decaying EUlI)pe 
like an irrepressible torrent. This will be the result of the work of the 
Jesuits, Who will be its first victims, let us hope. 

• .. De Cultu Adorationis, Libri Tres," Lib. iii., Disp. i., c. 2. 

• 
SCENE: THE GARDEN OF A TEMPLE . 

.Dramatis Persona, SERVIA, a novice. 
MARK, a man of the world. 
THE WISE ONE. 

Servia: The problem of life appears to me to be that one can never attain 
the right condition for learning its lesson. One is always learning, bUl 
one has never learned. 

Marll: Why not say rather that new experiences crowd out the old ones 
before one has time to digest their various morals or lessons? 

Servia: In each life it is as in this garden. Certain flowers only are permitted 
by nature to grow. Therefore they should be able to come to full 
fruition as they do in this garden. 

Marll: Then they are busied in sowing seed and have no time to consider the 
lesson involved in flowering properly. And after al~ is there any lesson 
in it? 

The Wise One: No, except to those who wish to become more than flowers 
and are weary of for ever sowing seed only to become flpwers again. 
This temple is good, and well-built; but who would for ever build 
temples? The lesson of the temple is the object for which it ~t. 
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LEYLET-EN-NUKTAH 

(U TilE N I G H T 0 F THE D R 0 P "). 

NOTE.-The night of the 17th June (l:e., the lIth of the Copt, or Christian
Egyptian month, "Bauneh") is, to this day, known amongst the populace as 
Laylet-en-Nllktah (" The Night of the Drop "). The time-honoured old legend 
relates-and it is a creed upheld by many Egyptians to the present day-that a 
wonderful, mysterious drop falls during this night upon the breast of the Nile, 
whose waters immediately respond and rise, until at length the great river over
flows its banks. This drop was believed by the ancient Egyptians to be a lear 
sized by tlze Great Molher, Isis. • 

• 

AN INVOCATORY ODE TO ISIS. 

(DEDICATED, BY PERMISSION, TO GERALD MASSEY.) 

o ISIS! Mother of the trickling rills 
Which Nature from her bounteous bosom fills, 

Behold! Our Nile lies low. 
See! 'Twixt his banks with sleepy flow 

He creepeth; still and slow as oil. 
Our wells and cisterns dry, with ceaseless toil 

We seek some deeper pools that lie 
Within his breast, and dip our jars; 

When from the rustling reeds all crisp and dry 
Straight upwards doth the Ibis fly ; 

And lurking low the alligator bars 
Our urgent way, with lolling tongue, athirst, 
And red eye glaring, like a beast accurst. 

o Isis! Mother of the founts 
And cataracts of holy Nile, 

Behold our father lieth low! 
He springeth from the snow-crown'd mounts, 

And long his devious way doth wile 
Through desert sands, where Simoomslblow 

To strangle him while a child at play 
For many a mile and many a day; 
But like the bounding Arab steed, 
He flingeth off, with hast'ning speed, 
The clinging death of stifling sands, 
And soon within Egyptian lands 

Reclineth, like a god, with fair 
• Rich gardens smiling round his feet. 
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And com-fields waving in the air 
Their glad thanks for his waters sweet. 

The cane sucks sugar from his waves, 
The cotton whitens like the snow 

Which wrapt him soft when he was born 
A baby-giant, at rosy mom, 

With gurgling laughter soft and low, 
In Abyssinia's mountain caves. 

a Isis! Mother! Lov'st thou not 
Thy Daughters, and thy Sons of Nile? 
Can'st thou in Heav'n be happy while 

Our lovely land all parched and hot 
Lies with'ring 'neath dread Typhon's breath? • 
From south-west blows he, scorching Seth, 

All red and yellow as the sand 
Fierce chamsin t drives, with wilting wing, 
From Lybia's desert darkening. 
The dry sand-islets with which he 
Divides our blue Nile like not we. 
His sixteen cubits! must our father grow, 
And cover them with stately flow. 

Then thou, sweet Isis, wife and queen, 
Shall reign in peace o'er thy demesne. 
The palms shall lift their slender stems 
Date-crown'd, to see how Nilus hems, 

With silv'ry stretch of waters fair, 
The whole land in his full embrace. 
The sun wide-spangled track shall trace 

Across his rippling breast all day j 
All day athwart this golden road 

Shall seeming float in golden air 
The white lateen-sails, spreading broad 

Like white-wing'd gulls in soaring play. 

But Isis! Now our Nile lies low. 
Like string of beads round maiden's throat 

Twines he about fair Egypt's breast ; 
A silv'ry streak in placid rest 

Scarce giving space to a floating boat. 
Like aged king he creepeth slow, 

• Typhon, and Seth, Set, or Sut, are names given to the father of Osiris, who is said, in the 
ancient Egyptian myth, to have murdered him. The wind from the south-west"coming across the 
desert, is also called Seth, or Typhon. 

t Storm-wind. : Sixteen cubits is considered a good rise for the Nile. 
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And ling'reth languid in his bed. 
The Priests of Hap; * wait in vain 

Where old Silsileh lifts his rocky head. 
~o incense floats from out the fane; 
God H api waits his lotus-crown, and train 

Of gorgeous-vestured worshippers. and hymns 
Slow-chanted to his praise, when bounding free 
With glad roar rushes he, 

Silsileh's pass o'erbrims, 
And wrangling loud he floods the thirsty plain. 

o Isis! Mother! Haste thee! Weep! 
And stay our thirsting anguish deep. 
To-night, dear Isis, whilst we sleep, 

Let fall on Nile that drop of bliss. 
He sure, with joyous leap, 

He'll upward spring to meet its kiss: 
His life renewed, his fountains filled 
From the fountain of thy tear-drop spilled. 

At break of day will resound the glad cry 
The welcome chant of jJblllfltli-cn-Nil. t 
To the river banks the crowds will fly, 

And songs and shouts the air will fill. 
The youths their tarabookas drum, 

And maidens veil'd about the lips, 
Their hymns religiously will hum: 

The dancing girls with arms upflung, 
From which the gauzy robe off slips, 

Will twirl to the sound of castanets rung 
Aloft in the air so merrily. 

At night from the tents the torches' gleam 
Will dance over Nile so cheerily; 

The stars will look down with their steady beam, 
From the midst of the moon-lit sky, 
On the gay dahabccyalls floating by, 

\Vhen e'en the ready sad-ey'd slaves 
Forget their native land and smile, 
As they hang the lanterrs red and blue 

'~eath pennons flicking their fork'd tails. 
:'\' 0 man now his fate bewails, 

For this is the joyous "Feast of the Nile! " 
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• God Haji-,llll is the Sile, to whose honour were constructed Rock-Temples at Silsil~" .. and 
where, by commandment of the Phamohs, Rameses II. and III., were solemnised two festivals to 
celebrate the rising of the Sile, at the heginning and close of the inundation. 

t Nile-criers, who announce each day the number of inches tbe Xile has risen. 
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The sons of Islam, the Copt and the Jew 
Together join in a brotherhood true 
Of human want and necessity 

To welcome the fruit-giver, Nile: 
For he lavisheth broad prosperity 

And maketh the w'lole land smile. 

But still, s\\'eet Isis, we wait for thee, 
When, leaning from thy heav'n above, 
Fair Goddess-mother, filled with love 

And pity for our misery, 
Thou'lt shed one tear-drop on Nile's breast 
And rouse him from his swooning rest, 

All day the sun, with angry glare, 
At the Pyramids strikes his pointed darts. 
They laugh and hold fast their impregnable hearts, 

Where their secret chambers lie. 
But UserlesCll's monolith standing high, 
Trembleth aloft in the burning air j 

For the sun waxes fierce, and the orange groves 
Stand parch'd amidst the cactus clumps, 

Where the obelisk's shadow slowly moves 
In obedience to the sun; 

Like a long finger pointing out the stumps 
Of ruin'd columns, and massive walls, 

Which graced the city of 011 j • 

And stirless lie the'lizard and eft 
On the stone of the altar cleft, 

Where the shadow's finger falls. 
Let Nile's sweet waters cover them all 
With a winding, waving oall j 

And the thick'ning mud of his rich land-gift 
Shall bury them deep beneath its drift. 

Then weep, 0 Isis! Dear mother, weep j 

Whilst heavy slumbers wrap us deep. 
Sure the night-the "Night of the Drop" 

To thy eager children draweth near, 
When from thy heavenly heights of love 

Thou wilt shed the mysterious tear. 
Over other lands from the clouds above 
The rain falls richly for stock and for crop, 
But we, sweet Isis, have only one drop, 

We have nought but thy pitying tear. 

• HlliofJOlis. the .. City of the Sun. 

NIZIDA. 
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THE ROMANTIC STORY OF GENGHIS KHAN, 

THE CONQUEROR OF ASIA. 

His identification with the celebrated Japanese Hero-warrior Minamoto no Yoshitsune, 
the pupil of the Sorcerers of the Mountains, in Magic, Occult Science, and the Arts 
of War and Government. Collated from native sources. By C. PFOUNDES (OMOI 
TETSZUNOSTZUIKE). 

THE Emperor Sei Wa of Japan, 56th of the Dynasty, in the fifth 
decade of the ninth century of the Christian era, conferred upon 
his grandson the honorary title of Gm otherwise Minamoto, and 

one of the sons of this prince was named Midzumata, but most frequently 
was called Mantchoo. The descendants of that personage attained great 
power; but another warlike and powerful clan were their great rivals, and 
the struggle for mastery reached a crisis, at the latter end of the year 
A.D. I ISS. 

Yoshitomo, the chieftain of the Gen family, was defeated and treacher
ously assassinated, and his two eldest sons died in battle, fighting. 

The mother of the three youngest, the renowned beautiful Tokiwa, 
fled with her children, to a place of safety. (Her romantic story is a 
fruitful and most popular theme with Japanese Poets and Dramatists.) 

With a babe in her arms (the hero of this tale) and two little boys by 
her side, the eldest carrying his father's sword, she trudged through the 
snowstorm, to a humble shelter in the htll-side forests; but the victor, 
planning to exterminate his rival's family, seized the mother of Tokiwa, 
threatening torture and death if the children were not given up to him. 

The struggle between filial and parental affection and duty was intense; 
but a promise to spare the lh'es of the children, swayed the decision, and 
she went to the victorious rival of her children's father, to plead her cause. 
Struck by her surpassing loveline~s, and her evident ability, of which he 
had long been aware, he used his power over the lives of her parent and 
her offspring, to effect his own ends, and induce her to conform to his 
ardent desires to possess her for himself. 

The three boys were separated, and sent to remote monasteries, to be 
immured as priests, and celibacy enforced, so that the race might become 
extinct, and they be reared in ignorance of their heritage of a noble name, 
their birth-and right to retrieve the fortunes of the clan. Our hero 
alone survived-but an elder half-brother, who was exiled, having been 
captured by the enemy, became also one of the principal personages in 
Media:val Japanese history. 

The infant, who was called Ushiwaka, was impatient of control and 
the monotonous life of the monastery on Mount Kurama ; and with a 
worker in iron, who travelled with his wares to distant parts of the 
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country, he escaped-and wandered about the distant parts of the 
provinces for a time-gaining experience, and making friendships of 
momentous importance. 

The popular story relates circumstantially many curious and interest
ing adventures, especially his nightly visits to the Gnomes, who instructed 
him in War and Occult Science. Certain it is, however, that he developed 
marvellous strength, skill, and ability. 

Having discovered the secret of his birth, and that one of his elder 
half-brothers still survived, he roused himself to the circumstances that de
manded preparation for a great struggle to re-establish the family. With 
the aid of old retainers, secret friends of the clan, and the Magic support 
of his spirit teachers, as he grew up to manhood, he became in every 
way wonderfully well fitted to ably assist his cider brother, who began 
to collect around him the nucleus of the army of valiant and loyal 
followers who subsequently won the great battles of the Civil Wars of 
the period. U shiwaka now adopted the name of his manhood, 
YOSflztsll1le, by which he is best known; indeed no historic personage 
is more familiar to old and young in his native land. 

The restless energy that had given the m:>nks such endless trouble
so that they took no pains to report his flight, or discover his where
abouts-now developed into sup~rhuman a::tivity and intelligence. 

In A.D. 118o, when he was just 20, and his brother 33. the white 
standard of the family was raised once more on a field of battle against 
their hereditary foe. 

Yoshitsune soon took the supreme command and direction of affair". 
His transcendent genius and military and administrative abilities were 
developed to an extraordinary degree, and the result was that the 
succeeding battles all ended favourably to our hero's cause. 

With success and prosperity arose jealousies, fostered by de5igning 
lieutentants and powerful partizans, who feared the growing power of 
the founder of the feudal system in Japan. The superior talents and 
greater popularity of the younger man embittered his elder half-brother, 
but the result was, in short, that our hero fled to the Northern provinces, 
and then more than merely suspecting treachery and to escape a violent 
death of an ignoble character, he crossed over to the Island of Yezo, 
where there are still numerous shrines dedicated to his memory. He 
resided there for some time, devoting himself to the welfare of the yet 
uncivilized natives, who were mostly descendants of the wild tribes 
driven from the larger southern island in former ages. Marvellous stories 
of his escape and adventures are related; the loyalty of a smaIl band of 
followers, congenial spirits, being esteemed and highly commended by 
natives in all time. Some had been also priests and initiates into the 
mysteries of the TeIZ-1Ilan-gu-Gnomes· and spirits of wisdom, two of 

* Called .. Gnomes .. probably on the same principle that certain ascetics in the trans-Himalaya 
~ions who live in deep underground caves, are called .. Spirits of the Earth." LIla, .. Spirit" or 
Divine Being, is the name generally given to great adepts in Thibet, as the name of .1Ia11tll_, 
.. Great Soul," is given to the same Initiates in India.-( ED.l 
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whom are specially distinguished, the erst priest-warrior, Saito Benkei, 
and another faithful henchman. Yoshitsune disappears from Japanese 
history after the fight at the river Koromo in the spring of I 189, and it 
was given out that he was slain, but no proof was shown-his wife and 
children also vanished. The Yezo islanders have numerous stories of 
his memory which they revere, and to them he is known as Hangllall 
and Okikirimaz: (Vide notes.) 

Sailing from Yezo, and crossing the narrow sea that separates the 
island from the continent, here too traces are still found. Three and 
four hundred years ago such traces of his presence were matter of 
common report in Japan, and it appears that his memory was held in 
equal reverence on the continent all along the route of his sojourn and 
travels, as in the islands. Benkei and his other henchman are both also 
remembered in common with our hero. 

Their knowledge of priestcraft, ability to recite the rituals, and occult 
knowledge, were of the utmost value to the trio and the score or so other 
followers, some of whom had been also monks, throughout all these 
trying episodes. 

Soon after setting foot on the continent of Asia this unique band of 
valiant men became masters of the region, subdued and civilized the 
inhabitants; and, ere many years had elapsed, laid the foundation and 
planned the series of brilliant conquests that the history of the age 
teems with. And various stories were set afloat to account for the dis
appearance of our hero, his family, and a number of his most devoted 
adherents-indeed it does not appear that any real efforts were set on foot 
to trace them-and certain mysterious events connected therewith have 
never been clearly explained by writers on the subject. There is evidence 
that the escape was connived at, but public feeling had to be allayed at 
the time, and is now recognised to be an indisputable fact. 

Yoshitsune and his bodyguard appear to have planted the seeds of 
their beliefs firmly wherever they went, for temples founded by them, 
dedicated to the Spirit of War-the eight bannerets-are still existing, 
and many curious facts have been brought to light of late. Yoshitsune 
was apotheosized ere many years had passed, and numerous shrines 
erected-some still kept in repair-by the Manchu and other people. 
Customs still exist, attributed with good reason to the days of Yoshitsune 
-such as the annual ceremony of the feast and bonfires when irons arc 
heated and welded by the tribe each in turn, according to station and 
age, together with numerous minor rites, ceremonies and customs, un
doubtedly introduced by the Japanese initiates into the mysteries. 

The son of a gifted race, the favoured pupil of the all-knowing sages 
of the innermost recesses of the remote mountains, who succumbed only 
to one of his own race, his senior, against whom he, above all others, 
would be the last to raise a hand-is the immortal hero of a vast 
continent, and the adjacent populous islands. Moreover, he is the 

20-
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ancestor of the Emperor Kian Leong, and of his and other Imperial 
Dynasties-as that ruler himself stated. The identification is confirmed 
by the Chinese writing used throughout, in China as in Japan, the ideo
graphic value being identical, though the phonetic diverges-hence 
Minamoto or Yoshitsune was of the Sei Wa Gen-ji, or Gen-ji Kei or 
Gen-gis Khan, the Chinese being Tsing Ho Yuen Ye Ring for the same 
written character, meaning exactly the same and used precisely for the 
same idea-in the same way. 

For further particulars and references see:
o /Jai fehi Rail-Imperial Japanese History. 
Dai Ni Hon Ski-History of great Japan. 
Higashi Yezo YlI Wa-Tales of Eastern Yezo for Evenings. 
Henka; Rem Kall-Tales of the Coast and Borders. 
Yezo Kim Ko Ki--Achievements in Yezo. 
Gem Pei Sei Sui Ki-Narrative of Rise and Fall of Gem and Pei. 
Howorth's History, &c. 
History of Tartar, &c., by Abulgaghi Khan, &c. (1663) 
Petis de la Croix. 
YUeII Ski-(Chinese) History of Yuen Dynasty, &c., &c., &c. 
Yoshitsune, or we should now call him Genghis Khan, died about 

1227, and his grave has been shown to recent travellers, and he gave the 
name of his celebrated ancestor, Mancha, to the country of his first 
conquest and subsequent adoption-on the Continent. 

His connection with the priests of Thibet, and intercourse with the 
Lamas is matter of history. His antecedent training in the fastnesses 
of the mountains, whither he was miraculously conveyed nightly, for 
long distances, as it is related and credited in the land of his birth, 
prepared him for admission to the inner circles of the Ri-shi and com
munication with the Arhats of the age, whom doubtless he sought and 
met in his travels and the regions he subdued. 

/ There is no doubt of the identity, and there can be no question of the 
special peculiar circumstances of his instruction, Yuen Ye Ki, of the 
Chinese, Genghis Khan, the conqueror, and Gen-ji-Kei, otherwise 
Minamoto Yoshitsune, are one and the same-Buddhist Acolyte, 
Japanese Prince, and student of the Occult, Magician, Conqueror, Hero, 

\ Revered Divinity of the North East of Asia. 

NOTI,:s.-Yoshitsune appears to have assumed the name of Temugin, 
after crossing over to Asia; this is probably derived from his Guru's 
name (Tenmangu), or from Tenjin, another Divine title; and the Natives 
of Mongolia refer to his ancestry by the title of Yezo-kai, which in Japan 
is another name for the Northern Island. 

The former name of Manchuria, was Mich kuh-anciently called Soo
shun, but changed to Manchu by Genghis, to perpetuate his ancestor's 
name. (See Cltiu guai kei, Den, by Ban Nobuyuki.) 
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THE WOMAN IN THE STONE TOWER. 

A TRUE INCIDENT. 

THE ~ummer of 1885 had been very quiet and dull for me. I was 
young, but much alone, having no companions apart from my 
music and painting, to which I devoted myself with an artist's 

love. I seldom went for a walk, and allowed myself no recreation, 
except an hour every evening which I spent at the most popular church 
in the town of F--, where I reside. It was an endless source of 
delight to sit there and listen to the sympathetic harmonies swelling 
from the beautiful organ, as the gifted master's firm fingers pressed the 
trembling notes. 

The summer sped away and autumn came. I dreaded the coming 
winter, with its dreary evenings and melancholy winds. Had I a com
panion, I thought, life would be brighter; but the friends of my child
hood belonged to a foreign land, and were scattered, like autumn leaves, 
I knew not where. 

Full of these melancholy thoughts one night, I fell asleep and 
dreamed. The dream was so vivid, and the characters who playeC: 
their parts in it so real, that it seemed more like a vision than the 
fanciful and absurd panoramas which flit across the brain, when sleep 
draws her curtain over weary eyes. 

I dreamed that I saw myself clad in a long, loose, grey robe. I wore 
a close white cap upon my head, over which was thrown a veil, the 
colour of my dress. Suspended from a silk rope, encircling my waist, 
hung several keys, a curious seal, and a pair of scissors. Upon my 
breast rested a large black wooden cross. In fact, I was transformed 
into a Sister of Mercy. After waiting some little time, deliberating in 
my mind where I should go, I saw an arched doorway; the door, which 
was oaken and studded with huge nails, was closed, but it yielded to 
my touch; so I opened it, and found myself in a low square stone room. 
Upon my right I saw a holy-water stoup, and above it a crucifix. I 
merely noticed these things in passing, and walked on; I turned down 
a short passage at right angles with the entrance, at the end of which 
was a flight of winding. stone stairs. I began to ascend. It was evidently 
a tower of considerable height. Upon my right at regular intervals I 
passed low-arched doorways where fearful, pitiful, starved creatures, 
sinstained and wretched, shrank within their gloomy, cavernous cells, as 
I passed like a spirit up the winding shadowy steps. 

At last 1 gained the top, and found myself on a square stone flagging; 
immediately in front of me there was a blank stone wall, and on either 
side a doorway. I entered the room upon my left; it was small and all 
of stone, with but one barred window at the end, through which the last 
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rays of a dying sun were stealing; they faintly lit up the worn features 
of a woman who was lying upon a rude straw bed in one comer. 

I silently knelt down beside her, and gazed into her beautiful face; 
it was deadly white, and in contrast to this, there shone out a pair of 
melancholy brown eyes. Her hair was slightly tinged with gold, and 
fell carelessly over her forehead; her eyebrows were level, but curved 
artistically into the line of the nose; this feature inclined to the Roman 
type; her lips were made for smiles that, alas, had vanished. 

It was all very pitiful; her delicate face so woe-stricken, and her 
poverty so apparent; yet I shed no tears. I only opened a small book 
which I carried. and softly read out the" Office for the Dying," then I 
arose, and at last spoke. 

"You have but an hour to live, and I must leave you." 
She did not answer, and I left, as silently as I came; down the stone 

stairway, and past those gloomy cells, where the terrible figures fell back 
as I approached, like silent, mournful spectres of some lost world. 

I gained the foot of the stairs and glided along the passage to the 
doorway; a beggar stood without and solicited alms. I had nothing, but 
at that moment I discovered that bread had been placed in my hands. 
I gave it to him and went my way through a long garden. I remember 
seeing nothing more, except a long, low shed built against the garden 
wall; this shed was divided into two compartments, one much smaller 
than the other, and filled with gardening and other implements. 

This was the dream, and for days it haunted me. I could always see 
that spiral stairway and those fleeting figures retreating into the gloom. 
I always felt those sad, mysterious eyes, gazing into my very soul, and 
pleading to me from that gifted, eloquent face. Was it but a dream, or 
was it more? I thought it prophetic, and time proved it to be so, as 
you shall hear. 

I was sitting in my usual seat at church one evening, some few weeks 
after the dream; across the aisle sat a young lady dressed in black, her 
small, slender figure first riveting my attention. She was simply dressed, 
but every fold lingered about her graceful form with ease and elegance. 
Her face was most beautiful, a delicately chiselled profile, perfect in every 
detail. I could not see the colour of her eyes, and was just trying to 
discover, when the choir came in; we stood up as usual, and the service 
proceeded. I could feel that the young lady opposite was studying me 
attentively, so I dared not look at her for some time, but when I did, I 
discovered that her eyes were brown, the colour I admire most, and that 
their glance was soft as a gazelle's and swift as an Indian's. I felt that 
her face was familiar, and yet I could not bring to mind where I had 
seen it. When I arose to leave she did the same, and walked beside 
me down the aisle and out through the doorway. 

For successive evenings she continued her church-going. I used to 
watch eagerly for that small, graceful figure, and that melancholy 
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beautiful face. She charmed and fascinated me, I always found myself 
turning around and looking at her, but, when I did so, I invariably 
caught her dark eyes fixed on me, and was forced to turn quickly round 
again. I used to think about her a great deal, and wished to speak to 
her, but I was naturally timid, and disliked addressing strangers first; 
I also felt it impossible to go up to her and say, as I really wished to: 

" Your face is familiar to me, and yet I know you are a stranger. 
like you immensely, may we be friends! " 

And yet I knew that she would have given anything to have spoken 
to me. On the following Sunday, after morning service, we walked down 
the aisle together as usual, and at the door she turned to me and 
asked if the eight o'clock daily communion was choral; it was the first 
time I had heard her speak, her voice was well-modulated and sweet, her 
manner charming. I was not surprised that she chose me out of all the 
congregation to ask this common-place question. I answered in the 
negative, and then turned from her on my way home. 

On the Thursday as we came out we grew more friendly, she asked 
me how long the church had been built, and spoke of the excellent 
music, the well-trained choir, and the broad views of the incumbent. I 
answered enthusiastically that he was indeed a very clever composer, 
and possessed an original and advanced mind. She asked whether I 
played, I answered: 

" Yes, but I spend most of my odd time in painting." 
II Indeed!" she exclaimed. "You are an artist then?" 
"In a small way," I answered. "I am very fond of it, but I lead a 

busy life, and cannot devote myself to it as I wish." 
She seemed much interested, and walked on with me. 
" And what do you do all day, how do you fill in your time?" 
I laughed as I answered: "That is not difficult. I have an invalid 

mother, and I am housekeeper; I write, read, sew, paint, study music, 
and do a little of everything. 

" Have you painted much?" 
"0, yes, I have several pictures at home, but I find it very difficult to 

get good models." 
.. I suppose so; you paint from life the human face and figure? " 
.. Certainly, that is art in its loftiest form! " 
She gave a short sigh, and then exclaimed: 
" How I should like to see your pictures!" 
"Should you?" I asked. "Then cannot you come and see them? 

They are not very good, I suppose, but you might be interested." 
.. How I should like to see them," she repeated. But we leave 

to-morrow on our way to London. We have been abroad four years, 
and are only taking a little rest here. Our train leaves at noon." 

I certainly felt disappointed that I was about to lose this charming 
acquaintance just as I had found her, but I asked: 
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" Cannot you come early to see me? Any time would do." 
She thought a moment and then answered: 
.. Yes, I will. I can ask the servant to call me early. I should so like 

to come. May I ask your name?" 
I gave it to her with my address. 
We continued our walk, each quite heedless of where the other was 

going, until we found ourselves again at the church door. We had 
taken a circuitous route which had brought us again to the place from 
where we had started. 

We stopped at the beginning of the road which led me home, and I 
pointed out the direction she was to take to find our house; then we shook 
hands and parted, after warmly expressing our pleasure at having formed 
this strange friendship. 

The next morning I arose very early, but, alas, the rain came down in 
torrents! It rained as if it never intended to stop again, and I waited 
in vain for my friend. . She did not come. I remained in until long past 
the time she had named for her visit, and then, as I had an engagement, 
I put on my outdoor garments and went out. She had told me where 
she was staying, and I felt compelled to go and find her. I did so. She 
saw me from her window and came to the door herself. She took me by 
both hands and led me into a dining-room .at the back of the house, 
where she said we could talk undisturbed. 

We conversed for over an hour upon various topics, and were equally 
delighted to find how our tastes and ideas agreed. Then we spoke of 
our homes and our lives, and she seemed to.relapse into a sadness which 
I had not remarked before. 

I fdt a strange something coming over me as she stood pensively 
beside the window looking out upon the gardens beyond. Her face 
seemed strangely familiar. At last it dawned upon me. She was tlte 
woman of my dream wltom I had seell lying upon tke straw pallet in tke 
gloomy tower / 

I do not know why it was, but I never mentioned my dream to her. 
We went on talking for some time, and then I left. She kissed me 
affectionately and accompanied me to the door, after having promised 
to write to me the following day. I returned home and resumed my 
duties, with a strange feeling that I had lost something and found 
something. On Sunday morning I received a characteristic letter from 
her. So few people write perfect letters, but hers were such, and seemed 
to me a key to her mind, being fluent, cultivated, and full of lofty thought. 
We corresponded freely, and every one of these charming epistles was 
quite an event in my lonely life. 

At last she wrote that she, with her family, were about to return to the 
Continent. I was therefore anxious to see her, and bid her good-bye, 
and as my father very much wished to take me to the Exhibition, we 
decided to run up to London for a day, and see her at the same time. 
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We did so. She received us most kindly, and pressed us to stay to 
luncheon. I had a long talk with her and we parted, she promising to 
continue her correspondence with me. 

She was strangely beautiful that day during the luncheon hour. When 
the conversation was general she was cheerful and brilliant, but when 
we were in her room alone, she relapsed into the melancholy pale beauty 
of the stone tower. 

We parted. I received a short but kind note from her a few days after 
to the effect that they started for Paris at once; and that was the last I 
have ever heard of my strange, sweet friend. 

I used to wait anxiously and sorrowfully for a letter, but month after 
month rolled away and none came. I knew that some sad mystery 
enveloped her, which I could not fathom. I could not relapse into my 
former solitary mode of life, so I went about more and endeavoured to 
shake off the loneliness which her silence caused me. 

At this period of my life, I became acquainted with a very clever and 
charming woman who was a clairvoyante. We often used to sit 
together, as we do now; and she would describe vividly the scenes of 
my childhood, which, as I have mentioned, were spent in a foreign land. 
One evening, as we sat thus, she turned to me saying: 

"How strange! You have turned into a Sister of Mercy, my dear, 
and I see you climbing up a winding stone stairway." . 

I was startled, and answered: "Indeed! What more do you see? n 

She went on describing the holy-water stoup, the arched doorways, 
and the cells, inhabited by evil spirits, as she termed them. She also 
told me about the bare stone room in the tower, and the beautiful sad 
woman on the straw pallet She spoke, too, of the garden outside 
with a shed against the. wall, which was divided into two com
partments, one much smaller than the other, and filled with gardening 
and other implements .... 

Thus ends my curious, but true narrative. Shall I ever see my 
mysterious friend again? I think so. There are links that bind 
sympathetic souls together which no distance or time can sever, and 
those links bind us. 

My story is perhaps disappointing, because it has no satisfactory 
conclusion, but it may take years for the dream to be fulfilled, if it ever 
is ; and as everything I have related is perfectly true and unembellished, 
I prefer to leave it so, and trust that the melancholy drama of my vision 
has been played in some previous earth-life when she and I were friends. 
It was but a faint awakening of a memory that is struggling for re~ 
collection, not an event to come and overshadow our lives with the 
fearful mysterious tragedy of my dream. 

HELEN FAGG. 
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THE TR~YE STORY OF A MAGIClAS. 

( C O1ltilltltd. ) 

By MAllEL COLLINS. 

CHAPTER XXVI. 

" HER day is over," said Fleta, after a minute or two. "She must 
go!" 

" But who is she? What does this mean? What mad folly 
is it now that you are engaged in ? , • 

.. You know," said Fleta quietly, "that this peasant girl has taken my 
place here before." 

"You have told me so, but I never believed it." 
" Surely you believe now. You saw my hand, and knew me when I 

entered disguised." 
" It is true. Why indulge in such masquerades? " 
" It is not my doing that she is here. It is her own hardihood, for 

which she must suffer." 
" But how is the thing possible, that my own eres and senses could be 

deceived? Fleta, you are cheating me ! " 
" You have been cheated, certainly," said Fleta coldly. "If you would 

listen to the voice of your higher instincts you would not be so easily 
cheated. Adine might easily deceive the world, even might readily 
deceive Hilary Estanol, because he is blinded by longing. But I do not 
think she could have deceived you, save for the fumes of wine. You 
would know your daughter, did you not sacrifice all right to your relation
ship with her. Come now, let us put this scene. to an end. You must 
contrive some mode of sending Adine out of the palace unseen; and 
for me to go to my own rooms unseen. I am worn out with 
hardships." 

"It is impossible! ,. said the king. "Tllere is no way from this 
room." 

" Positively none?" said Fleta. .. Think! " She had lived so little in 
the palace that she knew ncuhing of its construction. It was well-known 
to contain many secret pa~sages and doorways. 

" Positively none," said the king. 
"Then I must act for 'us all," said Fleta. .. Come, Adine, make haste 

and take off that dres~ and give it me." 
Adine did so tremblingly, and with nervCIess hands. Her face was as 
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white as the dress. The king stood watching her face. Suddenly he 
turned to Fleta 

" How had that girl the power to make herself your image till just 
now?" 

" The power was given to her," said Fleta, " and she has abused it." 
The king turned away with an impatient movement. 
.. You always tark enigmas," he said . 
.. I answer plainly," said Fleta, "as I will answer any question you ask 

me." 
" Where is your husband? " 
" Dead. I myself have seen his dead body, have seen. it burned to 

ac;hes, haye seen his spirit freed from it." 
"It is true, then! " said the king mournfully. II I had hoped against 

hope." 
Adine was now dressed in the fortune-teller's cloak, and masked. 

Fleta had not put on her the priestess's robe she had worn herself, but 
had put the cloak over the white lace-decked under-dress which Adine 
wore. She was completely disguised. 

"Now stoop, as I did," said Fleta. "Come, you can imitate me well 
enough. Now, father, open the door and let her go. Hasten, Adine, 
go to your home and repent And do not forget that unless you keep 
a close watch upon your tongue about all that you have known and 
seen, the Dark Brothers will visit you with instant death. Be warned! .. 

The king opened the door and Adine passed through it, entering at 
once into a crowd, which was greatly surprised to see her come out. 
She was questioned on every side but would return no answer. Without 
speaking she hurried through the rooms and down the great staircase. 

" What has happened? " said the guests one to another. "Why are the 
king and the princess shut in there together still? .. 

" What are we to do now?" asked the king, shutting the door and 
turning again to Fleta. 

"You go," said she, .. tell them. the gipsy came to bring me the certain 
news of Otto's death, that she brought me the signet-ring from his finger. 
See, I have the ring here; I took it myself from his dead hand. Let the 
guests go. I shall go to my rooms; I shall take my place as his widow, 
returned to you." . 

" You are right," said the·king. "It is the best way. Are you ready I" 
" Yes," said Fleta. "Go. Leave the door I pen to me when you go, 

and let anyone come to me that wishes." 
She sat down on a chair by the table, rested her arm on it and her 

head on her hand. She was utterly worn out,';lOd she knew that if she 
simply let herself feel her complete weariness .and heart· sickness, no 
acting would be necessary to present the appearance of grief. The 
moment she relaxed her effort the light fled frd'lIl her face, her eyes 
grew dull, she had all the look of one crushed under a heavy blow. 
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Instantly that the king left the doorway Hilary Estanol appeared in 
it. But when he caught sight of Fleta's figure he did not enter; he 
paused horror-stricken ; he heard the king speaking and turned to listen 
to him. Some of the court ladies came to the doorway and pushed past 
him. He let them go in. An hour ago, maddened by his love for Fleta, 
he would have dared any comment and approached her first had he 
seen her in trouble. But a strange chill had fallen on him when first his 
eyes met those of the gipsy when she entered; he had not recognised 
her-was it likely, so completely deceived' as he was ?-but he was 
terrified by her, and had lingered near the door of the room in great fear. 
Now that he saw her figure sitting there so rigidly, with that terrible 
death-like look on her face, he staggered, overpowered by something he 
could not understand. It was as though an ice-cold hand had caught 
at his heart and checked its very beating. Ah, poor Hilary! 

In half-an-hour the palace was almost deserted. While still there were 
a few guests in the rooms Fleta rose and walked through them. Stately, 
sorrow-stricken, with darkened eyes she passed. 

" She must have cared for him, then! " they whispered one to another, 
"and really would not believe him dead. And we all thought her 
heartless." 

So the young uncrowned queen, the young widow, went to her own 
rooms, followed by sympathy. And who could guess at the deep 
solitude, the hopeless sorrow, of that heart? The neophyte, who had 
failed and lost all that made life dear in the failure; the would-be 
initiate, who knows all love and companionship must be laid aside for 
all time. This is the darkest hour of human life, this fearful moment of 
shadow before the dawn, when passion and love, and all unequal friend
ship or companionship, must be for ever surrendered for the hopeless 
and absolute solitude which darkens the door of initiation. Into such 
an hour of despair and agony none dare penetrate. It was easy for 
Fleta to wear the appearance of a widow grieving for her husband, ·.vhe~ 
in her heart was the awful grief whi~h every candidate of the White 
Brotherhood who fails carries in his heart for ever. The grief of complete 
surrender, not of one love, or one loved, but of all, does not touch the 
soul nor pollute the thoughts of him who has made himself ready for the 
Hall of Initiation. 

CHAPTER XXVII. 

FLETA bore out the character of one overcome by grief only too easily. 
She found herself close to the crisis, the bitterest suffering of her. life; 
and the fierce regret for the past stood in her way. In the morning. 
when she rose and stood before her mirror, she saw a worn, wan face 
eyes deeply bordered with shadow, and a new line of pain on her 
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smooth forehead. She saw these things, but without thought. It was 
just what she had expected to see, for she had let the storm rage in her 
soul through the night. And now she stood there muttering to herself: 

" The expiation is close-I have to begin the expiation." 
It was a cool, fresh, clear morning; Fleta had risen very early. She 

set her window wide open and stepped out on to the balcony. From it 
she could see over the city and away to the blue hills beyond. For a 
long hour she leaned here, drinking in the morning freshness, and a 
dim, faint peace came to her soul from the clear skies. At last her 
attention was attracted by a sound in the room, and she turned to look 
back into it. A figure stood there; she looked doubtingly at it. Yes 
it was her father, the king. 

He regarded her very earnestly as she re-entered the room. She 
wore a loose white gown, on which her dark hair fell in a tumbled mass. 
It was a sad figure. 

"Do you wonder at this early visit?" said the king. "I have not 
rested at all ; and just now I was wandering in the garden when I saw 
you standing here. I have come to ask you a strange question. Who 
are you? What are you?" 

•• Why do you ask me these things? " said Fleta, in a very low voice. 
"Because you cannot be my child, nor yet your mother's. Last night's 

experience convinced me of your extraordinary powers. You divested 
Adine of her likeness to yourself. How, I cannot tell. J would never 
let myself believe you to be a magician until now; but it is useless 
any longer to hide the truth. I have been looking at you from the 
garden. There is no mark of my family or your mother's in your face 
or figure. I saw you as I have never seen you before, without a mask. 
You have always worn one for me. Just now I discovered a profound 
unfamiliarity in you which has roused my curiosity into a passion. Your 
face, divested of its softer charms, is that of a man; through it looks a 
spirit which suffers. Tell me what you are." 

.. I am your daughter," said Fleta. .. You need not doubt that, or 
fancy me changed in my cradle. My heritage is true, unlike though J 
may be to you and the others who have gone before me." 

" Your heritage! It is not mental, nor physical; it is not in any 
way visible." 

"That," said Fleta, "is because I have moulded myself for my own 
ends." 

.. Now you speak as 
Whence do you get it? 
mortal." 

you look. You have some strange power . 
J say, what are YOll? You are no ordinary 

Fleta smiled; a smile of'such sadness as can hardly be imagined. 
" No; I am not an ordinary mortal. The difference is only this. I 

had found out that there is a straight path to divinity, and I was 
treading that path: but lost my way." 
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" You have not begun to tread it since I have known you," said the 
King. " You began before." He spoke in a changed voice . 

.. Yes," said Fleta. "I began before. I began in a pre-historic age 
when the world was a vast wilderness of savage beauty. I marked out 
my destiny then by a fierce act of rebellion against the passion which 
makes human life possible, against the blind hunger. of man for sensa
tion which drives him into this dull world of matter and compels him to 
live innumerable ignorant lives, worthy only of animals. I hated it! I 
rebelled! I raised my hand and took life. It was the first step into 
power, and it has darkened the sun for me through ages. I have lived 
it out, I have expiated it only after many lives of pain. But in taking 
power I took knowledge. I began to climb the great ascent of life 
towards the divine. And in every re-birth I have gained more power 
and more knowledge." 

She ceased. She had spoken passionately, from her heart. The 
King had never taken his eyes from her face. The soldier, rough, 
almost devoid of sentiment, stood there spell-bound. He was facing a 
reality. 

" Tell me more," he said. " Why do you suffer so now?" 
"Why do I suffer?" said Fleta. "Must you ask me this?" 
"I desire very much to know," said the king, in a low voice. 
"You have a right to ask me," said Fleta sadly. "Not your right as 

my father, but your right as a servant of the White Brotherhood. You 
are but just within their influence, and you have never been conscious 
of it, though you have obeyed it. I have been possessed by an arrogance 
which convinced me I could by my strength obtain the right to enter 
the order. My longing to enter it gave me the privilege of· birth in 
your house. I have had great opportunities, but," she concluded, in a 
tone of infinite sadness, " I have failed! " 

" Is that why you suffer?" said the King. 
" No," answered Fleta. "I suffer because those who loved me long ago 

love me still; they have been in the marvellous orchard of life where 
Nature flowers in superb lavishness. The orchard is beautiful, yes! 
Nothing can be more beautiful. But there is a force always at work, lI. 

force which demands progress. After the blossom the ff1if7 To be 
man and woman, to love, to live each for the other, this is ~s, as is 
everything in nature. But it comes to an end. The miracle of trans
mutation must be worked. The sweet softness of the blossom, mere 
beauty, this must pass and the hard fruit come and ripen to its harvt:st. 
The lesson must be learned, and the ~oul pass on. O! there is one 
who holds me from the gate by his love. But I must purify him, I 
must take him to the gate, or else lose all hope myself of ever 
reaching it ! " 

She hardly seemed to remember who she spoke to. Her pent-up 
feeling had broken into words, and emotion made her speak on without 
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pause till she ceased. There was silence for a minute:or two; then the 
King approached her. 

e. Tell me," he said. .. \Vhat am I to you?" 
.. A friend," she answered ... always a good and true friend. Nothing 

else. Your lessons in life have lain apart from me. We have never 
even been father and daughter save in circumstance." 
" "It is true." he answered, with a sigh. .. Yet I would it were not so. 

You are far beyond me. Help me." 
Fleta held out her hand. The King took it, and so they stood for a 

few moments in silence. Then she gently took her hand "away, and turn
ing from him, sat down in a chair. Her pallor was so extreme the 
King was alarmed. And, indeed, she looked more like death than 
life. He hastily left the room, returning in a few moments with a slender 
glass full of a dark wine. He put it to her lips. She opened her eyes, 
smiled faintly, but pushed back his hand . 

.. I need it not," she said as the King held the glass in his hand . 
.. Though it is more than mortal brain can endure to look back over the 
stairway of life. Reason seems to reel on its throne before such a sight. 
So deep is the abyss, so great the height, so incredible the ascent. My 
mind is worn out. I must rest, I must sleep, or I shall lose my senses. 
Let no one disturb me till I call; but do one thing for me, my father; 
let Hilary Estanol be sent for. I must see him when I wake." 

She rose, and moving to her bed flung herself upon it. What a death 
like figure it was! The king turned away. He could not bear the sight. 
He left the room, and calling a waiting woman to him bade her sit by 
the door and watch it, letting no one enter but himself. Next he sent a 
messenger to Hilary. Then he went to his own writing-room, where he 
moved to and fro, thinking; his thoughts were running riot, plunging 
back into the past, leaping into the future; he was unconscious of the 
present moment, once having let it go. 

CHAPTER XXVIII. 

THREE hours later Fleta awoke. She had been wrapped in a profound 
sleep; so deep, she was as one returning from the dead. It had restored 
her mind; her inner strength had returned. She knew, in the moment 
she woke, that she was fit now to go on with her task. 

She rose, went to the door, and called. The waiting woman who sat 
close by came to her. When she found Fleta wished to dress she went 
away, bringing back with her some sewing-maids who had been busily 
working all the morning. In a little while Fleta had bathed, her hair had 
been dressed and coiled round her h~ad, and she was robed in black
mourning for her husband of a day. Her burned and helpless arm was 
wrappe? in black silk and placed in a sling. She looked in the glass 
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and smiled. Fleta the beautiful, the radiant, thus disfigured, thus 
dressed! She quickly turned away, trailing her black train after her. 

She had already inquired and learned that Hilary Estanol was waiting 
for her in her own old sitting-room, where she had made her home when 
necessity or caprice had induced her to dwell in the palace for a few 
days together during her girlhood. It was kept as it had always been
bright, coloured in gold and white, the walls lined with books, the 
windows filled with flowers. 

Hilary started up as he heard her at the door. He uttered a sharp 
cry of pain as she entered. The change was indeed awful-from Adine, 
the flower and froth of Fleta's gayest superficial life, to this pallid, 
trouble-stricken, sad-eyed woman. Her dress accentuated his feeling. 
It seemed to shock and surprise him. He had forgotten, in his recent 
happiness, that she was Otto's wife. He turned away and hid his face 
in his hands. 

" Do not be so distressed," she said in a very sweet and quiet tone. 
"This must seem terrible to you when but yesterday you were dancing 
with my mocking shadow. I have sent her away from me for ever, 
because she has too deeply betrayed my trust in her in betraying you. 
How is it possible that you, born under the star of true knowledge, like 
myself, one of the children of the life of effort, could be so cheated and 
pleased by a mere phantasm? Well, I know you regret that phantasm 
-I know you loved it very dearly. I read the pain in your heart 
because I show myself to you without the phantasmal appearance
without beauty or youth or gaiety. My dear friend, it is not for you to 
choose between pain and pleasure. You have not the power. If you 
choose pleasure you will be for ever pursuing a will 0' the wisp and 
never reaching it; the pursuit will soon become pain. But though you 
have not that choice I can give you one which may seem to you very 
like it You can choose between this Fleta who now speaks to you, the 
servant of the White Brotherhood, and that Fleta whom you worshipped 
such a little while ago-my mocking shadow." 

" Where shall I find that Fleta?" asked Hilary in a strained voice of 
pain. , 

"You will be mocked by her as much as you will if you choose to be 
so," was all Fleta's answer. 

" But will you wear that guise? " 
II Ah, you want the two Fletas in one!" she cried out-" no, that is 

over. You have desired that for a lpng time, and now and then you 
have almost fancied you have got it-is it not so? In that morning 
sunshine, on the first journey we took together-sometimes at the garden 
house-you imagined that without losing the priestess you could claim 
the woman. That is impossible-it never has been, it never can be, you 
must have the one or the other. I have waited for you long enough i now 
you must choose. I have the power to give you what you wish. If ~ou only 
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desire the woman, the thing that will die in a few years, then I will make 
this body that now speaks to you young and beautiful and gay, and 
leave it for your amusement; for I am very weary of it and it is only 
for your sake that I now stay in it, and if you make that choice we part 
for ever. But if you choose me as I am, the servant of knowledge, then 
you have to recognise in me your master and desire nothing from me 
but such knowledge as I can give you." 

Hilary rose and went to the window. It seemed for a moment as if 
his senses were about to desert him. But a moment later he turned 
round and faced her. 

" I am not strong enough to make such a choice," he said with a sort 
of defiance in his tone. 

"Not strong enough!" exclaimed Fleta in a voice full of contempt 
"Go then, and take your own way, followed by the darkness you have 
worked for yourself. Do not blame anyone else, whatever you may 
suffer. You have invoked the false shadows that surround the man who 
knows not whether he wishes good or ill. It is over." 

She turned and moved very slowly out of the room, her black dress 
trailing behind her. Hilary started forward as if to stop her, but 
immediately drew himself back again, and remained standing motionless, 
watching her go. The door closed and still he did not move. But at 
last, after a long silence, he roused himself-for his one wish was to leave 
the palace without having to speak to anyone again. He succeeded, 
although he had to grope his way almost like a blind man. He was 
stupefied, half dazed, scarcely conscious of what he was doing. A great 
loneliness was eating away at his heart-a hunger was at work there, as 
real as physical hunger. For he had more than worshipped Fleta the 
woman-he had lived on the thought of her, on the passion he had only 
for her image. And now she seemed to have been shattered before his 
eyes, and to be like a broken statue destroyed for ever. He comforted 
himself perpetually with the thought that he had not chosen this so 
easily destroyed idol. And yet, even in the midst of this comfort, 
another memory would come--of Fleta's scorn, when he said he could 
not choose. This gave him some dumb perplexity and pain; but he 
was not learned enough to know that if he had chosen the woman she 
would have had less scorn for him, and more pity. It was the weakness 
of that dreadful moment, come and gone so quickly, which condemned 
him in the sight of Fleta and her order. Had he but found power 
enough to decide positively for ill, he would have laid the foundations 
of such power as would have enabled him, later on, to choose positively 
for good, in another earthly life. 

The moment had, indeed, come quickly and gone quickly, and it 
appeared to Hilary as if he had no time given him in which to decide 
and choose. And yet he dimly knew that if that moment could have 
been protracted to a thousand years he would have been no nearer a 
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positive choice; and he dimly knew, also, that the moment which seemed 
to come so unexpectedly was, indeed, only a summing-up of his life-
that ever since he had known Fleta he had been in this state of hopeless 
indecision. The great chance had been given him and he had been 
unable to take it. He did not realise the blow in this form yet, though 
the consciousness came, keenly enough, later on. He only knew, as yet, 
that he had lost Fleta-all the Fleta he had known and worshipped, the 
woman and the priestes!'l both. 

It was over. 

CHAPTER XXIX. 

THE next morning Fleta had a long talk with the king; a very quiet 
and serious one. During that day on which she saw Hilary she would 
see no one else, not even her father; she remained alone, and no one 
knew whether she slept or waked, whether she was suffering or at rest. 
But in the morning she went to her father's breakfast-room, and entered 
it, wearing her black robes. She was altered by the hours of solitude; 
at first the king thought it was her youth and beauty that had returned 
to her. Rut a second glance showed him that this was not so. The 
subtle, feminine charm which she had hitherto exercised was gone. She 
stood before him slender, fair. proud in bearing as ever; but the radiant 
beauty had not returned. The eyes were sad. the strange, sweet smile 
had seemingly left the mouth for ever. Had a painter put her on his 
canva., he would have used the face for one of those sexless angels the 
early Italians knew how to paint. 

.. I am going to England," were her first words. "Will you 
help me?" 

"It is my business," was the king's answer. "Tell me what you 
wish." 

Fleta sat down beside him; and they talked for a long while. Then 
she returned to her room, and the king summoned his secretary and his 
steward, and began to make the arrangements she wished. 

Late that afternoon Fleta left the palace. She was wrapped in a fur 
cloak that hid her black dress, and her pale face was hidden by a biack 
lace veil. She put this aside and '-'issed the king's hand as she took a 
final leave of him in the great hall of the palace. 

II Send for me instantly if you need me," he whispered to her. She 
bowed her head and turned away. The whole retinue of the palace was 
assembled to see her depart. Rut no one accompanied her, or entered 
her travelling carriage with her. On this journey she was to go alone. 
Not even a maid or servant of any sort was with her. 

(To be continued.) 
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EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
NOTICE I. 

Co:nplaints having been addressed to the Editors with reference to certain 
paragraphs in Mr. George Redway's Literary Circular, bound up with last 
month's LUCIFER, the Editors take this opportunity of stating that they are in 
no sense responsible for the contents of these circulars, as they'are bound up 
with the magazine by the publisher. without being submitted to them. Any 
complaints, therefore, should be addressed to the publisher. 

NOTICE II. 
An important error was made by the printers, and overlooked by the proof 

reader, in the May Number of LUCIFER, on page Z49. It is in the first Hebrew 
line, where we ought to read, : 'rnn::lTl1 (s-b-th-ni, lmx101oelletl) as it stood in 
manuscript. Unfortunately the first letter shin (TO) was replaced by two letters, 
a)·in (17) aRd vau (,), which makes nonsense of the word. Such errors may 
be sometimes unavoidable, but they are very annoying to the editors and per
plexing to the readers. 

The following lines have been sent by the Editors of LUCIFER to 
their colleague and Brother, the Editor' of the New York PATH :-

In the May number of your valuable journal, on page 60, we read :-" With 
mu-:h deference we venture to invite the attention of LUCIFER to the grave 
etymological objections to its definition of pentacle as a six-pointed star." 

The attention of our benevolent corrector is invited to "Webster's Complete 
Dictionary of the English Language. . . thorotlJ(hly rn'ised and improved by 
Chauncey A. Goodrich, D.D., LL.D ... late Professor of Yale College, and 
Noah Porter, D.D., Professor of Moral Philosophy and Metaphysics in Yale 
College. .. assisted by Dr. C. A. F. Mahn, of Berlin, and others. New 
edition of 1880, etc., etc. London." 

At the word "Pentacle," we read as follows :-" Pentacle ... a figure 
composed of two equilateral triangles, intersecting so as to form a six-pointed 
slar, used in ornamental art and also with superstitious import, by the 
ao;trologers, etc." 

This (Fairholt's) definition is preceded by saying that ptlltade is a word from 
the Greek W&Tf, five-which every schoolboy knows. But pmte or five has 
nothing to do with the word pentacle, which Eliphas Levi, as do all Frenchmen 
and Kabalists, spells pantacle (with an a and not with an e); and which is more 
correct than the English and less puzzling. For, with as much" deference" as 
shown by the Path to LUCIFER, LUCIFER ventures to point out to the Path that 
according to old Kabalistic phraseology, a pantade is "any magic jigllre 
intended to produce results." 

Therefore, if anyone is to be taken to task for overlooking "the grave 
etymological objections to the definition of pentacle as a six-pointed star" it is 
the great Professors who have just revised Webster's Dictionary, and not 
LUCIFER. Our corrector has evidently confused ptlltagon with ptnlade
"ERRARE HUM.-\NUM EST."-Fraternally, yours, 

London, June, 1888. EDITORS OF LUCIFER. 
21-
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THE SRADDHA. 

(Continued from tke May Number.) 

mHAT the Sraddha did not originate in the Hindu system is 
J1 evident from the contradiction in which it stands to caste, to 

which it must have been anterior, and, further, from its incom
patibility with transmigration, which, though in dogma directly opposed 
to it, has not prevailed against it. They have, further, the tradition of 
the introduction of this dogma, which is attributed to several person
ages, but especially to Pururavas, son of Buddha,- chief of the Lunar 
Line, a line marked throughout by religious innovation, and presenting, 
if not the fleshly body, at least the" ferver .. t of Buddhism. 

We must naturally l?ok to the names as furnishing further elucidation. 
Ekkodishto,! the monthly oblation, does not sound by any means 
Sanscrit; the Zend, however, may aid us. Kuds and Kuddus is the 
name anciently given to Jerusalem, and still preserved; Feridoun 
conferred it on a religious edifice which he there constructed. The 
great annual oblation is called Sapindana; in this the cow is conse
crated for sacrifice; and here Sanscrit philologists are entirely at fault. 
In Turkish, dalla is "cow"; it is the common word in use in every 
field, market-place and butcher's shop. If so, we have then a compound 
word. Sapin is not Turkish; but if we write the word Sab-i-dana, we 
have, in Turkish, .. the master and the cow." § 

Swadha is the word ceremoniously pronounced during the oblation; 
it means" food," but the Hindus render it" oblation," and they personi
fied it as the daughter of the patriarch Packshu, and the wife of the 
Pitris. Swadha is "the consuming power of sacrificial fire," which they 
personify as the sister of the former, and make the wife of Vakn;, "the 
god of fire." Sraddha itself is in like manner a sister of the other two, 
and the wife of Dharma, "the lord of righteousness." In Sanscrit, it is 
rendered" faith." Had it originally had this meaning it could never 
have been given to any ceremony in particular. It follows, then, that 

* This is a mistake on the part of the autbor. The name of the Son of Soma (the moon) by TAn!.. 
Brihaspati's wife-whose infidelity led to the war of the Gods with the Asums-is Budha (Intelligence) 

'with one d. not Buddha, the Enlightened.-{ED.] 

t The Buddhists have never had among their religious beliefs that of .. Ferwer," if this word is 
meant by" Jo'erver." It is a term. meaning the double, or copy body, a Sons, and belongs to the 
Zoroastrian religion. -L ED. ) 

t Elloddisllla, is a Sanskrit word-with one k, and two d s.-l ED.] 

I This might be so. if the word .. Sapindana" had not been a mistake of Wilson's, who made 
many, and of other scholars. In the original Sanskrit M8S. the term used is Sa;i1Ulillara"a. See 
Vishnu Purtiua. Wilson's t:nnslation, edited and corrected by Fitzedward Hall. (Vol. III., p. 154-) 
Curious etymology. What can the" master and cow .. or Snp-i-dana in Turkish, wbich IS no ancient 
tongu~, have to do with the Sanskrit Sa/,i"dillar""" '-{ED.] 
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the word was foreign, and the rite imported at a time when there 
existed no abstract idea of faith. Now, in the cuneiform we have the 
Thrada, and it applies to this ceremony; the Sanscrit word, is, there
fore, adopted from the Zend, with the addition of an "s." The philo
sophical character of the Chinese places in a clear light an institution which 
the legendary, metaphorical and metaphysical spirit of the Hindus has dis
guised with fable, and enveloped in mystery. There it is assumed to be the 
foundation of doctrine, and the political bond of the constitution. What 
is left to inference and interpretation in India is, in China, declared as 
maxim, and asserted as Truth; for instance: "A child serves the dead 
parents as if they were alive." 

.. The want of posterity is the greatest of defects." The only act 
worthy of being esteemed great is the rendering due service to the 
dead. "All virtue and all wisdom reside in reverence for elders and 
parents." .. That reverence towards the living was maintained by the 
influence of this ceremonial towards the dead." 

After an interval of twenty-five centuries the Sraddha, which was 
restored under the Hya, has lost nothing of its grandeur, and it is thus 
described as actually practised :-

.. According to the ritual which regulates the state proceedings of the 
Emperor of China, he is bound to visit every year, on the first day of 
the moon, the temple of his ancestors, and to prostrate himself before 
the tablet of his fathers. There is before the entrance of this temple, a 
long avenue, wherein the tributary princes, who have come to Pekin to 
render homage to the Emperor, assemble. They range themselves 
right and left of the peristyle, in three lines, each occupying the place 
appertaining to his dignity; they stand erect, grave and silent. It is 
said to be a fine and imposing spectacle, to witness all these remote 
monarchs attired in their silk robes, embroidered with gold and silver, 
and indicating, by the variety of their costumes, the different countries 
they inhabit, and the degrees of their dignity." 

In one respect, however, they failed in philosophy, as compared with 
the Hindus-they wailed and lamented; grief was not with Roman 
stoicism forbidden, it was indulged in, cultivated, and exhibited; it was 
a luxury, a passion, and a performance. The period of mourning lasted 
for three years, during which time the son was incapacitated for public 
functions, sometimes dwelling at the entrance of the tomb, and. there 
serving the dead as if yet living. 

While the religion of Hoangti anticipated Brahminism in date, the 
detailed practices, as recorded so far back as the times of the Hya, 
exactly correspond with those of the Tartars under their tents. In the 
.. earliest antiquity," the body was cast out into t"e ditches by the way
side; it is actually exposed by the Tartars on the hill-tops. The 
number of sacrificial vessels used by the Emperors was nine. The same 
number is daily used by every Mogul, and the oblations made therewith 
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by the votaries of Buddha are identical with those prescribed in the 
Brahmin ritual. The Chinese vases were, so to say, the earliest coinage, 
and the most ancient of continuous records; they were costly in material, 
elaborate in their workmanship, beautiful in their forms, and necessarily 
devoted to the then highest objects of worship; they were sacrificial. 
Four emblems are to be found on them-the Moon, the Fish, the Eye, 
and the Cross. The two first are united in one of the most ancient; the 
third appears on nearly all ; and the last is often repeated, and in 
various forms. \Ve have already seen that the moon was the abode of 
the ancestors; we, therefore, perfectly understand its introduction as an 
emblem on an ancestral vase, without adopting the explanation offered 
of moon-worship. The fish and the eye are easily explained in the 
same manner. The first lived in the element of which the moon's 
substance was held to be a concretion. The eye presents us with a 
point of greater intricacy; and to which belong a multiplicity of in
teresting ramifications. Whoever has visited the Mediterranean, has 
observed it painted on the bow of boats and galleys, as it was on those 
of the Phrenicians of old. It was, amongst the Jews, enclosed in a 
triangle-an emblem of the deity. There is a species of Etruscan vase, 
which has not been understood; in it also are two great eyes. It is 
figured in gigantic proportions on the exterior of the Chaitiyas of the 
Buddhists; now we discover it in China, on the oldest monuments. The 
character of those monuments, and the other emblems with which it is 
associated, point at once to the ancestral worship, the origin of all forms 
of worship. 

The Eye from its transparent nature in the body, from its connexion 
with light, would naturally be one of the first of symbols employed by 
an allegorising faith; but we must find some minute point of identifica
tion to connect it with the manes; and it appears to me that that is 
afforded in the consecration of the hare by the Chinese, the cat by the 
Egyptians, and the rabbit by the Greeks. Great importance was 
attached in the ancestral worship to the increase and decrease of 
the moon. This was supposed to be typified in the dilation and con
traction of the iris in these animals; if they were accepted as emblems 
of the moon, how much more the eye itself? There was not only 
the "lunar eye," which expressed duty, but the "solar eye," with a 
more general significance, conveying benevolence. Thus the Brahmin 
prays, .. Mayall things view me with the eye of the sun. I view all 
things with-the solar eye. Let us view each other with the solar eye." 
The eye was also the visible sign of grief, and thus we have among the 
Egyptians the eye and the tear; the right eye being supposed to 
represent the sun; the left the moon. 

The Jews placed the eye in the triangle: now, the triangle is con
nected, though in a manner which I do not understand, with the 
Sraddha, for it was one of the forms of the earth-elevation or altar 
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constructed for that purpose. It wa~ a square in ordinary cases; but 
for a person recently deceased, and apparently during the season of 
mourning, it was a triangle. if 

It is impossible not to suspect here that that great mystery of the 
Trinity, which pervades all Eastern religions, was itself connected with 
the ancestral sacrifice. How else explain the use of this remarkable 
figure which has ever continued to be its emblem? To this we join 
the triple division of Fire, essentially belonging to the same worship. 
The Chinese defined the Deity as .. Trinity in Unity and Unity in 
Trinity." This doctrine, it will be self-evident, has no connection 
whatever with the Trinity of the Brahmins or the Trinity of thp 
Buddhists, which had reference to attributes, combination or time. 
being the Creator. Preserver and Destroyer;" II Wisdom, Nature 
and Union:" and II Past, Present and Future;" whilst its original 
form on the eastern limits of the old continent exactly corresponds 
with the specification of the Athanasian creed, being the three 
Hypostases or Impersonations of Olle and the same divine nature. 

If we are to accept this as a record of primitive revelation, all inquiry 
is at an end, and all argument ceases; but if we are to consider it in a 
mere human sense. that is to say, as a doctrine evolved by the unaided 
effort of the spirit of man, then must we proceed as in respect to any 
other phenomenon. Now, as in our own faith, the doctrine of the 
Trinity confessedly transcends reason, it is hopeless to look for the 
origin of it in the Chinese; that is to say, if we consider it as a con
clusion arrived at with reference to the nature of the Deity; but there 
is a path which we may take, and proceeding by which we may find the 
problem less intractable. 

The primitive conception of God must have been one of such 
profound reverence that to dare to inquire into His nature would have 
been deemed sacrilege. In the words of Menu, He could be "appre
hended only by the class of abstraction." He was without form, without 
limit, without name. How then could he be divided into three persons? 
In fact, that Materialism which produced Polytheism sprang from the 
deep abstraction connected with the idea of a Creator. I t may, there
fore, be inferred, looking at the matter in a human point of view, that 
the doctrine of the Trinity as regarded the Godhead, was not primitive, 
but derivative. 

Whence then could it have sprung? From Psychology? Death 
though a mystery, did not repel, it invited inquiry; the nature of death 
could be comprehended only by that of life . 

.. What is God?" is a question which no primitive man would ask. 
.. What am I?" is one which must ever have been present to his 

• All this is occult, and has an esoteric meaning. Thc triangle (or symbol of the three higher 
principles) is all that remains of the mortal septenary, whose quaternary remains behind him. Every 
theosophist knows this'L EU.] 
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thoughts. Suppose now, that the answer made had been by a division 
of the soul into different natures, and these threefold, would we not 
have, as regards human life, three in one and one in three? . If so 
answered in respect to the life of man, the idea of a Trinity of Spirit was 
established in his mind, and might thereafter be applied to other spiritual 
existences, and even to the Divine Nature itself. 

This is no hypothesis; we have this very division of Life as a funda
mental dogma amongst those populations who have preserved the earliest 
records of religious thoughts and ceremonies. 

The Khond say that life is composed of three souls, one of which is 
animal, one intellectual and one Divine; that the first, when the body 
dies, dies with it; that the second, after death, is punished or recom
pensed, according to the body's deeds; and that the third returns to and 
is absorbed in the Deity from which it had originally emanated.· 

An ampler conception of life and existence has not been attained to 
by all subsequent metaphysics; extending immortality backwards,· and 
separating the taint of earth from the breath of Heaven; and in it we 
may recognise conjoined the elements of the several dogmas on which 
are based the various structures of philosophy, belief and superstition. 
The point upon which I rest here is that this Trinity was connected 
with the soul of man, and therefore with the ancestral oblations; that 
with it, too, was connected the figure of the Triangle, especially applied 
at the time when the separation was supposed to take place by the 
occurrence of death. 

It was only in the fourth century, and after the Labarum of Con
stantine had appeared in the skies, that the Christian Church adopted 
the cross as an emblem; it was centuries later that the cruciform 
cathedral came into use, through the Goths of Spain and the Saracens 
of Africa, whose architecture was adopted from the Philistine tribes of 
Barbary. The Chaitiya Buddhists, in all the completeness still to be 
witnessed in the rock temples of India, was then inaugurated in Europe, 
as at once the Gothic and Christian architecture. If it be repugnant to 
all our notions to assert that the cross, as a Christian emblem, did not 
originate in the crucifixion, so it is perplexing to our condition to find 
it a religious emblem before that event, and an object of veneration and 
adoration through all the regions of the earth, and from the earliest 
times. 

The Cross was known to the Jews; Moses raised the serpent on a 
cross in the desert; Chtist refers to it as an emblem of persecution. On 
the two earliest monuments of China we have that cross, which is called 
., Greek," and also one with a longer limb-that called "Latin." In the 
hieroglyphics the cross appears on the breast of the tribes of N orthem 
Asia, fifteen hundred years before th~ Crucifixion. It is tattooed on 

• Read the Theosophical and Esoteric Iitemture on the Division of /,,_ Man.-{Eo.] 
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those of the Berber tribes of Africa, as it was on those of the tribes of 
North America, in whose tombs it was also found, and who adored it 
when'presented to them by the Spaniards. It appears in the Buddhistic 
monuments of India, and the coins called Hindu-Scythic, and amongst 
the stamps by which the tribes of Tartary marked their horses. In one 
of the last discovered Assyrian monuments it hangs on the breast of a 
king, exactly in the form and fashion of a modern decoration.-

The only explanation which has been offered for the paramount 
importance of this figure is that it typified the four elements and the 
four cardinal points; but the elements were five, not four, as amongst 
them was enumerated the empyrean, or .A..tlJ"IP, because the points of the 
cross are five, not four; nor was it necessary to typify what itself was 
the point of adoration. 

All the sacred buildings of antiquity were most rigidly mathematical 
in their form, and astronomic in their position They are composed of 
the 'circle, the oval, the square, the parallelogram, and the cross. The 
circle belongs to the worship of fire, and we are familiar with it in the 
beautiful temple of Vesta a~ Rome, and in the majestic Pantheon, 
originally a fire temple, but restored and disfigured by Agrippa by the 
addition of the colonnade. The Dagopas were also round, which I take, 
however, to be only a modification of the square pyramid. In every 
case the ground plan presents the circle enclosed within a square. To 
the building so modified, they gave the shape of a bell, evidently in 
connexion with the figure of the lotus, and with the" sacred bell," itself, 
so essential an instrument in their worship. 

The oval represented the figure of the ecliptic. The examples of it 
are rare. 

The square structures are both monumental, as in the Dagopa and 
the pyramids of Egypt, and ecclesiastical, as in the pagoda; and are 
invariably placed according to the cardinal points. 

In the Pagoda and in the Chaitiya the square becomes extended to 
the oblong and to the cross. I give a description of one from Tavernier, 
which will further exhibit the still closer approach to the Catholic form 
of worship in his day; it is the celebrated Pagoda of Casi or Benares. 
"It is placed on the bank of the Ganges, into which a flight of stone 
steps descends from the gate of the pagoda. The body of the temple 
itself is constructed in the form of a VAST CROSS, with a very high 
cupola in the centre of the building, but somewhat pyramidal towards 
the summit; and at the extremity of each of the four parts of the Cross 
is a tower with an ascent on the outside, and balconies at stated distances 
affording delightful views of the city, the river, and the adjacent country. 
Under the high dome, in the middle, there stands an altar, in form of a 

• The Cross ""as, {rom the highest antiquity, a spiritual, a Psychic, and 11 phallic symbol, meta
physicn1, astroDomicn1, numeric:aJ and occult. ( ViM Mr. Gerald Massey's .. The Natlllal Genesis. .. 
Vol I., pp. sao et seq.) 
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table, eight feet in length and six in breadth, covered sometimes with 
rich tapestry, and sometimes with a cloth of gold or silver, according to 
the greater or less solemnity of the festival. Upon this altar were several 
idols, one of which, six feet in height, had its neck splendidly decorated 
with a chain of precious stones, of which the priests have a variety for 
different festivals, some of rubies, some of pearls, and others of emeralds. 
The head and neck of this idol were alone visible; all the rest of the bod)" 
was covered with an embroidered robe spreading in ample folds upon 
the altar below." 

The Pagoda of Seringham recalls Ecbatana. Mr. Orme describes it 
as composed" of seven square enclosures, one within the other, the walls 

. of which are twenty-five feet high, and four thick. These enclosures arc 
350 feet distant from one another, and each has four large gates with a high 
tower, which are placed one in the middle of each side of the enclosure, 
and opposite to the fOllY cardi1lal points. The outward wall is nearly 
four miles in circumference." 

The systematic regularity of those buildings shows the deep importance 
that was attached to the position of the worshippers, and which we are 
naturally to expect in religions which saw in the heavenly bodies 
animated intelligences, considered the firmament to be tenanted by 
countless numbers of spiritual beings endowed with terrible and 
Divine power, as also by maleficent spirits almost equally gifted, and 
in whose struggles the fate of man was involved, where the 
preponderance of the benign over the maleficent influences, though 
daily in the balance, was necessary to ensure the order of nature, 
and the existence of the universe. Even without a celestial belief or 
a Divinatory Code, we see faiths and institutions threatened by the 
revolving motions of a priest round an altar table. 

Cnder these impressions, not only the plan of the Temple, but the 
respective positions of host and guest, etc., were subject to astronomic 
conditions. In every daily ceremony the different points of the Heavens 
had to be turned to or avoided, according to their various influences, or 
symbolical applications. The Arhan and the Brahmin, the Yogi and the 
Su .• ra, had equally at every moment, and in every incident, to mark the 
divisi<tns of the compass with a steersman's accuracy. 

ANDREW T. SIBBALD .. 
,. 

(To be cOlltillllcd.) 
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HOW HE SOUGHT MARY MERIVALE. 
-+-

MARY MERIVALE having left her husband, as explained before in Parts 
I. and II., after a time he follows her, and finds traces of her teaching 
as he journeys on seeking her. 

(C Ollli1l1led from lIte 911t Number.) 

THRO' cities passed I where folks crowd together, 
Nowise because the spirit of love hath bound 

Heart unto heart, despite Fate's bitter weather 
Cold fireless lives that sheltered not, I found. 

Yet ever found, too, traces of her teaching, 
Like strewn rose-petals sweetening the air, 

And 'mid the bitterest of earth's star-reaching 
Her name lay on white lips and met me there. 

And if I passed a suffering soul and saddened, 
Poor, hopeless, powerless, and gently said. 

" Friend, have you chanced to meet her? .. His eyes gladdened, 
"Blest be the woman-Christ!" he simply said. 

And women blessed the woman who had holden 
Their sobbing little ones, and soothed their pain, 

And children with blue eyes and hair all golden 
Lisped ... Comes not the dear Mother back again? " 

And little bands of maidens bore her teaching 
(Sweetened by their sweet lips that softly spake), 

To outcast men and women, with beseeching • 
l\nd tender speech that might new life awake. 

And rough men now grown tender, toiled together 
• The gracious promise of her words to reach: 
"Land, light, air, joy, to all, uncounting whether 

Or king or peasant, love the law for each! .. 

And hostels had she set in myriad places, 
Not only (or the human, but all things 

That breathe in earth or sea, the wondrous phases 
Of life that tilts on sweet innumerous strings. 

• 
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.. For how," she said, .. shall man arise and hearken, 
Clear-browed, heroic, 'neath the dominant sun 

If he let smoke of slaughter dim and darken 
The toiling path of any lesser one?' 

.. Yea brothers are we all, set by our father 
To live and labour in the little span 

Of time that frames our life, behold love hath her 
Soft fingers round the brute as well as man! 

.. And whoso tortureth for his base pleasure, 
No matter how he name it, sport, or war, 

Shall be shut out from love, and joy, and leisure, 
And all that maketh sweet our wandering star. 

"Not yet man's heart hath grasped it, the undying 
Rhythm that rules in all things great and small, 

Where blow that smites another into sighing 
Must back return, and on his head must fall 

.. Who smote it j flux and reflux, ebb and flow still 
Make up the marvellous many-coloured song 

Whereto all life is wroughten, and will grow still 
With strengthening music clearer and more strong! " 

And where the schools stood, at her gentle pleading 
Rose places where a plenteous meal was set 

Before the starving children, who were needing 
Bread first and after knowledge, and I met 

A many little creatures warm and hasting 
Bright-faced and happy to their task hard by, 

And knew without her those small lives untasting 
Food all day long, had shivered hungrily. 

And women with sweet faces, saintly-fashion 
(So pure they dared forgive impurity) 

She taught to read with love and deep compassion 
Those blotted pages of the shame story. 

Wherein no woman dared until her teaching 
Cast innocent eye of maiden or of wife: 

.. For ab," she said, .. what guerdon of our preaching 
I f it pass over one poor scorned life? 
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" A woman's innocent eyes alone can fathom 
The deepest depths of her frail sister's sin, 

Translating from her passionate heart she hath some 
Deep knowledge of the things that dwell therein. 

"Yet being innocent she hath compassion, 
Lo none so hard as those who fear to fall, 

Or self-convicted in their righteous fashion 
Make mirrors of themselves to portray all ! " 

And churches had arisen fair and stately, 
Wherein God's wondrous messages were read 

By calm-browed men, who sought and laboured greatly, 
With tension of strest mind, and heart, and head, 

To find the innermost meaning God had written 
In script of rock and flower, tree and bird, 

And gem and fish and fossil, 'mid the unlitten 
Great waters and dark earth, nor was unheard 

The marvellous story of each day's revealing, 
As science slowly climbed the hill of thought, 

At each step culling fruit, or herbs of healing 
Whereby man's life grew sweeter; and enwrought 

With this high scripture, art's fair message featly 
In poem, picture, statue, song, was set, 

Like wings that fly before to herald sweetly 
The feet that follow, while they toil on yet. 

For" worship is of all ; art, science, action, 
And Atheist there is none, save only he 

Who will not work, nor yield his small life-fraction 
To swell the great sum of Eternity. 

" He worships who fulfils sweet-hearted, willing, 
The little task, the slow day's puny dole; 

He worships, too, whose strength is spent in tilling 
The earth, and he who tills the immortal sou\. 

II He worships who hath wandered in mysterious 
Dim realms of art, where dreams fulfil the air, 

And he who strains high soul to render serious 
These haunting dreams that make life strong and fair. 
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.. He worships who hath raised a fallen brother, 
Tho' naught of creed or science recketh he ; 

He worships who renol1nceth for another 
Aught precious or desired! " So preached she. 

And colleges she builded, where disdaining 
The old curst teaching, If save thyself," she taught

.. Save thou thy brother. heart and spirit straining 
To reach the friutage of that ble'ised thought!" 

And youths and maidens laboured, all unknowing 
How bitter to unlearn ... how hard a thing 

To slay the old false faith grown strong 'mid growing 
Of frost-bound heart, that yetfeels toward the Spring. 

EVELYN PVNE. 

INDIAN PROVERBS. 

TRANSLATED FROM THE SANSCRIT. 

OD N a lake reflecting myri~ds of stars a swan, by night seeking the 
young lotus buds, though wise, was for a time deceived. Through 
fear of being deceived by the stars, the swan, even by day, 

shunned the white lotus. Thus he who has been deceived dreads evil 
even in truth ... 

K~ishna, the beautiful haired god, replied not to the reviling of the 
King of Chedi. To the roar of the tempest, and not to the jackal's 
howl, the elephant trumpets a reply. 

Not the tender pliant grass is uprooted by the storm, but the lofty 
trees-the mighty war only with the mighty. 

In sandal trees there are snakes; in lotus tanks are there not 
alligators? in happiness there is envy; there are no unmixed pleasures. 

The root by serpents, the blossoms by black bees, the branches by 
monkeys, the top by bears; truly no part of the sandal tree is not 
resorted to- by evil natures. 

Fret not about sustenance; providence will supply it. When a 
creature is born, the mother's breast supplies milk. 

Who gave the swan his whiteness, and the parrot his wings of green, 
who gave the peacock his iris-hues, will he not provide for thee? 

c. ]. 
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THE BEWITCHED CURIOSITIES; OR, THE PAWNED 
PLEDGES AND THE SPIRITS. 

By C. PFOUNDES· (Omoie). 

From the Original. BAKU-KIN NO SICHI'YA NO KURA. 

(Translated into English from the Japanese, dated 18:!6.) 

NOTE BY TRANSI.ATOR. 

I N the early years of the fourteenth century A.D., civil war had 
reduced many of the noble families to dire straits; and, to provide 
necessaries of life. as well as the sinews of war, many household 

treasures were sold. or pledged to money-lenders . 
. -\ wealthy trader. who was something of an amateur virtuoso, and a 

dilettante student of the curious, had obtained a great many heirlooms. 
Some he had purchased. others he had advanced ready money upon, 
indeed he was almost a pawnbroker in fact, though not professedly so; 
but this enabled him to gain freer access to many families, and obtain 
curious articles, with long series of years' historical associations, which 
otherwise might not have fallen into his hands. 

One of the menials of his household was a character, quite an eccentric 
one in his way, overflowing with bits and scraps of quaint lore and 
curious out-of-the-way knowledge of men and things, old and new. 
) I is one great failing was, alas. one but too common in genius nowadays. 
He indulged too freely in the flowing bowl. and jovial cup passed round 
never left his lips till drained to the last drop. 

Once when he had indulged but too freely, as usual when he had the 
opportunity, he hid himself in an obscure corner of the fheproof store
house, wherein his master's curious collection of art treasures were 
packed most carefully away. It being one of this human curiosity's 
duties to look after this building, there was nothing strange in his going 
there; but he fell asleep, and someone. unconscious that anybody still 
remained inside, closed the fireproof doors, a usual precaution, and 
fastened them, so that when he awoke he could not get out, nor even 
had he wished, make himself heard to those outside. But he dreaded 
trying to attract attention, fearing to be reprimanded, so made up his 
mind to spend the night, and with that intention set about making him
self as comfortable as possible. There was little difficulty in his doing 
this, as there was plenty of suitable material, old robes, hangings, &c. 

Settling himself down comfortably, he was soon once more slumbering 
soundly. 

• Author of .. P~r-s~r mil"i bll~·,·r,.-A R."lgct of SOIL'S." .. KC>r("'w .Ilukaslti Ba,,,ulti-Liul .. 
'''olks' Olden-time Chats." &c. 
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Anon his sleep was broken by strange sounds. Arousing himself 
cautiously, for he feared it might be robbers or assassins, he peeped 
cautiously out from under his coverings, but could not see anyone or 
hear any sounds of persons; again the sounds, and again he peeped, 
but nothing was to be discerned. 

Perhaps it is weasels, or rats, or bats, thought he. Again aroused, 
he became thoroughly awake, but very much frightened. Was it an 
earthquake? yet the building did not shake, but the things on the shelves 
were coming down, actually moving along the floor. 

The fact that their movements created very little noise appeared most 
strange, but presently he became conscious of low whisperings, as of 
voices, of persons aged and feeble conversing in broken disjointed sen
tences; he became quite entranced, fascinated indeed, and the scene he 
then witnessed forms the narrative that follows. 

The next day someone having occasion to enter the store, found our 
story-teller in high delirious fever, the hair on one side of his head being 
quite white, in strange contrast to the jet black of the other. 

Careful nursing brought him round, and his night's adventure was a 
sedulously guarded family secret, for in those times it was most unsafe 
to divulge any marvellous occurrences. We will now relate the story 
precisely as told by the witness to this most extraordinary scene. 

Many of the articles had descended from their allotted places on the 
shelves ranged round the interior part of the building-had emerged 
from their covering boxes and wrappers, and arranged themselves 
symmetrically round the room. [Note-All valuables were carefully 
packed in wrappers and boxes, ready for instant removal in the event of 
fire spreading in the vicinity.] 

A reading desk moved to the place of honour, then an old brazier, 
next a lute, then a cap of ceremony, then several cabinets, perfume 
cases, and a variety of articles such as may have been possessed, and in 
use amongst the princes and nobles of olden time. Then with each 
article, indistinct shadows grew into human form, robed ceremoniously, 
all ranged in order of precedence, chiefly venerable personages of 
both sexes. 

Behind the reading-desk was seated the most venerable and dignified 
personage that one could conceive, gorgeously arrayed in sumptuous 
court robes of ceremony, wearing the cap of office of the highest courtly 
grade. 

The silence was broken in upon by a faint voice that rose louder 
and clearer, calling upon the assembled guests to fix their attention upon 
the duties of the assembly-and to fulfil each a share in contributing to 
the intellectual harmony and enjoyment of these s&lIlces, which, it was 
explained, were held for the purpose of relating the adventures of the 
owners of the various articles collected together in the warehouse. 

The President was, by tacit agreement, given to understand that the 
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assembled ones desired to hear his experiences as a reading-desk, and 
after some hesitation, and due apologies, he thus related them. 

THE STORY OF THE SPIRIT OF THE READING DESK. 

.. In ancient times people were more devoted to learning than they are 
in these degenerate days; and I was then in great request. I was daily 
in use at the palaces of the great scholars, who had received from their 
ancestors a gift of appreciation for literature, as well as the hereditary 
leadership of classical studies. 

Civil war arose, and books were laid aside, and reading neglected, in 
the more exciting warfare and ambitious careers. 

Families were divided; and raising the hand against one's kindred 
was a common daily occurrence. 

I passed into many hands, but few of whom had any use for me ; and 
their lives are unworthy of record, or relation in a learned assembly of 
embodied spiritualities. 

A country school teacher who became possessed of me, was robbed, 
and his house set on fire. I was rescued from the flames by a farm 
labourer, who took me to the city and sold me, intending to use the 
money for unhallowed purposes; but he was waylaid, robbed, and 
murdered, as I afterwards learned. 

Then a prince of the imperial palace bought me; and I was for long 
his daily companion; but upon his death, the heir dissipated his in
heritance and I again fell into strange company, where I heard of this 
youth's evil deeds, selling the valuable books I had become so intimate 
with, scattering the valuable literature amongst unappreciative owners. 

On future nights I may narrate to you some of my experiences 
amongst the priests-their arguments on the various doctrines, or with 
those who held to our country's ancient faith, or who were more en
amoured with the Chinese Philosophy of ancient times. 

Again, there were the village festivals, the family gatherings, and 
celebrations, when at long intervals I was taken out of my coverings, 
and witnessed the clownish efforts of illiterates. Story tellers. amateur 
reciters, and other such small fish, were my constant abhorrence. 

Heretofore accustomed to the companionship of scholarly notables, 
of rank and ancient lineage-to become the plaything of these country 
folk-sad, indeed, is my lot; and in common with my friends, some of 
whom have experience of refined associations and elegant scholarship, 
now to be condemned to be a mere pledge, for a paltry sum of sordid 
pelf, here" in this warehouse!" 

The assembled spirits, one and all, spontaneously agreed with the 
Ancient Scholar, but several expressed a desire to make some excuse. 
as in bounden loyal duty, for their masters and previous worthy owners . 

.. When civil war brought distress on the vanquished, suffering to the 
22 
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women and children of the slain, household treasures must be converted 
into the means of providing food and raiment in winter." 

.. A pawn office is useful to conceal our suzerain's poverty, which would 
be exposed by our being offered for sale. The names of dutiful vassals 
find record in history, let us therefore be loyal, and deserve mention; 
nay let us, even apart from all hope of this, still be loyal, for right and 
duty teach us this. Let us therefore submit, not ignobly, to our fate, 
console each other, and make the best of the unavoidable." 

Then the spirit again addressed them, having blown his nose, and 
wiped his tearful eyes, so overcome was the aged one. 

" What you say is plausible, and to some degree quite just, there are 
several sides to this, as to all questions. 

The robber's first search is for coin, which he can easiest pass along, 
then for clothes, which are a danger; then for swords, valuable, and 
charmed weapons especially, which he will use in his marauding forays. 

The mean thief will take away even poor persons' clothes that are 
being hung out to air and dry after cleansing. 

But no one cares to pilfer books-true, if you lend a book, you must 
see to it that it is returned to you; but this is because it is valued, the 
common thief will not cumber himself with books, therefore are books 
superior to all other valuables because the thief touches them not. 
They are superior to the tricks of the thief and his accomplices; and 
literature is above all things stronger than a multitude of powerful, 
if they are ignorant, persons. 

Who can steal the knowledge we acquire from books? No one, now 
or in the future lives." 

Hereupon it was agreed to continue these assemblages, and each in 
turn relate some interesting scrap of legend or history. 

The pawnbroker, who was a timid wakeful person, frequently rose up 
in the night; his footsteps alarmed the spirits, but his assistant did not 
hear him. And by the time he had approached the aperture in the 
ventilators, to peep into the storehouse, the spirits had vanished. 

TRANSLATOR'S NOTE. 

The stories continued, travelling over a wide field of history, family 
traditions, political and religious argument; the assistant being drawn to 
hide himself night after night-and in time confiding to the master-he 
too joined him, so that when the assistant sickened and died, the pawn
broker hastened to write down all that could be remembered, as he- too 
had a premonition of his own approaching end. 

(To be continued.) 
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Oh, sad no more! Oh, sweet No more! 
Oh, strange No more! 

By a mossed brook bank on a stone 
I smelt a wild weed·flower alone; 
There was a ringing in my ears, 
And both my eyes gushed out with tears, 
Surely all pleasant things had gone before. 
Low buried fathom deep beneath with thee, NO MORE! 

-TENNYSON ("The Gem," 1831). 

I. 

311 

/& CAMP fi~led wit~ war-chariots, neighing horses and legions of 
~ long-haired soldiers .... 

A regal tent, gaudy in its barbaric splendour. Its linen walls 
are weighed down under the burden of arms. In its centre a raised seat 
covered with skins, and on it a stalwart, savage-looking warrior. He 
passes in review prisoners of war brought in turn before him, who are 
disposed of according to the whim of the heartless despot. 

A new captive is now before him, and is addressing him with 
passionate earnestness. . . . As he listens to her with suppressed passion 
in his manly, but fierce, cruel face, the balls of his eyes become bloodshot 
and roll with fury. And as he bends forward with fierce stare, his whole 
appearance-his matted locks hanging over the frowning brow, his big
boned body with strong sinews, and the two large hands resting on the 
shield placed upon the right knee-justifies the remark made in hardly 
audible whisper by a grey-headed soldier to his neighbour: 

"Little mercy shall the holy prophetess receive at the hands of 
Clovis! " 

The captive, who stands between two Burgundian warriors, facing the 
ex-prince of the Salians, now king of all the Franks, is an old woman 
with silver-white dishevelled hair, hanging over her skeleton-like 
shoulders. In spite of her great age, her tall figure is erect; and the 
inspired black eyes look proudly and fearlessly into the cruel face of 
the treacherous son of Gilderich. 

" Aye, King," she says, in a loud, ringing voice. "Aye, thou art great 
and mighty now, but thy days are numbered, and thou shalt reign but 
three summers longer. Wicked thou wert born . . . perfidious thou art 
to thy friends and allies, robbing more than one of his lawful crown. 
Murderer of thy next-of-kin, thou who add est to the knife and spear in 
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open warfare, dagger, poison, and treason, beware how thou dealest with 
the servant of Nerthus! " •... 

" Ha, ha, ha! ... old hag of Hell!" chuckles the King, with an evil, 
ominous sneer. "Thou hast crawled out of the entrails of thy mother
goddess, truly. Thou fearest not my wrath? It is well. But little 
need I fear thine empty imprecations. . . . I, a baptized Christian! " 

"So, so," replies the Sybil. "All know that Clovis has abandoned 
the gods of his fathers; that he has lost all faith in the warning voice 
of the white horse of the Sun, and that out of fear of the Allimani he 
.went serving on his knees Remigius, the servant of the Nazarene, at 
Rheims. But hast thou become any truer in thy new faith? Hast 
thou not murdered in cold blood all thy brethren who trusted in thee, 
after, as well as before, thy apostasy? Hast not thou plighted troth to 
Alaric, the King of the West Goths, and hast thou not killed him by 
stealth, running thy spear into his bac'k while he was bravely fighting an 
enemy? And is it thy new faith and thy new gods that teach thee to 
be devising in thy black soul even now foul means against Theodoric, 
who put thee down? ... Beware, Clovis, beware! For now the gods 
of thy fathers have risen against thee! Beware, I say, for . . . ." 

"Woman! " fiercely cries the King-" Woman, cease thy insane talk 
and answer my question. Where is the treasure of the grove amassed 
by thy priests of Satan, and hidden after they had been driven away by 
the Holy Cross? ... Thou alone knowest. Answer, or by Heaven and 
Hell I shall thrust thy evil tongue down thy throat for ever!" . . . 

She heeds not the threat, but goes on calmly and fearlessly as before, 
as if she had not heard. 

" ... The gods say, Clovis, thou art accursed!... Govis, thou 
shalt be reborn among thy present enemies, and suffer the tortures thou 
hast inflicted upon thy victims. All the combined power and glory thou 
hast deprived them of shall be thine in prospect, yet thou shalt never 
reach it! ... Thou shalt .... " 

The prophetess never finishes her sentence. 
With a terrible oath the King, crouching like a wild beast on his skin

covered seat, pounces upon her with the leap of a jaguar, and with one 
blow fells her to the ground. And as he lifts his sharp murderous 
spear the" Holy One" of the Sun-worshipping tribe makes the air ring 
with a last imprecation. 

" I curse thee, enemy of Nerthus! May my agony be tenfold thine! 
... . May the Great Law avenge.. " 

The heavy spear falls, and, running through the victim's throat, nails 
the head to the ground. A stream of hot crimson blood gushes from 
the gaping wound and covers king and soldiers with indelible gore .... 

• .. The Nourishing '" (Tacit Germ XI.}--the Earth. a Mother-Godd~'"SS. the most beneficent 
deity of the ancient Gcmlans. 
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II. 

Time-the landmark of gods and men in the boundless field of 
Eternity, the murderer of its offspring and of memory in mankind
time moves on with noiseless, incessant step through reons and ages .... 
Among millions of other Souls, a Soul-Ego is reborn: for weal or for 
woe, who knoweth! Captive in its new human Form, it grows with 
it, and together they become, at last, conscious of their existence. 

Happy are the years of their blooming youth, unclouded with want or 
sorrow. Neither knows aught of the Past nor of the Future. For 
them all is the joyful Present: for the Soul-Ego is unaware that it had 
ever lived in other human tabernacles, it knows not that it shall be agair. 
reborn, and it takes no thought of the morrow. 

Its Form is calm and content. It has hitherto given its Soul-Ego no 
heavy troubles. Its happiness is due to the continuous mild serenity of 
its temper, to the affection it spreads wherever it goes. For it is a noble 
Form, and its heart is full of benevolence. ~ever has the Form startled 
its Soul-Ego with a too-violent shock, or otherwise disturbed the calm 
placidity of its tenant. 

Two score of years glide by like one short pilgrimage j a long walk 
through the sun-lit paths of life, hedged by ever-blooming roses with no 
thorns. The rare sorrows that befall the twin pair, Form and Soul, appear 
to them rather like the pale light of the cold northern moon, whose 
beams throw into a deeper shadow all around the moon-lit objects, than 
as the blackness of night, the night of hopeless sorrow and despair. 

Son of a Prince, born to rule himself one day his father's kingdom; 
surrounded from his cradle by reverence and honours; deserving of the 
universal respect and sure of the love of all-what could the Soul-Ego 
desire more for the Form it dwelt in. 

And so the Soul-Ego goes on enjoying existence in its tower of 
strength, gazing quietly at the panorama of life ever changing before its 
two windows-the two kind blue eyes of a loving and good man. 

III. 

One day an arrogant and boisterous 'enemy threatens the father's 
kingdom, and the savage instincts of the warrior of old awaken in the 
Soul-Ego. It leaves its dream-land amid the blossoms of life and causes 
its Ego of clay to draw the soldier's blade, assuring him it is in defence 
of his country. 

Prompting each other to action, they defeat the enemy and cover 
themselves with glory and pride. They make the haughty foe bite the 
dust at their feet in supreme humiliation. For this they are crowned by 
history with the unfading laurels of valour, which are those of success. 
They make a footstool of the fallen enemy and transform their sire's 
little kingdom into a great empire. Satisfied they could achieve no 
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more for the present, they return to seclusion and to the dreamland of 
their sweet home. 

For three lustra more the Soul-Ego sits at its"usual post, beaming out 
of its windows on the world around. Over its head the sky is blue and 
the vast horizons are covered with those seemingly unfading flowers that 
grow in the sunlight of health and strength. All looks fair as a verdant 
mead in spring. . . . . . " 

IV. 
But an evil day comes to all in the drama of being. It waits through 

the life of king and of beggar. It leaves traces on "the history of every 
mortal born from woman, and it can neither be scared away, entreated, 
nor propitiated. Health is a dewdrop that falls from the heavens to 
vivify the blossoms on earth only during the morn of life, its spring and 
summer .... It has but a short duration and returns from whence it 
came-the invisible realms. 

" How oft 'neath the bud that is brightest and fairest, 
The seeds of the canker in embryo lurk! 

How oft at the root of the flower that is rarest
Secure in its ambush the worm is at work. .... " 

The running sand which moves downward in the glass, wherein the 
hours of human life are numbered, runs swifter. The worm has gnawed 
the blossom of health through its heart. The strong body is found 
stretched one day on the thorny bed of pain. 

The Soul-Ego beams no longer. It sits still and looks sadly out of 
what has become its dungeon windows, on" the world which is now 
rapidly being shrouded for it in the funeral palls of suffering. Is it the 
eve of night eternal which is nearing? 

V. 
Beautiful are the resorts on the midland sea. An endless line of surf

beaten, black, rugged rocks stretches, hemmed in between the golden 
sands of the coast and the deep blue waters of the gulf. They offer 
their granite breast to the fierce blows of the north-west wind and 
thus protect the dwellings of the rich that nestle at their foot on the 
inland side. The half-ruined cottages on the open shore are the 
insufficient shelter of the poor. Their squalid bodies are often crushed 
under the walls torn and washed down by wind and angry wave. But 
they only follow the great law of the survival of the fittest. Why 
should tkey be protected? 

Lovely is the morning when the sun dawns with golden amber tints 
and its first rays kiss the cliffs of the beautiful shore. Glad is the song 
of the lark, as, emerging from its warm nest of herbs, it drinks the 
morning dew from the deep flower-cups; when the tip of the rosebud 
thrills under the caress of the first sunbeam, and earth and heaven 
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smile in mutual greeting. Sad is the _ Soul-Ego alone as it gazes on 
awakening nature from the high couch opposite the large bay-window. 

How calm is the approaching noon as' the shadow creeps steadily on 
the sundial towards the hour of rest! Now the hot sun begins to melt 
the clouds in the limpid air and the last shreds of the morning mist 
that lingers on the tops of the distant hills vanish in it. All nature is 
prepared to rest at the hot and lazy hour of midday. The feathered 
tribes cease their song; their soft, gaudy wings droop, and they hang 
their drowsy heads, seeking refuge from the burning heat. A morning 
lark is busy nestling in the bordering bushes under the clustering 
flowers of the pomegranate and the sweet bay of the Mediterranean. 
The active songster has become voiceless. 

"Its voice will resound as joyfully again to-morrow!" sighs the 
Soul-Ego, as it listens to the dying buzzing of the insects on the verdant 
turf. "Shall ever mine? " 

And now the flower-scented breeze hardly stirs the languid heads of 
the luxuriant plants. A solitary palm-tree, growing out of the cleft of 
a moss-covered rock, next catches the eye of the Soul-Ego. Its once 
upright, cylindrical trunk has been twisted out of shape and half-broken 
by the nightly blasts of the north-west winds. And as it stretches 
wearily its drooping feathery arms, swayed to and fro in the blue 
pellucid air, its body trembles and threatens to break in two at the 
first new gust that may arise. 

"And then, the severed part will fall into the sea, and the once 
stately palm will be no more," soliloquises the Soul-Ego as it gazes 
sadly out of its windows. 

Everything returns to life in the cool, old bower at the hour of 
sunset. The shadows on the sun-dial become with every moment 
thicker, and animate nature awakens busier than ever in the cooler 
hours of approaching night. Birds and insects chirrup and buzz their 
last evening hymns around the tall and still powerful Form, as it paces 
slowly and wearily along the gravel walk. And now its heavy gaze 
falls wistfully on the azure bosom of the tranquil sea The gulf 
sparkles like a gem-studded carpet of blue-velvet in the farewell 
dancing sunbeams, and smiles like a thoughtless, drowsy child, weary 
of tossing about Further on, calm and serene in its perfidious beauty, 
the open sea stretches far and wide the smooth mirror of its cool waters 
-salt and bitter as human tears. It lies in its treacherous repose like a 
gorgeous, sleeping monster, watching over the unfathomed mystery of 
its dark abysses. Truly the monumentless cemetery of the millions 
sunk in its depths . . . . 

"Without a grave, 
Unknell'd, uncoffined and unknown .... " 

while the sorry relic of the once noble Form pacing yonder, once that 
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its hour strikes and the deep-voiced bells toll the knell for the departed 
soul, shall be laid out in state and pomp. Its dissolution will be 
announced by millions of trumpet voices. Kings, princes and the 
.nighty ones of the earth will be present at its obsequies, or will send 
their representatives with sorrowful faces and condoling messages to 
those left behind . . . . 

"One point gained, over those C uncoffined and unknown,'.. is the 
bitter reflection of the Soul-Ego. 

Thus glides past one day after the other; and as swift-winged Time 
urges his flight, every vanishing hour destroying some thread in the 
tissue of life, the Soul-Ego is gradually transformed in its views of things 
and men. Flitting between two eternities, far away from its birth-place, 
solitary among its crowd of physicians, and attendants, the Form is 
drawn with every day nearer to its Spirit-Soul. Another light un
approached and unapproachable in days of joy, softly descends upon 
the weary prisoner. It sees now that which it had never perceived 
before ..... 

VI. 

How grand, how mysterious are the spring nights on the sea-shore 
when the winds are chained and the elements lulled! A solemn silence 
reigns in nature. Alone the silvery, scarcely audible ripple of the wave, 
as it runs caressingly over the moist sand, kissing shells and pebbles on 
its up and down journey, reaches the ear like the regular soft breathing 
of a sleeping bosom. How small, how insignificant and helpless feels 
man, during these quiet hours, as he stands between the two gigantic 
magnitudes, the star-hung dome above, and the slumbering earth below. 
Heaven and earth are plunged in sleep, but their souls are awake, and 
they confabulate, whispering one to the other mysteries unspeakable. 
It is then that the occult side of Nature lifts her dark veils for us, and 
reveals secrets we would vainly seek to extort from her during the day. 
The firmament, so distant, so far away from earth, now seems to 
approach and bend over her. The sidereal meadows exchange embraces 
with their more humble sisters of the earth-the daisy-decked valleys 
and the green slumbering fields. The heavenly dome falls prostrate 
into the arms of the great quiet sea; and the millions of stars that stud 
the former peep into and bathe in every lakelet and pool. To the grief
furrowed soul those twinkling orbs are the eyes of angels. They look 
down with ineffable pity on the suffering of mankind. It is not the 
night dew that falls on the sleeping flowers, but sympathetic tears that 
drop from those orbs, at the sight of the Great HUMAN SORROW ... 

Yes; sweet and beautiful is a southern night But--

"When silently we watch the bed, by the taper's flickering light, 
When all we love is fading fast-how terrible is night ...... 
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VII. 
Another day is added to the series of buried days. The far green 

hills, and the fragrant boughs of the pomegranate blossom have melted 
in the mellow shadows of the night, and both sorrow and joy are 
plunged in the lethargy of soul-resting sleep. Every noise has died 
out in the royal gardens, and no voice or sound is heard in that over
powering stillness. 

Swift-winged dreams descend from the laughing stars in motley 
crowds, and landing upon the earth disperse among mortals and im
mortals, amid animals and men. They hover over the sleepers, each 
attracted by its affinity and kind; dreams of joy and hope, balmy and 
innocent visions, terrible and awesome sights seen with sealed eyes, 
sensed by the soul; some instilling happiness and consolation, others 
causing sobs to heave the sleeping bosom, tears and mental torture, all 
and one preparing unconsciously to the sleepers their waking thoughts 
of the morrow. 

Even in sleep the Soul-Ego finds no rest 
Hot and feverish its body tosses about in restless agony. For it, 

the time of happy dreams is now a vanished shadow, a long bygone 
recollection. Through the mental agony of the soul, there lies a trans
formed man. Through the physical agony of the frame, there flutters 
in it a fully awakened Soul. The veil of illusion has fallen off from the 
cold idols of the world, and the vanities and emptiness of fame and 
wealth stand bare, often hideous, before its eyes. The thoughts of the 
Soul fall like dark shadows on the cogitative faculties of the fast dis
organizing body, haunting the thinker daily, nightly, hourly ..... 

The sight of his snorting steed pleases him no longer. The re
collections of guns and banners 'wrested from the enemy; of cities razed, 
of trenches, cannons and tents, of an array of conquered spoils now stirs 
but little his national pride. Such thoughts move him no more, and 
ambition has become powerless to awaken in his aching heart the 
haughty recognition of any valourous deed of chivalry. Visions of 
another kind now haunt his weary days and long sleepless nights .... 

What he now sees is a throng of bayonets clashing against each other 
in a mist of smoke and;blood; thousands of mangled corpses covering 
the ground, torn and cut to shreds by the murderous weapons devised 
by science and civilization, blessed to success by the servants of his 
God. What he now dreams of are bleeding, wounded and dying men, 
with missing limbs and matted locks, wet and soaked through with 
gore ..... 

VIII. 
A hideous dream detaches itself from a group of passing visions, and 

alights heavily on his aching chest. The night-mare shows him men, 
expiring on the battle field with a curse on those who led them to their 
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destruction. Every pang in his own wasting body brings to him in 
dream the recollection of pangs still worse, of pangs suffered through 
and for him. He sees and feels the torture of the fallen millions, who 
die after long hours of terrible mental and physical agony; who expire 
in forest and plain, in stagnant ditches by the road-side, in pools of 
blood under a sky made black with smoke. His eyes are once more 
rivetted to the torrents of blood, every drop of which represents a tear of 
despair, a heart-rent cry, a life-long sorrow. He hears again the thrilling 
sighs of desolation, and the shrill cries ringing through mount, forest 
and valley. He sees the old mothers who have lost the light of their 
souls; families, the hand that fed them. He beholds widowed young 
wives thrown on the wide, cold world, and beggared orphans wailing in the 
streets by the thousands. He finds the young daughters of his bravest 
old soldiers exchanging their mourning garments for the gaudy frippery 
of prostitution, and the Soul-Ego shudders in the sleeping Form .... 
His heart is rent by the groans of the famished; his eyes blinded by the 
smoke of burning hamlets, of homes destroyed, of towns and cities· in 
smouldering ruins. . . • 

And in his terrible dream, he remembers that moment of insanity in 
his soldier's life, when standing over a heap of the dead and the dying, 
waving in his right hand a naked sword red to its hilt with smoking 
blood, and in his left, the colours rent from the hand of the warrior 
expiring at his feet, he had sent in a stentorian voice praises to the 
throne of the Almighty, thanksgiving for the victory just obtained! ... 

He starts in his sleep and awakes in horror. A great shudder shakes 
his frame like an aspen leaf, and sinking back on his pillows, sick at the 
recollection, he hears a voice-the voice of the Soul-Ego-saying in 
him:-

"Fame and victory are vainglorious words ..... Thanksgiving and 
prayers for lives destroyed -wicked lies and blasphemy!" ...• 

.. What have they brought thee or to thy fatherland, those bloody 
victories!" . . . . . whispers the Soul in him. "A population clad in 
iron armour," it replies. "Two score millions of men dead now to all 
spiritual aspiration and Soul-life. A people, henceforth deaf to the 
peaceful voice of the honest citizen's duty, averse to a life of peace, blind 
to the arts and literature, indifferent to all but lucre and ambition. 
What is thy future Kingdom, now? A legion of war-puppets as units,' 
a great wild beast in their collectivity. A beast that, like the sea 
yonder, slumbers gloomily now, but to fall with the more fury on the 
first enemy that is indicated to it. Indicated, by whom? It is as though 
a heartless, proud Fiend, assuming sudden authority, incarnate Ambition 
and Power, had clutched with iron hand the minds of a whole country. 
By what wicked enchantment has he brought the people back to those 
primeval days of the nation when their ancestors, the yellow-haired 
Suevi, and the treacherous Franks roamed about in their warlike spirit, 
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thirsting to kill, to decimate and subject each other. By what infernal 
powers has this been accomplished? Yet the transformation has been 
produced and it is as undeniable as the fact that alone the Fiend rejoices 
and boasts of the transformation effected. Th~ whole world is hushed in 
breathless expectation. Not a wife or mother, but is haunted in her 
dreams by the black and ominous storm-cloud that overhangs the whole 
of Europe. The cloud is approaching ..... It comes nearer and 
nearer. . . . . Oh woe and horror! . . . . I foresee once more for earth 
the suffering I have already witnessed. I read the fatal destiny upon 
the brow of the flower of Europe's youth! But if I live and have the 
power, never, oh never shall my country take part in it again! No, no, 
I will not see--

, The glutton death gorged with devouring lives. . . .' 
.. I will not hear--

' .....• robb'd mothers' shrieks 
While from men's piteous wounds and horrid gashes 
The lab'ring life flows faster than the blood!' •.•• " 

·IX. 
Firmer and firmer grows in the Soul-Ego the feeling of intense 

hatred for the terrible butchery called war; deeper and deeper does it 
impress its thoughts upon the Form that holds it captive. Hope 
awakens at times in the aching breast and colours the long hours of 
solitude and meditation; like the morning ray that dispels the dusky 
shades of shadowy despondency, it lightens the long hours of lonely 
thought. But as the rainbow is not always the dispeller of the storm
clouds but often only a refraction of the setting sun on a passing cloud, 
so the moments of dreamy hope are generally followed by hours of still 
blacker despair. Why, oh why, thou mocking Nemesis, hast thou thus 
purified and enlightened, among all the sovereigns on this earth, him, 
whom thou hast made helpless, speechless and powerless? Why hast 
thou kindled the flame of holy brotherly love for man in the breast of 
one whose heart already feels .the approach of the icy hand of death and 
decay, whose strength is steadily deserting him and whose very life is 
melting away like foam on the crest of a breaking wave? 

And now the hand of Fate is upon the couch of pai!1. The hour for 
the fulfilment of nature's law has struck at last. The old Sire is no 
more; the younger man is henceforth a monarch. Voiceless and 
helpless, he is nevertheless a potentate, the autocratic master of millions 
of subjects. Cruel Fate has erected a throne for him over an open 
grave, and beckons him to glory and to power. Devoured by suffering, 
he finds himself suddenly crowned. The wasted Form is snatched from 
its warm nest amid the palm groves and the roses; it is whirled from 
balmy south to the frozen north, where waters harden into crystal groves 
and" waves on waves in solid mountains rise;" whither he now speeds 
to reign and-speeds to die. 
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x. 
Onward, onward rushes the black, fire-vomiting monster, devised by 

man to partially conquer Space and Time. Onward, and further with 
every moment from the health-giving, balmy South flies the train. Like 
the Dragon of the Fiery Head, it devours distance and leaves behind it 
a long trail of smoke, sparks and stench. And as its long, tortuous, 
flexible body, wriggling and hissing like a gigantic dark reptile, glides 
swiftly, crossing mountain and moor, forest, tunnel and plain, its swinging 
monotonous motion lulls the worn-out occupant, the weary and heart
sore Form, to sleep. . . . 

In the moving palace the air is warm and balmy. The luxurious 
vehicle is full of exotic plants; and from a large cluster of sweet
smelling flowers arises together with its scent the fairy Queen of dreams, 
followed by her band of joyous elves. The Dryads laugh in their leafy 
bowers as the train glides by, and send floating upon the breeze dreams 
of green solitudes and fairy visions. The rumbling noise of wheels is 
gradually transformed into the roar of a distant waterfall, to subside 
into the silvery trills of a crystalline brook. The Soul-Ego takes its 
flight into Dreamland .... 

It travels through <"eons of time, and lives, and feels, and breathes 
under the most cl)ntrasted forms and personages. It is now a giant, a 
Votun, who rushes into Muspelheim, where Surtur rules with his flaming 
sword. 

It battles fearlessly against a host of monstrous animals, and puts 
them to flight with a single wave of its mighty hand. Then it sees 
itself in the Northern Mistworld. it penetrates under the guise of a brave 
bowman into Helheim, the Kingdom of the Dead, where a Black-Elf 
reveals to him a series of its lives and their mysterious concatenation. 
"Why does man suffer?" enquires the Soul-Ego. "Because he would 
become one," is the mocking answer. Forthwith, the Soul-Ego stands 
in the presence of the holy goddess, Saga. She sings to it of the 
valorous deeds of the Germanic heroes, of their virtues and their vices. 
She shows the soul the mighty warriors fallen by the hands of many of 
its past Forms, on battlefield, as also in the sacred security of home. It 
sees itself under the personages of maidens, and of women, of young 
and old men, and of children .... It feels itself dying more than once 
in those forms. It expires as a hero-Spirit, and is led by the pitying 
Walkyries from the bloody battlefield back to the abode of Bliss under 
the shining foliage of Walhalla. It heaves its last sigh in another form, 
and is hurled on to the cold, hopeless plane of remorse. It closes its 
innocent eyes in its last sleep, as an infant, and is forthwith carried along 
by the beauteous Elves of Light into another body-the doomed 
generator of Pain and Suffering. In each case the mists of death are 
dispersed, and pass from the eyes of the Soul-Ego, no sooner does it 
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cross the Black Abyss that separates the Kingdom of the Living from 
the Realm of the Dead. Thus" Death" becomes but a meaningless 
word for it, a vain sound. In every instance the beliefs of the Mortal 
take objective life and shape for the Immortal, as soon as it spans the 
Bridge. Then they begin to fade, and disappear. . . . 

"What is my Past?" enquires the Soul-Ego of Urd, the eldest of the 
Norn sisters. "Why do I suffer?" 

A long parchment is unrolled in her hand, and reveals a long series 
of mortal beings, in each of whom the Soul-Ego recognises one of its 
dwellings. \Vhen it comes to the last but one, it sees a blood-stained 
hand doing endless deeds of cruelty and treachery, and it shudders .... 
. . . . Guileless victims arise around it, and cry to Orlog for vengeance. 

"What is my immediate Present?" asks the dismayed Soul of 
Werdandi, the second sister. 

" The decree of Orlog is on thyself!" is the answer. "But Orlog does 
not pronounce them blindly, as foolish mortals have it." 

" What is my Future?" asks despairingly of Skuld, the third Norn 
Sister, the Soul-Ego. "Is it to be for ever dark with tears, and bereaved 
of Hope?" ... 

No answer is received. But the Dreamer feels whirled through space, 
and suddenly the scene changes. The Soul-Ego finds itself on a, to 
it, long familiar spot, the royal bower, and the seat opposite the broken 
palm-tree. Before it stretches, as formerly, the vast blue expanse of 
waters, glassing the rocks and cliffs; there, too, is the lonely palm, 
doomed to quick disappearance. The soft mellow voice of the incessant 
ripple of the light waves now assumes human speech, and reminds the 
Soul-Ego of the vows formed more than once on that spot. And the 
Dreamer repeats with enthusiasm the words pronounced before. 

" Never, oh, never shall I, henceforth, sacrifice for vainglorious fame or 
ambition a single son of my motherland! Our world is so full of un
avoidable misery, so poor with joys and bliss, and shall I add to its 
cup of bitterness the fathomless ocean of woe and blood, called WAR? 
Avaunt, such thought! ... Oh, never more.. " 

XI. 

Strange sight and change. ... The broken palm which stands before 
the mental sight of the Soul-Ego suddenly lifts up its drooping trunk 
and becomes erect and verdant as before. Still greater bliss, the Soul
Ego finds himself as strong and as healthy as he ever was. In a sten
torian ~oice he sings to the four winds a loud and a joyous song. He 
feels a wave of joy and bliss in him, and seems to know why he is happy. 

He is suddenly transported into what looks a fairy-like Hall, lit with 
most glowing lights and built of materials, the like of which he had never 
seen before. He perceives the heirs and descendants of all the monarchs 
of the globe gathered in that Hall in one happy family. They wear no 
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longer the insignia of royalty, but, as he seems to know, those who are 
the reigning Princes, reign by virtue of their personal merits. It is the 
greatness of heart, the nobility of character, their superior qualities of 
observation, wisdom, love of Truth and Justice, that have raised them 
to the dignity of heirs to the Thrones, of Kings and Queens. The 
crowns, by authority and the grace of God, have been thrown off, and 
they now rule by "the grace of divine humanity," chosen unanimously 
by recognition of their fitness to rule, and the reverential love of their 
voluntary subjects. 

All around seems strangely changed. Ambition, grasping greediness 
or envy-miscalled Patriotism-exist no longer. Cruel selfishness has 
made room for just altruism, and cold indifference to the wants of the 
miIIions no longer finds favour in the sight of the favoured few. Useless 
luxury, sham pretences-social and religious-all has disappeared. No 
more wars are possible, for the armies are abolished. Soldiers have 
turned into diligent, hard-working tiIIers of the ground, and the whole 
globe echoes his song in rapturous joy. Kingdoms and countries around 
him live like brothers. The great, the glorious hour has come at last! 
That which he hardly dared to hope and think about in the stillness of 
his long, suffering nights, is now realized. The great curse is taken off, 
and the world stands absolved and redeemed in its regeneration! .... 

Trembling with rapturous feelings, his heart overflowing with love 
and philanthropy, he rises to pour out a fiery speech that would become 
historic, when suddenly he finds his body gone, or, rather, i.t is replaced by 
another body .... Yes, it is no longer the tall, noble Form with which 
he is familiar, but the body of somebody else, of whom he as yet knows 
nothing. . . . . Something dark comes between him and a great dazzling 
light, and he sees the shadow of the face of a gigantic timepiece on the 
ethereal waves. On its ominous dial he reads: . 

"NEW ERA: 970,995 YEARS SINCE THE INSTANTANEOUS DESTRUC
TION BY PNEUMO-DYNO-VRIL OF THE LAST 2,000,000 OF SOLDIERS 
IN THE FIELD, ON THE WESTERN PORTION OF THE GLOBE. 971,000 
SOLAR YEARS SINCE THE SUBllERSION OF THE EUROPEAN CON
TINENTS AND ISLES. SUCH ARE THE DECREE OF ORLoG AND THE 
ANSWER OF SKULD .... " 

He makes a strong effort and-is himself again. Prompted by the 
Soul-Ego to REMEMBER and ACT in conformity, he lifts his arms to 
Heaven and swears in the face of all nature to preserve peace to the 
end of his days-in his own country, at least. 

A distant beating of drums and long cries of what he fancies in his 
dream are the rapturous thanksgivings, for the pledge just taken. An 
abrupt shock, loud clatter, and, as the eyes open, the Soul-Ego looks out 
through them in amazement. The heavy gaze meets the respectful and 
solemn face of the physician offering the usual draught. The train 
stops. He rises from his couch weaker and wearier than ever, to see 
around him endless lines of troops armed with a new and yet more 
murderous weapon of destruction-ready for the battlefield. 

. SANJNA. 
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LOUIS DRAMARD. 

r-HROUGH the recent death of LOUIS DRAMARD, the President of 
L'IsIS, the French Branch of the Theosophical Society, the 

- movement-in that country loses one of its most devoted and self_ 
sacrificing supporters. In the full sense of the word he was a true 
Theosophist, and the deep respect and affection which he inspired in all 
who were brought in contact with him, were as much a tribute to the 
nobility of his character and the self-devotion of his life, 'as to the great 
intellectual gifts with which he was endowed. 

III health prevented him from ever visiting England, so that he 
remained but little known to the general body of Theosophists in 
London. For this reason the following extracts, translated from a brief 
biography of Dramard by his old friend M. Benoit Malon, will probably 
be of interest to our readers, and convey to them an impartial view of 
his connection with Theosophy. 

M. Malon is a well-known and self-sacrificing member of the working 
men's party in Paris. From this point we quote 'from his brochure . 

.. The greedy hand of death almost always snatches away whatever is best on 
earth, while the vilest things accomplish their destiny." These words of the 
ancient poet came back to my memory when, on March 15th, a telegram informed 
me that we had lost, in the person of Louis Dramard one of the principal 
fou~ders of the Rez1ue Socialisle, one of its most eminent contributors and one 
of the most distinguished and dearest of our friends. 

The cruel disease which carried him off, at the age of 39,(1 had been under
mining his health for more than IS years, leaving him no hope of recovery. But 
such was the nature of the man whose loss we deplore, that the fatal and 
torturing disease, instead of darkening his mind and drying up his sympathies, 
could only exalt the gifts of intellect and heart which were his. Under the 
bitter teaching of suffering, he became the refined thinker, the kind, just, and 
generous man, the devoted friend, the valiant socialist we have known. He 
was thus the living demonstration of D'Alembert's noble thought, that suffering, 
in the gifted, enlarges and ennobles the soul. 

A man truly worthy of the name knows, without needing to read it in the 
Iliad or in the Bible, that "life is bitter and full of tears," that " every creature 
groans," that consequently everyone has his burden which must be courageously 
borne. He knows too, that life is nothing, unless consecrated to personal 
improvement and the accomplishment of social duty; and that, according to a 

• Louis Dramard was born at Paris, Rue de Provence, on December 2nd, I8.J8. 
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powerful saying of Strauss,'" he alone is to be reckoned in reality among human 
beings who, in his sphere, whether great or small, has toiled according to his 
strength to bring about a just condition of things, and has been enlightened, 
good and useful. 

This is 'the reason why, under the pressure of physical illness, of a torn and 
bleeding heart, of mental and bodily fatigue-content if he but had btead and 
a roof, dear ones who loved him, the possibility of not being useless to his 
fellows, and of working at the holy task of the moral and social renovation of 
humanity-he could, nevertheless, number himself among the happy. He 
would have blushed to think of his own troubles, in face of the immense veil of 
suffering which the cruel nature of things has spread over human life and still 
more even over life universal. He employed all his remaining strength to combat 
the evil and the suffering around him, to create for himself an altruistic rule of 
conduct, and he found in the fulfilment of his duties, and in spite of adversity, 
tfte austere consolation that comes to the good and the strong . . 

Such was Dramard; resigned to the inevitable and ever devoted to the 
. common good. Under all circumstances he sought always duty, as others seek 

happiness. Thus, when illness forced him to spend one half of his life 10 

Algeria, he at once concerned himself to ascertain what good could be done on 
African soil, and he did not err. He constituted himself, before public opinion, 
advocate for the natives; he claimed for them first, justice, and then, gradual 
emancipation. This cost him many D. bitter hour, many a calumny; but his 
protest was not entirely fruitless, for, thanks to him, crying evils have been 
unveiled, and the right of the Algerian Arabs and Berbers to political freedom, 
has been formulated: it will have its day. 

Dramard did not rest content with this generous advocacy in favour of the 
natives. The great social problem always occupied the first place in his 
mind; and as with this fanatic.of duty the action ever followed the thought, he 
planted militant socialism in Algiers by creating there the first" Cerde d'Etudes 
Sodales." The group of men thus brought together by Dramard, who at the 
same time endeavoured to re-organise the " Workmen's Syndicates," has been 
the nucleus of the Wosking Men's Party in Algeria, which has subsequently 
assumed such large proportions, notably in the town of Algiers. . . . . 

But as I was about to sketch the life, too short and entirely inward, of this 
man of intellect and justice, I received' from his family the oration pronounced 
over his tomb by Dr. Moreau, for sixteen years the friend and medical 
attendant of Louis Dramard, with a request for its insertion. 

[Dr. Moreau traces briefly the course of M. Dramard's life, which, 
int~resting as it would be to the reader, the. unavoidable limitations of 
space' prevent our reproducing in LUCIFER. But some years before the 
close of his life, M. Dramard became actively connected with the 
Theosophical movement, and we shall now translate the concluding pas
sages of Dr. Moreau's address as quoted by M. Malon.] 

Towards the close of his life, already undermined by the cruel disease 

• .. Essays in Religious History," &c., by D. F. Strauss. 
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to which he was destined to succumb, Louis Dramard devoted himself to a new 
class of studies; he joined the Theosophical Society. 

He had, indeed, penetrated to some extent the sanctuary of the ancient 
traditions and civilisations of India. He returned thence marvelling. He 
plunged into these subjects anew, and brought to the study of the' sciences 
called ocXult, called mysterious, of which contemporary hypnotism lifts one 
corner of the veil, his scientific and vigorous mind, as his articles on the 
" Esoteric Doctrine" prove. 

Here, as always, he obeyed the dual impulse of which I have spoken, hatred 
of oppression, love of the oppressed. He took the side of the independent 
workers against the Positivists a fou/rance who, setting themselves up as a 
Church, anathematise everything which does not bear the stamp of official 
science, and who treat searchers as charlatans. 

I will not follow Dramard into this new phase of his philosophical ideas. I 
am not sufficiently competent to do so. What I know is, that these ideas brought 
to his mind a great calm; he watched the approach of d~ath with perfect 
tranquillity, and he died, as he wished to, very gently. And. little by little, as 
he approached the end, his vigorous hatred against the oppressor lost its 
bitterness and his sympathy for the oppressed gained in intensity. A great 
example ,has been left us by this true republican socialist." 

M. Malon then traces the history of Louis Dramard's activity and 
literary labours in the cause of Sociali~m; after which he continues: 

" Dramard's mind, however, was not entirely satisfied. He was one of those 
men of whom Littr6 has said, that 'rejecting the theological conception of the 
world as irreconcilable with positive knowledge, they endeavour to create for 
themselves a faith which shall be in harmony with the real circumstances of 
humanity.' 11 

"Starting from this principle that our judgmegts as well as our actions cannot 
dispense with a conception of some mode and some rule of conduct, he was far 
from saying with this same Littre: 'Boundless ~pace, the endless concatenation of 
causes, is absolutely inaccessible to the human mind. but inaccessible does not 
imply null or non-existent Immensity, natural as ,piuch as intellectual, is 
bound by·a close tie to our knowledge, and only becomes a positive idea of the 
same order in virtue of this alliance; I ~ean that in touching and approaching 
them, this immensity appears in dual character, the real and the inaccessible. 
It is an ocean which beats upon our shore, and for which we have neither 
book nor sail, but of which the clear vision is as salutary as it is awe
inspiring.' " 

This clear vision Dramard· thought he had found in Hindu esotericism, 
which has recently become known in the West under the name of Theosophy. 

The fact of the adhesion of Louis DramarQ to the Theosophical Society is a 
fact too important in his life tp permit us to abstain from entering into some 
detail concerning it; and one cannot do better in the first instance, than 
reproduce, on this subject, a letter from our regretted friend to Mme. Camille 

• Littre, la P"ilosop"ie P()lilive, Sept.-OcL, 1879-
23 
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Lemaitre ; .. one of those rare letters in which this thinker, who united to an 
exquisite deliC.lcy the very greatest modesty, spoke a little about himself. We 
quote: 

"Let us insist on the necessity for Theosophists of battling brayely for 
truth on the objective plane of existence where they find themselves placed by 
the Cosmic law; the perfecting of their souls even ought to be subordinated to 
the fulfilment of their duty on earth. The chief commandment of the doctrine 
is: the rigorous fulfilment of duty on the field where one is placed. The 
teachers write from India to the European theosophists that: if they cease to 
interest themselves in human affairs, in the social and religious questions 
so important at the present moment, if they form little chapels for their 
own isolated development towards perfection, their work is doomed to 
nothingness. " 

" Duty, then, that is to say solidarity, before all else. Moreover, we only 
become fit to rise in the psychic scale in direct proportic.m to our renunciation 
of Self." 

" Such an one, who spends all his time in the work of self-perfection, thinking 
only of himself. makes not one single step in advance; he is fortunate if he 
does not go backwards, for the esoteric doctrine teaches us, contrary to the 
Catholic dogma, that the' salvation' or moral elevation of one's neighbour, of 
one's relations, and friends, of our brethren of the lower kingdoms, that the 
progress of the universe, in one word, ought to be our chief motive. 

" Moreover, it is our interest to act thus, for we can advance only when 
carried onwards by humanity to which we belong. 

" On the other hand, circumstances apparently fortuitous assist the effort if 
one is fulfilling his duty, more or less well, but disinterestedly. 

"I shall allow myself to cite here my own example, though it is but little 
remarkable in this respect. 

"I was disabused of the Catholic teachings and ardently desirous of truth 
for its own sake. All the philosophical systems passed under my eyes; none 
satisfied me. 

" I stopped at simple materialism, in spite of its small 'falue, because it offered 
me at least a positive criterium: observation, experiment. 

" I was not, however, the dupe of the inconsistencies of this system, the 
moment it passes from analysis to synthesis, and I perceived very clearly that 
the materialists, as touching, for instance, the future life, were as dogmatic in 
their denials as the metaphysicians in their affirmation, and were altogether out
side of the famous criterion which they employed to demolish the theories 
opposed to them, but carefully put on one side in order to build up the 
materialistic theories. 

" Nevertheless, I remained a materialist; for want of anything better, I 
deduced, from the law of the universal attraction of atoms, the solidarity of all 

.. Madame Camille Lemaltre, the co-religionary, and to some extent the disciple of Dramard, 
sends us this extract in a letter full of feeling, in which our departed friend is spoken of with an 
eloquence inspired by a sympathy and an admiration which he fully deserved. We regret ex
tremely to be unable, owing to want of space, to reproduce this touching tribute to our valued friend.' 
-{B. MALON.] 
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that lives, in direct proportion to the resemblance of the forms, and in theory 
as in practice, I was a socialist, that is to say that [ admitted for all men the 
equality of the goal to be attained, and the obligation to mutually assist each 
other. 

" N ow, during this period, and even previously, when I was struggling against 
Catholic obscurantism, in spite of my best reasonings, a fixed idea kept on 
returning to me without cessation, and always more imperious and more 
precise :-T/ure must certainly exist one Universal Truth, comprehensible to each 
one according to kis intellectual capadty, and that Truth )'OU shall one day know. 

"The more I shrugged my shoulders, the more I piled up my materialistic 
syllogisms, the stronger grew this idea and the more did it take form; and always 
this truth exists, not only above man, but in humanity itself; a few sages are its 
depositories, transmitting from one to another from generation to generation
one day thou shalt know it. 

"Impossible to banish this idea which I considered foolish and fantastic. 
"Once, by chance, I read' Zanoni' by Bulwer Lytton, the meaning of which 

struck me, apart from the fictions required by the needs of romance. 
"Thou wilt have a similar adventure, my fixed idea kept repeating to me, 

and at this moment my Incredulity began to be shaken. 
"At last I read Edgar Poe's' Eureka,' and this admirable poem made me 

understand the great lines of universal evolution on the objective plane (the 
only one for me at the time). 

"Still one Truth, even limited, virtually contains all the others, and cosmic 
evolution contains the idea of the One, its beginning and its end. 

"I marvelled, and then it was that I formed the project of publishing in the 
Rez1ue Sodaliste an article on Cosmogony according to Edgar Poe, with the 
purpose of connecting scientifically to the primordial cosmic laws the idea of 
universal solidarity and progress, through ever-increasing union with the Universe 
as a basis of human morality. 

" I propose to follow out the consequences of the cosmic law from the point 
of view of geology and biology up to man, and Malon was to complete the 
work from the historical and philosophic aspect. 

"This led him to study all the religions, all the schools and sects of philosophy, 
ancient and modern, in their relation to morality. (The result he arrived at 
was that the moral development always advances in proportion to the social 
development, i.e., to the degree of solidarity.) 

"Now this work led Malon to study the theories of the ancient theosophists 
and occultists. He was keenly interested. 

" Pushing his researches still further, he learnt that t here existed in Paris a 
group recently founded. He communicated to me his discovery. 

"I had a presentiment then that I had reached an important phase of my 
life, and that my fixed idea was about to find a beginning of its realisation; and 
I was not mistaken." 

And Dramard did become an adherent of Theosophy.-

• "My own philosophic convictions did not permit me to follow Dramard in this instance. I have 
remained for the Theosophists one of the profane, being unable to accept their cosmogony, but one 
who attaches the greatest imponance to their ethical philosophy, which is, moreover, In accord with 
that of the greatest and most human moralists of all ages and to which I have done full justice in my 
Social MtmUi/7," 

23-
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After stating in a few words the objects of the Theosophical Society, 
too well known to need repetition here, M. Malon continues :-

Dramard was not over fond of the name "Theosophy" which gives a false 
semblance of Deism to the new doctrine, which is, in truth, an idealistic 
pantheism; he preferred the name of "Esoteric Synthesis," or even the still 
simpler one of "Esoteridsm." (I 

In his view, Esoteridsm contains one fundamental cosmic principle and three 
important laws which western science has equally verified :-

"The Cosmic principle is that of the Unit)', original and final, of the Universe, 
from which is derived the law of gravitation and consequently all the cosmic 
laws which rule all things. The knowledge of this principle saves humanity 
from the enervating doubt as to the origin and object of the Universe, a doubt 
which continually threw back the fearful minded into the arms of superstition. 
Henceforward, if the teaching is based on the pregnant principle of the Unity, 
Science will wrest from the so-called revealed religions the last weapon left to 
them, and will conquer the moral guidance of men, as it has already conquered 
their intellectual guidance, and will anew reign over our planet. 

"The three important laws derived from the cosmic principle of the Unify 
are:-

"1St. The law 0/ unillersal causati{JII, by which all phenomena, all manifesta
tions of the cosmic principle are linked together, and mutually determine each 
other, with strict rigour. Once thoroughly grasped, this law for ever frees 
humanity from superstition and sterile scepticism, because it excludes equally 
every extra-cosmic intervention, whether of an imaginary being, or of chance. 
It teaches, moreover, to man that all causes, all effects, all laws, arc reciprocally 
linked together up to the original, final and absolute principle of all things; 
man can and he ought, by toil, to elevate himself progressively towards 
absolute knowledge and power. Finally the law of inevitable and infinite 
progress follows from the principle of Unity and the law of causation. 

"2nd. The la1lJ of Universal Solidarity which follows from the principle of 
Unity and the preceding law, as can be demonstrated mathematically. . This 
law teaches men that they are intimately linked to all things that exist, as well 
in the present as in their previous causes, and in their future effects, and that 
this solidarity between all beings increases in the direct ratio of their nearness 
to each other. . 

"From the most distant nebul~ to the nearest planets, from the mineral or 
vegetable categories to the animal kingdom, from the lowest insect up to the 
least advanced of savages, from the foreigner to the compatriot, from the 
neighbour to the friend or relation, the solidarity between the beings born of 
the Unity increases in the inverse ratio of the square of the distances separating 
them. Mathematical science, cold and infallible, would permit to an adept, 
sufficiently advanced, to calculate the sum of the evils which are engendered 

* The principal works of M. Dramard on Esotericism are the following: .. La Doctrine 
m~rique" r Revile Socia/isu, August 15th and September 15th, 1885), .. La Science occulte·' 
r Revw Modenu, May 1St and 15th, June 1St, July 15th and 20th, 1885), ,I La Synarchie" (Rr~w 
SMa/isu, December 15th, 1887). With the exception of the last, these studies have been published 
in pamphlet form by the administration of LA lAllIS: Directeur, Gaboriau, rH, rue de \a Tour 
d' AuvergDe. Paris. 
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for themselves respectively by the despot who oppresses his fellow-men, by the 
egotist who exploits them, and even by the indifferent man who neglects to 
succour them. 

"3rd. TIle law 01 Karma, which proceeds from the two previous laws, and 
demonstrates that man, physical, moral, and intellectual, is modified, transformed, 
created, by causes resulting from his action upon the surroundings through 
which he passes. As, on the other hand, he is constantly acting upon this 
environment, it may be asserted that this environment is almost exclusively 
the product of his thoughts, his words, his actions, and that he is maker of his 
own destiny." 

This extract will suffice, if not to give an idea of Esoleriasm, at least to show 
us what a philosophical and synthetic mind was' Dramard's. 

A thinker of such power, who had at his service a style uneven, but dear and 
incisive, would have become, assuredly, one of our best writers on social philo
sophy, one of our most suggestive moralists, if his unrelenting malady had 
permitted him to unfold his powers, and if death had not so soon borne him 
away from our affection, and from the sacred cause of human renovation. 

But if he has been struck down in the midst of his labours, at the moment 
when his thought had enfolded itself in all its power, and when his moral 
qualities had reached their full brilliancy; if he leaves, alas! his wheatsheaf 
unfinished, yet his short passage will not have been useless. He leaves behind 
him a track luminous with purity, with justice and with goodness, the example 
of which will not be lost. 

All who knew him, esteemed him; all who approached, regret him; as for 
those he loved and who loved him, they· preserve, and will preserve to their 
last day, a profound and unchanb-eable memory of love and admiration for one 
who, climbing the shining summits of duty and drawing inspiration from the 
""il'ersal sympalhy of Schopenhauer, constantly followed the precept of Goethe: 
Improve Ihyself, and that of Auguste Comte: Live lor olhers. 

His death was that of Lafontaine's sage; he passed away so softly that in his 
last moments and after his last sigh "he seemed to sleep an angel's sleep," as 
his good and worthy wife informs us. No remorse troubled, nor could it 
trouble, his last moments: he had lived only to do good; never had he com
mitted a base or an unjust action; he was in the full force of the term, a man
pure, just, unselfish, a man of personal and social virtues, a hero of duty. 

May his example sustain us in the terrible and interminable struggle we are 
carrying on, in these dark and troublous times, in order that more light, more 
justice, more goodness and happiness may be won for our poor Humanity I 

BENOIT MALON, 

8, Rue des Martyrs, Paris. 

[Would that many other Theosophists should resemble Louis Dramard I 
Then, indeed, Theosophy would become a mighty power for good in the world I 
-ED.] 
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HERR PAULUS. 

By WALTER BESANT. 

I T has been said by some writer that those people are the happiest who 
retain longest their illusions. As youth slips away our beautiful fancies 
and ideals are apt to vanish also. Heroes descend from their heights and 

become ordinary human beings; poets, statesmen, generals and priests develop 
attributes quite open to the criticism of those who come in contact with them 
in daily life. Mr. Besant, in writing Herr Paulus, has destroyed for us one 
more illusion, not the one however he probably intended to annihilate. 

He obviously wished to make clear to the public the already known fact that 
there are in the world impostors. This we recognised even before reading the 
book. 

The illusion that has passed away in the dreary task of getting through these 
three volumes is the belief in Mr. Besant himsdf. The book is so 
disingenuous, the want of knowledge of the matters dealt with so glaringly 
obvious, that all confidence in the author as a writer who makes himself 
thoroughly master of the facts and theories he expounds is shattered From 
this point of view the book for many readers may be described as a "shocker." 

To take a generous view of the book we must suppose it .was written in the 
hope of effacing the foolish and injurious belief that so many people nurture in 
regard to what used to be called the supernatural. 

The plan adopted by the author for bringing home to his readers the 
rottenness of the structure on which they build their hopes is one by no means 
original in conception and is in its development rather illogical. 

Mesmerists and mediums, no matter how genuine their power, are sometimes 
also cheats and liars. Mr. Besant goes even farther than this, and implies that 
everyone who is in any way connected with occult research must be, if not an 
active impostor, at all events a conscious hypocrite. Mesmerism as a fact in 
nature is admitted, the genuine exercise of the force is made to appear 
charlatanry. 

The central figure and hero of the book is represented as being at the same 
time a real mesmerist whose powerS might have thrown Mesmer himself into the 
shade, a conjuror equal to the very best known artists of the day, and a trickster. 
The mesmeric power (which the reader is assured is genuine) thus backed up 
is made to produce wonders and miracles which, we may mention en passa1lf, 
neither mesmerism, conjuring nor imposition, separately or in combiration could 
possibly have brought about. The sceptic of the nove~ who sets himself to 
watch, find out and expose Herr Paulus, asserts his firm belief in mesmerism, 
and says, in speaking of the so-called miracles that are performed in his presence, 

" 
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that, admitting the man to be a mesmerist, everything he does may be explained 
with the aid of trickery and sleight of hand. • 

In the same way it may be supposed that the phenomena of spiritualism, 
including slate writing and the passing of matter through matter, can easily be 
explained, provided there is present a real medium, who is also a conjuror and 
impostor. 

On the strength of this happy idea the sceptic arranges upon the roof of the 
house a remarkable and impossible apparatus, which he dignifies by the name of 
camera obscura. It should be mentioned that the sceptic is by way of being a 
student and devotee of physical science. This young man may have a perfect 
knowledge, theoretical and practica~ of the system of mirrors and lenses 
necessary to the reproduction of a picture which does not lie immediately in 
front of the camera. If so, Mr. Besant, in describing this apparatus, either 
fails to express his meaning, or else he betrays in this instance, as in so many 
others, the ugly fact that he has contented himself with using the vaguest and 
most untrustworthy sources of information in order to give credibility to the 
incidents of the story, without taking any trouble to ascertain whether they were, 
or were not, reliable. 

One of the most curious facts in connection with mesmerism is the influence 
that the operator has over his sensitive. He can not only render the physical 
body impervious to pain, but what is much more important he has entire control 
of his mind and soul, which, for the time, are in absolute subjection to the 
mesmerist's will This power Herr Paulus, according to Mr. Besant's description, 
has in a very complete degree, and yet eventually he is made to confess, and even 
to believe himself a thorough-going impostor, because he mixed up trickery with 
his real power. This was, of course, an ignoble and dishonest part for any man 
to play, and cannot be too strongly condemned. At the same time, it should 
be remembered that mesmerism, no matter how much degraded, when adopted 
and made use of by charlatans, remains a standing and unexplained fact. It 
cannot be much longer disregarded by science, neither can it be disproved by 
such means as these adopted by Mr. Besant. 

It would be just as logical to cast ridicule and discredit on any branch of 
physical science when such are occasionally used to aid an illusion on the 
stage as to infer that the phenomena of spiritualism or mesmerism are all false 
because mediums sometimes cheat, and charlatans live upon the credulity of the 
majority, who it has been very well said are mostly fools. This is exactly what 
the author does in Herr Paulus. He accepts or implies that there is a basis of 
truth underlying the superstructure of imposition in occultism. At the same 
time he concerns himself only with that superstructure, using it to cast ridicule 
and disgrace upon the foundation of truth, the existence of which he does not 
deny. The disingenuousness of the book is not unfortunately the worst of its 
numerous faults. Its leading characteristic for people who have any grasp or 
comprehension of the questions raised, will be the singular absence of accurate 
information displayed in every department of the subjects which are brought 
upon the scene. Mr. Besant apparently knows no more of conjuring, its 
possibilities and limitations, than he does of mesmerism; and he seems to be 
as far from understanding the principle or capabilities of the working powers of 
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a camera obscura as he is of realising or dimly perceiving the first rudiments of 
occult philosophy. Students of the latter believe that all pain, misery, sin and 
wickedness are the result of ignorance. The characters depicted in this book 
are excellent illustrations of this idea. Moreover, the novel itself is a standing 
testimony to the same theory, for if the writer of it had had a small amount of 
that wisdom that deters men from folly, he would never have sent Herr Paulus 
into the world. Apart from its incorrectness it is too dull as a story to add to 
Mr. Besant's reputation as a clever novelist, while it is more than likely to efface 
in many minds belief in the bona foies of some of the best of his former books. 

We cannot help contrasting with the tone adopted by Mr. Besant that of 
another opponent of Theosophy and Occultism, Sir Monier Williams,'" Boden 
Professor of Sanskrit at Oxford In an address read before the "Victoria 
Institute," on June 4th, 1888, under the title of "Mystical Buddhism, in con
nexion with the Yoga Philosophy of the Hindus," he says:. 

"It is worth noting that many believers in Asiatic occuli:ism hold that a 
hitherto unsuspected force exists in Nature, called Odic force (is this to be con
nected with Psychic force ?), and that it is by this that the levitation of entranced 
persons is effected Some are said to have the power of lightening their bodies 
by swallowing large draughts of air. The President of the Theosophical 
Society, Colonel Olcott, alleges that he himself, in common with many other 
observers, has seen a person raised in the air by a mere effort of will. . . . 

" ... It is contended, that' since we have attained, in the last half century, 
the theory of evolution, the antiquity of Man, the far greater antiquity of the 
world itself, the correlation of p~ysical forces, the conservation of energy, 
spectrum analysis, photography, the locomotive engine, electric telegraph, 
spectroscope, electric light, and the telephone, who shall dare to fix a limit to 
the capacity of Man?' t Few will be disposed to deny altogether the truth of 
such a contention, however much they may dissent from Colonel Olcott's 
theosophical and neo-Buddhist views. . . . 

"Nevertheless, it (Asiatic occultism) seems to me to be a subject which ought 
not to be brushed aside by our scientists as unworthy of consideration. It 
furnishes, in my opinion, a highly interesting topic of enquiry, especially in its ,. 
bearing on the so-called 'Spiritualism,' 'neo-Buddhism,' and 'Theosophy,' of 
the present day. The practices connected with mesmerism, animal magnetism, 
clairvoyance, thought-reading, &c., have their counterparts in the Yoga system 
prevalent in India more than 2,000 years ago. 'The thing that hath been, it is 
that which sball be; and that which is done is that which shall be done; and 
there is no new thing under the sun.'" 

It thus appears that Sir M. Williams takes a broader view of these subjects 
than does Mr. Besant, whose book, however, can only mislead people whose 
knowledge of occultism is as shallow as his own. 

* In the course of his address, Sir M. Williams refers to Dayan and Saraswati. the founder of the 
Arya-Samaj, and gives some details of his life, which seem to be derived from the autobiographical 
sketch, prepared by himself, which appeared in the TIIeoSOl"isl for 1880. We are not aware that 
these details were ever given elsewhere. 

t Colonel Olcott's Leehlres em TIIeosop"y and Anllaic ReligilJlu, p. log. 
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SHEYKH HASSAN, THE SPIRITUALIST. (I KR. HILLAM presents to us a very peculiar book. It bears very evident 
mark that the author is more at home among the facts which he 
endeavours to weave into the form of a narrative than he is in the 

literary labour of book-making. The result is that he has written a story full 
of most interesting information, but which is told in such a dry manner that the. 
reader has brought home to him the creaking of the machinery by which the 
puppets are moved. But this only adds, in a way, to the intrinsic value of the 
story. One feels that the author records recollections and facts, scorning to 
supplement them with additions of mere fiction. 

We are introduced by the narrator to three Sheykhs-in-chief. Sheykh Moosa 
is shown as the learned chief of a Theological college, so far as learning and 
knowledge of legend and scripture are concerned, he is regarded as a master. 
But he is honest enough to confess that there is such a thing as "the 'Hm E: 
Rohanee," the knowledge of the spiritual power, but that he himself knows 
nothing of it. Then there is Sheykb Kasem, who is apparently only an ordinary 
specimen of a "medium," such as many of the "Darweesh" often are. How-. 
ever, he, unlike many of the" mediums" in the West, although he invariably 
pockets the money necessary to purchase incense and other things for the 
ceremonies, is unable at all times to produce his "wonders." Finally we come 
to Sheykh Hassan. and his character must be judged by the reader who follows 
the story. 

This Sheykh Hassan finally consents, on the introduction of Sheykh Moosa. 
to show to the narrator some of the powers of the Rokanee,· but before he can 
be present at the" adjuration," he has to undergo a three days' preparation. 
This consists of meditation on self-control, and the acquisition and preservation 
of this last during that period 

The test to which he is subjected is that, at the midnight hour of the three 
days, there comes upon him the thrill of dread which comes upon all at their 
first introduction to the consciousness of the unseen world. To this is added 
the perception of Beings who endeavour to daunt the aspirant by threats and 
warning~. These, however, he has sufficient courage to disregard, and by in
vocation "of the All-knowing," the vision is dispelled. Sheykh Hassan, on 
learning that he has succeeded in this first test of his self-control, then proceeds 
to inform his pupil as to the nature of "the '11m E' Rohanee." This explana
tion also gives the rationale of the method of testing, and reason why the 
aspirant is tested 

"The '11m E' Rohanee," said Sheykh Hassan, "is the knowledge and 
possession of a spiritual power, by which the person endowed with it is able to 
see and to understand some of the mysteries of the unseen world. He is also 
able, by its power, to have a real and personal communication with the spirits 
in this existing, though hidden world, such spirits who are created beings and 
who have a real individual existence, spirits both good and evil, and who are 
entirely distinct from the souls of departed human beings. . . ." 

"The Rohanee, or the Spiritual, is in no way connected with the art called 

* W. H. Allen & Co .• 13. Waterloo Place. Pall Mall. S. W. 
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E' Sehr, magic or witchcraft, which is of an evil form, and IS, In many cases, a 
pretended power, but which certain people claim to have, and for sordid pur
poses profess to use, in order to heal the sick, or find treasures, or to raise the 
spirits of the departed. All this is fal5e, and is used to deceive the superstitious 
and the ignorant." 

"The '11m, or Knowledge, of the Rohanee, is composed of two divisions. 
-the [lwee, or Heavenly; the Sujlee, or the Earthly. The IIwee confers the 
privilege of personal communication with those angels and good spirits who 
have the care of human beings, both living and departed, entrusted to 
them .... " 

"The Sufiee, or earthly, gives the power of communication with, and a 
certain amount of control over, some of these evil spirits who, through rebe\lion, 
have separated themselves from the good angels, and having placed themselves 
under the leadership of the chief rebel Iblees" . . . . "have been driven from 
the abodes of bliss, and have made their sojourn in this world 

"These spirits have through the subtlety of their chief, acquired a degree of 
power over man and over the earth which he inhabits; and these evil ones 
. . . . have knowledge of mysteries, which knowledge those who possess the 
power of the Rohanee desire to obtain." 

"The object of the 11m is to acquaint the one who seeks it with the hidden 
and spiritual life, to aquaint him, and him alone, with the secrets of the past, 
to reveal to him the event~ of the future, the mysteries of things that were 
before the creation of the world, the mysteries of things that shall be after it 
has passed away; to allow the soul to begin its education while still unseparated 
from the body; to explain the real individual and distinct life of the soul 
during its union with the body, and of the life that awaits it after its severance 
therefrom, and of the unending life after it has again been united to the body; 
to teach him to understand that it is the soul which lives anrl grows, but its 
existence is unbounded, unhampered by time and space. It is the knowledge 
that gradually, even while it grows and develops, raises the veil from before one's 
view, that removes the scales from the eyes, and that opens a vista into the 
hidden mysteries of the past as well as the future ..... " 

" Part of the knowledge of these secrets must be obtained from these out-. 
cast beings, and is thus called Suflee-Earthly. These spirits regard the world 
as their own, and desire, though that wish is, and ever will be, defeated, to 
keep mankind in subjection to themselves alone, and to hold back the know
ledge of the higher and hidden life; they. therefore resist all attempts that men 
may make to obtain this knowledge, for by it a person who receives it acquires 
power over these fallen spirits, and they are afraid that by the spreading and 
development of the knowledge their influence over mankind would diminish 
and ultimately cease altogether." 

Then Sheykh Hassan stated that the only person who obtained the knowledge 
and was permitted to reveal it was Solomon the son of David. But that 
Solomon had not finished both books of his revelation and that they were 
carried off at the time of his death by the evil spirits, a belief and tradition 
common to Mussulman Mystics and Jewish Kabalists. 

" The great object, then, of anyone who has, by knowledge of the Rohanee, a 
power over these spirits, is to learn' the contents of these books." 
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Sheykh Hassan considered that he would, after obtaining the revelation ofthe 
Suflee, be able to "rise to a higher and more extensive knowledge, through the 

. other branch of the '11m of the Rohanee, the IIwee, or the Heavenly." Also 
that the power could only be obtained by those who "have dedicated their lives 
to its search and acquirement, and who have been predestined by the Highest 
Will to obtain it. To a person so privileged to receive the power of the 
Rohanee, its t possession must be his most constant desire and most ardent 
hope; and by long years of meditation and prayer, by untiring watchfulness and 
fasting, the body must be forgotten, the eru:ihly subdued; his thoughts must 
be firmly fixed on the Almighty Power, which he must never cease to invoke. 
His whole being must be eVf'r imbued with the constant wish, the burning 
longing, the merging of his entire self into that intense feeling of desire and 
hope; and this not for one day, or week, or month, but for many long years 
both by day and by night. Then-and if such be the Written WiII, such the 
predestination-the great Name by which the Power is obtained will be revealed 
to him. No voice, no sound is heard, but it is shown in characters which leave 
their imprint on his very souL .... " 

The views of Sheykh Hassan "the Spiritualist" are expressed clearly in a 
direction very much opposed to the views of modern" spiritualists." 

Readers of LUCIFER who will trouble to compare the articles on "Practical 
Occultism," and on " Occultism versus The Occult Arts," will at once appreciate 
the good points of the foregoing quotations, and will. see also that there is a good 
deal of the Occult Arts in them. In the description of the Adjurations, this 
is more plainly brought forward, and the reader is made to see that the rites of 
the '11m E Rohanee as put forward in this book can only be compared to the 
Indian Tantrika ceremonies, with the exception that the purposes of the '11m are 
beneficial while those of the Tantrika are usually the reverse. 

The story of Hassan's life is given to enable the reader to observe that 
Hassan did not make a voluntary sacrifice of his" earthly" life, but was forced 
by the loss of what he had to realise that it was gone from him. He did not 
give it up but lost it in a mysterious way. Consequently, when he finally suc
ceeded in summoning the guardian of the past,· that guardian ruined Hassan's 
power of self-control by presenting before him the semblance of the manner in 
which he had been stripped of all that he had valued on earth. He failed in the 
trial and then loses his lift: in a manner which seems to be only a slight and rather 
"forced" variation on Lytton's" Strange Story." The aspirant for Occultism 
would do well to ponder on Hassan's words as stated on p. 162, for they con
tain much that will be valuable not only to him but to all men. The de
scription of the Khilweh or monastery in the desert and of the two years' terrible 
probation and tortures and five years' training as ghastly afterwards, the whole 
constituting seven years' probation, will be found of interest to those who 
desire to learn something of the trials of chelaship. Finally, though we cannot 
agree with the use of such terms as" the Highest will" and" predestination" 
" Solomon" &c., we know that these take a prominent place in Mohammedan 
esotericism, but that the Sufis do not use them. The result is, that we have 
presented before us a most interesting book, which, unlike many of those so
called "occult" literature of the present day, contains more than a mere 
flavour of truth, but of real occultism. We recommend it thoroughly to our 
readers, and especially to Theosophists. 
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"NEW LIGHT ON OLD TRUTHS." 

By I. O. M. T. and M. A. M. T. Sold at Hygienic Depot, 23 Oxford 
Street, London. Price IS. 

THIS little volume is written by two authors who call themselves "Ministers 
and Servants of the New Dispensation," in one of whom we recognise a 
clergyman of the Church of England not unknown to us. Its purpose is con
tained in the sentence on page 6. "Select from each church and from all. 
nations and all ages the things that are good, and beautiful, and true, and when 
thou hast formed them into one, instil them into the minds of the people for 
their use." No one interested in Theosophy can deny that this is a high aim 
and one worthy of adoption. 

In the course of about 140 pages but few of these truths can be touched 
upon; but we may safely recommend this book to our readers as an attempt to 
throw light upon many of the mysteries of Christian dogma. The authors say: 
" AbM Roca and others have spoken in the Roman Church, and that with no 
uncertain sound, and the initiates among the higher clergy may have the know
ledge which yet they will proclaim; but who in the English or other Protestant 
Churches have dared to teach the esoteric and hidden doctrines of the Catholic 
faith?" We have then an exposition of the tenet which is a cardinal point in 
the New Dispensation Creed, the Motherhood conjoined with the Fatherhood, 
in the heavens above as in the earth beneath. 

The Protestant Church refuses to allow of any Divine Mother, but the 
Roman Church has preserved this doctrine of antiquity, though in a distorted 
form, and it is now finding its way into most of the mystic writings of the times. 
Weare in "New Light," referred for its corroboration to the Tadmudical 
writings, in which such benedictions as this occur, "The Great Jehovah blessed 
is He! and his Shechinah, blessed is She-even the holy Duality in Unity on 
the throne of Their Glory," &c., &c. But it is only within the last few y~rs that 
this mystery of all times has been insisted upon as a necessary factor in all 
religion and ethics; the woman clothed with the Sun, being the type of the 
divinity of woman, and of the spirit of pure Love which must rule co-equally 
with the spirit of wisdom, typified in man, when the world shall be overcome 
by the Universal Brotherhood for which we are all yearning. 

I. O. and M. A. deal with many other questions of great importance to man 
in this, his earth life, such as those of re-incarnation and Karma, and adduce 
interesting indications of belief in these doctrines from the Old and New 
Testaments. In this connection an extremely poetical Vision is narrated, 
wherein the Universe appeared as a great crystal globe filled with an ethereal 
fluid containing countless lesser globes of the colour of a rose. "Each lesser globe 
seemed to pale in turn and disappear for a season, and then to re-appear in
creased in its capacity, and receptiveness, and the larger became centres to the 
many smaller which were about them." 

We strongly advise our readers to obtain this little book, and follow for 
themselves the clue which it gives to many of the rites of Christian Churches; 
and, in conclusion, can only give one more quotation which should recommend 
the work to all Theosophists. 

"There is an ascent of the Soul and a descent of the Spirit. As the Soul 
rises higher and higher into the Spirit she becomes Divine, and filled with the 
fulness of God, and as the Spirit of God descends deeper and deeper into the 
Soul, He I becomes man.' He, or she, who has the Spirit in a/l its fulness, 
whose Soul has ascended highest into the Spirit, and into whose Soul the Spirit 
has descended most deeply, the same is a Christ of God" 
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(torresponl)ence . 
• 

A PROTEST. 

As a subscriber to the Theosophical Publication Society, I have lately received 
their Pamphlet No.6, the first paper in which is an able and interesting 
exposition of the doctrine of Re-incarnation, signed "T. B. Harbottle." It 
contains, however, one statement with regard to the teaching of the Christian 
churches so astonishing, and, as far as the Catholic Church is concerned, so 
incorrect, that unless some abler pen than mine should be first in the lists, I 
must beg your permission to break a lance with the (otherwise) learned 
occultist; and though Mr. Harbottle's paper appears separately, I take it that 
LUCIFER is the Arena in which theosophical questions such as these may be 
fought out. 

I will begin by quoting certain passages from Mr. Harbottle's paper, page 6. 
" Protestantism offers no scheme of punishment for those who are partly bad; 

no reward for that which is good in those who are partly evil" . .. " What is 
necessary, according to the teachings of Protestantism, is repentance and faith 
... With these, a man is released from the necessity of fighting his lower 
nature ... The Church of Rome has preserved, in her doctrine of purgatory, 
a punishment for the evil done by those who are not wholly bad, and so far 
her teaching is somewhat more philosophical and logical than that of 
Protestantism; but she teaches, also, that faith is the first requisite ... In 
neither 'sedion of Christianity, indeed, is there any recognition of the necessity of 
that self-conquest which is the /Jasis of the Theosophical system 0/ ethics. Both 
/Jelieve in a divine grace which, descending inlo the heart of man, lakes as il were 
lhe /Jallie oul 0/ his hands and relieves him from responsi/Jility and possi/Jilily 0/ 
failure." (The italics are mine.) 

With regard to what may be the "teachings of Protestantism," I do not 
intend to deal, because Protestantism being a congeries of innumerable sects 
with very various teachings, it is impossible to speak of each separately, and I 
should be certain to fall foul of some. But as a member of the Roman 
Catholic Church, which is the "Mother and Mistress II. of all Christian Churches 
and from which they are all derived, in a greater or less degree, I can speak 
with certainty, because all her children are taught the same doctrine, and are 
trained, up to a certain point, ih the same practice. 

N ow, what is the earliest teaching given to the young, and to converts? That 
"we must renounce the devil (evil of every kind) and all his works"; that "we 
must follow the rule of life taught by Jesus Christ," that we must love one 
another, "never allowing ourselves any thought, word or deed to the injury of 
anyone," that we must "forgive our enemies, from our hearts"; that we must 
deny ourselves "by giving up our own will, and by going against our own 

* We object to the claim. See Editors' note. 
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humours, inclinations, and passions"; that "we must take up our cross by 
submitting with patience to the labours and sufferings of this life, embracing 
them willingly for the love of God"; and that "we must watch and fight against 
all temptations." 

All these quotations are extracted from the Catechism taught to every child. 
Now these are not theoretic teachings merely, but are enforced from an early 
age in the confessional, that "powerful engine" as our enemies call it; and they 
are right, for confession, and the right preparation for it, if a man is sincere, 
teach him to know more of himself and of what he really is, than anything else I 
know of. The Catechism teaches moreover, that no absolution is effectual 
unless joined to contrition, namely, "a hearty sorrow for sins, with a firm 
purpose of amendment." and to "satisfaction," namely, making reparation for 
injury done, and doing any penance imposed. 

N ow if anyone sees in all this .. no recognition of the necessity of self
conquest," and thinks that the battle is taken out of a man's hands, and that 
he is relieved from "responsibility," he must be wilfully blind or woefully 
perverse. 

Apart from the confessional, there are the "powerful engines" of the pulpit, 
of the personal influence of the priest in house-to-house visitation, in the Offices 
for the sick and dying, in Confraternities for men, for women, for families; of 
the ministrations of nursing sisters, of Little Sisters of the Poor, of the 
Brothers of St. Vincent de Paul, of the Christian Brothers, and other educa
tional bodies. Each and all of these represent the hand of the strong held 
out to protect the weak, to raise the fallen, to help if it be but one soul to bear 
the burden of life, and to fight the battle of sin, and sorrow and suffering. 

How often are we reminded of the words of St. Augustine: "God made us 
without ourselves, but He will not save us without ourselves!" and it is a 
Catholic poet who says: 

.. And does the road lead up hill all the way? 
Yes: to the very end. 

And will the journey last the whole, long day? 
From mom to night, my friend." 

The fight can never be given up; one by one the passions must be subdued, 
trodden down, or rooted out; and those who find the attractions and tempta
tions of this wicked world too strong for them, or even too interrupting for the 
pursuit and cultivation of the Spiritual life, are fain to retire into the seclusion 
of the monastery; and they make the "Great Renunciation" not in order-as 
the unknowing often assert-that they may lead lives of idleness and luxury, 
but that, face to face with themselves and with the Eternal, they may rise upon 
the "Stepping-stones of their dead selves to higher things." 

Mr. Harbottle wiII, I am sure, forgive me if I appear to have classed him 
among the" unknowing" ones. That is far from my thought; but in this vast 
field in which we are fellow-students, and may even, I hope, be fellow-workers, 
each can point out to another some corner yet untilled, the fruit of which is 
necessary to complete the whole fabric of philosopy. And if Theosophists 
desire to set forth the truths underlying all religions, they must first take care to 
have a correct knowledge of those religions, and not to misrepresent teachings 
the facts concerning which can be easily verified 
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In my humble opinion, our object should be to heal breaches, not to increase 
their number; and by fairness and charity to bring nearer the great Day of 
Reconciliation, desired by all true lovers of Truth and of mankind. 

DISCIPULA. 

EDITORS' NOTE. 

We denounce the claim, that the Roman Catholic Church is "the Mother 
and :\Iistress of all Christian Churches," as one of the many arrogant assump
tions made by Papism, and which are neither warranted by history nor by facl. 
For, while history shows it to be quite the reverse of truth, facts are there to 
withstand "Peter to the face" once more. If Greek Ecclesiastical History is 
to be set aside, there are Dean Stanley'S Lectures to prove the facts; and the 
Dean, as an historian, was surely an unprejudiced authority. Now what do 
both history and the Dean say? That the Christian Church began her existence 
as a colony of Greek Christians, and of Grecianized, Hellenic Jews. The first 
and earliest Church Fathers, such as Clement of Rome, Ireneus, Hippolytus, 
etc., etc., wrote in the Greek language. The first Popes 10ere Greeks, not 
Italians, the very name "Pope" being a Greek not a Latin name, "Papa" 
meaning father. Every Greek priest is called to this day" papa," and every 
Russian priest" Pope." The first quarrels which led to the separation of the 
Church, into the Latin and the Greek or Eastern, did not take place earlier 
than the IXth century, namely, in 865, under the Patriarch Photius; while the 
final separation occurred only in the XIth century, when the Latin Church pro
claimed herself with her usual arrogance the one universal Apostolic Church 
and all others Schismatics and Heretics! Let our esteemed correspondent read 
History, and see what happened at Constantinople, on May 16, 1054. She 
will then learn that on that day a crowd of Roman delegates, led by Humberto, 
broke into the cathedral of S1. Sophia, and laid down upon the altar their bull 
of ANATHEMA against those who 100uld not foll07£l them in their various inno
mtions and schemes. Thus it would seem that it was Latinism which broke off 
from the Greek Oriental Church and not the latter from Rome. Ergo, it is the 
Roman Church which has to be regarded not only as guilty of a schism but of 
rank heresy in the eyes of every impartial Christian acquainted with history. 
Hence, also, it is the Greek Oriental Church which is the "Mother and 
:\Iistress" of all other Christian Churches-if any can claim the title. Assump
tion of authority is no proof of it As to the rules of life taught by Jesus, if 
the Roman Church had ever accepted them, surely she would never have 
invented the infamy called the Inquisition; nor would she have slaughtered, in 
her religious fury and in the name of her God, nearly 50,000,000 of human 
creatures (" heretics") since she came to power. As to her rules and ethics, 
she may pre/end to teach people to "forgive their enemies from their hearts," 
but she takes good care never to do so herself. Nor can Christian endurance 
or "renunciation of self" ever reach the grandeur in practice of the Buddhist 
and Hindu devotee. This is matter of history too. Meanwhile," God the 
Father," if this person could be conveniently consulted, would surely prefer a 
little less "lip-love" for himself, and a little more heart-felt sympathy for 
Humanity in general, and its suffering hosts in particular. "Little Sisters" 
and Big" Christian Brothers" do frequently more mischief than good, especially 
the" Nursing Sisters," as some recent cases can show.-[ED.] 
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WHA1' REINCARNATES? 

With reference to the recent discussion as to how much of the personality, if 
any, accompanies the divine individuality in its passage from death to birth, the 
Bhagavad Gita speaks with no uncertain sound. The following is Mr. Subba 
Row's reading of the 8th verse in chaper IS. 

"When the lord Jiva quits one body and enters another, he carries with him 
the mind and the senses, as the wind carries the fragrance of flowers from their 
source." 

However necessary a fresh revelation may have been to bring before the 
Western mind in a definite form the truths we recognise under the name of the 
Occult Philosophy-and much that has been written on the subject, notably, 
the little book called "Light on the Path," may be regarded as such a new 
revelation-yet nothing can take the place of the older scriptures, and among 
these none stand on such a supreme height as Bhagavad Gita, containing, as it 
does, in its instruction on the Sacred Science, the very essen~e of all the Vedas. 

It may sometimes speak in mystic language not always fully interpretable by 
the Western scholar, but where it states a thing definitely, it may be said to 
settle the question-and the above would seem to be a case in point. There is 
not much room for difference of opinion as to what is meant by the mind and 
the senses. To the writer it seems that not only the "Manas," but the 
Kamarupa is included in the totality of the entity that reincarnates (see 
Editors' note), and this only bears out the logical conception that there are no 
great leaps in nature, and that the man or woman takes up at each re-birth the 
threads of his or her character-alteration of sex should there be such notwith
standing-pretty much where he or she left off. The occult law which teaches 
that before a man can attain knowledge he must have passed through all places, 
foul and clean alike, will thus have to be accounted for by the gradual alterations 
of character during each lifetime. 

PILGRIM. 

[EDITORS' NOTE.-Our correspondent is mistaken. Nothing of the" Kama
Rupa "reincarnates. As well imagine that a locket and chain we had worn all 
our life, or our reflexion in the mirror-rein<;arnates. Such is not the teaching 
we believe in. However similar, our philosophy is not that of the Vedanta.] 

INDIAN PROVERBS. 

Of this world's poison-tree, there are two honey-sweet fruit; the 
enjoyment of the divine essence of poetry, and the friendship of the 
noble. 

All good fortune belongs to him of contented mind; is not the whole 
earth leather-covered for him who wears shoes? 
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FORLORN HOPE. 
" Should a wise man utter vain knowledge 

and fill his belly with the east wind? " 
(Eliplzaz, in Job xv. 2.) 

I N days of far, far away Antiquity, namely, in 1886, a suggestive 
Theosophical Fable went the round of our circles, and found 
room in the March number of the Theosophist for that year. Its 

subject was a Society named" Harmony," born to investigate the music 
of the Spheres, and established in the far East. I t had, ran the fable, a 
queer" instrument," to attune which a great genius descended occasionally 
from the upper realms and made the instrument repeat the music of the 
spheres. I t possessed also a president, who, in the great honesty and 
innocence of his heart, had been imprudent enough to boast of his • 
possession, and had made the instrument sing to whomsoever came 
within the range of his vision: so much so, that finally the instrument 
was made quite cheap. 

Then the fabula showed how the learned men of the West-who 
believed in neither genius, spheres nor the instrument-put their wise 
heads together, and finding that even if the instrument was no fiction, 
yet, as it was not built on any rules of the modern science of acoustics 
know1l to them, it had, therefore, no right to existence. Forthwith they 
concluded not to permit the music of the spheres to be played, least of 
all, believed in. So, goes on the fable, they "selected a smart boy, gave 
him a penny and asked him to go across the big water "and report upon 
what he would see in the "Harmonial Society." 

"The smart boy went and looked at the instrument. But when he came there, it 
gave forth only discordant sounds, because his own soul was not in harmony with it. 
. . . . Then the President took out his book of incantations and tried every conjuration 
to force the genius of the spheres to playa tune for the smart boy. But the genius 
would not come. So the smart boy took his travelling bag and went home, and told 
his fathers in learning that he had not seen the great genius and did not hear the 
music of the spheres. The learned men put their heads together a second time .•.• 
and the result was they said that the smart boy was wise, and that the President of the 
Harmonial Society was-mistaken." 
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Or, in less polite, but still more untruthful words, the president, his 
society, and his "inRtrument" especially, were all either fools, frauds or 
both. The charge of " humbug and imposture" against the "Harmonial " 
Society was thus proven, and became un fait accompli. Henceforth 
that idea was photographed in the shallow drums that public opinion 
mistakes for the heads of its leaders, and it became indelible. 

From that time forward adjectives such as "fraud, deception and 
imbecility" became attached to the "Harmonial" Society and followed 
it everywhere, like a tail follows its comet. The theory struck deep roots 
in the hearts and minds of many non-theosophistR and became at last 
part of the very being of the British public. This proverbially "fair 
minded" body had heard one side of the question and-felt satisfied. 
Its pioneer-gossips, full of Christian charity and 5 o'clock tea, had 
ransacked the contents of the "smart boy's" travelling bag. Having 
greedily fed themselves upon the adulterated food which was like heavenly 
manna for their insatiate stomachs, they differentiated, and then shared it 
with all who were hungry and thirsty for such celestial nourishment 
Thus, Grundy's cackle-twaddle was kept up in loud and authoritative 
tones for some three years, until gradually it succeeded in making 
" Theosophy" a byword synonymous with every kind of iniquity. Theo
sophy was set up as a target for daily slander, verbal and printed j it 
was proclaimed a fallen idol whose feet of clay had at last given way, 
and it was hourly advertised dead as a door nail and buried for ever. 
But, 10 and behold I a dark shadow has suddenly fallen across the faceof 
this.sweet and secure hope ...•. 

It is quite touching to read certain jeremiads in the daily papers, to 
learn the pathetic regrets expressed with regard to the suspected insta
bility of public opinion. The attitude of certain social circles is visibly 
changing, and something will have to be done once more to bring Theo
sophy into disrepute, if we would not see it resurrect like Lazarus out of 
h!s tomb. For, as time goes on, more than one enemy begins to express 
grave doubts. Some suspect that the theosophical Jezebel may, after 
all, have been merely a victim: Job, visited by permission of KARMA

or if so preferred, by that of the enthroned Almighty, granting to his 
Son-Satan full liberty to test the endurance of his" uprighteous servant" 
of the land of U g (Job, ii. I -8). Others perceived that though Satan
Grundy, using the venomous tongues of the multitudes, had covered 
" Job" with sore boils, yet the patient had never collapsed Theosophy 
was neither knocked off its feet by the mighty wave of calumny and 
defamation, nor did it show any signs of agony. It was as firm on its 
legs as ever. Mirabile dietu and acme of impudence l-cried its enemies. 
Why here it is again, and it beginR to raise its voice louder than ever! 
What does the creature say? Listen .... 

"Aye, right honourable, as well as right dishonourable opponents and 
enemies. Your Mrs. Grundy has filled me with wrinkles as Satan 
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filled Job, but these are witness only against herself. 'He teareth me 
in his wrath, who hateth me '-but I hate no one and only pity my 
blind slanderers. 'He gnasheth upon me with his teeth '-and I only 
smile back. 'Mine enemy sharpeneth his eyes upon me,' and I offer 
to lend him mine to allow him to see clearer. 'They have gaped upon 
me with their mouth wide open'; and, like Jonas swallowed by the 
whale, I have found no uncomfortable quarters for philosophical medi
tation inside my enemy, and have come out of his voracious stomach 
as sound as ever! What will you do next? Will you smite me 
, upon the cheek reproachfully'? I shall not turn to you the other, 
lest you should hurt your hand and make it smart and burn still worse; 
but I shall tell you a story, and show you a panoramic view, to amuse 
you .... " 

See how the enemies of the Theosophical Society and its leaders 
look disconcerted! Hear how in the bitterness of their heart, for sweet 
hopes frustrated, they writhe and have not even the decency to conceal 
their bad humour at what they foolishly regard as the triumph of 
theosophy. Truly has the east wind filled their-brains, and vain know
ledge has disagreed most decidedly with the learned men of the West I 
For what do they do? Listen once more. 

Fearing lest their appetite for devouring and assimilating the carrion 
food snatched from the beaks of the Bombay ravens by the "smart 
boy" should slacken, the wise men of learning have devised, it appears, 
a fresh little plan to strangle Theosophy. If one can believe the 
Birmingham Post (the very sincere daily which lets out the secret); the 
big-wigs of the very Christian" Victoria Institute" have not forgotten 
the fable of the" monkey and the cat" The" monkeys" of science, had 
selected for some time past the paws of their ablest cat to draw the 
chestnuts for them out of the theosophical fires, and had hoped therebr 
to extinguish the hated light for ever. Read and judge for yourself the 
bit of interesting information contained in the above mentioned daily for 
June 15th of the present year of grace. Says the loquacious writer:-

Even Science herself, generally so steadfast in her progress, so logical in her con
clusions, so firm in her pursuit of a sure result, has been made to tremble on her 
lofty perch by the shock given her by the discourse of Sir Monier Williams at the 
Victoria Institute, last Monday. Sir Monier Williams is Boden Professor of Sanskrit 
in the University of Oxford, and regarded as the first Sanskrit scholar in the world. 
The announcement of the choice made by the learned professor of the subject of his 
discourse as being that of" Mystical Buddhism in Connection with the Yoga Philo
sophy of the Hindoos," had created an immense degree of interest amongst the learned 
portion of the society of London. It was firmly believed that Sir Monier Williams 
had chosen the subject for the express purpose of demolishing the errors and super
stitions of a creed which has crept in upon us by degrees from the intrigues of sundry 
impostors who have worked upon the love of the marvellous so inherent to human
nature to establish themselves as prophets of a new doctrine. This was the opinion 

It The writer in his grief seems to have forgotten his commas. The subject, also, to produce the 
desired effect should have been bandled in more grammatical English. 

24-
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of allleamed men in general, and they had been watching with great eagerness (or a 
efutation from the pen of Sir Monier Williams of all the" sleight-of-hand principles," 

as the experiments of the Theosophists were called. This refutation in writing had 
never come, and therefore it was with redoubled interest that the speech which would 
demolish the audacious pretensions of the conjuri.1g philosophers was waited for. 
What, then, was the surprise of the assembly of wise men when Sir Monier Williams, 
instead of denying, almost confirmed the truth of the assertions made by the Theo
sophists, and actually admitted that, although the science of modem Theosophy was 
imperfect, yet there are grounds for belief which, instead of being neglected as they 
have been by students of philosophy, ought to be examined with the greatest care. 

A wise man, for once in his generation, this newly knighted lecturer! 
The greater the pity that this "first Sanskrit scholar in the world" 
(Professors Max ~Hil1er, Whitney, Weber and the tutti quallte, hide your 
diminished heads!) knows so little of Buddhism as to make the most 
ludicrous mistakes. Perchance, there was a raisoll d'etre for making 
them. Both his lectures, at any rate those about which some fuss has 
been made, and one of which was noticed in the 8th number of LUCIFER 

-both these lectures were delivered before very Christian audiences 
at Edinburgh and before the" Philosophical Society of Great Britain," 
whose members ha'lle to be Christialls. Nevertheless, one fails to see 
why a little more correct information about the difference between Raj 
Yoga and Hatha- Yoga should not have been offered to that audience? 
Or why again it should be told that, in the days of Gautama Buddha, 
Buddhism "set its face against all solitary asceticism," and .. had no 
occult, no esoteric system of doctrine which it withheld from ordinary 
men "-both of which statements are historically untrue. \Vorse still. 
For having just mentioned at the opening of his lecture, that Gautama 
had been" reborn as Buddha, the enlightened," that he had reached 
ParillibMlla or the great, highest Nirvalla; that he had passed through 
the highest states of Sa11ladhi, the practice of which confers the" six 
transcendent faculties," i.e., clairvoyance, or "the power of seeing all 
that happens in every part of the world," "knowledge of the thoughts 
of others, recollection of former existences. . . . and finally the super
natural powers called Jddhi," the professor coolly asserted that it was 
never stated" that Gautama ever attained to the highest . . . Yoga of 
Indian philosophy-union with the Supreme Spirit! " Such a statement 
may flatter the preconceptions of a few bigots among a Christian audience, 
but we question whether it is not one entirely unworthy of a true 
scholar, whose first duty is to be impartial in his statements, lest he 
should mislead his hearers. 

While Theosophists should feel deeply thankful to Sir Monier Williams 
for the excellent advertisement their society and philosophy have 
received at his hands, the Editors of LUCIFER would fail in their duty 
were they to leave unnoticed several self-contradictions made in this 
lecture by " the greatest Sanskrit scholar in the world." What kind of 
definite idea can an audience have on Buddhism when it hears the two 
following statements, which directly contradict each other ;-
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.. He (Buddha) was ever careful to lay down a precept that the ac
quisition of transcendent human faculties was restricted to the perfected 
Saints, called Arhats." This, after just stating that Buddha had never 
himself" attained to the highest yoga," that he was no Spiritualist, no 
Spiritist,· but "a downright Agnostic "-he, . the "Buddha," or the 
Enlightened! ! I 

The outcome of this extraordinary lecture is that Gautama Buddha 
had never reached even the powers of a simple modern Yogi. For such 
transcendent powers are allowed by the lecturer even in our present day 
to some Hindus. We quote again from the Birmillgham Post:· 

The word Yoga, according to Sir Monier Williams, literally means union, and the 
proper aim of every man who practises Yoga is the mystic union of his own spirit 
with the one eternal soul or spirit of the universe, and the acquisition of divine know
ledge by that means. This was the higher Yoga. But the lower practice seeks to 
abstract the soul from the body and the mind, and isolate it in its own essence. So 
may be acquired the inner ear, or clair-audience, by which sounds and voices may be 
heard, however distant; the inner eye, or clairvoyance, the power of seeing all that 
happens in every part of the world, and a knowledge of the thoughts of others. These 
acquirements have become developed into demonologyt and various spiritual phenomena 
connected with that esoteric Buddhism which every schoolgirl is studying in secret 
nowadays. Long and persevering study of the great science will lead to the practice 
of twisting the limbs, and of suppressing the breath, which latter faculty leads to the 
prolongation of existence under water or buried beneath the earth. Many Hindoo 
ascetics have submitted to interment under this influence. Colonel Meadows Taylor 
once assisted at the burial of a man who professed to be able to remain nine days 
beneath the earth without drawing breath during that time. Colonel Taylor, 
determined that no deception should be used, was present during the ceremony of 
interment, and, after seeing the man duly covered with earth, sowed seed upon the 
grave, which, being duly watered, sprang up with luxuriance long before the expiration 
of the nine days':!: probation. More than this, the grave was watched day and night 
by two English sentinels, so that there really appears no reason to suppose that any 
deception could possibly be practised, the more so that Colonel Taylor himself had 
chosen the place of burial, which circumstance precludes all idea of subterranean 
passages, which had been suggested in other cases of the like nature. At the end of 
the nine days the grave was opened with all due solemnity. The buried man was 
found in the same position in which he had been laid down, and when he opened his 
eyes his first enquiry was for his bowl of rice, adding that he felt hungry, and that 
he would be glad to eat. Professor Monier Williams did not quote this example
he dwelt more lengthily upon the absorption of the mental faculties rather than on that 
of the physical powers. He went on to explain how internal self-concentration may 
lead to the acquisition of supernatural gifts, and enable a man to become invisible at 
will, to appear at any spot however apparently distant, to gain absolute power over 
himself and others, to bring the elements into subjection, and to suppress all desires. 

• Let us fondly hope so; and that Allan Kardec will not be placed by Sir Monier WilJiams one 
day on a higher level than Buddha. 

t This is mlin/y false. Anyone who would like to acquire the proofs that this statement is 
a gratuitous calumny has only to rend theosophical literature, and even the last numbers of LUCIFER. 
The methods described belong to Hal/Ill Yoga, and are very injulious and dangerous; still, even this 
is no tlemollolop, but simply a lower form of Yoga. The Theosophical Society bas fought from tbe 
beginning against these methods. Its teachers went dead against it, and even against some forms 
of mediumship, such as sitting for materialization-the necromancy of the Bengal Tantrikas! 

: We have always believed the period to have been 40 dars, and this is borne out by the planting of 
the 5eE'd. Surely for seed to sprout and glow" with luxunance" in lIille days would be almost as 
gI eat a .. nine days' wonder" as the interment of the Yogi ? 
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A Yogi, when thus befitted, can float in the air, fly through space, visit the planets and 
stars, create storms and earthquakes, understand the language of animals, ascertain 
what occurs in!every part of the earth, and even enter into another man's body and 
make it his own. The Professor then related how a powerful Yogi had once entered 
into the dead body of a king, and had governed the country for three whole weeks. 
It is still believed that certain of the Eastern sages can eject the ethereal body through 
the pores of the skin, and render this phantasmal form visible in distant places. The 
effect produced by the Professor's discourse may readily be imagined. Here was 
justification in full of the theories, hitherto so scorned and abused, of Colonel Olcott, 
Mr. Sinnett, and Madame B1avatsky. Here was almost an avowal of belief in the 
possibility of the truth, if not in the truth itself, of the realisation of that recognition 
of the powers of darkness from which all Christian souls are taught to shrink with 
horror and dismay. The Professor seemed so well aware of the impression produced 
by his discourse that, as if feeling himself compelled to add a few words by way of 
excuse for the extreme lengths to which he had been led, he added by way of 
conclusion that he was induced to doubt whether the practices assumed to be possible 
to the Theosophists would stand the light of European science. "But nevertheless 
the subject must not be dismissed as unworthy of consideration. It furnishes," said 
Sir Monier Williams in conclusion, "a highly interesting topic of enquiry, especialIr 
in its bearing on the so· called Spiritualism, neo·Buddhism, and Theosophy of the 
present day. The practices of magnetism, mesmerism, clairvoyance, &c., have their 
counterparts in the Yoga system of the Hindoos prevalent in India more than two 
thousand years ago." At the end of the lecture a vote of thanks was proposed by 
the Bishop of Dunedin, who undertook, as it were, the apology of the doctrine 
expounded (scarcely to the satisfaction of all present), and who thought it his duty 
to point out the distinction between Christianity and Buddhism-the former reliant 
upon God's mercy, the latter on the efforts of man to work out his self-deliverance 
from evil. I have dwelt thus long upon the subject of the great professor's discourse 
because the world of thought-of scientific research-having found at last a footing 
in London society, these things are talked of and examined with reflection, and without 
detriment to the flow of small-talk which used formerly to occupy the whole attention 
of the world of fashion. 

Thus ends the plaint of the Birmingham Jeremiah. It speaks for 
itself, and we thank the writer for letting, so naIvely, the cat out of the 
bag. The real" cat," however, the one on which the" monkey" of the 
"Victoria Institute" and other scientific establishments had placed such 
optimistic hopes, has played its colleagues false. It has turned tail at the 
last moment, and has evidently declined the loan of its paw to draw 
from the fire the too hot chestnuts for the benefit of the scientific 
.. researchers" of the day. Like Balaam, whom the King of Midian 
would willingly have bribed to curse the Israelites, Sir Monier Monier
Williams, K.C.I.E., D.C.L., LL.D., Boden Professor of Sanskrit at the 
University of Oxford (where, .. for reasons of ill-health," he can no 
longer lecture, but lectures for our benefit elsewhere)-has not cursed 
the Theosophists and their teachings-but has blessed them. Alas! 
Alas! 

" Compelled to praise! " I t cannot be 
By prophet or by priest; 

Balaam is dead? . . .. yet don't we see 
And hear, perchance-his beast? .... 
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TO THEOSOPHISTS AND READERS OF LUCIFER. 

THE Editors of LUCIFER feel it right that this number, the first 
published at the new offices and by the actual owners of the 
magazine, should contain some statement as to the reasons which 

have led to this change being made. 
The first reason was the desire to form a fresh centre of Theosophical 

work, a meeting place for students, and a mechanism for the publication 
and distribution of the literature of mysticism, which should be entirely 
free from all considerations of personal gain or profit. 

That this has been the spirit animating the founders and proprietors 
of LUCIFER throughout, is proved by the fact that, although nearly all 
the copies of the magazine printed have been sold, yet the first year's 
experience has shown that it is impossible to carryon the magazine at 
its present price without incurring considerable loss. 

Therefore, in establishing these new offices, the editors and proprietors 
have been also influenced by the hope of effecting some reduction in the 
expense by taking the publication into their own hands, and they hope 
that their readers and subscribers wiII continue to give them their hearty 
support, in spite of the necessity which has arisen of raising the price of 
single numbers of the magazine to eighteen-pence and the annual 
sUbscription to fifteen shillings, commencing with the September 
number. 

Our supporters may feel sure that their help wiII be used to further 
the cause of Theosophy, and will subserve no personal ends; for the 
proprietors have bound themselves to devote any eventual profits which 
may accrue to the furtherance of the cause in the interests of which 
LUCIFER was founded. 

The new offices, at NO.7, DUKE STREET, ADELPHI, will be open to 
members of the T.S. and the T.P.S. and their friends, as well as to all 
enquirers and persons desiring information about the Society or the 
subjects which it was founded to study, on TUESDAY and SUNDAY 
evenings from 8.30 to 10.30 p.m. and on FRIDAY afternoons from 3.30 
till 6. These days have been chosen purposely, so as not to conflict 
with the Wednesday evenings-the meeting-days of the London Lodge 
of the Theosophical Society, at 15, York Street, Covent Garden. 

It is hoped that many will avail themselves of these opportunities for 
meeting other students and for mutual instruction and discussion. 
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ACROSS CEYLON. 

OEYLON is the jewel-pendant of the Indian Empire-a glowing 
. luxurious garden teeming with natural beauties in infinite variety, 

where the fierce heat of India is softened by "purple spheres of 
sea," and the climate, an almost unchanging continuity of the richest 
imaginable midsummer. P. and O. passengers staying for a day or 
two, or for a few hours only, at Galle or Colombo, on their way 
to or from Australia or the Indian ports of the Bay of Bengal, will gather 
from even such passing glimpses of Ceylon, bright memories of its 
tropical glory that can never afterwards fade entirely away. The abun
dant vigour of the vegetation, the glowing oriental magnificence of the 
landscape, rolling up inland into great mountains and everywhere glossy 
with shining verdure and scented with tropical forest, the natural 
splendour of the whole country must always leave an impression on 
imaginative minds, ~hat no lapse of time or variety of other scenes can 
efface. But the passing European traveller or tourist will generally 
associate Ceylon with ideas of languor and enervating enjoyment .. Nor 
will many residents reproach the island in their recollections with any 
worse' attributes than those that may have been associated with their 
own mnui. They may have a large experience of its Anglicised aspects 
without realizing much of the inner life of the natives, or of the wild 
interior. Their travels may never take them out of reach of the imported 
luxuries of European homes, and they may little realise the very different 
impressions of Ceylon that they would accumulate if they struck away 
from the railway lines and the easy comforts of plantation homesteads, in 
search of a path through unfrequented districts. 

My own acquaintance with Ceylon, does not extend much beyond the 
beautiful Wackwalle Bungalow-a tourists' restaurant near Galle, which 
commands a view of a valley so surpassing in its loveliness that it 
realises, better than any other scenery I have ever encountered, the 
popular conception of the Garden of Eden. But the Wackwalle view 
has often been described, and it is not my present purpose to dwell 
upon its charms, for I have a friend in Ceylon who lives there for 
purposes unconnected with the satisfaction of epicurean ta.c;tes j and 
the contrast to be observed between recent experiences of his and 
the Ceylonese excursions likely to be familiar to readers who have 
visited the island under ordinary conditions, has flashed upon my 
own mind so forcibly that I cannot feel free to leave a narrative he has 
recently sent me buried in the obscurity of private correspondence. 

It is only necessary to premise that my friend, a devoted Theosophist, 
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lives habitually in Ceylon (for reasons wholly unconnected with personal 
interests and ambitions), and is engaged in benevolent work for the 
advantage of the native population. A few months ago, being then 
at Colombo, he found himself required, in fulfilment of what he 
conceived to be a Theosophical duty, to repair to Madras with 
all possible speed. With a native companion he had arranged to 
leave Colombo on the 21st of December by the steamer A/mora. But 
on the evening of the 19th, he heard that that vessel had been delayed 
in the Red Sea, and would not arrive till the 27th, so he and his friend 
had to find some other means of transit. I continue the story in his 
own words: 

.. On the morning of the 20th I went round to every steamer office in 
Colombo trying to find something-anything, even a cargo boat-that 
would put us ashore in India in time, but nothing of the kind was to be had. 
I had heard that there were little native brigs running between Colombo 
and India, so I went to see about them also, but I found that their 
captains were all afraid to put out in consequence of the bad weather. 
Several had started the night before and had to return, getting back into 
the harbour with great difficulty and some serious damage. As the 
weather still continued unfavourable on the morning of the 21st, and it 
therefore seemed unlikely that any of these little boats would leave that 
day, I determined to try what is called the land route-that is to travel 
by land to the north of Ceylon, and make my way somehow or other 
across the narrowest part of Palka Strait. No one seemed to know 
much about this land route-I could not find that any of my friends had 
ever travelled by it; but I knew there was a land route, and it seemed 
the only way open to us. 

" Accordingly, we left Colombo by the 7.30 train on the morning of 
the 21st, and reached Kandy at I I o'clock, and Matale, the northern limit 
of the railway at present, at noon. From that point what little traffic 
there is is carried on by an arrangement called a coach, though it is very 
different from our English coaches. Here commenced our difficulties, 
for the agent at the coach office informed us that because of the heavi
ness of the roads the proprietor had ordered him not to allow more than 
two passengers to travel on anyone day, and that those two places were 
already engaged several days in advance. I explained the circumstances 
of our case, and showed how urgent it was that we should get on quickly. 
I even offered extra. payment, but in vain; the agent could not make 
any exception to his employer's rule. I then enquired where the 
proprietor was to be found, and was told that he lived about eight miles 
along the road. I suggested that we might at least go in the coach as 
far as that; that could not do the horses much harm; and I would 
undertake to persuade the proprietor to relax his rule. With much 
difficulty I induced the agent to agree to this, but he protested all the 
while that we were foredoomed to failure. He was quite sure his master 
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would not let us go on. I thought differently, and I was right; a little 
judicious management of the proprietor soon procured for us the 
requisite permission for us to travel as far as Anuradhapura,· the limit 
of this jurisdiction. As I have already described the journey to that 
town, I need not say much about it here. 

"My present experience differed from the earlier one only in two ways 
-first, that owing to the heaviness of the road, we were nine hours 
late, and, secondly, that in several places there were considerable in
undations. Twice the road was so entirely washed away that we had to 
get out and wade for half-a-mile over sharp stones through a rapid 
current over knee deep, the empty coach following as best it might. 
At last, about three miles from Anuradhapura, we found a bridge washed 
away, and our road barred by a furious torrent, half-a-mile wide, of 
unknown depth. We had no boat, and my companion could not swim. 
I thought of making a raft, but soon gave up the idea, perceiving that 
the swiftness of the current would render it utterly unmanageable. The 
best thing to do seemed to be to skirt the torrent and try to strike the 
north road at some point higher up; so we abandoned the coach 
and walked to Mihintale, eight miles off, through rain of truly tropical 
vigour. It was after dark when we reached there, but still we managed 
to hire a bullock cart to take us to Madavachchi, a village on the J affna 
road. We arrived there at daybreak only to find that as there was no 
booking-office, we could not obtain coach tickets there. Immediately 
we engaged another bullock-cart and pushed on to Vavoniyavilan
kulam. 

" We were by this time in the part of the island where nothing is 
spoken but Tamil, a language of which neither I nor my companion 
knew ten words, so we were rather uncertain as to what the people 
meant; but at any rate they would issue us no tickets and would say 
nothing at all about the coach. In consequence of the inundations 
everything was thrown out of order, and we had no idea at what time 

* Anuraclhapura is the wonderful ruined city of Ancient Ceylon. where the s:\cred ., Bo-bee" still 
grows. It is of this place tbat Mr. Burrows speaks in his "Buried Cities of Ceylon," when he 
describes the former inhabitants of the island as a nation "that could build a city of gigantic 
monoliths, carve a mountain into a graeeful sbrine. and decorate the pious monuments with delicate 
pillars that would have done credit to a Grecian artist." My friend had visited and described 
Anumdhapura more than a year previously to his present journey, so that he does not now stop to 
enlarge upon its wonders. " Tbe first thing that attracted our attention," he wrote of Anuradhapura 
on that occasion, "on deseending from the coach, was a collection of sixteen hundred square granite 
pillars. ananged in rows of forty, and standing about six feet apart, so as to cover an area of about 
two hundred and forty feet each way. Though they stand some twelve feet out of the ground, each 
pillar is one solid block of stone. • • • Thesc sixteen hundred pillars, it seems, originally supporte.l
the floor of an enormous monastery called • Thc Great Brazen Place,' built by King Dutugemusue 
in the year 161 B.C. This builning, we read, was nine storeys in height, each storey being less in size 
than the one below it. It contained a thousand dormitories for priests, besides \-arlous other apart 
ments. including a great hall supported on golden pillars resting on lions, in tbe centre of which stood 
a magnificent ivory throne, and as the whole vast fabric was roofed with tiles of burnished brass 
(whence its name), it must have presented a truly imposing appearance in tbose hnwe days 
of old." 
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the coach would come, so we dared not leave the road for a moment, 
but had to sit out there in the pouring rain till eight o'clock at night 
when it arrived. 

"Imagine a platform of rough boards about three feet by four, set on 
wheels and covered by a sort of bamboo roof about four feet above it. 
Then suppose this machine loaded with mail-bags, tin boxes, and 
miscellaneous luggage, on the top -:>f which were somehow crouched (for 
there was no room either to sit or to lie) two forlorn human beings
everything inside and out being thoroughly, hopelessly, soakingly wet
and perhaps you may succeed in forming an inperfect picture of Her 
Majesty's Jaffna mail coach as it drew up that night at Vavoniyavilan
kulam . 

.. The coach driver having, as we afterwards discovered, received the 
same order as the agent at Matale, opposed our attempt to get in, and 
of course the miserable passengers already in possession viewed the pros
pect of still further crowding with anything but joy. Remember that we 
did not understand the language and had no means whatever of explain
ing the urgency of the case, or inducing anybody to listen to reason. What 
could we do? Nothing, I think, but what we did; and that was to 
push aside all opposition, throw in our bags, climb upon them ourselves 
and simply sit there, trying to look unconscious of the torrent of vigorous 
vituperation that was being poured upon us. After a few minutes the 
driver took away the oxen from the coach and was evidently refusing 
to proceed; however, we judged we could probably tire him out at that 
game, because, as he had mail bags on board, he would not dare to delay 
much; so we pursued a policy of masterly inactivity. The driver 
retired into a hut and stayed there half-an-hour; still we were immov
able. Presently he reappeared and began to adjure us once more, but 
this time in a much more respectful tone, and-seeing, I suppose, that 
sulkiness was of no use-one of our unfortunate fellow passengers 
now discovered that he could speak a little English and proceeded to 
act as interpreter. 

"Through him the driver represented that he could not possibly take 
us. The roads were very bad, the coach would break down, the oxen 
would be unable to draw it, and above all, his orders to take only two 
passengers were precise and he was afraid of the consequences if he 
disobeyed. I rejoined on my side that business compelled me to go, 
that I was willing to take all responsibility as to coach and cattle, that 
I would myself see the proprietor and exonerate the driver; and, in 
fact, that I was simply going on in spite of everything. Well, it all 
seemed useless, but at last the man incautiously remarked that if there 
had been only one of us, perhaps the thing might have been possible. 
I at once pinned him down to that admission, and told him that if he 
would take my friend and the luggage, I would cheerfully walk. We 
were not much more than 100 miles from Jaffna, and I knew I could 
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get over the ground quite as fast as the coach on such a road as that, 
so I felt quite safe in making the proposal. In this manner, then we 
eventually started-I walking, or rather wading, behind and the other 
three passengers riding. There were more inundations. and the road 
was a mere apology for one for some distance; but after about twenty 
miles we got to drier ground, and I was able to ride; though riding in 
that vehicle was certainly more uncomfortable than walking. Presently 
dawn came, and all that weary day we jogged on in incessant heavy rain 
through unbroken and more or less inundated jungle, seeing no houses 
and no human beings except at the little isolated huts where, at regular 
intervals, we changed cattle. Recollect that not for one moment was 
any approach to rest or comfort possible, that we were soaked to the very 
bones, and that we could get no food of any description-indeed 
nothing whatever had passed our lips for two entire days and nights
and you will begin to realise our condition when, after four nights 
without sleep, without even a chance to take our wet coats off, we 
reached an obscure seaport named Kay to on the morning of Christmas 
day. 

"We had arrived at Jaffna, I should have said, just at midnight, and 
learning that there were no vessels leaving there for India had at once 
engaged a bullock cart to go on to Kay to. Here there was only about 
forty miles of sea between us and India, but still our evil fortune did 
not desert us. There were twenty-six native boats (of 16 or 18 tons) 
ready to start, but the weather was so bad, and the wind so unfavour
able, that the crews were all afraid to go. We offered double fare, but it 
was useless. The natives are not good sailors at the best of times, and 
nothing would tempt them to risk their ricketty craft in such weather. 
Here at last was an obstacle that all our perseverance could not sur
mount. There was nothing for it but to wait, so we went up to what is 
called the" rest house "-of course there are no such things as hotels in 
these places-and managed to get some curry and rice cooked, the first 
meal we had sat down to since leaving Colombo. While it was cooking 
we took off our wet clothes-also for the first time since leaving 
Colombo-had a most refreshing bath, and put on, not dry ones, for 
nothing was dry, but comparatively clean ones. Then we took our food 
and enjoyed it, and after that, as it was evening (our enquiries and 
bargainings had taken time), we went straight off to bed. Of course 
our bedding, like everything else, was soaked through and through, but we 
were tired enough to sleep in the bed of a river. We just dropped 
down and lay like logs for fourteen hours or so. 

"In most countries such an adventure would end in a rheumatic fever, 
but in this glorious climate, after all this and much more, we are both as 
flourishing as ever. To cut the story short, on the following day the 
weather improved slightly and we found a Mahomedan captain who was 
willing to start. About five o'clock p.m. we got under weigh. The sea 
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was rough and we had to beat up against the wind, but still we got on 
pretty fairly until the middle of the night, when we were suddenly struck 
by a squall. It looked very grand as it came up; there seemed to be a 
huge pyramid of inky black cloud on the horizon, and then all in a 
moment it leaped upon us, and we were in the midst '.If a raging storm. 
A magnificent effect for a painter, but I don't want to see it again under 
exactly the same conditions. The helmsman was half asleep and all the 
other fellows entirely so, so I was absolutely the first man to see the thing. 
For a moment I scarcely realised what it was, but as soon as I did I 
raised a shout that speedily roused the whole crew, and we got the great 
lateen sail in only just in time. In half a minute more our fate would 
have been sealed and you would not have received this letter. How far 
that squall drove us I do not know; fortunately it did not last very long, 
and soon after noon the next day we made the Indian coast at a village 
called Adirampatnam, of which I had never heard before . 

.. There again we had difficulties, for the captain, with true oriental 
cunning, tried to cheat us because we did not know the language. He 
had been paid to put us free on shore, but now he wanted to shuffle out 
of that and make us pay again for boat hire. This he tried to induce 
us to do by abusing us in what must have been highly unparliamentary 
Tamil, while we in idiomatic English assured him that we had not the 
slightest intention of paying a single cent. He and the coast boatmen 
kept us in the boat for some time, refusing to land us. Then they tried 
to retain some of our luggage, and surrounded and threatened us with 
big sticks and long knives; but as usual our dogged perseverance and 
our evident readiness to fight any odds if forced into a quarrel won the 
day for us, and we were permitted to depart unmolested after some two 
hours of danger. There are no Europeans in that part of the country 
and the natives are peculiarly wild and savage. Indeed, they have a 
very bad reputation as most ferocious robbers, as we afterwards heard. 
After some wandering about among this dangerous race-none of 
whom would carry our luggage or help us in any way-we encountered 
the customs superintendent (who could speak English) and tried to 
arrange at once to get some conveyance to the nearest railway station 
thirty-three miles off. T t appeared however that there were still some 
difficulties, for he informed us that we must not think of starting in 
the afternoon. The roads, he said, were terrible, and if we were still 
on the way when night fell we should undoubtedly be at once murdered 
or our bullocks and goods stolen, even if we managed to avoid the 
leopards and panthers with which the jungle swarmed. I was rather 
sceptical about all this, but as the natives evidently believed it, we could 
not get a cart at any price, and perhaps it was best so, for, on enquiry 
afterwards at Madras, our friends quite confirmed all these stories. So 
we got another meal and part of a night's rest, and set out just before 
dawn for Mannergudi. That twenty-three miles was an experience, and 
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not at all a desirable one. There really was nothing that deserved the 
name of a road, but rather a sort of track through the fields, and most 
of the time the cart was about up to the axle in soft mud, while we had 
to wade behind and give it an occasional push. The people looked the 
most savage ruffians imaginable, and there was no food to be had but a 
little fruit Mannergudi, however, seemed to be more civilized; there 
we were able to buy bread and get a queer conveyance called a jhutka, 
drawn by the remains of a pony, to take us ten miles further on to the 
railway station at Nidamangalam. We got there at last and had to 
wait four hours on an open platform, sitting on our luggage, which we 
dared not leave for an instant. We had another four hours to wait at 
Tangore junction, and so at last, at three o'clock in the morning, we got 
on board the mail train for Madras, which city we reached safely after 
fifteen hours travelling. This was on the evenin'g of the 29th, so our 
journey had taken us nine days, during which time we had slept only 
twice and eaten only two meals, living the rest of the time on one loaf of 
bread, some bananas and a few little native buns. Nearly all the time 
we were wet through, and we constantly had to take pretty severe 
exercise of various kinds, and this is leaving the danger and anxiety out 
of account On the whole I do not think I shall try the land route from 
Colombo to Madras in the rainy season again if I can help it" 

A. p. S. 

NOTICE. 

THE T. P. S. LENDING LIBRARY. 

COUNTESS CONSTANCE WACHTMEISTER being the secretary for the Western 
Section of the Theosophical Society, and receiving many letters from people 
who deplore their inability to purchase Theosophical literature, has deemed it 
advisable to form a circulating library which will contain not only theosophical 
books, but also works of any kind which would tend to elevate, educate or 
develop the mind, and thus prepare it for the reception of theosophical teach
ings. As this is a somewhat serious undertaking, she takes this opportunity 
of making an earnest appeal for contributions of money in support of this 
work, and also for donations of suitable books, feeling sure that this lending 
library will commend itself to the cordial support of all theosophists and lovers 
of truth. 

All replies should be addressed to her at 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, W C. 
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STAR-ANGELWORSHIP 

IN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
lThe subject matter of the present article h.'\S not been chosen from any desirc of .. finding 

ault" with the Christian religion, as LUCIFER is often accused of doing. No special animosity is 
felt towards popery any more than against any other existing dogmatic and ritualistic faith. We 
merely hold that .. there is no higher religion than truth:' Hence, being incessantly attacked by 
the Christians-among whom none are so bitter and ctm/~mpluous as the Romanists-who call us 
.. idolaters" and .. heathens:' and otherwise denounce us, it is necessary that at times something 
should be said in our defence, and truth re-established. 

The Theosophists are accused of believing in Astrology, and the Devos (Dhyan Chohans) of the 
Hindus and Northern BUddhists. A too impulsive missionary in the Central Provinces of India has 
actually called us .. Astrolaters:' .. Sabians" and .. devil-worshippers." This, as usual, is an 
unfounded calumny and a misrepresentation. No theosophist, no Occultist in the true sense of the 
word has ever worshipped Devas, Nats, Angels or even planetary spirits. Recognition of the actual 
~rislac~ of such Beings-which, however.exalted, are still grndually evolved crealures and finite-and 
even reverence for some of them is not wJrsllip. The latter is an elastic word, one that has been made 
threadbare by the poverty of the English tongue. We address a magistrate as his" worship," but it 
can hardly be said that we pay to him divine honours. A mother often worships her children, a 
husband his wife, and vic~ versa, but none of these prays to the object of his worship. But in 
neither case does it apply to the Occultists An Occultist's reverence for certain high Spirits may be 
very great in some cases; aye, perhaps even as great as the reverence felt by some Christians for 
their Archangels Michael and Gabriel and their (St.) George of Cappadocia-the learned purveyor 
of Coastantine's armies. But it stops there. For the Theosophists these planetary .. angels" occupy 
no higher place than that which Virgil assigns them: 

.. Thcy boast ethereal vigour and are form'd 
From seeds of heavenly birth," 

as does also every mortal. Each and all are occult potencies having sway over certain attributes 
of nature.. And, if once attracted to a mortal, they do help him in certain things, Yet, on the whole, 
the less one has to do with them the better, 

Not so with the Roman Catholics, our pious dctractors. The Papists worship them and have 
rendered to them divine Iwmase from the beginning of Christianity to this day, and in the full 
acceptation of the italicised words, as this article will prove. Even for the Protestants, the Angels in 
general, if not the Seven Angels of the Stars particularly---me "Harbingers of the Most High" and 
.. Ministering Spirits" to whose protection they appeal, and who have their distinct place in the Book 
of Common Prayer, 

The fact that the Star and Planetary Angels are worshipped by the Papists is not generally known. 
The cult had many vicissitudes, It was several times abolished, then again permitted, It is the 
short history of its growth, its last re-establishment and the recurrent efforts to proclaim this worship 
openly, of which a brief sketch is here attempted. This worship may be regarded for the last few 
years as ojsolel~, yet to this day it was never abolished. Therefore it will now be my pleasure to prove 
that if anyone deserves the name of .. idolatrous," it is not the Theosophists, Occultists, Kabalists 
and Asuologers, but, indeed, most of the Christians: those Roman Catholics, who, besides the 
Star-angels, worship a Kyriel of more or less problematical saints and the Virgin Mary, of whom 
their Church has made a regular grJdtless, 

The short bits of history that follow are extracted from various trustworthy sources, such as the Roman 
Cntholics will find it rather difficult to gainsay or repudiate. For our authorities are (a), various 
documents i" tlu arcll.ivts of llu Vatican .. (6), sundry works by pious and well-known Roman 
Catholic writers, Ultramontanes to the backbone-lay and ecclesiastical authors: and finally (e), 
a Papal Bull, than which no better evidence could be found.] 

I N the middle of the VIII. century of the Christian era the very notorious 
Archbishop Adalbert of Magdeburg, famous as few in the annals of. 
magic, appeared before his judges. He was charged with, and ultimately 

convicted-by the second Council of Rome presided over by Pope Zacharia-of 
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using during-his performances of ~ceremonial magic the names of the" seven 
Spirits "-then at the height of their power in the Church-among others, that of 
URIEL, with the help of whom he had succeeded in producing his greatest 
phenomena. As can be easily shown, the church is not against magic pro/fr, 
but only against those magicians who fail to conform to her methods and rules 
of evocation. However, as the wonders wrought by the Right Reverend 
Sorcerer were not of a character that would permit of their classification among 
.. miracles by the grace, and to the glory of God," they were declared unholJ. 
Moreover, the Archangel URIEL (lux et ignis) having been compromised by such 
exhibitions, his name had to be discredited. But, as such a disgrace upon one 
of the "Thrones" and" Messengers of the Most High" would have reduced the 
number of these Jewish Saptarshis to only six, and thus have thrown into 
confusion the whole celestial hierarchy, a very clever and crafty subterfuge was 
resorted to. It was, however, neither new, nor has it proved very convincing or 
efficacious. 

It was declared that Bishop Adalbert's Uriel, the "fire of God," was not the 
Archangel mentioned in the second Book of Esdras; nor was he the glorious 
personage so often named in the magical books of Moses-especially in the 6th 
and 7th. The sphere or planet of this original Uriel was said, by Michael 
Glycas the Byzantine, to be the Sun. How then could this exalted being-the 
friend and companion of Adam in Eden before his fall, and, later, the chum of 
Seth and Enoch, as all pious Christians know-how could he ever have given a 
helping hand to sorcery? Never, never! the idea alone was absurd. 

Therefore, the Uriel so revered by the Fathers of the Church, remained as 
unassailable and as immaculate as ever. It was a devil of the same name-an 
obscure devil, one must think, since he is nowhere mentioned-who had to pay 
the penalty of Bishop Adalbert's little transactions in black magic. This" bad" 
Uriel is, as a certain tonsured advocate has tried hard to insinuate, connected 
with -a certain significant word of occult nature, used by and known only to 
Masons of a very high degree. Ignorant of the "word" itself, however, the 
defender has most gloriously failed to prove his version. 

Such whitewashing of the archangel's character was of course necessary in 
view of the special worship paid to him. St. Ambrosius had chosen Uriel as a 
patron and paid him almost divine reverence. if Again the famous Father 
Gastaldi, the Dominican monk, writer and Inquisitor, had proven -in his curiol's 
work "On the Angels" (De A ngeUs) that the worship of the "Seven Spirits ,. 
by the Church had been and was legal in all the ages; and that it was necessary 
for the moral support and faith of the children of the (Roman) Church. In 
short that he who should neglect these gods was as bad as any .. heathen" who 
did not. 

Though sentenced and suspended, Bishop Adalbert had a formidable party in 
Germany, one that not only defended and supported the sorcerer himself, but 
also the disgraced Archangel. _ Hence, the name of Uriel was left in the missals 
after the trial, the "Throne" merely remaining "under suspicion." In accord
ance with her admirable policy the Church having declared that the "blessed 
eriel," had nought to do with the "accursed Uriel" of the Kabalists, the 
matter rested there. 

* DeFid~i1dK'"i1Iii1m. Book III. 
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To show the great latitude offered to such subterfuges, the occult tenets 
about the celestial Hosts have only to be remembered The world of Being 
begins with the Spiritual Fire (or Sun) and its seven" Flames" or Rays. These 
"Sons of Light," called the "multiple" because, allegorically speaking they 
belong to, and lead a simultaneous existence in heaven and on earth, easily 
furnished a handle to the Church to hang her dual Uriel upon. Moreover, Devas, 
Dhyan-Chohans, Gods and Archangels are all identical and are made to change 
their Protean forms, names and positions, ad lillitum. As the sidereal gods of 
the Sabians became the kabalistic and talmudistic angels of the Jews with 
their esoteric names unaltered, so they passed bag and baggage into the Christian 
Church as the archangels" exalted-only in their office. 

These names are their "mystery" titles. So mysterious are they, indeed, 
that the- Roman Catholics themselves are not sure of them, now that the Church, 
in her anxiety to hide their humble origin, has changed and altered them about 
a dozen times. This is what the pious de Mirville confesses: 

" To speak with precision and certainty, as we might like to, about everything 
in connection with their (the angels') names and attributes is not an easy task. 
• . . . For when one has said that these Spirits are the seven assistants that 
surround the throne of the Lamb and form its seven Mrns ,. that the famous 
seven-branched candlestick of the Temple was their type and symbol ...• 
when we have shown them figured in Revelation by the seven stars in the 
Saviour's hand, or by the angels letting loose the seven plagues-we shall but 
have stated once more one of those incomplete truths which we have to handle 
with such caution." (Of tlu Spirits lie/ore tlleir Fall). 

Here the author utters a great truth. He would have uttered one still 
greater, though, had he added that no truth, upon any su6jed whatever, has been 
ever made complete by the Church. Otherwise, where would be the mystery so 
absolutely necessary to the authority of the ever incomprehensible dogmas of 
the Holy " Bride" ? 

These "Spirits" are called primarii prinapes. But what these first Principle s 
are in reality is not explained In the first centuries of Christianity the Church 
would not do so; and in this one she knows of them no more than her faithful 
lay sons do. She bas lost the secret. 

The question concerning the definite adoption of names for these angels, 
de Mirville tells us-" has given rise to controversies that have lasted for cen
turies. To this day these seven names are a mystery." 

Yet they are found in certain missals and in the secret documents at the 
Vatican, along with the -astrological names known to many. But as the 
Kabalists, and among others Bishop Adalbert, have used some of them, the 
Church will not accept these titles, though she worships the creatures. The 
usual names accepted are Mikael. the "'luis ut Deus," the "like unto God" ; 
GABRIEL, the "strength (or power) of God"; RAPHAEL, or "divine virtue" ; 
URIEL, "God's light and fire" j SCALTIEL, the "speech of God"; JEHUDJEL, 
the "praise of God" and BARACHIEL, the "blessing of God" These" seven" 
are allsolutely eanonieal, but they are not the true mystery names-the magical 
POTENCIES. And even among the" substitutes," as just shown, Uriel has been 
greatly compromised and the three last enumerated are pronounced "suspicious." 

2S 
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Nevertheless, though nameless, they are still worshipped. Nor is it true to say 
that no trace of these three names-so "suspicious "-is anywhere found in the 
Bible, for they are mentioned in certain of the old Hebre\v scrolls. One of 
them is named in Chapter XVI. of Genesis-the angel who appears to 
Hagar; and all the three appear as "the Lord" (the Elohim) to Abraham in 
the plains of Mamre, as the "three men" who announced to Sarai the birth of 
Isaac (Genesis, XVIII). "J ehudiel," moreover, is distinctly named in Chapter 
XXIII. of Exodus, as the angel in whom was "the name" (praise in the 
original) of God ( Vide verse 2 I). It is through their" divine attributes," which 
have led to the formation of the names, that these archangels may be identified 
by an easy esoteric method of transmutation with the Chaldean great gods and 
even with the Seven Manus and the Seven Rishis of India. *' They are the 
Seven Sabian Gods, and the Seven Seats (Thrones) and Virtues of the Kabalists; 
and now they have become with the Catholics, their "Seven Eyes of the Lord," 
and the" Seven Thrones," instead of "Seats." 

Both Kabalists and "Heathen" must feel quite flattered to thus see their 
Devas and Rishis become the "Ministers Plenipotentiary" of the Christian 
God. And now the narrative may be· continued unbroken. . 

Until aboul the XVth century after the misadventure of Bishop Adalbert, the 
names of only the first three Archangels out of the seven stood in the Church 
in their full odour of sanctity. The other four remained ostracised--as names. 

Whoever has been in Rome must have visited the privileged temple of the 
Seven Spirits, especially built for them by Michael Angelo: the famous church 
known as "St. Mary of the Angels." Its history is curious but very little known 
to the public that frequents it. It is worthy, however, of being recorded. 

In 1460, there appeared in Rome a great "Saint," named Amadreus. He 
was a nobleman from Lusitania, who already in Portugal had become famous for 
his prophecies and beatific visions. t During one of such he had a revelation. 
The seven Archangels appeared to the holy man, so beloved by the Pope that 
Sixtus IV. had actually permitted him to build on the site of St. Peter in 
Monlorio a Franciscan monastery. And having appeared they revealed to him 
their genuine bona fide mystery names. The names used by the Church were 
substitutes, they said. So they were, and the "angels" spoke truthfully. Their 
business with Amadreus was a modest request. They demanded to be legally 
recognised under their legitimate patronymics, to receive public worship and 
have a temple of their own. Now the Church in her great wisdom bad 
declined these names from the first, as being those of Chaldean gods, and had 
substituted for them astrological aliases. This then, could not be done, as "they 
were na.mes of demons" expla:ns Baronius. But so were the "substitutes" in 
Chaldea before they were altered for a purpose in the Hebrew Angelology. 
And if they are names 0/ demons, asks pertinently de Mirville, "why are they 
yet given to Christians and Roman Catholics at baptism?" The truth is that 

* He who knows anything of the Pun\nas and their allegories, knows ;that the Rishis therein as 
well as the Manus are Sons of God, of BrahmA, and themselves gods; that they become men and 
then, as Saptarishi, they tum into stars and constellations. Finally that they are first 7, then 10, then 
14, and finally 21. The occult meaning is evident. 

t He died at Rome in J4B20 
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if the last four enumerated are demon-names, so must be those of Michael, 
Gabriel and Raphael. 

But the "holy" visitors were a match for the Church in obstinacy. At the 
same hour that Amadceus had his vision at Rome, in Sicily, at Palermo, another 
wonder was taking place. A miraculously-painted picture of the Seven Spirits, 
was as miraculously exhumed from under the ruins of an old chapel. On the 
painting the same seven m)'stery names that were being revealed at that hour to 
Amadceus were also found inscribed" under the portrait of each angel,";o says 
the chronicler. 

Whatever might be in this our age of unbelief the feelings of the great 
and learned leaders of various psychic and telepathic societies on this subject, 
Pope Sixtus IV. was greatly impressed by the coincidence. He believed in 
Amadceus as implicitly as Mr. Brudenel believed in the Abyssinian prophet, 
"Herr Paulus." t But this was by no means the only "coincidence" of the 
day. The Holy Roman and Apostolic Church was built on such miracles, and 
continues to stand on them now as on the rock of Truth; for God has ever 
sent to her timely mirades.t Therefore, when also, on that very same day, an 
old prophecy written in very archaic Latin, and referring to both the find and 
the revelation was discovered at Pisa-it produced quite a commotion among 

• D~s Esptits, &c., par de Mirville. 
t .. Herr Paulus "-the no less miraculous production of Mr. \\'alter Besant's rather muddled and 

very one-sided fancy. 
! En pOSJant-a remark may be marie and a query propounded : 
The .. miracles" performed in the bosom of Motber Church-from the apostolic down to the 

ecclesiastical ",iracl~s at Lourdes-if not more remarkable tban those attributed to .. Herr Paulus," 
are at any rate far more wide-reacbing, hence, more pernicious in their result upon the human mind. 
Either both kinds are possible, or both are due to fraud and danguous hypnofic and magnetic powers 
posses~d by some men. Now Mr, W. Besant evidently tries to impress upon his readers that his 
novel was written in tbe interests of that portion of society whicb is so easily befooled by the otber. 
And if so, why then not have traced all such phenomena to tMir original and prinu:t'al source, i.e., 
belief in tM possibility of su~rnaturallXcurrences because of fM inculcat~d bdiif in tM MIRACLES in 
tM Bibk, and tMir continuation by fM Church f No Abyssinian prophet, as no .. occult philo
sopher," bas e\'er made such large claims to .. miracle" and divine Mlp-and no Peter's pence 
expected, either-as the" Bride of Christ "-she, of Rome. Why has not tben our author, since he 
was so extremely anxious to save the millions of England from delusion, and so very eager to expose 
the pernicious means used-wby has be not tried to first explode the greater humbug, before he ever 
touched the minor tricks-if any? Let bim first explain to the British publie the tllming of water 
into wine and the resurrection of Lazarus on the'balf hypnotic and half juggleryandfraudhypotbesis. 
For, if one set of wonders may be explained by blind belief and mesmerism, why not tbe otber? Or 
is it because the Bible miracles believed in by every Protestant and Catholic (with the divine miracles at 
Lourdes thrown into the bargain by the latter) cannot be as easily handled by an author wbo desires 
to remain popular, as those of the" occult philosopber" and tbe spiritual medium? Indeed, no 
courage, no fearless defiance of the consequences are required to denounce the helpless and now very 
mucb scared professional medium. But aU these qualifications and an ardent IUIle of trutl, into tM 
bargain, are absolutely necessary if one would beardl Mrs. Grundy in herden. For this the traducers 
of tbe ., Esoteric Buddhists' are too prudent and wily. They only seek cheap popularity with the 
scoffer and the materialist. Well sure they are, that no professional medium will "ver dare call them 
wholesale slanderers to their faces, or seek redress from them so long as the law against palmistry is 
staring him in tbe face. As to the .. Esoteric Buddbist " or .. Occult Pbilosopher," there is still less 
danger from tbis quarter. The contempt of the latter for all the would-lw traducers is absolute and 
it requires more than tbe clumsy denunciations of a novelist to disturb tbem. And why sbould they 
feel annoyed? As they are neither professional propbets, nor do they benefit by St. Peter's pence, tbe 
most malicious calumny can only make them laugh. Mr. Walter Besant, bowever, bas said a great 
truth in his novel, a true pearl of foresigbt, dropped on a beap of mire: tbe .. occult philo
sopber .. does not propose to .. hide /tis light under a 6uJMI." 
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the faithful. The prophecy foretold, you see, tlte revival 01 the "Planetary
Angel" worship for that period. Also that during the reign of Pope Clement 
VII., the convent of St. Fran90is de Paul would be raised on the emplacement 
of the little ruined chapel. "The event occurred as predicted," boasts 
de Mirville, forgetting that the Church had made the prediction true herself, by 
following the command implied in it Yet this is called a .. prophecy" to this 
day. 

But it was only in the XVIth century that the Church consented at last to 
comply on every point with the request of her .. high-born "celestial peti
tioners. 

At that time though there was hardly a church or chapel in Italy without 
a copy of the mira(ulous picture in painting or mosaic, and that actually, in 
1516, a splendid" temple to the seven spirits" had been raised and finished near 
the ruined chapel at Palermo-still the "angels" failed to be satisfied. In the 
words of their chronicler-" the blessed spirits were not contented with Sicily 
alone, and secret prayers. They wanted a world-wide worship and the whole 
Catholic world to recognise them publicly." 

Heavenly denizens themselves, as it seems, are not quite free from the 
ambition and the vanities of our material plane! This is what the ambitious 
\I Rectors" devised to obtain that which they wanted. 

Antonio Duca, another seer (in the annals of the Church of Rome) had 
been just appointed rector of. the Palermo "temple of the seven s;>irits." 
About that period, he began to have the same beatific visions as Amadreus had 
The Archangels were now urging the Popes through him to recognise them, 
and to establish a regular and a universal worship in their own names, just as 
it was before Bishop Adalbert's scandal. They insisted upon having a special 
.temple built lor them alone, and they wanted it upon the ancient site of the 
famous TAerma: of Diocletian. To the erection of these Thermrz, agreeably 
with tradition, 40,000 Christians and 10,000 martyrs had been condemned, and 
helped in this task by such famous "Saints" as Marcellus and Thraso. Since 
then, however, as stated in Bull LV. by the Pope Pius IV. "this den had 
remained set apart for the most profane usages and demon (magic?) rites." 

But as it appears from sundry documents, all did Aot go quite as smooth 
as the "blessed spirits" would have ·liked, and the poor Duca had a hard 
time of it. Notwithstanding the strong protection of the Colonna families 
who used all their influence with Pope Paul III., and the personal request of 
Marguerite of Austria, the daughter of Charles Vth., "the seven spirits" 
could not be satisfied, for the same mysterious (and to us very clear) reasons, 
though propitiated and otherwise honoured in every way. The difficult 
mission of Duca, in fact, was crowned with suq::ess only thirty-four 
years later. Ten years before, however, namely in 1551, the preparatory 
purification of the Thermrz had been ordered by Pope Julius· III., and a 
first church had been built under the name of "St. Mary of tlu Angels." 
But the "Blessed Thrones," feeling displeased with its name, brought on a 
war during which this temple was plundered and destroyed, as if instead of 

.glorified Archangels they had been maleficent kabalistic Spooks. 
After this, they went on appearing to seers and saints, with greater frequency 
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than before, and clamoured even more loudly fot a special place of worship. 
They tkmantkd the re-erection on the same spot (the Tkermce) of a temple 
which should be called the" Church of tke Seven Angels." 

But there was the same difficulty as before. The Popes had pronounced the 
original ~itles demon-names, i.e., those of Pagan gods, and to introduce them 
into the church service would have been fatal. The" mystery names" of the 
seven angels could not be given. True enough, when the old "miraculous" 
picture with the seven names on it had been found, these names had been 
freely used in the church services. But, at the period of the Renaissance, Pope 
Clement XI. had ordered a special report to be made on them as they 
stood on the picture. It was a famous astronomer of that day, a 
Jesuit, named Joseph Biancini, who was entrusted with this delicate mission. 
The result to which the inquest led, was as unexpected as it was fatal to the 
worshippers of the seven Sabian gods; the Pope, while commanding that the 
picture should be preserved, ordered the seven angelic names to be carefully 
ru66etJ out. And" though these names are traditional," and "although they 
have naugkt to do with," and are "very different from the names used by 
Adalbert" (the Bishop-magician of Magdeburg), as the chronicler cunningly 
adds, yet even their mention was forbidden in the holy churches of Rome. 

Thus affairs went on from 1527 till IS61; the Rector trying to satisfy the 
orders of his seven" guides,".:..-the church fearing to adopt even the Chaldean 
substitutes for the" mystery-names" as they. had been so "desecrated by 
magical practices." Weare not told, however, why the mystery-names, far less 
known than their substitutes have ever been, should not have been given out 
if the blessed" Thrones" enjoyed the smallest confidence. But, it must have 
been "small" indeed, since one finds the "Seven Archangels" demanding 
their restitution for 34 years, and refusing positively to be called by any other 
name, and the church still deaf to their desires. The Occultists do not con
ceal the reason why they have ceased to use them: they are tJangerolJsiy 
magical. But why should the Church fear them? Have not the Apostles, 
and Peter pre-eminently, been told "whatsoever ye bind on earth shall be 
bound in Heaven," and were they not given power over every demon known 
and unknown? Nevertheless, some of the mystery names may be still found 
along with their substitutes in old Roman missals printed in IS63. There is 
one in the Barberini library with the whole mass-service in it, and the for
bidden truly Sabian names of the seven "great gods" flashing out ominously 
hither and thither. 

The "gods" lost patience once more. Acting in a truly J ehovistic spirit 
with their" stiff-necked "·worshippers, they sent a plague. A terrible epidemic 
of 06session and possession broke out in ISS3, "when almost all Rome found 
itself possessed by the devil," says de Mirville (without explaining whether the 
clergy were included). Then only Duca's wish was realized. His seven Inspirers 
were invoked in their own names, and" the epidemic ceased as by enchant
ment, the blessed ones," adds the chronicler, "proving by the divine powers 
they possessed, once more, that they had nothing in common witk tke demO/IS 
of tke same name,"-i.e., the Chaldean gods." 

• But they had proved their lOWer earlier by sending the war, the destruction of the church, nnd 
finally the epidemic; an.;! this does not look very a"gtlic-to an Occultist. 
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"Then Michael Angelo was summoned in all haste by Paul IV. to the 
Vatican." His magnificent plan was accepted and the building of the former 
church begun. Its construction lasted over three years. In the archives of 
this now celebrated edifice, one can read that: "the narrative of the miracles 
that occurred during that period could nut be undertaken, as it was one incessant 
miracle of three years' duration." In the presence of all his cardinals, Pope 
Paul IV. ordered that the seven names, as originally written on the picture, 
should be restored, and inscribed around the large copy from it that surmounts 
to this day the high altar. 

The admirable temple was consecrated to the Seven Angels in 1561. The 
object of the Spirits was reached; three years later, nearly simultaneously, 
Michael Angelo and Antonio Duca both died. They were no longer wanted. 

Duca was the first person buried in the church for the erection of which 
he had fought the best part of his life and finally procured for his heavenly 
patrons. On his tomb the summary of the re~'e~tions obtained by him, as 
also the catalogue of the prayers and invocations, of the penances and fasts 
used as means of getting the "blessed" revelations and more frequent visits 
from the "Seven "-are engraved In the vestry a sight of the documents 
attesting to, and enumerating some of the phenomena of "the incessant miracle 
of three years' duration" may be obtained for a small fee. The record of the 
" miracles" bears the imprimatur of a Pope and several Cardinals, but it still 
lacks that of the Society for Psychical Research. The" Seven Angels" 
must be needing the latter badly, as without it their triumph will never be 
complete. Let us hope that the learned Spookical Researchers will send their 
" smart boy" to Rome at an early day, and that the" blessed ones" may find 
at Cambridge-a Duca. 

But what became of the "mystery names" so cautiously used and what 
of the new ones? First of all came the substitution of the name of Eudiel for 
one of the Kabalistic names. Just one hundred years later, all the seven 
names suddenly disappeared, by order of the Cardinal Albitius. In the old and 
venerable Church of Santa Maria della Pieta on the Piazza Colonna, the 
"miraculous" painting of the Seven Archangels may be still seen, but the 
names have been scratched out and the places repainted. Sk transit gloria. A 
little while after that the mass and vesper services of the "Seven" were once 
more eliminated from the missals used, notwithstanding that "they are 
quite distinct" from those of the ., planetary Spirits" who used to help Bishop 
Adalbert. But as "the robe does not really make the monk," so the change 
of names cannot prevent the individuals that had them from being the same as 
they were before. They are still worshipped and this is all that my article aims 
to prove. 

Will this be denied? In that case I have to remind the readers that so late 
as in 1825, a Spanish grandee supported by the Archbishop of Palermo made 
an attempt before Leo XII. for the simultaneous re-establishment of tlu servile 
and nalnu. The Pope granted the Church service but refllsed tne permission to 
use the old names. '" 

* This is quoted from the volumes of the Marquis de Mi"ille's .. Pnelimalt>logie des Esprits." Vol. 
II. P.388. A more rnbid papist and ultramontane having never existed. his testimony can hardly be 
suspect:cl. He seems to glory in this idolatry and is louri in demanding its ,,,61;& and univL'rslll 
1P..'Ilomtlon. 
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"This service, perfected and amplified by order of Paul IV., the minutes of 
which exist to this day at the Vatican and the Minerva, remained in force 
during the whole pontificate of Leo x." The Jesuits were those who rejoiced 
the most at the resurrection of the old worship, in view of the prodigious help 
they received from it, as it ensured the success of their proselytising efforts in 
the Philippine Islands. Pope Pius V. conceded the same "divine service" to 
Spain, saying in his Bull, that" one could never exalt too much these seven Rectors 
of the world, figured by tlte SEVEN PL.\NETS," and that ... "it looked consoling 
and augured well for this century, that by the grace of God, the cult o/these 
seven ardent liglzts, and these seven stars, was regaining all its lustre in the 
Christian republic." '" 

The same "holy Pope permitted moreover to the nuns of Matritensis to 
establish the /ete of JEHUDIEL the patron of their convent." Whether another 
less pagan name has now been substituted for it we are not informed-nor does 
it in the least matter. 

in 1832 the same demand in a petition to spread the worship of the" Seven 
Spirits of God," was reiterated, endorsed this time by eighty-seven bishops and 
thousands of officials with high-sounding names in the Church of Rome. Again, 
in 1858, Cardinal Patrizzi and King Ferdinand II. in the name 0/ all the people 
0/ Italy reiterated their petition; and again, finally, in 1862. Thus, the Church 
services in honour of the seven " Spirit-Stars" have never been abrogated since 
1825. To this day they are in full vigour in Palermo, in Spain, and even in 
Rome at "St. Mary of the Angels" and the "Gesu "-though entirely 
suppressed everywhere else; all this" because of Adalbert's heresy," de Mirville 
and the other supporters of Star-Angel worship are pleased to say. In reality 
there is no reason but the one already disclosed for it. Even the seven 
substitutes, especially the last four, have been too openly connected with black 
magic and astrology. 

Writers of the de Mirville type are in despair. Not daring to blame the 
Church, they vent their wrath upon the old Alchemists and Rosicrucians. They 
clamour for the restitution of a public worship notwithstanding; and the imposing 
association formed since 1862 in Italy, Bavaria, Spain and elsewhere for the 
re-establishment of the cult of the Seven Spirits in all its /ullness and in all 
Catholic Europe, gives hope that in a few years more the Seven Rishis of India 
now happily domiciled in the constellation of the Great Bear will become by the 
grace and will of some infallible Pontiff of Rome the legal and honoured divine 
patrons of Christendom. 

And why no:, since (St.) George is to this day, "the patron Saint of not 
only Holy Russia, Protestant Germany, fairy Venice, but also of merry 
England, whose soldiers,"-says W. M. Braithwaite, t-" would uphold his 
prestige with their heart's blood." And surely our .. Seven gods" cannot be 
worse than was the rascally George of Cappadocia during his lifetime! 

Hence, with the courage ot true believers, the Christian defenders of the 
Seven Star-Angels deny nothing, at any rate they keep silent whenever accused 
of rendering divine honours to Chaldean and other gods. They even admit 
the identity and proudly confess to the charge of star-worshipping. The accusa-

* p. 358 i6itl. Vide infra. 
t .. St. George for Merry England," by W. M. Braithwaite. Masonic Monthly, NO.2. 
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tion has been thrown many a time by the French Academicians into the teeth 
of their late leader, the Marquis de Mirville, and this is what he writes in reply: 

"We are accused of mistaking stars for angels. The charge is acquiring such 
a wide notoriety that we are forced to answer it very seriously. It is impossible 
that we should try to dissimulate it without failing in frankness and courage, 
since this pretended mistake is repeated incessantly in the Scriptures as in our 
theology. We shall examine .... this opinion hitherto so accredited, to-day 
discredited, and which attributes rightly to our SEVEN PRINCIPAL SPIRITS the 
rulership, not of the seven known planets, with which we are reproached, but of 
the seven PRINCIPAL planets "'-which is quite a different thing." t 

And the author hastens to cite the authority of Babinet, the astronomer, who 
sought to prove in an able article of the Revue des .Deux Mondes (May, 1885), 
that in reality besides the earth we had only SEVEN big planets. 

The "seven prindpal planets" is another confession to the acceptance of a 
purely occult tenet. Every planet according to the esoteric doctrine is in its 
composition a Septenary like man, in its principles. That is to say, the visible 
planet is the physical body of the sidereal being the Atma or Spirit of which 
is the Angel, or Rishi, or Dhyan-Chohan, or Deva, or whatever we call it. 
This belief as the occultists will see (read in Esoteric Buddhism about the 
constitution of the planets) is thoroughly occult. It is a tenet of the Secret 
Docttine-minus its idolatrous element-pure and simple. As taught in the 
C.~urch and her rituals, however, and especially, as pradised, it is ASTROLATRY 

as pure and as simple. 
There is no need to show here the difference between teaching, or theory, 

and practice in the holy Roman Catholic Church. The words" Jesuit" and 
"Jesuitism" cover the whole ground. The Spirit of Truth has departed ages 
ago-if it has ever been near it-from the Church of Rome. At this, the 
Protestant Church, so full of brotherly spirit and love for her sister Church, will 
say; Amen. The Dissenter, whose heart is as full of the love of Jesus as of 
hatred towards Ritualism and its mother Popery, will chuckle. 

In the editorial. of the Times for November 7, 1866, stands" A Terrible 
Indictment" against the Protestants, which says: 

.. Under the inlluence of the Episcopal Bench, all the studies connected with theology have 
withered. until English Biblical critics are the scorn of foreign scholars. Whenever we take up the 
work of a theologian who is likely to be a Dean or a Bishop. we find. 1I0t an earnest inquirer setting 
forth the results of lumest researd,. but merely an advocate. who. we can perceive. has begun his 
work with the fixed detClmination of provilllJ blacR white in favour of his own traditional system .• 

If the Protestants do not recognise the "Seven Angels," nor, while 
refusing them divine worship, do they feel ashamed and afraid of the;r names, as 
the Roman Catholics do, on the other hand they are guilty of "Jesuitism" of 
another kmd, just as bad. For, while professing to believe the Scriptures a 
direct Revelation from God, not one sentence of which should be altered under 
the penalty of eternal damnation, they yet tremble and cower before the dis
coveries of science, and try to pander to their great enemy. Geology, Anthro-

• These .. principal planets" arc the mystery planets of the pagan Initiates. but travestied by 
dogma and priestcraft. 

t l'1Ieutnatologu des Esprits. Vol. II. Memoire adressl aux Academies. p. 359. el se,. 
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pology, Ethnology and Astronomy, are to them what Uriel, ScaltieI, Jehudiel 
and Barachiel are to the Roman Catholic Church. It is six of one and half a 
dozen of the other. And since neither one nor the other of the two religions 
will abstain from anathematizing, slandering and persecuting Magic, Occultism, 
and even Theosophy, it is but just and proper that in their turn the Students of 
the Sacred Science of old should retort at last, and keep on telling the truth 
fearlessly to the faces of both. 

MAGNA EST VERITAS ET PREVALEBIT. 

H. P. B. 

" L'ISIS." 
~ ~ ~ 

BRANCHE FRANCAISE, DE LA SOCIETE THEOSOPHIQUE. 

To Ihe Edilors of LUCIFER. 

AlJow me to bring to the notice of those of your readers who may have 
received the pretended "Bulletin de l'Isis" the following facts :-

Of the three signatories of this bulletin one has been expelled from the Isis 
Lodge; the two others are not even members of the Theosophical Society. '" 

Thus neither M. Goyard, ner M. Encausse, nor M. Lejay, have henceforth 
any connection at all with Isis. Moreover, it is absolutely false that at the 
meeting, held by these gentlemen on June 23rd, a resolution was unanimously 
voted and accepted to the effect that an apology should be offered to M. Saint 
Yves, called Marquis d'Alveydre.t Some members formally opposed the 
resolution. But had it been even so, the Isis Lodge would have had no concern 
with it, these three gentleman having no right to speak in the name of the 
Lodge. The gathering in the private rooms of M. Lejay has nothing in common 
with the meeting of the Isis Lodge, which took place at the same hour in the 
Salle Richefeu. 

F. K. Gaboriau, 
President (pro leln.) of the Isis Lodge. 

Yours fraternally, 
A. FROMENT. 

(Hon. Secretary-Treasurer.) 

• In the hlliktin is~ued by the said gentlemen, it is questioned whether the President-Founder has 
the right to appoint officers protnn. to vacant places. In the Rlliu of the T. S. may be found No. 
7. which state!>: .. The President-Founder has authority to designate any Fellow •••• to perform 
pro Ie".. the duties of any office vacated h7 deal" or resignation." In the Rules of 1888, An. 15 
(d) declares that .. in aise of vacancies occurring during the yelU' it shall be competent for the 
President, &c., &c. ••• to nominate and appoint persons to fill such vacancies." M. Louis Dramard, 
the lnte President and Founder of .. L'Isis," being dead, and confusion and disputes having arisen in 
consequence, it was expedient to set this rule in action, and nominatt'!, pro /em., in the name of the 
President-Founder, M. Gaboriau (a co-founder of the branch), as President" de I'ls;s," suhjeel to 1M 
aJlro'Val of the President in Council. Such nomination, even pro lem., was forced by the despotic 
and illegal actions of three persons, two of whom were not even members, and who had, neverthe
less, seizing the power in their hands, proclaimer.l themselves as sole proprietors and directors of the 
destinies of r Isis. 

t Who is M. Saint Yves, Marquis d'Alveydre? He is not, nor ever was, a member of the The0-
sophical Society. 

H P. BLAVATSKY, 

Corresponding Secrctnry of the T S. 
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WHAT IS THEOSOPHY? 

[Published with the approval of the Gnostic Theosophical Society.] 

THEOSOPHY is derived from "two Greek words, Theos, meaning God, 
and Sophia, meaning wisdom. Theosophia or Theosophy is the 
wisdom of God, or Divine wisdom. Theosophy is at once a science 

and a religion. 
It is the science that embraces the phenomena, laws and principles of 

all sciences. The religion that contains the absolute truths underlying 
the creeds of all religions of all ages and peoples since the making of 
the world. It is as old as ·the sun; as young as the dawn. It evolves 
from the microcosm and explains the macrocosm. While mortal in 
manifestation, it is immortal in essence. "It is the light shining in the 
darkness and the darkness comprehendeth it not." Its truth was hidden 
behind the veil of Isis, was closed within the sacred Lotus of the Buddha 
was guarded in the temples of Greece and Rome, was carved upon the 
golden sun of Montezuma, and was crucified upon the cross with Jesus 
Christ. Theosophia-Divine daughter of God !-calls aloud to all the 
world in this New Cycle, and proclaims in her very name her glorious 
origin and certain destiny I 

The ancient Initiates or adepts were the discoverers and conservators 
of all the sciences of ancient times, and also the guardians and teachers 
of all the religions of the past. To the Initiate there never was and 
never can be any conflict between true science and true religion. But 
the ancient adept gave neither his knowledge of nature, nor of the gods 
to the people. There was an esoteric science, and an esoteric religion 
jealously guarded by the few, for the few who proved themselves worthy. 
Only after long years of study, of pure and holy living. and of the most 
terrible and painful ordeals was the seeker for divine wisdom admitted 
to the inner sanctuary. Few are they who can be trusted with the 
awful powers that come from occult knowledge of the Anima Bntla, till 
they have risen to the comprehension of the sublime mysteries of the 
Anima Divina. To gain admission to the higher secrets of the 
adepts is as difficult to-day as it was in the times of Pythagoras or of 
Christ, though the time for revealing many secrets hidden for thousands 
of years is now at hand. • . . . . . 

The mystic grasps not only the immutable and relentless laws of the 
material world, but also the equally unvarying, inexorable and higher 
laws of the spiritual universe. The adept, both ancient and modern, 
reads the most occult pages in the book of nature, commands forces 
utterly unknown to modern science, scans the hearts of men and demons 
and holds converse with the Gods. The most learned cosmopolitan is 
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at best but a citizen of the world; the adept is a citizen of the universe, 
and can live alike in the world of causes, and the world of effects, in the 
here and in the hereafter. And do we mean to say that all Theosophists 
know the secrets of all sciences, and have the key to every mystery of 
the soul? No! a thousand times no! As well might one say that 
every philosopher is a Newton or a La Place, every naturalist a Darwin 
or Hceckel, every musician a Mozart or Beethoven. But our claims 
seem startling enough to some. They are so high, wide and deep. 
that Science scorns, Religion repudiates and Ignorance ignores them, 
But Theosophists heed none of these things. They live in time as 
though it were eternity, and are as sure of eternity as they are of 
time. Though they may have caught but the faintest echo of the 
divine harmony, that echo enwraps the soul in--abiding calm. A great 
western mystic beautifully defines .. reason as the eye of the mind 
and intuition as the eye of the soul." The Theosophist walks the 
paths of truth with both these windows of his being wide open, and 
turned to the source of all light; and knows himself a son of God 
returning to his Father I And also knows that in that long journey, 
he shall gather all knowledge, both of earth and heaven, and attain 
to all the joys and powers, both of men and angels! He believes 
in absolute love and absolute wisdom, because he knows the laws of 
absolute justice that rule the universe. There can be no such thing 
as perfect love without perfect justice. The Gnostic alone, of all 
men, can tell you why .. It is easier for heaven and earth to pass 
away than for one jot or tittle of the law to fail." Because he knows 
the law he gathers his strength for the evil days that soon must fall 
upon mankind, because the power now held by the classes is used 
to oppose and suppress the rights of the masses. As every adept 
can read in the astral light, he knows the future when he wills. Thus, 
soon you will hear voices, here and there throughout the world, 
giving warning of the terrible calamities now swiftly sweeping from 
the Unseen, to overwhelm those who doubt and oppose the justice 
of the living God. The mystic loves all Christs and believes in all, but 
for him there is no saviour outside of himself. He knows the meaning 
of the beautiful mystery of the atonement; but the world does not 
know it; neither does the Church show that she knows it in the 
husky doctrine that reaches the masses from the Vatican. 

Slowly the master entered the silent hall where his disciples walked 
and pondered the mysteries . 

.. Hast studied well the symbols, and dost thou know at last the 
truth," said the master. 

" In part I know, and always I seek," replied the novitiate . 
.. Ponder well and strengthen thee, for we go a long journey and much 

may be revealed to thee." .... 
II Come!" said the master, and the student rose and followed. Soon 
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they were in the dense gloom of a tropical forest; the towering trees 
enwrapped in the snaky folds of clasping vines, whose twisting fingers 
drew ever closer the dark roof leaves. Before them rose the dim 
outlines of that massive and mysterious temple, lost for ages in the heart 
of Yucatan. The master pushed away the heavy vines that covered" 
deep carvings of many strange symbols, engraved upon the deathless 
stone before the Aztec rose or the Montezumas reigned. 

" Behold the temple of the living God!" said the master. 
And as the student knelt a tongue of flame leaped from cross to 

wheel, from wheel to serpent, and he cried aloud: "They knew!
thousands and thousands of years ago they knew, and here are all the 
mysteries, oh! Buddha our Lord!" 

"Come!" said the master, and the student rose and followed. It was 
night. Round them stretched in awful majesty the ruins of ancient 
Karnac. Terrible in grandeur loomed those giant columns, striking 
black shadows across the splendour of the Egyptian moon. A flock of 
flamingoes whirled slowly in the air above, moving towards the gliding 
Nile. Then from the deepest shadow came a voice: "I am Hermes 
Trismegistus. If that which thou seekest thou findest not within thee, 
thou wilt never find it without thee. All is living-life is one, and God 
is Life." 

When silence fell, a faint flame gleamed upon a broken column, and 
as the student bowed in awe, he saw the symbols carved deep, imperish
able. The tongue of flame swept from winged globe to winged wheel; 
the triangles, interlaced, were enclosed in a serpent of fire; and his heart 
melted within him. And he cried again. "Here they knew him!" 
Here he was adored! Oh! Christ ineffable, oh! mystery Divine! 

" Come!" said the master, and the student arose and followed. 
Suddenly thick darkness held them like a pall. They could hear the 
sullen surge of waves that sweep stealthily in caverns. Startled bats 
brushed them as they moved and the damp stones prO\'ed the sea was 
near this entrance to the cave of Elephanta. They were approaching 
the oldest mystery of India. The master gently took the cold hand of his 
disciple as the darkness slowly lifted, and in the dimness glowered that 
monstrous statue-gigantic, horrible; that dual creature of stone, half 
man, half woman-the mystery of the ages! And as they looked, a 
tongue of flame shone upon the wall and there they saw the symbol 
most sacred-worshipped by Aryan, Egyptian, Aztec, Jew and Christian. 
And the master cried aloud: "Behold the temple of the Living 
Truth!" "The same yesterday, to-day and for ever!" As he cried the 
flame crept from the wall and glowed over his heart, and his disciple 
turned and beheld his master illumined from within, and fell upon his 
knees and worshipped him, crying, "'Tis He! 'Tis He! He is here. 
His temple is within thee!" The disciple wept with joy, and bowed his 
head upon his breast and lo! the flame leaped from within his own 
heart, and he cried with a mighty voice. "'Tis He, 'Tis He! Behold, 
we are the temple of the Living God! " 

SUSIE E. HIBBERT, 2nd Degree, F.T.S. 
Religio-Philosophical /ournal, June 9th, 1888. 
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EVOLUTION AND NATURAL SELECTION. 

A CRITICISM AND A SUGGESTION. 

Tlu relation of Darwinism 10 llu general concept of Evolution-Spencer on modern 
Darwinism-Haeckel's v,ew-Wllat Evolution really oweslo Darwin-Anticipah'ons 
of Natural Selech'on, Wallace, We/Is and Herbert-Tile scope assigned to Natu,al 
Selection-Tyndall on IIIi duty oj scientijic critics-Professor Bain on N. S.-Herberl 
Spencers recenl t:n"licism in " Tile Faclors of Organic Evolution "-Scllmidt, Biicllner 
and Haeckel on llu sanu-Dixon on ",Evolution witlloul Nalural Selection "-Mr. 
G. J. Romanes on " Pllysiological Selection"; "'-S limitation of tile Darwinian jactor 
as explanatory oj tile "Origin of SPedes,"-Summary oj recent emendations
SPencers powerfulillrust-Probing tile expression" Natural Selection"- Tile" rijl in 
Ille lute "-" Spontaneous variations" as tile quantite negligeable of Darwinism
Haecklf!'s Pedigree of man-Can Natural Seltction "t7JfI/ve"!-its complete 
dependency on the variations of structure-A Biological Cossack-Not an originative 
but a registrative factor-Full erfJosition oj IIIe point-RellaIJililation of tile idea of an 
inleerentiaw of development-Professor Owen an1 Albert Gaudry-Von Hartmann's 
" Trutk and Error in Darwinism "-Proofs-Cases inexplicable by Natural Selection 
- Tile verlebrate and molluscan eye-Dr. A. Wilson on structure of tile cuttlefisll llead 
-Haeckel on mecllam"cal causality-Darw,'n's marine ancestor of man; the great 
puzzle-A. R. Wallace on N. S. as explaining only part of human evolution
Concluding.remarks . 

.. On the evidence of pa1aeontology the evolution of many existing forms of animal life from their 
predecessors is no longer an hypothesis, but an historical fact; it is only the nature of the physio
logical factors to which that evolution is due which IS still open to discussion." 

PROFESSOR HUXLEY. 

THE dominant position held by Darwinism in modern biology has 
undoubtedly led many persons to identify a certain phase of the 
Development-hypothesis with the Development-hypothesis itself. It is 
strange to note in how many circles this opinion still seems to prevail, 
but when we bear in mind the importance of the great factor in organic 
evolution insisted on by Darwin and the extent to which his views have 
thrown all competing theories into the background, the explanation is 
not far to seek. Nowadays, as Mr. Herbert Spencer remarks,· 
naturalists are more Darwinian than Darwin himself, relying as they do 
too exclusively on the sufficiency of the factor which it was his lifework 
to illustrate. Evolution has consequently become in the eyes of many, 
a synonym for Darwinism. But to cite Professor Haeckel t :-
...... The fundamental principle of Darwin was by no means a new one. It has 

been formulated already by many philosophers, not only in our own century, but in 
much earlier times in one form or another. The proofs and arguments that Darwin 
discovered in favour of his views are new. The vigorous carrying out of the 
bypothesis in the light of the science of the day-that, also, is new." 

The general Evolution Doctrine is, of course, pre-Darwinian. But the 
immense debt which biology owes to the great naturalist is based on his 

• .. The Factors of Organic Evolution," p. 29- t .. The Darwinian Theory." (Leet.) 
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application of the principle of Natural Selection to the explanation of 
the phenomena of organic life. He infused new energy into a dream of 
isolated thinkers, which was fast falling into discredit, by supplying the 
necessary mechanical basis demanded by physiology. Where Lamarck 
and Oken attempted to solve the problems of biology by verbal 
explanations, he proffered a simple and definite theory. It is true, as he 
himself remarks,- that-exclusive of the independent application of 
Natural Selection by Mr. A. R. Wallace-certain authors such as Dr. 
Wells and the Hon. W. Herbert had already accounted for sporadic 
ethnological and botanical phenomena on his own)lines. In no instance, 
however, was the full import of the explanation grasped irrespective of 
the minute research, the patient skill and "pemmican of fact," which 
contribute so largely to the merit of the" Origin of Species." 

Natural Selection is now a "by-word among the nations." Indefinite 
variability, the survival of the fittest in the struggle for existence
continuous elimination checking a geometrical rate of increase-here 
we have the Darwinian law in a nutshell. From the specks of proto
plasmic monera which overlaid the ocean depths of the Laurentian 
Epoch up to the civilised philosopher of to-day, all form'i of organic life 
are to be accounted for on this basis, according to the enthusiastic 
adherents of this system. 

It is my intention in this essay to cast a glance over the most 
recent conclusions on the subject, to examine into the alleged all
sufficiency of Natural Selection, and finally to lay the issue clearly 
before my readers :-Have we as yet exhausted the list of "factors of 
organic evolution"? I venture to doubt the soundness of the affirmative 
answer to this query so often and so confidently returned, holdiQg that 
science never attains to a realization of the whole truth on any subject 
except by a series of steps. As Professor Tyndall said, in his cele
brated Belfast address, it is, after all, not a question of whether Darwin, 
Huxley, or Spencer, possess the final truth. Many of their positions 
may have, one day, to be abandoned. The essential fact which we 
must recognise is the necessity for the freest speech and the most un
trammelled research. It is in this spirit alone that the discussion of 
such problems should be approached. "Science should have neither 
desires nor prejudices. Truth should be her sole aim." t 

Now, in the case of Natural Selection, we find ourselves face to face 
with a process which is daily and hourly in operation around us. All 
criticism, therefore, should bear upon the extent to which this factor may 
be regarded as explicative of the "how?" of organic development. 
"This renowned speculation," writes Professor Bain,t "with all its 
boldness, has the characters of a legitimate hypothesis; it assumes a 

• ., Origin of Species," 6th Ed., p. xv. .. Historical Sketch of the Progress of opinion on the 
Origin of Species." 

t Sir W. Grove. * .. Logic. Induction," p. 272. 
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real agency, a vera causa; its difficulties lie in showing that the sup
posed agent is equal to the vastness of the results." There is, however, 
another aspect of this question with which I shortly Fropose to deal. 

One feature of recent polemics is too prominent to escape comment, 
viz. :-the sharp check experienced by those biologists who have no 
other factor in their repertory of hypotheses than that of Natural 
Selection. The highest authority on the matter within these shores
Mr. Herbert Spencer-has not only declared his entire disbelief in the 
adequacy of this factor to account for the results of evolution, but has 
even gone so far as to stigmatise it as representative of no physical 
cause" at all in the strict sense of the term. He writes :-

.. The phrases employed in discussing organic evolution, though convenient and 
indeed needful, are liable 10 mislead us by 'Veiling lite aclual agencies • ... The words 
.. Natural Selection" do nol express a cause in tlte pltysical sense. They express a 
mode of co·operation among causes, or rather, to speak strictly, they express an effect 
of this mode of co· operation." .. 

Such language from the pen of the author of the "Principles of 
Biology" is certainly somewhat startling. Mr. Spencer does not, how
ever, proceed to fill up the gap in the list of factors with any marked 
approximation to originality, though his illustrations of existing 
evolutionist problems are of great value. He recognises, indeed, such 
additional causes as .. use and disuse," the direct influence of the 
environment, etc., but Darwin himself, many years ago, admitted as 
much in the earliest editions of his work. The essay is, however, 
instructive as typical of an incipient re·action against the view that the 
causes of evolution had been once and for all ascertained and docketed.t 
In this connection we may note that such authoritative writers as 
Schmidt, Buchner! and Haeckel § have been uniformly consistent in 
maintaining the necessary incompleteness of any theory which regards 
Natural Selection as the sole constructive agent in the origination of 
species.11 More recently, Mr. Charles Dixon in his "Evolution without 
Natural Selection," has added" Isolation," "Climate" and a few other 
minor causes to the growing list of emendations on the original cast ot 
the forces operative in the drama of life. 

More definite still is the hypothesis lately put forward by Mr .. G. J. 
Romanes, F.RS.-that of" Physiological Selection." This distinguished 
biologist regards the cardinal difficulties of Darwinism " considered as a 
theory of the origin of species,"as three in number."" (I.) The difference 
between natural species and domesticated varieties in respect of fertility. 
(2.) The fact that the features which distinguish allied species have 
frequently no utilitarian significance, and cannot hence be attributed to 

It .. Factors of Organic Evolution," p. 40. 
t Cf. Herbert Spencer, .. Factors of Organic Evolution," p. 29, on this point. 
t .. Force and Matter," (Eng. Trans., Asher &: Co.), p. 209-
§ .. The Pedigree of Man," (Eng. Trans.), pp. 1I4-5-
I .. Darwinism," according even to Haeckel, .. offers us only the basis of a new system." 
~ Linnean Society'S Journal, p. 338. 
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Natural Selection. (3.) The "swamping influence upon an incipient 
variety of free intercrossing .... if we add to this consideration 
.... the difficulty elaborated by Professor Mivart as to the improba
bility of a variation being- from the first of sufficient utility to come ullder 
tlu injluence of natural selection, I feel it impossible to doubt that a most 
formidable opposition is presented." Mr. Romanes holds that Natural 
Selection constitutes no legitimate theory of the origin of species, though 
it does, indeed, of adaptatiolls. "In thus seeking to place the theory of 
natural selection on its true logical footing," he adds, "I am no way 
detracting from the importance of that theory. On the contrary I am 
but seeking to release it from the difficulties with which it has been 
hitherto surrounded." * He traces the permanent divergence of a variety 
from its parent species and its preservation from the swamping effect of 
interbreeding with the latter, to the "barrier" produced by a mutual 
sterility. This barrier, which is obviously "quite as effectual as a 
thousand miles of ocean," supervenes in consequence of variations in 
the extremely sensitive medium of the reproductive organs, the liability 
of which to be affected by climatic or dietetic changes is notorious. 
Interesting and in many respects satisfactory as the above hypothesis 
appears to be, I am more concerned at present to instance the more 
notable departures from orthodox evolutionism than to examine into 
their respective merits-a truly enormous subject. Suffice it to say that 
they may all be accepted as supplementary to Natural Selection, and in 
no case tend to grapple with what seems to be the vital postulate of 
Evolutionism. Putting aside, therefore, all considerations as to the 
validity of such emendated versions of the current development 
hypothesis, let us proceed to inquire into the precise implication of the 
expression" Natural Selection." 

Some very important aspects of the latter demanded a more exhaustive 
treatment than they have hitherto received. 

The frequent designation of an organ or species as "evolved by 
natural selection" is not without its drawback. It tends to personify a 
metaphor-to entify an abstraction one is almost tempted to say. Mr. 
Spencer, as previously noted, well observes that" the phrases employed 
in discussing organic evolution, though convenient and indeed needful, are 
liable to mislead us by veiling the actual agencies." Probing this sentence 
to the quick, we note that the philosopher of Agnosticism is in reality 
impatient of that general tendency to substitute phrases for thoughts, 
which is exemplified in the loose language of many writers on Evolution. 
What then is the strict connotation of the expression "evolved by 
natural selection"? Simply that out of a certain aggregate of geometri
cally-multiplying organisms only those survive which possess special 
structural or mental advantages, or it may be their incipient stages. 
Exactly. How then with regard to origination of such vctriations in the 

• Linnean Society's Journal, P.346. 
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6rst instance? We now find ourselves face to face with some interesting 
considerations. 

II Natural Selection," strictly speaking, is but a verbal entity sym
bolising an effect produced by a concurrence of heterogeneous causes. 
The best organised members of a group of animals or plants are alone 
predicated to survive and transmit their advantages to the future breed. 
The process thus christened by Darwin, as being analogous to the 
conscious selection exercised by man in domesticating animals, originates 
nothing; it only seizes upon and diffuses at large among the descendants 
of a species such useful material in the way of variation as tke alzcestral 
orgallisms tkemseh'es kave provided it witk. It tends to universalise 
individual advantages, thus registering idiosyncrasies for the benefit of 
a group. But in ultimate analysis it is apparent that so far from 
explaining the whole rationale of Evolution, "Natural Selection" leaves 
the essential factor in the matter still .an un fathomed mystery. The 
crucial query suggests itself-whence sprung the stimulus to those 
variations which supply" Natural Selection" with its pabulum? 

II Ay! there's the rub." 
The point, then, on which I am anxious to lay stress is the following, 

viz. :-That in reality it is tke so-called spontalzeous variations whick 
produce the harvest of complex forms, animal and vegetable.. and that 
Natural Selection merely subserves the function of registering for tke 
breed the beneficial changes as they turn up. Take, for instance, the 
Haeckelian pedigree of Man. If it is, in any sense, valid, we have to 
regard Homo Sapiens as the lineal descendant of palaeozoic" monera." 
The distinguished German scientist alluded to frequently speaks of 
Man's physical structure as .. evolved by Natural Selection." Is this a 
permissible use of language? 

Surely not. No modification can spring from Natural Selection, 
which, as Mr. Spencer shows, is not a physical cause initiating 
physiological changes. "Natural Selection" is, at the best, only a 
registrative as opposed to an originative process, and does not even 
represent an unvarying combination of agencies. It is an effect 
resulting from the co-operation of the heterogeneous causes which go to 
make up what is termed the" struggle for existence" ; and the conditions 
of this struggle vary with the special geographical areas in which its 
presence is discipherable. How vague and shadowy, then, is this factor, 
which was once deemed all-explanatory? Its action is seen to be 
limited to the elimination of inferior organisms. It teaches us nothing 
with regard to the general advance of form since the structural varia
tions, which accomplish this end, antecede the stage at which the 
survival of the fittest supervenes. Before Natural Selection can weed 
out the feeble and preserve the superior members of a species, the 
material to be sifted must be forthcoming. Millions, ay, myriads, of 
organisms may perish, but no evolutionary advance is possible unless 
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favourable structural variations put in an appearance. The deep sea 
Bathybii· may .. struggle for existence" through aeons of geological 
time, but a quoi bon? Their rudimentary stage of organisation is 
stereotyped, unless new physiological characteristics spontaneously appear 
in their midst No amount of .. selection" call evolve a type on to a higker 
level, if 110 change worthy of seleciion presents itself. This, at least. is 
clear. 

We may perhaps compare Natural Selection to a biological Cossack, 
who, by preying on stragglers from the main army of organic advance, 
prevents the inferior products of Nature's" 'prentice hand" from per
petuating their stock. There its function ends. The existing perfection 
of organic types is, therefore, not due to Natural Selection per se. I tis, 
due to that quantitl negligeable-the "spont~neous variations." They, 
in reality, have built up the grand edifice of organic evolution; while 
that invaluable accessory factor, "Natural Selection," has been only 
carrying on a process of eliminating failures from the workshop of 
Mother Earth. Even supposing that the struggle for existence had 
never been instituted to serve as the probation and standard of the 
vitality of species, would not the advance of form due to .. spontaneous 
variability" have equally taken place? Obviously, but in that case the 
feeble would be co-existent with the strong, the undeveloped with the 
developed, in a manner which under existing cosmic laws is incon
ceivable. 

But, as things stand, Nature, as Du. Prel says, is her own physician 
" Natural Selection" is the superficially cruel, but tie facto benevolent 
manner in which she II physicks" her children-species. But this 
summary treatment of ailments does not assist us much in 
comprehending how the vigorous portion of, her progeny attaine4 
their maturity. 

The fact that the .. spontaneous" yariations in organisms, constitute 
after all the basic factor in evolution, completely rehabilitates the con
ception as to "an inherent law of development" originally impressed 
.on matter or bound up with what Matthew Arnold has called .. the 
eternal order of things." This opinion is held in a modified form by 
Professor Owen t and Albert Gaudry.! I t is, also, defended by the 
pessimist Von Hartmann, though the standpoint of the" philosopher of 
the Unconscious" is necessarily different to that favoured by theistic 
evolutionists in general. 

In support of this doctrine as to a pre-determined necessity under
lying the MAIN TENDENCY of those variations which, as Darwin says, 
we call spontaneous" through our ignorance," numerous facts might be 
adduced. We know, for instance, that the eyes of cuttlefish and 

* Now. like many other Evolutionist myths, resolved into a dream of too zealous biologists. 
t cr .•• General Conclusions," in his •• Anatomy of the Vertebrates." 
t .. Consid<!rations sur les Mammifll:res" (Paris). 
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vertebrates originated independently in the two types which, in Darwin's 
words, "owe none of their structure in common to inheritance from a 
common progenitor." Again, in an able essay on the former, Dr. Wilson 
remarks in allusion to their cephalic development * :-

"The presence in the heads of cuttlefishes of the cartilaginous' skull,' 
in addition to other sundry masses of gristle scattered through the 
substance of the 'mantle,' has just been mentioned as a feature of 
interest. No possible lines of connection, genetic or otherwise, exist 
between cuttlefish and vertebrates; yet this 'skull' character would at 
first sight seem to indicate resemblance and relationship of a definite 
kind between the two groups. But the case before us merely adds one 
to already known insta1lces in whick structures of analogous or similar 
nature kave origiltated in a perfectly iltdependent faskioll." 

Such facts go far to sustain the view that the general lines on which 
organic evolution proceeds are mapped out in germ in the very nature of 
things; in short, that as regards the mainstream of "progress from the 
simple to the complex," the supposed "indeterminate clash" of un
intelligent forces is a pure myth. An inherent vis formativa supplants 
Professor Haeckel's conception of" blind forces working without aim, 
without design." It is at least strange in this connection to find writers 
of the materialistic school such as Buchner so glibly disposing of 
"variation "-that essence of the problem-as" spontaneous" and due 
to "chance." If we are free to say that variation is not the quantitl 
nlgligeable which Darwinism makes of it, we are certainly justified in 
regarding spontaneity and chance in a "universe of matter, force, and 
necessity" as flagrant impossibilities. 

Let us now analyse the .. variation" problem presented by the 
following speculation culled from Darwin t :-

.. We should be justified in believing that at an extremely remote period a group of 
animals existed resembling in many respects the larvae of our present Ascidians, 
which diverged into two great branches-the one retrograding in development and 
producing the present class of Ascidians, the other rising to the crown and summit of 
the animal kingdom by giving birth to the Vertebrata." 

Now, since Natural Selection merely registers the useful variations in 
structure, it follows that the striking contrast between these two branches 
in respect of modification, was due to a luxuriant access of beneficial 
variations to the one, parallel with a stagnation of growth in the case of 
the other. From what source sprang the force which determined the 
origination of the vertebrate phylum from a lowly marine grub? Why 
was only one branch thus rich with potentiality of progress, while the 
other positively retrograded? Of all this Natural Selection affords us 
no ghost or glimmer of an explanation. • 

Mr. A. R. Wallace has adduced the case of the savage as illustrative of 

.. .. Studies in Life and Sense." p. C)8. 
t .. Dcscer.t of Man." Second Edit •• p. 160. 
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the presence of some factor superior to mere mechanical causation in 
-the evolution of Man. He rests this opinion on certain specific 
"potentialities" inherent in the larynx, hand, and brain of the savage, 
which are of no utility to their present possessors, but nevertheless 
anticipate the requirements of the future civilized man-thus lending 
powerful support to those hypotheses which recognise a provident 
design in Nature. He found, for instance, that many wild tribes whose 
actual exercise of intelligence is little superior to that of the orang 
nevertheless possess large brains out of all proportion to their menta 
necessities. Unless, therefore, we are to regard such peoples as degraded 
relics of pre-historic civilizations,· a view which obviously would only 
swell the list of existing evolutionist perplexities anent the supposed 
animal ancestry of Man, the conclusion is inevitable that such a 
cerebral development could not have been "produced" by unaided 
Natural Selection. Anticipatory provtsi{JIZ has nothing in common with 
the auto,matic utilitarianism of the latter. 
. This case, however, as man)' others which admit of citation, assumes 
a very different aspect when we apply to its solution ths idea that the 
genel'al tendency of organic variability is shaped by some" vis formativa " 
-the linkt between the phenomenal universe and the Cosmic Soul. 
For the universe is buttressed by Thought. The main impress by which 
the world-plan was stamped into matter prior to the Age of the Fire
Mists or the birth of the elements, is traceable to that Universal 
Spirit:-

"Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns 
And the round ocean and the living air 
And the blue sky and in the mind of man 
A motion and a spirit that impels 
All thinking things, all objects of all thought 
And rolls through all things." 

E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT . 

• As they undoubtedly are. But I am arguing the ensc on the evolutionist lines, so accept IIrKJ.,Ns. 
the gratuitous idea of the" primeval savage." 

t Fohat. 

THE T. P. S. 
THE Theosophical Publication Society's pamphlet" No. 9," is a very interest
ing account by Mrs. Bloomfield Moore of Mr. Keely's theories and discoveries. 
Few persons, especially in America, have not heard of "Keely's Motor," with 
its secret force behind it, and this pamphlet, entitled" Keely's Secrets," throws 
as much light as the nature of that force and its applications (including medi 
cine) as has been deemed advisable at the present moment. No one is better 
qualified to speak on the subject than Mrs. Moore (of course with the exception 
of Mr. Keely himself). The pamphlet is likely to attract wide attention; its 
price is '6d. and it is sold at 7 Duke Street, or mailed on receipt of price in 
stamps. 
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TilE 1'RUE STORY OF A JIAGICIAN. 

(Continued.) 

By MABEL COLLINS AND --. 

CHAPTER XXX. 

SOME parts of the north-east coast of England are singularly 
desolate and wild, and strangely deserted, considering how small 
the island is. One would suppose it hardly possible to find 

retreat in an over-populated small country such as the British islands. 
But nineteenth-century life is centred in cities, and in the present day 
people find no landmarks in Nature, and do not understand that by the 
edge of the sea, or in the midst of fields, they may be surrounded 
by aerial hosts who have been associated with that special spot since the 
wild small island was built amid its harassing seas. It has been a 
centre and point of a special character for those who read between the 
lines during all this age of the earth of which we have any knowledge. 

But there are some who know and feel the powers that are not visible 
to the material eyes, and who know how to use them. 

In a remote, desolate, and very bleak part of the north-eastern coast 
there stands a small house, well sheltered by a high hill close behind it, 
and a thick belt of trees. The land on which the house stands is part 
of a very large estate, which has been cut up and sold by successive 
spendthrift and dissolute owners. These men had Norman blood in 
them, and never took complete root upon English soil. The big castle 
which was their family house was most often untenanted, and so was 
this small Dower-house on the seashore. I t was now the property of a. 
younger son, who had scarcely ever been seen by the people of the 
place; never at all since he had been quite a boy. Now and again 
someone visited the old house for a few days j lights were seen in the 
windows so unexpectedly that the peasants said the house was haunted. 
But at present it was in regular occupation. A foreign servant came 
into the village one day to make purchases, and said that he was 
with a friend of Mr. Veryan, to whom the house belonged, who had 
borrowed it to live in for some months. He told anyone who was 
curious enough to question him that his master was a doctor of great 
reputation, in spite of being still comparatively young j that he had 
come to this remote place in order to be quiet and carryon some special 
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studies. It was not likely that his quiet would be disturbed, for the old 
castle was nothing but a big ruin, the elder branch of the family being 
represented by an agent, who was doubtful whether to make money out 
of converting the castle into a show-place, or to pull it down and sell 
the bricks it was built of. No one had any kind of positive idea where 
the present owner was. And this was the condition of an old and proud 
family. Everything had been squandered, even the beautiful old family 
plate had long since been packed and sent to London for sale. It was 
said that the worst of all the succession of spendthrifts who had 
dissipated the fine old property was the beautiful wife of the last lord, 
the mother of the two sons now the sole representatives of the name. 
She was a Hungarian of noble family according to the statements made 
at the time of her marriage. But the servants and p~asants always 
declared her to be a gipsy, pure and simple, and, moreover, a witch. She 
was extraordinarily beautiful and fascinating, and in the few short years 
of their married life did with her husband whatever she fancied. 

Her death had been a terrible one, and the poor people firmly believed 
that her ghost haunted the old castle in which her luxuriously furnished 
rooms, decked in a quaint barbaric fashion, were still to be seen, hardly 
touched since her death. Even the agent, whose one idea seemed to be 
to sell anything convertible into money, had left. her many costly 
ornaments in their accustomed places. Some kind of superstitious 
feeling kept him from having these rooms stripped. He had been in 
great terror of the beautiful chatelaine during her life, and possibly he 
had not shaken off that fear even now .. It was the only theory by 
which to account for the reverence with which these rooms were treated, 
for her son had given no orders about them. 

The new resident at the Dower House lived in great seclusion and 
quite alone, save for his two foreign servants, who appeared to do for 
him all that he needed. He was a great rider, but the hours he spent 
out of doors were usually those of the very early morning, so that he was 
seldom seen. It was soon discovered, however, that he was an extra
ordina.rily handsome man, in the prime of life. All sorts of rumours 
at once were circulated about him. A recluse is expected to be old, 
crooked, eccentric in manner. Why should this man, to whom life 
would be supposed to have every attraction possible, shut himself up 
in absolute solitude? He was met now and again by one of the 
labourers who had to rise with the dawn and go to work, evidently 
returning from a walk. Such habits as these to the sloth-loving 
English peasant could only indicate the restlessness of a mind diseased 
or guilty. Yet there was something in the face of the man which forbad 
this mode of accounting for his peculiar tastes from being even talked 
of; the dullest mind could not but recognise the power and strength 
shown in that beautiful face. 

His servants always called him .. Monsieur," giving him no name 
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They appeared to think the peasants of too little importance to require 
any more definite information; and as no letters ever came to the Dower 
House, no name was associated with its resident. This, in itself, seemed 
odd; but common persons soon get used to a custom of that kind, and 
think no more of it, once the first shock is over. 

As a matter of fact, however, it is impossible to remain incognito in 
a civilised country for long together. Some prying person, possessed 
of a kind of officialism, is sure to disturb the temporary peace of this 
form of oblivion. In this case the agent did it. He rode up to the 
Dower House one day, got off his horse and sent in his name. In a 
few moments he was ushered into a room which he did not recognise, 
so completely was its appearance changed since he had seen it last. It 
was entirely hung with tapestry on whicn were worked figures of the 
most life-like character; warriors, women in dresses of different periods, 
monks and clowns. These were not formed into groups and pictures 
as is usual upon tapestry, but were marshalled round the room, like so 
many witnesses of any scene which might take place within it. So real 
was the effect that the agent half misdoubted whether the interview was 
indeed a tete-a-tete one, when his host came fonvard to meet him. 

He was dressed in a grey shooting suit, the simplest dress possible 
for an Englishman to wear in the country. Yet it so well suited and 
set off his splendid figure and extraordinary face, that his visitor was 
for a moment startled into silence. When he found self-possession 
enough to speak, it was with much more than his usual gravity. 

" I presume, sir," he said," that you have some reason for being here 
without letting the people know who you are; though it seems a strange 
thing to do, for you must be recognised sooner or later. I have not seen 
you since you were a child, but your likeness to your mother is unmis
takable; as I know that Sir Harold Veryan is at present in Africa, I 
presume I am speaking to Ivan Veryan." 

.. You are right," was the answer. "I had no serious intention of con
cealing my identity, for that would be absurd. But my servants habitu
ally call me M'sieu, finding my name a difficulty; and as the poor 
people here have no recollection of me, I should prefer that they remain 
ignorant of who I am. I wish for complete solitude here, not to assume 
the position of the next heir, who may be supposed to take an interest 
in the fate of the castle, the condition of the cottages, and the felling of 
the timber." 

" If you wanted seclusion this seems the last place to come to," 
observed the agent. 

" I find a seclusion here which suits me, for the time being," was the 
reply. "I only want one thing-a key to one of the doors of the castle, 
as I came here partly to use its library--unless all the books have 
been sold." 

.. The books have not been touched," replied the agent," the library 
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was one of your mother's favourite rooms, and none of them have been 
disturbed." 

.. Then I shall be glad to have a key as soon as you can send it me." 
" And you wish no one told of your presence here?" enquired the 

agent doubtfully. 
"Who should care to know of it?" 
., The county families--" he said hesitatingly, wishing very much 

for permission to retail his piece of gossip at the next market-day in the 
county town. There was always a middle-day dinner at the biggest 
hotel, where all sorts of magnates and men of property and business 
met and talked; and he would have interested the whole tableful if he 
could have informed them that one of the Veryans had actually returned 
to England and was living in his own house. 

"If I wish to see any of my neighbours I will call on' them," was 
the decided answer, .. till then, I should prefer that nothing is said about 
me." 

The air of command with which this was spoken made it final. The 
agent said nothing more on the subject, but soon took his leave. Later 
in the day a messenger came to the Dower House with a key of the 
castle gate, and a key of one of the doors of the castle. 

CHAPTER XXXI. 

THE old castle of the Veryans-which was a queer building, roomy, 
rambling, not beautiful, but very strong and amply veiled with green ivy 
-stood on high ground, looking well over land and sea I t was not 
sheltered like the Dower House, but faced all fortunes of weather, con
fident in its own strength. No tree stood close to it, for the position 
was too exposed. But gardens which had once been glorious, and even 
now were beautiful with the remains of their past.- glory, stretched on 
every side. They had the supreme charm, unknown to modern gardens, 
of never being flowerless. All the year round, even in the bitterest 
weather, lines and stars of colour made the ground beautiful. 

Along the cliff edge of the garden two high walls were built; and 
between these was the Lady's Walk-a place of delight to any sightseer 
who might stray to this deserted place. A wide gravel path went 
straight down its centre, forming a wonderfully dry promenade. On 
each side were wide flower beds full of rare plants that grew well in 
this sheltered spot; and the walls were covered with fruit trees and 
blooming creepers which flourished luxuriantly. On the side of the sea 
were openings in the wall, here and there; and seats were placed in 
sheltered, sunny nooks, from which the grand view might be seen. 

It was to the Lady's Walk that Ivan went direct, as soon as he entered 
the castle grounds that same evening. 

The flower-beds were neglected and overgrown, the creepers un-
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trimmed and hanging in thick masses from the walls. The place was 
all the more beautiful from this neglect just overlying the high and 
careful cultivation of the past. It was like the languor of a tired beauty, 
her hair loose and undressed, but its richness undimmed. 

Ivan wandered up and down the path for a long time, full of thought, 
very grave, yet sometimes smiling faintly. 

It was the early spring, and small yellow flowers were peering out 
here and there, some on the ground, some on the walls. This colour, 
which is so associated with the birth of the year, had a meaning of its 
own for Ivan. He stopped often to look at these flowers, but he did not 
pluck them. He never picked a flower or a leaf, except for use in some 
definite experiment. 

At one end of the walk the common rose called the monthly rose was 
trained upon the wall, and on this there was one delicate pink bud, half 
blown. This flower appeared at last to attract Ivan's attention entirely. 
He sat down on a bench near it and looked at it for a long while. 

It was late in the afternoon, but though the air was growing very cold 
the light was still strong, for the long days had begun. He sat there 
apparently disinclined to move, full of thought. 

A sound of footsteps disturbed him. Turning his head he saw Fleta 
approaching him, walking down the pa~h with the rare, proud carriage 
which distinguished her. 

II You left the gate open for me ? " she said questioningly . 
.. Yes," he answered. 
II Then I did right to come to you here?" she said, in a reassured 

tone. 
II Certainly you did right," he replied. "Do not doubt your own 

knowledge. You have known from the first you had to meet me here." 
" Yes," she answered. 
I van had risen when she approached him, and they stood face to face. 

His eyes were steadily and very earnestly fixed on her. Fleta had only 
glanced at him and then turned her gaze on the sea. But in the pause 
that followed her answer she suddenly lifted her eyes and answered his 
look. 

"I needed the mask," she said, speaking with an evident effort; "for 
I was still woman enough to worship you as a splendid being of my own 
race. I did right to cast the mask away, and suffer as I did, because it 
has made my lesson shorter, if fiercer. I know now that you are not a 
being of my own race-supposing me still nothing more than a woman. 
You are divine and a teacher, and I can be nothing to you but your 
servant. Teach me to serve! Teach me to so transform this love for 
you that it shall become pure service, not to you, but to the divine in 
you. I have cut all knots; I have cast aside all that dragged me back. 
My duty is done and utterly fulfilled. I stand freed from the past. 
Teach me I" 
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Ivan stepped to the side of the path and plucked the pink rosebud. 
He gave it her. Fleta held it in her hand, but looked at it as if utterly 
bewildered. 

" Do you not know the colour? " he said. "When you have entered 
the Hall of Learning, you will see such flowers on the altars. The 
purple of passion burns out to this pale pink, which also is the colour of 
resurrection and of dawn. Sit here till I return." 

He left her and walked down the path, through the gardens, to the 
gate. Here Fleta's carriage was standing. He bade the man take Fleta's 
trunks to the village inn and leave them there till they should be fetched 
away, paid, and dismissed him. Then he re-entered the grounds, locking 
the gate behind him. 

He went to Fleta, where she still sat, regarding the flower she held in 
her hand. 

" Are you ready for the offering? " he asked her. 
"Yes, I am ready," she replied, without looking up. 
" Come, then," he said, and turned to walk away over the grassy slopes 

of the garden. She rose and accompanied him. It was nearly dark 
now. He walked round the castle to a side door, which he opened. 
A deathly chill came from the interior of the building. Fleta shivered 
slightly as she crossed the threshold. 

"Are you afraid?" said Ivan, pausing before he closed the door, 
" There is still time to go back." 

" Back to what? " asked Fleta. 
" I cannot answer that," he replied. "I do not know what you have 

left behind you." 
"I have cut off everything," she answered. "There is nothing for 

me to return to. Let me go on. I am afraid of nothing now. How 
should I be? " 

Ivan closed the door and led the way down a long passage. He 
opened a door and said, "Enter." Fleta passed through it, and was 
immediately aware that he had shut it behind her without passing 
through himself-that in fact she was alone. 

Alone I-and where? She had no notion-·she only knew she was in 
complete darkness. 

For the first time she fully realised the ideas of darkness and solitude. 
They did not terrify her, but they presented themselves as absolute facts 
to her consciousness; the only facts she was conscious of. Moreover, 
she was vividly aware that she could not escape from them, which made 
them much more intensely real. She could not guess which way to 
move, nor did it occur to her that she would be in any way benefitted by 
moving. She stepped back to the door through which she had passed, 
which was, to her fancy, the only link between her and the actual world, 
and stood there with her hand upon it. 

The next thing she became conscious of was that there was no air. 
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At all events she believed there was none, which was quite as bad as if it 
were so. She imagined herself in some very large place, whether a room 
or a hall she could not guess, which was hermetically sealed and had 
been so for years. 

Faint fancies as to what kind of place she was in formed them
selves in her mind at first, but presently passed away altogether; for 
she had no clue or image to which to attach any picture. Her mind 
became quite blank. Presently she became aware that she had lost 
all sense of time. She could not tell if she had been standing in 
this way for minutes or for hours. Her sensations were extraor
dinarily acute, and yet to her they hardly seemed to exist, because 
there was nothing objective for them to be marked by. In a little 
while, the moment when I van had ushered her into this place had 
become removed to an immense distance in the past, and presently 
she found herself thinking of I van as a figure in her life which had 
entirely retreated from it; she could not imagine that she would see· 
him to-morrow, for to-morrow appeared to her no longer to be possible. 
This black night looked like an eternity. 

No danger or adventure which she had ever experienced had affected her 
like this. She was completely unprepared for such a sudden fall into 
the abyss of nothingness. And yet she had just strength enough to 
stand against it, by summoning the philosophy which told her never 
to fear anything, for nothing could in reality injure her. She kept her 
mind and nerves from being affected by steadily recollecting this. But 
she was unable to stem a wave of exhaustion which gradually swept 
over her and which made her tremble as she stood. 

I t was the incredible completeness of the silence and darkness which 
baffled her and at last daunted her. No creak or groan sounded in the 
house, no echo of wind or sea came to her. 

At last she began to doubt if she was alive or whether, instead of 
passing through a door, she had stepped into some deep water and 
met death unconsciously. But she had too much experience, too great 
a knowledge of life and of death, to be deceived so easily. She would 
never have succumbed even so far as she had done, so far as to be 
physically unnerved to any extent, but that she had been anticipating 
some experience of an entirely different character. She believed she 
had offered her heart, had lived passed the mistakes which hitherto had 
held her back, and that she would have been able to ask direct help 
from her master and obtain it. Something friendly, quiet, natural. had 
been more in her expectations than anything else. Instead of which 
she found herself facing the most extraordinary experience she had ever 
been through. 

The complete and absolute silence wrought on her physical sensi
bilities more than any other circumstance. She found she was watching 
the silence, listening to it, and that she dreaded to move, that she held 
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her breath in some vague and unreasonable dread of disturbing it. It 
seemed to be a positive fact instead of a negative one, this complete and 
immovable silence. Then suddenly a power appeared to rise within 
her to oppose this fact-a power stronger than it. And as the feeling 
came to her, the silence broke, and a soft shower of music filled the air 
-something as tender as tears and as lovely as sunshine. The keenest 
pleasure filled Fleta's soul, and she leaned against the door and listened. 
But suddenly a thought darted into her mind: "The silence is here still 
-this music is only my own imagination, filling the hateful void!" 
and as the thought came the silence returned. Fleta fell on her knees. 
It was the first time she had moved since she entered this place. With 
the movement came a whole rushing tide of emotions, of feelings, of 
fancies, a great passing phantasmagoria. She saw I van standing at her side, 
but she would not even turn to look at him, for she knew this was only 
an image created by her longing. She saw the place in which she was, 
suddenly lit and full of people. It was a great hall, gloomy and vast. 
There was a moving crowd in it of persons dressed very brilliantly . 

.. " Ah ! " cried Fleta, in a voice of despair, "that I should be so cheated 
by my own fancies is too terrible! " and with the sound of her voice, the 
darkness returned, closing heavily in upon her. She rose and drew 
herself up to her full height. A consciousness of what she was actually 
experiencing had come, and she became instantly calm and strong. 

" I refuse," she said aloud, "to go through· this neophyte's exercise. 
I am not the slave of my senses any longer. I dominate them; I see 
beyond them. Come you to me, thou that art my own self, and that art 
pure, impalpable, unsubstantial, without glamour. Come you and guide 
me, for there is none other and nothing else on which my consciousness 
has power to rest." 

She leaned back against the door, for she was trembling with the 
force of her own fierce effort. That door and the floor on which she 
stood were now her only links with the actual or material world. She 
knew of nothing else; it appeared to her as if she had forgotten the 
material world and knew not whether she lived or died; certainly the 
power of hope or of fear was leaving her. She became indifferent to 
everything except the desire to hold her own higher self, her pure soul, 
in view; her longing to face herself and so find some certainty and 
knowledge, swallowed up every other desire. She remained a long time, 
resolutely fixing her whole intensity of will on this, and waited, momently 
expecting to see the starry figure close in front of her. Once she saw 
it, quite distinctly; but it was like a marble statue, lifeless. She knew 
this was no reality, only her own imagining, and her power and strength 
began slowly tq leave her after this cold vision. 

If unconsciousness could have come to her now it would have come 
like rain to a parched land. Her brain was on fire, her heart like lead. 

But rtothing came to her, nothing became visible. And then she 
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knew that she had offered up not only the physical senses and emotion, 
but the psychic senses and power. 

Again she fell on her knees, and clasping her hands fell into an attitude 
as if of prayer. In reality she was in profound meditation. As in a 
long series of pictures she now saw herself, passing through innumerable 
experiences. She saw herself, and without anger, regret, or pain, suffer 
and enjoy. She watched her slow separation from those who loved her, 
even until now when Ivan left her in the hour of trial. 

She had passed thr?ugh fiery trials and all the tests of the passions 
and emotions. But these were as nothing beside this mysterious blank, 
this great chasm of darkness, which seemed to be not only outside her, 
but actually within her own soul. 

How was it to end? \Vas there any end? Or was this the state to 
which her labours had brought her triumphantly, and in which she must 
remain? Impossible. This was not life; it was death. And was not 
her effort to attain to life in it!; essential vitality? Death surely could 
not be the final king! 

Fleta, the powerful, the disciple, as she had imagined herself, with 
knowledge, thus doubted and despaired. Her confidence left her wheil 
she saw this blankness which lay before her. 

So it must be always with the unknown. 
Suddenly a new mood fell on her. She began to dread lest she should 

see forms and shapes, or c~>njure up the voice or features of anyone she 
knew or loved. Most of all, she dreaded to see again the image of Ivan 
at her side. 

"If I see this," she said to herself, "then indeed I shall be fallen back 
into the world of forms. I must not look for anything but darkness." 

At this moment a hand was very gently laid on her hair. Fleta was 
not so completely unnerved as to tremble or cry out; yet the shock of 
the sudden contact shook her so that she could not speak or move. 
Then came a voice: 

'co My child," said a very gentle voice, which sounded like a woman's, 
"do you not know that out of chaos must come order, out of darkness 
light, out of nothingness something? Neither state is permanent. Do 

. not make the mistake of dreading or welcoming the return to the world 
of forms after having become one with the formless." 

Fleta made no answer. She was aware that there was some deep 
familiarity about this voice which as yet she could not understand. She 
was at home, like a child with its mother. All fear, all anxiety, all 
doubt, had dropped from her . 

.. You must not die under this ordeal," said the voice, "and you have 
been here many hours. Come with me, and I will take you to a quiet 
place where you can rest." 

Fleta rose; a hand was put into hers. When she attempted to move 
she realised that she must, indeed, have been here a long time, for she 
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was entirely numbed and helpless, and found it almost impossible to use 
her limbs. She put out her right hand mechanically, as if to balance 
herself, and was much startled by being unable to stretch her arm. 
Immediately she touched a wall close to her. In a moment she under
stood that she was in no large hall, but in a small, narrow cell, scarcely 
wide enough for two steps to be taken in it. This seemed to her very 
strange, for she had so positively believed herself to be in some very 
spacious place . 

.. How wide my fancy is!" she thought, almost smiling to herself. 
For now she was at peace, without any anxiety, though she knew not 
where she was or who was with her. 

CHAPTER XXXII. 

A DOOR opened and shut Fleta found herself in a soft, warm 
atmosphere, lit by a pale rosy light. At first it seemed as if she could 
not see or distinguish between the objects before her. But after a 
moment her ordinary sight came suddenly to her. 

She was in a very strangely furnished room. Like the room I van used 
at the Dower House, it was hung with tapestry on which were life-size 
figures so cunningly worked that they looked real at first sight, and always 
produced the appearance rather of statues than of a flat presentment. 
The floor was uncarpeted and entirely covered with dried ferns and 
withered leaves. A quantity of these were gathered into a heap and on 
them was spread a tiger-skin and a great rug of sheep's wool. This was 
very near the wide hearth, on which burned a wood fire. It was not a 
very large fire, but to Fleta's chilled form the warmth from it seemed 
delicious. The light came from a shaded lamp which stood on a bracket 
fastened above the chimney. In front of the hearth was a three-legged 
wooden stool on which was a large and most beautifully chased silver 
salver, holding bread, and milk and fruit on silver dishes and in Venetian 
glass of the most delicate sort. 

Fleta looked about her with a faint and almost pleased amusement at 
the quaint incongruity of these furnishings. They gave her the same 
sense of homeliness which the unknown voice had given her. She was 
alone now; no one had entered the room with her. After her first 
glance round she went straight to the fire, and began to eat the cates 
and drink the milk prepared for her. She sat on the leaf-strewn 
ground; for there was neither chair nor table nor any thing to be called 
furniture in the whole room, except this wooden stool. 

This was the dead chatelaine's own room. Beyond it stretched a 
suite of rooms opening one into another, which had all been hers during 
her life, and were quaintly and barbarously furnished; these were shown 
to visitors. But this room was never entered. It was said that as during 
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her life so after her death, the lamp burned in the room at night, and the 
fire on the hearth night and day, and none knew who tended them .. 

It was thoroughly the home of a gipsy, a nomad, a creature of the 
woods and fields. She had slept on that tiger-skin as she might have 
slept on it beneath the skies. The rich salver and the rich service on it 
showed out oddly amid these surroundings; but they were characteristic 
too, belonging as they did to the rich family which she had helped to 
destroy. . 

An extraordinary sense of peace and quiet was in this room. It 
penetrated to Fleta's heart and soothed her more than any living touch 
could have done. 

Presently she rose and laid herself down on the bed of skins and 
leaves. She did not know that I van's mother had lain on this same bed. 
Doubtless she might have discovered it had she tried, but she was 
careless. She was content and that was enough. In a little while she 
was fast asleep. 

When she awoke the lamp was out, the curtains were drawn back 
from the great windows of the room, and the sunlight streamed in 
through them. The fire on the hearth burned steadily, and the moment 
Fleta looked at it she saw that it had been fed and tended. The stool 
stood by it, and on it the salver with all manner of provisions for her to 
breakfast. She found herself very hungry; for as a matter of fact her 
physical body was busy recovering from the severe hardships of the 
recent weeks. There was a fount of natural youth within Fleta, apart 
from that which depended on the exercise of her will. It was a right of 
her condition, a permanent fee which she had earned. 

After she had breakfasted she went to the window and looked out. A 
wide pale sea bathed in keen spring sunshine. She longed to go out and 
feel the air that came from it. Immediately she turned and approached 
the door of the room, although she dreaded a little passing through the 
place she had entered by. But there was no sign of this place; and she 
found at last another door hidden by the tapestry of the room. It 
opened upon a beautiful bath-room, the floor and bath of marble and the 
walls painted with dancing figures-a number of guests from a ball, or 
some other gaiety, dressed in fantastic cost\lmes, appeared to be career
ing round the room. 

She bathed herself in the refreshing water, and then wrapping herself 
again in her large cloak went through the farther door. This admitted 
her to a large sitting-room with a magnificent view of the sea. It was 
very strangely and beautifully furnished, but it did not interest her; and 
it had the peculiarly dreary feeling which belongs to an uninhabited 
place. She walked quickly through it and came on to a landing from 
which a great oak staircase led both up and down. There were other rooms 
of the same character further on; but she did not care to pursue the 
study of them ; she longed to be out in the open and feel the breath of 
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the sea. She went down the wide stairway quickly; but suddenly she 
was brought to a standstill by meeting with a great iron door which was 
closed, and which absolutely shut the way. Below it, in the steps, were 
gun holes; and Fleta shivered a little as she stood here, wondering 
what ugly tragedy in the past this barricade referred to. She never 
dreamed of its really being closed on her, and tried it again and again. 
But closed it was, and very safely locked. 

She returned and went on through the other rooms. There was no 
way out from them. She went up the staircase to the rooms above. 
These were a similar suite, also without any other exit Then in some 
wonder she returned to the room she had slept in and began to search 
for the door by which she had entered. She could not discover it. 
Evidently it was a secret door and search was useless. Throwing aside 
her cloak, she went and sat down by the fire, and began to think 
earnestly over her position. 

It was very clear that she was a prisoner. Her mind turned to Ivan. 
It was he who had ushered her into that place of darkness. Doubtless, 
then, he had also sent her her mysterious deliverer. 

For a little while this thought brought her comfort. But a moment 
later she saw her folly. Had she not forfeited Ivan's guardianship by 
her very longing for it ? . 

She was facing the great problem which man still finds before him, 
even after innumerable incarnations and ceaseless efforts. 

Was it indeed impossible for her to sever her link with humanity? 
Must she always cling to her master and look to his personal self for pro
tection and strength? 

It seemed as if for the first time she was able to ask herself this dis
passionately. She had freed herself from every other link, from all else 
that held her back. And now she stood confronted by the rebellion of 
her own nature. 

She sat by the hearth and fell into deep, active thought, in which it 
seemed as though she held a very serious conversation with herself. 

She, the supreme, the powerful, the priestess and heroine in many 
lives, who in past incarnations had been the accomplished magician and 
intelligent pupil of the divine teachers, she was brought close now, after 
ages of development, to the kernel of difficulty in her own heart. 

It is the same in everyone who is capable of love, of sympathy, of 
any tenderness or deep emotion; this kernel exists within. In the selfish 
man it is given a powerful vitality, and grows so large that it absorbs his 
whole being. In the man with divine possibilities it grows hourly less 
and less as he develops, till at last he comes to the terrible moment 
which Fleta was now suffering. He finds then that there is some one 
being-perhaps a dependent creature, an invalid, or a little child, who 
affords him a purpose for which to live. 

Fleta knew herself to be on the great white sea of impersonal life. 
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It was as though she floated on this vast water and saw no horizon nor 
desired to see any, nor yet to find any resting-place. But there was one 
tiny fertile island, or one little peopled boat, to which her eyes wandered 
always. She did not wish to go to it, to reach it, to touch it-only she 
could not conceive enduring the blank which would be left, if that one 
speck vanished from the universe and was not. This that she gazed on 
and that her sight clung to was Ivan, his life, his purpose, his knowledge. 
She realised now that it was the consciousness that this point was there 
for her thought to rest on, which had carried her through the ordeal of 
blankness to which she had been exposed. Therefore, she knew she had 
not succeeded; she had failed, and the deliverer who had come to her 
had only come to save her body from exhaustion and illness. That 
gentle voice had not brought to her the reward of success; only the 
pity given to the unsuccessful. 

Realising this, Fleta set herself to deal with the problem by thought. 
This is the hardest way to deal with it. But Fleta was courageous, 

and having failed in the easier effort, was determined to be successful in 
this heavier one. 

The sun was high in the heavens, and the sea was like shining silver. 
But Fleta had forgotten sun and sea and the sweet air she had but just 
now been longing for. The sun fell to the edge of the waters, and still 
she sat motionless. Darkness came and found her too absorbed in 
thought to be aware of any change. The fire on the hearth burned out, 
the lamp remained unlit. 

As the time passed on the suffering within her grew more intense, 
more bitter, more biting. She, the powerful, began to realise her 
powerlessness. 

This spot within her was ineradicable. As, in the past night, she had 
been physically conscious, through all her phantasies, of that door against 
which she leaned, and which formed a link between her and the physical 
world; so now her deep veneration for I van's personal character 
remained as an immovable bond between her and humanity, however 
she might otherwise raise her whole consciousness. 

I t appeared plain to her at last that if she succeeded in destroying 
this she would destroy her own life with it. 

As she recognised this, and acknowledged the uselessness of her 
effort, the soft touch came on her hair again, and the gentle voice fell on 
her ears: 

"My child, be warned. Long not too ardently for success, or you will 
overbalance yourself on the high place you have reached, and find your
self in the bottomless abyss, a magician and no more, one of the evil 
ones of the earth. There is yet a third way open to you. Will you 
serve Ivan like a slave, obeying him as you would obey someone to 
whom you had sold your very soul, surrendering all judgment to him?" 

"No!" cried Fleta, throwing back her head. Her eyes opened on the 
black darkness of the room. To whom had she spoken? Her strength 
was gone, and with this crr of defiance and pride, exhaustion over
powered her and she fell back unconscious. 

(To 6e concluded next Month.) 
27 
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A SUFI'S MYSTICAL APOLOGUE; 
•• Heil den unbekannten HCShem Wesen 

Die wir ahnen." 
GOETHE. 

" Meditez, c'est Ie grand devoir mysterieux. 
Les reYeS dans nos ca:urs s'ouvrent 

comme des yeux." 

I. 

Under the magic catalpa tree 
Heliotrope odours breathe sweet, 

The murmuring bees mutter spells for me, 
And their rosary-hymns repeat 

2. 

VICTOR HuGO. 

Such odours sink deep in the dreaming heart, 
Odours of sunlife richer than here, 

Such flowers to the inmost soul impart 
Memories of old, of a higher sphere. 

3· 
Sunk in the deep, ecstatic trance 

The sacred vision is granted me, 
Dark earth has fled and the soul's clear glance 

In the inner sphere discloses Thee. 

4-
What flowers bring'st thou from the heavenly land, 

From God's bright garden above? 
"Forget-me-not from thy love's own hand, 

Red rose from the hand of Love." 

5· 
But where is the Adumb~ra flower, 

That rarest flower that grows? 
" It only blooms in Death's own bower, 

We call it Heaven's white rose." 

6. 
I lived in a tent beneath the tree 

Waiting-expecting my love, 
But alas! in vain-still I longed for Thee, 

Ah why dost Thou stay above? 

7· 
At last one morn I heard quite near 

A step, and the flowers 'gan sigh, 
And a gentle voice said" who dwells here?" 

And I answered" I, love, I." 
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8. 

39[ 

Then that trembling voice pac;sed through and through, 
These sad words fell on my ear, 

"This tent is too small for me and you, 
Alas! I cannot dwell here." 

9· 
Time passed away and my heart felt low, 

My Love, he came no more, 
I was too unworthy that heart to know 

And I longed for death's safe shore. 

10. 

One eve, the Moon, 'twas a harvest moon, 
Shining soft o'er forest and lea, 

And I said to my heart" Ah soon! Ah soon! 
His heart will come back to thee." 

II. 
A step came near and I said, Lo! now, 

And the Voice said, who dwells here? 
And I replied " 'tis thou, 'tis thou, 

No other can ever dwell here." 

[2. 

My Love then entered and we were blest, 
My soul was His-there was only One, 

My being was lost when by him caressed, 
And the biune life at last had come. 

OM. A.J.C 1885. 
The original apologue of which this is an amplified paraphrase, was 

lately given to the world by the late Anna Kingsford in one of her 
interesting theosophic letters in " Light." 

COMMENTARY BY SAD! OF SHIRAz. 
IN THE NAME OF GOD-THE MERCIFUL-THE COMPASSIONATE. 

THE Sufi who wrote this poem evidently belongs to that school of 
mysticism (which is true philosophy-the philosophy not of the 
porch but of the sanctuary, behind the veil, the Holy of Holies), 

which teaches what is called, in modern, western philosophy, the system 
of Identity-one being and no second-in short, Pantheistic Spiritualism 
or Idealism, the" Religion of Spirit," as it is named by Von Hartmann, 
or Panentheism as a French writer prefers-" all things in God." 

The fundamental idea of this philosophy is the complete absorption 
through knowledge and meditation of all personal wills into the 
universal Cosmic Will in Soul, in which all things "live and move and 
have their being." The low initial earth Ego, or personal self, must 

27-
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abdicate in favour of the only true Ego-the Atman of the Vedanta
the Holy Ghost or Spirit of the Christians-the Macrocosrnic Will, the 
source of all life and all other temporary wills, and must cease to have 
any objective or subjective aims or ends other than the aims and ends o( 
the Makrocosm. Freedom is necessary for perfection-freedom from 
the causal chain of Necessity-and man can only acquire this freedom 
by getting rid of his imagined, illusive substantiality, and his egotistic
eudamonic self-happiness seeking, and by knowing himself to be in God 
and God in himself. Thus he becomes truly a teleological instrument 
of God-a God-Ego for universal ends. The absolute God only is un
conditioned, and as such, free; and so long as man remains separate 
from God he cannot be free-only by conscious unity with God-seeking 
and finding himself in God can he acquire true freedom. 

It is only by this belief that harmony, peace, and calm can enter into, 
and possess the passion-driven, personal souls of men. There is a 
formula in Sanskrit to express the whole compass of this philosophy 
and religion- the celebrated Tat-tvam-asi = That is thou; that is, the 
souls of all incorporated lives are in their essences that one soul
portions of the universe soul and no other. 

The universe is the gradual, progressive manifestation of this Spirit 
its objectivation in consciousness during the time dreams of personality: 
when the sleeping soul shall have been enlightened by this knowledge, 
and have acted up to it, and when it awakes in death from the planetary 
dream life, then it knows and feels this divine identity, and in such 
becomes blest in the divine freedom and love. 

Verse I.-This Sufi, sitting under the life-tree of creation, speaks of 
the sweetness of heliotrope flowers. Flowers in mystical correspondences 
always mean the affections, and here there is an allusion to the symbolism 
of that flower: the heliotrope turns to the sun (helios), and thence 
acquires its entrancing perfume; the Sun is ever the emblem of God, 
being the central fount of life and light. All planetary life or force is 
his life and force, and no other; it comes from him and returns to him 
at the end of the Kalpa, or world epoch, the grand pralaya or destruc
tion, and new birth of our little solar system or cosmic world. The divine 
affections must enter the soul as the heliotrope odours enter the 
sense. 

It is an old belief that the perfected souls pass from the planets into 
the Sun-garden-the true Heaven; and one of the Vedic hymns prays 
(or admission II into the sphere of the sun, where all desires of the heart 
are satisfied." The unfulfilled desires of the enlightened soul are 
intuitive prophecies of the future-perhaps, too, recollections of the 
past. This Sun-garden can only ·be God, as it is only in Him that all 
wills and desires become one will and one desire. 

There is an allusion to bees; they and honey are celebrated in old 
beliefs. Honey symbolized truth, and in the" Wisdom of the Egyptians .. 
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was sacred to Thoth, the Spiritual God, the prototype of the Holy 
Ghost. Honey and eggs were eaten on his fete-day, the 19th day of the 
1st month of the ancient year, and the day of the" full moon," with these 
sacramental words, " How sweet a thing is truth." This doctrine of the 
appropriate food for the children of Thoth, is the truth indeed, inas
much as the only sweetness to be found in earth-life comes from the 
absolute surrender of our wills to the will of the Universal Spirit, Thoth, 
or by whatever other name the Babel-speaking race of men have named 
the Ineffable, Absolute, unconditioned Being, immanent in all. 

The word rosary reminds us of a curious instance of an ignorant 
mistake in translation. The Buddhistic Sanskrit word for the muttering 
of prayers, and dropping a bead at the end of each prayer (a practice 
copied by the Christians from the Buddhists), was a word almost the 
same as the word for a rose, and from this resemblance came into 
use by a mistake our word rosary-Rosen-Kranz! Doubtless many 
other western religious or church dogmas beliefs and practices have 
arisen from similar mistaken meanings of the recondite, symbolical and 
mystical meanings of the various Bibles of the East, from the Vedic 
Hymns to the New Testament. 

Verse 3.-Clairvoyance was well known to the ancient Buddhists, and 
was called by them deva-tchakchus=divine sight. 

The five, so-called, supernatural powers of the Buddhists-the 
Abhidagna-, are 1st, Clairvoya.nce; 2nd, Clairaudience; 3rd, Knowledge 
of the thoughts of others; 4th, Remembrance of prior existences; 5th, 
Supernatural power over Nature and the elements. See" Lotus de fa 
bonne loi." 

The" Thee" which is disclosed by this inner sight is the Atman of the 
Vedantists-the true self, which can only be discovered when union with 
the Kosmic spirit has been effected, or, in Christian phraseology, when 
the natural man has been reborn, regenerated, as it is said in the Bible, 
" God dwelleth in him and he in God." "I in thee and thou in me." 

In the "Autobiography of Saint Theresia," whose abnormal or 
supersensual faculties were extraordinarily developed, occurs this passage, 
shewing how all mystics, no matter of what religion, find the same 
truths, no doubt differently arrayed and named according to the peculiar 
mythology and psychology in which each was brought up. 

In the course of the Saint's reflections upon what she calls the" Prayer 
of Union" with God, and after having taken the sacrament, she fell into 
the trance state, and what occurred she describes as follows: " Then 
the Lord spoke the following words to me: My daughter! the soul 
annihilates itself, loses itself completely in order to sink itself altogether 
in me. It is no more the soul that lives, but it is I who from that 
moment live in it, and because it is not competent to understand what it 

• Abbiilfla (?) tbe six transcendent faculties obtained by tbe Yogis or Arbats. after wbicb come tbe 
IddAi. the supernatural powers ?-(Eo.l 
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hea·rs or conceives,. it hears and conceives all in an inexplicable way."
(18th Chapter). 

The Lord here was her own higher Self or Ego, the Atman of the 
Vedanta, or that portion of God which was individualized in her. 

A Persian Sufi says, "How long, 0 my God, art thou pleased that I 
should thus remain between the myself and the Thyself? Take away 
from me the myself that I may be absorbed into Thyself." The 
personal earth-ego be lost in the Atman of the Vedanta. 

Verse 5.-The Adumb~ra flower is very often mentioned in Indian 
writings, it is a species of fig which flowers rarely, and the flowers are 
so small and hidden, that they almost escape observation; it here 
probably symbolizes the mysterious condition of the soul (not a place) 
called Nirvana. This condition (not annihilation) can only arise in the 
soul through the mystical death of the eudaimonic egoistic self. 

In the "Lotus of the good law" it is said, "He who illumines the 
world is as difficult to meet with as is the flower of the AdumMra." 
The most difficult of all things is to root out Eudamonism or Self
happiness seeking, and the substitution for it of universal aims i it is no 
wonder that all mysticism recognizes as the necessary means for this 
process a supernatural intervention or new birth-it is nevertheless a 
natural evolution of the soul into a higher sphere. 

Verse 6.-The tent referred to is the body; that tent is struck and 
the tent pole broken at every death, until the time of freedom from new 
births upon planets has been attained. 

There is an argument in favour of the doctrine of Reincarnation 
which seems to have been overlooked. According to the modern meta
physical and philosophical theory of matter and Spirit, viz., the identity 
or monistic theory, in which both are one force viewed from two aspects, 
objectively and subjectively, it is evident that the body, or every 
organism is the effect in consciousness of the objectivation or manifesta
tion of the will taken in its widest sense as the will of a race or the 
desires based on the primal will or desire to live. This view, so clearly 
explained by Schopenhauer, lies at the root of the doctrine of evolution, 
that is of the change of organism so as to suit the changing environ
ment: a change effected by the will, conscious or unconscious. The 
present human organism has been produced by a very low will indeed, a 
will and nature undeveloped except as to its mere animal impulses for 
life and reproduction: fortunately evolution applies to the will as it does 
to everything else. The idea (in the Platonic sense of the word) or plan 
of the present human being, like that of his lower progenitors, evidently 
was to live-to continue to exist-somehow or other; but at all events 
to continue to exist and to reproduce, no matter how Iowa life, or at 
what egoistic expense to other organisms. That is the basic idea of 
humanity and of human society up to the present epoch, but neverthe
less accompanied with a dh·ine unselfish ideality which we call the moral 
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and religious tendencies, which are in a continual state of civil war with 
the prior and lower tendencies of man as a sensuous being. There are 
signs upon the mountain tops of time of the dawn of a higher evolution 
approaching for man, which will produce a higher and subtler and purer 
organism, and a change of sensuous feeling and desires, in fact a will 
reborn of the divine will. 

So long however as the formative soul with its objectivated organism 
remains on this low egoistic plane, and dies in that state, the necessity 
for a new planetary birth is evident, for that birth is nothing else but the 
soul anew manifesting itself as it is, and this can only take place in a 
low environment. The soul as long as it remains in that low state could 
not make use of, or enjoy a higher organism, or a more idealized world, 
and must therefore incarnate itself anew into an evil world like the 
present earth, so that by enduring again the ills necessarily accompanying 
planetary life, it may be gradually developed into a higher, more 
spiritualized, and better condition. Planetary life is the outcome of this 
low undeveloped condition of the souls of all things living on the 
planets. But when the soul shall have attained a higher condition, then 
its manifestation or incarnation must take place in the midst of an 
altogether higher environment than now exists, so far as we know, on 
any planet. 

It is probable however that what Goethe says is true, and indeed almost 
all antiquity held the same opinion even far down into the middle ages, 
viz., that what we call Spirit never exists in any conditioned being 
separate from some kind of matter, but that this matter being itself the 
mere objectivation of the will in contemporary consciousness shall be 
gradually purified, what we call spiritualized or idealized. This process 
in evolution is symbolized by the transfiguration of Christ, and by the 
doctrine of the Spiritual body of the Bible writers, and the soma augoeides 
of the Neoplatonists. 

As the will is, so is the organism i or as the same idea is expressed in 
the Bible, "where the treasure is, there will the heart (Will) be." If the 
treasures (will, desires) are valueless, the organism to attain them and 
the environment out of which both arose, must also be in reality value
less, and useful only as a means to gradual evolution. 

The subtler and stronger forces of Nature, electricity, magnetism and 
radiant matter, enable us to form some idea of the nature of the trans
figured body, the II soma augoeides" of the future. It is curious that the 
ancient Egyptians in describing the body of the" justified" after death 
always describe it as" shining" or radiant i they had anticipated Mr. 
Crooke's discovery of radiant matter. 

Mr. L. Oliphant (in" Sympneumata," page 18,) gives the following 
account of death and the formation of the new body. "During this time 
(the decline of life) the atoms of its now superfluous organization are 
loosened and attenuated till often their separation from one another, and 
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their return to the region of forms which is subhuman, occurs so gently 
that it is painless. The gradual death which men call old age is the 
gradual growth of the finer matter of the man, which, during vast cycles 
of past history, has been always obliged to withdraw itself, in this final 
extraction from its coverings, away from the earth. Full human evolution 
was not a terrestrial possibility, thus death prevailed." 

In the Appendix to Burnours translation of the curious Buddhist 
book, "Saddharma Pundarika" = the ".White Lotus of the good law," there 
is a translation of the celebrated " S~mana Phala Sutta," which contains 
a very curious account of the formation of this new body, in which a 
Buddhist having attained to an advanced stage of perfection, is described 
as forming this new body thus=" then having touched his body with his 
perfected mind-purified in a perfect manner-he remains tranquil and 
seated, and there is not in all his body a single point (molecule) which 
has not come into contact with his perfected mind, purified in a perfect 
manner."-See" Lotus de /a Bonne Loi," page 475. 

The Atman unites with the new molecular structure, and thus creates 
the higher pneumatic body. The" Saddharma Pundarika "is evidently 
a later Buddhist work, subsequent to the 4th century of our era. 

The tree beneath which the tent is placed is the material universe, the 
great mystical tree of life, so celebrated in various mythologies, and by 
which formation the all-pervading life or Spirit manifests itself, and. 
according to one philosophic theory, becomes self-conscious. 

I t is remarkable that in many modern scientific works-as in Haeckel's 
.. History of.Creation,"-the material universe in its evolution is repre
sented and figured by a tree. In the Norse mythology it is the great 
tree Iggdrasil (the tree of the creation by Odin, from which name comes 
our Anglo-Saxon .. God "), the roots of which are always being 
gnawed by the earth serpent Nidhogg (Evil); that relative or compara
tive evil involved, as a matter of fact, in the upward path from imper
fection towards perfection. 

I t may also be viewed as the B6dhi tree, or tree of knowledge, under 
which all the Buddhas (symbols of the human spirit perfected and 
glorified) sat and meditated until they entered into the final rest of 
Nirvana, .. which is calm," as stated in the ., Lotus of the good Law." 

The tent, if occupied by a soul ever thirsting for its own egoistic 
happiness, is too small for the World-Soul to dwell in; for that Soul has 
only world aims and interests, and requires, in order to enter it at all 
that it should fill the whole space. 

One of the most remarkable statements as to reincarnation and its 
cessation when the soul state called Nirvana shall have been attained, is 
to be found in the Dhammapada (153 and 154 verses) being the words 
uttered by Buddha at the moment of attaining Buddhahood, "Without 
ceasing shall I run through a course of many births, looking for the 
maker of this tabernacle-and painful is birth again and again. But 
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now, maker of the tabernacle thou hast been seen ; thou shalt not make 
up this tabernacle again. . All the rafters are broken, thy ridge-pole is 
sundered ; the mind being sundered has attained to the extinction of all 
desires." 

Verse 10.-The Harvest Moon symbolises the time of spiritual reaping 
of the harvest of the works done in the body, in several the incarnations. 
It means Karma. When that final harvest of Karma has been reaped and 
garnered, then, if the process has been progressive and not retrograde, 
the time of final union with the universal soul is near at hand. 

Goethe (Faust, 2nd part, act I.), alludes to this reaping of the harvest 
of earth life in the profound and harmonious lines, sung by the choir of 
spirits to the sleeping and dreaming Faust, which describe the Dawn in 
its dual sense, physical and spiritual, according to the law of corres
pondence: 

" Schon verloschen sind die Stunden 
Hingeschwunden Sclmler& und Gluck: 
Fult! es vor! dlt wirst gesunden ,. 
Tralle neuem Tagesblick! 
Thaler grtinen, H tigel schwellen, 
Buschen sich zu Schattenruh' ; 
U nd in schwan ken Silberwellen 
Wogt die Saot der Ernte &u." 

All the metrical translations of Faust known to the writer fail to 
bring out the transcendental meaning of the inspired poet, and in many 
instances even Goethe himself was unconscious of these meanings, his 
inspiration coming from the sphere of the unconscious; and Goethe 
also professed total ignorance of several poems which he had written in 
that state of poetic creation out of higher spheres, it is therefore better 
to translate this remarkable passage literally. 

Now the hours have passed away from consciousness, 
Pain and pleasure both have vanished: 
Realize health beforehand and thou shalt become healthy, 
Have confidence and faith in the New-day! 
The valleys grow green, the hills swell out 
And the copses offer·a shady rest; 
And in rolling-silvery billows 
The Cornfields wave ready for IUlrvest. 

This harvest of deeds sown in earth-life, the Buddhistic" Karma" is 
to be reaped after the dawn of the New day, beginning after the short 
and refreshing sleep of death. 

It is curious that Gothe in the second line gives the oft-repeated 
description of that state of the soul called Nirvana, "where there is 
neither pain nor pleasure, all desires having ceased." 

In the third line he seems to have foretold a modern theory of cure, 
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that disease is curable by the mind itself (spirit operating upon matter. 
a weaker force, but both of the same essence) operating by what has 
been named" statuvolence," that is willing persistently and with faith in 
the power of Spirit the desired state of health, and that state will 
follow. 

Verse 12.-The dual-life is earth-life, which is aggregative not 
simple. and everywhere pervaded by duality - opposites - what 
Judge Grove calls" beneficent antagonisms." As one illustration, we 
have leere on eartle everywhere the dualism of misery and -happiness, 
for as we are constituted, now and here, we could not arrive at the 
concept of happiness without the concept of its opposite unhappi
ness. These dual miseries causing inharmoniousness of life pervade 
that small spot of creation known. to us and poison it, and to get rid of 
them is the aim of religious salvation. Another great dualism which 
must be got rid of is that of Matter and Spirit, as two different and 
opposing or separate things. This dualism must merge in Monism the 
doctrine of one force or Will differentiated, and from one point of view 
considered in animal consciousness, objectively, as matter, and in the 
other point of view, SUbjectively, as mind. As to the force itself, and 
what it is in itself, we know nothing, we only know its manifestations 
phenomenally. It is perhaps what we call God-the All in All. 

Matter and the external objective universe seems to us now as evil 
and coarse, but that is in truth because the earth-wills whose manifesta
tion it is, are evil and coarse; and just as all the wills on the earth 
improve by becoming unselfish, then matter too and the external 
universe with its organisms shall change in correspondence with the 
nobler wills and become higher and better. 

The getting rid of this idea concept, and feeling of duality is the 
buddhistic "doaya-doyapravritta" "not occupied with dualities." This 
is that sphere described by the great transcendental poet Emerson : 

"Where unlike things are like 
Where good and ill 
And joy and moan 
Melt into one. 
There the holy essence rolls, 
One through separated· souls." 

A. J. C. 
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[TRANSLATOR'S NOTE.-The original has been expanded, and includes some ex
planations that the native reader would not require, being familiar with the constantly 
introduced allusions these stories invariably contain.] 

THE Spirit of the Reading Desk addressed the assembled spirits of 
the pawnbroker's pledges thus: 

"My first owner was a gentleman of aristocratic birth, but of 
small income, whose tastes, or, indeed, personal qualities, did not induce 
him to follow the then most popular profession of arms; he was more 
skilled in argument than in fencing or horsemanship. So he entered 
zealously into the study of literature. 

"Classical literature* was but little known outside a limited circle of 
studious courtiers; but the recent re-introduction of Buddhism (A.D. 
542), and the favour it was received with by the Imperial family gave a 
new impetus to scAolarship. 

"Desiring to learn more of this doctrine, so altogether different from 
the ancient spiritual highway, and the Chinese Philosophy and Ethics, 
a voyage to China, and, if possible, to India, was planned . 

.. The disturbed condition of the Middle Kingdom, the hostile feeling 
against Japanese on the sea coast, and other reasons, made it advisable 
that the route should be through Corea, the North, and towards Tibet; 
the intercourse between Corea and Japan being much more friendly. 

" Departing a young man, he returned by the so~thern route, an old, 
old person ; but oh, so very learned! 

.. No one remembered him; all the friends of his youth had passed 
away; he was a stranger in his own home. 

"In course of time, he had me made, under his own personal superin
tendence. I was to be something most original. 

.. My stand contains, as you may still perceive, seven drawerl\, each 
of which represents the successive celestial cycles of the human spirit. 
The carved work supporting the top being representative of precipitous 
hills and profoundly deep chasms, amongst which dwell the souls of 
those who have attained to a state of higher felicity than ordinary 
mortals. The five elements are represented by the earthenware lozenges, 
the metal mountings, the wood of the structure and the fire, and em
ployed in the fabrication of the earthenware and metal. The seven 
jewels are also used in my mounting, and the carvings on the top are 
typical of the seven most precious treasures . 

.. Look at the interior decoration of my drawers and you will l\till be 

• ChinC!>e, Confucius, Mincius, &c. 
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able to trace emblems of the virtues, vices, properties and faculties of 
mankind. Indeed, whilst I am extremely typical of the mountain 
Shumi (Meru), I contain the epitome of the Sacred Doctrine, visible to 
those gifted with the higher vision. 

" Each drawer was made to contain one volume, but I will disclose to 
you a secret; although these sacred texts have long ago disappeared, 
within the innermost recesses I still retain one most precious of all, the 
Secret Doctrine, written in the ancient, sacred, arcane symbols, whilst 
the others were but Sanskrit, which their owner had learned during his 
stay in India. 

" I should like to relate to you, friends, the wonderful adventures of the 
~aste", as indeed he was, as well as my owner, during his long years of 
absence; these I learned in time by hearing them related to some of the 
great personages who soon became his pupils. 

"Having visited the monastery on the Ten dai hills, Todo Mirokoshi 
(China) where the great teacher Cki-sha-dai-ski gave instruction to the 
worthy-my master was capable of estimating the capacity of his pupils, 
and he apportioned their studies accordingly. So, when the abstruse 
problems were beyond their comprehension, and they ceased to con
centrate their extra mental vigour on their studies, he varied the tasks by 
recitals of his adventures. 

"There were certain episodes, however, that it was long before he 
revealed; and then alone in. the hearing of his most trusty and well-tried 
pupils. 

"Finding in Iqdia that the true doctrine had become perverted, he had 
roamed far and wide, amongst the hills and valleys of the north, till he 
reached the river of the golden sand. Here he met some pilgrims, from the 
south-east, searching like himself for teachers of the true doctrine. With 
fresh information, renewed hope, and revived zeal, they travelled on and 
on for months, amidst the stupendous towering mountains, and the 
solemn deep and gloomy gorges. 

" When at last, reduced to the greatest straits, almost driven to the last 
extremities, they were accosted, just as the shades of night were drawing 
over the hungry shelterless group, by a venerable personage, who 
demanded whence they came, and whither they were going. 

" Hardly pausing to hear their reply he directed them, in commanding 
accents, to follow him, which of course they gladly obeyed. Losing all 
consciousness they felt nothing till they were rudely aroused by the 
clanging of a bell, and behold it was daylight. 

" Rubbing their eyes and wonderingly yet guardedly looking about them 
they discovered themselves to be lying. together on a bed of dried leaves 
and grass, beneath the shelter of an overhanging cliff; before them was a 
fire, and both cooking utensils and food. A voice then ordered them to 
eat and fear not. 

ce Presently the bell rang out its deep notes, again, re-echoing through 
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the deep valleys from cliff to precipice, and presently the soft murmur 
of voices, chanting in harmonious unison floated on the zephyrs of the 
morning air. Their guide of the evening soon made his appearance, and 
the travellers were shortly afterwards separated, never to meet again in 
this terrestrial existence. The master learned that some were sent back 
to whence they came, and others elected to remain. But he determined to 
study, and return with the glad tidings to his native land, if he proved 
worthy, was accepted and instructed. As it appears, they had been 
miraculously preserved from a horrible fate by the great spirit teachers 
of the Secret Cultus. 

"Often indeed had he heard of the Senor;" (Genii) of K011lp;ra Tmgu 
and other beings endowed with superhuman knowledge, and supernatural 
powers, but here was he, a searcher after true knowledge rewarded for 
his long and arduous search, many trials and dangers, actually now one 
of their pupils. 

" With such teachers, studies progressed rapidly. Sanskrit and other 
documents were mastered, and knowledge acquired. Amidst the 
profound stillness of the pure mountain air there were no mundane dis
tractions, and my master began to give up his hopes of return. 

" His teacher, however, now reminded him of his duty from time to 
time, and incited him to greater efforts, and the wonderful store of 
knowledge grew rapidly to perfection. 

" At last the return journey had to be m!lde, and one evening, lying 
down to rest, he awoke to find himself in the island· of the northern 
doctrine, seated before a shrine. 

" On his head he had the cap of the Initiate; thrown around him, the 
robes of the highest order, and by his side a parcel of Sanskrit and other 
sacred texts, his bowl, staff, and chaplet. Here he became familiar with 
the northern ritual and forms, obtained some valuable writings, and 
calling upon his masters to aid him, he was speedily transferred across 
the ocean to the extreme south-east of the great continent to Ceylon, 
where he studied the southern more materialistic ritual; from thence he 
found means to travel homewards. Buddhism now, for a time, was not 
a persecuted religion, and eventually my master's long journey came to 
an end. Then I was constructed and made the repository of his literary 
treasures. 

"Soon my master's fame spread far and wide, his pupils became 
disciples, and erected a temple wherein he might dwell and teach his 
numerous and ever-increasing congregations the great truths. It was but 
for the few, and those alone, that hidden things were revealed. 
Long was the probation demanded, severe the tests exacted. 

"My master having thus established a nucleus, under trustworthy 
guidance, handed me over to his most valued pupil, and he disappeared 
mysteriously, but not to the surprise of his immediate followers, who 

.. An island in a lake: north of Sikhim -the Sacred Isle. 
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knew whither he had gone. Several of the pupils journeyed afar, and 
more than one again returned after long, long years." 

One of the audience here claimed the privilege of as~ing what the 
doctrines were that the master taught 

The Spirit responded to the enquiry in the following manner: 
" My master had studied the teachings of the great scholars Confucius 

and Mencius, the doctrines of Lao tze (Tanist), and of the Aryans 
(Indians), also of the great Lord Buddha (Shakya), as taught both in the 
north and in the south. The masters had initiated him into KNOWLEDGE 
OF ALL THINGS, now, tleen,heretofore, hereafter; with the transcendent 
capacity of intuition he could judge of all things, good and evil; having, 
therefore, become approximated closely to the greatest spiritual 
instructors. 

OMORI FU-SO-NO FUMI NITO . 

... - "' # .... 

~~:-... r~)* ~ .:.:'~ •. :~ 

THE ANGELUS BELL. 

BLEST hour of eve, when man, his labour o'er, 
Hears ringing down the vale the hallowed chime, 
That tells of the Eternal Word mad", Man in time, 
Dwelling beside earth's deep-resounding shore! 
We listen, and our hearts go out in prayer, 
And simple, pious souls their" aves" say, 
Closing with heavenly thoughts their weary day, 
Till morn bring round once more life's wear and tear. 
How sweet their pious faith! But who shall tell 
To those who fain would penetrate th' Unseen, 
And find the substance underneath the shell-
And who no longer fit the cloistered cell, 
Yet seck for rest their hours of toil between
The meal/ing of thy message, Angelus Bell ? 

-ADAMANTA. 
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THE SRADDHA. 

(Continued from the June Number.) 

AMONGST the various religions which have sprung up from 
~ Tartary, the fundamental points are m~ch the same; yet we 

find a striking difference in the direction of worship. The sun 
is more particularly the object of adoration to the Fire worshippers than 
to the Brahmins; but the former being a reformation directed against 
the latter, the Kibla was immediately changed together with the 
rectangular form of the building. The circle was substituted for the 
square, the point of adoration was placed on the south, and the entrance 
to the north. 

The Brahmins placed the great entrance to the east, in order that the 
morning rays should break upon the sanctuary. 

The worshippers having performed their ablutions before dawn crowd 
round the portals, which are thrown open the moment the sun appears; 
the temple, indeed, opens on the four sides, but the gates to the east 
predominated. That the Jews had a difference to mark is shown by the 
point of adoration being transferred to the west, and in a minor. degree 
to the north. 

Abraham, on Mount Moriah, turned to the west. The Holy of Holies 
was placed at the west end. In the vision of Ezekiel (ch. viii.) the 
vengeance of God is denounced against the Apostate Jews, who had 
"their back towards the temple of the Lord, and WORSHIPPED THE 

St;N towards the east." 
Christianity, making its difference with Judaism, removed back again 

its Kibla to the east. The Reformation signified its protest by placing 
the priest on the north of the altar. The Dissenters, like the early 
Christians, pay no attention to the points of the compass, but the new 
sect in the Anglican church go round again to the cast. 

If, then, the professors of a religion which pretends to be spiritual, 
and in which the turning to the east has been forbidden, because it 
implies" worship of the sun," and who are, moreover, assured of the 
immaterial being of their Maker, and his Omnipresence, are thus to be 
traced in their mutations by imaginary astronomic lin~ how much more 
must they have been important in religions professedly astronomic, and 
wherein the meditation upon mere ge~graphical points constituted a 
large portion of their devotion. 

But, whatever the point which might have been particularly or 
successively preferred, they all equally depended upon the accuracy of 
drawing the intersecting lines. Whatever the object of varying 
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adoration, the plan itself was connected with that original form of 
worship out of which the various beliefs subsequently sprang; and, in 
fact, amongst the earliest on record we find one which especially bore 
the designation of " Religion of the Cross," which prevailed in China as 
a reformation of that of Hoang-ti from before the Deluge, to at least 
the 5th century after Christ. But as this was neither the object of 
adoration, nor the name of a founder, it must have been the introduction 
of a ceremony, and not that of a belief; that ceremony, the drawing of 
the cross, is preliminary throughout Hindustan to this hour to the 
performing of the Sraddha ; thus the cross became the emblem of the 
ancestral worship. 

This operation of drawing the cross is identical with that of the 
Etruscan augur, when drawing the Cardo and crossing it with the 
Decumanus, in order to describe the bounds for sacred edifices. The 
very word cardo is derived from the Zend, and signifies adoration; and 
amongst the Chinese the mere act of forming the figure of the cross was 
so esteemed; to this idea no doubt we must refer the turning wheels of 
the Buddhists, which were originally in the form of a cross. The 
universality of its adoption from Rome to China, from the Druids to the 
Mexicans, who worshipped it when presented to them by the Spaniards, 
proves alike its high antiquity and its use in that lofty and central region 
to which in so many other points the diverging lines of superstition and 
belief have severally to be traced back. 

But wherein lay the association with the worship of the ancestors? 
It lay in the necessity of fixing a point for the sacrifice. This sacrifice 
was not made at the tomb; there was neither grave, nor funeral pyre; 
the body was disregarded and cast out; there were then no temples; 
there was no one spot more consecrated than another; the Pitris 
belonged to the stars which they were supposed to inhabit; the lines of 
the heaven were, therefore, to be brought down upon the earth, and the 
intersection of the Red Litle of Fire, with the Yellow Line of earth, 
determined by the points of the compass, was supposed to be the fitting 
place to invoke them down. 

Once thus associated it necessarily took hold on the imaginations and 
affections of men, as implying a knowledge of the deep mysteries of the 
Universe, as the connecting link with the Invisible. It was, in fact, in 
matters of faith, what the compass was to the mariner, pointing to them 
the way of salvation. It was consecrated to their ruling passion, 
ancestral devotion, and filial piety; and then there was a world largely 
stocked with affections and rich in love. No wonder that religion 
received from it a name, and that the emblem has spread to every 
clime. 

I had omitted one point, not to encumber the matter with details, 
which I now advert to for its argumentative value. Besides food and 
raiment, the ancestors required drink, and water for ablution. Fire did 
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not, however serve for conveying water. It was, besides, an element, and 
constituted the substance of the gods. They had recourse to a peculiar 
process; it was suspended, or poured out, and so supposed to be conveyed 
to them. Probably motion was given to it; this, the wave-offering of the 
Jews. would suggest They used fire and sacred fire. The vessel used in 
sacrifice by the Hindus is called Arghya Natha.· In the Jewish sacrifice 
the vessel used for receiving the blood was called Aganath. 

Amongst the Brahmins and the Buddhists the Cross is known as 

Swastika, thus: +. It was in this very form that it was first adopted 

by the Christians. I subjoin some of the forms in which it appears on 
the vases of the Hya and Shang dynasties, cotemporaneous with Noah. 

* T X ~ On Sword. 

The first letter in the Chinese Alphabet is a Cross in this form: 0 
Their writing being originally ideograpllic, is is explained as implying 
.. a home, a temple or a niche for an idol. It was anciently an ornament 

for a temple." On the early Chinese vases this figure 0 is' used 

to enclose' distinguished names, as the oval or cartouche of the 
Egyptians. The Cross appears also on the sepulchral monuments of the 
Tartars. 

Thus, then, the earliest temples were constructed in the form of a 
Cross, and the most ancient of those discovered in India are in all 
points the facsimile of a Gothic cathedral-a form not explained by any 
inherent use, and referable only to the practice observed in the ancestral 
worship. 

There has been abundance of disquisition on an ancient ornament 
which we choose to call a "cross." I t has suggested learned comment
aries and endless explanations, but the religion bearing that name has 
strangely suggested no inquiry . 

.. The Roman Catholic, or the Greek," says Clarke, II in bowing before 
the Cross, would be little disposed to believe that centuries before the 
birth of Christ the same emblem was adored ac; that of the Resur
rection." 

Now the figure referred to by the learned traveller is not a cross, nor 
has it any connexion whatever in its symbolical origin, mythological or 
national history, with the cross of antiquity. He is speaking of the Tau 
of the Egyptians, which, in its natural sense. was a key adapted for the 

• Argba or Arz4ya. "b"bation" and .. sacrificial cup"; NGl4a. "lord. '4ED.] 
28 
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opening of doors, the turning of sluices and, probably, also that ingenious 
masonic device for lifting stones. It became the key symbolically of the 
womb and a future life, and thus decorates the hand of Osiris, as it does 
in its modem shape the escutcheon of the Roman Pontifex. This is 

what is called the Cruz Ansa/a, f' being, in fact, the letter T (tau) with 

a handle. Mysticism in abundance was evolved from the figure, which 
I do not enter into because it is precisely what I want to put aside in 
order to get at the source . 

. There is another figure of Indian origin which bears to this a close 
resemblance, and with which it has, therefore, been confounded, es
pecially as the mysticism which enveloped the one intermingled with 
that which belonged to the other. The Indian figure, may be represented 

by an anchor without the stocks, thus: ~ or as a boat and a mast, 

standing for the Arghya N atha, typifying the double generative power of 
nature. The connexion with the Tau is obtained by an easy process 
in argument, that of reversing it, when it becomes pretty nearly a T. 
In China, however, there is a TI which also is the letter T, but with a 
perfectly distinct meaning, and represents the outspread canopy of 
heaven. That there could be no real connexion between the Egyptian 
Tau and the Hindu Arghya Natha, appears in this: that the Egyptians 
did not entertain the doctrines upon which the latter was founded; 
for they separated the Linga and the Yoni, of which it was the conjoint 
emblem. 

There were thus two cruciform figures and one cross complete; we 
have confounded them together, we have mixed up the ideas from which 
they sprang, and the myths to which they gave rise. They belong to 
different nations, to different periods; they are founded on wholly dis
similar ideas, having different names, and are of different forms. The 
Tau rising in Egypt, in connexion with that people's notions of a 
future state; the Arghya Natha rising in the Himalaya, and having 
reference to the mysteries of life; beyond these, we come to the figure 
represented in the configuration of the plateau of Pamer, the primitive 
abode of man called "the cross," typifying the motion of the earth and 
the heavenly bodies, and employed as the process of consecration, 
of which it contained the idea. 

Wherever we find fire worship we have found the ancestral worship. 
The latter is to be held a distinct religion on which others have been 
engrafted-not a portion of different creeds; to this religion, sacrifice 
was peculiar-fire was its instrument, and the cross its sign. 

This is not a theory propounded, but an explanation offered, for as 
yet no explanation has ever been suggested of sacrifice. It has been 
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THE SRADDHA. 

strangely overlooked that this rite did not consist in the slaughter of the 
victim, but on its being laid on tke fire. It was thus it became" sacrifice," 
being made sacred. Sacrum faceo,. by that process it was oblated, or 
borne to the gods. Expiation or atonement, the accepted reason of 
sacrifice had no connexion with its being burnt. No doubt, both 
expiation and execration came to be associated with the rite; but they 
bear only on the life of the victim, and noways explain the manner of 
disposing of the body, in which the value of sacrifice depended. I now 
come to Iran; having already referred the name of Sraddha to the 
Zend, we may expect to find it here more clearly defined, and more dis
tinctly represented than in the other systems. This, however, is not the 
case. In one point, indeed, it gives us a positive assurance of the lineal 
derivation of the Parsees, from the old Mahabadians with their proper 
names and designations; for in the Zend-Avesta the enumeration and 
the invocation of the ancestors, which, without the knowledge of this 
rite, would be set down to mere vague tradition, becomes a record 
of legal authority, and there they trace back to Jemshid and Carjoumers. 
I may here remark that the air of fable connected with the latter 
arises from the supposed etymology of his name as first man (Mesha) ; 
but the first man of the Parsees is a wholly distinct personage-as 
much as Adam and Abraham. 

Beyond this we find little in ceremonial or in monuments to illustrate 
the ceremony, but in the religion itself we have valuable light as bearing 
on the metaphysical and dogmatic part; and, in fact, of all the religions 
of the East, that of the Parsees is the most interesting, as being 'freest 
from metaphysics and mythology; as inculcating the purest morals, 
and as linking together, in a manner nowhere else to be found, the 
earliest belief of mankind, not with the maxims only, but with many of 
the most important doctrines of Christianity. 

The oblation to the ancestors, or their sustenance, depends upon their 
being considered as ghosts, for if they passed into another state, either 
that of judgment, which would allot them a habitation of happiness 
or of misery, or if they animated their bodies, such oblation would be 
needless; yet we have concurrently oblation and transmigration. The 
question then arises , whether transmigration was the original creed, and 
the Sraddha the foreign graft, or the reverse. Whep, however, a ritual 
observance is in conflict with a metaphysical conception it is to be 
inferred that the latter is the ingraft on the former. But we have here 
the tradition of the introduction of the dogma, together with the 
explanation of its motive-that of putting an end to bloody sacrifice, 
whether of man or of animals; and though this is understood as simply 
affecting the condition of the victim, it was no doubt aimed, although it 
failed in its effect, at the object of the sacrifice; the sacrifice has been 
maintained, although the nature of the offering has been altered, or, 
more accurately, brought back to its original form of libation-fruits, 
flowers, and sweet odours. 

ANDREW T. SIBBALD. 
(To be Concluded nut Montk.) 
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LUCIFER. 

NOTES FROM MY JAPANESE SCRAP BOOKS. 

B Y C. P F 0 U N DES. 

DOMEI AJARI. 

THE SACRILEGIOUS BONZE ADMONISHED BY A SPIRIT. 

From the original of Uji Shu I Mono Zatari. 

NOTE BY TRANSLATOR. 

[VJI DAI NAGON TAKA KIMI was a courtier of the 13th century A.D. 
who annually took a holiday, which he spent at a monastery in the 
remote rural districts, which was frequented by.pilgrims ; here he set up 
a place of rest, and doled out gratuitous refreshments, but asked all 
his guests to relate some scrap of curious adventure or wonder story. 

Many volumes and a large number of stories, from far and near, at 
home and abroad, even from the far south and west, being the result. 
The preface states that many of the narratives are Chinese and Indian, 
genuine, not written down elsewhere.] 

DOME' was the younger son of a Councillor of State, bllt 
though an acolyte (Ajari) he was by no means inclined to 
strict observance of the rules. There was a celebrated 

beauty at court, with whom he had become entangled, and who 
frequently visited him clandestinely at the temple. She was a 
lady in waiting, and their respective duties somewhat interfered 
with their freedom-so the visits were often at a somewhat late 
(or eafly) hour. To while away the time, and also as an excuse for 
remaining in the temple, away from the apartments of the other priests, 
Domei would read the prayers (Buddhist Sutra), and having a very fine 
voice, of which he was exceedingly proud, entertained his mistress in 
this profane manner, against all the canons of the faith. 

On one such occasion, when, tired of lover's talk, he had commenced 
reading, he was interrupted by the unaccountable appearance of a 
personage of most venerable presence. Calmly waiting for the priest 
to recover his composure, and then making his salutations, he introduced 
himself as the ancient one, dwelling in the shrine at Go-jo Nishi no To In. 

Enquiring the reason of the intrusion, at such an hour, unannounced, 
the venerable one said that the intonation of the prayers had attracted 
him, and he complimented the reader on having so fine a voice. The 
priest asked why then the venerable personage did not attend at the 
temple where he (Domei) read the prayers every day. 

To this enquiry the aged one made this reply:-
"When you, sir priest, read prayers in the Temple, if your person 

(soul and body) is in a state of purity, even the Didnes might descend to 
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hear such good words as you are now reading, and so ably reciting, as 
you undoubtedly do. I who am but a much more lowly spirit dare not 
approach such high companionship, even at prayers. But now to-night 
you mister acolyte, being bodily in a condition of impurity, having 
neglected the teachings of the most holy Yei skin no so dzu, who 
emphasized the olden time laws that those alone should peruse the 
sacred texts who were free from impurity of body or of spirit, I have 
come, therefore, without misgivings of having committed sacrilege, for 
I am the spirit Da so-.iin, otherwise called Saru dai kiko, the guardian 
of the highways." 

Hereupon the spirit vanished, leaving the sacrilegious young priest 
profoundly sensible of his impiety. 

INDIAN PROVERBS. 

TRANSLATED FROM THE SANSCRIT. 

Noting the wasting of callyrium, and the increase of an ant-hill, let 
one make the day fruitful by generosity, study, and noble acts. 

By the fall of water-drops, the pitcher is gradually filled; this is the 
cause of wisdom, of virtue, and of wealth. 

The heat-oppressed not so does a plunge in ice-cold water delight, nor 
a pearl necklace, nor anointing with sandal, as the words of the good 
delight the good. 

The good are like cocoa-nuts; others are like the jujube, externally 
pleasing. 

Like an earthen vessel, easy to break, hard: to re-unite, are the 
wicked-the good are like vessels of gold, hard to break and quickly 
united. 

Be not a friend to the wicked-charcoal when hot, burns; when cold, 
it blackens the fingers. 

Shun him who secretly slanders, and praises openly; he is like a cup 
of poison, with cream on the surface. 

A chariot cannot go on one wheel alone; so destiny fails unless man's 
acts co-operate. 

The noble delight in the noble; the base do not ; the bee goes to the 
lotus from the wood; not so the frog, though living in the same lake. 

C. J. 
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.· 

mHE object of this work, which is published in the form of twelve pamphlets. 
.JIL each averaging about twenty pages in length, is to prepare the reader 

for becoming a student of the Science of Healing by means of the Spirit, 
for this title (though somewhat lengthy) more accurately describes the so-called 
Science than the cognomen" Christian." "Prepare the reader," is also said 
advisedly; for the first ten of these pamphlets are chiefly occupied with the 
thesis that man's beliefs with regard to the existence of matter being erroneous, 
he is thereby subject to certain illusions with regard to it, the chief of these 
being ill-health and disease. This is pure Berkeleyan philosophy, if not 
Platonism itself; Theosophists indeed, may claim for it a far older origin, for 
does not the early Brahmanic and Buddhist philosophies teach that all outward 
appearances, all phenomena, are illusion-Maya? However this may be, the 
application of the principle to the treatment of disease, if not actually new, is 
here presented to us in a novel form, and with a view to rendering its practice 
popular. It is philosophy reduced to its simplest expression. It is the 
physician's highest art made common property. It is another claim to a 
"secret unveiled," the secret of man's being. And if, as the writer states, the 
present treatment of disease is the result of man's belief in the reality of 
matter, it is doubtless necessary to begin by a somewhat lengthy chain of 
reasoning in order to convince him of his error, for man cannot understand 
what he really is so long as he pronounces upon himself as he sees only. 
"Not until he brings his higher powers into action, his discernment and per
ception, will he begin to perceive the truth about himself, which stands opposed 
to his own belief of himself. And never till he so perceives and understands 
will he reverse his decision upon himself. And never till he reverses it, will he 
grow into the consciousness of what he really is." t He will remain, as the 
author puts it, in the Adam-state, subject to the law of matter, making to 
·himself "graven images," and falling down and worshipping them. And as 
"Adam is the model of man as we see and know him to-day, Jesus is the 
model of what he is to become-consciously, as he is in reality-through 
his own work of regeneration and redemption." .... "It was this conscious
ness which was perfect realization, which gave him (Jesus) the power he mani
fested over sin, sickness and death, by which he healed the halt, the sick and 
the blind; by which he cast out devils and raised the dead."t This conscious
ness is the chief point insisted upon in this stage of the work, for until this is 
realized, there is no possibility of the exercise of the healer's power, except 
perhaps in a weak or partial manner. It is not therefore till we arrive at 
Section X. that the treatment of dir.ease is actually touched upon. In this 
section we are told that "what man in his ignorance calls health is as much a 

• STATEJU:NTS OF CHRISTIAN ScIENCE. Comprised ill rir"1un Instnu, tPUllwelve _tUms. B, 
URSULA N. GESTKFELl). Chicago, t888. 

t Section Ill. p, J8. :s: Section VIll. p.6. 
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belief as what he calls sickness," and that" putting medicine into a stomach 
never yet changed a man's conception of himself; but he has changed one con
ception or belief of his for another in consequence of his belief in the power 
of the medicine." Conditions of ill-health are said to be nothing" but mental 
pictures which man creates for himself and believes in religiously." We must 
therefore learn to dominate all those conditions to which we believe our bodies
to be subject. Denial of the false, affirmation of the true, constantly in 
thought if not in word, is to be the first process for bringing about a change 
in man's own body first, subsequently in that of others. If we deny sickness 
and suffering and all kinds of evil as no-things, non-existent, not proceeding 
from the Infinite Mind, both as regards ourselves and all surrounding us, for 
all are parts of one Universal Whole (which is another purely Vedanto
Buddhistic tenet), we shall, by this transformation of the inward gradually act 
upon and cause a transformation of the outward, and overcome all discordant 
conditions, be they called sm, or suffering, or sickness. And as man 
is the creator of every form of sin and suffering, so is he also the 
transmitter of these through "Thought Transference"; diseases are 
communicated by this means "instead of through physical germs."· The 
healer by means of "Christian Science" must attack the root of all disease, 
man's belief about himself and others; he must treat the sufferer for his faults 
and for sin, of which his diseases are but the extreme expression, one disease 
being the same as another to a scientific healer. II'! treating little children, it 
is mainly the parents who have to be dealt with, their beliefs about the child, 
their fear and their anxiety. 

The last section closes with some instructions as to the attitude and deport
ment of the healer towards· his patient, but the whole treatment is to be 
spiritual, above and beyond the plane of material being. 

Such is an imperfect digest of the teaching contained in Mrs. Gestefeld's 
twelve pamphlets. A candidate for "Christian Science" would have to study 
them in all their details; for it is only by dwelling and meditating on the 
principles therein set forth that one can arrive at the state of mind necessary for 
realizing the results to be attained The Science of Being can be summed up 
in few words, but it cannot be so easily imparted, and many difficulties 
naturally occur to the student which require to be separately answered. A few 
of these must be stated at the outset. 

To begin with, why premise by giving to a Science a qualification which doe3 
not belong to it? Why start with a m;snome,1 Why call it "Christian" 
rather than" Sufie," "Buddhist," or better than al~ the" Yoga Science, the aim 
of which is preeminently to attain union with the Universal Spirit ? We are 
told by the author, as also by several other professors of this new school, that it 
was through this Science that Jesus healed, and that it was this Science which 
he taught. We demur to the statement. There is nothing whatever in the New 
Testament to lead to such an idea or even suspicion; and there are no other 
documents known more authoritative to the Christians than the Gospels. The 
Sermon on the Mount, which is the very embodiment of Christ's teachings
Christianity in a nut-she~ so to say-is a code of preeminently p,aelieal as also. 
impracticable rules of life, of daily observances, yet all on the plane of matter-of 

• SectiOil XI,. p. I" 
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fact earth·life. When you are told to turn your left cheek to him who smites 
you on the right, you are not commanded to tkny the blow, but on· the con
trary to assert it by meekly bearing the offence; and in order not to resist evil, 
to turn (whether metaphorically or otherwise) your other cheek-i.e., to invite 
your offender to repeat the action. 

Again, when your" Son," or brother, or neighbour, asks of you bread, you 
are not invited to deny the hunger of him who asks, ~ut to give him food; as 
otherwise you would indeed give him instead of fish "a serpent." Finally, 
sins, wickedness, diseases, etc., are not denied by Jesus, nor are their opposites, 
virtue, goodness and health, anywhere affirmed. Otherwise, where would be 
the raison tl'Nre for his alleged coming to save the world from the original sin? 
We know that "Christian Scientists" deny every theological dogma, from Eden 
downwards, as much as we do. Yet they affirm that which Jesus ever practi
cally denied; and affirming (is it for the sake, and in view of the Christian 
majority in their audiences ?), they are not in union with the Universal Spirit, 
which is-TauTH. 

Again, is it safe to entrust this occult power (for such it surely is) to the 
hands of the multitude? Did not Jesus, whom we are expressly told to take 
as our model, himself say :-" To you (who are disciples, initiates) it is given 
to know the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven; but to others in parables"? 
Is there no danger that one who acquires this power of controlling the will and 
thoughts of others, and the conditions surrounding them, should fall from his 
high estate, and use his influence for bad purposes-in other words, that the 
'White magic should become black 1 The very fact that Mrs. Gestefeld warns the 
healer never to give a treatment for any purpose but to make the Truth of Being 
manifest, "never for any personal gain," points to this possibility; she also 
warns, or I may say threatens, that if this should be attempted, the would-be 
healer will "descend at once to the plane of mortal mind." Perhaps this 
implies that- the power will depart from him, but that this salutary consequence 
will accrue is scarcely made clear to the reader. She says, indeed, "You will 
be no Christian Scientist, but a mesmerist." But to certain people this would be 
no objection. Where then is the guarantee, the hall-mark, of the true Christian 
Scientist, by which he can be known to the unwary? If this, like other spiritual 
things, can only be "spiritually discerned," the patient must be et.jual to the 
healer, and will have no need of him. 

Again, is it true that all our diseases are the result of wrong beliefs? The 
child, who has no belief, no knowledge or conception, true or false, on the sub
ject of disease, catlilies scarlet fever through the transference of germs, not 
through that of thought. One is tempted to ask, like those of old, did the 
child sin or his parents? Will the answer of the Great Healer fit the case, ,:e., 
" Neither did this child sin nor his parents, but that the glory of God might be 
made manifest"? The" glory of the new Christian Science," then ?-t h e 
.. new" wine in very, very old bottles? And are there not among the renowned 
te\chers of the new science, who are themselves afflicted by disease, often in
curable, by pain and suffering? Will Mrs. Gestefeld, or some one nearer 
home, explain? 

Then further, in the case of widespread epidemics, such as cholera, we 
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know that to a certain extent these are the consequence of man's sin, his 
neglect of hygienic laws, of cleanliness and good drainage, and, in proportion 
as these laws are obeyed, to a certain extent preventible. But there are also 
climatic conditions, as in the last visitation of cholera in 18840_ when the 
epidemic seemed confined to certain areas, following some law of atmospheric 
currents, or other undetected, but not undiscoverable, physical cause. Can these 
be overcome by Christian Science? How is it they do not yield to a whole nation's 
fervent prayers ?-for prayer, when in earnest, is surely, at least, when accom
panied by virtuous living, a motU of Christian Science, of intense WILL? And 
do we not see the holiest and the best, and those, too, not living in ignorance 
or in defiance of law spiritual, moral, mental, or' hygienic, fall victims·to disease, 
and only able to preserve life at all with the utmost, almost abnormal, care and 
precaution? 

But" Christian Science" goes further than that. At a lecture, in London, 
it was distinctly asserted that every physical disease arises from, and is the 
direct effect of, a mental disease or vice: e.g., "Bright's disease of the kidneys 
is always produced in persons who are untruthful, and who practise deception." 
Query, Would not, in this case, the whole black fraternity of Loyola, every 
diplomat, advocate and lawyer, as the majority of tradesmen and merchants, 
be incurably afflicted with this terrible evil? Shall we be next told that cancer 
on the tongue or in the throat is produced by those who backbite and slander 
their fellow men? It would be well-deserved Karma, were it so. Unfortunately, 
some recent cases of this dreadful disease, carrying off two of the best, most 
noble-hearted and truthful men living, would give a glaring denial to such an 
assertion. 

.. Christian" (or mental) Sdenl;sls assert, furthermore, that the healer can 
work on a patient (even one whom he has never seen) as easily thousands of 
nliles away, as a few yards off. Were this so, and the practice to become 
universal, it would hardly be a pleasant thing to know that wherever one might 
be, occult currents are directed towards one from unknown well-wishers at a 
distance, whether one wants them or not. If, on the one hand, it is rather 
agreeable, and even useful, in this age of slander to have other people denying 
your faults and vices, and thus saving you from telling lies yourself; on the 
other hand, it would cut from under one's feet every possibility of amending 
one's nature through personal exertion, and w.ould deprive one at the same time 
of every personal merit in the matter. Karma would hardly be satisfied with 
such an easy arrangement. 

This world would witness strange sights and the next one (a reincamationist 
would say" the next rebirth,") terrible disappointments. Whether viewed from 
the standpoint of theists, Christians, or the followers of Eastern philo-
5t)phy, such an arrangement would satisfy very few minds. Disease, mental 
characteristics and shortcomings, are always effects produced by causes: the 
natural effect of Karma, the unerring Law of Retribution, as we would say ; 
and one gets into a curious jumble when trying to work along certain given 
lines of this "Christian Science" theory. Will its teachers give us more 
definite statements as to the general workings of their theories? 

In conclusion, were these theories to pro~e true, their practice would only be 
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our old friend magnetism, or hypnotisIII rather, with all its undeniable dangers, 
only on a gigantic universal scale j hence a thousand times more dangerous for 
the human family at large, than is the former. For ,no magnetizer can work 
upon a person whom he has never seen or come in contact with-and this is 
one blessing, at any rate. And this is not the case with mental or "Christian " 
Science, since we are distinctly told that we can work on perfect strangers, 
those we have neve, met, and who are thousands of miles away from us. In 
such case, and as a first benefit, our civilized centres would do well to have 
their clergy and Christian communities learn the "Science." This would save 
millions of pounds sterling now scraped off the bones of the starving multitudes 
and sunk into the insatiable digestive organs of missionary funds. Mission
aries, in fact, would become useless-and this would become blessing number 
two. For henceforth they would have but to meet in small groups and send 
currents of Will beyond the "black waters" to obtain all they are striving for. 
Let them deny that the heathens are not Christians, and affi,m that they are 
baptized, even without contact. Thus the whole world would be saved, and 
private capital likewise. 

Of course it may so happen that our "heathen" brethren who have had 
the now called "Christian" science at their finger ends ever since the days 
of Kapila and Patanjil~ may take it into their head to reverse the current and 
set it in motion in an opposite direction. They may deny in their turn that 
their Christian persecutors have one iota of Christianity in them. They may 
affirm that the whole of Christendom is eaten through to the backbone with 
diseaSes resulting from the seven capital sins j that millions drink themselves to 
death and other millions (governments included) force them to do so by 
building two public houses to every church, a fact which even a Christian 
Scientist could. hardly make way with if he denied it till the next pralaya. 
Thus the heathen would have an advantage over the Christian Scientist in his 
denials and affirmations, inasmuch as he would only be telling the truth j while, 
by denying disease and evil, his Western colleague is simply flying into the 
face of fact and encouraging the unwary mystic to igno,e instead of killing his 
sinful nature. 

The present criticism may be a mistaken one, and we may have misunder
stood the "Science" under analysis, in which, however, we recognise a very 
old acquaintance, namely, Dhy4na, "abstract meditation." But so much 
the greater the necessity for a definite explanation. For these are questions we 
would fain have answered, precisely in the interest of that old Science reborn 
under a new mask, and because it must be the desire of every true follower of 
Eastern Theosophy to see the doctrine of self-oblivion and altruism, as against 
selfishness and personality, more widely understood and practised than at 
present. 

• 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

<torre9pon~ence . 
• 

IS THIS RIGHT? 

IN the T. P. S. publications we know that the views of individuals 
are given. But it does not seem right that basic principles should be mis
stated and pass through the T. P. S's. hands unquestioned, when they may 
mislead earnest students. Mr. Harbottle says (page 7 of No.6,) that .. it 
cannot be supposed . . . . it will always be possible for the Karma to find 
precisely the right field for the working out of its effects, etc." That "there 
must be a certain amount of injustice done" (and he says it is so in nearly 
every case of rebirth) and CI this injustice meets with compensation in Deva
chan." So the perfect law-itself pure justice-is shown working with hitches 
and flaws, and compensating its errors I I! That a portion of Karma may lie 
over through several lives, he does not seem to remember. Now I myself have 
seen correspondents, eager seekers, who though plain people and semi-educated, 
see such flaws at once, and are needlessly puzzled at their coming through an 
official source, so to say, like the T. P. S. Minor occult points-visible to the 
advanced only-are unimportant. But should 'such glaring errors regarding the 
basic truths be so printed? 

J. C. V. P. 

ANSWER. 

Your correspondent, and my critic (or perhaps I should say the critic of the 
officers of the T. P. S.), should, I think, remember that, unless he is writing with 
an authority to which I lay no claim, he is using a somewhat strong expression in 
speaking of my view of the operation of Karma in Re-incarnation as a "glaring 
error." 

I can only say that, for my own part, I should be glad of an authoritative 
statement from the Editors of LUCIFER, but, meanwhile, I will endeavour to 
show the grounds upon which I hold the view objected to by J. C. V. P. 

It is always easy to take a paragraph away from its context and apply a wrong 
meaning to it, and I can understand that, taken by itself, the paragraph quoted 
might convey the impression that I was accusing the law of Karma of being an 
unjust law. I do not think I need defend myself from any accusation of having 
to this extent distorted one of the "basic truths" of Theosophy; and yet 
unless this is the meaning of J. C. V. P. I fail to see the raison d'2/re of his 
criticism. 

If J. C. V. P. will turn to p. 3 of the same paper, he will read in the second 
paragraph, in reference to the Devachanic state, .. It is purely a state of bliss, 
in which man receives compensation for the undeserved misery of his past life."· 

• Quite correct; but it is not the i1ljllsme or ",istakes or Karma which are the causes or such 
" undeserved misery," but other causes, independent of the past Karma of either the producer or the 
innocent victim or their eff'eets, new tUlio1ls generated by the wickedness of men and circumstances; 
and which arouse Karmic law to fresh activity, i.e. the punishment of those who caused these new 
Nid4"as (or casnal. connections), and the reward of him who suffered from them undeservedly' 
-fED.] 
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To be consistent, J. C. V. P. should object to this also, yet I have herein only 
embodied the idea which I have gathered, and I believe accurately, from one 
whom I venture to look upon as an authority. I appeal to the Editors of 
LUCIFER to uphold me, or to contradict me j in the latter event my whole con
tention falls to the ground. 

It is, however, my conviction, that this statement as to Devachan is not a 
glaring error, - and that being so I contend that the paragraph objected to by 
J. C.V. P. is a natural corollary to the other. Undeserved evil in any particular 
incarnation. is injustice, so far as that incarnation is concerned If this be, in 
the opinion of J C. V.P., the working of the Perfect Law-in itself, pure Justice 
-with hitches and flaws, etc., so be it; I prefer to take the broader view and 
to believe that not in one life, or in two, but in the numberless series of lives 
through which the Ego passes, full justice is done, and full return made for evil 
as for good. If this view were not the one to which I have given expression 
throughout the paper, ]C.V P. might have some basis for his selection of the 
paragraph he criticises, but I deny that, as it stands, his charge has any validity. 

J.C. V.P. asserts that I have forgotten" that a portion of Karma may lie over 
through several lives." If he will read my paper again (a process which might 
be advantageous to his understanding of it) he will see that on p. 4t in speaking 
of the Karma generated by a murderer and his victim, I refer expressly to this 
very point But surely if bad Karma can be held over, a man may be said to 
be unjustly treated in any given life, as justice punishes as well as rewards, and 
the absence of merited punishment is consequently the absence of justice. The 
very point which J.C. V.P. suggests as the reason for condemning my paragraph 
is its absolute and complete justification. Further, if bad Karma can lie over 
why not also good? so that the other side of the medal presents the same 
aspect. 

I will not pursue the subject further because I feel that I have some claims in 
this instance to the good offices of those who are responsible for the publication 
of my paper, and should my case not be arguable, or my defence weak, I ask, 
and think I have a right to ask, for instruction on the point at issue. 

T. B. HARTBOTTLE. 

[EDITORS' NOTE.-For one acquainted with the doctrine of Karma, and after 
this explanation, the objection taken by our American correspondent seems to 
rest of.1 a misconception of Mr. Harbottle's meaning in his article. But no more 
can the correspondent be taken to task for it. Removed several pages from the 
said justifying paragraph, and standing by itself, the sentence under criticism did 
seem to imply and warrant such a construction. One can never be too 
cautious and too explicit, when writing upon such abstruse subjects. As the 
defendant has risen and explained, however, the short debate may be closed. 
Both plaintiff and defendant now stand accused: one of judging too hastily 
and on appearance; the other, of having written too loosely, and without due 
caution, upon a subject of the utmost importance. Both, therefore, may b~ 
left to their respective Karma.] 

• Explained in this sense it is nOL-[ED.] 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

ASTROLOGICAL. 

MAY I be allowed to ask through the columns of LUCIFER a few questions 
on astrology? 

I. We are told that Saturn and Mars are malefic. Are they malefic in their 
nature or only in their effects? 

2. We find that? 120· from the <:> is a Benefic and when 90· is a malefic, 
will your astrologer explain how, why and where the malefic influence begins 
and vice versa 1 

3- What is planetary influence and how does it act on man ?-Yours truly, 
MAGUS. 

Rose Mount, Keighley, April 

I. I do not consider any planet esssentially malefic. Dirt has been wittily 
defined as "matter in the wrong place." So a planet becomes really malefic 
only when badly placed or aspected. Nevertheless, there is this important 
difference between the so-called malefics and benefics, that certain positions and 
aspects which are good with the latter are e\·il with the former; hence the 
benefics produce the most good 

2 This is determined by the orbs of the planets, which are given, with slight 
variations, in the text-books The more exact the aspect, the more powerful 
the effects: but when the planets are distant from the exact aspects half the 
slim 0/ their conjoint orbs, the influence of that aspect is said to commence or 
end, according as the aspect is applying or separating. I believe, however, 
that this only applies to the stronger aspects; and that for the weaker ones, 
much smaller orbs of action must be taken. 

3. Certain occult planetary influences which, for' want of a more scientific 
term we may call magnetic, converge upon the notice at the moment of birth; 
these influences determine the tentlencies of the future years of life. But it 
should never be forgotten that astrology does not teach fatalism, and that we can 
overcome to a great extent the evil tendencies, and develop the good. .. The 
wise man rules his stars, the fool obeys them." 

NEMo. 

WHAT IS GOD? 

I WISH to thank you for reply to my fornler communication. I find I agree 
to an extent with your thought, but not wholly. With your permission I will 
open out my thought on this great subject a little more, if useful. 

I have no conception of Infinite and Boundless as positive existence. The 
Eternal or Absolute Void may be said to be Infinite and Boundless, but this 
Void is nothing, and of which nothing can be predicated; so that Infinite or 
Boundless and Absolute in this respect are non-existent.· You seem to 
identify Deity with the Original Nothing, the absolute Negation. But such 

• To some minds, very likely. In the opinion of a Vedantin or an Eastern Occultist this .. Bound
less" is the one deity and tbe one reality in tbis universe of Maya, and it is the one neriasti"l a"d 
~aled principle-everytbing else being illusionary, because finite, conditioned and transitory. 
-[Eo. 1 . 
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Deity has nothing to do with what we call the Something or the Real, and 
existence is quite independent of it.· If Deity or God is the same as Absolute 
Nothing, and all things came from Him or It, then something has come from 
nothing, which, philosophy declares, cannot be. t The rea~ as opposed to the 
unreal, can alone produce that which is real, whatever kind of reality it be, divine, 
spiritual or natural. In plain words nothing can produce nothing. Something 
only can produce itself in varied differentiations.i Nothing is the Infinite. 
The Something (universal reality or the all) in the Finite; but (if you like) 
Infinite in thi:i sense that, being all-inclusive, it is bounded by nothing beyond 
it. If Deity hao; originated form, size, number and motion as attributes of the 
concrete-spiritual or nature §-how could He (allow me to use this pronoun) 
so have done unless these in some way are in Himself. As He has originated all 
conditions, He surely possesses in Himself the original of these conditions; and 
though He is not conditioned by anything beyond or greater than himself, yet 
He is Himself the sum total of conditions. That is, He is the all of con
ditions.1I As I take it, Deity is the All of the Universe in its first, original or 
originating form, and what we call the evolved universe is Deity in h:s last 
or ultimate form. It is as if Deity out-breathed Himself forth into vasti
tude, then in-breathed Himself back into tninutude. ~ He is thus the all of 
substance as to Being, and the all of Form and of motions as to Truth. It is 
an alternation of states, the one the state of concentration, the other the state 
of diffusion or expansion. The Alpha and Omega, making true the saying, 
II the first shall be the last, and the last shall be the first." The Microcosm be
comes the Macrocosm (? !) and this again resolves itself back into the Microcosmic 
form and state. The going forth of Deity from the self to the not-self and 
back again to the self constitutes in the motions the Age of ages or Eternity, 
and is the all of Truth, the all of cosmic and universal history.· • 

Of course the evolved, universal form, being a result, as to state, is not 
absolute or personal Deity, but only his image or reflection; the shaoow of the 
real as it were, an administration of the Original Being. I may here be ex
pressing the same as you mean, when you call phenomena Maya or illusion, 
not being absolutely permanent. Yes, yet phenomena are real as appearances. 

* It cannot be intkpe1ltknt, since "existence" is precisely that Deity which we call "Absolute 
Existence," of which nothing can be !' independent." 

t Which philosophy? Not Eastern philosophy and metaphysics-the oldest of all. Nfl/fling 
cannot come out of or from another nothing-if the latter word is accepted in our finite sense. All 
comes from Nothing, or :'olD-THING, En-Soph, the Boundless (to us) not"ingn.~ss! but on the plane of 
Spirit the noumenon of ALI_--{ED.) 

::: Our correspondent is very little acquainted, we see, with occult Eastern ideas and true meta
physics. The deity he calls .. Nothing" and we .. No-thing" can produce nothing, for the simple 
reason that IT is in itself ALL, the Infinite, Boundless and Absolute, and that even IT ('ould tUVeT 

pToduce anything oulsidl1 of itsdf, since whatever manifests is ITSEU·.-[ ED.) 
§ Lightning is produced by electricity, and is an aspect of the concealed Cause. And because that 

Cause originates the phenomenon shall we call it " lightning" and a ., He"?-l ED., 
H And why not" She," the ALL? Just as natural one as the other, and, in our opinion, quite as 

incongruous." -l En.l 
, Say, at once, .. itself," instead of .. Himself," and do not make it a personal (on our plane I 

conscious action and you will be nearer the mark of our occult tl'"8.Chings • 
•• This is Kabalistic and, on the whole, correct, but too indefinite for esoteric philosophy. Uoes 

our critic mean to say that it is the microcosm which becomes the Macrocosm, instead of the reverse? 
(See Editors' Notes at the end}.-{ED.l 



CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Mayavic World is real while it is Mayavic, just as a snowflake is until it 
melts. 

I have said that the All, as the little Universe evolves itself into the form and 
state of the vast ~niverse; but in the process it exhausts its potencies, and at 
this stage the evolution begins to cease, and involution begins; and Deity the 
little is recuperated by re-absorbing the substances and forms of the Mayavic 
Universe, which thus in the process of ages ceases to be, returning to the 
Nirvanic state of Deific concentrated. Now-a Vedantist would say
Brahm sleeps on the lotus, and will awake anew to create another Mayavic 
Universe.-

These imperfect attempts at statement are but genera~ and do exclude all 
that can be concelved and known of the manifold planes and ranks of intelligent 
beings that exist in the manifold universe. You seem to think I am very 
materialistic in thought. But mystical thought that denies form to Spirit and 
thus to Deity, is no proof of superiority or spirituality of intelligence.t 

You will perceive the point toward which my line of thought strains. The 
beings on the highest ranges of the Universe are far more glorious in form 
than those on the lower ranges. Those on the terrestrial globes, such as 
ourselves, are the most shadowy, as to our outer forms. He who centres the 
myriadal hosts of His children, must be the most and all-glorious.; But surely 
this is because He must be the most cOflcentrated in substance and the most 
compie.,!; in his form, inconceivably so. The human forms of the Elohim are 
as floating shadows compared to Him. His form, as to organization and shape, 
is the Human, the dual human.(:) The infinitesimal cells in His body are the 
germ points of Solar Systems, to be realized during the ages in the Mayavic 
expanses.§ 

Each plane of existence is organic, and the most refined is the most dense 
and vital and potential. All Spirits are human forms, all the Elohim (if you 
like)-male and female-or two in one-are human forms. In fact, existence is 
form, Life is form, Intelligence, Love and the human affections are based upon 
and held in the continent of the human organization, and all lesser or frag
mentary formations of minera~ vegetable, animal or sphered world, are . its 
production. It is the one Truth, the eternal, the uncreated and unimagined, 

• Aye, BrahmA .. sleeps" on the lotos during the .. nights;': and betw,,,,n the .. days" of Brahma 
(neuter). But BrahmA, the Creator, dies and disal'!ears when his .. agO!" is at an end, and the hour 
for the MAHA PRALAYA strikes. Then :-:o-THING reigns supremO! and alone in Boundless Infinitude 
and that So-thing is non-differentiated space which is no-space, and the ABSOLUTE, .. The most 
excellent male is worshipped by men, but the soul of wisdom, TIIAT in wltid, tllen are 110 atlri6ufa 
of name or form is worshipped by Sages (Yo,iJillsJ, (Vishnu Purnna). This, then, is the point of 
difference with our correspondent. 

t None whatever. It only denotes better knowledge of mO!taphysics. That which "'IS/orm canllot 
IN a6so/ute. That which is conditioned or bounded by either space, time, or any limil~tion of human 
conception and growth--cannot be INFINITE, still less ETERNAL.-{ED.l 

~ Undeniably so, .. He who centres the myriadal Host" is not ASSOI.UTE DEITY, not even its LOGOS. 
Aja (the unborn), but at best Adam Kadmon, the T(trat;ramm"fon of the Greeks, and the BrahmA
Vishnu on the Lotos of Space, the HE which disappears with the" Age of Brahm."-{ED.; 

S Just so, and this is Ad:lm-Kadmon, the heavenly man, the .. male-fem:lIc" or the symbol of the 
material manifested Universe, whose 10 limbs (or 10 Sepheroth, the numbers) correspond to the zones 
of the universe, the 3 in I or the upper and the 7 of the lower planes. -l ED.] 
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the continent of universal particulars, The All Father-Mother in whom we and 
all things live and move and have our being.-Respectfully yours, 

April 30th, 1888. J. HUNTF.R. 

[EDITORS' NOTE.-The writer seems a little confused in his ideas. He 
launches in one place into verbal pantheism and then uses language embodying 
the most curious anthropomorphic conceptions. Deity, for instance, is 
regarded as "outbreathing himself into Vastitude," and as the" all of 
substance as to being, the a/I" of forms and motions." Later on "he" is 
described as an apparently gigantic organism: "His form is the huma", 
the dual human." The" all of Forms" and conditions, merely an enormous 
hermaphrodite? Why not a monkey or elephant, or, still better, a mosaic 
pieced together out of all the different organic types? It is unphilosophical 
to regard such a thing as the "All 0/ forms," if it only reproduces the 
human organization, though it may be strictly theological. 

In another place the writer speaks of this anomalous creature-the "All 
Father-Mother"-as "unimaginable." After allusions to the function of its 
organic cells, its human organization, its substance and relation to the Universe 
etc., this epithet appears sufficiently bewildering. We are also assured that 
"what we call the evolved universe is Deity in his last or ultimate form." 
Has Deity, then, several forms or state .. ? Obviously so, if our critic is identi
fying him with plane after plane in this summary fashion. Such an interpre
tation would, however, result in the dethronement of the big Hermaphrodite, 
the only form Deity patronizes, according to his present biographer. 

All argument based on the idea of reading such qualities as "form, size, 
number and motion," etc., into Deity is necessarily worthless. It utterly 
ignores the distinction between Substance and Attribute. Notice, also, such 
obvious objections as the following :-(1.) If Deity is a form, he cannot be 
Infinite because form implies a boundary line somewhere. (2) If Deity can 
be "umbered, polytheism is a truth. (3.) If it possesses size, it is no longer 
Absolute, size being a relative notion derived from phenomena. (4.) Motion 
again involves limitation, inasmuch as it only means the passage th1'ougk space of 
an object. Deity if infinite can' have nothing to traverse, and like contradictions. 

Our critic objects to being classed among materialistic thinkers; unfortunately 
for him it is his own writings that denounce him as such. For a J:?eity in form, 
obviously possesses all tke qualities wlzich make up maller, viz., extension in 
space, form, size, etc. He must even possess that of colour, to be distinguish. 
able from other objects of perception according to him! Where then are we to 
stop? 

Mr. Hunter's conceptions are, in fact, so extremely unspiritual, that they far 
outvie in "materialism" the utterances of the most "advanced" agnostics, 
who, at least, grasp one fact, viz :-that the reahn of matter and the realm of 
mind cannot be jumbled up at random.] 
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FORLORN HOPE. 
" Should a wise man utter vain knowledge 

and fill his belly with the east wind? " 
(Eliplzaz, in Job xv. 2.) 

I N days of far, far away Antiquity, namely, in 1886, a suggestive 
Theosophical Fable went the round of our circles, and found 
room in the March number of the Theosophist for that year. Its 

subject was a Society named" Harmony," born to investigate the music 
of the Spheres, and established in the far East. I t had, ran the fable, a 
queer" instrument," to attune which a great genius descended occasionally 
from the upper realms and made the instrument repeat the music of the 
spheres. I t possessed also a president, who, in the great honesty and 
innocence of his heart, had been imprudent enough to boast of his • 
possession, and had made the instrument sing to whomsoever came 
within the range of his vision: so much so, that finally the instrument 
was made quite cheap. 

Then the fabula showed how the learned men of the West-who 
believed in neither genius, spheres nor the instrument-put their wise 
heads together, and finding that even if the instrument was no fiction, 
yet, as it was not built on any rules of the modern science of acoustics 
know1l to them, it had, therefore, no right to existence. Forthwith they 
concluded not to permit the music of the spheres to be played, least of 
all, believed in. So, goes on the fable, they "selected a smart boy, gave 
him a penny and asked him to go across the big water "and report upon 
what he would see in the "Harmonial Society." 

"The smart boy went and looked at the instrument. But when he came there, it 
gave forth only discordant sounds, because his own soul was not in harmony with it. 
. . . . Then the President took out his book of incantations and tried every conjuration 
to force the genius of the spheres to playa tune for the smart boy. But the genius 
would not come. So the smart boy took his travelling bag and went home, and told 
his fathers in learning that he had not seen the great genius and did not hear the 
music of the spheres. The learned men put their heads together a second time .•.• 
and the result was they said that the smart boy was wise, and that the President of the 
Harmonial Society was-mistaken." 
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Or, in less polite, but still more untruthful words, the president, his 
society, and his "inRtrument" especially, were all either fools, frauds or 
both. The charge of " humbug and imposture" against the "Harmonial " 
Society was thus proven, and became un fait accompli. Henceforth 
that idea was photographed in the shallow drums that public opinion 
mistakes for the heads of its leaders, and it became indelible. 

From that time forward adjectives such as "fraud, deception and 
imbecility" became attached to the "Harmonial" Society and followed 
it everywhere, like a tail follows its comet. The theory struck deep roots 
in the hearts and minds of many non-theosophistR and became at last 
part of the very being of the British public. This proverbially "fair 
minded" body had heard one side of the question and-felt satisfied. 
Its pioneer-gossips, full of Christian charity and 5 o'clock tea, had 
ransacked the contents of the "smart boy's" travelling bag. Having 
greedily fed themselves upon the adulterated food which was like heavenly 
manna for their insatiate stomachs, they differentiated, and then shared it 
with all who were hungry and thirsty for such celestial nourishment 
Thus, Grundy's cackle-twaddle was kept up in loud and authoritative 
tones for some three years, until gradually it succeeded in making 
" Theosophy" a byword synonymous with every kind of iniquity. Theo
sophy was set up as a target for daily slander, verbal and printed j it 
was proclaimed a fallen idol whose feet of clay had at last given way, 
and it was hourly advertised dead as a door nail and buried for ever. 
But, 10 and behold I a dark shadow has suddenly fallen across the faceof 
this.sweet and secure hope ...•. 

It is quite touching to read certain jeremiads in the daily papers, to 
learn the pathetic regrets expressed with regard to the suspected insta
bility of public opinion. The attitude of certain social circles is visibly 
changing, and something will have to be done once more to bring Theo
sophy into disrepute, if we would not see it resurrect like Lazarus out of 
h!s tomb. For, as time goes on, more than one enemy begins to express 
grave doubts. Some suspect that the theosophical Jezebel may, after 
all, have been merely a victim: Job, visited by permission of KARMA

or if so preferred, by that of the enthroned Almighty, granting to his 
Son-Satan full liberty to test the endurance of his" uprighteous servant" 
of the land of U g (Job, ii. I -8). Others perceived that though Satan
Grundy, using the venomous tongues of the multitudes, had covered 
" Job" with sore boils, yet the patient had never collapsed Theosophy 
was neither knocked off its feet by the mighty wave of calumny and 
defamation, nor did it show any signs of agony. It was as firm on its 
legs as ever. Mirabile dietu and acme of impudence l-cried its enemies. 
Why here it is again, and it beginR to raise its voice louder than ever! 
What does the creature say? Listen .... 

"Aye, right honourable, as well as right dishonourable opponents and 
enemies. Your Mrs. Grundy has filled me with wrinkles as Satan 
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filled Job, but these are witness only against herself. 'He teareth me 
in his wrath, who hateth me '-but I hate no one and only pity my 
blind slanderers. 'He gnasheth upon me with his teeth '-and I only 
smile back. 'Mine enemy sharpeneth his eyes upon me,' and I offer 
to lend him mine to allow him to see clearer. 'They have gaped upon 
me with their mouth wide open'; and, like Jonas swallowed by the 
whale, I have found no uncomfortable quarters for philosophical medi
tation inside my enemy, and have come out of his voracious stomach 
as sound as ever! What will you do next? Will you smite me 
, upon the cheek reproachfully'? I shall not turn to you the other, 
lest you should hurt your hand and make it smart and burn still worse; 
but I shall tell you a story, and show you a panoramic view, to amuse 
you .... " 

See how the enemies of the Theosophical Society and its leaders 
look disconcerted! Hear how in the bitterness of their heart, for sweet 
hopes frustrated, they writhe and have not even the decency to conceal 
their bad humour at what they foolishly regard as the triumph of 
theosophy. Truly has the east wind filled their-brains, and vain know
ledge has disagreed most decidedly with the learned men of the West I 
For what do they do? Listen once more. 

Fearing lest their appetite for devouring and assimilating the carrion 
food snatched from the beaks of the Bombay ravens by the "smart 
boy" should slacken, the wise men of learning have devised, it appears, 
a fresh little plan to strangle Theosophy. If one can believe the 
Birmingham Post (the very sincere daily which lets out the secret); the 
big-wigs of the very Christian" Victoria Institute" have not forgotten 
the fable of the" monkey and the cat" The" monkeys" of science, had 
selected for some time past the paws of their ablest cat to draw the 
chestnuts for them out of the theosophical fires, and had hoped therebr 
to extinguish the hated light for ever. Read and judge for yourself the 
bit of interesting information contained in the above mentioned daily for 
June 15th of the present year of grace. Says the loquacious writer:-

Even Science herself, generally so steadfast in her progress, so logical in her con
clusions, so firm in her pursuit of a sure result, has been made to tremble on her 
lofty perch by the shock given her by the discourse of Sir Monier Williams at the 
Victoria Institute, last Monday. Sir Monier Williams is Boden Professor of Sanskrit 
in the University of Oxford, and regarded as the first Sanskrit scholar in the world. 
The announcement of the choice made by the learned professor of the subject of his 
discourse as being that of" Mystical Buddhism in Connection with the Yoga Philo
sophy of the Hindoos," had created an immense degree of interest amongst the learned 
portion of the society of London. It was firmly believed that Sir Monier Williams 
had chosen the subject for the express purpose of demolishing the errors and super
stitions of a creed which has crept in upon us by degrees from the intrigues of sundry 
impostors who have worked upon the love of the marvellous so inherent to human
nature to establish themselves as prophets of a new doctrine. This was the opinion 

It The writer in his grief seems to have forgotten his commas. The subject, also, to produce the 
desired effect should have been bandled in more grammatical English. 

24-
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of allleamed men in general, and they had been watching with great eagerness (or a 
efutation from the pen of Sir Monier Williams of all the" sleight-of-hand principles," 

as the experiments of the Theosophists were called. This refutation in writing had 
never come, and therefore it was with redoubled interest that the speech which would 
demolish the audacious pretensions of the conjuri.1g philosophers was waited for. 
What, then, was the surprise of the assembly of wise men when Sir Monier Williams, 
instead of denying, almost confirmed the truth of the assertions made by the Theo
sophists, and actually admitted that, although the science of modem Theosophy was 
imperfect, yet there are grounds for belief which, instead of being neglected as they 
have been by students of philosophy, ought to be examined with the greatest care. 

A wise man, for once in his generation, this newly knighted lecturer! 
The greater the pity that this "first Sanskrit scholar in the world" 
(Professors Max ~Hil1er, Whitney, Weber and the tutti quallte, hide your 
diminished heads!) knows so little of Buddhism as to make the most 
ludicrous mistakes. Perchance, there was a raisoll d'etre for making 
them. Both his lectures, at any rate those about which some fuss has 
been made, and one of which was noticed in the 8th number of LUCIFER 

-both these lectures were delivered before very Christian audiences 
at Edinburgh and before the" Philosophical Society of Great Britain," 
whose members ha'lle to be Christialls. Nevertheless, one fails to see 
why a little more correct information about the difference between Raj 
Yoga and Hatha- Yoga should not have been offered to that audience? 
Or why again it should be told that, in the days of Gautama Buddha, 
Buddhism "set its face against all solitary asceticism," and .. had no 
occult, no esoteric system of doctrine which it withheld from ordinary 
men "-both of which statements are historically untrue. \Vorse still. 
For having just mentioned at the opening of his lecture, that Gautama 
had been" reborn as Buddha, the enlightened," that he had reached 
ParillibMlla or the great, highest Nirvalla; that he had passed through 
the highest states of Sa11ladhi, the practice of which confers the" six 
transcendent faculties," i.e., clairvoyance, or "the power of seeing all 
that happens in every part of the world," "knowledge of the thoughts 
of others, recollection of former existences. . . . and finally the super
natural powers called Jddhi," the professor coolly asserted that it was 
never stated" that Gautama ever attained to the highest . . . Yoga of 
Indian philosophy-union with the Supreme Spirit! " Such a statement 
may flatter the preconceptions of a few bigots among a Christian audience, 
but we question whether it is not one entirely unworthy of a true 
scholar, whose first duty is to be impartial in his statements, lest he 
should mislead his hearers. 

While Theosophists should feel deeply thankful to Sir Monier Williams 
for the excellent advertisement their society and philosophy have 
received at his hands, the Editors of LUCIFER would fail in their duty 
were they to leave unnoticed several self-contradictions made in this 
lecture by " the greatest Sanskrit scholar in the world." What kind of 
definite idea can an audience have on Buddhism when it hears the two 
following statements, which directly contradict each other ;-
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.. He (Buddha) was ever careful to lay down a precept that the ac
quisition of transcendent human faculties was restricted to the perfected 
Saints, called Arhats." This, after just stating that Buddha had never 
himself" attained to the highest yoga," that he was no Spiritualist, no 
Spiritist,· but "a downright Agnostic "-he, . the "Buddha," or the 
Enlightened! ! I 

The outcome of this extraordinary lecture is that Gautama Buddha 
had never reached even the powers of a simple modern Yogi. For such 
transcendent powers are allowed by the lecturer even in our present day 
to some Hindus. We quote again from the Birmillgham Post:· 

The word Yoga, according to Sir Monier Williams, literally means union, and the 
proper aim of every man who practises Yoga is the mystic union of his own spirit 
with the one eternal soul or spirit of the universe, and the acquisition of divine know
ledge by that means. This was the higher Yoga. But the lower practice seeks to 
abstract the soul from the body and the mind, and isolate it in its own essence. So 
may be acquired the inner ear, or clair-audience, by which sounds and voices may be 
heard, however distant; the inner eye, or clairvoyance, the power of seeing all that 
happens in every part of the world, and a knowledge of the thoughts of others. These 
acquirements have become developed into demonologyt and various spiritual phenomena 
connected with that esoteric Buddhism which every schoolgirl is studying in secret 
nowadays. Long and persevering study of the great science will lead to the practice 
of twisting the limbs, and of suppressing the breath, which latter faculty leads to the 
prolongation of existence under water or buried beneath the earth. Many Hindoo 
ascetics have submitted to interment under this influence. Colonel Meadows Taylor 
once assisted at the burial of a man who professed to be able to remain nine days 
beneath the earth without drawing breath during that time. Colonel Taylor, 
determined that no deception should be used, was present during the ceremony of 
interment, and, after seeing the man duly covered with earth, sowed seed upon the 
grave, which, being duly watered, sprang up with luxuriance long before the expiration 
of the nine days':!: probation. More than this, the grave was watched day and night 
by two English sentinels, so that there really appears no reason to suppose that any 
deception could possibly be practised, the more so that Colonel Taylor himself had 
chosen the place of burial, which circumstance precludes all idea of subterranean 
passages, which had been suggested in other cases of the like nature. At the end of 
the nine days the grave was opened with all due solemnity. The buried man was 
found in the same position in which he had been laid down, and when he opened his 
eyes his first enquiry was for his bowl of rice, adding that he felt hungry, and that 
he would be glad to eat. Professor Monier Williams did not quote this example
he dwelt more lengthily upon the absorption of the mental faculties rather than on that 
of the physical powers. He went on to explain how internal self-concentration may 
lead to the acquisition of supernatural gifts, and enable a man to become invisible at 
will, to appear at any spot however apparently distant, to gain absolute power over 
himself and others, to bring the elements into subjection, and to suppress all desires. 

• Let us fondly hope so; and that Allan Kardec will not be placed by Sir Monier WilJiams one 
day on a higher level than Buddha. 

t This is mlin/y false. Anyone who would like to acquire the proofs that this statement is 
a gratuitous calumny has only to rend theosophical literature, and even the last numbers of LUCIFER. 
The methods described belong to Hal/Ill Yoga, and are very injulious and dangerous; still, even this 
is no tlemollolop, but simply a lower form of Yoga. The Theosophical Society bas fought from tbe 
beginning against these methods. Its teachers went dead against it, and even against some forms 
of mediumship, such as sitting for materialization-the necromancy of the Bengal Tantrikas! 

: We have always believed the period to have been 40 dars, and this is borne out by the planting of 
the 5eE'd. Surely for seed to sprout and glow" with luxunance" in lIille days would be almost as 
gI eat a .. nine days' wonder" as the interment of the Yogi ? 
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A Yogi, when thus befitted, can float in the air, fly through space, visit the planets and 
stars, create storms and earthquakes, understand the language of animals, ascertain 
what occurs in!every part of the earth, and even enter into another man's body and 
make it his own. The Professor then related how a powerful Yogi had once entered 
into the dead body of a king, and had governed the country for three whole weeks. 
It is still believed that certain of the Eastern sages can eject the ethereal body through 
the pores of the skin, and render this phantasmal form visible in distant places. The 
effect produced by the Professor's discourse may readily be imagined. Here was 
justification in full of the theories, hitherto so scorned and abused, of Colonel Olcott, 
Mr. Sinnett, and Madame B1avatsky. Here was almost an avowal of belief in the 
possibility of the truth, if not in the truth itself, of the realisation of that recognition 
of the powers of darkness from which all Christian souls are taught to shrink with 
horror and dismay. The Professor seemed so well aware of the impression produced 
by his discourse that, as if feeling himself compelled to add a few words by way of 
excuse for the extreme lengths to which he had been led, he added by way of 
conclusion that he was induced to doubt whether the practices assumed to be possible 
to the Theosophists would stand the light of European science. "But nevertheless 
the subject must not be dismissed as unworthy of consideration. It furnishes," said 
Sir Monier Williams in conclusion, "a highly interesting topic of enquiry, especialIr 
in its bearing on the so· called Spiritualism, neo·Buddhism, and Theosophy of the 
present day. The practices of magnetism, mesmerism, clairvoyance, &c., have their 
counterparts in the Yoga system of the Hindoos prevalent in India more than two 
thousand years ago." At the end of the lecture a vote of thanks was proposed by 
the Bishop of Dunedin, who undertook, as it were, the apology of the doctrine 
expounded (scarcely to the satisfaction of all present), and who thought it his duty 
to point out the distinction between Christianity and Buddhism-the former reliant 
upon God's mercy, the latter on the efforts of man to work out his self-deliverance 
from evil. I have dwelt thus long upon the subject of the great professor's discourse 
because the world of thought-of scientific research-having found at last a footing 
in London society, these things are talked of and examined with reflection, and without 
detriment to the flow of small-talk which used formerly to occupy the whole attention 
of the world of fashion. 

Thus ends the plaint of the Birmingham Jeremiah. It speaks for 
itself, and we thank the writer for letting, so naIvely, the cat out of the 
bag. The real" cat," however, the one on which the" monkey" of the 
"Victoria Institute" and other scientific establishments had placed such 
optimistic hopes, has played its colleagues false. It has turned tail at the 
last moment, and has evidently declined the loan of its paw to draw 
from the fire the too hot chestnuts for the benefit of the scientific 
.. researchers" of the day. Like Balaam, whom the King of Midian 
would willingly have bribed to curse the Israelites, Sir Monier Monier
Williams, K.C.I.E., D.C.L., LL.D., Boden Professor of Sanskrit at the 
University of Oxford (where, .. for reasons of ill-health," he can no 
longer lecture, but lectures for our benefit elsewhere)-has not cursed 
the Theosophists and their teachings-but has blessed them. Alas! 
Alas! 

" Compelled to praise! " I t cannot be 
By prophet or by priest; 

Balaam is dead? . . .. yet don't we see 
And hear, perchance-his beast? .... 
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TO THEOSOPHISTS AND READERS OF LUCIFER. 

THE Editors of LUCIFER feel it right that this number, the first 
published at the new offices and by the actual owners of the 
magazine, should contain some statement as to the reasons which 

have led to this change being made. 
The first reason was the desire to form a fresh centre of Theosophical 

work, a meeting place for students, and a mechanism for the publication 
and distribution of the literature of mysticism, which should be entirely 
free from all considerations of personal gain or profit. 

That this has been the spirit animating the founders and proprietors 
of LUCIFER throughout, is proved by the fact that, although nearly all 
the copies of the magazine printed have been sold, yet the first year's 
experience has shown that it is impossible to carryon the magazine at 
its present price without incurring considerable loss. 

Therefore, in establishing these new offices, the editors and proprietors 
have been also influenced by the hope of effecting some reduction in the 
expense by taking the publication into their own hands, and they hope 
that their readers and subscribers wiII continue to give them their hearty 
support, in spite of the necessity which has arisen of raising the price of 
single numbers of the magazine to eighteen-pence and the annual 
sUbscription to fifteen shillings, commencing with the September 
number. 

Our supporters may feel sure that their help wiII be used to further 
the cause of Theosophy, and will subserve no personal ends; for the 
proprietors have bound themselves to devote any eventual profits which 
may accrue to the furtherance of the cause in the interests of which 
LUCIFER was founded. 

The new offices, at NO.7, DUKE STREET, ADELPHI, will be open to 
members of the T.S. and the T.P.S. and their friends, as well as to all 
enquirers and persons desiring information about the Society or the 
subjects which it was founded to study, on TUESDAY and SUNDAY 
evenings from 8.30 to 10.30 p.m. and on FRIDAY afternoons from 3.30 
till 6. These days have been chosen purposely, so as not to conflict 
with the Wednesday evenings-the meeting-days of the London Lodge 
of the Theosophical Society, at 15, York Street, Covent Garden. 

It is hoped that many will avail themselves of these opportunities for 
meeting other students and for mutual instruction and discussion. 
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ACROSS CEYLON. 

OEYLON is the jewel-pendant of the Indian Empire-a glowing 
. luxurious garden teeming with natural beauties in infinite variety, 

where the fierce heat of India is softened by "purple spheres of 
sea," and the climate, an almost unchanging continuity of the richest 
imaginable midsummer. P. and O. passengers staying for a day or 
two, or for a few hours only, at Galle or Colombo, on their way 
to or from Australia or the Indian ports of the Bay of Bengal, will gather 
from even such passing glimpses of Ceylon, bright memories of its 
tropical glory that can never afterwards fade entirely away. The abun
dant vigour of the vegetation, the glowing oriental magnificence of the 
landscape, rolling up inland into great mountains and everywhere glossy 
with shining verdure and scented with tropical forest, the natural 
splendour of the whole country must always leave an impression on 
imaginative minds, ~hat no lapse of time or variety of other scenes can 
efface. But the passing European traveller or tourist will generally 
associate Ceylon with ideas of languor and enervating enjoyment .. Nor 
will many residents reproach the island in their recollections with any 
worse' attributes than those that may have been associated with their 
own mnui. They may have a large experience of its Anglicised aspects 
without realizing much of the inner life of the natives, or of the wild 
interior. Their travels may never take them out of reach of the imported 
luxuries of European homes, and they may little realise the very different 
impressions of Ceylon that they would accumulate if they struck away 
from the railway lines and the easy comforts of plantation homesteads, in 
search of a path through unfrequented districts. 

My own acquaintance with Ceylon, does not extend much beyond the 
beautiful Wackwalle Bungalow-a tourists' restaurant near Galle, which 
commands a view of a valley so surpassing in its loveliness that it 
realises, better than any other scenery I have ever encountered, the 
popular conception of the Garden of Eden. But the Wackwalle view 
has often been described, and it is not my present purpose to dwell 
upon its charms, for I have a friend in Ceylon who lives there for 
purposes unconnected with the satisfaction of epicurean ta.c;tes j and 
the contrast to be observed between recent experiences of his and 
the Ceylonese excursions likely to be familiar to readers who have 
visited the island under ordinary conditions, has flashed upon my 
own mind so forcibly that I cannot feel free to leave a narrative he has 
recently sent me buried in the obscurity of private correspondence. 

It is only necessary to premise that my friend, a devoted Theosophist, 
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lives habitually in Ceylon (for reasons wholly unconnected with personal 
interests and ambitions), and is engaged in benevolent work for the 
advantage of the native population. A few months ago, being then 
at Colombo, he found himself required, in fulfilment of what he 
conceived to be a Theosophical duty, to repair to Madras with 
all possible speed. With a native companion he had arranged to 
leave Colombo on the 21st of December by the steamer A/mora. But 
on the evening of the 19th, he heard that that vessel had been delayed 
in the Red Sea, and would not arrive till the 27th, so he and his friend 
had to find some other means of transit. I continue the story in his 
own words: 

.. On the morning of the 20th I went round to every steamer office in 
Colombo trying to find something-anything, even a cargo boat-that 
would put us ashore in India in time, but nothing of the kind was to be had. 
I had heard that there were little native brigs running between Colombo 
and India, so I went to see about them also, but I found that their 
captains were all afraid to put out in consequence of the bad weather. 
Several had started the night before and had to return, getting back into 
the harbour with great difficulty and some serious damage. As the 
weather still continued unfavourable on the morning of the 21st, and it 
therefore seemed unlikely that any of these little boats would leave that 
day, I determined to try what is called the land route-that is to travel 
by land to the north of Ceylon, and make my way somehow or other 
across the narrowest part of Palka Strait. No one seemed to know 
much about this land route-I could not find that any of my friends had 
ever travelled by it; but I knew there was a land route, and it seemed 
the only way open to us. 

" Accordingly, we left Colombo by the 7.30 train on the morning of 
the 21st, and reached Kandy at I I o'clock, and Matale, the northern limit 
of the railway at present, at noon. From that point what little traffic 
there is is carried on by an arrangement called a coach, though it is very 
different from our English coaches. Here commenced our difficulties, 
for the agent at the coach office informed us that because of the heavi
ness of the roads the proprietor had ordered him not to allow more than 
two passengers to travel on anyone day, and that those two places were 
already engaged several days in advance. I explained the circumstances 
of our case, and showed how urgent it was that we should get on quickly. 
I even offered extra. payment, but in vain; the agent could not make 
any exception to his employer's rule. I then enquired where the 
proprietor was to be found, and was told that he lived about eight miles 
along the road. I suggested that we might at least go in the coach as 
far as that; that could not do the horses much harm; and I would 
undertake to persuade the proprietor to relax his rule. With much 
difficulty I induced the agent to agree to this, but he protested all the 
while that we were foredoomed to failure. He was quite sure his master 
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would not let us go on. I thought differently, and I was right; a little 
judicious management of the proprietor soon procured for us the 
requisite permission for us to travel as far as Anuradhapura,· the limit 
of this jurisdiction. As I have already described the journey to that 
town, I need not say much about it here. 

"My present experience differed from the earlier one only in two ways 
-first, that owing to the heaviness of the road, we were nine hours 
late, and, secondly, that in several places there were considerable in
undations. Twice the road was so entirely washed away that we had to 
get out and wade for half-a-mile over sharp stones through a rapid 
current over knee deep, the empty coach following as best it might. 
At last, about three miles from Anuradhapura, we found a bridge washed 
away, and our road barred by a furious torrent, half-a-mile wide, of 
unknown depth. We had no boat, and my companion could not swim. 
I thought of making a raft, but soon gave up the idea, perceiving that 
the swiftness of the current would render it utterly unmanageable. The 
best thing to do seemed to be to skirt the torrent and try to strike the 
north road at some point higher up; so we abandoned the coach 
and walked to Mihintale, eight miles off, through rain of truly tropical 
vigour. It was after dark when we reached there, but still we managed 
to hire a bullock cart to take us to Madavachchi, a village on the J affna 
road. We arrived there at daybreak only to find that as there was no 
booking-office, we could not obtain coach tickets there. Immediately 
we engaged another bullock-cart and pushed on to Vavoniyavilan
kulam. 

" We were by this time in the part of the island where nothing is 
spoken but Tamil, a language of which neither I nor my companion 
knew ten words, so we were rather uncertain as to what the people 
meant; but at any rate they would issue us no tickets and would say 
nothing at all about the coach. In consequence of the inundations 
everything was thrown out of order, and we had no idea at what time 

* Anuraclhapura is the wonderful ruined city of Ancient Ceylon. where the s:\cred ., Bo-bee" still 
grows. It is of this place tbat Mr. Burrows speaks in his "Buried Cities of Ceylon," when he 
describes the former inhabitants of the island as a nation "that could build a city of gigantic 
monoliths, carve a mountain into a graeeful sbrine. and decorate the pious monuments with delicate 
pillars that would have done credit to a Grecian artist." My friend had visited and described 
Anumdhapura more than a year previously to his present journey, so that he does not now stop to 
enlarge upon its wonders. " Tbe first thing that attracted our attention," he wrote of Anuradhapura 
on that occasion, "on deseending from the coach, was a collection of sixteen hundred square granite 
pillars. ananged in rows of forty, and standing about six feet apart, so as to cover an area of about 
two hundred and forty feet each way. Though they stand some twelve feet out of the ground, each 
pillar is one solid block of stone. • • • Thesc sixteen hundred pillars, it seems, originally supporte.l
the floor of an enormous monastery called • Thc Great Brazen Place,' built by King Dutugemusue 
in the year 161 B.C. This builning, we read, was nine storeys in height, each storey being less in size 
than the one below it. It contained a thousand dormitories for priests, besides \-arlous other apart 
ments. including a great hall supported on golden pillars resting on lions, in tbe centre of which stood 
a magnificent ivory throne, and as the whole vast fabric was roofed with tiles of burnished brass 
(whence its name), it must have presented a truly imposing appearance in tbose hnwe days 
of old." 
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the coach would come, so we dared not leave the road for a moment, 
but had to sit out there in the pouring rain till eight o'clock at night 
when it arrived. 

"Imagine a platform of rough boards about three feet by four, set on 
wheels and covered by a sort of bamboo roof about four feet above it. 
Then suppose this machine loaded with mail-bags, tin boxes, and 
miscellaneous luggage, on the top -:>f which were somehow crouched (for 
there was no room either to sit or to lie) two forlorn human beings
everything inside and out being thoroughly, hopelessly, soakingly wet
and perhaps you may succeed in forming an inperfect picture of Her 
Majesty's Jaffna mail coach as it drew up that night at Vavoniyavilan
kulam . 

.. The coach driver having, as we afterwards discovered, received the 
same order as the agent at Matale, opposed our attempt to get in, and 
of course the miserable passengers already in possession viewed the pros
pect of still further crowding with anything but joy. Remember that we 
did not understand the language and had no means whatever of explain
ing the urgency of the case, or inducing anybody to listen to reason. What 
could we do? Nothing, I think, but what we did; and that was to 
push aside all opposition, throw in our bags, climb upon them ourselves 
and simply sit there, trying to look unconscious of the torrent of vigorous 
vituperation that was being poured upon us. After a few minutes the 
driver took away the oxen from the coach and was evidently refusing 
to proceed; however, we judged we could probably tire him out at that 
game, because, as he had mail bags on board, he would not dare to delay 
much; so we pursued a policy of masterly inactivity. The driver 
retired into a hut and stayed there half-an-hour; still we were immov
able. Presently he reappeared and began to adjure us once more, but 
this time in a much more respectful tone, and-seeing, I suppose, that 
sulkiness was of no use-one of our unfortunate fellow passengers 
now discovered that he could speak a little English and proceeded to 
act as interpreter. 

"Through him the driver represented that he could not possibly take 
us. The roads were very bad, the coach would break down, the oxen 
would be unable to draw it, and above all, his orders to take only two 
passengers were precise and he was afraid of the consequences if he 
disobeyed. I rejoined on my side that business compelled me to go, 
that I was willing to take all responsibility as to coach and cattle, that 
I would myself see the proprietor and exonerate the driver; and, in 
fact, that I was simply going on in spite of everything. Well, it all 
seemed useless, but at last the man incautiously remarked that if there 
had been only one of us, perhaps the thing might have been possible. 
I at once pinned him down to that admission, and told him that if he 
would take my friend and the luggage, I would cheerfully walk. We 
were not much more than 100 miles from Jaffna, and I knew I could 
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get over the ground quite as fast as the coach on such a road as that, 
so I felt quite safe in making the proposal. In this manner, then we 
eventually started-I walking, or rather wading, behind and the other 
three passengers riding. There were more inundations. and the road 
was a mere apology for one for some distance; but after about twenty 
miles we got to drier ground, and I was able to ride; though riding in 
that vehicle was certainly more uncomfortable than walking. Presently 
dawn came, and all that weary day we jogged on in incessant heavy rain 
through unbroken and more or less inundated jungle, seeing no houses 
and no human beings except at the little isolated huts where, at regular 
intervals, we changed cattle. Recollect that not for one moment was 
any approach to rest or comfort possible, that we were soaked to the very 
bones, and that we could get no food of any description-indeed 
nothing whatever had passed our lips for two entire days and nights
and you will begin to realise our condition when, after four nights 
without sleep, without even a chance to take our wet coats off, we 
reached an obscure seaport named Kay to on the morning of Christmas 
day. 

"We had arrived at Jaffna, I should have said, just at midnight, and 
learning that there were no vessels leaving there for India had at once 
engaged a bullock cart to go on to Kay to. Here there was only about 
forty miles of sea between us and India, but still our evil fortune did 
not desert us. There were twenty-six native boats (of 16 or 18 tons) 
ready to start, but the weather was so bad, and the wind so unfavour
able, that the crews were all afraid to go. We offered double fare, but it 
was useless. The natives are not good sailors at the best of times, and 
nothing would tempt them to risk their ricketty craft in such weather. 
Here at last was an obstacle that all our perseverance could not sur
mount. There was nothing for it but to wait, so we went up to what is 
called the" rest house "-of course there are no such things as hotels in 
these places-and managed to get some curry and rice cooked, the first 
meal we had sat down to since leaving Colombo. While it was cooking 
we took off our wet clothes-also for the first time since leaving 
Colombo-had a most refreshing bath, and put on, not dry ones, for 
nothing was dry, but comparatively clean ones. Then we took our food 
and enjoyed it, and after that, as it was evening (our enquiries and 
bargainings had taken time), we went straight off to bed. Of course 
our bedding, like everything else, was soaked through and through, but we 
were tired enough to sleep in the bed of a river. We just dropped 
down and lay like logs for fourteen hours or so. 

"In most countries such an adventure would end in a rheumatic fever, 
but in this glorious climate, after all this and much more, we are both as 
flourishing as ever. To cut the story short, on the following day the 
weather improved slightly and we found a Mahomedan captain who was 
willing to start. About five o'clock p.m. we got under weigh. The sea 
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was rough and we had to beat up against the wind, but still we got on 
pretty fairly until the middle of the night, when we were suddenly struck 
by a squall. It looked very grand as it came up; there seemed to be a 
huge pyramid of inky black cloud on the horizon, and then all in a 
moment it leaped upon us, and we were in the midst '.If a raging storm. 
A magnificent effect for a painter, but I don't want to see it again under 
exactly the same conditions. The helmsman was half asleep and all the 
other fellows entirely so, so I was absolutely the first man to see the thing. 
For a moment I scarcely realised what it was, but as soon as I did I 
raised a shout that speedily roused the whole crew, and we got the great 
lateen sail in only just in time. In half a minute more our fate would 
have been sealed and you would not have received this letter. How far 
that squall drove us I do not know; fortunately it did not last very long, 
and soon after noon the next day we made the Indian coast at a village 
called Adirampatnam, of which I had never heard before . 

.. There again we had difficulties, for the captain, with true oriental 
cunning, tried to cheat us because we did not know the language. He 
had been paid to put us free on shore, but now he wanted to shuffle out 
of that and make us pay again for boat hire. This he tried to induce 
us to do by abusing us in what must have been highly unparliamentary 
Tamil, while we in idiomatic English assured him that we had not the 
slightest intention of paying a single cent. He and the coast boatmen 
kept us in the boat for some time, refusing to land us. Then they tried 
to retain some of our luggage, and surrounded and threatened us with 
big sticks and long knives; but as usual our dogged perseverance and 
our evident readiness to fight any odds if forced into a quarrel won the 
day for us, and we were permitted to depart unmolested after some two 
hours of danger. There are no Europeans in that part of the country 
and the natives are peculiarly wild and savage. Indeed, they have a 
very bad reputation as most ferocious robbers, as we afterwards heard. 
After some wandering about among this dangerous race-none of 
whom would carry our luggage or help us in any way-we encountered 
the customs superintendent (who could speak English) and tried to 
arrange at once to get some conveyance to the nearest railway station 
thirty-three miles off. T t appeared however that there were still some 
difficulties, for he informed us that we must not think of starting in 
the afternoon. The roads, he said, were terrible, and if we were still 
on the way when night fell we should undoubtedly be at once murdered 
or our bullocks and goods stolen, even if we managed to avoid the 
leopards and panthers with which the jungle swarmed. I was rather 
sceptical about all this, but as the natives evidently believed it, we could 
not get a cart at any price, and perhaps it was best so, for, on enquiry 
afterwards at Madras, our friends quite confirmed all these stories. So 
we got another meal and part of a night's rest, and set out just before 
dawn for Mannergudi. That twenty-three miles was an experience, and 
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not at all a desirable one. There really was nothing that deserved the 
name of a road, but rather a sort of track through the fields, and most 
of the time the cart was about up to the axle in soft mud, while we had 
to wade behind and give it an occasional push. The people looked the 
most savage ruffians imaginable, and there was no food to be had but a 
little fruit Mannergudi, however, seemed to be more civilized; there 
we were able to buy bread and get a queer conveyance called a jhutka, 
drawn by the remains of a pony, to take us ten miles further on to the 
railway station at Nidamangalam. We got there at last and had to 
wait four hours on an open platform, sitting on our luggage, which we 
dared not leave for an instant. We had another four hours to wait at 
Tangore junction, and so at last, at three o'clock in the morning, we got 
on board the mail train for Madras, which city we reached safely after 
fifteen hours travelling. This was on the evenin'g of the 29th, so our 
journey had taken us nine days, during which time we had slept only 
twice and eaten only two meals, living the rest of the time on one loaf of 
bread, some bananas and a few little native buns. Nearly all the time 
we were wet through, and we constantly had to take pretty severe 
exercise of various kinds, and this is leaving the danger and anxiety out 
of account On the whole I do not think I shall try the land route from 
Colombo to Madras in the rainy season again if I can help it" 

A. p. S. 

NOTICE. 

THE T. P. S. LENDING LIBRARY. 

COUNTESS CONSTANCE WACHTMEISTER being the secretary for the Western 
Section of the Theosophical Society, and receiving many letters from people 
who deplore their inability to purchase Theosophical literature, has deemed it 
advisable to form a circulating library which will contain not only theosophical 
books, but also works of any kind which would tend to elevate, educate or 
develop the mind, and thus prepare it for the reception of theosophical teach
ings. As this is a somewhat serious undertaking, she takes this opportunity 
of making an earnest appeal for contributions of money in support of this 
work, and also for donations of suitable books, feeling sure that this lending 
library will commend itself to the cordial support of all theosophists and lovers 
of truth. 

All replies should be addressed to her at 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, W C. 
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STAR-ANGELWORSHIP 

IN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
lThe subject matter of the present article h.'\S not been chosen from any desirc of .. finding 

ault" with the Christian religion, as LUCIFER is often accused of doing. No special animosity is 
felt towards popery any more than against any other existing dogmatic and ritualistic faith. We 
merely hold that .. there is no higher religion than truth:' Hence, being incessantly attacked by 
the Christians-among whom none are so bitter and ctm/~mpluous as the Romanists-who call us 
.. idolaters" and .. heathens:' and otherwise denounce us, it is necessary that at times something 
should be said in our defence, and truth re-established. 

The Theosophists are accused of believing in Astrology, and the Devos (Dhyan Chohans) of the 
Hindus and Northern BUddhists. A too impulsive missionary in the Central Provinces of India has 
actually called us .. Astrolaters:' .. Sabians" and .. devil-worshippers." This, as usual, is an 
unfounded calumny and a misrepresentation. No theosophist, no Occultist in the true sense of the 
word has ever worshipped Devas, Nats, Angels or even planetary spirits. Recognition of the actual 
~rislac~ of such Beings-which, however.exalted, are still grndually evolved crealures and finite-and 
even reverence for some of them is not wJrsllip. The latter is an elastic word, one that has been made 
threadbare by the poverty of the English tongue. We address a magistrate as his" worship," but it 
can hardly be said that we pay to him divine honours. A mother often worships her children, a 
husband his wife, and vic~ versa, but none of these prays to the object of his worship. But in 
neither case does it apply to the Occultists An Occultist's reverence for certain high Spirits may be 
very great in some cases; aye, perhaps even as great as the reverence felt by some Christians for 
their Archangels Michael and Gabriel and their (St.) George of Cappadocia-the learned purveyor 
of Coastantine's armies. But it stops there. For the Theosophists these planetary .. angels" occupy 
no higher place than that which Virgil assigns them: 

.. Thcy boast ethereal vigour and are form'd 
From seeds of heavenly birth," 

as does also every mortal. Each and all are occult potencies having sway over certain attributes 
of nature.. And, if once attracted to a mortal, they do help him in certain things, Yet, on the whole, 
the less one has to do with them the better, 

Not so with the Roman Catholics, our pious dctractors. The Papists worship them and have 
rendered to them divine Iwmase from the beginning of Christianity to this day, and in the full 
acceptation of the italicised words, as this article will prove. Even for the Protestants, the Angels in 
general, if not the Seven Angels of the Stars particularly---me "Harbingers of the Most High" and 
.. Ministering Spirits" to whose protection they appeal, and who have their distinct place in the Book 
of Common Prayer, 

The fact that the Star and Planetary Angels are worshipped by the Papists is not generally known. 
The cult had many vicissitudes, It was several times abolished, then again permitted, It is the 
short history of its growth, its last re-establishment and the recurrent efforts to proclaim this worship 
openly, of which a brief sketch is here attempted. This worship may be regarded for the last few 
years as ojsolel~, yet to this day it was never abolished. Therefore it will now be my pleasure to prove 
that if anyone deserves the name of .. idolatrous," it is not the Theosophists, Occultists, Kabalists 
and Asuologers, but, indeed, most of the Christians: those Roman Catholics, who, besides the 
Star-angels, worship a Kyriel of more or less problematical saints and the Virgin Mary, of whom 
their Church has made a regular grJdtless, 

The short bits of history that follow are extracted from various trustworthy sources, such as the Roman 
Cntholics will find it rather difficult to gainsay or repudiate. For our authorities are (a), various 
documents i" tlu arcll.ivts of llu Vatican .. (6), sundry works by pious and well-known Roman 
Catholic writers, Ultramontanes to the backbone-lay and ecclesiastical authors: and finally (e), 
a Papal Bull, than which no better evidence could be found.] 

I N the middle of the VIII. century of the Christian era the very notorious 
Archbishop Adalbert of Magdeburg, famous as few in the annals of. 
magic, appeared before his judges. He was charged with, and ultimately 

convicted-by the second Council of Rome presided over by Pope Zacharia-of 
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using during-his performances of ~ceremonial magic the names of the" seven 
Spirits "-then at the height of their power in the Church-among others, that of 
URIEL, with the help of whom he had succeeded in producing his greatest 
phenomena. As can be easily shown, the church is not against magic pro/fr, 
but only against those magicians who fail to conform to her methods and rules 
of evocation. However, as the wonders wrought by the Right Reverend 
Sorcerer were not of a character that would permit of their classification among 
.. miracles by the grace, and to the glory of God," they were declared unholJ. 
Moreover, the Archangel URIEL (lux et ignis) having been compromised by such 
exhibitions, his name had to be discredited. But, as such a disgrace upon one 
of the "Thrones" and" Messengers of the Most High" would have reduced the 
number of these Jewish Saptarshis to only six, and thus have thrown into 
confusion the whole celestial hierarchy, a very clever and crafty subterfuge was 
resorted to. It was, however, neither new, nor has it proved very convincing or 
efficacious. 

It was declared that Bishop Adalbert's Uriel, the "fire of God," was not the 
Archangel mentioned in the second Book of Esdras; nor was he the glorious 
personage so often named in the magical books of Moses-especially in the 6th 
and 7th. The sphere or planet of this original Uriel was said, by Michael 
Glycas the Byzantine, to be the Sun. How then could this exalted being-the 
friend and companion of Adam in Eden before his fall, and, later, the chum of 
Seth and Enoch, as all pious Christians know-how could he ever have given a 
helping hand to sorcery? Never, never! the idea alone was absurd. 

Therefore, the Uriel so revered by the Fathers of the Church, remained as 
unassailable and as immaculate as ever. It was a devil of the same name-an 
obscure devil, one must think, since he is nowhere mentioned-who had to pay 
the penalty of Bishop Adalbert's little transactions in black magic. This" bad" 
Uriel is, as a certain tonsured advocate has tried hard to insinuate, connected 
with -a certain significant word of occult nature, used by and known only to 
Masons of a very high degree. Ignorant of the "word" itself, however, the 
defender has most gloriously failed to prove his version. 

Such whitewashing of the archangel's character was of course necessary in 
view of the special worship paid to him. St. Ambrosius had chosen Uriel as a 
patron and paid him almost divine reverence. if Again the famous Father 
Gastaldi, the Dominican monk, writer and Inquisitor, had proven -in his curiol's 
work "On the Angels" (De A ngeUs) that the worship of the "Seven Spirits ,. 
by the Church had been and was legal in all the ages; and that it was necessary 
for the moral support and faith of the children of the (Roman) Church. In 
short that he who should neglect these gods was as bad as any .. heathen" who 
did not. 

Though sentenced and suspended, Bishop Adalbert had a formidable party in 
Germany, one that not only defended and supported the sorcerer himself, but 
also the disgraced Archangel. _ Hence, the name of Uriel was left in the missals 
after the trial, the "Throne" merely remaining "under suspicion." In accord
ance with her admirable policy the Church having declared that the "blessed 
eriel," had nought to do with the "accursed Uriel" of the Kabalists, the 
matter rested there. 

* DeFid~i1dK'"i1Iii1m. Book III. 
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To show the great latitude offered to such subterfuges, the occult tenets 
about the celestial Hosts have only to be remembered The world of Being 
begins with the Spiritual Fire (or Sun) and its seven" Flames" or Rays. These 
"Sons of Light," called the "multiple" because, allegorically speaking they 
belong to, and lead a simultaneous existence in heaven and on earth, easily 
furnished a handle to the Church to hang her dual Uriel upon. Moreover, Devas, 
Dhyan-Chohans, Gods and Archangels are all identical and are made to change 
their Protean forms, names and positions, ad lillitum. As the sidereal gods of 
the Sabians became the kabalistic and talmudistic angels of the Jews with 
their esoteric names unaltered, so they passed bag and baggage into the Christian 
Church as the archangels" exalted-only in their office. 

These names are their "mystery" titles. So mysterious are they, indeed, 
that the- Roman Catholics themselves are not sure of them, now that the Church, 
in her anxiety to hide their humble origin, has changed and altered them about 
a dozen times. This is what the pious de Mirville confesses: 

" To speak with precision and certainty, as we might like to, about everything 
in connection with their (the angels') names and attributes is not an easy task. 
• . . . For when one has said that these Spirits are the seven assistants that 
surround the throne of the Lamb and form its seven Mrns ,. that the famous 
seven-branched candlestick of the Temple was their type and symbol ...• 
when we have shown them figured in Revelation by the seven stars in the 
Saviour's hand, or by the angels letting loose the seven plagues-we shall but 
have stated once more one of those incomplete truths which we have to handle 
with such caution." (Of tlu Spirits lie/ore tlleir Fall). 

Here the author utters a great truth. He would have uttered one still 
greater, though, had he added that no truth, upon any su6jed whatever, has been 
ever made complete by the Church. Otherwise, where would be the mystery so 
absolutely necessary to the authority of the ever incomprehensible dogmas of 
the Holy " Bride" ? 

These "Spirits" are called primarii prinapes. But what these first Principle s 
are in reality is not explained In the first centuries of Christianity the Church 
would not do so; and in this one she knows of them no more than her faithful 
lay sons do. She bas lost the secret. 

The question concerning the definite adoption of names for these angels, 
de Mirville tells us-" has given rise to controversies that have lasted for cen
turies. To this day these seven names are a mystery." 

Yet they are found in certain missals and in the secret documents at the 
Vatican, along with the -astrological names known to many. But as the 
Kabalists, and among others Bishop Adalbert, have used some of them, the 
Church will not accept these titles, though she worships the creatures. The 
usual names accepted are Mikael. the "'luis ut Deus," the "like unto God" ; 
GABRIEL, the "strength (or power) of God"; RAPHAEL, or "divine virtue" ; 
URIEL, "God's light and fire" j SCALTIEL, the "speech of God"; JEHUDJEL, 
the "praise of God" and BARACHIEL, the "blessing of God" These" seven" 
are allsolutely eanonieal, but they are not the true mystery names-the magical 
POTENCIES. And even among the" substitutes," as just shown, Uriel has been 
greatly compromised and the three last enumerated are pronounced "suspicious." 

2S 
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Nevertheless, though nameless, they are still worshipped. Nor is it true to say 
that no trace of these three names-so "suspicious "-is anywhere found in the 
Bible, for they are mentioned in certain of the old Hebre\v scrolls. One of 
them is named in Chapter XVI. of Genesis-the angel who appears to 
Hagar; and all the three appear as "the Lord" (the Elohim) to Abraham in 
the plains of Mamre, as the "three men" who announced to Sarai the birth of 
Isaac (Genesis, XVIII). "J ehudiel," moreover, is distinctly named in Chapter 
XXIII. of Exodus, as the angel in whom was "the name" (praise in the 
original) of God ( Vide verse 2 I). It is through their" divine attributes," which 
have led to the formation of the names, that these archangels may be identified 
by an easy esoteric method of transmutation with the Chaldean great gods and 
even with the Seven Manus and the Seven Rishis of India. *' They are the 
Seven Sabian Gods, and the Seven Seats (Thrones) and Virtues of the Kabalists; 
and now they have become with the Catholics, their "Seven Eyes of the Lord," 
and the" Seven Thrones," instead of "Seats." 

Both Kabalists and "Heathen" must feel quite flattered to thus see their 
Devas and Rishis become the "Ministers Plenipotentiary" of the Christian 
God. And now the narrative may be· continued unbroken. . 

Until aboul the XVth century after the misadventure of Bishop Adalbert, the 
names of only the first three Archangels out of the seven stood in the Church 
in their full odour of sanctity. The other four remained ostracised--as names. 

Whoever has been in Rome must have visited the privileged temple of the 
Seven Spirits, especially built for them by Michael Angelo: the famous church 
known as "St. Mary of the Angels." Its history is curious but very little known 
to the public that frequents it. It is worthy, however, of being recorded. 

In 1460, there appeared in Rome a great "Saint," named Amadreus. He 
was a nobleman from Lusitania, who already in Portugal had become famous for 
his prophecies and beatific visions. t During one of such he had a revelation. 
The seven Archangels appeared to the holy man, so beloved by the Pope that 
Sixtus IV. had actually permitted him to build on the site of St. Peter in 
Monlorio a Franciscan monastery. And having appeared they revealed to him 
their genuine bona fide mystery names. The names used by the Church were 
substitutes, they said. So they were, and the "angels" spoke truthfully. Their 
business with Amadreus was a modest request. They demanded to be legally 
recognised under their legitimate patronymics, to receive public worship and 
have a temple of their own. Now the Church in her great wisdom bad 
declined these names from the first, as being those of Chaldean gods, and had 
substituted for them astrological aliases. This then, could not be done, as "they 
were na.mes of demons" expla:ns Baronius. But so were the "substitutes" in 
Chaldea before they were altered for a purpose in the Hebrew Angelology. 
And if they are names 0/ demons, asks pertinently de Mirville, "why are they 
yet given to Christians and Roman Catholics at baptism?" The truth is that 

* He who knows anything of the Pun\nas and their allegories, knows ;that the Rishis therein as 
well as the Manus are Sons of God, of BrahmA, and themselves gods; that they become men and 
then, as Saptarishi, they tum into stars and constellations. Finally that they are first 7, then 10, then 
14, and finally 21. The occult meaning is evident. 

t He died at Rome in J4B20 
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if the last four enumerated are demon-names, so must be those of Michael, 
Gabriel and Raphael. 

But the "holy" visitors were a match for the Church in obstinacy. At the 
same hour that Amadceus had his vision at Rome, in Sicily, at Palermo, another 
wonder was taking place. A miraculously-painted picture of the Seven Spirits, 
was as miraculously exhumed from under the ruins of an old chapel. On the 
painting the same seven m)'stery names that were being revealed at that hour to 
Amadceus were also found inscribed" under the portrait of each angel,";o says 
the chronicler. 

Whatever might be in this our age of unbelief the feelings of the great 
and learned leaders of various psychic and telepathic societies on this subject, 
Pope Sixtus IV. was greatly impressed by the coincidence. He believed in 
Amadceus as implicitly as Mr. Brudenel believed in the Abyssinian prophet, 
"Herr Paulus." t But this was by no means the only "coincidence" of the 
day. The Holy Roman and Apostolic Church was built on such miracles, and 
continues to stand on them now as on the rock of Truth; for God has ever 
sent to her timely mirades.t Therefore, when also, on that very same day, an 
old prophecy written in very archaic Latin, and referring to both the find and 
the revelation was discovered at Pisa-it produced quite a commotion among 

• D~s Esptits, &c., par de Mirville. 
t .. Herr Paulus "-the no less miraculous production of Mr. \\'alter Besant's rather muddled and 

very one-sided fancy. 
! En pOSJant-a remark may be marie and a query propounded : 
The .. miracles" performed in the bosom of Motber Church-from the apostolic down to the 

ecclesiastical ",iracl~s at Lourdes-if not more remarkable tban those attributed to .. Herr Paulus," 
are at any rate far more wide-reacbing, hence, more pernicious in their result upon the human mind. 
Either both kinds are possible, or both are due to fraud and danguous hypnofic and magnetic powers 
posses~d by some men. Now Mr, W. Besant evidently tries to impress upon his readers that his 
novel was written in tbe interests of that portion of society whicb is so easily befooled by the otber. 
And if so, why then not have traced all such phenomena to tMir original and prinu:t'al source, i.e., 
belief in tM possibility of su~rnaturallXcurrences because of fM inculcat~d bdiif in tM MIRACLES in 
tM Bibk, and tMir continuation by fM Church f No Abyssinian prophet, as no .. occult philo
sopher," bas e\'er made such large claims to .. miracle" and divine Mlp-and no Peter's pence 
expected, either-as the" Bride of Christ "-she, of Rome. Why has not tben our author, since he 
was so extremely anxious to save the millions of England from delusion, and so very eager to expose 
the pernicious means used-wby has be not tried to first explode the greater humbug, before he ever 
touched the minor tricks-if any? Let bim first explain to the British publie the tllming of water 
into wine and the resurrection of Lazarus on the'balf hypnotic and half juggleryandfraudhypotbesis. 
For, if one set of wonders may be explained by blind belief and mesmerism, why not tbe otber? Or 
is it because the Bible miracles believed in by every Protestant and Catholic (with the divine miracles at 
Lourdes thrown into the bargain by the latter) cannot be as easily handled by an author wbo desires 
to remain popular, as those of the" occult philosopber" and tbe spiritual medium? Indeed, no 
courage, no fearless defiance of the consequences are required to denounce the helpless and now very 
mucb scared professional medium. But aU these qualifications and an ardent IUIle of trutl, into tM 
bargain, are absolutely necessary if one would beardl Mrs. Grundy in herden. For this the traducers 
of tbe ., Esoteric Buddhists' are too prudent and wily. They only seek cheap popularity with the 
scoffer and the materialist. Well sure they are, that no professional medium will "ver dare call them 
wholesale slanderers to their faces, or seek redress from them so long as the law against palmistry is 
staring him in tbe face. As to the .. Esoteric Buddbist " or .. Occult Pbilosopher," there is still less 
danger from tbis quarter. The contempt of the latter for all the would-lw traducers is absolute and 
it requires more than tbe clumsy denunciations of a novelist to disturb tbem. And why sbould they 
feel annoyed? As they are neither professional propbets, nor do they benefit by St. Peter's pence, tbe 
most malicious calumny can only make them laugh. Mr. Walter Besant, bowever, bas said a great 
truth in his novel, a true pearl of foresigbt, dropped on a beap of mire: tbe .. occult philo
sopber .. does not propose to .. hide /tis light under a 6uJMI." 
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the faithful. The prophecy foretold, you see, tlte revival 01 the "Planetary
Angel" worship for that period. Also that during the reign of Pope Clement 
VII., the convent of St. Fran90is de Paul would be raised on the emplacement 
of the little ruined chapel. "The event occurred as predicted," boasts 
de Mirville, forgetting that the Church had made the prediction true herself, by 
following the command implied in it Yet this is called a .. prophecy" to this 
day. 

But it was only in the XVIth century that the Church consented at last to 
comply on every point with the request of her .. high-born "celestial peti
tioners. 

At that time though there was hardly a church or chapel in Italy without 
a copy of the mira(ulous picture in painting or mosaic, and that actually, in 
1516, a splendid" temple to the seven spirits" had been raised and finished near 
the ruined chapel at Palermo-still the "angels" failed to be satisfied. In the 
words of their chronicler-" the blessed spirits were not contented with Sicily 
alone, and secret prayers. They wanted a world-wide worship and the whole 
Catholic world to recognise them publicly." 

Heavenly denizens themselves, as it seems, are not quite free from the 
ambition and the vanities of our material plane! This is what the ambitious 
\I Rectors" devised to obtain that which they wanted. 

Antonio Duca, another seer (in the annals of the Church of Rome) had 
been just appointed rector of. the Palermo "temple of the seven s;>irits." 
About that period, he began to have the same beatific visions as Amadreus had 
The Archangels were now urging the Popes through him to recognise them, 
and to establish a regular and a universal worship in their own names, just as 
it was before Bishop Adalbert's scandal. They insisted upon having a special 
.temple built lor them alone, and they wanted it upon the ancient site of the 
famous TAerma: of Diocletian. To the erection of these Thermrz, agreeably 
with tradition, 40,000 Christians and 10,000 martyrs had been condemned, and 
helped in this task by such famous "Saints" as Marcellus and Thraso. Since 
then, however, as stated in Bull LV. by the Pope Pius IV. "this den had 
remained set apart for the most profane usages and demon (magic?) rites." 

But as it appears from sundry documents, all did Aot go quite as smooth 
as the "blessed spirits" would have ·liked, and the poor Duca had a hard 
time of it. Notwithstanding the strong protection of the Colonna families 
who used all their influence with Pope Paul III., and the personal request of 
Marguerite of Austria, the daughter of Charles Vth., "the seven spirits" 
could not be satisfied, for the same mysterious (and to us very clear) reasons, 
though propitiated and otherwise honoured in every way. The difficult 
mission of Duca, in fact, was crowned with suq::ess only thirty-four 
years later. Ten years before, however, namely in 1551, the preparatory 
purification of the Thermrz had been ordered by Pope Julius· III., and a 
first church had been built under the name of "St. Mary of tlu Angels." 
But the "Blessed Thrones," feeling displeased with its name, brought on a 
war during which this temple was plundered and destroyed, as if instead of 

.glorified Archangels they had been maleficent kabalistic Spooks. 
After this, they went on appearing to seers and saints, with greater frequency 
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than before, and clamoured even more loudly fot a special place of worship. 
They tkmantkd the re-erection on the same spot (the Tkermce) of a temple 
which should be called the" Church of tke Seven Angels." 

But there was the same difficulty as before. The Popes had pronounced the 
original ~itles demon-names, i.e., those of Pagan gods, and to introduce them 
into the church service would have been fatal. The" mystery names" of the 
seven angels could not be given. True enough, when the old "miraculous" 
picture with the seven names on it had been found, these names had been 
freely used in the church services. But, at the period of the Renaissance, Pope 
Clement XI. had ordered a special report to be made on them as they 
stood on the picture. It was a famous astronomer of that day, a 
Jesuit, named Joseph Biancini, who was entrusted with this delicate mission. 
The result to which the inquest led, was as unexpected as it was fatal to the 
worshippers of the seven Sabian gods; the Pope, while commanding that the 
picture should be preserved, ordered the seven angelic names to be carefully 
ru66etJ out. And" though these names are traditional," and "although they 
have naugkt to do with," and are "very different from the names used by 
Adalbert" (the Bishop-magician of Magdeburg), as the chronicler cunningly 
adds, yet even their mention was forbidden in the holy churches of Rome. 

Thus affairs went on from 1527 till IS61; the Rector trying to satisfy the 
orders of his seven" guides,".:..-the church fearing to adopt even the Chaldean 
substitutes for the" mystery-names" as they. had been so "desecrated by 
magical practices." Weare not told, however, why the mystery-names, far less 
known than their substitutes have ever been, should not have been given out 
if the blessed" Thrones" enjoyed the smallest confidence. But, it must have 
been "small" indeed, since one finds the "Seven Archangels" demanding 
their restitution for 34 years, and refusing positively to be called by any other 
name, and the church still deaf to their desires. The Occultists do not con
ceal the reason why they have ceased to use them: they are tJangerolJsiy 
magical. But why should the Church fear them? Have not the Apostles, 
and Peter pre-eminently, been told "whatsoever ye bind on earth shall be 
bound in Heaven," and were they not given power over every demon known 
and unknown? Nevertheless, some of the mystery names may be still found 
along with their substitutes in old Roman missals printed in IS63. There is 
one in the Barberini library with the whole mass-service in it, and the for
bidden truly Sabian names of the seven "great gods" flashing out ominously 
hither and thither. 

The "gods" lost patience once more. Acting in a truly J ehovistic spirit 
with their" stiff-necked "·worshippers, they sent a plague. A terrible epidemic 
of 06session and possession broke out in ISS3, "when almost all Rome found 
itself possessed by the devil," says de Mirville (without explaining whether the 
clergy were included). Then only Duca's wish was realized. His seven Inspirers 
were invoked in their own names, and" the epidemic ceased as by enchant
ment, the blessed ones," adds the chronicler, "proving by the divine powers 
they possessed, once more, that they had nothing in common witk tke demO/IS 
of tke same name,"-i.e., the Chaldean gods." 

• But they had proved their lOWer earlier by sending the war, the destruction of the church, nnd 
finally the epidemic; an.;! this does not look very a"gtlic-to an Occultist. 
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"Then Michael Angelo was summoned in all haste by Paul IV. to the 
Vatican." His magnificent plan was accepted and the building of the former 
church begun. Its construction lasted over three years. In the archives of 
this now celebrated edifice, one can read that: "the narrative of the miracles 
that occurred during that period could nut be undertaken, as it was one incessant 
miracle of three years' duration." In the presence of all his cardinals, Pope 
Paul IV. ordered that the seven names, as originally written on the picture, 
should be restored, and inscribed around the large copy from it that surmounts 
to this day the high altar. 

The admirable temple was consecrated to the Seven Angels in 1561. The 
object of the Spirits was reached; three years later, nearly simultaneously, 
Michael Angelo and Antonio Duca both died. They were no longer wanted. 

Duca was the first person buried in the church for the erection of which 
he had fought the best part of his life and finally procured for his heavenly 
patrons. On his tomb the summary of the re~'e~tions obtained by him, as 
also the catalogue of the prayers and invocations, of the penances and fasts 
used as means of getting the "blessed" revelations and more frequent visits 
from the "Seven "-are engraved In the vestry a sight of the documents 
attesting to, and enumerating some of the phenomena of "the incessant miracle 
of three years' duration" may be obtained for a small fee. The record of the 
" miracles" bears the imprimatur of a Pope and several Cardinals, but it still 
lacks that of the Society for Psychical Research. The" Seven Angels" 
must be needing the latter badly, as without it their triumph will never be 
complete. Let us hope that the learned Spookical Researchers will send their 
" smart boy" to Rome at an early day, and that the" blessed ones" may find 
at Cambridge-a Duca. 

But what became of the "mystery names" so cautiously used and what 
of the new ones? First of all came the substitution of the name of Eudiel for 
one of the Kabalistic names. Just one hundred years later, all the seven 
names suddenly disappeared, by order of the Cardinal Albitius. In the old and 
venerable Church of Santa Maria della Pieta on the Piazza Colonna, the 
"miraculous" painting of the Seven Archangels may be still seen, but the 
names have been scratched out and the places repainted. Sk transit gloria. A 
little while after that the mass and vesper services of the "Seven" were once 
more eliminated from the missals used, notwithstanding that "they are 
quite distinct" from those of the ., planetary Spirits" who used to help Bishop 
Adalbert. But as "the robe does not really make the monk," so the change 
of names cannot prevent the individuals that had them from being the same as 
they were before. They are still worshipped and this is all that my article aims 
to prove. 

Will this be denied? In that case I have to remind the readers that so late 
as in 1825, a Spanish grandee supported by the Archbishop of Palermo made 
an attempt before Leo XII. for the simultaneous re-establishment of tlu servile 
and nalnu. The Pope granted the Church service but refllsed tne permission to 
use the old names. '" 

* This is quoted from the volumes of the Marquis de Mi"ille's .. Pnelimalt>logie des Esprits." Vol. 
II. P.388. A more rnbid papist and ultramontane having never existed. his testimony can hardly be 
suspect:cl. He seems to glory in this idolatry and is louri in demanding its ,,,61;& and univL'rslll 
1P..'Ilomtlon. 
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"This service, perfected and amplified by order of Paul IV., the minutes of 
which exist to this day at the Vatican and the Minerva, remained in force 
during the whole pontificate of Leo x." The Jesuits were those who rejoiced 
the most at the resurrection of the old worship, in view of the prodigious help 
they received from it, as it ensured the success of their proselytising efforts in 
the Philippine Islands. Pope Pius V. conceded the same "divine service" to 
Spain, saying in his Bull, that" one could never exalt too much these seven Rectors 
of the world, figured by tlte SEVEN PL.\NETS," and that ... "it looked consoling 
and augured well for this century, that by the grace of God, the cult o/these 
seven ardent liglzts, and these seven stars, was regaining all its lustre in the 
Christian republic." '" 

The same "holy Pope permitted moreover to the nuns of Matritensis to 
establish the /ete of JEHUDIEL the patron of their convent." Whether another 
less pagan name has now been substituted for it we are not informed-nor does 
it in the least matter. 

in 1832 the same demand in a petition to spread the worship of the" Seven 
Spirits of God," was reiterated, endorsed this time by eighty-seven bishops and 
thousands of officials with high-sounding names in the Church of Rome. Again, 
in 1858, Cardinal Patrizzi and King Ferdinand II. in the name 0/ all the people 
0/ Italy reiterated their petition; and again, finally, in 1862. Thus, the Church 
services in honour of the seven " Spirit-Stars" have never been abrogated since 
1825. To this day they are in full vigour in Palermo, in Spain, and even in 
Rome at "St. Mary of the Angels" and the "Gesu "-though entirely 
suppressed everywhere else; all this" because of Adalbert's heresy," de Mirville 
and the other supporters of Star-Angel worship are pleased to say. In reality 
there is no reason but the one already disclosed for it. Even the seven 
substitutes, especially the last four, have been too openly connected with black 
magic and astrology. 

Writers of the de Mirville type are in despair. Not daring to blame the 
Church, they vent their wrath upon the old Alchemists and Rosicrucians. They 
clamour for the restitution of a public worship notwithstanding; and the imposing 
association formed since 1862 in Italy, Bavaria, Spain and elsewhere for the 
re-establishment of the cult of the Seven Spirits in all its /ullness and in all 
Catholic Europe, gives hope that in a few years more the Seven Rishis of India 
now happily domiciled in the constellation of the Great Bear will become by the 
grace and will of some infallible Pontiff of Rome the legal and honoured divine 
patrons of Christendom. 

And why no:, since (St.) George is to this day, "the patron Saint of not 
only Holy Russia, Protestant Germany, fairy Venice, but also of merry 
England, whose soldiers,"-says W. M. Braithwaite, t-" would uphold his 
prestige with their heart's blood." And surely our .. Seven gods" cannot be 
worse than was the rascally George of Cappadocia during his lifetime! 

Hence, with the courage ot true believers, the Christian defenders of the 
Seven Star-Angels deny nothing, at any rate they keep silent whenever accused 
of rendering divine honours to Chaldean and other gods. They even admit 
the identity and proudly confess to the charge of star-worshipping. The accusa-

* p. 358 i6itl. Vide infra. 
t .. St. George for Merry England," by W. M. Braithwaite. Masonic Monthly, NO.2. 
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tion has been thrown many a time by the French Academicians into the teeth 
of their late leader, the Marquis de Mirville, and this is what he writes in reply: 

"We are accused of mistaking stars for angels. The charge is acquiring such 
a wide notoriety that we are forced to answer it very seriously. It is impossible 
that we should try to dissimulate it without failing in frankness and courage, 
since this pretended mistake is repeated incessantly in the Scriptures as in our 
theology. We shall examine .... this opinion hitherto so accredited, to-day 
discredited, and which attributes rightly to our SEVEN PRINCIPAL SPIRITS the 
rulership, not of the seven known planets, with which we are reproached, but of 
the seven PRINCIPAL planets "'-which is quite a different thing." t 

And the author hastens to cite the authority of Babinet, the astronomer, who 
sought to prove in an able article of the Revue des .Deux Mondes (May, 1885), 
that in reality besides the earth we had only SEVEN big planets. 

The "seven prindpal planets" is another confession to the acceptance of a 
purely occult tenet. Every planet according to the esoteric doctrine is in its 
composition a Septenary like man, in its principles. That is to say, the visible 
planet is the physical body of the sidereal being the Atma or Spirit of which 
is the Angel, or Rishi, or Dhyan-Chohan, or Deva, or whatever we call it. 
This belief as the occultists will see (read in Esoteric Buddhism about the 
constitution of the planets) is thoroughly occult. It is a tenet of the Secret 
Docttine-minus its idolatrous element-pure and simple. As taught in the 
C.~urch and her rituals, however, and especially, as pradised, it is ASTROLATRY 

as pure and as simple. 
There is no need to show here the difference between teaching, or theory, 

and practice in the holy Roman Catholic Church. The words" Jesuit" and 
"Jesuitism" cover the whole ground. The Spirit of Truth has departed ages 
ago-if it has ever been near it-from the Church of Rome. At this, the 
Protestant Church, so full of brotherly spirit and love for her sister Church, will 
say; Amen. The Dissenter, whose heart is as full of the love of Jesus as of 
hatred towards Ritualism and its mother Popery, will chuckle. 

In the editorial. of the Times for November 7, 1866, stands" A Terrible 
Indictment" against the Protestants, which says: 

.. Under the inlluence of the Episcopal Bench, all the studies connected with theology have 
withered. until English Biblical critics are the scorn of foreign scholars. Whenever we take up the 
work of a theologian who is likely to be a Dean or a Bishop. we find. 1I0t an earnest inquirer setting 
forth the results of lumest researd,. but merely an advocate. who. we can perceive. has begun his 
work with the fixed detClmination of provilllJ blacR white in favour of his own traditional system .• 

If the Protestants do not recognise the "Seven Angels," nor, while 
refusing them divine worship, do they feel ashamed and afraid of the;r names, as 
the Roman Catholics do, on the other hand they are guilty of "Jesuitism" of 
another kmd, just as bad. For, while professing to believe the Scriptures a 
direct Revelation from God, not one sentence of which should be altered under 
the penalty of eternal damnation, they yet tremble and cower before the dis
coveries of science, and try to pander to their great enemy. Geology, Anthro-

• These .. principal planets" arc the mystery planets of the pagan Initiates. but travestied by 
dogma and priestcraft. 

t l'1Ieutnatologu des Esprits. Vol. II. Memoire adressl aux Academies. p. 359. el se,. 
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pology, Ethnology and Astronomy, are to them what Uriel, ScaltieI, Jehudiel 
and Barachiel are to the Roman Catholic Church. It is six of one and half a 
dozen of the other. And since neither one nor the other of the two religions 
will abstain from anathematizing, slandering and persecuting Magic, Occultism, 
and even Theosophy, it is but just and proper that in their turn the Students of 
the Sacred Science of old should retort at last, and keep on telling the truth 
fearlessly to the faces of both. 

MAGNA EST VERITAS ET PREVALEBIT. 

H. P. B. 

" L'ISIS." 
~ ~ ~ 

BRANCHE FRANCAISE, DE LA SOCIETE THEOSOPHIQUE. 

To Ihe Edilors of LUCIFER. 

AlJow me to bring to the notice of those of your readers who may have 
received the pretended "Bulletin de l'Isis" the following facts :-

Of the three signatories of this bulletin one has been expelled from the Isis 
Lodge; the two others are not even members of the Theosophical Society. '" 

Thus neither M. Goyard, ner M. Encausse, nor M. Lejay, have henceforth 
any connection at all with Isis. Moreover, it is absolutely false that at the 
meeting, held by these gentlemen on June 23rd, a resolution was unanimously 
voted and accepted to the effect that an apology should be offered to M. Saint 
Yves, called Marquis d'Alveydre.t Some members formally opposed the 
resolution. But had it been even so, the Isis Lodge would have had no concern 
with it, these three gentleman having no right to speak in the name of the 
Lodge. The gathering in the private rooms of M. Lejay has nothing in common 
with the meeting of the Isis Lodge, which took place at the same hour in the 
Salle Richefeu. 

F. K. Gaboriau, 
President (pro leln.) of the Isis Lodge. 

Yours fraternally, 
A. FROMENT. 

(Hon. Secretary-Treasurer.) 

• In the hlliktin is~ued by the said gentlemen, it is questioned whether the President-Founder has 
the right to appoint officers protnn. to vacant places. In the Rlliu of the T. S. may be found No. 
7. which state!>: .. The President-Founder has authority to designate any Fellow •••• to perform 
pro Ie".. the duties of any office vacated h7 deal" or resignation." In the Rules of 1888, An. 15 
(d) declares that .. in aise of vacancies occurring during the yelU' it shall be competent for the 
President, &c., &c. ••• to nominate and appoint persons to fill such vacancies." M. Louis Dramard, 
the lnte President and Founder of .. L'Isis," being dead, and confusion and disputes having arisen in 
consequence, it was expedient to set this rule in action, and nominatt'!, pro /em., in the name of the 
President-Founder, M. Gaboriau (a co-founder of the branch), as President" de I'ls;s," suhjeel to 1M 
aJlro'Val of the President in Council. Such nomination, even pro lem., was forced by the despotic 
and illegal actions of three persons, two of whom were not even members, and who had, neverthe
less, seizing the power in their hands, proclaimer.l themselves as sole proprietors and directors of the 
destinies of r Isis. 

t Who is M. Saint Yves, Marquis d'Alveydre? He is not, nor ever was, a member of the The0-
sophical Society. 

H P. BLAVATSKY, 

Corresponding Secrctnry of the T S. 
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WHAT IS THEOSOPHY? 

[Published with the approval of the Gnostic Theosophical Society.] 

THEOSOPHY is derived from "two Greek words, Theos, meaning God, 
and Sophia, meaning wisdom. Theosophia or Theosophy is the 
wisdom of God, or Divine wisdom. Theosophy is at once a science 

and a religion. 
It is the science that embraces the phenomena, laws and principles of 

all sciences. The religion that contains the absolute truths underlying 
the creeds of all religions of all ages and peoples since the making of 
the world. It is as old as ·the sun; as young as the dawn. It evolves 
from the microcosm and explains the macrocosm. While mortal in 
manifestation, it is immortal in essence. "It is the light shining in the 
darkness and the darkness comprehendeth it not." Its truth was hidden 
behind the veil of Isis, was closed within the sacred Lotus of the Buddha 
was guarded in the temples of Greece and Rome, was carved upon the 
golden sun of Montezuma, and was crucified upon the cross with Jesus 
Christ. Theosophia-Divine daughter of God !-calls aloud to all the 
world in this New Cycle, and proclaims in her very name her glorious 
origin and certain destiny I 

The ancient Initiates or adepts were the discoverers and conservators 
of all the sciences of ancient times, and also the guardians and teachers 
of all the religions of the past. To the Initiate there never was and 
never can be any conflict between true science and true religion. But 
the ancient adept gave neither his knowledge of nature, nor of the gods 
to the people. There was an esoteric science, and an esoteric religion 
jealously guarded by the few, for the few who proved themselves worthy. 
Only after long years of study, of pure and holy living. and of the most 
terrible and painful ordeals was the seeker for divine wisdom admitted 
to the inner sanctuary. Few are they who can be trusted with the 
awful powers that come from occult knowledge of the Anima Bntla, till 
they have risen to the comprehension of the sublime mysteries of the 
Anima Divina. To gain admission to the higher secrets of the 
adepts is as difficult to-day as it was in the times of Pythagoras or of 
Christ, though the time for revealing many secrets hidden for thousands 
of years is now at hand. • . . . . . 

The mystic grasps not only the immutable and relentless laws of the 
material world, but also the equally unvarying, inexorable and higher 
laws of the spiritual universe. The adept, both ancient and modern, 
reads the most occult pages in the book of nature, commands forces 
utterly unknown to modern science, scans the hearts of men and demons 
and holds converse with the Gods. The most learned cosmopolitan is 
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at best but a citizen of the world; the adept is a citizen of the universe, 
and can live alike in the world of causes, and the world of effects, in the 
here and in the hereafter. And do we mean to say that all Theosophists 
know the secrets of all sciences, and have the key to every mystery of 
the soul? No! a thousand times no! As well might one say that 
every philosopher is a Newton or a La Place, every naturalist a Darwin 
or Hceckel, every musician a Mozart or Beethoven. But our claims 
seem startling enough to some. They are so high, wide and deep. 
that Science scorns, Religion repudiates and Ignorance ignores them, 
But Theosophists heed none of these things. They live in time as 
though it were eternity, and are as sure of eternity as they are of 
time. Though they may have caught but the faintest echo of the 
divine harmony, that echo enwraps the soul in--abiding calm. A great 
western mystic beautifully defines .. reason as the eye of the mind 
and intuition as the eye of the soul." The Theosophist walks the 
paths of truth with both these windows of his being wide open, and 
turned to the source of all light; and knows himself a son of God 
returning to his Father I And also knows that in that long journey, 
he shall gather all knowledge, both of earth and heaven, and attain 
to all the joys and powers, both of men and angels! He believes 
in absolute love and absolute wisdom, because he knows the laws of 
absolute justice that rule the universe. There can be no such thing 
as perfect love without perfect justice. The Gnostic alone, of all 
men, can tell you why .. It is easier for heaven and earth to pass 
away than for one jot or tittle of the law to fail." Because he knows 
the law he gathers his strength for the evil days that soon must fall 
upon mankind, because the power now held by the classes is used 
to oppose and suppress the rights of the masses. As every adept 
can read in the astral light, he knows the future when he wills. Thus, 
soon you will hear voices, here and there throughout the world, 
giving warning of the terrible calamities now swiftly sweeping from 
the Unseen, to overwhelm those who doubt and oppose the justice 
of the living God. The mystic loves all Christs and believes in all, but 
for him there is no saviour outside of himself. He knows the meaning 
of the beautiful mystery of the atonement; but the world does not 
know it; neither does the Church show that she knows it in the 
husky doctrine that reaches the masses from the Vatican. 

Slowly the master entered the silent hall where his disciples walked 
and pondered the mysteries . 

.. Hast studied well the symbols, and dost thou know at last the 
truth," said the master. 

" In part I know, and always I seek," replied the novitiate . 
.. Ponder well and strengthen thee, for we go a long journey and much 

may be revealed to thee." .... 
II Come!" said the master, and the student rose and followed. Soon 
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they were in the dense gloom of a tropical forest; the towering trees 
enwrapped in the snaky folds of clasping vines, whose twisting fingers 
drew ever closer the dark roof leaves. Before them rose the dim 
outlines of that massive and mysterious temple, lost for ages in the heart 
of Yucatan. The master pushed away the heavy vines that covered" 
deep carvings of many strange symbols, engraved upon the deathless 
stone before the Aztec rose or the Montezumas reigned. 

" Behold the temple of the living God!" said the master. 
And as the student knelt a tongue of flame leaped from cross to 

wheel, from wheel to serpent, and he cried aloud: "They knew!
thousands and thousands of years ago they knew, and here are all the 
mysteries, oh! Buddha our Lord!" 

"Come!" said the master, and the student rose and followed. It was 
night. Round them stretched in awful majesty the ruins of ancient 
Karnac. Terrible in grandeur loomed those giant columns, striking 
black shadows across the splendour of the Egyptian moon. A flock of 
flamingoes whirled slowly in the air above, moving towards the gliding 
Nile. Then from the deepest shadow came a voice: "I am Hermes 
Trismegistus. If that which thou seekest thou findest not within thee, 
thou wilt never find it without thee. All is living-life is one, and God 
is Life." 

When silence fell, a faint flame gleamed upon a broken column, and 
as the student bowed in awe, he saw the symbols carved deep, imperish
able. The tongue of flame swept from winged globe to winged wheel; 
the triangles, interlaced, were enclosed in a serpent of fire; and his heart 
melted within him. And he cried again. "Here they knew him!" 
Here he was adored! Oh! Christ ineffable, oh! mystery Divine! 

" Come!" said the master, and the student arose and followed. 
Suddenly thick darkness held them like a pall. They could hear the 
sullen surge of waves that sweep stealthily in caverns. Startled bats 
brushed them as they moved and the damp stones prO\'ed the sea was 
near this entrance to the cave of Elephanta. They were approaching 
the oldest mystery of India. The master gently took the cold hand of his 
disciple as the darkness slowly lifted, and in the dimness glowered that 
monstrous statue-gigantic, horrible; that dual creature of stone, half 
man, half woman-the mystery of the ages! And as they looked, a 
tongue of flame shone upon the wall and there they saw the symbol 
most sacred-worshipped by Aryan, Egyptian, Aztec, Jew and Christian. 
And the master cried aloud: "Behold the temple of the Living 
Truth!" "The same yesterday, to-day and for ever!" As he cried the 
flame crept from the wall and glowed over his heart, and his disciple 
turned and beheld his master illumined from within, and fell upon his 
knees and worshipped him, crying, "'Tis He! 'Tis He! He is here. 
His temple is within thee!" The disciple wept with joy, and bowed his 
head upon his breast and lo! the flame leaped from within his own 
heart, and he cried with a mighty voice. "'Tis He, 'Tis He! Behold, 
we are the temple of the Living God! " 

SUSIE E. HIBBERT, 2nd Degree, F.T.S. 
Religio-Philosophical /ournal, June 9th, 1888. 
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EVOLUTION AND NATURAL SELECTION. 

A CRITICISM AND A SUGGESTION. 

Tlu relation of Darwinism 10 llu general concept of Evolution-Spencer on modern 
Darwinism-Haeckel's v,ew-Wllat Evolution really oweslo Darwin-Anticipah'ons 
of Natural Selech'on, Wallace, We/Is and Herbert-Tile scope assigned to Natu,al 
Selection-Tyndall on IIIi duty oj scientijic critics-Professor Bain on N. S.-Herberl 
Spencers recenl t:n"licism in " Tile Faclors of Organic Evolution "-Scllmidt, Biicllner 
and Haeckel on llu sanu-Dixon on ",Evolution witlloul Nalural Selection "-Mr. 
G. J. Romanes on " Pllysiological Selection"; "'-S limitation of tile Darwinian jactor 
as explanatory oj tile "Origin of SPedes,"-Summary oj recent emendations
SPencers powerfulillrust-Probing tile expression" Natural Selection"- Tile" rijl in 
Ille lute "-" Spontaneous variations" as tile quantite negligeable of Darwinism
Haecklf!'s Pedigree of man-Can Natural Seltction "t7JfI/ve"!-its complete 
dependency on the variations of structure-A Biological Cossack-Not an originative 
but a registrative factor-Full erfJosition oj IIIe point-RellaIJililation of tile idea of an 
inleerentiaw of development-Professor Owen an1 Albert Gaudry-Von Hartmann's 
" Trutk and Error in Darwinism "-Proofs-Cases inexplicable by Natural Selection 
- Tile verlebrate and molluscan eye-Dr. A. Wilson on structure of tile cuttlefisll llead 
-Haeckel on mecllam"cal causality-Darw,'n's marine ancestor of man; the great 
puzzle-A. R. Wallace on N. S. as explaining only part of human evolution
Concluding.remarks . 

.. On the evidence of pa1aeontology the evolution of many existing forms of animal life from their 
predecessors is no longer an hypothesis, but an historical fact; it is only the nature of the physio
logical factors to which that evolution is due which IS still open to discussion." 

PROFESSOR HUXLEY. 

THE dominant position held by Darwinism in modern biology has 
undoubtedly led many persons to identify a certain phase of the 
Development-hypothesis with the Development-hypothesis itself. It is 
strange to note in how many circles this opinion still seems to prevail, 
but when we bear in mind the importance of the great factor in organic 
evolution insisted on by Darwin and the extent to which his views have 
thrown all competing theories into the background, the explanation is 
not far to seek. Nowadays, as Mr. Herbert Spencer remarks,· 
naturalists are more Darwinian than Darwin himself, relying as they do 
too exclusively on the sufficiency of the factor which it was his lifework 
to illustrate. Evolution has consequently become in the eyes of many, 
a synonym for Darwinism. But to cite Professor Haeckel t :-
...... The fundamental principle of Darwin was by no means a new one. It has 

been formulated already by many philosophers, not only in our own century, but in 
much earlier times in one form or another. The proofs and arguments that Darwin 
discovered in favour of his views are new. The vigorous carrying out of the 
bypothesis in the light of the science of the day-that, also, is new." 

The general Evolution Doctrine is, of course, pre-Darwinian. But the 
immense debt which biology owes to the great naturalist is based on his 

• .. The Factors of Organic Evolution," p. 29- t .. The Darwinian Theory." (Leet.) 
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application of the principle of Natural Selection to the explanation of 
the phenomena of organic life. He infused new energy into a dream of 
isolated thinkers, which was fast falling into discredit, by supplying the 
necessary mechanical basis demanded by physiology. Where Lamarck 
and Oken attempted to solve the problems of biology by verbal 
explanations, he proffered a simple and definite theory. It is true, as he 
himself remarks,- that-exclusive of the independent application of 
Natural Selection by Mr. A. R. Wallace-certain authors such as Dr. 
Wells and the Hon. W. Herbert had already accounted for sporadic 
ethnological and botanical phenomena on his own)lines. In no instance, 
however, was the full import of the explanation grasped irrespective of 
the minute research, the patient skill and "pemmican of fact," which 
contribute so largely to the merit of the" Origin of Species." 

Natural Selection is now a "by-word among the nations." Indefinite 
variability, the survival of the fittest in the struggle for existence
continuous elimination checking a geometrical rate of increase-here 
we have the Darwinian law in a nutshell. From the specks of proto
plasmic monera which overlaid the ocean depths of the Laurentian 
Epoch up to the civilised philosopher of to-day, all form'i of organic life 
are to be accounted for on this basis, according to the enthusiastic 
adherents of this system. 

It is my intention in this essay to cast a glance over the most 
recent conclusions on the subject, to examine into the alleged all
sufficiency of Natural Selection, and finally to lay the issue clearly 
before my readers :-Have we as yet exhausted the list of "factors of 
organic evolution"? I venture to doubt the soundness of the affirmative 
answer to this query so often and so confidently returned, holdiQg that 
science never attains to a realization of the whole truth on any subject 
except by a series of steps. As Professor Tyndall said, in his cele
brated Belfast address, it is, after all, not a question of whether Darwin, 
Huxley, or Spencer, possess the final truth. Many of their positions 
may have, one day, to be abandoned. The essential fact which we 
must recognise is the necessity for the freest speech and the most un
trammelled research. It is in this spirit alone that the discussion of 
such problems should be approached. "Science should have neither 
desires nor prejudices. Truth should be her sole aim." t 

Now, in the case of Natural Selection, we find ourselves face to face 
with a process which is daily and hourly in operation around us. All 
criticism, therefore, should bear upon the extent to which this factor may 
be regarded as explicative of the "how?" of organic development. 
"This renowned speculation," writes Professor Bain,t "with all its 
boldness, has the characters of a legitimate hypothesis; it assumes a 

• ., Origin of Species," 6th Ed., p. xv. .. Historical Sketch of the Progress of opinion on the 
Origin of Species." 

t Sir W. Grove. * .. Logic. Induction," p. 272. 
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real agency, a vera causa; its difficulties lie in showing that the sup
posed agent is equal to the vastness of the results." There is, however, 
another aspect of this question with which I shortly Fropose to deal. 

One feature of recent polemics is too prominent to escape comment, 
viz. :-the sharp check experienced by those biologists who have no 
other factor in their repertory of hypotheses than that of Natural 
Selection. The highest authority on the matter within these shores
Mr. Herbert Spencer-has not only declared his entire disbelief in the 
adequacy of this factor to account for the results of evolution, but has 
even gone so far as to stigmatise it as representative of no physical 
cause" at all in the strict sense of the term. He writes :-

.. The phrases employed in discussing organic evolution, though convenient and 
indeed needful, are liable 10 mislead us by 'Veiling lite aclual agencies • ... The words 
.. Natural Selection" do nol express a cause in tlte pltysical sense. They express a 
mode of co·operation among causes, or rather, to speak strictly, they express an effect 
of this mode of co· operation." .. 

Such language from the pen of the author of the "Principles of 
Biology" is certainly somewhat startling. Mr. Spencer does not, how
ever, proceed to fill up the gap in the list of factors with any marked 
approximation to originality, though his illustrations of existing 
evolutionist problems are of great value. He recognises, indeed, such 
additional causes as .. use and disuse," the direct influence of the 
environment, etc., but Darwin himself, many years ago, admitted as 
much in the earliest editions of his work. The essay is, however, 
instructive as typical of an incipient re·action against the view that the 
causes of evolution had been once and for all ascertained and docketed.t 
In this connection we may note that such authoritative writers as 
Schmidt, Buchner! and Haeckel § have been uniformly consistent in 
maintaining the necessary incompleteness of any theory which regards 
Natural Selection as the sole constructive agent in the origination of 
species.11 More recently, Mr. Charles Dixon in his "Evolution without 
Natural Selection," has added" Isolation," "Climate" and a few other 
minor causes to the growing list of emendations on the original cast ot 
the forces operative in the drama of life. 

More definite still is the hypothesis lately put forward by Mr .. G. J. 
Romanes, F.RS.-that of" Physiological Selection." This distinguished 
biologist regards the cardinal difficulties of Darwinism " considered as a 
theory of the origin of species,"as three in number."" (I.) The difference 
between natural species and domesticated varieties in respect of fertility. 
(2.) The fact that the features which distinguish allied species have 
frequently no utilitarian significance, and cannot hence be attributed to 

It .. Factors of Organic Evolution," p. 40. 
t Cf. Herbert Spencer, .. Factors of Organic Evolution," p. 29, on this point. 
t .. Force and Matter," (Eng. Trans., Asher &: Co.), p. 209-
§ .. The Pedigree of Man," (Eng. Trans.), pp. 1I4-5-
I .. Darwinism," according even to Haeckel, .. offers us only the basis of a new system." 
~ Linnean Society'S Journal, p. 338. 
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Natural Selection. (3.) The "swamping influence upon an incipient 
variety of free intercrossing .... if we add to this consideration 
.... the difficulty elaborated by Professor Mivart as to the improba
bility of a variation being- from the first of sufficient utility to come ullder 
tlu injluence of natural selection, I feel it impossible to doubt that a most 
formidable opposition is presented." Mr. Romanes holds that Natural 
Selection constitutes no legitimate theory of the origin of species, though 
it does, indeed, of adaptatiolls. "In thus seeking to place the theory of 
natural selection on its true logical footing," he adds, "I am no way 
detracting from the importance of that theory. On the contrary I am 
but seeking to release it from the difficulties with which it has been 
hitherto surrounded." * He traces the permanent divergence of a variety 
from its parent species and its preservation from the swamping effect of 
interbreeding with the latter, to the "barrier" produced by a mutual 
sterility. This barrier, which is obviously "quite as effectual as a 
thousand miles of ocean," supervenes in consequence of variations in 
the extremely sensitive medium of the reproductive organs, the liability 
of which to be affected by climatic or dietetic changes is notorious. 
Interesting and in many respects satisfactory as the above hypothesis 
appears to be, I am more concerned at present to instance the more 
notable departures from orthodox evolutionism than to examine into 
their respective merits-a truly enormous subject. Suffice it to say that 
they may all be accepted as supplementary to Natural Selection, and in 
no case tend to grapple with what seems to be the vital postulate of 
Evolutionism. Putting aside, therefore, all considerations as to the 
validity of such emendated versions of the current development 
hypothesis, let us proceed to inquire into the precise implication of the 
expression" Natural Selection." 

Some very important aspects of the latter demanded a more exhaustive 
treatment than they have hitherto received. 

The frequent designation of an organ or species as "evolved by 
natural selection" is not without its drawback. It tends to personify a 
metaphor-to entify an abstraction one is almost tempted to say. Mr. 
Spencer, as previously noted, well observes that" the phrases employed 
in discussing organic evolution, though convenient and indeed needful, are 
liable to mislead us by veiling the actual agencies." Probing this sentence 
to the quick, we note that the philosopher of Agnosticism is in reality 
impatient of that general tendency to substitute phrases for thoughts, 
which is exemplified in the loose language of many writers on Evolution. 
What then is the strict connotation of the expression "evolved by 
natural selection"? Simply that out of a certain aggregate of geometri
cally-multiplying organisms only those survive which possess special 
structural or mental advantages, or it may be their incipient stages. 
Exactly. How then with regard to origination of such vctriations in the 

• Linnean Society's Journal, P.346. 
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6rst instance? We now find ourselves face to face with some interesting 
considerations. 

II Natural Selection," strictly speaking, is but a verbal entity sym
bolising an effect produced by a concurrence of heterogeneous causes. 
The best organised members of a group of animals or plants are alone 
predicated to survive and transmit their advantages to the future breed. 
The process thus christened by Darwin, as being analogous to the 
conscious selection exercised by man in domesticating animals, originates 
nothing; it only seizes upon and diffuses at large among the descendants 
of a species such useful material in the way of variation as tke alzcestral 
orgallisms tkemseh'es kave provided it witk. It tends to universalise 
individual advantages, thus registering idiosyncrasies for the benefit of 
a group. But in ultimate analysis it is apparent that so far from 
explaining the whole rationale of Evolution, "Natural Selection" leaves 
the essential factor in the matter still .an un fathomed mystery. The 
crucial query suggests itself-whence sprung the stimulus to those 
variations which supply" Natural Selection" with its pabulum? 

II Ay! there's the rub." 
The point, then, on which I am anxious to lay stress is the following, 

viz. :-That in reality it is tke so-called spontalzeous variations whick 
produce the harvest of complex forms, animal and vegetable.. and that 
Natural Selection merely subserves the function of registering for tke 
breed the beneficial changes as they turn up. Take, for instance, the 
Haeckelian pedigree of Man. If it is, in any sense, valid, we have to 
regard Homo Sapiens as the lineal descendant of palaeozoic" monera." 
The distinguished German scientist alluded to frequently speaks of 
Man's physical structure as .. evolved by Natural Selection." Is this a 
permissible use of language? 

Surely not. No modification can spring from Natural Selection, 
which, as Mr. Spencer shows, is not a physical cause initiating 
physiological changes. "Natural Selection" is, at the best, only a 
registrative as opposed to an originative process, and does not even 
represent an unvarying combination of agencies. It is an effect 
resulting from the co-operation of the heterogeneous causes which go to 
make up what is termed the" struggle for existence" ; and the conditions 
of this struggle vary with the special geographical areas in which its 
presence is discipherable. How vague and shadowy, then, is this factor, 
which was once deemed all-explanatory? Its action is seen to be 
limited to the elimination of inferior organisms. It teaches us nothing 
with regard to the general advance of form since the structural varia
tions, which accomplish this end, antecede the stage at which the 
survival of the fittest supervenes. Before Natural Selection can weed 
out the feeble and preserve the superior members of a species, the 
material to be sifted must be forthcoming. Millions, ay, myriads, of 
organisms may perish, but no evolutionary advance is possible unless 

26 
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favourable structural variations put in an appearance. The deep sea 
Bathybii· may .. struggle for existence" through aeons of geological 
time, but a quoi bon? Their rudimentary stage of organisation is 
stereotyped, unless new physiological characteristics spontaneously appear 
in their midst No amount of .. selection" call evolve a type on to a higker 
level, if 110 change worthy of seleciion presents itself. This, at least. is 
clear. 

We may perhaps compare Natural Selection to a biological Cossack, 
who, by preying on stragglers from the main army of organic advance, 
prevents the inferior products of Nature's" 'prentice hand" from per
petuating their stock. There its function ends. The existing perfection 
of organic types is, therefore, not due to Natural Selection per se. I tis, 
due to that quantitl negligeable-the "spont~neous variations." They, 
in reality, have built up the grand edifice of organic evolution; while 
that invaluable accessory factor, "Natural Selection," has been only 
carrying on a process of eliminating failures from the workshop of 
Mother Earth. Even supposing that the struggle for existence had 
never been instituted to serve as the probation and standard of the 
vitality of species, would not the advance of form due to .. spontaneous 
variability" have equally taken place? Obviously, but in that case the 
feeble would be co-existent with the strong, the undeveloped with the 
developed, in a manner which under existing cosmic laws is incon
ceivable. 

But, as things stand, Nature, as Du. Prel says, is her own physician 
" Natural Selection" is the superficially cruel, but tie facto benevolent 
manner in which she II physicks" her children-species. But this 
summary treatment of ailments does not assist us much in 
comprehending how the vigorous portion of, her progeny attaine4 
their maturity. 

The fact that the .. spontaneous" yariations in organisms, constitute 
after all the basic factor in evolution, completely rehabilitates the con
ception as to "an inherent law of development" originally impressed 
.on matter or bound up with what Matthew Arnold has called .. the 
eternal order of things." This opinion is held in a modified form by 
Professor Owen t and Albert Gaudry.! I t is, also, defended by the 
pessimist Von Hartmann, though the standpoint of the" philosopher of 
the Unconscious" is necessarily different to that favoured by theistic 
evolutionists in general. 

In support of this doctrine as to a pre-determined necessity under
lying the MAIN TENDENCY of those variations which, as Darwin says, 
we call spontaneous" through our ignorance," numerous facts might be 
adduced. We know, for instance, that the eyes of cuttlefish and 

* Now. like many other Evolutionist myths, resolved into a dream of too zealous biologists. 
t cr .•• General Conclusions," in his •• Anatomy of the Vertebrates." 
t .. Consid<!rations sur les Mammifll:res" (Paris). 
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vertebrates originated independently in the two types which, in Darwin's 
words, "owe none of their structure in common to inheritance from a 
common progenitor." Again, in an able essay on the former, Dr. Wilson 
remarks in allusion to their cephalic development * :-

"The presence in the heads of cuttlefishes of the cartilaginous' skull,' 
in addition to other sundry masses of gristle scattered through the 
substance of the 'mantle,' has just been mentioned as a feature of 
interest. No possible lines of connection, genetic or otherwise, exist 
between cuttlefish and vertebrates; yet this 'skull' character would at 
first sight seem to indicate resemblance and relationship of a definite 
kind between the two groups. But the case before us merely adds one 
to already known insta1lces in whick structures of analogous or similar 
nature kave origiltated in a perfectly iltdependent faskioll." 

Such facts go far to sustain the view that the general lines on which 
organic evolution proceeds are mapped out in germ in the very nature of 
things; in short, that as regards the mainstream of "progress from the 
simple to the complex," the supposed "indeterminate clash" of un
intelligent forces is a pure myth. An inherent vis formativa supplants 
Professor Haeckel's conception of" blind forces working without aim, 
without design." It is at least strange in this connection to find writers 
of the materialistic school such as Buchner so glibly disposing of 
"variation "-that essence of the problem-as" spontaneous" and due 
to "chance." If we are free to say that variation is not the quantitl 
nlgligeable which Darwinism makes of it, we are certainly justified in 
regarding spontaneity and chance in a "universe of matter, force, and 
necessity" as flagrant impossibilities. 

Let us now analyse the .. variation" problem presented by the 
following speculation culled from Darwin t :-

.. We should be justified in believing that at an extremely remote period a group of 
animals existed resembling in many respects the larvae of our present Ascidians, 
which diverged into two great branches-the one retrograding in development and 
producing the present class of Ascidians, the other rising to the crown and summit of 
the animal kingdom by giving birth to the Vertebrata." 

Now, since Natural Selection merely registers the useful variations in 
structure, it follows that the striking contrast between these two branches 
in respect of modification, was due to a luxuriant access of beneficial 
variations to the one, parallel with a stagnation of growth in the case of 
the other. From what source sprang the force which determined the 
origination of the vertebrate phylum from a lowly marine grub? Why 
was only one branch thus rich with potentiality of progress, while the 
other positively retrograded? Of all this Natural Selection affords us 
no ghost or glimmer of an explanation. • 

Mr. A. R. Wallace has adduced the case of the savage as illustrative of 

.. .. Studies in Life and Sense." p. C)8. 
t .. Dcscer.t of Man." Second Edit •• p. 160. 
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the presence of some factor superior to mere mechanical causation in 
-the evolution of Man. He rests this opinion on certain specific 
"potentialities" inherent in the larynx, hand, and brain of the savage, 
which are of no utility to their present possessors, but nevertheless 
anticipate the requirements of the future civilized man-thus lending 
powerful support to those hypotheses which recognise a provident 
design in Nature. He found, for instance, that many wild tribes whose 
actual exercise of intelligence is little superior to that of the orang 
nevertheless possess large brains out of all proportion to their menta 
necessities. Unless, therefore, we are to regard such peoples as degraded 
relics of pre-historic civilizations,· a view which obviously would only 
swell the list of existing evolutionist perplexities anent the supposed 
animal ancestry of Man, the conclusion is inevitable that such a 
cerebral development could not have been "produced" by unaided 
Natural Selection. Anticipatory provtsi{JIZ has nothing in common with 
the auto,matic utilitarianism of the latter. 
. This case, however, as man)' others which admit of citation, assumes 
a very different aspect when we apply to its solution ths idea that the 
genel'al tendency of organic variability is shaped by some" vis formativa " 
-the linkt between the phenomenal universe and the Cosmic Soul. 
For the universe is buttressed by Thought. The main impress by which 
the world-plan was stamped into matter prior to the Age of the Fire
Mists or the birth of the elements, is traceable to that Universal 
Spirit:-

"Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns 
And the round ocean and the living air 
And the blue sky and in the mind of man 
A motion and a spirit that impels 
All thinking things, all objects of all thought 
And rolls through all things." 

E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT . 

• As they undoubtedly are. But I am arguing the ensc on the evolutionist lines, so accept IIrKJ.,Ns. 
the gratuitous idea of the" primeval savage." 

t Fohat. 

THE T. P. S. 
THE Theosophical Publication Society's pamphlet" No. 9," is a very interest
ing account by Mrs. Bloomfield Moore of Mr. Keely's theories and discoveries. 
Few persons, especially in America, have not heard of "Keely's Motor," with 
its secret force behind it, and this pamphlet, entitled" Keely's Secrets," throws 
as much light as the nature of that force and its applications (including medi 
cine) as has been deemed advisable at the present moment. No one is better 
qualified to speak on the subject than Mrs. Moore (of course with the exception 
of Mr. Keely himself). The pamphlet is likely to attract wide attention; its 
price is '6d. and it is sold at 7 Duke Street, or mailed on receipt of price in 
stamps. 
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TilE 1'RUE STORY OF A JIAGICIAN. 

(Continued.) 

By MABEL COLLINS AND --. 

CHAPTER XXX. 

SOME parts of the north-east coast of England are singularly 
desolate and wild, and strangely deserted, considering how small 
the island is. One would suppose it hardly possible to find 

retreat in an over-populated small country such as the British islands. 
But nineteenth-century life is centred in cities, and in the present day 
people find no landmarks in Nature, and do not understand that by the 
edge of the sea, or in the midst of fields, they may be surrounded 
by aerial hosts who have been associated with that special spot since the 
wild small island was built amid its harassing seas. It has been a 
centre and point of a special character for those who read between the 
lines during all this age of the earth of which we have any knowledge. 

But there are some who know and feel the powers that are not visible 
to the material eyes, and who know how to use them. 

In a remote, desolate, and very bleak part of the north-eastern coast 
there stands a small house, well sheltered by a high hill close behind it, 
and a thick belt of trees. The land on which the house stands is part 
of a very large estate, which has been cut up and sold by successive 
spendthrift and dissolute owners. These men had Norman blood in 
them, and never took complete root upon English soil. The big castle 
which was their family house was most often untenanted, and so was 
this small Dower-house on the seashore. I t was now the property of a. 
younger son, who had scarcely ever been seen by the people of the 
place; never at all since he had been quite a boy. Now and again 
someone visited the old house for a few days j lights were seen in the 
windows so unexpectedly that the peasants said the house was haunted. 
But at present it was in regular occupation. A foreign servant came 
into the village one day to make purchases, and said that he was 
with a friend of Mr. Veryan, to whom the house belonged, who had 
borrowed it to live in for some months. He told anyone who was 
curious enough to question him that his master was a doctor of great 
reputation, in spite of being still comparatively young j that he had 
come to this remote place in order to be quiet and carryon some special 
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studies. It was not likely that his quiet would be disturbed, for the old 
castle was nothing but a big ruin, the elder branch of the family being 
represented by an agent, who was doubtful whether to make money out 
of converting the castle into a show-place, or to pull it down and sell 
the bricks it was built of. No one had any kind of positive idea where 
the present owner was. And this was the condition of an old and proud 
family. Everything had been squandered, even the beautiful old family 
plate had long since been packed and sent to London for sale. It was 
said that the worst of all the succession of spendthrifts who had 
dissipated the fine old property was the beautiful wife of the last lord, 
the mother of the two sons now the sole representatives of the name. 
She was a Hungarian of noble family according to the statements made 
at the time of her marriage. But the servants and p~asants always 
declared her to be a gipsy, pure and simple, and, moreover, a witch. She 
was extraordinarily beautiful and fascinating, and in the few short years 
of their married life did with her husband whatever she fancied. 

Her death had been a terrible one, and the poor people firmly believed 
that her ghost haunted the old castle in which her luxuriously furnished 
rooms, decked in a quaint barbaric fashion, were still to be seen, hardly 
touched since her death. Even the agent, whose one idea seemed to be 
to sell anything convertible into money, had left. her many costly 
ornaments in their accustomed places. Some kind of superstitious 
feeling kept him from having these rooms stripped. He had been in 
great terror of the beautiful chatelaine during her life, and possibly he 
had not shaken off that fear even now .. It was the only theory by 
which to account for the reverence with which these rooms were treated, 
for her son had given no orders about them. 

The new resident at the Dower House lived in great seclusion and 
quite alone, save for his two foreign servants, who appeared to do for 
him all that he needed. He was a great rider, but the hours he spent 
out of doors were usually those of the very early morning, so that he was 
seldom seen. It was soon discovered, however, that he was an extra
ordina.rily handsome man, in the prime of life. All sorts of rumours 
at once were circulated about him. A recluse is expected to be old, 
crooked, eccentric in manner. Why should this man, to whom life 
would be supposed to have every attraction possible, shut himself up 
in absolute solitude? He was met now and again by one of the 
labourers who had to rise with the dawn and go to work, evidently 
returning from a walk. Such habits as these to the sloth-loving 
English peasant could only indicate the restlessness of a mind diseased 
or guilty. Yet there was something in the face of the man which forbad 
this mode of accounting for his peculiar tastes from being even talked 
of; the dullest mind could not but recognise the power and strength 
shown in that beautiful face. 

His servants always called him .. Monsieur," giving him no name 
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They appeared to think the peasants of too little importance to require 
any more definite information; and as no letters ever came to the Dower 
House, no name was associated with its resident. This, in itself, seemed 
odd; but common persons soon get used to a custom of that kind, and 
think no more of it, once the first shock is over. 

As a matter of fact, however, it is impossible to remain incognito in 
a civilised country for long together. Some prying person, possessed 
of a kind of officialism, is sure to disturb the temporary peace of this 
form of oblivion. In this case the agent did it. He rode up to the 
Dower House one day, got off his horse and sent in his name. In a 
few moments he was ushered into a room which he did not recognise, 
so completely was its appearance changed since he had seen it last. It 
was entirely hung with tapestry on whicn were worked figures of the 
most life-like character; warriors, women in dresses of different periods, 
monks and clowns. These were not formed into groups and pictures 
as is usual upon tapestry, but were marshalled round the room, like so 
many witnesses of any scene which might take place within it. So real 
was the effect that the agent half misdoubted whether the interview was 
indeed a tete-a-tete one, when his host came fonvard to meet him. 

He was dressed in a grey shooting suit, the simplest dress possible 
for an Englishman to wear in the country. Yet it so well suited and 
set off his splendid figure and extraordinary face, that his visitor was 
for a moment startled into silence. When he found self-possession 
enough to speak, it was with much more than his usual gravity. 

" I presume, sir," he said," that you have some reason for being here 
without letting the people know who you are; though it seems a strange 
thing to do, for you must be recognised sooner or later. I have not seen 
you since you were a child, but your likeness to your mother is unmis
takable; as I know that Sir Harold Veryan is at present in Africa, I 
presume I am speaking to Ivan Veryan." 

.. You are right," was the answer. "I had no serious intention of con
cealing my identity, for that would be absurd. But my servants habitu
ally call me M'sieu, finding my name a difficulty; and as the poor 
people here have no recollection of me, I should prefer that they remain 
ignorant of who I am. I wish for complete solitude here, not to assume 
the position of the next heir, who may be supposed to take an interest 
in the fate of the castle, the condition of the cottages, and the felling of 
the timber." 

" If you wanted seclusion this seems the last place to come to," 
observed the agent. 

" I find a seclusion here which suits me, for the time being," was the 
reply. "I only want one thing-a key to one of the doors of the castle, 
as I came here partly to use its library--unless all the books have 
been sold." 

.. The books have not been touched," replied the agent," the library 
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was one of your mother's favourite rooms, and none of them have been 
disturbed." 

.. Then I shall be glad to have a key as soon as you can send it me." 
" And you wish no one told of your presence here?" enquired the 

agent doubtfully. 
"Who should care to know of it?" 
., The county families--" he said hesitatingly, wishing very much 

for permission to retail his piece of gossip at the next market-day in the 
county town. There was always a middle-day dinner at the biggest 
hotel, where all sorts of magnates and men of property and business 
met and talked; and he would have interested the whole tableful if he 
could have informed them that one of the Veryans had actually returned 
to England and was living in his own house. 

"If I wish to see any of my neighbours I will call on' them," was 
the decided answer, .. till then, I should prefer that nothing is said about 
me." 

The air of command with which this was spoken made it final. The 
agent said nothing more on the subject, but soon took his leave. Later 
in the day a messenger came to the Dower House with a key of the 
castle gate, and a key of one of the doors of the castle. 

CHAPTER XXXI. 

THE old castle of the Veryans-which was a queer building, roomy, 
rambling, not beautiful, but very strong and amply veiled with green ivy 
-stood on high ground, looking well over land and sea I t was not 
sheltered like the Dower House, but faced all fortunes of weather, con
fident in its own strength. No tree stood close to it, for the position 
was too exposed. But gardens which had once been glorious, and even 
now were beautiful with the remains of their past.- glory, stretched on 
every side. They had the supreme charm, unknown to modern gardens, 
of never being flowerless. All the year round, even in the bitterest 
weather, lines and stars of colour made the ground beautiful. 

Along the cliff edge of the garden two high walls were built; and 
between these was the Lady's Walk-a place of delight to any sightseer 
who might stray to this deserted place. A wide gravel path went 
straight down its centre, forming a wonderfully dry promenade. On 
each side were wide flower beds full of rare plants that grew well in 
this sheltered spot; and the walls were covered with fruit trees and 
blooming creepers which flourished luxuriantly. On the side of the sea 
were openings in the wall, here and there; and seats were placed in 
sheltered, sunny nooks, from which the grand view might be seen. 

It was to the Lady's Walk that Ivan went direct, as soon as he entered 
the castle grounds that same evening. 

The flower-beds were neglected and overgrown, the creepers un-
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trimmed and hanging in thick masses from the walls. The place was 
all the more beautiful from this neglect just overlying the high and 
careful cultivation of the past. It was like the languor of a tired beauty, 
her hair loose and undressed, but its richness undimmed. 

Ivan wandered up and down the path for a long time, full of thought, 
very grave, yet sometimes smiling faintly. 

It was the early spring, and small yellow flowers were peering out 
here and there, some on the ground, some on the walls. This colour, 
which is so associated with the birth of the year, had a meaning of its 
own for Ivan. He stopped often to look at these flowers, but he did not 
pluck them. He never picked a flower or a leaf, except for use in some 
definite experiment. 

At one end of the walk the common rose called the monthly rose was 
trained upon the wall, and on this there was one delicate pink bud, half 
blown. This flower appeared at last to attract Ivan's attention entirely. 
He sat down on a bench near it and looked at it for a long while. 

It was late in the afternoon, but though the air was growing very cold 
the light was still strong, for the long days had begun. He sat there 
apparently disinclined to move, full of thought. 

A sound of footsteps disturbed him. Turning his head he saw Fleta 
approaching him, walking down the pa~h with the rare, proud carriage 
which distinguished her. 

II You left the gate open for me ? " she said questioningly . 
.. Yes," he answered. 
II Then I did right to come to you here?" she said, in a reassured 

tone. 
II Certainly you did right," he replied. "Do not doubt your own 

knowledge. You have known from the first you had to meet me here." 
" Yes," she answered. 
I van had risen when she approached him, and they stood face to face. 

His eyes were steadily and very earnestly fixed on her. Fleta had only 
glanced at him and then turned her gaze on the sea. But in the pause 
that followed her answer she suddenly lifted her eyes and answered his 
look. 

"I needed the mask," she said, speaking with an evident effort; "for 
I was still woman enough to worship you as a splendid being of my own 
race. I did right to cast the mask away, and suffer as I did, because it 
has made my lesson shorter, if fiercer. I know now that you are not a 
being of my own race-supposing me still nothing more than a woman. 
You are divine and a teacher, and I can be nothing to you but your 
servant. Teach me to serve! Teach me to so transform this love for 
you that it shall become pure service, not to you, but to the divine in 
you. I have cut all knots; I have cast aside all that dragged me back. 
My duty is done and utterly fulfilled. I stand freed from the past. 
Teach me I" 
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Ivan stepped to the side of the path and plucked the pink rosebud. 
He gave it her. Fleta held it in her hand, but looked at it as if utterly 
bewildered. 

" Do you not know the colour? " he said. "When you have entered 
the Hall of Learning, you will see such flowers on the altars. The 
purple of passion burns out to this pale pink, which also is the colour of 
resurrection and of dawn. Sit here till I return." 

He left her and walked down the path, through the gardens, to the 
gate. Here Fleta's carriage was standing. He bade the man take Fleta's 
trunks to the village inn and leave them there till they should be fetched 
away, paid, and dismissed him. Then he re-entered the grounds, locking 
the gate behind him. 

He went to Fleta, where she still sat, regarding the flower she held in 
her hand. 

" Are you ready for the offering? " he asked her. 
"Yes, I am ready," she replied, without looking up. 
" Come, then," he said, and turned to walk away over the grassy slopes 

of the garden. She rose and accompanied him. It was nearly dark 
now. He walked round the castle to a side door, which he opened. 
A deathly chill came from the interior of the building. Fleta shivered 
slightly as she crossed the threshold. 

"Are you afraid?" said Ivan, pausing before he closed the door, 
" There is still time to go back." 

" Back to what? " asked Fleta. 
" I cannot answer that," he replied. "I do not know what you have 

left behind you." 
"I have cut off everything," she answered. "There is nothing for 

me to return to. Let me go on. I am afraid of nothing now. How 
should I be? " 

Ivan closed the door and led the way down a long passage. He 
opened a door and said, "Enter." Fleta passed through it, and was 
immediately aware that he had shut it behind her without passing 
through himself-that in fact she was alone. 

Alone I-and where? She had no notion-·she only knew she was in 
complete darkness. 

For the first time she fully realised the ideas of darkness and solitude. 
They did not terrify her, but they presented themselves as absolute facts 
to her consciousness; the only facts she was conscious of. Moreover, 
she was vividly aware that she could not escape from them, which made 
them much more intensely real. She could not guess which way to 
move, nor did it occur to her that she would be in any way benefitted by 
moving. She stepped back to the door through which she had passed, 
which was, to her fancy, the only link between her and the actual world, 
and stood there with her hand upon it. 

The next thing she became conscious of was that there was no air. 
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At all events she believed there was none, which was quite as bad as if it 
were so. She imagined herself in some very large place, whether a room 
or a hall she could not guess, which was hermetically sealed and had 
been so for years. 

Faint fancies as to what kind of place she was in formed them
selves in her mind at first, but presently passed away altogether; for 
she had no clue or image to which to attach any picture. Her mind 
became quite blank. Presently she became aware that she had lost 
all sense of time. She could not tell if she had been standing in 
this way for minutes or for hours. Her sensations were extraor
dinarily acute, and yet to her they hardly seemed to exist, because 
there was nothing objective for them to be marked by. In a little 
while, the moment when I van had ushered her into this place had 
become removed to an immense distance in the past, and presently 
she found herself thinking of I van as a figure in her life which had 
entirely retreated from it; she could not imagine that she would see· 
him to-morrow, for to-morrow appeared to her no longer to be possible. 
This black night looked like an eternity. 

No danger or adventure which she had ever experienced had affected her 
like this. She was completely unprepared for such a sudden fall into 
the abyss of nothingness. And yet she had just strength enough to 
stand against it, by summoning the philosophy which told her never 
to fear anything, for nothing could in reality injure her. She kept her 
mind and nerves from being affected by steadily recollecting this. But 
she was unable to stem a wave of exhaustion which gradually swept 
over her and which made her tremble as she stood. 

I t was the incredible completeness of the silence and darkness which 
baffled her and at last daunted her. No creak or groan sounded in the 
house, no echo of wind or sea came to her. 

At last she began to doubt if she was alive or whether, instead of 
passing through a door, she had stepped into some deep water and 
met death unconsciously. But she had too much experience, too great 
a knowledge of life and of death, to be deceived so easily. She would 
never have succumbed even so far as she had done, so far as to be 
physically unnerved to any extent, but that she had been anticipating 
some experience of an entirely different character. She believed she 
had offered her heart, had lived passed the mistakes which hitherto had 
held her back, and that she would have been able to ask direct help 
from her master and obtain it. Something friendly, quiet, natural. had 
been more in her expectations than anything else. Instead of which 
she found herself facing the most extraordinary experience she had ever 
been through. 

The complete and absolute silence wrought on her physical sensi
bilities more than any other circumstance. She found she was watching 
the silence, listening to it, and that she dreaded to move, that she held 
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her breath in some vague and unreasonable dread of disturbing it. It 
seemed to be a positive fact instead of a negative one, this complete and 
immovable silence. Then suddenly a power appeared to rise within 
her to oppose this fact-a power stronger than it. And as the feeling 
came to her, the silence broke, and a soft shower of music filled the air 
-something as tender as tears and as lovely as sunshine. The keenest 
pleasure filled Fleta's soul, and she leaned against the door and listened. 
But suddenly a thought darted into her mind: "The silence is here still 
-this music is only my own imagination, filling the hateful void!" 
and as the thought came the silence returned. Fleta fell on her knees. 
It was the first time she had moved since she entered this place. With 
the movement came a whole rushing tide of emotions, of feelings, of 
fancies, a great passing phantasmagoria. She saw I van standing at her side, 
but she would not even turn to look at him, for she knew this was only 
an image created by her longing. She saw the place in which she was, 
suddenly lit and full of people. It was a great hall, gloomy and vast. 
There was a moving crowd in it of persons dressed very brilliantly . 

.. " Ah ! " cried Fleta, in a voice of despair, "that I should be so cheated 
by my own fancies is too terrible! " and with the sound of her voice, the 
darkness returned, closing heavily in upon her. She rose and drew 
herself up to her full height. A consciousness of what she was actually 
experiencing had come, and she became instantly calm and strong. 

" I refuse," she said aloud, "to go through· this neophyte's exercise. 
I am not the slave of my senses any longer. I dominate them; I see 
beyond them. Come you to me, thou that art my own self, and that art 
pure, impalpable, unsubstantial, without glamour. Come you and guide 
me, for there is none other and nothing else on which my consciousness 
has power to rest." 

She leaned back against the door, for she was trembling with the 
force of her own fierce effort. That door and the floor on which she 
stood were now her only links with the actual or material world. She 
knew of nothing else; it appeared to her as if she had forgotten the 
material world and knew not whether she lived or died; certainly the 
power of hope or of fear was leaving her. She became indifferent to 
everything except the desire to hold her own higher self, her pure soul, 
in view; her longing to face herself and so find some certainty and 
knowledge, swallowed up every other desire. She remained a long time, 
resolutely fixing her whole intensity of will on this, and waited, momently 
expecting to see the starry figure close in front of her. Once she saw 
it, quite distinctly; but it was like a marble statue, lifeless. She knew 
this was no reality, only her own imagining, and her power and strength 
began slowly tq leave her after this cold vision. 

If unconsciousness could have come to her now it would have come 
like rain to a parched land. Her brain was on fire, her heart like lead. 

But rtothing came to her, nothing became visible. And then she 
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knew that she had offered up not only the physical senses and emotion, 
but the psychic senses and power. 

Again she fell on her knees, and clasping her hands fell into an attitude 
as if of prayer. In reality she was in profound meditation. As in a 
long series of pictures she now saw herself, passing through innumerable 
experiences. She saw herself, and without anger, regret, or pain, suffer 
and enjoy. She watched her slow separation from those who loved her, 
even until now when Ivan left her in the hour of trial. 

She had passed thr?ugh fiery trials and all the tests of the passions 
and emotions. But these were as nothing beside this mysterious blank, 
this great chasm of darkness, which seemed to be not only outside her, 
but actually within her own soul. 

How was it to end? \Vas there any end? Or was this the state to 
which her labours had brought her triumphantly, and in which she must 
remain? Impossible. This was not life; it was death. And was not 
her effort to attain to life in it!; essential vitality? Death surely could 
not be the final king! 

Fleta, the powerful, the disciple, as she had imagined herself, with 
knowledge, thus doubted and despaired. Her confidence left her wheil 
she saw this blankness which lay before her. 

So it must be always with the unknown. 
Suddenly a new mood fell on her. She began to dread lest she should 

see forms and shapes, or c~>njure up the voice or features of anyone she 
knew or loved. Most of all, she dreaded to see again the image of Ivan 
at her side. 

"If I see this," she said to herself, "then indeed I shall be fallen back 
into the world of forms. I must not look for anything but darkness." 

At this moment a hand was very gently laid on her hair. Fleta was 
not so completely unnerved as to tremble or cry out; yet the shock of 
the sudden contact shook her so that she could not speak or move. 
Then came a voice: 

'co My child," said a very gentle voice, which sounded like a woman's, 
"do you not know that out of chaos must come order, out of darkness 
light, out of nothingness something? Neither state is permanent. Do 

. not make the mistake of dreading or welcoming the return to the world 
of forms after having become one with the formless." 

Fleta made no answer. She was aware that there was some deep 
familiarity about this voice which as yet she could not understand. She 
was at home, like a child with its mother. All fear, all anxiety, all 
doubt, had dropped from her . 

.. You must not die under this ordeal," said the voice, "and you have 
been here many hours. Come with me, and I will take you to a quiet 
place where you can rest." 

Fleta rose; a hand was put into hers. When she attempted to move 
she realised that she must, indeed, have been here a long time, for she 
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was entirely numbed and helpless, and found it almost impossible to use 
her limbs. She put out her right hand mechanically, as if to balance 
herself, and was much startled by being unable to stretch her arm. 
Immediately she touched a wall close to her. In a moment she under
stood that she was in no large hall, but in a small, narrow cell, scarcely 
wide enough for two steps to be taken in it. This seemed to her very 
strange, for she had so positively believed herself to be in some very 
spacious place . 

.. How wide my fancy is!" she thought, almost smiling to herself. 
For now she was at peace, without any anxiety, though she knew not 
where she was or who was with her. 

CHAPTER XXXII. 

A DOOR opened and shut Fleta found herself in a soft, warm 
atmosphere, lit by a pale rosy light. At first it seemed as if she could 
not see or distinguish between the objects before her. But after a 
moment her ordinary sight came suddenly to her. 

She was in a very strangely furnished room. Like the room I van used 
at the Dower House, it was hung with tapestry on which were life-size 
figures so cunningly worked that they looked real at first sight, and always 
produced the appearance rather of statues than of a flat presentment. 
The floor was uncarpeted and entirely covered with dried ferns and 
withered leaves. A quantity of these were gathered into a heap and on 
them was spread a tiger-skin and a great rug of sheep's wool. This was 
very near the wide hearth, on which burned a wood fire. It was not a 
very large fire, but to Fleta's chilled form the warmth from it seemed 
delicious. The light came from a shaded lamp which stood on a bracket 
fastened above the chimney. In front of the hearth was a three-legged 
wooden stool on which was a large and most beautifully chased silver 
salver, holding bread, and milk and fruit on silver dishes and in Venetian 
glass of the most delicate sort. 

Fleta looked about her with a faint and almost pleased amusement at 
the quaint incongruity of these furnishings. They gave her the same 
sense of homeliness which the unknown voice had given her. She was 
alone now; no one had entered the room with her. After her first 
glance round she went straight to the fire, and began to eat the cates 
and drink the milk prepared for her. She sat on the leaf-strewn 
ground; for there was neither chair nor table nor any thing to be called 
furniture in the whole room, except this wooden stool. 

This was the dead chatelaine's own room. Beyond it stretched a 
suite of rooms opening one into another, which had all been hers during 
her life, and were quaintly and barbarously furnished; these were shown 
to visitors. But this room was never entered. It was said that as during 
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her life so after her death, the lamp burned in the room at night, and the 
fire on the hearth night and day, and none knew who tended them .. 

It was thoroughly the home of a gipsy, a nomad, a creature of the 
woods and fields. She had slept on that tiger-skin as she might have 
slept on it beneath the skies. The rich salver and the rich service on it 
showed out oddly amid these surroundings; but they were characteristic 
too, belonging as they did to the rich family which she had helped to 
destroy. . 

An extraordinary sense of peace and quiet was in this room. It 
penetrated to Fleta's heart and soothed her more than any living touch 
could have done. 

Presently she rose and laid herself down on the bed of skins and 
leaves. She did not know that I van's mother had lain on this same bed. 
Doubtless she might have discovered it had she tried, but she was 
careless. She was content and that was enough. In a little while she 
was fast asleep. 

When she awoke the lamp was out, the curtains were drawn back 
from the great windows of the room, and the sunlight streamed in 
through them. The fire on the hearth burned steadily, and the moment 
Fleta looked at it she saw that it had been fed and tended. The stool 
stood by it, and on it the salver with all manner of provisions for her to 
breakfast. She found herself very hungry; for as a matter of fact her 
physical body was busy recovering from the severe hardships of the 
recent weeks. There was a fount of natural youth within Fleta, apart 
from that which depended on the exercise of her will. It was a right of 
her condition, a permanent fee which she had earned. 

After she had breakfasted she went to the window and looked out. A 
wide pale sea bathed in keen spring sunshine. She longed to go out and 
feel the air that came from it. Immediately she turned and approached 
the door of the room, although she dreaded a little passing through the 
place she had entered by. But there was no sign of this place; and she 
found at last another door hidden by the tapestry of the room. It 
opened upon a beautiful bath-room, the floor and bath of marble and the 
walls painted with dancing figures-a number of guests from a ball, or 
some other gaiety, dressed in fantastic cost\lmes, appeared to be career
ing round the room. 

She bathed herself in the refreshing water, and then wrapping herself 
again in her large cloak went through the farther door. This admitted 
her to a large sitting-room with a magnificent view of the sea. It was 
very strangely and beautifully furnished, but it did not interest her; and 
it had the peculiarly dreary feeling which belongs to an uninhabited 
place. She walked quickly through it and came on to a landing from 
which a great oak staircase led both up and down. There were other rooms 
of the same character further on; but she did not care to pursue the 
study of them ; she longed to be out in the open and feel the breath of 
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the sea. She went down the wide stairway quickly; but suddenly she 
was brought to a standstill by meeting with a great iron door which was 
closed, and which absolutely shut the way. Below it, in the steps, were 
gun holes; and Fleta shivered a little as she stood here, wondering 
what ugly tragedy in the past this barricade referred to. She never 
dreamed of its really being closed on her, and tried it again and again. 
But closed it was, and very safely locked. 

She returned and went on through the other rooms. There was no 
way out from them. She went up the staircase to the rooms above. 
These were a similar suite, also without any other exit Then in some 
wonder she returned to the room she had slept in and began to search 
for the door by which she had entered. She could not discover it. 
Evidently it was a secret door and search was useless. Throwing aside 
her cloak, she went and sat down by the fire, and began to think 
earnestly over her position. 

It was very clear that she was a prisoner. Her mind turned to Ivan. 
It was he who had ushered her into that place of darkness. Doubtless, 
then, he had also sent her her mysterious deliverer. 

For a little while this thought brought her comfort. But a moment 
later she saw her folly. Had she not forfeited Ivan's guardianship by 
her very longing for it ? . 

She was facing the great problem which man still finds before him, 
even after innumerable incarnations and ceaseless efforts. 

Was it indeed impossible for her to sever her link with humanity? 
Must she always cling to her master and look to his personal self for pro
tection and strength? 

It seemed as if for the first time she was able to ask herself this dis
passionately. She had freed herself from every other link, from all else 
that held her back. And now she stood confronted by the rebellion of 
her own nature. 

She sat by the hearth and fell into deep, active thought, in which it 
seemed as though she held a very serious conversation with herself. 

She, the supreme, the powerful, the priestess and heroine in many 
lives, who in past incarnations had been the accomplished magician and 
intelligent pupil of the divine teachers, she was brought close now, after 
ages of development, to the kernel of difficulty in her own heart. 

It is the same in everyone who is capable of love, of sympathy, of 
any tenderness or deep emotion; this kernel exists within. In the selfish 
man it is given a powerful vitality, and grows so large that it absorbs his 
whole being. In the man with divine possibilities it grows hourly less 
and less as he develops, till at last he comes to the terrible moment 
which Fleta was now suffering. He finds then that there is some one 
being-perhaps a dependent creature, an invalid, or a little child, who 
affords him a purpose for which to live. 

Fleta knew herself to be on the great white sea of impersonal life. 
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It was as though she floated on this vast water and saw no horizon nor 
desired to see any, nor yet to find any resting-place. But there was one 
tiny fertile island, or one little peopled boat, to which her eyes wandered 
always. She did not wish to go to it, to reach it, to touch it-only she 
could not conceive enduring the blank which would be left, if that one 
speck vanished from the universe and was not. This that she gazed on 
and that her sight clung to was Ivan, his life, his purpose, his knowledge. 
She realised now that it was the consciousness that this point was there 
for her thought to rest on, which had carried her through the ordeal of 
blankness to which she had been exposed. Therefore, she knew she had 
not succeeded; she had failed, and the deliverer who had come to her 
had only come to save her body from exhaustion and illness. That 
gentle voice had not brought to her the reward of success; only the 
pity given to the unsuccessful. 

Realising this, Fleta set herself to deal with the problem by thought. 
This is the hardest way to deal with it. But Fleta was courageous, 

and having failed in the easier effort, was determined to be successful in 
this heavier one. 

The sun was high in the heavens, and the sea was like shining silver. 
But Fleta had forgotten sun and sea and the sweet air she had but just 
now been longing for. The sun fell to the edge of the waters, and still 
she sat motionless. Darkness came and found her too absorbed in 
thought to be aware of any change. The fire on the hearth burned out, 
the lamp remained unlit. 

As the time passed on the suffering within her grew more intense, 
more bitter, more biting. She, the powerful, began to realise her 
powerlessness. 

This spot within her was ineradicable. As, in the past night, she had 
been physically conscious, through all her phantasies, of that door against 
which she leaned, and which formed a link between her and the physical 
world; so now her deep veneration for I van's personal character 
remained as an immovable bond between her and humanity, however 
she might otherwise raise her whole consciousness. 

I t appeared plain to her at last that if she succeeded in destroying 
this she would destroy her own life with it. 

As she recognised this, and acknowledged the uselessness of her 
effort, the soft touch came on her hair again, and the gentle voice fell on 
her ears: 

"My child, be warned. Long not too ardently for success, or you will 
overbalance yourself on the high place you have reached, and find your
self in the bottomless abyss, a magician and no more, one of the evil 
ones of the earth. There is yet a third way open to you. Will you 
serve Ivan like a slave, obeying him as you would obey someone to 
whom you had sold your very soul, surrendering all judgment to him?" 

"No!" cried Fleta, throwing back her head. Her eyes opened on the 
black darkness of the room. To whom had she spoken? Her strength 
was gone, and with this crr of defiance and pride, exhaustion over
powered her and she fell back unconscious. 

(To 6e concluded next Month.) 
27 
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A SUFI'S MYSTICAL APOLOGUE; 
•• Heil den unbekannten HCShem Wesen 

Die wir ahnen." 
GOETHE. 

" Meditez, c'est Ie grand devoir mysterieux. 
Les reYeS dans nos ca:urs s'ouvrent 

comme des yeux." 

I. 

Under the magic catalpa tree 
Heliotrope odours breathe sweet, 

The murmuring bees mutter spells for me, 
And their rosary-hymns repeat 

2. 

VICTOR HuGO. 

Such odours sink deep in the dreaming heart, 
Odours of sunlife richer than here, 

Such flowers to the inmost soul impart 
Memories of old, of a higher sphere. 

3· 
Sunk in the deep, ecstatic trance 

The sacred vision is granted me, 
Dark earth has fled and the soul's clear glance 

In the inner sphere discloses Thee. 

4-
What flowers bring'st thou from the heavenly land, 

From God's bright garden above? 
"Forget-me-not from thy love's own hand, 

Red rose from the hand of Love." 

5· 
But where is the Adumb~ra flower, 

That rarest flower that grows? 
" It only blooms in Death's own bower, 

We call it Heaven's white rose." 

6. 
I lived in a tent beneath the tree 

Waiting-expecting my love, 
But alas! in vain-still I longed for Thee, 

Ah why dost Thou stay above? 

7· 
At last one morn I heard quite near 

A step, and the flowers 'gan sigh, 
And a gentle voice said" who dwells here?" 

And I answered" I, love, I." 
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8. 

39[ 

Then that trembling voice pac;sed through and through, 
These sad words fell on my ear, 

"This tent is too small for me and you, 
Alas! I cannot dwell here." 

9· 
Time passed away and my heart felt low, 

My Love, he came no more, 
I was too unworthy that heart to know 

And I longed for death's safe shore. 

10. 

One eve, the Moon, 'twas a harvest moon, 
Shining soft o'er forest and lea, 

And I said to my heart" Ah soon! Ah soon! 
His heart will come back to thee." 

II. 
A step came near and I said, Lo! now, 

And the Voice said, who dwells here? 
And I replied " 'tis thou, 'tis thou, 

No other can ever dwell here." 

[2. 

My Love then entered and we were blest, 
My soul was His-there was only One, 

My being was lost when by him caressed, 
And the biune life at last had come. 

OM. A.J.C 1885. 
The original apologue of which this is an amplified paraphrase, was 

lately given to the world by the late Anna Kingsford in one of her 
interesting theosophic letters in " Light." 

COMMENTARY BY SAD! OF SHIRAz. 
IN THE NAME OF GOD-THE MERCIFUL-THE COMPASSIONATE. 

THE Sufi who wrote this poem evidently belongs to that school of 
mysticism (which is true philosophy-the philosophy not of the 
porch but of the sanctuary, behind the veil, the Holy of Holies), 

which teaches what is called, in modern, western philosophy, the system 
of Identity-one being and no second-in short, Pantheistic Spiritualism 
or Idealism, the" Religion of Spirit," as it is named by Von Hartmann, 
or Panentheism as a French writer prefers-" all things in God." 

The fundamental idea of this philosophy is the complete absorption 
through knowledge and meditation of all personal wills into the 
universal Cosmic Will in Soul, in which all things "live and move and 
have their being." The low initial earth Ego, or personal self, must 

27-
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abdicate in favour of the only true Ego-the Atman of the Vedanta
the Holy Ghost or Spirit of the Christians-the Macrocosrnic Will, the 
source of all life and all other temporary wills, and must cease to have 
any objective or subjective aims or ends other than the aims and ends o( 
the Makrocosm. Freedom is necessary for perfection-freedom from 
the causal chain of Necessity-and man can only acquire this freedom 
by getting rid of his imagined, illusive substantiality, and his egotistic
eudamonic self-happiness seeking, and by knowing himself to be in God 
and God in himself. Thus he becomes truly a teleological instrument 
of God-a God-Ego for universal ends. The absolute God only is un
conditioned, and as such, free; and so long as man remains separate 
from God he cannot be free-only by conscious unity with God-seeking 
and finding himself in God can he acquire true freedom. 

It is only by this belief that harmony, peace, and calm can enter into, 
and possess the passion-driven, personal souls of men. There is a 
formula in Sanskrit to express the whole compass of this philosophy 
and religion- the celebrated Tat-tvam-asi = That is thou; that is, the 
souls of all incorporated lives are in their essences that one soul
portions of the universe soul and no other. 

The universe is the gradual, progressive manifestation of this Spirit 
its objectivation in consciousness during the time dreams of personality: 
when the sleeping soul shall have been enlightened by this knowledge, 
and have acted up to it, and when it awakes in death from the planetary 
dream life, then it knows and feels this divine identity, and in such 
becomes blest in the divine freedom and love. 

Verse I.-This Sufi, sitting under the life-tree of creation, speaks of 
the sweetness of heliotrope flowers. Flowers in mystical correspondences 
always mean the affections, and here there is an allusion to the symbolism 
of that flower: the heliotrope turns to the sun (helios), and thence 
acquires its entrancing perfume; the Sun is ever the emblem of God, 
being the central fount of life and light. All planetary life or force is 
his life and force, and no other; it comes from him and returns to him 
at the end of the Kalpa, or world epoch, the grand pralaya or destruc
tion, and new birth of our little solar system or cosmic world. The divine 
affections must enter the soul as the heliotrope odours enter the 
sense. 

It is an old belief that the perfected souls pass from the planets into 
the Sun-garden-the true Heaven; and one of the Vedic hymns prays 
(or admission II into the sphere of the sun, where all desires of the heart 
are satisfied." The unfulfilled desires of the enlightened soul are 
intuitive prophecies of the future-perhaps, too, recollections of the 
past. This Sun-garden can only ·be God, as it is only in Him that all 
wills and desires become one will and one desire. 

There is an allusion to bees; they and honey are celebrated in old 
beliefs. Honey symbolized truth, and in the" Wisdom of the Egyptians .. 
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was sacred to Thoth, the Spiritual God, the prototype of the Holy 
Ghost. Honey and eggs were eaten on his fete-day, the 19th day of the 
1st month of the ancient year, and the day of the" full moon," with these 
sacramental words, " How sweet a thing is truth." This doctrine of the 
appropriate food for the children of Thoth, is the truth indeed, inas
much as the only sweetness to be found in earth-life comes from the 
absolute surrender of our wills to the will of the Universal Spirit, Thoth, 
or by whatever other name the Babel-speaking race of men have named 
the Ineffable, Absolute, unconditioned Being, immanent in all. 

The word rosary reminds us of a curious instance of an ignorant 
mistake in translation. The Buddhistic Sanskrit word for the muttering 
of prayers, and dropping a bead at the end of each prayer (a practice 
copied by the Christians from the Buddhists), was a word almost the 
same as the word for a rose, and from this resemblance came into 
use by a mistake our word rosary-Rosen-Kranz! Doubtless many 
other western religious or church dogmas beliefs and practices have 
arisen from similar mistaken meanings of the recondite, symbolical and 
mystical meanings of the various Bibles of the East, from the Vedic 
Hymns to the New Testament. 

Verse 3.-Clairvoyance was well known to the ancient Buddhists, and 
was called by them deva-tchakchus=divine sight. 

The five, so-called, supernatural powers of the Buddhists-the 
Abhidagna-, are 1st, Clairvoya.nce; 2nd, Clairaudience; 3rd, Knowledge 
of the thoughts of others; 4th, Remembrance of prior existences; 5th, 
Supernatural power over Nature and the elements. See" Lotus de fa 
bonne loi." 

The" Thee" which is disclosed by this inner sight is the Atman of the 
Vedantists-the true self, which can only be discovered when union with 
the Kosmic spirit has been effected, or, in Christian phraseology, when 
the natural man has been reborn, regenerated, as it is said in the Bible, 
" God dwelleth in him and he in God." "I in thee and thou in me." 

In the "Autobiography of Saint Theresia," whose abnormal or 
supersensual faculties were extraordinarily developed, occurs this passage, 
shewing how all mystics, no matter of what religion, find the same 
truths, no doubt differently arrayed and named according to the peculiar 
mythology and psychology in which each was brought up. 

In the course of the Saint's reflections upon what she calls the" Prayer 
of Union" with God, and after having taken the sacrament, she fell into 
the trance state, and what occurred she describes as follows: " Then 
the Lord spoke the following words to me: My daughter! the soul 
annihilates itself, loses itself completely in order to sink itself altogether 
in me. It is no more the soul that lives, but it is I who from that 
moment live in it, and because it is not competent to understand what it 

• Abbiilfla (?) tbe six transcendent faculties obtained by tbe Yogis or Arbats. after wbicb come tbe 
IddAi. the supernatural powers ?-(Eo.l 
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hea·rs or conceives,. it hears and conceives all in an inexplicable way."
(18th Chapter). 

The Lord here was her own higher Self or Ego, the Atman of the 
Vedanta, or that portion of God which was individualized in her. 

A Persian Sufi says, "How long, 0 my God, art thou pleased that I 
should thus remain between the myself and the Thyself? Take away 
from me the myself that I may be absorbed into Thyself." The 
personal earth-ego be lost in the Atman of the Vedanta. 

Verse 5.-The Adumb~ra flower is very often mentioned in Indian 
writings, it is a species of fig which flowers rarely, and the flowers are 
so small and hidden, that they almost escape observation; it here 
probably symbolizes the mysterious condition of the soul (not a place) 
called Nirvana. This condition (not annihilation) can only arise in the 
soul through the mystical death of the eudaimonic egoistic self. 

In the "Lotus of the good law" it is said, "He who illumines the 
world is as difficult to meet with as is the flower of the AdumMra." 
The most difficult of all things is to root out Eudamonism or Self
happiness seeking, and the substitution for it of universal aims i it is no 
wonder that all mysticism recognizes as the necessary means for this 
process a supernatural intervention or new birth-it is nevertheless a 
natural evolution of the soul into a higher sphere. 

Verse 6.-The tent referred to is the body; that tent is struck and 
the tent pole broken at every death, until the time of freedom from new 
births upon planets has been attained. 

There is an argument in favour of the doctrine of Reincarnation 
which seems to have been overlooked. According to the modern meta
physical and philosophical theory of matter and Spirit, viz., the identity 
or monistic theory, in which both are one force viewed from two aspects, 
objectively and subjectively, it is evident that the body, or every 
organism is the effect in consciousness of the objectivation or manifesta
tion of the will taken in its widest sense as the will of a race or the 
desires based on the primal will or desire to live. This view, so clearly 
explained by Schopenhauer, lies at the root of the doctrine of evolution, 
that is of the change of organism so as to suit the changing environ
ment: a change effected by the will, conscious or unconscious. The 
present human organism has been produced by a very low will indeed, a 
will and nature undeveloped except as to its mere animal impulses for 
life and reproduction: fortunately evolution applies to the will as it does 
to everything else. The idea (in the Platonic sense of the word) or plan 
of the present human being, like that of his lower progenitors, evidently 
was to live-to continue to exist-somehow or other; but at all events 
to continue to exist and to reproduce, no matter how Iowa life, or at 
what egoistic expense to other organisms. That is the basic idea of 
humanity and of human society up to the present epoch, but neverthe
less accompanied with a dh·ine unselfish ideality which we call the moral 
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and religious tendencies, which are in a continual state of civil war with 
the prior and lower tendencies of man as a sensuous being. There are 
signs upon the mountain tops of time of the dawn of a higher evolution 
approaching for man, which will produce a higher and subtler and purer 
organism, and a change of sensuous feeling and desires, in fact a will 
reborn of the divine will. 

So long however as the formative soul with its objectivated organism 
remains on this low egoistic plane, and dies in that state, the necessity 
for a new planetary birth is evident, for that birth is nothing else but the 
soul anew manifesting itself as it is, and this can only take place in a 
low environment. The soul as long as it remains in that low state could 
not make use of, or enjoy a higher organism, or a more idealized world, 
and must therefore incarnate itself anew into an evil world like the 
present earth, so that by enduring again the ills necessarily accompanying 
planetary life, it may be gradually developed into a higher, more 
spiritualized, and better condition. Planetary life is the outcome of this 
low undeveloped condition of the souls of all things living on the 
planets. But when the soul shall have attained a higher condition, then 
its manifestation or incarnation must take place in the midst of an 
altogether higher environment than now exists, so far as we know, on 
any planet. 

It is probable however that what Goethe says is true, and indeed almost 
all antiquity held the same opinion even far down into the middle ages, 
viz., that what we call Spirit never exists in any conditioned being 
separate from some kind of matter, but that this matter being itself the 
mere objectivation of the will in contemporary consciousness shall be 
gradually purified, what we call spiritualized or idealized. This process 
in evolution is symbolized by the transfiguration of Christ, and by the 
doctrine of the Spiritual body of the Bible writers, and the soma augoeides 
of the Neoplatonists. 

As the will is, so is the organism i or as the same idea is expressed in 
the Bible, "where the treasure is, there will the heart (Will) be." If the 
treasures (will, desires) are valueless, the organism to attain them and 
the environment out of which both arose, must also be in reality value
less, and useful only as a means to gradual evolution. 

The subtler and stronger forces of Nature, electricity, magnetism and 
radiant matter, enable us to form some idea of the nature of the trans
figured body, the II soma augoeides" of the future. It is curious that the 
ancient Egyptians in describing the body of the" justified" after death 
always describe it as" shining" or radiant i they had anticipated Mr. 
Crooke's discovery of radiant matter. 

Mr. L. Oliphant (in" Sympneumata," page 18,) gives the following 
account of death and the formation of the new body. "During this time 
(the decline of life) the atoms of its now superfluous organization are 
loosened and attenuated till often their separation from one another, and 
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their return to the region of forms which is subhuman, occurs so gently 
that it is painless. The gradual death which men call old age is the 
gradual growth of the finer matter of the man, which, during vast cycles 
of past history, has been always obliged to withdraw itself, in this final 
extraction from its coverings, away from the earth. Full human evolution 
was not a terrestrial possibility, thus death prevailed." 

In the Appendix to Burnours translation of the curious Buddhist 
book, "Saddharma Pundarika" = the ".White Lotus of the good law," there 
is a translation of the celebrated " S~mana Phala Sutta," which contains 
a very curious account of the formation of this new body, in which a 
Buddhist having attained to an advanced stage of perfection, is described 
as forming this new body thus=" then having touched his body with his 
perfected mind-purified in a perfect manner-he remains tranquil and 
seated, and there is not in all his body a single point (molecule) which 
has not come into contact with his perfected mind, purified in a perfect 
manner."-See" Lotus de /a Bonne Loi," page 475. 

The Atman unites with the new molecular structure, and thus creates 
the higher pneumatic body. The" Saddharma Pundarika "is evidently 
a later Buddhist work, subsequent to the 4th century of our era. 

The tree beneath which the tent is placed is the material universe, the 
great mystical tree of life, so celebrated in various mythologies, and by 
which formation the all-pervading life or Spirit manifests itself, and. 
according to one philosophic theory, becomes self-conscious. 

I t is remarkable that in many modern scientific works-as in Haeckel's 
.. History of.Creation,"-the material universe in its evolution is repre
sented and figured by a tree. In the Norse mythology it is the great 
tree Iggdrasil (the tree of the creation by Odin, from which name comes 
our Anglo-Saxon .. God "), the roots of which are always being 
gnawed by the earth serpent Nidhogg (Evil); that relative or compara
tive evil involved, as a matter of fact, in the upward path from imper
fection towards perfection. 

I t may also be viewed as the B6dhi tree, or tree of knowledge, under 
which all the Buddhas (symbols of the human spirit perfected and 
glorified) sat and meditated until they entered into the final rest of 
Nirvana, .. which is calm," as stated in the ., Lotus of the good Law." 

The tent, if occupied by a soul ever thirsting for its own egoistic 
happiness, is too small for the World-Soul to dwell in; for that Soul has 
only world aims and interests, and requires, in order to enter it at all 
that it should fill the whole space. 

One of the most remarkable statements as to reincarnation and its 
cessation when the soul state called Nirvana shall have been attained, is 
to be found in the Dhammapada (153 and 154 verses) being the words 
uttered by Buddha at the moment of attaining Buddhahood, "Without 
ceasing shall I run through a course of many births, looking for the 
maker of this tabernacle-and painful is birth again and again. But 
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now, maker of the tabernacle thou hast been seen ; thou shalt not make 
up this tabernacle again. . All the rafters are broken, thy ridge-pole is 
sundered ; the mind being sundered has attained to the extinction of all 
desires." 

Verse 10.-The Harvest Moon symbolises the time of spiritual reaping 
of the harvest of the works done in the body, in several the incarnations. 
It means Karma. When that final harvest of Karma has been reaped and 
garnered, then, if the process has been progressive and not retrograde, 
the time of final union with the universal soul is near at hand. 

Goethe (Faust, 2nd part, act I.), alludes to this reaping of the harvest 
of earth life in the profound and harmonious lines, sung by the choir of 
spirits to the sleeping and dreaming Faust, which describe the Dawn in 
its dual sense, physical and spiritual, according to the law of corres
pondence: 

" Schon verloschen sind die Stunden 
Hingeschwunden Sclmler& und Gluck: 
Fult! es vor! dlt wirst gesunden ,. 
Tralle neuem Tagesblick! 
Thaler grtinen, H tigel schwellen, 
Buschen sich zu Schattenruh' ; 
U nd in schwan ken Silberwellen 
Wogt die Saot der Ernte &u." 

All the metrical translations of Faust known to the writer fail to 
bring out the transcendental meaning of the inspired poet, and in many 
instances even Goethe himself was unconscious of these meanings, his 
inspiration coming from the sphere of the unconscious; and Goethe 
also professed total ignorance of several poems which he had written in 
that state of poetic creation out of higher spheres, it is therefore better 
to translate this remarkable passage literally. 

Now the hours have passed away from consciousness, 
Pain and pleasure both have vanished: 
Realize health beforehand and thou shalt become healthy, 
Have confidence and faith in the New-day! 
The valleys grow green, the hills swell out 
And the copses offer·a shady rest; 
And in rolling-silvery billows 
The Cornfields wave ready for IUlrvest. 

This harvest of deeds sown in earth-life, the Buddhistic" Karma" is 
to be reaped after the dawn of the New day, beginning after the short 
and refreshing sleep of death. 

It is curious that Gothe in the second line gives the oft-repeated 
description of that state of the soul called Nirvana, "where there is 
neither pain nor pleasure, all desires having ceased." 

In the third line he seems to have foretold a modern theory of cure, 
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that disease is curable by the mind itself (spirit operating upon matter. 
a weaker force, but both of the same essence) operating by what has 
been named" statuvolence," that is willing persistently and with faith in 
the power of Spirit the desired state of health, and that state will 
follow. 

Verse 12.-The dual-life is earth-life, which is aggregative not 
simple. and everywhere pervaded by duality - opposites - what 
Judge Grove calls" beneficent antagonisms." As one illustration, we 
have leere on eartle everywhere the dualism of misery and -happiness, 
for as we are constituted, now and here, we could not arrive at the 
concept of happiness without the concept of its opposite unhappi
ness. These dual miseries causing inharmoniousness of life pervade 
that small spot of creation known. to us and poison it, and to get rid of 
them is the aim of religious salvation. Another great dualism which 
must be got rid of is that of Matter and Spirit, as two different and 
opposing or separate things. This dualism must merge in Monism the 
doctrine of one force or Will differentiated, and from one point of view 
considered in animal consciousness, objectively, as matter, and in the 
other point of view, SUbjectively, as mind. As to the force itself, and 
what it is in itself, we know nothing, we only know its manifestations 
phenomenally. It is perhaps what we call God-the All in All. 

Matter and the external objective universe seems to us now as evil 
and coarse, but that is in truth because the earth-wills whose manifesta
tion it is, are evil and coarse; and just as all the wills on the earth 
improve by becoming unselfish, then matter too and the external 
universe with its organisms shall change in correspondence with the 
nobler wills and become higher and better. 

The getting rid of this idea concept, and feeling of duality is the 
buddhistic "doaya-doyapravritta" "not occupied with dualities." This 
is that sphere described by the great transcendental poet Emerson : 

"Where unlike things are like 
Where good and ill 
And joy and moan 
Melt into one. 
There the holy essence rolls, 
One through separated· souls." 

A. J. C. 
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399 

[TRANSLATOR'S NOTE.-The original has been expanded, and includes some ex
planations that the native reader would not require, being familiar with the constantly 
introduced allusions these stories invariably contain.] 

THE Spirit of the Reading Desk addressed the assembled spirits of 
the pawnbroker's pledges thus: 

"My first owner was a gentleman of aristocratic birth, but of 
small income, whose tastes, or, indeed, personal qualities, did not induce 
him to follow the then most popular profession of arms; he was more 
skilled in argument than in fencing or horsemanship. So he entered 
zealously into the study of literature. 

"Classical literature* was but little known outside a limited circle of 
studious courtiers; but the recent re-introduction of Buddhism (A.D. 
542), and the favour it was received with by the Imperial family gave a 
new impetus to scAolarship. 

"Desiring to learn more of this doctrine, so altogether different from 
the ancient spiritual highway, and the Chinese Philosophy and Ethics, 
a voyage to China, and, if possible, to India, was planned . 

.. The disturbed condition of the Middle Kingdom, the hostile feeling 
against Japanese on the sea coast, and other reasons, made it advisable 
that the route should be through Corea, the North, and towards Tibet; 
the intercourse between Corea and Japan being much more friendly. 

" Departing a young man, he returned by the so~thern route, an old, 
old person ; but oh, so very learned! 

.. No one remembered him; all the friends of his youth had passed 
away; he was a stranger in his own home. 

"In course of time, he had me made, under his own personal superin
tendence. I was to be something most original. 

.. My stand contains, as you may still perceive, seven drawerl\, each 
of which represents the successive celestial cycles of the human spirit. 
The carved work supporting the top being representative of precipitous 
hills and profoundly deep chasms, amongst which dwell the souls of 
those who have attained to a state of higher felicity than ordinary 
mortals. The five elements are represented by the earthenware lozenges, 
the metal mountings, the wood of the structure and the fire, and em
ployed in the fabrication of the earthenware and metal. The seven 
jewels are also used in my mounting, and the carvings on the top are 
typical of the seven most precious treasures . 

.. Look at the interior decoration of my drawers and you will l\till be 

• ChinC!>e, Confucius, Mincius, &c. 
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able to trace emblems of the virtues, vices, properties and faculties of 
mankind. Indeed, whilst I am extremely typical of the mountain 
Shumi (Meru), I contain the epitome of the Sacred Doctrine, visible to 
those gifted with the higher vision. 

" Each drawer was made to contain one volume, but I will disclose to 
you a secret; although these sacred texts have long ago disappeared, 
within the innermost recesses I still retain one most precious of all, the 
Secret Doctrine, written in the ancient, sacred, arcane symbols, whilst 
the others were but Sanskrit, which their owner had learned during his 
stay in India. 

" I should like to relate to you, friends, the wonderful adventures of the 
~aste", as indeed he was, as well as my owner, during his long years of 
absence; these I learned in time by hearing them related to some of the 
great personages who soon became his pupils. 

"Having visited the monastery on the Ten dai hills, Todo Mirokoshi 
(China) where the great teacher Cki-sha-dai-ski gave instruction to the 
worthy-my master was capable of estimating the capacity of his pupils, 
and he apportioned their studies accordingly. So, when the abstruse 
problems were beyond their comprehension, and they ceased to con
centrate their extra mental vigour on their studies, he varied the tasks by 
recitals of his adventures. 

"There were certain episodes, however, that it was long before he 
revealed; and then alone in. the hearing of his most trusty and well-tried 
pupils. 

"Finding in Iqdia that the true doctrine had become perverted, he had 
roamed far and wide, amongst the hills and valleys of the north, till he 
reached the river of the golden sand. Here he met some pilgrims, from the 
south-east, searching like himself for teachers of the true doctrine. With 
fresh information, renewed hope, and revived zeal, they travelled on and 
on for months, amidst the stupendous towering mountains, and the 
solemn deep and gloomy gorges. 

" When at last, reduced to the greatest straits, almost driven to the last 
extremities, they were accosted, just as the shades of night were drawing 
over the hungry shelterless group, by a venerable personage, who 
demanded whence they came, and whither they were going. 

" Hardly pausing to hear their reply he directed them, in commanding 
accents, to follow him, which of course they gladly obeyed. Losing all 
consciousness they felt nothing till they were rudely aroused by the 
clanging of a bell, and behold it was daylight. 

" Rubbing their eyes and wonderingly yet guardedly looking about them 
they discovered themselves to be lying. together on a bed of dried leaves 
and grass, beneath the shelter of an overhanging cliff; before them was a 
fire, and both cooking utensils and food. A voice then ordered them to 
eat and fear not. 

ce Presently the bell rang out its deep notes, again, re-echoing through 
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the deep valleys from cliff to precipice, and presently the soft murmur 
of voices, chanting in harmonious unison floated on the zephyrs of the 
morning air. Their guide of the evening soon made his appearance, and 
the travellers were shortly afterwards separated, never to meet again in 
this terrestrial existence. The master learned that some were sent back 
to whence they came, and others elected to remain. But he determined to 
study, and return with the glad tidings to his native land, if he proved 
worthy, was accepted and instructed. As it appears, they had been 
miraculously preserved from a horrible fate by the great spirit teachers 
of the Secret Cultus. 

"Often indeed had he heard of the Senor;" (Genii) of K011lp;ra Tmgu 
and other beings endowed with superhuman knowledge, and supernatural 
powers, but here was he, a searcher after true knowledge rewarded for 
his long and arduous search, many trials and dangers, actually now one 
of their pupils. 

" With such teachers, studies progressed rapidly. Sanskrit and other 
documents were mastered, and knowledge acquired. Amidst the 
profound stillness of the pure mountain air there were no mundane dis
tractions, and my master began to give up his hopes of return. 

" His teacher, however, now reminded him of his duty from time to 
time, and incited him to greater efforts, and the wonderful store of 
knowledge grew rapidly to perfection. 

" At last the return journey had to be m!lde, and one evening, lying 
down to rest, he awoke to find himself in the island· of the northern 
doctrine, seated before a shrine. 

" On his head he had the cap of the Initiate; thrown around him, the 
robes of the highest order, and by his side a parcel of Sanskrit and other 
sacred texts, his bowl, staff, and chaplet. Here he became familiar with 
the northern ritual and forms, obtained some valuable writings, and 
calling upon his masters to aid him, he was speedily transferred across 
the ocean to the extreme south-east of the great continent to Ceylon, 
where he studied the southern more materialistic ritual; from thence he 
found means to travel homewards. Buddhism now, for a time, was not 
a persecuted religion, and eventually my master's long journey came to 
an end. Then I was constructed and made the repository of his literary 
treasures. 

"Soon my master's fame spread far and wide, his pupils became 
disciples, and erected a temple wherein he might dwell and teach his 
numerous and ever-increasing congregations the great truths. It was but 
for the few, and those alone, that hidden things were revealed. 
Long was the probation demanded, severe the tests exacted. 

"My master having thus established a nucleus, under trustworthy 
guidance, handed me over to his most valued pupil, and he disappeared 
mysteriously, but not to the surprise of his immediate followers, who 

.. An island in a lake: north of Sikhim -the Sacred Isle. 
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knew whither he had gone. Several of the pupils journeyed afar, and 
more than one again returned after long, long years." 

One of the audience here claimed the privilege of as~ing what the 
doctrines were that the master taught 

The Spirit responded to the enquiry in the following manner: 
" My master had studied the teachings of the great scholars Confucius 

and Mencius, the doctrines of Lao tze (Tanist), and of the Aryans 
(Indians), also of the great Lord Buddha (Shakya), as taught both in the 
north and in the south. The masters had initiated him into KNOWLEDGE 
OF ALL THINGS, now, tleen,heretofore, hereafter; with the transcendent 
capacity of intuition he could judge of all things, good and evil; having, 
therefore, become approximated closely to the greatest spiritual 
instructors. 

OMORI FU-SO-NO FUMI NITO . 

... - "' # .... 

~~:-... r~)* ~ .:.:'~ •. :~ 

THE ANGELUS BELL. 

BLEST hour of eve, when man, his labour o'er, 
Hears ringing down the vale the hallowed chime, 
That tells of the Eternal Word mad", Man in time, 
Dwelling beside earth's deep-resounding shore! 
We listen, and our hearts go out in prayer, 
And simple, pious souls their" aves" say, 
Closing with heavenly thoughts their weary day, 
Till morn bring round once more life's wear and tear. 
How sweet their pious faith! But who shall tell 
To those who fain would penetrate th' Unseen, 
And find the substance underneath the shell-
And who no longer fit the cloistered cell, 
Yet seck for rest their hours of toil between
The meal/ing of thy message, Angelus Bell ? 

-ADAMANTA. 
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THE SRADDHA. 

(Continued from the June Number.) 

AMONGST the various religions which have sprung up from 
~ Tartary, the fundamental points are m~ch the same; yet we 

find a striking difference in the direction of worship. The sun 
is more particularly the object of adoration to the Fire worshippers than 
to the Brahmins; but the former being a reformation directed against 
the latter, the Kibla was immediately changed together with the 
rectangular form of the building. The circle was substituted for the 
square, the point of adoration was placed on the south, and the entrance 
to the north. 

The Brahmins placed the great entrance to the east, in order that the 
morning rays should break upon the sanctuary. 

The worshippers having performed their ablutions before dawn crowd 
round the portals, which are thrown open the moment the sun appears; 
the temple, indeed, opens on the four sides, but the gates to the east 
predominated. That the Jews had a difference to mark is shown by the 
point of adoration being transferred to the west, and in a minor. degree 
to the north. 

Abraham, on Mount Moriah, turned to the west. The Holy of Holies 
was placed at the west end. In the vision of Ezekiel (ch. viii.) the 
vengeance of God is denounced against the Apostate Jews, who had 
"their back towards the temple of the Lord, and WORSHIPPED THE 

St;N towards the east." 
Christianity, making its difference with Judaism, removed back again 

its Kibla to the east. The Reformation signified its protest by placing 
the priest on the north of the altar. The Dissenters, like the early 
Christians, pay no attention to the points of the compass, but the new 
sect in the Anglican church go round again to the cast. 

If, then, the professors of a religion which pretends to be spiritual, 
and in which the turning to the east has been forbidden, because it 
implies" worship of the sun," and who are, moreover, assured of the 
immaterial being of their Maker, and his Omnipresence, are thus to be 
traced in their mutations by imaginary astronomic lin~ how much more 
must they have been important in religions professedly astronomic, and 
wherein the meditation upon mere ge~graphical points constituted a 
large portion of their devotion. 

But, whatever the point which might have been particularly or 
successively preferred, they all equally depended upon the accuracy of 
drawing the intersecting lines. Whatever the object of varying 
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adoration, the plan itself was connected with that original form of 
worship out of which the various beliefs subsequently sprang; and, in 
fact, amongst the earliest on record we find one which especially bore 
the designation of " Religion of the Cross," which prevailed in China as 
a reformation of that of Hoang-ti from before the Deluge, to at least 
the 5th century after Christ. But as this was neither the object of 
adoration, nor the name of a founder, it must have been the introduction 
of a ceremony, and not that of a belief; that ceremony, the drawing of 
the cross, is preliminary throughout Hindustan to this hour to the 
performing of the Sraddha ; thus the cross became the emblem of the 
ancestral worship. 

This operation of drawing the cross is identical with that of the 
Etruscan augur, when drawing the Cardo and crossing it with the 
Decumanus, in order to describe the bounds for sacred edifices. The 
very word cardo is derived from the Zend, and signifies adoration; and 
amongst the Chinese the mere act of forming the figure of the cross was 
so esteemed; to this idea no doubt we must refer the turning wheels of 
the Buddhists, which were originally in the form of a cross. The 
universality of its adoption from Rome to China, from the Druids to the 
Mexicans, who worshipped it when presented to them by the Spaniards, 
proves alike its high antiquity and its use in that lofty and central region 
to which in so many other points the diverging lines of superstition and 
belief have severally to be traced back. 

But wherein lay the association with the worship of the ancestors? 
It lay in the necessity of fixing a point for the sacrifice. This sacrifice 
was not made at the tomb; there was neither grave, nor funeral pyre; 
the body was disregarded and cast out; there were then no temples; 
there was no one spot more consecrated than another; the Pitris 
belonged to the stars which they were supposed to inhabit; the lines of 
the heaven were, therefore, to be brought down upon the earth, and the 
intersection of the Red Litle of Fire, with the Yellow Line of earth, 
determined by the points of the compass, was supposed to be the fitting 
place to invoke them down. 

Once thus associated it necessarily took hold on the imaginations and 
affections of men, as implying a knowledge of the deep mysteries of the 
Universe, as the connecting link with the Invisible. It was, in fact, in 
matters of faith, what the compass was to the mariner, pointing to them 
the way of salvation. It was consecrated to their ruling passion, 
ancestral devotion, and filial piety; and then there was a world largely 
stocked with affections and rich in love. No wonder that religion 
received from it a name, and that the emblem has spread to every 
clime. 

I had omitted one point, not to encumber the matter with details, 
which I now advert to for its argumentative value. Besides food and 
raiment, the ancestors required drink, and water for ablution. Fire did 
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not, however serve for conveying water. It was, besides, an element, and 
constituted the substance of the gods. They had recourse to a peculiar 
process; it was suspended, or poured out, and so supposed to be conveyed 
to them. Probably motion was given to it; this, the wave-offering of the 
Jews. would suggest They used fire and sacred fire. The vessel used in 
sacrifice by the Hindus is called Arghya Natha.· In the Jewish sacrifice 
the vessel used for receiving the blood was called Aganath. 

Amongst the Brahmins and the Buddhists the Cross is known as 

Swastika, thus: +. It was in this very form that it was first adopted 

by the Christians. I subjoin some of the forms in which it appears on 
the vases of the Hya and Shang dynasties, cotemporaneous with Noah. 

* T X ~ On Sword. 

The first letter in the Chinese Alphabet is a Cross in this form: 0 
Their writing being originally ideograpllic, is is explained as implying 
.. a home, a temple or a niche for an idol. It was anciently an ornament 

for a temple." On the early Chinese vases this figure 0 is' used 

to enclose' distinguished names, as the oval or cartouche of the 
Egyptians. The Cross appears also on the sepulchral monuments of the 
Tartars. 

Thus, then, the earliest temples were constructed in the form of a 
Cross, and the most ancient of those discovered in India are in all 
points the facsimile of a Gothic cathedral-a form not explained by any 
inherent use, and referable only to the practice observed in the ancestral 
worship. 

There has been abundance of disquisition on an ancient ornament 
which we choose to call a "cross." I t has suggested learned comment
aries and endless explanations, but the religion bearing that name has 
strangely suggested no inquiry . 

.. The Roman Catholic, or the Greek," says Clarke, II in bowing before 
the Cross, would be little disposed to believe that centuries before the 
birth of Christ the same emblem was adored ac; that of the Resur
rection." 

Now the figure referred to by the learned traveller is not a cross, nor 
has it any connexion whatever in its symbolical origin, mythological or 
national history, with the cross of antiquity. He is speaking of the Tau 
of the Egyptians, which, in its natural sense. was a key adapted for the 

• Argba or Arz4ya. "b"bation" and .. sacrificial cup"; NGl4a. "lord. '4ED.] 
28 
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opening of doors, the turning of sluices and, probably, also that ingenious 
masonic device for lifting stones. It became the key symbolically of the 
womb and a future life, and thus decorates the hand of Osiris, as it does 
in its modem shape the escutcheon of the Roman Pontifex. This is 

what is called the Cruz Ansa/a, f' being, in fact, the letter T (tau) with 

a handle. Mysticism in abundance was evolved from the figure, which 
I do not enter into because it is precisely what I want to put aside in 
order to get at the source . 

. There is another figure of Indian origin which bears to this a close 
resemblance, and with which it has, therefore, been confounded, es
pecially as the mysticism which enveloped the one intermingled with 
that which belonged to the other. The Indian figure, may be represented 

by an anchor without the stocks, thus: ~ or as a boat and a mast, 

standing for the Arghya N atha, typifying the double generative power of 
nature. The connexion with the Tau is obtained by an easy process 
in argument, that of reversing it, when it becomes pretty nearly a T. 
In China, however, there is a TI which also is the letter T, but with a 
perfectly distinct meaning, and represents the outspread canopy of 
heaven. That there could be no real connexion between the Egyptian 
Tau and the Hindu Arghya Natha, appears in this: that the Egyptians 
did not entertain the doctrines upon which the latter was founded; 
for they separated the Linga and the Yoni, of which it was the conjoint 
emblem. 

There were thus two cruciform figures and one cross complete; we 
have confounded them together, we have mixed up the ideas from which 
they sprang, and the myths to which they gave rise. They belong to 
different nations, to different periods; they are founded on wholly dis
similar ideas, having different names, and are of different forms. The 
Tau rising in Egypt, in connexion with that people's notions of a 
future state; the Arghya Natha rising in the Himalaya, and having 
reference to the mysteries of life; beyond these, we come to the figure 
represented in the configuration of the plateau of Pamer, the primitive 
abode of man called "the cross," typifying the motion of the earth and 
the heavenly bodies, and employed as the process of consecration, 
of which it contained the idea. 

Wherever we find fire worship we have found the ancestral worship. 
The latter is to be held a distinct religion on which others have been 
engrafted-not a portion of different creeds; to this religion, sacrifice 
was peculiar-fire was its instrument, and the cross its sign. 

This is not a theory propounded, but an explanation offered, for as 
yet no explanation has ever been suggested of sacrifice. It has been 
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THE SRADDHA. 

strangely overlooked that this rite did not consist in the slaughter of the 
victim, but on its being laid on tke fire. It was thus it became" sacrifice," 
being made sacred. Sacrum faceo,. by that process it was oblated, or 
borne to the gods. Expiation or atonement, the accepted reason of 
sacrifice had no connexion with its being burnt. No doubt, both 
expiation and execration came to be associated with the rite; but they 
bear only on the life of the victim, and noways explain the manner of 
disposing of the body, in which the value of sacrifice depended. I now 
come to Iran; having already referred the name of Sraddha to the 
Zend, we may expect to find it here more clearly defined, and more dis
tinctly represented than in the other systems. This, however, is not the 
case. In one point, indeed, it gives us a positive assurance of the lineal 
derivation of the Parsees, from the old Mahabadians with their proper 
names and designations; for in the Zend-Avesta the enumeration and 
the invocation of the ancestors, which, without the knowledge of this 
rite, would be set down to mere vague tradition, becomes a record 
of legal authority, and there they trace back to Jemshid and Carjoumers. 
I may here remark that the air of fable connected with the latter 
arises from the supposed etymology of his name as first man (Mesha) ; 
but the first man of the Parsees is a wholly distinct personage-as 
much as Adam and Abraham. 

Beyond this we find little in ceremonial or in monuments to illustrate 
the ceremony, but in the religion itself we have valuable light as bearing 
on the metaphysical and dogmatic part; and, in fact, of all the religions 
of the East, that of the Parsees is the most interesting, as being 'freest 
from metaphysics and mythology; as inculcating the purest morals, 
and as linking together, in a manner nowhere else to be found, the 
earliest belief of mankind, not with the maxims only, but with many of 
the most important doctrines of Christianity. 

The oblation to the ancestors, or their sustenance, depends upon their 
being considered as ghosts, for if they passed into another state, either 
that of judgment, which would allot them a habitation of happiness 
or of misery, or if they animated their bodies, such oblation would be 
needless; yet we have concurrently oblation and transmigration. The 
question then arises , whether transmigration was the original creed, and 
the Sraddha the foreign graft, or the reverse. Whep, however, a ritual 
observance is in conflict with a metaphysical conception it is to be 
inferred that the latter is the ingraft on the former. But we have here 
the tradition of the introduction of the dogma, together with the 
explanation of its motive-that of putting an end to bloody sacrifice, 
whether of man or of animals; and though this is understood as simply 
affecting the condition of the victim, it was no doubt aimed, although it 
failed in its effect, at the object of the sacrifice; the sacrifice has been 
maintained, although the nature of the offering has been altered, or, 
more accurately, brought back to its original form of libation-fruits, 
flowers, and sweet odours. 

ANDREW T. SIBBALD. 
(To be Concluded nut Montk.) 
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LUCIFER. 

NOTES FROM MY JAPANESE SCRAP BOOKS. 

B Y C. P F 0 U N DES. 

DOMEI AJARI. 

THE SACRILEGIOUS BONZE ADMONISHED BY A SPIRIT. 

From the original of Uji Shu I Mono Zatari. 

NOTE BY TRANSLATOR. 

[VJI DAI NAGON TAKA KIMI was a courtier of the 13th century A.D. 
who annually took a holiday, which he spent at a monastery in the 
remote rural districts, which was frequented by.pilgrims ; here he set up 
a place of rest, and doled out gratuitous refreshments, but asked all 
his guests to relate some scrap of curious adventure or wonder story. 

Many volumes and a large number of stories, from far and near, at 
home and abroad, even from the far south and west, being the result. 
The preface states that many of the narratives are Chinese and Indian, 
genuine, not written down elsewhere.] 

DOME' was the younger son of a Councillor of State, bllt 
though an acolyte (Ajari) he was by no means inclined to 
strict observance of the rules. There was a celebrated 

beauty at court, with whom he had become entangled, and who 
frequently visited him clandestinely at the temple. She was a 
lady in waiting, and their respective duties somewhat interfered 
with their freedom-so the visits were often at a somewhat late 
(or eafly) hour. To while away the time, and also as an excuse for 
remaining in the temple, away from the apartments of the other priests, 
Domei would read the prayers (Buddhist Sutra), and having a very fine 
voice, of which he was exceedingly proud, entertained his mistress in 
this profane manner, against all the canons of the faith. 

On one such occasion, when, tired of lover's talk, he had commenced 
reading, he was interrupted by the unaccountable appearance of a 
personage of most venerable presence. Calmly waiting for the priest 
to recover his composure, and then making his salutations, he introduced 
himself as the ancient one, dwelling in the shrine at Go-jo Nishi no To In. 

Enquiring the reason of the intrusion, at such an hour, unannounced, 
the venerable one said that the intonation of the prayers had attracted 
him, and he complimented the reader on having so fine a voice. The 
priest asked why then the venerable personage did not attend at the 
temple where he (Domei) read the prayers every day. 

To this enquiry the aged one made this reply:-
"When you, sir priest, read prayers in the Temple, if your person 

(soul and body) is in a state of purity, even the Didnes might descend to 
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hear such good words as you are now reading, and so ably reciting, as 
you undoubtedly do. I who am but a much more lowly spirit dare not 
approach such high companionship, even at prayers. But now to-night 
you mister acolyte, being bodily in a condition of impurity, having 
neglected the teachings of the most holy Yei skin no so dzu, who 
emphasized the olden time laws that those alone should peruse the 
sacred texts who were free from impurity of body or of spirit, I have 
come, therefore, without misgivings of having committed sacrilege, for 
I am the spirit Da so-.iin, otherwise called Saru dai kiko, the guardian 
of the highways." 

Hereupon the spirit vanished, leaving the sacrilegious young priest 
profoundly sensible of his impiety. 

INDIAN PROVERBS. 

TRANSLATED FROM THE SANSCRIT. 

Noting the wasting of callyrium, and the increase of an ant-hill, let 
one make the day fruitful by generosity, study, and noble acts. 

By the fall of water-drops, the pitcher is gradually filled; this is the 
cause of wisdom, of virtue, and of wealth. 

The heat-oppressed not so does a plunge in ice-cold water delight, nor 
a pearl necklace, nor anointing with sandal, as the words of the good 
delight the good. 

The good are like cocoa-nuts; others are like the jujube, externally 
pleasing. 

Like an earthen vessel, easy to break, hard: to re-unite, are the 
wicked-the good are like vessels of gold, hard to break and quickly 
united. 

Be not a friend to the wicked-charcoal when hot, burns; when cold, 
it blackens the fingers. 

Shun him who secretly slanders, and praises openly; he is like a cup 
of poison, with cream on the surface. 

A chariot cannot go on one wheel alone; so destiny fails unless man's 
acts co-operate. 

The noble delight in the noble; the base do not ; the bee goes to the 
lotus from the wood; not so the frog, though living in the same lake. 

C. J. 
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.· 

mHE object of this work, which is published in the form of twelve pamphlets. 
.JIL each averaging about twenty pages in length, is to prepare the reader 

for becoming a student of the Science of Healing by means of the Spirit, 
for this title (though somewhat lengthy) more accurately describes the so-called 
Science than the cognomen" Christian." "Prepare the reader," is also said 
advisedly; for the first ten of these pamphlets are chiefly occupied with the 
thesis that man's beliefs with regard to the existence of matter being erroneous, 
he is thereby subject to certain illusions with regard to it, the chief of these 
being ill-health and disease. This is pure Berkeleyan philosophy, if not 
Platonism itself; Theosophists indeed, may claim for it a far older origin, for 
does not the early Brahmanic and Buddhist philosophies teach that all outward 
appearances, all phenomena, are illusion-Maya? However this may be, the 
application of the principle to the treatment of disease, if not actually new, is 
here presented to us in a novel form, and with a view to rendering its practice 
popular. It is philosophy reduced to its simplest expression. It is the 
physician's highest art made common property. It is another claim to a 
"secret unveiled," the secret of man's being. And if, as the writer states, the 
present treatment of disease is the result of man's belief in the reality of 
matter, it is doubtless necessary to begin by a somewhat lengthy chain of 
reasoning in order to convince him of his error, for man cannot understand 
what he really is so long as he pronounces upon himself as he sees only. 
"Not until he brings his higher powers into action, his discernment and per
ception, will he begin to perceive the truth about himself, which stands opposed 
to his own belief of himself. And never till he so perceives and understands 
will he reverse his decision upon himself. And never till he reverses it, will he 
grow into the consciousness of what he really is." t He will remain, as the 
author puts it, in the Adam-state, subject to the law of matter, making to 
·himself "graven images," and falling down and worshipping them. And as 
"Adam is the model of man as we see and know him to-day, Jesus is the 
model of what he is to become-consciously, as he is in reality-through 
his own work of regeneration and redemption." .... "It was this conscious
ness which was perfect realization, which gave him (Jesus) the power he mani
fested over sin, sickness and death, by which he healed the halt, the sick and 
the blind; by which he cast out devils and raised the dead."t This conscious
ness is the chief point insisted upon in this stage of the work, for until this is 
realized, there is no possibility of the exercise of the healer's power, except 
perhaps in a weak or partial manner. It is not therefore till we arrive at 
Section X. that the treatment of dir.ease is actually touched upon. In this 
section we are told that "what man in his ignorance calls health is as much a 

• STATEJU:NTS OF CHRISTIAN ScIENCE. Comprised ill rir"1un Instnu, tPUllwelve _tUms. B, 
URSULA N. GESTKFELl). Chicago, t888. 

t Section Ill. p, J8. :s: Section VIll. p.6. 
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belief as what he calls sickness," and that" putting medicine into a stomach 
never yet changed a man's conception of himself; but he has changed one con
ception or belief of his for another in consequence of his belief in the power 
of the medicine." Conditions of ill-health are said to be nothing" but mental 
pictures which man creates for himself and believes in religiously." We must 
therefore learn to dominate all those conditions to which we believe our bodies
to be subject. Denial of the false, affirmation of the true, constantly in 
thought if not in word, is to be the first process for bringing about a change 
in man's own body first, subsequently in that of others. If we deny sickness 
and suffering and all kinds of evil as no-things, non-existent, not proceeding 
from the Infinite Mind, both as regards ourselves and all surrounding us, for 
all are parts of one Universal Whole (which is another purely Vedanto
Buddhistic tenet), we shall, by this transformation of the inward gradually act 
upon and cause a transformation of the outward, and overcome all discordant 
conditions, be they called sm, or suffering, or sickness. And as man 
is the creator of every form of sin and suffering, so is he also the 
transmitter of these through "Thought Transference"; diseases are 
communicated by this means "instead of through physical germs."· The 
healer by means of "Christian Science" must attack the root of all disease, 
man's belief about himself and others; he must treat the sufferer for his faults 
and for sin, of which his diseases are but the extreme expression, one disease 
being the same as another to a scientific healer. II'! treating little children, it 
is mainly the parents who have to be dealt with, their beliefs about the child, 
their fear and their anxiety. 

The last section closes with some instructions as to the attitude and deport
ment of the healer towards· his patient, but the whole treatment is to be 
spiritual, above and beyond the plane of material being. 

Such is an imperfect digest of the teaching contained in Mrs. Gestefeld's 
twelve pamphlets. A candidate for "Christian Science" would have to study 
them in all their details; for it is only by dwelling and meditating on the 
principles therein set forth that one can arrive at the state of mind necessary for 
realizing the results to be attained The Science of Being can be summed up 
in few words, but it cannot be so easily imparted, and many difficulties 
naturally occur to the student which require to be separately answered. A few 
of these must be stated at the outset. 

To begin with, why premise by giving to a Science a qualification which doe3 
not belong to it? Why start with a m;snome,1 Why call it "Christian" 
rather than" Sufie," "Buddhist," or better than al~ the" Yoga Science, the aim 
of which is preeminently to attain union with the Universal Spirit ? We are 
told by the author, as also by several other professors of this new school, that it 
was through this Science that Jesus healed, and that it was this Science which 
he taught. We demur to the statement. There is nothing whatever in the New 
Testament to lead to such an idea or even suspicion; and there are no other 
documents known more authoritative to the Christians than the Gospels. The 
Sermon on the Mount, which is the very embodiment of Christ's teachings
Christianity in a nut-she~ so to say-is a code of preeminently p,aelieal as also. 
impracticable rules of life, of daily observances, yet all on the plane of matter-of 

• SectiOil XI,. p. I" 
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fact earth·life. When you are told to turn your left cheek to him who smites 
you on the right, you are not commanded to tkny the blow, but on· the con
trary to assert it by meekly bearing the offence; and in order not to resist evil, 
to turn (whether metaphorically or otherwise) your other cheek-i.e., to invite 
your offender to repeat the action. 

Again, when your" Son," or brother, or neighbour, asks of you bread, you 
are not invited to deny the hunger of him who asks, ~ut to give him food; as 
otherwise you would indeed give him instead of fish "a serpent." Finally, 
sins, wickedness, diseases, etc., are not denied by Jesus, nor are their opposites, 
virtue, goodness and health, anywhere affirmed. Otherwise, where would be 
the raison tl'Nre for his alleged coming to save the world from the original sin? 
We know that "Christian Scientists" deny every theological dogma, from Eden 
downwards, as much as we do. Yet they affirm that which Jesus ever practi
cally denied; and affirming (is it for the sake, and in view of the Christian 
majority in their audiences ?), they are not in union with the Universal Spirit, 
which is-TauTH. 

Again, is it safe to entrust this occult power (for such it surely is) to the 
hands of the multitude? Did not Jesus, whom we are expressly told to take 
as our model, himself say :-" To you (who are disciples, initiates) it is given 
to know the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven; but to others in parables"? 
Is there no danger that one who acquires this power of controlling the will and 
thoughts of others, and the conditions surrounding them, should fall from his 
high estate, and use his influence for bad purposes-in other words, that the 
'White magic should become black 1 The very fact that Mrs. Gestefeld warns the 
healer never to give a treatment for any purpose but to make the Truth of Being 
manifest, "never for any personal gain," points to this possibility; she also 
warns, or I may say threatens, that if this should be attempted, the would-be 
healer will "descend at once to the plane of mortal mind." Perhaps this 
implies that- the power will depart from him, but that this salutary consequence 
will accrue is scarcely made clear to the reader. She says, indeed, "You will 
be no Christian Scientist, but a mesmerist." But to certain people this would be 
no objection. Where then is the guarantee, the hall-mark, of the true Christian 
Scientist, by which he can be known to the unwary? If this, like other spiritual 
things, can only be "spiritually discerned," the patient must be et.jual to the 
healer, and will have no need of him. 

Again, is it true that all our diseases are the result of wrong beliefs? The 
child, who has no belief, no knowledge or conception, true or false, on the sub
ject of disease, catlilies scarlet fever through the transference of germs, not 
through that of thought. One is tempted to ask, like those of old, did the 
child sin or his parents? Will the answer of the Great Healer fit the case, ,:e., 
" Neither did this child sin nor his parents, but that the glory of God might be 
made manifest"? The" glory of the new Christian Science," then ?-t h e 
.. new" wine in very, very old bottles? And are there not among the renowned 
te\chers of the new science, who are themselves afflicted by disease, often in
curable, by pain and suffering? Will Mrs. Gestefeld, or some one nearer 
home, explain? 

Then further, in the case of widespread epidemics, such as cholera, we 
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know that to a certain extent these are the consequence of man's sin, his 
neglect of hygienic laws, of cleanliness and good drainage, and, in proportion 
as these laws are obeyed, to a certain extent preventible. But there are also 
climatic conditions, as in the last visitation of cholera in 18840_ when the 
epidemic seemed confined to certain areas, following some law of atmospheric 
currents, or other undetected, but not undiscoverable, physical cause. Can these 
be overcome by Christian Science? How is it they do not yield to a whole nation's 
fervent prayers ?-for prayer, when in earnest, is surely, at least, when accom
panied by virtuous living, a motU of Christian Science, of intense WILL? And 
do we not see the holiest and the best, and those, too, not living in ignorance 
or in defiance of law spiritual, moral, mental, or' hygienic, fall victims·to disease, 
and only able to preserve life at all with the utmost, almost abnormal, care and 
precaution? 

But" Christian Science" goes further than that. At a lecture, in London, 
it was distinctly asserted that every physical disease arises from, and is the 
direct effect of, a mental disease or vice: e.g., "Bright's disease of the kidneys 
is always produced in persons who are untruthful, and who practise deception." 
Query, Would not, in this case, the whole black fraternity of Loyola, every 
diplomat, advocate and lawyer, as the majority of tradesmen and merchants, 
be incurably afflicted with this terrible evil? Shall we be next told that cancer 
on the tongue or in the throat is produced by those who backbite and slander 
their fellow men? It would be well-deserved Karma, were it so. Unfortunately, 
some recent cases of this dreadful disease, carrying off two of the best, most 
noble-hearted and truthful men living, would give a glaring denial to such an 
assertion. 

.. Christian" (or mental) Sdenl;sls assert, furthermore, that the healer can 
work on a patient (even one whom he has never seen) as easily thousands of 
nliles away, as a few yards off. Were this so, and the practice to become 
universal, it would hardly be a pleasant thing to know that wherever one might 
be, occult currents are directed towards one from unknown well-wishers at a 
distance, whether one wants them or not. If, on the one hand, it is rather 
agreeable, and even useful, in this age of slander to have other people denying 
your faults and vices, and thus saving you from telling lies yourself; on the 
other hand, it would cut from under one's feet every possibility of amending 
one's nature through personal exertion, and w.ould deprive one at the same time 
of every personal merit in the matter. Karma would hardly be satisfied with 
such an easy arrangement. 

This world would witness strange sights and the next one (a reincamationist 
would say" the next rebirth,") terrible disappointments. Whether viewed from 
the standpoint of theists, Christians, or the followers of Eastern philo-
5t)phy, such an arrangement would satisfy very few minds. Disease, mental 
characteristics and shortcomings, are always effects produced by causes: the 
natural effect of Karma, the unerring Law of Retribution, as we would say ; 
and one gets into a curious jumble when trying to work along certain given 
lines of this "Christian Science" theory. Will its teachers give us more 
definite statements as to the general workings of their theories? 

In conclusion, were these theories to pro~e true, their practice would only be 
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our old friend magnetism, or hypnotisIII rather, with all its undeniable dangers, 
only on a gigantic universal scale j hence a thousand times more dangerous for 
the human family at large, than is the former. For ,no magnetizer can work 
upon a person whom he has never seen or come in contact with-and this is 
one blessing, at any rate. And this is not the case with mental or "Christian " 
Science, since we are distinctly told that we can work on perfect strangers, 
those we have neve, met, and who are thousands of miles away from us. In 
such case, and as a first benefit, our civilized centres would do well to have 
their clergy and Christian communities learn the "Science." This would save 
millions of pounds sterling now scraped off the bones of the starving multitudes 
and sunk into the insatiable digestive organs of missionary funds. Mission
aries, in fact, would become useless-and this would become blessing number 
two. For henceforth they would have but to meet in small groups and send 
currents of Will beyond the "black waters" to obtain all they are striving for. 
Let them deny that the heathens are not Christians, and affi,m that they are 
baptized, even without contact. Thus the whole world would be saved, and 
private capital likewise. 

Of course it may so happen that our "heathen" brethren who have had 
the now called "Christian" science at their finger ends ever since the days 
of Kapila and Patanjil~ may take it into their head to reverse the current and 
set it in motion in an opposite direction. They may deny in their turn that 
their Christian persecutors have one iota of Christianity in them. They may 
affirm that the whole of Christendom is eaten through to the backbone with 
diseaSes resulting from the seven capital sins j that millions drink themselves to 
death and other millions (governments included) force them to do so by 
building two public houses to every church, a fact which even a Christian 
Scientist could. hardly make way with if he denied it till the next pralaya. 
Thus the heathen would have an advantage over the Christian Scientist in his 
denials and affirmations, inasmuch as he would only be telling the truth j while, 
by denying disease and evil, his Western colleague is simply flying into the 
face of fact and encouraging the unwary mystic to igno,e instead of killing his 
sinful nature. 

The present criticism may be a mistaken one, and we may have misunder
stood the "Science" under analysis, in which, however, we recognise a very 
old acquaintance, namely, Dhy4na, "abstract meditation." But so much 
the greater the necessity for a definite explanation. For these are questions we 
would fain have answered, precisely in the interest of that old Science reborn 
under a new mask, and because it must be the desire of every true follower of 
Eastern Theosophy to see the doctrine of self-oblivion and altruism, as against 
selfishness and personality, more widely understood and practised than at 
present. 

• 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

<torre9pon~ence . 
• 

IS THIS RIGHT? 

IN the T. P. S. publications we know that the views of individuals 
are given. But it does not seem right that basic principles should be mis
stated and pass through the T. P. S's. hands unquestioned, when they may 
mislead earnest students. Mr. Harbottle says (page 7 of No.6,) that .. it 
cannot be supposed . . . . it will always be possible for the Karma to find 
precisely the right field for the working out of its effects, etc." That "there 
must be a certain amount of injustice done" (and he says it is so in nearly 
every case of rebirth) and CI this injustice meets with compensation in Deva
chan." So the perfect law-itself pure justice-is shown working with hitches 
and flaws, and compensating its errors I I! That a portion of Karma may lie 
over through several lives, he does not seem to remember. Now I myself have 
seen correspondents, eager seekers, who though plain people and semi-educated, 
see such flaws at once, and are needlessly puzzled at their coming through an 
official source, so to say, like the T. P. S. Minor occult points-visible to the 
advanced only-are unimportant. But should 'such glaring errors regarding the 
basic truths be so printed? 

J. C. V. P. 

ANSWER. 

Your correspondent, and my critic (or perhaps I should say the critic of the 
officers of the T. P. S.), should, I think, remember that, unless he is writing with 
an authority to which I lay no claim, he is using a somewhat strong expression in 
speaking of my view of the operation of Karma in Re-incarnation as a "glaring 
error." 

I can only say that, for my own part, I should be glad of an authoritative 
statement from the Editors of LUCIFER, but, meanwhile, I will endeavour to 
show the grounds upon which I hold the view objected to by J. C. V. P. 

It is always easy to take a paragraph away from its context and apply a wrong 
meaning to it, and I can understand that, taken by itself, the paragraph quoted 
might convey the impression that I was accusing the law of Karma of being an 
unjust law. I do not think I need defend myself from any accusation of having 
to this extent distorted one of the "basic truths" of Theosophy; and yet 
unless this is the meaning of J. C. V. P. I fail to see the raison d'2/re of his 
criticism. 

If J. C. V. P. will turn to p. 3 of the same paper, he will read in the second 
paragraph, in reference to the Devachanic state, .. It is purely a state of bliss, 
in which man receives compensation for the undeserved misery of his past life."· 

• Quite correct; but it is not the i1ljllsme or ",istakes or Karma which are the causes or such 
" undeserved misery," but other causes, independent of the past Karma of either the producer or the 
innocent victim or their eff'eets, new tUlio1ls generated by the wickedness of men and circumstances; 
and which arouse Karmic law to fresh activity, i.e. the punishment of those who caused these new 
Nid4"as (or casnal. connections), and the reward of him who suffered from them undeservedly' 
-fED.] 
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To be consistent, J. C. V. P. should object to this also, yet I have herein only 
embodied the idea which I have gathered, and I believe accurately, from one 
whom I venture to look upon as an authority. I appeal to the Editors of 
LUCIFER to uphold me, or to contradict me j in the latter event my whole con
tention falls to the ground. 

It is, however, my conviction, that this statement as to Devachan is not a 
glaring error, - and that being so I contend that the paragraph objected to by 
J. C.V. P. is a natural corollary to the other. Undeserved evil in any particular 
incarnation. is injustice, so far as that incarnation is concerned If this be, in 
the opinion of J C. V.P., the working of the Perfect Law-in itself, pure Justice 
-with hitches and flaws, etc., so be it; I prefer to take the broader view and 
to believe that not in one life, or in two, but in the numberless series of lives 
through which the Ego passes, full justice is done, and full return made for evil 
as for good. If this view were not the one to which I have given expression 
throughout the paper, ]C.V P. might have some basis for his selection of the 
paragraph he criticises, but I deny that, as it stands, his charge has any validity. 

J.C. V.P. asserts that I have forgotten" that a portion of Karma may lie over 
through several lives." If he will read my paper again (a process which might 
be advantageous to his understanding of it) he will see that on p. 4t in speaking 
of the Karma generated by a murderer and his victim, I refer expressly to this 
very point But surely if bad Karma can be held over, a man may be said to 
be unjustly treated in any given life, as justice punishes as well as rewards, and 
the absence of merited punishment is consequently the absence of justice. The 
very point which J.C. V.P. suggests as the reason for condemning my paragraph 
is its absolute and complete justification. Further, if bad Karma can lie over 
why not also good? so that the other side of the medal presents the same 
aspect. 

I will not pursue the subject further because I feel that I have some claims in 
this instance to the good offices of those who are responsible for the publication 
of my paper, and should my case not be arguable, or my defence weak, I ask, 
and think I have a right to ask, for instruction on the point at issue. 

T. B. HARTBOTTLE. 

[EDITORS' NOTE.-For one acquainted with the doctrine of Karma, and after 
this explanation, the objection taken by our American correspondent seems to 
rest of.1 a misconception of Mr. Harbottle's meaning in his article. But no more 
can the correspondent be taken to task for it. Removed several pages from the 
said justifying paragraph, and standing by itself, the sentence under criticism did 
seem to imply and warrant such a construction. One can never be too 
cautious and too explicit, when writing upon such abstruse subjects. As the 
defendant has risen and explained, however, the short debate may be closed. 
Both plaintiff and defendant now stand accused: one of judging too hastily 
and on appearance; the other, of having written too loosely, and without due 
caution, upon a subject of the utmost importance. Both, therefore, may b~ 
left to their respective Karma.] 

• Explained in this sense it is nOL-[ED.] 
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ASTROLOGICAL. 

MAY I be allowed to ask through the columns of LUCIFER a few questions 
on astrology? 

I. We are told that Saturn and Mars are malefic. Are they malefic in their 
nature or only in their effects? 

2. We find that? 120· from the <:> is a Benefic and when 90· is a malefic, 
will your astrologer explain how, why and where the malefic influence begins 
and vice versa 1 

3- What is planetary influence and how does it act on man ?-Yours truly, 
MAGUS. 

Rose Mount, Keighley, April 

I. I do not consider any planet esssentially malefic. Dirt has been wittily 
defined as "matter in the wrong place." So a planet becomes really malefic 
only when badly placed or aspected. Nevertheless, there is this important 
difference between the so-called malefics and benefics, that certain positions and 
aspects which are good with the latter are e\·il with the former; hence the 
benefics produce the most good 

2 This is determined by the orbs of the planets, which are given, with slight 
variations, in the text-books The more exact the aspect, the more powerful 
the effects: but when the planets are distant from the exact aspects half the 
slim 0/ their conjoint orbs, the influence of that aspect is said to commence or 
end, according as the aspect is applying or separating. I believe, however, 
that this only applies to the stronger aspects; and that for the weaker ones, 
much smaller orbs of action must be taken. 

3. Certain occult planetary influences which, for' want of a more scientific 
term we may call magnetic, converge upon the notice at the moment of birth; 
these influences determine the tentlencies of the future years of life. But it 
should never be forgotten that astrology does not teach fatalism, and that we can 
overcome to a great extent the evil tendencies, and develop the good. .. The 
wise man rules his stars, the fool obeys them." 

NEMo. 

WHAT IS GOD? 

I WISH to thank you for reply to my fornler communication. I find I agree 
to an extent with your thought, but not wholly. With your permission I will 
open out my thought on this great subject a little more, if useful. 

I have no conception of Infinite and Boundless as positive existence. The 
Eternal or Absolute Void may be said to be Infinite and Boundless, but this 
Void is nothing, and of which nothing can be predicated; so that Infinite or 
Boundless and Absolute in this respect are non-existent.· You seem to 
identify Deity with the Original Nothing, the absolute Negation. But such 

• To some minds, very likely. In the opinion of a Vedantin or an Eastern Occultist this .. Bound
less" is the one deity and tbe one reality in tbis universe of Maya, and it is the one neriasti"l a"d 
~aled principle-everytbing else being illusionary, because finite, conditioned and transitory. 
-[Eo. 1 . 
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Deity has nothing to do with what we call the Something or the Real, and 
existence is quite independent of it.· If Deity or God is the same as Absolute 
Nothing, and all things came from Him or It, then something has come from 
nothing, which, philosophy declares, cannot be. t The rea~ as opposed to the 
unreal, can alone produce that which is real, whatever kind of reality it be, divine, 
spiritual or natural. In plain words nothing can produce nothing. Something 
only can produce itself in varied differentiations.i Nothing is the Infinite. 
The Something (universal reality or the all) in the Finite; but (if you like) 
Infinite in thi:i sense that, being all-inclusive, it is bounded by nothing beyond 
it. If Deity hao; originated form, size, number and motion as attributes of the 
concrete-spiritual or nature §-how could He (allow me to use this pronoun) 
so have done unless these in some way are in Himself. As He has originated all 
conditions, He surely possesses in Himself the original of these conditions; and 
though He is not conditioned by anything beyond or greater than himself, yet 
He is Himself the sum total of conditions. That is, He is the all of con
ditions.1I As I take it, Deity is the All of the Universe in its first, original or 
originating form, and what we call the evolved universe is Deity in h:s last 
or ultimate form. It is as if Deity out-breathed Himself forth into vasti
tude, then in-breathed Himself back into tninutude. ~ He is thus the all of 
substance as to Being, and the all of Form and of motions as to Truth. It is 
an alternation of states, the one the state of concentration, the other the state 
of diffusion or expansion. The Alpha and Omega, making true the saying, 
II the first shall be the last, and the last shall be the first." The Microcosm be
comes the Macrocosm (? !) and this again resolves itself back into the Microcosmic 
form and state. The going forth of Deity from the self to the not-self and 
back again to the self constitutes in the motions the Age of ages or Eternity, 
and is the all of Truth, the all of cosmic and universal history.· • 

Of course the evolved, universal form, being a result, as to state, is not 
absolute or personal Deity, but only his image or reflection; the shaoow of the 
real as it were, an administration of the Original Being. I may here be ex
pressing the same as you mean, when you call phenomena Maya or illusion, 
not being absolutely permanent. Yes, yet phenomena are real as appearances. 

* It cannot be intkpe1ltknt, since "existence" is precisely that Deity which we call "Absolute 
Existence," of which nothing can be !' independent." 

t Which philosophy? Not Eastern philosophy and metaphysics-the oldest of all. Nfl/fling 
cannot come out of or from another nothing-if the latter word is accepted in our finite sense. All 
comes from Nothing, or :'olD-THING, En-Soph, the Boundless (to us) not"ingn.~ss! but on the plane of 
Spirit the noumenon of ALI_--{ED.) 

::: Our correspondent is very little acquainted, we see, with occult Eastern ideas and true meta
physics. The deity he calls .. Nothing" and we .. No-thing" can produce nothing, for the simple 
reason that IT is in itself ALL, the Infinite, Boundless and Absolute, and that even IT ('ould tUVeT 

pToduce anything oulsidl1 of itsdf, since whatever manifests is ITSEU·.-[ ED.) 
§ Lightning is produced by electricity, and is an aspect of the concealed Cause. And because that 

Cause originates the phenomenon shall we call it " lightning" and a ., He"?-l ED., 
H And why not" She," the ALL? Just as natural one as the other, and, in our opinion, quite as 

incongruous." -l En.l 
, Say, at once, .. itself," instead of .. Himself," and do not make it a personal (on our plane I 

conscious action and you will be nearer the mark of our occult tl'"8.Chings • 
•• This is Kabalistic and, on the whole, correct, but too indefinite for esoteric philosophy. Uoes 

our critic mean to say that it is the microcosm which becomes the Macrocosm, instead of the reverse? 
(See Editors' Notes at the end}.-{ED.l 



CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Mayavic World is real while it is Mayavic, just as a snowflake is until it 
melts. 

I have said that the All, as the little Universe evolves itself into the form and 
state of the vast ~niverse; but in the process it exhausts its potencies, and at 
this stage the evolution begins to cease, and involution begins; and Deity the 
little is recuperated by re-absorbing the substances and forms of the Mayavic 
Universe, which thus in the process of ages ceases to be, returning to the 
Nirvanic state of Deific concentrated. Now-a Vedantist would say
Brahm sleeps on the lotus, and will awake anew to create another Mayavic 
Universe.-

These imperfect attempts at statement are but genera~ and do exclude all 
that can be concelved and known of the manifold planes and ranks of intelligent 
beings that exist in the manifold universe. You seem to think I am very 
materialistic in thought. But mystical thought that denies form to Spirit and 
thus to Deity, is no proof of superiority or spirituality of intelligence.t 

You will perceive the point toward which my line of thought strains. The 
beings on the highest ranges of the Universe are far more glorious in form 
than those on the lower ranges. Those on the terrestrial globes, such as 
ourselves, are the most shadowy, as to our outer forms. He who centres the 
myriadal hosts of His children, must be the most and all-glorious.; But surely 
this is because He must be the most cOflcentrated in substance and the most 
compie.,!; in his form, inconceivably so. The human forms of the Elohim are 
as floating shadows compared to Him. His form, as to organization and shape, 
is the Human, the dual human.(:) The infinitesimal cells in His body are the 
germ points of Solar Systems, to be realized during the ages in the Mayavic 
expanses.§ 

Each plane of existence is organic, and the most refined is the most dense 
and vital and potential. All Spirits are human forms, all the Elohim (if you 
like)-male and female-or two in one-are human forms. In fact, existence is 
form, Life is form, Intelligence, Love and the human affections are based upon 
and held in the continent of the human organization, and all lesser or frag
mentary formations of minera~ vegetable, animal or sphered world, are . its 
production. It is the one Truth, the eternal, the uncreated and unimagined, 

• Aye, BrahmA .. sleeps" on the lotos during the .. nights;': and betw,,,,n the .. days" of Brahma 
(neuter). But BrahmA, the Creator, dies and disal'!ears when his .. agO!" is at an end, and the hour 
for the MAHA PRALAYA strikes. Then :-:o-THING reigns supremO! and alone in Boundless Infinitude 
and that So-thing is non-differentiated space which is no-space, and the ABSOLUTE, .. The most 
excellent male is worshipped by men, but the soul of wisdom, TIIAT in wltid, tllen are 110 atlri6ufa 
of name or form is worshipped by Sages (Yo,iJillsJ, (Vishnu Purnna). This, then, is the point of 
difference with our correspondent. 

t None whatever. It only denotes better knowledge of mO!taphysics. That which "'IS/orm canllot 
IN a6so/ute. That which is conditioned or bounded by either space, time, or any limil~tion of human 
conception and growth--cannot be INFINITE, still less ETERNAL.-{ED.l 

~ Undeniably so, .. He who centres the myriadal Host" is not ASSOI.UTE DEITY, not even its LOGOS. 
Aja (the unborn), but at best Adam Kadmon, the T(trat;ramm"fon of the Greeks, and the BrahmA
Vishnu on the Lotos of Space, the HE which disappears with the" Age of Brahm."-{ED.; 

S Just so, and this is Ad:lm-Kadmon, the heavenly man, the .. male-fem:lIc" or the symbol of the 
material manifested Universe, whose 10 limbs (or 10 Sepheroth, the numbers) correspond to the zones 
of the universe, the 3 in I or the upper and the 7 of the lower planes. -l ED.] 
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the continent of universal particulars, The All Father-Mother in whom we and 
all things live and move and have our being.-Respectfully yours, 

April 30th, 1888. J. HUNTF.R. 

[EDITORS' NOTE.-The writer seems a little confused in his ideas. He 
launches in one place into verbal pantheism and then uses language embodying 
the most curious anthropomorphic conceptions. Deity, for instance, is 
regarded as "outbreathing himself into Vastitude," and as the" all of 
substance as to being, the a/I" of forms and motions." Later on "he" is 
described as an apparently gigantic organism: "His form is the huma", 
the dual human." The" all of Forms" and conditions, merely an enormous 
hermaphrodite? Why not a monkey or elephant, or, still better, a mosaic 
pieced together out of all the different organic types? It is unphilosophical 
to regard such a thing as the "All 0/ forms," if it only reproduces the 
human organization, though it may be strictly theological. 

In another place the writer speaks of this anomalous creature-the "All 
Father-Mother"-as "unimaginable." After allusions to the function of its 
organic cells, its human organization, its substance and relation to the Universe 
etc., this epithet appears sufficiently bewildering. We are also assured that 
"what we call the evolved universe is Deity in his last or ultimate form." 
Has Deity, then, several forms or state .. ? Obviously so, if our critic is identi
fying him with plane after plane in this summary fashion. Such an interpre
tation would, however, result in the dethronement of the big Hermaphrodite, 
the only form Deity patronizes, according to his present biographer. 

All argument based on the idea of reading such qualities as "form, size, 
number and motion," etc., into Deity is necessarily worthless. It utterly 
ignores the distinction between Substance and Attribute. Notice, also, such 
obvious objections as the following :-(1.) If Deity is a form, he cannot be 
Infinite because form implies a boundary line somewhere. (2) If Deity can 
be "umbered, polytheism is a truth. (3.) If it possesses size, it is no longer 
Absolute, size being a relative notion derived from phenomena. (4.) Motion 
again involves limitation, inasmuch as it only means the passage th1'ougk space of 
an object. Deity if infinite can' have nothing to traverse, and like contradictions. 

Our critic objects to being classed among materialistic thinkers; unfortunately 
for him it is his own writings that denounce him as such. For a J:?eity in form, 
obviously possesses all tke qualities wlzich make up maller, viz., extension in 
space, form, size, etc. He must even possess that of colour, to be distinguish. 
able from other objects of perception according to him! Where then are we to 
stop? 

Mr. Hunter's conceptions are, in fact, so extremely unspiritual, that they far 
outvie in "materialism" the utterances of the most "advanced" agnostics, 
who, at least, grasp one fact, viz :-that the reahn of matter and the realm of 
mind cannot be jumbled up at random.] 
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THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY: ITS MISSION AND 
ITS FUTURE. 

[AS EXPLAINED BY M. EMILE BURNOUF, rHE FRENCH ORIENTALIST.] 

" It is another's fault if he be ungrateful : 
but it is mine if I do not give. To find one 
thankful man I win oblige many who are 
not."-SENECA. . 

" • • . . . • • • The veil is rent 
Which blinded me ! I am as all these men 
Who cry upon their gods and are not heard, 
Or are not heeded-yet there must be aid ! 
For them and me and all there must be help! 
Perchance the gods have need of help themselves, 
Being so feeble that when sad lips cry 
They cannot save! I would not let one cry 
Whom I could save! ..•. " 

THE LIGHT OF AsIA. 

I T has seldom been the good fortune of the Theosophical Society to 
meet with such courteous and even sympathetic treatment as it 
has received at the hands of M. Emile Bumour, the well-known 

Sanskritist, in an article in the Revue des Deuz Mondes (July 15, 1888) 
-" Le Bouddltisme en Occident." 

Such an article proves that the Society has at last taken its rightful 
place in the thought-life of the XIXth century. It marks the dawn of 
a new era in its history, and, as such, deserves the most' careful con
sideration of all those who are devoting their energies to its work. M. 
Bumours position in tho;: world of Eastern scholarship entitles his 
opinions to respect; while his name, that of one of the first and most 
justly honoured of Sanskrit scholars (the late M. Eugene Bumouf). 
renders it more than probable that a man bearing such a name will 
make no hasty statements and draw no premature conclusions, but that 
his deductions will be founded on careful and a~curate study. 
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His article is devoted to a triple subject: the ongms of three 
religions or associations, whose fundamental doctrines M. Bumouf 
regards as identical, whose aim is the same, and which are derived from 
a common source. These are Buddhism, Christianity, and-the Theo
sophical Soci ety. 

As he writes page 341 :-

"This source, which is oriental, was hitherto contested; to-day it has been 
fully brought to light by scientific research, notably by the English scientists 
and the publication of original texts. Amongst these sagacioui scrutinizers it 
is sufficient to name Sayee, Poo~ Bea~ Rhys-David, Spencer-Hardy, Bunsen. 
. . . . It is a long time, indeed, since they were struck with resemblances, let 
us say, rather, identical elements, offered by the Christian religions and that of 
Buddha. . . . During the last century these analogies were explained by a 
pretended N estorian influence; but since then the Oriental chronology has 
been established, and it was shown that Buddha was anterior by several 
centuries to Nestorius, and even to Jesus Christ. .•. The problem remained 
an open one down to the recent day when the paths followed by Buddhism 
were recognised, and the stages traced on its way to finally reach Jerusalem. 
. . . . And now we see born under our eyes a new association, created for the 
propagation in the world of the Buddhistic dogmas. It is of this triple subject 
that we shall treat." 

I t is on this, to a degree erroneous, conception of the aims and object 
of the Theosophical Society that M. Burnoufs article, and the remarks 
and opinions that ensue therefrom, are based. He strikes a false note 
from the beginning, and proceeds on this line. The T. S. was not 
created to propagate any dogma of any exoteric, ritualistic church, 
whether Buddhist, Brahmanical, or Christian. This idea is a wide
spread and general mistake; and that of the eminent Sanskritist is due 
to a self-evident source which misled him. M. Burnouf has read in the 
Lotus, the journal of the Theosophical Society of Paris, a polemical 
correspondence between one of the Editors of LUCIFER and the Abbe! 
Roca. The latter persisting-very unwisely-in connecting theosophy 
with Papism and the Roman Catholic Church-which, of all the 
dogmatic world religions, is the one his correspondent loathes the most
the philosophy and ethics of Gautama Buddha, not his later church, 
whether northern or southern, were therein prominently brought forward. 
The said Editor is undeniably a Buddhist-i.e., a follower of the 
esoteric school of the great "Light of Asia," and so is the President of 
the Theosophical Society, Colonel H. S. Olcott But this does not pin 
the theosophical body as a whole to ecclesiastical Buddhism. The 
Society was founded to become the Brotherhood of H umanity-a 
centre, philosophical and religious, common to all-not as a propaganda 
for Buddhism merely. I ts first steps were directed toward the same 
great aim that M. Burnouf ascribes to Buddha Sakyamuni, who 
"opened his church to all men, without distinction of origin, caste, 
nation, colour, or sex," (Vide Art. I. in the Rules of the T. S.), adding, 
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II My law is a law of Grace for all." In the same way the Theosophical 
Society is open to all, without distinction of "origin, caste, nation, 
colour, or sex," and what is more---of creed. . . . 

The introductory paragraphs of this article show how truly the 
author has grasped, with this exception, within the compass of a few 
lines, the idea that all religions have a common basis and spring from a 
single root After devoting a few pages to Buddhism, the religion and 
the association of men founded by the Prince of Kapilavastu; to 
Manicheism, miscalled a "heresy," in its relation to both Buddhism and 
Christianity, he winds up his article with-the Theosophical Society. 
He leads up to the latter by tracing (a) the life of Buddha, too well 
known to an English speaking public through Sir Edwin Arnold's 
magnificent poem to need recapitulation; (b) by showing in a few 
brief words that Nirvana is not annihilation;· and (c) that the Greeks, 
Romans and even the Brahmans regarded the priest as the intermediary 
between men and God, an idea which involves the conception of a 
persolzal God, distributing his favours according to his own good pleasure 
-a sovereign of the universe, in short. 

The few lines about Nirvana must find place here before the last 
proposition is discussed: Says the author: 

"It is not my task here to discuss the nature of Nirvana. I will only say that 
the idea of annihilation is absolutely foreign to India, that the Buddha's object 
was to deliver humanity from the miseries of earth life and its successive rein
carnations; that, finally, he passed his long existence in battling against Mara 
and his angels, whom he himself called Death and the army of death. The 
word Nin:dna means, it is true, extinction, for instance, that of a lamp blown 
out; but it means also the absence of wind I think, therefore, that Nirvana 
is nothing else but that rtquits rzttrna, that lux jtrpttlla which Christians also 
desire for their dead." . 

With regard to the conception of the priestly office the author shows 
it entirely absent from Buddhism. Buddha is no God, but a man who 
has reached the supreme degree of wisdom and virtue. " Therefore 
Buddhist metaphysics conceives the absolute Principle of all things 
which other religions call God, in a totally different manner and does 
not make of it a being separate from the universe." 

The writer then points out that the equality of all men among them
selves is one of the fundamental conceptions of Buddhism. 

He adds moreover and demonstrates that it was from Buddhism that 
the Jews derived their doctrine of a Messiah. 

The Essenes, the Therapeuts and the Gnostics are identified as a 
result of this fusion of Indian and Semitic thought, and it is shown that, 
on comparing the lives of Jesus and Buddha, both biographies fall into 

* The fact that Nirvana does not mean ttnn;/tik/;on was rt"peatedly asserted in Isis UlfWiled. 
where its author discussed its etymological meaning as given by Max MUlier and others and showed 
that the .. blowing out of a lamp" does not even imply the idea that Nirvaoa is the .. extinetion of 
consciousness." (See voL i. p. 290. & vol. ii. pp. 117. 286. 320. ,566, &«:.) 
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two parts: the ideal legend and the real facts. Of these the legendary 
part is identical in both; as indeed must be the case from the theo
sophical standpoint, since both are based on the Initiatory cycle. 
Finally this "legendary" part is contrasted with the corresponding 
features in other religions, notably with the Vedic story of Visva
karman.- According to his view, it was only at the council of Nicea 
that Christianity broke officially with the ecclesiastical Buddhism, though 
he regards the Nicene Creed as simply the development of the formula: 
" the Buddha, the Law, the Church" (Buddha, Dharma, Sangha). 

The Manicheans were originally Samalls or Sramanas, Buddhist 
ascetics whose presence at Rome in the third century is recorded by 
St. Hyppolitus. M. Bumouf explains their dualism as referring to the 
double nature of man-good and evil-the evil principle being the M Jra of 
Buddhist legend. He shows that the Manicheans derived their doctrines 
more immediately from Buddhism than did Christianity and consequently 
a life and death struggle arose between the two, when the Christian 
Church became a body which claimed to be the sole and exclusive 
possessor of Truth. This idea is in direct contradiction to the most 
fundamental conceptions of Buddhism and therefore its professors could 
not but be bitterly opposed to the Manicheans. It was thus the Jewish 
spirit of exclusiveness which armed against the Manicheans the secular 
arm of the Christian states. 

Having thus traced the evolution of Buddhist thought from India to 
Palestine and Europe, M. Bumouf points out that the Albigenses on 
the one hand, and the Pauline school (whose influence is traceable in 
Protestantism) on the other, are the two latest survivals of this influence. 
He then continues:-

" Analysis shows us in contemporary society two essential element~: the idea 
of a personal God among believers and, among the philosophers, the almost 
complete disappearance of charity. The Jewish element has regained the upper 
hand, and the Buddhistic element in Christianity has been obscured" 

"Thus one of the most interesting, if not the most unexpected, phenomena of 
our day is the attempt which is now being made to revive and create in ~he 

world a new society, resting on the same foundations as Buddhism. Although 
only in its beginnings, its growth is so rapid that our readers will be glad to 
have their attention called to this subject. This society is still in some measure 
in the condition of a mission, and its spread is accomplished noiselessly and 
without violence. It has not even a definitive name; its members grouping 
themselves under eastern names, placed as titles to their publications: Isis, 
Lotus, Spltinx, LUCIFER. The name common to all which predominates among 
them for the moment is that of TheosophiCal Society." 

* This identity between the l.Dgoi of various religions and in particular the identity between the 
legends of Buddha and Jesus Christ. was again proven y .. ars ago in .. Isis Unveiled,'· and the I .. gend 
of Visvakarman more recently in the I.DIIIS and other Theosophical publications. The whole story 
is analysed at length in the" Secret Doctrine," in some chapters which were written more than two 
years ago. 
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After giving a very accurate account of the formation and history of 
the Society-even to the number of its working branches in India, 
namely, 13S-he then continues:-

"The society is very young, nevertheless it has already its history. . • . . . 
It has neither money nor patrons; it acts solely with its own eventual resources. 
It contains no worldly element It flatters no private or public interest It 
has set itself a moral ideal of great elevation, it combats vice and egoism. It 
tends towards the unification of religions, which it considers as identical in their 
philosophical origin; but it recognises the supremacy of truth only .... " 

"With these principles, and in the time in which we live, the society could 
hardly impose on itself more trying conditions of existence. Still it has grown 
with astonishing rapidity. . • .It 

Having summarised the history of the development of the T. S. and 
the growth of its organisation, the writer asks: "What is the spirit 
which animates it?" To this he replies by quoting the three objects of 
the Society, remarking in reference to the second and third of these (the 
study of literatures, religions and sciences of the Aryan nations and the 
investigation of latent psychic faculties, &c.), that, although these might 
seem to give the Society a sort of academic colouring, remote from the 
affairs of actual life, yet in reality this is not the case; and he quotes the 
following passage from the close of the Editorial in LUCIFER for 
November 1887:-

.. He who does not practise altruism; he who is not prepared to share 
his last morsel with a weaker or a poorer than himself; he who neglects 
to help his brother man, of whatever race, nation, or creed, whenever 
and wherever he meets suffering, and who turns a deaf ear to the cry of 
human misery; he who hears an innocent person slandered, whether a 
brother Theosophist or not, and does not undertake his defence as he 
would undertake his own-is no Theosophi~t."-(LuCIFER NO.3.) 

"This declaration," continues M. Burnouf, "is not Christian because it takes 
no account of belief, because it does not proselytise for any communion, and 
because, in fact, the Christians have usually made use of calumny against their 
adversaries, for example, the Manicheans, Protestants and Jews.· It is even less 
Mussulman or Brahminical. It is purely Buddhistic: the practical publications 
of the Society are either translations of Buddhist books, or original works 
inspired by the teaching of Buddha. Therefore the Society has a Buddhist 
character." 

.. Against this it protests a little, fearing to take on an exclusive and sectarian 
character. It is mistaken: the true and original Buddhism is not a sect, it is 
hardly a religion. It is rather a moral and intellectual reform, which excludes 
no belief, but adopts none. This is what is done by the Theosophical Society." 

We have given our reasons for protesting. We are pinned to no faith. 
In stating that the T. S. is "Buddhist," M. Burnouf is quite right, 

• And-the author forgets to add-" the Theosophists." No Society has ever been more ferociously 
calumniated and persecuted by the odium tluo/ol(icum since the Christian Churches are reduced to 
use their tongues as their sole weapon-than the Theosophical Association and its Founders.-(ED.) 
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however, from one point of view. It has a Buddhist colouring simply 
because that religion, or rather philosophy, approaches more nearly to 
the TRUTH (the secret wisdom) than does any other exoteric form of 
belief. Hence the close connexion between the two. But on the other 
hand the T. S. is perfectly right in protesting against being mistaken for 
a merely Buddhist propaganda, for the reasons given by us at the 
beginning of the present article, and by our critic himself. For although 
in complete agreement with him as to the tnte nature and character of 
primitive Buddhism, yet the Buddhism of to-day is none the less a 
rather dogmatic religion, split into many and heterogenous sects. We 
follow the Buddha alone. Therefore, once it becomes necessary to go 
behind the actually existing form, and who will deny this necessity in 
respect to Buddhism ?-once this is done, is it not infinitely better to go 
back to the pure and unadulterated source of Buddhism itself, rather 
than halt at an intermediate stage? Such a half and half reform was 
tried when Protestantism broke away from the elder Church, and. are the 
results satisfactory ? 

Such then is the simple and very natural reason why the T. S. does 
not raise the standard of exoteric" Buddhism and proclaim itself a 
follower of the Church of the Lord Buddha. It desires too sincerely to 
remain within that unadulterated" light" to allow itself to be absorbed 
by its distorted shadow. This is well understood by M. Burnouf, since 
he expresses as much in the following passage ;-

"From the doctrinal point of creed, Buddhism has no mysteries; Buddha 
preached in parables; but a parable is a developed simile, and has nothing 
symbolical in it. The Theosophists have seen very clearly that, in religions, 
there have always been two teachings; the one very simple in appearance and 
full of images or fables which are put forward as realities; this is the public 
teaching, called exoteric. The other, esoteric or inner, reserved for the more 
educated and discreet adepts, the initiates of the second degree. There is, 
finally, a sort of science, which may formerly have been cultivated in the 
secrecy of the sanctuaries, a science called Itermetism, which gives the final 
explanation of the symbols. When this science is applied to various religions, 
we see that their symbolisms, though in appearance different, yet rest upon the 
same stock of ideas, and are traceable to one single manner of interpreting 
nature. 

"The characteristic feature of Buddhi!>m is precisely the absence of this 
hermetism, the exiguity of its symbolism, and the fact that it presents to men, 
in their ordinary language, the truth without a veil This it is which the 
Theosophical Society is repeating ...•.. " 

And no better model could the Society follow; but this is not all. It 
is true that no mysteries or esotericism exists in the two chief Buddhist 
Churches, the Southern and the Northern. Buddhists may well be 
content with the dead letter of Siddllrtha Buddha's teachings, as (or
tunately no higher or nobler ones in their effects upon the ethics of the 
masses exist, to this day. But herein lies the great mistake of all the 
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Orientalists. There is an esoteric doctrine, a soul-ennobling philosophy, 
behind the outward body of ecclesiastical Buddhism. The latter, pure, 
chaste and immaculate as the virgin snow on the ice-capped crests of 
the Himalayan ranges, is, however, as cold and desolate as they with 
regard to the post-mortem condition of man. This secret system was 
taught to the A rhats alone, generally in the Saptaparna (Mahavansa's 
Sattapalli) cave, known to Ta-hian as the- Chetu cave near the Mount 
BaibMr (in Pali WebMra), in Rajagriha, the ancient capital of 
Maghada, by the Lord Buddha himself, between the hours of Dhyalla 
(or mystic contemplation). It is from this cave-called in the days of 
Sakyamuni, Saraswati or .. Bamboo-cave "-that the Arhats initiated 
into the Secret Wisdom carried away their learning and knowledge 
beyond the Himalayan range, wherein the Secret Doctrine is taught to 
this day. Had not the South Indian invaders of Ceylon "heaped into 
piles as high as the top of the cocoanut trees" the ollas of the Buddhists, 
and burnt them, as the Christian conquerors burnt all the secret records 
of the Gnostics and the Initiates, Orientalists would have the proof of it, 
and there would have been no need of asserting now this well-known 
fact. 

Having fallen into the common error, M. Burnouf continues: 

" Many will say: It is a chimerical enterprise; it has no more a future before 
it than has the New Jerusalem of the Rue Thouin, and no more raison tf 21re than 
the Salvation Army. This may be so; it is to be observed, however, that these 
two groups of people are B;blical Soaet;es, retaining all the paraphernalia of the 
expiring religions. The Theosophical Society is the direct opposite; it does 
away with figures, it neglects or .relegates them to the background, putting in 
the foreground Science, as we understand it to-day, and the moral reformation, 
of which our old world stands in such need. What, then, are to-day the social 
elements which may be for or against it ? I shall state them in all frankness_" 

In brief, M. Burnouf sees in the public indifference the first obstacle 
in the Society's way. "Indifference born from weariness; weariness of 
the inability of religions to improve social life, and of the ceaseless 
spectacle of rites and ceremonies which the priest never explains_" 
Men demand to-day "scientific formulre stating laws of nature, whether 
physical or moral. ... " And this indifference the Society must 
encounter; "its name, also, adding to its difficulties: for the word 
Theosophy has no meaning for the people, and, at best. a very vague one 
for the learned." "It seems to imply a personal god," M. Bumouf 
thinks, adding: .. Whoever says personal god, says creation and miracle," 
and he concludes that" the Society would do better to become frankly 
Buddhist or to cease to exist." 

With this advice of our friendly critic it is rather difficult to agree. 
He h~ evidently grasped the lofty ideal of primitive Buddhism, and 
rightly sees that this ideal is identical with that of the T. S. But he 
has not yet learned the lesson of its history, nor perceived that to graft 
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a young and healthy shoot on to a branch which has lost-less than any 
other, yet much of-its inner vitality, could not but be fatal to the new 
growth. The very essence of the position taken up by the T. S. is that 
it asserts and maintains the truth common to all religions; the truth 
which is true and undefiled by the concretions of ages of human 
passions and needs. But though Theosophy means Divine Wisdom, it 
implies nothing resembling belief in a personal god. It is not .. the 
wisdom of God," but divine wisdom. The Theosophists of the 
Alexandrian Neo-Platonic school believed in "gods" and" demons" 
and in one impersonal ABSOLUTE DEITV. 1'0 continue:-

"Our contemporary habits of life," says M. Burnouf, "are not severe; 
they tend year by year to grow more gentle, but also more boneless. The 
moral stamina of the men of to-day is very feeble j the ideas of good and evil 
are not, perhaps, obscured, but the will to act rightly lacks energy. What men 
seek above all is pleasure and that somnolent state of existence called comfort. 
Try to preach the sacrifice of one's possessions and of oneself to men who 
have entered on this path of selfishness I You will not convert many. Do 
we not see the doctrine of the 'struggle for life' applied to every function of 
human life? This formula has become for our contemporaries a sort of 
revelation, whose pontiffs they blindly follow and glorify. One may say to 
them, but in vain, that one must share one's last morsel of bread with the 
hungry j they will smile and reply by the formula: 'the struggle for life.' They 
will go further: they will say that in advancing a contrary theory, you are your
self struggling for your existence and are not disinterested. How can one 
escape from this sophism, of which all men are full to-day? ..•• " 

"This doctrine is certainly the worst adversary of Theosophy, for it is the 
most perfect formula of egoism. It seems to be based on scientific observation, 
and it sums up the moral tendencies of our day. . . . . Those who accept it 
and invoke justice are in contradiction with themselves; those who practise it 
and who put God on their side are blasphemers. But those who disregard it 
and preach charity are considered wanting in intelligence, their kindness of heart 
leading them into folly. If the T. S. succeeds in refuting this pretended law of 
the 'struggle for life' and in extirpating it from men's minds, it will have done 
in our day a miracle greater than those of Sakyamouni and of ]esus." 

And this miracle the Theosophical Society will perform. It will do 
this, not by disproving the relative existence of the law in question, but 
by assigning to it its due place in the harmonious order of the universe; 
by unveiling its true meaning and nature and by showing that this 
pseudo law is a "pretended" law indeed, as far as the human family is 
concerned, and a fiction of the most dangerous kind. "Self-preser
vation," on these lines, is indeed and in truth a sure, if a: slow, suicide,. 
for it is a policy of mutual homicide, because men by descending 
to its practical application among themselves, merge more and more by 
a retrograde reinvolution into the animal kingdom. This is what the 
"struggle for life" is in reality, even on the purely materialistic lines of 
political economy. Once that this axiomatic truth is.proved to all men; 
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the same instinct of self-preservation only directed into its true channel 
will make them tum to altruism-as their surest policy of salvation. 

It is just because the real founders of the Society have ever recog
nised the wisdom of truth embodied in one of the concluding paragraphs 
of Mr. Burnouf's excellent article, that they have provided against that 
terrible emergency in their fundamental teachings. The" struggle for 
existence" applies only to the physical, never to the moral plane of 
being. Therefore when the author warns us in these awfully truthful 
words: 

" Universal charity will appear out of date; the rich will keep their 
wealth and will go on accumulating more; the poor will become im
poverished in proportion, until the day when, propelled by hunger, they 
will demand bread, not of theosophy but of revolution. Theosophy 
shall be swept away by the hurricane .... " 

The Theosophical Society replies: "It surely will, were we to follow 
out his well-meaning advice, yet one whicle is concerned but witle the lower 
pla/te." It is not the policy of self-preservation, not the welfare of one 
or another personality in its finite and physical form that will or can 
ever secure the desired object and screen the Society from the effects of 
the social " hurricane" to come; but only the weakening of the feeling of 
separateness in the units which compose its chief element And such a 
weakening can only be achieved by a process of inner enligktmmmt. 
I t is not violence that can ever insure bread and comfort for all; nor is 
the kingdom of peace and love, of mutual help and charity and c' food 
for all," to be conquered by a cold, reasoning, diplomatic policy. It is 
only by the close brotherly union of men's inner SELVES, of soul-solid
arity, of the growth and development of that feeling which makes one 
suffer when one thinks of the suffering of others, that the reign of Justice 
and equality for all can ever be inaugurated. This is the first of the 
three fundamental objects for which the Theosophical Society was 
established, and called the "Universal Brotherhood of Man," without 
distinction of race, colour or creed. 

When men will begin to realise that it is precisely that ferocious 
personal selfishness, the chief motor in the "struggle for life," that lies 
at the very bottom and is the one sole cause of human starvation; that 
it is that other-national egoism and vanity which stirs up the States 
and rich individuals to bury enormou!l capitals in the unproductive 
erection of gorgeous churches and temples and the support of a swarm 
of social drones called Cardinals and Bishops, the true parasites on the 
bodies of their subordinates and their flocks-that they will try to remedy 
this universal evil by a healthy change of policy. And this salutary 
revolution can be peacefully accomplished only by the Theosophical 
Society and its teachings. 

This is little understood by M. Burnouf, it l'eems, since while striking 
the true key-note of the situation elsewhere he ends by saying: 
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" The Society will find allies, if it knows how to take its place in the civilised 
world to-day. Since it will have against it all the positive cults, with the 
exception perhaps of a few dissenters and bold priests, the only other course 
open to it is to place itself in accord with the men of science. If its dogma 
of charity is a complementary doctrine which it furnishes to science, the society 
will be obiiged to establish it on scientific data, under pain of remaining in the 
regions of sentimentality. The oft-repeated formula of the struggle for life is 
true, but not universal; it is true for the plants; it is less true for the animals 
in proportion as we climb the steps of the ladder, for the law of sacrifice is se~n 
to appear and to grow in importance; in man, these two laws counter-balance 
one another, and the law of sacrifice, which is that of charity, tends to assume 
the upper hand, through the empire of the reason. It is reason which, in our 
societies, is the source of right, of justice, and of charity; through it we escape 
the inevitableness of the struggle for life, moral slavery, egoism and barbarism, 
in one word, that we escape from what Sakyamouni poetically called the power 
and the army of Mara." 

And yet our critic does not seem satisfied with this state of things 
but advises us by adding as follows :-

"If the Theosophical Society," he says, "enters into this order of ideas and 
knows how to make them its fulcrum, it will quit the limbus of inchoate thought 
and will find its place in the modern world; remaining none the less faithful to 
its Indian origin and to its principles. It may find allies; for if men are weary of 
the symbolical cults, unintelligible to their own teachers, yet men of heart (and 
they are many) are weary also and terrified at the egoism and the corruption, 
which tend to engulf our civilisation and to replace it by a learned barbarism. 
Pure Buddhism possesses all the breadth that can be claimed from a doctrine 
at once religious and scientific. Its tolerance is the cause why it can excite the 
jealousy of none. At bottom, it is but the proclamation of the supremacy of 
reason and of its empire over the animal instincts, of which it is the regulator 
and the restrainer. Finally it has itself summed up its character in two words 
which admirably formulate the law of humanity, science and virtue." 

And this formula the society has expanded by adopting that still more 
admirable axiom: "Tlzere is 110 religion higher tlzall truth." 

At this juncture we shall take leave of our learned, and perhaps, too 
kind critic, to address a few words to Theosophists in general. 

Has our Society, as a whole, deserved the flattering words and notice 
bestowed upon it by M. Burnouf? How many of its individual 
members, how many of its branches, have carried out the precepts 
contained in the noble words of a Master of Wisdom, as quoted by our 
author from NO.3 of LUCIFER? "He who does not practise" this and 
the other" is no Tlteosophist," says the quotation. Nevertheless, those 
who have never shared even their superfluous-let alone their last 
morsel-with the poor; those who continue to make a difference in their 
hearts between a coloured and a white brother; as all those to whom 
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malicious remarks against their neighbours, uncharitable gossip and even 
slander under the slightest provocation, are like heavenly dew on their 
parched lips-call and regard themselves as Theosophists! 

It is certainly not the fault of the minority of true Theosophists, who 
do try to follow the path and who make desperate efforts to reach it, if 
the majority of their fellow members do not. It is not to them therefore 
that this is addressed, but to those who, in their fierce love of Self and 
their vanity, instead of trying to carry out the original programme to 
the best of their ability, sow broadcast among the members the seeds of 
dissension; to those whose personal vanity, discontentment and love of 
power, often ending in ostentation, give the lie to the original programme 
and to the Society's motto. 

Indeed, these original aims of the FIRST SECTION of the Theosophical 
Society under whose advice and guidance the second and third merged 
into one were first founded, can never be too often recalled to the minds 
of our members.- The Spirit of these aims is clearly embodied in a 
letter from one of the Masters quoted in the" Occult World," on pages 
7 I and 73. Those Theosophists then, -who in the course of time and 
events would, or have, departed from those original aims, and instead of 
complying with them have suggested new policies of administration from 
the depths of their inner consciousness, are not true to their pledges. 

"But we have always worked on the lines originally traced to us
some of them proudly assert. 

"You have not" comes the reply from those who know more of the 
true Founders of the T. S. behind the scenes than they dcr-or ever will 
if they go on working in this mood of Self-illusion and self-sufficiency. 

What are the lines traced by the "Masters"? Listen to the authentic 
words written by one of them in 1880 to the author of the "Occult 
World ": 
... "To our minds these motives sincere and worthy of every serious 

consideration from the worldly stand PO;'lt, appear selfish. . . . They are 
selfish, because you must be aware that the chief object of the 
Theosophical Society is not so much to gratify individual aspiratwlls as 
to serve ollr fellow men. . . . and in our view the highest aspirations for 
the welfare of humanity become tainted with selfishness, if, in the mind 
of the philanthropist, there lurks the shadow of a desire for self-benefit, 
or a tendency 10 do injustice even there where these exist unconsciously to 
himself. Yet, you have ever discussed, but to put down, the idea of a 
Universal Brotherhood, questioned its usefulness, and advised to remodel 
the Theosophical Society on the principle of a college for the special 
study of occultism .... "-(" Occult World," p. 72.) 

But another.1etter was written, also in 1880, which is not only a direct 
reproof to the Theosophists who neglect the main idea of Brotherhood, 
but also an anticipated answer to M. Emile Burnours chief argument. 

• ride Rules in the 1St vol. of the .. Theosophist." pp. 179 and ISo. 
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Here are a few extracts from it. It was addressed again to those who 
sought to make away with the " sentimental title," and make of the 
Society but an arena for" cup-growing and astral bell-ringing" :-

" .... In view of the ever-increasing triumph and, at the same time, 
misuse of freethought and liberty, how is the combative natural instinct 
of man to be restrained from inflicting hitherto unheard-of cruelties, 
enormities, tyranny, injustice, if not through the soothing influence of a 
Brotherhood, and of the practical application of Buddha's esoteric 
doctrines? . . . Buddhism is the surest path to lead men towards the one 
esoteric truth. As we find the world now, whether Christian, M ussulman, 
or Pagan, justice is disregarded and honour and mercy both flung to the 
winds. In a word, how, since that the main objects of the Theosophical 
Society are misinterpreted by those who are most willing to serve us 
personally, are we to deal with the rest of mankind, with that curse 
known as 'the struggle for life,' which is the real and most prolific 
parent of most woes and sorrows, and all crimes? Why has that 
struggle become the almost universal scheme of the universe? We 
answer: because no religion, with the exception of Buddhism, has 
hitherto taught a practical contempt for this earthly life, while each of 
them, always with that one solitary exception, has through its hells and 
damnations inculcated the greatest dread of death. Therefore do we find 
that 'struggle for life' raging most fiercely in Christian countries, most 
prevalent in Europe and America. It weakens in the pagan lands, and 
is nearly unknown among Buddhist popUlations .... Teach the people 
to see that life on this earth, even the happiest, is but a burden and an 
illusion, that it is but our own Karma, the cause producing the effect, 
that is our own judge, our saviour in future lives-and the great 
struggle for life will soon lose its intensity .... The world in general and 
Christendom especially left for two thousand years to the regime of a 
personal God, as well as its political and social systems based on that 
idea, has now proved a failure. If Theosophists say: 'We have nothing 
to do with all this, the lower classes and the inferior races [those of India 
for instance, in the conception of the British] cannot concern us and 
must manage as they can,' what becomes of our fine professions of 
benevolence, reform, etc.? Are these professions a mockery? and, if a 
mockery, can ours be the true path? .... Should we devote ourselves' 
to teaching a few Europeans, fed on the fat of the land, many of them 
loaded with the gifts of blind fortune, the rationale of bell-ringing, cup
growing, spiritual telephone, etc., etc., and leave the teeming millions of 
the ignorant, of the poor and the despised, the lowly and the oppressed, 
to take care of themselves, and of their hereafter, the best they know 
how? Never! Perish rather the Theosophical Society .... than that 
we should permit it to become no better than an academy of magic and 
a hall of Occultism. That we, the devoted followers of the spirit 
incarnate of absolute self-sacrifice, of philanthropy and divine kindness 
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as of all the highest virtues attainable on this earth of sorrow, the man 
of men, Gautama Buddha, should ever allow the Theosophical Society 
to represent the embodiment of selfishness, to become the refuge of the 
few with no thought in them for the many, is a strange idea. . . . And 
it is we, the humble disciples of the perfect Lamas, who are expected 
to permit the Theosophical Society to drop its noblest title, that of the 
Brotherhood of Humanity, to become a simple school of Psychology. 
No! No! our brothers, you have been labouring under the mistake too 
long already. Let us understand each other. He who does not feel 
competent enough to grasp the noble idea sufficiently to work for it, 
need not undertake a task too heavy for him .•... 

"To be true, religion and philosophy must offer the solution of every 
problem. That the world is in such a bad condition morally is a 
conclusive evidence that none of its religions and philosophies-those of 
the civilized races less than any other-have ever possessed the TRUTH. 
The right and logical explanations on the subject of the problems of the 
great dual principles, right and wrong, good and evil, liberty and 
depotism, pain and pleasure, egotism and altruism, are as impossible 
to them now as they were 1880 years ago. They are as far from 
the solution as they ever were, but. . . . . 

"To these there must be somewhere a consistent solution, and if our 
doctrines will show their competence to offer it, then the world will be 
the first one to confess, that ours must be the true philosophy, the true 
religion, the true light, which gives truth and nothing but the 
TRUTH ..... " 

And this TRUTH is not Buddhism, but esoteric BUDHISM. "He that 
hath ears to hear, let him hear ..... " 

INDIAN PROVERBS. 
TRANSLATED FROM THE SANSCRIT. 

Like moonbeams trembling on water, truly such is the life of mortals. 
Knowing this, let duty be performed. 

The soul is a river whose holy source is self-control, whose water is 
truth, whose bank is righteousness, whose waves are compassion; bathe 
there, oh, son of Pandu, for not with water is the soul washed pure. 

The mind of a king being severed, like a bracelet of crystal, who is 
the master to unite it? 

Of a gift to be received or given, of an act to be done, time drinks up 
. the flavour, unless it be quickly performed. 

When the weak-minded is deprived of wealth, his actions are destroyed, 
like rivulets dried up in the hot season. 
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TO LOVERS OF .. LUCIFER." 

As this is the last number of the first year of LUCIFER'S existence, 

the Editors wish to tender their thanks to their supporters, and think it 

right to call attention to the following facts :-

I. The publishing business of LUCIFER is solely in the hands of the 

.. Theosophical Publishing Company Limited JJ and all business is 

conducted at the office of the Company, NO.7, DUKE STREET, 

ADELPlIl, W.C. 

2. It has been found necessary to increase the subscription price of 

the Magazine to 15/- per annum and the price of single numbers 

to 1/6, dating from the September issue. This is to permit of 

a permanent increase of eight pages in the size of the Magazine, 

and to afford a sound financial basis for its future conduct. 

3. Although the price is increased, the Proprietors assure their 

supporters that any profit arising from the sale of the Magazine 

will be devoted to spreading the knowledge of Theosophy. 

Consequently the Editors request those who are interested in the 

subjects of which LCCIFER treats to assist them, by subscribing directly 

through the Office to the Magazine, and by making it known as widely 

as possible among their friends and acquaintances. 

All communications and subscriptions should be addressed to 

LONDON, We.. 

THE MANAGING DIRECTOR, 

7, DUKE STREET, 

ADELPHI. 
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THE SRADDHA. 

(Concluded from tke last Number.) 

ARIANISM was a reform of Brahminism; "Given against the 
4 Divas," was the title of the sacred writings. They are required 

to resist the sacrilege of burning, or burying, the body. They 
devote Indra to execration, and in fact attack the then existing system 
as directly as the United Colonies attacked the English Parliament, or 
as the Reformation attacked Catholicism. But Zoroaster lived in the 
sixth century before Christ, when the Parsees were an oppressed people, 
enslaved to the Assyrians, and situated at a great distance from India, 
where at that time the Buddhist reform had prevailed over Indra ; besides 
thc Parsees, when they regained national independence, had to struggle 
with the tribes and religion of Turan ; Zoroaster himself fell a sacrifice to 
the political power and religious hatred of that race, who for a time 
prevailed over his country and faith. Thus entirely cut off from India, 
the Parsees were, moreover, engaged against two powerful enemies, the 
Assyrians to the west, the Turanians, or (as they are expressly called by 
the compilers of the Dabistan) Turks, to the north. 

These doctrines must, therefore, have belonged to another epoch, and 
in fact Zoroaster professes only to restore "the religion of J emshid," 
whom we may safely identify with the first Zoroaster, and the connexion 
is rendered indubitable by the ancestral sacrifice. The Arians who were 
established in India, were there conquered by the Hindus; but as the 
lattcr came from Tartary, Brahminism had been there established at a 
still earlier period, and so was in contact with the Arians on both fields 
and during a long period of time. Now the date which, after all the 
light which has been thrown on chronology, is assigned by the best 
authority to the origin of the Mahabadian dynasty, is not less than the 
twenty-third century before Christ, admitting a possible margin beyond 
that period of several centuries, the Oriental writers carrying it up to 
thirty-seven centuries B.C. We may, therefore, take the Parsee doctrines 
as a record of the ideas existing about the time of the Deluge, it being 
then a reform of a still more ancient system, which system is now 
admitted to date in India from 3,102 years B.C. 

But Arianism seems to have been a reform of the religion of Hoang-Ti 
no less than of Brahminism, for it denounces the gravest imaginable 
penalties against a practice which that religion especially consecrated
that of mourning and lamentation. 

The Hindus had a "river of hell" (Veitarani) which flowed with the 
tears of relatives; the Arians carried this river round their Paradise, so 
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as to render it unapproachable by those whose relatives supplied the 
lugubrious waves; thus was the screaming ghost hurried away to that 
worse region, appropriated, as in Dante's Hell, to those who had neither 
virtues to recompense, nor crimes to punish. If this hypothesis be 
correct, the religion of Hoang-Ti must have co-existed with Arianism in 
Tartary no less than Brahminism. 

Metempsychosis, though it did not prevail against the Sraddha, may 
have obliterated other doctrines; as, for instance, that of a Final 
Judgment, the Resurrection of the body, and a Future state of Penalties 
and Recompenses, with all which it was incompatible, being itself a final 
judgment, the spirits passing according to their acts into other human 
bodies, or into those of beasts, or into Divine natures; and each of these 
bodies would have an equal claim to the spirit which had inhabited them. 
Now the Parsees have a Paradise; a Resurrection in the Body, and a 
Final Judgment; we may therefore infer that such was the general 
belief prior to the introduction of metempsychosis. The ideas of the 
Hill tribes in many points support this conclusion, and traces of the 
Resurrection are to be found in the notion of the Hindus, of the 
restoration to the spirit of the organs that had been destroyed by the 
funeral pyre. 

It would be sufficiently striking to find the doctrines enunciated in 
Judea by Christ and his disciples, in an Oriental creed. How much 
more so to discover that they belonged at one time to the whole ancient 
world. This issue depends on the superior antiquity of the Sraddha to 
the Metempsychosis; so that, however objectionable the form it may 
have assumed, the Sraddha is the evidence of the primitive and universal 
simplicity of faith. 

I cannot here omit mentioning one of the most beautiful of allegories 
which have descended to us from these times. The soul could reach the 
Paradise of the Arians only by a long narrow bridge. The ghost as he 
approached it was met by a spectre, which proved either a hideous 
monster, or a guardian angel. It is to lead him across, or to scare him 
into the gulf. He asks his name and is answered, .. 1 am the spirit of 
thy life!" 

To us nothing can appear more repugnant in itself, or more revolting 
to every feeling of reverence for the dead, than the exposure of the 
dead body; and our conclusion would be that the ancestral worship 
could not possibly have arisen amongst a people addicted to so horrid 
a practice. But the fact is, their rev.erence followed the soul and not the 
flesh, and the corpse was disregarded by the survivors, having been 
abandoned by its own life. Porphyry has preserved to us a correspond
ing idea. He says, dead flesh is in itself not impure; but that of man 
is so because, having been united with a portion of the Divine Spirit, 
when that departs it is rejected. Thus they fell upon the process which 
Nature herself employs for preventing putrefactio!1. A Tartar brought 
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to the capital of this kingdom, and made to comprehend the process of 
burial and its consequences, might, religious ideas apart, be as much 
filled with disgust and indignation as any traveller from Europe in 
witnessing the method practised in his country. The Parsees have also, 
in this respect, alone, of the great systems, retained the original prac
tice; and this is again important as showing that the worship of the 
elements was like Metempsychosis, a more recent invention. It is true 
that they held burial, cremation, or the confiding of the ashes, or the 
body, to the waters, to be a sacrilege against the elements, but it does 
not follow that that was the motive which introduced, in the first instance, 
the exposure of the body to birds and beasts. The Chinese as stated 
by Meng Tseou in the" earliest antiquity," threw out their parents into 
the ditches by the roadside; afterwards they hermetically closed them 
up in coffins, with the view of preventing the desecration of any of the 
elements: the Hindus still specially set aside, at the funeral obsequies, a 
portion for dogs and ravens, as if in compensation for their vested right 
in the corpse. 

Turning to Tartary, we find conjointly practised all the methods of 
the Chinese, the Arians, the Buddhists, and the Hindus. They bum the 
body, bury it, expose it to the air, immerse it in water, or abandon it to 
animals and birds. The last prevails amongst the tribes of the desert. 
"The true nomadic tribes," says Hue, "convey the dead to the tops of 
hills, or the bottoms of ravines, there to be devoured by the beasts 
and birds of prey. It is really horrible to travellers through the deserts 
of Tartary to see, as they continually do, human remains, for which the 
eagles and wolves are contending." 

In Thibet dogs are employed as sepulchres. The practice is so extra
ordinarY in itself, and at the same time so valuable as a means of identi
fication, in consequence of it having been remarked by the ancients, that I 
collate a recent description of it in Thibet, with what has been reported 
of the ancient Parthians, Caspians, Hyrcanians, and Bactrians. 

" This marvellous infinitude of dogs arises from the extreme respect 
which the Thibetians have for these animals, and the use to which they 
apply them in burying the dead. There are four different species of 
sepulture practised in Thibet; the first, combustion; the second, im
mersion in the rivers and lakes; the third, exposure on the summit of 
mountains; and the fourth, which is considered the most complimentary 
of all, consists in cutting the dead body in pieces and giving these to be 
eaten by the dogs. The last method is by far the most popular. The 
poor have only as their mausoleum the common vagabond dogs of the 
locality; but the more distinguished defunct are treated with greater 
ceremony. In all the Lamaseries, a number of dogs are kept ad hoc, 
and within them the rich Thibetians are buried." 

justin says of the Parthians that" their burial was effected by means 
of dogs and birds," and that" the naked bones strewed the earth." 

30 
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Porphyry relates the same of the Caspians. Cicero says of the 
Hyrcanians that the people supported public dogs-the chief men, 
private ones-each according to his faculty, to be torn by them, and that 
they deem this to be the best kind of sepulture. Of the Bactrians 
Strabo says :-" In the capital of Bactria they breed dogs, to whick they 
give a special name, whick name, rendered into our language, means 
buriers. The business of these dogs is to eat up all persons who are 
beginning to fall into decay from old age or sickness. Hence it is that 
no tomb is visible in the suburbs of the town, while the' town itself is all 
filled with human bones. It is said that Alexander abolished this 
custom." 

The Turks have two names for dogs, independently of those of 
different breeds. The proper name is Et, or It; but that in common 
use for those scavengers of the street is Kopek; Kapak is to "cover." 
Though no longer used for the original purpose, they are maintained by 
the public for a similar one, and present the otherwise inexplicable 
anomaly of being at once objects of charity and aversion. In the 
cuneiform inscription of Behistun, Darius no less than five times 
enumerates Sraddhas, but the translators, unacquainted with the 
ceremony, have not known what to make of the passages. Colonel 
Rawlinson has ingeniously made out the word which he renders Thrada 
to govern the sentence, and after exhausting every etymological and 
constructive resource, translates it " performance," or "record," and sup
poses it to be some "allusion to the ancestors of Darius." By the 
knowledge of this word four or five other words connected with it might 
have been made out. 

While borne on the full tide of discovery, and swept along by the 
breath of applause, the bark freighted with hieroglyphical investigation 
has well nigh been wrecked upon' a sunken rock-the Chamber of 
Karnak. This is an apartment without windows, and only a single 
door, having all around in four rows the kings of Egypt arranged in a 
peculiar and anomalous fashion. They are placed back to back, be
ginning from a perpendicular line facing the entrance; you see them as 
you enter, looking to the right and to the· left, until, at the extremities 
on either side, there is the king whose name the chamber bears, Tothnes 
III. standing making his offering. But not only is he repeated on 
the right and on the left in face of these lines of Lares, but on each side 
he is figured twice in two compartments, one above the other. How so 
solemn a representation should have been enclosed in a secret chamber, 
shut out from the gaze of men, and yet not connected with a sepulchral 
edifice, remained a mystery wholly unfathomable. Nor less comprehen
sible nor more reducible to any established order, was the number of 
these princes. The lists of Manetho and Eratosthanes were in vain 
sifted and assorted anew. The successions, as made out by previous 
enquiry, were re-examined afresh, but no key was found. The learned 
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were at their wits' ends, but this was not all ; the names, as deciphered 
were no less intractable than their numbers. 

Now, had any of the Egyptian travellers who happened to be attended 
by a Hindu servant, thought of applying to him, and asking him to 
explain the enigma, he would have done so at once; he would have told 
him that it was the Sradt/IUl, either Kamya or Vridi,' that is to say, a 
special votive offering before undertaking a war, or upon its successful 
issue. If then asked if these ancestors were the predecessors of the king, 
he would have answered: "By no means; they are his father, grand
father, great-grandfather, great~grandfather's brother, son, etc., on the 
paternal and maternal sides, and he presents them various offerings, 
making oblation with the part of his hand sacred to the manes." If asked 
why they are placed back to back, and why the king does not perform 
the ceremony at once to all, he would answer: "They are so divided 
because they composed his paternal and maternal ancestors, the first of 
which are adored with their faces to the east, and the latter with their 
faces to the north." If asked why they were divided again into two sets, 
as the king is not repeated twice, but four times, he would answer: 
.' There are two classes of progenitors; the Nandimukth, or great 
ancestors, being addressed as Pi/ris, and as gods, are worshipped differ
ently from Viswadavas or immediate ancestors; and as there are four 
classes of ancestors, greater and lesser, paternal and maternal, so must 
there be four Sraddhas." Finally if asked why so solemn a ceremony 
should be represented in a hidden and secret chamber, he would answer: 
.• Because the ceremony itself could only be performed in a spot carefully 
enclosed j neither gods nor progenitors will partake of the food if the 
obsequial rite be looked at by a eunuch, an outcast, heretic, drunkard, 
sick or unclean person, mendicant, cock or monkey." 

I cannot omit an identity in the form of adoration in the two cere
monies, and the form of expression in the two languages. "I adore 
with my arms," is the expression of the hieroglyphics. In the Puranas 
it is said, that a man having no means to perform the oblation shall 
repair to a forest and lift up his arms to the sun and other regions of the 
spheres, and say aloud: "I hope the progenitors will be satisfied with 
these arms tossed up in the air in devotion." When, then, Sir Gardiner 
Wilkinson treats the fact of the Indian sepoys, during the occupation of 
Egypt, prostrating themselves in the Egyptian temples as a mere result 
of their ignorance, and as an incident which might equally have hap
pened in any Gothic cathedral which contained the sculpture of a cow, 
it is only to be regretted that he had not made himself better acquainted 
with the religion of Brahma, and the customs of Hindustan. 

The connexion between the present and the future state was thereby 
established in such a manner as to interweave future punishments with 
present existence; assigning the terror of punishment inflicted in this 
world on those who had taken their departure for the next. This was 
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the check imposed upon absolute power; this it was which secured the 
balance of the constitution without parliaments or press, and which 
gave a sanction to law beyond that of penal enactments; hence that 
maxim of Civism which Cicero lays down as constituting the highest 
excellence of a free state, according to which each man should consider 
his remotest ancestor, and his furthest posterity in the same light as his 
nearest living relative. This end was attained under those despotisms 
from which the idea was transmitted, not by schools and philanthropy, 
but by superstition. 

Amongst the Jews, of course, there was no ancestral sacrifice, but the 
traces of it as belonging to their old faith (that is to say, of the system 
to which Abraham had originally belonged) are impressed in indelible 
characters upon their ideas, laws, and institutions. To it we must 
refer the desire for children, the disgrace of a childless condition ; and 
if it were sought to interpret these feelings by general instincts or con
siderations, the answer is to be found in the law by which the wife of 
the deceased brother, if he died childless, was taken by the next brother 
in order to raise up to him seed. The first child of such a marriage 
did not belong to the father but to the uncle, and inherited his property. 
This was the rite of Levirate, which constitutes so important a chapter 
in their civil law. The case was one in which the property would not 
have gone out of the line, for there was the collateral male branch; 
and the institutions of Moses so particular in respect to the descent of 
property, did not regard the descent by the family, but by the tribe. 
The object was not to establish primogeniture. The Levirate was 
therefore no portion of the system"; it was wholly extraneous, and is 
explicable only by the worship of the ancestors. 

The lamentations of the Virgins of Israel over a premature death, is 
explained by us as losing the chance of giving birth to the Messiah. 

The whole of the representations on the monuments of Egypt con
sist of Sraddhas. The oblation of Sraddhas to the living as well as to 
the dead was not unknown to the Hindus. 

We thus see the progress of faith running parallel in Hindustan and 
in Egypt; the ancestors worshipped as gods, and the gods reigning as 
kings, for the gods of the old world, that is, of the idolatrous one, were 
the lares of sovereigns. These Pantheistic associations point not only 
to a common faith, but to an original race. After those personages, 
with whom we are acquainted, or at least with whose names we are 
familiar, had passed to the rank of Divinities, belief might be propa
gated by~the ordinary methods of conversion; but in the ordinary 
form that was impracticable, not only initiation but affiliation was 
required. 

The religion of the forefathers thus reached in the first instance 
Egypt, Phrenicia, Greece and Italy, as seen in the Herves, Manes, Lares, 
Patres and Penates, constituting at once a general faith and genea-
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logical bond in particular families. So the distinction of the deities of 
the .. Majorum et Minorum Gentium," reproducing the greater and 
lesser Ancestors of the Sraddha. 

Whatever theoretical or social distinctions may have arisen in the 
religion of Asia, they noways interfered with the uniformity of this 
ceremonial, which was, in rites, identical from the Yellow Sea to the 
Mediterranean, and to Abyssinia. The objects figured on the monu
ments of that Egypt which two thousand years ago descended to the 
tomb, correspond with the Chinese oblations two thousand five hun
dred years before that period, and with those offered to this hour in 
Hindustan. The eldest of religious practices remains as firmly seated 
to-day as the oldest of human monuments; and as the Pyramids stand 
amongst structures, so amongst ceremonies does the Sraddha. 

ANDREW T. SlBBALD. 

POSSESSION. 

HE found a diamond gleaming where it lay 
Half hidden, guarded by the jealous earth. 

Caught by its glitter, he was fain to stoop 
And garner it, but guessed not half its worth. 

Into the world, with gay and careless air, 
U nconsecrate, heiwore the precious prize ; 

Unmindful that it drew the curious glance, 
Or baleful gleam of eager, covetous eyes. 

But worth so true no usage could debase, 
Nor gaze, howe'er unhallowed, could impair 

The beauty wiser men beheld amazed 
That he so lightly held a thing so fair. 

Yet he could not forget its lowly birth, 
Or that no eye admired it till his own; 

And proudly thought its splendid radiance due 
To its grand setting, and to it alone. 

And still men envied him the matchless gem. 
And still he wore it, blind to its true worth, 

Till death, one day, all suddenly revealed 
That he-not it-held kinshi p with the earth. 

And then he knew the jewel he had deemed 
Naught but the vassal of his royal will, 

When he should be but common dU3t, would shine 
Serene and pure, a priceless diamond still. 

MARY R. SHIPPEY. 
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WAVES OF SYMPATHY. 

(T,ue Facts from Life.) 

•
ANY years ago there were two sisters in much sympathy with 

each other, although of widely different characters. The elder 
was clever, with a strong, firm mind in a healthy, bright body. 

The younger was not clever, neither did· she read or learn, and she 
.was fragile. She clung to and looked up to her elder sister. 

They were very happy in those girlish days, and as an instance of the 
sympathy in these widely differing characters, they found the same joys in 
nature and music. The 1st of May was their favourite day, and they 
would mount their horses in the very early morning and ride off to the 
hills, bringing home garlands of lovely, white, wild flowers with which to 
deck themselves and their rooms. They used to spend the day singing 
together, their voices being different, like themselves, the elder a rich 
contralto and the other a high soprano. This 1st of May and its 
lovely May blossoms had an influence on the life of the younger sister. 

As time went on, the elder married and went to a far country, and in 
another year the younger married too, and settled in England. Some 
years later their mother and a younger sister went to stay with the one 
far away, who was living during the summer in the country i and the 
siste; in England often pictured to herself the happy party amongst the 
trees. At this time, not being well, she had to lie in bed one day, when 
she had the following vision dream. 

She found herself looking on at a scene in a room which had the 
appearance of a bachelor officer's apartment. 

She noted well all the furniture. On one side was a sofa, and on it 
the figure of a very tall man, for his legs hung down over the end. The 
upper part of his body and head were covered with what appeared to 
be a dark shawl, which she thought she recognised as one belonging to 
her sister. 

Immediately she knew that the husband was lying there dead. Then 
quickly appeared in the room. her mother, with hands over her face. 
weeping, and the little sister looking on with a frightened expression. 
Her elder sister, with flushed cheeks and flashing eyes, was speaking 
excitedly to the mother. The sister in England heard all that was 
said (but she cannot write it), and then she knew the shock had been 
too much for her loved sister. 

She awoke and wrote this down. Her husband told her not to be 
superstitious-it was" only one of your dreams." 

In those days it took a week to get a letter in England from that 
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country. The week ended and the letter came. The husband was dead 
and the day and hour were the same as those of the dream. 

The elder sister had all her life when in sorrow or joy thought at 
once of the sister in England, and when startled would call out her name 
So it is easily explained why the" wave" ever rushed towards her sister
soul in the midst of every great agony. 

When they all came to England the mother said the description was 
correct (except about the shawl). It had been sudden death in a room 
where they were to meet that day coming up from the country. 

But it was not a shawl she saw over the body; it must have been a 
dark shadow which her imagination conjured into her sister's shawl, and 
intuition telling her that the form she saw was her brother-in-law. 

As she learned after, the poor form had been removed before her 
sister came in. Therefore she must have first seen it on the sofa and the 
scene with her mother and sisters after. 

This shifting of . scenes is usual in all her visions-a whole series of 
pictures passing before her inner sight both in waking and sleeping 
visions like dissolving views, and bringing the full event to her mind. 

This happened 40 years ago, but the scene is still vivid in her memory. 

ANOTHER DREAM VISION OF THE SAME PERSON. 

MANY years later, when she was getting oldish, a younger brother had 
gone to live in the East and had taken with him one of her sons, quite a 
youth. This son was not demonstrative, but had a deep nature, extremely 
daring and quite foolhardy as to danger. In his uncle's house he had 
rooms on the flat roof from whence there was egress into the street, 
and on one occasion a robber had got into his room and robbed him. 
These rooms were shut off from the rest of the house and he wondered 
whether a robber could manage, by letting himself down on to the 
ledges of the windows of a gallery below, to get into the house. These 
windows were generally left open. His mother had never been in that 
country nor had she any idea what her brother's house was like. 

One night she had a dream. She found herself in a large Eastern 
house and felt it her duty to go into a gallery to open a window. She 
did not know the house or which way to go, but went on as if led. The 
moon was shining and she saw the windows shut as she passed along; 
but to her horror she came, towards the end of the gallery, to one 
behind which she saw the face of her son, outside. I t spoke his thought, 
and seemed to say: "Oh, mother! what a fool I am to give you this 
agony-nothing can save me!" 

She opened quickly the window and dragged her son in ; he had been 
hanging by the tips of his fingers to the window ledge and was just 
going to drop--and if he h'ild, he would have been dashed to pieces in 
the courtyard below. 

The dream ended with the son clasped tight to his mother's bosom. 
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She wrote the next day to him to ask if all was well, but it took a 
month to receive an answer; and so she thought it was a foolish dream. 
Yet she could not forget it 

Three years later that brother came to see her in England. He had 
been as a son to her, and had lived with her when a boy and gone to 
school from her house; he had sympathy with his sister and did not 
think her superstitious. 

She told him of her dream, and gave him the date, and found that all 
had happened on that moonlight night as she had seen it He had gone 
after midnight alone along the gallery and there saw his nephew's face 
as in the dream, and had dragged him in just in time to save his life. 
The nephew begged he would not distress his mother by telling her what 
a fool he had been in risking his life for such an experiment. 

This may be explained that the brother being in sympathy with his 
sister, the mother of the boy, felt the pang for her when reading the ex
pression on his face at the window. And so the wave of thought from 
brother and son had flowed sympathetically on to her and produced the 
vision. 

A NEW LIGHT. 

As one who, born and bred in brooding night 
Of some deep mine, and drank not other ray, 
But torches' glimmer, first beholds the dawn 
Grow in the east and glorify the earth, 
First hears the birds' sweet rapture, first beholds 

E. C. H. C. 

The blossomed trees, fair flow'rs, and pastures green, 
First hears old ocean's anthem, sees the waves 
Ride thund'ring on the rocks-so feel I n()1lJ. 
One ray of Mystic Truth has touched my life 
To hope, to love, to godlike aims and ends. 
The seed in husky death so long enrolled 
Has burst to light and blossomed life. I feel 
Great chains of painful yearning draw my life 
Up from the deep abyss of doubt and dread, 
And with a smile I shake my errors down, 
As aeronauts drop sand to speed their flight 
From the receding, cloud-encompassed earth. 

M. MARTIN RYAN. 
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THE TRUE STORY OF A MAGICIAN. 

(Continued. ) 

By MABEL COLLINS AND 

CHAPTER XXXIII. 

THE whole nobility of her nature had risen up to resist that fierce 
and awful temptation placed before her in the moment of her 
greatest weakness. To be his slave! She knew it now, as she had 

never known it before; she knew that she loved him. She, who had 
interpreted the highest mysteries to Otto and to Hilary! She, who had 
burned her soul on the altar! Yes, it was so. Purified utterly, deprived 
of every gross quality-yet it remained, it was love. 

What a temptation was this, so suddenly offered her, when she had 
almost maddened herself by her despairing efforts! What a revulsion 
of feeling rushed over her! It was unendurable. She had the 
courage and the power to refuse it before she succumbed to the 
emotion it produced. 

When she awoke again it was to realise all this in a flash. And, as 
she awoke she suffered a sensation never yet known to her while she had 
been Fleta, the strong. I t was the sharp sting of a tortured heart. 

0, that moment of waking! How dreadful it is. 
But Fleta had gathered some strength from her sleep. She had no 

idea how long it had lasted. 
She awoke to such a turmoil of feeling as she had not experienced in 

the whole of her strange life. Hitherto, she had been able to hold 
herself above emotion; conscious of it, yet apart from it But now it 
seemed as though she were paying a long debt all at once . 

.. I am a woman still, after all," she said wearily to herself. Then she 
sat up and looked round her. 

While she slept, the room had been made like a home again. The 
light burned softly, the fire was lit, and the silver tray stood ready for 
her. A sense of fierce exhaustion took possession of her at the sight of 
it She sprang up and ate some food, but while she ate and drank she 
moved restlessly about. This was not the quiet, powerful Fleta who 
had conquered and won in so many strange battles. But in those former 
battles she had fought against the passions of otbers; now she was 
fighting herself. 

She set down the cup of milk, and clasping her hands behind her 
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began to pace to and fro, to and fro, all the length of the great room, 
from end to end. Her trailing dress swept the withered leaves hither 

, and thither, till a long bare pathway was made where she moved. 
As she was turning back from the curtained window she saw the 

door open, and Ivan entered the room. He stood still and regarded her 
very earnestly. 

"The tiger within you is strong." he said. "I need not tempt it 
Know this, that I think it needless to practise such tests on you as you 
yourself have had power to use with Hilary Estanol, else I would have 
sent my shadow to "mock and tempt you. It is unnecessary. Your 
imagination is powerful enough to bring before you every temptation 
from which it would be possible for you to suffer. Why then should I 
tease you with images? " 

Fleta made no answer, though he paused. She stood silently gazing 
before her, as though something was visible to her which held all her 
attention. 

" Do you see your own image?" he said, with a faint smile, noticing 
this look in her face. "Yes, it has accompanied me always since you 
entered this place. Be careful; you are creating a creature with which 
you will have to wrestle. Do not let it grow too strong, or there will 
come a day when you must test your strength against it-and perhaps 
you may succumb in the battle. Are you pleased with it? Do you 
like it? It does but reflect your thoughts. You have refused to listen 
to those thoughts, but they were strong enough to create this image 
of a passionate woman which follows and annoys me wheresoever I go. 
Come, be strong, and banish it as you banished Adine." 

Fleta drew herself up and seemed to rise far above her usual height. 
and raised her hands with a commanding gesture. A moment later she 
fell back a step, she seemed to dwarf suddenly, to stoop as if old age 
had fallen upon her. 

"It is well," he said, "you have destroyed that creature. Now it is 
easier for you to work on. Rouse yourself, listen to me. Do you know 
who has waited on you here, and guarded you? " 

"No," she answered dully. 
"You have been haunted-visited by a gentle shape of airy elements, 

once my mother's servant-nothing else. It knew you must have a 
friend'and so it came to you in this shape. More than that-it has kept 
this place for you and for your work here." 

"Was it foreseen then?" enquired Fleta. 
"Certainly, this spot is full of the elements you want, and they have 

been preserved for you. But the service is over. The poor ghost. as 
ignorant people supposed it to be, has dwelled in this abnormal shape 
long enough for your use. Wake yourself, rouse yourself, for you have 
to be sole guardian of your own fate henceforward. Otherwise you 
must surrender this effort." 
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" I shall not surrender it," replied Fleta. "I am ready to go on, at 
any cost." 

" Be it so," he said. " Then I have a history to tell you. Listen." 
He went to the hearth and stood by it, leaning against the mantel

shelf. Fleta remained standing, as she had stood since his entrance, 
but now, instead of looking vaguely before her she fixed her gaze on him. 

"My ancestors came to this country with an army of conquerors, but 
they came to save the land and implant a growth upon it which should 
redeem it in its unhappy future. The conflicting forces on this island 
are terrific; it is eaten up by a giant growth of materialism springing 
from the blackness of its psychic nature. Listen, Fleta, you must 
remember these things. There is a wind that comes across England 
bringing with it a whole mass of invisible beings which settle on it and 
spread over it and darken the psychic and moral atmosphere. It is 
they who make it so great although it is so small; it is they who bring 
it power and wealth. But they obscure the sky above. They are like 
the thoughts of men, which, when centred ,on matters of one form of 
life too steadily, make a mental veil which conceals from them the con
ception of larger and wider forms of life. In fact, these beings are 
little else than such thoughts individualised and grown powerful. There 
is a great belt of the globe in which they live most powerfully, being 
led always by the races of men who dwell in that belt and who continue 
through century after century, and reon after reon, in living within the 
horizon of materialism. But there is another power, a counteracting 
one, also on this island. Through all history and before it there has 
been a profound life dwelling side by side with this other dark one, 
and the knowledge of the obscure and great' facts of existence have 
found a narrow but permanent home here. There are points in Eng
land wruch, when an occultist looks at the country, shine out like flames. 
They are the ancient and hereditary centres of this inner life. London, 
Birmingham, Manchester, show on the maps, and stand out in most 
men's minds; and the railways lead to these places. But there is a 
shining track right across and through the island visible to a seer; and 
the points on this track have always the astral flame alight. This castle 
is one of them. This room has been preserved absolutely, darkness never 
having been allowed to reign in it, until last night when you, in your 
struggle with yourself, permitted it to enter. Here is a perfected atmos
sphere, but it is quiescent. I have come to this country to fulfil one of 
the duties of my life. I have to wake this atmosphere, to make it again 
a living thing. When it has been done here it has to be done at other 
points on the track. This must be done now, or the track would grow 
faint and the power would pale, and in the next generation it would be 
harder to find. This task I want your aid in." 

Fleta made no answer. It did not appear to her that any answer was 
possible or necessary. 
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She had experienced a dull and bitter shock while he was speaking. 
She recognised at once that it was part of her training, and although 
she scarcely understood its character immediately, she accepted it 
without complaint, even in her heart 

But now in the silence that followed, and which I van did not break 
for some time, the knowledge came to her of what this pain was which 
hurt her so keenly. 

She who had lived so long for others, who had sacrificed herself so 
utterly for their salvation, was hungry for some help for herself, some 
personal guidance, some stray word of help or encouragement Instead, 
she was given a more impersonal task than any she had yet undertaken. 
A bitter sense of the uselessness and hopelessness of life overcame her. 
Of what use was aid given to the crowd of men if, after all, the persons 
who made up that crowd ',vere indeed to have no greater sum of 
happiness? This question took shape in her mind, and at last seemed 
to fill it She was standing moodily, her eyes now fixed on the ground. 
Suddenly some impulse made her look up, and she saw close beside her 
a creature, neither man nor woman, yet human in shape, with fierce eyes 
burning with passion, which were fixed on her and appeared to express 
by their gaze the thought in her mind. A moment, and the shape was 
gone-a dim cloud which had been in the room was gone also; and I van 
was standing quietly before her, regarding her very seriously . 

.. That is one of the beings from whom I desire to deliver this race of 
men," he said. 

So saying he turned and left the room. 
Wearied out, and very sad, Fleta lay down on the rugs which made 

her couch, and closing her eyes, tried to rest. But immediately this 
creature which she had seen returned to her, and appeared more vivid 
and real than before. 

But its shape was altered; or rather it changed by degrees before her 
eyes. It was like a horrible nightmare to watch the change, for Fleta 
had enough knowledge to be perfectly aware that she herself, by her 
suppressed thought and emotion, was actually forming this thing into 
a human shape. I twas . I van who stood before her after a few seconds; 
I van, with the sternness gone from his face, and a gentle light upon it 
instead. 

He approached her, and Fleta watched him with a fascination which 
seemed to hold her like fetters of iron. 

" Because you work for humanity there is no reason to sacrifice your 
own happiness," he said, in a softer voice than she had ever heard from 
his lips. " I shall claim your absolute devotion to the work, it is true; 
but, remember, you will be associated with me through it all; we shall 
be together. The very nature of the work will bring us together. Will 
not that give you a little pleasure? We need not be apart any more, 
Fleta, now that you are with me in my work. Be it so; the order and 
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law of life have decreed this. We have not looked for the pleasure for 
ourselves. It has come to us. Why not take it without question, as 
the flowers take the sunshine? JJ 

He drew a step nearer to her, and this one step seemed to break the 
spell that held Fleta; it was more than she could endure. With a wild 
shriek she sprang to her feet. 

" Go, devil ! JJ she cried out .. I am stronger than you, subtle though 
you are! JJ 

CHAPTER XXXIV. 

How dark-how dull, and quiet, and still ! 
Fleta woke to this consciousness and to nothing more. All life, and 

fire, and hope, seemed to have left the world. And why? That was 
what she asked herself the moment she awoke. But before she could 
attempt to answer the question she wondered from what she haC: 
awakened. It had not been sleep. What sort of unconsciousness had 
it been? 

A moment later and a full knowledge of it all came to her. 
She was like a person who has seen death suddenly, and been deprived 

by death of the one beloved creature in all the world. Yes, that was 
the meaning of this unutterable pain. 

She looked back and saw herself-how long ago she could not tell
banishing from her the being she had so dearly loved; banishing him 
so utterly in that form, that he wa"i, in fact, dead. 

She desired him as her master, not as a lover, not even as a friend. 
She had talked and thought of this act of renunciation before now 

many a time; but, as happens always with any gr~at event in life, she 
had had no conception of the reality and agony of the thing until it was 
upon her. It was like tearing out her heart-strings. And the pain 
went on, or rather grew in intensity. 

Through ages she had suffered alone and stood alone and acted 
alone. But she had never before faced that last and final and most 
awful isolation of the occultist; she had never been without love for any 
human being. Her heart had always clung to -someone, perhaps often 
to someone weaker than herself. But now there was nothing for its 
tendrils to cling to. She had destroyed the last image left her, the last 
idol which had not already been destroyed by the development and 
circumstances of life. She had struck a death blow to the power of her 
imagination in connection with Ivan, and now that it was done she 
knew, looking back, how for years of her life that figure created by her 
imagination had been beside her. Never had she consciously recognised 
it till now, when her stronger and finer nature had instantly taken the 
initiative and killed it out; but she had been consoled and comforted, 
and indeed supported by it through her severest struggles in the past. 
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Well, it was gone; and she was utterly alone, even in thought. 
The pain which was taused by this state arose from the sense of 

dullness, darkness, void. With an effort she thought of Ivan; and the 
thought was weariness. His image no longer brought her enthusiasm 
faith, longing, as it used to do. 

What then was there to live for? Nothing. That was what she said 
to herself as she lay listlessly on her strange couch of withered leaves 
and furs and looked wearily at the strange, bare room. Her eyes closed 
from mere want of purpose. But they had hardly shut before they were 
opened wide again and she was staring before her with a gaze of horror. 
Slowly she raised herself up and sat there like oDe petrified. No horrid 
sight, no ordeal, had ever stricken her soul like this! Was it possible to 
go on living, without interest, without affection, object-less, heart-less? 
No! For no ghost or devil could vie with this unutterable void within 
for horror. 

She crouched-yes, Fleta, the powerful, the confident-she crouched 
before this vision of her own emptiness! 

It was impossible to go on living in this manner. Yet to Fleta there 
was no alternative as there is to ordinary men and women. Suicide 
offered no opportunity to her. She knew that she had advanced too far 
to find oblivion anywhere. Death would bring no respite; she would 
carry memory with her, and wake to it afresh, as people wake to the 
pain of some new grief after sleep. She saw herself going on 
through ;eons of existence, blank, hopeless, heartless, for what was there 
to fill her horizon? what was there to hope for? who was there to love? 
~one! Nothing! These were all her answers. And she needed none 
but herself to answer them; she questioned her own soul and found her 
replies within it. She desired no speech of anyone, not even of Ivan, for 
she could not imagine that any comfort could come to her from it. 
Poor Fleta! she tasted now the complete bitterness of failure and the 
despair it brings. 

And comfort was what she wanted! Yes, her whole being was hungry 
for it. But there was none for her. She found herself back, far back, 
ranged beside the stoic philosopher. What an arid, intolerable waste 
was life thus viewed! 

The moments were so weary and so full of pain that it appeared as if 
each were an eternity in itself. She rose at last goaded by disgust of 
her endurance, and began to pace the room to and fro, to and fro, in a 
kind of madness. How long was it since she had suffered like this? 
Not since that flowery long ago, that age of bloom and pain beneath the 
wild apricot trees. She was as blind, as full of longing, of a wild and 
useless desire for action now as then. Was it then, wasted, all this long 
and terrible noviciate of hers? Wasted? As the thought came to her, 
she stood, passion-struck, her hands clasped rigidly together. If so then in
deed there was no choice. Madness must be king and hell the kingdom. 
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We all know, as the span of human life wears itself out, the agony of 
anxiety and the despair of loss, which personallov~ brings with it. To 
us all, sooner or later, must come the overpowering pain, the one con
summate moment of distress, when a personal love is for ever tom a way 
from the soul. Fleta was not ignorant-she was blind, for the wall she 
faced had no way through it, no window in it. But she was not ignorant 
She knew the ordeal she was enduring, she knew its nature. This 
knowledge seemed to add the keenest sting, the final torture. For 
she knew that if she could not endure she must sink back into the 
blank darkness of ordinary human life. She was at the door of initi
ation i she knew it-:-and none may linger there-he must enter or 
tum back. 

And it seemed to her-to Fleta the strong-that entrance was im
possible. She could not endure this pain-she had not the strength. 

She turned back in her thoughts to Hilary Estanol-could she have 
lived for him, even in this one life? Impossible! She would have wearied 
of the bondage of love in an hour. She could not even have given him 
any happiness, so immeasurable was the distance between them. What 
use was it to look back, knowing this? Otto-no! still less. And 
then her mind swung back to the thought of Ivan i and Etrenella's 
words flashed into her memory: 

.. You must go to the door of hell to find him." 
Well, she was there now! But what folly had Etrenella spoken! It 

was absurd to suppose she had any power to save I van-it was absurd 
to suppose that he could love her even for an instant--except as his 
pupil. And yet what was that figure which had sickened her so 
utterly by its temptings? Was not that the figure of Ivan? No-she 
answered herself-it was a phantom, born of her own passion. In that 
sense, then, all Etrenella said might be true-she prophesied this hideous 
moment. And this hell now yawning before Fleta might be as much 
of a phan'tom as Ivan's image! 

.. Bid it go," said a gentle voice, .. and it will vanish as Ivan's image 
vanished. 

Fleta recognised the voice of the tender presence which had twice 
come to her before in her bitterest moments. Without moving or look
ing round she replied : 

" But how am I to save my master's soul? Surely that must have 
been a lie? " 

" Draw on your cloak and follow where I lead," was the answer. 
Fleta obeyed. Her cloak lay where she had thrown it when she had 

come back..to this room disgusted at finding herself a prisoner. She 
put it on and turned to follow her guide, but no one was visible i and 
for a moment she stood confused and bewildered. A moment later 
and she had recalled her knowledge. She knew that she must simply 
obey her instinct. 
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She left the room and went through the next and out on to the stair
way. The great gate stood open; she passed down and found herself 
in the great hall of the castle. The door stood ajar, and she went out 
into the air. 

Now came a certain perplexity again-which way was she to turn? 
But she had will enough to control her vague desire for guidance, and to 
compel herself to follow her own spiritual instinc~. It was late in the 
evening and the stars shone; she looked at them and at the dark sea
what desolation there is in the beauty of nature only those know who 
have really suffered. 

She hurried away over the grass, determined to let her feet find their 
own way and use her will to silence her mind. This was how she had 
found Ivan in this, to her, unknown country. She had to find him again 
in the same manner; it seemed a little more difficult to compel herself 
to the task now, because her soul was so full of fierce rebellion. 

In a few moments she was at the door of Ivan's cottage. She went in 
without hesitation, for the door stood open. She paused on the threshold 
of a lighted room, looking in wonder at the scene before her. It 
seemed to be full of people, so real did the figures on the tapestry 
appear. I van sat at a large table which had nothing on it but a great 
map outspread. Fleta's occult knowledge, not utterly lost to her, 
awakened fully in the rapt atmosphere she found herself in. I van sat 
a long while studying the map, and then looked round at the figures on 
the wall. These changed in appearance sometimes, and Fleta knew at 
once that they were to him what the lay figure in her laboratory had 
been to her. But she had never had the power to control more than 
this one, though she could impose upon it a series of personalities, while 
here she saw Ivan influencing a great number of persons by the same 
magical process; and after a few moments' observation her heart began 
to beat high, for she saw with what great stakes he was playing. These 
figures had taken on the characters of kings, princes, emperors, 
diplomats, politicians. The fate of Europe, and, later on, the fate of 
the whole civilised surface of the globe, appeared to lie in this man's 
hand, or rather in his thoughts. Fleta, looking from the walls to the 
map, saw that the central point of the whole drama which was being • 
enacted was that monastery in her father's forests. This was protected, 
made powerful, kept hidden; and in order that this might be so war 
devasted whole countries. The sight, made so plainly visible to her 
filled her soul with compassion, and she uttered a cry of dismay. Ivan 
turned and looked at her. 

" Oh, have pity! .. she said. "What does the fate of our order matter 
compared to that of these poor wretches, these masses of humanity who 
have no life but in humanity?" 

There came on Ivan's face a faint smile of extraordinary sweetness. 
" My child," he said, •. understand that the Order exists upon earth 
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and in human form simply for the benefit of these masses of humanity, 
to save them from a darkness and helplessness worse than hell. It is 
right, then, that they should give their lives to preserve it in existence 
from one generation to another. Is it not so ? " 

"Yes," she answered reluctantly, "but it is terrible to see these 
sufferings! these dead men, these broken hearts, these desolate homes! 
Oh, master, have pity! " 

" Is your heart empty now?" said Ivan. 
" No! " she cried out, absorbed by her thought. "I t cannot be till I 

have helped these people. Oh, master, let me help them! Show me 
the way." 

" Follow in my path," answered Ivan. "It is the only one. Help 
their souls, not their bodies. Put aside the illusion now before you, the 
imagination which makes me seem to you heartless, cruel, because my 
sight and knowledge reaches farther than yours and calculates for 
greater distances of time. Put this illusion aside as you have put the 
others-for your hell is banished already from you by the great love 
for man which has ·burst out in your heart-put this one aside also, and 
try to stand beside me. Work for the spirit of humanity, not for the 
pleasure of its individual members, and you will find yourself a part of 
it, and, therefore, never alone or loveless again. Is it not so? .. 

.. Yes," she said slowly. As she spoke she became aware that there 
were others besides herself and I van in the room. Looking round at 
them she started and trembled j for here were the pale, passionless faces 
of the Brothers of the White Star. How beautiful they were; how 
tender! 

"To-morrow night," said Ivan, "you shall enter the Hall of Learning. 
You have earned the right and obtained the power. Go back now to 
your resting-place and reflect. Go in peace." 

Fleta turned and left the room immediately, and slowly retraced her 
steps. 

How near the stars seemed now! How soft the sea I 

CHAPTER XXXIV. 

THAT was a night of peace for Fleta, such as she had not had for a long 
time. She lay down on the tiger-skin in the corner of the haunted 
room-a place no man in the county would have entered alone after 
dark, even for a king's ransom-and slept like a tired child. 

When she awoke it was dawn, and a dim, soft light came into the 
room through the wide windows. A profound sense of tenderness, of 
companionship, filled her heart. What a wonderful and beautiful thing 
was life when full of love like this. She was amazed at her own 
content, and set herself to understand the cause of it. Immediately she 

31 
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saw innumerable human faces, just touched faintly by the light of the 
dawn and stirring. slowly towards the life of the day. Processions of 
men and women passed through her consciousness-working people. 
beggars, toilers of all sorts; kings, queens, and counsellors, passed by 
also, but more faintly, for they had not the same power of number, of 
duplication and re-duplication, of types repeated and reproduced with 
endless and scarcely perceptible variation. It was this, the likeness, the 
similarity, among the ant-like multitudes that attracted and fascinated 
her, and warmed her heart with a new and hitherto unknown feeling. 
Before her inner vision passed all sorts of pictures-homes with sleeping 
children, seamstresses rising early with faded eyes to begin another day, 
as like the last as each of the women was like the one next her! Men 
roused from deep sleep at the first sign of daylight to go out in gangs 
and engage on hard work, fit only for beasts; yet, perfectly natural and 
satisfying to their unaroused natures. Men working underground in 
mines, among the gnomes and salamanders, knowing as little of the 
gladness of sunshine as of the inspiration of the spirit The un
numbered great race of men engaged in offices all over the world, busy 
with produce and money, clerks, ambition less, alike, shrewd and yet 
without knowledge, their souls asleep. Women living in the streets of 
the cities, and in the countless houses that trade in vice, women e\"en 
more.alike than the men of the cities, women that are of only three or 
four types, and numbering millions under each of these types, as similar 
as the peas in one pod are to each other. Men and women with money, 
with wealth, not working, but looking always for pleasure and amuse
ment-what thousands of these, too, and how little difference among 
them, and how little and narrow the field in which they looked for 
pleasure! Oh, this great surging sea of human life, what a grand, giant 
force would it be if once awakened, if once intelligent, impersonal, 
united, aware of its own spiritual dignity and meaning. "I see it! I see 
it !" cried out Fleta. "I see your power, your possibilities, you, the 
human race that I am such a small fragment of. Oh, let me speak to 
you, rouse you, help you, work for you! " 

She sprang to her feet, full of a new energy. The dawn had come 
fully now, the day had begun, and her work must begin too. She did 
not know yet what her work was to be, but, nevertheless, she knew she 
must be ready for it. All weariness had fallen from her, had left her for 
ever, as it seemed. She went into the next room and stepped into the 
great bath which stood there, filling it full ot keenly cold water. With 
its freshness came a lightness as though her youth had come back. She 
laughed to herself at the fancy. She could never lose her youth again, 
for the human race is young always as well as old I This was the 
thought that made her glad. For, indeed, what could it any longer 
concern her whether she had youth or age, beauty or ugliness, seeing 
that all these aiike are parts of human life, forces in human nature? And 
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-with this indifference~r perhaps it would be better to say, with this 
wider possibility of content-came a new look on her face-a look 
neither of youth nor beauty, age nor illness-something indefinable, but 
more permanent than any of these. 

"It is well," she said to herself. "I need not be a magician any 
longer, or take the trouble to work miracles on myself or on others. For 
if I am weak, what does it matter? I shall be in the great stream of 
life still, and weakness can be ennobled as well as strength." 

As she moved to leave the room she came unexpectedly opposite to 
a .great mirror. She stood for some moments, her brows knitted in 
perplexity. She scarcely recognised herself 'at first, her face was so 
changed. Its brilliance had gone, and in the place of it was an 
expression of quiet like that on the Egyptian statues. Her eyes 
wandered down, after a long, intense look at herself, to the dress she 
wore. And now for the first time did she realise how great an ordeal 
she had passed through, how far within herself she had retreated in these 
last hours. For she could not recollect for whom she wore this black 
dress. Hazy memories of different lives passed before her, when she 
had lost lover, husband, child, and worn this hateful colour. Who was 
it now? What grief was that which had unseated her reason and destroyed 
her memory? As she looked and wondered, at last her eyes fell on her 
helpless and disfigured arm. The memory of the battle in which that 
injury was received came suddenly back to her. 

" I am Fleta!" she exclaimed. "I remember myself now, and the 
dark tragedies through which I have lived." 

CHAPTER XXXV. 

SHE went out of the castle and walked over the lawn to the Lady's 
Walk, where she had met Ivan on her arrival. It was quite deserted 
now; but the sun made it pleasant, and she walked to and fro the 
whole length of it, with slow deliberate steps, thinking. 

" Of what use is it to think!" she cried out suddenly, stopping in her 
walk. "Have I ever learned or done anything by thought? No-I 
must look to some higher place for guidance." 

She left the Walk and went down a long flight of steps cut in the cliff, 
which took her to the edge of the sea. 

0, the magical charm of that morning, with its freshness and sweet
ness and clear light! Like a child's, Fleta's heart beat higher with the 
excitement of the morning sea. She walked at the edge of the waves, 
playing with their movements, and forgot all anxiety, all concern for 
herself or others, in the pleasure of the moment. Presently, looking 
up, she saw that someone was walking on the cliff. It was a black, gaunt 
figure, looking strangely out of place in the sunshine. In another mo-
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ment she recognised Amyot, wearing his monk's dress. It was very 
natural he should be here, since Ivan was. 

"My poor servant," she said to herself, " I had forgotten him." 
She went to the steps in the cliff and climbed them. When she 

reached the top, she looked down the sunlit path and could not at 
first see Amyot, but soon she found that he had seated himself on the 
bench that faced the sea. She went quickly and sat down beside him; 
but Amyot took no notice of her. 

" Speak to me, Amyot," she said, gently. 
He raised his head and turned his haggard face and sunken eyes 

towards her. 
" What shall I say?" he replied. 
" Have you no word of greeting? JJ 

"None. I know you no longer, you have passed in, while I am still 
outside." 

" I have not yet passed in," replied Fleta. "I have to demand en
trance. I was told that I had to bring two souls with me, one in either 
hand. I have learned that this cannot be, that such a delusion was 
only a trick by which chains might be bound on me and on others. 
Yet, must I indeed go in utterly alone? You should take your place at 
my right hand, a child of the Brotherhood, saved by your own know
ledge, your own sense of truth." 

.. No," answered Amyot, "it cannot be. I am weary. I do not want 
to go in. I have served the Brotherhood well, but I cannot give them 
that last thing, the kernel of my soul, the self that is me. No, I cannot, 
Fleta, you are a child in the world's ways beside me. Yet I have been 
your servant and am no more than that now. I am too strong for 
success in this effort." 

"Too strong! Impossible!" said Fleta. 
" And yet true," answered Amyot gloomily. "I am so knit up with 

this world, so strongly compounded of its elements, that I cannot be 
separated from it without an unendurable agony worse than any sort 
of death. I have done all that man could do. When I found that by 
no other aid could I force myself to follow the necessary laws of 
life, nor acquire the necessary concentration, I offered myself for the 
service of religion. I have served truly. I, that am lost, have saved 
souls without number, I have done the work of the Brotherhood in 
the world. t, that have done that, am now devoured by the world. 
Yes, it is u~eless. This life, in which I have endeavoured expiation, 
in which I have worn this dress, has been blameless, has brought 
to me only suffering. But the darkness of the past is on me still. 
I cannot escape from it. Do you know why you are to enter to
night? " 

.. No," answered Fleta, a little surprised by the abrupt question . 

.. It is the dawn of the year j the full moon of that dawn. It is the 
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seventh year of seven years, the twenty-seventh of twenty-seven years. 
Do you know how old you are? " 

l<1eta rose suddenly, and walked away down the path without answer
ing him. 

And there, straight before her, stood Ivan. He immediately began to 
speak to her. There was something in his face which overawed and 
silenced her, something so strong and powerful that she stood 
trembling to await the exercise of this force which she recognised 
in him . 

.. Amyot speaks well," said Ivan, .. but it is not for you to listen to 
him. It is not you who can help him to enter among the initiates. You! 
How have you carried out your mission? After ages of degradation, 
in which you have sold your soul for magical powers, you are no 
stronger to help others than when first you came upon this earth, 
a savage and untaught creature. You are strong, Fleta, but, like 
Amyot, you are too strong. But he is a chosen one, and will remain 
guarded and cared for, because he desir~s no power for his own use, only 
power with which to help others. And you, who have had touch of the 
lofty order of the White Star, that brotherhood which lives for humanity, 
you have carried yourself so imperiously that you have not chosen to 
do good except by doing evil. Is it not so? Have you not, through 
innumerable lives, valued your power over Hilary Estanol so highly that 
you could not surrender it? Did you not give yourself beauty and 
charm in order that you might read love in his eyes? Weary as you 
were of him and of his weakness, did you not still enchant him in order 
to feel the pleasure of his love for you? And that, too, long after it was 
possible for you to love any creature, when I had purified your soul 
utterly from passion. Oh, Fleta, this hunger for the exercise of power 
is indeed your destruction. Why did you not call on the White 
Brotherhood to save Otto, instead of endeavouring the task alone? 
You were driven back upon your old magical rites that you practised 
in the dark days when you and Etrenella worked together. Sorceress! 
Witch! Do you think you helped Otto to his salvation? Do you think 
that in using such destn1ctive and gross forms of power you could aid 
his divine spirit, or help to free it? Not so. Awake from these 
delusions. You are a woman still, and cannot escape from the love of 
power and the love of pleasure, those laws which govern the life of 
sex. You no longer love; but are y,.u any better because you no longer 
love like other women? Not so ; you have transferred the emotions of 
sex on to a higher plane, and have, therefore, sinned more deeply than 
if you had left them on the simple plane of ordinary human nature. 
Because you are freed from the ordinary passions which affect men and 
women, is it any better to desire to dominate, to charm, to fascinate, to 
control? You, that have the divine possibility in you, the vigour and 
strength necessary for the occultist, is it possible that you are not yet 
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aware of the mire in which you are still wandering? Rouse yourself; 
look to the divine consciousness; fix your attention on that vision of 
humanity which I have given to you; think of no person and of no 
persons, but of all j forget that you are a woman, with power to charm; 
forget that you are a magician with power to control. You know that 
sorcery is of the same order as the passion of sex ; it is selfish, it desires 
to acquire, to intensify all that is personal. You know this, for you 
have learned it from me; you have known it for ages. Yet you have 
madly let yourself follow this passion, in its nobler form, and refused to 
see that by merely elevating it you did not change its character. Hilary 
Estanol, from the cruel wound you inflicted on him when you flung him 
from you, will be able to learn the lesson you have failed yet to learn. 
He will not love again j he will no longer desire to have or to hold. He 
is free. He has lived through the experiences of sex; the blossom has 
fallen. There is no more illusion for him, for you killed the possibility 
of it in his soul by your heartless acts. It is over. But he has found 
the fruit His soul has dissolved within him; it is soft, utterly tender, 
capable of all unselfishness. When you least knew it you gave him his 
salvation. Now he can no longer suffer at your hands. The thraldom 
he fell under ages ago in that wild apricot orchard, when he first loved 
you, and you showed him the fierce power that you possessed-it is at 
an end. He has been your slave, tormented and maddened; but now 
he has escaped. He suffers like one in physical torture, so great is his 
despair j but he is opening his soul to the divine power, and he will 
when he is born again to renew his effort, find himself strong, calm, no 
longer passionate, no longer a man j a divine being, impartial, indifferent, 
unselfish, all-loving, ready for my service. And you? Amyot has told 
you that this is a day which is a date in your life. To-day you most 
learn the truth, and cast the glamour from your eyes." 

Fleta trembled, shuddered, and drew back a step. What glamour 
was there left to take from her? Had she anything left to lose? She. 
uttered no word, for Ivan continued to speak: 

"Did I not tell you that to-night you should enter the hall of learn
ing? It is true; but only after you have fulfilled certain conditions. 
You will fulfil them, I know; for had you not contained the power to 
do this within you, you would long since have lost my aid and the pro
tection of the White Star. At sundown this day. you have your chance; 
the dial there will show you the moment when you must seize it. When 
the moment of sundown comes you can enter the hall if you choose, 
and become a true pupil of the divine teachers. But your spirit must 
be freed. I shall not help you to enter the hall; for you will never 
again see me, in the flesh or in the spirit. You must of your own free 
will give up my help and my guidance. You are a magician and have 
the power, if you choose, to make a semblance of me which will supply 
my place. You must give up all these delusions; you must root out 
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your adoration for me from your heart and free me from it I have to 
go o~ into another life, and you must willingly separate yourself from 
me utterly. You must give up for ever your love of power, and swear 
solemnly within yourself that you will never use the powers you possess 
for your own ends again. You must do this willingly. Go over in your 
mind the many delusions to which you have allowed yourself to succumb. 
Consider this last and subtlest of all, in which you fancied yourself 
about t~ become my ally and servant in keeping these astral pathways 
ready for later huma~ity. The experience helped you towards the idea 
of impersonal work; and therefore I put you through it But though 
your spirit was pure enough to resist that counterfeit presentment of 
myself which bade you remember that in doing this work you would 
be doing it with me-though you resisted that, were you strong enough 
to drain every drop of the delicious poison from out the chalice of your 
heart? Was there not the faint fond feeling there that you would not be 
utterly alone? That even if you might not adore me yet you might 
serve me? Root out these delusions utterly, Fleta. You have to forget 
you are a woman; more, you have to forget you are a person. Was not 
that dream that you must save two other souls, and take them with you 
into the hall, only another form of your passion for power? Who was it 
gave you that order? Was it not your own imperious soul? Did you 
not hope to pay for your entrance by giving earnest at the doonvay, of 
your power over others? Oh, Fleta, be honest with yourself. When I 
came to you, now, were you not on the threshold of another folly? 
Had not Amyot's sad words tempted you to believe that in him you 
might find one of these souls you had to save? Fond madness! Did 
it not thrill you with a sense of new glory, the fancy that you might 
carry to the hall one so great as Amyot ! Be courageous, and face the 
fact that you are nothing in yourself, that you are only a fragment 
tossed on the tide of the great powers that sweep over the world. You 
are a part of these; yes, in your inner self, you are, and cannot be 
entirely separated or cast off from them. But you have kept yourself 
a fragment instead of a part of the whole. Become that, dissolve your 
being in the infinite love, and it will be to you as death; but the re
awakening will be a new birth such as you have never known. For 
in you will be not the strength of one poor human being, poor indeed, 
magician though you are, but the strength of the whole consciousness 
that makes the worlds. Come, Fleta, to that divine estate! The dark 
power that made you a sorceress will make more keen and vivid, 
when translated and transmuted, the s~blime power which will make 
you divine. Come! But forget yourself, forget your power. Be cou
rageous. Are you ready? Are you willing to surrender me, your 
master and friend, and let me go free, without any longing or 
lingering thought, from you? Are you ready to be utterly alone, 
without human face or voice, either near you in the world, or present 
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in the world of thought within you? Are you ready to put me out of 
your memory? " 

Fleta stood, as she had stood ever since he began speaking, motionless, 
save for that one shudder of pain j gazing on him as if she were turned 
to stone. For a moment she remained thus, statue-like, and as if all her 
senses were paralysed, and she could neither speak nor move. But 
suddenly she seemed to regain power over herself j she flung out her 
hands with an imperative gesture. "I am ready," she said, "and your 
greater life is ready for you. I see it, shining gloriously. From those 
splendid heights of thought and feeling, from that noble place of self
sacrifice, it would be hard indeed for you to touch one so mistaken, so 
deeply stained as I am. Your pupil shall not fail, my master, mine no 
longer. I will forget you. I will detach every thought and memory 
from you. I am ready. Go! .. 

He turned and walked away down the path. Fleta watched him till 
he was out of sight. Then she turned and looked for Amyot j but he, 
too, was gone. She was alone, before the sea and sky. Then she 
remembered the sundial and went to look for it. It was a long 
search, for an old rose-bush had clambered all over it and she had to 
tear the branches away with her hands. She fell on her knees be
side it and there remained through the silent hours of the sunny 
afternoon. 

Alone. At first that one word filled the whole horizon of her 
thought. She could not escape from it j she could not remove the 
ghastly consciousness from her vision. 

/ When intense physical pain continues without intermission, the 
sufferer begins to battle against it, and succeeds at last, when no other 
remedy is possible, in retreating to another place of consciousness where 
the pain becomes tolerable, and then to a place where it suddenly 
transforms itself into pleasure. This is the whole secret of that mystery 
spoken of by occultists, that pleasure and pain are the same. It is so, 
for both are sensation, and there is no true means of discriminating 

""" between the kinds of sensation. What is pleasure to one person is pain 
to another. Had Fleta been a magician at heart and nothing more, this 
solitude, this utter loneliness, would have wrapped her round with 
comfort, as a garment might. It would have given her opportunity for 
personal thought, for plotting and scheming. But she was not that j 
she was only a magician, because of her innate power and the blindness 
of her ignorance. Her heart was tender now, full of love j but she 
knew not how, with this love in her, to forget her utter loneliness. 

Yet it must be forgotten. She succeeded in changing her attitude 
towards it, in retreating from the agony and making it only sensation, 
which it was possible to regard as pleasure. At last it became pleasure. 
But she knew it had to be more than this. I t had to be nothing I 

It came at last, suddenly, this un-consciousness. The fact that she was 
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alone, that everything and everyone had fallen away from her, was 
nothing. And why-because size was nothing. 

And then a new vigour flashed into her being. Something so strong 
it was, as though light ran through her veins instead of blood. Some
thing so pure, it blotted out all memory of self. She rose to her feet 

.. For all that lives, I live! JJ 

Her voice rang out on the air and startled herself. It seemed un
recognisable, it was so bell-like. She looked down, and her glance fell 
on the dial. It was sun-down. 

For a second, which seemed like a superb eternity. she stood quite 
still, her mind, her soul, her being, bathed in an unconsciousness which 
was more vivid than any consciousness. And then she fell fonvard, her 
face upon the earth, beside the rose-bush, among the flowers ..... . 

EPILOGUE. 

Two months later the agent visited the now deserted Dower-house, and, 
then the castle. He foun4 the door of the haunted room standing open 
for the first time in his experience. He looked in timidly, and saw 
nothing but a few autumn leaves, seemingly blown by the wind about 
the bare floor. Shuddering, he closed the door and went away. 

Some wayward impulse prompted him, before leaving the castle 
grounds, to go down to the Lady's Walk and look at the sea. But he 
did not look at it, for the moment he entered the Walk he saw a figure 
lying among the flowers, and his whole attention was given to that A 
woman-motionless, richly dressed, and with beautiful hair, which had 
fallen loose and lay beside her on the earth. What could it mean? 
Nerving himself, he approached and touched her. Instantly he knew 
she was dead, and, with a shudder of dread, turned the face upwards. 
Ah, what a sight! None could tell this had been a human face save by 
the bones. 

Where was Fleta's beauty now? Where was Fleta? 

THE END. 

THE ARYAN BRANCH OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 
THE Aryan Theosophists of New York have opened a day headquarters at 
117, Nassau Street (Room 46), N. Y. City, which is open to F. T. S. and 
enquirers. . 

It is full of Indian pictures, will have a large album of members from all 
parts, books, theosophical magazines and so on. This is a good idea, and in 
other cities the example should be followed. 
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THREE SONNETS. 

I. 

THE DREAM. 

A wingless Love men feigned, when Time was young; 
A beauteous god, too happy, too divine, 
Amid earth's purple grapes, to crave for wine 

Pressed sweet from sorrow; rose-crowned was he sung. 
And dreaming snow of marble held exprest 
The rapture, and the longing of each breast 

That Love should be of earth: hearts yet unwrung 
By passion and anguish that fringe love like foam 
The gleaming wave, fabled our world his home. 

And tossed and trembling to the sweet dream clung, 
Till struck awake, morn broke, and Love had fled, 
And joy with him, life's roses wan, and dead, 

Fragrant no more, on thorny drooped sprays hung, 
Their God had fled; their sweet faith was down-flung. 

II. 

THE AWAKENING. 

And earth grew songless: hot tears dimmed the white 
Of marble Loves, that answered not, nor gave 
One rose of comfort to make sweet the grave 

Sad silence of the world: days waned, and night 
All stars and softness, sank down o'er the sea, 
And still the people wept all hopelessly, 

F'or Love had left them; and o'er brQ.':"s once bright 
With happy thoughts, in fair verse blossoming, 
A black cloud hung, till they forgot to sing, 

And drooped and faded far from Love's sweet light 
The very sun, flashed from his car of gold 
No more the wild fair radiance of old, 

His snowy coursers grew dim to their sight
And all things languished in a sickening blight. 

III. 

THE REALISATION. 

Then one smote on his harp, whose broken strings 
Held but a ghost of music j "Love," he sang, 
" With sweet lips full of laughter, which o\:ltrang 

Like silvern bell at morn that falling clings 
To the caressing air, that Love is dead; 
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Yet to our souls a fairer Love is wed, 
The Love that like a rose from anguish springs 

In the dim spirit-land: death can reveal, 
So seek I death, that Love your woes may heal! .. 

Heart-pierced he fell; and as to one who flings 
Gold grain to doves, a flutter and a rush 
Of hasting pinions, then the soft deep hush 

Of full content, so now, thro' tears clear rings 
A voice divine, "true Love hath ever wings! .. 

EVELVN PVNE. 

THE VAMPIRE TREE; OR, THE SUICIDE'S OLD PINE. 

A TRUE TALE OF MODERN VEDO (TOKIO). 

il~l'f0T very far from the present British Legation, on the western side 
Jib., of the Citadel, there is a bridge that crosses the moat, very deep 

and wide at this place, leading from one of the principal streets 
of that quarter of the city to a highway running round the inner edge 
of the moat, at the rear of the Imperial pleasure grounds. 

At the Citadel end of the bridge there is a magpificent specimen of 
the Japanese Pine, the branches of which stretch out far over the moat. 

Remarkable amongst numberless other fine trees, giants of the forest, 
this tree has an especially striking aspect-gaunt and weird-like, the huge 
limbs are contorted into grotesque shapes, suggestive of monster reptile
like forms. 

Whatever its aspect in the daytime, by moonlight it becomes intensely 
suggestive, and the moaning of the passing breeze, in that exposed 
situation, through its leaves, is a mournful wailing accompaniment to 
the movement of its branches, and the play of moonlight and shadow. 

The tree has an evil reputation, well known to residents in the 
neighbourhood, and no one aware of its story will venture to pass it in 
the dark alone; nay, men fear it even when carrying lighted lanterns. ... . 

Suicide by hanging is not uncommon, amongst the poorer classes 
especially; disappointment in love, pecuniary loss, and other causes, as 
with ourselves, producing the state of mind that results in this awful 
crime of self murder. 

Now this tree is the scene, and the gallows, of many such tragedies; it 
has happened that lovers have died together here, by the same means. 

One of the branches hangs over the stone-faced ramparts of the moat, 
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in such a way that it is not difficult for the unfortunates contemplating 
the rash act to tie the fatal noose, usually a girdle. and then throw them
selves off the bank, when they will swing high above the steep slope of 
the moat, which will be very many feet below. 

Can it be wondered that the tree and the neighbourhood should have 
a fearful notoriety, and be avoided by not only timid women and craven
hearted men, but even by the more robust. There are legends, too, of 
crimes having been committed under the shadow of this awful tree, and 
that the ghosts of the victims hover round the spot. 

The sensation hunter might have noticed the large number of incense 
offerings and other votive relics - although discouraged of late, and 
always discountenanced by the authorities. Indeed, it was seriously 
contemplated to cut down the tree; but only some of the limbs and 
branches were sacrificed, some strong feeling of opposition having been 
exhibited in influential quarters. . 

It is firmly believed by well-informed persons, acquainted with the 
locality and its history, that this was the remains of the site of an 
ancient shrine, the construction of the moat having swept away the 
greater part of the area occupied, and that this shrine was erected in a 
spot dedicated to the ancient cultus. It is one of the more elevated 
parts of this section of the higher levels of the great city, and traditions 
relate some memorable battles in the vicinity. 

The current belief is that the ghoulish spirits inhabiting the tree 
live upon the "life" of the victims that die beneath its branches-that 
is the" life principle" that escapes when death seizes the human body. 

The native occultist treats the matter in a very serious spirit, and this 
furnishes us with a clue to the opposition raised when it was suggested 
that the tree be cut down. 

The wholesale felling of trees grown on "sacred" spots is strongly 
opposed, for reasons that we cannot now enter upon. 

This is not a solitary instance of a tree endowed with some diabolical 
power, and visiting the spot more than once, after hearing the story, one 
can hardly wonder or be at all surprised whilst viewing the scene of so 
many domestic tragic acts. 

The imagination need not be much strained to fancy the gaunt arms, 
octopus-like, beckoning to their victims, entwining themselves around, 
and drawing into a horrid embrace the hapless mortals who ventured 
within reach. The moa~ing of the wind, too, recalls the wailings of 
grief of the desperate, heart-broken, wretches who died in this now 
dreadful spot. 

" Japan is a very wonder land, indeed, the Folk Lore and local 
traditions are full of the marvellous. A nation of occultists, suppressed 
by modem civilization. 

OMORI FU-SO-NO FUM I NITO. 
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ATLANTIS. 

FROM THE TIMIEUS AND CRITIAS OF PLATO. 

A FTER establishing his famous code of laws, Solon,· the renowned 
C Athenian legislator, left his native country for ten years. At 

SaYs, in the Nile delta, he was honourably received by the priests 
of NeIth,t for both Athens and SaTs were under the protection of the 
same goddess. In conversing with the learned guardians of the temple 
on the antiquities of their respective countries, he discovered that there 
were records in the sacred edifice of events which had happened nine 
thousand years previously and in which the inhabitants of his own 
country had played a conspicuous part. Solon had spoken of the deluge 
of Deucalion and Pyrrha, giving the orthodox Greek chronology of the 
time; on which an aged priest exclaimed: "0 Solon, Solon, you Greeks 
are always children and aged Greek there is none! .. And then he pro
ceeded to explain to the astonished Athenian the astronomical meaning 
of the myth of Phaethon, and how that there are successive cataclysms 
of fire and water, destroying whole nations, and that a noble race had 
once inhabited the land of Attica, whose deeds and institutions were 
said to have been the mast excellent of all, and how they conquered 
the inhabitants of the Atlantean island, and both themselves and their 
enemies were destroyed by terrible earthquakes and deluges. On his 
return to Athens, Solon composed an epic poem embodying the infor
mation he had gleaned from the Sanic records, but political troubles 
prevented the entire accomplishment of his undertaking. Now Dropides 
his fellow kin~man, was his most intimate friend and fully acquainted 
with the whole story; this Dropides was father of Critias the elder, who 
had many times delighted his young grandson, the Critias of the dialogue 
and afterwards the most notorious of the thirty tyrants, with a recital of 
these wonderful chronicles. 

Among the many glorious deeds of the noble autochthones of Attica, 
was their victory over a mighty hostile power from the Atlantic Ocean, 
which had pushed its conquests over all Europe and Asia. Facing the 
Pillars of Hercules t was an island larger than Africa and Asia § put 
together. Besides this main island, there were many other smaller ones, 
so that it was easy to cross from one to another as far as the further 
c{JIltinenl. II And this continent was indeed a continent and the sea, 
the real sea, in comparison to which II The Sea.... of the Greeks was 
but a bay with a narrow mouth. 

* Circiter 638-558 B.C. t Athena. ::: The Straits Clf Gibraltar. 
§ As known to the Greeks; tbat is to say, the northern coasts of Africa as far IL\o Ee1l't and Asia 

Minor. 
! America. , The Mediterranean 
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In the Atlantic island a powerful confederation of kings was formed, 
who subdued the island itself and many of the smaller islands and also 
parts of the further continent. They also reduced Africa within the 
Straits as far as Egypt, and Europe as far as Tyrrhenia.· Further 
aggression, however, was stopped by the heroic action of the then inhabi
tants of Attica, who, taking the lead of the oppressed states, finally 
secured liberty to all who dwelt within the Pillars of Hercules. Subse
quently both races were destroyed by mighty cataclysms, which brought 
destruction in a single day and night, the natural features of the Attic 
land were entirely changed and the Atlantic island sank bodily beneath 
the waves. 

Such is the general sketch of this terrible episode in ancient history, 
given by Critias in the Tima!us, and so interested were his audience, 
that they requested some fuller account of these famous and highly 
civilized nations of antiquity. To his Grecian hearers the prima!val 
polity and history of their own race were naturally the greater interest. 
As, however, the Atlantean conflict was the climax of the narrative, 
Critias proceeds to give an account of their history and institutions. And 
thus he begins with their mythical traditions :-. 

In the centre of the Atlantic island was a fair and beautiful plain. In 
the centre of this plain and fifty stades t from its confines, was a low . 
range of hills. There dwelt an earth-born couple, ~ Evenor and 
Leucippe, who had an only daughter Clito; after the death of her 
parents, the god Poseidon, to whom the island had been assigned, 
became enamoured of the maiden. To make his love a safe dwelling
place, he surrounded the hills with alternate belts or zones of land and 
water, two of land and three of sea, each in its entire circumference 
equally distant from the centre. He also caused a hot and cold spring 
to flow in the centre island and made every kind of food to grow 
abundantly. Ten male children were born to the god in five twin-births. 
When they had grown to manhood, he divided the island into ten parts, 
giving one to each. And to the first born of the eldest pair he gave his 
mother's dwelling and allotment, for it was the largest and best, and 
made him king over his brethren and the others governors of land, 
giving them dominion over many people and great territories. And 
the eldest he named Atlas, and from him the whole island and sea were 
called Atlantic. So they and their descendants dwelt for many genera
tions, holding extensive sway over the sea of islands, and extending 
their power as far as Egypt and Tyrrhenia. By far the most renowned 
however, was the race of Atlas, the kings ever handing down the 
succession to their eldest sons, and being possessed of such wealth as n~ 

* The Etruscan states in early times extended their swa,y over the greater part of halyand furnished 
Rome with her polity and religious institutions. 

t Nearly six miles. 
::: The names were originally Egyptian, but Solon, having studied the science of the power of names, 

translated them into his own tongue. 
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dynasty ever yet obtained or will easily procure hereafter. Now this 
wealth was bQth drawn from foreign tributary countries and from 
Atlantis itself, which was very rich in minerals, especially its mines of 
orichalcum, now a mere name, but then the most precious of all metals 
save gold. The country also was exceedingly rich in timber and pas
turage. Moreover there were vast numbers of elephants. Spices, gums 
and odorous plants of every description, flowers, fruit trees and vege
tables of all kinds and many other luxurious products, this wonderful 
island, owing to its magnificent climate, brought forth, sacred, beautiful, 
wonderful and infinite in number. Nor were the inhabitants content 
with the natural advantages of their glorious island, but displayed a 
marvellous industry and skiIl in engineering and the constructive arts. 
For in the centre island they built a royal palace, each succeeding king 
trying to surpass his predecessor in adorning and adding to the building, 
so that it struck all beholders with the greatest admiration. Now the 
formation of the zones or belts round the ancient abode of the god was 
very regular, the circumference of each zone being equally distant from 
the common centre; and the outermost zones of sea and of land were 
each three stades· broad, and the next pair of two stades each, the 
succeeding zone of sea being of one stade, while the central seat itself 
had a diameter of five stades. And they bridged t over the water 
zones, making a way from and to the palace, and dug a great canal t 
from the sea to the outermost zone of water, wide enough to admit the 
largest vessels. 

They also made water-ways through the zones of land, wide enough 
for a trireme § to pass, and roofed them over, for the height of the land 
zones above the water was considerable. Moreover, they enclosed the 
island, zones and bridges with stone walls, placing towers and gates at 
the bridges. The stone they quarried from the face of the centre island. 
and from both faces of the land zones, at the same time fashioning a 
line of docks on each bank of the water zones, leaving a natural roof of 
rock. 

The stone was of three colours, white, black and red, so that many of 
the buildings presented a gay appearance. The whole circuit of the 
wall of the outer zone was covered with brass, which they used like 
plaster, of the inner zone with tin, and of the acropolis itself with 
orichalcum, which was of a glittering appearance. The palace within 
the acropolis was constructed as follows. In the centre was the sacred 
shrine of Poseidan and Clito, surrounded by a golden enclosure. Hard 
by stood the great temple of Poseidon, I: of a different style of archi
tecture to the Greek. The exterior wa<; covered with silver, except the 

* A stade is about 606 feet. 
t The width ofthe bridges was a plethrunl, about 101 feet. 
::: Three stades broad, a plethrum wide and fifty stades long, some six miles. 
§ A ship with three banks of oars. 
" It wa.~ a stade long, three plethra broad and of a proportionate height. 
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pediments and pinnacles, which were lined with gold. Within, the roof 
was a magnificent mosaic of gold, ivory and orichalcum, and all the 
walls, pillars and pavements were covered with orichalcum. The most 
remarkable object of the interior was a gigantic statue of the god, equal 
in height to the building, mounted on a chariot drawn by six winged 
horses, and rounct the car were a hundred NereIds riding on dolphins; 
there were also many other statues and numerous votive ,offerings of the 
citizens. Round the exterior were placed golden statues of the princes 
and princesses of the royal blood, and statues erected by the kings and 
also by private individuals both of the city and of subject states. There 
was also an altar of proportionate magnificence. And they had baths 
for summer and winter, supplied by the hot and cold springs, there being 
baths for the royal family, for men, for women, for horses and other 
animals. By a system of aqueducts, the water of the springs was 
carried to the two land zones and utilized for the irrigation of 
plantations and beautiful gardens. In these zones were many temples 
of other gods, gardens and gymnasia both for men and horses. Indeed, 
in the larger belt was a splendid race-course, extending . throughout its 
entire length, a stade broad, and lined on either side with barracks for 
the household troops. Those, however, of them who were conspicuous 
for their loyalty, were lodged in the smaller zone, and the most faithful 
of all in the citadel itself. Moreover, the docks were filled with shipping 
and naval stores of every description. At fifty stades from the outer 
water belt or harbour in every direction, another wall was built, enclosing 
the whole city and meeting the great canal at the sea entrance. The 
space between this wall and the first water belt was thickly built over 
and inhabited by a dense population; and the canal and largest. harbour 
were crowded with merchant shipping from all parts, and the din and 
tumult of their commerce continued all day long and the night through. 
Such is a general sketch of their,wonderful city. Now as regards the 
rest of the country; it was very mountainous with exceedingly pre
cipitous coasts, an~ the plain surrounding the city was itself surrounded 
by mountain chains, broken only at the sea entrance. And the plain 
was smooth and level and of an oblong shape, lying north and south, three 
thousand stades in one direction and two thousand in the other. And 
the mountains were said to be the grandest in the world for their 
number, size and beauty; they were inhabited moreover by many 
prosperous and wealthy villages, for there was an abundance of rivers 
and lakes, meadows and pasturage for all kinds of cattle and quantities 
of timber. They surrounded the plain by an enormous canal or dike. 
the size of which is almost incredible for a work of human undertaking.
By it the water from the mountains was conducted round the plain and 
flowed out to sea near the entrance of the great canal. Moreover, 

• 101 feet deep, 606 feet broad, and upwards of 1,250 miles in length. 
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parallel dikes • were cut from the upper bounding canal to that on the sea 
side, one hundred stades distant from each other, and these were again 
joined by transverse water-ways. They also employed the canals for 
irrigation and so raised two crops in the year. And the plain was 
divided into sixty thousand wards or sections, each supplying a certain 
contingent of men to the army and navy; and the army consisted of 
war chariots and a kind of light car, holding two warriors, one of whom 
dismounted and fought and the other drove, men-at-arms, archers, 
slingers, stone-shooters, javelin-men and light-armed troops.t Such was 
the military system of the city. And the other nine cities of the con
federation had slightly different systems, which it would be tedious to 
narrate. 

Now as regards the polity of the Atlanteans, the kings exercised an 
autocracy over the people; but in their dealings with each other and for 
the common welfare, they followed the traditional law of their divine 
progenitor, which was also inscribed on a column of orichalcum by the 
first kings, and the column placed in the temple of the deity. Thither 
they assembled every alternate fifth and sixth year to decide any disputes 
that might have arisen between them. And these are the ceremonies 
they performed before proceeding to their decision. There were sacred 
bulls grazing in the precincts of the temple. And the ten kings, after 
first praying to the deity, armed only with staves and nooses, proceeded 
to capture one of the herd, and sacrificed him on the column over the 
inscription. 

There was also an oath written on the column, invoking dire curses 
on those of them who infringed the. statutes of their divine parent 
And filling the sacrificial chalice,t -they cast in a clot of blood for each, 
and purifying the column, they burnt the rest with fire. Then, with 
golden cups, they dipped from the chalice and poured a libation on the 
fire of sacrifice; and swearing to do justice according to the laws on the 
column, and neither to rule nor suffer the rule of any of their number 
contrary to these ancestral laws, after invoking the prescribed curses 
both on themselves and their descendants, if untrue to their solemn 
pledge, they drank and deposited the cups in the temple. Then, having 
eaten the sacrificial meal and busied themselves with the other necessary 
offices, when evening grew on, clad in most beautiful dark blue robes 
they sat in darkness on the ground round the now cold embers of the 
sacrificial fire; and through the night they judged and were judged, but 
when morning came, they inscribed their decisions on a golden tablet 
and deposited it, with their robes, in the temple as a memorial. And 
the chief of these enactments were that the kings should never wage 
war one against the other, but should ever give mutual aid should any 

* ror feet broad. 
t Their standing army consisted of upwards of a million men; their navy of 240.000 and I,aoo 

ships. 
:: Crater or mixing bowl. 

32 
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of the cities try to destroy the royal race; and the chief power was 
assigned to the Atlantic race; nor could any king put to death a 
kinsman, without first getting a majority of votes from his royal 
colleagues. For many generations, then, so long as the nature of their 
divine ancestry was strong within them, they remained obedient to these 
laws and well affected to their divine kinship. For they possessed true 
and altogether lofty ideas, and exercised mildness and practical wisdom, 
both in the ordinary vicissitudes of life and in their mutual relations; 
and looking above everything except virtue, they considered things 
present of small importance and contentedly bore their weight of riches 
as a burden; nor were they intoxicated with luxury, but clearly per
ceived that wealth and possessions are increased by mutual friendship 
and the practice of true virtue, whereas, by a too anxious pursuit of 
riches, both possessions themselves are corrupted and friendship likewise 
perishes therewith. And so it was that they reached the great prosperity 
that we have described. 

But when their mortal natures began to dominate the divine within 
them, through their inability to bear present events, to those who can 
truly perceive, they began to display unbecoming conduct and to 
degenerate, destroying the fairest of their most valuable possessions. 
To those, however, who cannot perceive that true mode of life which 
leads to real happiness, they appeared most glorious and happy, though 
actually full of aggrandizement and unjust power. Zeus, however, the 
god of gods, who rules according to Law and can perceive such things, 
wishing to recall a once honourable race to the practice of virtue, 
assembled all the gods and said: 

• • • • • • • • • 
E.E.B. 

[Here, unfortunately, the text of the dialogue ceases abruptly.] 

~ 

THE DAILY SACRIFICE. 

TIME was when men believed their deities 
Appeased by scent of seethed and burning meat; 
They have grown wiser now, and cannot cheat 
Themselves with such illusions. Yet the cries 
Of slaughtered victims sink not, but arise 
From countless sty and shamble. In the street 
The moan of ox, and lamb's pathetic bleat, 
Mount in one constant chorus to the skies, 
And call for Karma-Karma that surely falls 
As fevered passion, or as foul disease, 
With callous hearts of blighted sympathies, 
And narrowing lust of cruel blood-bought pelf. 
God's temple is profaned-within its walls 
Priest-altar-idol-one Almighty Self. 

MARY W. GALE. 
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A FRAGMENT.-

FROM a manuscript, so old no man knows when it was written, 
, commencing where it treats of "The Beginning," we read the 

following :-
Silence is Power. Power is the Real. Silence, then, must be the 

Real. That which lives, moves, and gives being, of itself the Real, lies 
always in the Silence. When all manifestation has ceased, Silence is. 
Consequently, the Real must be, even if there is no manifestation. 

Examine personal sense. There could be no manifestation from that 
source, for two reasons; first, there was no personal sense before mani
festation, and second. there was no manifestation. There was darkness. 
There was dissolution, or unbinding of all law. Everything was set free. 
There was nothing but existence, into which all things had merged The 
Real, the Silence had absorbed all things into itself. In this, which is 
now the Universe, was. only Unity-the Unity of Brahma-God with
drawn. 

Through cycles of <eons IT, in-drawn, has meditated, conscious of 
nought but the action of its own thought-the thought which is IT~ 
SELF. It perceives not Itself because It is That Self, intent on the 
connected current or sequence of that in which It is concerned, and not 
in the thought itself, or Himself. There is no time. There is no space 
There is nothing but the Oneness. 

That which lies in sequence is accomplished. The desire to perceive 
the consequences of the onfiowing thought manifests. It is the first step 
in manifestation. In considering the conditions of Supreme Intelligence. 
remember all states and forms are the same to Unity. Light and dark
ness, life and death, motion and inaction, are not known as differences 
within the grasp of Infinite Thought. 

The Creative Thought, acting from the desire for manifestation, clears, 
and steadies itself within the circumference that is boundless. Within 
is the centre. Thought reaches from the centre to the circumference. 
As man's thought clears itself; as his mentality steadies, after long
continued strain, and the thing which was hidden or doubtful seems 
lighted by the clearness of his perception, so the Creative Thought of 
Infinite Power, acting in the same manner, produces light as the very 
first outward sign of manifestation. As a man awaking from sleep 
becomes settled in mentality, so the light of Creative Thought from 

• Read before Ramayana Theosophical Society, Chicago, 111., June 34th, J888, by Mrs. M. M. 
Phelon, F. T.S. 
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TIIAT, reservoir of all thought,· breaks upon the darkness, mUltiplying the 
memories of that which was by the deductions of that which may be 
the resultant or outcome of the long sleep or withdrawal of BrahmA. 

The line of Creative Thought moves on. Forms of beauty, shapes of 
harmony, and the untold millions of sequences fill that which has hitherto 
been the Silence. But it is still the Silence. That which we apprehend 
through personal sense, is apprehended only by Unity as the on flowing 
of the current of Creative Thought. No sound as we know it ever 
breaks upon ITS consciousness. No emotion of sight, as we perceive it, 
is ever cognised by IT. Between IT and us, as one broad ground of 
approach is simply motion-motion which is life. The Creative 
Thought projected by its own potency sets in motion all the ingathered 
forces of Unity. 

The rolling millions upon millions of stars j the conditions of all the 
Universe, are simply ITS robings-manifestations-the coverings of 
Brahma, or God manifested. One pole is the Infinite and Eternal One, 
the other is the manifestation, or shadowing forth of the Perfect Man, 
named by all the wise, as the Christ of the Ages. 

The Logos thinks.t Potency vibrates; all existence surrounding the 
central line of thought, the line of experience and knowledge, also 
vibrates. Through these vibrations, this thought, in its g~osser form 
called Ether.t can be recognised, understood and studied. From it spring 
all the phenomena that man considers the result of law. 

Law, then, is the Creative Thought. From its dic/1I11l there is no 
escape, and so the manifested move on in the sequence, which is 
awakened thought in involved and involving cycles, until that thought 
shall have perfected itself. 

When the sequence shall have reached its bounds then the law ceases 
to act. All things bound under the law are again dissolved and set 
loose. It is the ripening and the garnering of the perfected results 
moving back again into the Silence which is darkness and inertia. 

In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth, and without 
Him, was nothing made that was made. I t was the beginning of an 
Infinite cycle, extending through immensity, and ending in the countless. 
As the evening and the morning were the first day, so Brahm and 
BrahmA are Unity and Law. 

* In Indian philosophy this absolute Deity is always referred to as "THAT" (TAD) and "IT." It 
is .. the reservoir of all thought" because it is a6solule thought; which having no relation to the finite 
and the conditioned, cannot be premised as something individual or separate from the universal mind, 
and minds. It is the causeless cause of evt:ry manifesting inlel1ection, the eternal Source of ALL.-{Eo.] 

t Because the Logos is manifested; but the ever-concealed Deity does nol, since It is ABSOLUTE 
THOUGIIT, and cannot be spoken of as we would of an indh'idual personal TAinller: But then the 
Logos in the East is the synthesis, tlie col\ective aggregate of al1 the Gods or Powers in the manifested 
universe.-{Eo. ] 

+ And in its highest it is AKASA.-[Eo.] 
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MY UNCLE'S STRANGE STORY. 

I WAS passing through Chicago lately on my way home from India 
to England, vid San Francisco, having been engaged for several 
years in engineering work for the British Government in Bengal, 

when it struck me to look for an uncle of mine who lived in that city. 
I had but a vague idea of him, for he emigrated before I was born, 
and had kept up no correspondence with our family. All I knew of 
the old gentleman was, that in his youth he had given great promise 
as a physician, but that he had unaccountably thrown up a large and 
growing practice in London, and had gone to reside in Italy, where h~ 
married i and that soon "after his marriage he sailed with his wife ta 
the United States. We had once heard casually that he settled in a 
Western city, where he had considerable reputation as a "mad doctor," 
and we had lately learned that he had retired from practice and was 
living with his wife in a suburb of Chicago. 

The doctor's name was in the Directory, and I was received most 
kindly. I found him a fine-looking old gentleman, tall, dignified, and 
courtly, and retaining more than the traces of the beauty of form and 
feature which were a tradition about him in our family. My aunt I 
found to be a very handsome old lady, white-haired and erect, with large 
dark eyes, and a smile that put me at my ease at once. They insisted 
that I should occupy their spare room during my stay in Chicago-an 
offer I very willingly accepted. 

We had been talking one evening about those strange cases of 
insanity. in which not even the slightest trace of structural injury is 
found in the brain after death. 

"I have seen so many cases of functional disorder cured," said the 
doctor at last, "that I am confident most of them would yield to con
tinued care and treatment. In general, however, people have not the 
necessary time to devote to crazy relatives, and send them to an asylum 
instead. But, my dear," he added, turning to his wife, "suppose we 
have our supper? " 

" Why, gracious me !" exclaimed my aunt, glancing at the clock, and 
putting down her knitting, "I had no idea it was so late! I have not 
heard the girl come in, and I fear the fire will be out. Tell him about 
that patient of yours i~ the Alps, while you are waiting." With that she 
hurried away. 

My uncle fairly jumped round in his chair to stare after his wife, 
uttering the monosyllable" What! " in a tone that rendered it expressive 
of a whole vocabulary of astonishment. 
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"Pray do, sir," said I, seeing that he seemed to hesitate. 
"I don't know that I ought to tell it to you," replied my uncle . 

.. Still, as your aunt has suggested it, I will do so. But it is so strange a 
story, that I hardly believe it myself at times, although I have every 
reason to know it to be true." 

Then lighting another cigar my uncle began his narrative: 
"In the summer of 1845," he said, " I stopped for a few days at the 

village of Abendbrod in the Austrian Alps. I was then thirty years of 
a6"e, and had taken my medical degree in London five years before. I 
had been for several months on the Continent, visiting lunatic asylums, 
having made insanity my special study. I had stopped last at Vienna, 
until the heat there had made me feel the necessity of rest and change, 
as I had for a long time been almost living among lunatics. For several 
weeks I had been in constant attendance at the State Asylum for the 
insane in that city, where I had been the guest of Dr. Otto Von Streidlitz, 
first resident physician, a young man of the highest order of intellect, 
b::tween whom and myself a very strong friendship sprang up during 
our too short acquaintance. It was the month when Von Streidlitz 
should have taken his short holiday, but he was detained by the constant 
arrival of distressing cases, which were then being collected in all the 
provinces and sent in by order of the emperor, of mad persons found 
chained up by relations, or living in a wild state in deserted places. Von 
Streidlitz had urged me not to wait for him, promising to join me in the 
mountains as soon as he could get away. 

"One evening I was sitting in the big hall of the inn at Abendbrod, 
listening to the gossip and tales of the villagers. The stories that 
evening turned chiefly on murders and robberies, for the village mind 
was excited by the lawless doings of a gang of escaped convicts, four 
of whom had been seen that day within a few miles of the place. 
Suddenly the door was flung open, and in strode a young Austrian artist, 
who was also a guest at the inn. He was greeted with acclamation, as 
he had usually some amusing adventure to tell. 

'" Well, my friends,' he cried,' I have seen your lovely madwoman, 
and, by the gods, I had an escape of my life. I should say she is mad, 
and beautiful too. Oh what a mpdel she would make if we could catch 
and tame her!' 

"Between mouthfuls of bread and cheese, he proceeded to tell us that 
after a long hunt he had found the cave in which mad Gretchen lived, 
which was situated about five miles from the village, and on one of the 
roughest mountain slopes. He approached it cautiously, and was peering 
into its darkness, when a stone whizzed close to his head and fell 
shattered from the rocky wall beside him; and turning, he beheld, 
within a few yards of him, the personification of fury, in the shape of the 
mad woman herself-ragged, erect, with gleaming eye and open nostril. 
He attempted to explain that he was only a harmless artist who had 
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lost his way, but she advanced on him, brandishing a formidable knife, 
and he beat a hasty retreat. 

" Loud laughter followed this recital and many were the jokes at the 
young man's expense. On enquiry, I learned that this young woman 
had' arrived from the West,' three years before. She was then travel
ling in good style with her father, who, however, was taken suddenly ill 
when passing through Terrino, a village which lies at the other side of 
the mountain, within the Italian frontier, and about eight miles from 
Abendbrod. The old gentleman soon died, which was such a shock to 
his daughter, then 17 years old, that the villagers had to nurse her 
through a fever j but she had almost recovered when one night she 
disappeared, and the next tidings of her was that she had taken up 
her quarters in the cave that the artist had visited, and was a raving 
maniac. Many but :futile efforts had been made to induce, or even 
force her, to leave her wretched abode j she would allow no one to 
approach her, and would have probably perished during the winters, 
had not the' kind-hearted villagers left supplies of food where she could 
find them. No friend or relation had ever enquired for her, and nothing 
was found among her effects which gave a clue to her identity. She 
was seldom seen in the day-time, but wandered round at night, some
times singing in a strange, weird voice. 

"This is one of the kind of cases that the authorities were looking 
for, and the cave was in Austrian territory, so I determined to try my 
luck with mad Gretchen as they called her. I have always got on 'well 
with lunatics, and when I was young I prided myself upon this power 
over them j besides, I had a strong curiosity to see this girl whom 
everybody described as so beautiful. I was bound for Terrino, where I 
expected letters, and the pathway passed near Gretchen's cave. So 
next morning I buckled on my knapsack, and bade adieu to the 
hospitable villagers, receiving in return many warnings not to go too 
near the madwoman. 

"Five miles in the High-Alps is as bad as twenty on level ground, 
and a good deal worse if you lose your way, as I did mine on that 
occasion. I came to a tree that had been struck by lightning, and I 
had been told that such a tree marked the place where I should strike 
up the mountain side to find the madwoman's cave. Near the tree was 
a little path, which I took. Unfortunately, the tree was the wrong one, 
and the path turned out to be one of the innumerable cow or goat 
tracks of the mountains which graduaUy fade away and lead nowhere. 
I wandered all day in vain efforts to find the road again, and towards 
evening I sat down by a little stream and dabbled my aching feet in 
the cool water, wondering how J should make out for the night, and 
eating some bread and cheese I had luckily brought with me. 

"I had fallen into a reverie when I suddenly felt a touch on my 
shoulder, and looking up, my eyes met those of mad Gretchen herself! 
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There she was, standing over me, and completely mistress of the 
situation. To my relief, however, I saw that her eyes were not gleam
ing, nor were her nostrils distended in anger, and her big knife nestled 
harmlessly in her girdle. 

" 'I knew that you would come at last,' she said; 'but oh, what a 
long, long time I have been waiting for you.' This was said in un
mistakably native English, in a wonderfully sweet voice, and in a most 
pathetic tone. 

" I scrambled to my feet, utterly bewildered by such an unexpected 
greeting, and stood before her. She was undoubtedly a beautiful crea
ture. Tall, slender, and graceful, with dark brown hair and eyes, oval 
face, regular features and a forehead that ought to have betokened 
intellect. In fact, to describe her as she was then would require the 
pen of a novelist For some seconds we stood looking at each other; 
then her face became illuminated by that peculiar ecstatic smile that is 
sometimes seen in emotional insanity, and she put out both her 
hands, which I mechanically took in mine. 

'" I knew the Gods would send you in time to save me,' she said, 'but 
to-morrow wonld have been too late, for they will be here to-night 
Come, let us make haste, for I have got to get some things from the 
cave before we start.' . 

" I sat down without speaking, to put on my shoes and stockings. I 
was in a nice predicament Mad Gretchen had evidently made up her 
mind to come with me, just as she was, dressed in a marvellous assort
ment of rags and tatters of clothing that once had been costly, but was 
now rather dirty and exceedingly ludicrous, although extremely 
picturesque. Moreover, I did not know at what moment her furious 
mania would break out again, and I knew of no place where to take her 
so suddenly. Before I met her, I 'was planning how I would get her 
away; now, when she wanted to come, I found myself planning how to 
get away from her. I made up my mind to humour her until she 
brought me to the path to Terrino, and until I saw how things would 
develop. 'I felt sure that Von Streidlitz would take an interest in her 
but I was not prepared for this suddenness . 

.. As I shouldered my knapsack she said: 'Follow me'; and led the 
way over brook and boulder with an easy agility that taxed my powers to 
keep up with her. No word was spoken until we reached the cave, 
the entrance to which was a small opening in a high perpendicular wall 
of rock, in front of which wall the strata formed a grassy ledge of about 
fifty feet wide, beyond which again the forest began, and the mountain 
sloped downward. Seating herself on a fallen tree near the cave Gretchen 
said: 'Now let us rest a little,' and motioned to me to sit beside her. 

"We sat in silence for a few moments. Accustomed as I was to 
lunatics, I felt a strange embarrassment with this poor girl. She had 
shown no symptom of the violence with which she was credited, her 

• 
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manner was completely trustful, she could look in my eye without 
flinching-a most rare thing in insanity-and I reflected that her 
delusion that I had been sent to save her, might tum out a fact after 
all. Presently I said: 

'" How did you know I was coming?' 
'" I saw it in the water,' she answered quietly, 'besides, they told me 

you were coming.' 
" , \Vho are they?' I asked. 
" , :\fy visitors, of course,' answered the girl. 
" , Your visitors!' I said, 'why I thought you would not allow anyone 

to come to see you.' 
", They come without my leave, suddenly, at all hours, and I am 

very glad to see them, for I should be very lonely without them,' she 
said. 

" It struck me then that her visitors were of the ghostly order-hallu
cinations; and a few more questions made it clear that such was the 
fact. She said that 'they' had told her to speak to no one till I came 
for her. Suddenly she seized my hand and kissed it, and said, with 
eyes suffused with tears, 'Oh! I am so happy you have come for me,' 
with that she disappeared into the cave. 

"Left to myself, I began for the first time to realize my peculiar 
situation. The sun was setting, and I was exceedingly tired. To get to 
Terrino would take me three hours in my weary condition, and I dared 
not trust myself to find the way until the moon rose, which was after 
midnight Moreover, poor Gretchen had made up her mind to go with 
me, which was impossible. I began to think that it is not always an 
advantage to have a soothing influence with mad people! 

" Presently she emerged from the cave, bringing with her a little bundle 
and something wrapped up in a piece of rag which she put into my 
hand. It was heavy. Opening it, I found about a hundred gold pieces. 

" , Let us go,' she said. 
"She seemed so quiet and in many ways so rational that I determined 

to try to persuade her to wait a few days till I came back for her, so I 
motioned to her to sit down beside me, which she did. Taking her hand 
in mine, I said : 

" 'Gretchen, you say that I am your deliverer, but, if I am to save you 
you must let me do things my own way. \Ve must not make a false 
start, and I am very tired and my feet are blistered.' 

" She sighed and put her bundle down beside her. This encouraged 
me and I went on: 

" 'I know that you are a sensible young woman and can understand 
that it would never do for you to go where there are well-dressed 
people in the clothes you have now. They would ridicule and insult 
you; and we should both be arrested, for you have no passport.' 

" I looked at her now; she had become very pale, and her large eyes 

., 
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were fixed on me in apparent astonishment. She said nothing, however, 
and I went on : 

'" 'What I intend to do is this To-morrow morning I will go to 
Terrino, and post on to a city, where I will get a lodging for you with 
a lady who will be kind to you, and where I can often come to see you 
T:len I will come back for you, and bring you some nice clothes.' 

"She stood up without speaking, and I was startled at her changed 
cxpression, and quickly rose to my fect. 

" , You will not take me with you?' she almost shrieked. 
'" Not this time, dear Gretchen,' I answered, gently but firmly, an!! 

picking up the package of gold I held it out to her. 
"Quick as a flash she knocked the money out of my hand, scattering 

it in all directions, and sprang on me like a fury, seizing my throat with 
both her hands in a grip of iron. Bya great effort I liberated my neck, 
and holding her hands down I said: 

'" Foolish girl, do you not know that I have come to save you?' 
" I felt the muscles of her arms slowly relax and then the look of 

anger gradually faded from her face, changing into the same ecstatic 
smile I had noticed when we met. This lasted only for an instant 
however. I felt her muscles again becoming rigid; her face lost all 
expression, her eyes grew glassy, and she had become completely cata
leptic. 

"It was an hour before I succeeded in bringing her back to conscious
ness. By that time it had become dark, and she did not recognise me 
at first, or realize where she was. Presently she sprang to her feet and 
said: '" I have seen them, and oh! they look so cruel! There are four 
of them. One is very tall, another is very short, and the remaining two 
are middle-sized. They have ropes to tie me with. They have left 
Terrino and will be hcre soon. We, must go at once; you must not 
leave me here.' 

" I knew, of course, that she had had a dream or vision of some sort, 
a not uncommon feature of the cataleptic coodition, and I did my best 
to calm her; but I could not remove from her mind the impression that 
four men were coming to attack her and carry her off. I had read of 
cJ.ses, apparently well authenticated, of persons in the cataleptic state 
giving evidence of abnormal powers of vision, although a case of 
, Clairvoyance' had never occurred in my own practice. Finally it was 
a6'reed that we should wait till the moon was up, then by its light 
collect the scattered gold pieces, and make our way to Abendbrod, 
where I thought I could persuade my late host to give a temporary 
asylum to my poor patient, as I had now come to consider her. 

"After a while she lay down on some dry leaves near her cave, and 
I strctched myself on the ground to wait for the moonlight. I was very 
weary but did not feel inclined to sleep. I must have dozed off, however. 
for I was startled by feeling something cold touch my hand, and 
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opening my eyes I saw Gretchen stooping over me with her big knife 
in her grasp, and a look of anger and terror in her face. 

Ie , They are coming,' she whispered, excitedly, 'get up and make no 
noise.' 

"I jumped to my feet, and clutching my arm, she pointed in the 
direction of the path that led to her cave, and bade me listen. In the 
solemn silence of the Alpine night I heard a sound like the tramping of 
feet a long way off; but it was indistinct, and I thought it was only 
cattle. As if she guessed my thoughts, she said: 

" 'The cows have bells; besides, they woke me and told me to 
prepare.' 

Ie The moon had risen by this time and we stood listening in the 
shadow of a projecting piece of the rock. The sounds were growing 
more defined, and we now heard the crackling noise that is made by 
people walking through the dry underbush of a forest Presently we 
heard someone laugh, and Gretchen whispered: 'Get your pistols.' I 
had laid them by my side when I lay down. I really think that, mad 
as she was, she had her wits about her, just then, better than I had mine. 

"There could be no doubt now but that there were several men in the 
party, for we could hear different voices, and presently they burst into 
view about thirty yards away. When theyemergp.d from under the 
trees they suddenly halted, and ceased talking. and I heard a voice say: 
, This is the place.' 

" I felt a strange creepy sensation when I saw that there were four of 
them, answering perfectly to her description; one was a very tall man, 
another, below the middle height, and the other two, medium-sized. 

" As they stood talking together in undertones, I could hear one voice 
better than the others. I heard this man whisper to another: ' You 
will throw the cloth over her head.' I heard him ask who had got the 
rope, and I heard him tell the others to beware of her knife. I cocked 
my pistols as noiselessly as I could. 

" They began to edge up towards the spot where we stood, keeping 
in the shade. Suddenly Gretchen stepped from my side right out into 
the moonlight and asked in a ringing voice what they wanted. 

" The little man answered with a laugh: 'We want you, my darling.' 
Then someone cried: ' Go ! ' and all four made a rush. 

"Gretchen sprang to my side, and I raised my pistol and fired at 
the foremost man. He leaped in the air and fell forward on his face, 
nearly at our feet. The others stopped, hesitated for a moment, and 
then fled into the woods, and I sent my other bullet after them to 
quicken their retreat. 

"The fallen man did not move, and I went forward to examine him. 
He was dead, and I turned the body over to look at the face." 

My uncle's voice had gradually been growing husky, and now 
he paused, and blew his nose vigorously. Presently he said: 
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"My dear young nephew, when I turned that body over, I found 
myself confronted by one of the tragedies of my life. The man' whom 
I had shot was Dr. Otto Von Streidlitz. I did not, however, for a 
moment realize that I had killed my friend. My first idea was that 
this escaped convict, as I thought him, bore an extraordinary likeness 
to him. Then a horrid suspicion stole over me. Von Streidlitz bad 
an injured ear; half of his left ear had at some time been bitten off by 
one of his lunatics. I turned the head over and found that half of the 
left ear was missing. This was beyond the bounds of coincidence, and 
I knew then that I had killed my friend. 
that in some unexplicable way it might possibly be my friend himself. 

.. I have no distinct recollection of what followed. I remember crying 
out, and that Gretchen ran to me. I must have fainted, for the next 
thing I knew was that she was kneeling beside me as I lay on the'grass, 
and was bathing my hand with her tears, thinking I was dead. 

I afterwards found that Von Streidlitz had written to me to Terrino, 
and had followed his letter in person. He had waited for me there for 
several days, not knowing I was so near him, and, like myself, had 
casually heard of the beautiful lunatic. His professional interest was 
enlisted, and he determined to capture the girl himself and send her to 
the asylum at Vienna. But Terrino being in Italian territory he could 
do nothing officially from that side, so he had organized a posse of 
villagers to help him to seize the girl, intending to carry her on to 
Abendbrod. 

" My first impulse was to go and give myself up' to the authorities; 
but I reflected that I should have' to acquit myself of the charge of 
murder, and my only witness was precluded by her mental condition 
from giving evidence in a court of justice. I knew, also, that the affair 
wonld be probably misrepresented in the English papers, and my 

. prospects ruined; and I had moreover seen something of Austrian 
prisons, and had no desire to form their more intimate acquaintance. I felt 
sure the three survivors of the raid had not seen who fired the shot, and 
that if I could escape into Switzerland, I should never be charged with 
the killing. 

" I had also to consider poor Gretchen. I could not leave her behind 
now, for my own sake as well as hers. She was perfectly subdued, and 
the events of the night had drawn us closer together. I forgot her 
hallucinations in our common necessity to escape from our terrible 
surroundings. But how were we to escape? We were on the highest 
part of a mountain pass, with ~nly two possible means of exit. 
Terrino, at one end, would be aroused by the time we got there, and we 
would be certainly stopped. The killing, however, would not be known 
as soon at AJ:>endbrod, at the other end of the pass, and there w:as still 
time to pas~ that way before the villagers were astir, but poor Gretchen's 
terribly conspicuous rags made subsequent recognition a certainty. 
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" I was just wondering whether she would consent to put on a spare 
pair of trousers and shirt I had in my knapsack, when she touched my 
arm, and, pointing to the body, said: 

'" I will put on his clothes if you will take them off.' 
"She put on my shir~, for his was stained with blood, and arrayed in 

his other garments she looked like a handsome youth . 
.. \Ve passed unobserved through Abendbrod at dawn and spent the 

day in the woods a few miles further on. We caught the night dili
gence for Switzerland as it passed us on the road, and, as I had my 
brother J ames's name as well as my own on my passport, we had no 
difficulty at the frontier." 

At this point my aunt put her head into the room, and said: 
.. Now, come along, for I am sure you must be starving." 
" Did poor Gretchen recover her reason?" I asked as we rose. 
"Completely," replied my uncle. "I think the shock cured her. 

Her ghostly visitors kept their word and never returned, and no fresh 
hallucination appeared; but for a long time the harmless delusion re
mained that she could see wonderful things by looking into clear water. 
Gretchen, by the bye, was only a name that the villagers gave her." 

"What was her real name? " I asked. 
"A very unusual one," answered my uncle. "Her real name was 

Zeretta." 
" Zerctta I" I exclaimed, with eyes wide open, " why, that's my aunt's 

name!" 
My uncle smiled i put his finger to his lips, and said: 
"Come along to supper." 

"CHAOS AND OLD NIGHT." 

BIG drops are falling; 
Deep sighs are heaving; 
Strong thews are trembling; 
Stout hearts are breaking: 

For "Chaos and Old Night" are threatening
Their doleful shades, alas! are lowering! 

R. HARTE. 

Where hope ne'er comes and light's ne'er seen, 
Where life is torment, death is sweet! 

. M. MULL. 

May IS. 1887. 
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OUR CHRISTIAN XIXTH CENTURY ETHICS. 

civilization progresses, moral darkness pervades the alleged light of 
Christianity. The chosen symbol of our boasted civilization ought to 
be a huge boa constrictor. Like that monstrous ophidian, with its 

velvety black and brilliant golden-hued spots, and its graceful motions, civiliza
tion proceeds insidiously, but as surely, to crush in its deadly coils every high 
aspiration, every noble feeling, aye, even to the very discrimination of right and 
wrong. 

Conscience, "God's vicegerent in the soul," speaks no longer in man; 
for the whispers of the still small voice within are stifled by the ever-increasing 
din and roar of Selfishness. 

But-" our shops, our horses' legs, our boots . . . . have all benefited by the 
introduction" of the" macadam of civilization," says Dickens. Yea; but have 
not our hearts turned, on the other hand, to stone also? Have they not been 
macadamized in their steady petrifaction, with this rapid spread of civIlization? 
Highwaymen may, or may not, have disappeared with more perfect highways, 
yet it is certain that they have reappeared since in every class of life and trade, 
and that highway robbery is now taking place on still deadlier, if improverl and 
legalized principles. "Crawling beggars and dirty inns" offend our esthetic 
feelings no longer; but starving beggars have found their numbers increasing 
tenfold and are multiplying at a rate in proportion to the extortionate charges 
of white-washed inns, now turned into palace-hotels. And if-still according to 
Dickens-" much of the ribbonism, landlord-stalking from behind hedges, and 
Skibbereen starvation of Ireland may be attributed to the baleful roads of 
bygone days," to what shall we attribute the same evils, only on a more gigantic 
scale, in the Emerald Island to-day? 

Politics does not enter into the programme of our magazine'S activity. Yet 
as everything under the sun now seems to have become connected with politics, 
which appear to have become little else but a legal permission to break the ten 
commandments, a regular government license to the rich for the commission of 
'all the sins which, when perpetrated by the poor, land the criminal in jail, or 
hoist him upon the gallows-it becomes difficult to avoid touching upon 
politics. There are cases which, emanating directly from the realm of political 
and diplomatic action, cry loudly to the common ethics of humanity for 
exposure and punishment. Such is the recent event which must now be 
mentioned. 

It is a truism of too long standing, a policy acted upon by every civilized 
natipn from antiquity, that the prosperity of every state is based upon the 
oroerly establishment of family principles. Nor is anyone likely to deny that 
social ethics depend largely upon the early education received by the growing
up generations. On whom does the duty devolve of guiding that education 
from early childhood? Who can do so better than a loving mother, once that 
her moral worth is recognised by all, and that no evil report has ever sullied 
her fame? The youth and his later intellectual training may well be left to the 
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finner hand of the father: the care of his childhood belongs by all divine and 
human rights to the mother alone; the parent who gave her offspring not only 
a part of her flesh and blood, but a portion likewise of her immortal soul-that 
which shall create hereafter the real man, the true EGO. This is the ABC of 
the life-duties of mankind; and it is the first duty of those in power to guard 
the sacred maternal rights against any brutal violation. 

How then shaH we characterise the unparalleled act of violence, perpetrated 011 

the modern principle that "might is right," which has been offered in the face 
of all the world by a crowned husband to his innocent wife, and by the first 
statesman in Europe to an unprotected Queen-a w()man 1 Has Queen 
Nathalie of Servia played false to her country, was she a faithless wife, or a bad 
mother? No; most decidedly not Has she in any way deserved the insult 
dealt her at the hands of these two men, in the European scandal which has 
now disgraced the King, her husband, and the country to whose honour and 
protection she trusted herself? Once more, and a thousand times, no. All 
those who knew Milan Obrenovitch's life, his low moral standard, his family 
relations for the last years, and especially his small intrinsic value as King, 
patriot and man, will "deny emphatically any accusation against Queen Nathalit'. 
On the other hand many are those who knew her personaHy, from her birth and 
throughout her girlhood A good daughter cannot be a bad mother. A pure, 
noble-minded woman can hardly be a guilty wife. 

Why then should she be so cruelly treated? Why should she have been 
forced to drain to the last drop the contents of the bitter cup of insult and 
moral agony for crimes that were not her own? It is a measure of political 
necessity, we are told. The Christian clergy ofthe land is forced to sanction it, 
and Christian law is thus made to act in defiance of every moral and divine 
law! Most un deservedly and brutally insulted in all her most sacred rights, the 
honest woman, the faithful wife of a faithless man and husband, is now doomed 
to be sacrificed to the Moloch of politics! She must remain separated from 
her only child, and witness, passive, helpless and powerless, year after year, 
the virus of moral depravity being inoculated in her boy's nature by such a 
father! She, the legitimate wife and Queen, has to submit to be treated like a 
discharged c()urlisane and suffer another woman and women, fully deserving of 
that epithet, to take her place in the palace, perhaps to assume authority over" 
her innocent son. " Politics" doom a future king to witness from his childhood 
daily scenes that seem copied from those which must have taken place in the 
palaces of Messalina and those of the Popes Borgia! 

Therefore every honest man and woman has a right to say that no more 
brutal, heartless, unqualifiable act has ever been perpetrated in the political 
dramas of this century of the greatest civilisation. Such an act committed by 
a Milan of Servia, the salaried brav() of Austria, could hardly astonish anyone. 
But that the deed should be sanctioned by one who had just proclaimed in 
the hearing of all Europe, that he "feared God alone," is incomprehensible. \\' e 
are far, it seems, from the barbarous Middle Ages, when the German Riller 
fought and died to protect a woman. Weare in the age of civilisation and 
politics. Poor, unhappy Nathalie Keshko! Who of those who knew her 
hardly a dozen years ago, the beautiful, happy, innocent gir~ the ornament of 
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the high social circles of Odessa, would have ever dreamt of such a fate for her? 
Left early an orphan, she was brought up by her guardian as a beloved daughter. 
Love, wealth and happiness smiled upon her from her very cradle, until that 
unfortunate marriage of hers-a true 1iztsalliance-with the unworthy nephew of 
the martyr-Hospodar, Michael Obrenovitch. The descendant of the swine
herdsmen of Servia has since become an opera-comique King, who now dis
honours the nation which chose him for its ruler. It was not her beauty 
that attracted him; but her millions. The noble uprighteousness of her 
character and her true womanly moral qualities must have made him dread her 
from the first; and while these repelled the profligate husband, the millions of 
Nathalie Keshko consoled him, by permitting him to enlarge his harem, and 
make his mistresses share the same palace with the virtuous legitimate wife. 
And now, having filled the: life of the unfortunate young Queen with gall, he 
gives her the last deadly blow by depriving her of her only child, making of 
her a Rachel weeping and refusing to be comforted. 

Why? For what crime and by what right? The last word of the mystery is 
in the safe keeping of Prince Bismarck and King Milan. The proud Imperial 
Chancellor might have defeated the ends of that puppet-King with one word; 
but he preferred to help him. Before the Prince, all male Europe bows. But 
no woman can fail to arise in righteous indignation against the politics of the 
.. Iron Chancellor" and proclaim it to his face. The loud blame of millions of 
women, and of every mothel' in Christendom, are so many implied curses that 
must for once fall upon the head of the man they are addressed to. And what 
mother will fail to sympathise with this other bereaved and wronged mother? 
There is a law of Retribution, however, and it is this which gives us the liberty 
to ask: What, or who, gives you the right and audacity to so insult all law, 
divine and human? Is it in the name of Christianity that you perpetrate an act 
which would disgrace any "heathen" potentate and State? 

Ye, unrighteous judges who fear neither moral law, nor do you feel 
ashamed before the open censure of the teeming millions of those who openly 
blame you; it is posterity which will render to you your just dues, and 
thus avenge the memory of this martyred Queen and mother. That day must 
come, when, passing into history, your polilital action will be read with disgust 
and horror even by the descendants of those who now keep silent, instead of 
raising their voices in the defence of that innocent woman. 

But while whole nations of private individuals can do nothing except protest, 
sincerely and as vainly; all those who could do so effectually, will not lift a finger 
on behalf of Queen Nathalie. The public is willing, but powerless; the 
Sovereigns and potentates all-powerful, but evidently unwilling. But, 0, ye 
Crowned women, mothers, and wives of Europe I Unless you join your voices 
in one mighty cry of indignation and protest against such an infamous act of 
despotism and undeserved cruelty, you have small right indeed to call yourselves 
Christians or to represent the religion of your Christ in the eyes of the masses. 
Although might is really right in our age of dissembling and of unexampled 
Selfishness, there may be something worse in store for those who fail to do the 
right thing by an oppressed sister. That which is now being done to the 
legitimate Queen of an insignificant little Kingdom, may be done to any of you 
-wives and mothers of the Sovereigns of mighty States and Empires-when the 
hour of just retributive justice strikes. Arise then and protest in the name of 
human rights while you are still in power. For who knows how long that power 
may yet last? Verily, in view of the rapid spread of civilization and the 
despotism of such politics, the day when that hour will strike is only a question 
of time and of expediency. • • • • 

AnvERsA 
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'Rel'ieWB. --
REINCARNATION ... 

1IR. WALKER cannot be too heartily congratulated on the manner in 
which he has written his book. He has arranged his facts in a masterly 
way, and has devoted so much time and study to the subject that he 

is able to cite in his favour a large majority of those writers and thinkers who 
have distinguished their race at all the historical epochs of human progress. 
Of course in such a subject there must necessarily appear some gaps to the 
specialist, but, in spite of all that criticasters may urge, there is no doubt that 
Mr. Walker's book forms the most admirable summary of the subject which has 
yet appeared. 

The book is divided into various sections. In the first of these a definition 
is attempted. There is no uncertain sound in the words: "That man ever 
dwelt in the bodies of beasts, we deny as irrational, as such a retrogression 
would contradict the fundamental maxims of nature. That philosophy is a 
corruption of Reincarnation." 

"Granting the permanence of the human spirit amid every change, the 
doctrine of rebirth is the only one yielding a metaphysical explanation of the 
phenomena of life. It is already accepted on the physical plane as evolution, 
and holds a firm ethical value in applying the law of justice to human 
experience." . 

Thus reincarnation simply resolves itself into the enunciation of a law that 
man lives and dies and lives again, and acts and takes rest on the plane of life 
as a whole just as he does in his life from day to day. The individual man 
clothes himself many times in different personalities. 

Mr. Walker then proceeds to the arguments in favour of Reincarnation. He 
argues that the idea of immortality instinct in man, when assisted with the 
analogy of nature and by the conservation of energy and the correlation of 
forces, necessarily demands reincarnation as a fact. The Christian idea of 
special creation at birth involves a similar annihilation at death. Immortality 
then demands it. Analogy in the case of the life history of butterflies comes 
to the assistance of the theory and, when combined with the observations of 
embryology, leaves very little room for hesitation. Not so very long since even 
the evolution of the physical frame of man and animal was denied; but now 
that this evolution is a proven fact and we can see the traces of it as demon
strating re;ncarnation under different forms in the embryo, it is high time that we 
should turn our attention to the evolution of the soul as welL Mr. Walker 
cites many instances from physiology and biology to assist his case and makes 
his position very firm indeed 

Physiology further shows an entire reconstitution of the physical frame every 

• By E. D. Walker. Boston and New York, HOUGHTON, MIFI"LIN &: Co., 1888; and London, 
WARD &: LocK. 
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seven years, and the question naturclly rises: "Why should not this 'reincar
nation' be further extended?" 

The old argument is brought in as to the acquisition of all experience being 
impossible in one life and supported by the facts of early death. 

Further Mr. Walker puts forward the idea that reincarnation forms a complete 
answer to the old theological difficulty of "original sin." And under his 
examination this proves to be the case. Further it explains many curious ex
periences. Of course the objection may be taken that these experiences admit 
of a different explanation; on the other hand reincarnation affords the simplest 
explanation to all, and it is well known as a law that the economy of nature 
demands the simplest and most direct course. 

It is perhaps a pity that the scope of the book did not permit Mr. Walker to 
deal more fully with the solution which Reincarnation, in company with its twin 
law of Karma, affords to the problem of moral inequality, and "the injustice and 
evil which otherwise overwhelms us." But the reader is given an outline which 
he can well fill up for himself. As Mr. Walker puts it, "the total experience of 
humanity forms a magnificent tapestry of perfect poetic justice." 

Mr. Walker states four main objections to the theory. Of these, though he 
rightly gives it the last place in validity, the uncongeniality of the doctrine is 
that which operates in the minds of most people. The arguments of loss of 
memory and the opposition of heredity are the most serious to meet. But they 
are so well considered and met, that it would be worth while to purchase the 
book if only for this section. The argument of memory is shown to be fallacious 
by the facts and analogies afforded by one life only. The cases of double 
identity, and other kindred instances, prove the existence of a "higher memory" 
which is not always available for the consciousness of sense perception. As 
regards the justice of suffering for deeds which we are not conscious of having 
committed, it is answered rightly,that it is really only to those who always 
attempt to shift the blame off their own shoulders that the idea of an 
arbitrary guide of man's destiny is acceptable. Nature never errs, and it is 
healthier for man to know that he only reaps the seed which he himself sows 
than to think that he can avoid payment by cheating himself of his dues. But 
to most minds the idea is repellant on account of the loss it involves of the 
consciousness of the persons dear to them. But it may be answered that 
love and sympathy usually have their basis, if they are real at all, in some
thing beyond mere outward appearances. Weare all pilgrims together and 
Mr. Walker adds: "our theory extends the journey in just proportion to the 
supernal destination." 

The quotations from "Western Prose Writers" afford the reader a glimpse 
extending over such a wide range that, if merely for the insight into the minds 
of great thinkers, the book is worth reading. A part is devoted to the work of 
Mr. William R. Alger, who, though a clergyman, devoted 20 years of his life to 
the study and was so firmly convinced of its truth that the pagan idea of 
reincarnation became immoveably fixed in his mind as a fact proven to him 
indisputably. 

Mr. Walker quotes largely from the poets. On the ground that they" are 
the seers of the race" who merely. transmit, often unconsciously to themselves, 
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the truths which are· "beyond the limits of reason" it is surely a phalanx of 
considerable strength to marshal 12 American poets, 17 British, six Continental, 
and seven Platonic, in favour of the theory. 

Quotations from ancient prose writers and poets, from present-day Eastern 
writers, from the esoteric Oriental philosophies-all are cited by Mr. Walker in 
favour of the theory. 

One fact is worth repeating here. The effect of this theory on the conduct 
of life is such that travellers in many parts of China. . . . . Central India and 
Ceylon agree that the daily life of Buddhism is so like the realization of 
Christianity as to give strong support to the theory of the Indian origin of our 
religion. It would be a matter of curiosity to know what Eastern travellers 
would remark as to the theory and practice of Christianity in so-called 
"Christian countries." 

To conclude in Mr. Walker's words: 
"Reincarnation unites all the family of man into a universal brotherhood 

more effectively than the prevailing humanity. It promotes the solidarity of 
mankind by destroying the barriers that conceit and circumstances have raised 
between individuals, groups, nations, and races. All alike are favoured with 
poetic justice. . . . . . There are no special gifts. Physical blessings, mental 
talents, and moral successes are the laborious result of long merit. Sorrows, 
defects, and failures proceed from negligence." 

Mr. Walker concludes with the conviction "that all the best teachers of 
mankind-religion, philosophy, science and poetry-urge the soul to 

Be worthy of death; and so learn to live 
That every incarnation of thy soul 
In varied realms, and worlds, and firmaments 
Shall be more pure and high." 

The book is closed by a copious bibliography on the subject, which is 
immensely valuable. We can heartily recommend the book to all students of 
Theosophy and.thefacts of Nature, for we think Mr. Walker, even with the Mr. 
narrow limits of his book, has proved his case. 

EMENDATIONS OF HAMLET." 

JlR. MULL'S book is undoubtedly one of the greatest additions to 
Shakespearean study which recent years have seen. 

It is characterised by the most thorough scholarship, the most 
cautious and yet daring criticism, combined with a genius for percelvmg in
tuitionally the true reading of corrupt passages, only perhaps equalled by 
Porson. 

Many of the author's emendations carry with them the instant conviction of 
self-evident truths, leaving a feeling of wonder that they have never been sug
gested befor~. 

Delicate shades of meaning, hitherto concealed, are brought out by slight 

* 0, Hamlet; Restorations and Emendations:· by Matthias Mull. KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH &: 
Co., 188S. 
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changes of punctuation, which display a closeness of application to the text 
only found elsewhere in Coleridge's Lectures. 

The text is prefaced by a valuable essay on Hamlet's madness, and on this 
subject we cannot do better than let the author speak for himself: 

"The next point is, did Hal,Illet consistently exhibit an 'antic disposition' 
on each and such occasions as his design demanded? In other words, was he, 
as a sane man, able to control his resolution so as to fit the time and season 
in which to display his' crafty madness'? The whole drama affords abundant 
testimony that he did so control himself as to completely carry out the purpose 
he had in view, and by the startling contrast of the character he assumed, and of 
that in which he exhibited his lofty and weighty' discourse of reason,' he 
furnishes overwhelming evidence that he was marvellously sane. . . . . In all 
this is Hamlet himself, noble and transcendant, moved to 'fine issues,' self. 
controlled as the soaring eagle, fi~m as the stable pole-star. . . • . His 'antic 
disposition' is marvellously accommodated to the several individuals before 

. whom it is exhibited. • . . ." 
After reading this preface our chief feeling is one of regret that Mr. Mull has 

not supplemented it by an essay on that other vexed question, Hamlet's love for 
Ophelia. 

In a brief note on the passage :-
"Hamlet. A little more than kin, and less than kind." 

(Act I., sc. ii., 1. 65.) 
Mr. Mull paraphrases it thus :-

"A little (signifying very much) beyond mere relationship I stand to you. I 
"am rightful heir to the crown; I am by right your king, and you my subject." 

This is undoubtedly a rendering which deserves the most respectful con
sideration; but in weighing the question of Hamlet's title to the throne, and its 
bearing on doubtful passages, and questions of Hamlet's action, we must bear 
in mind the fact disclosed by recent juridical researches, that the rigid form of 
primogeniture to which we are accustomed in England, was by no means 
universal. Nothing was more common, in every section of the Aryan family, 
than for a brother of a dead chieftain to succeed instead of a son, as 
Shakespere's studies in Hollinshed must have informed. him; hence Hamlet's 
"right" to the throne is far from being as certain as many critics assume. 

But the most' interesting part of the volume before us is undoubtedly that 
section devoted to the author's emendations, which exhibit pre-eminently his 
character and peaetration as a critic. 

Perhaps the most disputed reading in all.Hamlet is that which occurs in the 
following lines. (We 'give Mr. Mull's reading) :-

"King. Our son shall win. 
Queen. He's FAINT, and scant of breath. 

Here, Hamlet, take my napkin, rub thy brow. 
Come, let me wipe thy face." 

Mr. Mull adds: "The accepted reading, it seems to me, is as gross 
mouth of the Queen as it is repugnant to the situation and the facts. 
coarseness of the word fat well befits the stupidity of the mutilation. 
mould of form' ((Jrpuimt I ' , 

in the 
The 

'The 
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If Mr. Mull can succeed in laying the ghost of the fat Hamlet, he will 
receive the endless gratitude of all Shakespere scholars. 

Instead of the received reading :-

"Bel'. How now, Horatio? you tremble, and look pale: 
Is not this something more than fantasy?" 

Mr. Mull reads :-

" How now, Horatio,-you tremble and look pale
Is not this something more than fantasy?" 

(Act I., sc. i., L 53.) 

In the second scene, line 229 : 

"What! looked he frowningly?" 
Mr. Mull reads: 

" What looked he, frowningly?" 

In the third scene, line 115, he punctuates the well-known passage as. 
follows :-

" Pol. I do know, 
When the blood burns, how prodigal the soul 
Lends the tongue vows: these blazes, daughter
Giving more light than heat, extinct in both, 
Even in their promise as it is a-making-
You must not take for fire." 

In scene iv. of the same act, line 46, Mr. Mull amends the received reading 
thus:-

" Let me not REST in ignorance, but tell 
Why thy canonis'd DOnes, .•••. " 

Substituting rest for 6'lrsf. 

In scene v. line 121, he punctuates thus: 

" How say you, then-would heart of man once think it !
But you'll be secret? " 

In Polonius' warning to Ophelia at the beginning of the second act (scene i. 
line III), Mr. Mull makes an important change:-

"Pol. I am sorry that with better heed and judgment, 
You had not quoted him." 

Not perhaps so happy is the following,-Act III. scene ii.,.ine 244-

"Ham. The mouse-trap. 
King. Marry, how? 
Ham. Tropically. This play is the image of a murder done in Vienna." 

It would seem better to keep to the old reading, by' which Hamlet's speech 
reads:-

"Ham. The mouse-trap. Marry, how? Tropically." 
In answer to a gesture of interrogation from the king. 
In the iv. scene, line J 82, Mr. Mull punctuates as follows :

"Queen. What shall I do?" 
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"Ham. Not this by no means, that I bid you do : 
Let the bloat king. • • • • 
Make you to ravel all this ·matter out. 
That I essentially am not in madness, 
But mad in craft, 'twere good you let him know: 
For who, that's but a queen, fair, sober, wise." 

In the fourth act, scene iv., line 39, we have an important emendation :-

". • . . . I do not know. 
WHILE yet I live to say, I this thing's to do '-
Sith I have cause, and will, and strength and means 
To do 't-examples gross as earth exhort me." 

We are constrained to notice in several passages, what seems almost a fault in 
sense of rhythm, a deficiency of ear. 

We are certain however that Mr. Mull can satisfactorily explain the seeming 
fault in the following passages :-

And-

"Why this same strict and most observant watch? 
WHY so nightly tolls the subject of the land?" 

(Act I., se. i., l 72.) 

" For use almost can change the stamp of nature, 
And TETHER the devil, or throw him out." 

(Act III., se. iv., l 169.) 

As for the text, it is excellently printed, and, were it not for the references to 
notes in the body of the text, would be the most readable we have seen. 

In the margin are notes explanatory of verbal obscurities, while variants are 
noticed at the foot of the page. 

We have given the most interesting of Mr. Mull's emendations, but every 
student of Shakespere ought to lose no time in securing this book, and 
studying it throughout. 

Next month we hope to notice an annotated edition of "Paradise Lost," 
Books I. to VI. by the same author. 

"A TRILOGY OF THE LIFE TO COME."" 

THE first part of the Trilogy, the" Vision of Rhadamanthus," gives us a 
glimpse of Elysian fields. The heroine :-

" • • in a trance of mystic sleep," 
visits the realm of "chaos and dark night," the darkness opens, disclosing the 
blest regions beyond, and herione speaks, 

"What chanced I know not, nor remember more 
U ntU awaking on an unknown shore, 
In the rich setting of a glorious sea 
Whose fadeless splendour was as fair as free, 
And breathed upon by an immortal wind." 

• .. A Trilogy of the Life to Come:· and other Poems, by Robert Brown, jun., F.8.A. DAVID 
NUTT, 11187. 
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The rest of the "Vision" contains musical passages, shewing a fine sense of 
rhythmic beauty. 

The second "Phase" of the Trilogy paints very dramatically the author's con
ception of the Rosy Cross, and the Crucifixion of the Rose, where the horrors 
of darkness :-

"Took the Rose, in the might of demon spite, 
To the depths of the midnight air; 

Where, her hopes to deride, there they crucified 
The Rose on a burning Cross." 

It contains musical passages, such as the following:-

" For, every soul, between pole and pole, 
That can love and to Love be true, 

In its crimson heart has a deathless part 
Which the Great Soul shall renew." 

"Phase" III., "The Ascent of Souls," discloses the·same power for musical 
rhythm, embodying philosophic thought, such as :-

" A rush of life through immortal being, 
A flashing of light in a god·born soul" 

In "Patrokleia," the author has attempted to solve the insoluble problem of 
rendering the musical numbers of Homer into English verse. 

A variety of metres are tried, but Chapman alone succeeded, even partially, 
in reproducing an effect at all similar to Homer. "Yule Tide" is a pretty 
poem, but, for mystical readers, the "Rose's Passion" is undoubtedly the poem 
of the volume. 

• 
MONGOLIAN APHORISMS. 

IF thou lovest nature, thou lovest man. If thou hatest man, thou hatest 
nature, for the two are inseparable. 

Learn from all thou comest in contact with. Learn from the wicked as from 
the good; do, as the wise bee doeth, which extracts sweet honey from the 
bitterest plant, truly. 

Slave, thou shalt not purchase thy freedom with the bondage of thy friends 
and next-of-kin; nor shalt thou seek to obtain it, if that freedom be at the 
price of making the slavery of thy enemy more sorrowful . 

Learn to discern light from darkness, and to perceive in the darkest night 
the bright dawn of the coming day. 

Better that thou shouldst be twice deceived, and cursed thrice by LIE for no 
lie of thine, but thy truthful word, rather than deceive thy enemy even once, 
or so much as think of cursing thy greatest foe. 

He who curses, poisons his own heart, losing thereby every spark of love in 
him. 

Hate is the black skunk, and love, the pure, snow-white ermine: it is enough 
to let in one skunk to clear a whole plain of the ermines-aye, to the last. 
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<torrespont)ence. 

IS THIS AN ERROR? 

In the Editors' notes to the article on "The Crucifixion of Man," in the 
May number of LUCIFER, a quotation is given from The Hebrnu-Egyptia'l 
Mystery. I have not seen this work and do not know the name of its author, 
but, judging from this specimen of his writings, he is very far from being a safe 
guide. From his way of treating the subject of the quotation, he is evidently 
not aware that the two Evangels in which the exclamation has been preserved 
reproduce the Chaldee translation or Targum of Psalm xxii., I. This would 
have been more familiar than the Hebrew original to a Jew of the period in the 
habit of mixing with and teaching the people, and might well have fallen from 
the lips of such an one dying under such circumstances. To confront the 
Chaldee with the Hebrew here, and claim that the one is a falsification of the 
other is to make an unwarranted statement. But there is a still greater mistake 
even than this in the quotation, for, to get the reading, "My God, my God, 
how thou dost glorify me I" out of the Chaldee translation, the author 
substitutes 'JnM.J1O for 'Jni'~TO, and, by so doing, himself falsifies the accepted 
utterance. When it is realised that the exclamation handed down by the 
Evangelist is"a Chaldee version of a Hebrew original, it cannot but be admitted 
that the meaning of the Chaldee is determined by that of the Hebrew, of which 
it is a translation. This unquestionably is "My God, my God, why hast thou 
forsaken me ? " In the attributed rendering of the author, the Hebrew word 
he has adopted, to support preconceived views, only signifies "glorify" in the 
sense by singing the praises (and not by the illumination) of the glorified 
subject. 

I have never met with an example of the use of the Hebrew formula referred 
to in the sense "My God, my God, how thou dost glorify me!" Will the 
learned Editors of LUCIFER, or any of its readers, who may have been more 
fortunate in this regard, kindly point one out to me ? 

EUPHRATES. 
8th June, 1888. 

[The above having been sent to the U.S.A. for the author of the "Source of 
Measures" to reply to his Critic, the following is his answer.-En.] 

NO ERROR. 

The paper of " Euphrates" finds me in the country without books of reference. 
The reason of the novel translation of the words "eli," eli, lama sabachthani " is 
as follows :-The record of the New Testament must stand as its own original 
authority, for it has no other authentic source. We are bound, therefore, to 
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take, accept, and follow, its own statements for what they appear. A Greek 
sentence, lettering Hebrew words, must be rendered into the Hebrew agreeably 
to the equivalents of the letters in the Greek text. For instance, and in this 
case, there are two words in the Hebrew square letter, of the same sound but 
of differing letters and meanings. . One is the Chaldee i'JV, and the other is 
the Hebrew nJv. The first is, anglzi:e, "sllaIJaR," meaning 10 for~aRe, and the 
other is shabacll, meaning 10 glorify. These words are the ones supposed to be 
substituted for the word used in the Psalm, azabillani, the pure word for 
"forsaken me." If in the Greek text, which is the only guide and authority we 
have, the word is found as ua/3ax, it cannot properly be rendered otherwise in 
the Hebrew, or square letter, than by nJV, or, anflice, shdbad,. The real word 
of the Greek text is ua/3ax6alll, or in proper conversion 'J~'nJV, or shab;d,lhani, 
which does mean" glorify me," and nothing else. Any change from this must 
and can be only by perversion, and by way of correction of the text of the New 
Testament. As used in the climacteric sentence of the whole symbolic fabri
cated drama, it was taken from the Mysteries, and never had any reality 
whatever. The matter has been referred to very learned Jews, and surprise has 
been expressed that in such a manifest difference between the indicated word 
and the correction adopted, no (ommenl should exist of the fact of discrepancy, 
probably because it was thought best to slur, rather than lay the symbolic jugglery 
bare to the unthinking, ignorant herd 

Difficulties arising from some fatal obstacle to the conversion of a fixed and 
necessary symbolic real reading, and some plausible popular rendering to cover 
the symbolism, are not infrequent either in the Hebrew or Greek. Such an one 
is in the Hebrt".w sentence descriptive of the first child born intC? the world, 
wherein the child is said to be Jehovah himself, and where the vulgar are thrown 
off by the interposition of the word "from," so as to be read: "a child from, or 
the gift of, Jehovah." A singular instance of a deceptive reading is as follows: 
Margoliouth, a very learned Jew, calls attention to the fact that the wearing of 
the "fritlges" is alluded to in the New Testament-in the case of the woman 
troubled with an issue of blood, who thought that if she should but touch the 
"hem of Iris garmenl" she would recover. Here he says the Greek word is 
" Craspedon," meaning, literally, if she could but touch the "fringes" of his 
garment. The wearing of the fringes had been commanded, to keep one in 
mind of the laws and ordinances, to obey them, but in lapse of time the custom 
had merged into a superstitious use, and the fringes were thought of as possessing 
a potent magical virtue, in, and of themselves. By this the woman thought that 
she could be cured by the magical virtue if she but touched them. Then it is 
that perceiving that virtue had gone out of him, the Master said the woman was 
right, and thus endorsed thefelieh and its curative property. But by the same 
reception Ihe garment on which the fringes were worn was esteemed to be a much 
stronger felich, and possessed of magical virtues far more potent than the 
fringes themselves. This garment had a name, and was specifically caIled the 
"Talilh." Now in the Gospel of Mark the narrative is such as to set forth 
the conviction of the magical properties of both the fringes and the Talilh on 
which they were worn. While the woman having the issue of blood is being 
cured by hel" touch of the fringes, the ruler enters the crow~ with information 
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t:lat his daughter is dead. and then follows the recipU. He takes the girl by 
the hand and says " Talitha mmi," ., which, being interpreted, is Damsel, I say 
UlltO thee, anse." The word "Talitk," is from the Hebrew Idlal, meaning, 10 
dollie, and means "a garment," and that garment on which the fringes were 
worn. It has no such meaning as "damsel." The sentence seems only proper 
as a command to a person addressed by a proper name, as "Talilha anse I " 
But in the connection, to mention the word itself, was to give the whole sym
bolism away as embracing the Talith and the FrillKes worn on it, as a favourite 
fetick, therefore the word was given to those who understood, and the para
phrase of ".Damsel, I say unto Ihee, anse," was made for the vulgar and the 
unlearned. It was an easy and cheap piece of innocent cheat. " Cheap John" 
miracles were performed with just as much ease as the fabrication of a nursery 
story to cover a corner puzzle or conundrum. It was of a piece with the story of boys 
making mud pies and birds, as to which the birds of one of the boys flew awi.lY. 
In another passage of the Greek we read "why are ye baptized for the dead?" 
where the broad unmeaning E7I"' is placed in the margin for the real word of the 
text lJ7I"fP meaning "for Ihe saivalioll oj"; the real significance having reference 
to a custom of vicarious baptism by placing the dead unbaptised on a bench, 
with a live person underneath. The question was asked of the corpse: "Wilt 
thou be baptised?" with answer of. proxy "I will," and the live man was bap
tized V7I"fP TI.IW VfICPW:I in place of, or for Ihe benefit or salvati 011 of tke dead. So. 
transparent a fraud would not do for an average public, although it might tend 
to lead the stupid towards" High Church." 

But one of the most interesting and instructive pieces of imposition is one 
recorded outside the sacred record, by a shepherd of the flock. It is 
contained in the rare history of that king of butchers Constantine, and of 
that chief theological diplomatist Eusebius. Constantine was a worshipper of 
Mithras the Sun-God, whose priests were the Magi, who observed the natal 
day of that God every 25th of December or Christmas day, and whose mode 
of religion embraced 6ajtism, a eucharistic feast, confession, resurrection from the 
dead, and angelology ulith hell: so running on all fours with the Christianity 
which Constantine co-adapted with his Mithraic observance, that the Christian 
fathers had to claim, to save themselves from the charge of theft, that the 
Devil with his usual cunning and astuteness had prophetically anticipated 
the whole business, to make a claim of priority when the lime should come to 
play his little game of thimble rig. Constantine was either for Mithras or the 
other, agreeably to circumstances, standing as he did half-way betwixt with the 
difference only of a nallle to call Ihe thing by. His coin bore on the reverse, 
" To tke invincible Sun, my .~ardian," while the other "first called Christians at 
Antioch," was lord of the eighth day, or the day of that same invincible 
Sun, called Sunday. Now the time came for this goody-goody to die, and 
he wished to make the work of his statesmanship complete, in the consolida
tion of the empire by the cementing influence of a new form of a very old 
Persian and Hebrew religion, to be enforced by the strong hand of the civil 
government. For this purpose he is baptised with great pomp and ceremony 
on Whitsun Sunday. And as to this that arch-fraud Eusebius comments 
as follows :-"And Oil tile Pentuostal Sunday itself, tke seventh Lord's day 
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from Easler, AT THE NOONTIDE HOUR 0/ llu day, BY THE SUN, ConslanllRe 
was received up 10 HIS GOD." Let us paraphrase the "lay." of our .. oN ow 
you see it and now you don't." "The sun being in the South as the beauty 
and glory of the day-al high noon-on Ihe meridian, the soul of our brolh" 
Constantine ascended in a plumb line directly to his God; and so says the 
master of the Lodge, Amen." 

Let us, to close, refer to a bare-faced interpolation in the sacred record, 
serving by deceiving locution the commendable purpose of a chain to bind the 
edifice of the Church of Constantine and Eusebius more firmly and compactly 
together. When the Master says to Peter: "Thou art Peter the stone and on 
this stone I will found my Church, and the gates of Hel~" etc.; there was 
nothing known but the Temple and Synagogue. The word Synagogue meant the 
Congregalion, whereas it was long after, that the faction or split or separation 
WJlS formed which was Caned Ecclesia, Church, or Separatists or Come-oulers. 
Peter must have had an exceedingly stupid vacant look as he listened to this 
Hottentot statement. N.ow a very learned divine, who caught on to the 
difficulty, said that this was evidently an expression used prophetically, which by 
the assistance of the power of the Holy Spirit Peter was enabled to understand 
by clairvoyance. But" Go to! Go to!" It displays irreverence to look too 
closely into the make-up of the sacred text, for its composition. We should 
accept the broad ideal without any vain and prurient curiosity. 

Cincinnati. 
J. R. S. 

NOTE. 

" Euphrates" certainly appears to assume a good deaL :For why should 
there be introduced an entirely imaginary Chaldee version, of which no one 
ever heard before? It is generally held that the dialect of Galilee in the time of 
Jesus was Aramaic or Syriac. Euphrates'substitution of the Chaldee p (koph) 
for the Hebrew n (chel") simply makes the whole passage inscrutably 

. unintelligible. 
The Editors of LUCIFER regret that they cannot give Euphrates chapter and 

verse in support of the words in question being a sacramental formula used in 
initiations, since such details can be found only in secret books. But one of the 
said Editors can give her personal assurance that these words are so given in 
the secret works on initiation, and that she has herself seen them. Moreover, 
they were common to all the greater Mysteries-those of Mithra and India, as 
well as the Egyptian and the Eleusinian. It is not improbable that a careful 
examination of the old Hindu works, and especially of the Egyptian papyri. 
may afford evidence of their use in the rites.-[ED.] . 

THE DEVIL! WHO IS HE? 

JESUS, OR THE PRIEST? (John viii. S2; X. 20.) 

There are two persons (allegorical impersonations of good and evil), called 
Jesus and the Deyil, who hate one another exceedingly; but whilst Jesus would 
expose 'and condemn the sin and spare the sinner that 'be ·might live to repent 
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and reform, the Priest would and did condemn Jesus, the good and just one, 
to be slain as a blasphemer and devil, whose blood ought to be shed for an 
atonement, in order to escape and save himself from being exposed as the very 
incarnation of Pride seeking to obtain the Almighty power and supremacy of 
God upon earth; even though the exalting of himself to the lofty position as 
our Father in God and God's vicegerent, necessitated the slaying of thousands 
and tens of thousands of men, women and children, who either dared to oppose 
him, or refused to worship him, by refusing to profess to accept and believe his 
creeds and doctrines and to utter his Shibboleth. 

But as condemning the blood of the good and the just one to be shed as a 
blasphemer on the testimony of false witnesses and without a cause, revealed the 
trail of the Serpent and indelibly marked the Priest as a man of blood, and a 
murderer; and as all the oceans of blood that he shed to exalt himself and blot 
out the name of Jesus utterly failed to stamp out the people's love for Jesus, and 
only helped to publish throughout the whole world that the Priest was a man of 
blood and a murderer; therefore the Priest changed his policy. He shifted his 
tactics by using himself the very name of Jesus as an authority for a deep plan 
or scheme of salvation, by means of the blood of Jesus being offered and 
presented by himself as a sacrifice. 

And this doctrine of the Mass .the Priest has established, as necessary to be 
believed, by means of bribery, corruption, intimidation and violence, until there 
are thousands who have not only been imposed upon and enslaved to believe 
this doctrine to be true, but even good and noble persons have enlisted as 
teachers and preachers to pass it on as necessary to be believed, under fear of the 
Church's wrath here, and God's wrath hereafter, although neither they nor any 
human being can reconcile it to be either good or true. 

And as the Priest, 1800 years ago, condemned Jesus to be crucified as 
a blasphemer and devil, and now use his name to condemn as infidels a)1 
who do not believe him to have been God, therefore the world is oftentimes 
made to blaspheme the name of Jesus through its being used as an authority 
for doing and teaching evil in God's service, as of old men were made to 
blaspheme the name of God, because it was also used as an authority for doing 
evil • 

And therefore if is our duty to deliver the name of Jesus from being thus 
unjustly used, because Jesus left nothing undone that love could do or suffer to 
deliver the name of God from being similarly used. And to be offended for 
this with the name of Jesus would be to be like to those who were offended with 
the name of God because unjustly used. 

There are some persons who would dethrone Jesus from being looked up to 
as the Christ and Son of God, because they do not see their way to dethroning 
the spread of Romanism, except by dethroning Jes1ls; but Jesus and the 
Scriptures tell us that they were murderers who conspired to put Jesus to death 
(John viii. 37-59; Acts vii. 52; Acts xiii. 27; 1 Cor. ii. 7, 8). Therefore let 
God be manifested to be good and true, even though the truth dethrones the 
Priest by requiring him to confess that his doctrine of lite Mass is opposed to 
the teaching of Jesus, and must be reformed, because Jesus 'taught God would 
have mercy and not sacrifice. If in the mind of Jesus we have seen the mind 
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of God, then in Christ's adversaries and slanderers, we have seen those whom 
we were pledged at our baptism to resist as the Devil (John xv. 24). 

REV. T. G. HEADLEY. 
Manor House, Petersham s. w. 

---
LEDITORS' NOTE.-Amen! It is quite true that there are not a few such 

illogical persons who seek to dethrone Romanism and Protestantism by 
destroying the innocent cause of these-Jesus. But no theosophist is among 
that class. Theosophists, even those who are no longer, as those who never 
were, Christians, regard, nevertheless, Jesus, or Jehoshua as an Initiate. It is 
not, therefore, against the" bearer" of that name-in whom they see one of the 
Masters of Wisdom-that they protest, but against that name as travestied by 
pseudo-Christian fancy and clad in the pagan robes borrowed from heathen 
gods, that they have set their hearts. It is those "priests" whom our reverend 
correspondent denounces as "murderers" and" devils "-at the risk of finding 
himself confounded with them in the ungodly crowd he himself belongs to
that every true theosophist ought to be ever ready to rise against. Few of them 
refuse to see in Jesus a Son of God, as well as Chrestos having reached by 
suffering the Christos condition. All they reject is, the modem travesty of the 
very, very old dogma of the Son becoming one with the Father; or that this 
" father ,. had ever anything to do with the Hebrew androgyne called Jehovah. It 
is not Jesus' " father," who "will have mercy, and not sacrifice," in whose nostrils 
the blood of even a slain animal used as a burnt offering could have ever smelt 
sweet. How then could the human sacrifice offered by the allegorical Christ, 
and described in the Epistle to the Ephesians as one that had "a sweet smellh,g 
savour," be regarded otherwise than with horror? Theosophists can dis
criminate-to say the least, as much as the reverend gentleman who signs himself 
T. G. Headley.] 

A LESSON. 
Regarding the first rule of Practical Occultism in the April number of your 

journal, it may not be known to many of your readers that in most of our 
(Hindu) rites ~d ceremonies, we have to use the "five coloured powders." 
These are prepared in a Particular way and then spread, ~me after the other, 
over a certain Yantsa. The arrangements of these colours are however different 
in Tantric and Vedic rites. Pundit Kalibar Vedantabagish, the renowned 
Vedantist of Bengal, has promised to give me a detailed account of these 
colours, but I doubt whether he will allow me to publish it. 

Your note on Ultimate Philosophy (the last lines on page 141 of the April 
number) is not quite correct. According to our Shastras "the tortoise does NOT 
wag its tail in absolute void," the whole is supported by Ananta Naga, which 
means, one who is endless and motionless. The Elephants (not one) are the 
Elephants of Space (Dig Gaza), and the tortoise is a particular manifestation of 
Vishnu. 

It is hardly fair to condemn Sir Monier Williams on account of his taking the 
"Boar's flesh" in a literal sense, and then ridicule the Puranic allegories. 

H. P. MUKERJI. 
Btrhampur (Bengal), I zth May, 1888. 
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[EDITORS' NOTE.-It would indeed be very "unfair," had the editor ever 
meant to "ridicule" the Puranic allegories. We are painfully alive to the fact, 
-if our critic, who, like most Hindus, can rarely see a joke, is not-that had we 
ridiroled a lit/Ie more, and e%alted a lillie less, the philosophy of the Puranic 
and other non-Christian Scriptures, we might have avoided being so much hated 
and pelted with printed mud as we have been for the last twelve years. The 
" note" in question was surely never meant to convey the accurate meaning, 
but simply the absurd image as perceived by some imaginative padris. We are 
sorry to see that even those whose religion and philosophies we have constantly 
defended against every unjust attack, misunderstand us more than most of our 
enemies. Let our severe Bengal critic know that though we have never either 
sought or expected any gratitude, yet we were sanguine enough to expect some 
show of justice-from the Hindus, at any rate. Our forthcoming work, "The 
Secret Doctrine," will show whether we .. ridicule" the Puranas.] 

THE .. CHASTE TREE." 

Will you tell me the botanical name of the" Agnus Castus" plant, also what 
authority there is for supposing Christ was crowned with Acanthus, and if so 
are any of that family indigenous to Syria? 

Paliurus ausf1·alis (Christ's Thorn) is spoken of by Loudon as the probable 
plant, of the order Rhamni. He adds, Hasselquist thought it was a kind of 
Rhamnus (Buckthorn), called by Linnreus .. Spilla Christ;." The latter I have 
received from Syria, where it is common, and bears a small yellow berry. 

W. N. GALE. 

[EDITORS' NOTE.-Loudon describes the Agnus Castus as" a species of Vitex 
-the chaste tree," from Ifyvo~, a willow-like tree. This Greek term being 
similar to the word ayvo~, "chaste," it was surnamed the "chaste tree." 
We do not know of any" authority" except probability' that it was the Acanthus 
which was used for the "crown of thorns," as it is a genus of herbaceous 
prickly plant, with thorns protruding {rom it, most common in Palestine and 
Asia Minor, though as common in India. It was used there and also in Syria 
and elsewhere as belonging to the paraphernalia of initiation during the 
MYSTERIES.] 

THE EDITORS OF .. LUCIFER" BEG TO THANK THEIR FRIENDS AND SUBSCRIBERS FOR THE 

SUPPORT ACCORDED TO THEM DURING THE FIRST YEAR OF ITS EXISTENCH. WITH THE NEXT 

NUMBER THE MAGAZINE ENTERS UPON ITS SECOND YEAR; AND THE EDITORS FEEL 

CONFIDENT THAT THEY WILL BE ENABLED TO MAKE IT STILL MORE ATTRACTn·E. BY 

INCREASING ITS INTRINSIC VALUE WITH THE PERMANENT INTEREST OF THK CONTRIBUTIONS 

APPEARING ON ITS PAGES. THEY THEREFORE APPEAL TO TIlE SUBSCRIBERS OF THE PAST 

YEAR, AND THEIR WELL·WISHERS IN EUROPE AND AMERICA, TO CONTINUE TO SUPPORT 

THEM IN THEIR EFFORTS FOR THE CAt:SE THEY SERVE. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST OF MADRAS. 
SINCE Colonel Olcott assumed the 
direction of the THEOSOPHIST, a few 
months ago, its successive numbers have 
shown a steady increase in interest. 

The most noteworthy feature of the 
last three numbers is a series of articles 
on " Nature's I-i'"er Forcers," dealing with 
the philosophy 'Of Breath in connection 
with the Tawas. The explanation of the 
so-called prismatic decomposition of white 
light, according to the theory of the 
Science of Breath, is exceedingly sug
gestive, though exception must be taken 
to the author's argumentation on the 
subject. According to the modern undu
latory theory of light, it is not held that, 
rn the case of absorption spectra, the 
motion of the ether 1s absoroed. The 
explanation of the phenomenon given by 
Science is, that when the crest of one 
ethereal wave comes over the IIollow of 
another wave of tile same length and 
period, they mutually annihilate each 
other and darkness is the result. Of 
course from the standpoint of occult 
physics the modem theory is unsatis
factory; but this does not justify Mr. 
Rama Prasad in demolishing his adver
saries by the very simple expedient of 
mis-stating their case. 

But apart from the few instances where 
the author comes into collision with 
science, his explanations and suggestions 
are most valuable, and the THEOSOPHIST 
must be congratulated on having opened 
a mine of such interest to practical stu
dents. We would advise all those who 
are naturally psychic to study these arti
cles. The connection of Prana and the 
Tatwas with the planets and the light 
which is thrown thereby on the theory of 
planetary infiuences,deserves the attention 
of some western astrologer. It suggests 
a train of thought which is very far
reaching and which some student ought 
to take up and investigate. 

Besides these articles, we note, in the 
May number, "Emzrson and Occult 
Laws," by C. Johnston; "Eastern and 
HI'eslern Science" and the continuation 
of the .. K ajvalyanavanita." Colonel 
Olcott has, it would seem, established 
sympathetic relations with Dr. Charcot 
of the Sal petri ere by sending him a 
Tamil copy of an ancient Sanskrit 
work wherein one of the latest dis
coveries, that of a zone "og~ne on the 
human body, was recorded thousands 
of years ago. 

In the June number special attention is 
claimed by an article on the UII"rarila by 
R. Jaya Raja Ran. It deals with the true 
conception of Deity in philosophy, and is, 
in some respects, so clear and ably reason· 
ed as to deserve the attention of all stu· 
dents. .. Tile Hindu Trimurlt~" in the 
same number, is also an able metaphysical 
paper on an analogous subject ; but the 
somewhat severe character of this and the 
preceding issue is happily relieved by 
some further chapters of "Tlu Angel 
Peacock," which has now reached a stage 
of thrilling interest. 

The July issue opens with an extremely 
interesting article by Colonel Olcott on 
.. PrecijJitated Pictures," interesting 
mainly on account of the personal re
miniscences with which the Colonel has 
IDterwoven his . account. But one is 
saddened on reaching the end by a 
postscript, from which it appears that 
the whole series of phenomena, obtained 
by Mr. Marsh and published by Dr. 
Buchanan, is tainted with suspicion 
owing to the bad character of the 
medium. An article on "Suggestion," 
follows and acquires additional signific
ance from the juxtaposition. The 
.. Revival oj Hinduism," a further instal
ment of .. Tlu An.~el Peacock," and an 
article by Mr. Charles Johnston on "Tlte 
Creed of Cltristentiom," are all of interest. 
Mr. Pratt's .. Travestied Teacllings," is 
continued, "Heredity and Karma," are 
the subject of a few remarks, and a full 
narrative of. the recent American Theo
sophical Convention, followed by an 
account of the celebration of Buddha's 
birthday in Ceylon, complete the contents 
of a varied and highly interesting 
number. 

THE PATH (NEW YORK). 
This journal, too, during the last three 

months, has more than maintained its 
usually high average of valuable and 
interesting matter. Mr. Brehon's series 
of articles on the Ohagavat·Gj/a form 
a striking contribution to the study of 
that marvellous Scripture. 

In the May issue the reader will find a 
very able article on "Tlte Theosopltz'cal 
Field," by Jasper Niemand, and a most 
suggestive conversation between a sage 
and a student on Eltmtnlals and Ele
mtntan'es, which gives answers to many 
of the questions which inevitably suggest 
themselves to all who have witnessed 
mediumistic phenomena. Julius'" Tetl 
TaMe Talk" for the month is in th~ 
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form of a charming little idyll of girl 
life, though it concludes in a more 
serious vein with some comments on 
Mr. Hodgson's-the Secretary of the 
Psychic Research Society - recent glo· 
rious fiasco in Boston. 

A good deal of space in this issue is 
devoted to the American Annual Con· 
vention at Chicago, of which a detailed 
account is given. 

The "Contents" for June are very 
attractive. Besides the continuation of 
various serial articles already noticed, 
there are sever'll papers deserving of 
special attention. Amon~ such, Jasper 
Niemand's essay on 'Reading and 
Tltinking" takes a prominent place. 
The subject itself is one of the greatest 
practical importance, and the reader 
who wiII apply to this essay the methods 
therein laid down will reap much fruit 
from its perusal. 

A conversation on Elemmtals in con· 
nection with Karma is very suggestive, 
and follows well upon the discussion of 
Elementals and Elementaries in the 
June Number. 

Tea Table Talk runs this time in a 
somewhat different strain from that of May; 
it is especially interesting and valuable, 
for it gives some hints of the way in 
which students should study the incidents 
of their daily hfe, and learn to trace 
therein the action of Karma and of those 
unseen influences which (orm so much 
greater a part of our life than we are wont 
to realise. 

The July number opens with a well· 
timed and admirably expressed article 
addressed" To Aspirants for Clte/asltip." 
All those in whom has awakened the. 
yearning after real knowledge and the 
firm will to help humanity are most ear· 
nestly advised to study and ponder the 
statements put forward. 

In connection with this article an essay 
on the" Culture of Concentration," should 
also be studied, for they are mutually 
explanatory. 

Another" Conversation on Occultism" 
is given in this number, which contains 
some valuable suggestions; and the Tea 
Table Talk is varied and interesting as 

'usual. 
LE LOTUS (PARIS). 

LE LOTUS for June opens with the first 
part of an admirable and remarkably well· 
written article on " Parabrahm," from the 
pen of Amaravella. This is followed by a 
rather dithyrambic paper on "Fabre 
d'Olivef c/ Saint Ives d' Alvedrt," in 
which the latter receives more praise than 
he deserves, for his ma,f{1Ium opus, a truly 
ponderous tome, is full of errors and 
even gross blunders. The translations of 
articles from the Sphinx on Ancient 

Egyptian Psychology and the Post·:Jfor
tun State are continued, and following 
them we find an essay on Som! Facts 
about tlte Zodiac, translated by M. 
Dacourme from the Religio·Pltiiosophical 
Journal, which we cord:ally recommend 
to the attention of students. 

An essay on Ha!lucination, by Guymiot, 
is striking, for he maintains the existence 
of the so-called" Gods," the higher in· 
telligences which guide nature. This 
theme is treated of at length in Mme. 
B1avatsky's forthcoming" Secret Doclrilze," 
and this article has special value as, in a 
measure, preparing the reader's mind for 
the study of that work. 

A letter against Vivisection from the 
Mandarin Lou·Y, with some lovely verses 
by Amaravella, and the usual notices of 
books, &c., complete an interesting 
number. 

The June issue is enlivened by the con
tinuation oCthe controversy bet ween Mme. 
Blavatsky and l'abb~ Roca on the subject 
of Cltristian Esottn'ciJm, Amaravella's 
essay on Parabrahm is continued, and the 
translatbn of the article on Ancient 
Egyptian Psychology from the ::iphinx is 
concluded. 

These are followed by the reproduction 
of the twelfth chapter of the Voyage tiu 
Sieur Paul Lucas, published in 1712, in 
which the author gives a most curious 
account of a Fraternity of Adepts with 
whom he came in contact; and a review .. 
of J. Pel ad an's A Co:ur Perdu, furnishes 
an instructive conclusion to this issue. 

The July LOTUS opens with an article 
by the Editor, our esteemed friend and 
colleague, Mr. F. K. Gabori,IU, A per
sonal attack, equally unjustifiable and 
ungentlemanly, has been made .toon him 
by a small minority, nameiy the three ex' 
members, of the Isis Lodge of Paris. To 
these, Mr. Gaboriau replies in an admir
ably calm, firm and dignified article, in 
which he vindicates the impartial and 
unsectarian character of his Editorship. 
While we deeply regret the occasion 
which has given rise to tbis article, we 
congratulate our colleague upon its tone. 

The remaining contents of the number 
are some Notes by H. p, Blavatsky to the 
series of articles, already mentioned, on 
ancient Egyptian psycholo,.:y; the con
tinuation of Amaravella's article on 
" Parabrahm" ; a translation of Colonel 
Olcott; "Annual Address" ; and, finally, 
an article by X, on "Seeing without the 
(physical) Eyts," 

THESE THREE MAGAZINES CAN ALL 
BE OBTAINED AT THE OFFICE OF 
" LUCIFER," 7 DUKE STREET, ADELPHI, 
W.C. 
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SUNDAY DEVOTION TO PLEASURE. 

THE following is an extract from the Daily Telegrapk of March 1st, 
and may speak for itself:-

"At yesterday's sitting of the Upper House of the Convocation of Canterbury, the 
Archbishop presiding, the Bishop of Exeter laid on the table a petition which sets 
forth :-' That there 'has been of late a very marked increase in the employment of 
the afternoon and evening of the Lord's Day in amusements of various kinds by the 
·upper and f~hionable classes of Society. That the Society papers (so-called) in 
particular, and occasionally the daily papers on Monday, give more or less full 
accounts of entertainments which have taken place. Those of recent date include 
formal dinner-parties, smoking concerts, theatrical and semi-theatrical performances 
comic recitations, and amusing programmes of fun and frolic, exhibitions of jugglery, 
Sunday parade in Hyde Park, coach drives of clubs, the drags assembling at Hampton 
Court, Richmond, and other places of resort, the "Sunday up the river," boxing at 
the Pelican Club, lawn tennis, dances at clubs' and private houses, exhibitions (once 
at least) of the Wild West Show, and Show Sunday in the studios of artists. Some 
of these are novelties in the way of Lord's Day profanation. That the long lists of 
those present at these Sunday amusements, which are given in the Society papers, 
embrace men of eminence in art, 'science, politics and commerce, as well as mere 
dilettanti, and of men and women whose prominence is only that of devotion to 
pleasure. That many of these amusements are public, that their prevalence testifies 
to very loose Sunday habits on the part of the rich, and great, and noble of the land. 
Such abuses of the Lord's Day evidence an insatiable desire for distraction and 
dissipation, a very low regard for the claims of the Word of God, and the determina
tion to put away the restraints of religion.' The petitioners, who numbered 104, 
asked counsel on the subject, and suggested a protest against Sunday excursion trains, 
and a remonstrance against Sunday amusements and entertainments. The signatories 
included members of both Houses of Parliament, clergymen, and others. A discussion 
which arose on the question was adjourned till to-morrow, it being considered that the 
Bishop of London, who was absent yesterday, should be present, since it was in his 
diocese that the alleged Sunday desecration had been committed." 

The debate was resumed on the following Friday, when the Bishop of 
London was present. His Lordship at once addressed the House, and 

I 
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declared his conviction that the state of affairs was not very much 
exaggerated. But as regards the especial prevalence in his diocese of 
this" desecration," he was of opinion that it was a consequence of the 
gathering t~her in London, during "the Season," of people who 
carried similar practices into effect while in the country, and that greater 
attention was attracted to them by "the so-called Society papers." His 
Lordship regarded the "pursuit of pleasure" on Sunday as much less 
excusable· in the upper classes than in the lower, "where there is 
unremitting toil through the week, and where the other aspect of 
Sunday-namely, that it is a day of rest from toil-must necessarily 
take up a very much larger space in their thoughts than the character 
of it as a day of worship." His Lordship was rather doubtful as to the 
efficacy of the protest, wisely considering that "protests of this kind, if 
they ar~ allowed to be issued and fall fiat, are likely to do rather more 
harm than good." 

The Bishop of Exeter-the spokesman of the petitioners-followed 
with a long extract from the pages of The Bat, a paper which, by the 
way, is now defunct. He considered that a simple statement that the 
Upper House had had its attention called to the state of affairs, and 
that it was of opinion that it "was derogatory to the spiritual and 
moral health of all ranks of the people of this country," would 
" satisfy those who are anxious for the maintenance of the Lord's Day." 

The Bishop of Winchester made remarks on the difference between 
the Sabbaths of the Jews and Christians, and agreed with the dictum 
that the Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath. 
Further, he said that the relaxation of the strict Sabbath rule was, to 
some extent, justified by the New Testament .. He also asserted that 
" the only form of civil government ever distinctly ordained by God was 
the government of the Jewish people, and that in this He ordained 
" that the labours of the year should not be continuous, but that there 
should be one day's rest in seven for every man." The Bishop said that 
the memorial referred almost entirely to the Upper Classes, but that his 
experience in South London had shown him that a great amount of the 
neglect was originally caused by colonies of foreigners, and especially 
Germans, who had gathered in that part of London. Therefore, he 
thought that the neglect had penetrated every class of Society; and he 
agreed with his right reverend brother of London in thinking that the 
day of rest was necessary to the working man, but did not see what 
other 'time he had for observances of a religious nature. While he 
thought that over-strictness in Sabbatarianism had an injurious effect, 
as in Scotland, he was convinced that any further relaxation in this 
country would be still more injurious. 

The House was in committee on the subject for an hour, at which the 
reporters were not present Finally, the following resolution was moved, 
and agreed to unanimously: 
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"That the attention of the Upper House of Convocation having been attracted to 
the relaxation of Sunday observance, which appears to have increased of late years, 
even among those who have the fullest leisure OD other days, and to the great increase 
of Sunday labour, the House deems it to be its duty to appeal to the clergy, to all 
instructors of the young, and to all who exercise influence over ttleir fellow-men 
Dot to suffer this Church and country to lose the priceless benefit of the rest and 
sanctity of the Lord's Day .... Its reasonable and religious observance is for the physical, 
moral, and spiritual health of all ranks of the population, and to it our national well
being has been largely due." 

The foregoing is an abstract of the report in the Daily Telegraplt of 
the debate in the Upper House of the Convocation of Canterbury. One 
cannot help regretting that we do not have laid before us the various 
motives expressed in the hour of committee. Still, enough remains in 
the public speeches of their lordships to serve our purpose. We do not 
propose to criticise, for we wholly agree that the pursuit of pleasure at 
all times and seasons, and regardless of others, is no good thing, but a 
selfish one. But we do traverse one thing: the Sabbath was indeed 
ordained for man, but nothing was said, even in those statutes so 
especially" ordained by God for the Jews," as to the religious obser
vances on that especial day. It was essentially a day of REST, 
ordained for man, as it was ordained that the land should lie fallow;' 
that is to say, that there shall be no compulsory work for man, whether 
religious or secular. But granting that it is essentially a Day of Rest 
for over-worked man, he is yet told by those who teach him religion 
that, instead of complete relaxation, he must follow" a religious ob
servance." 

\Ve would ask whether this "religious observance" is to be a farce or 
a reality? If a reality, it is a labour more fatiguing than any ordinary work; 
for it is an unaccustomed toil, and one which all except the very pious will
ingly eschew. Clergymen, whose business in life it is to lead the services, 
and who should, therefore, get accustomed to the labour, are exhausted by 
the work they have to do on Sundays, and to "feel Mondayish," has 
become a recognised expression. As for children, who are taken to 
church regardless of their age and nature, many of them positively hate 
" church-going," and so learn a horror of religion itself. Thus there is 
a forced "education" in religion, instead of religion being the natural 
growth of the noblest part of the human heart. We thus offer to God 
not the things which are His,but" the things which are Ccesar's "-the 
lip-service of humanity. 

The whole Sunday-question resolves itself into the demand to know 
whether it is in any degree right, or in accordance with divine law, that 
man should be so devoted to selfish toil, during the week, as to have 
virtually no time or strength left for prayer (i.e., meditation) during the 

• We would refer the reader to 'The Land of Cant," by Sydney Whitman. for a review of the 
results produced In England hy the strict observance of the Lord's Day-in the letter. and not in the 
spiriL 
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six days, and whether, therefore, it is right that the seventh day or Sunday 
should be set apart for it. All depends upon whether doing one's duty 
in the state of life to which one is called, is "doing," or not doing, "all 
to the glory of God." We think that work is prayer; and if so, the 
devotion of Sunday to innocent pleasure is really making it a day 
of rest. 

Why should England set forth its observance of Sunday as the only 
one sanctioned by God? The present observance of Sunday in ~ngland 
is founded on the practices of the later and degenerate Jews, who were 
not upheld by Jesus in their observances. Even the prophets (vide 
Nehemiah viii., 9-12) plainly show that the earlier usage was one of a 
day of rest, and that the idea of innocent pleasure, which is now 
represent'!d as rather gross and sensual, was not then a forbidden thing. 
Reference to statistics in matters of drunkenness and crime does not 
show that England is, indeed, in possession of priceless benefits owing to 

, the obs~rvance of Sunday, in which other nations, who do not share that 
observance, do not partake. Indeed it is by no.means certain that in all 
those countries where there is indulgence in the class of pleasures so 
energetically condemned in the petition, there is not less crime and 
drunkenness than exists in England; and this, too, not merely during 
the week, but especially on the Sundays. 

Without speaking of Catholic France, Spain, Italy, etc., etc., Greek 
orthodox Russia and all the Slavonian lands, take for example Protestant 
Germany, where all places of amusement are, if anything, more freely 
open than on other days, and Sunday is considered the best day for 
theatres, balls, and popular festivities. Surely the other nations, 
especially the Germans, are not less religious than in England. 

To many who are cooped up during the week, a day in the country is 
an education which brings them nearer to God than all the services they 
could attend in a church. Of course, we may be met with a reference to the 
"two or three gathered together," but surely if God is omnipresent, 
He is with those who are truly grateful for the beauties of Nature. 

No, my Lords, your protest may not fall fiat, but it does not strike at 
the root of the evil :-the fact that you are unable to cope with the 
increasingly material conditions of life during the present age. The. 
people are no longer ignorant, you have to meet men as clever as your
selves among those who pursue their pleasure in the way against which 
you protest. You will not get anyone to follow your religious observ
ances among th~se whb have broken free from them, unless you can 
convince them that yott are right, and that religion must be made the 
vital factor in their lives. Many of them recognise no "hereafter," and 
gaily follow the motto :-" Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die." 
They recognise no god save their own pleasure; and we are both agreed 
that they are endeavouring to execute a "valse a deux temps" to the 
tune of the" danse Maccabre." Among the ranks of your church are 
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SUNDAY DEVOTION TO PLEASURE. s 
many self-sacrificing men, who, from various motives, are endeavouring 
to help those of the working classes whose lives are lost in toil. Ask of 
them their opinion as to the" Lord's Day Observance" of religious 
duties. They have to deal with the practical difficulties of the situation. 
V ou, in your Convocation, are protesting against an evil of which you 
are conscious, but against which you are powerless to act. Why? 
Because the form of religion you rely on has lost its hold upon the 
hearts of the people, and the "Service of Man," according to the late 
Mr. Cotter Morrison, has replaced the" Service of God." 

The reason of this is not very far to seek The Church has lost the 
key to Wisdom and Truth, and has endeavoured to bolster itself upon 
authority. The people have educated themselves to ask " Why?" And 
they will have an answer, or they will reject the Church and its teachings, 
for they will not accept authority. Religion and its principles must be 
demonstrated as mathematically as a problem of Euclid. But are you 
able to do so? Are any of the Church's dogmas worth any of the 
tenets of Christ's Sermon on the Mount, or the similar utterances to be 
found in all religions? Do you carry them out in their entirety in your 
lives, as the Episcopi of the Church? Do you, as such, take care that 
all your clergy do so? Vou may reply with a counter-question :-" Do 
you, our critics, do so and set us an example?" Our answer is, that 
we do not claim to be the "elect" or the" anointed of the Lord." We 
are unpretending men and women, endeavouring to carry out the Golden 
Rules, apart from the ordinances of any form of worship. But you
you occupy a position which makes you an example to all men, and in 
which you have taken a large responsibility. You stand before the 
world as exemplifying the effect of the dogmas of the Church you lead. 
That Church had and has its work to do, but that it has lost its power 
is plain, in that you are only able to protest, and that doubtfully, against 
an evil which you feel yourselves unable to check In the language of 
your Scripture, how would it be if, as regards your trust, this night an 
account should be required of you? 
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SELF-EVIDENT TRUTHS AND LOGICAL DEDUCTIONS. 

(Compiled jrom lite wn'lings oj a Labourer.) 

INTRODUCTION. 

A BSOLUTE Trutlt is self-evidmt.· It is recognised by all who 
6 are in possession of a sufficient amount of Reason to see it; 

but those who are not able to see it require intellectual proofs 
and logical arguments to persuade themselves that it e~ists. Everybody 
knows that one is one, although no one is able to give any intelligible 
reason for it; but when it comes to making a multiplication of compound 
numbers, our Reason may not be sufficient to directly perceive the result, 
and we have to call the intellect and mathematical argumentation to our 
aid to inform us about it. 

Self-knowledge in the Absolute is absolute knowledge; we can 
actually know only that which we see and know ourselves. A science 
which teaches the true relations which things bear to each other is 
relatively true as far as the relations of these things are concerned; but 
it conveys no real knowledge to man; it can only be a guide to him how 
to find the truth in himself. To know and to understand what another 
person meant to say, is not sufficient to know the truth oneself. To see 
the truth within oneself by the light of Reason and to understand it 
intellectually is self-knowledge. 

Self-knowledge can only be acquired by self-examination. To develop 
the truth we must practise it. Only when it begins to exist in us can we 
become self-conscious of its existence. 

Those who will practise the following truths will understand their true 
meaning. 

Those who will not practise them will not understand them. 
Those who understand these truths will practise them. 
Knowing should be identical with growing. Intellectual acquisitions 

without spiritual growth are like flowers that die without producing a 
fruit. 

i. 
ONE IS ONE. 

One is a Unity and cannot be divided into two Ones. The One, if 
divided into two, gives two parts of the One. Each of these parts may 
assume a form differing from that of the other, according to the 
conditions by which it is surrounded; nevertheless the two parts will 
essentially remain two parts of the originai one. 

• But compare editorial in the February No. of LUCIFER: .. Self-evident" truth may be considere<i 
ahsolut~ in relation to this Earth-<mly casually. It is still relative, not a6solute with regard to its 
Universal Absoluteness.-{Eo.] 
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The Universe, i.e., tke All, is only one,' it is impossible to conceive of 
two or more All is in the absolute sense, and every part of the Universe 
is therefore a part of the All, or a manifestation of the original One in a 
separate form, being an integral part thereof. The various forms of 
substance and activity in the All cannot be essentially and funda
mentally different from each other; they can be nothing else but various 
aspects and functions of the indivisible aboriginal One. Matter in all its 
shapes, visible and invisible, and Motion in all its forms, unconscious, 
conscious and self-conscious, can be only two modes of manifestation of 
the originally unmanifested One; because One is One and cannot be 
divided into Two. 

The original Otte or the Cause could not have come into existence out 
of nothing and without a Cause; and as it exists (as we see by its 
manifestations in Nature), it must therefore be self-aistent, having 
existed from all eternity by its own power. The One, being self-existent 
and indivisible, cannot be divided and transformed into anything which 
does not exist It cannot be. annihilated by anything, because nothing 
exists but itself, and its existence must therefore be without an end as it 
is without a beginning. 

The reason why the finite intellect of man cannot conceive of an 
eternal self-existent Cause, God or Law, is because man is not self
existent, and self-existence is, therefore, beyond his experience, and 
beyond his conception. 

The original One, manifesting itself as Substance in all its shapes and 
Power in all its forms, cannot be essentially and fundamentally different 
from its own productions, which it must have produc~d from itself, and 
within itself, there being nothing else to produce it from.' Nor could 
Matter and Motion continue to exist if the self-existent cause that 
enables them to continue to exist were to cease to be, or to cease to 
stand in relation to, and be active within them.· The unmanifested One 
is, therefore, whenever and wherever it manifests itself, a Trinity of 
Causation, Substance and Power. 

NOTE.-A just consideration of the above will raise us up to a higher conception of 
Nature, with all its multifarious forms. It will bring us nearer to the truth than the 
lWl'OW·minded conception which seeks for the origin of power, life and consciousness 
within the corporeal forms, while, in fact, forms can be nothing else but vehicles or 
instruments through which the 0116 which is at once Cause, Substance and Motion 
manifests its preaence.-[AUTHOR.] 

• But am the Absolute have auy relation to the conditioned or the finite? Reason aud metaphysical 
philosophy answer alike-No. The" Self-aistent" am only be the Absolute. aud esoteric 
philosophy calls it therefore the .. Causeless Cause," the Absolute Root of all, with no attributes. 
properties or conditions. It is the one UNIVERSAL LAw of which immortal man is a part. and 
which, therefore, he senses UDder the only possible aspects-those of absolute immutability trans

formed into absolute activity-on tms plane of illusion-'Or eterna1 ceaseless motion, the ever 
B«omiIJg. Spirit. Matter, Motion, are the three attributes, on this our plane. In that of se\f
existence the three are ONE and indivisible. Hence we say that Spirit, Matter, and Motion are eterna1. 
because one, UDder three aspects. Our differences. however, in this excellent paper, are simply in 
enos and expressions or FORM-not in ideas or thought.-{ED., 
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Looked at from this higher standpoint, the Universe appears to us as one UlliveJ'sal 
SUDstance, which, in its various states of density, we may call Matter, Ether, Aka5&, 
Mind-substance, Spirit, and we see it pervaded by one Universal Power, which, 
according to its mode of action within the universal substance, manifests itself un
consciously, consciously, or self-consciously in various ways, which we may call 
Motion, Vibration, Gravitation, Cohesion, Affinity, Attraction, Repulsion, Heat, Light, 
Electricity, Magnetism, Life, Emotion, Love, Will, etc., while the eternal co-existent 
and self-existent Universal Cause of all these manifestations of its own substance, 
power and consciousness, remains for ever hidden to all inferior forms of existence, 
and can be known only to itself by the power of its own self-consciousness and 
self-knowledge. 

To express the above in other words, which may render our conception still 
clearer :-We may look upon all things in the Universe-not as being essentially 
different from each other, but as being all merely various modes of manifestation of 
the eternal One. What we know of" Matter" is not the substance itself, but merely 
its external appearance; what we know of "Force" is not the energy itself, but 
merely its mode of manifesting itself on the outward plane/ One and the same 
impulse going forth from the eternal and self-existent centre may cause vibrations in 
all planes of existence, manifesting itself in the region of Mind as Thought, in the 
astral plane as Emotion, in the ether of space as Motion in all its fonns, active or 
latent, producing in the sphere of gross matter the phenomena known as heat, light, 
electricity, etc., etc., while rising up again from Matter to Spirit it may manifest itself 
as Life, Instinct, Consciousness, Love, Wil~ Knowledge, 'and Wisdom. 

We should free our minds from the erroneous conception, due to external and, there
fore, superficial observation, that forms produce activities, and we should habituate 
ourselves to look at all things with the eye of Reason, which (if unclouded by the 
intellectual vagaries of the speculating braiD) will be able to see that forms are merely 
cmtres, through which already existing powers can manifest themselves, and by 
means of which these powers may change their modes of action according to the 
law of Induction. 

Thus certain vibrations existing in the Universal Etller, and manifesting themselves 
in Matter as "Heat," may, by coming in contact with other forms of matter, be 
changed into "Light," in others into" Electricity," etc. Thus certain vibrations existing 
in the Universal Mind as abstract ideas, may, in the brain of man, take shapes as 
Thoughts. Thus other certain vibrations existing in the Ulliversal Spirit may, in the 
souls of (the ephemeral) living beings, awaken corresponding vibrations, and manifest 
themselves according to the nature of these beings as "W~" "Love," "Faith," etc. 
But Ether, Mind, and Spirit, are, like all other things, fundamentally one, and all may 
be changed one into the other by correspondingly changing the conditions under which 
they are manifesting themselves, provided that we are in possession of the knowledge 
necessary to establish the conditions under which such a change of activity can take 
place.* 

F. HARTMANN, M.D. 

(To 6e continued.) 

* An illustration of the traDsfonnation of will-power into mechanical motion. even without the 
aid of the physical body. may be seen if we succeed in dispersing a cloud in the sky by the power of 
will; an experiment which may be successfull¥ tried by anyone who is able to concentrate his 
thoughts. (See CaIIa,rnet: •• Les mysU!res de 1a Magie. U) 
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TALISMANIC MAGIC. 

SATURN li, 
THE OCCULT SIGNIFICATION OF HIS SQUARE, SEAL, AND SIGILS. 

By S. LIDDELL MACGREGOR MATHERS, 

Author of " The Kabbalah Unveiled," &c. 

SA TURN is called by Astrologers the Greater Infortune, Mars the 
Lesser, while Jupiter and Venus are dignified with the titles of 
the Greater and Lesser Benefics respectively. That is to say 

that the gene"aI nature of the operation of the former is supposed to be 
evil, and that of the latter to be good. But what superficial students 
of Astrology are apt to forget is, that if the so-called Infortunes be 
well placed, and casting good aspects in either Nativity or Horary 
Figure, their opt!tation is no longer evil; and that the Benefics if ill
dignified and in evil aspect, will work evil instead of good. 

I have usually found myself, that if Saturn or Mars be Lord of the 
Ascendant at birth, their evil aspects in the Solar revolutionary figure do 
little harm comparatively, to the Native. 

Now Talismanic Magic is to a certain extent based on Astrology, 
inasmuch as that it is dependent on the position of the Stars in the 
Heavens and their mutual aspects, but here the similarity ceases. For 
while Astrology from the resulting combinatidns gives information 
regarding future events, Talismanic Magic provides a means of modify
ing the effect of such events, by crystallising, as it were, in a Talisman 
the good or evil combinations of the then position. 

And as number, weight, and measure ordain the existence of all 
created things, so will a certain number when united to matter of its 
own nature, have a magical pccult power. Thus, then, if a Talisman be 
formed not of any, but of a ceria;n matter, so will it have an effect of 
the nature of that matter, but not otherwise. Again for the perfect 
production of such effect, the Maker of the Talisman must have the 
faculty of calling the magical occult power hidden in the Talisman into 
active existence, otherwise it will remain dormant, and the Talisman, 
though constructed aright, will fail of its effect Thus, then, each 
Talisman requires consecration, for the act of consecration is the 
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Sacrament of Will, and consecration by Sacrament of Will is the 
Apotheosis of Matter. Let no one rashly think, either, that the Strength 
of his own Will, however great it may be, can produce the desired effect, 
unless that Will is sanctified and strengthened by that Highest Will of 
the Universe from Whom it first derived its existence. For when the 
natural Strength of the Will of the Maker of the Talisman is exhausted, 
whence can he derive more, unless he can obtain it from the inexhaust
ible reservoir of the Will of the Universe? Therefore, in the formation 
of every Talisman, it is advisable to employ those Divine Names and 
Symbols which have a Qabalistic affinity with and rule over the opera
tions of the particular Planet under whose beams it is constructed. 

Every Talisman properly constructed under the power of a certain 
Planet will have either a Good and Fortunate, or an Evil and Unfortunate 
effect. The effect will be good if the Planet be in a fortunate position 
in the heavens, well dignified, and well aspected. The evil effect will 
be produced by the reverse of these. Furthermore, such Talisman 
should be constructed during the day and hour over which the Planet 
rules. 

Having premised thus much with respect to Talismanic Magic 
in general, I now come to the consideration of the Planet Saturn in 
particular. 

The Talismans of Saturn should be made on Saturday, during the 
hours of the day when Saturn bears especial rule, these are the first and 
eighth hours of the day, and the third and tenth hours of the night. 
Saturday is supposed to last from sunrise till sunrise on Sunday. To 
find the length of the hours of the day, take the time between sunrise 
and sunset, which, divide by 12, this will give the length of each hour of 
the day; for the hours of the night take the period from sunset till 
sunrise on the following day, and divide it in the same manner. From 
this it will be seen that the length of the planetary hours vary according 
to the time of year. It is possible to make Talismans, etc., of Saturn 
during any hour on Saturday, but the operation is not quite so strong as 
on the hours given, and in such case the name and sigil of the Angel 
governing such other hour should be added. 

Saturn rules over the colour Black; over Saturday in the week; over 
the period from the middle of December to the middle of February in 
the year; over Capricorn and Aquarius in the Zodiac, which are called 
his houses, and has power in Libra, wherein he receives his Exaltation; 
over the dragon, the ass, the lapwing, the cuttlefish, the mole; over the 
metal lead, the precious stone onyx; he is under the power of the 
number three in arithmetic, and the geometrical figure of the equilateral 
triangle. By virtue of his rule over Capricorn, Aquarius, and Libra, he 
also governs the trees pine, ram-thorn, and box, and the plants dock, 
dragon-wort, and scorpion-grass, and the precious stones chrysoprasus, 
crystal, and beryl. 
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To make a Talismanic Ring of Saturn, a ring of lead should be taken, 
in the bezel should be placed a fragment of'a herb of Saturn with the 
hair or skin of some animal sacred to him, and above these should be 
set an onyx or other Saturnine stone. A piece of paper with his seals 
and square, and the effect desired, should also be placed under the onyx 
with the fragments of skin and herb. 

To make an ordinary Talisman of Saturn, a small tablet of lead 
should be taken, on either side of which a double or treble circle should 
be engraved, then on the obverse trace his square in Hebrew characters, 
and within the double circle write the Divine names which rule over 
Saturn, or the square may be omitted and an equilateral triangle 
substituted for it, with the Name and Sigil of the Angel of Saturn traced 
within it. On the reverse, inscribe his Seal and that of his Intelligence 
(if for a bad effect the seal and name of his Spirit should be added), and 
in the double circle write the names which are bound unto the Numbers 
of Saturn. 

Then consecrate the Talisman with any convenient form of consecra
tion, and fumigate it with a perfume of the nature of Saturn, such as 
pepperwort, or any odoriferous ,oot for a good effect, or sulphur if for 
an evil effect. When completed the Talisman should be kept wrapped 
in Black silk. 

The Good Talisman of Saturn should be made when Saturn is in 
either Capricorn, Aquarius, or Libra, and well-aspected; its operation is 
to help the birth of children, to render a man powerful and safe, and to 
cause success of petitions with the great. 

The Evil Talisman, when Saturn is in Cancer, Leo, or Aries, and 
evilly-aspected; it hinders buildings, causes discor.d, and brings evil, 
misfortune, and death. And I cannot too emphatically warn my readers 
against the fabrication of any talisman or pentacle for an evil purpose, 
for, besides the evil it may work on others, it is certain to bring evil and 
misfortune to its maker sooner or later. 

The Divine Names which rule over Saturn are:
Tetragrammaton Elohim, IHVH ALHIM, 1=1'i1~M mi1'. 
The Third Sephira, Understanding, Binah, BINH, nl'::l. 
The Archangel Tzaphqiel, TzPQIAL, ~M'P!) • . 

The Angelic Order of Thrones, Arelim, ARLIM, C:V~"'IM. 
The Sphere of Saturn, Rest, Shabthai, SHBTHAI, 'MrnTll. 

The particular Angel of Saturn is 
CASSIEL 

and his Sigil is ~ :I I I II 

His Assistants are the Angels Machatan and Uriel. 

I now come to the Occult signification of his Square, Seal, and Sigils, 
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12 LUCIFER. 

first premising that I know of no work in which their Qabalistical mean
ing is given. 

I mentioned before that the number Three was the Occult number of 
Saturn, therefore from this number his Magical Table or Square is 
formed, which contains nine compartments, in which the numbers from 
one to nine are so arranged as to count fifteen every way in column, line, 
and diagonal. And the whole sum of his numbers is forty-five. 

THE MAGICAL SQUARE OF SATURN. 

IN HEBREW LETTERS. IN NUMERALS. IN ENGLISH LETTERS. 

., 
I 10 I :::l 4 9 2 D T I B 

J n I 
, 3 I 5 I 7 G H Z 

" at I 
, 8 I 6 CH A V 

The Occult meaning of the Square is to be found by the use of the 
Qabalistical Keys, by taking the reading of each column, line, and 
diagonal; thus we obtain:-

B, T, D,=Science governed by Prudence thus obtains its Realization. 
Z, H, G,=Action is the Victory of Inspiration. 
V, A, CH,=Antagonism is reconciled by the Unity of Will through' 

Equilibrium of Contraries. 
B, Z, V,=The Science of Victory is in Equilibrium. 
T, H, A,= Prudence should inspire Will. 
D, G, CH,=The Realization of Action should only be in Justice. 
B, H, CH,=The Science of Inspiration produces Equilibrium. 
D, H, V,=For the Realization of Inspiration Antagonism is necessary, 

or, in the words of the Zohar, " Forces which produce themselves without 
being counterbalanced perish in space." 

The Magical Seal of Saturn is drawn from the Square, and its mean
ing will be found by describing it upon the Square, thus :-

Its meaning is :-Realization can be only obtained through 
Antagonism; Prudence and Justice yield Victory; and Action is the 
result of the Knowledge of Will-Power. 
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The Magical Sigil of Agiel, the Intelligence or Good Spirit of Saturn, 
is this, it is a formula of Prudence in Action. 

The Magical Sigil of Zazel. the Spirit or Evil Genius of Saturn, is 
this, it is a formula of Hatred and Antagonism acting through un
balanced force. 

These are the Names which are bound to the Numbers of Saturn:-
3. Ab, AB, :Ut, Father. 
9, Hed, HD, 'Tt'1. 

IS, Jah, IH, n', the Name of Creation. 
IS, Hod, HVD, "nil, Splendour. 
45, Jehovah, as written in the World of Yetzirah or Formation, IVD, 

H A, V A V, HA, Ni1, un, tm, ·w. 
45, Agiel, the Intelligence or Good Spirit of Saturn, AGIAL, ;N'.l~. 
45, Zazel, the Spirit or Evil Genius of Saturn, ZAZL, C,fNf. 

In conclusion I may observe that the ordinary Astrological Symbol 
of Saturn 

represents the Cross above the Lunar Crescent, and Alchemically shows 
that Lead is of the nature of Silver internally, but corrosive externally. 
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"THE BIRTH OF SPACE." 

" Know, the stars yonder, the stars everlasting, 
Are fugitive also ..•• " -E~IERSON. 

W A YES of credulity and of mental analysis alternately sweep 
. across the face of the world. To the period of blind belief, 

which made possible the prospect of medireval Christendom, 
enveloped by· a black cloud of false science and theological dog'ma, has 
succeeded an epoch of expansion of the mind's forces, a wave of all
dissolving analysis, prompting us to lift the veil of seeming from the face 
of Truth, to pierce through the shell of appearances to the cl!ntraheality . 

The physical scientists long led the van of the new era. Theirs were 
the triumphs over the dark places of nature and the falsehoods of 
tradition. But they have failed to ~auge the force of the wave that 
carried them forward, and unless their whole fr~nt is changed, they will 
become in their turn the credulous; the reactionists against a new party 
of advance. Their error is that they believe too much-that their· 
enquiring 9nalysis does not go deep enough. For: the wave o( thought 
which is permeating us, will finally obliterate and r~nder unrecognisable 
many of our present idols and unquestioned verities-ideas now 
undoubted even by doubting science. ' 

The last of the old..,world ideas to perish-and that after the lapse of 
ages, perhaps-will be the most familiar and commonplace. 

Perhaps last of all will fade our present conceptions of what Carlyle 
calls the deepest of all illusory appearances-Space and Time. 

But as the sunrise first gilds the mountain-tops, and thenftoods the 
plain with light, so the approaching inspiration of knowledge appears 
first in a few of the best minds, and then spreads to the multitude. 
Thus we find already Descartes doubting the reality of tIte external 
world; and Wordsworth, striking the walls of his room to assure 
himself that they were objective, and not mere phantoms projected into 
the void of nothingness by the mind's formative power; for this. idea, 
he thought, must be shunned as maddening.; forgetting that two senses 
may concur to deceive. " 

Space, whether treated by the physicist or the psychologist of the 
modem world, remains an unquestioned reality, whether objectively in 
nature or subjectively in the mind . 

All the conceptions of science are three-dimensional, endowed with 
length, breadth, and height, whether we take the starry depths as 
pictured by the author of " First Principles"; or the human brain. in 
the conception of the last would-be scientific chool 

But are not the properties of Space indeed mer~ appearances, and is 
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not Wordsworth's fear a shadowy premonition of the truth, that Space 
is but a creature of the mind-an unreality? 

This suspicion of the illusiveness of Space is one of the nascent 
perceptions of that most new and yet most ancient school of thought, . 
whose wide generalisation will soon render obsolete and insignificant the 
daring doubts of sceptical science. In dealing with space and its 
dimensions, it is incumbent on us to show how our present concep
tions of these could have been generated, on a purely idealistic 
hypothesis. If unrefll, can we trace the growth of our notions of space 
and its dimensions? A theory readily presents itself; but to approach 
its consideration we must waive that larger question of the apparent 
separation of the One into innumerabJ.e units of consciousness, and, 
beginning by considering the condition of one such unit, trace the 
growth of the ~on.ceptions of space, as related to that unit. 

Let us first picture such an individualised unit of consciousness-to 
use, perhaps, the best available phrase-at the very beginning of its 
evolutionary course, in quiescence, absolutely sensationless ; let us endow 
it with the power of sensation, though in a latent form. To understand 
this, we must use a simple simile. Suppose yourself alone in a dark 
room in silence; suppose the temperature and your position to be 
such t~t, you have become oblivious to your body; non~ of the 
senses are exercised; the pictorial power of the imagination is also 
at rest; while the mind's attitude is one of expecta~ion directeo towards 
the sense bf hearing. This is the best available illustration of the 
condition of a unit of consciousness with the latent power of sensation, 
before sensation has set in. Suppose a musical note to sound close to 
the ear, and gradually die away; let the sound be again gradually excited, 
and again die away. The c:;ar-the seat of sensation-is for our 
purposes prn.ctically a point. The sense of hearing experiences' a 
sensation, at first vivid, then gradually ceasing; then again increasing 
to vivid activity, and again sinking to rest. As far as physical 
knowledge shows, this changing sensation is represented by greater or 
less intensity~of vibration of the tympanum. 

Now instead of a note dying a\vay naturally, suppose some sustained 
note sounded near the ear, then withdrawn in a straight line until out of 
hearing; then again brought qc;ar the ear, and again withdrawn. If the 
experiment be properly carried out, the experience of the sense of 
hearing will be exactly the same as before; their physical counterpart 
again being a greater or less intensity of tympanal vibration. The ear 
is absolutely powerless to distinguish between the two sets of sensations: 
and the only conception of nearness and distance that can be formed, 
having regard to the sense of hearing alo,ne, is a greater or. less intensity 
of sensation. 

This is equally true of other senses taken separately; the sense of 
light, for example, or the sense of heat Hence, as far as the sense of 
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sight is concerned, the nearest stars are distinguished from the more 
remote chiefly by the greater intensity of their light, and, therefore, of 
the vibrations they excite on the retina. In fact, to speak physically. 
all our perceptions of varying sensation actually have their origin in 
a more or less intense vibration of the sensory surfaces, and their 
sources are subsequently projected into space by the imagination. To 
express the same thing from the idealist standpoint; all we experience 
is more or less intense sensation; our further conceptions are due to 
the separation and arrangement of these, by the imagination. 

Taste is an example of a sense not yet translated into terms of 
nearness and distance, and it is worth mention that this is supposed by 
some Theosophists to be the sense at present undergoing development. 
and consequently incomplete. 

But ·to return to our unit of consciousness: let us suppose a sensory 
point to be formed in it; let a simple sensation excite this sensory 
centre, with increasing and diminishing intensity. The effect will be 
exactly the same as if the exciting source were to approach and recede 
from the sensory point. From this experience, the conception of near
ness and distance would arise; in other words, the conception of space 
of one dimension. 

The conception of the point is derived from a sustained sensation: 
that of the line, from a sensation of decreasing and increasing intensity. 
So long as the consciousness remained absorbed in sensation no advance 
would be made on this conception of space of one dimension: but since 
all degrees of intensity from the very highest to complete absence of 
sensation may be experienced, this line, this space of one dimension, will 
be conceived as of infinite extension. 

Let the consciousness of the· unit now be supposed to reflect on this 
simple sensation, to stand aside from the point of sensation, and to 
regard objectively both that point and the varying intensity of the 
sensation ; in other words, the sensory point, and the line of sensaHon, 
along which the exciting cause is conceived as advancing and receding. 
Suppose the sensation to diminish in intensity: that is to say, let the 
exciting source recede to a point some distance along the imaginary 
line. The new point of consciousness arrived at by the act of reflexion, 
or contemplative standing aside, is outside the line from the sensory 
point to the exciting source. It is clear that these three points not in 
the same straight line imply a plane triangle-which may be formed 
by joining them-hence the present attitude of the unit of con
sciousness implies space of two dimensions. But since the base of the 
triangle may be infinite-the sensation having all ranges from the 
highest intensity to absolute cessation-and since the point assumed 
by the consciousness through the act of reflexion can have no definite 
position, the present attitude of the unit implies two-dimensional space 
of infinite extension. 
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If the unit be conceived as having germs of two senses instead of one 
the results are identical, since in the first phase of consciousness, though 
we have two independent straight lines radiating from the unit of 
consciousness, they do not imply two-dimensional space, since they have 
no relation whatever to e;lch other: and in the second phase of 
consciousnesS, instead of one plane triangle we should have two, both in 
the same plane This holds good for any number of senses. The 
triangle formed with the line of sensation as base, and the point of 
reflexion assumed by the consciousness, as apex, is a sensory area 
every point of which is an objective source of perception to the unit of 
consciousness. 

The perception of the unit of consciousness is now of two kinds; the 
first, exercised at the sensory centre, is one of varying intensity merely, 
corresponding in space to the line. That at the point of reftexion, the 
apex of the triangle of perception is one of observation, corresponding 
to surface extension. 

Let the consciousness of the unit now be supposed to stand back from 
the point of reftexion, and to contemplate objectively the area of percep
tion. Standing apart from the area of perception, it now corresponds to 
a point outside the plane of a surface, and this implies space of three 
dimensions. Since the position of the new point of consciousness, the 
point of contempiation, let us term it, is not rigidly determined, and 
since the surface of perception is of unlimited, this third attitude of the 
unit of consciousness implies three-dimensional space of unlimited ex
tension. 

As the last phase of perception was represented by a triangle, so this 
third phase may be represented by a triangular pyramid, or tetrahedron 
-every point in which is an object of perception ; the whole forming a 
sensory solid-and having f9ur comers; the top being now the seat 
of consciousness; one of the base corners, the point of reftexion, or 
perception of the sensory area-the base; another base comer being the 
point of sensation of variations in intensity; and the third base corner 
being the position to which the imagination projects the source of 
sensation. 

Let us now translate these successive experiences into terms of 
Consciousness. 

The first attitude of the unit of consciousness may be expressed by 
the unreftecting, and, so to speak, unconscious perception-in the sense 
of being without self-consciousness - "sensation is, or sensation is 
not." . 

When the stage of reftexion is reached, the consciousness may be thus 
expressed: "I experience sensation." 

The third, the contemplative phase, is, "It is I who experience 
sensation ." or "I am conscious that I experience sensation;" the 
second" i " he;e being personality, lower self, or false ego-an object 

2 
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of consciousness to the first "I," the true ego, the unknowable 
Knower. 

We are debarred from discussing fully the ethical aspects of these 
phases of consciousness by the nature of the subject; for-while we 
were compelled to begin by considering the condition of an in
dividualised unit of consciousness, waiving the consideration of 
the apparent separation of the One into innumerable units - the 
subject of ethics deals almost entirely with the relation of the unit to the 
One, for" the separation of the divine-human spirit into the multitudes 
of men on the earth" is only an illusion, and is in reality non
existent. 

Let us now consider a few resultant truths. 
The consciousness, whether in its first phase of absorbing sensation, or 

in its later phases of reflexion and contemplation, is itself subject to no 
dimensions of space; it stands detached from space, whether of one, two, 
or three dimensions. Hence the self is neither finite, in the sense of 
being small, nor infinite, in the sense of being great, it is superior to 
space, as to time, or, in the language of the Upanishads, "the self is 
smaller ~han small, and greater than great." The self, the knower, is 
something apart from space and time, and independent of them; hen<;e 
nothing that takes place in space or time can affect it, except as being 
an object of its perception. 

" He who knows the self as the slayer, and also he who knows it as 
the slain, they both know not rightly. It kills not, nor is killed," says 
the Bkagavad Gtld. 

In comparison with the realness of the self, time and space,are mdyds, 
" illusory appearances," as Carlyle says. 

And what we call the dimensions of space are only expressions by 
which the imagination distinguishes and separates various phases of 
perception. 

As the previous advances in development which we have been able to 
trace, were made by the real self detaching itself entirely from the 
world it was experiencing, and standing apart as "a disinterested 
spectator" to view this world, recognising the organ of sensation, and 
afterwards the personality, as not the self: so, we learn, the next 
advance in development is made when a man, "by his awakened 
spiritual will, recognises the individuality as not himself," and detaches 
himself from his present world, of which the individuality is lord. 

The step must be taken by detachment from the things of space, as 
we know them, by detachment from the things of time, as we 
know them-by standing apart from these, and, in consequence, by 
standing apart from that unreal centre of this life, the personality, the 
abandonment of which leads to a condition we can only describe 
negatively as selflessness, and by plunging fearlesSly into the unknown 
abyss. CHARLES JOHNSTON, F.T.S . 
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LET A threw aside her travelling dress and put on a white 
silk wrap her maid had got out for her; she loosed her hair and let 
it fall about her slender figure. The wrap was made with wide 

sleeves, that fell away from the shoulder and left her arms bare. She raised 
them over her head and clasped her hands; and as she did so laughed like 
a child. How beautiful she looked! The large soft bed with its silken 
sheets all bordered with foamings of lace, and its coverlet of golden em
broidery, was close beside her. She threw herself into it, and the white 
lids fell heavily over her eyes, the long black lashes lying like pencil 
marks on her cheek. In a moment she was buried in a slumber 
more profound than even drugs can produce; for a magician knows 
how to take the soul away from earth on the instant, and leave 
the body without dreams or any uneasiness, free to rest and recover 
like a baQe. And Qtto standing there looking on this lovely sight 
felt his brain .turn to fire and his heart to ice within him. He loved 
her so desperately and yet so hopelessly, this woman who was at this 
moment actually his wife. No effort of his will enabled him to 
approach an inch nearer to her. She was absolutely protected, perfectly 
isolated from him. And it seems strange indeed that she could rest 
there like an innocent child while within only a few paces of her stood a 
man-and that man her husband-within whom burned all that fiery 
passion is, who suffered the fulness of longing and hunger insatiable. 
At last-for the dawn was creeping in at the window as he did so
Otto turned and left the room, and went softly down the stairway and 
along more corridors and down more stairs, till he reached· a little 
doorway which he opened with his own key. It was a side entrance 
from the great garden and the park beyond. In the breathing of the 
soft, keen, morning air,· in the roomy freshness of the early sky, his 
maddened spirit seemed to find some hope of bathing and recovering itself. 
He strode away through the park, and climbed a hill which rose beyond 
it. From its summit he could see all over the city, and some extent of 
the surrounding country. The sight sobered and strengthened him. He 
knew himself to be no petty prince playing at state. True, his was 
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a small kingdom, and his capital could be seen from end to end from 
this hi1~ top. Yet the great powers of Europe watched him with interest. 

Fleta was out in the morning light not long after him, dressed in 
white; she wandered alone through the gardens and plucked s~me rich 
roses to wear at her waist. The bloom of supreme youth and beauty 
was on her face when she came back from among the flowers; she had 
gathered dew from the grass, and wetted her soft cheeks and lips with 
it. Some dewdrops from a rosebush she had shaken gleamed in her 
dark hair, beautiful as any diamonds. She sent messages of inquiry for 
the Duchess and Hilary by the first servants she encountered ; and she 
stood waiting for the answers, leaning against the side of the sunny 
window by which she had entered-a brilliant figure that shone the 
more brilliantly for the strong light, as a jewel might. And, indeed, 
this Fleta was a jewel of the world-whether her light be baleful or 
beneficent, yet a jewel. 

The answers were brought to her presently. The Duchess had 
been very ill all night, and the doctor was even now with her, and would 
not allow her to be disturbed. Hilary was still wrapped in the profound 
slumber which had already lasted many hours. 

"Wake him," said the young queen, "and tell him I shall be waiting 
for him in the magnolia arbour in about an hour." 

She wandered out into the garden again, moving to and fro in the 
sunlight. It was an entirely secluded garden this, which had been highly 
walled and sheltered by trees, so that here Royalty might have sunshine 
and fresh air in freedom. And all this sheltering, it being a very sunny 
spot, had made it a perfect golden land of flowers. Fleta was very 
happy for the moment here ; she became like a child when her mind was 
quiet, and when the beauty of nature appealed to her senses. She 
gathered here and there yet another beautiful rose that specially caught 
her fancy, and fastened it on her dress; so that at last, when it was time 
to go to the magnolia bower, she looked like a queen of roses, so 
fantastically was she dressed and decked in them. 

The magnolia bower was the great beauty of the palace garden. It 
stood right opposite to the windows, though at some little distance 
across a smooth belt of turf. Originally, an arbour had been built, and 
at the side of it a quoits-alley was arranged, filling one half of the wall 
of the garden. It was all open to the house and lawn, and roofed so 
that it was protected from rain and wind. Otto's grandfather had 
built this, and had planted many different kinds of rare trees and 
creeping plants to grow over it. But the place had in some way suited 
the magnolias best of all; they had grown so richly that at last they 
had claimed the whole as their own; and all the winter the roof and 
pillars of it were beautiful with great green leaves in climbing masses; 
when the magnolias began to flower, it was lovely beyond belief. And 
now the arbour and alley were all, by common consent, called the 
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magnolia bower. Fleta had been fascinated by the beauty of this place 
when she first came out, and had questioned a passing gardener about it. 
She felt curiously happy and at home within its shelter; and here Hilary 
found her pacing slowly to and fro. He paused as his eyes fell on her. 
She seemed to him the realisation of all possible beauty. She was 
younger, fairer, yet stronger in expression than he had ever seen her. 
And the pure richness of the flowers about her dressed her as no 
diamonds, no rich gowns, could do. For this strange creature was 
essentially natural-at home among the flowers or on a mountain-top, 
strange and haughty among courtiers and in the ordinary life of men 
and women . 

.. Sit down here," said Fleta, taking her place on a deep, well
cushioned couch in a shadowy comer. Ah! how still and sweet the 
air was! 

.. You are better," she went on, .. I can see that. You have slept like 
one dead, and have found a new life this morning. It is well; it is what 
I expected; but what might yet not have been. Now, I want to talk 
to you. Our work is close at hand. By noon I have to be dressed, 
ready to go to the great Cathedral and be crowned. From that time I 
shall be in public all day till late in the evening. But I have learned 
how to live alone in a cruwd, and to playa part unknown by anyone. 
And you must do the same. For our work begins to-day. And we 
have gained the necessary strength for it." 

Hilary shuddered, even here in the sunshine and amid the flowers. 
He knew she referred to that awful scene in the dark yesterday when 
he had killed--what? 

.. Fleta," he said, with tolerable quietude, ,. do you remember 
what I was saying to you last night when I was told to leave 
you? Did I not demand an explanation before I did any mor~ work 
for you?" 

.. Yes; you did. And that is why I sent for you here that I might 
explain all that you can understand." She paused just a moment; and 
then went on speaking rapidly yet clearly . 

.. We have spoken of the lives of long ago, when we were together 
before, Hilary; when we loved, and lost, and parted, only to meet again 
and love and lose again. Like the flowers that yearly bloom and then 
die away till another season gives them another life, so once in 
an reon have we flowered upon the earth, brought forth the supreme 
blossom which earth can produce, the flower of human love. You do 
not realise this, Hilary, because you will not claim your knowledge 
and experience; you are weak, and easily content, lacking in faith, and 
still filled with love of life. That is why you are my servant. The 
power I took when first our souls met on this earth you have never 
wrested from me. I have remained your ruler. Now I urge you to 
use all the will that is in you and step nearer to my side in knowledge 
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and in power; for I no longer have need of you as a servant. I want 
a companion. You know that a little while ago I essayed the 
initiation of the White Brotherhood, that stately order which governs 
the world and holds the reins of the starry universe in its hands. You 
know that I failed. I do ·not regret having had the courage to try; I 
should have been a coward indeed to draw back when Ivan himself 
was ready to lead me to the place of .trial. But I was a fool to over
value my efforts and my work as I have done. I had served so sore 
and so long an apprenticeship, had grown so weary, through many lives, 
of lovers and of children, that I thought all human love, all love that 
clings to one person in the world, had been for ever plucked out by its 
very roots. I thought it was gone from me for ever; that, though I 
would work for humanity, that though I would gladly give all that was 
in me to any who desired help or knowledge, yet that I myself could 
stand alone, leaning on none, looking for none. It seemed to me it 
was so--that the mystery was solved for me-that the problem of 
human love, of the life of sex, of the mystic duality of existence, was all 
set at rest for ever. Oh, if that had been so! Then, Hilary, I should 
have blossomed on earth for the last time; I should have found in 
myself the fruit, the divine fruit that gives new life, another life, a 
divine knowledge, an unshaken power. But I failed. I entered among 
them, Hilary-I saw them. No other woman has seen these strange, 
austere, glorious beings. But the chill of death, the uttermost anguish 
of fear and of longing, fell on me as I looked upon the unfamiliar, un
human, god-like faces; and I hungered for the dear face that had so long 
been my star. I cried aloud for Ivan. 

" You saw me next. You found me. You know how I was crushed 
and broken. But before you came to me I had heard words, spoken, as 
it were, by the stars, echoing in the heavens, that told me my fate, and 
showed me my work; and bade me be strong to rise up and do it. 
Afterwards, I desired to see one of the White Brotherhood, and obtain 
a confirmation of my order. But I could not. And then I understood 
that I alone was to be judge and compeller of myself." 

She rose now and began to pace up and down in front of him. She 
began to speak more slowly, her eyes fixed upon the ground. 

" Sweetheart, wife, mother, these things I can never be again, for the 
love of any man. I am alone in the world; I can lean on no man, I 
can love no man in that way any more throughout the ages that I may 
wander on this earth. That life has gone away from me once and for 
all. I stand above it. Are you still ready to devote yourself to me, to 
stand at my side, to be my companion?" 

A great sigh burst from Hilary. It seemed to him that he was 
bidding farewell to his dear, dear love, to his one hope in life, to all that 
was fair in woman, to all that he had ever desired or could ever desire. 
And then he saw before him the shining white face of a priestess. Fleta 
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for the moment was transformed as she gazed upon him. A great light 
gleamed from her eyes. He saw that a finer thing, one infinitely more 
desirable and satisfying, must take the place of the fair blossom of love 
in his heart. All this came t() him in an instant j and as the sigh burst 
from him he uttered a "Yes" that seemed to shake his being. And 
then on a sudden-on the instant-the white blinding face of the 
priestess of life ·had gone from before his eyes, and he saw instead 
the young, fresh, lovely face of the woman he loved. A groan as of 
physical anguish passed his lips. , 

"Fleta, I cannot do it," he said j "I cannot resign you." 
" You have done it I " she said, and laughed. 
It was a strange laugh, not womanly, and yet with a ring of gladness 

in it 
Ie You cannot go back from the pledges given by your spirit because 

your heart protests I" she said " Your heart will protest a thousand 
times j it will seem to dissolve your very body with its suffering. Do I 
not know? I have lived through it j I have died from it But the 
pledge once taken, has to be fulfilled I am satisfied j for I know now 
that you will work with me." 

She walked to and fro a few moments in silence; then came and sat 
beside him, talking in her first manner, rapidly and clearly. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

"I CANNOT go in atone. I cannot go in for myself. I have to learn 
the supreme lesson of selflessness. I must take a soul in each hand to 
the door, ready, purified, prepared for offering on the altar, so that they 
shall even become members of the Great Brotherhood ; while I must be 
content to tum back and sit on the outer steps. I have thought it out j 
I understand it; but whether I can live it out, whether I can do it, is 
another thing-a very different thing. Ah, Hilary, where shall I find 
those two hearts, those two souls, strong enough to pass the first 
initiation? " 

"When it comes to that doorway," said Hilary, in a strange dull tone 
of misery, " must those two be ready to go on without you, leaving you 
outside ?" 

" Yes," said Fleta. " Certainly yes." 
"Then I will not be one of them," he said passionately. "I love you, 

and I do not want to lose you, even for Heaven itself. I will serve you, 
if you choose; but I must be with you." 

He rose and went away across the lawn, as if he could not endure 
any more of the conversation j in a moment or two he had disappeared 
among the trees. Fleta sank back with a weary dejected air; a pallor 
took the place of the brilliant fairness, which but a moment since had 
made her face so beautiful. Her eyes, wide open, yet. apparently seeing 
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nothing, remained fixed on the grass straight in front of her. She 
seemed scarcely to breathe. A kind of sad paralysis had fallen on this 
beautiful vivid form. 

" What am I to do ?." she exclaimed at last, bringing the words out 
by a great effort; "how can I live through the struggle and the 
suffering? I will live through it I have invoked the law of pain. 
Pleasure is no longer mine, even if I desired it" 

She was silent for a little while after this, and very quiet Then she 
rose and began to walk up and down slowly, evidently in deep thought 
Her mind was working rapidly. 

" I cannot do it alone," she said at last desperately. " Who is to help 
me ? I cannot yet even guess who is to be my second companion, the 
other soul that I am to take to the door of the temple. 0, mighty 
Brotherhood, it is no easy task you have set me." 

She drooped her head while she was talking thus to herself. When 
she raised it again, she saw Otto standing on the grass, in the sunlight, 
watching her. His face was softer than it had been for a long while as 
he gazed at her. She stretched out her hands to him with the same. 
sweet subtle smile with which she had greeted him before. He im
mediately approached her. 

" I have been thinking," he said, ,. up there on the mountain, ever since 
I left you last night. I have been thinking earnestly. Fleta, I do not 
consider myself pledged to that Brotherhood to which you profess 
allegiance." 

Fleta's look became amazed, and then almost stem. 
"How is it possible you can so deceive yourself," she said, 

"when you have so recently felt the bondage which is placed on the 
novice.' 

"What-in my inability to approach you? You are a magician, I 
know well; it is quite useless to try and hide that from myself, because 
I have seen you use your power. Those brothers taught you some of 
their unholy secrets. No doubt you could make a circle round yourself 
now into which I could not enter. In fact, I believe you have done so. 
But what of that? I have read, I have thought, a great deal on these 
subjects. The supernatural is no more extraordinary than the natural 
when once one is used to its existence. That it does not exist, that all 
nature stops at a given point, could only be maintained by a blind, 
foolish materialist And I am not that. But I am not awed by the 
supernatural. I have always been used to believe in it, having been 
educated by Catholics. But your Brotherhood is a very different 
matter. This claims to be so positive a thing as to be a force in Nature, 
a power which every man has to be with or against at some period of 
his development Is not that what you would say-what Father Ivan 
would say?" 

" Yes," answered Fleta. 
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" Well, there I cannot follow. I do not see that the Brotherhood has 
any right to set up such a claim." 

" It does not set it up," said Fleta. "There is no need to parade a 
fact Wait and see. You will find it is a fact I would rather not 
discuss the matter with you. It is like talking with a man as to whether 
the earth is flat or round." 

For a moment a red flush of anger came into Otto's face; for there 
is no doubt that this speech was delivered with an indifference which 
savoured of royal insolence, and should only be used by a queen to her 
subjects, not to her king. But he conquered himself after a moment's 
thought 

" After all," he said, " I can just fancy that it may seem like this to 
you. It is useless to argue such a point But to me the existence of 
such a Brotherhood is a purely arbitrary statement. I know that Ivan 
is extraordinarily superior to most priests. What makes him so-
Intellect, I should say, for the first thing." 

"No," said Fleta, "it is the White Star on his forehead which marks 
him out from among men and makes him divine. He lives for the 
world, not for himself; like all the Brotherhood he is passionless and 
desires no pleasure. Otto, I have to win that star. Will you help me? " 

"How?" 
" A great piece of work has to be done. I have to form a school of 

philosophy and tum the thoughts of men towards the subtler truths of 
life. It is a mark given me, and I need aid. But that aid can only 
be given me by one who makes no claim on my love, who no longer 
looks on me as a woman, but as an instrument of the White Brother 
hood; who is ready to serve and to suffer without any wages or com
pensation; one who in fact desires to reach the door of the great 
Brotherhood." 

She spoke quickly, enthusiastically, a great hope in her eyes; for his 
face had been full of gentleness all this while. 

" I came to you," he answered slowly, "with an offer, a request I 
will make it I am prepared to be your true lover till death, Y04r 
friend, and even servant, in all that is human and natural, if you, Fleta, 
will put aside these unnatural aspirations and be my wife and 
helpmeet." 

It was a manly speech and said well. The tears gathered in Fleta's 
eyes as she looked at him. 

"I have never loved you, Otto," she answered. "Nor ever can as you 
mean it; yet you can move my being to its depths, and stir my soul. 
For you are very honest. But you might as well try to change the 
courses of the stars as alter the shape and pathway of my life. It is 
written irrevocably; I myself have inscribed it in the book of fate by 
my steady desire through long past ages. But that I under-rated the 
difficulty I would now be beyond your knowledge, within the great 
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gateway. But I had no real comprehension of the deep unselfishness 
needed for that great effort I see now that I may never live for myself 
again, not even in the inner soul of love. I have to work-I ask you to 
help me." 

Otto looked at her gloomily. 
" I ask for a helpmeet," he said. "And so it seems do you. This is 

not as it should be between husband and wife. One must give way to 
the other." 

Fleta looked at him and her eyes glittered; she seemed to be 
measuring her strength. Suddenly she turned away with a sigh. At 
the moment the Palace clock struck. She remembered that it was time 
to go in and prepare for the ceremonies of the day. She paused and 
looked again at Otto. She was looking very pale now, so that the 
roses seemed more bright by contrast 

.. Do you wish me to be crowned your queen?" she said. .. Or would 
you rather it were not done now that you know me better?" 

" I have no choice," said Otto, rather bitterly. " You are in fact my 
queen already. But you have your own conscience to deal with in 
treating me as you are doing." 

"My own conscience!" The words repeated themselves in Fleta's 
mind, as she went slowly across the grass to the open window, without 
making, any answer to Otto. "Have I what he would call a conscience? 
Do I reproach myself for misdeeds, or regret past follies? No j for 
how could I live did I do so? I, that have the mystic memory, the 
memory denied to ordinary men, and can see myself travelling through 
lives and see how I lived them and what my deeds were lOtto will 
suffer. He is not strong enough to claim his memory, he loves the 
world of healthy, human nature, where the inevitable is not recognised 
and Destiny is a force despised even while it works steadily to its ends. 
Ah, my poor Otto I 'husband, lover, friend,' would that I could save you 
the suffering I " 

She had reached her own rooms now and was surrounded at once by 
maids, who were preparing for her toilette, and by great ladies who 
were selected as her companions. She was gracious to all alike, but so 
deeply buried in thought that she scarcely distinguished one from the 
other, and spoke as gently to the maid who dressed her hair as to the 
court beauty who paid dutiful respects to her. This seemed to them all 
very strange, and coupled with the sad look on Fleta's face, filled them 
with wonder. Had she already quarrelled with her husband ?-or had 
she been married to him against her will ? 

The ceremony of dressing was made on this occasion much more for
midable than was Fleta's usual toilette j and she grew pale and weary 
before the end of it But she looked almost unnaturally beautiful when 
she stood up in her sweeping robes j there was an expression of such 
stern resolution and power upon her delicate features. She conquered 
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her weariness by an effort of will; and when she entered the great 
cathedral and became the chief feature of the pageant within it, she was 
once more the brilliant young queen, dazzling the eyes of those who 
looked upon her, and conscious of her great beauty and her royal 
power. 

And yet, within, her heart was dull with sadness. 
For the gateway seemed f~t closed I The two who loved her would 

only love like other men. She could not give them any gleam or 
momelUary vision of the great love which does not desire gratification, 
but which is divine, and gives i"tself. Where was she to look for other 
souls? Not in this Court, where the men seemed to her more empty
headed and self-seeking than those she had left behind. Nor could she 
ever hope to begin her larger work, to create any school of philosophy 
here. Was. every door shut to her? It seemed so. And with that 
conviction came the strengthened and more profound resolve to 
conquer. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

EVERYTHING was closed, the world was dark to her; there was no 
turning, either to the right or to the left. We have all experienced this; 
even to young children this bitterness comes, when the darkness falls on 
their souls. In the grown man it is so great a thing that it blinds him 
and blackens his life sometimes for years. In one who is treading so 
dangerous, so difficult a path as was Fleta, it comes as a horror, a shame, 
a despair. For she had more knowledge, more intelligence, than 
ordinary human creatures, who have not yet raised their eyes or their 
hopes beyond the simple joys of earth. She had a knowledge so great 
that it weighed on her like a terrible load and crushed her very spirit 
when, as now, she could not tell how to use it. 

She knew perfectly what it was she had to do; but in what way was 
she to do it? She, the supreme, the peerless, the unconquerable one, 
who rose up again unaided after every disaster, and 'who could not be 
held back by any kind of personal difficulty or danger, was now 
paralysed Paralysed because she had .to inftuence, to guide, to lead, 
some other human being. . Alone she could go no further; another soul 
must stand beside her, and yet another. And as yet none were ready I 
None I 

She hardly noticed what passed around her, though she mechanically 
fulfilled her part ; and she gave no thought to the events of the day 
until she found herself at last in her own room again--once more at 
peace, once more undisturbed except by those who waited on her. Even 
these she sent away, and sat still in her chair, alone, yet so full of wild 
and passionate thoughts that the very air seemed full of their vibration, 
and to be quivering with life. 
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The queen was alone. How utterly alone none but herself could tell. 
One of her maids looked into the room and saw the beautiful young 
queen sitting there so completely motionless that she supposed she had 
fallen asleep in the great easy chair, and would not disturb her. Fleta's 
face was turned aside, and laid on the silken cushions, and it was so still 
and expressionless that one might fancy it a thing carved in ivory 
rather than of flesh and blood. For all colour had died out of it, and 
there was no faintest fleeting shadow of changing expression. 

Fleta was alone with a terrible reality, a fearful problem, and one 
which she well knew she must solve, or else die of despair. And this 
offered her no thought of escape as it does to most, for she knew well 
that if she died it would only be to live again, and find herself again 
face to face with this problem. 

For all nature follows laws; and as the plants grow, so does man. 
Life must progress and none can stay it. And Fleta had entered into 
the great rush of intelligent and vivid life which lies above the animal 
existence with which most men are content. No natural triumph, no 
power of her beauty, no magic of her personal charms, no accomplish
ment of her briIIiant intellect could please or satisfy her any longer, for 
she had come into a keener consciousness, a knowledge of things 
undying. And she knew herself to be undying, incapable of death; and 
that she must suffer and suffer till this terrible point was passed. 

It seemed to her impossible to pass it. 
She might not ever hope to near the gate she longed to reach, unless 

she brought with her other souls, souls purified and ready. Her 
strength, her power must be used to save them, not herself. 

But there were none who would be saved. 
These two men who stood on either side of her, and who through 

many lives had stood on either side of her, even now, even yet, after so 
long, they were blinded by their love for her. And as she fully realised 
this a deep sigh passed all through her frame and made it quiver faintly 
like a dying thing in pain. 

That love! with which she had held them and led them so long-the 
love of her, which had guided them so near the gate. Was it possible 
that now they must fall away, and because of that very love! Was it 
possible? 

Suddenly Fleta rose and began to pace the room to and fro 
impatiently. "Shall I use my power?" she said to herself half aloud. 
"Shall I make myself hideous, old, a withered and faded hag? Would 
that kill this passionate love in them? Would that make me their guide 
and not a thing which is beautiful, and which each desires for himself? 
I must think-I must think!" 

Moving to and fro in her room she thought silently for a long while. 
But there was no ray of gladness or light of conscious strength on her 
face. 
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"I must try it, I suppose," she said aloud, at last. "I must throw 
aside my youth and my beauty, ·and see if they can either of them 
discover the soul within. But it is a great risk-a terrible risk." 

This she said quietly and as one in deep thought. But suddenly 
something seemed to touch, and rouse, and sting her, as if a knife had 
entered her flesh. 

" Great Powers! " she exclaimed in a voice of agony. " What do I see 
in myself? Risk ?-risk of what? Of their souls being lost because I 
am not able to help them. Folly! If they are to be saved some aid 
will be given even if it is not mine. Risk I-risk of what. Of my 
losing their love. There is no longer any disguising it. I have been 
fooling myself. Hilary! Otto! forgive me, that I should ever have 
spoken as if I were wiser or more unselfish than you. The mask is tom 
away. I am deceived no longer. I never dreamed that I must serve or 
save any but these two who have been to me friends and companions 
through ages. And this is Fleta, who fancied herself free, able to enter 
the hall of truth, able to stand before the great masters and learn from 
them! Is my soul never to be purified? Can my heart never be burnt 
out? Oh, fire of agony, come and kill this weakness! " 

She staggered to her chair and sat there, staring fixedly at the floor 
before her with wild eyes. 

" How am I to bum these last ashes out of myself? How? And to 
think of it I-to know, as I see now, that for lifetime after lifetime I 
have fancied myself a saviour, free in myself, only helping these others! 
And all this sad while I have but been leaning on their love, clinging to 
them as any frail thing might. If these did not love I should fancy love 
was not; if these did not follow and aid me I should fancy the world empty. 
And love, true love, the love that gives utterly and asks not, is not yet 
born in me! Well, I am punished-I have punished myself before I 
knew my fault! The world· is not empty, indeed, but I am alone in it. 
Yes, utterly alone. My master has left me-my friends have left me. I 
have done wrong to each and all, and they are gone. Can I wonder 
that this is so? No, for I deserved it-and I deserve it." 

Fleta drew a cloak round her that hung on the back of her chair. She 
drew it over her face and head and her whole form, so that she lay back 
like a mummy in its wrappings. For hours she sat like this, and quite 
motionless. Several times persons came into the room and looked at 
her, but she lay so still, and had so evidently arranged herself in this 
way, that no one liked to disturb her, thinking she must be asleep. For 
there was nothing ceremonial at which it was necessary for her to appear; 
the king and the queen were to have dined alone quietly. But when 
Fleta did not come, the king did not ask for her. And so the evening 
passed and the night came. 

Then Fleta rose, and hastily putting on a dark robe and cloak hurried 
out of the room when there chanced to be no one to observe her 
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movements. She stole down the stairs quickly, like a passing shadow, 
and succeeded in reaching the garden unseen. The strong fragrance of 
the magnolia flowers attracted her, and for a moment she stood still, 
seeing in her mind's eye the scenes of that morning re-enacted. But at 
last she broke away, and hurried across the dim lawn till she reached 
the boundary of the garden. Then she passed along swiftly and 
silently, keeping by the wall. Her object was evidently to find a gate, 
or some way out of the enclosure. It was not to meditate under trees, 
or to smell the sweetness of the flowers that she had come here. I twas 
only that she did not know how else to get to the city-she had not 

- liked to try the great front' entrance to the palace, for she did not want 
to be noticed or followed At last she came to an iron gate, high and 
well spiked. She looked at it for a moment, and then suddenly sprang 
on it and climbed it quickly, passing over it in some swift adroit way 
that was rather an effort of will than any skill of body. Just as she 
descended she heard the sentry on his beat approaching her. Like a 
serpent she glided away into the shadow of some opposite trees. But, 
for all her swiftness the sentry had seen her. He knew it was a woman, 
this fleet shadow; he had a single glimpse of the pallid face and its 
wild, strange expression; and he was afraid to follow. For he did not 
think it a creature of flesh and blood like himself. And yet poor Fleta's 
heart was beating so hurriedly when she reached the shade that she had 
to stand still a littl~ while to stay it. 

But at last she recovered her nerve, and went steadily onwards towards 
the lights of the city. Either instinct or some mysterious knowledge 
seemed to guide her, for she went direct to the part of the city she wanted 
-its worst quarter, where all night long there was a glare of light and 
a crying of strange and discordant voices. For the gipsies were com
stantly here, in the heart of this city; nomads though they must be 
always, yet here they most frequently returned as to some place 
resembling home. And they so inflamed the passions and the love of 
excitement which was in the people, that round the shanties and hovels 
in which they dwelled, an orgy was held perpetually. 

Fleta walked on through the narrow and crooked streets of the poor 
district, and walked so quickly and steadily that no one spoke to her 
or delayed her, though many paused and looked after her for a long 
while. She could not altogether hide her star-like beauty. At last she 
reached the place she wanted. Here there was a three-cornered open space, 
paved, with a fountain in its centre. When this part of the city was 
built, it had been' intended for better purposes than those it served ; 
workpeople were the class the houses had been planned for. But the 
whole quarter was now taken possession of by the race of ruffians, 
thieves, and murderers; a race which lives alone in every city because 
none dare be in its midst. This three-cornered square was their 
centre, a meeting point of many ways; and in it was held at night an 
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open market. It should have had trees around the pathway, and shrubs 
beside the fountain in its midst, but all traces of such civilisation had 
long disappeared from it It was given over to. squalor and dirt When 
Fleta entered it the market was just becoming lively. It was a strange 
mart indeed; at one stall rags were sold and old cooking vessels; at 
another jewels of some considerable value. But anything of beauty 
which might be for sale here, was well hidden under the dingy covering 
of squalor which overshadowed the whole. 

Fleta walked straight across the square to the fountain. Beside it, at 
the point which she approached, was placed a ricketty, dirty old tent 
On the ground inside it was a sort of bed of rags, on which sat an 
old woman. The tent was but just big enough to shelter her; she sat 
facing its opening. By her side was a wooden stool, on which she told 
fortunes with a filthy old pack of cards. A woman was leaning over 
her now, watching the cards with breathless anxiety as she dealt them 
out 

Fleta drew quite close and then paused, leaning against the side of 
the dry fountain, and regarding this sordid scene with her beautiful 
eyes. 

The old woman looked up after a moment "Ah, it's you?" she 
said. 

" Yes," answered Fleta; and that was all. The old woman told her 
cards and pocketed her silver with elaborate care. Then, her customer 
leaving her and no other appearing for the moment, she looked 
again at Fleta. 

"Want your fortune told?" she said abruptly. She always spoke 
with a rough abruptness and many abbreviations; but it is almost 
im1)Ossible to give any adequate idea of her peculiar .terseness of style, 
since she .. poke (at all events, to Fleta) the true Romany tongue. To 
the woman whose fortune she had told she spoke in a rough dialect of 
the country. 

" Yes," said Fleta. 
The old woman laughed aloud, a queer, cackling laugh, and then got 

out a little black pipe and began to fill it. Suddenly she put this aside 
again, and looked up. 

" I begin to feel as if you mean it. That can't be possible." 
"Yes," said Fleta for the third time. And her face grew whiter every 

time she spoke. The old witch peered at her out of her small 
eyes. 

"Then it's come to hard times with you, my dear! But you're queen 
here, aren't you?" 

Fleta only nodded 
"Then how do you manage to be in a place like this alone? Oh, 

well, I know you're clever enough for the devil himself. But what has 
happened that you come to me? " 
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"I have lost my footing," said Fleta, very calmly. .. I do not 
know which way to tum; and you must help me to find out." 

"I must, must I ? " growled the old woman, her unpleasant amiability 
suddenly turning to a virulent ill-humour. .. So you keep your airs? 
How did you find out I was here? " 

Fleta did not answer. 
"You're clever enough for that still, are you, my dear? Then why 

can't you look into to-morrow and next year for yourself? " 
Fleta clasped her hands and held her peace. 
"I insist upon knowing," said the old woman, with a flare of fury, "or 

I'll not do your bidding, not even if you fill me with pains from top to 
toe. I know what you are; I know you'd rack me with torments, as 
you've done before now, to get knowledge out of me. Go on, do it if 
you like. I've got a new trick that'll help me bear it. I'll not do a 
thing for you unless you tell me why you come to me for help. I thought 
you were white as a lily, sitting on a throne, talking with angels. What's 
the reason you're here? " 

Such a speech would have made most people smile. But Fleta knew 
with whom she had to deal, and regarded it very seriously, weighing 
her words as she slowly answered. 

" I tried to pass the Initiation of the White Star, and I failed. My 
powers are gone, and I am blind and alone." 

The old woman uttered an extraordinary ejaculation, something 
between an oath and a cry. 

" You tried for that, did you? Why, no woman has ever passed it. 
You deserve to be blind and dumb too, for your insolence." 

And then the old wretch burst out laughing, Fleta standing by 
quietly watching her. 

"I know quite well what you're set to do now," the witch said at 
last. " You're set to save souls, just as I'm set to send them to hell. 
Well, you won't find it easy. Nobody wants you now you've started 
into that business." 

" I've found that out already," said Fleta. 
" And they do want me," cried the witch. "Only think of that, and 

remember how pretty you are, and how ugly I am! People like their 
souls lost for them; they hate having them saved. That's the common 
herd that I'm talking of. But there's somebody wanting to be saved 
now-somebody wanting help." 

Fleta remained standing quite still, her eyes fixed on the old woman. 
"Shall I tell you who it is?" 
"Tell me the truth, Etrenella; I command it." 
After a moment the old woman spoke in a low voice, less harsh than 

before. 
"It is your master, Ivan. If you must go saving souls, save his. He 

needs somebody to help him." 
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Fleta involuntarily started, and retreated a step; the fixed gaze she 
had kept on Etrenella relaxed. 

" Do you mean this?" she exclaimed. 
Etrenella laughed, and dropped into her original manner. 
"You needn't pretend you don't know when I'm telling the truth,'· 

she said, "you're not gone back to be a baby, I'm sure of that. Now 
look you here, my queen; I can give you something much better than 
your throne, or your king, or your kingdom, or anything else on this 
earth for you; I can make I van love you more dearly than the White 
Star itself; he's half way to it already, and does but want a touch. I 
can do it if you give me the word-ah! I see your face, my white queen; 
I see your hands trembling-so that's why you failed, is it ? " 

And this terrible Etrenella took up her little black pipe and pro
ceeded to fill and light it; while Fleta lean~d against the fountain sick 
and faint, as if unto death, with the tide of emotions which rushed over 
her. 

After one shrewd, cruel glance at this quivering figure, Etrenella 
went on speaking. 

"You needn't hesitate. You've got crimes enough on your conscience. 
I can see them in the very air round you. What was that you made 
Hilary Estanol kill for you, you vampire? You made him commit 
murder, and you know it. The thing was nearly human! " 

"You sent it!" cried Fleta, suddenly finding strength to speak. 
"Yes, I did. And why not? I'd heard you were married, and I sent 

to hear about you. It was quick and clever of you to kill him and take 
his life for yourself. You'd be in a fever now if you hadn't done it, and 
very near death. That little Duchess will die after a while; you scared 
her so that she can't get over it And how about Hilary Estanol? 
Isn't his soul very near lost through this beauty of yours? And so you 
can't have your laboratory now? Ah!" 

" Speak to me as you should speak," cried Fleta, recovering herself 
and quickly taking the command again. "Tell me where to look for 
Father Ivan." 

" I can't tell you that," said Etrenella. " You've got to get much more 
hungry than you are yet before you find him; so much I know. And 
I'll tell you this, for it's quite plain, and you might read it yourself; 
everything will crumble away from you-not only your friends, but your 
throne, and your kingdom. You will be just as much neglected as if 
you were as ugly as the old father of devils. My trade's a better one. 
Come, now, isn't it so?" 

Fleta turned and walked straight away without once pausing or 
looking back or hesitating. It was evident she did not look upon 
Etrenella as a person towards whom it was necessary to use politeness. 
When·Etrenella saw that she was really going she half rose off her rags 
and flung a screech after her. 

3 
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"You'll have to go to hell's door to find him, I can tell you 
that !" 

Fleta walked on, seemingly unmoved. But the words repeated them
selves again and again in her ears, and seemed to echo along the streets. 
The whole city appeared to Fleta to be full of her own woe-there was 
none else, and nothing else in it--or, indeed, in the world~ 

CHAPTER XVIII. 
ON the very morrow--or, rather, indeed, on the same day, for the dawn 
came as Fleta walked through the city-Etrenella's predictions began to 
be fulfilled. Fleta had entered the palace safely. though how this had 
been accomplished she could not even recollect. And at an hour when 
she was usually out among the flowers, she lay on her bed in a stupor 
of exhaustion and despair. A message came that the King particularly 
wished to see her. It sounded so urgent a message that Fleta thought 
it best not to deny herself to him. weary though she was. She rose, put 
on a loose white lace robe, and went into a little sitting-room that 
looked on the garaen. to wait his coming. . The singing of the birds 
worried her, and she retreated from the window-to which she had gone 
from habit-to the. back of the room. She was standing there when 
Otto entered, and he paused a moment, startled by her appearance. 
The morning freshness, which no midnight labour had ever taken from 
her face before, was not on it now; she was as white as the dress she 
wore. and, with her black hair falling unbound upon her shoulders, she 
looked like a spectre rather than a living woman. 

" You are ill, frightfully ill ! " exclaimed Otto. 
Fleta deliberately walked to a mirror, and looked into it. And then 

she smiled-such a bitter smile. 
The thought in her heart was this. '" I am fading already-·the human 

mechanism goes always the same weary old round. and he will very soon 
tire of me now. It is over." 

And with this dull sadness in her heart she turned away without any 
answer. and sat down on a couch in the dimmest corner of the room. 
The appearance of this action was as of indifference which actually 
amounted to insolence. Otto was a little nettled b;; it, and said no 
more. for the moment, as to Fleta's illness. 

"I intruded on you," he said stiffly, .. merely because it was my 
business to do so. Last night war was declared between England and 
Russia. My position and that of my kingdom is simply that of 
a gnat between one's forefinger and thumb; the allied powers are so 
strong. and so situated. 'that I must be crushed Of course. I must fight 
it out. though the end is a foregone one, and inevitable. But you must 
not stay here. You must go at once. I cannot guarantee your safety 
after another twenty-four hours are passed. And lowe that much to 
your father. Go. now. and get ready and leave this place. Do not 
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delay an hour or a minute. You have been my queen for a day-no 
doubt that has been long enough for you." 

" Quite long enough," answered Fleta quietly, "and yet the fall of the 
curtain seems a little hurried. I knew your position, of course; but I 
thought you expected to save it, and hoped foc my assistance in so 
doing. That, in fact, it was still a matter of diplomacy." 

" So it was till last night," answered Otto. "I had no idea that any 
such sudden action was meditated. I had intended that we should both 
visit London and St. Petersburgh within the next two months, and I 
fully admit that I expected great help from you in dealing with these 
powers. But everything has been taken out of my hands and it has all 
been finished without my knowledge." 

He walked to the window, and then, standing with his back to her, 
said, in a tone of deep feeling: 

" Is it any of your cursed witchcraft, Fleta? Did you stir these men 
in their dreams, so that they should combine to crush me?" 

For a moment Fleta seemed about to answer fiercely; but she con
trolled herself by an effort, and then said, in a very low voice: 

"As your queen I am loyal to you." 
There was something extraordinarily impressive in the way she said 

this. It convinced Otto instantly. He turned on her with a sudden 
swift flash of interest and vivacity in his face. It was the first gleam 
through the cloud that had been on him all the time he had been with ~er. 

" Will you show yourself to the army before you go?" he exclaimed. 
" It would make all the difference. The men have no heart in them." 

<oN 
" No)'!" cried Fleta, rising instantly. A spot of colour was on each 

cheek, her eyes glittered. 
" When shall I come?" she said. 
"Now," answered Otto, responding to her spirit. "On the great 

plain outside the city they are holding parade. Will you come?" 
" One moment! " cried Fleta. 
She swept past him, and shut the door of her own room. No one 

was there, and quite alone she made her toilette. It was so much the 
better, for it made her task easier. For three minutes she stood perfectly 
motionless inside the shut door. Her face was as set as that of a statue; 
every line was marked and rigid, and her eyes were like the eyes of a 
tiger. Her fierce will, roused into action, passed through all her frame 
and 'powers, and called out all the latent vigour in them. And so she 
worked a miracle, as many a clever conjuror does. It seemed like a 
conjuring trick to herself, when, the three minutes over, she advanced to 
the mirror and saw her face all alight with life, her cheeks flushed, her 
eyes vivid and sparkling. and youth returned more dewy than before. 
She hastily coiled up her hair and fastened it by jewelled pins; she 
passed her hand over her face, with the same sort of result that women 
produce with creme, and rouge, and powder, and half-an-hour's labour-

3-
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the whole sparkling effect was blended, softened, made more beautiful. 
She threw aside her white robe, and hurriedly found in a wardrobe a 
dress of cloth of gold, over which she drew a long cloak all of white 
and gold, and lined with crimson. 

Then she went to the door, opened it, and said, "I am ready." 
"My God!" exclaimed Otto, "you are indeed a witch. You are 

well, you are brilliant, you are twenty times more beautiful than ever. 
Oh, Fleta! listen to me. I will never leave your side, I will serve you 
like a slave if you will only let me love you." 

" Love me!" exclaimed Fleta, with the most burning scorn. " No
don't deceive yourself. You only love my beauty-a thing of the 
moment only. If instead of making myself beautiful I chose to make 
another woman so, you would transfer your love to her. Come, take 
me to your soldiers. They, at least, are honest. They like a woman 
While she is young and pretty, and weary her with their love; and 
when she is old, they let her cook for them and carry the loads like an 
ass. You kings are the same only you have not the courage to say so. 
Come-l am ready-lead the way." 

Her manner was so imperious, Otto had no choice but to obey 
without further words. 

And now came the one brief hour in which Fleta ever felt herself a 
queen; for yesterday'S pageant had not touched her. As she moved 
among the soldiers it was like a torch carried along that lit fire where 
ever it wen t. 

Seeing the young queen in her triumphant beauty among them the 
men rose to the wildest enthusiasm. Now and again, when it was possible, 
she spoke a few words to the men round her, who stood devouring her 
with their eyes and listening as though her voice was heaven-sent. The 
old General who rode by her carriage looked twenty years younger 
when he saw his men's faces all aflame. 

" I wish your Majesty would go into the field of action with us;' he 
exclaimed suddenly. 

" So do I," answered Otto from the other side. 
" Well, I will," said Fleta quietly. 
" What do you mean? " exclaimed Otto in a different tone. 

He had no idea of her taking his words seriously, he had simply 
expressed the enthusiasm which the sight of her influence excited in him. 

"Tell the men, General," said Fleta, "that I am going to the battle 
field with them. I shall return to the palace at once and make my 
preparations. It is of no use for either of you to remonstrate now my 
mind is made up. I am going." 

She ordered her coachman to turn back to the palace, and to drive 
quickly; so that no one had time to consider or to hesitate. She was 
gone; but not her influence. And when it spread about among the 
men that she was going with them the excitement was something extra
ordinary. 

( To be contimted.) 
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THE LIFE PRINCIPLE. 

A,' FEW years back a very interesting controversy raged between 
• several scientists of reputation. Some or these held that 

spontaneous generation was a fact in nature, whilst others 
proved the contrary; to the effect that, as far as experiments went, there 
was found to be biogenesis, or generation of life from previously existing 
life, and never the production of any form of life from non-living 
matter. 

An erroneous assumption was made in the first instance that heat, 
equal to the boiling point of water, destroyed all life organisJlls; but .by 
taking hermetically sealed vessels containing infusions, and subjecting 
them to such or a greater degree of heat, it was shown that living 
organisms did appear even after the application of so much heat. By 
more careful experiments, the following fact was brought to light, that 
spores of Bacteria, and other animalculre, which generally float in the 
air, can, when dry, withstand a greater degree of heat, and that when 
the experiments are made in optically pure air, no life ever appears, and 
the infusions never putrefy. 

Along with the fact of biogenesis, we must note, however, Mr. 
Huxley's caution, when he says, "that with organic chemistry, molecular 
physics, and physiology yet in their infancy, and every day making 
prodigious strides, it would be the height of presumption for any man 
to say that the conditions under which matter assumes the qualities 
called vital, may not some day be artificially brought together"; and, 
again, .. that as a matter not of proof, but of probability, if it were given 
me to look beyond the abyss of geologically recorded time, to the still 
more remote period, when the earth was passing through chemical and 
physical conditions which it can never see again, I should expect to be 
a witness of the evolution of living protoplasms from non-living 
matter." 

Tracing inorganic matter upwards to the form which approaches most 
nearly to vital organisms, we come to those complex substances called 
"colloids," which are something like the white of an egg, and form 
the last stage of the ascending line from inorganic matter to organic 
life. 

Tracing life downwards we ultimately reach" protoplasm," called by 
Huxley" the physical basis of life," a colourless, jelly-like substance, 
absolutely homogeneous without parts or structure. Protoplasm is 
evidently the nearest approach of life to matter; and if life ever 
originated from atomic and molecular combinations, it was in this 
form. 
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Protoplasm in its substance is a nitrogenous carbon compound, 
differing only from other similar compounds of the albuminous family 
of colloid by the extremely complex composition of its atoms. Its 
peculiar qualities, including life, are not the result of any new and 
peculiar atom added to the known chemical compounds of the same 
family, but of the manner of grouping and motions of these elements.* 
Life in its essence is manifested by the faculties of nutrition, sensation, 
movement, and reproduction, and every speck of protoplasm developes 
organisms which possess these faculties. The question has been asked 
whether this primitive speck of protoplasm can be artificially manu
factured by chemical processes. Science has answered in the negative, 
as it knows as yet of no process by which any combination of inorganic 
matter could be vivified. 

The law of evolution has now been satisfactorily proved to pervade 
the whole of the Universe, but there are several missing links, and, 
doubtless, the discoveries of modem science will in course of time bring 
many new facts to light on these obscure points which at present defy 
all search. Far more important than the question of the origin of 
species is the great problem of the development of life from what is 
looked upon as the inanimate mineral kingdom. 

Every discovery of scienc(", however limited it may be, affords food 
for thought, and enables us to understand how far we are to believe on 
the ground of observation and experiment, and how far we theorize in 
the right direction. 

Science has not been able to prove the fact of "spontaneous 
generation" by experiment, but the best of scientists think it safe to 
believe that there must have been spontaneous generationt at one time. 
Thus far, scientific thought is in accord with esoteric teachings. 

Occult philosophy has it, that motion, cosmic matter, duration, space, 
are everywhere. Motion is the imperishable life, and is conscious or 
unconscious, as the case may be. It exists as much during the active 
period of the Universe, as during.Pralaya, or dissolution, when the un
conscious life still maintains the matter! it animates in sleepless and 
unceasing motion. 

'Life is ever present in the atom or matter, whether organic or inorganic-a 
difference that occultists do not accept. When the life energy is active in the atom, 
that atom is organic ; when dormant or latent, the atom is inorganic. The Ji'lla, or 

* Vide Mr. Samuel Laing's new book "A Modem Zoroastrian." The whole of the work is well 
worth study, as it is as interesting as it is scientific. Several quotations have heen made in this 
article from that excellent volume.-N. D. K. . 

Notwithstanding its excellency, it is a flU)' materialistic work.-[ED.] 
t Esoteric Science, holding that nothing in nature is inorganic, hut that every atom is a .. life,' 

does not agree with" Modem Science" as to the meaning attached to .. Spontaneous Generation ... 
We may deal with this later,-[ED.] 

::: Esoteric Science does not admit of the" existence" of .. matter," as such, in Praiaya. In its 
noumcnal state, dissolved in the" Great Breath," or its .. laya" condition, it can exist only polen
tially. Occult philosophy, on the contrary, teaches that, during Pralaya, .. Naught is. All is 
ceaseless cternal Breath. -~ED.l 
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life principle, which animates man, beast, plant, and even a mineral, is fa form of 
force indestructible since this force is the one life, or am'ma mundt~ the universal 
living soul, and since the various modes in which objective things appear to us in 
nature in their atomic aggregations, such as minerals, plants, animals, &c., are all the 
different forms or states in which this force manifests itself. Were it to become for 
one single instant inactive, say in a stone, the particles of the latter would lose 
instantly their cohesive property, and disintegrate as suddenly, though the force 
would still remain in each of its particles, but in a dormant state.... When the life 
force is disconnected with one set of atoms it becomes immediately attracted by 
others; but in doing so, it does not abandon entirely the first set, but only transfers 
its vis viva, or living power-the energy of motion-to another set. But because it 
manifests itself in the next set as what is called Kinetic energy, it does not follow that 
the first set is deprived of it altogether j for it is still in it, as potential energy, or life 
latenL" 

More than any other, the life principle in man is one with which we 
are most familiar, and yet are so hopelessly ignorant as to its nature. 
Matter and force are ever found allied. Matter without force, and force 
without matter, are inconceivable. In the mineral kingdom the universal 
life energy is one and unindividualized; it begins imperceptibly to 
differentiate in the vegetable kingdom, and from the lower animals to 
the higher animals, and man, the differentiation increases at every step 
in complex progression. 

When once the life-principle has commenced to differentiate, and has 
become sufficiently individualized, does it keep to organisms of the same 
kind, or does it after the death of one organism go and vivify an organism 
of another kind? For instance, after the death of a man, does the 
Kinetic energy which kept him alive up to a certain time go after dea~ 
and attach itself to a protoplasmic speck of the human kind, or does 
it go and vivify some animal or vegetable germ? t 

• .. Five Years of Theosophy," page 535-
t As far as the writer knows, Occultism does not teach that the LIFE-PRINCIPLE-which is per st! 

immutable, eternal, and as indestructible as the one car.sekss cause, forit is THAT in one ofits aspects
can ever differentiate individually. The expression in Five Years Theosophy must be misleading, if 
it led to such an inference. It is only each body-whether man, beast, plant, insect, bird, or 
mineral-which, in assimilating more or less the life principle, djffirmtiales il in its own special atoms, 
and adapts it to this or another combination of particles, which combination determines the 
differentiation. The monad partaking in its universal aspect of the Parabrahmic nature, unites 
with its fIU1IIaS on the plane of differentiation to constitute an individual This individual, being in its 
essence inseparable from Parabrahm, also partakes of the Life-Principle in its Parabrahmic or 
Universal Aspect. Therefore, at the death of a man or an animal, the manifestation of life or the 
evidences of Kinetic energy are only withdrawn to one of those subjective planes of existence which 
are not ordinarily objective to us. The amount of Kinetic energy to be expended during life by one 
particuJar set of physiological cells is allotted by Karma-a.nother aspect of the Universal Principle 
---<ansequently when this is expended the conscious activity of man or animal is no longer manifested 
on the plane of those cells, and the chemical forces which they represent are disengaged and left free 
to act in the physical plane of Ilteir manifestation. /iva-in its universal aspect-has, like PraRriti, its 
seven forms, or what we have agreed to call 00 principles." Its action begins on the plane of the Universal 
Mind (MaAal) and ends in the grossest of the Tanmalric five planes-the last one, which is ours. Thus 
though we may, repeating after Sankltya philosophy, speak of the seven praRritis (or 00 productive 
productions ") or after the phraseology of the Occultists of the seven jivas-yet, /)014 PraRrili and 
/iva are i"divisw!e abstractions, to be divided only out of condescension for the weakness of our 
human intellect. Therefore, also. whether we divide it into four, five or seven principles matters in 
reality very Iittle.~ED.l 
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After the death of a man, the en!!rgy of motion which vitalized his 
frame is said to be partly left in the particles of the dead body in a 
dormant state, while the main energy goes and unites itself with another 
set of atoms. Here a distinction is drawn between the dormant life 
left in the particles of the dead body and the remaining Kinetic energy, 
which passes off elsewhere to vivify another set of atoms. Is not the 
energy that becomes dormant- life in the particles of the dead body a 
lower form of energy than the Kinetic energy, which passes off else
where j and although during the life of a man they appear mixed up 
together, are they not two distinct forms of energy, united only for the 
time being? 

A student of occultism writes as follows: t 
" Jiva, or the life-principle, is subtle super-sensuous matter, penneating the entire 

physical structure of the living being, and when it is separated from such structure 
. life is said to be extinct. A particular set of conditions is necessary for its connection 
with an animal structure, and when those conditions are disturbed it is attracted by 
other bodies presenting suitable conditions." 

Every atom has contained within it its own life, or force, and the 
various atoms which make up the physical frame always carry with them 
their own life wherever they travel. The human or animal life-principle, 
however, which vitalizes the whole being, appears to be a progressed, 
differentiated, and individualized energy of motion, which seems to 
travel from organism to organism at each successive death. Is it really, 
as quoted above, "subtle super-sensuous matter," which is something 
distinct from the atoms that form the physical body? (1) 

If so, it becomes a sort of a monad, and would be something 
akin to the higher human soul which transmigrates from body t() 
body. 

Another and more important question is :-Is the life-principle, or 
Jiva, something different from the higher or spiritual soul? Some 
Hindoo Philosophers hold that these two principles are not distinct, but 
one and the same. (~) 

To make the question plainer, it may be enquired whether oClZultism 
knows of cases in which human beings have been known to live quite 
separated from their spiritual soul? (3) 

A correct comprehension of the nature, qualities, and mode of action' 
of the principle, called " Jiva," is very essential for a proper under
standing of the very first principles of Esoteric Science, and it is with a 
view to elicit further information from those who have kindly promised 
to give help to the Editors of LUCIFER on deep questions of the science, 
that this feeble attempt has been made to formulate a few questions 
which have been puzzling almost every student of Theosophy. 

N.D.K. 
Ahmedabad. 

* A dormant energy is no energy. t .. Five Years of Theosophy," page 512. 
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EDITORS' NOTE. 

(I) Modem Science, tracing all vital phenomena to the molecular forces of 
the original protoplasm, disbelieves in a Vital Principle, and in its materialistic 
negation laughs, of course, at the idea. Ancient Science, or Occultism, disre
garding the laugh of ignorance, asserts it as a fact. THE ONE LIFE-is deity 
itself, immutable, omnipresent, eternal. It is "subtle, super-sensuous matter" 
on this lower plane of ours, whether we call it one thing or the other; whether 
we trace it to the "Sun-force "-a theory by B. W. Richardson, F.R.S.-or 
call it this, that, or the other. The learned Dr. Richardson-an eminent 
authority-goes further than words, for he speaks of the life-principle as of "a 
form of MA'ITER" (!!) Says the great man of science: "I speak only of a 
veritable material agent, refined, but actual and substantial; an agent having 
quality of weight and of volume; an agent susceptible of chemical combination, 
and thereby of change of physical state and condition; an agent passive in its 
action, moved always, ,:e., by influences apart from itself, obeying other 
influences; an agent possessing no initiative power, no vis or energia naturfE, 
but still playing a most important, if not a primary part in the production of the 
phenomena resulting from the action of the energia upon visible matter" (p. 379). 
As one sees, the Doctor plays at blind man's buff with occultislD, and describes 
admirably the passive, "life elementals" used-say-by great sorcerers to 
animate their homunculi. Still the F.R.S. describes one of the countless aspects 
of our" subtle, super-sensuous-matter-life-principle." 

(2) And the Hindu philosophers are right. It is here that we have real need 
of the divisions of everything-Prakriti, Jiva, etc. -into principles to enable us 

. to explain the action of Jiva on our low planes without degrading it. Thence, 
while the Vedantin philosopher may be content with four principles in his 
universal Kosmogony, we occultists need at least seven to enable ourselves to 
understand the difference of the Protean nature of the life-principle once it 
acts on the five lower spheres or planes. 

Our readers, enamoured with Modern Science, at the same time as with the 
occult doctrines-have to choose between the two views of the nature of the 
Life Principle, which are the most accepted now, and-the third view-that of 
the occult doctrines. The three may be described as follows :-

I. That of the scientific "molecularists" who assert that life is the 
resultant of the interplay of ordinary t;"olecular forces. 

II. That which regards " living organisms" as animated by an 
independent "vital principle," and declares "inorganic" matter to be 
lacking this. 

III. The Occultist or Esoteric standpoint, which looks upon the 
distinction between organic and inorganic matter as . fallacious and non
existent in nature. For it says that matter in all its phases being merely a 
vehicle for the manifestation through it of LIFE-the Parabrahmic Breath
in its physically pantheistic aspect (as Dr. Richardson would say, we· 
suppose) it is a super-sensuous state of matter itself the vehicle of the ONE 
LIFE, the unconscious purposiveness of Parabrahm. 

(3) It is just this. A human being can "live" quite separated from his 
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Spiritual Soul-the 7th and 6th principles of the ONE LIFE or" Atma-Buddhi"; 
but no being-whether human or animal-can live separated from its P"ysictZl 
Soul, Nepkes" or the BretZ'" of Life (in genesis). These" seven souls" or 
lives (that which we call Principles), are admirably described in the Egyptian 
Ritual and the oldest papyri. Chabas has unearthed curious papyri and Mr. 
Gerald Massey has collected priceless information upon this doctrine; and 
though his conclusions are not ours, we may yet ill a future number quote the 
facts he gives, and thus show how the oldest philosophy known to Europe 
-the Egyptian-corroborates our esoteric teachings. 

TWO SONNETS. 
DARWIN. 

A grand upheaval of humanity! 
Whose shoulders Atlas-like moved all the world ? 
On Darwin's grave Science her flag unfurled 
And waved in triumph. Patient and god-like, he 
Tunnelled hard rocks to light he could not see, 
And found it too, a golden spark that showed 
To future seekers, where lies endless road 
To dark creation's Protean mystery. 
Yet was he blind to that Instinctive Soul 
Which compasses and lights the lamp-like whole; 
We name it God, and know His voice is nigh 
To listening ears,-but this one's reason bent 
Toward earth, descried no spirit firmanent-
A giant Cyclops with a single eye. 

THE BUST OF SOCRATES. 

Time·honored head of Socrates! to learn 
What were thy lineaments through sculptor's hand 
Is sweet delight! Though on that classic land 
I may not look, whose myrtled groves once shook 
Harmonious to thy breath, e'en here each brook 
Where hemlock grows keeps green thy memory, 
Since 'twas her potent root which set thee free 
From vulgar rage, safe Wafting to return 
To some bright planet 'mid the jewel spheres. 
Thou martyred sage, how many chanticleers 
Would I in meek obedience immolate 
To iEsculapius, if some kindly Fate 
Thereby propitious, 'moog the wise below, 
Thy living, wrinkled, rugged, face would show. 

MARY W. GAI.E. 
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ZARINA. 

ZARINA! 

(A VISION.) 

43 

IfLOATING in the astral light of our own planet, ages and ages 
ago, hovered a beautiful Spirit She, from worlds beyond our 
knowledge, . drew near, and kept reons after reons watching 

the human races as they swept from the unseen into the seen, from 
spirit into matter, and from matter into spirit. 

Whether she, in the ages past had been as they, I cannot tell. But 
after watching human life and human woe for centuries I thought I saw 
her resolved to become as the sons and daughters of men, to share their 
sorrow, for what is shared is divided and thereby lessened. She 
resolved to begin at the first round of the ladder, and gradually to 
ascend. In short, to throw herself into the whirlpool of human 
existence. 

Ages rolled on but what were they to lier? She had enrolled among 
the children of men, like they, she was clothed in a decaying garment, 
and like them she cast it off when worn out, only to assume 
another. 

Up the eternal, spiral column of life she travelled step by step, until 
one morning a beautiful babe was born on the earth and the mother 
whispered: "The Gods have smiled on thee!" 

What was the cloud of melancholy which deepened on the fair young 
face as girlhood stole on and deepened as girlhood faded? Alas, the 
consciousness of earth was beginning to return, the succession of lives 
to which she had bound herself must be passed. Earth began to fetter 
her, as she gradually realised the sad tragic truth, that although 
thousands pressed around her, yet was she alone! "I will be a poet," 
she said, .. and feel for others!" And Spirits from other worlds inspired 
her so that man wept when they read her sonnets. For each man 
stands like a mournful spectre, and is alone, finding little love and little 
sympathy in those around. But the poet reaches every heart in its 
loneliness, shattering the stern walls around, to let the sunlight stream 
into it She touched the hearts of men and made them better. She, 
clad in mortal flesh, revealed the folded page of nature and spelt out for 
men its mystic symbolism. 

Once more she folded her earthly garment and laid it aside for a new 
one. And now she was born on the earth a beggar's child! the Spirits 
of the earth formed her robe of flesh into perfect beauty. The poet's 
soul was there, and she looked through it into other souls. What was 
there but sorrow and loneliness again in store for herself and the crowds 
of weeping humanity ltround her? If thou wouldst see the real man 
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thou must look within. That which is within is the real, the outer is its 
shadow, still oftener its mask. 

From childhood she grew into womanhood, and consciousness began 
to dawn fuller than before. Now she dimly saw forms around her, 
which were clothed in subtler garments than those of the flesh. Know
ledge came into her heart, and she remembered what she had been before. 
Remembrance returned graduaUy, steadily, as womanhood advanced. 
The lives she had lived in the past ages grew like a great light of 
memory, and overwhelmed her. . . . 

" Look," said the people, pointing at her, "look, that is Zarina, the 
beggar's child! " 

" A beggar's child!" exclaimed a young man one day, when he heard 
these words. "A beggar's daughter!" he repeated to himself as in a 
dream, feeling a sudden wave of love for her overspread all his 
being. 

"Ah," was the answer given by an old, white-bearded man to the 
youth, as he stood and gazed at the beautiful girl dressed in rags. "Only 
a beggar's child! " 

Zarina caught the words, caught the tone. The hot blood rushed to 
her temples, and she fled in sorrow down the narrow street. The youth, 
brushing back his long dark hair with one hand, and with the other 
clasping tight his violin, for he was a musician, tried to overtake her. 
But the footsteps of \y.ounded vanity and shame are swift, and she was 
gone. So he returned to the old man, and questioned him easily con
cerning her whom he already loved so madly. 

" What would you with the beggar's daughter?" he was sternly asked. 
" Would you gain admittance into her humble home, and flaunt before 
her eyes the golden toys which turn a maiden's brain? Nay, nay, thy 
face is that of an honest man. . . . Know that I am a philosopher, and 
that heaven and earth are unveiled at my bidding? Come then, with 
me." 

Calitzo followed the speaker silently down the narrow street and 
entered with him a low, arched doorway. Beyond this was a long, 
narrow passage, at the end of which the old man opened a door, and 
ushered the youth into a small, barely furnished room, where a lamp 
was. burning, although it was still daylight, 

Calitzo asked no questions. He had a strange sense of being entirely 
at this stranger's bidding; that he could not speak or move, or do any
thing, except the old man willed it. 

"I know you, 0 poet-musician," said the old man. "Do not you 
recognise me? Ah, well, heaven and earth are closed books to most; 
the past is obliterated to you, the future unknown; and yet, poor fool, 
you do thirst for knowledge! Knowledge shall come, your fate is 
written on your brow, and your past is as yesterday to me. Your 
future? Youth, it is for you to make it. So is mine. \Vould you 
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know the beggar's daughter? I will tell you of her. Ages ago, she 
was born as a child unto me-she was a poet. She touched all men's 
hearts but mine, for it was hardened; and with a poet's love, she gave 
her life for mine, and entered into her rest. You were then a noble boy, 
and she loved you. But she gave you up, while giving up, her life for 
me, and left you alone on earth. Her father, he who is now her parent, in 
a hot, unguarded moment, seeing your despair, killed me ; yes, he took 
away the life she had saved by sacrificing her own." 

Oblivion wrapped all in darkness, until the sea of time washed us all 
to the shore once more, and we were again clothed in flesh. And now 
am I a philosopher and an alchemist. The keys of the past are mine; 
but before I can attain to the perfection of knowledge I must return 
four-fold into her heart that which I withheld from her, for I loved her 
not in the bygone ages, and made her life sad. I must also before I can 
help thee, accord unto him who was thy father, Calitzo, full reward for 
the rash deed, which caused my disembodied spirit to suffer ages in 
being so suddenly severed from the body. I will give her back to thee; 
for which purpose I must make use of powers forbidden, and thus bring 
on just retribution to all of us. Zarina does not know me and I dread 
her. Knowledge is dawning upon her, as it must upon all one day, and 
she begins to converse with and discern the unseen. Time must not be 
lost, and first of all the memory of the past must be imparted to thee. 
Come! 

The alchemist led the way into an inner room, \vhere Calitzo almost 
fainted with the suffocating fumes. The place looked like a cave, lit 
with a curious, fairy-like vapour hanging as cobwebs drawn hither and 
thither. The various odours of chemicals making him feel quite ill, he 
dropped down on a rude bench, while the alchemist kept moving round 
and round him, until he saw that Calitzo was fast asleep. Then the old 
man proceeded to make some mixture, muttering all the while weird 
sentences, and drawing diagrams upon the floor, until the neighbouring 
clock struck the midnight hour .... "It shall be," he murmured. "Thou, 
Calitzo, art one to whom I shall owe a great debt of gratitude, but thou 
knowest it not. Zarina cannot be thine unless her father dies, and the hour 
that brings her here, shall bring death to him. Then will she tum to 
thee as her only friend, and thus fate will be accomplished." He awoke 
Calitzo, and made him tell him what he had seen. The youth described 
Zarina's home, her beggar father, and then, as one in a dream, spoke of 
a /ife, ages ago, when he and she loved each other! of her sad tragic 
delJth, and of his own rash act. "In three days," said the alchemist, 
~(lder his breath, " she shall be thine, and I shall be delivered unto the 
elln powers, to whose aid I resort. Come to me," he added aloud, "at 
midnight, the third night from this. Everything shall be prepared, and 
she shall be thine." 

Zarina sat in her father's room alone. It was the third day after the 
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alchemist's interview with Calitzo, and she knew of the awful powers 
which were to be used that night, powers which she might not be able to 
withstand. Better than the alchemist, she knew also that her father, and 
even Calitzo, her beloved of old, might fall a victim to them. For two 
nights the mystic spells had been at work, and now on this last and fatal 
night she alone must counteract them. She sat thinking until half 
past eleven, and then, drawing a black shawl around her, silently left 
the house, taking her way to the abode of the alchemist. Her inspired 
face was rigid and sad. " This night the powers of Light and Darkness 
shall meet, and the alchemist must not be allowed to give him~elf up to 
powers of Evil" .... it is she alone, who shall pronounce the fatal 
words, and she alone, who shall be delivered unto the dark destiny, if 
anyone must be. The supernal love and power which inspire one at the 
thought of saving others at one's own sacrifice, pervaded her whole 
being .... 

She opened the door of the alchemist's house and crept silently along 
the narrow curving passage; and although she had never been there 
before, nothing seemed unfamiliar to her in it; she passed through the 
first room. Absolute silence reigned around, and she heard only the 
beatings of her own heart. Thud! thud! thud! like a great mallet, beat 
that heart which was so soon to stop for ever. She placed her hand on 
the latch of the alchemist's sanctum and softly stepped in. The old 
man stood beside a table covered with vessels, and outside the circle 
with the curious characters in it which was drawn upon the floor, sat 
Calitzo on a bench. His breath came·short and fast as she appeared, 
and the alchemist fixed his gloomy eyes upon her. But Zarina, keep
ing her gaze fixed upon him whom she had loved so well in her previous 
life, never looked after the first glance at the old man again. Evidently 
her visit was expected, for the old man betrayed not the least surprise 
and only waited in breathless silence. But now, she slowly approached 
the magic circle, and the alchemist began to look uneasy. Suddenly, a 
great cry of horror escaped from his breast, as, with the first stroke of 
the town-clock tolling midnight she was within the circle, and as the 
mists and vapour from the chemicals he had prepared arose into the 
damp air en\ICloping her as in a shroud. 

Her action had been so quick and unexpected that while he was yet 
speaking, the phosphorescent smoke filled with filmy living creatures 
had entirely closed around her, and she sank within the magic circle a 
helpless heap. . . . 

"Lost, she is lost!" cried the alchemist. "Nay, Calitzo, approach 
her not. Zarina is lost, lost. She has taken the curse upon herself, and 
her father, my enemy, still lives .••. " 

Lost! Lost! the cry that escaped the old man's lips was caught 
up .and re-echoed like a deep sigh by Calitzo's violin. It sang an 
old melody, a familiar dirge :-
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.. Saved-ah, saved! Hell loses power 
Over him, who for another 
Gives his life. . . . 
Not lost-but saved!" 

47 

The melody grew fainter, as the mists thickened around Calitzo. 
Then a faintness came over him and he lost consciousness. When he 
awoke he found the alchemist kneeling with his head on Zarina's 
prostrate form and as dead and cold as his victim was. The violin was 
silent and daylight was stealing in, struggling with the dark shadows of 
the cave. With a heartrending cry Calitzo knelt down beside her and 
softly breathed her name. . . . 

But Zarina answered not. The glorious spirit had thrown off for the 
last time, and now for ever, the dusty garment of flesh. It was hovering 
again in the resplendent light of All-consciousness. 

HELEN FAGG. 

THE SOuL'S DESIRE. 

To pray! To utter forth our deepest yearning 
Into the great Unknown, with no vain sighs 
Toward this world's outer semblance, and to rise 
In spirit to those planes of higher learning, 
Where finer senses, outward visions spurning, 
Wrap us in holy mystery and surprise; 
Where no dull shades bedim our weary eyes 
But all is clear in Heavenly discerning. 

DUM SPIRO SPERO. 
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A THEORY OF HAUNTINGS. 

(Continued. ) 

I N ancient and medi3!val times occult mysteries, such as are considered 
superstition and superstitious practices by the esprits forts of our 
day, received more credit, were allowed to influence human life. 

In olden times, when people dabbled in black magic to an awful 
extent-as revealed in the life of Catherine de Medicis-a man or woman 
quite realised the efficacy of a curse, and that it could be handed down 
from generation to generation-a grim inheritance, scarcely so desirable 
as the family jewels. In such cases, why should mysterious appari
tions not be merely fixed images in the family aura? Following a 
certain law, they are seen only at appointed times; when such changes 
take place in the lives of individuals of the family as to bring them more 
particularly within the line of psychic vision. If they appear as a warning 
unexpectedly, whilst the individuals warned may be in perfect health, or 
whilst only happiness and security reign in the family, yet the "house
spirits," the" elementals," of whatsoever grade or power they may be, 
for whom Time does not exist, are already cognisant of events which 
impend, and with mechanical precision exhibit the habitual signal. 
Obedient to an impression received perhaps centuries before, they faith
fully reproduce the same warning when the soul-conditions of individuals 
reveal that death or misfortune is impending. Or, it may have become 
the inherited psychic idiosyncrasy of the family for this inner self, the 
"double," of an individual to give the warning by meallS of the elemental 
wraith, or the astral sound-the" cry of the banshee," etc. " Doubles," 
in rare cases, have been known to give warnings of danger. 

Our theory seeks to exclude the idea that a human soul can be 
destined to become after death an earth-haunter for a period of cCIlturies. 
It is true that the lower and the more wicked a soul has been in earth
life, the more does it cling after death to the earth; despairingly seeking 
to re-embody itself, if possible, to escape from the torments attending 
the gradual disintegration of its sidereal body, and to experience 
again the pleasures of the passions which were the source of animal 
gratification in the body. But even in the case of the most wicked, 
this condition would hardly endure longer than a hundred years, 
or the usual limit of a man's life in these days. Such beings may, of 
course, become haunting ghosts for a certain length of time, and doubt
less often do; but they are not of the genus of "hereditary ghosts." A 
" hereditary ghost" must, it appears to us, be of the nature of an ele
mental, or merely a reflection in the astral light. These rejlectiQns are 
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seen by person!; momentarily gifted with the open sight, and as reflec
tions, nearly always wear the same appearance. As elementals, who 
possess more or less consciousness, their appearance would vary. Only 
all enlightened seer can discriminate between mere reflections in the 
sidereal light, and real appearances, objects, or beings in the adjacent 
region of more ethereal matter. 

The sidereal bodies of pure and innocent human beings soon 
disintegrate; in some instances, when there has been high spiritual 
evolution, they evaporate as a kind of incense, and the pure soul is 
immediately wafted into its heavenly condition. For this reason, where 
a "hereditary ghost" assumes a benevolent aspect, and returns for 
objects of beneficence, it would be a great mistake to imagine it to be 
the" spirit" of a pure and sainted ancestor, or ancestress, inasmuch as 
the only thing which could really be seen, would be simply the astral 
body which is, sooner or later, disintegrated after death. 

There are some apparitions which have a world-wide celebrity, having 
been repeatedly seen during centuries, their appearances having become 
matters of local or family history. Two of the most notable instances 
are those of the White Lady of Berlin, and the Flying Dutchman. 

The story of the Flying Dutchman is that the captain of a Dutch 
ship. baffled by contrary winds in attempting to round the Cape of Good 
Hope, became enraged, and swore that he would accomplish his purpose 
in spite of storms, or winds-the opposing forces of Nature-if it took 
him an eternity to do it. The ship was lost, and the captain's soul, or 
wraith, still continues to navigate the stormy seas, appearing as a 
warning to mariners of approaching calamity. It is probable that some 
of the sailors, who were cognisant of the captain's oath, survived the loss 
of the ship, and originated the idea of his retributive doom; which idea 
has continued to exist as a reflection in the astral light, and is disclosed 
to view as an actual scene during some sudden rift in the veil of matter. 
It is impossible to account for or explain the intimate interblending of 
the two conditions of existence lying side by side-the material, and 
ethereal; and those transitory conditions caused by disturbance of the 
elements which would produce a momentary rift in the veil of dense 
matter. But at the same time it is possible that the intense emotions of 
rage, and determination to have his own way in spite of God and 
Nature, may have caused the curses of the Dutchman to exhaust their 
energy upon himself, and kept him, the victim of a violent and sudden 
death, chained to the scene of his sin for a certain period. The miserable 
entity, wearing out its sidereal body, may have appeared again and again, 
until the appearance has become a fixed "idea pictured in the astral light, 
and becoming visible, like a Fata Morgana, under the disturbed 
elemental conditions above described. 

The White Lady appears just before a death, not only in" the 
Hohenzollern family, but is believed to haunt also the palaces of 
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Baireuth, Anspach, and Cleves, which are residences of families allied 
to the imperial family of Prussia The house of Rosenburg in Bohemia, 
also allied to that of Hohenzollern, is honoured by the apparition of 
the White Lady. She appears also to the Hapsburgs. 

The White Lady is said to have been seen before the death of the 
Elector John George in 1598. Her last recorded appearances were in 
1840, before the'death of Frederick William III. ; and 1861, previous to 
the demise of Frederick Willia~ IV. 

Many stories of a conflicting character have been handed down, 
becoming more or less mutilated and confused in the process of trans
mission, to account for this apparition. These have a foundation of 
crimes and cruelties which are supposed to chain the human soul, as a 
species of retribution, to the scenes of its old sins. In one instance only, 
does the tradition point to a life of goodness and benevolence, in the 
case of Bertha von Rosenburg. After the death of her husband, a 
Styrian Baron who treated her cruelly, she returned to Bohemia, and 
devoted her life to the care of orphans. She always wore a dress of 
white mourning, which was then customary for widows. The White 
Lady of Rosenburg is represented as loving children, and appearing to 
rebuke careless and inattentive nurses. 

In the traditions of this apparition every incident stated goes to 
strengthen our theory that this ghost is the product of une idle fixe in 
the mental aura of these several families, all allied by marriage, and who 
have transmitted from century to century the impression of a mysterious 
visitant who comes as a warning of death. 

There is, however, another way of accounting for the apparition of the 
White Lady. In ancient times it was customary to inhume a living 
body in the foundations of buildings, castles, palaces, bridges, even gate
ways, and walls. It was a sacrifice of blood to propitiate the "gods," 
"principalities and powers," t:e., the" elemental spirits" who watch over 
men. It was supposed that no building would remain firm and secure 
unless the foundations were cemented with blood, which was usually 
that of some criminal sentenced to death. This superstitious custom 
was handed down even unto Christian times, when an animal, a dog, 
goat, wolf, perchance a cock, or hen, was often substituted for the 
human victim. 

Henrich Heine mentions this custom. "In the Middle Ages," he says, 
"the opinion prevailed that when any building was to be erected, some
thing living must be killed, in the blood of which the foundation had to 
be laid, by which process the building would be secured from falling; 
and in ballads and traditions the remembrance is still preserved, how 
children and animals were slaughtered for the purpose of strengthening 
large buildings with their blood. 

In the" Swedish Folk-tales" Afzelius says: " Heathen superstition did 
not fail to show itself in the construction of Christian churches. In 
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laying the foundations, the people retained something of their former 
religion, and sacrificed to their old deities, whom they could not forget, 
some animal, which they buried alive, either under the foundation or 
without the wall. The spectre of this animal is said to wander about 
the churchyard by night, and is called the Kirk-Grim. A tradition has 
also been preserved that under the altar in the first Christian churches 
a lamb was usually buried, which imparted security and duration to the 
edifice. This is an emblem of the true Church Lamb-the Saviour, who 
is the comer-stone of His church. When anyone enters a church when 
there is no service, he may see a little lamb spring across the quire and 
vanish." That is, the reflection in the astral light would be seen by 
those who expected to see a lamb, and whose psychic vision was 
temporarily opened. Many persons are born with a tendency to open 
vision or clairvoyance, which frequently displays itself during their lives; 
others, again, have it rarely, when they are more open to those 
psychological effects termed a species of inebriation. The Fakirs of 
India are adepts at producing this effect upon those who witness their 
wonderful performances. 

It is related that the workmen were engaged for three years upon 
the fortifications of Scutari, without succeeding in getting the walls to 
stand. At length they declared that the only possible way for them to 
succeed was to bury a living victim under the walls. A young woman, 
who daily brought their dinner, was seized upon and buried, after which, 
the walls stood firm. 

It is possible that the White Lady of Berlin is the apparition of some 
girl or woman (perhaps a criminal already sentenced to death) who was 
buried under the foundations of an ancient castle, and that the original 
true cause for the haunting appearance has been forgotten, and twisted 
into traditions more nearly relating to the personal histories of remote 
ancestors of the royal houses to which the memory of the ghost has 
attached itself. 

Thus the phantom, or the picture of a former scene, or scenes, still 
lingers upon that illustrated page of human life, to which men's eyes are 
usually sealed with a blindness that ends only with death, as one of 
the myriad proofs that this" insubstantial pageant," these earthly scenes 
in which we bury all our senses, will continually fade, like the lives of 
men, leaving" not a rack behind," while those invisible substalltial scenes 
of soul-life will endure so long as the earth endures, and men still live 
upon it, passing through stages of evolution. For that is the real side 
of life, and this is its outcome. 

FRANK FERN HOLME. 
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THE WHITE MONK. 

PART H.-MY STORY. 

CHAPTER I. 

W~,'E dwelt in a quiet cathedral town, famous for naught, save its 
. tranquillity and rose-bushes, and the gorgeous workmanship 

of the holy edifice itself. All took its tone from the 
. ecclesiastical gravity that reigned in and around the close, with its 

whispering, fragrant limes, and the solemn black-robed men who dwelt 
beneath their shade, ay, and had their small jealousies and hatreds and 
earthly passions too, thinly veiled by the enforced and sometimes ill
fitting mask of piety. 

Near by was Castle Troyes, our home, and there now dwelt, my 
father, Sir Richard, my mother, myself, and the flower and extreme 
ruler of our house, sweet Marguerite, a little perfect nymph, with the cool 
depth of liquid blue child eyes. 

I was a grievous source of dudgeon to my honoured ~ther. He was 
a noted warrior; his father and his brothers had been such, and so, he 
meant, should be his son. As with all parents, the bent of his son's 
mind to learning rather than to action much discomfited him. I have 
ever thought my noble father did me less than justice in this matter. 
I could shoot as well as he with the bow; I was no novice with a 
horse, and I fenced, I know, with elegance and strength. But he would 
have had me a champion in these arts, and in sooth I had a mind more 
framed towards solitary musing and deciphering old tomes. I know 
right well, though he strove to hide it from me, that I was a stone of 
stumbling to my father, and from time to time, as the ireful side of his 
tongue came up to breathe itself at the surface, he showed it me. 

The main difference betwixt me and my foregoers was this. They 
had gone forth, confident and firm and ardent, to the world as it actually 
was, and cared no whit that it should be better than it was. It was 
good enough for them, they deemed, or they would not have been 
brought thither. They met the world as a friend, with open eyes truly, 
but also with open hands and hearts. 

I looked at the world a little, casually, from my position as a by
stander, and felt that 1 cared not greatly for it. Therefore to my 
friends I was tedious, to my enemies despicable. 

And thus I became a brooding boy, timid also by habit, for the very 
fervour of mine imaginations, but full of high fancies that made a man 
of me despite myself. For that I spoke littJe and from the purpose, and 
kept my eyes to look upon the ground, I was held dull, until my 
thirteenth year. Then it was that my sire chanced to lay hand on some 
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poor verses I had lately left on paper, and, not content to judge of 
them by the light of his own plentiful reason, committed them to the 
reading of a certain Canon, who, approving them, brought me into great 
respect of the same parents as, the day before, had thought me dull. 
Not that the good Canon-I say it wittingly-knew the half that I did 
of the laws of Rhyme-but there, so be it! By his censure I was 
to stand or fall. I remember I laughed sadly as I became aware of the 
change in my parents' judgment of their son. They were so glad when 
they found somewluzt for which I might be praised. And yet,. what 
skilled the manual labour? What if I had not hitherto laid my verses 
upon paper? The thoughts had long been there-the poetry had 
welled up from my heart like life-blood since my birth. I was the same 
boy who, years before, had his brain thronged with far prettier fancies 
than those they chanced to see. Howbeit, from henceforth I was c. the 
Poet that shall be!" and the guests gazed upon me as on some poor 
changeling with whom they had scant sympathy, feeling dimly, even 
while they despised me, that I bore in my brain the power to punish 
them. 

Let me not be bitter. A cathedral town holds as many kind hearts 
as any desolate city which hath no God to worship. I had friends even 
in my birth-place; though as yet I knew them not. Until now, I loved 
my Marguerite, my young, my fairy sister-her only, as yet, I sang, I 
loved, I worshipped; and through her, the Ideal of beauty, and of pure 
thoughts, and of a God who constructs holy things and to whom we 
vaguely but incessantly aspire. 

Well, but to my purpose. 
I meditated often by myself upon such thoughts as come to those 

'\ho dwell under the shadow of a great cathedral, fenced about with the 
gloomy security of cloisters, far from the city, and near, as it should 
seem, to the worship of God. We were at variance with the creed 
established in the town and iIlustrated in the splendid services of the 
cathedral. The De Troyes were of Norman blood, good Catholics to 
tltis day, having their private chapel for the old worship, and knowing 
little or nothing of the new Protestant form, save that it was favoured 
by the reigning monarch, and that it had ousted us from the public con
fession of our belief within the walls of our own cherished cathedral, 
which we were now fain to look upon as a fair space desecrated, filled 
with apostates. I brooded often, as I sat searching with my eyes the 
intricacies of delicate workmanship on the lofty spires. I mused on 
the quaint shows and apparently necessary symbols by which men 
strive to harmonize their souls with a tone of thought which is to most 
of them incongruous, unreal. How they seem only fit to reach and 
grasp Ideas by the help of something tangible. Whether can men, in 
truth, lift the soul by the senses? In my own sober abstraction-boy 
tha.t I was! as yet untempted-I despised them and their strug-gles 
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after what seemed to me to be the natural state of a rational 
being. 

I knew nought as yet of the great weariness and disgust of brain 
that besets the human creature who has striven, like a god, to stay in 
the region where things appear not, but are. Else, had I looked upon 
all rites as the soul's earnest confession of weakness, showing the 
purpose better than the power, the heart uplifted, but intelligence des
pairing--ciphers which only ask to perish at a sign from Heaven! 

It was natural, owing to the suggestions given by the place of a new 
world and a life of the spirit, that my meditations led me often, by 
devious paths to think of the old bodiless enemy of our house-the 
fabled phantom who could yet work ill-" The White Monk," whom I 
pictured, now that I was older, as some homeless spirit, stored with 
fearful wisdom and with capacity still to kill men by a magic terror, and 
withal, in constant relation to another universe, of which I thought 
much, but knew less than nothing. In the sunlight I would pace the 
cloisters and yearn to see and speak with him. I would-alas for my 
folly !--construct a dialogue which I should hold with him, bearing 
myself manly and bold the while. But in the soft shimmer of the 
moon-I know not how-I never felt the same. Then it was that I 
perceived, and bowed to, the essential difference between the life of 
mortal and of spirit. 

How shall I tell it, the first meeting I had with the enemy of our 
house? 

As I remember, it was somewhat on this wise; but think not that I 
can in words describe the physical terror and the soul's subjection to 
unthought-of creeds! 

I stepped out one evening in the summer gloom to listen to the 
muffled whizzing of bats' wings, and the cooing of wild doves, and 
the hum of thousands of insects. (I loved all Nature, all, that cannot 
argue and sneer.) I went in my musing out of the house by a side way. 
and stood in the old court-yard. Idly I noted the flight of a starling to 
its nest under the eaves of that part of the castle which was now but a 
fair ruin, left standing yet until my sire should have wealth to build a 
new wing in its stead. 

All suddenly my eyes were rivetted to a certain arched window
moulding at a great height from the ground. I saw nothing, but I drew 
in my breath and crossed myself, and then forgot myself and all the' 
world in an intolerable waiting. I know not if this endured long; this 
I know-had anyone held a sword unsheathed beside me, and I had 
been able, I would with gladness have turned and fallen upon it, even 
to still the horrid dread. 

I t came-the vacant dark space flashed-a whiteness, first dim, then 
vivid, then dim again; then more shapely, and then the revelation. 
To my unspeakable horror, I vow the clear semblance ot our 
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long-dead enemy leant out at that ruined casement and looked 
down. 

I tried to shriek. I hid my face; through my hands I could feel the 
whiteness striking on my eyes. I could only utter a faint murmur, and 
at last, in desperation, I looked up again. I could not see the spectre's 
features, for they were concealed by the white cowl, all but a motionless 
white line of mouth and chin. And just then I heard a shriek. Not 
mine, no, but Marguerite's. 

I forgot the terror, and ran to my sister. The child had come running 
in pursuit of me, with a cabbage-leaf full of cherries which she would 
have shared with me. And she had slipped on the rough pavement 
and fallen, and cried out, more for the sake of the pity she wanted than 
bet.:ause it hurt her. There she lay, half-laughing and half-crying, with 
the red cherries scattered round her flaxen head. I was but a poor 
support at first, I ween, for I trembled so that I scarce could raise her. 
Having her safe in the house again, I returned, as one must who hopes 
to rid himself of a cheat of the brain. The Monk was gone; the arch 
was growing black in the gathering dusk-and I believed, in spite of 
all, more firmly than ever, that face to face I and our enemy had 
been. 

Our creed countenances the idea of returned souls, spared from 
Purgatory awhile for ends which we mortals may not fathom. More
over, there is a certain feeling-but I will not argue. Suffice it that 
what I had seen threw me into a shrewd fever. It was so horrible; to 
fear that arched window so, for what I might see there again. To fear 
the court-yard, the disused part of the castle, the lonely stairs, the very 
cloisters of the cathedral. At last I came to have the delusion that, 
wherever I walked, suddenly I would come facing that window, in 
which would slowly shape the white form, until I could not bear it, and 
holding out my arms stiffly, would walk right through the dismal picture, 
This unnerved me entirely at length, though I distinguished the nature 
of the vision from its original. I fell into a fever, still (for yet was the 
child in me) refusing to tell what ailed me. 

I was very ill, and when the recoil came, I awoke to a deeper 
life. I was more manly; I confessed my fears, entitling them 

. "delusions." I bade the servants search the ruin for any sign of an 
inhabitant; myself went with them and bore the light, and I know that 
the work was thoroughly done. So I professed myself satisfied. But 
the knowledge gained upon me that what I had seen was for. me 
alone. 

After a time of wavering between the body's repulsion for any life not 
of its own nature, and the spirit's need to find out the utmost meaning 
of any sign presented to it, I grew to familiarity with the recollection of 
the Monk's appearance, and my whole soul being given to metaphysical 
studies and questionings at that time, I longed to behold the spectre 
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again. Next time, I vowed, I would learn somewhat of our ancient 
enemy. I feared not much the traditions of his hurtfulness to our 
hearth even after death; he had appeared to me, and behold! I lived, 
and desired the sight of him again. 

And I did see him. 
One night, as it grew dusk, I sat copying a bit of the exquisite tracery 

on the interior of a cloister wall by the cathedral. I loved drawing, and 
exercised myself often upon it, as upon music also of different sorts; 
for it mattered little to me how I caught the Ideal, so that I was 
privileged to sec it rendered up to me in part. It was not so much the 
butterfly love for divers beauties, but rather adoration for the Unity of 
Thought which manifested itself to me under Protean forms. 

Well, I sat there drawing, in meditative watchfulness, at the end of 
one long, shaded cloister walk. The yew-trees sighed and fluttered 
without, and the trailing rose-tendrils beat softly against the grey stone, 
which scattered in revenge rosy petals even into the dim seclusion where 
I was intent upon forestalling the darkness with my sketch. 

At the instant when my eyes were most sear~hingly occupied with a 
divine curve which the stone-work took into the dimness of the comer, 
something attracted them to the extremity of the cloister. Into the 
entrance had just flashed that weird white glimmer for which I had 
been waiting all these weeks. 

I rose up, moistening my lips. 
He had come; now must I speak? I strove to step towards him and 

fell back silently upon the ground. The figure slowly advanced, stop
ping at each arch as if to gaze out over the quiet lawn beyond. I sat 
up, with my brain confused, but my will fixed to meet and confront 
the vision. Blessed Saints! was I not honest at heart? What should 
I fear? 

And still the slow, white, sweeping figure ever advanced, nearer and 
nearer towards me, and it seemed the darkness gathered before him-or 
was it in mine eyes? For a horrible, cold quailing was about my heart, 
and a singing in mine ears. I thought of old tales I had heard, and I 
could not distinctly see the shrouded mystery. Further from me he 
had shown clear-at every step he took he became more intense a secret. 
Ah, I cannot picture him to you! You must gather all from what I 
can tell of my own intolerable emotion. In Nature there is very little 
white, except the snow. In summer, mark how the sudden flash of 
white surprises. My sweet sister came in white once hastily round a 
dark oak tree, and I remember how the harmony of the landscape was 
shattered and she alone stood out, the rest subordinate. A white thorn 
flowering on a Spring star-light night will bring you into strange 
surmises. 

I dally in the telling. The Monk came very slowly; his hands, I 
kuow, were clasped before him, palms downwards, inertly, as if in 
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despair or pain. His face was hidden-how I yearned for some sign of 
life in his unnatural stillness! Still, the concealing cowl; would it ever 
be lifted? And now it was very dark, and he came near, quite near, 
and there was no sound of breathing or of footsteps, but he was vague 
before my dazzled eyes. only very white, and of great stateliness. The 
whiteness blinded me-he was about to pass me-somewhat I must do 

• to prevent the next moment, or lightning from that whiteness would 
strike me and I die. 

I fainted dead and still, into an intense swoon that saved my good 
fame from the death of a coward. 

CHAPTER IL . 

As you may think, this disaster threw me into so great dudgeon and 
contempt for my weakness that I loved not overmuch to recall it. But 
I seemed haunted by my enemy at every turn: 

I was playing with Marguerite in the picture-gallery one day, and 
she, sweet elf, was making merry over the quaint costumes of our 
ancestors, and striving to mock their frowning looks, when the fancy 
took her to wander into a little dim side passage, where, in no very 
glorious case, hung an old portrait of the White Monk himself, our 
house's foe. 

I never liked its being there, and I hated to see the child looking at it. 
She had never heard word of his foul history, but it seemed to me, with 
my secret loathing for him, that she could not choose but read it in 
the murderer's face. So I called her away, first coaxingly, then urgently. 
But she would not come. Nay, she had found an older picture still, all 
dusty; she must look once searchingly upon it and see what manner of 
priest this was. And I must hold her up to look at him. 

" No, no, Marguerite!" quoth I. "Come, look at Marshal Ambrose. 
He was twice the man that this fellow was; besides, your namesake 
loved him." 

But she would none of my bid dings. She persisting and I again 
refusing, at the last she stamped her tiny foot and made as she would 
weep. 

If our loved Marguerite had ever a fault in her snowy life, she was a 
trifle wilful. And what blame, since her will was ever for the right? 
But if she ever showed a will to weep, what consternation did it cause! 
My father, whose name was still a terror to the Spaniards, was a reed in 
Marguerite's royal hands. Our house-chaplain, a surly man, whose 
intellects were fettered by his breviary-my governor, a timid man, a 
slave to Aristotle's influence, like most scholars of the time-these two 
were just the same. Nay, it is fabled that these twain, at two separate 
seasons, were discovered in the act of treading a measure with Mistress 
Marguerite; but to this rumour I will never give the sanction of my 
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credence. As for the younger men-(but this was ever a sore point 
between me and Marguerite.) 

So when the smallest tear gathered in our despot's eyes, I was fain 
hastily to catch her up and lift the butterfly weight to a proper level with 
the picture. Whereon she gazed till methought she would never cease, 
so the countenance moved her. 

She traced the features with her tiny delicate finger, and brushed the 
dust off daintily; then turning to me for sYJIlpathy: 

.. The poor wight looks sad!" she said. 
And this was assuredly the first word of pity that Pietro Rinucci had 

ever won. .. The poor wight looks sad" in sooth? 
I was about to reply, something tartly, that the wight had need, when 

the desire to speak forsook me. My whole body trembled at the 
presence of an intelligence alien to us two children, and my heart stood 
still when I looked and saw no one. Was it possible that there could 
yet emanate from that old disgraced portrait so keen a breath of life? 
Or was it that the unwonted sound of a mortal's word of kindness for 
him, had indeed drawn the soul of our enemy to earth again, and that
but I could not bear to wait for the answer to my bewilderment I fled 
before my fear, grasping the child in my arms convulsively, until she 
laughed and sought to know what ailed me. 

One day, not long after this, had Marguerite drawn me with her in 
her playing half through the quiet town and into a little solemn space 
she loved-for the maid was pensive even as myself, though as yet the 
sports of childhood claimed her. 

We had run and bounded till the fancy took her to be weary and to 
make me carry her (for she was but a minute creature, and I used to 
rally her in saying that the only heavy part of her was the two great 
plaits of flaxen hair). Once on my shoulder, she fell asleep, so I carried 
her, stepping delicately off the stones, into her favourite haunt, that she 
might sleep quiet a while and then wake there. 

It was a smooth-shaven grass plot, enclosed by the walls of an old 
grey church, the ruddy stained windows of which shone like fires just 
now in the afternoon sun. There was a sombre yew-tree, many years 
old, in the midst of this sward, and a still older sun-dial stood in ruins 
near the tree, whose spreading, dusky arms had long obscured the light 
too much to let the sun-dial do its work. Therefore the two rivals stood 
together; Nature's structure triumphing over man's; each one a 
testimony to the antiquity of the other, and the most ancient sun 
treating them both to his half-vivifying, half-destructive power. 

Softly I seated myself against the dial under the yew-tree's shade, and 
caused the fair head of my most beauteous sister to rest upon my arm. 
She just stirred and murmu,red my name as if to herself as I placed her 
so, on the grass by my side, leaning across me. I stroked her hair and 
she slept more peacefully than before, whilst I mused, and numberless 
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small heads of birds looked out in amaze from the ivied church wall, and 
twittered interrogatively, with a cool, far-away, sleepy rustle of tiny 
wings. 

I was following the movements of a translucent fellow of a dragon
fly, which was taking pleasure in a pink rose that trailed about 
the dial. Only one pink rose there was; the rest were over, or 
perchance in this solemn spot there had never been more. One bright 
bit of colour amongst all the dark grey and green. It belonged to the 
same order of loveliness as my Marguerite, ay, and she should have it too. 
I cautiously stretched out my hand, possessed myself of the fair blossom 
and made it a nest in the flaxen hair. It just matched the flush on the 
child's sleeping face. 

I think my spirit must have strayed near to Heaven, so great 
inspiration had filled me from the sight of the exquisite, innocent 
countenance. 

I was intently looking upon her, when the old sensation came upon 
me again; there, in that lonely spot! I knew that our enemy was near 
us. We two were alone. No shout could bring us help, and this time 
I might not swoon. I groaned; here was my Marguerite, my mother's 
Marguerite! in my sole care, to be protected against unknown evils. 
Oh, and should she awake-how horrible! 

He came. Through the thick dark boughs of the yew I saw a 
dazzling white glimmer. The next instant he was on our side of the 
tree, and striding hastily towards us. This time I fancied there was 
something distinctly more human in the apparition, and placed as I 
now .. vas, it made him more terrible. It recalled the deadly enmity 
he had ever borne-so the chronicles said-to our house. 

What could I do against him? How fright him from the side of this 
delicate rose? I had no power; only the resolve to act as a man should 
do, and be brave for the sake of the only daughter of our house. 

The White Monk came, and paused in front of us. I clasped the 
child closer to me-come what might, whatever a human arm could do 
that should be done. Then I raised my eyes to the stony, sphinx-like 
mystery, and looked defiantly upon it. Wonder of wonders! he moved 
his slight white hand and drew the cowl from off' his face. I knew 
nothing but the eyes. Such eyes, dark as an enigma, piercing to the 
soul, and sad enough to dream of. I never saw the like of them even 
in mortals, who have their death before them. 

But this I remembered afterward; for the moment, I knew only that 
those deep, dark, motionless eyes, over which the lids never closed, were 
piercing Marguerite, and that she knew not of it. If she should wake
oh, God, let her not wake !-I swayed to and fro in my anguish. I 
looked only on the child. I gathered her to me; I whispered a 
soothing word to her, though my head felt like to break with the strain 
I was forced to put on my own terror. For her was this terror now; I 
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felt none for myself any more. 1 would have challenged the fearful· 
Monk, and conjured him to leave the innocent child-but that I dared 
not speak aloud and wake her. 

And she slept calmly on, breathing so light and balmily. Until in an 
instant the oppression on my spirit was lifted; I looked away from my 
darling in astonishment-the Monk was gone. 

Only, as my eye fell on the rose in Marguerite's hair, it dropped 
suddenly and covered the flaxen head with delicate petals. This woke 
the child; she put her .two hands up to her hair, and drew them down 
full of rose-leaves, and laughed wonderingly, and blushed and dimpled 
to find how sound asleep she had been. And then she asked me why 
I was so pale, and why I trembled so in every limb; but I made no 
answer, for I was keenly noting her, to see if there was change in her 
spirits or features. But there was none; she was rosy and full of 
laughter, and plaited again her tumbled hair with a gay stamp of her 
tiny foot. And I, laughing with her, thought, "Ah, I might have had 
more faith in the security of Innocence!" 

(But is that a true faith to hold? As the deep bell of the church 
clock tolled out the hour, and we started homewards at a goodly pace, 
I was secretly thinking on these matters. Full many times is innocence 
abused by mortals, if not by gods. Who shall tell us that the evil 
spirits do not still carryon their hateful trade of striving to crush out 
good? Howsoever that be, fate rules these things. The most a man 
can do is to be ready when there is a use for him. The god of Oppor
tunity will take care he shall be out of the way when a ghastly deed 
has to be done.) 

(To be ~olltin71ed.) 

MEMORY. 

THERE is a time in every life 
When ebbing into days, we seem, 

Long past but yet familiar still, 
Like some confused, forgotten dream

We feel all this has been before, 
Yet still we wonder more and more. 

PERCY Ross 
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For every effort or the will, 
And every inward thought that springs 

'Ere the mind's threshold it has crossed, 
A memory of something brings-

A vague idea-and nothing more-
But still we feel this was before. 

Just as the gentle breeze at eve 
Soft ripples ocean's placid face 

So memory calls up within 
A wavelet from the realms of space; 

A passing touch from times before, 
The spray from waves that are no more. 

The scent of violets nestling low, 
The rustling of the forest leaves; 

The bubbling of the fretful stream, 
The swallow's twitter 'neath the eaves, 

Bring thoughts of something known before, 
And make us wonder more and more. 

A strain of music from the spheres, 
A simple chord, a ray of light, 

The trembling of a single star, 
A voice that whispers in the night ; 

A hope fulfilled and nothing more, 
Bring thoughts we must have lived before. 

The roaring of the tempest fierce, 
A magic word, a whispered sigh, 

Stand out upon the road of time 
As landmarks of an age gone by ; 

And speak with tongues we know once more
Words that we've heard long years before. 

So every tune that wake the soul, 
And every thought that thrills the sense, 

Bring knowledge of Eternity, 
And make our faith the more intense

We know our souls have lived before, 
We know they'll live for evermore. 

P. H. D. 
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THEOSOPHY AND MODERN SOCIALISM. 

BY A SOCIALIST STUDENT OF THEOSOPHY. 

II. 

I N a former article on this subject (LUCIFER, NO.4), which was 
~! written in reply to some points in Mr. T. B. Harbottle's interesting 

article on "Brotherhood," in the preceding number, I indicated 
what appears to me to be the true relationship of Socialism, in its 
economic or material aspects, with Theosophy. I wish in this and the 
c~ncludingarticle both to add to, or explain and comment upon, what I 
then had to say on this point, and also to treat of certain higher aspects 
of Socialism and the modem Socialist movement, which I did little 
more than hint at in that article. 

I am partly guided in this task by Mr. Harbottle's letter in the 
January number, which indicates some points of variance or misunder
standing still existing between us. I trust that even if these articles 
fail, as they may well do, to effect a complete reconciliation on all points 
of disagreement between Socialists and those Theosophists who are at 
present opposed to .socialism, it may at least elicit a few sparks of 
truth in the mere process of "clearing the issues." I shall not attempt 
to treat the two parts of my subject, that which refers to the economic 
and that which refers to the higher aspects of Socialism, separately, 
as they are too intimately connected with each other in their relation
ship to the Theosophic movement to permit of their being conveniently 
separated. 

In the course of my former article I endeavoured to show that Mr. 
Harbottle, and any who think like him, are wrong in supposing that 
Socialism or its adherents advocate" a direct (or for that matter, any 
kind of) interference with the results of the law of Karma." I admitted 
that if I were mistaken, Socialism was foredoomed to failure. I feel 
inclined· now to rejoice in having gained Mr. Harbottle to my side j for 
he proclaims in his January letter, and very justly, that" the Socialist 
movement is itself a part of the cyclic Karma." But I hardly find him 
consistent with himself when he goes on to add that "in its endeavour 
to rectify what seem, from its limited point of view, injustices, it cannot 
fail to be unjust to those, the justice of whose position iil life it declines 
to recognise." What does this mean? Can a part, or as I shall prefer 
to express it, an agent, of Karma, be accused of injustice? If so, QUIS 

CUSTODIET Ipsos CUSTODES? Surely not either Mr. Harbottle or myself, 
or any other .contributor to LUCIFER. 

When I suggested that Socialists might be regarded as" the instruments 
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of a greater equalisation, distribution, and acceleration of Karmic gro~th," 
and that this would come about "by transferring a great deal of the re
sponsibility for Karmic results which now lies with each individual in 
his personal ~pacity upon the collective entities composed of individuals 
acting in public capacities," I implied much the same as I understand 
Mr. Harbottle to mean when he speaks of the Socialist movement 
as a part of the cyclic Karma. But I implied rather more than he 
does. Many other much less important movements than the Socialist 
may be equally regarded as forming part of the great cyclic Karma. 
Even reactionary movements (that is to say, movements contrary to the 
now prevailing tendencies of human and social evolution) may claim,· 
inasmuch as they form part of the inevitable back current, to be des
cribed in the same language; and those who take part in them may 
claim to be the inferior agents of Nature-although, of course, if they do' 
so in obedience to their own lower instincts and prejudices, and not 
"according to their lights," they will individually suffer for it The 
same, for that matter, applies to those who are helping the main or 
forward currents, but from selfish motives. 

The real question, then, for Theosophists to consider is not merely 
whether Socialism forms part of the cyclic Karma, for that is not worth 
their while disputing, but whether it forms part of the progressive and 
main evolutionary current, or of the retrogressive back current? If the 
former, as I firmly believe, then those who at present.oppose it may not 
indeed all be constrained to turn back, like Saul of Tarsus, and fight 
on its side: some may conceive they have higher work to perform 
in Nature's service, or work more adapted to their powers and oppor
tunities. But let them at least examine and ascertain for themselves, 
according to their lights, the true answer to this question, before 
they continue to oppose Socialism, lest haply they be found fighting 
against the gods. 

Let my suggestions on the subject stand for what they are worth. I 
may state my own position rather more elaborately and "scientifically," 
by saying that I believe we have reached a stage in human evolution on 
this planet in which a great many of the activities, and corresponding 
responsibilities, formerly attaching to individuals as such, are about to 
be, or are actually in the course of being, transferred to collective 
entities or aggregations of individuals acting in a collective capacity, 
such as municipalities, unions or communes, provinces, nations, and 
confederations. I do not, of course, mean to imply that individual 
activities, individual progress in this life, will become merged and lost 
in collective progress, but simply that in the action and reaction of the 
individual and social entities, the importance of the influence of the 
latter will increase, while that of the former relatively decreases. 
Physiology teaches us that in the lower forms of animal organisms, the 
life of the const~tuent organs-nay, even of the constituent protoplasmic 
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cells-is much less dependent upon that of the entire body, than in the 
higher forms. So also in the case of social organisms, as I read 
evolution: Since the break-up of the primitive European civilisations 
(primitive, at least, so far as extant history, comparative politics and 
archreology enable us to see), which seem to have developed com
munistic social organisms on the tribal scale, the current of social 
evolution was set, until quite recently, in the direction of Individualism.· 

This individualism may be said to have culminated in the material, 
plane in Modern Industrialislllr ()r individual and class 'monopoly, in 
the means of production j in the intellectual plane in the supremacy Ol 

the Baconian method of experiment; in the moral plane in Utilitarianism. 
and in the spiritual (where tha.t retains any substance) in Calvinism 
But even while at the height of its power-say I850-7o-Individualism 
carried within it the seeds of its final destruction. ' The principles of a 
new society had already been formulated by reformers and" Utopians" 
of various schools, while the growth of discontent' among the uncom
fortable classes more than' kept pace with that of sympathy among the 
comfortable. The evolutionary current has now distinctly changed its 
course and is runnIng at a daily-accelerating .$peed in the direction of 
a more perfect Communism-'a Communism no longer on the tribal scale, 
but on the national, or possibly in some departments of the social activities, 
a still larger scale, and founded on a more complex yet more solid basis. In' 
this higher form of social life, the interests and destinies of each member 
or component cell of the social organism will be more closely bound up 
than in the past with the organic whole. Mr.E. Belfort Bax, of the 
Socialist League, has recently expressed the final possibilities OI 

communistic solidarity in a sentence which I shall do well to quote. It 
comes at the end of a series of articles entitled" The New Ethic" (Tke 
Commonweal, February 4th to February 25th) written from a 
materialist's rather than pantheist's standpoint, which contain, never
theless, a great deal of interest for Theosophists. Speaking of "the 
inadequacy of the individual as an end to himself"-the basis of the 
new Ethic-he suggests that we may regard this growing sense as 
"the indication that the final purpOSe of society, as such, is not to be 
merely for the consciousness of its component personalities, but that 
they are in the end destined to be absorbed in a corporate social 'con
sciousness j just as the separate sentiency of the orgallic components Of 

an animal or human body are absorbed in the unified sentiency and 
intelligence of that body." 

• It is to be remarked that ancient pantheism decayed about the same time as ancient com
munism, making place for the various cxoteric sects of classical times, and (save for a few lucid 
intervals in which great teachers stepped forward to redeem as much of humanity as possible from 
the materialistic superstitions in which it was steeped) for the newer systems known as Catholicism. 
Orthodoxy, Protestantism, Mussulmanism, Modem Buddhism, &c. In pure philosophy it gave 
way to various materialistic and spiritualistic schools of thought; Spirit~lism and Materialism 
representing simply the face and obverse of the coin of inividualistic philosophy. 
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But just as in the evolution of animal life, of man himself, form has 
preceded substance in its manifestations, so in the social evolution also. 
lust as in the physical body rudimentary organs appear, and develop 
almost to perfection before their complete uses are discovered or 
revealed, so in the social body. parts. if not the whole of the frame-work 
of the harmonious organisms of the future, will be evolved (if some of 
them have not been already) before the perfect harmony can be attained. 
There can be very little doubt that Economic Collectivism, based 
partly upon existing pol~tical forms. and upon existing national 
aggregations. is the next stage of social evolution, the preliminary or 
provisional form in which the new society will manifest itself. Few 
Socialists are so sanguine as to suppose that the present generation will 
see the realisation of the higher ideal. perfect Communism; but most 
believe in the possibility -at any rate in those countries like 
England, France. Belgium. and America. where Individualism has 
most completely run its course-of realising economic Socialism. or 
Collectivism. within a decade or two. The triumphs of State and 
Municipal Socialism on the one side. and of Co-operative Capitalism on 
the other. are continually preparing the way for the democracy to follow 
as soon as it gets the chance. while the increasing number of persons 
engaged in them form the leaven of administrative ability which will 
secure the success of the Collectivist Commonwealths when once 
established. 

The first evident advances effected by the Social Revolution will 
certainly be in the material domain. and this is the only sense in which 
I am ready to admit that the Socialist movement is materialistic. So. 
of course. are all other movements having in view the material welfare 
of those who suffer under the present social order. or. rather. disorder. 
The abolition of chattel slavery in the British possessions and subse
quently in those American States which had previously recognised it. was 
the result of ahumanitarian movement strictly analogous to and comparable 
with the modem socialist movement. so far as its advocacy by the middle 
and "comfortable" classes are concerned; but not nearly so unselfish, 
since many of those who advocated it had everything to gain by the 
abolition of the competition of slave-labour with that of" free," or wage
labour. The present middle-class advocates of Socialism. that is to say of 
the abolition of the wage-labour system itself-a system entailing in many 
places a much worse and more degrading form of slavery than that of 
the plantations * may fairly claim that there is no element of self-interest 
in their advocacy. for the material benefits which would result to them by 
the immediate establishment of socialism. in any of its forms. are very 

• It was to the advantage of the owners of chattel-slaves to take care of them. i( only in order to 
preserve valuable property in a condition of efficiency. whereas the capitalist employer o( .. (ree" 
labour (labour free to accept his conditions or else starve) bas no such sense o( interest in the 
health and well-being of his .. hands." who.m he can rep1ace when worn out without any fresh 
outlay. 

s 
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doubtful. They would be saved the risks of bankruptcy and ruin, it is 
true, but in other res~ts many of them would have to give up their 
existing advantages, and betake themselves to industries and services, for 
which the former lives had ill-fitted them. 

As to working-class socialists, of course they are fighting for the 
material redemption and emancipation of their own class; but 
I think it ill-becomes their opponents among the privileged classes, 
those who under the present system of society live on their labour, to 
accuse them of selfishness and "materialism" because they wish to 
relieve themselves and children of their present almost intolerable 
burdens. Of course, I do not claim for the victims of the present 
system that they are as a class one whit less selfish by nature than their 
masters and conscious or unconscious oppressors. Many of them may 
even be suffering as Mr. Harbottle seems to suggest from the evil 
Karmic growths which they have accumulated during past existences. 
But that is not for their fellow-men to judge of. Nor would it, if 
true, justify those who become aware of the material causes of 
their suffering in this life, and who are able to help them in destroying 
these causes, in raising the old cry, "Am I my brother's keeper?" 
What Socialists are now endeavouring to make plain to all, is that 
everyone is, in his political or collective capacity, his brother's keeper. He 
is shirking his duty as a conscious agent of evolution, that is of Nature 
if he refuses to recognise this. 

Even Economic Socialism, therefore, has its higher aspect. The 
cultivation of solidarity or fraternal co-operation among the wage-slaves 
and their friends for the emancipation of labour all the world over, the 
cultivation of the sense of collective or corporate responsibility among 
all, for the victims of the present Social Juggernaut of capital and 
privilege, is the very essence of the movement, even in this its most 
" moderate" but most II materialistic" form. The spirit of solidarity 
and collective responsibility must, of course, precede as well as accom
pany, and result from, the progress of the economic movement. It 
st~nds to the latter in the relations of cause, accessory, and consequence. 
Modem civilization, with all its rottenness, has proved a blessing in this 
respect, that it has developed within it this motive force for its final 
regeneration. Capitalist production has necessitated the massing 
together of the workers in large towns, under miserable conditions 
compared with those of the independent artisans of the towns and 
villages of olden times; but these very conditions have taught them the 
t:tecessary lesson of their material inter-dependence, and enabled them 
better to grasp the higher notion of the inter-dependence of Society and 
the world at large. Socialism has, then, come to take hold of and 
develop this germ of the spirit of solidarity, guiding the people in their 
vague aspirations towards social co-operation, and giving them a definite 
ideal. Thus the motive power, generated by past economic conditions, 
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is developed byJSocialists and utilised for the destruction of old and 
production of new economic forms, which in their turn shall generate 
new and higher motive forces. This, I think, must be recog
nized as Nature's own ~course of evolution, so far, at least, as our free
thinking intellect and ordinary means of observation can ascertain. 
Thus the Form (Economic Socialism in practice) will be found to 
precede the substance (complete Human Solidarity, or the Spirit of 
Socialism), but depends for its own evolution upon a less-perfected 
Substance (the Spirit of Solidarity), which is itself the product of 
pre-existing Forms. But both the form and the substance, which will 
eventually carry us much further than Economic Collectivism, are 
evolving simultaneously; and from the higher standpoint of Theosophic 
Pantheism I can see:no good in attempting to dogmatize as to which 
precedes, or ought to~precede, the other. Let us merely admit that they 
are so mutually dependent, that the one cannot be good and the other 
evil. J. BRAILSFORD BRIGHT. 

(To be concluded.) 

OCCULT PHENOMENA. 

"OCCULT Phenomena; " the parrot-cry 
Goes forth to-day just as it went of old. 
The hard harsh sounds that, tune them as we may, 
Will never soften down to Poetry. 

" An evil generation seeketh for 
A sign; " adulterous, in that 'twould mate 
Things of the Spirit with the things of Sense, 
And bastardize the seed of living Truth. 

What sign, howe'er convincing to the brain, 
Will long outlive the wonder of the hour? 
For Doubt will thirst again, where Doubt it was 
That sought its slaking in the moment's proof. 

What sign will turn the wicked from his ways, 
When he can watch the rising of the Sun 
Unmov'd, the order'd march of Night and Day, 
The mystery of Life and Death and Sleep? 

An evil generation seeketh for 
A sign, but unto it there shall be sent 
No Sign but that of Jonah when he cried 
1'0 Nineveh to cleanse its heart-and see. 

W. ASHTON ELLIS. 
5-
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FROM "LUCIFER" TO A FEW READERS. 

A FTER waiting vainly for three months for a reply to the article 
I " LUCIFER TO THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY," during which time the 

Editors have been flooded with letters of congratulation from all parts 
of the world, an epistle from which we print extracts has been received. The 
letters which approved of our "Christmas letter" to his Grace-every intelligent 
man who read it finding only words of praise for it-were all signed Two or 
three abusive and villainous little notes were anonymous. The "epistle" 
referred to is signed with a name picked out of a novel, though the writer is 
known to us, of course, nor does he conceal his identity. But the latter is not 
sufficient guarantee for his ill-considered interference. For all that can be said 
of his letter, is that :-

"He knew not what to sa)', and so he swore."-BYRON. 

We must now be permitted to explain why we do not print it. There is 
more than one reason for this. 

First of all, our readers can feel but little interest in the matter; and 
the majority (an enormous one) having approved of LUCIFER'S "LETTER," 
one solitary opponent who dissents from that majority must be an authority 
indeed, to claim the right to be heard. Now, as he is by no means an 
authorit)', especially in the question raised, since he is not even an orthodox 
Christian, "sincere, if not over-wise," and since he only expresses his personal 
opinion, we do not see why we should inflict upon our subscribers that opinion 
-however honest it may be-when the majority of other personal opinions is 
unanimous in holding quite an opposite view? Again, although the principle on 
which our magazine is and has always been conducted, is to admit to its columns 
every criticism when just and impartial, on our teachings, doctrines, and even 
on the policy and doings of the theosophical body, yet we can hardly be required 
to sacrifice the limited space in our -llfonthly to the expression of every opinion, 
whether good, bad, or indifferent. Then, it so happens that the two chief 
characteristics of our critic's letter are: (a) a weakness in argument which 
makes it almost painful to read; and (b> personal rudeness, not to say abuse, 
which cannot in any way be material to the argument. Abusus non tollit USU11'. 

The "argument," if it can be so dignified, is based on quite a false conception 
of the" Letter to the Archbishop," and we could really deal only with a Reply 
to that "Letter," raising one point after the other, and answering the facts 
which have been brought forward. But this letter contains nothing of the 
kind. So we shall deal with the subject in general, and notice but a few 
sentences from it. 

Surprised to find that our now famous "Letter" has called forth no comment 
in our pages the writer remarks: 

.. Containing, as it did, such an unwarrantable attack on the institution of which he (the 
Archbishop) is the head, perhaps had the matter been allowed to rest, and the article allowed to die 
a natural death, no comment would have appeared necessary; but as Theosophists have thought it 
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necessary to republish tMir folly, and fling it before the world, liM a 'Red rag' to a Bull, it is I 
consider higb time that some one, at least, should endeavour to tlissuade them from tile f(J(}lisll.1y 
saUidailOliq they are pursning ... 

The" folly" is the reprinting of the" Letter" in 15,000 copies, sent all over 
the world. Now this" folly II and "foolishly suicidal policy II were resorted to 
just in consequence of the masses of letters received by us, all thanking LUCIFER 
for showing a courage no one else was prepared to show; and for stating 
publicly and openly that which is repeated and complained of ad nauseam in 
secret and privacy by the whole world, save by blind bigots. With an inconsis
tency worthy of regret the writer himself admits it. For he says: 

., So one can deny, of course, tbat the article in question contained in its underlying spirit much 
that was true, especially in some of the remarks relative to a narrow and dogmatic Christianity, 
which we know to exist, and which bas been realized by, and lamented often within the pale of the 
Church itself; and which all good and wide-minded Christians themselves deplore and fight agWnst
so that Theosophy is not a discoverer here of any new truth I .. 

Thus, after admitting virtually the truth and justice of what we said in our 
" LEITER, II the writer can take us to task only for not being the" DISCOVERERS II 
of that truth! Was the pointing out of slavery in the United States as an 
infamous institution, supported and defended by the Church, Bishops and 
Clergy-any discovery of a new truth? And are the Northern States which broke 
it by waving that infamy as a " Red rag" before the Southern Bull to be accused 
of folly? More than one misguided, though probably sincere critic, has accused 
them of "foolishly suicidal policy." . Time and success have avenged the noble 
States, that fought for human freedom, against a Church, which supported on the 
strength of a few idiotic words placed in Noah's mouth against Ham, the most 
fiendish law that has ever been enacted; and their detractors and critics must 
have looked-very silly, after the war. 

Our critic tries to frighten us in no measured language. Speaking of the 
" LEITER" as an article :-

-" whose writer seems to have steeped his pen iii the gall of a scurrility worthy of the correspondence 
of a tenth-rate society journal," 

-he asks us to believe :-

.. That such an article is only calculated to bring what should be a great and noble work into the 
contempt of the entire thinking community-a contempt from which it will never rise again I .. 

No truth spoken in earnest sincerity can ever bring the speaker of it 
into contempt, except, perhaps, with one class of men: those who selfishly 
prefer their personal reputation, the benefits they may reap with the majority 
which profits by and lives on crying social evils, rather than openly fight the 
latter. Those again, who will uphold every retrograde notion, however injurious, 
only because it bas become part and parcel of national custom; and who will 
defend ClInt-that which Webster and other dictionaries define as "whining, 
hypocritical pretensions to goodness "-even while despising it-rather than risk 
their dear selves against the above mentioned howling majority. The Theosophical 
Society, or rather the few working members of it in the West, court such 
" contempt, n and feel proud of it. 

We are told further:-
•• Should his Grace have tkigned to answer your article, I presume he would have replied some

what in this wise. 'I have to pro,ide spiritual food for upwards of 22.000.000 souls, of whom 
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probably upwards of 20,000.000 are ignorant people without the power of thought, and certainly 
without the smallest capacity for grasping an abstract idea; can you prOTide me with any better 
form of Esoteric machinery for feeding and supplying them?' Theosopby answers, ' No'" I I I 

Three answers are given to the above: 

(a.) Somebody higher than even his" Grace,"-his Master, in fact, "deigned" 
to answer even those who sought to crucify Him, and is said to have made 
his best friends of publicans and sinners. Why should not the Bishop of 
Canterbury answer our article? Because, we say, it is unanswerable. 

(b.) We maintain that the majority of the 20,000,000 receives a slone instead 
of the bread ·of life (the" spiritual food "). Otherwise, whence the ever-growing 
materialism, atheism and disgust for the dead-letter of the purely ritualistic 
Church and its Theology? . 

(c.) Give theosophy half the means at the command of the Primates of all 
England and their Church, and then see whether it would not find a "better 
form" and means to relieve the starving and console the bereaved 

Therefore, our critics have no right, so far, having no knowledge what theosophy 
would do, had it only the means-to answer for it-" No." Theosophy is able, 
at any. rate, to furnish" His Grace" if he but asks the question suggested by 
our critics-" Yes, theosophy can provide you with a better form . . • . for 
feeding the multitudes, both physically and spiritually." To do this is easy. 
It only requires that the Primates and Bishops, Popes and Cardinals, through
out the world should become the Apostles of Christ practically, instead of 
remaining priests of Christ, nominally. Let them each and all, the Lord 
Primate of England starting the noble example, give up their gigantic salaries 
and palaces, their useless paraphernalia and personal as well as Church lUXUry. 
The Son of Man "had not where to lay his head," and like the modern priests 
of Buddha, the highest as the lowest, had but one raiment over his body for 
all property; whereas again-God "dwelleth not in temples made with . 
hands," says Paul. Let the Church, we say, become really the Church of 
Christ, and not merely the State-Church. Let Archbishops and Bishops live 
henceforth, if not as poor, homeless, and penniless, as Jesus was, at least, as 
thousands oflheir starving curates do. Let them turn every cathedral and 
..church into hospitals, .refuges, homes for the homeless, and secular schools; 
preach as Christ and the Apostles are said to have preached: in the open air, 
under the sunny and starry vault of heaven, or in portable tents, and teach 
people daily morality instead of incomprehenslole dogmas. Are we to be told 
that if all the gigantic Church revenues, now used to embellish and build churches, 
to provide Bishops with palaces, carriages, horses, and flunkies, their wives with 
diamonds and their tables with rich viands and wines; are we to be told 
that if all those moneys were put together, there could be found in England 
one starving man, woman, or child? NEVER! 

To conclude :-
Our opponents seem to have entirely missed the point of our article, and 

to have, in consequence, wandered very far afield. As a further result, our 
latest critic seems to give vent to his criticism from a point of view very much 
more hostile than that he complains of. As his criticism is in general terms, and 
does not deal with any mistakes and inaccuracies, we content ourselves with 
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pointing out, to him and all other assailants, what we hoped was plain-the 
real purport of our letter to the Archbishop. 

His Grace was not .. attacked" in any personal sense whatever; he was 
addressed solely in consequence of his position as the clerical head of the 
ChW'Ch of England. . 

The clergy were spoken of and addressed throughout as "stewards of the 
mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven." They were addressed as the "spiritual 
teachers" of men, not as "the doers of good works." It was asserted that the 
vast majority of the clergy, owing to their ignorance of esoteric truth and 
their own growing materiality, are unable to act as "spiritual teachers." 
Consequently, they cannot give to those who regard them in that light that 
which is required Many persons are now in doubt whether religion is a 
human institution or a divine one; this because the Church has lost the "keys" 
to the "mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven," and is unable to help people 
to enter therein. Moreover" the Doctrine of Atonement," and the denuncia
tory Athanasian tenet, "he that believeth not shall be damned," are, to many, 
so absolutely repulsive that they will not listen at all. Witness the Rev. T. G. 
Headley and hiS recent articles in LUCIFER. 

Finally, our assailants' ill-veiled personal attacks on the leaders of the 
Theosophical movement are beside the mark. To demand that those leaders 
should, as evidence of their faith, take part in .. good works," or philanthropy, 
when with all the sincere good-will, they lack the means, is equivalent to taunting 
them with their poverty. All honour to the clergy, in spite ,of the "black sheep" 
amongst them, for their self-sacrificing efforts. But the Church, as such, fails 
to do the duty which is required of it. To do this duty adequately, 
exoteric religion musf have esoteric Knowledge behind it. Hence the clergy 
must study Theosophy and become, though not necessarily members of the 
,Society, pradical Theos,oJltisls. 

NOTE. 

WE have in type an excellent letter on .. Ultimate Philosophy," from Mr. H. L. 
Courtney, which we intended to include in this number, reserving Dr. Lewins' 

. long letter for our next issue. But an unfortunate mistake on the part of our 
printers obliges us to hold it over for next month, and to insert Dr. Lewins' 
letter instead. 

We therefore tender our sincere apologies to Mr. Courtney. 
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THE THEOSOPHICAL PUBLICATION SOCI~TY. 

THE Editors of LUCIFER have been requested to call the attention of its readers 
to the following announcement; and they have the more pleasure in doing so, 
since the work in question seems to deserve the hearty and cordial support of 
all those who attach any importance to the spread of Theosophical ideas by 
means of literature :-

(I.) The Theosophical Publication Society is international in character. It 
is so, for Theosophy is not limited by any considerations of race, nationality, or 
creed Its endeavour is to further the cause of Universal Brotherhood by 
uniting all those who are interested in the growth of intellectual and psychic 
spirituality in an attempt to assist others less favoured by circumstances than 
themselves. 

(2.) In pursuance of this object it proposes to place within the reach of the 
subscribers the most valuable contributions which have appeared dealing with 
the inner Soul-life of man, and providing guidance for its cultivation and 
development. Its publications will comprise (a) Reprints of valuable magazine 
articles which have appeared in past years in "The Theosophist," "The Path," 
"Le Lotus," and LUCiFER; (b) Original papers which shall contain practical 
instruction for students of the Occult; (c) Selections from rare MSS. and 
works; and (d) Reprints in cheap form, and translations of books not otherwise 
obtainable. 

(3.) In addition to providing its subscribers with literature as indicated above, 
the Society proposes to circulate large numbers of elementary pamphlets 
explaining the principles of Theosophy and the nature and aims of the 
Theosophical Society. 

The "Subscription to the Society is five shillings per annum, which entitles 
subscribers to the receipt, post free, of all the Society's publications the selling 
price of which is below sixpence. 

In addition to this they have the right to receive at cost price, all its other 
publications. Address, the Secretary, R. Harte, 78, Clarendon Road, Notting 
Hill, London W. 

N.B.-As the work undertaken by the Society ill an extremely wide and 
important one, and as the amount of good which it can do is largely dependant 
on the funds at its disposal, it is earnestly requested that all friends of 
the movement will support its work by liberal donations. 
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• 
MOHAMMED BENANI. 

(Sampson Low.) 

73 

Mohammed Benani is a very strange book, one of the strangest examples yet 
given to us of that essentially modem product, the novel of thought. This is, 
indeed, more than a modem book; it is in advance of nineteenth-centuryism. 
It is a novel of thought, and yet more,-Jt is a novel of speculation. And yet 
it remains fiction. The new school- has discovered the secret of the art, and 
thought and speculation are part of the lives of the characters, instead of being 
in any sense overlaid or added as the reflections of the author. The peculiar 
atmosphere of exaltation in which all the events take place, and, indeed, by 
which they are induced, is the result of the characters being all of the most 
complex order. What would a novelist of the old school havt! done with such 
a heroine as Eftomah, such a hero as Paulovitch? Fielding or Richardson 
would have been unable to create situations with them. All the rough and 
simple passions are smoothed away to give place to emotions finer and wider, 
and even more exhausting. In Paulovitch lies all the force, and power, and 
meaning of the book; and the peculiar flavour of his atmosphere clings to 
one long after the book has been read He has not a trouble in the 
world; and yet he would have succumbed to the trouble of the 
world, but for the society of his bright and charming wife. He 
is a Don Quixote of the most pronounced type, yet with a great longing to 
evade the profession of tilting at windmills. He makes a desperate effort 
to escape from the sight of misery which he is powerless to relieve by leaving 
civilization and making a delightful home in Morocco. But the destiny which 
compels him to be conscious of the misery of others, and to sacrifice himself 
in the attempt to alleviate it, pitilessly pursues him. The history of how he 
gradually becomes the champion of the unhappy natives, struggle as he may 
against the promptings of his noble nature, is in reality, the story of the book. 
Mohammed Benani is a persecuted native hero, whom Paulovitch protects, 
and through whom the complicated situations are produced Benani is a very 
clever and subtle study of a typical Oriental; he passes through the book as 
he passed through life-devoted, heroic, wrapped in gloom, silent, so reticent 
as to be almost characterless to a Western observer, who is yet always conscious 
that at the bottom of this heroic temperament lies treachery. The same 
profound reticence exists also in Eftomah j but her life-long contact with her 
European benefactors has eradicated the treachery from her nature. In her 
is depicted the seer, the clairvoyan~ and indeed in one remarkable scene the 
sybil of the highest order. The occult and " supernatural" is largely dealt 
with in the book, and in the most thoroughly modem spirit. Nothing is 
received with disbelief or incredulity, but everything is questioned, tested and 
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doubted Eftomah's sister is also a seer and clairvoyant, and there 
are two powerful scenes in which these abnormal powers are exercised, 
first by one sister and then by the other. Paulovitch, who induces the 
trance condition by his will, and his companions on the two occasions 
are alike profoundly impressed at the time; but the next morning the 
impression has faded It is found that the seer saw nothing which could 
be used for practical purposes, and moreover said nothing which was not 
already in the mesmerizer's mind This is wonderfully true to life. Horror was 
the first trial of the neophyte in the more credulous age when Lytton wrote, but 
now it is doubt. The whole book is essentially a life picture, and is fresh and 
brilliant as only a life picture can be. 

It is quite a new idea to literally sprinkle telegrams over the pages of a novel. 
It adds a certain zest to the reading, as one awaits the next" wire "with the 
same curiosity with which one awaits it in life at any stirring crisis. 

Another new idea, though one hardly so commendable, is to introduce such 
living names as the Czar of Russia and M. de Giers, into a drama avowedly 
based on fact, though taking place in northern Africa, where, as the author is 
careful to state in a foot-note, Russia bas never had even a legation. True, this 
device effectually disguises the nationality aimed at. But could not this object 
have been equally well attained without the use of names, the presence of which 
will almost certainly cause the book to be prohibited in Russia, where it might 
otherwise do good and useful work? 

Where the phenomena of mesmerism plays so prominent a part, Theosophy 
could not escape mention; and, though only referred to casually, it is spoken of 
in a tone which proves the author better informed on that much misunderstood 
subject than most of the writers who use the "occult" to give colour to their 
novels. 

One very striking feature in a book such as this, written confessedly " with a 
purpose," is the great skill developed in attaining that "purpose." The 
reader's attention and interest are rivetted by the unfoldment of the plot itself 
as much as by the keen and incisive style of the writing. Thus led on, the 
reader never realises that he' is being led to form definite opinions on political 
questions, and to espouse a cause for which, one day, his active sympathy may 
be demanded Such a result is rarely achieved by books "with a purpose"; 
and high praise is due to the author for its successful accomplishment. 

A MODERN APOSTLE; THE ELIXIR OF LIFE; THE STORY OF 

CLARICE; AND OTHER POEMS. 

By Constance C. W. Naden. (Kegan Pau~ Trench and Co.) 

Miss Constance Naden is, we believe, a Hylo-Idealist; but she is certainly 
one to whom the ideal side of life appeals with more force than does its 
materiality. Her volume of poems shows this clearly; and, unlike most modern 
poetry, penetrates below the surface of things. 

" A Modem Apostle," sketches the picture of one of those enthusiasts in 
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whom spiritual intuition burns too brightly to be quenched by the fogs of 
materialism. 

Mter battling with an agony of doubt, his inner vision is opened, he 
"senses " 

.. The Eternal Power which makes the Many, One, 
Shining through all ; the Law made visible." 

Therefore, forsaking all, he follows the light; even though disowned by Ihis 
father, a narrow teacher of a bigoted sect. 

In sharp contest to this seer of visions stands his beloved, who mistakes the 
false light of mere brain reasoning for the pure light of intellectual truth. 

Both are perfectly honest and sincere. Hence, deeply as they love each 
other, Ella feels that she would be a fetter on her lover's soul and sends him 
from her. 

In the end the seer dies, worn out with labour and pain, as die all those who 
truly serve the truth; but dying he bequeaths to Ella his unfinished task, for 
the light which shines through his death, pierces her heart and awakens the 
intuition which lay dormant there. 

Thus the story; the form it is clothed in, is the stanza so inimitably wielded 
by Byron in "Childe Harold" In Miss Naden's hands it is effective, although 
its two last lines, the epigram of each stanza, too often fall dull and heavy on 
the ear. 

The same metre iis used in the" Elixir of Life," a brief but pregnant study of 
the human heart. Its burden, drawn from that deeper source of inspiration 
which occultists know, is summed up in the following lines: 

.. Oh, Life, stern Life • • . 

Surely the end and meaning is not loss, 
Surely thou workest to some joy untold; 

Some Book of Life there is, not writ across 
With runes of woe and dirges manifold; 

Some fire thou hast to purge away the dross 
Of death, deep grained in thy purest gold; 

From all things save the quintessence of Thee, 
From Hate, from Love-Oh Life, deliver me I .. 

Or, as more tersely expressed in "Light on the Path,"-" Life's utterance is 
not, as you that are deaf may suppose, a cry: it is a song." 

A PROFESSOR OF ALCHEMY-DENIS ZACHAIRE. 
By Percy Ross. (London, George Redway.) 

This is a romance carved in the full and glowing life of the century of the 
Renaissance. A truism it is that human life and its passions are ever the same; 
but in this tale Percy Ross shows an exceptional power of entering into the 
forms of life and feeling in which the men of three centuries ago breathed and 
moved. In Denis Zachaire, the reader is made to feel the throb, the. intense 
ardent aspiration of an age in which nature, art and civilisation were bursting 
in all their magnificence upon the delighted senses of a newly awakened race, 
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All things seemed possible to these men rejoicing in their youthful strength, for 
their's was still the instinctive consciousness of a life, a life fuller, more glorious, 
more satisfying than the life of matter. 

Denis Zachaire, the Alchemist, his wife Berengaria, a noble type of loving 
womanhood, his teacher, Wencelas, a striking figure though barely outlined, 
his enemy Raoul de Fonc~, are living beings and in them all there is the same 
burning intensity of life, but in each differently expressed. 

The climax is strong and dramatic, the plot, though simple, is well-conceived, 
and its interest maintained throughout; but the device of making the spirit of 
Berengaria appear to Denis to soften his heart, is far too common-place for use 
in a tale, wherein the pursuit and' achievement of the "Philosopher's Stone" 
plays so important a part. Indeed, the element of occultism contained in the 
book is much too slight for such a canvas, but this, perhaps, will be a recom
mendation in the eyes of many who look rather for amusement than truth. In 
any case "A Professor of Alchemy" is well worth reading and deserves to be 
a success, but this rather in the character of a romance than as a work affording 
any information on the subject of Alchemy and the" Philosopher's Stone." 

THE MEISTER. 

JOURNAL OF· THE WAGNER SOCIETY. 

OF this, our new contemporary, in its special aspect of a magazine devoted to 
Music, it is not our province to speak. But besides this, its special mission, it 
has another which calls for a few words from us. 

Richard Wagner was a mystic as well as a musician. He penetrated deeply 
into the inner realms of life through his intellect as well as through his art. His 
prose writings are full of the most profound mysticism, and the number cf the 
new journal before us gives evidence that this element will receive due recog
nition. Moreover, its Editor has already shown that he is equally qualified by 
his natural mysticism to appreciate the writings, as he is by his musical talents 
to interpret the compositions, of that great genius. 

The Meister is got up in a style in keeping with its subject matter; and, in 
the short compass of 32 pages, it contains a well-chosen selection of articles both 
philosophic and literary, which will amply repay perusaL 
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<torrespont)ence. --
BE THE BRAIN THEOREM OF THE UNIVERSE. 

T() the Editors ()f LUCIFER. 
KINDLY permit me to direct attention to the ADVERSARY'S garbled quotation of a 
sentence which quite distorts my meaning. At page 510, 2nd column, of LUCIFER 
for February, is the following passage: "In the teeth of all scientific luminaries 
from Faraday to Huxley, who all confess to knowing NOTHING [which is surely 
rather too much of a negation] (I) of matter, Dr. Lewins declares that' Matter, 
organic and inorganic, is now fully known'" (Auto-Centricism, page 40). On 
turning to this reference, I find my declaration runs thus, and consequently 
gives quite a different complexion to my position than that implied by my critic. 

" Matter, organic and inorganic, between which no real veil of partition exists," 
is DOW fully known by Medicine to perform, unaided by 'Spiritual' agency, all 
material operations.(2) That fact, though ignored by Newton, was the realout
come of his mechanical theory of the Universe. As soon as he demonstrated 
innate activity or attractive' energy, the push and pull of every atom of 
matter, the intrusion of a 'spiritual' agency was at once abrogated." 

Indeed, it really is quite unthinkable to predicate the interaction of such 
incompatible elements (concepts) as corporeity and incorporeity. Cui b()n() 
nerves or other somatic structures, for the conduction of an unsubstantial 
substance (Archreus)? The idea is as inconceivable as inexpressible. The con
tradiction is quite a Redudi() ad impossibile. It runs on all fours with 
Descartes' Pineal Gland hypothesis of the" Soul." (3) 

ROBERT LEWINS, M.D. 

jEDlTORS' NOTE.--{I). Many passages from the most eminent physicists of the day could be 
quoted to prove that there can never be ., too much of a negation·· In such confessions of ignorance 
upon this subject. No one knows to this hour the ultimate structure or essence of matter. Hitherto, 
Science has ne,·er yet succeeded in decomposing a single one of the many simple bodies, miscalled 
.. elementary substances." So far do our materialists stmy, nolen volens, into metaphysics, that they 
are not even sure if molecules are realities, or a simple fancy based on false perceptions I .. There 
may be no such things as molecules ... " writes Prof. J. P. Cooke, in his New Chemistry, " ... the 
new chemistry assumes as its jundamental postulat~, lkatthe magni/udu we call molecules are realiti~s .-
Mll litis is (Nf~Y a postulale." Can any critIc assume, after this, " too much of a negation" ? . 

(2). How, then, does Medicine, or any other Science./ully know that matter performs unatded by 
.. Spiritual" agency, all material operations? All they know is, that they are Ignorant even of the 
reality of their molecules, let alone invisible primordial matter. And it is just with ~egard to the 
,ralural junctions of lhe grey matler in the h"ain, and the action of the mind or consclOusn~s, t~t 
Tyndall hilS declared that were we even enabled to su and jul the very molecules of the bmln, still 
I~ ehas,,! 6etu.wn Ih~ two classes of pheno11l~na would 6e " inlell~clually iml!assable." How, then, can 
Dr. Lewms say of that which all naturalists, biologists, psychologists (With the exception, per~aps, 
of Hrecke1, who is undeniably mad on the question of his own omniscience) hav: proclaimed 
unknowa6le to human intellect, that it is .. julo/ known to Medicine," of all Sciences (With the excep-
lion oC Su:-gery) the most t"ntative. hypothetical and uncertain? . 

. (3). Descartes showed some consistency at least, whilt' putting forth his hypo~h~ls. about the 
tnneDI gland. He would not talk upon a subject and predicate of an organ that whtch ,I u. not when 
entirely ignorant of what it may be. In this he was wiser in his generation than the philosophers 
and physicists who came after him. Now-a-days, the Science of Pbysiology knows I!0 more than 
Descartes did of th~ pineal gland, and the spleen, and a Cew more mysterious ~r~ns In the human 
body. Yet, e,'en In their great ignorance they will deny point-blank any 1",nlual agency there, 
where they are unable to perceive and follow even the material operations. VANITY AND CONCEIT 
are thy names. Oh, young Phvsiology! and a peacock's feather in the tail of the XIXth c~!'tury 
crow. is the fittest emblem thai LUCIFER can offer the present generation of .. Subtle Doctors. 1 

.. Chemistry, as I have elsewhere stated, since Wohler's labomtory manufacture of the o~ganic com
pound Ure." has quite unified organic and inorganic" Nature." What used ~.o figure In chcnucal 
text books as "Organic Chemistry," is now treated of as " Carbon Compounds. . 

The solution of continuity is formal and apparent only, not real. "Things" are Indeed not as they 
.seem. 

o 
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THE LATE MRS. ANNA KINGSFORD, M.D. 

OBITUARY. 

WE have this month to record with the deepest regret the passing away from 
this physical world of one who, more than any other, has been instrumental in 
demonstrating to her fellow-creatures the great fact of the conscious existence
hence of the immortality-of the inner Ego. 

We speak of the death of Mrs. Anna Kingsford, M. D., which occurred on 
Tuesday, the 28th of February, after a somewhat painful and prolonged illness. 
Few women have worked harder than she has, or in more noble causes; none 
with more success in the cause of humanitarianism. Hers was a short but a 
most useful life. Her intellectual fight with the vivisectionists of Europe, at a 
time when the educated and scientific world was more strongly fixed in the 
grasp of materialism than at any other period in the history of civilisation, alone 
proclaims her as one of those who, regardless of conventional thought, have 
placed themselves at the very focus of the controversy, prepared to 4are and brave 
all the consequences of their temerity. Pity and Justice to animals were among 
Mrs. Kingsford's favourite texts when dealing with this part of her life's 
work; and by reason of her general culture, her special training in the science 
of medicine, and her magnificent intellectual power, she was enabled to influence 
and work in the way she desired upon a very large proportion of those people 
who listened to her words or who· read her writings. Few women wrote 
more graphically, more takingly, or possessed a more fascinating style. 

Mrs. Kingsford's field of activity, however, was not limited to the purely 
physical, mundane plane of life. She was a Theosophist and a true one at 
heart; a leader of spiritual and philosophical thought, gifted with most 
exceptional psychic attributes. In connection with Mr. Edward Maitland, her 
truest friend-one whose incessant, watchful care has undeniably prolonged 
her delicate ever-threatened life for several years, and who received her last 
breath-she wrote several books dealing with metaphysical and mystical sub
jects. The first and most important was "The Perfect Way, or the Finding 
of Christ," which gives the esoteric meaning of Christianity. It sweeps away 
many of the difficulties that thoughtful readers of the Bible must contend with 
in their endeavours to either understand or accept literally the story of Jesus 
Christ as it is presented in the Gospels. 

She was for some time President of the "London Lodge" of the Theosophical 
Society, and, after resigning that office, she founded" The Hermetic Society" for 
the special study of Christian mysticism. She herself, though her religious 
ideas differed widely on some points from Eastern philosophy, remained a 
faithful member of the Theosophical Society and a loyal friend to its leaders. to 

She was one, the aspirations of whose whole life were ever turned toward the 
eternal and the true. A mystic by nature-the most ardent one to those who 

* Both Mr. Maitland and Mrs. Kingsford had resigned from the .. London Lodge of the The0-
sophical Society," but not from the Parent Society. 
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knew her well-she was still a very remarkable woman. even in the opinion of 
the materialists and the unbelievers. For, besides her remarkably fine and in
tellectual face, there was that in her which arrested the attention of the most 
unobserving and foreign to any metaphysical speculation. For, as Mrs. Fenwick 
:\Iiller writes, though Mrs. Kingsford's mysticism was "simply unintelligible" 
to her, yet we find that this did not prevent the writer from perceiving the 
truth. As she describes her late friend, "I have never known a woman so 
exquisitely beautiful as she who cultivated her brain so assiduously. I have 
never known a woman in whom the dual nature that is more or less perceptible 
in every human creature was so strongly marked. If So sensuous, so feminine on 
the one hand, so spiritual, so imaginative on the other hand." 

The spiritual and psychic nature had always the upper hand over the sensuous 
and feminine; and the circle of her mystically-inclined friends will miss her 
greatly, for such women as she are not numerous in the same century. The 
world in general has lost in Mrs.. Kingsford one who can be very ill-spared in 
this era of materialism. The whole of her adult life was passed in working 
unselfishly for others, for the elevation of the spiritual side of humanity. We 
can, however, in regretting her death take comfort in the thought that good work 
cannot be lost nor die, though the worker is no longer among us to watch for 
the fruit. And Anna Kingsford's work will be still bearing fruit even when 
her memory has been obliterated with the generations of those who knew her 
wel~ and new generations will have approached the psychic mysteries stiD 
nearer. 

• The statement made by some papers that Mrs. Kingsford did not find her resting place in 
psychic force. for .. she died a Roman Catholic," is utterly false. The boasts made by the R. C. 
Wedl" Regis'" (March 3 and March 10,1888) to the effect that she died in the bosom of the 
Church, having abjured her views, psychism, theosophy, and even her .. Perfect Way," and writings 
in general, have been vigorously refuted in the same paper by her husband, Rev. A. Kingsford, and 
}fro Maitland. We are sorry to hear that her last days were embittered by the mental agony in
fticted upon her by an unscrupulous n\ln, who, as Mr. Maitland dec1ared to us, was smuggled in 
<u a .... ne-and who did nothing but bother her patient, .. imponune her, and pray." That Mrs. 
Kingsford was entirely against the tlzeology of the Church of Rome, though believing in Catholic 
doctrines, may be proved by one of her last letters to us, on .. poor slandered St. Satan," in con
nection with certain attacJcs on the name of our journal, LUCIFER. We have preserved this and 
several other letters, as they were all written between September, 1887 and January, 1888. They 
thus RJDain eloquent witnesses against the pretensions of the ~VU"kQl Regis'". For they prove 
that Mrs. Kingsford had not abjured her views. not that she died .. in fidelity to the Catholic 
Church." 
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HYLO-IDEALISM, OR THE BRAIN 
THEOREM OF MIND AND 
MATTER. 

.. We receive but what we give. 
And in our Life alone does Nature live; 
Ours is her wedding garment. ours ber shroud." 

-COLERIDGE. 
To the Editors of LUCIFER. 

LET me again strive, with reference to 
the elaborate minutes on this synthesis 
and the in~enious speculations of the 
"Adversary,' contained in the February 
No. of LUCIFER, to show, as imperfectly 
as words can interpret Abstract Ideals, 
what the real meaning and drift of this 
contention practically is. I shall en
deavour to be as luminous, without being 
voluminous, as possible. My heresy 
purports to predicate that truth is neither 
an Orthodoxy or Heterodoxy, but a 
Paradoxy with two sides-not to mention 
subordinate facets. Anything short of 
this, whether on the Physical Science, or 
Transcendental aspect, can only be a half 
truth, i.e., a whole falsehood. It is a 
case not only of Facing-both·w<l,Ys, as 
Bunyan has it, but of Janus Quadrijrons. 
It holds with the hare and hunts with 
the hounds. I t covers all phenomena 
whatsoever. It turns upside down all 
currentOconcepts and percepts of good 
and evil, as the eye from inversion of 
light rays on the retina reverses all objects 
visible. And thus it brands civilization, 
and especially British Pseudo· civilization. 
the most stereotyped and conventional 
form in Europe - as a pyramid on its 
apex-always, as indeed the history of 
all modem nations proves, unstable, but 
never more tottering and ready to topple 
over than when its blinded votaries-as 
in the Breotian Britain of to·day-most 
jubilantly cackle about its progress, 
prosperity and stability. My object in 
promulgating this Cosmology and 
Biology, a superstructure founded 
upon all extant concrete Science, (rom 
the formal Physics of N eV\'ton to 
Anatomy, which only in this century, 
on the lines of French Materialism, 
has developed into a true Science-is 
to ventilate scientific formula as the 
basis of somatic Monism or Unitariar.
ism, as Occultists label it. So as to 
bring completely within the limits of 
Reason, occult data hitherto falsely held 
to be outside its pale, such as "Divine" 
mysteries, like the Descent of the Holy 
Ghost and similar ones, which the Brain 
Theory reduces to symptoms of exalted 
innervation and cerebration.o The Rev. 

• I might include the Bacchic phrensy. with 
which the .. com;,,! of tM Holy Glwsr was 
confounded by outsIders. as in Acts. 2nd Chap . • 
13th verse. 

Edward Irving's epidemic orgasm ?f 
unknown tongues, inter alia mulla, IS 
clearly such a nerve-erethism - the 9th 
pair of cerebral nerves or Linguals, 
which innervates the motor muscles of 
the tongue participating in the hyper
aesthesia of the adjacent gangha-:-I 
identify thus completely the Stoic Pal.m
genesia with the Pentecostal outpounng 
of the Paraclete and other prophetic 
visions, thus denuding the latter, as I 
more fully explain in my tract of " Life 
and Mind on the basis of Modem 
Medicine (Materialism)," of all preten
sions to be an exceptional, novel or 
miraculous Influx. Hippocrates, indeed, 
the father of Medicine, who first broke 
away-so far as our own records extend 
-from the hereditary caste of .tEscula
pian priesthood, really implied all I do 
when-no doubt to the horror of the 
orthodox hierarchy-he hazarded the 
aphorism that Epilepsy, which, according 
to ancient Church tradition, was St. Paul's 
"thorn or stakeii' in the flesh," was no 
more a Divine disease than any other, 
all diseases being alike the result of 
impaired bodily tissue; the healthy 
function of which being thus a fortiori, 
necessarily, implied to be a natural hylic 
one, and in no degree dependent on 
indwelling "spirit" or "divinity" in l~ny 
shape or hue. It is indeed signi~nt 
that no termi~ology has ever been coined 
to express ' what Transcendentalism 
vainly seeks to express by words when, 
in its Utopia, it aims at formulating a 
dual substance-a substance super-added 
to and "animating" the sole cognizable 
entity Matter. We may hence .alone 
assume that no second substance is 
intelligible or (ogically thinkable, but 
that what savage:medicine men, in whose 
steps Ontologists. are s!ill. s~raying,. ha-.:e 
mistaken (or thiS Ammlstlc Fetich IS 
nothing else than the (unction, exhibit, 
or symptom-to use , a medical term
of this one material or somatic to Pan. 
e< Where three physicians are, two are 
Atheists," says the immemorial proverb. 
coined before Physic had conquered 
a scientific status. Now the proverb, 
if up to dare, must be amplified so as to 
\Dclude a\l three. When we eliminate 

r"\anima," which really means vitality,t or 
'-Soul, which is Anglo·Saxon for life, from 

the universe inorganic and or~anic, which 
indeed since Wohler's artifiCial prepara
tion of an organic compound,60 years 

• This neurosis. it may be profitably added. 
breaks down the mind more than the body . 

t Of which .. vitality" biologists know no 
more than of the man in the moon.
[ ADVERSARy·l 
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ago, are proved to be so/idaire, and only 
fonD1lly, not really distinct, we get rid of 
Deity, as the active agent in function 
eithf!r of " brute," or living matter, which 
-.ming duality the above chemical ex
periment shows to be but one compact, 
Indivisible Monad. God, as a Maker 
of Spirit, Soul, and caco-demonic Anima, 
is clean out of court and eliminated from 
wbat is falsely labelled " Creation." 
Indeed, the definition of this Eidolon 
in the 39 Articles ofthe English Church
now JOO years old-tells the same atheistic 
tale. A god "'lJlit/wul paris and pas
sions, n is exactly what I term the still 
wider conception of "Spirit," a non-entity, 
and DO actual Ens at alL Sir I. Newton 
was quite mystified when he inserted, in 
his PRINCIPIA, the sdlOlium about the 
Supreme Being. Just as much as the 
mystagogica1 INo-philanthropist Robes
pierre was, when he instituted the fete of 
th:lt nonentity during the French terror. 
Colerid~ indeed-though himself 

a fervid • Spiritualist," especially when 
under Narcosis from opium~lstinctly 
states in,his " Table Talk," that Newton's, 
divinity doctrines were c. pure raving." 
Luther himself is virtually all Material
ism indicates as Atheist, when he says : 
.. God is a blank sheet, on which nothing 
is written but by ourselves." And again, 
.. We learn by experience that God takes 
DO interest in the present world." He 
died desJ!airing of Humanity, comforting 
himself m the prospect of its speedy 
annihilation as hopelessly and miserably 
derelict. Mr_ Carlyle was one of my 
most inveterate libellers-yet he too was 
pr:\ctically an Atheist when he ex
claimed, with a howl Mr. Froude avers 
he cao never forget, that .. God never 
acts or shows himself."-Indeed, his 
biographer infers that Carlyle seemed 
to rage so ante-diluvianly against 
Materialism from a secret dread and 
anticipation that it would turn out to be 
true. I think the case of Cudworth's 
"Intellectual System of the Universe," 
'lIery significant. No doubt he was a sincere 
Christian, his work being written shortly 
before Newton turned the world upside 
down. Yet, as a candid and sincere soul, 
and a far-reaching and profound thinker 
in estimating the conflicting claims of 
Deism and Atheism his argume~ts for 
the latter Faith or Unfaith so preponder
ated over the theistic ones, that, to his 
great distress, he was reviled as an 
Atheist in disguise, which so discouraged 
and depressed him that much of his opus 
magnum still remains-in the British 
Museum, I believe-in manuscript. Sir 
A. Grant, late pnncipal of the EdlDbur~h 
University, in his monograph of Aris
totle, credits the Stagyrite withholding 
the same virtually Atheistic creed as 
Buddha. To me it is, or ought to be, 

strange how Atheism looms before the 
strabismk eyes of our gross, semi·bestial 
~eneration-as a coarse and vulgar cre1!d, 
If for no other reason than for its enthu
siastic advocacy by Lucretius-the most 
sublime and most truly original poet and 
thinker of antiquity, and by Shelley in 
modern times, who, though no solid 
thinker, had probably the most ethereal 
soul of whom we have any literary record. 

The Brain theory I launch on the 
world chaos-like Noah's dove on the 
diluvial waste of waters-as an Eirenicon 
between mystics and scientists, is simply 
this, that al1 the knowledge we are capable 
of reaching must be an asselfment, prior 
to which there can be no Gnosis at a11-
not even its chaotic adumbration-that 
the mind, an organic function and nothing 
separate from the bodily Ego-as seal 
and conditioner of percepts and concepts 
-is both Agonist and Agony, Spectacle 
and Spc:ctator-out of which egress is 
impoSSible. So that the Universe
abstract and concrete-of thought and 
thing, subject and object, is, in the last 
resort, a subjective, egoistic, cerebral or 
intercranial one, an organic function in 
short, g-eneralin% all space and immensity, 
time and eternity, so that capping LoUIS 
XIV. in his vaunt of being the state, 
each unit of sentient creation must say, 
"/,Uni'llers "esl mDz:"o Remembering that, 
as concept and percept, everything can 
only be a "think" and that thought is 
a process of cerebration, it is clear 
Solipsism is established-no sane mind 
ever dreaming of vicarious performance 
of any natural function, which each 
monad must perform for itself alone. 

Let' me illustrate my axiom by an 
example I have often elsewhere used. 
But crambe repetila I find, like John 
Wesley, the most convincing form of 
Rhetoric. Napoleon, on his Egyptian 
expedition, fuming at the Atheism of his 
accompanying Stnlans, Monge, Ber
thollet, &c., raised his conquering arm 
to the hosts of Heaven and reproved 
their Hylism thus: "You are fine 
talkers, Messieurs, /Jut 'IJIM made all 
lluse '" The ordinary sensationalist 
response was then and now is, and no 
doubt it was theirs: " Noone-they 
were never made at all, Matter is 
eternal, without beginning as without 
end." But our Brain theory, as so 
luminously expounded in C. N.'s (who is 
Miss Constance Naden, author of the 
volume of poems lately sent by me to 
LUCIFER, "The Modem Apostle, 
Elixir of Life, &c.," now travelling in 
the land of Brahma and Buddh) 
Prologue to my recent tract" Humanism 

• Just what every Brahmin and every Vedantin 
says when repeating: Alram lIlJa pardrakma. 
"I am myself Brahma or the Universe."
LAoVERSARY.] 
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v. Theism," carries the solution of the 
crux one momentous and fateful step 
further. Our answer would have been, 
"YOURSELF. Colour and Light, and 
all they reveal, are only imagery 
manufactured in the posterior chambers 
of your own optics, and in the cells 
"(vesiculo-neurine) of your own Cortex 
cereon·." 

Again I compare our relation to the" 
external world to Sir: Christopher Wren's 
in St. Paul's Cathedral, which is practically 
that of Para Brahm, who, looking round, 
can see nothing but Self and the opera
tions of Self, which fully justifies Miss 
Naden when she characterizes our Scltema 
as Apotheosis not Iconoclasm. We level 
up and destroy nothing. We only trans
figure all things by immersion in the Self. 
We thus verify Schiller's couplet in his 
" Jtkale." 

.. Take the Godhead into YOUI own Being. 
. And He abdicates his Cosmic throne ... 

So that, as G. M. McC. finely puts it 
in the Appendix to Mr. Courtney's "Auto
Centricism," our brain, and no central Sun, 
is the cynosure, as creator of all the con
stellations-Nature's giant frame itself 
being but an abstract fi~ent of Egoity. 
Shakspeare's dictum: 'There is nothing 
good or ill but thinking makes it so," 
should hylo-ideally run: "There is 
nothing good, i11, indifferent, or at all, 
other than thinkjng." I trust the above 
synopsis has sented materially to clear up 
the outs and ins of this heresy, which is 
at once common· sense, synthetic science, 

. and Christology rationalized and adapted 
to the present standpoint of the human-at 
least European-understanding. 

It will be found on ver.ification-Fact 
being grander than all Fiction-to be 
sublimer than all Religious or Poetic or 
mystic Oriental inspiration or clair
voyance. Byron sings in "Don Juan" of 
Berkeley's "sublime discovery of making 
the Universe universal Egotism," and 
Hylo-Phenomenalism-as a later birth of 
time-necessarily overtops absolute 
Idealism. It quite sets Mankind up 
for Himself and for the first time 
in Civil History - ma~es, in vulgar 
parlance, a Man of a beast. So 
long as our race is the thrall of its own 
"'Iawless and uncertain thoughts," the 
human animal-individually and collec
tively-remains the semi-bestial hl,brid 
Goethe, and other sages, ticket the ' little 
World God" as being. 

Before closing, let me shortly allude to 
the criticism of TIte Adversary, arraigning, 
on verbal grounds, the consistency of this 
heresy. The antinomy is apparent only
not vital. I t inevitably arises from the am
phibology of language-no single word in 

which is capable of covering the douolu 
en/entes in a Paradoxy which,. stands four 
square to all the points of the compass. 
I need not here dwell on this obiection. 
It has been effectually anticipated and 
dealt with by Mr. Courtney, in his most 
lucid and luminiferous Appendix to "The 
New Gospel of Hylo-Idealism," as also 
most fully in his Preface to "Auto
Centricism." 

As to the argumentum ad Itominem the 
LUCIFER censor adduces of the improb
ability of this simple theorem being reo 
served for Dr. Lewms to solve, let it stand 
for the little it is worth. Some one must 
be the Innovator in every Reformation. 
Why not Dr. Lewins, as well as another? 
Noone can know like himself how 
anxiously and conscientiously he has laid 
the substructure and constructed the 
superstructure of his" Palace of Truth." 
But let the thing, or nothing (for it is 
both), stand on its own merits, in
dependent of extraneous non-essentials. 
1 have always insisted on its only being 
an adaptation, up to date, of former 
Cosmogonies-pre-historic, classic and 
modem. Among the latest and most 
noteworthy of these is Kant's negation of 
"Thing in itself." Only my formula is 
better suited to our age, and inevitaIJly so. 
For Kant formulated his" all shattenng" 
one at an epoch, when not one of the 
modem sciences I have utilized as the 
concrete substrata of mine-with the 
doubtful exception of Astronomy-had 
been evolved from the dredal Brain of 
Aryan Man-and he never really was at 
home in his own palace, which was too 
spacious for his use. 

I may here appropriately add that all 
the Physical Sciences-not even excepting 
Astronomy, both in its present day 
eschatological bearings and analytic 
technic-are French. Chemistry, Geology 
Paleontology and Anatomy (Histology.) 
The hide-bound, unspeculative British 
mtellect has contributed essential dal4 
(facts) to the fabric. But its defective 
generalizing and abstract capacity-as 
notably in Priestley's Oxygen discovery
has quite failed in constructing out of 
"disjecta membra" a symmetric syntaxis. 
When Dot narrow and contracted the 
English mind, at least sicce the Puritan 
Revolt and Revolution-with which the 
hard and fast Philosophy of Locke well 
dovetails-has been quite eccentric. Its 
real province has been in the vulgar 
realistic tk/ails of Physical Science, and 
in the still lower planes of Industrialism. 
Scotland preserved, for more than a 
century longer, the ideal "spiritual" and 
philosophic afflatus. 

ROBERT LEWINS, M.D. 
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SCIENTIFIC NOTES. 
De Pro!undis .' 

THE world of science has just sustained a 
hea\1' loss, an irreparable one, it is feared. 
The blow falls especially heavy on two 
men of science. For the great calamity 
which deprives at once humanity of a 
new and lovely, albeit gelatinous fore· 
father, and the German Darwin of the 
\'ery topmost leaf from his crown of 
scientific laurels, strikes simultaneously 
Messrs. Haeckel and Huxley. One, as all 
the world -excepl ignoramuses, of course 
-knows, was the fond parent of the late 
lamented BathybiusHfUckelzi"-just passed 
away-or shall we say Iransfigured.'-the 
other, the ~odfather of that tender sea
Bower, the Jelly-speck of the oceans. . , ." 

" Woe is me, for I am undone !" cried 
Isaiah, upon seeing the "Lord of Hosts" 
appear as smoke. "Woe are we!" 
exclaim both Messrs. Huxley and Haeckel 
upon finding their occult progeny
the Montron - Bathybius that was
turning under pitiless chemical analysis 
into a vulgar pinch of precipitate of sul
pkak of lime.' And, as with a great cry, 
they fall into each other's arms : 

.. T/ley weep each other's woe. . . 0 

. . . . . 
o woeful day I 0 day of woe! . . . 0 

repeat, Greek-choms-like, all the learned 
b?dies of the two continents, of the Old 
and of the New World. 

Alas, alas, young Bathybius exists no 
more 1 • • • Nay, worse, for it is now 
being ascertained that he has never had 
any existence at all-except, perhaps, in 
the too credulous scientific brams of a few 
naturalists. 

Requiucat in pace, sweet, dream-like 
myth, whose gelatinous appearance be
fooled even two great Darwinists and led 
them right into the meshes of crafty 
Maya.' But-" De morluis nil nisi 
bonum "-we know, we know. Still it is 
not saying evil of the poor ex-Bathybius, I 
hope, to remember he is now but a pinch 
of lime. Horribile dietu : in whom shall, 
or can we, place hencefol th our trust? 
Whither shall we tum for a primordial 
ancestor, now that even that jelly-like 
stranger has been taken away from us? 
Verily, we are stranded; and humanity, an 
orphan once more, is again as it was before 
-a parisb-babe in Kosmos, without father, 
mother, or even a second· band god in the 
shape 0 of a Bathybius as a foundation
stone to stand upon ! Woe! Woe! 

But tbere may be still some balm left 
• Viu first number of LIJCl~oER. page 73. 

.. Literary Jottings." 

in Gilead. If our ever to be lamented 
ancestor, breaking under a too severe 
analysis, has ceased to be a protoplasmic 
entity, it is still a salt. And are we not 
assured that we "are the salt of the 
earth?" Besides which we are salt· 

o generating animals anyhow, and there · 
fore may still hope to be related with the 
late Batbybius. Decidedly, mankind has 
Iittletolamentfor. Haeckeland Mr. Huxley 
are thus tbe chief and only sufferers. 

No wonder, then, that 0 the Royal 
Society is said to go into deep mourning 
for a whole lunar month. Moreover, the 
" F_RS.'s" should not fail to send Dr. 
Avehng to Berlin to carry the expression 
of their deep collective sympathy to poor 
Dr. Haeckel for the bereavement they 
have caused to him. For, firstly-who 
fitter than the eminent translator of the 
"Pedigree of Man" to offer consolation 
to the eminent German naturalist, the 
author of Anthropogenesis and other 
inspired volumes? And secondly-it is 
a case of "Science versus Science." It 
is the right hand of Science which has 
robbed her left hand of her promising 
progeny-the Bathybius HfUckdit: We 
have but one more instance like this one 
in history-namely, the sad case of Count 
Ugolino. Walled-in, in· the famous tower, 
in company with his f:rmily to starve, the 
generous ' and self-sacrificing nobleman 
fearing to leave his children orphans
devoured them one after the other-hlest 
they should remain fatherless," explains 
the legend. 

But I perceive-too late, I am afraid
that the case as above cited has little, if 
any, analogy with the case in hand. 
Ugolino ate his sons, and Haeckel-did 
not eat his son, Bathybius . •.. ? Yet 
.•.. Well-I give it up ! 

ME;\IO. - Apply to the pellucid 
Solipsism of tbe Hylo-Idealists to get 
me out of this bog of the two sets of 
" sons "-the sons of U golino and the 
"first-born ".of Haeckel. .. • 

RELIGIOUS NOTES. 
My Perplexities. 

HERE would be the right place for an
other MEMO.-"To ask the Bishop of 
Canterbury," etc., etc. But his Grace, I 
fear, will refuse to enlighten me. 

I bave just finished reading the excel
lent article in LUCIFER'S French con
temporary, L'AURORE, on tbe ten lost 
tribes of Israel. It would appear from 
the weighty proofs in tbe context that it 
is the English, the Anglo-Saxon nation, 
after al~ which are those lost tribes. Well, 
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may they prosper better in the bosom of 
Abraham than they are likely to in that 
of Christ. But there is a little difficulty 
in the way. 

Ecclesiastical History teaches, and pro
fane science does not deny, that since the 
days of Tiglath-Pileser, who carried three 
tribes and one-half a tribe beyond the 
Euphrates (2 Kings xv., 29 j I Chron. v., 
26) j and Shalmanaser, KlOg of Assyria, 
who carried also beyond the· Euphrates 
the rest of the tribes, there was "the end 
of the Kingdom of the ten tribes of 
Israel." In other words, no one heard of 
them any longer. " The tribes never did 
return," tbe good old Crudens tells us. 
Nor were they ever beard of. Tbis was 
in 758 and 678 B.C. 

But-and here comes tbe rub. If this 
is so, then the SeptuagJ·nt-the ark of 
salvation of all the Protestant Churches 
and its hundreds of bastard sects-,s a 
living lie, name and all. For what is the 
history of the famous Se/JtuagJ·nt ! 
Ptolemy Philadelphus, who lived some 250 
yeal s B.C., curious to read the Hebrew law 
10 Greek, "wrote to Eleazar," the high 
priest of the Jews, to send him six men 
from tack of tke twelve "tribes of Israel 
to translate the law for him into Greek." 
Thus say Pbilo Judreus and Josephus, 
and add that sir men 0/ tack tribe were 
senl, and the Septua~nt written. 

Query: Considenng that ten tribes 
out of twelve had been lost nearly 400 
vears before the day of Ptolemy, and had 
{, nt'ller returned "--':'whom did Eleazar 
send to Alexandria? Spooks may have 
been rife in those days as they are in ours? 

PROFANE NOTES. 
perplexities (continutd). 

( have seen mediums (for" fire and 
flame phenomena" as they are called in 
America) take burning live coals in their 
hands and closing their fingers upon 
them never even get a burn. I have 
seen others handle red-hot and white·hot 
lamp-glasses, pokers, and have heard 
from several trustworthy eye-witnesses 
tbat tbe medium D. D. Home used to 
cool his countenance, when entranced, by 
burying his face in a bed of live coals 
in the grate of tbe fire-place, not a bair 
of bis bead being singed: and he took 
up handfuls of burning coals with naked 
hands and even gave them to other 
persons to bold-witbout any injury. 

And baving seen all thiS, and heard 
alI this, what am I to think, when I find 
Isaiah saying (vi. 6),"Then flew one of 
the seraphims unto me, having a live 
coal whick ke /Jad laken witk Ike TONGS 
from off the altar." 

Query: Wby such precautions? 
Wby should a seraph need longs! A 
• Or is it Ariamnes II.? For Aislomal 

chronology is muddled up. • • • 

seraph is higher than a common angel 
-for he is an angel of the highest order 
in the celestial hierarchy. Moreover, 
the plural of the word serap" means 
"burning, fiery," hence of the same 
nature as the fire. Shall we infer from 
this that spiritUal mediums are of a still 
higher hierarchy than even seraphs? 

A Heathen Brother, a high graduate, 
writes: " This week a zealous padri 
pestered us witb questions 1 could not 
answer. He clamoured to be told why, 
if we write after our names, 'M. A. 's ' 
and 'B. A.'s,' we persist in believing 
various doctrines taught in the Pudnas. 
'How can you, 0 foolish Gentiles,' he 
exclaimed j 'Why should you, 0 god. 
forsaken, unregenerate idolaters,' he 
cried, 'believe that not only did your 
°BrahmA form birds from his vital vigour, 
sheep from his breast, goats from his 
mouth, kine from his belly, horses, deer 
and elephants from his sides, whilst from 
the hairs of his body sprang herbs, roots, 
plants, &c. j but even that sun and moon, 
fishes in the seas al1d fowls in the air, 
stones and trees, rivers and mountains, 
that all the animate and inanimate 
nature, in short, talks with your false 
god and praises, making puja (obei· 
sance) to him!' What could I 
answer to this irate father, who called 
our sacred scriptures silly fairy taus, and 
proclaimed the supremacy of his religion 
over ours? Already visions of Jordan 
and baptism have begun to haunt my 
restless dreams. 1 cannot bear to be 
laughed at by one, the doctrines of 
whose religion seem so infinitely superior 
in matter of Science to ours. Advise 
and help me .... " 

I sent him in answer "the Book of 
Common Prayer," according to the use 
of the Church of England. I marked 
the " Morning Prayer," No.8, the 
Benedicite, Omnia Opera, for him with a 
red cross, to read to his pad,i at the first 
opportunity. For there, filling over three 

° columns, we find: .. Oh, ye Sun and 
Moon, bless ye the Lord: praise him, 
and magnify bim for ever." .. Oh, ye 
Whales and Wells, Seas and Floods, 
Fowls of the Air, and all ye Beasts and 
Cattle, Mountains and Green things upon 
the Earth, Ice and Snow, Frost and Cold, 
Fire and Heat, &c., &c., bless ye the 
Lord: praise him, and magnify him for 
ever." 

This, I believe, will moderate the zeal 
of the good missionary. The difference 
between the fish and fowls, cereals, 
plants and whales, and other marketable 
product of sea and land of the Heathen, 
and those of the Christian, seems quite 
imperceptible to an un biassed mind. 

Decidedly, the promise of the Jewish 
God, "I shall give you the heathen for 
your inheritance," seems premature. 
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WHAT GOOD HAS THEOSOPHY DONE IN INDIA? 

" The race of mankind would perish, did they cease to aid each other. From the 
time that the mother binds the child's head, till the moment that some kind assistant 
wipes the death-damp from the brow of the dying, we cannot exist without mutual 
help. All, therefore, that need aid, have a right to ask it from their fellow-mortals. 
Noone who holds the power of granting, can refuse it without guilt." 

-SIR WALTER SCOTT. 

SEVERAL correspondents and enquirers have lately asked us 
" What good have you done in India?" To answer it would be 
easy. One has but to ask the doubters to read the January 

Number, 1888, of the Madras Theosophist-our official organ-and, 
turning to the report in it on the Anniversary Meetfng of the Theo
sophical Society, whose delegates meet yearly at Adyar, see for himself. 
Many and various are the good works done by the 127 active branches 
of the Theosophical Society scattered throughout the length and breadth 
of India But as most of those works are of a moral and reformatory 
character, the ethical results upon the members are difficult to describe. 
Free Sanskrit schools have been opened wherever it was possible; 
gratuitous classes are held; free dispensaries-homreopathic and allo
pathic-established for the poor, and many of our Theosophists feed and 
clothe the needy. 

All this, however, might have been done by people without belonging 
to our Brotherhood, we may be told. True; and much the same has 
been done before the T. S. appeared in India, and from time immemorial 
Yet such work has been hitherto done, and such help given by the 
wealthier members of one caste or religious community exclusively to 
the poorer members of the same caste and religious denomination. NQ 
Brahmin would have held brotherly intercourse even with a Brahmin of 
another division of his own high caste, let alone with a Jain or Buddhist. 
A Parsec would only protect and defend his own brother follower of 

7 
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Zoroaster. A Jain would feed and take care of a lame and sick animal, 
but would tum away from a Hindu of the Vaishnava or any other sect. 
He would spend thousands on the" Hospital for Animals" where bullocks, 
old crippled tigers and dogs are nursed, but would not approach a fellow
man in need unless he was a Jain like himself. But now, sinc;e the 
advent of the Theosophical Society, things in India are, slowly it is true, 
yet gradually, becoming otherwise. 

We have, then, to show rather the good moral.effect produced by the 
Society in general, and each branch of it in its own district on the 
population, than to boast of works of charity, for which India has ever 
been noted. We shall not enter even into a disquisition upon the 
benefits to be reaped by the establishment of a Sanskrit, or rather an 
Oriental and European library at Adyar, which, thanks to the in
defatigable efforts of the President-Founder and his colleagues, begins 
now to assume quite hopeful proportions. But we will draw at once the 
attention of the enquirers to the ethical aspect of the question; for all 
the visible or objective works, whether of charity or any other kind, 
must pale before the results achieved through the influence of the chief 
universal, ethical aim and idea of our Society. 

Yes; the seeds of a true Universal Brotherhood of man, not of 
brother-religionists or sectarians only, have been finally sown on the 
sacred soil of India! The letter that follows these lines proves it most 
undeniably. These seeds have been thrown since 188 I into that soil, 
which, for thousands of years, has stubbornly and systematically ejected 
everything foreign to its system of caste, and refused to assimilate any 
heterogeneous element alien to Brahmanism, the chief master of the 
soil of Aryavarta, or to accept any ideas not based upon the Laws of 
Manu. The Orientalist and the Anglo-Indian, who know something of 
that tyranny of caste which has hitherto formed an impassable barrier, 
an almost fathomless gulf between Brahmanism and every other religion, 
know also of the great hatred of the orthodox "twice born," the dwiia 
Brahmin, to the Buddhist nastika (the atheist, he who refuses to recognise 
the Brahminical gods and idols); and they, above all others, will realise, 
even if they do not fully appreciate, the importance of what has now 
been achieved by the Theosophical Society. It took several years of 
incessant efforts to bring about even the beginning of. a rappyoche11tl!ltt 
between the Brahmin and Buddhist theosophists. A few years ago the 
President-Founder of the Society, Colonel H. S. Olcott, had almost 
succeeded in making a breach in the Chinese wall of Brahmanism. It 
was an unprecedented event; and it created a great stir among the 
natives, a sincere enthusiasm among the" Heathen," and much malicious 
opposition, gossip, and slanderous denial from those who, above all men, 
ought to work for the idea of Universal Brotherhood preached by their 
Master-the good Christian Missionaries. Colonel Olcott had succeeded 
in .arranging a kind of preliminary reconciliation between the 
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Brahminical Theosophical Society of Tinevelly and their brother 
Theosophists and neighbours of Ceylon. Several Buddhists had been 
brought from Lanka, led by the President, carrying with them, as an 
emblem of peace and reconciliation, a sprout of the sacred rajah 
(king) cocoanut-tree. This actually was to be planted in one of the 
courts of the Tinevelly pagoda, as a living and growing witness to the 
event. It was an extraordinary and imposing sight that day, namely 
October 25th. 1881, when, before an immense crowd numbering several 
thousands of Hindus and other natives, the Delegates of the Buddhist 
Theosophical Societies of Ceylon, met with their brother Theosophists 
of the Tinevelly Branch and their Brahmin priests of the pagoda. For 
over 2,000 years an irreconcilable. religious feud had raged between the 
two creeds and their respective followers. And now they were brought 
once more together on Hindu soil, and even within the thrice sacred, 
and to all strangers almost impenetrable, precincts of a Hindu temple, 
which would have been, only a few days previous to the occurrence, 
regarded as irretrievably desecrated had even the very shadow of a 
Buddhist nastika fallen upon its outward walls. Signs of the times, 
indeed! The cocoanut sprout was planted with great ceremony, and 
to the sounds of the music of the pagoda orchestra. After that, year 
after year, Hindus and Buddhists met together at Adyar, at the Annual 
Conventions for the Anniversary Meetings of the Theosophical Parent 
Society; but no Brahmin Theosophist had hitherto returned the visit 
to Ceylon to his Buddhist Brethren. The ice of the centuries had been 
split, but not sufficiently broken to permit anyone to dive deep enough 
under it to call this an entire and full reconciliation. But the impressive 
and long-expected and wished-for event has at last taken place. All 
honour and glory to the son of Brahmins-the proudest, perhaps, of all 
India, the Northern Brahmins of Kashmir-who was the first to place 
the sacred duties of Universal Brotherhood above the prejudices, as 
potent as they are narrow, of caste and custom. We publish below 
extracts from his own address, which appeared in Sarasavisandaresa, 
the Cinghalese organ of the Buddhists of Ceylon, and let the eloquent 
narrative speak for itself. 

But after reading the extracts let not our critics rise once more against 
the policy of the Theosophical Society, and take the opportunity of 
calling it intolerant and uncharitable only as regards Olle creed, Ilamely 
Christianity, because facts will be found in this Address which speak 
loudly against its vicious system. No Theosophist has ever spoken 
against the teachings of Christ, no more than he did against those of 
Krishna, Buddha, or Sankaracharya ; and willingly would he treat every 
Christian as a Brother, if the Christian himself would not persistently 
tum his back on the Theosophist. But a man would lose every right 
to the appellation of a member of the Universal Brotherhood, were he to 
keep silent in the face of the crying bigotry and falseness of all the 

7-
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theological, or rather sacerdotal, systems-the world over. We, 
Europeans, expatiate loudly and cry against Brahminical tyranny, 
against caste, against infant and widow marriage, and call every religious 
dogmatic rule (save our own) idiotic, pernicious, and devilish, and do it 
orally as in print Why should not we confess and even denounce the 
abuses and defects of Christian theology and sacerdotalism as well? How 
dare we say to our" brother "-Let me cast out the mote out of thine eye, 
and refuse to consider "the beam that is in our own eye"? Christians 
have to choose-Either they" shall not judge that they be not judged," or 
if they do-and one has but to read the missionary and .clerical organs 
to see how cruel, unchristian, and uncharitable their judgments are
they must be prepared to be judged in tlteir tum. 

These are portions of an address delivered at the Theosophical Hall, 
Colombo, on January 29th, 1888, by PUNDIT GOPI NATH, of Lahore.-

I am a Kashmiri Brahmin; and Kashmir, as you know, is some three thou
sand miles away from Ceylon, so you may imagine it was not very easy for me 
to come here to see you. And the difficulty of the journey represents only a 
very small part of the real difficulty, for the barriers of caste and custom in 
India make it a serious matter to depart from the ordinary course of the life of 
one's nclghbours. What was it then that gave me strength and courage to over
leap those barriers, and to undertake such a long and weary pilgrimage? It was 
the influence of the Theosophical Society and of its teaching-that influence 
which led me to realize my brotherhood with you, the Buddhists of Ceylon, and 
put into my heart such an earnest desire to make your acquaintance. And now 
at last I am here among you; and, wonderful to say, though I am of another 
race and another religion, yet I feel as much at home here as I do in Kashmir. 
To what do lowe this happiness? I have again to thank the Theosophical Society 
-this great and noble organization-for this, and the magnificent work which it 
has done. My very presence here is a proof of that work, and I can testify 
that I have travelled through many parts of India, and everywhere found myself 
received as a dearly-loved brother by the members of this beneficent Association. 
Go to India, and you also will find it so-you will find that what was long thought 
the Utopian dream of universal brother~ood, is now being rapidly realized by the 
work of this glorious Society, to which India's greatest sons esteem it an honour 
to belong. I know that various Christian missionary organs have thought it ex
pedient to attack the Society, and to vilify its revered founders, . . . . . 

. . • . . but in India we know better than to pay any attention to the 
nonsense and falsehood which emanate from such sources. They have said 
that Colonel Olcott is a strange sort of person, who tries to please every
body-that with the Hindoos he calls himself a Hindoo, with the Buddhists 
a Buddhist, with the Parsecs a Parsec, with the Mohammedans a Mohammedan. 
}<'rom my own personal knowledge I am happy to be able to deny this utterly, 
and to affirm that in whatever part of India Colonel Olcott may be, he always 
unhesitatingly proclaims himself a Buddhist. Therefore, my advice to you is, 

* See the Ceylon paper, the Sarasaviso"dansa, of January 31st, 1888. 
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in this matter as in all others, not to mind what the missionaries say, but to stick 
fast to your own religion, and stand by those who are working so nobly for it. 

It is the rule of the Theosophical Society that its members, whatever their 
creed may be, shall treat the religions of other members with deference; and its 
principle is that all religions have some truth underlYIng them-at least at first 
-for the founders of all faiths give out some truths, each in his own way, however 
much the followers may afterwards distort and depart from the original teachings. 
But between Brahminism and Buddhism we may have something much greater 
than mere toleration-we must have the deepest mutual esteem and reverence, 
for all learned people know that there is but little difference between our philo
sophies. Why then, you may ask, was there such bitter opposition between 
them in India since long ago? I think recent history provides us with the 
answer. For several years it happened that the Mohauram Festival of the 
Mohammedans coincided with one of our great Hindoo festivals; and I am 
sorry to say that in consequence there were frequent quarrels between the rival pro
cessions, and quite serious rioting occurred. But who were the people who took 
part in this rioting? Always and exclusively the most ignorant and uneducated 
of both religions; never once the learned men or the real leaders on either side; 
for these always agreed in sincerely deploring all such illiberality and folly. So, 
surely, must it have been with Buddhism and Brahminism; since the learned 
men on both sides must always have known how slight the differences are 
between them, the quarrels must have been fomented only by ignorant and in
terested people. And for the fact that men of both religions are now beginning 
to realize this, and draw closer together in the bonds of mutual esteem, we have 
again very largely to thank for it the Theosophical Society and its noble Founders. 

One thing has surprised me very much during my visit to Ceylon, and this is 
that I find so many good Buddhists called by purely Christian names. That 
shows of course that Christian influence has been at work among you, and I am 
informed that it is due chiefly to the tyranny of the Dutch and Portuguese 
governments of this Island But now under the English government this is 
quite unnecessary, and it should at once be changed. Do not for a moment 
imagine that you are more respected by the Europeans because you use 
Christian names or adopt the Christian religion-far from it. Indeed just the 
reverse is the fact, and I will relate to you some anecdotes from my own 
personal experience to prove what I say. 

The Europeans sometimes denounce our caste system, but it seems to me
and I am speaking from observed facts-that they have a much worse kind of 
caste among themselves. Now I am a Kashmiri Brahmin, and every other 
Brahmin, no matter how poor he may be, or how ragged his clothes are, is my 
brother, and I could never dream of treating him otherwise; but among 
Christians this does not appear to be so. At the installation of the Maharajah 
of Kashmir, some time ago, at Jummoo, I was present, along with many other 
native gentlemen, some few Europeans, and some half-caste or Eurasian men
what you, in this country, call Burghers. Of course the officers of the 
Maharajah treated all the guests alike, and set them down to one table; but the 
Europeans, headed by the Resident, refused to eat with the Eurasians, IMugk 
lkey were all Christians, and these latter had to be driven away to another table. 

I recollect another incident. When I went to the great exhibition at J eypore, 
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Rajputana, in the year 1883, I and some other students went to play cricket in 
the gardens. After a time a European gentleman came and asked if he might 
join us, and of course we were very glad to allow him to do so; but after a 
time, discovering from the name of one of our companions that he was a 
Christian Eurasian, the European at once left the game, saying that he was 
perfectly willing to join with Hindoo gentlemen, but would not play with 
an Eurasian I 

I once knew a leading Mahommedan pleader who was favourably impressed 
by Christianity, and, in fact, was about to become a Christian. But suddenly 
he broke off all connection with that faith, and retained his own religion. 
Upon my enquiring his reason for so sudden a revulsion of feeling, he told me 
that a few days before he had called upon a missionary, and been as usual 
hospitably received and offered a seat. But while he was there, an old and 
reverend-looking Mahommedan gentleman entered My friend at once rose to 
yield him the place of honour; but he was much surprised to see that nC) tiCflt 
was offered to the old gentleman, and that he was allowed to sit on the floor 
among the missionary's dogs! On asking the reason of this unseemly neglect, 
the missionary carelessly replied: "Oh! he is a Christian!" This opened my 
friend's eyes, and he understood that the respect paid to him now was only 
to induce him to become a Christian, and would cease as soon as its object was 
Attained. 

Again; in Madras a few days ago I entered a Christian church in order to 
see its services, and took a seat on ~ chair. An official at once came and drove 
me away, telling me that the chairs were only for Europeans, and that native 
Christians must sit on mats in another part of the building! You see, even in 
the house of their god they must have their distinctions; and surely this is worse 
than anything in our caste system. 

So you see, if you think you will be respected by Europeans for becoming 
Christians, or adopting Christian names, you are very much mistaken. Quite 
the contrary; when you abandon your ancestral faith and become a renegade 
for the sake of gain, they despise you, and they are right in doing so. What 
would you think of an old servant of twenty years' standing, if you found he was 
ready at a moment's notice to abandon his old master in order to make a little 
more money in your service? Of course you would feel that you could place 
no reliance upon him, since if it suited him he would be equally ready to 
abandon you in turn. No; if you wish to be respected, first respect yourselves; 
if you wish men of other religions to respect your creed, first respect it yourself. 

The missionaries often ask us why we should follow or obey out'priests, since 
they possess no supernatural powers; yet we do not hear that the missionaries 
themselves possess any, though the founder of their faith specially promised that 
various wonderful signs should follow all who believed in him. We need 
never shrink from a comparison between our priests and those of the 
Christians; at least the fortner are not seen living "like princes, and being 
guilty of all kinds of extravagance, as the latter are. 

• • • • • • • • 
Never be afraid to speak boldly in contradiction to falsehoods and to answer 

them. Remember you are now living under a Government which is impartial 
to us all. A few days ago when I landed at this harbour I met two Christians. 
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who asked me where I was going. I told them that I was coming to the Head
quarters of the Theosophical Society to see Mr. Leadbeater. They thereupon 
asked who he was, and when I told them that he had been a Church of 
England clergyman, but had now embraced Buddhism, they at once said that 
he must have had some interested motive for giving up his old religion
something connected with money matters, perhaps. Knowing how absurdly 
untrue such a suggestion was, I became annoyed, and replied: "If that be 
your logic, then every native Christian must also have had interested motives in 
giving up his old religion." I do not wish to speak against Christianity; as a 
Theosophist it is not my business to speak against any religion; but I do 
speak against bigotry and selfishness, whenever and wherever they are to be 
found. Let every man defend his own religion-that is well and good; but 
the missionaries spend time, labour, and money to bring other religions into 
contempt. What I say is not by way of attack, but simply as a defence. 

I should like to say a word about the religious education of our ladies, 
which I consider a most important point. The child is influenced more by its 
mother than even by its father; if the mother be religious, then the child 
will be so too. The Christians know that well, and that is why they take 
so much trouble about their zenana mission, to teach our girls and women. 
Look at the primers they have prepared fQr use in their zenana missions, and 
you will perpetually find hints as to how cruel the Hindoos are to women, how 
they treat them like slaves, give female children fewer ornaments than the male, 
and so on; in every way endeavouring to make the girls hate their own homes 
and religion, and become Christians. My last and most special advice to you 
as your Indian brother is this: don't trust your Iadies-don't trust your children 
in the hands of the missionaries. These foreigners do not come here and spend 
money for our benefit; no-they have one, and only one, great object always in 
view, and that is to make proselytes. However fair may be the outward ap
pearance of their work, that design underlies everything they do, like a snake 
hidden under a Bower, and for this object they will hesitate at no misrepresenta
tion of your religion. . • . 

This sincere and unpretentious address shows better than pages 
written by ourselves could, the work that the Theosophical Society has 
done in India, as also the reason why the missionaries in that country 
bear to us such a mortal hatred, hence-why they slander us. They 
degrade the pure ethics of Christ by their Jesuitical and deceptive 
attitude towards the natives; and we protect the latter against such 
deception by telling them "There is but ONE Eternal Truth, one 
universal, infinite and changeless Spirit of Love, Truth and Wisdom, im
personal, therefore bearing a different name with every nation, one Light 
for all, in which the whole Humanity lives and moves, and has its being 
Like the spectrum in optics, giving multicoloured and various rays, 
which are yet caused by one and the same sun, so theologies and sacer
dotal sysfems are many. But the Universal religion can only be one, if 
we accept the real, primitive meaning of the root of that word. We, 
Theosophists, so accept it; and therefore say, "We are all brothers-by 
the laws of Nature, of birth, and death, as also by'the laws of our utter 
helplessness from birth to death in this world of sorrow and deceptive 
illusions. Let us, then, love, help, and mutually defend each other 
against this spirit of deception; and while holding to that which each of 
us accepts as his ideal of truth and reality-i.e., to the religion which 
suits each of us best-let us unite ourselves to form a practical" nucleus 
of a Universal Brotherhood of Humanity WITHOUT DISTINCTION OF 
RACE, CREED, OR COLOUR." 
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SELF-EVIDENT TRUTHS AND LOGICAL DEDUCTIONS.

II. 

TRUTH IS TRUTH. 

ILLUSIONS ARE MERELY ILLUSIONS. 

TRUTH means Reality, Substantiality, Being, Self-existence. 
. Illusion means unreality, unsubstantiality, non-being, external 

appearances produced by invisible causes. Truth is, it cannot be 
made or destroyed, it cannot be an illusion, even if those who cannot 
see it imagine it to be one; an illusion cannot be a truth, even if it is 
mistaken for one. Truth is an internal Reality, and, therefore, invisible 
to the external senses. Form, shape, or appearance, is an external 
quality which cannot exist without substance, and which is, therefore, an 
illusion, and unreal, although it may be perceived by the senses. 

A form can represent a character, but it cannot create one; a truth 
cannot manifest itself without some appropriate form. A form which 
represents the true character of the idea which it is intended to 
represent, represents a truth; a form which does not truly express 
the idea which it is intended to express, is not representing the truth. 

Substance may be without a definite form, but there can be no form 
without substance. Even the shape seen in a mirror is something 
substantial, having for its substance the ether, whose vibrations produce 
the phenomenon of light and cause the reflection. Even the forms seen 
in visions and dreams are substantial, having for their substance the 
mind-matter of which thoughts are composed. Man is a form intended 
for the manifestation of Divine Wisdom. Even the most beautiful 
human form is merely an illusion, and if it is without Reason it 
represents neither \Visdom nor Truth. Only the truth in man is self
existent and real, the body in which it manifests itself is not self-existent 
and is subject to continual transformation. 

Truth being self-existent and eternal, can only be known to itself. 
That which is not self-existent and not true, cannot be self-conscious of 
the truth, nor possess any self-knowledge of it. It may see the external 
representations of the truth in symbols and forms, but not the truth 
itself. Real Knowledge is obtained only by Self-kllowledge and by the 
Knowledge of Self. 

NOle.-Truth can be seen in its purity lonly when it is kept free from false in
tellectual speculation and argumentation. Reason requires no arguments to see that 
which has become self-evident to it ; but the intellect requires arguments to produce 
within itself a belief in the existence of that which it is not able to see. Language 
and letters do not contain the truth i they are merely external symbols and representa
tions. There is no truth to be found in books by those who are not already in 
possession of truth. The reading of books is useful if it supplies us with useful 
information; but information is not self-knowledge; it is only useful if it aids us to 

* Continued from the March Number. 
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understand the truth that already exists within ourselves. By the reading of books 
we may obtain information about the opinion or knowledge of their authors; but even 
if the author of a book possesses real self-knowledge; that which he can communicate 
to us will be to us merely a matter of speculation, as long as we do not recognise the 
identical truth within ourselves. The self-knowledge of another person is not our 
own, and our self-knowledge is not that of another. This self-evident truth is very 
little understood, because comparatively few people possess self-knowledge. We 
sometimes hear persons speak of the •• speculations It of the Rosicrucians, and of the 
" fancies It of Saints; because whatever any real Rosicrucian or Saint may have 
known by self-knowledge, the information he gives can be nothing more than a 
speculation and fancy to those who, being neither Adepts nor Saints, are not able to 
perceive spiritual truths for themselves. External objects can be seen by means of 
the external senses ; intellectual verities can be perceived only by those who are in 
possession of Intelligence j spiritual realities can be perceived and understood only 
by the Spirit, having become self-conscious of its own existence in Man. 

III. 

NO EFFECT IS EVER PRODUCED EXCEPT BY A CAUSE. 

A cause can exist without producing an effect, but no effect can exist 
without a previous cause adequate to its production. A self-existent 
cause is not an effect; effects are never self-existent; they are always 
produced by causes. Nothing can come out of nothing, and where 
something exists, there must have been something to cause its existence, 
even if that cause is an internal one, consisting in its own power and 
ability to exist. 

!lJothing can come into existence unless the conditions necessary for 
it are present at the time when it comes into existence. A seed cannot 
grow unless it has the power to grow, and is surrounded by the 
conditions necessary for its growth. Ignorance cannot produce know
ledge, imperfection cannot create perfection; unconsciousness cannot 
produce consciousness; the regeneration of man cannot take place 
without the action of the regenerating spirit. If a superior thing grows 
out of an inferior one, there must be a superior cause acting within it, 
even if that cause is invisible and beyond human conception. 

A cause must be adequate to produce the effect it produces. A 
continually occurring effect must have a continually existing cause, 
Forms die, and new but similar ones continually come into existence. 
This could not take place if the cause that produces these forms were 
to die or to cease to exist for a while. The relative manifestations of 
motion, life, consciousness, love, will, and wisdom, could not take place 
unless all these powers existed in the Absolute without being manifest. 

That which is self-existent has within itself the power to exist. That 
which is not self-existent depends for its existence on the influence of 
some external power. Unspiritual man is not self-existent; his body, 
his emotions, his intellectual activity, are all the effects of cosmic 
influences and external conditions; only that which is divine in Man is 
self-existent, and, therefore, immortal. That which is not self-existent 
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in Man can become self-existent in no other way than by assimilating 
with that which is self-existent and eternal in him. 

No/e.-The Cause of the Self·existent, Unmeasurable, and Eternal, will for ever be 
incomprehensible to that which is not in possession of these qualities. By the power 
of Reason (Intuition, Conscience) we may recognize that this Cause is universal, self· 
existent, unmeasurable to us, eternal, and the producer of al~ and the Intellect by the 
power of logic confirms these self-evident truths; but the Intellect cannot understand 
them, because it is itself neither universal, nor self· existent, nor eternal. Conscience 
does not reside in the brain, it exists in the" heart." God is not self-conscious in the 
buman intellect; it can become so only within the divine souL The intellect is 
merely a secondary production of tbe light of the Spirit, in the same sense as the 
light of the Moon is borrowed from the Sun_ Those who perceive the presence of the 
divine power within their own hearts are far nearer to God than the theologian who is 
well informed about all that men have ever speculated regarding the qualities of God, 
and who is unconscious of the presence of divine power within himself. 

By the spiritual power of Intuition (spiritual consciousness) man may perceive 
beyond the possibility of a doubt, that such a divine or spiritual power exists within 
himself, and feel tbat this power is fed and nourished from the invisible beyond, 
in the same sense as the life of a plant is stimulated into action by the sunshine, which 
the plant may feel but which it cannot see. 

Likewise, the omnipresence of tbe divine power may be perceived by the interior 
sense of feeling, but it cannot be intellectually known. Real knowledge in regard to 
God is attainable only by God, having. attained self·knowledge in the spirit 
of Man. 

IV. 

MAN CAN BE CONSCIOUS ONLY OF THAT WHICH EXISTS IN HIS 

CONSCIOUSNESS. 

Unspiritual man has no absolute knowledge in regard to anything 
whatsoever. He lives entirely in the realm of inferences and illusions. 
The Intellect has no actual knowledge, not even in regard to any 
external and visible thing, for we do not perceive the things themselves 
by means of our external senses; we only perceive the impressions and 
mental images which they produce in the sphere of our Jllind, and we 
then logically infer that the things we see, feel, hear, etc., exist, because 
their impressions come to our consciousness. 

We cannot be conscious of the existence of any external thing unless 
its impression comes to our consciousness; we can form no intellectual 
conception of anything except of that which exists within our own 
intellect We cannot think a thought which does not enter our mind; 
we can receive, transform and remodel existing ideas; but nobody 
can create a new idea by his own power. 

No man has the power to create anything out of nothing, nor could 
he produce in himself the power to think, if that power did not already 
exist in him. A plant does not create Life, it is the Universal Cause 
which manifests its presence as " Life" in the organism of a plant or an 
animal. It is not man who creates Mind, but it is the One that 
manifests itself as "Mind" by means of the organism of man. Instead 
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of saying: "I think," it would be more correct to say: " The Unknown is 
thinking in me." Instead of saying: "I live," it would be far more 
reasonable to say: "That which we call' Life' is active in me." Instead 
of saying: "I am conscious," it would be more correct to say: "The 
absolute consciousness of the One is manifesting itself as relative con
sciousness in me." 

Only the spirit is self-existent and real; man's organism, the physical 
one as well as that of the soul, is merely an instrument by means of 
which the Spirit may act upon matter and manifest its various modes 
of activity in a state of Unconsciousness, Consciousness, or Self-conscious
ness. Each particle composing the constitution of man is in either one 
of these three states, and the sum of these various states of conscious
ness produces in man the illusion of self and what he imagines to be his 
own individual consciousness. Only that which is divine in man can 
possess any real self-consciousness; for it alone is self-existent and real. 

No/e.-A due consideration of the above propositions will furnish us the Way to 
the understanding of some of the greatest mysteries of nature, such as the division of 
consciousness, double existence, the states after the death of the body, etc. 

Intellectual man in his vanity imagines himself to be something self-existent and 
real, while an examination of that which he calls his own self would easily discover 
to him the fact that he is nothing but an ever-changing product of cosmic and pre
existing influences and external conditions, and that when these influences cease to 
act in his form, the illusion of self will necessarily cease to exist. 

That which man calls his self-consciousness and of which our modem philosophers 
imagine that it cannot be divided, is merely the ever-chll!lging product of the sum 
of the various states of consciousness, manifested in each of his component parts, 
focussing together into one centre, the seat where the will resides. If the Will 
becomes divided,. two or more such centres of consciousness may be formed; but real 
splritual self-consciousness can exist only within the self-existent immortal spirit in 
man, which in those who live in the illusion of their lower self and more especially in 
those who are seeking to develop their intellect at the expense of their spirituality, is 
still in a state of unconsciousness. 

They who have attained divine self-knowledge, know that they-their illusive 
selves-are nothing but an illusion and that they-in their aspect as human beings
can have no real knowledge; but the ignorant and conceited, not knowing that they 
know nothing, cling to the sphere of their illusive self and remain imbedded in 
ignorance. 

Man imagines to know; but it is only the God in Man who can have any real 
knowledge, because he alone has the power to be conscious of himself. 

If instead of worrying our brains with idle speculations, regarding the Unknown, 
with philosophical vagaries and inferences drawn from erroneous premises, we would 
open our hearts to the light of Divine Wisdom and permit the Spin·' (Tile Logos) to 
"do its thinking" within ourselves, instead of impeding its action by our theories, 
assumptions and prejudices, we should be on the true road to Tlleosopny, and we 
should become able to see and to understand the Truth by its own Light instead of 
groping for it in the dark. To develop the truth within ourselves by acting according 
to the dictates of the truth, and to seek for the truth within our own selves, this alone 
is the practical way. 

F. HARTMANN, M.D. 
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A STRANGE ADVENTURE. 

DURING a tour on the Continent with my friend C. we stayed in a 
town wherein was an ancient house of horrible reputation, con
cerning which we received the following account. At the top of 

the house was a suite of rooms from which no one who entered at night 
ever again emerged. No corpse was ever found; but it was said by some 
that the victims were absorbed bodily by the walls; by others that there 
were in the rooms a number of pictures in frames, one frame, however, 
containing a blank canvas, which had the dreadful power, first, of 
fascinating the beholder, and next of drawing him towards it, so that he 
was compelled to approach and gaze at it. Then, by the same hideous 
enchantment, he was forced to touch it, and the touch was fatal. For 
the canvas seized him as a devil-fish seizes its prey, and sucked him in 
so that he perished without leaving a trace of himself, or of the manner 
of his death. The legend said further that if any person could succeed 
in passing a night in these rooms and in resisting their deadly influence, 
the spell would for ever be broken and no one would thenceforth be 
sacrificed. 

Hearing all this, and being somewhat of the knight-errant order, 
C. and I determined if possible to face-the danger and deliver the town 
from the enchantment. We were assured that the attempt would be 
vain, for that it had already been many times made, and the Devils of 
the place were always triumphant. They had the power, we were told, 
of hallucinating the senses of their victims; we should be subjected to 
some illusion, and be fatally deceived. Nevertheless, we were resolved 
to try what we could do, and in order to acquaint ourselves with the 
scene of the ordeal, we visited the place in the daytime. I t was a 
gloomy-looking building, consisting of several vast rooms, filled with 
lumber of old furniture, worm-eaten and decaying; scaffoldings, which 
seemed to have been erected for the sake of making repairs and then 
left; the windows were curtain less, the floors bare, and rats ran hither 
and thither among the rubbish accumulated in the corners. Nothing 
could possibly look more desolate and gruesome. We saw no pictures; 
but as we did not explore every part of the rooms, they may have been 
there without our seeing them. 

We were further informed by the people of the town that in order to 
visit the rooms at night it was necessary to wear a special costume, and 
that without it we should have no chance whatever of issuing from them 
alive. This costume was of black and white, and each of us was to 
carry a black stave. So we put on this attire-which somewhat resembled 
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the garb of an ecclesia<;tical order-and when the appointed time came, 
repaired to the haunted house, where, after toiling up the great staircase 
in the darkness, we reached the door of the haunted apartments to find 
it closed. But light was plainly visible beneath it, and within was the 
sound of voices. This greatly surprised us j but after a short conference 
we knocked. The door was presently opened by a servant, dressed as a 
modem in-door footman usually is, who civilly asked us to walk in. On 
entering we found the place altogether different from what we expected 
to find, and had found on our daylight visit It was brightly lighted, 
had decorated walls, pretty ornaments, carpets, and every kind of 
modern garnishment, and, in short, bore all the appearance of an 
ordinary well-appointed private "fiat" While we stood in the corridor, 
astonished, a gentleman in evening dress advanced towards us from one 
of the reception rooms. As he looked interrogatively at us, we thought 
it best to explain the intrusion, adding that we presumed we had either 
entered the wrong house, or stopped at the wrong apartment 

He laughed pleasantly at our tale, and said, "I don't know anything 
about haunted rooms, and, in fact, don't believe in anything of the kind. 
As for these rooms, they have for a long time been let for two or three 
nights every week to our Society for the purpose of social re-union. We 
are members of a musical and literary association, and are in the habit 
of holding conversaziones in these rooms on certain evenings, during 
which we entertain ourselves with dancing, singing, charades, and 
literary gossip. The rooms are spacious aQd lofty, and exactly adapted 
to our requirements. As you are- here, I may say, in the name of the 
rest of the members, that we shall be happy if you will- join us." At 
this I glanced at our dresses in some confusion, which being observed 
by the gentleman, he hastened to say: .. You need be under no anxiety 
about your appearance j for this is a costume night, and the greater 
number of our guests are in travesty." As he spoke he threw open the 
door of a large drawing-room and invited us in. On entering we found 
a company of men and women, well-dressed, some in ordinary evening 
attire, and some costumed. The room was brilliantly lighted and 
beautifully furnished and decorated. At one end was a grand piano, 
round which several persons were grouped j others were seated on 
ottomans taking tea or coffee; and others strolled about, talking. Our 
host, who appeared to be master of the ceremonies, introduced us to 
several persons, and we soon became deeply interested in a conversation 
on literary subjects. So the evening wore on pleasantly, but I never 
ceased to wonder how we could have mistaken the house or the staircase 
after the precaution we had taken of visiting it in the daytime in order 
to avoid the possibility of error. 

Presently, being tired of conversation, I wandered away from the 
group with which C. was still engaged, to look at the beautiful decora
tions of the great salon, the walls of which were covered with artistic 
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designs in fresco. Between each couple of panels the whole length of 
the salon, was a beautiful painting, representing a landscape or a sea
piece. I passed from one to the other, admiring each, till I had reached 
the extreme end, and was far away from the rest of the company, where 
the lights were not so many or so bright as in the centre. The last 
fresco in the series then caught my attention. At first it appeared to 
me to be unfinished; and then I observed that there was upon its back
ground no picture at all, but only a background of merging tints which 
seemed to change, and be now sky, now sea, now green grass. This 
empty picture had, moreover, an odd metallic colouring which fascinated 
me; and saying to myself" Is there really any painting on it?" I 
mechanically put out my hand and touched it. On this I was instantly 
seized by a frightful sensation, a shock that ran from the tips of my 
fingers to my brain, and steeped my whole being. Simultaneously I was 
aware of an overwhelming sense of sucking and dragging, which, from 
my hand and arm, and, as it were, through them, seemed to possess and 
envelop my whole person. Face, hair, eyes, bosom, limbs, every portion 
of my body was locked in an awful embrace which, like the vortex of a 
whirlpool, drew me irresistibly towards the picture. I felt the hideous 
impulse clinging over me and sucking me forward into the wall. I 
strove in vain to resist it. My efforts were more futile than the flutter 
of gossamer wings. And then there rushed upon my mind the con
sciousness that all we had been told about the haunted rooms was true .. 
that a strong delusion had been cast over us; that all this brilliant 
throng of modern ladies and gentleman were fiends masquerading, 
prepared beforehand for our coming; that all th~ beauty and splendour 
of our surroundings were mere glamour; and that in reality the rooms 
were those we had seen in the daytime, filled with lumber and rot and 
vermin. As I realised all this, and was thrilled with the certainty of it, 
a sudden access of strength came to me, and I was impelled, as a last 
desperate effort, to turn my back on the awful fresco, and at least to 
save my face from coming into contact with it and being glued to its 
surface. With a shriek of anguish I wrenched myself round and fell 
prostrate on the ground, face downwards, with my back to the wall, 
feeling as though flesh had been torn from my hand and arm. Whether 
I was saved or not I knew not. My whole being was overpowered by 
the realisation of the deception to which I had succumbed. I had 
looked for something so different,-darkness, vacant, deserted rooms, and 
perhaps a tall, white, empty canvas in a frame, against which I should 
have been on my guard. Who could have anticipated or suspected this 
cheerful welcome, these entertaining literati, these innocent-looking 
frescoes? Who could have foreseen so deadly a horror in such a guise? 
Was I doomed? Should I, too, be sucked in and absorbed, and perhaps 
C. after me, knowing nothing of my fate? I had no voice; I could not 
warn him; all my force seemed to have been spent on the single shriek 
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I had uttered as I turned my back on the wall. I lay prone upon the 
floor, and knew that I had swooned. 

ANNA KINGSFORD, M.D. 

Now that the lamented writer of the above has passed away, and we are free to 
speak of her psychic gifts, it may be stated that both this story and that which 
appeared in our November number entitled" The Square in the Hand" were drtams, 
received by her on one and the same night in April last, while ill in Rome, and were 
written down by her on waking exactly as they occurred, this one having been received 
first, and are reproduced here from her MS. 

ILLUMINATION. 

I HAVE wandered through the ages. 
Comes a sigh with every breath, 

For my soul is tired of living, 
I salute thee, Silent Death! 

0, thou womanhood eternal! 
Thou whose garment is the Sun, 

'Tis a Star adorns thy forehead, 
'Tis the Moon thy feet rest on. 

0, thou radiant soul of beauty! 
With the perfume of thy breath; 

Every heart-throb, sweetest music, 
Banishing both Fear and Death. 

I have crossed the Sea of Silence, 
Drifting outward toward the Sun, 

Soaring far above the lowlands, 
On thy bosom, Radiant One! 

On the bosom of Athenc, 
Lulled by sacred Soma's charms; 

And my weary soul hath rested, 
Like an infant in thine arms. 

By the heaving of thy bosom, 
By the love-light in thine eyes, 

I am breathing the A mritd, 
Ah I 'tis only Death that dies. 
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Thus I now am breathing with thee, 
And our souls together run ; 

I am melted in Athene 
As thou'rt melted in the Sun. 

Space and Time no more allure me, 
I have found the perfect rest; 

I have tasted bliss of being 
In the Islands of the Blest. 

Like the glory of the morning 
When the light bursts o'er the sea, 

Is the glory of the dawning 
Of Athene's light to me. 

Resting thus upon thy bosom, 
With the love-light in thine eyes, 

Every soul-throb is an anthem. 
Floating soft through radiant skies 

I have lost desire and heart-ache, 
For fruition's joy is won ; 

Soul to soul, with no to-morrow, 
Thus united, two in one. 

Every passion burned to ashes; 
Ashes scattered in the sea; 

Seas drawn up in heated vapours ; 
Vapours hence no more to be. 

For the love-light of Athene 
Soul of soul, and soul of mine; 

All of thought, all bliss of being, 
Two in one, and all divine. 

• • • • • 
I have wandered through the ages, 

Like a child in search of rest; 
Now my soul hath found Nirvana 

On divine AthentYs breast. 

March 4th, 1888. U. S. A. 

• 

HARIJ. 
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THE WHITE MONK. 

CHAPTER III. 

'ROT long after this we had a banquet and dancing-well I re
.L1I member it I-to celebrate the birthday of little Marguerite. For 

my mother was proud of her child's loveliness and liked to see 
it implied in the looks of her many friends. So there were sounds of 
revelry, and the whirl of dances and bright music. 

The little lady of the feast was herself its best ornament: methought 
as I looked on her, that Dante's love himself could scarce have been 
fairer. She wore a little silken gown of palest blue, broidered in daisies, 
and she carried a simple posy of com-daisies, her own "Marguerites," in 
her hand, another in her golden hair. "And girdled was she and 
adorned in such sort as best suited with her very tender age "-like 
Beatrice, when her poet met her first. She was so daintily joyous with 
our guests; radiant, yet timid, with an exquisite child's modesty, full of 
care and thought for all our friends. I thought within myself " Ah, 
Marguerite, wilt thou be thus loving when thou knowest more of men? " 

(For I have ever held that the truer the servant of Man, the greater 
his secret contempt for our race. Beware of those who talk much of the 
beauty of Humanity. Trust rather those who rail at human vices; they 
are the men to institute a change and to establish the higher ideal. The 
others love not so much Humanity, as Humanity's faults.) 

Yes, Marguerite \vas a fair flower, and as I stood aside and heard a 
group of gallants judging and lauding our country beauties, I heard 
young Raymond Delorme (a right promising youth of excellent parts 
and high-breeding) say with ardour in his keen blue eye: "For my part 
I shall wait for Mistress Marguerite!" 

And pending the time of her being older, the youth led her forth to 
the dance. I stepped outside from the ball-room with the brother's 
head strong jealousy hot within me. 

Yes, he shall win my pearl, perchance easily, and they will prove one 
more ensample of lightly returned love. I, her brother, who worship 
her as a spark of God's power and beauty sent to make holiness compre
hensible to men, shall never in all likelihood have of her one-half the 
gratitude that Raymond shall for a glance or two of his bright eyes. 
Devotion is not meant to be returned. Where were then the single
mindedness of Dante and Petrarca, had their ladies thrown over all 
obstacles to unite with them? Was not Astrophel's Stella wedded to 
another man who, perchance, lacked insight to value her? 

So I in my trivial thinking, growing morose as the young spirit will 
jn a crowd, when things are not to its liking. 

8 
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And then I went forth into the cool star-light, and stepped a little 
distance from the illumined windows and the sound of fluting, to where 
the pale heaven-gleams played on the dewy roses, and the stars of the 
night sang and danced in my fancy a mystic .measure that intoxicated 
me. I threw myself down on the soft lawn under the windows, by the 
fountain, which sparkled dimly and bounded as if to kiss the stars, and 
fell again as we all do after striving up to Heaven. Its spray fell on 
me and seemed the purer and the colder for its leaping upward. I 
tasted of its coolness and of the dew and of the starry silence out here 
and I fell into one of the trances that dreamy youth alone can fully 
share in-a trance of ignorance of the world and its impulses, a nearness 
of the Ideal, a newness of sensation and an omen of things for which 
the hu~an intelligence is not naturally born. In such times-for no 
man knows how long they are-a man grows old in knowledge, but 
when the world reclaims him, he has oft forgot the half of what he saw, 
and must spend weary hours, told upon a dial in his study, or the great 
clock in the market-place, in trying to recollect what was then cast down 
to him in handfuls. 

Something disturbed me; I know not what. Belike it was a stonny 
flourish of Goodman Devon's trumpet from within-or what if it were 
but the faraway last good-night coo 'of a munnuring wood-dove; I know 
not. I only know I rose from my trance in a great sadness and yearn
ing hunger and thirst for more insight. How I hated the world to 
which I should have to creep back! I sighed; "One could bear all, if 
but one might be helped a step, taught somewhat of the things one is 
grasping after?" So I said, and, as if in answet, as l rose blindly 
enough and sighing, a flash of white from the further end of the black 
cut yews, and the White Monk came hastily along the stone terrace, 
close under the ball-room windows. 

I heard the dance-music blaze out. I heard every note, laughing out 
to us. A whirl was in my brain, but a grand excitement in me. Now 
-now would I speak with the old enemy of our race; now should he 
be forced to serve me-the latest son of the house; now would I see if 
he be the poor fiction of a rhymester's brain, or no ! I knew he was no 
mere picture-folly to speak of such a thing. He was real Spirit Life, 
and I dreaded, while I desired, our meeting. I went to the encounter, 
as our men had alway gone to danger-with a bright forwardness, but a 
well-based knowledge of its meaning. 

I stood with folded arms in the midst of the terrace walk, with the 
yews cut into:square thick walls on either side of us, and I awaited the 
quick-moving phantom. Before he came I would arrest him~lse I 
knew the deadly cold terror would stun me whilst he passed. Whiter 
than the fountain, whiter than the white marble urns, whiter than the' 
pure-flowering springy, whiter than the white cold light of stars. Most 
wonderful yearning! Why do I, a mortal, feel it towards this white 
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strange mystery? " Spirit-man!" 1 challenged him. "Thou hast the 
form of a brother to me. Disdain me not-tell me, for the secrets of 
life are pressing in upon me-tell me wherefore thou art here, un
explained, friendless?" 

If I spoke thus to him, or if I have but put the cry of my heart into 
words here, 1 no longer know; but I yearned towards him and spread 
my arms wide abroad as if I might thus stay him. An instant I thought 
he was gone past me, for a chill blinding mist seemed to surround me, 
and I felt my spirits leaving their seat in heart and brain, and the 
opportunity of my keenest hopes becoming lost to me. I fell upon my 
knees; I besought the majestic, lonely phantom; I prayed him to 
speak to me and teach me; for I could learn (I entreated) and I 
would hear. 

And then, as I knelt with my hands pressing tightly on my face, 
and head bent almost to the earth, I did hear. 

There was a sigh, long and far away, like a sob for pitifulness, and the 
White Monk spoke to me. 

" Boy," he said, " thou wilt hear nothing but sorrow from me. And 
what does that profit thee? Poor poet, ever seeking after the unknown 
regardless if it be balefull Well, these have their reward. Those in 
whom the soul is ever straining away from earthliness may know a 
charm, in sorrow, and a glory in deep mysteries that I imagine not, nor 
comprehend" 

And there was a pause. I knew he was by me still, by the cold 
white light that penetrated my closed eye-lids through my hands. But 
I feared to lose the priceless moment, and, though I spoke as if the air 
was thick and heavy, and a weight against my lips, I pleaded for a word 
from him. 

"Nay," said the monk, it seemed to me with all the grandeur of some 
ruined demi-god; "no words from me can profit thee. I am walking in 
mystery that I cannot even learn to know, and which will not accept 
me. Before death, oh, youth, thou canst not know bewilderment" 

I groaned; my last hope in life seemed cut from under my feet 
What! if the problems with which our hearts ache here are tenfold 
more terrible and more inexplicable in the spirit life, when we are face 
to face with them, without the tempering of trivial pleasures to distract 
us? and yet, that it was so, I might hear from this errant spirit, once, 
perchance, a thinker like to me. I sobbed aloud, in impotence of will 
under this new infliction. Not only Life, but Death, and Life thereafter 
were horrible now. 

" Dost thou know sorrow? " asked the spirit I mutely shook my head. 
" Perchance thou never mayest," returned the Monk. " A man may 

live, youth, even in this world of yours, and never understand it Oh, be 
its foe, young dreamer I Seek not to fathom it, not be the cause why 
others learn it It is unholy." 
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"Why should a man not brave it?" I urged. "It is the half of 
human life." 

" Is that a merit?" the voice answered me. 
" Sorrow is part of the truth," I challenged him. 
" Privation of truth, rather. Sorrow is illusion." 
"Teach me what sorrow is," said I. "Illusion itself is the greater 

part of fact-to us, in any case, if all be said. I am a poet-now I feel 
it-and I will learn the meaning of every point of knowledge that man 
can. What care I if the insight wrecks my happiness here-what is 
earth's happiness ?--or my salvation after death-let me wander 
wretched as thou-learn I must I God himself ordains it. If sorrow 
be a secret (myself had rather deemed it common fare enough, and 
fitting to this our world as bravely as a glove upon a hand) then let me 
wrestle with its mysteries." I spoke in hot whispers, all defiance. Still 
I kept my hands against my eyes j I was a coward under all rebellion, 
and my soul trembled, lest knowledge should burn it up. I seemed to 
live a century till the answer came. And then, how different to what I 
had awaited I No thunder of the gods, no spark Promethean that I might 
pass to mortals to serve and give them light Only a sad perplexity. 

"Sorrow is never real without immortality," the White Monk said 
" You are like children down here, who rage and weep an hour and then 
lie down to sleep away the time wearily, grasping a toy that seems new 
in your disappointed arms for comfort. We-it is not so with us j I 
cannot cause thee fathom it Our sorrows are immortal, even as 
ourselves j note that We have no toys to comfort us j and we cannot 
taste realities of happiness, for our sorrow inheres in us, and the real 
Sorrow and Joy do mutually repel each the other." 

"Thou hast not revealed the nature of immortal sorrow." 
"Thinkest thou that because I died to earth, I must needs be as a 

god ?-I-Pietro Rinucci, the murderer-a hypocrite, a man of violence 
also? Thou hast no sense of grades, nor of divisible infinity, poor 
would-be Titan! " 

There was scorn, but such a sadness rang in it, that I wept 
" I know not' natures,'" said the Monk. "Tkey know, the god-like 

learners, but I am repulsed. I know my sorrow j it is to have been 
exiled from e\·ery state in which I could use freedom, or understand the 
nature and reasons of things. It is to carry a deep grief of mine own 
unspoken in my heart in silence, without a friend, and to go from door 
to door in a world that has become hateful to me, seeing the misery of 
others, guessing at their after misery, and not able ever to forget one 
scene of it, nor of my own." 

" Nay, truly, that is a fate that many share," I said. 
" In your earth-life j yes-" agreed the spirit. "But, after death, thou 

knowest not what it is I Infinite capacity to receive infinite pain I Love 
not Sorrow over-much. I charge thee. Seeing it so powerful in the 
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earth, men have made a god of it and worship it-do not thou so. 
There is nothing in it, beyond what its name expresses." 

His voice was so despairing to my ear, used to harsher but more vivid 
sounds, that I was impelled to look up at him. The sight caught my 
breath and brought my timid childhood back upon me. For he was 
terribly the same as in the old portrait of Pietro Rinucd that hung in 
disgrace in the corridor, away from the pictured ancestors of our house, 
as a curiosity, breeding dislike and fear. I had often trembled before 
the portrait, fancying that the deep frowning eyes followed me, and that 
the slight hand, that was depicted in the act of raising the white cowl 
back from the face, beckoned to me. And now I was face to face with 
Pietro Rinucci himself. 

And yet, not so ! Though he had claimed the name, what was there 
left of the murderer, save only the semblance of the features and the garb? 

This spirit was a revelation of sorrow, all the wickedness had long 
been tamed away. Nay, how entirely had it doubtless been exorcised 
by the sharp finger of death, the cooler of all passions I The minute 
touch of raillery that seemed to me to dwell in the edges of the hard
drawn mouth, just served to put that coping-stone of contrast that is 
needed to make perfect woe. I was smaller in wisdom than he, and he 
could not choose but scoff at my braggart will to know, and my con
fidence that he could tell me, or would tell me, what I desired. 

But the pathos of that solitary white figure that appeared to stand 
but some four paces from me, and yet was removed by one world 
from my touch-and the grandeur of self-knowledge and unchangeable 
dignity that looked forth from the piercing cold depths of those des
pairing eyes, drew my soul out again from myself to contemplate a 
destiny but half unveiled. At that moment, and still in ignorance so 
great of the vast After-death, I would have died to quench the 
wistful light in those deep eyes. 

" And is there hope of thy release at last?" I sighed. 
"I know not," breathed the Monk very low. "That is what I 

cannot learn. Of all mysteries, that is the most clouded. I am tortured 
- to speak it in such words as you can grasp - by yearning and 
suspense; even the knowledge of hopelessness were gain com
pared with this eating uncertainty. For, after all, when all is over, it 
is the knowledge of things for which we crave. Having that, the soul 
is fed; but doubt like mine is bitterness beyond comparison with any 
earthly smart. Ah, the intensity of baffled search for what may not 
exist for me ! " 

"Yet even so are we," I murmured, and the Monk bowed his head 
solemnly in agreement. 

" You do not understand as we," he added, however. 
" Art thou alone thus afflicted, oh spirit? Are not there others whose 

aid or sympathy can help?" 
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"Did I not tell thee I had no friend?" said the Monk. "There is 
room for all in the spirit-worlds. I am doomed to the sight only of 
those who dwell, ignorant and sensual, on your earth, or of those whose 
bare proximity strikes tenfold the confusion into my nature that the 
sight of me does into thine. There is no fellowship for me, because 
I abused my fellow-men. I did over-much harm on the earth; thus, 
when I grew trembling into· consciousness, a rational soul in the new 
rether, my first knowledge was-that I was rejected. I had sinned over
boldly on the earth, so I was refused the boon of re-visiting it as a 
human being again, with the faint, fresh touch of spirituality that accom
panies all new birth to give another chance in a more careful life. I 
might not again behold the dear light of the sun with eyes meet to joy 
in it I was doomed to see the world I had loved and left in a new 
aspect-an aspect which struck horror, for I understood the evil in it, 
and the little joy of it (which I could feel no longer) seems o'er slight to 
compensate for the pains that mortals suffer. Worse than this, I was 
doomed to retain-for my humiliation and others' warning-the accursed 
murderer's frame in semblance-how I loathed it thou mayst guess. 
Any mortal's semblance were pain and harassment to a soul-how much 
more that very habit and form under which I did my sins. My soul 
cries out to God by day and by night, but His face is utterly turned 
from me. I seek every token of His presence--every hint of His mercy 
-every ray of the ideal Light-and through how many wanderings I have 
to go before I find them I Your religion, which I once professed, is now 
foreign to me. I scarcely know the God you worship. And I cannot 
comprehend the Idea of the spirits' God. I am broken and crushed by 
too much knowledge on the one hand, and by utter, sunless, conscious 
blindness on the other. I know your world now. Have I not seen it 
develope these two centuries, as you accompt of Time? I hate and 
utterly despise the things that fill men's thoughts under the sun. But 
when I look into the world of souls, I fear annihilation; for I cannot 
comprehend the vastness of the changed systems of Time, of Space, of 
Thought, of Being." 

"I am nowhere at home, and no sympathy thrills the note of hope 
back to me." 

"Why dost thou thus suffer-for sins done in partial ignorance? " 
"From purely physical forces, which accompany a man to his tomb. 

In life I dealt out Sorrow to others-I was the genius of Sorrow; I 
belong, therefore to sorrow. The strongest part of my nature as man 
has infected my soul, and my ruling tendency remains in force, a weight 
that makes the earth still a magnet to me. I am compelled to stay by 
he place of sorrows, and to drink in all that can be learnt of it, in 

myself and through others. I am to see the saddest scenes of life 
according to the body, and, knowing by virtue of the few steps more of 
wisdom I possess what could avert these most horrible mischiefs, am 
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bound in chains that I cannot loose from stirring in help. How many 
awful tragedies have I seen, standing myself the while by the side of 
the man who, could I have breathed a word to him, would have changed 
all! Nay, worse; my presence is destructive, and I cannot enter a poor 
widow's cottage without her feeling double woe. Oh, Sorrow hath 
entered my soul, and spreads a thick mist to keep out the light! I am 
athirst for Happiness. I could not reach it, even if God gave it, now, for 
what you men call years. Boy, you have the gift of speech from a 
burning poet's heart. Bid men shun sorrow and the causes of it. Let 
me pass-here is my goal; there is discord in the dance-music; dost 
thou not hear it, happy one? Let me pass." 

The last glow from the power of those dark, sad eyes. The unwonted 
permission of speech withdrawn, the human look faded, I knew the face 
no more-the terror returned-the dazzling whiteness and the shock of 
chilling giddiness-besides, I felt he must not pass the threshold of our 
home. I strove, I yeamed, I strung my will to passionate tension. 

He was gone, and whither I knew not, with the quick, resistless 
motion, stronger than Death. And I lay in frenzy, crushing the sharp 
gravel in my hands, and laying its harsh edges hard to my cheek, in 
passionate, terrified striving to feel the :world again. 

If Raymond Delorme will wait for Marguerite, he will be a true 
lover and a deep and tender one, for she is dead; she died that 
night. 

THE END. 

MY PHILOSOPHY. 

THEY lie who say immortal spirit is nought 
Save summit of fleshly chain, save link between 
Blind motion of nerve and muscle :-they overween, 

Groping in darkness of their arrogant thought; 
Having fettered the soaring soul that else had sought 

To lighten the shadows 'twixt the God unseen 
And the human he made so strong that it dared lean 

'Gainst heaven and triumph at the ruin it wrought. 

Yea, spirit communes with spirit, as sense with sense; 
No soul is bound that truly would be free! 
Else were the human stronger than deity, 

Else were the angels reft of all defence-
Burst bonds, oh soul I Slay flesh that fetters thee I 

So God shall dower thee with omnipotence I 
EVELYN PYNL 
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BUDDHIST DOCTRINE OF THE WESTERN HEAVEN.-

ON the interest attaching to th~ hope of a future life develop~d 
amongst the Northern BuddhIsts, not a word need to be saId· 
This hope has been powerful amongst them for nearly 2,000 

years. In their monastic homes in Tartary, where sometimes as many 
as 5,000 believers live together, under a system of Buddhist studies, 
prayers, and ascetic observances, the hope of a future life mingles as an 
important element While some think more of the Nirvana as their 
hope, and give themselves up to happy reverie, as they think of the 
union with Buddha which is attained by the loss of personality, t many 
more prefer to meditate on the Paradise of Amitabha, the Buddha of a 
world situated in the West, beyond the region of the fixed stars, as the 
home they may attain by the merciful help of BUDDHA. 

All over Thibet, China, Mongolia, and Japan, this hope exists 
amongst the Buddhists. And it is a curious question whether it was 
occasioned by Persian or by Christian influence, or whether it was 
entirely self-originated.t It is proposed in this paper to place before the 
reader the evidence from Chinese sources, by which it may be learned that 
this doctrine began in India and spread in the Punjaub and Affghanistan 
shortly before the Christian era, and that it was adopted by the 
Buddhist writers of the age for such reasons as the following: They 
regarded it as a powerful engine for aiding in the cure of worldliness by 
intensifying the meditative reveries of the monks. It was adapted to 
deepen the religious feelings and to multiply the religious activity of 
lay Buddhists of all classes and both sexes. Further, it a"ded variety 
to the forms of happiness which Buddhism gives to believers. § 

Buddhist works began to be translated into Chinese about the year 
67 A.D. The first was the book of 42 sections. It is moral and didactic, 

• The author of this paper is the Rev. Dr. Joseph Edkins, D.O., late of Peking, author also of 
.. Chinese Buddhism," .. Religion in China," .. Introduction to the Study of the Chinese Cha
racters," II A Mandarin Grammar," etc .. etc. 

t The loss of the false or temporary personality by its transformation into the ABSOLUTE .. Ego." 
-[ED.] 

l Most undeniably the idea was originated by neither of the above-named influences, no more than 
the knowledge of the Zodiac, astronomy or architecture was ever originated in India .. by the Greek 
influence," agreeably with Dr. Weber's and Professor Max Mnller's favourite hobbies. This" hope" 
is based on hurwletlp, on the secret esoteric doctrines preached by Gautama Buddha, and flashes of 
which are still found even in the semi-exoteric tenets of the schools of Mahayana, Aryasanga and 
others.-{Eo.] 

§ Buddhist works may have apPeared in China not earlier than &7 A. O. ; but there are as good 
proofs and evidence, from Chinese and Tibetan History as much as from Buddhist records, that the 
tenets of Gautama reached China as early as the year 683 of the Tzin era (436 B.C.~ Of course in 
this instance we accept Buddhist chronology, not the fanciful annals of the Western Orientalists, 
who base their chronological and IIutorieal computations on the so-called "Vikramaditya era," while 
ignorant to this day of the date when Vikramaditya rea11y lived-[ED.l 
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and in no respect legendary. Nothing is said here of the Paradise of 
the Western Heaven; but the translator was born in Bengal and 
travelled to China by the route across the mountain~ in Central Asia. 
Previous to this he had visited Western India or the Bombay 
Presidency. Here in a small kingdom Kashiapmadanga our hero was 
invited to explain the" Book of Golden Light." Just as the assembly 
was gathered and he was preparing his instructions, an invading army 
from a neighbouring country arrived at the border. Here the enemy 
found difficulties and suspected some magic influence preventing his 
advance. He sent an ambassador, who, on reaching the capital, found 
the Buddhist monk addressing the assembly on the mode of 
protecting the state. The two states then made a treaty of peace 
at the instance of the invader, and Buddhism was taught in both 
countries. 

Belief in the magical powers of the Buddhists had much to do with 
the spread of their religions, and not less influential was the super
stitious regard for the sacred books,· which it was supposed could save 
kingdoms from war. Among the most famous of these works is the 
Sutra of Golden Ligkt. It is the Alten Gerel of the Mongols, by whom 
it is regarded as a talisman of particular efficacy. It is the Chinese 
Chin kwang ming eking, and is viewed as the most honoured of all the 
Buddhist sacred books. Hence its title" King of the Sutras." With 
the Mongols it is an object of worship, and is kept on the same shelf or 
table which, in the tents of the land of grass, serves as an altar, and here 
it is regaled with the same incense and is honoured with the same 
offerings as the images. In this book, the Buddha of boundless age, 
Amitabha, is mentioned, and this is apparently the germ from which the 
doctrine of the Western Heaven was afterwards developed. 

In our uncertainty with regard to the origin of the Buddhist hope of 
a Western Paradise, it is an advantage to find in this book some 
definite statements. The legend is connected with the city of Rajagrilta 
in Central India, and it originated, it would seem, in a vision of a 
Bodkisattwa who was named Sinsiang (image of faith). He felt uneasy 
at the thought that Buddha had only lived to be eighty years of age 
and yet was so full of merit, as shewn in his avoiding the destruction of 
life, and his abundant gifts of food to the hungry. To meet his doubts, 
as he sits at home, his house suddenly begins to grow larger. The floor 
was tesSelated with precious stones and red porcelain. The aspect of 
everything was glorified as if it were the peaceful land of the Buddhas. 
Sweet odours breathed through the air, and four thrones were seen, one 
on each side. Flowers were placed around them, and on each sat a 
Buddha. That on the east was Akshobya, and that on the west the 

• No mon:, we say. than the .. miracles" of the New Testament had to do with the spread of the 
Christian religion. Then wby should any fair·minded person, even if a missionary, denounce the 
_ or Buddhists for their sacred books as "a sflperstililllls regard," while enforcing the same 
"lIlpeBtltious regard .. for the laible, under the penalty, moreover, of eternal damnation ?-{ED.l 
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Buddha of boundless age. Light shot forth from each lion-throne, 
illuminating the city of Rajagrilza and the whole universe. 

The happy land of the West is not here mentioned, but the Buddha 
of boundless age, who belonged to the West, would lead to it The 
legend then appears here in an impenect form. The probability is that 
this is the legend in the germ, and that the works in which it is found 
fully developed are later. If this supposition be correct, and if this be 
the germ of the paradise of the Western Heaven, it is a matter of great 
importance to know that it began in the city of Rajagriha, one of the 
first cities where Buddhism prevailed, and further, that the occasion of 
inventing the legend was a desire felt to magnify the perfection of 
Buddha. The Western paradise is the happy abode of the Buddha of 
boundless age, and was not, in the first instance, planted in the regions 
of infinite space, to provide a refuge for those human sufferers to whom 
the extinction of Nirvana was not a sufficient hope. 

The name of the translator who is first mentioned in connection with 
this legend is Tirukacluznva, a native of the Punjaub. Several of his 
works are named in the list· of Buddhist books Dilade in the year 
A.D. 730, and one of them is said to have been translated A.D. 147. But 
for the statement in the Book of Golden Light we might suppose, from 
this translator being a native of the Punjaub, that the legend originated 
there. In that part of India there is no doubt that many of the 
Buddhist books were first compiled, As we proceed we shall learn if 
other reasons support the hypothesis of origin in North Western India. 

The author of the list made in the year A.D. 730 was a leamed monk, 
who divides the books, now in libraries, and which he had himself 
personally seen, from those which were lost He says of a book called 
the Sutra of the boundless and pure, that this was the same with the 
greater AmitaMa Sutra. But this is equivalent to saying, that it taught 
the legend of the Western paradise, and we may, therefore, look upon it 
as certain that this legend was taught in China, in the years A.D. 147 to 
186, when the translator was occupied in his duties in the Chinese 
capital. It appears that he also rendered from Sanscrit a work on 
Aksko6)'a, the companion Buddha to Amita6Juj and ruler of the 
Eastern Universe. This legend belongs to the same class as the legend 
of the Western Paradise, and in the "Book of Golden Light" these 
two Buddhas are mentioned together. They were, therefore, con
temporaneous in origin. t 

The Buddhist works containing the legend of the Western Heaven 
belong to the school of the great development of the Northern Buddhists, 
and this class of works was definitely adopted in Cashmere, at the council 
held in the reign of Kaniskka. This prince is stated by the traveller, 

• This is called the K di:fW1J list. and is contained in seven large vols. 
t That origin must be archaic indeed. since both the names are found in the .. Book of Dz7an:' 

classed with the DhJIID-Chohans (PiIris). the .. Fathers of man:' who answer to the seven Elohim. 
-{ED. 1 
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Hiuen Cltwang, in more than one place, to have reigned 400 years after 
the Nirvana. Now Buddha is said to have died B.C.543.- Kanisltka 
was reigning, therefore, in the first century before Christ He belonged 
to the Vue Ii race, who, according to Chinese accounts, in the third and 
second century lived to the north-west of China, between the province of 
Kansu and Lake Lob. From this home they were driven by the power
ful Tartar race known as the Hiung noo, who, about B.C. 200, or even later, 
led by their Emperor Moklek, inflicted on them a severe defeat, and 
killed their king, whose skull was used as a drinking-cup by his victorious 
enemy. 

The Vue ti are, in fact, the Massageto!, of Herodotus, whose Queen 
was T01IIOris, the Amazon sovereign that defeated and killed Cyrus, 
founder of the Persian monarchy. The Massagetce were a large stock, 
and among their many branches it was this which had moved most to 
the eastward. On this occasion, when ousted from their lands near 
China, this wandering tribe crossed the high passes west of Cashgar, 
and came down upon the valley of the Oxus. Here they looked south 
on the Hindoo Koosh, and west on the Caspian. Encountering the 
Da/UIe, they conquered them, and occupied Balkh and Badakshan. The 
kingdoms of Cabul and Cashmere had now become their neighbours, 
and here they were located when the famous Chinese traveller, Chang" 
mien, visited them about B.C. 140. He made diplomatic use of his 
experiences amongst the Hiung noo, who had kept him as a captive till 
he escaped. He knew Turkish, because he had lived amongst the 
Hiung- noo. In this new region he would also obtain an acquaintance 
with some Indo-European dialect; at any rate, he learned the chief 
facts respecting the wanderings of the Vue ti, and when he went back 
to China these were embodied in the history of Szma cltien, who was 
then a youth. 

In the later Han history it is recorded that about a century after the 
time of Chang" chien, the Vue ti made an irruption into Cabul and India 
and formed a large and powerful kingdom. They were now possessed 
of Candahar, Cashmere, and much country beside belonging to India 
and the modem Affghanistan. Kaniskka was their king, and he became 
a zealous Buddhist He called the Council of Cashmere, at which 
Buddhist doctrine according to the northern form was determined. 
And it included the legend of the Western Paradise. The reign of 
Kanishka has been fixed by Koeppen and others as extending from 
ac. IS to A.D. 45, and when we remember what is said in the later Han 
history, and by the traveller Hiuen chwang", we feel that Chinese 
evidence supports this chronology so far as it goes. We must then 
assign the legend of the Western Heaven to this time for its definite 
adoption, and to an earlier period for its origination. The Vue Ii in 

* Read in this connection in .. Five Years of Thooosopby," the article: .. Sakya Muni's place in 
History,"' pp. 371-37S.-{ED.] . 
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their new kingdom practised many useful arts, and it was by artificers 
from their country that in the fifth century the Chinese learned the 
secret of glass manufacture, and of the ware called Lieu Ii. Buddhism 
in those times helped in communicating civilized arts to new races, and 
in many countries its missionaries were the first to teach reading and 
writing. These men were in the third century very assiduous in 
translating into Chinese the books of their religion. Several hundred 
titles are preserved, while the books themselves are mostly lost 
irrecoverably. Many short narratives are among them, containing stories 
adapted to stir up the feelings and to give popularity to the addresses of 
Buddhist preachers. Among them are found occasionally the names of 
books which taught the paradise of the Western Heaven, a belief at that 
time become thoroughly naturalized in the religion of the northern 
Buddhists. They are placed in the second class of canonical works, 
called the" precious collection," with an allusion to the special attractive
ness of this legend. 

The country on the west of the Kingdom of the Indian Getae was 
Parthia, which lasted till the year A.D. 226, when the Persians recovered 
their independence. One of the translators was An shi kan, son of the 
Parthian king, his mother being the principal queen. He would 
naturally know the Zmdavesta, and the doctrine of the resurrection. 
Parthian Jews, too, returned from keeping the Pentecost at Jerusalem 
to their own country, and carried with them Christian· convictions and 
experiences. This was about a hundred years before this prince went 
as a missionary to China, He was actively engaged in translation in 
that country from A.D. 147 to 170. Among the titles of the 95 books 
he translated, are some which appear in the "precious collection," such 
as "the book of unlimited age." He has two which treat of worlds of 
punishment (Naraka), which to the Buddhists are prisons, fiery hot, or 
icy cold, where every kind of torture is used.t This prince may be 
better judged, however. by a little tract translated by him, and still 
extant, and which teaches the vanity of all appearances, the misery of 
giving rein to the passions, the evil of greed, the happiness of poverty, 
the constant victory to be gained over the four evil ones, so as to escape 
the prisons of the metempsychosis. He also taught that true joy is to 
be found in acquiring wisdom, and in instructing and saving the lost. 
He enjoins the practice of pitying wicked men instead of hating them, 
of forgiving injuries, of avoiding worldly pleasure, while living in the 
world, always content with the monk's robe, the rice-bowl, and the time
beater which he uses when reciting his prayers. At the end he adds 
willingness to suffer for others as their substitute. 

* It would be more correct, perhaps, to say .. Gnostic," instead of .. Christian" convictions. The 
Jews could be Gnostics without renouncing Judaism.-[ED.] 

t Which, however, are all metaphorical expressions, whenever used. Buddhists have never 
believed in their philosophy in any Hell as a locality. Avitchi is a state and a condition, and the 
tortures therein are all mental -[ED.l 
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On the whole, what this man taught in China was Christian morality 
in the Buddhist shape. The forgiveness of injuries, contentment, pity 
for men when they sin, suffering in the place of others, are very 
Christian.* But he personifies evil in a four-fold form. He is a thorough 
monk from habit and conviction, and a firm believer in the delusion 
practised upon our senses by all the forms of matter. Yet, in this point, 
the metaphysical doctrine is less to him than the moral danger and evil 
from contact with the world. 

This prince was an adept in astrology, in medicine, and meteorology. 
He could find a meaning in the sounds uttered by birds and beasts. 
When walking, he would suddenly say, if a flock of swallows passed, 
" A swallow tells me I am to have food brought to me." Soon some 
messenger with food would arrive. He taught the doctrine of the pulse 
and the needle used in acupuncture, and could tell the disease from the 
colour of the patient. While he remained in his father's palace he kept 
the Buddhist vows, studied the Sub' as, and practised almsgiving. On 
the death of the king his father, he resolved to resign his throne to his 
uncle, because the fictitious grandeur of the world was what he had no 
taste for. He entered a monastery, and gave himself up to the study of 
Buddhist philosophy. Going abroad to teach, he visited various 
countries, and at last reached China, where he remained permanently. 

King Chosroes, who fought with Trajan, was succeeded about A.D. 122 

by Vologeses his son, the second of that name, This Vologeses is thought 
to have died about A.D. 149, and at this point the succession is un
certain. The Chinese account in stating that the heir-apparent became 
a monk,leaving the succession to his uncle, adds details that are new to 
European history. This uncle would be Vologeses the third. 

During the second and third centuries, other foreigners from the West 
and from India were engaged in China in translating books which taught 
the legend of the Western Heaven, and the other parts of Buddhist 
doctrine. It is quite possible far the opinions of Zoroaster to have been 
well known at tha.t time to Chinese Buddhists, for Hindoo fire-worshippers 
often became Buddhists. One of the Hindoo translators who was in 
Nanking, tJae capital of the Wu. Kingdom, in A.D. 224, was originally a 
fire-worshipper. When he was a lad in his old home in India, a Buddhist 
travelling monk came one night to ask for a lodging. Since the fire
worshippers hated the Buddhists he was told to sleep outside in the 
court. The Buddhist soon made use of his arts and extinguished the 
sacred fire with9ut himself approaching it. The fire went out to the 
astonishment of the family after flaming up in a remarkable manner. 
Theyall came out and invited the monk to enter. He did so, and by the 

• Tbey are .. Christian .. only because Christianity has accepted them. All these virtues were 
taught aud practised by Buddha 600 years B.C.; as other Chinese and Indian good men and adepts 
accepted aud taught them to the multitudes thousands of years B. B.. or before Buddha. Why call 
\hem .. Christian." since they are universal ?-{ED.] 
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use of his power caused the fire to rekindle. The lad saw this, became 
a believer in Buddhism, abandoned the religion of fire, and changing his 
mode of life adopted the monkish garb. He may have well been 
acquainted with the opinion on the resurrection held by Zoroaster and 
the fire-worshippers generally. 

The form the doctrine takes is that given to it by the writers of the 
Sutras, and it is in harmony with the Hindoo metempsychosis. Heaven 
is in any Paradise inhabited by the Devas. Hell is any subterranean or 
other prison employed for the punishment of the wicked. The thirty
three heavens mean the heaven of Skakra, inhabited by Devas or angels 
who are favoured with great longevity, but are not immortal. While the 
population diminishes by death it is increased by new births from other 
worlds. So the earth's prison is divided into eighteen, adapted to punish 
the guilty in various ways according to their deserts. This view is part of a 
larger one which embraces six separate paths into which souls wander, or 
six retributory worlds, viz., heaven, the air occupied by giants, the world.of 
men, the region of hungry ghosts, animals, and hell. This is a Hindoo 
conception as it stands, but it is not found in the Vedas, and the language 
of elaboration and definition is Buddhistic, while the metempsychosis 
belongs equally to all the other Hindoo schools. It is a national and not 
merely a Buddhist belief. We find in the Nyaya system that the cause 
of transmigration is in wrong notions which lead to stupidity and vice. 
Transmigration is one of the many evils which men bring on themselves 
by wrong notions. The Satlklzya philosophy derives all evils suffered by 
mankind from the connection of man with nature. The Vedanta 
philosophy finds the origin of transmigration and other evils in God who 
is the cause of virtue and vice. * 

Buddhism in ·its statement of the cause of transmigration finds it in a 
moral necessity of things, and being atheistict it stops there. Retribution 
follows all actions by unseen fate compelling it~ Here it is that the 
human conscience utters its voice. Good actions are rewarded by 
happiness, and evil actions by misery. The force of Buddhist teaching 
in persua4ing mankind to accept it surely rested partly on this 
foundation, it appealed to human consdence as to whether sin is not 
wrong and deserving of punishment, or if it did not ask the question it 
assumed the fact, and no one contradicted it. 

Indeed it may be said that the acceptance of transmigration by all 
the Hindoo systems shows that the Hindoo conscience is like that of the 
rest of the world, an index pointing to moral truth. Whether the 

* The Vedtznttz philosopby finds nothing of tbe kind, nor does it teach of a God (least of all with a 
capital G). But there is a sect ofVedantins, the Vms4ttztlwaittz, who, refusing to acceptdutzlism, 
have, nolens wiens, to place the origin of all evil as of all good in Parabrabmam. But Para
brahmam is not" God" in the Christian sense, at any rate in the Vedanta philosophy.-{Eo.] 

t Atheistic, inasmuch as it very reasonably rejects the idea of any personal antbropomorphous god. 
Its secret philosophy, however, explains the causes of rebirths or" transmigration."-lEo.] 

::: This ., unseen fate" is KAJlIlA.-;ED. J 
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Hindoo systems known as the Nyaya and Vedanta which are theistic, 
or those known as Sankhya and Buddhistic which are atheistic, be con
sulted, all are at one on this point, they regard transmigration as a fact 
and as a just reward to every man according to his merit or demerit. It 
is a singular and interesting fact that conscience is here seen acting as 
the acknowledged umpire in questions appertaining to the moral sphere. 
The Hindoo sages found a harmony existing between nature without 
and conscience within, and never thought of questioning the facts offered 
by the use of the authority claimed by the others. 

What Buddhism did in regard to the doctrine of a future life was to 
make it more definite so far as belief in the Nirvana would allow. In 
this, what was done by Shakyamtmi was simply to state distinctly the 
popular view and endorse it by his authority in his exoteric teaching. 
In his exoteric instructions he taught the Nirvana. He was followed by 
his disciples in this kind of teaching till Ashwagosha's time, about A.D. 

100, who was one of the early champions of the Mahayana school and 
a prime mover in the inculcation of the doctrine of the Western Heaven. 
Asllwagosha, called in Chinese Ma ming pu sa, wrote the Shastra called 
Clli sin lun, and in this argued that the legend of the Western Heaven 
was necessary on account of the weakness of men's minds. On their 
first learning Buddhist doctrines correct faith was difficult for them, and 
to reverence the Buddhas was impossible. In order to aid faith and to 
prevent falling back,youshould know that Buddha has a most excellent aid. 
This aid in guiding and guarding the believing heart, consists in becoming 
entirely absorbed in thinking of Buddha, and in the desire to be born in 
a Buddha world in the West, to be there seen by Buddha, to leave all 
wicked doctrines for ever, and as the Sutra says, meditate exclusively on 
A mida, attain fixity in thought, a right purpose, steady progress, and 
the constant view of Buddha in the form of the body of the law. 

Such is the statement of Ashwagosluz as to the intention of the legend 
of AmUia. It was to help in producing and strengthening faith.- It 
was an aid to the Buddhist teachers against scepticism and would prove 
valuable in their missions among new races not accustomed to Hindoo 
modes of thought. This appears to have been the object of the invention 
of the Western Heaven legend. ' 

The occurrence of this passage in a book by Ashwagosha the twelfth 
patriarch, shows that the legend was quite anterior to the time of 
Nagarjuna or Lungshu the most prolific of Buddhist writers and the 
fourteenth patriarch. But its extensive adoption was the work of both, 
and of other eminent defenders of Buddhism in North Western India, 
Affghanistan, and countries near. In this there would be the influence of 
Christianity felt, not possibly in causing the first formation of the legend, 
but very probably in leading to its spread through the regions just 
mentioned, and also in the onward progress of the religion through 

• Buddha preached against IJ/ind faith and enforced knowledge and reason.~ED.l 
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Tibet and China in after years. I t seems reasonable that so far as the 
Parthians were acquainted with Christianity in the early centuries, and 
the Persians of the Sassanide dynasty afterwards, the Buddhists would, 
being in close connection with them, become aware of Christian tenets. 
They would notice how much Christians were influenced by the hope of 
a future life, how it occupied their thoughts and made them superior to 
the fear of death I This would lead them to reason as did M a ming in 
regard to the hope of future happiness in a world without sin as a means 
of increasing faith. The Apostle Peter is said to have preached the 
gospel in Parthia, and Bardesanes of Edessa, in the second century, states 
that Christianity had spread into Parthia, Media, Persia, and Bactria· 

The form of the legend, as it is partially dualistic, is more likely to 
have borrowed, if it borrowed at all, from Persian sources than Christian. 
Thus A mitabka, ruling in a world of light and holiness, is like Ormusd. 
While Skakyamulzi's world, filled with evil, and remaining after his 
great efforts still unpurified from sin and darkness, reminds of the world 
of Akriman. But this is more likely to be accidental resemblance than 
positive borrowing. 

The Persian persecution under Sapor took place in the fourth century. 
The martyrs were so numerous, and their faithfulness and constancy in 
the face of death so decided, that Christianity must have become widely 
known on their account, and a great impulse would be given thus to 
faith in a happy future life. 

Although the shape of the Buddhist doctrine of a future life appears 
on the whole to be independent of Christian doctrine on the same 
subject, to which it was anterior by only a few years, yet the stimulus 
imparted by the many examples of Christian constancy in martyrdoms 
cannot very well have been without an effect upon the Buddhist 
missionaries, who spread this peculiar doctrine in Tartary and China as 
in other northern countries. The Buddhist change of front from the 
Nirvana to the promise of the Western Heaven may in this have been 
caused in no slight degree by their knowledge of the great power 
possessed by the Christians, in their hope of a happy existence hereafter. 

Since we find a famous Buddhist author, about A.D. 100, explaining 
the advantage of faith in the Western Paradise as a help to devotion, 
and translations teaching the legend made into Chinese A.D. 167, we are 
not at liberty to regard the legend of the Western Hea,,:en as borrowed 

• It would be far more correct to say that it is the early Christians. or the Gnostics rather. who 
were inftuenced by Buddhist doctrines. than the reverse. • AIl these ideas of Devachan. etc.. were 
inculcated by Buddhism from the first. No foreign inftuence there. surely. It cannot be proved 
Ahtoricttll7. that the .. Apostle Peter" had preached the gospel in Parthia, not even that the blessed 
.. Apostle." whose relics are shown at Goa. went there at all But it is an "istoriettl ftt(l. that a 
century before the Christian era. Buddhist monks crowded into Syria and Babylon. and that Buddhasp 
(Bodhisattva). the so-called Cbaldean. was the founder of Sabism or Ittptis... And Renan. in his 
Vie de Jesus. says. that .. the religion of multiplied baptisms. the scion of the still existent sect, named 
the • Christians of St. John' or MendC2IUIS, whom the Arabs call el-Mogttuila and Baptists. TIle 
ArameaD ftl'b .Itt, origin of the name SUWIl, is a synonym of ~,~ •• "-{ED.] 
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from Christianity. The Buddhist view on this subject is, in fact, an 
expansion of the Hindoo universe of the metempsychosis made for 
argumentative purposes and to aid in promoting faith. 

If we wish to go further back, we find that the Hindoo philosophical 
schools all, very singularly, believed in the metempsychosis, while a few 
centuries before in the later Vedic treatises it is found only in a 
rudimentary form. In those works there is language which implies that 
a man may go through a succession of deaths. Hindoo thinkers had 
begun to look on life as capable of repetition, but when the philosophical 
sects were founded, including Buddhism, in the seventh, sixth, and fifth 
centuries before Christ, the metempsychosis had become the universal 
belief of India. This change of opinion throughout India regarding the 
future state must be viewed in connection with the foreign intercourse 
caused by the very powerful Mesopotamian and Persian monarchies, as 
also the progress in navigation under Egyptian monarchs. The Persian 
Empire, B.C. 538 to 331, embraced North-Western India, and promoted 
intercourse between South-Western Asia and India by land. The 
communication by sea through the trade in Indian productions, and 
those of Ultra India, was always active between India and the Persian 
Gulf. This led necessarily to the residence in Indian seaports and at 
the courts and capitals of Rajahs, of Babylonian astrologers and diviners. 
These men would communicate the views held in the West on the future 
life, and it would be in this way that the Indians, predisposed by the 
Vedas to believe in a future state, would be led on to the adoption with 
astrology and the art of writing, of some of the Babylonian and Egyptian 
doctrines on cosmogony and the future state.· This helps to account for 
the striking contrast between Hindoo opinion on these matters in the 
Vedas and in the older books of Buddhism. 

Ashwasgosha's principle must be steadily kept in view if we would 
understand the progress of Buddhist faith in India in those times 
R,eligious leaders held that an expanded universe was a help to faith 
They therefore in their writings invented such a universe and advocated 
it in their Shastras as of great utility. On the other hand primitive 
Christianity in its teaching on the future state was animated by faith 
in the doctrine, and not by considerations of utility. It would be 
impossible to find in any of the early Christian writings a parallel 
to the passage here given from the Chi Sill title of Ashwagosha. 

Buddhism dis~lieves the reality of the material universe, and invents 
at will a fictitious universe as an aid to faith. Christianity believes 
in the reality of the existing universe made known in nature, and 
of the future state made known in the Christian books of revelation. 

The stand-point of the two religions is, therefore, wide as the 
poles asunder. REV. JOSEPH EDKINS, D.D. 

• There is one little impediment. however, in the way of such a .. Weberian .. theory. There is no 
Ajslln"kal evidence that the .. Chaldean astrologers and diviners" were ever at the courts of Indian 
Rajahs 1M/on llu days of Alexander. But it is a perfectly established historical fact, as pointed out 
by Colonel Vans Kennedy, that it was, on the contrary, Babylonia which was once the seat of the 
Sanskrit language and of Brahmanical inftuence.-[ED. I 
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THE TRUE STORY OF A MAGICIAN. 

(Continued.) 

By MABEL COLLINS. 

CHAPTER XVIII.-(Colltimled.) 

mJHE first move was to send a large detachment to the frontier • 
.J1 where there was a great plain on which the army was to camp. 
0·· Here it was anticipated that the first blows would be struck. 

The King and the General both went with this part of the army; 
anq now Fleta was to go too. Everybody envied these lucky men. 
who were pretty certain to lose their lives, but would nevertheless be 
smiled on by the young queen; so wild are the sentiments of war 
when once roused. They were all awake in Fleta herself. She found 
a fierce relaxation in this excitement which had entered her veins 
and made her blood grow warm again ; it was a reprieve, a rest from 
the terrible anxieties of her life, and it seemed to her as if it had 
perhaps just come in time to prevent the strain under which she was 
suffering from driving her mad. As the thought came into her mind 
she paused in what she was doing at the moment and raised her 
hands to her head. "It is possible," she said to herself, "it might 
have been a lifetime wasted in a mad-house. This war-fever has 
come as a rest; I will not let myself think while it last')-I will take 
the passion and live in it." And so, with fresh vigour, she hurried the 
maids who were packing and arranging for her. The hour of starting 
from the city had not given her very long to get ready in; but she 
was more than punctual-she was in her place some minutes before 
she was expected. She stood up in her carriage to bow in answer to 
the enthusiastic greeting she received. By the side of the carriage 
rode a servant leading a very spirited young horse. It was Fleta's 
favourite, the one she had ridden to and fro from her garden house 
at home into the city; it had been brought with her to her new 
home. She had given orders that it was to accompany her now. Otto 
inquired why she had brought it; but she made no answer. The march 
was not a long one; it only lasted a day and a half. Fleta's carriage 
was closed when they started on the next morning; no one had seen 
her since they had camped for the night, not even Otto. Nor did 
anyone see her till the midday halt was called, when she stepped out of 
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her carriage, wearing a riding habit of very soft, fine, crimson cloth. 
Her non-appearance had somewhat dulled the spirits of the men j but 
now that they saw her, and dressed in this way, moving about among 
them, it was just as if the sun had suddenly burst out in the heavens, 
so the old General told her; and he begged her not to shut herself up 
again at once . 

.. I am not going to," cried Fleta, who seemed to be in her 
gayest and most gracious humour. .. I am going to ride the rest of 
the way." 

What a march that was, that afternoon! None of the men who 
survived the night could ever forget it; they talked of it afterwards 
more than of anything else. The slender figure in its crimson dress, 
riding so gaily between the King and the General, was a kind of load
stone to which all eyes were drawn. It was extraordinary to observe 
the swift subtle influence which Fleta exercised. Her presence inspired 
the whole troop, and the feeling everywhere was that of courage and 
success. 

Late in the day, when the twilight began to fall, Fleta fell into a dim 
reverie. She was not thinking of anything in particular, her mind 
appeared to be veiled and asleep. She forgot to tum her face from one 
side to the other as she had done during the afternoon, firing the men 
with the light from her brilliant eyes. Her gaze was fixed before her, 
but unseeingly, and she simply rode on without thought. As it grew 
darker she became aware that something was happening around her; 
but so buried was she in the abyss of thought or imagination she had 
entered that she did not pause nor did she give her attention in any 
way. Possibly, she could not, for her eyes were as set and strange as 
those of a sleep-walker. She rode rapidly on through the gathering 
darkness, and at last her horse grew uncontrollably terrified and darted 
away at a tremendous pace. Fleta kept her seat, swaying lightly with 
the movements of the maddened horse, over whom she no longer 
attempted any guidance; indeed she let the reins fall from her hands, 
and simply grasped a handful of the long flying mane in order to 
steajy herself. 

A wild cry reached her ear at last, and roused her partly from the 
abstraction in which she was plunged. A wild cry, in a familiar voice 
and yet one that was unrecognisable from the terror that filled it. 
.. Fleta! Fleta!" came to her on the wind. At the same moment her 
horse reared, stumbled and fell backward. He gave a shriek of agony 
as he did so that almost stunned Fleta's senses, it was so terrible. He 
was dead in another moment, for he had been shot, and mercifully the 
shot was immediately fatal. Fleta rose to her feet, and looking round 
her discovered the most extraordinary scene. She was right under the 
enemy's fire, and near her were only a few dying men and horses, who 
bad been shot down in their attempt to fly in the direction in which 
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she had been riding. There was a blurred moon, half hidden by clouds, 
but enough light was given by it for Fleta to see very plainly that her 
own soldiers were flying from the scene in every direction; and also that 
the ground was cumbered with dead bodies, further back. She stood 
perfectly still, gazing round her in a kind of frozen horror; and she was 
still a target, for the shot fell all about her. But she seemed to bear a 
charmed life; and she stood unmoved. A horse, urged to its wildest 
pace, was approaching her with thundering hoof.,,; and the cry rang out 
again: "Fleta! Fleta!" Then in another moment the horse was at 
her side, stopped suddenly, and stood panting and trembling. Someone 
leaned down towards her. "Make haste, spring up behind me," cried a 
hoarse voice, thick with fear for her. She stared at the face. How long 
had she known those eyes? Had they not spoken love to her through 
ages? And yet they were strange to her now, for she had indeed for
gotten the very existence of this man who loved her so dearly. 

"You, Hilary! " she exclaimed. 
" Spring up," he exclaimed. Don't you see you are being shot at? 

Make haste!" 
She obeyed him, without any further words, and in another moment 

the great horse he rode was tearing away with them through the gloomy 
night. 

When they were in moderate safety, Hilary slackened speed, for he 
knew that unless he was merciful to the horse now it would fail them 
later on. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

THE dawn broke in the sky at last, to Hilary's great relief; for he had 
had no easy task to guide the horse while it was dark. Now they could 
ride on quietly, and his greatest anxiety for the moment was allayed. 
In the strange stillness of the first few moments of the light he turned 
in his saddle and looked at Fleta. She returned his gaze very quietly, 
but she seemed preoccupied and absorbed in some hidden thoughts of 
her own. " Safe!" said Hilary aloud. He alone knew the torturing 
anxiety he had suffered about her, the frenzy of despair he endured 
when he saw her standing coolly beneath the fire of the enemy. 
, "0, you of little faith," said Fleta, with a smile. 

"You might have been shot!" he answered, a quiver in his voice. 
"Your courage is indomitable, I know; but it is madness to stand as a 
target, not courage." 

" I have some work to do yet," answered Fleta. .. I am in no danger 
of death. You have buried all the knowledge you have ever acquired 
beneath so deep a crust, Hilary, that you cannot even find a little faith 
to work with," 

She spoke in a,tone of cool contempt. undisguised. It nettled Hilary, 
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whose irritable nature had suffered severely from the terrible anxiety he 
had been through. 

" The shot has been hard at work on your men, the men you led on 
to their destruction, Fleta; and you don't even think of the poor 
wretches, apparently. I think you are utterly heartless." 

"The men lIed on ?" exclaimed Fleta, in unfeigned amazement "I 
wonder what you can mean? " 

.. Why, you know well enough. They would have turned. and run 
away long before if you had not always kept ahead; for it was perfectly 
plain that nothing but destruction could come of going on. But the 
men would have followed you anywhere-they followed you to their 
death." 

" Merciful Powers! .. exclaimed Fleta, co and I let myself go a thousand 
miles from that battle-field-I know absolutely nothing of what went 
on through the evening and night, Hilary, till you found me-absolutely 
nothing. Those deaths are on my soul, I know it-I do not try to 
evade it But only through thoughtlessness. I was away on what was 
to me the first and chief work I had to do- I was out of my body the 
whole time. And that body, that mere animal, that physical present
ment of me led these unfortunate men to death! What demon was it 
held the reins of my horse? It was not I-no, I was far away. If I 
had stayed, we should have won the battle." 

Hilary was sobered and subdued by the extraordinary tone of excite
ment and the deep seriousness with which she spoke. 

" Is that true?" he said. "Had you the power to win that battle? " 
"No," answered Fleta, "for you see I have failed. I thought of one 

soul that I love, and forgot the many to whom I was indifferent This 
is a fearful sin, Hilary, on the path I am treading. I must suffer for it. 
I failed for want of strength. I should have had patience till the battle 
was over." 

" But," said Hilary, "perhaps we had to lose that battle." . 
"There was the national destiny to reckon with, I know," answered 

Fleta, "but I was strong enough, at one time to-day, to reckon with 
that. For you know very well, Hilary, that a being who has won power 
at such cost as I have can control the forces which rule the masses of 
men." 

Hilary made no answer, but fell into a profound fit of thought 
"We must get to a town, and to a station, as soon as possible," said 

Fleta, presently. "We have a long way to go." 
"Where are we going?" inquired Hilary. "I did not know we had 

any goal but to reach a place of safety." 
., Safety I" said Fleta, impatiently. .. .. 
.. Well, where are we going then?" said' H~ry. repeating his question 

with an air as if he were determined no longer to express surprise or 
even anxiety. 
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.. To England," replied Fleta. 
" England!" Hilary could not help repeating the word, this time with 

great surprise. "And why?" 
"We have to find someone in England. At least, I have." 
"It is my place to take care of you," said Hilary in a rather strained 

voice, as if he were endeavouring to control himself under great 
emotion. Fleta noticed it in spite of the fact that her thoughts were 
even now elsewhere--very far away from the country road they were 
traversing . 

.. Why do you speak so strangely?" she asked. 
" Do I speak strangely?" said Hilary. "Well, I have been through 

a good deal to-night I have seen you right under fire--that was 
enough by itself. But I was never on a battle-field before, and it is no 
light thing to see, for the first time, hundreds of men shot down." A 
faint sigh from Fleta interrupted him here, but he went on, apparently 
with an effort "I have seen more-I saw someone with whom I had 
been very much associated shot, and die in agony." 

Fleta leaned forward and looked into Hilary's face, putting her hand 
on his shoulder, and compelling him to tum towards her. To Hilary it 
seemed as if her eyes penetrated his brain and read all that was in it 

.. I know," she said at last, very quietly yet with a vein of anguish in 
her voice that cut Hilary to the heart with grief for her grief. She let 
her hand drop from his shoulder and took her eyes from his face. 

"I know," she said. "You need not tell me. 'Everything will. 
crumble away from you, your friends, your king and your kingdom.' It 
has come, and come quickly. You spoke well, Etrenella. Otto is dead. 
And his death is at my door. My destiny sweeps on so fiercely that 
men die when their lives touch mine. It is horrible. 'Your friends,' too, 
she said. I think I have no friend, Hilary, unless I reckon you as the 
only one. I hardly know, for I think love in you drowns all friendship. 
Well, you will leave me, at all events, and that soon. And Otto is 
dead I" 

She relapsed into thought or some mood of feeling which was so 
profound Hilary could not determine to addre$s her; it required some 
courage to do so when she wore the severe and terrible look that was on 
her face now. What did it mean? Was it grief? Hilary had no idea. 
She was close to him, and he felt her form touch him with every move
ment of the horse. And yet she was as far removed as a star in the 
sky. She was an enigma to him, unreadable. That her words were 
unintelligible did not trouble him; he often found it impossible to follow 
her as she talked. But he resented this heavy veil which fell. between 
them, and left him a whole world away from her, so far that he knew she 
was unconscious even of his physical neighbourhood. Could he ever 
make her feel him? Could he ever make her love him? This heart
breaking question seemed to come upon him as one quite new, and also 
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as one unanswerable. He forgot how long he had been striving to win 
her love-he only knew that now, this moment, his need of it had 
become a thousand-fold intensified. He succumbed to the pain with 
which he became conscious that his love was a hopeless one-for how 
could he make this star, this creature so far removed from any ordinary 
forms of life, how could he make her give him any part of her heart? 
And so they went on, each buried in sad thought, and removed from 
each other by a wide gulf. For Fleta's soul was set on one great 
thought, one all-absorbing aim; it rose up and obscured all else, even 
the memories of the horrors of the night, just as it' had obscured them 
when they were actually happening. 

And that thought was of the star of her life, the other soul towards 
which all her existence was set. Ah, unhappy child of the lofty star I 
Why is it that your human nature must drag you back to the dark 
place of feeling where the great light is invisible and only another soul, 
an individual life, can shine to you with any powerful brilliance? Fleta felt 
herself tottering-knew her soul to be standing on the brink of a terrible 
abyss. But one thoughtless step, and she would find herself loving as 
other women love-adoring, concentrating all thought on the object of 
adoration, and so limiting the horizon of her life to the span of that 
other's soul and intellect Suddenly a quiver passed through Fleta's 
form which shook her like an aspe,n. "Is it true what Etrenella said? .. 
she was asking herself. "Do I already love him? Is the fate on me, 
not merely a thing possible to happen? And was he, too, that great 
one, on the verge of this abyss, so that he needed but one touch? Is it 
possible to fall from such a height?" This she thought of with a deep 
shame, sadness and humility. For though her own heart was being 
torn by a fierce human longing, yet she knew well what standard of 
selflessness was required of the members of the White Brotherhood; 
and she felt Ivan's possible failure to be a thing inconceivably greater 
than her own, so much greater that the idea awed and shamed her even 
in the midst of her longing. The idea of Ivan was a religious one to 
her; the thought of his failure was to her as the thought of sacrilege. 
So that she got not one gleam of joy from the thought that possibly he 
might have learned to love her. Not one gleam-strange though it may 
sound, when she had reached a state of feeling in which his image filled 
all space and stood alone. For she understood, in her sad heart, that to 
love her would be to him despair and pain, while to her it would mean 
endless remorse, should she be the instrument to drag him from his high 
estate. Such was her folly-so deep the delusion she was plunged in I A 
deep sigh escaped her, so deep that it made Hilary tum to look at her 
face; but no answering look came to him, and he turned away again. Thus 
they went on till they reached the neighbourhood of a small town . 

.. We can take the train from here," said Hilary. "But I do not see 
how to get into the town while you wear that dress. I don't know 
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whether we are safe here dr:not.' : Can you think of anyway to get some 
different dress?" r.' 

He stopped the horse arid Fleta sprang to the ground. She discovered 
now that she was roused, how tired she was. 

"I must have SOlIte breaI«ast before I even try to think," she answered, 
" let us go to the nearest house and beg food first of all." 

She set off on foot without waiting for any answer. Hilary followed 
:her, leading the tired' horse. For some distance she hurried on, with 
quick steps, then stopped oy a gate in a thicket hedge. The house was 
invisible, Hilary had no idea 'there was one there. But Fleta used finer 
senses than those which men usually employ ; she had followed her instinct, 
as we say when we" speak', disparagingly of the animals, creatures still 
possessed of actual knowledge because their development has not yet 
brought them within the light of intellect which, like a!powerfullamp, 
makes darkness deeper beyond the reach of its rays. Fleta opened the 
gate and entered, not staying to think but obeying her instinct; she 
walked up a narrow pathway thickly bordered by flowers which shone 
and glittu ~d with the morning dew. This path seemed to end in 
nothing but a thicket of trees.. Yet under these trees when she reached 
them, lay a widening way which turned suddenly aside; and the 
entrance to a tiny cottage was marked by two grand yew trees. 
'Fleta stopped suddenly, clasped her hand~ together~ and it seemed as 
,if she breathed either a prayer o~ a thanksgiving. Hilary had reached 
her side by now, having fastened his horse at the gateway and hastened 
after her. He was puzzled that she did not advance, and asked her 
why she paused. 

" My fate," she said, "is for the moment blended with the fate of the 
noble one I go to. I have only just understood this j and I understand 
also that this can only continue while I think and feel without any dark 
shadow of selfishness in my thoughts and feelings." 

"What makes you say this now?" asked Hilary, controlling a certain 
impatience that rose within him at what seemed to him complete 
irrelevance. But he now knew enough of Fleta to feel that if he could 
see and hear as she saw and heard she would never seem irrelevant. 

"What makes me say it ? A very simple thing. I have committed a 
great crime in this murderous thoughtlessness of mine j a crime which 
must be punished sooner or later by Nature's immutable laws. Is it 
likely then that of my own fate I should encounter, in the moment of 
need, with a servant of the White Brotherhood? No; it is the fate of 

,that other whose servant I am. That you may never again be so 
. ignorant I tell you this-that yew trees mark the entrance to the home 
of every one in the world who is pledged to the service of the silver 
star. And why?-because the yew tree has extraordinary power and 
properties. Come, let us go in." 

They went OR, Fleta leading the way. The cottage door stood wide 
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open. Within was the most simple and primitive interior of the 
country. The cot evidently consisted of but two rooms, one behind the 
other; in the further one all domestic work was done. In the larger, 
the one into which the front door opened, the resident slept, and 
lived, and dined, and studied. This last was an unusual characteristic 
of peasants, and therefore one unusual feature appeared in the room-a 
small shelf of books, the volumes being very old. No one was in the 
house; two glances were sufficient for the search of the rooms. Fleta 
after these two glances, went straight to a comer cupboard and opened 
it. Before Hilary had quite recovered from his surprise at this, she 
had hali laid the table, putting first on it a white cloth and then pro
ducing cheese and bread and milk, and a jar of honey. 

"Come," she said. " This is food freely given us. Let us eat." 
Without staying to question her assurance, as he might have done 

had he been less hungry, Hilary sat down and assisted with a great sense 
of comfort in this impromptu meal. 

They had appeased the first pangs of hunger when a shadow 
suddenly darkened the doonvay. 

" It is you!" cried Fleta in a tone of the greatest amazement. 
Hilary, who was sitting with his back to the door, started and turned 

round. He recognised immediately, in spite of the peasant dress he wore, 
the priest, Father Amyot. 

CHAPTER XX . 

.. YES," said Father Amyot. "Are you surprised to see me?" 
" I am, indeed," replied Fleta, slowly. 
" Then you are losing knowledge fast. Can you have forgotten that 

there are duties to perform at the death of even a blind slave of the 
Great Brotherhood, much more so of one who actually has taken an 
elementary vow?" 

Fleta looked at him as he spoke with the same puzzled air she had 
worn since his entrance. Then suddenly she cried out, .. Ah, you mean 
Otto!" and suddenly, leaning her head on her hands, burst into a 
passion of tears. 

Hilary felt numbed, as if some blow had struck him dumb. He had 
never seen Fleta weep like this-he had never conceived it possible she 
could do so. He had come to regard herself-reliance and immoveable 
composure as essential and invariable parts of her character. And now, 
at the mention of her dead husband's name, she broke down like a child, 
and wept as a woman of the people might weep when reminded of her 
widowhood. 

But it was only a fierce, passionate storm, that passed as quickly as it 
came. With a quick movement Fleta rose from her bowed attitude, and 
started to her feet. Amyot's eyes, a great severity in them, had been 
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fixed on her all the while. He now held out his hands, both filled with 
flowering herbs, a vast bunch of them. 

,. Who is to do this?" he asked. "You know what it is." 
Fleta looked at the delicate little flowers and shuddered. 
"Yes, I know what it is," she answered in a voice of pain. "I shall do 

it. That work is mine. I am grateful to you for meeting me here, and 
checking me in my selfish folly. I am grateful to you for already having 
done so much of the work." 

She advanced towards him, and, with bowed head, like a penitent, she 
took the herbs into her own hands. Father Amyot surrendered them, 
without any further word. Then he crossed the narrow floor and stood 
in front of Hilary. 

" Your mother," he said, " is ill, very ill i and her sufferings are greatly 
increased because of her anxiety about you. It is your business to go 
to her. 

Hilary did not reply, but turned his head and looked at Fleta. 
Amyot answered the gesture. " She is my charge," he said. 

Thoughts came with an unwelcome swiftness into Hilary's mind. 
Father Amyot would not only be as devoted an attendant upon Fleta, 
but one far more fitted i and he had moreover mysterious powers at 
command which Hilary lacked. He knew all this in a second of 
thought. And then came the wild outcry of his heart, " I will not leave 
her!" and the desperate pang of knowing it to be the wrench from 
Fleta which made his duty impossible. More than once had he left her 
in anger and vowed never to return to her i yet he found himself always 
at her feet again, helpless, hungry, unable to live without her voice and 
her presence. Poor human soul that lives on love and passion, and 
mingles the two so that one cannot be told from the other. But this it 
is, this mixture of the beast and the god, the animal and the divine, 
which is humanity. A hard place to live through truly i but once we 
were as innocent as the gentle brutes, and later we shall be pure as our 
own divinity. But the blur has to be lived through and learned from, as 
the child has to go through youth to manhood, and in that space of 
youth learn the powers and arts which make manhood admirable. 

And Hilary was learning this fierce lesson at its hardest point. For 
the facet of the many-sided soul of man which is turned most nearly on 
his earth-life is that of desire. Sex is its most ready provocative i and 
so the world goes on without pause, the creation of forms being the 
easiest task for man. Then come the hundred-eyed shapes of desire, 
filling the soul with hunger of all sorts i making even the tender 
mother's love into a passion because it asks return and knows not how 
to give generously unless it is repaid by love for love. 

Hilary did not answer Amyot, or ask any further question. He 
accepted the truth of his news and the reasonableness of his command 
without doubt. For Amyot had been the example of a saintly life and 
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a holy character in the city which was Hilary's birth-place ever since he 
could remember. 

He did not hesitate about obedience. He rose from his chair ready 
to depart, and to yield Fleta up to the priest's guardianship. But he 
did not know how to go without one word, or look, or touch, from the 
woman he worshipped-yes, worshipped, in spite of the fierce efforts he 
had himself made to tear himself from her. He knew now, as he stood 
for a long minute gazing at her, that he had been held high in hope 
and delight at the idea of being the companion of her flight, of shielding . 
her, so far as he could, from the dangers of her path, even though the 
object which she pursued actually separated them and destroyed all 
sympathy. He advanced a step nearer to her. 

" Good-bye," he said, in a choked voice; II you don't need me now." 
Fleta turned and looked at him, and a sudden deep softness passed 

into her face and added deeply to her beauty . 
.. You know that I need you always," she said quietly, yet with a 

ring of sadness in her voice that seemed to touch Hilary to the very 
soul. "I have told you so; you do know it, Hilary. Because duty 
separates us for a while do not look at me like this, as if you were 
leaving me for ever. That can never be, Hilary, unless you forcibly 
separate your destiny from mine. We were born under the same star. 
Willingly we had entered on the same fate. Try to look afar and 
recognise the great laws which govern us, the vast area of life in which 
we have to move, and then you will not suffer like this for a mere sorrow 
of the moment. I t is like a child with whom the grief for a broken toy 
becomes so great that it seems to blot out all the possibilities of his future 
life. So with you, Hilary; you let your passion and longing of the passing 
moment blot out the giant way you have to tread. Do not be so delayed I" 

She spoke this little sermon-like reproof with so much gentleness and 
tenderness, that it robbed it of that appearance, and Hilary, who had 
often resented her words before, did not resent them . now. The tender 
look within her beautiful eyes touched him in some obscure place of 
feeling, which, until now, she had never reached. A deep sadness seemed 
to suddenly come upon him like a wave ; for the first time a dim sense 
reached him of the fact that it was not Fleta who refused him her love, 
but fate, inexorable and without appeal, which forbade it to him. It 
was not Fleta's to give- and yet had her soul melted towards him. He 
saw it in her eyes, he heard it in her voice I . What was this tenderness? 
He could not tell; but he knew it was not the love he desired, and a 
fierce grief, a devouring sadness, took possession of his heart-never 
again to be dislodged, though it might be, perhaps, forgotten in the 
absorption of work. It was the first yielding of himself to the fates, the 
first giving up of all hope of joy which was possible to him in ordinary life. 

With a heavy sigh he passed out of the cottage without any word of 
farewell. Then he stood for a moment outside, stupefied at his own 
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barbarism. "Because itthurts me to say good-bye, I leave her without 
a word, like a savage! ., He flung himself back to the doorway. 

"May you have peace, my queen," he said. Fleta looked up from the 
flowers in her hands. He saw that starry tears stood shining in her 
eyes. She only smiled, but the smile was so sweet that it was enough. 
Hilary hurried away, not pausing another moment lest his courage 
should forsake him. 

Amyot followed him. 
"Can you walk," he asked, " or are you worn out?" 
" Not as far as walking is concerned," answered Hilary. .. It will be 

the best thing for me." 
"Then leave us the horse. He is spent now, but will recover with a 

day's rest. There is a cart here in which I can harness him, and so 
carry the queen. It will be better so, for we must keep in the ceuntry 
and go a long way before we can take any other kind of conveyance. 
But you have only to walk into the next village, where you will find a 
diligence starts which will take you on your way home." 

"Tell me which way to~turn," said Hilary, as he stood at the gate. 
Amyot gave him directions,iand then, just as Hilary was starting, caught 
his shoulder in a strong grip. 

"My son," he said, "I ha\"e tried to teach you religion. I want to 
teach you that there is something beyond all religions, the divine power 
which creates them, the divine power of man himself. It is in you, it is 
strong and powerful, else you could not he loved as you are. Grasp it, 
make it part of your consciousness. You must suffer, I know; but try 
to forget that. Growth in itself is sometimes scarcely distinguishable 
from pain. Go, my son, and face the duties of your life. And remember 
when you are in need of knowledge, that your one-time confessor is 
known to you now as the humble servant of great masters; come to me 
if you want help." . 

"And how," inquired Hilary, who was outside the gate, but pausing to 
listen to the priest, "am I to find~ou ? .. 

Amyot drew a ring from his finger. A single stone of a deep yellow 
colour was set in a gold circlet. 

" Never use it for any other purpose," he said, " but if you really need 
me, look intently into that stone. Good-bye." 

He went back up the narrow pathway to the cottage; and Hilary 
started on his walk. 

Fleta stood between the yew trees of the doorway. 
"I am ready," she said with an abstracted air, as he approached 

her . 
.. I will leave you," he answered. " You know your work better than 

I do; I must attend to the horse, and to other matters. At sundown we 
will start. I know a straight way which will enable us to reach the spot 
we want when the moon has risen." 
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Fleta retired into the cottage and closed and fastened ~the door. She 
would be alone here now for some hours. But she had plenty to do 
which would occupy her; and she commenced at once upon her task. 

It would have puzzled anyone who could have observed her now, that 
she seemed to be completely at home in the cottage. She opened 
certain well-concealed cupboards and put her hand unhesitatingly upon 
vessels or other things she might need, even though these were hidden 
in dark recesses. 

But there was nothing extraordinary in this after all, for . these 
cottages which have yew trees at the porch are all built after a certain 
fashion and adapted for certain purposes; once having been shown the 
uses of such a place one is the same as another. And Fleta had several 
times been in these obscure sanctuaries and knew well their contents. 
She passed on into the room beyond, and here by a few touches 
effected an extraordinary transformation. The little kitchen, which had 
the appearance of the very simplest peasant's kitchen possible, was 
altered by a certain rearrangement of its furniture, a putting away of 
certain vessels and bringing forth of others, into a primitive holy of 
holies containing a plain altar. Over this altar a strangely-shaped copper 
vessel hung above a vase of burning spirit. And in this copper vessel 
a liquid of dark colour boiled and threw up a white scum. Fleta had 
obtained this liquid out of various great glass jars, securely stoppered 
and hidden in a secret cupboard. She had taken different quantities 
from the several jars, deciding these quantities with no hesitation.' Only 
sometimes pausing, with her hand to her forehead, before commencing 
some new part of the business she had. in hand, as though anxiously 
testing her memory. And indeed this was necessary, for the least 
mistake would cause great loss and suffering, not for herself, but 
another-and that other, one to whom she owed a serious duty. 

When the liquid had thrown up a quantity of scum which Fleta had 
carefully taken from it, and had become almost clear, she began if, 
throw in the herbs which Father Amyot had gathered. These she had 
sorted and arranged in various heaps upon the altar; and now she 
gathered one here and one there from the heaps, seemingly taking each 
one up with a definite purpose. As she threw each small and delicate 
flower or leaf into the seething liquid she became more and more en rapt 
and her face grew unlike its natural self. Gradually her movements 
between the different bunches took a dancing or rythmic character, and 
she began to sing in a very low, almost inaudible voice. The rapidity 
of her movements increased and they also became more complicated, so 
that at last the dance had acquired a perfectly marked character. 
When the last of the herbs was cast in she whirled away from the altar 
and plunged at once into the most fantastic and elaborate figures. Her 
consciousness seemed altogether gone, or so one would have fancied 
from the death-like expressionlessness of her face; but yet her eyes 
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were kept always fixed on the deep recess of the chimney, where now a 
great volume of grey smoke was ascending from the vessel. 

Suddenly she stopped and became quite motionless, standing in the 
front of the altar. To her eyes there was a shape now visible amid the 
grey smoke. 

CHAPTER XXI. 

STANDING there in silence and alone, Fleta awaited the complete work
ing of the spell. Its fruition needed a deep and profound quiet 
following upon the vibration of the air which she had artfully 
produced. 

The whole of the little room seemed full of a grey smoke now. And 
then the shape her eyes perceived stood close in front of her . 

.. It is thou? " she demanded . 

.. At your bidding I am here," answered a voice, which seemed to 
come from a long distance. .. But it is torment. Why do you call 
me?" 

II Come nearer," was the answer, spoken in so positive a tone that no 
demur from the command seemed possible. N or was there any. In 
another moment the shape which had seemed but a darker cloud of 
smoke became definite, and Otto, the dead king, stood before her, dressed 
as he had been for battle, and with his face covered with blood from a 
wound in his head . 

.. Let me go," he said angrily; "you bring me back to the pains of 
death. I want rest and pleasure. There is a pleasant place which I had 
nearly reached-let me return there. Why torment me? " 

"I torment you," replied Fleta, in an even voice, "because I have to 
keep you from that place of pleasure where the spirits of the dead 
waste ages in enjoyment. This is not for you, who have taken the first 
vow of the White Brotherhood. Unceasing effort is now a law of your 
being. If you go to that place of pleasure you will enjoy, but never 
fully, for a voice within will always be warning you of your wasted 
strength. You are no longer of those who pass from earth to Heaven. 
You have entered on the great calling-<:onsciously you work for the 
world, consciously you have to learn and grow. I would be willing to 
warn you only, that in Heaven every cup of pleasure would be to you 
poison, and let you choose. But I cannot do that. I am no longer 
your wife, nor even to you one you love, or a friend. At this moment 
we stand in our true relation; you a neophyte of the Great Order, 
bound only by its earliest vow, yet bound inexorably; I, a neophyte 
also, but having passed all early initiations and standing at the very 
door of supreme knowledge. To you I am as a master. And I am, 
in fact, an absolute master at this moment, for it is the whole Brotherhood 
which speaks in my voice. I command you to take no rest in any 
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paradise or state of peace, but to go unflinchingly on upon your path of 
noble effort; enter at once again upon earth life, and set yourself in 
humility and with unflinching courage to learn the lesson that earth life 
teaches. Go, soul of the dead, and become once more the soul of the 
living, entering on your new life with the resolution that during it you 
will take the next vow of the neophyte." 

She had raised her left hand in a gesture of command as she spoke 
the latter part of her speech. The gesture was a peculiar one, and full 
of an extraordinary unconscious pride almost Satanic in its strength. The 
shade drew back before it and made no further protest Some overpower
ing spell seemed to hold his will in check. As her last words were 
uttered the form became merged in the grey smoke. Fleta flung up both 
hands and waved them above her head. The cloud cleared away from 
her, and slowly the smoke began to disappear altogether from the room. 
Fleta threw herself upon the ground with an air of complete exhaustion, 
and lay there, as still as though she too were one of the dead. The time 
passed pn, and all the little house remained still and silent. The quiet 
was intense. At last Fleta sighed j a sigh of great weariness and sadness. 
She moved a little, and presently raised herself, with some difficulty as it 
seemed. But she did it, and then, standing up, looked round the room. She 
was faint and dizzy, and her great beauty had paled and grown dim. But 
she sustained herself by resolute will for the tasks which lay before her. 
They were heavy ones, as she well knew, and she had not recovered 
herself in any measure from the ordeal of the past night; but this only 
intensified her resolution. . 

It was dusk now, and she could but just see to re-arrange the little 
room so that it should again present its ordinary appearance. The full 
day had gone in the effort she had made. She set about removing all 
traces of it, and when this was done she went through the front room, 
opened the door of the house and passed out into the air. This seemed 
to be a great relief to her. She stood for a while beneath the yew trees 

. breathing the soft air of the twilight as if it gave her life. While she 
stood thus Father Amyot came up the pathway. He gave her a keen 
searching glance . 

.. You are ready to go?" he said . 

.. Yes," she answered, " I am ready to go." 
She turned back into the house and stood hesitating a moment on the 

threshold. 
&< Shall I wear this dress?" she asked dQubtfully, looking down at her 

scarlet habit. 
&< No," he answered. "I have a peasant's dress for you. It is outside, 

in the cart, which is ready to take us. I will fetch it for you, and you 
had better lay aside that dress at once. Indeed, I think, if you will 
give it me I will bury it so that it shall be safely concealed." 

When all this was done, Amyot led the way to the gate where the 
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horse Hilary had ridden stood harnessed to a small peasant's cart. 
Some of the horses which had run riderless from the battle-field were 
taken care of and used by the peasants, so Amyot hoped that using 
this horse would not attract any attention. The animal usually used in 
the cart was a small mule, and he was anxious to do what they had to 
do more quickly than they could if they drove this. 

They got into the cart and drove off, retracing the steps that Fleta 
had come on the previous night. To any passer-by they would at the 
first glance wear all the appearance of two ordinary peasants j and yet 
only the dullest could have avoided a second glance at the strange 
faces j Father Amyot's so skeleton-like, so spiritual in expression, Fleta's 
so beautiful, and so full of the marks of absorbing thought. 

It was not until quite late at night that they reached the battle-field. 
The moon was at its full, and shone in a clear pale sky, lighting up the 
ghastly scene with terrible vividness. Father Amyot fastened the horse 
to a tree when they had come to the ~pot he wished to reach j and then 
they set out on foot searching among the dead. 

Presently Amyot, looking up, saw that Fleta was walking steadily on 
in a definite direction j he immediately gave up his general search, and 
followed her. 

Her steps did not falter at all, and Father Amyot had to walk very 
rapidly in order to reach her side. When he was close beside her he 
looked into her face, and saw there the abstract expression common, as 
a rufe, only to sleep-walkers. He appeared at once quite satisfied, 
dropped his eyes to the ground and simply walked as she walked. He 
was roused, after some half hour, or perhaps a little less, by Fleta's 
stopping quite suddenly. She passed her hand over her face, and heaved 
a deep sigh. 

"Well," she said, "I have found it!" 
She looked down, as she spoke, on to a confused mass of human 

bodies which lay at her feet. In the heap, easily distinguishable at a 
glance, was the young king's figure j it looked heroic and superb as it 
lay there, the arms spread wide, the face upturned to the sky, and on the 
face was an expression which had ncyver been on it during life, one of 
profound peace, of complete contentment. 

Fleta dropped on her knees and looked at the face for a long moment, 
but still, only a moment. Then she quickly rose and turned to Amyot. 

"Now," she said, "what is to be done? Must we carry him into the 
woods? " 

" No need for it," said Amyot. "This spot is the loneliest in the world 
just now. No one will visit this battle-field at night. There is a spot· 
there, see, where the shrubs grow thickly." 

" Be it so," said Fleta. "But we must make a circle to keep away the 
phantoms and ghouls." 
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"You can do that quickly enough," answered Amyot "I will carry 
him there first" 

Fleta stood back. She would very willingly have helped in the task, 
but she knew that Amyot, who looked so worn that most persons 
imagined him to be very frail, was in reality a perfect Hercules. He 
had undertaken physical labours and achieved heroic efforts, which only 
a man of iron frame could have lived through. Fleta knew this well, 
and therefore gave her sole attention to her own special part of the task 
they had in hand. Having watched Amyot separate the body of the 
young king from those of the soldiers and officers it lay among, she 
moved away to the shrubbed space Amyot had pointed out Here there 
lay no bodies of horses or men; partly perhaps because it was somewhat 
raised above the surrounding ground and partly also because of the 
shrubs. She stood for a short time in the centre of the spot; remai'ned 
there almost motionless until Amyot, carrying his heavy burden, was 
close beside her. " Lay it there," she said, pointing to a piece of rough 
ground where there were scarcely ilny shrubs and which was almost in 
the centre of the shrubby space. Amyot laid the young king down, 
gently enough, but letting the weight of the body crush beneath it the 
few plants which were in its way. Fleta came near and bent over the 
prostrate figure. She did not close the eyes, which with most persons is 
the first instinctive action. She left them open, staring strangely at the
moonlit sky. But she raised his hands and clasped them together on 
his breast As she did so she noticed the signet ring on his finger .. She 
looked at it for a moment and then drew it off and placed it on her own 
finger above her wedding-ring . 

.. I was your queen for a day only," she said," but never your wife. 
Still, this is mine. You had no other queen; and alas, poor Otto I 
think, had no other love. Poor Otto I to love such a woman as I am, 
who has no heart to give you back! " . 

She fell on her knees by the side of the figure, and buried her face 
in her hands. Scarcely a moment had passed before Amyot touched 
her on the shoulder. She looked up and saw him standing, tall and 
gaunt, more like a spectre than a man, at her side. 

What was that strange look on his face? Was it horror or disgust at 
this fearful magical rite in which she was engaged? 

.. Beware," he said, .. this is no time for emotion. I speak knowingly, 
for could I kill out the feelings of my soul I should not be the slave I 
am. You run a thousand-fold risk in yielding to them now, when you 
have but just defied the demons that throng this battle-field. Rise up 
and be yourself and keep them back; else you may be overpowered, yes, 
even you, a chosen child of the White Star." 

Why did he speak these words with such ironic emphasis? She could 
not stay to conjecture; her chosen work lay before her. 

Fleta rose without a word, and without any hesitation. Her face 
10 
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changed; the softer lines gave place to strong ones; a fierce vigour 
shone from her eyes, which but a moment before had held tears in them. 

She looked round her with a haug-hty glance, as a princess might 
look on a rough mob which threatened to close in upon her; yet to the 
ordinary sight there was nothing visible in the flooding moonlight but 
the motionless forms of the dead men and horses who lay intermingled 
in so ghastly a manner. Fleta smiled a little as she turned from side 
to side. 

" Stand you here, father," she said, "keep watch on this spot. 
She went slowly from him, moving very easily; yet it was evident 

after a little while that she was guiding her steps so as to form a figure. 
It was a complex figure, and Amyot, watching her, though he knew 
well what it was her movements shaped, wondered at the ease with 
which she did it. In fact she had forgotten her body; the magic 
figure was written in her mind, and her footsteps followed the lines 
which lay before her inner sight. 

As she moved she sang, in a sort of monotone, some words which 
Amyot could not hear, close though he was to her; and every now 
and then flung out her arms with an imperious gesture. At least, when 
she had moved all round and returned to the place from which she had 
begun to move, she drew the signet ring from her finger, and described 
some shape in the air before her with it. 

" Are you willing for the torment?" she asked. She kept her eyes 
fixed on the ring, and whence she drew her answer Amyot could not tell; 
but evidently she was satisfied, for a moment later she said: "Be it so." 

Then she stepped to Amyot's side. and drawing a jewelled box 
which hung by a chain from her waist, into her hands. she opened it 
and took out a primitive flint and steel. Amyot stook like a statue. 
apparently absorbed in thought or in prayer, while she struck a light and 
set the shrubs and dying ferns on fire. At first no flame came, and it 
seemed as though no fire could be kindled in the green wood; and 
Fleta, starting uP. spoke some fierce words as she stru<?k a light afresh. 
Then the flame rose and leaped from side to side; and in a few 
minutes there was a great blaze. Fleta stood with her hands over it, 
seeming to draw it hither and thither and always leading it towards the 
body of the young king. And as the tongue of flame touched him and 
licked his face. a strange thing happened. I t seemed as though the 
fiery contact had galvanised the body, for it half rose and a strange 
groan broke the deadly silence. But this was all. The head and 
shoulders fell back into a lake of fire, and silence followed, save for the 
noise made by the fire itself. The two living forms stood perfectly still 
watching the horrid sight, till Fleta at last moved, turned towards 
Amyot and said: "We may go now." 

She led the way quickly from tha fiery ground; but suddenly stopped 
as she reached the line of the figure she had made. 
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.. What am I to do ?" she said wildly. I cannot go on! I am not 
strong enough to meet these devils! See Otto himself stands here 
waiting to kill me." 

" Ottp himself!" repeated Amyotlin a voice of amazement 
.. No, no," said Fleta hurriedly. .. Not Otto, but that animal part of 

himself which I have separated from him. Now I have to deal with it. 
Ah, but it wears his very shape and face-Amyot, it is awful." 

" You a coward!" said Amyot in a tone of disdain and disbelief . 
.. But do not hurry me on!" exclaimed Fleta. "I must have time to 

think, to know how to meet this. Do you not see that this fiend has 
power to dog my steps? " 

"You must go on," said Amyot, "unless you would die a miserable 
death. The fire is close on us. Have you power to check it?" 

Fleta looked back and uttered one word in an accent of despair. 
" No," she said. 
" Neither have I," said Amyot. "I am willing to stay with you and 

die, if there is no other course for you." 
" Oh, it would be so much the easiest," said Fleta, "but I cannot. 

How is it possible? My life is not my own. Ivan needs me. No, I 
must go on. But how can I quell this monster, this animal which stands 
here? Am I to be killed by a ghoul if I escape the fire?" 

As she spoke the fire leaped up and caught her cloak, and rushed upon 
her right arm. She sprang forward and flung herself into a great pool 
of blood, which quenched the fire, while Amyot, snatching his cloak 
from his shoulders, threw it upon her, and pressed out the sparks. 

" Rise up," he said hoarsely. .. Come on, now that you have decided. 
The fire is spreading quickly." 

.. It will not go far," said Fleta, in a strange, feeble voice; "there is too 
much blood." But she rose up as she spoke. What a figure was this 
standing there in the moonlight? Even Amyot, whose eyes were 
always turned inward, looked wonderingly at her. In the white light 
her beauty was more extraordinary than ever it had seemed in a 
brilliantly-lit room. Her face was perfectly white and her eyes shone 
like blazing stars. She held out, to gaze at it, the cruelly burned arm, 
all stained most horribly with blood. 

" I cannot restore that," she said, with a strange smile . 
.. It is the mark of the deed you have just done," said Amyot 

" Perhaps that disfigurement may gain you admission when next you try 
to enter the Great Order." 

Fleta made no reply, but turned and walked rapidly away, Amyot. 
following her quickly and silently. 

(To be continued.) 
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ULTIMATE PHILOSOPHY.-

THOSE interested in the philosophy which, for lack of a better name, we style 
Hylo-Ideaism (or for· sake of euphony Hylo-Idealism), as connoting the 
continuity of Ancient and Modern Thought, certainly owe a debt of gratitude to 
LUCIFER, for the generous manner in which its columns have been opened 
for the consideration of this most vital, but at present unpopular and grossly 
misunderstood question ; t and, if I may be allowed to trespass yet a little 
further on your valuable space, I will endeavour to finally clear the matter of all 
misunderstanding. 

Now I must at the outset allow in the fullest manner possible that in this 
argument absolute consistency of expression cannot be expected from us, in 
view of the great difficulties with which we have to cope. To begin with, we 
must, to be understood, address prospective converts in their own language, 
and this does not at all fit. For when for the moment we take their special 
ground, and, attempting to reach our position from theirs, make use for the 
moment of their language and ideas, we constantly have these make-shift and 
afterwards repudiated concessions mistaken for our own position (!), as for 
instance when your reviewer ~ cuts my argument in the middle, and, disregarding 
my hedging on the next page, blames me for my temporary and accidental use of 
the word" light-wave." Another difficulty consists in a general mistake regarding 
the aim and scope of our argument; our hearers not only persistently 
attempting to grasp by comprehension that which can only be touched by 
apprehension, but thinking that this is what we wish them to do. For, be it 
marked, we cannot directly address one another's apprehension (which is simple 
non-understood perception), but only through the medium of comprehension 
(understanding), to which all our arguments must be addressed, and it is there_ 
fore exceedingly difficult to show that we are no/ really attempting to solve or 
concentrate the problem in that sphere at all, but, in a word, to simply persuade 
each to apprehend that the whole matter entirely passes comprehension. Then 
again there is the misunderstanding that consolidation in the ego means 
destruction of something that was beyond, instead of simply being the 
realization of the fact that this "something" never was beyond-hence still 
remains what it always was, and is to be treated accordingly. Because, for 
instance, an idea is only an idea, it is no reason for its abandoment as idea.§ 
Misconceptions of this character blight all argument, and obviously render the 
satisfactory conveyance of thought from one mind to another a task difficult in 
the extreme. I must therefore crave the utmost indulgence when I appear ot 
be trying to out-think my own ego in order to prove that it cannot be so out
thought. 

• The "last." however. are not always 1M jirsl-on this plane of existence, whatever may be the 
case in " Heaven." [ED.l 

t Mr. Carlyle, e.g. (see Journal for January' 11170). after gross abuse of its founder. brands it ) 
" 1M Milani Iwwl of 1M AytEna on jinding 1M universe 10 IJe a&tual/y carrion." 

t See review of pamphlet. "The New Gospel of Hylo-Idealism," in December Number of 
LUCIFIUl. 

§ Ex. g. Because" you" is merged in .. I," does not alter the fact of the idea. and therefore 
.. you " is still consistently incorporated in argument, and the seeming paradox of attempting to 
convert a repudiated "you " thereby explained. 
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For the issue between us is in brief as to what can be reasonably assumed or proved 
beyond the" I am," viz. the conscious existence of the ego. This is lhe issue, 
lhe only isSJle, alld Ihe 1ohole issue al slake. To grant the ego is to assume 
existence, the possibility of which assumption necessitates consciousness 
(sensation). And it needs but to grasp the full signification of the word 
consciousness, to see at a glance the drift of the whole argument. I am bound 
to play upon some word, and I have my choice of several-in this instance let 
me use the word consciousness. Now is there (1o me)" aught beyond 
consciousness?t If there is, give me a larger name, good critic, and let me 
use that instead-I wish a word which shall include the whole sum of 
personal existence. I need but one simple equation for the sake of argument. 
Let "I am "=consciousness--or " sensation" or any other word you' please, so 
that it includes all thought, feeling, desire, or fancy, in short all connected with 
the ego in itself. ~ 

It needs now but to state the question, in order to prove the validity of the 
Hylo-Ideaistic position. Can I in myself be conscious beyond myself? That 
is to say, can thought out-think the thinker, feeling out-feel the feeler, or dream 
out-dream the dreamer? To be conscious beyond myself is to exist beyond 
myself, that is to say" I am "=" I am not!" Ego=I am: non-ego=1 am 
Dot :-and to suppose that there can be tne slightest relationship between the 
tv.-o, between the " I am" of reasonable apprehension and the mere meaningless 
absurdity (" I am not"!) is to suppose an idea worthy only of Bedlam.§ Self 
cannot transcend self, and the ego conceiving a "beyond" only through its 
own medium and according to its own measure does not go "beyond" at alL 
That which is conceived by me is part of me-if not, by what means have I 
transcended my own consciousness? How can I be self and yet nol self at the 
same time?1I How have I reached the "beyond "-how, yes, HOW? The 
line may not be taken up in the imaginary beyond and traced inwards, for this 
is assuming the point in question; but, to disprove my position, the oparation 
of consciousness must be fairly taken at its beginning, wilhin consciousness 
and traced outwards-i.e., outside itself! 

For expressions such as "self being but dim reflection of the universal soul 

• For the moment I use the phrase .. to me," afterwards shown to be quite superfluous. 
t Most decidedly nOL .. There is na~ht ~nd consdousness," a Vedantin and a Theosophist would 

say, because Absolute Consciousness is mfinite and limitless, and there is nothing that can be said to 
be .. be)rond" that which is ALL, the self-c:ontainer, containing all But the Hylo-Idealists deny the 
Vedanuc idea of non-separateness, they deny that we are but parts of the whole; deny, in common 
parlance, .. God," Soul and Spirit, and yet they will talk of .. apprehension" and intuition-the func
tion and attribute of man's i",rIII1rlal Ego, and make of it a function 0/ matler. Thus they vitiate 
~ one of their arguments.-lED.] 

: In this ~ph we find the old crux of philosophy-the question as to whether there is any 
•• external reality' in nature--c:ropping up again. The solution offered is a pure assumption, reached by 
ignoring one of the fundamental facts of IIutllan consciousness, the luling that the·cause of sensation, 
lite.. lies outside the limited, human self. Mr. Courtney, we believe, aims at expressing a conception 
identical with that of the Adwaita Vedantins of India. But his language is inaccurate and misleading 
10 those who understand his words in their usual sense, e.g., when he speaks of the" I am" outside of 
wbich nothing can exist, he is stating a purely Vedantin tenet; but then the" I. " in question is not 
the .. I " which acts, feels or thinks, but that absolute consciousness which is no consciousness. 

I t is this confusion between the various ideas represented by .. I" which lies at the root of the 
difficulty-the only PhilOSOrhical explanation of which rests In the e.oteric Vedantin doctrine of 
.. Maya," or Illusion. LED. 

i From the standpoint of a materialist, most decidedly; not from that of a Vedantin.-{ED.l 
n Very easily. You have only to postulate that self is one, eternal and infinite the 0II1y REALITY ; 

and your little self a transient illusion, a reflected rar.ofthe SELF, therefore a not-Self. If the Vedantin 
idea is .. meaningless" to the writer, his theory is still more so-to us.-[ED.) 
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of the Kosmos " *' are to my mind entirely meaningless. How on earth or in 
heaven do, or can I, know anything about this cc Kosmos "? All that I know, or 
think, or fancy, or conceive (if multiplicity of terms can make the matter clear), 
is part of myself, because (if, again, repetition can make the matter clear), if it 
be not so, I must have out-thought or out-conceived myself, &c.t Beyond 
consciousness all is (to me) a blank, and all that enters consciousness becomes 
part of myself thereby; ::: -nor beyond myself can any origin be traced, for if 
it can be, then has consciousness gone beyond itself and then would cc I am"= 
cc I am not." Therefore my slightest apprehension of any cc beyond" makes that 
just beyond, so far as it is in any way apprehended, part of me and not me part 
of it. 

Take any sub-division of consciousness (of the" I am ") that you please and 
the analytical result is the same. You speak of cc knowledge" for example. 
Now all knowledge must be in self, for since existence precedes knowledge, 
therefore to know outside myself is to exist outside myself, that is again "I am " 
=" I am not" Therefore knowledge is not outside self, i. e. it is in self and 
that which is in self is part of self, and existing only in relation to the whole. II 
Being able in like manner to exhaust every possible analysis, let us now 
proceed to synthesis and sum up each and every part in one all-embracing 
whole. And let it be marked that in attempting such generalization we entirely 
quit the sphere of analytical reason, i. e. failing in comprehension I only vaguely 
apprehend Where now shall this generalization be save in the cc I am"? 
Suppose for example there were an actually existing" I am not" (!)-can "I " 
generalize therein or thereon? How suicidally absurd is that reasoning which 
attempts to treat non-egoism, "I am not," nothingness as actuality, i. e. as 
though nothing=something after all ! § With non-egoism or nothingness I have 
naught to do. I and my universe are ONE and other universe there is none and 
never can be-because my universe is ALL. If not al~ show me what it is not; 
and realize, 0, short-sighted reasoner, that this would be impossible, for the fact 
of my seeing it (or in any way representing it in consciousness) would make it 
part of me thereby, else I should have out-seen, or out-thought, or out-fancied 
myself, which is absurd To cut the matter short, that which exists not to the 

• I avoid the absurdity of saying" selves" (II. .. You" is both necessary and fairly to be 
assumed in controversial argument, but absurd when we proceed to real philosophical analysis-it 
would be in fact assuming the very point at question. 

t This is dfl1Q~nK human consciousness and bringing it to the level of animal instinct and no more. 
-[ED.] 

:I: .. All that enters consciousness !Jeco",es part of myself thereby." This phrase is an admirable 
illustration in proof of the remarks made in the last foot-note. .. Things en/~r consciousness." says 
Mr. Courtney, and it is no word-splitting to point out to him, that not only is it impossible for him to 
speak without these words or others equivalent to them. but further that he cannot I"ink at all except 
in terms of these conceptions. It follows that, since he is not talking nonsense. he is trying to express 
in terms of the mind. what properly transcends mind-in other words we are brought back to the 
ancient doctrine of .. Maya" agam. 

Daily experience shows him that things do enter consciousness and, in some sense. become part of 
himself-but where and what were they. before entering "is consciousness? Let him study the 
doctrine of limitation and .. reflected .. centres of consciousness, and he will understand himse1t more 
clearly. [ED.] 

II Corollary-All and any existence can only knO'W (or lie ClmScWus) in itself-neither know or be 
k'IPWD beyond. 

1§ Had Mr. Courtney studied. e\'en superficially, Eastern metaphysics. and known something of the 
definition of ENSOPH in the Kabala. let alone the Vedantin Parabrahm, he would not call so rashly 
the philosophy of a long series of sages •• suicidal absurdity." There really were" thinking" minds 
and brains before the day of Hylo-Idea1ism.-[ED. J 
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ego is non-existent. And since "I" equals only itself, it is absurd to try and 
oa:upy some impossible stand.point outside myself, and therefore I can dispense 
with the needless idea of relationship (the existence 10 me) introduced as though 
I existed in the not·l. I am that I am, and that "am" is all in all j therefore 
instead of l=my universe, let me say, which is the exact equivalent, 1=lhe 
universe. 

And now in conclusion of the argument let me call particular attention to, 
which is the crucial point, the difference between the apprehension and 
comprehension of reason, between synthesis and analysis. Note that apprehen· 
sion (as the word is here used) does not precede comprehension but lol/ows it, 
taking up the running where comprehension leaves off j-it is the generalization 
following after analysis. Hence there can be no question of apprehension 
" outside" self because there has been no comprehension, i. e. no synthesis is 
reachable without preceding analysis. Now the result of each and all analysis 
has been to prove that in no one particular way can the ego establish the 
slightest relation with the non-ego, the result of each separate analysis proving 
that no such relationship exists. And then proceeding beyond analysis the 
further truth dawns upon me that no such relationship can exist, but that self 
is all in all both actually and potentially. But this I cannot prove," for I should 
have to get into the non-existent non-ego in order to do it j that is to say 
reasonable analysis entirely breaks down, obviously musl break down, when it 
attempts to analyse its own origin, for this is simply chasing its own shadow. 
Upon lhe lad of its own exislence lhe ego cannol reason. t Yet of all facts this 
is to me the one indisputably true, the one fortress that no analysis can touch, 
but which is unfolded in its true extent by a grand synthesis summing up all 
individual analysis. 

In my search therefore for the origin and centre of existence, I find the 
former to be totally unknowable and incomprehensible, nor can I imagine any 
process by which it could in the vaguest manner be guessed at, and the only way 
in which I can treat the question is by throwing both beginning and ending out 
of court by reducing all time and all existence to one indefinable and yet eternal 
Present-which ever entirely passes comprehension and defies analysis.t As 
regards the centre of existence I can sustain naught save the apprehension of 
the "I am." Both roads therefore lead me to the same conclusion. In 
searching for an "origin" I can find naught save the "am " of the present, and in 
searching for a centre I reduce all existence to the ego, the I-to which the 
" am " naturally and necessarily belongs. 

Granted therefore the apprehension of the "I am," as the synthetical 
outcome of all analysis. The whole problem of existence is thus focussed 
and centred in a Unity, and l/zis is "Hylo-Ideaism," the one centre into which 
the myriad lines of all possible analysis converge as to one fountain head. 
Hylo-Ideaism therefore is the focussing and centreing of all existence into 
the "I am," but has nothing to do with any impossible" explanation." The 

• Jast so. A se1fevident truth.-{ED.] 
t A Mystic would take exception to this statement, at least if the word .. reason" is used by Mr. 

Courtney in the sense of .. know" :-for his great achievement is .. Self "·knowledge, meaning nQt 
oaly the analytical knowledge of his own limited personality., hut the synthetical knowledge of the 
.. ONE" EGO from which that passiog personality sprang.-tED.] 

: And, if so, why talk of it ?-[ED.] 
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"I am" can only be resolved into exactly equivalent terms and therefore 
admits of no comprehensible definition-any attempt to define being an 
attempt to comprehend, which, in this case, is an attempt on the part of self 
to change the very nature of its own existence; that is to say, to reasonable 
comprehension the fact of existence (=" I am") ever remains the algebraicaI 
x, the unknowable, the Incomprehensible and Infinite Absolute. Nevertheless, 
in the recognition, of this truth of absolute and genuine Self-centricism, we 
have reached a generalization surpassing all generalizations yet formulated. 
Nay, I make bold to say, surpassing all that mn be formulated, for how can 
we go further than to reduce all existence to the idea of a point, mathemati
cally undefinable and unknowable because the limit of possible divisibility 
can never be reached; whilst equally on the other hand to the existt':nce of 
the Ego or to the range of consciousness, no bounds are assignable, and we 
therefore have a Unity of Existence in which is combined both ideas equally 
of infinite contraction as of infinite extension-and this as regards both Space 
and Time. 

And now I think the apparent contradictions in Dr. Lewins' pamphlet are fully 
explained." Hylo-Idealism is not, as your reviewer seems to take it, a mere 
.-ed,auffe of Idealism. Unless idea can outstrip ideation, the "I am," does 
not admit of being styled idea, since of it no idea can be formed save that it 
passes idea. How indeed can that be styled mere idea which not only 
includes all idea, but is the source of ideation? Hylo-Ideaism is therefore no 
more committed to the latter part of its nomenclature than to the former; it 
transcends, includes and unifies both Idealism and Materialism, each of which 
taken separately is but a mere one-sided attempt to divide the indivisible and 
define the indefinable. The Idealist query, How can we know matter save in 
and by idea? is counterbalanced by the materialistic position, How can 
there be idea save in and by matter? F..ach taken separately involves an attempt 
on the part of the Ego to escape beyond itself in defining its own composition .. 
But in the double-faced unity of Hylo-Ideaism, where the ego includes in itself 
EVERY POSSIBILITY, both positions are equally accepted and admitted and each 
counterbalances the other.t For if in the "I am" is summed up all existence 
in one absolute Unity without distinction or difference, as in one indefinable 
point transcending all distinctive comprehension-then, not only, as the 
Idealists express their half of the truth, is matter comprehended in idea, nor 
as the Materialists insist on the other half, is idea comprehended in matter; but 
with regard to the ultimate composition of existence, all~alL Matter is 
comprehended in idea and idea is comprehended in matter, both propositions 
being equally valid, i. e., each assumable for momentary purposes of argument 
and neither having the slightest precedence over the other. Therefore-Ali 
Itail the One Unity of All Existence. 

And now, thanking you for your kind courtesy in sparing me this space, I 
quit a subject on which I could think and write for ever and a day,-and 
yet not free myself from the painful feeling that I have not really accomplished 
* Why, by the way, does your reviewer pass over the explanation given in this connection in my 

previous letter-where 1 style matter and idea as but different sides of the same shield? 

t This controversy is similar to the eqnally useless and interminable controversy on .. Free-wm: 
equally solved in Hylo-Ideaistic philosophy; where both Voluntarianism and Necessitarianism find 
equally valid expression in ultimate unity. 
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that which I attempted, for in so far as I attempt to express in words (in 
symbols of comprehension) that which is and can be only apprehension above 
all possible comprehension-to this extent I must partially fail of my purpose. 
I can only communicate particular analysis, the crowning synthesis must grow 
up for itself. In the concluding words of my poor little makeshift pamphlet 
and expressed in popular parlance, How to a congenitally blind man can we 
adequately convey any idea of light? 0, light divine, thy reproduction is 
impossible. if. I cannot picture thee to others, yet I know thee in myself. 
Would others know thee, they must see thee. So with all truth. Thyself, 0 
hearer, must win the battle, none other can do it for thee. 

HERBERT L. COURTNEY. 
P.S.-As you mention it, I ought to add that I am unable to take to myself 

the credit attaching par excellence to C. N., a "girl-graduate," at present 
pilgriming in the East, including the sacred land of India. 

EDITORS' NOTE. 
The editors were kindly informed by Dr. Lewins that Miss C. Naden was on 

her way to India via Egypt (whence she sent us her excellent little letter 
published in the February LUCIFER), well furnished with letters from Professor 
Max Miiller to introduce her to sundry eminent" Sanskrit Pundits in the Three 
Presidencies for the purpose of studying Occultism on its native soil," as Dr. 
Lewins «?xplains. We heartily wish Miss Naden success; but we feel as sure 
she will return not a whit wiser in Occultism than when she went. We lived in 
India for many years, and have never yet met with a "Sanskrit Pundit"
officially recognised as such-who knew anything of Occultism. We met with 
several occultists in India who will not speak; and with but one who is a really 
learned Occultist (the most learned, perhaps, of all in India), who condescends 
occasionally to open his mouth and teach. This he never does, however. out
side a very small group of Theosophists. Nor do we feel like concealing the 
sad fact, that a letter from Mr. Max Miiller, asking the pundits to divulge occult 
matter to an English traveller, would rather produce the opposite effect to the 
one anticipated. The Oxford Professor is very much beloved by the orthodox 
Hindus, innocent of all knowled~ of their esoteric philosophy. Those who are 
Occultists, however, feel less enthusiastic, for the sins of omission and commis
sion by the great Anglo-German Sanskritist are many. His ridiculous dwarfing 
of the Hindu chronology, to pander to the Mosaic, probably, and his denying to 
the ancient Aryas any knowledge of even Astronomy except through Greek 
channels-are not calculated to make of him a new Rishi in the eyes of 
Aryanophils. If learning about Occultism is Miss Naden's chief object in 
going to India, then, it is to be feared, she has started on a wild goose's chase. 
Hindus and Brahmins are not such fools as we Europeans are, on the subject 
of the sacred sciences, and they will hardly desecrate that which is holy. by 
giving it unnecessary publicity. 

* How are we to understand "light divine," in the thought of a Hylo-Idealist, who limits the 
whol" universe to the phantasms of the grey matter of the brain-that matter and its productions being 
alike illusions? In our humble opinion thIS philosophy is twin sister to the cosmogony of the ortlw
do:r Brahmins, who teach that the world is supported by an elepbant, which stands upon a tortoise, 
the tortoise wagging its tail in absolute Void. We beg our friends. the Hylo-Idealists , pardon; but, 
so long as such evident contradictions are not morc satisfactorily explained, we can hardly take them 
seriously, or give them henceforth so muck spact".-{En.1 
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CHRISTIAN LECTURERS ON BUDDHISM, AND PLAIN FACTS 
ABOUT THE SAME, BY BUDDHISTS . 

.. Then, spake Jesus ••• saying: Tile Scri6es and lile PAarisees sil in Moses' ual ••• BUT 
DO NOT YE AFTER THEIR WORKS, FOR THEY SAY AND DO NOT ••• but all 11ui,. works tile)' do 
for 10 6e seen by men • • • they make broad their phylacteries and enlarge the borders of their gar
ments . • • and love the uppermost rooms at feasts, and lile cllief uats in tile Synagogws • • • 

.. But woe unto you, scribes and pharisees, hypocrites I for ye sllut up tile Kingdom of Hetrtoeu 
against men ••• Ye blind guides, which strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel ••• Woe unto 
you •.• for ye composs sea and land to maRe one proulyu, and wilen lie is made, YE MAKE HIM 
TWO-FOLD MOKE THE CHILD OF HELL THAN YOtlRSKLVES I "-(Matt. xxiii.) 

THE Scotsman of March 8th, 1888, is high in its praises of some recent 
lectures on Buddhism, delivered by Sir Monier Williams, K.C.I.E., D.C.L., of 
Oxford. Notwithstanding the chairman's (Lord Polwarth's) allegation that 

.. On the subject of Buddhism, he thought there was no one more gifted or more qualified to instruct 
them than the gentleman who had undertaken the present course " (i.e., Sir Monier Williams), 

most of the statements made by the titled lecturer court contradiction and need 
correction. Plain and unvarnished truths may not elicit the applause certain 
arbitrary assumptions made by the lecturer called forth in the land of Fingal, 
but they may help to sweep away a few cobwebs of latent prejudice from the 
minds of some of your readers-and that's all a Buddhist cares about. 

The learned lecturer premised by saying that: 
.. Buddhism had been alleged to be the religion of the majority of the human race, but happily 

that was not now true. Christianity now stood, even numerically, at th~ head of all the creeds 
of tbe world. (Applause.)"-[Scotsman.) 

Is this really so? Applause is no argument in favour of the correctness of 
a statement. Nor does one know of any special qualification in the Oxford 
professor that could make him override statistical proofs to the contrary, unless 
it be that his wish is father to the thought, as usual. The 200 millions of 
proselytes to the Mussulman faith as against one million of converts to 
Christianity in this century alone, a fact complained of at the Church Confer
ence by Dr. Taylor, hardly a few weeks ago, would rather clash with this 
statement. *' The Rev. Joseph Edkins, who passed almost all his life in China, 

* .. Tbe faith of Islam is spreading o~er Africa with giant strides. • • • Christianity is receding 
before Islam, while attempts to proselytise Mohammedans are notoriously unsuccessful We not 
only fail to gain ground, but even fail to bold our own. • • • An African tribe once converted to 
Islam never returns to Paganism, and never embraces Christianity •••• When Mo1!ammedanism is 
embraced by a negro tribe devil-worship, cannibalism, buman sacrifice, witcbcraft, and infanticide 
disappear. Filth is replaced by cleanliness, and tbey acquire personal dignity and self-respecL 
Hospitality becomes a religious duty, drunkenness rare, gambling is forbidden. A feeling of 
bumanity, benevolence, and brotherbood is inculcated •••• The strictly-regulated polygamy of 
Moslem lands is infinitely less degrading to women and less injurious to men than the promiscuous 
polyandry wbich is the curse of Cbristian cities, and wbich is absolutely unknown in Islam. The 
polyandrous English are not entitled to cast stones at polygamous Moslems. • • • • • • • • 
Islam, above all, is the most powerful total abstinence society in the world: wbereas the extension 
of European trade means the extension of drunkenness and vice and tbe degradation of the people. 
Islam introduces a knowledge of reading and writing, decent clothes, personal cleanliness, and self
respect. • • • How little bave we to sbow for the vast sums of money and precious lives lavished upon 
Africa I Christian converts are reckoned by thousands: Moslem converts by millions .•• (CANON 
TAYLOR, Cllristianity and MoAammedan;sm.) 
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studying Buddhism and its growth, says in "Chinese Buddhism" (1880, p. viii., 
Preface) that Buddhism is now" one among the world's religions which has ac
quired the greatest multitude of adherents." Nor can this learned Chinese scholar, 
a zealous missionary, be suspected of unfairness to his religion. N or does the 
very conservative Standard, when complaining that England is no longer a 
Ckn'stian nation and that a z'er)' large percentage of its population no longer 
accepts the religion embodied in the Bible, bear out Sir Monier Williams' opti
mIStIc views. Nor yet is this opinion supported by what the whole world knows 
of modern France, Germany and Italy, eaten to the core with free-thought and 
Atheism. 

To say, therefore, as the lecturer did, that he doubts" were a trustworthy 
census possible" if Buddhism 
" would give even 150 millions of Buddhists, or rather pseudo-Buddhists, as against 450 millions of 
Christians in the world's population, estimated at 1,500 millions "-. *-[ Scotsman.) 

-is rather a risky thing. Let us not talk of "pseudo-Buddhists" in the face 
of millions of "pseudo-Christians," nominal and more "Grundy-fearing" than 
God-fearing; and for this reason still pretending to be called Christians. And 
if the term pseudo was applied by the lecturer to the teeming millions of China, 
Japan, and Tibet, who have fallen off from the purity of the primitive church 
of Buddha, burning low even in Siam, Burmah, and Ceylon, and which have 
split themselves into many sects, then just the same is found in the 300 or so of 
Protestant sects, which differ so widely and fight for dogmatic differences, and 
still call themselves Christians. " Were a trustworthy census possible," and a 
fair appreciation of truth prefered to self-glorification, then the 2,000,000 of 
Freethinkers, and the 11,000,000 of those" of no particular religion," as 
specified even in Whitaker's Almanack, might grow to tenfold their number 
and produce a salutary check on inaccurate lecturers. This inaccuracy may be 
better appreciated by throwing a glance at the census-tables of India of 1881. 

In that country indeed, where missionaries have been labouring for centuries, 
and where they are now as numerous-and quite as mischievous-as the crows 
in the land of Manu, the distribution of its religious denominations stands in 
round numbers as follows :-

Hindus (male and female) 
Mahommedans 
Aborigines . 
Buddhists 
Jains (B.uddhists) 
Christians 

188,000,000 

5 0 ,000,000 

7,000,000 

3,050 ,000 

1,020,000 

1,800,000 

The J ,800,000 of Christians, note well, include all the Europeans resident in 
India, the army, the civil servants, the Eurasians and native Christians. 

• Says Emil Scblagintweit, in his "Buddhism in Tibet," p. 11-12, in comparing the number of 
Buddhists to that of Christians-" For these regions of Asia (China, Japan, Indo-Chinese Peninsu1a, 
etc.), we obtain, therefore, according to these calculations (of Prof. Dieterlei), an approximate total 
of 554 millions of inhabitants. At least /wo-t/Urds of I/Us population may De considered '" De 
B""""ists: the remaindt:r includes the followers of Confucius and Lao-tse." Result, according to 
Dieterici, 340,000,000 of Buddhists and only 330,000,000 of Christians-all nominal Cbristians 
included." 
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And is it to curry further favour with his Sabbath-worshipping audience and 
elicit from it further applause, that the knighted lecturer characterised Buddhism 
as "a false, diseased and moribund system, which had continued (nevertheless? 1) 
for more than two thousand years to attract and delude immense populations"? 
This, in the teeth of his great Oxford rival, Professor Max M liller, who pro
nounces the moral code of Buddhism " one of the most perfect the world has 
ever known." So do Barthelemy St. Hilaire, Claproth, and other Orientalists, 
more fair minded than the lecturer under notice. 

Says Mr. P. Hordern, the Director of Public Instruction in Burmah :-
"The poor heathen is guided in his daily life by precepts older and not less 

noble than tke precepts of Christianity. Centuries before the birth of Christ, 
men were taught by the "Ie and doctrine of one of the greatest men who ever 
lived, lessons of pure morality. The child is taught to obey his parents, and to 
be tender to all animal life, tke man to love his neighbour as himself, to be true 
and just in all his dealings, and to look beyond the vain shows of the world for 
true happiness. Every shade of vice is guarded by special precepts. Love in 
its widest sense of universal charity is declared to be the mother of all the 
virtues, and even the peculiarly Christian precepts of the forgiz1eness of injuries, 
and the meek acceptance of insult were already taught ill tke farthest East, ages 
before Christianity." 

Such is "the false and diseased system" of Buddhism, which is less 
"moribund" however, even now, than is in our present age the perverted 
system of Him whose Sermon on the Mount, grand as it is, yet taught nothing 
that had not been taught ages before. I will show presently, on the authority of 
statistics and the Church again, which of the two-Buddhists or Christians
live more nearly accordi~g to the grand and the same morality preached by 
their respective Masters. 

The Professor is more lenient though to the Founder than to the system. 
He would not, he said: 

., Be far wrong in asserting that intense individuality, fervid earnestness, severe simplicity of 
character, combined witb singular beauty of countenance, calm dignity of bearing, and almost 
superhuman persuasiveness of speech, were conspicuous in the great teacher." -[Scotsman.] 

Forthwith, however, and fearing he had said too much, the Professor hastened 
to throw a gloomy shadow on the bright picture drawn. To quote from the 
Scotsman once more :-

" Alluding to the first sermon of the Buddh."l., the lecturer remarked that, however unfavourably it 
might compare with the first discourse of Christ-a discourse, not addressed to a few monks, but to 
suffering sinners-it was of great interest, because it embodied tbe first teaching of one who, if nol 

_rilly to be called the 'Liglll of Asia,' and certainly unworthy of comparison with tbe 'Light of 
the world: was at least one of the world's most successful teaehers." 

To this charitable Christian criticism, ever forgetful of the wise Shakespear's 
remark that" comparisons are odious," a Buddhist, who only defends his faith, 
is amply justified in replying as follows: However much the worthiness of our 
Lord Buddha to be called by the appellation of the "Light of Asia," may be 
contested by religious intolerance, this title is, at any rate, addressed to an 
historical personage. The actual existence of Gautama Buddha cannot be 
called in question; neither Materialist nor Christian, Jew nor Gentile, can ever 

* Quoted in .. Chinese Buddhism," by Rev. }. Edkins. page 201. 
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presume to call him a myth. On the other hand, (a) the" Light of the World," 
having failed to illume the whole of Humanity-as even on the lecturer's 
admission only 400 out of 1,500 millions of the world population are Christians 
-the title is a misnomer most evidently, and (b) the very personal existence of 
the Founder of Christianity-mostly on account of the supernatural character 
claimed for it, but also because no valid, rea~ historical evidence can be brought 
forward to prove it-is now denied by millions of not only Free-thinkers and 
Materialists, but even of intellectual Christians and critical Bible-scholars. 

Nor are the remarks of Sir M. Williams concerning the death of Buddha 
"said to have been caused by eating too much pork, or dried boars jlesk," any 
happier. That fact alone that one, who claims to be regarded as a great 
Orientalist, and yet observes that: "As this statement was somewhat derogatory 
to his (Buddha's) dignity, it was less likely to have been fabricated," shows in a 
"Sanskrit scholar" a pitiable ignorance of Hindoo symbolism, as well as a 
wonderful lack of intuition. 

How one who is acquainted with the primitive and original teachings of 
Buddha, as recorded by his personal disciples, can think for a moment that the 
great Asiatic Reformer ate flesh, passes comprehension' . Leaving aside 
every dogmatic and certainly later exoteric ecclesiastical reason fathered on 
Buddha for sparing the life of animals on the ground of metempsychosis," one 
has but to read the Buddhist metaphysical treatises upon Karma, to see all the 
absurdity of such a statement. The great doctrine delivered by Gautama a few 
days before he entered Nirvana to Maha Kashiapa, contains among other 
prohibitions tkat of eah"ng animal food. The" Great Development School 
refers it to this period," says the same authority upon Chinese Buddhism, and 
no lover of it, the Rev. J. Edkins; and the Bodhisattwas are even more strictly 
prohibited than even monks. In" the Book of Heaven through keeping the 
Ten prohibitions" a Deva informs Buddha that he was born in Indra Shakra's 
heaven "for keeping them; for not inflicting death, or stealing, or committing 
adultery . . . or drinking wine, or eating .flesh," etc. 

The scholar who knows that the first Avatar of Brahmi was in the skape 0/ a 
boar, and who is aware, (a) that the Brahmins have ever identified themselves 
with the God from whom they claim descent; and (b) know the bitter opposition 
they offered to the" World's Honoured One," Gautama Buddha, trying to take 
more than once his life, will readily comprehend the allusion in the allegory. 
It is an esoteric tradition, and is no longer extant in writing, any more than is 
the explanation of many other allegories. Yet the inconsistency alone of the 
charge ought to have suggested to the mind of any less prejudiced scholar the 
suspicion that the legend of Tsonda's meal of rice and pork was some esoteric 
allegory. No wonder if even Bishop Bigandet remarks that "a thick veil wraps 
in complete obscurity this (llrious episode of Buddha's life." It is "the 
obscurity" of ignorance. 

It is quite true that Buddhists lay no claim to "supernatural inspiration" 
for their sacred scriptures, and it is in this that lies a portion of their success. 
The word "priest," the audience was told, could not be applied to Buddhist 

• Neitber in China nor Tibet. says the Rev. J. Edkins, do the Buddhist monks (the real/itmzli bf 
the nations) accept tbe exoteric teaching that the sou1s of men Clan migrate into animals. It is 
simply allegorical 
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monks "because they have no divine revelation." At this rate there never 
were any priests before the Jews and Christians as no "divine revelation" is 
allowed to any nation outside these two? Further the lecturer elicited a 
great laugh and applause by telling his audience the following anecdote : 

•• Gautama Buddha also instituted an order of nuns, and the monks once asked Gautama, it was 
said, what they should do when they saw women. The Buddha replied, 'Do not see them.' They 
then asked, ' But if we do see them?' He replied, 'Then don't speak to them." 'But; they asked, 
• if they speak to us?' And the Buddha answered •• Then do not answer them; let your thoughts be 
fixed in profound meditation.' (Laughter.) "-(ScolslfUUl.] 

Verses 27 and 28 in Chapter V. of Matthew, lend themselves as easily to 
satirical remarks. The injunction by Buddha, "let your thoughts be fixed in 
profound meditation," is virtually implied in that other injunction, "Ye have 
heard . . . Thou shalt not commit adultery. But I say unto you, That 
whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her, hath committed adultery with 
her already in his heart." 

Were the Christians to follow this command of their noble Master as faith
fully as Buddhists do the orders of their Lord-there would be no need for 
the establishment in England of a "Vigilance Society" for' the protection of 
female children and girls; nor would the editor of the Pall Jlfall have got three 
months' imprisonment for telling the truth and speaking against a crying and 
horrid evi~ unheard-of in Buddhist communities. 

Further, the lecturer remarked, that" Gautama never tolerated priestcraft." 
Nor has Jesus, and I maintain it; His denunciations of sacerdotalism and the 
Rabbis who teach the Law of Moses and lay heavy burdens on men's shoulders 
which "they tnemseh'es will not move with one of their fingers," (Matt. xxiii.) ; 
His prohibition to make a parade of prayers in synagogues and command to 
enter into one's closet to pray (Matt, v.); as also the absence of any injunc
tion from him to establish a dogmatic church-prove it. Therefore Sir M. 
Williams' accusation that Buddha's "followers in other countries became en
tangled in a network of sacerdotalism more enslaving than that from which 
he had rescued them," applies to Christianity with far greater force than to 
Buddhism. And if "the precept enjoining celibacy sufficiently accounted for 
the fact that Buddhism never gained any stability or permanency in India," 
how is it that the Roman Catholics, whose religion enjoins the same precept for 
priests and monks, show such tremendous odds against Protestantism? 
And if celibacy be "a transgression of the laws of nature," as the lecturer 
says-and so say the Brahmins, for even Gautama Buddha was married and 
had a son before he became an ascetic-why should Jesus have never married 
and advised celibacy, to his disciples? For it is celibacy at best, which is enjoined 
to those who are able to·receive it in verses 10, II and 12, of Matthew xix., the 
literal term implying still worse . . . . "and there are eunuchs, 1(Jnick made 
themselves eunudls/or tke kingdom of neal'tn'S sake. He that is able to receive 
it, let him receive it." 

So that monastic Buddhism, it seems, is called idiotic by the lecturer only for 
doing that which Jesus Christ himself advised his disciples to do, if tkey azn. A 
very curious way of glorifying one's God! 

As to the respective merits of Buddhism and Christianity, as a Buddhist who 
may be suspected of partiality, I shall leave the burden of establishing the com-
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parison to the Christians themselves. This is what one reads in the Tablet, 
the leading organ of Roman Catholic Englishmen, about Creeds and 
Criminality. I underline the most remarkable statements. 

.. The official statement as to the moral and material progress of India, 
which has recently been published, supplies a very interesting contribution to 
the controversy on the missionary question. It appears from these figures 
that while we effect a very marked moral deterioration in the natives by con
zlerting tlum'to our creea, THEIR NATURAL STANDARD OF MORALITY IS SO HIGH 
that, however much we Christianize them, 'loe cannot succeed in making them 
altogetlur as bad as ourselves." The figures representing the proportions of 
criminality in the several classes, are as follows :-

EUROPEANS. I in 274· 
Eurasians· I in 5°9· 
Native Christians I in 799· 
Mahomedans I in 856. 
Hindoos I in 1.361. 
BUDDHISTS I 10 3,787. 

"The last item," says the Tablet, "is a ma.l{nt'jicent tribute to the exalted 
pun'ty of Buddhism, but the statistics are instructive throughout, and enforce 
with resistless power the conclusion that, as a mere matter of social polity, we 
should do much better if we devoted our superfluous cash and zeal, for a genera
tion or two, to the ethical improvement of our own countrymen, instead of 
trying to upset the morality, together with the theology, of people WHO MIGHT 
REASONABLY SEND OUT MISSIONS TO CONVERT lJs." 

No better answer than this could a Buddhist find as a reply to the un
charitable and incorrect comparisons between the two creeds instituted by 
Sir Monier Williams. He should remember, however, the words of his 
Master, "Whosoever shall exalt himself shan be abased; and he that shall 
humble himself shall be exalted." 

To this rejoinder by a Buddhist to the Oxford Professor we may append a 
few more interesting facts from Buddhists, in this connection. They are very 
suggestive, inasmuch as firstly they show how religious bigotry and intolerance 
make people entirely blind and deaf to every fact and reason; and secondly 
how we, Europeans, understand fairness and justice. The extracts that follow 
are taken from a Singhalese newspaper, the organ of the Ceylon Buddhists and 
edited by Buddhist Theosophists. It is called The Sarasavisandaresa. The 
two editorials, written in English, of the 14th and the 27th of February of the 
present year, contain two complaints; the first of which is against the very 
notorious editor of the Colombo Observer. This personage, than whom no 
more slanderous or wicked bigot ever walked the earth,' as shown by his being 
perpetually brought to justice for defamation by Christians and natives-is a 
deep-water Baptist, without one spark of Christian ethics in him. His sledge
hammer-like charges against Buddhism, will appear curious after the fair 

• The fruits of European chastity and moral Virtue. and of the obedience of Christians to the com
mands of Jesus. 
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confession of the Tablet just quoted. "But we shall let our Brother editor-a 
Buddhist Theosophist-speak for his countrymen. For unless their grievances 
are brought to the notice of at least a portion of the English readers in LUCIFER, 

there is little chance indeed that the outside would should ever hear of them 
from other papers or magazines. Says' the editorial on U Crime in Ceylon" :-

We notice a paragraph in our contemporary the 06s",," referring to an atrocious crime recently 
committed in the neighbourhood of Ratnapura. According to the account given one man murdered 
another, and "then. standing over him, committed an offence which cannot even be mentioned." 
While we have no idea whllt this can mean. we have no doubt that some horrible atrocity is intended, 
and we sincerely hope that the fullest justice will be meted out to the abominable villain who com
mitted it. But of course the insane bigotry of our contemporary would not allow him to be 
satisfied with merely gi\ing the dreadful news; no, he must add a comment which is itself, in the 
eyes of all right-thinking men. an atrocity of the blackest description. We regret to give the publicity 
of our wider cicrculation to so scandalous a remark; yet we feel it our duty to let our countrymen see 
to what despicable shifts the missionary organ is reduced in its futile efforts to find some ground to 
vilify our faith. "Is there any country under the sun," it asks,-" any people save Buddhists-where 
and by whom such awful atrocities could be perpetmted?" Unhesitatingly we answer .. Yes: 
whatever the crime may have been, its horror is more than equalled-it is surpassed-by the 
diabolical outrages committed in Christian England in this nineteenth centuIy." 

:Follow several noted facts. of crimes recently committed in England. But, 
pertinently remarks the editor :-

Does our contemporary wish that Christianity as a system should be held responsible for the ghastly 
crimes daily committed in its very strongholds? Such a course would be obviously unfair, yet his 
sense of honour permits him to treat Buddhism in the same manner. 

Observe that there is no evidence at all that the criminal professes Buddhism: we know nothing of 
the facts of the case, but arguing from experience the presumption would be against such a supposition. 
At the present moment there are three prisoners under sentence of death in Welikada Jail, all of 
whom are Christians; and there are also two Christians (one of them a church official) convicted of 
murder at Kurunagala. 

The proportion of crime among Christians is about fifteen times as great as among Buddhists: and 
it is considered a truism in India to say that every person perverted to Christianity from some other 
religion adds one more to the suspected list of the police. 

This is a fact, and all who have been in India will hardly deny it. 
The other case is a crime of Vandalism, though to desecrate other 

sacred relics is considered no crime at all by the Christian officials. 
eloquently its own tale: 

A DESECRATION. 

nations' 
It tells 

A very unpleasant rumour has reached us from Anumdhapura. It is well known that men have 
been at work there for a long time under the orders of the Government Agent, professedly restoring 
the ruined Dagobas. This, so far, is a truly roya1 work, and one with which we have every 
sympathy. But now report says that the work of restomtion, which consisted chiefly in clearing 
away the ruins and masses of fallen earth. so that the beautiful carvings and statues might once more 
be visible in their entirety as at first, has been abandoned in favour of excavations into the Dagobas 
themselves. We hear that a tunnel has been pierred almost into the centre of the great Abhay
agiriya Dagoba in search of treasurr, relics, and ancient books, and it is further reported that some 
important discoveries have already been made, but that whatever has ~n found has been secretly 
removed by night. It is said, too, that when the High Priest of the Sacred So-TREE, to whom the 
Dagoba belongs, applied for permission to see the articles exhumed, only a very small portion was 
shewn to him. 

Now we can scarcely bring ourselves to admit the possibility of all this; it seems quite incredible 
that a government like that of the English should stain its annals with such an act of vandalism as 
the desecmtion of our sacred places, though certainly it it etIIlld descend to such an action it would 
be quite in keeping that the treasure-trove should be removed secretly and guiltily. 

No doubt it would be difficult for even the more liberal-minded of our foreign rulers to understand 
fully the thrill of horror which every true Buddhist would feel on bearing of the disturbance of these 
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time-honoured monuments. It would probably be argued by Christians that whatever may be buried 
under the Dagobas, whether relics, treasure, or books, is quite useless where it is; whereas if brought 
to light the books would supply very yaluable copies of old Pali texts, the treasures (if any) would 
be useful to the Government, and the relics would be an interesting acquisition to the shelves of the 
British Museum. Singhalese Buddhists, however, in spite of centuries of oppression and persecution 
under Dutch and Portugeseadventurer5, have still a deeply-rooted feeling of respect and love for the 
monuments of the golden age of their religion, and to hear that they are being disturbed by the 
sacrilegious hand of the foreigner will stir them to their inmost souls. These Dagobas are now 
objects of veneration to thousands of pilgrims, not only from all parts of Ceylon, but also from other 
Buddhist countries; but if once the relics buried in them are removed, they will be no more to us 
than any other mound of earth. Even if, as has been suggested. the Government intend merely to 
ezamine whatever may be discovered, and afterwards replace it, to our ideas the disturbance of the 
sacred monuments of our religion by alien hands would still be terrible desecration. against which 
every true-hearted Buddhist ought at once to protest most vigorously by every means in his power. 
If the sad news be true. BuddhISts should at once combine to hold indignation meetings allover the 
country, and to get up a monster petition to the Governor begging him to prevent the recurrence 
of such an outrage on their religious feelings. But until conlinnation arises we cling to the hope 
that the rumours may he baseless, and should this prove to he the case none will rejoice more heartily 
than we. We trust that the Government Agent of the Province, or some responsible official con
nected with the work, will embrace this opportunity of telling the public what is really being done at 
Anumdhapura. and thereby relieve the anxiety which must agitate all Buddhist hearts until the 
question is set at rest. 

The Abbayagiriya Dagoba was erected by King Wa1agambahu in the year B.C. 89, to com
,JDemorate the recovery of his throne after the expulsion of the Malabar invaders. When entire, it 
was the most stupendous Dagoba in Ceylon, beiDl{ 405 feet high. and standing on about eight acres of 
ground ; but so ruthlessly have the older destroyers done their work that its present height is not 
much more than 230 feet. At its base are some very fine specimens of stone carving, and various 
fragments of bold frescoes. The Dagoba is quite encircled with the ruins of buildings large and 
small, for a larger college of priests was attached to this than to any of the other sacred places at 
Anuradhapura. 

We hope our Singhalese Colleague and Brother will send us further infor
mation upon this subject. Every Theosophist and lover of antiquity, whether 
Christian or of alien faith, would deplore with the Buddhists the loss of such 
precious relics of a period the editor has so aptly described as "the golden age 
of their religion." We hope it may not be true. But alas, we are in Kal; 
Yuga. 

WORLD SAVIOURS. 
OUR world hath had its saviours-Buddha, Christ, 

Have lived, loved, striven for men, at last have died 
Hungry and thirsty, bleeding, haggard-eyed-

By great love dreaming great love had sufficed 
To save a sin-doomed world . . . Oh, faith unpriced ! 

Oh, high souls 'mid your anguish glorified! 
Would God it were SQ, would sin's sorrowful tide 

Rolled back to silence by such love enticed! 

Alas, not so I Would men be saved, each one 
Must be his own strong saviour~ross-bearing, 
Bound, bruised, and bleeding, with his soul astrain 

On the sharp rock of life-yet he hath won 
Who bears for love the burden and the sting
Buddha nor Christ nor meanest lives in vain! 

EVELYN Pma. 
II 
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PRACTICAL OCCULTISM. 

IMPORTANT TO STUDENT~ 

As some of the letters in the CORRESPONDENCE of this month show, there are 
many people who are looking for practical instruction in Occultism. It becomes 
necessary, therefore, to ~tate once for all :-

(a). The essential difference between theoretical and practical 
Occultism; or what is generally known as Theosophy on the one hand, 
and Occult science on the other, and :-

(6). The nature of the difficulties involved in the study of the latter. 
It is easy to become a Theosophist. Any person of average intellectual 

capacities, and a leaning toward the meta-physical; of pure, unselfish life, who 
finds more joy in helping his neighbour than in receiving help himself; one 
who is ever ready to sacrifice his own pleasures for the sake of other people; 
and who loves Truth, Goodness and Wisdom for their own sake, not for the 
benefit they may confer-is a Theosophist. 

But it is quite another matter to put oneself upon the path which leads to 
the knowledge of what is good to do, as to the right discrimination of good 
from evil; a path which also leads a man to that power through which he can 
do the good he desires, often without even apparently lifting a finger. 

Moreover, there is one important fact with which the student should be made 
acquainted Namely, the enormous, almost limitless, responsibility assumed by 
the teacher for the sake of the pupil. From the Gurus of the East who teach 
openly or secretly, down to the few Kabalists in Western lands who undertake 
to teach the rudiments of the Sacred Science to their disciples-those western 
Hierophants being often themselves ignorant of the danger they incur--one 
and all of these "Teachers" are subject to the same inviolable law. From the 
moment they begin really to teach, from the instant they confer any power
whether psychic, mental or physical--on their pupils, they take upon themselves 
all the sins of that pupil, in connection with the Occult Sciences, whether of 
omission or commission, until the moment when initiation makes the pupil a 
Master and responsible in his tum. There is a weird and mystic religious 
law, greatly reverenced and acted upon in the Greek, half-forgotten in the 
Roman Catholic, and absolutely extinct in the Protestant Church. It dates from 
the earliest days of Christianity and has its basis in the law just stated, of which 
it was a symbol and an expression. This is the dogma of the absolute 
sacredness of the relation between the god-parents who stand sponsors for a 
child." These tacitly take upon themselves all the sins of the newly baptised 
child-(anointed, as at the initiation, a mystery truly! )-until the day when the 
child becomes a responsible unit, knowing good and evil Thus it is clear why 
the "Teachers" are so reticent, and why "Chelas" are required to serve a 

* So holy is the connection thus fonned deemed in the Greek Churcb, that a marriage between 
god-parents of tbe same child is regarded as tbe worst kind of incest, is considered illegal and is 
dissolved by law ; and this absolute' probibition extends even to tbe cbildren of one of the sponsors as 
re,:ards those of the other. ' 
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seven years probation to prove their fitness, and develop the qualities necessary 
to the security of both Master and pupil. 

Occultism is not magic. It is comparatively easy to learn the trick of 
spells and the methods of using the subtler, but still material, forces of 
physical nature; the powers of the animal soul in man are soon awakened j 

the forces which his love, his hate, his passion, can call into operation, are 
readily developed But this is Black Magic-Sorcery. For it is the motive, 
alltl tlu motive alone, which makes any exercise of power become black, 
malignant, or white, beneficent Magic. It is impossible to employ spin"tual 
forces if there is the slightest tinge of selfishness remaining in the operator. 
For, unless the intention is entirely unalloyed, the spiritual will transform 
itself into the psychic, act on the astral plane, and dire results may be pro
duced by it. The powers and forces of animal nature can equally be used by 
the selfish and revengeful, as by the unselfish and the all-forgiving j the powers 
and forces of spirit lend themselves only to the perfectly pure in heart-and 
this is DIVINE MAGIC. 

What are then the conditions· required to become a student of the" Divina 
Sapientia "? For let it be known that no such instruction can possibly be 
given unless these certain conditions are complied with, and rigorously carried 
out during the years of study. This is a sine 'Iud non. No man can swim 
unless he enters deep water. No bird can fly unless its wing'5 are grown, and 
it has space before it and courage to trust itself to the air. A man who will 
wield a two-edged sword, must be a thorough master of the blunt weapon, 
if he would not injure himself-or what is worse-others, at the first 
attempt. . 

To give an approximate idea of the conditions under which alone the study 
of Divine Wisdom can be pursued with safety, that is without danger that 
Divine will give place to Black Magic, a page is given from the" private rules," 
with which every instructor in the East is furnished The few passages which 
follow are chosen from a great number and explained in brackets. 

I. The place selected for receiving instruction must be a spot calculated not to 
distract the mind, and filled with "influence-evolving" (magnetic) objects. The 
five sacred colours gathered in a circle mUl!t be there among other things. 
The place must be free from any malignant influences hanging about in the 
air. 

[The place must be set apart, and used for no other purpose. The five " sacred colours" are tbe 
prismatic hues arranged In a certain wall. as these colours are very magnetic. By" malignant in
fluences .. are meant any disturbances througb strifes. quarrels, bad feelings, etc.. as tbese are said 
to impress themselves immediately on tbe astralligbt, i.e .• in tbe atmospbere of the place, and to bang 
" about in the air." This first condition seems easy enougb to accomplish, yet-on further consider
ation, it is one of the most difficult ones to obtain.) 

2. Before the disciple shall be permitted to study" face to face," he has to 
acquire preliminary understanding in a select company of other lay upasaka 
(disciples), the number of whom must be odd 

["Face to face," means in tbis instance a study independent or apart from otbers, whell the 
dilciple gets his instruetionfat't' tofau either with himself (his higher, Divine Self) or-his guru. It 
is then only that each receives "is tiUl! of information, according to the use be has made of his know
Jedge. This can happen only toward the end of the cycle of instruction.] 
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3. Before ·thou (the teacher) shalt impart to thy LanDo (disciple) the good 
(holy) words of LAMRIN, or shall permit him" to make ready" for Dubjed, thou 
shalt take care that his mind is thoroughly purified and at peace with all, especi:1.1Jy 
with "is other Selves. Otherwise the words of Wisdom and of the good Law, 
shall scatter and be picked up by the winds. 

[" Lamrin" is a workof practical instructions, by Tson-kha-pa. in two portions, one for ecclesi
astical and exoteric purposes, the other for esoteric use. " To make ready " for Du6frd, is to prepare the 
vessels used fqr seenhip, sucb as mirrors and crystals. The "other selves," refers to the fellow students. 
Unless the greatest harmony reigns among the learners, 110 success is possible. It is tbe teacber who 
makes the selections according to tbe magnetic and electric natures of tbe students, bringing together 
and adjusting most carefully the positive and the negative elements.] 

4- The upasaka while studying must take care to be united as the fingers 
on one hand. Thou shalt impress upon their minds that whatever hurts one 
should hurt the others, and if the rejoicing of one finds no echo In the 
breasts of the others, then the required conditions are absent, and it is useless 
to proceed. 

[This can hardly happen if the preliminary 'choice made was consistent with the magnetic re
quirements. It is known that chelas otherwise promising and fit for the reception of truth, had to 
wait for years on account of their temper and the impossibility they felt to put themselves ill I,,," 
with their companions. For-l 

S. The co-disciples must be tuned by the guru as the strings of a lute (vina) 
each different from the others, yet each emitting sounds in harmony with all. 
Collectively they must form a key-board answering in all its parts to thy lightest 
touch (the touch of the Master). Thus their minds shall open for the harmonies 
of Wisdom, to vibrate as knowledge through each and all, resulting in effects 
pleasing to the presiding gods (tutelary or patron-angels) and useful to the 
Lanoo. So shall Wisdom be impressed for ever on their hearts and the 
harmony of the law shall never be broken. 

6. Those who desire to acquire the knowledge leading to the SidtJ"z''s (occult 
powers) have to renounce all the vanities of life and·of the world (here follows 
enumeration of the Siddhis). 

7. None can feel the difference between himself and his fellow-students, 
such as "I am the wisest," .. I am more holy and pleasing to the teacher, or 
in my community, than my brother," etc. ,--and remain an upasalta. His 
thoughts must be predominantly fixed.upon his heart, chasing therefrom every 
hostile thought to any living beiRg. It (the heart) must be full of the feeling 
of its non-separateness from the rest of beings as from all in Nature; 
otherwise no success can follow. . 

8. A LanDo (disciple) has to dread external living influence alone (magnetic 
emanations from living creatures). For this reason while at one with aU, in hie; 
inner nature, he must take care to separate his outer (external) body from 
every foreign influence: none must drink out of, or eat in his cup but himself. 
He must avoid bodily contact (i.e. being touched or touch) with human, as with 
animal being. 

[No pet animals are permitted and it is forbidden e"en to touch certain trees and plants. A disciple 
bas to live, so to say, in his own atmosphere in order to individualize it for occult purposes.] 

9. The mind must remain blunt to all but the universal truths in nature, 
lest the "Doctrine of the Heart" should become only the "Doctrine of the 
Eye." (i.e., empty exoteric ritualism). 
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10. No animal food of whatever kind, nothing that has life in it, should be 
taken by the disciple. No wine, no spirits, or opium should be used; for these 
are like the Lhamayin (evil spirits), who fasten upon the unwary, they 
devour the understanding. 

[Wine and Spirits are supposed to contain and preserve the bad magnetism of all the men who 
helped in their fabrication; the meat of each animal, to preserve the psychiC characteristics of its 
kind] 

I I. Meditation, abstinence in all, the observation of moral duties, gentle 
thoughts, good deeds and kind words, as good will to all and entire oblivion of 
Self, are the most efficacious!means of obtaining knowledge and preparing for the 
reception of higher wisdom. 

12. It is only by virtue of a strict observance of the foregoing rules that a 
Lanoo can hope to acquire in good time the Siddhis of the Arhats, the growth 
which makes him become gradually One with the UNIVERSAL ALL. 

These 12 extracts are taken from among some 73 rules, to enumerate which 
would be useless as they would be meaningless in Europe. But even these few 
are enough to show the immensity of the difficulties which beset the path of 
the-would-be "Upasaka," who has been born and bred in Western lands.· 

All western, and especially English, education is instinct with the principle of 
emulation and strife; each boy is urged to learn more quickly, to outstrip his 
companions, and to surpass them in every possible way. What is mis-called 
" friendly rivalry" is assiduously cultivated, and the same spirit is fostered and 
strengthened in every detail of hfe. 

With such ideas "educated into" him from his childhood, how can a Western 
bring hL~self to feel towards his co-students "as the fingers on one hand"? 
Those co-students, too, are not of his (J'IlIn selection, or chosen by himself from 
personal sympathy and appreciation. They are chosen by his teacher on far 
other grounds, and he who would be a student must first be strong enough to 
kill out in his heart all feelings of dislike and antipathy -to others. How many 
Westerns are ready even to attempt this in earnest? 

And then the details of daily life, the command not to touch even the hand 
of one's nearest and dearest. How contrary to Western notions of affection 
and good feeling I How cold and hard it seems. Egotistical too, people 
would say, to abstain from giving pleasure to others for the sake of one's own 
development. Well, let those who think so defer till another lifetime the 
attempt to enter the path in real earnest. But let them not glory in their own 
fancied unselfishness. For, in reality, it is only the seeming appearances which 
they allow to deceive them, the conventional notions, based on emotionahsm 
and gush, or so-called courtesy, things of the unreal life, not the dictates of 
Truth. 

But even putting aside these difficulties, which may be considered "external," 
though their importance is none the less great, how are students in the West 
to "attune themselves" to harmony as here required of them? So strong has 
personality grown in Europe and America, that there is no school of artists even 

• Be it remembered that ali" Che1as," even lay disciples, are called Upasaka until after their first 
initiation, when they become Janoo.Upuaka. To that day, even thoie who belong to Lamaseries 
and are Sli aparl, are considered as .. laymen." 
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whose members do not hate and are not jealous of each other. " Professional" 
hatred and envy have become proverbial; men seek each to benefit himself at 
all costs, and even the so-called courtesies of life are but a hollow mask covering 
these demons of hatred and jealousy. 

In the East the spirit of "non-separateness" is inculcated as steadily from 
childhood up, as in the West the spirit of rivalry. Personal ambition, personal 
feelings and desires, are not encouraged to grow so rampant there. When the 
soil is naturally good, it is cultivated in the right way, and the child grows into 
a man in whom the habit of subordination of one's lower to one's higher Self 
is strong and powerful. In the West men think that their own likes and dislikes 
of other men and things are guiding principles for them to act upon, even when 
they do not make of them the law of their lives and seek to impose them upon 
others. 

Let those who complain that they have learned little in the Theosophical 
Society lay to heart the words written in an article in the Patn for last 
February :-" The key in each degree is the aspirant himself." It is not "the 
fear of God" which is "the beginning of Wisdom," but the knowledge of SELF 
which is WISDOM ITSELF. 

How grand and true appears, thus, to the student of Occultism who 
has commenced to realise some of the foregoing truths, the answer given 
by the Delphic Oracle to all who came seeking after Occult Wisdom
words repeated and enforced again and again by the wise Socrates :-
MAN KNOW THYSELF .... 

SOWING AND REAPING. 

SHALL he who sows the thistle in his soul 
Garner gold wheat-ears for his harvest-tide? 
Or who sets thorn in heart, grow glorified 

'Neath purple clusters for an aureole? 
Shall fair red apples be his worthy dole 

Who scattereth tares around him far and wide? 
Or he who feeds the locusts crafty-eyed 

On other's fruitage, pay no ransoming toll? 

Before men gather roses from sown rue 
Death shall be king, and all these things shall be . 

Satan shall strangle 'mid his fields of blue 
The sky's gold sun, and cast him in the sea. 

God shall grow false, and even Christ untrue, 
Heaven a vain dream, and love mere phantasy! 

EVET.YN PVNE_ 
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To tlu Editors 0/ LUCIFER. 

M JOII invite questions, I take the liberty of submitting one to your consideration. 
Is it not to be expected (basing one's reasoning on Theosophical teaching) that the meeting and 

illtercourse ill Kama loka of persons truly attached to each other must be fraught with disappointment, 
Day frequently even with deep grief? Let me illustrate my meaning by an example: 

A mother departs this life twenty years before bel' son, who, deeply attached to her, lougs to meet 
her again, and only finds het "shell," from which all those spiritual qualities have fled which to him 
were the essential part of the being he loYed. Even the "shell" itself, by its resemblance to the 
former body, only adds to his griefby keeping early memories more vividly alive, and showing him 
the vast difference between the entity he knew on earth and the remnant he finds. 

Or take a second case : 
The son meets his mother ill Kama lob after a short separation, only to find bel' entity in a state of 

disintegration, as bel' pure spirit has already begun Ito leave her astral body and to ascend towards 
DmIchan. He has to witness this process of gradual dissolution, and day by day he feels his 
mother's spirit slip a_y whilst his more material nature prevents him from joining in her rapid 
progress. 

I subjoiJI my name and address, though not for publication, and remain, 
Very truly yours, 

"F. T. s." 

EDITORS' REPLY.-Our Correspondent seems to have been misled as to the 
state of consciousness which entities experience in Kama Loca. He seems to 
have formed his conceptions on the visions of livi"g psychics and the revela
tions of livi"g mediums. But all conclusions ~rawn from such data are 
vitiated by the fact, that a livi"g organism intervenes between the observer 
and the Kama-loea state per se. There can be no eo"saous meeting in Kama
lob, hence no grief. There is no astral disintegration pari passu with the 
separation of the shell from the spirit. 

According to the Eastern teaching the state of the deceased in Kama-loea is 
not what we, living men, would recognise as "conscious." It is rather that of 
a person stunned and dazed by a violent blow, who has momentarily "lost his 
senses." Hence in Kama-loea there is as a rule (apart from vicarious life and 
consciousness awakened through contact with mediums) no recognition of 
friends or relatives, and therefore such a case as stated here is impossible. 

We meet those we loved only in Devachan, that subjective world of perfect "
bliss, the state which succeeds the Kama-lob, after the separation of the principles. 
In Devachan all our personal, unfulfilled spiritual desires and aspirations will 
be realised; for we shall not be living in the hard world of matter but in 
those subjective realms wherein a desire finds its instaitt realisation; because 

-' man himself is there a god and a creator. 
In dealing with the dicta of psychics and mediums, it must always be 

remembered that they translate, automatically and unconsciously, their 
experiences on any plane of consciousness, into the language and experience of 
our normal physical plane. And this confusion can only be avoided by the 
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special study training of occultism, which teaches how to trace and guide the 
passage of impressions from one plane to another and fix them on the memory. 

Kama-loca may be compared to the dressing-room of an actor, in which he 
divests himself of the costume of the last part he played before rebecoming 
himself properly-the immortal Ego or the Pilgrim cycling in his Round of 
Incarnations. The Eternal Ego being stripped in Kama-Ioca of its lower 
terrestrial principles, with their passions and desires, it enters into the state of 
Devachan. And therefore it is safd that only the purely spiritual, the non
material emotions, affections, and aspirations accompany the Ego into that state 
of Bliss. But the process of stripping off the lower, the fourth and part of the 
fifth, principles is an unconscious one in all normal human beings. It is only 
in very exceptional cases that there is a slight return to consciousness in Kama
loka: and this is the case of very materialistic unspiritual personalities, who, 
devoid of the conditions requisite, cannot enter the state of absolute Rest 
and Bliss. 

To tile Editors of LUCIFER. 

As a very new member of the Theosophical Society I have jotted down a few points which appear 
to me to be wonhy of your notice. 

What books do you specially advise to be read in connection with Esoltrk BruldAisttJ , and any 
remarks upon them (I.) . 

Have the Adepts grown or developed to their present state and powers by their own inherent 
capacities? If so how far can the steps of the process be described? (2.) 

What is known of the training of the Yogees? (30) 
What is known of the Root races of man of which we are said to be the fifth? (40) 
What are E1ementals ?-their nature. powers and communication with man ? (5.) 
III' what light are Theosophists to regard the whole a«IJ1Il11 in the late republication of the T. P. S. 

of the marriage of the Spirit daughter of Colonel Eaton with the Spirit son of Franklin Pearce? 1(6.) 
In the Anicles on the Esoteric character of the Gospels I observe that as yet no notice bas been 

taken of Prophecy and its alleged fulfilment in Jesus Christ. I have read these with intense interest, 
and regret that I was unable to obtain the first two numbers of LUCIFER. (7.) 

I am, Yours tIUly, 
J. M. 

EDITORs' REPLY:-(I.) "Five Years of Theosophy," or better the back 
numbers of the" TlleosDPnist," and the" Patn," also 0 " Light on the Path." 

When the general outlines have been mastered, other books can be recom
mended; but it must always be borne in mind that with very few exceptions all 
600ks on tnese su6jeds are tile works of students, not of Masters, and must 
therefore be studied with caution and a well-balanced mind. All tlleories should 
be tested by the reason and not accepted en 6/0& as revelation. 

(2.) The process and growth of the Adepts is the secret of Occultism. Were 
adeptship easy of attainment many would achieve it, but it is the hardest task 
in nature, and volumes would be required even to give an outline of the 
phil~sophy of this development. (See" Practical Occultism," in this number.) 

(3.) Nothing but what they give out themselves-which is very little. Read 
Patanjali's "Yoga Philosophy"; but with cauhon, for it is very apt to mislead, 
being written in symbolical language. Compare the article on "Sankhya and 
Yoga Philosophy" in the T/uosDPnist for March. 

(4.) Wait for H. P. Blavatsky's forthcoming work: U The Secret Doctrine. It 
(5.) See "The Secret Doctrine," also" Isis Unveiled," and various articles in 
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the T/uosoplzist, especially "The Mineral Monad" (also reprinted in "Five 
Years of Theosophy"). 

(6.) The account referred to was quoted to show how absurdly materialistic 
are the common ideas, even among intelligent Spiritualists, of the post-mortem 
states. It was intended to bring home vividly the unphilosophical character, 
and the hopeless inadequacy, of such conceptions. 

(7.) The subject of "Prophecy" may be dealt with in a future article of the 
series; but the questions involved are too irritating to the casual Christian 
reader, too important and need too much bibliographical research, to permit of 
their continuation from month to month. 

To tlu Editors of LUCIFER. 
In the last issue of LUCIFItR is a paper .. Self-E\ident Truths and Logical Deductions." The 

paper is important, but is not, in my opinion, sufficiently cle-ar. .. OM is a Unity and cannot be 
di\ided into two Ones. This is 50 if we understand Unity to be lIIIlIIy entities, parts, or forms, 
organised into a body of harmony 50 forming a Unity, 

I would like to ask, If the Universe, the One or All, must not be of a certain size; and if 50, is 
the Original One, the ever produced, not of the same size ? 

Also, being an organic Whole, what is the form of the All? And is the form, whatever it is, not 
also the form of the self-existent Cause or God ? 

Is nature c:o-eterna.l with God? or was there a time, or rather state, when God, the self-existent 
One, was all in all, before nature was produced from himself? 1 cannot think of anything of nature, 
spirit, soul, or Go-i, without the ideas of size, form, member, and relation. So there can be no Life, 
Law, Cause, or Fo~, formless in itself, yet causative of forms. All evolutions are in, by, and unto 
orms; the AlI~olver is Himself all Form. 

The truth of the Universe is the Form of the Universe. The Truth of God is the Form of God. 
What Form is that? To attain to that is the great attainment for the intelligence at least. In these 
few Jines my aim is mainly an enquiry. 

Respectfully yours, 
Edinburgh, 29th March, 1888. J. W. HUNTER. 

EDITORS' REPLV.-According to the Eastern philosophy a unity composed 
of "many entities, parts, or forms" is a compound unity on the plane of Maya
illusion or ignorance. The One universal divine Unity cannot be a differentiated 
whole, however much "organized into a body of harmony." Organization 
implies external work out of materials at hand, and can never be connected with 
the self-existent, eternal, and unconditioned Absolute Unity. 

This ONE .SELF, absolute intelligence and existence, therefore non-intelligence 
and non-eXlstence (to' the finite and conditioned perception of man), is 
"imparlite, beyond the range of speech and thought and is the substract of 
all» teaches Vetiantasara in its introductory Stanza. 

How, then, can the Infinite and the Boundless, the unconditioned and the 
absolute, be of any sise 1 The question can only apply to a dwarfed reflection 
of the uncreate rayon the mayavi& plane, or our phenomenal Universe; to 0111 

of tlu finite Elonim, who was most probably in the mind of our correspondent. 
To the (philosophically) untrained Pantheist, who identifies the objective 
Kosmos with the abstract Deity, and for whom Kosmos and Deity are 
synonymous terms, the form of the illusive objectivity must be the form of that 
Deiry. To the (philosophically) trained Pantheist, the abstraction, or the 
1U1UmtlllJn, is the ever to be unknown Deity, the one eternal reality, formless, 
because homogeneous and impar/ite; boundless, because Omnipresent-as 
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otherwise it would only be a contradiction in ideas not only in terms; and the 
concrete phenomenal form-its vehicle-no better than an aberration of the 
ever-deceiving physical senses. 

U Is nature co-eternal with God?" It depends on what is meant by 
U nature." If it is objective phenomenal nature, then the answer is-though 
ever latent in divine Ideation, but being only periodical as a manifestation, it 
cannot be co-eternaL But" abstract" nature and Deity, or what our correspon
dent calls "Self-existent cause or God," are inseparable and eve" itie"timl. 
Theosophy objects to the masculine pronoun used in connection with the Self· 
exist~nt Cause, or Deity. It says IT-inasmuch as that "cause" the rootless 
root of all-is neither male, female, nor anything to which an attribute-some
thing always conditioned, finite, and limited-can be applied. The confession 
made by our esteemed correspondent that he "cannot think of anything of 
nature, Spirit (!) Soul or God (! !) without the ideas of size, form, number, and 
relation," is a living example of the sad spirit of anthropomorphism in this age 
of ours. It is this theological and dogmatic anthropomorphism which has 
begotten and is the legitimate parent of materialism. If once we realize that 
form is merely a temporary perception dependent on our physical senses and 
the idiosyncrasies of our physical brain and has no existence, per se, then this 
illusion that formless cause cannot be (ausative of for",s will soon vanish. To 
think of Space in relation to any limited area, basing oneself on its three 
dimensions of length, breadth, and thickness, is strictly in accordance with 
mechanical ideas; but it is inapplicable in metaphysics and transcendental 
philosophy. To say then that "the truth of God is the Form of God," is to 
ignore even the exotericism of the Old Testament. "The Lord spake unto 
you out of the ",idst of tlu fire. Ye heard the voice of the words, !Jut saw "0 

si",ilitutie." (Deut. iv., 12.) And to think of the All-Evolver as something 
which has "size, form, number, and relation," is to thillk of a fi"ite and (0"

dititmed perso"al God, a part only of the ALL. And in such case, why should 
this part be better than its fellow-parts? Why not believe in Gods-the other 
rays of the All-Light? To say-" Among the gods who is like Thee 0 Lord" 
does not make the God so addressed really "the god of gods" or any better 
than his fellow-gods; it simply shows that every nation made a god of its own, 
and then, in its great ignorance and superstition, served and flattered and tried 
to propitiate that god. Polytheism on su(A lines, is more rational and 
philosophical than anthropomorphous monotheism. 

To the Editors of LUCIFER. 

Several questions have of late occ:urTed to me at the entry of the subject of Theosophy. . •• I 
am quite new to the study, and must perforce express myself crudely. I gather that an early result 
of entire devotIon to and inner contemplative life. and a life also of fine unselfishness. such a life as 
is calculated to allow of the growth of faculties otherwise dormant, that a result of this life will be a 
growing recognition of the-underlying unity of man and his surroundings, that to sucb a man truth 
will make itself known r"",. witlli", and therefore will claim instant acceptance and unquestionable 
certitude; that in fact the longer that such a life is lived with unfading enthusiasm, the higber will the 
central spirit rise in self-assertion, the wider will be the survey of creation, and the more immediate 
the apprehension of truth; also tbat with these tends to develop a greater physical command of the 
forces of nature. 

Now I submit that such a life as is here spoken of, is led by men who attain to none of these results. 
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Most of us know Christians who seem never to have a selfish thought; who exist in an atmosphere 
of self-saaifice for others, and whose 1eisure is all spent in meditation and in emotional prayer, which 
surely is seeking after truth. Yet they do not attain iL They fail to rise out of Christianity into 
Theosophy; they remain for ever limited to, and satisfied with the narrow space they move in. (I.) 
It may be replied that they do expand slowly. Granted, for some of them. But my point is that there 
do exist (and one is enough for my purpose) men, and particularly women, leading lives both of 
spiritual meditation and of unselfishness, to whom nevertheless is not vouchsafed a clearer view of 
the great universe, a 1arger apprehension of Theosophic truth, nor any increased physical command 
of nature. (a.) As regards the last point, take for an example John Stuart Mill. Surely he Uved 
always in the white Ught of exalted contemplation and in instant readiness of high unselfishness; yet 
to him came DO dawn of Theosophic light, nor any larger hold upon the forces of material nature. 
(J.) May I ask now for a word of explanation on this point? I apologise for the trouble I give, and 
for my want of ability in unfolding my difficulty. 

H. C. 

EDITORS' REPLV,-(I.) Nowhere in the theosophic teachings was it stated that 
a life of entire devotion to one's duty alone, or "a contemplative life," graced 
even by "fine unselfishness" was sufficient in itself to awaken dormant faculties 
and lead man to the apprehension of final truths, let alone spiritual powers. To 
lead such life is an excellent and meritorious thing, under any circumstances, 
whether one be a Christian or a Mussulman, a Jew, Buddhist or Brahmin, and 
according to Eastern philosophy it must and will benefit a person, if not in his 
present then in his future existence on earth, or what we call re!Ji,t". But to 
expect that leading the best of lives helps one-without the help of philosophy 
and esoteric wisdom-to perceive "the soul of things" and develops in him 
"a physical command of the forces of nature," ,:e., endows him with abnormal 
or adept powers-is really too sanguine. Less than by anyone else can such 
results be achieved by a sectarian of whatever exoteric creed. For the path to 
which his meditation is confined, and upon which his contemplation travels, is 
too narrow, too thickly covered with the weeds of dogmatic beliefs-the fruits 
of human fancy and error-to permit the pure ray of any Universal truth to 
shine upon it. His is a blind faith, and when his eyes open he has to give it 
up and cease being a "Christian " in the theological sense. The instance is not 
a good one. It is like pointing to a man immersed in "holy" water in a bath
tub and asking why he has not learnt to swim in it, since he is sitting in such 
holy fluid. Moreover," unfading enthusiasm" and "emoh'tma/ prayer" are not 
exactly the conditions required for the achievement of true theosophic and 
spiritual developmenL These means can at best help to Isy&"i& development. 
If our correspondent is anxious to learn the difference between Spin'tua/ and 
Plyrm& wisdom, between &p"ia and Psiidu, let him tum to the Greek text (the 
English translation is garbled) in the Epistle of James, iii, IS and 16. and he 
will know that one is airline and the other terrestial, "sensual, devilish." 

(2.) The same applies to the second case in hand, and even to the third. 
(3.) Both-i.e., persons in general, leading lives of spiritual "meditation, and 

those who like John Stuart Mill live "always in the white light of exalted 
contemplation," do not pursue truth in the right direction, and therefore 
they fail ; moreover John Stuart Mill set up for himself an arbitrary standard of 
truth, inasmuch as he made his physiml consciousness the final court of 
appeal His was a case of a wonderful development of the intellectual and 
terrestrial side of psiiche or soul, but Spirit he rejected as all Agnostics do 
And how can any final truths be apprehended except by the Spirit, which is 
the only and eternal reality in Heaven as on Earth? 
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A lady writes from America :-
In the fourth number of LUCIFER on the J28th page are the words: 
.. Enough has been given out at various times regarding the conditions of post-mortc:m eXIStence, 

to furnish a solid block of infonnation on this point." 
The writer would be glad to be told where this information may be found. Is it in print? or must 

one be Occultist enough to find it out in the" Symbology .. ofthe Bible for himself? 
.. ONE WIIO HUNGERS FOR SOME OF THIS KNOWLEDGE." 

It is certainly necessary to be an "Occultist" before the post-mortem states 
of man can be correctly understood and realised, for this can oniy be accom
plished through the actual experience of one who has the faculty of placing his 
consciousness on the Kama/oRic and Devlld,amc planes. But a good deal has 
been given out in the" Theosophist." Much also can be learnt from the 
symbology not only of the Bible but of all religions, especially the Egypt:an 
and the Hindu. Only again the key to that symbology is in the keeping of the 
Occult Sciences and their Custodians. 

THE CRUCIFIXION OF JESUS: AN ALLEGORY. 

STANDING alone at the foot of the Cross, in all the solemn darkness of night; 
e'en though it was day; a darkness so great that it was like that in Egypt which, 
we are told, could be felt. Standing alone with Jesus, deserted by all, uplifted 
on the Cross and crow~ed, yes! crowned, but with thorns, in bitter contempt 

_and scorn of his asserted divine mission to draw all men unto him; standing 
thus alone with Jesus, in that awful and solemn presence, the presence of the 
dead. 

" I asked the Heavens, what foe to God hath done this unexampled deed? " 
"'Twas man," the answer came, "and we in horror snatched the Sun from such 
a spectacle of grief." . 

Still standing nigh the Cross, with the wind roaring and a great tempest 
raging; whilst the rocks were rent, and the earth did quake as though she would 
open her mouth and swallow all men, as we are told that she swallowed Korah, 
Dathan, and Abiram, because of their rejection of Moses. 

"I asked the Earth." "The Earth replied aghast 'Twas man; and such 
strange pangs my bosom rent, that stil~ e'en stil~ I fear and tremble at the 
past." 

Leaving the foot of the Cross, where Jesus was left to die the death of a 
blasphemer, in the company of thieves, abandoned and deserted of all men and 
forsaken of God: "To man, gay, smiling man, I went, and asked him next. He 
turned a scornful eye, shook his proud head and gave me no reply." 

And to this day there has been no reply, but only that the rejection and 
Crucifixion of Jesus are a mystery. And therefore the world is still asking: 
Why? And what is good and true in Christianity? Because a mystery is not 
light but darkness, and therefore when the light that is in us is darkness, how 
great must be that darkness? And is not this darkness felt even now by the 
world, whilst anxiously waiting for the Church to explain the Mystery of 
" Christ Crucified" ? 

REV. T. G. HEADLEY. 
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--
WOMAN: 

HER GLORY, HER SHAME. AND HER GOD. 
BY SALADIN.· 

The title of the above work is scarcely suggestive of Anti-Christian polemics, 
despite the fact that it emanates from the pen of so determined an iconoclast as 
Mr. Stewart Ross. The casual reader might expect to meet with some eulogy 
of the fair sex, dissociated from theological considerations. Such, however, is 
not the case. The neat volume before us contains one of the most powerful 
attacks on the practical ethics of Christianity which it is has ever been our lot 
to peruse. Mr. Ross is clearly of the opinion that a tree must be judged by its 
fruits, and in demolishing the romantic and chivalrous aspect of the history of 
woman in Christendom by the hard reality of fact and logic, he unhesitatingly 
condemns the whole fabric of orthodox theology as hopelessly rotten. Taking 
as his text the we~nown, and perhaps reprehensible, statement of Archdeacon 
Farrar to the effect that Christianity "has elevated the woman; it shrouds as 
with a halo of innocence the tender years of the child," the author tests its 
validity by an appeal to Church and secular history, exposing the abominations 
of priestly vice in the Middle Ages and ruthlessly unmasking the darker aspects 
of modem life. He rightly scorns to pander to a spurious sentiment of 
delicacy, and does not hesitate to penetrate into the very arcana of vice when 
the necessities of his task demand it. The prurience of the Christian Fathers, 
the debaucheries of Inquisitors, the shameless prostitution of jc Religion" to 
depravity which is noticeable in ancient and even in modem times, the indirect 
manner in which unfortunate passages in the Bible-interpolations let us hope 
-have ministered to the lust of bigots and fanatics, the fatal effects of "faith" 
and emotionalism in worship, all these things, and many more, are dealt with 
in a most forcible manner. The author's facts are unimpeachable, his criticism 
scathing, but the general c'onclusions which he draws from them are not always 
of a nature to command the acceptance of even the most resolute of liberal 
thinkers. 

For instance, when he states that II the essential essenee of Christianity is 
opposed to that deliberate and judicial self-restraint which forms the barrier 
against licentiousness," (p. 77), he is, in our opinion, carried too far by the 
vehemence of a just rcyolt against the moral atrocities which have rendered 
theology such a mockery in the past. The" faith" to which he alludes as so 
pernicious to mental stability has its darker side; but it has also illumined, 
however irrationally, the lives of thousands of noble men and women. Similarly, 
in his anxiety to shift the whole burden of the sexual depravity of Europe on to 
the back of Christianity, he extends his generalisation too freely. It has been 
remarked by many writers that the ghastly immoralities of ecclesiastical history 
are chargeable to indil'iduals, not to the system itself. Vice must have had its 
outlet somehow, and all it needed was-opportunity. Consequently Mill and 
others have declined to regard the vices which spring up in the course of 

• \\'. Stew'ut & Co •• 41, Farringdon StreeL 
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religious history as indicative of anything more than the necessary outcome of 
human evolution. Nations mould their religion, not vice vers8. With the 
ennobling of human ideas, a gradual metamorphosis of creeds must ensue. 

Consequently, instead of holding that the degradation of woman by priests 
and religionists, is in itself a condemnation of the creed they profess, it would 
be more correct to put the truth thus: Christianity has done nothing to exalt 
woman, but has, on the contrary, relarded her progress. Mr. Ross' position 
would be, then, very difficult to assail. If, however, he ascribes her treatment 
in the earlier centuries to the influence of Christianity, to what does he attribute 
her gradual promotion in the social scale? To the same cause, or to the slow 
amelioration of human knowledge and culture since the Renaissance? We 
question very much whether creeds are responsible for all the horrors usually 
ascribed to their domination. Practical life and practical belief are rather 
1IIirrors of a nation's intellectual status than arbitrary facts which represent 
independent realities. Christianity has delayed human progress, rather than 
introduced a new noxious agency. It has, moreover, a distinctly fair side, 
viz :-in largely contributing to render International Law possible by cementing 
together the peoples of Europe. Impartial Freethinkers, such as Lecky and 
others, have shown clearly enough that the pros and cons are balanced after all. 
T<rday, of course, the system is out of date; it has served a certain beneficial 

. end in the economy of life, and achieved a reputation like that of Byron's 
Corsair:-

.. Linked with one virtue and a thousand crimes." 

It is this tissue of a "thousand crimes" which, in our author's words, 
makes his task-

.. A hideous one, but 1 stand in desperate conftict against overwhelming imposture and a worldfUl 
of sham and cant and falsehood . . • you may count all th· real writers on the fingers of one hand, 
who are striving to do what 1 am striving to do. My purpose is too tremendous •..• for me to 
bathe myself in perfumes, array myself with ribbons, and with a debonair smile and a light rapier, 
parry with the dilettante grace of of a fencing master. With both hands I grasp the hilt of a clay
more notched with clanging blows upon helmet and hauberk and red with the stains of battle, and 
thrust straight at the throat of the Old Dragon, fenced around by a hundred thousand pulpits and 
armed to the teeth with a panoply of lies." 

In conclusiop we need only say that the student will find much of great value 
in Mr. Ross' book. It is sparkling, brimful of wit and interest, and interspersed 
with passages of the most eloquent declamation. Altogether the author has pro
duced a contribution to aggressive free-thought literature well worthy of his 
great reputation, and still greater talent. 

ABSOLUTE RELATIV[SM, OR ABSOLUTE IN RELATION. 
By WILLIAM BELL McTAGGART (W. Stewart & Co., London). 

This volume, by Captain McTag~art, is one of those rare works in which the 
author forgets his personality and natural predilections, in favour of a plain 
statement of facts. He asks the reader to approach together with him the task 
of examining the various creeds and philosophical systems "with minds divested 
of preference, prejudice, or bias," and carries out the laudable policy to the 
end. One would vainly seek throughout the volume for any of those too 6ft
repeated sentences in other essays and disquisitions on philosophy, as "I claim 
to have discovered "-" I maintain," and so on. "The judgment seat must 
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know no bias," the thoughtful author tells us. He has rightly "deemed it 
necessary to represent • • . • the various creeds, not from afar oft', or as one 
apart, but as entering into and being one with each, when under consideration," 
and he has admirably fulfilled his task. 

In the above work Captain McTaggart presents us with the first instalment 
of a new philosophical system, the aim of the author being to sift the truth 
from the rubbish of modem thought, and to rear on the bases thus obtained 
a new edifice. Says the writer: 

"1beologies are fading fast; one religion after another slips its bold on the lives of men. 
Philosophy is eha.os; system after system, criticised by the acquired light of acquired knowlege and 
organised and trained intellect, is abandoned as untrue. Even tbe torcb of science, to wbicb 50 many 
minds bad eagerly and hopefully turned, burns sadly dim, uncertain, and flickering, crossed and 
bedarkened with the shades of conflicting theories and unverified hypotheses." 

Captain McTaggart is no Materialist, but an Agnostic, with a distinct leaning 
to one of the many phases of idealistic thought, The present volume does no 
more, however, than foreshadow the general drift of his conclusions on the 
subject of Perception, Materialism, and Idealism, without going into those 
details which are doubtless reserved for the future. 

Commencing with an analysis of our ideas of Space and Time, he proceeds 
to examine the claims of Materialism. The case for the latter is presented 
with admirable impartiality, and illustrated with a selection of apt quotations 
which leave no room for confusion of ideas on the part of the reader. Excep
tion may be taken to the apparent inclusion (pp. 30-31) of such men as Clerk, 
Maxwell, and Leibnitz in the materialistic fold, and a more definite representa
tion of the modem schools of Continental Atheism would have, perhaps, 
enhanced the value of the discussion. But these are minor points. 

To the materialistic doctrine that Matter plus Motion constitutes the one 
basis of the Universe, Captain McTaggart replies (I) that no theories based on 
the mere phenomena of perception can develop into a pure ontology. We 
cannot penetrate the veil of appearances, because the nature of our senses bars 
the way. Matter is not known in any sense except as given in consciousness. 
Abstract the idea of a percipient, and what remains ?-an unknown N oumenon 
about which it is folly to dogmatise. (2) He rightly points out that:-

"b. tAe domain of even IIIe phenomenal-the legitimate spbere of experiment, deduction, and 
verification-experiments and observations are exceedingly limited by the sbortcomings of our 
!'acuIties. • . . Still, it is constantly found tbat these pro\~sional and uncertain deductions are 
exalted to a position of equality with, but of superiority to, tbe conclusions of reason, based upon 
other premises, indeed, but of a far bigher certainty than the somewhat vague generalities of Matter, 
I;orce, and Law." (p. 45-) 

The Atomic theory he appears to regard as essentially materialistic, and some 
considerable portion of space is devoted to a criticism of its validity. We 
venture to think, however, that a recognition of that hypothesis-cleansed and 
purified from the contradictions which have grown up around it-is in no way 
incompatible with a lofty spiritual philosophy of things. Very forcible, on the 
other hand, is our author's attack on Materialism, on the ground of its hopeless 
inadequacy to explain the phenomena of our subjective consciousness. In the 
course of his discussion of this aspect of the problem, he conclusively shows 
that the customary imputation of Materialism to many of the most eminent 
scientists, such as Professor Huxley, is totally without justification. 
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Chapter II. is devoted to a consideration of Idealism, which in its pure form 
the gallant Captain seeks to show, is absurdly untenable. While Materialism 
resolves all things into phenomena of Matter, Idealism only admits the reality 
of the Ego, and regards all apparent "objects" as its mental states. Both these 
positions are equally open to objection; a transfigured realism being the safe 
mean. The" Not Self," if not "demonstrably" (?) existing, is at least a 
practical necessity of thought, without which the thinker is hopelessly at sea in 
his attempt to account for phenomena. About the nature of this Unknown 
Reality underlying the Universe, Captain McTaggart agrees with Mr. Spencer 
that we can know nothing save that it exists. 

In conclusion, we need only say that the metaphysical reader will find no 
more bracing tonic than in the perusal of this eminently suggestive and 
uniformly impartial work. 

VISIONS. 

BY "M. A. (OXON.)" 

In his Introdue/ion to this little pamphlet, M. A. Oxon strikes the key-note 
of his Visions. They are "teaching" or "instruction" to those whose wants 
they meet. In saying this, the author has, perhaps unwittingly, expressed a 
great fact, i.e., that for each one of us that is truth which meets our greatest 
need-whether moral, intellectual or emotional. As the author seems to feel, it 
matters very little whether these visions were subjecth·e or objective. They con
veyed to him certain moral truths with a directness and vividness which no other 
method of teaching could have attained. And whether we consider that these 
" Visions" were the thoughts of the intelligence teaching him impressed and ob
jectivised in the recipient's brain; or whether we think that in these visions the 
seer beheld objective things-does not in any way alter their value as expressions 
of subtle truth. In many respects they resemble the visions seen by Swedenborg, 
and they share with the writings of that wonderful man the same curious personal 
colouring or shaping of the form in which they are cast, in accordance with the 
intellectual views and beliefs held by the seer. 

Tpe " Visions" are instructive from several points of view. They offer a 
curious study to the student of psychology, who will trace in them the various 
elements due to the Seer and to the· influences acting upon him. To the man 
in search of moral light, they will express truths of the inner life, known and 
recorded in many forms during the past ages of man's life-history. They teach 
most impressively the cardinal doctrine of that inner life, viz., that man is abso
lutely his own creator. To the student of practical psychic development, they 
speak of the difficulties which attend the opening of the psychic senses, of the 
difficulty of distinguishing between the creation of man's own imagination and 
the more permanent creations of nature. 

There is a pathetic touch here and there, bringing out clearly the difficulties 
just mentioned. The seer longs for the personal contact of earth and is told 
"to leave the personal." How long will it be before this, the deepest truth of 
Theosophy, is in any sense realised even by such seers as M. A. Oxon? 

The clinging to personality is so strong that it is felt even in another state of 
consciousness. How then can it fail to colour and distort the pure truth, which 
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is and·must be absolutely impersonal? But this lesson is one hard to learn, 
so hard that many lives suffice not even for its comprehension. 
- The statements on page 21 would seem to show that the visions recorded are 
those of the Devachanic state. For it said that all the scenery and surroundings, 
the natural world of that plane in short, are the creations of the particulaI 
spirit with whose sphere the seer is in contact. This coincides perfectly with 
the Theosophic view, and when once this truth is really grasped, Spiritualists 
will realise how mistaken they have been in attacking a doctrine which is in 
reality what they have so long been seeking for, and which offers them the 
logical and philosophic system which they need as a basis for their investi
gations. 

The beauty of the thoughts expressed in the pages of this little book is very 
striking, and although the author expressly disclaims any literary merit, no one 
can fail to recognise the ability and truthfulness of expressions which characterise 
the work. All students will assuredly be grateful to M. A. Oxon for rendering 
these "Visions" easily accessible. 

LES MYSTERES DE L'HOROSCOPE. 
PAR ELY-STAR. 

Preface by Camille l'lammarion and a Letter from J osephin Peladan. Paris, 
Dentu, Editeur. 

This book is mainly based on a work by P. Christian, "Le petit homme rouge 
des Tuileries." It is a combination of astronomical astrology with the keys 
and numerals of the Tarot, the point of departUle being the name, surname and 
date of birth of the individual whose horoscope is to be cast. 

It is a great improvement on the work of Christian in point of clearness and 
lucidity of exposition and in the convenience of its tables. Especially useful, 
from a practical point of view, is the table of the numerical values of the letters 
of the alphabet; though it is to be desired that the author should give some 
authority for these values, a detail which he has unfortunately omitted. He 
also does away with Christian's practice of translating the names, first of all, into 
Latin--a great convenience, though how far he is orthodox in so doing, remains 
a very open question. 

The first conclusion to which the student is almost irresistibly impelled is 
that the "reading" of the horoscope is a matter of intuition and at least semi
clairvoyance. And the second is that a real seer could readily dispense with 
all such paraphernalia. 

Still the book is an interesting and valuable contribution to occult literature, 
and in particular to the text-books which are of use to students in the training 
and development of their own faculties. 

It is well worth the study of our readers, especially as it relieves one almost 
entirely from the mathematical calculations demanded by ordinary astrological 
methods. 

12 
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"A DREAM OF THE GIRONDE AND OTHER POEMS."" 
BY EVELYN PYNE. 

The poem by whose name the book before us is christened, is a dramatic 
rendering of incidents of the" Reign of Terror," grouped around the central 
heroic figure of Madame Roland The work is an early effort of Mr. Pyne's, 
and it is therefore all the more astonishing in its command of poetic thought 
and musical diction. It is one of those delicate idylls which would lose their 
reflective charm if represented on the stage; but for all that it has many 
dramatic incidents in its texture. The scene where the mob bursts into the 
King's chambers in the Tuileries; the intercession of Raoul with the former 
victim of his lust, the Amazon Theroigne; the arraignment of the heroine 
before the Tribunal; and the tender sympathy of Madame Roland for the old 
man who craves to be permitted to pass before her the ordeal of the guillotine, 
are all painted in vivid lines. The character of the central figure is instinct 
with noble, sensitive, liberty-loving life, and some of the finest lines in the 
drama are put into her mouth; such as, for instance, the following :-

And again-

.. We seek for happiness instead of truth; 
We choose out pleasure, and ignore the right, 
Then call1ife dark : eternity will judge 
If darkness be not shadow of ourselves 
O'ercasting al1-our love-our hope-our life I 
Self must be blotted out-a thing of naught
Forgotten-non-existent, ere we catch 
The light which our life bolds, but does not hide 
From those who truly seek." 

.. My faith is sure, 
Tho' sav'ring not of dogmas h~rshly held 
By canting priest and persecuting church; 
No I the eternal spirit, fetterless, 
And boundless in its flight as the wide arch 
Of unimaginable space above, 
Bearing sun, moon, and stars within our ken 
As but an atom in its boundlessness, 
Can never be chained down to one alone 
Of countless lights in this dark world of ours." 

The b1ank verse in which the body of the drama is written is admirably 
treated and flowing in its rhythm, and occasionally offers us a dainty little 
Shakespearian conceit, such as Marie Antoinette's address to Louis :-

.. Dear Louis, speak not thus: I would not change 
Our danger if I could, so it be 'ours: 
Not' mine' or • thine,' but' ours '-we are alone 
When • mine' or 'thine' comes first, but' ours' sounds sweet 
E'en now-the bitter-sweet they've left to us." 

In the shorter poems contained in thiS book a remarkable ear for music is 
evinced by the cadence of the varied rhythm. In this respect that entitled 
" Lost Happiness" is perhaps the most finished, witness:-

.. Sweetheart, 'tis the happy spring-time; 
Crocus flames are springing bright, 

Golden, purple, snowy-chaliced 

• Published by Smith, Elder &: Co., price 6s. We understand that there remain only·a few copies 
of this volume, and that they are for the most part in the possession of the author, Mr. Evelyn Pyne. 
The Pines, Bagshot, Surrey, to whom we refer our readers. 
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In the light 
Which the waking sun doth quiver 

O'er the throbbing, pulsing earth-veil
Here \\ith snowdrops and narcissus 

Fair and pale, 
There witb purple glory turning 

Violets into lips to kiss us, 
And now burning 

Into daffodils whose beauty, golden, dewy-eyed and tall, 
Seems like shadows of the star-lights gleaming clear thro' heaven's wall ; 
Ah, my sweetest, like a love-crown thy ftower-face peeps thro' them all" 

Mr. Pyne's love for nature is written large on every page of this volume; 
but, more and higher than that, he has thus early shown the poet's intuition 
which grasps in nature the truths that the philosopher more laboriously unearths. 
For him all nature is one undivided manifestation of the universal spirit, and we 
are often forcibly reminded, in reading these lines, of the greatest nature poet, 
Shelley, The true Theosophic spirit of brotherhood and the earnest purpose 
which would give up all things in the pursuit of Truth and Wisdom are more 
visible here than in any of our recent poets, Let us take for example these lines 
from "Thistle Blossom" :-

Or again :-

And:-

" 'Tis not ' I know: ' 
But ' I believe : ' they dare not seek to know: 
Alas that this should be! alas ! alas! 
What hope of happiness when all our life 
Is founded on a fancy, not a truth? " 

.. Oh, true artist, swiftly listen, rise and hear while dewdrops ghsten: 
Watch the dawning and the waning of each star; 

Ope thy fair soul's golden portal,let her hear the song immortal, 
Send thy fearless spirit seeking down the far," 

.. Heav'n will be realised, and truly known, 
When earth is understood-nol trodden down, 
But raised, and purified, and blossoming! 
When human souls have learned the nobleness 
Which makes a crime impossible, disease 
And misery unknown. 

The whole poem, "Thistle-Blossom," is to our mind the finest in this col
lection, portraying as it does the noble sacrifice of two souls who put behind 
them selfish thoughts of mutual and exclusive love, and each gives his and her 
whole life and energies to urging on mankind to higher aims, till kindly death 
at last unites each with the other in the bosom of Eternity. The last extract 
for which we have space, and with which we take reluctant leave of these 
fascinating poems, sums up the purpose of this tale :-

.. Not so, oh love: it is not happiness 
Which gains life's highest crown: it is not love, 
But suffering alone which raises us 
Unto the brightness of the mountain peak, 
And fair glow of the stars-ab, not in vain 
The lesson of thy grand philosophy , , , 
, , , , , , Oh, love, and can we not 
Make our strong faith stand fonh in stronger deeds, 
And lead the march of triumph on its way? .. 

On a future occasion we hope to give our readers a few notes upon a later 
volume of poems by Mr. Pyne, and called "The Poet in May." 
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The THEOSOPHIST for the months of 
February and March 1888 is above its 
general average of interest and value. 
In the February number the continuation 
of the series of articles on "Nature's 
Finer Forces" is full of valuable informa
tion for psychics and practical students of 
the occult, which would otherwise cost 
them much study and labour to obtain. 

The clue given by the Indian theory of 
the" Tatwas," or basic qualities in Nature, 
to the colours and forms seen by so many 
psychics is very important, and, combined 
as it is here with explanations as to the 
effects of different ways of breathing, will 
come as welcome instruction to many. 

The paper on the "Golden Ratio," 
translated from a German periodical, 
deals with a subject which has attracted 
much attention there, and has been 
handled with masterly skill by at least 
one writer in that land of students. 

Unfortunately, in England it is con
sidered "unpractical, tt but this is very far 
from being the case, and students would 
find it well worth their time and labour 
to devote more attention to the laws of 
super-nature which are exemplified in 
thIS and other mathematical relations. 

An essay on "Sanskrit Literature " 
contains some suggestive hints, and some 
rather far-reaching admissions as to the 
difficulties involved in arriving at the true 
esoteric sense of the older portion of these 
works. 

The" Angd Peacock," a mystical tale 
which has been appearing in the last few 
numbers, grows very interesting. Some 
of our London readers may remember 
seeing the famous bird - the Melek 
Taous, the sacred symbol or image of the 
Yezidis, the much-mali~ed "Devil
Worshippers "-on exhibition in a certain 
Indian Art Gallery in Oxford Street. 
It was this bird-a marvellous work in 
graven and inlaid steel-which gave the 
suggestion for the story here worked out, 
and those who are sensitive to subtle 
influences will realise, on seeing the 
original, the veracity of the impression 
conveyed in the fiction. 

Fourteen pages of this number are 
occupied with a review of the" Kabbalah 
Unveiled," which has already been 

noticed in the pages of LUCIFER. Of 
the present review it can only be said 
that it is exceedingly to be regretted that 
it sbould have ever been publisbed in a 
Tbeosophical magazine. 

In the March number tbe articles on 
tbe "Sankhya and Yoga Philosopby" 
and tbe "Kaivalyanavanita" espeCIally 
deserve careful perusal 

The former contains, besides a mass 
of bibliographical information of value to 
special students, a brief and admirable . 
summary of this I;>bilosopby, as well as 
some very useful hmts for practical work. 
Tbe latter is one of those translations 
from Eastern works wbicb are of great 
use to the student of Hindu philosopby. 

Besides these, Dr. Pratt continues his 
series of papers on "Travestied Teach
ings," under which name he means the 
various forms of doctrine taught in the 
Old Testament. He brings forward some 
very interesting considerations, which, 
however, raise issues too wide for dis
cussion here. In Madame Blavatsky's 
new work, the Secret Doctrine, now ready 
for press, much information is given and 
many new li~hts are thrown on these 
questions, whIch are of so great an 
interest to men born and bred up in 
attachment to the Jewish scriptures. 

An article on the "Anatomy of tile 
Tantras" is also very suggestive and 
throws, thanks to the medical knowledge 
of one of the staff at Adyar, a good deal 
of light on some obscure points connected 
with the relations between the psychic 
and physical organisations of man. 

The PATH for February opens with a 
continuation of Mr. Brehon's papers on 
the Bhagavat-Gita, the concluding sen
tence of which is so impc:>rtant that it 
must be quoted :-This (the only real) 
system of initiation "is secret, because 
founded in nature and having only real 
Hierophants at its head, its privacy 
cannot be invaded without the real key. 
And that key, in each degree, is the 
aspirant himself. . . ." 

From the Bhagavat-Gita we pass to 
the Seeress of Prn1orsl, a portrait of 
whom is contained in the number. This 
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remarkable woman is an extremely 
curious example of a natural· born seeress, 
and her life and experiences are very 
curions and instructive reading. 

Jasper Niemand's "Stray Thoughts" 
are, like everything he writes, full of deep 
truth and Imo'Wledge. To quote one, as 
an example: 

" Pain is an effort of Nature to restore 
its lost harmonies ; therefore pain is joy. 
Joy is the effort of Nature to disturb the 
proportions of harmony by the exclusive 
appropriation of a selected note: there
fore joy is pain. These together are the 
second lesson of life. The first is sex, 
itself a permitted discord whereby true 
harmony is better conceived." 

Compare these lines with the sugges
tive words in " Through the Gates of 
Gold n ; remembering how well this 
truth is exemplified in the history of 
architecture. Ruskin's works are instinct 
with it, thongh nowhere is the principle 
so clearly and tersely formulated. A 
perfect architecture becomes extravagant 
and degenerates, through the undue stress 
laid on some one particular part of its 
perfection. 

Charles '0hnston's article on the 
"Lessons 0 Karma" is well thou~ht 
out; but we need much more elucidation 
0( this most important subject from some
one who knows, before clear and true 
conceptions by which to guide life can be 
formed. 

"The Way 0( the Wind," by J. C. Ver 
Plank, is well written and full of ideas, 
and Zadok's "Answers to Queries" are 
admirable in their brief pointedness. 

"Tea-Table Talk" this month is rather 
more serious than usua!, but Julius is 
evidently a writer of many moods from 
all 0( which much is to be profited. 

In the March number, the Editor writes 
a page or two on the past history of the 
"PATH." His words are bold and noble, 
and should inspire courage in the hearts 
of those whom the difficulty of the arduous 
struggle of life has cast down. 

Mr. Brehon concludes his articles on 
the Bhagavat·Gita, by showing how life 
itself, "the daily round, the common 
task," forms the preliminary stage of the 
"Path," the first initiation into KIIO'lII· 
ledge. 

Two articles ale especially remarkable 
in this number. One," Give us One 
Fact, n signed by Nilakant, and "East 
and West n from the pen of Jasper 
Niemand. 

It would be well indeed for the Theo· 
sophical Society were all its members to 
"mark, learn and inwardly di~st," as the 
noble old collect has it, what IS written in 
this article. 

And Jasper Niemand also brings home 
to us what we should do well to ponder 
till it is realised; for either Theosophy is 
life, and joy, and light in a man's life, or it 
is worse than useless, a shibboleth, an 
empty word, an amusement, a thing to be 
played with, not lived. 

Were some of the hunters after pheno· 
mena and " experiences" to studl the 
records contained every month in Tea· 
Table Talk," they would soon find that 
each day is a regular mine of such occur
rences. They would soon perceive in their 
own constant experience those tangible 
proofs for which they proftss themseh·es 
to be waiting, and one would hear less of 
the parrot·cry: "Show us a sign, and we 
will believe." 

Finally we wonld ask our readers to 
note that there are 18 Branches of the 
Theosophical Society now existing in 
America and 3 or 4 more in course of 
formation. Why are we so backward 
here in England? Are we less earnest 
or less capable of appreciating truth and 
doing unselfish work for others? Let 
each answer to his own conscience. 

LE LOTUS for February contains a reply 
by the Abbe Roca to some observations 
made by one of the Editors of LUCIFER 
on an article by him of which a summary 
was given in a recent number of this Maga
zine. The gist of the Abbe's reply is that 
his meanin§ has been misunderstood, and 
so he says 'ellu f/uOfjue," to her remarks. 
The readers of the Lotus will be able to 
judge for themselves on the p<?ints at 
Issue; at any rate these articles are 
certainly interesting reading. 

The second article is a translation from 
the German of Karl zu Leiningen's article 
on the Kabalistic conception of the soul 
and of death. This is followed by an 
ingenious and very learned paper by M. 
Papus on the Legend of Hiram Abiff
one of the great symbols in Free
Masonry. 

As a study it is highly interesting, but 
M. Papus could assuredly-if he only 
chose-tell us much more of the real 
esotericism of this and other symbols 
than he has done. 

Astral Perception, an article translated 
from the Platonisl-an American Journal 
-is worth reading, though it is only· a 
compilation containing neither new infor
mahon nor new thought. 

The concluding article in this number 
is an extract from the rare works of Fabre 
d'Olivet, who wrote at the beginning of 
this century, and is still remarkable for his 
intuitive perception of truths and facts 
which are DOW becoming well estab· 
lished. 

From the concluding pages the follow-
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ing extract is amusing enough to bear 
translation. The famous scientist Moles
chott, in a lecture delivered on December 
31st, sang the praises of modem civilisa
tion, but above all the rest he glorified
the POSTAL CARD I Thus:-

" It could never have been foreseen that 
the pile would become the mother 
of the Postal Card, another mistress of 
simple and stirring words. Our younger 
generations know how to make such good 
use of it, that for some of them it is still 
too large. In wonderfully few lines they 
can assure their friends of their affection, 
produce in them the illusion that for a few 
moments they have had the pleasure of 
their presence, have felt their caresses, 
the touch of their minds. Even the 
economy of time leaves one leisure to 
write these short letters, for which time 
was lacking in the days of Pliny. And 
the interchanlfe of ideas, as well as the 
habit of affectionate feeling, have gained 
therein inestimably. 

"So true is it that every application of 
Science cievelopes the moral power of man." 

All! tju'en lerlnes ,(aianls ces dwses
Itl sonl diles ! 

My brothers, let us adore materialistic 
science aureoled with post-cards I-con
cludes the Lolus. 

The March number opens with a frag
ment from a new work on which M. 
Stanislaus de Guaita is at present engaged, 
and which is to be called "The Serpent 
of Genesis." It is to be feared that this 
work will contain along with very much 
of permanent value some rather fanciful 
esotericism-to judge by several of the 
statements made in these extracts. 

But-we shall see. 
Another translation from the German, 

an article this time by Dr. Carl du Prel 
on the scientific aspect of the post
morten state, very interesting, very 
learned, but neither quite so luminous 
nor so convincin~ as might be. 

These two articles fill up the March 
number entirely, leaving space only for a 
translation of a short article from the 
Patll in reply to the question :-What is 
the Theosophical Society ?-and for the 
usual poetry and notes at the end. . 

LIGHT is becoming more philosophi. 
cal, and, consequently, more interest mg. 
S~ance phenomena are apt to grow 
monotonous from their resemblance to 
each other, and perpetual columns of such 
records are a pam and a weariness to the 
flesh of the reader, whatever the per· 
formance of such feats may be to the 
" spirits," who do them. 

Read in this aspect, the comments are 
instructive which it makes on a seance 
held by Dr. J. Rhodes Buchanan with a 

medium called Watkins, at which the 
" spirit" of the late Professor Car~nter 
is alleged to have communicated With the 
discoverer of Psychometry. "Says Dr. 
Buchanan toPro!essor Wm. B. Carpenter: 
In life you would not tolerate such views 
as mine; how do you now regard my 
discoveries? " 

"When this paper was taken up the 
response did not come very promptly, and 
I remarked that I supposed the person 
questioned would require to exercise 
some deliberation, to which the reply 
promptly came: 'So would you if you 
were here and had to come back and 
acknowledge your mistake.' The answer 
was then written on the slate :-

"Professor-One is liable to make 
mistakes as long as one is in the body. 
I regard it as the grandest thing yet, and 
so easily understand your new science of 
which you are the representative. I also 
come back willingly and acknowledge 
that I was wrong. It is a very strange 
feeling-the coming back here in this 
manner." "WM. B. CARPENTER-" 

" Strange feeling.indeed! A change has 
come over the spirit of his dream, since 
the days when Mr. Crookes demolished 
him, and held him up to inextinguishable 
laughter. Strange company, too, he 
found himself in. Beginning with St
John (who seems to have assured Dr. 
Buchanan that his (Dr. Buchanan's) 
intellectual work was " the most important 
ever done on earth "), we have Drs. Gall 
and Spurzheim, Dr. Rush and Wm. 
Denton, and then at the tail the remark
able man with his most remarkable com
munication. Who shall read us this riddle?" 

" We lurve nol yel gol down 10 IIIe r.eal 
/rul" on 'llese mailers, and perltafJs we 
never snail. Meantime it is the matter 
of the message, not the name at its close, 
that is of the most importance to us. 
Mr. Watkins is undoubtedly a very 
excellent medium, and the writings given 
to Dr. Buchanan are, no doubt, genuine." 

When once s~ highly intelligent"', 
spiritualist as M. A. Oxon, himself a 
psychic, admits frankly that the com
municating "intelligences" of seance 
rooms are not always what tJuy call 
l!emse/ves, a long step has been taken to 
the reconciliation of modem spiritualism 
with the philosophy and knowledge of the 
ancients and with Theosophy as the / 
inheritor of these traditions. 

But if the truth is to be found, it must 
be sought through reason and logic, and 
nothing must be taken on the ipse dixil of 
this or that intluence or intelligence, but 
all things must be tried in the fire, and 
tested by comparison with the recorded 
experience of past generations of men. 
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INTERESTING TO ASTROLOGERS. 

ASTROLOGICAL NOTES-No.5. 
To tM Editors of LUCIFEll. 

Morrison writes (Lilly's Introduction 
Jq Astrology, Bohn's Edition, p. 100): 
"The most difficult thing in all questions 
is to judge of time with accuracy." Yet, 
when achieved, such a verified calcula
tion is one of the most convincing proofs 
of the truth of Horary Astrology. To 
figures which merely declare that an 
event will or will not happen, the ob
jection is always raised that it may have 
been a mere coincidence: hence it 
requires a very large number of such 
figures to demonstrate to the honest 
sceptic that the jJost IIoc is really also 
propter IIoc. But that the time of an 
event should be accurately predicted 
considerably prior to the event Itself, the 
circumstances of the case being also such 
that all ordinary means of calculation 
were impossible. is surely a proof which 
cannot rationally be gainsaid. That such 
should be a mere coincidence would be 
a greater marvel than that Horary 
Astrology should be true. Furthermore, 
a prediction devoid of a date, loses half 
its value : for whether it is a prediction 
of good of which we wish to avail our
selves to the fullest extent, or of evil 
which we desire to avert, or, if that be 
impossible, to minimise, we need to know 
the time of its predicted fulfilment with, 
at least, some degree of certainty, in 
order to regulate our actions accord
ingly. 

There are two methods of judging time 
in Horary Astrology. 

(I.) By noting in the ephemeris when 
the significators mutually come to an 
exact aspect, or when one of them comes 
to an exact aspect with the cusp of any 
particular house. 

(2.) By calculating so many days, 
weeks, months, or years, according to 
the position of the significators, whether 
in angular, succeedent, or cadent houses, 
and in moveable, fixed, or common 
signs. 

The first method needs no explana
tion, except this, that it seems only 
applicable to certain cases, and what 

those cases are have not yet been fully 
determined. 

The second method, which is the one 
generally resorted to, would have also 
been easy of application, had it not been 
for the extraordinary confusions and 
contradictions to which astrologers have 
committed themselves. If the reader 
will refer to the above-mentioned work 
of Lilly, and compare what he has 
written at pp. S", 93. 94, 100, 104. lOS, 
117, liS, 121, 131, 153. 191, 217,2390 250, 
263. 291, he will find proof of this. 

C. Heydon, in hiS New Astrology, 
1786, second edition, pp. 115-6, gives 
another mode of calculating by signs and 
houses, and Guido Bonatus (Astrologers' 
Guide, p. 33) a third method. 

Momson was the first to clear up this 
confusion, and enunciate the true rule: 
which has been accepted by Simmonite 
and Raphael It is as follows :-
Moveable signs in angles denote days. 

slIooeedents weeks. 
.. cadents months. 

Common signs in angles weeks. 
succeedents months. 
cadents years. 

Fixed sips in angles months. 
succeedents years. 
cadents unknown. 

He also tells us to regard only the 
house and signlwhich contain the apply
ing significator: to which I may add, 
that if they apply to each other by reason 
of one being retrograde, the swiftest sig
nificator must be taken. 

And here let me say that no astrologer 
has, so far as I know, definitely stated 
whether by a "month" a lunar or calendar 
month is meant: indeed Lilly (p. 94) 
seems to imply that he reckoned a 
ca1endar month. But this surely must 
be an error: if days, weeks, and years 
are to be reckoned as fixed and prac
tically unvarying epochs of time corre
sponding to definite astronomical cycles: 
is it lrational to calculate months by a 
purely arbitrary and varying division of 
time, out of harmony with the lunar 
cycle? This alone should be sufficient 
to prove that lunar months are to be 
reckoned, and my experiments have 
hitherto shown that it is so. 
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But there is another and most im
portant point which has not yet been 
elucidated. We find, as a matter of fact, 
that the event does not always occur at the 
exact time predicted; and the question 
at once arises, what is the limit of margin 
to be allowed? If we can allow a 
possible margin of a single day, why not 
of a week, month or year? That some 
margin should be allowed is only reason
able, but, if Astrology is a real science, 
that margin must be estimated by rule. 

Two suggestions have been made. 
(I.) Simmonite says, and others agree 

with him: "Great south latitude pro
longs the time; great north latitude 
often cuts it shorter; if the significators 
have no latitude, the exact time is made 
simply by the aspects. Degrees and 
minutes of latitude, if it be south, should 
it is said be added to the time, but if 
north, subtracted from it, but I have not 
much opinion of this." 

This method of rectification does not 
agree with my own experiments. In the 
figure given in No . .J, the calculation was 
for 4 weeks I day, and the event occurred 
2 days later. But at the time of the 
question, > the applying significator was 
in lat. 3° 58' Sand J the other significator 
in lat. 0° So' S. According to the rule of 
adding the degrees and minutes for 
South Latitude, 4° 48' the sum of the 
two South Latitudes should have been 
added; and this, as each degree in this 
figure signified a week, would have 
prolonged the time to over 8~ weeks, 
or more than 4 weeks beyond the actual 
event. 

Furthermore, if we exclude this idea. 
and take only a less though indefinite 
prolongation or shortenin~ of the time; 
even this mode of calculation (which even 
if true would be uncertain and imperfect) 
is not in accordance with facts. In the 
above figure, with a total of 4° 48' South 
Latitude, which should have prolonged 
the time, the event happened only 2 days 
after the calculated date. But in the 
figure given in No. 4, ~ was in lat. 1° 'j 
40" N and III in lat. 0° 43' 25" N, givin~ a 
total of 1° 47' 5" North Latitude, which 
should have shortened the time ; never
theless the commencement of the event 
was 2 days, and its culmination 6 days, 
after the date shown by the figure. 

Raphael (Horary Astrology, p. 49) gives 
another explanation of the fact. "This 
is a difficult thing to judge exact, unless 
the planets be on the cusps of houses; 
for instance, the > in 'Y' on the cusp of 
the loth denotes days; but if > were in 
'Y' in the middle of the loth, it would be 
longer time, for the time J!Tadually 
increases from a day on the cusp [of 
the 10th] to a week on the cusp of the 
11th ; and from a week on the cusp of 
the 11th to a month on the cusp of the 
12th, that is for moveable signs; and 
the other signs and houses are to be 
dealt with in a similar manner according 
to the locality of the planet." Were 
this so, it would be almost impossible 
to judge the large majority of figures, 
without a most tedious mathematical 
calculation. 

But my experiments have so far con
tradicted this rule. Thus, in the first of 
the above figures, > was 13° 22' 36' 'from 
the cusp of the house in which she was 
placed; yet the calculation, which 
extended over 4 weeks, was exact 
within :z days. Again, in the next 
figure, though ~ was II ° 51' 15' distant 
from the cusp, the calculation, which 
extended over 12 weeks, was exact 
within from :z to 6 days. 

So far as my observations have ex
tended, I have found the rule to be this:
allow a margin oj one de,vee, so that if 
a degree in the figure Signifies a day, 
allow one day; if a month, allow a 
(lunar) month, &c. j but whether this 
margin is to be allowed before, as well 
as ajter the exact date shown by the 
figure, I have not yet made sufficient 
experiments to determine. 

Another problem to be solved is 
whether the above rule of calculating 
the value in time of a de~ by houses 
and signs is modified If the applying 
significator is about to leave the house or 
sign it is in, and so witltin orbs of lite 
nextluJuse or sign. In the figure given 
in No. 4, though the ap,Plying sig
nificator ~ was in 29° 36 IS' of *, 
and so decidedly withm the orbs of the 
following sign 'Y', it made no difference 
in the calculation j hence I should 
conclude, from analogy, that the same 
applies to the houses also. 

NEMO • 
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OCCULTISM VERSUS THE OCCULT ARTS. 

"I oft have heard, but ne'er believed till now, 
There are, who can by potent magic spells 
Bend to their crooked purpose Nature's laws." 

-MILTON. 

I N this month's" Correspondence" several letters testify to the strong 
impression produced on some minds by our last month's article 
" Practical Occultism." Such letters go far to prove and strengthen 

two logical conclusions. 
(a.) There are more well-educated and thoughtful men who believe 

in the existence of Occultism and Magic (the two differing vastly) than 
the modem materialist dreams of; and-

(0.) That most of the believers (comprising many theosophists) have 
no definite idea of the nature of Occultism and confuse it with the 
Occult sciences in general, the " Black art " included. 

Their representations of the powers it confers upon man, and of the 
means to be used to acquire them are as varied as they are fanciful. 
Some imagine that a master in the art, to show the way, is all that is 
needed to become a Zanoni. Others, that· one has but to cross the 
Canal of Suez and go to India to bloom forth as a Rotter Bacon or even 
a Count St Germain. Many take for their ideal Margrave with his 
ever-renewing youth, and care little for the soul as the price paid for it. 
Not a few, mistaking c, Witch-of-Endorism" pure and simple, for 
Occultism-" through the yawning Earth from Stygian gloom, call up 
the meagre ghost to walks. of light," and want, on the strength of this 
feat, to be regarded as full blown Adepts. "Ceremonial Magic" accord
ing to the rules mockingly laid down by Eliphas Levi, is another 
imagined aiter-elo of the philosophy of the Arhats of old. . In short, 
the prisms through which Occultism appears, to those innocent of the 
philosophy, are as multicoloured and varied as human fancy can make 
them. 

13 
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Will these candidates to Wisdom and Power feel very indignant if 
told the plain truth? It is not only useful, but it has now become 
necessary to disabuse most of them and before it is too late. This truth 
may be said in a few words: There are not in the West half-a-dozen 
among the fervent hundreds who call themselves "Occultists," who 
have even an approximately correct idea of the nature of the Science 
they seek to master. With a few exceptions, they are all on the high
way to Sorcery. Let them restore some order in the chaos that reigns in 
their minds, before they protest against this statement. Let them first 
learn the true relation in which the Occult Sciences stand to Occultism, 
and the difference between the two, and then feel wrathful if they still 
think themselves right. Meanwhile, let them learn that Occultism 
differs from Magic and other secret Sciences as the glorious sun does 
from a rush-light, as the immutable and immortal Spirit of Man
the reflection of the absolute, causeless and unknowable ALL-differs 
from the mortal clay-the human body. 

In our highly civilized West, where modem languages have been 
formed, and words coined, in the wake of ideas and thoughts-as hap
pened with every tongue-the more the latter became .materialized in 
the cold atmosphere of Western selfishness and its incessant chase after 
the goods of this world, the less was there any need felt for the pro
duction of new terms to express that which was tacitly regarded as 
absolute and exploded" superstition.". Such words could answer only 
to ideas which a cultured man was scarcely supposed to harbour in his 
mind. " Magic," a synonym for jugglery; "Sorcery," an equivalent for 
crass ignorance; and" Occultism," the sorry relic of crack-brained, 
medireval Fire-philosophers, of the Jacob Boehmes and the St. Martins, 
are expressions believed more than amply sufficient to cover the 
whole field of "thimble-rigging." They are terms of contempt, and 
used generally only in reference to the dross and residues of the dark 
ages and its preceding aeons of paganism. Therefore have we no 
terms in the English tongue to define and shade the difference between 
such abnormal powers, or the sciences that lead to the acquisition of 
them, with the nicety possible in the Eastern languages-pre-eminently 
the Sanskrit. What do the words" miracle" and" enchantment" (words 
identical in meaning after all, as both express the idea of producing 
wonderful things by breaking the laws of nature (!!) as explained by 
the accepted authorities) convey to the minds of those who hear, or who 
pronounce them? A Christian-breaking- "of the laws' of nature," 
notwithstanding-while believing firmly in the miracles, because said to 
have been produced by God through Moses, will either scout the en
chantments performed by Pharoah's magicians, or attribute them to the 
devil. It is the latter whom our pious enemies connect with Occultism, 
while their impious foes, the infidels, laugh at Moses, Magicians, and Oc
cultists, and would blush to give one serious thought to such" supersti-
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tions." This, because there is no term in existence to show the difference; 
no words to express the lights and shadows and draw the line of demarca
tion between the sublime and the true, the absurd and the ridiculous. 
The latter are the theological interpretations which teach the" breaking of 
the laws of Nature" by man, God, or devil; the former-the Jckntijic 
"miracles" and enchantments of Moses and the Magicians in acconlance 
witlt natural laws, both having been learned in all the Wisdom of the 
Sanctuaries, which were the" Royal Societies" of those days-and in true 
OCCULTISM. This last word is certainly misleading, translated as it 
stands from the compound word Gupta- Vidya, "Secret Knowledge." 
But the knowledge of what? Some of the Sanskrit terms may help 
us. 

There are four (out of the many other) names of the various kinds of 
Esoteric Knowledge or Sciences given, even in the exoteric P·urAnas. 
There is (I) Yajna- Vidya,· knowledge of the occult powers awakened 
in Nature by the performance of certain religious ceremonies and rites. 
(2) Maltavidya, the" great knowledge" the magic of the Kabalists and 
of the Tantrika worship, often Sorcery of the worst description. (3.) 
Gultya- Vidya, knowledge of the mystic powers residing in Sound (Ether), 
hence in the Mantras (chanted prayers or incantations) and depending 
on the rhythm and melody used; in other words a magical perform
ance based on Knowledge of the Forces of Nature and their correlation; 
and (4-) ArMA-VIDYA, a term which is translated simply" Knowledge 
of the Soul," true Wisdom by the Orientalists, but ·which means far 
more. 

This last is the only kind of Occultism that any theosophist who 
admires "Light on the Path," and who would be wise and unselfish, 
ought to strive after. All the rest is some branch of the "Occult 
Sciences," i.e., arts based on the knowledge of the ultimate essence of 
all things in the Kingdoms of Nature-such as minerals, plants and 
animals-hence of things pertaining to the realm of material nature, 
however invisible that essence may be, and howsoever much it has 
hitherto eluded the grasp of Science. Alchemy, Astrology, Occult 
Physiology, Chiromancy, exist in Nature and the exact Sciences
perhaps so called, because they are found in this age of paradoxical 
philosophies the reverse-have already discovered not a few of the 

.... The Yajna," say the Brahmans, •• exists from eternity, for it proceeded fonh from the Supreme 
One ••• in whom it lay dormant from' no beginning. 'It is the key to the TRAIVIDYA, the thrice sacred 
science contained in the Rig verses, which teaches the Vagus or sacnficml mysteries. • The Vajna' 
exists as an invisible thing at all times; it is like the latent power of electricity in an electrifying 
machine, requiring only the operation of a suitable apparatus in order to be elicited. It is supposed 
to extend from the Allavani)'a or sacrificial fire to the heavens, forming a bridge or ladder by means 
of which the sacrificer can communicate with the world of gods and spirits, and even ascend when alive 
to their abodes. "-Manin Hauge's Aitareya Brait_a . 

.. This Yajna is again one of the forms of the Ak8sa ; and the mystic word calling it into existence 
and pronounced mentally by the initiated Priest is the Lost Word receiving impulse through WILL
POWEJl."-" IsiS Unveiled," VoL I, Intr. See Aitar9'a Brallmana, Hauge. 
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secrets of the above arts. But clairvoyance, symbolised in India as the 
"Eye of Siva," called in Japan, .. Infinite Vision," is not Hypnotism, the 
illegitimate son of Mesmerism, and is not to be acquired by such arts. 
All the others may be mastered and results obtained, whether good, bad, 
or indifferent; but Atma- Vidya sets small value on them. It includes 
them all and may even use them occasionally, but it does so after purify
ing them of their dross, for beneficent purposes, and taking care to 
deprive them of every element of selfish motive. Let us explain: Any 
man or woman can set himself or herself to study one or all of the above 
specified "Occult Arts" without any great previous preparation, and 
even without adopting any too restraining mode of life. One could 
even dispense with any lofty standard of morality. In the last case, of 
course, ten to one the student would blossom into a very decent kind of 
sorcerer, and tumble down headlong into black magic. But what can 
this matter? The Voodoos and the Dugpas eat, drink and are merry 
over hecatombs of vietims of their infernal arts. And so do the amiable 
gentlemen vivisectionists and the diploma-ed .. Hypnotizers" of the 
Faculties of Medicine; the only difference between the two classes 
being that the Voodoos and Dugpas areconsciolls, and theCharcot-Richet 
crew unconscious, Sorcerers. Thus, since both have to . reap the fruits of 
their labours and achievements in the black art, the Western practi
tioners should not have the punishment and reputation without the 
profits and enjoyments they may get therefrom. For we say it again, 
hypnotism and vivisection as practised in such schools, are Sorcery pure 
and!simple, minus a knowledge that the Voodoos and Dugpas enjoy, and 
whieh no Charcot-Riehet can procure for himself in fifty years of hard 
study and experimental observation. Let then those who will dabble 
in magic, whether they understand its nature or not, but who find the 
rules imposed upon students too hard, and who, therefore, lay Atma 
Vidya or Occultism aside-go without it. Let them become magicians 
by all means, even though they do become Voodoos and Dugpas for the 
next ten incarnations. 

But the interest of our readers will probably centre on those who are 
invincibly attracted towards the "Occult," yet who neither realise the 
true nature of what they aspire towards, nor have they become passion
proof, far less truly unselfish. 

How about these unfortunates, we shall be asked, who are thus rent 
in twain by conflicting forces? For it has been said too often to need 
repetition, and the fact itself is patent to any observer, that when once 
the desire for Occultism has really awakened in a man's heart, there 
remains for him no hope of peace, no place of rest and comfort in all 
the world. He is driven out into the wild and desolate spaces of life by 
an ever-gnawing unrest he cannot quell. His heart is too full of passion 
and selfish desire to permit him to pass the Golden Gate; he cannot 
find rest or peace in ordinary life. Must he then inevitably Call into 
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sorcery and black magic, and through many incarnations heap up for 
himself a terrible Karma? Is there no other road for him? 

Indeed there is, we answer. Let him aspire to no higher than he feels 
able to accomplish. Let him not take a burden upon himself too heavy 
for him to carry. Without ever becoming a co Mahatma," a Buddha or 
a Great Saint, let him study the philosophy and the "Science of Soul," 
and he can become one of the modest benefactors of humanity, without 
any "superhuman" powers. Sit/dkis (or the Arhat powers) are only 
for those who are able to "lead the life," to comply with the terrible 
sacrifices required for such a training, and to comply with them to tke 
very lettey. Let them know at once and remember always, that 
true Occultism or Tkeosopky is the co Great Renunciation of SELF," 
unconditionally and absolutely, in thought as in action. It is 
ALTRUISM, and it throws him who practises it out of calculation of the 
ranks of the living altogether. co Not for himself, but for the world, he 
lives," as soon as he has pledged himself to the work. Much is for
given during the first years of probation. But, no sooner is he 
.. accepted" than his personality must disappear, and he has to become 
a mere beneficent force in Nature. There are two poles for him after 
that, two paths, and no midward place of rest He has either to 
ascend laboriously, step by step, often through numerous incarnations 
and no Devachanic break, the golden ladder leading to Mahatmaship 
(the Arkat or Bodhisatua condition), or-he will let himself slide 
down the ladder at the first false step, and roll down into 
Dugpaskip . ... 

All this is either unknown or left out of sight altogether. Indeed, 
one who is able to follow the silent evolution of the preliminary 
aspirations of the candidates, often finds strange ideas quietly taking 
possession of their minds. There are those whose reasoning powers 
have been so distorted by foreign influences that they imagine that 
animal passions can be so sublimated and elevated that their fury, force, 
and fire can, so to speak, be turned inwards; that they can be stored 
and shut up in one's breast, until their energy is, not expanded, but 
turned toward higher and more holy purposes: namely, until their 
collective and unexpanded strengtl, enables tkeir possessor to enter the true 
Sanctuary of tke Soul and stand therein in the presence of the M aster
the HIGHER SELF I For this purpose they will not struggle with their 
passions nor slay them. They will simply, -by a strong effort of will 
put down the fierce flames and keep them at bay within their natures, 
allowing the fire to smoulder under a thin layer of ashes. They submit 
joyfully to the torture of the Spartan boy who allowed the fox to 
devour his entrails rather than part with it Oh, poor blind visionaries I 

As well hope that a band of drunken chimney-sweeps, hot and greasy 
from their work, may be shut up in a Sanctuary hung with pure 
white linen, and that instead of soiling and turning it by their presence 
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into a heap of dirty shreds, they will become masters in and of the sacred 
recess, and finally emerge from it as immaculate as that recess. Why not 
imagine that a dozen of skunks imprisoned in the pure atmosphere of a 
Dgon-pa (a monastery) can issue out of it impregnated with all the 
perfumes of the incenses used? • . . . Strange aberration of the human 
mind. Can it be so ? Let us argue. 

The" Master" in the Sanctuary o£ our souls is" the Higher Self"
the divine spirit whose consciousness is based upon and derived solely (at 
any rate during the mortal life of the man in whom it is captive) from 
the Mind, which we have agreed to call the Human Soul (the" Spiritual 
Soul" being the vehicle of the Spirit). In its turn the former (the 
personal or human soul) is a compound in its highest form, of spiritual 
aspirations, volitions, and divine love; and in its lower aspect, of animal 
desires and terrestrial passions imparted to it by its associations with its 
vehicle, the seat of all these. It thus stands as a link and a medium 
between the animal nature of man which its higher reason seeks to 
subdue, and his divine spiritual nature to which it gravitates, whenever 
it has the upper hand in its struggle with the inner animal The latter 
is the instinctual" animal Soul" and is the hotbed of those passions, 
which, as just shown, are lulled instead of being killed, and locked up in 
their breasts by some imprudent enthusiasts. Do they still hope to tum 
thereby the muddy stream of the animal sewer into the crystalline waters 
of life? And where, on what neutral ground can they be imprisoned 
so as not to affect man? The fierce passions of love and lust are still 
alive and they are allowed to still remain in the place of their birth-that 
same animal soul,. for both the higher and the lower portions of the 
" Human Soul" or Mind reject such inmates, though they cannot avoid 
being tainted with them as neighbours. The" Higher Self" or Spirit is as 
unable to assimilate such feelings as water to get mixed with oil or un
clean liquid tallow. It is thus the mind alone, the sole link and medium 
between the man of earth and the Higher Self-that is the only sufferer, 
and which is in the incessant danger of being dragged down by those 
passions that may be re-awakened at any moment, and perish in the 
abyss of matter. And how can it ever attune itself to the divine harmony 
of the highest Principle, when that harmony is destroyed by the mere 
presence, within the Sanctuary in preparation, of such animal passions? 
How can harmony prevail and conquer, when the soul is stained and dis
tracted with the turmoil of passions and the terrestial desires of the 
bodily senses, or even of the" Astral man"? 

For this" Astral "-the shadowy" double" (in the animal as in man) 
is not the companion of the divine Ego but of the earthly body. It is 
the link between the personal SELF, the lower consciousness of MantIS 
and the Body, and is the vehicle of transitory, not of immorlallife. Like the 
shadow projected by man, it follows his movements and impulses 
slavishly and mechanically, and leans therefore to matter without ever 
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ascending to Spirit I t is only when the power of the passions is dead 
altogether, and when they have been crushed and annihilated in the 
retort of an unflinching will; when not only all the lusts and longings 
of the flesh are dead, but also the recognition of the personal Self is 
killed out and the" astral" has been reduced in consequence to a cipher, 
that the Union with the" Higher Self" can take place. Then when the 
" Astral" reflects only the conquered man, the still living but no more the 
longing, selfish personality, then the brilliant Angoeides, the divine 
SELF, can vibrate in conscious harmony with both the poles of the 
human Entity-the man of matter purified, and the ever pure Spiritual 
Soul-and stand in the presence of the MASTER SELF, the Christos of 
the mystic Gnostic, blended, merged into, and one with IT for ever.· 

How then can it be thought possible for a man to enter the .. straight 
gate" of occultism when his daily and hourly thoughts are bound up 
with worldly things, desires of possession and power, with lust, ambition 
and duties, which, however honourable, are still of the earth earthy? 
Even the love for wife and family-the purest as the most unselfish of 
human affections-is a barrier to real occultism. For whether we take as 
an example the holy love of a mother for her child, or that of a husband 
for his wife, even in these feelings, when analyzed to the very bottom, 
and thoroughly sifted, there is still selfishness in the first, and an Igoisme 
II deux in the second instance. What mother would not sacrifice without 
a moment's hesitation hundreds and thousands of lives for that of the 
child of her heart? and what lover or true husband would not break the 
happiness of every other man and woman around him to satisfy the desire 
of one whom he loves? This is but natural, we shall be told. Quite so; 
in the light of the code of human affections; less so, in that of divine 
universal love. For, while the heart is full of thoughts for a little group 
of selves, near and dear to us, how shall the rest of mankind fare in our 
souls? What percentage of love and care will there remain to bestow 
on the "great orphan" ? And how shall the "still sma .• voice" make 
itself heard in a soul entirely occupied with its own privileged tenants? 
What room is there left for the needs of Humanity en bloc to impress 
themselves upon, or even receive a speedy response? And yet, he who 
would profit by the wisdom of the universal mind, has to reach it through 
the whole of Humanity without distinction of race, complexion, religion or 
social status. I t is altruism, not ego-ism even in its most legal and noble 
conception, that can lead the unit to merge its little Self in the 
Universal Selves. It is to these needs and to this work that the true 
disciple of true Occultism has to devote himself, if he would obtain 
theo-sophy, divine Wisdom and Knowledge. 

The aspirant has to choose absolutely between the life of the world 
• Those who would feel inclined to see three EiDS in one man will show themselves unable to 

perceive the metaphysical meaning. Man is a trimty composed of Body. Soul and Spirit; but man 
IS nevertheless one .and is surely not his body. It is the latter which IS the propeny. the transitory 
clothing of the man. The three" Egos" are MAN in his three aspects on the astral, intellectual or 
psychic, and the Spiritual planes, or states. 
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and the life of Occultism. It is useless and vain to endeavour to unite 
the two, for no one can serve two masters and satisfy both. Noone can 
serve his body and the higher Soul, and do his family duty and his 
universal duty, without depriving either one or the other of its rights; 
for he will either lend his eat to the" still small voice" and fail to hear 
the cries of his little ones, or, he will listen but to the wants of the latter 
and remain deaf to the voice of Humanity. I t would be a ceaseless, 
a maddening struggle for almost any married man, who would pursue 
true practical Occultism, instead of its tlleo,.etical philosophy. For he 
would find himself ever hesitating between the voice of the impersonal 
divine love of Humanity, and that of the personal, terrestrial love. And 
this could only lead him to fail in one or the other, or perhaps in both 
his duties. Worse than this. For, wlloe'll'" indu'les aft". ha'llinc 
pledced himself to OCCULTISM in tile p-atijication of a te,.,.estriallo'lle 0,. 

lust, must feel an almost immediate result; that of being irresistibly 
dragged from the impersonal divine state down to the lower plane of 
matter. Sensual, or even mental self-gratification, involves the immediate 
loss of the powers of spiritual discernment; the voice of the MASTER 

can no longer be distinguished from that of one's passions 0,. even that 
of a DuCla; the right from wrong j sound morality from mere 
casuistry. The Dead Sea fruit assumes the most glorious mystic 
appearance, only to turn to ashes on the lips, and to gall in the heart 
resulting in :-

" Depth ever deepening, darkness darkening still ; 
Folly for wisdom, guilt for innocence; 
Anguish for rapture, and for hope despair." 

And once being mi~taken and 'having acted on their mistakes, most 
men shrink from realising their error, and thus descend deeper and 
deeper into the mire. And, although it is the intention that decides 
primarily whether white or black magic is exercised, yet the results even 
of involuntary, unconscious sorcery cannot fail to be productive of bad, 
Karma. Enough has been said to show that so,.cery is any kind !if evil 
injluence exe,.cised upon otlt". p".sons, wllo suff"., 0,. make otke,. pe,.sons 
suff"., in consequence. Karma is a heavy stone splashed in the quiet 
waters of Life; and it must produce ever widening circles of ripples. 
carried wider and wider. almost ad infinitum. Such causes produced 
have to call forth effects. and these are evidenced in the just laws of 
Retribution. 

Much of this may be avoided if people will only abstain from 
rushing into practices neither the nature nor importance' of which 
they understand. No one is expected to carry a burden beyond his 
strength and powers. There are Ie natural-born magicians"; Mystics and 
Occultists by birth, and by right of direct inheritance from a series of 
incarnations and aeons of suffering and failures. These are passion
proof, so to say. No fires of earthly origin can fan into a flame any of 
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their senses or desires; no human voice can find response in their souls, 
except the great cry of Humanity. These only may be certain of 
success. But they can be met only far ahd wide, and they pass through 
the narrow gates of Occultism because they carry no personal luggage 
of human transitory sentiments along with them. They have got rid of 
the feeling of the lower personality, paralyzed thereby the "astral" 
animal, and the golden, but narrow gate is thrown open before them. 
Not so with those who have to carry yet for several incarnations the 
burden of sins committed in previous lives, and even in their present 
existence. For such, unless they proceed with great caution, the 
golden gate of Wisdom may get transformed into the wide gate and 
the broad way" that leadeth unto destruction," and therefore" many be 
they that enter in thereby." This is the Gate of the Occult arts, prac
tised for selfish motives and in the absence of the restraining and 
beneficent influence of ATMA-VIDYA. We are in the Kali Yuga and 
its fatal influence is a thousand-fold more powerful in the West than it 
is in the East; hence the easy preys made by the Powers of the Age 
of D3¥kness in this cyclic struggle, and the many delusions under which 
the world is now labouring. One of these is the relative facility with 
which men fancy they can get at the "Gate" and cross the threshold of 
Occultism without any great sacrifice. It is the dream of most Theo
sophists, one inspired by desire for Power and personal selfishness, and 
it is not such feelings that can ever lead them to the coveted goal. For, 
as well said by one believed to have sacrificed himself for Humanity
.. narrow is the gate and straightened the way that leadeth unto life" 
eternal, and therefore .. few be they that find it" So straight indeed, 
that at the bare mention of some of the preliminary difficulties 
the affrighted Western candidates tum back and retreat with a shud
der .•..• 

Let them stop here and attempt no more in their great weakness. 
For if, while turning their backs on the narrow gate, they are dragged 
by their desire for the Occult one step in the direction of the broad and 
more inviting Gates of that golden mystery which glitters in the light 
of illusion, woe to them lIt can lead only to Dugpa-ship, and they will 
be sure to find themselves very soon landed on that Via Fatale of the 
.[lIfento, over whose portal Dante read the words :-

.. Per me si va nella citta dolente 
Per me si va nell'etemo dolore 
Per me si va tra la perduta gente. . •. .. 

• 
Superstition renders a man a foo~ and scepticism makes him mad. 

-FIELDING. 
I would rather dwell in the dim fog of superstition than in air rarefied to 

nothing by the air-pump of unbelief; in which the panting breast expires, 
vainly and convulsively gasping for breath.-RICHTER. 
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BIRD AND BUTTERFLY.-

A scrap of Theosophical Folk Lore of the Extreme Orient, rendered from 
the Sinico-Nihonese vernacular original of Itszusaichosan 1tO Inaka Zoslti 
no Suzumi Cho no Hetlkwa, by C. PFOUNDESt (Omoie Tetzttnostzuke). 

ABIRD accosted a butterfly, saying: "Resplendent though your 
~ appearance now is, with gorgeous outspread wings; fluttering 

amongst the bright-hued, perfumed flowers, just consider the 
fact that, it is not so very many days that have passed away since you 
were a lowly, creeping thing, aimlessly crawling along, in your tortuous 
way, amongst the weeds of the field, growing somewhat, but changing 
a little, powerless to roam afar, as we now do, although in time you were 
capable of clinging to the stalks of herbs, and then clambering up till 
you became a chrysalis, and then developed into a beautiful butterfly 
vain of the brilliant wings that enable you to flit about t;Jle blossoms, 
revelling in their' perfumes, enjoying their lovely coloured petals, and 
regaling yourself on their nectar. Compare the luxuriousness and 
freedom of your present existence, with the ignoble and miserable 
past. Meditate well upon this lesson on the vanities and frivolities of 
this transitory existence. 

II As regards myself," continued the bird; "I am but a tiny bird, 'tis 
true. I have legs and also wings, and, like you, can roam afar -at 
pleasure, or alight at will and rest. 

" Alas! though, has it not been said, from time immemorial, that when 
the winter season approaches, the waters of the ocean will overwhelm 
such as I, and be destroyed, as a bird, but reincarnated as a humble 
cockle, heedless of stormy winds-and waves. t 

II Observe a cockle, it is without eyes or nose, hands or feet; it carries 
a shell to protect its frail body. True that it possesses a tongue that it 
may protrude, but it cannot taste food with it. It can only roll about in 
the waters at their mercy, or burrow in the sands of the sea-shore, . upon 
which it may be tossed by the surf, in the chilly winter. 

" Alas! to think of this. Oh! had I never been born otherwise than 
as a cockle, I should ('ver feel and think only as such, oblivious of a 
better state, a happier existence. As a cockle, I would have ever been 
conscious only of the ebb and flow of tides, over the sands in which I 

• NOTB: BY TRANSI.ATOR,-This story is a characteristic example of a very numerous class of 
folk tale, in which natural objects, inanimate and Dnimate, have the faculties of reason and speech 
attributed to them, forming a vehicle for the illustration of the abstruse teachings of ancient wisdom, 
and modern adaptations thereof, especially as regards psychological subjects. Oriental-Indian 
Sanskrit and Pali, &c,), passing further eastward and becoming incorporated with the indigenous 
(Cultus, have been preserved to us, although obliterated in the land of their origin. 

t Member Royal United Service Institution. Corresponding Member, Geographical Society, 
Tokio (Vedo), Japan. 

t This is in reference to the Legend about the punishment of birds that devour insects, and are 
condemned to lowlier existences in expiation of the great sin of destroying any livi~ thing, as such 
might embody the spirit to be again reincarnated, of some former being of higher existence, perhaps 
human, 
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grovelled, growing fat or lean, as the season. and the tides affected me, 
the lowly, grosser, simpler needs of a cockle's life, unconscious of and 
indifferent to all else. But having been once born a bird, accustomed to 
soar over hills, and fly amongst the trees of the forest, flit about the 
trees and gardens, joyous and free, thus condemned to such a future 
state, what is there for me to do? And why should I be humbled by 
being transformed into such an abject creature, whilst you, a butterfly, 
have been exalted from so mean and despicable an origin? 

"This contrasted inequality arouses most sad thoughts that move me 
to weeping beyond all power of restraint." 

The butterfly, which had patiently listened to all the bird had 
said, then replied : 

" There is no cause why you should grieve, nor is there any reason 
in our repining, or reproaching each other. Have not all things a 
similar origin ?-that you should be assigned such a fate, or I transformed 
to my present state, is not of our own will. Although from a lowly, 
crawling thing I have become a butterfly, I have no Knowledge of the 
change, nor do I remember anything of my previous life, no 
reminiscences of the time when I was but a creeping thing. When, 
however, I reflect upon what you have said about my prior existence, 
I cannot but perceive now that then I must have felt, and acted, and 
thought, only as a caterpillar, and not as I do now, as a butterfly. 

" It is related of a venerable sage of olden time, that he dreamed of 
being a butterfly, fluttering about utterly unconscious of his human 
existence, but when the dream faded away, he returned to the conscious
ness of his own existence. Now let me ask, did the ancient sage dream 
he was a butterfly, or did a butterfly dream it was a human being; 
which was the dreamer? Such, indeed,. was the wise one's reasoning. 

"When you, little bird, become transformed, in the winter season, from 
a bird to be a cockle, you will be unconscious of the changes of the 
elements, of the heavens, clouds, winds, and will have no anxieties; you 
will be beneath the waters. All former existence will be forgotten to 
you then; you will be as if wrapt in slumber, or as one who is 
intoxicated. When a cockle, you will think and feel only as a cockle
the feelings of a sparrow will be unknown, susceptible only to the 
wintry chill amidst the waters. When the body is transformed, the 
spirit also is re-incarnated, to suit the changed conditions of the new 
corporeal state. With a sparrow's form you have a sparrow's soul, with 
a cockle, you will have a cockle's soul. 

" In olden time there was an aged person who lay sick unto death; 
and a priest approached, and commenced reciting the prayers for the 
dying, but, the aged one opened his eyes, looked surprised, and spoke 
thus to the priest, who was thereby greatly astonished: 'Myriads of 
things originated in nothingness, and unto nothingness will all things 
return. The teachings of an existence prolonged hereafter, were all false 
doctrine.' (i.e. Of transmigration, re-incarnation, and transformation.) 
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.. The priest in reply, said: C Ten thousand to one though the chances 
may be that it is so (i.e. immortality), therefore would it not be best to 
prepare for any eventualities, and offer up prayers.' 

.. The aged one expressed dissent, and said: 'For example, even were 
I convinced that my spirit would be re-incarnated, yet would I have no 
anxiety. Can you remember when you yet rested in your mother's 
womb, or have you any recollection of your birth? And what were 
your thoughts and feelings then? ' 

.. Now the pdest became exasperated at his own inability to adequately 
reply to the venerable one's arguments, but declared, 'that no one could 
recall such experiences,' not even the aged person himself. 

.. The venerable one then retorted that most assuredly he had no such 
remembrances, therefore, if we cannot recall such very recent experiences 
of the present existence, how can it be possible to be conscious of long 
previous existences? Therefore, we must accept as conclusive the fact 
that transformations of the body, and transmigrations or re-incarnations 
of the soul occur, be it insect, animal, or human; according to the 
corporeal conditions of existence, so will be the spiritual embodiment 
the previous existence a blank in the memory of the succeeding state, 
will be but as a dream, the.others also but as dreams . 

.. The unknown future should not be so foolishly permitted to ·disturb 
the tranquillity of the soul now, when the duty was alone to think of 
death, and to expire--thus to attain in its entirety, bliss, absorption into 
the divine essence; spiritual, Karma, Nirvana. 

"The priest, incompetent to continue the argument, now departed, 
leaving the aged one to die in peace unmolested further. 

"Besides," continued the butterfly, still addressing the little bird, 
"are there not herbs that are changed into living things, grasses that 
decay and become fireflies? and consider whether such things have any 
consciousness of a former existence. What misdeeds have they been 
guilty of in former existence, to be still condemned to a continuance 
thereof in some other form, for what can they be held accountable? 

.. No, it is not so; for the great principles of nature do but combine 
giving form and life to all things, speech or silence, rest or movement 
are all thereby equally attainable. Whenever enduring <ethereal spirit 
departs from its corporeal environment, then there is death to tl\e body, 
whilst the substance retains the spirit there may be joy, or sorrow, love, 
or hatred, all the good or evil passions and senses; but with death all 
vanish. There is no reason that aught should remain. 

" Fire will burn, if supplied with fuel; but when all the fuel is con
sumed the fire expires of itself, even the smoke and heat soon cease to 
exist The fire is extinguished for lack of fuel; but whence does it go? 

" If you take metal and stone, and strike one upon the other, you 
produce fire, which you may utilise; but is this the self.:.same fire that 
has become concealed in the metal and the stone? Meditate deeply 
upon all this, for no language can elucidate it" 

Hereupon the sparrow, angered at the ability of the butterfly, and 
unequal to the argument, pounced down upon the butterfly and destroyed 
it; then a hawk, that had been watching, sailed down on the little bird, 
killed and devoured it Where are these now? Of the bird, but a few 
soiled and torn feathers remain; of the butterfly, mutilated wings, their 
glorious colours obliterated. And their souls, to where have they betaken 
themselves? Where, indeed I I 
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THE SRADDHA.-

THIS ceremony belongs to no one race or creed, for it is the link 
between the races, and the common matrix of their creeds; it 
transcends all other branches in importance, and exceeds them in 

difficulty. It cannot be dealt with as history, or as metaphysics, for both 
are born from it; in the mysteries of life and love its spring is hidden, 
and is not to be found unless sought for there. As on entering a 
sacred grove, here also we must deposit the profane vestment of opinion, 
nor would this (if practicable) be all, we must surrender for a time our 
judgment as well, and give up our wisdom, as our folly; for a clear eye 
will not give you to know man as if he were a crystal or a plant; the 
eye to see him by is the soul. Seek to know as a child seeks to know, 
and you will be able to judge as a man ought·to judge; for this, specu
lativeness must give place to reyerence, knowledge to ignorance, science 
to superstition. 

That this appeal is not misplaced, nor the awe with which I approach 
the subject groundless, appears in this, that no writer in any age or 
country has handled it Connected as it is, no less with the actual 
government of India than with the interpretation of the monuments of 
Egypt-interwoven as it is with the institutes and laws of all the 
great states of antiquity, and followed by one half of the present 
human family-this neglect is only to be attributed to an incompatibility 
of assimilation between its nature and our ideas. A splendid task 
remains yet to be undertaken; when accomplished, the world of 
letters and of laws will learn that it itself had once an ancestry of 
heart. I presume not to handle such weighty matters, but yet from 
the field may pluck some ears of grain for present use. 

The duty of the primitive child to the parent extended to every 
service that could be rendered, to every sacrifice that could be made 
The most menial offices had to be fulfilled, and life itself had to be 
surrendered, if necessary, for the parent's well-being, or, as we see in 
the cases of Abraham and ]ephtha, at his desire. This relationship 
did not close with life; it was the part of the son to "serve his 
parents dead as he had served them living," a service accomplished 
through their notion of death, which enabled him still to perform 

• .. Sraddha .. is a Brahmanica.l rite, of which there are several kinds. Gautama describes seven 
kfrids or each of the three sons of Sraddha, generally translated as .. devotional rites to the manes of 
one's progenitors. Manu speaks of four varieties-the offering of food to the Viswadharas (gods, 
c:oUec:tive1y. ",ystic deities), to spirits, to departed ancestors and to guests II., 86. But Gautama 
specifies them as offerings to progenitors, on certain eight days of the fortnight, at the full and 
change of the moon, to Sraddhas generally, and to the manes on the full moon of four different 
months. It Is a very OCCUlt rite involving various mystic results.-[ED.] 
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equally his twofold duty of doing reverence and providing food. A 
touching scene is related by some African traveller of an Abyssinian 
woman placing a morsel of bread in the mouth of her dead child, the 
most artless expression of grief and desire, in presence of the mystery of 
death while startling and new. The spirit had fled naked and helpless, 
into cold space; it was not dead-it could not die; reasoning was not 
wanted, it returned nightly in visions and in dreams. Like despotism, 
materialism is modem; like liberty, spiritualism is ancient; not that of 
the metaphysician, but of the child. The ghost must want sustenance, it 
must require clothing; who but its kin on earth could furnish it? but by 
what way could it be reached? Where was the messenger? 

This longing is universal, the methods employed to gratify it are dis
similar. In the grosser mythologies, death itself was used as a vehicle, and 
animals, attendants, or wives were entombed with the corpse, or poisoned, 
or left to perish by hunger; but here another process was employed. 
A reversed flame has always been the symbol of death; but the 
to us the production of flame is not less a mystery than death itself. It 
suggests imagery for life, for soul, for faith, for genius. 

Light springing from darkness-flame flowing out of cold matter, 
incessantly flying from earth to heaven, ascending, as it were, to its native 
sky, and seeming to carry up with it the substance upon which it feeds
of the nature of the stars assigned as the abode of the departed, to whose 
flight, as to that of the ancestors, the pathless air was no obstacle; this was 
the vehicle. To flame, then offerings were consigned as the messenger of 
the Gods. 

The Rig Veda opens with this passage, which, as containing the 
elementary part of faith, is recited before reading the Sacred Books. 

" I praise divine fire, primevally consecrated, the efficient performer of 
a solemn ceremony, the chief agent of a sacrifice." 

The Hindus have a ritual which may have been, like our own, 
subjected to interpolation, but of which the frame-work is older than 
any writings or institutes. There we find fire personified thus: 

"Fire, approach to taste (my offering), thou, who art praised for the 
gift of oblations. Sit down on this grass, thou, who art the complete 
performer of the solemn sacrifice." 

Why it is praised and invoked, this passage shows: 
" Accept these offerings; carry them to the ancestors. Thou knowest 

thy office," or "thy way." 
It was not ordinary fire that was employed, but a flame obtained in 

that manner which philosophers have imagined to have first conferred on 
man the knowledge and possession of this wonderful element-the 
friction of the branches of trees.· This is the" Primevally consecrated 

* The Svaslika, by means of which celeslial fire was obtained. A stick used for this purpose and 
called rnallta and prarnatlta (suggestive of Prometheus, indeed !) from the prefix pra giving the idea of 
forcing the fire to descend, added to that contained in the verb malltam;-" to produce by friction." 
The oldest rite in India, much speculated upon, but very little understood.-[ED.) 
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fire." Such are the words of the Vedas. What is implied in 
" Primevally," save that the process was used by all before their dis
persion or their schisms? and so we find it amongst Buddhists or 
Brahmins, Arians or Chinese, Romans or Mexicans. Humboldt, 
describing the process employed by the latter people to relight the 
sacred fire, when at the close of every 52nd year they had extinguished 
it, employs the very terms of the Puranas in prescribing to the Hindus 
the form of the same ceremony. A block of wood, five inches cube, 
hollowed into a cup, is drilled with a spindle of itself till it flames; a 
consecrated tree is used for this purpose-the Sami or Soma (moon
plant), thence entitled Arani, or "mother of fire." Here was surely no 
idea of fire as an element, but solely as a sacrificer; and, whether as to 
the primitiveness of the process, or object, or universality and uni
formity of the practice, it is impossible to ascend higher; here we 
have reached the fountain-head, not of this rite, but of ritual. 

The Romans had but one fire for the whole state continually burning, 
and whence sacrificial flame was distributed; but the Brahmin or 
Alhan, and, indeed, all the "twice born" who kept "consecrated 
hearths," had the sacred fire produced for each. It was made on his 
investment with the sacrificial cord, it supplied the fire for all sacred 
offices during life, lit his funeral pyre, with which it became extinct. 

As actually practised, the Sraddha has, in the first instance, to restore 
to the spirit the organs destroyed by cremation. The ceremonies used 
for this end occupy the period of mourning; the spirit has then to be 
elevated to the sphere and placed in the rank of the former ancestors. 
This operation is not concluded till the end of a year, and in and by 
the performance of multiplied solemn acts, but always consisting in the 
offering of sustenance. But it did not suffice to commit the offeripg to 
the flame; the assurance was required that it had been received.; besides 
the ancestors were to be no less honoured than fed; they needed a 
banqueting hall, no less than a banquet There was then no. temple, no 
grave or tomb; a place had still to be fixed upon, and to it they had to 
be b,ougltt down. In this great dexterity and profound science were 
required; for the ancestors, needy and dependent, were also haughty 
and punctilious. If the scenes, circumstances, thoughtS, words, motions 
of the sacrificers and attendants were satisfactory and pleasing, then, 
on being invited by " race and name," they came and took their places 
according to their rank, on small cushions ma,de of folded blades of 
grass. It was a scene of grave, solemn, and of affectionate family 
meeting, not one of grief and tumult "Unwillingly do the manes taste 
the tears and rheum shed by their kinsmen; then do not wail, but 
diligently perform the obsequies of the dead! " 

"By the Hindu ritual," says Macpherson, "six ancestors only were 
called upon by name, but amongst the hill tribes, all the ancestors are 
called upon. The worship of deceased ancestors is a striking and 
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important feature of the Khond religion. The more distinguished 
fathers of the tribe, of its branches, or of its sub-divisions, are all 
remembered by the priests, their sanctity growing with the remoteness 
of the period of their deaths, and they are invoked in endless array after 
the gods .... They are propitiated upon every occasion of public 
worship whatever; and it is said that a perfectly accomplished priest 
takes between three and four hours to recite his roll of beads." 

The Institutes of Manu and the Vedas limit the" calling by name" to 
the three ancestors. These gradations mark the relative antiquity of 
the Vedas, the ritual, and the practices of the hill tribes. The know
ledge of these names thus became a mystery, affording to the Sacerdotal 
class material for the establishment of power and influence. Here is the 
explanation of the calling on the names of gods, etc.; of the potency 
attributed in the Greek mysteries to the utterance of certain names, 
some of which could stop the moon in her course, some the sun, some 
disturb the order of nature, and shake the universe.. These names were 
not Greek, but Barbarian; and the knowledge of them constituted the 
mystery. Now for the scene of this festival. We stand in an age when no
thing of what is ancient had as yet existence; when nothing had become 
consecrated by time; when the tide of tradition had not yet commenced 
to roll; when each process, if new, had reference to its purpose, and had 
its key either in extant ideas or prevailing circumstances; how, then, 
consecrate a spot, when all earth was alike? How choose a direction? 
Yet they did consecrate a spot, and it was by drawing geometrical lines, 
derived from the motions of the earth and the heavenly bodies; on 
these lines, first used to place altars, were temples subsequently raised, so 
uniformly in all succeeding time, and throughout every region of the 
earth, that it has not entered into the mind of man to inquire into the 
motive, or to think even of the fact. The process may be seen practised 
to-day as originally devised, by every Brahmin who prepares the scene 
for a Sraddha; he commences by drawing the figure of the cross.· 

The ancestors having attended and taken their seats, they are 
furnished with water to drink, with water for purification, with water for 
bathing. They are also clothed. The food is then presented (through 
the fire), and they are thus addressed:-

"Ancestors rejoice I take your respective shares, and be strong as 
bulls." 

Nor was it from any portion of the hand that they would accept their 
food ; it had to be presented by the part between the thumb and the 
forefinger, which afterwards, in Chiromancy, was known as "the line of 
life," and which, consequently, was designated Pitriya. 

After they have fed, the 'performer of the sacrifices dismisses them 

* Spirit and Matter. also the symbols of the male and female lines, or the vertical and the hori
ZQJltaI.-{ED. ] 
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with the same honours with which they had been received, and thus 
addresses them :-

"Fathers, to whom food belongs, guard our food, and the other things 
offered by us; venerable and immortal as ye are, and conversant with 
holy truths; quaff the sweet essence, be cheerful, and depart contented 
by the paths which the gods travel." 

According to the Institutes of Manu, the first offerings specified are 
II grains, the natural product of tlte eartk." If this be the commonest of 
things, it is the first fruits of human toil, and consequently the first of 
human offerings. 

Next to these come" vegetables, rice, clarified butter, the milk of 
cows, and food made from it; but flesh is particularly agreeable to them, 
especially that of the long-eared white goat." • 

The cow is not mentioned by the Hindu lawgiver, but that it had been 
anciently sacrificed, the name of the yearly Sraddha shows; and still a 
cow, after having been consecrated as a victim, is liberated in their 
honour. 

Honey and milk are specified as their food of predilection; but, 
"whatever suitable food is presented with pure faith, and with the 
enunciation of name or race to ancestors, at an obsequial oblation 
becomes food to them." 

These different aliments supplied to the ancestors satisfaction of various 
degrees of intensity and duration; their gratification depended, however, 
not only on the quality of the offering, but also on the appositeness 
of the occasion. The malignant spirits being always at war among the 
stars with the beneficent ones, seeking to disturb the order of nature 
and thereby to destroy the progeny of men, the successful accomplish
ment of the various phases of the Heavenly Host had to be celebrated 
as triumphs, on which the ancestors, as parties concerned, had to be 
congratulated: such as the new moon, the 15th of the moon's wane, the 
new year, solar and lunar eclipses, certain lunations of the dark 
fortnights, the solstices, and when the sun is in Aries. 

The following is the song of the Pitris, heard by Ikshwaku, the son of 
Manu, in the groves of Kalapa (skirts of the Himalaya):-

"Those Qf our descendants shall follow a righteous path, who shall 
reverently present us with cakes at Gaya. May he be born in our race who 
shall give us, on the thirteenth of Bhadrapada and Magda, milk, honey. 
and clarified butter. There are two classes of rites; those performed by 
the offering of the cake, and those by the libation of water. The last 
class in the failure of males could be performed by females; the others 
by daughters' sons, and their sons, and also by the 'prince who inherits 
the deceased's property.' " 

The ceremony, however, did not solely consist in feeding the 

• Now animals are not often sacrificed in India; only occasionally the goat, to Kid;, the blood
thirsty c:oDSOl1of Siva-and in a very few templea.~ED.] 
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ancestors; their honour required the distribution of food to the living, 
and chiefly to the indigent and destitute; it was equally furnished to 
animals and men. Thus the connection of the living child with the dead 
parent was used to inculcate practices of charity. 

This support could only be received from those who were bound by 
affinity to offer it Deprived of it, they were emaciated with want, and 
disturbed with sorrow. Some wild, indefinite, and supernatural 
torments-some incomprehensible fate-fell upon them and awaited. 
them ; and they" blasted with their sighs" the mansions of those who 
refused them their rites. Whoever was guilty of this dereliction was 
exposed to the most terrible punishments on earth, being. ipso facto, ex
communicated, and so cut off from his fellow-men that his touch polluted, 
and the very sight of him defiled the eye. 

The Pitris had, however, effectual means of control over their des
cendants. If they could blast and curse, they could also bless and cause 
to fructify. To them entreaty was made for success in e~ery enter
prise, and acknowledgments offered in return for good fortune. Vows 
were paid to them for fame, wealth, power, length of days, or increase 
of happiness. They are applied to as intercessors, both for men on earth 
and for departed spirits, and they stood in the relation to men of saints 
and of gods, linked to them by the ties of blood, so that each race of 
mortals on earth, became part of a dynasty in heaven; the gods were 
not brought down to the level of the Pitris; but these were raised to tlle 
rank of divinities. As fire was worshipped as their messenger, so was 
the moon as their abode.-

"May this oblation to fire, . which conveys offerings to the manes, be 
efficacious. " 

.. May this oblation to the moon, wherein the progenitors of mankind 
abide, be efficacious." 

The gods are introduced into the ceremonies of the Pitris, not these 
into those of the gods. .. Two cushions are placed, one on each side of 
the altar, for the gods, and six for the ancestors before it" 

Of the twelve species of Sraddha,t one (the tenth) is CI Sraddha, in 
honour of deities." Another (the ninth) is preparatory to any solemn 
rite, and considered a part of it. The two last are as pt'opiliatory for a 
iourney, or to sanctify a meal of flesh. In fact, the Sraddha serves all 
the purposes of religion; and the rites to the gods and the ancestors 
were so assimilated as to be performed in common. But the line 
between duty to the ancestors, consisting in the furnishing of food, and 

* This has a very occult meaning, however. There are seven classes of Pitris enumerated in the 
PurAnas-but only three classes are composed of the progenitors (frompita1' Jatber)of primeval man; 
one class creates tbe/_ of man-nay, is, or rather becomes, that form (or physical man) itself; the 
other two are the creators of our souls and minds. It is a very complicated tenet-but the Pitris are 
surely not the" Spirits" of the dead, as believed by some spiritualists.-[ED., 

t See foot-note I on the first page. Manu speaks of four only, and Gaulama of seven. Twelve
species are enumerated only in Nimaya Sindhu, by Kamalakara (see Asial. Reuan:IIes, VoL vn. I), 
a work on religious ceremonies. But all these are exoteric and later rites. 
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duty t-o the gods by a virtuous life, is altogether effaced by a remark
able notion that the Pitris were fed by the moon's light, which accounted 
for the changes in that luminary j and when the reservoir was exhausted 
it had to be replenished by the good deeds of men j so that the nightly 
changes of the sky, in connection with their ancestral reverence, became 
an unceasing incitement to a good life j and the sustenance of the manes 
depended no less on obedience than on sacrifice. 

Unless by this transition, how, indeed, could the notion of sustaining 
the gods by sacrifice have ever arisen? • The original conception of the 
Divinity must, by universal consent, have been that of an incorporeal 
and all-powerful Creator j that it was so in Brahminism there is no 
doubt. If then we have the Maker of the Universe suffering from 
emaciation, attenuated by hunger, and begging for the minutest portion 
of sacrificial butter. even if no bigger than a pistachio nut (the afflicting 
condition of Indra, at the time of that Buddhistic reform), it was that the 
distinction between gods and ancestors had been lost. t 

There were thus originally two thoughts in the breast of man j the 
one an incorporeal faith, directed to the Creator, the other a ceremonial 
love, devoted to the ancestors. As the one lost its distinctness, the other 
acquired intensity, and when, if I may so say, an external religion arose, 
the spirit of the former invested itself in the mantle of the latter. The 
beatitude of the manes in Heaven being dependent on their descendants 
on earth, the latter were bound, above all things, to take care that their 
line should not be interrupted. Three duties were imposed j the one in 
respect to the wise, the second in respect to the gods, the third in respect 
to the ancestors. The first was performed by the study of the Vedas 
the second by sacrifice, the third by begetting a male child. The first 
could only have been imposed after the composition of the Vedas, and 
consisted in the knowledge of duties j the second was performed at once to 
the gods and the ancestors, and had been performed to the ancestors before 
the gods j so that, in fact, the whole duty of the Hindu was summed up 
in service to the ancestors, which insured that first object of primeval 
legislation-the peopling of the earth. Hence, that inordinate desire 
still maintained in all eastern countries for offspring j hence also the 
female infanticide so prevalent amongst the hill tribes, as they imagine 
that their chances of male offspring are thereby increased. The same 
practice, though otherwise explained, existed in Sparta. 

• Because esoteric teaching maintains that the Pitris are the .. primeval human race, the fatbers 
and progenitors of later men, who developed into the present physical man." 

t It was lost indeed, and long before the day of Gautama Buddha, who tried to restore Brabtnan
ism to its original purity but-failed, and had to separate the two religious systems. The" Pitris" is 
a generic and collective name, and man has other progenitors more exalted and spiritual. Manu says 
(iii. 2114). .. The 'Wise (the Initiated Adepl$) call our fathers Vasus, our paternal grandfathers, Rudras; 
OIU paternal great grandfathers, Adityas; agreeably to a text of the Vedas," these three classes have a 
direct reference in Esotericism (a) to the creators ofman in his three chief aspects (or principles), and 
(6) to the three primeval and serial races of men who preceded the first physical and perfect Race, 
which the Eastern Occultists call the Atlanteans. 
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The childless condition carrying such consequences, provlslOn was 
made for supplying the deficiencies of nature by a legal process, which we 
translate "adoption." It will, however, be, seen at a glance that this 
relationship had in their system nothing in common with our word. 

The purpose was to engraft on the old stock a new shoot, which had, 
therefore, not only to be completely united to the one, but entirely 
dissevered from the other. As in the same operation with trees, the 
main branch could not be'taken, and the sprout to be available required 
to be young. 

The eldest son of a house could not become an adopted child, what
ever the poverty or distress of the natural father, whatever the wealth 
and the power of the adopting one, because his duty was that of 
the continuation of his own line. The younger son-the object of 
adoption-could not be taken after his habits were formed, or his 
affections fixed j as an old branch will not serve for a graft. He had to 
be taken before his fifth year. The ceremony was a sacrament, named 
Hom, or Joy, and apparently connected with the Tree of Life (Hom). 
From that hour the child knows no father but his adopted one j passes 
the barrier of Caste; and succeeds of right to his property. This is 
required to confirm the adoption, for otherwise he cannot offer to him 
the Sraddha after his death. 

Amongst us, the childless possessor of wea!th is incapacitated from 
disposing of it in a manner which would secure to him even that amount 
of respect and affection which we still associate with parental and filial 
ties; and consequently we would imagine that by rendering final the 
disposal of the property, he would lose those services and that consider
ation whi~h we look to obtain by uncertainty of expectation. By this 
process, as well as by the concurrent habits and feelings, all these ends 
are attained, and fortune enables man to supply the niggardliness of 
nature, securing at once a son to himself and a line of successioll to his 
house. 

Shall we treat such a system as rude? Shall we brand it as super
stitious? Shall we hold it to have its origin in accident and caprice? 
Here there may be superstition, but it has been handled with wisdom, 
and applied with art In the earliest of laws are anticipated the last 
conclusions of science j in the first of societies are excluded the principal 
causes of the breaking up of ~tates. Instituted prior to caste, it has over
ruled even its authority. Other legislations have reckolled the family the 
unit of the state j this establishes it. Other systems have looked to 
preventing public crimes j this to the nurturing of domestic affections. 
I t may well be imagined how incomprehensible was such a system to 

~ Western conquerors-what difficulties it occasioned them when they 
sought to do right-what facilities it afforded them when they intended 
to do wrong! It may well be imagined how, in the one case and in the 
other, the whole of a people could be sickened with disgust, or 
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aroused to indignation, by acts which presented to the dispassionate or 
conscientious observer or judge at home no character of offence. 

Of this we have an instance in the case of the late Raja of Sattara, the 
deprivation of whose property vitiated his adoption and consequently 
according to his belief and that of his fellow-countrymen, consigned his 
soul to eternal damnation. The adopted son was placed in the same 
predicament, being cut off from both stocks. This was the great wrong 
which he suffered; which all India felt, which no man in England could, 
comprehend, and which, from the incompatibility of ideas, no one belong
ing to the one country could render intelligible to the people of the 
other. 

Had it happened under a Hindu government, the case would have 
been provided for; in the event of succession by the prince, for confisca
tion is wholly prohibited by their law, he was bound to appoint the 
proper officer to perform in his name the Sraddha, and could only hold the 
property on that condition. No doubt under the Mussulman system, as 
it always conformed to existing usages, provision had been made for 
similar contingencies; an Eastern people could not be ignorant of usage, 
far less contemptuous of it; and though Islam has put an end to the 
ancestral oblation, the professors of that creed retained its impress in all 
their ideas, and in many of their customs. 

ANDREW T. SIBBALD. 

(To be continued.) 

AT SUNSET. 

OH hills empurpled 'neath the sunset's gold 
What marvellous chord of colour greets to-night 
The echoing music of yon star-strewn height! 

And thrills my soul a .. tho' mine own love told 
Some tear-sweet story of days weird and old, 

When life's dim path grew fair with jubilant light 
From the clear eyes of gods, who ih men's sight 

Ope'd heaven's great gates to soaring hearts and bold I 

Surely this eve my yearning spirit hath trod 
The unseen steps of that soul-wrought en stair 

Whereon sense dies like some wind-scattered rose, 
For thro' life's passionate wailings swift there grows 

The dominant music of an answered prayer, 
And my strest heart falls at the feet of God! 

EVELYN PVNE. 
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PREVISIONS OF LATER LIFE. 

I. 

I MUST begin by saying that I left Scotland when II years old and 
went to live in Morocco. I had been in Spain, but never in 
Switzerland or any other European country. Having outgrown 

my strength, I was delicate and suffered from pains in the head and 
the eyes. I therefore could not read, but used to lie in my room alone 
for long ,hours during the day, as well as awake during night. I gene
rally lay with closed eyes and used to see visions when awake, and 
vision-dreams in sleep. 

Here is one. 
I fancied myself in front of an old abbey house with church attached. 

In front of one wing was a fountain unlike any I had ever seen before, 
and so in my dream I looked and wondered. It was in a .1P,rden, and 
to the left there was an avenue of poplar trees going down 11 a sheet of 
water, which I thought was the sea. With me, by my side, was a tall, 
fair, handsome boy of 17. I did not know who he was but thought it 
quite natural that he should be with me. 

Presently there came out of the other wing of the house, an oldish 
lady, with a handsome face, smiling, bowing, and talking French to us. 
She was a dwarf, her figure crooked and distorted, and her arms fright
fully long. She came and unlocked the door opposite the fountain and led 
us into and over the apartments. Behind one of the doors of the 
dining-room stood an old harpsichord, a key of which I happened to 
touch in passing. It made a jangle, upon which the old lady in a very 
excited manner begged me to desist apd not do so again. 

In my dream I felt as though this was my house. 
Presently, a long hay-cart came rattling down the slope which led to 

the Abbey on the inland side, and in it were children of various ages, 
and with them an elderly man with a gentle, nice face. I had the feel
ing that they all belonged to me, but in what relation we stood to each 
other, I was puzzled to know. We were very busy arranging and fuss
ing about, when suddenly I awoke. . . . . 

I was 16 years old wh~n I had this dream. 

I had long ceased to remember this vision of my girlhood, when it so 
happened that I had to take my children to the South of France. I 
was then 43 years old. After passing a year in France W~Ught of 
going to Switzerland, and I took my fair, tall son of 17 wit e to look 
for a suitable house. I was told of the Abbey of St. S ice on the 
Lake, aild went there. The moment I saw the fountain in t~e garden 
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the tall poplars, and the house, the dream of my youth flashed back 
upon my memory, and I said to my son: 

"I will take this house, for I saw it years ago in a vision, and know it." 
Of course the boy thought it all "imagination." So, to convince him, 

I told him that if it was the house of my dream, the lady to whom it 
belonged would come out of the other wing (as described in the first 
part of my narrative), and that I would take him through a dark stone 
entrance and up some stone stairs to a long ante-room. There we 
would turn to the left and go into a room, behind the door of which 
we would find an old harpsichord, that I would touch a key, and what 
would be the result. All this happpened exactly as I knew it would, 
and as I had seen twenty-seven years before. 

Shortly after this, we all came to live at Morges. The only convey
ance we could find to hold us all, children and bundles, was a long hay
cart in which some straw was thrown to sit upon. Away we drove 
to St. Sulpice, and down we came in the rattling cart along the hill 
slope from the village to the Abbey, just as, so many years before, I had 
seen my husband and children arrive. 

II. 

Again when I left Switzerland, I was looking out for a country house 
in Herefordshire, and I came to one I knew at once, as one of my 
" Homes" in dreamland, when between 16 and 17. I knew the dark 
oak staircase, &c., and my way about the house. In this vision I had 
seen the same people as in the Switzerland vision, only they were 
rather older, and I had seen in the garden my mother and a sister. All 
this happened exactly as I had seen it. 

Whilst young, about the same age, I saw another "Home." It has 
been my last home, the family country house of my husband's father, to 
which he afterwards succeeded. 

I saw in my dream a likeness of myself, but quite grown up, standing 
on the first landing of the oak staircase dressed in soft India white 
muslin, watching a baby boy in white frock crawling up the stairs. I 
also saw an old high clock in the hall below the stairs. I was looking 
on at this picture, and wondered who this girl was, so like me, and yet 
too much like a mother, so I concluded it was my own mother I saw 
(who at 40 looked like a girl of" 25). When'I came to my father-in
law's house with my little boy I was about 23, and I wore soft muslins 
in the hot summer days-the house I saw was exact. 

And now that I am seventy years of age, those dreams are as fresh 
in my memory as a scene of yesterday. 

E.C.H.C. 
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ACQUIRED HABITS. 

I N attempting to deal with problems which, only find their solution 
. worked out to the full on planes and in terms incomprehensible to 

our ordinary senses, it would seem possible that illustrations drawn 
from the science of physiology should serve to explain these problems 
somewhat more fully than those illustrations which are drawn from 
physical science alone. Physiology is at least the science of life, 
and though, when pressed, we must admit that we know very little 
indeed of the main factors which lie behind the phenomena of life i and -
that, with all the means of research which we possess, we know nothing 
of even the physical forces in tltemselves, but only study their manifesta
tions and correlations, yet we may, at all events, argue from the little we 
do know, and attempt to correct our conclusions by comparison with the 
analogies which we can draw from every science. The principle involved 
in the "as above, so below," is shown to be true in all departments of 
science, and has formed a most valuable means of verifying the results 
obtained by pushing a theory to its legitimate conclusion. Thus by 
correcting the phenomena of vital force by those of physical, we may 
arrive at many more or less just conclusions. Therefore, it is probable 
that by proceeding a step further, and drawing analogies from physiology, 
we may form an idea of what, for want of a better term, may be called 
the life of morality, and the forces whereby it is governed. By the 
term moral, I do not mean to convey any idea of that which underlies 
what is ordinarily known as morality, but a very much wider idea than 
that, namely, the force which really lies at the base of and inspires all 
our motives of action. Of course these are indirectly also at the root of 
our physical and what may be called our animate life, in which we men 
are in contact with the life of animals i but at present we need not 
endeavour to make a distinction between man and the animals, which 
are endowed with the physical and animate life force, but in whom 
the moral life is entirely latent, save in the case of a very few of the 
higher species, such as dogs and elephants. Though, even in these 
cases, it may be argued with good show of reason that this" moral life " 
of the higher animals is the result of education. 

Now in man and animal alike there are great nervous centres which 
govern the vital phenomena, and hence, as a consequence, the physical 
phenomena of life. These centres, as they are called, are formed by 
collections of nerve cells, which occupy a very fairly defined area. They 
are found in the brain and the spinal cord for the most part, and to a 
lesser degree in the great vital organs themselves. Further, there is 
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what is known as the sympathetic system of nerves, with its closely 
meshed network of nerves and ganglia, which lies outside, but in front 
of, the vertebral column, the whole length of the body; this system is 
closely connected in its whole extent with the brain 'and spinal cord, 
and the branches therefrom, which are known as the cerebro-spinal 
system of nerves. Again to some extent the control of the nerves lies 
with the Will of any man, and the actions which result are termed 
.. voluntary," but a very large majority of the processes and functions 
of the animal body are what are called "Reflex." These" Reflex .. 
processes for the most part take place thus :-An impression is made 
on what are called the nerves of sensation; these conduct a stimulus to 
one of the nerve centres above mentioned, and from this centre the 
stimulus is reflected along a motor nerve, and the action or function 

- ensues. Thus the sensation is "reflected" into motion independently 
of the consciousness of the individual. Perhaps the best example of 
a limited reflection is in the case of the eye, when, in response to the 
stimulus of light, the iris alone, of all the muscles in the body, moves. 
Now all reflex actions are essentially involuntary, although they in 
great part admit of being controlled, modified, and prevented by the 
will. They, most of them, are directed for the preservation of the 
well-being of the body, and markedly show how the nerve centres 
combine and arrange in order the action of the muscles, so that they 
may unite for this common end. Among" Reflex" actions there is a 
large class called" Secondary," which require for their first performance, 
and for many subsequent performances, an effort of the will more 
or less intense, but which, by constant repetition, are habitually and 
almost mechanically performed, and in many cases almost without the 
intervention of consciousness and volition: such are reading, writing, 
and walking. This capacity of the nervous system, which consists in 
"organising conscious actions into more or less unconscious ones," is 
that which makes education and training possible. It is by " association .. 
of the reflex actions frequently repeated in a definite order that these 
actions come to take on a species of "automatism." To such an extent 
is this carried that we are all familiar with instances of persons, when in 
the somnambulic condition, writing and playing the piano in a state of 
complete unconsciousness to physical surroundings. 

In fact" automatism" is a very important point in the argument It is 
employed by physiologists to indicate the origination in nervous centres 
of impulses and their conduction from those centres independently of 
the reception of a stimulus from another part. And in this sense it is 
not possible in the present state of physiological knowledge to say what 
actions are "automatic." But the nearest examples are certainly the 
functions of respiration and the rhythmic action of the heart, which will 
be considered later on. Suffice it at present that it is a very important 
point that actions, which are distinctly reflex at the beginning, may be 
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organised into unconscious actions which have a very strong character 
about them of automatism, and that the two above-mentioned functions 
are those which are at the foundation of all vital phenomena, and hence, 
by the passage of time and by education, would necessarily most nearly 
approach to being automatic. 

We may now consider the sympathetic system of nerves. This 
system of nerves at first sight appears to be anatomically too complex 
to be understood. In reality, however, it is much more simple in 
arrangement than the cerebro-spinal, and its complexity is due to the 
manner in which each part is linked to the neighbouring and distant 
parts and to the cerebro-spinal system as well. When dissected out it 
is found that the essential parts ·of this system consist of a ganglion, or 
nerve centre, and two nerves-afferent and efferent-leading to this 
centre, and from it to one of the organs. Thus the sympathetic system 
is made up of an enormous number of small systems, and the whole are 
united into the greatest complexity. But there is one essential difference 
between the two systems. In the case of the cerebro-spinal system, the 
majority of the actions taking place under its guidance are voluntary 
actions; in the case of the sympathetic system not only do the majority 
of actions take place without a voluntary effort, but they are never 
controlled by the mind save under the strong excitement or depressing 
influence of some passion; or secondarily, through some "voluntary 
movement" with which the involuntary region of the body is "associated." 
But in this latter case the action is really involuntary. Thus, in excep
tional instances only does the mind control the action of the sympathetic 
nerves, and then only under undue excitement or depression; while 
for the most part the various centres of the sympathetic system, 
and also of the spinal cord, are reflex centres, which, subject to the 
"inhibiting action" of the brain, or more highly-organised centre, 
possess an independent action of their own that, aided by custom, habit, 
and frequency of use, almost amounts to automatism. 

In the consideration of automatism we find that there is a nervous 
region of very great importance situated at the top of the spinal 
cord and immediately below the brain, and which, roughly speaking, 
is just within the skull about an inch behind a line drawn horizontally 
through the lobe of the ear. This region is so important that it 
has been experimentally found that the entire brain and spinal cord 
with this sole exception may be removed and still the heart will 
continue to beat and the animal will go on breathing. But when this 
region is injured, death ensues at once. Now the most important 
of the functions of the Medulla Oblongata, as the region in question is 
called, is that of respiration, and this one function may serve as the type 
of automatic actions, although there is some dispute about it. Like all 
the functions which are necessary to life it is essentially involuntary, but 
its action is also, to some extent, under the control of the will, for other-
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wise man would be unable to speak or to sing. I t is argued that the act 
is a reflex one owing to the stimulation of nervous fibres ·which are 
distributed to the lungs j on the other hand it is stated that respiration 
takes place by direct stimulation of the Medulla Oblongata by the 
increasingly venous condition of the blood. Probably both functions 
exist, but the nerves leading from the lungs to the "respiratory centre" 
may be cut or may be paralysed by chloroform, and still the complicated 
muscular movements which constitute respiration take place in an orderly 
manner. As said above, respiration can to some extent be controlled by 
the will, and the breath can be "held" for a varying length of time 
which increases with practice. But the need of breath eventually over
comes the strongest opposition, and even the most determined attempts 
to commit suicide in this manner have failed. Still there is no doubt 
that by practice persons have increased the time during which they can 
hold their breath, as in certain well-authenticated cases of suspended 
animation, which have occurred in various parts of the world and 
especially in India, and thus there is shown to be a power which may be 
exercised in control of the natural automatism of the body and which, so 
far as the bodily frame is concerned, is independent of it. Were this not 
he case the instances of sudden death which occur through shock, and 

without injury to any part of the body, would be impossible, for there is 
no reason why the functions of respiration and of the heart should be 
interfered with, and the body would go on breathing and the heart 
beating under the stimulus of the Medulla, Oblongata. 

Thus, then, it is this "organizing conscious actions into more or less 
unconscious ones," but which may still be under the control of some 
force that we may call the will, which is of the highest importance to 
the occultist, as will be seen later on. Speaking in terms of planes it 
enables a man to do two or perhaps more things at the same time. 
Starting an original impulse to walk from point to point, a man may 
take the necessary steps with no other guidance than the reflected 
sensations of one step to make another, and during the time occupied 
his mind may be engaged on matters of a totally different character. 
But waiving these considerations and the assumption that the brain is 
physically a registering "organ of mind" it is evident that to a 
considerable extent the brain has the control of the body. 

To those .who have studied metaphysics the term "personality" is a 
very familiar one. In reference to the present subject it would seem to 
stand to the "higher self" in very much the same relation as the body 
does to the brain-or rather to the brain only as the organ of mind j that 
is to say that the personality is, on the moral plane referred to previously, 
the outer covering, more or less gross, of the real man within-the 
higher self. This latter is the gradually increasing product of ages and 
is added to by the .. personality" only when it carries out the spiritual 
aspirations which arise beyond, but which are communicated to the 
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personality by the higher self. Consequently we may compare the 
actions dictated by the personality to those physical ones which are 
governed by the lower reflex centres and which have no concern what
ever with the brain. 

And this brings into prominence a curious fact in physiology and 
pathology that if either a nerve centre or nerve leading from that centre 
be stimulated without the impulse passing to and tk,-ougl, that centre, 
the actions which result are tumultuous and disordered. This fact has a 
very important bearing by analogy on those actions which are dictated, 
reflexly or not, by the" personality" only, for, as regards the higher. 
self or brain, they are found tumultuous and disorderly and are, as a 
rule, not "directed with a view to the welfare of the organism," and 
more especially of other organisms. It would be impossible to enter on 
an elaborate analysis of what the personality really is-and as tedious 
as if one were in these pages to enter on a detailed description of the 
minute anatomy of the brain and spinal cord. Man is a compound, in his 
personality, of" desires, passions, interests, modes of thinking and feeling, 
opinions, prejudices, judgments of others, likings and dislikings, affec
tions, and ambitions, public and private." For the most part this 
personality constitutes the horizon of man, and identifies him with 
this narrowed circle of interests. In other words he becomes 
exceedingly "Selfish." Of course the circle is very frequently enlarged, 
as in the case of family, of a society, of a church, or a state, 
and other individuals esteem men in proportion as their circle 
enlarges. Now the enlargement of the circle to and beyond these 
limits is a process of extreme difficulty, and especially when the circle 
is enlarged beyond these limits. But there is also another element 
which has to be eliminated-the thought of Self must not enter into 
the consideration at all. That is to say that the personality as a source 
of motive must be entirely eliminated and destroyed; and this is the 
process which occupies ages and is accompanied by such pain and 
suffering that it can only be faced by the aid of a consciousness of the 
higher self, and that this work is the only work worth doing. It is 
not very difficult to understand why this should be so difficult, and why 
it should take ages to accomplish, for we have to remember that it is 
the accentuation of personality against personality-the com
petition to live-which is at the base of all our modern education. In 
every age the strong man has kept his citadel against all comers until a 
stronger than he came, and the question is whether he can find a deeper 
and greater source of strength. To some extent that has been fOlrnd, 
for "union is strength"; and the only problem has been amidst the 
clashing of personalities to make union possible. The parallel in 
physiology is seen in the difficulty, only obviated by long practice, 
experienced by divers in holding their breath. Murder will out, respira
tion will recommence and the educated personality reasserts itself, as 
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the body insists upon the breath it is accustomed to have. But again 
it is possible for man to lay aside the limitations of his personality and 
merge his living interests with those of the world in which other 
personalities have an equal right and share. He can force himself to no 
longer feel.separaie from them, and to live in companionship with that 
which in them is beyond their personalities-their individualities, their 
Higher Selves. But this is a process which needs an enormous strength 
of will and an application to which most men are unequal. The 
ordinary senses have to be stilled and quieted before-if one may 
misapply a term-the sense of the higher self comes into play, and 
the divine companionship of the higher self is felt and realised. 
Thus then the analogy of physiology is maintained: the bodily 
functions are reflexly fulfilled, and by long education, in some cases, 
automatically, but are subject, in proportion as another education has 
trained the mind and will, to the brain. Equally so on the moral plane, 
the desires and tendencies of the personality act more or less reflexly 
and automatically without other control. But in proportion as the 
limitations of Self have been transcended, so also is the extent of the 
power increased which controls the personality. The brain in one case, 
the higher self in the other, being trained and educated to send down 
impulses sufficient to control the physiological needs of the animal 
mechanism, or the desires of the personality .. 

But a further and yet more interesting problem now presents itself for 
discussion. We have seen that it is rational to conclude that conscious 
acts are by education organized into unconscious, and that the two 
functions most important to the physiological health of the body, viz. : 
respiration and the action of the heart, have been rendered automatic 
and independent almost of any voluntary conscious effort, although this 
control may be, in some instances, recovered. Consequently, by analogy. 
the control on the moral plane may be vested in the higher self as 
against the personality, by an effort to unite the consciousness with that 
higher self. That is, the higher self, or braiR, will be able to control 
the physiological personality, or a higher centre dominate a lower. But 
a still further point would seem to consist in this. Why should it not 
be possible to make of the higher self a reflex centre, and finally an 
automatic one, which shall control the personality absolutely. On the 
physiological analogy it would certainly seem reasonable that this should 
be so. Let the personality send up a suggestion for action to the reflex 
centre, which may be in or below the level of the higher self, as is the 
case in the relative positions of the cerebral hemispheres and the Medulla 
Oblongata. Supposing that the motor point be in the higher self, it 
would only seem natural that the corresponding motion excited by the 
suggestion of the personality will either be in accord with the higher 
self, and be accomplished, or will be nullified. If, however, the motor 
point be below the higher self, then the communication must be handed on 
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in order that the higher self shall have the control, and the personality 
not allowed to exercise sway. 

Finally, however, the real importance of the argument does not rest 
with the higher self, but with the spiritual life beyond; or, as ." Light 
on the Path" states it, "the life beyond individuality." 

Let us grant for the moment that it is possible for the consciousness 
to be identified with the higher self, and that the personality as militating 
against that better part of man, and consequently interfering with "the 
life beyond individuality," is entirely subjected and controlled by a 
centre of force, certainly reflex, and, if possible, automatic, which is 
vested in the higher self. What, then, is the consequence? The per
sonality as a source of separateness is done away with, and only used as 
an instrument in the same way that the physical body uses a finger. 
The real life is centred in the higher self, which maintains an automatic 
action over the personality, and prevents it from becoming a source of 
mischief. The force which is vested in the higher self or individuality, 
is derived from that united Spirit of Life which is beyond individuality, 
and the man is left free to concentrate his attention and aspirations on 
that Spirit of Life, and draw more and more of its influence through 
his higher self into the world around him. Just as the physiological 
needs of the body are controlled by an unconscious, involuntary 
mechanism, so the personality becomes a conquered instrument, used 
for ends greater than it knows of. Man, as man, is no longer swayed 
by his changing and temporary desires, and has reached the happy 
"Waters of Oblivion." 

A. I. R. 

SOUND \VA VES. . 

OFT in the middle night 
The soul attuned can hear 

A sound as of singing voices 
Seeming now far, now near. 

Then, when with roused attention 
Their nature he tries to seize, 

Gone are the sounds celestial 
Which his inner ear did please. 

Those are the songs sidereal 
Which ever are ringing bright, 

Blending with waves of colour 
In the Pitris' Astral light ; 

And the sounds heard on Earth 
are but echoes 

Of the wondrous waves of song 
That roll through the Kali Yuga 

Perennia~ sweet and strong. 

And blest are the ears that hear them, 
They at last begin to ope 

The hidden gateway to Heaven 
That leads to Eternal Hope. 

Which again shall lead the true Chela 
To fruition for ever and aye, 

Emancipation from Karma 
In Nirvana's endless day! 

ROGER HALL. 
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MARY MERIV ALE'S FIRST WORDS TO HER DISCIPLES . 

• 
MARY MERIVALE having become convinced that in renunciance of 
personal joy by the happy few, lies alone the possibility of redemption 
for the miserable many, has left her husband and home to follow in the 
old way, lightened by the new science, the footsteps of Buddha and 
Christ. 

I. 

SHE ADDRESSES A BODY OF SOCIALISTS. 

"The present 'tis we strive for, and to-day 
Work, wrestle, vanquish, triumph, preach, and pray! 
The deed that lieth nearest do it well, 
From small mean seed behold, can any tell 
The glory of the flower that shall spring? 
Lo heaven lies hidden in the smallest thing 
That gladdens earth, and makes hard life more fair 
To some forgotten brother toiling there! 
Go forth undoubting, each in his own way, 
Tell the new Gospel of the grand To-day, 
That never soul however low or mean 
Shall sigh again, • perchance it might have been 
Had my path lain like his adown the vale, 
'Mid the red roses, where the nightingale 
Makes life step to sweet music, while mine ran 
Across sharp rocks, where the stem hills began 
To darken and to dream, and where the sea 
Hurled all her salt waves scornfully at me!' 
Tell the glad tidings that the starting-place, 
Where souls must stand to run life's myriad race, 
Shall be for all the same, the very same, 
Tho'this a king's, and that a pauper's name 
Bear scornful or downcast-twin-brethren they 
To whom the Master shall at even pay 
Due guerdon for due work, nor yield as now 
To one a crown, to one shame-branded brow, 
Tho' both be equal in the slothful sin 
Of eating bread their vile hands would not win I 
Lift up your voices, hide not any more 
The glad new truth ye treasure, let your store 
Fill all the circuit of the world to-day! " 
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Then spake one quickly, "tell me this I pray 
How shall we men, poor, nameless, powerless 
Win might to lift the burden that doth press 
Our brothers to the earth? Will not the gold 
Heaped up thro' years by treasons manifold, 
The gold that gives so little, yet hath might 
To blind men's eyes, and'darken God's fair light, 
Will it not conjure million fettered hands 
To slay the preachers, for who understands 
The good we strive for?" "God!" she answered low 
" The mighty spirit of life, whose rede ye know 
Hath sought you out against your heart's desire, 
And set your faces toward that intense fire 
Where all of self lies dead! We count not cost; 
Who ever wrought aught worthy save he lost 
All care but for his quest? Dream not that we 
Shall march on softly to Equality! 
No! we must suffer, yea, perchance to death, 
And yet some spirit within my being saith, 
Tho' gold were piled up high as Himalay 
To bar our path, yet would God carve a way! 
And tho' all principalities and powers 
Stand 'gainst our gospel, triumph shall be ours! .. 
" Yet who will listen ? Mad the world will call 
The love that burns on steadfastly for all ; 
And if they prison us, what profit then 
Of our fair tidings win those blinded men? " 
" Shall not your very fetters testify 
The truth for which re suffer? Tho' ye die, 
Yea, tho' all human tongues grow still and mute 
Some slim bird-sister, or some brother-brute, 
From out their faithful hearts would win a way 
To preach the message that ye bear to-day! . 
Have faith, my brother, love and sacrifice 
Are greater than aught else, and they suffice 
To break all barriers, to cast down all pride: 
Have ye forgotten how the dear Christ died? 
Our leader, and our love, the Socialist 
Whose steps we follow thro' no incense-mist 
Of creed, or church, or dogma, deftly wove, 
But in the fresh air of mere human love! 
Go forth! Behold he leads you, calm and fair 
Where brave hearts cluster he is ever there, 
Immortal in sweet thought, and sweeter deed 
Even as poem from a mere thought seed." 
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And while we marvelled, on our heads she laid 
Her slim white hands, and said, "be not afraid j 

Your path is hard, yet is mine harder still, 
Be strong to-day, that future days may fill 
Life's cup with sweet new wine, and now farewell, 
When we shall meet again I scarce can tell, 
But if ye need me your strest thought will guide 
Me servant of God's servants to your side." 

205 

HOW THAT DISCIPLE BEGAN TO FOLLOW. MARY 
MERIVALE. 

II. 

ONE OF THE SOCIALISTS AFTER HER ADDRESS BECOMES HER 
FAITHFUL DISCIPLE. 

THEN passed she from us, but I followed still 
Thro' the dim woodland, till across the hill 
Her soft eyes sought the sea: some Might had riven 
My very soul atwain .... ah, unforgiven, 
Scorned, loathed, spumed, hated, I had done the same 1 
The dog-love mine, heedless of sin or shame, 
That follows till it falls, and as it dies 
Seeks solace only from its master's eyes. 

- There lay the ocean at her very feet 
All ruddy in the sunset, and with sweet 
Low voice that thrilled the silence, and afar 
'Mid the flushed sky-field rose one cold white star j 
And 10 her steadfast glimmering face was wet 
With bitter falling tears (they haunt me yet 1) 
I knew not then her story, I but knew 
A leader had arisen strong, and true, 
A woman sweet and brave, whose sex was set 
But as a higher star than men reached yet. 
A woman in all gentleness, a man 
In all high daring, since the world began 
The second Christ to show what life might be 
Laid on the altar of eternity 1 
Such tidings had gone forth, ere her clear face 
Lightened the darkness of our dwelling place j 

That she had yielded home, and peace, and rest, 
And love that dreams on lover's loving breast, 
And quiet happiness, and peaceful days, 
And sheltered path amid the world's hot ways, 
We well might guess: a Socialist I wis 

IS 
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Knows little of love's lore save only this. . ... 
'Twas just that mystic time 'twixt day and night 
When life stands still and dreams, and fingers light 
Of dim thought-spirits rising, touch the brow, 
And stir the hair, and half unknowing how 
We lay our burden down, and sink beside, 
And drift away to lands dream-glorified. . . . 
'Twas just that mystic time when with some thrill 
Of imminent parting hearts draw nearer still, 
And yearning eyes seek answer, and stretched hands 
Grasp hands more closely, and the invisible strands 
Of life that sunlight severed, night hath strained 
A-close for deeper music .•... the light waned 
Swifter and swifter, till I half could see 
The little golden feet that flit and flee, 
And as the stars sprang after them, athwart 
The shadowy sky, my halting tongue had caught 
Their speechless language, and my heart grew hot 
And swift I spake, " Dear lady scorn me not j 

Let me be as a dog that follows still 
Carest or chidden j bend me to your will 
As 'twere some garment that the wind can stay, 
Yet when the sun comes you fling swift away: 
Let me be as a staff you lean upon 
When roads' are rough, and love's soft hands are gone. 
Perchance your crown is thorn-wove, and it sears 
The tender brow beneath; perchance the years 
Have sudden reached gaunt hands and left you bare 
Yet sweet my lady, heed, for everywhere 
Love heals all wounds, makes fair all barrenness, 
And tho' life's husk be bitter, none the less 
It holds sweet fruit beneath an evil rind, 
Tho' oft we miss it when our eyes are blind 
With scalding tears: oh, honoured one, and dear, 
Let me be as your shadow always near." 
Then turned she, and the radiance of her look 
Read my thrilled soul, as 'twere an open book; 
And her soft voice, brimful of half-shed tears, 
Spake slowly: " Dare you follow thro' all years 
My path thro' fire and torture, or the stress 
To set gold com in the untilled wilderness? 
Dare you resign all pleasure, yea, all strife, 
For personal joy, to make fair other's life? 
Dare you, indeed, be as a dog to me ? 
Perchance, you scarcely grasp the sanctity 
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Of the dog-nature, proud man oft is fain 
To scoff at what his ignorant disdain 
Hath called the ' lower creatures,' tho' they be 
Higher and holier far . . . . humanity 
The crowned humanity we strive for, sets 
No carven rules, no arrogant alphabets, 
No arbitrary sway of word or speech 
Between the heaven its highest souls can reach 
And that its lower creatures climb to still 
By true heart-culture, and by steadfast will ! 
Low, if you choose, lower or higher all 
Make up the chain that circles what we call 
Humanity, God, Heaven, Eternity ..... 
Think not these words bear sense alone to ye ; 
Difference, perchance, what two" souls are at one? 
But brothers are we all beneath the sun! 

" The tiny ant speaks in its chosen way; 
Perchance, the very thoughts we hold to-day 
The swift bee ponders as he leans above 
The clover blossoms, and the tender dove" . . . . 
A sob caught her soft voice, I marvelled why; 
« Cooes of the brotherhood that by-and-bye 
Will fill the world: while the dog lives our creed 
To love and serve, to follow with no heed 
Of weary feet, or panting, painful breath, 
Where his Lord leads, he follows unto death ! 
Yea, looking with no prejudice or pride, 
We well might judge our Master Christ had died 
And lived for these same creatures, and not man; 
So true they are' and tender, thro' the span 
Of narrowed life their tyrant stern allows. . . . . 
All sisters, brothers, horses, dogs, and cows, 
The time is coming when you "too shall be 
Part of a purified humanity I 
Too high to scorn, too mighty to oppress, 
Where none is greater, and where none is less, 
But all fulfil their, tasks of head, or hand, 
And all are happy, for all understand 
No toil is mean, no labour maketh low, 
And gentleman means one who liveth so ! 
When the true servant, horse, or dog, or cow, 
His labour ended, shall not be as now 
Slaughtered! . . . Ah God, that man can be so base, 
And yet stand boldly with his arrogant face 
Beneath the scornful shining of thy sun, 
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Nor fear to live where such foul deeds are done! 
The torrent of her speech swept over me 
Even as the tide sweeps' where the pebbles be, 
And lights with glamour oI-its liquid fire 
A ruby here, and there a proud sapphire, 
Till the dull strand that seemed so cold and brown 
Burns with fair jewels that would shame a crown ; 
So, in my mind, 'mid the poor commonplace 
That level life had writ, sprang forth a grace 
Of tender knowledge all unguessed 'till then, 
And myriad loving deeds rushed to my ken 
Of horse, or dog, or little singing-bird, 
That sweeten our sad hearts without a word: 
" I spake too hastily, yet will I strain 
To reach the dog-heart!" "Brother, not in vain 
The weakest struggle, once the soul hath seen 
The glory of the truth; no ' might have been' 
Shall dim our day, think only what may be ; 
Sighing o'er time we lose eternity! 
You saw my tears but now, think not they fell 
Because I doubted, no, my soul knows well 
I could not choose; when God calls, who dare ;stay 
Even to seek our own heart's heart, or pray 
Beside our dying soul? ... Yet will thought run 
When falls the night, and the day's deeds are done, 
To a small homestead set besid~ the sea, 
Where one is waiting whose heart calls to me, 
Yet whom I may not serve, because my task 
Is set amid the crowd, and he would ask 
The silent hermitage where we twain past 
Those happy childish days that may not last: 
Dream not that I repent me of the vow 
My childish lips unknowing swore; allow 
Scant space in your thrilled heart for pity of me, 
I need it not; to-morrow I shall be 
Far hence across the hills, in yonder town 
Where yester-morn the great church tottered down, 
And many lives were wrecked, when dynamite 
Sprang thro' the darkness of the evil night." 
"And where you go I follow," answered I. 
" 'Tis well," she said, " the first gleam in the sky 
Must see our feet set in that dusty road 
That leads all life at last to home and God." 

EVELYN PYNE. 

(To /;e continued.) 
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CHAPTER XXII .. 

209 

I T was broad daylight when they had again reached the gateway of the 
cottage. Amyot had not been able to drive rapidly, for the movement 
of the rough cart was not easy, and he was afraid of Fleta's being too 

weak to bear it. She fainted several times during the journey, and at 
last fell into a deep swoon, from which she could not be awakened. 
Father Amyot lifted her from the cart when at last they had reached 
their temporary shelter, and carried her in his arms up the path and 
between the yew trees. He placed her very gently on some rugs upon 
the ground, and put a cushion beneath her head. Then hastily he took 
the horse and cart into the rough shed which served for stables, gave the 
horse a feed, and then hurried back to the house. He applied no 
restoratives to Fleta, as another person would have done. He knelt 
down beside her, after a long and earnest look at her face, and took her 
hands in his. Almost immediately he rose again, with an abrupt, heavy 
sigh . 

.. She will be very ill," he said aloud. .. I wonder if she is to live? 
It seems hardly possible now. But what is to be, is to be." 

He went into the inner room and opened one of the hidden cupboards, 
from which Fleta had taken her materials for the rite which she had 
gone through there. Slowly, and with much thought, Amyot took out 
certain phials, from each of which he dropped a few drops into a curious 
square glass. When the mixture was made a very faint smoke and a 
scarcely perceptible perfume rose from it. He held it in his hand and 
looked at it, as if in doubt, for some minutes. 

"Dare I give it her? JJ he said, speaking aloud to himself. He had 
acquired this habit in his monastic life in the city, where he dwelled in a 
far more isolated manner than he did when in the remote monasteries, 
or in8eed under any other circumstances. 

"Dare I give it her? Is it my province to decide whether she is to 
live and face this terrible fate she has brought on herself? I cannot do 
it. This is a decision she alone may make. May she make it rightly." 

He poured the precious drops from the glass upon the ashes of the 
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hearth. A bright light, almost a flame, vividly blue, leaped up for an 
instant and was gone. Amyot replaced the glass, closed the door of 
its keeping-place, and went slowly back to where Fleta lay. 

Certainly she appeared now like one dead. No faintest tinge of 
colour was on her face or lips, no faintest sign of breathing showed. He 
put his hand on her pulse. It was still. 

" She alone must decide," he said in a low tone, in a voice of intense 
pain. It was if he found himself compelled to face the fact that she 
might choose to die, and as if that thought were agony. 

" And yet," he said suddenly, "why should I doubt that she will live? 
She, who is always ready for action and never stays for rest or for 
pleasure? Of course she will wish to live-fool that I am I Why do I 
not help her? " 

And after turning to look at the white, statuesque face, he moved 
quickly again into the further room, evidently with the intention of once 
more mixing the medicine which he had flung on the ashes. 

But before he had time to move more than a step or two across the 
floor he heard a sound at the doorway of the cottage. He paused and 
looked back. A figure stood there-tall, wrapped in a long travelling 
cloak, and with a wide hat on which almost concealed the face. 
But Amyot recognised the outline of the form, and immediately made 
a profound obeisance. 

"I have already mixed the potion once and then threw it away, 
thinking it too great a task for me to take upon me, to deal with her for 
life or death. Yet now I have thought that she is certainly determined 
to live, and I was about to mix it again and give it her. Shall I do 
so, Ivan?" 

.. No," was the answer, .. not now. Come, and we will watch beside 
her. She has enemies we may save her from." 

I van put off his hat and cloak, and showed himself in a plain monk's 
dress. His face bore marks of illness, of pain and anxiety, which were 
not on it when Hilary saw him at the monastery in the forest. They 
were new, too, since Amyot had seen him last. 

.. You are tired, my master," said Amyot. "Let me get you food." 

.. Not now," repeated Ivan. "We must guard her. I have come a 
great distance in order to be by her side." 

All through the long morning they sat beside Fleta's body, with gaze 
fixed intently on her, without moving, without speaking. Probably 
neither of them was conscious of time, whether it passed quickly or 
slowly. It was just noon when Ivan moved. He rose suddenly and yet 
very quietly, and touched Amyot. Together they went slowly out 
through the sheltered doorway into the sunshine. • 

" She will live," said I van. .. I know that now. Do not you? " 
"Yes," said Amyot. "But I have never doubted it since I thought 

seriously for a moment. At first I was blinded by my distress." 
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"Let us break our fast out here in the air," said Ivan. "We 
commenced our watch at nine this morning; we will begin it at nine 
to-night Before midnight her soul must have passed on, or returned" 

He began to walk to and fro up and down the pathway to the 
cottage. Amyot seemed to take the post of servitor as a matter of 
course. He accomplished his tasks with the same austere earnestness 
with which he undertook anything he had to do. Nothing trivial seemed 
to be any trouble to him, or subject for thought or discussion. While he 
moved to and fro his soul appeared to be as remote and as buried in 
ecstacy as when he lay on the altar steps of the city cathedral. In a 
very short time a table stood on the grass and a white cloth was spread on 
it; and coffee and bread and fruits were placed ready. A passer-by 
who might have looked into the cottage garden would only have seen 
two poor monks, and would have guessed that they were being hospit
ably entertained by the cottager. The meal did not take long; neither 
spoke, for it seemed as if each had too much thought within his mind to 
have time to spare for expressing any of it. And yet perhaps this 
silence was only a return to monastic habits which came naturally when 
these two found themselves sitting at table together. For they had been 
reared side by side; and when Amyot called I van "my master" it 
sounded very beautifully from his lips. It had in it all the profound 
reverence due to a superior; but the expressive "mine" added an affec
tionateness which could only be shown from an elder to a younger 
man. 

All through the long bright day Fleta lay like a corpse, just as Amyot 
had first placed her. She was never left alone for more than a few minutes; 
either Ivan or Amyot came and sat beside her. At last the evening 
came. At nine o'clock the two took their places one on each side of her. 
It was a strange vigil, for all was so perfectly still and silent that it 
seemed only like watching beside the dead; and yet there was a purpose 1 
in it which religious watchers beside the dead know not of. Whether 
Fleta had lived or died this watch would have been observed. When 
the body has only just loosed hold of the spirit it is in these hours that i' 
danger is at hand. 

Until eleven o'clock there was no sound or movement; the group might 
have been cut in marble. But then I van stirred slightly, and placed one 
hand on Amyot's arm. The priest looked up quickly, and was about to 
speak; but instantly his gaze became rivetted and he gazed in 
silence. 

Behind Fleta's head hung a deep, dark shadow, which from moment 
to moment seemed more clearly to take some form upon it There were 
different figures shaping themselves out of its vague substance. At last 
three outlines were clearly seen. Fleta herself, pale, grey, ghost-like; 
and beside her Ott~strong, dark, powerful. Amyot started when he 
recognised the other face; it was Hilary'S. He stood there, dark, and 
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strong as Otto; and Fleta's pale shape rose like a dim flame between 
them, wavering a little to and fro, as if from want of strength. 

"Why is she so weak? " asked Amyot in a piteous whisper. 
"Do you not know?" said I van. "Because this is her shade, her 

animal soul. She is compelled to rouse that into life in order to speak 
to these two so that they will understand. For they live in the world 
of shades, while she lives in the w(}rld of light." 

At this moment the form of Fleta became suddenly stronger and more 
clear; and Amyot heard her voice, quite clearly, yet with a peculiar 
remoteness and distance about the sound. The words came slowly too 
as if she were not sure of her strength. 

ic I summoned you," she said, cc I summoned you both, that you should 
speak to me face to face before we go on into a new chapter of life. Can 
you remember, you two, that long ago when first you loved me as men 
love on earth? When first this soul, this human life, awoke to conscious
ness? Do you remember, beneath those wild apricot trees, how passion 
and desire and selfish purposes over-mastered us each and all? Yes. 
even I ; for though in me the animal soul was even then dominated by 
the growing power of the divine spirit in me, yet selfishness, a love: of 
myself before all created things, prompted me when I killed the man 
who first desired to win my love for himsel£ I have expiated that sin; 
and by its force I won the power by which I work now. The chains 
that unite us were forged then, in those old savage days; they unite us 
even now. But now they must change and alter, or be broken for ever· 
I have suffered through ages for you both i suffered until this very hour 
But now I have a right to be free. I have a right to be free, not from 
you, because your companionship is precious to me, but from your love. 
your human love, which kills and destroys the divine life in you and 
fetters it in me. Otto, you know that in my last effort for you I called 
upon myself the anger of this animal soul which now represents you 
here and assumes your shape i I drove it from you and left you free to 
pass on purified into other lives. Is this thing to follow me through my 
life and madden me by memories of your cruel love? Otto, from your 
place of quiet I call you i come, kill this thing and free me I Let me 
remember you as one who had gentleness for me, not that devouring 
thing which men call love." 

A profound silence followed this speech, and the two who watched 
saw the figure of Otto waver and grow fainter. At last it flung itself 
on Fleta, as if to catch her in an embrace; but the movement was only 
like that of a flickering flame, and as Fleta stood motionless, gazing 
intently on the quivering form, an unutterably sad and terrible cry 
sounded on the air, and the thing had vanished. Ivan drew a long, 
deep breath as of intense relie£ Fleta stood as statue-like in her 
shadow form as in that unconscious body which lay upon the floor, until 
Hilary approached nearer and touched her. 
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She immediately turned to him, and again her voice was audible, now 
with a sweet tone in it which had not been there before, and a strangely 
mournful tone also. 

" Hilary! " she said, "listen to me. I ask of you, as I have asked of 
Otto, death in your present shape. I have been asking it of you all 
this lifetime, since I have known you as Hilary. Do you not know that 
your love is a burden to me, and that it scorches your own spirit, and 
makes it blind and helpless? Free yourself from it, Hilary! Know 
me for what I am, no longer a woman to be loved, as of old, but a 
disciple of the light-one who is striving to pass on to a larger life. It 
is time you came and stood beside me; you are ready for it, but for this 
blind passion which still makes your eyes dim. Come, Hilary, let this 
savage self of yours die, and pass back into the nature from which it 
rose. You have used it, learned from it, experienced it to the full. You 
lie asleep now, in your bed at home; I see your body much more clearly 
than this shade which stands before me. Be as courageous as Otto, who 
has conquered. His spirit is in a place of quiet, till the swift moment 
comes when he will wake to a new life of work, unhampered by that 
shade just now destroyed. Your spirit stands back and lets the shade 
be king. Come to me in your divine self and be my friend and com
panion ; do this now, and banish for ever this shade with hungering 
eyes. Then, when you wake in the dawn, the disorder of your mind 
and the fever of your soul will have passed away. You will love me no 
less, Hilary; but it will be a love that will help instead of paralysing 
you. We have used the blossom, Hilary; it has come to its full flower; 
its petals are ready to fall. It is time now to see the fruit! Come. 
Hilary, I must pass on! Come with me--" 

The shadows changed and melted suddenly away. In their place 
came new and confused forms, which by degrees shaped themselves into 
a room. Then Amyot saw that the figure of Hilary Estanol lay in it, 
locked in sleep. But suddenly he started from that sleep, and Amyot 
heard his voice, as if from an immense distance, cry out: "Fleta, did 
you call me? I am coming-I am coming!" 

And Hilary sprang from his bed and hastily began to dress . 
. " She has failed," said Ivan mournfully. "Poor child, she must carry 

her burden yet further." The darkness~closed in round them; the lights 
and shadows all had died away. 

A faint, fluttering sigh reminded them of the dead Fleta, who lay so 
helplessly. Was life returning to her? Ivan rose and struck a light, 
and bearing a taper in his hand came and stooped over her. Yes, she was 
stirring a little; a faint flickering of her eyelids ended suddenly in their 
opening wide, and her glorious eyes looked straight into Ivan's. The 
vacant, dim glance changed instantly into one of rapt adoration and 
deep delight. Stooping over her he could hear the faint whisper that 
came from· the white lips. 
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'CC Ivan! Ivan! You will help me!" 
He rose, gave the light into Amyot's hand, and passed out through the 

porch into the darkness of the night. Here, he stood still, in the cool 
air, deeply thinking. 

" This then is why she failed just now with Hilary! This then is why 
she failed in her initiation! Not pride, not self-consciousness, not 
anything a mask would hide, but simply because she leans on me 
because she looks on me as a god. Poor child, how bitter must her 
failure have been I The fearless, resolute soul, to face the awful White 
Brotherhood before the time I What can I do? Her suffering must 
yet be bitter; for she spoke truth when she said that with her the time 
for the blossom-life of pleasure is over. It is the hour for the divine 
fruit to shape itself. And neither nature nor super-nature can be stayed 
by any man's hand, nor any spirit's prayer or command." 

His head bowed, his thoughts deeply at work, he went away in the 
darkness and wandered far into the forest. And Fleta, the frail, broken, 
worn-out body of Fleta, lay, after that first moment of joy, in such pain 
and weakness that delirium soon came and blotted out all knowledge 
and all thought. 

CHAPTER XXIII. 

FLETA awoke to consciousness again to find herself lying on the cottage 
floor; her head had slipped from the pillow placed for it and was upon 
the flags. Probably the extreme discomfort of her position had helped 
to rouse her. She tried to lift herself, but found she was too weak. With 
great difficulty she raised her head to the cushion. Then she looked 
round the room, in a dim wonder. Brilliant sunshine came in through 
the small window and the half-open door. The air that reached her was 
soft and pleasant. In a feeble contentment she looked at the sunlight 
playing on the floor. A profound, child-like happiness filled her soul. 
She desired nothing, knew nothing, thought of nothing. But the brain 
refused to remajn inactive; the first stir of its machinery brought to her 
recollection the horrors of the battle-field-dim, confused, unintelligible, 
but horrible. She cried aloud in a strange shrill voice-at first incohe
rently, making no definite sound. Then she called Amyot's name, over 
and over again. But there was no answer; no one came; she was 
alone. She ceased to cry out, and shut her eyes from sheer weak
ness. 

But memory proved too strong for her. The recollection of the last 
awful episode came back to her mind, and instantly she opened her eyes 
to learn the truth. Had it all been a nightmare, that fire, that blood? 
No; it had all been real, for her right arm lay beside her, scorched. 
maimed, blasted, hideous to look on ; and the stain of blood was on it 
and on her dress. This last fact seemed to fill her with horror more 
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than anything else; staring with fixed eyes at the blood, she tried to 
raise herself. It was a long time before she could succeed, and when at 
last she was on her feet it was only to totter to a chair and sink down 
again. The change of position at first brought the fierce overwhelming 
consciousness of weakness, and nothing more. But afterwards it seemed 
to restore her more to herself; in a few moments she had begun to 
realise her position. 

She sat there on a straight wooden cottage chair, against the wall ; 
her figure was half in the sunshine and half in the shade. Who would 
have recognised in this broken, wan-faced, maimed woman the splendid 
young queen ?-she who had been so royal in the consciousness of her 
own inner power. 

She looked down at her disfigured arm. 
" This could not have happened had I not failed in my trial," she 

murmured. 
" Ah! Fleta, poor soul," she murmured, a moment later; "how sick 

and weak thou art. Have you lost the secret of power, of youth, of 
immortality? Is it gone? Is all gone because of that failure?" 

She sat more upright; and seemed as if summoning her own strength; 
the fierce determination on her face took from it all softness, all delicacy. 
No one had ever seen her look like this, even in her most resolute 
moments. It was the face of a soul struggling for life, of a strangled 
thing striving for breath. Then, quickly, the look altered; softened and 
grew stronger, both. She raised herself from her chair and stood 
upright, as if vigour had begun to return to her body. And so it was. 
She moved across the room, slowly, but resolutely, and without wavering. 
She went into the inner room and approached the secret cupboard. And 
now she herself proceeded to mix that draught which Amyot had 
prepared for her and cast away after it was ready. She had no hesita
tion or doubt; she drank it after a long look into it, and some words 
murmured faintly under her breath. 

Courage, fire, vitality came to her from that draught She stood still, 
letting the blood surge up and colour her cheeks and fire her brain. 

" I am alive again," she said to herself; "now I must act I must 
accomplish the purification." 

She looked about her for her peasant's cloak, and presently found it 
thrown upon a chair in the outer room. It was unstained, and when 
put on covered the disorder of her dress. She drew it about her as well 
as she could, not yet being used to have but one arm and hand. There 
was a hood attached to it, and this she drew over her head. As she did 
so something fell out and fluttered to the floor; a paper, folded. She 
stooped to pick it up, and opened it There was nothing inscribed on 
it but a star; no writing of any sort. Fleta trembled a little as she 
looked at it 

" They watch me, then I " she said to herself; "the awful brotherhood 
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watch me. Who has been here? Who has left this? I t was not 
Amyot, for he does not know the sign that bums in its midst. The 
White Brotherhood! Cold abstractions, men no longer!" She began to 
walk to and fro in the narrow cottage-room while she spoke, holding the 
paper before her. "Human no longer! It withers my soul to think of 
them. Yet to become one of them, to be like them, is my only hope. 
Passion, life, humanity, these are the fires of death for me. I have no 
home but in the White Brotherhood." 

She stopped abruptly; folded the paper again and placed it within 
her dress, and seemed to immediately become rapt again in the object 
she had had in view before finding it She stepped towards the porch and 
out beneath the yew-trees. Here she paused a moment, closely scrutin
ising the trunks of the trees one after the other. On one she found 
some marks cut in the bark which appeared to be what she was in search 
of; for after studying them very carefully and murmuring to herself as 
she did so, she hastily walked down the path, into the road, and then 
left it again as soon as possible by striking across some wild land. 
Evidently she knew what direction to follow quite clearly; but as 
evidently she had never trodden the way before. For sometimes she 
was much perplexed to find the crossing over swollen streams, though 
always after much search she reached a place where it was easy to pass 
over. Sometimes she found herself near houses, apparently to her great 
annoyance, for she would make a circuit round to avoid 'them, and then 
return to her direct path. At last she entered the forest, following the 
track of a stream which struck straight into it. It was not easy to 
follow the water-course for the brushwood which grew along its side, 
and overhung it j . but she persevered in keeping close to it, even in its 
windings, so that now it was evidently her guide. 

The afternoon wore away while her long walk lasted. The sun had 
set, and it was grey twilight outside the forest j within its shadow it was 
dark as night. Fleta followed the gleam of the water as it caught rays 
of light here and· tJlere. At last something shone darkly before her like 
a black pearl. She uttered a cry of delight and thankfulness. It was a 
wide deep pool, surrounded closely by forest trees which grew to the 
very edge. But it was large enough to have room to reflect the sky. 
And it was still, as if it were a pool of death. But to Fleta it seemed to 
mean life. She pressed eagerly on till she reached its very brink. Then 
she threw her cloak aside, and after that her dress. Her dress she 
washed in the water wherever it was stained, rubbing it as well as she 
could with her one hand. The effort was useless j and finding it so she 
rolled up the dress and flung it away among the brushwood. She stood 
now like a ghost, in a fine white linen robe which she had worn under 
her riding habit j it was richly bordered at all its edges with needlework. 
The peasant's dress cast off, the figure was that of the young queen 
again, clothed in purple and fine linen. This dress was unstained, as she 
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found to her great pleasure; she took it off and laid it with her cloak, 
and then completely undressed. A moment later, and a gleaming shape 
ftung itself into the deep waters. Her long hair lay spread on the 
surface. Fleta was a remarkable swimmer, one who loved the water i 
and often when living in the Garden House which had been her home 
she spent hours of the summer nights swimming in a lake which was in 
its grounds. But now she had but one arm to use. Yet she was so well 
practised, and so accustomed to the water, that she was able to keep 
herself afloat and guide herself hither and thither i though she could 
not strike out boldly for the midst of the pond nor dive as she would 
have done otherwise. A long time she remained in i when at last she 
returned to the shore there was a smile of strange contentment on her 
face. She wrung out her dripping hair, and dressed herself quickly. 
Drawing her long cloak over the white linen dress she instantly set out 
on her return journey. She walked easily and lightly now, seeming 
impervious to cold, and insensible to the clinging damp of her hair. 

It was nearly midnight when she regained the cottage. 
She looked anxiously at the moon a moment before she entered. 
"It is not too late! " she said. 
Quickly entering, she closed and barred the door behind her. The 

moonlight shed a long direct ray across the room through the small 
window. Fleta threw aside her cloak, and knelt down directly within 
this ray. 
"C~me !" she said aloud. "Come, thou that art myself, I myself, 

my own supreme being. Come, I demand to speak with you that are 
myself, to know the meaning of my life, to know what path to take!" 

The moon-ray appeared to shape itself i Fleta looked tip. A form 
no more materialised than the moonlight, stood over her. It was herself 
-yes, her own face, her own dark hair. Who that has once achieved 
this terrible moment can again be as other men? Fleta looked-yes i 
it was her own face, but how cold, how white, how implacable! Her 
own dark hair, but bright with gleaming roses. Word~ came. 

" Ask me not to speak with you, for you are still iIi the mud of earth 
while I am crowned with flowers." 

Fleta uttered a strange cry, hardly articulate, and then fell forward, 
insensible. She lay a long while like this, directly in the moon-ray, its 
white gleam on her face. Then consciousness came back to her, and 
she began at once to speak, talking with herself. 

,,'How dare I summon that starry spirit which J degraded and dragged 
back from the very door of initiation? No wonder that my own shame 
has prostrated me like this. But I have learned much in this dark hour 
of unconsciousness-yes, Fleta, you have learned, now profit. Chain 
that lofty, flower-crowned part of yourself to the maimed and ignorant 
Fleta of earth! How? By doing her will. She is more heroic. more 
ter{ible, more severe, than any other master could be. I have seen my 
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master's face soften with pity-but this one is implacable. I am bound 
to her from now-I obey her. 

" What was it she showed me? What was it I saw, and heard, and 
learned? That I, Fleta, the Fleta of earth, am not free, and cannot 
enter the gate of the initiates. And till I can do so, she stands· at the 
gate waiting for me, waiting to become one with me-and then her 
crown will be mine. 

" Her crown I At what a cost I To tear the last human feeling from 
my soul 

"Yes, my master, the scales are fallen from my eyes. I know why 
I am desolate, why you have left me utterly alone. I have loved you, 
I have worshipped you, only as a disciple Imay love his master, still it 
has been love, longing, leaning, hunger for your grand presence and 
your fine and spirit-stirring thought. Life had no. savour and no meaning 
without the superb and delicate perfume of your presence to gladden it. 
All this is over. I will yield to it no longer, for I desire it not, neither 
do you desire it. That it bums in my veins still-yes-bums-·makes 
it the more necessary that it shall be conquered. I will be alone hence
forward, and look for no help or comfort save in myself." 

She rose to her feet as she uttered the last words, and drew herself 
up to her full height. Her bearing was erect, as though no weariness or 
sickness had ever befallen her; yet she looked very sadly at the arm 
which hung withered at her side. 

" How weak I was to fear that thing I How is it that I did not have 
more confidence in my own power? Well, be it so; I must bear the 
mark of my cowardice." 

The cottage was still utterly deserted save for herself. It was "ery 
lonely; she had tasted no food for a long time. Yet she seemed in
different to the discomfort and solitude of her position. She walked 
across the room, and in doing so, recognised that she had exhausted all 
her strength in the strange struggles and efforts she had gone through. 
She went to the cupboard and again mixed a vitalizing draught. That 
taken, her power returned; a faint colour came into her face; she 
looked like the Fleta of the palace, the young queen full of strength ; 
only that there was a new intensity in her face, something which greatly 
altered its expression. She returned to the larger room and began to 
pace up and down, thinking very earnestly as she did so. 

U Your Master Ivan-if you must go saving souls save his-you'll 
have to go to hell's door to find him!" She murmured these words of 
Etrenella's over and over again to herse1t: Presently she stood quite 
still, looking through the narrow window at the quiet scene without, 
but not seeing it. She was absorbed in internal questioning. 

"How could I be so blinded as to believe her, that witch, that 
traitress?" she exclaimed aloud at last. "What made me wish to go 
to her? Was I actually· blinded by love? O! how ready I was to 
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brave the terrors of hell's door. Fool 1 to be so readily deceived. 
Insane pride that could prompt we to believe such folly. Of my master 
there is no need to ask pardon, for my mad thoughts could not injure 
him; but I ask pardon of the Divine humanity, the White Brotherhood, 
that I could have dreamed that one who is a part of its divinity could 
fall from that noble place--

" How is it that I have purified my thoughts and heart, so that now I 
see my folly? What have I done to get this light? 

.. I understand. I have begun my work. I have saved Otto 
from himself. But there were two for me to bring with me to the 
gateway. Who is the other? Hilary I He with whom I have failed 
so many times? He whose touch is like death to me from the memories 
of dead loves it brings? Ah 1- Fleta! Yes, you are still in the mud of 
earth. Come, be brave .and go to work 1 The blossom has fallen and 
is decaying; its over-sweet scent sickens and disgusts me. I must look 
for the fruit" 

Her whole manner suddenly changed now. She busied herself in 
coiling up her long hair, and finding her cloak to wrap herself in. Then, 
for the first time during the ordeals she had been passing through, she 
thought of food. She found bread and fruit in the little pantry, and of 
this ate almost hungrily. Then she drew her cloak round her, and 
leaving the cottage, closed the door behind her. 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

WHAT a long and terrible journey was that on which Fleta entered 1 
The horse and cart had gone from the stable; she had no money with 
which to obtain any sort of conveyance. But she had a number of valuable 
rings on her fingers, and round her neck was a string of uncut jewels 
of all kinds, a favourite necklace of hers from its barbaric simplicity. 
She wore it always under her dress in order to carry about with her a 
little locket which held in it some treasured possession of hers. When 
she reached a large village she succeeded in disposing of one of her rings 
for a twentieth of its value, and with the money she purchased a complete 
peasant's costume. Thus dressed, and wrapped in her cloak with its 
hood drawn close over her face, she could walk along the roads without 
exciting much comment. She bought food as she went, for she found her 
strerigt) very insufficient for the task before her; but she could not 
bring herself to sleep or rest beneath any roof, and walked on by night 
as well as by day. She went a long distance out of her course in order 
to avoid the battle field, the scene of her great fault, when her longing to 
find Ivan and the rapt thought of saving him from some great danger, 
had caused her to forget the task she was then engaged in and so sacri
fice the army and the king. It seemed as if she dared not tax her 
strength by passing through the scene of such· associations. At last she 
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reached a large town where there were jewellers to whom she could offer 
the stones of her necklace for sale. They were of great value, being part 
of the crown jewels of her own country. She sold three of these for a 
mere nothing, considering what the jewels were; but it was a fortune to 
her, for it was enough money for her to travel all the rest of the way in 
coach or carriage. She professed to have found the stones on the battle
field, for the jeweller, looking at her peasant's dress and her carefully 
concealed face, seeemed very suspicious of her. Lest his curiosity should 
prompt him to have her watched, she hastily engaged a carriage at the 
nearest inn, and left the town, scarcely pausing to taste food. 

That evening she drove through the city where for one day she had 
reigned as queen, and which she had left triumphantly at the head of 
her army. It was desolated; the shops closed, the streets empty, signs 
of mourning everywhere. Fleta shrank back into her carriage white and 
horror-stricken. This was her work! For a moment it seemed as if 
remorse would sweep over her and prostrate her utterly. But she fought 
the feeling with a fierce courage. 

" I will not regret the past," she cried aloud. "I have to redeem it" 
And now she passed over the road which she had last driven over 

when with Hilary and the young Duchess and that other nameless thing 
she had entered the city. Her blood grew cold at the memory. Why 
had she let Hilary kill that creature of the devil? Surely she could have 
kept it far from her, by her own strength, had she not already begun to 
fall. It must have been so. Her atmosphere must have lost its purity 
before that thing could have approached her so closely; her soul had 
not cognisance of its strength when she could let Hilary be her 
defender. She sat thinking of these strange things and striving to learn 
the meaning of the past They were heavy lessons that she learned in 
these memories, and her face blanched to a more deadly white as she 
thought of them. 

At last she saw the towers and gleaming roofs of her own city, her 
native home. She dismissed her carriage some distance before the gates. 
She wished to enter altogether unobserved. It was dusk, and by 
drawing her hood close over her face she succeeded in passing through 
the streets without attracting any attention, though here she was so well 
known that she feared even her walk and bearing would be recognised. 
She soon reached the long and wide main street, close to the cathedral. 
Here all was bright; it was as gay as ever, perhaps gayer, for all who 
feared war and its terrors and preferred the pleasures of life ha(purried 
here from Otto's city at the first note of disaster. It was thrOl~ged with 
carriages; evidently there was some great excitement on hand. Many 
of the ladies were still shopping; coming from flower shops with 
bouquets, from milliners and jewellers, on all kinds of business intent. 
Fleta knew them nearly all by sight; a faint amusement rose within her 
as she passed on through the crowd, a mere unnoticed peasant How 
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different it used to be when she walked down this street As she 
wandered on, looking hither and thither for the face she wanted, she drew 
near her father's palace and saw at once what was the event of the night. 
The whole palace was illuminated and en flte j evidently there was to 
be a state dinner and a ball afterwards. A thought came quickly into 
Fleta's mind. Hilary would certainly be at the ball j she too would be 
there. Without thought of fatigue, or of distance, she immediately 
turned her steps on to the road leading out of the city to her own dear 
garden house. She had rested so far in the carriage that she could walk 
this distance without any trouble. She found the house, as she expected, 
quite deserted. Oh, how sweet was the familiar fragrant scent of the 
garden! It seemed as though she had passed through a lifetime of 
experience since she had last been here. And so, indeed, she had. It 
made no difference to her that the house was shuttered and barred, for 
she had a secret mode of entrance to her laboratory which she could 
always use. In a few moments she stood within it, and paused awhile 
in the- darkness to enjoy the faint lingering perfume of the incense. A 
sense of power came upon her as she stood here. 

" 0, if I am recovering my lost place I" she exclaimed to herself. " If 
my powers return to me ! But I must not think of this j I must go on 
with my work." 

She easily found her way in the dark, for the place was so perfectly 
familiar. In a few moments she had struck a light, and then she lit the 
large hanging lamp which made the whole room brilliant The empty 
incense- vessel stood beneath it She looked at this a moment longingly, 
then turned away with a sigh. "I may not," she murmured. She quickly 
set herself to the task she had in hand. A large deep cupboard, almost as 
big as a room, was in one of the thick walls. She opened this and 
carried in a light It was all hung with dresses j not ordinary dresses, 
but more such as one sees in the property-room of a theatre, only that 
all of them were of the most rich character except in cases where this 
was contrary to their style. She took out first a white robe, one that she 
had worn when Hilary had come to her at the garden house, and when, 
finding her in the garden, he had thought how like a priestess she 
looked, blinded though he was by love. It was in fact the dress of a 
priestess of an ancient order long since supposed to be dead. 

Before the great mirror in the laboratory she performed a careful 
toilette. All travel stains disappeared, she restored to her skin, by per
fumed Jfters, a delicate freshness, she brushed out her hair, and coiled 
it round her head like a crown. She dressed herself in the white robe, 
and fastened it:at the throat with a very old clasp, which she took from 
a locked casket As she did so a flame leaped into her eyes, a light 
came into her face. " Yes, I am that one again, I have her fire and her 
courage; I am the priestess of the desolate woods, looking to the first 
dawn-ray for my guidance, not to any human intelligence. So be it I 
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am as strong in that personality as in the Princess Fleta's; let me take 
and use the strong courage of that pure nature worship. Let me 
dedicate myself to it anew, but also with a new intelligence. [cannot 
again be taught by the spirits of the air and water, but [ can be as 
indifferent to man as [ was then. Come, with your strength,my past 
self of the solitary woodland altar!" 

So saying, she moved away from the mirror, and, as she went, broke 
into a low, monotonous chant. Monotonous-yes! But how full of 
magic. It made the blood in her own veins grow fiery. 

From the great cupboard she took out another dress; that of the old 
fortune-teller, which she had worn when she first met Hilary. With the 
large cloak and hood she completely concealed her white dress; and 
she masked her face so as only to show her eyes, which looked the :more 
marvellously brilliant when thus isolated. 

CHAPTER XXV. 

Two hours later she presented herself at the door of the palace. The 
dinner was over, and guests were crowding in to the ball. It was not a 
masque, as on the occasion when she wore this dress l'efore; so that she 
had to resort to a more complicated plan of obtaining entrance. 

She knew all the servants who stood at the wide doorway and on the 
great oaken staircase. She chose one out and walked straight up to 
him. 

"Tell the king," she said, " that I wish to speak to him." 
The man looked at the crooked figure of the old gipsy, and laughed. 

"Not to-night," he answered. 
" Yes, to-night," she said, and she looked straight at him with her 

wonderful eyes. The smile faded off his face,. and he answered 
seriously: 

" It is impossible, indeed," he said. " Come in the morning." 
"I wish to go into the ball-room," said Fleta. "I will amuse the 

guests if his Majesty pleases." 
The servant shook his head. 
"Not to-night," he repeated; "the people are too grand." 
"I'll tell them tales of themselves that will make them stare!" 

said Fleta, with a curious laugh that made the servant look _eringly 
at her. . .•• 

"You mustn't stand here," he said, as a new group of guests arrived 
at the door. The old gipsy's red cloak made her a conspicuous figure. 
She curtsied deeply as a tall, handsome lady passed her. 

" You will have your wish, Duchesse," she said in a low voice; "but· 
not as you would like it. Your husband will lose all he has at the cards 
to-night, and stab himself before he leaves the tables." 
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The lady stopped, stared at her with wide-open, horror-struck eyes, 
and then hurried away, speechless and white. 

" Come, you must go," said the servant, rather roughly. "This will 
never do." 

Fleta quickly hurried after the lady she had spoken to, and put her 
band on her dress. 

"If you will help me," she said, " I can help you. You play to-night 
and let me sit near you; and you shall win more than your husband 
loses." 

"Impossible! " said the Duchess. "How can I do it?" 
" Tell the king I would speak with him. I have news of his daughter. 

She is found." 
The Duchess looked at her for a moment; then the terror left her face 

and she burst out laughing. 
"A bad shot, my good woman," she said. "I think I will manage 

without your help to-night" 
Fleta stood back against the wall, silent and amazed. The servant 

again came and said she must go. She drew a ring from her finger and 
held it out to him. 

"Take this to the king," she said, "and tell him its bearer wishes 
to enter the ball-room." 

The servant hesitated, looked at the ring, and was evidently struck by 
its value and beauty. He turned and went up the wide stairway. It 
was quite a quarter of an hour before he returned. Fleta remained 
motionless, where he had left her. 

O. Come," he said, "the king says you are to enter." 
The bent figure of the old, red-cloaked woman went up the ftower

decked staircase and entered among the throng of courtiers and 
splendidly-dressed women. Everybody stared at her; immediately 
they supposed it was some surprise of the king's, to give an added 
amusement to the night. A lady who was standing by him said so, as 
she saw the quaint figure approaching. The king turned hastily. He 
was troubled and anxious to know who it was carried this ring, which 
was his daughter's and had belonged to her mbther . 

.. I understood this was a masque to-night, your Majesty," said Fleta, 
in a very low voice, as she approached him. '0 That is why I wear this 
dress. Let me pass as a fortune-teller and amuse some of your guests. 
Presently I will tell you my errand." 

" As you please," said the King, seeing no better way out of the situ
ation. "You shall have the little gold boudoir and hold your reception 
there." . 

.. Give me back the ring," said Fleta, in the same low voice. He 
hesitated, evidently uncertain what to d~. She put out her left hand 
from under the cloak, and held it towards him as if to take the ring. 
He started violently, and uttered a sort of suppressed cry. It was a 
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hand that no one could mistake, having once seen it ; and he knew the 
rings on the fingers. He dropped the ring he held into the open palm 
of this hand at which he gazed so strangely. Fleta hastily drew it 
under her cloak; she could not understand his manner, and it was 
time to put an end to the situation, which was beginning to attract 
attention. 

In the same moment everything was explained to her. For there, 
on the other side of the Kil.1g, just approaching him, she saw herself, 
beautiful, triumphant, radiant, dressed with the greatest splendour and 
shining with diamonds. Instantly she saw it all, realised everything, 
and marvelled at her recent blindness. This was Adine. 

And the man beside her, the handsomest man in the whole room 
young, tall, with his face alight with love and pride; the man on whom 
Adine leaned, resting the tip of her gloved fingers on his arm? It was 
Hilary Estano!. 

The group of which the king was the centre was standing just at the 
entrance to the ball-room. At this moment some exquisite waltz music 
began, and Fleta saw these two figures pass away down the room, the 
first, and for some moments the only, couple dancing. Together they 
moved marvellously, like shapes in a vision of rythmic movement. Fleta 
looked after them, and then turned quickly away. 

" Myself, and not myself," she thought. But her thoughts were quickly 
stayed by the words she heard around her. 

"What a sight I " said some one close by her. "The Princess always 
seemed to me mad, but I never thought she could do this. Imagine 
her refusing to wear a widow's dress, or even to stay quietly in her 
rooms, just because the king Otto's body has not been found, though 
there are two or three officers here to-night who saw him fall. It 
is disgraceful; I cannot understand how the king allows it." 

"Oh, he never had any influence over her," said some one else. 
" She is a witch, and he is obliged to let her do as she chooses. But 
to flaunt her love affair with Hilary Estanol before everyone's eyes 
at such a time as this is in execrable taste." 

A great deal more was said, but she could not stay to hear it. Some
one was showing her the way into the little gold boudoir. Here she sat 
down alone, thankful for even a moment's peace. She took off lWr 
mask, and, leaning her head on her hand, tried to think. But in a 
moment there was a sound at the door. She hastily put on her mask. 
Two or three court ladies came, one after the other, and then some of 
the courtiers. Everyone went out startled and white. Each had not 
only been alarmed by the gipsy's knowledge, but had received some 
severe words. Presently there was a little pause, some laughter; then 
the doorway opened wide, to show Hilary and Adine standing together 
there. Fleta fixed her eyes on the image of herself, never even glancing 
~t Hilary. The door closed, and Adine advanced into the room alone. 
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She seemed disinclined to do so, and the smile died away from her lips. 
Fleta threw off the mask and cloak and rose to her feet, a terrible 
look on her face. Thus they stood opposite each other for a moment of 
silence. Then Fleta spoke, in a cold, stem voice: 

"You have betrayed my trust, and this masquerade must come to an 
end. I do not need you any longer." 

Adine shivered and turned very pale. 
" I thought you were dead," she said stupidly, as if she could think of 

no other words to say. Fleta flung a look of scorn at her. 
"As if I should die while you live!" she said. "It is enough that 

you have had these days and nights to use my power and name and 
make both dark with. Go, now; it is full time. And you go for ever. 
You will never take my place again. You cannot return to the convent; 
you have no claim there now. Go back to your home with the 
peasants." 

Adine uttered a sharp cry of pain, and staggered back as if struck. 
But she said nothing. All power appeared to have left her . 

.. There is no time to lose," said Fleta after a moment's silence. " You 
have done wrong and I have to make it right. Come, throw aside my 
likeness, throw off that dress, put away the mad follies which have been 
turning your brain and making your soul too great for you !" 

As she spoke Adine stepped back and sank into a chair. A kind of 
stupor seemed upon her, a helplessness. Yet she obeyed Fleta in a 
mechanical way that was piteous, she drew the jewels out of her hair, 
unclasped the' diamonds from her neck; with slow fingers began to 
unfasten the gorgeous dress she wore. Fleta watched her steadily, 
without relaxing her gaze. The strangest thing in the whole scene, could 
there have been anyon-looker to appreciate it, was that the likeness 
between the two grew momently less. As Adine obeyed she seemed 
to alter visibly. She stooped forward so that her stature appeared to 
be lessened; her eyes narrowed and contracted; her mouth lost its 
firmness, and the lower lip took on a droop that changed her whole 
face. No one could have mistaken her now for Fleta, though the shape 
and colouring of the two women was still the same. But from one the 
spirit had gone, while in the other it was stronger. Fleta had never 
l~ked so powerful, so completely herself, as at this moment. All her 
courage and confidence had returned to her in the moment she dis
covered the urgent need of action. 

She approached Adine and stood close to her. "What are you 
doing?" cried out Adine at last, in a voice choked by distress and 
fear. 

" 1 am reading your sins," said Fleta. "I see very plainly that unless 
I can blot those sins out you will have the death of a struggling soul to 
answer for. You I-that are not strong enough to answer for yourself. 
How dared you play with Hilary Estanol? Do you not know that he 
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is a chosen one, not like the other men you meet? Could you not have 
been content with making my name a shame to me and a thing for men 
to laugh at, without tampering with one chosen by the great Brother
hood? You knew he was chosen-you saw him there in the forest 
Traitor I Ingrate I You are capable of nothing but to be a tool-you 
cannot grow a spirit within your vicious body. Go-it is not I who 
condemn you, but the Brotherhood. You have betrayed the trust placed 
in you-you must suffer for it" 

Fleta ceased speaking, and the room was quite still. Adine leaned 
back in her chair and uttered no word. Fleta herself was buried in 
profound thought; she stood like a statue, her eyes fixed on some 
terrible thing which was in reality visible only to her mind. 

Again she saw her own crime acting through the folly of someone 
weaker than herself. "For these wild hours of infatuation," she 
murmured at last, in a kind of whisper, "how much have I to pay I 
Fool I Because the actual image of my master had come before my 

. eyes and blinded them to all else-because I had let that witch pour· 
maddeningly sweet poison into my soul, and make me dream my master 
needed me-only for a little while-only a little while was I mad 
enough to let the dream darken my sight-yet in that time an army is 
crushed, a king is sacrificed, and now it is I myself, that part of me which 
I had impressed on this poor ignorant girl that has forgotten all that is 
good and remembered pleasure only. I have much to do I-and I have 
to do it alone. I have no master now. How is it possible I should have, 
I that have thus sacrificed his confidence? Oh, Fleta, Fleta, be quick to 
learn the horrid lesson, the first that must be conquered. Learn that 
there can never again be for you man or woman to love or lean on 
Quick I not even yourself--only your aspiration I" 

She spoke out loud now, and vehemently. As she uttered the last 
word she went to the door, opened it but an inch, and said to the person 
nearest it that the Princess wished for the king to come to her at once. 
In two or three minutes her father pushed open the door and entered. 
Fleta quickly closed and locked it The king stood amazed, looking in 
silence from one figure to the other. Both were transformed, and the 
situation was inexplicable. 

(To be continued.) 
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THEOSOPHY AND MODERN SOCIALISM. 

BY A SOCIALIST STUDENT OF THEOSOPHY. 

( Conclusion.) 

BUT if it is true that the Socialist movement, in its practical 
o effects, is confined for the present to the material domain, that 

its first victories would be in that domain, and that its present 
supporters for the most part do not look beyond it, I cannot concede 
that there is nothing in Socialism to command the attention of Theo
sophists from higher points of view. The movement to my mind is 
simply part of the great evolutionary current which is bringing back 
the true Golden Age, the age in which Humanityand Divinity, Love 
and Wisdom, will once more be united as they have never been within 
historical times. Economic Socialism I look upon simply as the neces
sary form which precedes, and foreshadows, the substance. The man 
cannot become a complete man until he has first become a complete 
human animal; the divine spark has no temple yet to occupy. Neither 
can society at large in any nation or world become a true spiritualised 
organism until it has first evolved the form necessary for the develop
ment of something like what Mr. Bax has termed a corporate conscious
ness. If the present capitalistic regime, with its seething warrens of 
human misery, will come to be regarded by posterity as Laurence 
Gronlund describes it, as the teething period of society, the next, or 
collectivist rlgime, will doubtless correspond with the school. Its in
dividual members having been run for a generation or two into the 
same educational mould, and class distinctions and antipathies having 
died a natural death (their social and economic roots being destroyed), 
society will acquire the cohesion of a well-ordered family, and the next 
step, under communism, to complete fraternity and solidarity, will be a 
comparatively easy one. It will be for society the zenith of sensual, 
resthetic, and other purely human pleasures, as youth is for the in
dividual. But the potentialities of the higher life will already have 
been realised by many, and all will be growing ripe for self-revelation 
of the higher truths.· I look forward to a time when it will be just as 
exceptional to find an individual destitute of that auto-gnosis which may 
become the instrument of psychic regeneration and development, as it 
is now to find one born both deaf and blind, and thus incapable of 
intellectual development by educational processes. The social com
monwealths of the future will act first as physical and intellectual, then 

• To prevent all misapprehension, the writer wishes to say that he has not himself embraced the 
higher life, and lays no claim to any higher intuition than is possible for those to have who like him
Rlf are living both in the world and of it. 
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as psychical and spiritual, forcing-houses for humanity. I do not mean 
to say that any evolution or revolution of the social structure will change 
the sum total of experiences, painful and pleasurable, for each indivi
dual, but that in the existence or existences which he passes under the 
coming rlgime, the liberties and opportunities for experience of all kinds 
being enormously multiplied, he will be ripened at a much faster rate; 
also that the difference between the average and the extremes of in
dividual conditions will be very much reduced. If I am right in this 
forecast I may truly maintain that Socialism, although itself but part 
of the evolutionary current now prevailing, does and will act as the 
precursor of supra-evolutionary progress, and is calculated to "raise the 
intellectual and instinctive moral standard of the whole community to 
such an extent that all will, in the next generation after the Social 
Revolution, be amenable to the truths of Theosophy." 

Roughly my idea as to materialistic and utilitarian tendencies, is that 
these will, under the social commonwealth, burn tltemselves out. The 
grosser forms of luxury, which have flourished so easily under modem 
capitalistic and ancient slave-owning communities, will be almost 
impossible in a state of society in which idle and parasitical classes 
are abolished. Industry and social equality will not be fruitful soil for 
such vices. On the other hand free scope will be given to the develop
ment of the more social luxuries, and especially to the arts. Great 
reforms will, no doubt, be introduced at an early period in the physical 
education of children, and in the ordinary personal habits of all the 
citizens. These reforms, partly individual, partly collective, in their 
initiation, will of themselves tend to extinguish many of the vicious 
(that is to say anti-natural) impulses of the present generation. But 
vice and sin are, in many respects, merely relative terms to knowledge. 
To whom much is given, from him much will be expected; and there 
may be quite as much evil in one age, in relation to its opportunities, 
as in another. 

I do not assert that the above represents the general view taken by 
Socialist thinkers of the future evolution of Society and its individual 
components. Few care to look so far ahead; nor, indeed, would it be 
profitable or advisable for those who do to utter their ideas broadcast 
among mixed audiences, or to publish them in the militant Socialist 
organs. As Socialists, they address themselves to the mass of their 
average-thinking fellow-citizens, and find it a sufficiently hard task to 
impress the latter with these fundamental economic truths upon the 
acceptation of which the most necessary, immediate, work of the move
ment depends. But I do assert that the chief writers and expounders 
of the different schools of Modern Socialism agree in looking forward 
to future results far transcending the economic domain. No student of 
the question who has attended lectures of the educational class delivered 
by the leaders of the English Socialist groups, or who has acquainted 
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himself with the higher views and aspirations published in the text 
books, and in English, French, or German papers and magazines,- will 
deny this. The economic revolution is, to the more serious thinkers in 
the movement, merely a stepping-stone to the physical, intellectual and 
moral regeneration of man and society. 

An ideal of "Brotherhood" which "begins and ends in physical 
existence," is certainly not a fair description of the Socialists' ideal. 
Indeed, the very words employed carry the refutation of their intended 
application. When we are speaking of persons allied for some 
purely material and either bad or indifferently-moral object, such as the 
construction of a road, the consumption of a dinner, stock exchange 
,. operations," house-breaking, robbery, and swindling, political party 
victories, and the spoils of office, we may call them .. bands," " gangs," 
"syndicates," "groups," or "parties," &c., but we should not think of 
calling them "brotherhoods," unless in the jocular and ironical sense. 
Socialism, on the contrary, like Theosophy and the higher religions, 
creates such bonds of spiritual intimacy between its disciples as demand 
warmer and closer terms, like " brotherhood," "comradeship," and 
" solidarity." Socialism, when completely grasped, rises in the hearts 
of its disciples to the rank of a religion, and thus justifies the half
mystic naturalism of some of its poetry and oratory. Socialists may 
already be said to constitute a great Universal Church, minus dogmas 
and priestcraft-undesirable appendages which, let us hope, we may 
never be cursed with! 

I cannot refrain from quoting here a few sentences from the end of 
the twelfth chapter of Gronlund's "Co-operative Commonwealth," 
which shows how near to the Theosophic knowledge even an agnostic 

• Let me take this opportunity of naming a few short works, pamphlets, and periodicals, treating 
the Socialist question from other aspects besides that of simple economic justice. 

T~xl-Booh, &c. :-
Hyndman and Morns's "Summary of the Principles of Socialism." (Modem Press, 13. Pater

noster Row.) 
GrOnlund's "Co-operative Commonwealth." English Edition, by G. Bernard Shaw. (Modern 

Press.) 
Edward Carpenter's" England's Ideal." (Swan, SOnnenschein &Co.) 
Edward Carpenter's " Towards Democracy." 
Maurice Adams's" Ethics of Social Reform." 
Krapotkin's .. Appeal to the Young." (Modern Press.) 
W. Morris's "Art and Socialism." (Reeves, 185, Fleet StreeL) 

J'n'iodua/s :-
"TIle Commonweal." Weekly. Revolutionary Collectivism and Communism. (Socialist League 

Offices, 13, FBrringdon Road.) 
.. Freedom." Monthly. Communistic-Anarchism. (Leaflet Press, 19, Cursitor Street, Chancery 

Lane.) 
.. To-Day." Monthly. Socialism in general. (Reeves, 185, Fleet Street, E.C.) 
"The Christian SocialisL" Monthly. (Reeves, 185, Fleet Street.) 
"Brotherhood." Monthly. (Reeves, 185, Fleet StreeL) 
" La Revue Socialiste." Monthly. Socialism in general. (8. Malon, 8, Rue des Martyrs, 

Paris.) 
The above are all short and low-priced. 
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Socialist can be carried in his speculations. Discussing the religion of 
the New Order, he says, "The thought of being alive somewhere a 
thousand years hence is so pleasant, and life-bounded by the cradle 
and the grave-so futile, that mankind will probably cling to their belief 
in immortality, possibly reconciling it with their intelligence by setting 
up some distinction between personal identity and the memory of tne 
transitory circumstances of our physical life, and holding that the former 
persists with alternate consciousness and oblivion, as in this life, whilst 
the latter vanishes. The religion of the future is likely, in our opinion, 
to be a form of belief in a Will of the Universe. Our own nature 
suggests this; evolution illustrates it; and all existing forms of thought 
have in common the conception of a Supreme Will as Providence for 
humanity, though not for the individual, entering into vital relations 
with the individual only through humanity as the mediator, and 
commanding the interdependence of mankind. Religion may thus be 
elevated from a narrow personal relation between the individual and 
his maker into a social relation between humanity and its destiny." 

The attitude of Socialism towards the various religions existing in 
different countries, whether orthodox "State" religions, or unorthodox 
or "Dissenting," is one of supreme tolerance. State subvention and 
protection to any form of religion would of course be withdrawn by the 
Social Commonwealth, but religious persecution of any kind would be 
equally conspicuous by its absence. Ecclesiastical corporations would 
probably not be allowed to occupy land or to pursue industries under 
any different conditions than those which were permitted to other 
corporations; but this would be the only form of restriction to which 
religious sects would be subjected. Thus Mormonism and unpopular 
and even charlatanesque creeds might be allowed greater liberty than 
in America or any other" civilized" State under the Old Order. The 
influence of the State under the New Order would be positive rather 
than negative or restrictive. "The Eternal No," would not be heard so 
incessantly as it is now. The sphere of the State would be confined, so 
far as possible, to the administration (or rather regulation -) of the 
business of the country, and the education of the young. The latter 
would, no doubt, include a great deal more than it does at present; the 
physical, <esthetic and moral (in the sense of social) education of the 
children, would be provided for quite as carefully as the purely 
intellectual. At the same time, as the object of such education would 
be to produce, or rather assist Nature in producing, healthy, helpful 
and self-respecting men and women-good citizens of this world-and 
not to instil any doctrines as to past or future existences, or duties 

* The direct administration of the various departments of production, distribution, exchange 
(except with foreign countries),locomotion &c., would probably be left. in a populous country like Great 
Britain, partly in the bands of democratically constituted trade corporations, partly in those of 
provincial, county, and communal administrations. 
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having special reference thereto, it would be purely secular in its 
character. The basis of morality would not be defined either as 
religious . or as utilitarian. Morality itself, or, as some would prefer 
to term it, sociality, would be instilled into the minds and hearts of 
the children very much as in the "well-bred" families of to-day notions 
of honour and "gentlemanly" or "lady-like" conduct are instilled; 
notions and sentiments which probably exercise quite as important 
influences for good or evil on the morals of the present generation, 
among the "upper" or privileged classes, as any religious principles. 
Social honour, social solidarity, and finally human solidarity, would 
replace family honour, " clannishness," and patriotism. Social life would 
replace in importance, without necessarily destroying, family life. 

This social life of the co-operative commonwealth of the future will by 
no means entail the dull uniformity of habits and character which some, 
who have been frightened by the bugbear of equality, imagine. Artificial 
equality is, of course, neither possible nor desirable. The constituent 
elements of the new society, ethnological, religious, intellectual, and 
otherwise, will necessarily remain as varied and unequal-for a 
generation or so, at any rate-as they ara now; but they will be better 
assorted, better synthesized and harmonized. Imperfect types, intellectual 
or psychical, and crude beliefs, will not be crushed out under the New 
Order; but they will simply die a natural death like bed-sores on a 
convalescent patient. The object of Socialists, as distinguished from 
Absolutists and pseudo-Socialists, like Bismarck and some of our 
legislators at home, is to give Nature a free hand, or rather, having 
studied her tendencies, to assist and co-operate with her; that of the 
Absolutists and Authoritarians is either to imprison and" suppress" her, 
or, by way of variety, to put her in harness and lash her forward along a 
road which she had no intention of taking. Some of these Absolutists 
call themselves Revolutionists, but the revolution which they would, 
prepare is one which Nature would resent and revenge herself upon by 
kicking over the traces in a bloody reaction. Such revolutionists are far 
from numerous in the ranks of modem Socialism; when found, they 
generally tum out to be agents provocateurs. 

The genuine Social Revolutionist leaves the dangerous and immoral 
weapons of compUlsion, provocation and suppression to the enemy-the 
weapons he advocates are political and economic liberty and education. 
CompUlsion and suppression he would only apply to the idlers, the 
thieves, the violent, and the dissolute-those ill-favoured products of a 
chaotic and corrupt civilization. These he would coerce only so far as 
necessary for the safety and welfare of the rest. If the Social 
Revolution cannot be effected without violence, that will be, not because 
Socialists try to force the changes they wish to realize upon Society 
before it is ripe for them, but because the class or party in power, in its. 
own selfish determination to suppress them, takes the initiative in violence 
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This leads me to say a few words about Mr. Harbottle's objection that 
we Socialists have such" an innate hatred of domination," coupled with 
the astounding assertion that "we are prepared to substitute for the 
ensting domination of intelligence (the italics are mine), that of mere 
numbers." The latter assertion I hardly care to reply seriously to. 
Anyone who knows how, even in the most democratic countries of the 
present rlgime, like France and America, the poor candidate is 
handicapped, however intelligent, will agree with me that the field of 
popular selection is virtually limited to such intelligence as is coupled 
with wealth. Now such intelligence is not necessarily of the highest 
order-often quite the contrary. Socialists, at any rate, mistrust it very 
much as a " dominating" force in politics. Moreover, Mr. Harbottle is 
perfectly correct in the first part of his statement-Socialists nave "an 
innate hatred" of "domination" of any kind. The only authority which 
they agree to recognise is that of the freely-elected official or adminis
trator during his term of office, or until dismissed. The present direct 
electoral methods, by which one man may be chosen by ten or twenty 
thousand to " represent" them in an assembly several hundred miles off, 
would not be followed. Bourgeois Parliamentarism will die with the 
transitional civilisation which has produced it. The Social Common
wealth will be both an aristocracy and a democracy in the best sense of 
those words-the people will select the best men and women for the 
time being, and according to their own collective judgment, to administer 
their business, and will pay them fairly for their work; but will take 
good care that they do not become their masters. Domination, indeed 
strictly speaking, will be impossible under any ideal Socialist rlgime, 
whether Collectivist or Anarchist. But when from this premise, viz., our 
hatred of domination, Mr. Harbottle argues that no Socialist could 
accept a" spiritual hierarchy," he is quite beside the mark. A spiritualhier
archy, so long as it remains that,and becomesnothingless,cannotpossibly 
become a domination, for it is only submitted to voluntarily, by persons 
who have made up their minds to the divine character of its authority; 
nor is this submission enforced by physical or spiritual threats. A 
papacy is, of course, quite a different thing, but I presume Mr. Harbottle 
does not suggest that Theosophists must subject themselves to such an 
institution. If so, I fear I am still far from becoming a perfect 
Theosophist. For the rest, as I have said already, citizens of the 
Social Commonwealth will be every bit as free to submit themselves to 
whatever spiritual control their consciences dictate, as in the freest of 
the" free countries" of capitalism. 

Of all the movements of the present day to which thinking minds are 
being attracted in large numbers, Socialism is probably that which 
exercises the most educative and expansive effect on the character, both 
moral and intellectual. Of course I am placing Theosophy outside the 
reckoning; it is a study for which very few minds are at present 
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matured. But Socialism, in breaking down the barriers of prejudice 
and of class or intellectual conventionalisms will, in this way, if in no 
other, prepare many for that further revolution in thought, and in the 
aspirations of the soul, which is implied by the term Theosophy. I 
maintain as I have suggested-without attempting to argue it out-that 
Socialism will be found by those who study it impartially to be part, 
if not the most important part for the present, of the general pantheistic 
movement. which will culminate in the regeneration (in the highest 
sense of the word) of humanity at large on this planet. I do not read 
"Light on the Path" in the exclusive and dogmatic sense in which 
Mr. Harbottle construes (as it seems to me) a certain passage in it, 
although there is no book that I have ever read which brings conviction 
of so milch truth to me in so small a material compass. After all no 
faith can be higher than the truth, and if I have succeeded in this very 
imperfect and I fear ill-connected and correlated series of articles, in 
putting others in the way of getting at more of it than they would have 
done otherwise, regarding the relation of Modern Socialism to Theo
sophy, and in dispelling some errors regarding the former, I shall not 
have written them in vain. J. BRAILSI"ORD BRIGHT. 

MISSIONARY FABLES. 
(From the Ceylon" Sarasavisandaresa.") 

THE annexed is an extract from a letter from an esteemed friend of mine in 
America, and I shall be glad if you will give it a corner in your journal, and 
thus show its readers the gross falsehoods which the missionaries publish in 
their country.-Yours fraternally, AGMADP. 

"Last evening Miss D. went to hear a missionary, G. W. Leitch, from 
Ceylon. She came home quite indignant at some statements made-e. g., that 
high caste people were eager to sell their daughters for wives to white 
missionaries-that high caste people alone become converts (or mostly so)
that no serpent was killed because women were supposed to inhabit the lower 
animals when they died, unless they were docile and obedient wives (when they 
might be fortunate enough to be men in the next birth), so if a serpent was 
killed the murderer might be killing his mother. It is nonsensical; the 'poor 
heathen' are held up to us in all the horrors of every conceivable degradation 
ad nauseam. 

" Leitch also made a statement that in the east cocoanuts grow plentifully 
and they would kill anyone in falling on them. So God in his great goodness 
had arranged matters so that the cocoanuts would fall in the night in order that 
the lives of the people might be safe. Query-If God was so careful of the 
lives of his poor heathen could he not have given them a knowledge which 
would save them from all the darkness the missionaries pretend to rescue them 
from? Oh! consistency, thou art a jewel." 

[This is not at all an exaggerated instance of the absurd romancing in which 
returned missionaries are perpetually indulging in Europe and America. The 
truth would be much too tame a story to tell, so they are compelled to elll
bellish it profusely to make it suit the taste of their patrons. If the real state 
of affairs in "heathen" countries were more widely known, and if the miserable 
failure of the foreign missions were once thoroughly realised in Europe, the 
guineas of the pious old women would not flow quite so rapidly into the 
missionary coffers. The miss:onaries call their deity a god of truth, though the 
history which they put before us does not always show him exactly in that 
light; but apparently his followers are allowed a good deal of latitude in the way 
of "travellers' tales," whea the falsehood is told for a holy object !-ED. 
SIIrasavisandaresa. ] 
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DET ACHMENT. 

THE Buddhist doctrine of detachment from all earthly desires as 
a necessary means to the attainment of the eternal state, is to 

.. many otherwise right-thinking minds, a great stumbling block. 
" What!" they argue with what seems to them incontrovertible force, 
"must all the kindly feelings and sweet relationship of life be left 
behind? Is the equanimity of the Yogi an advance on the Christian's 
devoted attachment to his family and friends-the Yogi, who is described 
as regarding • with equal eyes, friends and enemies, kinsmen and aliens, 
yea good and evil men'? If .the higher life you speak of with such 
awe-struck admiration, is only to be reached by such a path, it does 
not appeal to our feelings as a higher life at all! And looking at it 
even from a lower point of view, why were we placed in this world at 
all, and surrounded by all the good things we possess, if we were not to 
accept and enjoy them with loving and thankful hearts?" 

The last question, it must be admitted, could not be put by anyone 
who had studied, even in a partial manner, the elementary truths put 
forward by the Occult Philosophy. It represents a blameless" religious" 
attitude of mind, but so restricted-if only in failing to recognise that 
there are millions to whom the postulated" possession of good things" 
is not applicable-that until the questioner attains a wider horizon, and 
realizes as a ., burning question" the necessity of recognition of the 
homogeneity of life, and the really deep though doubtless unconscious 
selfishness of !tis "loving and thankful heart for the good things Ite 
possesses," no words addressed to him would be likely to "carry 
home." 

But in this paper it is proposed to deal with those higher attractions 
which are truly recognised as the humanizing influences in life If it can 
be shewn that the major premiss is false, the disproof of the minor will 
follow as a logical necessity. 

Humanizing influences they certainly are-the love which the child 
begins by feeling for his kin-the attractions towards responsive souls 
which come to us through life as the solitary drops of nectar in an 
alternately tasteless and bitter cup. It is these things which lift us 
above the mere life of the senses which we share with the animals, 
and which make us truly human. But if these things were destined for 
ever to satisfy the heart of man, he might rightly think that he had 
reached the limit of his tether. Doubtless, there are some to whom the 
earthly loves offer more or less perfect satisfaction-so far they have 
reached their goal-for them the trumpet has not sounded the advance 
--let them enjoy the earthly bliss by all means-they are the dwellers 
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in the plains of content, and they may dwell there for many life-times, 
but some day they will feel impelled to scale the mountains, meantime 
there is no need to darken their lives by anticipation of the deep 
draughts of misery awaiting them in some future life, when their illusive 
bliss has worn itself out, and their souls have begun to develope eyes to 
see. 

Nature is an infinitely slow teacher-if denied satisfaction on one side 
we turn to it on another-the man who has made a total wreck of 
himself so far as the world is concerned, may still find consolation in 
the sympathy of a loved one. It is the old story of trying to satisfy 
the eternal hunger "on the husks that the swine do eat," and many a 
time do we return to the well-known food, before we finally recognise 
its unsatisfying nature. But the deep draughts of misery in the con
tinued failure to achieve satisfaction, even from the sweet human love 
which is certainly the highest embodiment of earthly things, must 
eventually bear its fruit, and the soul will develope eyes to see. 

So far we have only followed the progress of the advancing soul, we 
would now show that such progress must necessarily lead to the detach
ment from all earthly desires. This will best be done by the analysis 
of the process along the ray of one particular quality or virtue. While 
Perfection is a unity in which all noble qualities or virtues are merged 
in one, it must be admitted that the aspirant who attains cannot be 
deficient in any. Let us then take-say courage. 

What man and still less what woman could say with truth that no 
earthly catastrophe could shake the firm equilibrium of their soul? that 
neither bodily torture, nor the evocation of the awful beings of the 
unseen universe, could ever assail their spirit with fear? But courage 
.. in excelsis " will have to be attained by all who tread the upward path 
-by women who, rightly or wrongly, are generally considered to be of a 
more timorous nature-as well as by men. 

Courage is supposed to find its type among the kingdoms of animal 
life, in the Lion. And the men who in these days bear off the palm, as 
being the brave ones of the race, are very closely allied by nature to 
this king of the beasts. But surely the more admirable courage is that 
from which the brutal element. which has a natural love of strife, is more 
or less eliminated-say the Philosopher of studious habits, to whom all 
strife is an abhorrence, but who has the will-power so developed that he 
can nerve himself to do his duty in the face of danger. It only requires 
a further extension of this thought, and we have the martyr who for an 
idea will embrace death. In his case, not only is the love of strife and 
its concomitant hatred of his enemies entirely eliminated, but in their 
place has arisen a Godlike beneficence towards all mankind-his enemies 
included-witness the crippled Epictetus speaking well of his master 
who had tortured and maimed him. Witness the martyred Stephen, 
who saw not the figures of his stoners but only the heavens opening 
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above him, and whose dying words were" Lord, lay not this sin to their 
charge." 

But can it be imagined that lives so lit with the flame of divine fire 
could be dominated by any of the attractions which we know under the 
name of earthly desires? Could they have reached the heights they did 
had not such desires and the satisfactions they lead to been laid aside as 
valueless? 

Epictetus, with godlike fortitude, suffering neither good nor evil fortune 
to disturb the perfect serenity of his soul, and obtaining touch thereby 
of the one Eternal life which lies behind the senses and the brain-evolved 
thoughts of man, and Stephen in glowing language uttering his death_ 
earning speech before the Jewish Synagogue, are alike examples of the 
power that comes when the things of this world-aye the sweetest loves 
in it-have failed to satisfy, and the soul has developed eyes to see the 
hidden glories of the unseen universe. 

And it must be remembered that these lights of saintship (with the 
martyrdom which comes as episode to a few) are but steps in the 
progress. Steps not so very far removed from us because we can 
understand and appreciate the thoughts that lead there and the results 
that are the outcome; but the steps beyond are hidden from our view 
where the last shreds of the tattered Humanity are cast off, and the 
glorified soul blossoms with the attributes of Deity. 

In following the soul's advance it must always be borne in mind that 
no single'mode of stating the question will formulate the whole truth, 
for in the intera~on of the qualities of man's nature, causes are effects 
and effects are causes. It has be.en shown above that in the development 
of true courage the earthly desires must have ceased to operate, but it 
may be stated with still greater force, and with equal truth, that until 
the man has begun to fix his thought on the Eternal, or in other words 
to detach himself from earthly desires, no spark of this true courage 
can shew itself. The brute instincts of man, whose natural field is 
physical strife, may produce prodigies of valour on the mundane plane 
which, however, one glimmer of consciousness on the psychic plane 
might convert into abject fear. But in the sinking of the self, and in 
the steadfast straining towards the Eternal Thought, we have a true 
basis for the construction of a true courage which shall go on conquering 
and to conquer, and which can forge a key to unlock the very gates of 
Hell. 

When stated in this way it would indeed seem that this higher 
courage is different, not merely in degree but in kind, from the courage 
which man shares with the beasts, and that these combative instincts 
of the animal, which are at least noteworthy characteristics of the lower 
courage, are included in the earthly desires and passions, which must, 
at all events, be begun to be put aside, before the Path can be entered 
upon or even recognised 
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This view of courage will probably not meet with ready acceptance 
by numbers who worship the energetic animal courage of man. It is 
only a minority who have developed the capacity to think a subject 
out, and such is the hurry and superficiality of our life that few even 
of these take the trouble to do so. The majority accept with easy 
thoughtlessness, and repeat with glad familiarity, the prejudiced utter
ances of those around them. But truth lives not by the number of her 
votaries I 

If we now turn to Love-that much abused word on this material 
earth-it must be acknowledged that our earthly loves only shine with 
the bright lustre they do, because they obtain some faint reflex of the 
heavenly glory, for it is in the development of our sympathetic nature 
that we reach the highest of the purely human characteristics, and are 
ready to take the next leap upwards towards the divine, and this leap 
must surely be in the direction of more diffused sympathy, until all are 
embraced within its fold. 

It is a fallacy to suppose that love achieves greater concentration by being 
confined in its operation to one nation, or one family, or one individual. 
It is the exclusion of other nations, other families, and other individuals, 
which gives the apparent intensity, and this is accentuated in proportion 
as ltate of those excluded enters the arena True love is a ray of the 
Divine which must be all embracing in its attributes. Any curtailment 
of its sphere is not a concentration but a degradation-a ceasing to 
be what it ought to be in reality, until when the nadir is reached in the 
sordid likings and lusts of the ordinary man-the animal, human 
creature-the Divine ray is almost extinguished, and yet, strange to say, 
the same word love is used to designate these feelings! 

The love and sympathy in which aU shall be embraced is often repre
sented under the term Universal Brotherhood. It has been the object 
aimed at by all high religions, but the term is liable to misinterpretations. 
Equality of physical or mental conditions is an impossibility in a world 
governed by the law of Karma, with its far reaching ramifications. 
This Brotherhood can only exist on the highest plane-the plane of 
pure spirit. Put in religious language it is union in God that has to be 
aimed at-the love and pity of the God within us that has to be 
achieved. 

But it is a degradation of thought for one moment to associate the love 
here spoken of with any of the limited and selfish human loves we know. 
Family affection, friendship, patriotism, all must have been left below 
with the human physical heart and brain of the terrestrial man. On 
these serene heights no ties can be recognised save the tie that binds the 
one to the All. 

Under the symbol of islands separated by the sea, Matthew Arnold 
pictures the isolation of the embodied soul-the following verses of the 
poem breath out the sigh for union. 
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" But when the moon their hollows lights, 
And they are swept by balms of spring, 

And in their glens, on starry nights, 
The nightingales divinely sing ; 

And lovely notes, from shore to shore, 
Across the sounds and channels pour." 

" Oh! then a longing like despair. 
Is to their farthest caverns sent; 

For surely once, they feel, we were 
Parts of a simple continent ; 

Now round us spreads the watery plain, 
Oh might our marges meet again! " 

The words addressed to the mixed multitude who thronged round 
the great moral teacher in Judea nearly nineteen centuries ago, .. If 
thou lovest not thy brother whom thou hast seen, how canst thou love 
God whom thou hast not seen ? ... may with advantage still be used as a 
text in addressing the bigoted sectarians, and the sordid self-seekers 
of to-day; but other words are wanted for the hungerers after the 
spiritual manna, for the seekers of the hidden light. Let us take them 
from the same inspired lips. "If any man cometh unto me, and hateth 
not his own father and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and 
sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple." With 
reservations as to the true interpretation of the word co hate" being what 
modem custom has made it, here is the key note struck again. Sacrifice 
must culminate in renunciation. Until the whole man, with his affections 
and desires has been crucified and laid in the tomb, the resurrection of 
the perfected man-the Christ-cannot take place. Then the island's 
cry of isolation will be stilled, then the soul's deep longing for union will 
be satisfied 

In this paper it has been attempted to shew from an ordinary worldly 
point of view, the reasonableness of the necessity for "detachment," but 
to many minds, the terse statement of irreconcilable difference between 
the path of Karma, and the path of Liberation, given in the II Discourse 
of Buddha," with which I propose to conclude, will appear to deal with 
the matter in a truer, and therefore a more convincing, way. The 
discourse is rendered in English verse by Edwin Arnold. It was an 
answer to a question put by a priest. "Master, which is life's chief 
good? " It is a long quotation, but no short extract would give the full 
meaning. The following is the poem almost" in extenso." 

" Shadows are good when the high sun is flaming, 
From wheresoe'er they fall ; 

Some take their rest beneath the holy Item pie, 
Some by the prison-wall. 
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"The King's gilt palace-roofshuts out the sunsbin" 
So dotb the dyer's sbed ! 

Which is the chief est shade of all these shadows?" 
" They are alike I" one said. 

" So is it," quoth he, "with all shows of living; 
As shadows fall, they fall I 

Rest under, if ye must, but question not 
Which is the best of all 

"Yet, some trees in the forest wave with fragrance 
Of fruit and bloom o'erhead j 

And some are evil. bearing fruitless branches, 
Whence poisonous air is spread. 

"Therefore, though all be false, seek. if ye must, 
Right shelter from life's heat. 

Lo I those do well who toil for wife and child 
Threading the burning street:1 

" Good is it helping kindred! good to dwell 
Blameless and just to all ; 

Good to give alms, with good-will in the heart, 
Albeit the store be small! 

" Good to speak sweet and gentle words, to be 
Merciful. patient, mild; 

To hear the Law, and keep it, leading days 
Innocent, undefiled. 

" These be chief goods-for evil by its like 
Ends not, nor hate by hate j 

By love hate ceaseth ; by well-doing ill ; 
By knowledge life's sad state. 

" But see where soars an eagle ! mark those wings 
Which cleave the blue, cool skies! 

What shadow needeth yon proud Lord of Air 
To shield his fearless eyes? 

.. Rise from this life ; lift upon pinions bold 
Hearts free and great as his; 

The eagle seeks no sbadow, nor the wise 
Greater or lesser bliss I " 

Men must love the truth before they thoroughly believe it.-SOUTH 

Truth is as impossible to be soiled by any outward touch as the sunbeam. 
-MILTON 

People frequently reject great truths, not so much for want of evidence as 
for want of an inclination to search for it-GILPIN. 
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FINGER-POSTS IN THE MIDDLE AGES. 

Tlure is oul ONE final Trill", and I"is Trill" If-Elernal. Tltere leads llurefore 
Oulone 'ilia), 10 ii, and I"is way was, is, and ever wiU oe, lite sallU. 

THIS way has in all ages stood free and open to him, who sought it 
earnestly-and in all ages the unerring guide has stood ready! 
This is a fact well-known to the" True Theosophist." In the 

Yajur Veda it is said:-
II ••• And whoever in this wise understands the parshi * whiclt is in 

the SU1" becometh great and shining as the sun; having crossed the ocean 
of ignorance he reaches the shore and becomes happy; and beside this 
way there is none other by which that shore can be reached." (Ouphek 
'hat Bark'heh Saukt.) 

And in the same Veda it is further written :-
"This parshi which fills the whole world remains thus:-Within 

the heart which lies in the breast, it has its abode." 
Of the units of time which lie between the origin of the Vedas and 

the XVIIth Century, our "waking consciousness" (the illusionary 
product of our reminiscences drawn from the outer world of appearances 
-Stkula Sarira) can form no conception-it can feel of it only the 
dread of the incomprehensible • 

.Nnd yet, from that time the Way has ever been shown in the same 
manner-and I could fill volumes with quotations proving this. But it 
may well be of great interest for enquirers in this domain, to learn how 
the Brothers of the Rosy Cross taught the finding of this Way. 

I will recapitulate their Itlstructions word for word, because they treat 
of the individual phases and appearances through which the " Seeker .. 
has to pass-which .. He who knows" among my readers will at once 
recognise in spite of their allegorical garb and medireval modes of 
expression-and further, because this detailed exposition may give some 
" Light:. " to the "initiated" Freemason. 

The Itlstruc/ioltS date from the year 1675, and begin with a letter of 
warning against the effort to obtain wealth and power by easy ways. 
This letter states that the Brothers R. C. .. impelled by the Spirit of God " 
have already in various languages pointed out the Way-that, however, 
they had been misunderstood by "the Masses," who had fancied that 
they" desired to teach the art of making gold by alchemical means," 
while the secret must be attained in quite another manner and thro' 
the efforts of each individual," and so on. 

Then begins the practical teaching, the" Showing of the Way" :-

• Pars.ti-the image in the pupil of the eye-that ONE Being which appears under the muk of 
innumerable forms. 
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"In medio terrae-or in the centre of the world-lies a mountain which 
is great and small, it is mild and soft and also excessively stony and 
hard, it is near to each one, but by the council of God it becomes in
visible; in that mountain lie hidden the greatest treasures such as the 
whole world could not purchase. 

" It is, however (through the Devil's envy, who allway hindereth God's 
honour and Man's happiness), surrounded and guarded by many fierce 
animals and plundering b:rds, which make the Way dangerous-which 
already is very difficult Therefore, and also because the time is not yet 
come, this Way could be neither sought nor found, which yet must be 
found by those who are worthy, but only through each man's own labour 
and diligence . 

.. To this mountain ye shall go on a night when it is longest and 
darkest and ye shall make yourselves fit and ready thereto by heart
felt prayer-and ye shall ask of no man concerning the Way wherein 
the mountain is to be found or met with, but ye shall follow with con
fidence the Ductor (guide) who will be found with ye and will join 
himself to ye by the way, though ye shall not know him; he will 
bring you to the mountain when all is still and dark. 

" But ye must be prepared with a manly and heroic spirit, so that ye 
recoil not in terror from before that which meets you: yet have ye no 
need therefore of a bodily sword or other weapons-pray only ever and 
earnestly-and repeat after Him the words which He will say unto 
you. 

" Lions also, Dragons and other frightful creatures will arise furiously 
against ye, but have no fear, neither look ye back nor desire to return, 
for your leader (guide) who hath led ye thither will not suffer any 
harm to come to yeo 

" But the treasure is not yet discovered, though of a truth it is near 
unto yeo 

" Soon a great earthquake will follow the wind which will level utterly 
all that the wind had left over. 

" But stand ye not back! 
" After the earthquake will follow a fierce fire, which will utterly con

sume all earthly matter and lay bare the treasure, but ye will not yet 
be able to see it-but after all this and towards morning it will become 
right still and lovely,and soon ye will see the morniltg star arise and the 
red dawn break, and ye will perceive the great treasure." 

" Be ye joyful and comforted, and aye careful-rely not on yourselves, 
but upon your guide . . • .. doing nothing without him and without 
his knowledge; for he will be your guide, if ye desire it of him, and 
he will truly tell ye where our assembly is to be found and will teach 
you concerning our ordering, and will accompany ye until time shall 
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fully reveal all things, and shall take away the kingdom from the Lion 
and alter the course of the world-

"0 happy worthy Brothers in our united U nity--God preserve ye! ' 
E. D. F. O. C. R. senior. 

Thus ran the Instructions:-
The reader will have found the connection with the quotation from 

the Veda; but if not, I will point out that the" Sun" therein referred 
to, as also the" Centro in medi:> terrae" of the Instructions, is to be 
understood in the sense of the microcosmos. 

The" Theosophical Society" has taken up the thread again- at its 
original source, behind the summits covered with eternal snow and the 
moon-lit steppes of Thibet. 

The" Seeker" who seizes this thread finds therewith the same Way 
to Eternal Truth-for" other than this there is no way."! (Veda.) 

The efforts after true Light begin to concentrate themselves in a new 
focus; t Work will unite with Knowledge, whose offspring will be 
Wisdom from the Source of the Ages, might. from the eternal Power
Theosophy. 

But I, too, must lay the tribute of my veneration before that being 
who, glowing with lofty endeavour, holds high the torch and forms the 
Pharos for the trembling barks which, from out of the darkest night, 
steer towards the Light. 

To her I give the greeting of the old Brothers R. C. 
"God preserve thee in our united Unity I " 

KARL - - • 

According to Professor Lauteo .. History of the Rosicrucians," the Rosicrucians depanerl to 
India at the beginning of the XVIII. century. 

The" Blavatsky Lodge of the Theosophical Society." 

FROM A LAMRIM COMPENDIUM, by TZON-KHA-PA. 

Arguments, from the consideration why Buddha's teachings should be ex 
plained on three planes .. i.e., intended alike for the lowest, the mean or middle, 
and the highest capacities, since each man must believe according to his mental 
qualifications. 

I. Men of vulgar capacities must believe, that there is a (personal) God, and a future life, and that 
they shall earn therein the fruits of their work in this, their earthly life., 

a. Those who have an average intellectual capacity, besides admitting the fonner position, must 
know, that every compound thing is perishable, that there is no reality in things; that every sin is 
pain, and that deliverance from pain or bodily existence is bliss. 

3. Those of the highest capacities must know, in addition to the above-enumerated dogmas, that 
from the lowest form to the Supreme Soul, nothing is existent by itself. Neither can it be said that 
it will continue always (eternally) or cease absolutely, but that everything exists bya.dependent or 
casual concatenation. . 

With respect to practice, those of vulgar capacity are content with the exercise of belief (blind 
faith) and the practice of the ten virtues (Ten Commandments). Those of average intellectuality, 
besides believing, by reason endeavour to excel in morality and wisdom. Those of the highest 
capacities, besides the former virtues, will exercise the six transcendental"vinues (practical Occultism) . 
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THE CRUCIFIXION OF MAN . 

.. Prometheus is the impersonated representative of Idea, or of the 
same power as Jove, but contemplated as independent, and not 
immersed in the product, - as law minus the productive 
energy. II -So T. COLERIDGE. 

.. In abstracten wie im konkreten Monismus ist es Gott selbst, der 
als absolutes Subject in den eingeschrii.nkten Subjecten das 
Weltleid triigt, wobei er sich dann auf den Satz berufen kann: 
Valenti non fit injuria." -VON HARTMANN . 

.. I know that I hung on a wind-rocked tree, nine whole nights with 
a spear wounded, and to Odin offereci,-myself to my~-on 
that tree of which no one knows from what root it springs." 

-Odin's Rune-Song, .. EDDA." 

Like Odin, the High One, I, Man
Am offered up on the tree

Sacrificed-
Myself to Myself, 

An Ideal to Myself that Ideal, 
And there hang I yet, windswept 

in the forest of Time; 
And shall hang long reons 

in agony-
Sorrow unspeakable! 

Like Prometheus 
Chained to the rock, 

Sun-pierced on Kavkas, 
The Vulture feeds on my heart, 

Myself gnawing myself 
With sorrow unspeakable. 

I am Jesus the gentle and lowly 
lianging high on Calvary hill, 

Pierced by the spear and the thorn, 
Pierced in the heart and the brain, 
For three long days-three nights-

three reons 
• In sorrow unspeakable. 
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And Odin gazing sun-like 
O'er earth and o'er sea 

said 
.. it will pass" : 

and 
Prometheus shrieked to the Vulture 

.. Ai I Ai I 10 I I am free, 
What art thou? 

The evil Gods they shall pass 
With their deeds, 

And with Zeus the tyrant 
be hurled down the Abyss, 

Stricken by Fate 
Master of Gods and of Men. 

Ai! Ail 

And Jesus the last and the best 
said 

.. Forgive them, they know not their deeds, 
" Lo! Knowledge shall come 

and 
.. The Comforter." 

But all three are one, 
I myself offered a sacrifice even to myself 

Mystery unspeakable; 

Lucerne, J 88 s. 

Ah I when shall the end come! 
Ah, When? 

And the Spirit-the Comforter 
said 

.. True I all these three are one 
But I, God, am that 

One; 
I bear the World-Sorrow

Self conscious in it, 
Woe is mel 

Suffering until the end 
When the World shall return 

Whence it came
down the abyss, 

And I shall be all in all, 
And ye in me 

Where Time and Space are not, 
but 

Where Love is. 
A. J. C. 
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Prometheus, the grandest "Idea" in Grecian Mythology, represents 
the "Nous Agonistes "-the divine part of the human soul-that 
firespark brought down by Prometheus from Heaven-and breathed 
into man-individualized in Man, which slowly-gradually-but surely, 
through and by means of agonizing conflicts with the lower Titanic 
earth nature, raises itself out of the lower material world into the ideal 
-invisible. The lower nature is represented by the tyrannic-arbitrary 
Zeus, the "Nomos" or law of the phenomenal world perceived by the 
senses, Uupiter est tjuodcunque vides). Prometheus, the New or re-born 
Soul, baptized in fire = spirit, is that which is the opposite of Zeus-the 
invisible-the unseen-the noumenal-working in the ideal world, the 
delights of which it is not given to the mere animal human mind to 
conceive. 

This promethean-soul of man come down from heaven can only be 
freed from the earth-chains and the Time-Vulture by the destruction of 
Zeus, (that is, his transformation-transfiguration into the higher form) 
the phenomenal world, and by its elevation to a higher power, that of 
the ideal, the only real. 

Prometheus is mOreover the revolt of the enlightened Soul against all 
false-popular-sacerdotal--established-hierarchical forms of religion, 
those religions which seek for personal salvation, founded on egoism, 
instead of general universal good and the salvation of all sentient 
beings. 

Prometheus is the Grecian form of the Atman of the Vedanta-the 
true ego, set free from incarnations in the masks (persona:) of personality 
and the torture wheel of Necessity and Fate, and admitted into its rest 
and home in the universal-immanent Cosmic Spirit, escaped from the 
sorrows of the world of Creation. : Prometheus is the ideal" Nomos" or 
Law in the soul itself, the "Conscious law-the King of Kings," the 
God .. seated in the heaven of the heart." 

In the Agonies of this" Nous Agonistes "-the birth agonies of the 
race and of each individual there must ever be that Crucifixion of the 
ideal man reoresented by Odin-Prometheus-Christ; but after the 
Cross comes the transfiguration, in which these words of Prometheus are 
fulfilled, 

.. By myriad pangs and woes 
Bound down, ,!Jus shall I 'scape these bonds. " 

Schelling (1st Vol. p. 81) has a fine passage as to the myths of 
Prometheus and Pandora 

"Here (the myth of Pandora) the aspirations of Mankind for higher things are 
represented as the actual cause of human misery. In the words of Hesiod, 
• Epimetheus, befooled by the charms of Pandora, accepted her destructive gifts
gifts of the Immortals-and thereby brought misery and destruction to the human 
race.' And Prometheus, who desired to raise the race, formed by himself to a 
resemblance to the Gods, suffers, chained to the rock, all the sufferings of man since 
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he cherished in his bosom the desire of a higher freedom and knowledge. Here, on 
his rock, he represents, in his own person, the whole human race. The Vulture who 
gnaws his liver, which ever grows again, is an image of that eternal uneasiness and 
restless desire for higher things, which so tortures all mortals.''' 

In the account of the Crucifixion of Jesus, he is represented as 
receiving five wounds; may not these wounds have an esoteric
symbolical meaning? Man's senses by which he perceives the 
phenomenal world are five, and may not these wounds on the cross 
ending in the death of the person (mask of the higher man), signify the 
death of all low, earthly desires having their origin in these five senses, 
and the consequent coming to life in a purer and higher sphere now 
totally inconceivable to us, all our concepts being derived from those 
earth senses? Nailing the feet takes away the power of moving towards 
any object of earth desire, as that of the hands, the organs of acquisi
tion-now, too, generally of greed--derives us of the power of seizing 
the objects of our acqui~itiveness; the wound in the side kills the heart, 
that is all the desires of earth, and wakens us into the 'Nirvana of 
Buddhism. 

The cross itself, to which the whole man was attached, is a wcll
known phallic emblem, representing the strongest form of human-earth 
sensuality; and that is a very symbol on which to crucify the man to 
death. (Vide Editors' Note I, at the end of this article.) 

It is remarkable that in this legend Prometheus is represented as 
crowned with the Agnus-Castus plant (lugos), the leaves of which 
formed the Crown of the Victors in the" Agonia" of the Olympic 
games; Christ in his Victorious Agony was crowned with the thorny 
akanthus. This Agnus-Castus plant was used also in the fete of the 
Thesmophoria, in honour of Demeter-the law-" nomos "-bringer, 
whose priestesses slept on its leaves as encouraging chaste desires. In 
Christian times this custom survived among Nuns, who used to drink 
a water distilled from its leaves, and Monks used knives with handles 
made of its wood with the same intention of encouraging chastity. 

Chaucer, in his beautiful poem, "The Flower and the Leaf," makes 
the Queen of the ladies of the leaf-those consecrated to spiritual love 
-carry branches of Agnus-Castus in her hand, and singing: 

" Suse Ie foyle, devers moi-
Man joly cuer est endormy." 

Her heart was asleep to earth, but entranced in Heaven. 

If it should be thought impious to attribute the expression of sorrow 
to the divine Being, it may be remarked that the Kabbala records an 
old tradition relating to the Schechinah (the female-mother-brooding 
element in God) in which she utters the following complaint for the evil 
in the world, and for the separation of the primal united dual elements 
in humanity. 

"Woe to me, I have driven away my children, and woe unto the children that they 
have been driven from the table of their Father." -See" Sympneumala." 
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And did not Jesus, the Christ-the divine Man-an incarnation of 
the Spirit and type of the next phase of human evolution, cry out in 
the bitterness of his agony, "Father, why hast thou forsaken me?" 
(Vide Editors' Notes that follow, Note 2.) 

Inspired Mr. Pulsford, in his work" Morgenrothe," which contains so 
many intimations of the new epoch of the coming Golden Age, says :-

" God having clothed Himself with the sorrows of creation, it must come to pass 
that the whole creation shall be filled and clothed with His glory. None of the 
present anomalies of creation will survive under this glory. It is not enough to say 
He suffers with us ; we are taught rather to say that 'we suffer with Him.'* He is 
suffering at any rate, so long as any creature suffers. To bear the sufferings of all 
that suffer is a Love-necessity with Him. He cannot deliver Himself from bearing 
griefs and carrying sorrows, so long as there are any to be bome or carried by his 
sons and daughters. The First Cause must be present in all effects j not as one 
looking on, but as One within, bearing all." -" MorgenrolM," p. 110. 

"The vanity, strife and misery of disordered nature have long afflicted us; but the 
glory of God's perfect goodness is about to be revealed in the New order of Man, and 
of Nature." -" MorgenrolM," p. III. 

" Like Prometheus bound to a rock the impersonal Spirit is chained to a personality 
until the consciousness of his herculean power awakes in him, and bursting his chain 
he becomes again free." -" Magic," by DR. HARTMANN. 

" Der ztherische Hauch der Gotter, der Funk des Prometheus isl, nach den altesten 
My then, Princip des hohem Lebens im Menschen." -SCHELLING, 1st Band, p. 78. 

That is:-
"The ethereal breath of the Gods-the promethean fire spark is, according to the 

most ancient myths, the principle of the higher life in men." 

EDITORS' NOTES. 
I. This is one of the many semi-esoteric or mystical interpretations 

of the symbolical and allegorical drama, which has been grafted and 
grown upon Christendom in its dead letter sense only-the "dead letter 
that killeth." 

One of the seven esoteric meanings implied in the mystery of Cruci
fixion by the mystic inventors of the system-the original elaboration 
and adoption of which dates back into the night of time and the 
establishment of the MYSTERIES-is discovered in the geometrical 
symbols containing the history of the evolution of man. The Hebrews, 
whose prophet Moses was learned in the Wisdom of Egypt, and who 
adopted their numerical system from the Phcenicians, and later from 
the Gentiles from whom they borrowed most of their Kabalistic 
Mysticism, adapted most ingeniously the Cosmic and anthropological 
symbols of the "heathen" nations to their peculiar secret records. If 

• And why" He" and not IT? Has Deity a sex? Most extraordinary custom even in mono
tbeists-Conceit of Men who minor their male element in their Deity when they do nol degrade 
the Unknown to the ridiculous and the absurd by seeking to address and speak of it as ': Woman ., 
in some cases, as .. male-female," or .. io·ather-Mother," in others, thus making of an Impersonal 
absolute PIlINCIPLK-e. buge HERMAPHRODITE !-{ED.) 
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Christian sacerdotalism has lost the key of it to-day, the early com
pilers of the Christian Mysteries were well versed in Esoteric philosophy, 
and used it dexterously. Thus they took the word auk (one of 
the Hebrew word forms for MAN) and used it in conjunction with that of 
Shdndk "lunar year" so mystically connected with the name of Jehovah, 
the supposed "father" of Jesus, and embosomed the mystic idea in an 
astronomical value and formula. 

The original idea of "Man Crucified" in Space belongs certainly to 
the ancient Hindus, and Muir shows it in his" Hindu Pantheon" in the 
engraving that represents Wittoba-a form of Vishnu. Plato adopted 
it in his decussated Cross in Space, the X, "the Second God who im
pressed himself on the Universe in the form of the Cross"; Krishna 
is likewise shown "crucified." (See Dr. Lundy's Monumental 
Christianity, fig. 72.) Again it is repeated in the Old Testament in the 
queer injunction of crucifying men before the Lord, the Sun-which is 
no prophecy at all, but has a direct phallic significance. Says § II. of 
the most suggestive work on the Kabalistic meanings now extant
"The Hebrew-Egyptian Mystery":-

" In symbol, the nails of the cross have for the shape of the heads 
thereof a solid· pyramid, and a. tapering square obeliscal shaft, or phallic 
emblem, for the nail. Taking the position of the three nails in the 
Man's extremities and on the cross, they form or mark a triangle in 
shape, one nail being at each corner of the triangle. The wounds or 
stigmata, in the extremities are necessarily four, designative of the 
square. • .• The three nails with the tkree wounds are in number 6, 
which denotes the 6 faces of the cube unfolded (which make the cross or 
man-form, or 7, counting three horizontal and four vertical bars) on 
which the man is placed; and this in turn points to the circular 
measure transferred on to the edges of the cube. The one wound of 
the feet separates into two when the feet are separated, making three 
together for all, and four wken separated, or 7 in all-another most holy 
(and with tlu Jews) feminine base number." 

Thus, while the phallic or sexual meaning of the" Crucifixion Nails" 
is proven by the geometrical and numerical reading, its mystical meaning 
is indicated by the short remarks upon it, as given above in its 
connection with, and bearing upon, Prometheus. He is another victim, 
for he is crucified on the Cross of Love, on the rock of human passions, 
a sacrifice to his devotion to the cause of the spiritual element in 
Humanity. 

2. The now dogmatically accepted words, so dramatic for being 
uttered at the crucial hour, are of a later date than generally supposed. 
Verse 46 in the xxviith chapter of Matthew stands now distorted by 
the unscrupulous editors of the Greek texts of the Evangel. Elz~ EII~ 
Lama Sabachtani-never meant "My God, my God, why hast Thou 
forsaken me?" but meant, indeed, originally, the reverse. They are the 
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Sacramental words used at the final initiation in old Egypt, as else
where, during the Mystery of the puttiltg to deatlt of Cltrestos in tlte 
mortal body with its animal passions, and the resurrection of the 
Spiritual Man as an enlightened Christos in a frame now purified (the 
II second birth" of Paul, the "twice-born" or the Initiates of the 
Brahmans, etc., etc.) These words were addressed to the Initiate's 
"Higher Self" the Divine Spirit in him (let it be called Christ, Buddha, 
Chrishna, or by whate\'er name), at the moment when the rays of the 
morning Sun poured forth on the entranced body of the candidate and 
were supposed to recall him to life, or his 1leW rebirtlt. They were ad
dressed to the Spiritual Sun witltilt, not to a Sun witltout, and ought to 
read, had they not been distorted for dogmatic purposes: 

"My GOD, MY GOD HOW THOU DOST GLORIFY ME!" 

This is well proven now in the work above quoted. Says the 
author:-

II Of course our versions are taken from the original.Greek MSS. (the 
reason why we have no original Hebrew Manuscripts concerning these 
occurrences being, because the enigmas in Hebrew would betray them
selves on comparison with the sources of their derivation, the Old 
Testament). . Th<; Greek Manuscripts, without exception, give these 
words as-

'HA.' 'lD..' "M.p4 ua.{Ja.X8a.vl. 

"They are Hebrew words, rendered into the Greek, and in Hebrew 
are as follows :-

: '.:1-.nn:nl1 iTO~ ~N ,~ 

.... or • My God, my God, why has Thou forsaken me?' as their 
proper translation .... Such is the interpretation given of them in the 
Scripture. Now the words will not bear this interpretation and it is a 
false renfieri1lg. The true meaning is ...• • My God, my God, how 
thou dost glor"ify me!' But even more. for while lama is why, or how, 
as a verbal, it connects the idea of to dazzle, or adverbially, it could run 
'ltow dazzlingly' and so on. To the unwary reader this interpretation 
is enforced and made to answer, as it were, to the fulfilment of a 
prophetic utterance, by a marginal reference to the first verse of the 
fwmly-secolld Psalm, which reads (in Hebrew):-

: 'r .n:nl1 iTr:b '~N "N 
as to which the reference is correct, and the interpretation sound and 
good, bitt with an utterly different word. The words are:-

Elt~ Elt~ lamah azabvtha-ni 
(and not) Elt~ Eli, Lama Sabaclttltani. 

No wit of man, however scholarly, ~an save this passage from falseness 
of rmderitlg on its face; and as such, it becomes a most terrible blow 
upon the proper first-face sacredness of the recital."-(" Hebrew Egyptian 
Mystery," p. 300.) 
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But no blow is strong enough to kill out the viper of blind faith, 
cowardly reverence for established beliefs and custom, and that selfish, 
conceited element in civilized man which makes him prefer a lie that is 
his own to a universal truth, the common property of all-the inferio, 
,aces of the" heathen" included. 

Let the reader who doubts the statement consult the Hebrew originals 
before he denies. Let him tum to some most suggestive Egyptian bas 
reliefs. One especially from the temple of Philoe, represents a scene of 
illitiation. Two Gods-Hierophants, one with the head of a hawk (the 
Sun), the other ibu-headed (Mercury, Thoth, the god of Wisdom and 
secret learning, the assessor of Osiris-Sun), are standing over the body 
of a candidate just initiated. They are in the act of pouring on his 
head a double stream of water (the water of life and new birtk), which 
stream is interlaced in the shape of a cross and full of small ansated 
crosses. This is allegorical of the awakening of the candidate (now an 
Initiate) when the beams of the morning sun (Osiris) strike the crown 
of his head (ku entranced body being- placed tkree days earlier on its 
wooden tau, so as to ,eceive tke rays). Then appeared the Hierophants
Initiators and the sacramental words were pronounced, visibly, to the 
Sun-Osiris, addressed in reality to the Spirit Sun within, enlightening 
the newly-born man. Let the reader meditate on the connection of the 
Sun with the Cross in both its generative and spiritually regenerative 
capacities-from the highest antiquity. Let him examine the tomb of 
Beit-Oualy, in the reign of Ramses II., and find on it the crosses in 
every shape and position. Again, the same on the throne of that 
sovereign, and finally on a fragment from the Hall of the ancestors of 
Totmes III., preserved in the National Library of Paris, and which 
represents the adoration of Bakhan-Alenre. 

In this extraordinary sculpture and painting one sees the disc of the 
Sun beaming upon an ansated cross placed upon a cross of which those 
of the Calvary were perfect COpieil. The ancient papyri mention these 
as the" hard couches of those who were in (spiritual) travail, the act 
of giving-·birtk to tkemselves." A quantity of such cruciform" couches" 
on which the candidate, thrown into a dead trance at the end of his 
supreme initiation, was placed and secured, were found in the under
ground halls of the Egyptian temples after their destruction. The 
worthy, ignorant Fathers of the Cyril and Theophilus types used them 
freely, believing they had been brought and concealed there by some 
new converts. Alone Origen, and after him Clemens Alexandrinus, and 
other ex-initiates, knew better. But tkey preferred to keep silent. 

The Occultist, however, ought to ever bear in mind the words said by 
Ammian, that if" Truth is violated by falsehood," it may be and is 
" equally outrag-ed by silence." 
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----
THE BATTLE OF BELIEF. 

This is the heading of Mr. Gladstone's paper in the Nineteentlt Century 
Re'1iew of this month, which he devotes to criticising and attempting to refute 
the arguments of Mrs. Humphry Ward on Christianity in her new book called 
" Robert Elsmere," and which has made such a sensation in the world and in 
the Church that it has already reached a fourth edition. Mr. Gladstone admits 
that the aim of Mrs. Ward (in her hero Robert Elsmere, a noble clergyman) is 
to preserve intact tke moral a1ld spiritual results 01 Cltristianity. 

But Mr. Gladstone maintains that that is not enough alone, without the 
Homoousian dogma ,or creed is also accepted, which requires the World to 
believe that Jesus is truly God. 

The battle between Mr. Gladstone and Robert Elsmere is one of Authonty 
versus Reason: Romanism, versus Protestantism: Orthodoxy, versus 
Heterodoxy: The Church, versus The Scriptures: The Letter, versus The Spirit. 
Mr. Gladstone comes forward as the Advocate for the supremacy of Authority, 
Romanism, of Orthodoxy, of the Church and of the Letter, in opposition to 
Robert Elsmere who advocates the supremacy of Reason, Protestantism, 
Heterodoxy, the Scriptures and the Spirit. 

But the proper arena for such a gigantic battle as this, which affects the 
belief of all men in Europe and America equally alike, is the pulpit of the 
Church. For the issue which is raised by both parties is the same, viz., the 
great question which Pilate asked of Jesus, in the Judgment Hall of Jerusalem, 
.. What is truth?" which the world is still waiting to hear answered. 

The parties on both sides profess to be anxious for the glory of God alone, 
and for the triumph of what is good, pnre, and true. 

And Cardinal Wiseman has said that in the history of religions there are two 
great pn·naples in action which combat for supremacy, "Private Judgment and 
Authority." And in this awful duel an arena should be afforded by the. Church 
for the combatants. As it is necessary for the very life of "tlte Clturelt" that 
this warfare should be carried on. 

~Ir. Gladstone has come forward as the Champion of Authority in the 
Nineteentlt Century Review, but we are not all able to obtain admission into 
that Review. Yet, as an ordained minister of the Church of England, to 
preach the truth of Christ Crucified, I ought to have a right to be heard in the 
pulpits of the National Church. 

And as the brother, in Christ, of the Arch-heretic St. Pau~ I ask the 
rulers of the Church for a pulpit in which to plead as the advocate of 
Reason, and (what is called) Heterodoxy, but which I (w:th St. Paul) maintain 
to be Christianity and Protestantism, as opposed to Romanism. 

" Is there not a Cause?" (I Samuel xvii., 21).) 

REV. T. G. HEADLEY. 

Manor House, Petersham, S. W. 
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THE MYSTERY OF A TURKISH BATH. 
By RITA, Author of "Dame Durden." 

This is one of that class of shilling volumes which have become of late so 
popular under the name of "Thrillers." But the tale told here by Rita stands 
out in several respects from among the general mass of such books. To begin 
with, the English, if conversational, is still good, and neither the characters of the 
story nor their surroundings are exaggerated or overdrawn. 

It is said that Occultism is fashionable at present. This seems strange; for 
"Theosophy"-that form of "Occultism" best known to Londoners, was the 
fashion three seasons ago, and was supposed to have died a natural death before 
restheticism departed this life and was wept over by its devotees. But, 
apparently, Occultism and Theosophy have many lives, or else they never died 
at all; for once more they are in vogue, and everybody talks about those 
mysteries of the unseen world of which they are, as a rule, profoundly ignorant. 
It is a proof of this present taste for all the wonderful things supposed to be 
included under the word occult, that the popular novelists, each in turn, display 
to us what they apprehend of them. 

It must be admitted that the hot room of a 1 urkish Bath would seem at first 
sight a strange place for the opening of a story in which the mystical and 
Theosophical play the principal part. Strange to say too" Rita's" knowledge of 
her subject is accurate as far as it goes, and none of her personages commit any 
of those absurd blunders or indulge in the ridiculous language which for most 
writers represents the" Occult." That" Rita" should give to her public an 
insight into these matters is an excellent augury. Not only is her power over 
her readers sufficient to claim attention, but also she has really studied and 
thought before putting pen to paper. She will, therefore, do real good by her 
work, as she will not only fascinate those who appreciate her story-telling faculty, 
but educate them. 

The interest and curiosity of the reader are aroused by the very first page, 
and one feels sure that the" Bath scenes," must have been studied from life. 
Of course there is a slight tone of persiJIage running through these pages, but 
it would really be very hard to decide whether it is the world in general and its 
self-conceited ignorance that the author is laughing at, or whether it is the 
Mystics and Theosophists whom that same world is pleased to set down as "mad.' 

There is an element of humour too in the tale which saves it from extravagance 
and leaves a pleasant flavour in the reader's mind. 

It would not be fair to the author to reveal her plot, and this precludes any 
discussion of several interesting questions connected with the story. The 
novelette is cordially recommended to anyone who wants to wile away a pleasant 
hour. Moreover the reader will be certainly a degree wiser when rising from 
its perusal than before, for he cannot fail to understand a little better what sort 
of thing this much abused "Theosophy" is. 

ROSES AND THORNS. 
By CHARLES W. HECKETHORN, Author of "Secret Societies,"· and Translator 

of the "Frithiof Saga." 
The interesting part of Mr. Heckethorn's volume is the poem called "The 

Antidote," which treats of the mystic philosophy of Jacob Boehme. Of the 
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rest of the book the less said the better; for the versification is halting and 
unmusical, and completely fails to do justice to the thought. 

Thus, even though out of all systems of philosophy, 

•• Which do perplex the seeker after truth," 

the author gives preference to the theosophy of Jacob Boehme-one of the 
greatest theosophists of past centuries, indeed-this fact only makes us the 
more regret that the author has chosen to write in verse. For he says :-

.. I once thought very highly of gymnosophy, 
Though onlyi n unchastened, ardent youth, 

But now I mean to cling unto theosophy. 
Which makes the road to Heaven straight and smooth ; 

For 'midst the ills of life, what thought so soothing, 
But that, at last, we go back to the Nothing?" (I) 

Passing then straight to Jacob Boehme and leaving aside all questions of 
poetry and expression, it is interesting to note the effect which the study of 
that great Seer has produced on the author's mind. 

Mr. Heckethorn identifies Boehme's "Three First Properties of Nature" 
with the" Three Mothers" of Goethe's Faust. He is quite right, but might 
have added that the idea, and even its form, are much older than Boehme. 
Hermes speaks of the Tres Matres-Light, Heat, and Electricity"-who showed 
to him the mysterious progress of work in Nature; and the "Three Mothers" 
were much talked about by the oldest Rosicrucians, who certainly did not 
derive their knowledge from Boehme. 

Many a student of Nature's mysteries would echo the author's words:

.. How much might quickly be achieved by Science, 
How many a truth-concea\ing veil she'd rend, 

Would she on Behmen's teaching place reliance, 
And boldly to that vantage ground ascend, 

Whence no more" mystery" shall fling defiance 
Against her objects and her labour's end, 

Where she shall find the key, which critics bothers, 
The Devil gave to Faust, to find the Mothers." 

He would cordially agree, too, with the following :-

.. For bodies never die but in appearance, 
For Life is Light's in6everable inherence. 
And since all ens is only light, compacted, . . .. . 
All creatures, plants and stones, the mundane whole, 
Have fire within them, ergo have a soul." 

Further on, the writer expounds tersely enough the "seven" principles much 
talked of in mystic literature, which Boehme gives in a form worth quoting. 

The First, Second and Third "properties" are Matter, Form, and Life, the 
Fourth is Light, or the Soul, then :-

.. As property the third from painful glow, 
Transfigured in the fifth, is light unbound, 

The second's grinding, hissing, groans of woe 
Turn, in the sixth, to soft, harmonious sound, 

Whilst in the seventh, life sct free, does flow 
Into the first one's dark and hellish ground." 

The author has evidently read and, what is more, understood Boehme, which 
is a rare thing in this age of beclouded materialism, and bespeaks a degree of 
mental truthfulness not to be met with in every drawing-room. 

* With the Kabalists, .. the Three Mothers" in Sepher Yezirah are Air, Water and Fire. They 
are EMeS, or 'G:!CNo 
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(torrespont)ence. 
-+-

A PUZZLE IN "ESOTERIC BUDDHISM." 

To tke Editors of LUCIFER. 

SINCE the two Editors repeatedly assert their willingness in their great 
impartiality to publish even "personal remarks" upon themselves (Vitle Luc. 
No.6, p. 432), I avail myself of the opportunity. Having read" Esoteric 
Buddhism" with much interest and general approval of the main drift of its 
teachings, I am anxious, with your kind permission, to formulate an objection 
to some points in Mr. Sinnetts' view of Evolution which have completely 
staggered my friends and myself. They appear to upset once and for all the 
explanation of the origin of man propounded by that popular author. Mr. 
Sinnett has, however, so uniformly expressed his willingness to answer honest 
criticism that I may, perhaps, hope for his assistance in solving this difficulty. 
Meanwhile, despite my favourable bias towards Theosophy, I must, perforce, 
express my conviction that one aspect of the Esoteric Doctrine-SIIpposing of 
course 1!IIzi Mr. Sinnelt is to 6e regartled as absolutely authoritative on tke 
point-is opposed to Science. The point is one of fundamental importance as 
will be readily recognised by all-except, perhaps, by some too . . . . wel~ 
too admiring Theosophists. 

In "Esoteric Buddhism" we are confronted with a general acceptance of 
Darwinism. Physical Man, in particular, is said to have been evolved from 
ape ancestors. 

.. Man. says the Darwinian. UIQS OttCe all ape. Quite true. But the ape known(??) to the Darwinian 
will not change from genemtion to genemtion till the tail disappears and the hands tum into feet and 
so on • . • if we go back far enough we come to a period at which there were no human forms ready 
developed on earth. WAen spirih4a1 _ads. trawllillZ 011 tile earliest or limiest AU.."II /erJe1. ~ 
tAIlS lJegittllillZ I/) ~_ ro""d (the Planetary chain to this globe) tJuir OII'UJartl pun.n ill a fIJIIrld 
cOIItaillillZ lIOIIe ~ul alfitlltZl fonllS pwolled tile itllprowtllmt of tile Aizlust of tAue iIII/) tile -tui"d 
forrtl-llle tII,d lallled nf w:issilfZ link. "-(" Es<!teric ~ddhis~:' stbed. pp, 42-30) 

And again:-
•• The mineml kingdom will no more develop the vegetable kingdom • • • until it receives an 

impulse from without than tile EarlA was die /0 develol..,,11 f1'Otll IIIe ape till it received an impulse 
from without. " Ibid. p. 48. 

The theory here broached is to the effect that the development of the ape 
into man was brought about by the incarnation of Human Egos from the last 
planet in the septenary chain of globes. I may here remark that in referring to 
our supposed animal progenitors as the apes "known" to the Darwinian, Mr. 
Sinnett exceeds in audacity the boldest Evolutionist. For this hypothetical 
creature is not known at all, being conspicuous by its absence from any deposits 
yet explored. This, however, is a minor point. The real indictment to which I 
have been leading up is to follow. 

Weare told that occultists divide the term of Human existence on this planet 
into seven great Race Periods. At the· present time the 5th of these races, the 
Aryan, is in the ascendant, while the 4th IS still represented by teeming 
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populaces. The 3rd is almost extinct. N ow on page 64 of " Esoteric 
Buddhism" we are told regarding the 4th Race men that :-

.. /11 tile Eocme A~ even in its very first part. the grrat cycle of IIIe ItA Race Mm, tile Allanteall, 
IuuI alnady reaclled it, mKllest point." 

Here, then, is a distinct landmark in the Esoteric Chronology pointed out 
to us. Summarizing these data we find ourselves confronted with the following 
propositions : 

(I.) Humanity was developed physically from apes. 
(2.) The 4th Race reached its prime at the commencement of the Eocene Age 

of Geology. 
(3·) The tnru first Races (1st, 2nd, and 3rd) must therefore have antedated 

the Eocene Age by an enormous extent of time, even if we allow a much 
shorter period for their development than for the 4th and 5th. The 1st race, 
in fact, must have preceded the Tertiary Period by several millions of years. 

(4.) This pre-Tertiary 1St Race was therefore derived from a still earlier ape 
stock. 

At this point the fabric of theory collapses. Is it necessary to say that Science 
has been unable to find a trace of an anthropoid ape previous even to tlu relatively 
late Miocene Age 1 Now the Eocene precede the Miocene rocks, and the 1st 
Race, as already shown, must have antedated even the era of the Eocene; it 
must have stretched far back into that dim and distant past when the chalk 
cliffs of the Secondary period were deposited! How then can Mr. Sinnett 
claim his view of Human Evolution as merely" complementary" to Darwin's, 
when he binds himself to a chronology compared with the duration of which 
the Evolutionist one sinks into insignificance? Palaeontologists unanimously 
refuse to admit the existence of the higher apes previous to the Tertiary Period, 
and Darwin would have smiled at the notion. As a matter of fact, only the 
'ur)' lowest mammalians had made their appearance before the Eocene strata 
were formed. This is the view of the Science to which Mr. Sinnett invites us 
to bow with due reverence. Apparently he has been unconsciously nursing a 
viper in his bosom, for the same Science now" turns and strikes him." I ask, 
How THEN WAS THE 1ST RACE EVOLVED FROM APES AEONS OF YEARS BEFORE 
SUCH APES EXISTED? If Mr. Sinnett will kindly return a satisfactory answer to 
this query, he will have largely contributed to relieve the intellectual difficulties 
in the way of-

AN AGNOSTIC STUDENT OF THEOSOPHY. 
April 20th, Aberdeen. 

EDITORS' N OTIt.-The above letter is an arraignment either of the Esoteric 
Doctrine or of its expounders. Now the doctrine itself is unassailable, though 
its expounders may often make mistakes in their presentation of it; parti
cularly when, as in the case of the author of "Esoteric Buddhism," the writer 
was only very partially informed upon the subjects he treats of. 

Leaving the author of "Esoteric Buddhism" to answer the criticism for him
self, one of the editors of LUCIFER, as a person indirectly concerned with the 
production of the said work, begs the privilege of saying a few words upon the 
subjecL It was as a special favour to herself that the teachings contained in Mr. 
Sinnett's volume were first begun; she was the only one of the party concerned 
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with these studies who had received for a series of years instruction in them. 
Therefore no one can know better than herself what was, or was not, meant in 
such or another tenet of this particular doctrine. 

Our correspondent should bear in mind therefore, that: 
(Q.) At the time of the publication of "Esoteric Buddhism" (Budlzism ff 

would be more correct) the available Occult data were comparatively scanty in 
its author's hands. Otherwise, he would not have seemed to derive man from the 
ape-a theory absurd and illlpossible in the sight of the MASTERS. 

(b.) Only a tentative effort was being cautiously made to test the readiness 
of the public to assimilate the elements of Esoteric philosophy. 

For Mr. Sinnett was left largely to his own resources and speculations 
and very naturally followed the bend of his own mind, which, though greatly 
favouring esoteric philosophy, was, nevertheless, decidedly biassed by modern 
science. Consequently, the revelations then broached were purposely designed 
to rather afford a bird's-eye view of the doctrine than to render a detailed 
treatment of any special problem possible. The teachings were not given at 
first with the object of publication. No regular systematic teaching was ever 
contemplated, nor could it be so given to a layman; therefore that teaching 
consisted of detached bits of information in the shape of answers in private 
letters to questions offered upon most varied subjects, on Cosmogony and 
Psychology, Theogony and Anthropology, and so on. Moreover, more queries 
were left without any reply and full explanation refused-as the latter belong 
to the mysteries of Eastern Initiation-than there were problems solved. 
This has, subsequently, proved a very wise policy. It is not at this stage 
of absolute materialism on the one hand, of cautious agnosticism on the other, 
and of fluctuating uncertainty as regards almost every individual speCUlation 
among the most eminent men of Science, that Ike full revelation of the archaic 
scheme of anthropology would be advisable. In the days of Pythagoras the 
heliocentric system was a mystery taught only in the silence and secrecy of the 
inner Temples; and Socrates was put to death for divulging it, under the 
inspiration of his DAIMON. Now-a-day, the revealers of systems which clash with 
religion or science are not put to physical death, but they are slowly tortured 
to their dying hour with open calumny and secret persecutions, when ridicule 
proves to be of no avail. Thus, a full statement of even an abridged and hardly 
defined "Esoteric Budhism" would do more harm than good. Only ~er/Qin 
portions of it can be given, and they will be given very soon. 

Nevertheless, as our critic readily admits, all these difficulties notwithstanding, 
Mr. Sinnett has produ(;ed a most interesting and valuable work. That, in his 
too exaggerated respect and admiration for modern science, he seems to have 
somewhat materialized the teachings is what every metaphysician will admit. 

* Budkism would mean .. \Visdom; from Budha ., a sage," .. a wise man," and the i .. "ralive 
'lJtr6 .. BIltJllyadh7oaR" .. Know," and Buddhism is the religions philosophy of Gautama. the Buddha.. 
As Dr. H. H. Wilson very truly remarks in his translation of Vishnu Purana, .. Much erroneous 
speculation has originated in confounding Budha, the son of Soma (the Moon) and the regent of 
the planet Mercury-' he who knows' 'the intelligent;-with Buddha, any deified (?) mortal, or 'he 
by whom truth is known; or as individually applicable, liautama or Sakya, Son of the Raja 
Suddho-dana. The two characters have nothing in common; and the names are identical, only 
when oneor other 5 misspell." .. Budhism" has precededlluddltis", by long ages and is pre-Vedic. 
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But it is also true, that the writer of "Esoteric Buddhism" would be the last man 
to claim any more" authoritative character" for his book, than what is given to it 
by the few verbatim quotations from the teachings of a Master, more particularly 
when treating of such moot questions as that of Evolution. The point on 
which his critic lays such stress-the incompatibility of the statements made in 
his work as to the origin of Man on this planet-certainly invalidates Mr. 
Sinnett's attempted reconciliation (if it is such) of the Darwinian and Esoteric 
Schemes of human evolution. But at this every true Theosophist, who expects 
no recognition of the truths he believes in at present, but feels sure of their 
subsequent triumph at a future day, can only rejoice. Scientific theories or 
rather t"onjulures are really too materialistic to be reconciled with "Esoteric 
BudhisHl." 

As the whole problem, however, is one of great complexity it would be out 
of the question to do any justice to it in the space of a brief note. The 
" Budhism" of the archaic, prehistoric ages is not a subject that can be 
disposed of in a single little volume. Suffice it to say that the larger portion of 
the coming "Secret Doctrine" is devoted to the elucidation of the true esoteric 
views as to Man's origin and social development-hardly mentioned in 
Esoten"t" Buddhism. And to this source we must be permitted to refer the 
inquirer. 

PRACTICAL OCCULTISM. 
"In a very interesting article in last month's number entitled 'Practical 

Occultism' it is stated that from the moment a 'Master' begins to teach a 
, chela' he takes on himself all the sins of that chela in connection with the 
occult sciences until the moment when initiation makes the chela a master and 
responsible in his turn. 

"For the Western mind, steeped as it has been for generations in 'Indivi
dualism,' it is very difficult to recognise the justice and consequently the truth 
of this statement, and it is very much to be desired that some further explanation 
should be given for a fact which some few may feel intuitively but for which they 
art! quite unable to give any logical reason." S. E. 

EDITORS' REPLY. The best logical reason for it is the fact that even in 
common daily life, parents, nurses, tutors and instructors are generally held 
responsible for the habits and future ethics of a child. The little unfortunate 
\\Tetch who is trained by his parents to pick pockets in the streets is not 
responsible for the sin, but the effects of it fall heavily on those who have 
impressed on his mind that it was the right thing to do. Let us hope that the 
Western Mind, although being" steeped in Individualism," has not become so 
dulled thereby as not to perceive that there would be neither logic nor justice 
were it otherwise. And if the moulders of the plastic mind of the yet un
reasoning child must be held responsible, in this world of effects, for his sins of 
omission and commission during his childhood and for the effects produced 
by their early training in after life, how much more the "Spiritual Guru"? 
The latter taking the student by the hand leads him into, a~d introduces him 
to a world entirely unknown to the pupil For this world is that of the invisible 
but ever potent C!.USALlTY, the subtle, yet never-breaking thread that is the 
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action, agent and power of Kanna, and Karma itself in the field of dhine 
mind. Once acquainted with this no adept can any longer plead ignorance in 
the event of even an action, good and meritorious in its moh"ve, producing evil 
as its result; since acquaintance with this mysterious realm gives the means to 
the Occultist of foreseeing the two paths opening before every premeditated as 
unpremeditated action, and thus puts him in a position to know with certainty 
what will be the results in one or the other case. So long then, as the pupil 
acts upon this principle, but is too ignorant to be sure of his vision and powers 
of discrimination, is it not natural that it is the guide who should be responsible 
for the sins of him whom he has led into those dangerous regions? 

WHY DO ANIMALS SUFFER? 

Q. Is it possible for me who love the animals to learn how to get more power 
than I have to help them in their sufferings? 

A. Genuine unselfish LOVE combined with WILL, is a " power" in itself. They 
who love animals ought to show that affection in a more efficient way than by 
covering their pets with ribbons and sending them to howl and scratch at the 
prize exhibitions. 

Q. Why do the noblest animals suffer so much at the hands of men? I need 
not enlarge or try to explain this question. Cities are torture places for the 
animals who can be turned to any account for use or amusement by man! and 
these are always the most noble. 

A. In the Sutras, or the Aphorisms of the Karma-pa, a sect which is an offshoot 
of the great Gelukpa (yellow caps) sect in Tibet, and whose name bespeaks 
its tenet!>-"the believers in the efficacy of Karma," (action, or good works)
an Upasaka inquires of his Master, why the fate of the poor animals had so 
changed of late? Never was an animal killed or treated unkindly in the 
vicinity of Buddhist or other temples in China, in days of old, while now, they 
are slaughtered and freely sold at the markets of various cities, etc. The 
answer is suggestive :-

. . . "Lay not nature under the accusation of this unparalleled injustice. 
Do not seek in vain for Karmic effects to explain the cruelty, for the Tenurel 
Cnugnyi (causal connection, Nid4na) shall teach thee none. It is the unwelcome 
advent of the Peling (Christian foreigner), whose three fierce gods refused 
to provide for the protection of the weak and lillie ones (animals), that is 
answerable for the ceaseless and heartrending sufferings of our dumb 
companions." ... 

The answer to the above query is here in a nutshell. It may be useful, if 
once more disagreeable, to some religionists to be told that the blame for this 
universal suffering falls entirely upon our Western religion and early education. 
Every philosophical Eastern system, every religion and sect in antiquity-the 
Brahmanica1, Egyptian, Chinese and finally, the purest as the noblest of all the 
existing systems of ethics, Buddhism-inculcates kindness and protection to 
every living creature, from animal and bird down to the creeping thing and 
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even the reptile. Alone, our Western religion stands in its isolation, as a 
monument of the most gigantic "uma" selfishness ever evolved by human brain, 
without one word in favour of, or for the protection of the poor animal Quite 
the reverse. For theology, underlining a sentence in the Jehovistic chapter of 
" Creation," interprets it as a proof that animals, as all the rest, were created for 
man! Ergo-sport has become one of the nolliesl amusements of the upper 
ten. Hence-poor innocent birds wounded, tortured and killed every autumn 
by the million, allover the Christian countries, for man's recreation. Hence 
also, unkindness, often cold-blooded cruelty, during the youth of horse and 
bullock, brutal indifference to its fate when age has rendered it unfit for work, 
and ingratitude after years of hard labour for, and in the service of man. In 
whatever country the European steps in, there begins the slaughter of the 
animals and their useless decimation. 

" Has the prisoner ever killed for nis pleasure animals?" inquired a Buddhist 
Judge at a border town in China, infected with pious European Churchmen and 
missionaries, of a man accused of having murdered his sister. And having 
been answered in the affirmative, as the prisoner had been a servant in the 
employ of a Russian colone~ "a mighty hunter before the Lord," the Judge 
had no need of any other evidence and the m\l!derer was found "guilty"
justly, as his subsequent confession proved. 

Is Christianity or even the Christian layman to be blamed for it? Neither. 
It is the pernicious system of theology, long centuries of theocracy, and the 
ferocious, ever-increasing selfishness in the Western civilized countries. What 
mn we do? 

LOGICAL DEDUCTIONS. 

Dr. Hartmann uses very poor logic in his "Logical Deductions," (see 
LUCIFER, page 93, issue of April 15th.) He says" a cause can exist without 
producing an effect"; I am no logician, but that is a "self-evident" absurdity. 
Until it has produced an effect, it is not a cause. If he argues in that way, . 
it would be equally true to say that an effect can exist without a cause, for the 
cause may have ceased to exist.as soon as the effect is produced. 

Yours faithfully, 
ALFRED WILSON. 

[The author of "Logical Deductions" being at present in America, he can
not reply. But there is no doubt that the mistake is due rather to his imperfect 
knowledge of English, than to any false idea in his philosophical views. The 
incongruity is too apparent, and must be due to an oversight.-ED.] 

IS THERE NO HOPE? 

I think, after reading the conditions necessary for Occult.study given in the 
April number of LUCIFER, that it would be as well for the readers of this 
magazine to give up all hopes of becoming Occultists. In Britain, except 
inside a monastery, I hardly think it possible that such conditions could ever be 
realised. In my future capacity of medical doctor (if the gods are so benign) 
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the eighth condition would be quite exclusive; this is most unfortunate, as it 
seems to me that the study of Occultism is peculiarly essential for a successful 
practice of the medical profession.· 

I have the following question to ask you, and will be glad to be favoured with 
a reply through the medium of LUCIFER. Is it possible to study Occultism in 
Britain ? 

Before concluding, I feel compelled to inform you that, I admire your 
magazine as a scientific production, and that I really and truly classify it 
along with the "Imitation of Christ" among my text books of religion. 

Yours, 
Marischall College, Aberdeen. DAVID CRICHTON. 
[EDITORs' REPLY.-This is a too pessimistic view to entertain. ·One may 

study with profit the Occult Sciences without rushing into the higher Occultism. 
In the case of our correspondent especially, and in his future capacity of 
medical doctor, "the Occult knowledge of simples and minerals, and the 
curative powers of certain things in Nature, is far more important and useful 
than metaphysical and psychological Occultism or Tkeopluzny. And this he can 
do better by studying and trying to understand Paracelsus and the two Van 
Helmonts, than by assimilating Patanjali and the methods of Taraka Raja Yoga. 

It is possible to study "Occultism n (the Occult sciences or arts is more 
correct) in Britain, as on any other point of the globe; though owing to the 
tremendously adverse conditions created by the intense selfishness that 
prevails in the country, and a magnetism which is repellant to a free manifesta-. 
tion of Spirituality-solitude is the best condition for study. See Editorial in 
this issue.] 

WHO ARE THE EURASIANS? 
As you expressly invite correspondence with regard to subjects connected with 
our work, Theosophy, I b.eg to ask of you WilD are the EuraSIans mentioned 
at p. 147 of LUCIFER for April, and what are their tenets or practices? as I 
never heard of these before and have been consulting all my books on Hindoo 
religions, but cannol find any notice of them, at least under the name of Eurasians. 

Fraternally yours, 
G. OUSELEV, F. T.S. 

[EDITORS' NOTE.-Theyare the Euro(pean)asians, or half Europeans by the 
fathers and Asiatics-Hindus or Mussulmen-on the maternal side. They 
are called Eurasians in India, where they number over 1,000,000, and are also 
referred to as "half-castes," etc. They are Christians, of course, and many of them 
are very intelligen~ cultured and respectable people. .Nevertheless, they are 
as kindly snubbed by the Angl<rIndians as are the "heathen" natives-the 
"niggers" of India-themselves, and more; perhaps because they are the 
living witnesses to the practical and high morality imported into the country 
together with the Gospel of Christ and the 7th commandment of the Decalogue. 
It has to be confessed, however, that the "snubbing n has an excuse. It must 
be rather annoying to the cultured Englishmen, to be continually confronted 
with their incarnated sins.] 

• By .. successful practice" I mean, 5uccessfuilo everybody concerned. 
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LUCIFER 
VOL. III. LONDON, SEPTEMBER 15TH, 1888. No. 13. 

OUR THIRD VOLUME. 

WITH the present number our magazine enters the second year 
of its career, and the torch of our Flame-Bearer is lighting 
the second mile-stone of our progress. The path has been 

devious and difficult-at times, skirting as well the verge of precipices, 
as running over smooth levels; yet, always in the direction of its 
declared objective point. 

It would be the height of folly to say that all readers have been 
equally satisfied: the editor who attempts to cater to every taste, ends 
by satisfying none, least of all himself. We have received protests 
almost as liberally as compliments. We have sometimes thought it would 
be an amusing experiment to send the former letters to the dissident third 
parties, that each might see how the articles they praise excite the ire 
of fellow-readers, and those they condemn are regarded by others as 
most interesting and meritorious. It is one of the stock-situations of 
the dramatist to thus contrive that letters shall fall into the wrong hands. 
But we have not yet heard of the joke being played by an editor, though 
the temptation to do so must be sometimes great. We think it may 
be fairly claimed that LUCIFER has proved itself consistent' to its 
originally declared policy. It has been the reverse of boneless. To the 
extent of its ability it has struck fairly and from the shoulder at the 
obstacles in the way. The aim it set itself was to shed light upon 
questions of deep moment affecting man and the constitution of Society, 
which had become thoroughly obscured. Making no pretence to float a 
single new idea in philosophy, religion, or science, but only to revive and 
popularize the knowledge of the ancients upon these major human 
problems, it has played the part of the interpreter, not that of the 
iconoclast. Absolutely tolerant with respect to -,the several faiths of 
Humanity, its equal endeavour has been to uncover the ruin-encumbered 
universal foundation of religion upon which all rest alike. 

I 
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2 LUCIFER. 

Toward Science its feeling has been and ever shall be reverent, in 
the degree of the right of the latter to homage. At the same time, the 
hatred and antagonism of the Founders of our magazine have been un
qualified against scientific and sectarian dogmatism and intolerance. 
LUCIFER began by waving its torch before the windows of Lambeth Palace, 
not because of any personal feeling against His Grace of Canterbury, 
as an individual, but against the officialism he represents, which is at 
once selfish and un-Christian to the last degree. And so, if LUCIFER 
has sometimes lit with its celestial flame the laboratory fires behind the 
backs of the scientific obscurantists, it was under the inspiration of a 
fervent loyalty to that true scientific research whose axiom of impartiality 
and courageous quest throughout nature was formulated axiomatically 
by Arago in his famous apothegm that outside of pure mathematics the 
~word "impossible" must never be pronounced. 

We have not the vanity to suppose that we have done even a tithe of 
what was possible within the editorial field of our chosen labour. We 
have doubtless in many cases failed to expound our subjects clearly and 

~ exhaustively; perhaps, too, our sins of commission may have been as 
grievous as those of omission. But asking indulgence for all short
comings, we appeal to that inborn love of fair play, which is the boast of 

-our times, to give us credit for good intent and fearless defence of our 
ideals. 

The most mischievous tendency of society is to confound general 
principles with individual merit, and to excuse oneself for disloyalty to 
these ideals on the score of shortcomings in individual representatives of 
those aspirations. In no movement of modern times has this been 
more viciously evident than in that which LUCIFER and its sister maga
zines represent. Frequently the aims and objects of the Theosopbical 
movement have been quite ignored when it was a question of the merit 
or demerit of its conductors. Of course it would be but a waste of time 
to point out the inconsistency of those who would stretch it upon this 
bed of Procrustes, while ready to protest indignantly against the same 
test being applied to religious movements and scientific advancement. 
The immorality or virtue of a theosophical leader no more affects the 
truth of theosophical ideas, than the mendaciousness and dishonesty of 
Francis, Lord Bacon. do the intellectual value of the contents of his opus 
magmlffl. Theosophists are all aware of the fact that the birth and deve
lopment of our Society trace back to alleged hidden springs of influence 
and surveillance. Yet the vitality of such a source neither adds to, nor 

. depreciates in the smallest degree the value of the ideas, principles and 
: facts which have been spread throughout the world within the past fifteen 
years through various literary channels, of which LUCIFER is one. That 
our magazine has not been partial, is shown in the fact that as. occasion 
required we have criticized our own colleagues and co-members. In 

.fact, one ~ of out" editors has not hesitated to censure the policy of 
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the ad illterim conductors of her own magazine, the THEOSOPHIST of 
Madras. 

If she has not held the torch nearer to certain American, French, English, 
German and Hindu members of the Society, it is because the sweet 
spirit of theosophical charity demands that time should be given to these 
weIl-wishers but weak-doers to discover their ignorance and 'cleanse 
themselves of the ferocious selfishness, narrow-mindedness. and conceit 
which have made their playing at "the higher life" an almost comical 
travesty. \Vith time and experience, most of the Pharisaism of our 
worthy coIleagues, the self-appointed censors of contemporary morals, 
will fade out, and they will acquire safer standards by which to judge 
outsiders and especially their own colleagues. 

If there is one thing that LUCIFER proposes to preach and enforce 
throughout the next year, more than any other subject, it is-CHARITY ; 
unrelenting charity toward the shortcomings of one's neighbour, untiring 
charity with regard to the wants of one poorer than oneself. Charity is 
the scope of all theosophical teachings, the synthesis of all and every 
virtue. A person who exercises charity under this dual aspect, cannot 
be a bad man or woman, do what he may. We think with a certain 
philosopher that "it is proper that charity should flow out of a little 
purse, as well as out of a great sack," and with another writer, that one 
ought not to defer his charities till death. For" He who does so is 
rather liberal of another man's substance than his own," says Bacon. 
And how true and great these words of the eminent American poet, 
Joaquin Millar: 

" ALL YOU CAN HOLD IN YOUR COLD DEAD HAND, 
Is WHAT YOU HAVE GIVEN AWAY ..... " 

Apart from this-the future lines of LUCIFER will be but a prolongation 
of those of the Past. We do not wish to persuade a single additional 
subscriber to register himself under any promise of occult teaching that 
is barred by the rules of mystical training. We shall not utter the last 
or even the penultimate word of mystery, nor give. any pocket Vade 
.j~lecum which shall serve as a superterrestrial Bradshaw to excursionists 
in the Astral Light. Whosoever would 

". • • • • trace 
The secrets of that starry race" 

-must travel first along the lines of true Theosophy j and then only 
can he expect to break through the region of Mystery and the Supreme 
Knowledge. 

We stand at the parting of the ways, where the one path leads down 
the acclivity to the dark valley of ignorance, and the other climbs up
ward toward the pure celestial level of being. For us, it is to utter the 
cry of warning and the word of encouragement j he that hath ears to 
hear, let him hear-AND BE WISE. 

1-
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4 LUCIFER. 

THE BARISAL GUNS. 

I T occasionally happens that our knowledge of the finer forces of 
Nature is increased by the researches of sceptical scientists who 
are working on quite another theory. They may be intending to 

prove a purely physical phenomenon, but find themselves confronted by 
a psychical revelation. If open to conviction, they may, like Prof. Hare, 

. Prof. Gregory, Mr. Crookes, Prof. Zollner, Prof. Buchanan, and Mr. 
Wallace, step outside the circle of sciolism and become the brave 
defenders of occult truth; if the contrary, they remain Brewsters, 
Faradays, Carpenters, Huxleys and Tyndalls, that is to say, prejudiced 
adversaries of a spiritual truth for whose comprehension they lack 
aptitude. When, in 1840, Dr. Buchanan was told by Bishop Polk that 
the touching of a brass door-knob gave him a brassy taste in the mouth, 
the stupendous fact of psychometrical law sprang up in his mind, and 
he set to testing experimentally the theory. When :aaron Von 
Reichenbach-until then merely a renowned metallurgical chemist
found that a certain patient in hospital was affected injuriously by lying 
with her head to the east or west, and suffered muscular spasms at the 
approach of a magnet, his great and open mind instantly set to work 
upon a line of research which gave the world his discovery of Odyle. 

Conversely, it has frequently occurred that popular superstitions have 
been uprooted and destroyed upon scientific examination of their basic 
facts. And so, the wise investigator, mindful of both these circumstances, 
will suspend theory and avoid prejudice until he has got at the bottom 
of his SUbject. 

Bacon's rule, we know, was this: "We have set it down as a law to 
ourselves to examine things to the bottom, and not to receive upon 
credit, or reject upon improbabilities, until there hath passed a due 
examination." 

The mystery of what is known as "The BarisAI Guns" offers an 
excellent occasion to exemplify this sound principle. For the benefit of 
distant readers let me explain what are these "guns"; but first as to 
the locality of BarisAI. This is a small town on the western bank of 
the Beeghaye River, one of the numberless smaller channels of the 
sacred Ganges. As the crow flies, it is some 65 miles due north of the 
Bay of Bengal. Like the entire Gangetic Delta, the land about is flat, 
the surface only a few feet above the water level. There are no moun
tains, or even hills, indicated on the map until we come to the ranges to 
the north-cast, which separate Bengal from Burma, and in which the 
place called Cherra Poonjee is distant from Baris~il in a straight line 
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about 195 miles. Due east, the Hill Tipperah district lies over 100 miles 
away from BarisAI, and there is a long and narrow hill bordering Sundeep 
Channel, which rises to the height only of 1,155 feet. The united delta 
of the Ganges and Brahmapootra covers a space of between 50,000 and 
60,000 square miles. These physical features of the country must be 
kept in mind when speculating upon the acoustic phenomenon now to 
be described. 

If the reader will tum to the September (1886) number of the 
Theosophist, he will find, in a note upon my official· tour, the 
following: 

"There occurs at BarisAI one of the most startling and hitherto inexplicable of 
nature'slphenomena: it is called the" BarisAl Gun," and so mentioned in the History of 
Bakargunj District. Suddenly, without any antecedent atmospheric disturbance or 
other noticeable cause, there will come the sharp report of a heavy gun from the 
direction of the Bay of Bengal. Usually, it will be followed by six other reports 
equally loud. The phenomenon is most frequent in the monsoon and after a fall of 
rain, but its cause is a complete puzzle to all j possibly it must be placed within the 
category of astral phenomena produced by elementals, etc." 

This tentative hypothesis was, of course, suggested only after every 
physical theory put forward to account for the explosive sounds had 
been pondered and found wanting. The sounds, as I heard them at 
BarisAI, could only be compared to the booming of a heavy gun. I have 
had some experience, and ought to know a cannon-shot when I hear it 
As I was leaving the hall where I had been lecturing, say at 8.45 p.m., 
the first report occurred-unmistakably a gun-and seemed to come 
from some point within the town limits. I fancied it at first the evening 
gun, until, upon looking at my watch, I saw it was full three-quarters of 
an hour later than the usual time, 8 o'clock. I had scarcely taken a few 
steps before there came a second report, and then successively five more 
at regular intervals, of about the same length. Surprised at this 
cannonade in such a quiet part of the Gangetic Delta, far from the 
sea and with no military cantonments near, I asked what it all meant. 
Then, for the first time in my life, I heard about the BarisAI Gun. Old 
men told me they had heard it from boyhood, and I learned that it 
was familiar to the inhabitants of Dacca, 7S miles to the northward, 
and was not unknown at Chittagong, which lies 100 miles to the east
ward. Among my BarisAI friends were men of splendid education and 
hright intelligence, and with these I discussed the several theories pro
pounded in connection with the sounds. Neither the hydraulic, pneu
matic, seismic, nor electric seemed to meet the facts. What, then? 
Physical, apparently nothing; if the guns were not made by the tide, 
the surf, the crumbling of river banks, the crash of tumbling cliffs, the 
impact of wind in caves or hill-comers, echoes reverberating from 
rocky sounding-boards, the escape of steam-puffs from submarine 
volcanoes, nor were electric detonations resulting from observable 
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causes, then what next hypothesis should be weighed by reason? My 
Barisal friends had stopped just at this point; not caring to trouble 
themselves about a matter which habit had made as vulgarly familiar, 
as the dropping of apples had been to every lounger under English 
apple-trees, until one Newton made it the pivot for the sublimest theory 
ever conceived by a scientific man. One of the most learned of living 
Hindus, one whose name is known to every Orientalist in the \Vestem 
world, once described to me what he had with his own eyes seen Hassan 
Khan Djinni, the famous sorcerer, do: his own watch, locked by himself 
in a cash-box, and that box put inside one or more larger boxes, each 
locked in turn, was instantaneously withdrawn into the juggler's hand, 
unharmed and still running. "Well?" I said, when Dr. R. had finished 
his story. "Well, what? II he rejoined. "What light did that throw 
into your mind about the occult laws of nature and powers in man?" 
" Pon my word, I did not follow it up. It simply seemed something un
accountable." "Sir," said I, "remember Newton's apple, and Franklin's 
kite. If modern Hindus are ignorant of that divine Vidya which was 
once universally appreciated and largely proved experimentally by their 
ancestors, it is because, like you, they are indifferent to the working of 
natural law, and live only for the social interests of the passing moment" 
I have been struck with this trait in connection with the Barisal Gun 
mystery. The weird artillery has from time immemorial been firing its 
challenge to study its cause, and suggesting possible inferences of the 
deepest importance; yet without result. A physician once told me at 
Niagara that he had grown so accustomed to the roar of the falls, he now 
did not hear it unless somebody brought it to his attention; so also the 
Barisal graduates pay so little heed to their mysterious cannonading, that 
the stranger gets conflicting reports from different inhabitants as to the 
number, frequency, and atmospheric concomitants of the guns. One of 
the brightest Hindus I know is Babu Aswini Kumar Datta, of Barisal 
In response to my recent inquiries, he writes: 

"The Baris:11 Guns are a curious phenomenon. I have not yet been able to ascertain 
anything about them. The sounds are very irregular. Sometimes you hear 20 or 2S 
reports continuously; sometimes only 10 or 12. I have often heard the reports in clear 
weather. I never remember to have heard them when it was raining. They are 
neither preceded nor followed, as a rule, by downpours of rain. I heard them often in 
April We don't hear them so often now [letter dated 12th July]. The sounds come 
from the south· west quarter." 0 

Most of the facts above noted are important. It is here seen (a) that 

• I find in the Hindoo Patriot of 9th July the following paragraph :-
.. Regarding the Barisdl Guns Mr. Waller, Magistrate of Khulna, writes :-It may interest those 

whose attention is directed to the subject to know that since the rain began to fall here on Wednesday 
afternoon there have been loud and frequent explosions hearcl of the kind called' BarisAl Guns.' The 
liounds come from the south, and arc heard sometimes by day, but mostly at night. As many as 
six explosions have followed rapidly one afttr the other. The sounds had not been heard for some 
time previously. The sounds resembled most nearly that which would be caused by a large heavy 
plank falling on to the lloor of a large resonant empty building at a considerable distance." 
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there is no uniformity in the number of successive reports; (b) that they 
occur in clear weather as well as rainy; (c) that apparently they are not 
connected with a super-abundance of atmospheric moisture; (d) that 
there is a certain season more favourable to them than another season; 
and (e) that they come from a certain direction. The irregularity of 
the sounds would seem to suggest that they are not due to the .boom 
of surf upon the beach along the Bay of Bengal; their occurrence in 
dry weather, that they are not echoes of distant noises. thrown back 
from the sky, like the roll of thunder; and their greater frequency in 
the monsoon, that they are not persistent volca:nic discharges, even if it 
were possible that any active marine volcano could go one month, let 
alone centuries, without being detected! But why do they seem to come 
from the south-west? There is no mountain-range to the west of 
Barisal, that might reflect sound rippling or rushing towards it from the 
Bay: all is a fiat, alluvial plain. Then, again, it is reported that at 
Kukri Mukri, the most southerly island in the Bakarganj District, the 
sounds seem to come from out at sea, to the southward, and that "they 
are distinct from the noise of breakers or of the tide coming in." The 
natives say" it is the sound of the opening and shutting of Ravan's 
gates in the Island of Lanka" (Ceylon); but in his paper on the 
" Antiquities of Bagirhat" (Journ. As. Soc., Bmg. 1867) Babu Gaurdas 
Bysack says that the popular explanation is that the cannonade is fired 
by aerial hands (of course, he means the elementals-Devatas) in honour 
of Khanja Ali or Khan lahan who was tehsildar of Bagirhat some 400 
years ago. Mr. Beveridge, the Bakarganj historian, thinks the Ravan
gates theory at Kukri Mukri "valuable, because it shows that the sound 
comes from the south." From the south, certainly, but from what 
nucleus or source to the southward? Yet not always from the south: 
sometimes from the north and south-west. As an occultist, I think the 
Ravana theory quite as important as indicating, in connection with the 
Khan 1 ahan theory, the survival of tradition that the Devatas cause the 
guns, and that they are explosions, not in the grosser atmosphere, but 
in the akaz. Since we have nothing better than several physical 
hypotheses, each more inapplicable than the other to the actual facts, I 
think we may venture to put in our vote to, at least, consider the occult 
aspect of the question. 

The occasion for the present essay is the fact that the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal has decided to try and solve the puzzle of the Barisal Gun, 
and that the Honorary Secretary has done me the honour to accept 
the assistance I offered when· I heard that the enquiry was on foot. 
Even before leaving Barisal, in August last, I had arranged with an 
amiable Catholic friar there for a series of daily observations and records 
throughout an entire year, so that we might try to get some light upon 
the phenomenon; but he was unfortunately transferred soon after to 
another station. In connection with the enquiry in question, Lt.-Col. 
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Waterhouse, B. S. c., has issued a valuable and exhaustive pamphlet 
embodying all hitherto-observed facts and theories put forth upon the 
subject of the guns. A map of the Gangetic Delta which accompanies 
it, adds greatly to its value. Among other theories, Mr. Beveridge's 
connecting the sounds with "that curious submarine depression in front 
of J essore and Bakarganj which is known by the name of the ". Swash
of-no-ground,''' may, I think, be set aside unceremoniously. The de
pression, we are told by Commander Carpenter, R.N., of the Marine 
Survey, is caused by the convergence towards this region of all the 
channels through the shoals formed off the mouths of all the rivers of 
the Delta: hence, the theory of the reports being subterraneous explo
sions finding vent and sound through an extinct submarine volcano 
there, is quite untenable. If they invariably came from that spot, the 
thing would have a different look, but at Bagirhat which is due west 
from BarisAI, they are often heard coming from the north, the quarter 
of Fureedpur, whereas at Fureedpur they are heard as if from the 
south. 

It is an undoubted fact that sounds like cannon-shots sometimes 
accompany severe earthquakes. For example, I find in NatuTe for 
June 28th 1888, the following narrative of an earthquake in the same 
month: 

.. A severe shock of earthquake was felt in the Hemo, an island in the Baltic, on 
June 7th .at 7.24 a.m. Houses shook and furniture moved. The shock went in a 
direction north·north·west (N.N.W.) At the Lungo Lighthouse the shock was felt 
at 9-50, and was accompanied by a detonation like that of heavy artillery. Here the 
shock went in a direction N.E. to S.W. The shock was also felt in the town of 
Hemosand." 

So, also, the like detonations are observed in movements of floe-ice. 
Arctic explorers describe the noise of the breaking up of the ice-fields as 
making a series of detonations like the roar of artillery. The same num
ber of NatuTe contains the following paragraph: 

.. Advices from the fishing-village of Kerschkaranza, in the Kola Peninsula, on the 
White Sea, state that on January 5th, a curious and destructive phenomenon occurred 
there. At 4 a.m. the inhabitants were awakened by a peculiar, dull, heavy detonation like 
that of distant artillery. Piled up to a height of several hundred feet, the ice-in conse
quence, no doubt of the enormous pressure of the ocean-ice without-wa~ seen to 
begin moving from the north-west towards the shore. The gigantic ice-waIl moved 
irresistibly forward and soon reached the shore of the village, which it completely 
buried, the ice extending a mile inland. The forward movement of the ice lasted four 
hours. 

This is all definite and void of mystery: in both earthquake and ice
floe we have the sounds of cannon firing imitated, but we know they 
come from these two physical disturbances. But where is the earthquake 
or ice-field that fires the salvo of the BarisAI Guns? Mr. Medlicott, one 
of the observers quoted in Col. Waterhouse's paper, heard the sounds at 
Cherra Punji, which hill-station is, as above noted, some 200 miles north 
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of the Bay of Bengal; and Col. W. suggests that those reports" would 
appear more probably connected with volcanic or seismic agency than 
with any water-borne sounds." Yet we are not in possession of any 
records of the occurrence of earthquakes in that hill-range coincidently 
witle tlte mysterious detonations at Cherra Punji, hence it is quite an 
unwarranted proceeding to put forward the theory of possible seismic 
action to account for them. And do not let us forget that these sounds 
have been familiar to the living generation from their earliest recollec
tions, and are traditionally traced back through four centuries. \Vould 
the learned Colonel \Vaterhouse wish us to adopt the extremely 
unlikely notion that unrecorded and unsuspected seismic convulsions 
have been firing Barisfll Guns at Cherra Punji from time immemorial? 

So, we see, the laws of acoustics seem to suggest no solution of the 
mystery. One obscure fact is highly puzzling, viz. the guns will be heard 
at a given place, but not at places just in its vicinity. Thi~ is noticed at 
BagirMt. And they are more audible there wltm the sky is clear and 
the weatleer fair than in stormy weather. 

Twenty observers give a score of theories, some very foolish. For 
example, one is that the crumbling of the river-banks may make the 
cannonade. Well, I can only say that I have twice made the trip from 
Khulna to Barisfll and return, and once that from Chittagong viti Noak
hali to Barisfll ; have seen the mud banks slump into the water j and 
they made no noise that could be heard at a distance of 100 yards. 
And would anyone have us believe that a crumbling of banks five or 
ten feet high is going on so consecutively and uproariously as to imitate 
the report of a forty-pounder cannon! Let us hope that the systema
tized observations now undertaken by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
with the possible help of Government, and covering both sides of the 
head of the Bay of Bengal, from Belasore to Diamond Island, and the 
whole enclosed area of the Gangetic Delta, may result in a solution of 
the problem. Any reader of this magazine within the territory indicated 
who may be willing to assist, should communicate with the Honorary 
Secretary of the Asiatic Society, 57 Park Street, Calcutta, and apply for 
the printed forms. 

Colonel \Vaterhouse summarizes in his instructive paper the several 
theories of the guns as follows: 

(I.) Tlze breaking of eltormous surf rollers OIl the shores of the upper 
jart of the Bay of Bengal: the sound of this travelli1tg illiand along tlte 
sUrface of the rivers, and to 10llg distances Imder the favourable atmos
pheric co1tditiolls of tlee S. W. monsoon. 

This theory is scientifically insufficient to account for the cannonading 
in even a single place, to say nothing of many places. \Ve have, firstly, 
the irregularity in the reports-sometimes one gun, sometimes seven, 
and again a dozen, twenty, or more. In the monsoon the wind blows 
from a fixed quarter, and if the sonorous waves are travelling tp.ence 
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towards the observer, then they ought-unless it is a case of Echoes-to' 
be heard successively all along the track. We have seen however that 
the guns will be heard at some one locality, but not at others close by.' 
Then the boom of surf is monotonously consecutive; whether loud or 
dull it matters not. It requires a fixed time for the wave to rise and 
dash upon the beach; one may time the rhythm by the watch; and so 
long as the storm lasts and the wind blows from the same quarter, so 
long will the surf-beats follow each other in their rhythmic measure. At 
the moment of writing I hear the surf rolling upon the Adyar beach, a 
half mile away, and not the wildest imagination would note any resem
blance to the eight o'clock gun which just now was fired at Fort St. 
George, four miles away. Now the Barisal Guns I .heard at Barisal 
sounded as if fired a half mile from my point of observation; and though 
I have listened to the surf in various parts of the world, I never heard 
any that resembled a cannon-shot, though some say they have where 
surges were plunging into cavernous cliffs. But no observer has, to my 
recollection, recorded the fact that such marine salvos would resound a 
few times and then suddenly cease, notwithstanding that the swell of 
angry ocean continued and the winds still blew as hard as before from 
the same quarter and in the same direction! 

(II.) The breaking dOWII of the banks of the rlz'ers ill the vicinity of 
places where they are heard. 

Considering that these river-banks are of alluvium and but a few feet 
high, and that their erosion is never known to occur rhythmically, nor 
ever, save when rivers are in flood, this theory may be passed. 

(III.) The firing of bombs or gll1lS 011 the occasion of marriages. 
Bosh! 
(IV.) Subterralleall or sub-aqueous volcallic or seismic agmcies. 
No evidence supports this conjecture. There are no such reports from 

the Marine Survey Department; from navigators-to whom the Bay is 
as familiar, almost, as the streets of their native town or village; nor 

from the swarms of fishermen who are constantly going over the ground. 
Referring to tne supposition of Capt. Stewart that the sounds have some 
connection with the" Swash-of-no-ground," and rejecting as unfounded 
the theory that it is the crater of an extinct volcano/Col. Waterhouse says, 
"it would be most important to have further observations as to the state 
of the sea during the monsoon over this depression, and whether the 
contending currents (in the sea) cause such disturbance as would produce 
explosive sounds loud enough to be heard miles inland." But I would 
ask the learned gentleman what importance attaches to the conflict of 
ocean-currents capable of making such detonations as the Barisal Guns, 
unless the recurrence of the sounds were as continuous and rhythmic as 
the clash of the currents would be. If they-the latter-go on night 
and day the same throughout the monsoon, and the wind blows almost 
constantly from the Swash towards the Delta, then the guns should also 
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be persistent and not intermittent as they are; no two days giving the 
same number of guns nor reports of the same loudness. And, again, in 
what other delta, in any other part of the world, do people hear Barisil.l 
Guns, though the same conditions prevail of mighty rivers entering the 
sea by many channels, and through alluvial plains? If the portions of 
the Gangetic Delta where these sounds have been heard were walled in 
by an amphitheatre of hills of the right conformation to act as rever
berators, one might fancy it worth while to consider the theory that the 
explosions were traceable to the motions of the sea. But, save the low 
range of hills of Arrakan and Akyab to the eastward, and a right angle 
with them formed by the lower ranges of the Himalayas, the physical 
aspect of the Delta is an enormous plain, absolutely flat, with no hills to 
modify, repeat, reflect, or deflect sonorous waves, and intersected by a 
network of streams and water-courses. 

(V.) Atmospheric electricity. 
This theory is ruled out like the others by Col. Waterhouse; and 

very properly, in my humble opinion. We have learnt enough about 
electricity by this time to be sure that it is not going about th~ world 
firing ghostly salvoes in sheer sport. When there are electric detonations, 
we are at no loss to trace them to their source in some atmospheric 
disturbance: for, whatever may be the state of the earth electrically, 
these phenomena require for their development a complementary state of 
the atmosphere. None of the observers report any facts tending to 
show such a connection of opposite polarities in the present instance, 
though two or three offered general theoretical guesses that the guns 
may be an electrical phenomenon. 

Col. Waterhouse sums up the case in the following terms: 

" In the present very imperfect state of our knowledge regarding this mysterious 
phenomenon, it is impossible to form any decided opinion as to its cause, though flOm 
the evidence it would appear that the balance of probability favours the connection of 
the sounds in some way with the sea; the sodden state of the soil, the vapour-laden 
state of the atmosphere, and the direction of the wind being exceptionally favourable 
for the transmission of such sounds, which seem to be heard most frequently at 
times of the year when the sea is at its highest, and the contending influences of the 
river floods against wind and tides strongest. At the same time, some of the evidence 
seems to decidedly negative this theory, and it is quite possible that more causes than 
one may be active in producing similar sounds. The more or less intimate connection 
of the sounds with the river system of the Delta also seems to be established, but 
whence the sounds proceed there is nothing to show." 

In his" Natural Magic," Sir David Brewster gives some interesting 
facts in regard to sound. On the extended heath, he says, where there 
are no solid objects capable of reflecting or modifying sound-the 
peculiarity of the Gangetic Delta-the sportsman must frequently have 
noticed the unaccountable variety of sounds which are produced by the 
report of his fowling-piece. Sometimes they are flat and prolonged, at 
other times short and sharp, and sometimes the noise is so strange that 
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it is referred to some mistake in the loading of the gun. These 
variations arise entirely from the state of the air, and from the nature 
and proximity of the superjacent clouds. In pure air of uniform density 
the sound is sharp and soon over, as the undulations of the air advance 
without any interrupting obstacle. In a foggy atmosphere, or where the 
vapours produced by heat are seen dancing as it were in the air, the 
sound is dull and prolonged, and when these clouds are immediately 
overhead, a succession of echoes from them produces a continued or 
reverberating sound. When the French astronomers were determining 
the velocity of sound by firing great guns, they observed 6at the report 
was always single and sharp under a perfectly clear sky, but indistinct, 
and attended by a long continued roll like thunder, when a cloud 
covered a considerable part of the horizon. This being so, the BarisAI 
salvoes should, in the monsoon, be changed from the sharp boom of a 
cannon to a rumbling like thunder, provided that they are caused by 
either of the agencies suggested in the several theories above. And like 
the rumble of thunder, if heard at one place, they should be so also at 
all points in the neighbourhood. The boom of great guns has been 
heard at distances of from 120 to 200 miles; but for such an acoustic 
phenomenon there is required a stretch of hard and dry ground of an 
uniform character, or one where a thin soil rests upon a continuous 
stratum of rock. Do we find any of these physical conditions in and 
about BarisAl? Again: they cannot be echoes, as some suppose, for 
there is no smooth rocky acclivity athwart the Delta to reflect a sonorous 
wave travelling northward from the Bay of Bengal. And for a gunshot 
to be heard as an echo at Barisal, a monster cannon would have to be 
fired a short distance just due south of the observer, and the sound 
travel northward at the velocity of 1,090 feet in a second, until it met 
and was reflected back to him by a smooth perpendicular wall or hill. 
Moreover, it is a law of acoustics that the waves of sound are enfeebled 
by reflex ion from ordinary surfaces, and the echo is in such cases feebler 
than the original sound. On the other hand, if the reflecting surface is 
circular, sound may be condensed and rendered stronger in the same 
manner as light. (Nat. il-fag. 224.) Where is the circular reflecting 
barrier to the north of BarisAI and Furidpore standing athwart the line 
of travel of a sound-wave coming from the" Swash-of-no-Ground "? And 
if there were any-which there is not-why are the guns heard 
sporadically, in varying number, while the sound-waves should be flowing 
continuously and persistently northward from the Swash, day and night 
throughout the monsoon, each wave capable of causing its distinct echo 
by reflex ion ? I think we may" pass" on this echo theory. 

And now, that the ground is cleared for the Asiatic Society's observers, 
by disposing of all the weak theories heretofore put forward to account 
for this unique phenomenon of the BarisAl Guns, I cannot give a better 
idea of the depth of the mystery, and the scheme in view for its solution, 
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than by copying verbatim the circular kindly sent me by the Honorary 
Secretary. It reads as follows:-

"V. Observers at river stations should note any unusual floods, bores, high or low 
tides, or any other occurrence which might be the cause of banks falling in or otherwise 
might be connected with the occurrence of the sounds. 

VI. The forms overleaf should be filled up while recollection is fresh, and forwarded 
immediately to the Secretary, Asiatic Society, by whom more forms will be supplied if 
required. 

VI I. Besides recording current observations, observers who have heard these sounds 
would oblige by giving any information they can as to the locality; the circumstances 
under which the sounds were heard; their character and direction, and the causes to 
which the observer would attribute them. Also as to:-

(a.) The time of day or night and season of the year at which they were heard 
most frequently, and whether they were always from the same direction. 

(6.) The farthest place inland at which the observer has heard them or knows 
personally of their having been heard, and at what time of year. 

06servations of BaristU Guns. 

Place of observation. Height above mean sea-level and nature of surrounding 
country. 

Date-month-day-year. 
Time of day. 
Character of the sounds. 
Duration of intervals between the sounds ; and whether regular or no. 
Total duration of the sounds. 
Direction from which the sounds appeared to come. 
Direction and strength of the wind at the time of observation. 
State of the weather at the time of observation. Sky cloudy or clear ? 
State of the weather during the previous 24 hours. 
Whether rain has fallen at or about the time when the sounds were heard, and, if so, 

how much and at what period? 
Were electrical disturbances or thunder observed either locally or at a distance, 

before or after, or at the time of the occurrence of the sounds? 
If thunder was observed, did the sounds appear to come from the direction of the 

storm ? 
State of the sea at coast stations, with reference to the breaking of surf-rollers. 
Bores, floods, or speciaIly high or low tides at River stations. The state of the tide 

at the time the sounds were heard. 
Any other fact or occurrence at the time which strikes the observer as important. 
Cause to which the observer believes the sounds may be attributed." 

Though a professed amateur of occult science, it has ever been my 
habit, when studying any supposed psychical phenomenon, to first 
consider and dispose of every physical hypothesis that may seem 
pertinent. Readers of my book "People from the Other World" 
will recollect my laying down that rule for my guidance in my 
inquiry into the Eddy" materialisation " wonders. 

The spirit which actuated me then does so now, and I could not 
better define the temper in which the Asiatic Society should approach 
the present subject than in these words, which are taken from the 
Preface to the book in question: 
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" Much as the author desires to see this subject inquired into by men of scientific 
attainments, he could regard it as only a misfortune if they should set out with a 
disposition to prescribe impossible conditions. Before they reach the point where 
they would have the right to dictate their own terms, it would be necessary for 
them to make many observations, collect many data, and inform themselves about 
many things of which they are necessarily ignorant ... Mr. Alfred R. Wallace, 
F. R. S., says, in his pamphlet entitled A Defence of Modern Spiritualism, that 
'scientific men almost invariably assume that, in this inquiry, they should be 
permitted to impose conditions; and if, under such conditions, nothing happens, 
they consider it a proof of imposture or delusion. But they well know that, in all 
other branches of research, Nature, not they, determines the essential conditions, 
without a compliance with which no experiment will succeed. These conditions have 
to be learnt by a patient questioning of Nature, and they are different for each 
branch of science. How much more may they be expected to differ in an inquiry 
which deals with subtle forces of the nature of which the physicist is wholly and 
absolutely ignorant! To ask to be allowed to deal with these unknown phenomena, 
as he has hitherto dealt with known phenomena, is practically to prejudge the question, 
since it assumes that both are governed by the same laws '." 

I have tried to be loyal to science in the present instance, and am 
open to correction if I have failed to present the exoteric side of the case 
with perfectly impartiality. I am prepared to learn that the inquiry 
begun by the Asiatic Society of Bengal has resulted in tracing this 
acoustic marvel of the centuries to a purely physical cause. I am also 
prepared to hear of the utter failure of the inquest and the discomfiture 
of the materialistic party. 

The weak point in their tactics is that the possible alternative of the 
phenomenon having an occult cause back of the simply physical agency 
or agencies, employed by the masked operators, is completely ignored 
by the Committee in charge of the research. For all that is to be seen 
in their Circular, one would never suspect that such a thing as an occult 
phenomenon had ever happened. Some of the observers quoted in 
Colonel Waterhouse's pamphlet are Hindus-Babus Gaurdas Bysack, 
P. N. Mittra, and B. C. Chatterji-yet neither ventures a word in favor 
of the superstitious theory of the poor, benighted natives of Bagirhcit, 
that the salutes are" fired by aerial hands," or that of the Maghs of 
Kukri Mukri, that the noise is that of the slamming of the brazen gates 
of the Palace of Ravana Perhaps such theories are not embraced in 
the B. Sc. course at Calcutta University, and, therefore, are unthinkable 
for any Hindu with a decent regard for the honour of his ancestors! 

It seems to me-who am not a Hindu (this time) but only a believer 
in the Aryans and their wisdom-more than likely that the Barisal Guns 
are occult phenomena, that the Devatas, or nature-spirits, are the 
artillerymen, and that possibly the thing traces back to some awful 
tragedy in or near the Gangetic Delta About such astral detonations, 
in quality if not degree, there is a mass of accessible testimony in 
European books; but, as no more space can be spared in the present 
number of the magazine for enlargement upon the topic, I shall reserve 
for a future number what can be said on the occult side of the question. 
Our friends, the spiritualists, should be interested, as the discussion will 
have to deal with their own familiar phenomena. 

H. S. OLCOTT. 
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DEATH. 

I&. T every active moment of our lives, in moments of pain or a pleasure, even then Death lies doggedly in our future, waiting 
~~ the moment when we approach near enough for him to grasp 
and devour us. With some people Death is the great terror of their 
lives. These are not necessarily" nervous" people in the ordinary sense; 
possibly they are very brave, and in a moment of excitement would 
forget their fear of Death entirely. But it is indeed surprising how men 
of this calibre wi11let the dread of Death haunt them, sit at their feasts, 
and accompany them into the dark hours of the night. A man of this 
sort, honest, straightforward, but entirely a man of the world, once 
candidly expressed himself in this manner: "I am afraid to die, because 
I have done so many bad deeds that I am sure to go to hell." It 
appeared on further talk that he owned no religion, had no idea of 
Heaven or a state of reward, but only one fixed conception of an 
immortal state-one in which he would be punished for his sins on earth. 
This is the one terror of a keenly active nature, with a great deal of 

. good in it, and an intellect overtopping others on the ordinary plane, 
but with no power of thought on things eternal. He is, perhaps, an 
advance on the ordinary man of the world, who says quietly to himself, 
with a little shudder, sometimes: " I'll have to die like other people; it 
is too detestable to think of; but I'll not say a word about it, and die 
game. Meantime I will enjoy myself." The opposite extreme of feeling 
is reached in Keats' phrase of "Easeful Death." Such a glad, soft word 
is unintelligible to most people when applied to Death. And, indeed, it 
is an instance of the fact in occultism that pleasure and pain do, after a 
certain point of feeling, become the same. Death is painful; it is un
pleasant; it is even horrible in its grimmer aspects. And Keats, who, like 
all great poets, had suffered all things in his short span of life, knew well 
that by the side of many forms of living, Death is indeed "easeful." 
The supreme characteristic of Death is its silence; this is the most vivid 
horror it brings to those who lose one they love; it is the secret of the 
tempting power Death holds out to those who suffer keenly, to whom 
life is full of pain because of the reverberating thought, the echo in the 
mind, the longing for knowledge which never can be satisfied-never! 

"Master," says the neophyte to the Wise one, "is it true that the 
hunger for knowledge can never be satisfied? " 

The Wise One: "It is not you who ask me that, for you are too 
sensible to do so. It is Servus who has uttered it as a truism, and you 
have passed it on to me as a question." 
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The Neophyte: "Yes." 
The Wise One: "Then I will answer you, Servus. The souls of 

great poets have all their knowledge hidden within them. In their 
passage through life and through death it comes to them; or, I should 
say, in their passage through many lives and many deaths they suddenly 
blossom and retire from the life of the world, for which they are now too 
great. But what I have just said opens up another subject; one which 
to us can never be separated from Death." 

Serous: the slave of the world: "You mean re-birth, or rather, re
incarnation? But is there not a distinction in your use of these 
words?" 

The Wise One: "Most certainly. Re-birth is a negative word, which, 
when used by an Occultist, acquires a meaning different from what it 
ordinarily bears. With us it means that moment, which comes to some 
men either in life or ,in the shades of death, which makes of them new 
men. Re-incarnation is, of course, simply the passage from one earth
form to another. Those who are indeed reborn are freed from re
incarnation." 

Serous: "And do you not hold your place here, as teacher in this 
temple, as being one who is reborn in this sense? " 

The Wise Olle: " Not so. Those who reach this state cannot approach 
the world." 

Serous: "Then we of the world can never be taught by those who 
know?" 

The Wise O,le: "I, who endure your scoffs and insults, reached 
knowledge by my patience. I t is given to all to approach knowledge, 
but some, alas, advance like the tortoise. My son, let us enter the 
temple." 

The Wise One and the Neophyte enter the temple, where are a little 
crowd of other neophytes waiting for their master. And Servus, without, 
in the temple garden, sits lazily in the strong sun and watches a lizard. 
Presently he looks up at the temple. He knows that within there is a 
discussion of thought which chills him, even though its margin attracts 
him intellectually. A feeling comes over him that the knowledge of 
which this temple is a symbol is handed on from race to race, till the 
races themselves fall under a greater law. The thought dwarfs him, 
makes him of no importance even to himself, and hurriedly he arises 
and goes down the hillside to the city. 

Weare such pigmies that, as a rule, great thought dwarfs us and we 
resent it; or we succeed in dwarfing it by the vulgar" Hobson New
come" method of refusing to believe in any other possibilities in it save 
those evident to ourselves. To the Hobson Newcomes of the world 
death is a thing to be put off as long as possible, and then to be met 
with decency. He might pull a wry face sometimes when, in walking to 
the City of a morning, he got some gentle reminder that man is mortal, 
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and his thoughts of death are simply a picture-like vIsion of himself in 
the four-post bed at home, Maria, his wife, crying bitterly over him, and 
a doctor at his side. He cannot think any further about himself; his 
mind wanders to Maria, and how much she cries over trifles, and how 
wet weather is good for transplanting, and she will certainly marry 
again ; then he wonders can he do any more in his will to make the 
young 'uns safe-but there, he is at his office, and with the sight of its 
pleasant face all unpleasant thoughts vanish. 

Death is one of the facts in our lives which stands like a great thought, 
sublime and mysterious, at the end of our walk. Yet thus can men rob 
the figure of its majesty and clothe it, in their own minds, with the order 
of things familiar to them. Blindly they go on, till one day they are 
tripped up, and the others of his sort say, " Poor old fellow!" and go on 
just the same without him. 

To the sick man, worn out by suffering, death comes as a relief; but 
this only means physical rest from endurance and weariness too great . 
for thought. Death is always terrible and grim, save to those strange 
brilliant souls, too great for incarnation, to whom it comes as "easeful." 
0, flame of the poet's soul, which escapes from the earth and the grass. 
though feeling them not unfriendly; escapes to go on learning its fierce. 
passionate, beautiful lessons of pleasure and pain, till at last it stands 
purified and powerful. 

Death may be transformed and made into a beautiful thing, to the 
minds of the people. Mr. Balfour is simply making martyrs by his 
imprisonments. Mr. Dillon, languishing in his prison, must know that 
if he dies every countryman of his, in every country, will raise him to the 
rank of the martyrs, weep bitter tears to his memory, and doubly hate 
the Government which does such deeds. 

Thus there are many modes of regarding death, but to quote Matthew 
Arnold's great line, the constant quotation of which shows how bitter 
and well-known is the truth it contains, "We mortal millions live alone. JJ 

These modes of regarding death are only mental, and generally belong 
to men in groups. Hobson Newcome will forget all about Maria and 
the children when he finds the fell hand upon his throat. To him it will 
mean only fear. But there are others who meet it differently. It has 
all sorts of meanings to the changeful minds of men; rest, without 
questioning; Heaven, without reproach; Hell, with remorse added; 
hope of a better and more beautiful existence than any known of in 
this world. But among them all, undisturbed passes the occultist, who 
knows death to be only a gateway, and its terrible silence to be only the 
shutting of the gate. He knows, too, that with him lies the choice of his 
path when the gate is shut on sensation for the precious brief moment 
of after-death. 

The Wise One (coming from the temple with his pupils) : "See-the 
sun is setting. What do we know of it till it rises again? What 

:I 
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an emblem this is. But for the moment apply it to the subject 
we have been talking of. Death thus pushes man from consciousness, 
as the sun leaves us in darkness. But the light returns. Resurrection 
is everywhere-here at our feet, where last summer's flowers bloom 
again." 

Tlte Neophyte: "Rebirth then must come of itself." 
The lVise One: "Yes, in <eons. But he who desires it now must make 

a supreme effort of growth." 
MABEL COLLINS. 

LIGHT FOR ITALY. 

,~, MONG all the countries of Europe there is perhaps none upon A which the curse of priestcraft and superstition is resting heavier 
¥:., than upon Italy, the land of beauty and art. It is true that the 

political changes, which have taken place in that country within the past 
ten ye~rs, have done a great deal to remove from the minds of the 
populace that awe and terror with which they regarded those who, 
backed up by the authority of the state, claimed to have a right to rule 
over the consciences of men, pretending to be in possession of divine 
powers and to stand in that place which rightfully belongs only to God
,:e., the divine spirit in Man. National heroes, such as Mazzini, Garibaldi, 
etc., have done much to weaken the power which theology had acquired 
over the state; but in all matters that belong to religion and the 
salvation of souls, priestcraft still claims its monopoly, and while the 
citizen despises the person of the priest, in whom he recognises an 
ignorant and arrogant mountebank, he still obeys his orders in spiritual 
affairs, for fear of losing some of the imaginary benefits arising from the 
imaginary authority of the church. 

The reason why the average Italian, with all his desire for freedom, 
has not become more enlightened and is still in bondage to clerical 
vampires, is because all attempts to drive away darkness will be useless 
unless the darkness is displaced by light. Those who are most ready to 
denounce all Medicine as humbug and quackery are usually the first to 
run after doctors and druggists as soon as they feel a pain, and those 
who denounce the ignorance of the priests are often only too ready to ask 
for their aid and advice when the time comes to take leave of this life. 
Thus the foundation of the church, composed of ignorance of the laws 
of nature and love of the personal self, will remain solid and the demon 
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of priestcraft will rule until ignorance is dispelled by knowledge, and the 
love of self driven away by the love of the divinity in all mankind. 

At last the time for such a distribution of Light seems to have 
arrived; for in the midst of an atmosphere thickened by the evil and 
superstitious thoughts, arising from bigoted brains, a light has been 
kindled, which promises to send its beneficent rays into the darkest 
corners where the demons of clerical arrogance are still holding high 
carnival. A number of spiritually minded men and women have 
resolved to establish a "head centre for Theosophy" or a "Rosicrucian 
monastery" after the pattern described in a little book entitled, " Among 
the Rosicrucians," and the place selected is on the borders of one of the 
beautiful I talian lakes. 

For obvious reasons it is not desirable that the name of the locality 
of this institution should for the present· be publicly known j but its 
situation is all that could possibly be desired. In the midst of vine-clad 
hills and surrounded by towering mountains, the scenery is at once 
beautiful and sublime j the steamers on the lake and the railroads afford 
ready means for communication with all parts of Europe. There are 
valleys which are comparatively unknown to the tourist, and inaccessible 
mountain tops, over which the thoughts may wander, lifting the soul up 
to the bright ethereal sky. This is the country of flowers and fruit, of 
dark forests and shadowy glens, of sunlight and poetry. 

The house occupied by our fraternity is far more luxurious than 
would be expected in a place whose inhabitants care nothing for luxury. 
It contains over thirty rooms, which are furnished not only in elegant, 
but in almost extravagant style j each piece of furniture in the same 
room being of the same colour, harmonizing with the curtains and 
draperies. There is a large garden and vineyard, shadowy trees and 
an endless variety of walks, overshadowed by grape-vines and trees. It 
may be said that luxury is incompatible with spiritual development j 

but if the heart does not cling to such illusions, they will not affect the 
mind. If I care nothing for a gilded table, the fact of its being gilded 
will not be an obstacle for my thoughts. 

It may also a;)pear surprising that ladies, some of them being young 
and beautiful, have been proposed for membership in this community; 
but the true occultist sees in a woman-not the animal f:>rm-but the 
indwelling spirit, and if that spirit is strong and intelligent and beauti
ful, it matters little whether it is expressed in a beautiful or not beautiful 
form. The female element is as necessary to attain perfection as the 
male one, and in the absence of all temptation there is no opportunity to 
develop strength. Those who do not dare to come into the presence of 
a woman without running the risk of being overpowered by their sen
suality are very weak indeed. Want of resistance and solitude breeds 
monkish imbecility and encourages a disordered imagination. 

This institution must not be confounded with those sectarian orders. in 
2-
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which men and women enter to have a life of ease, or to conquer their 
passions, or to obtain a reserved seat in heaven. The inhabitants of this 
.. convent" are supposed to employ all their energies for the purpose of 
spreading the light of intelligence and to induce mankind to think; they 
are supposed to have already conquered their passions and to be able 
to resist the exl!ernal attraction of sex; they are believed to occupy 
already that seat in .. heaven," from which they can survey calmly the 
phantasmagoria of human illusions with their imaginary joys and ills, 
and to be able to regulate themselves the slides in the magic lantern, 
by which the images may be changed; so that spiritual thought will 
take the place of sensuality. 

Will they accomplish their mission? All the external conditions are 
present to make the enterprise a success ; all that is necessary is to find 
the proper kind of persons to co-operate in this object. Some of the 
best writers have promised their aid, the translation of .. Magic" and 
other books into the Italian language has already begun, and it is 
proposed that a journal shall be published. 

The members of this association would gladly welcome to their home 
every one who is a Theosophist, not merely in name, but in fact; but it 
is necessary that such should at their entrance leave all evil thoughts 
behind; that they should be neither querulous nor ambitious, nor be 
obsessed by prejudices or passions of any kind; for the object of this 
society is not to educate its members to become occultists, but to take 
such as have already seen the Light and who know how to serve the true 
interests of humanity. . 

The management of this institution rests entirely in the hands of its 
members, who reside at the" home," and no one is accepted as a member 
who has not given sufficient proof of his capability and usefulness; but 
every lover of progress may become an associate, and after being 
invited, come and remain at the place, subject to the rules and regula
tions that have been established for that purpose. 

This institution is not a secret society, and does not propose to work 
.. in the dark" ; but it does not seek notoriety, nor does it wish to excite 
the curiosity of the unthinking public. The above described outlines 
will, therefore, be sufficient to awaken the interest of (hose who are 
desirous for the progress of humanity, and to call for the sympathy of 
every lover of Truth. . 

FRANZ HARTMANN. 

Like an earthen vessel, easy to break, hard to re-unite, are the 
wicked-the good are like vessels of gold, hard to break and quickly 
united. 
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AN ADVENTURE IN THE TOWER OF LONDON. 

VERY queer indeed this adventure of mine, when I think of it. 
~ What was it; a hallucination, or was I hypnotized? Was I 

simply beguiled by a pream, or can it be .... that all that I 
have seen and heard, I saw and heard it in the restless and tale-telling 
waves, of what is called by my friends, the" astral light" ... ? 

For the life of me I cannot tell! But what I do know and affirm is, 
that what I Saw and heard, on that memorable noon, was as vivid and 
as real for me as life itself. 

Well, hear what it was, and then judge for yourselves. 
First of all, however, the reader has to get acquainted with me. Let 

him know, then, that I am a woman who has long since passed the 
prime of life, but who is nevertheless of a very inquisitive and even 
enterprising nature. Though a tolerably old traveller, I have never 
visited London before, and see it now for the first time. Add to this 
that my visit is to be a very short one, and my anxiety and feverish 
interest to see all worth seeing in the great metropolis becomes quite 
natural. The truth is that I have always been a fervent student of 
English history and literature, and even of English life, and this accounts 
still further for my great interest in the Modern Babylon and its ways. 
And so here I am, for a little over a month, wandering, "Baedecker" in 
hand, from early mom till dusk, often by myself-a fact I have had 
no opportunity of regretting. Very well satisfied with London sights and 
Londpn wonders, I am no less pleased with its citizens. For, although 
my "Guide-Book" is of great use to me in general, still I am often com
pelled to ask my way of the people I meet; and I have always found 
them most obliging and ready to furnish me with any information I 
wanted. 

But on the memorable day of my visit to the Tower, I had a Russian 
gentleman with me, who had offered a few days before to become my 
guide. He was a countryman of mine and seemed well acquainted with 
England and its metropolis. He had thu!l become my cicerone and com
panion for several consecutive days. 

And very pleasant they were indeed, these few days. We made the most 
of them in excursions to parks, palaces, museums, picture galleries, and 
historical places. For a week or so we lived mostly in the Past, keeping 
company with British Kings and Queens, their statesmen and court
ladies; poking irreverently our fingers at every great man of England 
and passing impudent remarks on once crowned heads, under their very 
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noses. Sic trallsit gloria. It was a motley crowd, passed away long 
centuries ago, and pretty well forgotten by this time. 

It so happened that with all our incessant ramblings we had not yet 
visited the Tower. Nor was it quite unintentional-not on my part, at 
any rate. Of late I had indulged in the pleasant occupation of refreshing 
my memory every night by reading about the places we intended to 
visit on the next day. I was in search of a book which I had read and 
very much enjoyed years ago-Dixon's " Story of the Tower," its inmates 
and their acts and deeds. But, as fate would have it, I could not lay 
my hand on it.· The days, however, that my companion, the Russian 
gentleman could spare for sight-seeing were drawing to an end, and so 
we had no time to lose. 

Of this fact I was ass'lred by himself on one bright August morning, 
when, owing to some wandering whim of his, we found ourselves standing 
on a very uninteresting spot on the right bank of the Thames. It was 
quite near the old St. Olave's Street, corrupted of late into the meaning
less Tooley Street. Just in front of us, on the opposite bank of the 
river, arose the massive and gloomy walls of that ancient structure, 
which had been once a palace, then a state-prison full of dark dungeons, 
a fortress, and had now become an arsenal and a treasury ward of the 
old relics and emblems of royalty-the venerable old Tower, in short. 

" Would you mind going there straight and by the shortest cut?" 
asked my companion. 

" I ha.ve no objection to it," I replied, "But how about the means of 
transit? The nearest bridge is still a good way off; and this does not 
seem a favourite place of resort for either 'bus, cab or hansom . 
. . . This is an out-of-the-way corner, I fear .... Unfortunately, I 
already feel sufficiently tired, as it is j and, you know, one should not 
feel quite exhausted if one would visit the Tower. What can we do, 
do you think?" 

" A very simple thing, indeed," laughed my friend. "Vv'e; must pro
ceed right to the Tower as the bee flies, and without stopping to look 
out for bridges, or waiting for cabs." 

" What can you mean, with this river before us? ... Surely you are 
not St. Peter, to attempt walking on the waters? I am not! .. 

" Very likely you are not. But follow me, and if you do, I promise to 
lead you straight under the walls of the Tower." ... And, without 
waiting for an answer, my obstinate companion moved on. 

I had no choice, it seemed, and did the same, though greatly perplexed 
as to what he was going to do. 

The lane we had entered was narrow, dirty, and very muddy. I had 
to move on with the greatest caution and care, lest I should carry away 
on my skirts some very undesirable memorial of my passage through it. 
Thus, picking up my dress the best way I could, I was slowly moving in 
a true labyrinth of garbage, while my cicerone was hurrying away at 
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full speed. I thought it really unkind of him to force me to lose my 
breath on such a hot day, and leaving me helplessly ignorant where he 
was leading me to. 

Suddenly the lane came to an end .. My guide turned abruptly round 
the corner, and when I had done the same, he had disappeared! 

" Good gracious!" I cried, considerably alarmed at this unexpected 
exit. " Where are you; and where have you gone to ? " 

" Come! come! and have no fear! You are safe enough if you 
only follow me!" came his merry reply from some underground 
regions. 

So there I stood on the brink of a large black hole over a winding 
staircase, disappearing in depths unknown . 

.. Are you coming?" he cried. "Now don't be a coward, and co~e 
bravely down .... What are you waiting for?" 

"Surely I have some right to hesitate, when you may· be leading me 
on to my death, for all I know •... What is this pit?" 

For all answer I again heard a merry laugh. Then came the sound 
of quick footsteps, which soon died away in the distance. What could 
I do in such an emergency but pick up my skirts still more carefully, 
and catching hold, with a feeling of very natural squeamishness, of the 
dirty, damp and rust-eaten iron railing, descend the steep winding 
stairway? 

"He must know best, after all," was my helpless, self-encouraging 
thought, as I cautiously descended, counting meanwhile the steps. . . . 
"One, two, three-ten-twenty-fifty! Good Heavens, seventy! ... 
Ninety! Oh, Goodness! " I exclaimed, " is there ever to be an end to 
this? " 

" Most .assuredly; and here we are," replied the well-known mocking 
voice. "Only ninety-six steps, after all. . . . A good deal less than we 
should have to descend were we goin~ down from the top of the Great 
Pyramid, say. Why should you make such a fuss over it? There! we 
have arrived and now we may go on again." 

"Go on, indeed! We have arrived, and we may go on;· admirable 
and most comforting logic. But where, pray, are we going on to? " 

Here I was suddenly silenced and remained awestruck. My guide's 
form was scarcely visible in the thick gloom of a large iron tube very 
imperfectly lit by a row of gas burners, whose unbroken line became 
fainter and fainter as the golden thread of lights became low in the dim, 
mysterious depths of the tunnel. 

We hurried on through this strange subterranean passage surrounded 
by its damp mist and stifling vapours. The vaulted iron ceiling was 
moist and slimy, and thin streams of water, as they filtered along the 
concave walls, ran splashing down into the muddy pools under our feet, 
and spattering at every step we took. Something was roaring and 
moaning above our heads, with wailing and thunderous sounds. There 
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was something moving outside, running on and thrusting itself against 
our narrow iron subway. 

" What is this noise?" I inquired. "What does it come from? " 
"Water. It is a mighty power, you know," answered my guide, with 

a placid smile. "It broke in once, and flooded this tunnel completely; 
but it was soon repaired." 

" The water broke in ?" I cried. " Why, is it the water?' I thought it 
was the sound of wheels." 

" \Vhat wheels would you have in the midst of a river, except those 
of the steamers? Boats are not noisy. . . . Besides, they run many 
feet higher, on the surface of the Thames, whilst we are under it." 

Suddenly he stopped; and it was well he did so, for I needed a 
moment's rest to recover my breath. 

"Ough!" h~ shuddered; "how it roars! Awful! We are now just 
in the middle of the Thames, you know . . . Yes: Suppose the stream 
finds its way in? .•. Just the slightest fence. O! We should have 
to take to our heels. Gracious Heaven! What a run we should have 
for it! ... Oh!" 

And mischievously he took to his heels. But I could not. 
" Now, look here j don't!" I exclaimed, highly distressed. 
"Not that I really was afraid, but rather unnerved by the heat and 

fatigue. Besides ... if once the water had found its way in and flooded 
the tunnel! Why should it not happen again? ... And ... what if 
this little catastrophe took place now ... at this very moment? 

Certainly I am not very much afraid of death. I am rather a philo
sopher, I should say; but . . . I must own that the mere thought of 
an end so very gloomy gave me a most unpleasant feeling of cold 
along my spine • . . . It seemed a precur50r to the unwelcome sub
mersion. 

" I never thought you were so nervous. Do you really fear a deluge? " 
asked my merry friend. ".Don't. It is out of the question." 

"I know that," was my answer. "But you have had a nice whim 
to lead me by such a pleasant road. Muddy, stifling, damp and dark 
as a pit! More tiresome, indeed, than a walk to the farthest bridge." 

"Is it? Truly, I am very sorry. But I thought this way would 
please you, as an unusual one ... You like queer things, don't you? " 

My companion's voice was very gentle, but I am not quite sure there 
was not a slight intonation of irony in it. 

He at once became very talkative and pleasant, as indeed he usually 
was. He told me all about the method of laying such a tunnel and 
rendering it secure by means of engineering art. He offered me his arm 
to lean upon, and so we walked on, in a friendly way enough, to the out
let of this seemingly endless subway. 

"There was once a tramway here," said he, "but it was removed for 
fear of the vibration. It is a pity, isn't it? I am sure now, you would 
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like to be seated and dragged on anything . . . if only a wheelbarrow 
... isn't it so?" 

.. Well, it is so. I fear I shall need a good long rest. Maybe I shall 
not be able to see all that is to be seen in the Tower." 

" Don't mind. We can come again when you please. Only rally your 
strength and courage just now. "Ve have that flight of a hundred steps 
to climb at the end of the passage-you remember. Take your courage 
in both hands, as we say in Russia." 

" 0, yes. That I will," I asserted laughingly. "Besides, do not think 
me more unfit for our task than I am. I was taken aback by this 
dreadful subway, I confess. But now it's all right." 

"Very well. Glad to hear it. Ah! there's daylight at last! " exclaimed 
he in a tone of relief. "One effort more! At the top of these stairs we 
are in the Tower ..• Are you fit to go on? or shall we rest a little? " 

.. Oh, no! Why lose our time? I am all right ... and so glad to 
be at last in the Tower of London." 

And so I was. But alas! I very soon found out that all was not 
quite right with me when my last task was over ... 0, these ever
turning steps! ... Round and round we climbed, at an endless, over
tiring rate, and when at last at the top I felt myself scarcely able to 
stand on my legs. My knees trembled, my head was giddy. The sun
light dazzled my eyes and I felt my breathing grow short, as if I was 
suffocated by the fresh air. I rallied all my will to walk over the 
moat, and up to the "Traitor's Gate" ; but in sight of the entrance 
to the ,. Record Tower" I was obliged to stop because my legs would 
move no longer. . . . 

.. Now, there you see the most ancient walls of this place; more than 
eight centuries' weight lies on them," went on my learned friend, 
unaware of my state of weakness. "At your left is the so-called' Bell 
Tower.' The alarm bell was rung on its top, as well as joyous volleys 
fired on occasions of births and weddings. Or again, perhaps, the bell 
tolled to signify to miserable prisoners that their death-hour had struck. 
At our right you perceive the mournful' Traitors' Gate.' This gate 
gave access from the Thames to state-prisoners, thus qualified ignomi
niously by their lord and master. Were they in truth traitors or not, 
after entering this dreary gate they had only one escape-the scaffold. 
I'll show you presently, under this arch leading to the 'Bloody Tower' 
yonder-nice name, isn't it ?-the very iron crooks on which they used 
to expose the heads of poor decapitated wretches .... " 

But this time I neither saw the monstrous crooks, nor did I hear any 
more my friend's voice .... Ah! ... But I saw and heard things far 
more wondrous. . . . . 

What could be the matter with me? I thought I was fainting-but 
not at all! Only one moment's deafness and blindness, and behold! I 
am heaved up in a glow of bright colours, in a glory of light. 
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This grand light did not blind my eyes: it was so soft and 
entrancing. It was not its rays that awakened me to life, but rather 
loud human shouts, shots, ringing bells and blaring trumpets •.... 

I awoke, and looked about me in wonder and delight. It seemed as 
if I had acquired new senses and supernatural vital power. I fclt myself 
neither on earth nor in the air, but it was as though ,I at once lived and 
moved simultaneously everywhere ..... 

I saw, and heard, and comprehended all that was taking place; all 
the import and meaning of the different scenes and sights that enveloped 
me all around, as in a brilliant net. Indeed, now, as I think of it, it seems 
as if all my being was dissolved in ether; that it lived and felt in every 
atom, in all that was living and feeling on earth or in heaven, but that I 
still preserved my proper faculties, my inner self-consciousness as well 
as my external powers of moving at will. It was a delicious, a sublime, 
state of being! 

I gazed with eager surprise and perceived that I was in this same 
Tower of London. And yet how different it was! 

It was a great deal larger and brighter; full of buildings and galleries 
and beautiful halls. Gardens and flowers overshadowed and brightened 
the heavy tow~rs. Handsome furniture, gold, silver, rich carpets and 
draperies adorned the splendid chambers of the Tower Palace. It was 
no longer a prison nor a fortress, but a kingly abode indeed. Bright 
waters filled the moat, swept up to the thick walls and under the sombre 
arches; but even the gloomiest of these were bright on this happy day· 

A brilliant cavalcade was emerging from the main entrance to receive 
the gorgeous procession moving, in grand pomp, from the river side to 
the Tower Palace. Guards clad in steel and brass; heralds and 
beautiful pages preceded their monarch. 

Tall, stout and stalwart was he, the mi~hty king of England! He 
slowly advanced on a great silver-white steed. Well accustomed to bear 
the weight of its master, even when arrayed in armour and heavy war 
trappings, it now moved at an easy pace, feeling no more the weight of 
the King's rich garments than that of its golden bridle or those white 
feathers which waved about its massive head. Glorious seemed they 
both-rider and horse! 

The sovereign's large, blooming, fair face was bright with joy j but 
not even his great happiness could smooth away its repulsive expression. 

There was something hard, sensual and withal ironical, in the lines of 
his thin lips and heavy chin, scarcely shadowed by a pretence to 
moustaches, as yellow as the hair on his head j something sharp and 
biting as steel, flashed in the cold, pitiless glare of his ever restless eye. 

His esc'ort was numerous and magnificent, but I did not heed it ..... 
My attention was at once attracted beyond the walls of this regal 

residence to throngs of brightly attired people, as well as to the Thames. 
richly decorated and studded with pleasure boats, and gay barges. 
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How it was I do not know; but, I seemed to see it all at once. 
I sawall: the river with its smiling green banks, down to Greenwich. 

whence came the royal bride, in all the pomp of heraldry and power. I 
saw her landed amidst crowds of citizens, of civil and military trains; I 
heard the joyous strains of music, the roar of guns, the peal of bells 
and the merry shouts that welcomed her. 

Then I saw the Lord Mayor escorting her, with many officials arrayed 
in golden robes and chains, and ma~tles scarlet as blood .•.. 

They brought her a beautiful white horse with gilded saddle and 
bridle set with pearls. She mounted it and went to meet the Kfng, her 
amorous but passionate and heartless despot . . . to meet her hapless, 
dreary fate! . . . I looked at her ... and could no longer take my 
eyes from her. They were rivetted to that youthful form and fair face! 

Truly it was a striking and beautiful face. Its charm lay not so 
much in the features or complexion as in its expression: mild. innocent 
and so pathetic. . . . Truth and sweetness were written in her large soft 
eyes, in her charming smile entirely devoid of pride or vanity. She had 
a strange, somewhat bewildered .and enquiring look. Glancing about 
her, she seemed to be seeking for an answer to a secret thought, to strain 
her mental sight as if to read, in all this brightness and glory surrounding 
her, her future doom .... 

She did not see, and could read nothing. 
But I could: I saw and read it, and knew what was in store for her. 
The long black tresses, flowing down over the slender ermine-clad 

shoulders, appeared like so many serpents in my sight; the precious 
rubies that encircled her brow turned into large drops of blood .... 

The same with the gaudy, high-floating flags. The date, the very day 
and year, embroidered on them in gold and silver 'characters-U May 
29, 1533 "-changed colour and meaning for me. I read: 

"May 19, 1536." 

I saw the large black characters everywhere, on earth and in the sky. 
They were written above the doomed fair girl's head, over the walls and 
gates of the Tower, and, even on the broad features of her betrothed, 
when the pair met to become man and wife. . . . 

And behold! When I saw them meet, all was changed in a moment. 
What of the dazzling procession, of the brilliant palace, where the 

satiated egoist, the cruel despot, was about to wed one of the many 
unfortunate women whom he claimed for his own? All had disappeared! 
The pile of desolate walls was now a fortress or a prison. At once I knew 
that three years had elapsed from that bright, joyful day .... had 
passed and gone for ever! 

All was changed I All seemed dark and mournful around. 
I saw her again, the once happy, beloved bride, the wife 

mighty king. Oh! how wan, how pale and withered she looked. 
'of a 

But 
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there was still the same light of innocence and sweetness about her, and 
much more dignity and queen-like majesty withal. 

There she stood, in all the glory of her righteousness, calm and proud 
in the stately Hall, before her judges. She looked straight into the face 
of death and into the eyes of her unjust accusers, while they-they dared 
not lift their eyes to meet hers. . . . 

And when the fatal word" GUILTY" fell from the lips of her chief judge 
and nearest kinsman, she only shuddered, and looked at him with silent 
terror. She was horrified, but not for herself. Neither fear nor despair 
did she feel at her own unhappy fate; but great was her sorrow for the 
sinful and shameless deed perpetrated upon her! 

She looked at her judge with wonder and mute enquiry in her beautiful 
face, and then she slowly lifted up her eyes and hands to Heaven, and 
simply said: 

"Oh, Father! Oh, Creator! Thou who art the way, the truth, and 
the life! Thou knowest that I have not deserved this death! " 

Her head dropped on her bosom, and she was gone. But her mild 
protest remained as a curse on the heads of her condemners .... 

What is this awful work going on meantime, between the White and 
the Bloody Towers? I see! It is the consummation of cruel injustice and 
unrepenting crime .... The executioner has to prepare his ominous 
block, to sharpen his blood-stained axe. . . . 

Sharpen it well, my man! Sharpen it on both sides, so that it may 
return and fall upon the heads of those more guilty of the deed than 
thou art-and rest on them for ever! Thou doest well to put an iron 
mask on thy bewildered face, not to be seen by thy victim, for even thou 
art ashamed to perpetrate the ghastly crime .... 

There she is-the Queen, the sinless martyr! I saw her advance to 
the ignominious scaffold. I heard her speak her last fe\v words, her 
saint-like pardon to her foes; and I saw her calmly lay her youthful 
guileless head upon the block. ... 

But when the axe was lifted above her childlike neck, I rushed 
to avert the blow with all the strength of my will-and saw no 
more ...•. 

One moment of profound unconsciousness, and there I was, half 
astounded as by a fall from the clouds. I found myself lying on the cold 
steps of the Wakefield Tower in front of the closed and silent Traitors' Gate 
of the Bloody Tower, too, which, thanks to heaven, sheds no more blood. 
My poor friend was moaning over me, holding my head, rubbing my 
hands, in sore distress, indeed; and then I saw someone forcing on me a 
glass of water. I took it, and drank the cold water with the utmost 
pleasure. Then catching sight of this" someone" I again grew bewildered, 
for the man looked as if he verily represented the last remnant of my 
recent vision, or dream-as you like to call it . 
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He wore a red and golden attire, a round hat of the most queer 
shape, which reminded me of the coachman's headdress among my own 
Russian people j a large white beard completed the likeness. 

" Well; who is this? And what are you moaning and grumbling over 
me for?" said I, when recovered from my first surprise. 

"This is quite like you," he cried. " ] ust returned to· life, and 
asking questions about indifferent things. He is the yeoman. . . . the 
keeper ... One of the official guardians of the Tower. And how do 
you- feel now? " 

" How do I feel? ... I am very well, thank you." 
" Very well! . . And you just recovering from a dead swomi! What 

was the matter with you, for goodness' sake? Why did you not tell me 
at once that you felt ill ? " 

" I felt ill? But-not at all! I felt perfectly well indeed, and enjoyed 
myself, I can assure you, for I saw a wonderful sight. I have seen the arrival 
of Anne Boleyn at this very place! Henry VI II. meeting her at the 
main entrance ... 0, it was an exceedingly oeautiful and striking pro
cession, I tell you. After that, I saw her judged and sentenced. 
Oh, the lawless, monstrous deed I I saw the poor, young, harmless thing 
led to the scaffold. I rushed to her rescue-and then . . . all dis
appeared . . . I felt as if I could tear the headsman to pieces." 

"Oh, indeed? ... Hush I Don't I" ..... were the distressed and 
pleading entreaties of my poor friend. He was frightened to death 
lest he should have to take me to a lunatic asylum, instead of my home. 

" Now, don't I ... Do for goodness' sake be calm I " he went on. "Why 
you must be very ill indeed. You are delirious, my dear madam." ... 

" Delirious yourself I " cried I. " I never was more in earnest. I have 
seen all this and much more I tell you." 

" Yes, yes I Certainly you did," said he soothingly. "But now, you 
see, we must go home. You are overtired, indeed you are. I have sent 
for a cab." ... 

"What for? Am I to go home without looking inside these towers? 
Now, when I am most interested and eager to see them? Go home!" 
I indignantly protested. "Take the cab for yourself! I will not." . . . 

"This is impossible. You may feel worse .... We will come here 
to-morrow, but you must have some rest first," implored the poor man. 

" I have had rest enough," replied I, so very decisively that he was 
taken aback. "Now, give me your arm and show me the Tower, or I wiII 
go along by myself. I am neither mad, nor sick, nor tired, and I wiII have 
my own way." 

And so I had. 
But do and say all I may, my companion-and indeed no one-would 

believe that I really saw the terrible old drama performed once more 
before my eyes, and by the true actors of old. 

So much the worse for sceptics-because I did see it, and I assert it. 
VERA P. ]ELIHOVSKY. 
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ON DYNASPHERIC FORCE. B ECENT scientific research has proved conclusively that all force 
I Q is atomic. That electricity consists of files of particles, and that 
-- "'-~ the interstellar spaces contain substance, whether it be called 

ether, or astral fluid, or by any other name, which is composed of atom~, 
because it is not possible to dissever force from its transmitting medium. 
The universe therefore, and all that it contains, consists of matter in 
motion, and is animated by a vital principle which we call God. Science 
has further discovered that these atoms are severally encompassed by an 
ethereal substance which prevents their touching each other, and to this 
circum-ambient interatomic element they have given the name of 
dynasphere-but in as much as it has further been found that in these 
dynaspheres there resides a tremendous potency, it is evident that they 
also must contain atoms, and that these atoms must in their turn be 
surrounded by dynaspheres, which again contain atoms, and so on ad 
infillitum. Matter thus becomes infinite and indestructible, and the 
force which pervades it, persistent and everlasting. 

This dynaspheric force, which is also called etheric, is conditioned as 
to its nature on the quality of the atoms which form its transmitting 
media, and which are infinite both in variety and in their combinations 
and permutations. They may however be broadly divided into t\\'o 
categories, the sentient and the non-sentient atoms. 

Dynaspheric force, composed of non-sentient atoms, is the force that 
has been already mechanically applied by Mr. Keely to his motor, and 
which will probably, ere long, supersede the agencies now used for 
locomotives, projectile and other purposes; when the laws which govern 
it come to be understood it will produce materially a great commercial 
and industrial revolution. There is no hard and fast line between the 
sentient and non-sentient atoms ; just as zoophytes are a connecting- link 
between the animal and vegetable creation, so there is a graduated scale 
of atoms between those which, although animated by the divine life, are 
not sentient, and those which are as highly developed relatively to them 
as man is to a cabbage. For the highest class of sentient atoms through 
which divine force is transmitted are in the perfect human form. They 
are infinitesimal bi-sexual innocences, male and female, two in one. The 
tradition of fairies is the lingering consciousness, come down from a 
remote past, of this fact. 

Owing to the unhappily debased condition of our planet, this force is 
not now operant upon it, except to a very limited and imperfect 
degree-it is struggling however to penetrate into the human organism, 
through the channel provided for it, and this channel must, of necessity, 
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partake of the nature of the forces operant within it-in other words, it 
must be a bi-sexual channel. It was this bi-sexual channel which Christ 
came to restore by his mission to earth; and thus to inaugurate a process 
by which man should regain his lost bi-une condition. That process 
has now partially achieved its consummation, in the advent of the com
plementary half of man whom we call the sY11lpllculIla. It is only through 
the sympneuma that the dyn¥pheric force, consisting of bi-sexual atoms, 
can be projected into nature. It comes for the healing of the nations, 
~nd is all the more necessary now because the conditions of nature have 
of late rears undergone such a change as to render possible the 
invasion of the hum~n organism by forces similar in character, with this 
one difference, that the atoms of which they are composed are not 
bi-sexual. These forces exhibit themselves in the phenomena of hyp
notism, thought-reading, telepathy, mesmeric healing, spiritualistic mani
festations, and in divers other ways, and depend for their quality on the 
source of their projection in the invisible, and the human medium 
through whom they are transmitted-where both are bad, the atoms are 
in the form of infusoria, or predatory animalcula!, who prey upon each 
other, and work moral and physical malady. Where both are relatively 
good, they are in the form of separate un i-sexual beings, depending for 
their quality upon the medium and partaking of what moral taint his 
nature may possess. It must be said that the same remark applies to' 
the bi-sexual atoms of the sympneumatic force; but although imperfect 
there is this guarantee for their superior quality, that it is not possible 
for a human being to enter upon sympneumatic conditions, excepting 
after a long and arduous discipline and self-sacrifice for his neighbour, and 
of great sufferings. 

The sympneuma visits none who have not been thus prepared, and 
who do not live exclusively for the service of humanity, to the extinction 
of private affections, personal ambitions, or worldly considerations of 
any kind. 

A false sympneuma may however visit those who are wholly engrossed 
by self; such are the succubi and incubi-well-known by the Church
and the force acting through them is the most fatal which can operate 
upon earth. , 

There are methods however, not necessary to enter upon here, by 
which the true can be distinguished from the false, with absolute certainty. 
All human emotion is atomic, and it has never been possible that it 
should be otherwise. The peculiarity of the atomic force of the present 
day is, that it has received an immense accession of energy, through 
changes which have operated in the invisible. 

It is these changes which render will-force, and magnetic influence so 
much more powerful now than they were formerly; and hence it becomes 
of such transcendent importance that persons who find themselves in 
possession of this re-inforced energy, and able to operate upon others 
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hypnotically or for curative purposes, should realise the character of the. 
agency they are dealing with-for it is quite impossible for them to 
project this will force, or magnetic influence, into the organism of another, 
without projecting the atoms with it. Now these atoms vary in quality 
from the predatory animalcul;:e to the human form through an infinite 
variety of types; none of them pure and good, though some are far 
purer and better, relativciy, than the others-still no magnetiser is so 
perfect that his magnetism does not convey to his patients the atoms of 
the vices and defects peculiar to his own nature, of which they may 
have been comparatively free. 

It may thus happen that a magnetiser, while healing the body of a 
patient, may work irreparable moral injury to his soul, and this while 
animated with the best intentions, and quite unconsciously to himself. 
It often happens moreover that the progress of the soul can only be 
achieved by an attenuation of the external structural atoms, thus produc
ing physical disease; to heal a person thus undergoing moral treatment, 
directed from the unseen world, by a sudden and premature exercise of 
will force in this one, applied to his surface organism, is to render him a 
fatal service. Again it may be that the welfare of a person's soul is 
dependent upon its removal from the body at a certain juncture; here 
again human interference by the operation of the human will being free, 
and yet under specific law, that free operation cannot be arbitrarily 
hindered in defiance of the law under which it acts. 

The reason why material remedies of all kinds may be employed with 
safety and propriety, is because the curative forces they contain are not 
composed of sentient atoms, and can be controlled from the unseen in 
quite a different manner from those which are-which may, to a certain 
extent, be influenced by them, but cannot be controlled. When a person 
has reached the point, which may be attained after a long sympneumatic 
training, and a life passed under the influence of that training, of having 
no will but that of God operating freely in him, as his own, he may 
under a pressure, which he will recognize as a Divine impulse, put forth 
a healing power, but he will have no personal desire connected with it; 
the healing force will be put through him irrespective of any conscious 
will he used; the energy he projects will convey bisexual atoms, which 
may prove a seed sown as a preparation for a sympneumatic descent. 

At such moments the operator will hold himself exclusively open to 
Christ, for it cannot be too earnestly insisted upon, that Christ is the one 
source and channel of sympneumatic life, and the healing which comes 
through it, when a person's moral condition renders such physical 
healing desirable. 

In the presence of the rapid development which dynaspheric force is 
acquiring, and of the great interest which it is attracting, especially 
among good and earnest truth seekers, who are only investigating it 
with the object of turning it to account for the benefit of humanity, it 
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has seemed to me necessary to make these remarks .. I have done so in 
the hope that they might serve both as a warning and an encouragement· 
-as a warning of the dangers that beset the unwary explorers into 
these little known and almost untrodden regions; and as an encourage
ment, as indicating the immense potentialities now.descending upon the 
world for its succour in the hour of its approaching need. 

I{ I seem to have written with the certainty of conviction,· it is with 
no desire to impose my authority arbitrarily upon my readers, but in 
all humility to give them the facts as they have been revealed to me, 
after an arduous struggle and investigation into the methods of 
operation of these forces, which has lasted nearly twenty-five years. 

LAURENCE OLIPHANT. 

[The Editors expressly desire to disclaim all responsibility for ·the views expressed in this 
article.-Eo. ] 

THE BUDDHIST. 

A project, long in contemplatio:l, has been realised in the appearance of the 

first number of our new English journal, the Buddhist, at Colombo. It is to 

be a supplement to our Sinhalese semi-weekly, the Sandaresa, and is intended 

for the benefit of all who may be interested in Buddhism, and feel an active 

sympathy in the efforts of Buddhists to purify their religion from the dross of 

. superstition. The paper is to be an eight-page quarto, printed on good paper. 

in new type, specially imported. The subscripton price is but Rs. 2-8-0 to local 

subscribers, Rs. 3 to Indian, or 6s. or $1.50, including postage, to European 

and American. It will be published by the Colombo (Buddhist) T. S., and 

edited by members. We hope that every friend of the Society'S Buddhist work, 

who can afford the trifling cost, will send in his name and remittance to the 

Manager of the Theosophist, who will act as agent. The initial number is full 

of good matter, among the rest, a scathing criticism upon the Bisliop of 

Colombo'S recent Oxford Lecture on Buddhism. 

Subscriptions may also be sent to the care of the Theosophical Publi~tion 

Society, 7 Duke Street, Adelphi. 
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EVOLUTION AND INVOLUTION OF THE DIVINE MAN. 

~1iO intelligent student of nature at the present timc, at all familiar 
~l with those large groups of facts in physics and biology, con-

stituting the theatre in which evolution is thought to play so 
large a part, will be found entirely ignoring or denying evolution. No 
intelligent biologist, familiar with the ordinary facts of human physiology, 
will for a moment deny that the outer unfoldment of the body of man, 
from germ to prime, is, according to any fair interpretation of facts, and 
an intelligent comprehension of the principle under consideration, an 
evolution. Evolution as a fact, is everywhere admitted; the ground of 
disagreement is the application and interpretation of the Jaw. 

In other words, the difficulty met with is not in regard to facts, or 
laws; not in science, or philosophy, per se, but, as frequently pointed out 
in these pages, in the minds of men, who variously consider, and 
diversely interpret nature, and were it not for the fact that evolution has 
been supposed to explain the origin of man from lower forms of life, and 
so apparently to antagonise divine revelation, it is doubtful. if anyone 
would think of questioning the law of evolution, more than that of 
gravitation. 

And even here, the most pronounced opponents of the application of 
evolution to the origin of man, seem to have entirely misapprehended 
the application of the law as suggested, nothing more, by the leading 
advocates of evolution. This misapprehension has been so often and 
even so recently pointed out by leading scientists, and, moreover, made 
so plain to every unbiassed mind, that it would be out of place here to 
go into details. 

So far as we are here concerned with evolution, its application and 
interpretation only are involved, and therefore suggestions are in order. 

Evolution being everywhere admitted as, a fact, it is applied to two 
separate groups of facts and processes. In the growth and development 
of individual forms of life, it is everywhere admitted with but slight 
qualification. In the progressive unfoldment of species, and the pro
gressive advancement of man through lower organisms, it is very 
frcquently denied; not always denied as a factor, but as sufficient to 
.account for all results. 

Th(! question, then, presents itself in this wise: Does that law, or 
process, which everywhere unfolds and elaborates individual organisms, 
flowing outward, and expanding from centre to circumference, also push 
the whole complex series of earth's organisms upward from lower to 
higher forms? To this query one party answers unhesitatingly no: the 

.. 
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other party answers yes. with certain qualifications and concomitants. 
Here again. it would be out of place to go over the ground involved in 
the discussion. as many volumes have already been written upon the 
subject by able advocates on either side. with the result of bringing 
them no nearer together than before. each party in turn claiming the 
victory over the other. 

Looking now at the processes of nature and of life as a whole. no one 
on either side will deny evolution. in toto •. and no one will deny that it 
has aided in the interpretation of natural processes. Looking again at 
the processes of nature and of life as a whole. is there not another la~ 
to be discerned, operating equally and consistently with that of evolution, 
and capable. when equally apprehended. of reconciling all the above
named discrepancies and disagreements? 

If evolution be indeed true. and more or less a factor in all processes. 
as is generally admitted. any other law or process discovered, or hereafter 
to be discovered, must be capable of reconciliation with it, and must be . 
seen to work in harmony with it, when the range and application of 
both laws are understood; and this concept and basis of agreement is 
perfectly consistent with the sequence of all scientific discovery. 

Because evolution has been first recognized, it by no means follows 
that it has for ever pre-empted all the ground covered, particularly as it 
is not generally admitted to cover all the ground and explain all the 
facts and processes involved. No one claims this much for evolution. 
Therefore, every sincere seeker for the simple truth, ought to welcome 
any suggestion from whatsoever quarter, that promises a reconciliation. 
Let us see. 

All processes in nature, whether inorganic, or organic, present them
selves to the mind as an Equation. In all physical problems, whether in 
mechanics, or in nature at large, there is the problem of the parallelogram 
of forces, whereby the direction and force of momentum is determined, 
and whence equilibrium results, without which eve~ the apparent 
stability of forms in the midst of unceasing change, were impossible. 
There are the dual conditions of centrifugal and centripetal force: of 
cohesion and attraction; and of attraction and repulsion, everywhere 
recognized. There is, behind all of these, the problem of mass or inertia, 
over against all tendency producing movement of mass, or overcoming 
resistance. This duality runs through the whole phenomenal display of 
nature, as the basic idea of our concept of atoms, and the genesis of all 
life. 

Duality and Manifestation are synonymous. All problems of life, as 
all problems in nature, present themselves, therefore, under this form of 
duality; i.e. they are equations: no principle is more widely recognized 
than this, as in one form or another it is the basis of the higher 
mathematics, which enter the realm of nature's highest display, and 
calculate not only the application of principles to mechanics. but 
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determine the revolutions of suns and stars, and the change of time and 
season. The central idea in evolution is the natural sequence and 
co-ordinate relation of all processes in nature. Has evolution 
adequately apprehended this quality of all things? 

Coming to the unfoldment of germs in the two kingdoms, the 
vegetable, and the animal, that is everywhere recognized as the 
beginning of individual forms of existence, evolution recognizes the 
duality above referred to; first, under the terms inheritance and 
environment; and the further fact that the individual developing, or 
developed, is an adjustment of these two sets of factors, thus 
constituting personality. 

There can be no question that, viewed externally from the phy
sical plane, this development from the germ outwardly from first to 
last, in the beginning, and in all subsequent individual life, is an 
evolution. 

But just here comes the difficulty. Evolution admits, in the presence 
of the apparent persistence of forms, types, and species, the element of 
progress; and recognizes some element that tends to push all life to 
higher planes, toward higher ideals, and endeavours to account for 
improvement by natural selection, and the survival of the fittest, and no 
doubt these principles are largely concerned as processes. 

These processes, however, prove too much, and are quite sufficient in 
the case of man, for example, to have long ago modified him out of 
existence, so that not a semblance of the human would remain, and yet 
the facts show that this is not the case. In spite of the ebb and flow of 
life, the rise and fall of empires, the wax and wane of civilization, there 
is some element that not only preserves the human type, but pushes it 
constantly to higher and still higher, unfoldment, and throughout all 
lower forms of life, there is prophesy of man: an overshadowing of the 
human form and of human attributes descends to the lowest vestiges of 
organic life. Even the worm at your feet is climbing the mount of 
transfiguration. Nature reveals in all her processes One Divine Ideal 
Man. Viewing all of Nature's work within the range of human ken; all 
physical processes, from the busy play of atoms, to the revolutions of 
stars and suns; all organic process, from monera to man; the growth of 
a single germ, the modification of species, and the progress of the human 
race; bearing in mind the duality of all processes and all manifestations, 
we find a two-fold process, corresponding to this basic duality. 

In all physical processes, moving outward from centre to circumference, 
in all organic processes, unfolding from germ to organism, the process is 
an evolvement, an evolution. 

This is just one half the process, one side of the equation. Coincident 
with all evolvement, is an involvement. Every play of forces, every 
display of processes from centre to circumference, is met and balanced, 
point by point, in atom or sun, in germ or organism, in plant, animal, or 
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man, by an opposite wave from circumference to centre. Evolution is 
balanced by Involution. This is the form of the Cosmic Equation. 

The recognition of this dual law in keeping with the duality of all 
things, is the Reconciliation of Science and Religion. 

From the dawn of life on the planet, to the present time, from the 
beginning of the unfoldment of every living germ, to the complete life 
of the organism, a Divine Idea overshadows and is progressively involved 
in every living being. If evolution is seen in any instance as a vis a 
/ergo, involution appears as a vis a froll/e. In the apparent striving of 
nature, all creation tends to the involution of a: divine idea, through the 
evolution of living forms, and these forms strive toward, and build upon, 
the modulus of man; impelled thereto by the indwelling overshadowing 
of the Divin~ Idea. 

Nature is not then soul-less, or God-less. Involution is as rational, and 
as thinkable, as evolution. What Nature, and God, and Soul, are in 
their essence, we do not know. All that man does know, or ever can 
know, is revealed through the nature of man himself. These things to 
us, are our idea of them, no more, no less. ",The thing in itself" is still 
beyond us, and we approach its more complete apprehension only as we 
involve more and more, in our very being, the divine idea, and evolve 
more and more outwardly, the divine life; and the centre in us of these 
two groups of experiences, is that poise, that double line, between the 
two sides of the equation that we call Consciousness; the expansion of 
which we call Understanding; the illumination of which we call Con
science; the perfection of which will be At-one-ment ; the Divine likeness 
will be one with the Divine. 

The question is, not who builds? but how is cosmos built? Our idea 
of the Great Architect is no longer extra-cosmic, but intra-cosmic. 

In place of what Carlyle calls an "absentee God: doing nothing 
since the first sabbath, but sitting on the outside of creation and seeing 
it go," we have the idea of the immanence of creative energy, creative 
power, creative design, not only in every blade of grass, but in every 
infinitesimal atom, no less than in animals and man; in planets, suns, 
and solar systems. If we assign to creative power attributes, those 
attributes are revealed in and through man. Man is not only the 
knower, but revealer, yet man does not himself reveal. Creative power 
reveals through man, progressively, as he can bear and give forth the 
light of wisdom; or as man involves the divine idea, and evolves the 
divine life. God comes into his consciousness, illumines his understanding 
and potentially" dwells in him." 

Every created form, every sentient organism, every animal endowed 
with instinct, every man and woman endowed with reason, and every SOUl 
inspired with hope, arise by evolution on the outward physical plane. 
All these climb toward larger life, and move along the highway of being 
up the mount of transfiguration, drawn upward by Involution of the 
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divine. Divinity at the centre, Nature at the circumference, and these 
two are for ever One j the essence and the form j the ideal and the real j 

unity in diversity, diversity in unity j duality in biunity. Man and 
woman. "After his likeness created he him "-" Male and female 
created he them." Man-Woman, the two poles of one Being. 
, I hold that man is concerned only with the present life, and the 
present time. Now is his opportunity j now is his appointed time, and 
the more this is felt to be true, the more will his life tend to essentials. 
To ignore or despise our present opportunities, no matter from moti,'cs 
of worldliness or other-worldliness, I hold to be equally subversive of 
the highest and best interests of man. The ignoring of these interests 
on the one hand, and the relegating of them to another sphere of being, 
overshadowed by the fear of death and the terrors of superstition, is 
equally to barter our birth-right, and to miss the meaning of life, in one 
case as in the other. Nor is this in any sense the meaning of true 
religion, but rather the interpretation given to ignorance and fear, by 
superstition. I hold that science and philosophy, as methods in man's 
pursuit of Truth, lead up from and through physical nature, to the very 
same conclusions and concepts, as true religion, coming down through 
revelation of all the ages, and that each thus fortifies the other. If this be 
true, nothing can so facilitate all future progress, as the recognition of 
this great reconciliation. 

If all lower forms of life prophesy of man, so is man on each successh'e 
plane of being, prophetic of the next stage of unfoldment. True religion 
helps science to advance from gross materialism, toward spiritual 
enlightment, and when every problem that presents itself to the mind 
of man, stands thus in clear light, illuminated and rounded into form 
and beauty, over against the back-ground of ignorance and superstition, 
then appears "the fulI-orbed truth," a new world, not alone of man's 
creation, but from man as a " co-worker with God." 

AlI natures strive in man, because he has reached the human plane, 
into which pours in steady streams the light of that which lies next 
above it j while the light from the human plane illumines that of the 
next lower. 

Two principles focalise the two planes in man, and all apparent anta
gonism thus resulting, is the impulse already referred to, pushing man, 
in common with all natures, to higher and higher degrees. One of these 
principles man has brought with him from the lower animal plane, as 
the dregs of animal life. The other principle man but dimly discerns 
as reflected downward from the divine plane above him, These two 
principles arc Egoism and Altruism. Man is thus one half human, and 
by the time he has become wholly human, or altogether humane, he will 
also have become half divine j for so does one nature always overlap 
another, and he advances into the higher, only as he shakes off the 
lower. For ever a Pilgrim, he must drop the load of sin before he can 
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pass the golden gates that lead to the delectable mountains; and he 
drops the load while he journeys on, not during hours of ease and re
freshment, and when he is conscious that his load has vanished, lo! his 
enlightenment has already come. This is the true alchemy, the con
version of baser metals into gold; the transformation worked by the 
magic elixir. Life is the elixir, and its office is transfiguration. 

All over the world we hear the word, Humanity. Benevolent enter
prises are everywhere set on foot, and humanitarian societies are every
where organized. This humane influence, even when misdirected, is 
still the dawning of the divine in man, the forgetting of self for others, 
the advancement of altruism over egoism, and for science and civilization 
on the one hand, and so-called religion on the other, to claim all the 
credit of this condition of things, is to confess embodied and organized 
egoism, nothing more. The impulse bringing about this result is older 
than all religions, deeper than all science, broader than all civilizations, 
higher than all heavens. 

The humane impulse in individuals, is the true sign of advancement 
from egoism to altruism, from the animal, through the human, up to the 
divine. Even what is called culture may be one-sided and altogether 
selfish. One may have an eye only to the main chance, the best oppor
tunity, in intellectual matters, as well as in money matters, or anywhere 
else. Strife and competition, here, often take unfair advantages and 
trample down the weak as unmercifully, as in the mart, or "on change." 
Where-ever someone else must lose, in order that I may gain, no matter 
in what realm of being, so-called profit, becomes plunder, howsoever 
protected by law, by usage, or glossed over by so-called respectability. 

To the ignorant and time-serving, altruism has no other meaning than 
the giving up of earth, with the somewhat uncertain prospect of securing 
peace in heaven; foregoing self-indulgence here to secure greater and 
rather exclusive indulgence hereafter j or for the poor and despised here 
to change places with the rich and prosperous there, while the sum of 
human misery remains the same. Hence it was a little way back shown 
that the time-serving and the devout are often in the same plane, and 
equally mistake the purpose of life and the end of being. Weare not 
placed here on earth merely to give it up for a better one, as though we 
were placed in an orchard whose trees were laden with fruit, hungry and 
famishing, and we should pass from tree to tree partaking of none, 
thinking the next would be better, and repay us for waiting, till we had 
passed by the last tree, and the night had overtaken us, and we sink, 
famished and exhausted, bewailing our folly. 

Suppose we enter the orchard again, any of the fruit is good enough, 
a little will suffice; but all around us are little children who cannot 
reach the limbs where hang the choicest fruit. There are the weak, the 
sick, the crippled, who need food and who cannot help themselves. 
Shall we reach out our strong arms in every direction for the choicest 
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fruit, trampling down even the innocent children, and reach the highest 
branches from the broken bodies of the sick, weak and starving, and so 
gather all that we think choice into our little pile, and then fence it around, 
and guard it by law, and put watch dogs at every gate or avenue of 
approach; nay, starve ourselves at last through fear that our store may 
decrease? Have we never read the parable of the quails and the manna, 
by which a "stiff-necked and rebellious people" were taught? 

" Mine" and" Thine" is an inheritance of animal egoism. "The earth 
is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof," and there is enough in this fair 
earth for all, and humanity, another name for altruism, gathers that it 
may give, and takes, only that it may bestow; the almoner of the 
divine, realising that he who is permitted to give is more blessed, and. 
more under obligation, than he who is necessitated to receive. He who 
forgetteth self, remembers God: not a far-away, " absentee God," but the 
God immanent in all his works, whose Altar is the human heart, and 
whose Providence is the human hand. 

If religion was the first to announce" Peace on earth and good-will to 
man," superstition stood ready to obscure and make it of no effect, 
through the counsels of men. Wherever religion built her altars, 
superstition lit her fires of persecution, equally in the holy name of 
Deity. Even to-day the conditions are the same; Christendom builds 
magnificent churches to "save souls," and magnificent ironclads to 
destroy them. If the money devoted to these two purposes alone were 
distributed among the poor, hunger and want would disappear from the 
"Christian World." 

If the churches are deserted, and the armies scattered, and the iron
clads turning to rust, Altruism may convert the former into bread, and 
the latter into pruning-hooks. If egoism, in the clerical profession, claims 
priority and superiority, and egoism in scientific professions is quick to 
deny, and claim for science the palm, both are wrangling over a dead 
carcase, while the spirit that gave it life has moved on. The counsels of 
men shall come to naught; but the counsels of God remain. 

If science and religion are ready to clasp hands, and work together 
for the unfoldment of truth, and the up-lifting of man: If the day of 
altruism dawns, and the night of egoism draweth nigh, every lover of 
truth and righteousness will welcome the new day. If science working 
upward, and divine revelation working downward, come to the same 
conclusion: If the sequence of evolution, and the sequence of inspira
tion, alike reveal the Divine· Man as the supra-human, the conscious 
union of the natural and the divine: If the principle of altruism on the 
one hand, meet and mingle with the principle of atonement on the other, 
and thus the evolution of the natural, meet the involution of the divine, 
the ideal man enters our conception as something possible of realization, 
and no longer ail impossibility, or a mere matter of sentimentality, but 
the one true meaning of life and time. 

]. D. B. 
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THE JUNE TIME OF THE OCCULTIST. 

BETWEEN THE BLOSSOM AND THE FRUIT. 

[A paper read before the LOTUS T. S., Michigan, U.S.] 

THE man or woman absorbed in the duties inseparable from 
family ties, cannot become an Occultist." "To become an 
Occultist one must test all experiences and know them." "To 

neglect any duty to family, home, friends, or country, is to hopelessly 
~bstruct one's progress at the very outset." Such in essence. are some 
of the most emphatic and explicit teachings of those who speak with 
authority on matters pertaining to Occultism; and while in each separate 
statement we instinctively recognize truth, yet taken collectively there is 
apparent conflict between them. Let us see whether the conflict is more 
than apparent or whether, like many seeming contradictions, these may 
not be transmuted and blended by the alchemy of intuition into one 
harmonious truth. 

Does not the difficulty of reconciling these, as well as most of the 
propositions of Occultism, arise from a tendency to regard its teachings 
from one side only-the blossom side of life? We delight in the flower, 
and with the human short-sightedness which prevents our seeing that 
with all its beauty and fragrance, it is, after all, only a hint-only a 
promise; held by the fear that is almost conviction, that in the blossom 
as a blossom merely, lies all of sweetness we shall ever realize, are we 
not too often found clinging tenaciously to it long after its petals should 
have been borne away on the wings of aspiration? For, before the fruit 
can begin to form, the blossom must fall. 

And yet the blossom-stage of existence is not to be under-valued in 
importance, or regarded as a mere idle play-time; for it is here, amid 
sunshine and shower, soft breezes and tempests, that the ego learns its 
most essential lessons; for who can doubt that in order to rightly 
measure the heights and depths of that miniature universe called "I," 
we must personally experience all that the" I" is capable of experi
encing. To understand the heart of childhood, we must sometime be 
children. To know all the possibilities of manhood and womanhood, we 
must sometime be men and women. To realize all the depth and 
meaning of human love, we must sometime be lovers, husbands, wives, 
fathers and mothers. And yet, valuable and necessary as we must 
admit this experiential knowledge to be, is there anything to be gained 
by aimless and indefinite repetition of our experiments? Because I 
have found it profitable at certain stages of my evolution to be a child, 
a man, a woman, a father, a mother, must I perforce admit the necessity 
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or wisdom of being anyone of these to-morrow, or ever again? Of 
what value is an experience that is merely to be repeated over and over? 
Of what use was yesterday's lesson if from it we have not gathered 
something which makes it possible for us to learn a larger one to-day? 

To test all experiences is not sufficient. \Ve must test all experiences 
and k,10W them, i. e. \Ve must test them understandingly. 

It is of no avail that I have essayed the actual trial of the condition 
of childhood, if out of it I have not learned to exercise a child-like trust 
in the divine, all-fostering love that watches protectingly over me and 
provides for all my needs. Whither has vanished the essence of my 
childish lessons in obedience, if I cannot unquestioningly and joyfully 
submit to that Omnipotence that sweeps up and bears along my little 
human will, as a great wind catches the baby breath that so confidently 
thinks to blow its shining bubble up to the very clouds? How am I 
wiser or better for being a man the other day, unless I gathered up and 
made my own the knowledge to be acquired by the use and understand
ing of manhood's highest gifts and powers? But having so gathered 
up, and wisely appropriated, will it profit me or the human race any
thing simply to become a man again and prove what I have so well 
proved before? 

Why should we become lovers and husbands except that we may be 
led to cherish reverence and comprehend that other half of our natures so 
difficult to grasp and solve; so fascinatingly mysterious i-SO provokingly 
elusive i-SO like, yet so tilllike to the selves we thillk we know. Or why 
wives, except that we may learn deep heart-lessons of de\'otion, of 
divine patience and tenderness? What other condition than that of 
womanhood with its physical disability for active and positive expression 
of inherent power, would afford such opportunity for the practical under
standing and demonstration of that silent negative force in nature which 
produces such mighty results in the physical and psychical world? If 
from the experience of fatherhood I have not learned to use the power 
I wield for the protection and good instead of the destruction and harm 
of every little helpless thing that appeals to my care, what has the" Great 
Orphan-Humanity" gained by my individual trial of that phase of 
experience. But ha\"ing so learned, why should I go back and con the 
lesson all over again? 

It is a beautiful thing to be a mother; to give of one's life to a child; 
to nurture it from the very fountain of one's being; to cradle and soothe 
and reassure it in the first beginnings of life in a strange environment; 
to watch over and so direct its physical and intellectual unfoldment that 
it shall round out into symmetrical maturity. Verily, it is a sacred thing 
to be even a merely human mother. But what purpose does such an 
experience serve if from it we catch no hint of the divine possibilities of 
motherhood? Instead of exaggerating the importance of mere 
maternity; instead of narrowing the circle of our devotion down to 
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the little group of beings we call ours; with an intense if slightly 
extended selfishness,-serving our own because they are our own ;-is 
it not a more beautiful thing-aye, a more divinely natural thing-to 
feel that tender, pitying mother-love for all created things? To reach 
out yearning arms, to cradle on our breasts, to brood over, to comfort 
and encourage every weak, piteous, crying soul that puts out helpless 
hands and appeals to our mother instinct. Ah, this is motherhood 
indeed! And having attained to its sublime expression, shall we go 
back and vainly repeat the little lessons through the understanding of 
which our heart'> were unfolded to the first, faint conception of its 
meaning! 

But what conclusion may be drawn from the arraignment of these
to an aspirant for Occultism-self-evident truths? This: that having 
made actual trial of the various conditions pertaining to human life; 
having tested each and all of them in the crucible of understanding, 
casting away the residuum and appropriating only the pure essence of 
the experience, the ego comes at last to a point where, for him, experi
ence of this kind is no longer necessary. Then let him beware lest he 
fall into a grievous error. Having gained good from his experience, let 
him not be deceived into thinking the good was ill the experience itself, 
and thereby tempted to return and repeat the trials from which he can 
never again extract anything of value. Here the watch-word of life 
must emphatically be: "Look forward and not back." 

And what, say you, are the signs by which the individual may know 
he has reached this point in his development? They are many and 
plain. \Vhen some day he awakens to an uneasy self-consciousness, to 
discover himself out of harmony with his life and kind: when the 
objects that engross the attention of others, excite but slight interr.st in 
his mind: when he finds himself unable to enter with zest upon the 
ordinary ventures of human life, because he can so easily fore-cast the 
issue and feels that the gain is not worth the effort: then let him pause 
and try if he can solve the meaning of this strange unfitness to his en
vironmeot. If he but pause long enough, and listen deep enough, he 
will catch the import of that small voice trying to impart to him the first 
faint glimmering of a knowledge beyond mere human ken. He is ready 
now-though he know it not-for the initial step in Occultism. And 
right here is the critical point in the evolution of the ego; a point where 
he must make a decisive and voluntary choice-a choice involving a 
crucial test of the courage and the faith acquired in his various life
ventures. For courage of no ordinary kind or degree is required to 
voluntarily relinquish our hold upon the beauty and sweetness we know 
and love to enter upon the weary time of waiting between the flower and 
the fruit. And only by the unwavering light of a fixed, luminous faith 
can we detect all and more than the charm of the blossom in the hard, 
colourless, scentless thing that follows close upon its shedding. It is 
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not strange that here the disciple should shrink and falter, perchance 
refusing to advance further until he is borne along by the resistless rush 
of some mighty wave of progress. In his hand are the blossoms whose 
sweetness he has tested; if he lets them flutter from his grasp, there 
remains to his perception nothing but the meaningless, unbeautiful 
things whose possibilities he has yet to prove by long heart-breaking 
suspense and waiting, with no ray from the light of previous experience 
to cheer the darkness of this era; for be it remembered, this is the 
beginning of a new cycle of existence; the entering upon a new condition 
of being as much as the first essay of the ego into human life. Now is 
the metal of the spirit fairly tried. Will the disciple, having come so 
far, muster all his faith and courage, and flinging the blossom from him, 
go forward into untried ways with no familiar grace and enchanting 
fragrance to soothe and cheer him, trusting the dim, far-off goal will be 
worth the daring and the sacrifice? Or will he linger with the spring
time of existence, treading the well-worn pathways with their familiar 
milestones and pleasant, shady resting-places; although from the height 
to which he has climbed, the beginning and the end are at once dis
cernible? If he dare to choose the new, who shall say what his reward 
shall be? If he linger with the old, what awaits him but final weariness 
of sweets grown insipid by too oft-repeated tasting, and at last despair 
at the inevitable discovery that human life is an aimless round of vain 
repetitions,leading nowhere and coming to no conclusion? 

Fellow disciples, let us not hesitate. Ours is the opportunity, ours 
the goal. Let us bravely choose to forego for a while the sweetness of 
the flower, firmly trusting that the day is hasting to meet us wherein we 
shall realize all the fragrance, all the sweetness, all the beauty of the 
blossom concentrated, expanded, glorified in the fully-ripe~ed fruit. 

MARY R. SHIPPEY, F.T.S. 
June 12, 1888. 

As a piece of wood and a piece of wood may come together in the 
ocean; and, having met, may separate again; like this is the meeting 
of mortals. 

As a traveller sits down to rest in the shade of a tree, and, having 
rested, sets out again ; like this is the meeting of mortals. 

By no means enduring is the sojourn which is secured by anyone, even 
with his own body; how much less so, with any other. 

This body is wasting away moment by moment, unperceived; like a 
jar of unbaked clay standing in water, not till it is destroyed is its 
dissolution perceived. 

c. J. (from the Sanskrit). 
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THE ENGLISH OF ANTIQUITY. 

THE Etruscans were a strong-limbed, broad-headed, industrious 
race, given to road-building, sewer-making, canal-digging and 

. nature-taming generally. They were religious, too, commercial, 
manufacturing, keen of business, of course luxurious, not wholly unmind
ful of beauty, but preferring the strength and comfort that comes of a 
practical view of things: a people in the end whose hard-earned riches 
and long-tested mechanical science failed to save their political being 
when imperilled by an ambitious, warlike neighbour. Still, though 
subdued in the field, their arts and civil polity conquered the conquerors. 
For centuries they ruled the seas, and were the great wave-lords of 
antiquity. English in their maritime skill and force, they were like the 
English in many other habits and points of character, especially in their 
fondness for horse-racing and pugilistic encounters. Their origin is lost 
in the remotest antiquity of the East. Nevertheless their earliest civili
zation comes to us indubitably filtered through Egyptian and Assyrian 
sources. 

Of all the old peoples of Italy that have made a mark in history, 
leaving an impress on modem civilization, none interest more than the 
Etruscans. They have left a written language which no one can read j 

stupendous public works which time fails to destroy j and a rich and 
suggestive art, frail often in material, but exquisite in workmanship, 
which the grave has preserved during a silence of nearly thirty centuries. 
Everywhere their cities crowned the most picturesque and impregnable 
mountain sites, rejoicing in varied views, pure air and excessive climbing, 
as greatly as modem towns delight in the easy access, heavy atmosphere 
and cramped scenery of the lowlands. Independently of other induce
ments, it is worth while to make the tour of the ancient cities of Etruria 
on account of the loveliness of their situations and the varied beauty of 
the landscape encircling them. Take for instance Volterra, set on high, 
overlooking the Mediterranean, the fertile Pisan territory, and a Plutonic 
tract of country at its feet, split and warped into savage fury of chasm 
and nakedness by internal fires. Its situation marks it finally for a doom 
as tragic as that of the cities of the Plain j indeed, one more dramatic 
-for it will be thrown down from its towering height into a bottomless 
quicksand below, which is swallowing in immense mouthfuls the moun
tain on which it stands. 

Orvieto is as firmly as Volterra is loosely placed, on its foundation of 
rock. Following the circuit of the perpendicular precipice on which the 
town stands, its walls rise many hundred feet in parts, in as straight a 
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line as if all built up of masonry. Perugia struggles in a vagabond 
manner along the crests of several hills or terraces, evincing a desire to 
get into the rich valleys below. Chiusi, with a glorious outlook over two 
lakes, girt around with a green swell of mountains, whose olive-grounds 
and vineyards rise and fall until they dash their fragrance against its 
ugly walls, shows like a dark spot in the bountiful nature around it. 
The kingly virtues of Porsenna are as much lost sight of in his now 
. beggarly capital as is his famous tomb, once a wonder pf the world. 

The Maremma is a vast cemetery of Etruscan cities, but disease and 
desolation have replaced their once vigorous commercial life. Scarcely 
a spadeful of earth can be turned up without disturbing the dust of their 
inhabitants. The same picturesque choice of sites of towns obtains here 
as elsewhere. Cortona is the queen of them all, though Citta-della-Pieve, 
garlanded with oak and chesnut forests, looks on a landscape not so 
diversified, but in some details more exquisitely lovely. 

I wish I could credit the founders of Etruscan cities with a love of the 
beautiful in nature in regard to the situations they selected. But they 
had no greater liking this way than modern Italians. Sanitary considera
tions and personal security led them up the hills to live and to girt them
selves around with solid walls. The plains were damp and unwholesome 
before they were drained and planted. Still, in "locating" themselves 
as they did, and in disposing their walls and gateways, they must have 
obeyed a latent instinct of beauty even in a land where nature is so 
bountiful that it is difficult to go amiss in laying the foundations either 
of a house or a town. We find in them all a varied succession of sur
prising views which could scarcely be more completely pleasurable had 
the sites of their cities been specially chosen with this end. 

In treating of Etruscan art it is not necessary to specify its antiquarian 
distinctions, but only its general characteristics. The best way to get 
at these is to study the contents of the tombs. They were excavated 
and built much after the plan of the dwellings of the living, with a 
similar disposition of chambers or halls, corresponding to the room 
req uired for the dead, except when they took the form of mausoleums or 
monuments, and were made immense labyrinthian structures, whose 
ruins now seem more the work of nature than of man. Interiorly they 
were lavishly decorated with painting and sculpture in relief on the walls 
and ceilings. When first opened, these decorations are quite fresh and 
perfect. After an experience of the ghastly relics of modem sepulchres, 
it is with pleased astonishment one enters for the first time an Etruscan 
house of the dead. If it be a sepulchre hitherto undisturbed, the visitor 
finds himself, or he can easily so imagine, in the presence of the original 
proprietors. The apartments opening one into another have a look of 
domestic life, while the ornamentation is not confined to mythological 
or symbolical subjects; but is intermingled with scenes of social 
festivity, games, picnics, races, theatrical exhibitions, and whatever they 
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enjoyed in their every-day world; thus indicating that they fancied they· 
were entering upon a new life corresponding in many particulars with 
their old. It is another form of the Indian notion of new and better 
hunting-grounds in the land of the Great Spirit. But the good or evil 
past had much to do in their minds with the reception that awaited them. 
Guardian genii, effigies of the avengers of wrong, protectors of the 
good, symbols of immortality, occult doctrines put into pictorial life, 
these looked down on them from carved roofs and frescoed walls, which 
were further secured from wanton sacrilege at the hands of the living 
by figures of monstrous serpents and demon heads, or the snake-entwined 
visage of the terrible Medusa. There was so much of value to tempt 
the cupidity of even the heirs in the tombs of the wealthy, that it was 

I necessary to render them awful as well as sacred to the common 
imagination. Indeed, there is room for believing that, while in some 
instances deposits of jewels and other costly objects were made in com
pliance with the religious customs, they were afterwards covertly with
drawn by means of a secret entrance known only to the persons 
interested, if not of the family itself; perhaps left expressly by 
conscience-hardened workmen for the sake of plunder. But, as enough 
has been already secured by modern excavators to stock the principal 
inuseums of Europe, it proves that the practice of burying treasures of 
art was in general respected among the old Etruscans, who, doubtless 
thinking to need them again, wished to have them within their ghostly 
reach. 

If the tomb be anterior to the Roman fashion of burning the corpses, 
we often find the noble lady or great officer laid out in state on bronze 
biers and funeral couches, looking as in life, with their jewellery or 
armour on them, as prompt, to all appearance, for the pursuits of love 
or war as ever. Their favourite furniture, vases, bronzes, articles of 
toilet, and sometimes children's toys-the pet doUs and engraved 
primers-are placed about them ready for instant use. A few minutes' 
exposure to the air reduces the bodies to dust; but the records of their 
personal tastes and habits remain. 

The family scene of some of the sepulchres is made more real by 
rows of portrait statues in various attitudes placed on urns or sarcophagi, 
and arranged in order around the chamber, very much after the manner 
of a fashionable reception. In those days, guests more often reclined at 
banquets than sat upright. We see them, therefore, commonly in that 
position; and if husband and wife, decorously embracing or caressing, 
the arm of the man thrown lovingly over the shoulder of the partner of 
his home. Each is draped as in life, wearing their usual ornaments and 
insignia of rank. The base, which contains the ashes or bodies, is 
elaborately sculptured, sometimes in full relief, with mythological or 
historical scenes, or symbols and events relating to the deceased persons. 
The oldest and most common of these cinerary urns are coarsely 
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painted and modelled in terra-cotta, but the finer are done in marble or 
alabaster, under Grecian influence, with occasional gilding. 

These tombs are the libraries and museums of Etruscan history. 
Without them, not only would there have been important gaps in the 
annals of the people, and, indeed, all real knowledge of their life lost, 
but modern art would also have missed its most graceful and preciou:; 
models and patterns in bronze, jewellery, and plastic materials in general. 
These offer a most needed contrast to the graceless, clumsy, meaningless, 
or vicious styles of ornament which prevailed after the loss of medireval 
art, and before a revival of the knowledge of the pure forms of the 
antique Grecian taught us what beauty really is. \Ve may estimate the 
extent to which the manufacture of artistic objects was carried by this 
people by the fact that from the small town of Volsinium, the modern 
Bolsena, Flavius Flaccus carried off to Rome 2,000 bronze statues. It 
is believed by many that the Etruscans were superior to the Greeks in 
the working of bronze, or anticipated them in perfecting it and the 
making of fictile vases. Each nation possessed a consummate art of its 
own, the origin of which in either was equally archaic and rude, while in 
time both styles in Italy became so intermingled that it requires a 
practised eye to discriminate between them, especially after Greek 
colonies settled in Southern Italy and their artists were employed 
throughout the peninsula. 

Etruscan art proper is as thoroughly characteristic and indigenous as 
is the Greek; but instead of a keen sense of beauty as its animating 
motive, there was a love of fact. It is essentially realistic, delighting in 
vigour and strength, and in telling its story plainly and forcibly, rather 
than \vith grace and elegance of expression. Before it was subjected to 
Greek influence, it was more or less heavy and exaggerated, with an 
unwitting tendency to the grotesque, faulty in detail, often coarse, but 
always expressive, emphatic and sincere. Ignoring the extreme 
principles of Greek selection, it takes more to common nature as its 
guide. Nevertheless, it has a lofty idealism, or, more properly speaking, 
creative faculty of its own, which, as we shall see in its best art, inspires 
its natural truth with a feeling of the sublime. This supernal mystical 
element, which it has always exhibited, comes of the Oriental blood of 
the race. Grecian art is poetry; Etruscan, eloquence. Homer inspires 
both; but the difference between them in rendering the same thought is 
very obvious. There was an essential distinction in their ideas of death 
and the future life, as interpreted by their sepulchral art. 

Apparently the Greek was so absorbed in his sensuous enjoyment, or 
so shaken in his earlier faiths by the varied teachings of his schools of 
philosophy, that he formed no very precise notions of his condition after 
death. In its most spiritual aspect it was vague and shadowy, very 
beauti(ul and poetical in the interior sense of some of his myths, but 
lacking the exhortative and punitive character of the more fixed and 
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sterner Egyptian and Etruscan dogmas. Respect for the gods, beauty, 
heroism, enjoyment, leaving the hereafter to expound itself, or viewing 
it fancifully; these were in the main the sentiments and feelings at the 
bottom of Greek theology. 

But the Etruscan was far more practical and positive, notwithstanding 
the large admixture of Oriental mysticism in his belie£ Indeed this 
positiveness may be traced back to a strong element of unquestioning 
faith in Asiatic ancestors, whose imaginations were extremely susceptible 
to the spiritual influences of unseen powers, and were also opposed to 
the pantheistic ideas of the more intellectual Greeks. None had it 
stronger than the Persians, and Jews. Descending from them, it rooted 
itself deeply in the creeds of Christendom-firmest and severest in 
Protestantism. As aU know, whenever it has come in collision with 
science, religion is apt to require the latter to give way, or be denounced 
as heretical. 

In this connection it is interesting to note how far the Etruscan idea 
of the future coincides with Christian ethics. 

The joyous reliance on his fancy which contented his neighbour, 
evidently did not satisfy the conscience of the Etruscan. Like the more 
northern races, whose harshest doctrines find speech in the diabolism of 
Calvinistic theology, he, too, must have a, positive, material hell, with 
suitable demons, but with the special and noteworthy difference that his 
final doom was not a question of faith only, but of works. His good 
and evil deeds were accurately weighed by the infallible judges, and he 
was sentenced accordingly. Etruscan tomb-sculpture is much taken up 
by these solemn scenes. At the door leading to eternal torment sits 
an expectant fiend, and directly opposite is the entrance to the regions 
of happiness, guarded by a good angel. These await the decision of the 
fate of the soul on trial, which is attended by the good and evil genii, 
supposed to be ever present with the living. 

The demonism of Etruria is sterner and less mystical than the 
Egyptian, although not as frightful as that of medireval Christendom. 
Images of terror, however, are common, and made as ugly and repulsive 
as those of an opposite character are made handsome and attractive. 
Still Typhon, one of the angels of death, is a beauty in comparison with 
his more modern namesake, and even big-eared, heavy-limbed Vulcan, 
with his fatal hammer, is mild and pleasing beside Spinello's Beelzebub. 
Their most successful attempts at ferocious ugliness arrive only at a 
grotesque exaggeration of the negro physiognomy in a form of the 
ordinary human shape. Serpents figure largely in these paintings, but 
as often in a good as a bad sense, as the symbol of eternity. The 
important truth that we find in them is the recognition of an immediate 
judgment passed on the soul after death, and the substantiality of the 
rewards or punishment awaiting it. 

The Etruscans Were eminently a domestic people of warm, social 
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affections. Woman evidently was held in equal esteem to man. Every
where she shares his cares and pleasures. The position of wife is one of 
the highest honour and influence, subordinate to no accomplished class 
of courtesans as in Greece, nor accompanied by the great laxity of 
manners that at a subsequent period defiled Rome. Indeed, Etruscan 
art is singularly pure and serious, except as it borrowed from foreign 
sources its dissolute Bacchic rites. But these were never very popular. 
Their artists prefer exhibiting the natural sentiments and emotions with 
a touching simplicity of positive treatment. A favourite subject was 
the death-parting offamilies. Husband or wife, lover or friend, embrace 
or shake hands tenderly, the dying with an elevated expression of 
resignation and hope, the survivors with a quiet grief that bespeaks a 
conviction of future reunion. Children weep around, or are held to the 
dying lips to take a last kiss; the pet dog watches sympathetically the 
sorrowful scene; hired mourners perform their functions, and the whole 
spectacle is serious and impressive. The dignified courtesy manifested 
by the principals in these farewells shows that no doctrinal despair 
poisoned their latest hour on earth, but rather that they looked upon the 
separation as one does a call to a necessary journey. A spirit horse for 
the man, or a chariot for the woman, with winged attendants, are always 
depicted quietly waiting outside the house until their services are needed 
for the journey to the new country. If death has already occurred, their 
torches are reversed. The Greeks loved to look on death in a seriously 
beautiful shape, like Endymion sleeping, or Hylas borne off by water
nymphs. They sought to disguise to themselves its painful and dismal 
features. Death was best regarded as a sweet slumber or a delightsome 
ravishment. An Etruscan shielded his senses by no such poetical 
expedients. He felt it was a real journey to a new life, and so 
represented it for good or bad on the evidence of his actual character. 
His artistic creations peopling the world which opened itself to his 
dying view were not merely men deified and super-sensuous, but a distinct 
supernal race with attributes corresponding to their spiritual functions. 
What his devils were we have seen; his genii, furies, and other celestial 
powers were grand in idea, often sublime in creation, and, as well as he 
knew to make them, beautiful; more elevated in conception and 
functions than those of the Grecian mythology; fit precursors of the 
angels and archangels of Giotto, Orcagna and Luca Signorelli. In 
truth media!val art had but little to do to adjust this phase of the 
Etruscan to its own purpose. The infant Jupiter in the arms of his 
nurse, as seen in the Campagna bas-reliefs, is the legitimate model in 
motive and grouping of subsequent Madonnas and Bambinos. But the 
most striking of their supernal creations are the two so-called female 
furies which guard the portal of the principal sarcophagus of the Volunni 
sepulchre near Perugia. 

The contents of this family vault merit attention because of their pure 
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Etruscan character and feeling in the best time of their art, when its 
native strength was tempered by the Grecian sense of the beautiful. 
Several generations of the Volunni are found deposited here in elegant 
urns, all admirable as art, but especially the two that face the visitor as 
he enters the principal chamber. One contains the ashes of the chief of 
his family, the other, the remains of a lady of the same name of high 
distinction. Both these monuments are remarkable for extreme 
simplicity, purity of style, breadth of design, and refined adaptation to 
their honoured purpose. The man lies in a semi-upright posture, with 
head upraised on a richly draped couch. He is not dead, as we moderns 
persist in representing our departed friends, as if we were disbelievers in 
the doctrine of immortality, leaving on the spectator's mind only a 
disagreeable impression of material dissolution; nor does he sleep, as 
the medirevalists in better taste and feeling represent their dead, while 
calmly waiting the universal resurrection; but, with greater truth than 
either, he lives. 

This characteristic vitality of the Etruscan effigies is worthy of obser
vation in two respects. First, it displays the skill of their artists in 
rendering individual likeness-making their figures natural without 
diminishing aught of the solemnity of their purpose. They are the 
veritable persons they represent, receiving us moderns with the same 
polite dignity which would have distinguished them had our call been 
two thousand years earlier, while they were still in the flesh. Secondly, 
we learn from it that they believed their dead entered at once on a new 
life without any intermediate sleep or purgatorial probation. I interpret 
the Etruscan in his tomb to mean that he still regarded himself in all 
respects as his old identical earthly self called to a new part in life, but 
retaining every original characteristic and experience, and holding that 
future changes in him must be the result of processes of growth and 
development in accordance with laws analogous to those that regulated 
the formation of his personality on earth. Meantime he remains himself 
and none other at our gracious service, if I read the lesson in stone aright. 
It seems to me that the Pagan Etruscan recognised this vital principle 
of creation m0.rc decidedly, or at all events more practically, than we 
Christians do. They may have sensualized their faith in immortality 
overmuch by their funeral feasts, games, and music, or other exhibitions 
of their enjoyment of the good things of life, with the evident expectation 
of something corresponding to these pleasures and honours hereafter. 
But, as the moral qualities of the departed were made the test of his 
spiritual condition, the lesson was a salutary and hopeful one. The 
base of the chief monument of the Volunni is as completely a 
spiritualized motive in art of this sort as exists, uniting consummate 
simplicity of treatment to a sublimity of character, excelled only in 
this respect by Blake's design of Death's Door, which is the highest 
conception in the most chaste and suggestive form that the Christian 
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mind has as yet achieved to embody its idea of eternal life. The figures 
do not so much express the new birth as the mysteries attending it. On 
each side of the door, which represents the passage from the tomb to 
the life beyond, sits a colossal, winged, female figure, in whom the 
nobility of both sexes is harmoniously united, devoid of any sexual 
feeling proper, chastely draped, wearing sandals, a burning torch uplifted 
in one hand, the other slightly turned towards the door, and with an 
expression that seems to penetrate the secrets of eternity .. I say colossal 
figures, though, in reality, they are very small. but so grand is their 
treatment that nothing actually colossal as to size excels the impression 
they make of supernal force and functions. They are in a sitting attitude 
with the feet drawn up and crossed; but the artist has succeeded in giving 
them a self-supporting look, and also of taking away from the spectator 
the feeling that they could need any material support As they will they 
are in rest or motion. This is a real sublimity of art, because it diverts 
the mind from thought of material laws to sole cognizance of its loftiest 
spi'ritual functions. In this subtle superiority of spirit over matter, these 
figures, perhaps, surpass the sculptures of Michael Angelo, and in other 
respects are akin to his extraordinary power, devoid of the physical 
exaggeration which obtains in so much of his work, but which further 
stamps him as a genuine descendant of ancient Etruscan masters now 
unknown to us by name. Even with his finest symbolical statues, Night 
and Day, it is difficult on first view, to get rid of an unwelcome sense of 
weight, size and solidity, though this finally disappears as their full 
meaning and nobleness flow into the mind. The superiority of their 
Etruscan prototypes is manifest at once from the fact that they suggest 
nothing below the standard of their conception. We feel the trembling 
awe of the four shadowy figures, now dimly seen issuing from the tomb 
with an anxious, inquiring look at the mystical guardians of the gates of 
Eternity. Modern learning calls them Furies. Their countenances, 
nevertheless, are benevolent and inviting. If we meet no more unkindly 
faces than theirs on being ushered into the other life, it will be a desir
able welcome. 

The monument of the lady is less elaborate, but as finely treated in 
its way. A beautiful head of Medusa on a panel is the sole ornament of 
the base of the urn, the cornice of which, like the others, contains obituary 
inscriptions. A handsome matron in her prime is seated on the top in 
a curule chair. She is profusely draped, the right arm, however, being 
bare and upraised, and the hand with unconscious action lightly touching 
her shoulder, as she earnestly listens, and looks a little forward and 
downwards. One fancies her a judge; of a surety, one accustomed to 
be obeyed, but still just and gracious, and in every sense a lady. 

Etruscan women were trusted housekeepers. They sat at the head 
of the table and kept the keys, except those of the wine-cellars. They 
had greater social freedom, and were more eligible to public posts 
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than are their English sisters, whom they so much resemble in their 
domestic habits. One of the female ancestors of M;ecenas had a military 
command. There is nothing unreasonable, therefore, in believing that 
the distinguished lady of the Volunni sepulchre once held an important 
office of state-a supposition which seems the more plausible from the 
masculine pose of the right hand on the knee, which is authoritative in 
movement and indicative of firmness and decision. It does not detract 
at all from the feminine grace and beauty of the statue, but rather adds 
dignity and character to it. As an art motive, this monument is as 
effective and suggestive as. Buonarotti's .. Duke J uliano," misnamed 
Lorenzo. 

The miniature winged genii, modelled in terra-cotta, attached to the 
lamp hung from the roof of the tomb, are graceful and appropriate 
conceptions, on a par in sentiment with Fra Angelico's guiding angels in 
his" Last Judgment." A spiritual, almost ecstatic element, akin to his, 
is sometimes to be met with in the best specimens of genuine Etruscan 
art. It is not to be confounded with the Grecian beautiful, for it is the 
result of a higher clairvoyance of the imagination into spiritual life. It 
seems strange at first thought that such a lofty mystic element should 
be found in the art of a people whose chief attributes of their supreme 
good or god were strength, riches, wisdom-not love; not even admitting 
into their triad of divine credentials, like the Greeks, beauty, but taking 
the same materialized and practical view of the purposes of life that the 
English· race does under the specious term .. common sense." But 
through their grosser understanding of things there is ever to be detected 
the spiritual light which discloses their Oriental origin, purged of the 
worst shapes of Asiatic superstition and mysticism, manifesting itself in 
impressive and intelligible speech after 2,000 years of silence in Pagan 
graves. The greatest puzzle of Etruscan art is the extraordinary bronze 
found at Arezzo,but now in the Ufizzi Gallery,called,in antiquarian despair 
of interpretation, the Chimera. It has the body of a lion, with the head 
of a goat growing out of its back, poisoned by the bite of a serpent that 
forms the tail of the compound beast, whose entire body is showing the 
fatal effects of the venom. 

ANDREW T. SIB BALD. 

SANKSRIT PROVERBS. 

Youth is like a mountain-torrent; wealth is like the dust on one's 
feet; manhood is fugitive as a waterdrop; life is like foam: who fulfils 
not duty with steadfast mind, duty which opens the portals of heaven, 
surprised by old age and remorse, he is burned by the fire of grief. 

C. J. 
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A STRANGE BETROTHAL! 

I T was Christmas in a New England village. Old Mrs. Mason sat 
before her great fireplace, in which a splendid blaze of apple
boughs was glowing. Beside her were two young people; her 

grandson, Joe Bush, and his sister Mollie. Joe was home from the 
University for the holidays, and the two had run over from their home 
near by for the evening. Grandmother sighed gently as she looked at 
the flames and thought of the havoc that the last autumn gales had 
wrought in the orchard; some of the trees were getting pretty old, and 
she feared they would not see many more crops of golden pippins. The 
young folks, however, as they luxuriated in the deep glow, felt little 
regret for the mutilated orchard. Their grandmother's mournfulness 
was not deep-sea~ed; she became cheerfully reminiscent, after the 
fashion of grandmothers, and it needed no urging to make her eloquent 
about the olden times. It was snowing heavily that night, which 
brought to her mind some of the old-fashioned snowstorms. Most 
remarkable of all was the famous fiery snow that fell when she was a 
girl. It came down soft and still, the air seemed alive with myriads of 
falling stars, the ground was covered with a sheet of powdery moon
shine, the trees stood like ghosts clothed in phosphorescent robes, and 
a handful of snow seemed like some unearthly cold flame. It lasted 
some hours, and then the fire faded away, leaving nothing but ordinary 
snow. People were terribly frightened, and many thought the day of 
judgment was at hand. 

"I should think they might have caught on to that day-of-judgment 
racket after a while," said Joe, in his student vernacular. "It seems as 
if in those old times they couldn't have any kind of curious weather 
without laying it to the end of the world. I should like to have seen 
that snowstorm, though. Why can't they have such things nowadays? 
But we did have the ' Yellow day,' though, in I 88 I, and that frightened 
lots of people. Say, grandmother, did you have any ghosts around in 
those days? They are getting pretty thick lately. I have heard more 
ghost stories this term than you could shake a stick at. Some of the 
fellows arc full of them, and they believe in them too, and in witchcraft, 
and all that sort of thing. They don't call it superstition any more. 
They have a regular scientific explanation for it all. Our metaphysics 
Prof. has tried lots of experiments in hypnotism, and knows all about 
it. I have taken it from an elective-that is, psychology." 

• This story is founded upon an actual occurrence in the family of an American member of the 
Theosophical Society. and closely follows the lines of the real events. II. brief account of which was 
I(i\"cn in one of the t'arli~r numbers of Tile PQfll.-~AuTI{OR.l 
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" Well, I am glad people are getting sensible at last," said grandmother 
solemnly. " Ghosts? Of course there are ghosts. And as for witch
craft, some of those Salem folks, you may be sure, got no more than 
their just and proper deserts. If they hadn't been brought to a stop, 
with a good sharp turn, there's no telling where their wicked doings 
might have ended," and grandmother's kindly face assumed for a 
moment a severity worthy a Puritan judge. "It's lucky my brother 
William didn't live in those days; some of his carryings-on would surely 
have brought him to grief, though he never did anything bad. Magic 
tricks would not have been in favour." 

.. What! good old Uncle William Heiden, the best doctor in the 
county?" asked Mollie. 

" He used to do some pretty queer things," said grandmother, "but, 
as I said, never anything bad. You know our father was a doctor also, 
and William began to study with him. William had a great taste for 
experimenting, and father liked to teach him. Among the books our 
father left was a curious old volume in Latin, printed in black letters. 
William said it contained various magic rules, but it was difficult to 
make anything out of it. He used to pore over its pages hours at a 
time, and he learnt to do some strange things which mystified and even 
scared pretty badly some of the folks who were curious to see what 
he could do. You know he was full of mischief in those days-Joe, 
here, is almost the image of him as he looked then-and was fond of 
playing practical jokes. But it was not one of his jokes that made him 
come rushing into the house one beautiful moonlight night in October, 
and drop, white as a ghost, and gasping for breath, into that very arm
chair you are now sitting in, Joe. It frightened me, you may believe, 
to see him looking so, but I said: • Well, William Heiden, what have 
you been trying to do this time? I am glad to see that you are scared 
at last yourself, for you have frightened so many people nearly out of 
their seven senses that it serves you right.' 

.. As soon as he could get his breath he said: • I may as well tell you 
all about it. It was nothing to be frightened at, but rather something to 
be thankful for; it was the strangeness, the wonder of it, that startled 
me. You see I had been puzzling over a most mystifying passage in 
that old book for a long time, and at last I made out just what it meant. 
I determined to test it. Now don't laugh; you know I have never yet 
seen the girl to fall in love with, and-I thought I would lift the veil of 
the future and find out who my wife was going to be. So, when the last 
bit of daylight had faded out of the sky, and everything was still, I went 
out into the woods to where stood the largest beech-tree I knew. There 
was a great smooth place under its branches, which were wide spreading, 
forming a sort of natural circle. The ground was covered with crisp, 
new-fallen leaves. The moonlight poured down between the branches 
and covered the ground with bright streaks and silvery lace-work. 
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.. , I tied my handkerchief to the trunk of the beech. Then I turned 
around, directly away from the tree, and took a certain number of paces, 
according to the directions laid down in the book. Turning to the right, 
I kept slowly on in regular steps, making the circuit of the tree, keeping 
time to the chanting of a certain verse, which had to be repeated 
constantly in a peculiar rhythm which, having had no one to instruct me, 
I had had great difficulty in acquiring, with nothing to guide me but the 
printed rules. I had tried various things that I had learnt from the 
book, as you know, and had always succeeded in attaining the result 
promised. I had no misgiving as to the consequence of this. I was as 
sure of the end as I was that one step would follow the other. I did 
not think of either success or failure, though; from the start I kept 
confidently on, knowing, as it seemed, that what I set out to do would be 
done. Just how, I did not know, but even the thought of wonder did 
not enter my mind as I kept on repeating the words of the charm in 
exact time with every step. 

" '\Vhen I began it was as still as death in the woods. As, for a 
second, I stood facing away from the tree after having tied my hand
kerchief there, I heard the soft patter of an acorn dropping to the 
ground afar off. And just as I started on the circle an owl hooted 
somewhere near; his cry was very distinct in the silence. The lightest 
possible breath of air touched my cheeks; it seemed at first as if it were 
made by my own motion, slow though my steps were, but it increased as 
I went on, and when I reached my starting-point opposite the hand
kerchief, the dry leaves were rustling on the boughs around so that a 
great whispering filled the woods. 

" , I kept on. The wind still freshened until, before I had finished my 
second circuit, a tremendous gale was blowing, wrenching the great 
beech-boughs as if it would twist them off, so that they creaked together, 
rattling the twigs like musketry. I paid no attention to this, but was 
only conscious that it was so. When I started to make the third and 
last circuit the wind had spent its force, and, as I kept on, it gradually 
died away until, when I came opposite my handkerchief, it was once 
more utterly calm. 

" , I stood still, facing the tree, looking first at my handkerchief and 
then beyond. There, on the opposite side of the circle, was the figure 
of a girl advancing towards me out of the darkness made by the deep 
shadow of a large hemlock. She came towards me, straight across the 
circle, with a step as slow and measured as that which I had been 
taking. I stood as motionless as a statue. I had no desire to move, 
but I felt that I could not stir if I would, any more than if I had been 
turned to stone. The charm was worked, and its magic was upon us 
both. 

" , When she came to the tree-trunk she stopped, and untied my hand
kerchief with a quick motion, although it was knotted hard after a peculiar 
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fashion. She then advanced towards me. The moonlight came pouring 
down in an unbroken flood through a wide space between the branches, 
and shone full in her face as she passed the spot Then I saw that her 
eyes were open wide, not staring, but as of one walking in deep dreaming, 
seeing the unseen. A most lovely face, and a figure graceful in every 
line and motion. If ever man beheld a real form, that was one there 
before me: it was no dream fancy, no shadowy ghost; it cast a shadow 
of its own there in the moonlight, and the shadows of the twigs above 
seemed to make a mantle of moving network as they fell upon her while 
she walked, embroidering her gown of light grey stuff that, when sbe was 
in the distance, looked like shining silvery mist. 

" • At last she stood close to me, face to face, her eyes still unperceiving ; 
her hand held out the handkerchief towards me, my hand mechanically 
closed upon it, and then-a swift glance of recognition gleamed out of 
her dark eyes and made them glow with sudden fire; all in a moment I 
somehow seemed to turn from ice to flame, there was a melting sensation 
at my heart which welled up into my throat, almost choking me with a 
great gush of pity, of compassion, of a feeling I have never felt before, as 
if I would make the sweet being who had so strangely come at my 
bidding, not mine merely, but a very part of me. And the thought went 
out from me in a strong wave as if to enfold her. But it turned into 
a sob and filled my eyes with tears, for then I perceived that she was no 
longer there; in an instant she had vanished. As I saw the empty 
circle under the gaunt tree, I was oppressed with a feeling of desolation, 
of forsaken ness ; the aspect of the place into which I had come bravely 
now filled me with terror, and I fled. You see me, frightened, not by 
what I have seen, not by what I have done, but by the loss of it all. 
But it has left with me a deep and abiding joy. 0 I I could search all 
the world through to find her, but I know that searching would avail 
nothing. Some day our paths will meet.' 

"William's words, so strangely spoken, with an emotion that I had 
never dreamed him capable of, burned into my memory and have re
mained there to this day. I listened in wonder, and when he finished 
I simply pressed his hand with the sympathy which every sister must 
feel for a brother whom she sees suddenly made a lover, and said: 
I Will, I believe with you that she whom you have seen you will surely 
meet again.' 

.. William was unusually quiet that winter. His pranks ceased, and 
he devoted himself to his medical studies and to day-dreams of which 
I knew that one figure must form the motive. Early the next May he 
went to Burlingborough in Vermont, to continue his medical studies 
with Doctor Wilson, an old friend of our father's. The first letter which 
I received from him was written two days after he reached there. I 
have it still, and will read it to you if you would like to hear it.' If you 
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will look in that upper right-hand corner of the secretary, Joe, you will 
find a package of old letters." 

Joe jumped up with unusual alacrity, and after rummaging excitedly 
through the drawer, found what he wanted. His grandmother, whose 
gentle face had grown almost girlish with the renewal of old memories, 
untied the ribbon and quickly found what she wanted: a letter of 
ancient aspect, yellow with age and folded so as to make its own envelope. 
Adjusting her spectacles, she read: 

" Burlingborough, Vt., 9th May, 1832. 
"My dear Sister Martha,-

"When I write you that I have foulld Iler, you will at once 
know what I mean. I might better say, we hatle found each other. 
promised to describe for you my journey hither, but I cannot fix my 
mind upon that now, agreeable as it was; neither would you care to 
read about it at this moment, in view of what I have just written. 
Suffice to say that when I reached here, I met with as warm a welcome 
from Doctor Wilson and his kind good wife as one could wish, and I 
felt speedily at home in their pleasant house, which is on the broad main 
street of the town; a thoroughfare lined with noble elms. I expected to 
find the country here almost winter-bound, but though spring is later 
than at home, it has come with a leap; yesterday was as mild as 
summer, and to-day is the same. It was very quiet in the house all 
day; the air of the place seemed to me unusually sympathetic, but 
Mrs. Wilson declared that it must be lonesome for a stranger; their 
daughter Jessie happened to be away spending the day with a friend; 
if they had known I was coming that day they would have kept her 
at home. As I did not have the honour of Miss Jessie's acquaintance, 
and as no girls but 'the unknown' had any particular interest for 
me, I remarked that I had found the house delightful, and that it 
would have been a great pity to spoil their daughter's visit for my 
sake. I spent the most of the day unpacking and settling down in 
my room, and after tea I took a little stroll through the town in the 
moonlight, the Doctor having been called away to a patient. Return
ing to the house, I paused at the gate a moment to look up and 
down under the arching trees, and then I stood a long time before 
the door, silently enjoying the beauty of the night. The moon was 
high in the heavens, and full, and as its light came pouring down 
through the branches of the great elm I was somehow reminded of 
that night under the beech-tree in the woods. The rhythm of the 
charm came involuntarily to my lips, but as I looked towards the 
street I became transfixed with ,vonder on seeing a graceful, girlish 
figure approaching, walking up the path in seeming unconsciousness 
of mY' presence, a handkerchief held lightly in her hand. The elm
shadows threw a lace-work over her and the moonlight shone full in 
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her face as she passed a space where it poured down in clear, broad 
stream. I knew her well. She was the very same. Even that 
dreaming look was in her eyes, and it suddenly changed to the quick 
flash of recognition as I, who had stood as motionless as I did that 
time, received the handkerchief from her hand. Again a wave of 
overpowering emotion swept over me and went out from me, and 
again it turned into a sharp pang, for I felt that I must be only 
dreaming the old scene over. But the figure did not melt away from 
me this time, and my arms enfolded the living form of her whom 
destiny had so strangely brought to me seven months before. 

" And then she, frightened and amazed at what had happened, would 
have fallen, but I supported her and she sank to the steps, I bending 
over her. • We have met before,' I spoke at last; • we belong to each 
other.' As she wonderingly returned my gaze she seemed to 'be looking, 
far beyond me, her eyes fixed upon some distant scene. Then she 
answered: • It must be true, for I remember you; but how, and where? 
\Vas it in dream? or am I dreaming now? I know not who you are, 
and yet it seems not strange that you should be here.' 

"Just then steps were heard approaching; the Doctor came briskly 
up the walk, and as he saw us he said: 'Well, Jessie, so you have got 
home and found our friend; I wish you might have been here to help us 
welcome him.' 

'" Doctor,' I said, 'it is my duty to tell you how it is that Miss Jessie 
and I already know each other-you may think me crazy, but I swear 
to you that what I have to say is true.' Then I told them the story of 
that night. They listened in silence to the end, and I could hear Jessie's 
soft, quick breathing at my side whenever I paused. 

" 'William Helden,' said the Doctor, when I had finished, 'I know 
that book, and from what I know, I trust your story absolutely. Your 
father, who was my dearest friend, had it when we were in college together, 
and he used to work some of those strange things which you have learnt 
from it yourself. And on that very day of last October, of which you 
tell, well on into the evening, our Jessie here fell suddenly into a swoon 
so deep that her pulse gave no sign of life, and her mother and I both 
thought her dead. She revived as suddenly, and said that she felt she 
had been away somewhere, but could remember nothing.' 

". Now I remember,' said Jessie, 'that it was that night I saw you 
standing alone in a wood, and as you took a handkerchief from me 
everything vanished and I awoke. And to-night when I found that 
handkerchief out under the elm-tree by the gate (where I must have 
dropped it) a strange feeling came over me the instant I touched it, and 
I seemed to be walking in a dream until you took it from my hand.' 

"How strange it seemed that she should be at my side, and yet as 
natural as if we had been lovers for life, so well do the souls of two who 
were made for each other know when they meet. The thought of her 
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had been with me night and day ever since that time, and my heart beat 
quick with exultation at the realization of .its desire. «In truth, a most 
remarkable happening,' mused the Doctor, «but indeed I could wish no 
better future for my daughter than that she should be the wife of myoId 
friend's son; just as fate has ordered.' 

"Of course, all this will be kept quiet, and our engagement will seem 
to come about in the natural course of e\'ents, and, under the circum
stances, this will be very easily arranged. And then our marriage 
cannot be far distant, for father's practice is waiting for me, with a 
comfortable home for her to make a happy one. 

"This is all, my dear sister, that I have to write now, and as you 
finish these lines you may well believe that a devoted lover is 

" Your affectionate brother, 
"WILLIAM HELDEN." 

The silence which followed grandmother's reading was broken by 
Joe, who exclaimed: . 

"\-Vell, that is a kind of witchcraft worth knowing; and to think of 
it all having been in the family, too! That's what might be called 
getting your wife by , natural selection.' If it would only come to be 
the regular thing what lots of bother and mistakes it would save us 
fellows. I'd like to get hold of that old book!" Then, with a 
mischievous glance at his sister: "Say, Moll, and if I did, what do you 
think might be the effect if I should happen to lend it, with full 
directions for use, to--" 

" Joe Bush, if you should dare--" blazed up Mollie, and an 
imperative gesture, accompanied by a look of maidenly distress, caused 
him to check his utterance. But the flushing cheeks, and the tender 
lights that played in Mollie's brown eyes while in half reverie she sank 
back in her chair, brought an amused and sympathetic smile to the face 
of her grandmother, who conjectured that there existed a young man 
who needed the aid of no old book of magic lore to call forth at his 
bidding the soul of a certain maiden. 

SYLVESTER BAXTER. 

Even in a forest hermitage, sin prevails over the unholy; the restraint 
of the senses in one's own home, this is asceticism. 

Who performs a right action, free from impurity, the house of that 
man is a forest hermitage. 

c. J. [From tlte Sanskrit.] 
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ODD SCRAPS AND NOTES FROM JAPAN. 

CURIO HUNTING. 

PROLOGUE. 

THE policy of secretiveness and strict seclusion so jealously main-
I tained by the Japanese-who surrounded the inquisitive foreign 

unwelcome intruder with a cordon of officials with that object
became somewhat relaxed during the political troubles and consequent 
disorganisation of details of government, during the sixth and seventh 
decades of this century. An intuitive conviction grew up stronger in 
my mind, from time to time, that important material lay hidden amongst 
the old literary treasures of temples and the older families. 

\Vith this idea ever present, many a stroll I took through the out-of
the-way bye-paths and secluded nooks and corners of Yedo and other 
places not yet frequented by the aggressive foreigner. I was ever on the 
look-out for a find, and I made not a few, when able to shake off the 
official espionage that was so constant. 

Once, delving through a heap of old rubbish, in a second-hand dealer's 
stock-in-trade, I came across a very curious-looking piece of carving. 
\Vith great caution, the outcome of some experience amongst the 
dealers, I suppressed my eager curiosity, but eventually got it out with 
other things I did not at all care for, and made a sporting bid for the lot. 
The dealer was less guarded, and eagerly nibbled at the bait. I got my 
treasure home and made a subsequent visit to the said dealer, but could 
gain no information from him. There had been a great fire, and many 
temples and houses burned. Then the trade (dealers in old wares) held 
one of their periodical sales among themselves and my "find" had 
passed through many hands. 

Before describing my treasure I should premise by stating that in the 
eighth century A.D. a number of small pagodas were fabricated (some 
say 1,000,000) and in each was enclosed a small scroll upon which prayers 
were printed, which were, of course, very highly valued-many Sanskrit 
and Pali texts and Chinese translations of Indian religious literature 
were known to still exist, having escaped fire and the destructive effects 
of age and vandalism, and for such I was ever on the look-out. 

\Vhen I examined my treasure trove, I found it was a curious, and 
evidently very old, piece of carved work, at first sight looking like a 
solid piece, but not heavy enough to warrant this idea. Black with dust 
and soot, evidently from ages of exposure to the flaring oil lamps always 
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burning on altars, it had doubtless been an altar stand for some highly 
valued object. 

A small space on the top, that had been covered by something standing 
on it, was fresh-looking and clean, revealing the wood to be that of the 
Paulownia Imperialis-a light, spongy, but long-enduring wood, never 
attacked by insects, and most frequently used for the foundation of 
lacquered and other temple furniture. But let me now describe the 
general form of the curiosity. 

The carving looked like the miniature of some rocky islet, with high 
cliffs and an inaccessible summit. Amongst the rugged faces recesses 
were cut, some of which still contained microscopic images of Rakml 
(Arhats), but many were missing-probably some hundreds had origin
ally stood clustered around from base to summit. 

~ot more than two feet high, and one foot in its greatest diameter at 
base, and somewhat smaller towards the summit; its sides were very 
irregular in form, like rugged rockery or rustic garden work. There 
did not appear to be any metal in its construction, but there were several 
kinds of wood, difficult to identify without damaging or defacing. 

As these clever, artistic people never do anything without design, it 
doubtless had more than exoteric meaning. Here and there were little 
shrines-halting places on what looked like a representation of a 
Buddhist pilgrim's progress, along this rocky road. Which of the 
Rishi carried the banner of Excelsior could not be discerned now. 

The base was carved into wavelets, from which conventionalized 
forms of the dragon, turtle and other mythological creatures were 
emerging. 

\Vhat this had been, what it all was meant to represent, "no fellow 
could tell," all my intimates gave it up, but not so with me, so I resolved 
to sleep on the matter, and allow matters to develop. \Vhat was ;llslde 
being to me the chief concern, it is not surprising that after the usual IlOt 
tubbing d fa Japoltaise, and the shampoo of the blind expert" massetu," 
I fell into a dreamy, happy, unconscious state, that developed into 
realistic visions. 

Before depicting a word picture of these dreamy investigations into 
the past history of my find, let me mention that I had been for some time 
previously very much interested in some curious books recently pur
chased, containing wonder stories of old Japan, some of which are now 
being presented to the readers of LUCIFER. 

OMOIE TETSZUNOTSZUKE. 

([0 be COlltintled.). 
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THE MEANING OF A PLEDGE. 

I T has been thought advisable that members of a certain Occult 
Lodge of the T. S. should have the meaning of the Pledge they 
are about to take laid before them as plainly as possible. At any 

rate, that those who have previously signed the Pledge shall lay before 
those who are about to do so all that they understand this Pledge to 
mean and what its signature involves. 

The Pledge runs as follows: 
"

I pledge myself to endeavour to make Theosophy a living factor "I. 

"2. 

" 3· 

"4 

" 5· 

" 6. 

in my life. 
I pledge myself to support, before the world, the Theosophical 
movement, its leaders and its members. 
I pledge myself never to listen without protest to any evil 
thing spoken of a Brother Theosophist and to abstain from 
condemning others. 
I pledge myself to maintain a constant struggle against my 
lower nature, and to be charitable to the weaknesses of others. 
I pledge myself to do all in my power, by study or otherwise, 
to fit myself to help and teach others. 
I pledge myself to give what support I can to the movement in 
time, money, and work. 

" So Help Me, My Higher Self." 

It is at once plain that this is not a general Pledge like that which is 
taken so lightly by members of the Theosophical Society; but that it is 
a specific undertaking to do and to endeavour to do certain things. 
Also that it is given under an invocation :-

"So help me my Higher Self." 
The term" Higher Self" has recently come into considerable use-at 

any rate so far as the Theosophical Society is concerned. To those who 
have studied the meaning of the words it is at once evident that to 
" take an oath" in the ordinary fashion of Christians is much less serious 
than a Pledge in presence of the" Higher Self." 

The" Higher Self," moreover, is not a sort of sublimated essence of 
anyone man; a sort of spiritualised "personality." It is universal and 
secondless and in such a sense the term "my Higher Self" seems 
misplaced. But every man, however dimly, is a manifestation of the 
Higher Self, and it is by the connection of the ]iva, the Monad, with 
the secondless " Higher Self" that it is possible to use the term. What 
then does the invocation mean? 

The man who takes this Pledge in the right spirit calls upon It, and 

/ 
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calls every help and blessing from It to his assistance. By an intense 
desire to be under Its protection he (though It per se is latent and 
passive) places himself under the protection of the active and beneficent 
powers that are the direct rays of the Absolute Higher Secondless Self. 

But if a man takes this Pledge and betrays his Higher Self, he risks 
every evil and brillgs it UPOIl Ilimse/f. Thus then, he who remains true 
to the Pledge has nothing to fear; but he who has no confidence in 
himself to keep the Pledge when taken, had better leave it and, much 
more, leave Occultism alone. 

Breaking this Pledge cannot, then, involve penalty on the" Higher 
Self," but it can affect the individual man. The" Higher Self" is 
immortal, but the Monad exists as a separate individual only during 
the Manvantaras, and around it various personalities are formed. This 
incarnates at every new birth, and not only can be, but is, punished if 
such a Pledge is broken. Once that it has progressed far enough 
to recognise the glorious light of the Higher Self and desire to live in 
it, the breaking of the Pledge tends towards a condition which would 
preclude the possibility of that light not only benefitting the Monad, 
but even reaching it. 

Thus all men are in the presence of two forces in nature. One of 
them active and beneficent, whose aid and assistance is directly invoked 
by the Pledge; the other active, but maleficent, which is represented 
by beings who have a distinct interest in preventing the operation of the 
Pledge, and in hindering the work of the Theosophical Society. We 
see this more clearly when we know that we Pledge ourselves to be active, 
and not merely to endeavour to be. 

Further, there are powers on the earth and in the flesh, as well as in 
the astral light, who desire to prevent and hinder the Pledge from taking 
effect. Some of these act consciously in this manner, and others because 
they are driven to such conscious action, but without any knowledge- of 
the reason or force which drives them thereto. 

\Ve are to endeavour to "make Theosophy a living factor in our 
lives." Before we can mdeavour to do this, much less do it effectually, 
we must first understand what Theosophy is, and actually define to our
selves what we individually mean by Theosophy. Now it is exactly this 
definition, its want, and our ignorance generally which hitherto has 
prevented us from carrying out this endeavour. Nothing need here be 
said of the Theosophical Society and the benefit which would come to 
it by even a small section of its members actually making Theosophy 
the living factor in their lives. Very few do so, and it is only too true 
that a member of the Theosophical Society is not necessarily a 
Theosophist. But those who take this Pledge are not content to remain 
nominally members of the Society, but aspire to be Theosophists indeed. 
And therefore it is so necessary that all should learn what a Theosophist is, 
and what any man must do to make Theosophy a livillg factor in his life. 
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As a negative definition nothing could be better than the definition in 
LUCIFER NO.3: 

" He who does not practise altruism; he who is not prepared to share 
his last morsel with a weaker or poorer than himself; he who neglects 
to help his brother man, of whatever race, nation, or creed, whenever 
and wherever he meets suffering, and who turns a deaf ear to the cry 
of human misery; he who hears an innocent person slandered, whether 
a brother Theosophist or not, and does not undertake his defence as he 
would undertake his own-is no Theosophist." 

But this definition also contains the positive side. It is not sufficient 
merely to abstain from doing that which is condemned in this definition. 
The negative side alone is useless to those who take this Pledge-and not 
merely useless, for It involves practically the breaking of the Pledge. 
The Pledge demands not only that the man who takes it shall abstain 
from evil doing but, more, that he shall positively work altruistically and 
defend any innocent person as he would himself. 

Many men may be so colourless as not to offend against the negative 
clauses of the Pledge and definition; but few are they who are sufficiently 
positive in their own character as not only not to offend against these 
clauses but also work in the opposite direction. For the greatest import
ance does not consist in " I will not" but in the" I will do." Thus some 
strength is needed for impersonality. This impersonality is of two kinds. 
negative and positive. For the negative, strength is needed to fight 
against the forces of heredity and education, and prevent obedience to 
the instincts and acquired habits of this and other incarnations. But 
greater strength is needed to cross the zero-point and create new instincts 
and habits in the midst of conditions of life and habits of thought which 
are violently opposed to the new creation. And it would seem that 
strength is required so that it would be possible to conquer the tendencies 
of a devil and grow up into divinity. And if we regard the Pledge 
generally it would seem to be an admirable instrument, in view of the 
above quoted definition, for finding out and assailing everybody on their 
weak points. As men and women the Pledge compels us to refrain 
from acting and thinking in our daily life as our education has 
hitherto compelled us to do. If we do not so refrain, we do not make 
Theosophy a living factor in our lives. And more, while we are engaged 
in this difficult task, the positive side appears and we are told that we 
have to do other things as difficult-otherwise we are not Theosophists. 

The second clause of the Pledge will prove a stumbling block to many 
lukewarm members of the Theosophical Society. Many may be in 
complete accord with the objects of the Theosophical Society, so far as 
they understand them, but also be in complete disagreement with the 
leaders of the Society and their method of work. Not only may they 
disagree but also be in either open or concealed hostility to those leaders 
and many of the members. It is of no use to disguise from ourselves 
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the fact that this has been the case, and unfortunately may be so again. 
We work for" Universal Brotherhood" and we are at enmity with our 
mmediate neighbours. This then we pledge ourselves to put a stop to, 
and to excise the tendency from our natures. Thus Clause 2 has a 
special reference to certain persons arising out of the general circum
stances. 

The question naturally arises: "Of what use is a Theosophical 
Society with such aims, when it is composed of such diverse elements? " 
And again: "Has the Society any coherence and purpose which shall 
make it a living power in the society by which it is surrounded?" For 
an analogy exists; and the Society is an individual among societies, 
just as men and women are individuals. And it may here be emphatically 
stated that the power and force of any given body is not the total force 
of its component units, but that the body has an individual force and 
power of its own apart from them. One has but to turn to the chemistry 
of " alloys" to see that this is true. I f then we regard the Society, it 
does not seem that any of its strength is due to the united purpose and 
action of its individual members. But it has a great purpose, and to 
this a certain number of devoted individuals have sacrificed all that lay 
in their power. Among these the founders and present leaders of the 
Society are notable examples. The result is that the Society continues 
to exist exoterically. But the continued existence of the Society is not 
due to these few individual efforts alone but to the underlying influence 
of those under whose direction the Society was founded by its present 
leaders, and to the fostering care of those Masters in Wisdom, after it 
was founded. 

Clause 3 opens out to many, as the Society is at present constituted, a 
good deal of casuistical reasoning. It has been said, and it would seem 
truly said, that it is perfectly open to those who are true Theosophists to 
condemn an act but not the actor. But this will be found to be a 
distinction which is very subtle and difficult to make in life. " Light on 
the Path," too, warns the aspirant against self-righteousness of a like cha
racter, " for the soiled garment you shrink from touching may have been 
yours yesterday, may be yours to-morrow." Thus those who take this 
Pledge are about to meet a very subtle difficulty (for in life the act and 
the actor are indissolubly connected), unless they have attained-the power 
of observing and reading on a plane which is at present beyond the reach 
of the majority of mankind. However, even if this power is beyond 
reach at present, it is at all events right for those who aspire to be 
Theosophists to try. We can at least put a bridle on our physical lips 
and endeavour to do so on our mind, and thus abstain from" condemning 
others." For the silent condemnation of the mind would seem more 
.. vicious" than physical speech, for, at any rate in the "judge," it is a 
form of moral cowardice. And herein lies the casuistry. For apart 
from the definition in LUCIFER. NO.3. it has been open to those who 
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take the Pledge to consider that their human brothers are not "Brother 
Theosophists," and therefore that it is legal to judge and condemn. Thus if 
it could be clearly proven that any man or woman has erred against the 
said definition it might be possible to receive absolution from the pledge 
.. never to listen without protest to any evil thing spoken" of them. But 
the definition stops this with its" whether a brother Theosophist or not," 
and agrees with the legal maxim which is so seldom acted upon-always 
to consider a man innocent until proved guilty. Suspicion is a dangerous 
guest to harbour, and we are finally brought back to the fact that it is 
best to "judge not that ye be not judged." 

Clauses 4 and 5 are the completion of resolutions which go straight to 
the centre of all that militates against Theosophy and against its forming 
a living factor in men's lives. In this sense Clause 6 is a completion 
also. But the power to help and teach others can only be found in the 
united spirit of life, which is a spirit of absolute equality and in the sense 
that to the Theosophist every man is a teacher. 

Clause 6 is a ratification of all that has gone before, but places it in 
more definite terms. 

Thus then before this Pledge is taken it is necessary for all who aspire 
to take it to carefully ascertain, before pledging themselves to work and 
activity for Theosophy, what Theosophy really is. Is Theosophy 
identical with the practice of the Theosophical Society? If it is not, 
ought it to be? Shall I endeavour to make it so? In pledging myself 
to work for it, am I in the near or distant future, in this or in some 
succeeding incarnation, looking for a reward? It would then seem that 
one of the first requisites is to endeavour to "Know Thyself." 

Such a Pledge must not be taken lightly nor in a spirit of mere I 
emotionalism. It has to be taken with a stern resolution to ever and 
ever more fully carry out its requirements, even at all costs to the man " 
who takes it. It is taken at the risk of the man who takes it in a 
thoughtless spirit without examining what it really means and without 
the intention of making its fulfilment the supreme object of his life. 

It is necessary" to read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest" the truths 
which exist in Theosophy and then perhaps there may dawn upon 
the world the day when all men shall be as brothers, and Universal 
Brotherhood shall be a reality and the guide of all existence. 

ONE WHO IS PLEDGED. j. 
~ 

ON CERTAIN FRIENDS. 

" I found them blind, I taught them how to see, 
A nd flOW they know tte£ther themselves-nor me." 

WILLIAM BLAKE. 

5-
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(torrespont)ence . 
• 

ASTROLOGICAL. 

OVER the ambitious signature of "Magus" a correspondent asks in your July 
issue, "What is planetary influence and how does it act on man?" " N emo" 
in his reply answers other questions but fails to answer this one. 

Not being myself a Magus I will not assume to fully describe planetary 
influence, since to do so would lead us into realms· quite beyond our compre
hension. But we will get a better idea of the subject by recollecting that the 
ancients always considered the" ambient "-or entire heaven-at birth, as being 
that which affected man, and that planets were only the pointers or indices showing 
when and where the influence of the" ambient" would be felt. The modern 
astrologers, following those great leaders, but unable to grasp the enormous 
subject, reduced the scheme to the illjluences of planets. They have thus come 

. to leave out, to a great extent, influences cast by powerful stars, which often 
produce effects not to be sought for under planets: "When such stars have 
rule nor wise nor fool can stay their influence." The planets were held, 
rightly as I think, to be only foci for "the influence of the whole ambient," 
having however a power of their own of a secondary nature exercisable when the 
ambient influence was weak. 

When London was burnt a mighty star-not a planet-had rule, and Napo
leon was prefigured by a star also, his fall being due in fact to the aspect of the 
heavens as a 1i.1kole, and not to the ruling of Wellington's significator. A slight 
accident might have thrown the power of the latter out of the horary field. 
Similarly, the cyclic vicissitudes of this globe will not be shown by any plane
tary scheme, but by certain stars that fix the destiny of poor Earth. When 
they have their day and term the wise man will be unable to rule his own 
stars or any others. 

~ New York, July 27th, 1888. 
WILJ.IAM Q. JUDGE. 

THE DEVIL, WHO IS HE? 

SIR,-The Rev. T. G. Headley, who puts the above question in the August 
number, in the course of his remarks admits that the Devil and Jesus are 
simply impersonations of Good and Evil, and although it would appear he 
considers Jesus as an historical character yet I do not· gather that he so 
identifies historically the person of the Devil, so that by your kind permission 
I will endeavour to give a reply to his question; leaving the que !it ion of the 
identity of Jesus for the present, although it may be that there is a great affinity 
between the two, and that the much-abused Devil may be transformed into an 
angel of Light. 
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The names of these so-called evil genii are, it will be found, many and varied, 
and the same impersonation appears under different aliases in all ages and in 
all countries. In Egypt it is found as the .Serpent Thermuthis which the 
Egyptians are said to have used as a royal Tiara on the statues. of the Goddess 
Isis, and as the Areph or Serapis, whose bishops were known as Bishops of 
Christ, in Persia; as Agathodremon encircling the mundane egg; as the person 
of Vishnu himself in Hindostan. Then as Vitzepuptzli, the great God in 
Mexico; and coming finally to the sacred books of the Christians, we find the 
Serpent in the Garden of Eden. This is the Brazen Serpent lifted up by Moses, 
with whom, significantly enough, Jesus identifies himself when he says, "So must 
I be lifted up." So also in all varieties and modifications of the name. The 
serpent (the Hebrew'nocask), the Greek" Dragon" or Oc/w;, the snake or 'the 
Basilisk, the Royal Serpent-the radical idea in all is one. It is the attribute of 
a peculiar acuteness of sight which hath, says St. John, in Hebrew his name 
Abaddon or A b-ad-on the Father, the Lord, the Being; and in Greek 
Apollyon, that is Apollo, as Sathen or Satan, in I Chron. xxi. I, where the same 
is used as in 2 Sam. xxiv. I, showing that Satan and Yahou are one and the 
self-same being; and in Rev. xii. 9, where the writer speaks of that old serpent 
<:ailed the Devil and Satan. Briefly, Ophiolatryor Serpent worship was universal 
and symbolical of Wisdom and Eternity, its inarticulate or terrible hiss 
representing the voice of God, since Isaiah assures us "That the Lord will 
hiss for the fly (or scarabeus) of Egypt." 

He is called Satan or Shethen-opposition-and also an Accuser-not, 
however, a false accuser-as, in the book ascribed to Job, he is represented as 
one of the Sons of God, who presents himself with the others, and as such is 
invested with superior wisdom, directing even the providence of God. it- In 
fact there is no name, attribute or title of Godhead, Power or Majesty, ascribed 
to God either in the Old or New Testament, but that same is the name, title 
and attribute of Satan. 

The" Devil" is the Accuser or Tempter. But, so .also we read that God 
tempted Abraham, and in the prayer we beseech God "to lead us not into 
temptation." He is the Adversary or'" stander over against," or Diabolus, the 
opposite; hence the French Diable, and as our text says, "Your Adversary, the 
Devil." Now, briefly, tabulating all the names of the Devil which occur in Scrip
ture, and all the attributes ascribed to him, they will be found to be the 
{;ommon names and attributes of the Supreme God as follows:-

Baal-Shadai 
Bel-Aitan . 
Bel-Geh 
Bel-Ial (Belial) 
Baal-Zebub 

\ 

God Almighty. 
The Mighty Lord. 
The Lord of Health. 
Lord of the Opposite. 
Lord of the Scorpion. 

• This is undeniable; for we find stated in the Zoltar that the .. Ancient of all the Ancients" 
{Ain-soph, the Kabalists say, the Logos or At-tee-kah, also Hokhmah, or Wisdom, the Occultists 
maintain) having evolved or .. created" T1toralt (the law, or Dharma), hitherto hidden, Thorah 
forthwith addressed IT (the Ancient of all the Ancients) in these words: .. IT, that wishes to arrange 
in order other things, should first arrange Itself in its (to it pertaining) Forms." And the" For ever 
~oncealed " did follow Thorah's advice and did so arrange its forms as to become manifested as the 
Universe. And if Thorah, why not Satan ?-lED.] 
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Baal Berith 
Baal Peor . 
Baal Perazim 
Baal Zephon 
Baal-Samen 
Adoni-Bezeck 
Moloch-Zedeck 
Lucifer 

LUCIFER. 

Lord of the Covenant. 
Lord of the Opening. 
Lord of the Divisions. 
Lord of the North. 
Lord-of Heaven. 
Lord of Glory. 
King of Righteousness. 
Son of the Morning or, as in 

the margin, Isaiah xiv. 12, Day Star, the very name of Jesus Christ in the 
Testament: "The Day Star from on high hath visited and redeemed his people." 
It is corroborated in Revelation xxii, " I Jesus am the bright and morning star," 
or Day Star (xxii. IS); or plainly, I J es-us am Lucifer; that is I am Satan, 
also the Devil. And so, as the" initiated" apostle truly states, "Satan is trans
formed into an angel of Light." 

Having therefore in this note briefly shown the dual character of the Devil and 
Yahou, or God, and seeing this curious and unedifying intermingling of the 
attributes of the Supreme, amidst and with the accumulation of centuries of 
theological confusion, contradictions, and contrarieties, passing before our mind, 
we are constrained in the strength of the Spirit of Truth to cut the Gordian 
Knot. 

As the Rev. T. G. Headley says, there appear to be two powers at work, 
Good and Evil, or the Devil and Jesus. But, in their esse, they ale but one 
and the same; the Prince or Power of Darkness is the adversary-the opposite 
-or opponent of the Prince of Light, and constantly follows or persecutes 
him, as day and night, and as the cold and cheerless reign of winter succ-eeds the 
'iummer, as the earth revolving in space presents its whole surface successively 
to the sun. So the illuminated halj was the Kingdom of Heaven while the 
adverse, diabolically adverse, symbolically represented Hades, Darkness, the 
Under World, Bottomless Pit, Hell, &c., which the blackness of infinite space 
readily realizes. And, as the Hebrew word, and the Greek, for both a Dragon 
and a Serpent are derived from words which signify the eye, and in all the 
languages of Asia, the same word expresses the Eye, and the SUN, so Milton's 
Adam, addressing the sun, says, "Thou sun of this great world, both EYE and 
SOUL," so all the names that have· been given him either in Pagan or Christian 
Mythology are but the names and personifications of his different supposed 
attributes: as, Lovely in Spring, Powerful in Summer, Beneficent in Autumn, and 
Terrible in Winter. So that whatever be the name, whether Jupiter, Pluto, 
Dionysius, God, Devil, Christ, Satan, Demon, or Angel, it is ever as that 
famous verse of the Orphic song truly says: "One Jupiter, one Pluto, one 
Apollo, one Bacchus. It is but the One God in them all." So also our 
Christian poet sings: 

" These as they change, Almighty Father, these 
Are but the Varied God: the rolling year 
Is full of Thee: forth in the pleasing Sprillg 
Thy beauty walks, thy tenderness and love, 
Then comes thy glory in the Sum1ller months 
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With light and heat refulgent. 
Thy beauty shines in Autumn unconfined 
And spreads a common feast for all that live. 
In Winter, awful thou with clouds and storms. 
Riding sublime, thou bidst the World adore 

. And humblest nature with thy northern blast." 

71 

To conclude, if we carefully investigate the origin and derivation of tbe 
various names by which this Evil (d'evil) or dark genius has· been known in all 
ages, we shall discover that they one and all turn upon the phenomena of 
darkness and light, day alld night, Summer and Winter. Bearing this in mind, 
the apparent contradiction, and yet dual characters and natures, of the Devil 
and Jes-us, or God as pourtrayed in the Christian sacred books, and which 
is so perplexing to the ordinary reader, becomes clear and distinct. As 
the Seasons and periods of time revolve, so naturally does the One ESSE or 
Source of al~ by the reflection of which these seasons or shadows thrown upon 
our mentality, become alternately Day, Night, Summer and Winter, &c., corres
pondingly God, Devil, Christ, and Satan, &c., hence, outside these phenomena 
which are many and varied, the Divine Esse or God is but One and Supreme 
and All, even as the se~'en colours of the Sun's rays appear but as one. 

THOMAS MAY. 

Chelsea, S. W. Aug. 22, 1888. 

CHRISTIAN OR MENTAL SCIENCE? 

IN your review last month of Mrs. Gestefeld's recent work "Statements of 
Christian Science," you seem to include Mental Science and Christian SCience 
under one head. As a student of the former, I beg to make a few explanations 
in regard to our doctrine. 

In the first place, Mental Science objects as strongly to the name 
" Christian" being applied to the science as does LUCIFER. For although the 
manner of healing is the same in essence as that practised by Christ, yet he was 
not the first to practise it, for it was known and used centuries before his 
birth. 

The whole doctrine of Mental (or Christian) Science is based on the belief 
that there is an one Universal Whole and that we are all parts of that Whole. 
The views of Mental Scientists, concerning the relation of matter to spirit, were 
well voiced by a writer on Occultism, when he defined" Matter as being 
latent Force" (or Spirit), and "Force (or Spirit), as being free Matter," one 
sl,lbstance. Or as it is sometimes expressed "All is Spirit (or mind) there is 
no Matter," that is, matter has no real existence by itself; !it being but a 
condition of spirit-spirit conditioned-made visible and tangible. 

All our diseases can be traced to one fundamental error, the belief that we 
are separate entities, entirely unconnected with one another. If you will con
sider this point fully, I think you will agree with me that all sin (and from 
sin sickness) arises from this almost universal belief. Society is built on that 
foundation. Instead of man co-operating with man, at present he expends 
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more than half his energy in fighting his brother. Instead of helping those 
. weaker than himself he looks upon them as his lawful prey. 

I heard once of a distinguished physician who told his clas'i in a large 
medical college that every known disease could be traced to a cold. He might 
have carried that statement even farther and said that every disease could be 
traced to a fear-conscious or unconscious-caused by a sense of separateness. 

You ask where is the guarantee-the hall-mark by which the'true Mental (or 
so-called Christian) Scientist may be known. " By their fruits ye shalt kltOl0 

Ihem."· 
As to the safeness of intrusting this power to the multitude, I am not in a 

position to judge. But "the powers that might be expected to intervene in order 
to prevent Keely's inventions from becoming factors in human life" might, I 
venture to suggest, also be expected to intervene if "mankind is too selfish, 
too cruel, too stupid, too pitiless, too animal to be intrusted with minor ' divine 
powers,''' for such the powers of Mental Healing certainly are. t 

Mental Science wars against the materialism of the age. It endeavours to 
make man realize that behind his material body he has a soul, that that soul is 
one of the rays of the sun of Infinite Spirit-distinct in itself but inseparable 
from that sun-that by virtue of his relation to that Universal Spirit every man 
is your brother in fact as well as in word. 

Jeslls rarely used material means when he accomplished his cures, and when 
he did it was but to prove their inefficacy. When he employed clay and 
saliva to open the eyes of the blind man, was it to support belief in material 
remedies? 

A strong mind dominates a weaker with which it comes in contact. A child 
is under the dominion of the thought of those by whom it is surrounded ; and, 
all "children's diseases" are caused by the fears of those in the atmosphere of 
whose minds the child lives. So-called" contagious diseases" are usually 
caused by the fears of communitIes and bodies of men. In each of these 
cases I have said fears because I wished to get as near the root or primary 
cause as possible. It may have been anger, jealousy, selfishness &c. but those 
are but different forms of fear arising from the false belief of separateness 
(personality). 

True prayer never went unanswered. How could a whole nation possibly 
offer up fervent prayer when probably there was not one in a thousand who 
even knew what fervent prayer meant? Mental Science is true prayer. 

• Just so. And it is precisely because we find these fruits abortive, by I't"aSOn of the ever-failing 
altempts-as far as we have seen and heard-to cUle a rcal1y serious disease by such means, that we 
permit ourselves to doubt the efficacy of Mental (or Christian) Science, in its modem garb and 
practice. It is not mental Scimce itself-thousands of years old-that we doubt, but the Scientists, 
whether Mental or Christian. We doubt as little the existence of such a Science in days of old. and 
he possibility of its revival in our age, as we do Theosophy, and the Wisdom-Religion, of which 

both Theosophy and Mind-Cure are part and parcel. But what we do say is that .. many are the 
cal1ed and (very) few are the chosen." Neither the Mental Scientist. nor the Theosophist, are such 
by the saying .. by tMir fruits ye sRall Rnow tRem." Two-thirds of the Mental (or Christian) 
Scientists and Theosophists are, we fear, but bad wine corked in good bottles.-{Eo.] 

t It is this pernicious doctrine of ever relying upon extraneous help that leads to the collapse
physical, mental. moral, and spiritual-of wen-meaning, but weak anrl. unbalanced minds. It slays 
the patient cf the mesmeriser and the mental healer, the neophyte of the sorcerer, and the dilettlZllu 
of Reform. Neither success nor safety is to be found outside self-developmenL-{Eo.] 
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As for Bright's disease of the kidneys being produced in persons who are 
untruthful and practise deception, I think the assertion far too sweeping; 
nor would I treat a patient for deception or any like error directly, knowing 
that to be but secondary and that the primary cause was fear. Instead of 
cutting off one branch of the briar which happens to hang over your path, how 
much better to root it up and so have it out of your way for ever. 

Mental Science interfer:es in no way with the law of Karma. In fact the 
majority of Mental Scientists firmly believe in it The Healer does not change 
his patient, he shows him how he can change himself, he simply points out 
the way, he is his teacher. 

In closing, I will merely say that Mental Science never claimed to be new. 
It is an old science reborn under a new name. 

Its aims are those of Theosophy-the conquering of the lower and the 
development of the higher nature. It stretches forth its hand to theosophy 
hoping to be recognized as an old friend and that they may henceforth go hand
in-hand, accomplishing their great purpose faster and more effectually by their 
united efforts. '" 

Yours fraternally, 

REGINALn BIRNEY, F. T.S. 

Hartford, Conn. U.S.A. August 6th, 1888. 

It AMEN, with all our heart-upon the conditic,n of llUTUAL justice.-{ED.l 

THE EMENDATIONS OF HAMLET. 

IN your review of my edition of "Hamlet," the reviewer politely invites me to 
explain "a fault in sense of rhythm." Two instances he gives; first: 

"Why this same strict and most observant watch? 
IVhy so nightly toils the subject of the land?" 

In all the editions these two lines are united, without any point after 
II watch," which is nonsense. " Why" must be understood or expressed (in the 
second line), and an interrogation point should evidently close the first line. 
H expressed, the rhythm is certainly disturbed, unless we slur "Why so" 
into one syllable, which would be as justifiable as treating "Marry" in this 
way (instances of which are not few), or "England" (also instances), as 
well as many other words, which are intractable enough to double up into 
monosyllables. 

The next instance is : 

And tether the devil, or throw him out." 

As I simply substitute tether for" either," I do not disturb the rhythm here. 
The reviewer says that he "notices several passages" of a similar cha~acter, 

but only two others will be found. The one is : 

" And stars with trains of fire, and dews of blood, 
Disasters bred in the sun; and the moist star," 

Apply here the ordinary treatment of "i' the" for "in the," and the rhythm 
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is perfect. This I thought was obvious, but I did not print it so because I did 
not wish to depart from the text, which prints" in the." 

The other is: 

"The most select and generous, are chief in that." 

Here, as above, the slurring of the last two words will secure the required 
smoothness-for " generous" is of course a dissyllable. 

Shakespeare was "not sure of hand," wrote Matthew Arnold; this should 
be remembered, not that I cast my faults, if any, upon Shakespeare. I hope 
however, that· I have been able to explain what have appeared to be faults. 
Permit me to express my pleasure that the rest of my work has met with 
unqualified approval at your hands. 

M. MULL. 

GERALD MASSEY IN AMERICA. 

THE intelligent American public will shortly have another opportunity to hear 
that brilliant orator, poet, Egyptologist and philosopher, Mr. Gerald Massey, 
about to visit America for the third time on a lecturing tour. Our trans
atlantic brethren of the T. S. will give him, we feel sure, a hearty welcome, for 
his own sake, and for that of the help he has given LUCIFER, notwithstanding 
the dissimilarity of his·views to that of the Theosophists in some respects. All 
our theosophists and readers remember the charming poetry and excellent 
articles on symbology that have graced the pages of our magazine over Mr. 
Gerald Massey's signature. His is a richly stocked mind, full of learning, 
where there is no room for narrow-minded prejudice. His noble endeavours 
to raise the British working-man to higher aspirations and ideals have made his 
title clear to ennoblement in the list of benefactors of humanity and won the 
respect of the greatest thinkers of our age. 

The last time he was in the States, his health broke down in the midst of a 
course of lectures in Chickering Hall, New York, and he was laid up for some 
months. He is probably better known or appreciated in America than in 
England. At least we know of an occurrence in a London drawing-room which 
points that way. Two American ladies claimed that Mr. Massey was an 
American poet, and there was no one present who could disprove it. This is a 
story that Mr. Massey tells with great glee. There are, however, some reasons 
for this. Mr. Massey's poems have been published in a collected edition in 
Boston, U. S., but never in England He is perhaps the least published of any 
living author. At the present time the whole of his writings in prose and verse, 
with the exception of his "Natural Genesis" and" Book of the Beginnings," 
are out of print. He is preparing to make a re-appearance with his work in the 
"Secret Drama of Shakspeare's Sonnets," which has lately been re-written by 
him in the light of later knowledge, with a reply to the anti-Shakspeareans. It 
is to be issued immediately from the press of Messrs. Clay and Sons in two 
editions, one for subscribers only, the other for the public. A foolish notice, 
full of errors, recently appeared in Mr. Redway's circular attached to the June 
number of LUCIFER. Amongst other mis-statements it· was alleged that Mr. 
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Massey was "a ghost-seer" as well as a poet. This is simply untrue.- Nor 
was Mr. Massey's work on Shakspeare based on any abnormal experience of his 
own. A" psychic origin for anything professedly outside the consciousness of 
the author" in that relationship has to be referred to the mediumship of Mr. 
Massey's first wife and not to his own, as explained by him in one of his lectures. 
Mr. Massey's later studies and researches bring him nearer to the Theosophists. 
He has never lectured better than he did in delivering his recent course of 
lectures in London. What he has to say is the result of profound research 
and wide experience, and is sure to be uttered in that masculine English of 
which he is a master. His list of lectures contain subjects that are Evolutionary, 
Anthropological, Gnostic, Neo-Naturalistic and Literary. A few of these 
are:-

Woman, as the Victim of Ancient Symbolism. 
Mythical Mares' -Nests. 
The Devil of Darkness in the Light of Evolution. 
Man in Search of his Soul for 50,000 Years, and how he Found it. 
The Coming Religion. 
A Leaf from the Book of my Life. 
The Historical Jesus of the Jews and the Mythical Egyptian Christ. 
Paul the Gnostic Opponent of Historic Christianity, called by Tertullian the 

"Apostle of the Heretics." 
The "Logia of the Lord," or Pre-Christian Sayings assigned to Jesus in the 

Gospels. 
The Hebrew Creations fundamentally Explained. 
The Fall of Man as an Astronomical Allegory and a Physiological Fable. 
Gnostic and Historic Christianity. 
Christianity in the Roman Catacombs, or the Testimony of Gnostic Art. 
Luniolatry: Ancient and Modern. 
Natural Origin of Spirits: Elemental, Celestial, and Human. 
Mythology as a Primitive Mode of Representation. 
Totemism as a Primitive Mode of Representation. 
:Fetishism as a Primitive Mode of Representation. 
Sign-Language: From Gestures to the Alphabet. 
Thought without Words. 
The Anti-Shakspeare Craze; or, Shakspeare and Bacon. 
Reality and Shams in Art and Literature. 
Charles Lamb: The Most Unique of Humorists. 
Robert Burns. 
Thomas Hood: Poet and Punster. 
Old England's Sea-Kings: How they Lived, Fought, and Died 
We subjoin a sample of Mr. Massey's teaching, from ~heJatest of his lectures. 

privately printed:-
Men like Jesus, or Jehoshua ben Pandira, the Jewish political and social reformer, or Gautama, or 

Bluno, or Garibaldi, or Gordon, or Garfield, are in a sense Saviours of the world. They set before 
us an illuminated image of immortal love. They pun down on themselves, and bear for us, the 
beavy burden of martyrdom, because of the wolfish selfishness of the world I But there is no salva-

• The circular was appended by Mr. Redway to LUCIFER without being submitted to the editors. 
LUCIFER is DOW its own publisher.-{ED.l 
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tion possible for us out of the mere act of thdr suffering. The only salvation is for those who range 
themselves on the side of these martyrs, and reformers, and forerunncrs, against the selfishness of the 
world, to work and change the crude conditions of things, which for ever demand the sacrifice of the 
best and dearest of women and men. When Arnold von Winkelreid took the double armful of the 
enemies' spears into his own breast, it was to make a way for his fellow-countrymcn to pass on and 
widen the gap he had made-not for them to stay behind and pat him on the back, or merely 
subscribe to erect a statue to his memory. That the innocent are continually offerL'<i up on account 
of the besotted selfishness of the many is a fact. That they must continue to be thus offered up, 
until the world awakes to see this shameful sacrifice of others to save its own selfishness, is likewise a 
fact. But to erect this into a religious dogma, and c.'lll it the dh'ine means of sadng men, who 
wilfully continue and necessitate the conditions of society which cause and demand the martyrdom, 
is about the most immoral and damnable rIoctrine ever offered to humanity. \Vhy, this doctrine of 
atonement is so unmanly, so cowardly, and currish, that, if put in its naked truth, the lowest rough 
in Whitechapel, if un perverted by orthodoxy, would be too manly to accept such an immoral mode 
of salvation. Anyone who would consent to be sa,'ed at the expense of another, and an innocent 
person, ought only to escape, if at all, because he would not be worth thc damning. Far nohler 
was the teaching of Captain George \V. Pendleton of the Cleopatra, of Gloucester, Mass. His 
vessel was doomed and sinking fast, when the boat put off from the .. Lord Gough" with a crew 
that volunteered to try anel rescue the shipwrecked men. But with sah'ation in sight the American 
captain, by agreement with his men, hauk'<i down his own flag of distress. He thought no boat 
could Ii,'e in such a sea, .. I said to my men, shall we let those brave fellows risk their lives to save 
ours? and they said' :-1'0.' Then I hauled down the flag." And so they deliberately elected to die 
first I That was the gospel according to George Pendleton! But this sacrifice of the innocent to 
sm'e the guilty-of others instead of self-is the religion of savages; it belongs to th" most benighted 
conditions of the human race, and as such is doomed to die out of any state of true civilis. ... tion. Th,e 
doom of Historic Christianity is sealed, because it was hased upon Dogmas against which the highest 
instincts of the race will for ever rise in in~urrection, and doctrines that are certain to be rejected by 
the growing moral sense of humanity. 

Enfranchisl'd from what I have learned of the interior operations of natural law, such sclfishnl"Ss 
ddt'ats its own end and aim. The only way of helping oneself is by helping others. The only true 
way of receiving is by giving. The fear of bcing lost nevcr yet saved the soul of any man. Put aside 
the fable, and the foolish fraud that has bL'en founded on it, and we are face to face with the fact 
that man has no power to lose his own soul or damn himself for all eternity. If man be immortal 
by nature, continuity is not based on morality-howe,'er much he may retard development by limiting 
his life to the lower sdf, whieh may be a hell to think of and struggle out of hereafter. :Sor is the 
hereafter a heaven provided on purpose to make up for the man-made sufferings to those, who have 
been deluded and che. ... ted and starved out of their life in this world. If it were so, then rrovidence 
would not only he responsible for all the mal-arrangement and the misery, through not merely allowing 
it, but for permitting it, and pro'l.'idi"g jor it! Whereas we sec the wrong is remediable, the suffer
ings are unnecessary, and the Chri>tian way out of it is a misleading cui de sac. It is like some of the 
squirrel tracks in the forest with the trail ending up a tree. 

The orthodox teachings are sO false that they have made the utterance of truth a blasphemy, and 
all the proclaimers of truth blasphemers! Oppose their savage theology, and you are denounced as 
an Atheist. Expose the folly of their faith, and you ate an Infidel all round. Deny their miracles, 
and they damn your morals. Th~ Christian Rvrk, not knowing what to s. ... y against me that wasgood 
mougk, charged me with having published a volume of indecent poetry. It was a malicious lie I-a 
real instance of original sin. But that was what the ignoramus said-mist. ... king me, as I suppose, 
for Mr. Swinburne. There was something grand in the ancient martyrdom suffered by the hem1ds of 
free thought; whereas the modem reformer has to endure the prolonged torture and ignominy of 
being kicked to death by butterflies, or gnawed to death by gnats. The religion, founded on mis
understood and perverted mythology, has made everything wrong, and nothing short of an utter 
reversal, with all Nature for our guide and on our side, can sct us right. Its apotheosis of sorrow, of 
suffering and sacrifice is entirely false, because these are on account of that which, like the .. Fall of 
Man," never really occurred-and weeping over that whieh is not real is nothing more than a waste 
of water. Nature offers no evidence that man was meant to moan as a miserable animal. It is true 

that sorrow and suffering may purge and purify the life, and add a precious seeing to our si~ht. That 
which gives the wound may deposit the pearl. The iron of a stcdfast soul has frequently ~n forged 
in purgatorial fires of pain. The greater the pressure from without, the more has it evoked and 
evolved the rebounding spirit from within. But th'lt is because there is a power which can tnm a\l 
experience to account if our life he right in its root-relationship. And human life will always have its 
full share of sorrow an<l suffering. But nothing can be falser than 0 try and found a religion on 
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sorrow and suffering, hy the representation of this world as deslin~d to be a vale of tears, which we 
are bound to grow anxious to get out of as soon as we recognise that we arc in it. No I il iJ nol in 
Jl)",n<>, bul ill juy, that we can attain llu grcat~JI ullconsciouJlleJS of sdf, and live Ihe 'arg~r objective 
iijef"r otlzers. \Ve learn as we come to a knowledge of joy, that all sorrow and suffering are but the 
p.-u;sing shadows of things mortal, and not the enduring or eternal reality. When no longer darkened 
or eclipsed by the false creed which has benighted our minds and totally obscured so many natural 
truths, we can sec to the end of these shadows-we can overlook them-in the larger intellectual light 
of a truer interpretation of the necessities of evolution and of the human environment. If nature has 
one revelation of truth to make more plainly apparent than another, it is that her creature, man, is 
intended for health and happiness here, in this life, and not merely hereafter-on condition of suffering 
here! Pleasure is the natural accompaniment of our creative or productive activities, and the human 
likeness of life itself is conceived and imaged in delight .• Health, physical or mental, means happi
ness. And everywhere the pull of the natural forces and elements are on the side of health, and, 
ther('iore, of cons~'CJuent or premeditated happiness; children of the blind who never saw, being born 
to sec, and the children of the deaf mutes being born to talk. That delight in life was intended by 
means of health and happiness may likewise be read in the stem punishment administered bv nature 
for every breach of natural law by which we injure our hcalth and destroy our happiness; ;nd, lest 
the person'll memory of the fact for one generation should be too short-lived, the results and effects of 
the violated law arc kept before us, in some cases from generation to generation, nol aJ gibbds for 
mere vengeance, but as sign-posts' pointing to the way of reformation. Health is intended, and 
happincss is the result. It is the happy who will be moral; not the miserable. Now, the Christian 
scheme would make liS miserable, in order that we may he moral here and happy hereafter! Whereas 
Nature says, be happy here and now, by learning the laws of health-indivi.lual, social, political, 
universal; by getting rid of all opposing falsehood, and establishing the true conditions for evclving 
health and happincss everywhere for all. 

From a mass of the most flattering testimonials, we cull the following few, for 
the information of those distant admirers who have not yet had the good 
fortune to make his personal acquaintance. 

Said the Londoll Review, speaking of his poems :-

." Brave, honest, free-spoken Gerald Massey! Assuredly, it is no vain 
speculation to suppose that the name of such a poet will become a household 
word amongst millions; that his writings wiII be regarded a<; a precious jewel 
amongst their domestic treasures; that wherever the English tongue is spoken, 
and an English heart beats with paternal love, or throbs for liberty, there will 
the poems of General Massey be received with welcome." 

To which, the London Quarterly Review adds :-

"His loye-poetry is very pure and sweet, and frequently rivals the most 
genuine strains of Burns. 

"To him, indeed, we owe the sweetest songs of courtship, the merriest 
marriage-ditties, and the most touching lays of child-life, that have ever been 
given to the world." 

The most appreciative and suggestive, perhaps, of all IS Walter Savage 
Landor's opinion of Mr. G. Massey's writings in general. Says that able 
critic :-

" In the first thirty-seven pages there are all these passages and many more, 
perhaps, of eqml beauty. Here is such poetry as the generous Laureate will 
read with approbation; such poetry as Jeffrey would have tossed aside with 
derision, and a~ Gifford would have torn to pieces in despair; can anything 
more or better be said for it?" 
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John Ruskin gives him unqualified praise and says that it is his profound 
conviction that" few national services can be greater than that which you (he) 
have rendered." 

Sir Arthur Helps thinks that Mr. Massey has entered "on the one field of 
Shakespearean literature which has not been sufficiently explored," and that his 
"Work is likely to be of permanent value." 

Lord Tennyson confesses to his having read his" Book more than once and 
got others to read it." In the words of the New York Tribune:-

"Mr. Massey comes to us to lecture upon literary subjects, and he brings 
with him a reputation as a lecturer not second to his poetical fame. In a truer 
sense than any English writer he may be called the poet of the poor. But his 
early association with labouring people did not prevent him from becoming an 
ingenious scholar. He has made the most subtle and curious study of the 
character of Shakespeare, as shown in his writings, which has yet been put 
forth." 

Finally one can do no better than to close our notice by quoting a few lines 
from the Guardian which so well epitomizes our own opinion :-

"In whatever part of the field of literature we meet him, he deserves 
recognition as a writer of earnestness and ability, who has achieved success 
under circumstances which, in the case of the vast majority of men, would have 
involved total failure." 

AN OLD ADMIRER. 

INDIAN PROVERBS. 

As transitoriness, like a nurse, takes first to its breast the new-born 
<:hild, and afterwards the mother, what way is there then for grief? 

Where are now the great lords of the earth, with their armies and 
<:hariots of war? 

To-day the earth herself testifies that they have departed. 

Whatever mighty deeds King Sagara and the great kings performed, 
even these deeds, yea, and the kings themselves, have sunk into night. 

As the streams of a river flow on, and return not, so pass away the 
days and nights, taking away the lives of men. C. J. 
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'Re"teW9. --
THE SECRET SYMBOLS OF THE ROSICRUCIANS OF THE 16th 

AND 17th CENTURY.· T HE reappearance of this celebrated work, in an English translation 
I marks an epoch in the history of the theosophical movement. The 

original work, from which this translation is an exact copy, exists 
partly in print, partly in unique manuscript, and treats of the science of the 
Uni'l'trsum, and contains in a collection of symbols all that may be known 

about the spiritual aspect of the Microcosm and Macrocosm and their constitu
tion, as a whole and in their details. It is a work whose existence is often 
mentioned in the writings of the medireval philosophers, but which has been 
seen only by few persons living at present, all accessible copies of it having 
been destroyed by the Jesuits in the interests of their order; because by 
representing the true nature of the Christian symbols and allegories, it seriously 
interfered with the dogmas and the financial interests of the Catholic church. 

The acquisition of "Dangerous" books by means, fair or foul, and their 
theft or destruction by the clergy is not a fable, as is well known to the writer 
of this review, who during his boyhood saw one after the other of the most 
valuable books on Occultism mysteriously disappear from his father's library, 
and· when, at the secularisation of the neighbouring convent of monks of the 
order of St. Augustine, the monastery was taken in possession by the civil 
authorities, the stolen books were found in the library of the convent, they having 
been stolen by a member of the family, who was induced to steal and surrender 
them to the monks by means of the confessional. 

Dr. Hartmann's translation is evidently made from a complete copy of this 
celebrated work, of which only a few torn and detached sheets were in my 
father's library, and a part of which are said to be in possession of Mr. Sachse 
of Philadelphia. It is a work whose importance cannot be too highly estimated 
by those who desire to enter the inner temple of occult knowledge. It consists 
of a great number of coloured plates and designs, describing the interaction 
of the forces existing on the spiritual, astral and physical planes, and in it may 
be found a representation of all the mysteries contained in the visible and 
invisible universe. It is a work which requires the study of a lifetime before it 
will be completely understood; but he who succeeds in completely under
standing it, is an Adept. 

For this reason it cannot be the object of the writer to write a complete 
review of the book; to do so would involve the capacity to describe in words, 
spiritual truths, such as cannot be ,described in words; but which must become 

* Translated from the German by Dr. F. Hartmann and published by the Occult Publishing Co.. 
Boston. 
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clear to the mind of the student by means of interior perception and medi
tation. For the same reason no one but a true Rosicrucian could possibly 
criticise the work, the same being a representation and summary of Rosicrucian 
wisdom. 

There are two ways of receiving instruction. One is to obtain information 
in regard to a truth; the other is to find a truth oneself. The former method 
usually leads only to merely theoretical results; the latter is the practical way. 
In external science teaching consists in answerin~ questions; in occult science, 
the best method is to put questions to the student and to show him the way 
how he may find their solution himsdf. The higher mysteries are therefore 
taught in parables and allegories; to give their complete explanation-if it 
were possible to do so-would destroy their utility; it would be like publishing 
a charade or a riddle with the solution printed at the end; it would be an injury 
to the reader, for it would render it useless for him to exercise his own 
thoughts. 

We are therefore thankful to the translator, not only for having saved such 
a valuable work from destruction and for having it made accessible to the 
English reader, but also for not having attempted to fully explain its contents, 
as the introduction of the work and its vocabulary of occult terms is sufficient 
to furnish the key to its understanding. 

To the ~merely superficial reader this book will be merely of antiquarian 
interest; but!to those who desire to acquire self knowledge it will be an aid to find 
within themselves a mine of untold treasures and of immortal wealth. 

DR. A. PIODA. 

CHANTS OF LABOUR. 

Edited by EDWARD CARPENTER. Published by SWAN, SONNENSCHEIN & Co., 
London. 

mJHIS little volume would seem destined to be the Hymn-Book (saving the 
J1 term) of the advanced Democracy. It contains over fifty" chants" set, for 

the most part, to old well-known, stirring tunes, such as "the Vicar of 
Bray," " Scots wha ha'e," the "Marseillaise," &c., with a few new and original 
airs scattered among the old favourites. A characteristic of the book is that its 
poems are.chiefly by members of the real working-classes; for we see appended 
to most of ·the names such descriptions as "cabinet-maker," "machine-fitter," 
"porter," &c. .;i But, far from this fact involving a poor quality of verse, the 
cc chants" are most stirring in their thoughts and diction. I·'rom among the 
rest we may select two for special mention, the first by W. H. Dowding (cabinet 
maker), which runs as follows:-

"Comrade, in a world where Gold 
Is the god of young and old, 

Only hearts by Love made bold 
May its power defy! 
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For to-day we round us see 
Gold's own victims abjectly 

To the Gold-god bow the knee, 
Prone before him lie. 

" In our longing hearts we pray 
That the dawn of Freedom's day, 

Competition's curse, may stay; 
And from shore to shore, 

Every child of earth may be 
Sharer of God's.bounty, free, 

Sloth and want and misery 
Banished evermore! " 

81 

These words come home to us with redoubled force at the present moment, 
when the revelations of the Sweating System are filling our minds with horror, 
and rousing in us all a determination to do our utmost to strangle this demon of 
commercial competition. 

From the second (by Evelyn Pyne), we have only space to quote one 
verse:-

"Young men 'reft of love, my brothers, 
Maiden's beauty worn away-

Old men sore and sad with labour
Children with no time to play

Hearken! hearken! Oh, my brothers, 
What the grand new time will say!" 

To this" Song-book of the People," Walter Crane has designed the frontis
piece with his customary command of ornamental outline; and, with this 
attractive sketch to recommend it to notice, we look for a wide success of a 
volume which appeals to all who are beginning to awake to the evermore 
articulate cry of the "masses." 

WOMAN. VOL. II. 

HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD. 

I N the above volume Saladin prosecutes the campaign against Christianity to 
which he has devoted the larger part of his literary work. Readers of 
LUCIFER will recall the recent review of the previous volume of the book 

in these columns, and the favourable criticisms which this brilliant writer then 
.evoked. We have now simply to endorse that verdict, and, although unable to 
agree with the .extreme conclusions occasionally arrived at by Mr. Ross, we 
cannot but see in the terrible indictment before us an impeachment of Christian 
morality which admits of no answer. Christian ethics and Christian practice 
are exposed and satirized.with merciless severity, and the reader is confronted 
with a vast array of facts bearing on "modern civilization" which show the total 
inadequacy of present creeds to grapple with the vices and brutality of man. 

6 
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"Woman" is never dull; It IS, on the contrary, so sparkling and versatile as to 
throw a charm even over the most plain-spoken passages where English impurity 
is brought to light. But let no reader of a pharisaical or fastidious turn of mind 
peruse his work. Saladin is a pure-minded and high-souled writer, but he stops 
at no revelation when he intends to prove his case. The annals of vice are 
deliberately sifted-from the suppo,t and legalization of prostitution by the 
English Christian Government in the East down to the revolting secrets of 
"modern Babylon" at home. The exposure is not pleasant reading, it reads 
far worse than anything penned by Tacitus regarding Roman vice under the 
emperors, but it is unfortunately true. "And yet," writes the author, after 
unveiling one hideous sore, "the pulpit and the religious press are possessed of 
sufficient ignorance (?) and effrontery to declare that Christianity has exalted 
the status of woman and sweetened and purified the atmosphere of social and 
domestic life. To writers of this sort "Woman" will prove a very efficient 
eye-opener. _ 

[We copy this extract from a review of "Agnosticism and Christianity," by 
"Julian" (Secular Review, June 2nd, 1888), as embodying remarkably logical and 
philosophical arguments against some so-called axioms which can never be 
accepted as such-En.] 

"Mr. Samuel Laing, in his new booklet, ' Agnosticism and Christianity,' begins 
with stating Professor Huxley's definition of knowledge. The Professor is made 
to say: 'A man shall not say he knows or believes that which he has no 
scientific grounds for professing to know or believe.' As an axiom this is most 
faulty. As a universal truth it is, me judice, wholly untenable. It may be in part 
true, so far as phenomenal 'knowledge' is concerned, but certainly is not at all 
true of' belief.' Belief is based solely on man's faith in the competency and 
credibility of the person who professes to instruct, and not 'on scientific 
grounds,' as the Professor states. Children do not believe on scientific grounds, 
but solely because they think the person who tells them is competent to know 
and honest to state what he knows. All our belief in history is based entirely 
on our faith in the historian. Nine-tenths of our knowledge is that of faith; the 
remaining tenth is of a very mixed character indeed, and very often inferential 
and most erroneous. Experiment is by no means infallible; data are by no 
means always to be trusted. Hasty inferences from experiment and data have 
led to a legion of errors, and new experiments with new data often re-write the 
, knowledge' thus obtained. 

" Then, again, not one in a million has any 'scientific grounds for his knowledge 
or belief' even in phenomena. He is taught by a master, that master by other 
masters or by books, and those masters or books were most of them only 
second-hand. Phenomenal knowledge, no doubt, must be origh~ally based on 
personal observation, data, or experiment; but such science forms only an 
infinitesimal part of our 'knowledge or belief.' 

"Then, in regard to the other dictum of Professor Huxley, quoted by Mr. 
Laing-'We know nothing beyond phenomena'-itis by no means clear what 
the Professor means. We know scores and scores of things "esides phenomena ; 
but of phenomena themselves we only know what our senses inform us of, or 
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what we believe the senses of others have taught them. Thus a blind man has 
no personal knowledge of the phenomena of sight; but all he knows of such 
matters is from faith. And very often the knowledge derived from our five 
senses is quite erroneous, and requires correctIOn. Trusting to. our eyes, the 
sun, moon, and stars are round planes like plates; but telescopes inform us they 
are balls or spheres. A ship at sea viewed from the beach seems quite near at 
hand, but may be many a long mile off the spectator. . 

" Sometimes these corrections are truly marvellous, as when rays of light of 
widely different lengths appear to be all equal: as, for example, in the sun, 
many thousands of miles make no difference in the apparent lengths of the 
rays of light, so that those from the. solar equator seem no longer than those 
from the pole nearest the earth. Our sight, therefore, is not trustworthy; our 
sense of touch is equally deceptive; and so is our sense of hearing, which 
perpetually leads us astray in regard to the direction and source of sounds. 

"If, however, Professor Huxley, by the phrase 'beyond phenomena,' means 
what is called 'noumenon,' then he only expresses a platitude and means by 
'beyond phenomena' what the old schoolmen called 'substratum.' Thus, in a 
rose the petals do not make the rose, the perfume does not, the colour does 
not, the shape does not: all these are logical accidents, subject to change; but, 
when all accidents are taken away, a substratum remains, which evades know
ledge and escapes detection." 

THE KING'S RING • 

ONCE in Persia reigned a king 
Who upon his signet-ring 
Graved a maxim true and wise, 
Which, if held before his eyes, 
Gave him counsel, at a glance, 
Fit for every change and chance; 
Solemn words, and these are they: 
.. Even this shall pass away I .. 

Trains of camels through the sand 
Brought him gems from Samarcand ; 
Fleets of ~lleys through the seas 
Brought him pearls to match with these. 
But he counted not as gain 
Treasures of the mine or main; 
.. What is wealth?" the king would say, 
" • Even this shall pass away.' .. 

In the revels of his court, 
At the zenith of the sport, 
When the palms of all his guests 
Burned with clapping at his jests, 
He, amid his figs and wine, 
Cried, .. Oh, loving friends of mine I 
Pleasure comes, but not to stay: 
• Even this shall pass away:" 

Lady fairest ever seen 
Chose he for his bride and queen. 
Couched upon the marriage beel, 
Wbispering to his soul, he said, 

•• Though a bridegroom never pressed 
Dearer bosom to his breast, 
Mortal flesh must come to clay: 
• Even this shall pass away.' .. 

Fighting on a furious field, 
Once a javelin pierced his shield. 
Soldiers, with a loud lament, 
Bore him bleeding to his tent. 
Groaning from his tortured side, 
.. Pain is hard to bear," he cried; 
"But with patience, day by day. 
• Even this shall pass away.' .. 

Towering in the public square, 
Twenty cubits in the air, 
Rose his statue carved in stone 
Then the king, disguised, unknown, 
Stood before his sculptured name, 
Musing meekly, .. What is fame? 
Fame is but a slow decay: 
• Even this shall pass away.' " 

Struck with palsy, sere and old, 
Waiting at the gates of Gold, 
Spake he with his dying breath, 
.. Life is done; but what is death?" 
Then in answer to the king 
Fell a sunbeam on his ring. 
Showing by a heavenly ray-
.. Even this shall pass away." 

THEODORE TILTON. 
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THOUGHTS 

ON THE BIRTHDAY OF LUCIFER. 

Ever Onward. 
IN its ceaseless and, also, too rapid flight 
along the path of Eternity, Time has 
taken one mighty stride more : a step of 
twelve months' duration toward the last 
day of our present age i also of the lives 
of many of us within, and of all of us 
beyond-the ultimate frontier of our senile 
century. In tweh-e years more the 
curtain will have dropped, shutting out 
the foot-lights from the actors and all the 
latter from the public view .... . 

It is only then that many a scene 
enacted in the sad drama of life, and 
many an hitherto misunderstood attitude 
of some of the chief actors in that Mystery 
of the Age called Theosophy and its 
Societies, will appear in its true light. 

The Verdict of Posterity. 

In those days of the forthcoming age 
Solomon shall sit in judgment over 
David. The century that shall be born 
shall pass its sentence over the century 
which is now fast dying. And, the 
grandchildren of the modem theosophists 
will have to find a verdict for, or against 
their sires. What shall it be? Perhaps, 
there arc those who know, but who of 
them shall tell! Those who can see into 
the womb of futurity and could prophesy, 
keep aloof from the sneers of the 
Philistines. In our days of Iconoclasm 
and prosaic realism he is no philosopher 
-not even an .. unpopular" one-who 
dabbles in things unseen. Let us abstain, 
since Theosophists are denied the 
privileges granted to certain astrologers 
-let us rather render to Ca:sar that 
which belongs to Ca:sar i the full homage 
due to the eminent virtues which 
characterize our age. How glaringly its 
bright image falls on the dark screen of 
the Past! what a contrast between its 
Christian purity, fortitude, charity, 
chastity and unselfishness, and the vices 
and dissipation of-say-its long departed 
predecessor, the age of the Imperial and 
Pagan Rome! This is affirmed in scores 
of works, preached from thousands of 

Our" l".forning Slar." 
LUCIFER is one year old this month. 

The child is growing and waxing strong 
in Spirit-if not altogether as much in 
wisdom. as one might like it. Its temper 
is often complained of, and it has made 
enemies_ But its friends are many, and 
in certain parts of the world it is petted 
and even spoiled-temper notwithstand
ing. Our baby is teething, in truth, and 
therefore subject at times to fits of pes
simism and biting. Hut its humour will 
soften down with age i and :J,S material 
for its food is gradually collecting for the 
second year, it may yet be proved, even 
to its enemies, a precocious and well
informed, if even an unwelcome child. 

A Wicked Charge. 
Meanwhile some subscribers have 

thought fit to throw a shadow on his 
second birthday. LUCIFER, they say, 
does not live up to its promises i i.e. it 
does not sufficiently .. bring to light the 
hidden things of darkness" concerning 
the Book of God and the "friends of 
God," the Jewish Patriarchs. Payne 
Knight and I nman have done so far, more 
fully and efficiently, etc., etc. 

}{especttod Subsr.ribtors! LUCIFER is 
Venus only in astronomy i nor have its 
editors ever bargained to equal, far less 
surpass, in the exposition of phallic mys
teries, \l1man and Payne Knight, or even 
their miniature "Bijou" edition, Har· 
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grave Jennings. The methods used by 
these gentlemen are, no doubt, very 
scientific; but, they are too realistic and too 
crude and too one·sided for us to follow. 
If people will have truth, then, of course, 
the .. hidden things of darkness" in the 
Sinaitic Symbology have to be unveiled. 
Let us then re·rroeal Revelation by all 
means. 

But why should we go out of our way 
to use the Bible as a colonial store of 
spices with which to flavour our \Vestern 
viands. or tum LUCIFER into a Scotland 
Yard detective staff for patriarchal delin· 
quents ? The amorous debates of the 
drama/is persona' in Pentateuchal eso· 
tericism, are very well in archreological 
works of research, but entirely out of 
place in a theosophical magazine. LUCI· 
FER is intended to re\'iew, and preach 
modem not ancient ethics, and meta
physical as against materialistic philo
sophy. TheJaur pas of Lot and David, 
"the friends of God," belong, together 
with the poetical glyphs of "fish," "heel" 
and" thigh," to scriptural symbology. It 
was an archaic attempt at feline deanli
ness, and speaks rather in favour than to 
the detriment of the authors of the re
vealed book. Those who prefer naked 
sincerity of language, are asked to turn to 
the Prophets. 

Tlte A%e oj Ovid or Hosea? 
The word of the "Lord" unto Hosea, 

the son of Beeri. was surely addressed to 
our age of civilization. The latter is truly 
the reincarnation of the docile prophet, 
who, acting upon the advice of his God, 
loves "a woman beloved of her friends, 
yet an adulteress," looks to many gods 
and loves" flagons of wine." 

What have we to envy in the "stiff
necked" people of Israel·? From its 
Sodom and Gomorrah, its worship of 
the Golden Calf, the innocent pastimes 
of King Solomon, down to the practice 
and policy of those whom the Christian 
Saviour addressed as the" generation of 
vipers," we are the worthy followers of 
the "chosen people." We have made 
of . the .. upper ten" our high places 
wherein we worship, and the symbology 
of modern society is of as concealing a 
nature as that of the Biblical writers. 
Their symbology pales before ours. The 
magic wand of our century transforms in 
its astuteness everything under the sun 
into something else, in social, political 
and daiiy life. The hideous marks of 
moral leprosy are made to appear as 
glorious scars from wounds received on 
the battlefield of honour; black tresses 
are changed into yellow hair, and the 
adipose tissue of carrion metamorphosed 
into the poor man's butter. We live 

in days of a moral (alias immoral) 
fiene, in which every Mr. Hyde puts on 
the mask of Dr. Jekyll. It is the latter 
who is the symbolism of our age, and the 
former its ever more and more irrepressible 
tendency. Thus the cloak-of esotericism, 
which modern society, the representative 
and key-note of the average population in 
every nation, throws over its sins of com
mission and omission, is as thick as Bibli
cal symbolism. Only the two have 
changed and inverted their roles; it is 
the external cloak of ancient symbolism 
which has become the inner life and true 
aspirations of modern Mrs. Grundy. 

Tlten and Now. 
To the adept versed in the modem 

society· symbolism the allegories of old 
become like unto a transparent artifice of 
an innocent infant when confronted with 
and brought face to face with the Machia
velistic craft and cunning of what we 
know as Society-ways. The two symbols 
of modern culture respectively referred to 
as RELIGIOUS CANT and Drawing room 
PROPRIETY have reached a practical per
fection under their mask, undreamt of by 
the Rebekahs and Jezebels, the Jacobs 
and even Solomons of old. They have 
become the two exotic, gigantic plants 
of modern culture. Therefore is it that 
LUCIFER refuses to follow in the footsteps 
of our modem Symbologists. He believes 
that the muddy water of the" Rivers of 
(modern) Life," ought to receive more 
attention than the .. Rivers of (ancient) 
Life." The modem revealer of the archaic 
"things of darkness" is too much coloured 
with the general tendency of the age to 
be more than one-sided, and therefore he 
can hardly be correct in the interpretation 
of its symbolism. He sees in the smooth 
dark waters of these" Rivers" the reflection 
of his own century, when he does not ac
tually mirror himself personally, in them. 
Hence, he perceives everywhere phallic 
worship; and primitive symbolism can 
represent to his distorted fancy nought 
but what he would find in it. Why give 
preference to imagined over real events? 
The Ahabs and Jezebels who kill the 
prophets are as plentiful in our day as 
10 the days of old. The modern Mrs. 
Potiphar, . finding no Joseph to offend 
her, expends her slanderous energies to 
the detriment of her best "lady friends." 
Sweet are her wbispers into the greedy 
ear of Janus-faced Grundy, who, nodding 
her venerable head, listens to them 
drinking slander like heavenly dew. The 
modern Lot requires not to be made 
drunk with wine to give a mother to 
Moab; the XIXth century Epopees 
repeat on a grander scale the adventures 
of Helen and Sita. Only Homer and 
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Valmiki have now made room (or Zola, 
and the modern literature o( the realistic 
school in France. puts to blush by the, 
sincerity of its language all the private 
dialogues of the" Lord" with his prophet 
Hosea. \Vhat have we to envy in the 
ancients? 

Where are we .(oing 10 ? 

A"imJ! We live in strange and weird 
times. Ours are the days of Sheffield 
plating on the moral plane. True silver 
has almost gone out of use and has fallen, 
like the Indian rupees, far below par. This 
is not a time for golden rules, (or people 
prefer moral pinchbeck. Nature, as well 
as man, seems to crack on all her seven 
seams, and the universal screws have 
assuredly got loose somewhere, if not 
everywhere, on their hinges, after the 
fashion of this earth. Paradox flourishes 
and axioms are running to seed. Nature 
and man vie with each other in shams. 
The Lord God of our state religions is 
proclaimed a god of mercy, of peace and 
love, and at the same time he is a "man 
of war"; "the Lord our God" who 
"fights (or Israel." "Thou shalt not 
kill," says the commandment; and on 
this principle improvements in murderous, 
man-killing engines are being invented by 
the" humble" servants of the said Power 
-for a consideration. Rev. F. Bosworth, 
a man oj God and peace, has just been 
rewarded by the paternal Government 
with a premium of £2,000, for "the 
advancement of gunnery science." 

Esoterically explained, this "advance
ment" means, I suppose, in political 
symbology a cannon possessing a ten-fold 
greater power and rapidity for killing the 
bodies of one's enemies, than the fulmina
tion of Church canons for killing their 
enemies' souls. Hence, the reward to 
ingenious parsons. Every Christian 
nation is busy now with preparing guns 
and rifles superior to those possessed by 
its neighbours. Duels fought between 
two nations seem to be judged by a 
different code of honour from those 
between two individuals. Battles won by 
trickery, are laid down to "military 
genius" and regarded as "the poetical 
and imaginative side of the war." 
(.Fortnightly Review, Lord Wolseley). 
Trickery in commercial or private busi
ness is punished with hard labour. In 
the former case, the cunning and un
expected employment of weapons of 
superior murderousness and devilish 
cruelty are lauded and their successful 
use made to bring the highest military 
honours; whereas the private antagonist 
who uses an unequal weapon or takes an 
unfair advantage in any way is counted a 

murderer and a felon. So, statesmen who 
"lie for their country's good" and derh'e 
benefits for it by foul deception have 
promotion and honours; while their less 
culpable imitator who plays with marked 
cards and loaded dice, or " pulls" a race, 
is scourged out of decent company. So 
chronic and congenital is our obtuseness, 
that we have never yet been able to 
distinguish the one moral baseness from 
the other. But to a reflective philosopher, 
the difference between such a modern 
statesman or general and a modern 
blackleg and a coward is imperceptible. 

Still more puzzling! 
And what of the inventive and Rev· 

erend "Bosworths"? Have they become 
so familiarized with the Salvation Army 
motto of "blood and fire" as to be led to 
pass by an easy transition to their actual 
shedding and use on the physical plane? 
They pray and repent and glorify their 
Lord and therefore fear nought for them· 
selves. They are the modern Ahabs of 
whom the word of the Lord came to Eli
jah, the Tishbite, saying:-" Seest thou 
how Ahab humbleth himself before me? 
because 0/ I"at, I will not brillg tire erdl 
in his Jays: bul in Iris (innocent) s{ln's 
days will I bring lite evil upon "is 
"ouse." (I Kings xxi. 29). 

Therefore do the Reverend" Bosworths " 
snap their fingers at Karma and say:
" Apres "'{Ii Ie deluge." 

'Why, then, should anyone object to 
help toward the glory of one's country 
through human butchery and rivers of 
blood? What harm can befall anyone 
through it, provided he only "umbles 
himself before the .. Lord" like Ahab? 
And do not both the belligerent armies 
pray? Does any such human slaughter 
on a battle field begin without that Lord 
bein~ almost simultaneously addressed 
and Implored for help by both parties? . _ 

Query :-Does the kind and merciful 
Father in Heaven-one with Him, we 
are taught, who said that" he who kills 
with the sword shall perish with the 
sword "-Iisten to both sides, or to one? 
And can even He, to whom all is possible, 
perform the miracle of sending victory to 
both his humble petitioners? To which 
of the two does the good God listen? Is 
it to the weakest of the two, or to the 
strongest? 0, Problems o( the Age! Who 
can solve them save his grace the Arch
bishop of Canterbury? Hut he will hardly 
pay any attention to an "unpopular philo
sopher" who is not even a conservati\'e 
member of Parliament. What great 
general was it who said that Providence 
was always on the side of the hea\'iest 
battalions? 
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By their Fruits skatl ye know tlum. 
\Vhat is the difference between a 

devout Christian and an Atheist? The 
problem was philosophically solved by a 
little girl in the United States. The 
anecdote is told by one who heard it him
self -" our mutual friend," - the very 
popular American, Edmund Russel. 

On the day before the funeral of Peter 
Cooper-the late millionaire and philan
thropist-at New York, Mr. Russel went 
to a "bakeshop." Three little girls were 
serving behind the counter. It was a 
holiday in the city, as every one was pre
paring to honour the memory of one of 
the people's benefactors by following the 
procession. 

" Only to think! " reflectively said one 
of the girls. "He," (meaning Peter 
Cooper) "owned a whole p,ew in church 
and never went inside one. ' 

., \VelI," replied another, "he was per
haRs a Unitarian?" 

• No he was not," put in the third girl. 
" He was a philanthropist." 

"Oh dear no," groaned the first that 
had spoken. "He was an Atheist." 

To which the youngest of all the three 
begged to be informed of the meaning of 
that term. "WeJl, and what is an Atheist 
anyhow?" she asked. 

"An Atheist," gravely explained the 
eldest-" means a man who believes 'in 
doing all the good he can in tltis 'U'orld 
and taking his chance in the next. 

Uncanny Signs. 

The outlook for the British Isles is 
hopelessly depressing. La boule a cancans 
(" Gossip baJl"), as Anatole France calls 
our mother earth, is losing her spin, and 
the Cosmic dynamo is emptying itself. 
The worst of all is, that we do not know 
who to hold responsible. What ails the 
divine COSMOCRATORES? India is ex
porting her superfluous " monsoon 
clouds" to Europe via Port Said, and 
the rain·God seems to have perma
nently established his sprinkling machine 
over Great Britain. Siberia sends her 
hyperborean frosts to the southwards, and 
herself flirts with the tropics. Kangaroos 
have appeared in Surrey; and parrots 
may soon be heard warbling their saw
filing staccato, and birds of paradise sun 
their jewelled plumes on palm trees in 
Archangel. Everything evidently is up
side down, the times are out of joint, 
and the screws of the Cosmic 
.. Carpenter" are working loose. In vain 
our men of Science waste their Greek 
and Latin over the problem. What is 
it, what can the matter be? What 
makes aJl this sidereal and terrestrial 
" tohu-bohu" a la mode, of Chaos? The 

Globe is shrinking, we hear; and the 
firm anent .thickening with foreign matter 
of all sorts. The ceaseless soot and 
smoke from millions of chimneys, 
furnaces, railway engines and other fires 
may perchance have angered the Powers 
above. Naturally enough, for they must 
object to being smoked out of their 
Swargas and Walhallas and other pleasant 
detached Elysiums, by the products of 
incomplete fuel-combustion. As for our 
poor mother Earth, what with the ever 
extending mines, canals, and tunnels, 
aqut!ducts, drains, sewers and subways, 
her venerable hide is becoming so honey
combed as to resemble the skin of a 
morphiomaniac addicted to subcutaneous 
injections. 

How long she will suffer her robust 
flanks to be thus scarified, who can tell ? 
The astrologer on the staff of the Pall 
Mall Gazette has just prophesied that 
October will bring us terrible disasters, 
floods, houses falling and earthquakes. 

Woe to London if the latter should 
happen, for at the first strong shock every 
tall mansion within the seismic area will 
crumble into its own basement and cellar; 
at the second all the streets sink into the 
subways; and at the third the four and 
a half millions of houseless people will 
find themselves hoisted into cerulean 
space, en route for the starry land of 
Silence, by the explosion of all the gas, 
steam, dynamite and other expansive pro
ducts of modern ingenuity. We doubt if 
there will be a sufficient number of ready
made wings and golden harps in stock 
against the dies ira? But it is at least 
consoling to feel that there will be ample 
fire and brimstone for all who are "pre
destined" by God to migrate to tropical 
regions. 

For myself I confess my utter inca
pacity to know where this exact line will 
be drawn. Perhaps some Daniel among 
our subscribers may be able to "come to 
judgment." Is it only Presbyterians who 
can be saved? The conundrum is suffi
cient to puzzle any philosopher when he 
reads somethmg like the following, which 
we copy, verbatim, from the original 
handbill sent us by an American friend. 
The scene is at Baraboo, Wisconsin: 

LAWN PARTY 

At the Residence of 

MRS. R. H. STRONG, 

For the Benefit of the 

EPISCOPAL BUILDING FUND, 

Un~er the Auspices of 

c 
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4-FOUR YOUNG GENTLEMEN-4 

Of the Congregation. 

On Wednesday Eve, July 18th. 

HA:\IMOCKS, ICE· CREAM, 

ATTRACTIVE YOUNG LADIES, 

AND A VERY WAR:\I WELCO:\IE! 
Gates open at 8 o'clock. 

The Episcopal Church is the American 
~ection of the Church of England; its 
bishops are just now preaching over here, 
in our cathedrals, and sitting in conclave 
at Lambeth Palace. What will his grace 
of Canterbury say to the new plan of 
raising funds for Church buildin~? Is 
it immoral for publicans to hire ' pretty 
barmaids" to dispense" something hot" 
across the counter, but moral for Episco
palians to employ "attractive young 
ladies" and" hammocks" to give a "very 
warm welcome" to visitors "under the 
.auspices of four young gentlemen of the 
congregation"? LUCI FER shrouds his 
face in his mantle to hide the blush 
which his ignorance excites. He recalls 
the memories of previous incarnations 
when, as Venus, he saw the sacred mys-

teries debased into the lascivious rites of 
Venus-Astarte, ),'herein the highest ladies 
gave themselves to increase the revenues 
of'the Temple, and the Kadesltutk of the 
Jews (Vide 2 Kings xxiii. 7) performed 
the ignoble duties of the depraved Vallo
becharyas of India! 

Meanwhile, join us in wishing many 
happy returns of his birthday, to 
LUCIFER, "Son of the Morning." May 
he grow to equal in profundity his elder 
brother, the THEOSOPHIST of Madras; 
in suavity and graciousness his elder 
sister the PATH, of New York; and in 
combative zeal and daring the Lon's 
which flourishes on the banks of the 
Seine. LUCIFER is just in time to salute 
the fledgling of the Theosophical litera
ture the Hestia, which our brother, :\Ir. 
Sturdy, has just founded in New Zealand 
as a local organ of Theosophy. 

That nothing should be wanting to 
make the birthday pleasant, our tireless 
old President Founder, patriarchal beard 
and the rest, turns up on a special mission 
of peace and organization confided to hun 
by the Executive Council at Adyar. A 
less cool and patient man might well 
despair of pouring oil upon the troubled 
waters of European theosophy through 
which our ship has been labouring during 
the past twelve months. 

Floreat Adyar. 

WORDS FRO~{ THE "BOOK OF FRIENDLY INSTRUCTION." 

[From the Sanskrit.] 

Let the wise think on wisdom as unfading and immortal; let him 
fulfil his duty as though Death grasped him by the hair. 

The shadow of a cloud, the favour of the base, new com, a bouquet, 
these last only a little time; so it is with youth and riches. 

In this world, fugitive as tempest-driven waves, death for another is a 
rich prize earned by virtue in a former birth. 

U nenduring are youth, beauty, life, wealth, lordship, the society of the 
beloved; let not the wise be deluded by these. 
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LODGES OF MAGIC. 

" When fiction rises pleasing to the eye, 
Men will believe, because they love the lie ; 
But Truth herself, if clouded with a frown, 
Must have some solemn proofs to pass her down.'" 

CHURCHILL. 

O,NE of the most esteemed of our friends in occult research, \S!, propounds the question of the formation of "working Lodges" 
of the Theosophical Society, for the development of adeptship. 

If the practical impossibility of forcing this process has been shown 
once, in the course of the theosophical movement, it has scores of times. 
It is hard to check one's natural impatience to tear aside the veil of the 
Temple. To gain the divine knowledge, like the prize in a classical 
tripos, by a syst~m of coaching and cramming, is the ideal of the 
average beginner in occult study. The refusal of the originators of the 
Theosophical Society to encourage such false hopes, has led to the 
formation of bogus Brotherhoods of Luxor (and Armley Jail?) as· 
speculations on human credulity. How enticing the bait for gudgeons in 
the following specimen prospectus, which a few years ago caught some 
of our most earnest friends and Theosophists. 

"Students of the Occult Science, searchers. after truth, and Theo
" sophists who may have been disappointed in their expectations of 
" Sublime Wisdom being freely dispensed by HINDU MAHATMAS, are 
" cordially invited to send in their names to .... , when, if found suitable. 
" they can be admitted, after a short probationary term, as Members of 
" an Occult Brotherhood, who do not boast of their knowledge or attain
" ments, but teach freely" (at £ I to £5 per letter ?), " and without reserve 
(the nastiest portions of P. B. Randolph's" Eulis "), "all they find worthy 
" to receive" (read: teachings on a commercial basis; the cash going to 
the teachers, and the extracts from Randolph and other "love-philter" 
sellers to the pupils I) • 

.. Documents on view at LUCIFER Office, viz., Secret MSS. written in the handwriting of
(naml! suppressoo for past considemtions), .. Provincial Gmnd Master of the ~orthern Sectior." 
One of these documents bears the heading, .. A brief Key to the Eutian Mystl!ries," i.e. Tanlric 
black magic on a phallic basis. No; the members of l/Jis Occult Brotherhood .. do not boast of 
their knowledge." Very sensible on their part: least said soonest mended. 

7 
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If rllmour be true, some of the English rural districts, especially 
Yorkshire, are overrun with fraudulent astrologers and fortune-tellers, 
who pretend to be Theosophists, the better to swindle a higher class of 
credulous patrons than their legitimate prey, the servant-maid and 
callow youth. If the "lodges of magic," suggested in the following 
letter to the Editors of this Magazine, were founded, without having 
taken the greatest precautions to admit only the best candidates to 
membership, we should see these vile exploitations of sacred names and 
things increase an hundredfold. And in this connection, and before 
giving place to our friend's letter, the senior Editor of LUCIFER begs to 
inform her friends that she has never had the remotest connection with 
the so-called" H (ermetic) B (rotherhood) of L (uxor)," and that all 
representations to the contrary are false and dishonest There is a 
secret body-whose diploma, or Certificate of Membership, is held by 
Colonel Olcott alone among modern men of white blood-to which that 
name was given by the author of "Isis Unveiled" for convenience of 
designation,- but which is known among Initiates by quite another one, 
just as the personage known to the public under the pseudonym of 
"Koot Hoomi," is called by a totally different name among his 
acquaintance. What the real name of that society is, it would puzzle 
the" Eulian " phallicists of the" H. B. of L." to tell. The real names of 
Master Adepts and Occult Schools are never, under mly circumstallCeS, 
revealed to the profane j and the names of the personages who have 
been talked about in connection with modern Theosophy, are in the 
possession only of the two chief founders of the Theosophical Society. 
And now, having said so much by way of preface, let us pass on to our 
correspondent's letter. He writes: 

" A friend of mine, a natural mystic, had intended to form, with others, a Bran( h 
"T. S. in his town. Surprised at his delay, I wrote to ask the reason. His reply was 
" that he had heard that the T. S. only met and talked, and did nothing practical. I 
" always did think the T. S. ought to have Lodges in which something practical should 
" be done. Cagliostro understood well this craving of humans for something before 
" their eyes, when he instituted the Egyptian Rite, and put it in practice in various 
" Freemason lodges. There are many readers of LUCIFER in --shire. Perhaps in it 
"there might be a suggestion for students to form such lodges for themselves, and to 
"try, by their united wills, to develop certain powers in one of the number, and then 
" through the whole of them in succession. I feel sure numbers would enter such 
" lodges, and create a great interest for Theosophy." " A." 

* In .. Isis Unveilt>d," vol ii. p. JOB. It may be added thl1t the .. Brotherhood of Luxor" men
tioned by Kenneth Mackenzie ('lJid~ his Royal ,1Iasoni< Cyrloptrdia) as having its seat in Ameriro,had • 
.after all, nothing to do with the Brotherhood mentioned by, and known to us, as was ascertained 
.after the publication of "' Isis" from a letter written by this late Masonic l1uthor to a friend in New 
York. The Brotherhood Mackenzie knew of was simply a Masonic Society on a rather more secret 

.basis, and, as he stilted in the letter, he hl1d /uard of, bullmnu nolbillg of our Brotherhood, which, 
having had a branch at Luxor (Egypt), WI1S thus purposely referred to by us under this Dame alone. 
This led some schemers to infer that there was a regular Lodge of Adepts of that name, and to 
assure some credulous friends I1nd Theosophists that the ., H. B. of L." WI1S eith ... r identical or a 
.branch of the Sl1me, supposed to be nel1r Lahore I !-which was the most fll1grnnt untruth. 
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In the above note of our venerable andJearned friend is the echo of 
the voices of ninety-nine hundredths of the members of the Theosophical 
Society: one-hundredth only have the correct idea of the function and 
scope of our Branches. The glaring mistake generally made is in the 
conception of adeptship and the path thereunto. Of all thinkable under
takings that of trying for adeptship is the most difficult. Instead of 
being obtainable within a few years or one lifetime, it exacts the un
remittent struggles of a series of lives, save in cases so rare as to be 
hardly worth regarding as exceptions to the general rule. The records 
certainly show that a number of the most revered Indian adepts became 
so despite their births in the lowest, and seemingly most unlikely, castes. 
Yet it is well understood that they had been progressing in the upward 
direction throu~hout many previous incarnations, and, when they took 
birth for the last time, there was left but the merest trifle of spiritual 
evolution to be accomplished, before they became great living adepts. Of 
course, no one can say that one or all of the possible members of our 
friend A.'s ideal Cagliostrian lodge might not also be ready for adept
ship, but the chance is not good enough to speculate upon: Western 
civilization seems to develop fighters rather than philosophers, military 
butchers rather than Buddhas. The plan "A." proposes would be far 
more likely to end in mediumship than adeptship. Two to one there 
would not be a member of the lodge who was chaste from boyhood 
and altogether untainted by the use of intoxicants. This is to say 
nothing of the candidates' freedom from the polluting effects of 
the evil influences of the average social environment. Among 
the indispensable pre-requisites for psychic development, noted in the 
mystical Manuals of all Eastern religious systems, are a pure place, pure 
diet, pure companionship, and a pure mind. Could" A." guarantee 
these? It is certainly desirable that there should b~ some school of 
instruction for members of our Society;' and had the purely exoteric 
work and duties of the Founders been less absorbing, probably one such 
would have been established long ago. Yet not for practical instruction, 
on the plan of Cagliostro, which, by-the-bye, brought direful suffering 
upon his head, and has left no marked traces behind to encourage a 
repetition in our days. "When the pupil is ready, the teacher will be 
found waiting," says an Eastern maxim. The Masters do not have to 
hunt up recruits in special --shire lodges, nor drill them through 
mystical non-commissioned officers: time and space are no barriers 
between them and the aspirant; where thought can pass they can come. 
'Why did an old and learned Kabalist like" A." forget this fact? And 
let him also remember that the potential adept may exist in the White
chapels and Five Points of Europe and America, as well as in the 
cleaner and more" cultured" quarters; that some poor ragged wretch, 
begging a crust, may be "whiter-souled" and more attractive to the 
adept than the average bishop in his robe, or a cultured citizen in his 
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costly dress. For the extension of the theosophical movement, a useful 
channel for the irrigation of the dry fields of contemporary thought with 
the water of life, Branches are needed everywhere; not mere groups of 
passive sympathisers, such as the slumbering army of church-goers, 
whose eyes are shut while the "devil" sweeps the field; no, not such. 
Active, wide-awake, earnest, unselfish Branches are needed, whose 
members shall not be constantly unmasking their selfishness by asking 
" What will it profit us to join the Theosophical Society, and how much 
will it harm us? " but be putting to themselves the question "Can we 
not do substantial good to mankind by working in this good cause· with 
all our hearts, our minds, and our strength? " If" A." would only bring 
his --shire friends, who pretend to occult leanings, to view the question 
from this side, he would be doing them a real kindness. The Society 
can get on without them, but they cannot afford to let it do so .. 

Is it profitable, moreover, to discuss the question of a Lodge receiving 
even theoretical instruction, until we can be sure that all the members will 
accept the teachings as coming from the alleged source? Occult truth 
cannot be absorbed by a mind that is filled with preconception, pre
judice, or suspicion. It is something to be perceived by the intuition 
rather than by the reason; being by nature spiritual, not material. 
Some are so constituted as to be incapable of acquiring knowledge by 
the exercise of the spiritual faculty; c.g. the great majority of physicists. 
Such are slow, if not wholly incapable of grasping the ultimate truths 
behind the phenomena of existence. There arc many such in the 
Society; and the body of the discontented are recruited from their 
ranks. Such persons readily persuade themselves that later teachings. 
received from exactly the same source as earlier ones, are either false or 
have been tampered with by chelas, or even third parties. Suspicion 
and inharmony are the natural result, the psychic atmosphere, so to 
say, is thrown into confusion, and the reaction, even upon the stauncher 
students, is very harmful. Sometimes vanity blinds what was at first 
strong intuition, the mind is effectually closed against the admission of 
new truth, and the aspiring student is thrown back to the point where 
he began. Having jumped at some particular conclusion of his 
own without full study of the subject, and before the teaching 
hac! been fully expounded, his tendency, when proved wrong, is to 
listen only to the voice of his self-adulation, and cling to his views. 
whether right or wrong. The Lord Buddha particularly warned his 
hearers against forming- beliefs upon tradition or authority, and 
before having thoroughly inquired into the subject. 

An instance. We have been asked by a correspondent why he 
should not "be free tf) suspect some of the so-called 'precipitated' 
letters as being forgeries," giving as his reason for it that while some of 
them bear the stamp of (to him) undeniable genuineness, others seem 
from their contents and style, to be imitations. This is equivalent to 
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saying that he has such an unerring spiritual insight as to be able to 
detect the false from the true, though he has never met a Master, nor 
been given any key by which to test his alleged communications. The 
inevitable consequence of applying his untrained judgment in such 
cases, would be to make him as likely as not to declare false what was 
genuine, and genuine what was false. Thus what criterifJll has anyone 
to decide between one" precipitated" letter, or another such letter? Who 
except their authors, or those whom they employ as their amallllCllSeS 
(the chelas and disciples), can tell? For it is hardly one out of a hundred 
"occult" letters that is ever written by the hand of the Master, in whose 
name and on whose behalf they are sent, as the Masters have neither 
need nor leisure to write them; and that when a Master says, "l wrote 
that letter," it means only that every word in it was dictated by him 
and impressed under his direct supervision. Generally they make their 
chela, whether near or far away. write (or precipitate) them, by im
pressing upon his mind the ideas they wish expressed, and if necessary 
aiding him in the picture-printing process of precipitativn. It depends 
entirely upon the chela's state of development, how accurately the ideas 
may be transmitted and the writing-model imitated. Thus the llOlz-adept 
recipient is left in the dilemma of uncertainty, whether, if one letter is 
false, all may not be; for, as far as intrinsic evidence goes, all come 
from the same source, and all are brought by the same mysterious 
means. But there is another, and a far worse condition implied. For 
all that the recipient of" occult" letters can possibly know, and on the 
simple grounds of probability and common honesty, the unseen corres
pondent who would tolerate one sillgle fraudulent Ime ill his name, would 
wink at an unlimited repetition of the deception. And this leads 
directly to the following. All the so-called occult letters being supported 
by identical proofs, they hmle all to stalld or fall togetlter. If one is to 
be doubted, then all have, and the series of letters in the" Occult World," 
"Esoteric Buddhism," etc., etc., may be, and there is no reason why 
they should not be in such a case-frauds," clever impostures," and 
"forgeries," such as the ingenuous though stupid agent of the 
.. S.P.R" has made them out to be, in order to raise in the public 
estimation the" scientific" acumen and standard of his" Principals." 

Hence, not a step in advance would be made by a group of students 
given over to such an unimpressible state of mind, and without any 
guide from the occillt side to open their eyes to the esoteric pitfalls. And 
where are such guides, so far, in our Society? "They be blind leaders 
of the blind," both falling into the ditch of vanity and self-sufficiency. 
The whole difficulty springs from the common tendency to draw con
clusions from insufficient premises, and play the oracle before ridding 
oneself of that most stupefying of all psychic ana!sthetics-IGNORAXCE. 
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CONSCIOUSNESS. 

OONSCIOUSNESS is the seat of the real life of the human 
U individual. The mere carrying on of his bodily functions is not 

his life. Those functions are the channels and avenues through 
which his real being has communion with the phenomenal world, and 
with other units of consciousness similiar to his own. Through them his 
life is greatly affected j by their means his thoughts are fed, his feelings 
modified, his actions suggested. But let us consider the modes in which 
consciousness may work, and the specific forms in which it may manifest 
itself. Observation of human modes and objects of life indicates three 
classes of consciousness. In other words, there are three modes of 
existence which the consciousness of an individual may fall into, or work 
itself into, and the adoption of the particular mode, knowingly and 
deliberately, or the contrary, determines the character and intrinsic value 
of the consciousness. 

The elementary or simplest mode of consciousness we designate as 
lincal. In this, the feelings, thoughts, and energies of the individual lie 
not only on one plane but merely in one direction on t~at plane. 

The consciousness which belongs to this class is limited to the faculty 
of moving backwards or forwards ill a straight lillc. It is bound like a 
railway train to its special track. This form of consciousness is very 
common. It is the lot of those who have only one aim in life, and that 
a personal one. Whatever the chief aim of the life may be, whether that 
of the shopkeeper, merely to earn money, or of the professional man in 
his special sphere, or of society men and women, in their incessant 
flittings to and fro in the whirl of pleasure and excitement, it matters 
nothing j the consciousness, which is the essence of the individual, 
exercises itself and possesses power only in the limited sphere described. 
It .is simply necessary to look around to observe many examples of this 
class. A very large number of men and women of the present day 
belong to it. 

In the second class the consciousness I'!njoys a wider freedom. 
The dimensions of the realm over which it rules lie in two directions j 

for, in addition to backwa~d and forward movement, the consciousness 
may traverse regions that lie to the right and to the left. 

This form of consciousness we shall term the superficial,. it has length 
and breadth, but no depth. It is the possession of those who, while 
devoted to one special employment which absorbs their chief energies. 
also occupy themselves, as adjuncts of life, in other spheres having for 
them a I particular interest. This consciousness predominates largely 
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amongst men and women who, following a daily avocation to supply . 
the main needs of life, have sufficient mental or emotional activity to 
lead them into secondary engagements that exercise thought or fulfil an 
aim. The persons possessing this form of consciousness are active and 
seem to follow a purpose, though the purpose may not be noble or of 
intrinsic value. Naturally, this consciousness enjoys much more of life 
than the form belonging to the class designated as lineal. Men of business, 
not wholly immersed in the getting of money, clergymen and ministers 
of wise sympathies, teachers not limited to one peculiar tendency of 
thought, and persons whose lives generally are useful and active, are 
those who belong to the second class of superficial consciousness. 

The consciousness, the nature of which remains to be described, is of 
vastly greater extent than either of the two classes already discussed. 

Its dimensions lie in three directions. Not only does it exist in all 
directions superficially, but it further penetrates below the surface in 
possessing the quality of depth. It is true that the superficial area may 
vary in extent. This may appear, to the observer, but limited, or it may 
seem to spread far and wide, but the circumstance of depth in its nature 
and extent will be recognised only by the few, and not even by them 
to its full extent. The territory below the surface can neither be seen 
nor gauged, except by the faculties of a consciousness of similar nature. 
In the depth of an object there is capacity for substance, and conscious
ness is of a nature so real that wherever it exists in depth it is as true 
substance. The objects with which the lineal and superficial forms of 
consciousness deal are but of temporal character and will pass away, but 
those that are the possession of the solid form are secure beyond 
possibility of removal. 

Within that deep region, and corresponding to its intricacy and in the 
extent to which it penetrates, there are tracks of infinite variety and 
number. 

In exploring these, the consciousness may find unending employment. 
This class of consciousness gives to the world those men from whom it 
learns, whose depth of nature is the abyss from which spring fountains 
and rills that irrigate life, and turn its wheels, and cause it to be fruitful. 

Such men are the richest of earthly beings j their wealth is 
inexhaustible and imperishable. That depth, in which their conscious
ness revels, belongs to another world than that of ordinary human 
existence; it is the universe of eternal and infinite life, of which they are 
already subjects. 

The first-named form of consciousness we should term sensuous, or 
that which operates merely through the senses and the nervous system; 
the second form we should call the intellectual or inner-sensuous; the 
third form is the spiritual or super-sensuous. 

Sensuous consciousness delights merely in the external forms of 
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objects and receives impressions only from those forms as they are 
found. 

Intellectual consciousness finds its exciting cause not so much in the 
forms of external objects as in their movements and the effects of those 
movements upon the objects themselves. 

The spiritual consciousness moves amidst the hidden causes of the 
sensuous and intellectual. 

BEFORE. 

My life is like a flight of stairs 
That slopes towards a stagnant stream 
Weed-choked and dank, no stray sunbeam 

E'er breaks the sullen frown it wears, 
Nor ever bark of love it bears; 

No lily born of foam moon-kist, 
No violet woven from the mist 

\Vhen sweet A urore her bosom bares 
At morn, and flings down unawares 

Her veil to earth-not one faint bloom 
Dares light with flower-eye its gloom: 

N or may I see for myriad cares 
Or span of sky, or stretch of sea, 
One stair makes all my world to me ! 

AFTER. 

My life is like a flight of stairs 
Down which perpetual glories stream, 
And like the smile of Spring's sunbeam 

Is the gold gladness that it wears; 
Innumerous are the feet it bears-

Diana by Endymion kist 
Crowns its dim heights with silver mist, 

Yet evermore her sweet face bares 
And floods with rapture unawares 

My swooning soul, that half in gloom 
Beholds its yearnings bud and bloom 

Beneath pure spirits' tender cares. 
Full arch of sky, full stretch of sea, 

I. 

My gleaming life-stair spans for me! 
EVELYN p~·NE. 
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ACCURSED! 

" THERE are strange and weird events in one's life, and just such 
an one has fallen to my lot. . . . I propose to tell it without 
flourish or exaggeration, as its grim features hardly need em

bellishment." 
Such was the remark made by way of a preface by an old officer 

while filling his pipe. It was h:s turn on that night to narrate to us an 
event from real life, and we. prepared eagerly to listen, for he was the 
Homer of our little club. 

. . . In 1854. he began, our regiment was quartered in a poor, out-of
the-way borough in Poland. It was a bad year for all Russia, but a 
worse one had never fallen to the lot of the province in which we were 
stationed. Besides the usual war calamities and sufferings, the cholera 
was raging in the western provinces of that country, and a terrible 
drought had capped the climax by helping the spread of the epidemic. 
Famine prepared the victims, and carried off as many of them as the 
cholera. It was terrible to see the poor people dying as much from 
unavoidable starvation as from disease. The .dead bodies of women 
and children were daily gathered during that spring from the still bare 
fields, whither they kept crawling from their wretched huts, in the futile 
hope of finding some forgotten roots, or a few blades of early grass. 
Whether the fat, ruddy-cheeked Ksiondz,· who was met by our officers 
more frequently at dinner in the palazzo of the Countess Sedminska, the 
magnate of the place, than in the dirty, sandy, and now desolate, streets 
of the borough, had a hard, or even a busy time of it-I am unable to 
say .. As to the Russian Priest in whose house we were quartered, it is 
not too much to say that he was fairly knocked off his legs, hurrying 
incessantly, as he did, from one dying parishioner to another just taken 
ill, and from patients to funerals. That priest was then still a very 
young man, and whom the hard school of life and seminary had failed 
to train to full indifference to the sight of the sufferings of his fellow
men. He felt very wretched before the helplessness of his parish, and 
did for it what he could, but this was very little. He shared his last 
remnants of food and money with the still poorer wretches; and more 
than once his young wife complained loudly of his prodigality. In case 
of the illness of the one or the other of them, she said, there would be 
no money for physician or druggist. But Father Vassiliy heeded 
her not. 

" Why should we try to carry the burden of all this alone, when even 

* Ksiontb; means, in Polish, a Roman Cntbolic .. Pril'st." 
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their natural protectors and masters do not mind their misery at all?" 
she indignantly urged. "Only see the gay life they are leading at the 
Palazzo, while refusing to take the slightest concern in the misery of 
their own people. And so rich, too! Surely they might help their 
poor vassals and save them from starvation, without making too large a 
hole in their own wealth! " 

" Do you mean to say that the proprietors do not help at all their own 
serfs?" I once asked the pope'" and his wife, as I overheard them talking 
in the yard through my opened window . 

.. Very little, indeed!" reluctantly replied the priest. "Perchance site 
may help occasionally her own people" (meaning the Roman Catholics), 
" but very little care she has, indeed, for the welfare of her orthodox 
serfs .... " 

.. How is this? The Countess, I was told, is herself a Russian, and 
belongs to our own orthodox church?" . 

.. A nice kind of a Russian she is!" grumbled the priest. "Methinks 
she must have forgotten to cross herself from right to left by this time." 
And lest he should fall into the sin of condemning his neighbour, the 
good priest hastened to retire into his rooms. 

But his wife was less reticent and more willing to converse about the 
old Countess, whom she seemed to dislike for many good reasons. It 
was from her, and later from my personal observations, that I learned that 
the C.ountess Sedminska was neither a good woman nor an orthodox 
Russian. She had evidently been polonized in her husband's family. 
But this was the smallest of her sins, however, and concerned only her own 
conscience. That which was really bad, was that she was an absolutely 
heartless woman: cruel toward her inferiors, indifferent and unfair 
toward the whole world. Her whole family was made to suffer from 
her terrible despotism. Her own daughter had been sacrificed and 
forced to wed an old magnate, the Prince Tcharterinsky, who had 
already caused the death of two wives. But nothing could equal the 
sufferings of her serfs. A good master would take more pity upon a 
useless cur than the Countess ever felt for a servant or a serf. 
Besides eternal extortions and fines, and cruel bodily punishments, she 
and her land-agents killed the miserable vassals with overwork, exiled 
and sold them, treating them even worse than animals-as inanimate 
material. It would be useless to attempt to enumerate the endless 
series of the saddest stories which years ago settled into local legends, 
with regard to the cruelty of the Countess and those stewards, butlers, 
secretaries, and confidential servants, who happened to become her 
favourites of the passing hour. She seemed especially ferocious with 
regard to her peasants of the Greek orthodox Church. The poor 
wretches trembled and turned pale at the very mention of her name, or 

• The common title of Rllssian priests. 
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that of "Pan"· Matzevitch, her chief land-agent. I happened to 
become at} eye-witness to the terror and the tears shed by a group of 
young peasant women, chosen as candidates for wet-nurses for an 
expected grandson of the Countess. One of them, a young wife, a 
Pole, who had been to town only a few days before in search of a like 
situation, almost fainted with fear when forced to take place in the ranks 
of those who were driven to the Castle, like so many cattle, to be 
examined by celebrated physicians, invited by the Countess to assist in 
the selection of a healthy foster-mother. But her fears were groundless. 
The choice of the medical luminaries fell upon a young peasant woman, 
from a well-to-do Russian family, who was nursing her first baby. She 
was born free. being the daughter of a small town tradesman, but had 
become a serf through her love match with a vassal of the old Countess. 
Brutally separated from the husband she loved, and her little baby, the 
poor young thing fretted and wept to such an extent that, notwithstand
ing her blooming health, the physicians felt scared. They declared 
unanimously that under such conditions her milk would be like poison 
to the infant aristocrat, and offered to select .another young woman, less 
attached to her home and child. But the Countess would hear of this 
no longer. "How, then? Shall this slave, this vile child of Ham, be 
permitted to withstand her own ladyship's choice? Nonsense! She 
should be made to know better .... She shall get very soon reconciled 
to her fate!" . . . . 

But the" slave," the" very vile child of Ham," did not get so reconciled. 
One fine morning she escaped her jailors and ran away. She was found 
in her: husband's cottage, had her son, an infant hardly six weeks old, 
snatched from her arms, and was brought back to her ladyship's castle 
in an almost unconscious condition. 

"She had better go, she is unfit, in her present state, to nurse the 
princely baby. She has a brain fever" ..• argued the physicians. 

" Nonsense! I will drive the craze out of her. .. I wiII conquer the 
obstinacy of that daughter of Ham!" ... replied the Countess. And, 
the better to secure her object, the cruel old patrician ordered the poor 
little nurse's baby to be forthwith sent away to a distant village, to be 
brought up in a half-starving family of serfs, and her husband to be 
given away as a recruit into the nearest regiment .... 

Nevertheless, these sage orders brought little luck to the descendant 
of the glorious house of Tcharterinsky; firstly, his future nurse was 
taken with a violent brain fever; and secondly, the descendant himself 
did not choose to adorn the world by his presence; he died without a 
glance at it, or even uttering a sound at the moment of his birth. The 
wet-nurse proved useless, and was allowed to go as soon she could stand 
again on her legs. Unconscious of the time that had passed since she 
had been taken ill, half insane from the unexpected happiness, she ran 

* The Polish word for" Mister." 
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without stopping from the Castle down to the village, where, reaching 
her husband's cottage, trembling with joy and excitement, she almost fell 
senseless on the threshold. But her strength soon returned with the over
powering idea that she would see in a moment more her husband and 
darling babe. ~ 

" Paul! " she called. "Paul, my beloved one! • .. Where art thou, 
and where is our son? . .. Where have you hidden?" ... 

But neither-the husband, the poor wretch now marching far away 
with his regiment, nor the infant son, buried a week before in a strange 
cemetery and by a stranger's hand-answered her passionate appeal. 
Instead of these, two old people, the father and mother of her Paul, came 
at her call and recognizing her burst into tears, sobbing over her as 
though they were moaning over her dead body. 

And so they were in fact For upon hearing the sad news, she ran 
away and could not be found. For a whole fortnight she eluded pursuit 
People saw or thought they saw her occasionally j some near the village 
where her infant son had been starved, others, in the burial ground 
whither she had wandered, probably in search of his nameless grave. 
During the third week, however, her dead body was picked up and 
recognised near a side gate of her cruel Lady's park. She had evidently 
passed the whole of that cold autumnal night on the half-frozen sod near 
the alley, for her poor body was quite stiff j one hand of the unfortunate 
girl, with bleeding nails and flesh, was stuck deep into the soil she had 
dug out and scattered around j the other, concealed in her bosom under 
the chemise, clenched firmly a long sharp knife, as though she had 
lain in wait for someone, when merciful death came to save her from 
crime and suffering! . .. She was buried on that spot, as they bury 
dogs, without coffin or a rag of covering. The place was a lonely spot 
that neither the Countess nor any of the family ever approached, the 
gate itself having remained locked for long years before .... 

Very soon after this, balls and festivals went on in their usual way in 
the lordly halls. The Countess Sedminska hated a quiet life and sad 
faces. No sooner had her daughter recovered, than, to please her mother, 
the poor Frincess Tcharterinska, who had hoped to find in mother
hood the joys she was denied as a wife, had to show a smiling face and 
change three times a day her Parisian dresses. A young cousin of hers 
was getting married. So much the better! It was a legitimate pretext 
for gaieties. She was aware that her mother hated this Russian girl and 
that she would have consented to her marrying even a Russian Kalzap
if she could only be delivered thereby from her presence. The only 
duty she recognised was to commemorate the wedding of a kinswoman 
of hers in a way that should be remembered throughout the whole country. 
The young girl was getting married to one of our officers, Korzanof, 
who had ieft the service after inheriting a rich property in the ncigh-

• A contemptuous name given by the Poles to the Muscovites. 
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bourhood of the lands of the Countess. He \vas beloved by all his 
regiment. As I was a chum and a school-fellow of his, I could hardly 
refuse his invitation, and had therefore to submit to the disagreeable 
necessity of being personally introduced to the Coun'tess Acsenia 
Cooprianovna Sedminska in utter disregard of my great antipathy to 
her. This dislike instead of diminishing increased considerably upon 
our acquaintance. 

Notwithstanding her brilliant education and high culture, her 
graciousness and evident desire to flatter and win certain persons, that 
woman inspired in nearly all who knew her a dislike bordering upon 
positive loathing. My friend Korzanof confessed to me that he not 
only hated but positively dreaded the old woman. . . . Indeed, all her 
sweet phrases and benevolent smiles nothwithstanding, there was 
in the expression of the face of that tall, black-haired and dark-skinned 
woman something undeniably cunning and cruel; while the occasional 
phosphorescent sparkle in her small, coal-black eyes, at once restless, 
cold and merciless, produced a most weird sensation upon persons whose 
nerves were not of the strongest. 

Whether justly or not, her past life was made the subject of 
uncanny charges and gossip; of accusations far more serious than that 
of cruelty in the treatment of her serfs, itself something not infrequent 
in those days of serfdom. The wickeq and at the same time scared 
expression in her small and disagreeable eyes, the evident hypocrisy of 
her manners and conversation, had perhaps lent an air of greater 
probability to such charges. Of defenders she had few. \Ve all knew 
that the nobility and the smaIIer fry of praprietors of that province, who 
ate, drank and danced at her expense from year's end to year's end, in 
the magnificent palatial residence of Rujano Lyass, felt fully convinced 
that the rich mistress thereof had defrauded her brother of his legitimate 
inheritance after their father's death, by means of a forged will. And that 
she had systematically annihilated a large though illegitimate family of 
her late husband; the old mother, by exiling her to the cattle-yard, the 
young daughter, virtually recognised by the Count, brought up from 
childhood as a lady in his rich palazzo, by forcibly wedding her to a 
drunken serf. She had even opposed her husband in his charitable 
determination of liberating his natural sons, two fine young men, who 
had thus remained legally serfs, and disposed of them in her own way; 
one was confined in the military prison, the other exiled to Siberia for 
illsolmce to the Countess. But this is not all; the nearest neighbours were 
absolutely convinced that the death of the Count had not been a natural 
one. It was whispered that the agent Pan Matzevitch, as also the ruddy
cheeked Polish priest-the fast friend, adviser and confidant of the 
Countess, knew of her participation in the sudden death of her late 
consort. For why should both of her officials be blessed with such lavish 
generosity, and so loaded with favours by her that few were the land and 
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slave owners around who did not envy the position of these two menials? 
However it may have been, aU these dark deeds remained hidden from 
the law, and the Countess went on reigning in the Province. 

As for myself, the obligation I was under to visit that Polish female 
magnate of Russian birth, was a great strain on me, and I felt heartily 
relieved when the wedding was over and the newly married couple had 
departed for their property. But as if to impress the image of the 
horrid old woman still deeper into my memory, as fate would have it, 
I was doomed not to leave the place before I had become once more an 
eye-witness to a very sad drama indeed. 

On the eve of the wedding there was a double festival performed in 
the Castle: namely, the bride's and bridegroom's farewell nights.- The 
Countess had ordered it to be held simultaneously in opposite wings of 
her enormous castle. As the clock struck eight, music, choral singing 
and the petits jeux i1t110cmts of the young girls began in the central 
reception rooms; while in the large wing of the building, where guests 
had their prh'ate apartments, the whole edifice, illuminated a-giomo 
became one blaze of light, and a lively orgy went on among the men 
who had assembled in its large hall. The female festival had ended, 
and the young girls and dames had long ago retired to bed, but the 
men's drinking party was still at its height. Just before dawn, tired of 
the excitement and wine-fumes, 1 left the banquetting-hall with a fellow 
officer, and we stepped out on the balcony to smoke a cigar in the fresh 
air. 

The season was well advanced, but notwithstanding the first winter 
month, the weather was fine and no snow had fallen. My companion 
soon felt chilly and re-entered the rooms; as for myself, being less sus
ceptible to cold, I remained in the morning twilight, filling, greedily, m}' 
lungs with the slightly frosty ail', and admiring the clean-cut, capricious 
outlines of the bare trees on the clear sky, as yet hardly tinted in the 
east \~ith golden and rosy streaks. To my right extended the main 
body of the great building. All was dark and quiet in it with the 
exception of one solitary window, behind which twinkled a feeble light 
as if from a lamp hung before the ikollY (religious image). I recog
nized it as one of the windows of the apartment of the young Princess 
Tcharterinska and thouglit how disturbed must be her sleep on account 
of the noise over her rooms •... "Nigh time," I thought. "for her 
princely husband and all of us to be in our beds!" . . . Hardly had the 
thought crossed my mind, when I heard the sound of a window being 
cautiously opened, and, at the same moment, a dark shadow, which I 
had not before observed, emerged from behind the bushes under the 
trees and approached the house nearer. 

* It is an old custom in Russia and Poland that on the eve of the marriage ceremony the Bride 
and the Bndegroom should give each a farewell soirel', one to her unmarried female, the other 
to his bachelor, friends. 
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" Hallo !" I thought, " what is this? Thieves or lovers?" U nwiIling 
to be an impediment to the latter, I retired into the shadow, but· was 
greatly surprised by seeing the light in the apartment of the Princess 
Tcharterinska. suddenly extinguished, her window thrown open and 
herself appearing in it. I knew her by her voice. 

"Vanya; is it you?" ... she asked in a hurried and subdued tone. 
"\Vell; has your poor mother received her money? .. I was 
expecting you earHet:. . . . I fear people will be soon waking in the 
house!" ... 

The shadow approached still nearer, under the very window, looking 
cautiously about in every direction. 

"No, pani (madam)," answered a sad, boyish voice, in the local 
dialect, "mother has had nothing. Yesterday we both ate nothing the 
whole day .... " 

" How? ate nothing! ... Impossible, Vanya. I asked, particularly, 
the Ksiondz to help you. My mother gives him plenty of money for 
the poor .... He promised to do so, and told me only last night that 
he had handed over the money to your mother and a warm fur coat for 
yourself." 

"He gave us nothing!" repeated the boy. I' Pan Ksiolldz (Mr. 
Priest) said that he had plenty of his own poor and that we could go for 
help to our own Russian pope. And what can the pope do? He is 
himself penniless and without bread. • . . He gave all he had! Mammy 
knew it and did not go." 

"Oh, God! my God! ... " repeated the young aristocrat, almost 
weeping. " Why did you not come to me, V anya? . . ." 

" Why should I ?" muttered the boy, shaking sadly the head. "The 
heydook (footman) Vincentiy hits hard .... I preferred to wait till 
dawn, as you had commanded." 

" Yes, yes! . • . You have done well! " whispered in a kind of fright
ened and helpless way, the princely wife. " I could talk with you at no 
other hour, and ... Stop! you had nothing to eat? ... Wait one 
moment! •.. I have hidden some food for you ... Wait, wait! till 
I g-et it! " 

And disappearing for a second, she reappeared in the window almost 
immediately, wrapped up in a priceless fur cloak, all trembling, and 
handing to the beggar boy a package of provisions she had stolm in her 
own mother's house. 

" Take, take; you see I can give no more; I have no money, my 
poor Vanya! My husband gives me none and you must let your 
mother know this, lest she think I have. forgotten her, and let her 
starve! ... I would gladly give her some of my things ... but I am 
afraid! ... You know when I gave your sister Marianka a ring to sell, 
what happened . . . and how she was tortured for it! . . . I dare not, 
now . . . But I got from my maid a warm shawl and a flannel petticoat 
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I will return them to her tenfold .... Give this to your mother 
and, here, one loaf more . . . of sweet, nice bread, and some good 

strong wine that I got from the larder, for your mother ... it will 
warm and do her good . . . I will try and get for you, also, a warm 
coat, Vanya! . . . I will speak again to the Ksiondz. I will ask my 
mother to order him to help you ... She will do it; she will, Vanya! 
... And now, go; go! ... lest some one should see you and give you 
a beating. Good-bye! ... Tell your mother that I will never neglect 
her . . . that, perhaps, I may be able to get for her some money ... 
before I leave this place ... Tell her ... " 

The window was suddenly closed, and the boy took to his heels. 
Highly interested in what I had heard, I left the banquet hall unper
ceived by th~ half-drun ken company, crossed to the servants' hall, wher\! 
the exhausted footmen slept, stretched on the floor, found my cloak 
and cap, and rapidly followed the boy through a short cut to the village. 
I had calculated rightly, for I saw him running toward the place' ,.,.here 
I stood, from an opposite direction, when I stopped and cross-examined 
him. The poor young wretch got so terrified, that, throwing on the 
ground the bundle, he attempted to run away; but I easily caught him, 
and soothing him with a few kind words, got into conversation with 
him. A few minutes later, we had reached my quarters, at Father 
Vassiliy's house, and I learnt from him the whole story. This boy was 
a herdsman, the son of an almost beggared old mother, sick and home
less. A few years before she had been ordered, together with her 
daughter Marianka, as kitchen-maids, into the Castle, where, as serfs, they 
received, of course, no wages. The young Countess, then just betrothed 
to the old prince, took a great fancy to the daughter, who was made 
over to her, as a serf, together with other articles of her trousseau, but 
who, very soon after the marriage of her new mistress, died. On her 
deathbed she implored her lady to help the old mother in case of need, 
and the Princess pledged her \vord to do so, and had never broken her 
promise. But what could the poor young thing do? A millionaire by 
both mother's and husband's sides, she was powerless to give away even 
a hundred roubles-a sum which would have made the family of Vanya 
rich for ever. She had not even one rouble in her possession with which 
to buy them bread. She, that poor, woeak, colourless, society doll, the 
young aristocraOt who thrice daily changed her toilettes, even in the 
country, and her white kid gloves after every quadrille, as they were 
obsequiously brought to her on a silver salver by a liveried IlC}'dook-she 
had to secretly beg from her maid an old petticoat and shawl if she 
would give alms, and to actually pilfer wine and sweet cakes from the 
gorgeous larder, if she would only save from starvation an old Russian 
beggar, doomed by her cruel, heartless mother, and her worthy con
federates, the Roman Catholics to slow death! Such was the 
position of this young patrician and millionaire! 
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" It is lucky," thought I, "for that helpless and irresponsible victim of 
her mother's and husband's despotism, that she is not doomed to live 
much longer in this world!" To all who knew her, it was evident that 
the sickly, delicate and consumptive Princess Tcharterinska could not 
live long, nor could anyone who knew her life intimately, so full of sorrow 
and humiliation, feel otherwise than thankful for the prospect of her 
speedy liberation. 

Soon after the wedding of the Korzanofs, our regiment left that pro
vince, and I lost sight of all the personage3 of this country drama. For 
long years I heard nothing of the old Countess Sedminska and her 
familiars. 

VERA JELIHOVSK~·. 
(To be c011Iinued.) 

THEOSOPHICAL ACTIVITIES. 

A T a meeting of members of the Theosophical Society held at 
.4 Cambridge, England, on the 6th day of October 1888, Mr. 

G. A. Passingham in the chair, it was resolved to form a 
Local Branch under the title "The Cambridge Theosophical Society." 
. Upon motion it was resolved that the bye-laws of the Parent 
Society be temporarily adopted, and the following members of the T. S. 
present were appointed a committee to draft permanent bye-laws for 
the Branch. 

MR. W. S. MACGOWAN. 
MR. H. T. EDGE. 
MRS. C . .A.. PASSING HAM. 

The election of officers being next in order, the following were 
unanimously chosen: 

PRESIDENT: Mrs. C. A. Passingham. 
VlCE-PRESIDENT: Mr. C. V. Naidu. 
SECRETARY & TREASURF.R : Mrs. Gillig. 

There being no other business, the meeting formally adjourned. 
AMY GILLIG, secretary. 

Attest RICHARD HARTE. 
Special representative of the President Founder. 

The following advertisement appeared in LIGHT of Oct. 6th :-
THEOSOPHY. 

A Liverpool Branch Lodge of the Indian Theosophical Society is 
DOW in process ot formation. Those interested in the Society are requested 

to cllmmunicate immediately with SIDNI!:Y G. P. CORYN, 86, iQueen'~-road, lluotie, 
Liverpool. 

8 
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A GLANCE AT "PARSIFAL"? 

00 NCE more has the world been summoned to a religious festival 
so wide-reaching in its ethical purpose that the routine cere

~ monies of the most all-embracing earthly Church sink into 
insignificance beside it. Once more has the civilized world obeyed the 
summons, and pilgrims from the Eastern and the Western hemisphere 
have flocked in greater numbers than before to the little town in the 
Bavarian highlands where, as in the humble village of Bethlehem, a new 
gospel has been born to mankind-the Gospel of Love. Love in its 
purest, most ideal form, the love of Universal Brotherhood, is the theme 
and lesson of the Bayreuth Festspiel. " Parsifal." 

What else but this is the meaning of these banded, consecrated 
knights, whose mission was not only to preserve the GnU unspotted 
from the world, but to sally forth into the world "on highest errands of 
salvation? " 

The ideal republic of the future is pictured in this wondrous 
play, where each man shall count his own advancement as nought, 
and offer up his individuality as a sacrifice to the common weal, and 
where the king is singled out from among his subjects by no 
distinctive mark of rank, but only by the divine right of 
greater suffering and more perfect service. What is it that 
causes the sometime fall of this brotherhood from its high estate, 
its temporary powerlessness to help the world when "enfeebled is 
the heroes' might, no message comes to greet us, no call from out the 
distance to holy warfare "-what but the deplorable fact that each 
has buried himself in lonely separation from his brothers, and each has 
sought for himself his miserable means of sustenance? 

In "Parsifal" we have a world-picture, the fall of a world from 
harmony into discord, and its redemption by the resolution of that 
discord, when one arises who, by his example of compassionate 
toil and unselfish suffering, lifts up once more the down trod banner of 
religion and brotherhood. This is the lesson that Bayreuth teaches, 
a lesson never more needed than in these days when each man's 
hand is turned against his brother, when materialism is rife, and egoi,;m 
is enthroned in every state as an all-devouring idol, grotesque and 
hideous; when the Churches in the powerlessness of dotage lift up their 
crack.ed and feeble voices in half-hearted protest against a selfishness 
encouraged by the very exclusiveness of their dogmas, and each state 
in Europe, laughing at their shrill, unmeaning bleat, adds another fifty 
thousand paid butchers to its bloated armaments I It was time that the 
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voice of the preacher should be lifted up " in the wilderness"; but how 
to gain a hearing? 

The answer is "Bayreuth." Set in a quiet corner of the world, freed 
from the carking cares of commerce and the glittering display of the 
hollow joys of wealth and fashion, a temple has been raised by a man 
whose whole life was consumed by the fire of earnest purpose, and into 
whose breast the flatus of divine inspiration had breathed the burning 
spirit of a new art. 

His music and poetry sprang from his inmost heart in spontaneous 
flow, and were no products of a cold, calculating brain, and thus it is 
that they have such a magnetic effect upon his hearers, fettering their 
senses as with a spell, for, as Goethe says, "Es muss von Herzm gehen, 
was auf Herzt'll wirkm sol/," from the heart must proceed what men's 
hearts shall enthrall. 

Rousing the attention of every civilized nation by works so daring in 
their exposition of hot, human passion, and their Promethean creation 
of new musical forms, that no one in the close of this nineteenth 
century can treat them otherwise than prodigies, whether sent from hell 
or heaven, Wagner had found the ear of the world, and, having found 
it, allowed it not to be turned away until he had whispered into it 
earnest words of comfort and of promise that must ring within its 
caverns for centuries. No cathedral did he choose wherein, in lifeless 
form of oratorio, to hymn his message, no crystallized ceremony of ancient 
use, but the warm life of the stage whereon his hearers might see as well 
as hear the history of the fall of man and his redemption, and no one 
who has ever witnessed a performance of "Parsifal" at Bayreuth, but 
must feel that he has been eye-witness of a great mystery, wherein the 
spirit of religion has been set free from its old and time-spent forms, and 
sent once more as a new leaven into the world. 

Space forbids that I should discuss the details of this mystic drama, 
for an analysis of which I must refer my readers to No. I I of the 
" Transactions of the London Lodge of the Theosophical Society," and 
to Nos. II., II I. and IV. of " The Meister."· The chief points alone of its 
occult teaching are all that I propose to deal with here. Greatest among 
these is the mystery of the Grdl (the" Holy Grail") which sacred vessel 
was brought down by a host of angels and given to the keeping of holy 
men. Is not this the Divine Wisdom of the ages, the Tlteosophia which 
has been ever jealously guarded by bands of brothers, and to which, in 
the words of the drama, " there leads no path throughout the land, and 
no one can its precincts tread, unless his footsteps it doth lead," for" to the 
pitre alone it is allowed to join themselves unto the Brotherhood on 
whom the wondrous influence of the Gral rains down their strens-th for 
deeds of healing" ? Sought by no earthly paths, found by no course of 
learned study, set in a spot whence Time and Space have fled away, this 

• Published by George Redway, IS York Street, Covent Garden, w.e. 
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is the eternal well of changeless truth. The powers of evil can nowise 
prevail against its might nor lift the hand of desecration to rob it of its 
virtues; for KlilZgsor, though the Spear might fall into his power, could 
not obtain the G rdl. This Wisdom is the source of all good, and without 
its dictates the brothers have no might. Yet, as the world is evil and 
men are filled with enmity and not with love, it cannot be revealed to 
all mankind, until as years roll on and suffering has done its purifying 
work, the spirit of Love and divine Compassion has conquered the world 
and Parsifal is crowned as king; then there goes forth his first command. 
"no more shall it concealed be; unveil the Gral, open the shrine." This 
is the work that Wagner himself has attempted in the laying bare of the 
mysteries of " Parsifal"; but who shall say that the world is yet prepared 
to hear the message? Some few, at least, will hear and lay to heart, 
but to the many the oracle cannot but sound in phrases of an unknown 
tongue. Yet there shines the Gral, as it has shone from countless ages, 
and ever shall the brotherhood increase, until it numbers in its ranks 
each member of the human race_ 

Second only to the Gral is the Holy Spear in this drama; but, unlike 
its sister symbol, it can be wrested from the service of good and seized 
by the spirits of evil; for it typifies Power, and as soon as this power is 
employed for any other but the highest objects, is paraded for vain-glory 
-as many would wish to see the phenomena of occultism paraded-or 
made subservient to a selfish end, he who wields it will surely fall as fell 
Amfortas. Its place is by the side of the Gral in die custody of the 
Brotherhood, and not to be borne in self-seeking strife by any individual 
member, though it be the king himself; and not till it is restored to its 
rightful sanctuary, and set beside the holy cup of Wisdom, does the 
Universal Spirit descend, on the wings of the snow-white dove. 

This restoration is effected by Parsifal who unites in his nature the 
characteristics of Jesus Christ and Gautama Buddha, who by their 
example of godlike endurance of suffering and sacrifice of all selfish 
desires to the one unswerving aim of the good of all mankind, became 
the redeemers of their race. He typifies the Higher Self in Man, in 
whose development the experiences of this world are a necessary 
lesson, but whose inner intuition guides it ever to that unseen world 
where the Gral is waiting for those whom it has called unto itself. 
Compassion and intuition are the Jachin and Boaz of Parsifal's soul, 
and thus he is represented as one of the "foolish" things of this 
world which are chosen to confound the worldly wise. It was needed 
in these days-when men deny the essence of their souls because. 
forsooth, they cannot extract it by any chemical process and store it 
away in botties,-it was needed that once more the existence of a 
higher insight should be proclaimed, and the story told of the youth 
who, led fonvard by the dazzling beings who appeared to him in his 
forest vision, presses on to the temple of the Gral, led by an impllise 
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which he cannot yet express, and who fulfils the great last work of 
renunciation of self and gains, instead of individual, universal bliss. 

But there is another side to this picture. Opposed to Parsifal, we have 
the sorcerer, Klillgsor. Eaten up by the desire of boundless power, he 
has mastered for himself the Spear, the symbol of Will and Power; this 
he has accomplished by painful self-mortification, a mortification perilous 
in that its object is concentrated selfishness and lust of dominion, for 
when the body is tormented by the throes of self-imposed penance, a 
door is opened for the entrance of elemental forces, which, though excel
lent as servants, become most tyrannous as masters. Thus has this 
black magician striven for power, and, for a while, succeeded; but with 
the advent of a mightier than himself, of the guileless youth "whom 
shields the buckler of innocence," his power recoils against himself and 
he and all his magic stronghold sink into annihilation. The occult law 
is here most strictly observed; the wielding of occult power is full of 
danger to him who attempts it, and if not guided by occult wisdom, 
the day must come when the whole strength of the sorcerer is sent 
forth in some task beyond his might; with failure comes retaliation, the 
blow rebounds upon the striker, left defenceless by the expenditure of 
force, and the end is swift and sure extermination. 

In Kll1tdry we have the victim of the magician's art. Striving to do 
the good which she is too weak to persevere in, she is obsessed by an 
evil spirit, and subject to the magnetic control of Klingsor. Yet for 
her there is salvation, as Parsifal casts out from her, as Christ cast out 
from Mary Magdalene, the possessing d<emon. A type of Matter and of 
animal passion, she is redeemed from iII and purified by Spirit as the 
world passes from out of its weary round of bondage into the bosom of 
the infinite, in the night of Pralaya. 

It is not only the whole structure of the plot and characterization of 
., Parsifal" that is mystic, but the poem is full of profound philosophy, 
as in the allusion by Gurnemanz to the mysterious kingdom of the 
Gral where Time is swallowed up in Space, and in the various hints of 
the doctrine of re-incarnation, of which we may instance the words of 
Parsifal, "all that breathes and lives, and li11es again." But the great 
lesson of the drama is summed up in the promise of the victory of 
" \Visdom won by Love," whereby the redeemer, Parsifal, heals all the 
wounds of sinful men. Thus once more is the mysterious rite of the 
Love-Feast of the Gral celebrated within the sacred temple in perfect 
harmony, and the great work of Renunciation is crowned by the entry 
into Nirvana of the soul that has learned on earth to recognize its highest 
self in the universal spirit in which all things in nature do live and move 
and have their being. 

W. ASHTON ELLIS. 
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GIORDA~O BRUNO. 

A MAR T Y R THE 0 SOP HIS T.-

" illiY. name is Giordano, of the family of Bruno, of the city of Nola, 
~ twelve miles from Naples. There I was born and brought 

up. My profession has been and is that of letters, and of all 
the sciences. My father's name was Giovanni, and my mother was 
Francesca Savolini; my father was a soldier. He is dead, and my 
mother also. I am forty-four years old, having been born in 1548," 
were his words before the tribunal of the Inquisition in Venice in 1592, 
on entering those dungeons which he only left for the torture-chamber 
and the stake. 

In Nola, where Bruno passed the early years of his life, still lingered 
the atmosphere of the old occult school of Pythagoras. And the mantle 
of the Samian fell upon Giordano Bruno. His early years were passed 
in a time of social and political disorganization; all Italy was in dis
order. The Inquisition stood grimly firm, ready to play its part, through 
all turmoils and devastations. In order to gain opportunities for study, 
Bruno entered the Dominican convent in Naples when he was fifteen 
years old. But under the friar's robe beat the heart of the indomitable 
enthusiast and philosopher. 

In Naples he remained till his twenty-eighth year; until his daring 
and unfettered spirit rousing the fear and hostility of the monks, he was 
compelled to flee to Rome and thence to Genoa, narrowly escaping the 
warrant for his arrest. 

For some time Bruno earned his bread by teaching the children in 
the little town of Nola, but after five months he was again obliged to 
flee, taking refuge first at Turin and aftenvards at Venice. There he 
composed several works, but these, and everything else he wrote in 
Italy, were destroyed by the murderous Inquisition. Italy was no 
longer safe, and Bruno took refuge in Geneva amongst the adherents of 
the new Reformed Church. Their intolerance, however, was only 
second to that of Rome; he crossed over into France, and for some 
time lectured in Paris as Doctor of Philosophy. On the conversion of 
Henri III., Bruno crossed to England, where he met many of the Eliza
bethan worthies; Sir Philip Sydney, to whom he dedicated" Gli Eroici 
Furori," Fulke Greville, lord Brooke and, perhaps, also, Shakespeare. 
In 1585 Bruno returned to Paris, and then passed through Germany 
and Austria, resting finally at Frankfort. While there the treacherous 

* .. The Heroic Enthusiasts" (GJi Eroici Furori), of Giordano Bruno, tmnslated by L. \ViI\iams. 
(George Redway, London, 1887.) 
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scheme which led up to his martyrdom was being devised at Venice. 
Gregory XIV. was then Pope. Mocenigo, the infamous tool of the more 
infamous Inquisition, was the Judas' who betrayed him with a kiss. 
Inviting Bruno to Venice, he treated him with every mark of esteem, 
while secretly plotting his betrayal and murder. One morning Mo
cenigo threw aside the veil, and Bruno was cast into the dungeon of the 
Inquisition. Before the Inquisitors the full nobility and grandeur of his 
character came out. Instead of weakly pleading for pardon, he boldly, 
and yet calmly, faced his torturers in their tribunal. 

" Being interrogated, he gave details of his life, and expositions of 
hi" philosophy. He spoke of the universe, of the infinite worlds in 
infinite space, of the divinity in all things, of the unity of all things, the 
dependence and inter-dependence of all things, and of the existence of 
God in all." He was carried to Rome, and there he passed eight years 
in dungeons and torture-chambers. On the 17th February, in the year 
1600, the fiendish engine of the Inquisition finally struck its victim. 
Hearing his sentence of death, Bruno said: "You, a Judges! feel 
perchance, more terror in pronouncing this judgment, than I do in 
hearing it." Rome was full of pilgrims from all parts, come to cele
brate the jubilee of Pope Clement VIII. Bruno was hardly fifty years 
old at this time; his face was thin and pale, with dark, fiery eyes; the 
forehead luminous with thought, his body frail, and bearing the signs of 
torture; his hands in chains, his feet bare, he walked with slow steps in the 
early morning towards the funeral pile. Brightly shone the sun, and the 
flames leaped upwards and mingled with his ardent rays; Bruno stood 
in the midst with his arms crossed, his head raised and his eyes open. 
When all was consumed, a monk took a handful of the ashes and 
scattered them in the wind. A month later, the Bishop of Sidonia pre
sented himself at the treasury of the Pope and demanded two scudi in 
payment for having degraded Fra Giordano the heretic! 

Not less remarkable than the purity and heroism of his life, were the 
grandeur and nobleness of his philosophy. 

" He taught that everything in Nature has a soul, one universal mind 
penetrates and moves all things; the world itself is a sacrum animal. 
l\othing is lost, but all transmutes and becomes." 

"The primal idea of Pythagoras, which Bruno worked out to a more 
distinct development, is this: numbers are the beginnings of things; 
numbers are the cause of the existence of material things;· they are 
not final, but are always changing position and attributes; they are 
variable and relative. Beyond and above this mutability, there must be 
the Immutable, the All, the One . 

.. The Infinite must be one, as one is the absolute number; in the 
original One is contained all numbers; in the One is contained all the 
clements of the Universe. 

• Vide" Stanzas from the Book of Dzyan." in the .. Secret Doctrine." 
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. .. One is the perfect number; it is the primitive monad. As from the 
One proceeds the infinite series of numbers which again withdraw and 
are resolved into the One; so from Substance, which is one, proceed 
the myriads of worlds; from the worlds proceed myriads of living 
creatures; and from the union of one with the diverse is generated the 
Universe. Hen<~e the progression from ascent to descent, from spirit to 
that which we call matter; from the cause to the origin, and the process 
of· metaphysics, which, from the finite world of sense rises to the 
intelligent, passing through the intermediate numbers of infinite 
substance to active being and cosmic reason . 

.. From the absolute One, the sum of the sensible and intellectual 
world, millions of stars and suns are produced and developed. Each 
sun is the centre of as many worlds which are distributed in as many 
distinct series, in an infinite number of concentric centres and systems. 
Each system is attracted, repelled, and moved by an infinite eternal 
passion, or attraction; each turns round its own centre, and moves in 
a spiral towards the centre of the whole, towards which centre they all 
tend with infinite passional ardour. For in this centre resides the sun 
of suns, the unity of unities, the temple, the altar of the universe, the 
sacred fire of Vesta, the vital principle of the Universe . 

.. That which occurs in the world of stars is reflected in the telluric 
world; everything has its centre, towards which it is attracted with fer
vour. All is thought, passion, and aspiration . 

.. From this unity which governs variety, from this movement of every 
world around its sun, of every sun around its centre sun-the sun of 
suns-which informs all with the rays of the spirit, with the light of 
thought-is generated the perfect harmony of colours, sounds and forms. 
That which in the heavens is harmony becomes, in the individual, 
morality, and in companies of human beings, law. That which is light 
in the spheres becomes intelligence and science in the world of spirit 
and of humanity . 

.. Through the revolution of the worlds through space around their 
suns, from their order, their constancy and their measure, the mind 
comprehends the progress and conditions of men, and their duties 
towards each other, the Bible, the sacred book of man, is in the heavens; 
there does man find written the word of God. 

" Human souls are lights, distinct from the universal soul, which is dif
fused over all, and penetrates everything. A purifying process guides them 
from one existence to another, from one form to another, from one world 
to another. The life of man is more than an experience or trial; it is 
an effort, a struggle to reproduce and represent upon earth some of that 
goodness, beauty, and truth, which are diffused over the universe and 
constitute its harmony. Long, slow, and full of opposition is this 
educational process of the soul. Through struggle is man educated, 
fortified, and raised. 
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" Through the midst of cataclysms and revolutions humanity has one 
truiding star, a beacon which shows its light above the storms and 
tempests, a mystical thread running through the labyrinth of history
the religion of philosophy and of thought. The vulgar creeds would 
not and have not dared to reveal the Truth in its purity and essence. 
They covered it with veils and alIegories, with myths and mysteries, 
which they calIed sacred; they enshrouded thought with a double veil, 
and called it Revelation. Humanity, deceived by a seductive form, 
adored the veil, but did not lift itself up to the idea behind it; it saw 
the shadow, not the light. 

"Speaking of the Immortality of the Soul, Bruno maintained that 
nothing in the universe is lost, everything changes and is transformed; 
the soul transmigrates, and drawing round itself atom to atom, it re
constructs for itself a new body. The spirit that moves all things is 
one; everything differentiates according to the different forms and bodies 
in which it operates. 

" In place of the so-called Christian perfections (resignation, devotion, 
and ignorance), Bruno put intelligence and the progress of the intellect 
in the world of physics, metaphysics, and morals; the true aim being 
illumination, the true morality the practice of justice, the true redemp
tion the liberation of the soul from error, its elevation and union with 
God upon the wings of thought" This idea is fully developed in "Gli 
Eroici Furori," to which, in the present translation, we refer our readers. 
In the works of this noble philosopher and hero we find all that is vital \ \ 
in the Secret Doctrine of the ages; and more, we find a divine harmony 
with the one truth, for ever eternal in the heavens. When Bruno's 
courage, and dauntless bravery in the face of danger, torture, and death, 
are more clearly reflected in the present generation of mystical thinkers, 
when they are more ready to emulate his earnestness, sincerity, and un
flinching resolution, then we shall have less hesitation than at present in 
calling this martyr-hero a .. Theosophist." 

CHARLES JOHNSTOX, F.T.S. 

NOTICE. 

THE Lending Library of the T. P. S. will be opened to the Members and 
Public on the 1st October. The charge will be Twopence per week for each 
Volume. All inquiries should be addressed to "T. P. S. Library," 7, Duke 
Street, Adelphi, W.C. 

Country Readers will be charged postage. 
Donations of books, or funds for their purchase, will be thankfully received. 
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FROM THE EAST OF TIME. 

By CHARI,ES HAN~AN, F.R.G.S., AUTHOR OF .. A SWALLOW'S WING," &C. 

PART I. 

mHAT my letter must be of the most fragmentary kind you will 
~ understand as I proceed, and you will pardon me if, from time 

to time, I fail in the transmission of that complete sympathy of 
thought which, as writer, I would strive to give. 

I am a man neither young nor old, and yet the blight of countless 
ages seems to have descended upon me to make me what I am. Could 
you see me it would sadden you. See? yes, with the inward eye; in 
the truest sense conveyed by the simple word. For to see with the ere 
is nothing jf the brain fail more deeply to perceive. 

My life has been spent in a single pursuit-a pursuit which never gains 
its end, for in the momentary satisfaction I have learned that there can 
only lie that which the oil gives to the flame-and there is no water to 
quench the thirst in my soul. 

Have I done well? I cannot tell. Have I lost my life, or gaineu it, 
who shall say? 

Mine was always a dreamy nature-dreamy without that sympathy 
for the beautiful-without that depth which finds a harmony in the 
fresh airs of spring and bursting of the buds upon the field-dreamy with 
a vain selfishness which fed upon its lifeless self. 

I was never young. for I have never tasted youth. What can I 
remember in the days which have been which I would desire to recall ? 
Ah ! Let the past-my past-be the dead, dumb thing it has become. 

Curious that I should say so now! How vaguely do my senses con
ceive their own volition-how dimly do I understand myself; I who 
would penetrate into that darkness which is gone-into that darkness 
far far beyond the years which my memory might recall. 

Never young-no, surely never young-and I wonder at those whose 
youth hangs about them like the ivy that clings to the rotten tree. 

No such ivy has circled round the stem of my life, as the years rolled by. 
Zealously have I pursued my way-only now-now that I know that I 
possess more than I can understand-have I wakened to the reality of 
what I am. 

There is a great demon within me-an evil spirit that cries endlessly, 
"Seek-seek-seek and know," and I have sought, for who could 
disobey. Thus has it always been. Yes, I have sought for good or 
ill-I have sought ceaselessly for the knowledge which is now stored 
within. 
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Knowledge! Thine is the unquenchable flame that consumes my 
soul-thine the fuel added to the fire-thine the never-ending thirst. 

Have I wakened to some truer thing? How shall I say, who write 
these lines? 

Enough. Thus I am young in years, yet old-with a brain stored 
with accumulated wisdom-fired with the desire, endless in its unsatis
fied intensity for more-knowing earthly things as you cannot know 
them, and desiring that you who read should hesitate upon the threshold 
of the House where Knowledge dwells . 

• • • • • • • 
I write you from the East of Time. It is a strange expression is it 

not? Yet I can find no other fitted to what I would convey. How 
far East you must judge, not I. Many centuries havc rolled onwards 
since you inhabited the earth. It is through the vista of these centuries 
that I speak to you now, for I am writing to an age which seems to have 
passed away. 

Centuries lie between you and me, and I who write do so by a 
strange means backwards througlt Time! 

And if I tremble and am filled with wonderment at the power \vhich 
knowledge has given to me, how can you understand, who live countless 
generations before. Is it possible for you to grasp that which I cannot 
grasp? You forget who and what I am. You forget who it is who 
writcs to you. You fail to remember what he has written of his youth
less life. 

You cannot believe? Why not? Must the unknown be always 
refused belief. Is it not possible that others who live after you (who 
gather from your research a little, it may be), understand more deeply 
than you. 

And I am one of these, and still I say I do not understand. 
I simply know what is, and, therefore, must believe. 
Do not think that I have not sought to understand. 

to you I would strive at this; and more, I would tell 
that I know. 

Even as I write 
to you the little 

I have studied to be with you, even to think with you, for your age, 
your little century out of all the past draws me towards it, and were it 
possible, I would fain have existed amongst you, and with you instead 
of existing now, hundreds of years in what to you is future time. 

I have told you that I know wlzat is-that I believe because I k.low 
and yet cannot fathom all. 

This is what I cannot understand ;-that you and I are co-existing, 
living in the world at the same time! You in the nineteenth century, 
I in the twenty fourth! -! ! 

What is time? How is it that we, you and I, are li'villg (as we must 
be if I can communicate with you) and yet live different lives in cities 
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and in towns that are not the same with you and me. It is impossible, 
and yet I write to you-How can I penetrate the past if it is not living, 
breathing, existing now? 

One word. Can you explain to me the meaning of the word" Everlast
ing "? Think well before you frame an answer. Let your mind try to grasp 
its vastness, its impossibility, and then tell me what it means! What is 
Time? Time is everlasting, are its parts less so? If Time exist for 
ever it must simply be, it cannot move, so there can be no part that is 
not present, no future that is not existing now. 

But for me, a mortal, it is too deep a question to entertain, and my 
brain cannot think otherwise than that you are in the past even as I am 
in the present to myself and in the far future to you! 

I write you from the East of Time, that is all. From the land of the 
ever-rising sun to the land where the sun has long since set. 

You are in the distant West to me. I in the far East to you. And I 
am writing to you through the power of mind over mind, a mental 
telegraphy if you will, which connects myself with one of you. 

You have wondrous tales as to the Mesmeric power, have you not? 
I smile sometimes when I read in the old old books of your faint beliefs 
and strong and firm disbeliefs. You do not know the powers that are 
given to man. 

What little I understand I will endeavour to make clear to you
to you as you think hundreds of years ago! I will take an instance 
which I think may be inte11igible to you. 

Suppose that I were in India, you in England. If I telegraphed to you, 
you have my message from beyond the seas to all appearance' hours 
before it was sent off by me. A simple thing bearing nothing on the 
point at issue! So you say, but wait. We admit that though by the 
electric current time appears to have been gained it has been really lost. 
But supposing that the telegram had come instantaneous as a flash from 
mind to mind, what then? It was instantaneous; that was all, no more, 
there was no gain! Granted! but the fact remains that you in England 
have conceived my thought, actually at the same mommt, and also 
actually, as we mortals look upon Time measured in days by the circling 
of the globe, hours before it had origin with me. 

And this is all that I can give you which may be in a degree intelligi
ble to you, the people in the West:-

Think of me as of one in a laud more distant than India (I am in 
England though none of your generation have met me face to face). 
Think of me as of one in some far Eastern clime influencing by the 
mesmeric power the man who is writing my words in the distant West! 
and the truth may be near you now. 

The centuries which have rolled since you were, have changed the world 
you used to know. I have read much of your day, and I have of late 
been buried in research, thus it is most interesting for me to write to 
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you. Could you read the History of the world during the ages which 
have intervened, I think you would marvel that such things could have 
been but I do not tell you of these, for mine is a selfish task. I would 
penetrate into and know something of your time rather than inform you 
of mine. Yet it is easier for me to write to you than to be with you 
until--

I broke off suddenly because of the arrival of some news. It comes 
at all hours and interrupts me frequently when I would be still. And a 
curious question now occurs to me. 

\Vhat was my medium-the author who pens for me my words, five 
hundred years ago - what was he doing during those few seconds 
whilst I was perusing what had come? Most strange, most un
intelligible. 

It may be that his inspiration seemed to leave him, for I doubt not he 
is unconscious even as he writes these words that it is my thought, the 
thought of the man in the East. that he puts upon the page. 

Perhaps he sat backwarks in his chair merely waiting, or perhaps he 
crumpled an odd corner of his blotting sheet and threw it into his curious 
old fire. I would that I could see these things! 

I am waiting and I hope that it may be! 
My news? you are curious as to what it was and how it came? It 

may interest you, it is so different from what you knew. 
There is a little case standing in the comer of my room. When the 

bell rings something has occurred and a paper falls out upon the lower 
shelf which tells me all. Very different, is it not, from those quaint old 
sheets of which I have quite a number somewhere in my store. And to 
get my news as it occurs I think I pay considerably less money annually 
than you expend on your evening" Globe." 

Are there no newspapers for sale then in my age? Certainly for those 
who choose to buy, but you would scarcely know them as such, I think, 
and it is preferable, is it not, to learn important events as they occur and 
to have the resume printed by the same machine at a later hour. 

This paper that I have crumpled ill Ply hand comes through the 
medium of The Universal Agency. 

"The Bridge across the Gulf has just been opened in presence of a 
vast crO\\"d. There have been no accidents! " 

That is the sum and substance. The powers of the world have been 
present and I at this moment, a disinterested individual, am calmly sitting 
here. The Gulf crossed at last!.a huge cavity into which the sea rushed 
fifty years ago when those who lived belived the world was at an end. 
It is crossed now, and America I suppose is a single continent once 
more! 

I too shall cross my gulf, a greater gulf it may be, a gulf which I 
have already half bridged across, the gulf between the present and the 
past. 
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For I stand now amongst my fellows as one different from them and 
callous to the present time. 

Do you understand the selfishness of my design? It is to be 
amongst you though it be but as a dream, to live in your bygone age 
and to leave this present which I detest, not to write to you of the 
age in which I live. 

In Mesmerism, as in electricity, there is a negative power, and upon 
this do I base my hopes. I, who am mesmerising the man who writes 
in the West, wait till he shall unknown to himself grow as it were a part 
of me and call me by the power of his thought over mine into a life that 
has existence hundreds of years ago! 

Meantime I wait . 

• • • • • • • 
Amongst my books I came across one lately which I had never opened 

before, for I have a vast library which I may never live to read, although 
my time has been ceaselessly spent amongst my books. It was the 
Biography of an author, in a word that of the man who is writing 
now, who transcribes as his own this letter from the East of Time. 
Whence the book came I have been unable to discover. The author's 
works are unknown now, no one even knows his name, and yet in 
your day he must have gained a certain fame, else surely none had 
written of his life! The book is entitled, "An Essay upon the Life and 
Works of Geoffrey Harborough, in 2 vols." 

And I alone possess the book that tells me of his career, a career 
which interests me deeply for reasons more than one! 

I have told you that your age, out of all the past, draws me towards it 
with a longing to know of your time, a longing which has grown Into an 
unquenchable thirst to be with you and exist with you. This reason 
made me read the book. It was of your time, and I read. 

Often have I longed to pass into the days gone by, and being aware of 
the power which is mine, that of Mesmerism in its most intense depths, 
was it not strange that I should hesitate to take the first step? 

One moment and I shall explain. 
'Why should I step into a nature uncongenial to mine? 
Where should I find one which could be otherwise? 
These two problems held me back. I have never liked my fellows of 

the present time. My gloomy nature, the knowledge which I have 
amassed, my vague unending desires to know, separate me from them; 
and I stand apart. 

Shall we suppose it to be a nature alien to mine which lives and breathes 
my thoughts upon the page you now read five hundred years ago-do 
you think my communication would be so clear? 

That is a small matter to me. This is the greater :-With an alien 
nature mine would strive. I should never then be able to descend to 
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your age because, consciously or unconsciously, I should resist the 
negath,c power, and my mind would refuse to yield to another which it 
might despise or could not trust. The second problem was solved on 
the day 1 found that book, and its solution meant the solution of the 
first and of all else. 

There is a portrait-a curious old thing-at the commencement of 
the book. When my eye fell upon it a strange excitement filled me, for 
I seemed to see something of my own nature mirrored on the face of 
a man still young. The likeness was taken in his youth. 

I read the little book with avidity, nor, till I came to the last page 
that it contains, did 1 pay attention to the fact that the volume was but 
one of two, and that 1 did not possess the whole. The second volume 
is not in my possession! 

My whole library have 1 ransacked in its search. It is useless, for 1 
cannot find it. .But 1 have enough to prove to me that this, of all 
others, is the man whose nature is most akin to mine, and yet I would 
that I might have read the whole. 

His portrait first :-1 have opened the old volume beside me, and am 
sitting with it before me, whilst the original of the picture, five hundred 
years ago, obeys my will and writes this description of himself:-

It is a young face, rather round than otherwise, and somewhat too 
heavy in features to be esteemed good-looking. Of the face the nose is 
the most prominent part. The mouth is at once firm and weak; the upper 
lip exhibits a certain strength; the lower contradicts it, and the slight 
dimples at either end add to the boyishness of the face. It is in the eyes 
and forehead that there are some signs of thought. The brows run 
straight, not curved, and by the power which they indicate might cause us 
to overlook the sadness which is inseparably connected with the eye itself. 
For the rest his hair is light, and in the portrait brushed from the brow 
and too long, and the face itself is hairless. The likeness is that of a 
young man upon whose features 1 read chiefly these things-first, Self
conceit, Arrogance, and Belief in his own powers; secondly, Something 
of sensuality and the gloom of those feelings which intermingle with 
poesy and love; and lastly, The capabilities of unending misery and 
mental pain. 

Is it strange to you that I should choose this man out of all the ages 
that have been? Why should 1 not choose thus? My life, as 1 have 
said, has known no youth. I have no longing for the youth which others 
know. And yet 1 could know-ah, no! 1 long to know-such a youth 
as may be his. 

There is something in his face, be it in the eye, be it where it will, 
that speaks to my heart and tells me that he and I have something 
which others have not, and which is ours alone. 1 turn again to the 
book. It is a musty old volume-many pages have here and there been 
lost, and what remains is yellow and faded with the age of centuries. 
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Strange, is it not, that I have this before me, I who influence his life 
in part, stranger still it would be had I the volume I have sought. the 
second of the two telling of his life. What does it contain? what is the 
end of the man who interests me, who is inspired by my thought, and 
who writes now to my will. I have followed his life to the conclusion of 
the twenty-fifth year. He commenced to write in his early youth, and 
the volume before me is filled with extracts from his earlier works. It is 
useless to cry against a fate which has hidden from me the volume which 
is lost. 

There is little to arouse the curiosity even of the most excitable in 
the account which I hold of the poet-author's earlier years. Were it 
not that I feel that we are akin, I doubt not but that the book had been 
cast aside ere now. As it is I have read and re-read, and I have sought 
in vain for the remainder of the book-it is not to be found. 

Yes, there is but little which would interest you in the earlier half of 
the author's life. He is an orphan where my volume ceases, not wealthy, 
almost a beggar, and yet not looked upon as such, because his wealthy 
uncle has taken him under his roof. Does his soul chafe against the 
dependence forced upon him? Does his heart beat wildly to be free
to face the wild winds of poverty rather than view the gilded cage? My 
volume does not say! . 

I have read and re-read, and this poem, simple and crude, if you will, 
tells me there are thoughts which cannot be chronicled by other than 
himself. He has a youth-it tells me so. 

He has a youth, and I, who have none, long greedily to share its 
joys. 

ONORA MAYNE. 

Lilies cluster round 
Lilies fair, 

Simply twined amongst 
Golden hair. 

Eyes so good and true, 
Frank, and calm, and blue, 
Softly raise with trustful gaze 
As she speaks to you. 

And methinks a tear 
Dims the eye, 

Something strikes a chord, 
Tell me why 

Is it good to feel 
Mingled woe with weal? 
O'er the heart as if a part 
Holy sorrow steal t 
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Sadness sheds a beauty 
Undefined 

Pure and gentle shadow 
You may find 

Mirrored there so true, 
Softening eyes so blue, 
Scarce a trace on smiling face 
As she speaks to you ! 

121 

And then I read the concluding lines of the contents of Volume I. 
of the author's life. With this the little book stops abruptly and 
several pages appear to be amissing. 

"He had now entered upon his twenty-sixth year, and it was during 
"this year that he fell in love. This love, from the depth of his poetic 
"nature, became a passion of the most intensified character, and was the 
"cause of that change which cast a shadow upon •••• " 

I connect the two! And to gain his youth,.his passion and his love, 
I will brave the unknown shadow of which the volume speaks . 

• • • • • • • 
It is at this period in his lifetime that I would enter your century, 

your age. I would pierce the veil of centuries, that my mind might be 
as his mind, to dwell with him-to be with him whilst my earthly frame 
is left in trance five hundred years in Eastern Time! 

I do not want his boyhood-if I shun my own past, let me shun 
his-let me enter his life as I leave my own, at the age of twenty-five. 

And even as I am writing-as he is writing shall I not rather say? I 
draw nearer to him, for I feel that the negative influence is surely and 
slowly assuming power, and that it may be that he will call me at last 
from the future to his time. 

I shall know his youth. I who have never tasted youth's joys, shall 
taste them with his lips. Why not? He c;an love-why not I. 

I thirst that his youth may be mine-that his tale for good or ill, for 
sorrow or {or joy-may be mine, as it shall be when the mesmeric circle 
is complete. 

What change lies before him-as he writes he seems to question his 
own fate, but it is I, not he, who create the thought. 

And I who have read of his youth seek to read in the Book of Life 
the contents of that second volume which I cannot find! 

Do I calculate my risk? What risk? 
I exist five hundred years in future time. What is the risk if I step 

back to be with you. Must I then always live in your age in a day I 
now look upon as past? No! You forget that there is an awakening 
from the trance, and my awakening will come in the good time, only I 
pray it may not be too soon. 

9 
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I am yielding to the influence that comes back to me-slowly my 
brain is changing from that which gives an impression to that which re
ceives, and it is by my will notwithstanding that this is done. The circle 
will complete itself! 

Onora Mayne-I would love you-yet what have I to do wit'l- love? 
Onora Mayne, I near you-where are you, for all is dark and dim 
around? Onora Mayne! Onora Mayne! 

• • • • • • • 
My spirit is falling-falling-downwards-downwards--into an 

abyss whose depth I cannot bauge-and still I fall. 
• • • • • • • · . - . . . . 

I have apparently been writing as one in a dream, for I have no con
sciousness of having transcribed all that I now see written upon the 
sheets which, as usual, J have cast upon the floor as I wrote. Yet there 
is something familiar to me in what I now read over for the first time, and 
some change seems actually to influence me as though an inspiration 
which were given to me had not yet expended its full force, and !;till 
dwelt about me and around me. What a strange thing. I shudder at 
the thought. Am I then no longer the being that I was? A deeper 
gloom descends upon me. Onora-Onora. I forget. What has 
happened to me? Onora! I cannot call your face before me! what 
blight has fallen upon my soul. 

What have I forgotten? I am as one drunken with much wine. 
Everything around me seems strange and new, and yet it is the same. 

The same? As what? 
I cannot tell. Only it is as though all were familiar to me just as I 

have met strange things in dreams which yet were as if real and as 
possessing an existence which I had known . 

• • • • • • • 
I seem to have slowly regained possession of myself. 
I have re-perused the unearthly thing which I have written. How 

did I write it ? Under what inspiration? I cannot believe that these 
words came from my pen for I have never conceived. I could not have 
conceived of anything so far beyond my comprehension. 

This man it would seem, existing in a wonderful world of which we 
can have no conception (what changes will have lit upon the world by 
the time spoken of by him! ), throws himself back into the past in order 
to share my youth. Let me think a moment. I cannot understand 
the full meaning of what my thought puts before me. Let me think. 

First-there is the impossibility of such a thing. I am living now. I, 
Geoffrey Harborough, am living now, how then can any being as yet 
unborn communicate with me through the space of centuries? It 
cannot be ! Why does my mind not cast aside the thought and cease 
to dwell upon tne unknown? Why can I not say" It is untrue" ? My 
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soul is groping in the dark. A species of madness and weird suspIcIon 
of the terrible and of hidden things falls upon and enwraps me as in a 
cloud of dark impenetrable mist. 

Let me read this thing again. I cannot have written this, and yet my 
eyesight is not deceived, my hand has traced every line. Am I still as 
in a dream, no for I am waking as surely as man was ever so. I swear 
it. I live and am awake and still I seem to dream. 

Strangest of all, these verses are my own. Two days ago, I penned 
them to you anora, though you knew it not, and now they come to me 
thrown backwards by the centuries as though to cause me to believe. 

The portrait too! It must be mine! 
Suppose then that I do believe, that I accept you, strange unknown 

spirit from annther sphere, that I allow that you, who wz11 exist five 
hundred years afte~ I am dead, can be with me now, what then? I 
become yours, do I not, for you share my life-why not? 

Who said "Why not?" a second time. Why does every thought 
seem to have an echo within my brain? 

I cannot write just now. I feel weak and faint as I never felt before, 
something is strange within me, my pen falls from my hand. 

• • • • • • • 
God help me! I know it now. Know it as' surely as you know that 

you have an immortal soul, that some spirit has descended upon me for 
good or ill with me for evermore. . 

It is as though I had been born again with two souls, as though two 
minds dwelt and mingled within me in etemql conflict, which is yet never 
conflict because the weaker must always yield. And it is as though 
.the old self was subordinate to the newer self, a nd I cry aloud " God 
help me!" 

In eternal conflict, a silent unseen conflict, for the one soul which is 
within me must sleep, whilst the other wakes, and when the spirit 
which has come upon me arises from lethargic sleep to steal my youth, 
the soul which is mine own passes from me as it were in dream. 

One sleepcth and the other waketh! Yet neither sleep, because the 
two are one. 

This cannot be ! 
And still it is! ! 

• • • • • • 
It is early dawn. I am haggard and wan for want of sleep, and the 

long night has nearly passed away. 
I can hear the birds chirping in the trees, though the mist which is 

rising from the lawn restrains my sight. Though it is summer I feel 
<:hillcd, for I have spent the night without seeking my couch, and I am 
glad that the day has come. I remember leaving them early last night, for 
it was my intention to write for an hour or two at that time, but my work 

9-
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still stands as before, and I have some doubt now if I shall complete it in 
good time. 

You are aware how I have spent the night! A calm has temporarily 
descended upon me. I know that it cannot last, for what has been written 
is true! 

All that has gone before must have been written, as I am not in the 
habit of writing,-a little at a time. There must have been many intervals 
and long intervals, and yet I took no count of time. 

I I resumed my writing when I had opened my window just now and 
looked out upon the mist of the lawn, and it must have been after a very 
lengthy pause that I did so. 

And you ask me now-now that you find me in my sober senses, so 
you think, and now that you recognise me as the author whom you have 
perchance known, what is the meaning of all that has gone before. And 
I ask you in reply, have you been with me whilst I wrote, can you follow 
sensations, sometimes mine, sometimes apparently given to me, and have 
you then looked upon me only as one frenzied with his own thought? 

Friends it is /lot so. You ask me now, now that my passions, my 
despair, and the great struggle to be free, are done, what have 1 
to say? 

This only: 
Every word I believe to be true! 
Despair wears itself away into a vague monotony, perhaps it is thus 

with me, for I am calm, as calm as I have ever been, now, when I declare 
to you that I am 110t the man I was, that another has come to share my 
youth. 

Cast your eye back a few pages. You have read, have you not, that 
my works gain me an immortality (false vanity of a bygone dream!) 
which reaches through the centuries to come-not in my works but 
through the medium of a single antique volume giving an account 
of the earlier part of my author life, a life of which only one man 
at that distant date comes to learn or to read. He is with me as 
a part of me in the spirit now. 

You have not read that volume because it does not yet exist, nor have 
I, for the power of that which has come from the future time brings with 
it no recollection, for it has passed back as it were to be born again 
side by side with my soul. But you and I can read now a part of 
the volume, that part which came to me from that East of Time 
before the mind which gave it to me left its own century to enter 
mine. 

And we read there this: 
.. He had now entered upon his twenty-sixth year, and it was during 

" this year that he fell in love. This love, from the depth of his poetic 
"nature, became a passion of the most intensified character, and was the 
"cause of that change which cast a shadow upon •••. " 
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I am Geoffrey Harborough, and I have met Onora Mayne . 

• • • • • • • 
How the lovely sunlight of the dawn is lighting with its tints of gold 

the far off sky! I love the early morn! My spirit wanders into argent 
fields where the young lambs bleat in harmony with the new born 
day. 

.. Breaks the dawn, the distant beacons 
Of the darkness die away 
As the glory of the morning 
Like some giant child at play, 
Picks the stars from out the Heavens 
In the joy of Baby day .. 

( To be continued.) 

DEVELOPMENT. 

BEHOLD the dazzling hierarchies which Rome, 
Thibet, and China show-the gorgeous flow'rs 
From germs which lightly fell in spring-time hours 
In Syria, India, and the jealous home 
Of sage Confucius! Has the fisherman 
Swelling to Pope lost those fine saintly powers 
Which spent a spirit that 'neath matter cowers 
Encrusted and subdued? How quickly ran 
Faith like a nymph to clothe herself, and though 
Her garments now grow tattered, those frail weeds 
Are precious as the carmine flakes the rose 
Drops from her leaning hreast. The life God shows 
Pervades all realms wherever thought can go, 
Blooms in our fanes, and withers in our creeds. 

MARY W. GALE. 
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A SUFI'S MYSTICAL APOLOGUE. 

(Collc/uded from the July Number.) 

NOTE BY SHEIK L. ALI-FONS OF MOUNT CAR~lEL IN PALESTINE. 

I T seems to me on perusing the foregoing apologue and notes that the 
divine " Thee" mentioned therein, can be nothing but the primal 
androgynous being developed within the tissues of the present gross 

body, and which will survive its decay, such decay and death being caused 
by the evolution of that higher body. I look upon this "thee" as the 
spiritual body or "soma pneumatikon" of St. Paul, and the" soma 
allgocidcs" of the Neoplatonists, the original human being mentioned in 
"Genesis," as having been created male and female, androgynous, and 
which is alluded to in Plato's" Banquet." 

How this originally biune being came to be separated into two in
complete beings-male and female-is a question too deep for man's 
present faculty and sources of knowledge, and no doubt lies at the root 
of the present state of human misery. 

It is only by the re-creation or new birth-re-union of these two frag
mentary, and consequently wretched and suffering individuals that the 
primal happiness consisting in their love-union can be produced. This 
will be the next stage of the evolution of man-replacing the present 
stage of his separated crucifixion. The void within the soul-that bot
tomless abyss which everyone now feels within his and her central being, 
arising from unsatisfied love, can only be filled up by this change to an 
ever present androgyneity, the male and female elements becoming a new 
biune being. 

It is also my opinion that this androgynous being is the Comforter 
promised by Jesus, who is to come to each in the future devolution 
referred to by him. 

Behold the season-the time of comfort and joy is at hand! Let 
each, therefore, prepare for this new advent by purity in heart and soul 
and body, and by self-sacrifice and devotion to altruistic or world aims 
and ends, casting out from his and her consciousness all desires for mere 
personal selfish objects j in other words, let us enter into the sphere of 
love, so that our lives may be realized by the new creation within each of 
us of the new biune man and woman. 

When this new child of God (the all Father-Mother), shall be de
veloped on earth, then the reign of sorrow shall ceasc, and that of joy 
take its place j then shall be fulfilled the taking down from the Cross 
and the transfiguration and ascension of humanity typified by those 
events in the life of Jesus-the divine typal Man. 
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The duality mentioned in the last ve(se is the separated male and 
female nature; and when these are reunited the true sympneuma or 
androgynous celestial being shall be formed, and the present duality 
shall disappear in the unity of the sympneuma-and in unity with God. 

BY THE LIVING EDITOR. 

There are many legends and traditions of great antiquity which may 
perhaps be explained by this doctrine of the "Sympneuma," or the 
biune nature of the future human being. Of this class of legends is 
that widespread belief that at a certain epOCh spiritual beings, by the 
ancients called "Gods," held friendly and loving intercourse with the 
daughters of men. See Genesis. There are also numerous stories of 
female divinities - nymphs, &c., who had intercourse, friendship and 
love with men; as in the beautiful stories of Undine, and the New 
Melusine of Goethe. Ancient mythology indeed is full of these romances, 
and it is difficult to understand how they all could have originated 
unless there had been at some remote epoch a foundation in fact for 
this common and widespread tradition. In almost all mythologies the 
Gods were male and female-husband and wife; but whether this can 
be ascribed to anything else than the early anthromorphic tendency of 
the religious process is difficult to say.· 

One of the most interesting of these old stories is told by Plutarch of 
Numa. (It would be curious if this name Numa should have some 
connection with the Greek" pneuma" = Spirit, and with the old Egyptian 
spiritual God, Num.) 

Plutarch says that N uma " was endued with a soul rarely tempered by 
" Nature, and disposed to virtue, which he had yet more subdued by 
" discipline, a severe life and the study of philosophy; means which had 
" not only succeeded in expelling the baser passions. but also the violent 
" and rapacious temper which barbarians are apt to think highly of; 
" true bravery, in his judgment. was regarded as consisting in the sub
" jugation of our passions by reason!" "Numa, leaving the conversation 
" of the town (after the death of his wife), betook himself to a country 
" life, and in a solitary manner frequented the groves and fields conse-
" crated to the Gods, passing his life in desert places." . 

This life in the wilderness appears, in all these old histories of spiritual 
heroes, to be a necessary stage in the development of the spirit or 
pneuma, as in the case of the Hindu Rishis, Buddha, Jesus, and many 
others. "And this in particular gave occasion to the story about the 
Goddess, namely, that Numa did not retire from human society out of 
any melancholy or disorder of mind, but because he had tasted the 
joys of more elevated intercourse, and, admitted to celestial wedlock in 

One or these hermaphroditic Gods of India, Arddha·Nari or Siva with his wire Parvati become 
one IS figured in Moor's .. Hindu Pantheon," plate 7. 
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the love and converse (If the Goddess E~eria, had attained to blessedness 
and to a divine wisdom. The story evidently resembles those very 
ancient fables which the Phrygians have received and still recount of 
Atys, the Bithynians of Herodotus, the Arcadians of Eudymion, not to 
mention several others who were thought blessed and beloved of the 
Gods." 

It is worthy of remark that Numa presents in his rare and beautiful 
character, lofty aspirations, habits of restraint, simplicity of life and 
philosophical and transcendental temperament, education and discipline, 
all the marks which are considered necessary for the evolution of this 
higher stage of humanity-the celestial androgynous-being. 

This Egeria was the most celebrated of the Camen~-the Latin 
Muses-the blessed and pure Singers (as the word Camen~ signifies) 
and Inspirers of sacred song. 

Happy was the wise Numa to have been united-in whatever sense of 
the word-to such a Muse, who, it is said, led him into the assemblies of 
her sisters in the sacred grove. By her advice, too, Numa abolished the 
cruel practice of human sacrifices, and introduced law and order into 
the state. It is also related of N uma that with her advice and assistance 
he bound the rural, coarse, popular Gods, Faunus (Sensuality), and Picus 
(Inharmony). Another story, seemingly of a transcendental import, is 
related of her, viz., that on one occasion when Numa was entertaining 
his guests, the usual food and the coarse earthenware dishes were suddenly 
changed, by means of her occult power, into golden vessels filled with 
godly·-ambrosial food. When a Muse (a sympneumatic Spirit) is attracted 
towards a mortal, and unites herself to him spiritually and somatically, 
then indeed that happy mortal is born again, the divine inspiration fills 
the soul, and every event of daily life, here typified by daily food, the 
necessary source of active life, becomes divine-the veil is rent, the 
phenomenal world, that circle of pain with its unsatisfying vanities has 
passed away, or been penetrated and seen through, and the true interior 
world of beauty and love has become present; the humble vessel of 
clay (the body) has been changed to gold (soma augoeides) and become 
a resplendent-glowing organism, suited for the higher or rather the 
interior spheres of being.- . 

There are hints contained in this beautiful legend that seem to point 
to Egeria being a prophetic type of the female Sympneuma, and that 
she and Numa symbolize the dual, androgynous being of the future. She 
was regarded, for instance, as having po\ver over births, like Diana, and 
her aid was invoked by Roman women ,,(hen in childbirth. Even her 
name seems to point to her as presiding over the birth-the new birth
that crisis and cataclysm of progress from a lower to a higher stage of 
being, as it is probably connected with .. egero .. = to bear-to send out 
She is the spirit-mother of the new" Soul-Spirit Man," the complete 

• This, we are afraid, is a very dangerous ground to tread upon. See Edi/Qrs" N..u.-{Eo.) 
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being, the two segments united, perhaps reunited, what Sweden borg calls 
the" celestial angel," which is to be the next birth for man out of the 
womb of Time. 

Egeria had a sister Muse whom she wished to be more honoured even 
than herself, the Camena Tacita (Silence). Let us, too, honour this 
divine Silence, and be dumb as to this mystery of the future, but let us 
cherish, in the deep silence of our incomplete, sorrow~ng and divided 
hearts, hope and faith in this coming of the Comforter. 

Another beautiful story of a similar kind is that of the mysterious 
love of Diana for Endymion, and it is curious that the word Diana 
seems to have some connection, in its root, with the Sanskrit" Dhyana," 
expressing amongst other things the abnormal faculty of perception t)f 
supersensual beings, spiritual vision, and trance phenomena in general. 

Another instance is the occult symbolical tale of Cupid and Psyche 
related by Apuleius, who was one of the Initiates into the sacred 
mysteries, and was therefore well acquainted with the old wisdom 
concerning the correspondences between the invisible and the visible, 
and the development of the higher human faculties out of the lower. 

In modem times the most remarkable case of this kind is that of the 
celebrated German mystic Gichtel (1638-1710), who affirmed that he 
was regularly visited by an inhabitant of the supersensual spheres whom 
he called Sophia, identifying her with the Sophia * or Wisdom, and 
Celestial Virgin of the Gnostics and Occultists. It appears that Gichtel 
had long loved this mysterious being in the spirit, but hact never seen 
her until Christmas day of 1673, when she appeared to him as a shining 
heavenly virgin with a beautiful and resplendent body (Crookes's " radiant 
matter ") and accepted him as her husband, whereupon the marriage was 
consummated in ineffable delights, she vowing conjugal fidelity, and 
promising that she would II always dwell with him in the luminous 
ground withi"." She also gave him hopes of spiritual progeniture, and 
for dower brought with her "essential-substantial" faith, hope, and 
charity. 

This attribution of essential substantiality to our concepts of faith, hope 
and charity would seem to point to the view of Mr. Oliphant, that in a 
higher state of human development (of which perhaps Gichtel was an 
instance, in an imperfect way) what to us now is mere idea will then 
become a feeling or sensation. This Sophia (Sympneuma) is said also 
to have enjoyed an interior language without words. which Gichtel was 
able to understand. This existence of an interior or spiritual language 
independent of words (which *e necessarily all borrowed from sensible 
objects) is common to many of those who exhibited occult qualities, as 
was notably the case with the Seeress of Prevorst. Sophia continued to 
reveal to Gichtel one wonder after another, and he declared that he lived 

• In Inman·s .. Ancient Faiths embodied in Ancient Names,'· there is nn interesting article on this 
Sophia of the Gnostics. 
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with her more in heaven than on earth; he always followed her 
directions, having no will of his own, and it is also said of her that like 
an earthly woman she was very jealous. It is also said that after 
Gichtel's death she returned to his house on several occasions in order 
to put his papers in order and tO,complete and correct his manuscripts 
with her own hand. Sophia also made herself visible to some friends of 
Gichtel's, and amongst them to a Mr. Uberfeld. See as to Gichtel, 
.. Theosophic Correspondence" of 5t. Martin, translated by E. B. Penny, 
p. 117 (London, 1863), and" La philosophic mystiques en France:' par 
Ad. Franck (Paris, 1864). 

In one of Gichtel's letters he says," Sophia is a spirit but maketh to 
herself a regenerate-sensible body, inapprehensible to the natural man," 
and in another letter are these remarkable words, " She is the regencrate 
C/lristiaJ"s IICW spiritual body which can stand in the fire, and what the 
earthly bones are to the gross body that Sophia is to the divine image 
in the new man, namely, strength-power-and might to fulfil the will 
of God. This power was extinguished in Adam (Sophia withdrew 
from him) when he ate of the tree of knowledge. What a nature wife 
is to her affianced husband, that Sophia is to the soul. What her power 
in faith is, and her sweetness in the spiritual taste, and what takes place 
in the soul at the marriage c.annot be expressed in words. He that is 
the bridegroom leadeth home the bride, and the wedding guests 
rejoice." • 

Another instance of the mysterious evolution of a celestial bride, 
is said to have occurred with the well known sensitive, T. Lake 
Harris. 

Until some positive evidence of such abnormal facts as these shall be 
given, adepts ought not to be offended at outsiders applying the rule 
mentioned by Plutarch, viz., " for difference of opinion here, the road is 
broad! " 

To that numerous class of unscientific Scientists, and their faithful 
followers, their" moutons de Panurge," who believe that they already are 
well acquainted with all the laws of Nature, and who affirm that no 
further evolution of human life is possible, and that nothing exists in 
the universe but that which is now manifested to man by his present 
five senses, the basis of the foregoing remarks will appear as' folly; but 
to those who are acquainted with. the history of the sciences, and above 
all of medicine, steam, electricity, &c., and have thereby come to know 
how so many co-called follies have become facts, much weight will not 
be given to any scientific views held "a priori," on these mysterious 
abnormal subjects. 

Luccmc A. J. C. 
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EDITORS' NOTE. 

Begging our esteemed correspondent's pardon, we believe it dangerous 
to leave what he says without an explanation. There is an enormous 
difference between the Sophia of the Theosophist Gichtel, an Initiate 
and Rosicrucian (1638-1710), and the modern Lillies, John Kings, and 
"Sympneumatas." The" Brides" of the Media!val adepts are an allegory, 
while those of the modern mediums are astral realities of black magic. 
The" Sophia" of Gichtel was the" Eternal Bride" (Wisdom and Occult 
Science persoltijied) ; the" Lillies " and others are astral spooks, semi-sub
stantial" influences," semi-creations of the surexcited brains of unfortunate 
hysteriacs and" sensitives." No purer man ever livt:d in this world than 
Gichtel. Let anyone read St. Martin's Correspoltdmcc (pp. 168 to 198), 
and he will see the difference. From Marcus, the Gnostic, down to the 
last mystic student of the Kabala and Occultism, that which they called 
their "Bride" was "Occult Truth," personified as a naked maiden, 
otherwise called Sophia or Wisdom. That" spouse" revealed to 
Gichtel all the mysteries of the outward and inward nature, and forced 
him to abstain from every earthly enjoyment and desire, and made him 
sacrifice himself for Humanity. And as long as he remained in that 
body which represented him on earth, he had to work for the deliverance 
from ignorance of those who had not yet obtained their inheritance and 
inward beatitude. "From that time (when he had married his • Bride '), 
he gave himself up as a sacrifice, to be accursed for his brethren (men) 
even without knowing them," says St. Martin. Has this case any 
analogy with the cases of the Lillies and Rosies of the Summer Land? 
Sophia descends as a "bride to the Adepts, from the higher regions of 
spirit, the astral Ninons de l'Enclos, from Kamaloka, to hysterical 
epileptics. The less one has to do with the latter class-the better. 
Let "sensitives" talk as poetically as they like, the naked truth is that 
such unnatural sexual unions, between the living man and the beauteous 
beings of the Elemental world, arise from the abnormal surexcitation of 
the nervous system and animal passions, through the unclean imagination 
of the" sensitive." In the Kabalistic world, these .• celestial" brides and 
bridegrooms have always been called "by the harsh names of Succubi 
and Iltcubi; and the difference between those creatures and the 
.. Sympneumatas" shown in Laurence Oliphant's ScieJltijic Religioll is 
only a supposed one, and exists for no one except the author. There 
are some such unions between mediums and their" controls "-we have 
known several such personally-and some involuntarily submitted to, 
under obsession. The tie is a psycho-physiological one, and can be 
broken by an exercise of will-power, either by the victim or a friendly 
mesmeriser. Colonel Olcott cured two such cases-one in America, the 
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other in Ceylon. Amiable hysteriacs and certain religious ecstatics may 
give free run to their diseased fancy, and construct Sophias, Lillies, and 
other" Sympneumas" out of the opalescent aura of their brains; but all 
the same they are but unconscious sorcerers: they enjoy lustful animal 
feelings by working black magic upon themselves. If they admit that 
these unnatural unions, or rather hysterical hallucinations of such are 
disease, then they are on a level with insane nymphomaniacs; if they 
deny it, then, accepting responsibility, they place themselves on a far 
lower level. 

July, 1885. 

"THE GREAT MAN FALL'N." 
-SHAKESPEARE. 

THE day is dark, all is murky, 
Not a gleam to light a footstep, 
Not a voice to guide to safety, 
Not a hand to shield from danger; 
Only lightning lurid flashes 
In garish hues illume the gloom. 

No breath of hope is heard, 
No sound of succour near; 

Despair alone soughs in moans, in murmurs, 
Swelling high, now low, cleaving heart in twain! 

Friends are fled, fled with speed, 
Their accents breath'd contempt: 
Once cheery and jocund, 
Smiles and warmest greetings, 

" Yours sincerely" and " ever yours," 
" Hoping health and prosperity." 

Such sterling friends are born of sterling gold, 
Such faithful Damons come to dance and dine; 
They wait upon the tide, sail with the wind, 
But on the ebb, at sunset time, disperse! 

The coward soldier, at eve of Agincourt, 
Avowed, "I'd gladly part with all my fame 
" And glory for a pot 0' beer and safety: " 
He's no model for the bold, doughty heart. 
Yet see to 't, ye heav'n assured, in purple 
And fine linen clad, feasting to your bent 
On sumptuous viands, quaffing choicest wines, 
Tripping it lightly on fantastic toe, 
CaroIling blithely to the lark or moon, 
That worth and merit are not slain by thee I 

M. MULL 
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ASPIRATION /\ND ENVIRONMENT. 

I T has been wisely remarked that the old adage, "The truth lies 
between two extremes," does not necessarily imply that it lies 
exactly in the middle. That can only be the case where the 

exaggerating and the underrating have been precisely equal, which can 
very seldom occur, if ever. The truth will generally be found to lie 
much nearer to one extreme than to the other, according to the pre
ponderance of abuse over disuse or the reverse. 

With regard to the subject of this paper there are two diametrically 
opposed schools of thought. One-at present in the heyday of 
popularity-asserts that man is in the most absolute sense the creature 
of his surroundings, that character is merely a mechanical product of 
circumstance. The other-comprising most of the mystics and 
~nthusiasts of all ages-declares that by subtle but invariable laws man
is the creator of his surroundings, that circumstance is merely the fruit 
of character. The truth lies between the two extremes,- but much nearer 
to the latter than to the former. -

Undoubtedly we are influenced, and that most powerfully, by our 
environment. Until we bp.gin to think in earnest, we have no idea of the 
extent to which our thoughts, feelings, likes and dislikes are coloured by the 
conditions of our birth, training, and position in the world. Not one 
man in a million is able_ even by the most strenuous and prolonged 
effort to free himself entirely from these invisible chains, or so to "purge 
the eyes with euphrasy and rue" that he can see Truth in what Bacon 
calls a "dry light." On the mists of our passions and affections the 
white rays of the absolute break and disintegrate, and we see, not the 
pure Eternal Light, but the rainbow; beautiful, indeed, but partial. 

(I do not forget or ignore the action of Karma. The environment 
with which each one starts in every fresh incarnation is determined by 
the net product of acquired tendencies-that is, by II character"; only 
modified by the national and cyclic Karmas. But the self-causation of 
our position in the world does not affect the fact that circumstances Have 
a powerful influence in the further development of II character," which is 
all for which I am contending.) 

Nevertheless, that character moulds circumstance is equally patent. 
Books of" Good Advice to Young Men" (who are somewhat advised to 
distraction, by the way) abound in instances. It would be a waste of 
precious space to quote. Everyone knows, or at any rate has read, of 
scores of such cases. 

Are then the two forces equal? Natural Philosophy tcachcs that 
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when two opposed forces are equal the result is a deadlock. O,IC of the 
two must be the stronger. And the Higher Wisdom asserts most 
positively that the power of aspiration excels the power of environment. 
For the former is of the spirit. Divine; the latter of the body, Human. 
The one has the vis illerlice of dead matter (" dead," that is, relatively 
to our normal perceptions); the other the creative energy of the One
Life. 

Very subtly does the higher force work, as is evidenced by the fact 
of its mere existence being so often denied; but so, for that matter, does 
the law of electrical affinity, which no one dreams of doubting. That 
the magnet, plunged into a heap of mingled sawdust and iron filings, 
should draw to itself the latter, is as mysterious every whit as that the 
spirit should draw to itself those material surroundings which best suit 
its present state. There are modes of action of which our physical 
senses can take no cognizance. Rut they are none the less real. 

It should be observed that this force is what we call .. moral" rather 
than what we call" mental." It is Aspiratioll which influences environ
ment, rather than Illtellectuality. A man's surroundings will be shaped 
more by his character than by his abilities. Doubtless the latter have 
much to do with the matter; they exert an influence analogous to the 
power of his muscles on a lower plane. But it is the former which is 
the chief factor in the equation of life. 

" Like to Like!" It is the law of the universe. Our desires, impulses, 
longings, aspirations, if they do not influence the material world directly, 
do so indirectly, by constantly generating a stream of psychic or soul 
forces, which act upon the objects of the bodily senses. Too abstruse 
in its undercurrents to be easily traced, it can be seen at work plainly 
enough in some of its phases. That we seize or let slip this or that 
opportunity as it comes, depends very largely upon the frame of mind in 
which we are at the time. To the soul that aspires, circumstances are 
stepping-stones; to _the soul that creeps, they are hindrances. 

The application of this truth to the social life must for brevity's sake 
be left untouched, beyond the remark that the paramount aim of all 
reformers should be the inspiring of a better spirit. The paramount; 
not, of course, the only. It is true that little higher development is 
possible for those whose lives are one long drudgery, whose homes are 
kennels and whose bodies mere machines. Material progress and moral 
or spiritual must advance "pari passu," with equal steps. But the 
material improvements must be regarded as a means, not as an end. 
And it must never be forgotten that the strongest incentive to a change 
of surroundings is a change of spirit. 

But it is in its application to the individual life that this truth is of 
special interest and value. How common is dissatisfaction with one's 
lot, not because it is particularly hard, but on account of the limitations 
which it imposes (or seems to impose) on one's aspirations! How 
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frequent the cry, "0 that I had more leisure, more wealth, a different 
station, more congenial occupations and surroundings! 0 that I had 
room to spread my wings! How I would then develope myself and 
grow liker to the unattainable Ideal!" Aye? That depends. It is 
one of the saddest but not least unfrequent sights of life to see aspira
tions wither away in the very atmosphere for which they craved, it being 
obtained j to note how the man who, poor, longed for wealth that he 
might have opportunities of unfolding his higher nature, rich, forget all 
dreams and become like Bunyan's man with the muckrake. II Set a 
beggar on horseback and he will-- !" Why? Because he is still a 
" beggar" at heart. Only the clothes are changed j the mall remains the 
same. And as a rule it may be safely prophesied, that those who have 
so little knowledge of themselves and of the meaning of Life as to sigh 
idly for an Eldorado in which they might be what they have made up 
their minds they cannot be where they are, will not know how to use 
that for which they long, if Fortune is cruel enough to answer their 
prayers. 

And anyway, it is beginning at the wrong end. "FIRST DESERVE, 
THEN DESIRE." Though the restrictions inseparable from material 
conditions, though the injustice of others may surround us with barriers 
in which the aspirations cannot burst into glorious fruition, at any rate 
they can (as a rule) put forth the first tender shoots. And do not fear 
that the growing tree cannot shatter its prison-walls! A seed lodged in 
the crevice between two blocks of hugest and most firmly cemented 
masonry can force them apart by sheer force of growth. For they are 
dead, and it is alive. 

Is there not many a Theosophist who longs to enter with full consecra
tion upon the Path, but is prevented by sheer force of his environment 
from gaining admittance into even the lowest rank of Chelas ? Let such 
a one be wise. If the hindrance is indeed real and not merely apparent, 
no clearer proof could be given that he is not yet ripe for Chelaship. If 
his longing is genuine and pure, and not an emotional flash of ambition 
or curiosity, he will steadily set himself so to live that upon his next 
return to earth he may find himself environed suitably for the solemn 
initiation. 

He who is wise will not long for better environment j he will strive 
rather to" better himself," in the true sense of those terribly misused 
words, knowing that the fitter environment will come of itself. He will 
leave to children the desire for that for which he is not fitted. The baby 
would clutch at and cut himself with the razor j the modest youth leaves 
it alone till he needs it! by which time, it is to be hoped, he will know 
how to use it 

Aspire! aspire! only aspire! Believe that matter is but the shadow 
of spirit j it is the truth. If you are not in that condition of life where 
you want to be, it is strong presumptive evidence that you are not fit 
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for it; and if not fit. its attainment would be a curse and 
not a blessing. Promotion is sure, when earned j but it must 
be earned first The promotion, however, may not be-seldom is 
-rapid j for it is only by hairbreadths at a time th~t we can raise 
ourselves-our Selves, mark; perhaps not enough in one short lifetime 
to bring about any very appreciable change in environment. Neverthe
less, making every allowance and deduction, the. truth of the matter may 
be summed up in one sentence: if you are dissatisfied with your lot in 
life, and would change it, change yourself. 

ERNEST HAWTHORN, F.T.S. 

EDITORIAL NOTICE. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY begs leave to announce that 

owmg to the continued severe illness of her 

Co-Editor, MABEL COLLINS, she (H. P. B.) 

accepts, until further notice, the sole editorial 

responsibility for the Magazine. 

• 
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A GLANCE AT THEOSOPHY FROM OUTSIDE. 

T-0 attempt anything like what is asked of me,· that is a criticism 
of the philosophical notions and strange events grouped together 
in the history of modem Theosophy, would be impossible, on 

account both of my imperfect knowledge and of the reasonable 
limitations of an ordinary magazine article. The utmost I can hope to 
do is to set before you clearly a few of the chief points wherein I fancy 

. you will find that many earnest people sympathise with you, and others 
wherein they will differ from you; people who measure all possible 
theories and even the most miraculous of facts by one simple standard; 
namely the direct practical bearing which they have upon the one really 
valuable and wonderful thing that we know of, the Life which we, men 
and women, now live in the flesh. I am a little more confident of 
succeeding in the attempt than I should otherwise be, because of the 
strong sympathy that I feel with some of the;: purposes of Theosophy, 
and the direct and living contact with fervent and most excellent 
Theosophists which I count among my cherished privileges Sound 
criticism being, as I take it, more dependent upon feeling and vital 
connection with embodied facts, than upon acute research and profound 
scholarship. 

From the time when" Theosophy" as a system of faith, or rather of 
science and morals, was first heard of, I, as an old student of so-called 
Spiritualism (though transcendental materialism might be a better title), 
found myself much interested in its fortunes, and have since followed 
them carefully through good and evil report up to the present moment. 
The most evil report of all came, of course, from India in 1885, and 
curiously enough I had the, opportunity given me of hearing at the 
same time, privately, the opposite versions of the story told in letters 
from Adyar and from the Free Church College at Madras, before the 
matter was debated in the newspapers. Suffice it to say that the 
impression left upon me after it was all over has never varied from then 
till now. I see in Madame Blavatsky an extremely clever,t enthusiastic 

" This paper was written at the special re Iuest of a friend, whose connection 
with Theosophy is of itself quite enough to account for any interest I may feel 
in its fortunes. 

+ We demur to the epithet" clever," which is too elastic to be passed over 
without a few words of comment. "Clever" may mean talented, clever in 
speech and daily life, but it may also convey the sense of being dexterous, 
skilful, and a clever trickster. To the former we object, because if Mme. 
Blavatsky had been endowed with average common-sense, not to say dn'erness, 

10 
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and impressionable woman, surrounded by a crowd of enthusiastic and 
rather stupid disciples craving for a "proof from miracles" before they 
could do anything energetic for the cause which she had at heart and 
for which she had risked life and fortune. J n order to satisfy and quiet 
these weak brethren, to induce them to leave off gaping and to begin 
working, Madame Blavatsky apparently did what many a religious, and 
irreligious, missionary has done under similar circumstances, she made 
cherries drop from Heaven into their open mouths.... So long as the 
changing of pens into pen-wipers, the falling of mysterious missiles, 
the appearance of unexpected visitors and the sudden mending of 
broken china is generally held to prove either the virtues of a Teacher, 
or the value of his doctrine, the same sort of appeal will continue to be 
made by those who consider that in Philosophy and Religion, no less 
than in prize-fighting, it is important to have a good rilob-backing.t But 
however reprehensible it may be to become either a miracle-worker or 
a mountebank for the sake of a philosophical Idea,t it is assuredly far 

she would never have taken on board the Theosophical ship, almost without 
scrutiny, a lot of cabin and deck passengers, ready to bore holes in the bottom 
and scuttle the vessel, when not watched. As to the second definition, the 
only necessary reply is, that posterity will justly judge whether the public have 
been chealed by Mme. Blavatsky or her pretended exposers.-[En.] 

... In !.aying this I am very far from denying that abnormal powers, peculiar 
to certain organisations, are really possessed by Madame Blavatsky, and equally 
far from asserting that the phenomena above alluded to were not due to those 
powers. I have not the pleasure of her acquaintance, and do not desire in any 
way to criticise her actions. 

t And the changing of water into wme: was this no more dignified a 
"miracle," also for "mob-backing"? For simple, honest folk, elementary 
phenomena; for the Gamaliel!:, philosophy.-[En.] 

::: No true theosophist-the accused party least of all-believes in 11li".ades, 
though every true theosophist ought to believe in the existence of abnormal 
powers in man; "abnormal" because, so far, either misunderstood or denied. 
All such objective physical phenomena, however, are simply psychological 
" glamour," i.e., if not witchery, at least "a charm on the eyes and senses:' 
This, people may call brutally C'trick," but since they art: pS;'chic, they cannot 
be ph)'Sical; hence, no conjuring or "sleight of hand." As well call "tricksters" 
the grave medical celebrities, who hypnotize their subjects to see things which 
have no reality! "Theosophical phenomena" differ from these in this: that 
while hypnotic hallucinations are suggested by the operator's idle fancy, occult 
manifestations are produced by the will of the Occultist, that one or a hundred 
men should see realities, generally hidden from the profane, e.g., certain things 
and persons thousands of miles away, whose astral images are brought within 
the view of the audience. Thus a cup may never hm'e been broken in reaitt)", 
and yet people are made to see it shattered in atoms and then made whole. Is 
this a jugglers trick? Occult phenomena are then simply a hundred-fold 
intensified hypnotism, and between the hypnotic hallucinations at the Salp2triere 
and the magic of the East there is chiefly a question of degree.-[Eo.] 
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worse to declare that one has assisted in working miracles for the sake 
of a living, and afterwards to turn informer, leave the scavengers of 
society to pick out from the unsavoury heap of mud and magic what
ever abominations· they shall choose, and assign all blame to those 
who have befriended us. And since the direct evidence against 
:\'Iadame B1avatsky rests entirely upon the word and deed of those 
accomplished conjurors and unprincipled adventurers, M. and ~Vlme. 

Coulomb, it ought to be received, I think, with extremest caution by 
people who desire to treat all things humanely. 

Now a word about the good reports of the Society. These have little 
to do with miracles and deal with far more interesting subjects. The 
revival in India of an intensely keen interest in ancient Aryan literature, 
the strengthen: ~1; of the bond of fellowship between native and European, 
the renewal of a healthy and hopeful activity in venerable Faiths which 
had almost ceased to influence conduct, the levelling of the barriers of 
sect and caste, and the publication of delightfully quaint fragments of 
ancient tradition, noble poetry, pithy fable and neglected folk-lore, by 
natives who had passed through no system of foreign culture, and who 
would have suffered many things rather than open their ancient treasure
houses to the investigations of an ordinary English editor.· Work of this 
kind has been the real business of the Theosophical Society, and much 
of it has been done both honourably and well. Work that remains, as 
I endeavoured to point out to the S.P.R. unaffected by the actuality or 
falsehood of those little pieces of alleged Mahatma-performance at 
Adyar, just as Christianity remains unaffected by the gymnastics of the 
nearest pulpit, the hysteria of Paray Ie Monail or the tOllrs de force of 
Simon Magus. And I might have added that though, to a Society 
intent upon Telepathy, blown bladders and sliding panels were naturally 
disappointing, though the simulation and the shifting were inexcusable 
on the part of professing philanthropists, yet for us, the externally 
interested public, it was well w()rth while for the sake of one early 
volume of the Theosophist, that the "household utensils should fall" 
several times "upon the head of Damodar." t 

Having thus glanced at a few of the practical and supernatural work
ings of Theosophy, I come now to the consideration of it as a philoso
phical and religious system. 

I have often said to my friends that philosophies and religions, so far 

-It- Why omit that branch of our work, which many deem the noblest, the 
found:ng of an Or:ental Library which may become the most valuable in India, 
if pn!3ent appearances are not deceptive; the opening of many Sanskrit schools; 
the publication of the Vedas in the original tongue? And why not mention 
our several charitable dispensaries, where from 10,000 to 15,000 poor patients 
are annually treated free of any charge ?-[ED.] 

... See letter:; attributed to Mme. Blavatsky by Mme. Coulomb. 
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ar they are d:J.jlJlotic, resolve themselves always into idealisations 
of the condition of life to which the authors and receivers of 
them have been accustomed, that they are in fact the far-projected 
shadows of the conditions under which men find themselves placed 
in the world, and this wiIl, I think, be found true whatever the par
ticular case may be to which we choose to apply it. Among races 
and nations and under circumstances where strong feeling is naturally 
called out, philosophers and philosophies seldom arise, but Religions 
always do so. For what is religion but the sum of .the grander percep
tions, grounded upon the mental and moral life of men, transfigured, 
as Arnold says, by emotion? Speculative philosophy is the sum of 
similar perceptions remaining untransfigured; and there is no test so 
crucial which can be applied to the higher imagination of any pcople as 
the one which they apply to it themselves, in calling those imagina
tions by the name of religion or philosophy, or by a ncw-fashioned 
doublc-barrelled title now popular in America--u Re1igio-Philosophy." 
The Religio-Philosophy par excel/mce is what Theosophy claims to be, 
the ultimate of the loving hopes nourished in times when feeling is 
strong-the final religion. The ultimate of the fe\'crish qucst after 
knowledge of men brought up upon the Binomial Theorem and in the 
physiological laboratory-the final" Philosophy." Now finality to some 
ears has always a fatal ring about it and causes distrust at the outset, 
We are beginning to feel that Infallibility is about the least desirable 
claim that religion can make for herself, because Infallibility must 
necessarily involve something manifestly tiresome an<Yhopeless, and that 
is immobility. To believe that somebody, somewhere, even though he be 
called a Mahatma and dwell upon the highest peak of Kanchanjunga, can 
say the last word about the human soul, the word which all the ages ha\'e 
been trying to utter and which our own age has madc just a little more 
articulate, is a concession to the Individual that few are prepared to 
make who confide in human solidarity. Nay, further, the kind of 
cherubic sense of vigour and peace aimed at and possessed by more 
than one Theosophist in large measure, is attainable, I think they 
would tell me, in shorter and more simple ways, than by making inter
minable walking tours round and round the Universe by oneself. 

As regards metaphysical infallibility, it hac; becn claimed so often, by 
so many people, and for so many systems, that the rciteration of the 
claim by Theosophists is less striking than thcy might wish it to be. With 
cvolution, the Indian theories as to Reincarnation, the indisputable 
phenomena of English and American" Spiritualism," to start with, a 
littlc subtle and diligent interweaving by an educated Hindu, or a specula
tive Scotchman, would bring something very similar to birth in a year.'" 

to Then why has no one of them done so, before us? Moreover, no one, 
as far as we know, has ever claimed metaphysical infallibility-not even the 
J\Jasters who do not demand from the Europeans even their due-a simple 
recognition of their wisdom.-[En.] 
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Let the question of religious and metaphysical perfection be winnowed 
away then, along with the conjuring, and let us see if we have no 
strengthening wheat left in the little heap below our flails. Let us look 
upon Theosophy naturally, as a product of our own time, and not of the 
aeons or the Absolute, recognizing to the fullest extent how it has come 
to include within itself the unexhausted tendency of our Puritan breeding. 
towards conflict between soul and body-toward what is called religious 
asceticism. Then the increasing tendency of unemployed but weB-to-do 
persons towards marvel-hunting. And lastly the tendency of feverish 
and unhealthy brain-stimulation towards fruitless endeavour to plausibly 
solve the insoluble. Having done this honestly, we shall find afterwards 
on looking into each of these tendencies a little more closely, that they 
have, like every other product of human thought, valuable aspects as 
wen as foolish ones, things to be taken to heart as well as things to be 
lightly passed over.-

Take first of an Asceticism, the assertion of the supremacy of the 
Spirit and the reiterated advice to have done with the temporary and 
the fleshly,t separated as it is in later Theosophical literature from 
anything like a detailed creed or a selfish motive; for the new infallible 
Religion is in many things as protestant and private-judging as 
Emerson's. Is not this assertion one more evidence of a general 
moving up to higher levels of consciousness, of earnest people engaged 
in the most various kinds of physical and mental occupation? Ex
periment, as wen as experience, justify us in looking for inward 
evolution of this sort, and its gradual manifestation is already acting 
as an effectual check upon the hasty conclusions drawn by the pseudo
scientific, who reason only upon their avowedly limited sense-relation
ship to their present environment. 

Our highest nature is, it goes without saying, the part of us that is 
tuned to the finest issues, and the realisation of a " vast flowing vigour" 
of unselfish affection and of mental freedom undreamed of before, repels 
us most powerfully from the places in which we do not expect, and have 
always been taught not to expect, any similar exhilarations. Those 
places are our bodily structure and earthly surroundings. Faber, speaking 
from a high level of the merely Christian consciousness; expresses the 
feeling exactly :-" Earth looks so little," he says, "and so low when 
faith shines full and bright." Now the sense of larger living in Theo
sophy being undoubtedly a more complex, though I will not say a 
more delightful, thing than it is in Catholicism, involves the same 

... Our esteemed correspondent speaks like a materialist, even if a " trans
cendental" one. We occupy two different standing points, and therefore see 
things in different lights.-[ED.] 

t To subordinate, rather, to assign the lower rank to the temporary, the 
higher to the eternal. See next foot-note, however.-lED.] 
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kind of rebound from the physical and sensual world. The result 
being that while making tentative discoveries, which I hope to speak 
of more particularly presently, in a reginn of subtle sensation nreviously 
almost unentered, Theosophy warns us away from absorption in 
common life, just as fervently as does Buddhism or monkish 
Christianity.#- Indeed such abandonment seems always something of a 
necessity, till the man within the man can hold his ground beside 
the good-natured dog, and the less good-natured wolf within him; 
though there are happy indications and heraldings of a good time 
coming when our children will be able to live a million times more 
vividly true than (with some notable exceptions) we can to-day to the 
"kindred points of heaven and home." Nevertheless, while the" good 
grey poet" is still vigourous over there in America surely even we 
ourselves need not despair of feeling "through all this fleshly dress 
(some) bright shoots of everlastingness." Meantime let us give due 
meed of thanks to those who arc leading into mountain air in one 
direction, while he is leading into it in another. 

Next month with your permission I may have something more to say 
upon the s,ubject. 

J AMES A. CA)IPBELL. 

i, So does it, also, warn us against ascetic retirement, save in those "ery raro! 
and exceptional cases where the individual has brought over from his last 
preceding birth an irrepressible attraction for the life of the Spirit and repug· 
rance for. the life of the flesh. The normal man is in normal symrathet:c 
relation with his fellew men at each successive stage of human development. 

. But under the law of psychical differentiation, there are in each epoch beings 
ahead of the average of the rar.e at that time. From their number develop 
the teachers, seers and saviours of mankind. 

Respecting the whole tenor of the above, we have only to thank our esteemed 
contributor for the doubts expressed in his article. In these days of wholesale 
slander :-

". . . . that worst of poisons (which) ever finds 
An easy entrance to ignoble minds," 

-as Juvenal says, even an honest and cautious doubt must be gratefully re
ceived. Moreover, there is a line of demarcation beyond which one ought 
rather to feel proud of being slandered, than otherwise. For Swift's remark: 
"the worthiest people are the most injured by slander, as we usually find that 
to be the best fruit which the birds have been pecking at "-may serve as a 
consolation.-[ En.] 
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THE TURN OF THE TIDE. 

I!. LETTER just received by the President Founder from one of the 
A Australasian colonies, is worthy of reproduction, as it shows so forcibly 

that no al1\ount of calumny is capable of obscuring unprejudiced and 
well-balanced minds. The malicious attempt by the S. P. R. of London, or 
rather Cam3ridge, in 1886, to upset a good al)d useful movement, and to cover 
with opprobrium two innocent people who have devoted their lives to the 
Cause of Truth, does not seem to bear much fruit. These are some z'erbati11l 
extracts. 

DEAR SIR,-I enclose a form of application for admission into the 
Theosophical Society, etc. 

I have been a student of the Theosophical philosophy for the last six 
years, and a subscriber to the Theosophist since 1883. I was at first 
greatly prejudiced against Theosophical views, but by degrees my early 
impressions wore off, and in their place arose an absorbing interest in the 
Esoteric philosophy. I introduced the subject often to my friends, and 
we were about to form a Branch and apply for admission into the parent 
Society; but, the so-called expose ... shocked my faith and separated 
our intending members. Then some died, others never recovered their 
interest . . . I have closely followed the discussion on the bOlld-:fides 
of Theosophy since, for . . . I can only get satisfaction through my 
reason, and need evidence and analysis to get conviction. I have been 
in correspondence with --, have read, I think, all the pamphlets (Mdme. 
Coulomb's, Hartmann's, Sinnett's, and the latest attack, The Report of 
the" Society for Psychical Research," etc. etc.), and it may interest you 
to know that I do not consider a case is made out against the Society, 
or its leaders. Indeed it is mainly owing to a re-perusal of the 
" S. P. R.'s," Report, that I have decided to take the step of applying 
for admission into the Theosophical Society. Notwithstanding the 
character there given to yourself and others like Mdme. B(lavatsky) ... 
whom I have learned to honour, and what must appear 10 allY one Ollly 
superficially acquaillted witlt the subject as the crushing effect of tlte 
whole article, I, rising fresh from a perusal of the Report, assert it fails 
to destroy the evidCllce 0/ the getzeral truth of the Esoteric phenomena, 
even to a mind like my own, open to evidence on either side, and only 
readling its conclusions slowly and by dint of study and earnest 
attention. 

Forgive me if I dilate on this, for I feel sure such an expression of 
opinion from a stranger like myself, far removed from personal contact 
with Theosophists or their enemies, must be some slight c,:>nsolation to 
you for the reward you and your colleagues have received for your 
unselfish efforts to promote the good of humanity, from your opponents 
in India and other parts of the worl.:!. The success which still attends 
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the Society-especially the bright prospects among the 6o,OC:o,ooo of 
America-is the substantial answer to your detractors, and I earnestly 
hope that this answer you will be able to give more fully and admirably 
every year. 

... ... 
With every fervent wish for the success of your Society and the 

happiness and welfare of yourself and colleagues, I remain, etc. etc . 
... ... " 

• 
"A MOT HER'S SO R ROW." 

By MRS. BLOOMFIELD-MoORE . 

.. And now, having filled the life of the unfortunate Queen with gall, he glVes her the 
last deadly blow by depriving her of her only child; making of her a Rachel weeping, 
and refusing to be comforted." ••. -LUCIFER . 

.. An American mother has been deprived of the custody of her daughter by the 
Swedish guardian of the helpless invalid, who is detained in an Austrian private asylum 
ai,rainst her mother's wishes."-The Press. 

" THEY have ta'en the Prince from the fair young Queen, 
They have taken her boy away:" 

I said the words as alone in the night 
I watched for the dawn of day: 

O'er land and o'er sea for many a league 
Had I come to my helpless child; 

Anc the door was bolted and barred between, 
And my heart and my brain grew wild. 

They have ta'en the Prince from the Queen, I said, 
And they have taken my child from me : 

But Jehovah is on the side of Right; 
Our Rock of Defence He will be. 

The Queen has a balm denied unto me
It's a tyrant who is her foe! 

While for me it's the hands I loved the best 
That have struck me my deadly blow. 

In the light of day-in the face of all
The tyrant declared himself foe, 

In mystery dense came the stab to my heart; 
For" they struck in the dark" their blow! 

They have done their worst; we will do our best; 
On a righteous God we lean : 

The law may rob-may our treasures keep
But the world will judge between." 

Zurich, 2nd September. 
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TO THEOSOPHISTS. 

I T having been affirmed by some French members of the Theosophical 
Society (in the Bulletin d'Isis), as well as some in England, that the 
undersigned had exceeded her constitutional powers as Corresponding 

Secretary and Co-Founder of the Theosophical Soc:ety, in issuing an emergent 
order dissolving the Staff of the "Isis" Branch of the T. S. in Paris, and 
its bye-laws, and authorizing Mr. F. K. Gaboriau to reconstitute it ad interim, 
u:ltil the pleasure of the President in Council could be ascertained, the follow
ing extracts from the official "DECISION" of Colonel H. S. Olcott sitting in 
arbitration at Paris, on the 17th of September last, will be read with interest 
and profit. 

" ... Mme. B1avat:;ky having learnt that Mr. Froment would not 
accept the Presidency (to which he was entitled as Vice-President, upon 
the death of the President, Mr. Louis Dramard to succeed, (under 
the bye-laws of 'Isis '-ED.), and seeing the Branch upon the point 
of falling into anarchy, issued ad illterim (and despite the protestations 
of Mr. Gaboriau, who preferred to remain secretary) an order by which 
the Bureau (Staff) was dissolved, its bye-laws cancelled. She named 
at the same time as President of the Branch, Mr. Gaboriau, one of its 
founders, who had given many proofs of his devotion to the theosophical 
cause. Moreover, Mr. Gaboriau was commissioned to compile new 
bye-laws. The Branch continued to exist, and the rights of its members 
were maintained pending the adoption of the new bye-laws. It has 
been objected that Mme. Blavatsky had not the right to act in this 
manner; that her interference was illegal according to the Rules of the 
Theosophical Society, because ' she is not a member of the Isis Branch,' 
but member of the 'Blavatsky Lodge' of London, and that no Branch 
has a right of jurisdiction outside the limits prescribed in its charter. 
But, in point of fact, Mme. BIavatsky is member of 110 Branch, she is 
with me Co-Founder of the Society, Corresponding Secretary and, 
ex officio, member of the General Council, of the Executive Council 
and of the Annual Convention, a sort of Parliament held at Adyar by 
delegates from all countries. (Vide art. 17c of the Rules of T. S.) " 

She was then perfectly authorized (c01l1petellte) to issue the order in 
question as a temporary measure, an order which must be finally 
submitted for approbation to the President in Council. The Executive 
Council, in its Session of 14th July, formally ratified the measure taken 
by Mme. BIavatsky, a measure which was urgent and which I declare 
to have been legal. . . . 

c 
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This settles the question of the a::tual right of the Corresponding Secretary 
-one of the Founders-to interfere in such exceptional cases, ann when the 
welfare and reputation of the Theosophical Society are at stake. In no other, 
except such a case, would the undersigned have consented, or taken upon herself 
the right of interfering. 

Moreover, the extent and limits of such interference are very succinctly and 
clearly defined in a letter from one of the Masters, to our President, Colonel 
Olcott, received hy him on his way from India to Europe, only a few weeks 
ago. Besides general instructions respecting the pol:cy he should pursue in 
the present crisis, there were the following special paragraphs relating directly 
to the undersigned. Colonel Olcott's sense of justice is so strong that, although 
some of the passages in the letter have a tone of reproach for his having 
permitted himself to think harshly of his old and tried friend and co-worker, 
he has unreservedly given permission to copy the passages relating to 
her, in ex/mso; and with full comprehenSion of the risk he runs of being 
calumniated. He has done this in the 'hope that the warning and 
declaration conveyed in the letter may prove profitable to others who find 
themselves in a hostile mood towards the undersigned. 

As the Master's letter can interest none except certain members of our 
Society, it will be sufficient to quote ill this magazine only a few select sentences 
from the said letter :-

" Misunderstandings have grown up between Fellows both in 
London and Paris which imperil the interests of the movement. You 
will be told that the chief originator of most, if not of all those disturb
ances is H. P. D. This is not so, though her presence in England has, 
of course, a share in them. But the largest share rests with others, whose 
serene unconsciousness of their own defects is very marked and much 
to be blamed. . . . Observe your own case, for example. . . . But your 
re\'olt, good friend, against her 'infallibility '-as you once thought it
has gone too far, and you have been unjust to her,· for which I am 
sorry .... 

"Try to remove such misconceptions as you will find, by kind per
suasion and an appeal to the feelings of loyalty to the cause of truth, if 
not to us. Make all these men feel that we have no favourites, nor 
affections for persons, but only for their good acts and Humanity as a 
whole. But we employ agents-·the best available. Of these, for the 
last thirty years, the chief has been the personality known as 'H. P. B.' 
... Imperfect and very troublesome, no doubt, she proves to some; 
nevertheless, there is 110 likelihood of our jillding a better one for years 
to come,t and your theosophists should be made to understand it. ... 

.. Since 1885 I have not written, nor caused to be written, save through 

• And if our kind Colonel Olcott was •• unjust." what. then. shall be 5.'1id of others?-[. ED. I 

t The italics are ours.-{ED.l 
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her agency, direct or remote-a leiter or a line to anybody in Europe or 
America, nor have I communicated orally with, or through any third 
party. Theosophists should lc:;arn it. You will understand later the 
significance of this declaration, so keep it in mind .... Her fidelity to 
our work being constant, and her sufferings having come upon her 
through it, neither I nor either of my brother associates will desert or 
supplant her. As I once before remarked, ingratitude is not among our 
vices .... To help you in your present perplexity: H. P. B. has next 
to no concern with administrative details, and should be kept clear of 
them .... But this you must tell to all: ';."illl occillt malters slle has 
everything to do. . . . We have llOt' abandoned her' ; she is 1I0t . given 
over to chelas.' She is 0111' direct agmt . ... In the adjustment of this 
European business you will have two things to consider-the external 
and administrative, and the internal psychical. Keep the former under 
your control, and that of your most prudent associates, jointly; leave the 
latter to ker. You are left to devise the practical details. . . . Only be 
careful, I say, to discriminate when some emergent interference of hers 
in practical affairs is referred to your app~al between that which is 
merely exoteric in origin and effects and that which, beginning on .the 
practical, tends to beget consequences on the spiritual plane. As to 
the former, you are the best judge; as to the latter, she ... ." 
... (This letter) ... is merely given you as a warning and a guide; 

... you may use it discreetly, if needs be. . .. Prepare, however, to 
have the authenticity of the present denied in certain quarters. 

(Signed) K. H. 
[Extracts correctly copied.-H. S. OLCOTT.] 

No use repeating over and over again that neither this .. Master" nor any 
other Colonel Olcott and I have to do with, are" Spirits." They are living and 
mortal men, whose great Wisdom and Occult Knowledge have won the profound 
reverence of all those who know them. Those who do nol are welcome to spin 
out any theory they like about the "Adepts "-even to denying point-blank 
their existence. Meanwhile, the incessant charges and denunciations, the idle 
gossip and uncharita')le con;;tructions to which the Pres:dent-Founder and 
the undersigned have been subjected for the last three years force us now to 
make the declaration which follows. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

A JOINT NOTE. 

To dispel a misconception that has been engendered by mischief
makers, we, the undersigned, Founders of the Theosophical Society, 
declare that there is no enmity, rivalry, strife, or even coldness, between 
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us, nor ever was j nor any weakening of our joint devotion to the 
Masters, or to our work, with the execution of which they have honoured 
us. Widely dissimilar in temperament and mental characteristics, and 
differing sometimes in views as to methods of propagandism, we are yet 
of absolutely one mind as to that work. As we have been from the 
first, so are we now united in purpose and zeal, and ready to sacrifice 
all, even life, for the promotion of theosophical knowledge, to the saving 
of mankind from the miseries which spring from ignorance. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

THE ECHO. 

[TRA~SLATED FROM THE GERM.-\N.] 

Beloved and good mother, 0 bear me no ill-will ! 
You saw that Robin kissed me out yonder on the hill j 
I'll tell you all about it, if you will patient be-

H. S. OLCOTT. 

'Twas the Echo On the hill-side brought this rebuke on me. 

I sat out on the meadow, he saw me there to-day; 
But, in his loving reverence, he stood quite far away, 
And said, "Glad I'd come nearer, did I not think you proud. 
Maid, am I we !come? " "W e!come ! " the Echo answered loud. 

Then came he to me, and we sat together on the ground; 
He called me his own maiden, and wound his arm around, 
And begged that I would grant him, out on the hill beyond, 
The treasure of my heart's love. "Heart's love," quoth Echo fond. 

He heard it, and still closer he drew me to his side, 
Believing I had spoken each time the echo cried; 
" 0 let me," .quoth he tenderly, .. call thee henceforth my bride! 
And as thy heart's pledge, kiss me!" .. Kiss me," the Echo sighed. 

N ow see, dear, how it happened that Robin kissed my brow j 
That wicked, wicked Echo! it makes me angry now. 
And mother! see, he's coming-I can hear him at the gate
To tell you how he loves me, and learn from you his fate. 

Is Robin, dearest mother, not worthy mine to be ? 
Then tell him that the Echo deceived him cruelly; 
But, if you thmk we're fitted each other's joys to share, 
Tell him, in accents loving-I was the Echo there. 

New York" E(ho." 
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1Re\,iews. 
-+-

THE NATIONAL EPIC OF FINLAND." 

THE last proof of the universality in time and space of that grand system of 
!II'" philosophy, called by its disciples the Archaic Wisdom Religion, or the 

Secret Doctrine-comes to us from a little-known people, inhabiting a 
bleak, wild, and seldom-visited land. In the "Kalevala," the national epic of 
Finland, we find many traces of the Archaic philosophy, some clear and 
luminous, others more veiled and hidden. This ejJic cannot be less than 3,000 

years old; probably it is much older. Though but recently reduced to writing, it 
has been preserved orally for ages, and dates from the time when the Finnish 
tribes lived far south of their present home, probably on the Black Sea or the 
Caspian. 

The Finns, whose origin is very mysteriou!l, but who are evidently related 
to the peoples now settled on the tablelands of Tibet and Central Asia, stand 
to the Slavonian nations-Russia especially-in the same mystical relation as 
the magicians and sorcerers of Thessaly stood to the rest of the Hellenes. 
The folk-lore of pagan and also Christian Russia is full of the Northern Ko/dl!On 
(enchanters, from the word Chaldt!an, probably), of their deeds and magic 
powers. One of the best ep:c poems of Alexander Pouschkine, "Rooslan and 
Ludmilla," is based on the magical struggle and feats of two Northern 
enchanters, the old and beneficent" wise Finn," and a wicked sorceress of the 
same nationality-Naina j the former working for and the latter against the 
loving couple. These are the embodiment of Good and Evil. The very term 
.. Finn" is almost a synonym, in Russian folk-lore, of magician. All these come 
from the far North, in the popular idea; for many of the gods of pagan Rus;ia 
were natives of Finland and Scandinavia by early emigration and intercourse 
of the tribes that peopled the shores of the Baltic and the Northern seas. 

The Finns, as reflected in their poetry, are a wonderfully simple nation, still 
untouched by civilisation's varnish. They live close to Nature, in perfect touch 
and harmony with all her living powers and forces. 

In the words of the Proem to the Runes :-

There are many other legends, 
Incantations that were taught me, 
That I found along the wayside, 
Gathered in the fragrant copses, 
Blown me from the forest branches, 
Culled among the plumes of pine-trees, 
Scented from the vines and flowers, 
Whispered to me as I followed 

... The Kale\'llla, The Epic Poem of Finland." English Verse translation by JO:1I1 :'lartin 
Craw[ord; ::\ew York. t888. (JC'hn B. Alden.) 
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Flocks in land of honeyed meadows, 
Over hillocks green and golden. 
Many runes the cold has told me, 
Many lays the rain has brought me, 
Other songs the winds have sung me; 
Many birds from many forests, 
Oft have sung me lays in concord; 
Waves of sea and ocean billows, 
Music from the many waters, 
Music from the whole creation, 
Oft have been my guide and master. 

Could any" Hymn to the Influences of Nature," be more delightful? A 
glance at the mythology of this little-known people will show the result of their 
reflective deliberation on these waves of influence from the great mother whose 
caresses they felt to wrap them round. With them "all beings were persons. 
The Sun, Moon, Stars, the Earth, Air, and the Sea, were to the ancient Finns, 
living, Self-conscious beings. All objects in Nature were governed by invisible 
deities, called by them I;altiat or Regents. These haltiat, like mem bers of 
the human family, have distinctive bodies and spirits; but the minor ones are 
immaterial and formless. and their existen-::es are entirely independent of the 
objects in which they are particularly interested. They are all immortal, but rank 
according to the relative importance of their respective charges. The lower 
grades of the Finnish gods are subservient to the deities of greater powers. 
Above all was a Supreme Ruler. The daughters (Regents) of the Sun, Moon, 
Great Bear, Pole-star, and of the other heavenly dignitaries, are represented 
as ever-young and beautiful maidens, sometime's seated on the bending 
branches of the forest trees, sometimes on the crimson rims of the clouds, 
sometimes on the rain-bow, sometimes on the dome of heaven." 

How closely all this agrees with what the Secret Doctrine teaches of the 
hierarchies of Dhyan Chohans, and the lower grades of ethereal beings-the 
hosts of the elementals-a close comparison sufficiently shows. It is true, the 
Finns have clothed their ideas in a garland of poetry, but through this the 
radical identity shines out clearly. Among the Ancient Finns, as in India at 
the present day. we have the ceremony of Shraddha, and the invocation of 
ancestors. 

As ably pointed out in the Preface to the volumes before us, "the deeper 
and more esote:ic meaning of the Kaltl/ala points to a contest between Vght 
and Darkness, Good and Evil; the Finns representing tlte Light and the Good, 
and the Lapps the Darkness and the Evil. Compare with this the wars of 
Ormuzd and Ahriman; of the Aryas and the Rakshasas; of the Pandus and 
Kurus. 

The most valuable echoes of the Secret Doctrine in the Kalevala are 
found in the Rune of the birth of Wainamoinen; a series of quotations from 
this Rune may advantageously be given. 

In primeval times, a maiden, 
Beauteous Daughter of the Ether, . 
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Passed for ages hc:r existence 
In the great expanse of heaven, 
In the infinite expanses 
Of the air above the sea-foam, 
In the far out-stretching spaces, 
In a solitude of Ether. 

The Ether or Akasa being the first Idea of the yet uncreated Universe; from 
which must emanate the future Kosmos, in its descending grades of materiality. 
The Ether is the" Vast abys~ " on which the Spirit" dove-like. sat brooding;" it 
is also" the face of the waters" on which "the spirit rested." The Epic 
continues: 

She descended to the ocean, 
Waves her couch, and waves her pillow. 

For sn'en hundred years she wandered o'er the ocean 

Toward the east, and also southward, 
Toward the west, and also northward. 

From the embraces of the ocean, she conceived her first-born, and was in 
travail sn'en hundred years, corresponding to the sevenfold division of Man
vantaras, or Creative periods. The world is formed, but only mediately 
through the influence of the daughter of the Ether. She lamented her 
loneliness, and 

When she ceased her supplications, 
Scarce a moment onward passes, 
Ere a beauteous duck descending, 
Hastens towards the water-mother, 
Comes a-flying hither, thither, 
Seeks herself a place for nesting. 

This" beauteous duck" corresponds exactly, both in idea and imagery, to 
the Kdlahamsa, or "Swan of Time," of the Hindu Pantheon and the Secret 
Doctrine. The bird sought in vain a place for nesting :-

Then the daughter of the Ether, 
Now the hapless water-mother, 
Raised her shoulders out of water, 
Raised her knees above the ocean, 
That the duck might build her dwelling, 
Build her nesting-place in safety. 
Here she builds her humble dwelling, 
Lays her eggs within, at pleasure, 
Six the golden eggs she lays there 
Then a seventh egg, of iron. 

Compare with this the Chaldean account of Tiamat, the great Sea and the 
birth therein of the Seven Spirits; the Kabalistic teachings in which the 
feminine Sephirah is called the "Great Sea," and the seven lower Sephiroth 
are born in the" Great Sea," for this wa~ one of the names of Binah (or Jehovah), 
the Astral Ocean; and the Puranic accounts of Creation. 
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The maiden moves her shoulders, and the nest and eggs fall into the ocean. 

Dashed in pieces on the bottom 
Of the deep and boundless waters. 
In the sand they do not perish. 
Not in pieces in the ocean; 
But transformed, in wondrous beauty 
All the fragments come together 
Forming pieces two in number, 
One the upper, one the lower, 
Equal to the one, the other. 
From one half the egg, the lower, 
Grows the nether vault of Terra; 
From the upper half remaining, 
Grows the upper vault of Heaven. 

This echoes exactly the Indian thought, in the egg of Hiranya(arDka, which 
divides into two, and from the two parts are produced the universe, above and 
below; and the duplex heaven, in the Kabala, the higher and the lower, or 
Heaven and Earth, are said to have been formed of the" White Head." the 
skull or cranium being the luminiferous Ether. 

We regret that lack of space prevents us from quoting the suggestive Rune 
of Wainamoinen's seven-fold sowing, where each crop springs up after a 
conflagration and strewing of ashes-the periodical dissolutions and reconstruc
tions of the universe always completed in seven. The Runes of "the Origin 
of Iron," the" Finding of the Lost-word," the" Origin of the Serpent." and the 
" Restoration of the Sun and Moon," are also full of Occultism; but for these 
we must refer readers to Mr. Crawford's admirable translation. 

EMENDATIONS OF "PARADISE LOST." ,. 

TN reviewing Mr. Mull's edition of Hamlet in our August number, we called ill attention to his wonderful genius for discernitag false readings. and his 
cL., unfailing discrimination in emendation; and the edition of "Paradise 
Lost," Books I.-VI., by the same hand, which we have before us. strongly 
confirms us in our admiration of these qualities of Mr. Mull's work. 
. That the text of "Paradise Lost" is extremely corrupt is doubtless a 
surprising piece of intelligence not only to lovers of English Literature but also 
to scholars; and the honour of discovering this corruption-strongly suspected 
by Bentley-not less than of remedying it to no small degree, belongs pre
eminently to Mr. Mull. 

And yet this faulty condition of Milton's text arises from causes 
universally recognised, though not traced to their legitimate conclusion-the 
fact of Milton's blindness, his inability to procure proper amanuenses. his 
consequent dependence on casual and unskilful aid, added to the well-known 
ignorance and stupidity of the early printers-all these might have induced at 

* .. Paradise Lost," Emennations. Notes, nne! Preface, by Matthias Mull. London: Kegan 
Pnul, Trench & Co, 1884-
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least suspicion, where we find nothing but awe-struck reverence for the original 
text. 

Yet another evident cause of corruption, Milton's constant use of latin isms ; 
when we remember that a printer has to carry in his mind a complete clause, 
while collecting the type, it at once becomes clear how easily a more familiar 
word might slip in and 'displace one of Milton's" golden II terms. 

Mr. Mull's book amply justifies his bold statement in the Preface that he 
furnishes manifold proofs of "the discovery that much of the charm and 
splendour of the lofty Epic of the English-speaking race has been buried under 
a farrago of unmeaning verbiage, as though some great artistic production, the 
admiration of the world, had been bedaubed and defaced, or some fair creation 
of Nature had been despoiled of its beauty;" and again, "I assert that the whole 
dramatic character of the Poem is rendered weak and unspeakably inanimate 
throughout by the accepted punctuation; and all that is involved therein-pathos 
and passion, t~nderness and tumult, joy and sorrow, repose and impetuousness, 
every emotion and element that give character and effect to a drama, which 
move feeling and stir imagination-is left to be laboriously supplied (or not) 
by the reader at every step of his progress." 

. Of Mr. Mull's essay on the Value of Milton's works to Intellectual Develop
ment, we need only say that their effect shines through every page of Mr. 
Mull's own writing. 

Of verbal emendations, the following appear to us the most noteworthy and 
valuable: in BOOK I. Mr. Mull reads :-

With monstrous shapes and sorcerie!> abused 
Fanatic Egypt, and her priests to DECK 

Their wandering gods disguised in brutish forms 
Rather than human. . [Ltne 4801 

Substituting deck for the usually accepted seek. This strikes us as admirable. 

The next emendation requires careful consideration. Mr, Mull supports it 
with great skil~ but we cannot yet consider it as certainly right: it is, in Mr. 
'Mull's reading:-

The Ionian gods, of Javan's issue (held [to be] 
Gods, yet confessed later [as] FROM Heaven and Earth, 
Their boasted parents) : Titan, . . • [Line 5 I 0] 

Substituting/rom for t/Zan, with important changes in punctuation. 

This quotation instances what we cannot but consider a fault, though a slight 
one, in Mr. Mull's system of printing. It is the insertion, in square brackets, 
of glosses which do not belong to the text, and which are likely to mislead the 
eye, and jar the sense of rythmic continuity of lovers of Milton who are not 
scholars. Perhaps, in his second edition, Mr. Mull will hit upon some plan of 
banishing these hypermetric strangers. 

Again, Mr. Mull reads:-

The VASTY multitude admiring entered. 
[Line 730] 

Substituting vasty for" hasty." 
II 
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In BOOK II. we find the following important changes :-

Without hope of end, 
The vassals of his anger-wHERE the scourge 
Inexorable and the torturing FIRE 
GALLS us to DEFIANCE? [Lines 89"92] 

The ordinary reading and punctuation are :-
Without hope of end, 

The vassals of his anger, wizen the scourge 
Inexorably, and the torturing Izour, 
Calls us to penance 1 

Undoubtedly Mr. Mull's reading approaches very close to the true one, but 
we find a syllable too much in the second foot of the last line. It is true that 
tribrachs and anaprests occur in Milton, as Coleridge pointed out, but this line 
has not the Miltonic ring. Perhaps Mr. Mull reads the line:-

Galls us to d' fiance 1 More destroyed than thus 
We should be quite abolished and expire. 

Such a contraction is not unknown in Milton, nor was it rare in his century, 
-especially the contraction of Ilze into liz' ; the following reading is possible :-

Galls to defiance? More destroyed than thus 
We should ..• 

We find the same difficulty of metre in Mr. Mull's reading:

his look denounced 
Desperate revenge and battle dangerous 
To NO less than GOD! 

Instead of'the older:-
battle dangerous 

To less than gods I 

[Line 108] 

The difficulty of metre Mr. Mull partly conquers by making. the second half 
of the line begin a new passage, with a pause between. But there is still a 
difficulty of sense. It seems to us that Milton may have written:-

battle dangerous 
To less Ihan GOD! 

Mr. Mull reads :-
and build up here 

A GROANING empire doubtless? While we dream • 

Instead of a growing empire. 
And again:-

What sit we, then, projecting peace OR war? 

Instead of peace and war. 

[Line 3IS] 

These are as certain as any emendation can be. Equally good is :-

the subtle fiend his LUST 
SORE learned-now milder, 

Instead of-his lore soon learned 
[Line 8Is1 
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In BOOK III. the following readings are the most notable :

should Man, 
Thy creature late so loved, thy youngest BORN, 

155 

[Line 1501 

For Mr. Mull's excellent 4efence of his substitution of "youngest /11 1m" 
for" youngest son," we must refer readers to his book, 

Again: 
THE Heaven of Heavens and all the Powers therein 
By thee created, 

[Line 390J 
Reading The for He. 

One of the best emendations in the whole of Mr. Mull's work is the 
following: 

Thee only extolled, SWORD of thy Father's might 
To execute fierce vengeance on his foes I 

Instead of "Son of thy Father's might." 
[Line 3981 

Very important also are the three changes of clause which follow j we give 
Mr. Mull's arrangement of the lines :-

,. 

to be found was none, 
None yet, but store hereafter. } 

From the Earth 
Up hither, like aerial vapours flew • • 

The second clause change is :-

Cleombrotus; and many more, too long [to. tell], 
Embryos and idiots. 

Eremites and friars-
White, black • 

And a little later-

The Paradise of Fools, to few unknown 
Long after I 

} 

Now unpeopled and untrod 
AU this dark globe the Fiend found as he passed: 

[Line 4451 

[Line 473] 

} 
[Line 498J 

To appreciate the value of these three changes, we advise our readers to get 
'their Miltons and read them first after Mr. Mull, and then as usually printed. 

In BOOK IV. we note the following:-
for now 

Satan-now FRESH inflamed with rage-coME down 

The received reading is, 

Satan, now first inflamed with rage, came down. 

[Line 9] 
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And further on, 
the unpierced shade . 

IMBOWERED the noontide HOURS 

Instead of "Imbrowned the noontide bowers." 

Mr. Mull's change is like an echo of the refrain of Rossetti's well-known 
" EDEN BOWER." 

The opening lines of BOOK V. are reconstructed by Mr. Mull as follows: 

Now Morn, her rosy steps in the eastern clime 
Advancing, sowed the earth with orient pearl 
And tempera,te vapours bland, which Aurora's fan 
Lightly dispersed-the only sound of leaves 
And fuming rills, and the shrill matin song 
Of birds on every bough i-SO much the more, 
When Adam waked, so customed ({or his sleep 
Was ai!ry light ..•• 

The change is excellent, and deserving of the highest praise. The third 
line seems still imperfect; perhaps it may be :-

Sowed the earth with orient pearl; 
The temperate vapours bland, Aurora's fan 
Lightly dispersed-

For in Eden even the chill morning vapoUTS had something heavenly. 

In conclusion, we must sincerely thank Mr. Mull for the unalloyed pleasure 
the study of his book has given us; if his life-work were to stop here, he would 
have already conferred on all lovers of the great and good in our national 
literature a boon which not even gratitude could repay, a pleasure which 
time could not efface. But Mr .. Mull generously increasl's our pleasure bj 
giving us the hope that at no distant date we shall receive the six later books of 
"Paradise Lost" from his hands; and we believe that Mr. Mull has also a 
dozen or more of Shakespeare's plays in preparation; if this is so, and their 
production depends on the reception the present work receives, we sincerely 
hope'that that reception will be as generous as our debt to Mr. Mull is great. 
We learn that his" Macbeth" is, now in the press. 

THE SEVENTH DREAM. 

By .. RITA," author of "The Mystery of a Turkish Bath." (London: F. V. 
WHITE & Co.) 

THIS shilling publication justifies fully the opinion passed on the a\lt~or 
by the critic in the Whitehall Relll'ew with regard to her precedmg 
novelette: "Every fresh piece of work which 'Rita' publishes shows 

an increase of power and a decided advance on the last." This was said of 
"The Mystery of a Turkish Bath," and" The Seventh Dream" excels the latter, 
or, indeed, any of the works we have hitherto read from the pen of this 
talented lady. This would seem almost ridiculous to say of a small booklet in 
large type, of only I 16 pages; nevertheless, it is strictly true. For" Rita" has a 
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way, essentially her own, of compressing within the smallest space, ideas and 
thoughts sufficient to serve as subject matter, for the most thrilling mystical 
novels in three Bvo volumes each. Her little "One shillings" are like 
"Liebig's Extracts," true literary tin-pots of Occult essences. Her" Seventh 
Dream" may be only a good railway companion to the profane. To the 
Mystic and Occultist, however, it is full of esoteric truths, of deeply hidden 
roots, the gaudy and fictitious blossoms of which are only as so 'many land
marks and sign-posts throughout the realm of the Occult. The ideas and 
short sentences scattered throughout the little volume, show more than a 
simple "call from the occult world which seems to have left her a partial 
believer," as remarked by one of her critics. They show such ideas inherent 
in the very nature of the author, more, a pTt-natal possession of such truths. 

This looks more like a " psycho metrical delineation of character i, in the lan
guage of the Spiritual mediums-of Rita herself than a review of her " Seventh 
Dream." But-Ie style lest fhomme. The leaflet torn out from the life of a 
dreamer, of a "madman," and his disquisitions upon subjects "not of this 
world," show in the author more than a superficial insight into such things 
unseen, and an exuberance of imagination second to none among our popular 
novelists. 

In the short story under review-the unbroken narrative of a dream, and no 
more-one finds correct aphorisms upon Karma, Re-birth, and the origin of evil; 
reflections upon various possibilities of white and black magic, and passages upon 
the many phase~ of hypnotic or rather mesmeric power, which are full of weird 
suggestion. One must have a certain knowledge of the laws of the Occult, 
with regard to the dual nature of man who lives at once in Heaven and on Earth, 
inside and outside his form of clay, to be able to describe such terribly realistic 
scenes. In this case, the Occult teacher of the dreamer is a bright being 
of the Fairy Land, a female spirit in whom the Occultist sees the impersonation 
of the Occult Wisdom, like in the vision of the gnostic Marcus, and the 
followers of Laurence Oliphant's doctrine of "Sympneumata," are likely to 
suspect the dreamer's Twin Soul. 

"Nature's laws change not," says the" White Queen" of "the city of the 
Future," speaking of terrestrial suffering-

" Let man infringe them in the smallest detail, and he brings suffering and sorrow on his head. 
Creeds and forms and prayers avail nothing ..... 

The" Magic Lake," in the bowers of the Silver City, whose waters of "intense, 
clear, glowing green /I show the gazer into their emerald depths "the secrets of 
earth" attract not the White Queen to them. Nyleta is a reincarnation of a 
slave Clf days of old, the victim of Chaldean masters, of whom she says :-

.. Great was their power and their spells, and their methods of using the subtle and material force 
of nature. But theirs was the power tlf an evil sorcery, for, as doubtless my lord knows, the "wlive 
alone influences tire pqwer of magic, and gives to il malignance or knljicence." 

Who is Nyleta? She is the heroine of dreamland, a dream within a dream 
dreamt by a City man who lost his way in a London fog. The man, all 
habitual dreamer, knocks his head ill the Egyptian darkness of that fog 
against a dead wall- of a house, and a few minutes laler another man shares 
the same fate. The latter proves to be the proprietor of the house, as 
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well as a magician, an old Alchemist and a sorcerer-cc a shape of uncanny and 
evil mystery" indeed, since his gifts do not prevent him from coming to grief 
through the fog like any other profane blinded by the pest of London. The 
old man offers hospitality to the younger one, in a quaint room wherein all is 
sevened; seven black stars on a red carpet, seven brass candlesticks on the 
mantel-shelf, seven books in the book-case, and seven curiously shaped tiles on 
the hearth. He finds also his thoughts read and answered by his uncanny host, 
and recognizes in him an associate of a recent dream. He knows it, he 
says:-

.. Because I shared it, I know it because I met you there. Oh, foolish and blind, for what, think 
you, are those glimpses into othl'r worlds and other sce~es granted? For how long will you, and 
thousands such as you, be content to look no deeper and inquire no further into the mystery of 
yourselves' Shall I prove to you ••. the dual life? Nay, I do but bid you close your eyes and you 
will know, even as I know, where even one step further on the path of the hidden Wisdom may 

lead •••• " 

The magician proved his word good by putting his guest to sleep. It is on 
the series of dreams that follow, that the episode and the terrible events 
embracing several months' duration are cleverly built. 

This is the PROLOGUE. The several acts and the Epilogue of the Seventh 
nnd most terrible dream, will be divulged to anyone who has an hour or two 
for the perusal of this little book and-a shilling, to spare. The thrilling little 
novel belongs by right to the Literature of Occult fiction, and no library of 
theosophist or mystic ought to be without it. 

THE LIFE OF JEHOSHUA.-

THE PROPHET OF NAZARETH. T HE title of this book will probably convey much of what it contains; at 
I any rate, it at once gives the leading character to the contents. 

The author throughout bases the life of the Christ of the New Testa· 
ment on the life of Jehoshua ben Pandira, as contained in the Sepker Toldos 
Jeshu and other similar works. Curiously enough Dr. Hartmann, while 
taking this foundation for his work, and while declaring that the "Gospel his
tory" was a compilation, does not make very clear what his own opinion is 
concerning the facts he has collated in this book. 

One thing however is plain. The facts, as narrated in the New Testament, 
are not physical facts necessarily to Dr. Hartmann, but are allegorical symbols 
pertaining to psychic and psycho-spiritual occurrences in the life of Jehoshua 
ben Pandira. 

The book is valuable, not so much for the historical evidence put forward in 
it, nor for the comparison of the various disputes of learned historians: but 
for the manner in which it hall enabled the author to convey in intelligible form 
certain truths which pertain to the history of initiation. 

J ehoshua's childhood and boyhood are slightly described, but the centre of 
interest IS at once transferred to J ehoshua as a candidate for initiation into the 

* Boston: THE OcCULT PUBLISHING COMPANY, 120, Tremont Street. London: THE THEO
SOPHICAL PUBLICATION SociETY, 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, W.C. 
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Wisdom of the Egyptians. Of course it may be open to question whether Dr. 
Hartmann has disclosed facts concerning initiation in their correct sequence and 
detail. Probably, judging by all that has ever been declared, the account is 
purposely jumbled and confused. But in any case, correct in sequence and 
detail or not, the account serves the purpose of conveying to the student much 
information of a most valuable character. There is a marked resemblance be
tween much of Dr. Hartmann's explanations concerning initiation and those 
treated by Mdme. Blavatsky in her forthcoming work on the "Secret Doc
trine"; her explanations being based, as she says, on truths divulged only in 
the mysteries of initiation. Further, Dr. Hartmann makes very plain in this 
that the laws which govern the psychic and astral worlds are closely connected 
with and are the lower correlations of the laws which govern. the moral and 
spiritual worlds. Again, although the candidate might gain the command of the 
psychic and astral forces, he was never allowed to go forth into the external 
physical world until he had gained the consciousness of the moral and spiritual 
laws which alone would enable him to direct these forces rightly and become 
a co-worker with nature. So far Dr. Hartmann seems to have gathered his 
materials from sources other than those to be found in the New Testament. 
He now brings J ehoshua back to his native land and shows him as exposed to 
the temptations, not of the individual personal man, but to those of the leader 
among men-to those of a man of larger life and scope. These J ehoshua met 
in his "Temptation" in the desert; Dr. Hartmann giving an explanation which 
differs from that ordinarily accepted. 

Following this comes the explanation concerning the "Sermon on the 
Mount"; and both these explanations may be studied with interest, even 
though one may not agree with them. 

The author treats of Herodias and St. John the Baptist, of J ehoshua's 
journey to Jerusalem, and the loss of his life. It is in this part of the book that 
one is sometimes puzzled to determine how far Dr. Hartmann considers the 
history as historical, and how far allegorical. He gives many new meanings 
to the facts narrated if they are allegorical; but, if historical, his explanations 
are not always logical or consistent. 

What he makes very plain is that he does not consider J ehoshua or Jesus to 
be a God but to be a man made divine by union with the Absolute. He shows 
too how his immediate followers materialised his teaching and distorted it for 
their own purpose. Thus they created a system of ecclesiastical polity which 
has grown into a church with dogmas resembling those of the Pharisees. That 
the founder of Christianity would approve of such a creation or of the acts of 
his followers, is certainly open to grave doubt; and it is only by the appearance 
of such books as Dr. Hartmann's that the world may be aroused to the right 
conception of the character of Jehoshua or Jesus and may appreciate his efforts 
as well as those of other Adept-enlighteners of mankind. 

Anyhow, whatever the inner conviction of the author, the biography of Jesus I 
of Nazareth in the Gospels is nol historical, and the whole is an allegory based 
upon a personage who lived, taught and suffered, probably more than a century 
before the year I, A.D. Opinions may be divided upon the question among the 
prof am:, but among the Occultists of any learning and standing, there can be 
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but one conviction. A Jesus or J ehoshua has lived at some time or other, 
though the alleged biographical sketches of the drama in the four Gospels, are, 
as appears plain to any Occultist or Kabalist not a narrative of real events, but 
an allegc.ry which depicts the trials, sufferings and temporary death of a disciple 
on probation or a postulant to adeptship, and final victory of the candidate for 

\ Initiation into the sublime Mysteries. 
The Book is more than worth reading. It is a valuable addition to the 

literature now being demanded by the general desire to look into the truth. 

BUDDHIST CATECHISM. 

AN INTRODUCTION IS'TO THE DOCTRINES OF BUDDHA GAUTAM.-\. 
By SUBHADRA BICKSHU. 

THE above is the translation of the title of a new German book which has 
recently appeared at Braunschweig. In the preface we are informed 
that CoL Olcott's" Buddhist Catechism" having originally been intended· 

merely as a book of primary instruction for Singhalese children; this new cate
chism is intended to carry the reader deeper into the mysteries of Buddhism, 
and thus to supply a want felt by the educated and intelligent public of 
Germany. 

It can only be gratifying to Buddhists to see an increase of Buddhistic 
literature in Europe, and we therefore welcome this contribution in spite of its 
language being in some places ungrammatical and mixed with provincialisms, 
and although some of its questions are puerile. The contents justify its claims, 
for it contains a great deal of valuable information, and enters far deeper into 
the true spirit of Buddhism than any similar publication. 

Unfortunately, the value of the book is considerably lessened by some serious 
mis statements ~n the accompanying foot-notes. 

Thus, on page 19 we are informed that each mother of a Buddha has to die 
seven days after the birth of the latter, "because her womb can henceforth no 
more give birth to ordinary children," making it appear as if a woman had no 
other choice but to die or to give birth to children. 

On page 22 it is stated that one of the first conditions in accepting Buddhism 
is to give up all of one's earthly possessions. . If this were true, there would be 
very few Buddhists in the world. 

On page 25 we are told that a yogi becomes an Adept by hypnotizing himself. 
He "suggests" to himself that he is an Adept and thus he makes an (imaginary?) 
Adept out of himself. We would suggest to the writer the idea that nobody 
can truly imagine himself to be a real Adept unless he can realize that state, 
and that before he can realize it he would have to be an Adept. 

There are a number of other similar mistakes in this book, and it is to be 
hoped that they will all be corrected in the second edition. 

SATYA KAMA SHARMA. 
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FOUR NEW PAMPHLETS.o\& 

THE T. P. S. continues manfully its work of propaganda by issuing 
pamphlets from time to time on theosophical subjects. It is a pity that 
theosophists do not support it better, for more subscribers means more 

pamphlets. If there were a few thousand members of the T. P. S., there would 
be a continual stream of interesting monographs flowing from 7, Duke Street, 
Adelphi. Five shillings a year, after all, is very little more than a penny a week, 
a sum which does not seem extravagant as a yearly subscription, if it be remem
bered how freely it is spent in other ways. 

Number 10 of the series is an interesting paper on Elementals, or nature 
spirits, by " Nizida," whose writings are well known to Spiritualists, and who, 
being clairvoyante, speaks as one having authority, at least, as regards the 
appearances. This essay is followed by another on Elementaries, under which 
head come several classes of more or less familiar" bogies." 

Number II 1S called "The Higher Science," and is pronounced by a great 
many readers the best of the Series so far issued. It is by Mr. William 
Kingsland, a man of science, and an electrician. Clear, logica~ and wide in 
its generalizations, this number deserves to he read with attention by anyone 
who wishes to get an idea of the wide range over which Theosophy spreads 
its wings. 

Number 12 is a criticism of the personality of Jesus, in answer to the question, 
"Was Jesus a perfect man?" Those who have not gone very deep into 
mysticism will find of much' interest the view of the character of Jesus therein 
put forth, as it is written more from the sceptical than from the Occult stand
point. 

Number 13 is a reprint, whereas 10, II, and 12 are original essays, It is, 
however, the reprint of a little work which, most probably, not ten persons in 
England know anything about. When it is remembered that the popular 
superstition about the number J3 being unlucky is traced to the fact that Judas 
was the 13th person at the last supper, it certainly seems a little odd that the . 
13th issue of this series should have reference to the Wandering Jew. Ac
cording to this curious pamphlet, published over thirty years ago, and long since 
out of print, the mission of the Wandering Jew is to bring about the restoration 
of the Jews to Palestine. For this purpose he is re-incarnated again and again, 
being possessed of the secret of Solomon's Seal, and lending its miraculous 
powers to those whom he thinks will further his fixed purpose. "The Hebrew 
Talisman" is evidently the work of someone who was au courant with the public 
life of his day, political and financial; and some things in the reprint it might 
have been questionable taste to have republished, had not the events and persons 
concerned passed by this time into the realm of "ancient history." 

• Published by the Theosophical Publication Society. 7. Duke Street. AdelphI. w.e. 
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MYSTERIES OF THE HAND,"" &c. 

Bv ROBERT ALLAN C.U1PBELL. 

AN excellent little contribution to the Materialistic School of Palmistry 
6 comes to us from St. Louis, U.S.A. It bears the title, "Mysteries of 

the Hand Revealed and Explained," and the author, Mr. Robert Allen 
Campbell, evidently understands his subject. It is a curious matter for reflection 
that while on the one hand policemen were never more active than they are 
to-day in arresting humble persons who practise palmistry among the Masses, 
and magistrates never more zealous in sentencing these poor wretches ~o prison; 
on the other hand, palmistry has, perhaps, never before in "Christian times" 
been so favourite a study, and fashionable amusement, as it is to-day among the 
Classes, and new books on the subject are constantly appearing, which are 
eagerly purchased by people of education. One would have thought that sauce 
for the servant-maid's goose ought to be served, in this case, to the mistress's 
gander (Classes and Masses both end in "asses" !). It is very doubtful, after 
all, whether fortune·telling is more seriously regarded, and therefore more 
dangerous, in the kitchen than in the drawing-room. In both spher('s it is 
regarded as a species of amusement, which a certain percentage:: of its more 
impressional devotees are disposed to take somewhat in earnest; and those who 
do take it in earnest are superstitious in very good company, according to our 
author, for he claims the Patriarch Job as a professor of the Science, as well as 
Socrates, Aristotle, and Plato, and a long line of later worthies, ending with the 
lamented W. H. Vanderbilt-to say nothing of the Egyptian Magicians and 

. Chaldean Magi. 
The author "unequivocally discards" the Astral theory of Palmistry, which 

maintains that the destiny of man is determined by his susceptibility to Astral 
influences-the influences, that is to say, of the seven planets, through each of 
which there flows one of the seven rays or streams of influence that together 
compose the Astral light-just as the seven rays of the solar spectrum compose 
the white light of the sun. This theory is the most mystical and the most 
fashionable among the C11.sses; but our author prefers the other, namely, that 
character determines the hand (not the hand the character). Palmistry thus 
treated is a sister science to phrenology, a simple body of deductions from 
observation, leaving causes out of sight, and dealing only with effects, and having 
no more pretensions to tell the future or the past than any other "official" 
science. By this system a good line of life might show a healthy constitution, 
and therefore the probability of living long, just as a good pair of legs <;hows 
the probability of winning a race, or escaping from a policeman; and a skilled 
practitioner of this science ought to be able, without much difficulty, we should 
think, to make up a little history from such-like signs and hints, that would pass 
with the majority (mistresses as well as maids) for oracular. 

* J. W. Campbell, St. Louis, ~Io. I~mo., pr.202. 
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SPIRIT COMMUNION.$. 

(A Record of Communications through H. B. Champion, with Explanations 
and Observations by J. B. Ferguson.) 

LUCIFER has been favoured with one of the one hundred copies printed 
of the above work. It is a reprint of Inspirational Utterances by Mr. 
H. B. Champion, originally published in 1854, and contains matter of 

very much higher grade than is usual for such productions, reminding us of 
Mr. Stainton Moses's" Spint Teachings." The motto of the book, a saying of 
Mr. Champion, gives a good idea of the lines on which the work runs; it reads: 
" LOVE is the immutable principle that must bind in harmony and union this 
extended Universe. Then wi!! God be God in the heart of Humanit)'." The 
chief inspirer of the medium is claimed to have been the celebrated Unitarian 
minister DR. CHANNING; but in the preface to the present edition an important 
qualification is made in regard to the meaning of this claim; for we read as 
fellows: "It was asked, 'Do we really hold personal and direct communication 
with the spirit of Dr. William Ellery Channing?' It was answered, Yes, and 
no. Names have an occult meaning. They bring the person en rapport with 
the qualities of the person who is named; hence, both the danger and advantage 
of the invocation of names. The ancients understood this, and made it a 
solemn part of their worship. It survives only, in the present day, in the 
Catholic Church. The name JESUS has an especial significance to al\ Christians. 
The name of CHANNING has such a responsive significance to all' who love the 
qualities expressed by his life-work. When in the form he was in spiritual 
rapport with an innumerable host connecting him mediately with God. All bear 
this relation." This teaching is half-way between Spiritualism and Occultism. 

Nevertheless, in page 104 we read, "On the next day Mr. C. came under the 
direction of an Indian chief, and commanding me to follow him, wended his 
way directly to the family cemetery, and there pointed out to us the tombs of 

. many whose spirits, he said, had greeted us the night before:' This association 
of the "Spirit" with the churchyard is, of course, spiritualism of the most 
grossly materialistic kind. In turning over the pages of this book, as of other 
works purporting to come from spirits, the reader is constantly in doubt whether 
it is a spirit that is speaking, and, if so, which spirit. They all give vent to 
similar ideas, in much the same language; and there is not a line which might 
not have been written bv an intelligent spirit still inhabiting the flesh. That 
the inspirer was not a disembodied spirit, who has lell.rned new truths, is proved 
by the fact that he gives utterance to the ideas current at the time-chiefly 
broad generalities. Channing knew nothing of reincarnation or karma, neither 
does his "spirit." No mention of either of them occurs in the book, and at 
the present day it would seem to be a very difficult task to write a book treating 
of a future life and a spiritual world without bringing in these central pivots of 
Theosophy, and, indeed, of all true Occultism; in fact, one can hardly meet 
with a modern spiritualistic work in which, if not the names, reincarnation and 
ka.rma, at least the things signified are not considered and discussed. 

• RevtSCd Edition, printed at Parkersburg, U.S.A •• for private circulation. 1888. 8vo. pp. 261. 
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(torresponbence . 
• 

"CHRISTIAN SCIENCE." 

LUCIFER'S criticism of the statements of "Christian Science," as con tamed in 
a published course of" Lessons," begins with an objection to the name after a 
fair digest of the "Lessons" themselves. 

This objection is the one most frequently made, not only by those who are 
aware of the sublime teaching of eternal principles long before what is called 
Christianity was heard of, but by those who profess to be the keepers and 
guardians of the statements of the Nazarene; and which, misunderstood and 
adulterated with misconceptions of the Old Testament, are accepted by those 
who think through others, as truth absolute. 

But theological Christianity and scientific Christianity are widely different. 
The one is dogma; the other, fact. The one is accepted without knowledge, 
and faith is the only requisite to salvation through it. The other requires under
standing, abjures belief and furnishes proof to him who understands. 

The objection to the name "Christian," as coupled with "Science," would 
be valid if by the term were meant theological or ecclesiastical Chistianity. But 
if-as is claimed-the statements of Jesus of Nazareth were scientific state
ments; if their inner significance was a logical deduction from a universally, if 
unconsciously, accepted premise; if they are-as is seen when understood-an 
advance upon the statements of the world's teachers; carrying to a probable 
conclusion what they had approached; if his teachings, together with the Old 
Testamen~ are a presentation of the law of laws; then the terms "Christian" 
and "Science" are not incongruous, but form a unity expressive of the fact 
that "Christian Science" is not one among other sciences; but is the science 
of sciences; is the embodiment of manifestation whose many forms constitute 
the sciences, the philosophies, the religions of mankind. 

Instead of being the " Buddhist," or the "Yoga" science, it is the science 
of those sciences individually and collectively. It reveals what they conceal. 

LUCIFER suggests "Yoga Science" as the best name of a1~ because its aim 
" is pre-eminently to attain union with the Universal Spirit." If this is true, a 
foundation statement of " Yoga Science" must be, non-union of man with the 
Universal Spirit. But a foundation statement of" Christian Science" is man's 
unchangeable and indestructible union or one-ness with spirit itself. .. Not some
thing which has been or will be, but everlasting IS; and consciousness of that 
which is, is what is to be attained by him. 

This is what Jesus taught; is the underlying substance of the "Sermon on 
the Mount"; is the interior meaning of the four gospels. " Divine" or 

• Facts are against this assumption. Were the" Upion" un;vtrsal there could be no f'\·il. no 
disease or suffering in this world. -LED.] 
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"Christian Science" is what is therein expressed; and· it is the essence of all 
sciences. Those who do not find it there will naturally demur to the state
ment; it does not follow that others have not. 

There is not an affirmation or denial made as a statement of Christian 
Science which was not made by Jesus, whose work it was thus "to save the 
world from original sin," for that sin was ignorance; and every such affirmation 
and denial was made from a perception of the truth of Being instead of from 
a sense of being. And only as those who heard grew gradually to perceive 
their real selves while still in the consciousness of a seeming self, could they, 
in their turn, deny the latter with its environments to be the Truth of Being; 
while they affirmed that truth which they perceived and which was true in itself, 
though not yet a fact to consciousness. 

"To deny disease and evil is to fly in the face of fact, and encourage the 
unwary mystic to igllore instead of killillg his sinful ,nature," says LUCIFER. 

Christian Science does not teach ignoring of disease and evil. It teaches em 
phatically recognition of them; but recognition of the truth about them; 
not that recognition which is an acceptance of their claim to be what they 
seem to be. We deny that a counterfeit dollar is a dollar. We deny its claim 
to be such. We declare it to be a fals:ty and affirm the genuine to be the only 
dollar. Recognition of the truth about the counterfeit dollar is a necessity to 
the understanding of its nature. Denial of its claim to be what it seems to 
be, is necessary to the putting it out of circulation. To ignore its claim would 
be to leave it unmolested. The denial is the direct result of the perception of 
its nature, and necessitates action against it. 

The denial of diseases ~d evil is an essential part of the work of redemption 
from them. Not one jot or tittle of the work which we have to do for our 
selves is hidden or prevented by the teachings of Christian Science. On the 
contrary, it lays bare the work and the way to do it as no philosophy or 
science has yet done; and the healing of disease simply is but a fragment of 
the mighty work whose outcome is consciousness of our real selves; our 
oneness with the Infinite Spirit. Who works to this end through "Christian 
Science" has a principle by which to walk and work which is the clue in the 
labyrinth of mysticism where so many, in seeking a way out, but cross and 
recross each other's paths. The mazes and windings of this labyrinth are mar
vellous; and the man who has wandered from one to another till he knows 
them all, has a fund of knowledge which. is as marvellous as the region 
from which he gathered it, but it is not knowledge of the way out. 

The question" Is it true that all our diseases are the result of wrong belief," 
would more completely embody the teaching of Christian Science if "wrong" 
were omitted. Belief is considered the opposite of understanding; and the 
(IUestion can only be answered by each one for himself, from the latter stand
point. All outward evidence seems to disprove the statement. If one makes 
no attempt to study the science of mathematics himself, he is dependent upon 
some one who has done so, and in none of his affairs involving mathematical 
calculation, does he know why the result is as it is. A would-be student of 
the science, who rests upon the statements of his teacher, believing what he is 
told, will never be a mathematician, will never be able to gain the correct 
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answer to his problem and know that it is correct. He accepts the statements 
as made for the time being only; working out for himself the why and where
fore of them. He must understand before he can be a mathematician. Having 
reached that point, perceiving the principle of the science, he knows that all 
mathematical problems are forms which express the principle. He knows that 
any error in the answer to the problem is the fault of the worker of it, and is 
not there as a legitimate part of the problem, and he knows too that only by 
strict adherence to and following of the principle can he detect and destroy the 
error. He does not declare-if he is wise-that because he discerns what 
a mistake is, he is beyond the possibility of making one. 

"Christian Scientists," like all mankind, are engaged in worl~ing out the 
problem of Being, in making a fact to consciousness that wliich seems but an 
abstraction; the true ones do 110 for a moment claim that because they-as they 
think-discern the nature of disease, they will never more manifest any appear
ance of it. LUCIFER asks "Are there not among the renowned teachers of the 
new science, who are themselves afflicted by disease, often incurable, by pain 
and suffering? " And the answer is frankly given-yes. There are Christian 
Scientists who manifest in their own persons a contradiction to statements 
they make. Does this fact alter for one moment the truth of the statements 
if they be true? Is that a just conclusion which says: "What you say cannot 
be so, because I see in you something that contradicts it " 

A teacher of mathematics tells his student that two and two are four. The 
student may see him dealing with another and making two and two five, in his 
calculations. If he does not understand for himself why and how two and two 
are four, he will say: "What you told me cannot be true because you are 
making five out of two and two." If he does understand the four to be a 
manifestation of the principle of the science, he will not be affected in the 
least by what he sees in his teacher; he wiII know where the error lies, but only 
such an one can know. 

On the other hand, many Christian Scientists afford proof-to those to whom 
such a fact is proof-of the efficacy of the understanding of the science, by a 
change in physical conditions which appears wonderful. 1\< Many, as is known to 
the writer, both by personal experience and some years of close observation, 
have exchanged suffering long continued, both mental and physical-the latter 
in many forms pronounced incurable by the medical fraternity-for comparative 
freedom from pain and disease, and the ability to meet and discharge the every
day duties which were formerly almost entirely suspended But the only proof 
which really is proof, is a matter of one's own consciousness. The outer, seen 
of many, is as variously pronounced upon. The inner is known to one's self. 

To perceive the direct connection between a certain form of physical disease 
and the mental state manifest therein-as quoted by. LUCIFER-seems to the 
author of the "Lessons" unlikely in the present stage of the development of 
the science; and something which all Christian Scientists should be slow to do. 
Statements which are more the result of enthusiasm than sound deductions from 
a given premise, are justly open to criticism and least able to withstand it. 

* No such .. proofs" afforded by the adepts of .. Christian Science" here: not in London at any 
rate. .. Physician, heal thyself." • • • .-f ED.' 
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The future of Christian Science does not and cannot depend upon its method 
of treatment of disease as practised by the few for the many, though the favour
able results so gained are the "signs" which naturally draw thorse who receive 
them to a consideration of the method which has furnished them. The under
standing of the science in their turn reveals its preventive value and exemplifies 
the old adage " An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." 

LUCIFER asks for " the guarantee, the hall-mark of the tr~e Christian Scientist 
by which he can be known to the unwary." There is none. Is there any hall
mark by which a mesmerist can be known to those ignorant of mesmerism? 
One by which a book-keeper can be known to do his work honestly? LUCIFER 
says truly, "If this, like other spiritual things, can only be spiritually discerned, 
the patient must 'be equal to the healer and will have no need of him." This is 
exactly what Christian Science teaches; that every man is his own best physician. 
He must administer that truth which heals to himself. Unable to do so, he is 
as approachable by one kind of an influence as another. Having this ability, he 
grows gradually able to detect the nature and quality of every influence, and to 
ward off those which assimilate with personal man. 

One who understands mathematics can reckon up his accounts himself. One 
who does not, must depend upon some one else to do it for him; and because 
he is so dependent, he is in danger of being cheated. He is freed from that 
danger only by gaining the necessary understanding for himself. 

Suppose a friend to be suffering intensely from information received of the 
death of an absent loved one ;·and you discovered that the information was false; 
that the supposed dead still lived. You would state that fact to your friend, 
accompanied with proof that what you said was true. Her suffering would dis
appear. Why? Because the truth itself, not you, had overcome and dispelled 
it. She would not think that the loved one was alive simply because you 
thought so. But a mesmerist would make her think a certain one was dead 
whom she knew to be alive before she was subjected to his influence; because 
while under it, she unconsciously ceases to think for herself and thinks only 
what he wills her to think. No will power is employed in the first instance 
except the impulse of good-will to help one in affliction to see the truth 
which dispels suffering. In the second, domination or control of what one thinks 
regardless of truth or falsity is gained by the person exerting his will to that end. 

The one is white magic; the other black. The one is a treatment according 
to Christian Science; the other is mesmerism. The one manifests the power 
of Truth; the other, the power of belief. The one, the self-Iessness of Truth; 
the other, the all·self of the human mind." 

The article, "Let every man prove his own works," in LUCIFER NO.3, closes 
with an excellent analysis of a Theosophist. A parallel statement would be, He 
who does nol declare and mainlain his divine righl 10 Ihink lor himself; he 1(Iho 
does nol unceaSingly slrive 10 discern Ihe lrulh for ils own sake; he who does nol as 
unceasingly desire Ihal Ihal Irulh shall be made manifesl regardless of gain or loss 
10 himself; Ite 1QltO does nol help 10 Ihal resull by unselfish efforl lor ollters; he 

• This is against all the teachings of Occultism, and is an arbitrary assumption, showing that the 
writer knows nothing of either white or black magic. To help anyone with a cancer on the nose to 
fancy he has no cancer, can only be done through mesmerism, or Aypnotism, although the operator 
may call it as he chooses.-~ED.] 
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who is nol ever ready 10 rob eZ'i/ of its pouler by speaking Ihe wo,d o/I,ul"; by 
helping olhers 10 see and speak in Iheir lu,n " by com/orting Ihe sOl'rowing; by 
aiding Ihe 'weak " by charily for all and malice IowaI'd none .. he who does Itot 
,igorously rej,ai" from menially injluencing anolher so as 10 cause action on his 
parllhrough olher Ihun his own will, is no Christian Scientisl. 

URSULA N. GESTEFELD. 

THE BARIS.~L GUNS. 

COLONEL OLCOTT'S paper on the above phenomenon is couched in such an 
exact spirit of enquiry, that as a scientific teacher, I must supplement it by my 
own observation of an analogous occurrence. 

In May 1868, I was alone in a small boat in the San Juan river of NicarlLoaua. 
when I heard in the day time, the !oun shining brightly, and the weather being 
that of the "dry season," successi\'e detonations which were prolonged at 
intervals, approximately of 40 seconds between each. 

On the theory Nihi/ lam absurd; didlur, quod non probal tjuiIJ01ll 
philosoph us, some theories may be proposed to account for these sounds. 

A. They may be produced by musketry shots.-Answer. They occurred at 
a spot 30 miles from any other human being than myself, and 70 miles from 
any human being possessing a gun. 

B. They were produced by the howler-monkey, or mono ( Myceles jlavus ).
Answer. I am well acquainted with the habits of the howler-monkey, who rises 
"oft in the stilly night" and sleeps all day. Like the nightingale in the song, 
he 

•• warbles by night. and not by day." 

Besides, the note of the howler-monkey, appalling though it may be in the 
desert solitude, is a long soslenulo note, quite unlike the detonations heard by 
me. 

I hope we shall have more cases of detonatory sounds, that may be referable 
to spirit-action. 

C. CARTER BUKE. 

THE SHUTTLE OF KARMA. 

THINKING over the correspondence on the subject of Karma in the July 
Lu CIFER, it does seem to one observer at least that some writers on the 
ph ilosophy of human life from the Theosophical Society'S standpoint are more 
concerned about our deserts than our duties, more anxious to explain 
" undeserved" misery than ready to accept the idea of our all needing lessons, 
be they bitter or be they sweet. To the mind wont to regard the workings of 
Divine Providence as absolute perfection in their sphere of education, thl! 
notion of Karma lapsing here or there from justice and "making it up" on 
another occasion is as droll as the other suggestion (vide footnote p. 415~· 
That circumstances cropping up in a casual kind of way, like a stray bullet may 
hit the wrong man! 
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If the elements of our environment, our contact with men and things, be 
not included in the working of Karma, pray what is its field of action? And 
if they be, then it should adjust itself as minutely to the inner states of its 
subjects as a perfect machine to the fulfilment of its functions. N ow, is 
Karma a teacher or is it a police magistrate? In the one case our past record 
of action is of the slightest consequence except as evidence of our spiritual 
level at any given time; and as the same deed may be an outcome of quite 
different mental states according, to the characters of the doers, the Karma 
resulting for each should depend not on any external doing but on internal 
being; while the manifestation on the external plane is merely the raw material 
we each supply for Karmic purposes directed toward the whole race. In this 
light our deeds here in London are as pertinent to the Patagonian savage as to 
our next neighbour-they are but spinning the yarn while Karma throws the 
shuttle where she knows the web has need 

Perhaps I do the, Karma of the Theosophists' more than justice-perhaps 
her function is indeed that of the police court, in one scale so much naughty 
behaviour, in the other so many stripes-and there an end. Or possibly a last 
state worse than 'the first; for is not Avitchi looming in the distance? But it 
seems to me that the real Karma, the true law of adjustment in human life, 
must enter as surely and deeply into the inner needs of humanity as the sea 
into its bays and caves, and must bring its salt wave of healing into the hidden 
depths each flow of its tide fraught with new life. 

As to "personal merit," "desert," and the like, it is difficult to understand 
when separateness embodies in itself all evil tendencies, how merit peculiar to 
one alone can be anything but an aggravation of that chief sin. The child of 
the race, in other words, the Son of Man, was content to declare-there is none 
good but God alone. 

To conclude with a word of comment on the objection brought against 
.. Christian Science" in the interests of Karma (LUCIFER, July, p. 413), which 
latter is supposed to be in danger of losing its rights, and' can "hardly be 
satisfied with such an easy arrangement." How about chloroform ?-another 
easy arrangement. Are so many ages of Karma's birchen rod to have taught 
nothing yet, and are we all to be chastised with the same twig for ever and ever 
because that has been part of the lesson?' The Reincarnationists surely ought 
to be glad that some of us poor pilgrims have gained high enough ground to 
throw their packs behind them and catch a glimpse of the Delectable Mountains. 
Disease is part of Karma; yes, and so is healing. Those who can pass on 
their way rejoicing because the Karma of disease has no more lessons for 
them are fulfilling Karma's laws instead of avoiding them. 

K. 
London, July 24, 1888. 

KARMA AND FREE WILL. 

There is, I think, one fatal objection to the view of Karma advanced by 
.. K," in the foregoing letter :- namely, that it completely destroys any exercise 
of free-will, and consequently any responsibility on the part of humanity. If that 
which happens to a man, at any given moment of his life be always exactly what 

12 
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he deserves, it would follow that evil done by one man to another is done under 
the irresistible impulsion of Karma, and by no exercise of free·will on the p:ut of 
the actor, who is nothing but a blind instrument of the Law. This is sheer 
fatalism, and not only does away with all idea of merit and demerit, but also 
destroys the sense of duty on which" K" lays so much stress. 

The footnote on page 4I5 really gives as clear an explanation as can be given 
of so difficult a subject. Unfortunately the misprint of "casual" for "causal" 
connection which did not deceive those who were somewhat more versed in 
Theosophical literature, seems to have led "K" entirely astray. Every 
exercise of free·will by a responsible being, in the choice between two courses, 
starts a fresh Nidana, or chain of causation, and thereby disturbs in some 
direction the Universal Harmony. It is, as " K" rightly says, the province of 
Karma to readjust such disturbance, and restore the balance; but does it not 
stand to reason that unless such disturbances of Harmony are continually being 
produced, there can be no sphere of action for Karma at all? When once the 
balance is finally redressed the work of Karma is finished, but till that time the 
scales of Justice cannot be even. 

In conclusion I will say that even if "K" be justified in his assertion that 
certain writers on Theosophical subjects "are more concerned about our deserts 
than our duties," no such charge at least can be brought against the teaching 
as a whole. "The way is to be sought for its own sake, not with regard to 
your feet that shall tread it." So is it said in "Light on the Path," and the 
thought is echoed in all that portion of Theosophical literature which deals with 
the Ethical side of the philosophy. 

THo~IAS B. HARBO'ITLE. 
London, September 2nd, 1888. 

THE DEVIL-WHO IS HE? 

SIR,-Mr. Thomas May (under the above title) tells your readers in the 
September number of LUCIFER that, with the accumulation of centuries, a very 
Gordian knot of theological confusion, contradictions and contrarieties, ha.c; been 
made, which has caused an unedifying intermingling of the attributes of "the 
Supreme," and that he, Mr. Thomas May, can cut this knot in a moment, by 
simply telling your readers that the Devil and Jesus, or the Devil and God, are 
one and the same Supreme being or person, only seen under different aspects at 
different periods of time. (I.)'" 

And with this simple statement that two contradictory ideas have only one 
and the same supreme being or person for their origin, Mr. May seems to 
imagine that he has at once removed all the theological confusion, contradictions 
and contrarieties, which for centuries have accumulated and perplexed mankind 
respecting Jesus and the Devil, God and Satan, good and evil. 

But when it is conceded to Mr. May that there is but one Supreme being or 
person: it yet remains to be determined, revealed, or understood what "the 
Supreme" is? and whether "the Supreme" is good, or evil . 

.. Vide Edilors" Nou. 
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Mr. May in his letter would seem to imply that "the Supreme" is both evil 
and good, in like manner as a period of 24 hours, which we call a day, is partly 
light and partly dark. (2.) 

But then this dark period of the day, which we call night, is not evil, but, on 
the contrary, it is a period of beneficial rest for recruiting and renewing the 
strength of our bodies in sleep. " 

And it is possible that Mr. May might also say that what is commonly called 
evil is also not evil, but is only a course of educational training which is highly 
beneficial for our spiritual growth and strength. 

But when good and evil are thus intermingled as being one and the same, the 
danger immediately arises of creating theological confusion, contradictions lOld 
contrarieties. And I do not learn from Mr. May's letter that he has avoided 
this religious difficulty (3), but that he has himself created it, by speaking of 
good and evil as being one and the same. 

For although Isaiah tells us that God alone is the Supreme Creator both of 
good and evil, yet it is only in a corrective sense, as a Father would correct his 
Child, that Isaiah intends to speak of God as creating evil; because the whole 
burden of Isaiah's writing is to reproach those who called the good evil, the evil 
good, and the doing of evil doing good. 

And it is because this interminglinJ of God and the Devil, and of good and 
evil, as being one and the same, made it such a complicated question, that 
therefore the Scriptures were written in order to make manifest what is good 
and what is evil. (4.) And in the Scriptures it is recorded that so great had 
become the power of those who made the Word of God of none effect by their 
evil traditions that they conspired to betray "the Son of Man," who would 
reconcile the ways of God as being good and not evil, to be crucified as a 
devil. 

And it is the true lesson which is to be learnt (when freedom in the Church 
can be obtained to teach it) from the Crucifixion of "the Son of Man," which 
can alone remove the religious difficulty which disturbs both the Christian and 
he Jewish W orId: because it is not true, as Mr. May asserts, that good and 
evil, or Jesus and the Devil, are one and the same. (5.) 

REV. T. G. HEADLEY. 
Manor House, Petersham, S. W. 

EDITORS' NOTES. 

(I.) This idea is not original with Mr. May. Lactantius, one of the Fathers of 
the Church, expressed it in no equivocal language, for he states that the " Word" 
(or Logos), is thejirsl-born brolher of Salan" (Vide Insi. dlV. Book ii., c. viii.); 
for Satan is "a Son of God" (Vide Job, ii., i.) 

(2.) The " Supreme," if IT is infinite and omnipresent, cannot be anything but 
that. IT must be "good and evil," "light and darkness," etc., for if it is omni
present it has to be present in a vessel of dishonour as well as in one of honour, 
in an atom of dirt as in the atom of the purest essence. The whole trouble is 
that thet>logy and the (even mililani) clergy are not consistent in" their claims; 
they would force people to believe in an infinite and absolute deity, and dwarf 
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this deity at the same time by making of it a personal being with altributu, a 
double claim mutually destructive, and as absurd philosophically, as it is 
grotesque and soul-killing. 

(3.) The fact then that by showing good and evil intermingled in the dl!lty 
creates" religious difficulty," ,:e., "theological confusion," is the fault of and 
rests with the clergy and theology, and not at all with Mr. May. Let them drop 
their idea of a personal god with human attributes, and the difficulty will 
disappear. • 

(4.) The Scriptures were written to conceal the underlying allegories of 
cosmogonical and authropological mysteries, and not at all "to make manifest 
what is good and what is evil." If our respected and reverend Correspondent 
accepts Eden and the apple all seriellx, then why should he not accept 
"Crucifixion," as taught by his church, also? "To be crucified as a devil " 
is a queer phrase. We have heard of several "Sons of God" crucified, but 
never yet of one single devil. On the other hand, if Christians accepted, as 
seriously as they do the "apple and the rib," the simple and impressive 
words of their Christ on the Mount, who says: "Blessed are ye, when men 
shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil aga:nst 
you, falsely, for my sake,"-tht:n they would abstain from reviling and 
persecuting and saying all manner of evil against the poor Devil; who, if 
he is to be regarded as a personality, is sure to "blessed," as no one from 
the beginning of Christianity has ever been more reviled and falsely persecuted 
than was that scapegoat for the sins of man! Finally: 

(5.) If one takes "good and Evil, or Jesus and the Devil," for personalities, 
then as no personality from the beginning of the world was free from evil, Mr. 
May's proposition must prove correct and the Reverend Mr. Headley be shown 
in a vicious circle of his own making. .Demon est .Deus inursus is said of a 
manifested, differentiated deity, or of the Universe of Matter. That which is 
Absolute cannot even be homogeneous, it is Ain-nothing-or .No-th;'/~" and 
if men of finite intellects will insist upon speculating upon the infinite, and 
therefore to them unreachable and incomprehensible, otherWise than as a 
necessary philosophical postulate, then they must expect to be worsted by that 
same philosophy. 

PERTINENT QUERIES. 

You invite questions respecting all points of difficulty in subjects connected 
with Occult Science. I cannot reconcile some things relating to the Apostles 
of Modern Theosophy. 

In the "Pre/ace to the Original Edition" (page xxiii. of the 5th Edition) of 
"Esoteric Buddhism," by Mr. A. P. Sinnett, there are these words-" Two 
years ago, neither I, nor any other European living, knew the alphabet of the 
science here for the first time put into a scientific statement." This is an 
emphatic expression; it would seem to imply that the thinking world is 
exclusively indebted to this book and to its author for that knowledge of the 
truths of Esoteric Science, which is now making its way amongst European and 
American Theosophists. But this can hardly be Mr. Sinnett's meaning. 
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For, can the statement and its implication be consistent with the fact that 
Madame Blavatsky, herself a European," had, some years previously, written 
"Isis Unveiled," which though it does not give the same constructive teaching 
respecting the mysteries of the Universe as does "Esoteric Buddhism," does 
yet imply a knowledge on the part of its author of much more than "the 
alphabet of the science"? 

But is it not true, as indicated in "The Occult World," that Mr. Sinnett 
owed to Madame Blavatsky his own first knowledge of Esoteric Science, 
and also his introduction to the adept teacher, the Master from whom he 
derived the bulk of his information? Madame Blavatsky, we have been led to 
understand, taught these truths of Occult Science years previously to Colonel 
Olcott, and in so doing converted him from a Spiritualist to a Theosophist It 
is further likely that Madame Blavatsky taught others the same truths.t 

I would also ask if .there are no secret students of Science, in its broadest 
aspects, who have known these things in advance of its recent publication? 

It would be a satisfaction to myself and others if it could be stated how the 
recent teachings of Occult Science really originated, and what the true position 
of "Esoteric Buddhism" is as an authoritative exponent of Occult truth. 

N ow that Theosophical teachings are taking hold of men's minds, it is very 
desirable that the genesis of the modern movement should be truthfully known. 
I acknowledge myself greatly indebted to " Esoteric Buddhism," but I am very 
anxious to understand the facts to which I have alluded, and to have them 
reconciled. 

Yours faithfully, 
CHARLES B. Il'WHAM. 

EDITORS' ANSWER. 

The case in point is a good illustration of the misconceptions which often 
!>pring from looseness of expression in a writer. Certainly, Mr. Sinnett could 
have no wish whatever to cOllvey the idea that he was the first and only channel 
for the transmission of Esoteric doctrine. In fact, he specially repudiates the 
claim, as our correspondent will find if he will turn to p. xxi. of the Preface to 
the very edition he cites. "Let me add," says Mr. Sinnett, "that I do not 
regard myself as the sole exponent of the outer world, at this crisis of Esoteric 
truth." If he omitted to mention the writer and her American pupils and 
colleagues of 1874-8, Colonel Olcott and Mr. Judge, it was undoubtedly 
because he regarded" Madame Blavatsky," on account of her Russian nationality, 
as more Asiatic than European-a harmless delusion many a patriotic English· 
man labours under-and the former gentlemen, as Americans. It had also 
escaped him for the m')ment, no doubt, that among the group of Initiates to 
which his own mystical correspondent is allied, are two of European race, and 
that one who is that Teacher's superior is also of that origin, being half a 

" In view of a number of such letters received, a full answer will be given in the .. Secret 
Doctrine," now nearly ready.-{Eo.] 

t She did, most undeniably. But as her sevelnl pupils (Europeans) were pledged disciples, which 
Mr. Sinnett never was, they could not gh'e out to the world what they had learned. 
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Slavonian in his "present incarnation," as he himself wrote to Colonel Olcott 
in New York. 

"Esoteric Buddhism" has rendered precious service, by popularizing in 
exoteric form esoteric truths, meddling with pure metaphysi'cs being disclaimed 
by its author (Vide p. 46), and in the propagation of theosophical ideas 
throughout the world; and it has proved its popularity by passing already 
through six editions, and being just at this moment about to appear in a seventh. 
Yet it is not free enough of minor errors to entitle it to be regarded as an 
infallible Scripture, nor its modest author as a Divine Revelator-as some 
foolish enthusiasts, in search of new idols, figure to themselves. The corres
pondent's question as to "how the recent teachings of Occult Science really 
originated," is easily answered. A crisis had arrived in which it was absohitdy 
necessary to bring within reach of our generation the Esoteric Doctrine of the 
eternal cycles. Religion, both in the West and East, had long been smothering 
beneath the dust heaps of Sectarianism and enfranchised Science. For lack of 
any scientific religious concept, Science was giving Religion the coup-tie-grace 
with the iron bar of Materialism. To crown the disorder the phantom-world of 
Hades, or Kama-Ioca, had burst in a muddy torrent· into ten thousand 
seance-rooms, and created most misleading notions of man's post-mortem state. 
Nothing but a few fundamental tenets from the Esoteric philosophy, sketched 
in broad outlines by such a clear and brilliant writer as Mr. Sinnett is known 
to be, could snatch mankind from drowning in the sea of ignorance. So once 
again the Gates of the Palace of Truth were opened and Mr. Sinnett and 
many other willing workers have caught each a ray. But as all the light can 
only be got by re-uniting all the different rays of the spectrum, so the archaic 
philosophy in its entirety can only be apprehended by combining all the 
glimpses of light that have passed through the many intellectual prisms of our 
own and preceding generations. 

HOW TO HELP THEOSOPHY. 

The recent spread of theosophical literature renders it advisable to increase 
the information given out by this means, both through the Path, and the Inter
national Theosophical Publication Society (T.P.S.) in London. The expenses of 
both fall heavily upon some half-dozen individuals, such enterprises, in general, 
" paying" only through advertisements. Students of limited means are con
stantly heard from, to whom literature is a necessity denied Such a need 
ought to be fraternally met, and is now very inadequately met for want of 
sufficient funds. 

These publications are not confined to purely theosophical subjects. Topics 
of the day will receive due attention and explanation, both from specialists and 
also in the light of occult teachings. It is hoped that new developments will 
take place in all departments of Thought, and that people of all opinions will 
receive a fresh impetus, and enlargement, whether in Christian Science, in 
Spiritualism, in Dynamics, in Mesmerism, etc., and in Spiritual Truth, which 
underlies all the rest. 
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To this end the support of all thoughtful persons (whether theosophists or 
not) is needed This being the age of Investigation and Co·operation, we 
hope they will be glad to aid in this liberal movement by contributing to a Fund 
to be wholly devoted to such purposes. Only the minimum of help is asked 
from each person. In this way, none need be debarred from giving for the 
enlightenment of Humanity. If all will aid in this schen:te (not original with us), 
a fund will be raised with little trouble. 

Each person receiving this paper is asked to make two (2) copies of it, 
putting tke next number higher, anti the same teller at the top of each copy, 
and to send each to a friend, at the same time mailing the paper received to 
Mrs. J. C. Ver-Planck, Wayne, Delaware Co., Penn., with ten cents in stamps 
enclosed. The two friends are asked to go through the same process with as 
little delay as possible. 

Anyone declining this small aid is requested to send the paper received 
back to Mrs. Ver-Planck at once, for this is the only way she has of knowing 
that the chain is broken: though it only means ten cents and a little trouble to 
each person, yet any break in the chain will involve serious loss to the Fund. 

Endorsements of the scheme will be found in Tile Path and LUCIFER. 

Wayne, Del. Co., Pa. Sep. 1888. 

EDITORS' NOTE.-This scheme deserves the careful attention of all who are 
anxious to serve theosophy. Too many people, who profess an interest In 

theosophy, are inclined to call upon others to make bricks without straw. There· 
fore! this suggestion has the hearty approval of the Ed itors. 

IN TI~E OF STORM. 

SUNSHINE and melody follow the rain
Patter the rain·drops merrily! 

Spring joy follows the winter pain, 
Then, ho! for the earth's green holiday. 

Flutter the rovers from over the sea
Greet them, robin, right heartily! 

Nest and twitter in field and tree, 
And 0 ! for love's sweet holiday. 

Wait and the winds of the winter cease: 
Up, little heart, beat hopefully! 

After the warfare cometh peace
And 0 ! for a life's glad holiday. 

New York "E~"o." 
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THE ESOTERIC SECTION OF THE 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

--:0:--

Owing to the fact that a large number of Fellows of the 
Society have felt the necessity for the formation of a body of 
Esoteric students, to be organised on the ORIGINAL LINES 
devised by the real founders of the T. 5., the following order 
has been issued by the President-Founder:-

I. To promote the esoteric interests of the Theo
sophical Society by the deeper study of esoteric 
philosophy, there is hereby organised a body, to 
be known as the "Esoteric Section of the Theo
sophical Society." 

I I. The constitution and sole direction of the same is 
vested in Madame H. P. Blavatsky, as its Head; 
she is solely responsible to the Members for re
sults; and the section has no official or corporate 
connection with the Exoteric Society save in the 
person of the President-Founder. 

II I. Persons wishing to join the Section, and willing to 
abide by its rules, should communicate directly 
with :-Mme. H. P. BLAVATSKY, 17 Lansdowne 
Road, Holland Park, London, W. 

(Signed) H. S. OLCOTT, 

President in Council. 

Attest :-H. P. BLAVATSKY. 
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IS THEOSOPHY A RELIGION? 

"Religion is the best armour that man 
can have, but it is the worst cloak." 

BUNYAN. 

I T is no exaggeration to say that there never was~uring the present 
century, at any rate-a movement, social or religious, so terribly, 
nay, so absurdly misunderstood, or more blundered about than 

THEOSOPHY-whether regarded theoretically as a code of ethics, or 
practically, in its objective expression, i.e., the Society known by that 
name. 

Year after year, and day after day had our officers and members to 
interrupt people speaking of the theosophical movement by putting in 
more or less emphatic protests against theosophy. being referred to as a 
" religion," and the Theosophical Society as a kind of church or religious 
body. Still worse, it is as often spoken of as a "new sect" I Is it a 
stubborn prejudice, an error, or both? The latter, most likely. The 
most narrow-minded and even notoriously unfair people are still in need 
of a plausible pretext, of a peg on which to hang their little uncharitable 
remarks and innocently-uttered slanders. And what peg is more solid 
for that purpose, more convenient than an "ism" or a "sect" The 
great majority would be very sorry to be disabused and finally forced to 
accept the fact that theosophy is neither. The name suits them, and 
they pretend to be unaware of its falseness. But there are others, also, 
many more or less friendly people, who labour sincerely under the same 
delusion. To these, we say: Surely the world has been hitherto suffi
ciently cursed with the intellectual extinguishers known as dogmatic 
creeds, without having inflicted upon it a new form of faith I Too many 
already wear their faith, truly, as Shakespeare puts it, cc but as the fashion 
of his hat," ever changing "with the next block." Moreover, the very 
,.aison d'~t,.e of the Theosophical Society was, from its beginning, to 
utter a loud protest and lead an open warfare against dogma or any 
belief based upon blind faith. 

13 
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It may sound odd and paradoxical, but it is true to say that, hitherto, 
the most apt workers in practical theosophy, its most devoted members 
were those recruited from the ranks of agnostics and even of materialists. 
No genuine, no sincere searcher after truth can ever be found among 
the blind believers in the "Divine Word," let the latter be claimed to 
come from AllAh, BrahmA or Jehovah, or their respective KurAn, PurAna 
and Bible. For: 

"Faith is not reason's labour, but repose." 

He who believes his own religion on faith, will regard that of every 
other man as a lie, and hate it on that same faith. Moreover, unles.c; it 
fetters reason and entirely blinds our perceptions of anything outside 
;)ur own particular faith, th~ latter is no faith at all, but a temporary 
belief, the delusion we labour under, at some particular time of life. 
Moreover, "faith without principles is but a flattering phrase for wilful 
positiveness or fanatical bodily sensations," in Coleridge's clever 
definition. 

What, then, is Theosophy, and how may it be defined in its latest 
presentation in this closing portion of the XIXth century? 

Theosophy, we say, is not a Religion. 
Yet there are, as everyone knows, certain beliefs, philosophical, 

religious and scientific, which have become so closely associated in recent 
years with the word " Theosophy" that they have come to be taken by 
the general public for theosophy itself. Moreover, we shall be told 
these beliefs have been put forward, explained and defended by those 
very Founders who have declared that Theosophy is not a Religion. 
What is then the explanation of this appareut contradiction? How can 
a certain body of beliefs and teachings, an elaborate doctrine, in fact, be 
labelled" Theosophy" and be tacitly accepted as .. Theosophical" by 
nine tenths of the members of the T. S., if Theosophy is not a Religion? 
-we are asked. 

To explain this is the purpose of the present protest. 
It is perhaps necessary, first of all, to say, that the assertion that 

.. Theosophy is not a Religion," by no means excludes the fact that 

.. Theosophy is Religion" itself. A Religion in the true and only 
correct sense, is a bond uniting men together-not a particular set of 
dogmas and beliefs. Now Religion,pe,. se, in its widest meaning is that 
which binds not only all MEN, but also all BEINGS and all tkings in the 
entire Universe into one grand whole. This is our theosophical defini
tion of religion j but the same definition changes again with every creed 
and country, and no two Christians even regard it alike. We find 
this in more than one eminent author. Thus Carlyle defined the Pro
testant Religion in his day, with a remarkable prophetic eye to this 
ever-growing feeling in our present day, as : 
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" For the most part a wise, prudential feeling, grounded on mere calculation: a 
matter, as all others now are, of expediency and utility; whereby some smaller 
quantum of earthly enjoyment may be exchanged for a far larger quantum of celestial 
enjoyment. Thus religion, too, is profit, a working for wages; not reverence, but 
vulgar hope.or fear." 

I n her turn Mrs. Stowe, whether consciously or otherwise, seemed to 
have had Roman Catholicism rather than Protestantism in her mind, 
when saying of her heroine that: 

"Religion she looked upon in the light of a ticket (with the correct number of 
indulgences bought and paid (or), which, being once purchased and snugly laid away 
in a pocket-pook, is to be produced at the celestiai gate, and thus secure admission to 
heaven. ; .. " 

But to Theosophists (the genuine Theosophists are here meant) who 
accept no mediation by proxy, no salvation through innocent blood shed, 
nor would they think of "working for wages" in the One Ulzi7)Crsal 
religion, the only definition they could subscribe to and accept in full is 
one given by Miller. How truly and theosophically he describes it, by 
showing that 

" ... true Religion 
Is always mild, propitious and humble; 

Plays not the tyrant, plants no faith in blood, 
Nor bears destruction on her chariot wheels; 
But stoops to polish, succour and redress, 

And blfilds her grandeur on the public good." 

The above is a correct definition of what true theosophy is, or ought 
to be. (Among the creeds Buddhism alone is such a true heart-binding 
and men-binding philosophy, because it is not a dogmatic religion.) In 
this respect, as it is the duty and task of every genuine theosophist to acct'pt 
and carry out these principles, Theosophy is RELIGION, and the Society 
its one Universal Church; the temple of Solomon's wisdom,· in building 
which " there was neither hammer, nor axe, nor any tool of iron heard in 
the house while it was building" ([. Kings, vi.); for this "temple" is 
made by no human hand, nor built in any locality on earth-but, 
verily, is raised only in the inner sanctuary of man's heart wherein reigns 
alone the awakened soul. 

Thus Theosophy is not a Religion, we say, but RELIGION itself, the 
one bond of unity, which is so universal and all-embracing that no man, 
as no speck-from gods and mortals down to animals, the blade of grass 

• Whose 700 wives and JOO concubines, by the bye, are merely the personations of man's attributes, 
feelings, passions and his various occult powers: the Kabalistic numbers 7 and 3 showing it plainly, 
Solomon himself, moreover, being, simply, the emblem of SOl.-the .. SoIM Initiate" or the Christ
Sun, is a variant of the Indian .. Vikarttana" (the Sun) shorn of his beams by Viswakarma, his 
Hierophant-InitiatoT, who thus shears the C4restos-candidate for initiation of his golden radiance and 
crowns him with a dark, blackened aureole-the" crown of thorns. .. (See the" Secret Doctrine" for 
full exp1an.'ltion.) Solomon was never a living man, As described in KinKS, his1ife and works are 
an allegory on the trials and glory of Initiation, 
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and atom-can be outside of its light Therefore, any organization or 
body of that name must necessarily be a UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD. 

Were it otherwise, Theosophy would be but a word added to 
hundreds other such words as high sounding as they are pretentious 
and empty. Viewed as a philosophy, Theosophy in its practical work 
is the alembic of the Media!val alchemist. It transmutes the apparently 
base metal of every ritualistic and dogmatic creed (Christianity 
included) into the gold of fact and truth, and thus truly produces a 
universal panacea for the ills of mankind. This is why, when applying 
for admission into the Theosophical Society, no one is asked what 
religion he belongs to, nor what his deistic views may be. These views 
are his own personal property and have nought to do with the Society. 
Because Theosophy can be practised by Christian or Heathen, Jew or 
Gentile, by Agnostic or Materialist, or even an Atheist, provided 
that none of these is a bigoted fanatic, who refuses to recognise as his 
brother any man or woman outside his own special creed or bclie( 
Count Leo N. Tolstoy does not believe in the Bible, the Church, or the 
divinity of Christ; and yet no Christian surpasses him in the practical 
bearing out of the principles alleged to have been preached on the 
Mount. And these principles are those of Theosophy; not because they 
were uttered by the Christian Christ, but because they are universal 
ethics, and were preached by Buddha and Confucius, Krishna, and all 
the great Sages, thousands of years before the Sermon on the Mount 
was written. Hence, once that we live up to such theosophy, it becomes 
a universal pa1lacea indeed, for it heals the wounds inflicted by the 
gross asperities of the Church "isms" on the sensitive soul of every 
naturally religious man. How many of these, forcibly thrust out by the 
reactive impulse of disappointment from the narrow area of blind belief 
into the ranks of arid disbelief, have been brought back to hopeful 
aspiration by simply joining our Brotherhood-yea, imperfect as it is. 

If, as an offset to this, we are reminded that several prominent 
members have left the Society disappointed in theosophy as they had 
been in other associations, this cannot dismay us in the least. For with 
a very, very few exceptions, in the early stage of the T. S.'s activities 
when some left because they did not find mysticism practised in the 
General Body as they understood it, or because "the leaders lacked 
Spirituality," were" un theosophical, hence, untrue to the rules," you see, 
the majority left because most of them were either half-hearted or too 
self-opinionated-a church and infallible dogma in themselves. Some 
broke away, again, under very shallow pretexts indeed, such, for 
instance, as "because Christianity (to say Churchianity, or sl/.llm 
Christianity, would be more just) was too roughly handled in our 
magazines It-just as if other fanatical religions were ever treated any 
better or upheld! Thus, all those who left have done well to leave, and 
have never been regretted. 
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Furthermore, there is this also to be added: the number of those 
who left can hardly be compared with the number of those who 
found everything they had hoped for in Theosophy. Its doctrines, 
if seriously studied, call forth, by stimulating one's reasoning powers and 
awakening the inner in the animal man, every hitherto dormant power 
for good in us, and also the perception of the true and the real, as 
opposed to the false and the unreal. Tearing off with no uncertain 
hand the thick veil of dead-letter with which every old religious 
scriptures were cloaked, scientific Theosophy, learned in the cunning 
symbolism of the ages, reveals to the scoffer at old wisdom the origin of 
the world's faiths and sciences. It opens new vistas beyond the old 
horizons of crystallized, motionless and despotic faiths; and turning 
blind belief into a reasoned knowledge founded on mathematical laws
the only eract science-it demonstrates to him under profounder and 
more philosophical aspects the existence of that which, repelled by the 
grossness of its dead-letter form, he had long since abandoned as a 
nursery tale. It gives a clear and well-defined object, an ideal to live 
for, to every sincere man or woman belonging to whatever station in 
Society and of whatever culture and degree of intellect Practical 
Theosophy is not one Science, but embraces every science 'in life, moral 
and physical. It may, in short, be justly regarded as the universal 
"coach," a tutor of world-wide knowledge and experience, and of an 
erudition which not only assists and guides his pupils toward a success
ful examination for every scientific or moral service in earthly life, but 
fits them for the lives to come, if those pupils will only study the 
universe and its mysteries within themselves, instead of studying them 
through the spectacles of orthodox science and religions. 

And let no reader misunderstand these statements. I t is Theosophy 
per se, not any individual member of the Society or even Theosophist, 
on whose behalf such a universal omniscience is claimed. The two
Theosophy and the Theosophical Society-as a vessel and th~ olla 
podrida it contains, must not be confounded. One is, as an ideal, divine 
Wisdom, perfection itself; the other a poor, imperfect thing, trying to 
run undir, if not within, its shadow on Earth. No man is perfect; why, 
then, should any member of the T. S. be expected to be a paragon of 
every human virtue? And why should the whole organization be 
criticized and blamed for the faults, whether real or imaginary, of some 
of its "Fellows," or even its Leaders? Never' was the Society, as a 
concrete body, free from blame or sin--e"are humanum est-nor were 
any of its members. Hence, it is rather those members-most of whom 
will not be led by theosophy, that ought to be blamed. Theosophy is 
the soul of its Society; the latter the gross and imperfect body of the 
former. Hence, those moder!1 Solomons who will sit in the Judgment 
Seat and talk of that they know nothing about, are invited before they 
slander theosophy or any theosophists to first get acquainted with both, 
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instead of ignorantly calling one a "farrago of insane beliefs" and the 
other a "sect of impostors and lunatics." 

Regardless of this, Theosophy is spoken of by friends and foes as a 
religion when not a sect. Let us see how the special beliefs which have 
become associated with the word have come to stand in that position, 
and how it is that they have so good a right to it that none of the 
leaders of the Society have ever thought of disavowing their 
doctrines. 

We have said that we believed in the absolute unity of nature. 
Unity implies the possibility for a unit on one plane, to come into contact 
with another unit on or from another plane. We believe in it 

The just published" Secret Doctrine" will show what were the ideas 
of all antiquity with regard to the primeval instructors of primitive man 
and his three earlier races. The genesis of that WISDQ:\I-RELIGION, in 
which all theosophists believe, dates from that period. So-called 
"Occultism," or rather Esoteric Science, has to be traced in its origin 
to those Beings who, led by Karma, have incarnated in our humanity, 
and thus struck the key-note of that secret Science which countless 
generations of subsequent adepts have expanded since then in every 
age, while they checked its doctrines by personal observation and 
experience. The bulk of this knowledge-which no man is able to 
possess in its fulness-constitutes that which we now call Theosophy 
or "divine knowledge." Beings from other and higher worlds may 
have it entire; we can have it only approximately. 

Thus, unity of everything in the universe implies and justifies our 
belief in the existence of a knowledge at once scientific, philosophical . 
and religious, showing the necessity and actuality of the connection of 
man and all things in the universe with each other; which knowledge, 
therefore, becomes essentially RELIGION, and must be called in its 
integrity and universality by the distinctive name of WISDO}{
RELIGION. 

It is from this WISDOM-RELIGION that all the various individual 
" Religions" (erroneously so called) have sprung, forming in their tum 
offshoots and branches, and also all the minor creeds,based upon and always 
originated through some personal experience in psychology. Every 
such religion, or religious offshoot, be it considered orthordox or heretical. 
wise or foolish, started originally as a clear and unadulterated stream 
from the Mother-Source. The fact that each became in time polluted 
with purely human speculations and even inventions, due to interested 
motives, does not prevent any from having been pure in its early begin
nings. There are those creeds-we shall not call them religions-which 
have now been overlaid with the human element out of all recognition; 
others just showing signs of early decay; not one that escaped the hand 
of time. But each and all are of divine, because natural and true origin; 
aye-Mazdeism, Brahmanism, Buddhism as much as Christianity. It is the 
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dogmas and human element in the latter which led directly to modern 
Spiritualism. 

Of course, there will be an outcry from both sides, if we say that 
modern Spiritualism per se, cleansed of the unhealthy speculations which 
were based on the dicta of two little girls and their very unreliable 
II Spirits "-is, nevertheless,far more true and philosophical than any church 
dogma. Carnalised Spiritualism is now reaping its Karma. Its primitive 
innovators, the said "two little girls" from Rochester, the Mecca of 
modern Spiritualism, have grown up and turned into old women since 
the first raps produced by them have opened wide ajar the gates 
between this and the other world. It is on their II innocent" testimony 
that the elaborate scheme of a sidereal Summer-land, with its active 
astral population of II Spirits," ever on the wing between their II Silent 
Land" and our very loud-mouthed, gossiping earth-has been started 
and worked out And now the two female Mahommeds of Modern 
Spiritualism have turned self-apostates and play false to the "philo
sophy" they have created, and have gone over to the enemy. They 
expose and denounce practical Spiritualism as the humbug of the ages. 
Spiritualists-(save a handful of fair exceptions)-have rejoiced and 
sided with our enemies and slanderers, when these. who had never been 
Tkeosophists, played us false and showed the cloven foot denouncing the 
Founders of the Theosophical Society as frauds and impostors. Shall 
the Theosophists laugh in their turn now that the original II revealers " 
of Spiritualism have become its II revilers"? Never! for the phenomena 
of Spiritualism are facts, and the treachery of the II Fox girls" only 
makes us feel new pity for all mediums, and confirms, before the whole 
world, our constant declaration that no medium can be relied upon. No 
true theosophist will ever laugh, or far less rejoice, at the discomfiture 
even of an opponent. The reason for it is simple:-

Because we know that beings from other, higher worlds do confabulate 
with some elect mortals now as ever; though now far more rarely than 
in the days of old, as mankind becomes with every civilized generation 
worse in every respect 

Theosophy-owing, in truth, to the levle in arms of all the Spiritualists 
of Europe and America at the first words uttered against the idea that 
every communicating intelligence is necessarily the Spirit of some 
ex-mortal from this earth-has not said its last word about Spiritualism 
and " Spirits." It may one day. Meanwhile, an humble servant of theo
sophy, the Editor, declares once more her belief in Beings, grander, wiser, 
nobler than any personal God. who are beyond any "Spirits of the 
dead," Saints, or winged Angels, who, nevertheless, do condescend in 
all and every age to occasionally overshadow rare sensitives - often 
entirely unconnected with Church, Spiritualism or even Theosophy. And 
believing in high and holy Spiritual Beings, she must also believe in 
the existence of their opposites-lower II spirits," good, bad and indifferent. 
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Therefore does she believe in spiritualism and its phenomena, some of 
which are so repugnant to her. 

This, as a casual remark and'a digression, just to show that Theosophy 
includes Spiritualism-as it should be, not as it is-among its sciences, 
based on knowledge and the experience of countless ages. There is not 
a religion worthy of the name which has been started otherwise than in 
consequence of such visits from Beings on the higher planes. 

Thus were born all prehistoric, as well as all the historic religions, 
Mazdeism and Brahmanism, Buddhism and Christianity, Judaism, 
Gnosticism and Mahomedanism; in short every more or less 
successful "ism." All are true at the bottom, and all are false on 
their surface. The Revealer, the artist who impressed a portion of the 
Truth on the brai~ of the Seer, was in every instance a true artist, 
who gave out genuine truths; but the instrument proved also, in every 
instance, to be only a man. Invite Rubinstein and ask him to play a 
sona ta of Beethoven on a piano left to self-tuning, one half of the 
keys of which are in chronic paralysis, while the wires hang loose; 
then see 'whether, the genius of the artist notwithstanding, you will 
be able to recognize the sonata. The moral of the fabula is that a 
man-let him be the greatest of mediums or natural Seers-is but a 
man; and man left to his own devices and specUlations must be out 
of tune with absolute truth, while even picking up some of its crumbs. 
For Man is but a fallen Angel, a god within, but having an animal 
brain in his head, more subject to cold and wine fumes while in 
company with other men on Earth, than to the faultless reception of 
divine revelations. 

Hence the multi-coloured dogmas of the churches. Hence also the 
thousand and one "philosophies" so-called, (some contradictory, theo
sophical theories included); and the variegated" Sciences" and schemes, 
Spiritual, Mental, Christian and Secular; Sectarianism and bigotry, and 
especially the personal vanity and self-opinionatedness of almost every 
.. Innovator" since the medireval ages. These have all darkened and hidden 
the very existence of TRUTH-the common root of all Will our critics 
imagine that we exclude theosophical teachings from this nomenclature? 
Not at all. And though the esoteric doctrines which our Society has 
been and is expounding, are not mental or spiritual impressions from 
some" unknown,from above," but the fruit of teachings given to us by 
living men, still, except that which was dictated and written out by those 
Masters of Wisdom themselves, these doctrines may be in many cases 
as incomplete and faulty as any ,of our foes would desire it. The 
" Secret Doctrine "-a work which gives out all that can be given out 
during this century, is an attempt to lay bare in part the common 
foundation and inheritance of all-great and small religious and philo
sophical schemes. It was found indispensable to tear away all this mass 
of concreted misconceptions and prejudice which now hides the parent 
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trunk of (a) all the great world-religions; (b) of the smaller sects; and 
(c) of Theosophy as it stands now-however veiled the great Truth, by 
ourselves and our limited knowledge. The crust of error is thick, laid 
on by whatever hand; and because we personally have tried to remove 
some of it, the effort became the standing reproach against all theo
sophical writers and even the Society. Few among our friends and 
readers have failed to characterize our attempt to expose error in the 
Theosophist and Lucifer as cc very uncharitable attacks on Christianity," 
"untheosophical assaults," &c., &c. Yet these are necessary, nay. in
dispensable, if we wish to plough up at least approximate truths. We 
have to lay things bare, and are ready to suffer for it-as usual. It is 
vain to promise to give truth, and then leave it mingled with error out 
of mere faint-heartedness. That the result of such policy could only 
muddy the stream of facts is shown plainly. After twelve years of 
incessant labour and struggle with enemies from the four quarters of the 
globe,' notwithstanding our four theosophical monthly journals-the 
Theosophist, Path, Lucifer, and the French Lotus-our wish-washy, 
tame protests in them, our timid declarations, our cc masterly policy of 
inactivity," and playing at hide-and-seek in the shadow of dreary meta
physics, have only led to Theosophy being seriously regarded as a 
religious SECT. For the hundredth time we are told-CC What good is 
Theosophy doing?" and cc See what good the Churches are doing" t 

Nevertheless, it is an averred fact that mankind is not a whit better in 
morality, and in some respects ten times worse now, than it ever was in 
the days of Paganism. Moreover, for the last half century, from that 
period when Freethought and Science got the best of the Churches
Christianity is yearly losing far more adherents among the cultured 
classes than it gains proselytes in the lower strata, the scum of 
Heathendom. On the other hand, Theosophy has brought back from 
Materialism and blank despair to belief (based on logic and evidence) 
in man's divine Self, and the immortality of the latter, more than one 
of those whom the Church has lost through dogma, exaction of faith 
and tyranny. And, if it is proven that Theosophy saves one man only 
in a thousand of those the Church has lost, is not the former a far higher 
factor for good than all the missionaries put together? 

Theosophy, as repeatedly declared in print and viva voce by its mem
bers and officers, proceeds on diametrically opposite lines to those which 
are trodden by the Church; and Theosophy rejects the methods of 
Science, since her inductive methods can only lead to crass materialism. 
Yet, de facto, Theosophy claims to be both cc RELIGION" and cc SCIENCE," 
for theosophy is the essence of both. It is for the sake and love of the 
two divine abstractions-i.e., theosophical religion and science, that its 
Society has become the volunteer scavenger of both orthodox religion 
and modem science; as also the relentless Nemesis of those who have 
degraded the two noble truths to their own ends and purposes, and then 
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divorced each violently from the other, though the two are and must be 
one. To prove this is also one of our objects in the present paper. 

The modern Materialist insists on an impassable chasm between the 
two, pointing out that the" Conflict between Religion and Science" has 
ended in the triumph of the latter and the defeat of the first. The 
modern Theosophist refuses to see, on the contrary, any. such chasm at 
all. If it is claimed by both Church and Science that each of them 
pursues the truth and nothing but the truth, then either one of them is 
mistaken, and accepts falsehood for truth, or both. Any other impedi
ment to their reconciliation must be set down as purely fictitious. 
Truth is one, even if sought for or pursued at two different ends. 
Therefore, Theosophy claims to reconcile the two foes. It premises by 
saying that the true spiritual and primitive Christian religion is, as 
much as the other great and still older philosophies that preceded it
the light {If Truth-" the life and the light of men." 

But so is the true light of Science. Therefore, darkened as the 
former is now by dogmas examined through glasses smoked with the 
superstitions artificially produced by the Churches, this light can hardly. 
penetrate and meet its sister ray in a science, equally as cobwebbed by 
paradoxes and the materialistic sophistries of the age. The teachings 
of the two are incompatible,' and cannot agree so long as both Religious 
philosophy and the Science of physical and external (in philosophy, 
false) nature, insist upon the infallibility of their respective" will-o'-the
wisps." The two lights, having their beams of equal length in the 
matter of false deductions, can but extinguish each other and produce 
still worse darkness. Yet, they can be reconciled on the condition that 
both shall clean their houses, one from the human dross of the ages, the 
other from the hideous excrescence of modem materialism and atheism. 
And as both decline, the most meritorious and best thing to do is 
precisely what Theosophy alone can and will do: i.e., point out to the 
innocents caught by the glue of the two waylayers-veriIy two dragons 
of old, one devouring the intellects, the other the souls of men-that 
their supposed chasm is but an optical delusion; that, far from being 
one, it is but an immense garbage mound respectively erected by the 
two foes, as a fortification against mutual attacks. 

Thus, if theosophy does no more than point out and seriously draw 
the attention of the world to the fact that the supposed disagreement 
between religion and science is conditioned, on the one hand by the 
intelligent materialists rightly kicking against absurd human dogmas, 
and on the other by blind fanatics and interested churchmen who, 
instead of defending the souls of mankind, fight simply tooth and nail 
for their personal bread and butter and authority-why, even then, theo
sophy will prove itself the saviour of mankind. 

And now we have shown, it is hoped, what real Theosophy is, and 
what are its adherents. One is divine Science and a code of Ethics so 
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sublime that no theosophist is capable of doing it justice; the others 
weak but sincere men. Why, then, should Theosophy ever be judged 
by the personal shortcomings of any leader or member of our ISO 

branches? One may work for it to the best of his ability, yet never 
raise himself to the height of his call and aspiration. This is his or her 
misfortune, never the fault of Theosophy, or even of the body at large. Its 
Founders claim no other merit than that of having set the first theo
sophical wheel rolling. If judged at all they must be judged by the 
work they have done, not by what friends may think or enemies say of 
them. There is no room for personalities in a work like ours; and all 
must be ready, as the Founders are, if needs be, for the car of Jaggen
nAth to crush them individually for the good of all. It is only in the days 
of the dim Future, when death will have laid his cold hand on the 
luckless Founders and stop thereby their activity, that their respective 
merits and demerits, their good and bad acts and deeds, and their 
theosophical work will have to be weighed on the Balance of Posterity 
Then only, after the two scales with their contrasted loads have been 
brought to an equipoise, and the character of the net result left over has 
become evident to all in its full and intrinsic value, then only shall the 
nature of the verdict passed be determined with anything like justice. 
At present, except in India, those results are too scattered over the 
face of the earth, too much limited to a handful of individuals to be 
easily judged. Now, these results can hardly be perceived, much less 
heard of amid the din and clamour made by our teeming' enemies, and 
their ready imitators-the indifferent. Yet however small, if once proved 
good, even now every man who has at heart the moral progress of 
humanity, owes his thankfulness to Theosophy for those results. And 
as Theosophy was revived and brought before the world, vid its un
worthy servants, the ,e Founders," if their work was useful, it alone 
must be their vindicator, regardless of the present state of their balance 
in the petty cash accounts of Karma, wherein social "respectabilities" 
are entered up. 

NOTICE. 
~ 

... WITH the December Number of LUCIFER will commence the 
publication of a Serial Story entitled "THE SPEAKING IMAGE OF 
OOROOR," by Dr. Franz Hartmann, Author of " Paracelsus," "Magic 
White and Black," "Jehoshua," etc., etc. To those acquainted with 
this gifted and versatile writer, further recommendation of his new 

story is unnecessary. 
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WAITING. 

I STAND and wait on this wind-smitten shore, 
Which many wrecks have strewn with plenteous store 

. Of wood, and stone, and hapless broken things, 
Whereof mine hand hath striven to fashion wings ; 

Strong wings to cleave the heavy darkened air, 
And swift as light my yearning spirit bear 
Unto that garden, Hlied, green, and cool, 
Where my Love waiteth, calm and beautiful. 

But, ah! the hope that set my hands to toil ! 
And ah! the wroughten feathers that should foil 
The envious distance! . . . When I sought to fly 
My false wings failed me, fluttering aimlessly. 

Then, swift I cast them to the cold, grey sea, 
And watched them slowly drift away from me ; 
II Go ye where He hath gone! .. I madly cried, 
.. I yield Love scom for scorn! ,. and angry-eyed 

Once more I sought from wreckage round my feet 
To carve some treasure, and yon winding street 
Whereby the little village skirts the foam, 
I built despairing for my spirit's home. 

Look where I set each small house, carven fair, 
With wreathed gables, that the sharp sea air 
Might stain:and colour in its wondrous way, 
And note each flowerful garden, where the spray 

Drifted like snow, till fragrance more intense 
Than slow-swung cen!;or, brimmed with frankincense, 
It drew from my pale roses, and I said, 
"Now were I full content, tho' Love were dead I" 
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E'en as I spoke a strong, fierce wind sprang high, 
And hideous, angry clouds strode thro' the sky j 
While like wan flakes of moonlight, white and sweet, 
The wailing sea-gulls cowered to my feet. 

Swooning with fear, my faint heart spake to me, 
" What hast thou done? Because Love smiteth thee, 
.. And hideth for a season his fair face, 
.. Hast thou lost memory of His olden grace, 

.. Whereby thy life grew sweet as Paradise? 

.. And where thy look fell angels met thine eyes? 
"·Know, graceless one, His hand but leadeth thee 
.. Thro' bitter wind, and cruel, angry sea! " 

Ah me, that day! If Love led me or no, 
Hard was the path o'er which my feet must go ! 
And when night fell, lo! merest wreckage there, 
Lay my carved houses, and my gardens fair! 

For bruised soul, wings and house for resting place 
Of sick, sad heart athirst for his blest face, 
Wrecked . . broken . . hopeless . . shelterless I stand, 
And grope 'mid darkness for Love's guiding hand .. 

One day, perchance speeding with eager feet, 
Flame-shod, flame-pinioned, down the winding street, 
Thro' my life's ruins comes a messenger 
Whom Love hath sent for guide and comforter. 

Here must I wait beside the wailing sea, 
Whereon the cruel winds moan bitterly, 
Hardly the wreckage of my heart's lost home, 
Athirst and weary till the Lightener come. 

EVELYN PYNE. 
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THE FUNCTION OF ATTENTION IN PERSONAL 

DEVELOPMENT. 

ImJRUE study of any branch of knowledge consists in giving the 
J!. matter of that branch such repetitions of attentive consideration 
-. that it at length becomes an integral part of the domain of the 

consciousness, and can at any time, under any correlated stimulus, be 
made use of by automatic mental action. 

True Study of an Art consists, primarily, in the attmtive repetitions 
of the action of the physiological organs, involved in the productions of 
that Art, until that action becomes automatic, and is as well and so 
naturally performed as any original reflex physiological function. 

In these definitions the word qualifying the necessary processes is the 
adjective attentive, denoting the presence of attention in the operation. 
Without this word the definitions would not merely be imperfect, they 
would be essentially incorrect and misleading. 

Only in the quality of being attentive can the reiterated consideration 
and the reiterated action, respectively, result in the possession, on the one 
hand, of a new realm of knowledge, or, on the other .hand, of a new 
area of power. 

What is the nature and manner of erpressiolZ of this supreme quality 
Attention? 

An appreciative intellectual grasp of the answer to this question and 
a realisation of the function of its subject in the processes of human 
personal evolution, should be recognised as fundamental elements in the 
knowledge and understanding of the true educationist, be he teacher 
or not 

The word Attention is used largely, but loosely, in educational em
ployments, yet we have no other word with which, habitually, to express 
that attitude of tke consciousness which, in any study or acquisition of 
power, is absolutely and continuously demanded, in order to ensure 
intrinsic results. The term concentration is more literally correct in this 
relation, but concentration has, with most persons, too limited and too 
special an application to render it available for ordinary use instead of 
Attention. 

Yet the Attention we are discussing, the attention of all knowledge
acquiring processes, may perhaps be better understood and realized if it 
is regarded as Concentrated Attention. 

Attention is that condition or attitude of consciousness in which its 
rays are steadily and unintermittelZt/y centred upon the thing being done 
or the subject of study. This may be presented to the consciousness 
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by one or more of the special senses, or it may already be a content of 
the mind; the special element in the attitude being tke intentlless witll 
wkidz tke consciousness operates. This intentness of gaze must proceed 
to such a degree that all other sensible or mental objects, except tke one, 
become excluded from its range. 

In the effort to do this-to maintain concentrated attention, the Will 
of the individual is brought: into play, and its function in the process 
may be compared to that played by a burning-glass held between the 
sun and the surface of an object If it is intended that the sun's rays 
shall produce, through the burning-glass, a definite and observable effect, 
the glass must be held in such a relation to the object that the rays of 
light converge upon one spot. This spot, or focus, then receives the 
whole force of the rays that pass through the glass; it alone, of all the 
surrounding surface, is brought out into relief and operated upon. In 
like manner the Will, in sustaining attention, focuses the rays of the 
consciousness, with all their inherent dynamic forces, upon one cir
cumscribed area, physiological, mental, or moral, as the case may be, 
wherein lies the work to be done. 

Thus we see that Attention is intentness of Mental Vision, concen
trated and maintained by action of the Will. It is not a separate 
function or property of the mind, like perception, imagination, reason, 
&c., as some psychologists might lead us to suppose, but a mode of 
action,-the true mode of the Will's action. In other words it is the 
dfjinite, efficient expression of tlte Volition or Will-force of the individual. 

The functions perception, conception, imagination, &c., are illstruments 
of the Ego for operating upon the phenomenal world and upon mental 
appropriations 6f that world; when one or more of these thus operates 
with all its force, un diverted from its employment by any surrounding 
object, then Attention is exhibited. 

Will is the manifestation or action of the real kuman Ego,. Attention 
designates the mode in which that manifestation is functionally exhibited, 
and by which alone permanent results are produced. 

In relation to the psychological realm in which Attention is a feature, 
we may formulate the following scheme. This scheme may serve to 
make the general bearings of the subject clearer and to more definitely 
indicate the part played by Attention in all psychological phenomena. 

The source of mental movement 
arises in Emotion 

The direction of the movement 
lies with Reason 

The mackinery of the movement 

= the desire to know. 

= how and what to 
know. 

is provided by The'mental = 
activities 

(Perception, etc.) 

the means by which 
the knowledge is 
gained. 
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The maintaining-force of the 
movement resides in the Will = the mode by which 

(the Energy of continuity of ope-
the Ego). ration is ensured 

The efficient relation of the two last groups of factors to· each 
other, and their joint relation to the object under study, are expressed by 
our term Attention. The Will holds the mental activities employed 
rigidly and persistently to their work. 

The Ego, through Volition, can only establish relations with objects 
external to itself tkroug-Ie tlte mental activities, Perception, Conception, 
Judgment, Imagination, &c., and to effect this, the latter must be main
tained in operation in a direct line between the Ego, represented by Voli
tion, and the object to be studied; just as the gun of the sportsman must 
be held with exact precision longitudinally between his eye and the object 
he desires to hit. If the gun be allowed to deviate in the least degree from 
the exact line of vision, the sportsman misses his object, so, also, if Per
ception, or Conception, or Judgment, or Imagination, whichever of these 
activities or faculties is in use, is permitted to lose its direct bearing upon 
the work in hand absolute failure of purpose ensues. In this illustration 
the steady maintenance of the gun in precise position is a parallel to the 
psychological action of Attention. 

When we grasp the full bearing of the truths here pointed out, we 
cannot fail to perceive the significant relation which the mental attitude 
of Attention holds to all educational processes and employments, nor 
can we assign i~ too prominent a position. in laying down true and 
efficient methods of culture. Let Volition, the Men tal Activities, the 
Light of Reason, the Physiological System of nerves and muscles, and 
vast mines of possible knowledge, all be provided; what intrinsic and 
permanent result can be accomplished amongst them if the manner in 
which they are used does not include Attention? 

Modern Education fails, as evident to all thoughtful observers Qf 
human life, very largely because of its neglect to maintain this essential 
factor of personal evolution in its due place. The desultoriness, aim
lessness and mental commonplaceness of the general adult life around us, 
spring from this omission. 

Modem Education, in its multitude of subjects, in its haste in passing 
from one subject to another, and in its lack of precise aim, exhibits 
desultoriness in employment of time and faculty. 

Desultoriness is the antithesis of Systematic Attention. 
Modern Education rules over an area from which nothing new arises 

as the fruit of its fostering care, it brings no new thing into being from 
out its world of chaos. 

This results from its desultoriness of method and action. 
The Human Will is, however, a natural creator when it operates through 

Concentrated Attention, but education fails in its true mission as a stimulus 
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and guide to individual creative force, because of this unreasonable 
neglect of a fundamental principle. 

Every area of acquired skill is a new e,eation ,. it has a real, patent 
existence and is an object of possession and use in the world of human 
life, which did not exist previous to its evolution by the personal Will 
operating through the mental activities upon a physiological chaos. 

To prevent possible confusion of thought in tracing out the subject, it 
may be remarked here that there is a mental attitude to which the term, 
Attention is commonly applied. This may be termed Passive 
Attention. 

Passive Attention rules the consciousness when one listens to an 
eloquent speech or interesting lecture. 

In such instances the Will is in abeyance, the consciousness being 
probably held entranced by forces which the Occultist might term 
M antramie. 

Passive attention also rules when the mind follows an absorbing train 
of thought. But this form is not that demanded for personal growth; 
educationally it is of slight value and without necessary relation to our 
subject. 

Attention plays its necessary part in each one of the realms or planes 
of life to which the human individual belongs:-

I. On the physical plane ;-in the physiological realm of the special 
senses and the nervous and muscular systems. Conscious action under 
its rule in this realm results in skill, the basis not only of all art and 
artistic performance, but of every nicely adapted movement of the 
human limbs and frame for practical purpose or for the display of 
agility and gracefulness. 

2. On the mental plane ;-in the psychological realm of concepts 
comparisons, judgments, deductions, speculations and ideals. On this 
plane intellectual energy under the control of Attention, creates logical 
systematic and consecutive forms of thought, true panoramic fields of 
vision out of detached intellectual details, and new emotional forms of 
power and beauty. 

3. On the moral plane ;-in the spiritual realm of supreme truths, 
vital principles, gropings after the Infinite, the laws of human relation
ships, and the application of all these to the entire conduct of the 
personal life. In this supreme area the moral sentiments and spiritual 
aspirations after perfection of life, concentrate their attention upon 
definite detaIls of personal thought and behaviour, the production of 
grace of spirit, reliability of disposition, agreement of conduct with 
principle, altruism in all its effective forms, and the development of a 
personal influence ever. tending towards the evolution of a vitalizing 
social harmony. 

In the evolution of personal life, when the object of its action is an 
area or detail of anyone of these realms, Attention may be termed 

14 
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specific, and when the control of the adopted purpose of existence as a 
whole is maintained through its means, establishing an efficient and well· 
ordered unity amongst the many divisions and details of that purpose, 
then we may designate Attention as supreme. 

" Genius" has been defined as "an infinite capacity for taking paills." 
The expression "taking pains" is merely a synonym for" close attention 
to minute details." "Close attention to details II takes each brick of 
which the "mansion for all lovely forms," -the structure of personal 
~nowledge, capacity and ability, is to be built, and carefully places it in 
its due position, cementing it there at once. The structure so put together 
is substantial, capacious, beautiful, and efficient. 

This structure, the result of infinite pains long continued, is that which 
the ~orld wonders at and worships and calls Genius. Nearly all men, 
if first guided and supported along the toilsome track and afterwards 
urged along it by pressure of their own Wills, might develop some form 
of power and skill which would elevate them considerably towards that 
height from which Genius looks down, and thus render the ordinary 
world much less commonplace, monotonous and unskilful than it is at 
present. To sum up :-

Concentrated Attention is the expression of the Will, and Will is the 
central, animating force proceeding from the Ego. Will, operating under 
the condition of Attention upon the chaos of its attendant world, and 
co-ordinating the energies, forces and movements of that world, converts 
it into a realm of form, power, and purpose, centreing around the Ego. 

This constitutes Personal Evolution resulting at length in a perfected 
Individuality, the creation of its own Will. 

~/ljll~ 
LIFE. 

What is our life? . . . A beetling precipice 
O'er which we stagger thro' a moonless night, 
And mutely grope for landmarks, craving light 

Which should reveal hid treasure that we miss; 
Yet know not if the dark be prejudice 

Of faithless eye, or lack of grasping sense 
To solve the end, made dim by inference 

Of wingless reason. . . . We clasp close and kiss 
A shadow meeting us, and yet I wis 

Are struck atwain, with bleeding, maddened hands, 
That strain out wildly towards th' imagined lanes 

Where light dwells always, and where life is bliss . . . 
Alas, we reach them not' . . . Yet have no fear, 
Love leads when we are blind, and Love is here,' 

I. 

~ EVELYN PYNE. 
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II. 

(Contin,ued from the October Number.) 

iIIi ANY years had elapsed. After the bombardment of Sevas
_ topol, after all the horrors of the war, the national and personal 

losses, the tears and sufferings of all Russia, the empire had once 
more resurrected to life; and shaking off the nightmare of the Past, it had 
sufficient time to begin a new life, and to realize that this war had been 
for our greater glory, not for our moral death. The Reform of 1861 
had entirely transformed the broad face of the Russian Empire. Never
theless, the entirely groundless forebodings, utterly unjustified by the 
course of events, with regard to possible rebellions and dangers arising 
out of the dissatisfaction of hard-shelled serf-proprietors-had not quite 
disappeared from the public mind, when I happened to read in the 
newspapers the account of a bloody act of reprisal resorted to by the 
peasants belonging to the property of Countess Sedminska, against her 
land-agent Our old friend, Pan Matzevitch, it seems, liberation of the 
serfs notwithstanding, had attempted qlland meme to pursue his des
potic and barbarous rule with the ex-serfs, and had paid dearly for his 
past crimes. The peasants had executed Lynch-law, murdered him, and 
redUced to chips the house wherein he had lived and tortured them 
for over twenty years under the all-powerful command of his high-born 
cltdtelaine and protectress. 

II And where was she meanwhile?" I involuntarily wondered, after 
reading the terrible account II Had not she even attempted to save 
from death her faithful servant and confederate?" About two years 
later I learnt that the old Countess was now living abroad, having left her 
castle some years earlier. She had avoided being present at the event of 
the emancipatio" of her peasants, whom she feared-not without good 
and abundjlnt reasons. Such was my personal conclusion. As to the 
newspaper reports, which had brought once more to my recollection that 
antipathetical personality, they said nothing of the true reason of her 
expatriation; but, on the contrary, praised and glorified the great 
virtues and generosity of the" Polish Countess and millionaire." She 
was now endowing with unstinting hand schools and churches, near 
Cannes or Meran, or some such foreign resort, so well-beloved by our 
Russian boyars. "Seeking to atone for her sins!" I thought again; 
.. wants to feed the' French and the Italian beggars, as a penance for 
having starved her own Russian peasants." ... Perchance she is now 
openly converted to Roman Catholicism. But no! The Countess 
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Sedminska did not believe so implicitly as all that in God and her own 
soul, to thus change, for the sake of the salvation of the latter, her faith 
to the evident detriment of her terrestrial interests. She knew too well 
for that the value of her Russian income. Secretly, she of course pre
ferred Roman Catholicism. She found it more agreeable for her per
sonal relations with cultured, sweet-spoken ksionds and reverends. who 
expatiated to her in the choicest French dialec~ upon the charms and 
profits of the Pope's" Indulgences," than the uncouth Russian con
fessors, totally unfit for an elegant drawing-room. But, on the whole, 
she was quite indifferent to any faith or religious question. At any rate, 
such she remained till a short time before her death; when suddenly and 
niost unexpectedly she threw herself headlong into the wildest bigotry 
and fanaticism. So much I learnt, at any rate, after her death, when 
I came quite accidentally across her kinsman and my friend, Korzanof, 
the officer who had married her niece. That meeting was very original. 
It struck me forcibly at the time and remained impressed on my 
memory for many reasons, the least of which was its association with 
a vivid and beautiful picture. 

It was on a lovely and sunny afternoon on the Mediterranean, in 
Gaeta He was travelling in Europe en grand seigneur, to satisfy a whim 
of his wife and his fifteen-year-old daughter-the despot of both her 
parents; I, as an idle and aimless tourist, attracted less by the gorgeous 
scenery of the place than by the military fame-still very loud in those 
days-of the fortifications to which the Neapolitan Queen was indebted 
for her decoration of our· Russian St. George's Cross .... 

Wernet, as I said, quite accidentally on the terrace of an hotel 
covered, as every respectable Italian trattoria generally is, with a wealth 
of ivy, vines, and climbing roses, and at first passed each other without 
either of us recognising an old friend. It was by his voice that I knew 
him, when I heard him addressing in Russian a ta.II and very pretty girl. 
who moved under the marble steps of the terrace among an exuberant 
jungle of jasmine and tuberoses. On both sides of the terrace the 
picturesque shores of the gulf, bending in the shape of a horseshoe, 
stretched out far away decked with pretty vine-covered villas and studded 
with poor fishermen's huts. On our right arose the fortress and harbour 
with its wealth of chimneys, masts and sails. In the distance, behind 
the fort, an old monastery, and nearer on our side the mass of dark 
green' bowers, of orange, lemon, and almond trees, laden with their 
golden fruits, bunches of grapes hanging everywhere, high and low, 
fastened by their flexible, climbing stalks wherever there was anything 
to fasten upon. The air was one glowing mass of light and sunbeams, 
whose waves vibrated in the hot atmosphere, full of colours and per
fumes. Right before us stretched the blue expanse of the sea, sparkling 
and undulating in the southern sun like liquid topazes and sapphires. 
rolling its golden ripplets further and further away; until meeting on the 
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furthest edge of the horizon with the azure, cloudless sky, both finally 
merged into each other, to form one opalescent vapoury wall, upon the 
face of which small fishermen's. boats appeared and reappeared, one 
moment lost in the radiant light, then suddenly emerging on the shining 
white surface with their white sails and dark masts vigorously marked 
upon the dazzling screen. . . . It was in the midst of such Southern, fairy
like scenery that we two Northerners met; and, once the mutual recogni
tion made, like two genuine Russian bears, we pawed each other, and 
fell upon each other's neck, clasped in a warm and tight embrace after 
almost twenty years' separation. Korzanof introduced me to his 
daughter, and made me renew my acquaintance with his wife, still 
handsome, though rather too fat now for a model beauty. She recog
nised me immediately, declaring that I was hardly changed at all. I 
assured her, with the most graceful and innocent smile I could 
put on, of the same . 

.. Just as he ever was I" she went on, exclaiming, "The same I van 
Nikolaevitch as sixteen years ago ...• it seems sixteen days hardly. 
Who would have thought of meeting you here I" 

.. Yes," I said, .. and a lovely land this is to meet in. . .. plenty of 
warmth and light .... a little different from our Northern country. It 
is not fair, in us, however, to complain of our climate. . .. Have you 
visited, since your marriage, your aunt, or her castle? " 

.. 0 yes! . .. Didn't you know that both she and my cousin, the 
Princess Tcherterinska had died? • . . .. I have become sole heir to 
all the property of my aunt Sedminska .... " 

.. Indeed! Receive my best congratulations. . .. I am glad for your 
sake. In that case you must sometimes pass the summer in the palace 
of Rujano Lyass? .... " 

"Oh no, Heaven forbid I Rujano-Lyass is now sold .... for some 
factory or foundry. We even avoid visiting my husband's property, as 
it is too near the dreadful old castle .... " 

"Hum! ... Yes, friend," coughed Korzanof, eagerly interrupting 
his wife; "it is indeed a disagreeable neighbourhood. We would have 
never approached that terrible house even if we had not had the luck to 
get rid of it • .. Hang it I I am glad it was burnt to ashes." 

" Burnt! . . .. That superb palace? Impossible I But you must 
have lost with it a whole fortune I " 

"We do not regret it I" eagerly put in the wife; but her husband in
terrupted her once more: 

.. If you only knew what happened there I" . . . . he exclaimed, and 
suddenly stopped. He had perceived his daughter approaching us with 
a large bouquet of flowers. 

I saw the parents exchange a rapid and suggestive glance, and 
hastened to chance the conversation. 

Very luckily for my curiosity, the daughter had come to remind her 
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mother of a projected boat excursion to the monastery. Under the 
shallow pretext of rheumatism, the father got leave to remain at home, 
of which I felt very glad. 

"Come, mamma, make haste!" exclaimed the petted child. "This 
gentleman will be kind enough to keep papa company .•.. won't you?" 
she asked me with a pretty girlish smile. 

I hastened to consent, feeling extremely curious to hear from my 
friend further particulars about the mysterious burning of the castle. 

The two ladies left, and we two men remained alone on the terrace. 
Here, under the sunny sky of Italy, in the shadow of orange and pome
granate trees,with the accompaniment of a faraway tarantella and laughter, 
and the songs of the merry children of the South, with glasses of Moscow 
tea before us, I listened to the narrative of my friend: a narrative so 
weird and fantastic, that I was at first disinclined to believe in its actuality; 

. until ..•. well, until just such a strange event, as mentioned at the 
opening of this true tale of mine, came to prove to me its veracity 
and actual occurrence. 

These are the main facts, as briefly given to me by Korzanof. 
About three years before, soon after the terrible murder of Matzevitch. 

the Countess Sedminska was taken ill, and died. She expired in terrible 
tortures after an unheard-of agony which lasted for over a year. Most 
of her friends believed she had gone mad. Korzanof and his wife were 
of this opinion until they got convinced th1'Ougk personal experience that 
the visions which, as she complained, tormented her night and day were 
no fictions, but a terrible reality. . . . Long before her last iIlness, the 
countess had suddenly become attacked with inSOfflllia ,. nay, she had 
entirely lost the power of sleeping. For whole nights she used to walk 
about her vast rooms like a forlorn shadow, and very soon her servants 
came to remark that her behaviour was becoming very extraordinary. 
She seemed to be ever seeing an invisible presence near her. Cautiously 
moving about, stopping with sudden starts and horror painted in her 
eyes, she was, moreover, frequently overheard talking loudly to some 
one, whom no one could perceive but herself. Her monologues were 
angry, the tones of her voice getting at times full of disgust and fury. 
while on other occasions they became full of terror and supplication. . . . 
She had called the best physicians to her help, and tried every remedy. 
visiting for that purpose every metropolis and watering-place of Europe, 
but had nowhere found either relief, or even simple rest 

Strange to say, it was not the doctors who believed or insinuated that 
she was becoming mad, but she herself who tried to persuade the 
physicians of her growing insanity. During the last months, her eccen
tricities and violence had reached such a pitch that no hotel or lodging
house would have her, notwithstanding the fabulous rents offered to 
them, while no servants would remain with her at any price. There 
came a day, finally, after her physicians had almost concluded to take 
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her to a lunatic asylum, when suddenly she became calm and declared 
that she was going to start on that same day, on her return journey to 
Russia. On the eve of her departure, her maids had watched and seen 
her through the keyhole going through a whole pantomime, while quite 
alone in her bedroom. Hitherto she had almost knocked them off their 
feet by claiming night and day their incessant presence and attendance 
upon her, in the hope, perhaps, that a third party might put a stop to 
her habitual hallucinations. But she became very soon convinced that 
it was of no use, as she was the only one to perceive certain mani
festations. These became qnly the more menacing for the presence of a 
third person. Henceforth, the Countess clamoured no more after someone 
to keep constant watch near her; and then it was that her maids and 
footmen, who were now watching to gratify their own curiosity, once 
saw the extraordinary scene that took place in the bedroom of their 
wretched mistress. They testified that during one of such fits, tRe 
countess commenced by becoming angry with some invisible person in 
her room; then, getting furious, she violently stamped her feet, made 
threatening gestures, as if she were repelling some unseen assailant ~ 

after which a regular fight took place-" with empty air," as the wit
nesses expressed it-the proud old lady clutching at space, pushing it 
off, with every sign of something resisting her, and then falling down 
as if an invisible opponent had overpowered and conquered her at last! 
... After this she usually went through a whole scene of strangula

tion, becoming black and blue in the face, with her tongue protruding 
from the mouth and her eyes starting from their sockets, looking as 
though she was almost choked. Usually, this weird pantomime concluded 
by her humbling herself abjectly before her "imagined" adversary. 
Going down on her knees, she used to begin a scene of supplication, first 
imploring and then solemnly pledging herself to some promise. This 
ended by her watching with terror someone leaving the room and finally 
disappearing. On the morning following one of such performances, 
she ordered the servants to prepare everything for their departure, and 
a week later she was back in her castle. 

At first she seemed to get relief in Rujano Lyass. Even sleep, 
which had almost forgotten her, returned· during the first days, acting 
beneficently on the nerves of the miserable old woman. Masses were 
daily said for the repose of the soul of her murdered land-agent; a 
marble cross with a crucifix on it was placed over his tomb, and a 
magnificent railing surrounded his last resting-place. His two children 
received each 50,000 roubles, and she gave a large sum of money for 
the local kostiol (Roman Catholic Church) for perpetual masses, so that 
the name of the victim should be mentioned daily in it during the 
service, for ever and all times to come. In short, everything that money 
could do, was done to honour and perpetuate the memory of the in
famous Pan Matzevitch; far more was done, in fact, for him than had 
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ever been done for her own daughter, when that young and hapless 
princess died in 1854, soon after leaving Rujano Lyass. 

It became plain to all that the chief disturber of her peace and 
nightly rest was that same ex-confederate of hers. People began to 
talk openly of this. It was whispered that those most meritorious 
efforts of the old Countess to quiet and propitiate his sinful soul had 
been evidently crowned with success, sirice the high-born Pani Sedminska 
had now ceased to be- troubled at nights. But this happy state did 
not last very long. Suddenly she began to ail again, took to her bed, 
and new visions seemed to pursue her. To these were now added 
hitherto unheard-of phenomenal manifestations. 

Before that, she used to be the only one to see and hear the presence 
and the discourses of her invisible tormentors. But now things changed. 

In that enormous empty ancestral castle of hers things so terrible 
began now to occur daily, and almost hourly, that every man, woman, 
and child deserted it, leaving her quite alone. Unfortunately for her, 
the days of serfdom had passed, never to return again; the Countess 
could not keep servants against their will. The result of this was, that 
as the large house became gradually emptied of its living inmates, it 
received tenants of another kind: it became, in short, overcrowded with 
beings so far visible to herself alone, but audible, on the other hand, to 
many. Indeed, visitors, servants, and even casual passers-by, gentry 
as well as peasants, often became terrified eye-witnesses to the most 
extraordinary and inexplicable manifestations. Illuminations and fires 
would suddenly light up at the midnight hour in reception-rooms shut up 
for years, and that were now never entered by anyone. On certain nights 
the illumiqation lasted so long, and was so brilliant, that the neighbours 
remained under the impression that the Countess Sedminska had once 
more opened her house to visitors, and was giving balls and festivals as 
in the days· of old. At other times, meteor-like flames suddenly 
appeared in the house and, traversing the long suite of the inhabited 
rooms, disappeared as suddenly and as mysteriously as they had come. 
The heavy, securely-locked and bolted gates of the main entrance were 
often seen flung open, as by some invisible porter; this was followed by 
the heavy rumbling of wheels on the avenue, of carriages as invisible as 
the rest, after which the hall and other doors leading to the reception 
rooms opened of themselves, as if to receive a host of guests. Then, 
from the modest ground floor where, having entirely abandoned the rest 
of her splendid domain, the invalid eMtelaine had taken up her abode, 
the inmates began to hear quite plainly the noise of doors opened and 
shut, the loud clicking of locks, and the moving of the heavy furniture. 
On such occasions, to the shuffling of numerous footsteps and the noise 
made over the aching head of the unfortunate invalid, were added such 
unearthly howlings, sobbing, laughter, cries, and the stamping of 
hundreds of feet, that the servants fled from her rooms in irrepressible 
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terror. They could be prevailed to stop only by being paid fabulous 
wages; and even then, they had to be changed weekly. Gradually, these 
manifestations, striking with fear the rare visitors to Rujano Lyass, 
began to take place not only at a distance, but in their very presence, 
thus passing from the realm of possible hallucination and superstitious 
fear, into that of fearful reality-objective and visible to all. For hours 
all the door-knobs of the apartment occupied by the dying Countess 
used to tum of themselves with loud grinding' noises, threatening to 
break into pieces without any visible cause; windows were flung open 
simultaneously; the creaking noise of footsteps and the rustling of clothes 
was heard, and the audible presence of invisible and numerous somebodies 
was added to that of the living visitors, during the day, as well as during 
entire nights. Books were moved and opened, and their pages turned 
by unseen hands. Then, as a terrible climax to all this, people began 
to meet daily in the house on their passage-strangers. Mistaken at 
first for living beings, they were known for what they were, only when 
they disappeared on the spot, and after several persons had seen one 
and the same thing over and over again. 

It was then that the Countess Sedminska threw herself headlong into 
the darkest and most fanatical asceticism. It was then. only that, deserted 
by all, and thus left in the power of her mysterious persecutors-harmless 
even if visible, to everyone else, and endowed only with regard to the 
lady of the Manor alone, with the terrible power of not only frightening, 
but actually of bodily torturing her at their own sweet pleasure-it was 
then, it appears, that she bethought herself of a God, who could, perhaps, 
protect her. Then the castle was filled with priests, and holy sacraments, 
and holy water. From morn till night ceremonies of exorcism took 
place, and masses for the repose of the souls of various in<,lividuals, dead 
and long forgotten, were daily chanted. Nor would the Countess have ever 
thought of any of them, in truth. had they not themselves forcibly brought 
their personalities to her recollections. But alas, nothing proved to be of the 
slightest use! Quite the reverse. For the more the titled victim prayed 
and fasted, the bolder, as if to spite her, were these weird manifestations. 
So bold and impudent had this deviltry at last become, that it was with 
dread and fear that the Russian priest (the same meek Father Wassiliy, 
whom we all knew) had to start daily from his humble home on the way 
to the haunted castle. For thither was he now summoned, often twice 
a day, by her who had all her life deemed it foolish and superstitious to 
turn to the prayers :of the Russian orthodox church. But it was not 
for himself the good priest feared, but lest the sacred objects he was 
carrying with him should be desecrated in-this doomed abode of sin. He 
had a right to dread such an emergency; for, to the knowledge of all, and 
agreeably to her own!confessions, such like desecrations had happened 
She had summoned him, she said, as a last resort, in the hope that his 
prayers and holy water might keep at bay her tormentors, those who made 
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prayer impossible to her, do what she might. No lamp could ever be made 
to burn before the crucifix and images; hardly lit, the lights were 
extinguished with ominous sounds-as though water and sand were 
thrown over them. No sooner did she touch her prayer book or bible, 
than the pages began turning of themselves with vertiginous rapidity 
in her hands, a strong current blowing from the four quarters to change 
into a regular whirlwind, limited, strange to say, to a small, area of space 
around her, and affecting no one and nothing else in the room. The 
holy volume' was usually snatched and torn away from her hands. 
At other times, a thick mist would arise between her and the pages, if 
she wanted to read by day; and if in the evening, then no sooner did 
she stretch out her hand to reach the bible than all the lights in the 
house would go out as if by magic. 

"I cannot pray!" she repeatedly answered in despair, to all the 
admonitions made by the priest. "I cannot, do you not understand? 
I walll, and I cannot! They do not allow me to. . . . What can I do? 
Advise me! ... " 

What could the simple-hearted Father Wassiliy advise, or say to 
her? He felt himself awed and quite helpless amidst this terrible flood 
of purely demoniacal obsession . 

.. She was indeed a martyr, during the last few months of her life," re
marked Korzanof in concluding his strange story. .. A genuine martyr, 
indeed! You know, I did not like her. All of us knew she was a wicked 
woman, with more than one crime on her conscience; but I feel sure 
that the suffering of the latter part of her life has atoned for many of 
her great sins. It was impossible to see, without pitying her .... As 
ill luck would have it, we had, on that particular and last year of her 
life, to visit our property, which is near hers, as you know. She sent 
for us immediately; thus, no/ens volens, we had to visit and-stay with 
her. . . . But such visits, old man, were indeed feats, on our part, t() 
be wondered at; feats, not only Christian, but truly heroic. . . ." 

" How so ? Have you also seen ghosts and marvels, then?" 
.. Ask rather what were the marvels we have not seen. Whenever I 

come to think of it now, all that terrible past seems to me a hallucina
tion, a hideous nightmare. Nor would I have failed to convince myself 
in the end that it was a dream and no more, had I not witnesses 
beside me, who saw and heard the same as I did." 

II Your wife? Has she heard and seen things, also? " 
"She did, and more; she saw and recogllised . ... " 
" Whom? and what can you mean?" 
" The truth. Do you recollect the woman found dead at the gate of 

the park, with a knife in her hand? " 
.. The young wet-nurse? ... Of course I do .... Well, and did your 

wife see her too? " 
" With her own eyes, oldman! She met her at the end of the great 
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passage near the rooms of the chamber-maids, at twilight; and, needing 
a servant girl for something, she called her. The woman turned round 
and stood before my wife the living image of what she had been! Just 
the same as Sasha had known and remembered her. But after so many 
years she might have failed to recognise her, had it not been for her 
face distorted with suffering, and the long knife she was pressing to her 
breast. •.. " 

"The knife? . . . God save us ... a knife beyond the grave! Why, 
Alexandra Vladimirovna must have surely dreamt it ... " 

.. Dreamt it? No she has not. The woman with the knife was too 
often seen, and by too many, wandering about the castle before, and after 
that vision. She was among the most frequent mysterious visitors of 
our unfortunate aunt ... and then, why should my wife have dreamt 
it ? She had known her during life, but had not seen her, as you and I 
did, lying dead under the wall of the park; and she had only heard the 
legend about the knife she was armed with later, and had never paid 
attention to it. But meeting her face to face in the passage, she recog
nised her at a glance and-remembered. . . We had a mass said for her 
and a fine cross placed over her grave." 

" Well, and how did that work? Has she finally found rest?" I 
queried, not without some doubt in my mind as to the reasonableness 
of my query and of the conversation in general. 

" I do not know. Perhaps. The II wet nurse" was hardly met with, in 
the castle after that; but my wife was so frightened that she took to 
her bed for several days. I was at an utter loss to know what to do. 
She would not remain in the castle, and she would not leave without 
me; meanwhile, the old woman was evidently approaching her end, and 
it was impossible to leave her alone. She implored and adjured us by 
everything holy to us not to desert her! Lucky it was that our daughter 
had remained with her uncle at Moscow, so that she knows nothing to 
this day of the horrors that took place .... We told her nothing." 

" Very wise, too. And does this deviltry still go on? Ah, but I 
remember now, you said that the palace of Rujano Lyass had been 
burnt down? ... But how, and why should such a gigantic mass of 
stone and marble burn down at all ? " 

.. Just so; and there was a new mystery, and another marvel, to boot. 
Mark well, that after her death the mansion stood uninhabited, every 
door and window in it being securely closed and nailed Not a soul 
within! not even a gate-keeper, as none would stop there for any 
amount of money. How did it burn? Who could have set fire to the 
four comers of such an immense stone building? All these questions 
are so many problems to us to this day. Anyhow, my wife and I felt 
overjoyed when it did bum down. For, we had been already contempla
ting either to take it to pieces or to sell it ; but so long as it preserved its 
imposing appearance, and remained the palace of palaces of the whole 
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province, we had not the heart to pull it down. We felt ashamed to 
sell that old family heirloom to the Jews ..•. But once it had become 
a mass of ruins, and that its walls, burnt to cinders, was all that remained 
of it, why should any of us regret it? Besides this, we received a very 
considerable sum of money even for the ruins. Thank God, our 
daughter is no beggar, anyhow, and she is an heiress, with or without 
the palace of Rujano Lyass!" concluded Korzanof, with a smile of 
satisfaction on his blooming face. 

We remained silent. My friend was evidently drifted away from the 
memory of the past by the ambitious pictures rising in his loving fancy 
with regard to the future of his only and dearly beloved child; I, 
occupied with reflections about the wonders that I had just heard, and 
the new and magnificent panorama offered to us just then, by the 
glory of the setting sun. . . . 

VERA JELIHOVSKY. 

(To be concluded in the next Number.) 

THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL 

THE vision of Christ that thou dost see 
Is my vision's greatest enemy. 
Thine is the friend of all mankind; 
Mine speaks in parables to the blind. 
Thine loves the same world that mine hates; 
Thy heaven-doors are my hell-gates. 
Socrates taught what Meletus 
Loathed as a nation's bitterest curse; 
And Caiaphas was, in his own mind, 
A benefactor to mankind. 
Both read the Bible day and night; 
But thou read'st black where I read white. 

WILLIAM BLAKE'S" PoeticaljWorks," 
Aldine Edition, p. 144 
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A BUDDHIST PRINCE'S VIEW OF THE UNIVERSE AND 
THE NATURE OF MAN.-

BROTHERS, allow me to converse with you about my own con-
o viction relating to the Universe and the Nature of Man, or rather 

about what I understand from the truths taught by our beloved, 
merciful and omniscient LORD BUDDHA, to whom we all owe our 
morality in present lives, and our destiny in future. 

The Lord taught us that all things, both known and unknown, are 
without exception, subject to the law of impermanency or changeable
ness; and that man's cause of re-birth is no other than his own ignorance 
of nature, together with his good or evil actions in life, which will make 
him reap sweet or sour fruit in his future existence. What the Lord 
has taught us is, that what will remain permanent and everlasting are 
Akasa and Nirvana. 

The former means the Universe, which I understand to comprise all 
matter, force, and space; and if this idea be correct, of course, all the 
heavenly bodies are also included in this term. This Akasa (or Universe) 
although it is self-existing, absolute, infinite, universal, and perfect, 
without beginning and without end, is yet subject to the immutable 
law of changes.t According to my own opinion, I think that all the 
heavenly bodies are but the inhabitants of infinite. space; just in the 
same manner as we, ourselves, are the inhabitants .of this earth. The 
difference, I suppose, being only in the scale of construction and perfection 
both physically and psychically. If this belief is reasonable, I then infer 
that the heavenly bodies are born in something the same manner as 
ourselves: that is, by virtue of existing species. The factor of this 
virtue is, I understand, the force of attraction inherent in the molecules 
of matter, either dormant or active; because we all know that we move, 
work, and do all actions by the forces which are inherent in our bodies; 
and not by the mere lifeless matter which constitutes our physical 
systems. 

This important idea being understood, I will go on further to suppose 
that if this solar system of ours, which includes the sun, the moon, and 
planets, were to be destroyed, or die out by efflux of time, the matter 
which constitutes their bodies will naturally decay and be turned into 
elements, while their forces become dormant; just as in the case with 
ourselves, our bodies when we die will be turned into the elements out of 

* This letter was sent by His Royal Highness the Prince of Siam to the TlIeosopll;st, where it 
appears simultaneously with its publication here.-[ED.l 

t A contradiction. A thing cannot be absolute and still subject to change. What H. R. H. means 
to say, we suppose, is that space or the abstract universe (Akasa) is infinite and immutable; but that 
this universe is subject to changes in its periodical manifestations.-[ED.] 
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which we are made. When such an event occurs, according to my own 
conviction, all the other systems of heavenly bodies existing in space, will 
naturally, by virtue· of their affinities to this system, form out of the 
molecules of matter and dormant forces a new system to supply the 
vacancy. And this process, of course, is done enti"rely by mutual 
attractions or forces. * 

Now we come to the vegetable and animal kingdoms, and to these 
again I suppose that the same law applies that, by virtue of the living 
species, new beings are made up by the attractions of their 
affinities from the remains of those which have died long before.t 
Thus from heavenly bodies down to.animals and vegetables, the same 
principle of reproduction is going on round and round without end. 
When one has lived long enough and died or changed away the substance 
of its body, by virtue of the forces or attractions of the rest, the dead 
one or the changed matter and dormant force is brought to life again; 
and so on the existence is kept up by mutual dependence. But in such 
a process of reproduction or of attraction, we must not forget that, in the 
course of time the forms and properties of all bodies, both heavenly and 
earthly, are undergiong a series of unknowable changes. Now I will 
pass from materialism into the abstract, and in doing so, I must 
summarize what I have before mentioned-when I say there are forces 
or attractions inherent in all matter or molecules of matter either dormant 
or active I also say that we move, work, and do all our actions by the 
forces that are inherent in our bodies, and not by the mere lifeless matter 
which constitutes our physical bodies. By this conviction we can, 
therefore, plainly see that the important factors in all bodies are only 
their forces or attractions while physical matter is but of secondary 
importance. 

Let me now proced further to a more complex and critical part of 
nature than that regarding which we have spoken-that is to say, the 
soul of man and his succession of re-births. The soul is conceived by 
many people as an immortal entity in man, which governs his body in 
life; but how at his death it leaves him, either to be re-bom or to live 
with an imaginary god, is beyond my comprehension. What I call a 
soul is nothing but the active force or attraction in man which, when 
he dies, must die with him.! 

• This is certainly not orthodox exoteric Buddhism. But it comes very near to our ao/~ric philosophy 
or" Budhism" (Wisdom religion) taught by our Lord secretly to bis elect Arhats.-{ED.] 

t TAis is pnds~/y the doctrine taught (See .. Secret Doctrine" Vol. II.) with regard to the animal 
world, of which all the bodies of m411JIIJals have been formed out of the cast off atoms of various man
kinds which preCeded ours. Animals were .. created" later than Adam and brought to him to be 
named (Vide, Chap.ii., (kIWis). In the PurAnas, it is the various Rishis who are tbe reputed parents 
of divers animals and even of birds and ampbibious monsters. 

! This is too materia1istic-we fear. The" Soul" is certainly not immortal, but the ETERNAL 

KARMIC EGO, tlulJ which re-incamates, is. This is esoteric philosopby, of course, not orthodox 
Buddhism. 
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Reader, because of my thinking thus :-1 hope you will not take me 
for an unbeliever in the verified laws of re-birth and of Karma, but hear 
me patiently, and you wiII sec that I am a true Buddhist. I believe that 
our souls in this life are but the results of attractions or volitions created 
through ignorance of nature, by dead men at the time they were dying, 
and not the souls of the dead that are within our bodies. In short, I 
believe that we are but the images or representatives of their good or 
evil characters during life, taken by a process of natural photography. 
If this belief can be granted as baing reasonable, I infer further that the 
power of volition or attraction in man is as inconceivably great as that 
in nature itself, that is to say, man has power to exercise mentally, more 
or less, his attraction over the forces of beings; that he can form out of 
such forces any imaginary picture of his thoughts, or put them in 
motion in somewhat the same manner as he does physical objects. But 
so long as he lives, the pictures of his thought, or the forces that he 
has put into motion, wiII be imperfect, so that they cannot take a 
re-birth. 

This is owing to the exercise of volition being not exhaustive, or to 
his neutralizing it by turning his attention to other matters. The 
process, however, takes place very decidedly and effectually at the time 
he is dying, no matter whether he is sensible or not-his mere habits 
being quite sufficient for the work. In proof of this fact the modern 
science of mesmerism stands as witness. Although I am not personally 
acquainted with this science, yet I sincerely believe that it is an un
doubted fact. Now, taking for granted my conviction is correct, I may 
explain further how a dying man takes his re-birth. I believe that in 
the case of an ordinary man, i.e., a man who is full of passions and 
inclinations it may be for this earthly life, to continue his existence, or 
it may be to cease for ever from existence; in short, who has all kinds 
of yearning desires which assert his psychical force or volition at the 
time he is dying, perhaps so strongly that they form an exact picture of 
his thought in the molecules of dormant forces of long dead beings that 
may be present in the air, and the once dead spirit, thus coming into 
motion again, is taken up, in obedience to the law of force, by a living 
person who possesses a similar disposition to the dying man himself. 

To speak briefly, I believe that the dying man asserts his volition or 
transmits the picture of his good or bad character to the spirit or 
dormant force of long dead beings, and when the latter becomes thus 
charged with motion, it is taken up by the attraction of a living person. 
As a comparison for illustration, when an artist paints his own likeness, 
the materials which he uses for colours are not made from material 
parts of his body, but from ordinary materials outside; so the process 
of re-birth is effected by a dying man through the assertion of his 
thinking habits; from the elements outside; just as the phonograph is 
effected by the motions of the voice. The process ~f re-birth, however, 
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takes place at death only, because then the exertion of physical thought, 
being exhaustive, is quite fixed for ever, and the connecting links of 
active attraction cease to generate from the body. Just as if the earth's 
attraction ceased, the moon, its attending satellite, must inevitably be 
displaced from its course. 

Thus goes on the great wheel of San sara, without beginning and 
without end, until one is wise enough, and has acquired in his habits the 
non-inclination to put to motion, or to assert his psychical image on the 
element or dormant spirits of long dead beings, when he is completely 
free from that whirling wheel of nature, and attains the blessed state of 
NIRVANA, the only everlasting abode of happiness in subjective exist
ence. This explanation will be found to agree with the teachings 01 

our enlightened LORD BUDDHA, particularly in his denial of the exist- . 
ence of a soul, such as is generally believed to exist. And from this , 
belief we are able to infer that there is no such soul in man as will leave 
him when he dies, either for the purpose of taking a re-birth, or to live 
with God; or that it can move of its own accord or under any influence 
of the laws of nature. For if there is actually a soul like this, there 
can never exist NIRVANA. As I have already mentioned, our LORD 
has taught us that the only things that can exist for ever are the Akasa 
and Nirvana. And this Akasa, according to what I understand, must 
include all matter, force and space. Now if there exists an objective 
NIRVANA,· it must also be included in the Akasa, because the latter 
is including even space, and if there is NIRVANA just as there is Akasa, 
the former must naturally be either matter or space, otherwise a moving 
soul cannot live in it. Now, you will see that there can be no such 
NIRVANA in which a soul can live to enjoy an everlasting happiness. 
because if there be such, it must be within the Akasa, and the soul in it 
therefore, according to the law of changes or Karma, must inevitably 
take a re-birth again. The true subjective NIRVANA is just the reverse 
of the objective Akasa, as heaven, or hell, is the reverse of our objective 
earth. It is true that to go to heaven or hell it requires a supposed soul 
or a psychical image to impress on the dormant spirits, in order that it 
may be taken up by the attraction of a deva or a hellish being according 
to circumstances; but then, heaven or hell is included in the Akasa, 
because the earth itself is but a speck of the Universe, and consequently 
~he beings in it are still subject to natural changes. While in the case 
of NIRVANA there needs no supposed soul, or any picture of thought 
whatever, as NIRVANA itself is but nothingness, therefore it requires 
a free, pure, innocent soul of nothingness to live in it. If anyone 
should ask," If NIRVANA is nothingness, what good is there in craving 
for it?" I must then ask the inquirer whether he really enjoys constant 

* No .. objective Nirvana" can exist in Nature. Nirvana is a state, not a mode of visible 
objectiveness, nor a locality. Nirvana, as Nagasena said to the king, IS-but does net exist.-(Eo.) 
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changes, or whether he likes the sorrows and sufferings attending life 
both physicaUy and mentally. 

This is a sufficient answer as to why wise men wish for the attainment 
of NIRVANA. 

Just a few more words about the nOll-existence of a soul which 
survives death. Suppose anyone holds that there is such soul in man, 
I must then ask him courteously whether he knows, or can guess, out of 
what such a soul is evolved. The answer may probably be that it is 
made from matter, or force, or space, or a combination of all these, or 
one or two of these without the other; or perhaps that God made it out 
of nothing. Now the reader will see that this answer means that in 
course of time, a day will come when all the souls which are made out 
of the substances enumerated wiII all enter NIRVANA, or else ascend to 
heaven somewhere outside the Universe, and no more beings wiII exist; 
nay, even all the heavenly bodies or space itself will exist no more, 
because then all matter or force, and even space which forms the 
Universe, are all used up. What will then be the aspect of the empty 
Universe? This is the reason why I am unable to believe that an im
mortal soul exists.· 

I must now go back to the objects we call inanimate, which includes 
all the heavenly bodies and the whole of nature with the exception of 
animals. These again are, according to the law of force, subject to a 
nearly similar process of re-birth. The only difference is that which 
arises from the fact that the animate and the inanimate differ in their 
construction and mode of existence. To explain the process I must 
repeat again something of what I have said with regard to man; that 
the dying body asserts powerfully though ignorantly its inclinations or 
its attractive forces as its habit may dictate when in health, so that if 
in the case of a heavenly body the nebulous matter or the elements of 
long dead heavenly bodies become charged with action, by the aid of 
attractions from all other heavenly bodies, these gradually assume the 
form and property of the dying body, as i~ the case of re-birth with man, 
Thus goes on the process of Akasa, whirling its great wheel round and 
round with myriads of imaginable and unimaginable changes. 

All I have said will, I hope, be found in harmony with the teachings 
of our enlightened LORD as well as with the belief in spirituaIism,t mes
merism, and all other natural powers by which phenomena are produced 

* His Royal Highness is evidently unacquainted with esoteric philosophy. The latter believes 
neither in a God who fabricates souIs out of nothing, nor that there is such a thing as any place 
.. outside" the Universe, since the Universe is infinite and limitless. But we must also demur to the 
idea that SPACE can ever be .. used up," whether during Manvantara (or life cycle) or duringpralaya. 
the period of absolute Rest, when SPACE remains the same, i.e., eternal, immutable, as it ever was, 
and as it will ever be, since abstract SPACK is but another name for the absolute ALL. 

t This is to be doubted, as belief in spiritualism presupposes belief in the survival of the soul and 
that H.H. denies such a soul in man. Not being sure of what is meant by soul here, however, the 
Editor leaves this an open question. 

15 
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by man. And you will see at a glance that there cannot exist a per
sonal or intelligent God who is supposed to be the Guardian of the 
Universe, for the system of all the natures I have enumerated is so per
fectly complete in itself, that by virtue of the mutual dependence of 
matter, force and space, the system is able to keep up its self-existence 
for ever, without requiring any beginning from God at all. Brothers, 
we also see that all things which form the Universe, from the heavenly 
bodies down to ourselves, are nothing different in nature, and what we 
glorify as a reality of happiness or what we hate as an actual sorrow in 
life, is in truth no other than nothingness. The worlds, stars, vege
tables, animals, and all things which we take to be different, are nothing 
but the results of changing operations of matter, forces and space, which 
form the Universe. 

Brothers, we now plainly see that nothing material or immaterial, 
eithe.r in our bodies or our minds, can be a soul that will survive death; 
our true souls and selves that will take re-birth are simply the good 
or bad actions done in life. So then, Brothers, while we are as yet but 
on the threshold of NIRVANA, let US strive to cultivate an universal love, 
which will undoubtedly tend to good actions, the only tools with which 
we can paint our perfect likenesses at death.-

In conclusion, I may mention that my conjecture is in perfect harmony 
with the principles of nature. 

I. That all natures exist in pairs, or opposites. 
2. That all natures act and exist only by mutual dependence. 
3. That no nature can ever produce something out of nothing. 
4- That all natures act on objects in succession. 
5. That all natures seek to unite with their affinities. 
All these rules apply to physiology as well as psychology. 

• KARMA, TANHA and SKANDHAS, are the almighty trinity in one, and the cause of our re-births. 
The illustration of painting our own present likeness at death, and that likeness becoming the future 
personality is very poetical and graphic, but we claim it as an occult teaching. What H.R.H. 
means to infer, as we understand it, is thi~ At the solemn moment of death no man can fail to see 
himself under his true colours, and no self-deception is of any use to him any longer. Thence the follow
ing thing happens. As at the instant of drowning man sees marshalled past his mind's eye the 
whole of his life, with all its events, effects and causes, to the minutest details, so at the moment of 
death, he sees himself in all his moral nakedness, unadorned by either human flattery or self-adula
tion, and, as he is; hence, as .te, or rather, as his astral double combined with his Kama principle
s.tall h. For the vices, defects and especially the passions of the preceding life become, througb 
certain laws of aftinityand transference, the germs of the future potentialities in the animal soul (Ka_ 
n,pa). hence of its dependent, the astral double (li"Ka s.tarira~t a subsequent birth. It is the person
ality alone which changes; the real reincarnating principle, the EGo, remailUl always the J5!1me; and 
it is its KARMA that guides the idiosyncracies and prominent moral traits of the old .. personality" 
that was (and that the EGo knew not how to control), to re-appear in the "t!UI man that will be. The2 
traits and passions pursue and fasten on the yet plastic third and fourth principles of the child, and
unless the EGO strusrgles and conquers-they will develop with tenfold intensity and lead the adult man 
to his destruction. For it is they who are the tools and weapons of the Karmic LAW OF RETRIBUTION 
Thus, the Prince says very truly that our good and bad actions .. are the only tools with which 'IIo"e 
paint our likenesses at death," for the nail man is in\-ariably the son and progeny of the old man that 
was.-[Eo.] 
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Now, Brothers, for want of time, I must close my article here, and if 
you take pleasure in my conjectures or the truths that I make out, I 
shall be very pleased to converse with you further in another article, on 
subjects relating to the law of Karma, heaven, hell, causes of fate and 
chance, and other matters of interest. 

I do not intend to mislead anyone by my article, but I ask you to 
consider it only as the statement of my own convictions in relation to 
the teachings of our Blessed LORD. If you will be good enough to 
criticize my belief I shall be exceedingly obliged. 

I avail myself of the opportunity of wishing you all, Brothers, a long 
life, happiness and prosperity. 

CHANDRDHAT CHUDHATHAR, 
. Prince oj St(lT/I. 

THE NEW SIGN. 

The day of the Cross is over! 
The somberous Western sky 

Is swept by a mighty sign 
From nadir to zenith high. 

It trembles in flitting light 
Where Earth, in her furthest swing, 

Hung th' pall of man's darkest night 
On th' Universe's outmost ring. . 

But now, from that bound retreating 
Toward th' Infinite €entral One, 

We see, 'gainst the dark we're leaving, 
The sign of the Hidden Sun. 

Its figure no man may utter j 
But all who have seen its light 

Are stars in the pallid dawning 
Of Humanity's passing night. 

In th' hour when th' life-wave rolled 
Through the mystical Gate of Man 

That shadow,· athwart the sea, 
The reign of the Cross began. 

Its sceptre, from that far time, 
Through .lEons and Kalpas untold, 

Swayed th' tides of that ocean sublime-:. 
The "Great Deep" of force manifold. 

But now lies the might of The Cross 
In Kali-Yug's deep purple grave, 

And th' sign of the Hidden Sun 
Shapes the course of the worlds and the wave. 

MARY FRANCES WIGHT, F.T.S. 

* The sh;:::ow of the Gate. 
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WAS HE MAD? 

I. 

" THE senses," said the Professor as we were sitting over the fire 
one evening," the senses are of course our only messengers 
from the world of existence. They five are the only travellers 

on whose accounts we have to rely for our information concerning the 
Isness of the Universe. And they five are each acquainted with a 
different aspect of the Universe. Just as different facts and observations 
impress variously different voyagers to new lands, so each of these our five 
messengers comes to us rendering his own peculiar version. If there 
had been one less of these messengers, we should have had a very 
different notion of things. Now the most important of the senses is of 
course--" 

" The sense of Sight," I interposed. 
"Certainly not," he said. "No, the most important undoubtedly is 

the sense of Touch. Not only because all the senses are but modes or 
forms of the sensation of touch, but for other reasons. The sense of 
Sight is the sense of Touch awakened by the impinging of a wave of 
ether, just as hearing is the Touch of a wave of air. Taste and Smell 
too are the results of Touch in the glands and tissues and nerves of the 
body itself. But the importance-the super-importance of Touch is 
more manifest when we consider that by it we become aware of the three 
dimensions of matter. I am speaking of Touch in its ordinary sense 
now, apart from its operation in Sight, Hearing, Taste and Smell Were 
it possible to imagine ourselves bereft of the power of touch while 
retaining our other senses, we should imagine ourselves in a condition 
in which we could not possibly have any evidence of such a thing as we 
now call thickness. It would not enter into our experience, nor con
sequently into our imagination." 

"Stay a moment," said I," surely you are going a little too far. I 
follow you when you say it would not enter into our experience-at least, 
I think I follow you, though it is exceedingly difficult to clear one's mind 
of this notion of the three dimensions of space, after being from the 
dawn of consciousness accustomed to it. It is, I say, very difficult to 
imagine oneself without it. You might as well try to rid your mind of 
the idea of time, and then conjecture what manner of ideas would then 
remain in the mind. It cannot be done without long and deep thought. 
But even granting that you are right and that all our ideas of perspective 
and of the trinal dimensions of matter are not due to the stereoscopic 
effect of our binocular vision, but that they accompany that stereoscopic 
effect as associations of the results of experiments in the sense of touch. 
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I am still at a loss to understand how that can preclude imagination from 
picturing to itself so extremely simple a condition of matter as a cube
nay I can hardly think imagination conld avoid falling into the idea, for 
space itself must needs have three dimensions-no more and no less-to 
fill it" 

" We had better stop there," said the Professor, as I was just about 
to explain myself at further length, "as you are already slipping into a 
good many fallacies. Let us look at this matter a little more closely 
before our ideas become more complicated and therefore confused. You 
do not see why imagination cannot picture things which are not stored 
in memory by experience. This is your fundamental fallacy. A very 
little thought would show you clearly that imagination can only combine 
and arrange in fresh forms the materials which it finds in the memory. 
Can you imagine a colour not in the solar spectrum? Peacock-blue! Why 
surely all the shades of which this compound colour is made up exist in 
the rainbow. No; I say, tell me if you can picture in your mind a new 
tint altogether-a simple colour not compounded of nor resembling any 
tint you ever saw? You cannot? No, certainly not. Of course not. 
Not because there are no such colours, for it happens there are, but 
because there are none in your memory. A man, blind from his birth, 
cannot imagine either light or colour because they are not in his ex
perience. The fact that imagination arranges and does not originate 
thoughts-analyses, synthesises, classifies, sub-divides, re-combines and 
so forth, the various materials in the storehouse of the memory, but 
creates them not, is well known to every beginner in philosophy-it is 
almost an axiomatic doctrine." 

" This is true enough," I said, as I felt myself getting wedged into a 
corner, though I thought I could still see a loophole of exit. II But you 
cannot deny that many things have been imagined which have never 
had any existence in experience at all, or how could a novelist or a 
dramatist originate such characters as a Hamlet or a Touchstone or 
even a Pickwick or a Sam Weller?" 

I saw the absurdity of my remark as I spoke. How often has it 
happened to me that the very utterance of a false argument seems to 
invoke the spirit of its refutation. Especially has this been the case in 
my talks with the Professor. Often enough when I have laid before 
him difficulties which I have puzzled over all my life, the solution has 
burst forth upon me while I spoke-like a lightning flash darting across 
the cloud of my doubt. I fancy it must be that the explanation is so 
uppermost in the Professor's mind that its "sphere," as he calls it, 
extends into my understanding even before he utters it forth in language. 
And on this very occasion, I felt my argument answered by a silent 
forerunner of the Professor's reply. 

"Surely," he said, "these very instances that you quote are as good 
witnesses as could be selected for the truth of what I was just saying. 
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Shakespeare and Dickens were above their fellows in these two things 
-that they observed better and could put their observations more 
aptly into language than otbers." 

But still I was unwilling to allow myself completely vanquished . 
.. But how about Shakespere's Julius Ca!sar ?" I said. ,. You cannot 

pretend that he observed the doings of a man who died centuries 
before?" 

.. Why not?" replied the professor, and in a moment I again felt 
within me the mysterious precursor of his reproof. 

.. Can we not observe the dead," he continued, .. when we have their 
lives and actions before us in black and white? Can we not--" 

" Enough!" I cried. .. You are right, and my whole interruption was 
uncalled for. Proceed. You were telling me, and I see it now, that 
but for the power of touch we should not, even in imagination, conceive 
of a third dimension." 

" No, we should not," he said. .. I am glad that is quite clear, because 
that is the fundamental statement on which rests all that I am about to 
remark. If, indeed, some one among us, or some man in past times, or 
SQme being of superior intelligence, were to give us an account of a 
third dimension of space, which with our four senses (supposing we had 
only four) we could not of ourselves have discovered, we should still 
find ourselves unable to attach any very clear meaning to his words. 
We should but be like men, blind from their birth,listening to an account 
of the wonders of light. We could take it on faith, and if we had 
reasons for giving credit to the revealer of this unknown and un
imaginable dimension of matter, we should probably do well to trust 
him for this declaration of a third dimension, although we should not be 
able to understand. It would be faith-not knowledge. Now what I 
want to arrive at is this :-If the addition of one sense provides us with 
such a different aspect of the whole universe, is it not a little more than 
probable that, were yet another superimposed upon the five, we should 
have an altogether fresh view compared with which the cube itself would 
be but a superficies?" 

" Now," said I, .. you are beyond my depth. That is a thing I cannot 
at all comprehend. The cube fills up all space as it seems to me, and 
compare it with what you will, it cannot appear to be a superficies." 

"I see," he remarked, in a tone of evident disappointment, "that you 
have missed the purport of all that I have been trying to say." 

He was wrong. for I saw more than I pretended to see. But I dis
liked metaphysical theories about a possible fourth dimension, and did 
not wish to drift off into surmisings about the Unknowable, a course 
which has always seemed to me unscientific and unprogressive . 

.. How can I put it to you in a clearer light?" he added presently, after 
pausing for a while and looking intently into the fire. "Look here," he 
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exclaimed, as though he had suddenly found the key to my understanding 
" Do you believe that there is a Spiritual Warld ? " 

" Yes," I said slowly, wondering into what corner this admission would 
drive me. " Yes, I don't think physical phenomena are at all explicable 
without some sort of postulated metaphysical." 

" Good expression," he said in a satisfied way, which made me think I 
had really said a clever thing. "You think," he continued, "that a 
spiritual world exists, but of its nature you know nothing." 

"Exactly," I answered. 
" Well, what is the difference between believing in a spiritual world

a postulated metaphysical, as you neatly express it-and in believing 
that the three dimensions are not: the all in all of being." 

I paused, feeling confused and uncertain and hardly knowing where 
we were. "Do you mean," I said hesitatingly, " that a spiritual world and 
a fourth dimension are identical?" 

H 'Why not?" asked the Professor, with extraordinary emphasis and 
earnestness. 

"What a strange fancy!" I said, "but it pleases me, I must confess; 
and though the idea is so new to me that I cannot on the moment pro
nounce any definite opinion upon it, yet certainly I think T have never 
heard any theory of spiritual existence that seems more possible and 
more reasonable. The notion is nev~theless enshrouded in vague clouds of 
doubt which prevent me from accepting it at once, but it is full of sug
gestions of its own truth." 

" Think it over," said the Professor, looking at me steadfastly as he 
rose to take his departure, "and if when I next call you are confirmed 
in the opinion, I shall make you my confident for strange disclosures," 
and with a firm grasp of the hand he bade me good night and 
left. 

For more than an hour after he departed, I sat over the dying embers 
of the fire reflecting deeply upon this singular idea; and the more I 
thought it out the more reasonable and the more possible it appeared, 
and something made me feel it must be true. 

II. 

IT was two weeks before the Professor and I again found an occasion for 
a quiet chat alone, though we met once a few days after at the house of 
a friend. It was a singular fact, which I had often noted with surprise, 
that the Professor would never enter into a philosophic vein of talk ex
cept when we were alone together. We frequently met socially, but no 
matter how small and select the circle, he would never rise above the 
most common-place conversation in the presence of a third person. In-
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deed, he would always appear a man with very little to say for himself, 
for it was his maxim that people should argue on general matters only 
occasionally, on political matters very rarely, and on religious matters 
never. So that with these three channels of converse barred, and 
philosophy vanished, there was little opportunity left for him to show the 
real depth and fertility of his intellectual nature. If anyone introduced 
any abstruse subject, he would promptly and skilfully tum the drift of 
conversation, and edge off the deeper question as though it were some· 
thing too sacred to be allowed in the social circle. To me, of course, 
who knew him more intimately, he was a very different being; in fact, I 
might say I knew, or seemed to know two Professors---one the learned 
metaphysician, and the other the easy-going, inoffensive sine qud nOll of 
certain dinner-parties. I once asked him-the metaphysical one, I mean 
of course-why he kept up this dual nature, and allowed himself to be so 
needlessly under-estimated by all except myself. 

" I have a purpose to serve," he answered, "in making you my Elisha, 
and the real fact is that I have no special desire for unnecessary confine
ment in a mad-house, wh~ch might be my lot were I to say publicly some 
things that I know. Of course, I might guard my most advanced and 
difficult utterances, but when certain mysteries are daily present to me, 
it is not easy in speaking of them, to keep within bounds, and I should 
run the risk of my,Supposed insanity being certified by the infallible de
crees of orthodox medical science. Even if I were not actually made to 
suffer physical rt!straint, there is little doubt I should be branded as a 
harmless lunatic, a consummation I naturally object to, not only person
ally, but because it would be a serious blow to my mission in the world." 

This reply it was that first roused my suspicions, not, indeed, ~. to the 
Professor's sanity, for I knew him too well not to be fully convinced 
that his mental faculties were of the highest order, but as to what his 
" mission" might be, and I began to fancy he had some discovery ,1r 
secret with which he was thinking of entrusting me. And I was not 
altogether wrong. 

On the 7th of November, 1886, just a fortnight after the conversation 
narrated in the first chapter, I was again with him alone, sitting as before 
over my fire. It was about eleven o'clock at night, and after a rather dreary 
pause, he again referred to his anxiety that the world should not be per-
mitted to ridicule and misjudge his advanced notions. 

" Now, candidly," he said, "what do you yourself suppose an ordinary 
business man would think of such a conversation as our's of about a fort
night ago?" 

" I should expect him to smile, and put us down as two rather over
inoculated patients of M. Pasteur," I said. 

" Good," answered he, laughing. " That is to say, they would suppose 
that we had taken into our systems such a lot of his hellish virus that 
we had gone stark, staring mad." 
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"That Pllts it more plainly still," said I. "We should no doubt be 
reckoned mad-harmless madmen. In fact, it was but the other day I 
was speaking to a friend of mine--one of the shrewdest men I know, and 
he began talking about the very matter that we were speaking of-a 
a possible fourth dimension of space. How such a subject crept up in 
our conversation I forget, but I know his remark was that he always 
considered that a man who could believe in such damned nonsense as 
that must have a tile loose." 

The Professor turned impatiently in his chair, and gave the fire a 
vigorous and vindictive dig with the poker. 

" The shrewdest man you know!" he exclaimed sarcastically. " And 
you-what did you say to this shrewdest man? " 

"Well, I hardly knew what I ought to say. I could not find courage 
to confess that I was at least half a believer in this very folly that he 
was deriding. Moreover, I felt that I knew so little about the matter 
that I certainly could not give any lucid reason for the half-faith that I 
held ; and therefore, though I blush to say it, I gave way to a strong 
temptation which beset me to change the subject, and no doubt my 
friend believes at this moment that I have as much contempt as he for 
such wild notions." 

"There is no need to blush because you carried out the 'scriptural pre
cept not to cast your pearls before swine," said the Professor. " Your 
shrewd man was not the kind of man to be able to comprehend the 
possibility of anything existing which could not be made manifest to 
his five senses. Because his five fingers each touched one point of the 
great universe, there was no room for a sixth point. That would be his 
style of logic! What end, then, could be served by talking to such a 
man of things which were as far beyond the scope of his mind as 
heaven is above earth. Your silence was commendable. But enough 
of him. Let us now have a little serious talk. I have some remarkable 
disclosures to make to you if I find you in a due state of receptivity-as 
I have reason to suppose I shall find." 

\Vhat could he mean, I wondered. 
Presently he went on : "I have made up my mind," he said, " to show 

you some very wonderful experiments which I cannot demonstrate to 
the world at large, simply because, like your 'shrewd' friend, people 
would only think me mad, and would not believe even if I showed them 
the experiments before their own eyes. For the generality of men do 
not believe a thing because it is shown to be true, unless it is 'orthodox' 
-unless' any of the rulers' have believed in it, and, above all, unless it 
is what they' want to believe. But first of all you must make up your 
mind that nothing which I am about to show you shall alarm you, how
ever strange and unusual it may be. And now look here .... " 

CHARLES E. BRNHAM. 

(To be continued. 
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LETTERS ON MAGIC AND ALCHEMY. 

INTRODUCTION. 

mlHE term" occult" is applied to certain things which are beyond 
.Jl the power of being perceived by the external physical senses 

and which can be known only in a higher than the ordinary 
state of consciousness. To those who are able to enter that superior con
sciousness in which the spiritual faculties are opened, these things will 
cease to be "occult"; but to those who are deficient in that power, 
and especially to those who deny the possibility of any higher perceptive 
faculty than that of the external senses, the inner mysteries of Nature 
will be incomprehensible, and the reading of books on metaphysics and 
occultism will perhaps have no other effect than to disorder their imagina
tion. The inner mysteries of the "Temple" cannot be unveiled; it is 
the observer himself who must remove the veil that hangs before his 
eyes; there is no other key to the understanding of Nature than the 
power of understanding itself. 

Logical argumentation and inductive or deductive reasoning are good 
enough as far as they go, but they are only crutches for those who 
cannot wall< on their own legs; they are means by which those who 
cannot see certain things may form a more or less correct opinion as to 
how these things would look if they were able to see them.; they are 
the aids of speculative science, but they do not convey real knowledge, 
for real knowledge is the direct perception and understanding of a truth 
as it is and not merely as what it is said or imagined to be. 

Real knowledge is therefore not obtained by mere theoretical specula
tion but it is the result of erperimce, and as a person without well
developed external senses can have only an incomplete experience in 
regard to external and sensual things; likewise he who is unconscious 
of the things of the spirit can have no real knowledge of spiritual truths; 
nor can he who is in possession of real self-knowledge communicate it 
to another who has no such experience; for however true a thing may 
be to him who knows, it will be only a matter of opinion or belief to 
those who have not had the same kind of experience. 

It is therefore exceedingly difficult to speak in a comprehensive 
manner about things in regard to which the majority of mankind have 
only very vague opinions, and even the terms which must be employed 
to express thoughts on occult subjects differ widely in their meaning 
according to the intellectual or spiritual standpoint of the reader. No 
sooner is a new term applied to signify some spiritual power, it is im
mediately travestied and misapplied to external things by those who 
have not the least conception that such powers exist. Thus the word 
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II Faith," which originally meant "spiritual knowledge," is now uni
versally misapplied for "belief" or II creed"; "attraction It is called 
"love," while, in fact, it is only the reaction of love; "begging," i.e. the 
requests for the gratification of selfish desires, is called "prayer," which 
in its true sense means the aspiration of the soul for the highest, imply
ing entire forgetting of self; "magic," or the exercise of spiritual 
powers for a 'Wise purpose, is misnamed" witchcraft," &c., &c. 

Terms are misleading unless they are properly understood, and to 
avoid as much as possible such an unfortunate misunderstanding, it 
will be necessary to preface the following articles by giving an exact 
definition of some of the terms used therein: 

God.-The infinite, unlimited, unconditioned, omnipresent and unmani
fested Absolute; the intellectually incomprehensible, fundamental and 
universal Cause of all that exists, in which all exists and in which we 
all are, and live, and have our being. 

Substance.-The universal invisible essence of which all visible and 
invisible forms are made; whether in its transcendental aspect as 
" Mind-substance" or the matter which gives shape to thoughts; or in 
its more gross, dense and material aspect, where its outward appearance 
becomes manifest to the external senses and in which state it is usually 
called" Matter." 

Power.--A state of Substance in which it manifests activity. This 
activity may manifest itself in various forms and on various planes of 
existence. It may act without or with relative consciousness. As there 
is only one fundamental Substance, there is only one fundamental 
Power, and the two are only two aspects or modes of manifestation of 
the eternal unmanifested One called God. 

IVill.-The fundamental and original Power from which all other 
forces and activities in the universe spring. Every imaginable power 
or force, from relatively unconscious motion up to self-conscious 
spiritual love, is therefore nothing else but a certain mode of manifesta-, 
tion of Will, and all the different terms applied to these forces, such as 
"life," II light," "sound," II electricity," II heat," &c., merely signify the 
various aspects and modes of manifestation of that one fundamental 
power called the Will; in the same sense as all imaginable substances, 
from relatively unconscious granite rock up to self-conscious spirit 
forms, are only various shapes of one fundamental original substance 
which assumes various qualities in its various forms of manifestation, 
according to the nature of its internally acting Will. 

IlIlagillation.-The creative power of Deity, acting in Nature as a whole, 
or in individual beings, which governs the construction ofform according 
to a certain pre-conceived plan or pre-existing idea. The Imagination 
like the 'Will, may act with or without relative consciousness, and be 
exercised with or without any voluntary conscious effort. The growth 
of a tree is the result of the image of the future tree existing uncon-
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sciously within the imagination of the seed, and being gradually ren
dered objective by the internally acting and relatively unconscious will 
having been stimulated into action by influences coming from external 
surroundings. There are many things existing in man's imagination; 
but he is not conscious of all of them at one given moment of time. 

Tltougltt.- The exercise of the power by which the images in the 
mind come to the consciousness of the latter. Man creates no ideas; he 
merely grasps the ideas which are already existing and whose images are 
reflected in his mind as in a mirror, and by the act of thinking he com
bines or resolves them and puts them into new shapes. The lower 
animals perceive only the images which are reflected in their minds 
without any effort on their part; but man has the power to rise by his 
will into the higher region of ideas, and to select and grasp ideas accord
ing to his choice . 

. Spirit.-Will and Imagination united into one, and acting undividedly 
in the same direction and for the same purpose. The will, by identifying 
itself with a thought, invests the latter with a spiritual power; the 
imagination uniting itself with the will guides the latter, and thus a 
spiritual and self-conscious power may be made to act as far as thought 
can travel, or as far as the will can reach. 

ConSci01lSlteSs.-Certain states, resulting from the action of the Will 
upon the Imagination. There can be no absolute unconsciousness in 
the universe, for all things are the products of an activity which is eternal 
and therefore self-existent and self-conscious, even if it is without any 
relative consciousness in regard to any existing form. External 
things may come to man's external consciousness by means of his 
external perceptions ; but spiritual and .. invisible" things come to his 
inner consciousness by means of the emotions and sensations produced 
within the sphere of his Mind. 

Etlter.-The universal but invisible element of" Matter" in its aspect 
as non-molecular substance. 

It seems almost unnecessary to reiterate the statement that all the 
above explained terms are not intended to represent these things as 
being essentially different from each other; they only refer to different 
aspects or forms of manifestation of the eternal One for which there is 
no name and no definition. He who spiritually knows of the One will 
find the doctrines of Occultism easy enough to be understood; he who 
is incapable to spiritually recognize the Unity of the All, will get lost 
in the labyrinth of the multiplicity of external phenomena, and however 
experienced and learned he may be in the classification of such pheno
mena and in giving to them the names adopted by science, he will 
necessarily remain ignorant of the Cause of all things, without the know
ledge of which nothing can truly be known. Therefore the ancient Rosi
crucians said that he who knows many things knows very little, while 
he who knows only One-knows all. 
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The requirements of human language have made it necessary to give 
separate names to the various kinds of manifestations produced by the 
absolute One, and from this circumstance arises the illusion which 
makes it appear in the eyes of the ignorant as if these things were 
different from each other, not merely in their external appearance but 
in their essential nature. If we were permitted to speak correctly we 
would have to say in speaking of a ilfalZ, a Horse, a Stolle: That of 
which we intellectually know nothing, and for which we have no appro
priate name, having manifested itself to our external consciousness in 
the form of what we have chosen to call a " man," a "horse," a "stone," 
&c. Instead of speaking about Life, Light, Sound, &c., we would 
perhaps have to say: "Those vibrations of the universal Ether of Space, 
which are invisible and intangible to our senses, but which, by acting 
upon certain media and under certain conditions, produce within our 
external consciousness the phenomena which we call "life," "light," 
"sound," etc. Such a roundabout way of speaking would be more 
philosophical: but it is doubtful whether it would be more comprehensi
ble and prac\icable for use. Language is, after all, only an aid and not 
a substitute for the exchange of thought. Minds who are in harmony 
with each other will have no great difficulty in understanding each 
others thoughts, even without the use of a great many words, while 
those who are in disharm ony with each other will only' increase their 
misunderstanding by using a great many words. External language 
like any other external thing, can only be relatively true j absolute truth 
is self-evident to those who can see it, and requires no human testimony 
or certificates. Every assertion requiring logical proo( is therefore true 
or false according to the aspect under which the object is seen j a circle 
seen from the plane in which it exists, is only a straight line with two 
ends and a middle part; seen from above or below it is a circle without 
any end j looked at sideways, it is an ellipsoid and if one half of it is 
invisible it may appear to be a parabole. All external science, however 
true it may be in one way, is false in another, and all dogmatic asser
tions prove nothing but the vanity of him from whom they originate; for 
there is no one who knows absolute Truth except He who is Himself 
the Life, the Way and the Truth, the self-conscious divine Spirit in 
Man. 

Under such circumstances it would perhaps be wisest to be silent and 
to say nothing at all, and if we nevertheless attempt to speak about 
things belonging to the interior realm of Nature, it is not for the purpose 
that our views should be regarded as being intended to give any new 
revelations j but merely as furnishing food for thought and as an aid by 
which the Truth which exists within the inner consciousness of the 
reader may come nearer to his intellectual understanding. To those 
who have already found the truth, we have nothing to say. 
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I. 

THE UNITY OF "MATTER." 

A GREAT deal has been written about the question: "What is Matter 
and what is Mind?" Scientific and philosophical dissertations have 
been written without very much elucidating the subject, the usual answer 
having resulted in: "Mind is no matter, and matter never mind." Never
theless, the answer seems plain; for "Matter" and "Mind" are ' 
undoubtedly two terms signifying two different aspects or modes of 
motion of the eternal Otle. This truth is clear to the spiritual perception 
of those who can see with the eye of Reason, and they require no further 
proof; but even to those who are accustomed to reason only from the 
plane of external observation, the Unity of the All and the consequent 
identity of Matter and Mind is a fact which gradually forces itself upon 
their scientific attention. 

The scientific and religious world seems to be gradually rising out of 
the profundity of its ignorance. Some 288 years ago Giordano Bruno 
was burned alive as a heretic for having proclaimed the fact that there is 
only one God and consequently only one Substance in the universe, and 
now the same truth is believed in by some of the greatest luminaries of 
science. Professor Suess, in his inaugural address as rector mogllijicliS of 
the university of Vienna in 1888, publicly expressed his belief in the Unity 
of the All, even in the stronghold of Roman Catholicism, without being 
burned or even challenged by the followers of orthodoxy. Having called 
the attention of his hearers to the newest discoveries of science made by 
means of the spectroscope, by which the identity of material substances 
existing upon the various planets and stars is proved, and having men
tioned the important discoveries of Mendelejeff, which go to show that 
there is a scale of harmony of chemical substances resembling that of 
colour and sound, he spoke the following memorable words: "As the 
dawn precedes the sunrise, likewise all great discoveries are preceded 
by a foreboding of their coming. To-day the Unity of all Substance is 
instinctively felt to be a truth, but the united labour of all nations will 
soon discover the way to prove it intellectually to be so." 

This old and nevertheless ever new truth that the All is only One, and 
that the great variety of forms in Nature is merely a variety of forms 
and not of essential being, is the fundamental basis in the pursuit of 
occult study. It begins to be universally recognised, and yet its full 
importance is seen only by few. It is the most sublime idea which can 
be grasped by the human mind, and the consequences of its recognition 
reach far beyond the limits of time into Infinity. Cotnelius Agrippa 
says: "The One completely penetrates every other number j it is the 
common measure, the foundation and origin of all numbers. It is un
changeable and excludes mUltiplicity. Multiplied with itself it is its 
own product; it cannot be divided into parts but every division produces 
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a multiplication, i.e., it produces units, of which none is larger or smaller 
than the original unit and of which every part is the whole. It is the 
beginning and end of all things, but it has itself neither a beginning nor 
an end. All things originate from the One, and all tends towards unity 
in the end; all that exists finds its true being in the One, and those who 
seek for salvation in the One must get rid of their multiplicity and 
return to the One." 

There can only be one Love, one Life, one Power, one Wisdom, one 
Truth, one Substance, one God, although each of them may become 
manifest in an endless number of forms, and all these terms merely 
represent various aspects of the One, whose name consists of one 
letter. 

The One is self existent and self sufficient, and therefore eternal and 
not subject to change. It will forever be intellectually incomprehensible, 
because the intellect is only one of the many forms of its manifestations 
and a part cannot comprehend the whole. A scientific examination can 
therefore have nothing to do with qualities of the absolute One, it can 
only deal with its manifestations. As soon as the One begins to mani
fest itself, it steps out of the sphere of pure being and a duality comes 
into existence. Formerly it was only Cause; now it is Cause and Effect 
and as every Action produces a Reaction, it becomes at once a Trinity 
of Cause, Action and Reaction the incomprehensible mathematical point; 
extending in three dimensions, assumes the aspect of a triangle con
stituted of Matter and Motion and Space. 

Space represents Causality, it is unchangeable; Matter and Motion 
manifest themselves in a great many ways. There are forms of matter 
or Substance in the mineral, vegetable and animal Kingdoms; there 
are substantial forms in the realm of the Elementals and in the Kingdom 
of gods. There are forms of Motion, from unconscious motion up to 
conscious thought, and still higher up to the action of the self-conscious 
Spirit; but Space remains always the same, and there can be no other 
but a three-dimensional Space; for" Space" represents Form, and Three 
is the number of Form. A form with more or less than three dimen
sions is unthinkable, and can have no existence for us. 

To recapitulate, we have therefore the Unity of the Cause; the Duality 
of the form of its manifestation, and the Trinity of the Effect. Within 
the eternal absolute One, Matter and Motion, Will and Ideation are 
one; but as soon as they manifest themselves they appear as a duality, 
producing a trinity, the child, in which the qualities of the Father and 
Mother find their united representation. 

. ZENO. 

(To be cOlltinued.) 
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WAGNER'S GOSPEL,-

W, HAT a grand example Nature yields to the artist, the scientist, 
and the workman! She is never satisfied with her work, but 
continually varies the detail, and alters the type, lest by any 

chance there should exist better means to a given end than she h~ 
yet made manifest. She is continually trying experiments; here an 
extra petal, there a crimson spot; here a longer hair, there a shorter ear; 
here she broadens the curve of a bay, there she develops a strip of low
lying land; here she builds up a mountain, there she lowers a precipice; 
and, over all this practical work, she throws the artistic glamour-the 
sculptor's grace of outline, the painter's sweetness of color-and with 
her mighty hands draws music from everything; from the waves as 
they fret the shore, from the clouds as they fall in rippling showers, from 
the rhythmic swing of the wind-blown branches, from the waving of 
the grass and the corn, from the cadences of falling water, and the soft 
murmuring of the rivers and little streamlets ; yea, even from the fresh 
young leaves as they smite cymbal-wise together in the laughing spring 
weather. Now and again she feels the necessity of expressing this 
universal music in concrete form, and then she develops the artist, as, in 
the flower-world she would develop from the old pink-flowered variety 
a crimson rose, with an added fragrance, a sweeter grace, a more subtle 
charm, to indicate the greatest perfection a flower-life could at that 
time attain to, and be to the flowers a representative-rose. And so all 
ages have had their representative men. In every age one man's mind 
stands out broadly, as a type of what his time could do, and think, and 
dream, and suffer; in his work is enshrined its deepest philosophy. 
holiest religion, highest poetry, and truest science; and to this man it 
has fallen, his sight being clearer, his soul broader, his intellect swifter. 
and more subtle than his contemporaries', to rebuke their sins, ridicule 
their follies, strengthen their combats, brighten their ideal aims, and lift 
them one step nearer that perfected humanity which he feels, rather than 
sees, lightening the dim distance of futurity. 

It has been said, "Art interprets Nature to man"; but we may go 
further, and say, " Art interprets God to man." Art renders visible the 
divine beneath its material veil, gathers into a focus all those scattered 
rays of light which fall athwart the darkened chamber of life, and shows 
that the many-hued prism of existence is but one white radiance of 
glory set in the dawn of eternity. It is to the artist then we must 
look for this representative mind; the priest anointed by God him
self to make his ways known unto us; and though a Buddha may 
* By EVELYN PYNE, Author of .. A Dream of the Gironde," .. The Poet in May," etc. 
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shine out through all ages by the exceptional beauty of his life until 
that life affects us with the mystery of a living poem, or a tangible 
strain of music, vibrating on the air-waves of humanity for ever, yet, 
for the most part, we need our lessons in concrete form, that form 
which is beauty, and which Dante tells us "clze l'umverso a dio fa 
somigliallte." A poem, a picture, a statue, and lastly, and perhaps 
most powerfully, a tone-drama, reveal us to ourselves; strike responsive 
but dormant chords in our nature, and bring those vague spiritual 
visitations hovering around us from cradle to the grave into direct 
communication with the spiritual in us, without which they are too 
liable to .. fly forgotten like a dream," and thus fail to re-act on that life 
they hallow, and glorify. It has always been the task of the greatest 
minds, those who "knowing most, the most believe," to protest against 
the unbelief of their Age, whether that unbelief takes the form of 
word-refining and credulity, or the rougher, but more honest, absolute 
denial of spiritual power at all: .. nier est facile, it s'agit d'erpliquer," 
says Figuier, and whether we are able to explain or not, the negation of 
some spiritual power beyond us, yet with whom we at rare intervals 
hold communion, tends to narrow our humanity and lessen its glory. 
And so we find these representative men set at intervals on the ladder 
of life to mark the height attained; thus in the record of past ages 
humanity rose as high as Plato, or as Shakspere, and in the future it 
will be seen that in this nineteenth century \Vagner marks our progress; 
humanity rose as high as Wagner. In speaking of Wagner and his 
teaching, we wish it clearly understood that we shall examine his work 
from no scientific standpoint, whether his method be true or false to the 
received theories of composition; whether he fulfils or disobeys the laws 
of harmony, as laid down by the old Masters, or carries out the 
axiom of Novalis "Nur seinen eigtlene1l Gesetzen soli der ffle1lsck 
gekorchen." All these questions are of no value to our present 
enquiry; we simply seek to determine his value as a teacher to that 
great multitude to whom all such questions are as sealed volumes, yet 
who are none the less influenced by their results. We contend that Art 
must not be judged by its power over the few priests, but by its broad 
influence on the many, its effects on the people as shown in thought,life 
and conduct. It must penetrate, like Jesus, to the poor and the sinning, 
and raise, purify, and elevate them. The art that inspires a school is 
great possibly, but it is only in its first phase of development. By-and
bye it will leave its narrow bounds, and spring, and spread, and 
influence the world, or it will dwindle away and die out of knowledge, 
and sight. "But," it will be asked, "since all Art must begin by 
inspiring a school, that is, must at first be confined to a few, how 
distinguish the true from the false-the Art that shall live from, the 
Art that shall die?" By examining its teaching: if we find that 
based on some universal truth of our nature, and not merely shrouding 
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a passing phase of sentiment in fantastic garb to catch attention, we 
may feel sure tlUlt Art will live. Opposition will but strengthen it, and 
abuse fall from it like rain from the gleaming wings of the eagle. 
And these universal truths are ideas of the Infinite, gathered from 
the contemplation of the finite shadows; in other words, they are the 
recognition of the One in the many: 

.. The One remains, the many change and pass; 
Heaven's light for ever shines, earth's shadows fly ; " 

the search amidst the ever-changing flux of becoming, for the eternal is, 
the true being: and to bring this abstract idea into concrete form is 
the mission of art! It recognises the fact that life, in itself, has no 
present; it is but a hopeless glance into the twilight of the past, or the 
darkness of the future; but it also recognises as the reverse of this 
changeful life, the steadfastness of eternal being; where neither past nor 
future exist, but the present is all in all, and it strives to find the con
necting link between the human and divine, and finds it in what has 
been taught under a great variety of names with one and the same 
meaning: "Love," "God," "inspiration," "ecstacy," " self-annihilation," 
"reason," " innate ideas "-numberless are the terms, but the signification 
is one-we will call it "Love," as the word, hallowed by the Christian 
teaching and elevated to a crowned supremacy by Shelley expresses 
better to our minds the almost infinite variety contained in the one 
expression. Not by ignoring the human, not by denying the divine, 
neither by asceticism nor sensualism will the truth be reached: with a 
slight variation of Plato's beautiful myth, we might say the chariot of 
the soul has two winged horses, the divine and human, and a charioteer 
called Love, who, if he will, can drive them safely to the end; but woe 
to him if in his enthusiasm for the divine he neglects the human, and 
does not insist that the two draw equally. If the one stumble or the 
other grow restive, the chariot is overturned and ruined. Wise is the 
charioteer and faithful who knows that on mutual help and support 
depends the safety of his car, and so cherishes both! So much for the 
necessary basis of art; we have now to consider the distinguishing 
characteristic of the artist We shall find this to be an universal 
sympathy, boundless in its stretch, all-embracing in its love. This 
universal sympathy produces a sensitiveness alive to the smallest 
influences, whether of nature, art, humanity or God; a sensitiveness not 
only responding to purely outward influences, but being played upon 
by and echoing internal impressions, emotions and ideal passions; a 
sensitiveness which, from its finely-strung nerves, can imagine or create 
what others never really comprehend or know; and this creation is 
merely the excess of sympathy which makes possible the exchange of 
emotion between the soul of the creator (the artist) and something tJUt
side his mind, yet by the power of sympathy inextricably linked to his 
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mind. How does he create? By calling out of chaos, order; out of 
darkness, light; in short, by sympathy with the hidden possibilities 
lying coiled up in the matter his soul touches and breathes life into. An 
artist must see with the hundred eyes of Argus, and hear with world
wide ears; nothing is so small, common, or unclean but to him it can 
suggest grandeur, rarity, purity! He creates from a word, an object; 
and describes it so graphically that though his bodily eyes may never 
have beheld it yet his mental ones note every shade, every tint, every 
tone; thus it is not infrequent to find poets describing minutely things 
they have never seen, so that they enable others to behold, and realise 
what, to them, is purely a sympathetic intuition of the possibility lying 
<lormant in Matter. 

An artist like Prospero has only to wave his wand, and behold, the 
reign of magic has begun! A word. conjures up an object; a perfume, a 
passion, and, it may be, unknown to himself, he reveals truths of which 
he believed himself unconscious. The very teaching the language of 
his art expresses may be unintelligible to him; he may be merely the 
vehicle for the revelation, as the wind, unknowing its mission, carries 
the seeds of future forests on its careless wings, or the electric flash is 
chained for human enlightenment as it swiftly flits through the air. He 
will require no teaching per se, either of joy or suffering, for he will hear 
in himself the depths of personally unfelt sorrow, as well as the crowned 
heights of personally un tasted joy; his soul will be like a perfect instru
ment from which the lightest touch draws music, now sad, now mirth
ful, now passionate, but music always, that is, truth-truth to somebody; 
not perhaps truth to us who criticise, and from the narrowness of our 
minds call only what we ourselves experience truth; but truth, neverthe
less, a deeper truth than we can grasp, unless with it we grasp all 
Nature. Language in common life seems an unmusical thing enough ; a 
poor, broken-to-harness drudge. with very little beauty or charm left; but 
note the change when, under the sympathetic hands of the poet, language, 
leaving the beaten track of commonplace, soars above to the heights of 
poetry, grand, ennobled, beautiful; the common words fall into 
chains of jewelled sound, caress the ear, woo the air into their like
ness, and behold, the despised drudge is a fair queen, full of 
grace, cleaving the blue encircling air with a thousand shadows of 
beauty, interlacing curves of unimaginable tenderness! A block of 
stone appears to have little might to move or inspire; but, behold, 
under the sympathetic hands of the sculptor it springs forth an Apollo, 
a S. John, an A phrodite. The artist in both cases recognised, by the 
power of sympathy, the possibility hidden in the despised surroundings, 
and drew it forth. It is from the very depth and grasp of this sympathy, 
that we find so many artists leading solitary lives; the world around 
them whirls onwards, fearful, and avoiJing all great emotions; hiding 
as much as possible, even from itself, the power latent in its soul, and 
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and only venturing on the dead level of small thoughts, small aims, 
small pleasures, which lead to content. This world can never either 
plunge or mount into the regions familiar to the artist, and so he 
leaves it, in his highest moods, behind him, and soaring beyond its 
view, loses sight of the phantoms it pursues so eagerly, yea, loses his 
own identity, which becomes merged in the universal, and thus the 
highest triumphs of art are gained, and the shadows of Deity falling 
softly round the artist, wake his nature to active response, until the 
truth revealed to his soul takes objective manifestation at his hands! 
We have thus seen that the basis of art must be a comprehension of the 
possibilities in life, seen from its two sides, divine and human, and the 
basis of the artist's nature, an universal sympathy, to comprehend and 
render these possibilities in concrete form. . . . In this age, when one 
Master teaches an eternal sleep to be the only possible or desirable 
ending to " life's fitful fever," and another scoffs at all spiritual communi
cation; that is to say, all those feelings and dim experiences which 
cannot be directly reduced to material sources, as the results of ignor
ance or incipient madness; it is full time our representative mind should 
stand forth .and say aloud that all may hear. And, behold! he stands 
amongst us, a crowned king of art, the art that belongs, par ercellenct, 
to this nineteenth century; music, that socialistic art, which is as easily 
understood and enjoyed by the beggar as the king, and even finds an 
echo in the breasts of those humbler creatures to whose narrowed 
powers we arrogantly deny the light of reason: music, to whose magic 
we plead, whenever we wish to move mightily the human heart, to 
inspire it for noble deeds or pure emotions. Do not our soldiers march 
to battle, spurred on by music's voice? Are not our religious services 
dependent on music for the greater portion of their force and influence? 
Is not our most perfect enjoyment (the opera) derived from music? 
And, even in the legitimate drama itself, is it not music whose influence 
is invoked to soften and prepare the mind for the reception of the deep 
emotions unfolded by the play it is witnessing? Shakespere's love of 
music runs like a sweet melody through all his writings; and Carlyle 
thus expresses its power: "The meaning of song goes deep. Who is 
there that, in logical words, can express the effect music has on us? A 
kind of inarticulate, unfathomable speech which leads us to the edge of 
the infinite, and lets us, for a moment, gaze into that." And Shelley, in 
most musical words, tells of music's might over his mind: 

" The cope of heaven seems rent and cloven 
By the enchantment of thy strain, 

And on my shoulders wings are woven, 
To follow its sublime career 

Beyond the mighty moons that wane 
Upon the verge of Nature's utmost sphere, 
'Till the world's shadowy walls are past and disappear." 
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And from the edge of that Infinite, to which music has led him, 
Wagner tQms and interprets the life around: he brimmed with its 
passion, pale with its yearning, with the undying thirst of the age for 
<:ertainty, for perfect knowledge-that age which would rather choose to 
deny the existence of spiritual power than confess it beyond its com
prehension, and with passionate zeal seeks to elevate humanity into a 
religion, yet flings it down into the abyss of Nothingness and oblivion
that age which, with frantic ardour, preaches Socialism as a creed, yet 
fulfills it by striving to rob its brothers, and will not, or cannot, com
prehend. 

"Your Fouriers failed, 
Because not poets enough to understand 
That life develops from within." 

Wagner stands forth, priest of the gospel, revealed in music, and 
preaches mightily and clearly to all of us; with boundless sympathy for 
the hopeless struggles and diverse aims of his age, yet clear sight and 
never-failing grasp of the haven where our storm-tossed barks may ride 
safely after life's perilous voyage. . .. 

The mind of man has conceived, and the voice of man uttered, three 
gospels, the gospel of hatred and defiance, the gospel of Negation, 
the gospel of love, and the depths of a man's intellect may be gauged 
and the worth of his doctrine proved by the gospel he preaches. Some 
minds receive all three at different stages of their growth; some, as 
Voltaire and Byron, never grow beyond the first, and can only teach us 
to tear the mask of beauty from ugliness and to bury our dead, though 
with much wailing and gnashing of teeth; some,as Mill and Schopenhauer, 
remain always true to the gospel of Negation, and their teaching also 
has great value, inasmuch as it inculcates that calm severity of thought 
which will utterly deny rather than half believe i but our true prophets, 
our veritable masters, are those who, whether from heavenly radiance of 
Nature or hard toil of heart, have cut their way through the" everlasting 
No ,. to the glory and brightnesss of the "everlasting Yea!" Such 
minds, piercing below the frippery of popular belief or denial, and setting 
at its true value the mythology in which an Age has woven the tinted 
weeds it gathers on the shore of eternity, and the prismatic shells flung 
there by the receding waters of Time, speak not to one nation or 
for one Age; but to all nations and for eternity! Such are Shakespere, 
the poet-philosopher; Shelley, the sweet singer; and Wagner the 
prophet. Shelley indeed, only reached the land "where music, and 
moonlight and feeling are one" after much beating of breast, and 
breaking of pinion against the darkened bars of life's prison house i 
but Wagner was native there from the first, sweet strains of spiritual 
music, and star-like radiance shone through, and showed the bars were 
but imaginary barriers, mere shadowy clouds between spirit and matter j 
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and so, with the perpetual passing of angels, life's rhythmic dance sweeps 
on, the infinitely great and the infinitely little united in the wondrous 
mosaic of being: 

" Stille 
Ruhl1 oben die Sterne 
Und 1mten die Graber." 

If we consider his works, we shall find their texts are all taken from the 
Gospel of Love. Love he teaches, divine or human, is the one uncon
querable, all-saving power. Love the redeemer, as in "Der Fliegende 
Hollander j" Love the pardoner, as in "Tannhaiiser j" Love the revealer, 
as in "Lohengrin j" Love the conqueror, as in the "Ring der 
Nibelungen" j but there is a continual growth of power, in grasp 
and expression of the truth taught, from the love that pities to the love 
that pardons, of the two first dramas, and from faith in possible to the 
full flood of actual love, sweeping on resistless and boundless as the 
divinity whose shadow and symbol it is, of the two latter. No poet (we 
speak advisedly, for Wagner claims to be a poet, and is one, if piercing 
to the very heart of life and revealing the essential beneath the external 
constitute a poet), no poet, save Shakespere and Shelley, has so com
pletely realised a" disembodied joy," and in this his Art aids him mightily; 
and when by his magic he holds up to the human the mirror of itself, 
deeply shadowed and fringed with the spiritual, whence all " disembodied 
joys" are born, yea, interwoven with it so deftly that to draw the silver 
thread of inter-penetrant deity frays the web of life into meaningless 
strands, our spirits float on in " music's most serene dominions," through 
the air of earth, starless, and tremulous with sighs, until we reach the 
shining tablelands beyond. Let us briefly consider the "motif," and 
treatment of " Tannhiiuser" and" Lohengrin," prefacing our remarks by 
repeating our leading axioms in this discussion: Art should be individual 
only so far as the individual typifies the universal j directly Art ceases to 
perceive the whole in the part, it fails in its mission .... "Tannhiiuser" 
opens with the solemn strains of the Pilgrim Song, a holy phrase of great 
power and 'beauty, in which is woven the sweet music of earnest prayer. 
and the deep harmony of devotional yearnings; this changes to the 
wild unearthly music of the Venus-Berg, in which all Nature takes part 
with desire and passion. You hear in this wondrous witch-song the joy 
of the awakening earth on a spring morning, the flowers flushing beneath 
the sun, the fresh young leaves smiting their little hands together in 
rapture and praise, the cool plashing of slowly flowing rivers, Iily
garlanded; the whisper of the wind amid the reeds and tall irises; the 
tender lisp of the little streams, the full glory of the bird-chorus and the 
music of the human, of the young man, and maiden rejoicing in their 
beauty and brimmed with the joy of life. The whole tone of this witch
song is one glad cry, " How fair is life! let us kiss her lips, and drain 
to the dregs the cup she offers, filled with a sweet strong wine· 
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There is no soul! there is no future! Drink! enjoy!" Yet, even as this 
wild frenzy of passionate life possesses the listening air, we hear the sad 
refrain-we hear the wail of the sea-bird, half lost in the dash of the 
hopeless wave on an iron-bound shore j the shriek of the wind-tortured 
trees on dark stormy nights, when everything is hidden in thick black
ness, and only weird cries tell of the work of devastation. The roar of 
the avalanche as it sweeps on,' heedless of the anguish it causes, slaying, 
and to slay j and so the pilgrim-song and the witch-music shadow forth 
the strife of the human and the divine, and the drama of the individual 
life begins. Tannhauser has sought the forbidden presence of Venus; 
the goddess who gives man the swift, wild joys of passion has wooed 
him from the holy land of song j yet plunged in these bodily pleasures, 
he is not happy, and at last, calling on Mary, tears away, and finds him
self free again. He goes to Rome, but is denied pardon; so-called 
religion curses him; so-called friendship would slay; only Love, as 
typified in the sweet, saintly Elizabeth, remains faithful. She watches 
and prays; but Tannhauser, stung to madness by the Pope's haughty 
answer to his plea for pardon, "Sooner shall this staff blossom than 
thou be pardoned!" strives to find the home of Venus once more. 
Again the witch-music sounds in his ears, again the old magic begins to 
tinge everything in his sight, when the name of Elizabeth strikes on his 
shattered hearing, and, like a spel't, recalls him to his better self, and he 
struggles away from the sensual glamour that is fast stealing away his 
senses. A solemn chant fills the air, and behold a mournful procession, 
bearing the dead body of Elizabeth! while slowly advancing across the 
hills march a body of pilgrims from Rome, bearing the joyful tidings 
that the Pope's staff has blossomed! Tannhauser's sin is pardoned! 
Falling on his knees by the dead Elizabeth, he loses life, to be in death 
redeemed by the Love which was stronger than either! 

Let us now turn to " Lohengrin." It opens with a picture of cloud
land, a summer-day scene j blue stretches of sky, flecked and furrowed 
by faint fleecy snow-wreaths of cloud, the air is nearly still, tremulous only 
with light wind voices, that whisper tidings of the coming glory to the 
listening trees j but lo! as we watch the azure depths above, not clouds, 
but angels are there, and what we thought the voices of the wind is but 
the flutter of their snowy pinions making low music to the rhythm of 
their flight as they bear the mystic cup of life across the world, chanting 
the solemn Grail-Song, that unuttered music to which life is set. Then 
the pictures changes j we are carried into the thick of material life, from 
the glow of spirit to the darkness of Matter. Wrong and suffering 
abound here, as peace and joy there; but still patient endurance, truth, 
and courage can reach the serene comforters; the spiritual leans down. 
the material strains upward, and in the light of love finds salvation and 
joy. But woe to that reckless one who. not content with deep draughts 
of the mystic cup, must analyse and separate the elixir to find its 
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component parts! It is the fate of Tantalus again, and the rash soul 
must thirst, and the rash heart hunger in vain! So Elsa, n6t content 
with the mysterious joy, the half-unknown blessings, seeks to reduce it 
to an ordinary gift, to certify whence it came and whither it goes, and 
at the instant it has left her, leaving, indeed, the calm of reason and 
philosophy (the brother), but never the rapture of religion, the faith in 
the presence of the uncomprehended (the lover), which makes the beauty 
and magic of life .... We have briefly analysed these two, but the 
same fundamental truth is the ground-work of all \Vagner's dramas; 
while in the" Nibelungen " even the very gods themselves are powerless 
against the might of the Supreme Love! Thus he teaches us the 
grandest lesson the mind of man is capable of receiving, not by ignoring 
the human with its needs and weaknesses; not by denying the divine, 
but by showing how the human may rise beyond itself into the light 
above, by fulfilment of its conditions, and loving strife towards the 
dawn; as the seed is laid in the earth, and rises to the glad sunlight, 
flushing to a fair flower, not by proud rejection of its lowly resting
place, but by patient development of the germ of life in its heart! 
He teaches us to recognise the one in the many, in a new and sweeter 
sense than the old masters taught, the sense of an eternal ever-present 
spirit that moulds 'the human many into the divine one, and that eternal 
Spirit is " Love" ; not blind necessity, not iron fate, not stern justice 
not an avenging deity, but" Love," a spirit that has its dwelling-place 
in the meanest, and, it may be faintly, it may be powerfully, according 
to th,e material it works in, moulds that meanest into some faint likeness 
of its own eternal beauty. To Wagner all life is holy, and worthy of 
reverence; we soar with him to heaven, we descend to Hell, we rest in 
Purgatory, we roam the earth as surely as if with Dante and Virgil we 
had indeed accomplished the momentous journey. Fairyland opens 
her silvern gates to us; elves dance in the moonlight; the world of 
soulless spirits, good and evil, floats round us in the air, and, like 
Prospero, we command their attendance and ministry or dismiss them 
with a wave of our magic wand. 

Wagner, like Shakspere, rejects nothing as too small or mean, and 
fears nothing, as too high for his purpose; he has just as perfect com
prehension and sympathy (in the sense we have defined) for ugliness, as 
beauty; passion as Law, Hell as Heaven; and, what is far rarer and 
more precious, he has a perfect comprehension of the regions between 
the two extremes, where the one imperceptibly melts into the other; 
the knight on his steed, the minstrel with his inspired song, the shepherd 
piping amid the hills, the steersman at his post, the pilgrims with their 
holy chant, the maidens at their spinning, the pure and wronged princess. 
the dauntless champion of the grail, the tender, loving, self-sacrificing 
maiden, the jealous, unscrupulous woman, the true-hearted knight, the 
world-weary Dutchman, the fierce warrior who preferred hell with his 
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beloved to heaven without her, are all equally life-like, all have the same 
intense humanity and passionate vitality of existence. His dramas 
carry us into the very heart of life, with its sharply defined contrasts and 
conflicting interests, and there is such a wonderful air of reality about his 
music; people do not there die to a sentimental cavatina, or express 
their despair in an elegantly cadenced aria! No, the music is changeful 
as life itself; where, in reality, speech would rise to the grand and 
poetical, there we have phrases of sweet, and grand, and pathetic melody; 
where, in life, the human strains above itself, and becomes god-like in 
its tragic despair and strife, there the music swells upwards in super
human grandeur, or sinks down in superhuman gloom; but where mean 
ideas, mean actions, or common-place speech would exist in life, there 
we find scant melody, rude phrases, hurried utterances; truly this man 
has swept a\vayempirical laws, as the giant pursuing his way in the 
morning sunlight sweeps away the cobwebs that bar his path and passes 
on with a smile! Wagner (like Shakspere) writing for all ages, cannot 
be comprehended fully in one; as it takes innumerable years to ripen 
humanity to the vintage of a mind like Shakspere's or Wagner's, so it 
takes innumerable years to educate mankind to their flavour, but as slow 
passing time goes on, eaeh moment casts a fairer gleam of light on their 
pages, and the deep truths enshrined there grow slowly clearer and 
clearer, until humanity sees (as they did) that the solid wall it had been 
vainly beating its breast against was but the morning mist, which the 
sun of progress is melting away. The age sneers when a prophet tells 
his visions; it continually 

... "culls simples, 
\Vith a broad clown's back turned broadly to the glory of the stars." 

but none the less is the prophet constrained to speak; it is as true now, 
as of old, that the prophet may not speak of himself, but a power that 
is above him puts words into his mouth, a.nd though he would curse the 
ingratitude of the world, yet is he bound to bless by the sacred gift that 
is alive in his soul! Wagner proudly styles his dramas "Music of the 
future," yet they breathe the very spirit of the present, when even art 
seems seized with that frantic thirst for perfect knowledge, and unceas
ingly strives for the completed circle, the fully rounded disc, and is ready 
to sacrifice her own beautiful existence to give life to an art that shall 
be greater, purer, more perfect than herself; an art which shall, from 
the renouncement of individual development by all its branches, rise to a 
grand unity, partaking indeed of the charm of painting, poetry, music 
and sculpture, but belonging exclusively. to none of them. Such an art 
we find shadowed forth in these dramas, and the future historian of the 
nineteenth century will find, if he wishes to grasp that intangible spirit 
that colours every action and every thought of the age, he must go to 
\Vagner's music, breathe its fragrance, comprehend its sense, and then 
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the bare, historical facts will take quite other faces for him, and be quite 
otherwise comprehensible, and his history will be not a dry record of 
cut-and-dried actions, meaningless to a succeeding age, with different 
thoughts and aims, but, like the plays of· Shakspere, and the music
dramas of Wagner, a gorgeous, many-hued woof, in which the bitter
sweet of life is inextricably blended, each delicate feeling, each original 
action, whether good or evil, lending its color and shade, and each dimly
felt intuition, its gleam to the whole, so that it stands forth, glittering 
and glowing, yet black in its folds, tear-stained at its edges, with flower
like borders and perfumed fringes, amid which skulls grin and nettles 
and nightshade mingle. Wagner has preached his gospel well, with no 
faltering tone, no halting speech, and if it is not fully understood in these 
days, we should remember, the deeper the water the longer the nets 
necessary to dredge for its treasures. Any eye can perceive the pebbles 
hidden in a shallow, brawling stream, but where do the coral and pearl 
come from l There, or the deep, still ocean? His teaching, as graven in 
gleaming letters, on his works, his actions, and probably, his thoughts, 
seem condensed into "Weare spirits, my brothers, and akin to God! 
Around us the spirit-world hovers; hold out your hands, and you may 
reach it; open your hearts, and it will fill them with truth and love, and 
lift them into the light; shut them, and you fall into the starless dark
ness of material life, made glorious by no dreams, but iron-barred from 
your kindred, and voiceless, save from your sighs. We seek the com
pleted circle, and behold it is the spiritual alone that can round life's 
rainbow of passion and anguish into it! You cannot see with your 
minds, but you can, if you will, perceive with your souls. though the 
curtain of death be drawn across, and a river of tears rolls between!" 
and in that perception lies the secret of life, and in the expression or 
that perception the secret of art. 

EVELYN PYNE. 
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A BEGINNER'S SORROWS. 

n EAPING the fruit of rightly-spent lives, some of those now 
L11 living started this new stage of their existence with a decided 

iil preponderance of the Higher over the Lower Self. The same 
law, working reversely, is the cause that others have started with as 
decided a preponderance of the Lower over the Higher Sel£ The 
former is a born" saint"; the latter, a born brute. Yet are both 111en ; 
and the saint may em brutalize himself, the brute, sanctify. Only in 
either case it must be at the cost of terrible effort, downward or upwar:d 
as the case may be. The one may crucify the flesh, and rise again in 
the resurrection of life; the other may do what Bunyan meant when he 
wrote of some who" fight their way to hell over the Cross of Christ" 

But in the average man-such as you and I, reader-the two Selves 
co-exist (so to speak) in a state of more or less unstable equilibrium. 
Neither can be given the governance except at the price of much bitter
ness-whether of shame and remorse, or of unsatisfied cravings which 
die very slowly. The struggle may not be so severe as in the first
named exceptional cases, but it is quite severe enough. It is a long 
time before the upward path (not to speak further of the other) grows 
smooth to the feet. At the outset, it seems generally as if difficulty 
only led to difficulty, and the aspirant feels entangled in a maze from 
which there seems no outlet. 

How? In this way, for one :-
Moved by a ray of Light which pierces through the fog of the 

material and touches his innermost spirit, and which may be coloured 
with the hue of the creed-window through which it comes, or pure from 
the fount of the Absolute, one of us-one of the average class-dares 
to aspire. And he learns and feels that the first step is to master the 
Lower Sel£ He cannot withdraw from the world; he has to mix with 
his fellows in business and social relations, to do his daily work, to come 
into contact with low and mephitic influences. He finds the task 
arduous beyond expectation; he fails repeatedly; but the Light 
fascinates him and he rises again and struggles on. He begins with 
the coarsest aspect of the Lower, and after a prolonged conflict suc
ceeds at last in reducing to control the fleshly appetites. He is master 
of his body as once he never dreamed of being. But the work is barely 
begun. Semi-physical tendencies, semi-sensuous proclivities, await him 
beyond the grossly material; and beyond them again are lying in 
ambush what theologians call the purely "spiritual" evils. But the 
Light shines, and he fights on. He wars now, daily, hourly, with such 
subtle foes as conceit. vanity, love of applause, censoriousness, envy, 
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contempt, and a hundred others, each with a hundred ramifications and 
sub-ramifications, all mutually interlacing like jungle underwood. And 
as if this were not enough, he discovers a new source of sorrow. 

He has struggled to live in a wise silence j it seems to him that he has 
simply become sullen. In abstaining from the faults and follies of those 
around him, he is alarmed to find himself in danger of growing morose. 
Though the centre has shifted from one region to another, he finds it is 
still in the Lower Self. Avoiding Scylla, behold Charybdis! How to 
cease to have anything in common with: the gross amusements and 
frivolo~s occupations of his fellows, and yet to retain quick and vivid 
sympathies towards them, is a problem found increasingly difficult of 
solution. 

At last it dawns-as flashes-on him. He had always taken for 
granted that he loved his kind j the" Enthusiasm of Humanity" had 
long been a favourite theme of his. And he is sorely disquieted to 
find-now that the tumult of the senses is somewhat hushed
that it is not the silver tone of Love which is heard in his heart. 
" Heart? have I a heart?" he is tempted to ask, despondingly. If he 
could only love his fellow-men! if he could only go out towards them 
with an ebbless tide of sympathy and affection! Then there would be 
no danger of his un-humanizing while seeking to develop himself. 
While grave and silent, abstemious and self-restrained, he would yet be 
tender and gentle, quick to respond, swift to help. But how can Love 
be compelled? how can he will himself to love? 

Is this your case, reader? Be comforted. Listen, and think. Life 
is Love j the Higher Self is Life j therefore, the Higher Self is Love. Do 
not be discouraged j only persevere. As the Lower Self is ever more 
and more subordinated, the Higher Self will rise, though, perhaps, 
gradually, imperceptibly, as a Northern sunrise. But it will rise. And 
as the Higher Self comes more an4 more into the field, there will come 
gentleness and tenderness and unutterable, self-annihilating Love. It is 
only a question of time. Have faith, and have patience. 

And in the meantime, to the best of your ability act, speak, and even 
(so far as is possible) think as you would act, speak, and think if you 
did feel as you long to feel. There will be no hypocrisy in this. The 
engineer who cut a deep, wide channel in the dry rock is no hypocrite, 
although the result of his labour is the skeleton of a river without its 
soul j for he is only making a course along which the waters will run, 
presently. So with you. Cut deep and wide the channel, though your 
heart seems as dry as the Sahara. For sometime you will reach a point 
where a few more strokes-and lo! either by tiny but ever-growing 
tricklings, or in one glad mighty rush, the waters come, and learning 
what it is to Li'i'e, you shall learn what it is to Love. 

ERNEST HAWTHORN. 
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FROM THE EAST OF TIME. 

BY CHARLES HANNAN, F.R.G.S., AUTHOR OF .. A SWALLOW'S WING,'· &C. 

(Continued from the October Number.) 

I SAT musing upon the glory of the dawn till gradually the light 
cast lavish by the hand of the rising sun flooded the world with 
its fulness and banished every shadow that sought to linger on 

the lawn. 
And then the evil of my inner self rose up to contradict the truth of 

the beauty given to the fields, and to cry out, "It is not day-it is not 
day-for all is dark! " 

I must write. When it rises within me as it is rising now there is 
but one way to escape-constant, unremitting work. God knows 
whether I should write at all were it not for the misery within me. 
God knows. For me, I think I should dream my life away-even as 
the Lotus-eaters of the olden time-dreaming one's own dreams and 
intoxicated with the beauty of their unending scenes. 

But YOte who read were not born to dream-nor was I - though the 
loveliness of what is throbs through my every vein and calls upon my 
soul to weep with its own joy and pain. 

I must write-write anything-so only that I write on. 
There are some hours still which must be spent before I shall meet 

her on the lawn. For two days I have met her so-the first to greet her 
for the day! 

I cannot chase it from me. It will return-the knowlp.dge and the 
recollection of the truth. 

I have yielded. All the beauty that was without has gone. I may not 
recall thee, On ora, for at thy name a thousand echoes reverberate within 
my brain, and bound and rebound, as it were, from crag to crag till in the 
distance they die away in a myriad of mingled sounds afar in some 
gloomy vale whose end I cannot see. 

I have yielded. I allow my thoughts to dwell upon themselves, and 
evil shades to haunt me and remain with me now. 

My youth is no longer mine! 
Why have I written? Why do I write? Why do I not even now cast 

my poor works into the flames that this spirit which has come upon me 
shall not come? 

I cannot think-and yet--
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How can the future look back upon the past? How can he, in a 
future age, have read of my life which is not yet complete? Is my whole 
path mapped out for me to trudge woodenly? How else can this thing 
be? Let me cast my works into the fire-everything-everything. My 
escretoire will be rid of the result of years of toil-yes-yes-a mad 
longing fills me, a fearful impulse which I know is defiance of my God. 
This man has my biography-five hundred years in future time-he 
reads of my life-of these works-five hundred years after they are 
written by me, and he communicates to me through the centuries that 
he has so read! 

And because he has read he comes to me to steal all the beauty of my 
life-to take from me half my youth-to share my love-and to be 
with me for ever as my self and as a part (the greater part) of me who 
am become his thing! 

And I, who look forwards, not back-I, who look into future time, and 
read o~ that accursed book-I, who see that by my own works I cast 
into the future what recoils to damn me even now. I, who write and am 
fated to write-I stand up now and I say that as that book is written 
and has been read five hundred years in future time; so it shall not be 
written and shall not be read, for I defy my Creator and the' hand that 
holds within it these undefined laws of space, and I care not if I pass 
into the fires of Hell ! 

I defy the Spirit from the East of time. 
• • • • • • • 

A great iron hand seems to clasp my soul and give it strength. My 
resolve is well nigh accomplished. My escretoire is empty. Everything 
which I have written lies there-in that heap--where these words shall 
lie in a moment or two's time. 

The pen which I love I use for the last time. Could my hand wither 
now it would be well, yet it writes as though with' a terrible fascination 
found in the last words which it shall put upon the page. I am as one 
frenzied, for a devil has taken possession of me, and I say that what is 
shall not be ! 

Everything-to my shortest poem-lies upon that heap. A Iight
yes, a light-God, I cannot see I-a Iight-a Iight--

• • • • • • • 
I have seized it, and now cast away my pen. 

• • • • • • • 
I seem to have recovered from a long swoon. \Vhere am I? It is 

bright day. 
And what is that which I see still written as it were upon the wall? 
"Thy published works. What of them? ., 

• • • • • • • 
All has come back to me. The light must have fallen from my hand. 

There is a great pile of papers lying before me unbumt 
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I am dizzy as though faint with a struggle which I cannot remember 
to have fought. 

Ah! I understand it now. Destiny cannot be opposed . 

• • • • • • • 
Onora is upon the lawn. 

PART II. 

THE day has passed away. 
It has been my custom for years to seek to examine the intricacies of 

my own brain. "Man, know thyself!" has been to me as a motto 
possessing in three words the wisdom of man. And I did know myself 
and now know little, for a new spirit has entered into me which divides 
and yet does not divide, which is mine and yet not mine. 

I t is as though my love-my pa'ssions-my poetic longing-my every 
thought-nay the merest shadow of a thought-were intensified so that 
I can scarcely bear to think or to exist; whilst yet, strangest of all, the 
very intensity of all that is within me seems as a division-as not my 
own-but as the robbery of half my youth! 

How can I describe my own brain, when it is saturated at once with 
its doubled intensity and with the pain which tells me that I have lost-
not gained. 

Scent might be poured upon the fragrant rose. Would the flower 
then, in the vast intoxication which might come upon it, realise that 
the beauty of what had been was not? 

And I am even as the rose-and every impulse within me as the airs 
that exhale, and these are absorbed in the greater power-the scent 
which has given yet taken away. 

Ah! the simile is feeble to describe my soul! 
I have pondered much befor~ I sat down to write the lines. I have 

cast my inner eye back upon what has been, and I have prayed upon my 
knees for forgiveness for that hideous madness which came upon me
leading me-me, the mortal thing-the child of a vast destiny-to defy 
my Creator and my God! 

I would have burnt my works! I would have sought to destroy those 
things which, speaking through the time to come, shall die of themselves, 
in order that I might prove to my own poor self the lie of what has 
been and what is ! 

It was the thought of man-of man at once maddened with the evil 
of his own thought and the horror of its simple execution-when 
suddenly, whilst the light was in my hand, the full consciousness of what 
I was about to do may have flashed upon me as I fell backwards in a 
swoon. 
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And now I understand. How could I defy the illimitable laws of 
Time-how stand before my God to disobey His will ? 

I had forgotten that which I had myself written hours before. On that 
moment I would have acted to destroy a present that the future might 
not be-and I forgot that the future is, has been, and will be. 

To me who live now something of the future time must have been
then why not all ?-for this Spirit has communicated to me from thence
and havi1tg beetl, how could I say-" It shall never be!" 

I, who am a creature of an intellect which cannot grasp the truth of 
what I know and write, would have said" I destroy what will be "-and 
would have forgotten that what will be-zS. 

The East of Time. Who shall penetrate its vastness? Who shall 
comprehend that it exists? Alas! I am faint and weary, and cannot 
see through the night, for the knowledge of the Everlasting and of the 
truer sight is not yet mine. 

Five hundred years in future time I-and the Spirit which has come 
from thence speaks no longer of that time to me, for it has come back
back-back-to share with me my life. 

And it is as though it were as yet unborn--and still is, for the Spirit 
existeth always though it is not seen. 

I am but a man living and breathing as you and all your fellows, yet 
I am cut apart from you. I strive to understand j but my thoughts are 
weak, though something of the truth I see. 

And it seems to me that in that hour when this man who lives five hundred 
years in future time cast himself back as a thing unborn into my life
and when the mesmeric circle binding him with me was at length com
plete-that he, passing from the future to my time, descended from 
knowledge to oblivion, from light to dark. 

So the Spirit which has come upon me is as a silent thing, because of 
itself it has not yet beetl born and cannot speak of the future time
until the mesmeric circle is relaxed. 

And I, who am enchained by this strange descended spirit know this 
-that. the mesmeric circle may never be relaxed because I have not 
that power-and because the spirit from the East of Time has lost it as 
it has lost all which has not yet been. 

You know my name-you have read a truer description of me than I 
could give you now-a description \~hich came from the East of Time. 
I have gazed long in my glass to read its truth. But there is much that 
you do not know-much that I have still to write. 

To write! Yes, I shall write all-everything-for by this means I seem 
to escape from myself, or, shall I rather say, to grow myself once more 
and pass into my peaceful Author state. Ah! I can write but little now, 
for my art, poor as it was, seems to have narrowed itself down and I write 
not as I always wrote, for I am an altered man. My last work is but 
half complete-now I cannot finish it, for the atmosphere of my thoughts 
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is altered so that by some strange contrast in what is still to write with 
what is done I should spoil the work I undertook. 

Can you realise the unspoken pain of the man whose genius leaves 
him? Heaven only knows if I have aught of genius yet i if so, it is as 
though it were gone for ever, for I recognise it no more. Sadness has 
descended as an eagle wing ever stretched open above me, and my heart 
which knew joy in the beauties around me seems to see them not. 

And I pray to the Great God that sometimes-be it only a moment, 
he may release my soul and give. me the truer things that I have 
known. 

Whilst I lh'e I shall strive against despair. 
I have been filled with vague wonderings as to what is, and what 

is not. 
I see before me a life where hope has vanished, for my earthly joys 

are sapped by the constant recollection that unit as I am upon this 
earthly sphere I am restrained from wandering from the set path of my 
destiny i and it is as thought every action were now no longer my own 
but had passed into the hands of Fate. 

Can you obtain a glimpse of the misery that lies prone before me, like 
a dead thing upon which I must trample, though I shudder in the act? 

The time which is to be exists now, and I whose life has not been 
lived am dead and gone. I cannot understand i only my life has been 
finished, and is finished ages ago, and written down in these books far in 
the East of Time. 

These books ! There was but one-the second volume-strange chance I 
had. been lost, and I do not yet know of the life which lies before me 
any more than did that spirit which has come to learn its course in 
present time, and which exists within me now. Only this I know, or 
this, at least, I seem to know-that if my whole existence has been 
written of in a later day, so that those who live five hundred years 
in future time have read, so it must be that I have no will-that I 
must follow the path of destiny-that I am powerless to tum from it
that my best thoughts and my truest deeds, equally with my worst 
belong not to me, and do not arise within me, but are sent by a 
higher power, and something of despair creeps upon me~ for I am too 
weak, too human to trust my God! 

• • • • • • • 
A great wave of emotion surges up within me. God is too just

such cannot be. My path in life is my own to tread. I refuse to 
become a fatalist. I will not yield to the insidious beliefs that would 
force themselves upon me. I cannot understand Time-how, then, can I 
understand or know that my life is so laid out? 

I refuse my soul the belief it seems to crave. I will be free-I 
shall lead my own life-it is mine-mine only. 

Have I forgotten, then, the spirit from the East of Time? 
17 
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Why do I remember now? 
• • • • • • • 

It is strange I cannot now take my pen in hand or calmly sit down 
to reason out a single thought, as was my wont, without loosening the 
gates of my soul, whence demons issue and clamour with one another 
in futile strife! 

Now that my passion has spent itself in part, I can see more clearly, 
and I think that I must endeavour to avoid the thoughts that point 
towards what will be, and that I must rather strive to fall back upon 
memory than to dwell upon the future time! 

Let me tell you of my past. 
Of my boyhood you may care to learn little, and I who look back 

upon my earlier years with a great thankfulness that they are past, shall 
not dwell upon them long. Even now the vague fears of my fellows
of everything-the unnatural desire to hide myself away, to die if it 
might be, forces itself back upon me. I was not as other boys, and my 
temperament consorted ill with the rudeness of school life. All was 
new, all was hard, and no hope of better things filled my boyish heart. I 
could see no future which was not bound up in the dreary routine of class 
on class, for my imagination had not awakened within me, and my own 
fears stilled the consciousness of a weakness which has later been my 
only hope-my only strength. 

Ah! do not envy the poet's life. Mine, at least, was not one for envy. 
Could you .look back, as I can, upon the days gone by; could you 
mark, as I can, the development by shock on shock of the saddened 
manhood that at last found its way through the clouds, I think you 
would say with me, " Thank God, these days have gone! " 

And even now, as the years creep over me, I look back with something 
of horror at the days that lie ever increasing behind me, and a sense of 
thankfulness only fills me when I remember that they are gone. 

School became a thing of the past, and my eyes opened somewhat to 
the reality of the world around me under the course of a University 
(;areer. 

There I commenced to write. At first with a vague wonder as to 
what came from me, then with a timid fear to put myself upon the page, 
and after many days with the truer knowledge that the poet must show 
his heart 

I have never ceased to write since then. For what else do I live? 
Ah! I believed but yesterday that a future lay before me-and 
now--
~ow I sec with a different sight i what is man's ambition-what do I 

gain, what have I gained in the little reputation which is already mine. 
Is it not but a poor thing to strive for if in the ages to come all shall 
have died away, as has been written from the East of Time-all-all 
my works dead-all that I have written, all that I shall write, aU 
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passed away into oblivion, and a single volume only of my biography 
shall be found in the world five hundred years in after time! 

And yet I shall never cease to write. 
It was at college that I made the acquaintance of Frank Marston. 

He became my closest friend. Together we studied, and together spent 
our vacations, and together we started to visit the continental towns. 
These, at least, were happy days. ' 

I can recall, almost as though I still lived them o'er, the days of that, 
dear summer three years ago. 

I can recall, if I do not weary you with memory, one of those dear 
evenings in Berlin. Frank had wandered away from me as I sat 
amongst the trees in that solitude which I love-near the happy crowd, 
and yet alone. You know the Zoologischer Garten of Berlin ; do you 
know the spot I mean? The sound of the music came borne to me 
across the water, and the setting sun cast its glories of light and shade 
of gold and grey, upon the peaceful scene, and the music borne upon 
the balmy air lulled my senses into a deep rest, and sadness fell upon 
my soul. Something brings back to me the poor lines I wrote 
amidst the beauty of that scene-something brings back the sadness 
which must interline with its holiness and with its unspeakable longing 
such hours as these. 

Scented airs would gently waft me, 
Waft me where-where could they waft

To what summer more entrancing 
Where the wind shall breathe more soft? 

Where is borne upon the evening, 
So lingeringly, so rare, 

Dulcet music intertwining 
With the cadence in the air? 

Here-the moments passing by me 
Seem to fall with golden sound, 

As might leaves from autumn branches 
Fall quivering to the ground. 

Yet there is a thirst within me 
That I cannot-cannot-slake 

In the beauty that is sleeping 
On the surface of the lake. 

Ah ! although I feel a glory 
Surely fallen from on high, 

It would seem as though inwoven 
With so:ne Angel's tearful sigh. 
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Ah, to me peace is inseparably connected with the beautiful and the 
sad! 

Three days later, in Dresden, a town dear to me because its quiet 
loveliness harmonizes with all that is good within me-the bad news 
came. My father was seriously ill. My trip, almost at the outset, 
came abruptly to an end. 

So Frank was left alone to complete his summer tour, and I returned 
home-too late! 

He died before my arrival home, leaving me an orphan in circum
stances of poverty which came as a revelation to me; to work for my 
daily bread. 

I do not know if I have anything of pride in my nature, for I ac
cepted my uncle's offer to provide for me, and I have lived since as his 
dependant, in a position at which my whole being revolts at times-for 
the sake of 111)' art. 

I have not seen Frank Marston for more than a year. He is wealthy, 
and he is one to whom the excitement of travel seems to have become 
a necessity, and he is only now returning from the far, far East. 

And of my career since my father's death?-it has been quiet and 
studious, and yet I cannot study for my memory is a useless thing. 
It sometimes seems to me that all my powers of thought are absorbed 
in the one channel which leads me to imagine a beauty which cannot 
exist upon earth and to create that fiction which is my chief delight. 

And yet I write so uselessly that at times I despair. Are my works 
good or bad? I cannot tell. As yet my poor fame, which is to be, as 
the spirit from the East of Time has said, is as nothing, and the best of 
what has come to me and gone from me to the page lies still within nly 
escritoire. 

Thus has been my life-a life spent latterly amongst my O\\'n 
thoughts and in the solitude of the dear country, which I love-here at 
Varnley Hall-my uncle's home. 

• • • • • • • 
It is written in those lines of my biography which come to me 

from the future time, before the mesmeric circle was complete: 
" He had now entered upon his twenty-sixth year, and it was in this 

year that he fell in love." 
How strange it is that the truth should thus come back to me. 
Four days ago I met Qnora Mayne. Who is she? She is the 01le 

in all the world for me. I can understand that change which is spoken 
of as falling upon my life at this time, but it has a dual, not a single 
cause, though all lies with Qnora Mayne. 

I who have never loved, now love with a madness which might 
of itself divert the current of my every thought. This alone might 
cause the change; but there is the other truth-the greater truth
that in meeting Qnora Mayne I awakened to youth, and that from 
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this my biographer writes into the East of Time, and the man 
living there and reading of my youth and of anora Mayne seeks to 
come back to steal from me that which he himself does not possess, and 
sends his spirit into my spirit to wreck my life, it may be, with the 
vague truth now prone before me, and to take from me the greater part 
of every joy-ay, even of my love. Is not this enough to turn my 
life, as the course of the strong river may be turned, to flood and devas
tate the fields? 

anora Mayne came into my quiet life I Beautiful creation I how can 
I aspire to such 'as thee? Yet sometimes the fairest maid stoops to 
gather the poorest flower that blooms beneath the hedge. 

It is not strange to me that we never met in the days which have 
been-when I remember what my life has been and what yours. 

Already there is an unseen sympathy between us, the sympathy of 
soul for soul, and yet to-day, when that horrible night had passed away, 
and when I greeted you on the lawn, I fancied there was some change 
in you as there was a change in me. 

But the change in you was of another kind to mine, for I loved you 
with a devotion ten times intensified, and you seemed more cold than 
yesterday. But I remembered later that my mind may by recollection 
have exaggerated your friendliness, and that the increased depth of my 
love for you took away in its very expectation of increased sympathy 
from the warmth of your manner to me. 

I know that you like me, and I know, too-alas! that you are too 
free, too trusting, to have dreamt that I have thought of love. 

I think you rather look on me as a harmless thing, as one so buried 
in the beauty of his own thoughts--do you think them beautiful, anora 
Mayne ?-that he could not love. 

Is your heart, anora, cold to me? I love you as man never loved, 
and still I fear. 

• • • • • • • 
I fell away into a vain dream as to what might be. I am unable to 

concentrate my thoughts. I cannot understand how my mind wanders 
away, not as in the old time, and how I write intermittently as I never 
used to do. 

And every thought leads me to dwell on the future time, to think of 
what will be, not of what has been, as though the Spirit which came 
from the East of Time would ever strive to lead me thither, and as 
though I of the present refused to turn to unknown things and struggled 
to dwell upon the past. 

An awful thought occurs to me. What if I am doomed to have 
another existence in the E~t of Time-what if this man whose Spirit 
has come back to me is but myself, as it were re-born-born after passing 
from a life of sorrow, born again through perfect forgetfulness, and there 
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doomed to recoil upon myself in the old time to make my life as an 
unending cycle, an earthly Hell ! 

What have I done, my God, to deserve such punishment as this! 
• • • • • • 

I have passed through agony such as surely few men know. 
I t seemed to me that that which descended through Time, sought 

to return to the East, yet knew not how. And the struggling of the 
spirit tore me asunder, and I could not move, and yet I seemed to fight 
against the spirit of the future time, as though 1 felt that my own soul 
were so linked with it that these two must pass together if at all into 
the East of Time. 

And now I am weak, and in my weakness peace has for a moment 
come upon me, and I krow that the Present still is. 

• • • • • • • 
CHARLES HANNAN. 

(To be cOlltillued.) 

THE DUBLIN LODGE T. S. 

The DUBLIN LODGE has now arranged for the holding of meetings at its 
new rooms, No. 16, Charlemont Mall, every Thursday, at 8 p.m., and the 
members will be glad to welcome on these evenings any friends interested 
in the work of the Society. 

With a view to the promotion by the regular study and discussion of 
Theosophical tenets, a Research Section has lately been started, the subjects 
at present under consideration being (I) Light on the Path, (2) Karma. 
(3) Elementaries and Elemental Spirits, and (4) the Relations of ?vIan to 
Nature. 

The Lodge is desirous of opening communications with all interested in 
the Theosophical Movement throughout Ireland, and for the better funher-
ance of this object a corresponding section has been organised with a nOJDinal 
subscription, arrangements having been made to secure to each melD ber a 
regular supply of Theosophical literature. 

The library of the Lodge being at present scarcely adequate to meet the 
increasing demands for Theosophical literature· in Ireland, the council would feel 
grateful for any donations in the shape of books, pamphlets, &c., from their 
friends in other countries, Light on the Path, and works of a similar nature 
being particularly needed. 
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"ESOTERIC BUDDHISM" AND THE "SECRET 
DOCTRINE." 

247 

I N reference to various remarks concerning" Esoteric Buddhism" 
which appear in the course of your new work, "The Secret 
Doctrine," I beg to call your attention to some passages on the 

same subject which appeared on former occasions in the Tluosophist at 
a time when that magazine was edited by yourself. 

In the Secret Doctrille you speak of Esoteric fiuddllism as a work with 
"a very unfortunate title," and in reference to a passage in my preface, 
emphasising the novelty for European readers of the teachings then given 
out, you say the error must have crept in through inadvertence. In 
the last number of LUCIFER you discuss the same point in a note 
appended to a correspondent's letter. Permit me to remind you of an 
editorial note, evidently from your own pen, in the February Tlteosophist, 
1884- This is in reply to an objection raised by Mr. W. Q. Judge that 
nearly all the leading ideas of the doctrine embodied in "Esoteric 
Buddhism" are to be found in the Bha'Javad Gita. You wrote:-

"We do not b~lieve our Am!rica~ brother is justified in his remarks. The know
ledge given out in Esoteric Buddhism is most decidedly given out for the first time, 
inasmuch as the allegOries that lie scattered in the Hindu sacred literature are now 
for the first time clearly explained to the world of the profane. 0 Since the birth of 
the Theo30phica\ Society and the publication of Isis, it is being repeated daily that all 
the esoteric wisdom of the ages lies concealed in the Vedas, the Upanishads and 
Bhagavad Gita j yet unto the day of the first appearance of Esoteric Buddhism, and 
for long centuries back, these doctrines remained a sealed letter to all but a jew 
initialed Brakmins who had always kept the spirit of it to themselves." 

., The author of the "Secret Doctrine" begs to suggest that she never denied 
to the doctrines expounded by Mr. Sinnett the privilege of having been clearly 
" EXPLAINED," for the first time, in pn'nt, in " Esot. Buddhism." All she asserts is, 
that il is nol for tke firsl time that they wer e given oul to a European, and by 
the latter to other Europeans. Between" publishing" and" giving out" there 
is a decided difference; an admirable peg, at any rate, for our common enemies 
to hang their captious cavils upon. It is not the writer of the "Secret 
Doctrine," moreover, who was the first to put such a natural interpretation 
upon the sentence used by our esteemed friend and correspondent, but, verily, 
sundry critics outside of, as also wilkin the Theosophical Society. It is no 
personal question between Mr. Sinnett and H. P. Blavatsky, but between these 
two individuals on the one hand and their critics on the other; the former 
being both in duty bound-as theosophists and believers in the esoteric teach
ing-to defend the Sacred Doctrine from side attacks-via its expounders. 
-[ED.] 
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Thus, if I erred in my statement about the doctrine having been 
unknown previously to Europeans, I erred in very good company-your 
own. Your note goes on to say that certainly the teachings of 
.. Esoteric Buddhism" lie concealed in the Bhagavad Gita, "but t, you 
say: 

"What of that? Of what good to W. Q. Judge or any other is the diamond 
that lies concealed deep underground? Of course everyone knows that there is not a 
gem now sparkling in a jewellery shop but pre·existed and lay concealed since its 
formation, for ages, within the bowels of the earth. Yet surely he who got it first from 
its finder, and cut and polished it, may be permitted to say that this particular diamond 
is given out for the first time to the world." 11-

In regard to my "unfortunate title," which was (as you know, I think) 
approved when first proposed without any question 'arising as to the two 
" d's "-you say in the Secret Doctrine: 

" It has enabled our enemies to find an effective weapon against Theosophy,because, 
as an eminent Pali scholar very pointedly expressed it, there was in the volume named 
neither esotericism nor Buddhism." 

It happens that you discussed the same criticism in an article in the 
Theosophist for November, 1883. Your text on that occasion was an 
article in the St. James' Gazette, which you attributed to Dr. Rhys 
Davids, and you wrote: 

" But before the Orientalists are able to prove that the doctrines, as taught in Mr. 
Sinnett's exposition are "not Buddhism, esoteric nor exoteric," they will have to make 
away with the thousands of Brahminical Adwaita and other Vedantin writings-the 
works of Sankaracharya in particular-from which it can be proved that precisely the 
sanle doctrines are taught in those works esoterically." 

You spoke, in the course of the article, of the very remark you now 
find to be "very pointed," t as " such a spiteful and profitless criticism" 
to attribute it to the pen of the great Pali scholar • 

... This proves, firstly, that the desire to defend, in print, a friend and co-worker 
quand m2me, even when he is not entirely right, is always injudicious; and 
secondly, that experience comes with age. "The good advocate not onely heares, 
but examines his case, and pincheth the cause where he fears it is foundred" 
-Fuller teaches. We proved no "good advocate," and now bear our Karma 
for it; from an "advocate" we have become a "defendant."-[ED.] 

t So we say now. Not a word of what we wrote Iken do we repudiate here ; 
and the "Secret Doctrine" proves it. But this does not clash at all with the 
fact that, once made public, no doctrine can be referred to any longer as "esc
teric." The esoteric tenets revealed-both in "Esoteric Buddhism" and the 
" Secret Doctrine" have become exoteric now. Nor does a remark cease to be 
"spiteful" for being "very pointed," e.g., most of Carlyle's remarks. A few 
years ago, at a time when our doctrines were hardly delineated and the Oriental
ists knew nothing of them, any such premature discussion and criticism were 
" profitless." But now, when these doctrines have spread throughout the whole 
world, unless we call things by their true names, and admit our mistakes (for it 
was one, to spell" Budhism," Buddkism-a mistake, moreover, distinctly attri-
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The propriety of the title given to my book was discussed in an 
article in the Theosophist for June, 1884, when an editorial note was 
appended, in the course of which the writer said: 

"The name given to Mr. Sinnett's book will not be misleading or objectionable 
when the close identity between the doctrines therein expounded and those of the 
ancient Rishis of India is clearly perceived." ... 

These extracts seem to show that the unfavourable view of Esoteric 
Buddhism now presented to the readers of the Secret Doctrille can only 
have been developed in your mind within a comparatively recent period.t 
Satisfied with the assurance conveyed to me-as explained in the preface 
to the sixth edition-by the reverend teacher from whom its substance 
was derived-that the book was a sound and trustworthy presentation 
of his teachings as a whole, that would never have to be remodelled or 
apologised for,! I have been content, hitherto, to leave unnoticed every 

buted to ourseiz'es, "theosophists of India," z'ide page xviii. VoL I of the" Secret 
Doctrine," and not at all to·Mr. Sinnett), our critics will have an undeniable 
right to charge us with sailing under false colours. Nothing more fatal to our 
cause could ever happen. If we would be regarded as theosophists, we have to 
protect THEOSOPHY; we have to defend our colours before we think of defend
ing our own petty personality and amour pro pre, and should be ever ready to 
sacrifice ourselves. And this is what we have tried to do in the Introduction to 
the" Secret Doctrine." Poor is that standard-bearer who shields his body from 
the bullets of the enemy with the sacred banner entrusted to him !-[Eo.] 

.. The Rishis having nought to do with" Buddhism," the religion of Gautama 
Buddha, this question shows plainly that the mistake involved in the double 
•• d" had not yet struck the writer as forcibly as it has done later.-[Eo.] 

t This is an error. What we say now in the "Secret Doctrine" is what we 
knew, but kept silent upon ever since the first year of the publication of "Eso
teric Doctrine"; though we confess we have not realised the importance of the 
mistake as fully from the beginning as we do now. It is the number of criti
cisms received in private letters and for publication in LUCIFER, from friends as 
well as from foes, that forced us to see the question in its true light. Had they 
(the criticisms) been directed only against us personally (Mr. Sinnett and H. P. 
Blavatsky) they would have been left entirely unnoticed. But as all such had 
a direct bearing upon the doctrines· taught-some persisting in calling them 
Buddhism, pure and simple, and others charging them with being a new-fangled 
doctrine invented by ourselves and fathered upon Buddhism-the danger 
became imminent, and a public explanation was absolutely necessary. Moreover, 
the impression that it was a very materialistic teaching-" Esoteric Buddhism" 
being accused of upholding the Darwinian hypothesis-spread from the Indian 
and Vedantin to almost all the European theosophists. This had to be refuted, 
and-we do so in the" Secret Doctrine."-[Eo.] 

t No one has ever dreamt of denying that "Esoteric Buddhism" was a 
" trustworthy presentation" of the Master's teachings as a whole. That which 
is asserted is simply that some personal speculations of its author were faulty, 
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other criticism that it has called forth. I have known all along that it 
contained errors which initiates would detect, but by the time any 
student might be in a position to appreciate these he would be indepen
dent of its guidance, and till then he could not be embarrassed· by them. 
Now, however, I regret to find that the Secret Doctrille is not merely 
concerned to expand and develope the earlier teaching-a task which I 
should be the first to recognise could be performed by no one more 
efficiently than by yourself-but paves the way for its expositions by 
remarks on Esote,.ic Buddhism which are not in the nature of fresh 
revelations concerning what are, doubtless, its many shortcomings, but 
are in the nature of disparagements t which you have, on former 
occasions rebuked others for putting forward. 

You say-in objecting to my title-" the esoteric truths presented in 
Mr. Sinnett's work had ceased to be esoteric from the moment they were 
made public." Is not that an odd objection to appear on the first page 
of a book called" The Secret Doctrine." Has the doctrine ceased to 
deserve that designation from the date at which your own book 
appeared?! 

and led to erroneous conclusions, (a) on account of their incompleteness, and 
(0) because of the evident anxiety to reconcile them with modern pkysl"aJ1 
science, instead of metaphysical philosophy. Very likely errors, emanating from 
a desire diametrically opposite, will be found in the "Secret Doctrine." Why 
should any of us-aye, even the most learned in occult lore among theosophists 
-pose for infallibility? Let us humbly admit with Socrates that "all we know 
is, that we kno1JJ notkin~"; at any rate nothing in comparison to what we have 
still to learn.-[ED.] 

.. Not" embarrassed," but mIsled-and it is precisely this which has happened. 
-[ED.] 

t We demur to the expression. No" disparagement" whatever is meant, but 
simply an attempt is made to make certain tenets taught in our respective works 
more clear. Without such explanations, the statements made by both authors 
would be unavoidably denounced as contradictory. The general public rarely 
goes to the trouble of sifting such difficult metaphysical questions to the 
bottom, but judges on appearance. We have to acquaint first the reader with 
all the sides and aspects of a teaching before we allow him to accept or even to 
see in one of such a dogma.-[ED.] 

::: It kas, most unquestionably, if logic deserves its name. Our correspondent 
would have hardly made this query, intended as a hit and a satire, had he paid 
attention to what is said on pages xvii-xviii (the first and the second) of the 
introduction to the" Second Doctrine," namely-" Esoteric Buddhism" was an 
excellent work with a very unfortunate title, though it meant no more than does 
the title of this work, the " Suret Doctrine"; which means, if anything, that no 
more than" Esoteric Buddhism" are those portions of the "Secret Doctrine .. 
now explained in our volumes an)' longer "secret" -since tke)' are dh1ulged. \Ve 
appeal to logicians and literary critics for a decision.-[ED.] 
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Thel>e qbestions however are all of minor importance, though it 
puzzles me to understand why your view of them should have been 
so diametrically' reversed from what it was a few years ago.- I 
might hardly have written this letter at all, but for a passage in the 
Secret Doctrille referring to Esoteric Buddhism that occurs on page 16g. 
There you suggest that my own attempt to explain planetary evolution 
fails for want of being sufficiently metaphysical, and you quote a phrase 
from me-" on pure metaphysics of that sort we are not now engaged OJ-in 
connexion with a passage from one of the letters of instruction I 
received when the book was under preparation. "In such case," you 
say, " as the Teacher remarks in a letter to him: 'Why this preaching of 
our doctrines, all this uphill work and swimming in adversum j/Ilmm ?'" 
Any reader will imagine that the passage quoted from the letter had 
reference to the passage quoted from the book.t Nothing can be further 
from the fact My remark about not being" then" concerned with 
" pure metaphysics" had a limited and specific application, and on the 
next page I see that I have dealt with that period before the earliest 
manifestations of Nature' on the plane of the senses, when the work of 
evolution going on was concerned "with the elemental forces that 
underlie the phenomena of Nature so visible now and perceptible to the 
senses of Man." 

From time to time, amongst criticisms of Esoteric Buddhism that have 
appeared to mf' misdirected, I have heard this charge-that I have not 
appreciated the great doctrine metaphysically, that I have materialised 
its conceptions. I do not think I have ever before put pen to paper to 
combat this idea, though it has always struck me as curiously erroneous ; 
but when language from yourself seems to fortify the impression I refer 
to, it is high time for me to explain, at any rate, my own attitude of 
mind.::: 

,. Vide Supra notes: the reasons are now explained.-[En.] 
t This remark of the Master was made in a general not in any specific applica

tion. But what of that ?-[En.] 
::: Once more we beg to assure our friend and colleague, Mr. Sinnett, that in 

saying what is said in the" Secret Doctrine" we did not for one moment con
template·the remarks as expressive of our oum personal objections-seeing we 
kn~w our correspondent's ideas too well to have any. They were addressed to 
and directed against our benevolent critics: especially those who, with an im
partiality most admirable, though worthy of a better fate, try to hit us both. 
and through us to upset the Esoteric Doctrine. Has not the latter been 
proclaimed by a number of well-wishers as an invention of H. P. Blavatsky's? 
Did not even an admirably clever and learned man-the late W. C. King
claim, in ·his "Gnostics and their Remains," to have "reasons for suspecting 
tbat the sibyl of 'Esoteric Buddhism' (i.e. your humble servant) drew her 
first notions from the analysis of the Inner man (to wit our seven principles) 
as set forth in my (his) first edition"! This - because the most philo-
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The charge of materialising the doctrine seems to me to arise entirdy 
from the fact that I have partially succeeded in making some parts of it 
intelligible. The disposition to regard vagueness of exposition as 
equivalent to spirituality of thought is very widely spread; and 
multitudes of people are unaccustomed to respect any phraseology that 
they find themselves enabled to understand. Unused to realise a thought 
with precision of imaginative insight, they fahcy if it is presented 
vividly to the mind that it must have lost caste in the realms of idealism. 
They are used to regarding a brick as something with a definite shape 
and purpose, and an idea as a Protean shadow. Give the idea a specific 
plan in Nature, and it will seem to them materialised, even if concerned 
with conditions of life as remote from materiality as Devachanic 
emotion. 

The succession of Cause and Effect seems itself materialised-in the 
mental atmosphere I am discussing-if it is represented, in its most 
interesting aspect, as forcing its way from one plane of nature to 
another. 

For readers of this temperament Eso/eric Buddhism may be 
materialistic; but as I venture to believe that it has been a bridge which 
has conducted many, and may bear many more, across the chasm which 
divides the interests and materialism of this life, from the realms of 
spiritual aspiration beyond, I have not yet seen reason to regret the 
mould in which it was cast, even though some of those who have used 
it in their time now despise its materialistic construction.· It would 
load your paper too heavily if I quoted passages to show how constantly 
I really emphasised the non-material aspects of its teaching; but I may 
perhaps be allowed one from the closing sentences of the chapter on 
"the universe," in which I say:-" It "-the doctrine of the Esoteric 
Wisdom-" stoops to materialism, as it were to link its methods with 
the logic of that system, and ascends to the highest realms of Idealism 
to embrace and expound the most exalted aspiration of spirit." 

The truth of the whole matter is admirably expressed in a com
prehensive sentence at the end of a long article on "The Metaphysical 
Basis of Esoteric Buddhism," which appeared in the Theosophist for 

sophical Gnostic works, especially the doctrines of Valentinus and Marcus
are full of our archaic esoteric ideas. Forsooth, it is high time that the 
defendant, a/so, should" rise and explain" her attitude in the" Secret Doctrine," 
regardless of anyone's (even her own) personality !-[ED.] 

• No one we know of "despises," but many, on the other hand, rejoice, and 
very much so, at being able to refer to it as "materialistic." It was high time to 
disabuse and contradict them; and this letter from our correspondent, setting 
forth his true views and attitude for tlte first time, is one of the first good 
fruits produced by our remarks in the "Secret Doctrine." It is an excellent 
check on our mutual enemies.-[ED.] 
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May, 1884, \\lith the suggestive signature, Damodar K. Mavalankar. 
This runs:-

" The reader will now perceive that Esoteric Buddhism is not a system 
of materialism. It is, as Mr. Sinnett cans it, 'Transcendental 
Materialism,' which is non-materialism, just as the absolute con
sciousness is non-consciousness."·' 

Any vindication of oneself must be a repulsive task. For many 
reasons I would ratht:!r have left all such questions alone, but to ignore 
unfavourable comments when these proceed from your own pen would 
be to treat them with less respect than is embodied in my present 
remarks. 

In conclusion, since the Secret Doctrille so frequently discusses' what 
EsoterIC Buddltism meant to say as regards Darwinian evolution, let me 
endeavour to elucidate that point. The teaching I received on the 
subject of race evolution was very elementary. It was not exactly 
" fragmentary" (as has sometimes been said), but it was a skeleton state
ment, as regards all the problems of" Cosmogenesis," consequently it dealt 
merely with that cosmic progress of the spiritual inquiry through the 
various kingdoms of Nature which, beginning (on the material plane) 
with the mineral, culmimates in Man. It follows from this elementary 
statement that at some stage of the great evolutionary process there is 
an ascent from the animal to the human kingdom, t never mind where 
the transition is effected. There the teaching vindicated the spirit of 
the Darwinian idea t though the further illumination now cast upon the 

~, These are the verbatim expressions of your friend and humble servant, the 
Editor. Damodar only repeated our views. But the "Damodars" are few, 
and there were, as our correspondent well knows, other Brahmins in England, 
who were the first to proclaim" Esoteric Buddhism" materialistic to the core, 
and who have always maintained this idea in others.-[En.] 

t At the stage of the first Round, and partially at the second, never during any 
stage of the Fourth Round. A purely mathematical or rather algebraical reason 
exists for this :-The present (our) Round being the middle Round (between 
the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, and the 5th, 6th, and 7th) is one of adjustment and 
final equopoise between Spirit and matter. ~t is that point, in short, wherein 
the reign of trlle matter, its grossest state (which is as unknown to Science as its 
opposit'e pole-homogeneous matter or substance) stops and comes to an end. 
From that point physical man begins to· throw off "coat after coat," his material 
molecules for the benefit and subsequent formation or cl othing of the animal 
kingdom, which in its turn is passing it on to the vegetable, and the latter to 
the mineral kingdoms. Man having evoluted in the first Round from the animal 
via the two other kingdoms, it stands to reason that in the present Round he 
should appear be/ore the animal world of this mantantoric period. But see the 
"Secret Doctrine" for particulars. [En.] 

! What did Darwin, or what Darwinians know of our esoteric teaching 
about "Rounds!" The" Spirit" oi the Darwinian idea, is an Irish bull, in 
this case, as that" Spirit" is materialism of the grossest kind.-[En.] 
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subject by your present work shows that many specific conjectures of 
Danvinism are erroneous, and its application to the human evolution of 
this world period altogether misleading. It is needless to say that I 
was not furnished with the later teaching on this subject when Esoteric 
Buddhism was written, therefore of course my own impression at the 
time was that the doctrine supported the Darwinian hypothesis, as a 
general idea. I never heard a word breathed in India, when writing 
Esoteric Buddhism to the contrary effect. .. 

Nor was the point worth raising the:l. My readers had to be made 
acquainted with the primary principles of Karma, reincarnation and 
cosmic progress towards superior conditions of existence. AU the 
cosmo-genesis that was essential to the comprehension of these principles 
was supplied in the teaching as given. Much was left for further 
development, for later opportunities. The first book of Euclid cannot 
also contain the second, third and fourth. In the Secret Doc/rille J have 
no doubt we are furnished with esoteric teaching, which is the analogue 
of the more advanced geometry. Probably it will be least appreciated 
by those who read its opening pages as warning them off the subject 
of triangles. 

Yours very respectfully, A. P. SINNETT. 

OUR CLOSING REMARK. 

We thank Mr. Sinnett, with all our heart, for this letter. Better late 
than never. On page 186 of Vol. I. of our" Secret Doctrine," now just 
published, we quote from a letter of a member of the T. S., who wrote: 
., I suppose you realize that three-fourths of Theosophists, and even 
outsiders imagine that, as far as the evolution of man is concerned, 
Darwinism and Theosophy kiss one another" in "Esoteric Buddhism." 
We repudiate the idea most vehemently on the same page, but our 
negation would not go very far without that of Mr. Sinnett. The letter 
containing the above quote~ sentence was written more than two and a 
half years ago; and our denial, notwithstanding the same charge of 
Darwinism and materialism in " Esoteric Buddhism," was maintained by 
the same writer and supported by many others. Thus it was indispen
sable for the good of the Cause that Mr. Sinnett should deny it over his 
own signature. Our object is accomplished, for the author of " Esoteric 
Buddhism" has now solemnly repudiated the charge, and we hope to 
receive no more such flings at our philosophical beliefs. 

We close by thanking our esteemed correspondent once more for the 
indulgent spirit in which he deals with our remarks, but which, to our 
regret, he very erroneously attributes to a personal feeling due to some 
unwarrantable change in our attitude towards himself. We repudiate such 
a charge, and hope that our explanations will dissipate the last vestiges of 
any such suspicion.-[ED.] 

.. The reason for this also is stated in the .. Secret Doctrine." 
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THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY'S PUBLICATION 
FUND. 

Colonel Olcott has the permission of Professor F. Max MUller to give 
pUblicity to the following letter from himself to his Bombay corres
pondent:-

My DEAR SIR, 

Though I wrote to you yesterday only, I write once more to tell you and 
your fnend Tookaram Tatya ... that I am pleased to see from the indian Spectator 
of July 1st that the "Krishna Yajur Veda Sanhita" has beenundertaken by the 
Theosophical Publication Fund, instead of the Rig Veda. This text will be 
useful, and I shall be glad to subscribe to It. You might go on with publishing 
the Taittiriya Brihmana, likewise the white Yajur Veda, the Samaveda, and 
Atharvaveda, both Sanhita and Brahmana, text and commentary. It would 
have been mere waste to print a new edition of the Rig Veda with Sayana's 
commentary. The second edition of this work, which, with the generous assist
ance of H. H. The Maharajah of Vizianagram, I am now printing at the U ni
versity Press, and which will contain many corrections of the old edition, will 
answer all wants in Europe and India for some time to come. Then there is 
still so much to be done in publishing really correct editions of important 
Sanskrit texts. To print the same text twice would have been woful extrava
gance. 

But it seems to me, considering the higher object of the Theosophical Society, 
that you ought to publish a complete and correct edition of the Upanishads. 
There is a collection of the Upanishads published at Madras in Telugu letters, 
which might serve as a model. The Upanishads are, after all, the most impor
tant portion of the VedlllS for philosophical purpose, and if the Theosophical 
Society means to do any real good, it must take its stand on the Upanishads, 
and on notking else. I;tm thinking of publishing a cheap edition of my English 
translation of the Upanishads, but I must wait till the first edition published in 
the Sacred Boo:'s of the East i') quite sold out. If you have sufficient funds, 
you should also print the comment.lries on the Upanishads, but you should take 
care that the edition is entrusted to competent hands, so that we should get a 
critical edition, based on a careful collation of the best MSS., like our best edi
tions in Europe. At present a beautiful and correct edition of the text seems 
to me almost a duty to be performed by the Theosophical Society. Please to 
urge this very strongly on your friend, and tell him from me that I always find 
the Grantha MSS. the most correct and most useful. 

Yours very truly, (Signed) F. MAX MULLER. 
24th July, 1888 . 

• The most active Rnd indefatigable of all our Bombay Theosophists in the spread of Sanskrit 
and theosophical literature. The good he does to the poor and the distressed, in his Homreopathic 
.Fret: Dispensaries-they, the sufferers, alone know. May he be rewarded as he dcserves.-[ED.] 
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CASTING OFF. 

If King Henry VIIL, the much-married King of England, stopped in some 
of his proceedings for divorce, or at least was stopped by the ecclesiastical 
authorities at the first of his acts, and was warned by them that his divorce 
with Catherine of Aragon·was contrary to the laws of God, and could hardly 
be made by any sort of modus vizlentii to fit in with the laws of men, King 
Milan of Servia has certainly sent in a greater amount of tickets to entitle him 
to a final "distribution of gifts." 

I wish that some authority from the Editorial chair of LUCIFER would tell 
me whether the recent action of King Milan of Servia will not entail upon him 
a Karma, a never-ending penalty of remorse, shame, and future! sorrow, for 
the cruel and unjustifiable act which he has committed by the divorce of his 
Queen Nathalie.· 

I would like to know whether the Russian Christian Church, as well as the 
West, considers marriage as a thing which may not be cast aside by the decision 
of a civil tribunal. Your own creed of the Russian Church appears to my 
unassilited intellect to be emphatic, pronounced, and unchanging. 

I quote from the creed of the Russian Church.:-
" IcfJ' opOV ~W71" aVTCIlV IL" 1<Q.()a. KLV8vvov, 81v leacfJLVWTa.L 0 Iva. .. TOV aAAoV, 1X1T€pOV 

81 {3f{3aICilvITa.I.." 
" Ad finem usque vitre, quocunque rerum discrimine, constanter servaturus, 

nec alter alterum deserturus sit." (Orthodox Confession of the Eastern Church. 
A.D. 1643. Schaff. Creeds of the Greek Churches, 8vo. Lond 1877, vol. ii., 
P·393· 

I may also state that there is not a single Latin priest who would dare to 
contravene the commands of his church by pronouncing a divorce a l'in(IJ/a 
matrimonii in a case like that of King Milan. They are much too careful of 
the words" Whom God has joined together, let no man put asunder." Surely 
the Russian Church has the same pure tradition. If the old Patriarchs of Constan· 
tinople could speak, their voices would be emphatic to declare that the sacramental 
ties of marriage are eternal alld indissoluble, and that their authority has been 
decreed by the oracular and changeless fiat of everlasting veracity. 

Some of the inferior Jew papers in London have recently had letters on the 
subject" Is Marriage a Failure?" But they have in this respect often confused 
the civil and religious ties. In the marriage of King Milan we have both. He 
may be civilly allowed to emulate King Solomon, but religiously he has only one 
wife, from whom he is now divorced. 

Let us now consider the matter. The world, at the end of the present 
century, and approaching its descending cycle, gradually becomes worse and 
worse as artificial civilisation progresses, and moral improvement diminishes. 
We see this in the tendency for facilitating divorce, either in Servia or in England, 
the less attention paid to individual aspirations after holiness, and the 
probability that the next generation will be a great deal worse than the present 
We live in a time when the words of Horace, 

~tas parentium, pejor avis, tulit 
Nos requiores, nox daturos 
Progeniem vitiosorem, 

are deeply applicable to us, and those who are born of us, and then the action 
of men like King Milan is only a forecast of the future, when the coming race. 
" Sans Dieu, sans foi, sans loi" shall preach "the principles of 1789," " Liberty, 
Equality, and Fraternity." Liberty, each to select his own punishment; 
Equality, before the throne of some self-invoked infernal power; Fraternity, 
such as was that of Cain towards Abel. 
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Still, for those who do not contemplate decay on a large scale, it is hard to 
perceive individual instances of blasphemy and immorality, and harder that 
they should have the sanction of any religious body. 

The old feeling of chivalry in the West makes me inclined to break a lance 
for the divorced Queen of Servia, and.by advocating her strive 

U For the cause that lacks assistance, 
From the wrong that needs resistance, 
To the future in the distance, 
And the good that we can do." 

C. CARTER BLAKE. 

EDITOR'S NOTE. 
" There is no "authority" on ecclesiastical laws in the U editorial chair of 

LUCIFBR." The present editor recognizes no such laws, rejects and cares very 
little about them. But there are laws of honour, and honour-CC stands at 
another bar than that of laws," whether so<;ial or. ecclesiastical. And there is a 
woman in the said editorial chair, whose whole being revolts against such an 
infamous act of despotism and injustice as perpetrated by Milan of Servia, he 
who claims to reign cc by the grace of God" and sticks fast to his throne only by 
the abject cowardice of his subjects. Of crowned despots, sots and even snobs, 
there were many, but hitherto even they had tried to preserve an appearance, at 
least, of honour. In our modern day, however, it becomes a matter for serious 
consideration, whether honour is ever to be found, to a dead certainty, at 
Aome-a.nywhere, except perchance among thieves! We live in a stra,pge 
world of incongruity and paradox. When one knows that upon discovering 
a sharper in their midst, even the members of the poorest club would not 
fail to kick him out, one can only stare in finding all the modem sovereigns, 
great or small, remaining undisturbed and quite unconcerned before the 
perpetration of the most brutal act of licentiousness and abuse of power by 
one of their own fraternity. That Milan, the lineal descendant of Swineherds 
is no gentleman-though his late uncle Michael Obrenovitch was decidedly 
one-is no wonder. But that other Kings and Emperors, some of whom 
boast of a long lineage of knightly ancestors and "kings gentiluomzni"-should 
allow such ali unprecedented outrage upon a woman, a Queen, innocent and 
pure as few, go unpunished-is most marvellous-even in this age of depravity, 
and Crowns sold at auction. 

cc 0, that estates, degrees, and offices. 
Were not derived corruptly! and that dear honour 
Were purchased by the merit of the wearer! " 

But, since the day of Solon, to paraphrase him: "Honours created far 
exceed those that are achieved." 

To the second question of our correspondent, we answer-" most decidedly, 
the Greek Church would countenance and permit no such breaking of her laws, 
Nor shall the St. Petersburg Metropolitan or his Synod ever recognize the act of 
the Servian Theodosius; who is officially branded by that Synod, hence by the 
press, as the" pseudo-Metropolitan. The orthodox Greek Church is greater than 
Milan, cc King" of a kingdom from an opera comique. But what of that? 
Russia does not recognize Ferdinand of Coburg; yet the Austrian usurpator 
rules to this day over Bulgaria, the land of Brigands and Generals Boum-boum. 
The Synod of Russia is not what it was only thirty years ago, when no divorce 
could be obtained on any consideration, and divorce plans were smashed against 
the Synodical rock even when backed up by the Imperial will and protection. 
Now things have changed. One can obtain a divorce in Russia as easily as in the 
United States. Russia is getting dvili$ed, you see. The government may 
protect and defend Queen Nathalie, but Russia will not go to war to punish a 
-Milan. Yet, the religious feeling is strong both in Russia and Servia. 

I t remains to be seen what the Servians will do. Ah, now is a fine and easy
going time for the Milans and-" Jack the Rippers." 

18 
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BEYOND THE KEN. 

By CAROUNE CORNER. J. Bums, Southampton Row, London. 

KISS CORNER evidently possesses a considerable knowledge of certain 
occult phenomena, and of the teachings of Theosophy in reference to 
the higher nature and faculties of the individual. 

"Beyond the Ken" is a mystical story wrapped up in somewhat mystical 
language, which we imagine it will not always be easy for the uninitiated reader 
tc> 'mderstand It is not one of those sensational tales in which the author 
dra~s largely upon the credulity of the reader, and which, in virtue of that very 
quality wqich gives them their popularity, serve to hide and discredit the l"lllue 
of the phenomena with which they deaL It is a fascinating story with quite an 
original freshness about it. 

The story of the Styrian peasant lad, as told by Miss Comer, is simple and 
interesting; and so far as the "occult" part of it is concerned, no attempt is 
made to force this into undue prominence, or to present anything more than a 
simple incident-one of these rare but well-known (to occult science) instances 
in which a temporary but complete change takes place in the character, intellect 
and memory of the individual, who for the time being becomes a totally different 
person, afterwards returning to the former consciousness, picking this up just 
at the point at which it was previously dropped, and losing all memory of the 
intervening time and events. This phenomenon is cleverly worked into the 
narrative, and made to subserve a high and ennobling purpose in the romantic 
history of the hero and heroine. The fomler rises from a peasant lad to become 
a great sculptor, while the latter is his true guiding star and inspiring genius, and 
is united to him from childhood by those mystical affinities which operate on the 
higher planes of being. 

The author writes with a profound conviction of the reality and possibilities 
of that higher life which constitutes the real Ego, and indeed possesses that 
sympathy with nature and poetic instinct from which this conviction is insepar
able,-but she is not always successful in expressing her ideas in such a way as to 
force her convictions home to the minds of her sceptical readers, with regard to 
the former question, as it requires a considerable metaphysical training to do so. 
In the second case, however, she always presents a clear picture of that which 
she sees herself, and her manner of writing IS always fresh if not altogether 
forcible. 

" Overshadowed" is the title of a short story at the end of the book. As a 
narrative it possesses some interest, but is rather unequally written The 
mesmeric con trol exercised by the Count over the sensitive nature of the heroine 
serves as a slight thread upon which to cons~ruct the plot, but is not presented 
in any respects as a serious scientific problem, which is what it professes to be 
and might become were it treated with a trifle more elaborateness. 
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SAINT MARGARET. 

By WILLIAM TIREBUCK. W. P. Nimmo, Hay & Mitchel~ Edinburgh. 

THE author of this pleasing little novel has set himself the task of depicting 
the inward struggle of a man who is actuated by a real love for humanity, 
and a desire to follow in the footsteps of Christ, but who is suddenly 

brought face to face with a consciousness of the unreality, formality, narrowness 
and bigotry of that which passes for Christianity in the present day. 

Julian Jerome, in accordance with the dying wish of his father, is endeavour 
ing to "live Christ," and commences his practical work as superintendent of a 
Mission room under the patronage of the Rev. Laurence Lundie, M.A. The 
contrast between the real needs of the poor and degraded to which Julian 
ministers, and the Christian gospel which the vicar propagates, "inside the 
church with cold formalism, and outside in kid gloves," is well set forth in the 
opening chapters. It is inevitable that Julian should come into conflict with 
the vicar, for he is too conscientious to live without protesting against the 
shams with which he comes in contact, and he boldly tells the vicar that his 
version of the Scriptures, " the version of your congregation-that is, the 
version as translated into the language of your lives, is a false version." As 
the result, he is requested by the vicar to resign his appointment; but he has 
already influenced very deeply the mind of the vicar's daughter, Margaret, 
and she also-possessing the same desire to find a practical christianity which 
shall meet the real needs of the poor and ignorant-comes into conflict with the 
formal methods of orthodox Christianity as represented by her father, and leaves 
home to undertake philanthropic work on her own account 

Jerome's experience in the field of modem radicalism and agnosticism is 
exceedingly well and graphically depicted, and the author brings forcibly home 
to his reade~ how completely every sphere of our nineteenth century life and 
thought is honeycombed with the canker of sham hypocrisy and self-seeking. 

The subsequent vicissitudes through which Julian and Saint Margaret have to 
pass, in their endeavours to work out their ideal, affords the author a ground· 
work for an interesting story. It can hardly be said, however, that he has given 
a solution of the main question. The book is one of those which reflect a very 
widespread feeling that there is something essentially wrong with moder 
Christianity, and the author is very happy in his mode of expressing this; but 
those who expect to find the solution outside of their own consciousness will be 
~isappointed It is not given to all to sense the finer truth. 

The author, however, expresses the broad spirit of unity which must actuate 
those who work for humanity, and which is. the spirit of Christ apart from 
theological dogma and ecclesiastical trappings. He does more than this, he 
hints at that deeper unity which pervades the whole universe, and which is the 
basis of all Theosophical teachings. " Nothing can individually know entire 
harmony, because everything is contributing towards one harmonious whole not 
yet complete; each shares the incompleteness and possibility of completion. 
Thought cannot realize all possibilities, just because all possibilities are not yet 
realized. We must think up to facts we know, and cover the rest with faith." 

We can recommend the book to the inquiring reader, as well as to those who 
wish for a pleasing, interesting and extremely well-written story. 
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Ubeosopbtcal Bctivittes . 
• 

I&. MEETING of members of the Theosophical Society was summoned 
A by Col. Olcott, P. T.S., to consider proposals which he had forwuded 

to them for the formation of a British Section of the Theosophical 
Society. At this meeting, which was held at NO.9, Conduit Street, on Monday 
October 8th, 1888, it was 

I. That a British Section of the Theosophical Society be formed. 

2. That Mr. Archibald Keightley be appointed General Secretary pro 
lem.:-

3. That Col Olcott, P.T.S., and Messrs. A. P. Sinnett, John Varley, 
T. B. Harbottle, and A. Keightley be appointed a Committee to draw up a 
code of Rules-such Rules to be submitted to an adjourned meeting, to 
be summoned .by the Committee at their discretion. 

The adjourned meeting was held at Conduit Street on October 19th, CoL 
Olcott in the chair. 

Col Olcott addressed the meeting after the draft of Rules had been read by 
the Secretary. He said that he had given his consent to the alteration of tbe 
Rule as regards the payment of an entIance fee on joining the Society, but only 
upon one condition-the· substitution of a fixed annual subscription. 

Tben Col. Olcott referred to the idea that organization in advance of demand 
wouuld cause difficulty. He said that he had considered the matter carefully, 
and that he had rejected the objection on the ground that organization creates a 
demand and secondly that he considered that the demand already existed. He 
alluded to the fact that he had previously found difficulties occur because he 
had been unprepared with organization, when a demand had been made. It 
was, he believed, certain that the demand was being steadily created by the 
spiritualistic movement, and 'by the revolt against superstition which had become 
prevalent. He therefore believed that the T.S. must be ready to meet a demand 
which would probably be made upon it. 

He again referred to the matter of subscription, and warmly recommended 
that some sum should be settled before his departure for India. 

The chairman ascertained that all present were Fellows of tbe Theosophical 
Society, and were duly entitled to vote. Also that representatives from the 
London, Dublin, Blavatsky, Cambridge, Liverpool, and Glasgow Branches were 
present. He then proceeded to put the Rules to the Meeting. 

Rule I was carried unanimously, as was NO.2. But subsequently an amend
ment was proposed by Mr. Bertram Keightley to insert a Rule between Rules 
10 and II with regard to the possibility of Branches of the T. S. being formed 
within the United Kingdom, but apart from the British Section. The amend
ment was withdrawn after some discussion, the meeting evidently being of 
opinion that the word "the" in Rule 2 should be changed to "all" This was 
passed. To Rule 8 of the draft the Chairman proposed an amendment, and it 
was finally passed under the present form, i.e., with the addition to the draft 
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code: "and of such unofficial members of the present General Council of the 
Theosophical Society as are resident in the United Kingdom. The Council is 
an integral portion of the General Council of the Theosophical Society." Rule 
4 was carried unanimously. To Rule 5, it was proposed to add "and addresses" 
after the word" names." This was carried unanimously, together with the Rule. 
Rules 6 and 7 were also carried unanimously. Rule 8 was carried unanimously; but 
the point was afterwards raised as to the quorum of the Council. Subsequently 
the quorum of the Council was decided as follows: it was also decided that the 
words should be inserted as part of Rule 8. " The quorum of the Council shall 
consist of one representative from each of two Branches." 

To Rule 9, Mr. Hamilton raised an objection that nothing was stated in 
respect of the occurrence of a "tie." In this he was supported by Messrs 
Gardner and Harbottle, and it was finally decided to add: "In case of a tie 
the motion shall stand adjourned Rules 10, II and I2 were carried unani· 
mously, after Mr. Bertram Keightley's amendment was withdrawn on a 
clearer reconstruction of Rule 2. 

To Rule 13 of the draft code Mr. Bertram Keightley proposed, as an amend
ment, to add: 

" Where a room or rooms shall be provided and furnished as a reading-room 
for the use of members of the section, a library of works on Theosophy and 
Occultism shall be formed for their use; the expenses being defrayed out of 
the funds of the Section." 

This was seconded by Mr. Cobbold, and a somewhat lengthy discussion 
arose on the question. It was pointed out that the funds might not be forth
coming, and that there ha.d been no subscription fixed But the general con
census of opinion was in favour of the scheme, and the Rule was finally passed 
as amended 

To Rule 14 of the draft code,· Mr. Bertram Keightley proposed an amend
ment as follows: "That the expenses of the Section shall be defrayed by an 
annual subscription from each member thereof. In the case of members 
belonging to a Branch, the Secretary of that Branch shall be responsible to thE 
Council for the collection of their subscriptions." 

A lengthy discussion followed after this had been seconded by Mr. Harbottle. 
The latter gentleman stated that, though he had formed one of the committe~ 
who prepared the draft code, he felt himself quite at liberty to support this 
amendment. A large number of those present spoke in favour of the amend
ment; but Mr. Sinnett strongly opposed it, on the ground that a capitation 
subscription was a wrong principle and that he believed it would be a disastrous 
insertion in the Rules. Mr. Keightley replied that though he regretted it, he 
felt himself obliged to persist with his amendment, and the President Founder 
supporting the proposa~ it was put to the vote and carried, Mr. Sinnett 
opposing. On enquiry from the chairman, Mr. Sinnett stated that he wished 
his vote to be recorded. 

Mr. Bertram Keightley then moved to insert as a rule, between rules 14 and 
15 of the Draft Code, the following : 

The annual SUbscription of each member of the section shall not be less 
than 5S. per annum, but members residing within 20 miles of London shall 
pay an additional subscription of 5s. 
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The broad principle of this was accepted, but an addition was made: "this 
being subject to the action of the Council in special cases." 

This was finally carried. 
Rule 15 of the Draft Code was slightly altered, the word "Theosophical" 

being substituted for "Parent." This Rule became Rule 16. At the same 
time, Mr. Ellis raised the objection that the words "Lodge OJ and "Branch" had 
been used indiscrimlDately. . It was finally settled that the word "Branch" 
should be substituted for "Lodge" in every case. 

Rule 16 was carried fU",. CO"., and became Rule 17. 
Two recommendations of the Committee were adopted unanimously. 
"That ati infe,.i", business shall be transacted by the General Secretary, 

pending the full organisation of the Section." 
And that 
"The above Rules shall come into force on the first day of January, 1889." 
The President-Founder then addressed the meeting, and after congratulating 

the meeting on the conclusion of the business, bade the members present 
farewell before his return to India. 

The following are the Rules as finally adopted :-

THE BRITISH SECTION 
OF THE 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

RULES. 

I. The British Section of the Theosophical Society shall consist of all 
Fellows of the Theosophical Society resident in the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland 

2. For all purposes of organization, the Section shall consist of all branches 
of the Theosophical Society within the above limits, provided that the ~d 
branches shall be duly chartered by the Theosophical Society, or by such 
other authority as shall be deputed for that purpose. 

3. The government of the British Section shall be vested in a Council The 
Council consists of the following: The Presidents of Branches, ex o./lido " one 
delegate from each Branch for every twenty-five members, the General 
Secretary, and such unofficial members of the present General Council of 
the Theosophical Society as are resident in the United Kingdom. The 
Council is an integral portion of the General Council of the Theosophical 
Society. 

4. The General Secretary shall be elected annually by the Council, and 
during his tenure of office shall have the voting power of a member of Council, 
and shall be responsible for the carrying on of the routine business of the 
Section, and for the due execution of all instructions conveyed to him by the 
Council. 

5. The General Secretary shall further keep a register of all members of the 
Section, and it shall be the duty of Secretaries of branches to furnish him from 
time to time with the names and addresses of members of their branches. This 
register shall be open to the inspection of Presidents of branches. 
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6. No person shall be considered a member of the Section whose name is not 
on the list of the General Secretary. 

7. The Council of the Section shall meet in London during the months of 
April and November, and at such other times as may be considered expedient. 
Note of such meetings, together with notices of any resolutions to be moved, or 
business transacted, shall be forwarded to every Branch, at least twenty-one 
days before the date fixed for such meeting. Special Meetings shall be summoned 
by the General Secretary, at the request of the representatives of any two 
Branches, in which case notice shall be given to all branches, as above. 

8. At Meetings of the Counci~ the members present shall elect their Chair
man for the meeting; during such election the General Secretary shall take the 
Chair pro lelll. .. the quorum of the Council shall consist of one representative 
from each of two Branches. 

9. Each Member of the Council has one vote on any questions about which a 
division is taken. Proxies, general or special, shall be allowed. In case of a 
tie, the motion shall stand adjourned. 

10. The Council of the Section shall have power to issue charters to Branches 
and diplomas to Members. It shall further have power to suspend charters or 
the diplomas of unattached members, pending an appeal to the President
Founder. 

I I. Each Branch shall determine for itself the qualifications of its Members 
or Associates. But no Member of the Section shall have power to vote or be 
eligible to office in more than one Branch. 

12. All difficulties or que3tions arising within branches or between unattached 
Members of the Section, may be referred at the desire of either party to the 
decision of the Council of the Section. And final appeal shall lie to the 
President-Founder. 

13. The Section shall have its head-quarters in London; where a room or 
rooms shall be provided and furnished as a reading-room for the use of 
members of the Section. A Library of works on Theosophy and Occultism 
shall be formed for their use; the expenses being defrayed out of the funds of 
the Section. 

14. The expenses of the Section shall be defrayed by an annual subscription 
irom each member thereof. In the case of members belonging to a branch, 
the Secretary of that branch shall be responsible to the Council for the collection 
of their subscriptions. 

IS. The Annual Subscription of each member of the Section shall not be 
less than 5s. per annum, but members residing within 20 miles of London shall 
pay an additional subscription of 5s.; this being subject to the action of the 
Council in special cases. 

16. The contributions of the Section to the Theosophical Society shall be 
subject to the action of the Council from time to time. 

17. Alterations of these Rules may be made by the Council, subject to the 
provision as regards notice, as above specified 

ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEY, Gen. Sec. pro lem. 
NOTL-Two errors unfortunately crept into the notices sent. which are corrected in the present 

copy. as will be seen on comparison.-A. K. 
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THE ESOTERIC SECTION OF THE 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

-:0:--

Owing to the fact that a large number of Fellows of the 
Society have felt the necessity for the formation of a body of 
Esoteric students, to be organised on the ORIGINAL LINES 
devised by the real founders of the T. 5., the following order 
has been issued by the President-Founder:-

I. To promote the esoteric interests of the Theo
sophical Society by the deeper study of esoteric 
philosophy, there is hereby organised a body, to 
be known as the" Exoteric Section of the Theo
sophical Society." 

I I. The constitution and sole direction of the same is 
vested in Madame H. P. Blavatsky, as its Head; 
she is solely responsible to the Members for re
suIts; and the section has no official or corporate 
connection with the Exoteric. Society save in the 
person of the President-Founder. 

I I I. Persons wishing to join the Section, and willing to 
abide by its rules, should communicate directly 
with :-Mme. H. P. BLAVATSKY, 17 Lansdowne 
Road, Holland Park, l.ondon, W. 

(Signed) H. S. OLCOTT, 

President in Council. 

Attest :-H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

"OM AH GURU MUNJEE GOSHAYA BARSID OHI .... HOM. ' 

\ 
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IS DENUNCIATION A DUTY? 

"Condemn no man in his absence; and 
when forced to reprove, do so to his face, 
but gently, and in words full of charity and 
compassion. For the human heart is like 
the KusQli plant: it opens its cup to the 
sweet morning dew, and closes it before a 
heavy shower of rain." 

. -BUDDHIST PRECEPT. 

" Judge not, that ye be not judged." 
-CHRISTIAN APHORISM. 

OT a few of our most earnest Theosophists feel themselves, we 
are sorry to hear, between the horns of a dilemma. Small 
causes will at times produce great results. There are those who 

would jest under the cruellest operation, and remain cool while having a 
leg amputated, who would yet raise a storm and renounce their rightful 
place in the kingdom of Heaven if, to preserve it, they had to keep 
silent when somebody treads on their corns. 

In the 13th number of LUCIFER (September, page 63), a paper on 
.. The Meaning of a Pledge" was published. Out of the seven articles 
(six only were given out) which constitute the entire Pledge, the 1st, 
4th, 5th, and especially the 6th, require great moral strength of 
character, an iron will added to much unselfishness, quick readiness for 
renunciation and even self-sacrifice, to carry out such a covenant. Yet 
scores of Theosophists have cheerfully signed this solemn "Promise" to 
work for the good of Humanity forgetful of Self, without one word of 
protest-save on one point. Strange to say, it is rule the third which 
in almost every case makes the applicant hesitate and show the white 
feather. Ante tubam trepidat: the best and kindest of them feels 
alarmed; and he is as overawed before the blast of the trumpet of that 
third clause, as though he dreaded for himself the fate of the walls of 
Jericho! 
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What is then this terrible pledge, to carry out which seems to be 
above the strength of the average mortal? Simply this:-

.. I PLEDGE MYSELF NEVER TO LTSTEN WITHOUT PROTEST TO ANY EVIL THING SPOKEN OF 

A BROTHER THEOSOPHIST, AND TO ABSTAIN FROM CONDEMNING OTHERS." 

To practise this golden rule seems quite easy. To listen without 
protest to evil said of anyone is an action which has been despised ever 
since the remotest days of Paganism. 

" To hear an open slander is a curse, 
But not to find an answer is a worse," 

says Ovid. For one thing, perhaps, as pointedly remarked by Juvenal, 
because:-

" Slander, that worst of poisons, ever finds 
An easy entrance to ignoble minds" . . . 

-and because in antiquity, few liked to pass for such-minds. But 
now! .•.. 

In fact, the duty of defending a fellow-man stung by a poisonous 
tongue during his absence, and to abstain, in general, "from condemning 
others" is the very life and soul of practical theosophy, for such action 
is the handmaiden who conducts one into the narrow Path of the 
"higher life," that life which leads to the goal we all crave to attain. 
Mercy, Charity and Hope are the three goddesses who preside over 
that "life." To" abstain" from condemning our fellow beings is the 
tacit assertion of the presence in us of the three divine Sisters; to con
demn on "hearsay" shows their absence. "Listen not to a tale bearer 
or slanderer," says Socrates. .. For, as he discovereth of the secrets of 
others, so he will thine in tum." Nor is it difficult to avoid slander
mongers. Where there is no demand, supply will very soon cease. 
" When people refrain from evil-nearing, then evil speakers will refrain 
from evil-talking," says a proverb. To condemn is to glorify oneself 
over the man one condemns. Pharisees of every nation have been 
constantly doing it since the evolution of intolerant religions. Shall we 
do as they? 

We may be told, perhaps, that we ourselves are the first to break the 
ethical law we are upholding. That our theosophical periodicals are 
full of .. denunciations," and LUCIFER lowers his torch to throw light on 
every evil, to the best of his ability. We reply-this is quite another 
thing. We denounce indignantly systems and organisations, evils, social 
and religious-cant above all: we abstain from denouncing persons. 
The latter are the children of their century, the victims of their environ
ment and of the Spirit of the Age. To condemn and dishonour a man 
instead of pitying and trying to help him, because, being born in a com
munity of lepers he is a leper himself, is like cursing a room because it is 
dark, instead of quietly lighting a candle to disperse the gloom. "Ill deeds 
are doubled with an evil word j" nor can a general evil be avoided or 
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removed by doing evil oneself and choosing a scape-goat for the atone
ment of the sins of a whole community. Hence, we denounce these 
communities not their units; we point out the rottenness of our boasted 
civilisation, indicate the pernicious systems of education which lead to it, 
and show the fatal effects of these on the masses. Nor are we more partial 
to ourselves. Ready to lay down our life any day for THEOSOPHy-that 
great cause of the Universal Brotherhood for which we live and breathe 
-and willing to shield, if need be, every true true theosophist with our 
own body, we yet denounce as openly and as virulently the distortion 
of the original lines upon which the Theosophical Society was primarily 
built, and the gradual loosening and undermining of the original system 
by the sophistry of many of its highest officers. We bear our Karma 
for our lack of humility during the early days of the Theosophical 
Society; for our favourite aphorism; .. See, how these Christians love 
each other" has now to be paraphrased daily, and almost hourly, into; 
.. Behold, how our Theosophists love each other." And we tremble at 
the thought that, unless many of our ways and customs, in the 
Theosophical Society at large, are amended or done away with, 
LUCIFER will one day have to expose many a blot on our own 
scutcheon-e.g., worship of Self, uncharitableness, and sacrificing to one's 
personal vanity the welfare of other Theosophists-more" fiercely" than 
it has ever denounced the various shams and abuses of power in state 
Churches and Modern Society. 

Nevertheless, there are theosophists, who forgetting the beam in their 
own eye, seriously believe it their duty to denounce every mote 
they perceive in the eye of their neighbour. Thus, one of our most 
estimable, hard-working, and noble-minded members writes, with regard 
to the said 3rd clause;-

"The' Pledge' binds the taker never to speak evil of anyone. But I believe that 
there are occasions when severe denunciation is a duty to truth. There are cases of 
treachery, falsehood, rascality in private life which should be denounced by those who 
are certain of them j and there are cases in public life of venality -and debasement 
which good citizens are bound to lash unsparingly. Theosophic culture would not be 
a boon to the world if it enforced unmanliness, weakness, flabbiness of moral 
texture." .•.• 

We are sincerely sorry to find a most worthy brother holding such 
mistaken views. First of all, poor is that theosophic culture which fails 
to transform simply a .. good citizen" of his own native country into a 
" good citizen" of the world. A true theosophist must be a cosmopolitan 
in his heart. He must embrace mankind, the whole of humanity in his 
philanthropic feelings. It is higher and far nobler to be one of those 
who love their fellow men, without distinction of race, creed, caste or 
colour, than to be merely a good patriot, or still less, a partizan To 
mete one measure for all, is holier and more divine than to help one's 
country in its private ambition of aggrandizement, strife or bloody wars in 
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the name of GREEDINESS and SELFISHNESS. II Severe denunciation is 
a duty to truth." It is; on condition, however, that one should denounce 
and fight against the root of evil and not expend one's fury by knocking 
down the irresponsible blossoms of its plant. The wise horticulturist 
uproots the parasitic herbs, and will hardly lose time in using his garden 
shears to cut off the heads of the poisonous weeds. If a theosophist 
happens to be a public officer, a judge or magistrate, a barrister or even 
a preacher, it is then, of course his duty to his country, his conscience 
and those who put their trust in him, to "denounce severely" every 
case of " treachery, falsehood and rascality" even in private life; but-nota 
bene-only if he is appealed to and called to exercise his legal authority, 
not otherwise. This is neither" speaking evil" nor "condemning," but 
truly working for humanity; seeking to preserve society, which is a 
portion of it, from being imposed upon, and protecting the property of 
the citizens entrusted to their care as public officers, from being recklessly 
taken away. But even then the theosophist may assert himself in the 
magistrate, and show his mercy by repeating after Shakespeare's severe 
judge: " I show it most of all when I show justice." 

But what has a Co working" member of the Theosophical Society in
dependent of any public function or office, and who is neither judge, 
public prosecutor nor preacher, to do with the misdeeds of his neighbours? 
If a member of the T. S. is found guilty of one of the above enumerated 
or some still worse crime, and if another member becomes possessed of 
irrefutable evidence to that effect, it may become his painful duty to 
bring the same under the notice of the Council of his Branch. Our 
Society has to be protected, as also its numerous members. This, again, 
would only be simple justice. A natural and truthful statement of facts 
cannot be regarded as "evil speaking" or as a condemnation of one's 
brother. Between this, however, and deliberate backbiting there is a 
·wide chasm. Clause 3 concerns only those who being in no way re
sponsible for their neighbour's actions or walk in life, will yet judge and 
condemn them on every opportunity. And in such case it becomes
"slander" and" evil speaking." 

This is how we understand the clause in question; nor do we belie\'e 
that by enforcing it " theosophic culture" enforces "unmanliness, weak
ness or flabbiness of moral texture," but the reverse. True courage has 
naught to do, we trust, with denunciation; and there is little manliness 
in criticizing and condemning one's fellow men behind their backs, 
whether for wrongs done to others or injury to ourselves. Shall we 
regard the unparalleled virtues inculcated by Gautama the Buddha, or 
the Jesus of the Gospels as "unmanliness" ? Then the ethics preached 
by the former, that moral code which Professor Max Milller, Burnouf 
and even Barthelemy St. Hilaire have unanimously pronounced tlte most 
perfect wltick tke world kas ever known, must be no better than meaning
less words, and the Sermon on the Mount had better never have been 
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written at all. Does our correspondent regard the teaching of non
resistance to evil, kindness to all creatures, and the sacrifice of one's own 
self for the good of others as weakness or unmanliness? Are the 
commands, "Judge not that ye be not judged," and, "Put back thy 
sword, for they who take the sword shall perish with the sword," to be 
viewed as "flabbiness of moral texture" or as the voice of Karma? 

But our correspondent is not alone in his way of thinking. Many are 
the men and women, good, charitable, self-sacrificing and trustworthy in 
every other respect, and who accept unhesitatingly every other clause of 
the" Pledge," who feel uneasy and almost tremble before this special 
article. But why? The answer is easy: simply because they fear an 
ullconscious (to them), almost unavoidable PERJURY. 

The moral of the fable and its conclusion are suggestive. It is a direct 
blow in the face of Christian education and our civilized modern society 
in all its circles and in every Christian land. So deep has this moral 
<:ancer-the habit of speaking uncharitably of our neighbour and brother 
at every opportunity--eaten into the heart of all the classes of Society, 
from the lowest to the very highest, that it has led the best of its mem
bers to feel diffident of their tongues! They dare not trust tltemselves to 
abstain from condemning others-from mere force of habit. This is 
quite an ominous" sign of the times." 

Indeed, most of us, of whatever nationality, are born and brought up 
in a thick atmosphere of gossip, uncharitable criticism and wholesale 
condemnation. Our education in this direction begins in the nursery, 
where the head nurse hates the governesss, the latter hates the mistress, 
and the servants, regardless of the presence of" baby" and the children, 
grumble incessantly against the masters, find fault with each other, and 
pass impudent remarks on every visitor. The same training follows us 
in the class room, whether at home or at a public schoo). It reaches its 
apex of ethical development during the years of our education and 
practical religious instruction. We are soaked through and through with 
the conviction that, though ourselves" born in sin and total depravity," 
our religion is the only one to save us from eternal damnation, while the 
rest of mankind is predestined from the depths of eternity to inextin
tinguishable hell-fires. We are taught that slander of every other people's 
Gods and religion is a sign of reverence for our own idols, and is a 
meritorious action. The" Lord God," himself, the "personal Absolute," 
is impressed upon our young plastic minds as ever backbiting and con
demning those he created, as cursing the stiff-necked Jew and tempting 
the Gentile. 

For years the minds of young Protestants are periodically enriched 
with the choicest curses from the Commination service in their prayer
books, or the" denouncing of God's anger and judgments against sinners," 
besides eternal condemnation for most creatures; and from his birth the 
young Roman Catholic constantly hears threats of curse and excommu-
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nication by his Church. It is in the Bible and Church of England prayer
books that boys and girls of all classes learn of the existence of vices, 
the mention of which, in the works of Zola, falls under the ban of law as 
immoral and depraving, but to the enumeration and the cursing of which 
in the Churches, young and old are made to say "Amen," after the 
minister of the meek and humble Jesus. The latter says, Swear not, 
curse not, condemn not, but "love your enemies, bless them that curse 
you, do good to them that hate and persecute you." But the canon of 
the church and the clergyman tell them: Not at all. There are crimes 
and vices "for which ye affirm with your own mouths the curse of God 
to be due." (Vide" Commination Service.") What wonder that later 
in life, Christians piously try to emulate "God" and the priest, since 
their ears are still ringing with, "Cursed be he that removeth his neigh
bour's landmark," and, "Cursed be he " who does this, that or the other, 
even" he that putteth his trust in man" (!), and with" God's" judgment 
and condemnations. They judge and condemn right and left, indulging 
in wholesale slander and "comminating" on their own account. Do 
they forget that in the last curse-the anathema against adulterers and 
drunkards, idolaters and extortionists-" the UNMERCIFUL and SLAN

DERERS" are included? And that by having joined in the solemn 
" amen" after this last Christian thunderbolt, t/tty have affirmed "willI 
t/zeir own mouths the curse of God to be due" on their own sinful heads? 

But this seems to trouble our society slanderers very little. For no 
sooner are the religiously brought up children of church-going people 
off their school benches, than they are taken in hand by those who pre
ceded them. Coached for their final examination in that school for 
scandal, called the world, by older and more experienced tongues, to 
pass Master of Arts in the science of cant and commination, a respectable 
member of society has but to join a religious congregation: to become a 
churchwarden or lady patroness. 

Who shall dare deny that in our age, modern society in its general 
aspect has become a vast arena for such moral murders, performed 
between two cups of five o'clock tea and amid merry jests and laughter? 
Society is now more than ever a kind of international shambles wherein. 
under the waving banners of drawing-room and church Christianity and 
the cultured tittle-tattle of the world, each becomes in turn as soon as 
his back is turned, the sacrificial victim, the sin-offering for atonement, 
whose singed flesh smells savoury in the nostrils of Mrs. Grundy. Let 
us pray, brethren, and render thanks to the God of Abraham and of 
Isaac that we no longer live in the days of cruel Nero. And, oh! let 
us feel grateful that we no longer live in danger of being ushered into 
the arena of the Colosseum, to die there a comparatively quick death 
under the claws of the hungry wild beasts! It is the boast of Christianity 
that our ways and customs have been wonderfully softened under the 
beneficent shadow of the Cross. Yet we have but to step into a modem 
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drawing-room to find a symbolical representation, true to life, of the 
same wild beasts feasting on, and gloating over, the mangled carcases of 
their best friends. Look at those graceful and as ferocious great cats, 
who with sweet smiles and an innocent eye sharpen their rose-coloured 
claws preparatory to playing at mouse and cat. Woe to the poor mouse 
fastened upon by those proud Society felidt:e ! The mouse will be made 
to bleed for years before being permitted to bleed to death. The victims 
will have to undergo unheard-of moral martyrdom, to learn through 
papers and friends that they have been guilty at one or another time of 
life of each and all the vices and crimes enumerated in the Com
mination Service, until, to avoid further persecution, the said mice 
themselves turn into ferocious society cats, and make other mice tremble 
in their turn. Which of the two arenas is preferable, my brethren-that 
of the old pagan or that of Christian lands? 

Addison had not words of contempt sufficiently strong to rebuke this 
Society gossip of the worldly Cains of both sexes. 

"How frequently," he exclaims, "is the honesty and integrity of a man disposed 
of by a smile or a shrug? How many good and generous actions have been 
sunk into oblivion by a distrustful look, or stamped with the imputation of pro
ceeding from bad motives, by a mysterious and seasonable whisper. Look ••.• 
how large a portion of chastity is sent out of the world by distant hints-nodded 
away, and cruelly winked into suspicion by the envy of those who are past all temp
tation of it themselves. How often does the reputation of a helpless creature bleed 
by a report-which the party who is at the pains to propagate it beholds with 
much pity and fellow-feeling-that she is heartily sorry for it-hopes in God it 
is not true!" 

From Addison we pass to Sterne's treatment of the same subject. He 
seems to continue this picture by saying: 

"So fruitful is slander in variety of expedients to satiate as well as to disguise 
itself, that if those smoother weapons cut so sore, what shall we say of open and 
unblushing scandal, subjected to no caution, tied down to no restraints? If the one 
like an arrow shot in the dark, does, nevertheless, so much secret mischief, this, 
like pestilence, which rages at noonday, sweeps all before it, levelling without dis
tinction the good and the bad; a thousand fall beside it, and ten thousand on its 
right hand; they fall, so rent and torn in this tender part of them, so unmercifully 
butchered, as sometimes never to recover either the wounds or the anguish of heart 
which they have occasioned." 

Such are the results of slander, and from the standpoint of Karma, 
many such cases amount to more than murder in kot blood. Therefore, 
those who want to lead the" higher life" among the" working Fellows," 
of the Theosophical Society, must bind themselves by this solemn 
pledge, or, remain droning members. It is not to the latter that these 
pages are addressed, nor would they feel interested in that question, 
nor is it an advice offered to the F.'s T. S. at large. For the" Pledge" 
under discussion is taken only by those Fellows who begin to be referred 
in our circles of" Lodges" as the" working" members of the T. S. All 
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others, that is to say those Fellows who prefer to remain ornamental, 
and belong to the" mutual admiration" groups; or those who, having 
joined out of mere curiosity, have, without severing their connexion with 
the Society, quietly dropped off; or those, again, who have preserved 
only a skin deep interest (if any), a luke-warm sympathy for the move
ment-and such constitute the majority in England-need burden them
selves with no such pledge. Having been for years the" Greek Chorus" 
in the busy drama enacted, now known as the Theosophical Society, they 
prefer remaining as they are. The" chorus," considering its numbers, 
has only, as in the past, to look on at what takes place in the action of 
the dramatis personO! and it is only required to express occasionally 
its sentiments by repeating the closing gems from the monologues of 
the actors, or remain silent-at their option. "Philosophers of a day," 
as Carlyle calls them, they neither desire, nor are they desired "to apply." 
Therefore, even were these lines to meet their eye, they are respectfully 
begged to remember that what is said does not refer to either of the 
above enumerated classes of Fellows. Most of them have joined the 
Society as they would have bought a guinea book. Attracted by the 
novelty of the binding, they opened it; and, after glancing over contents 
-a.nd title, motto and dedication, they have put it away on a back shelf, 
and thought of it no more. They have a right to the volume, by \'irtue 
of their purchase, but would refer to it no more than they would to an 
antiquated piece of furniture relegated to the lumber-room, because the 
seat of it is not comfortable enough, or is out of proportion with 
their moral and intellectual size. A hundred to one these members will 
not even see LUCIFER, for it has now become a matter of theosophical 
statistics, that more titan two tltirds of its subscribers are non-theosophists. 
Nor are the elder brothers of LUCIFER-the Madras "Theosophist," 
The New York" Path," the French" Lotus," nor even the marvellously 
cheap and international" T. P. S." (of 7, Duke Street, Adelphi), any 
luckier than we are. Like all prophets, they are not without honour, 
save in their own countries, and their voices in the fields of Theosophy 
are truly" the voice of one crying in the wilderness." This is no exag
geration. Among the respective subscribers of those various Theo
sophical periodicals, the members of the T. S., wltose organs tltey are, and 
for whose sole benefit they were started (their editors, managers, and 
the whole staff of constant contributors working gratis, and paying 
furthermore out of their own generally meagre pockets, printers, pub
lishers and occasional contributors), are on the average 15 per cent. This 
is also a sign of the times, and shows the difference between the" work
ing " and the" resting" theosophists. 

We must not close without once more addressing the former. Who 
of these will undertake to maintain that clause 3 is n~t a fundamental 
principle of the code of ethics which ought to guide every theosophist 
aspiring to become one in reality? For such a large body of men and 
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women, composed of the most heterogeneous nationalities, characters, 
creeds and ways of thinking, furnishing for this very reason such easy 
pretexts for disputes and strife, ought not this clause to become part and 
parcel of the obligation of each member-working or ornamental-who 
joins the Theosophical movement? We think so, and leave it to the 
future consideration of the representatives of the General Council, who 
meet at the next anniversary at Adyar. In a Society with pretensions 
to an exalted system of ethics-the essence of all previous ethical codes 
-which confesses openly its aspirations to emulate and put to shame by 
its practical example and ways of living the followers of every religion, 
such a pledge constitutes the sine qud non of the success of that Society. 
In a gathering where "near the noisome nettle blooms the rose," and 
where fierce thorns are more plentiful than sweet blossoms, a pledge of 
such a nature is the sole salvation. No Ethics as a science of mutual 
duties-whether social, religious or philosophical-from man to malt, 
can be called complete or consistent unless such a rule is enforced. Not 
only this, but if we would not have our Society become de facto and 
de Jure a gigantic sham parading under its banner of "Universal 
Brotherhood "-we ought to follow every time the breaking of this law 
of laws, by the expulsion of the slanderer. No honest man, still less a 
theosophist, can disregard these lines of Horace:-

.. He that shall rail against his absent friends, 
Or hears them scandalised, and not defends; 
Tells tales, and brings his friend in disesteem; 
That man's a KNAVE-be sure beware of him." 

BRAHMA. 

IF the red slayer think he slays, 
Or if the slain think he is slain, 
They know not weB the subtle ways 
I keep, and pass, and tum again. 

Far or forgot to me is near; 
Shadow and sunlight are the same; 
The vanished gods to me appear; 
And one to me, are shame and fame. 
They reckon ill who leave me out; 
When me they fiy, I am the wings; 
I am the doubter and the doubt, 
And I, the hymn the Brahmin sings. 

The strong gods pine for my abode, 
And pine in vain the sacred SEVEN ; 
But thou, meek lover of the good! 
Find me, and turn thy back on heaven. 

RALPH WALDO EMERSON. 
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THE IDYLLS OF THE KING. 

THE HOLY GRAIL. 

I N the following attempt such passages only have been selected as 
bear more directly on the main theme of the Idyll, the initiation 
of the Grail. An apology, however, is needed to those who will miss 

the beauty of the original in the piecing together of scattered lines; 
but, indeed, it is only intended as an underlined copy and to save the 
labour of referring to the poem itself. As nearly every word is quoted 
from the text, marks of quotation are omitted, and the selected lines 
strung together to avoid useless trouble in printing. The sequence of 
the different events being brought thus prominently forward, little 
explanation is needed, each reader's intuition being sufficient to translate 
the trials before the attainment of esoteric knowledge into his own 
language. Many are those who went upon the "Quest," longed to find 
and-lost it. The excellent articles on Parsifal in Nos. 2,3 and 4 of the 
" Meister" may be read with advantage by those who are interested in 
the mysticism of the Grail legend. 

And " 0, my brother Percivale," she said, 
"Sweet brother, I have seen the Holy Grail." 

By prayer and fasting had the wan sweet maid beheld the Holy Cup, 
and bade her brother Percivale to 

Tell his brother knights to fast and pray, 
That so perchance the vision might be seen 
By him and them, and all the world be heal'd. 

And so they prayed and fasted. But Galahad, who ever moved 
among them in white armour, when he heard the vision, filled all with 
amaze, so like his eyes became to the pale nun's. And the maiden 
plaited broad and long of all her wealth of hair, a sword-belt with a 
strange device, a crimson Grail within a silver beam; and bound it on 
the bright boy knight and said: 

.. I, maiden, round thee, maiden, bind my belt. 
Go forth, for thou shall see what I have seen j " 

And sent the deathless passion in her eyes 
Thro' him, and made him hers, and laid her mind 
On him, and he believed in her belief. 

Now in Arthur's Hall there stood "Siege perilous," fashioned by 
Merlin ere he passed away j "for there," he said, .. no man could sit but 
he should lose himself." But Galahad cried, .. If I lose myself, I save 
myself," and down he sat, and straight the vision of the Holy Cup 
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passed by, and every knight beheld his fellow's face as in a glory, but 
the very Grail they could not see. And many swore a vow that they 
would ride a twelvemonth and a day in quest of it; and chief of these 
was Galahad, and Lancelot, and his cousin, good Sir Bors, and Sir 
Gawain, and Percivale. King Arthur then was absent from the Hall; 
but when he came, they told him of their vows. And sorrowfully did 
Arthur send his knights upon the Quest, with warning that they followed 
wandering fires lost in the quagmire, 

But one hath seen, and all the blind will see, 
And one hath sung, and all the dumb will sing. 

And Sir Percivale, he who tells the tale, rode on. 

And every evil word he had spoken once, 
And every evil thought he had thought of old, 
And every evil deed he ever did, 
Awoke and cried, "This quest is not for thee." 

Then is he shown by four dread tests how vain are human loves. A 
mighty hunger and a thirst assail him, and he finds deep lawns and then 
a brook with apple-trees, and apples by the brook fallen and on the 
lawns. 

But even while he drank the brook, and ate 
The goodly apples, all these things at once 
Fell into dust, and he was left alone, 
And thirsting, in a land of sand and thorns. 

And then a woman spinning; 

But when he touched her, 10 I she, too, 
Fell into dust and nothing, and the house 
Became no better than a broken shed. 
And in it a dead babe; and also this 
Fell into dust, and he was left alone. 

Then flashed a yellow gleam of gold, and one that moved in golden 
armour, and he, too, fell into dust, and he was left alone. 

And last a city wall'd, and nigh the gate a mighty crowd which cried, 
"Welcome, Percivale, thou mightiest and thou best of men I" And 
nearing he could see but one old man, who scarce had voice to answer, 
and yet gasp'd "Whence and what art thou?" and even as he spoke fell 
into dust and disappeared, and he was left alone. 

And he passed on, on, found a chapel, and thereby a holy hermit in a 
hermitage, and to him told his phantoms. "Thou has not true 
Humility," the old man said, 

cc For when the Lord of all things made Himself 
Naked for glory of his mortal change, 
• Take thou my robe,' she said, • for all is thine,' 
And all her form shone forth with sudden light 
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So that the angels were amazed, and she 
Follow'd Him down, and like a flying star 
Led on the gray-haired wisdom 0/ the east. 
Thou hast not lost thyself to save thyself." 

And there Sir Percivale met Galahad who, by the spirit of the Holy 
Grail, had rode, shattering all evil customs everywhere, who bade 
Percivale come with him (for his time was near at hand and one would 
crown him king far in the spiritual city), and he should see the vision. 

There rose a hill that none but man could climb, and at the base 
they found a noisome swamp, part black, part whiten'd with the bones 
of men, 

Not to be crost, save that some ancient king 
Had built a way, where, link'd with many a bridge, 
A thousand piers ran into the great Sea. 
And Galahad fled along them bridge by bridge, 
And every bridge as quickly as he crost 
Sprang into fire and vanished. 

And so he passed across the sea and Percivale beheld the Grail 
above his head, and saw 

the least of little stars 
Down on the waste, and straight beyond the star 

the spiritual city and all her spires 
And gateways in a glory like one pearl-
No larger, tho' the goal of all the Saints
Strike from the sea. 

But how his feet recrossed the dreadful ridge no memory in him lived, 
but touched the chapel door at noon .and so returned. 

And after, when he told the tale to one enquiring, .. Came ye on none 
but phantoms in your quest?" he said, .. All men, to one so bound by 
such a vow, and women were as phantoms"; but he came on one, and 
her the only one, who had ever made his heart leap, then widow'd and she 
gave herself and all her wealth to him, and the quest faded in his heart, 

but one night the vow 
Burnt him within, so that he rose and fled, 
But wail'd and wept, and hated his own self 
And ev'n the Holy Quest, and all but her: 
But after he was joined with Galahad 
Cared not for her, nor anything 'pon earth. 

But Sir Bors went sadly forth, for he had met his kinsman Lancelot. 
on whom had come again his madness and 

Being so clouded with his grief and love, 
Small heart was his after the Holy Quest: 
If God would send the vision, well: if not, 
The Quest and he were in the hands of Heaven. 
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Yet in the silence of a prison, where a Paynim crowd, hearing he 
had a difference with their priests, had bound and plunged him, he saw 
the vision, beyond all hopes of his who scarce had prayed or ask'd it for 
himself. 

And when the twelvemonth and a day were past, "Was then the 
quest for thee?" asked Arthur of Ga wain, 

'Nay, lord,' said Gawain, 'not for such as I. 
Therefore I communed with a saintly man, 
Who made me sure the Quest was not for me ; 
For I was much awearied of the Quest: 
But found a silk pavilion in a field, 
And merry maidens in it; and then the gale 
Tore my pavilion from the tenting-pin, 
And blew my merry maidens all about 
With all discomfort; yea, and but for this, 
My twelvemonth and a day were pleasant to me.' 
'Thou, too, my Lancelot,' ask'd the King, ' my friend 
Our mightiest, has this Quest avail'd for thee? ' 
'O, king, my friend, if friend of thine I be, 
Happier are those who welter in their sin, 
Swine in the mud, that cannot see for slime, 
Slime of the ditch: but in me lived a sin 
So strange, of such a kind, that all of pure, 
Noble, and knightly in me twined and clung 
Round that one sin, until the wholesome flower 
And poisonous grew together, each as each, 
Not to be pluck'd asunder. 
So forth I went, and while I yearn'd and strove 
To tear the twain asunder in my heart, 
My madness came upon me as a fold.' 

To the sea't shore he came, when raged a mighty storm, and found a 
boat and said: 

I will embark, and I will lose myself, 
And in the great sea wash away my sin. 

Seven days he drave along the weary deep, and felt his bark shock 
earth beneath the magic bowers of Carbonek, and passed the lions at 
the portal, and cleared the empty hall, and clomb a thousand steps to 
reach a sweet voice singing in the topmost tower; 

Then in his madness he essayed the door, 
It gave; and thro' a stormy glare, a heat 
As from a seven times heated furnace, he, 
Blasted and burnt, and blinded as he was, 
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With such a fierceness, that he swoon'd away 
Yet thought he saw the Holy Grail, 
All pall'd in crimson samite, and around 
Great angels, awful shapes, and wings and eyes. 

And Gawain, when he heard Lancelot's madness, swore henceforwald 
to be deafer than the blue-eyed cat to holy virgins in their ecstasies. 

• Deafer,' said the blameless king, 
I Gawain, and blinder unto holy things 
Hope not to make thyself by idle vows, 
Being too blind to have desire to see 
But if, indeed, there came a sign from heaven, 
Blessed are Bors, Lancelot and Percivale, 
For these have seen according to their sight. 
For every fiery prophet in old times, 
And all the sacred madness of the bard, 
When God made madness thro' them, could but speak 
His music by the framework and the chord i 
And as ye saw it, ye have spoken truth.' 

What can be more beautiful, more impressive, more ennobling than 
so grand an allegory of the struggles of our manhood towards the glori
ous light of wisdom? And what can be more true to life! 

Veiled within veils, mysterious in mystery, ever receding from the gaze 
profane, not to be beheld by sin-stained mortals in her purity, stands 
Isis, our great mother. 

The knowledge of our Being, I what and whence art thou?' divine 
Gnosis, this it is which the cup symbols. 

It was Galahad alone, he who ever moved in Purity'S white armour, 
and who lost himself-his lower self-to save himself, that won the 
Quest. Young in years was he, but ready, ready, for he was prepared by 
former times of struggle, and the nun's belief set the same chord of faith 
vibrating in his soul, and in the strength of this, he rode shattering all evil 
customs everywhere, and passed the horrors of the ,I Dweller," as Lancelot 
by the lions, with the words, I Doubt not, go forward i if thou doubt, the 
beasts will tear thee piecemeal,' ringing in his ears. But for Percivale the 
bridges vanished as he crost i he was not ready yet, the way was not for 
him. But Galahad passed thro' the Astral Ocean, the cup of Wisdom 
o'er his head i and Percivale, by inner vision and his master's power, 
saw yet one further veil of knowledge, the city of the Grail, all in a glory 
like one pearl-no larger. He, doughtiest of knights, next Lancelot, 
and fitted somewhat for the Quest, being brother to the nun, good man 
and true, had first to learn the vanity of many things the world still 
prizes dear, the appetites and 100"e of woman and of child, of wealth and 
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fame, "the last infirmity of noble minds." All these fell into dust before 
the awful question: "Whence and what art thou? " 

As for Sir Bors, had he resigned himself and waited for the vision, 
nothing more-he then, perhaps had never seen the Grail; but for his 
deeds were better than his faith, and he opposed a creed then sunk to 
lifeless superstition with the living faith that he had found, he thus be
held the sacred symbol, and gained entrance to the outer court of 
Wisdom's Temple. 

Gawain portrays those butterflies who dally with the Sacred Science, 
and fail in ignorant contentment, save for the gale that blows their 
merry maidens all about in all discomfort; such, having failed, turn 
round and mock at holy things, being too blind to have desire to see. 

Last Lancelot, the flower of bravery, is wrecked upon a secret sin, his 
love for Guinevere, the pearl of beauty, wife to the faultless king. Long 
he strove 'twixt loyalty and duty and his guilty love, till he would fain 
have ended all, and in the great sea washed away his sin. Still, for he 
loathes his fault and strives to kill it out, is the Holy Vessel shown him, 
yet veiled and guarded from his touch by awful shapes. And so each 
saw according to his sight. So let us all make clear the mirror of our 
souls, and tune our hearts unto the Harmony of Love, if we would see 
our GRAIL. 

ORESTES. 

(SONNET IN DIALOGUE.) 

Orestes. On anguish of this doom! Alas! Alas! 
Chorus. The fierce Erinnys clutch him by the hair, 
O,estes. Ye gods, what refuge? Whither shall I fare? 
Chorus. Blood-tax for kindred slain to pay he has. 
Orestes. 'Twas swift obedience brought me to this pass. 
Chorus. For slaughtered sire the gods atonement swear; 
Orestes. Ye gave me vengeance fOJ my pious care. 
Chorus. She slew his father, who her husband was ; 
Orestes. For sire's shed blood, her blood was shed by me ; 
Chorus. Birth-bond than nuptial rite less holy is. 
Orestes. Pure-eyed Athene cleanse me who am thine! 
Cho,us. Remains a place of refuge by the sea. 
O,estes. Bright-haired Apollo sacredest blood-guilt this! 
Chorus. Pallas shall pardon at her holiest shrine. 

S.G. 

EVELYN PYNE. 
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WAS HE MAD? 

(Concludedfrom tke November Number.) 

. . . As he spoke, a heavy book that was lying on the table rose 
without any apparent cause, turned itself about, stood on end, leaped 
into the air, glided along backwards and forwards, and after further 
mysterious evolutions proceeded, as if lifted by an invisible hand, from 
the table to my lap, where it lay tranquilly. All this time the Professor 
sat almost motionless-merely exhibiting a slight twitching of the right 
hand and a convulsive, strained expression of countenance as he watched 
the movements of the volume. His calmness astounded me, for I never 
for a moment attributed the uncanny manifestions to him, and expected 
them to strike him with the same cold horror as I was experiencing. 
But, for my own part, the unutterable sensation of dread which seized me 
is beyond all words to express. I cannot, indeed, now that the absurd 
feeling has passed away, recall my sensations, but I know that my hair 
stood on end with fear, and I shook and trembled from head to foot. 
My head whirled, and I fancied it must be all a dream. Gradually, a 
dawning conviction came over me that the Professor was responsible for 
this eerie piece of business, and that this was the secret he was going to 
entrust me with. 

"Good heavens!" I cried. " What on earth is this uncanny power? 
Is this a trick to frighten me, or have you been studying witchcraft? II 

The Professor was calm and unmoved. 
"You can believe or disbelieve," he said. "You have seen with your 

own eyes. If you believe, we will go further; if you disbelieve, it would 
be no use to do so and there must be an end of it." 

As he spoke, a fearful sensation of horror was creeping over me. It is 
impossible, I feel sure, for the reader of this narrative to enter into the 
feelings which take possession of one when in a moment all one's ideas of 
the" Isness of things" are uprooted. I fancied-it was the only solution, 
however terrible-that I must have gone from my mind and that all 
around me was imagination or phantasy. And yet surely not so-there 
sat the Professor, unmistakably real, and there lay the book motionless 
in my lap. 

"In the name of all that is good and true," I began, but I could say 
no more. My head swam, my eyes closed. I felt myself falling to the 
ground in a swoon. I remember no more until I came once more to 
consciousness, and found the Professor standing over me looking anxious 
and concerned. Gradually, as I "came to myself," the recollection of 
what had happened unfolded itself. 

,. It is only as I feared," said the Professor, after I had become restored. 
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.. The sudden disclosing to the mind of laws which subvert our previous 
notions of the operations of force, as manifested in the environment, is a 
terrible shock, and is the secret of the terror which inspires children and 
the vulgar at the apparition, whether real or imaginary, of bogeys and 
phantoms. The eyes of the intellect are dazzled, the brain is over
powered, the senses are intoxicated. You must rest your thinking 
faculties as far as possible for a week or two, and you will then find 
yourself able to return to our experiments, not only without discomfort 
or fright, but even with keen interest; and now I will leave you to 
follow out my advice in this respect. Good-night, old fellow; go straight 
to bed, and think no more about what has happened till I come and see 
you again." 

With these words, he shook hands and said farewell. I was still too 
overcome to reply, and could not even see him to the door. I merely 
muttered a confused farewell, and crept off to bed with a sick and 
despondent heart. 

CHAPTER II. 

T HE next day my miserable frame of mind had by no means left me. 
To dismiss the events of the previous evening from my thoughts, as the 
Professor had advised, was an utter impossibility. On the contrary, 
these recollections dismissed all other ideas, and I found myself quite 
unable to give attention to the ordinary affairs of life. Everything 
seemed unreal; my surroundings appeared to be a mere phantasmagoria, 
a projection of fantasies on my brain as unsubstantial as the images 
projected by a magic lantern on a screen to amuse children. A horrid 
suspicion haunted me that I was going from my mind. I felt no confidence. 
no reliance in anyone of my senses. I think that no one who has not 
been through a similar state can have any idea how implicit, and how 
constant, is the trust which we all of us place in the infallibility of natural 
effects which experience has tested and never found to fail. When I 
walked, I ceased to retain any faith in my muscles or organs, or in the 
earth as a support. If I laid anything on the table, I felt constrained to 
watch it for some seconds to make sure it would not bound off to the 
ceiling or glide away to the ground. As for the Professor, I felt towards 
him one passion only-that of inveterate hatred. Or was it fear? At 
any rate, it was an indescribable antipathy. I would not go near him at 
any price; I even took the precaution to keep the latch of my front door 
fastened so that it could not be opened from the outside, for he was in 
the habi~ of walking in unannounced. Even with this precaution, I was 
far from feeling safe, for who could tell whether he could not, with his 
hateful witchcraft of fourth dimensions and spiritual hands, stand on the 
doorstep and calmly undo the door on the inside. 

20 
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So things went on for a week, when at length I found relief. I twas 
exactly as the Professor had said. My brain had been overpowered and 
my senses dazed. Gradually my mind regained its normal strength, and 
within a fortnight· I was able to think with pleasure and even to theorise 
upon the singular phenomenon which had caused me so much horror 
and wretchedness. I became deeply interested in it, and so far from 
disliking the Professor, I began to long for another visit and further 
experiments. 

At my own request he called. I told him all that had happened-my 
dejection-my uncanny feelings-the revival of the sway of reason in 
me. He seemed much pleased, and was especially delighted when I went 
further and gave him the crude theories which I had formed. 

" I imagine," I said," that we have a magnetic power which we only 
lack the faculty to exercise. You appear to have discovered and 
developed that faculty. Is not that so?" 

" Hardly, I think," he replied. "I will first show you an experiment, 
and will then as far as possible explain to you the modus operalIdz: though 
you must bear in mind that I do not claim to fully understand the 
matter myself, as I am new to it. However, I will tell you all I can. 
Fetch down that case with the stuffed bird in up there on the wall." 

It was a pet canary that had died a year before. I had had it stuffed, 
for it was a favourite of mine, and I kept it over the mantelshelf, perched 
on a twig just as it used to perch and sing in its cage. 

" I am going to take this bird out," said the Professor. 
" All right," I said, not very pleased. .. Do so if you wish, though 

have been at some pains to make the case thoroughly air tight, so as to 
keep out insects." 

The Professor smiled, and as he did so to my intense astonishment I 
saw the bird in the case, which he was holding in his hand, vibrate. And 
then the front of the bird disappeared as far as the legs, leaving the 
remainder standing as though it had been cut straight down with a keen 
knife. 

"Watch it closely," said the Professor. 
I did so. I looked at it as nearly as I could front ways, and could see 

that it was not cut through, for the front appeared yellow as though 
covered with feathers and not showing the cork with which it was 
stuffed. 

" Watch it still," said the Professor. As he spoke, the disappearance 
progressed; in a second all the body had gone, and gradually the 
vanishing spread to the very tip of the tail. The bird was gone. 

The next thing I saw was that it was in the Professor's hand The 
case remained sealed, intact. My astonishment, as may be supposed, 
knew no bounds. In another minute the Professor had replaced the 
bird on its perch, its reappearance being the exact converse of its 
disappearance. First of all came the tail, and at the same moment the 
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tail vanished from the bird in the Professor's hand, and the same process 
extended gradually along the body. When only the head remained out
side the case, a sudden thought inspired me. In a moment I grasped 
the head and endeavoured to snatch it away, in order to make perfectly 
certain that no trick was being practised. 

I t seemed to be riveted in the air. I pulled at it in vain. The 
Professor tried to restrain me, b~t I was too quick for him. A smart 
tug, and the head-piece of my poor canary was in my hand and the 
resistance ceased. At the same moment the body portion inside the 
case fell from its perch. The two were severed. 

I was intensely annoyed when. I saw what had happened, for the 
damage was beyond repair. 

" Your own fault," said the Professor calmly. 
I was bound to admit it was, and looked very foolish as I tried to hide 

my concern by assuring him it was of no consequence. 
"Well, now let me proceed to explain," he said. "Suppose you had 

a plane surface bounded on all four sides by barriers. To a person who 
did not know of a third dimension, who knew of length and breadth, 
but could not imagine thickness because it did not enter into his 
experience, to such a person, I say (of course a merely hypothetical and 
impossible individual), it would seem ·that it would not be in any way 
possible to remove that plane surface without taking away the barriers, 
and yet you know well enough it could be at once done by lifting the 
plane surface or by lowering it To anyone gifted with a sense of the 
fourth dimension, thickness itself is but as it were superficial. There is 
an aperture still open to that closed case. It is what I call the fourth 
dimension, or the spiritual aperture. The only reason why you could 
not put your hand into that aperture is because you cannot see it, and 
your senses do not direct you. Were the requisite sense unveiled, as it 
is with me, you would be able easily to do what I have done. There
fore it was that your clumsy effort wrenched the head off the bird." 

I understood very little of his explanation, though now the meaning 
is slightly clearer, and I seem to have a dim conception of the matter . 

.. But," I said, "why do you not show this extraordinary power to 
everyone? Why make such a secret of it? " 

.. Your memory is very defective," ,he replied. .. What was your own 
answer last time we met, when I asked you what you thought an 
<>rdinary business man would think about a fourth dimension?" 

"Oh yes, I know," said I; .. but that's quite a different matter. 
People would ridicule the theory, but the facts they could not 
deny." 

.. You are very, very wrong, if you really think that," said the Pro
fessor. .. Recollect the parable of Dives. Moses and the Prophets give 
the theory, the resurrection is the fact. If they will not hear the one 
t:hey will not believe the other." 
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.. I cannot see how scientific men can denr facts that are brought 
before them," said I. 

.. No more can I," said the Professor, .. and yet they do. But I'll tell 
you what I'll do, to set your mind at rest on the point. I am going up 
to London to-morrow, and shall probably stay a few weeks. I will get 
introductions to two or three of the most eminent physicians and 
scientific men (which I can easily manage through my friend, John 
Rook, the publisher), and you shall just hear the result for yourself." 

.. Very good," I said. .. And now let us have some further experi
ments." 

"No," said he, firmly, "we have had enough for you to digest until 
my return. Too much food for the body gives gastric fever; too much 
for the brain gives brain fever. On my return, I hope to show you some 
still more astounding experiments, also to make you acquainted with 
the rather unpleasant operation which I performed on myself in order 
to lay open the spiritual faculty, and perhaps, if you wish it, to do 
the same for you. And, as a final idea for you to consider, let me tell 
you that only human force-that is, mental and spiritual activity--operates 
in the spiritual dimension, and that that aperture is only open or acces
sible to man. Dust cannot get into your bird-case, but I can force dust 
in. This is because gravitation is of no account in the spiritual dimen
sion, where spiritual, that is human, force alone operates." 

Leaving me this idea to work out, he said farewell until the time he 
should come back from Town and perform further experiments for my 
edification. 

CHAPTER III. 

A Wl-:l-:K after the Professor left for London, I went for a short holiday, 
choosing the Scotch lakes for my tour. If there is one thing I dislike 
when away on a holiday, it is to be worried with a number of letters 
forwarded on to me on business and every-day matters, which take all 
the pleasure from a trip away from home. I therefore took the im
prudent course of instructing my housekeeper to forward me nothing 
that came by post, but to place all letters on my study table that I 
might attend to them when I returned. It was a delightful holiday to 
me. I forgot all cares amid the mountain scenery of the highlands, and 
never gave a thought to the Professor or to the fourth dimension as I 
revelled in solitude by the lakes and streams of old Scotland 

On my return I took up the little pile of letters that lay on the table. 
After dismissing to the waste-paper basket several circulars relating to 
gold mine and other schemes for drawing money from sanguine investors, 
I took up an envelope on which I at once recognised the handwriting of 
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my friend, the Professor. I tore open the seal hastily, and not without 
a feeling of regret that this one communication had not been sent on to 
me, especially as it was marked "immediate and important," on the 
outside. But what was my dismay when I read its contents: "Come 
at once to Engleford Asylum, where your unfortunate friend is to be 
at once confined. I was fool enough to try the experiments, as you 
suggested, before two scientific men. Result, certificate of lunacy. Lose 
no time, or I shall verify the certificate and 'twill be too late." 

Within three hours I was at Engleford, and flying to the asylum. It 
is a massive building of white brick, within a minute's walk from the 
railway station. At the gate is a bell-handle. I tugged it with remark
able energy, and a great bell clanged as though it would wake the dead. 
The porter came. I asked to see the superintendent on urgent 
business. 

I was shown into a small office. The superintendent entered, and 
suddenly it flashed upon me that after all I hardly knew what I had 
come for. From the post-mark, I judged the Professor had been in 
the asylum about ten days . 

. , I have come," I said, rather bluntly, as the superintendent motioned 
me to a chair, .. to see you with regard to a rather curious case," and 
giving him the Professor's name, I asked whether it could be true that 
he had been sent to the asylum . 

.. Yes, poor fellow," said the superintendent. "Sad case, very sad 
case. He seemed almost like a sane man when he entered, but his 
symptoms developed with remarkable rapidity, and in three days had 
taken a very pitiable form of monomania, under which he is, I fear, 
likely to remain all his days. He has a fancy that he is a canary, 
and that someone has beheaded him." 

I sank back in my chair. It was then too late. The shock had 
been too much, and had unhinged his mind. I felt I could ask no 
more. I could not wish to see him in his pitiable plight. I me .. ely 
expressed my thanks to the superintendent for the information, told 
him how dear a friend of mine the Professor had been and how shocked 
I was. 

It was too late. The Professor was mad. 

CHARLES E. BENHAM. 

By opening so freely their lunatic asylums to their supposed 
madme1t, men only seek to assur.e each otlter that they are not 
~ltemsel'lles mad. 

-MONTESQUIEU, "Lettres Persanes." 
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TWO CHRISTMAS VISIONS. 

I. 

AN ALLEGORY. 

I THOUGHT I was sitting with a new-born babe in my lap. If I 
was not the child's mother, it had no other. I was conscious of a 
peculiar sense of responsibility concerning him-of a link between 

us of some mysterious nature. 
The babe lay calmly sleeping upon my knee, and I sat watchful for 

his awakening. He was wondrously developed j the naked limbs were 
not soft and puny, the healthy brown skin covered sinew and muscle 
such as seemed to promise extraordinary strength j and his face .was as 
the face of a Buddha. Yet he lay helpless, warm, breathing, and as I 
watched his eyes opened and immediately he began to cry-cry, it was 
a most piteous wail, which I strove in vain to hush, walking up and down 
slowly and troubled, for the wailing stopped not, and he was exceedingly 
heavy. Worn out at length, I laid him down in despair, and turning 
from him found myself suddenly alone in the open air. A great sandy 
plain stretched as far as I could see on every side. Before me upon a 
great smooth white stone sat the colossal figure of an angel j he held a 
staff in one hand and his eyes looked steadfastly beyond where my gaze 
could reach. Approaching, I touched him gently. He turned his grand 
calm face towards me, and the effect was as a sudden peace pervadiDg 
my soul. I spoke to him about the babe, asking how I could soothe its 
bitter wailing. 

" It is the cry of humanity," the angel said. .. \Vith this child you must 
use not force but reason j its brain is as instinct with future power as 
its limbs, but the full strength of this is withheld until a veil is withdrawn· 
I t is yours to draw this aside, yours to develope each and every detail 
of this soul. On you depends its tendency towards good or evil j each 
thought of yours will influcnce-see that yo~ reason wisely and guard 
your heart from error." 

His gaze returned to the distant horizon. "What do you watch? to 

r asked of him. 
"The earth and its inhabitants." 
" But what do you see afar? " 
" The souls of men," he answered, and turned from me. 
Again the scene changed, and I stood within the chamber where I had 

lain the child. He was asleep, but he awoke even as I approached the 
couch, and once more the piteous wail smote my ears and made my 
heart ache. I clasped him in my arms, endeavouring to soothe him. I 
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thought not to either clothe or feed him for to me he was less body than 
soul. As I hushed him, it seemed to me that we were reflected by a 
large mirror which attracted his gaze, and stretching out his hand he 
touched his image. The cold solid surface frightened him, and he clung 
to me with screams, dreadful to hear, clung frantically, madly; his little 
hands tearing my neck and throat. He had the strength of a wild 
animal and grew greater and stronger; and as I struggled with him in 
terror, he bit me with savageness. Suddenly I recollected the angel's 
warning, and carrying him with difficulty before the mirror again. "See," 
I said, "it is but your own image reflected there; it moves only as you 
move, and is powerless to hurt either of us." 

He touched the mirror, felt it over with his hands and ceased his cries. 
His expression at once became calm, and the eyes that met mine had 
in them a look of recognition. He returned my caresses, kissing the 
wounds upon my throat and neck, upon which they were healed. He 
became less heavy but his limbs grew and developed, and as I gazed his 
face assumed a look of clearness and intelligence, his eyes were strangely 
beautiful. The veil was withdrawn. 

After this I saw no more, for there was neither surrounding nor form 
in my vtston. It became mind solely, and the eyes of the child are all 
my remembrance holds. 

The Angel spake. "The veil has vanished. Whatsoever you say 
now will be understood. Yet there is no thought beyond that which 
you instil. It is yours to guide and teach until this soul becomes cog
nisant of every thought within your brain. Then it will continue to 
develope alone. You will no longer be able to influence for good or evil, 
save as what you have already given may influence. It will be yours 
then only to watch the results of what is past." And the Angel left me. 

The soul beside me grew hourly. I spoke to him of science, religion, 
nature and of the problems and mysteries of life. As in the face of 
death one's whole life is said to pass with incredible swiftness across the 
brain, so in my dream it seemed as if each thought of mine that I had 
ever had passed from me to this child, who now ceased to be a child. 
As I had learned myself, so had this other to learn. I wished to influence 
rightly, often conscious that my thoughts were neither wise nor good, yet 
was I unable to withhold them from him. They left me as swiftly as 
they came, and entered into the mind beside me. Then there came a 
time when we talked together, thought equal with thought. The fearful 
sense of responsibility which had never left me gave place to sharp pain 
as I realized that my past was over. He had followed my every thought, 
so that I knew his milld even as I knew my own. Henceforth he would 
be swayed by any that came near. Yet, should harm come to him, the 
blame I felt was mine. 

Once again the Angel stood beside me. His voice was kind and 
gentle; it had been almost stem in its calm serenity before. 
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" You have done your part," he said. " You have sown the seed and 
must rest patiently for the fruit" He took my hand in his and drew me 
away. 

" Ah !" I cried, .. must I leave him now? He is part of my own soul 
-it is a link that cannot be severed." 

The Angel replied as he still drew me towards him: .. You have 
solved one of the mysteries of the Universe, yet, though you are one, 
you must move forward in the distinct paths for a time j and as your 
influence is good or evil, that time will be short or long." 

F. C. 

II. 

A CHELA'S DREAM. 

A FEELING of swift motion. 
~ Am conscious of traversing a narrow defile on the summit of 
. a range of high hills, the path circuitous and difficult 
The stars sparkle in a clear sky, and the crescent of the moon's last 

quarter is near the zenith. 
I t is just before day-dawn. 
Two large birds (they seem white), with outstretched necks,long bills, 

and long legs, with a flight like herons, pass just above me, with a 
peculiar whizz and singular cry. 

A conductor is by my side, but I cannot look up, because of the 
exceeding brightness of the presence. 

A sharp turn in the path brings into sudden view a natural amphi
theatre, to which the path just traversed is the only means of access. 

The whisper comes" Mark well, and remember." 
The area is a verdant plain completely enclosed by the mountain-tops. 

Short shrubs grow amongst the surrounding rocks, and now and then 
a bird darts from one bush to another. 

In the middle of the plain is a large building of simple but imposing 
architecture. It is square with a round turret at each comer, and a still 
higher dome covers the centre. 

I approach the building on the north side, in the middle of which is 
one door. 

A dim light bums in the vestibule. The lamp is of ancient Eastern 
form, suspended from the centre of the roof by a long chain. 

A man stands guard at the entrance, dressed in a loose gown of a 
blue-grey material. On his head a peculiar hat, something like a college 
cap, with a square flat top. A belt of some metal, like a blue watch
spring-, is around his waist, from which hang in front two tassels. 

In his right hand he holds a black rod surmounted by a golden 
crown, and the other end finished off with a golden ball. 

• The symbolical colour of magnetism and its Force.-{ED.] 
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In his left hand he swings a censer, from which escape the most over
powering fumes. I am conscious that no other guard than those fumes 
is necessary to bar my progress. 

Alone I could not advance a step further. 
My conductor enables me to pass. I am hurried along a winding 

gallery. 
On the right hand a solid wall. At regular intervals are pilasters 

corresponding to high massive pillars on the left. Each pillar has a 
very simple moulding near the base, and thence ascends without 
ornament. In the space beyond the pillars sit cross-legged, Eastern 
fashion, a certain number of men, one man occupying the space between 
each pillar and the next. 

The first man wears a black gown and black turban, with a black star 
upon it. Following him sit a certain number similarly attired, but 
without a star. And so on through nine groups, each group being 
distinguished by a different dress and turban, the last n umber being 
clothed in yellow, and the first man having a golden star in his yellow 
turban. 

Between the pillars and in front of each priest, the light towards him, 
bangs a lamp, in shape something like a shallow sauce-boat-. The lights 
opposite the black group are miserable and dim. The flames grow 
larger and the lights brighter, as the colour of the dresses becomes 
brighter, until the lights opposite the yellows are very large and 
bright. 

At first it seemed as though the gallery returned to the entrance after 
making a complete circle, but presently it was evident that it took a 
spiral course, and by the time it had reached the door of the central 
chamber it had made seven volves. 

The entrance to this Holy of Holies is also on the North side. 
It is a large circular room under the dome of the Temple. 
A flood of bright light pours down from the centre of the dome. A 

light too dazzling to look at . 
. In the centre of this sacred chamber is a square altar of blue-grey 

marble, a few veins of white are in the stone, but it is a rare specimen of 
the purest colour. 

A snow white cloth covers the altar,and on each side an equally white 
wool mat to kneel or stand upon. The necessary items for their com
munion celebration are set in order. 

All along the gallery leading to this chamber the men were sitting 
.down and had sandals, but here around the altar stand, bare-footed, the 
same number as in the previous groups, venerable looking men, in snow 
white gowns and turbans; their long beards and hair also white. A 
golden star with golden rays upon each turban. In their hands golden 

* The Yoni-sbaped A"K'ld, the lamp of the phallic and exoteric, or dead-letter creeds This is 
typicaL-fED.1 
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dishes, upon which is broken bread.- Similar dishes, but of baser mehl, 
were in the hands of all the men in the gallery. 

I am led to the East side of the altar. 
On the wall in front of me is a large golden 7 (seven). Also on the 

right j likewise on the left. Looking behind upon the east wall is again 
another 7.t In all four sevens. 

The priests look down upon their sacramental bread as if in contem
plation or prayer. Now they turn all with their faces to the wall. This 
moment my conductor touches some particular point in front of the 
altar and discloses a secret opening from which taking a large scroll, 
very yellow with age, and rolled upon two staves or cylinders. 
whispers: 

"These contain the knowledge you co\'et ! 
" Oh! let me look! .. 
• Not now." 
The next moment the secret place is closed. It is impossible to dis

tinguish the spot, the stone seems as solid in that part as any other. 
"Return to the door-stand a moment "-I hear a whisper. .. They 

have lost the secret, and think all the knowledge of their Temple is in 
the book upon the altar." It is a dark red book, superbly bound and 
plated with gold. A crucifixion is represented on its richly embossed 
cover. A large golden clasp holds the book closed. 

The priests now turn towards the altar, which they encircle. Their 
appearance and mien are enough to inspire respect, and the solemnity 
of the whole scene fills my soul with reverence . 

.. They are met for their Communion and await the first ray of the 
rising sun, which is just about to strike the hill top. We must hasten 
away! " 

The men in the long gallery are sitting in the same attitude of con-
templation as when passed before. 

The door is reached. 
I awake! Has it only been a dream? 
Bright presence let me dream again ! 

NOTE. 

x. 

THIS "dream JJ would perhaps be more accurately described as a "vision II 
conveying truth under a symbolical form. The general interpretation is indi
cated with sufficient clearness in the account of the dream itself; but a few 
remarks on some points of detail may be of service. 

The dreamer is in search of that hidden knowledge which lies at the inmost 
heart 0 f all religions. This can be only gained through initiali()1l. 

• The broken fragments of the One TRUTH, which underly each and every religion.-{Eo.] 

t The four septenaries of the moon, the Occult meaning of the division of the lunar month, 
which division contains the mystery of generation and birth. This" dream" shows that the 
.. Chela" has entered the phase of practicni instruction given 50 often in symbolical dreams. -{ ED. 1 
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The guardian of the gate is clad in a grey-blue garb, the apparent colour of 
the visible" heavens" ; the square flat top of his headgear symbolizing the four 
elements, or, rather, the number "four," which is so important a factor in 
symbolism. 

He bars the progress of the seeker with the paralyzing fumes of exoteric 
ritualism and ceremonial, under which the fire of truth does burn indeed, but 
invisibly. 

Furthermore, the "four Sevens" show this vision connected with occult 
(which is not to be confused with its modern imitation) masonry-e.g., with the 
rites of the "Grand Elect" the knight of "the White and the Black Eagle" (30th 
deg.) For, in this grade there are four apartments, and it is in the fourth that 
the initiation is accomplished. They further symbolize the four seasons; so 
also the year culminates in the fourth. 

The Snltn mean an endless series of things. Thus the seven rungs of the ladder 
in a certain ancient Masonic rite remind one of the seven pyrtea, or altars, 
whereon the ancient Persians burnt incense in honour of the seven planets. 
The passage of the Soul to the highest empyrean was symbolized by seven spheres 
in the Mithraic mysteries-just as in Revelation (an account, in fact, of one form 
of the Solar rite of Initiation, borrowed from the Egyptians)-the soul ascends 
through seven spheres typified by the Seven Churches, to its sea of crystal. To 
symbolize this tenet the primitive Gnostic Christians erected, in the "Hall of 
Initiation," a ladder with seven ascending doors; the first door was of lead, the 
second of tin, the third of bronze, the fourth of iron, the fifth of copper, the sixth 
of silver, and the seventh of gold. These are the seven stages of preliminary 
initiation, after passing which the neophyte becomes a full adept,and enters upon 
a new cycle of still more awful initiations. 

The nine groups of men or students in the seven coils of the outer gallery 
are, of course, typical of the nine degrees of increasing knowledge, as also of 
initiation, the tenth and highest being the central hall under the lighted dome. 

But the number ten, though it is that of the Sephiroth and the perfeel number 
on the physical plane, is, itself, but a blind. For no Kabalist or Occultist can 
appreciate its full significance unless he analyses and takes it to pieces, studying 
aU its factors and component numbers separately and in combination, e.g. 
2X5=IO, 3+4=7, 7+3=10, etc., etc. Ten is the numher of Jehovah, the 
typical personal God. Therefore the dreamer rightly hears it said that eyen the 
priests of the inner shrine have" lost the secret." 

Finally, it may be well to remark that it would be wrong to take the red book 
with golden clasp "'hich lies on the altar, and in which the priests erroneously 
fancy all the knowledge of the temple is contained, to represent inclusively the 
Christian gospels because of the crucifixion embossed upon it. 

The "crucifixion" is a symbolical rite long antecedent to Christianity, and 
as it veils the secret of the final initiation is rightly seen upon the closed book 
of the innermost mysteries. 

Some most suggestive hints at the meaning and true nature of this ceremony 
will be found in the" Secret Doctrine," to which the reader must be referred 
for further details. 

AN "Ex-CHEL.\." 
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ltbe ltalktng 3magc of 'Ulrur . 
• 

By DR. FRANZ HARTMANN.· 

CHAPTER 1. 

THE ~IYSTERY. 

injIGH upon the rocks that guard the western coast of the United 
~ States against the aggressive waves of the Pacific Ocean, as 

they roll in through the" Golden Gate," stands the" Cliff-house," 
a place known to all who have lived in California. There the inhabi
tants of San Francisco go on hot summer days to enjoy the cool breeze 
that comes over the watery waste, and strangers from all parts of the 
globe may be found upon the verandah of the hotel, looking with delight 
upon the tranquil bay dotted with charming islands, and watching the 
fishing-boats with their white sails glittering in the sun. Below the 
railing of the porch, the breakers dash against giant masses of granite 
that raise from the inky deep their heads, crowned with wreaths of snow
white foam as the spray of the surging waves rises high in the air. At 
a short distance from the shore, in the midst of the never ceasing tur
moil of the infuriated waters, appear two cliffs that have withstood for 
many centuries the onslaught of the ocean. Upon these cliffs may be 
seen at all times a great number of seals at play, their bellowing being 
heard even above the thunder and roaring of the surf. 

It was amid these surroundings that one evening, as the sinking sun 
was colouring the clouds overhead with purple and gold, two persons 
stood upon the balcony looking over the pandemonium below. One of 
these was a man about forty years of age; the other a young and grace
ful lady, evidently of Spanish descent. Pancho-for that was the 
favourite name by which he was called by the little lady-had the air 
of a man who had travelled much; he was indeed a cosmopolitan in 
character. Having lived in many parts of the world, and among different 
nationalities, he had become acquainted with their habits and learned 
their various tongues. He had studied the popular sciences, and read 
a great many books; but he did not believe much in the assertions 
made by modern authorities. He always wanted to convince himself of 
the truth of a theory before he was willing to accept it. His master 
passion was a desire for knowledge, or to express it perhaps more 
correctly, a desire to gratify his curiosity in regard to the hidden 
mysteries of nature. He had entered deeply into the study of chemistry 

• Author of ,. Magic, White and Black," .. Parace\sus," .. Jehosbua," etc., etc. 
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and read a great many alchemical books, without, however, discoverin~ 
the way to prepare the Philosopher's Stone. In the course of time he 
had accidentally become acquainted with the young and lovely CO!1-
chita. Finding her so attractive that he imagined he could not be 
happy without her, he deliberately proposed, and in due course of time 
submitted to the irksome ceremony, by means of which two persons of 
the opposite sex are legally made husband and wife. 

Beauty of external form and of character are not always found hand
in-hand; but Conchita possessed both. Her figure was small but 
exquisitely beautiful, and the raven black colour of her hair formed a 
strong contrast to the delicate pallor of her skin. Her form was faultless, 
and her manners exceedingly graceful. She was a beauty of such a 
rare kind that when she was passing through the streets of the city 
with her black malltilla thrown carelessly over her head and shoulders, 
men would stand still and stare, and ladies would cast shy glances at 
her as if afraid that she would outshine them all in beauty. She was 
proud, yet not vain; she knew that she was beautiful, yet was modest 
and unassuming; a most bewitching creature. It is, therefore, not to be 
wondered at that Pancho was proud of his wife. 

Conchita was born in Guatemala. She had been brought up in one 
of those Roman Catholic convents where girls vampirize each other 
because they are never permitted to see a man except their old Father
confessor. Under such circumstances the mind creates phantasies, for 
there is a longing for the unknown in every human nature, and that 
which is hidden or far away grows in imaginary value in proportion as 
it seems to be unattainable. The story of the forbidden fruit being the 
most palatable is not a fiction, and it was, perhaps, a desire to know the true 
nature of that mysterious and dangerous animal called" man," which led 
to Conchita's acquaintance with Pancho soon after she left the convent. 
and to her subsequent marriage. 

Taking the above into consideration, the philosophers have nol yet 
fully agreed whether this marriage was, or was not, the outcome of selfish
ness; but our historian thinks that all human actions are due to selfishness 
in some shape or other, and that an entirely unselfish person, one who 
has no desire whatever to incite him to action, would be about the most 
useless thing in the world. 

However that may be, it is certain and beyond the possibility of any 
scientific doubt that Pancho and Conchita lived very happily together. 
To Pancho it seemed that his wife had no other desire but to please 
him, and he almost felt his phrenological bump of veneration growing in 
her presence. She seemed to be fully absorbed in her husband; but he 
was not absorbed by her, for man's love is multifarious and vacillating; 
it comes from the imagination, while there is nothing more simple, and 
therefore more firm than the love of a woman. Her love springs from 
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the heart and goes to the heart, while man's love seldom penetrates below 
the surface. 

Conchita loved her husband above all other things; but Pancho 
had many loves besides his wife. He loved to take aerial flights into 
the realm of occultism and mysticism; his greatest desire was to lift the 
veil of Isis and uncover the mysteries of Nature. The planet upon 
which he lived was not large enough to gratify his curiosity. He 
desired to know other worlds and other beings than those of this 
earth; he wished to know the whole of the universe, not that prison
house alone in which he was doomed to live. 

Conchita cared nothing for Occultism, but loved to enjoy that Light 
which she saw with her physical eyes. She knew nothing about what 
is called" the supernatural," except that which she had been told by 
her religious teachers; she imagined that if anything more could be 
known about it, her Father-confessor, who was a very smart person, 
would surely have found it out. She believed in God, although she 
had not the least conception of the meaning of that term, nor of what 
kind of being this God might be; but Pancho wanted scientific proof 
of the existence of God before he would make up his mind to believe 
in his existence. Conchita had an unbounded faith in divine providence 
and was willing to trust her destiny in the hands of God; Pancho 
imagined that each person was himself the master of his own destiny, 
and he required to know all the attributes of God before he would 
willingly trust himself into his power. 

He had in vain studied natural sciences and theology, and consulted 
the most eminent professors and clergymen, in his search for reasonable 
proof of the survival of the soul after the death of the body. Doctrines 
which were positively asserted to be true by the luminaries of the church, 
were peremptorily denied and ridiculed by luminaries of science; while 
both parties based their opposite opinions upon equally plausible and 
logical grounds. Despairing in his attempts to find any human authority 
which could be implicitly trusted, he began to investigate Spiritualism, 
hoping to find in this new science the solution of such difficult problems. 
For once fortune seemed to smile upon him. He found opportunities 
to witness the most astounding phenomena, from common table-tippings 
up to the levitation of living persons, and from direct writings produced 
in locked slates up to the full materialization of corporeal forms, seem
ingly solid ·human beings, with whom one could talk, who could be 
touched, and who, nevertheless, dissolved a moment after into thin air, 
or disappeared through solid walls. 

Pancho was in the hey-day of his glory. His longed-for 'goal was at 
last attained: he had obtained proof palpable of the immortality of the 
soul. The spirits of his departed friends and aquaintances had come 
to him, and spoken about things of the past known to no mortal person, 
save himself. He received indisputable proof of their identity, not only 
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through professional mediums, but through persons who themselves were 
disbelievers in Spiritualism. Moreover, he .. sat for development" in 
the solitude of his room and obtained clairvoyant glimpses of various 
kinds. Once, a beautiful spirit, an angelic being of wondrous loveliness, 
appeared and told him that she was his spirit-bride, his true affinity, who 
awaited him with out-stretched arms in the bright hereafter, to lead him 
to her celestial palace, far, far away among the stars. 

After a while, however, it turned out that some of his spiritualistic 
experiences were of an unsatisfactory character. Not that he had been 
cheated by fraudulent mediums j but that he saw that some of his 
cherished spirit communications were not in accordance with truth. He 
began to doubt whether even his spirit-bride was not the outcome of 
his own imagination. And thus he became sceptical in regard to the 
origin of the letters received from those that" were gone before." 

The proofs of the unreliability of these .. spirit-communications" 
became more and more abundant as time went on, till at last he became 
thoroughly dissatisfied with the results of his researches. 

It was just at this time that he made the acquaintance of Conchita, 
and resolved to bid adieu to the inhabitants of the "Summerland," and 
to learn to know this present life, leaving the hereafter to take care of 
itself. He married his bride, and, for once in his life, was happy. 

But if the craving for the unknown and the mysterious has once 
awakened within the heart, it is not so easily repressed. Even in his 
most happy hours, Pancho could not help making silent comparisons 
between his love in the spirit-world and his terrestrial wife. These were 
not quite favourable to the latter, as she was, after all, only a woman of 
flesh and blood, while the former was clothed in an ethereal form. It 
need hardly be said that he told Conchita nothing about it, for she was 
of Castilian blood, and would not have suffered any woman, material or 
spiritual, to come between her and her husband. 

As the couple stood upon the balcony, looking down into the surging 
waters and the bellowing herd of seals that scrambled over the rocks, 
Pancho mockingly remarked: 

.. If I were convinced of the truth of the doctrine which teaches the 
transmigration of souls, I would be ready to believe that these beasts 
are the reincarnated egos of men coming fresh from the stock exchange. 
How they push and elbow each other down there, as if buying and 
selling shares. Now they have exchanged their human for animal 
forms, but their characters are the same. Formerly all their energies 
were bent to outwit each other for the purpose of obtaining money j now 
each one attempts to push the others down, in order to obtain a 
.standing-place upon the sunny rock. It is the same selfishness acting 
in them now that was at work before j it but differs in the form of its 
manifestation. Formerly it was a desire for wealth j now it manifests 
itself in a more brutal form." 
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.. I should be very unwilling to believe," replied Conchita, .. that human 
souls could desire to return again to this earth once they have departed 
from it. If I were to go, J should have no desire to return. I would 
rise above this planet into the region of starlight, and listen to the music 
of the spheres." 

" Intrastellar space," sneered our Pancho, "is said to be as dark as 
pitch, and as there is no air to transmit sound, the music of the spheres. 
even if there were such, could not be heard." 

.. Perhaps there may be another kind of light, and another kind of 
music than that which we know," she said dreamily ... Perhaps the senses 
of the soul become there more refined and need no material air for the 
transmission of sound. Heaven is said to be a beautiful place, filled by 

, angels crowned with diamonds, and its streets paved with gold." 
" If there were such a super-terrestrial world," answered Pancho, "I 

should wish to go there and gather some of the rubies and pearls that 
are said to be so abundant in heaven. I would then bring them back to 
you. They would look well in your beautiful hair." 

" Who knows whether you would return," said Conchita. " You might 
meet some angel more pretty than I am on your way, and forget all 
about me." 

.. No angel or devil," exclaimed Pancho, .. will ever break the bonds by 
which our souls are united. Even if I were as far away from you as 
the earth from the moon, I would not forget you. Love acts in
dependently of distance." 

Conchita seemed to reRect, and then asked: "Tell me, dear, what is 
your opinion about the nature of love?" 

" Why!" hesitated Pancho, somewhat perplexed what to answer. 
"The books say that it is a peculiar state of the imagination which 
causes one to think of a certain object." 

.. That would probably be imaginary love," replied Conchita;" but 1 
wish to know how you define the real thing." 

" The real thing!" repeate.:i Pancho surprised. "I cannot see how 
love could be a real thing; it is merely a state of something which is 
called the mind; it is a sentiment by which two beings are attracted 
towards each other." 

Conchita did not seem to be quite satisfied with that reply, for after a 
pause, during which Pancho reflected about the nature of that thing called 
the mind, she suddenly asked: 

" Do the stars love each other?" 
.. What a question," answered Pancho. "Stars are inanimate bodies 

like our earth. They are composed of chemical substances, the same as 
we find upon our globe. How can they love each other if they have no 
consciousness? " 

., It seems to me," she went on, .. that they must be conscious, for 
they are attracted towards each other, and if they were unconscious of 
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everything, how could they respond to an attraction from afar? How 
could that which they are incapable of feeling have any effect upon 
them? " 

" Some German philosophers say that there is no such thing as attrac
tion, but that it is all due to some etheric force which propels from be
hind, while repulsion is said to be a wedging in of ether particles between 
two objects. At all events, the interaction seems to be due to some uni
versal substance, and some philosophers say that this substance, or 
spirit, is an indivisible Unity, but I cannot see how that could be." 

A new idea seemed to have been intuitively grasped by Conchita; for 
she clapped her hands, and joyfully exclaimed: "Ah! I know. This 
spirit is a unity, and it is the same in me as in you. I always feel as if 
we both were really only one. When I am going away from you it seems 
to me as if I were going away from myself, and I often imagine that in 
loving you, I am only loving myself. Yes, I am sure we are one. You 
are Conchita, and I am Pancho!" 

Highly rejoicing over her discovery, Conchita broke out into joyous 
laughter. 

" It may be so," seriously answered Pancho, "but in this case all 
human beings would be one, and you would have to love everybody just 
as much as you love me, we could then have no individual preferences. 
But there is something in your individuality which causes me to love 
you more than any other being. Will that individuality be for ever pre
served, or will it, as the Buddhists say, be dissolved in the universal 
ocean of spirit? This is the great problem which I would wish to have 
solved" 

"Why shouM you worry about such a problem?" asked his wife. 
" I believe that, when the time comes that we should know it, the mystery 
will be solved." 

Pancho remained silent. 
While carrying on this conversation, the lovers had left the verandah 

and descended to the beach. The sun had disappeared below the 
horizon. Dark clouds had gathered, threatening a storm, but the last 
rays of the sinking orb were fringing the dark masses with silver and 
gold, with yellow and purple and countless hues, which gradually faded 
away before the shadows of night. 

" How beautiful is the sunset!" exclaimed Conchita, "and how sorry 
we should be to see its close, did we'not know that the sun will rise again 
to-morrow." 

" Thus it is with life," was the answer. "When the day dream of life 
comes to an end, then follows the night It is said that there will be 
another sun rise for us, when we return to the earth in a new incarna
tion, but what will be our condition during the night? What shall we 
do between sunset and sunrise? " 

21 
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" Why, sleep, of course," retorted Conchita. "Sleep, and dream happy 
dreams." 

"This idea of sleeping and dreaming does not at all please me," he 
said. "A man who sleeps and dreams is not his own master; he 
neither reasons nor thinks. He is like a boat on the water without a helm, 
helplessly driven hither and thither by the winds and the waves; they 
may land him in a beautiful harbour, or dash him against a rock. Who 
knows where his dreams will take him? They may raise him up to 
heaven or throw him down into the abyss of hell. What I desire is not 
to dream, but to retain my own reasoning power, and the mastery over 

. my imagination. I have read of Adepts who have accomplished this; 
if I knew where to find such men, I would go to them and ask them to 
teach me their secret. I would discover them, even if I had to go to the 
end of the world! 

"There can be no doubt that such Adepts have once lived, and that 
they were in the possession of the secret of the Philosopher's Stone and 
the true Elixir of Life; I believe that such men exist even to-day. I 
have read about the Rosicrucians, who were in the possession of such 
powers. They had a temple called the UIli'l'crsal Temple of lite Holy 
Gltosl where they used to meet, and it it said to have stood in some part 
of Southern Germany. I have hunted all over that country, but I could 
not find it. They had an ever-burning lamp that must have been con
structed according to principles entirely unknown to modern chemistry, 
and they could call up the Elemental Spirits of nature." . 

"There are undoubtedly people who can do very wonderful things," 
interrupted Conchita. "There is, for instance, Juana, who can make 
spirits appear, but she is a very bad girl." 

" Who is Juana? " asked Pancho. 

"A girl from my own country, a very strange girl. She is an 
I ndian, and was captured, when a child, from a tribe of savages in the 
forests of Guatemala during an attack which the soldiers made upon 
the Indian camp. She was given into the charge of a sea captain, who 
afterwards gave her to me because 'r understood a little of her language. 
I have attempted to give her an education, but while she is full of 
tricks she does not seem capable of learning anything useful. She can 
foretell events by looking into a glass of water, and her prophecies 
usually come true; but she can also do a great deal of mischief. The 
neighbours are afraid of her and believe her to be a witch. I once 
caught her sticking needles into an image of wax representing a person 
who was then very sick. That person died, and people said that Juana 
had killed her by her malefice. However, this could not be proved. She 
caused so much trouble that I had to send her away, and she is noW 
with a woman that used to be a servant in our family." 

" I have read a great deal about witches," said Pancho, "and I ha\·e 
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always wished to find an opportunity to investigate such phenomena. 
r hope you will introduce me without delay to your precious Juana." 

"Take my advice," answered his wife, "and do not seek to become 
acquainted with her. I am sure that nothing good will result from such 
experiments." 

.. I am not afraid of her spells," he proudly replied., "I am strong 
enough to resist them. I dare even the devil, and why should I fear Juana's 
powers if I can, thereby, learn something new? Let us go to her! .. 

.. Your wish is a command to me," answered Conchita. "The place 
where she lives is not far out of our way; we will visit her as we 
return." 

To this proposal Pancho readily consented. They returned to the 
city by carriage, and neither spoke much during the trip, for Pancho's 
thoughts were occupied with the stories which he had read of the 
Rosicrucians, and Conchita felt that she had committed an imprudence 
in speaking about Juana. It seemed as if, already, a foreboding cloud 
had settled upon the two lovers. 

It was already dark when they entered the city. Alighting, they 
dismissed the carriage and walked the rest of the way, which led up one 
of the steep hills upon which San Francisco is built. Turning a corner, 
they saw an old Catholic cathedral, whose door stood ajar, and whose 
interior was dimly illuminated. Conchita asked her husband to enter 
with her the church. 

For a' moment Pancho hesitated. He was no friend of churches, 
priestcraft or pious mummeries. He had not visited a church for years, 
and did not desire to enter one now. Nevertheless, he followed Conchita 
as she went into the building. Was it, perhaps, that he did not wish to 
displease his young wife by refusing to submit to her whim, or was it 
because even our most fanatical rationalists prefer to see their wives 
pious than over sceptical? For an arguing and incredulous woman loses 
much of the charm that characterizes her sex, and a wife who knows 
too much to believe in religion is likely also to be alert enough to mis
trust her husband. 

Thus he consented at last to enter the church, which at that hour was 
deserted. Arm in arm they walked down the aisle towards the altar, 
and it seemed to Pancho as if the wooden images of the saints posted 
along the walls were scowling at him reproachfully, as if surprised to 
see a heretic in their midst Having arrived at the foot of the altar, 
Conchita sank down upon her knees and prayed silently, while Pancho 
stood in the background contemplating the picture. 

It was a grand old cathedral, built in magnificent style. If Pancho 
had understood the symbolical meaning contained in stones, the 
architecture of that church might have told him more truths than all 
-the sermons that had ever been preached in its pulpit; for the high 
pillars, massive and solid at their base, spoke of firmness and solidity of 

21-
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character, while the soft lines in which the arches curved upwards to the 
roof spoke of the aspiration of the soul towards the Unattainable and 
the. Infinite. 

The church was nearly dark, but through the stained glass of the 
high-arched window to the right, a ray of light from a lamp in the 
vicinity of the building crept in, and falling upon Conchita's veil 
surrounded her head with a halo like that of a saint. 

As the husband watched his wife, she appeared to him a glorified 
being, and her presence seemed to fill the whole of the building with 
some invisible but living and substantial power, perhaps of the same 
kind as that which must have existed in the Rosicrucian temple in the 
South of Germany. It seemed to him as if a supernatural golden and 
rosy light radiated from her form, and entering his being sought to 
kindle within his heart an inextinguishable flame of a nature unknown 
to modern chemistry. He felt the ennobling influence of Conchita's 
soul, which seemed to lift him up on the wings of her own aspirations, 
and he wondered that such a spiritual being should have united her fate 
to his own. Perhaps it was the exalted state of Conchita's imagination 
that caused him to feel a corresponding vibration within himself, and he 
began to think that love was more than a mere emotion i that it was a 
real power. He felt some inexplicable influence penetrating him. and 
it took the whole strength of his rationalistic reasoning to resist the 
impulse to kneel down by the side of his wife and worship with her: a 
thing which would evidently have been very preposterous, an unpardon
able weakness of which he certainly would have been very much ashamed 
hereafter. 

Conchita arose, and smiled sweetly as she looked into the eyes of her 
husband. 

A heavenly peace seemed to rest upon her soul, while Pancho',; 
mind was a battle-ground of contradictory thoughts and opposite 
emotions, whose nature and origin he could not well explain. 

FRANZ HARTMANX. 

(To be co1tti1ttled.) 

"Satz",'e is a sort 0/ glass, wherein beholders generally dis
cover everybody's face but their OWIl." 

-SWIFT. 

" If evz"l be saz"d of thee, and if it be true, correct thyself,· 1/ il 
be a He, laugh at it." 

-E PICfETUS. 
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THE DIRGE FOR THE DEAD IN LIFE. 

THE fragments that we publish below form one of the most remarkable 
instances of so-called automatic writing when the medium, without any 

. previous knowledge of the subject, is impelled to set down upon the 
paper that which is not in the brain. The medium here is a young lady who 
knows nothing about this dirge, but we know that it is a portion of the chant 
which was sung over the entranced body of the neophyte who was about to 
become an initiate. The original was found in Egypt among the wrappings of 
a mummy by the grandfather of a gentleman; a Mason, from whom we got it. 
Although Egyptologists may have seen the fragment, we are certain that the 
young lady who wrote down the verses had never heard of it before and was 
much puzzled by the verses, if not by the signature of "Sepher" given to her. 
Spiritualists may say it is something from the" spirit.s," but we hold the view 
that it is a reminiscence from past incarnations of the one who wrote. These 
recollections are not so rare Ill; is supposed, and while frequently they are not 
recognised as such, they nevertheless account for many strange things heard at 
seances with mediums and psychographic writers, as we were told it was only 
in the days of Ptolemy that this dirge began to be chanted over the really dead 
or the mummy.-[Eo.] 

KHIOS XXI. 

Bind up thy head and numb thy limbs, for hence cometh wondrous 
tidings for him who hath the ear open in the sepulchre. 

Drink in of the honied words, and mix them with precision to mingle 
the bitter with the sweet. 

Turn thine heart from all outer knowledge and hold thyself open for 
the knowledge of the spheres. 

Now take quickly the pegs from the tents and let them fall in, for the 
mighty simoom is nigh at hand. 

Art thou ready, pale mortal? Is thy head bandaged and thy blood 
inert, and hast thou parted with thy blood? 

Art thou laid down eastward, and is thy inner ear listening for the 
music of the voice of the spheres? 

Listen, pale mortal. 
The voice is commencing to emit sound, and the turn of the tide is 

swiftly ebbing away. 
Pale mortal, lying so like an image of Phineus,· wherefore art thou 

disquieted? The glitter of chariots will not reach those dazed eyes. 
The sound of the battle-axe will not penetrate thy skull. 

* Phineus the King of Thrace. who became blind for attempting to see into futurity tuitllout kinK 
duly initiated. and who was killed by Hercules. An allusion to the closed eyes of the entranced 
seer, or the mummy.~Ed.l 
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N ow listen to the voice i thou art gone from hence, pale mortal, and 
the earth knows thee no more. 

Thy bandaged head lies on the death stretcher and thy bloodless body 
is full of sweet-smelling myrrh. 

Thou art a shade, blessed soul! 
Thou art a shadowy vapour, pale face! 
Thou art a bird of paradise, free soul! 
Listen! dost thou hear the freedom of the wind? Thou art no 

longer on thine earth. 
Those groans, pale face, they proceed from the land thou hast 

quitted. 
That burning heat, poor wanderer, that is the desert thou hast passed 

through. • 
Now quickly proceed. No more time, poor dove,mayst thou linger, the 

burning ring is thy resting step. 
See thou the circle, it bums with the seared light of a captive fire 

god! 
Quickly step, pale face, and place thyself in the ring of fire. 

KHIOS XXII. 

Now in the ring, does not the past stand out like a sheeted fury? 
Dost thou behold the list of evil committed? 
Listen ! those echoes are the battle shouts, and those shrieking, harsh 

voices are thine own saved against thee. 
Writhe now, poor soul i alas! thou must suffer. 
See now the time has passed, and thou art lifted from thy rin~ of 

suffering. 
Whence comes this change? Thy shadow has gained intensity, and 

thy form person. 
Now take this key, terror stricken dove, and unlock that vast chesl 
Why tremble? Those bodies are but the victims which thou hast 

sacrificed to thy evil lusts. 
Those ghastly white, staring skulls thou hast slain with thine own hand. 
Oh! those terrible bruised hearts are only those upon whom thou hast 

trodden. 
Blench not, those maimed bodies are thy handiwork. 
Oh! pale face, take brave hold. Thou hast gloried over these deeds 

-why shudder now? Life taken is life left. 
Slain souls wait in Paradise. (In the field of Aaraoo in the original.) 
Long lost hearts bum in the oil of the lamp of the king. 
Hopeless maimed ones rest in the water queen's bosom. 
Remember not to forget, but forget to remember. 
There now, poor tired one, one more ordeal, one more flame-searching 

trial. 
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Jump quickly into the water, mark you its cool, delicate waving; why 
clost thou shrink? Art thou not hot and weary? It will refresh 
thee. 

Now the time is past. Thou must jump. Days are passing, moments 
fleeting; jump thou, believe, jump. 

There, come up now, and rest in this green grass. 
Was it very terrible? Did the water burn thy very life? 
Ah! so burned thou the life of others. 
Pass, pass, pass I 

KHIOS XXIII. 

Thou art free, see thou how beautiful are thy limbs. 
Feel now how perfect is thy health. 
Come away to the fire king, thy sufferings are passed. 
Thou hast been tormented for a thousand and one years. 
Hasten thou, no longer sorrowful wanderer, but bird of Paradise. 
Fight no more, thou hast won Elysia. 
Weep I Ah I thou canst not, thou hast no fount of tears. 
Still thee now, still thee! 
See, I bring thee onwards. 
Seest thou not that thou art glorified! 
See far, far agone, behind time, thy poor body. 
See the bandaged head and the bloodless body, see the stuffed carcase. 

Oh, laugh, laqgh, laugh. 
That was once thy dwelling-place. 
Now come quickly, for we pass to the absorption; wait not, tarry not, 

linger not 
Oh! beautiful, moon-faced angel! 
Oh! brilliant and happy soul! 
Hark thou to the tinkle of those silver bells, they are the fire king's 

thoughts. 
Listen to the convulsions of the atoms; the demons tremble. 
Listen to the beautiful songs; they are the Gunlas. 
Oh, happy soul, soon must we part, for I must return to the ferry, for 

I must ferry souls across. 
I cannot enter where thou canst enter, beautiful Bird of Paradise; 

tell the Fire King when thou see'st him in his beauty that I languish to 
join him. 

Now, good-bye, Brilliant-Bird, soar above, thou art free as air. 
Thou art as a snowflake carried on the rosy pinions of the morn. 
Thou art as the lovely wind that cooleth the hot earth. 
Fare thee well, free dove, fare thee well; enter that golden glory and 

pass for ever into the Fire King. 
Gu nla, Gunia, GunIa. . . . SEPHER. 
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ACCURSED! 

III. 

ImlHE sun was slowly but visibly going down on the horizon, and the 
JII. lower it descended toward the sea, the more transparent became 

the far-off scenery. The waters looked of a sombre blue, and the 
golden ripples that moved over the azure surface were becoming with 
every moment of a more glowing crimson. Everything around us was 
gradually tinted with purple hues; the town, the cottages, the bowers 
and the white terrace of our hotel. All was in a blaze. The sunbeams 
shot like straight arrows heavenward from beyond a cluster of red and 
golden clouds which had slightly veiled the face of the dazzling disc. 
And now they have melted away and disappeared. • . . The enormous 
red, fiery globe is almost touching the sea, which it has set all ablaze. 
And now it has touched it. . . . sinking with its lower edge into the 
billowy de{.l2ns. The purple hues are gradually fading out to assume an 
orange tint. But suddenly, as though breaking off, and as the gigantic 
globe of light sinks and falls into the watery abyss and disappears in 
the liquid bed, the whole surrounding scenery, the air, and the sea it$c1f 
are entirely transformed in colour-the heavens and the earth become of 
a transparent lilac hue. No twilight, but the dark mantle of night 
suddenly descends upon us. . . . The deep sounds of the convent bell, 
tolling the Angelus and calling the believers to their evening prayer, 
reach us across the gulf in solemn and measured rhythm, while high 
over our heads, on the dark blue ethereal canopy, one twinkling silvery 
star after the other is lit in sidereal space, and beams its tremulous re
flection on the hardly rippled surface of the somnolent waters. 

" Here's an evening for you, and here's a night!" merrily exclaimed 
Korzanof, thus putting to flight my thoughts. "No match to this, our 
colourless northern twilights. There-we have pigmy prose; here, a 
gorgeous, gigantic poetry, as my wife and daughter Sashoorka say ... " 

" Begging your pardon-even your wife and daughter may err in their 
enthusiasm ... " I remarked smilingly. "Poems and dramas and all 
sorts of majestic events, as well as very practical episodes, occur just as 
often in our cold fatherland. This has been just demonstrated by your
self. What can be more romantic than the mysterious horrors in Rujano
Lyass, that you have just been narrating? " 

"That's so. You are right, but there is no need to chuckle in your 
sleeve while speaking of them. . • ." 

"I, chuckle? I can assure you I do not. On the contrary, for I am 
highly interested .•.. But you must tell me, old chum, whether all 
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this ... well, this Satanic obsession, suddenly ceased after your aunt's 
death ?" 

Michael Petrovitch, who was then slowly walking up and down the 
terrace, stopped and stood before me, trying to scrutinize my face, as I 
spoke. Then, putting his hands in his pockets, he balanced himself on 
his heels and toes for a few seconds, and gazed very hard at me for a 
little while. At last, though it was getting quite dark, he seemed to 
come to the conclusion that my question was offered in dead earnest. 

" My dear friend," he began slowly and even hesitatingly, " I can tell 
you only one thing, whether you understand me or not. This obsession, 
as you call it, has, and has not ceased! It has become better, and ... 
it has become worse .... It depends, you see .... " 

" Depends on what? I understand you still less now .... I was never 
famous for unriddling rebuses. Do speak plainly for once! ... " 

" I will try to, though . . . it is more difficult than you may think. 
I had told you that poor Acsenia Cuprianovna Sedminska had a long 
and terrible agony. Terrible, because of physical sufferings, but chiefly 
on account of the moral tortures to which she was ceaselessly subjected 
by her chronic visions: the horror they inspired her with, and, most of 
all, her great terror of death. I have never witnessed in my life such 
a fear and such an agony! She was conscious to her last moment; 
she knew she was dying and that no one could save her life; and, 
nevertheless, she struggled with death, fighting most desperately, to her 
last breath; she screamed, implored everyone to save her, to prolong 
her life if it were for one more day, or even an hour! . . . I have never 
known a more dreadful feeling than during the last moments of her life. 
I had, of course, sent away my wife; but the poor wretch clung desperately 
to me and would not let me go, nor would she let Father Wassiliy leave 
her. She held our hands, she fastened to our clothes, adjuring us to 
save her, to 'pray Iter off, and not to give Iter liP to tortllre.' To give her 
up-to whom? We put her no questions, but we understood her well ; 
she feared the post-mortem tortures, the reprisals from those whom she 
had tortured to death during her own sinful life. It was horrible! ... 
My nerves were so unstrung that I was fairly knocked off my feet, and 
feared a brain fever myself. Father \Vassiliy, accustomed as he was 
to death-scenes of agony, cannot, to this day, think of this particular 
·case without a shudder. He becomes pale at the slightest mention of 
it ...• It seems to me that at her last confession, she must have re
vealed something too dreadful, as, while reading over her the absolution, 
and the last prayer, he looked more like a ghost than a living man 
himself! And after she had died he used to groan loudly when men
tioning her name, declaring more than once in my presence that 
although he prayed daily for her soul, he could not ... he felt it 
impossible ... to preserve his usual calm or feel at peace during those 
prayers for her rest. • It is awe and dread I feel, not the reverential 
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and hopeful feeling I ought to! 'he often complained to me. Methinks, 
the late widow of Count 5edminska must have sinned too terribly 
during her life .... may God forgive her and rest her soul!" 

My friend Korzanof suddenly interrupted his narrative, and making 
a reverential sign of the cross, relapsed into silence, picking up the 
thread of his narrative once more a few minutes later. 

"Well!" he sighed, .. however it may be, finally and at last she died, 
the poor, miserable woman. We buried her, at her express and solemn 
bidding, not in the family vault in the cemetery-she dreaded the latter 
so terribly that she could not even bear to hear its name mentioned
but in the park, not far from the great alley, near the largest flower
bed. . . . The deceased had chosen the spot herself. • Here,' she llsed 
to say, • it looks more inhabited. I do not want to remain alone; I 
want living people to be always with me ... on the spot where on 
great festivals I used to distribute bread to poor people. . . . Perchance, 
some one of them may remember, and say a prayer for me!' 

" Thus was her last will carried out. However, although the uncanny 
noises and the rest ceased in the castle after her death, still, when a 
few months later I returned again to Rujano-Lyass on business, I found 
once more that all was not as right in the house as it should be. . .. So 
much so, indeed, that when I was obliged to bring my wife there with 
me to be legally recognized as the heir thereof, I was but too glad to 
have Father \Vassiliy offer us his house for a few days." 

•• Indeed! . . . But what was it that happened?" I enquired. unable 
to restrain an exclamation of sincere surprise. "What have you seen 
then or heard during your first visit to the . . . disturbed castle? .. 

"What have I seen, or heard?" almost howled Korzanof, stopping 
suddenly and bending his face to mine. And then, bringing himself so 
near me that I could discern his frowning brow and eyes glaring with 
wild excitement at the recollection, he whispered hoarsely into my ear: 
" I saw her, herself ... yes! Herself, Acsenia Cuprianovna. I saw her 
and heard her! ... " 

" Heard her? . . . What did you hear? ... What did she tell you? .. 
" Not much ... only these words: • No rest for me! ... No rest, 

no pardon, no salvation!' Yes!" shouted once more Korzanof, as though 
the bare recollection of it made him furious, "I heard that voice again 
at night ... and it awoke me .... 'No salvation!' it shrieked, • no 
rest! ... No annihilation! ... I want it, I demand annihilation!' ... 
And with this last word the voice died away in the distance and the 
silence of the night. When I am on my death-bed I will confess it to 
the priest as I confess it now to you. I saw her! . . . I heard her 
screaming: • Annihilation! oh, for annihilation!' the sc.ream passing 
into a most despairing wail which sounded over the whole house. and 
then ... " 

Becoming calmer, Korzanof lowered his voice and said: 
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" And then, just about dawn, I saw her herself, just as she was on that 
day .... " 

"Herself? ... impossible! ... When or how?" 

"No, no, this wi\l do my good fellow! Basta I ... " and Michael 
Petrovitch sank into his armchair breathing hard and quickly as if after 
a long run. "Enough," said he, "I must end here, lest I should pass 
another sleepless night. It is no nursery tale, my dear friend, which 
you may repeat over and over again, and no harm done, but a devilish 
queer reality .... May heaven send rest to her sinful soul, but I 
shall talk no more of her .... It is only for your sake that I have made 
an exception during these long years ... and I begin to repent of it. 
But here are my wife and daughter back, I believe •... So much the 
better . . . Let us go to meet them." 

Korzanof descended the marble steps of the terrace into the garden, 
and hastened toward the little landing place, where a boat had just arrived. 
He had sensed the presence of his idolized child in the darkness of that 
moonless night, before even her merry laugh and sweet childish voice 
had reached his ear. Then I heard her crying out: 

" Oh papa, the lovely things we have bought for you! a whole basket 
full of curiosities . . •. Come, come, quick, follow me ! " 

And the tall graceful figure of the young girl, jumping out ofthe boat, 
appeared among the flowers and shrubs. Dragging her father by the 
hand, she ran up the marble steps, and thence into the lighted hall. She 
almost upset me in her haste to get into the house. 

"Ah! .... is it you? . . .. Beg your pardon!" .... she exclaimed 
laughing. " Well, has papa entertained you? has he been edifying you 
on the progress of our oats and future harvests?" . . . . 

And the" papa" feeling quite happy, laughed merrily with her at his 
own expense. He seemed to have entirely forgotten the heavy feeling 
that had just agitated him .... 

On the next day we parted, and since that day fate has brought us 
no more together. On the other hand, my destiny led me back quite 
unexpectedly to Rujano-Lyass. I had some regimental business to 
settle in the same borough where we had been quartered in 1854- Very 
naturally my first visit was for Father Wassiliy. I found him as active 
and as energetic as he had been in his younger days. He looked far 
younger than his littledelicate and shrivelled-up wife, who no sooner had she 
recognised in me her old acquaintance than she began to fuss about tea 
and refreshments. While she was going- about with her keys, Father 
Wassiliy kept me company in the little porch near the entrance door. 
Very naturally, almost from the first words, I led our conversation upon 
the topics that interested me the most. The priest remained silent, 
thoughtfully stroking his picturesque beard while listening to questions 
and the narrative of my meeting with the Korzanofs. But, though he 
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denied nothing, he evidently declined to talk about that matter. Thus, 
to my direct question: 

II And how about now? Is it all quiet on the domain, or is it still 
subject to visitatiolls?" 

II No; one hears nothing more, nowadays, thank God. Besides, it is 
so full of people; there are such crowds of Jews and workmen that tltere 
can be no time, nor opportunity for manifestation of power, there, good 
or evil--except perhaps the power of steam and wheels." .... 

He smiled while speaking, but there was no merry twinkle in his 
serious and thoughtful eye. His reserve goaded my curiosity the more, 
and I openly showed my surprise at his unwillingness to satisfy it. Why 
was he so reticent? 

"I am not reticent, Ivan Nikolaevitch," he at last answered, forced into 
this subject by my persistency, " and why should I be reticent, or try to 
conceal that which is known to the whole district, nay to the entire 
province? We had hard and uncanny things happening there, this no 
one can deny! Every kind of evil doings took place .... But is it neces
sary or becoming to be always talking of them? •• Thanks be to God 
Almighty that they have now ceased. Human life is a heavy burden and 
full of dangers and suffering anyhow; but when to its natural course be 
added such like .•.. evil and unnatural occurrences, then it really 
becomes too heavy and quite unbearable. Such visitations are more 
dreadful than any human evil can ever be, because man is so absolutely 
helpless in the face of them. . . • I cannot recall without a shudder 
those terrible days. Then why talk of them? . . .. Vain words are 
things of little use, and sinful, according to my humble understanding." 

" But why should you regard them as vain words, Father \Vassiliy? 
In my opinion such phenomena out of the ordinary run are, on the 
contrary, very useful, as they can only serve as a corroboration and an 
affirmation of a life to come and of a retributive law, as ... " 

I did not finish my sentence, for at that moment I caught the priest 
fixing his eyes on me with an expression in them which quite puzzled 
me. There was such surprise and irony in his serious gaze, that for 
several instants I felt very uncomfortable. 

II I cannot agree with you," he calmly remarked. "In Scripture, as in 
the very lives of men, proofs far more effective in convincing us of our 
soul's immortality and an unavoidable punishment for our sins may be 
found than any such abnormal occurrences can ever afford. On the 
contrary,; the latter so-called supernatural manifestations have a very 
maleficent effect To begin with, of whatever religion or views, and 
however trustworthy the person may be who gives an account of them 
as an eye-witness, the majority of those who have not put their fingers 
into the print of the nails and thrust their hand into the side will never 
believe him. And those who, perchance, may believe are ... as likely 
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as not to attribute these manifestations to quite another power than that 
of God .... " 

.. You think, then, that such phenomena do not occur by the will of 
God?" 

" Not at all; I believe that nothing can happen without the permission 
of the Almighty; but I still bear in mind that which the wisdom of our 
common people has very suggestively termed' allowances.' • I feel con
vinced that the Supreme Will allows such things to bappen because it 
chooses to remain passive; but I am as sure, that there is not in them 
what we would call the finger of God, or the direct participation of holy 
Providence. Of course I may be mistaken in this," modestly added 
Father Wassiliy, "but such is my conviction, and this is why I try to 
obliterate from my memory those terrible days! . . ." 

.. One word more, Father! Do not enter into the details if you will 
not, but only answer me yes or no. Have you ever seen or heard any
thing yourself?" 

The priest did not immediately answer, but after a moment of 
hesitation, clearly denoting his unwillingness to speak on the subject, 
said very slowly: 

.. That to which Mr. Korzanof was an eye and an ear-witness, that 
have I seen and heard too. Did he not inform you that that he and I 
were the only living persons who remained with the dying Countess to 
her last moment? Well, I do not deny it; terrible, weird and utterly 
incomprehensible were the manifestations going on around us. . . . \Ve 
did not see all that she saw, of course-God be thanked for this-but 
we sensed very strongly the presence of something quite abnormal and 
extraordinary. That which appeared the most terrible of all, howe\'er. 
was that state of ceaseless and never-changing horror in which the 
dying old woman remained during her last days. . .. " 

"Could not the hallucinations of a death-bed account for them? 
Delirium, perhaps? . . ." 

The priest remained silent once more, and then answered with still 
greater hesitation: 

" Perhaps; though with respect to everything else she remained cer
tainly fully conscious .... In any case such a delirium is worse than 
the most terrible reality. And now let me ask you not to return any 
more to this subject ... indeed, indeed, I can hardly bear to speak of 
it . . . it is too horrible! ... " 

Of course I had to give it up. But, notwithstanding the impropriety 
of going against a desire so firmly stated, I could not help exclaiming: 

" Unhappy woman! Could her previsions be indeed verified beyond 
the grave? Michael Petrovitch assured me that he saw, and heard her 
voice after her death. . . . Did he tell you that? ... " 

* This is an untranslatable term. popoos"fymij" meaning something allowed to occur passively and 
without either opposing or permitting it. 
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II He did j and according to his desire, I said the mass and the prayers 
for the dead on her tomb on the very next morning, and sprinkled her 
grave with holy water .... " 

.. Let us hope that after that she .... or her spirit, has found the 
needed rest," I remarked. "Admitting all her cruelty and selfishness, she 
was not, after all, a predetermined sinner or criminal! There must be 
people worse than she was, most undeniably .... why then, should 
she alone be so chastised, and made to suffer so terribly and so 
exclusively? . . .. Why? " 

In the uncertain twilight of the evening it seemed to me that Father 
Wassiliy had become very pale j at any rate, he was strangely agitated, 
as he answered in low and impressive tones: 

"It is not for us to judge .... to mete the retribution and the 
measure ...• no, it is not for us!" 

"Would you doubt?" I again exclaimed. "\Ve must hope that she 
is forgiven. Don't you think so? " 

., Let us hope so," he repeated, ~ith still more pronounced hesitation. 
" The mercy of God is greater than any transgression." 

But there was no ring of conviction in his voice. I felt sure that he 
knew more about the deceased than any of us did, and I would have 
given much to draw him out. But under such circumstances, all I could 
do was to remain silent or to change the subject of our conversation. I 
preferred the latter, and began talking about the business which had 
brought me to Rujano-Lyass, or rather to its new foundry. This necessi
tated my going to the factory that had replaced the rich old mansion, 
and I would have gone there even on that same day, had not our 
discussion and the late tea made me forget the time j and so I had to 
postpone the visit until the next morning, the more so as threatening 
clouds had appeared over our heads, and a storm was brewing. The 
spring was sultry that year, and rainless. The population was ex
pecting and praying for rain, and in consequence I had to show pleasure 
at the coming storm, and welcome the black and threatening thunder
chud which was rapidly spreading like a funeral pall over the whole sky. 

\Ve had hardly finished our first glasses of tea, when a dazzling 
flash of lightning cut through the blackness of the sky, and a rolling 
peal of thunder, such as we hardly expected, vibrated through hill and 
vale. I had prepared to return to the post-house, where I had stopped, 
but my hospitable hosts would not hear of it. They would not allow 
me to leave them during such a tempest. Besides, what should I do 
there alone the whole evening? they said. "Remain with us," they 
begged, " have a bit of supper, sleep in the room you occupied years ago, 
and then go about your business in the morning." ... : 

"I will send my man at once for your luggage," said the priest 
resolutely. "You shall have it here in less than half-an-hour, and 
to-morrow morning I will go with you to the Park Foundry. I wiII 
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say a mass for the dead on the grave of . . . • the Countess; this 
will be more useful than to pry into her past. In truth, it is a long 
while since I have visited her tomb myself, for I pray for her generally 
in the church, during the early mass, and ... " 

A terrific clap of thunder drowned the last sentence. The priest 
hastened to give orders to his messenger, with regard to my luggage. 
)Ieanwhile, his kind little wife a~compained me into myoid room, 
.. the guest's chamber" of their small cottage. I had entirely forgotten 
that the Countess Sedminska was buried near her family mansion, in 
the park, and said so to the" Mother." 

.. Oh yes," confirmed the talkative old lady, handing me another 
glass of tea. "Of course she lies there. Oh dear, yes. She could 
not bear, you see, to be laid in the neighbourhood of her friend 
and assistant in all her good works, Pan Matzevitch!.... Oh 
no, certainly not. And then, there was also that other fellow .... the 
Ksi01Zdz, with whom, people say, her ladyship had little differences after 
his death. As rumour has it, all her nocturnal squabbles, her disputes 
and battles, were mostly due to the visits of these two worthies. Of 
course, you must have heard of the uncanny performances which took 
place in her castle? Heaven preserve us from more such. • . .. Every 
night there were battles fought in the family palazzo, between the dead 
and the living one! " 

" Is the Ksiondz dead also?" I asked, much pleased, and hoping that 
in the absence of the husband the talkative spouse of Father Wassiliy 
would have time to give me some more information. 

"Oh, yes, indeed. He is dead and buried long ago. . .. It was very 
soon after your regiment left our place that he was taken ill with 
cholera. Oh, yes. And so amazingly quick too . . . . it left him no 
time even to repent, I fear. He overfed himself we hear; for the 
Father' was dainty-mouthed and rather gluttonous; no mistake about 

it, may Heaven forgive him. . .. And very few mourners he had 
indeed, as there never was much love lost between his parish and 
himself. Quite so; yes. He lies buried in his own Kostiol (R. C. 
Church), and the land agent-or what people could collect together of 
the body, which was chopped into the smallest pieces-is buried under 
the wall of the Kostiol. . . .. Just so! .... and thus you see; milady, 
Acsenia Cuprianovna declined to rest in the company of these two. Her 
remains lie at the very entrance of her park; under a magnificent monu
ment sent here by Mr. Korzanof from Italy." 

" And how about the mansion when it was burnt down? Did not the 
fire damage the tomb?" 

"No; for it was not placed yet .... Only the wooden railing and the 
cross that were pro~isionally put there were both, of course, reduced to 
ashes! . .. entirely pulverized through the heat~... The marble 
'monument was brought quite recently, only about two years ago ..• But 
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no ... not even so much! . . . It will be two years next autumn only, 
on the day of the' Intercession of the Holy Virgin.' ... Just so." 

"Two years for what?" interrupted Father \Vassiliy, who, to my 
great disappointment, had finished business with his messenger a great 
deal sooner than was desirable for me, and had re-entered the room. 
\Vhen told to what the sentence referred, 

" Still about the Countess!" he mildly remarked, while shaking his 
hPoad at us reproachfully. "She does seem to interest you. Better dismiss 
her from your thoughts, sir, believe me ; and the sooner she is forgotten 
by men, the better it will be for all parties concerned. May God forgive 
her her heavy sins, and send rest to her wearied soul ... Oh, God ! ... " 
added the priest, attempting a fervent sign of the cross, "Almighty ... " 

"God help us ... what's this! ... " exclaimed his wife, rapidly 
crossing herself. "How dreadful! " 

The exclamation was wrung from her by the loudest and the most 
terrific thunderclap I had ever heard in my life, and which blinded and 
deafened us for a few seconds. In one instant all became incandescent 
around. Gates and doors were flung open, every window and glass in 
the house vibrated and cracked, and the very building itself was shaken 
to its foundations by that fearful commotion of the air. 

" The thunderbolt must have fallen somewhere in the neighbourhood:' 
I remarked. "Let us hope no one was hit, nor any building set on fire 
by it? . .. And with all this no rain. How unfortunate! ... " 

" Yes, it's just beginning though, thank goodness," declared my hostess. 
who was peeping out into the yard through the violently-opened door, 
which she now carefully closed and fastened. "But what a rain, the 
drops so large and so few! ... Heaven help us, for we are threatened 
with a most violent storm! ... " 

And so it turned out to be. One deafening peal of thunder followed 
almost without interruption the other. Dazzling lightning rent asunder, 
every few seconds, the heavy, ink-black clouds which were slowly 
drawing nearer and nearer the hushed and silent earth. Every leaf 
on the trees and shrubs shook without a breath in the air, and wide 
sheets of ominous, greenish light kept on, almost without an interval, 
lighting up the Egyptian darkness that had fallen upon the country. 
Suddenly the clouds burst and a torrential rain-great sheets of water 
rather-poured upon the parched earth, flooding instantaneously the 
streets of the village and the surrounding fields as though preparing 
for a second deluge. 

And so it raged, and it was only toward midnight that the thunder 
ceased, and that the sound of the roaring waters weakened by degrees; 
when a most terrible hurricane arose, with a wind such as I hardly re
Member. The violence of the tempest prevented our closing Our eyes till 
after dawn. What with the howling wind, the noise of the creaking doors, 
gates and windows, and the crash of shutters tom off their hinges, I could 
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not go to sleep on that memorable night. My hosts were likewise up 
till dawn, preparing for possible emergencies, and lamenting loudly and 
beforehand the too probable damages and mischief which such an un
usual hurricane was sure to cause. 

Towards early morning, when quite exhausted, I at last fell 
asleep. 

I was awakened by the kind and merry voice of my host, who was 
trying to arouse me. With an effort I opened my eyes, still much con
fused and unable to fix my thoughts or remember where I was. 

"Get up, Ivan Nikolaevitch; it is high time! .. Noon will be striking 
very soon. There are people who came to see you on business. I have 
directed them to the Castle park to wait for you, telling them you would 
be there in a few minutes. So you have to get up." 

I collected my thoughts in a moment, and jumped out of bed. "And 
last night's storm?" I asked. " Has it done you any harm? " 

"Thanks to the Lord, it has not; and everything is right so far. Just 
a few trifles here and there . . . two or three hedges and railings broken, 
and some straw thatching blown and carried off from the roofs. But 
this is nothing. Weare in summer, and there's plenty of time to get 
fresh straw to repair the damage done. No great mischief done any
where . . . I have been driving across the whole village and found no 
one to complain, thanks to the Almighty God. I felt quite astounded, to 
tell you the truth. . • ." 

He looked surprised, but quite happy, did the good Father Wassiliy. 
I was soon ready, and we started out. The wind had dried the traces 

of the rain, and dry footpaths already crossed the muddy roads in every 
direction. The morning was glorious. The fields and meadows looked 
emerald green, the forests were refreshed, and the whole of nature seemed 
brighter, merrier, and more blooming. All was full of new life and new 
hopes and new songs. We could hardly hear each other speak while cross
ing along the outskirts of the forest, in our short cut to the park and the 
site of the old castle. Such a merry ring and ding in the bright green 
bowers and grass as made by the birds, such a buzzing of insect life, of 
songs, of clicking, whistling and joyous chirruping, I have rarely heard in 
my life. 

" What a splendid country, yours," I said to the priest. "I feel twenty 
years younger, here, as though I had never left the place." 

"Verily so, it is a fine country. Occasional droughts, however, and 
loss of cr.ops sometimes on account of the sandy soil. Otherwise the 
scenery is very beautiful. The forests are splendid here." 

"It is fortunate no one cuts them down." 
" No one can do so, we have too many foresters. All this, you know, 

belongs to the park, and is the Korzanof property now. That which 
was actually sold was only the land under the buildings, the out-houses, 
and what remained of the burned domain: iron work and walls. 
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Almost the whole of the factory has been built out of its bricks and 
stones and broken plaster." 

" What's this? " I interrupted him. "Is this the tomb of the Countess 
Sedminska ? " We were approaching the park enclosures. Behind an 
'opened gate appeared a white wall, and beyond, surrounded by a 
wealth of green shrubbery and foliage, arose a tall crucifix. 

" Oh, no," said the priest. "Did you forget the wretched woman who 
was picked up here with a knife? " 

"The wet nurse? . . . . Oh, yes '; of course, I remember her well. 
May heaven have her soul, the poor wretch! . . .. How well her tomb 
is kept up." .... 

Still conversing, we crossed the park to the factory office, where I soon 
settled my very simple business. Leaving the building, we found our
selves in a spacious court from where, standing in the warm summer sun, 
we watched the animation and activity that went on inside. From the 
main building of a heavy, ugly edifice which had replaced the mediceval 
architecture of the palace of Rujano Lyass, we were greeted by the 
usual factory noises, the rumbling of the wheels and the whistling of 
steam engines. Clouds of black smoke issued from tall chimneys, as
cending toward the pure blue sky, and disappearing in the atmosphere. 
I was invited to inspect the works, but declined with thanks. 

"Let us hurry on, Father Wassiliy," I said. "Kindly show me the 
tomb of the late proprietress, and thence-home, to you, and then for 
my return journey." 

" Come on. But .... do you know, I believe I had better not have 
the regular prayers said over. . . . her. Every time I have done so, 
there was something uncanny going on, very unpleasant things .... The 
last time there was such whistling and hissing going on in the trees! 
. . . . Somebody laughed, in the park, loud peals of laughter. • .. very, 
very bad and disagreeable it was .. quite blasphemous. I really think it 
better to simply mention her name in the Church. . . ." 

•• So, so," I muttered, pretending to mistake his meaning. " Your 
popUlation seems to forgive and forget with difficulty .... " 

.. Father!" called a voice behind us. 
We turned back, and saw a workman running. The priest stopped, 
" What do you want, ,Ivan? " he asked. 
"I •••• Do you mean to say mass •••• there?" asked the peasant 

hesitatingly, in his queer local dialect. 
"No; but why do you ask?" 
.. Too great a crowd of people there, now. They are all coming to see 

• • • • I warn you, father, lest something again should happen this time, 
something wrong • • • ." 

The priest heaved a sigh, and shook his head reproachfully ••.• 
" Just so; • something wrong,'" he repeated. • •• "People have no 

shame nowadays. And yet they ought to. Oh, Ivan, Ivan! Only 
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think of it ; that owing to your revengeful feelings, even a simple prayer 
for the rest of a soul should have become impossible! •.•• " 

" But surely it is not we, father?" was the astonished reply. "Surely 
it is not ..•. " 

The workman looked terribly embarrassed, and perhaps frightened. 
He stood silent and irresolute. His face seemed familiar to me. 

" I van, the brother of Marianka?" I asked, as a sudden recollection 
struck roe. "And your mother-is she alive? " 

The peasant gave me one quick glance, and turned aside immediately 
answering but three short words: 

"Alive, but sickly." 
"Do you really remember her?" asked the priest, quite surprised. 

" Yes, she is still alive, and now gets a living for herself. • . . bakes the 
unleavened breads for communion in our church. Her son works at 
the factory. He is a good and honest fellow •••• Takes care of his 
old mother ••.• But what does this gathering mean?" he suddenly 
exclaimed, as he noticed the thick crowds of people emerging from the 
opposite side. " They seem to be coming from the tomb?" . . . . 

I looked and saw a great multitude pressing from behind the trees, 
where something white and gold shone in the sun. 

"Just what I was saying to you," spoke Ivan, fixing the priest; "all 
the village is there, on account of the tombstone struck and broken 
during the hurricane last night." 

" What are you talking about? Struck! How and where? " 
And without waiting for an answer, the priest almost ran toward the 

tomb of the Countess. 
"The monument broken?" I asked Ivan. "Is it lightning?" 
I remembered last night's terrible thunder clap, and my conviction 

that the lightning had fallen somewhere in the neighbourhood. 
" I t is," answered Ivan, with his brows sternly knit together. "The 

thunderbolt fell on it and broke it into chips .... Pan Boog (the Lord 
God) knows that such a tomb is no fit place for a cross Or) it. It is the 
second time that the cross is destroyed by God's fire on that grave! " 

He turned away and went back toward the factory, and I hastened 
to follow Father Wassiliy, while reflecting on this popular survival of bad 
feelings toward the Countess Sedminska, and the strange coincidence 
which had brought me back to this village just on the day when the 
storm had finally destroyed the Christian symbol over that poor grave . 
• , It does seem strange," I thought, "that the lightning should precisely 
choose her tomb? It is very, very strange!" 

I hurried on. Behind the tender green foliage of early summer, I 
perceived a bronze enclosure with golden ornamentation, and a majestic 
l.vhite marble monument-a column. A massive bronze cross had crowned 
the upper pillar, but the thunderbolt, in striking, had melted and 
twisted it into one formless mass. It was dislodged and hanging down 
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one side of the column, along a wide gaping crack .... Yes, Ivan had 
spoken the truth: the heavenly fire had burnt and annihilated the cross 
on this hapless tomb. This fact was stll1 stranger! 

Greatly perplexed, I approached the railing. near which stood the 
priest in ghastly amazement. But when I looked at him. I felt still more 
surprised. Father Wassiliy was as pale as death, and his dark eyes, so 
calm and serious at all times, were positively staring with a look of the 
wildest terror in them. . . . 

Slowly, without turning his head, as though his gaze was nailed for 
ever to the tombstone, he put down heavily his left hand upon mine. 
while indicating with the forefinger of the right the tumular inscription 
on the tombstone column. 

I t was almost destroyed by the zigzag progress of the electric fluid. 
The larger bronze-cast letters were nearly all knocked off their places 
and melted. A very few had remained uninjured. 

" Look attentively, read, spell ... " whispered the priest, his lips white 
with horror. 

I followed his advice, and spelt out the remaining letters ... 
Suddenly a terrible light dawned upon me. 

"The shadow of the Holy Cross be upon us!" I exclaimed, as my 
hand raised itself to make the saving symbol. 

The tumular inscription had consisted of the following words:-

THE COUNTESS 
ACSENIA CUPRIANOVNA 

SEDMINSKA. 

The first two words, the title, had melted into one unrecognisable mass 
of bronze; but out of the three names, the baptismal and the family 
name, eight letters had remained. This is how they. now stood:-

Ac ..... cu . R .. 

SED ..... . 

This cOlilcidence was STRANGER than all ! 
And now, ladies and gentlemen, was I right in prefacing my narrati\'c 

by saying that strange events do happen in one's life? 

VERA ]ELIHOVSKY. 

[EDITORS' NOTE.-This story is based upon an absolutely true fact, and the 
biography of a once living person. It was repeatedly narrated by the late 
Princess W *" *" *" an eye-witness, to the family of the writer. Only the 
names and locality have been changed.] 
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ttbe $e\1en Geometrical \l)owels. 
A CIRCLE simply represents a limit. There is no point within 
its circumference. 

Rotate the sphere; then looking at it from above, along the line of its O axis, and it exhibits a point in the centre. 
• This is the point around which the whole sphere revolves, 

and the quicker the revolutions the more defined the point. 
Looking at this same sphere from the plane of its equator; its axis, 

which before was a dot, shows itself as a line. 
The straight line is, therefore, the same as the point, only 

upon a given plane of observation. CD If the dot be the point of consciousness of the globe, then 
the vertical line shows the direction of that same consciousness. 

The extent of a line can only be defined from a plane at right 
angles to the point. That plane is, therefore, represented by 

the horizontal line. 

EB 
For these two lines to have an actual manifested existence 

the sphere must rotate in two opposite directions at the same 
time, upon poles at right angles to each other. 

In such a case the line of consciousness, or the line of manifestation, 
according to which axis remains stationary, will appear to contract and 
expand. 

Supposing the line of consciousness to extend as a force 
beyond the circle, and set up a rotation from itself, and being 
without any attraction, or retarding influence along the line 
of its existence, its vibration would gradually assume a 
circular form. 

Therefore the soul or consciousness in order to create or surround 
itself by a perfect circle, must have no attractions along its line of 
existence. 

o An attraction or weight upon the plane of its mani
festation would cause it to assume the form of two 
Triangles. The quicker the revolutions and the more 
powerful the plane of manifestation would become, 

...:::::::I::> until the line of consciousness were almost absorbed in 

D 
o 

the plane of its manifestation. 

Therefore the Triangle must imply a base of attraction, or 
plane of existence, upon which the manifestation is exhibited, 

And must be the opposite of the circle which implies no 
plane of existence or attraction. 
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The Triangle defines the two extremes of consciousness upon the 
plane of manifestation. 

As the plane of manifestation is at right angles to the point, the 
attraction of that plane must be midway between the extremes of con
sciousness, therefore the existence of /\ implies the existence of "\""7 
also. ~ V 

o 
I 

or 

We ha,"e therefore 
the incomprehensible 

manifesting consciousness 

upon the plane of existence 
producing 
nature 

in concrete form 

These forms correspond to the Elements in nature. And to the 
V owels in our Language, which are the Soul of the words, as the ele
ments are the soul of Nature. Thus :-\f' o Akas-the vowel o· Air-the vowel I 

This line divides the circle into two parts; the upper hemi
sphere representing Light-thus r-........ Space, the plane of 
Divine consciousness '----..J 
corresponding to the vowel W 

V Darkness-Void = U 
Fire to the vowel A. ~ 

Water" " y. W Earth to the vowel ~ uY E 
As these several forms are evolved from the activity of the central 

I 

consciousness I ; 
it is manifest that from Akas are evolved Air, Fire and Water, which, 
in combined and concrete form, produce Earth·; that Heat and 
Moisture are but reversed conditions of the same cause. 

The vowels are the soul of language, without them a word cannot be 
spoken. The consonants simply indicate the manner in which the vowel 
is to be expelled from the mouth, which by correspondence, is equivalent 
to saying that the consonants indicate the form in which the elements are 
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set in motion and combined to produce a natural manifestion. The 
correspondence might be carried to an extent not wise to write down. 

If these forms correspond to our vowels they ought to contain all the 
letters of the alphabet to which they belong, just as the Elements, of 
which all manifestations in nature are composed, are expressed by the 
same forms. 

And so we find to be the case, thus :
This monogram contains all the forms 

o 1_ ~V~ 
also the vowels a, e, i, 0, U, w, y. 

This is the true ~asonic Gavel, the symbol 
of power, combining in the signification of its 
lines and form, all the forces of Creation, witkin 
nature. 

The handle is formed of the tail of the vowel y, which is a continua
tion of Divine intelligence, extending, from from above. through fire and 
water, and earth and even beyond manifested nature. He who can 
wield this gavel by the handle of conscious intelligence has a right to sit in 
the Chair of King Solomon. 

Man is a combination of all the elements of creation. Therefore his 
form ought to be an outline of the elements of Form. 

G) Akas *, the centre of consciousness being on the place of In-
;.:;: dividuality, the point can only be seen from the highest position 
.:. of observation; so Individuality is the point of consciousness 

from the highest or mental aspect. This consciousness extends 
down the backbone, and evolves by its development the circle 
of the body, having its material plane, or horizontal line, across 
the stomach. 

The lower half including the viscera or " Void" (U). The upper hal f 
the light or vital power.n takes in above the diaphragm. 

o 

* Ether would express bett er the idea than Akasa. The latter has but one characteristic: it is 
the cause and creator of Sound, i.~. the LOGOs.-{Eo.l 
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E or earth, the stomach, &c., to the navel, and U or void, the bowels 
below the navel, and including the hinder parts. 

It will be observed that the womb and other organs are in the Void. 
The Void is the Light reversed. 

The handle of the Mallet, or Extended Consciousness, shows the 
direction which the Intelligence, evolved by the revolution of Akas, may 
take, and going downward through Void may be lost to the intelligent 
Consciousness of the Circle at the top of the figure (the head) by which 
it is created. 

We have the legs evolved from" Void," and yet we place the vowel 
W to " Space" or light? 

The opposite to " Space" is certainly the legs by which we are, as it 
were, bound to the plane upon which we live, so long as the "Void" 
exists to which we are attached. 

But suppose we double up the figure from 
the central line which divides it in two, the line 
of natural manifestation ; the result would be 

The body has disappeared. There is not any 
of it left but the vital functions above the 
diaphragm-Fire and Air. Wings have replaced 
the legs, enabling the Intelligent Consciousness 
to go where it pleases, W " Space" alone being 
the plane by which it is limited, Individuality being the centre of the 
circle of Existence. 

It is to be noted that Venus i! is the planet giving great refinement 

to the mind (" Light" W), Love of Art and Science, Music and Poetry, 
but at the same time delight in Venus pleasures and waste of Vril. 

Prominent in the seal of the planet Venus is the sign ~ 0' the vowel 

Y which is vital force or conscious-

ness in fluid form (Y, water). 

We have implied that consciousness 
expressed by symbol upon a plane, may ---~'-l(-"*---;If-*-
extend not only from above to below, 
but also along the horizontal line of 
manifestation. 

The Masonic gavel has, therefore, 
four positions, which represented com
plete would be this sign--

A CHELA. 
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ttbe £lt1tr of tbe lDe\)tl. 
(Translated from the German of E. T. A. Hoffmann by William Ashton Ellis.) 

• 
PREFACE. 

W'~ ILLINGLY would I lead thee, gentle reader, under the shadow of 
the plane-trees beneath whose leafage I read for the first time the 
marvellous story of Brother Medardus. Thou wouldst then sit with 

me upon the same bench of stone half-buried in the wealth of sweet-smelling 
shrubs and many-coloured flowers; thou wouldst, like me, look forth in longing 
to the blue mountains in the distance, as they tower up in wondrous forms 
beyond the sunny vale, spread out where ends our leafy avenue. But turn thy 
face and thou shouldst see, scarce twenty steps behind us, a Gothic building 
whose porch is richly decked with marble statues. Through the dark mass of 
the plantains' boughs pictures of saints look down upon us, with life within their 
eyes; these are the frescoes with which the broad expanse of wall is mantled. 
The sun rests blood-red on the mountain-tops, the evening breeze is stirring, and 
everywhere is life and motion. In rushing whispers, mysterious voices sound 
among the shrubs and trees, re-echoing everywhere like the ever rising 
sound of chant and organ. Solemn men, in broadly-flowing garments, their 
pious gaze directed towards an unknown world, pace in silence through the 
boscage of the garden. Have the saintly pictures stepped down to life from 
their lofty settings? Thou art entwined in the mystic web of the legendary 
stories there portrayed; it seems to thee as though each incident were passing 
before thy very eyes, and thou lendest gladly thy belief. 

In these surroundings read thou the story of Medardus, and thou wilt hold 
the wondrous visions of the monk for more than the unruly antics of an over
heated fantasy. 

Since thou now hast seen, my gentle reader, the holy pictures, the cloister 
and the monks, I need scarcely tell thee that it is the princely garden of the 
<::apucins at B-- into which I have led thee. 

It was after I had spent a few days in this cloister that the reverend Prior 
showed to me, after much importunacy on my part, the papers which Brother 
Medardus had left as a legacy to the monastery. Indeed, the old man said that 
the papers rightly should have been destroyed. It is not without some fear 
that thou shouldst share in his opinion that I now give to thee, my gentle 
reader, these papers in the following volume. Yet if thou shouldst decide to 
journey with Medardus, as his trusty companion, through the hidden by-ways of 
the party-coloured world, and with him to bear the awe and terror, the madness 
.and the mockery of his life, then shalt thou find, perchance, among the varied 
pictures of this camera obscura, somewhat for thine own entertainment. It may 
·even be that what seems at first to thee as void of form shall take on clearness 
and a rounded shape when once the penetration of thine eye grows sharper. 
Thou seest now the hidden seed, born once of darkest destiny, shoot up to 
.a luxuriant plant, spreading its rank tendrils around in thousands, until one 
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bloom, ripening to fruit, draws to itself the life-sap of the plant and kills the 
seed itself. 

After I had diligently perused the papers of the Capucin Medardus-no hght 
task, mark thou, for the holy brother's characters were small and monkish, 
scarcely legihle-it seemed to me as though that which we commonly call 
dream and fancy might well be the symbolism of the secret thread that runs 
throughout our lives, knitting each incident in intimate relation, yet that he 
must be accounted as one lost who should think that the knowledge of this 
symbolism can win for him the might to break with violent hand that thread, 
and try conclusions with the mysterious power that rules our footsteps. 

Perchan~e, my reader, thou art of like mind with me; and this, for many a 
cogent reason, I wish right heartily! 

CHAPTER I. 

I HAVE never heard from my mother what was the station in life of my 
father; but when I call to mind all that she has told me of him, even 
from my earliest childhood, I am forced to believe that he was a man 
well versed both in the science of li.fe and more recondite knowledge. 
From these narrations, and from occasional utterances of my mother, 
bearing upon former circumstances that have only at this distance of 
time become comprehensible to me, I recognize that my parents fell 
from a condition of comfort, and even luxury, to the direst stress of 
poverty, and that my father, once tempted by Satan to most heinous 
crime, had committed a mortal sin, the which, when in later years the 
grace of God had illuminated his soul, he endeavoured to expiate by 
a pilgrimage to the holy Linden-Tree that rears its boughs in cold and 
distant Prussia. 

It was on this tedious journey that, after many years of marriage, my 
mother felt for the first time that it would not, as my father feared, 
prove barren. Despite his penury, my father's heart was filled with 
joy, for now he saw the approaching fulfilment of a vision in which St 
Bernard had promised him atonement of his sin through the birth of 
a son. In the precincts of the holy Linden my father fell sick, and the 
less he would consent to diminish the severity of his penance for reason 
of his weakness, the more his malady gained the upper hand, so that 
at last he died, absolved and comforted, at the same moment in 
which myself was born. 

The very earliest of my conscious recollections group themseh'cs 
around the well-loved cloisters and the church of the holy Linden. 
I . hear e'en now the whispers of the shady forest-still lingers 
around me the scent of the luxuriant grasses and many-coloured 
flowers that formed my cradle. No savage beasts, no poisonous insects 
find their home within the sanctuary of the saintly men; no buzz of fly 
or chirp of cricket breaks the sacred hush in which alone the pious 
hymns of the priests resound, as the long procession winds its way, 
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accompanied by pilgrims swinging golden thuribles from which mounts 
up the scent of consecrated incense. I can see still in the midst of 
the church the silver-encrusted stem of the Linden on which 
the angels set the wonder-working image of the Holy Virgin. StilI 
smile on me the brilliant forms of angels and of saints, looking down 
from wall and roof of the church! 

The tales my mother told me of the wonderful cloister, where her 
piercing agony found grace and consolation, have sunk so deep 
into my soul that I seem, myself, to have seen and passed through 
it all, although it is impossible that my memory should reach 
so far back, seeing that my mother left the holy place when but 
one year and a half had elapsed. Thus, too, I fancy that I myself 
once saw in the deserted church the wondrous figure of a man 
of solemn mien, the stranger painter who, countless years ago, ap
peared when first the church was built, whose speech no man could 
understand, whose practised hand it was that decked it with its noble 
pictures in the briefest span of time, and who vanished out of sight when 
once his work was done. I remember also an old pilgrim clad in foreign 
garb, with long grey beard, who often bore me in his arms to the woods, 
and sought for me many a delicate moss and bright-hued stone; yet 
again I am convinced that it is only by my mother's description that his 
living picture was stamped upon my inner vision. 

Once he brought with him a strange and lovely child, of like age with 
myself. Clasping and kissing one another we sat among the grass i I 
gave him all my pretty stones and he cunningly arranged them on the 
ground in countless figures, yet ever did they frame at last-the cross. 
My mother sat beside us on a bench of stone, the old man, standing 
beside her, watched our childish play with a look of earnest mildness. 

Some young men broke in upon our quiet, their appearance and their 
clothing indicating that curiosity alone had brought them to the holy 
Linden. One of them, on seeing us, cried out in sport: .. See I a Holy 
Family. A subject for my sketch-book!" Hebrought forth paper and 
pencil and set to work to draw the picture, when the old pilgrim raised 
his head and said in bitter scorn : 

" Wretched scoffer! Thou wouldst fain be an artist, and yet hast 
never felt within thee the flame of Faith and Love. Thy works shall 
remain dead and feelingless as thyself, and thou shalt despair in lonely 
solitude, and perish in thine own mind-waste! " 

The youths rushed in terror from the spot. 
The old pilgrim then addressed my mother: "I have brought you 

to-day a wondrous child, that he might kindle in your son the spark of 
Love i yet must I take him once more from you, and you will see neither 
him nor me again. Your son is richly gifted, but the sin of his father 
festers and ferments within his blood. He may, however, raise himself 
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to the rank of a mighty champion of Belief; therefore let him enter the 
service of God ! " 

My mother could never find words sufficient to express the deep and 
lasting impression which this address of the pilgrim produced upon her. 
However, she determined to put no violence upon my inclination and to 
await in silent expectation the destiny that might direct my path; for 
she could not hope for any higher education for me than that which she 
herself could give me. 

My recollections of clearer, personal experience date from the time 
when my mother, on her homeward journey, had reached the Cistercian 
Nunnery, whose Princess-Abbess received her with all friendliness, 
having known my father. The space of time from the encounter with the 
old pilgrim-which indeed I remember from my own eye-witness, saving 
only the words of the painter and the pilgrim with which my mother 
rounded off the incident-until the moment when my mother took me 
for the first time to the Abbess, is a complete void; not the slightest 
glimmering of it remains to me. I only recall myself from the time 
when my mother prepared my clothing, as best she could, for the purpose 
of this visit. She bought new ribands in the town and trimmed my 
unruly locks; she decked me out with loving care, and cautioned me to 
be on my best behaviour with the Lady Abbess. 

At last, my hand within my mother's, I mounted the broad stone 
steps and entered the lofty, domed apartment, adorned with saintly 
pictures, in which we found the Princess, a fine, majestic, lovely woman. 
to whom the garment of her order lent a dignity that inspired respect. 
She gazed on me with a look that pierced my inmost mind, and asked: 
" Is this your son?" 

Her voice, her whole appearance-even the novelty of the surround
ings, the lofty chamber and the pictures-all worked so much upon my 
feelings that, seized with an inner awe, I commenced to weep bitterly, 
Looking kindly upon me, the Princess said: "What is it, child? Art 
thou afraid of me? How call you your son, dear Madam?" .. Franz," 
answered my mother. In deep distress the Princess cried, " Franciscus ! " 
and took me up and clasped me to her breast; but at the same moment 
a sharp pain that I felt in my neck forced from me a cry of anguish, 
so that the Princess, shuddering, set me free, and my mother, completely 
disconcerted br my behaviour, rushed to me to bear me forthwith from 
the room. This the Princess would not allow; it appeared that the 
diamond cross which she bore upon her breast had pressed so sharply on 
my neck, in her embrace, that the spot was stained with red from suffusion 
of blood. "Poor Franz," said the Princess," I have pained thee; yet 
will. we still be best of friends." 

A Sister brought in cakes and sweet wine, and, soon recovering from 
my shyness, I forgot my smart and fell to valiantly upon the dainties 
which the Princess herself placed in my mouth, taking me upon her lap. 
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As soon as I had tasted a few drops of the sweet drink, to me an 
unknown luxury, my courage returned, and with it the liveliness which 
my mother always told me was my peculiar characteristic from earliest 
childhood. I laughed and prattled, to the delight of the Abbess and of 
the Sister who had remained in the chamber. For some inexplicable 
reason, my mother bade me tell the Princess of the marvels of my birth
place. As though inspired by a higher Power, I described the pictures, 
painted by the unknown artist as vividly as if their impress had sunk 
into my deepest soul. I then related the glorious legends of the Saints, 
as though J were already well versed in all the archives of the church. 

The Princess and my mother gazed on me in astonishment, but the 
longer I talked the higher rose my inspiration, and when, at last, the 
Princess asked: "Tell me, dear child, how dost thou know all this?" 
without a moment's thought I answered that the miraculous child whom 
once a strange pilgrim had brought to me had explained to me all the 
pictures in the church, and had itself set forth many a picture in coloured 
stones, not only telling me its meaning, but relating countless other 
legends of the Saints. 

The vesper-bell rang forth, and the Sister pressed on me a packet of 
sweet cakes, which I received with delight. The Abbess rose and said 
to my mother: "I look upon your son as my own pupil, dear Madam, 
and will from henceforth see to his welfare." My mother, deeply 
moved, could not reply, and covered the Princess's hands with tears and 
kisses. We were almost at the door when the Princess followed us, 
lifted me once more and, carefully thrusting on one side the cross, 
pressed me to her bosom, weeping hot tears that fell upon my forehead. 
" Franciscus ! " she cried," Be good and pious." I was filled with inward 
emotion and compelled to weep, though knowing not for why. 

Through the assistance of the Abbess my mother's frugal household 
a little farm lying close to the monastery, soon gained a better appear
ance of comfort. Our need was at an end; I was better clothed, and 
enjoyed the instruction of the parish priest, at the same time serving 
him as chorister whenever he performed the offices of the cloister
church. 

The memory of that happy time of childhood surrounds me now as 
with a dream of bliss! Like a far distant land, the abode of joy and 
unsullied childish mirth, my home lies far behind me now, and when I look 
back there yawns beneath my feet the gulf which separates me from it 
for ever. Seized with a fierce longing, I strive to gaze once more upon 
the loved ones there beyond, moving in the purple heaven of spring-tide 
dawn, while I fancy yet I hear their cherished voices. Ah! is there 
indeed a gulf whose chasm Love's strong wings cannot overpass? What 
deems Love of Time and Space! Does it not live in fancy, and knows 
Ihal any bounds? But darksome forms rise up and crowd thick and 
thicker around me, drawing ever closer their hideous confine; they shut 
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out the prospect and fetter my senses with the handcuffs of the present. 
so that e'en desire itself-which had filled me with a nameless joy, half 
grief-is turned to helpless, mortal anguish! 

The pa1;ish priest was goodness itself; he Jcnew how to fascinate my 
restless spirit, and understood so to mould his teachings to my 
comprehension that I found delight in study, and made quick progress. 

My mother I loved above all else; but I revered the Princess as a 
Saint, and the day when I might see her was, to me, a feast-day. Each 
time I strove to shine in her estimation with my last-won piece of know
ledge; yet when she came and questioned me in friendly tones, I 
scarcely found a word to utter and could but gaze upon and listen to 
her. Each word of hers remained deep in my soul; the whole day, 
after I had spoken with her, I experienced a wonderful exaltation of 
spirit, and her figure it was that accompanied me on my lonely 
excursions. 

What an inexpressible emotion filled me when, swinging the incense 
burner, I stood beside the High Altar, and, while the sound of the organ 
streamed down from the choir, swelling to a rushing river that bore 
me with it, I recognised her voice in the hymn, beating down upon 
me like a ray of light and filling my inmost soul with foretastes of the 
Highest and the Holiest. 

But the happiest day, looked forward to by me for weeks, and re
membered always with the keenest delight, was the festival of St. 
Bernard, the patron saint of the Cistercians, and therefore celebrated 
with the greatest ceremony. Even the day before, a vast multitude 
streamed from the neighbouring city and the whole surrounding neigh
bourhood, and encamped on the wide, flowering meadows that girt the 
cloister round, so that the joyous hubbub ceased not day nor night. I 
cannot recollect that in this favourable season of the year (St_ Bernard's 
feast falling in August) the weather was ever unpropitious to the 
festival. 

In picturesque confusion one saw, here devout pilgrims, singing hymns 
upon their march, there peasant lads sporting with their gaily-dressed lasses, 
monks gazing into the clouds, their hands devoutly folded in religious 
meditation, burgher families seated on the sward, unpacking their well
filled baskets and partaking of their meal. Joyful songs, pious hymns, 
the fervent sighs of penitents, the laughter of the mirthful, cries, shouts, 
joke and prayer filled the air with their well-nigh deafening 
concert 

But as soon as the bell of the cloister rings, the tumult suddenly 
ceases-as far as the eye can reach, all have thronged in thickset rows 
and sunk upon their knees, while the low murmur of prayer alone is 
heard amid the sacred hush. 

The last stroke of the bell dies away, and once more resounds the 
gleeful noise, but a moment interrupted. 
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The Bishop from the neighbouring city, assisted by the minor spiritual 
members of the chapter, officiated in the cloister-church on St. Bernard's 
day, and it was his own choir that led the music, marshalled on a tribune 
which was erected by the side of the High Altar and decked with costly 
hangings. 

The impressions that surged within my breast at that time are even 
now not dead; they come back to the fresh life of youth, when
ever I turn my thoughts to those happy days too quickly passed away. 
I vividly remember a Gloria, which was many times repeated, since the 
Princess loved this composition above all others. When the Bishop had 
intoned the Gloria and the mighty chant of the choir burst forth: 
Gloria ill Excelsis Deo! was it not as though the glory of Heaven 
opened above the altar; as though, by a divine miracle, the painted 
Cherubim and Seraphim came to glowing life, raised and swa.yed their 
strong wings and floated in the air, praising God with song and play of 
wonderful stringed instruments? 

I sank into the rapt awe of the ecstasy of devotion, which bore me 
throQgh the brilliant clouds into the far-off land of my birth-place, and 
in the scented forest there sounded the soft voices of angels, while the 
marvellous child came to me from the midst of high lily bushes and 
asked me, smiling, " Where wast thou then so long, Franciscus? Many 
lovely flowers have I, which I will give to thee if thou wilt stay with me 
and love me evermore." . 

After the ceremony the nuns, preceded by the Abbess, who was 
ornamented with the Insula and bore the silver shepherd's staff, made 
solemn procession throughout the whole compass of the cloister and the 
church. What holiness, what dignity, what superhuman grandeur shone 
from every glance of the noble lady and guided her every movement! 
It was the very Church triumphant, promising grace and blessing to the 
believing people. I could have cast myself to the dust before her. 
whene'er by chance her glance fell on me. 

When the service of God was finished, the ecclesiastics and the 
musicians of the Bishop were entertained in a great hall forming part 
of the cloister. Many friends of the cloister, official folk and merchants 
of the city, took part in the repast, and I also was permitted to be 
present, by favour of the Bishop's Concert-meister, who was much 
attached to me. While, lit up by pious devotion, my whole soul had 
been turned to the super-terrestrial, so now this joyous life o'ermastered 
me and surrounded me with its varied pictures. All kinds of entertain
ing tales and jests were interchanged, amid the loud laughter of the 
guests, while the glasses were diligently emptied, until eve broke upon 
us and the wagons stood ready for the homeward journey. 

(To be continued.) 
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lDialogues :tSetween tbe trwo £bttors . 
• 
I. 

ON ASTRAL BODIES, OR DOPPELGANGERS. 

lMf. C. Great confusion exists in the minds of people about the 
~ various kinds of apparitions, wraiths, ghosts or spirits. Ought 

we not to explain once for all the meaning of these terms? 
You say there are various kinds of " doubles" -what are they? 

H. P. B. Our occult philosophy teaches us that there are three kinds 
of "doubles," to use the word in its widest sense. (I) Man has his 
" double" or slzadow, properly so called, around which the physical body 
of the liE/us-the future man-is built. The imagination of the mother, 
or an accident which affects the child, will affect also the astral body. 
The astral and the physical both exist before the mind is developed into 
action, and before the Atma awakes. This occurs when the child is 
seven years old, and with it comes the responsibility attaching to a 
conscious sentient being. This" double" is born with man, dies with 
him and can never separate itself far from the body during life, and 
though surviving him, it disintegrates, pari passu, with the corpse. It 
is this, which is sometimes seen over the graves like a luminous figure of 
the man that was, during certain atmospheric conditions. From its 
physical aspect it i~, during life, matt's 'ilital double, and after death, only 
the gases given off from the decaying body. But, as regards its origin 
and essence, it is something more. This" double" is what we have agreed 
to call lingasarira, but which I would propose to call, for greater con
venience, " Protean" or" Plastic Body." 

M. C. Why Protean or Plastic? 
H. P. B. Protean, because it can assume all forms; e.g. the "shepherd 

magicians" whom popular rumour accuses, perhaps not without some 
reason, of being" were-wolves," and" mediums in cabinets," whose own 
" Plastic Bodies" play the part of materialized grandmothers and" John 
Kings." Otherwise, why the invariable custom of the" dear departed 
angels" to come out but little further than arm's length from the medium, 
whether entranced or not? Mind, I do not at all deny foreign influ
ences in this kind of phenomena. But I do affirm that foreign inter
ference is rare, and that the materialised form is always that of the 
medium's" Astral" or Protean body. 

M. C. But how is this astral body created? 
H. P. B. It is not created; it grows, as I told you, with the man and 

exists in the rudimentary condition even before the child is born. 
M. C. And what about the second? 
H. P. B. The second is the" Thought" body, or Dream body, rather; 

known among Occultists as the M ayavi-nlpa, or" Illusion-body." During 
life this image is the vehicle both of thought and of the animal passions 
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and desires, drawing at one and the same time from the lowest terres
trial manas (mind) and Kama, the element of desire. It is dual in its 
potentiality, and after death forms, what is called in the East Blwot, or 
Kama-rupa, but which is better known to theosophists as the" Spook." 

M. C. And the third? 
H. P. B. The third is the true Ego, called in the East, by a name 

meaning" causal body" but which in the trans-Himalayan schools is 
always called the "Karmic body," which i.s the same. For Karma or 
action is the cause which produces incessant rebirths or "reincarnations." 
It is not the Nlonad, nor is it Matias proper; but is, in a way. 
indissolubly connected with, and a compound of the Monad and 
Manas in Devachan. 

M. C. Then there are three doubles? 
H. P. B. If you can call the Christian and other Trinities "three 

Gods:' then there are three doubles. But in truth there is only one 
under three aspects or phases: the most material portion disappearing 
with the body; the middle one, surviving both as an independent, but 
temporary entity in the land of shadows; the third, immortal, through
out the manvantara unless Nirvana puts an end to it before. 

M. C. But shall not we be asked what difference there is between the 
Mayavi and Kama rupa, or as you propose to call them the" Dream 
body" and the" Spook" ? . 

H. P. B. Most likely, and we shall answer, in addition to what has 
been said, that the" thought power" or aspect of the M ayavi or " Illusion 
body," merges after death entirely into the causal body or the conscious. 
thinking EGO. The animal elements. or power of desire of the" Dream 
body," absorbing after death that which it has collected (through its 
insatiable desire to live) d~ring life; ,:e. all the astral vitality as well as 
all the impressions of its material acts and thoughts while it lived in 
possession of the body, forms the" Spook" or Kama rupa. Our 
Theosophists know well enough that after death the higher Manas 
unites with the Monad and passes into Devachan. while the dregs of 
the lower manas or animal mind go to form this Spook. This has life 
in it. but hardly any consciousness, except, as it were by proxy; when it 
is drawn into the current of a medium. 

M. C. Is it all that can be said upon the subject? 
H. P. B. For the present this is enough metaphysics, I guess. Let us 

hold to the" Double" in its earthly phase. What would you know? 
M. C. Every country in the world believes more or less in the 

" double" or doppelganger. The simplest form of this is the appearance 
of a man's phantom, the moment after his death, or at the instant of 
death, to his dearest friend. Is this appearance the mayavi rupa ? 

H. P. B. It is; because produced by the thought of the dying 
man. 

M. C. Is it unconscious? 
H. P. B. It is unconscious to the extent that the dying man does not 
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generally do it knowingly; nor is he aware that he so appears. What 
happens is this. If he thinks very intently at the moment of death of the 
person he either is very anxious to see, or loves best, he may appear to 
that person. The thought becomes objective; the double, or shadow 
of a man, being nothing but the faithful reproduction of him, like a 
reflection in a mirror, that which the man does, even in thought, that 
the double repeats. This is why the phantoms are often seen in such 
cases in the clothes they wear at the particular moment, and the image 
reproduces even the expression on the dying man's face. If the double 
of a man bathing were seen it would seem to be immersed in water; so 
when a man who has been drowned appears to his friend, the image will 
be seen to be dripping with water. The cause for the apparition may 
be also reversed; i.e., the dying man mayor may not be thinking at all 
of the particular person his image appears to, but it is that person who 
is sensitive. Or perhaps his sympathy or his hatred for the individual 
whose wraith is thus evoked is very intense physically or psychically; 
and in this case the apparition is created by, and depends upon, 
the intensity of the thought. What then happens is this. Let us call 
the dying man A, and him who sees the double B. The latter, owing to 
love, hate, or fear, has the image of A so deeply impressed on his psychic 
memory, that actual magnetic attraction and repulsion are established 
between the two, whether one knows of it and feels it, or not. When A 
dies, the sixth sense or psychic spiritual intelligence of the inner man 
in B becomes cognisant of the change in A, and forthwith apprizes the 
physical senses of the man, by projecting before his eye the form of A, 
as it is at the instant of the great change. The same when the dying 
man longs to see some one; his thought telegraphs to his friend, 
consciously or unconsciously along the wire of sympathy, and becomes 
objective. This is what the" Spookical " Research Society would pomp
ously, but none the less muddily, call telepathic impact. 

M. C. This applies to the simplest form of the appearance of the 
double. What about cases in which the double does that which is 
contrary to the feeling and wish of the man? 

H. P. B. This is impossible. The" Double" cannot act, unless the key
note of this action was struck in the brain of the man to whom the "Double" 
belongs, be that man just dead, or alive, in good or in bad health. If he 
paused on the thought a second, long enough to give it form, before he 
passed on to other mental pictures, this one second is as sufficient for 
the ob,iectivizations of his personality on the astral waves, as for your 
face to impress itself on the sensitized plate of a photographic 
.apparatus. Nothing prevents your form then, being seized upon by 
the surrounding Forces-as a dry leaf fallen from a tree is taken up and 
carried away by the wind-be made to caricature or distort your thought. 

M. C. Supposing the double expresses in actual words a thought 
uncongenial to the man, and expresses it-let us say to a friend far away, 
perhaps on another continent? I have known instances of this occurring. 
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H. P. B. Because it then so happens that the created image is taken 
up and used by a "Shell." Just as in seance-rooms when co images" of 
the dead-which may perhaps be lingering unconsciously in the memory 
or even the auras of those present-are seized upon by the Elementals 
or Elementary Shadows and made objective to the audience, and even 
caused to act at the bidding of the strongest of the many different wills 
in the room. In your case, moreover, there must exist a connecting 
link-a telegraph wire-between the two persons, a point of psychic 
sympathy, and on this the thought travels instantly. Of course there 
must be, in every case, some strong reason why that particular thought 
takes that direction j it must be connected in some way with the other 
person. Otherwise such apparitions would be of common and daily 
occurrence. 

M. C. This seems very simple j why then does it only occur with 
exceptional persons? 

H. P. B. Because the plastic power of the imagination is much 
stronger in some persons than in others. The mind is dual in its 
potentiality: it is physical and metaphysical. The higher part of the mind 
is connected with the spiritual soul or Buddhi, the lower with the animal 
soul, the Kama principle. There are persons who never think with the 
higher faculties of their mind at all j those who do so are the minority 
and are thus, in a way, beyond, if not above, the average of human 
kind. These will think even upon ordinary matters on that ltiglleY 
plane. The idiosyncracy of the person determines in which co principle" 
of the mind the thinking is done, as also the faculties of a preceding life, 
and sometimes the heredity of the physical. This is why it is so very 
difficult for a materialist-the metaphysical portion of whose brain is almost 
atrophied-to raise himself, or for one who is naturally spiritually minded, 
to descend to the level of the matter-of-fact vulgar thought. Optimism 
and pessimism depend on it also in a large measure. 

:\-1. C. But the habit of thinking in the higher mind can be developed 
-else there would be no hope for persons who wish to alter their lives 
and raise themselves? And that this is possible must be true, or there 
would be no hope for the world. 

H. P. B. Certainly it can be developed, but only with great difficulty, a 
firm determination, and through much self-sacrifice. But it is comparatively 
easy for those who are born with the gift. Why is it that one person 
sees poetry in a cabbage or a pig with her little ones, while another will 
perceive in the loftiest things only their lowest and most material aspect, 
will laugh at the" music of the spheres," and ridicule the most sublime 
conceptions and philosophies? This difference depends simply on the 
innate power of the mind to think on the higher or on the lower plane, 
with the astral (in the sense given to the word by St. Martin), or with 
the physical brain. Great intellectual powers are often no proof of, but 
are impediments to spiritual and right conceptions j witness most of the 
great men of science. \Ve must rather pity than blame them. 
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M. C. But how is it that the person who thinks on the higher plane 
produces more perfect and more potential images and objective forms 
by his thought? 

H. P. B. Not necessarily that" person" alone, but all those who are 
generally sensitives. The person who is endowed with this faculty of 
thinking about even the most trifling things from the higher plane of 
thought has, by virtue of that gift which he possesses, a plastic power of 
formation, so to say, in his very imagination. Whatever such a person 
may think about, his thought will be so far more intense than the thought 
of an ordinary person, that by this very intensity it obtains the power of 
creation. Science has established the fact that thought is an energy. 
This energy in its action disturbs the atoms of the astral atmosphere 
around us. I already told you; the rays of thought have the same 
potentiality for producing forms in the astral atmosphere as the sunrays 
have with regard to a lens. Every thought so evolved with energy from 
the brain, creates llolens volens a shape. 

M. C. Is that shape absolutely unconscious? 
H. P. B. Perfectly unconscious unless it is the creation of an adept. 

who has a pre-conceived object in giving it consciousness, or rather in 
sending along with it enough of his will and intelligence to cause it to ap
pear conscious. This ought to make us more cautious about our thoughts. 

But the wide distinction that obtains between the adept in this matter 
and the ordinary man must be borne in mind. The adept may at his 
will use his M ayavi ntpa, but the ordinary man does not, except in very 
rare cases. It is called Jflayavi ntpa because it is a form of illusion 
created for use in the particular instance, and it has quite enough of the 
adept's mind in it to accomplish its purpose. The ordinary man merely 
creates a thought-image, whose properties and powers are at the time 
wholly unknown to him. 

M. C. Then one may say that the form of an adept appearing at a 
distance from his body, as for instance Ram Lal in Afr. Isaacs, is simply 
an image? 

H. P. B. Exactly. It is a walking thought. 
M. C. In which case an adept can appear in several places almost 

simultaneously. 
H. P. B. He can. Just as Apolonnius of Tyana, who was seen in two 

places at once, while his body was at Rome. But it must be understood 
that not all of even the astral adept is present in each appearance. 

M. C. Then it is very necessary for a person of any amount of 
imagination and psychic powers to attend to their thoughts? 

H. P. B. Certainly, for each thought has a shape which borrows the 
appearance of the man engaged in the action of which he thought. 
Otherwise how can clairvoyants see in your aura your past and present? 
What they see is a passing panorama of yourself represented in succes
sive actions by your thoughts. You asked me if we are punished for our 
thoughts. Not for all, for some are still-born; but for the others, those 
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which we call "silent" but potential thoughts-yes. Take an extreme 
case, such as that of a person who is so wicked as to wish the death of 
another. Unless the evil-wisher is a Dugpa, a high adept in black magic, 
in which case Karma is delayed, such a wish only comes back to roost. 

M. C. But supposing the evil-wisher to have a very strong will, without 
being a dugpa, could the death of the other be accomplished? 

H. P. H. Only if the malicious person has the evil eye, which simply 
means possessing enormous plastic power of imagination working involun
tarily, and thus turned unconsciously to bad uses. For what is the 
power of the" evil eye"? Simply a great plastic power of thought, so 
great as to produce a current impregnated with the potentiality of every 
kind of misfortune and accident, which inoculates, or attaches itself to 
any person who comes within it. A Jettatore (one with the evil eye) need 
not be even imaginative, or have evil intentions or wishes. He may be 
simply a person who is naturally fond of witnessing or reading about 
sensational scenes, such as murder, executions, accidents, etc., etc. He 
may be not even thinking of any of these at the moment his eye meets 
his future victim. But the currents have been produced and exist in his 
visual ray ready to spring into activity the instant they find suitable soil, 
like a seed fallen by the way and ready to sprout at the first opportunity. 

M.C. But how about the thoughts you call "silent"? Do such 
wishes or thoughts come home to roost? 

H. P. B. They do; just as a ball which fails to penetrate an object 
rebounds upon the thrower. This happens even to some dugpas or 
sorcerers who are not strong enough, or do not comply with the rules
for even they have rules they have to abide by-but not with those who 
are regular, fully developed" black magicians; "for such have the power to 
accomplish what they wish. 

M. C. When you speak of rules it makes me want to wind up this 
talk by asking you what everybody wants to know who takes any 
interest in occultism. What is a principal or important suggestion for 
those who have these powers and wish to control them rightly-in fact 
to enter occultism? 

H. P. B. The first and most important step in occultism is to learn 
how to adapt your thoughts and ideas to your plastic potency. 

M. C. Why is this so important? 
H. P. B. Because otherwise you are creating things by which you 

may be making bad Karma. No one should go into occultism or even 
touch it before he is perfectly acquainted with his own powers, and that 
he knows how to commensurate it with his actions. And this he can 
do only by deeply studying the philosophy of Occultism before entering 
upon the practical training. Otherwise, as sure as fate-HE WILL FALL 

INTO BLACK MAGIC. 

(To be continued.) 
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HOSEA'S PROPHECY ABOUT ROTTEN RAILS. 

SOMETI~E ago in an article. the "Tetragrammaton" (Theosopkist). we 
remarked that by the Notarikon method of Kabalistic reading one could 
make Biblical sentences read almost anything. Here is an instance. A 

Kabalist, of the Abracadabric name of Katzenellenbogen. sent to the St. Peters
burg Svyet a Kabalistic calculation made subservient by him for the occasion. 
It is verse 14 in chapter XIII. of Hosea. read by the Notarikon. and thus shown 
to foretell the catastrophe which happened to the Imperial train on October 17th 
(29th) and the miraculous escape of the Czar of Russia and his family. The 
Kabalistic combination struck the profane herds with amazement, and the 
ancient" prophecy" ran the round of all the Russian papers. We quote from 
the author's article. 

" If you add together the figures of every letter of the said Hebrew verse to 
the sum of the figures yielded by the words co Emperor Alexander. Empress 
Maria. their son. Heir to the Throne. Nicolas, etc.. etc.. the sum total will make 
5649. t:e.. the present year from the world's creation-according to Hebrew 
chronology. of course-$ or. in other words. St. (?) Hosea is proved to ha\'e 
proj)hesied the salvation of Russia in the present year 1888. For those 
acquainted with the original text. I (Katzenellenbogen) transliterate the ancient 
Hebrew characters into Russian (and we. into English.-ED.) letters. with their 
Kabalistic numerals added :-Gamelek=95, Alexander=365, Vehamalka=Io6, 
lIfaria=2S2, Ubnom=98, Toreuk=5 16, Etzer=360, Nicolas=2I1. Vek-hol= 
56, Scheo/=337. E/dom=125, Mimoz'l"jess=486, LE~-Olem=75, LEgi=16, 
lJz'orekha=236, Movess=446, LEgi=16, Kotovho=I31, Sc/zeO/=337. Nokham 
= 98, Tisokher=670, Me)'noy= 180;+ in all 5694. when translated it means :-

"The Emperor Alexander, the Empress Maria and their Son Nicolas, heir to 
the throne, and all the august family, I will ransom from the jaws of hell 
(" death" in the Christian Bible)t, in the year 1888 or 5649, and I will redeem 
them from death; "0, death, where is thy sting? Oh Hell, where is thy 
victory?" (No'l}o)'e Vremya.) 

The reader is reminded that the above sentence reads only in the Russian 
language and would hardly yield the same in any other. On the other hand, if 
tried by an English Kabalist, it might perhaps be discovered that Hose:t 
prophesied for Whitechapel in 1888 "Jack Ripper," as an atonement for the 
sins of Scotland Yard; and if resorted to by a French Kabalist, it is not at all 
unlikely that the said verse should be found threatening Zola with the stings of 
Scheol (hell) for plagiarizing in such flagrant manner Hosea's epistolary style 
('['Ide Ch. i., iL, iii., et seq.), and thus illegally appropriating the Biblical monopoly 
of free and unparliamentary speech. Great are the possibilities of Kabala! 

.. \\'hich chronology? The latter differs in e\'ery Hebrew scroll almost and the Masters of Israel 
ngree but to disagree, So according to the Septuagint 7240 years have passed since the world's 
creation; the Samaritan text gives 606S; the Asiatic Jews count .6000; Josephus gives 7508 years; 
and the received chronolcgy shows 58g:z.-[ED.] 

t 'Ve have in the Hebrew text" the jaws of Hell"' instead of the words .. the power of df'ath" a' 
tmnslated in the English Protestant Bible. t The Hebrew is Katzenellenbogen·s.-{ED,J 
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DREAMS AND DREAM STORIES. 

DREAMS and ghost-stories have always, for some unexplained reason, 
been considered appropriate to the holy Christmas season. At that 
" witching time," the most sober amongst us are wont to sit around the 

fire, in an enchanted circle, and to beguile the evening hours outvying one 
another with tales of wonder and dread until "each particular hair doth stand 
on end," and we dare scarcely look behind us into the distant gloom of the 
apartment, stilI less mount unaccompanied to the attic chamber. 

We may then hail as specially opportune this volume of Dreams and Dream 
Stories, by the late gifted and lamented seeress and writer, Mrs. Anna King!;ford. 
And just as truth is stranger than fiction, and real life more pathetic than that 
imagined by the novelist or playwright, so are these real dreams (for such are 
those in Part I. of the book, as we learn from Mrs. Kingsford's own preface) 
more strange and weird, and more striking to the imagination than any with 
which sensational writers try to "freeze the young blood and harrow up the 
souL" More than this, these dreams are coherent, significant, poetical in their 
often beauteous imagery, challenging study and reflection as to their genesis and 
interpretation. For they are not to be attributed to states artificially induced, 
as in the case of Coleridge's Kubla Khan; the writer tells us that she had 
"never taken opium, hashish, or other dream-producing agent." Nevertheless,. 
she had observed that climate, altitude and atmospheric conditions were not 
without their influence; that in Paris and Switzerland the dreams were frequent, 
and on the low-lying banks of the Severn they ceased altogether. Also the 
greater number occurred towards dawn, sometimes after sunrise, during a 
second sleep, at a time when, according to the ancient dream-interpreters, the 
soul is free from the clouds or fumes of undigested food or drink, and when its 
nobler part is united to a higher nature, and fitted to receive the "wisdom of 
the Gods." And so it is that some of these dreams convey, through an allegory, 
some special lesson, the interpretation of which is obvious, as in Tile City of 
Blooti and The Banque! of the Gods. Others contain a well-sustained tragedy, 
such as Tile Doomed Train and Tile Square in tile Hand. 

The Dream Stories which constitute the second part of the book are merely 
based, we are told, upon dreams which serve as their framework, and it is here 
that the remarkable literary power of the authoress is chiefly manifested. Two 
of these were published some years ago in a London magazine, but the greater 
number are now presented for the first time. 

To my own thinking their style is somewhat akin to that of the shorter 
tales of Nathaniel Hawthorne. They have his peculiar weirdness and force of 
expression, together with his marvellous insight into the soul of things. They 
thrill us by their realism, while they leave us in doubt as to the exact line 
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between fact and fiction," and a certain delicacy of touch, indicative rather than 
descriptive of character, recalls at times the hand of that inimitable master. 
But the sentiments are strikingly Mrs. Kingsford's own. A Village of Seers 
relates a marvellous adventure which befel a father who went to seek for his 
boy, lost some months previously among the Swiss mountains. He had heard 
that in a certain village lived a family of seers, gifted on one night in the year 
only with second sight, by means of which they were permitted to see whatever 
they most desired. The gift was otiginally bestowed on a blind ancestor of 
the family, who had, at great risk and peril, guided a priest, struggling with the 
storm and carrying the viaticum, to the death-bed of a reputed sorcerer. In the 
words of the tale. "to the blind man, deprived in early childhood of physical 
sight, this miraculous power was an inestimable consolation, and Christmas Eve 
became to him a festival of illumination, whose annual reminiscences and 
anticipations brightened the whole round of the year. And when, at length, he 
died the faculty remained a family heritage, of which all his descendants par
took in some degree, his two grandsons, as his nearest kin, possessing the gift 
in its completest development. And., most strange of all, the two hounds which 
lay couched before us by the hearth appeared to enjoy a share of the sorcerer's 
benison_" 

The part played by the two dogs, Fritz and Bruna, may be the embroidery
the Story-on the garment of fact woven by the Dream; at all events it is 
thoroughly characteristic of Mrs. Kingsford's well-known love of animals. 

In the dawn of Christmas morning the younger guide comes to rouse the 
father and his companion, that they may all start on their expedition. 

"We have seen him!" he cried., throwing up his hands triumphantly above 
his head. "Both of us have seen your son, monsieur! Not half-an-hour ago 
we saw him in a vision, alive and wel~ in a mountain cave, separated from the 
valley by a broad torrent. An angel of the good Lord has ministered to him; 
it is a miracle! Courage; he will be restored to you. Dress quickly and come 
down to breakfast. Everything is ready for the expedition, and there is no time 
to lose!" 

How, after some hours of mountain climbing over snow and ice, the gUides 
find themselves at fault, and becoming entranced., dedare that they can see no 
more, that the vision has passed from them; how the faithful dogs suddenly 
discover the clne, and lead the party along a narrow track till the father 
recognises the spot where the accident had taken place; how the peasants bade 
him shout for his child., though he had told them the boy was both deaf and 
dumb, and how the one word" Father" came up from a great depth, tremulous, 
uncertain, yet intensely earnest; all this, with the description of the final issue 
of the expedition I leave to those who may see this notice to read and enjoy 
for themselves. I can at least promise that they shall not be disappointed in 
their search after the marvellous, the beautifu~ and the-VRAISEMBLABLE. 

To the initiated, the interest lies outside and beyond the stories. 
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<torreeponbence. 

WAS ST. PAUL AN INITIATE? 

/l LIGHT is thrown on the question by the Alexandrian manu
A script of the New Testament in the British Museum. The 

well-known passage I. Timothy iii., 16, has exercised the 
attention of students for a few hundred years. The importance of the 
extrinsic interpretation of the text has led many to permit their sight of 
the words written to be obscured by their predilections. It is necessary, 
however, for the student to look at the subject with the "drylight" of 
Goethe, and to see how far Theosophy will help us in the investigation. 
Those who say "it is not true, and it does not matter," may leave the 
question to those who care to work it out 

A. 8eo~, i.e. SC Deus, is advocated by the vast majority of the Fathers, 
who accepted what was said, though it may not have been written. 
Beo~ was directly implied, and the whole passage, to the eyes of an 
Initiate, means to ascribe Divinity. The context throws light on the 
subject. This reading is directly supported by Chrysostom, Theodorus, 
Euthalius, Macedonius (who was charged with introducing the reading), 
and others. 

The Vulgate has always stood on Be;";. The authorised version 
adopted it. It is the traditional reading, and the oldest and commonest 
version. Another reading may have been the original, but if so, evidence 
for it has been effectually destroyed. Now, at least, Oeo~ must be 
read, however the manuscript has been blurred. 

B. Many versions give 8~, written OC. This has been justified by 
the Alexandrian manuscript, and it was th~ theory of Dean Alford, 
whose pretentious, though not always accurate, Greek Testament has 
helped one to understand the words-

"So commentators each dark passage shun, 
And hold their farthing candle to the sun,"-

that the black line at present visible in the (J is a modern retouching of 
an older, but not original fainter one, due apparently to the darkening 
of the stroke of an e, seen through from the other side. The Ephrem 
Codex, edited by Tischendorf, is in favour of this reading, and for a 
number of years, until the Revised Bible-

Ein neues StUck, das /elsle SIUck von sieben-

shall have become stale, the probability is strong in favour of its 
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popularity, as its employment will be in favour with those who, with 
" sweetness, light, and culture," expound the translations of the Bible. 

11 (quod which) is given in the Codex of Beza. This reading finds 
no support from the Alexandrian manuscript, inasmuch as the sigma 
before" manifested," is perfectly conspicuous therein. 

The revised version accepts 11", and considers that the version "God" 
in place of " He who" rests on no sufficient evidence. 

Mr. Basil Cowper (Codex Alexandrinus, 8vo., London, 1860, p. xvii), 
sensibly enough says, "probably no human eye will ever be able to de
"termine whether the transverse line was originally there, that is, 
" whether the scribe wrote omicron or theta. It can never be suffici
" ently regretted that some comparatively modern pen has been rashly 
"employed upon the manuscript, and that modern fingers have been 
" applied to it here with equal discredit to the owner, and the almost 
" entire obliteration of the letters. We hope that henceforth there will 
" be no more endeavours to demonstrare digito the true rendering of the 
" passage, and indeed that the Museum authorities will studiously resist 
"all who wish to have the clause at their fingers'-ends." As the Alex
andrian MSS. stand, the word is verily 8fO". 

Unfortunately the Codex Vaticanus does not contain the epistles to 
Timothy. This is to be regretted, as the argument of Canon Cook and 
others, especially of an able writer in the Dublin Review (Vol. II. page 
194) brings forward a strong case to prove that these MSS. were among 
the fifty copies which Eusebius of C;esarea procured for the Emperor 
Constantine the Great. There exist reasons which infer that the Codex 
Vaticanus (on which too much has probably been said) is of posterior 
date to the Alexandrian Codex. It is true that Alford, resting on the 
authority of Tischendorf, places it in the fourth century, whilst he rele
gates the Alexandrian manuscript to the fifth. But perhaps it was neces
sary for Dean Alford to say something occasionally which someone else 
had not said before him. 

The value of Eusebius' testimony to the authority of the Vatican MS. 
may be estimated in the words of Cardinal Newman. "His acts are 
" his confession. He openly sides with those whose blasphemies a true 
"Christian would have abhorred, and he sanctioned and shared their 
"deeds of violence and injustice perpetrated on the Catholics." Rohr
bacher has described him as "a man of equivocal reputation, more 
" erudite than profound, more a rhetorician than a theologian, more courtier 
" than, bishop, more Arian than orthodox." What can we say of the 
literary sincerity of the man who was a party to suborning false witness 
against St. Eustathius at Antioch, and against St. Athanasius at Tyre? 
These spurious codices were written at the very time when Arianism was 
in the ascendant, and thought to keep there. I will not attempt to wade 
through the miserable history of Eusebius, as you have bestowed, perhaps, 
sufficiently, poudre insecticide.on him in the" Secret Doctrine." I must. 
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however, remind your readers that, as if Josephus was not bad enough. 
Eusebius has made him worse. The owl which Josephus says that 
Herod Agrippa saw before his death, Eusebius, by dexterous textual 
manipulation, turns into an angel. Even his defenders have been forced 
to admit a silZccritatis via dejlexit noster. Men like St. Chrysostom, how
ever, show that Eusebius' renderings were not always regarded with 
respect. 

\Vhen, however, a Theosophist looks over the MS., a new light 
is thrown on the subject. Whether the writer used the word 8c or 0, 
does not matter, and if he is distinctly shown to have used a symbol, the 
fixed point in the centre of unity is equivalent to the idea of God. For 
several reasons, I content myself at this moment with asking the Editors 
of LUCIFER to inform an ignorant outsider like myself. What is the 
occult meaning of the (:); and in what sense did St. Paul and his 
copyists, a few centuries later, use the symbol a~ an equivalent to the 
Ineffable God?· "Great is the mystery of Godliness." 

A BOOK-WORM. 

In the Occult meaning it is the primordial Ideation, the plane for the 
double-sexed logos, the first differentiation of the ever unknowable PRINCIPLE or 
abstract nature, sexless and infinite. The point represents the first formation 
of the root of all things growing out of the rootless ROOT, or what the Vedan
tins call "Parabrahm." It is the periodical and ever-recurring primordial mani
festation after every "Night of Brahma," or of potential space within abstract 
space: not Jehovah, assuredly not; but the "Unknown God" of the 
Athenians, the IT which Sl Paul the masler Mason and the INITIATE declared 
unto them. It is the unmanifesled LOGos.-[ED.] 

LODGES OF MAGIC. 

NOTHING that has yet appeared in your magazine has been so much in concord 
with my own humble views as your Editorial in the October Number on 
., Lodges of Magic." 

"I am not a proclaimed Theosophist. I do not belong to the Society. For 
some reasons I am sorry; for many reasons I am glad. And one of the most 
cogent of the latter is the almost certain degeneracy of any Society or Sect 
formed by mortal hands. I mean no disrespect to the founders of the T. S. 
They were animated by the purest motives; inspired by the noblest resolves. 

But, being human, they cannot control the admission of members. They 
cannot read the heart, nor know the mind. And, consequently, the T. S. 
is not representative of Theosophy, but only of itself-a gathering of many 
earnest seekers after truth, many powerful intellects, many saints, and many 
sinners and lovers of curiosity. 

If I have learned aright the lesson you have endeavoured to teach, it is this. 
That development must be harmonious, and must be unconscious. 

The danger which attends the desire to know is that the knowledge to be 
gained too often becomes the goal of our endeavours, instead of being the 
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means whereby to become perfect. And by "perfect" I mean Union with the 
Absolute. 

A young man, whose intellect is of the keenest, and with great power of 
assimilating and applying knowledge, is devoured by a desired to attain a lofty 
ideal. He feels there may be something beyond the facts of material science, 
beyond the anthropomorphic religions of the day. 

Drifting into that mysterious current which is now flowing through the Cen
tury, he becomes attracted by Theosophy. For awhile he studies it with 
avidity, strives to live "the life," to permeate himself with its teaching. 

His intellect is satisfied for the time. 
But, alas! he commits the fatal fault of forgetting that he has a soul. He 

does not, indeed, forget that Iu is immorta~ but he neglects to feed his Soul on 
spiritual things. 

His science becomes wider, he grasps the idea of universality-and generally 
becomes a rank pessimist. 

But, through the above-mentioned fault, Mystic Union with the Higher Self 
becomes more and more phantasmal. He recognises its necessity, but post
pones the ordeal. 

"First let me prove the lower realms of Nature," he cries, and plunges into 
the phenomena of spiritualism, table rapping, and the evocation of spooks. He 
declares that Knowledge is Power, and carries his assertion to no further issue. 
He is remonstrated with. He replies that it is necessary to test all experience, 
and construes that axiom into a law that Karma is to be moulded and shaped 
by the conscious Ego. Carried to a logical conclusion, his rendering of the 
axiom would lead him into the lowest depths of vice to the hurt of his higher 
nature. He would seek in this transient incarnation to gratify every lust, 
passion and ideal of his personality. Whereas, surely the true meaning of 
the Law is that the Ego must of necessity taste of every experience in its pro
gression up the Scale; must pass through every grade, ascend every step of the 
ladder. 

It does not mean that when we know the good we must follow evi~ nor that 
our higher must sometimes be actively degraded to the level of our lower self. 

And so, step by step, it seems to me our neophyte wanders towards the broad 
path that leadeth to destruction. Confident that he is able to use the little 
knowledge he has gained, assured of hIS own powers, and disdainful of the 
terrors that lie in lurk. for him, he goes on his way. His weapon is Self-Con
fidence and his armour Ignorance. 

There is no turning back when once the path is trod, and the only hope is in 
his being vanquished in the first trial. Should he conquer his earliest foe, he 
will only meet a direr fate. 

N ow, is this Theosophy? If so, I will have none of it. I own I should like 
to see phenomena, to "call spirits from the vasty deep" with success." But I 
do not flatter myself that this longing is of a pure nature. If I did not some· 
times wish to take a short cut to knowledge, I should not be a man as we ImlJ1JJ 
him. But I believe this desire after manifestation to be of the earth, earthy. 

* It is not in the Theosophical Society that our correspondent can ever hope to evoke spooks or 
see any Ikysical phenomena.-{ED.] 
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With faith we can do all things, yet we should not desire to do all things, but 
simply to have the faith. 

I recognise the essentiality of establishing the scientific basis of Theosophy, 
of studying it from all sides. I do not wish·to be merely a metaphysical mystic. 
I am sadly afraid, however, that most of us followers of Theosophy are but just 
out of our swaddling clothes. We must have our toys and picture books. 

My ideal is to worship the One God in spirit and in truth. Is that the aim 
of the T. S. ? . . • • • 'IF 

I have expressed myself to you, not with any wish to see my feeble endeavour 
in print, nor from any presumptuous thought that I have written anything new 
or authoritative. Much less have. I written in any carping or judging spirit. I 
have no right or desire to criticise people better than myself, but I feel it on me 
to ask for an assurance that the T. S. as a whole is doing the work it is meant 
to do-not merely expanding the Intellect of the World, but also drawing the 
Soul of Humanity towards its Higher 'Self. 

A.E. 

P.S.-Is not the" Esoteric Section" of the T. S. likely to run counter to the 
views of your Editorial on Lodges of Magic? Who is to ensure that the 
Esoteric Members are not only willing to, but 'will" abide by its rules" ? 

6th November, 1888. A. E. 

NOTE. 
Our correspondent's question is a natural one-coming from a European. 

No, it does not run counter, because it is not a lodge of magic, but of training. 
For however often the true nature of the occult training has been stated and 
explained, few Western students seem to realize how searching and inexorable 
are the tests which a candidate must pass before power is entrusted to his 
hands. Esoteric philosophy, the occult hygiene of mind and body, the un.. 
learning of false beliefs and the acquisition of true habits of thought, are 
more than sufficient for a student during his period of probation, and those 
who rashly pledge themselves in the expectation of acquiring forthwith "magic 
powers" will meet only with disappointment and certain failure.-LED.J 

CHILDREN ALLOWED TO TRAIN THEMSELVES FOR MURDER. 

" ARIADNA " writes :-
English folk are fond of maintaining the superiority of their national morals as contrasted with 

those of our Continental neighbours across the seas. Yet had one of the latter been strolling down 
a thoroughfare of one of our large seaside resorts but a few days ago, he might have been inclined to 
doubt it. In a large shop an alluring tray of boys' knives was exhibited, ticketed .. Jack Ripper's 
knives!" In an adjacent street, a merry gang of children. aged respectively from six to eleven years, 
were playing at .. Ripper," jumping one over the other and knocking them down-a true rellearsalof 
the felonious act. 

Of course the natural question would be, .. Wby did not their parents stop them and prohibit the 
ghastly play?" • • • . 

But they did not, it is evident; and the fond parents, children themselves of 
the present age, must have merrily laughed and felt amused at the "original 

• .. There is no Religion higher than Truth" is the motto of our Society.-[ED.] 
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idea." Good Christian people! They do not even think of uprooting the 
evil by lodging a complaint against the infamous speculators who are permitted 
to bring out such a toy! The translators and publishers of Zola's outlandish 
"immorality," which shows vice in all its hideous nakedness and ugliness, are 
condemned to heavy fines. "Jack Ripper's" knives are permitted to be freely 
sold to children: for what can be more innocent than a card-board or a wooden 
knife, gaudily painted, for boys and girls to play with, on its very face! Has 
any of the lookers on while witnessing those children, bright things" fresh 
from the hand of God," the merry, playing babe, put himself the question: 

" What wilt thou be hereafter?" 

Yet, how many of these little boys and girls now openly sporting with knives 
and playing at "Jack Ripper" shall, directly in consequence of such" play" 
become candidates for gallows and swing in that "hereafter." Yea, L.\W in all 
her majesty may claim, through her righteous judges, ten or twenty years hence, 
any of these light-hearted" little ones" as her lawful prey. "May God have 
mercy on your soul!" will be the pompous but awful verdict of a black-capped 
Judge as the logical result of such play for one of those now innocent, then 
guilty, "Jack Rippers." Will any of the future judges or jurymen, we wonder, 
remember during such a possible trial that, when himself a boy, he may ha\'e 
longed to take the part, nay, perhaps actually has had a hand in the fUll during 
a vacation in one of those fashionable sea-side resorts? 

The child is father to the man. It is the first impressions, visual or menta~ 
which the young senses take in the quickest, to store them indelibly in the 
vlrgm memory. It is the imagery and scenes which happen to us during our 
childhood, and the spirit in which they are viewed by our elders and received by 
us, that determine the manner in which we accept such like scenes or look upon 
good or evil in subsequent years. For, it is most of that early intellectual 
capital so accumulated day by day during our boyhood and girlhood that we 
trade with and speculate upon throughout later life. 

The capacity of children for the storing away of early impressions is great 
indeed. And, if an innocent child playing at "Jack Ripper," remarks that his 
sport produces merriment and amusement instead of horror in the lookers on, 
why should a child be expected to connect the same act with sin and crime 
later on? It is by riding wooden horses in childhood that a boy loses all fear 
of a living horse in subsequent years. Hence, the urchin who now pretends to 
murder will look on murder and kill de faciO, with as much unconcern when 
he becomes a man as he does now. There is much sophistry in Mrs. Stowe's 
remark that "children will grow up substantially what they are by nature," for 
this can only apply to those exceptional children who are left to take care of 
themselves; and these do not buy toys at fashionable shops. A child brought 
up by parents, and having a home instead of a gutter to live and sleep in, if left 
to selfeducation Will draw from his own observations and conclusions for evil as 
for good, and these conclusions are sure to colour all his after life. Playing at 
" Jack Ripper," he will think unconsciously of Jack Ripper, and what he may 
have heard of that now fashionable Mr. Hyde, of Whitechapel. And-

u. • • • he who but conceives a crime in thought 
Contracts the danger of an actual fault" 
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THE DEVIL, WHO IS HE? 
SIR, 

As I consider the criticism upon my letter in your issue of October 
altogether unjustified, I trust you will allow me space for a few lines in reply 
thereto. 

There is one thing absolutely necessary to be observed in discussion in order 
for it to be of any profit, either to the parties themselves or to anyone else who 
may either hear or read of it. And the one thing necessary in discussion is that 
the parties to the discussion should first understand and accept the premises 
upon which the argument is intended to be built, or the conclusion is intended 
to be drawn. 

For if, in a written discussion, the critic assumes the writer to have taken 
certain dogmas or premises as the basis of his argument which he never dreamt 
of taking, and upon this erroneous assumption the critic then proceeds to ridi
cule the argument of the writer as though the writer's argument had been based 
on the critic's erroneous conception of his premises, such discussion and criticism 
is profitable to no one, and amuses no one but the superficial reader who is un
able to see the delusion. 

And that there may, at least, be no excuse in future for misapprehending my 
views, I may say that I know of, and believe in, no such person as the Devil, 
in the commonly reputed Orthodox sense. 

But surely those who speak evil of God or their neighbours would be justl~ 
entitled to the name. 

And, with respect to Jesus, I know nothing of Jesus, excepting that as a Man 
(whether historical or allegorical) he is the most Christ-like I can conceive, and 
therefore to me he is the Christ, and likewise therefore "the Son of God 
according to the spirit of holiness," whom to know and love is to know and love 
God, and whom, therefore, to revile and reject, is to reject and hate God. And 
as I understood that Theosophists (in December No. of LUCIFER) accepted 
this view of Jesus being the Christ, and his practical religion; therefore I am 
surprised that things should be thrown in my face as accepted by me which I 
have nowhere in any wise professed to accept. And I should think it as 
foolish to be offended with what is good in the Scriptures because of there being 
something hard to accept, as it would be to be offended with the nut and milk 
of the cocoa-nut only because the shell and the husk could not be eaten also. 
And if Theosophists are obliged to admit that philosophical postulates are abso
lutely necessary to be accepted as a basis of argument, I only ask the same; but 
I cannot see the need of taking offence at my having spoken of the Son of Man 
having been crucified as a devil Surely, if he was condemned to be a deceiver, 
a blasphemer and a devil, and to be therefore slain, it cannot be incorrect to say 
he was crucified as a blasphemer, or a devil, just as we speak of the martyrs 
having been burnt as heretics. I have been a friend to LUCIFER, both in word 
and deed, but with such hostile criticism as there is in the October number, one 
would suppose I had fallen into the midst of enemies. 

REV. T. G. HEADLEY. 
Petersham, S. W. 
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THE EDITOR'S REPLY. 

WE feel sorry for having unintentionally given offence to our reverend friend and 
contributor; but we would have been still more sorry to publish in our magazine 
an unjust fling at another contributor's ideas and to have fads denied-without 
entering a protest. Our magazine is essentially controversial, and was founded 
for the purpose of throwing light upon "the hidden things of darkness "-of 
religious superstition pre-eminently. And what superstition can be compared 
tQ that which accepts a "personal" God, or, a "personal" devil? He who 
objects to have his views controverted and criticized must not write for LUCIFER. 
N either Mr. May's nor the editor's remarks were personal, and were concerned 
with the peculiar views about God and Devil made by Mr. Headley, and not at 
all with the reverend gentleman himself. 

Moreover, we have given good proofs of our impartiality. We published articles 
and letters criticizing not alone our personal theosophical and philosophical 
views, but discussing upon subjects directly concerned with our personal honour 
and reputation j reviving the infamous calumnies in which not simple doubts, 
but distinctly formulated charges of dishonesty were cast into our teeth and our 
private character was torn to shreds (Vide" A Glance at Theosophy from the 
Outside," LUCIFER for October, 1888). And if the 'editor will never shrink 
from what she considers her duty to her readers, and that she is prepared to 
throw every possible light upon mooted questions in order that truth should 
shine bright and hideous lies and superstitions be shown under their true 
colours-why should our contributors prove themselves so thin-skinned? Magna 
est veri/as et prevalebit. Every hitherto far-hidden truth, whether concealed out 
of sight by Nature's secretiveness or human craft, must and shall be unveiled 
some day or other. Meanwhile, we do our best to help poor, shivering, naked 
Truth in her arduous progress, by cutting paths for her through the inextricable 
jungle of theological and social shams and lies. The best means of doing it is 
to open the pages of our magazine to free controversy and discussion, regardless 
of personalities or prejudices-though some of our friends may object to suCh 
modes of excavating far hidden truths. They are wrong, evidently. It is by 
this means alone that he who holds correct views has a chance of proving 
them, hence of seeing them accepted and firmly established; and he who is 
mistaken of being bel1-efited by having his better senses awakened and directed 
to the other side of the question he sees but in one of its aspects. Logic, 
Milton says to us, teaches us "that contraries laid together more evidently 
appear; it follows, then, that all controversy being permitted, falsehood will 
appear more false, and truth the more true; which must needs conduce much 
to the general confirmation of an implicit truth." Again," if it (controversy) be 
profitable for one man to read, why should it not at least be tolerable and free 
for his adversary to write?" 

Why then should Mr. Headley address his opponent, while saying: "it is not 
true, as Mr. May asserts, that good and evil, or Jesus and the Devil, are one 
and the same," instead of taking to task for it Lactantius, the Church father, 
who was the first to say so more than a millennium ago, by stating that the 
Logos or Christ was "the first-born brother 0/ Satan" ? Or why, again, should 
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not our reverend friend explain to us the real meaning of that verse in Revelation 
(xxii. IS) which makes Jesus say: "I, Jesus, am the bright and morning Star," 
i.e., Phosphoros and Lucifer re~pectively in the Greek and Latin texts-and 
thus give the lie to the editor of "Revelation," instead of giving it to Mr. May? 
Nor does this gentleman say anywhere, as Mr. Headley accuses him of saying, 
that he regards God I" the Supreme Being or Person "-as a person. Finally, 
to our humble mind, there is more truth and philosophy in Mr. May's closing 
sentence, namely: "the divine ESSE or God is but One Supreme and All, even 
as the seven colours30f',the Sun's rays appear but as one"-than in all the 
ecclesiastical theology put·together, modern reformations included 

To close: we deny that our criticism of Mr. Headley's letter was in any 
way "hostile," and we can but regret that the reverend gentleman should 
labour under the ;overy' -erroneous impression that he has "fallen in the 
midst of enemies." We.repeat again: LUCIFER has a settled and plainly out
lined policy of its own, and.those who write for it have either to accept it, or
turn their backs on our. magazine. No discourteous epithets or vulgar abuse 
of personalities shall ever be allowed in our Monthly. We shouJd be very 
sorry to follow in the usual track of the English dailies, which-even those 
claiming to be considered as leading organs of the press, high-principled and 
high-toned-are ever indulging in personal attacks, not only on their political 
opponents, but, pandering to the public, even upon unpopular characters. No 
individual- friend or foe-risks being called in our journal "adventurer," 
" hallucinated lunatic," "impostor and free lover," "charlatan" or "credulous 
foo~" as the leading theosophists of England and America are repeatedly 
referred to by the highly-cultured and learned editors of not only political, 
but even drawing-room, "Society" papers on both sides of the Atlantic-save a 
few honourable exceptions. 

But, on the other hand, no one--of whatever rank or influence-as nothing 
however "time-honoured," shall ever be pandered to or propitiated in our 
magazine. Never shall any error, sham or superstition be daubed with the 
whitewash of propriety, or passed over in prudent silence. As our journal was 
not established for a money-making enterprise, but verily as a champion for 
every fad and truth, however tabooed and unpopUlar-it need pander to no 
lie or absurd superstition. For this policy the Theosophical Publishing Co. 
is, already, several hundred pounds out of pocket The editor invites free 
criticism upon everything that is said in LUCIFER; and while protecting every 
contributor from direct personalities is quite willing to accept any amount of 
such against herself, and promises to answer each and all to the best of her 
ability. Fas est ab hoste docer;. 

"FAIS QUE DOIS, ADVIENNE QUE POURRA." 

H. P. B. 
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ECHOES OF THEOSOPHY. 

THE following paragraph in a Boston 
weekly, Wade's Fibre and Fabric, Octo
ber 27, 1888, No. 191, speaks for itself; 

"As the farmer winnows his wheat 
when threshed, to separate the grain from 
the chaff, so should we examine all things 
and hold fast to that which is good. In 
this way only can the individual elevate 
his mental and improve his physical con
dition, and perhaps retain, or secure and 
hold positions he would otherwise be in
capable of filling. The tendency of most 
people is to slight or shun what we least 
understand. The editor of FIBRE AND 
FABRIC some time ago, in ' Facts 
Whittled Down,' in a very brief item 
mentioned theosophy in a way that he 
will always be ashamed to see when 
turning to that particular page i and this 
shows the necessity of all usmg the greatest 
care in what we say, as well as what we 
do. For an unkind act or an unjust 
word, once spoken, can never be recalled. 
For some time we have been looking 
into theosophy, and we find there is 
nothing bad or incomprehensible about 
it. The following being a fair explanation 
of what it is; 'The word theosophy is 
derived from two Greek words, Theos, 
meaning God, and Sophia meaning wis
dom. Theosophia, or theosophy, is the 
wisdom of God, or divine wisdom. Theo
sophy is at once a science and a religion.' 
The science of truth and the religion of 
justice. Self-reliance, self-control, self
respect, willingness to draw knowledge 
from all sources, and a firm and heartfelt 
desire to be just and kind and forbearing 
towards others, are believed by theo
sophists to be essential to any progress 
in theosophy. Those who support free 
inquiry and free discussion are their 
natural allies. Those who are in pos
session of authority unjustly acquired, or 
unworthily employed, are their natural 
enemies. 'No person's religious opinions 
are asked upon his joining, nor is inter
ference with them permitted; but every 
one is required, before admission, to 
promise to show towards his fellow-mem
bers the same toleration in this respect 
as he claims for himself.' The idea IS to 
form a nucleus of a universal brotherhood 

of humanity, without distinction of race, 
creed, sex or colour. Theosophy is, in 
fact, the natural religion of the human 
race, and has existed since the creation of 
the planetary system. waiting the advent 
of man to grasp and comprehend it." 

If only every second editor ofthe papers 
and magazines which for years went on 
steadily abusing theosophy and slandering 
theosophists, were to show himself half as 
gentlemanly and fair as Jas. M. Wade, 
Theosophy and its society would very 
soon occupy their rightful place in the 
world. 

As Pope said; "A man should never 
be ashamed to own he has been in the 
wrong." But, oh! for fair-minded and 
just editors in this century of fierce selfish
ness, competition and sensational, if e,"en 
slanderous, news! \Vhere are they, such 
paragons of virtue, ready to give even 
the devil his due at the risk of tread
ing on the corns of their subscribers? All 
honour, long life and 10,000 more sub
scriptions to this Boston raTa avis among 
editors. 

The London Star, from which sundry 
other papers copied verbatim the remark 
wrote some time ago; 

"The first edition of Madame Blavat
sky's 'Secret Doctrine' has been already 
bought up, and a second edition is being 
printed as fast as possible to meet the 
continued demand. This is curious COD

sidering that the book is of a more occult 
and difficult character than any that has 
preceded it." 

Though" curious," indeed, the fact has 
nevertheless an easy ex{>lanation. "The 
twenty millions of Enghshmen so rudely 
ticketed by Carlyle as being "mostly 
fools," have become a wee bit wiser. There 
is time enough in twenty odd years to 
show an increase-even of brains. 

As a correspondent remarks with re
gard to the archaic teachings given in 
Volume I. of the SECRET DOCTRINE, 
each of them infuses "a raistmd'llrtand 
intelligibility into a universe whose drift 
has. been utterly unperceived by Western 
Thought," and he adds very suggestively: 

" The essence of the greatness of Wes
tern thought seems to me to lie in the 
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splendid mastery of detail and method in 
dealing with the physical aspects of 
Nature. Eastern Occultism, on the con· 
trary, supplies us with "generals" and 
troubles little about partiulars; ~.g., it 
would, I gather, be absurd to look (or any 
detailed physical sciences in India or 
elsewhere, with their accurate c1assifica· 
tions and punctilious researches. Even 
in the realm of psychology, the volumes 
of Spencer, Bain, Dewey and others seem 
to be so complete in detail as to render 
much of Eastern teaching superficial in 
the extreme at first sigltt. But after all 
is said and done, one has to face the fact 
that the psychology favoured in Europe 
deals simply witlt brain·correlaltd stales 
of consciousness, i.e., with a reflection of a 
ray of the Jfanas (mind) conditioned by 
organism. I t blunders even in this little 
domain so far as its general theory of the 
relations of mind and body go, but its 
data are superb. Eastern psychology is 
mor~ sketclty, but its generalisations are 
certain, and cover an area in comparison 
with which that of !\1ills & Co. sinks into 
insignificance. It seems to cover Goethe's 
notion that the real value of the Sciences 
may be condensed on to a sheet of note· 
paper. It loves results more than the 
minute detail which props up the varying 
inductions of the West." 

Thus, Europe is slowly returning to an 
appreciation of old wisdom, and as it 
gradually casts off the dead letter that 
killeth, of the Jewish Bible and Churchian
ism, it turns back, by a natural reversion 
of the evolution of the human brain
to the spirit through which all liveth of 
the old philosophies. Thus the same 
paper says :-

•• Miss :\Iabel Collins' 'Light on the 
Path' has been translated into Sanskrit, 
and will be placed by the Hindoo Pundits 
as one of the Sanskrit classics. Transla
tion into Sanskrit is a thing which has 
not been done for at least 100 years past; 
but the book is sufficiently Buddhistic 
and occult to satisfy even the learned 
Hindoos." 

This little book-a true jewel-belongs 
to, and emanates from the same school 
of Indo-Aryan and Buddhist thought and 
learning as the teachings in the ~ECRET 
DOCTRINE. 

How deep indeed, real theosophy has 
impressed itself even on our matter-of-fact 
journalism, is evidenced in this other bit 
of appreciatIve reference to it in the 
•• Lady's Pictorial," in which, on October 
13th last, it is so pointedly remarked :-

.. LUCIFER. (Office, 7, Duke Street, 
Adelphi.) Let me recommend those who 
take their ideas of LUCIFER from 

, Milton' to read the article in the Sep
tember number, called 'The Meaning of 
~ Pledge.' Let them substitute the name 
of their own particular sect for the name 
'Theosophy'; let them take a pledge and 
live up to it, and all 'sects' will soon be 
merged in a universal brotherhood of love 
and service." 

" LUCIFER," the" offspring of Heaven, 
first-born, and of the eternal co-eternal 
beam," divine light, mistaken for and 
and stubbornly maintained by tit. 
majority o( the so-called cultured Chris
tians to represent SATAN, the devil! Oh, 
Milton, poor, great man. What harm 
hast thou done to weak human brains! .. 

"CULTURE, which renders man less 
like an ape, has also licked the devil into 
shape," seem to be prophetic words in 
Goethe's FAUST. 

HELADIW RUWANA or "tke Ceylon 
G~m" is a new periodical brought out by 
the Buddhist Publication Society o( 
Ceylon; and, as it states under its sub
title, the paper is established in the year 
of our Lord Buddha, 2432." 

This is also one of the direct boughs 
which have grown out of the tree of 
Theosophy. In the Department of 
" Correspondence" (art ... Tlte Rise and 
Progress of Buddhism in Ceylon") are 
some curious passages very interesting 
to the Theosophists of Europe and 
America, for whose benefit we cull a few 
of its rhetorical flowers:-

" Since European scholars have begun 
to study Buddhism, there is a great deal 
spoken of it, and its secret doctrine, as 
prevailing among the Lamas of Tibet. 
There are, it seems, two schools of 
Buddhist Philosophy there: one devoted 
to esoteric doctrine, and the other to the 
exoteric phase of Gautama Buddha's 
Philosophy. Among the first sect, there 
are said to exist Mahatmas of wonderful 
psychical powers, similar to those 
possessed by the Dyanis and Arahats 
of old. In Ceylon these adepts counted 
over thousands in the reign of Dutuga
munu. They have gradually ceased to 
exist, as the keys of those mysteries were 
lost by the degeneracy of the Buddhist 
monks of subsequent times, who sought 
more after worldly renown and glory, than 
the higher spiritual developments. Any 
one carefully reading ... the Mahawansa, 
will not, I trust, fail to observe that 
distinct and particular reference is made 
to the Arahats of the different periods. 
And I may, by way of attestation to the 
truth of the facts stated in the Mahawansa, 
draw the kind attention of our readers to 
the travels of • Fa Hian,' the Chinese 
-I· JJ pl.grlm .•.• 
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"Since the discovery of the true Law 
by the most enlightened Gautama, men 
have become wild and wretched by the 
awful lusts of the flesh, and have con
sequently lost the secrets of that Law. 
But those immortal and divine gems of 
truth, were not destined to disappear 
altogether from the habitation of man, as 
it was decreed by the departing Arahats 
to be safely and sacredly kept by the 
Adepts of the trans·Hymalayan depths, 
until man's condition be adapted to receive 
it. That time is now drawing nigh; and 
the custodians of the secret doctrine have 
thought it fit to send Missionaries among 
mankind to divulge it to them. One of 
those, is Madame lliavatsky, who travelled 
over to America and converted Colonel 
Olcott who was then earnestly searching 
for the truth and investigating the pheno
mena of Spiritualism . . • . 'To institute 
a happy comparison between this com'er
sion . . . . and the planting of a branch 
of the sacred Bo·tree by Sangamitta, who 
came over into Ceylon in the reign of 
Dewanam Piya Tissa, I take the liberty 
to say that Madame Blavatsky like the 
pI in cess Sangamitta carried the secret 
doctJine to America, and there she im
planted it in the mind of Col. Olcott, who 
received it with as great readiness as the 
virgin soil of Anuradhapura received the 
shoot of the Bo·tree. As the sacred 
Bo-tree was the incentive to the yearly 
visits of Buddhist pilgrims from the most 
remote corners of Ceylon, so was the true 
law when disclosed to Col. Olcott by 
~Iadame Blavatsky the stimulus for him 
to leave bright prospects and friends 
behind him in America, and to launch 
out in a mission round the world to pro
mulgate the true Law to all mankind. 

In the year 1880, Madame B1avatsky 
and Col. Olcott paid their first visit to 
Ceylon, and honestl)' and publicly declared 
themselves Buddhists, and in furtherance 
of the dear wish of their heart they 
established branches of the Theosophical 
~ociety in various parts of the Island. 
By their united endeavours, I mu~t admit 
that a new impulse has been given to 
Buddhism; so much so, that the many 
thousands of natives of the Island, who 
had hitherto remaind ignorant of Budd
hism in its pure form, and those who were 
:lshamed to declare themselves Buddhists 
in public, have all begun to learn, teach 
and profess Buddhism most openly and 
vigorously. The most enthusIastic and 
lavish manner in which the Buddhists of 
Ceylon celebrated the \Vesak days of the 
pa~t two years, cannot but fail to testify 
to their honest belief in Buddhism, and to 
the substantial work done by Madame 
B1avatsky and Col. Olcott in the cause of 
Buddhism .•.•. " 

This is all correct, and the two abO\'e
named personages feel proud to see their 
feeble services so well appreciated and 
remembered. But they would certainly 
feel still happier were the actual state of 
the moral standard in Ceylon-once the 
pearl of the Indian Ocean-been such as 
not to have necessitated the letter pub· 
lished in the same paper by a "Chela." 
This shows the re\'erse of the medal and 
mars somewhat the delight of those who 
have devoted their life to the noble work 
of spreading the philosophy of the great 
"Light of Asia." For, it is not the 
modern It'mp/~-Buddhism, with all the 
excrescences that have crept into it, but 
verily the esoteric BudltislIl,o of the Lord 
Gautama, the BUDDHA, that the Founders 
had in view, when working for the RE\-l\" AL 
OF Bt.:DDHISlII. 

Such seems to be also the inner 
thought of "Chela," who, while greetil.g 
the appeara.nce of Ht/adiw RU«'llnll 
and informing the editor that many 
Buddhists have looked forward to it, .. as 
a banner of light, destined to throw 
much light on the hidden and true me;,n
ings of the Buddhist S~riptures and t~e 
ceremonials observed In the BuddhIst 
temples in Ceylo,n,': adds t~e follow~ng 
ominous words: • Smce the introduction 
of Buddhism by l\Iahinda Thero in the 
reign of the blessed Monarch Dewa~an 
Piatissa, the errors that have crept mto 
the pur"! and admirable doctrines of 
Buddha have led to many misapprehen
sions on the part of those \~"ho study 
Buddhism for the sake of spmtual ce
velopment or curiosity. Very few indeed 
amongst those who profess Buddhi.m 
have been able to understand, and much 
less to explain, the noble precepts and 
spiritual truths which Buddha discO\'ered 
and taught his disciples. T!me, the mo~t 
irreconcilable enemy of thmgs of an~I' 
quity has, as its wo~t~d .custo.m, laId 
mi"hty empires and cItIes In rums, 31ld 
the" greatest and noblest .thoughts ~nd 
docu ines in hopeless confUSIon. Buddhism 
whose pure form is a mere byword now, 
has not been able to avoid the scathing 
hand of Time, any more than were the 
admirable teachings of many a noble 
mind of antiquity. As the gold is found 
mixed up with much dross and rust, ~o 
have the superstitions and the frauds of 
the ignorant and designing priesthood. 
enveloped and corrupted tl~e sterling and 
pure teachings of the enhghtened Gau· 
tama. 1 t wi II, at present, therefore, be 
an Augean task to sift His notable doc' 
trines from the superstitions of the Hindus 

* r;d~ Introducli"" to the IS: Volume of me 
Secret Doctrine (pp. I and 2). 
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and other nations, who from time to time 
attempted to trample them down and 
estabhsh their own, instead. That influ
ence has been such as to saturate our 
~riesthood with those grovelling supersti
tions and forget apd forego the secret 
keys to the blissful and mysterious state 
of Sowan, Sakrdagami, Anagami and 
Arahat. The methods and the discipline 
to be observed by the chelas in those 
high Spiritual developments, have been 
the life long study, and the fundamental 
truths which our Blessed Lord Buddha 
discovered from the mysterious volumes 
of nature. Those discoveries are, to 
speak analogically with things of compar· 
ath·ely a lesser value and difficulty, like 
the Binomial Theorem and the law of 
gravitation, discovered by Sir Isaac New
ton, eternal and inviolable laws of nature. 
We may, therefore, justly and pertinently 
say, that our Lord Buddha, unlike the 
supposed un created and formless creator 
of the universe .... discovering the 
laws of animal existence, and the cause 
of such existence, taught the certain and 
the only way to escape the curse of pain
ful and unhappy rebirths. This way is 
the only one to attain that inexplicable 
and blissful state, the Nirvana. 

" Having briefly summarized the mean
ing and scope of Buddhism proper and 
pure, I express my sincerest congratula
tions to the promoters of the Buddhist 
Publication Society; and promising them 
all help and endeavour which lay in my 
power in the cause of truth. Hoping 
that by the benign influence of your 
society, erring Buddhists and reviling 
Christians will find all their errors righted, 
and their hatred of Buddhism turned into 
admiration and adoration of the Lord 
Buddha, the only true Teacher of the 
Law, 

I am, yours truly, 
CHELA. 

AMEN, we say, if Buddhism will make 
Christians more tolerant and charitable, 
less slanderous, or " reviling," as "Chela" 
characterizes them-and as full of love and 
compassion for the animal and for the 
human kind, instead of slaughtering both 
for sport and war. 

But-we are almost afraid to enquire 
whether this bravely expressed hope of 

"Chela," has not had some dire results 
in Colombo? Was not that truly good 
man and deep-water Baptist, the editor 
of the" Ceylon Observer," found drowned 
in a sea .of his own home-made gall? 
Let us trust no such calamity befell the 
pearl of the Ocean! Ceylon can as ill
afford to lose her Fergusson, as the 
Kingdom of God its shadow and pillar 
-the DEVIL. 

A THEOSOPHICAL SCULPTOR. 

Our friend, Mr. Gerald Massey, the 
poet and Egyptologist, sends to us from 
New York the photograph of a medallion, 
made by Mrs. Josepha North (F.T.S., 
Aryan Branch of New York). - The 
woman's head on it, called "Futurity," is 
very beautiful and suggestive in its sym
bolism and idea. To our mind, the 
crescent moon which encircles the neck of 
the head, and the six-pointed star in front 
of its brow, point to the coming sixth Roe 
which, as the Secret Doctrine teaches us, 
will originate in America. (Vide I!. 
Volume of the SECRET DOCTRINE, the 
closing pages of part 1.) Mr. G. Massey 
refers to Mrs. J. North as a "beginner." 
If so, she may tum out the finest sculptor 
of her country,for, as far as one can judge 
from the photograph of that" beginner's" 
work it is very promising. \Ve also hear 
that Mrs. North is engaged upon a bust of 
Gautama Buddha, showing him as the 
young Prince Siddartha. This, when 
finished, is to be placed in the Aryan 
T.S. Headquarters in New York, and will 
form an interesting addition to the many 
Eastern objects and pictures already 
there. \\' e welcome ;\Irs. North, our 
sister in Theosophy, and wish her every 
success in life, as much as in her art. 
As beautifully expressed by some writer, 
the chiselled marble can be made as elo
quent in its beauty as spoken poetry. 
The genius of the artist may force it to 
become as easily the infallible prophet of 
" Futurity" as the faithful echo of the 
Past. But of course, those who see in 
the sculptured block only the forms of 
material beauty, are unable to follow in 
the path of soul tuition, trodden only by 
those who are truly awakened to theo
sophical hfe. 

ADVERSARY. 
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"THE THEOSOPHIST" (Madras). 

A~IONG the regular theosophical maga
zines, the first place naturally belongs to 
the one bearing the name which serves as 
the standard around which are slowly but 
surely gathering all those of the present 
and rising generations, who feel that man 
is more than a thinking animal, and has a 
destiny greater and more noble than to 
eat and drink, to breed and die. The 
THEOSOPHIST was the first among the 
four magazines now existing, although 
not now under the direction of its original 
editor, yet her place is ably filled by her 
colleague Col. H. S. Olcott. Since his 
assumption of the direct responsibility, the 
magazine has steadily increased in in
terest and is gradually regaining the 
reputation which it enjoyed down to 
188~, when ill-health depri\·ed it of the 
services of its original editor. 

The September number, besides the 
contin~ations of several articles already 
noticed in a past number of LUCIFER, 
notably TI,e A11gd Pelkwk and Tra
vestied Teadu'llgs, contains much 
varied and interesting matter. An ad
mirable translation is given of the first 
sermon preached by Gautama after his 
attainment of Buddhahood, or enlighten
ment, which should receive much careful 
study and meditation. 

A short but very telling article on 
Perso11ality and Pn·nciple repeats a 
warning often given but too readily and 
easily overlooked and forgotten against 
the dependence on or worship of anyone 
particular person. The warning is salu
tary and cannot too often be repeated; 
but the oPposIte error is equally mis
leading. For when a man fancies himself 
infallible, and refuses to yield his own 
opinion and judgment to that of those 
wiser than himself, he needs to be much 
on his guard lest, instead of worshipping 
" Personality" in others, he should become 
a slave to his own. 

An article by Dewan Bahadoor Ragoon
ath Rao, however, is calculated to cause 

a good deal of astonishment among old 
readers of the Theosophist. The De'ii/(/II 
is a Dwajta, a believer in a personal God, 
who like the Jewish Jehovah appears 
amid thunder under the form of a man· 
lion. Every Theosophist is entitled to 
his own belief, and no member has the 
right to criticize it, but the article m the 
papes of the magazine must cause sur
prise. The editorial note wisely hints that 
it is inserted as being of interest to 
\Vestern readers in showing that the 
same influences have operated in India 
as produced the exotericChristian systems. 

O//a Podrida and Facts Stranger than 
Fiction are both of great interest, and 
contain quite as much food for serious 
thought as other more apparently serious 
articles. 

The October Tlltosophist is remarkable 
for several exceptionally good articles. 
We begin with Professor Dvivedi's 
able article on the Ad'i/aila Pltilowphy tJ/ 
Sankara. It will be of great value to all 
who are interested in metaphysical and 
philosorhical studies, while the article on 
Nature s Finer·Forces is of great practical 
value. Besides these more than one of 
the lighter articles deserves careful atten· 
tion, notably Tlte EX/h',-imces oj a 
Siudent of Uccullism. These speak for 
themselves, but two other papers call for 
special mention. Of these TIlt lnjluena 
of tlte Aloon on Vegetation is not only a 
most suggestive study, but it contains 
data and hints of much value to the prac· 
tical mystic, as is also that of the Jaina 
Ramayana. 

The November number opens \\;th 
the Proem and Stanzas of Yol. I. of the 
Sec,.,t Doctrine, a work which we trust 
is by this time in the hands of all regular 
readers of LUCIFER who aim at obtaining 
true knowledge 01 themselves and of the 
world around them. Rama Prasad con· 
tinues his valuable series on i\·alur.-'s 
Fine,. Forces, to which reference has 
already been made, and there is an ex-
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cellent paper on the Dltammapada 
jatalta. The account of the jaina 

amayana is continued, as also Tlu 
Experiences of a Student 0/ Occultism. 

An article on Pranava, also calls for 
special mention, while the article on the 
Gipsies is a very interesting contribution 
to our knowledge of this curious and 
little understood people. 

"THE PATH n (New York). 

The second in point of seniority among 
the Theosophical Magazines IS THE 
PATH, of New York. In glancing back 
over the two and a half years of its issue, 
one cannot fail to be struck by the great 
value of its contents, both for students 
and for beginners. It certainly contains 
more hints and instructions for practical 
development and self-evolution than one 
would have thought possible; but these 
hints, though sufficiently emphasised, are 
given with such an entire absence of self
assertion and with such absolute frank
ness that they may have passed un
perceived by many. One hears a great 
deal in the T. S. about the need of 
" practical" instruction, and not a few 
complaints that enough is not given; but 
one has only to read with care the back 
numbers of the PATH to see how little 
foundation there is for this complaint. 
But this brings into prominence another 
point, the carelessness and apathy of 
those who thus complain. The fact is 
that of such, the vast majority are too 
indifferent even to read the magazines 
published for their special use, or at least 
seem to imagine that they have done their 
duty when they take in one only out of the 
four which now exist. 

They forget that each of the four has 
its own speciality, and that each com
pletes and supplements the others. 

This is well illustrated in the three 
numbers of the PATH before us. 

The September number opens with a 
continuation of Mr. Brehon's series of 
articles on the BltagQ'tlatgita, which are 
an invaluable contribution to our under
standing of that most instructive of all 
the Sanskrit books. Mr. Subba Row in 
his Lectures dealt with the philosophical 
aspect of the poem; Mr. Brehon con
siders and explains its bearing upon 
practical life and conduct. 

Following the Bhagavatgita comes 
fittingly the conclusion of the account of 
the TeachinfS of a German Mystic. The 
accounts given of the various phases 
through which the medium passes who is 
being trained to self-conquest, and taught 
to recover her own inner equilibrium are 
most instructive, so much so that we 

sincerely hope to read in the next or at 
any rate an early number, a further article 
on this series from the pen of the Editor, 
Mr. Judge, in addition to the all too brief 
comment given in the October number. 
The papers are well worth it, and such an 
article would add enormously to their 
value to students. 

The Conversations on Occultism in 
this and the October number are most 
suggestive, and call for careful study and 
the use of the principle of meditation, so 
well explained by Julius in the Tea
TalJle Talk of the September number. 

Dr. Buck's article Who are Theo
sophists! also deserves special mention, 
as also does the paper on the Theosophi
cal aspect of current literature. 

In the October number, in addition to 
a further instalment of the Bhagavatgita 
series, which has already been mentioned 
Mr. Fullerton's excellent article on 
Karma and Providence claims special 
notice, as does Mr. Waldersee's Plea jor 
tlu Childrm, which opens up a topic to 
which sufficient attention has hitherto not 
been paid. 

The Conversation on Occultism and 
Tea TalJle Talk are both very instruc
tive,'and the Editor is to be congratulated 
on the sustained interest which they 
excite. 

Mr. Fullerton's article on Analogies in 
the November number is suggestive, and 
Harij's article on the Practical Side of 
Theosophy is both well timed and has 
the ring of true devotion to altruistic wo~k, 
the need of which in the society is now so 
great. Answers to Questioners are of 
much value to Theosophists, while the 
paper on Heredity which follows touches 
on a question which will be interesting to 
all. 

Tea TalJle Talk is as interesting as 
usual, the subject this month being 
symbolic dreams, some very curious 
instances of which are cited and inter
preted. 

"LE LOTUS" (Paris). 

This is the third of the Theosophical 
magazines, but we have only the Septem
ber number before us. The publication of 
the October and November numbers has 
been delayed or prevented by a variety of 
circumstances, among others the fact that 
the whole burden and work of its publica
tion falls on the shoulders of its Editor 
M. Gaboriau. Hence, however $.feat his 
devotion, it is a physical imposslblity for 
him to cope with all that is demanded of 
him. Thus even a small hitch produces 
great delay and loss of time, because there 
are only one or two pair of hands to do 
everything; but we note that the November 
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number though not yet to hand will be a 
double number of 128 pages. 

In the September number we note 
especially the article on Buddhism in the 
extreme East and the first instalment of 
a most valuable article by Amaravella on 
The Three Emanations. 

The remainder of this number, a most 
interesting one for French Theosophists, 
consists of various able translations from 
Theosophical publications hitherto in
accessible to our colleagues across the 
channel. These transactions form no 
small part of the value of Le Lotus to all 
students unacquainted with English. 

The October-November Number of the 
LOTUS just received. We are sorry to 
find in It an apotheosis of drunkenness, 
and hashish. The French were the first 
to establish regular Socillb Spiriles, on 
the model of Chinese "ancestor wor-

I ship." Will they also try to emulate the 
Celestials by putting" an enemy in their 
mouth to steal away their brains"? If 
"a drunkard is not profitable for any kind 
of good service," as Plato said, the hashish 
and opium-eater will soon find that this 
fiendish plant "biteth like a serpent and 
stingeth like an adder." Is it under the 
influence of this reason-stealing gum that 
the uncalled-for and untheosophical at
tack upon, and criticism of, one of whom 
even many an enemy speaks with respect 
was made in the "Petit Bulletin Thea
sophique "? The latter has now become a 
misnomer j Bu/leh'n Sarcash'gue would be 
more to the point. 

" L'INITIATION" (Paris). 
A new monthly, described as "Revue 

Philosofihigue in,upendanle des Rautes 
Eludes, HYPNOTISME, THEOSOPHIE, 
FRANC - MACONNERIE, SCIENCES Oc
CULTES." Directeur, Papus. Office, 14, 
Rue de Strasbourg. This magazine, 
edited by the Secretary (M. Encausse) 
of the Theosophical Society of Paris, 
"Hermes," (President A. Arnould), pro
mises well. Its staff of theosophical 
writers and list of lay contributors, whose 
names are all mdre less known to the 
Parisian world, is long and well-chosen. 
In our next Review we shall have more to 
say of it. Its Second Number is just out. 
(Price 8s.) 

• 

"THE MEISTER" (London). 
We congratulate our brother theo

sophist, the editor of THE MEISTER, on 
the completion of the first year of that 
journal. No. IV. (the issue is quarterly) 
IS well up to the standard of its 
predecessors, and contains the conclusion 
of a careful analysis of the deeper mean
ing of "Parsifal," in which, though un
signed, we detect the hand of the Editor, 
Mr. W. Ashton ElIis. In some respects 
the lines of Mr. Ellis' contribution to the 
Transactions of the London Lodge of the 
T. S. have been followed, but the author 
has evidently pondered the subject more 
deeply in his mind with the lapse of time, 
and has matured his treatment of tbe 
mystic philosophy of this greatest of 
modern dramas. 

This number also contains the con
clusion of an extremely readable transla
tion qf Richard Wagner's early treatise, 
" Art and Revolution," a work most daring 
in its conception of the relation of art to 
social life, and one which shows how 
great was the genius of the musician-poet 
who could prove himself as much at 
home, and as original, in literature as in 
art. We may select from the translation 
the following powerful passage, remark
able for its epigrammatic force :-

Only the strong know Love; Love alone can 
grasp the ideal of &-auty; only Beauty can give 
birth to Art_ The love of weaklings can only 
express itself as the incitement to lust; the lo\'e 
of the weak for the strong is abasement and 
fear; the love of the strong for the weak is com
passion and forbearance; but the 10\"e of the 
strong for the strong is Love, for it is the free 
surrender to one who cannot conquer us. Under 
every fold of heaven's canopy, in every ra~, 
shall men, by absolute fl'eC'dom, grow up in 
equal strength, by strength to truest 10\"e, and by 
true love to beauty; but Arl is &allfJ ill 
tKtion. 

An interesting account of the Bayrenth 
FeslsjJiel, and two studies of the overture 
to" The Flying Dutchman," make up the 
complement of this issue. 

The annual subscription, payable to 
Mr. }. Cyriax, 33. Dou~las Road, LODdon, 
N., is 4S. post-free, ana the journal is ",ell 
worth this price and more, for as our 
contemporary, The Musical World, says, 
"the paper and type alone should secure 
it a home on the shelves of every book· 
lover." 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
MRS. SUSIE E. H. (2nd deg.), 941, Penn. Ave.-Thanks, sincerely. Will 

answer at the first moment of leisure. An article from your pen would be most 
welcome. 

J. S.-P. N. to hand. LUCIFER renders thanks. 
"DISSATISFIED CLERGYMAN."-Your article is too violent for our columns. 

We have nothing to do with politics. Cannot be published 
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THE YEAR IS DEAD, LONG LIVE THE YEAR! 

DECEMBER, 1888, AND JANUARY, 1889. 

LUCIFER sends the best compliments of the season to his friends 
and subscribers, and wishes them a happy New Year and many 
returns of the same. In the January issue of 1888, LUCIFER 

said: "Let no one imagine that it is a mere fancy, the attaching of 
importance to the birth of the year. The astral life of the earth is young 
and strong between Christmas and Easter. Those who form their wishes 
now, will have added strength to· fulfill them consistently." He now 
repeats what was said and adds: Let no one mistake the importance 
and potency of numbers-as symbols. Everything in the Universe was 
framed according to the eternal proportions and combinations of 
numbers. "God geometrizes," and numbers and numerals are the 
fundamental basis of all systems of mysticism, philosophy, and religion. 
The respective festivals of the year and their dates were all fixed 
according to the Sun-the "father of all calendars" and of the Zodiac, 
or the Sun-god and the twelve great, but still minor gods; arid they 
became subsequently sacred in the cycle of national and tribal religions. 

A year ago, it was stated by the editors that 1888 was a dark com
bination of numbers: it has proved so since. Earthquakes and terrible 
volcanic irruptions, tidal waves and landslips, cyclones and fires, railway 
and maritime disasters followed each other in quick succession. Even in 
point of weather the whole of the past year was an insane year, an un
healthy and uncanny year, which shifted its seasons, played ducks and 
drakes with the calendar and laughed at the wiseacres who preside over 
the meteorological stations of the globe. Almost every nation was 
visited by some dire calamity. Prominent among other countries was 
Germany. It was in 1888 that the Empire reached, virtually, the 18th 
year of its unification. It was during the fatal combination of the four 
numbers 8 that it lost two of its Emperors, and planted the seeds of 
many dire Karmic results. 
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What has the year J 889 in store for nations, men and theosophy, and 
what for LUCIFER? But it may be wiser to forbear looking into 
Futurity; still better to pray to the now ruling Hosts of Numbers on 
high, asking them to be lenient to us, poor terrene ciphers. Which shall 
we choose? With the Jews and the Christian Kabalists, the number of 
their deity-the God of Abraham and Jacob-is 10, the number of per
fection, the ONE in space, or the Sun, astronomically, and the ten 
Sephiroth, Kabalistically. But the Gods are many; and every Decem
ber, according to the Japanese, is the month of the arrival, or descent of 
the Gods,- therefore there must be a considerable number of. deities 
lurking around us mortals in astral space. The 3rd of January, a day 
which was, before the time of Clovis, consecrated to the worship of 
Isir-the goddess-patroness of Paris who has now changed her name 
and become St. Genevieve, "she who generates life "-was also set apart 
as the day on which the deities of Olympus visited their worshippers. 
The third day of every month was sacred to Pal/as Atkene, the goddess 
of Wisdom; and January the 4th is the day of Mercury (Hermes, 
Budha), who is credited with adding brains to the heads of those who 
are civil to him. December and January are the two months most 
connected with gods and numbers. Which shall we choose ?-we ask 
again. "This is the question." 

We are in the Winter Solstice, the period at which the Sun entering 
the sign of Capricornus has already, since December 21St, ceased to 
advance in the Southern Hemisphere, and, cancer or crab-like, begins to 
move back. It is at this particular time that, every year, he is born, and 
December 25th was the day of tke birtk of tke Sun for those who 
inhabited the Northern Hemisphere. It is also on December the 25th. 
Christmas, the day with the Christians on which the "Saviour of the 
World" was born, that were born, ages before him, the Persian Mithra, 
the Egyptian Osiris, the Greek Bacchus, the Phrenician Adonis, the 
Phrygian Athis. And, while at Memphis the people were shown the 
image of the god Day, taken out of his cradle, the Romans marked 
December 25th in their calendar as the day nata/is solis invicti. 

Sad derision of human destiny. So many Saviours of the world 
born unto it, so much and so often propitiated, and yet the world is as 
miserable-nay, far more wretched now than ever before-as though 
none of these had ever been born I 

January-the] anuarius dedicated to Janus the God of Time, the ever 
revolving cycle, the double-faced God-has one face turned to the 
East, the other to the West; the Past and the Future! Shall we 
propitiate and pray to him? Why not? His statue had 12 altars at its 
feet, symbolising the twelve signs of the Zodiac, the twelve great gods, 
the twelve months of the solar year and-the twelve Apostles of the 
Sun-Christ. Dominus was the title given to the Sun by the ancients: 
-whence dies domini, dies solis, the "Sun-days." Puer nobir nascUlir 
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domlilZls domincmun, sing the Roman Catholics on Christmas day. The 
statue of Janus-January carried engraved on his right hand the number 
3OC, and on his left, 65, the number of the days in the Solar year; in 
one hand a sceptre, in the other a key, whence his name janitor, the 
door-keeper of the Heavens, who opened the gates of the year at its 
beginning. Old Roman coins represent Janus bifrons on one side, and 
a ship on the other. 

Have we not the right to see in him the prototype of Peter, the 
fisherman of the celestial ship, the Janitor of Paradise, to the gates of 
which he alone holds the keys? Janus presided over the four seasons. 
Peter presides over the four Evangelists. In Occultism the potency and 
significance of Numbers and Numerals lie in their right application and 
permutation. If we have to propitiate any mysterious number at all. 
we have most decidedly to address Janus-Peter, in his relation to the 
ONE-the Sun. Now what would be the best thing for LUCIFER and 
his staff to ask from the latter for 1889? Our joint wishes are many, 
for our course as that of true love, does not run altogether smooth. 

Thus addressing the bright luminary in perpetual abscondito. beyond 
the eternal fogs of the great city, we might ask him for a little more 
light and warmth in the coming year than he gave us in the year 1888. 
We might entreat him at the same time to pour a little light into the 
no less befogged heads of those who insist on boycotting LUCIFER 
under the extraordinary notion that he and Satan are one. Shine more 
on us, 0, Helios Son of Hyperion I Those on whom thou beam est thy 
greatest radiance must be, as in the legend of Apollo, good and kind 
men. Alas, for us. The British isle will never be transformed, in this 
our cycle, into the isle of .lEa, the habitat of Helios, as of the children of 
that god and the Ocean ide Perseis. Is this the occult reason why our 
hearts become, with every year, colder and more indifferent to the woes 
of mankind, and that the very souls of the multitudes seem turning 
into icicles? We ask thee to shed thy radiance on these poor shivering 
souls. 

Such is LUCIFER'S, our Light-bearer's fervently expressed desire. 
What may be that of the Theosophical Society in general, and its 
working members in particular? We would suggest a supplication. 
Let us ask, Brethren, the Lord on High, the One and the SOLE (or So!), 
that he should save us from the impudent distortion of our theosophical 
teachings. That he should deliver us in 1889 from his pretended priests, 
the "Solar Adepts" as they dub themselves, and their sun-struck 
followers, as he delivered us once before; for verily "man is born unto 
trouble," and our patience is well-nigh exhausted I 

But, •• wrath killeth the foolish man;" and as we know that" envy 
slayeth the silly one," for years no attention was paid to our ever 
j ncreasing parodists. They plagiarized from our books, set up sham 
schools of magic, waylaid seekers after truth by deceiving them with 
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holy names, misused and desecrated the sacred science by using it to 
get money by various means, such as selling as "magic mirrors" for 
£15, articles made by common cabinet makers for £1 at most. With 
them, as with all charlatans, fortune-tellers, and seif-st}'led "Adepts," 
the sacred science of Theosophia had become when kabalistically read
Dollar-Sophia. To crown all, they ended by offering, in a most generous 
manner, to furnish all those" awakened" who were "disappointed in 
Theosophical Mahatmas," with the genuine article in the matter of 
adeptship. Unfortunately the said article was traced in its turn to a 
poor, irresponsible medium, and something worse; and so that branch 
of the brood finally disappeared. It vanished one fine morning into 
thin air leaving its disconsolate disciples thoroughly "awakened" this 
time, and fully alive to the sad fact, that if they had acquired less than 
no occult wisdom, their pockets, on the other hand, had been consider
ably relieved of their weight in pounds and shillings. After their 
Exodus came a short lull. But now the same is repeated elsewhere. 

The long metaphysical articles borrowed from" Isis Unveiled," and the 
Theosopltist ceased suddenly to appear in certain Scotch papers. But if 
they disappeared from Europe, they reappeared in America. In August 
1887 the New York PATH laid its hand heavily on "The Hidden Way 
Across the Threshold" printed in Boston, and proceeded to speedily 
squelch it, as "stolen goods." As that Journal expresses itself about 
this pretentious volume, copied not written by its authors-" whatever in it 
is new is not true, and whatever true, is not new; scattered through its 600 
pages, are wholesale thefts from' Paracelsus,' • Isis Unveiled,' the Path etc. 
etc." This unceremonious appropriation of long paragraphs and entire 
pages "either verbatim or with unimportant changes,"-from various, 
mostly theosophical authors-a list of which is given in the PATH (Vide 
August 1887, p. 159-160), might be left to its fate, but for the usual trick 
of our wretched imitators. In the words of the same editor, of the PAT": 
"the claim is made that it (the book) is inspired by great adepts both 
living and dead, who have condescended to relent and give out these 600 
pages, with certain restrictions Wlliell prel/ellt their going into all)' detail 
01' explanation beyond those givell by tlte ulifortullate 01' tl1l/,rogrt'Sst"li 
(theosophical) authors from whose writings they (the adepts) ha.'e eit/Ler 
aI/owed 01' directed their ltumble disciple .... to steal." 

Before the appearance of modern Theosophical literature it was 
" Spirits" and "Controls" that were ever in the mouths of these folk; 
now the living "adepts" are served up with every sauce. It is e\'cr 
and always Adepts here, Hierophants there. And this only since the 
re\"ival of Theosophy and' its spread in America in 1884, note wcll; 
after the great soap-bubble conspiracy between Madras and Cambridge 
against the Theosophical Society, had given a new impetus to the 
movement. Up to that year, Spiritualists, and professional mediums 
especially, with their" controls" and "guides," could hardly find words 
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of vituperation strong enough to brand the "adepts" and deride their 
"supposed powers." But since the Herodic "slaughter of the Innocents," 
when the S. P. R. turned from the Theosophical to the Spiritualistic 
phenomena, most of the "dear departed" ones took to their heels. 
The angels from the" Summer Land" are going out of fashion just 
now, for Spiritualists begin to know better and to discriminate. But 
because the "adept" idea, or rather their philosophy, begins to gain 
ground, this is no reason why pretenders of every description should 
travesty in their ungrammatical productions the teachings, phraseology, 
and Sanskrit terms out of theosophical books j or why, again, they 
should turn round and make people believe that these were given them 
by other "Hierophants," in their opinion, far higher, nobler and grander 
than our teachers. 

The great evil of the whole thing is, not that the truths of Theosophy 
are adopted by these blind teachers, for we should gladly welcome any 
spread, by whatever means, of ideals so powerful to wean the world 
from its dire materialism-but that they are so interwoven with mis
statements and absurdities that the wheat cannot be winnowed from the 
chaff, and ridicule, if not worse, is brought to bear upon a movement 
which is beginning to exercise an influence, incalculable in its promise 
of good, upon the tendency of modern thought. How shall men 
discern good from evil, when they find it in its close embrace? The 
very words, "Arhat," "Karma," "Maya," "Nirvana," must turn 
enquirers from our threshold when they have been taught to associate 
them with such a teeming mass of ignorance and presumption. But a 
few years ago, all these Sanskrit terms were unknown to them, and even 
now they repeat them phonetically, parrot-like, and without any under
standing. And yet they will cram them into their silll books and 
pamphlets, and fill these with denunciations against great men, the soles 
of whose feet they are unworthy to gaze upon! 

Though false coin is the best proof of the existence of genuine gold, 
yet, the false deceives the unwary. Were the" pretensions" of the T. S. 
in this direction founded on mere hypothesis and sentimental gush, like 
the identification of many a materialized spirit, the theosophical 

.. , Mahatmas" and their society would have dissolved long ago like smoke 
in space under the desperate attacks of the holy alliance of Mi'isionaries 
and pseudo-Scientists, helped by the half-hearted and misinformed 
public. That the Society has not only survived but become thrice 
stronger in numbers and power, is a good proof again of its own intrinsic 
merit. Moreover, it has gained also in wisdom j that practical, matter
of-fact wisdom which teaches, through the mouth of the great Christian 
•• Mahatma," not to scatter pearls before swine, nor to attempt to put 
new wine into old bottles. 

Therefore, let us, in our turn, recite a heartfelt conjuration (the ancient 
name for prayer), and invoke the help of the powers that be, to deliver 
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us from the painful necessity of exposing these sorry" make-believes" 
in LUCIFER once again. Let us ring the theosophical Angelus thrice for 
the convocation of our theosophical friends and readers. If we would 
draw on us the attention of Solon High, we must repeat that which the 
ancients did and which was the origin of the R. C. Angelus. The first 
stroke of the bell announced the comil1g of Day; the appearance of 
Gabriel, the morning messenger with the early Christians, of LUCIfer, 
the morning star, with their predecessors. The second bell, at noon, 
saluted the glory and exalted position of the SUI', King of Heavens i 
and the third bell announced the approach of Night, the Mother of Day 
the Virgin, Isis-Mary, or the Moon. Having accomplished the pre
scribed duty, we pour our complaint and say :-

Turn thy flaming eye, 0 SOL, thou, golden-haired God, on certain 
trans-atlantic mediums, who play at being thine Hierophants! Behold, 
they whose brain is not fit to drink of the cup of wisdom, but who, 
mounting the quack's platfor:m, and offering for sale bottled-up wisdom, 
and the n011lUl1cttli of Paracelsus, assure those of the gaping mouths that 
it is the true Elixir of Amrita, the water of immortal life! Oh, bright 
Lord, is not thine eye upon those barefaced robbers and iconoclasts 
of the systems of the land whence thou risest? Hear their proud 
boasting: "We teach men the science to make man" (!). The lucrative 
trade of vendors of Japanese amulets and Taro cards, with indecent 
double bottoms, having been cut off in its full blossom in Europe, the 
Eastern Wisdom of the Ages is now abandoned. According to their 
declarations, China, Japan, old India and even the Swedenborgian "land 
of the Lost Word" have suddenly bec6me barren i they yield no more 
their crop of true adepts; it is America, they say, the land of the 
Almighty i)ollar, which has suddenly opened her bowels and given 
birth to full-blown Hierophants, who now beckon to the" Awakened." 
Mirabile dictu! But if so, why should thy self-styled priests, 0 great 
SUN, still offer as a bait a mysterious Dwiia, a .. twice born," who can 
only be the product of the land of Manu? And why should those pre
tended and bumptious servants of thine, oh Surya.-Vikarthana, whose 
rich crop of national adepts, if "home-made," must rejoice as a natural 
rule in purely Anglo-Saxon and Celto-German names, still change their 
Irish patronymics for those of a country which, they say, is effete 
and sterile, and whose nations are "dying out"? Has another Hindu 
name and names been discovered in the Great Hub, as a peg and pegs 
whereon to hang the modest pretensions of the Solar Magi? Yea, they 
belie truth, 0 Lord, and they bend their tongues like quill pens for lies. 
But-" the false prophets shall become wind, for the word is 710t in them." 

To DARE, TO WILL, TO ACHIEVE AND KEEP SILENT is the motto 
of the true Occultist, from the first adept of our fifth Race down to the 
last Rosecroix. True Occultism ,:e., genuine Rai- Yoga powers, are not 
pompously boasted of, and advertised in "Dailies" and monthlies, like 
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Beecham's pills or Pears' soap. "Woe unto them that are wise in their 
own eyes; for the wise man feareth and keeps silent, but the fool layeth 
open his folly." 

Let us close by expressing a hope that our Theosophists brothers and 
sisters in America will pause and think before they risk going into a 
" Solar JJ fire. Above all, let them bear in mind that true occult know
ledge can never be bought. He who has anything to teach, unless like 
Peter to Simon he says to him who offers him money for his knowledge 
-" Thy money perish with thee, because thou hast thought that the gift 
of (our inner) God may be purchased with money"-is either a black 
magician or an IMPOSTOR. Such is the first lesson taught by LUCIFER 
to his readers in 1889. 

KINDLY condescending to notice, and even to review (! I) our December number of 
LUCIFER, the Saturday Review, in its issue of December 22nd, 1888, writes as follows 
in reference to a story called II Accursed," translated from the Russian ;_". • • . there 
came a thunderstorm and the cross was knocked off by lightning. . • .. That same 
flash knocked off all the letters (of the deceased woman's name) except tbe first two 
of Acsenia, the first two and the fourth of Cuprianovna, and the first three of Sed
minska, which spell' Accursed.' 'This coincidence,' observes Vera Jelihovsky, the 
author, 'was stranger than alII' " " But it was stranger still," remarks the sagacious 
critic in the Saturday Revie'IIJ • • • • 'that the lightning should have spoken English 
when the defunct sinner was some kind of Pole." 

And this remark, we may say, in our tum, is stranger still. Had the story been 
originally written in English, it might bave necessitated some explanation with regard 
to such linguistic capacity on the part of the ligbtning. As the story, however, first 
appeared in Russian, in the St. Petersburg" Grajdanine," whence it was translated by 
us with the author's permission, it does not require an excessive amount of very ordinary 

penetration to guess that the name had to be changed in order to be adapted to the 
English word II accursed." Had we written the word "proklyata," the Russian for 
" accursed," the "coincidence" would have had no meaning. The story is half fiction, 
both in the original and in the translation j but it is based on a true and "is/orieal 

fact, as explained at its close. But since the real names had to be withheld, any names 
would do in order to set forth the strange and to this day inexplicable fact, which has 

become since its occurrence one of the prominent legends of the country where it 

happened. 
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\tbe Slatn lDo"e. 

TALL was she as the aspen, tall and slender, 
With small sweet head set flower-wise above . 

A white throat carved divinely, firm yet tender; 
The very eyes, the very mouth of love 

Had she -the very hair with its gold dimness
Oh, God I were it to-day before mine eyes, 

To veil the bold light with its scathing grimness 
That sears my soul, like fiend in angel's guise I 

Her voice that fell so softly, clarion-fashion 
Rang out resistless were there wrong to fight; 

Yea, her sweet eyes grew dark with mighty passion, 
And like a goddess gleamed she from that height 

Some God had given for her human dower, 
That she might shame all lesser souls that be, 

And bloom above her sisters a sunflower 
That smiles down to the daisies radiantly. 

Alas! ye cannot see, my words but hide her, 
The fairest soul, the sweetest heart, sweet Love 

E'er fashioned for his glory! All beside her 
Seemed merely phantoms; yea, as some lost glove 

Recalls the hand that wore it, so each maiden 
Ye hold the fairest shadows her. Alas! 

Ye clasp that glove no answering hand hath laden; 
Heart-pierced I gaze; the shadows coldly pass. 

I can but weep •... my weak words break and falter; 
One bitter cry is all my wan lips know. 

Yet is fate strong-death anguish shall not alter 
What fate hath willed j gods blindly come and go 

Beneath her cold eyes that unshrinking scan them, 
Note passing worship and swift following scorn; 

And tho' men wildly love, or fiercely ban them 
Fate recketh not, she may not joy or mourn: 
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Serene, while stars flame high in sudden madness, 
Or comets blaze to scatter pestilence; 

Serene, tho' worlds laugh loud, or sob for sadness, 
Unmoved, all-moving, freezing soul and sense-

So seems she to our wild hearts brimmed with passion; 
Her fierce invisible eye hath maniac might, 

Yet could we gaze in antique Vedic fashion, 
Fate is that crowned one who upholds the right, 

And yields sour fruitage for an evil seeding. 
And boughs all barren, bare ~nd blossom less, 

To lips that lacked not wine for others' needing, 
To mouths that cursed whom they were bid to bless! 

Too late 1 know it •..• all too late have learned it, 
When naught it helpeth, naught availeth me •.•• 

Would that fate's hand in my young soul had burned it, 
Then had I known . • • • then were I dead . . . • and she 

Were lying on my heart, and we together 
Slept in that darkness that shall know no morn, 

Nor any rain, or sun, or wind, or weather, 
Nor any loveless love false lips have sworn .•. 

• • • • • 
We twain were children in that small sea-village, 

And happy as the daisies that upspring 
Sweet-hearted with no care or toil of tillage, 

Life seemed a song we two were born to sing. 

I clomb tall trees and reft bird's eggs enwroughten 
With quaint fair runes to hang about her neck, 

And she would crown me with fair flowers soughten 
In unknown woods, and little did we reck 

Aught save ourselves, when she would tell me smiling 
(Strange smile that reached the borderland of tears) 

Sweet tales of bird or insect, thus beguiling 
My life to thoughts beyond its span of years: 

And she would mark the pine trees laughing lightly 
What time the west wind shook their shadowy hair 

Across the flower faces turned up brightly 
To catch the fragrant gold-dust raining there. 
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She loved th' unnoticed splendour, wondrous, golden, 
Of dandelions rayed innumerous, 

And often bore one on her bosom folden 
With flame of grass; nor would her light foot crush 

The wee hepatica that redly flushes 
For love of Balder when the spring hath come. 

She learned rare legends from the cool green rushes 
Where the moon's laughing river had its home .... 

So every bird, yea, every tiniest creature 
Grew dear and precious for her precious sake; 

She knew them all and loved them, my girl teacher, 
And love was all the lore her soft voice spake. 

And love was all the lore her spirit heeded 
Till one dark day ... ah! how the memory clings t 

Perchance the bitter rede to sweetness seeded 
In coming years, as from the woven strings 

Of major and of minor c10selier clinging 
In passion and in yearning nigh despair; 

Above the sobs a triumph march seems springing, 
When life, the master, sets his strong hand there. 

The doves in the green woodland loved my Mary 
(Where dwelt the life that loved her not ?), and oft 

A little fluttering thing, so shy and wary, 
Would perch on her gold hair, and cooing soft 

Would nestle in her bosom with caresses 
Of downy head and small persistent beak, 

That plucked her rose-sweet hand for tendernesses, 
Or sought the flower of her peach-soft cheek. 

And she, with glimpses of life's possible glory, 
Perchance with prophecy of life's sharp pain 

Within her soul, whose yet unwritten story 
The wild wings shadowed, felt her sweet heart fain 

Of love and longing, and a rapture threaded 
With swift flame-feet her slumbrous lilied dream, 

And present peace and future strife grew wedded, 
Till to death's ocean danced life's singing stream. 
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Not that, indeed, her childish mind knew clearly 
What I, in these dark days, can scarce express; 

She only felt she loved the grey bird dearly, 
She only recked she longed to save and bless: 

And so she clasped the tender cooing creature 
Close to her breast, closer and closer still, 

With mighty hunger ... did the bird-heart reach her, 
And melt into her own by stress of will ? 

Its voice grew silent, but she marked not, holden 
By that strange rapture, while the west wind ran 

From out the wood, across the winged broom golden, 
And back into the lindens whence it sprang, 

And wooed their leaves to pictures, whose weird sweetness 
(Laid on that amethyst men call the sky) 

Words may not say, nor song, in full completeness 
She loved it with a poet's ecstacy! 

And" Oh, my dove, fly thou with twilight pinion 
Sun-kist to snow and silver, fly thou fast, 

Speed thro' the blueness, thine own fair dominion 
Soft shade the lindens o'er her rapt face cast 

As up she gazed, and sea and sky were meeting 
In that deep smile her grey eyes held serene; 

And" Oh, my dove," with red lips still repeating, 

" 

"Fly fast," she sang, " fly fast 'twixt blue and green! JJ 

Unclasped she swift her fingers that had holden 
Heart-close the dove ••. It fluttered to her feet .• 

Alas! beyond green earth, beyond the golden 
Barred gate of sunset, heart may stilled heart meet, 

But never 'neath the lindens: death had stridden 
Between the dove and maiden, darkener 

Of all sweet things, unknown, unsought, unbidden, 
To slay the sunshine had he come to her! 

One instant gazed she with wild eyes, ungrasping 
The scathing story fiery hearts know well, 

That Love with passion of his closeliest clasping 
But slays the soul and casts it into hell ! 
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Then fell her first tears," bitter, unchecked, burning 
Like sparks that seared her white face, and she cast 

Herself down on the daisies, coldly turning 
Her sad eye~ from the sunlight, "And thou wast, 

" Oh dove, my dove, slain by my close caresses, 
By very love was life pressed out of thee ... 

Alas, my dove, thro' what strange wildernesses 
Hath life to stray ere it find sanctuary? 

" Perchance, oh bird, thy stilled heart, fain of flying, 
Will curse my cruel hand; perchance somewhere 

Thou hast not any strength, save strength of sighing 
For sunny earth 'mid Hades darkened air •..• 

" Perchance in the" green woodland, 'mid the whisper 
Of leaves wind-smitten, thou hadst thy small nest, 

And now, even now, each tiny grey dove-lisper 
Is cooing for the shelter of thy breast: 

"Perchance those amber mouths are open, crying 
For thee, food-bringer, to fill full, and 10, 

The small sweet lives are stricken, starving, dying ..•• 
They curse me with their helplessness . . • . Ah, woe ! 

" Ah, bitter woe of life! Ah, cruel birth gift! 
That I, poor fool, in my child's loving heart 

Thought grace and crown that might from lowly earth lift 
My soul to bliss .•.. let the vain dream depart! 

" Let me awaken ... dove, my dove, I lay thee 
Down 'mid the daisies with a long last kiss; 

My love hath slain, yet shall my life repay thee 
That silent gift. Ye gods, take heed of this! " 

And turning slowly, passed she from me, musing 
On her strange words and stranger looks; ah me ! 

Why fell my soul back ever, shrinking, losing 
The mystic time-flash fate yields charily. 

Had I but grasped her fingers, had I striven 
For words to tell my heart throbs, had I known 

What silent strength by clasping hand is given, 
We twain were in the darkness, not alone. 

My heart's heart, and my soul's soul, while I falter, 
And curse the sunshine, and abhor the day, 

And weakly sigh yet win no might to alter, 
And so life passes, as she passed away. 

EVELYN PYNE. 
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CHAPTER II. 

JUANA. 

THE two lovers, after leaving the old cathedral, continued their way, 
and soon entered the Chinese quarter of the city. The shops 
were lighted with gas, and crowds of people thronged the streets, 

while in the. by-ways and alleys, females of doubtful character, looking 
hungry, defiant and greedy, were lurking. The great majority of the 
people were Chinese; from the well-to-do merchant in a silk robe down 
to the pale and ragged wretches that live in underground holes and 
subterranean passages, in continual warfare with the police. The 
nauseous odour of fish and garlic that pervaded the streets was by no 
means inviting, and our hero and heroine quickened their step to escape 
to the purer regions, higher up on the hill-side. Soon they reached a 
part of the city where the streets became more quiet, and at last they 
stopped in front of a gate leading into a small garden, in the midst of 
which, surrounded by bushes of jessamine and oleander, stood a small 
one-storey cottage. 

Pancho pushed the gate open. In doing so he found it obstructed by 
something which proved to be the carcase of a dog, lying stiff and with 
its head thrown backwards, as if it had died of tetanus. 

"'Ihis is Mrs. Wells' pet poodle," cried Conchita. "It seems as 
though it had been poisoned." 

They rang the bell and, the door being soon opened, Mrs. Wells 
appeared upon the threshold. She was a woman of about sixty years, 
in a white frilled cap. The lamp she carried was held up high to 
enable her to scrutinize the new-comers. Her face brightened up when 
she recognized Conchita. 

"Bless me!" she exclaimed. "vVhat good luck brings my darling 
here to-night? Please walk in." 

They entered, and Pancho was introduced to Mrs. Wells. The latter 
expressed herself delighted, and declared that this was indeed a 
fortunate ending to a most unfortunate day. 

" How so?" asked Conchita. "Has anything disagreeable happened 
to you to-day?" 

"Lots of disagreeable things have happened," replied Mrs. Wells. 
" Mr. Hagard the landlord had long ago promised to have these rooms 
newly papered, but as he never did it, and the hangings were falling down 
from the walls, I could stand it no longer. So I took a few dollars 
which I had saved up, bought .,orne paper myself. and hired a paper-
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hanger. But when the landlord heard that the rooms had been repaired, 
he came in and said, that the house was now worth a great deal more 
rent, and that he supposed I could now afford to pay him twenty dollars a 
month instead of eighteen as heretofore. I argued with him and told 
him that God would surely punish him for his avarice; but he said that 
he would not compel me to pay more, and if I did not wish to do so, 
I was at liberty to move out, if I liked. What shall I do now? I 
am a poor woman, and Mr. Hagard is a wealthy man. He owns two 
blocks of houses and has millions of money; yet he will not live in a 
.decent room himself, but sleeps in the loft over one of his stables, and 
climbs into it at night by means of a ladder." 

.. He is very much to be pitied," remarked Conchita, .. but has any 
{)ther misfortune happened?" 

.. Nothing worth mentioning," answered Mrs. Wells. .. Only Juana 
has been very wicked. She played with Tommy and let him smell a 
bone, and when the dog snapped at it, she pulled it away. At last 
Tommy got hold of the bone, and then she snatched it away from him 
and he grew excited and bit her. This made her so furious, that I had to 
let the dog out, for Juana would surely have torn him to pieces! 

.. The bite does not seem to have agreed with the dog anyhow," put in 
Pancho, who thereupon informed Mrs. Wells of having seen the poodle 
1ying dead at the gate. They both went out and brought the body of 
the dog into the cottage. Mrs. Wells, who was very much grieved at 
the death of her favourite, said she was certain this was juana's doing. 

"Where did she get the poison? .. asked Pancho. 
" That girl requires no poison," answered the aggrieved woman. "She 

is poison enough herself. I shall be glad when she gets out of this 
house. She wishes to go back to Central America, and the sooner 
we send her back the better it will be for all of us. She will never 
be fit to live in a civilized country." 

Entering the kitchen, adjoining which was the chamber of Juana, 
{)ur friends found a dark-coloured Indian girl with sharply defined 
features not altogether devoid of beauty. Her long black hair 
hung in disorder over her narrow forehead and her shoulders, as she 
sat in front of the grate, looking at the glimmering ashes, while a 
malicious smile played around her lips. It would have been some
what difficult to estimate her age, which might have been fourteen or 
twenty-four; but it seemed as though her young body was inhabited 
by an aged soul. She was partly undressed, wearing a dark-blue shirt 
and a chequered shawl that but half concealed her form. 

At the time when Juana was picked up from the battle field, she was 
.already old enough to be impressed with its horrors. A company of 
government soldiers had killed nearly all of the tribe to which she 
belonged; but the officer in command had spared her life and taken 
ner home to his family. Soon after that the officer was himself killed 
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and she was taken in charge by a sea captain who employed her as 
a servant and brought her with him to the United States, where she was 
found by Conchita, and ultimately placed with Mrs. Wells. Juana had 
never forgotten the injury inflicted upon her people by the white race, 
and her heart was full of revenge. She seemed to hate everybody 
without discrimination, Conchita perhaps excepted; for the latter had 
been very kind to her and could converse with her in her Indian 
dialect Moreover Conchita had promised to send her back to her own 
country, and she was very anxious to return, dreaming perchance of 
future greatness and even of becoming the queen of her tribe. 

If she had any magic powers, it had never been ascertained how she 
acquired them. It is therefore, not unreasonable to suppose that she 
learned their use intuitively, having perhaps practised them in some 
previous incarnation; for it is said that though the details of some 
such previous existence may be entirely forgotten, the instincts and 
talents developed will remain unchanged by death and be ready to 
manifest themselves in constant increase in each successive existence. 

Conchita explained to Juana the object of her visit, and asked her to 
show Pancho some proof of her art After a long discussion Juana finally 
consented. Looking at Pancho's hand, she said: .. This man can see 
himself, he does not need my eyes." 

She then took a goblet and, filling it with water, uttered some words 
in a foreign tongue; at last she breathed upon it and bade Pancho to 
look, who did as directed. The surface of the water appeared at first as 
clear as a crystal, but gradually it seemed to become covered with a film. 
An image formed itself upon the film as on a mirror and became more 
and more distinct, until finally Pancho beheld in it a life-like representa
tion of an event that had taken place in his earlier life. It represented 
the dying scene of a friend who had many years ago committed suicide 
-on account of some disappointment All the persons who were then 
present, Pancho included, were represented in every detail with the 
greatest exactness. Pancho had never spoken to anyone of this affair; 
in fact he had tried to erase it from his own memory. But there was 
another remarkable feature about that picture; for besides the persons 
standing around the bed of the dying man there were other beings which 
seemed invisible to the former; grinning Elementals of ludicrous and 
yet horrible shapes, awaiting apparently the parting of the soul and body. 
The dying man alone seemed to see them, although he could not 
speak. It was this that gave to his face that expression of horror which 
Pancho remembered only too well . 

.. Well done, my little devil! " exclaimed Pancho. .. The image of the 
past has been correctly recorded. Now let us look at the future." 

Juana grinned and nodded assent. Pancho looked again, and now 
the face of a saint appeared upon the surface. It was a face bearing an 
expression of dignity, sanctity, and superhuman intelligence. But 
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gradually the features underwent a change i they became distorted, and 
after a while there stood in the place of the saint the image of a clown, 
staring at Pancho. It slowly faded away. 

" What does this mean? " asked Pancho. 
"I do not know," was Juana's answer. 
Further attempts to obtain any phenomena proved useless i but 

Pancho was so much pleased with what he had seen, that he proposed 
to have arrangements made immediately for Juana to come and live at 
his house. Conchita was evidently none too pleased with this idea; 
but being accustomed to agree with all her husband's wishes, and 
perhaps also desiring to relieve Mrs. Wells of the troublesome Indian 
girl, she gave her consent. As to Juana,she seemed absolutely indifferent 
as to whether she was to go or to remain. So it was agreed that a room 
should be prepared for her the next day at their residence. 

While Conchita and Mrs. Wells were talking over the subject, Pancho 
happened to look toward the kitchen window, anq saw plainly the face 
of a man peering through one of the panes. It was an ugly face, with 
a brutal expression on it, the face of a man of about fifty years of age. 
This was all that Pancho could see, for the figure disappeared the 
moment its eyes caught his glance; and when he went to the window, 
he could see nothing but the darkness beyond. He thought that it 
might have been a phantom produced by his own imagination, and then 
concluded to say nothing of it, thinking it useless to alarm Mrs. Wells. 

The husband and wife took their leave, and as they walked homeward 
an interior feeling told Pancho that he had acted inconsiderately 
in proposing to take care of Juana. He asked Conchita what she 
thought in regard to this matter. 

" Juana is a malicious creature," answered Conchita, "but I do not 
believe she will attempt to do any harm, for I have always been very 
friendly to her." 

" I expect great scientific results from our experiments with that girl," 
continued Pancho. "Science has now arrived at the utmost limits of 
all that can possibly be known in regard to physical forces, and if we 
wish to know anything more, we must enter the field of Magic and 
Sorcery. The mediums of the Spiritualists are almost useless for our 
investigations i they do not know the cause of the phenomena which 
take place through their instrumentality. But those rare and exceptional 
individuals who understand the nature of these mysterious powers, and can 
produce phenomena at will, ought to be regarded as the greatest treasures 
of science. In the past such science used to slay its possessors. The 
science of the future, recognizing their value, will build them palaces 
and surround them with every comfort Then, and only then, will it be 
possible to study those higher sciences which deal with the living forces 
of nature. Persons possessing such powers ought to be treated like 
the vestal priestesses of the ancient oracles. They ought to be kept 
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away from contact with the vulgar and the ignorant, and not be 
exposed to any deleterious mental influences. They ought to be 
surrounded with the most favourable conditions to develop their 
powers and to use them for the benefit of humanity. Thus we 
might establish schools of Occultism all over the country, and come 
again into possession of the science which belonged to the ancient 
Rosicrucians and which has been lost on account of the igncrance of 
those who were in power during the Dark Ages. Thus shall we gain 
the p!lwer to chain the Elemental spirits of Nature to the car of science. 
We shall engage them to carry our letters in the twinkling of an eye 
from one part of the globe to another, and to give us correct information 
of what takes place in the bowels of the earth, and the highest regions· 
of the sky. We shall rediscover the art of making gold and silver, 
pearls and precious stones, by artificial means j of rendering ourselves 
invisible, and of prolonging our lives to an indefinite period until at last 
we grow tired of walking the earth like the Wandering Jew and 
voluntarily retire for a period of repose." 

" Do you believe that there ever were any persons who possessed such 
powers?" quietly asked Conchita. 

" Do I believe it?" exclaimed Pancho. " I am just as certain of it as 
I am of my own existence. The historical accounts of the wonders 
performed by the Rosicrucians and Alchemists cannot be mere lies and 
inventions j and we read in the works of Theophrastus Paracelsus that 
even an ordinary occultist must be able to take down the moon from the 
sky and to put it into a bath of water; a feat only paralleled by that 
of Joshua, mentioned in the Bible. Do you not believe, yourself, that 
during the rroass an ordinary wafer is transformed into the flesh and 
blood of Christ? 'Why then should it be impossible to make gold out of 
mercury? But we will not enter into these subjects j they are too new 
and strange to be believed by anyone who is an entire stranger to occult 
science. If you doubt them, please remember that Moses made water 
run out of a rock by touching it with a stick, and that he was able to 
transform his staff into a snake." 

" I do not doubt that such things can be done," answered Conchita. 
"I have seen Kellar perform just such wonderful things. I saw him 
make real hot coffee out of shavings and milk out of sawdust, while he 
transformed cotton into pieces of sugar. You remember also that he 
made a rosebush grow from a piece of wood; and its roses were no 
hallucination, for he gave me a rose and I took it home with me." 

" Yes, I know," answered Pancho. "He is a very clever performer; 
but these things are all done by tricks. What I want to know is how 
to perform the genuine thing:' 

" Oh. that would be charming!" exclaimed Conchita. "Please learn 
all about it, and then we can give an evening entertainment How 
surprised Mrs. Wells would be if we could make her poodle come back 
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to life; and then if we could make gold we could buy that little cottage 
from Mr. Hagard and give it to her, so that she would not have to 
worry about the rent, poor soul! " 

"These are mere trifles," answered Pancho. "If I knew how to 
employ the elemental powers of nature, I would do far more important 
things. It is said that if we had faith only as a mustard-seed, we should 
be able to remove mountains. I want to find out what is meant by that 
expression, 'faith.' I have reason to suppose that it refers to some 
talisman, and if I can get possession of it I will make short work with 
the canal of Panama. I will level the Rocky Mountains and transform 
Nebraska into a paradise." 

Conchita looked surprised. It seemed as if she began to doubt the 
sanity of her husband. 

"You need not be surprised," continued Pancho. "Such things are 
not impossible, and I have the key to it already in my possession. 
Schopenhauer says: ' Tlte world is tlte product of my imagination.' If I 
<:an change my imagination, then I can change the world." 

"The best thing," said Conchita," would be to see Mr. Schopenhauer 
and ask him to change his imagination a little; for it seems necessary 
that some changes should be made. Where does he live?" 

" Mr. Schopenhauer is dead," answered Pancho; "but I see that you do 
not understand these things. I will explain them to you by-and-bye." 

During these discourses our friends reached their home, and we will 
now return to Mrs. Wells and see what Juana is doing. We find her 
still sitting in front of the grate, and upon the mantel-piece there burns 
a piece of a candle. She looks at the light and, in a subdued voice, sings 
a song in her native language; and while she sings the flame rises 
several inches in the air and sinks down again, its motions keeping beat 
with the melody. Presently a rap is heard and Juana rises. She blows 
out the light and opens the window. 

When Pancho thought that the face which he saw peering through 
the window-pane was an apparition attracted by influences that sur
rounded Juana, he was not far from the truth; for the face belonged to 
Hagard, the miserly landlord, who for some time past had been in the 
habit of paying nightly visits to the Indian girl. He had corne on 
his "isit to Juana, but ran away when he saw himself observed by 
Pancho. N ow the coast was clear and he returned. 

"Who are those people that were here to-night? " he asked. 
"Wouldn't you like to know?" tauntingly answered Juana. "Hasthe 

lady with the black eyes found favour with you? Well! Such fish are 
not for you to catch. You are too ugly for her. It would take stronger 
powers than mine to make her fall in love with such an ape as you." 

" But who is she? " asked Hagard. 
"I will not tell you," answered Juana. 
"Suppose I pay you for telling me?" asked Hagard, drawing a 
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gold piece out of his pocket. "Refuse to tell me, I will ask Mrs. 
Wells." 

"Let me see," said Juana, taking the gold piece, which she smelt and 
then hid away. " The lady is from my own country, and I am going to 
live with her. This is your last visit. You will see me no more." 

" Can you not find means to make me acquainted with her? " 
"It would not be advisable for you to exhibit your carcase at her house 

as long as her husband is there," sneered Juana. 
" Can you not get the puppy out of the way? " asked Mr. Hagard. 
" That would not improve your, bad looks," answered the girl. 
" Don't talk to me in that way, I know well that you are a witch. 

You can do anything, if you only use your powers." 
"If I should ever use them again for you, it would cost you more 

money than you are willing to pay," answered Juana. "You are always 
so poor I You cannot afford to pay anything." 

"And you are always so greedy," said the man. "Why don't you 
get some of your devils to discover a hidden treasure or a good mine? I 
am willing to pay the expenses and to share the profits with you." 

.• If I were to get the devil to do such a thing," answered Juana, "there 
would be the devil to pay, and you cannot be trusted, for you are sly 
enough to cheat even the devil out of his dues." 

II Now, do talk sense," replied the man," I want you to assist me in 
this affair. That woman with the black eyes is just the kind of fish that 
suits my fancy, and I must have her, even if I had to strangle that knave 
of a husband and marry her. As to the financial part of the business, I 
will arrange that with you in a satisfactory manner." 

" I am not used to live on promises," answered Juana. "Before I do 
anything for you, I must have the cash in my pocket. It may be that I 
-can put my will into her and make her like you in spite of your looks; 
but then you will not have her own self: you will only have a part of me 
in her body." 

" If I only get her," he muttered, II it will make little difference to me 
whose will is inside her. I shall find means to make her do my own will." 

" But it will make a great deal of difference to her," replied Juana. 
4. You know what were the consequences to the man who shot President 
Garfield, of letting the will of other people control his mind? " 

" I don't care. You do the job and I will pay the money. I will take 
charge of the consequences." 

" I will think the matter over, and let you know if there is any chance. 
But now I want you to leave. I am tired and sleepy." 

.. You are a queer girl," he said, hesitatingly; .. but all right. Good
bye!" So saying, Mr. Hagard departed and Juana retired to bed. 

FRANZ HARTMANN. 

(To be continued.) 
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THE MAHAT:\1AS THROUGH THE AGES. 

ALTHOUGH belief in the existence of "Masters of Wisdom" is a matter of 
personal conviction, reasoning, and experience, it is easy enough to collect 
historical proofs that such a belief has existed in all ages and nearly in all 
countries. Not only is the tradition living to this day in India, but the oldest 
legends in the world, those of the Chinese, and the works of the Taoist Mystics, 
nearly all revolve around this particular belief. 

It is in the" KU'en-Llln" mountains (Karakorum), in Eastern Thibet, that 
the Chinese locate the source of their great mystic and alchemical learning. 
The" Kwen-Lun" was, like the Indian Meru, the central point whence sprang 
the "Four great rivers," exoterically as well as esoterically. It was the sojourn 
of the" Tsien" or Immortals, who cultivated upon its slopes the Sesamum and 
Coriander, the grains which conferred longevity on those who fed upon them. 
There also flowed the inexhaustible" Fount of Youth," while the most precious 
stones strewed the walks in the luxurious gardens of the "Happy Land." The 
"Tsien," like the Lha of Tibet, were not, as generally supposed, merely ethereal 
Beings or spirits, although some of them were certainly immaterial. There were 
two classes of terrestial "Tsien," the "Jin-Tsien," or disembodied human genii 
( Nirmanaka)'as), and the "Ti-Tsien" or embodied Immortals (Mahatmas). 
The Taoists revere amongst their Saints seven patriarchs and two female adepts, 
who deserved, after having spent their lives in teaching Humanity, to join the 
ranks of the Tsien. The great "Lao- Tseu " also, the Founder of Taoism, after 
having written his" Tao-TE-King," retired to the" KU'en-Lun" mountains, and 
was never heard of more. One of his followers, "Lieh-Tseu," author of a very 
deep metaphysical system and of the "TdlOung-Hui-King," went to question 
the keeper of the pass through which "Lao-Tseu" had disappeared. With 
much reticence and hesitations, " Yin-He" told him marvellous things about 
the Tsien who dwelt beyond. "A Tsien is a man who had a former existence 
in the world of spirits, is born into the world either on account of some 
indiscretion or for some benevolent purpose, usually in some lowly situation. 
He early begins to show a predilection for things mysterious, to receive visitors 
from the unseen world, to practise Alchemy and the healing art, to prepare and 
use certain drugs and charms of which no one knows the use or the virtue but 
himself, and the more advanced Genii from whom he gets from time to time 
instruction and assistance. After this he gives up human food and all ordinary 
human occupation" (See Denys' "Folklore in China "). . • He even gives up 
breathing, and thus acquires extraordinary powers, such as passing freely through 
the air and fire, plunging into the earth or ocean, and commanding the most 
powerful demons. After a life of many hundred years, he ascends to heaven on 
the back of a dragon. The allegory is transparent: he ascends to bliss owing 
to the acquirement of 1Visdom, symbolized by the dragon; Yilt-He adding that 
those acquisitions were only possible to those whose Soul had become perfectly 
pure. 

At the head of the Tsien reigned "Muh-Kung," the first creative principle 
evolved from Chaos, and his wife "Si- Wang-Mu," the first created principle, 
whose orders were transmitted all over the Earth by azure·winged birds. Azure 
was the colour of Astral Light, "Hiouan·Pin," the blue mother. 

In the "Chinese Readers' Manual," by W. F. Mayers, many interest;ng 
legends are found, showing that the powers which Theosophy attributes to 
Adepts, such as separation of the Mayavi-Rupa, Psychic Telegraphy, and 
voluntary reincarnation in chosen bodies, as well as Mediumship, Clairvoyance, 
Mesmerism and Geomancy (See .Dooit'lI/e, Eitel, etc.), were well known in 
China thousands of years ago. There was a province peopled with Magicians
born, the" Maa-Shan" or Giants. Another legend, perhaps a remembrance of 
Atlantis, peopled with Genii the "San-Sen-Shan" or Fortunate Islands of the 
Eastern Sea. AWARAVELLA. 
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THE GENESIS OF EVIL IN HUMAN LIFE. 

BVIL is a mysterious subject, and of universal interest j it is con
tinually presenting itself for discussion, and men exercise their 
minds very greatly upon it. I t affects man deeply in his thoughts 

and speculations, because it is so large a factor in his life, and the cause 
of so much sorrow and suffering. 

It is also an element which, though permeating his present existence 
as a canker, and paralysing and marring his happiness and the realisation 
of his ideals, man recognises must be eliminated from his life to the 
greatest possible extent, and especially in certain of its forms, in 
preparation for existence in a spiritual sphere. This recognition is one 
of the chief factors in the domain of personal religion, and the special 
aspect in which it is viewed dete~mines the true or false conception of 
the means of salvation from evil. 

The false conception of the means of salvation from evil rests upon 
the assumption that a vicarious atone11lmt is essential; hence the religion 
of many is based, primarily, upon faith in the crucifixion of another 
being-an objective Christ-and only secondarily, and very indifferently, 
upon actual personal effort and suffering. 

The true conception of salvation is based upon the literal acceptance 
of the exhortation of St. Paul: "Work out your own salvation in fear 
and trembling." • 

Instead of resting complacently upon the sufferings of another, nailed 
upon a material cross by the hands of violent, unspiritually-minded men, 
its gaze is turned inwards, the arena of crucifixion is seen to, be tnere, 
and the pain-giving uails and piercing spear are to pass through the 
sensitive forms of cherished personal desires, appetites, and subtler 
indulgences, not of the flesh only, but also of the mind and heart, 
,extending and fixing them as to a cross until they expire. 

But whence comes this canker, this cause of discord, confusion and 
paralysis, which we term evil? How has it arisen in the sphere of 
human existence? 

In viewing the unlimited potentialities in man, in their number and 
extent, and in observing the boundless resources by which he is sur
rounded in his various domains of external activity, of thought, of 
emotion, and of personal cultivation, we can readily perceive that, were 
the discord of evil absent, his life would be bright, happy and full of 
intelligent purpose. 

So it is continually asked what it is that has produced a world of 
activity and of feeling so inharmonious in its movements, so disjointed 
in its mutual inner relations, and so accompanied by sadness and fruit
lessness? And the wise go further and ask, as the most pertinent and 

* Philippians ii .• 12. 
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momentous of life-questions, how can the discords be resolved, the 
canker of disunion eliminated, and the vitalizing elements of true wisdom 
and purpose introduced? 

At the outset of any enquiry respecting evil it is essential to recognise 
that it is 110t itself a thing, but is the form which a certain thing, i.e., 
man's behaviour, individually and collectively, has taken. Apart from 
that behaviour it does not exist; let the form of that behaviour be 
changed, so that it becomes an expression of the Supreme Law of Life, 
reflecting the beauty and harmonious operation of that Law, and Evil 
will no longer exist. Whence has this form arisen, and what has 
attached it to the area of human existence? 

And further, why is the inner life of each individual man the arena of a 
continual struggle? How is it that there is within him an incessant 
conflict as to which form, the good or the evil, shall characterise the 
weaving fabric of his permanent individuality? Why is there not 
smoothness of movement, concord and peace in the world of thought, 
feeling and action, of which man is the centre and the creator? 

On considering the nature and ways of man's life, we find that he 
shares with the lower animals those principles of existence and moti\'es 
of action which minister to self-preservation-provision of the necessaries 
of existence, protection from danger, and continuation of the species. 
In the brutes these principles and motives act without disorder. The 
animals obey their instincts, or inherent impulses, for the purposes of 
preservation, protection and continuation, but they obey their instincts 
wit/lill a well-defined limit, laid down by the exigencies and impulses of 
the moment. 

No consciousness of the future plays any part in the action of animals, 
leading them to lay up store for the future or modifying in any marked 
manner other uses of their instincts; while their intercourse with each 
other is simple and obedient to certain natural impulses. 

Man possesses these same impulses and instincts; but, in addition, he 
has been endowed with another group of qualities of greater range and 
force: memory, realistic perception of objects and of acts, prevision, and 
an infinite power of adaptation. 

These make him master of countless resources, and give him conscious 
command over the past for the purposes of the present and the future. 

But the animal nature in him retains its strength and is still an 
essential part of his being, connecting him with the objective world and 
prompting him to acts necessary to his existence. 

So strong is this original nature that it tends to assert supremacr 
over the faculties of greater range and power, pressing them into its 
service and subordinating them to the ministration of its demands and 
needs. And the whole principle of. the animal nature is self; this is the 
beginning, middle and end of animal existence. In the arena of animal 
life, whatever conflicts with Self, or opposes obstacles to its desires, is 
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treated as antagonistic: if the opponent be weak or the obstacle slight, 
it is crushed; if the opposite, it is fled from or avoided. 

In all such conditions, however, there is but the one feeling of 
antagonism, which, if opposition be continued, passes at once into the 
ultimate stage of either fear or anger. The realm of the animal world, 
where Self is the natural ruler, is thus one of very simple arrangement 
and of few governing principles. In it right and wrong do not exist, but 
in their place, as sole arbiters of action, we find Necessity where self
preservation and propagation of the species are concerned, and where 
individual relations are involved we find Expediency. 

In the obtaining of food, or in the assertion of possession or of 
supremacy, no law but that of the stronger or more cunning is recognised; 
Only the impulse to obtain that which is desired is obeyed, except when 
an instinct of weakness or of inferiority causes fear and either paralyses 
or instigates to flight. 

When, therefore, the animal nature found itself in alliance with the 
higher attributes of intelligence, memory, foresight and resource, with 
which man is endowed, the strength of its emotions and the acuteness of 
its sensuous experiences, would become accentuated; and these, intensi
fied by reflection from the more widely extended consciousness, would 
lead it to assert supremacy over the forces of higher range, in order that 
its several individual instincts might be the more effectually ministered 
to and gratified. 

Memory and intelligence would enhance the pleasure found in 
gratifying desire, by seeking and providing those elements and conditions 
in which the pleasure was consciously found to exist, and by repetition 
of indulgence merely for the sake of individual enjoyment and 
advantage. Thus, the faculty of prevision and more acutely conscious 
participation in definite acts, could of themselves, in union with the 
original animal nature, only accentuate and enlarge the principle and 
power of Self and aid in developing that course of life which tended to 
exalt and strengthen it. 

Had the evolution of man ever presented a stage of this nature, he 
would have been nothing more than an animal of exaggerated selfish 
desires gratified without restraint 

I t is true that Modern Education, in its systems, methods and 
appliances, treats man as if he were a being actually in such a stage of 
development, practically ignoring, in its bearing upon him, his possession 
of any further endowments beyond these; but unhappily, Modem 
Education, being chiefly controlled by amateur educationists and self
appointed directors, is quite unrelated to its subjects-and treats it 
unworthily and ignorantly. 

But with the endowments of which we have spoken and which alone 
would have made him an animal tif more dtfinite consciousness merely, 
a higher principle was also bestowed which carried with it a Law of 
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Existence the very antithesis of the animal principle or Principle of 
Self. This higher principle, like Light in the physical world, appears as 
a simple essence in its complete form, but may, like Light, be dispersed 
into many beautiful and energizing rays by refraction through suitable 
media. In its simple form, as a unit of force, this principle is ~piritual 
Wisdom.* It illumines life fully and truly, and beneath its brilliant 
rays the true character of the individual and of the world in which he 
moves-its objects, paths, movements and destiny, arrange themselves 
before the inner vision in their real nature and relationship. 

This Spiritual Principle, embracing as one of its rays the transforming 
force of Universal Love, the charity of St Paul, is, as already noted, the 
direct opposite of the Principle of Self. 

Yet the two principles are found to exist side by side in the constitu
tion of man j the one essentially of the flesh and the world and adapted 
only for a sensuous physical existence, the other infinite both in capacity 
and in duration, and allying him with the ever-unfolding world of beauty, 
wisdom and power. 

But they cannot thus exist within the same territory and remain 
passive in attitude towards each other.; nor can they compromise their 
antagonistic claims and assert rule over departments of being entirely 
detached from each other. The rule they both strive to assert is over 
that which is the very man himself j each of them claims the Ego, the 
enduring essence within the visible and transient personality j that 
which, according to its own absolute choice and decision, will suffer or 
enjoy, decay or grow, drift at the mercy of every idle wind or steadily 
ascend the Mount of God. 

The one or the other of these forces struggling within the breast of 
man must become supreme in ultimate rule. By one he is drawn 
towards this mode of life, by the other to a mode of life diametrically 
opposite·t 

The higher principle with which he is endowed strives to reveal to his 
understanding that another destiny is intended for him than that of 
living the mere animal life of Self; and at times glimpses come to him 
of a world totally different in nature from that with which his external 
senses connect him. By degrees he learns that the Life of Self is 
destructive of all that is true and enduring, that it is false and delusive, 
and that it prevents the resolution of the discords of life into a full and 
complete harmony. 

He recognises, also, that to yield to this disintegrating force, to that 
which produces chaos and decay instead of vitality, must be contrary to 
the law of his being, and will ever hinder the fulfilment of his destiny, 
the union oj his will and his intelligence with the Fount of Wisdom, 
Beauty and Power. 

* .. The wisdom that is from abow is first pure, then peaceable, gentle and easy to be entreated. 
full of mercy and of good works."-James iii., 17. 

t .. The flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit against the flesh. "-GaL v. 18. 
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The antagonism and energy of the contending forces become accen
tuated from the discovery of these truths, and confusion and unrest are 
generated within the arena of the struggle. The conscious object of this 
conflict cannot escape from the discomfort, perplexity and sadness it 
engenders, and he realizes, sooner or later, that his decision must needs 
be made, and his Will definitely and permanently allied with the One 
Principle, or surrendered with unstable weakness to the other. 

And here we may note that not only do the merely intellectual en
dowments furnish the nature below them with fuller means of gratifica
tion, but they even add special areas of personal life in which self
glorification may run riot. One of these is the area of self-seeking 
emulation, which in these days is crowded with vulgar activity, and which 
has been criminally· extended, by the gratuitous appropriation of 
prizes and examinations, into the period of life nature demands for the 
normal training of every unit of the human race. 

In another of these areas arise conditions which instigate to the 
display of imagined personal superiority and the enjoyment of 
meretricious and disintegrating social distinctions, manifested not only 
in the craving for titles and other individua:lising terms, but even in the 
active search for them, and in the pleasure derived from their use, 
exhibited in all the middle and upper grades of social, political and 
professional life. However plausible, however universal, this action of 
the lower mental endowments of man may be, it is a surrender to the 
Principle of Self, and one of the forms in which it is worshipped. 

On this plane also arises the common display of personal arrogance 
and self consequence, which, through tyrannical and arbitrary acts, 
creates new forms of conflict in the arena of human thought and feeling, 
sets in motion ever-widening circles of mischief, calls into pl~y the forces 
of "spiritual wickedness in high places," and leaves the actor himself at 
still greater variance with the supreme Law of Life.t This is the 

* We have used the word erimiflally advisedly. The term is a just one, because of the disintegrating 
.and dcteriorating effect of the system alluded to upon mankind, individually and in its social groups. 
The system has not been imposed and maintained in ignorance. It was commenced and is maintained 
in defiance of the emphatic teachings of the New Testament, an embodiment of precepts asserted 
by those" who profess and call themselves Christians," to be bast'd upon the highest authority and 
to have been taught by One for whom they profess the highest rcverence. (See Matthew xx., 20-28: 
xxiii., 12: Luke xii., 34: xiv., 7-12: xvi., 15; John xiv., 15: Philippians ii., 3: James iii., 
14-16, &('., &c.) 

The spirit as well as the letter of those precepts is entirely against personal emulation and the 
struggle for notoriety, while the teachings which accompany them are, in many instances, illustra
tions of the moral and spiritual disasters which result from their infringement, and of the condemn
.ation which eventually awaits him who transgresses. In spite of this clear and definite teaching, 
personal emulation is ma~e a chief factor in a normal, universal experience of mankind, and at a 
period when virtues and vices, habits and impulses, receive their form and strength, and give the 
bias of the motives which will eventually rule the whole earth-life, and probably also the life beyond. 
We ask: Arc the plants of a well-cultivated garden ruled by this plan, and stimulated to grow eaek 
.celler Ikan ils neigkbour, or is each trained and fostered 1o ils own 6est passi6/e developmenl f 

t The act of a late bishop of the English Church may serve as an illustration of what is here 
meant. He disinherited his only daughter, "to mark," as he said in his will, "IIis sense of her 
.conduct." This daughter, in the exercise of her personal inherent rights and responsibilities, which 
no parental assumption can abrogate or remove, had married the man whom she loved, and her 
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emphasised, more spiritual form of self-worship-the most deadly enemy 
of the soul of man, and the greatest obstacle to its attainment of true 
blessedness. 

An honest and thorough investigation of the truths and facts now set 
forth, both as regards the individual centres of life and of force with 
which man is endowed, and the relation of his Ego towards them and its 
use of them, leaves us in no doubt as to the origin of Evil, its true nature, 
and the logical character of its consequences. There is that within man. 
or overshadowing him, which presses towards rendering him master of 
himself and of life, by making him a true servant of the Deity j for only 
when he is the servant of the Most High will man cease to be the 
servant of the blind, self-centreing forces which operate within him. "Ye 
cannot serve God and Mammon." 

And man is conscious of this overshadowing by the Supreme Prin
ciple of the Universe-Divine Knowledge and Divine Motive-"the 
Light which lighteth every man that cometh into the world." He would 
receive it,· he even dallies with it, but alas! the lower forces are more 
prese1lt with him j he yields to them and assents to life on their plane ~ 
he yields to the motives which they create, though, while yielding, he 
knows that he is destroying the rule of God and is helping to flood the 
world with disease, darkness and death. 

Thus, voluntarily choosing, or allowing himself to be led into, that 
which opposes his union with the Supreme Principle of Life-the 
Absolute in Wisdom, Knowledge and Power, he determines for himself 
and his race the resulting future j sowing persistently false seeds of life 
out of his own tainted heart,t is it strange that he should reap their 
na tural fruit in sadness and dismay? t 

" Sow an act, and you reap a habit, 
Sow a habit, and you reap a character, 
Sow a character and you reap a destiny." 

I. 

father had, from that time, refused all intercourse with her. She appealed to him in vain. Acts of 
this imperious and arrogant nature are, in varying degree, only too common. 

They set In Dlotion currents of evil and misery of which no one can foresee the end or the c0n

sequences. It is the forces underlying such acts which originate dogmatism, persecution, priestly 
assumption, and all forms of inquisition into personal life and personal convictions. Have these 
not wrought sorrow, pain, social chaos, and national anarchy? Are they not still in operation around 
us? What said Jesus about personal arrogance and Phariseeism? 

* .. The good that I would I do not: but the evil which I would not, that I do." .. I dellgbt ill 
the law of God after the inward DIan: but I see another law in my members, warring against the law 
of my mmd, and blinging me into capth'ity to the law of sin which is in my members:'-Rom:llllO 
vii., 19, 23-+ The force of the lower nature becomes 'lie law 0/ sin, of which SL Paul speaks, by 
surrender of the individual life of thought, feeling and motive to its control. 

t .. For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts," &c.-Matt. xv., 19-

::: .. Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap, 
For he that soweth to his flesh shan of the flesh reap corruption; but he that soweth to the Spirit 
shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting, "-Ephesians vi .. 7-8. 
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ltbe £lt~tr of tbe lDe\ltl. 
(Translated from the German of E. T. A. Hoffmann by William Ashton Ellis.) 

(Continued from tke December Number.) 

• 
CHAPTER II. 

I \V AS sixteen years of age when the parish priest informed me 
that I was sufficiently prepared to begin the higher course of 
theological studies in the Seminary of the neighbouring city. I 

had decided for an ecclesiastical calling, and this filled my mother with 
inner joy for she saw herein the explanation and fulfilment of the 
mysterious expressions of the pilgrim, which seemed to coincide, to some 
extent, with the remarkable vision of my father, as yet unknown to me. 
She believed that at last, by my decision, the soul of my father was 
atoned and saved from the torments of eternal damnation. The Princess 
also, whom I now saw only in the parlour, favoured strongly my in
tention, and renewed her promise to assist me in all needful ways to the 
attainment of ecclesiastical dignity. 

Although the city lay so near that one could see its towers from the 
cloister, and some few more active pedestrians chose to make the pleasant 
purlieus of the cloister their favourite promenade, yet was the parting 
from my good mother, from the noble lady whom I revered from the 
depth of my heart, and from my teacher, a bitter one. For it is sure 
that every step beyond the immediate circle of our loved ones gives us 
a pang that seems as great as that of the widest separation I T~e 
Princess was moved to a marked degree, her voice quivered with sorrow 
as she spoke some heartfelt words of counsel. She presented me with 
a costly rosary and a little prayer-book with delicately illuminated 
pictures j finally she gave me a letter of recommendation to the Prior of 
the Capucin cloister in the city, whom she bade me to seek out at 
once, since in all things he would zealously support me, by word and 
deed. -

It would not be easy to find a more delightful country than that in 
which lies the Capucin cloister, close beside the city. The stately 
cloister-garden, with its outlook to the mountains, seemed to me to gain 
fresh beauties each time I wandered in its alleys and rested a moment 
now by this and now by that group of trees. It was in this garden that 
I met the Prior Leonardus When I visited the cloister for the first time, 
in order to present my credentials from the Abbess. The native kind
liness of the Prior was even heightened when he read the letter, ~nd he 
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spoke in such warm terms of the noble lady, whom he had first learnt 
to know in Rome in earlier years, that fr'om the very first moment my 
heart went out to him. He was surrounded by the Brothers and one 
could soon perceive the whole relationship that existed between the 
Prior and the monks; the monastic tendency and manner of life, the 
repose and brightness of spirit which spoke so clearly, even from the 
exterior of the Prior, spread their influence over the whole brotherhood. 
One nowhere saw a trace of the discontent or brooding, hostile reserve 
which is seen so often on the monkish countenance. Beyond the fixed 
rules of the order, devotional exercises were, in the eyes of the Prior 
Leonardus, rather the necessary aids of a soul turned heavenwards 
than ascetic penance for the sin that cleaves to human nature, and he 
knew so well how to kindle this spirit of devotion in the Brothers that in 
all which they must do in compliance with the rules a cheerfulness and 
contentment were manifest, that showed, indeed, a higher path even 
within the confines of this earthly life. 

Prior Leonardus was able even to compass a measure of communion 
with the outside world, a communion that could not be otherwise than 
healthy for the Brothers. Rich gifts, brought from all sides to the 
honoured cloister, made it possible, on certain days, to entertain the friends 
and protectors of the cloister, in the refectory. In the middle of the 
dining-hall a table was set forth at whose upper end the Prior sat with 
the guests. The Brothers remained at their usual smaller table that 
skirted the wall of the hall, and ,used the simple vessels of the order 
while the guest-table was adorned with delicate glass and costly por
celain. The monastery cook was cunning in the preparation of dainty 
Lenten dishes which the guests evidently relished j while the latter 
looked after the wine. Thus these repasts in the Capucins' monastery 
were a friendly, agreeable intermingling of the laity and church, which 
in the mutual interaction, could not but be of service to the lives of 
each. For, as those buried in the affairs of the world came forth from 
it and entered within the walls where everything proclaimed a spiritual 
life directly opposite to their own, they must perforce admit that peace 
and' happiness were attainable by other ways beside those which they 
themselves pursued, and that perhaps the spirit that raises itself above 
the earthly may prepare a higher existence for men even here below. 
On the other hand the monks gained a wider view of life, for the news 
they thus received of the stress and strain of the motley world outside 
their walls awoke many a train of thought within them j without lending 
a spurious worth to earthly things, they must needs recognize in the 
varied pursuits dictated to man by his inner impulse the necessary diffrac
tion of the rays of the spiritual principle, without which no colour and no 
brilliance were possible 

A head and shoulders above them ail, in respect of his spiritual and 
intellectual development, stood the Prior Leonardus. Not only had he 
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so widespread a reputation for his profound theological learning, and 
the depth and ease of his grasp of the most abstruse problems, that the 
professors of the Seminary often came to him for counsel and instruc
tion, but he had more knowledge of the world than is generally looked 
for in a dweller in monasteries. He spoke French and Italian with ease 
and elegance, and because of his proficiency in languages he had been 
employed in earlier times on weighty missions. When I first knew him 
he was already advanced in years, yet, while the whiteness I)f his locks 
proclaimed his age, the fire of youth shot from his eyes, and the genial 
smile which wreathed his lip but heightened the expression of inward 
kindliness and serenity of mind. The same grace which adorned his 
speech ruled his every movement, and even the cumbrous robes of the 
order set off in majestic lines his well-knit frame. 

There was not one of the Brothers who had not entered the monas
tery of his own free wiII and to fulfil the need that arose from his own 
inward, spiritual desire; yet Leonardus would soon have found means 
to comfort even the unhappy wretch who might seek in the cloister a 
refuge from self-destruction; his repentance would be but the short 
passage to repose, and, at peace with the world, whose tempting glitter 
he had abjured, while living upon earth he would soon have raised his 
soul above it. 

Leonardus had learnt this unaccustomed view of cloister life in Italy, 
where worship, and the whole aspect of religious life, is brighter and 
more cheerful than in Catholic Germany. Just as in the structure of the 
churches the antique forms still rule, so a ray from out the bright, living 
time of antiquity seems to have pierced the mystic gloom of Christianity 
and to have lit it with the radiance that once illuminated gods and 
heroes. 

Prior Leonardus was most gracious toward me, and. taught me the 
French and Italian tongues; but it was the well-chosen books that he 
placed within my hands, and his own conversation that lent most to the 
development of my mind. I spent almost the whole time that I could 
spare from my seminary studies in the Capucins' cloister, and I soon per
ceived that my bent lay more and more towards taking the monastic 
vow. I . declared my wish to the Prior. Without attempting to alter my 
decision, he advised me to wait at least the space of two years, and 
meanwhile to go more into the world than my wont had been. Little 
though I missed, during this period, the many opportunities of making fresh 
acquaintances, which my friendship with my musical teacher, the epis
copal Concert-meister, offered me, yet I felt ill at ease in company, especi
ally when women were present; this, and my marked leaning to a con
templative life appeared to me to fix my calling for the cloister. 

Once the Prior had discoursed with me in a remarkable manner 
about profane life; he had touched upon the most equivocal matters, 
which his customary ease and grace of expression dealt with in such a 
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manner that, ~voiding the least offensive phrase, yet went straight to the 
mark. At last he took my hand, gazed straight into my eyes, and asked 
whether I still was innocent. I felt a glow of shame upon me, for, as 
Leonardus questioned me so pointedly, a scene that I had long forgotten 
sprang forth in liveliest colours. The Concert-meister had a sister, who, 
though one could not rightly call her beautiful, was yet a charming 
maiden in the full flush of youth. Her form was symmetry itself; the 
loveliest arm, the fairest bust in shape and colour that man could sec. 
One morning when I went to the Concert-mcister for my lesson, I sur
prised his sister in light morning deshabille, her breast almost uncovered. 
Quickly she threw her kerchief round her, but already my greedy eyes 
had seen too much; I could not utter a word; unknown emotions 
stormed within me, and forced the glowing blood along my veins so that 
I could hear my pulses beat. My breast was seized with a crampi:1g 
constraint, and would have burst asunder had not a broken sigh relieved 
at last my agony. The maiden came to me, quite unconcerned, and 
took me by the hand, and thus my pain gained fresh access, till good 
fortune brought the Concert-meister to the room, and eased my torment. 
Never did I strike such discords, and never sing so out of tune as on this 
occasion. I was pious enough to consider later the whole incident as a 
base assault of the Devil, and soon flattered myself that I had beaten 
the foul fiend from the field by the ascetic practices which I had set 
myself. 

But now, on the searching question of the Prior, J saw once more the 
Concert-meister's sister standing before me with half uncovered bosom, I 
felt the warmth of her breath, the pressure of her hand-my inward 
anguish grew more keen each instant. The Prior looked at me, with 
somewhat of irony in his smile, and said: 

" I see, my son, that you have grasped my meaning. and that it is 
still well with you. May the Lord preserve you from the temptations 
.of the world; the pleasures that it offers you are fleeting, and one may 
well say that a curse is on them, for in the unspeakable disgust, the 
complete enervation, and the blunting of the senses to all higher things. 
that they produce, the better, spiritual principle of man is ship
wrecked." 

Much as I tried to forget the question of the Prior, and the picture 
which it had called up, my efforts met with no success; and though I 
had preserved ere this an unconcerned appearance in the presence of the 
maiden, I now avoided her gaze more than ever. Even the thought 
.of her aroused in me an anxiety and an inner unrest that seemed all the 
more perilous to me, seeing that I experienced at the same moment a 
vague and inexpressible longing and delight that might well prove 
sinful. 

One evening this state of hesitation resolved itself. The Concert
meister, as on many former occasions, had invited me to a musical 
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entertainment, to meet some of his friends. Besides his sister there 
were many ladies present, and this added to the uneasiness which, even 
in the presence of his sister alone, half stifled me. She was charmingly 
attired and seemed fairer than ever. It was as though an invisible, 
irresistible power drew me toward her, and thus, without my knowing 
how, it happened that I constantly found myself by her side, devouring 
her every look, her every word, and that I pressed so near to her that 
at least her dress must touch me in passing, affording me a secret 
pleasure. She appeared to notice this and to be well satisfied. At 
whiles I felt that I must rush and clasp her to me in the mad fervency 
of love! 

She had sat long beside the harpsichord and, on rising, left one of her 
gloves upon the seat; I seized it and pressed it in mad extravagance to 
my lips! This attracted the notice of one of the other ladies, who went 
to her and whispered something in her ear; they each now looked at me 
and tittered and laughed in mockery! 

I was as though annihilated; an ice-stream flowed through my veins 
-out of my senses, I rushed out of the room to the college, to my own 
cubicle. . I threw myself in insane despair upon the floor-hot tears 
flowed from my eyes-I cursed the maiden and myself-then prayed 
and laughed by turns, like any madman! On all sides I heard voices 
that scoffed and scorned me. I attempted to cast myself through the 
window, but luckily the iron bars prevented me. My condition was in 
very truth terrible! 

Only when the morning broke did I find some little rest; but I had 
decided; never again would I see her, and I would forsake the world. 
Clearer than ever sounded in my soul the call to the secluded life of the 
cloister, from which no temptation should henceforth lead astray my 
steps. 

As soon as I could leave the lessons of the day I hurried to the 
Prior, and declared to him that I was now determined to commence my 
noviciate, and that I had already informed my mother and the Princess 
of my decision. 

Leonardus seemed astonished at my sudden eagerness; without 
pressing me too closely, he sought to discover what it was that could 
have brought me to so hasty a resolve to take the monastic vow; for 
he guessed rightly that some special occurrence must have given me the 
impulse. 

An inner shame that I could not overcome, restrained me from tel\ing 
him the truth; in its place I related to him, in al\ the heat of exaltation 
still burning in me, the circumstances of my childhood, which all pointed 
to my destination for the cloister-life. 

Leonardus listened quietly to me, and without exactly throwing doubt 
upon my visions he seemed to set no great store by them; he re
marked, moreover, that all this was little evidence of the genuineness of 
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my call, for there might be an illusion even here. In general Leonardus 
would not willingly speak of the visions of the Saints, nor even of the 
miracles of the founders of Christianity, and at times I was tempted to 
regard him as a secret sceptic. Once, in order to force from him some 
definite declaration, I presumed to speak of the despisers of the Catholic 
belief, and specially to gird at those who, in childish arrogance, brand all 
super-sensual things with the stigma of heresy. Leonardus answered with 
a gentle smile: .. My son, Unbelief is the worst form of Misbelief," and 
commenced a conversation on some other, indifferent topic. It was only 
later that I was allowed to know his noble thoughts on the mystic side 
of our religion, that side which teaches the union of our spiritual 
principle with higher beings; then I could not but admit that Leonardus 
was right to reserve his inmost thoughts on the sublimest mysteries for 
the highest initiation of his pupils. 

My mother wrote to me that she had long foreseen that the position of 
a lay-brother would not satisfy me, but I should choose a monastic life; 
and that on St Medardus' day the old pilgrim from the holy Linden 
had appeared to her, and had led me to her, dressed in the robes of a 
Capucin monk. The Princess also cordially concurred in my resolve. 
I saw them both before my ordination, which followed shortly, as, in 
accordance with my pressing wish, I was released from half of the 
noviciate. 

In consequence of the vision of my mother I took the name, on the 
cloister-roll, of Medardus. The relation of the Brothers to one another, 
the ordering of their devotional exercises, and the whole manner of life 
in the cloister, proved to be exactly what I had judged from my first 
glimpse. The contented repose that ruled in all shed the same heavenly 
peace upon my soul that surrounded me in the cloister of the holy 
Linden, and seemed like a blissful dream of the years of earliest childhood. 

During the ceremony of my ordination I perceived among the 
spectators the Concert-meister's sister. She looked oppressed with 
grief, and I fancied that I saw tears in her eyes; but the time of my 
temptation was past, and perhaps it was the sinful triumph of the 
light-won fight that forced from me a smile which Brother Cyrillus 
remarked as he walked beside me . 

.. Why art thou so overjoyed, my brother?" asked Cyrillus. 
"Should I not then rejoice that I renounce the vile world and its 

empty show? "answered I. 
Yet I cannot deny that, while I spoke these words, a secret feeling 

that convulsed my heart, chastised me for the lie. But this was the last 
paroxysm of earthly self-seeking; henceforth my spirit was at peace 
Would that that peace had never forsaken me; but the power of the 
Adversary is great I Who may trust to the strength of his weapons, 
who may rely on his own watchfulness, when the infernal powers lurk in 
ambush I 
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CHAPTER III. 

I HAD . been five years in the monastery, when, by order of the Prior, 
Brother Cyrillus, who had grown old and feeble, gave over to me the 
custody of the relic-chamber. In it there lay countless bones of Saints, 
splinters from the Saviour's cross, and other sacred treasures, preserved 
in costly shrines of glass, and shown on certain days to the populace, for 
its edification. 

Brother Cyrillus made me acquainted with each object, and with the 
documents that testified to their genuineness and to their miraculous 
properties. He ranked beside the Prior for spiritual enlightenment, and 
therefore I felt the less compunction in expressing to him what rose so 
irresistibly in my mind . 

.. Dear Brother Cyrillus," said I. .. Can all these things be really and 
truly that which they are declared to be? May not, even here, the 
trickery of greed have foisted on us many a fraud that passes for a 
genuine relic of this Saint or the other? For instance, many a cloister 
possesses the entire cross of the Saviour, and yet we are everywhere shown 
so many of its splinters that, as one of our own number has said-truly in 
wicked jest-our monastery might be heated for a whole year therewith." 

.. It becomes us not," replied Brother Cyrillus, "to submit these objects 
to such an enquiry. To tell you my own conviction, however, I am of 
opinion that, despite these documents, but few of these things can be 
that which they are assumed to be. Only it seems to me that that is 
not the point. Mark well, dear Brother Medardus, how our Prior and I 
regard them, and thou wilt behold a new glory in our religion. Is it not 
noble, my dear brother, that our Church should strive to grasp those 
secret threads that knit the physical with the super-physical, and so to 
incite our organism, grown rank in earthly life and being, that its origin 
from a Higher Spiritual principle, and even its inner kinship with the 
wondrous beings whose force pervades the whole of nature with its glow
ing breath, shall appear in all clearness-and the foreknowledge of a higher 
life whose seed we bear within us shall lift us up on seraph's wings? 
What is that piece of wood, this bone, that rag? Men say it is chipped 
from the cross of Christ, or taken from the body or garment of a Saint. 
Yet th~ believer who, without cavilling, sets his whole soul upon it, 
feels soon that unearthly inspiration which opens to him the realm of 
bliss, which he had only dreamed of here below. Thus is awakened the 
influence of the Saints whose relics, even though supposititious, gave the 
impulse, and man is able to receive strength and power in Belief 
from the higher Spirit to which he had called from his inmost soul for 
help and comfort. Yea, this higher, spiritual force aroused in him will 
even overcome the body's ills; and thus it comes to pass that these 
relics work those miracles which, since they happen so often before the 
eyes of a whole concourse of people, cannot be denied." 
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I remembered at once certain hints of the Prior which harmonized 
exactly with the words of Brother Cyrillus, and regarded now the relics, 
which had appeared to me before as the playthings of religion, with true 
reverence and devotion. This effect of his discourse Brother Cyrillus 
was not slow to perceive and he proceeded eagerly and with deep inner 
meaning to explain the collection piece by piece. 

At last he took a casket from out of a fast-closed coffer and said: 
"In this, dear Brother Medardus, there lies the most mysterious and 

wonderful relic that our monastery possesses. As long as I have 
been in this cloister, no one has handled this casket save the Prior 
and myself; in fact, not even the other Brothers, and much less strangers, 
know aught of the existence of this relic. I cannot touch the casket 
without an inner shudder; it is as though an evil charm were concealed 
within it, which, if it once broke the ban that hems it in and makes it 
powerless, would bring destruction and hopeless ruin to him it overtook. 
That which is contained herein comes direct from the Adversary him
self, from the days when he still had power to fight in "isible shape 
.against the souls of men." 

I looked at Brother Cyrillus in profound astonishment. 
Without giving me time to reply, he continued: "I will not presume, 

-dear Brother Medardus, to hazard any opinion as to this most mys
terious object, or to dress up for thee this or that hypothesis that may 
have passed through my mind, but will rather tell thee truly what the 
accompanying documents relate about the relic. Thou wilst find these 
documents in the coffer and canst confirm my tale by reading them. 

"The life of Saint Anthony is well-known to thee, and thou knowest, 
therefore, that, in order to give his soul entirely to divine contemplation. 
he withdrew into the wilderness and there devoted his life to the 
severest penance and religious exercises. The Adversary pursued him, 
and often set himself bodily in his way, so as to disturb him in his 
pious meditation. It thus happened that once the Saint perceived, in 
the gloom of evening, a dark figure that strode towards him. When 
it was near, St. Anthony beheld, to his astonishment, that from the 
rents in the ragged mantle which cloaked the figure, there protruded 
necks of bottles. It was the Adverfary who appeared to him in this 
guise and, smiling contemptuously, asked him if he did not desire to 
taste of the ELIXIR which he carried in these bottles. Saint Anthony 
-whom this invitation could not possibly molest, since the Adversary. 
·reduced to impotence, was no longer in a situation to engage in any 
·open warfare and was forced to confine himself to mocking speech
;asked him why he carried with him so many flasks and in so peculiar 
a fashion. 

" The Adversary replied, ' Lo! when a man falls in with me, he looks 
at me in wonder and cannot resist asking me about my liquors, and 
.tasting them greedily. Among so many elixirs he is sure to find om: 
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to his palate; he swallows down the whole contents of the flask and, 
intoxicated, he renders himself to me and my dominion.' 

.. Thus far the story is the same in all the legends; but, according to 
the unique document that we possess, and that deals with this vision of 
the holy Anthony, when the Adversary departed he left some of his 
flasks upon the sward, and St. Anthony took them quickly into his cave 
and buried them, for fright lest, even in the desert, some wanderer, 
perhaps one of his own pupils, should taste of the terrible drink and 
fall into eternal damnation. By chance, so says the document, St. 
Anthony once opened one of these bottles, and there proceeded from it 
the most extraordinary, stupifying vapour, and multitudes of wild hellish 
shapes floated around the Saint, seeeking to tempt him with their 
seductive antics, until, by severe fastings and continuous prayer, he 
exorcised them . 

.. In this casket is contained one of these flasks with the Devil's 
Elixir; the documents are so authentic and exact that there can scarcely 
be a doubt that the flask was found among the possessions left behind 
by Saint Anthony at his death. Moreover, I can testify, dear brother, 
that as often as I disturb the flask, and even the casket in which it lies 
enclosed, an inexplicable inner terror seizes me, and, in fact, I fancy 
that I detect something of the nature of a peculiar vapour that stupifies 
me and arouses an unrest in my mind that distracts me even at my 
devotions. However, I overc()me by steadfast prayer this evil feeling, 
which certainly springs from the influence of some hostile power, even 
should I not believe in the immediate intervention of the Adversary. 
Thou, dear brother Medardus, who art still so young, who beholdest 
in more brilliant and more lively colours all that a hostile power may 
call forth in thy fancy, thou who still, like a bold but inexperienced 
soldier, doughty in fight but perhaps too daring, trustest too much to 
thy own strength in impossible adventure-I counsel thee never, or at 
least not for many a year, to open this casket, and, that thy curiosity 
may not lead thee into temptation, to place it far away where thine eye 
shall not light on it ! " 

Brother Cyrillus replaced the mysterious casket in the coffer from 
which he had taken it, and handed me the bunch of keys on which there 
hung the key of this chest, among the rest. The whole narration had 
made a remarkable impression upon me; but the more I felt an inner 
longing springing up to see the wonderful relic, the more pains did I 
take to make its satisfaction difficult, mindful of the warning of Brother 
C yrill us. When he had left me, I took stock once more of the sacred 
objects entrusted to my care, and finally removed from the bunch the 
little key that locked the perilous chest and hid it in my desk beneath 
my Scriptures. 

(To be continued.) 

, 
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GRAPHOLOGY. 

VER Y physical action of the human body is the outcome of the 
hidden, mysterious working of the Divine Light shining within 
us, the embodied soul which animates this little personality of 

ours; alas! too often exalted by us, and fondly cherished and imagined to 
be the" SUlnll1ll1ll b01mtn to of all that Is, Was and Is to be. If we could 
only realise how small and insignificant we are when compared to the 
seething mass of humanity by which we are surrounded, we should think 
a little less of ourselves, and probably also of our capabilities, than too 
many of us. are apt to do at pre~ent. 

The correspondences of Nature are perfect in every detail, and its book 
is an open page to those who choose to elevate their understandings and 
cultivate their higher intuitions, to place themselves in sympathy and 
accord with its apparently confused and undecipherable workings. If 
people would only try and cultivate their highest possibilities, they would 
be surprised at the results that would ensue-life would become easier, 
and the load of trouble, suffering, trial and pain be alleviated and 
lessened. It is wonderful how much can be done if we only make an 
effort, and energetically put the shoulder to the wheel. The machinery 
of our daily lives would run easier and become more endurable. 

People display their characters by gestures, actions and speech, but 
how much of it? A dissimulative hypocrite may skilfully conceal the 
inner workings of his subtle nature, and effectually hide his real inten
tions from the ordinary observer as easily as possible, because his decep
tiveness and cunning have probably become a second Nature to him-his 
stock-in-trade, in fact, which enables him to cast a &"Iamour, a false ap
pearance or maya over his victims, and by his apparent frankness ingra
tiate himself into their confidence and thus attain his unworthy end.; 
whenever he chooses. Such a case as this could never occur to one who 
had learnt to read and study Nature by diving beneath its surfat'C. 
Those who have devoted their energies and aims to learning to read a 
person's character by means of his handwriting have gone very far 
below the surface; they have discovered the way to reading nuances and 
shades of character, wholly unexpected by even, possibly, the person 
himself-things entirely unknown to, and wholly undreamt of by him: 
for who is there who really and thoroughly understands his own 
character? Who can say, I know my weak spot in my physical or moral 
armour, and also my strong points. You may fancy you do-but wait 
until you are put to the test. Gold, in order to be purified, has to pass 
through the fire; and so it is with the human soul-it must pass through 
the fiery furnace of worldly desires and passions before it can be said 
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to be purified. Until this has taken place it does not know its strength 
nor its capabilities-its character must be formed and moulded, and this 
is the way it is done, by trial, temptation and intense mental suffering. 
Whilst undergoing this process the character is moulded, shaped and 
fashioned j and as Nature is true to herself, down to the smallest detail, 
she naturally displays, or causes the Embodied Personality to display, 
its real characteristics in its Handwriting, even as it correspondentially 
exhibits itself outwardly in action, manner and speech: with this dis
tinction only, that he who sends a written message to a friend or enemy 
discovers himself entir!!ly j he has entered the enemy's camp, and is fast 
bound a prisoner. Outwardly he may pose before the world as a pious 
Christian and charitable man j one whose heart bleeds for the suffering, 
the down-trodden and the oppressed, and yet the keynote to the per
sonality is possibly-what? Why, his intense ambition and conceit; 
his wish to hear himself well spoken of and exalted to the skies by his 
sycophants and parasitic loafers. His supreme selfishness is only the 
deeper intensified, and all his outward show, pomp and vanity are 
merely a cloak to hide his baser passions and licentious desires-merely 
so much dust to throw in the eyes of the world-a character, I may say, 
immortalised by Dickens in that worthy man" Mr. Pecksniff." 

To those who are incredulous about the attributes of Graphology, I 
have to say that, judging from an exoteric point of view, facts are against 
them j as at the present moment I know of three, if not more, news
papers which give readings of characters gratis, and plenty of amateurs 
in the art, who advertise their ability and willingness to do so for a small 
remuneration j and, by-the-bye, I may say in passing that the power is 
not given to everyone to do this. As" nothing succeeds like success," 
and "Imitation is the sincerest flattery," so no sooner was this Art 
made public, a short time ago, in one of the weekly papers, than it 
speedily found a host of imitators, all more or less worthy and truthful, 
according to their inner lights, who all made use of the divine gift. For 
I regard it as a gift, bestowed upon certain ones, even as certain others 
have gifts and lights in other directions. We cannot all of us be butchers 
and bakers, and it is not given to every one to become a leading light, 
whether in the political or literary, or any other world. 

Certain well-defined rules and signs are given as being significative 
of certain traits of character j but it seems to me that, study it as you may, 
if you do not feel that inner conviction spring up within you when 
judging a character-as to what the persons really mean, what they really 
are living this life for-you will fail to grasp the key-note upon which all 
the other vibrations hang, and consequently fail in the main characteristics. 
You may study, compare, and read any amount of books and writings, 
and be just as wise, or very little nearer your object, as when you first 
started, if you do not have the divine possiblity of sensing another by 
the touch-stone of your own soul, by your .own inner consciousness. I 
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know I may be running counter to a fellow student's ideas in making 
this statement-to one who occupies a very high position in the Grapho
logical and Chiromantic world; but I make it with all due forethought 
and deliberation; and say most emphatically, unless you are illuminated 
by the Divine Light, and your motives are worthy ones, you wiII fail 
in reading, at all events thoroughly, this page that Nature opens to those 
who seek to unravel her mysteries. 

Once that you are started in the right path and having a tendency this 
way, all becomes clear to you, and each personality becomes as open as 
daylight, with all its varying emotions, hopes, joys and disappointments. 
The character changes with the physical growth, with the trials in life it 
undergoes, and it affords a very interesting study to watch the boyish 
scrawl, when at school, develop later into the writing of the young man. 
Then the effects of his first contact with the world-he so full of ardour, 
enthusiasm, and sometimes generosity and hopefulness, all of which 
become toned down by time and disappear, to give place possibly, in 
the full-grown man, to ambition, passion, a love of the world with its 
sensuous desires and luxurious living. Economy descends at times to 
meanness and parsimony; and then comes old age. Let us trust it \ViII 
be full of gentle tolerance for the opinions of others, and a disposition 
to be amiable and to retain intellectual fire and vigour to the last. 

It is a singular statement to make, but its strangeness disappears on a 
little later reflection, when we say that writing has no sex as judged from 
a higher standpoint. The soul now descends into a masculine envelope, 
and then into a feminine. And how often do we not find in a man that 
exquisite tenderness, gentleness, and sweet sympathy, esssentially the 
birthright of the woman; and again, do we not view the spectacle of a 
woman endowed with the masculine activity of the sterner sex, with 
its accompanying love of all out-door sports and activities-one 
whose whole soul seems to be bent on horses and field sports, and 
who would indignantly deny the assertion, were one to make it, that ,she 
was in reality a man in a woman's body. It is, after all, only the 
spectacle of Nature seeking to effect the equilibrium of her Forces. 
Doubtless the Soul has had too great a predeliction in former incar
nations for the masculine suits of clothes, as Carlyle puts it, and it now 
feels the return curve of its orbit in seeking to adjust itself in the female 
embodiment; and vice versa, with a woman who, probably having 
developed sufficiently the concrete side of her nature, has now to 
experience the return curve which brings the abstract mode of thinking 
to the front, and finds its harmony of expression in a male body. It is 
even thus that Nature works and seeks the adjustment of its forces on 
this material plane of existence. 

You will find that as it is with nations so it is with the individual 
units who help to form the nation. Look at the French, for instance· 
What do we find, as a general rule? Frivolity, carelessness, grace, refine-
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mcnt, vanity, and bombastic love of show, accompanied with the desire 
to do as little as possible, and to do that little as slowly and with as small 
a minimum of exertion as they are capable o£ The Italians are somewhat 
similar-the Spanish also; the former nation is further marked by a 
deeper love of ease, laziness, and a more cultivated taste for the arts of 
music and singing. The Germans again are noted for being a steady
going, practical, hard, and disputative nation, all of which is shown in 
the average German writing, its difference to that of the French being 
an absence of the excessive flourish and superfluous lines to the capital 
letters visible in the average Frenchman's writing, whereas the German 
delights more in a somewhat cramped, hard, upright, and twisted 
hand-indicative of his love of argument and discourse. 

Before drawing my article to a close, I may illustrate the utility of 
the art by an incident that came within my knowledge the other day. 
A short time ago, an advertisement appeared in a daily paper for a lady 
help. There were over two hundred applicants, many of whom doubt
less esteemed themselves worthy and capable of undertaking the duties 
in their own estimation, and I may say, for a certainty, a very fair pro
portion were received from actual servants who had undertaken domestic 
service, but were ambitious to obtain a rise in life. However, the 
services of one were enlisted after sifting out of many one that might be 
suitable; and we are happy to say that up to the present the choice has 
been a most felicitous one. Little did those who replied to that adver
tisement dream of the process their writings would be subjected to, as 
the graphologist had only to sort them out, like so many cards, to tell 
which were suitable and which had to be rejected. 

Reader, study graphology. Purify your thoughts from selfishness, 
and learn to estimate the world, and its standard of right and wrong, at 
its own worth; or rather estimate it by the effect of its action on your 
own inner divine consciousness. Strive to develop all that is noble and 
high within you, and your soul will grow and ever be a shining light, full 
of purity and charity; its radiance will spread around you and your 
circle, and prove a real beacon light to all who seek yoil in trouble 
and distress. May you ever have the power to alleviate their sufferings, 
and may they not seek your aid in vain. 

F. L. G. 
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FROM THE EAST OF TIME. 

By CHARLES HANNAN, F.R.G.S., Author of "A Swallow's Wing," etc. 

(C01ltiuttedfrom tlte November Number.) 

I T is strange that I cannot sleep. 
. I have lain for hours upon my bed in a species of stupor which 
has been my only rest. A new day is born, and I cannot sleep. 

Recollection forces itself upon me, and I can only forget with my pen in 
hand. 

Forget! I do not wish to forget-what do I say? If memory's 
power were taken from me what should I become? In recol1ection lies 
my safeguard, for I shudder to dwell upon the future, lest in an evil 
moment, when weakness overcomes me, the Spirit within me conquer, 
so that we together pass into the East of Time. 

I have conquered once. He was unable to return because I fought 
against him then and I shall never yield. To yield-has Ite then 
discovered already that the youth which he sought to share was but a 
poor thing for me, and has become de\'astated by his entry into my 
soul? 

To yield, Onora! To leave thee and to fly into future time. Accursed 
spirit! You are here now; here with me; and you cannot escape, for 
you cannot remember the East of Time. 

And still I fear by reason of the struggle which wore my heart away, 
lest his spirit attack mine some day when I am powerless to resist. 

I rave-it cannot be. I live in the present, not in the future, which 
has not yet been and which yet is ; and this spirit which has penetrated 
the past shal1 never, whilst I live, return to the East, lest I go with it as 
a part of it, even as it has come back to be a part of me. 

You who are in the East of Time are mesmerised now-not I-and I 
pray, as you prayed, "that the awakening may not be too soon "-nay, 
more, I pray with all my strength that it may never come . 

• • • • • • 
I laid down upon my bed to rest once more-to court the sleep which 

will not come. 
Can it be that I shall never sleep again? 

• • • • • • • 
There is still a weary time before me. I must tell you of Onora 

Mayne. Though I have known her so short a time it seems to me as 
though we had been dearest friends for many years. 

She is the daughter of my uncle's dearest friend, and she is here upon 
a visit of some length. 
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To me every day seems as one nearer to the end-that end when she 
may be taken from me once more. 

The house, the fields, the summer air, everything has been brightened 
by her coming. Did they never think that she and I might fall in love? 

I, a penniless dependant upon my uncle's bounty-for the rest a feeble 
writer and a weaker poet--she the daughter of a wealthy merchant of 
Brazil, a man whose pride is the truest pride in that he is self-made-did 
they never think we two might fall in love? 

It was unlikely perhaps that she, my queen, should turn her eyes 
on me. Unlikely that I, lonely as I am, and a poor thing, should dream 
of loving her. 

In four short months her father is expected to return-she spends 
these months in this house-that of my uncle, his dearest friend. 

In four months Onora will have left us and I may never look upon 
her face again ! 

I do not know why love should bring hopelessness ever in its train! 
Shall I see her again to-day as yesterday upon the lawn, or has 

something in my manner frightened her so that she will avoid that 
meeting in the early morning? 

The country is new to my love-the dear English country that is the 
dearer to me because I have grown acquainted with its every mood
and she spends the day, from her first waking wen-nigh to the setting 
of the sun, out of doors. . 

Why is it that I am afraid that something that I have done-what 
can it be ?-will keep her from the morning stroll in which I have been 
her companion for three days. Bah! it is nonsense. I shall see her as 
I dream I see her now-as she met me yesterday-moving towards me 
with a quiet smile, whilst the daisies seem to raise their heads to worship 
her as she treads them softly underfoot. 

And I can feel the friendly pressure of the palm that frankly meets 
my own-the hand of a true girl-the hand of Onora Mayne. 

How I love the name--how I love to hear it reverberate within me 
now, and yet I feared to hear it so but a day ago! 

Let me forget th~t the echoes are not my own-are not my own! 
• • • • • • , . 

The darkness came upon me, but I fought against it and it is gone. 
Can you bring before you this scene? Stand near me by the window. 
You are looking southwards from an ivy-covered mansion of Eliza-

bethan age. Dear trees-dear because hallowed by the past-half 
hide the avenue from view. On the right the smooth lawn is bounded 
by a wall of green, and the carefully trained branches form bowers that 
lead into the garden beyond. 

Then, straight in front, the undulating En~lish park, with an old elm 
here and there casting its broad shadows on the ground, slopes down
ward to. bathe in the stillness of the distant lake. And beyond, the land 
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rises again gently amidst trees and green meadows to meet the clear blue 
of the sky. 

Ah! I cannot paint my uncle's home, for the things which are nearest 
to our hearts are the most difficult to describe. 

One thing is wanting to complete the beauty of all that is before me 
-my love, Onora Mayne! 

• • • • • • 
At last she is upon the lawn. My fears were groundless. To-day shall 

be as yesterday. 
See how she moves instinct with harmony and grace! Ah, my 

queen! the morning sun seems to light with a fairy touch upon your 
bare head and your pure young face, and I grow jealous of every ray 
that falls in kiss upon your golden hair. 

• • • • • • • 
I have spent a most unhappy day. 
How is it that now, though the roses bloom their fairest, and cast 

their sweetness in superabundance upon the honeyed air, I see no 
beauty, but only gloom? 

Must love bring naught save endless jealousy and pain? Jealousy? 
vVhat do I say? There is none to her-none save I. 

I met her in the early morning to-day as yesterday. She gave me 
her hand, and yet its pressure seemed to me less strong. Has she 
guessed-can she have guessed-that the man she looks upon as a 
friend may love? And if she guesses this, how does the thought find 
answer in her heart, for or against, yes or no? 

And then I received this cursed letter that tears my heart. Why is 
he to arrive so soon? What is in me that I think thus of the return 
of my dearest friend? Has my love in its selfish passion swamped my 
manhood and rendered me a cur? A month ago my pulse would 
have quickened with joy at the thought of his return, at the thought of 
meeting him after so long a time, and now--now I am all evil, and shades 
of ill crush around me and blight what may have known truth before. 

Frank returns! Why do I not rejoice; what evil thought has 
weighed upon me through the weary day? It is easy to blame the 
accursed thing from future time; it is easy to cast on thee all that is 
wicked and all that blurs my soul, and still how do I know that the 
wrong is thine-not mine? 

Which part of my inmost heart conceived that hideous longing-that 
Frank may /lot return-anything that I may never meet with him again. 
To whom belongs that shrinking fear that speaks of ill to come; to 
whom do I myself belong, ye spirit from the East of Time? Who is it 
would cry aloud in agony "Let him die so he come not here JJ? Who 
is it, thou or I ? 

On ora must have noticed my strange and hideous thoughts! 
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Onora seems to read my soul j I cannot bear to stand in presence 
of her purity. What has come upon me? Help me! help me, God! 

• • • • • • 
Three days have passed since last my pen touched the paper that may 

bear my own sad history beyond the grave. Three days, and I have 
sought to write other things, and to regain mastery of myself, and I am 
still possessed. 

That which has come from the East cannot pass from me, for we two
are become as one. Little can you dream of the mortal agony which 
is mine. 

Man ! man! What are you, reader of these lines? What am I who 
am even as you? How can you penetrate the depths of the Hell 
that burns within me? How can you understand the curse which has 
fallen upon my head? For what? Why am I accursed? Why is it 
not you in place of me? 

I stray from my path of sorrows into the unknown, and it is useless 
to question there! . 

I have sought to write of other things, to complete my book, in vain 
-in vain. I can think only of two things-of Onora, and of the strange 
life which has entered into mine, to become mine, and to obscure the 
light of day. 

More than this; I have sought to sleep. Nightly have I courted that 
divine power j nightly have I laid upon my couch waiting, with a 
patience which vainly wore itself away, for that which cannot come. 

I shall never sleep again! 
- Not to sleep! Can you conceive the fulness of what these words 
convey?-not to sleep I-never to pass away from the empty vaunting of 
the hideous day, never to taste oblivion, never to know of rest! Were it 
not for her. sooner would J die than bear it, sooner have my life crushed 
from me by a leap forth from the casement out into the air, than live 
without sleep. I have faced for days past all the terror that wells within 
me when I recognise that it must be ever so. 

How could it be that I should sleep? I, whose brain is ever linked 
with that other brain. I, whose soul is not my own. I, whose existence 
is in part from future time, how could I sleep whilst the spirit is with me 
from the East? 

Sleep has passed from me for evermore. 
And through the hideousness of all that is, and of all that dwells in 

me, and around me, in a never-ending misery, I see one star-Onora 
Mayne-and out of my love for her I shall not wish to die . 

• • • • • • • 
My uncle has fallen ill. To-day Onora and I have been in solitude, 

and to-day I almost told her of my love. We wandered through the 
woods till we came to a shaded seat that circles rudely an ivy-grown 
oak. Onora wished to paint, and I wished nothing save to lie upon the 
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soft moss and gaze upon her face; and in 
at me so?" she asked with a troubled air. 
something kept me still. 

a little: "Why do you look 
It was then I nearly spoke-

"I was thinking," I replied, "that I shall weave that hair of yours 
through the life of one of my heroes." 

Onora laughed-a bright, happy laugh, a laugh like her dear self-
young and fair. 

" Do you never grow tired of your fiction friends? " 
" Seldom, Onora ! " 
There was a short pause whilst she mixed some colour with her 

brush. 
" But it must make you very sad at times if you live with them and 

share their sorrow, for your writings are all touched with sorrow." 
I did not answer her, for it is true, and yet I seem to worship sorrow 

though I know it is not good. 
Rather I turned into a lighter strain, and then in a little read to her 

those boyish lines : 

" Lilies cluster round 
Lilies fair." 

Something of my own deep passion may have shaken my voice, for 
when I ended and looked up, a startled expression as of the fawn that 
trembles before a danger which it cannot see, was upon her face. 

Onora! how I loved you then! I even whilst I sought to still the fear 
that rose within me. 

" It is late," she said. "I think we must go," and we strolled back 
together to the Hall as we had come, yet not as we had come, for some 
restraint seemed to have fallen between us, and I knew that Onora 
read my heart. 

How little can I write! My pen is numbed a<; it seems for ever, and 
my language stilled and strange, yet this thing that I write now-always 
-always of myself, I shall continue intermittently as I have done, that 
when I pass away she, Onora, may know the vale of tears through which 
my soul doth pass. 

Then I expect to die? God knows I How can I live if I cannot 
sleep? . . . . . . , 

That letter-Frank's return-what does it portend? In a week he 
may be with me here. Onora, I must speak to you before he comes. I 
fear his handsome face. There is more than fear within me, there is an 
accursed thing ever torturing my soul with its cry of "Hate him! 
Hate him I" 

Yes, I fear-ay, hate, too. I do not know what evil surges within me. 
Misery has dwelt with me since that hour when you,Onora, looked down 
upon me as I read my verses to you in the wood. Why should you not 
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love me? Mine is a double soul j has that part from the East of Time 
brought with it no knowledge, nothing that can aid itself and me to 
obtain thy love? To think of life without you-it could never be! 
Alone! My heart bursts into tears, and sadness fills me with its poesy. 

ALONE! 

She has left me, 
And around me, 
Lies a hideous, arid waste, 
For my destiny is barren, 
And its glory is defaced. 

Ah, the waning!· 
Ah, the waning! 
Of my young life's saddened day. 
Come, ye Angels, nearer-nearer, 
And weep as ye hear me pray. 

Stretch your pinions, 
Spread your pinions, 
Hide my broken, tortured soul. 
Conceal from the world the waters 
That gush from the shattered bowl. 

For the even, 
Yes, the even, 
Has followed the sunlight fast, 
And ck>uds have come with the darkness 
And the sky is overcast. 

Ah, the beauty! 
Dearest beauty! 
Of the day for ever gone, 
When never a zephyr wafted 
A shade to obscure the sun. 

Now is darkness, 
Only darkness, 
And the star is lost on high j 

Would to God the light had never 
Held place in the changeful sky. 

She has left me, 
And around me, 
Drips the fountain of despair, 
That taunts as it seems to shadow 
Her face and her golden hair. 
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I am wearied with my heart's imagining of its own excess . 

• • • • • • • 
A complete revulsion of feeling has taken place within me. It was as 

though my own self were, for a little, summoned by my sorrow to resume 
its place unchallenged by the spirit from the East of Time. And now 
all is gone, and darkness has fallen upon me with a prompting of evil 
which I cannot understand. 

• • • • • • • 
anora, you do not love me-but you sltalliove me, I swear it! YOll 

shall yield your heart to my love. My love? nay; not to that alone, 
but to the love that belongs to the man who lives five hundred years in 
future age, you shall yield to him and to me who am his vassal, to me 
who love you with a dual soul and with a passion terrible in its intensity 
and awful in its strength. 

I call upon you, you spirit alighted from the future, aid me now, 
in a desire made hellish by your means-aid me now and draw towards 
me Onora Mayne, with that subtle power which you cast upon me from 
the distant East. I call upon you-fulfil that longing which is yours as 
much as, nay more, than mine-take that which you desire-through evil 
if it must be so. Only bring to me this offering-the heart of Onora 
Mayne. 

Do I call in vain? Who knows? You-Spirit from the East-have 
lighted upon me, expiate that sin in part by the fulfilment of your own 
love. If it be possible, give me of your strength, of your strange power, 
this much-that I may fascinate, as the snake would fascinate, Onora 
Mayne. 

And if she love another, I pray that he may die, and tbat I alone, by 
thy power, may gain entry to her maiden soul. 

( To be cOlltillued.) 

The sage does not say what he does j but he does nothing that 
cannot be said. 

Pagodas are measured by their shadows and great men by their 
enviers. (Chi1lese Aphorisms.) 
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IRISH FAIRIES, GHOSTS, WITCHES, ETC. 

I T has occurred to me that it would be interesting if some spiritualist 
or occultist would try to explain the various curious and intricate 
spiritualistic beliefs of peasants. When reading Irish folk-lore, or 

listening to Irish peasants telling their tales of magic and fairyism and 
witchcraft, more and more is one convinced that some clue there must be. 
Even if it is all dreaming, why have they dreamed this particular dream? 
Clearly the occultist should have his say as well as the folk-Ioreist. The 
history of a belief is not enough, one would gladly hear about its cause. 

Here and there an occult clue is visible plainly. Some of the beliefs 
about ghosts are theosophical; the Irish ghost or thivish, for instance, 
is merely an earth-bound shell, fading and whimpering in the places it 
loved. And many writers, from Paracelsus to d'Assier, have shed a 
somewhat smoky light on witches and their works, and Irish witches do 
not differ much from their tribe elsewhere, except in being rather more 
harmless. Perhaps never being burnt or persecuted has lessened the 
bitterness of their war against mankind, for in Ireland they have had 
on the whole, a very peaceable and quiet time, disappearing altogether 
from public life since the "loyal minority" pilloried and imprisoned 
three and knocked out the eye of one with a cabbage stump, in In I, in 
the town of Carrickfergus. For many a long year now have they 
contented themselves with going out in the grey of the morning, in the 
shape of hares, and sucking dry their neighbour's cows, or muttering 
spells while they skimmed with the severed hand of a corpse the surface 
of a well gathering thereon a neighbour's butter. 

It is when we come to the fairies and "fairy doctors," we feel most the 
want of some clue-some light, no matter how smoky. These" fairy 
doctors," are they mediums or clairvoyants? Why do they fear the 
hazel tree, or hold an ash tree in their hands when they pray? Why do 
they say that if you knock once at their doors they will not open, for 
you may be a spirit, but if you knock three times they will open. What 
are these figures, now little, now great, now kindly, now fierce, now ugly, 
now beautiful, who are said to surround them-these fairies, whom they 
never confuse with spirits, but describe as fighting with the spirits though 
generally having the worst of it, for their enemies are more God-fearing? 
Can any spiritualist or occultist tell us of these things? Hoping they 
can, I set down here this classification of Irish fairyism and demonology. 
The medireval divisions of sylphs, gnomes, undines and salamanders will 
not be found to help us. This is a different dynasty. 

FAIRY DOCTORS. 

Unlike the witch, who deals with ghosts and spirits, the fairy doctor 
is never malignant; at worst, he is mischievous like his masters and 
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servants the fairies. Croker, in the" Confessions of Tom Bourke," said by 
Keightley, of the" Fairy Mythology," to be the most valuable chapter in 
all his writings, describes the sayings and doings of such a man. Each 
family has its particular adherent among the "good people," as the 
fairies are called, and sometimes when a man died the factions of his father 
and mother would fight as to the grave-yard he was to be buried in, 
the relations delaying the funeral until Tom Bourke told them one party 
or other had won. If they buried in the wrong grave-yard all kinds of 
ill luck would follow, for fairies know how to kill cattle with their fairy 
darts, and do all kinds of mischief. 

The fairy doctor is great with herbs and spells. He can make the 
fairies give up people they have carried off, and is in every way the 
opposite of the witch. 

Lady Wilde, in her" Ancient Legends," thus describes one who lived 
in the Island of Innis-Sark: II He can heal diseases by a word, even at a 
distance, and his glance sees into the very heart and reads the secret 
thoughts of men. He never touched beer, spirits or meat in all his life, 
but has lived entirely on bread, fruit, and vegetables. A man who 
knew him thus describes him: Winter and summer his dress is the 
same, merely a flannel shirt and coat. He will pay his share at a feast, 
but neither eats nor drinks of the food and drink set before him. He 
speaks no English, and never could be made to learn the English 
tongue, though he says it might be used with great effect to curse 
one's enemy. He holds a burial-ground sacred, and would not carry 
away so much as a leaf of ivy from a grave; and he maintains that 
the people are right in keeping to their ancient usages-such as never 
to dig a grave on a Monday, and to carry the coffin three times 
round the grave, following the course of the sun, for then the dead 
rest in peace. Like the people, also, he holds suicides accursed; for 
they believe that all the dead who have been recently buried tum 
over on their faces if a suicide is laid amongst them. 

"Though well off, he never, even in his youth, thought of taking a 
wife, nor was he ever known to love a woman. He stands quite apart 
from life, and by this means holds his power over the mysteries. No 
money will tempt him to impart this knowledge to another, for if he did 
he would be struck dead, so he believes. He would not touch a hazel 
stick, but carries an ash wand, which he holds in his hand when he 
prays, laid across his knees, and the whole of his life is given to works 
of grace and charity. . 

.. Though an old man, he has never had a day's sickness; no one has 
ever seen him in a rage, nor heard an angry word from his lips but once, 
and then, being under great irritation, he recited the Lord's Prayer back
wards as an imprecation on his enemy. Before his death he will reveal 
the mystery of his power, but not till the hand of death is on him for 
certain," and then we may be sure he will reveal it only to his successor. 
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THE SOCIABLE FAIRIES. 

These are the Sheoques (Ir. Sidkeog, "a little fairy,"), and are usually 
of small size when first seen, though seeming of common human height 
when you are once glamoured. It sometimes appears as if they could 
take any shape according to their whim. Commonly, they go about in 
troops, and are kind to the kindly and mischievous to the evil and ill
tempered, being like beautiful children, having every charm but that of 
conscience-consistency. 

Their divisions are sheoque, a land fairy, and merrow Ir. moruada, or 
"sea maid" (the masculine is unknown), a water fairy. The merrow 
is said not to be uncommon. I asked a peasant woman once whether 
the fishermen of her village ever saw one. "Indeed, they don't like to
see them at all," she answered, "for they always bring bad weather." 
Sometimes the merrows come out of the sea in the shape of little, horn
less cows. When in their own shape, they have fish tails and wear a red 
cap usually covered with feathers, called a cokullen druitle. The men 
among them have green teeth, green hair, pigs' eyes and red noses, but 
their women are beautiful, and sometimes prefer handsome fishermen to
their green-haired lovers. Near Bantry, in the last centttry, lived a 
woman covered with scales like a fish, who was descended from such a 
marriage. 

All over Ireland are little fields circled by ditches, and supposed to be 
ancient fortifications and sheep folds. These are the raths or forts. 
Here, marrying and giving in marriage, live the land fairies. Many a 
mortal have they enticed down into their dim world. Many more have 
listened to their fairy music, till all human cares and joys drifted from 
their hearts, and they became great fairy doctors, or great musicians, or 
poets like Carolan, who gathered his tunes while sleeping on a fairy rath ; 
or else they died in a year and a day, to live ever after among the 
fairies. 

These sociable fairies are in the main good, but one most malicious 
habit have they-a habit worthy of a witch. They steal children, and 
leave a withered fairy a thousand, or may be two thousand years old, for 
the matter of that, instead. Two or three years ago a man wrote to one 
of the Irish papers, telling of a case in his own village, and how the 
parish priest made the fairies deliver up again the stolen child. 

At times full grown men and women have been carried off. Near the 
village of Ballisodare, Sligo, I have been told, lives an old woman who 
was taken in her youth. When she came home, at the end of seven 
years, she had no toes, for she had danced them off. 

Especially do they steal men, women and children on May eve, Mid
summer eve, and November eve, for these are their festivities. 

On May eve, every seventh year, they fight for the harvest, for the 
best ears of corn belong to them. An old man told me he saw them 
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fighting once. They tore the thatch oft' a house in the battle. Had 
you or I been there we had merely felt a great wind blowing; the 
peasantry know better than to mistake the fairies for the wind. When 
a little whirlwind passes, lifting the straws, they take off their hats 
and say: "God bless them," for the fairies are going by. 

On Midsummer eve, Bonfire Night, as we call it, the sheoques are 
very gay, and on this night more than any other do they steal beautiful 
mortals to be their brides. 

On November eve, according to the old Gaelic reckoning the first 
night of winter, the fairies are very gloomy, and in their green raths 
dance with the ghosts, while abroad in the world witches make their 
spells, and a solitary and wicked fairy, called the Pooka, has power, and 
girls set tables with food in the name of the devil, that the fetch of their 
future lovers may come through the window and eat. 

The sociable fairies are very quarrelsome. 
Lady Wilde tells about one battle in which, no stones being at hand, 

they stole butter and flung it at each other. A quantity stuck in the 
branches of an alder-tree. A man in the neighbourhood mended the 
handle of the dash of his chum with a branch of this tree. As soon as 
he began churning, the butter, until now hanging invisible in the alder 
branches, flowed into his churn. The same happened every chuming
day, until he told the matter to a fairy doctor, which telling broke the 
spell, for all these things have to be kept secret. 

Kennedy describes a battle heard by a peasant of his acquaintance. 
The sheoques were in the air over a river. He heard shots and light 
bl)dies falling into the water, and a faint sound of shouting, but could see 
nothing. Old Patrick Kennedy, who records this, was a secondhand 
bookseller in Dublin, and claimed in one of his works to know spells for 
making the fairies visible, but would not tell them for fear they might 
set dangerous forces in action-forces that might destroy the user of the 
spell. These battles are often described by Irish fairy seers. Sometimes 
the sociable sheoques, dressed in green coats, fight with the solitary red
coated fairies. 

THE SOLITARY FAIRIES. 

The best known of these is the Lepracaun (Ir. Leith M,ogan, i.e., the 
.. one shoe maker") He is seen sitting under a hedge mending a shoe, 
and one who catches him and keeps his eyes on him can make him 
deliver up his crocks 'Of gold, for he is a rich miser; but if he takes his 
eyes off him, the creature vanishes like smoke. He is said to be the 
child of a spirit and a debased fairy, and, according to MacNally, wears 
a red coat with seven rows of buttons, seven buttons in each row, and a 
cocked hat, on the point of which he sometimes spins like ,a top. 

Some writers have supposed the Cluricaun to be another name of the 
same fairy, given him when he has laid aside his shoe-making at night 
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and goes on the spree. The Cluricaun's one occupation is robbing 
wine-cellars. 

The Gonconer or Gancanagh (Ir. Gean-cmtagll i.e., " Love talker ") is a 
little creature of the Lepracaun type, unlike him, however, in being an 
idler. He always appears with a pipe In his mouth in lonely valleys, 
where he makes love to shepherdesses and milkmaids. 

The Far Darrig (Ir. Fear-Dearg i.e., red man) plays practical jokes 
continually. A favourite trick is to make some poor mortal tramp over 
hedges and ditches, carrying a corpse on his ~ack, or to make him turn 
it on a spit. Of all these solitary, and mainly evil, fairies there is no more 
lubberly wretch than this same Far Darrig. Like the next phantom, he 
presides over evil dreams. 

The Pooka seems to be of the family of the nightmare. He has most 
likely never appeared in human form, the one or two recorded 
instances being probably mistakes, he being mixed up with the Far 
Darrig. His shape is that of a horse, a bull, goat, eagle, ass and perhaps 
of a black dog, though this last may be a separate spirit. The Pooka's 
delight is to get a rider, whom he rushes with through ditches .and rivers 
and over mountains, and shakes off in the grey of the morning. Espe~ially 
does he love to plague a drunkard-a drunkard's sleep is his kingdom. 

The Dullaban is another gruesome phantom. He has no head, or 
carries it under his arm. Often he is seen driving a black coach, called 
the coach-a-bower (Ir Coise-bodhar), drawn by headless horses. It will 
rumble to your door, and if you open to it, a basin of blood is thrown in 
your face. To the houses where it pauses it is an omen of death. Such 
a coach, not very long ago, went through Sligo in the grey of the morn
ing (the spirit hour). A seaman saw it, with many shudderings. In some 
viII ages its rumbling is heard many times in the year. 

The Leanhaun Shee (fairy mistress) seeks the love of men. If they 
refuse, she is their slave; if they consent, they are hers, and can only 
escape by finding one to take their place. Her lovers waste away, for 
she lives on their life. Most of the Gaelic poets, down to quite recent 
times, have had a Leanhaun Shee, for she gives inspiration to her slaves. 
She is the Gaelic muse, this malignant fairy. Her lovers, the Gaelic 
poets, died young. She grew restless, and carried them away to other 
worlds, for death does not destroy her power. 

Besides these, we have other solitary fairies, such as the House 
Spirit and Water Sheerie, a kind of Will-o'-the-Wisp, and various 
animal spirits, such as the Anghiska, the water-horse, and the Pastha 
(Piast-vestea) the lake-dragon, a guardian of hidden treasure, and two 
fairies, the Far-gorta and the Banshee, who are technically solitary 
fairies, though quite unlike their fellows in disposition. 

The Far-gorta (man of hunger) is an emaciated fairy that goes 
through the land in famine time, begginJ, and bringing good luck to 
the giver of alms. 
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The Banshee (Beall-sid he) seems to be one of the sociable fairies grown 
solitary through the sorrow or the triumph of the moment; her name 
merely means woman-fairy, answering to the less common word Farshee 
[Fear-sidhe], man fairy. She wails, as most people know, over the 
death of some member of an old Irish family. Sometimes she is an 
enemy of the house, and wails with triumph; sometimes a friend, and 
wails with sorrow. When more than one Banshee comes to cry, the man 
or woman who is dying must have been very holy or very brave. 
Occasionally she is undoubtedly believed to be one of the sociable 
fairies. Cleena, once an ancient Irish goddess, is now a Munster sheoque. 

O'Donovan, one of the very greatest of the Irish antiquarians, wrote in 
1849 to a friend, who quoted his words in the Dublin University 
Magazine: II When my grandfather died in Leinster, in 1798, Cleena 
came all the way from Tonn Cleena, at Glandore, to lament him; 
but she has not been heard ever since lamenting any of our race, 
though I believe she still weeps in the mountains of Drumaleaque in 
her own country, where so many of the race of Eoghan More are 
;lying of starvation." 

The Banshee who cries with triumph is often believed to be no fairy, 
Jut the ghost of one wronged by an ancestor of the dying. Besides 
these are various fairies who fall into none of the regular groups, such 
as "Dark Joan of the Boyne." This fairy visits houses in the form 
of a hen with a lot of chickens, or a pig with a litter of banyans. 
Several now living say they have fought with this fairy pig. This 
taking the appearance of several animals at one time is curious, and 
brings to mind how completely a matter of whim or symbolism the 
form of an enchanted being must be thought. Indeed, the shape of Irish 
fairies seems to change with their moods-symbolizing or following the 
feelings of the moment. 

When we look for the source of this spirit rabble, we get many different 
answers. The peasants say they are fallen angels who were too good to 
be lost, too bad to be saved, and have to work out their time in barren places 
of the earth. An old Irish authority-the Book of Armagh---calls them 
gods of the earth, and quite beyond any kind of doubt many of them 
were long ago gods in Ireland. 

Once upon a time the Celtic nations worshipped gods of the light, called 
in Ireland Tuath-de-Danan and corresponding to Jupiter and his fellows, 
and gods of the great darkness corresponding to the Satumian Titans. 
Among the sociable fairies are many of the light gods; perhaps, some dar. 
we may learn to look for the dark gods among the solitary fairies. The 
Pooka we can trace, a mysterious deity of decay, to earliest times. 
Certainly, he is no bright Tua:th-de-Danan. Around him hangs the dark 
vapour of Domnian Titanism. 

W. B. YEATS. 

(To be contitluea:) 
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A VISION PRODUCED BY MUSIC. 

I WAS lately at a concert in the Hof-Kirche, at Lucerne, to hear 
a celebrated artist sing an Ave Maria and St. Elizabeth's prayer, 
the latter by Listz. But even more than with this beautiful music 

I was occupied with the symbolism of portions of the church. In the 
dim evening light I could just see, in a side chapel, a beautiful Assunta 
slowly ascending heavenward, with a rapt ecstatic expression of divine 
love, her eyes filled with the light of Heaven radiating from her heart, 
the only true heaven. 

I saw that in a few moments more she would be beyond my ken, and 
that I was one of the sorrowful children of earth who are fated to moan 
during her absence, and to long, with unutterable longings, for her return. 

Is not Maria the glorified human female soul, ascending in the 
" upward path" heavenwards, but ascending in order again to descend 
and to fill with completed beauty and loveliness each lonely and divided 
heart of man ? 

I saw this" Meri-Amun" --¥iriam-or, as the Grecianized Jews called 
her, "Maria," in the dim "religious light" of the sanctuary, slowly 
ascending beyond my sight, but suddenly she became transfigured 
before my earthly eyes and "clad with the sun" as foretold; but the 
radiance and the glory were too bright for my weak eyes of earth. I 
only saw her smile one sweet farewell to my longing and eager eyes, and 
then she made a sign to me, her right hand pressed to her heart, and I 
heard a voice as from Heaven say, "Be comforted, lone heart, I ascend 
now, but only in order to descend again; wait with patience. I will 
surely'come and descend gloriously, as Queen, into your heart. Love 
on, but be patient and calm." 

Then the Voice ceased, and I fell into a trance, as often before, when 
the soft notes of a woman's heart-voice enter into my soul's heart. 

And in the trance I saw the other symbol, Man crucified on earth, 
and the pale and suffering face and figure was life-like on the Cross, 
nailed on the beautiful metal lattice railing separating the holy of holies 
from the outer portion of the church. Within the sanctuary was silence, 
no living being was there, while outside was the crowd of sorrowers, and 
I among them, as was meet and necessary; for Mary, had she not 
departed, and was I not alone? 

And another Voice came to me from Heaven and said, "Dost thou 
not understand the symbolism of all this earthly woe?" and my heart 
replied, "But dimly. Who can explain the Mystery?" 

• .. Beloved of God." 
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And the Voice said, with tones deep and soft like the Atlantic wave 
as it rolls land wards on the long sands-CI That beautiful partition on 
which idealized man is ever-and ever must be-crucified, until Mary 
comes back again, is the barrier between the two worlds, the low miser
able world of earth and the true ideal transcendental world of the spirit 
and the soul. This wall of separation is made beautiful in order to 
make the earthly souls suffer from the ugliness of the evil in earth life. 
and to excite through this Suffering the sense of ideal beauty, which is 
in its true meaning exactly what men call religion. Behold, I tell you a 
mystery; this Partition that separates the two worlds can never be 
removed until Mary descends again into the living human heart, annulling 
its division, and bringing to each the divine counterpart of which Maria 
is the eternal symbol." 

" When she comes again-and I say the time is not long-the cruci
fixion of Man shall be ended, the opposites, the antinomies, shall cease; 
melted into the divine unity of love, and the world shall be as once it 
was before. Pray, then, ye mortal crucified ones, wandering sadly 
through life gazing at the partition which separates ye from bliss, that 
is, from completed and satisfied love; pray ye ever that Marie may 
return, and soon, so that the Cross may vanish!" The Voice ceased 
and I heard the divine prayer of Elizabeth sweetly echoing in my ears 
and heart, through the inspired music of Listz-Listz who is now with 
his Saint, in the same love-choir of glorified idealized ones. 

And in one of the pauses of the melody, when the love pil!an was 
dying away in the far distance, as if, like Marie, ascending slowly 
heavenwards, I looked entranced, and behold, the Partition was gone the 
divine Crucified one was there, but transfigured, and shining with the 
" soma augoeides," and this body was to me transparent, and I saw One 
like to Marie, but it was not Marie, lying close wound around the glorified 
Heart. 

And the Voice came again, and said, "Behold the next evolution of 
Man, and praise God, the eternal loving One, that the time is not long. 
Marie comes soon again to each and all, and there shall be no more 
sorrow or sighing in the whole City of God. Pray then that She may 
come soon, for the earth is weary of her absence." 

Then I awoke from the trance, and gazing before me, I saw the 
Partition again, and the pale and wan crucified type of our race was 
there once more in his anguish-Prometheus like-with the Vulture of the 
world, Sorrow, gnawing at his heart. 

And" Gloria in excelsis" was pealing in my ears, but I sadly went 
away, saying, "When, a when shall be the end, that the true glory 
from on high may come to us, Maria in the heart of each? "-Ol\l. 

A.]. C. 
Lucerne. 
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IDtalogue on tbe ID\?stertes of tbe Sfter 1tfe . 
• 
II. 

ON, THE CONSTITUTION OF THE INNER MAN AND ITS DIVISION. 

iI.IF Of course it is most difficult, and, as you say, " puzzling oJ to 
~i understand correctly and distinguish between the various 

aspects, called by us the" principles" of the real EGO. It is 
the more so as there exists a notable difference in the numbering of 
those principles by various Eastern schools, though at the bottom there 
is the same identical substratum of teaching in all of them. 

X. Are you thinking of the Vedantins. They divide our seven 
" principles" into five only, I believe? 

M. They do; but though I would not presume to dispute the point 
with a learned Vedantin, I may yet state as my private opinion 
that they have an obvious reason for it. With them it is only that 
compound spiritual aggregate which consists of various mental aspects 
that is called Man at all, the physical body being in their view 
something beneath contempt, and merely an illusion. Nor is the Ve
danta the only philosophy to reckon in this manner. Lao-Tze in his 
TaO-Ie-King, mentions only five principles, because he, like the Vedantins, 
omits to include two principles, namely, the spirit (Atma) and the 
physical body, the latter of which, moreover, he calls "the cadaver." 
Then there is the Taraka Raja- Yoga School. I ts teaching recognises 
only three" principles" in fact; but then, in reality, their Sikulopadi, 
or the physical body in its jagrata or waking conscious state, their 
Sukshmopadhi, the same body in svapna or the dreaming state, and 
their Karanopadhi or "causal body," or that which passes from one in
carnation to another, are all dual in their aspects, and thus make six. 
Add to this Atma, the impersonal divine principle or the immortal 
element in Man, undistinguished from the Universal Spirit, and you 
have the same seven, again, as in the esoteric division.-

X. Then it seems almost the same as the division made by mystic 
Christians: body, soul and spirit? 

M. Just the same. We could easily make of the body the vehicle 
of the "vital Double"; of the latter the vehicle of Life or Prana; 
of Kamarupa or (animal) soul, the vehicle of the higher and the lower 
mind, and make of this six principles, crowning the whole with the 
one immortal spirit. In Occultism, every qualificative change in the 
state of our consciousness gives to man a new aspect, and if it prevails 
and becomes part of the living and acting EGO, it must be (and is) 

• See •• Secret Doctrine" for a clearer explanation. 
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given a special name, to distinguish the man in that particular state 
from the man he is when he places himself in another state. 

X. It is just that which is so difficult to understand. 
M. It seems to me very easy, on the contrary, once that you ha"e 

seized the main idea, z:e. that man acts on this, or another plane of 
consciousness, in strict accordance with his mental and spiritual condi
tion. But such is the materialism of the age that the more we explain, 
the less people seem capable of understanding what we say. Divide the 
terrestrial being called man into three chief aspects, if you like; but, 
unless you make of him a pure animal, you cannot do less. Take his 
objective body; the feeling principle in him-which is only a little higher 
than the il1Slillctua/ element in the animal-or the vital elementary 
soul; and that which places him so immeasurably beyond and higher than 
the animal-t:e. his reasoning soul or "spirit" Well, if we take these 
three groups or representative entities, and subdivide them, according to 
the occult teaching, what do we get? 

First of all Spirit (in the sense of the Absolute, and therefore indi
visible ALL) or Atma. As this can neither be located nor conditioned in 
philosophy, being simply that which IS, in Eternity, and as the ALL 

cannot be absent from even the tiniest geometrical or mathematical point 
of the universe of matter or substance, it ought not to be called, in truth, 
a " human" principle at all. Rather, and at best, it is that point in meta
physical Space which the human Monad and its vehicle man, occupy 
for the period of every life. Now that point is as imaginary as man 
himself, and in reality is an illusion, a maya .. but then for ourselves as 
for other personal Egos, we are a reality during that fit of illusion called 
life, and we have to take ourselves into account-in our own fancy at any 
rate, if no one else does. To make it more conceivable to the human 
intellect, when first attempting the study of Occultism, and to solve 
the A. B.C. of the mystery of man, Occultism calls it the sevmlk prin
ciple, the synthesis of the six, and gives it for vehicle the Spiritual 
Soul, Budd/ei. Now the latter conceals a mystery, which is never given 
to anyone with the exception of irrevocably pledged ckelas, those at any 
rate, who can be safely trusted. Of course there would be less confusion, 
could it only be told j but, as this is directly concerned with the power 
of projecting one's double consciously and at will, and as this gift like 
the "ring of Gyges" might prove very fatal to men at large and to the 
possessor of that faculty in particular, it is carefully guarded. Alone 
the adepts, who have been tried and can never be found wanting have 
the key of the mystery fully divulged to them. . . Let us avoid side 
issues, however, and hold to the" principles." This divine soul or Buddhi, 
then, is the Vehicle of the Spirit. In conjunction, these two are one, 
impersonal, and without any attributes (on this plane, of course), and 
make two spiritual "principles." If we pass on to the Human Soul 
(manas, the mens) every one will agree that the intelligence of man is 
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dual to say the least: e.g. the high-minded man can hardly become low
minded; tne very intellectual and spiritual-minded man is separated by 
an abyss from the obtuse, dull and material, if not animal-minded man. 
Why then should not these men be represented by two "principles" or 
two aspects rather? Every man has these two principles in him, one 
more active than the other, and in rare cases, one- of these is entirely 
stunted in its growth: so to say paralysed by the strength and pre
dominance of the other aspect, during the life of man. These, then, 
are what we call the two principles or aspects of Manas, the higher and 
the lower; the former, the higher Manas, or the thinking, conscious EGO 
gravitating toward the Spiritual Soul (Buddhi); and the latter, or its 
instinctual principle attracted to Kama, the seat of animal desires and 
passions in man. Thus, we have four "principles" justified; the last 
three being (I) the" Double" which we have agreed to call Protean, or 
Plastic Soul; the vehicle of (2) the life principle; and (3) the physical 
body. Of course no Physiologist or Biologist will accept these principles, 
nor can he make head or tail of them. And this is why, perhaps, none 
of them understand to this day either the functions of the spleen, the 
physical vehicle of the Protean Double, or those of a certain organ on 
the right side of man, the seat of the above mentioned desires, nor yet 
does he know anything of the pineal gland, which he describes as a 
horny gland with a little sand in it, and which is the very key to the 
highest and divinest consciousness in man-his omniscient, spiritual and 
all embracing mind. This seemingly useless appendage is the pen
dulum which, once the clock-work of the inner man is wound up, carries 
the spiritual vision of the EGO to the highest planes of perception, 
where the horizon open before it becomes almost infinite .... 

X. But the scientific materialists assert that after the death of man 
nothing remains j that the human body simply disintegrates into its 
.component elements, and that what we call soul is merely a temporary 
self-consciousness produced as a bye-product of organic action, which 
will evaporate like steam. Is not theirs a strange state of mind? 

M. Not strange at all, that I see. If they say that self-consciousness 
ceases with the body, then in their case they simply utter an unconscious 
prophecy. For once that they are firmly convinced of what they assert, 
no conscious after-life is possible for them. 

X. But if human self-consciousness survives death as a rule, why 
should there be exceptions? ' 

M. In the fundamental laws of the spiritual world which are immutable, 
no exception is possible. But there are rules for those who see, and 
rules for those who prefer to remain blind. 

X. -Quite so, I understand. It is an aberration of a blind man, who 
denies the existence of the sun because he does not see it. But after 
.death his spiritual eyes will certainly compel him to see? 

M. They will not compel him, nor will he see anything. Having per-
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sistently denied an after-life during this life, he will be unable to sense it. 
His spiritual senses having been stunted, they cannot develop after 
death, and he will remain blind. By insisting that he must see it, you 
evidently mean one thing and I another. You speak of the spirit from 
the Spirit, or the flame from the Flame-of Atma in short-and you 
confuse it with the human soul-Manas .... You do not understand 
me, let me try to make it clear. The whole gist of your question is to 
know whether, in the case of a downright materialist, the complete loss 
of self-consciousness and self-perception after death is possible? Isn't 
it so? I say: It is possible. Because, believing firmly in our Esoteric 
Doctrine, which refers to the post-mortem period, or the interval between 
two lives or births as merely a transitory state, I fay:-Whether that 
interval between two acts of the illusionary drama of life lasts one year 
or a million, that post-mortem state may, without any breach of the 
fundamental law, prove to be just the same state as that of a man who 
is in a dead swoon. 

X. But since you have just said that the fundamental laws of the 
after-death state admit of no exceptions, how can this be? 

M. Nor do I say now that they admit of exceptions. But the spiritual 
law of continuity applies only to things which are truly real. To one 
who has read and understood Mundakya Upanishad and Vedanta
Sara all this becomes very clear. I will say more: it is sufficient 
to understand what we Olean by Buddhi and the duality of l\lanas 
to have a very clear perception why the materialist may not have a 
self-conscious survival after death: because Manas, in its lo\\'er aspect, is 
the seat of the terrestrial mind, and, therefore, can give only that per
ception of the Universe which is based on the evidence of that mind, 
and not on our spiritual vision. It is said in our Esoteric school that 
between Buddhi and Manas, or Iswara and Pragna,· there is in reality 
no more difference than between a forest and ,ts trees, a lake and its 'waters, 
just as Mundakya teaches. One or hundreds of trees dead from loss of 
vitality, (lr uprooted, are yet incapable of preventing the forest from 
being still a forest. The destruction or post-mortem death of one person
ality dropped out of the long series, will not cause the smallest change 
in the Spiritual divine Eg-o, and it will ever remain the same EGO. Only, 
instead of experiencing Devachan it will have to immediately reincarnate. 

X. But as I understand it, Ego-Buddhi represents in this simile the 
forest and the personal minds the trees. And if Buddhi is immortal, 
how can that which is similar to it, ,:e. Manas-taijasit, lose entirely its con
sciousness till the day of its new incarnation? I cannot understand it 

M. You cannot, because you will mix up an abstract representation 
* !swam is the collective consciousness of the manifested deity, BrahmA, i.e., the collective 

consciousness of the Host of Dhyan Chohans; and Pragna is their individual wisdom. 
t Taijasi means the radiant in consequence of the union with Buddhi of Manas, the humaD, 

illuminated by the radiance of the divine soul. Therefore Manas-taijasi may be described as radiant 
mind; the k .. ",an reason lit by the light of the spirit; and Buddhi-Manas is the representation of \he 
divine plus the human intellect and self-consciousness. 
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of the whole with its casual changes of form; and because you confuse 
Manas-taiiasi, the Buddlti-lit human soul, with the latter, animalized. 
Remember that if it can be said of Buddhi that it is unconditionally 
immortal, the same cannot be said of Manas, still less of taijasi, which 
is an attribute. No post-mortem consciousness or Manas-Taijasi, can 
exist apart from Buddhi, the divine soul, because the first (Manas) is, in 
its lower aspect, a qualificative attribute of the terrestrial personality, 
and the second (taiiasz) is identical with the first, and that it is the same 
Manas only with the light of Buddhi reflected on it. In its turn, Buddhi 
would remain only an impersonal spirit without this element which it 
borrows from the human soul, which conditions and makes of it, in this 
illusive Universe, as it were something separate from the universal soul 
for the whole period of the cycle of incarnation. Say rather that 
Buddhi-Manas can neither die nor lose its compound self-consciousness 
in Eternity, nor the recollection of its previous incarnations in which the 
two-i.e. the spiritual and the human soul, had been dosely linked 
together. But it is not so in the case of a materialist, whose human soul 
not only receives nothing from the divine soul, but even refuses to 
recognise its existence. You can hardly apply this axiom to the 
attributes and qualifications of the human soul, for it would be like 
saying that because your divine soul is immortal, therefore the bloom on 
your cheek must also be immortal; whereas this bloom, like taijasi, or 
spiritual radiance, is simply a transitory phenomenon. 

X. Do I understand you to say that we must not mix in our minds 
the noumenon with the phenomenon, the cause with its effect? 

M. I do say so, and repeat that, limited to Manas or the human soul 
alone, the radiance of Taijasi itself becomes a mere question of time; 
because both immortality and consciousness after death become for 
the terrestrial personality of man simply conditioned attributes, as 
they depend entirely on conditions and beliefs. created by the human 
soul itself during the life of its body. Karma acts incessantly: we reap 
in our after-life only the fruit of that which we have ourselves sown, or 
rather created, in our terrestrial existence. 

X. But if· my Ego can, after the destruction of my body, become 
plunged in a state of entire unconsciousness, then where can be the 
punishment for the sins of my past life? 

M. Our philosophy teaches that Karmic punishment reaches the 
Ego only in its next incarnation. After death it receives only the reward 
for the unmerited sufferings endured during its just past' existence.-

• Some Theosophists have taken exception to this phrase, but the words are those of the Masters, and 
the meaning attached to the word .. unmerited" is that given above. In the T. P.S. pamphlet No.6, 
a phrase, cliticised subsequentiy in LUCIFER was used, which was intended to convey the same idea. 
In form however it was awkward and open to the criticism directed against it; but the essential 
idea was that men often suffer flom the effects of the actions done by others, effects which thus do 
not strictly belong to their own Karma, but to that of other people-and for these sufferings they 
of course deserve compens.'\tion. If it is true to say that nothing that happens to us can be anything 
else than Karma-or the direct or indirect effect of a cause-it would be a great error to think tha 
every evil or good which befalls us is due 07I1y to our own personal Karma. ( V;d~ further on.) 
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The whole punishment after death, even for the materialist, consists 
therefore in the absence of any reward and the utter loss of the con
sciousness of one's bliss and rest. Karma-is the child of the terrestrial 
Ego, the fruit of the actions of the tree which is the objective personality 
visible to all, as much as the fruit of all the thoughts and even motives of 
the spiritual" I "; but Karma is also the tender mother, who heals the 
wounds inflicted by her during the preceding life, before she will begin 
to torture this Ego by inflicting upon him new ones. If it may be said 
that there is not a mental or physical suffering in the life of a mortal, 
which is not the fruit and consequence of some sin in this, or a preceding 
existence, on the other hand, since he does not preserve the slightest 
recollection of it in his actual life, and feels himself not deserving of such 
punishment, but believes sincerely he suffers for no guilt of his own, this 
alone is quite sufficient to entitle the human soul to the fullest consolation, 
rest and bliss in his post-mortem existence. Death comes to our spiritual 
selves ever as a deliverer and friend. For the materialist, who, notwith
standing his materialism, was not a bad man, the interval between the 
two lives will be like the unbroken and placid sleep of a child; either 
entirely dreamless, or with pictures of which he will have no definite 
perception. For the believer it will be a dream as vivid as life and full 
of realistic bliss and visions. As for the bad and cruel man, whether 
materialist or otherwise, he will be immediately reborn and suffer his 
hell on earth. To enter A""itc/ti is an exceptional and rare occurrence. 

X. As far as I remember, the periodical incarnations of Sutratma • 
are likened in some Upanishad to the life of a mortal which oscillates 
periodically between sleep and waking. This does not seem to me very 
clear, and I will tell you why. For the man who awakes, another day 
commences, but that man is the same in soul and body as he was the 
day before; whereas at every new incarnation a full change takes place 
not only in his external envelope, sex and personality, but even in his 
mental and psychic capacities. Thus the simile does not seem to mequite 
correct. The man who arises from sleep remembers quite clearly what 
he has done yesterday, the day before, and even months and years ago. 
But none of us has the slightest recollection of a preceding life or any 
fact or event concerning it. ..... I may forget in the morning what I 
have dreamed during the night, still I know that I have slept and have 
the certainty that I lived during sleep; but what recollection have I of 
my past incarnation? How do you reconcile this? 

M. Yet some people do recollect their past incarnations. This is 
what the Arhats call Samma-Sambuddha-or the knowledge of the 
whole series of one's past incarnations. 

* Our immortal and reincarnating principle in conjunction with the Manasic recollections of the 
preceding lives is called Sutratma, which means litemlly the Thread-Soul; because like the pearls 
on a thread so is the long series of human lives strung together on that one thread. Manas must 
become taijasi, the,radiant, before it can hang on the Sutratma as a peat! on its thread, and so have 
full and absolute perception of itself in the Eternity. As said before, too close association \lith the 
terrestrial mind of the human soul alone causes this radiance to be entirely last. 
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X. But we ordinary mortals who have not reached Samma-Sam
buddha, how can we be expected to realize this simile? 

M. By studying it and trying to understand more correctly the 
characteristics of the three states of sleep. Sleep is a general and 
immutable law for man as for beast, but there are different kinds of 
sleep and still more different dreams and visions. 

X. Just .so. But this takes us from our subject. Let us return to 
the materialist who, while not denying dreams, which he could hardly 
do, yet denies immortality in general and the survival of his own 
individuality especially. 

M. And the materialist is right for once, at least; since for one who 
has no inner perception and faith, there is no immortality possible. In 
order to live in the world to come a conscious life, one has to believe 
first of all in that life during one's terrestrial existence. On these two 
aphorisms of the Secret Science all the philosophy about the post-mortem 
consciousness and the immortality of the soul is built. The Ego receives 
always according to its deserts. After the dissolution of the body, there 
commences for it either a period of full clear consciousness, a state of 
chaotic dreams, or an utterly dreamless sleep indistinguishable from 
annihilation; and these are the three states of consciousness. Our 
physiologists find the cause of dreams and visions in an unconscious pre
paration for them during the waking hours; why cannot the same be 
admitted for the post-mortem dreams? I repeat it, death is sleep. After 
death begins, before the spiritual eyes- of the soul, a performance accord
ing to a programme learnt and very often composed unconsciously by 
ourselves: the practical carrying out of correct beliefs or of illusions 
which have been created by ourselves. A Methodist, will be Methodist, 
a Mussulman, a Mussulman, of course, just for a time-in a perfect 
fool's paradise of each man's creation and making. These are the post
mOTtem fruits of the tree of life. Naturally, our belief or unbelief in the 
fact of conscious immortality is unable to influence the unconditioned 
reality of the fact itself, once that it exists; but the belief or unbelief 
in that immortality, as the continuation or annihilation of separate 
entities, cannot fail to give colour to that fact in its application to each 
of these entities. Now do you begin to understand it? 

X. I think I do. The materialist, disbelieving in everything that 
cannot be proven to him by his five senses or by scientific reasoning, and 
rejecting every spiritual manifestation, accepts life as the only conscious 
existence. Therefore, according to their beliefs so will it be unto them. 
They will lose their personal Ego, and wiII plunge into a dreamless sleep 
until a new awakening. Is it so? 

M. Almost so. Remember the universal esoteric teaching of the 
two kinds of conscious existence: the terrestrial and the spiritual. The 
latter must be considered real from the very fact that it is the region of 
the eternal, changeless, immortal cause of all; whereas the incarnating 
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Ego dresses itself up in new garments entirely different from those of 
its previous incarnations, and in which all except its spiritual prototype 
is doomed to a change so radical as to leave no trace behind. 

X. Stop! . .• Can the consciousness of my terrestrial Egos perish 
not only for a time, like the consciousness of the materialist, but in 
any case so entirely as to leave no trace behind? 

M. According to the teaching, it must so perish and in its fulness, 
all except that principle which, having united itself with the Monad, 
has thereby become a purely spiritual and indestructible essence, one 
with it in the Eternity. But in the case of an out and out materialist, 
in whose personal" I " no Buddhi has ever reflected itself, how can the 
latter carry away into the infinitudes one particle of that terrestrial 
personality? Your spiritual "I" is immortal; but from your present 
Self it can carry away into after-life but that which has become worthy 
of immortality, namely, the aroma alone of the flower that has been 
mown by death. 

X. Well, and the flower, the terrestrial" I "? 
M. The flower, as all past and future flowers which blossomed and 

died, and will blossom again on the mother bough, the Sutratllla, all 
children of one root or Buddhi, will return to dust. Your present .. I," 
as you yourself know, is not the body now sitting before me, nor yet is 
it what I would call Manas-Sutratma-but Sutratma-Buddhi. 

X. But this does not explain to me at all, why you call life after 
{)eath immortal, infinite, and real, and the terrestrial life a simple 
phantom or illusion; since even that post-mortem life has limits, however 
much wider they may be than those of terrestrial life. 

M. No doubt. The spiritual Ego of man moves in Eternity 
like a pendulum between the hours of life and death. But if these 
hours marking the periods of terrestrial and spiritual life are limited in 
their duration, and if the very number of such stages in Eternity 
between sleep and awakening, illusion and reality, has its beginning 
and its end, on the other hand the spiritual" Pilgrim" is eternal. There
fore are the hours of his post-mortem life-when, disembodied he stands 
face to face with truth and not the mirages of his transitory earthly 
existences during the period of that pilgrimage which we call "the 
cycle of rebirths "--the only reality in our conception. Such intervals, 
their limitation notwithstanding, do not prevent the Ego, while ever 
perfecting itself, to be following undeviatingly, though gradually and 
slowly, the path to its last transformation, when that Ego having reached 
its goal becomes the divine ALL. These intervals and stages help 
towards this final result instead of hindering it; and without such 
limited intervals the divine Ego could never reach its ultimate goal. 
This Ego is the actor, and its numerous and various incarnations the 
parts it plays. Shall you call these parts with their costumes the 
individuality of the actor himself? Like that actor, the Ego is forced 
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to play during the Cycle of Necessity up to the very threshold of 
Para-nirvana, many parts such as may be unpleasant to it. But as 
the bee collects its honey from every flower, leaving the rest as food 
for the earthly worms, so does our spiritual individuality, whether we 
call it Sutratma or Ego. It collects from every terrestrial personality 
into which Karma forces it to incarnate, the nectar alone of the spiritual 
qualities and self-consciousness, and uniting all these into one whole it 
emerges from its chrysalis as the glorified Dhyan Chohan. So much the 
worse for those terrestrial personalities from which it could collect 
nothing. Such personalities cannot assuredly outlive consciously their 
terrestrial existence. 

X. Thus then it seems, that for the terrestrial personality, immortality 
is still conditional. Is then immortality itself not unconditional? 

M. Not at all. But it cannot touch the nOll-existent. For all that 
which exists as SAT, ever aspiring to SAT, immortality and Eternity 
are absolute. Matter is the opposite pole of spirit and yet the two 
are one. The essence of all this, i.e. Spirit, Force and Matter, or the 
three in one, is as endless as it is beginningless; but the form acquired 
by this triple unity during its incarnations, the externality, is certainly 
<>nly the illusion of our personal conceptions. Therefore do we call the 
after-life alone a reality, while relegating the terrestrial life, its terrestrial 
personality included, to the phantom realm of illusion. 

X. But why in such a case not call sleep the reality, and waking the 
illusion, instead of the reverse? 

M. Because we use an expression made to facilitate the grasping of 
the subject, and from the standpoint of terrestrial conceptions it is a 
very correct one. 

X. Nevertheless, I cannot understand. If the life to come is based on 
justice and the merited retribution for all our terrestial suffering, how, in 
the case of materialists many of whom are ideally honest and charitable 
men, should there remain of their personality nothing but the refuse of 
a faded flower! 

M. No one ever said such a thing. No materialist, if a good man, 
however unbelieving, can die for ever in the fulness of his spiritual in
dividuality. What was said is, that the consciousness of one life can dis
appear either fully or partially; in the case of a thorough materialist, no 
vestige of that personality which disbelieved remains in the series of lives. 

X. But is this not annihilation to the Ego? 
M. Certainly not. One can sleep a dead sleep during a long railway 

journey, miss one or several stations without the slightest recollection or 
consciousness of it, awake at another· station and continue the journey 
recollecting other halting places, till the end of that journey, when the 
goal is reached. Three kinds of sleep were mentioned to you: the 
dreamless, the chaotic, and the one so real, that to the sleeping man his 
dreams become full realities. If you believe in the latter why can't you 
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believe in the former? According to what one has believed in and ex
pected after death, such is the state one will have. He who expected no 
life to come will have an absolute blank amounting to annihilation in the 
interval between the two rebirths. This is just the carrying out of the 
programme we spoke of, and which is created by the materialist himself. 
But there are various kinds of materialists, as you say. A selfish 
wicked Egoist, one who never shed a tear for anyone but himself, 
thus adding entire indifference to the whole world to his unbelief, must 
drop at the threshold of death his personality for ever. This personality 
having no tendrils of sympathy for the world around, and hence nothing 
to hook on to the string of the Sutratma, every connection between the 
two is broken with the last breath. There being no Devachan for such 
a materialist, the Sutratma will re-incarnate almost immediately. But 
those materialists who erred in nothing but their disbelief, will oversleep 
but one station. Moreover, the time will come when the ex-materialist 
will perceive himself in the Eternity and perhaps repent that he lost 
even one day, or station, from the life eternal. 

X. Still, would it not be more correct to say that death is birth 
into a new life, or a return once more to the threshold of eternity? 

M. You may if you like. Only remember that births differ, and that 
there are births of "still-born" beings, which are failures. Moreover, 
with your fixed Western ideas about material life, the words "living" 
and" being" are quite inapplicable to the pure subjective state of post
lIIortem existence. It is just because of such ideas-save in a few 
philosophers who are not read by the many and who themselves are 
too confused to present a distinct picture of it-that all your con
ceptions of life and death have finally become so narrow. On the one 
hand, they have led to crass materialism, and on the other, to the still 
more material conception of the other life which the Spiritualists have 
formulated in their Summer-land. There the souls of men eat, drink 
and marry, and live in a Paradise quite as sensual as that of Mohammed, 
but even less philosophical. Nor are the average conceptions of the 
uneducated Christians any better, but are still more material, if possible. 
What between truncated Angels, brass trumpets, golden harps, streets 
in paradisiacal cities paved with jewels, and hell-fires, it seems like a 
scene at a Christmas pantomime. I t is because of these narrow con
ceptions that you find such difficulty in understanding. And, it is also 
just because the life of the disembodied soul, while possessing all the 
vividness of reality, as in certain dreams, is devoid of every grossly 
objective form of terrestrial life, that the Eastern philosophers have com
pared it with visions during sleep. 
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MY THRUSH. 

m\? ttbrueb. 

THE sombre depth of southern wood. 
A fine leaf-scented atmosphere. 
A spot so hushed I almost feel 
The heart of silence throbbing here 
The only sound upon the air, 
A subtle note of harmony, 
The lullaby of yonder brook 
That sings my mood to reverie. 

Another hour; another scene, 
In clime less soft and sensuous sweet 
Comes back to me in vivid dream. 
Again I walk, with joyous feet, 
The narrow path that winds between 
The close-grown trunks of social trees 
Whose branches keep a lazy time 
To music in the low-tuned breeze. 

Another brook as softly sings 
Its purling way o'er pebbly bed, 
While all the vibrant verdure breathes 
Its tender secrets overhead. 
And somewhere from the leafy shade 
That screens him from too-curious eyes 
The poet of the wood awakes 
Vague memories of Paradise. 

Why do I start in sudden way, 
While strangely all my pulses thrill ? 
Did I but dream, or did I hear 
Again that thrush's liquid trill? 
No sound, no motion, stirs the dense 
Green canopy above my head. 
And wooing back the spell, I search 
For that fair day-dream's broken thread. 

Ah I suddenly it falls again, 
Soft breaking through the mystic hush, 
Pure, pristine strain from Paradise. 
Unerring soul; it is thy thrush I 
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How came he here, sweet rover from 
That land beneath those distant skies ? 
I only know he is the same, 
And listen, awed, with humid eyes, 

For him to greet me once again 
With that long-loved, familiar note. 
What told the bird I wandered here, 
An exile in these wilds remote? 
Was it some kindred chord of pain 
That drew him to this dim retreat, 
My aching, home-sick heart to stir 
With strain half sad, yet wholly sweet? 

Dear, gentle bird I-a wanderer, too
Since this far land is dear to thee, . 
No more will I, a stranger, pine, 
Where'er thou art is home to me. 

MARY R. SHIPPEY. 

A TRADITION OF AN OLD SCOTCH FAMILY. 

A Theosophist, a gentleman living in Edinburgh, writes to tell us about this 
most extraordinary occurrence :-

" A wealthy landed proprietor in Scotland had to leave home for:1 few days on 
business. The road from his house was visible for over a mile from the 
windows. His wife watched him going along till a small clump of trees hid him 
from sight; the road was plainly visible on either side, but she never saw him 
emerge. She thought little of this till several days passed and he neither came 
back nor sent any message. Then the whole country was searched and all 
possible inquiries made, but without result. A year later she died. The family 
vault was opened for her burial and there was found a fresh coffin, the plate 
bearing the husband's name, and the date of death the very day on which he 
had left. The coffin was opened and the body clearly identified, with no mark 
of violence on it. But by what means he died, or how his body came to be in 
a closely walled-up vault, under a family chape~ which would take a number of 
·workmen considerable time to open, has never been ascertained." 

Unfortunately, the family are averse to making their name public. Nor are 
·we told whether the coffin could be traced to any store or workshop, in Scotland 
-or England. 
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ANOTHER AUTOMATIC WRITING. 

A GENTLEMAN, as great a materialist as ever lived, writes as follows to a lady 
theosophist :-

"On the night of Monday last (New Year's Eve) as I lay in my bed, in a 
somnolent state, between sleeping and waking, the lines which follow seemed 
chanted as from a distance. It could scarcely be said to be in an audible voice 
but like IIIe ringing recolledion of some old familiar ~song surging up anew on 
the echoes of memory. It was between two and three in the morning, but I 
woke up and committed the words to paper-literally-as they again came to 
me. I know not whether they be my own lines or nol, bul I know Ihal Ihey 
«lsi me no efforl or sludy whalsoever, and so far as I am conscious, have never 
"een ileaI'd or read by me al any previous lime. 

"I think that your Ladyship might possibly like to have a copy of these 
verses, so different in the mode of their production from my usual compositions. 
If these verses be indeed mine, they must have been produced by an act of 
unconsdous cerebralion or automatic reflex adion of tile Brain. That is the only 
explanation I can give. I here subjoin them, and remain, etc. etc." 

Behold I a Light is beaming 
From loftiest Centres streaming 
On worlds of wonders gleaming 

Far spreads the Light, descending 
Thick clouds of darkness rending; 
The lone and sad befriending ; 

Undreamt before I All truths eternal blending 
For evermore ! 

Far thro' the distant ages, 
'Twas hail'd by Guardian Sages, 
It 'lumed the sacred pages 

Of ancient Lore I 

The Powers new Life are granting 
To waken'd mortals panting; 
Bright flowers of Eden planting 

From snore to shore ! 

The following bit of poetry was given under the same conditions :

There's a Spirit in Man that's unmeasured in might, 
That's born for the Victory-born for the Light I 
That's born yet to conquer the Powers that oppress, 
And the Gardens of Paradise yet to possess I 
Though toilsome its path through the Ages afar, 
Though 'tis bound to the sod, it shall soar to the star! 
Though the coils of the flesh and the Powers of the Air 
May have league to enswathe it in bands of despair; 
Unscathed by the Battle-unsinged by the Flame-
Mid Charnel's corruption, itself, and the same! 
As air of tt.e Mountain unfettered and free, 
It breathes o'er the City-it sweeps o'er the Sea! 
Though sunk in pollution-though lapsed and depraved, 
Through aeons of anguish it yet shall be saved! 
Though its garments be stain'd-though itslwings be defiled
A Star on its browl! 'Tis Eternity's Child! 
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OCCULT AXIOMS AND THEIR SYMBOLS.-

00 CCUL T knowledge is said to consist of a finite number of axioms, infinite 
in their applications. In reality there is only one truth, which is to be 
expressed by one "word," and to be understood in that unique state 

where the knower, the knowledge and the known are all one. But the lighted 
area widening as the rays travel further from the central sun, the number of 
such axioms, as well as of the corollaries in which their bearings must be pointed 
out, depends entirely on the degree of advancement of the student himself. 
Words, numerous and elaborate, may fail sometimes to awaken the intended 
feeling, while a glance' will in other cases be sufficient: each occult axiom may 
be dissected into volumes or condensed into one symbol, by the living power of 
which clouds of sunken thoughts will be roused in the minds of initiates. 

Of such symbols the cross is one. Metaphysically, it means that the existence 
of opposites is the condition of existence: that is, of existence such as we can 
conceive or understand, of finite or ma)'avic existence. For everything finite is 
a delusion compared with the infinite reality, where the two poles of the egg
shaped universe merge into the omnipresent centre of the limitless and con
sequently formless sphere. 

As the sense of depth in ocular or stereoscopic vision is due to the angle 
between the retinas or the lenses, so the universal mirage is due to the strabism 
of the seer. Theological as well as materialistic doctrines are superficial, 
because each of them insists on looking at truth with but one eye. God, or the 
good, without the devil, or evil, is a one-sided abstraction, just as matter or 
body without force or spirit. To those who will use both eyes, the devil will 
appear no longer as a son of God, but as his wife, and these two abstractions 
will be found united by so strong a partnership, that the removal of the one would 
cause the instant disappearance of its complementary Maya. One-sided were 
also the puzzled and puzzling enquiries of all our modern philosophers into the 
problem of the antinomies of pure reason, which Hamilton has formulated in 
what he caIls the law of the conditioned. "All that is conceivable in thought 
lies between two extremes, which, as contradictory to each other, cannot both 
be true, but of which, as mutual contradictories, one must." We need but 
slightly alter the wording of this problem to obtain its solution, and at the same 
time to express one of the deepest occult axioms: "All Ihal ;s conceil.'ah/r, 
Ihal is I() say, finile and illus()r)', lies between "tW() exlremes APPARENTLY contra
dicl()ry bul ABSOLUTELY identical." 

The deepest of such antinomies, and the source of all others, lies between ego 
and non-ego, between that in us which is conscious of everything else and e\'ery 
thing of which we are conscious. On the material plane the area of demarcation 

* The author. n foreigner, has nc\'er before wntten in this language. But, believing that timidilT 
is neither n thf'Osophical virtue nor an English \;ce, he hopes tht reader ,,;ll forgive him tbis attempt 
at Theosophy in English. 
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IS the surface itself of our body: we say that we are hurt, when any part of our 
flesh garment is injured; and too many are those amongst us whose chief or 
only care is this sensitive though coarse self. On the mental plane, the wall is 
built between our own souls and the thoughts, feelings and desires of others; 
here, already, the castle is not so jealously closed as to exclude sympathy with 
similar tastes or interests: hence association raises man from amongst the 
beasts. But as we proceed higher, into the spiritual world, we perceive that all 
the things we call ours, soul as well as body, are only the instruments of our 
real self, which, as a ray of the universal Atma, is in no way distinct or separated 
from other rays. Deep within the strata of our constitution lies that hidden 
spring of all our volitions, thoughts and feelings. And it is only when we have 
drunk its pure waters of life that we can know Ananda, and taste that real 
happiness, the desire of which has been the spur of our weary and thirsty soul 
through the misery of its pilgrimage; because then, as far as being extends, 
there is no longer anything distinct from our own being. 

It will be easily perceived that such a state of be-ness is absolutely different 
from anything we can conceive under the term existence. Indeed, one and all 
of the qualifications by which beings are constituted are inadequate to it. 

Perfection of being seems at first sight to imply perfection of form. Various 
and beautiful are the shapes under which artists, poets and seers have pictured 
the celestial inhabitants, the idea~ airy fancies in which their pure aspirations 
hoped to dwell or remembered having dwelt; devas with their beautiful mon
strosities and appalling powers; houris, with the fathomless love in their eyes 
and the flowing vesture of their dark locks; angels, chaste and white, with the 
dove-like softness of their four great wings. And they are not mere fancies, 
these dreamy glimpses of other worlds and other planes of existence; but a 
moment's thought will show that, a form being constituted by its very limits, 
perfect being cannot have any form at all 

For perfect being is nothing, if not limitless; towards an ever-growing exten
sion tends the ever-progressing evolution. Enclosed within our prison of flesh, 
we have grown senses all around ourselves, and millions of years were busily 
spent by nature that we might have sight to enjoy the light and hearing to 
listen to the word Our intellect has extended those senses; we have helped 
our eyes by the range of the telescope, our walk by the impetuosity of steam, 
our voice by the flash of electricity. If the ancients attached wings to the feet 
or shoulders of their heroes, even more than they, are we justified in conceiving 
that the power of a god may be measured by the reach of his arm. But the 
same reflection will convince us that infinitude is too great to have any size. 

Similarly, time is too eternal to last. Our present, which is already gone, is 
nothing but a shadow sandwiched between the past, which is no more, and the 
future, which is not yet. So strong is our desire for the continuance of life, 
that we always forget the past and its dim regrets in favour of an ever brighter 
and more hopeful future. Hence immortality seems to be essential to perfect 
happiness, and we should have reason to envy the ambrosia of the Olympians, if 
Manus' dire logic had not warned us that even the gods must die. 

Some will say, justly enough, that the life of ephemerid;e, spent in dance and 
turmoil, is longer than the cold and infinitesimal growth of the Lebanon cedar, 
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and that a few moments of deep love or even bitter emotion are worth three
score years of golden idleness. Shall we rest sure, at least, that vividness of 
cor:sciousness is the real standard of the perfection of being? Alas, this 
supreme satisfaction will also elude our embrace. For a being conscious of all 
could not be conscious of anyone thing, and omniscience is, to our limited 
minds, synonymous with nescience. We can find our self only by losing our
selves, for II how could we know the knower?" and how could the only reality 
appear as anything? 

Such reasoning, although as old as human thought, may seem new to our 
paradoxical age; and this is scarcely to be wondered at, in a universe which is 
itself nothing but a vast paradox. Yet all sacred books and mystic lore teach 
us that liberation can be acquired only by sacrifice; that in order to get 
knowledge we must forget personality j that .Nirvana is a state of absorption, 
of extinction in absolute light; and that nothing appears to the Jivan-Mukta 
as different from himself: all names, all forms, all distinctions have vanished, even 
the fundamental one between ego and non-ego. And this unity, this permanent 
centre of existence, is also the focus of all evolution. II In the beginning, all this 
was Self, one only !" 

The reflexion of this subjective duality endows objectivity with its poles. 
Owing to the distinction between the knower and the known, alI knowledge 
presents a double aspect. Space appears as great and smal~ time as long and 
short, movement as quick and slow. Yet the limits of both tendencies are un
thinkable. Vainly does our imagination fly from earth to sun, from the solar 
system to the stars, from the milky way to the nebulre: when it has struck its 
forehead against the dark mysteries of the beyond, it has advanced no further 
than when resting in its humility. And if, frightened by the abyss, we recoil 
into minuteness, if we explore the universes which our bodies are to their cells, 
the planets which our blood-corpuscles are to the organisms living in them, we 
find ourselves lost again, where there hardly seems to be room for movement, 
and we have to exclaim with a Chinese sage: "Nothing is greater than the 
small I" 

To the conception of space are closely allied those of time and motion, for 
none of the three can be conceived independently from the others. But in 
vain would we swell our minds' capacity from the ages of the gods to the ages 
of Brahma, for all the tears of humanity are nothing more than a drop in the 
ocean of eternity. On the other hand, dream-experience shows us that hours 
may be condensed into the duration of a breath: thousands of entities may 
have lived and accomplished their life-task after a momentary explosion is over; 
and the twinkling of an eye, if it could not be sulHlivided, would be no part 
of time. The existence of the present, as a mathematical line dividing the 
past from the future, is nothing but a delusion; and yet eternity is run through 
by that nothingness; because in reality the present and the eternal are one and 
the same. By the same delusion do we speak of causes and effects: a first 
cause and a last effect are mere abstractions, because both merge into the 
absolute; and phenomena are but irridescences on the soap-bubble of Maya, 
which hangs from the unknown, and expands by the unknown breath. 

We should have very different ideas about motion if we were enclosed in an 
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oyster-shell, or again if we moved along a flash of lightning. All degrees of 
movement, from electricity to light, from a ray to a thought, are comprised 
between absolute rest, which is to be found nowhere in nature, and absolute 
rapidity, which is evidently nothing else but omnipresence, that is to say, rest 
again. So motion, like time and space, returns upon itself, and every speed, 
every duration, every expansion, lies between two extremes, apparently con
tradictory, but absolutely identicaL 

To this absolute identity. which is at the same time the primary and the 
ultimate unit from which both scales start and to which they tend, we have 
given the name of Omnipresence, which applies equally to an instant and to 
eternity. to a point and to infinity. to stillness and to unperceivable rapidity. 
But Omnipresence, and this is what we have been driving at, is also the 
essential quality of what we should conceive as perfect consciousness, and that 
is why religions have attributed it to God Consciousness is co-extensive with 
space, with motion, with time; nothing extends, nothing moves, nothing lasts, 
but consciousness is able to take cognizance of it, is adequate to its extension; 
speed and duration expand with it, move with it, last with it. Truly has it 
been said that no world would exist if there was no consciousness whatever to 
know its existence. We shall go further and say that through consciousness 
everything exists, moves and lasts; for it endows space, time and motion, with 
measure and quality, with name and form. There is no such thing as size or 
duration per se " bodies are great or small only by comparison with each other. 
and consciousness alone decides between them. bringing forward, at its own 
tribunal, the standard adopted by itself. Whether such standard remains 
invariable from no-beginning to no-end. or whether the Heavenly consciousness 
awakes in different moods at each manvantaric dawn, is a question of no 
practical interest to us. Once consciousness is limited by an angle of vision. 
the horizon of eternity must appear to it as intersected by the sides of this 
angle, as a hasis or upatlll" more or lese; distant, as a straight line between the 
two points of positivity and negativity; once consciousness is established at one 
of the extremities of the cross, space, motion and time stand in therr places at 
the three other extremities. But in the absolute, all the four, returning, so to 
say. upon themselves, merge into the point of intersection, which in symbology 
becomes the centre of the circle, the emblem of their incomprehensible unity. 
The rose has closed its petals and sleeps. Nothing is left but the One Element. 
which is at the same time consciousness and duration, life and movement, space 
(form) and substance. All the seven rest in the womb of the unknowable, 
mixed and yet distinct, like the undeveloped yet complete flower in the lotus
bud 

Thus, in the macrocosm as well as in the microcosm, everything appears dual, 
while in reality ALL THINGS ARE ONE. The point in the circle. the germ in 
the. egg, Tllai"-y·in Tao, Atliti in Tat, Mulaprallriti in Para6rallm, Sefll"ra in 
Ain-Sopll, thismysteri ous Tllebaw, the arch where the prototype of the universe 
is preserved during the deluges of darkness, is the only thing which exists, has 
existed, and will exist, whether the world subsists or not, whether there are 
gods or none. whether Brahmd is asleep or awake. About the non-being which 
is identical with be-ness, about the no-number which yields number, about the zero 
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equal to the circle, the nothing identical with al~ we need not say anything, as 
its sacredness transcends all human speculation. But even this metaphysically 
if not easily comprehensible Omnipresence, which ·is the only visible side of 
the hidden sun, must be carefully guarded against the sacrilegious attempts of 
anthropomorphism; and although we have just seen China and the Veda agree 
on this point with Vedantism and the Kabala, we cannot, however earnest our 
desire, include in their synthesis systems which have only raised to minor levels 
the minds of their followers. We cannot recognize anything approaching this 
concept of omnipresent unity in what the modems generally understand by 
the term God. We cannot conceive how any being, let alone a personal one, could 
be the absolute being, and at the same time omnipotent and omnipresent, 
infinite and first cause, supremely good and perfectly conscious; for Balzac, 
Stuart Mill and Mansel have shown that such attributes hopelessly clash with 
one another. A cause is related to its effect, a conscious subject to the object 
he is conscious of, and good is only such relatively to its opposite, eviL If, 
therefore, we consider such a God as first cause, supreme goodness and perfect 
consciousness, then he is not the supreme principle, but only one of the extreme 
principles of creation, and the attributes of absoluteness and infinity must be 
reserved for the unity in which the essence of substance rests undifferentiated· 
Occultism understands by God the Spirits of the Universe, and considers the 
universe as his bodies; but it knows that spirit and matter are only complemen
tary appearances of the one Element. 

Our religions are intoxicants to souls thirsty for pure ideal waters. As soon 
as you question them, they turn their backs, where is written the word Mystery. 
They affect shame to·conceal their unattractiveness; to avoid giving explana
tions which they have not got, they say that it is profane to ask for them. 
They are responsible for the superficiality of modern minds, because for ages 
they have sold toys instead of distributing thoughts. Now-a-days, one must 
excuse oneself after talking for five minutes on the problems of life; it bothers 
ladies, and gentlemen too. In vain does the philosopher seek for a man in 
public thoroughfares : people avoid his lantern. 

The recognition of this principle of duality implies a number of conse
quences. Every accentuation of the distinction between opposites acts as a 
help to the forces producing universal illusion. The most potent of such forces 
is that egotism through which subsists the fundamental antagonism between 
ourselves and everybody or everything else. Individualism, upon which modem 
society is built, is one of the most nefarious aspects of this powerful agent, 
and its ever-growing momentum is calculated to plunge humanity deeper and 
deeper into the mire. Here is a sure criterion of conduct for those who wish 
to react against this evi~ as well as a sound basis for a new morality. 

We do not mean that such forces are evil in themselves; they are necessary 
factors in the world's history. But, as evolution advances to superior planes, 
these factors must yield to new ones of a different character. It is true enough 

• These two last attributes, however, are not contradictory to each other, whateftr Hamilton may 
say to the contrary. He arrives at his conclusion hy opposing the infinite to the finite; bat these 
two tenDs lire to be superposed and not opposed; for the finite lies between two infimtes. The terms 

to be opposed are the infinitely great and the infinitely small, which merge into equality QI" 

~bsoluteDess. 
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that competition is one of the springs of material progress, but it is more true 
still that materiality only represents the lowest arc of the evolutionary circle: 
and even the recognition of universal opposition would suffice to suggest that 
individualism being the law of material evolution, altruism must be the law of 
spiritual growth. This, the sages know to be a fact; but it can be seen by the 
least far-sighted observer in the tendency to association which characterises the 
ascending orders of beings, and which, after all, has alone rendered human pro
gress possible. Competition itself is but an association of a peculiar kind; 
even on the material plane, the evil carries its own remedy. The savage 
struggle between isolated individuals . has necessitated their association in tribes; 
the conflicts between tribes have induced some of them to ally and form nations, 
and international wars will eventually result in the union of all humanity. 
Opposites are also correlatives, and virtue is only a progress upon certain vices. 
An organised family is a decided improvement upon unruled animal passions; 
but there may come a day when our patriotism and heroism will be looked upon 
as vices. The exclusivism of sex will transform itself into unsexual love, the 
blossom will ripen into the fruit. 

There is no conservatism in Nature: all must move or die. And this move
ment runs in a circle: we have to quicken and follow it, rather than oppose it 
and run backwards. Will anybody ask children or plants to stop growing? 
Will you say to a rough that he must cease drinking if he wants to reach 
Nirvana? He will laugh at you, and drink more. Show him that there are 
other springs of enthusiasm, initiate him into artistic enjoyment, supply oppor
tunities to his admiration, tempt his power of reasoning by himself; make him 
feel first, then make him think: you will have awakened a soul, and this soul 
will spontaneously begin to struggle against the animal But in presence of 
vice, disease, and misery, do not drop your hands in despair and ask what is to 
be done. Follow Nature, who spends vices in order to gain virtues, who boils 
matter to distil forces: believe F~urier, who said that passions ought not to be 
stifled, but canalized and utilized. Humanity is ignorant, and with ignorance 
we have to deal. Philosophers who build to themselves a world of their own 
are only egotists, who cannot plead the excuse of illusion, while they work to 
strengthen it. 

Truth can never be attained by anyone running along a particular line of 
thought, to the exclusion of all other lines, or hurrying along his own path, 
heedless of the distressed calls of fellow-men who travel other ways under 
difficulty. An ordinary respectable tradesman, versed in the art of drawing 
gold from other people's pockets into his own family-safe, will laugh at you if 
you argue that those who supply the money which he gives to his wife and 
children belong to his family also. A doctor knows all the names and habits 
.of bacteria, and can even fight against diseases specially produced by them: but 
he will never think of destroying the moral bacteria of his patients, being often 
himself infested with them; and if you say that something ought to be done to 
remedy prostitution, he will call you a Utopian. A theologian can quote 
.any verses from the Bible, with their commentaries: but if you enquire about 
.the fate of people who never saw the book, or cannot believe it, he will send 
them altogether to eternal perdition; and if you protest, he will damn you too. 
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For centuries Christians have been accustomed to look upon humanity as 
divided into two classes: the good, that is to say the believers, destined to be
come saints on a sudden; to attain, by the one short step of death, a perfection 
after which they had only striven at leisure; to enjoy an everlasting happiness 
after a brief life devoid of unhappy circumstances and irresistible temptations; 
and the wicked, who did not know better, marked for an eternal and useless 
suffering without any hope of amendment. As if the wickedness of the most 
wicked, even of one who should have quenched his' anger in the blood of a 
fellow-man, could equal that of a lather who is not to be appeased by an eternal 
revenge, so great is his horror of sin! Oh! give us back the Greek gods and 
goddesses, who were only a little more virtuous at times, but never much more 
vicious, than ordinary mortals. 

For ages, the device of humanity has been .. V re Victis';" and men were bom 
free or slaves, lords or vassals, noble or vulgar, civilized or barbarians, believers 
or infidels, rich or poor, virtuous or vicious. In vain did Karma put slavish 
souls into bodies filled with blue blood, and elicit geniuses, nay, even re
deemers, from the ranks of the toilers; in vain did Nature chastise all her 
children with impartial suffering, equal folly, similar diseases and chaotic corrup
tion. Men took the hint only partially: they have begun to understand that they 
can improve and must help Nature; but while physical science is studying every 
fibre of our frames in order to secure health for al~ while the newly-born social 
science is striving to establish equal rights and impartial laws, religion, which 
ought to console us for animal necessities by preaching spiritual liberation, has 
been, and is yet, the prostituted slave of might versus right; ready to quote 
Scripture in favour of slavery, to sing anthems after international slaughter, to 
sell its pews, in church or heaven, to the highest bidder; always prepared to 
proclaim the fatality of human curses, to attribute them to original sin, and 
to preach resignation to those who have nothing to resign: but ever impotent to 
direct men out of the mire and to prepare the reign of God upon earth. 

Man has not yet understood that he has no business to meddle with destiny 
and to poison it for himself by making it worse for others. He is always ready 
to submit to Kismet and aggravate fatality, because he ignores the laws of 
Karma and doubts justice. Indeed, the only devil is ignorance, which 
makes man despair of his own nature. Evil-doers are exceptions, but wrong
doers are legion. We have a thousand good reasons to avoid condemning 
others beyond remission : for it is easy to see the acts of men, but very difficult 
to know their motives: we can see plainly the undesirable results of the wor:t 
of missionaries for instance, yet their vocation was an impulse of devotion to 
humanity, corrupted by exclusive devotion to one God We can see easily the 
rising tide of vice and crime amongst us, but few trace it to its real cause, the 
attraction of misery, that ~tellite of civilization. From distorted souls in 
emaciated bodies we can expect very little morality. Virtue is a luxury, and 
those possessed of so great a wealth ought to show it by a great charity. 

The habit of drawing hard and fast lines of distinction has permeated all 
our life, even to our art and literature. Our plays and romances are indebted 
to it for the types of the perfect traitor, who never thinks but to plan poisonous 
designs, who never speaks but to blaspheme, who never moves but to strike; 
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and of the perfect hero, always handsome and well-combed, always strong and 
courageous, always virtuous and successful. Our maidens dream about such 
princes, and when they awake by the side of an honest, plain fellow, full of the 
common mixture of good intentions and poor compromises, it is only to fancy 
that their just hopes have been deceived, and to waste a life in distrust and 
misery. The poor things do not perceive that the same combination exists in 
themselves and may be the cause of reciprocal disenchantment. Yet they might 
easily console themselves for imperfections which are perhaps one of their main 
charms. I cannot help thinking that we should not get on half so well with 
angels from Heaven as we can do with our earthly companions. We might feel 
inclined to follow the example of the man who hanged himself because he had 
a perfect wife. Truly has it been said that women are neither fools nor angels, 
but that whoever takes them for angels is a fool. 

It has been argued that the devotion to humanity recommended by Theo
sophy is incompatible with family feelings. Are those creeds then better 
calculated to strengthen bonds of love, which induce men to look upon death 
as a possihly eternal separation, after which an infinite bliss will fill their own 
hearts, shut for ever by some degrading and repulsive process to the agonies 
and torments of some of their kin? With this prospect of intensified and 
transcendental egotism, Theosophy, in truth, has nothing to compare. Let it be 
contented with teaching men actual brotherhood and mutual love. Let those 
build their stone houses upon interested partnership and momentary lust, who 
think the human heart too !>mall to contain more than one love, more than one 
god. Meanwhile, let us cherish our present family, without forgetting that 
numberless have been our children, and numberless will be our .parents; that, 
born from one and the same light, we must strive all together towards final union; 
that the sacred books enjoin us to perform fully our duties to humanity, to our 
race, to our families, in one word to our Selves,. and also tell us: "Verily, a 
wife is not dear, that you may love the wife; but that you may love Alma, 
therefore a wife is dear." If there is a people in the world who considered 
the family as a sacred and divine institution, it is the Chinese, who have written 
thousands of books upon filial duty, and who believe they hold part of their 
souls from their ancestors, upon whose altars they offer daily sacrifices. Yet 
this is what Confucius says in the Classic of Filial Piety: "The filial piety of 
the wise is a tribute of reverence to all fathers under Heaven, his reverence a 
tribute to all brothers, his submission a tribute to all rulers," and he recommends 
reverence towards Heaven and Earth, the father and mother of all creatures. 
" During the golden age," says the Book of Rites, "men did not pay reverence 
only to their own fathers, neither did they treat as sons only their own children. 
Thus egotism was crushed in the egg." 

Under direction of this same philosopher was composed a little treatise, the 
name of which can be translated" Doctrine of the Mean," or "Invariability in 
the ~iddle," or again" Perfect Equilibrium ". Curiously enough, the doctrine 
contained in it can be understood in three corresponding senses. Simple 
inspection of the cross will show us that there are three positions between the 
right and left extremities. Flrst there is a passive equilibrium at the lowest 
point, representing the state of mind of the man who is unable to decide or 
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even distinguish between the two seers of grain; who is always desirous to 
spare both parties, never able to satisfy anyone; always ready to follow the 
strongest, never able to know his own tendency; always anxious to ascertain 
other people's opinion, never able to form his own; not quite evi~ scarcely 
good; prompt between affirmation and negation, stingy between riches and 
poverty, tepid between cold and heat: this is the man to whom Christ said: 
"I will spew thee out of my mouth!" 

Next there is the equilibrium at the centre of the cross, or that worldly wisdom 
expressed in the adage; " Virtus in medio." Of this the book of Confucius 
treats more specially. He tries to show that wisdom consists in following 
the middle way, in keeping a perpetual adjustment between the opposite 
tendencies of life. "Few follow this way, because the learned go beyond, 
while the fools do not reach it." Yet it is not to be sought for very far, 
for it is "here and now," in the nature of man himself. Flying after the 
unknowable is useless; you may ride even the human passions, provided you 
rein them into their normal course. For the saint is not so much the 
virtuous as the just; and the aim of nature seems to be rather the establish· 
ment of harmony than the prevalence of goodness. 

Order is undoubtedly the way to a good social constitution and to earthly 
prosperity. But above the extreme, at the upper point of the cross, outside 
of Maya, in the absolute, stands perfect equilibrium. This can be attained 
only by those who have equalized the scales of Karma, who have reached 
again the neutral point from which they had been started into the swing of 
incarnation. Knowing that our past evolution has been mostly spent in 
animal passiort and human egotism, in ignorance and sin, we cannot doubt 
that the balance of this enormous debt is to be struck only by a compulsory 
and hastened payment of altruistic actions and deeds of virtue. Karma cannot 
be put out of the way; it must be satisfied Once this equilibrium has been 
obtained, and to him only who has reached it, virtue and vice become equally 
indifferent; good and evi~ light and darkness, merge into each other and 
vanish, as, before the reality of dawn, dreams of love disappear together with 
nightmares. Then the saint can view the pairs of extremes from the stand
point of the great mystic Lao-tzeu. "He regards people as children, and 
all creatures as the dogs of straw which are to be burnt when the sacrifice 
is over. Men who are virtuous and sincere, he treats as virtuous and sincere; 
men who are not virtuous nor sincere, he treats also as virtuous and sincere; 
and this is the acme of virtue and sincerity." 

AMARAVELLA. 

• 
ERRATA. 

The Editors desire to correct the following errata in the last number of 
LUCIFER, December IS, 1888. 

Page 267, line 8, delete" true." 
" 2 7 2, ,,32, for "and their voices" read" but their voices." 
" 301, " 16, for "psychographic writers, as we are told &c." "OJ 

" psychographic writers. As we are told &c." 
" 302, ,,36, jor Aarzoo, read Aanroo. 
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THEOSOPHiCAL ACTiVITIES. 

'(tbeosopbtcal Bctt\)tttes . 
• 

WHAT THEOSOPHY AND ITS SOCIETY SHOULD BE. 

THE letter from which the following pages are translated-and which was never 
meant for publication-was recently addressed to one of the Editors by 
Madame Camille Lemattre, the friend of our late and regretted brother Louis 
Dramard, and a most worthy member of the T. S. in France. The tone and 

spirit of the writer's remarks are so eminently noble, theosophical and altruistic, and 
the suggestions made so desirable, that permission has been obtained from the lady 
for their translation and publication. It is hoped that the seed thus sown will bear 
fruit in the minds of our readers.-[ED.] 

As regards the theosophical movement in France, about which you ask my 
opinion, Dramard and myself shared precisely the same ideas. In our view, 
the T. S. is too fine and delicate a plant to live and thrive in the surroundings 
among which it was first planted Flourishing in all its glory and bearing fruit 
in its strength upon the highest table-lands of the earth, its birth-place, it neither 
can nor ever could take root in the strong soil of plains fattened and watered 
with the sweat of the poor, or on those sterile tufa rocks called respectively the 
!J()urge();sie or middle-class, and an aristocracy more or less learned or ignorant, 
lazy or active; just as it could only fade and wither in the hot-house drawing
rooms and boudoirs, where women of the world, gay, foolish, capricious, see in 
it only an exotic novelty of a special kind. 

This plant of life needs pure air, blazing sunshine and fresh dews. It is only 
in the heart of a man purified by suffering, by the daily battle for life; it is in 
the heart of him who has begun to pay his debt to Karma by the unheard-of 
sufferings which our civilization of steel and iron, with its sham airs of equality 
and philanthropy, imposes on the disinherited of life j it is in the heart of him 
who, in spite of the difficulties of all kinds amidst which he struggles, thinks 
more of others than of himself, forgetting self in the thought of those who 
suffer more than he does-it is in such hearts, I say, that the divine plant can 
find the elements needed for its first development. 

That plant can indeed never take root among us, nor doubtless elsewhere, 
unless it finds congenial soil where men desire to know and to learn from pure love 
of the truth and not of the honour, the glory, the riches which its truths can 
bring them. And however astonishing it may seem to many at first sight, that 
soil exists in the people and in the French people-I answer for it I I do not 
speak thus in a narrow national spirit; by temperament I have no country, no 
family, and I strive daily to have no "self." Father, mother, husband, all 
disappear before the great questions of general welfare. An integral part of the 
great whole, my centre, like its centre, is everywhere in the thought of my 
future harmonious unity. For the moment, I must act in one small special 
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corner of the earth, whither ill the course of my evolution my previous affinities 
have brought me. I speak of this little corner, simply because I know it best. 

"The French nation is frivolous," say of it the other nations. Well, yes, 
it is frivolous! It forgets from one day to the next its injuries and insults. 
Under the influence of one kind word it puts itself back entirely into the hands 
of its most terrible enemy and allows itself to be deceived like a baby. Yes, it 
is frivolous, for to obtain for its dear ones, for its neighbours, for al~ the 
smallest liberty of action and thought, it goes to meet death-singing. 

The proof of what I thus assert is to be found in its love for the revolution 
Qourgeoise of 1789. For what has that revolution done for the proletariat, for 
the penniless, for the daily labourer who possesses nothing whatsoever on the 
face of this our planet? Nothing, but to increase, by a violent transformation 
of social conditions, the intensity of his sufferings, of his physical and moral 
anxieties. The middle classes ousted the aristocracy and took its place in the 
possession of honours, of fortune, in the guidance of the classes it exploits, with 
no other thought of the poor than to batten on their misery. 

And yet the French masses actually worship "their revolution," and those 
who have defended its spirit. The poor owe nothing, absolutely nothing, to one 
or to the others on the plane of material gratification, for they are still more in
exorably shorn and put to ransom than before j but they revere the one and the 
others because they know that they have given freedom to the spirit j and, to a 
<:ertain extent, liberty to thought. 'l'he revolution certainly did more in this 
direction than Luther's Reformation, which with us left the people mostly 
indifferent, as the Catholic Church, which is seldom mistaken in judging an 
enemy, well knows j and it considers the French Revolution as one of the hardest 
blows which have struck it since its establishment. It is right, for it is thanks 
to the breach opened in its ramparts by the light artillery of '89, that the T. S. 
can to-day penetrate to the very heart of the stronghold, and the Church feels 
that it is by the hand of that doctrine that it will irrevocably perish. 

A people which thus raises itself unconsciously from off the material plane, 
which it considers as nothing, to attach itself to the spirit, is it not ploughed 
and ready to receive the divine seed ? 

Moveover, to accomplish anything lasting in Theosophy, one must leave the 
dead and dying, and those who slumber in the comfort of the flesh, gorged 
with material and intellectual riches, and who neither see, nor hear, nor under
'Stand, nor desire, nor do anything. We must address those who live, who 
think, who suffer, who aspire, who desire, who hunger physically, intellectually, 
morally, and even spiritually. We must go to the true (the poor) people. 

But how is the true to be distinguished from the false, the good man from 
h:m who hides under a simple exterior the same gross needs, the same selfish 
desires, the same longings, the same brutality and cruelty as the satisfied, the 
possessors, those in power, and who, if to-morrow they held the place of 
these, would be the same oppressors of the feeble, as those they seek to over
throw to-day? 

In this difficulty we have only to imitate nature; to cast myriads of seeds on 
the wind to obtain one pInnt. According to the ancient parable of esoteric 
wisdom, re-edit(d like so many other things by our relath'ely modern evan-
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gelists: "one third will be trodden under foot, one third will be eaten by the 
birds, and the third part will sprout and bear fruit an hundred fold." 

The Protestants imitated this example; they have cast the seed of their 
foolish ideas to the four corners of the earth and have made the weeds of their 
folly and ineptness to spring up everywhere. You will say that the soil for such 
a harvest is not scarce. True; but it is also true that, in their hunger, many 
50uls have thrown themselves upon this poor and insipid food, hoping it 
would give them strength, moral health, and spiritual life. 

If to such is given true bread and a fish, instead of a serpent, to use the 
language of their New Testament, they will surely know how to distinguish 
between them. If a real doctor, an expert in the healing art, is brought to 
them instead of a charlatan who adds to their sufferings, they will know how 
to leave one for the other. 

Beauty is always beauty, justice always justice, truth will be ever truth. 
Every soul to which is shown the pure gold of truth will of itself turn away 
from the base imitation, from the false in religion; and the hollowness of many 
of our scientific data will be perceived by one who, in the eyes of the world, 
is the simplest and most ignorant of men. 

Thus, in order to naturalist in France, and even anywhere, in Europe as 
in America, the divine plant of Theosophy, we should sow broadcast the seed 
of the eastern esoteric teachings. 

But how shall we sow the seed? How shall we bring within reach of the 
many, who have neither the means nor the leisure, these precious teachings? 
How? How? It is of the solution of this question only that I have been 
thinking, since I have had the happiness to find food to renew my life hy their 
reception and assimilation. 

The following was Dramard's idea: Form a closed nucleus of attraction, 
however small, of tried theosophists, and accept anyone who, whether from 
idleness, from curiosity, or any other vain feeling, comes to ask anything. That 
which is of importance in this open group is to bring together the largest 
possible number of adherents, in view of their clubbing together as means for 
propagandising in the way we desire.t 

This propaganda should not have for its objects to make Theosophists a la 

.. This is just the policy of the T. S. from its beginning. Its visible leaders are unable to always 
<iistinguish the &ood from the bad, to see still dormant evil in the hearts of those who apply to join 
our Society, and the wal Founders-those behind the screen-will denounce or accuse no Iiving
man. A II are given a (IIan(e. Gladly would our Society abolish even the small entrance fee, had it 
any funds, however sma\1, to carry on the work which increases daily, and many branches have 
already done so. For ~veral years no initiation fees were paid; but our scanty and even joint 
means were found insufficient to maintain the Headquarters, pay the stationery, and the ever 
increasing postage, and feed and lodge all those who volunteeroo to work gratis for theosophy 
Thus, the fees were re-established. Other Societies beg for, and are given Inrlre sums of money, but 
the T. S. never does. Nevertheless, the taunt that the Founders sell tMoso!,II" creating theosophists 
for £1. or twenty shillings, a head, is being repeatedly thrust into our faces! And yet the poor are 
never made to pay anything at all. And if those who have the means will refuse to help to do good 
to the disinheriterl and the suffering, what are those who have given all they had, and have nothing 
now to give but their services, to do ?-[ED.] 

t We are glad, however, to hear on the testimony of our correspondent, an 011 and trusted friend 
-of M. Louis Dramard, the late President of our T. S. in Paris, that such were his ideas, as we had 
been assured of the contrary. We may have something to say of this at some future time.-{ED.] 
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lettre, as for instance the Catholics seek to make Catholics, or people ready to 
declare themselves as such, but to spread, effectively, the theosophical teach
ings and to make their meaning reach those hearts which are ready to welcome 
it, and which it cannot reach from want of an inlet. 

Dig canals through which a large part of what has for years past been 
filtering into the world from a sacred fountain, can reach the fertile soil which 
is ready for it, a soil which is only waiting for such an irrigation to produce 
abundant harvests. 

We must thus select among all that has been written since the foundation of 
the T. S. and, without commentary or explanation of the why and wherefore, 
sow pamphlets broadcast, like the Biblical fanatics who thrust everywhere their 
little tracts, in which they beseech us to save our souls from Hell, to come to 
Jesus, to believe in Jesus, to fear a personal devil cunning and wise, and a god 
no less personal, but more foolish and more ignorant than his devil. 

And to think that for centuries past it is with such "rubbish" that men feed 
souls, and seek to edify human beings! Can one wonder at the moral and 
physical weakness of poor humanity? 

Blessings be upon the beings who have worked for their own divinity, and 
praise be to those through whom they have sent to us their work; it is not the 
materials for edification that are wanting, but the means of turning them to 
account. At one with Dramard, my husband and I would have considered 
ourselves the greatest wretches and egoists on earth had we remained quietly 
contemplating the splendid treasure we held in our hands, without thinking of 
spreading it abroad and sharing it with others. 

How then! Such a fortune in the hands of some thousands of Theosophists, 
and of these three fourths are indifferent to the blessing granted to them, or think 
only how to profit by it themselves. What! Of these only a few have air, 
light and food, while the masses beside them agonise in the shadow, and die of 
starvation on the spiritual plane! The matter is a grave one, and must have, 
for all of us, the most terrible consequences! 

With our present social organisations, a man-ten men, die of hunger. That 
is a trifle, for which the law of retribution will exact payment from the organisers 
and leaders of men and society; but that does not prevent the globe's rolling 
on. But what is of real serious importance and a hindrance to the march of evolu
tion is that, through the faults of men calling themselves friends of humanity, 
souls should wither from want, and die of inanition. 

Is it surprising that our world should advance so slowly? What numbers of 
motive powers are unused, what numbers of beneficent forces are left inactive 
from want of a fulcrum, from want of one true datum which could serve as the 
starting point for a whole series of actions, which would strengthen the great 
movement of regeneration. 

I repeatedly begged the "ISIS Branch" to work in this direction, to print, for 
instance, the Abbe Roca's articles and your luminous and crushing replies. 
Nothing is better calculated to strike the mind of the French people, and to 
assist it to find its orientation, than the work you have there done." 

* Reference here is made to the late Isis, the Branch of the T. S. in Paris, and a controversy in 
the Lotus between the Abb6 Roca and one of the Editors of LucIFER.--!.Eo.l 
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The same remark applies to the letter published in LUCIFER to the Primate of 
England; I should like to see it translated into all languages and distributed in 
millions in all Catholic and Protestant countries. The same, again, for Theo
sophy or Jesuitism, which I translated for the Lotus. How much good might 
already have been done. So little has " Isis" concerned itself with propaganda, 
that twice have the subscriptions sent by my husband and myself been returned 
to us (after Dramard's death ?). Thus, though the" Isis" cannot be accused of 
having done nothing and kept the money, yet the last thing its staff cared to do, 
was to spread Theosophy broadcast. 

What numbers of things might be used for the masses! And always on our 
system of spreading on all sides the glad tidings, how much might be taken from 
Esoteric Buddhism; Magic: White and Black, etc., but the most fruitful source 
of all to draw from, will be the Secret DOdrine,· yet for its spread, when trans
lated, it is to be regretted that Esoteric Buddhism has not been published For 
France, its translation would have aided the spread of the Theosophical move
ment far more than that of the Occult l¥orld. Such was Dramard's opinion. 

Esoteric Buddhism, its incompleteness notwithstanding, gives a far better 
general idea of the Doctrine. All are of the same opinion. It is absolutely 
necessary for our country to prepare the way for the Secret DOe/rine, 
which throws light on just those points which are left in the shadow by Esoteric 
Buddhism, and amplifies its explanations by the way in which it states the truth. 

But to return to our idea of propaganda, which I want to explain to you 
thoroughly. For I feel disgusted when I see that the "Salvation Army" 
manages, penny by penny, to draw millions into its coffers, millions which it uses 
to distribute bad tea, rancid cakes, and poisonous doctrines, while sincere Theo
sophists cannot manage to quit their own narrow circle and spread far and wide 
the flood of saving truths, which they have received for some time past. 

To accomplish anything, we must understand each other (and should that be 
so impossible among co-thinkers who preach only UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD ?), 
and each should give financially, intellectually, morally, and spiritually, according 
to his means. An annual subscription is a good thing, apart from the donations 
which those who are favoured by fortune can give; always on cqndition, how
ever, that for their few pounds the latter do not imagine that they have the right 
to hamper everything by their narrow views, their timid spirit, and their pusil
lanimous character. 

The poor man's farthing even is not to be disdained; on the contrary, a 
great step will be made when " the widow" will have understood that she can 
do no more useful work for Humanity than to give her mite towards relieving 
the great burden of ignorance under which that poor.humanity is dying, whether 

. clad in silken vesture or in rags, marching under the banners of Religion, of 
Science, Politics, or Society. 

I say all this to you and you know it better than anyone since you are the 
mouth-piece of the Teachers who keep on repeating it in their letters and 
wntmgs. And I only speak to you thus at length of this mode of organisation, 
which belongs to the entirely practical domain, because such an organisation 
tends to beget consequences on the " spiritual plane." 

One word more· on this subject. Fran90is de Salles, terrified at the progress 
30 
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of the Reformation, was seeking every means to combat it. In his letters to 
the ecclesiastics and bishops among his friends, he used to say: "Let us write 
Catholic novels," and they wrote Catholic novels, and these novels were in 
everybody's hands. They never ceased appearing except during the First 
Republic. And after that had been crushed by Napoleon I. a revival of this 
kind of literature occurred, which became a regular avalanche after Napoleon 
III. had crushed, in his turn, the Second Republic. These books are every
where to-day; in the libraries for children and women, they form the basis of 
the communal libraries, and are still given as prizes in the Lydes and other 
schools. Thus in spite of Voltaire and the free thinkers, or those who think 
themselves so, "Franf,)ois" always wins the battle and Catholicism still possesses, 
as in the past, the heart of the woman; through her it holds the child, 
and is master of the man, however emancipated he may fancy himself. 

It is true that those who destroyed, had nothing to put in its place; and the 
soul's" aspirations are no empty word. "Give us our daily bread," is a prayer 
uttered with a constancy worthy of a better fate by these poor starving ones. 
"Give us our daily bread" cry in the desert of life those who know not that 
this bread cannot be given, but must be earned, and that it is in ourselves. 
" Give us our daily bread" is repeated on every note, by poor humanity; some 
addressing themselves to the ministers of their religion, others to the leading 
lights of science; these to the philosophers, those to the politicians; these to 
the sociologists, who are no better off, those to any charlatan who claims 10 know. 

And the wisdom of wisdoms, Theosophy, of whose existence all these needy 
ones are ignorant, answers to all desires and can fulfil all aspirations. It alone 
can restore strength, health, physical and moral peace to all these troubled, 
excited beings, exhausted by centuries of political, economic and religious 
despotisms. It alone can show to each man that he himself is the way, and that 
in himself alone are the truth and the life. 

Let us then write Theosophical novels for the masses; i.e., novels in which, 
leaving aside the transcendental part of occultism, we seek only to express and 
to render intelligible by the action of the heroes, the lofty meaning of its saving 
morality thus inculcating into men's hearts its all-embracing principles. 

Let us write Theosophical novels, and if we know how, as Moleschott says, 
always to respect the law of cause and effect in the actions, the words, even the 
thoughts of the people we introduce, those novels will be interesting as well as 
instructive. They will be read with pleasure by the men, whom they please by 
their independent and manly tone: they will charm and move the women by 
the sentiments they express and by their healthy psychism; they will appeal 
to the children-by their simplicity, their straightforwardness, their truth. 

What cannot be done in this direction with the help of the light which the 
esoteric doctrine throws upon man, the worlds, life, evolution in general? In 
the great humanitarian work, each has his lot. The task given to me, to my 
Highest Self, is to work thus-however difficult it may be. I throw my whole 
heart into it, knowing that all that a man wills that can he do. 

A little will is my only possession; with this little I work ceaselessly to learn 
that I may be able to do. Able to do what? Able to start as many Egos as 
possible upon the path of the final spiritual growth. By this reckoning, al 
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healthy books, which quicken the good feelings in man, or which assist their 
development, are books written with this end, whether intentionally or not. 
Tolstoi's Socialistic novels, for instance, are thus theosophical novels; the 
presence or absence of the word itself making no difference. 

I see in the October Number of LUCIFER, that some members of theT. S. are 
possessed with the desire to form" Lodges of Magic." Poor things I What are 
they thinking of? they are but wasting their time. If they are tormented by the 
desire to progress on the spiritual plane, let them first work at rendering healthy 
the physical and moral atmosphere in which they live, so as to develop some 
spiritual faculties. To that end, let them enlighten the whole, let them employ their 
strength, their intelligence, their need of activity, tlteir money, in pushing a propa
ganda such as I propose. They ought to have the means, these people whom the 
tkvil tempts by suggesting to them thus to throw themselves haphazard, without 
training, without preparation, into a path so dangerous, so little trodden; and 
surely the daily struggle for a livelihood must be unknown to them. If they 
have leisure, let them help to teach those who have none. It will be the first 
step on the road of Initiation. 

Adept!ship, i.e., knowledge, and the power it gives, is what turns the heads of 
weak mortals and keeps them back from the goal for long; since, in their haste, 
full of covetousness and egoism, they completely lose their way. 

For this reason, in such novels as I suggest, it is not the Adept in his power 
and glory whom I would see represented, but the Adept unconscious even of 
being so, in course of preparation, the Adept who will be, in his toilsome, 
difficult, impossible, unceasing struggle against himself, against all the evil and 
opposing wills, against all the elements-in one word, against all the previous 
causes whose effects he has to destroy by labours of which those of Hercules are 
only a pale symbol, it is this Adept whom I would have shown in every phase of 
his arduous ascent, so as to fire men's souls and raise their courage. 

What is true, is touching, and the Initiate, the Adept, is_ no myth. The 
Mahatma IS. Edgard Quinet, in his splendid book, "Creation," wherein he 
thinks and has the intuition of so many truths about evolution, states the fact 
as a self-evident truth, when he says :-" A soul which holds straight on to the 
highest point of human nature is upon the plane of universal nature; it finds 
the truths upon which the world rests. Before experience has tom them from 
him, Nature confides her secrets to the great and good man." 

Let the Theosophists who want to found a lodge of Magic meditate upon 
these words, and let them make themselves able to find the truths upon which 
the world is based, and there will be no further danger for them in gratifying 
their desire. . . • 

CAMILLE LEMAiTRE. 

[EDITORs' NOTE.]-It is to preserve Theosophists from such dangers that the 
U Esoteric Section" of the T. S. has been founded. Its Preliminary Rules and 
Bye Laws prove that the way to the acquisition of occult powers and the con
quest of the secrets of Nature leads through the Golgotha and the Crucifixion 
of the personal Self. The selfish and the faint-hearted need not apply. 
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t Owing to the great pressure on our space this month we are compelled to:hold over all the Reviews 
till February.-ED.l 

(torresponbence. 

"THE EMPTY VESSEL MAKES THE GREATEST SOUND." 

Miss Susie C. Clark, of Cambridgeport, Mass., says in substance: 
"I am a mental healer . . . Of late rumours reach me of prominent 

theosophists who are confirmed invalids, of others who use quinine for 
ailments, not scorning to lean on the arm of the servant-matter-when the 
infinite resources of the Master (Spirit) are at their command Even LUCIFER 

countenances the use of mineral and other remedies. If the 'Truth maketh 
free' why not free from all physical bondage? Why are we, on the lower 
rounds of the ladder, freer than those who have climbed higher? I have been 
raised from invalidism to immaculate health." She then goes on to ask us for 
our views on what she calls "metaphysical thought" in America, and wishes us 
to exclude what is known there as "Christian science," on the ground that it 
.. has not yet grown to recognise or to hold to proper conceptions of the Wisdom 
Religion." 

ANSWER. This reply is not exhaustive of the subject but will cover the 
inquiry. We cannot give the" views" asked for, since it is not clear what is 
wanted The correspondent speaks of "metaphysical thought" evidently 
meaning the strained use made in America of the term. As we do not wish to 
pronounce on this without experience on the spot, the writer's wish cannot be 
gratified. But we cannot help noticing that she claims for her branch of this 
so-called "Science" a pre-eminence over a rival in the field, namely "Christian 
Science," the latter being, the same as the other however, except that it is 
more or less closely attached to Christianity. As our correspondent infers that 
because she has been cured "the infinite resources of the Master are at her 
command," those resources and that Master (or Spirit) could easily show her 
that Christian science is just as good as her own. 

We know little of either, except, perhaps, that both show an arrogance in 
their supposed superiority over Science, Theosophy, and everything else in 
creation with results that do not seem to us proportionate with the loud claims 
made. We have received, however, a letter from a prominent Christian 
Scientist who is as distinguished a metaphysician as she is a valuable and good 
a theosophist; and we mean to treat of it at length in our next number. 
Meanwhile, we must reply a few words to Miss S. Clark's queries. 

The main question with her is, why do prominent, or any, theosophists use 
medicine for cure of disease? We think all theosophists have the right to do 
so or not, as theosophy is not a system of diet, or that which is simply to help 
our bodies, but is a metaphysical and ethical system intended to bring about 
among men a right thought to be followed by action. There are deep 
questions lDvolved in the matter: deeper than our correspondent will solve in 
one life. We have no objections against anyone getting cured in any way they 
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think good, but we have decided objections to "mind-curers" or "meta
physicians," taking theosophists to task for not adopting their system and at 
once discarding all remedies. They argue that because they were thus cured, 
others must go the same road. This is our present difference with mental 
healers, and our correspondent should know that theosophists grant to all the 
right to use or dispense with medicine and claim for themselves similar 
privileges. They do not meddle with other persons' liberty of thought, and 
demand the same independence for themselves. 

Evidently Miss Clark has not reflected that "prominent theosophists" use 
medicine because of some bearings of Karma upon their lives and on account 
of its occult properties; nor has she, apparently, thought of what is called 
"delayed Karma"; nor that, perhaps, through too much attention to her body 
she is reaping a temporary enjoyment now, for which, in subsequent lives, she 
will have to pay; nor that again, by using her mind so strangely to cure her 
body she may have removed her infirmities from the plane of matter to that 
of the mind; the first effects of which we can trace dimly in her strictures on 
"Christian Science," as she has acquired a slant, as it were, against the latter 
and in favour of her own, and a tone of lofty superiority with the Theosophists. 

The claim that" the infinite resources of the Master" are within our present 
reach is not tenable, and the use of the text, "Truth shall make us free," to 
show freedom from ills is not permissible. At any rate, truth does not seem 
to have made all mental Scientists free from conceit and prejudice. The man 
who uttered the words had, himself, a certain infirmity, and we think freedom 
of mind and soul is meant only. The acceptance of Truth and the practice of 
virtue cannot avert Karma waiting from other lives, but can produce good effects 
in lives to come, and what the extreme practice of mental curing does is to stave 
off for a time an amount of Karma which will, later on, reach us. We prefer 
to let it work out naturally through the material part of us and to expel it 
quickly if we may with even mineral remedies. But for all that we have no 
quarrel with mental healing at all, but leave each one to his or her own 
judgment. 

Finally we would say that whenever it shall be proved to us and the world in 
general that among all the hosts of Mental curers, Mind healers,Christian Scientists, 
et hoc genus omlle, there is even a large· majority in perfed bodily health, instead 
of as at present only a minority, though a noisy and boastful one-then will we 
admit the justice of the arrogant claims made by our correspondent. 

Cures-real, undeniable cures have been effected at Lourdes also, but is that 
any reason why we should all become Roman Catholics? 

MADAM,-

" When you begin with so much pomp and show, 
Why is the end so little and so low? " 

LODGES OF MAGIC. 

I have only two remarks on your notes to my letter published in the 
December Number of LUCIFER.-(I.) I do not "hope" to see spooks by the 
help of the Theosophical Society. My baser part sometimes desires manifesta
tion, but I recognize such desire to be impure. I earnestly trust no Member of 
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the Society will ever indulge in the evocation of phenomena, whether for 
curiosity, or for the gratification of the intellect. 

(2.) I asked if the worship of the One God in spirit and in truth was the aim 
of the Society. You reply with the motto of the Society. But your real answer 
appears to be in the opening article of the Magazine on Denunciation. 

I candidly think the formation of the Society was a mistake. Not a mistake 
in motive, but a mistake in generalship. The speed of the slowest ship marks 
the rate of progress of a fleet. The weak ones of the Society mark its position 
in the world. But if the Society has only helped one brother to right living, 
then it has done much to justify its existence, and I have naught to say. 

My real reason in again addressing you is to call your attention to a Novel 
written by A. de Grasse Stevens. At page 141 is a reference to yourself as a 
Russian spy who was ejected from India by Lord Dufferin. 

I have never before seen this curious slander in print, and, although you may 
consider it beneath contempt, I think it a pity to allow it altogether to escape 
notice. 

The reprehensible conduct of the Publishers in allowing an Author to libel 
a living person, and that person a woman, is such that I do not care to express 
my opinion on paper more fully than in this letter. 

I am, your most faithful servant, 
A.E. 

REPLY. 
The Theosophical Society has "helped" many and many of its "brothers" 

to "right living "-and this is its proudest boast. . 
I thank our Correspondent for his kind remarks about me. With regaxd to 

publishers in general, their "reprehensible conduct" xnay perhaps find an excuse 
in the great law of the "struggle for life"; this species having always been 
known to feed and thrive on the carrion of murdered reputations. As to the 
authoress of this would-be politico-social novel, a rather green than young 
American, it is said, her exceptional claim to distinction from other trans-Atlantic 
writers of her sex, would seem to be an intimate acquaintance with the lobby 
and the back stairs of politics. 

Apart from the half-do~n living people whose reputations she slaughters on 
a single page, what this political Amazon invents is that :-

". . . • Mme. Blavatsky, for many years carried on a secret correspondence 
with Monsieur Zinovief (? I), chief of the Asiatic Department," and that" but 
for Lord Dufferin's dea,.-sigltledness Madame might still be carrying on her 
patriotic work "-presumably in India. 

LIES from the first word to the last. I never knew a "Monsieur Zinovief," 
nor corresponded with one at any time. I defy any government in the world 
to produce the slightest evidence, even inferential, that I have ever been a 
spy, or corresponded secretly with any Russian authority. As to Lord Dufferin he 
reached India only after I left it. As I have answered fuUy the infamous libel in 
the Pall Mall Ga$ette of January 3, I hope the public will leave this fresh lie to 
share the fate of the many that preceded it-in the waste-paper basket of literature. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY. 
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THE LIFE OF JEHOSHUA. 
SOME REMARK.S BY THE AUTHOR. 

Several reviews of this book having come to my hand, in which it is said 
that Dr. Hartmann does not make it "ery clear what his own opinion is, 
in regard to the (external?) facts collated in his book, I will solve the 
problem which seems to puzzle the minds of some readers, by stating that it is 
not of the least importance to know what my opinion in regard to this matter 
is, nor do I consider it of any consequence for the welfare of humanity, whether 
such a personality as J ehoshua Ben Pandira has ever existed upon this globe. 
The important things which the book proposes to describe to a certain extent, 
are the psychical and spiritUal processes which take place in everyone who travels 
the road of initiation, and if the man Jehoshua has actually existed and become 
an Adept, these processes must have taken place in his soul. Whether or not 
the external events of the story have occurred as described therein, seems to me 
useless to inquire; they merely serve as a frame to hold together the pictures of 
what takes place in the interior kingdom. The reason why these descriptions 

are not more explicit need not be explained to anyone who claims to be a 
Theosophist. 

"The Life of Jehoshua," like all the rest of the books which I have so far 
written or translated, has not been intended to be a substitute for Intuition, but 
a guide to point out the direction for the only true practical way, that of the 
attainment of self-knowledge. There are thousands of persons interested in 
external intellectual researches of psychic phenomena, who are incapable or un
willing to think deep enough to perceive the truth within themselves, and who 
are, therefore, seeking for information in regard to such things in well authenti
cated and credible books. 

An opinion acquired in such a manner may be very interesting from a 
historical or antiquarian point of view, but it is not self-knowledge, and serves 
for little more than for the gratification of curiosity or for amusement. It may 
do very well for those who have no other object but "psychic research," but is 
of no value for the spiritual unfoldment of the mind. It has been frequently 
stated that there is no such thing as a merely lIuorelical Theosophy, because to 
have merely an opinion about a truth is not Divine Wisdom. 

Theology and metaphysics may be intellectually taught, but Wisdom must 
be spiritually acquired. The scientist, dealing with metaphysical objects, or the 
speCUlative philosopher, is satisfied with the description of a thing which he has 
never seen, if that description is in accordance with his accepted method of 
logical reasoning; but the true and practical occultist seeks to obtain the key by 
which he may open himself the door of the sanctuary and find the truth within 
himself. 

Now, as two thousand years ago, there are many who crave after the "flesh
pots and treasures of Egypt," meaning intellectual learning in regard to external 
phenomena, historical occurrences, &c., while there are few who are willing to 
enter the wilderness to seek for the "heavenly manna," the desert of the light 

·of the spirit within the soul; but it is written that" those who desire to live of 
the altar must serve the altar," by which 'is meant that those who desire to enter 
spiritual life by the aw~ening of the "secret fire" within themselves, must 
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leave off clinging to merely external things and matters of a dead and buried 
past, and serve the divine principle within the secret recesses of their own heart, 
worshipping there the" Master" with all their mind, with all their soul and with 
their whole being, in Spirit and in Truth. 

The mystery of the initiation can never be fully explained, for the reason that 
such an explanation would neither be believed nor understood, unless it is ex
pertenced, nor could I give such a description, even if I desired to do so; but if 
the" Life of Jehoshua" has made clear to a few thinking minds the difference 
between external and internal knowledge, and shown to them the way by which 
self-knowledge may be attained, its object has been accomplished. 

F. HARTMANN, M.D. 

SUPERMUNDANE METAPHYSICS. 
In her" notes" upon my paper printed in the October Number, the editor 

of LUCIFER suspects me of materialism, but I am no materialist, only, if isms 
must be, an actualist, an acceptor of each one of the material and ideal facts of 
life and nature known to me, simply and humbly, that is in so far as the quite 
unexhausted brute element in me admits of simplicity and humility. 

Metaphysics then, since they also represent a permanent tendency in human 
nature, I am bound to accept as fact, though fact astonishingly and uniquely 
relative to the idiosyncracy of each individual metaphysician. 

This over preponderance of the personal element is characteristic of su per
mundane metaphysics, especially since they alone are without basis or buttress 
of some sort in the external world, and lack altogether the continuous confirma
tion of experimental certainty, which turns private theories at last into universal 
convictions. Only through being thus confirmed do hazy intuitions about the 
planetary system, about the origin of species, get themselves finally established; 
and they are ever afterwards subject to correction from normal experience, and 
by normal faculty. Whereas supermundane metaphysics depends confessedly 
upon transcendental experience, and makes its appeal to a higher consciousness. 

Now I am very far from denying the existence of an unseen universe, or 
of a superior consciousness connecting us therewith; thence as it would 
seem, come strange experiences, gleams of light, inflow of strength and sweetness; 
but how indefinite are all these things, how ungraspable, and impossible even to 
catalogue correctly, is proved most conspicuously by looking over even once 
a few of the innumerable charts of a visionary Paradise left to us by enthu
siastic seers of all ages, remote as well as recent, everyone of them caught 
up several times into Heaven, or rendered immortal in the flesh. 

This world's common sense calls us back from the chambers of the Prophets 
and the caves of the witches to that homely earth where three quarters at least 
of our life is fixed, to the earth which from constitutional necessity is the most 
direct point of contact between the little locus of matter and focus of force 
that we call a man, and the universal Life (as blessed and beautiful surely here 
as elsewhere.) It calls us to the labour and the Arts which bring the nature 
that we know close home to our hearts and fill us with brave perceptions and 
high hopes, in essence doubtless all true, and in detail mere motley harle
quinading dress borrowed from the wardrobe of experience. 

JAMES A. CAMPBELL. 
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A PARADOXICAL WORLD . 
.. Open your ears . • • when loud rumour speaks l 

I, from the Orient to the drooping West, 
Making the wind my post horse, still unfold 
The acts commenced on this ball of earth: 
Upon my tongues continual slanders ride, 
The which in every language I pronounce ; 
Stuffing the ears of men with false reports. 
I speak of peace, while covert enmity, 
Under the smile of safety, wounds the world: 
And who but Rumour, who but only I ••• " 

-SHAKSPEARE. 

.. Why, I can smile, and murder while I smile; 
And cry content, to that which grieves my heart ; 
And wet my cheeks with artificial tears, 
And frame my face to all occasions • • ." 

-IBID. 

W E live in an age of prejudice, dissimulation and paradox, 
wherein, like dry leaves caught in a whirlpool some of us are 
tossed helpless, hither and thither, ever struggling between 

our honest convictions and fear of that cruellest of tyrants-PUBLIC 
OPINION. Yea, we move on in life as in a Maelstrom formed of two 
conflicting currents, one rushing onward, the other repelling us down
ward; one making us cling desperately to what we believe to be right 
and true, and that we would fain carry out on the surface; the other 
knocking us off our feet, overpowering, and finally drowning us under the 
fierce, despotic wave of social propriety and that idiotic, arbitrary and 
ever wool-gathering public opinion, based on slander and idle rumour. 
No person need in our modern day be honest, sincere, and righteous in 
order to curry favour or receive recognition as a man of worth. He 
need only be a successful hypocrite, or have become for no mortal reason 
he himself knows of-popular. In our age, in the words of Mrs. 
Montague, cc while every vice is hid by hypocrisy, every virtue is suspected 
to be hypocrisy ... and the suspicion is looked upon as wisdom." Thus. 
no one seeming to know what to believe, and what to reject, the best 
means of becoming a paragon of every virtue on blind faith, is-t() 
acquire, popularity. 

31 
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But how is popularity to be acquired? Very easily indeed. Howl 
with the wolves. Pay homage to the favourite vices of the day, and 
reverence to mediocrities in public favour. Shut your eyes tight before 
any truth, if unpalatable to the chief leaders of the social herd, and sit 
with them upon the dissenting minority. Bow low before vulgarity in 
power; and bray loud applause to the rising donkey who kicks a dying 
lion, now a fallen idol. Respect public prejudice and pander to its 
cant and hobbies, and soon you will yourself become popular. Behold, 
now is your time. No matter if you be a plunderer and murderer 
combined: you will be glorified all the same, furnished with an aureole 
of virtues, and allowed even a broader margin for impunity than 
contained in the truism of that Turkish proverb, which states that "a 
thief not found out is honester than a Bey." But now let a Socrates 
and Epictetus rolled into one suddenly become unpopular. That which 
will alone remain of him in the hazy mind of Dame Rumour is a pug 
nose and the body of a slave lacerated by the plying whip of his Master. 
The twin sisters, Public Opinion and Mrs. Grundy, will soon forget their 
classics. Their female aspect, siding with Xantippe, will charitably 
endeavour to unearth various good reasons for her outbreaks of passion 
in the shape or'slops poured over the poor bald head; and will search 
as diligently for some hitherto unknown secret vices in the Greek Sage. 
Their male aspect will see but a lashed body before its mental eye, and 
will soon end by joining the harmonious concert of Society slander 
directed against the ghosts of the two philosophers. Result: Socrates
Epictetus will emerge out of the ordeal as black as pitch, a dangerous 
object for any finger to approach. Henceforth, and for reons to come, 
the said object will have become unpopular. 

The same, in art, in politics, and even literature. "A damned saint, 
an honourable villain," are in the present social order of things. Truth 
and fact have become unpalatable, and are ostracised; he who ventures 
to defend an unpopular character or an unpopular subject, risks to 
become himself anathema maranatlea. The ways of Society have con
taminated all those who approach the threshold of civilized communities; 
and if we take the word and severe verdict of Lavater for it, there is no 
room in the world for one who is not prepared to become a full-blown 
hypocrite. For," He who by kindness and smooth attention can in
sinuate a hearty welcome to. an unwelcome guest, is a hypocrite superior 
to a thousand plain-dealers," writes the eminent physiognomist. This 
would seem to settle the line of demarcation and to preclude Society, for 
ever, from becoming a "Palace of Truth." 

Owing to this, the world is perishing from spiritual starvation. Thou
sands and millions have turned their faces away from anthropomorphic 
ritualism. They believe no longer in a personal governor and Ruler; yet 
this prevents them in no wise from attending every Sunday "divine service." 
and professing during the week adherence to their respective Churches. 
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Other millions have plunged headlong into Spiritualism, Christian and 
mental science or kindred mystic occupations; yet how few will confess 
their true opinions before a gathering of unbelievers! Most of the cul
tured men and women-save rabid materialists-are dying with the 
desire to fathom the mysteries of nature and even-whether they be true 
or imaginary-the mysteries of the magicians of old. Even our Weeklies 
and Dailies confess to the past existence of a knowledge which has now 
become a closed book save for the very few. Which of them, however, 
is brave enough to speak civilly of the unpopular phenomena called 
.. spiritualistic," or dispassionately about Theosophy, or even to abstain 
from mocking remarks and insulting epithets? They will talk with 
every outward reverence of Elijah's chariot of fire, of the board and bed 
found by Jonah within the whale; and open their columns for large 
subscriptions to fit out scientifico-religious expeditions, for the purpose of 
fishing out from the Red Sea the drowned Pharaoh's golden tooth-pick, 
or in the Desert, a fragment of the broken tables of stone. But they 
would not touch with a pair of tongs any fact-no matter how well 
proven-if vouchsafed to them by the most reliable man living who is 
-connected with Theosophy or Spiritualism. Why? Because Elijah 
flying away to heaven in his chariot is a Biblical orthodox miracle, hence 
poplllar and a relevant subject; while a medium levitated to the ceiling 
is an unpopular fact j not even a miracle, but simply a phenomenon due to 
intermagnetic and psycho-physiological and even physical causes. On 
one hand gigantic pretensions to civilization and science, professions of 
holding but to what is demonstrated on strictly inductive methods of 
observation and experiment; a blind trust in physical science-that 
science which pooh-poohs and throws slur on metaphysics, and is yet 
honeycombed with "working hypotheses" all based upon speculations 
far beyond the region of sense, and often even of speculative thought 
itself: on the other hand, just as servile and apparently as blind an 
acceptation of that which orthodox science rejects with great scorn, 
namely, Pharaoh's tooth-pick, Elijah's chariot and the ichthyographic 

·explorations of Jonah. No thought of the unfitness of things, of the 
absurdity, ever strikes any editor of a daily paper. He will place unhesi
tatingly, and side by side, the newest ape-theory of a materialistic F.R.S., 
and the latest discourse upon the quality of the apple which caused the 
fall of Adam. And he will add flattering editorial comments upon..both 
lectures, as having an equal right to his respectful attention. Because, 
both are popular in their respective spheres. 

Yet, are all editors natural-born sceptics and do not many of them 
-show a decided leaning towards the Mysteries of the archaic Past, that 
which is the chief study of the Theosophical Society? The" Secrets 
of the Pyramids," the "rites of Isis" and" the dread traditions of the 
temple of Vulcan with their theories for transcendental speculation" 

31-
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seem to have a decided attraction for the Evening Standard. Speaking 
some time since on the" Egyptian Mysteries" it said: 

We know little even now of the beginnings of the ancient religions of Thebes and 
Memphis .... All these idolatrous mysteries, it should also be remembered, were 
always kept profoundly secret j for the hieroglyphic writings were understood only by 
the initiated through all these ages. Plato, it is true, came to study from the Egyptian 
priests j Herodotus visited the Pyramids j Pausanias and Strabo admired the 
characters which were sculptured so large upon their outer casing that he who ran 
could read them; but not one of these took the trouble to learn their meaning. They 
wp.re one .and all content to give currency, if not credence, to the marvellous tales 
which the Egyptian prIests and people recounted and invented for the benefit of 
strangers. 

Herodotus and Plato, who were both Initiates into the Egyptian 
mysteries, accused of believing· in and giving currency to marvellous 
tales invented by the Egyptian priests, is a novel accusation. Herodotus 
and Plato refusing" to take the trouble" of learning the meaning of the 
hieroglyphs, is another. Of course if both "gave currency" to tales, 
which neither an orthodox Christian, nor an orthodox Materialist and 
Scientist will endorse, how can an editor of a Daily accept them as true? 
Nevertheless the information given and the remarks indulged in, are 
wonderfully broad and in the main free from the usual prejudice. We 
transcribe a few paragraphs, to let the reader judze. 

It is an immemorial tradition that the pyramid of Cheops communicated by 
subterranean passages with the great Temple of Isis. The hints of the ancient 
writers as to the subterranean world which was actually excavated for the mysteries of 
Egyptian superstition, curiously agree. . • . Like the source of the Nile itself, 
the1"e is hardly any line of inquiry in Egyptian lore which does not end in mystery. 
The whole country seems to share with the Sphinx an air of inscrutable silence. 
Some of its secrets, the researches of Wilkinson, Rawlinson, Brugsch, and Petrie 
have more or less fully revealed to us ; but we shall never know much which lies 
concealed behind the veil of time.o We can hardly hope even to realise the 
glories of Thebes in its prime, when it spread over a circuit of thirty miles, with the 
noble river flowing through it, and each quarter filled with palaces and temples. And 
the tyranny of the Ethiopian priests, at whose command kings laid down and died, 
will always remain one of the strangest enigmas in the whole problem of primitive 
prtestcraft.t 

I t was a tradition of the ancient world that the secret of immortality was to be found 
in Egypt, and that there, amongst the dark secrets of the antediluvian world which 
remained undeciphered, was the" Elixir of Life." Deep, it was said, under the 
Pyramids had for ages lain concealed the Table of Emerald, on which, as the legend 
ran, Hermes had engraved before the Flood, the secret of alchemy j and their weird 
associations justified the belief that still mightier wonders here remained hid. In the 
City of the Dead to the north of Memphis, for instance, pyramid after pyramid rose 
for centuries towering above each other j and in the interior passages and chambers 
of the rock·cut tombs were pictured the mystic wisdom of the Egyptians in quaint 
symbols. • • • A vast subterranean world, according to tradition, extended 
from the Catacombs of Alexandria to Thebes' Valley of Kings, and this is sur· 

• The more so since the literature of theosophy. which is alone able to throw light on those 
mysteries, is boycouect. nnd being" unpopular .. can never hope to be appreciated. 

t nccause thL'SCS priests were real Initiates having occult powers, while the ,. KinltS" mentioned 
died but for the world. They were the" dead in life." The writer seems ignorant of the m~ta
phorical ways of expression. 
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rounded with a whole wealth of marvellous story. These, perhaps, culminate in the 
ceremony of initiation into the religious mysteries of the Pyramids. The identity 
of the legend has been curiously preserved through all ages, for it is only in minor 
details that the versions differ. The ceremonies were undoubtedly very terrible. The 
candidates were subjected to ordeals so frightful that many of them succumbed, and 
those who survived, not only shared the honours of the priesthood, but were looked 
upon as having risen from the dead. It was commonly believed, we are told, that they 
had descended into Hell itself. • . . They were, moreover, given draughts of the 
cups of Isis and Osiris, the waters of life and death, and clothed in the sacred robes 
of pure white linen, and on their heads the mystic symbol of initiation-the golden 
grasshopper. Instructed in the esoteric doctrines of the sacred college of Memphis, 
it was only the candidates and priests who knew those galleries and shrines that 
extended under the site upon which the city stood and formed a subterranean counter
part to its mighty temples, and those lower crypts in which were preserved the" seven 
l.tbles of stone," on wkick was wrillen all the" knowledge of the antediluvian race, 
tltcrees oj tlu stars jrom the 6eginniltg of time, tlte annals of a still earlier world, and 
all tke marvellous secrets 60th of heaven and earth." 0 And here, too, according to 
mythological tradition, were the Isiac serpents which possessed mystic meanings at 
which we can now only vainly guess. When the monuments are silent, certainty is 
impossible in Egyptology; and in thirty centuries vestiges have been ruthlessly swept 
away which can never be replaced. 

Does not this read like a page from" Isis Unveiled," or one of our theo· 
sophical writings-minus their explanations? But why speak of thirty 
centuries, when the Egyptian Zodiac on the ceiling of the Dendera temple 
shows three tropical years, or 75,000 solar years? But listen further:-

We can, in a sense, understand the awful grandeur of the Theban necropolis, and of 
the sepulchral chambers of Deni Hassan ...• The cost and toil devoted to the 
•• everlasting palaces" of departed monarchs; the wonders of the Pyramids them
selves, as of the other royal tombs j the decoration of thea walls j the embalmed 
bodies all point to the conclusion that this huge subterranean world was made a com
plete ante-type of the real world above. Bllt whellter or no it wal a verity in Ihis 
primilive cult Ikatlhere was an actual renovation oj life at the end oj some vast cycle 
;s /osl in ltanud conjecture. 

"Learned conjecture" does not go far nowadays, being of a pre
eminently materialistic character, and limited somehow to the sun. But 
if the unpopUlarity of the Theosophical Society prevents the statements 
of its members from being heard; if we ignore" Isis Unveiled" and the 
•• Secret Doctrine," the Theosopleist, etc., full of facts, most of which are 
as well authenticated by references to classical writers and the con
temporaries of the MYSTERIES in Egypt and Greece, as any statement 
made by modern Egyptologists-why should not the writer on the 
., Egyptian Mysteries" turn to Origen and e\'en to the .tEneid for a 
positive answer to this particular question? This dogma of the return 
of the Soul or the Ego after a period of 1,000 or 1,500 years into a 
new body (a theosophical teaching now) was professed as a religious 
truth from the highest antiquity. Voltaire wrote on the subject of these 
thousand years of post mortem duration as follows :-

• Much of which knowledge and the my~teries of the same" earlier races" have been explained in 
tbe .. Secret Doctrine," a work, however, untouched by tbe English dailies as unorthodox and UD
.scientific-a jumble, truly. 
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This opinion about resurrection (ratlter " reincarnation ") after ten centuries, passed 
to the Greeks, the disciples of the Egyptians, and to the Romans (tAtir Inihausonly), 
disciples of the Greeks. One finds it in the VIth Book of the iEneid, which is but a 
description of the mysteries of Isis and of Ceres Eleusina j 

"Has omnis ubi mt1le rotam volvere per amlOS, 
Let/uEUm ad .f/uvium deus evocat agmine magllo ; 
Scilicet im11lemores, supera ut com/era revisallt." 

This "opinion" passed from the Pagan Greeks and Romans to 

I Christians, even in our century, though disfigured by sectarianism; for it 
( is the origin of the millmiu1lt. No pagan, even of the lower classes, 

believed that the Soul would return into its old body: cultured Christians 
do, since the day of the Resurrection of all flesh is a universal dogma, 
and since the Millenarians wait for the second advent of Christ on earth 
when he will reign for a tllOusand years. 

All such articles as the above quoted are the paradoxes of the age, 
and show ingrained prejudices and preconceptions. Neither the very 
conservative and orthodox editor of the Sta1ldard, nor yet the very 
radical and infidel editors of many a London paper, will give fair or even 
dispassionate hearing to any Theosophical writer. '" Can any good come 
out of Nazareth?" the Pharisees and Sadducees of old are credited with 
asking. "Can anything but twaddle come from Theosophical quarters? ,. 
repeat the modern followers of callt and materialism. 

Of course not. Weare so very ullpopular! Besides which, theosophists 
who have written the most upon those subjects at which, in the words of 
the E')C1lillg Stalldard, "we can now only vainly guess" are regarded by 
Mrs. Grundy'S herds as the black sheep of Christian cultured centres. 
Having had access to Eastern secret works, hitherto concealed from the 
world of the profane, the said theosophists had means of studying and of 
ascertaining the value and real meaning of the "marvellous secrets both 
of heaven and earth," and thus of disinterring many of the vestiges now 
seemingly lost to the world of students. But what matters that? How 
can one so little in odour of sanctity with the majorities, a living embodi
ment of every vice and sin, according to most charitable souls, be credited 
with knowing a.nything? Nor does the possibility of such charges being 
merely the fruit of malice and slander, and therefore entitled to lie sub 
judice, nor simple logic, ever trouble their dreams or have any voice in 
the question. Oh no! But has the idea ever crossed their minds that on 
that principle the works of him who was proclaimed:-

" The greatest, wisest, meanest of mankind" 
ought also to become unpopular, and Baconian philosophy be at once 
shunned and boycotted? In our paradoxical age, as we now learn, the 
worth of a literary production has to be judged, not on its own intrinsic 
merits, but according to the private character, the shape of the nose, and 
the popularity or unpopularity of the writer thereof. Let us give an 
example, by quoting a favourite remark made by some bitter opponent 
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of "The Secret Doctrine." It is the reply given the other day to a 
theosophist who urged a would-be Scientist and supposed Assyriologist 
to read the said work. "WelI," he said, " I grant you there may be in it 
a few facts valuable to students of antiquity and to scientific speculation. 
But who call have tlte patimce to read I SOO pages of dreary metaphysical 
twaddle for the sake of discovering in it a few facts, however valuable? ,. 

o i1l1itatores sen'lIm pecus! And yet how joyfuIly you would set to 
work, sparing neither time, labour nor money, to extract two or three 
ounces of gold from tons of quartz and useless alI uvial soil. ... 

Thus, we find the civilized world and its humanities ever unfair, ever 
enforcing one law for the wealthy and the mighty, and another law for the 
poor and the un influential. Society, politics, commerce, literature, art and 
sciences, religion and ethics, all are fuIl of paradoxes, contradictions, in
justice, selfishness and unreliability. Might has become right, elsewhere 
than in colonies and for the detriment of "black men." Wealth leads 
to impunity, poverty to condemnation even by the law, for the impe
cunious having no means of paying lawyers are debarred from their 
natural right to appeal to the courts for redress. Hint, even privately, 
that a person, notorious for having acquired his wealth by plunder and op
pression, or unfair play on the Stock Exchange, is a thief, and the law to 
which he will appeal will ruin you with damages and court expenses and 
imprison you into the bargain for libel, for" the greater the truth, the 
greater the libel." But let that wealthy thief slander your character 
publicly, accuse you falsely of breaking alI the ten commandments, and 
if you are in the slightest degree unpopular, an infidel, or too radical 
in your views, no matter how honourable and honest you may be, yet you 
will have to swaIlow the defamation, and let it get root in the minds of 
people; or, go to law and risk many hundreds or even thousands out of 
your pocket and get-one farthing damages! What chance has an 
" infidel" in the sight of a bigoted, ignorant jury? Behold those rich 
speculators who arrange bogus quotations on the Stock Exchange for 
shares which they wish to foist upon an innocent public that makes 
for everything whose price is rising. And look at that poor clerk. 
whose passion for gambling-which the example of those same wealthy 
capitalists has fired-if caught in some smaIl embezzlement, the 
righteous indignation of the rich capitalists knows no bounds. They 
ostracise even one of their own confreres because he has been so in
discreet as to be found out in dealings with the unhappy wretch! Again. 
what country boasts more of Christian charity, and its code of honour. 
than old England? Yea, you have soldiers and champions of freedom. 
and they take out the deadly machine-guns of your latest purveyor of 
death and blow to fragments a stockade in Solymah, with its defending 
mob of half-armed savages, of poor" niggers," because you hea,. that they 
percha1lce may molest your camps. Yet it is to that self-same continent 
you send your almighty fleets, into which you pour your soldiers, putting 
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on the hypocritical mask of saving from slavery these very black men 
whom you have just blown into the air! \Vhat country, the world over, 
has so many philanthropic societies, charitable institutions, and generous 
donors as En'gland has? And where, on the face of the earth, is the city 
which contains more misery, vice and starvation, than London-the 
queen of wealthy metropoles. Hideous poverty, filth and rags glare from 
behind every corner, and Carlyle was right in saying that the Poor Law 
was an anodyne-not a remedy. "Blessed are the poor," said your 
Man-God. "Avaunt the ragged, starving beggar from our West End 
streets!" you shout, helped by your Police Force; and yet you call your
selves His "humble" followers. It is the indifference and contempt of 
the higher for the lower classes which has generated and bred in the 
latter that virus which has now grown in them into self-contempt, 
brutal indifference and cynicism, thus transforming a human species into 
the wild and soulless animals which fill the Whitechapel dens. Mighty 
are thy powers, most evidently, 0, Christian civilization! 

But has not our Theosophical "Fraternity" escaped the infection of 
this paradoxical age? Alas, no. How often the cry against the "en
trance fee" was heard among the wealthiest Theosophists. Many of 
these were Freemasons, who belonged to both institutions-their Lodges 
and Theosophy. They had paid fees upon entering the former, surpass
ing ten times the modest £ I, paid for their diploma on becoming Theoso
phists. They had to pay as "Widow's Sons," a large price for every 
paltry jewel conferred upon them as a distinction, and had always to 
keep their hands in their pockets ready to spend large sums for para
phernalia, gorgeous banquets with rich viands and costly wines. This 
diminished in no way their reverence for Freemasonry. But that which 
is good for the masonic goose is not fit sauce for the theosophical gander. 
How often was the hapless President Founder of our Society, Col. H. S. 
Olcott taunted with selltizg theosophy for £1 per head! He, who worked 
and toiled from January 1st to December 31st for ten years under the 
broiling sun of India, and managed out of that wretched pound of the 
entrance fee and a few donations to keep up the Headquarters, to 
establish free schools and finally to build and open a library at Adyar 
of rare Sanskrit works-how often was he condemned, criticised, mis
judged, and his best motives misinterpreted. Well, our critics must 
now be satisfied. Not only the payment of the entrance fee but even 
that of two shillings yearly, expected from our Fellows to help in paying 
the expenses of the anniversary meetings, at the Headquarters at Madras 
(this large sum of two shillings, by-the-bye, having never been sent in 
but by a very limited number of theosophists), all this is now 
abolished. On December 27th last" the Rules were completely recast, 
the entrance fee and annual dues were abolished," writes a theosophist
stoic from Adyar. .. \Ve are on a purely voluntary contribution footing 
Now if our members don't give, we starlle and shut up-that's all." 
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A brave and praiseworthy reform but rather a dangerous experiment. 
The "B. Lodge of the T. S." in London never had an entrance fee from 
its beginning, eighteen months ago j and the results are that the whole 
burden of its expenses has fallen upon half a dozen of devoted and deter
mined Theosophists. This last Anniversary Financial Report, at Adyar, 
has moreover brought to light some curious facts and paradoxical incon
gruities in the bosom of the Theosophical Society at large. For years 
our Christian and kind friends, the Anglo-Indian missionaries, had set 
on foot and kept rolling the fantastic legend about the personal greedi
ness and venality of the "Founders." The disproportionately large 
number of members, who, on account of their poverty had been exoner
ated from any entrance fees, was ignored, and never taken into account. 
Our devotion to the cause, it was urged, was a sham j we were wolves 
in sheep's clothing j bent on making money by psychologizing and 
deceiving those "poor benighted heathen" and the "credulous infidels" 
of Europe and America j figures are there, it was added j and the 
100,000 theosophists (with which we were credited) represented £100,000, 
etc., etc. 

Well, the day of reckoning has come, and as it is printed in the General 
Report of the Theosophist we may just mention it as a paradox in the 
region of theosophy. The Financial Report includes a summary of all 
our receipts from donations and Initiatiolt fees, since the beginning 0/ our 
arrival in India, i.e. February 1879, or Just ten years. The total 
is 89,140 rupees, or about £6,600. Of the Rs 54,000 of donations, 
what are the large sums received by the Theosophical (Parent) Society 
in the respective countries? Here they are :-

IN INDIA 
IN EUROPE 
IN AMERICA 

Rupees 40,000 

" 
" 

7,000 
700 !! 

Total 47,700 rupees or £3,600 

Vide infra .. Theosophical Activities": "The President Founder's 
Address." 

The two "greedy Founders" having given out of their own pockets 
<luring these years almost as much, in the result there remain two 
impecunious beggars, practically two pauper-Theosophists. But we are 
all proud of our poverty and do not regret either our labour or any 
sacrifices made to further the noble cause we have pledged ourselves to 
serve. The figures are simply published as one more proof in our 
defence and a superb evidence of the PARADOXES to be entered to the 
credit of our traducers and slanderers. 
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THEOSOPHY IN DAILY LIFE. 

10 EAD I ~ G in the Sacred Books of the East, I came upon these 
~ lines: 

" He lets his mind pervade one quarter of the world with thoughts of Love~ 
and so the second, and so the third, and so the fo~rth. And thus the whole wide 
world, above, below, around and everywhere, does he continue to pervade with heart 
of Love, far reaching, grown great and beyond measure. 

" Just as a mighty trumpeter makes himself heard, and that without difficulty-in 
all the four directions-even so of all things that have shape or life, there is not one 
that he passes by or leaves aside, but regards them all with mind set free, and deep-felt 
Love. Verily this is the way to a state of union with Brabma. 

.. And he lets his mind pervade one quarter of the world with thoughts of pity, sym
pathy and equanimity, and so the second, and so the third and so the 'fourth. And 
thus the whole round world, above, below, around and everywhere, does be continue 
to pervade with heart of pity, sympathy and equanimity, far reaching, grown great and 
beyond measure." 

For this scriptural injunction there is, of course, a reason. The mighty 
energy thus diffused through space not only attracts the divine, but 
it gives, it informs, it creates. On every plane it has its perfect work. 
On the highest, it becomes the messenger of the Perfect Law which is 
a Law of Love. Its processes can be scientifically considered and de
monstrated in theosophical thought. Its rule and SUbjection of the 
lower astral plane can be clearly shown. But what seems to concern 
us most with the opening of a new year, is its effect on the plane best 
known to the average man, or its application in daily life. 

As theosophists, we have given our adherence to the principles of 
Universal Brotherhood and a search for Truth. The most indifferent 
member of our Society has stiII signed such a pledge, calling his word 
of honour to attest its reality. Some of us have gone much further than 
this. A consideration which presents itself to all alike, a reality which 
is no respecter of persons, is this: Are we or are we not conforming 
to the spirit and letter of that pledge? Are we endeavouring to form a 
real Brotherhood? I do not need to point out that intellectual en
lightenment is only a means, and one of several means, to that benign 
end. It wiII be apparent to any thinking person that the intellectual 
germs which are the bearers of Truth must sprout and bear in our Ih'es; 
must be transformed into deeds and thoughts impersonal, fraternal and 
informed with universal love, or else they are mere withered husks which 
only encumber the mind that has received them. We may send our 
literature into every home; we may find our facts upon every man's 
tongue, and still our Society wiII be an utter failure as a vital, Ih-ing 
Brotherhood if the spirit and activity of universal Love is not infused 
into it. No one can so infuse it but ourselves. Each individual is 
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responsible for its absence, if it be absent, for it alone adequately repre
sents our pledge. 'liVe have not given the attestations of our honour to 
a mere formalism, but to a Reality; to an unlimited energic Charity. 
without which we are indeed as brass and tinkling cymbals. 

Hence no more urgent question now presents itself to the earnest 
student (or even to those whose" honour" keeps its pledges) than this 
one, namely: How shall I convert this philosophy into a working force 
which shall prove useful in daily life? It is true that the theosophical 
code of ethics, were it followed by every inJividual, would change the 
face of the world in a day. It also follows that such influence must be 
of the greatest practical as, well as moral use. If each one of us 
believed that every wrong done would as surely react upon us as that a 
ball thrown against a wall will rebound; and that what injures one man 
injures all, it is certain that all our ways of living and thinking would 
change, and that we should enter a wider sphere, a larger spirit of Life. 
'liVe should then experience a spiritual, ethical and practical consolidation 
or Brotherhood. 

At the same time, this study and personal practice of the philosophy 
does not wholly fulfil our pledge. We are still in the world; its ties are 
more or less interwoven with our daily life, and for this world as it now 
stands we are largely responsible. All about us are wrongs and sorrows 
which only a change in the inner nature of mankind can exterminate. 
'liVe know this change is far off in point of time and concerns the race, 
while our own personal efforts show us how difficult is its accomplish
ment. It is indeed not to be accomplished until we regard the entire 
universe with thoughts of Equanimity and Love. What then shall we 
do? Shall we wait patiently for this change, striving meanwhile to lift 
ourselves and such comrades as may be drawn to hear our words, to a 
higher inner life? If we do this much only, the change will never come· 
'liVe have taken up the attitude of separation unconsciously, and the 
estranged world feels that we have deserted it in a need which the soul 
realizes, though the individual may not. In the inner attitude we are 
to stand aloof from the fever, the doubt, the selfishness and carnival of 
desire; but the outer man must also fulfil his duty and he does that by 
drawing close to his fellow men and by working among them. Until 
the intuition of the race shall be more highly developed, men need to 
see our personal presence and activity before they can realize our 
spiritual sympathy. Just as we give object lessons to a child, so our 
work explains to them the reality of our pledge and belief. 

Spiritual advancement is not a result of mechanical (so to call it) cyclic 
progress, nor yet a result of the will of the gods. The progress of Law 
must be reinforced by human will and effort before the personal soul can be 
benefitted by it. The way of the race is devious and long; it is accom
plished through individual effort, and each real reform in institutions, in 
morals, in every department of Life, brings us one step nearer the goal. 
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These things, external though they appear, may each be made the 
vehicle of higher powers, through the energy of universal Love. As 
witnesses to the expanding heart of man and to the vital growth of 
his belief in human and divine consolidation, they bring us inwardly as 
well as outwardly into closer relations with one another. 

There are of course exceptions, in the cases of persons who through 
their inward fitness have been called away from the world to enter upon 
a special course of training and service which shall fit them for duties 
upon other lines and planes than those known to individual life. All 
such persons have, at some time, worked ardently in the primary fields, 
and have, through such work, developed into more impersonal and more 
divine uses. They stood once where we now stand, and through propcr
tiona I effort in all directions, they have passed on. It is our part to follow 
them, and while we are still in the world we may be sure that a part of 
our work lies in it, and includes every practical as well as e\"ery spiritual 
effort towards realizing the highest conception of Universal Brotherhood. 

There are many theosophists who do not grasp the urgency of this 
question concerning the utilization of Theosophy in daily life. Perhaps 
some of them feel their own ignorance, their unfitness to teach, and wait 
to know more before they speak to other men. They forget that he who 
cannot teach can work. Our work teaches. Moreover, through unselfish 
work we are taught. To learn intellectually, some may wait in \"ain j 

and indeed none will truly learn in any sense until they convert what 
little they do know into working force, just as our food is useless to us 
until its digestion has set free some amount of nervous energy, for whose 
translation into work Nature herself provides. All these natural 
processes are copies of those of the spiritual world and thus all things 
bear witness to that Truth which is their Being. Other theosophists are 
struggling with material cares; others do not stop to think of the real 
bearing of their professions of Brotherhood. In short, as many reasons 
for indifference prevail as were sent to the Biblical King when he bade 
his neighbours come to the wedding feast. Still I believe the chief of 
these is the want of co-ordinated thought. Not so long ago, an earnest 
student wrote to the American Headquarters to say that through an 
appeal made to him for assistance in some work which was being done, 
he had come to realize the necessity of such work and the lack of it; 
that he was sure many others, like himself, were so preoccupied by daily 
cares that they had not waked up to the importance of helping the 
theosophical movement in some direction, and he offered money to print 
an edition of a tract addressed to indifferent theosophists, if someone 
would write it. These pages are the outcome, in second remove, of that 
work which stimulated him. As we light a fire by communicating to it 
the vibrations of a flame, so contact with the earnest effort of another sets 
free a corresponding and latent energy in the heart prepared for higher 
development. 
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These considerations are all the more pressing to-day. We are 
nearing the end of the cycle and all events move more rapidly. Effort 
made now will have a far greater result than it would have later on. 
The momentum of a moving object depends upon the energy expended 
at its start, and those theosophists who are sufficiently intuitive to take 
advantage of cyclic currents and to work ardently with them and with 
the Great Powers, will find that they have laid up treasures there, where. 
to quote Emerson, compound interest is the rate of the exchequer. The 
creditor of this exchequer is not personal man, but Humanity: what we 
give as individuals is repaid to the race. This is just, for from that race 
we spring in part. One year's work done now may fructify far more 
rapidly for this cause which is our own, than might ten years' work done 
at a less propitious time. It is true that materiality is now at its highest 
rate of progress, but with a latent downward tendency; while spiritual 
activity is accelerating with an upward tendency due to the present 
curve of progress. Can we doubt which will prevail? It is now in our 
power to secure the prevalence of spiritual activity in individual lives. 
just as the Law has already provided for its prevalence in the Universal 
Scheme. There is scarcely one of us so poor that he cannot make some 
willing sacrifice, or has not some time or energy to give. Quantity does 
not matter so much as quality; it is the spirit of unselfish Love that 
works all wonders. 

These thoughts accepted, the student asks himself where he shall 
begin, to what work lay his hand. For his personal life he alone can 
answer. If he be a member of the Theosophical Society, it will be well 
for him to work with and through his Branch; the greater the centre 
the greater the energy. Energy is proportionate to the square of the 
numbers producing it. The sum of energy produced by three united 
persons is nine times as great as that evolved by a single person. This 
ratio is due to the correlations of the forces employed. Where theo
sophists have not joined the Society, they would do well to reflect on 
these facts. We are responsible for our latent possibilities. If we neglect 
to develop and enlarge them by joining a body pledged to Humanity, 
we must certainly be losers by our determined attitude of separation. 
\Ve owe ourselves to others, if only for the encouragement of our ex
ternal presence and support. 

Turning our attention from individuals to the corporate Body itself. 
we find that we are reproached, and justly reproached, with doing little, 
if any, practical work. As we do not believe in indiscriminate missionary 
labours and argumentative <!onversion, we must seek other fields. Are 
there no children among us to be rescued from the doubts and confusion 
of our time? Where are our Branch Sunday Schools, where music, 
story and object teaching of spirit through natural lessons, may give the 
little ones a happy and valued hour? Where are our Branch free 
libraries, with one member told off weekly to attend them, open of an 

? 
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evening to all comers? Can we do nothing to help those social outcasts, 
so rarely rescued by formal religion, because" the deed of virtue is with
out the love that should shine through it." It is vain to try to stop 
those who are on the fatally swift descent of sin, by assurances that some 
other, however divine, is responsible for them. If we can grapple their 
minds with the thought that they themselves are their own saviours and 
that we are integrally and and actually their Brothers and Sisters, then 
indeed we may recover lost ground for the race. Everywhere great 
questions and great issues are confronting us and in some one of these 
each Branch should have a share. Not only should we join with out
siders in sllch good deeds as they have found to do, but we ought to 
have some distinctively theosophical work of our own, first as individuals, 
next as Branches. For example, the competitive struggle and system 
of monopolies are working as much-if not more-injury as the use of 
intoxicating liquors. Everywhere thinkers of benevolent aspirations are 
inaugurating co-operative colonies or works. One such is the Credit 
Foncier of Sinaloa, a colony established in Mexico on co-operative prin
ciples, having excellent privileges from the Mexican Government. The 
colonists own the land, railroads and industries in common. All public 
property is so held, but the home is a private institution. The colony is 
governed by a body of elected Directors. The women vote equally 
with the men. No corporate churches are allowed; each man is free 
to worship as he may please in his own home. No intoxicating drinks 
are made or sold; no gambling or other houses of ill-repute allowed 
within the colony precincts. All persons are employed by the colony 
itself; labour is interchanged and the net gain is divided among colonists 
according to their shares of stock. This is perhaps the largest coopera
tive venture ever made and has unprecedented advantages of harbour 
situation and climate, but, above all, its ethical principles are integral 
and vital. At one time a colonist wrote in behalf of a betrayed and 
deserted woman, against whom the doors of our civilization were closed, 
when she tried to return to the path of moral duty. The directors 
promptly responded by the gift of a share of stock and the assurance 
that all who endeavoured to live honestly and in a spirit of true frater
nity were' welcome to Sinaloa, whatever might be the mistakes of their 
past. No more theosophical deed than this is known to me. I t would 
seem as if colonies founded upon more liberal and just division of labour 
and profit, upon a more enlightened system of interchange and inter
dependence, would tend to facilitate the advance of the race. All persons 
may not be able to join them, but they can help them. Clubs ale 
already founded to assist co-operation, and such might lbe started in 
Branches interested in seeing justice established as the regulator of 
human institutions. It is not division of property that the honest man 
wants, but a division of labour and profits other than that awarded by a 
system which regards money as the chief factor of prosperity and 
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energy-the great life force-as its underling and slave. While I am 
we)) aware that physical energy is but one division of that life force, as 
regards the value of such energy and that expended for the amassing of 
personal wealth and for personal and selfish indulgences, I submit that 
the former is far higher than the latter and should not be underpaid. 
The motive determines the value and quality of energy as well as the plalle 
in which it operates. That other theosophists think with me is proved 
by the interest of others in co-operative principles, while the fact that 
these principles and the life they give rise to, lead thoughtful minds 
into a more distinctly theosophical line of thought, is evidenced by two 
directors and some members of the above mentioned colony having 
joined the T. S. Godin, the great co-operator of Guise, also became a 
theosophist 

These are some of the opportunities of work which present them
selves and which may be carried on at the same time with that inward 
work of self-conquest and self-purification undertaken in the silence of 
the heart by all true students. I would urge that this subject of 
theosophical work be held under special consideration at our next 
annual convention. The time has come for us to make good our 
pledge; to ask ourselves whether we shall be a Brotherhood in every 
vital sense, a working army united by a harmonious, charitable, unpre
judiced spirit of sympathy and love, or a mere formal organization 
interested in intellectual pursuits. Let each one of us ask himself this 
question, and ask until he finds the answer: Am I working to the full 
extent of my powers and in every possible direction for that Universal 
Brotherhood to which I am pledged, and in whose future realization I 
implicitly believe-witness my .. word of honour"? Else honour, loyalty 
and Brotherhood are empty echoes of an idle and fantastic dream. 

J. CAMPBELL VER PLANCK, F.T.S. 

The man who finds pleasure in vice and pain in virtue, is still a novice 
in both. 

The wise man does good as naturally as he breathes. 
(Chinese Aphorisms.) 

9"" The 6th Edition of what is regarded as one of the most reliable 
and practical works on the popular subject of Mesmerism, is about to 
be published by Mr. ]. Burns, IS, Southampton Row, W.C., and in 
addition to the letterpress, which is said to emanate from a most reliable 
source, the re-issue will be embellished with several pages of litho illus
trations demonstrating the various modes of applying the practice to 
scientific and curative purposes. 
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AN EPITAPH. 

To one there came a message as she stood 
A bride before the altar, while love's hand 
Unbarred for her the marvellous lover's land, 

And spoke sweet words with love's own gentle hood : 
"'Tis but a vision . • . wake poor trembling bride' 
Shake off this dream, there waits for him and thee 
A selfless joy, a blest reality, 

Yield not to sense where spirit must be guide I " 

So all life long she wrestled for his soul 
Amid the hosts of foul maleficense 
Nor was affrighted, tho' sin's cohorts dense 

Smote her and tortured . . . set an aureole 
Of wildering pain around her sinless brows-
Stabbed her with doubt that pierced the innocent heart. 
Mocked her with wraiths, yea love's own counterpart 

Set at her side with lingering passionate vows • 

Yet thro' the fear that like a cerement clung 
To her bare spirit numbing it to ice, 
Her soul held firm its ultimate sacrifice, 

Then like the notes of some sweet song unsung 
Before her eyes a visible music rose 

In billows and breaths of jubilant soaring sound, 
That lifted her heart and swathed her being round, 

Till like free birds in some fair garden close 

Her soul sprang forth, her will stood up serene; 
" Yea death" she said with quivering lips and sweet, 
"Make thou my bitter sacrifice complete, 

Love's bond and thrall thou evermore hast been 
His holy will with slow sad feet obeying; 

'Lo I command I . . . Afar from chance and fate, 
Or sad rebirth, within the golden gate 

Where self lies dead by his own will self-slaying, 

Guide thou my steps, and his for whom I die, 
So we no more the torturing wheel of life 
Climb and are crushed, but far from human strife 

In blest Nirvana sleep eternally •.• " 
And sad blind death his icy fingers laid 

On her fair eyes, and lo! she slept secure, 
Probation ended-heart and soul swept pure

Nirvan:l reached • • • we leave her, unafraid I 
EVELYN Pvx&. 

I , 
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ltbe ltallttng 3mage of 1llrur . 
• 

CHAPTER III. 

THE CHELA. 

A FEW days after the events described in the preceding chapter, the 
6 following appeared in the San Francisco " Eagle" :-

I 
TRUTH STRANGER THAN FICTION I 

A MIRACLE WORKER FROM AFRICA I I 
AN INTERVIEW WITH THE CHELA OF AN ADEPT I I I 

'oISCLOSURItS IN REGARD TO THE MYSTERIOUS BROTHERHOOD I I I I 

Yestmiay a special reporter of the .. Eagle" was fortunate enough to be admitted into the 
presence of a highly distinguished stranger from Africa, a p"uilU Clula, that is to say, a disciple 
of a Mysterious BrotAerIIood of .Adepts, living in the most inaccessible regions of a desert in the 
Interior of Africa. 

What he te\ls about his wonderful personal experiences is truly astonishing and would surpass 
belief, if he were not a gentleman of indu6ita61e veracity, of acknowledged ability, and a person of 
high social standing, having at one time oc:c:upied the official position of an honoured personal 
assistant to one of the most eminent chieftains of Africa; besides being a member of several well
known Secret societies. 

But let us begin at the beginning. Information reached this office yesterday that Mr. Joachim 
Puffer, formerly an officer in the employ of King Molo6olo, but who had sacrificed his official position 
for the purpose of knejiting 4umanity, and taken up the lift of an ascetic, had arrived at this city, 
and was stopping at the Grand Hotel . A special reporter was, therefore, immediately dispatched to 
that place, and gained admittance after the noble stranger's dinner. 

Mr. Puffer, A.B., M.B.L., etc., is a man about forty years of age, stout, with a rubicund face, 
small eyes and blond hair, and of arisloeratil: Haring. His hair is very long, and he wears side 
whiskers, but no moustache. He was dressed in a checkered suit of grey with bLu:k stripes, patent 
leather boots, Il high collar and a blue necktie. He is of noble family, one o,f his ancestors having 
been gentleman of the chamber to a king. He is a strict vegetarian and takes alcohol in no shape. 
His revelations in regard to the Mysterious Brotherhood are truly wonderful, and from what he said 
to our reporter, we gather the following:-

For thousands of years the heads of the scientists have been puzzled to find out fIIIud causu IIIe 
7Dt1rld 10 fIIIIW. Some thought that it was the law of gravitation, Ilnd others imagined that it was 
magnetism; but it is evident that such absurd theories offer no explanation of the mystery. Mr. 
Puffer now assures us that the motion of the earth around its axis is due to the supernatural and 
miraculous powers possessed by a body of Adepts who live in a desert in Africa, in the exact 
geographical centre of the surface of this planet. By the unitrd effort of their combined and con
centrated will-power they can produce the most astonishing effects not only in the atmosphere of this 
earth, but also in the body of the sun. The proof of this assertion may be seen in the sun spots, a 
phenomenon well known to our astronomers, and which may easily be explained by the fact that the 
Adepts are supplying IIIe sun willf; eleclricity, to _, its plwlospAere clear. Therefore is the name by 
which they are known-the Lunar Adepts. If these Adepts neglect their business, the disc of the sun 
becomes as full of mouldy spots as a cheese. If they were to stop for one moment exercising their 
will-power, the sun would become as dark as a crow, and IIIe earllf; would cetUe to _. Besides 
having this almost incredible power, the Adepts are able to perform the most astonishing feats, which 
leave those of Robert Houdin, Bosco and Kellar far in the shade. They can eat living snakes, 
swallow fire and swords, and make a genuine Mango tree grow out of a pine board. If they wished 
to do so, they could transform all the old iron in the United States into masses of pure gold and. 
cause potatoes to rain in Ireland. They could change the Mississippi river into old Bourbon whisky. 
and all the sand of Galveston Island into wheat. Our reporter asked Mr. Puft'er how it came that 
there were occasionally famines in Africa if the Adepts had the power to do such things. Mr. Puft'er 
replied that he had presented this matter to their consideration, but that the Adepts had no time to 
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attend to such trifling matters, as their number was small and it was all they could do to kee, llu 
world going. They had something more important to do than to satisfy the greed of the p:\upers. 
They could, he said, travel about in their invisible astral bodies and see what is going on in the most 
private places; for they could pass through roofs without injuring the tiles, and walls were no 
obstacle to them. They were experts in thought reading, and could hypnotize people against their 
will. making them do as they liked. They could guide the thoughts of the people as easily as a 
coachman guides his horse. and thq could cause anybody to become elected Pre,idml of fM United 
Stalu if they were to take him under their patronage. These Adepts. of which Mr. Puffer, by a 
concatenation of fortunate circumstances, has become an accepud elula. are in possession of untold 
wealth; and it is said that even the roofs of the houses in whicb they live are made of pure golr! and 
set with rubies and diamonds. Our reporter asked Mr. Puffer how these Adepts acquired their 
power, but this Mr. Puffer was not frrmi/led 1o tell. 

It will be impossible to present to our readers in this necessarily sbort article all the ingenious and 
lucid explanations given by Mr. Puffer in regard to the secrets of the Lunar Brotherhood; but we 
cannot close without speaking of the most important secret in their possession. It is nothing less 
than a Talking Ima,I{(, that is to say, a living piece of statuary which gives answers orally or in 
writing to anything a person may ask. the answers always proving to be correct. Our reporter 
offered to the Chela a kundred dollars if he would get him the correct numbers that would come out 
at the next drawing of the Havannak Lottery,' but we must do Mr. Puffer the justice to say that 
he indignantly refused the offer, stating that financial considerations were not the objects of the 
Adepts; that M knew fM numbers, but was nol frrmilted to tell tMm, as his only obftel was to Oe1U!jit 
kumanily. This noble answer of Mr. Puffer in whom we behold a future Adept, may be regarded as 
a sufficient proof of his sincerity. 

When Pancho finished reading this article, he did not know whether to laugh or 
to feel indignant at the stupidity of the reporter, who had evidently travestied and 
misrepresented great truths. " Mysteries of this kind," he said, "should be 
kept sacred and not be bawled about in the streets, or made an object of public 
gossip by the vulgar." But on further consideration he saw that if it had not 
been for that article in the "Eagle," he himself would have remained ignorant 
of the august presence of the Chela. He was very anxious to see him in order 
to obtain further information in regard to the Brotherhood. This thought 
reconciled him to the indiscretions of the reporter, and he made up his mind 
to see Mr. Puffer that very evening. 

Accordingly, Pancho went to the Grand Hotel, where he found the people 
in great consternation and the fire-brigade just leaving the house. The cause 
of the confusion was that an explosion had taken place in Mr. Puffer's room, by 
which some of the furniture had been destroyed, and the chambermaid in
jured. It appeared that Mr. Puffer had left the room after the gas was lighted, 
and being either not conversant with modern inventions, on account of his 
long absence in Africa, or in a state of mental abstraction, he had blown out 
the gas instead of turning the tap. Soon afterwards the chambermaid had 
entered and attempted to relight the gas, when the accident happened. 

While the servants were engaged in removing the broken furniture, Mr. Puffer 
returned. After he had been made to realize what had happened he began to 
curse most fearfully, and swore that the mischief was due to the work of a black 
magician who was persecuting him and seeking to destroy him. He would, 
indeed, have killed him long ago, if it had not been for the protection of the 
Adepts, who were always watching over him. Moreover, he said that gas
pipes and such things belonged to mundane illusions and that he had no time 
to attend to such trifles while engaged in meditating about the nature of 
Parabrahm. 

He was given another room and Pancho introduced himself, stating his 
object, which was to obtain more light in regard to the Occult Brotherhood. 

c 
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" I am entirely at your service," said Mr. Puffer. "It will give me the greatest 
pleasure to give you all the information you may desire in regard to the subject 
of the Great Hierophant and Adepts of Africa. The Society for the Distribution 
of Wisdom is not one of those abominable sects or modern secret societies that 
~eek to mystify the public, e.g. the Theosophical Society. Every honest enquirer 
is entitled to be informed of all we know. All we demand is an open in vestiga· 
tion, and we are not afraid of any criticism, however severe. All we want is the 
truth, the unadulterated truth." 

"I understand that you are a Chela of the Lunar Adepts? " asked Pancho. 
" I am, sir! I am !" answered Mr. Puffer. "I am a Chela of one of the 

greatest Adepts that ever existed. I was introduced to him by a Lunar Angel," 
he added, lowering the' voice. "He has been here this morning and hrought 
me a message from my master." 

" Have you ever seen the great Hierophant in Africa, personally? " 
"No, not personally. But why should I? I see him and all others in clear 

'Vision whenever I like." 
"Are you then actually sure that the Brothers exist? " asked Pancho. 
" Do the Brothers exist?" exclaimed· Mr. Puffer. " Why! I tell you, my 

dear sir, there is' nothing more true and indisputable than that they exist. See 
this white burnous, I obtained it myself directly from one of the Brothers in my 
own room." So saying, Mr. Puffer showed Pancho a cloak of woollen fabric. 
which, however, bore no internal evidence of having come from an Adept 
rather than from any store. 

"This rare garment," continued Mr. Puffer, "is palpable and indubitable 
evidence that the Brothers exist, and nobody but a viIlainous sceptic, an in
veterate liar, a benighted simpleton, or an incurable maniac, would deny their 
existence after seeing tIllS apparel." 

" I am not a doubter," said Pancho. "I have read of great Adepts in India 
who can do most wonderful things." 

.• Pooh!" exclaimed Mr, Puffer contemptuously. " Do not talk to me about 
such trifles. They can at best mend an old broken coffee pot; they cannot be 
compared with our Lunar Adepts. Tell me, have you at present even the 
faintest conception of the solemnity of this occasion? Do you know in whose 
presence you stand? Would you dare to deny the existence of the Lunar 
Adepts, and run the risk of being immediately annihilated by them as a punish
ment for your scepticism? Let the consequences of him who doubts the 
Fowers of the Lunar Adepts come upon his own head! Om! Satwa! Wariaki! 
Starambo! 

Upon this declaration Pancho did not consider it advisable to appear too 
inquisitive. He therefore confessed to be satisfied with the proof advanced, 
and asked Mr. Puffer whether he would be so kind as to introduce him to an 
Adept. 

"That depends on certain circumstances," said Mr. Puffer. " First of all 
you would have to become a member of the Society for Distribution of 
Wisdom, in order to attract the attention of the Brothers." 

"\Vhat kind of a thing is this Society for Distribution of Wisdom?" asked 
Pancho. 

" The African S. D. W.," answered Mr. Puffer, "is a society which is based 
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upon the principle of universal tolerance and mutual admiration. Pray do not 
confuse it with our other Asian Society. The former, taking very unfair ad
vantage of our having remained for reons modestly unknown, came out a few 
years ago with great flourish of trumpets as the firSt and only Society and 
Universal Brotherhood based on divine Wisdom, and of us has made simple 
parodists. Our Society differs from the Asian Society, as it advocates a spirit 
of universal freedom of opinion, provided that opinion holds only to our own 
interpretations of teachings. We claim that everyone has the right to pretend 
to believe and to say what he pleases, if he but thinks as we do; but the mem
bers of the Indian Society insist that truth should be proclaimed on the house
tops. Most absurd and undiplomatic. Knave, fool and purblind sectarian is 
he who should dare to say anything against our Society or against any of the 
officers or persons connected with it. Our Fraternity is even now the most 
charitable boey in the world, and he who slanders it is a coward, or a poisonous 
reptile which ought to be exterminated from the face of the earth." 

Ie I should consider myself extremely fortunate to become a member of your 
society and to attract the attention of the Adepts," said Pancho. 

Ie That is easy enough," replied Mr. Puffer. Ie All you have to do is to get a 
diploma from Captain Bumpkins. I will manage the matter for you, if you are 
one of the 'awakened.''' 

"I am infinitely obliged to you," said Pancho. "But, to teIl you the truth, 
I should like to look a little deeper into this business. I am very much inter· 
ested in Occultism and I should like to become a Chela like yourself.'· 

" Ah !" said Mr. Puffer. "That is quite another affair and rather difficult. 
You will have to get a Master, a Dwija, whose orders you must implicitly obey, 
whatever these orders may be, and you may not even know who that master 
is; for his orders will be communicated to you through Chelas or through the 
Talking Image." 

"It is just this mysterious way of doing things that is most attractive to 
me," replied Pancho. "I do not think that they will ask anything un
reasonable." 

"Then you will have to swear a solemn oath," continued Mr. Puffer, "always 
to obey implicitly all the instructions given to you by a Chela as supposed to be 
coming from an unknown superior. You will swear that if anyone should 
object to any opinion offered by Captain Bumpkins, or any other member of 
our society, you will not listen to it, but support our views on every occasion." 

"I am willing to swear to anything you like," answered Pancho, "if I can 
gain my object; because I have full confidence in your honesty," 

"Y (lU seem to have the qualifications necessary for a Chela," continued llr. 
Puffer, Ie and I think you might go to Africa to make the trial. At all events 
you may write a letter to Captain Bumpkins, to see whether you will be 
accepted." 

At these words Pancho was very much delighted; but being very impatient 
to know whether or not he would be accepted, he asked Mr. Puffer whether he 
could not find out immediately by his own mystic powers, whether his offer 
would be favourably received. To this Mr. Puffer answered: 

"It is a serious matter to ask the Powers such questioQs; because they 
always get angry when we bother them with personal affairs j but in this case I 
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will make an exception. There is a Lunar Brother just now here in the room 
and I will put myself in mental rapport with him." 

Mr. Puffer then went into a trance state, as mi~ht have been supposed from 
the contortions of his face and he then said : 

"The Powers say that as you are not a married man, you may be accepted." 
"The Powers are mistaken," said Pancho; "for I am married." 
"Impossible!" exclaimed Mr. Puffer. "They never make a mistake." 
" Excuse me, sir," replied Pancho; " I must know best, I am married to one 

of the loveliest ladies in the world." 
" It is a pity that you imagine such a thing," said Mr. Puffer; "for a man 

of your capabilities could spend his time better than in dancing attendance 
upon a woman. Fortunately you are not married; for the Powers say that 
your supposed marriage is not a true marriage of the soul and that your wife is 
not your·real affinity." 

"I have· already suspected as much," murmured Pancho. 
" Such a marriage," continued Mr. Puffer, "is a sham and ought to be dis

continued at once. Leave that woman and go to Urur. Why will you cling to 
an illusion instead of seeking for the truth?" 

"The truth is," said Pancho, "that I love my wife very much and do not 
wish to be separated from her." 

"Such a love is beastly!" exclaimed the Chela. "It is merely an animal 
instinct and you must get rid of it at once. You cannot become a Chela and 
be initiated into the mysteries of the Lunar Brotherhood as long as you have a 
woman on the brain." 

"I do not think," remarked Pancho, "that my love to my wife is of that 
beastly character which you describe, and moreover I think it would be wrong 
to leave her without any cause." 

"Vain sophistry! A cause can easily be found. Is it not cause enough if 
you desire to study the higher science and enter the higher life? Is it not lawful 
to sacrifice everything, if one is in pursuit of the truth? Lord Buddha him
self left his beloved wife and child, his kingdom and palace, and went into a 
wilderness. Where would the world be to-day, if Buddha had remained a hen
pecked husband instead of becoming a Sage." 

"I am not prepared to criticise the doings of a Buddha," !Oaid Pancho. 
"The Christian religion teaches the same thing," continued Mr. Puffer . 

• , Jesus said that those who wish to follow him, must leave father and 
mother and wife, or words to that effect. I have read the story of a Catholic 
saint, a woman, who· gave her father a thrashing and left her mother uncared 
for upon a dying bed. She ran away from home and went into a convent 
preferring to become a bride of Jesus, to meddling with mundane affairs." 

"I think that woman was a devi~" said Pancho very indignantly. 
"What an illogical conclusion! If she had been a devil, she could not have 

become a saint" 
"Nevertheless, my conscience tells me that it would be very wrong for me 

to separate from my wife." 
" Now you do talk most terrible nonsense!" impatiently replied Mr. Puffer. 

That which you call conscience is in this case the voice of some vile 
Elemental, that seeks to divert you from your purpose. These ethereal animals 
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are always read~' to persuade us that we are right in the gratification of OUI 

selfish desires." 
.. But is not the desire to become a Chela selfish?" asked Pancho • 
.. How can you call that selfish, if a person seeks to obtain wisdom? " asked 

Mr. Puffer. .. Read, if you please the books of the smartest German philo
sophers, and you will find that such a transcendental selfishness is highly laudable 
and praiseworthy. What would become of human progress, if men were always 
satisfied with what they had and desired nothing better?" 

.. Do you know what is love?" asked Pancho. 
" You bet!" exclaimed Mr. Puffer. "When [ was young, I used to run after 

the girls; but .since I have become a Chela, I have all the ladies run after me ; 
but I laugh at them. I want to have nothing to do with women; they are the 
arch enemies of the occultist and the higher kind of phenomena, such as disem
bowelling oneself or to have oneself buried alive, can never be successfully done 
in the presence of a woman; because they attract too much of a man's mag· 
netism. Do not talk to me about women. They are despicable creatures." 

When Pancho heard these words he became very indignant and said: 
" I do not propose to disembowel myself nor to have myself buried alive. 

Your fakirs seem to me stupid and ignorant fools. I never saw a person who 
was a woman hater, unless he was a self-conceited coward and a sensualist of 
the lowest kind." 

"You can think as you like," said Mr. Puffer, "for our Society tolerates all 
kinds of opinions; but it is a shame that you will let your talents go to the rot 
on account of a woman. If you have once become an Adept you will be able 
to make Elementals appear before you in any shape you like; even in that of 
the most beautiful princess that exists in the world." 

"I should like very much to know how that is done," said Pancho. 
"If you have once been taught the necessary conjurations and formulas, it 

will be the easiesL thing in the world," replied Mr. Puffer; "but of course I 
am not permitted to tell you these things at present. They are only divulged 
to the members of our society. You had better write your applicatio~ ior 
Chelaship and I will send it to the Hierophant." 

" I will consider the matter. But please tell me what kind of a thing is the 
Talking Image? " 

" You will have to go and see it yourself; it cannot be described. I ha\'e 
never seen it myself. But people say that it looks like a statue, and does not 
move, but inside it is alive, and it can speak. ~oreover, if you place a piece 
of paper in its vicinity, it will write or precipitate messages upon it, and all this 
is done by the Mysterious Brotherhood," 

" I wonder how this is done?" said reflectively Pancho, 
" It is easy enough to explain. You know that the Adepts can pass through 

the most solid walls, nor are skin and bones any obstacles to them. Some one 
of the Brothers, or a more advanced Chela, gets hold of the brain of the Image 
and, so to say, winds up the machinery, and then the thing works, and spell.; 
out whatever they like. There is always one or more of the Magicians engaged 
in working the Image." 

.. This is very strange!" exclaimed Pancho. "How did you get such a 
curiosity?" . 
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"It was manufactured through magic spells expressly for the purpose of 
communicating with the world. They gave it to the Hierophant, who placed it 
in the sacred shrine at Urur." 

" Such a marvel alone would be worth while the trouble to go to Africa to see it," 
said Pancho. "I have read of talking images that were in possession of the ancient 
Egyptians, but I thought they could only grunt or make a noise j I had no idea 
that they could talk sense." 

"When you once become an accepted Chela you will know· still more 
wonderful things." 

" I hope to be accepted," said Pancho. 
"You will have to pass through a great many ordeals before this is done," 

observed Mr. Puffer. "You will have to give indubitable proof of your courage 
to convince the Brothers that you can be trusted. They will do all sorts of 
things to frighten you, to see whether or not you are afraid." 

"I am not easily frightened," said Pancho. "I shall probably write that 
application to-night." 

" For your own sake I hope that you will soon come to a favourable decision." 
Mr. Puffer accompanied Pancho to the door, and as they were bidding each 

other good-bye, Pancho said : 
"By-the-bye, I almost forgot to ask you a question, which you may, perhap5, 

consider absurd. Do the Adepts teach any religion?" 
"In our Society," answered Mr. Puffer, "every man's belief is respected. If 

you choose to imagine that the moon is made of green cheese, there is no one 
to prevent you from believing it, any more than in God. No, they teach no 
religion in particular." 

"I thought so," answered Pancho. "I merely asked the question to settle all 
doubts for once and for ever. Farewell! " 

"A u revoir I .. said Mr. Puffer. 
When Pancho left Mr. Puffer, he was highly elated at the prospect of be

coming a Chela, and being initiated into the mysteries of African Magic. He 
did not doubt for a moment that he had all the necessary qualifications, and by 
becoming a member of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom, he had 
already made the most important step, and attracted the attention of the Adepts. 
Henceforth he had to be very careful in what he was doing, for there might be an 
Adept lurking in every corner to watch his a~tions. He knew that it was not 
an easy thing to. become a Chela, and that it required a man of courage. Many 
had applied for Chelaship, but failed after they were tried. This was not to be 
feared in Pancho's case. He was a person of undoubted bravery, and not afraid 
even of the devil. When a small boy in school he could fight single-handed, 
and lick the rest of the boys j and during his studies at Heidelberg he had 
fought many duels and come out triumphant in every instance. As to swimming 
and shooting, there were few who were his superiors, and if, as he had read, it 
was necessary for a Chela to pass through flame and fire, his chemical knowledge 
enabled him to make his clothes incombustible, so that he could jump through 
it without getting burnt. 

" But why," he thought, "should he write a letter of application for Chelaship 
to the Adepts? If those Magicians were ubiquitous and all-knowing, they 
would know his wish, and if they wanted him, they would be able to let him 
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know it without his formal application. But then Pancho was not sufficiently 
acquainted with the rules of occult etiquette to answer the question. Perhaps 
it was a formality which had to be observed, and perhaps, also, Puffer, who con
fessed he had never met the Head of the Society, could give him only partial 
information. But then he was-a Chela! " 

There was only one thought to which he could not get reconciled, namely, 
that of leaving his wife. He had no cause to abandon her and did not wish to 
do so. Conchita had always been faithful to him and she had just claims to 
his protection. But then, he argued with himself that the greater the sacrifice, 
the greater was also his merit. He saw himself in the position of a player who 
puts his whole fortune upon one single card, to either burst the bank or to go 
to perdition. He ended by a compromise. 

"What would Conchita say," he thought, "if I were to go to Africa to solve 
such a difficult problem? Surely she· is a reasonahle woman and will not 
object. Men leave their homes and wives for the purpose of gaining money; 
they go on voyages of discovery to the regions of eternal snow, or to the 
tropical zones of Africa, remaining away for years. Why should I not act 
likewise, and go to Africa in search of that which is far more important? Is 
there anything more valuable than a knowledge of the astral world, with its in
numerable inhabitants? Is such a discovery not as much interesting as that of 
a new continent? Can there be anything more important than scientific proof 
of the existence of a class of spiritual beings who guide the destinies of man
kind? Surely Conchita is of far too noble a mind not to consent to a separa
tion for such a glorious purpose." 

.. You ASS I" said an interior voice, probably that of some vile Elemental 
" These. mysterious Lunar Brotherhoods have no other existence than in the 
brain of Mr. Puffer." 

"Get thee behind me, Satan!" answered Pancho, speaking to himself. 
Ie How could it be possible that the representative of a Society which worships 
the truth should speak anything else but the truth? Moreover, men might lie 
about ordinary things, but surely only a villain of the deepest dye would 
descend to that lowest imaginable state of degradation, in which the most holy 
and sacred things are trifled with or made objects of financial specUlation. 
What but child's play are murder, and arson, and vice of every kind, in com
parison with that dark villainy of those vampires who seek material profit by 
playing upon the spiritual aspirations of man? Who but an unconceivable 
monstrosity of concentrated deviltry would dare to pr03titute the highest and 
most exalted truths for the purpose of gratifying his greed for a few pennies, 
knowing how terrible would be the reaction?" 

"Fool I" spoke the voice of the Elemental. "You need not go to Africa to 
find the Spirit of Truth." 

U Avaunt!" answered Pancho. .. What will the spirit of truth benefit me if it 
does not become manifest? If that spirit has descended upon the mysterious 
Brotherhood, and if the inmates of Urur are in communication with it, what a 
glorious thing will it be to enlist in their army, and to become one of the 
pioneers to break down the wall of superstition and ignorance which encircles 
the world I To attain such an object, and to bring light to suffering humanity, is 
well worth the sacrifice, not only of my own life, but also of that of my wife." 
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Thus Pancho's mind was swayed by thoughts of an opposite kind and by a 
series of partly logical, partly illogical, arguments. He reasoned himself into a 
belief that it was not only his right but also his duty to leave his wife and to go 
to Africa, to learn wisdom by sitting at the feet of the Hierophant who would 
introduce him to the Mysterious Brotherhood. Men are always willing to 
believe in the possibility of that which they desire. By the time that he 
reached his home, he was fully resolved to write the letter to the Lunar Adepts, 
which was to be his application for chelaship. 

He arrived at his residence and went to Conchita's room. There, upon a 
couch, was his beautiful wife peacefully sleeping. She had evidently waited for 
his return before retiring to bed. A happy smile rested upon her face, her hands 
were folded over her bosom which rose and sank in rhythmic proportions with 
her almost imperceptible breath. The rose-coloured shade of the lamp caused 
the light to produce a delicate roseate hue upon her graceful shoulders and 
arms, which would have otherwise seemed to be made of white Carrara marble; 
her long black hair having unfastened, now fell in dark heavy masses upon her 
bust She looked like a being of supernatural beauty, and it now seemed to 
Pancho that there was no necessity to go any further to seek the truth; for that 
which is good and beautiful must also be true. He felt as if even the thought 
of deserting her was an unpardonable sin to atone for immediately; and 
carried away by his emotion, he kissed her soft cheek. 

Conchita opened her eyes and looked surprised and pleased. Putting her 
arms around his neck, she pressed him to her heart, and said: "Dearest one I 
I had such a dream! I thought I was with you on the bank of a stream, and 
in the distance there was a beautiful island. It was full of flowers and the 
breeze wafted the odour of the blossoms to the place where we stood. There 
was a little boat, only big enough to hold one person. You went into the boat 
and said you would fetch me some of the flowers; but the current took you 
far out of my sight. I then became very sick. I cried and was wringing my 
hands in despair, when I discovered that I was myself on that island and you 
by my side. You then put your arms around me and kissed me and then I 
awoke." 

"I too had a stupid dream," answered Pancho, "but it is over. Fear not, 
my beloved one, our two loves shall never be separated." 

" I know it," answered Conchita; "but I want not only your love, I want 
yourself." 

The letter which Pancho had intended to write to the Lunar Brotherhood 
remained unwritten that night. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE OCCULT LETTER. 

PANCHO dreamed that night. It seemed to him that he and Conchita were in 
a boat in mid-ocean. A storm arose and the waves grew higher and higher. 
At last they seemed like mountains of water, and one of them went over the 
boat, entirely submerging it He was convinced that they were both lost 
He threw his arms around her, but she was torn away from him by the force 
of the water. Then the wave receded and he found himself still in the boat, 
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but Conchita was gone. She was nowhere to be seen, although the ocean as 
by some miracle had now become perfectly calm. He then looked upward:; and 
saw her floating in the air, radiant and smiling. She had become a glorified 
being and a bright star shone over her head. It was the influence of that star 
that had calmed the sea. 

As long as he dreamed, he was happy; but when his external consciousness 
returned and the intellectual machinery of his brain again began to create for 
him once more illusions, his former doubts and hopes returned. The face of 
the Chelas at urur, through whom the inaccessible. mysterious Adcltship 
might be reached, floated on his mental horizon and the voice of the T J.lkin.; 
Image sounded to him more alluring than the song of the Loreley: "Am I 
not worthy," it said, "that you should come across the sea to behold me? I, 
the Sphinx of the nineteenth century, the corner stone of the world's future 
religion? Are there not hundreds lying prostrate at my feet, and thousands lunJ
ing to worship at my shrine? Lo, the Mysterious Brotherhood requires a man 
to communicate their orders to the world; where will they find such a man? 
Are you so firmly tied to a woman by the chain of your affection that you 
cannot defend the truth? " Then the phantom face of Mr. Puffer, the Che!a, 
opened its mouth and spoke. " Better write to the Lunar Adepts, and I WIll 

have it laid before the shrine of Urur. What harm can be done by merely 
writing a letter? Let us see what the result will be? Whatever answer you 
may receive, you will still be at liberty to do as you like! Write the letter!" 
When the voice ceased, it seemed as if a thousand echoes in Pancho's brain 
were repeating the sentence: "Write I Write! Write the letter! the letter I 
the let-ter ! " 

Pancho hastily arose and dressed himself; and then his reasoning powers 
returned. For a moment he thought he would confess to his wife that he had 
been thinking of going to Africa, but he abandoned this idea. Why should he 
do 50 now? He thought it would be time enough for that when· he had 
arrived at a certain decision. He made up his mind to say nothing about it 
and thus he established a barrier between him and his wife which prevented the 
full and harmonious {low of thought between the two, hence, a Iperfect under
standing. Formerly they were one in their thoughts and feelings; now they 
were separated from each other by a secret, and thus the curse which accom
panies the desire for gratification of curiosity had.already begun to work. 

Juana had now become a member of their little household and she behaved 
herself much better than had been expected. She made herself useful in many 
ways, doing small work about the house and the kitchen. Since her arrival 
Pancho had not asked her for a continuation of psychic experiments; but noll' 
he desired to try again her powers. Juana obeyed and, to his astonishment, 
she described to him a negro in the garb of an African chieftain, holding a 
sealed letter in his hand and upon the envelope was Pancho's name. 

"This man," she said, "is a spirit; but not of one who is dead, but of a 
man who is living. He is a great and powerful person, and he says: 'Wr:te!" 

"Do you see anything more?" asked Pancho. 
"Yes," answered Juana. "He now shows me a very queer-looking place, some

thing like a church, and in the midst of it is an altar upon which is a woman 
dressed in white." 
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After a pause she continued: "No; it is not a woman; it is much bigger 
than an ordinary woman, and it is made of stone. It is a statue, and, never
theless, it is alive and can talk as well as anybody. It is very queer!" 

Pancho was delighted. There was, as he supposed, indubitable proof that 
the Adepts could communicate with him even through Juana. To hesitate any 
longer would surely displease them. Did not Mr. Puffer say that he must 
unhesitatingly obey all orders coming from that quarter, and should he com
mence his occult career by hesitating to do so? He went to his room and 
without further delay wrote a letter to them, offering his services to the un
known Mysterious Brotherhood, and asking to be accepted as their disciple. 

Such a precious document could not be safely entrusted to a servant and so 
he determined to hand it personally to Mr. Puffer. Once more he wended his 
way to the Grand Hotel. Mr. Puffer was delighted. 

"I have no doubt," he said, receiving the letter, "that you will be accepted 
on probation, and now, as you have entered upon the Path, I advise you to 
cease shaving or cutting your hair, because, in doing so, a 'great deal of mag
netism is lost. Do not eat any meat. Eggs are permitted, but you must 
always first remove the dot from the yolk. The dot is the seat of life and must 
not be destroyed." 

" But is not the dot destroyed by the boiling?" asked Pancho. 
"This is none of our business," answered Mr. Puffer. " It will go to the 

Karma of the cook. It is enough if we do not destroy it ourselves. Further
more you must never eat any beans. There is nothing more dangerous than 
beans. They have been expressly prohibited by Pythagoras." 

"I am sorry," said Pancho; "forI am very fond of baked beans." 
"I do not care," replied Mr. Puffer. "You willihave to choose between 

Wisdom and beans." 
When Pancho returned to his house it seemed to him that he had made a 

step lower down in the scale of evolution and rendered himself extremely ridicu
lous by submitting his own reason to the wiII of an unknown superior; but he 
attributed this feeling to the circumstance that it was probably his lower nature 
which rebelled against the unaccustomed restraint,~and that it would be abso
lutely necessary to obey. He remembered having been once told by a clergy
man that if our reason does not harmonize with the doctrines of the church we 
must squelch it and believe In the doctrines. He made up his mind to make 
that attempt to see what would be the result. " I have gone so far," he said to 
himself. "Now I will see it through, let the result be what it may." 

It required nearly three months to receive an answer from Africa. During 
that time Pancho grew more and more morose and melancholy. He did not 
dare to show any love to his wife. In his outward bearing he was as polite 
towards her as before, but his manner had now something forc~d and unnatural 
a circumstance which never escapes the observation of a sensitive woman. 
Conchita noticed the change in her husband and his growing coldness, which 
seemed rather assumed than natural, and with many words of endearment she 
tried to find out the secret of his trouble. It was in vain that Pancho denied 
his being troubled about anything, and invented all sorts of excuses; her intuition 
told her plainly that the former harmony between their souls no longer existed. 
Many were the bitter tears which she shed when alone in her room, and many 
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the prayers she offered to the unknown God j but when Pancho was present she 
appeared merry, for the purpose of cheering him up. Pancho, too, was aware 
that his wife was silently suffering, and he would have been most willing to give 
an explanation j but how could he tell her that her own existence was the cause 
of his grief, and that she had become an obstacle in his way? 

Partly to while away the time, and partly with a view to obtain information 
about the doings of the Mysterious Brotherhood, Pancho held frequent seances 
with Juana, at which Conchita took part, for she felt instinctively that her 
husband's change of behavour was somehow connected with spiritualistic matters, 
and hoped thus to find out its cause, Juana was evidently a strong medium. 
There were loud raps and the usual spiritualistic phenomena, and frequently the 
girl became entranced, speaking under the influence of different spirits. 

One of the "spirits" appeared to be that of an African Adept, who extolled 
the wisdom of the East, and its superiority over that of the West 

"The East," he said, "is the land of wisdom, for it is the land where the sun 
rises. The East includes everything that is east of New York, especially Asia 
and Africa. All light comes from the East and goes to the West, and then it 
c(\mes back again to the East The three sages mentioned in the Bible came 
from the East There are lots of Eastern sages, but who ever heard of a 
Western sage? All the Rosicrucians of the Middle Ages went to the East in 
search of wisdom, and the last of the Alchemists has emigrated to the East," 

Communications of that kind only increased Pancho's wish to go to the land 
of Wisdom, and they forged still stronger the links with which his will was held 
captive by an inflamed desire. 

Conchita, too, became caught with this strange infatuation. It seemed as if 
her own thoughts found expression through the mouth of the Indian girl; for a 
superior spirit, who said that its name was "Purity," spoke to her through the 
entranced Juana, and whenever this spirit took possession of the Indian gir~ 

she became, so to say, transfigured, and her face assumed an angelic expression. 

" Grieve not," said the spirit, "we are constantly around to guard you. We 
are the messengers sent by the Most High, and no evil can befall those that 
trust in our guidance. There are dark clouds gathering on the horizon whose 
exact nature we are not permitted to reveal; but if you have faith in the divine 
power that guides all things, all will be well. God sees everything, and not the 
least thing escapes his attention, for it is written that not even a sparrow falls 
from a tree without the will of God." 

The influence passed away, and then the spirit of the African Adept returned 
and wrote upon a paper: 

" The spirit that just spoke is a liar. If a sparrow does not exert its own will 
to remain upon the tree, there is no God that will keep him there." 

That was exactly Pancho's idea, and he was glad to see it confirmed. 
" How strange!" exclaimed Conchita. "I always imagined that a sparrow 

had no will of its own, and that its will was the will of God." 
" Nonsense I " said Pancho. "There is no such thing as God. The African 

Adepts do not believe in a God and they know what they are talking about." 
"They must be very unhappy I " replied Conchita. 
Pancho gave no reply; he saw that his wife was too ignorant to understand 
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such philosophical questions, and he did not wish to enter into a discussion that 
might end in a dispute. . 

"What is the name of the African Adept who is communicating with us?" 
asked Pancho. 

" Molobolo," was the written answer. 
" I thought Molobolo was the African king with whom Mr. Puffer· stayed," 

said Pancho, and the answer came: 
" He was a king, and has now become an Adept." 
Thus Pancho received communications from" Molobolo" and Juana from 

"Purity," and as these communications often contradicted each other, while 
each of the two parties believed in the infallibility of his or her guide, they only 
served to separate our friends still more and to create an antagonism between 
them, which became stronger in proportion as it became repressed. 

The subject of Spiritualism now formed almost exclusively the topic of their 
conversation. Pancho who had already had considerable experiences in such 
matters did not believe that these ccmmunications originated from. spirits of the 
dead, nor from angels. He had read a great deal about Shells and Elemenlar;es 
and said that he knew a thing or two and was not going to be humbugged. As 
to "Purity" being an angel, as Conchita supposed, he argued that if there were 
no God, there could be no angels; but he believed in the possibility of receiving 
communications from living Adepts, and therefore those of Molobolo were to 
him genuine and all the rest was a fraud. 

Conchita had elicited from Pancho an account of his visit to Mr. Puffer, and 
she now attributed Molabolo's communications to an influence exercised over 
Pancho's mind by Mr. Puffer. She believed in "Purity" but not in Molobolo, 
who, she said, was an evil spirit brought by Mr. Puffer. Pancho defended 
Molobolo and denounced "Purity" as being a fraud. Their discussions became 
sometimes very animated and would have often ended into a quarrel, if it had 
not been for Conchita's ability to turn things into a joke. 

One day Pancho remarked: 
" My dear, all that 'Purity' says is nothing else but the reflections of your 

own mind; but as to King Molobolo, I know that he is a real and living person, 
residing at Kakodumbala in the Lybian desert; there can be no doubt of his 
identity; for Mr. Puffer himself has been living with him." 

" But, my dear," said Conchita, "how do you know that the Molobolo that 
talks through Juana is not also a reflection of your own mind?" 

"Because," answered Pancho, "Adepts can do such things and spirits cannot. 
Moreover, my intuition tells me that it is Molobolo." 

"My intuition tells me that Purity is just as good as Molobolo," replied Con
chita. "They are either both true or both false." 

"You are mistaken, my dear," said Pancho. "There must be a great dif
ference between an Adept and a pretended spirit. I really shall have to go to 
Africa myself to settle the question." 

" I wish you would go," said Conchita. " It would be better to settle it than 
to worry continually about it." 

"I am seriously thinking of doing so," said Pancho. 
A few days after this conversation took place, the postman brought a large 

package with the stamp of the post-office from the Cape of Good Hope. 
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Pancho opened it, and found that it contained two letters. The first was a note 
from the Vrur Office, saying that Pancho's application for chdaship had been 
received and submitted to the Mysterious Brotherhood by means of the Shrine, 
and that the enclosed answer had been received. It also expressed the hope 
that Pancho would come to Vrur to become a co-worker in the Cause of the 
truth for the benefit of humanity. 

The second letter was enclosed in a curious envelope, on which mystic 
<:haracters in various colours wen: printed. Pancho's breath stood still as he 
opened it, for this was a letter from a real Adept, settling once and for ever the 
question of their existence. He opened it and found a note written in a strange, 
handwriting. It read as follows:-

"FRIE~D,-He who desires to devote his life to the service of Humanity 
must do so with his whole mind, his whole heart, implicitly and without any 
reserve. Tear out of your soul the root of evi~ the love of pleasures which are 
not calculated for the fulfilment of the highest aspirations that man can have. 
Sacrifice your lower passions to your higher aspirations. Work for the cause of 
the truth, and great will be your reward. The Cause needs calXlble assistants. 
Your qualifications are excellent. It rests with you to develop your powers." 

The signature of this letter can not be given, but it was not Molobolo's name. 
"This is plain enough," said Pancho to himself, after reading the letter. 

"I must go to Vrur. I must make sacrifices to attain an exalted position." 
"Yes, I shall go," he added, after a pause of reflection. "What is separation 

from a wife in comparison with the attainment of all the knowledge of 
the Adepts? It will be very painful to her to see me go, but it will not kill her, 
and when I have learned the art of making the Philosopher's Sto~e and the 
Elixir of Life, I may come back to her." 

He firmly resolved to go. He took courage and spoke to his wife about it. 
preparing beforehand all that he would SlY in an3wer to her obJections. But 
Conchita did not object. 

"Go, my beloved one," she said, "if it is your pleasure to do so. I know 
that you will not be satisfied until you have seen the Talking Image yourseli." 

" But what w:Il you do while I am gone? " nsked Pancho. 
"Wait until you return," answered Conchita. 
" But if I do not return?" said Pancho. 
" I know that you will return," replied Conchita. •• After you have seen the 

Elephant you will be satisfied and glad to return to your wife." 
Pancho was somewhat stung by this remark, for he did not like to have such a 

sacred thing as the Talking Image compared with an elephant in a show; but he 
made no reply. He was satisfied with having so easily gained Conchita's 
consent. He said: 

" I hope to have my clairvoyant powers in a short time sufficiently developed 
to enable me to see how you are doing." 

"I have just been thinking of doing the same," she said, "Juana told me of 
a man who is giving instructions how to become clairvoyant." 

" Oh, that will be nice, for I suppose that I will not have much time to write." 
It was settled that Pancho should leave by the next steamer of the Pacific 

Mail Company. 
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Let not the reader suppose that Pancho was an extraordinary simpleton. 
There are thousands of persons living to-day, in high social positions, and being 
looked upon as wise, who are equally unreasonable. He was a person of more 
than average intelligence, but he was unconsciously selfish j he did not possess 
yet the knowledge of Self. His egoistic propensities caused him to see the 
truth in only a distorted aspect; his reason was made captive by it, enslaved 
by his desire. 

In vain truth battled in him against error. During the night preceding his 
departure for Africa it made one more herculean effort to obtain mastery over 
him. He was in bed, but he could not sieep. It was as if a heavy load was 
resting upon his soul j he felt as if he were about to commit a great crime. An 
invisible vampire, ponderous as lead, seemed to be squatting upon his heart and 
sucking out his strength. His immortal spirit seemed to have departed, leaving 
behind only a gross material shell whose weight was dragging it down irto the 
depths of the earth. He was conscious of being alive, but his life-blood seemed 
to be swarming with worms and reptiles. battling with each other, the symbols of 
his conflicting desires. To lie quiet under such circumstances was an impos
Sibility j corporeal rest became intolerable. He rose, and dressing himself, 
Attempted to go out, but the night was dark, and the rain coming down in 
torrents drove him back into the house. He groped his way back to the sleeping
room, and as he approached the bed it seemed to him that in the place of 
Conchita there was an ugly serpent with the face of Juana grinning at him. He 
turned away in disgust. Rather than remain at home he would be drowned in 
the rain. As he stepped out into the street there was a great shock of earth
quake. It was the night in which a part of the Island of Java was destroyed 
and sank into the sea. 

What was the cause of Pancho's emotions? Was it that he fdt the coming 
earthquake? Was it the higher consciousness battling against the decisions of 
the animal mind and trying to prevent him from committing a bad action? or 
was it a foreboding of the evil results· that would follow his departure? Who 
can tell? It is said that earthquakes are due to a disturbance of emotions in 
the soul of the earth. The elements in Pancho's soul were likewise in a state 
of terrible conflict. It was as if his individuality had become divided into 
two separate entities, both existing in the same personality. One of these 
urged him to go, the other one bade him to stay, and Pancho did not know 
which one was right. or which wrong. . 

We will not enter into the details of what took place before his departure. 
It will be sufficient to say that Conchita showed a remarkable amount of 
self-control. She spoke of the joy that awaited her when she would see him 
return, and thought of how happy they would be together when the cobwebs 
in Pancho's brain would have been removed by the African sun. She 
attempted to appear gay, and proposed to accompany her husband on board 
of the steamer j but when the fatal hour arrived, and she had dressed her
self to go with him to the wharf, her courage gave way. Sobbing bitterly. she 
threw herself upon a lounge, and when Pancho entreated her to speak, he merely 
heard her whisper the words, "Father! Not my will, but Thine shall be done!" 

Pancho hurried away. 
FRANZ HARTMA~N. 
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Some of our members objected to this story being published in LUCIFER, 

believing it was a satire against the Theosophical Society. The editor, one of 
its Founders, does not agree with this view. Dr. Hartmann is a Fellow of the T.S., 
and would hardly ridicule the body he belongs to. But he doesgive hardhitsto those 
members who make a farce of the Society; and especially to its false friends, 
numerous parodists, and enemies. The artist who rises against the desecration 
of his art and its abuses, renders service, and is no enemy but a friend to it. 
It is not against the use, but the abuse, of Occultism that the author fights. 
In his own words, this story has not "been written for the purpose of carri
caturing any living person," though "it is taken from life and the persons 
described herein are, so to say, composite photographs of persons that actually 
exist. It is of a tragi-comical character; but this unfortunate circumstance is 
due to the fact that life itself is a tragedy mixed up with a great deal of tom
foolery, and it is better to laugh at its ills than to become angry about them." 
And he adds :-

It is said that there is only one step from the sublime to the ridiculous and this fact is never more 
evident than when allegorical representations of eternal verities are mistaken for historical events and 
interpreted in a literal manner. The peregrinations of the valiant knight Don Quichote de \a 
Mancha in search of his imaginary Dulcinea de Toboso cannot be more ludicrous 'than the useless 
efforts of those who, instead of seeking for self knowledge within themselves, seek for it in external 
things; and who unable to rise up in their thoughts 0 the regions of eternal truth, attempt to 
drag it down to their intellectu.-u level. 

The comical situations in the pages of the work are there:ore not given to bring the true occult 
doctrines into disrepute; but rather to impress them more forcibly upon the mind, by showing to 
what absurdities their misconception may lead. It has always been the fate of the truth, whenever 
it desCf'nded among mankind, to be persecuted and misunderstood and crucified between superstition 
and disbelief; nor will it ever be known until it has risen up from between its distorted images 
into the region of Knowledge. • • • 

Weare the more willing to publish this story as it casts more just ridicule 
upon the enemies and detractors of the T.S. than upon the few theosophists 
whose enthusiasm may have carried them into extremes.-[ED.] 

AT LAST. 
My dear lost Master, I have sought thee long 

Thro' brake and briar of life's dark way· faring, 
Where 'mid the dying stars snow-mountains spring 

Aglow to clasp the dawn ••• where the serried throng 
Of dark-browed pines grow glad in one clear song 

OJ wind and bird ••• where lingering rivers sing 
Amid their lilies and green reeds whispering; 
And where thro' strife heroic hearts grow strong: 

Yet never found thee till this last dark hour 
When reft of all, Illy wan soul crucified, 
Love's oft-kissed hands have driven the sharp nails home: 
And I raised on the cross, I pale as foam, 
See sudden a glory shining at my side 

And thro' death-anguish life hath bl..."l ddower! 
EVELYN PYNE. 
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FROM THE EAST OF TIME. 
By CHARLES HANNAN, F.R.G.S., Author of "A Swallow's Wing," etc. 

(Continuedfrom tke January Number.) 

PART III. 

473 

I T seems strange that the world should be moving onwards, that man 
should sleep and wake, that one should be born and another die, 
whilst I, the victim of the Unity of Eternity, in my own person 

seem to give the lie to the ever-moving Time. 
Sometimes I have wondered if I shall ever die, .sometimes I have 

questioned uselessly whether if I have lost the power to sleep I have 
also lost the power to die. And but an hour ago the test was nearly 
made, for that pistol was placed against my brow. But as my hand 
clasped it and as my finger moved to touch the trigger my soul recoiled 
from its own deed and anora's form came between me and the grave. 

What a hideous mood was upon me yesternight? what a terrible desire 
was that which caused me to call upon the spirit which is a part of mine to 
aid me in some hellish design that I might fascinate Onora Mayne? 

Perhaps I was blinded by an excess of terror which hid from me the 
truth, that I love her-and love cannot injure, as I would have injured 
in that moment the beauty of her soul. 

Onora, I love you for good or illl yours must be the holiness which 
shall banish all that has come from the East of Time-if I gained your 
love it may be that its purity would fill me, and exclude all else I Alas I 
I dream of a thing which cannot be I Fool that I am, do I not know 
wherefore from the East the spirit came? it was to divide with me my 
youth, to share with me your love. 

• • • • • • • 
Within the past four days I have written much. To-night I have 

destroyed all these pages which contained, as does everything I write 
now, egotism in every line. If I wrote for the world I should be con
demned, and justly. I care not I 

But it was not because of egotism that I destroyed page upon page. 
but rather that I would not have you know the terrible depths to which 
my soul has sunk. and which lay unveiled upon the page a moment 
since. 

My uncle is very ill-and I am glad that he is so-there is no need to 
conceal it-it is true. Let me say no more lest this also lead me to write 
too much. 

Onora and I have been much alone, she is alone with me as though 
she loved me and were drawn towards me, though her maiden-like 
reserve makes her every act instinct as it were with bashful grace. 

I have watched her closely. I cannot be mistaken. I believe that 
Onora loves. I laugh with a great happiness at my own folly when I 
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recall my doubts but two days since, my fears that she could not be 
mine, and now I feel that I possess her love. 

I am infatuated with the beauty of the thought. Onora mine, at last I 
Mine at last Onora I At last I 

• • • • • • • 
Have you ever loved? Can you then conceive this thought I-that for 

all you know the love which she gives you may be as nothing, that it 
may be a fascination, an empty mockery as the thing which I dreamt 
of some days ago in an evil hour when I called upon the power of the 
spirit from the East of Time. 

My agony is intense. What if that which I look upon as aashfulness 
be naught but fear, what if that which I look upon as love is fascination? 
My own evil recoils upon myself. Hideous is the very prompting of my 
mind I 

Onora, do you love me, or have I called upon you that curse which is 
mine? How is it that you are with me as it were in heart and soul, yet 
-cringe from me and dislike my very touch? 

• • .- • • • • 
I have been looking at myself in the glass. I cannot understand how 

aught so unearthly could attract a woman's love. My eyes from want 
of sleep are deeply sunken, my cheeks hollow, and my lips pale, whilst a 
bluish tinge seems to have taken from my complexion every tint of youth. 

I think I must be mad! Would to God I might be I 
What a wish I I repent-not that-not that! 
I shudder strangely at every thought that springs within me, for my 

every wish of fiendish nature seems to rebound upon myself as granted 
and fulfilled. 

Death! If I only knew the great beyond. I fear Death because I 
cannot see, and yet what can my life be more than the existence of a 
spirit-of a double spirit-in a human tomb? 

Onora Mayne, I call upon you still my thoughts; calm me and be 
with me that my thoughts may dwell upon the hours I spent with you! 

This morning I received bad news. I, the man with the bluish face 
and the pale lips turned paler then, and Onora fixed her eyes upon me 
as I spoke: -

" My friend, Frank Marston, will arrive in two days," and a flash of 
jealousy shot through me as I spoke his name. 

I t is strange that Onora likes me, hideous creature as I am become. 
If to myself I seem so, what must I be to her ?-to her the beautiful and 
fair i-and yet it is as though she saw nothing of that which is creeping 
upon me, for daily she comes nearer to my heart I 

Can it be that I am right in that aching thought-fascination, not love 
or is she actuated by some depth of pity, that she does not see me as I 
am? She cringes from me, yet hides the very act, and why then, 
cringing thus, does she always seek my presence? 
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I am a fool, my fiction writing in the old days has preyed upon my 
brain. 

Onora loves me-that is all. 
• • • • • • • 

I have decided after much thought, and I wait for the day that I may 
speak to Onora of my love. How many nights have I spent thus
dreaming, anon horrible things, and anon the beautiful, and waiting for 
the dawn. whilst sometimes. as an old custom, I take up my pen to 
write a line or two, now only of my own career. 

What use is a biographer to me, who write, without shame, of my 
own strange life, and whose mind circles ceaselessly upon itself? Yet it 
would seem that I am to have a Biographer in the days to come. Curious 
to think upon I-and will he then glean anything of my real life, and of 
the true nature of that which has come upon me; and will he describe 
in that second volume which was lost in the East of Time the nature of 
the change which has lighted upon me? Will he know anything of my 
misery, of my sleeplessness, and of my hopeless love? Hopeless? Why 
hopeless, since I still hope? 

To-morrow, Onora, I shall ask your hand. 
• • • • • • • 

Another day has gone. 
She was very still and very quiet, and she let me take her hand 

in mine; but it was cold, and did not answer to the pressure that 
I gave, and I, who was half kneeling, in the old fashion, on a foot
stool, by her side, looked up, as she did not speak, to see her face. 
She was marble pale, and it flashed across me: .. Has she become 
even as I am, and as I must be? " Then I think I spoke again, in low 
tones, lest I should frighten her, and I told her, as I looked upon her 
still, frozen face, of the great devotion of my youth, and how I was un
worthy, yet could not help myself in that I now spoke. 

And then I tllink, for I cannot recall clearly all that passed in mo
ments peopled with thoughts which rushed to and fro within me, pressing 
forwards to light from darkness and back to darkness from light. I think 
she was still for a few moments and then a trembling took her, and as 
I, fearing she would fall, placed my arm about her, she sprang from me 
with a shriek as though from an unholy thing. 

And I think I fell upon the ground whilst the devils in my heart 
tore me asunder, and all darkness descended from above. 

Then of a sudden a hand was placed upon my hair and Onora 
spoke, and what she said I shall not desecrate, only it calmed my soul. 

And now I am filled with a great sorrow and am in my better mind I 
Ah, Onora, it must have been as I have feared, you were drawn towards 
me dear, as you are still, and I pray you to forgive me, for the 
power is none of mine. Ah, Onora, you have been more than friend, 
dear to me in the days gone by, yet I blame not you, but this accursed 
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thing from the East of Time, whose power encircled your soul to draw 
it near mine own. And I pray, that as I shall shortly set you free, so you 
may forgive me for that of which you do not know. I have taken your 
answer, Onora, in the sadness of my heart, and you take this, dear, in 
the after days. 

"ONLY A FRIEND." 

" Only a ffiend-no more," 
Why not have said" Farewell for aye," 
Ah, better so ! 
How can we, howso'er we try, 
The past ignore? 

" Only a friend-no more," 
Do not the very words that bind 
For time to come, 
Sever the trust we ought to find 
In friendship's. store? 

"Only a friend-no more," 
Must we then keep the strict confine 
We seal to-day? 
When eye meets eye this be in thine 
" A friend-no more I" 

U Only a friend-no more," 
Nearer thy heart in rustling sound 
Moved by the breeze 
Yon withered leaves that circle round 
Thy feet, Onore ! 

"Only a friend-no more," 
Before me waking-present should I sleep, 
For evermore 
This-there can be no gulf more deep
A friend-no more! 

Dear, can my better self speak to you before I go ? 
Onora, I am a young man, and my path has not been easy. Do you 

think that I have lived these years in poverty and in my uncle's home 
without the longing that manhood brings-to be free? Do you think 
that I, who but a few hours ago asked you to be my wife, could have lived 
upon his bounty, or upon the fortune which may be yours? Rather I 
should have asked you to share an author's home, where poverty may be, 
but where shame is an absent thing! 

" A friend-no more." Onora, it is well-well when I remember that 
which I had forgotten for a little time-that there is another's soul 
within me even now! Onora, you will know why I have done this 
thing-you, Onora, will know-that it has been done for you. For 
this has been my fear, that you, too, might be entrapped by that power I 
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which has come from the East of Time! that you, too, may taste of my 
misery-if I but live! 

This you shall never do ! 

• • • • • • • 
I have been praying that it may be God's will that I may die. For 

her sake I would do this thing, yet for my own sake also, for hell cannot be 
blacker than the life I have known for nine days! And for the present 
it seems to me that the spirit from the future time has ceased to trouble 
me as though it were aweary of life, and would fain pass beyond into the 
realms of death. And yet, if my time has come, and if it be that I may 
die as I so plan, who knows if the spirit which is silent now will die also, 
or if it will not be merely as if released, to pass back to its own century 
in the distant East of Time? 

If my time has come! I fear lest it be not come, an,d I tremble lest 
the second volume, which tells of my life in the after days, may be the 
chronicle of many weary years to come. And the things which are 
written there must be, for they have been in future time. 

• • • • • • • 
My soul seems to have become a hell. It is as thouglP I knew of 

other promptings, and these the truth, which bear me onwards to commit 
this deed. It is as though something whispered to me," You wish to die 
for self's sake, and for that alone. You face a miserable life, and you 
cannot bear it, that is all. And more than this you fear your friend's 
arrival on the morrow, and that arrival you would avoid at any cost, and 
the jealousy which will lead you on to crime you are not man enough to 
face, and still you say, ' I do this for her sake.' " 

Great God I it is all true! 

• • • • • • • 
Dawn is approaching. Has no one guessed that I have not slept for 

nine days? Onora alone has seen me since my uncle fell ill; she alone 
and the servants have looked upon my face! 

There will be talk in the servants' hall ere another day has passed. 
My resolve is made. I have argued logically with myself, as I used 

often to argue in my boyish days, each impulse of right and wrong, and 
I have fixed upon this thing. I mean to die. 

For it seems to me that what is written in the future time must be 
and if I go against my destiny, a Higher Power will turn Death aside, and 
I, who long to taste of death, shall live, if my time be not at hand. And 
now I shall place this pistol against my heart, for I would, Onora, that 
your lips might light in kiss upon my brow when I am gone, and I 
cannot mutilate my face. The heart is here, is it not? Yes, I am sure 
of it-it is certain death-nothing stops me. I seem to know that it is 
HIS WILL that my end may be, and all is at rest within me, yet I know 
that the spirit from the East of Time is not dead, but has tasted of 
misery from that youth it came to share and to destroy, and that it is 
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only calm in the desire which is my desire and his desire-that life may 
end. 

On ora, farewell! it is better, dearest, that it should be so, for my life is 
not a thing which could bring happiness to those I love, and you,Onora, 
must forget the man whose life was changed (not as you dream of, dear) 
because we met. 

• • • • • • • 
I have stood shuddering before my glass, trembling like an aspen, with 

my revolver placed against my breast, and like a coward I have shrunk 
back from death;and from that which I shaH yet complete. I feel as 
though there were something I had not yet done. What is it ?-what 
is it? 

Your rose. I know it now-your rose, Onora. Do you remember 
the day you arrived at Varnley Hall? Do you remember it fell from 
your hair, and I picked it up and returned it to your hand, and you 
smiling laid it on the mantel as though stiII loth to cast the flower away, 
and then you said, " Some whim made me put the faded thing in my 
hair. I wore it at a baH last night, and it is withered, as you see!" and 
when you left the room I took it, for it was dear to me because it had 
added to your loveliness. 

Poor withered rose, thou, too, 
Hast won a moment's glory • • • 
Whilst the foul airs of gaslight, and the hum 
Of countless dancers seemed to stupefy, 
And kill with new-awakened wonderment 
Thy sylvan sense! 

Does it please you, Onora, that the last lines of my poor poesy are a 
fragment upon your rose? . 

• • • • • • • 
In five minutes' time I shall be a dead man! The hand of the clock 

moves leadenly-twenty-six minutes! four more and I lift my Colt 
without hesitation and fire into my breast How the seconds drag 
themselves out I What has happened, that the clock seems to stand 
still-has it stopped? No, it is ticking still. See how the hands hurry 
me onwards to my doom. Two minutes-why am I all cold? The 
clock ticks too loudly. Why do I write like one frenzied? Ah! I die 
like a soldier, with my weapon in hand-my pen-the only weapon I 
have ever used I 

One minute-God in Heaven I if it be thy will that I may not die, let 
the hand stop now, for the end is near. The seconds gather and heap 
upon themselves-Onora-Onora-farewell ! 

Now--II! 

(To lie concluded in ou,. nut Numlle,.) 
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THE ANCIENT EMPIRE OF CHINA. 

ABOUT two thousand years before our Christian era, the Chinese 
a tribe first appeared in the country, where it has since increased 

so greatly. It then occupied a small extent of territory, on the 
north and east of the Ho, the more southern portion of the present 
province of Shan-se. As its course continued to be directed to the east 
and south (though after it crossed the Ho, it proceeded to extend itself 
westwards as well), we may conclude that it had come into China from 
the north-west. Believing that we have in the 10th chapter of the Book 
of Genesis some hints, not to be called in question,- of the way in which 
the whole world was overspread by the families of the sons of Noah, I 
suppose that the family, or collection of families-the tribe-which has 
since grown· into the most numerous of the nations, began to move 
eastwards, from the regions between the Black and Caspian seas, not 
long after the confusion of tongues. Going on, between the Altaic range 
of mountains on the north, and the Tauric range, with its continuations, 
on the south, but keeping to the sunny and more attractive south as 
much as it could, the tribe found itself, at the time I have mentioned, 
between 40° and 45° N. L., moving parallel with the Yellow River in the 
most northern portion of its co'urse. It determined to follo.w the stream. 
turned south with it, and moved along its eastern bank, making settle
ments where the country promised most advantages, till it was 
stopped by the river ceasing its southward flow, and turning again 
towards the east. Thus the present Shan-se was the cradle of the 
Chinese empire. The tribe dwelt there for a brief space, consolidating 
its strength under the rule of chieftains, who held their position by their 
personal qualities more than by any privileges of hereditary descent; 
and then gradually forced its way east, west and south, conflicting with 
the physical difficulties of the country, and prevailing over the opposition 
of ruder and less numerous neighbours. 

The arrival of the Chinese tribe had been anticipated by others. t These 

* Our contributors are entitled to their opinions and allowed a great latitude in the expression of 
their respective religious or even St:Ctarian views. Yet a line of demarcation must be drawn; and if 
we are told that the evolution of Races and their ethnological distribution as in the Bible are .. not 
to be called in question," then, after Noah, we may be next asked to accept Bible chronology, and 
the rib, and the apple ~'er6ally, to boot 1 This-we must decline. It is really a pity to spoil able 
articles by appealing to Biblical allegory for corroboration.-{ED.] 

t And all this in less than 2,000 years B.c. (1998) if we accept Biblechronologyl The Chinese race 
bas been ethnologically and historically known to exhibit the same type as it does now, several 
thousand years B.C. A Chinese emperor put to death two astronomers for failing to predict an 
eclipse, over 2,000 years B.C. What kind of an antediluvian animal WolS Noah, for that .. Adamite' 
to beget all by himself three sons of the most widely separated types-namely an Aryan or Caucasian. 
a Mongolian, and an African Negro7-{ED.] 
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may have left the original seat of our infant race in the West earlier 
than it ; or they may have left it at the same time. If they did so, the 
wave of emigration had broken in its progress. Some portions had 
separated from the main body, and found their way into the present 
province of Shan-se; and others, pursuing the same direction with it, 
but moving with more celerity, had then been pushed forward, by its 
advance, towards the sea, and subsequently along the sea-board, trying 
to make good a position for themselves among the mountains and along 
the streams of the country. We are not to suppose that the land was 
peopled by these tribes. They were not then living under any settled 
government, nor were they afterwards able to form a union of their forces, 
which could cope with the growing power of the larger people. They 
were scattered here and there over the region north of the Ho, gradually 
extending southward towards the Keang. Hostilities were constantly 
breaking out between them and the Chinese, over whom they might 
gain, once and again, temporary advantages. They increased in their 
degree, as well as those, and were far from being entirely subdued at 
the end of the Chow dynasty. Remnants of them still exist in a state 
of semi-independence in the south-western parts of the empire. Amid 
the struggles for the supreme power which arose when one dynasty 
gave place to another, and the constant contentions which prevailed 
among the States into which the empire was divided, the princes readily 
formed alliances with the chiefs of these wilder tribes. They were of 
great assistance to King Woo in his conflict with the last sovereign of 
the dynasty of Shang. In the speech which he delivered to his forces 
before the decisive battle in the wild of Muh, he addressed the" men of 
Yung, Shuh, Keang, Maou, Wei, Loo, P'ang, and Poh," in addition to 
his own captains, and the rulers of friendly States. Weare told that 
the wild tribes of the south and north, as well as the people of the great 
and flowery region, followed and were consenting with him. 

King Woo established the rule of the Chow dynasty in the beginning 
of the 12th century B.C. 

From the documents purporting to belong to the periods of Chinese 
history which are preserved in the Shoo, it will be seen that the year 
B.C 77S is the earliest date which can be said to be determined with 
certainty. 'Fhe exact year in which the Chow dynasty commenced is 
not known; and as we ascend the stream of time, the two schemes 
current among the Chinese themselves diverge more widely from each 
other, while to neither of them can we accord our credence. 

The accession of Yu, the first sovereign of the nation, was probably at 
some time in the nineteenth century before Christ;· and previous to him 

• The first EtlljJcnW, the grandson of Chow Siang, th founder of the Tsin dynasty, which ga'ge Its 
name to China, flourished in the VI. cenL B.C. but the series of Sovereigns in China is lost in the 
~igbt of time. But even nineteen centuries carry the Chinese mce beyond the Flood, and lea..: 
that race still historical. -{ED.l 
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there were the chiefs Shun and Yaou. To attempt to carry the early 
Chinese history to a higher antiquity than twenty centuries before Christ 
is without any historical justification. * 

There may have been such men as Chinese writers talk of under the 
appellations of Chuen-heuh, Hwang-te, Shin-nung, Fuh-he, etc.; but 
they cannot have been rulers of China. They are children of the mist 
of tradition, if we should not rather place them in the land of 
phantasy·t 

The Chinese empire consisted in the time of Yu of nine provinces. 
On the north and west its boundaries were much the same as those of 
China Proper at the present day. On the east it extended to the sea, 
and even, according to many, across it, so as to embrace the territory of 
Corea. Its limits on the south are not very well defined in the" Books 
of Yu." It certainly did not reach beyond the range of mountains 
which run along the north of Kwang-tung province, stretching into 
Kwang-se on the west and Fuh-Keen on the east. 

Edward Biot calls attention to the designation of the early Chinese 
tribe or colony as "the black-haired people," saying that they were 
doubtless so named in opposition to the different or mixed colour of the 
hair of the indigenous race. But I cannot admit any indigenous race
any race that did not come from the same original centre of our world's 
popUlation as the Chinese themselves. The wild tribes of which we 
read in the Shoo and Chinese history, were, no doubt, black-haired, as 
all the remnants of them are at the present day. If we must seek an 
explanation for the name of" black-haired people," as given to the early 
Chinese, I should say that its origin was anterior to their entrance into 
China, and that it was employed to distinguish them from other 
descendants of N oah,t from whom they separated, and who, while 
they journeyed to the east, moved in an opposite and westward 
direction. 

I t was to their greater civilization and the various elements of strength 
flowing from it, that the Chinese owed their superiority over other early 
settlers in the country. They were able, in virtue of this, to subdue the 
land and replenish it, while the ruder tribes were gradually pushed into 

* The Chinese chronological annals have preserved to this day the names of iiumerous dynasties 
running back to a period 3,000 and 4,000 years B.C. Why should we. whose history beyond the year 
I of our era (even that year is now found untrustworthy I) is all guess-work, presume to correct the 
chronology of other nations far older than our own? With doubts thrown even upon Wilhelm Tell, 
as an historical personage, and King Arthur in an historical London fog, what right--except egregious 
conceit-have we, Europeans, to say we know Chinese or any pre-Christian chronology better than 
the nations who have kept and preserved their own records ?-{ED. ] 

t Surely not any more so than the Patriarchs and t/lei, periods?-LED.I 

t We believe there could not be found now one single anthropologist or ethnologist of any note 
-(not even among those clergymen who care for their scientific reputation) who would take any concern 
in, or consider for one moment Noah as the root-stock of mankind. To use this personage as a 
-buffer against the views of any man of science is, to say the least out of date. Mr. Gladstone 
alone could afford iL-{ED.l 
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corners, and finally were nearly all absorbed and lost in the prevailing 
race. The black-haired people brought with them habits of settled 
labour. Their wealth did not consist, like that of nomads, in their 
herds and flocks. Shun's governors of provinces in the Shoo are called 
Pastors or Herdsmen, and Mencius speaks of princes generally as 
" Pastors of men" j but pastoral allusions are very few in the literature 
of China. The people could never have been a tribe of shepherds. 
They displayed, immediately on their settlement, an acquaintance with 
the arts of agriculture and weaving. The cultivation of grain to obtain 
the staff of life, and of flax to supply clothing, at once received their 
attention. They knew also the value of the silkworm and planted the 
mulberry tree. The exchange of commodities-the practice of com
merce on a small scale-was, moreover, early developed among them. 
It was long, indeed, before they had anything worthy of the name of a 
city; but fairs were established at convenient places, to which the people 
resorted from the farms and hamlets about, to barter their various 
wares. 

In addition to the above endowments, the early Chinese possessed 
the elements of intellectual culture. They had some (?) acquaintance 
with astronomy, knew approximately the length of the year, and recog
nized the necessity of the practice of intercalation, to prevent the 
seasons, on a regard to which their processes of agriculture depended, 
from getting into disorder. They possessed also the elements of their 
present written characters. The stories current, and which are endorsed 
by statements in the later semi-classical books, about the invention of 
the characters by Ts'ang-Keu, in the time of Hwang-te, are of no value; 
and it was not until the Chow dynasty, and the reign particularly of 
King Seuen (B.C. 825-779), that anything like a dictionary of them was 
attempted to be compiled; but the original i~migrants, I believe~ 

brought with them the art of ideographic writing or engraving. It was 
rude and imperfect, but it was sufficient for the recording of simple 
observations of the stars in their courses, and the surface of the earth~ 
and for the orders to be issued by the government of the time.- As 
early as the beginning of the Shang dynasty, we find E Yin presenting 
a written memorial to his sovereign.t 

The habits of the other settlers were probably more warlike than those 
of the Chinese; but their fury would exhaust itself in predatory raids. 
They were incapable of any united or persistent course of action. We 
cannot wonder that they were in the long run supplanted and absorbed 

• Bunsen calculates that 20,000 years, at least, were necessary for the development and formatioD 
of the Chinese I.'\nguage. Other philologists may disagree, but which of thf'm traces the "c:elestials' 

Crom Noah?-{ED.] 

t How can this be, when we find in Knight's Cycw/tIJdid 0/ Biopdl4Y that the work SMtc Hoi 
King is spoken of by the commentator Kwoh P'oh (A.D. 276-324) as having been compiled J,OC» 

years before his time, .. seven dynasties back"? It was arranged by Kung Chia or Chung-Ku 
.. from engravings on nine urns made by the Emperor Yu a.c. ass." 
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by a race with the characteristics and advantages which I have pointed 
out. 

The Bamboo Annals give but the skeleton of the history of ancient 
China j the Shoo gives the flesh and drapery of the body at particular 
times. The one tells of events simply, in the fewest possible words j the 
other describes the scenes and all the attendant circumstances of those 
events. 

The Chinese meaning of the term Shoo is "the pencil speaking;" and 
hence it is often used as a general designation for the written characters 
of the language. From this use of the term the transition was easy to 
the employment of it in the sense of writings or books, applicable to 
any consecutive compositions j and before the time of Confucius we 
find it further specially applied to designate the historical remains of 
antiquity, in distinction from the poems, the accounts of rites and other 
monuments of former times. Not that those other documents might 
not also be called by the general name of Shoo. The peculiar signifi
cance of the term, however, was well established, and is retained to the 
present day. The Shoo, in the lips of Confucius, denoted documents 
concerning the history of his country from the most ancient times to 
his own j as spoken of since the Han dynasty, it has denoted a com
pilation of such documents, believed to have been made by the sag~. 
The Shoo, or "Book of History," is simply a collection of historical 
memorials, extending over a space of 1,700 years . 

.. The Bamboo Books" is a comprehensive designation. It is not. 
indeed, so wide as De Mailla represents, when he says :-" It is the 
general name given to all ancient books written on tablets of bamboo, 
before the manner of making paper was discovered." 

Such books might be spoken and written of as "Bamboo Books." 
Tlte Bamboo Books is the name appropriate to a large collection of 
ancient documents, discovered in A.D. 279, embracing nearly twenty 
different works, which contained altogether between seventy and eighty 
chapters or books. The chiefs and rulers of the ancient Chinese were 
not without some considerable knowledge of God j but they were 
accustomed, on their first appearance in the country, if the earliest 
portions of the Shoo can be relied on at all, to worship other spiritual 
beings as well. There was no sacerdotal or priestly class among them ; 
there were no revelations from Heaven to be studied and expounded. 
The chieftain was the priest for the tribe j the emperor, for the empire; 
the prince of a state, for his people j the father, for his family. 

Shun had no sooner been designated by Yaou to the active duties of 
the government as co-emperor with him, than" he offered a special 
sacrifice, but with the ordinary forms, to God j sacrificed purely to the 
six Honoured ones j offered their appropriate sacrifices to the rivers and 
hills, and extended his worship to the host of spirits." 

Subsequently, in the progresses which he is reported to have made to 
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the different mountains where he met the princes of the several quarters 
of the empire, he always commenced his proceedings with them by 
"presenting a burnt-offering to Heaven, and sacrificing in order to the 
hills and rivers." I do not refer to these passages as veritable records 
of what Shun actually did j but they are valuable as being the ideas of 
the compilers of the Shoo of what he should have done in his supposed 
circu mstances. 

The name by which God was designated was the Ruler and the 
Supreme Ruler, denoting emphatically his personality, supremacy 
and unity. We find it constantly interchanged with the term 
Heaven, by which the ideas of supremacy and unity are equally 
conveyed, while that of personality is only indicated vaguely, 
and by an association of the mind. * By God, kings were sup
posed to reign, and princes were required to decree Justice. All 
were under law to Him, and bound to obey His will. Even on the 
inferior people He has conferred a moral sense, compliance with which 
would show their nature invariably right. All powers that be are from 
Him. He raises one to the throne and puts down another. Obedience is 
sure to receive His blessing j disobedience to be visited with His curse. 
The business of kings is to rule in righteousness and benevolence, so 
that the people may be happy and good. They are to be an example 
to all in authority, and to the multitudes under them. Their highest 
achievement is to cause the people tranquilly to pursue the course which 
their moral nature would indicate and approve. When they are doing 
wrong God admonishes them by judgments-storms, famine and other 
calamities j if they persist in evil, sentence goes forth against them. 
The dominion is taken from them, and given to others more worthy 
of it. 

The Duke of Chow, in his address on "The Establishment of Govern
ment," gives a striking summary of the history of the empire down to 
his own time. Yu the Great, the founder of the Hea dynasty, "sought 
for able men to honour God." But the way of Kee, the last of his line, 
was different. He employed cruel men-and he had no successors' 
The empire was given to T'ang the Successful, who "greatly adminis
tered the bright ordinances of God." By and by, T'ang's throne came 
to Show, who was all violence, so that" God sovereignly punished him." 
The empire was transferred to the House of Chow, whose chiefs showe d 
their fitness for the charge by "finding out men who would reverently 
serve God, and appointing them as presidents and chiefs of the people." 

It was the duty of all men to reverence and honour God, by obeying 
His law written in their hearts, and seeking His blessing in all their 
ways j but there was a solemn and national worship of Him, as ruling in 

* No Chinaman has ever believed in onejerso1lal God, but in Heaven in an abstract sense, whose 
many" Rulers" were synthesized by that .. Heaven." Every philosophy and sect proves it; from 
Laotze and Confucius down to the latest sects and Buddhism. A" He" God is unknown in China.. 
-lED.] 
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nature and providence, which could only be performed by the emperor, 
It consisted of sacrifices, or offerings rather, and prayers. No image 
was formed of Him, as indeed the Chinese have never thought of 
fashioning a likeness of the Supreme.-

Who the" six Honoured ones," whom Shun sacrificed to next to God 
were, is not known t In going on to worship the hills and rivers, and 
the host of spirits, he must have supposed that there were certain tutelary 
beings, who presided over the more conspicuous objects of nature, and its 
various processes. They were under God, and could do nothing, except
ing as they were permitted and empowered by Him; but the worship of 
them was inconsistent with the truth that God demands to be recognized 
as " He who worketh all in all," and will allow no religious homage to be 
given to any but Himself. It must have always been the parent of many 
superstitions; and it paved the way for the pantheism which enters 
largely into the belief of the Chinese at the present day, and of which 
we find one of the earliest steps in the practice, which commenced with 
the Chow dynasty, of not only using the term Heaven as a synonym for 
God, but the combination Heaven and Earth. 

ANDREW T. SIBBOLD . 

• Just so; because the mind of the Chinaman is too philosophical to create-for itself an AasOLUTIi: 
Supreme as a personality in his (the Chinaman's) likp.ness. 

t .. The six honoured ones." are those of every nation which had a cult based on astronomy. The 
.. God" was the Sun. Ahura Mazda and his six Amshaspends of the Mazdeans are the later 
development of the 12 Zodiacal signs divided into six double houses the Sun being the seventh and 
always made the representative (or synthesis) of the six. As Proclus has it: .. The Framer made the 
heavens six in number, and for the seventh he cast into the midst the fire of the Sun" (Tillll1!us), 
and this idea is preeminent in the Christian (especially the Roman Catholic) idea, i.e., the Sun-Christ, 
who is also Michael, and his six and sftlen Eyes, or Spirit of the Planets. The" six~even" are a 
movable and interchang.-.able number and are ever made to correlate in religious symbolism. As 
correctly shown by Mr. O. Massey there are seven circles to Meru and six parallel ridges across it, 
there are seven manift'Stations of light and only six days of creation, etc. The mystery of the 
.. double heaven" is one of the oldest and most Kabalistic and the six chambers, divisions, etc., in most 
of the temples of antiquity with the officiating priest, representing the Sun, the seventh, left abundant 
witnesses behind them.-{ED.] 

(To be concluded in ollr next.) 

• 

He is a man who does not turn away from what he has said. 
The heart of the fool is in his tongue, the tongue of the wise is in his 

heart. 
You cannot make a fat broth from a lean fowl. 
Two captains sink the ship. 

-Turkish Proverbs. 
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ltbe Jelt1tr of tbe lDe\)U. 
(Translated from the German of E. T. A. Hoffmann by William Ashton Ellis.) 

(Colltillued/rom the January Number.) 

• 
CHAPTER IV. 

AMONG the professors of the Seminary there was a most eloquent preacher. 
• Each time he preached the church was crowded The fire-stream of 
g his speech bore his hearers irresistibly with it, kindling within them 

the fervour of devotion. I, too, was caught by the flame of his noble inspira
tion; but, while I admired his exceptional gift, it seemed to me as though some 
inner force impelled me to attempt to follow in his footsteps. When I had 
listened to him I preached to myself in my solitary cell, completely yielding 
myself to the inspiration of the moment, until I was able to fix my ideas and 
-commit my words to writing. 

The Brother who was wont to preach in the monastery was growing gradually 
more feeble; his discourses crept, like a half-filled brook, toilsomely. along their 
toneless banks, and his exceptionally slow delivery, an evidence of lack of both 
idea and word, made his discourse, that showed no connecting thought, so in
tolerably tedious, that, before the Amen, the greater portion of the congrega
tion was sound asleep, as from the meaningless monotony of the murmur of a 
mill, and could only be re-awakened by the organ's blast. The Prior Leonardus, 
it is true, was a first-rate orator, but he was chary of preaching, for it taxed the 
strength of his advancing age, and beside him there was no one who could re
place this inccn:petent Brother. 

Leonardus spoke to me of this misfortune, which deprived the church of the 
attendance of many devout persons. I took heart, and told him how I had felt 
an inner calI to preaching even in the Seminary, and had composed and written 
down many a spiritual discourse. He desired to see them, and was so delighted 
that he pressed me to make my fir3t trial as a preacher on the very next Saint's
day, assuring me that there was but little chance of my failure, since nature 
had endowed me with all the essentials of a good pulpit-orator, an attractive 
form, an expressive countenance, and a strong, melodious voice. In respect of 
the external details, such as appropriate gesticulation, he undertook himself to 
instruct me. 

The day caIue; the church was fulIer than usual, and it was not without an 
inner qualm that I mounted the pulpit. At first I adhered to the text of my 
manuscript, and, as Leonardus told me later, I spoke in hesitating tones, which 
were, however, well suited to the devout and sorrowful meditation with which 
the discourse opened, and were regarded by the majority of my hearers as a 
most effective display of oratorical art. 

Soon, however, it was as though the glowing spark of heaven-sent inspiration 
lit up my inmost soul; I discarded the manuscript, and gave myself up com
pletely to the impUlse of the moment. I felt the blood rushing in hot currents 
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through my pulses-I heard my voice thundering along the arches: I saw my 
uplifted head, my outstretched arm, as though surrounded with the aureole of 
inspiration. With one sentence, in which I gathered together, as in a flaming 
focus, all the holy and noble thoughts I had given vent to, I closed a discourse 
whose effect was unheard-of and unparalleled. 

Impetuous sobs, cries of devout delight escaping involuntarily from the lips, 
and loud-breathed prayer re-echoed when my words were done. The Brothers 
paid me toll of highest admiration, while the Prior embraced me, and greeted 
me as the pride of the monastery. 

My fame soon spread abroad, and the elite of the city's society crowded into 
the church, even an hour before the tolling of the bell, in order to hear Brother 
Medardus. Urged on by this admiration, my eagerness, and my care to give 
my speech due roundness and symmetry, together with the fire of strength, 
ever increased. On each occasion I succeeded more and more in chaining 
the attention of my audience, and the honour which on all hands was showered 
on me mounted higher and higher, until it almost reached the adoration of a 
Saint. A religious frenzy had seized the city; at every opportunity, even that 
of the ordinary week-day services, the people flocked to the cloister to see 
Brother Medardus and speak with him. 

Then there arose in me the thought that I was one chosen of Heaven. My 
mysterious birth in a holy spot, for the atonement of the sin of my father, the 
wondrous occurrences of my early childhood, all, all seemed to point to one 
conclusion: that my spirit, in immediate communion with the heavenly, was 
already soaring above the earthly, and that I belonged, not to the world, not to 
mankind, for whose comfort and salvation I sojourned here on earth. I was 
sure now that the old pilgrim of the Holy Linden was Saint Joseph, and the 
marvellous child was the infant Jesus himself, who greeted in me the Saint who 
was called to journey on the earth. 

But as this thought grew clearer in my brain, my surroundings waxed ever 
more burdensome and oppressive. The peace and cheerfulness of spirit that 
ercwhile was mine, had vanished from my soul; even the good-humoured utter
ances of the Brothers and the friendliness of the Prior awoke in me contemp
tuous enmity. They ought to see in me the SAI:s"T, lifted high above themselves, 
and grovelling in the dust beseech my intercession at the throne of God. Thus 
did I hold them all as sunk beyond recall in miserable blindness. 

Even in my sermons I introduced covert allusions to the advent of a wonder
f~l year which was now breaking like the rosy radiance of dawn, and in which 
one of God's chosen messengers was wandering upon earth with healing in his 
hands. I clothed my fancied mission in mystic pictures which worked the more 
mysterious charm upon my hearers the less they understood them. 

Leonardus grew visibly cooler towards me, and avoided speaking to me 
without the presence of a witness. At last, however, when by chance we were 
left alone in an avenue of the cloister-garden, he broke forth: 

.. I can no longer c)nceal from thee, dear Brother Medardus, that for 
30me time past thou hast sorely displeased me by thy bearing. Some 
change has come upon thy soul that has turned thee from the devout 
simplicity of thy life_ In thy speech there reigns a veiled hostility, behind 
which there seems to lie some hidden meaning which once pronounced, 
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must estrange me for ever from thee. Let me be candid! Thou bearest 
at this moment the burden of our sinful origin, which opens to every 
mighty effort of our spiritual force the gates of destruction, which, once 
passed in heedless flight, we go, alas I too easily astray. Thou art blinded by 
the applause, yea, the idolatrous adoration which the light-minded world, ever 
greedy for excitement, has bestowed on thee, and thou seest thyself under a 
mask which is not thine own, but an illusory phantom which is luring thee on to 
the pit of destruction. Search in thy heart, Medardus! Forego the delusion 
which is befooling thee; I think I recognise its form. Already the peace of 
mind, without which there is no healing here below, has flown from thee. Be 
warned, and shun the enemy that is lying in ambush for thy soul; become once 
more the kind, affectionate youth whom once I loved with all my heart! " 

Tears flowed from the eyes of the Prior, as he spake these words; loosing my 
hand, which he had taken, he hastened from me, not waiting for my answer. 

But his words had only roused me to hostility. He had spoken of the 
applause and admiration which I had gained by my extraordinary talent, and in 
my eyes it was only petty jealousy that had bred the displeasure which he had 
so openly evinced. Silent and absorbed within myself, I felt an inner grudge 
whenever my duties brought me among the monks, and filled with the new 
nature that was growing up within me, I pondered all day long and many a 
sleepless night how best I could concentrate in eloquent speech the ideas that 
were springing in my brain, to proclaim them to the people. For the more I 
estranged myself from Leonardus and the Brothers the stronger grew the bands 
with which I drew to me the populace. 

On St. Anthony's day the church was filled to overflowing, so that the doors 
had to be thrown wide open, to allow the streaming crowd of people outside to 
hear me. Never had I spoken with greater force and fire. As was the custom, I 
related many incidents from the life of the Saint, and knit them together with 
pious comments, piercing to the very depths of life. I spoke of the tempta
tions of the Devi~ whom the Fall had given the power to lead mankind astray, 
and involuntarily the current of my discourse led me to the legend of the Elixir 
which I desired to reveal under the cloak of an allegory full of meaning. My 
gaze, ranging round the church, then fell upon a tall and haggard man, who had 
mounted upon a bench and leant against a pillar obliquely opposite to me. He 
was clad in a dark violet mantle draped around him in strange fashion, in 
which he had entwined his folded arms. His face was pale as death, but the 
glance of his great dark eyes pierced my breast like a red-hot dagger. I was 
filled with a mysterious sense of horror, and turned my eyes in haste away. 

Gathering all my strength, I proceeded with my cration. But, as though im
pelled by a strange, magic power I could not but gaze again and again, and still the 
man stood there, stiff and motionless, his ghost-like glance directed towards me. 
Bitter scorn and contemptuous hatred were painted on the lofty, furrowed brow 
and the down-drawn lips. The whole figure had something about it that was 
terrifying I Yes I It was the unknown painter from the Holy Linden! I 
felt myself seized by gruesome ice-cold fingers-great beads of agonized sweat 
stood upon my forehead-my periods began to halt-my speech became 
more and more confused. A whispering murmur passed adown the church; 
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but stiff and motionless the fearful stranger leant against the pillar, his glaring 
glance directed towards me. 

Then I cried out in the hell-anguish of mad despair: " Ha 1 accursed one, 
get thee gone! Get thee gone! For I myself-I am St. Anthony I" 

When I awoke from the state of unconsciousness into which I had fallen 
with these words, I found myself upon my own couch, with Brother Cyrillus 
sitting by my side, tending and nursing me. The awful portrait of the unknown 
one was still painted in vivid colours before my eyes; and the more Brother 
Cyrillus, to whom I narrated the whole story, endeavoured to convince me that 
this was only a phantom of my imagination overheated by the fire of my dis
course, the deeper shame and remorse did I feel for my behaviour in the pulpit. 

The congregation believed, as I learnt later, that I had fallen victim to a 
sudden attack of madness; a belief which had its chief ground in my last wild 
exclamation. As for myself, my spirit was completely cast to the dust and 
torn asunder. Locked within my cell, I inflicted upon myself the severest 
penance and endeavoured by fervent prayer to fortify myself for warfare with 
the Tempter, who, borrowbg in impious scorn the figure of the pious painter of 
the Holy Linden, had appeared to me even within the sacred precincts of the 
church. Yet no one seemed to have seen this man of the Violet Mantle, and 
Prior Leonardus, with his accustomed kindness, took every opportunity to 
spread abroad the report that it had been a sudden access of fever that had 
seized me in the pulpit in such a terrible fashion and had prompted my mad 
utterance. In truth, I was still sick and feeble when, after many weeks, I once 
more returned to my customary cloister life. However, I undertook again 
the duties of the pulpit, but, racked with inward anguish and pursued by the 
terrible vision of that pallid figure, I could scarcely speak coherently, far less 
give myself up to myoid fire of eloquence. My sermons were common-place, 
stiff-a patchwork of disconnected fragments. The audience, deploring the loss 
of my oratorical talent, dwindled gradually away, and at last the aged Brother 
who had been my predecessor and who now plainly preached better than myself, 
displaced me from my post. 

CHAPTER V. 

SOME time after these events, it happened that a young Count, accompanied 
on his journey by his Major-domo, visited the monastery and desired to see its 
many curiosities. In accordance with their request, I opened the relic chamber, 
and as we entered it the Prior, who had shown us round the church and choir, 
was called away, so that I was left alone with the visitors. I had displayed 
and expatiated on each relic, when the gaze of the Count fell upon the orna
mental filigree-work of the old German chest which enclosed the casket con
taining the flask that held the Devil's Elixir. Although I long refused to 
say what was concealed within the chest, the Count and his companion pressed 
me so sorely that at last I related the legend of Saint Anthony and the 
treacherous Fiend, and repeated word for word Brother Cyrillus's story of the 
flask that was now preserved as a relic, adding the warning that he had given 
me against the danger of opening the casket and removing the flask. 

Notwithstanding that, the Count was a member of our religion, neither he 
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nor his Major-domo seemed to place much belief in the reliability of the 
legend of the Saint. They amused themselves by all kinds of jesting allusions 
to the comical Devil who carried such perilous bottles in his ragged cloak. At 
last the Major-domo assumed a solemn mien, and said: 

"Have you not some grudge against us frivolous men of the world, my 
reverend master? Rest assured that both the Count and myself revere the 
Saints as noble men inspired by the lofty spirit of religion, who, for the salva
tion of their own souls and those of all mankind, sacrificed all joys of life and 
even life itself; but, as for the story which you have just narrated, I believe 
that it is only an allegory conceived by the Saint, and misinterpreted as though 
it had really occurred in life." 

During these words the Major-domo had quickly lifted the hasp of the casket 
and taken out the dark and strangely shaped flask. In very truth, as Brother 
Cyrillus had warned me, a powerful odour spread itself abroad; but, far from 
being stupifying, its effect was most alluring. 

"Ha," cried the Count, " I wager that the Elixir of the Devil is nothing else 
but genuine, excellent Syracusan wine I " 

"To be sure," answered the Major-domo, "and if the flask is really a relic of 
St. Anthony, your luck, my noble master, is better than that of the King of 
Naples, whom the clumsiness of the Romans in preserving the juice of the 
grape by means of a slight covering of supernatant oil instead of by a cork, 
cheated of the satisfaction of tasting ancient Latin wine. Though this wine 
may not be so old as that of Naples, it is by far the oldest in existence, and you 
would do well to turn this relic to your own use, and to make so bold as to 
taste it." 

" Certainly," replied the Count, "this old Syracusan would send a stream of 
renewed force along your veins and scare away the sickness from which, my 
reverend father, you seem to suffer." 

The Major-domo drew a steel corkscrew from his satchel and, regardless of 
my protestations, proceeded to open the flask. As the cork was withdrawn, it 
seemed to me as though a pale blue flame sprang forth and instantly flickered 
down. Stronger issued the sweet vapour from the bottle and spread in great 
waves through the room. 

The Major-domo was the first to taste the wine, and cried in delight, 
4' Magnificent, spendid Syracusan I In truth the cellar of St. Anthony was 
not so poorly furnished, and if the Devil was his cellarer he certainly did not 
treat the Saint so badly as men think. Taste, Count!" 

The Count obeyed, and confirmed the decision of his attendant. Both then 
amused themselves with jests about the relic, which they said was manifestly the 
finest in the whole collection. They only wished that they had a cellar full of 
such relics; and so on. I listened to all they said in silence, with down-sunk 
head, my eyes fixed vacantly upon the ground. The flippancy of these 
strangers had something about it that tortured me, with its contrast to my own 
gloomy mood. In vain they pressed me to take my share of St. Anthony's 
wine; I refused their every entreaty, and shut the flask, well-corked, once 
more within its receptacle. 

The strangers left the monastery; but I, sitting in the solitude of my ce1I, 
could not conceal from myself a certain inward sense of well-being and elation 
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of spirit. It was clear that the exhilarating odour of the wine had imbued me 
with fresh strength. I could detect no trace of the evil effect of which CyriUus 
had spoken; on·the contrary, the beneficial influence of the Elixir showed itself 
in a remarkable manner. The longer I reflected on the legend of Saint 
Anthony, the more vividly the words of the Major-domo reverberated within 
my brain, the more convinced was I that the explanation of the latter was 
correct, and now, for the first time, there passed through my mind with lightning 
flash the thought that, on that unlucky day when an evil vision had broken in 
upon my discourse with such disastrous effect, I myself was on the point of 
explaining the legend in the self-same way, as an allegory full of spiritual 
meaning. 

This thought was quickly followed by another, which soon took so complete 
possession of my mind that all beside was merged in it. "What," I thought, 
"if the wondrous drink has called forth new spiritual power within thy breast, 
and may once more kindle the quenched flame so that again it shine forth in 
new-won vigour? May not in this wise a secret bond of union between thy 
soul and the nature-forces locked within that wine have proclaimed itself, so 
that the same fragrance which benumbed the weakly Cyrillus may have only 
operated beneficently on thee? " 

But, though I had already determined to put the advice of the strangers into 
execution, an inner repugnance, inexplicable to myself, held me ever back. Even 
on the point of opening the chest it seemed to me that I beheld in the filigree 
metal work the painter's terrible face, with its half-dead eyes piercing me through 
and through; seized with a ghastly horror, I fled from the relic-chamber to a 
holier place, where I could repent me of my curiosity. Yet I was ceaselessly 
pursued by the thought that only by tasting this miraculous wine could my spirit 
regain health and strength. 

The bearing of the Prior and the monks, who treated me with well-meaning 
but humiliating forbearance, as an invalid in spirit, drove me to despair, and 
when Leonardus absolved me from the customary devotional exercises, so that 
I might completely regain my powers, I resolved, as I lay upon my couch in the 
agonies of sleepless horror, to dare even Death itself, and win back my lost 
force of spirit, or perish in the attempt. 

I rose from my bed and crept like a ghost through the church, bearing with 
me the lamp which I had taken from before the altar of the Virgin. The holy 
pictures in the church, lit by the flickering lamp flame, appeared to move and to 

f look down in pity on me. Above the dull growl of the storm that beat on the 
windows of the choir I seemed to hear wailing and warning voices, and among 
them the distant cry of my mother: "My son, Medardus, what art thou com
mencing? Cease from the perilous attempt! " But when I reached the relic
chamber, all was hushed and stiU; I opened the chest-seized the casket-the 
flask-and in a moment had drawn a long, deep draught of the wine. 

My veins were all aglow, and I was filled with a feeling of indescribable well
being. Once more I drank, and there opened out to me all the delight and 
possibilities of a new life! I hurriedly shut the empty casket ,in the chest, 
rushed back to my cell with my new-won benefactor, and placed it in my 
writing-desk. My hand fell on the little key which I had formerly loosed from 
the bunch in order to ward off all temptation; yet had I not now, as earlier 
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when the strangers had visited the church, opened the chest without its aid? 
I searched among my bunch and found an unknown key had added itself to the 
rest, and with it I must have opened the chest on each occasion! I shuddered 
against my wil~ but one weird picture chased another through my brain, as 
when a man is roughly roused from deepest sleep. I got no rest, no peace, 
until with the first fresh breath of morning I rushed down into the cloister 
garden, to bathe myself in the light of the sun as it rose with a flush of fire 
behind the mountains. 

CHAPTER VI. 

LEO~ARDUS and the Brothers remarked my sudden change. Instead of being 
silent and morose, as of late, I had become cheerful and full of life. When I 
discoursed before the assembled fraternity I spoke with my own old eloquence. 

When we were by chance alone, the Prior gazed on me as though he would 
fain fathom my inmost soul, and said, with a faint smile of irony: " Has 
Brother Medardus perchance gained by a vision fresh power and youth?" 

I felt my cheeks glow with shame, for the miserable source of my exultation, 
in a draught of ancient wine, came vividly before my eyes. As I stood with 
downcast eyes and bowed head, the Prior left me to my own reflections. 

My great fear had been that the elevation produced by the wine would not 
last long, and would leave me to the terrors of still greater prostration than 
before. But it was not so; rather, with my regained strength, my youthful 
spirits returned, and with them my restless striving to attain the highest sphere 
of action that the cloister-life could offer me. i begged to be allowed to preach 
again on the next feast day, and my prayer was granted. 

Shortly before mounting the pulpit I tasted of the enchanted wine. Never 
did I speak with more fire and conviction. The report of my complete recovery 
soon spread abroad, and the church was again crowded as of yore. But the 
ever-increasing praise of the multitude only made Leonardus more solemn and 
reserved toward me. I began to hate him from the depth of my heart, for I 
fancied that his only motive was petty jealousy and monkish pride. 

St. Bernard's day came round, and I was seized with a fierce desire to let my 
light shine before the Princess. I therefore prayed the Prior to arrange that I 
should preach on that day in the Cistercian cloister. My petition seemed to 
surprise Leonardus, for he explained without disguise that he had himself 
intended to preach on that occasion, and that all arrangements had been made 
with that object. However, he consented to my request, as it would be easy 
for him to excuse himself for reason of some indisposition, and to yield his post 
to me. 

So it came to pass. I saw my mother and also the Princess, the preceding 
evening. My mind, however, was so full of the discourse with which I intended 
to scale the very highest summit of oratory, that the interview made a very 
slight impression upon me. The rumour had spread about that I was to preach 
instead of Leonardus who was ill, and this had perhaps attracted a still larger 
section of the educated public. 

Without the smallest note, and only arranging in my brain the heads of my 
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discourse, I reckoned upon the inspiration that the stately ritual, the crowded 
congregation of the devout, and the lofty architecture of the church would 
produce in me; and I reckoned not amiss. Like a stream of fire my words 
rushed forth, as I wove among my narrations of the Saint the most vivid imagery, 
the most pious comment. I read in every gaze directed towards me astonish
ment and admiration. How eager was I to know what the Princess would say, 
how anxiously I awaited the outburst of her repressed delight! Nay, it seemed 
to me that she must, even against her will, receive with reverence the man who, 
even as a child, had filled her with surprise. . 

When I desired to speak with her she sent a message that she was seized with 
sudden sickness and could speak to no one, not even to myself! This was all 
the more vexatious to me as I had imagined in my self-conceit that the Abbess, 
in the moment of deepest emotion, would have felt an imperative desire to hear 
SO:lle further words of grace and healing from me. My mother also seemed to 
conceal some inward dissatisfaction whose cause I was not over anxious to 
probe, as a secret prompting of my conscience, whose source I could not plainly 
discern, accused myself of the blame. My mother gave me a little note from 
the Princess, which I was only to open when I was alone in the monastery. I 
had scarcely crossed the threshold of my cell when I tore it open and read, to 
my astonishment, the following words: 

"My DEAR SON (for so will I still call thee), thou hast sorely distressed me 
by the discourse which thou delivered in our church. Thy words came not 
from the spirit of piety turned wholly heavenwards; thy inspiration was not 
that which bears the devout soul aloft on seraph's wings and opens out to him 
in holy rapture the kingdom of God Alas! the proud pomp of thy eloquence 
and thy manifest straining after effect and show have shown me that, ir:stead of 
endeavouring to teach thy congregation and to kindle within them the spark of 
religious meditation, thou hast aimed at mere applause and vulgar admiration. 
Thou hast simulated feelings that thou feltest not; yea, thou hast even studied 
certain gestures and aped the artifice of a vain comedian, all for the sake 
of contemptible praise. The spirit of deceit has entered within thee and 
will surely destroy thee, if thou return est not to thyself and castest not aside 
this sin. For sin it is, and deadly sin, that prompts thy present course, the 
more so as thou hast dedicated t!1yself to pious cloister-life and renunciation of 
all worldly folly. May Saint Bernard, whom thou hast so sorely injured by thy 
traitorous discourse, forgive thee of his great long-suffering, and illuminate thee. 
that so thou mayest once more find the right path from which the Evil One has 
tempted thee to stray. May Saint Bernard pray for the salvation of thy soul! 
Farewell" 

The words of the Abbess pierced me like a hundred daggers, and I fumed 
with passion, for nothing was more sure to me than that Leonardus, whose 
many strictures on my sermons I now recalled, had abused the bigotry of the 
Princess and set her mind against me and my eloquence. I could scarcely now 
look on him without my bosom heaving with inward wrath; nay, many a time 
and oft there surged up in my brain plans for his destruction at which I shud
dered. The reproaches of the Abbess and the Prior were all the more intoler
able as I felt their truth within the deepest depths of my heart. Yet, hardening 
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myself to my task and strengthening myself by draughts from the mysterious 
flask, I went on to adorn my sermons with all the arts of rhetoric and to study 
novel expressions of face and new gesticulations, and thus I won my mead of 
ever waxing praise and adulation. 

(To 6e continued.) 

IF YOU SHOOT AT A CROW, DO NOT KILL A COW. 

MIGHTY is the voice of Journalism in London, but heavy the artillery of its sal 
allicus, at times. Who is like thee, 0, Eclw, among the newspapers in 
that direction? Who, we ask, can surpass thee in the freshness of thy grin, 

and the variety of thy information? "None," the Eclto thinks, but we do otherwise. 
Vade re/ro! ..• you are not even a 'Voice, but merely the distorted reverberation of 
many confused voices - 'Vor e/ jwtZ/erea nihil. The fair Grecian nymph, whose 
name the Eclto assumed, pined away, until there remained nothing of her but the echo 
of her complaining voice. The Cheshire cat vanished gradually before her audience, 
until all disappeared !Jut Irer grin. The London Eclto has not even that to leave to 
its readers. It grins on its own account, and finds no response, as no true Echo 
should. Of course, no sensible person can seriously contemplate an answer, or to 
enter into polemics with a poor, irresponsible poll· parrot. But its fatuous ignoTafce is 
so delightful, and its pretensions to wit so grotesque, that a recent and triple brunder 
in the said paper may be noticed for once. 

"Tlte Madame Blavatsky • • . . supposed to be a Russian" you see, has written 
something very "incoherent and laughable," on the authority of a monk in the 
Himalayas ..•. whose name is spelled Koot-humi." That" something," shooting 
far above the heads of the wits on the Eclto's staff, needs no comment. But then a 
third party is slandered along with the" monk," and ",TIte Mme. B.," and this party 
is no less a personage than the great Oxford Sanskritist. For, the reader is notified 
by the Eclto's Tlwugltt-reatlers that :-

" Poor Professor Max Muller (who ought to know) can make nothing of this singular 
name (Kool-Itumi). It is not Sanscrit ; it does not belong to any known language." 

As the" poor" Eclw can but repeat magpie-like what it ltears, and can hardly be 
expected to read, of course no one should take it to task for either the bad spelling of 
the name (Mr. A. P. Sinnett's works are not read in suclt quarters) nor its pompous 
assertion that the name" Koot-hoomi:" is not Sanskrit. But this is no reason why a 
great Sanskrit scholar should be rashly insulted and supposed to share the ignorance 
of the reporters of the Eclto. Even an ignorant and innocent penny-a-liner ought not 
to be allowed to speak of what he knows nothing at all. His editor, if not himself, is 
invited to open Book iv., chap. iii., of the Vishnu PurAna before he allows his news
mongers to assert that the said name" is not Sanskrit." Let him learn the existence 
of the descendants of the Koo/·ltoom;s, in Bengal, and ascertain from the Library of 
the Asia/ic Society that a code of Kool-Itoomi (or Kut'humi) is among the eighteen 
codes left to us by the Rishis. Verily, here's a newspaper man more worthy of 
"Barnum's" attention than any Society. "Poor Professor Max Muller," would have 
a right to full damages in a libel-case for such a malicious accusation as the above, a 
charge of crass ignorance. Only.... how can such a weak Eclw ever penetrate 
into the study, the sanctum sanc/orUm of the eminent European philologist.-[ED.] 
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ltbeosopbtcal Sctt"tttes . 
• 

GENERAL REPORT 
OF THE 

XIIITH CONVENTION AND REPORT OF THE THEOSOPHICAL 
SOCIETY, 

AT THE HEADQU.UTERS, ADYAR, MADRAS, DECEMBER 27TH, 

28TH AND 29TH, 1888. 

WITH OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS.· 

THE thirteenth anniversary of the Theosophical Society was the most 
important in several years, though not so well attended as usual, owing 
principally to the fact of the majority of our leading Fellows being 

occupied with the business of the National (Political) Congress at Allahabad. 
Two most serious changes were made in the Society's policy, viz., the re-organi
zation of the administrative machinery upon the basis of sectional autonomy; 
and the abandonment of the system of obligatory cash payment of fees upon 
entrance into membership, and tlnnually in the form of a tax of I Rupee per 
capita. The first was simply the adjustment of the plan of management to 
correspond with the expansion of the movement. The Society, having now 
173 Branches scattered throughout the four quarters of the World, has out
grown the old system of centralization of executive responsibility. The Annual 
Convention of the General Council has ceased to be, save in name, the true 
parliament or congress of the Branches; their distances apart, and the heavy 
cost of the journeys to and from Adyar, making a thorough convocation of their 
Delegates or the expression of their will respecting Society affairs impracticable. 
To say nothing of those in Europe, America and Australasia, there was never a 
full representation of even those in Asia-those nearest, geographically, to 
Adyar. Experience at last prompted the adoption of a better working system, 
one embodying the true spirit of equality and parliamentary justice more than 
the one in vogue. As an autonomous American section had· been in existence 
and successfully working for two years, and a British section had just been 
formed in London, the fair thing was evidently to extend the sectional scheme 
to 'all countries, keeping the Head-quarters as the hub, and the President
Founder as the axle, of this wheel of many spokes under the car of Progress. 
Upon a careful reading of the Revised Code of Rules it will be seen that the 
General Council has merely been divided up into sections, or groups, which 
are to act, each in its special territorial division, as the overseers, directors and 
legislators of the Theosophical movement, and of the territorial branches of 
which the members of the Council are respectively Presidents. For example, the 
Presidents of the Branches in the Madras Presidency, or Bombay, or Bengal, 
or of India may be grouped together and formed into the Council of the 

• Of these, for want of space, we reprint only the Prcsident-Founder's address.-lED.1 
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Madras, Bombay, Bengal or Indian Section, as the case may be; just as the 
Presidents of Branches in America, and those of the Branches in the United 
Kingdom, are already organised in their respecti~e countries as Councils of 
the American and British Sections of the Theosophical Society. At the same 
time, these and all future sections are or will be inseparably united with the 
central point where the President-Founder represents and wields the executive 
authority of the entire undivided body known as the Theosophical Society. 

As regards the change of financial policy, it results from the conviction, based 
upon experience as backed by statistics, that it is the safer, more dignified and 
practical plan, to trust the support of the Society to voluntary contributions, 
rather than pretend to count upon the fruits of ail involuntary impost which 
has not, nor apparently ever wilI, yield enough to keep the work moving on. 
More need not be added here, in view of what is said in the President-Founder's 
Annual Address and the several documents thereunto appended. The only 
other feature of any great note is the abandonment, at the instance of the 
Members of Council themselves, of the experiment of an Executive Council 
clothed with all the executive functions, and the return to the old-established 
plan of vesting all such functions in the President-Founder. 

The Convention assembled at Noon on the 27th December, as constitutionally 
provided. 

THE PRESIDENT-FOUNDER'S ADDRESS. 

BROTHERS, Delegates of India, Japan, Ceylon, Europe and America, I bid you 
heartily welcome to the Thirteenth Annual Convention of the General Council, 
and declare the Session duly opened. 

The work that we shall have before us, you will find extremely important, 
and demanding your most careful consideration. I rely upon your coming to 
conclusions respecting it, with a single eye to the paramount interests of the 
Society and the movement as a whole, regardless of sectional or personal pre
judices and predilections. For my part, I wish my existence and personality 
to merge into the movement, and to do, and to have done, that which is for its 
greatest good. And this brings me to the vital questions whether I am the 
best man available for the office of President, and whether I should be left the 
widest discretion, with proportionate responsibility, or be part of an executive 
administration, in which I should have but one vote, with a casting vote in case 
of a tie in the Council As you know, my powers were practically unrestricted 
from the beginning, in 1875. to the year 1885. when the Executive Council was 
formed, with my consent, and with the declared object of testing practically 
the scheme of joint responsibility which had been urged upon me by certain 
European colleagues, then resident at Head-quarters. My repeated public 
declarations-notably my Annual Address before the Decennial Convention, 
when I strongly urged. to no purpose, the acceptance of my official resignation 
and the choice of a successor-will prepare you for the statement that I have 
loyally tried to remove every hindrance in the way of the scheme in question. 
It is for you who most closely occupy yourselves with our Society's affairs to say 
whether the change was an improvement or not. I thmk it was not. I have 
not been relieved of the smallest portion of my sense of responsibility for our 
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business affairs, everything of grave moment has been left to my discretion, the 
work has gone on exactly as before, there has been no notable bettering of our 
prospects or unprecedented· quickening of the movement, the expenses have 
been about as great as ever, without any increase of revenue outside that 
traceable to my own personal exertions; and all this time I have been oppressed 
with the feeling that we were giving trouble to the honourable gentlemen of the 
Executive Council, which might be avoided under the old theory of Presidential 
responsibility. Perhaps I should have allowed things to go on as they were for 
a while longer, but the Delegates of the American and British Sections brought 
up the subject in a recent Session of Council, and it is now imperatively 
necessary that it shQuld be settled for good and all, one way or the other. I 
mean that it shall. My offer to retire was rejected by unanimous vote at th~ 
Convention of 1885, and I was told I must serve the Society during my life. I 
yielded my own inclinations to the sense of duty; and the time has come when 
I should say, most distinctly and unequivocally, that since I am to stay and be 
responsible for the progress of the work, I shall not consent to any plan or 
scheme which hinders me in the performance of my official duty. That duty is, 
first, to the unseen yet real personages, personally known and but recently 
seen by me and talked with, who taught me the way of knowledge and showed 
me where my work lay waiting a willing worker; next to my colleague, friend, 
sister and teacher who, with myself and a few others, founded this Society, and 
has given her services to it these past thirteen years, without fee or hope of 
reward; and, thirdly, to my thousands of other associates in all parts of the 
world, who are counting upon my steadfastness and practical management for 
keeping the Society moving forward in its chosen line of usefulness. The 
practical part of its business is my special department: I form and keep alive 
the body which contains the indwelling spirit called Theosophy. I have never 
interfered with the esoteric or metaphysical part, nor set myself up as a com
petent teacher. That is Madame Blavatsky's speciality; and the better to 
enunciate that idea, I have just issued an Order in Council, in London, creating 
an Esoteric Section under her sole direction, as a body, or group entirely 
separate and distinct from the Society proper, and involving the latter in no 
responsibihties towards those who might choose to enrol themselves in her list 
of adherents. With our forces united, each doing the work most congenial and 
attractive, we two have, under the favour, or rather the benevolent sympathy, of 
our Teachers, built up this Society, created the first nucleus of its literature, 
given the first impulse to the now world-interesting movement, which has rallied 
thousands of sympathizers around our initial nucleus, revived Hinduism in India, 
reanimated Buddhism in Ceylon, made the principles of Asiatic Philosophy and 
the names of the Sages known 'in distant lands, established many religious 
schools and journals in Asiatic countries, and several high-class Magazines in 
Europe, America and Australasia, palpably affected the views of the leading 
Spiritualists, and proved the unity of true Religion with true Science. Am I 
not speaking within the truth? Have not all these results been accomplished 
already? Certainly, none can doubt it. Well, then, this is my determina
tion :-to be obedient and loyal to the Teacher we personally know, and a 
few of us appreciate at her true worth. This is my last word on that subject; 
.but in saying it I do not mean to imply that I shall not freely use my own judg-
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ment, independently of Madame Blavatsky's, in every case calling for my 
personal action, nor that I shall not be ever most willing and anxious to receive 
and profit by the counsel of every true person who has at heart the interests of 
the Society. I cannot please all: it is folly to try ; the wise man does his duty 
as he can see it before him. 

I have at some length traced the growth of the General Council and Conven
tion, that you may have a succinct view of the evolution of the parliamentary 
idea. You will observe that it was not a gradual but a sudden "change of base," 
and if you will connect it with the advent of certain persons inimical to myself, 
you will probably be near the truth. I felt my strength so thoroughly, and was 
on such a perfectly independent footing in the Society, that I was willing to 
countenance, and even loyally help to make, the experiment which is brought 
to-day to the bar of our judgment. 

It is the subject of constant remark that our Indian Branches are continually 
showing signs of alternate activity and depression: often a Branch which had 
been among the most noted for useful work, grows suddenly lifeless, and perhaps 
shrinks down to a few members. Nothing is easier to explain. Our Indian 
Branches are largely, sometimes almost exclusively, composed of Government 
officials, subject to transfer from place to place at the will of their superiors and 
the exigencies of the public service. Thus, a Fellow who was the heart and 
soul of a given Branch, and led it easily toward the doing of useful work., may 
be transferred to another station, and the group without its head lapses into 
idleness and repinings. If one listens to the doleful complaints of local 
J eremiahs, whether in one country or another, he may easily be made to think 
the Society ready to collapse. To get a correct idea of the state of the move
ment, a survey of all the fields of its activities is required And the yearly 
statistical compilations attached to my orlicial addresses aid in this respect. 

But there is an element of natural selection at work in our membership, by 
which the indifferent, the indolent, the vain, the selfish, the morally timid, the 
unspiritual, weed themselves out, perhaps turn hostile, and the staunch and true 
remain. To comprehend Theosophy in its several aspects and relations requires 
a superior mind; moreover, a spiritually illumined and intuitive one. We may 
talk as we will of being a Theosophist, but in fact such a superior person is 
rara avis in ferris. It is easy to be sectarian, or materialist, or utilitarian, but 
not so to be a Theosophist. Yet there are certain elementary and indispensable 
elements of Theosophy which can be and should be practised by every member 
of our Society, viz., clean living, high thinking, brave spiritUal striving, and the 
cultivation of tolerance, eclecticism and altruism. 

An American journal of local repute (the St. Paul Pi()neer Press, of April 
22nd, 1288) says of us :-

.. But it has to be remembered that Theosophy, as such, has a high and severe moral code of its 
own. It teaches that the power of the spiritual over the material is conditioned upon the highest 
spiritual development; th'-I.t toilsome study and the most patient and consistent practice of the
virtues arc essential to entrance into the sphere of occultism. It is not a faith for the \-ulgar. and is 
peculiarly unsuited to the quack. And it has, among people of high intelligence and noble aims, its 
numerous devotees. It is in this light, as a new moral force in a social order from which some of tbe 
olt! forces are disappearing, that it becomes of peculiar interest. • • • We must at least give to 
Theosophy the credit of stAnding upon 1\ plane very different from that of the old and familiar frauds. 
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upon the public. It contains the germs of an ethical system of a high order. It attracts inteUigencl" 
and virtue. It opens a field of spiritual possibilities which may well be subject to consideration and 
to S1Ieh examination as can be given it, even though it be proved that we can never enter it with our 
feet resting upon firm ground." 

You may have come to know that during my recent tour to Europe I had the 
honour and advantage of becoming acquainted with three renowned Orientalists 
-Prof. F. Max MUller, and Messrs. Emil Burnouf and Leon de Rosny, of 
Paris. I heard with some surprise from the last-named authority that there are 
now not less than 12,000 Buddhistically-inc1ined Frenchmen, who are in reality 
full Buddhists save in name. I was presented by him with a small photograph 
of an Image of Lord Buddha, which was recently erected in Normandy. I 
found these three gentlemen cordially interested in the branch of our Society's 
work represented by the Adyar Library and its learned Director, by the Bombay 
Theosophical Publication Fund of Mr. Tookaram Tatya, and by the Publication 
Office of the Theosophist and other of our magazines. The Orientalists of the 
West have neither patience with our interest in that esoteric interpretation of 
the Asiatic Scriptures we so prize, nor in our belief (or knowledge, in the case 
of some of us) in the existence of Sadhus, Sages and Mahatmas, endowed with 
developed psychic powers. They regard us as an excellent and convenient 
agency for arousing a taste for Oriental literature and research, and to that 
extent wish all of us succes'.i. You will see in the following list of our books 
and other publications of the year, that our literary activity has been fully as 
great as in previous years. 

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS DURING THE YE.~R 1888. 

I. Secret Doctrine in :I Vols., by Madame H. 
P. Blavatsky. 

a. Discourses on .. Bhagavadgita," by Mr. T. 
Subba Row. 

J. Buddhist Catechism, in Russian. 
4- Do. in Swedish. 
S. Do. in Canarese. 
6. Do. in Hindi. 
7. Do. in Bengali. 
8. Do. in English (London 

Edition). 
9. Light on tile Path, translated into Sanskrit. 

10. Tile First Aslltd 0/ tile Rig Veda Samhita, 
with Bllashya. 

n. Compendium of Raja Yoga. 
la. A New Edition of Bllagavadgita, in San

skrit. 
13. Krishna Yajurueda, in Sanskrit, Devanagari 

type. 
14- Do. in Sanskrit, Telugu 

type. 
15- Secnt Sym60/s of tile Rosicnteians, by Dr. 

F. Hartmann. 
16. /eAos1l.ua, by Dr. F. Hartmann. 
17. Divya Suri Cllaritram, by A. Govindacbarlu. 
18. Magic, White and Blade, 3m Edition, by 

Dr. F. Hartmann. 

19. Reincarnation, by E. D. Walker. 
20. Sudllallacllatuslltaya, by R. Jaganathiah. 
al. Tile Morals of Bllaratam, by R. S. Pandiab. 
aa. Tile DestillYof Man, by Dr. Buck. 
a3. Tile Moral Panacea, by Durga Das Roy. 
24- Physical Proofs of Anotller Life, by F. J. 

Lippitt. 
as. An Introduction to tile Ka6ala, by A. D. 

Ezekiel. 
26. Tile Desalir, by Dhunjibhoy J. Mehta. 
27. Raja Yoga, by Manilal N. Dvivedi. 
a8. Sayings of Gncian Sages, Part II. 
29. Fifteen useful pamphlets published by the 

Theosophical Publishing Co., Limited, 
London. 

30. Yoga Philosophy, by Dr. N. C. Paul, 
translated into Urdu. 

31. Selected portions from tile Practical Illstruc
tions lor Stutkllts of Occultism, translated 
into Urdu. 

3a. Usooillms, EtaMe. 
33. Elixir of Life, translated into Urdu. 
34. Ancient Iranian and Zoroastrian Morals, 

and Edition. 
35. Yoga Vidya and tile Ancient Iranians, in 

Guzerati. 
36. Mesmerism, in Guzerati, Manilal N. Dvivedi. 

37. Tile Buddhist. 

NEW MAGAZINES. 

38. The HeJtia, 39- L'lnitiation. 
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Of course, the great event of the year and.the most important literary event 
in our history, is the completion and publication of Madame Blavatsky's 
"Secret Doctrine." I have had the opportunity to look over the proof-sheets 
of the book, and can promise you such a rare body of esoteric instruction and 
scientific suggestion as no other book of like character has supplied in modem 
times. 

THE AnYAR LIBRARY. 

The Adyar Library issues of the year to the Convention are the Hindi 
translation of the "Buddhist Catechism," by Babu Manohara La~ F. T.5., 
and the Sanskrit edition of that remarkable monograph "Light on the Path," 
translated by the learned Pundit Bhashya Charya into beautifully idiomatic 
Sanskrit, and destined to be a classic. He will present to you a special report 
upon his work throughout the year in the province of Mysore, pursuant to an 
understanding between myself and His Excellency K. Sheshadri Iyer, the 
Dewan, and with the benevolent concurrence of His Highness the Maharajah 
Bahadur, G.C.S.I. 

As the Treasurer's Report shows, there is a credit balance of only Rs. 26 in 
favour of the Adyar Library, after expending the Rs. 700 of Prince Harisinghji 
(which must be refunded when the entrance-gate is erected, for which it was 
given), and the special donations of the year, amounting to Rs. 760-3-0. I 
invite your earnest attention to the subject. There must be money if we would 
retain the invaluable services of our great Pundit, defray his travelling expenses, 
purchase books, keep those we have in good order, and sustain the dignity of 
the Library in the eyes of the great Indian Pundits and Western Orientalists, 
who are beginning to hear of and appreciate our work. During the past year 
5 I Sanskrit books have been acquired by the Eastern Section by purchase, and 
82 by donation; and the collection of the Western Section enriched by 359 
volumes by donation and purchase. 

The reader of current Western literature, especially fiction, is impressed with 
the fact of the very strong taste for occultism which prevails, and which is no 
doubt largely due to the rapid .growth of Theosophical literature. 

JAPAN. 

My expectation to be called in the beginning of this year to Japan was not 
realized, the local Committee in charge of the matter having changed their 
plans. They have at last perfected their arrangements for my tour, and we 
have the pleasure to-day of seeing, as special agent of the Japanese Buddhist 
Committee and Delegate from the Kioto Theosophical Society, Mr. Zenshiro 
Nogouchi, who has come to escort me to his country, whither I expect to sail 
next month. This Japanese tour seems likely to become one of the most 
dramatic and important episodes in the strange history of our Society, and I 
bespeak all your good wishes for my success. 

THE MOVEMENT TO DATE. 

The increase in the number of Branches is this year mainly confined to the 
United States of America, where, under the conservative yet enlightened 
management of Mr. Judge, and his Executive Committee and the General 
CouncIl of his Section, public interest in our work is rapidly growing and spread· 
ing. Up to the present time, there are but twenty·five American Branches, it 
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is true, yet from what I know of my native country and fellow countrymen, I 
should not be surprised if the time were near at hand when there will be more 
Branches in that country than there are at pesent in India. Theosophical ideas 
are new to Americans, but there has been for years a gradual inclination of the 
American mind towards the line of thought represented in Asiatic Esoteric 
Philosophy. Our statistics of growth show the following figures :-

YEAR. 1875 18]6 Isnll878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 1814 1885 
I 

1886'1887 1888 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Charters issued up to 

close of year. ... 1 2 2 4 11 27 51 93 104 121 IJ6 158 179 

Deducting 6 charters extinguished, we have 173 living charters at the close 
of the year 1888. Geographically, the year's new Branches are distributed as 
follows: Asia (India) 3 ; Europe 4; U. S. America 13; New Zealand I. Our 
Indian Branches·are now established in the following Presidencies: Bengal 26; 
Behar 8; N. W. P., Oude and Punjab 23; Central Provinces 4; Bombay 7; 
Kathiawar 2; Madras 46; Ceylon 10; Burma 3. In other parts of the world 
we have, in England'4; Scotland 2; Ireland I; France 2 ; Austria I; U. S. 
America 25; Greece I; Holland I; Russia I; West Indies 2; Africa 1 ; 
Australasia 2; Japan I. Total, 173 Branches throughout the world on the 27th 
day of December, 1888. 

FINANCIAL. 

As very misleading ideas are current with the respect to the income and 
assets of our Society, I have thought it expedient to lay before the Convention 
a condensed summary of our entire receipts from all sources and for all objects, 
since 1878, the year in which the founders left New York for Bombay. In a 
recent American paper I read the statement that we had over 100,000 Fellows 
in that country alone! Now, as anyone may see in our published Rules, the 

. Entrance Fee is £1 or $5, which would imply that the Society had realised 
about fifteen lakhs of rupees from that source alone! The wild absurdity of 
such fairy-tales is not its worst feature: they tend to alienate the bene'volent 
sympathy of many good people who would be quick to help us if they knew the 
true state of things. Following, I give you a careful. calculation of the Society's 
receipts during the. ten years 1878 to 1887, inclusive: 

INCOJIIE. 

YEAR. From Donations. From Entrance Fees. 

18117 to April 1881 Rs. 1.060 0 0 Rs. 4.200 0 0 

Rest of 1881 100 0 0 1.838 0 0 

1882 190 0 0 4.163 0 0 

1883 12.582 0 0 9.432 0 0 

1884 12.754 0 0 s.6g6 0 0 

1885 8.682 0 0 3.895 0 0 
1886 9.895 0 0 1.954 0 0 

1887 9.0 50 0 0 3.649 0 0 

------
Total ... 54.313 0 0 34.827 0 0 
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Our expenses of all kinds, including the purchase, up-keep, and furnishing of 
the Head-quarters estate; the building of the Adyar Library, its furnishing and 
purchase of books; construction of new buildings; repairs; travelling; and all 
other sundry expenses, have been about Rs. 30,000 or 40,000 more than the 
receipts; which deficit has been made up by the Founders from private 
resources under their personal control. To show for the major part of this 
outlay, we have the moveable and immoveable property of the Head-qnarters, 
worth perhaps 35 to 40 thousand rupees; the sum of Rs. 9,267-8-3 in Govern
ment securities, and cash in Savings Bank, constituting together the Permanent 
Fund; and Rs. 3,000 to the credit of the Anniversary, Head-quarters, Subba 
Row Medal, and Library Funds. 

The generous offer of H. H. the Maharajah of Durbangha of a donation of 
Rs. 25,000, which he telegraphed to me during last year's Convention, has not 
been paid. 

Lo, the vast accumulations of this active Society, with its 17 3 Branches in all 
parts of the globe! Of the Rs. 54,000 of donations, it is but fair to say that 
Rs. 40,000 have been contributed by Indian friends; Rs. 7,000 by Europeans, 
of which almost all has been given by a·dozen individuals; and the magnificent 
rest and residue, amounting to some Rs. 700, by American sympathisers. 
Calculate the Rupee at 15 to the £ . sterling, and you observe that the Society 
has drawn in donations from the benevolent public an average of £360 per 
annum-as much perhaps, as many of our rich Fellows spend on their stables 
and coachmen! That we have not had anything like our fair share of the 
voluntary contributions of the public towards learned and philanthropic 
Societies is, no doubt, solely due to the fact that we have never begged for help, 
nor thrust our necessities upon public notice. If we had ten times our average 
income, we could find twenty times the uses to apply it to for the public good. 
At least, the Founders are glad to have it known that their support, and even 
any extravagances of which they may have been charged or suspected, have 
been no drain upon the Society's meagre pecuniary resources. 

The American and British Delegates are instructed to lay before you a 
suggestion for·a radical change in our financial policy, viz., the abrogation of 
the fee payable upon acquiring membership and the annual dues. I have 
exposed before you our exact financial situation, and shall expect you to decide 
this grave question in a spirit of enlightened discretion. There is much to be 
said, no doubt, on both sides, and I am not sure but that the weight of reasons 
is on the side of theory of voluntary donations. Whichever policy is now 
determined upon, I shall do my best to carry out. 

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN AFFAIRS. 

It was found expedient by the Executive Council that I should proceed to 
Europe and attempt to bring our affairs into order. We saw the Continental 
Branches languishing for lack of superintendence and reciprocal work, although 
there was reason to hope that the movement might be greatly strengthened and 
expanded under a proper organization; while in the United Kingdom a strong 
desire had recently shown itself for an active propaganda, similar to the American 
and Indian ones, which could only be effected by the organization of a section 
of the General Council to act as a Local Co'Umittee of supervision and adminis-
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tration. Accordingly, I sailed from Bombay for Brindisi on the 7th August, 
visited London, Liverpool, Cambridge, Glasgow, Paris and Bologna, on Society 
business, and returned to Head-quarters on the 15th November. I formed new 
Branches at Liverpool, Glasgow and Cambridge; dischartered the old" Isis" 
Branch at Paris, and chartered a new one, the " Hermes" ; called two Conven
tions in London of representatives of the British Branches; organized and 
<:harte:ed a British Section of the Theosophical Society; and issued an Order 
in Council forming an Esoteric Section of the Society, with Madame Blavatsky 
as its responsible Head. The trouble in the Paris Branch was solely due-as 
we have almost invariably found to be the case-to personal jealousies and 
disagreements. The landmarks of the Society had been obliterated and forgotten, 
there had arisen a strife for supremacy, and, instead of setting the public the 
example of zealous fraternal union for the propagation of our ideas, the members 
had fallen to mutual abuse, oral and printed. Both parties were to blame, as I 
found, after a patient examination of the documents, and so, without exoner
ating either, I first tried to get the dissentients to work harmoniously under the 
.old charter; and then, this failing, dissolved the Branch completely, cancelled 
the charter, and offered charters to both parties and every facility for organiza
tion of two Branches. Only one was accepted, and so one new Branch, 
" Hermes," came into existence, under officers for whom I feel great respect 
and of whom I expect much. I firmly believe that, with means at my command 
to employ necessary help, we should soon see several French Branches spring 
up. The French mind is, in my opinion, almost as ripe for the reception of 
the sound philosophy of India, as the American mind. Before concluding this 
brief notice of my observations and acts in France, I have pleasure in giving 
thanks on your behalf to a very sincere and devoted lady member, Madame 
d' Adhemar, for throwing open her drawing-room to all Theosophists for a 
weekly social gathering. It is in the great Western capital a very strong support 
to any movement to have such social centres, where members and enquiring 
friends of a Society can meet on neutral ground for the exchange of ideas. I 
shall leave the Delegate of the British Section to acquaint you with the details of 
the new organization and the views of his colleagues, which he is expected to 
lay before the Convention. 

CHARITJES. 

It is a pleasant thing to say that the charitable institutions connected with the 
Society are kept up as heretofore. In various quarters medicine is given to the 
sick poor. food and clothing to the needy, and schools maintained for the teach
ing of Sanskrit and other languages and of' religion. Our great Bombay 
Charity, the Homc.eopathic Charitable Dispensary, has increased its benefactions 
over those of last year. Mr. Tookaram Tatya, its Founder and Director, 
reports that an average of 90 patients are now daily receiving medicines as 
<:ompared with an average of 75 in 1887. There is to the credit of the Dispensary 
Fund about Rs. 5,000, made up of donations and collections from the Charity 
Box, kept in the Dispensary. Our hope is to get money in time to buy or erect 
a suitable building, and our numerous Parsi members, especially the all-accom
plishing Mr. K. M. Shroff, may succeed in this by taking sufficient trouble. 

My visits to Bologna and Rioli, were to see Count Cresar Mattei, the founder 
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of the new school of Homreopathy, great accounts of whose efficacy had reached 
me. The benevolent gentleman kindly ordered a large supply of his medicine!> 
to be sent gratis to Mr. Tookaram for experiment. 

CONCLUSION. 

You will observe than an unusually small number of Delegates are here to
day and will share in my regret that there could not have been a full representa
tion of the Branches when such important changes in the Rules are to be 
proposed It is useless to deceive ourselves as to the main cause. This is the 
political upheaval in Indian society which has produced the National Congress, 
and drawn all Indian thought into the \'ortex of politics. The first effect of the 
theosophical movement was to arouse an intense interest in the ancient religions 
and philosophies, and a great curiosity to learn if the claims of the school of 
ancient occultists would stand the·~test of scientific inquiry. A tidal wave of 
patriotic emotion rushed over India, as it grew more and more clear that the 
sages of Aryavarta were sages in the best sense of the word" and that the 
probabilities were great that the practical Yogi knew, in fact, more about the 
laws of nature than the best modern professor. The Indian heart swelled with 
emotion as these long-smouldering fires of self-respect, !Jatriotism, and spiritual 
conviction blazed up from the ashes. Wherever we foreigners went we were 
met with benedictions, with fervent expressions of love and joy. Sanskrit, and 
Hindu religious schools sprang into being, the roster of our local Branches 
rapidly extended itself, and Theosophy became a household and dear word in 
every Hindu home. The addresses presented to us teemed with expressions of 
the belief that the iron rule of Kali Yuga was broken and the dawn of the 
revived Golden Age had come. All this was natural, but it was unhealthy and 
feverish. A re-action was inevitable, but how or when it was to come was not 
clear. We now perceive it, for it is upon us. The wreaths once woven for us 
are now being hung around the necks of the political leaders who are thought to 
be laying the basis of the future Indian Empire, greater than Akbar's or Chand
ragupta's, enduring as adamant! And the national emotion is flowing in the 
channel Inter armas silent le~es, traced by the projectors of the Congress. 
Politics stifle Religion, as a toothache or a bankruptcy makes one forget Nirvana ! 
Another reaction is inevitable, for we must not forget that the Hindu is the 
most deeply and absolutely religious nature in the world When it comes, the 
old blood will assert itself and attention be again given to those master problems 
of human life and destiny beside which all temporal concerns are vulgar and in
significant. Let us not try to hasten the day, for the present agitation is useful 
and healthy in being a force to arouse the Indian mind from its fatal habit of 
indolence and dormancy, the greatest curse and calamity which can befall a 
race. Let us only keep on in the line of our altruistic activity, free from 
discouragement, steadfast in purpose true to the behests of conscience. Gentle
men, the Convention is now declared open for business. 
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QABBALAH, THE PHILOSOPHICAL WRITINGS 

or 

50S 

SOLOMON BEN YEHUDAH IBN GEBIROL (OR AVICEBRON). (& 

SUCH is the title of an admirably thoughtful, learned, and very con· 
scientious volume (for full title 'Oitle infra note), by Mr. Isaac Myer, 
LL.B., of Philadelphia, U.S.A. 

As this new work is of an extreme importance to all students of the Kabala 
and the Hermetic Sciences in general, it is proposed to devote to it rather a 
lengthy review. In the present case " the labourer is (fully) worthy of his hire," 
and no passing notice could answer either the author's or our own object. 
Therefore, his "Qabbalah" has to be examined both from the standpoint of its 
own intrinsic' value-which is very great--and from that of the aim with which 
it was written. We will begin by the latter, basing our remarks on the 
declarations of the author himself. Says Mr. I. Myer in his Introduction :-

.. It is my desire to awaken a higher spiritual feeling towards the investigation of the Mysteries of 
Ancient Israel, in which the Mysteries of the New Covenant lie hidden; which shall help to awaken 
in Christian Mysticism its fundamental elements • . . to establish the ~ast edifice of theology on 
deep philosophical principles and belief in the True, and not on man's alterable crP.eds and formula
tions : by so doing, prepiU'e a common centre for the reunion of all the, at present, divided religious 
sects." 

Such an investigation of the mysteries would be more than beneficent to the 
world in general, and to the rectification and purification of the conflicting 
creeds of Christendom especially. But, as it would lead to a dead certainty to 
the final unveiling of the heathen origins of Christianity and to the restitution of 
pagan Cresar's goods and chattels to Cresar, the readiness of the Christian 
Levitc to avail himself of the opportunity is rather doubtful But the Author 
was evidently of another opinion upon this subject, as his Dedication would 
prove; for he inscribes his valuable work to those who are the least calculated 
to appreciate its contents. How remarkable his honest optimism must be, may 
be inferred from these ft'w lines which show that :-

The work is "respectf'Jlly dedicated by the author . . • . TO .~LL EARNEST, 

UNPREJUDICED AND INDEPENDENT SEARCHERS FOR THE TRUTH, Tke%gians, 
Priests, etc." 

The adjectives in the first portion of the dedicatory sentence tally rather too 
paradoxically with the second portion. The" Searchers for the Truth," to 

• ... and their connection with the Hebrew Qabbalah and Sepher ha-lobar, with remarks upon 
the antiquity and content of the latter, and translations of selected passages from the same. Also 
an Ancient Lodge of Initiates, translated from the lobar, and an abstract of an Essay upon the 
Chinese Qabbalah, contained in the book called Yih King, etc. By Isaac Myer, LL.B., Member 
of the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia; La Socit!tl! Royale de Numismatique 
rlc Belgique, etc. 350 copies published by the author. Philadelphia: Published for the author by 
MacCa1laci Company, 837 and 839 Dock Street. 
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whose favour the book is recommended, can hardly be "priests or theologians," 
whose orthodoxy and advancement in the hierarchy of the Church depend 
generally on the degree of their crystallization in the dead letter dogma and 
unswerving loyalty to the same. Truth can never be the aim of those whose 
predecessors gloried in the boast of credo quid impossibile, and who themselves 
follow religiously the injunction. 

Now, as no Christian theologian or priest has ever supported (not openly at 
any rate) either the Vedantic Parabrahm or the Kabalistic Ain-Soph, who are 
equivalent to each other in Occultism, and both an "absolute negation," this 
"Epistle Dedicatory" becomes quite misleading. Forthwith the vision of a 
"personal Absolute," such as the medireval YHVH has now become in the 
hands of some Christian Kabalists, floats before the mind's eye of the Theosophist 
and Occultist, who are almost tempted to leave the work uncut. For this the 
" Dedication" alone is responsible. For what is it but an acknowledgment, a 
tacit assurance that the work is written in a way to meet with clerical approba
lion 1 And, as all know that now-a-days there are few priests or preachers, who, 
unless of the Elsmere type, would ever accept Ain-Soph or Parabrahm as a 
substitute for Jehovah, the dismay of the student is but very natural. In our 
century the Kabala-or "Qabbalah" as the author spells it-has no worse 
opponent than the Rabbis themselves, they whose forefathers were the compilers 
and recorders of that glorious light shining in darkness called the Zonar of 
Shimeon Ben Yochai, and other kindred works. Moreover, with a few exceptions 
of clergymen who are Freemasons, no Christian priest or theologian will 
ever allow that any good can come from that Kabalistic Nazareth-the Book 
of Splendour, or ZOHAR. The student knows all this. And knowing it, as also 
that only a handful of priests and theologians (if any) would appreciate ~fr. 

Myer's great work for the above given reasons, he can hardly repress an involun
tary feeling of distrust after learning who are the patrons to whom the work is 
incribed. He suspects Mr. Myel's" Qabbalah" of being a wholesale slaughter 
of the" Innocents" like those of certain German and English wiseacres, who 
knowing of the Zona,. but the little they found in Rosenroth, have tried their 
best to misunderstand even that little. 

But if, conquering this first impression, the student goes even superficially over 
the fine octavo volume, his fears will vanish like the grey mist before the rising 
sun. Out of the 500 pages of matter, there is scarcely one that does not bring us 
some new fact, or throw an additional light on the old teaching, offering here, a 
fresh standpoint for examination, there, an tin expected corroboration of some 
Eastern tenet. Read, on page xii. et seq. of the Introduction, the definition of 
the Qabbalistic Deity by the Author. As he tells us "from a want of knowledge 
of the Qabbalistic philosophy, the translations of many statements in both the 
Old and New Testaments are frequently erroneous" j and this is e~'en more 
evident in the loose translation of Elohim (plural) by "God" in the singular, 
the" Lord God" or "Lord" simply for other and more significant Hebrew 
terms, than in what he calls "the asserted improvements in the revised 
versions." Thus the author tells us :-

The nearest approach that man can make to the unseen, is that inner communion which works 
silently in his soul, but which cannot be expressed in absolute language nor by any words. which is 
beyond all formulations into word symbolism, yet is oDltheconfines of it and the unknown spintua 
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world. This is conceptualism. We experience these feelings only in our hearts and inner thoughts 
•.•.•• Silence, meditation, inter-<:ommunion with Self, this is the nearest approach to the 
invisibl ... They are sublimations. Many of our ideas arc only negations, the Highest Deity is clothed 
as to Its essence and appearance in darkness to the finite thought. Yet, these negations are affirma 
tions • • • .. There is a spiritual body, and there is a natural body," but this does not take us out 01 

the material world, a spirit can only be conceived of as something vague, dim, in opposition to 
matter, yet the inner motor of Ui, is spirit. The Deity and its attributes, cannot be defined, they are 
to us an absolute negation of all our sO-<:alled absolute knowledge, for all our absolute knowledge 
is based, raised upon, centred and carried on, through our matter-world knowledge and symbolism, 
e.g., Eternity is not the past, prt.'Sent, future, these are in Time, Eternity can be conceived of, only as 
an absolute negation of all matter-world thought and malter-world existence. The non-Ego is the 
nearest approach to the invisible, the Ego is a manifestation. (Introduct. pp. xii. and xiii.) 

This-is an excellent description of the" Unknowable." But, talk of such a 
deity-a "NON-EGO" -to the modern priest and theologian or even to the 
average Mason of General Pike's school of masonic thought, and see whether 
the former does not forthwith proclaim you an infidel, and the latter a heretic 
from ·u the Grand Orient" of France. It is the" Principe Crealeur" of the 
French Masons, and the same that led, some ten or twelve years ago, to a final 
split and feud between the only decent approximation on this globe to a 
"Universal Brotherhood" of Man-to wit, Masonry. The war-whoop raised 
over and against this impersonal Prindpe Crealeu,-a far loftier position by-the
bye than the personal "Father who art in Heaven" of the Scotch Masons-in 
the U.S, of America alone, must have awakened and filled with terror all the 
"skeletons" who slumber and crumble to dust in the cupboards of the Banquet 
Halls of the "Widow's Sons." Those most bitter and virulent in their 
denunciations were precisely the "priests and theologians" - to whom the 
excellent work under review is dedicated-and mosl of wkom were Masons. 
Have the latter reformed during the last ten years? 

The learned author of "Qabbalah," himself a Mason, having observed that it 
is apparent that both the N. Testament and early Patristic literature "have had 
a common origin in the esoteric teachings of the Israelites" shows moreover a 
common origin in all religions. That is precisely what Theosophy does. From 
the start Mr. I. Myer bravely enters the arena of universal truths, and con
fesses that "the reader may be sometimes startled by my (his) statements 
which may be contrary to his conventional religious ideas, As to this," he 
adds, "I can only say that I have stated the subject as I have found it, and as 
this is not a polemical work, do not criticise it." (INTRoD. p. xiii.) Since the 
day of the learned and sincere Ragon, no Mason, with one exception, however, 
has dared to tackle so openly the modern Levites and Levitism. Yet there is 
a notable difference between the rendering of the eminent Belgian Mason and 
our no less eminent American Mason and author, The former asks fearlessly: 

, My learned Brethren, how comes it that the one and only Deity declared in the ancient mysteries, 
in the scholastic cathedrals of the new (to wit, Christian) faith and in the assemblies of 'the Holy 
Logos,' as the source of peace, is proclaimed even by the • Elect' in heaven, as the terrible God of 
war, Sa66aot4, the Lord of Hosts?" 

But in Mr. Myel's "Qabbalah," Jehovah is not even mentioned by name. 
Nevertheless, thanks are due to the author for the courage he has displayed in 
writing his work. For things have strangely changed on our earth since the 
day when the ancient Masonic verse "the world was vaulted by a Mason"
was chanted, and the Masonic Fraternity has changed with the rest. Nowadays 
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the" Widow's Son" fears to remove the smallest stone from the original vault 
his craft has helped the theologian to conceal, as much as the latter does. The 
Mason of 1889 is wiser in his generation than the Trinosoph of 1818; for the 
average Mason fears with good cause, that by brushing away the cobwebs of the 
ages from the" Holy Arch," the keystone will give way and the whole building. 
tumbling to the ground, will bury themselves and the Churches under its ruins. 

Very luckily the author of "Qabbalah" is not an "average" Mason. He is 
one of the few-very few indeed-who has the courage to trace back the hitherto 
impenetrable mysteries of both religion and masonry, whose origin, as averred, 
was lost in the night of the ages: "its temple having time for duration, the 
Universe for space." It is thus to be doubly regretted that he should publish his 
work almost without any commentaries; for it could only gain from them. 
However, merely the new facts given out are of immense value to those Kabalists 
and Theosophists who may be ignorant of both the Eastern Aryan and the 
Semitic-Arabic and Hebrew-languages. To such Mr. Myer's "Qabbalah" will 
be like a voice speaking to them from the depths of a remote antiquity and 
corroborating that which he is taught to believe in. For the author besides 
being a Mason is a well-known lawyer, a stil\ more eminent antiquarian and 
a man of wide and varied learning, whose statements must be regarded as 
reliable. 

The speculations of almost every known philosopher and metaphysician, em
bracing a long series of centuries during the Christian period. are found in the 
volume. Cosmogony and Anthropogenesis, Theogony and the Mysteries of the 
after life, are noticed in turn and presented in their chronological order. As in 
the Secret Doctrine of the East, both the material and the spiritual worlds, are 
shown emanating from the ever unknowable and (from us) concealed ABSOLL"TE. 

Curiously enough, in view of the above quoted passage with regard to the 
Deity, some reviewers in America have still misunderstood the point. They 
persist in making of that "Unknowable" or Ain-Soph a male deity! It is 
referred to, by the mere force of habit, or the metaphysical inaptness of the 
writers, as a "He," i.e., the Absolute and the Limitless, is shown limited and 
conditioned! A first-class paper in Philadelphia (Penn.) while reviewing the 
work of Mr. Myer, carries the paradox so far as to utter in the same breath 
the following remarks: 

"The doctrine (the Kabala) in many respects is clearly akin to that of 
the Buddhists-in fact to those of all the Eastern religions," and yet it adds in 
the same paragraph that it (the doctrine) "is distinguished from most of the 
pantheistic systems in that it is an attempt to represent the spirit as above matter. 
and to reveal the Creater as greater than the created." To speak of the similarity oi 
the Kabalistic system with Buddhism and the Pantheistic religions, and then to 
find in the former a personal Creator, or Spirit distinct from matter, is to credit 
both the Zohar and the author of the volume (even if the latter be "a com
pilation ") with an illogical fallacy. Ain-Soph is not the Creator in the Zohar. 
Ain-soph, as the Absolute, can have neither the desire nor the will to create 
since no attributes can be postulated in the Absolute. Hence the system of 
periodical and unconscious emanation from Ain-Soph of Sephira-Adam= 
-Kadmon and the rest. As the ancient Pagan philosophers said "there are 
many gods but one deity," so the Kabalists show ten Sephiroth but one Ain-
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Soph. To give up the creative gods for one .. Creator," is to limit and con
dition the latter into-at best-a gigantic similitude of man; it is to dwarf and 
dishonour the deity; to try an absurdity; to cut out, to mutilate, so to say, the 
Absolute, and cause it to appear in a limitation. A" creator" cannot be 
infinite. Therefore, a "creator," one of the Kosmocratores or " Fashioners" .. of 
the Universe, may be, with a stretch of imagination, viewed as greater than the 
world of forms; or the matter he shapes into a form or forms; but if we make him 
entirely distinct from the differentiated matter the Cosmic deity is to fashion 
and build, then he forthwith becomes an extra-Cosmic god, which is an 
absurdity. Ain-Soph is the omnipresent infinitude, the soul and spirit and the 
essence of (he Universe. Such is precisely the idea we find expressed on page 
175 of "Qabbalah" where the term" Elohim," translated "God" in the 
English versions of the Bible, is referred to as "the lowest designation, or the 
Deity in Nature." Thus the distinction between Ain-Soph, the sexless Principle, 
IT, and the Host of Creators or the Sephiroth, is strongly preserved throughout 
the volume. 

Especially valuable are the passages given from the philosophy of R. S. Ben 
Yehudah Ibn Gebirol, or as he was generally referred to, Avicebron-which 
echo unmistakeably not only the Zoharic but likewise the Eastern esoteric 
teachings. .. Ibn Gebirol, of Cordova, "the first so-called Arabian philosopher 
in Europe who flourished in the XIth century, was also one of the most 
eminent among the Jewish poets of the Middle Ages. His philosophical works 
written in Arabic 'are plainly shown exonerating Moses de Leon (XIIIth cen,tury), 
accused of having forged the Zohar attributed to R. Simeon Ben Iochai. 

As all scholars know, Ibn Gebirol was a Spanish Jew, mistaken by most 
writers in the subsequent centuries for an Arabian philosopher. Regarded as 
an Aristotelian, many of his works were condemned by the University of Paris, 
and his name remains to this day but very little known outside the circle of 
learned Kabalists. Mr. Myer has undertaken to vindicate this medireval 
scholar, poet, and mystic, and has fully succeeded in doing so. Identifying the 
lore given out by this forgotten sage with the universal" Wisdom Religion," our 
author thus points out that the mystical theosophy and the disciptina arcana of 
the Hebrew Tanaim had been found by the latter in the schools of Babylon. 
Later this Wisdom was embodied by Simeon Ben Iochai, the chief of the Tanaim 
(the initiated), in the Zohar and other works, now lost. That which is the most 
important to Theosophists, however, is the fact that the author vindicates in his 
learned work the assertions made so long as twelve years ago in "Isis Un
veiled" and now elaborated in the " Secret Doctrine": namely that the source 
<>f all Kabalistic ideas and doctrines, as embodied in the Zohar, are to be traced 
to Aryan rather than Semitic thought In truth these ideas are neither 
Akkadian, Chaldean, nor yet Egyptian originals. They are universal property, 
common to all nations. The late author of "The Gnostics and their Remains" 
(King) defended the same idea, only more forcibly, inasmuch as he traced every 
Gnostic speculation-whether Semitic, Turanian or Western Aryan-to India. 
But Mr. Myer is more prudent; without allowing priority to any nation, he 
shows identical ideas in the universal symbols. Without denying their great 
antiquity among the Jews we are yet forced to say that as now embodied in 

• E.g. ('"bapter xx., Po 41,S. "Structure of the Univene. Stability of opposition," etc., etc. 
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the Zohar these doctrines are the latest of all. They can hardly antedate 400 

or 500 years D.C. since the Israelites got them from Babylon. The Chinese 
Yih-King and the Taoist books contain them all and are far older. They may 
be also found in the cuneiform inscriptions of Mesopotamia and Persia, in the 
Upanishads of the Vedas, in the Zend works of the Zoroastrians and in the 
Buddhist lore of Siam, Tibet, Japan, as also in the hieratic papyri of the 
Egyptians. They are the common property and the outcome, in short, of the 
most archaic thought that has reached us. 

The author does not compliment the Zohar, however, when saying that 
"much of the mystery of the Practical Qabbalah will be undoubtedly dis
covered in the (H indu) Tantras" (p. xiii. I nlrod.). It is evident that he has 
"not as yet had an opportunity of seeing any of the latter." For, had he 
examined them he would have soon found out that the Tantras, as they now 
stand, are the embodiment of ceremonial black magic of the darkest dye. A 
"Tantrika," he who practises the Talltras, in their dead ietter, is synonymous 
with" Sorcerer" in the phraseology of the Hindus. Blood-human and animal 
- corpses and ghosts have the most prominent place in the paraphernalia 
used for the practical necromancy and rites of Tantrika worship. But it is 
quite true, that those Kabalists who dabble in the ceremonial magic as described 
and taught by Eliphas Levi, are as full blown Tantrikas as those of Bengal.· 

Chapter IlL, wherein the author describes minutely the history of the re
writing of this valuable work by Moses de Leon, the intrigues of his enemies 
contemporary with him, and of his critics of more modern times, is alone worth 
the purchase of Mr. Myer's Qabbalah. It is a hitherto unwritten page of the 
history of Kabalistic literature, going far to show, at the same time, that ~'erily 

" nothing is new under the sun" ; not even the malicious policy of persecution, 
as it is the same to-day as it was then. Thus, as an enemy will call a Theosophist 
or an Occultist a forger and a plagiarist, in the XIXth century, because the enemy 
had gathered that the man had a quarrel half a century back with his mother
in-law, or that he smoked, or was alleged to use profane (read "Biblical") bn
guage; so an enemy of Moses de Leon, " Rabbi David Rafon of Corfu, in order to 
show the small value of his Zohar. says: 'R. M. de Leon is a spendthrift, who 
earns a great deal of money from his writings, but makes up the Zohar out of his 
own head, and he treats his wife and daughter badly,'" (p. 57). Others called 
Moses de Leon a profligate, a liar, a man of no learning, and what not. during 
the Middle Ages, as also in our modern day. Yet he is the reputed author of a 
dozen or so of scholarly works, among which the most prominent are 1'lfPlush 
Hah-Hokhmah, i.e. "The Soul of Wisdom," and Sepher-Has-sodotn, i_e. "Book 
of Secrets," besides being the reputed author and forger of the Zonar, a fathomless 
well of philosophy. As Mr. J. Myer remarks: 

.. These were written in Hebrew. but the Zohar. and the Zoharic books are mostly in the Aramaic. 
Here we have numerous books written by this alleged superficially learned man. and this ignoramus 
has also, it is said, the ability to write the immense and very learned book on the Secret Learning.the 
Zohar. and the other books bound with it _ ... and the opponents of the antiquity of the Zohar sal' 
the author was living a reckless life, travelling from place to place. . . . They ne,'er wrote books at 
this time in Aramaic, but understood it as a language of the Talmudim; the Zohar is a \'aluminous 
work. larger than all the books, admitted to be by 1\1. de Leon, put together, and they took nine years 
for their composition. , .• " (p. 60). .. The Zohar and the books bound up with it. weI'(' act'<'pted 
by the Jewisb learned men. almost immediately upon their publication in I\ISS-. as a verity-if Dot 
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by the Qabbalist, R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai, at least as containing an accepted ancient secret tradition. 
part likely coming through him. Everything points to this, and denies the authorship and forgery. 
imputed by many critics to R. Moses ben Shem-Tob de Leon, of Spain. who only claimed in his 
writings to be a copyist and redactor of older Qabbalistic works, and not their author. These 
strange, wonderful and weird writings required more than one intellect to produce them, and contain 
a mine of ancient Oriental philosophical thought. • •• The Zohar proper is a running com
mentary on the Five Books, or Pentateuch, touching at the same time upon numerous problems of 
philosophical speculation of the deepest and most sacred import, and propounding many ideas and 
doctrines with an acumen worthy to proceed from the greatest intellects. • •• The Zohar, and 
the fragments contained in it, were not made public in MSS. for over 225 years after Gebirol's 
death. . •. Ibn Gebirol's writings are of great importance to Oriental scholars, from the assist
ance they render to the settlement of great questions as to the authenticity, authorship and authority 
of the Zoharic writings, the antiquity of the Qabbalistic philosophy, its earliest formulated ideas, and 
its origin" (p. 7 et seq.). 

As an experienced lawyer, the author has made out a complete case for the 
Kabalists. Noone who reads carefully his plea can fail to see that he has 
settled the point and shown the account in Yu kasin and other works inimical 
both to the Zonar and Moses de Leon-untrustworthy. Nor has he left the 
exoteric New Testament, without breathing one word against it, a leg to stand 
on; for, he shows it, in company with other works mostly enumerated, such as 
the Septuagint, the Targums, the oldest of the Sybilline Oracles, etc., etc., to be 
all derived from the Qabbalah; and he proves the principal teachings of the 
latter, its symbols and ideas proceeding from and identical with those in the 
Vedas, the oldest Brahminical philosophies, the Egyptian, Greek, and Chaldean 
pagan systems (p. 324 et seq.). 

Every word and fact given therein, however, is no more than the truth, which 
anyone may ascertain by reading Mr. Myel's interesting volume. When we 
learn, therefore, from the author's Introduction, of the difficulties experienced 
by him in having his work published, we are not in the least surprised. The 
first edition of only 350 copies (at six dollars) and another, still smaller, but a 
finer one (at ten dollars) were published by the author himself. We gather that 
he was unable to find a publisher on account, as he himself states, "of the 
timidity of those engaged in the business of publishing, resulting from their un
familiarity with the subject and fear of its financial success." Even one of 
these two reasons when coming from an average small publisher with an eye 
only to business, would be amply sufficient. When given by great American 
publishers, however, the heads of whose firms, no less than those of the large 
Continental publishing houses, are generally well-read and enlightened men, the 
pretext is as transparent as it is absurd. It is simply once more the assertion 
of the prevailing and bigoted intolerance of this our so-called civilized age. In 
the face of the growing light cast by research and the study of ancient works 
and fragments of archaic religions, it makes desperate efforts to put its extin
guisher upon truth and unwelcome facts. It manifests itself openly and 
secretly. It forces publishers to refuse to have anything to do with most of 
such works; it boycotts every attempt in this direction, from volumes full of the 
most valuable research such as the "Qabbalah" under notice, down to the 
comparatively innocent LUCIFER. Even the latter is exiled in "free" England 
from every railway bookstall, only because these stalls are the exclusive monopoly 
throughout the United Kingdom, and the property of the pious and Right 
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Honourable gentleman who is at present the leader of the House of Commons, 
but even better known to the travelling public as "Old Smith." 

Popular wisdom manifests itself in its proverbs; and provides, for explaining 
them in an age calling itself the" Enlightened," such high-handed feats of 
CI might is right" on the part of "timid" publishers and over pious M.P.'s. 
The fact that "when nearest to death the house-fly bites the hardest" may be a 
consolation to the victims in one direction; and the saying that "a building is 
very near collapsing if people once begin to see its foundations bare "-may be 
another. At this rate dogmatic and sectarian Christianity must indeed be very 
near its end. For in few other works are the said foundations made so visible 
and the mysteries of the exoteric religion laid so bare, as in the valuable work 
under notice. Numerous are the portions of the New Testament quoted, and 
as the American Antiquarian well observes, many are the "interesting exposi
tions of the relah"on of this mystical pnilosophy to portions of the He'll! Testament, 
showing quite plausibly that many sayings of Christ anti expressions of the 
apostles bear ,.efe,.ence to, anti can only be untlef'stootI by, this esoteni: Heb,.aic 
theosophy." 

Nor must we fail to notice an important feature in the volume, one that 
renders good service to the student anxious to analyze thoroughly the similarity 
of ideas in the universal ideography and symbols. Some fifty valuable 
engravings are given, a few of which are familiar to the Kabalist, some hitherto 
not extant. In every case a counterpart is pointed out to every Zoharic idea, 
as embodied in ancient Hindu, Babylonian, Egyptian, Mexican and even 
Chinese symbols. Every Pythagorean Number finds its place and classification, 
and we may recognise a striking identity of thought between nations that can 
have never come into contact with each other. The selection of these old 
engravings is most felicitous for the illustration of the points involved. 

To close this rather too long review, Mr. Myer has produced a masterpiece 
of its kind. If-perhaps on account of his being a mason and a lawyer-the 
erudite author holding too closely to the kind of prudence which, Milton says 
" is .that virtue by which we discern what is proper to be done under the various 
circumstances of time and place" does not argue, or say anything himself which 
is new, on the other hand most of his translated passages and quotations are 
either fresh matter to the reader unacquainted with the originaf ~guages the 
author translates from, or presented in an entirely new aspect even to most 
of the Western Kabalists. Hence, he has produced and bestowed upon the 
reading public a unique work. If his dedication shows too much optimism as 
to the reconcilability of his adjectives with the nouns to which he attaches 
them, the contents of his work are a death blow to the claims of "theologians 
and priests" even" unprejudiced and independent," if such rartZ aves had any 
existence within the bosom of orthodoxy, and outside of the mythical. 

Thus the "Qabbalah II is a real boon to our learned Theosophists and 
Kabalists; and it ought to be such to every student of ancient lore. But, it is 
wormwood in the bitterness of its bare facts and proofs to every sectarian and 
dead-letter worshipper. 
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MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE-RELIGIOUS, PRACTICAL AND 
POLITICAL ASPECTS OF THE QUESTION. 

~R. AP RICHARD has furnished with a powerful weapon those 
J1D, numerous Solomons of society who, under the mask of religion, have 

brought forward in every, age the authority of the Bible to justify their 
shameful actions. They have appealed to it in support of slavery, and they now 
.appeal to it in support of concubinage and licentiousness. The author deals with 
the question of marriage from every point of view-chiefly from that of 
animalism. He starts with the principle that" Liberty of Conscience" (for the 
male alone, note well) should be allowed. This implies in practice liberty of 
free commerce, the prostitution of woman as a thing, and reduces a tie which is 
regarded by many as holy and indissoluble to a mere produce of free Love and 
trade, which is far from being always/air Trade. 

The work may be a scholarly one from a literary point, but it starts from a 
principle still lower in the code of morality than that practised by Mormons. 
It answers, perhaps, the aspirations of the average Mussulman. We doubt 
whether those of the average Christian (unless one of the Upper Ten) will be 
as easily satisfied. 

Our ideas of relationship are founded upon our social systemr and as other races 
have very different habits and ideas on that subject, it is natural to expect that 
their systems of relationship would also differ from ours. The ideas and 
customs with regard to marriage are very dissimilar in different races and we 
may say, as a general rule, that as we descend in the scale of civilization, the 
family diminishes and the tribe increases in importance. 

Mr. Ap Richard seems to have made a careful classification of his subject, 
although it is artificial in every respect. He starts with the assumption that the 
Bible must be right, and argues thence to the infallibility of the Church. In 
so doing he exactly reverses the view taken by St. Augustine. "Ego vero 
.evangeho non erederem,. nisi me Catho/iea: Eec/esia: eommoveret auetoritas." 
Both the Catholic saint and the Protestant author, however, reason within a 
-vicious circle, each from the respective point of his preconception. It may be 
pointed out, however, that there was a difference between temporary and per
manent laws in the Old Testament. 

"The blessing of God was given to the marriage of Adam and Eve." Indeed? 
The author is discreetly silent, however, about the approval of the Almighty. 
It is previously given to the sun, the moon and the creeping things which 
"were very good," but no similar expression of approval is used about Eve. 
Abraham's liaison with Hagar (the still worse one of Lot with his daughters 
is not mentioned) was "not condemned by the writer of the Book of the 
Beginnings." Polygamy (and, it seems, incest also) "was recognised and allowed 
by the Mosaic law, but was not allowed on the woman's side," goes on our 
authority. We say if one was, the other was also, and shall prove it. 

David, we are told by the author, was rebuked for his adultery, not for his 
pol)'gamy. (!) Solomon's wives and concubines were allowed to him as "a thing 
advantageous." The symbolism which makes all these mystic brides indicative 
cf the forces of nature is again ignored by the very matter-of-fact author, who is 
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a literalist pur sang. We then are offered the N. Testament record. Christ did 
not forbid polygamy, nor did His Apostles. It was only in a bishop that it was 
disapproved. There is in fact no general prohibition of it in Scripture, and Mr. 
Ap Richard considers it an open question, as open as the questions of parachute 
descent or Stock Exchange speculation. Utrum horum mavis a(czpe. 

We see hert: what comes of Biblical religion, which rests on no foundation 
of morality and is so dangerous in its dead-letter. The author then takes the 
question of divorce, and discusses, in detail, Exodus xxi., 2, Exodus xxi, 7. 
Deuteronomy xxi., 10, Deuteronomy xxiv., I, and proceeds to teach that-

There is sufficient to show that concubinage under certain conditions was 
permitted. Divorce as a matter of expediency was allowed. The author gives 
no weight nor value to the declaration of Christ, that the Mosaic law was 
abrogated, and that marriage with a divorced person was distinctly forbidden. 
In all Mr. Ap Richard's arguments, he takes the Protestant view and regards 
the Church of England as a anAExalG. The Greek and Roman churches 
are entirely ignored, and left to be hatched, matched, or dispatched, at his own 
sweet will and pleasure. 

Then the author considers the question of separation, though he never 
indic.'ltes the true distinctions between the divorce a "'i1lCIIlo malrinloniis and the 
divorce a 11Ie11sa eI ll/Oro. Still, giving due weight to his aspirations on the im
portance of observing Church' Discipline in the Church of England, he shows 
how semi-detached couples may be brought into existence upon the biological 
plan of "fission." In this work there is much which brings us face to face 
with questions of theology, or of right and wrong, supposed to act as the 
prime motors in what some call a sacrament and most others a deliberate 
contract. To the author, however, marriage is neither. 

But let us now examine the question from two other aspects. Let us look at 
it from the standpoint of the woman and her sacred rights involved in it; and 
from that of truth and a dispassionate analysis. 

The bloodthirsty ancient Israelites, the sensual Jews, as in the Old Testament, 
followed the instinct of all savages and regarded the female as a Ihing to be 
captured and used, and of which a conqueror would scarcely have too much. 
The iniquities of their bloody wars were perpetrated under the direct command 
of "the Lord thy God" (see Hosea xiii., 16), also carried out by Christian 
conquerors. The woman might be the property of all the males in the tribe. 
The Book of Ruth, if it is taken as most Jews take it, in its literal meaning, 
decidedly inculcates the principle of polyandry. Of course, occultists are 
acquainted with its real significance; meanwhile, female believers in the dead
letter text would·be fully justified in clamouring for their rights of practising 
polyandry on the same aulhon·ly. 

The Jews appear, according to their own showing, at one time of their 
history, to have been both polygamous and polyandrous, neither social practice 
being forbidden by their Torah, or Law. 

As this law was acceptable to the indIviduals, it was readily accepted as the 
voice of "God." As slavery brought money into the pockets of slave-holders, 
in America, the whole clergy supported the iniquitous claims of the Southerners 
by Biblical texts. While the Jews were polygamising and polyandrising, and 
Baal and Astoreth elevated their fanes beside that of the Ineffable ilTil', the 
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prophets of Israel (not Judah) preserved the Secret and Sacred Doctrine 
amid many vicissitudes. They were the real custodians of Truth, into which 
they were initiated. The Jews around them knew nothing of their doctrine, 
as their religious duties chiefly consisted in selling doves, changing money, 
and slaughtering oxen in the Temple. But the real high places of Samaria told 
of the worship of the God of Truth. The hut circle on the mountain side, 
with its divine 0, told worshippers what to worship, and where Deity should 
be worshipped. Protest after protest was made by these Tanaim, the Initiated, 
against the brutalising influence of the Jews; but the intruders had learnt that 
the Promised Land abounded in milk and honey, and that if they went east 
they would be beaten by the Arabs. The day of Karma came, and the Jews 
were successivdy beaten by Babylonians, by Romans, and centuries later by 
Christians. The knowledge of the 0 became forgotten. The Jews learned 
social decency for the first time, when they copied the outward bearing of 
Roman courtezans, who at least taught them a higher morality than they knew 
of in their own land. In the time of Cicero (oralio ad Flaeeu",), we see that 
the Jews had a different code of morals in sexual matters, and a far lower one 
than even the not over-pious Romans, the latter being always chary to admit 
such sensualists into their midst. Polygamy might be tolerated by the Roman 
soldier, but polyandry was too strong for the Roman matron. The nation had 
not yet been so debased through contact with the Jews and their immoralities, 
the profligacy of the higher classes of the Empire notwithstanding. But 
early Christian asceticism placed the position of woman, and especially of 
married women, on a different basis. To whatever source we may refer the 
principles inculcated in the New Testament, they are embodied in a system of 
teaching which still exists, little as it may be followed, to the present day. Law, 
at least, enforces monogamy. The Jewish custom has been abrogated, and 
outwardly, at all events, man has improved in the potentialities of decent living, 
as compared to the life led by the Patriarchs and Kings. 

It is the argument of Mr. Ap Richard that Christ did not intend positively 
and immediately to abrogate the Mosaic law on this subject. 

Taking the Bible as the source of morality and the guide of truth, he asks his 
readers to disprove the assertion that polygamy is not condemned by any 
authority, any text of "Holy Scripture." It is his argument that Christ himself 
did not condemn the liberty of polygamy. He admits that various questions 
concerning marriage, and particularly with regard to the principles of the Gospel 
in relation to it, were raised in the early days of the Christian Church. Some 
four or five years after the Apostle Paul had founded the Church in Corinth, and 
had made a lengthy stay there of a year and a half, the brethren wrote a letter 
to him requesting some fw,ther instructions and advice on several matters of 
doctrine and practice; and foremost amongst these, on some points touching 
the question of marriage. Paul, who knew that there were a large proportion 
of Jews who had not followed out the maxim non cuivis eonlingil adire 
Corinlhum, noted the one vice for which the Corinthians were notorious, that 
of prostitution. He dealt with the subject of mixed marriages in a manner 
which has since been formulated and developed by generations of theologians 
in spirit, if not altogether carried out in practict. Mr. Ap Richard discusses 
at great length the argument of St. Paul But as he bases it on the ground of 
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private interpretation, the opinion of Falstaff "'Twere good for you that it 
should be known in counsel, you'll be laughed at," must hold good The 
gravity with which the author piles text upon text, to found an argument in 
favour of his obnoxious doctrine, emulates the glory of the old Puritan 
preacher, who thundered against female high head-dresses, and divided the 
words of a text to prove his case. "Let hi m that is upon the house-top not come 
down I " Wher;::fore I say unto you, "Top-knot, come down!" As we are 
unable to recognise his premises, we cannot discuss his argument, merely noting 
that probably any form of aberration of the human intellect, or peculiar 
practice. can by judicious manipUlation be justified by a text of the Scriptures. 

The author arguing from the instincts of man, considers marriage, not merely 
as honourable in all; but as a necessary consequence to human existence. But 
this proceeds on the argument that all processes of life must end in marriage. 
A nove~ that does not end with a wedding, is voted dull by the average British 
public. The idea of the old Hindu Kumaras and the Archangel Michael, who 
refused to generate children, has entirely disappeared from modem society. 
The ceaseless efforts of frail man not to fulfil his end, namely to liberate his 
SpiritUal Ego from the thraldom of matter, but to adopt a particularly comfort
able condition of life, will probably be continued so long as the present race 
continues to infest the surface of the earth. The occult female element, a 
pure ray from the Ineffable Irolme, is ignored by the moderns, who use marriage 
as a remedy for the softness of man's heart, and permit divorce for the hardness 
of that same heart. The higher grades of the condition of man, virginity and its 
consequent glory, are set aside for the objects of sensual pleasures and pecuniary 
advantages of marriage. The latter has become a regular traffic now-a-days. 
The author is evidently too prosaic to contemplate glorified humanity, wherein 
earth should be like heaven, where there should be no marrying, or giving in 
marriage, and the popUlation of the world should diminish, till the last survivor 
is merged in Ain Soph. Rather should he look for marriage to be made 
pleasant and accessible to all, like a sixpenny telegram. The restrictions which 
even the wiliest missionary places in the way of polygamy may be cast aside. 
All persons are recommended to marry early and otten, and all may be entitled 
to share (unless the Malthusians stop them) in the task of "Be fruitful and 
mUltiply and replenish the earth." 

There is not evidently sufficient over-popUlation yet in the sight of the 
author; not half enough starvation, and misery and resulting crime! 

The old Jews did not care for their own individual sanctification. So long 
as they had a lot of children and their neighbours had something to be plundered 
by them, the highest aspirations of the Hebrew race were satisfied We see 
this in the ceaseless and constant phallicism of the Jews, which culminates now 
in the hedonism and luxury which form the highest summum "onum amongst 
the Hebrew race, and its Christian imitators. Take up a novel by Auerbach or 
Beaconsfield Gold lamps glitter everywhere; rich carpets lie under foot; 
sweet scents perfume the ambient air; luxurious food tempts the jaded 
appetite; costly drink stimulates the feeble brain; beautiful females attract the 
eye; and everything is according to the heart of man. There is no moral shame 
in mere good living. But the philosophy of the old Egyptians, who produced 
the skeleton at their festival tables, ought to be oftener followed The solemn 
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lesson contained in the allegory of the Hand which wrote on the wall the 
words: Mene, mene, Tekel, up"arsin is forgotten. The pleasures of the flesh, 
the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, tempt many, and the increase of any 
custom which makes man more subject to the influences of the traditional devil 
is strongly to be dis proven by those who aim at a higher power, and a theo
sophical mode of existence. To those, who think that the present generation 
is worthy of being the recipients of thought, the words of St. Polycarp may be 
cited: II/(}s ver(} indign(}s put(}, quibus rati(}nem reddam, or as Goethe says 

Das Beste, was du wissen kannst, 
Darifst du den Buben d(}c" nz't:"t sagen. 

There is Ii hundred times more dangerous immorality contained·in this one 
volume crammed with Biblical quotations than in all the library of Zola's works. 
A deadly, sickening, atmosphere of sensual bestiality emanates from this work; 
yet one does not hear that "Marriage and Divorce" has been censured by any 
archbishop or even a stray bishop, let alone a Judge. 

Those who have ever appreciated even the idea of anot~er existence; who have 
seen, perchance, through the exercise of an hitherto undeveloped faculty of 
man, not mer~ly the exterior world, but themselves, are not likely to accept 
arguments in favour of polygamy, even though they may be supported by texts 
from the Old or even the New Testament. The thoughts of men are various 
and manifold; and we can only regret the appearance of such a volume. To 
bring forward arguments to show that it is by polygamy, and turning oneself 
into a beast, by the mere exercise of the human (or animal) faculties and 
passions, that the highest aim of man can be attained, is the culmination of this 
century's immorality, and of the influence of the dead-letter Bible. 

The Hebrew race is avenged. It was robbed by the fanatics of the early 
Christian centuries of ib heirloom, the Mosaic Books, and as thanks, was 
hooted, persecuted and murdered in the name of One supposed to have been 
foretold by the old prophets. And now, like the golden fruit in the fairy tale, 
the Bible, while the.healthy juice contained in it evaporates unsensed and un
perceived by the greedy eater, it is made to gradually distil the lethal venom 
of its dead letter, and to poison the last clear waters which, however dormant, 
were still preserved to the present day in the hearts of Christendom. All that 
Protestant Christianity seems to have assimilated from the "Holy Bible" is 
the sleek, subtle and subservient advocacy of selfish ,nd bestial passions, such 
as polygamy, and the legal spoliation by wars-as commanded by the Hebrew 
"Lord of Hosts" ! 

"SOLAR BIOLOGY." 

I T is curiously interesting to notice what logically impossible conclusions may 
be arrived at by one who has just sufficient natural impulse towards 
occultism to produce in him an overpowering desire for "something 

nove~" without the necessary mental and intuitive qualifications for investigation. 
" Over the pond" this craving for .. novelties" is rather strong, perhaps more 
so there than in any other part of the globe; and the effects of this tendency 
are far too frequently of the nature above indicated. The mental atmosphere 
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of the West is at the present day filled with these "inflated bladders," which 
require but the application of a pin's point-rather more penetrat;n!: than over
powering-to destroy their commercial buoyancy. Scientific children are fond 
of them as toys, but if one more enquiring than the rest should seek to kn01l1 

why they are so floaty and the rest, the result of his enquiry is usually so much 
10ind,. and it may be, a little colouring matter inside, serves to give the whole 
thing an attractive appearance. 

A copy of Tlte Esoteric, a monthly periodical "of advanced and esoteric 
thought," comes to hand, and from a careful perusal of its subject matter, I am 
inclined to think that it stands first class in colour and size among the many of 
its kind which I have referred to as "inflated bladders." 

One would easily be led to suppose, upon first sight of this publication, from 
the fair sprinkling of Sanskrit names and references to Oriental literature, that it 
was the organ of some learned Hindu Samaj. Not at a1l! it is that of a certain 
American" Secret Science Association." Its initial subject is "Solar Biology," 
to which frequent references are made, and from which extracts appear month 
by month. From an advertisement which fills one page of Tlte EsoteriC, it 
appears that 20 lessons can be had in Solar Biology, "with written copy," for 
50 dollars! 

A sample of this new-fangled "science" is contained in the copy of the 
magazine for November, 1888, the only one from which I am able at present to 
quote: 

"Twelve Manner of Genii" is the title of this extract. "The genius of 111. 

Scorpio-which applies to all persons born between October 23rd and ~o~·ember 
22nd/' The theory advanced on this subject is that of every person manifesting 
certain mental, psychic, and physical peculiarities agreeable to the nature of the 
ZodiaCal sign the sun happens to be in, by geocentric longitude, at birth. An 
examination of this theory may not prove uninteresting to the readers of 
LUCIFER. 

The sun is, without doubt, the source of all natural life in its own system, and 
it is in the modification of this one natural life-principle that characteristics are 
produced in the forms of life which manifest them. But no allowance is made 
either for the latitude or longitude of birth in this theory of Solar Biology, and 
therefore it is to be inferred that, because the geocentric longitude of the Sun 
is, between the above dates, in the sign Scorpio, all persons born under any 
conditions and in any clime during that period, will manifest similar tendencies 
in mind, soul and body. This is rather wide reasoning; for it is a well-known 
fact that the angular distance which any celestial body may form in relation to 
a certain place on the earth's surface, will determine the degree and quality of 
that body's influence on persons happening to be born at the time in that place. 
In this respect the planets, as moderators of the solar rays, will determine the 
characteristics of the native, according to their relative angular distances in the 
Zodiac, and their several positions in respect to the place of birth. But 
"Hiram Butler" thinks differently, and refers all the electric and magnetic 
effects of the earth and sun (the cosmical father and mother) and all those of 
the planets in the solar system to the stars which fall Within the limits of certain 
30 degrees of the Earth's Zodiac! For if the Sun, by its apparent motion 
through the Zodiac, alters its nature 12 times in the course of a year, and if its 
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relative angular distance from the place of birth stands for nothing, we must 
necessarily infer that those changes of the solar action are due to the nature of 
the constellations with which it is in conjunction "Hiram Butler" evidently 
has not given sufficient attention to the relationship existing between the fixed 
or Intellectual Zodiac and the moveable or Natural Zodiac. 

The stars or constellations which now occupy the sign Scorpio will in 2,160 

years have passed into the sign Libra and the stars of our present sign Sagit
tarius will then be in Scorpio. Will cc Hiram Butler" reappear in those days to 
revise his Solar Biolcgy, I wonder? Or wiII it perish with him? Speaking of 
the descent of the elemental thought-forms from the solar rether towards incarna
tion in the human form, the author says: "All in their degree relate themselves 
to the elements, first, o/the air, then of fire"! But if it's all the same to him, 
suppose we say, "first, to fire, and next to the air," which happens to be the 
()rder of natural descent? Further on our author tells us : 

.. When the sons of Jacob went down into Egypt, Joseph ••. took Simeon (Scorpio), and bound 
him before their eyes, and sent them back after the youngest son, Benjamin (Virgo), and Simeon 
remained there until Virgo was brought. Here was mystically symbolized that the sex function must 
be bound until the intuitional function (Virgo) is brought into the state of scientific knowledge; also 
the tenacity of the Virgo nature to adhere to the traditions of the fathers." 

Also" see Genesis xlv., wherein is expressed a wonderful prophecy couched in 
the most mystic symbology, only discoverable by a knowledge 0/ Solar Biology." 
This sounds very well indeed, but if we consult one or two of our Oriental 
scholars we shall find that this interpretation is rather strangled and arbitrary. 

Drummond tells us (vide CEdipus ludaicus) that the eighth sign of the Fixed 
Zodiac (Scorpio) is referred to Dan, "the serpent in the path": and that 
Virgo the "Isis" of the ancient Hindu Zodiac, representing the procreative 
faculty, denotes Naphtali, "the spreading oak yielding goodly branches." (See 
Genesis, xlix.). 

Altogether I am not much struck with either the method of Hiram Butler's 
reasoning. nor the fanciful conclusions he arrives at. 

SEPHARIAL. 

IMPERIAL GERMANY. 

By SYDNEY WHITMAN. London: TRUBNER and Co., 1889. 

I T is unusual to notice books in any degree of a political complexion in the 
Theosophical Magazines. But this volume is distinguished by such a 
large spirit of Catholicity, by such a theosophical breadth of view, that a 

brief notice of it will not be out of place in LUCIFER. 
In some 300 pages of good-sized print, "Imperial Germany" places before us 

with admirable perspective of detail, a complete outline of the Germany of to
day as it appears on the background of that historic Past, to which the nation 
()wes its present position. The continuity of Past and Present is scrupulously 
preserved and the moral of its history as it applies to England is drawn with a 
clear and firm hand. N or are the dangers which still threaten the unity of 
Imperial Germany forgotten. They too have their lesson for English readers, 
if only our public men were open-eyed enough to learn them. 
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In brief but telling words, the book sketches out the great features of German 
life; political, intellectua~ educational and social. The deeper roots of Gt:rman 
military power and success are traced to their seats in the educational and 
historical life of the nation, and the influence of the idealistic element in the 
German temperament receives due but not excessive recognition. All this is 
illustrated with ample detail of fact and quotation, but so clearly and admirably 
arranged that the thoughts are conveyed with the utmost force and effect. 

Though not sharing the author's admiration for Bismark so far as to accept 
the view that his character is fundamentally religious (!) and ruled by Kant's 
II categorical imperative," or the conc~ption of duty, we cannot fail to admire the 
true picture presented to us of one, who is undoubtedly the craftiest statesman of 
our time. But we cordially concur that a paternal government, if ruled by an 
exalted conception of duty to the people, is far preferable to the "Khoom-posh" 
which seems likely to be the outcome of modem Democracy-so-called. 
The following quotation sums up what is perhaps the most prominent and 
obvious lesson to be drawn from" Imperial Germany," :-

"The form of government which succeeds best in developing the central idea 
of the State, backed up by the best instincts and unselfish devotion of its 
subjects, is the best." 

ABELARD IUS. LA RELIGIONE COME SCIENZA." 

SAGGlo-Cremona, Tipografia Sociale, 1888. 

" 1\.w 0 class of works is received with more suspicion, I had almost said 
~'1 derision, than those which deal with science and religion. Science 

is tired of reconciliations between two· things which never should 
have contrasted; religion is offended by the patronage of an ally which it 
professes not to need; and the critics have rightly discovered that in most cases 
where science is either pitted against religion or fused with it, there is some 
fatal misconception to begin with as to the scope and province of either." .. 
This book belongs to this "class of works": it is an essay, where science and 
religion are compared. The author says: "Religion represents a group of 
phenomena, which attracts our attention. They may be facts of quite a 
different kind from all other facts, but they are facts, nobody can deny it; they 
are not non-existent. And why should science refuse to examine them?" And 
further on he says: "Religion is psychological to the highest degree and the 
method of dealing with it must be a psychological one." It looks at first as if 
this comparison between religion and science would be a research into the 
genesis of religious feelings, with other aims, but in the style of Feuerbach and 
of the neultegelianer. 

There is something of the kind, though only a few hints; but science in this 
case is a special theory of the author's, and religion is Christianity_ Many 
elements of the latter are separately examined and partially recognised, where 
they are not in opposition with the theory of the author. We say at once that 
his theory, although it is not developed, seems to conform itself to the esoteric 
teachings of the East, which are a new flash of light in the confusion of our 
celebrated civilisations. 

• "Natural Law in the Spiritual World," by Henry Drummond, F. R.5. 
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The law of identity, which is the basis of the whole' theory, reminds one of 
the Light one, the love considered as a consequence of that law recalls the 
much-prized feeling of solidarity, and the maxim, "kill out the feeling of 
separateness," of Light on tlu Path. Human immortality, considered as the 
survivorship of the man's essential principles, reminds one of the distinction 
between the personality and the individuality and so on. But what remains 
of the Christian doctrines? The esoteric element, that is to say the 
primordial element which is the same in all religions. Therefore the name of 
Neo-Christianis"" proposed by the author, may be accepted for the sake of 
convenience but not for any intrinsic reasons. 

Abelardius seems to know much more than he says, and his book is really an 
essay, I had almost said a &Oup d'essai. Unhappily, Italy is not yet prepared 
for the new theory, and his words will awaken but little echo in this people 
whose thinking energy has been for so many centuries compressed. Its reasoning 
power is very strong only when it is called out for or against church and religious 
questions, but it is not sufficiently educated to deal with religious ideality. It is 
a fact that notwithstanding Italy has had Savonarola, Arnaldo di Brescia, 
Giordano Bruno. and many other reformers, it has been always faithful to the 
Pope, and this is still much more the case than people generally think But the 
day, we hope, is not very distant when Italians also will deal without misconcep
tions of any kind with religious questions, as the Vatican influence on the mind 
is continually decreasing. In the meantime, it is a duty of those who have 
succeeded in conciliating the mind and the heart, to make others participate in 
their calm, and Abelardius, in his own way, has conscientiously accomplished 
that duty. 

THE TEMPLE OF THE ROSY CROSS.· 

THE sub-title is "THE SOUL: ITS POWERS, MIGRATIONS AND TRANS
MJGRATlONS," and this gives the reader at once some idea of the 
scope which the author gives to his book. As to whether the title is not 

too ambitious, the reader must be left to judge, for it is nearly impossible to 
review it properly. Were one to mete out praise and blame in honest criticism 
on all parts of the book, one would require to write a volume or two of greater 
size than the original. This does not mean that there is no value in the book. 
Far from it, there is much that is of the utmost importance. And whether one 
may agree with the author or not, it is impossible to avoid admiring his evident 
sincerity. 

Whatever the form, and however much improved the original work may have 
been, it seems now that a still greater improvement could have been effected. 
For, in the first place, there is a considerable chaos in the matter of arrange
ment. While one is engaged in following out an argument on will-culture, it 
suddenly breaks off into what one finds to be an illustration drawn from 
digestion. It is not named as an illustration, and the reader is obliged to devote 
his whole attention in puzzled wonder to discover the meaning. By the time 
he discovers it to be an illustration, he has most probably lost the thread of the 

* By F. B. DoWD. Second Edition. Revised and eularged. 
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argument, and has to begin over again. This, of course, may be the author's 
intention, so as to enforce thorough knowledge of the subject by continued 
iteration. But, to say the least of it, it is irritating, and unless a student is 
thoroughly convinced of the value of the book, he is apt to lay it aside with 
some feeling of impatience. Again, there is this to be found, though this will 
be personal to the individual reader. Paragraphs commence with axioms in 
this book, and tllese axioms are most admirable in their truth and wisdom. 
Then comes in the unevenness of the book, for when the author descends to 
the explanation of these axioms, he writes at one time from what is plainly his 
personal level of intelligence, and at another from that of the more exalted 
intelligence. Thus, as the form and terseness of the book makes it intensely 
dogmatic, the reader is apt to be impatient at the conclusions so expressed 

Again, the author delivers a homily on the subject of love and marriage. 
Treating of love from the highest ideal, at first he condemns the ordinary 
marriage; but in the next sentence he adopts the "Twin Soul" theory, and 
identifies it with Laurence Oliphant's "Sympneuma." Then to crown all he 
proceeds to quote from P. B. Randolph on the subject. Thus, from the highest 
subjective ideal we suddenly descend to the greatest objective degradation. 
Again, while starting from an axiom which condemns it, the author proceeds to 
argue in favour of the system of "Mind-cure." The fact being. that he, while 
meditating, as he aptly calls it, "The poising of the Soul's wings for flight," 
perceived the truth, but in endeavouring to give his thought expression, has 
given utterance to that most dangerous thing-a half truth. And with it all 
the author enunciates as clearly as possible the laws of "Karma" and "Re
incarnation," and denounces sell-gratification as the curse of humanity with the 
greatest horror-yet he speaks with approval of "Mind-cure." 

Stil~ it must be remembered that in face of all this general criticism there is 
a vast amount of information of the utmost value, and that the book is worthy 
of the most careful perusal by the serious student. 

But to take the chapter-headings as evidence of the scope of the book. 
"The Supernatural; Principles of Nature; Life; The Unnatural; Body and 

Spirit; Mind; Divine Mind and Body; Generation of Mind; Attributes of 
Mind-Belief and Hope; Knowledge (Attributes of Mind, continued); Faith 
and Knowledge: The Soul; Migration and Transmigration; The Will; The 
Voluntary and Involuntary Powers; Will-culture; Soul Powers and Spiritual 
Gifts; Spirituality; 'RosicruciaL'" 

Those upon the "Attributes of Mind," "The Wil~" "The Voluntary and 
Involuntary Powers," and especially" Will-culture," are worthy the most serious 
attention. 

Yet there are some assertions which do not quite seem to be harmonious; 
e.g., "Intuition is instinct humanized"; "Knowledge is the ultimate of mental 
action "; "Soul is not a thing, save it be unitea to spirit . ... " 

Again, it is startling to find it asserted that '.' Buddhism . . . . is sexual from 
the first to last." And here it may be remarked that the author makes a very 
free use of the word "sexual" as a qualifying adjective-a great deal too free, 
for it is apt to be misunderstood. Indeed, there is only a doubt" whether it is 
to be understood literally or in the sense of polarity. It is so in some instances, 
but the meaning is in other places very obscure. 
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But there is one caution which should be observed by all readers. The 
author gives a multitude of recommendations for the cultivation of "soul 
powers and spiritual gifts." 

As he ju~tly observes, one of the first requisites for this is the silence of the 
mind But while he inculcates this, he dilates on the dangers of mediumship. 
Thus he warns his followers of the dangers to be encountered, but he does not 
give directions by which these dangers are to be avoided Consequently, the 
aspirant after knowledge is encouraged to follow a course of training by which 
he is brought in contact with acknowledged dangers, but which he is left to his 
own unaided powers to meet. 

Further, in following this course of training, directions are given which may 
confer on the persevering candidate powers which he is warned against exercis
ing, unless he has purified his soul. But there is nothing to hinder him from 
exercising these powers before the purittcation is effected. Thus, in plain terms, 
there are many practical directions which, if followed, may ultimately lead the 
aspirant to Black Magic. Therefore, it is not a book to be recommended to 
everyone. 

But although it may appear that the faults of the book have been here too 
much dwelt upon, it is impossible to praise too highly the many excellencies 
which it contains. It will prove a valuable guide to those who fix their attention 
on their own exalted ideals, by giving them a course of regulated practical action 
and the reasons therefor. 

Thus, taking all considerations together, it is a book which, in spite of some 
flaws of construction and principle, would be a valuable aid to a large number 
of Theosophists. 

THEOSOPHICAL NEWS. 

The President-Founder, Col. H. S. Olcott, left India for Japan on January 
I Ith, and is due in the land of lacquer and the latest catechumens of civilisa
tion on February 8th. It will be curious to see whether-as a revivalist move
ment in a country which professedly cares little for religion of any kind
Buddhism or Christianity will gain the day. At all events, our President's task 
will be an arduous one. 

We learn with pleasure that there is more than a probability of the speedy 
formation of two new Branches of the T. S. in England. 

The :February Number of the THEOSOPHIST will contain the following notice:
.. Any subscriber to LUCIFER wil~ in future, be charged only I5s. a year for 

the THEOSOPHIST, instead of £,1, the regular annual subscription. 
"All such reduced subscriptions must be paid to the Manager of the 

Theosophical Publishing Co., Limited, 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, London." 
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<torrespont)ence . 
• 

BRITISH SECTION, T.S. 

Our attention has been called to an extraordinary oversight which has 
occurred in the drafting of the Revised Rules of the T. S. at the Convention at 
Adyar. The Rules of the British Section were forwarded to the Delegate of the 
Section at Adyar to be by him communicated to the Convention. This was re
garded as a matter of form and courtesy, for the President had held two meetings 
while in Europe at which the constitution of the Section had been settled, and 
had given his official sanction as President in Council to its Rules, which, more
over, appea,.;11 fllll in the official Supplement to the Tluosopmsl. Rule IS, 
which relates to an annual subscription to be paid by members of the British 
Section, is apparently flatly contradicted by Section P of the Revised Rules; 
and this is followed by Part 2 of Section S, which does away with.all Rules 
previously formed and declares any action taken under such Rules to be illegal. 
N ow as the British Section has had no opportunity of discussing any such 
alteration as this, and as its Rules were approved by the President-Founder in 
Council, it is at once evident that some great oversight can alone explain it. 
So much is this the case that the Rules of the British Section will be upheld 
pending an appeal to the President for his interpretation of the enigma. More 
especially so as the British Section has received no official or private notifica
tion that its Rules have been thus cancelled without its knowledge, and abro
gated in such an unwarrantable manner. Probably Col Olcott, in the hurry of 
his departure for Japan, was unaware of these alterations; at any rate, of their 
extent, and the results of their action. It is impossible that he should assent 
to a Rule which is contrary to the practically unanimous (one dissentient) vote of 
the meeting which be called in London. We await his decision. 

THE MITHRA WORSHIP. 

All visitors to the Classical Galleries in the British Museum are familiar with 
the Mithraic Bull In this a young man, wearing a Phrygian cap. bestrides a 
bull, into which he strikes a knife, while at the same time this bull is attacked by 
an insect, either scorpion or crab, and followed by two ravens or other birds. I 
therefore ask the meaning of this sculpture. 

I. What analogy is there between this idol and the Hindoo Vich ? 
II. What analogy is there with the Hebrew "golden calf" or "cherub" which 

was manufactured by the Israelites in the wilderness from the metal of which 
they had deprived the Egyptians? 

III. Does the insect represent Caliai' or Scory'-o' 
IV. Are the two ravens interpreted by the ravens of Mephistopheles (see 

Goethe's "Faust "); by the Norse mythology; or by the higher symbolism 
indicated in the SeO'el Domlll' Is the mystic signification of the word rani, 
which forms so important a factor in the legends of Noah and Elijah, interpreted 
in any way by the Mithraic myth? 

A BooK-WOIUI. 
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To question I. we reply :-
1. We know of no analogy between the Persian Mithra and the Hindu V!ch. 

If "A Book-Worm" knows of any, let him" rise and explain." 
II. Save the fact that a cherub and a calf are synonymous in symbology, and 

that the calf is a young bul~ we see no relation between the golden calf of the 
Jews and the Mithraic BulL Both bulls, young or old, are emblems of strength 
and of creative or generative power. The Mosaic allegory has a reference, 
moreover, to that secret knowledge of which the Jews despoiled the Egyptians. 
Moses was learned in their wisdom and used it for good purposes; the Israelites 
accepting the deadleller sought to use it for selfish purposes, or "lacR magic. 
Hence Moses destroyed the object; the mode he adopted for it showing plainly 
his knowledge of alchemy. For it is stated that he "urnl the "golden calf," 
ground it 1o powder and strewed it upon the water, "making the children of 
Israel drink of it" (xxxii. Exodus )-a feat having a sense in it for the Alchemist, 
but reading like a jumble of physical impossibilities to the profane. 

III. This insect represents 111. (Scorpio) of course, the sign which rules the 
reproductive faculty and the generative organs astrologically, and which 
represents esoterically the fierce animal passions of man symbolized by the bulL 
The Spiritual man is Mithra, the Sun. As the Sun governs astrologically the 
fiery triad of 'Y' (the Ram, or lamb), st (Leo), and 111. (Scorpio), so Mithra is 
shown as the li"eraled man, hence the Phrygian cap, probably, astride on H 
(Taurus, the sign which succeeds Aries), and killing it-i.e. the animal passions. 
The allegorical representation is beautiful and ingenious, being suggestive of the 
Mithraic Mysteries, in which man was taught to subdue his animal Self. 

IV. The ravens cannot signify either of the first two specUlations. It is the 
decadence of the d;vine into "lacR magic which, made of the ravens during the 
medi:eval ages the adjuncts of witches and fiends. Birds typified in both the 
Aryan and Semitic symbology, angels, divine messengers, and, in the inner man, 
his Spiritual and Human Souls or Butltlhi and Manas. It is these two that 
follow the ·;nsed which goads the animal passions (see the part on the 
" Mithraic If Bull which is so attacked) in order to return into the man as soon 
as he has conquered, by killing it, the animal nature in him represented by the 
Bull But these supposed ravens are probably hawks. The latter was a divine 
bird, sacred to the Sun (Mithra) in almost every mythology, whereas the raven 
was the symbol of longevity, wisdom through experience, and of the intelligent 
and firm will in man. Hence the allegories of the raven of Noah, who never 
returned to the Ark, and the ravens of Elijah, who fed him mom and eVe-l:e., 
his intelligence (Manas) provided him with means of support. For if taken in 
its dead-letter sense-for which more than one Bible worshipper will battle with 
us-how comes it that a raven, which, physiologically and Biblically is an ""elea" 
bird (vide Leviticus i., 5), was chosen by the "Lord God" to feed the Tishbite, 
in preference to a dove or any other clean and holy bird ?-[ED.] 
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THE DIRGE FOR THE DEAD. 

The interesting and highly-suggestive specimen of automatic writing that 
appeared in the December number of LUCIFER is not a little remarkable in 
itself, but, pardon my saying the theory put forward by you in explanation is 
very far from being satisfactory to the enquiring mind· As to the dirge, I 
doubt if it be known to Egyptologists; it forms no portion of the Book of the 
Dead; there is no copy among the papyri of the British Museum; and its 
appearance on the mummy of the Ptolemaic period is probably exceptional. t 
But my interest in the subject centres in your explanation that the communica
tion in question is a reminiscence of past incarnations, presumably of the higher 
Ego of the writer. This theory of the Theosophist stands opposed to the 
hypothesis of the Spiritualist, who maintains such communications to be what 
they profess to be, viz., revelations by an independent, super-mundane 
intelligence, given through the medium of another organisation. From the 
standpoint you occupy, and the superior knowledge you possess, your explanation 
may, for aught I know to the contrary, be the true one, but permit me to say, 
you have not succeeded in making it even plausible to the average reader. t 
On the contrary, the impression left on my mind after reading the editorial 

• No doubt it is not satisfactory to the Spiritualists, not any more than the 
doctrine of Purgatory or any other Roman Catholic tenet is satisfactory to the 
Protestant Predestinarian.-[ED.] 

t The Editor has premised by saying in the introductory note (which, by
the-bye, was mangled out of recognition by some printer's mistake, who dropped 
out two whole lines) that some Egyptologists may have seen it, but never said 
they did Of course, it is not in the "Book of the Dead." Still, the Editor 
has seen it, and copied its translation in French and in English; and what is 
more, the dirge (a name given to the writing by the editor) is absolutely identical 
in spirit and form with other such dirges. These were chanted, ages ago, first 
during the Mysteries, over the apparently lifeless and entranced bodies of the 
mysffZ who were made Epojfai-t:e., passing through the trial of their last 
initiation, when they became the " Dead in Life," and later over the really d~d 
-the mummies. It is this explanation, given in the two lines, which were omitted, 
or dropped out in printing, which thus disfigured the whole sense of the 
sentence; and putting a comma after "psychographic writers" followed only 
by the tail end of the above explanation, namely-" as we were told it was only 
in the days of Ptolemy that this dirge began to be chanted over the really dead, 
or the mummy "-it made of the last closing sentence in the editorial preface 
perfect nonsense. Thus, it was not found on a "mummy of the Ptolemaic 
period," but on one of the IVth or Vth Dynasty, if we remember right.-[ED.] 

t Very likely. But the remark cuts both ways since no more has the 
Spiritualistic explanation ever satisfied us, or appeared "plausible" to the 
average Theosophist. Not only does the theory of the returning "Spirits," so 
called, militate against the whole teaching of the Occult Sciences as taught 
in the East (the broad reincarnation theory of the Buddhist and Hindu Esoteric 
philosophies being assuredly that of the Theosophists), but it goes against the 
writer's personal experience of about 45 years' duration. 
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note was that the Theosophical theory was trotted out in support of a pre
conceived doctrine rather than given as a scientific conclusion deduced from the 
facts. On the face of it the Theosophical theory fails either to cover the ground 
or explain the facts. My difficulty in accepting your theory of past reminiscences 
from former existences is not lessened by the mystery that surrounds the doctrine 
of reincarnation. As gathered from the lips of Theosophists and Theosophical 
literature, the doctrine appears to me to be largely tinctured by the Buddhistic 
school of thought through which it has descended. It savours of the company 
it has kept so long, which may account for the apparently contradictory theories 
obtaining on the subject of reincarnation." The law of Karma, and the 
necessary and inevitable periodic return of the ego or astral monad into 
material existence, and on this planet as the universal destiny of every son and 
daughter of Adam, I understand to be the view of reincarnation held by 
Theosophists. But in Isis Unveiled, page 351, the following teaching is given: 

"Reincarnation, i.e. the appearance of the same individual, or rather of his astral 
monad, twice on the same planet,t is not a rule in nature; it is an exception, like the 
teratological phenomenon of a two-headed infant. It is preceded by a violation of the 

.. The two theories (those of the Spiritualists and Theosophists) are a matter 
of personal preference. N one of us need enforce his views on the other, or 
those who may differ from him. Time alone can show which side is right and 
which wrong. Meanwhile, those who &tudy seriously the doctrine of reincarna
tion, and those supernal Intelligences who eon, and do communicate with 
persons still in flesh, will find no contradictory theories among us. Noone can 
judge of such a difficult and abstruse subject on simple hearsay.-[En.] 

t Since 1882 when the mistake was first found out in "Isis Unveiled," it 
has been repeatedly stated in the Theosophist, and last year in the Pat" that the 
word "planet" was a mistake and that "cycle" was meant, i.e., the "cycle of 
Devachanic rest." This mistake, due to one of the literary editors-the writer 
knowi~g English more than imperfectly twelve years ago, and the editors being still 
more ignorant of Buddhism and Hinduism-has led to great confusion and num
berless accusations of contradictions between the statements in Isis.and later theo
sophical teaching. The paragraph quoted meant to upset the theory of the 
French Reincarnationists who maintain that the same personality is reincarnated, 
often a few days after death, so that a grandfather can be reborn as his own 
grand-daughter. Hence the idea was combated, and it was said that neither Buddha 
nor any of the Hindu philosophers ever taught reincarnation in the same C)'de, 
or of the same personality, but of the" triune man" (Vide note which follows) 
who, when properly united, was "capable of running the race" forward to 
perfection. The same and a worse mistake occurs on pages 346 and 347 (Vol 
I). For on the former it is stated that the Hindus dread reincarnation "only 
on other and inferior planets," instead of what is the case, that Hindus dread 
reincarnation in other and inferior bodies, of brutes and animals or transmigra
tion, while on page 347 the said error of putting "planet" instead of "cycle» 
and "personality," shows. the author (a professed Buddhist) speaking as 
thougb Buddha had never taught the doctrine of reincarnation!! The sentence 
ought to read that the "former life believed in by Buddhists is not a life in the 
same cycle and personality," as no one appreciates more than they do "the great 
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laws of harmony of nature, and happens[only when the Ilatter,lseelting to restore its 
disturbed equilibrium, violently throws back into earth-life the astral monad which had 
been tossed out of the circle of necessity by crime or accident. • • • If reason has 
been so far developed as to become active ani discriminative, there is no (immediate) 
reincarnation on this earth, for the three parts of the triune man 0 have been united 
together, and he is capable of running the race." : 

Here, we have propounded a theory of re-incarnation that must, I think, 
address itself to every mind as at once probable, scientific, and rational; t a 
reasonable provision of the All-wise for meeting the case of exceptions to a 
rule of life. But how can this theory of re-incarnation be accorded with the 
Theosophical teaching of the same doctrine? If the re-incarnation of ISIS be 
the truth, then the explanation of automatic communications, such as that of 
the" Dirge for the Dead in Life," or the spirit teachings of M. A. Oxon, by 
the "reminiscences of past existences," will be found to utterly break down. 
The re-incarnation theory of explanation will have . to be re-considered and the 
intelligence who stoutly maintains that he ;s what he says he is, must be heard 
in his own defence. 

J. H. MITALMIER, F.R.A.S. 

ED. NOTE.-Re-incarnation in .. Isis" was made faulty by the mistakes as ex
plained, and no edition has been yet corrected. The author proposes, as soon as 
time permits it, to re-edit entirely, to correct. and abridge Isis Unveiled to one 
volume. 

doctrine of cycles." As it reads now, however, namely that "this former ii/e 
believed in by the Buddhists is not a 1;le on fllis planet," and this sentence on 
page 347 just preceded by that other (paragraph 2 on page 346), "Thus like the 
revolutions of a wheel, there is a re.fUlar succession 01 deatll and 6irt"," etc.
the whole reads like the raving of a lunatic, and a jumble of contradictory· 
statements. If asked why the error was pet:mitted to remain and run through 
ten editions, it is answered that (a) the attention of the author was drawn to it 
only in 1882; and (6) that the undersigned was not in a position to alter it 
from stereotyped plates which belonged to the American publisher and not to' 
her. The work was written under exceptional circumstances, and no doubt 
more than one great error may be discovered in Isis Unveile?-[ED.] 

" "The three parts," are Atma, Buddhi-Manas, which this. condition cf 
perfect union entitles to a rest.in Devachan which cannot. be less than 1,0'0'0' 

years in duration, sometimes 2,0'00', as the "cycle of re'st" is proportioned to the 
merits and demerits of the .Devacnanee.-[ED.] 

t So it is, minus the erroneous qualifJcation "only this planet," and the 
omission of "immediate" before "re·;';carnah"on." ·If the correction and the 
substitution of the word planet by that of cycle, are made, there will be no con-· 
rradiction.-[ED. ] 
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" The more honesty a man has, the less he "(¥ ~ 
affects the air of a saint. The affectation of I 1 f if d 
sanctity is a blotch on the face of devotion." 

-LAVATER. 

" The most difficult thing in life is to know 
yourself." -THALES. 

ISHALL WE WINNOW THE CORN, BUT FEED UPON THE CHAFF? 

THE presiding genius in the Daily News Office runs amuck at 
LUCIFER in his issue of February 16th. He makes merry over 
the presumed distress of some theosophists who see in our serial 

. novel, "The Talking Image of Urur "-by our colleague, Dr. F. 
Hartmann-an attempt to poke fun at the Theosophical ·Society. 
Thereupon, the witty editor quizzes" Madame Blavatsky" for observing 
that she" does not agree with the view" taken by some pessimists; and 
ends by expressing fear that" the misgivings that have been awakened 
will not easily be laid to rest." 

Ride, si sapis. It is precisely because it is our desire that the "mis
givings" awakened should reach those in whom the sense of personality 
and cOllce;t has not yet entirely stifled their better feelings, and force 
them to recognize themselves in the mirror offered to them in the 
"Talking Image," that we publish the" satirical" novel. 

This proceeding of ours-rather unusual, to be sure, for editors-to 
publish a satire, which seems to the short-sighted to be aimed at their gods 
and parties only because they are unable to sense the underlying 
philosophy and moral in them, has created quite a stir in the dailies. 

The various Metropolitan Press Cutting Agencies are pouring every 
morning on our breakfast-table their load of criticism, advice, and com
ment upon the rather novel policy. So, for instance, a kindly-disposed 
correspondent of the Lancashire Evening Post (February 18) writes 
as follows:-

The editor of LUCIFER has done a bold thing. She is publishing a story called 
"The Talking Image of Urur," which is designed to satirise the false prophets of 

I 
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Theosophy in order that the true prophets may be justified. I appreciate the motive 
entirely, but, unfortunately, there are weak-minded theosophists who can see nothing 
in Dr. Hartmann's spirited tale but a caricature of their whole belief. So they have 
remonstrated with Madame Blavatsky, and she replies in LUCIFER that "the story 
casts more just ridicule upon the enemies and detractors of the Theosophic Society 
than upon the few theosophists whose enthusiasm may have carried them into 
extremes." Unfortunately, this is not strictly accurate. The hero of the tale, a certain 
Pancho, is one of these enthusiasts, and it is upon him and upon the mock "adepts" 
who deceive him that the ridicule is thrown. But it never seems to have occurred to 
Madame Blavatsky and Dr. Hartmann that the moment you begin to ridicule one 
element, even though it be a false element, in the faith, you are apt to shake the 
confidence of many if not most believers, for the simple reason that they have no 
sense of humour. The high priestess of the cult may have this sense for obvious 
reasons,'" but her disciples are likely to be lost if they begin to laugh, and if they 
can't laugh they will be bewildered and indignant. I offer this explanation with all 
humility to Madame Blavatsky, who has had some experience of the effects of satire. 

The more so as, according to those members of the T.S. who have 
read the whole story, it is precisely "Madame Blavatsky" against whom 
its satire is the most directed. And if" Mme. Blavatsky"-presumably 
" the Talking Image "-does not object to finding herself represented as 
a kind of mediumistic poll parrot, why should other" theosophists" object ? 
A theosophist above all men ought ever to bear in mind the advice of 
Epictetus: "If evil be said of thee, and if it be true, correct thyself; if it 
be a lie, laugh at it." We welcome a witty satire always, and defy 
ridicule or any efforts in this direction to kill the Theosophical Society, 
so long as it, as a body, remains true to its original principles. 

As to the other dangers so kindly urged by the Post, the "high 
priestess" acknowledges the benevolent objections by answering and 
giving her reasons, which are these: The chosen motto of the Theosophical 
Society has been for years-" There is no religion higher thall trutlz" " 
the object of LUCIFER is in the epigraph on its cover, which is "to bring 
to light the hidden things of darkness." If the editor of LUCIFER and the 
Theosophists would not belie these two propositions and be true to their 
colours, they have to deal with perfect impartiality, sparing no more 
themselves than outsiders, or even their enemies. As to the "weak
minded theosophists "-if any-they can take care of themselves in the 
way they please. If the" false prophets of Theosophy" are to be left 
untouched, the true prophets will be very soon-as they have already 
been-confused with the false. It is nigh time to winnow our corn and 
-cast away the chaff. The T. S. is becoming enormous in its numbers, 
and if the false prophets, the pretenders (e.g., the" H. B. of L.," exposed 
in Yorkshire by Theosophists two years ago, and the" G. N. K. R." 
just exposed in America), or even the weak-minded dupes, are left alone, 

* The" obvious reasons" so delicately worded are these: .. the high priestess of the cult" is almost 
universally supposed, outside of the T. S., to have exercised her own satirical powers and" sense of 
humour" on her alleged and numerous victims by lJam/)(J(ulinK them into a belief of Iter own 
jnvmliun. So be it. The tree is known by its fruits, and it is posterity which will have to decide on 
the nature of the fruit.-[Eo.l 
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then the Society threatens to become very soon a fanatical body split 
into three hundred sects-like Protestantism-each hating the other, and 
all bent in destroying the truth by m:.>nstrous exaggerations a nd idiotic 
schemes and shams. We do not believe in allowing the presence of 
sham elements in Theosophy, because of the fear, forsooth, that if even 
"a false element in the faith" is ridiculed, the latter" is apt to shake the 
confidence" in the whole. At this rate Christiani ty would be the first to 
die out centuries ago under the sledge-hammer blows dealt to its 
various churches by its many reformers. No philosopher, no mystic or 
student of symbolism, can ever laugh at or disbelieve in the sublime 
allegory and conception of the "Second Advent "-whether in the 
person of Christ, Krishna, Sosiosh, or Buddha. The Kalki A vatar, or 
last (not" second") Advent, to wit, the appearance of the "Saviour of 
Humanity" or the" Faithful" light of Truth, on the White Horse of 
Death-death to falsehood, illusion, and idol, or self-worship-is a 
universal belief. Shall we for all that abstain from denouncing the 
behaviour of certain" Second Adventists" (as in America)? What true 
Christians shall see their co-religionists making fools of themselves, or 
disgracing their faith, and still abstain from rebuking them publicly as 
privately, for fear lest this false element should throw out of Christianity 
the rest of the believers? Can any of them praise his co-religionists 
for climbing periodically, in a state of paradisiacal decollete, on the top 
of their houses, trees, and high places, there to await the" advent? " 
~o doubt those who hope by stealing a march on their slower Brethren 
to find themselves hooked up the first, and carried bodily into Heaven, are 
as good Christians as any. Should they not be rebuked for their folly 
all the same? Strange logic ! 

THE WISE MAN COURTS TRUTH; THE FOOL, FLATTERY. 

However it may be, let rather our ranks be made thinner, than the 
TheosophiCal Society go on being made a spectacle to the world 
through the exaggerations of some fanatics, and the attempts of various 
charlatans to profit by a ready-made programme. These, by disfiguring 
and adapting Occultism to their own filthy and immoral ends, bring 
disgrace upon the whole movement. Some writer remarked that if one 
would know the enemy against whom he has to guard himself the most, 
the looking-glass will give him the best likeness of his face. This is 
quite true. If the first object of our Society be not to study one's 
own self, but to find fault with all except that self, then, indeed, the 
T. S. is doomed to become-and it already has in certain centres-a 
Society for mutual admiration; a fit subject for the satire of so acute 
an observer as we know the author of "The Talking Image of Urur" 
to be. This is our view and our policy. "And be it, indeed, that I have 
erred, mine error remaineth with myself." 

That such, however, is the policy of no other paper we know of
I· 
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whether a daily, a weekly, a monthly, or a quarterly-we are quite 
aware. But, then, they are the public organs of the masses. Each has to 
pander to this or that other faction of politics or Society, and is doomed 
"to howl with the wolves," whether it likes or not. But our organs
LUCIFER pre-eminently-are, or ought to be, the phonographs, so to 
speak, of the Theosophical Society, a body which is placed outside and 
beyond all centres of forced policy. We are painfully conscious that" he 
who tells the truth is turned out of nine cities" ; that truth is unpalat
able to most men; and that-since men must learn to love the truth before 
they thoroughly believe it-the truths we utter in our magazine are often 
as bitter as gall to many. This cannot be helped. Were we to adopt 
any other kind of policy, not only LUcIFER-a very humble organ of 
Theosophy-but the Theosophical Society itself, would soon lose all its 
raison d'itre and become an anomaly. 

But "who shall sit in the seat of the scorner?" Is it the timid in 
heart, who tremble at every opinion too boldly expressed in LUCIFER 
lest it should displease this faction of readers or give offence to that 
other class of subscribers? Is it the" self-admirers," who resent every 
remark, however kindly expressed, if it happens to clash with their 
notions, or fails to show respect to their hobbies? 

". . . . I am Sir Oracle 
And when I ope my lips, let no dog bark! " 

Surely we learn better and profit more by criticism than by flattery, 
and we amend our ways more through the abuse of our enemies than 
the blind pandering of friends. Such satires as the" Fallen Idol," and 
such chelas as Nebelsen, have done more good to our Society, and 
certain of its members, than any "theosophical" novel; for they have 
shown up and touched au ~Iif the foolish exaggerations of more than 
one enthusiast. 

Self ablugatioll is possible only to those who ha'l/e learnt to know th~lIl
sehles ; to such as will never mistake the echo of their OWII iWler ~Ioice
that of selfisll desire or passioll-for the 'lJolce of diville illspiratioll, or all 
appeal from their MASTER. Nor is chelaship consonant with medium
istic sensitiveness and its hallucinations; and therefore all the sellsiti11es 
who have hitherto forced themselves into discipleship have generally 
made fools of themselves, and, sooner or later, thrown ridicule upon the 
T. S. But after the publication of the" Fallen Idol" more than one 
such exhibition was stopped. "The Talking Image of U rur " may then 
render the same, if not better, service. If some traits in its various 
dramatis personCl! fit in s()me particulars certain members who still 
belong to the Society, other characters-and the most successful of 
them-resemble rather certain Ex-members; fanatics, in the past, bitter 
enemies now-conceited fools at all times. Furthermore" Puffer" is a 
compound and very vivid photograph. It may be that of several members 
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of the T.S., but it looks also like a deluded victim of other bogus Esoteric 
and Occult Societies. One of such just sprung up at Boston U.S.A., is 
now being nipped in the bud and exposed by our own Theosophists. 

These are the" Solar adepts" spoken of in our January editorial, the 
ames dalllllels of shameful commercial enterprises. No event could 
vindicate the policy of our journal better than the timely exposure of 
these pseudo-adepts, those" Sages of the Ages" who bethought them
selves of trading upon the public hunger for the marvellous ad 
absurdum. \Ve did well to speak of them in the editorial as we have. 
It was timely and lucky for us to have pointed to the ringleaders of that 
shameful speculation-the sale of bogus occult knowledge. For we have 
averted thereby a great and new danger to the Society-namely that of 
unscrupulous charlatans being taken for Theosophists. :\fisled by their 
lies and their publications filled with terms from Eastern philosophy and 
with ideas they had bodily stolen from us only to disfigure and misapply 
them-the American press has already referred to them as Theosophists. 
\Vhether out of sheer flippancy, or actual malice, some dailies have 
headed their sensational articles with" Theosophic Knaves," and" Pan to
gnomostic Theosophs," etc, etc. This is pure fiction. The editor of the 
.. Esoteric" had never been at any time a member of our society, or of 
any of its numerous Branches. "ADHV-APAKA, alias the Hellenic 
ETHNOMEDON and ENPHORON, alias the Greco-Tibetan, EIIS-11I0'lIe1lS 

O~I malle padmi AUl\I" (sic) was our enemy from the beginning of his 
career. As impudently stated by him to a reporter, we theosophists 
hated him for his" many virtues! " Nor has the Sage" bent under the 
weight of centuries," the VIDYA NVAIKA, said to be represented by a 
person called Eli Ohmart, had anything to do with the T. S. The two 
worthies had, like two venomous wily spiders, spread their webs far and 
wide, and numerous are the Yankee flies caught in them. But thanks 
to the energy of some of our Boston Members, the two hideous 
desecrators of Eastern philosophy are exposed. In the words of the 
.. Boston Globe," this is the-

"\VEIRD TALE WHICH ~fAY HAVE A SEQUEL IN COURT." 

" If there are no arrests made, I shall go right on with the work; but if they make 
trouble, I shall stay and face the music." 

Hiram Erastus Butler, the esoteric philosopher of 478 Shawmut avenue, uttered the 
foregoing sentiment to a GLOBE reporter last evening as calmly as one would make a 
casual remark about the weather. 

Thereby hangs a tale, a long, complicated, involuted, weird, m)'stical, scientific, 
hysterical tale-a tale of love and intrigue, of adventure, of alleged and to some extent 
of admitted swindling, of charges of a horrible and unspeakable immorality, of com
munion with embodied and disembodied spirits, and especially of money. In short, a 
tale that would make your head weary and your heart faint if you attempted to follow 
out all its labyrinthine details and count the cogs on its wheels within wheels. A tale 
that quite possibly may find its sequel in the courts, where judge, jury, and counsel 
will have a chance to cudgel their brains over almost every mystery in the known 
universe." 
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These are the lteroes whom certain timid Theosophists-those who 
raised their voices against the publication of the "Talking Image of 
U rur-" advised us to leave alone. Had it not been for that unwillingness 
to expose even impersonal things and deeds, our editorial would have 
been more explicit. Far from us be the desire to " attack" or " expose" 
even our enemies, so long as they harm only ourselves, personally and 
individually. But here the whole of the Theosophical body-already so 
maligned, opposed, and persecuted-was endangered, and its destinies 
were hanging in the balance, because of that impudent pseudo esoteric 
speculation. He, therefore, who maintains in the face of the Boston 
scandal, that we did not act rightly in tearing off the sanctimonious 
mask of Pecksniffian piety and the "Wisdom of the Ages" which 
covered the grimacing face of a most bestial immorality, of insatiable 
greediness for lucre and impudence, fire, water, and police proof-is 
no true Theosophist. How minds, even of an average intelligence, 
could be caught by such transparent snares as these publicly exhibited 
by the two worthies, to wit: Adhy-Apaka and Vidya Nyaika-traced 
by the American press to ~me Hiram E. Butler and Eli Ohmart-passes 
all comprehension! Suffice to read the pamphlet issued by the two 
confederates, to see at the first glance that it was a mere repetition
more enlarged and barefaced, and with a wider, bolder programme, still 
a repetition-of the now defunct II H. B. of L" with its mysterious 
appeals of four year ago to the "Dissatisfied" with "the Theosophical 
Mahatmas." The two hundred pages of the wildest balderdash constitute 
their II A ppeal from the Unseen and the Unknown" and the II Interior of 
the Inmost" (?) to "the Awakened." Pa1ltog1lo11l0S and Ekphoroll offer to 
teach the unwary II the laws of ENS, MOVENS, and OM," and appeal 
for money. Vidya Nyaika and Etllllomcdoll propose to initiate the 
ignorant into the" d priori Sa1llbudhistic (?) philosophy of Kapila ,. and 
-beg for hard cash. The story is so sickening that we dislike to stain 
our pages with its details. But now to the moral of the fable. 

YE SPURNED THE SUBSTANCE AND HAVE CLUTCHED THE SHADOW. 

For fourteen years our Theosophical Society has been before the 
public. Born with the three-fold object of infusing a little more mutual 
brotherly feeling in mankind; of investigating the mysteries of nature 
from the Spiritual and Psychic aspect; and, of doing a tardy justice to the 
civilizations and Wisdom of Eastern pre-Christian nations and literature, if 
it did not do all the good that a richer Society might, it certainly did 
no harm. It appealed only to those who found no help for their per
plexities anywhere else. To those lost in the psychic riddles of Spiritual
ism, or such, again, as, unable to stand the morbid atmosphere of modern 
unbelief, and seeking light in vain from the unfathomable mysteries 
taught by the theology of the thousand and one Christian sects, had 
given up all hope of solving any of the problems of life. There was no 
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entrance fee during the first two years of the Society's existence; 
afterwards, when the correspondence and postage alone demanded 
hundreds of pounds a year, new members had to pay £1 for their 
diploma. Unless one wanted to support the movement, one could 
remain a Fellow all his life without being asked for a penny, and two
thirds of our members have never put their hand in their pocket, nor 
were they asked to do so. Those who supported the cause were from 
the first a few devoted Theosophists who laboured without conditions or 
any hope for reward. Yet no association was more insulted and 
laughed at than was the Theosophical Society. No members of any 
body were spoken of in more contemptuous terms than the Fellows of the 
T.S. from the first. The Society was born in America, and therefore it was 
regarded in England with disfavour and suspicion. We were considered 
as fools and knaves, victims and frauds before the benevolent interference 
of the Psychic Research Society, which tried to build its reputation on 
the downfall of Theosophy and Spiritualism, but really harmed neither. 
N everthelesss, when our enemies got the upper hand, and by dint of slander 
and inventions had most maliciously succeeded in ~lacing before the 
credulous public, ever hungry for scandals and sensations, mere cOlljectures 
as undeniable and proven facts, it was the American press which became 
the most bitter in its denunciations of Theosophy, and the American public 
the most willing to drink in and giggle over the undeserved calumnies 
upon the Founders of the T.S. Yet it is they who were the first told, 
through our Society, of the actual existence of Eastern Adepts in Occult 
Sciences. But both the English and the Americans spurned and scoffed 
at the very idea, while even the Spiritualists and Mystics, who ought to 
have known better, would, with a few exceptions, have nothing to do 
with heathen Masters of \Visdom. The latter were, they maintained, " in-
7.JCJlted by the Theosophists:" it was all "moonshine." For these 
" Masters," whom no member was ever asked to accept, unless he liked to 
do so himself, on whose behalf 110 supernatural claim was ever made, 
unless, perhaps, in the too ardent imagination of enthusiasts; these 
Masters who gave to, and often helped with money, poor Theosophists, but 
never asked anything of the rich-these MASTERS were too much like 
real men. They neither claimed to be gods nor spirits, nor did they 
pander to people's gush and sentimental creeds. And now those 
Americans have got at last what their hearts yearned for: a bon~ fide 
ideal of an adept and magician. A creature several thousand years old. 
A true-blue" Buddhist-Brahmin" who appeals to Jehovah, or Jahvell, 
speaks of Christ and the Messianic cycle, and blesses them with an 
A~IEN and an "OM MANE PAD~II HUM" in the same breath, relieving 
them at the same time of 40,000 dollars before they are a month old in 
their worship of him . • . . Wullahy! Allah is great and-I< Vidya 
Nyaika" is his only prophet. Indeed we feel little pity for the victims. 
What is the psychology that some Theosophists are accused of exercising 
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over their victims in comparison with this? And this necessitates a few 
words of explanation. 

IGNORANCE NOT ALTOGETHER BLISS. 

All know that there is a tacit, often openly-expressed, belief among a 
few of the Fellows of the T. S. that a certain prominent Theosophist 
among the leaders of the Society psychologizes all those who happen to 
come within the area of that individual's influence. Dozens, nay, hundreds, 
were, and still are, "psychologized." The hypnotic effect seems so 
strong as to virtually transform all such" unfortunates" into irresponsible 
nincompoops, mere cyphers and tools of that theosophical Circe. This 
idiotic belief was originally started by some" wise men" of the West. 
Unwilling to admit that the said person had either any knowledge or 
powers, bent on discrediting their victim, and yet unable to explain certain 
abnormal occurrences, they hit upon this happy and l(~ical loop-hole to 
get out of their difficulties. The theory found a grateful and fruitful 
soil. Henceforth, whenever any Fellows connected theosophically with 
the said "psychologizer" happen to disagree in their views upon 
questions, metaphysical or even purely administrative, with some other 
member-" on despotism bent," forthwith the latter comes out with the 
favourite solution: "Oh, they are psychologized!" The magic WORD 
springs out on the arena of discussion like a J ack-in-a-box, and forthwith 
the attitude of the" rebels" is explained and plausibly accounted for. 

Of course the alleged "psychology" has really no existence outside 
the imagination of those who are too vain to allow any opposition to thei, 
all-wise and autocratic decrees on any other ground than phenomenal
nay, magical-interference with their will. A short analysis of the Karmic 
effects that would be produced by the exercise of such powers may 
prove interesting to theosophists. 

Even on the terrestrial, purely physical plane, moral irresponsibility 
ensures impunity. Parents are answerable for their children, tutors and 
guardians for their pupils and wards, and even the Supreme Courts 
have admitted extenuating circumstances for criminals who are proved 
to have been led to crime by a will or influences stronger than their own. 
How much more forcibly this law of simple retributive justice must act 
on the psychic plane; and what, therefore, may be the responsibility 
incurred by using such psychological powers, in the face of Karma and 
its punitive laws, may be ea5ily inferred. Is it not evident that, if even 
human justice recognizes the impossibility of punishing an irrational 
idiot, a child, a minor, etc., taking into account even hereditary causes 
and bad family influences-that the divine Law of Retribution, which we 
call KARMA, must visit with hundredfold severity one who deprives 
reasonable, thinking men of their free will and powers of ratiocination? 
From the occult standpoint, the charge is simply one of black magic, of 
tnvoatemetlt. Alone a DlIgpa, with" Avitchi" yawning at the further 
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end of his life cycle, could risk such a thing. Have those so prompt to 
hurl the charge at the head of persons in their way, ever understood the 
whole terrible meaning implied in the accusation? We doubt it No 
occultist, no intelligent student of the mysterious laws of the" night 
side of ~ature," no one who knows anything of Karma, would ever 
suggest such an explanation. What adept or even a moderately
informed chela would ever risk an endless future by interfering with, and 
therefore taking upon himself, tlte Karmic debit of all tkose wkom ke 
would so psyckologize as to make of tkem merely tke tools of kis own 
sweet will! 

This fact seems so evident and palpably flagrant, that it is absurd to 
have to recall it to those who boast of knowing all about Karma. 

Is it not enough to bear the burden of the knowledge that from birth 
to death, the least, the most unimportant, unit of the human family 
exercises an influence over, and receives in his tum, as unconsciously as 
he breathes, that of every other unit whom he approaches, or who comes 
in contact with him? Each of us either adds to or diminishes the sum 
total of human happiness and human misery, .. not only of the present, 
but of every subsequent age of humanity," as shown so ably by Elihu 
Burritt, who says :-

"There is no sequestered spot in the Universe, no dark niche along the disc of 
non-existence, from which he (man) can retreat from his relations to others, where he 
can withdraw the influence of his existence upon the moral destiny of the world; 
everywhere his presence or absence will be felt -everywhere he will have companions 
who will be better or worse for his influence. It is an old saying, and one of fearful 
and fathoming import, that 'We are forming characters for eternity. Forming 
characters! Whose? Our own or others' t Both-and in that momentous fact lies 
the peril and responsibility of our existence. Who is sufficient for the thought? 
Thousands of my fellow-beings will yearly enter eternity if. with characters differing 
from those they would have carried thither had I never lived. The sunlight of that 

. world will reveal my finger-marks in their primary formations, and in their successive 
strata of thought and life." 

These are the words of a profound thinker. And if the simple fact of 
our living changes the sum of human weal and woe-in a way for 
which we are, owing to our ignorance, entirely irresponsible-what must 
be the Karmic decree in the matter of influencing hundreds of people by 
an act perpetrated and carried on for years in premeditation al1d tlte full 
consciousness of what we are doing! 

Verily the man or woman in the unconscious possession of such dangerous 
powers had much better never be born. The Occultist who exercises 
them consciously will be caught up by the whirlwind of successive 
rebirths, without even an hour of rest. Woe to him, then, in that 
ceaseless, dreary series of terrestrial Avitckis,' in that interminable reon 
of torture, suffering, and despair, during which, like the squirrel doomed 
to turn the wheel at every motion, he will launch from one life of misery 

*Devadtan. rather; the entr'acte between two incarnations. 
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into another,: only to awake each time with a fresh burden of other 
people's Karma, which he will have drawn upon himself! Is it not 
enough, indeed, to be regarded as" frauds, cranks, and infidels," by the 
outsiders, without .being identified with wizards and witcltes by our 
own members! 

THE GENUS" INFIDEL" AND ITS VARIETIES. 

It is true to say that the varieties of infidels are many, and that one 
" infidel" differs from another infidel as a Danish boar-hound differs from 
the 'street mongrel. A man may be the most heterodox infidel with 
regard to orthodox dogmas. Yet, provided he proclaims himself loudly 
a Christian, that heterodoxy-when even going to the length of saying 
that" revealed religion is an imposture "-will be regarded by some as 
simply" of that exalted kind which rises above all human forms." • 

A "Christian" of such a kind may-as the late Laurence Oliphant 
has-give vent to a still more startling theory. He may affirm that he 
considers that" from time to time the Divine Influence emanates itself, so 
to speak, in phenomenal persons. Sakyamouni was such; Christ was 
silch; and such I consider Mr. (Lake) Harris to be-in fact, he is a new 
avatar," t and still remain a Christian of an "exalted kind" in the sight 
of the" Upper Ten." But let an " infidel" of the Theosophical Society say 
just· the same (minus the absurdity of including the American Lake 
Harris in the list of the A vatars), and no contumely heaped upon him 
by clergy and servile newspapers will ever be found too strong! 

But this belongs properly to the paradoxes of the Age; though the 
A 1'ataric idea has much to do with Karma and rebirth, and that 
belief in reincarnation has nothing in it that can militate against the 
teachings of Christ. We affirm, furthermore, that the great Nazarene 
Adept distinctly taught it. So did Paul and the Synoptics, and nearly 
all the earliest Church Fathers, with scarcely an exception, accepted it, 
while some actually taught the doctrine. 

DO NOT START TWO HARES AT ONCE. 

From the sublime to the ridiculous there is but one step, and Karma 
acts along every line, on nations as on men. The Japanese Mikado is 
tottering towards his end for having played too long at hide alld seek 
with his worshippers. Hundreds of shrewd Americans have been 
taken in through disbelieving in truths and lending a too credulous ear 
to bold lies. A French abbe has fallen under Karmic penalty 
for coquetting too openly with Theosophy, and attempted to mirror 
himself~ like a modern clerical Narcissus, in the too deep waters of 
Eastern Occultism. The Abbe Roca, an honourary chanoine (canon) in 

* Vide Lady Gmnt Duff's article .. Laurence Oliphant" in the .. Contemjlorary Review" for 
February: pages J8S and J88. 

t ibid. Quoted from Sir Thomas Wade's notes, by Lady Grant Duff-page J86. 
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the diocese of Perpignan, our old friend and irrepressible adversary in 
the French Lotlls a year ago-has come to grief. Yet his ambition was 
quite an innocent one, if rather difficult of realization. It was founded 
on a dream of his; a reconciliation between Pantheistic Theosophy and 
a Socialistic Latin Church, with a fancy Pope at the head of it. He 
longed to see the Masters of Wisdom of old India and Eastern Occultism 
under the sway of Rome regenerated, and amused himself with pre
dicting the same. Hence a frantic race between his meridional phantasy 
and the clerical bent of his thought. Poor, eloquent abbe! Did he not 
already perceive the Kingdom of Heaven in the new Rome-Jerusalem? 
A new Pontiff seated on a throne made out of the crallium of Macropro
sopus, with the Z ohar in his right pocket, Chochmah, the mal~ Sephiroth 
(transformed by the good abbe into the Mother of God), in his left, and a 
"Lamb" stuffed with dynamite, in the paternal Popish embrace. The 
" Wise Men" of the East were even now, he said, crossing the Himalayas, 
and, "led by the Star" of Theosophy, would soon be worshipping at the 
shrine of the reformed Pope and Lamb. It was a glorious dream-alas, 
still but a dream. But he persisted in calling us the "greatest of Christian
Buddhists." (Lotus, February, 1888.) Unfortunately for himself he also 
called the Pope of the" Ccesaro-papal Rome" "the Satan of the seven 
hills," in the same number. Result: Pope Leo XIII. asserts once more 
the proverbial ingratitude of theological Rome. He has just deprived 
our poetical and eloquent friend and adversary, the Abbe Roca, of 
the-

exercise of all his functions in Holy Orders, as also of his living, for refusing to submit 
to a decree by which his works were placed on the Index Expurgatorius. These 
works bore the titles of .. Christ, the Pope. and the Democracy i" .. The Fatal Crisis 
and the Salvation of Europe i" and" The End of the World." Even ,in the face of 
the present papal decision, he is advertising the appearance of a fourth work, entitled 
.. Glorieux Centenaire," 1889. "Monde Nouveau." "Nouveaux Cieux, nouvelle Terre." 

According to Galigllalli-(and his own articles and letters in theoso
phical organs, we may add) the fearless-

Abbe has for some time, (says Galignanl), been denouncing ,the Papacy as a crea
ture of Cresar, and as wholly preoccupied with the question of its temporalities in face 
of the crying needs of humanity. According to his view, the Divine aid was promised 
the Church until the end of the world, or of the age i and the Cresarean age having 
passed away, ail things are to be made new. He looks forward to a spiritual coming 
of Christ by the spread of the modem sentiment of" liberty, equality, fraternity, t!ller
ation, solidarity, and mutuality," in the atmosphere of the Gospel. Although his 
views do not appear to be very clear, he argues that the Gospel is passing from" the 
mystico-sentimental phase to the organico·social phase, thanks to the progress of 
science, which will illumine everything. (The Globe.) 

This is only what had to be expected. The Abbe would not accept 
our joint warnings and took no heed of them. The sad epilogue of our 
polemics is given (riot altogether correctly as regards the present writer) 
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in the same Globe, wherein the news is wound up in the following 
words:-

"He has been contending, in the Lotus, in favour of a union of the East and the 
West by means of a fusion between Buddhism and the Christian Gospel; but Mdme. 
l3lavatsky, the foremost European convert to the Indian religion, has emphatically 
repudiated aU attempts at such union, because she cannot or will not accept the 
authority of Christ. The Abbe Roca is therefore left 'out in the cold." 

This is not so. What" Mdme. Blavatsky" replied in the Lotus (De
cember 1887) to the Abbe's assertions that the saidfusiolZ between his 
Church and Theosophy would surely come, was this: 
.... "We are not as optimistic as he (the Abbe Roca) is. His 

church sees in vain her greatest 'mysteries' unmasked and the fact 
proclaimed in evcry country by scholars versed in Orientalism and 
Symbology as by Theosophists; and we refuse to believe that she will 
ever accept our truths or confess her errors. And as, on the other hand, 
no true theosophist will accept any more a canzalised Christ according 
to the Latin dogma than an anthropomorphic God, and still less a 
, Pastor' in the person of a Pope, it is not the adepts who will ever go 
toward 'the Mount of Salvation,' (as invited by the Abbe). They will 
rather wait that the Mahomet of Rome should go to the trouble of taking 
the path which leads to Mount Meru." ... 

This is not rejecting" the authority of Christ " if the latter be regarded as 
we and Laurence Oliphant regarded Him, i.e. as an A"atarlike Gautama 
Buddha and other great adepts who became the vehicles or Reincarna
tions of the" one" Divine Influence. vVhat most of us will never accept 
is the anthropomorphized" charm ant doctellr" of Renan, or the Christ 
of Torquemada and Calvin rolled into one. Jesus, the Adept we believe 
in, taught our Eastern doctrines, KARMA and REINCARNATION fore
most of all. When the so-called Christians will have learnt to read the 
New Testament between the lines, their eyes will be opened and-they 
will see. 

We propose to deal with the subject of Karma and Reincarnation in 
our next issue. Meanwhile, we are happy to see that a fair wind is 
blowing over Christendom and propels European thought more and 
more Eastward. 

GOD IS INVISIBLE AND INDEFINABLE; WHAT WE CAN DEFINE OR 

SEE IS NOT GOD. MEN DESIRE IN THEIR SPECULATIONS TO APPRE

HEND GOD: THEY APPREHEND IN HIS PLACE-THE DEVIL, WHO 

WOULD ALSO POSE AS GOD. • • • 

MARTIN LUTHER. 
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THE DEATH OF JUDAS ISCA RIO T. 13 

ttbc li)eatb of 3ubas 3scariot. 
[A wiid spot by the Lake. Judas lying motionless on the ground ,. after a long 

silence he raises his uiild, haggard face aTld speaks in a hoarse, despairing tone.] 

Lost! Lost! All lost! • • . . and yet, ah God! God! God! 
Thou knowest (if truly thou art Deity, 
And not mere phantom madness like all else 
In this wild soul), thou knowest I loved him well . 
With all my might of manhood • •• with the hope 
I held of happiness and purity • . . . 
With worship passing wonders, as the bird 
Flies swift beyond the tortoise . . . . with all strife 
To reach the love I craved for in his eyes, 
To feel the sunshine of his blessedness 
Fall quivering down my life .•.. Ah God! God I God I 
Unmoved, unmovable, look down on me, 
On me thy creature formed from out the clay 
By thy swift-quickening might .... look on me here 
Cast down to earth with horrible shudderings, 
In anguish craving as the highest bliss 
Return to nothingness and clay again . . . . 
I gaze into the blackness, and but see 
Perpetual anguish of those pleading eyes-
Oh, Christ my Master, whom I vile betrayed 
For tinsel silver! oh my Lord, mine own, 
My friend, my king, my God, my torturer! .. 
My groping fingers tear away the light 
And seize the darkness, holding it fast clasped 
Before my aching sight, to shut those eyes 
Those saddened, pleading eyes, away from me, 
Yet still they shine tear-bright: Oh agony! 
Oh torture of remorse! Oh Paradise 
I see behind me in the lessening 
Fair light of bygone youth, fast barred to me 
By blackness of my sin! • • •• Ah treacherous tongue 
Urged fiend, swift to despair! •... How dare I speak 
Or breathe the usual greetings carelessly, 
" Good morrow, friend; a fair bright morning, love." 
Or any words unnoticed glowing on 
In happy days, severely wringing down 
The gentle slope of life. How should I dare 
Even to greet a brother? But I rave I 
I have no brother now • • • . no sister . • • • love • • . . 
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Or friend no humanness, no softening 
Dwells in my blackened·soul-alone-alone
For evermore alone I journey on 
Thro' blackness of despair, until one day, 
One time-flash, fiend-winged. shall bring forth for me 
A sharper final pang, and I am dead-
Dead by mine own foul hand-a traitor dead
While all the busy world moves whirling on 
And smiling as it passes, shuddering 
Between the ripples of a light, low laugh 
To think that it dared shudder at my fate. 
" What could a traitor and a perjured friend 
Expect but bitter ending and despair," 
So whispers it, half fearful all the time 
Lest dispraise of my sin·be praise of him 
It crucified because it would not hear 
The truth he bore upon his godlike brow, 
A crown of terror to its falsenesses! . . . 
Its falsenesses ! Ah traitor, even now 
Thou dost not dare to hold the terrible truth 
Before thy shivering mind! . . .. its falsenesses ! 
Know, fiend, it was thine own: it strove in vain 
(And evermore had striven) to crucify 
Thy Lord Divine, unless from thy foul tongue 
And greedy lust of silver it had bought 
The night which kissed, with feigned caressing word, 
And with love's kiss betrayed him . . . . unto death
The shameful death and anguish of the Cross! 
The falseness of the world! . . . . The open hate
The loud-voiced scornful threat to crucify 
A scoffer at false lives, so fair without 
So foul and hideous underneath the mask
This was not shameful like thy grovelling sin: 
Remember thy meek lies j thou downward-eyed
Thou thinly speaking, quivering platitudes 
Of saving for the poor, yet holding back 
The riches of great hearts to squander them 
Upon thy filthy lusts-thou loving him 
With empty words, betrayed: and why, forsooth? 
Because thou grudgest that he, seeing clear 
Into the darkened chamber of thy soul, 
And knowing it ·so black, held in his eyes 
A piteous pleading when they gazed at thee, 
A prayer for nobleness within thy heart 
To bud and blossom to that height of deed 
He loved in others, yet not loved thee less 
But others more .... [throws himself do'wn on Ihegro/lIld again] 
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Ah God! God! God! 
I see it now all clear; my little mind 
Held but my stunted self, and yet I dreamed 
It bore within its narrow dimnesses 
Christ raised and crowned, the over-ma.,tering 
Fair angel of my life. Ah, God, I know 
The love I boasted was but vanity; 
[ sunned myself so proudly in his light, 
And thought it wreathed my brows with holiness 
And filled my life with bliss and purity: 
Alas! mere selfish love that sets itself, 
Its own small feelings, its own happiness, 
Before the thing it loves, is but a curse! 
How dare I talk of love . . • . love dead to me 
Who dares to love me now? . . . Ah! threatening God, 
No single human soul beneath thy sun 
But feels a horror at my sinfulness! 
Not one of all that canting brotherhood 
Who bought my weak soul's !lromise with their gold 
But shuddering turns away from me accursed
And yet I once was innocent and young, 
And hopeful in my budding happiness, 
Had friends and brothers, and a dearer one 
Than these, to bless my life; ah! Bathsheba, 
Who wast my love, and would have been my wife, 
Whose dreamy eyes held ever in their depths 
The blissfulness of heaven's sunny blue, 
The ever-changing rapture of the sea, 
And waving rhythm of the fragrant air, 
My own! my own! whom yet I left for him 
The Christ, the Master, the all-loving one, 
With deep pathetic wisdom passing words 
In his calm smile of blessing: ah, my Christ. 
They babble of thy rising into life 
To judge the world with pitiless righteousness, 
Would God it might be so! ... then might I fall 
Before thy pierced feet, and, weeping there, 
Find death by gazing, everlasting death-
A hideous blackness-an eternal curse-
A clinging anguish . . . . anything but this. 
Oh ! face so pale and saddened watching me 
With mute reproach thro' anguish on the brow, 
And yet no anger in the steadfast eyes, 
But godlike pity maddening my soul! 
Did I not love thee? Oh I my Lord, my Christ, 
Would I had died for thee •.••. Yet thou art dead; 
Thou anguished, mocked at, scourged, and all by me, 

IS 
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Thy friend and brother! , , , , God, look down, look down! 
Crush me to dust beneath that holiness 
Thy look bears as it falls-let me but die! 
Oh, strike me blackened to the weary earth 
Ere I make deeper darkness, heavier sin, 
By cutting with my frantic, anguished hand 
The silver thread of life. , , , • Oh, dreadful God, 
My nation's God, alas! but mine no more, 
Strike me into the dust. , ... 

[Lzes motionless for a few moments, tmn suddenly startl up I 
He will not strike! 

He has no pity for the murderer-
And now the last faint echo of a hope 
Which I dared hardly whisper has died out 
And left an utter darkness: while I felt 
" Lost! lost I all lost! " behind the misery 
(A faint star peeping thro' the mist of night) 
My soul still held a groping instinct-like, 
Tho' lost on earth yet mercy might.be found 
Perchance in that dread, terrible 
Yet sometime smiling god, were it but that 
Of striking with Heav'n's bolt my branded brow 
To deeper darkness on th' accursed earth •.• 
But now no hope remains save in this hand, 
For I must free myself . . . . and yet I know 
This hope of thus escaping the wild dread 
Of those deep, pleading eyes is vain, most vain
Their pathos haunts me now, and e\'ermore
But this mad feeling that I am alone, 
Alone in sin, alone in agony, 
While all the careless, happy world steps on 
More quickly as it passes my bowed form 
For fear of touching the vile murderer, 
Or being scared 'mid its proprieties 
By mad despair it has no heart to feel 
Or 'twould lie bowed before· the Crucified, 
With ashes on its head and sackcloth girt 
Around its fasting limbs. , . why do I rave 
Against the guilt of others when myself 
Am blackest under Heaven? I will not bear 
This anguish further .. , [seizes Ilts sword] 

'Tis no madness this 
But calm resolve: have not these Romans taught 
By many noble deaths that sinning souls 
May half atone by resolute strength in death? 
Shall I a Jew be less resolved than they? 
Oh God I'm mad. . . . I rave. . . . I frenzied seize 
The thread from out· thy hands and frantic snap 
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The fragile cord in twain .... Unmoveable, 
Sitting serene upon thy golden throne 
Mid Heaven's light, lo! I hurl back to thee 
With scorn and loathing this thy gift of life, 
Take it and rack me for thus breaking it 
When it became unbearable by sin 
'Gainst which thou gavest me no manly strength 
To stand firm-eyed, unflinching; take it back 
And send thy plagues down on my guilty soul
(The legends tell us that we all have souls) 
Ten times the plagues of Egypt, doubly cursed 
With wearing anguish-ride upon the wind 
And bid thy chainless steed tear me apart 
With blustering breath of flame until no limb 
Clings close unto its fellow-let no tongue 
Have power to say "here lies the traitor-friend 
Who slew our hope; the king our God had sent 
For refuge to his people! " Oh, my Christ, 
In mercy turn those haunting eyes away 
For one brief moment-Oh, my lord! my love! 
This darkness closes round me! . . . . Where am I? 
I know no more . . . . Oh, meek-eyed torture 
I see but thee, thou'rt maddening me to death, 
Oh haunt me not! oh turn those eyes away! 
I knew no mercy, but oh, Christ my Lord 
Spare me! . .• Ah devil is it thou at last? 
Take me and torture! Christ in mercy turn 
Those haunting eyes away! [Falls on his sword with a dying gasp.] 

Oh Christ! Christ! Christ! 
Oh horrible, meek eyes, they haunt me still! [Dies.] 

EVELYN PYNl':. 

"THERE are nine thousand licensed dens of crime here in the city of New York. A 
community which boasts of Christian civilisation tolerates and legalizes a business 
which is nothing else than a curse to the people who are compelled to submit to its 
presence. Not one word can be spoken in its favour, not one argument cited to sup
port it. A thousand policemen, a dozen criminal magistrates and courts, asylums, jails 
and penitentiaries are needed to take care of the consequences of this business .•.. 

Among the Buddhists with five hundred million followers and the Mahommedans 
with two hundred and fifty million, drunkenness is unknown. The so-called heathens 
of the world, the "vile and despised of the earth," forbid the use of alcoholic drinks 
and crush intemperance, and we Christians encourage and legalize it. 

Ministers of the church of Christ are labouring in the cause of the license, while 
heathen teachers are fighting for its suppression (read Theosophists) ; and yet we send 
missionaries to these people to convert them to our religious civilization! God 
forbid I " (From tlte New York Press.) The superiority of the Christian over 
Heathen religions, is proved, indeed I 

2 
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ttbe $el'en Geometrical llloweis. 

" TEN is the number of Jehovah, the typical personal God." See 
LUCU"ER, December, page 291. 

The word "Jehovah" contains the five vowels, therefore, 
according to "The Geometrical Vowels," page 317, it expresses a com
bination of Air I, Earth E, Water V, Fire 1\, with one consonant, H, 
added. The letter H is only an aspirate-a breath; it is repeated, 
therefore TWO breatks. 

From a geometrical point of view, two Hs at once suggest 
solidity; put in perspective they would be 

As the vowels IEOVA express the elements named, these combined 
with the two Breatkings are those elements in concrete form; or as 
given in our text, a "personal God," by reason of those two Breathings. 

IEHOVAH ,-This is the fonn ofi~ ~ 

which from a side view is _.# 
Its two pyramids rest upon the plane of the korizotttalline. 
The vowel E and the letter H are intimately connected, the H com

pleting the solidity of the vowel E. making it B 
E, as representing Earth, is a: combination of Elements in tangible 

(solid) form, which, as we have just deduced, is completed by the breath
ing of H. 

Therefore, of the vowels we have only Four left AIOV. 
We came to the conclusion, page 318, that water was only a ~ 

reversed condition of Fire, therefore a form of 1\, consequently ZJ:Y 
the vowels are reduced to Three AIO as the primal Trinity 
which is very similar to our word God. 

6 0 (] or EB 
MAN, or~. The letter I (am) is here ittduced by the operation of 

the letter N, which by its peculiar enunciation checks the outgoing of 
the vowel A and forces it upwards into the head, producing the I, or 
consciousness as represented in the monogram. 
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lAM or 0t1 is nearly the same as MAN = ~ therefore by the 

evolution of lAm, malt is produced, and by the involution of Man, IA'" 
is produced. 

WOMAN joined to MAN W generates the winged egg. 

is IA VQ, but neither E 
In nor H is in the monogram. 

It expresses a conception of Divine energy prior to its out-Breathing. 
Although by the completion of the Bases of the two Triangles two 
planes of consciousness are indicated within the circle of the Boundless, 
as Light and Darkness. 

o is 10 Ten 
~ o 
6 
Q 

Three 

Six 

= Nine 

These form 

I 

~ 
! 

In this the wheels turn in one direction as indicated by the arrows, 
from left to right. This is the Sign --Gt9- Cancer, which, by Taro, is 
generation of first forms of Life. This is One Breath of Jehovah. 

Reverse the wheels and we have 

The Second Breathing. 

These together are 

The curious will easily find that this monogram contains all the 
numbers-as stated in my Text, all the signs of the Zodiac-and many 
other things. And by adding E and H, it will be found to contain all 
the letters of the English alphabet. 

Astrological inference:-The weight of attraction upon the line of 

operation of I producing the two triangles ~ is an antagonistic 

influence, opposed to the completion of the circle of I (as shown on page 
2-
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317), and tending totdraw together the two polar points, and to absorb 
them in the plane of its power. 

c ~-'-__ 

K 

L 

In this diagram it is seen that these points represent an influence 90 
degrees apart. 

A C, C B, B D, D A, an astrological 0 square. 
This retarding influence or weight must be powerfully felt along the 

whole line of the operation C D, consequently the opposition C-D is 
most powerfully inimical to the points A, B, tending to absorb them. 

Astrologers will see by this diagram, geometrically, how friends and 
pleasure are the drag upon a man and his wife's wealth, and tend to 
absorb it in the plane of their power. 

But the line A E and B G are in affinity with each other, and arc 
the power of A and B extended to the limit of the circle. these 
represent points in Trifle and seX/lie to each other. As do also the 
points of the letter H as K L, H M, L D, D M, and so on. 

There is no levity in pointing out that this is the operation 
of Jehovah in the circumstances of the Life of man. 

A CHELA. 

A PARABLE. 

A NUMBER of psychical researchers, thirsting after occult knowledge, went into 
a wilderness to seek for the serpent of wisdom. The day was very hot and 
they became very hungry, so that they would have eaten almost any kind of 
food, however repulsive, to keep themselves from starvation. A t last they 
espied a serpent of a beautiful green colour, with a golden crown upon its head. 
They caught the snake and resolved to eat it; but they would not eat it raw 
and alive. So they cut it to pieces. One boiled his piece, another roasted his, 
and the third attempted to make a stew of it; but, wondrous to relate, whenever 
a piece was nearly done, it disappeared, and nothing remained but some in
digestible bones. 

Then the psychical researchers were very much disappointed and wept; when 
a voice from above spoke to them and said: "He who wishes to come into 
possession of the truth must learn how to eat living snakes. He must not 
expect to have the truth killed and dressed up to suit his taste; but absorb the 
living spirit of wisdom, such as it is." 

F. H. 
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OCCULT AXIOMS AND THEIR SYMBOLS. 

II. 
I~RO:\I the one to the many, from the many to the one, is the 

.1] law of universal evolution, symbolised poetically by the breath of 
Brah1lld, graphically by the interlaced triangles of Solomon's seal. 

Duality being the number of Maya, the supreme Unity is incom
prehensible to our ignorance. Notwithstanding the efforts of reason. 
A '<Iidya forbids us to conceive of a state where the relation between 
matter and spirit has become an identity, although at the same time our 
thought loses itself in the abyss of nothingness, when trying to trace 
through infinitude these two parallel limits of existence; under analysis, 
objectivity melts into the Unknowable, and subjectivity dissolves into 
the C nconscious. But if two parallel lines never meet in reality, they 
always meet in perspective, at a distance determined by our power of 
vision, and the conception of supreme unity represents that point to our 
metaphysical shortsight. Although the threshold of the Absolute, it is 
at the same time the centre and focus of Jlfaya. About Parabrahm we 
can say nothing, not even that it exists. To the Relative, the Absolute 
is a mystery; to the Absolute, the Relative is an illusion. Lost between 
the night of Non-Being and the shadow of unreality, our thought has to 
surround itself with its utmost limits, and build the immense sphere of 
its own eternity as a screen upon which to project its weird fancies. By 
the same process, Brahllld, waking up from Pra/aJ'a, was frightened by 
his isolation, and looking around, saw Parabrahm everywhere under the 
veil of .MlI/aprakrill: This beginning of illusion is the end of our 
thought. 

Parabrahm has no symbol; the Absolute can no more be represented 
figuratively than mentally. If we consider the white page as the empty 
ground of all figures, we may draw a circle as the symbol of Mu/aprakrili. 
In this case, the central point is often taken to represent the Logos. 
Brahmd in the egg, Kelher in Slukillali. But the whole figure, point 
and all, can also be taken as a symbol of the immaculate mother, for its 
three elements fitly illustrate the Trinity in Unity, the circumference 
representing non-manifested substance, and the centre being the first 
un manifested Logos or the germ of consciousness, while the surface 
between the two is the ground on which will take place the operations 
of the Great Breath, which represents the noumenon of motion or latent 
force. As circuqtference, centre, and surface constitute only one figure, 
so Mulaprakriti is the synthesis of the three emanations. Omnipresence, 
the last residuum of time, space, and motion, as well as of substance and 
consciousness, is also the focus whence emanate the three rays which 
enlighten the three main planes of existence, the three Logoi which in 
manifestation become androgyne. Hence the seven PlInlshas) the seven 
Prakritis, and the seven wheels of Fohat; yet the three persons are one 
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in each of the seven operations of the Paraclete, as well as in their
supreme mansion; the Holy Trinity reigns in the least grain of sand as 
well as in the highest heavens. The Central sun radiates its rays, which 
divide and subdivide, to enlighten a wider and wider area of Maya, until. 
the expansivc force having spent its energy, the contractive force asserts 
itself, Brah11ld withdraws his breath, and the diversity of things pro
gressively rebecome one. 

Mulaprakr;ti, then, is the unity of the three, of the seven, of the whole; 
the omniprcsence in the great and small, in the quick and slow, in the 
past and future, the sphere which is nowhere and the centre which is 
e,·crywhere. Here is the Gordian knot of a recent discussion concerning 
the best division of the human .. principles." The transHimalayan 
Occultists understand by lJlulaprakriti that synthesis of the three and of 
the sevcn which is the feminine and only conceivablc aspect of Parabrah1ll; 
while it represents to the pUlldits only the root of objectivity or substance, 
above which they place Dai1Jtprakriti, the root of force, and Isllwara, the 
root of consciousness. To the Vedantins, it is one of the extremes of 
creation, the passive material of the Universe; to us, it is the aspect of 
thc Supreme Principle, the unique and living clement. And in the last 
sense, it becomes identical with the A diti of the Vedas, which is the 
mother of the Adityas, and onc with them; identical also with the 
A~')'akta1ll of the Sankhyas, with the Tllai-y (great Unit) of the Taoists, 
and the Thai-khz' (Great Limit) of the Confucianists. To the substantial 
root of the Universe, the name of Prakriti ought to be reserved. Confusion 
would be still better avoided if, leaving to the Vedantins their terms 
Parabrahlll and lJlulaprakriti, we adopted the purc Vedic terminology 
and said :-In Tad, Aditi; from Aditi, the seven. 

The trinity Purusha-Fohat-Prakriti is contained in each of the seven 
manifestations. Occult science teaches that there is not an atom of dead 
matter in the universe; force and consciousness may be either latent or 
manifested, but are present everywhere. On the other hand, neither 
consciousness nor force can be said to exist unless they manifest, and 
they cannot act unless through an Upadhi or vehicle of some kind, 
however immaterial. There is such a thing as .. spiritual substance," in 
which the gods are clothed: and there is such a thing as .. material 
spirit," that is to say, spirit clothed in the gross substance of the bodies. 
The three emanations are present in all manifestations, but they are not 
equally distributed therein. In the higher orders of being, spirituality 
is dominant, and materiality is a mere point or potentiality; while in the 
lower orders, matter predominates, and spirit has become a simple 
potentiality. Thus, in our actual state, consciousness of tilT'e is only of 
the present, a mere mathematical point running perpetually from past to 
future, a non-existing abstraction, which, however, passes through all 
possible states of existence; physical consciousness is momentary, while 
in transcendental states the three divisions of time are omnipresent. In 
space, our actual ccnsciousncss is only the intersection of the three 
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dimensions, a mathematical point again, which we instinctively localise 
behind our eyes, and to which we refer all extension; yet this nothing is 
the basis and the beginning of all form, and scarcely have we conceived 
it when we must conceive aroulld it the" Dik," the six quarters of space, 
North, South, East, West, Zenith, Nadir, seven with the centre, while in 
abstract Space there are no dimensions. Thus, on this plane, self
consciousness is a mere unit, upon which all numbers are based: and its 
definition is given in the Upallisllad: "The Self, smaller than small, 
greater than great, is hidden in the heart of the creature JJ; it is said 
also to be of the size of the thumb, and is called "The little man in the 
pupil of the eye." This shows us once more the wealth of symbolical 
language: for, while the point in the circle, as a general symbol, enables us 
to trace consciousness to its source, it also indicates to our mind the 
perfect symmetry of its manifestation: on the higher planes, the point 
represents materiality; the circumference of the circle, spirituality; in the 
lower worlds, the point is spirit, and the plane of the circle, matter. 

PUnislla and Prakriti may be considered as the two extremities of 
manifestation, the two mathematical points where our angle of vision 
meets the horizon of eternity, the two poles between which springs the 
electric arc of Follat. This intermediate principle or agent, without 
which spirit could never move matter and both would remain eternally 
latent, is said, in Japanese cosmogony, to possess the shape of a 
lanceolated leaf. Starting from a mere potentiality, it fills the enlarged 
space between its father and mother, expands to the utmost, and then 
contracts again; thus translating into manifestation, through the two 
kinds of Saktis, the two breaths of the never ending but never perceived 
respiration. 

The six-pointed star, composed of a white and black triangle inter
laced, symbolises this noiseless respiration, in that state where, the two 
breaths counteracting each other, all rests in equilibrium. The white 
triangle represents also the three creative principles, and the black one 
the three created Upadllis. The whole figure thus stands for the spiritual 
universe, or the world in that state where being and non-being embrace 
each other. Then comes the fall into matter. The two triangles begin 
to slide upon each other in opposite directions, until their two bases are 
united in one; the six-pointed star has become a rhomb. This in 
symbolism has the same signification as the square and the cube, the key 
to its meaning being its axial lines, which in a two-dimensional space form 
the cross, symbol of sex and polarity, and, in a three-dimensional space, 
represent these three dimensions, or the illusory appearance of the 
Eternal in Past, Present, and Future. Meanwhile, the circumscribing 
circle has elongated itself into an ellipse with two poles, the symbol of 
the manifested universe, the model of all beings and their motions, and 
the point in the circle has become the germ in the egg, Brall11la, the 
manifested Logos. In each of the triangles of the rhomb may be 
inscribed the sacred tetraktis of Pythagoras, the unity at both ends 
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standing for the Alpha and Omega of evolution; if we redress the 
figure, we shall obtain a square containing the Pythagorean Table, one 
of the most pregnant symbols of Occultism, which will be explained 
elsewhere. 

It is to the primordial Unity that all beings owe that feeling of " I 
am " which constitutes identity of Self, or Individuality. The conscious
ness latent in lllulaprakriti is 'the very root of human spirit; the rays 
emanating from it give to us our active triad and our three reflected 
principles. Every being in the Cosmos is thus an image of the supreme 
Existence. The Unity remains one while positing itself an infinite 
number of times. Hence that element of reality which runs under and 
through Maya; hence that confidence in the solidity of the Universe 
which enables us to pass through it. Obviously enough, illusion must 
have a substratum of some reality, must be the appearance of something. 
Atma, the ray of ,the Absolute, is the only beacon which can save us 
from the wreck of our delusions; and our belief in it, as the only reality, 
enables us to answ~r the arguments of those philosophers who reproach 
Pantheism with being a self-destroying doctrine unable to maintain the 
certitude even of its own conclusions. Mansel, in his Bampton lectures, 
finding that all his reasonings on the Absolute and Infinite lead him to 
Pantheism, prefers yet the suicide of reason through blind faith, to what 
he calls its suicide through Pantheism. "The Pantheist tells me that in 
order to attain to a true philosophy of being, I must begin by denying 
my own being. And for what purpose is this act of self-destruction 
needed? In order to preserve inviolate certain conclusions which I, the 
non-existent thinker, have drawn by virtue of my non-existent powers 
of thought. But if my personal existence, the great primary fact of all con
sciousness, is a delusion, what claim have the reasonings of the Pantheist 
himself to be considered as anything better than a part of the universal 
falsehood?" This is always the old confusion between false personality 
and true individuality. Far from maintaining the unreality of Self, the 
whole of the Pantheistic literature is intent upon teaching us how to 
attain to that only eternal reality, by ridding ourselves of the trammels 
of a transitory and artificial personality. The subjectivism of Pantheistic 
doctrines does not go even so far as that of the Scotch or German 
Idealists; for if, on the one hand, it denies the reality of subjectivity as 
it appears to our present consciousness, on the other it denies equally the 
reality of the consciousness so limited, and, recognising as real only the 
substratum of both subjectivity and objectivity, leaves in perfect statu 
quo the equilibrium or balance between the two. The fact that what we 
take for real is a Alaya is a merely philosophical recognition, and in no 
way hinders the present state of things. Plunged in ill a)'a, we will 
continue to believe in it until its illusory character is realised by us 
through something higher than mere intellect. Much less still have the 
Materialists any right to call the Pantheist an "abstractor of quint
essence," when themselves, to explain a universe which they believe real, 
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start from such metaphysical abstractions as "Matter" or "Force." 
Least of all need the Occultist be troubled by the argument that, were 
everybody to practice Yoga. the present world would come to an end. 
For firstly, such an alternative is not very dreadful to those who know that 
annihilation is the only thing that cannot happen; and secondly, the 
danger is not at all likely to be realized: the ascetics are now, and will 
be for a long time to come, only too rare exceptions. The complicated 
snare in which the world is entangled constitutes the "second 
creation" of the cosmogonies, and will last until its secondary creator 
is reabsorbed in the first Logos, and this one in his turn in the Absolute. 
Says the Kaiva/yall-A'l}allila,' "The creation of the Self-effulgent 
lskwara and the creation of the jh1a are quite different from each other. 
The creations of lshwara, in the universe, are of a general character: 
they are all the moveable and immoveable things. But self-esteem, hate, 
love, all these which are the outcome of egotism, form the creations of 
the free-willed ji'va and not at all the doings of the spotless One." This 
is the mystery of incarnation, the descent of spirit into matter, the 
evolution of Ahamkaram from lJ-fahal. Each jiva is a ray, and all rays 
have a common center. And, as a definite number of jivas are formed, 
from Gods down to Men, so at the same time a corresponding number 
of corporeities come to existence, from planetary down to atomic centers. 
Then also takes place the genesis of concrete time and space, for an 
occult relation exists between the number of jivas launched in manifesta
tion and the duration of the Mallwalllara. Consciousness is the standard 
measure of objectivity for gods as for men. When dispersion has 
reached its utmost limits, each jiva begins to reascend towards Alma. 
The rays return to the sun, enriched with the images they have 
enlightened in their planetary pilgrimage; the blood regains the heart, 
vivified and nourished by the air it has helped to inhale and the food it 
has helped to assimilate. 

To this dual current of metaphysical forces we may expect, by 
analogy, to find, in the moral world, a corresponding double tendency. 
Two laws indeed govern the relations of living beings towards each other, 
egotism and altruism. Egotism, like sexuality, is a cosmic force, an 
instinct, necessary to the descent of spirit into matter. There are 
kingdoms in nature ruled entirely by pure egotism and innocent instinct: 
spheres, still more material than ours, inhabited by beings whose souls 
are, so to say, petrified; whose passions and emotions are to them as 
objective and tangible as the terrestrial minerals. There exist Fohatic 
creatures in whose constitution pity, love, sympathy, and kindness have 
no place. \Ve are not concerned here, however, with the misery of the 
elemental, mineral, vegetal, or animal orders: this misery is told for us 
by the eternal complaint of the forest and the ocean, by the voices of the 
thousands of creatures who can only express by moanings and shrieks 
even their joys and loves. Over their painful sleep, egotism alone 
wakes; unconsciousness is proclaimed by their savage roars and plaintive 
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bleatings; and their clumsy masses are moved only by the neces
sities of the struggle for existence. Man, the victor in that struggle, 
can well afford to be generous towards his inferiors: he who ill
treats animals is like a warrior who strikes a fallen foe. There is 
even more than supplication in these ceaseless noises and complaints: 
there is, to those who listen with their heart to the apparently meaning
less discord, an appeal to a deep and touching communion. The silence 
that reigns in mountain solitudes is eloquent. It reminds us of identity of 
suhstance between our bones and the rocks, between our flesh and the 
soil it CO!lles from, between our hair and the trees which every passing 
wind disturbs, between our breath and the vapours which any ray 
colours with a rainbow or disperses in thin air. 

The gaze, fiery or meek, from irrational eyes teaches us humility and 
tenderness towards beings, after all, so similar to us in form that we 
have no organ, either mouth, eyes, ears, or anything else, which they do 
not possess also; our only sensible advantage over them being the 
faculty of language. And yet the evening hymn bellowed by stray cattle 
in foggy meadows is the expression of the same life that animates us. 
But if the soul of man can thus discern a prayer in the pitiless voice of 
Nature, if his industry can employ to intelligent purposes the blind 
strength of tamed brutes, if he can play towards his soulless brothers 
the part of a god-or of a devil-nay, even the part of a creator, who 
transforms existing types and elicits new combinations from the living 
materials of nature, does not the pretence which would submit the con
queror to the same law his slaves obey appear ridiculous? Those who 
argue that, because the struggle for existence is the supreme rule of 
animal evolution, man must worship faithfully the great God of Egotism, 
surrender human liberty to the shame of animal fatalism, take several 
steps backwards in the road of evolution. If man were yet on the 
descending arc, if he were nothing better than an animal, it would be 
useless to question the supremacy of selfishness; if mind is nothing but 
a modification, a product, of matter, the great material laws must control 
and limit its operations. But then it may be asked whether the habits 
and expediencies of civilisation, the creations of art and productions of 
industry, the very symmetry with which we build our towns and houses, 
are not in direct defiance to the laws of brute matter and chaotic nature? 
The moment a mind began to think, instinct began to fade: the instant 
association appeared, the struggle for existence began to lose its 
intensity. The throne of Egotism was undermined by the first man 
who sacrificed himself for other men. 

AMARAVELLA. 

(To be contmued.) 
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ANCIENT ASTRONOMY OF THE HINDeS. 

~ OW that the Light of Oriental Science is beginning to diffuse itself more 
~" widely into the mental atmosphere of Western thinkers, much of the 

ground covered by modern schools of Theorists, with the imposing 
structure they have been pleased to call Exact Science, is likely to fall into other 
hands. It is possible, nay most probable, that the Right of Inheritance will 
ere long receive that consideration which is demanded by the nature of its 
claims. 

Until a very recent date, the leaders of modern systems of thought in Europe 
and America have held undisputed possession of the public mind, and especially 
haye they bestowed great pains upon the cultivation of that area covered by the 
physical sciences. The spongiose absorption of dogmatic science is considered 
by the average student to be an equivalent to individual intelligence. 

The enquiring "Why" is no longer the pupil, friend, or confidant of the 
reasoning "Because." "A new theory" to·day, and more "exact science" 
to-morrow. No room for questions? Nol a lillie! The gods have spoken, 
therdore keep silence! 

\Vebster, and others of his vein, tell us that a science is a collection of 
principles or truths, based upon a fixed law. This may be; but science to-day 
is thought, by many people, to be anything which is followed by such names as 
Tyndall, Huxley, Spencer, &c. With such persons, the mere connection with 
one of these names is an all-sufficient reason. No more than this blind credulity 
was required of us in our childhood, to enable the indulgent nurse to administer 
the obnoxious "grey powder"! "Open your mouth and shut your eyes and 
see what the gods will send you!" We remember it well! too well not to have 
profited by this experience of thy artful devices, 0 human nature! 

Well, and who is this that has thrown down the glove to the champions of 
Modern Science? None other than the poor despised Hindu-the same that 
in our early days we were taught to look upon as a poor illiterate heathen, having 
all the vices and none of the virtues of human nature. The idea of his claiming 
anything more than an Englishman, beyond a darker skin, seems altogether too 
absurd to be entertained by one who has been trained thus to think of him. 
And yet, amongst other claims, a knowledge of astronomy, equal if not superior 
to that of Europeans, is asserted by him to have been the inheritance of his 
people for at least 5,000 years! 

It is our purpose to examine this claim; as briefly as may be, consistent with 
justice. 

Let us then enquire first of all as' to their knowledge of the general constitution 
of the heavens. 

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1772 some highly interesting remarks 
were made upon the Indian Zodiac by Sir William Jones; the nature of which 
went yery far to prove that the present form of the Zodiac was well known to 
the Hindus at least 2,400 years B.C. Reference is made to Acharya Varaha 
Mihira, who quotes from ancient Sastras existing 2,000 years before his time, to 
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show that the Precession of the Equinoxes was employed by the ancient Hindus 
to mark certain of their important" periods." 

According to modern astronomical teachings, Hipparchus of Bithynia, who 
founded his school of philosophy in Alexandria 140 B.C., is said to have first 
observed this phenomenon of the Equinoctial precession. 

But. the aforesaid Mihira, who is mentioned by name in the Panchatantra, 
makes this observation. " A t present, one solstice is in the first degree of 
Karkataka and the other in the first of Makara, but certainly the southern solstice 
was once in the middle of Aslesha, the northern in the first degree of Dhanishtha; 
according to former Sastras." This is equivalent to saying that about 400 B.C., 

the summer solstice was in Cancer 1° and the southern or winter solstice was in 
Capricornus 1°, but that, according to scientific teaching over 2,000 years 
anterior to this period, the solstices were respectively in the first degrees of Leo 
and Aquarius. Now what ebe can this statement imply than that the motion 
of the fixed stars and constellations was well known to the astronomical Hindu? 
It is to be noted that since the ancients have recorded the summer solstice as 
falling in Leo, such record must have been made 'about 4,320 years ago, since 
the solstice is now in Gemini, and the time required for its passage through 
each sign is 2,160 years. This latter period was also the time allowed by the 
ancients, for their "Great Year" consisted of 25,920 years, i.e., 12 times 2,160, 

and as this is the period allowcd by Newton, and indeed all astronomers up to 
a very recent date, for the precession of the Equinoxes, I think we may affirm 
that the merit of antiquity as well as of aCfUracy if:, due to the Hindu. 

It is to be noted, then, that the ancient inhabit~nts of India figured their 
Zodiac in precisely the same way as the Greeks, from whom, through the 
Romans, we obtained our knowledge of this subject in the first place. The 
division of this Zodiac into the 12 signs was the same as that found in the 
Egyptian monuments of antiquity by Bailly and other travellers. Copies of the 
Dendara Esne Zodiacs present exactly the same order in the" signs" as the copy 
of the Ancient Indian Zodiac in Moor's Pantheon, and that also by Sir Wm . 

. Jones in the Philosophical Transactions. 
Further we find that the Hindus divided their 

each sign consisting of 3 such, having 10° each. 
circle into 27 lunar mansions. 

Zodiac into 36 drekkanas, 
They likewise divided the 

For everyone of these drekkanas and lunar mansions they haP. a distinctive 
name, and what is more remarkable still, as an evidence of the importance of 
astronomical exactness with them, they had a particular name for every degree 
of the Zodiacal circle. Besides this mathematical knowledge of the Zodiac, they 
appear to have been well acquainted with the natures of the different asterisms 
constituting the drekkanas, for they have not only named them, as said, but 
have pourtrayed them under figures or symbols. A description ofthese is given 
In Mihira's Vrihat Jataka, translated .by Colebrooke. Examining still further, 
we shall find that the ancient Hindus possessed a wide knowledge of astro
nomical "periods." 

We have already noticed the "Great Year" formed by the precession of the 
Equinoxes: we may now mention the famous Naros, or Naronic cycle. *' The Naros 
was composed of 600 years and the cycle of 12'><600=7,200 years. It is called 

* Said to ha\'e ori~inated in ~arada a Vedic Rishi and astronomer. 
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the" Lunisolar Year," because it has relation to the motions of the sun and moon 
through the Zodiac, for it will be seen that the Naros consists of 7,200 months or 
moons, while the cycle measures the same number of years. This cycle allows 
600 years to each sign of the Zodiac, whereas the "Great Year" allows 2,160 

years, and this latter period divided by 30, the number of degrees in each sign, 
gives 72 years, which, multiplied by 100, gives the Naronic cycle. The idea of 
the Hindus dividing the Zodiac into ten signs no doubt has arisen from a com
parison of these two periods. The Naros of 600 years is said to be one of the 
oldest periods known to the Aryans. It is used to mark the recurrence of 
Lunisolar conjunction in the same asterism, but we may here add that it also 
has an important esoteric meaning as well as an exoteric use In this respect 
it is like all other natural phenomena to the spiritually-minded Hindu. 

We may now notice another astronomical period known to the Aryans, which 
is intimately connected with the foregoing. 

The obliquity of the ecliptic is a phenomenon which did not escape the notice 
of the Oriental astronomer. Regarding this matter modern astronomers are at 
loggerheads, not only as to its cause, but also as to its motion in regard to the 
earth's axis. True to nature, the Hindus have set this motion down as 
" regular," and appear to have reckoned it as 50' per century, or half a second 
per year. A comparison of the figures given by Flamstead, Bradley, Mayer, 
Maskelyne, Vince, M. de la Lande, and Woodhouse gives the same result. 

It will be seen, therefore, that there is a relationship between the "great 
year" of 25,920 solar years and thIS motion of the earth's axis in regard to the 
plane of the ecliptic (which ·we may call·the polar revolution), in that the pre
cession of the equinoxes is 50' per year and the polar revolution 50' per 
century. 

Consequently the time required for a complete polar revolution is 2,592,000 

years. Now if we multiply the N aronic cycle of 7,200 years by 360, the degrees 
in a circle, the result is this period of 2,592,000 years! Hence one Naronic 
cycle will produce just one degree of diminution in the obliquity of the ecliptic, 
or, in other words, increase of polar elevation. 

If we consider the vast cosmical effects which would take place under this 
law in the earth's body in the course of onl) half such a period as that required 
for the polar revolution, we shall not be disposed to treat as fables the allusions 
frequently made in Oriental writings to stupendous seismic phenomena which 
are said to have occurred in past ages. Indeed, it is only reasonable to assume 
that, since the angular distance of the North Pole from the plane of the earth's 
oroit is gmdually increasing, the pr('sencc of the Borcan region in the tropic of 
Cancer, some 240,000 years ago, will satisfactorily account for the fossil remains 
of the greater tropical mammalia and many kinds of tropical vegetation found 
in what are now the Arctic regions and the frozen deserts of Northern Russia. 
This theory seems far more agreeable to nature than some of the "shifts" to 
which modern geologists resort in their endeavours to make "head and tail" of 
our little globe. Moreover, since heat expands and cold contracts, we may infer 
that an "earth-wave," occupying that belt of the globe known as the tropics, 
would follow the course of the sun induced by this polar revolution, viz., from 
north to south. and therefore, also, the depression of the earth's body at the 
roles may be referred to the same phenomenal causes, viz., the polar revolution 
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and the sun's angular distance. The moon, in its motion round the earth, acts 
upon the mass of waters in the oceans, carrying with it a tidal wave; and why 
should not the sun, under proportionate conditions, act in a similar manner upon 
the denser mass of the earth's body? Besides, scientists have yet to prove that 
there is some specific quality in the North and South Poles which constitutes 
their magnetic natures, or, in other words, the earth's polarity. The same 
magnetic phenomena can be produced by a circular current of electricity travel
ling from west to east (the motion of the earth's tropical and electric belt), which 
will cause all polarized bodies within its area of action to immediately indicate 
true north and south. If this theory can be faithfully worked out (and we are 
of opinion it can),·it will prove polarity in the earth's body to be merely a relative 
condition arising out of solar electrical action, a condition which, in the course of 
2,592,000 years, would obtain with every degree of the earth's polar circle. 

This brings us back to our Oriental friends. The Hindus count 360 years 
of mortal life as one Divine year, and as they allow 12 millions of such years to 
be equal to one" day" of Brahma, it follows that, with a corresponding" night" 
of equal length, the immense period referred to as" a day and a night of 
Brahma "=4,320,000,000 years of mortal life. Therefore 360 of such periods 
will constitute "Brahma's year," and 100 such "years," making the period 
known as the Mahakalpa, will, if expressed in mortal years, yield this number, 
311,040,000,000,000. Now to make a comparison of these periods with those 
we have previously noted, we may first take the Naronic cycle of 7,200 years. 
This we have already shown to consist of an astronomical period, mUltiplied by 
the number of signs in the Zodiac. If we multiply this cycle by the Naros of 
600 years, the result is the Mahayuga, which is the sum of the "four ages," so 
well known as to need no mention here. 

With regard to the period required for the precession of the Equinoxes, if it 
be multiplied by 1,000, it will give the sum of the Sandhis, or intervals 
between the reigns of the Manus, i.e., 25,920,000 years, which is the sum of 
six Mahayugas. Ten revolutions of the earth's poles will produce the same 
figures. Presuming the p::>lar revolution to be regular, and no one has yet 
proved that it is not, it may be applied to the measurement of the" four ages ., 
already referred to. Thus at the rate of 50 per century 

60 degrees will produce -1-32,000 years, the Kali Yuga 

120 " " " 864,000" "Dwapur " 
180 " " " 1,296,000" ,. Treta " 
240 " " " 1,728,000" "Satya " 

The sum of which 4,320,000 years is the ~fahayuga. 

To return once more to "the precession of the Equinoxes." It is well 
known that our sun is not the central sun of the universe of systems, and 
therefore it is but right to infer that, in connection with other minor centres to 
which our sun is related, it has a motion of its own in regard to the great central 
orb. In other words, we may say that, just as there are planetary orbits, so 
there are solar orbits, and thus from centre to centre we may proceed inwards 
until the mind grows giddy and loses its sense of location in the unfathomable 
depths of cosmic space. In regard to Ollr subject we would ask, Is it not 
more rational to suppose the motion of the sun through space, in its own im-
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mense orbit, to be the c:J.u<;e of the preces,ion of the E-Iuinoxes, than that the 
countless systems con;;tituting our Zodiac should concur in a uniform motion 
in regard to our own little sy.item? Suppose the sun to move in the direction 
of the order of the" signs" at the rate of 50" per year," then the asterisms of 
the Zudiac would appear to move at the same rate in the opposite direction, t:e., 
against the order of the signs, which is agreeable to all our observations of this 
phenomenon. 

Granting these premises to be correct, the calculation of the sun's distance 
from its own centre would be a matter of a few minutes, providing we had any 
definite figures to denote the Radius Vector of the earth, but we will leave our 
astronomers to settle this point first. A study of the different computations 
made during the past 1,800 years only, leaves us a pretty fair margin for guessing 
if science permits of such a method in a matter so important! At all events it 
is something between 800 miles and 104,000,000 miles! 

:Modern Science affects to look down upon the Hindu Vedanga J yotisha, but we 
may safely affirm, even from this cursory sun'ey of their astronomy, that the 
ancient Sages of the East were not guessing nor" playing duck and drake" with 
figures, when they mentioned such vast periods as those we have been regarding. 
More than this, our astronomical basis rests in the soil of the Hindu mind, 
and the lofty superstructure we call our own has undergone many changes to 
suit the fashion, but the foundations have remained undisturbed. t 

SEPHARIAL • 

• This would. of course, set aside the idea of an elliptical orbit in the case of the earth and planets 
of the solar system, and in its place a motion similar to that of the moon would be instituted. For 
modern astronomers to admit a motion of the sun through space, and to retain the theory of the 
elliptical orbit, as they do, merely to bolster up the :-Iewtonian Philosophy, is only another proof of 
their insane bigotry. Any school-boy can set'that it is impossible to form an ellipse round a moving 
body! 

+ The Radius Vector of the earth, according to the ancients, was 800 million stadia. A stadium 
is 606 feet 9 inches: and this multiplied by the above number yields 91,931,818 English miles. 
These figures are so exactly within the limits prescribed by tlte latest ca/culalialts that one cannot 
but be struck with the result of any comparison which might be made between them and the 

ifferent estimates of astronomers since the time of Copernicus. Thus : 
Copernicus gives. 3,391,200 
Mayer 184,000,000 
These are outsidejigllres. 
Result from last transit of 9 = between 91,600,000, and 92 millions. 
R. Proctor give-; 91,500,000. 
The Great Pyramid, 91,840.000. 

TURKISH PROVERBS. 
Eat and drink with a friend, but do not trade with him. 
He who wants a faultless friend, remains friendless. 
He who wants the rose, must want the thorns also. 
A sweet tongue draws the snake forth from the earth. 
Without trouble one eats no honey. 
Sacrifice your beard to save your head. 
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THE ROOTS OF RITUALISM: IN CHURCH AND MASONRY 

I. 

THEOSOPHISTS are very often, and very unjustly too, accused of 
infidelity and even of Atheism. This is a grave error, especially with 
regard to the latter charge. 

In a large society, composed of so many races and nationalities, in an asso
ciation wherein every man and woman is 'left to believe in whatever he or she 
likes, and to follow or not to follow-just as they please-the religion they 
were born and brought up in, there is but little room left for Atheism. As for 
" infidelity," it becomes a misnomer and a fallacy. To show how absurd is the 
charge, in any case, it is sufficient to ask our traducers to point out to us, in the 
whole civiHzed world, that person who is not regarded as an "infidel" by some 
other person belonging to some different creed. Whether one moves in highly 
respectable and orthodox circles. or in a so-called heterodox "society," it is all 
the same. It is a mutual accu'lation, tacitly, if not openly, expressed; a kind 
of a mental game at shuttlecock and battledore flung reciprocally, and in polite 
silence, at each other's heads. In sober reality, then, no theosophist any more 
than a non-theosophist can be an infidel; while, on the other hand, there is no 
human being living who is not an infidel in the opinion of some sectarian or 
other. As to the charge of Atheism, it is quite another question. 

What is Atheism, we ask, first of all? Is it disbelief in and denial of the 
existence of a God, or Gods, or simply the refusal to accept a personal deity 
on the somewhat gushy definition of R. Hall, who explains Atheism as "a 
ferocious system" because, "it leaves nothing above (?) us. to excite awe, nor 
around us to awaken tenderness" (!) If the former, then most of our members 
-the hosts in India, Burmah, and elsewhere-would demur, as they believe in 
Gods and supernal beings, and are in great awe of some of them. Nor would 
a number of Western Theosophists fail to confess their full belief in Spirits, 
whether spatial or planetary, ghosts or angels. Many of us accept the existence 
of high and low Intelligences, and of Beings as great as any" personal" God. 
This is no occult secret. What we confessed to in the November LUCIFER 

(editorial), we reiterate again. Most of us believe in the survival of the Spiritual 
Ego, in Planetary Spirits and Nirmanakayas," those great Adepts of the past 
ages, who, renouncing their right to Nirvana, remain in our spheres of being, 
not as "spirits" but as complete spiritual human Beings. Save their corporeal, 
visible envelope, which they leave behind, they remain as they were,:in order to 
help poor humanity, as far as can be done without sinning against Karmic law. 
This is the" Great Renunciation." indeed; an incessant, conscious self-sacrifice 
throughout reons and ages till that day when the eyes of blind mankind will 
open and, instead of the few, all will see the universal tru·th. These~Beings 
may well be regarded as God and Gods-if they would bu' allow the fire in our 
hearts, at the thought of that purest of all sacrifices, to be fanned into the 
flame of adoration, or the smallest altar in their honour. But they will not. 
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Verily, "the secret heart is fair Devotion's (only) temple," and any other, In 

this case, would be no better than profane ostentation. 
Now with regard to other invisible Beings, some of whom are still higher, and 

others far lower on the scale of divine evolution. To the latter we will have 
nothing to say; the former will have nothing to say to us: for we are as good 
as non-existent for them. The homogeneous can take no cognizance of 
the heterogeneous; and unless we learn to shuffle off our mortal coil and 
commune with them "spirit to spirit," we can hardly hope to recognise their 
true nature. Moreover, every true Theosophist holds that the divine HIGHER 
SELF of every mortal man is of the same essence as the essence of these Gods. 
Being, moreover, endowed with free-will, hence having, more than they, responsi
bility, we regard the incarnated EGO as far superior to, if not more divine than, 
any spiritual INTELLIGENCE still awaiting incarnation. Philosophically, the 
reason for this is obvious, and every metaphysician of the Eastern school will 
understand it. The incarnated EGO has odds against it which do not exist in 
the case of a pure divine Essence unconnected with matter; the latter has no 
personal merit, whereas the former is on his way to final perfection through the 
trials of existence, of pain and suffering. The shadow of Karma does not fall 
upon that which is divine and unalloyed, and so different from us that no 
relation can exist between the two. As to those deities which are regarded in 
the Hindu esoteric Pantheon as finite and therefore under the sway of Karma, 
no true philosopher would ever worship them; they are signs and symbols. 

Shall we then be regarded as atheists, only because while believing in 
Spiritual Hosts-those beings who have come to be worshipped in their collec
tivity as a personal God-we reject them absolutely as representing the ONE 
Unknown? and because we affirm that the eternal Principle, the ALL in ALL, 
or the Absoluteness of the Totality, cannot be expressed by limited words, nor be 
symbolised by anything with conditioned and qualificative attributes? Shall we, 
moreover, permit to pass without protest the charge against us of idolatry-by th~ 
Roman Catholics, of all men? They, whose religion is as pagan as any of the 
solar and element worshippers; whose creed was framed out for them, cut and 
dry, ages before the year I of Christian era; and whose dogmas and rites are the 
same as those of every idolatrous nation-if any such nation still exists in spirit 
anywhere at this day. Over the whole face of the earth, from the North to 
the South Pole, from the frozen gulfs of Northland to the torrid plains of 
Southern India, from Central America to Greece and Chaldea, the Solar Fire, 
as the symbol of divine Creative Power, of Life and Love, was worshipped. 
The union of the Sun (male element) with Earth and the Water (matter, the 
female element) was celebrated in the temples of the whole Universe: If Pagans 
had a feast commemorative of this union-which they celebrated nine months 
ere the Winter Soltice, when Isis was said to have conceived-so have the 
Roman Catholic Christians. The great and holy do..y of the Annunciation, the 
day on which the Virgin Mary" found favour with (her) God" and conceived 
" the Son of the Highest," is kept by Christians nine months before Christmas. 
Hence, the worship of the Fire, lights and lamps in the churches. Why? 
Because Vulcan, the fire-God, married Venus, the daughter of the Sea; that the 
Magi watched over the sacred fire in the East, and the Virgin-Vestals in the 
\Vest. The Sun was the" Father;" Nature, the eternal Virgin-Mother: Osiris 
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and Isis, Spirit-Matter, the latter worshipped under ~ach of its three states by 
Pagan and Christian. Hence the Virgins-even in Japan-clothed with star
spangled blue, standing on the lunar crescent, as symbolical of female Nature 
(in her three elements of Air, Water, Earth); Fire or the male Sun, fecundating 
her yearly with his radiant beams (the "cloven tongues like as of fire" of the 
Holy Ghost). 

In Kalevala the oldest epic Poem of the Finns, of the pre-Christian antiquity 
of which there remains no doubt in the minds of scholars, we read of the gods 
of Finland, the gods of air and water, of fire and the forest, of Heaven and the 
Earth. In the superb translation by J. M. Crawford, in R'Jne L (VoL II.) the 
reader will find the whole legend of the Virgin Mary in 

" Marial/a, child of beauty, 
Virgin-Mother of the Northland ... " (p. 720). 

Ukko, the great Spirit, whose abode is in Yumiila, the sky or Heaven, chooses 
the Virgin Mariatta as his vehicle to incarnate through her in a Man-God. She 
becomes pregnant by plucking and eating a red berry ( marja), when, repudiated 
by her parents, she gives birth to a" Son immortal," in the manger of a stab/e. 
Then the" Holy Babe" disappears, and Mariatta is in search of him. She asks 
a star, "the guiding star of Northland," where her" holy babe lies hidden," but 
the star answers her angrily :-

.. If I knew, I would not tell thee; 
'Tis thy child that me created, 
In the cold to shine for ever ••.. " 

and tells the Virgin nothing. Nor will the golden moon help her, because, 
Mariatta's babe having created her, left her in the great sky :-

.. Here to wander in the darkness, 
All alone at eve to wander, 
Shining for the good of othl'rs. • • ." 

It is only the" Silver Sun" who, taking pity upon the Virgin-Mother, tells 
her:-

.. Yonder is thy golden infant, 
There thy holy babe lies sleeping, 
Hidden to his belt in water, 
Hidden in the reeds and rushes." 

She takes the holy baby home, and while the mother calls him" Flower," 

"Others named him Son of Sorrow." 

Is this a post-Christian legend? Not at all; for, as said, it is essentially pagan 
in on'gin and recognized as pre-Christian. Hence, with such data in hand in 
literature, the ever-recurring taunts of idolatry and atheism, of infidelity and 
paganism, ought to cease. The term idolatry, moreover, is of Christian origin. 
It was used by the early Nazarenes, during the 2 ~ centuries of our era, 
against those nations who used temples and churches, statues and images, be
cause they, the early Christians themselves, had neither temples, statues, tlor 
images, all of which they abhorred. T~erefore the term "idolatrous" fits far 
better our accusers than ourselves, as this article will show. With Madonnas on 

. every cross road, their thousands of statues, from Christs and Angels in every 
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shape down to Popes and Saints, it is rather a dangerous thing for a Catholic to 
taunt any Hindu or Buddhist with idolatry. The assertion has now to be 
proved. 

II. 

We may begin by the orIgm of the word God. What is the real and 
primitive meaning of the term? Its meanings and etymologies are as many as 
they are various. One of them shows the word derived from an old Persian 
and mystic term goda. It means" itself," or something self-emanating from 
the absolute Principle. The root word was god an-whence Wodan, Woden, and 
Odin, the Oriental radical having been left almost unaltered by the Germanic 
races. Thus they made of it goll, from which the adjective gut-" good," as 
also the term gotz, or idol, were derived. In ancient Greece, the word Zeus 
and Theos led to the Latin Deus. This goda, the emanation, is not, and can
not be, identical with that from which it radiates, and is, therefore, but a period
ical, finite manifestation. Old Aratus, who wrote "full of Zeus are all the streets 
and the markets of man; full of Him is the sea and the harbours," did not 
limit his deity to such a temporary reflection on our terrestrial plane as Zeus, or 
even its antetype-Dyaus, but meant, indeed, the universa~ omnipresent 'Prin
ciple. Before the radiant god D)'aus (the sky) attracted the notice of man, there 
was the Vedic Tad (" that") which, to the Initiate and philosopher, would have 
no definite name, and which was the absolute Darkness that underlies every 
manifested radiancy. No more than the mythical Jupiter-the later reflection of 
Zeus-could Silrya, the Sun, the first manifestation in the world of Maya and 
the Son of Dyaus, fail to be termed" Father" by the ignorant. Thus the Sun 
became very soon interchangeable and one with Dyaus; for- some, the "Son," 
for others. the" Father" in the radiant sky; Dyaus-Pitar, the Father in the 
Son, and the Son in the Father, truly shows, however, his finite origin by hav
ing the Earth assigned to him as a wife. It is during the full decadence of 
metaphysical philosophy that D)·ava-prithivi " Heaven and Earth" began to be 
represented as the Universal cosmic parents, not alone of men, but of the gods 
also. From the original conception, abstract and poetical, the ideal cause fell 
into grossness. Dyaus, the sky, became very soon Dyaus or Heaven, the 
abode of the "Father," and finally, indeed, that Father himself. Then 
the Sun, upon being made the symbol of the.latter, received the title of Din,l
Kara "day-maker," of Bhaskara "light-maker," now the Father of his Son, and 
'l'i(e versa. The reign of ritualism and of anthropomorphic cults was hence
forth established and finally degraded the whole world, retaining supremacy to 
the present civilized age. 

Such being the common origin, we have but to contrast the two deities 
-the god of the Gentiles and the god of the Jews-on their own revealed 
WORD; and judging them on their respective definitions of themselves, con
clude intuitively which is the nearest to the grandest ideal. We quote Colonel 
Ingersoll, who brings Jehovah and Brahma parallel with each other. The former, 
"from the clouds and darkness of Sinai," said to the Jews:-

... : ;IOU shalt have no other gods before me ...... TIlon shalt not bow down thyself to them nor serve 
them; for I, the Lord thy God, am a jealous God. visiting tlu iniquiliesof lite falkers u!o" lite chil
dren unlo lite Ikird and fourtA .(eTlcralion of litem that hate me: Contrast this with the words put 
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by the Hindu into the mouth of Brahm: • I am the same to all mankinc!. They who honestly serve 
other gods, involunL'lrily worship me. I am he who partaketh of all worship, and I am the reward of 
all worshippers: Compare these passages. The first, a dungeon where crawl the things begot of 
jealous slime; the other, great as the domc'd firmament inlaid with suns .... " 

The" first" is the god who haunted Calvin's fancy, when he added to his 
doctrine of predestination that of He1l being paved with the skulls of UII

baptised infants. The beliefs and dogmas of our churches are far more 
blasphemous in the ideas they imply than those of the bt'l/(r;hted Heathen. The 
amours of Brahma, under the form of a buck, with hi3 own daughter, as a deer, 
or of Jupiter with Leda., under that of a swan, are grand allegories. They 
were never given out as a revelation, but known to have been the products of the 
poetic fancy of Hesiod and other mythologists. Can we say as much of the 
immaculate daughters of the god of the Roman Catholic Church-Anna and 
Mary? Yet, even to breathe that the Gospel narratives are allegories too, as 
they would be most sacrilegious were they accepted in their dead letter, con
stitutes in a Christian born the acme of blasphemy! 

Verily, they may whitewash and mask as much as they like the god of Abraham 
and Isaac, they shall never be able to disprove the a,sertion of Marcion, who 
dmied that the God of Hate could be the same as the "Father of Jesus." 
Heresy or not, but the "Father in Heaven" of the Churches remained s!nce 
then a hybrid creature; a mixture between the Jove of the Pagan mobs and 
the" jealous God" of Moses, exoterica1ly the SUY, whose abode is in Heaven, 
or the sky, esoterically. Does he not give birth to LIGHT "that shineth in 
Darkness," to the Day, the bright Dyaus, the Son, and is he not the MOST HIGH 

-Deus CO!lulIl '/ And is it not again Terra, the" Earth," the ever immaculate 
as the ever prolific Virgin who, fecundated by the ardent embraces of her 
" Lord "-the fructifying rays of the Sun, becomes, in this terrestrial sphere, 
the mother of all that lives and breathes on her vast bosom? Hence, the 
sacredness of her product,; in Ritualism-the bread and the willt'. Hence also, the 
ancient 11Iessis, the great sacrifice to the goddess of harvest (Ceres Eleusina, the 
Earth again): messis, for the Initiates, missa for the profane, if. now transformed 
into the Christian mass or liturgy. The ancient oblatIon of the fruits of the 
Earth to the Sun, the Deus Aitissi11lus, "the Most Rig)l," the symbol of the 
G.A.O.T. U. of the Masons to this day, became the foundation of the most 
important ritual among the ceremonies of the new religion. The worship 
offered to Osiris-Isis (the Sun and the Earth),t to Bel and the cruciform Astarte 
of the Babylonians; to Odin or Thor and Friga, of the Scandinavians; to Belen 
and the Vir.l{o Paritura of the Celts; to Apollo and the lIIaglla lIfatcr of the 
Greeks; all these couples having the same meaning, passed bodily to, and were 
transformed by, the Christians into the Lord God or the Holy Ghost descending 
upon the Virgin Mary. 

Deus Sol or SoitJs, the Father, was made interchangeable with the Son: the 
" Father" in his noon giory, he became the" Son" at Sun·rise, when he was saId 
to "be born." This idea received its full apotheosis annually on December the 

* From pro, "before," and/anum "the temple," i.e .. the non.initial,·, who stood before the fant·, 
but dared not entcr it.-( Vide the Works of Ragon.) . 

t The Earth, and the 1\1oon, il~ parent, arc interchangeahle. Thus all the lunar goddesses were 
ai!o the represcntative symbols of the Earth.-Vide Secret Doctri",. S),mb,,/ism. 
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25th, during the Ve'~al Solstice, when the Sun-hence the solar gods of all the 
nations-was said to be born. iVatatis solis im'icfe. And the" precursor" of 
the resurrecting Sun gr01{ls, and waxes strong, until the vernal equinox, when 
the god Sol begins its annual course, under the sign of the Ram or the Lamb, 
the first lunar week of the month. The 1St of March was feasted throughollt 
all pagan Greece, as its neon/enia was sacred to Diana. Christian nations 
celebrate their Easter, for the same reason, on the first Sunday that follows the 
full moon, at the Vernal Equinox. With the festivals of the Pagans, the 
canonicals of their priests and Hierophants were copied by Christendom. Will 
this be denied? In his "Life of Constantine" Eusebius confesses-thus 
saying, perhaps, the only truth he ever uttered in his life-that "in order to 
n.:nder Christianity more alfracfh/e to the Gmliles, tIle priests (of Christ) adopted 
tIle exter:"or ,'estments and ornaments lIsed in the pagall mlt." He might have 
added" their rituals" and dogmas also. 

III. 
It is a matter of History-however unreliable the latter-for a nu:nber of 

facts preserved by ancient writers corroborate it, that Church Ritualism and 
Freemasonry have sprung from the same source, and developed hand In hand. 
But as Ma!!onry, even with its errors and later innovations, was far nearer 
the truth than the Church, the latter began very soon her persecutions against it. 
~Iasonry was, in its origin, simply archaic Gnosticism, or early esoteric Chris
tianity; Church Ritualism was, and is, exoteric paganism, pure and simple-re
modelled, we do not say reformed. Read the works of Ragon, a ~Iason who 
forgot more than the ~lasons of to-day know. Study, collating them together, 
the casual but numerous statements made by Greek and Latin writers, m:my of 
whom were Initiates, most learned Neophytes and partakers of the Mysteries. 
Read finally the elii.borate and venomous slanders of the Church Fathers against 
the Gnostics, the Mysteries and their Initiates-and you may end by unravel
ling the truth. It is a few philosophers who, driven by the political events of 
the day, tracked and persecuted by the fanatical Bishops of early Christianity
who had yet neither fixed ritual nor dogmas nor Church-it is these Pagans 
who founded the latter. Blending most ingeniously the truths of the Wisdom
religion with the exoteric fictions so dear to the ignorant mobs, it is they who 
laid the first foundations of ritualistic Churches and of the Lodges of modern 
~1asonry. The latter fact was demonstrated by Ragon in his A~TE-OMNI:E of 
the modern Liturgy compared with the ancient Mysteries, and showing the 
rituals conducted by the early Masons; the former may be ascertained by a 
like companson of the Church canonicals, the sacred vessels, and the festivals 
of the Latin and other Churches, with those of the pagan nations. But Churches 
and Masonry have widely diverged since the days when both were one. If 
asked how a profane can know it, the answer comes: ancient and modern Free
masor.ry are an obligatory study with every Eastern Occultist. 

Masonry, its paraphernalia and modern innovations (the Biblical Spirit in it 
especially) notwithstanding, does good both on the moral and physical planes 
-or did so, hardly ten years ago, at any rate..... It was a true ecclesia in 

* Sine" the origin of Masonry. the split between the British and American Masons and the French 
•. Grand Orient" of the" Widow's Sons" is the first one that has ever occurred. It bids fair to make 
of these two sections of Masonry a Masonic Protestant and a Roman Catholic Church, as far as 
rC gards ritualism and brotherly lo\'e, at all event.. 
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the sense of fraternal union and mutual help, the only reiigioll in the world, it" 
we regard the term as derived from the word reiigare, "to bind" together, as 
it made all men belonging to it "brothers "-regardless of race and faith. 
Whether with the enormous wealth at its command it could not do far more 
than it does now, is no business of ours. We see no visible, crying evil from 
this institution, and no one yet, save the Roman Church, has ever been found 
to show that it did any harm. Can Church Christianity say as much? Let 
ecclesiastical and profane history answer the question. For one, it has divided 
the whole mankind into Cains and Abels j it has slaughtered millions in the 
name of her God-the Lord of Hosts, truly, the ferocious Jehovah Sabbaoth
and instead lof giving an impetus to civilization, the favourite boast of her 
followers-it has retarded it during the long and weary Mediaeval ages. It is only 
under the relentless assaults of !>cience and the revolt of men trying to free them
selves, that it began to lose ground and could no longer arrest enlightenment. 
Yet has it not softened, as claimed, the "barbarous spirit of Heathendom"? 
We say no, most emphatically. It is Churchianity with its odium thetJlogicunt, 
since it could no longer repress human progress, which infused its lethal 
spirit of intulerance, its ferocious selfishness, greediness, and cruelty into modern 
civilization under the mask of canl and meek Christianity. When were the Pagan 
Caesars more bloodthirsty or more coolly cruel than are the modern Potentates 
and their armies? When did the millions of the Proletariat starve as they do 
now? When has mankind shed more tears and suffered than at present? 

Yes j there was a day when the Church and Masonry were one. These were 
centuries of intense moral reaction, a transitional period of thought as heavy as 
a nightmare, an age of strife. Thus, when the creation of new ideals led to the 
apparent pulling down of the old fanes and the destruction of old idols, it 
ended in reality with the rebuilding of those temples out of the old materials, 
and the erection of the same idols under new names. It was a universal re
arrangement and whitewashing-but only skin deep. History will never be able 
to tell us-but tradition and judicious research do-how many semi·Hierophants 
and even high Initiates were forced to become renegades in order to ensure the 
survival of the secrets of Initiation. Praetextatus, pro-consul at Achaia, is 
credited with remarking in the IVth century of our era, that "to deprive the 
Greeks of the sacred mysteries which bind logether the whole mankind was 
equivalent to depriving them of their life." The Initiates took perhaps the 
hint, and thus joining flOlens zlolells the followers of the new faith, then 
becoming all domineering, acted accordingly. Some hellenized Jewish Gnostics 
did the same j and thus more than one .. Clemens Alexandrinus" -a convert 
to all appearance, an ardent Neo-Platonist and the same philosophical pagan at 
heart-became the instructor of ignorant Christian Bishops. In short the convert 
malgre lui blended the two external mythologies, the old and the new, and while 
giving out the compound to the masses, kept the sacred truths for himself. 

The kind of Christians they made may be inferred from the example of Sy
nesius, the N eo-Platonist. What scholar is ignorant of the fact, or would pre
sume to deny, that the favourite and devoted pupil of Hypatia-the virgin
philosopher, the martyr and victim oi the infamous Cyril of Alexandria-had 
not even been baptised when first offered by the bishops of Egypt the Episcopa
lian See of the Ptolemald? Every student is aware that, when finally baptised, 
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after having accepted the office proffered, it was so skin-deep that he actually 
signed his consent only after his conditions had been complied with and his 
future privileges guaranteed. What the chief clause was, is curious. It was a 
sine qua non condition that he was to be allowed to abstain from professing the 
(Christian) doctrines, that he, the new Bishop, did not believe in! Thus, 
although baptised and ordained in the degrees of deaconship, priesthood, and 
episcopate, he never separated himself from his wife, never gave up his Platonic 
philosophy, nor even his sport so strictly forbidden to every other bishop. This 
occurred as late as the Vth century. 

Such transactions between initiated philosophers and ignorant priests of re
formed Judaism were numerous in those days. The former sought to save 
their "mystery-vows" and personal dignity, and to do so they had to resort to a 
much-to-be-regretted compromise with ambition, ignorance, and the rising wave 
of popular fanaticism. They believed in Divine Unity, the ONE or So/us, un
conditioned and unkncwable; and still they consented to render public homage 
and pay reverence to Sol, the Sun moving among his twelve apostles, the J:Z 

signs of the Zodiac, alias the I2 Sons of Jacob. The hoi polloi remaining 
ignorant of the former, worshipped the latter, and in them, their old time
honoured gods. To transfer that worship from the solar-lunar and other cosmic 
deities to the Thrones, Archangels, Dominions, and Saints was no difficult 
matter; the more so since the said sidereal dignities were received into the 
new Christian Canon with their old names almost unchanged. Thus, while, 
during Mass, the·" Grand Elect" reiterated, under his breath, his absolute ad
herence to the Supreme Universal Unity of the "incomprehensible Workman," 
and pronounced in solemn and loud tones the" Sacred Word" (now substituted 
by the Masonic " Word at low breath "), his assistant proceeded with the chant
ing of the" Kyriel of names of those inferior sidereal beings whom the masses 
were made to worship. To the profane catechumen, indeed, who had offered 
prayers but a few months or weeks before to the Bull Apis and the holy Cyno
cephalus, to the sacred ibis and the hawk-headed Osiris, St. John's eagle 'IF and 
the divine Dove (witness of the Baptism while hovering over the Lamb of God), 
must have appeared as the most natural development and sequence to his own 
national and sacred zoology, which he had been taught to worship since the day 
of his birth. . 

• It is an error to say that John the Evangelist became the patron Saint of Masonry only after the 
XVlth century, and it implies a double mistake. Between John the" Divine," the" Seer" and the 
writer of Rt!Vdation, and John the Evangelist who is now shown in company of the Eagle, there is a 
great difference, as the latter John is a creatior. of lrenreus, along with the fourth gospel. Both were 
the result of the quarrel of the Bishop of Lyons with the Gnostics, and no one will evcr tell what was 
the real name of the writer of the grandest of the Evangels. But what we do know is, that the 
Eagle is the legal property of John, the author of the Apocalypsis, written originally centuries B.C., 
and only re-edi/ed, before receiving canonical hospitality. This John, or Oannes, was the accepted 
pntron of all the Egyptian and Greek Gnostics (who were the e:lI"ly Builders or Masons of" Solomon's 
Temple," as, earlier, of the Pyramids) from the beginning of time. The Eagle was his attribute, 
the most archaic of symbols-being the Egyptian All, the bird of Zeus, and sacred to the Sun 
with e,·ery ancient people. Even the Jews adopted it among the Initiated Kabalists, as "the symbol 
of the Sephirah Tiph-e-reth, the spiritual .tEtbl!r or air," says Mr. Myer's .. Qabbalah." With the 
Druids the eagle was the symbol of the Supreme Deity, and again a portion of the cherubic symbol. 
Adopted by the pre-Christian Gnostics, it could bc seen at the foot of the Tau in Egypt, before it was 
placed in the Rose-Croix degree at the foot of the Christian cross. Pre-eminently the bird of the Sun, 
the Eagle is necessarily connected with every solar god, and is the symbol of every seer who looks 
into the astral light, and sees in it the shadows of the Past, Present, and Future, as easily as the Eagle 
looks at the Sun, 

I 
I 
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IV. 

It may thus be shown that both modern Freemasonry and Church ritualism 
descend in direct line from initiated Gnostics, Neo-Platonists, and renegade 
Hierophants of the Pagan Mysteries, the secrets of which they have lost, but 
which have been nevertheless preserved by those who would not compromise. 
If both Church and Masons are willing to forget the history of their true origi.l. 
the theosophists are not. They repeat: Masonry and the three great Christian 
religions are all inherited goods. The" ceremonies and passwords ,. of the 
former, and the prayers, dogmas, and rites of the latter, are travestied copies of 
pure Paganism (copied and borrowed as diligently by the Jews), and of Neo
Platonic theosophy. Also, that the "passwords" used even now by Biblical 
Masons and connected with II the tribe of Judah." II Tubal-Cain," and other 
Zodiacal.dignitaries of the Old Testament, are the Jewish aliases of the ancient 
gods of the heathen moos, not of the gods of the Hierogrammatists, the mter
preters of the true mysteries. That which follows proves it well. The good 
Masonic Brethren could hardly deny that in name they are Soli roles indeed, 
the worshippers of the Sun in heaven, in whom the erudite Ragon saw such a 
magnificent symbol of the G. A. O. T. U.-which it surely is. Only the trouble 
he had was to prove-which no one can-that the said G. A. O. T. U. was not 
rather the Sol of the small exoteric fry of the Pro-falles than the So/us of the 
High Epopta'-. For the secret of the fires of SOLUS, the spirit of which radiates 
in the II Blazing Star," is a Hermetic secret which, unless a Mason studies trlle 
theosophy, is lost to him for ever. ,He has ceased to understand now, even the 
little indiscretions of Tshuddi. To this day Masons and Christians keep the 
Sabbath sacred, and call it the II Lord's" day; yet they know as well as any that 
both Sunday, and the Sonntag of Protestant England and Germany, mean 
the Sun-day or the day of the Sun, as it meant 2,000 years ago. 

And you, Reverend and good Fathers, Priests, Clergymen, and Bishops, you 
who so charitably call theosophy II idolatry" and doom its adherents openly and 
privately to eternal perdition, can you boast of one single rite, vestment, or 
sacred vessel in church or temple that does not come to you from pa)!anism? 
Nay, to assert it would be too dangerous, in view, not only of history, but also 
of the confessions of your own priestly craft. 

Let us recapitulate if only to justify our assertions. 

" Roman sacrificators had to confess before sacrificing." writes du Chou!. The prk'Sts of Jupiter donned 
a taIl. square. black cap (Vide Armenian and Greek modem priests). the hend dress of the F'amines. 
The blnck soltlan~ of the Roman Catholic priest is the black hi~rocor"t·es. the loose robe of the Mithr-dic 
priests, so-called from being raven coloured (raven. corax). The King-Priest of Babylon had a golden 
seal-ring and slippers kissed by the conquered potentates. a white mantle. a tiara of gold. to which. 
two ~delets were suspended. The popes have the seal-ring and the slippers for the same use; a 
white satin mantie bOldered with golden stars. a tiara with two bejewelled bandc\(,ts suspended to it, 
etc., etc. The white linen a'" (aUa veslis) is the garment oCthe priests of Isis .. the top oCthe heads of 
the priests of Anubis was shaven (lilvena/). hence the tonsure; the dzasll"'e of the Christian "FII/lter" 

is the copy from the upper garment of the Phrenician priest-sacrificers. a garment call<·d '·alasirh·. 
tied at the neck and descending to their II«ls. The sfo/~ comes to our priests from the female garment 
worn by the Galli, the male-Naulches of the temple. whose office was that of the Jewish Kadas"inl; 
( Vide II. Kings xxiii. 7, for the true word) their bdt of pud/y (?) from the epllod of the Jews. and 

\the Isiae cord; tbe priests of Isis being vowed to chastity. (Vide Ragon, for details.) 
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The ancient pagans used hofy water or lustrations to purify their citic::s, fields, 
temples, and men, just as it is being done now in Roman Catholic countries. 
Fonts stood at the door of every temple, full of lustral water and called favlSses 
and aquimillaria. Before sacrificing, the pontiff or the curion (whence the French 
curl), dipping a laurel branch into the lustral water, sprinkled with it the pious 
congregation assembled, and that which was then termed fustrica and aspergilillln 
is now called sprinkler (or gOllpillon, in French). The latter was with the 
priestesses of l\Iithra the symbol of the Universal lingam. Dipped during the 
:'.lysteries in lustral milk, the faithful were sprinkled with it. It was the emblem 
of Universal fecundity; hence the use of the holy water in Christianity, a rite 
of phallic origin. More than this; the idea underlying it is purely occult 
and belongs to ceremonial magic. Lustrations were performed by fire, sulphur, 
air, and water. To draw the attention of the celestial gods, ablutions were resorted 
to; to conjure the nether gods away, aspersion was used. 

The vaulted ceilings of cathedrals and churches, Greek or Latin, are often 
painted blue and studded with golden stars, to represent the canopy of the 
heavens. This is copied from the Egyptian temples, where solar and star 
worship was performed. Again, the same reverence is paid in Christian and 
Masonic architecture to the Orient (or the Eastern point) as in the days of 
Paganism. Ragon described it fully in his destroyed volumes. The princeps 

poria, the door,of the World, and df the" King of Glory," by whom was meant 
at first the Sun, and now his human symbol, the Christ, is the door. of the Orient, 
_'md faces the East in every church and temple." It is through this "door of 
life "-the solemn pathway, through which the. daily entrance of the luminary 
into the oblong square t of the earth or the Tabernacle of the Sun is effected 
every morning-that the "newly born'" babe is ushered, and carried to the 
baptismal font; and it is to the left of this edifi<;e (the gloomy north whither 
start the" apprentices," and where the candidates got their trial by water) that 
now the fonts, and in the days of old the well (piuillas) of lustral waters, were 
placed in the ancient churches, which had been pagan fanes. The altars of 
heathen Lutetia were buried, and found again under the choir of Noire-Dame of 
Paris, its ancient lustral wells existing to this day in the said Chu~ch. Almost 

every great ancient Church on the Continent that antedates the Middle Ages 
was once a pagan temple in virtue of the orders issued by the Bishops and Popes 
<Jf Rome. Gregory the Great (Platine ell sa Vie) commands the monk Augustine, 
his missionary in England, in this wise: "Destroy the idols, never the temples! 
Sprinkle them with holy water, place in them relics, and let the nations worship 
in the places they are accustomed to." We have but to turn to the works of 
Cardinal Baronius, to find in the year XXXVIth of his Anl/als his confession. 
The Holy Church, he says, was permitted to appropriate the riles alld ceremonies 
used by the pagans in thezr idolatrolls cull, since she (the Church) eX/Jiafcd litem 

• Except, perhaps. the temples and chapels of dissident Protestants, which are built anywhere, 
and used for more than one purpose, In America I know of chapels hired for fairs and shows. and 
even theatres; to-day a chapel. the day after sold for debts. and fitted for a gin shop or a public-house, 
I speak of chapels. of course, not of Churches and Cathedrals. 

t A Masonic term; a symbol of the Arks of :-.Ioah. and of the Covtnant, of the Temple of Solomon, 
the Tabcrn.lcle. and the Camp of the Israelites, all built as .. oblong squares." Mercury and Apollo 
"'Cre represented by oblong cubes and squares. and so is Kaaba. the great temple at ~Iecca. 
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by her consecration I In the Anti'luites Gauloises (Book II. Ch. 19) by Fauchet, 
we read that the Bishops of France adopted and used the pagan ceremonies in 
order to convert followers to Christ. 

This was when Gaul was still a pagan country. Are the same rites and 
ceremonies used now in Christian France, and other Roman Catholic countries, 
still going on in grateful remembrance ~f the pagans and their gods? 

V. 

Up to the IVth century the churches knew of no altars. Up to that date 
the altar was a table raised in the middle of the temple, for purposes of COIll
munion, or fraternal repasts (the Crzna, as mass was originally said in the evening). 
In the same way now the table is raised in the" Lodge" for Masonic Banquets, 
which usualiy close the proceedings of a Lodge, and at which the resurrected 
Hiram Abifs, the "Widow's Sons," honour their toasts by firing, a Masonic 
mode of transubstantiation. Shall we call their banquet tables altars, also? 
'Vhy not? The altars were copies from the ara maxima of pagan Rome. The 
Latins placed square and oblong stones near their tombs, and called them ara, 
altar; they were consecrated to the gods Lares and Manes. Our altars are a 
derivation from these square stones, another form of the boundary stones known 
as the gods Termini-the Hermeses, and the Mercuries, whence Mercurius quad
ratus, quadriceps, 'luadrifrons, etc., etc., the four-jaced gods, whose symbols these 
square stones were, from the highest antiquity. The stone on which the ancient 
kings of Ireland were crowned was such an "altar." ~uch a stone is in West
minster Abbey, endowed, moreover, with a voice. Thus our altars and thrones 
descend directly from the priapic boundary stones of the pagans-the gods 
termim: 

Shall the church-going reader feel very indignant if he is told that the 
Christians adopted the pagan way of worshipping In a temple, only during the 
reign of Diocletianus? Up to that period they had an insurmountable 
horror for altars and temples, and held them in abomination for the first 250 

years of our era. These primitive Christians were Christians indeed; the 
moderns are more pagan than any ancient idolators. The former were the 
Theosophists of those days; from the IVth century they became Helleno-Judaic 
Gentiles minus the philosophy of the Neo-Platonists. Read what Minutius 
Felix says in the IlIrd century to the Romans:-

.. YOIl fancy that we (Christians) conceal that which we worship because U'C will Ilavt n~itller 

tl!mp/es nor altars i' But what image of God shall we raise. since Man is himself God's image? 
Wh,lttemple can we build to the Deity. when the Universe. which is Its work. c!ln hardly contain It? 
How shall we enthrone the power of such Omnipotence in a single building? Is it not far better to 
consecrate to the Deity a temple in our heart and spirit? .. 

But then the Chrestians of the type of Minutius Felix had in their mind the 
commandment of the MASTER-INITIATE, 110t to pray ill the s)'nagogues and 
temples as the h)'pocrites do, "that they may be seen of men." (Matthew vi., 5). 
They remembered the declaration of Paul, the Apostle-Initiate, the "Master 
Builder" (I Corinthians iii., 10), that MAN was the one temple of God, in 
which the Holy Ghost, the Spirit of God, dwelleth; (Ibid.) They obeyed the 
truly Christian precepts, whereas the modern Christians obey but the arbitrary 
canons of their respective churches, and the rules of their Elders. "Thee-
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sophists are notorious Atheists," exclaims a writer in the "Church Chronicle." 
"Not one of them is ever known to attend divine service .... the Church is 
obnoxious to them"; and forthwith uncorking the vials of his wrath, he pours 
out their contents on the infidel, heathen F. T.S. The modern Churchman stones 
the Theosophist as his ancient forefather, the Pharisee of the "Synagogue of 
the Libertines" (Ads vi., 9), stoned Stephen, for saying that which even many 
Christian Theosophists say, namely that "the Most High dwelleth not in 
temples made with hands" (Ibid. 48); and they "suborn men" just as these 
iniquitous judges did (Ibid. II) to testify against us. 

Forsooth, friends, you are indeed the righteous descendants of your prede
cessors, whether of the colleagues of Saul, or of those of Pope Leo X., the 
cynical author of the ever famous sentence: "How useful to us this fable of 
Christ," " Quantum nobis prod est hac fabula Christi!" 

VI. 

The" Solar Myth" theory has become in our day stale-ad nauseam-repeated 
as we hear it from the four cardinal points of Oriental ism and Symbolism, and 
applied indiscriminately to all things and all religions, except Church Christianity 
and state-religion. No doubt the Sun was throughout the whole antiquity 
and since days immemorial the symbol of the Creative Deity-with every 
nation, not with the Parsis alone; but so he is with the Ritualists. As in days 
of old, so it is now. Our central star is the" Father" for the pro-fanes, the Son 
of the ever unknowable Deity for the Epoptai. Says the same Mason, Ragon, 
"the Sun was the most sublime and natural image of the GREAT ARCHITECT, as 
the most ingenious of all the allegories under which the moral and good man 
(the trlle sage) had ever endowed infinite and limitless Intelligence." Apart 
from the latter assumption, Ragon is right; for he shows this symbol gradually 
receding from the ideal so represented and conceived, and becoming finally 
from a symbol the original, in the minds of his ignorant worshippers. Then 
the great Masonic author proves that it is the physical Sun which was regarded 
as both the Father and the Son by the early Christians. 

.. Oh, initiated Brethren," he exclaims. .. Can you forget that in the temples of the existing 
religion a large Irzmp bums night and day? It is suspended in front of the chief altar, the depository 
of the ark of the Sun. Another lalllp burning before the altar of the virgin-mother is the ('mblem of 
the light of the moon. Clemens Alexandrinus tells us that the Egyptians were the first to establish 
the religious usc of the lamps •.• Who does not know that the most sacrt"d and terrible duty was 
entrusted to the Vestals? If the Masonic temples are lighted with three astral lights, the sun, the 
moon, and thcg~tJmelrical slar, and with thn'C vital lights, this Hierophant and his two Episcopes 
(\Vardens, in French Surodllants), it is because one of the Fathers of Masomy, the learned Pytha
goras, ingcnuou;ly suggests that we shoul.! not speak of divine things without a light. Pagans ec1e
brat .. >d a festival of lamps called Lampadoplwrics in honour of Minerva, Prometheus, and Vulcan. But 
Laetantius and some of the earliest fathers of the new faith complained bitterly of this pagan intro
duction of lamps in the Churches; 'If they deigned,' wdtes Lactantius, 'to cont~mplate IIiaI figk I 
'Li.,kick we call Ike SUN, they would soon recognise thllt God lias no nud oj Ikdr latnps.' And 
Vigilant ius adds: ' Under the pretext of religion the Church established a Gentile custom of lighting 
vile candles, while the SUN is there illuminating us with a thousand lights. Is il not a great Iwnour for 
tbe LAMB m' GOl) (the sun thus represented), whick plaud in 1M middle of 1M throne (the Universe) 

fill. il wi'k 1M radiance of his .Ilajesly 'I' Sucb passages prove to us that in those days the primitive 
Church worshipped THE GREAT ARCIIITECT Qf' TilE WORLD in its image the SUN, sole of its kind." 
(TI,e Jllass and ils M),sleries, pp. 19 and 20.) 
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/ Indeed, while Christian candidates have to pronounce the Masonic oath 
turned to the East and that their "Venerable" keeps in the Eastern corner, 
because the Neophytes were made to do the same during the Pagan Mysteries, 
the Church has, in her turn, preserved the identical rite. During the High 
~Iass, the High-Altar (ara maxima) is ornamented with the Tabernacle, or the 
pyx (the box in which the Host is kept), and with six lighted tapers. The 
esoteric meaning of the pyx and contents-the symbol of the Christ-Sun-is 
that it represents the resplendent luminary, and the six tapers the six planets (the 
early Christians knowing of no more), three on his right and three on his lcft_ 
This is a copy of the seven-branched candlestick of the synagogue, which has an 
identical meaning. "Sol est j)olllillllS Mt!IIs " "the Sun is my Lord!" exclaims 
David in Psalm xcv. translated very ingeniously in the authorized version by 
"The Lord is a great God," "a great King above all Gods" (v. 3), or planets 

'\ truly! Augustin Chalis is more sincere in his Philosophie des Religions Com
pareh (VoL II., p. 18), when he writes: 

.. All are dcvs (demons). en this Earth. save the God of the Seers (Initiates) the sublimc lAO; and 
if ill Christ you sce all,J{llt thall the st.:s. thcn you adore a dev. a phantom such as are all the 
children of night." 

The East being the cardinal point whence arises the luminary of the Day, the 
great giver and sustainer of life, the creator of all that lives and breathes on this 
globe, what wonder if all the nations of the Earth worshipped in him the visible 
agent of the invisible Principle and Cause; and that mass should be said in 
the honour of him who is the giver of messis or " harvest." But, between wor
shipping the ideal as a whole, and the physical symbol, a part chosen to represent 
ttat whole and the ALL, there is an abyss. For the learned Egyptian, the Sun 
was the "eye" of Osiris, not Osiris himself; the same for the learned Zoroas
trians. For the early Christians the Sun became the Deity, ill toto; and by 
dint of casuistics, sophistry, and dogmas not to be questioned, the modern 
Christian churches have contrived to force even the educated world to accept 
the same, while hypnotising it into a belief that their god is the one living true 
Deity, the maker of, /lol the SlIIl-a demon worshipped by the" heathen." But 
what may be the difference between a wicked demon, and the anthropo
morphic God, e.g., as represented in Solomon's Proverbs? That" God," unless 
poor, helpless, ignorant men call upon him, when their" fear cometh as desola
tion" and their" destruction as a whirlwind," threatens them in such words as 
these: "I will laugh at your calamities, I will mock when your fear cometh! '. 
(Prov. i., 27.) Identify this God with the great Avatar on whom the Christian 
legend is hung; make him one with that true Initiate who said, "Blessed 
are they that mourn; for they shall be comforted": and what is the rt:sult? 
Such identification alone is quite sufficient to justify the fiendish joy of 
Tertullian, who laughed and rejoiced at the idea of his infidel next of kin 
roasting in hell-fire; the advice of Hieronymus to the Christian convert to 
trample over the body of his pagan mother, if she seeks to prevent him leaz'ing 
Iter tor ever to follow Christ; and it makes of all the Church tyrants, murderers, 
and omnt!s gentes of the Inquisition, the grandest and noblest exemplars of 
practical Christianity that have ever lived! 

H. P. B. 
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FROM THE EAST OF TIME. 

"By CHARLES HANNAN, F.R.G.S., Author of .. A Swallow's Wing," etc. 

I HAVE considerable difficulty in writing, nor do I know 
exactly what half impels me to do so, unless it be that something 
of the author's spirit has actually returned with me to the East of 

Time. That he is not dead must be apparent to you as it is to me, else 
should I be unable to transcribe these lines; yet I cannot understand 
how it should be a matter of such difficulty to write to you now, unless 
it be that my medium, living five hundred years ago, is seriously iI\. 
Otherwise, having once completed the mesmeric circle, it should be a 
matter of no difficulty to resume communication at any future time. 

At the moment I have to resist the negative power, for, as you may 
conceive, I have no desire to return to the life which is his! It is curious 
for me to look back. I can remember distinctly now, all that has 
occurred, both before I stepped back into· the pa8t, and during the time 
whilst I was with him as a part of his soul. 

I awoke with a terrible shock, whose awfulness it is beyond my power 
to explain. It was as though the living struggled with the dead in a 
contest of awful intensity-won in a moment's space of time. 
Sharing with him the agony of the seconds that shuddered into 
darkness, I waited calmly, whilst he, placing the pistol against his 
breast, pulled the trigger and shattered the life which was within him. 

And then? I know nothing, save of things unearthly, and beyond 
the ken of man. * * * * 

I appear to have returned to my own earthly frame ill Ihc middle of 
tltt: night, a fact which is, I suppose, accounted for in this-that the 
exact hour of my release from his existence must, of course, differ 
considerably from the hour at which I find myself instantly reinstated 
in the corresponding moment in the East of Time. 

Looking back upon that terrible time-terrible to me as well as to him 
in that I partook of a full share of all emotions which coursed his brain
I am filled with wonderment. 

Youth! I sought youth, did I? Well, I found it, friends, and it was 
a ghastly thing! 

It occurs to me as a curious question, .. \Vhat has my earthly frame 
done during these ten days?" I am here in my own room in the dead 
of night. Have I never moved thence during these past days? Im
possible! Someone would surely have found me else lying in a trance, 
and in that case I should not be as I now am, reclining in my chair, fully 
dressed. It puzzles me. How is it that I find myself just as I was ten 
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days ago? What fields of wonderful investigation lie before me! Can 
it be that, entranced as I have been, and lost in the past, buried, soul by 
soul, with him who lived five hundred years ago, I have yet gone 
through my ordinary life without consciousness, in the East of Time? 
If it were not night, my question might be solved. As it is, I must 
wait. Yet no! I have it now! If I have been performing every act 
of my ordinary life in this age, I must have read my news. My box 
must have been emptied daily; by that I shal1 know. One moment ... 

This is the most extraordinary thing. My box contains several items 
of news, yet it is not fuU, as it would be to overflowing in ten days' 
time! Therefore I might presume that I had been regularly emptying 
it-; contents without knowing it, daily performing actions in the- future, 
of which my soul, which had fled to the past, was unconscious, were it 
not for this singular fact. 

The few items which it contains are of the day fol1owing the 
hour on which I passed from the future into the bygone age, and there
fore a1l, without exception, nine or ten days old! 

I cannot make it out. This is the only solution that occurs to me
that in the olden time ten days are as one of ours now, and yet this 
seems to be absurd. I cannot fathom-I iong for the day to come. 
Stay! one thing I might do without disturbing the household; it is the 
only way of getting at it. Useless as it seems, it would be curious 
if I were successful in my search. Yes; I shaU set about it at once. 

I shall search again every nook and corner in my library to find if it 
be there-the second volume of the biography of the man who is 
writing now. 

What a strange thing if it were to he found-if I could actual1y read of 
this man's life-if I could read of his suicide and learn what has hap. 
pened to him now. He certainly cannot be dead, else I could not write 
through him; and yet again he must have come within an ace of death, 
else my spirit had never escaped as it has done. I can recaU everything 
with the greatest clearness. I can recol1ect even the last moment of the 
transition of my spirit in its entirety from the future to the past, and the 
first of the awakening amidst curious old scenes, and I can recall every 
hour of those days passed in his youth and amidst his misery with Onora 
Mayne-everything down to the moment when he fired. I am fiUed 
with amazement when I recognis~ that I too was in love, and that by 
some strange chain this man, believing me to be an accursed thing, found 
evil spring up within him. No; my nature was not the same as his 
after aU. It has been like a terrible dream, and it may be that in my fear 
lest I should never return from the past, I forced him to commit the 
final crime! For the rest, his misery was mine, his sin became my sin, 
his thoughts my thoughts, and how was I to blame that this was so, for 
I could not remember, although the future existed side by side with the 
past, and I could not return to my own frame when I would. 
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Even now I am, in a measure, linked to him in the past. I think 
he must feel feeble still, for I feel weak and ill, and I am curious indeed 
to know what has happened to him, and how the bullet missed its 
mark-as it must have missed its mark-and how he still comes to 
live. It is useless to search my Iibrary-I feel it-I have done it so 
thoroughly before- before I read in the book of life-yet if that volume 
has existence I shall find it, I swear it, to-night. 

Here again comes a curious point-in what way does my finding this 
book interfere with destiny? He, in the past, when my spirit was with 
his, strove to turn aside the future time and could not; yet if I find this 
book and read therein and communicate its contents to him before they 
have been written, and if he writes them, then what course of fate can 
render what he writes the exact unaltered copy of the biographer who 
will refuse to use his words? 

I am filled with a great wonder-he and I together, when side by side 
in the past, failed to alter the inevitable-but now, if I find this volume, 
then, surely, the course of destiny shall be by me turned aside. 

And because of that thought I fear that I shall never find this book! 
I shall search, though I search in vain! ! ! 
How weary I am now that I arise. I must sleep a little, and to the 

daylight leave all things that perplex me now, for I am so tired that I 
can scarcely move. 

• • • • • • • 
It is still dark. I cannot tell if I have slept through an entire day or 

but an hour, for it is still night. Yet I feel rested and my thoughts re
awaken with new strength, and questions of every kind torment me and 
gnaw my heart. 

But it is dark and I can do nothing. Nay, I am wrong, the volume 
that I sought in vain, days and days ago, would help me could I but 
find it now. Yes, I shall search at once-I shall tread lightly so that the 
household may not be disturbed. 

The household be disturbed! How is it that I have been left alone 
as I find myself now for ten days! It must have bem ten days, though 
my news box gives that fact the lie. Yet I have lived ten days in the 
past-did I not lie'here for ten days in the present? I am lost in vague 
wonderings. 

Once again, I must be patient and wait-this time without sleep-for 
the light of day, yet I would that I could know how long I have slept
an hour or a day-which was it? 

• • • • • • • 
\Vhat a long time it seems to me since I was last here in my library. 
I have been searching for this book for hours, and all is still in vain. 
The dawn is approaching, for the grey tinge of light is struggling over 

all, and in time the world shall wake and I shall know and be known and 
live amongst my own people once more. 
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How shall they greet me? as one who was dead and is alive, or as one 
whom all had forgotten as he sat in trance undisturbed in his silent 
room? How could they all forget me? How could it be? I weary 
myself with the things which in good time the day will cast its light 
upon. 

To my search-to my search! 

'. • • • • • • 
I hold it here-iI-the sel=ond volume of the Biography of Geoffrey 

Harborough, the book which I have sought for everywhere, and now 
have found. 

It appears to have been re-bound in some distant bygone day, and 
in its plain and dust-covered binding I may have passed it by unnoticed, 
for it has been cut a smaller size as though to renovate the old, old 
leaves. It is now but a fragment, for the pages are loosened and many 
lost, yet I hold the book-that is enough for me ! 

And now, you in the West, you of whose latter days I am about to 
read ere you have passed away, learn and write as I read of that which 
has been and is to be, and when you have so written, question this
May not destiny after all by your so writing be turned from its course? 

I open near the end this book, centuries after it has been written-and 
to you I communicate what has been written, therefore write: 

" ... It is sad to contemplate the decline of an intellect which was, 
at one time, great. 

" It is in his prose that we admire him most, for his poems speak more 
of the actual nature of the man-a nature at once tinged with beauty 
and with gloom-than of that thorough abandonment to the heart's 
imaging which makes the poesy we love. 

"We cannot but feel that a genius which exhibited its powers in 
earlier life had attained its height shortly prior to his death. 
Whether the shadow that fell upon him was due to a mental over
growth, or entirely to an unhappy love, is a point which we are not 
competent to decide; but certain it is that the little which has been 
given to us as emanating from his pen during the few weeks prior to his 
death exhibits no signs of that mental decay to which his attempted 
suicide has been attributed. At the last his mind appears to have 
chiefly turned to verse, and the lines which arc to our knowledge the last 
fragmentary effusion from his pen speak to us, not of distorted genius, 
but rather of an excess of that depth of sorrow which descended upon 
him in the few days before his attempted suicide. Death mercifully 
came upon him thereafter within two days. These arc the fragmentary 
and uncorrected lines: 
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" IF GOD SHOULD SAY: • THERE IS NO GOD.' 

'" Then the birds in the thicket branches, 
Self-taught in the music they pour 
From the throats that gather the echoes 
Of the water's murmurous store, 
Should be still as the stream whose music 
Could sing to the trees nevermore. 

'" And the night should be ashy paleness, 
And the moonlight upon the stream 
Never more should now tempt the troutlet 
To dance in the silvery gleam. 
Never more should now see its own beauty 
In the chrystal of chrystal stream. 

" , And the wind should come sighing, listless, 
With despair in each shuddering tone, 
As the voice of the dying creature 
In the wilderness left alone, 
When it lifts up its head, forsaken 
And gives to the desert its moan.' 

"It is perhaps well that the poem was never completed, for his 
genius must have failed to bring before us the awfulness of that day. 
when the world shall be no more! " 

• • • • • • • 
I ceased for a little, because it seemed to me that he who from these 

lines I have read still lives, approaches the death that slowly creeps upon 
him, and I do not know at what hour his pen may fall for ever from his 
hand. Two days between the pistol-shot and the end, but Iltave slept, and 
know not how long I have slept, and how near the end may be ! ! ! 

• • • • • • • 
I looked up from the page and shrieked aloud, for the light has come, 

and my shrieks echbed and re-echoed through the house, and came back 
to me as I fell, in a fit of maddened terror, upon the floor. 

" If God should say, ' There is no God! ! ! !'" 
Nothingne~s has come upon my soul. 

• • • • • • • 
For many hours I have been as one mad, and now am calm and I 

know and realise the truth. My soul has been filled with an exceeding 
stupor-a thing beyond fear, for upon everything the blight has come. 

No eyes looked upon me in my trance, for there were none who had 
sight to see. 

I slept undisturbed. The blight of death descended upon all things,. 

4 
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and in that hour it descended upon my frame-upon what was not-for 
my spirit was in the West of Time. 

And I alone, whose soul existed in the past when all things ceased to 
be, am now returned to the world of the dead. 

Ten days ago, my news ceased. Ten days ago, the end of all things 
came, and God's love has gone from the world, for no living thing is 
upon the earth. 

A world of the speechless dead! And I still live! 
I alone am returned, as from the dead, to look upon the desolation 

around I 
And I cry aloud within myself, "Away from this! Back-back to all 

that is hideous-back to the misery of his life-back to the past-away 
-away from a world which has ceased to be." 

There is no life, no living thing in all the universe, for the greyness of 
death has spread its calm over all, and the end of all things has 
come. 

I was as one who knew not, and then the light came and I awoke, and 
slowly saw. 

And what I saw I cannot tell to you, for my soul is as a stone, and 
cannot speak. 

I alone still live. I, who was dead, when the end of the world 
came. I, alone, who had fled into the past. I alone who now caU 
aloud for death, and call in vain, for God has said: "There is no God." 

• • • • • • • 
All is grey with a greyness my mind is powerless to portray-still, 

unmoving frames inhabit the desolate rooms; corpses, alone, in ghastly 
mockery fill the streets; not a leaf stirs in the breeze; there is no breeze, 
for the air is still and the cold world still moves on though every leaf 
and blade of grass is dead. 

And the awfulness of silence stills me-of silence so great as to be 
beyond the comprehension of man, and the madness that was with me 
would return did I not hope to die. 

For my spirit is linked with his spirit and my soul shall die with his 
soul, and I know that he who still writes is dying now, and I, too, grow 
weaker and more feeble even as he. 

Yet I would not return to your age lest our souls be then as one to 
pass into eternity, but remain here linked with him and speaking through 
him to the end. I would die with him when he dies as a linked, yet 
separate, soul, I, in the East of Time-he, in the far, far West. 

And when I die I shall have passed away for ever, for the end of the 
world has come and none shall be born upon the earth! 

And how it came, I know not. How should I know, I who was with 
you when the silence fell and numbed all the things that lived? 

• • • • • • • 
I cannot fathom the everlasting or the co-existence of Time. My 
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wonderings are futile, for I cannot pierce the infinite, and yet I am as 
one dizzy, who stand at a great height and look back upon the ages 
which have passed between the time when you are and the nothingness 
in which I now am. I am dying, and he is dying, even as he wished to 
die, with pen in hand. 

I open once more this volume, to read the end, for it is as though 
there were something which I did not yet know, and I, who am the 
'child of destiny, even as he, may read as he may write, till the end comes, 
for neither he nor I can alter one tittle of which is written here (and is to 
be written there), nor change one atom of that which is to be, of that 
which has been, in the centuries which lie between him and me. 

Write on-you, Geoffrey Harborough, in the West of Time-write on, 
that the things which have been may be, and that all may be complete. 

"Since the conclusion of this volume it has been deemed advisable to 
add a special note regarding the publication of the first part of an extra
ordinary conception 'From the East of Time,' which has now for the 
first time appeared as one of Geoffrey Harborough's works. This strange 
creation made its appearance in one of our magazines, accompanied with 
the following explanatory note: 

" 'A certail1 feeling of reticence as to publishing the last words of 
Geoffrey Harborough has caused the lady in whose possession tlte manu
script has bem to refrain from that whiclt she has now come to look upon 
as a dllty, alike to tlte public and to the dead. Many years have il1ter
Veiled since the authoYs death, and the above is now published in obedimce 
to the expression ill words UPOIl his deathbed of his desire that it should 
It/timately see tlte light and appear exactly as he has written it, without 
1Iote or explanatiolt of any kind save this which has itself emanated intact 
from his pen.' 

" This note is in strange conformity with the manuscript to which it 
refers, of the latter part of which we have been deprived by one of 
those literary scandals which accuses the lady, the possessor of the 
MS., of being, herself, the author of an extraordinary production, now 
issued under the name of the dead. For these and other reasons the 
remainder of the MS. has been, we trust, only temporarily suppressed, 
for of so strangely metaphysical a n~ture is the last conception of Geoffrey 
Harborough that we are struck with wonder at this which differs so 
essentially from all his former works. 

" That some light will be thrown upon the poet-author's later days
perhaps even up to the moment of his death-by the remaining portion 
of the MS. seems a certainty, and personally we believe the statement 
that the manuscript is that of Geoffrey Harborough, notwithstanding 
that the following, which is one of those inexplicable coincidences we 
sometim~s meet with, occurs in the already published part. The author 
has strangely chanced, as it seems, to foretell certain words of ours in the 
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first volume of this essay-a volume which had just been sent to press
when the following, which we extract, appeared in From the East of 
Time:-

" He had flOW mtered upon his twmty-sixth year, afld it was durillg 
this )'ear that he fell ;11 love. This lovc,fr011l the depth of his poetic 1lature, 
became a passion of the most intensified character, atld was the cause of 
that chatlge which cast a shadow UPOII--" 

"This quotation will be found in the last pages of the first volume 
of this book! 

"We are, indeed. curious to read the remaining portion, and the con-
clusion of 'From the East of Time.''' .'. • 

• • • • • • • 
I in the far East, he in the far West, write that conclusion now! 
I am filled with something greater than wonder at the unravelling of 

the coils. And I see for a moment, as though with a clearer sight, that 
the hand which guides holds all things, and that we cannot understand, 
and are not meant to understand, 

The Mysteries of Destiny and Time. 
• • • • • • • 

Something obscures me, light and darkness grow as one. In the \Vest 
he is dying-in the East, I, too, feel Death clutching at my heart. 

A great hand is stretched above me. I can feel its warmth beat down 
upon me till my soul is scorched, for the palm is heated, as it were, by 
the fires of Hell. 

Death! I feaDed you not till your hand was near me-and now a 
great awe is within me, and a terror from which I cannot flee has taken 
possession of my evil soul. 

Thy hand! I can look upon it now in its hideous strength and 
swollen veins! Blood, as of the heat of fire oozes from thy finger
nails to drop in terrible pollution upon earth and upon earth's passing 
things. 

And now I alone remain to testify to thy silent power I-alone, and 
yet not alone, for in the Eternity of Everlasting Time another in the far 
West is even now beneath thy palm. 

A great hand is stretched above me ! Something has come to me, so 
that I no longer fear. The hand, which is the hand of death, has 
changed; now no longer to scorch my soul. My fevered brow is 
soothed! All is beautiful, with the shadow of a great love, passing the 
understanding of woman and of man. 

The hand of Death is above me in the beauty of its unyielding 
strength. Its terror has gone. 

• • • • • • • 
I cannot breathe. The blackness of the unknown encircles me. Who 

shall say what is beyond? . 
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ltbe ltalfttng 3mage of 'Ulrur . 
• 

CHAPTER V. 

COLLEAGUES. 

m HE steamer on which Pancho took passage was a most beautiful ship of 
J1 enormous dimensions. She had good accommodation, not only for 

numerous cabin passengers, but also for a great many Chinamen, who 
were about to return to their homes in the land of the Celestials, to celebrate 
the New Year; for on this important day it is customary in China to square 
up all accounts, and he who cannot settle his bills then and there loses his 
reputation and credit. There were over a thousand Chinese on board, occupying 
the lower deck, while in the state-rooms were lodged ladies and gentlemen of 
position, English lords travelling for pleasure, foreign consuls returning to their 
posts, grave-looking professors of science bent upon the discovery of some new 
insect or plant, and last, but not least, a number of young and gay missior.aries 
with their newly-married wives, anxious to convert the heathen, and hoping to 
find a comfortable parsonage, with very little martyrdom connected with it. 

There was a great bustle and noise as the preparations for leaving the 
harbour were progressing, and soon Pancho wished himself back to his quiet 
home. More than once he instinctively started to return; but while he hesitated 
the bell rang the last signal, the whistle sounded, the ;opes that held the 
steamer to the wharf were drawn in, and all this seemed to him like the reading 
of his death warrant and preparations for the execution. Then the bridge was 
taken away, the ponderous engines began to puff and to roar, and the musicians 
played a valse. The command was given, the steamer began to move, and a 
watery grave opened its jaws between him and his beloved Conchita. For one 
moment he was ready to leap over the railing and jump back upon the wharf; 
but he hesitated, and in a moment it was too late. Then, for the first time, he 
fully realized that he was now separated from his wife, and it took all the 
strength of his will to keep himself from giving way to despair. He wanted to 
throw himself upon the ground, like Romeo in the play. He too was now 
banished from his beloved country and from the world in which his Juliet lived. 
Banished, not by a tyrant in mortal form, but by the demon of curiosity, the 

. king of all evils. 
Hurrahs arose from the crowd on the shore and fro.n the sailors on board; 

they sounded to him like the howling of devils rejoicing over his torture; but 
in his soul there arose a cry of despair far louder than all. that music and 
hurrahing, a cry which must certainly have reached beyond the noisy wharf and 
beyond the house-tops and spires of the City of a Thousand Hills, and reached 
a little cottage where a beautiful woman was lying in a death-like swoon upon 
the /loor. 

There was one more chance for escape, for when the ship left the "Golden 
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Gate," entering upon the open sea, the pilot left the ship, and a number of 
people who had accompanied their friends returned with him; but now Pancho 
had sufficiently recovered his will-power to resist the temptation. He watched 
the pilot-boat as it receded from the steamer, and the people in it waving their 
handkerchiefs to their friends, and as he watched, he thought he saw a female 
figure, dressed in white, with long, black hair falling over her shoulders, standing 
on the forecastle, wringing her hands, and a cry like that of one dying in agony 
covered the roar of the waves, calling: "0, Pancho! My Pancho, return! " 

Too late! A breeze began to blow and the waves grew higher, showing their 
foam-covered crests. Occasionally a wave higher than the others dashed against 
the side of the steamer, throwing a spray of salt water upon the lower deck and 
causing consternation among the Chinamen, while the passengers on the upper 
deck enjoyed the fun. But soon the latter ceased in their turn to laugh, and 
the faces of many assumed a serious aspect. The first effects of sea-sickness 
were manifested in the high and the low, and even the missionaries turned pale 
and lost their hilarity_ 

It is doubtful whether there is any condition during which man feels more 
mi . .;erable than when his brain loses its point of balance on account of sea
sickness. The desire to die became so strong in Pancho's mind that it excluded 
every other thought. But even the greatest evils will have an end, no grief is 
la~ting for ever, and after a few days other curious events attracted his 
attention. 

Among the passengers there was one especially grave and solemn-looking young 
man with long dark-brown hair, looking like an itinerant clergyman of the Baptist 
persuasion. This young man was accompanied by an extraordinary tall and 
lean female of past middle age, with sharp features and a short aquiline nose. 
Her artificial hair was of a different colour from that which had still been spared 
on her head by the cruel, destroying hand of Time. She was dressed in the 
height of fashion, with a profusion of sham jewellery, and her eyes wandered 
restlessly all over the ship, scrutinizing everybody, especially the rest of the ladies 
on board. 

For several days the dignified-looking young man, either on account of his 
natural modesty, or on that of etiquette, was not seen to speak with anyone 
except the old lady, but as he occupied a place at the dinner-table next to Pancho, 
the usual civilities habitually indulged in on such occasions led to a conversa
tion, in the course of which the stranger handed his card to Pancho. It was as 
follows: 

,------ -- -- ---

A. B. C. GREEN, T.CH.M.B., 

M.S.D_W., G.S. L.E., 

L. C. B. W. T., V. A., S. S. S., C. B.. 

etc., etc., etc. 

It appeared afterwards that these mysterious letters were to be interpreted as 
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fonows :-Anthony Balthazar Charles Green, Titulary Chela of the Mysterious 
Brotherhood, Member of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom, Graduate 
of the School of Law at Edwardsville, Late Correspondent of the Bullington 
1Vttkl)· Times, Visitor of America, Student of the Secret Sciences, Collector of 
Books, etc., etc., etc. 

This introduction was followed by that of the old lady, whose name was 
Amelia Celestina Gloriosa Honeycomb. 

Mr. Green continued to look very solemn and had little to say, but Mrs. 
Honeycomb at once opened her heart. She expressed herself delighted in 
making Pancho's acquaintance. 

"In one of my former incarnations," she said, "I knew a person to whom 
you have a striking resemblance. He was a very dear friend of mine, and many 
a star-lit night have I wandered with him along the flowery banks of the Nile, 
inhaling the odours of the acacias and listening to the song of the nightingales, 
or we would be gliding along the current of the river in a mahogany boat, 
covered with roses and orange blossoms, while the chaste moon overhead threw 
her silvery rays upon the water, and our Nubian slave, sitting at the rudder and 
guiding the boat, would sing to us one of his weird native songs, accompanying 
it with his harp." 

" So you are a believer in reincarnation? " asked Pancho. 
"0, yes!" sighed Mrs. Honeycomb. " I remember ten of my incarnations. 

In my last one I was a Greek slave; but I was treated so badly by my cruel 
master that I hate to think of it. I only know that I was very, very beautiful, 
and that my beauty caused me a great deal of trouble." 

" Dear me, how much she has changed! " thought Pancho. However, he did 
not express his thought, but asked Mr. Green whether he also remembered his 
past incarnations. 

" I have been told that I was Socrates," replied Mr. Green very gravely, "but 
I do not remember it. However, I expect to find out all these things when we 
arrive at Urur." 

"Are you going to Urur?" asked Pancho, surprised. 
"Yes, sir," replied Mr. Green. "I have been accepted as a probationary 

Chela by the Mysterious Brotherhood." 
" Let me congratulate you," said Pancho. "Do you already know who your 

Master is?" 
" I am 110t personally acquainted with him, but his name is Rataraborumatchi." 
" And from whom do you get your orders?" 
" I get them through Mrs. Honeycomb," replied Mr. Green. " She is very 

much advanced in Chelaship, as you may see by the fact that she remembers 
her ten incarnations; but this is due to the fact that she was an Egyptian 
priestess, a thousand years ago." 

Mrs. Honeycomb seemed to be well pleased with Mr. Green's explanation. 
" If anyone fails to see," she exclaimed, "that Mr. Green was Socrates, I shall 
have my own opinion about such a person's clairvoyance. I tell you Socrates is 
in him, and will out occasionally. When we were at Saratoga at dinner with my 
friend, the Countess Carnivalli, she said Mr. Green reminded her so much of 
Socrates. • My dear friend Mrs. Honeycomb,' said the Countess, 'there cannot 
be the slightest mistake about his having been Socrates.'" 
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Mr. Green looked still more solemn and dignified, if possible. Suddenly he 
said: "Gnothi seauton." 

" There; you have it!" exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb. "It means, 'kn(J1lJ 
thyself.' Mr. Green always says that when Socrates speaks in him." 

"It is a very wise saying," remarked Pancho. 
"Indeed it is !" said Mrs. Honeycomb. "It is an excellent saying. There 

is nothing so useful as when one knows himself. Now-a-days it is an easy thing 
to know oneself, but in Socrates' time it was difficult, because people did not 
have such good looking-glasses then as now; we had only those miserable metal 
mirrors, and it took a lot of scrubbing to keep them polished." 

"Tell us something of your experience when you were the Greek slave," 
begged Pancho. 

" Don't mention it," sighed Mrs. Honeycomb. "It makes me feel dreadful 
to think of it: I was fastened to a chain, and there was a man who used to 
trifle with my affections. I remember him well. If I ever catch him in this 
present incarnation, I will make it hot for him," she suddenly fired up. 

IC Peace, Mrs. Honeycomb!" said, very severely, Mr. Green. " Do not give 
way to feeiings which are entirely below the dignity of a Chela. The man may 
have repented and suffered for his wickedness in Avi/c/Zi, or he may be still in 
Kama loca, and your revengeful feeling will keep him there." 

" I have looked all over Kama ioca, but I could not find the villain," replied 
Mrs. Honeycomb. "Of course, I did not go to A'i/i/chi. I do not like to go 
·to such a disreputable place." 

" So you are clairvoyant? " asked Pancho. 
"I occasionally go out in my astral body," answered Mrs. Honeycomb, 

.evasively. 
"I wish I could do the same thing," he said . 
• , It is a dangerous thing to do," replied Mrs. Honeycomb. "You must be 

well trained, especially if you attempt it without a guide. Before Captain 
Bumpkin, the Hierophant, was well trained, he once tried to get out in his astral 
hody. He staggered around the room like a Blind man, and struck his astral 
head against the too material bed-post. When he awoke he had a great big bump 
on his physical eye." 

" How does it feel, when one gets out in his astral body?" asked Pancho. 
" Oh, so nice," said Mrs. Honeycomb. " Everything looks just as natural as 

when you are in your physical body, but then you see only the astral counterpart 
of things. My friend, the Countess Carnivalli, went out once in her astral body, 
and was nearly frightened to death by an astral cow. It was all she could do to 
get back into her physical sheath before the cow knocked her down. It was in 
the country, and when the Countess Carnivalli opened her eyes there was 
actually a physical cow rushing at her, and she had to climb with her physical 
body over a physical fence." 

" And then those horrid Elementals and Elcmentaries!" added Mr. Green. 
e< I have been told that the very sight of them is enough to make one sick at 
the stomach." 

"0, Mr. Green! " exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb. "Will you do me the favour 
and never use such a vulgar expression in my presence again. Say' digestive 
organs' if you have to say anything in regard to such physiological apparatus." 
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" Well," said Mr. Green, "it makes one sick at one's digestive organs." 
"You have quite shocked my nerves," said Mrs. Honeycomb. "Go to my 

.:::1bin and fetch me my bottle with smelling salts." 
"A nice young man!" remarked Pancho, while Mr. Green was hurrying 

!1way. 
"Very nice indeed!" said Mrs. Honeycomb. "Only he uses such vulgar 

expres3ions and does such boorish things. Would you believe it! When we 
were invited to dinner, at the house of my friend, the Countess Carnivalli, he 
actually cut his fish with a knife. I thought I should die. Of course my friend, 
the Countess Carnivalli, fainted right away." 

., He seems to have excellent qualifications for Chelaship," said Pancho. 
"0 yes!" answered, Mrs. Honeycomb. "He is ready to believe anything, 

especially if it comes in a letter that is dropped on his head." 
Mr. Green returned with the smelling salts . 
.. Thanks," said Mrs. Honeycomb, receiving the bottle. "The Master says 

you may now go and meditate for an hour." 
" All right! " said Mr. Green, going away. But Mrs. Honeycomb called him 

back. 
.• Mr. Green," she said, "Master says you must not let any idea oome into 

your head." 
" Never!" solemnly acquiesced Mr. Green. 
" Now go !" She ordered him off, and Mr. Green disappeared down stairs. 
" What is he going to do?" enquired Pancho. 
"We always make him sit every day for an hour or two and look at any fly

speck on the wall," replied Mrs. Honeycomb, "so that the Master can work his 
brain and get it into good shape to make it receptive. The poor fellow is very 
anxious to become clain·oyant." 

" He seems to be very obedient." 
"0, yes! He is easily managed. If we would tell him to jump overboard, he 

would do so unhesitatingly. He is used to obedience. He was educated by a 
Christian clergyman, who made him do lots of nonsensical things to train him 
to obey. For two years Mr. Green had to carefully water a walking cane stuck 
into a flower-pot every day, although he knew well enough that it would never 
grow. It was merely dune to get him into the habit of not using his reason." 

"But why did you tell him not to let any idea get into his head? " 
" Because," was the answer, "there is nothing more dangerous for a Chela 

than if he does his own thinking. He should never think, but always believe 
what we tell him." 

"What do you mean by we 1" asked Pancho. " Has Mr. Green any other 
teacher besides yourself? " 

"At present I am his only guide," she answered. " He has full faith in me; 
but I always take care not to tell him anything very unreasonable; for he cannot 
be trusted He: used to believe everything that the clergyman told him from 
the First Book of Genesis down to the last Chapter of St. John's Revelations, 
but one day that clergyman told him that they were going to have apple ple for 
dinner and instead of that it was squash. From that hour, Mr. Green then lost 
his faith in his clergyman, and called him a liar. Ever since then, moreover, he 
swears that the whole Bible is a tissue of lies." 
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"But what has the Bible to do with the apple-pie?" asked Pancho. 
"Mr. Green has studied logic," she replied. "He says that anything which 

a man who once lied tells us must not be believed. It was the clergyman who 
told him that the Bible was true, and, as the clergyman lied about the pie, this 
proved the Bible false." 

"Very logical," thought Pancho. "These Chelas are very queer people." 
During the subsequent days he became more intimately acquainted with Mr. 

Green. He found him to be a man of tolerably good education, but who, in spite 
of his having been Socrates, had not the faintest idea of the meaning of the 
term "self-knowledge." He had read a great many books and believed that 
nobody could possibly know anything unless he had read it in a respectable 
book, or had been told of it by a respectable person. All his knowledge 
consisted in a belief in what he had been taught, and this belief was based upon 
nothing else but a belief in the respectability and veracity of his teacher. 
If the teacher happened to lose his respectability in the eyes of Mr. Green, 
then necessarily all the beliefs of the latter, and consequently all of his knowledge. 
went for nothing and were lost. 

" I do not believe in the truth of the doctrines of a Church which employs 
untruthful and disreputable persons to teach them," said Mr. Green, once; 
" for how could anything else than lie:; come out of the mouth of a liar? In my 
country nobody read's any book unless its author is well known for his veracity." 

" And who is to decide about the veracity of the aU.thor?" asked Pancho. 
"It is the business of the publisher to see to that," replied Green. "If a 

book is brought out by a publisher who has a reputation to lose, it must 
necessarily be a good book, and everybody will buy it; but if it is published by 
one whom nobody knows, nobody will want it, no mattt;r what it contains. In 
my country, and especially in Germany, nobody cares for the contents of the 
book. and it also matters little who is the author. All that the reading public 
wants to know is, who is the publisher? " 

" This is very true," said Pancho, "and still those respectable publishers are 
often very ignorant people, who are perfectly incapable of judging of the value 
of the books which they undertake to sell." 

" H ow can that be possible?" asked Mr. Green. "What warrant have you 
to make such a statement? What would become of the public, if they could 
not trust any longer in the veracity of respectable publishers? And how can 
anybody know whether or not a thing is true, unless he can rely on the veracity 
of the person who tells him so." 

"I prefer to use my own judgment rather than to rely on anybody"s veracity," 
said Pancho. 

"So do I," said Mr. Green. "I am not of a credulous, but of a very 
sceptical turn of mind. I never accept any statement from anybody unless I 
have sufficient proof of his respectability. I would not even have believed in 
Mrs. Honeycomb's statements, if she had not given me sufficient proof of her 
veracity. I am not a man who is easily imposed on. I had once such an 
experience, and since then I am more careful." 

"How do you know that what Mrs. Honeycomb tells you is the truth?" 
asked Pancho. 

"How could it be otherwise? Is not all that she says inspired by the 
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),{ysterious Brotherhood? Has she not given sufficient proof that she is in com
munication with Adepts? Does she not remember her past ten incarnations? 
Can she not go out in her astral body? " 

"I don't know," our hero answered. 
"That is because you are not a Chela," answered Mr. Green. "We Chela~ 

are not permitted to doubt." 
Such and similar conversations with Mr. Green made Pancho very sad and 

almost wish that he had stayed at home, for he recognized in him an overdrawn 
picture of his own self. All Mr. Green's hopes and inspirations were based 
upon a belief in Mrs. Honeycomb's veracity. All that had induced Pancho to 
go in search of the Mysterious Brotherhood was his belief in the truth of the 
statements made to him by Mr. Puffer. 

"Is it then really true," he asked himself, "that nobody can be found who 
actually kn0ws anything, and that all our supposed knowledge is merely belief 
in statements made by others? Who is there who knows anything except what 
he is told by somebody else, and that somebody else what has been told in his 
turn to him? Can any truth be found except in mathematics and logic, and 
are we perfectly sure that even the basis upon which we base our 
calculation and logic is the correct one? Is not the truth of that basis likewise 
a mere assumption, if it cannot be logically proved; and if its truth can be 
known without any logical reasoning, why then should not all things be known 
without such artificial help? If I believe that 2 x 2 is four, because I + J is 
two, my belief is based upon the assumption that twice one is two, and this 
again is incomprehensible unless I take it for granted that I is unchangeable 
and does not turn into another number. But what if we could not depend 
on the one? What if it were suddenly to change into two or into some other 
number; then I + I instead of being 2 would perhaps be 3 or 4. But how do 
we know that I is I and unchangeable? As authority for it we have neither 
the statement of Mr. Puffer, nor that of Mrs. Honeycomb, nor even the 
declaration of an Adept. Nevertheless we know it, or imagine we know it, and 
if we can absolutely know one thing by our own intuition and without having 
been informed of it by another, why should we not be able to know all things 
in the same manner and without the necessity of logical proof? Surely there 
must be a mystery about these things, which I hope to have explained to me at 
Urur." 

Among the passengers there were two German professors, of great scientific re
putation. They were called by some the" inseparables," as they were always seen 
together. They were like" two hearts that beat as one," but as neither of them 
seemed to be in possession of that kind of knowledge which Pancho imagined 
to be possible to attain, they sometimes became divided in their opinions, and 
then they quarrelled with each other in a most objectionable manner. 

It was a fine evening. The sun shone in tranquil glory in the sky, as if he did 
not care a straw about the opinions of all the astronomers in the world, and the 
planet Earth revolved with the usual velocity around its axis, regardless of any 
scientist on board of the steamer, now aware of no other movement than that of 
the ship. The two professors were discussing some theories with regard to the 
interior of the earth; and while one· insisted that the globe was a solid mass in a 
state of terrible heat, the other maintained that it was a hollow, egg-shaped body. 
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containing no solid matter, but an atmosphere like our own. They had aireaciy 
waxed warm in defending their respective arguments, and their dispute bega=t to 
attract the attention of the passengers on deck . 

.. Your theory," cried Professor Hopfer, "is absurd. As a man of science, 
YOll ought to know that if one digs down into the earth, he finds the temperature 
rising at the rate of about 2° R. for every hundred feet, which gives a heat of 
some 2,000 degrees at a depth of 100,000 feet below the surface. Quod eral 
dC:lllollstrandllm." 

.. This antiquated theory of yours, which is at present held only by those who 
arc entirely ignorant of scientific principles," answered Profes:;or Schlei, "has 
long ago been discard~d by those who are better informed. It seems that you 
are not aware of the fact that at the boring of the artesian well at the insane 
asylum of St. LOllis, the temperature increased in the manner described by you 
only until a depth of 3,209 feet - had been reached, where it became 106 

degrees, after which it began to sink, and at a depth of 3,817 feet the ther
mometer stood at 105; at ten feet farther down at 104, showing a decrease 
of 1° R. for every ten feet, which at 10,000 feet would give a cold of 900 

degrees, showing that the inner strata of the earth's crust are in a frozen state. 
Verb. SIlP. sat." 

" It seems more probable," remarked the other, "that the observations at the 
digging of that well were taken by the inmates of the asylum. A schoolboy 
would laugh at your theory, if he ever heard of volcanoes, the safety valves of 
the earth." 

" Because," replied his opponent, "the schoolboy would be asinine enough 
to imagine that the fire of the volcanoes came from the centre of the earth, 
while those who have studied the matter know that it comes from chemical de
compositions taking place within the crust of the earth. Do you want to make 
people believe that they are standing upon the top of a fiery mass of thousands 
of miles in diameter, with only an egg shell between them and a glowing hell 
below, which at any time might burst and send them to perdition? " 

" I had some suspicion," he was promptly answered, "that you are in your 
dotage. Now I am certain of it, and arguments would be wasted upon you. If 
you were capable of reasoning, YOll would comprehend that we are not living on 
the periphery of a soap-bubble, which is at any moment ready to explode. You 
do not seem to know that Descartes had a similar theory and was forced to give 
it up, and that, according to the newest discoveries, our planet is a seven axial 
rotating ellipsoid. You seem to be ignorant of the fact that Gyldc:n of Stock
halm has solved the mathematical problem of the three bodies, by introducing 
the transcendental periodical functions discovered by Jacobi, and that he esti
mated the medium density of the earth as being 5'7." 

This was a stunner for Mr. Schlei, but he quickly recovered. 
"I hope," he exclaimed, "to live long enough to demolish you and your doc

trines. I shall certainly write a book exposing your ignorance. I shall go to the 
North Pole and enter through Symes' hole into the interior of the earth, to 
enjoy a good I~ugh at your stupidity." 

" And have you forgotten, then," said Mr. Schlei, "that I am on my way to 
Naples, where I will dig a tunnel connecting the crater of Vesuvius with 
the Mediterranean? I will put out the fires of the volcano, and of the whole 
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of the interior of our globe. I shall explode your vile theory, and this if I 
have to blow up the whole earth to do so." 

The quarrel was becoming serious, and it was with great difficulty that they 
were pacified by the bystanders. These were likewise divided in their opinions 
as to which one of the professors was in the right. Mr. Green proposed that it 
should be submitted to the decision of the Mysterious Brotherhood, but one of 
the missionaries said that it had already been decided in the Bible. Was it not 
written that in the beginning the earth was void, and there was darklllss upon 
the face of the deep? If the earth were full of molten minerals, it could not 
have been void, and if there were a fire in it, it could not be dark; but this 
darkness also disposed of the theory about the holes at the poles. 

It has not been stated whether or not everybody was satisfied with that ex
planation; but we know that Pancho was not. "What kind of a science is 
this," he said to himself, "if men of science know nothing, and only imagine 
certain things to be true by drawing deductions from external appearance; or 
phenomena. which may go to sup!>ort two opposite theories, and whose causes 
may be entirely differer~t from what we imagine them to be? What kind of a 
being is man if he does not even know the nature of the planet upon which he 
lives, and how can he dare to decide on that which is beyond the stars? " 

It was growing late. The passengers, one after another, retired to their 
cabins: but Pancho had no inclination to sleep. He stood at the railing and 
looked at the porpoises that were playing around the steamer, and at the streaks of 
liquid gold which the ship left in her tmck as she ploughed her way through the 
phosphorescent waves. The moon was not visible, but the stars were shining 
brightly. Their light was reflected in the foaming waters which were thrown 
into confusion by the unceasing motion of the screw. The air was pure and 
calm, and fit for meditation. and the stars taught Pancho a lesson. For, while 
their reflections in the water were distorted by the motion of the waves, they 
themselves were not a bit affected by it, but shone and twinkled in the sky. 
"Thus," he said to himself, "it may be with Truth. It remains for ever the 
same; but its rays are broken and often distorted in the minds of men. Those 
who can see only the distorted image but mistake it for truth itself, live in 
illusion; those who can see Truth itself, see the Reality, and are in possession 
of knowledge." 

Pancho wondered from whence he got this idea. It had never been told to 
him by anyone, neither by Mr. Puffer nor Mrs. Honeycomb, and he believed 
in it, although its correctness had not been warmnted to him by any respectable 
authority that he knew. But where could he find real truth? 

As if in answer to his thought, a red glow appeared upon the eastern sky. 
Gmdually the moon arose, throwing a silver stream upon the waters, causing 
the masts and the smoke-stacks to cast phantastic shadows upon the sea. A 
broad path of light seemed to extend from the horizon towards the sh\p, show- . 
ing plainly the form of each wavelet within the glittering path; but it did not 
penetrate the watery depths below, where the comls and pearls, the sharks and 
the mermaids, were hidden far away from human sight. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE VOYAGE CONTINUED. 

THEY were now approaching the coast of Japan, and one morning when Pancho 
stepped upon the deck a wonderful sight met his eyes. Before him, and resting 
high in the air, was a new planet, a bright, glittering world, illuminated by the 
rays of the terrestrial sun, although the latter had not yet risen above the 
horizon. It was the snow-covered top of the volcano Fuji-yama radiating with 
light, but whose foot was in darkness, for it was still dark in the valley, and a 
mass of mist and vapours played round the base of the mountain, makin.~ it 
appear as if the latter was not a thing belonging to this Earth, but a satellite 
created during the night. 

After a short stop at Yokohama the steamer proceeded on her way. Grace
fully she ploughed her way through the waters along the beautiful coast of 
Japan, and in sight of its bluff-lined shore. There were many lovely islands, and 
here and there, from behind the bushes, surrounded by a luxurious vegetation, 
and half hidden behind camphor and persimmon trees, peeped the roo(<; of the 
houses of the natives; neat cottages in idyllic places, such as Pancho had often 
dreamed about, and where he would have wished to spend the rest of his days 
with Conchita. Soon, however, the trees disappe:.ued, and in the distance arose 
the volcano Oyama, grim and forbidding-looking, enveloped in smoke, sending 
dark masses of vapour up into the blue ether, and the edges of the clouds were 
reddened by the lurid fires coming from the mysterious crater below. 

Among those who enjoyed the novel sight was Mrs. Honeycomb, and, being 
gifted with the power of clairvoyance, she described the elementals of fire as 
they arose from the crater and delved again into its depths. 

"How quickly these fiery elementals bob up and down!" she exclaimed. 
" Now, do you sec that big one WIth his black, curly locks and the pitchfork in 
his hand? How they frolic and jump." 

" Do you see anything?" asked Mr. Green. 
"Of course I do," answered Mrs. Honeycomb. "If you do not see them 

you must be as blind as a bat. The crater is full of them, and they wriggle and 
squirm like bees in a hive. There are big ones and little ones. They elongate 
their bodies and contract them again." 

"Are there any female elementals among them?" asked Mr. Green. 
" Mr. Green! "said Mrs. Honeycomb. "I have already told you repeatedly 

not to think about females. It seems that you still have women on the brain. 
Were you not told that you could not become a genuine Chela a<; long as you 
are thinking of women? If you do that again you will draw upon you a severe 
reprimand from Rataraboru--" 

"Hush!" interrupted Mr. Green. "There are people listening. Do not 
pronounce that holy name so publicly." 

"--matchi," added Mrs. Honeycomb to her former sentence. "If I start 
to say something, it must out. I do not want to choke over it." 

"I wish I could get an occult letter!" said Mr. Green. "It would do me 
much good, and then it would be such a good test for my friends, if I were to 
get one here on board where nobody can be suspected of cheating." 
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.. You do not deserve any as long as you are such a doubter," said Mrs. 
Honeycomb. 

"I am doing the best I can," replied Mr. Green. 
It seems that then and there an invisible .. adept" was present and heard 

Mr. Green's request; for, incredible as it may appear, on the very night that 
followed this conversation, Mr. Green, being alone in his room, found an occult 
letter under his pillow, which was as follows: 

" To .Vr. Green, Prob. Cltel . .M.B.-Fortunate are those who can see without 
seeing, and hear without hearing, and know without knowing. Have faith in Mrs. 
Honeycomb. I will communicate my orders through her.-Ralaraborumaldti." 

Little sleep came upon the eyes of Mr. Green that night. He wept for joy, 
and more than once he started to knock for admittance at Mrs. Honeycomb's 
door, to tell her of his good fortune. He was only restrained from doing so by 
fear of creating a scandal which might have injured Mrs. Honeycomb's reputa
tion. He therefore concluded to say nothing about it and to see whether Mrs. 
Honeycomb would discover it by her clairvoyant power; nor was he deceived 
in his intuition; for when he met her at the breakfast-table next morning, she 
asked him whether he had received a message from the Mysterious Brother· 
hood. This test fully convinced Mr. Green of Mrs. Honeycomb's occult 
powers, and he sawall his doubts vanish before the sunlight of truth. 

Mr. Green was delighted. From a mere titulary aspirant for Chelaship, he 
had now become an accepted probationary chela, as was proved beyond the 
possibility of a doubt by the wording of the letter. His bearing became still 
more solemn. He never permitted himself to indulge in a joke, and looked dis
pleased when others showed signs of hilarity. He felt too much the importance 
and dignity of his position not to be overcome with awe, and he wondered at 
his own hidden greatness, which had entitled him to such honours. 

"With the receipt of that letter," he said to Pancho, "a new chapter has 
begun for me in my book of life. To become an accepted probationary Chela 
is one of the most respectable positions that can be obtained; but it is also one 
of the most important ones, and not without danger, for I have been told that 
as soon as such a honour has been conferred upon one, it brings out all of his 
latent propensities for evil. If one has an inherited inclination to lie or to steal, 
as soon as he becomes a probationary Chela, he becomes a liar or thief. if I tell 
you this as a matter of precaution in your intercourse with me. I am not fully 
aware of all my inherited propensities, and if you should some day miss your 
watch or something, you will have to attribute it to my development. As far as 
lying is concerned, I do not believe that there is any danger. I do not feel any 
inclination to lie." 

Heretofore the subject of Occultism had been discussed only amongst our 
friends, but now Mr. Green, feeling, as he said, the influence of Rataraborumatchi 
upon him, considered it his duty to make propaganda among the passengers for 
a belief in Adepts, and the possibility of their existence soon became the general 
topic of conversation on board of the steamer. Mrs. Honeycomb received 
numerous applications from people who wanted to obtain occult letters and 

• No greater truth was ever said in a work of fiction and a satire.-lED.l 
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. tests. One lady, who had been reading "Count d~ Gabalis," re~luested Mr. 
Green to get her an attendant spirit to do her work; because she said that she 
always had so much trouble with her chambermaids, and would prefer a Sylph ide 
that would not talk about her affairs with the neighbours. A young fellow 
wanted an Undine, and promised, if his request was granted, to provide her 
with all the water she could reasonably desire. Some wanted to be taught the 
art of making gold, and love powders, and a rich old invalid confidentially 
offered to Mr. Green a thousand dollars for a bottle of the Elixir of Life. 

Mr. Green expressed his regret at his present inability to grant these requests, 
but promised to lay them before his "Master" on his arrival at Urur. He 
moreover stated that if he should ever return to England, he proposed to 
establish there a College of Occultism, in which he would himself be professor. 

Among the new passengers who had come on board in Japan, there was a 

MR. A. BOTTLER, M.S. R.P's., & S.S.D. U.S. 

Professor of Magic. 

All Orders Promptly Allend~d. 

- _______ . __ 1 

As may be seen by the above card, Mr. Bottler was a Member of a Society 
formed for the purpose of making Researches in Psychology, and also of 
Several other Societies for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences. He was himself 
a Professor of Magic, and had gained considerable reputation by testifying before 
the Seybert Commission in Philadelphia that he had never seen any spiritual 
phenomena, and that they were, therefore, all performed by tricks. He was an 
expert in classifying everything, and prided himself that he could explode any
thing which would not submit to his classification, as a humbug. Nevertheless, he 
was not a sceptic or an infidel, but rather of a religious turn of mind. It was especially 
due to his efforts that a Society had been formed to explore the bottom of the Red 
Sea, to rake up the golden chariot-wheels which had been lost by the Egyptians 
drowned in their pursuit of the children of Israel. Mr. Bottler, in a scientific 
dissertation laid before the" Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences," 
had clearly given his reasons for his belief that these chariot-wheels, as well as 
many other articles of value, had resisted the influence of salt water, and could 
be recovered. He, moreover, had made himself famous by writing a book 
showing that the unicorn was not an extinct animal, and that some specimens of 
it still existed on the Island of Madagascar. He was now on his way to it to 
secure the beast, and to sell it to Barnum's Museum. 

Strange to say, while Mr. Bottler firmly believed in the occurrence of all the 
miracles described in the Bible, the accounts of which he took in their literal 
sense, he was a man of too scientific an education to believe in the existence of 
"Soul." He had himself been a professor of Psychology at a college in 
England, and knew that there was no such thing as that. Every fact which went 
to show that man could exercise powers other than those which were produced 
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by the physiological action of his physical body was peremptorily denied by 
~1r. Bottler, and there was nothing too evident for him to deny. When he 
heard of the existence of a Mysterious Brotherhood possessing occult powers, he 
became much excited. 

"Let these MYiterious Brothers come out of their dens," he said. "Let 
them show their certificates and qualifications! Let us see whether they can 
stand the test of science, before they come to ask us to believe in what they 
teach. Let them come out, I say! Who cares for sages whom nobody knows? 
Let them appear and perform their miracles before a committee of the S.R.P.S., 
and if they can stand the test, we will· take them under our protection. An adept 
with a certificate from our association would command belief wherever he goes; 
but if he has no standing in our profession, he is only a quack." 

Such disrespectful language in regard to the Mysterious Brotherhood could 
not be tolerated by Mr. Green, who, in his capacity as a Chela, felt it to be his 
duty to defend them. 

"These Brothers," he said, "care nothing for your S.R.P.S., nor for your 
S. D. G.S. Their reputation is already too well established to need any certifi
cates from your Society, but if you will come t~ Urur, I promise you in the 
name of the great Rataramorubatchi, \vhose influence I feel, that you will get 
satisfactory .proof that such adepts do exist." 

"Who is that Rataramorubatchi ?" asked Mr. Bottler. 
" He is a man whose name ought to be pronounced only with the greatest 

reverence," said Mr. Green. "He is over a thousand years old, and still he 
looks as if he were thirty-five, because whenever he feels himself getting old, he 
takes a dram of the Elixir of Life and makes himself young again. He and 
the other adepts are persons who know everything; because the greatest 
ancient mysteries have been handed down to them from the remotest antiquity, 
either orany ot by tradition. What they say is true and cannot be denied. All 
the religious systems in the world have been instituted by persons who are now 
dead. and of whom we, therefore, do not know whether or not they were 
sufficiently respectable to be believed by our present and more enlightened 
generation. But the members of the Mysterious Brotherhood are living persons 
whose respectability has been vouched for by many respectable persons. More
over, they have given sufficient proof of their occult powers, and what they 
teach must be true." 

"What kind of occult powers are they supposed to have?" asked Mr. 
Bottler . 

.. Come to Urur, and you will see it. In the meantime, you had better be 
more guarded in your expressions in regard to them." So saying, Mr. Green 
walked away. 

Mr. Bottler doubted very much the sanity of the Chela's mental condition. 
)Jevertheless his curiosity was now excited, and he desired to obtain more in
formation in regard to Grur. 

" What," he thought, " if the existence of the Adepts were a truth after all ? 
If I could learn from them the art of making gold by artificial means, or to hyp
notize the people in England and make them elect me a Member of Parliament. 
How astonished would be the members of the S.S. P.S., if I could bring them 
not only a Unicorn, but a living Adept!" 

5 
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~Ir. Bottler made up his mind to consult Mrs. Honeycomb. 
Mrs. Honeycomb, in spite of her advanced years, was a remarkable woman. 

Her marriages with her first, second, and third husbands had not been happy 
ones. She must have been very attractive in her youth, as her first lover threat
ened to kill himself if she would refuse him, and she married him out of com
passion. A generous soul she was, but the ungrateful wretch made her life 
miserable, and finally ran away. Her second husband, who at the time of his 
betrothal to her showed no symptoms of a desire to commit suicide, was 
heard to curse the day that he was born, soon after the honeymoon. But why 
should we revive these painful memories, which Mrs. Honeycomb tried to 
forget? 

Love of truth compels us, however, to state that at the time of which we are 
writing, Mrs. Honeycomb had not yet given up all hopes of finding her real 
affinity. She had accepted a call from Captain Bumpkins to become one of the 
high.priestessess of the Shrine, and a diploma that admitted her to the inner 
circle of the Elect, and was on her way to enter upon her duties. Whether or 
not dreams of the Elixir of Life and of rejuvenation entered into her programme, 
we are not permitted to tell. 

"This Mr. Green," said Mr. Bottler, as he was walking upon the deck with 
Mrs. Honeycomb, "seems to be hallucinated. I am sure that there is not a word 
of truth in what he says." 

" Men can never be trusted," answered Mrs. Honeycomb with a sigh, "and 
it may be that Mr. Green is just as bad 3S the rest of them. If I were a young 
girl, I would not believe a word of what any man said, unless I had the marriage 
certificate in my hand. They blow hot one day and cold the next, and even 
after the marriage they cannot be relied upon." 

"I meant to say," continued Mr. Bottler, "that Mr. Green proposed to 
me .... " 

" Did he, indeed!" exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb, interrupting his sentence. 
"Well, I am not astonished at anything. You could hardly believe what queer 
things may happen to probationary Chelas. It must have been an evil spirit 
throwing a glamour over his eyes to make him imagine you were a woman. Such 
things are often done by black-magicians. My friend, the Countess Carnivalli, 
had a similar experience. She once thought she saw the spirit of an Ade;)t 
walking in the yard, and when she ran out to meet him, it was only an old table
doth that had been hung up to dry." 

"I am glad to hear you express such good and sensible views," said Mr. 
Bottler. "All these spirits and ghosts are nothing but impostures and halluci
nations, degrading to the dignity of man and destructive to the purity of women. 
The ancients believed in ghosts, but modern science has destroyed all such illu
sions. I have studied psychology thoroughly, and found that there is no such 
thing as a soul. Who ever saw a soul? It can be found neither in the pineal 
gland nor in the big toe. All thought is dynamic and molecular. It is 
produced by a hypertrophy of the ganglia of the brain. It is due to a condition 
caused by a spasmodic contraction of the dynamic centres of the cerebellum, in 
consequence of which the transversal oscillatory rythmic movements of the. in
terior vibrations of the brain cells are kinetically altered. If you will look at the 
oscillatory curves of the four dimensional extensions of the thought dynamides, 
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you will see that thoughts are produced by an increased action of the motor 
nerves of the cerebellum, entirely analogous to the oxydation of zinc in a voltaic 
battery." 

" I always thought so," replied Mrs. Honeycomb. " It's the best explanation 
I ever heard. My friend, the Countess Carnivalli, says the same thing whenever 
she is influenced by her guiding spirit. When he takes possession of her, he 
makes her vibrate like a battery, and when she speaks the whole audience be
comes electrified." 

"It's the air that acts as a conductor," said Mr. Bottler. "When the four 
dimensional movements of the transversal oscillations of the thought dynamidcs 
have once been started by the contact and galvanic action of the grey matter of 
the brain with the blood corpuscles, the sympathetic impulses liberated in the 
mass of which the convolutions are composed may be transmitted to the audi
tory sense of the audience by means of the oscillations of the tympanum, and it 
is unnecessary to assume the action of spirits." 

.. Dear me!" exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb; .. my husband was, then, a con
ductor. Poor man! He did not know anything about such things, and so he 
used spirits. I always told him that it was unnecessary, but after he once 
got into the habit, he could not quit it, and it killed him at last." 

"It is all due to a state of disturbed equilibrium," said Mr. Bottler. 
" Perfectly true!" said Mrs. Honeycomb. " His equilibrium was sometimes 

so much disturbed that he tumbled from one side to the other. a! if I could 
find the man in whom equilibrium i!S restored, I would follow him to the end of 
the world. I would recognize in him the true affinity for which my soul is 
yearning." 

"But, my dear madam," said Mr. Bottler, "it seems Ithat we are talking 
about two different subjects. You are thinking of yearnings, while I am 
discussing the most profound philosophical questions." 

"0, you men!" sighed Mrs. Honeycomb. .. You will never understand a 
woman's heart! " 

Consultation with Mrs. Honeycomb having proved unsatisfactory, Mr. Bottler 
turned again to Mr. Green, and the latter insisted that Mr. Bottler should go to 
Urur to se~ the Talking Image, which would undoubtedly clear up all his 
doubts. "This Image," he said, "is not an invisible spirit; but a substantial 
thing, made of some solid material, and it can think and talk like a human 
being." 

" The construction of such an Image," said Mr. Bottler, "would go to prove 
the correctness of my theory about the thought dynamides. All we have to do 
is to construct a proper organism and to supply it with brain and blood in the 
right proportions, and there will be no difficulty in causing it to evolve thoughts. 
Add to that the proper organs of speech, and you will have a Talking Image as 
complete as the one you describe. On my return from Madagascar I will ga 
to Urur and examine the Image, and if it is what you represent it to be, I shall 
construct one like it and present it to the S. R. P. S." 

"I will speak with Rataraborumatchi about it," replied Mr. Green, "and 
recommend you to his attention. He will grant you all the necessary facilities 
to bring your investigation to a successful result." 

The steamer passed by the island of Formos:L and entered the Chinege sea. 
s· 
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Soon the long low hills of the coast were seen and the number of fishing boats 
encountered increased until the sea seemed to be ~ forest of masts. After they 
entered the tortuous channel that leads to Hong Kong a great commotion took 
place among the Chinese on board, who seemed swayed by one common 
impulse, the joy of returning home. Many longing hearts were beating as the 
steamer approached the harbour; many anxious eyes were watching the ship 
from the shore; hundreds of boats swarmed out from the wharf and surrounded 
her, and when, after anchor was cast, the human tide overflooded the deck, 
while the landing took place, Pancho wrote a letter to his wife, from which we 
will copy the following: 

"The nearer I come to the place of my destination, the more do I become 
convinced that it was necessary for me to go, so as to see with my own eyes 
whether or not those marvels are true. There is no dependence to be put on 
anything that anyone hears. I have met with some scientific celebrities who 
differ in their opinions just as much as vulgar and ignorant people. Moreover 
I have met with two Chelas; but their statements are too absurd to be believed. 
I therefore am still far from a solution of the problem, and my heart beats with 
joy as I am coming nearer to the attainment of my object. We are half way <.n 
our journey now, and I shall soon see the Talking Image and sit at the feet of 
the great Hierophant, listening to his instructions and receiving positive proof 
that man has a soul." 

The rest of the letter contained such trifles as are usually talked of among 
lovers, and which it would be indiscreet to reveal. 

During the last few days of the voyage, some learned discussions t()ok place 
between Mr. Bottler and Green in regard to certain historical occurrences 
certified to in the Bible, in the reality of which Mr. Bottler fully believed, but 
which he explained on scientific grounds, meeting, however, occasionally with 
some difficulties. For instance, Mr. Bottler had no doubt that Jonah was 
swallowed by a fish, only he said that for some anatomical reasons it could not 
have been a whale, a mistake undoubtedly due to a mistranslation of the original 
text. He went into long speCUlations about Noah's ark and the system which 
the former had adopted to feed the different animals. He also made a project 
on his return to Europe to raise an army of volunteers to recapture the Castle 
of Zion, which, as he said, had been long enough in the hands of the infidels. 

As to Mr. Green, he denied the truth of the Bible. He said that such a 
respectable person as the Virgin Mary is represented would surely have selected 
a more suitable place than a stable to give birth to her child, and that Jesus 
would not have ridden into Jerusalem on an untrained ass, because, if he had 
not been an expert in horsemanship, he would have been in danger of being 
thrown and making himself ridiculous in the eyes of the people. In fact, it 
seemed as if Rataramorubatchi's influence was already acting, as his Chela took 
actually to reasonings, while Mr. Bottler became daily more and more petrified 
in his own opinions. 

l\lnny philosophical interviews took place also between Mr. Bottler and Mrs. 
Honeycomb. The great scientist expJained to her his ideas about the fourth 
dimension of space, and proved to her the enormous progress which science 
had made since the days of Plato. He demonstrated clearly and beyond the 
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possibility of a doubt that an average scho::Jlboy of our days knows a great deal 
more than did Socrates or Pythagoras. As to Plato, he was an old imbecile, 
whose intelligence was surpassed even by that of ~1r. Green. 

While Mrs. Honeycomb listened with infinite patience to Mr. Bottler's ex
planations, which she neither understood nor cared to understand, the yearnings 
of her soul carried her mind far away to a more ideal realm, where she hoped to 
find her affinity. Pancho, as he came nearer to his destination, felt a more 
solemn influence pervading his being. He knew that he should now soon stand 
in the awful presence of Captain Bumpkins, the Hierophant, who would unveil 
before him the goddess of Nature, and introduce him to the ~fysterious 
Brotherhood. 

The ship now approached the African coast, and one day the island of 
~Iadagascar was reached, where Mr. Bottler left the ship to go to Tanarivo to 
hunt for his unicorn. He promised that after having accomplished his object 
he would come to Urur to investigate the claims of the followers of the 
lIysterious Brotherhood. 

A few days more and a long blue line was seen, indicating land. Was it a 
part of the Lybian Desert where the sages dwell? Was that grey cloud on the 
western horizon hovering over the city of Kakodumbola, the abode of the 
Adepts? 

Nearer and nearer; now the long hills with forests and houses could be 
plainly distinguished. Then the harbour appeared, and the city beyond, with 
its towers and palaces. Crowds of people were seen to walk about the shore 
watching the steamer, and among the boats that came and approached the ship 
there was one bearing a flag with the letters II S. D. W.," meaning "Society for 
the Distribution of Wisdom," written upon it. 

" Stop!" The heavy engines which had laboured so long and faithfully 
ceased to Viork; a signal was given, and down came the heavy anchor, fastening 
its fangs in the deep. 

The people from the boat of the S. D. W. came on board. They were 
members of that society, venerable Hottentots, Kaffirs, and Zulus, who gave a 
hearty welcome to our friends, and invited them into their boat to go ashore, 
where carriages were awaiting to take them further on to Urur. 

They landed, and Pancho entered a carriage with one of the Zulus. 
" I am exceedingly anxious to make the aC(IUaintance of Captain Bumpkins," 

said Pancho, as they drove along the beach on the road to U rur. 
"We hope," said the Zulu, after some hesitation, "that you will have some 

influence over him." 
" How could I, a mere beginner, have any influence over the Hierophant?" 

asked Pancho astonished. " Is it not far more probable that I will have to sit 
at his feet and listen to his wisdom ? " 

"It is all very well," said the Zulu; "but, speaking confidentially, I will tell 
you that Bumpkins has some little peculiarities, and that we have stood his 
nonsense long enough; even the Hottentots will stand it no longer. We do not 
want to be made the laughing-stock for small boys and servant girls; we can see 
no wisdom in that. He wants us to march through the streets of the city, each 
one to wear a badge and a little flag in his hand. He means well enough; but 
we will not stand his nonsense, we won't I We hope that you will persuade him 
to give it up, or there will be a mutiny. This is all that I am permitted to say." 

FRANZ HARTMANN, M.D 
(fo be cOlltillued.) 
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ttbe £li~tr of tbe lDe"tl. 
(Translated from the German of E. T. A. Hoffmann by William Ashton Ellis.) 

(Continuedfrolll the February Number.) 

• 
CHAPTER VII. 

m; HE dawn broke in many-coloured shafts of light through the painted 
.JL windows of the church. Alone and sunk in contemplation I sat in my 

confessional. Only the steps of the lay·brother who was cleaning the 
church rang through the vaults. A rustling sound near me; I saw a tall, slim 
maiden, clad in strange guise, her face concealed by a long veil. She had 
entered by the side door and approached me to make her confession. Her 
every movement breathed an indescribable grace. As she sank upon her knees 
a deep sigh escaped from her. I felt her warm breath. It was as though an in
toxicating charm was cast around me, even before she spoke! How can I 
describe the wonderful thrilling tone of her voice? Each word tore my breast, 
as she confessed that she harboured a forbidden love, against which she had long 
and vainly striven, and that this love wa~ the more sinful as the object of her 
passion was bound by hply and irrevocable vows; in the madness of hopeless 
despair she had breathed a curse upon these vows. She paused-then, with a 
flood of tears that well-nigh drowned her words, she broke forth: "Th)'se/f, 
Medardus, it is whom I love so madly! " 

My nerves quivered as in the grip of death; I was beside myself; an unknown 
emotion played havoc in my breast; to see her, to press her to me, to perish in 
joyous pain, one moment of this bliss and ever after the eternal torments of 
Hell ! 

She was silent, but I heard her deep-drawn breath. With one despairing 
effort I girded up my strength. What I said I know not, only I know that she 
arose in silence and departed, while I drew my cowl deep over my eyes and, as 
though dazed, remained alone and half-conscious within the confessional. 

Fortunately no one else came into the church, and I was able to 'pass un
noticed to my cell. But how changed all seemed now to me, how trivial and 
how hollow my own set purpose! I had not even seen the face of my strange 
visitor, and yet it lived within my inner vision and gazed on me with its witchery 
of dark-blue eyes, set with pearly tears which fell like hot fire upon my soul and 
kindled flames such as no prayers and not any penance could again extinguish. 
Yet did I chastise myself, torturing myself with bloody scourge, in order to 
escape the everlasting damnation which threatened me, for the raging fire in 
which this strange woman had set me had lit up a flame of sinful desire, hitherto 
unknown, so that I knew not how to save myself from the voluptuous pain. 

An altar in our church was dedicated to Saint Rosalia, and above it was 
depicted her martyr-death. The features of the Saint were those of my beloved; 
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I knew them well, and even the drapery was the fac-simile of that my unknown 
maid had worn. There lay I by the hour, as though reft of my senses, and 
heaved forth terrible wails of desperation, so that the monks fled in horror from 
the spot. In quieter moments I rushed into the cloister-garden, and wherever 
I went I saw her in the distance. She came from out the bushes, she mounted 
with the fountain, she hovered o'er the flowering meadows; everywhere her 
form alone! Then I cursed my vows, my very being! Ollt into the world 
would I forth, never to rest till I had found her, till· I had bought er with th~ 
forfeit of my soul. 

At last I was able at least to moderate the excess of my outbursts in presence 
of the astonished Brothers and the Prior. I would seem more restful, but ever 
more deeply burnt the brand into my heart's core. No sleep, no peace! 
Pursued by her image, I dashed my sides against the planks of my bed and 
called on all the saints-not to preserve me from the tempting phantom that 
haunted me, not to save my soul from eternal destruction, no I-to give to me 
the maid, to loose me from my oath and set me free for my sinful fall ! 

At last my whole soul was set upon one thing, to end my torment by flight 
from the Monastery. Freedom from the cloister vows seemed the one thing 
needful to deliver this woman into my arms and to still the desire that devoured 
me. I determined to disguise myself by shaving off my beard and donning 
worldly clothes, and thus to wander about the city until I found her. I never 
once reflected how difficult, perchance impossible, this might be, nor that I 
could not without money exist perhaps even one day beyond the walls. 

The last day which I intended to pass in the cloister had dawned; by fortune 
I had obtained some !}assable burgher clothing, and with the fall of night I 
meant to leave the Monastery for ever. It was already evening when the Prior 
unexpectedly sent for me. I shuddered, for nothing seemed more sure than 
that he had discovered something of my secret plan. Leonardus received me 
with unwonted solemnity, nay with so imposing a dignity that involuntarily I 
quailed before him. 

"Brother Medardus," began he, •• thy extraordinary behaviour, which I 
attribute to a violent outbreak of that mental excitation which thou hast long 
fostered, and perchance not from the purest motives, is destroying our peaceful 
intercourse. It disturbs that serenity of spirit which I have always endeavoured 
to cherish among the Brothers as the evidence of quiet, pious living. It may 
be that some untoward event which has befallen thee bears all the blame. Thou 
mightest have found consolation from me as thy friend and father in whom 
thou couldst implicitly confide; but thou hast kept silent, and I can the less 
press thee for an avowa~ as now thy secret might rob me of a portion of that 
peace which in myoId age I cherish above all else. Thou hast often, and 
especially before the altar of Saint Rosalia, sadly distressed not only the 
Brothers, but even strangers who have found themselves within the church, by 
the terrible utterances that seem to burst in madness from thee. According to 
the rules of the monastery, I might chastise thee for this harshly; but this will 
I not do, since perchance some evil power, or even the Adversary himself, whom 
thou hast not successfully withstood, is cause of all thy erring, and prompts thee 
but to be more strenuous in thy prayers and fastings. But, mark me well, I can 
see straight into thy soul; thou wouldst be free I" 
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Leonardus's gaze searched through and through me; I could not bear his 
glance, and sobbing cast myself to the ground, overwhelmed with the conscience 
of my wicked purpose. 

Leonardus proceeded: "I understand thee, and I even believe that, better 
than the solitude of the cloister, the world, if only thou wanderest piously 
Ihrough its ways, will heal thee of thy error. A matter concerning our monastery 
demands the presence of a Brother in Rome. I have chosen thee for this 
mission, and to-morrow, armed with full powers and my instructions, thou canst 
set forth on thy journey. Thou art all the more fitted for this business as thou 
art young, robust, and expert in affairs, and art complete master of the Italian 
language. Go now to thy cell; pray fervently for the welfare of thy soul, as I 
will; but give up all thy penances, which would but weaken thee and unfit thee 
for thy journey. With the break of day I wait for thee within this chamber." 

Like a ray from heaven came to me the words of the worthy Leonardus. I 
had hated him, but now, with a delightful pang, ret.urned the love which had 
bound him once to me. I shed hot tears, I pressed his hands unto my lips. 
He embraced me, and it seemed to me as though he knew my inmost thoughts 
and yielded me the freedom to follow out the destiny which might perchance 
fling me, after a few short moments of bliss, into everlasting ruin. 

My flight was now unnecessary; I might openly leave the cloister, and follow 
without ceasing her without wilOm there was now no rest and no salvation for 
me on earth. The journey to Rome, the embassy, seemed to me but a device 
of the Prior to free me from the monastery in decent fashion. 

That night I spent in prayer and in preparations for my journey. I filled a 
wicker-bound flask with the remnatlt of the miraculous wine for future use, and 
replaced its original receptacle within the casket. 

I was not a little surprised when I l.earnt from the lengthy instructions of the 
Prior that my mission to Rome was no mere pretext, and that the occurrence 
which demanded the presence of a Brother as a plenipotentiary was one of 
grave importance. It fell as a heavy weight upon my heart, for I had thought 
to give myself unreservedly to my new freedom with the first step outside the 
cloister. Yet her image gave me fresh courage, and I resolved to remain true 
to my own plan. 

The Brothers were all assembled, and the parting from them, especially from 
Leonardus, gave me the deepest sorrow. But at last the monastery gate was 
closed behind me, and I had set forth on my long journey into Freedom. 

PA:i.T II. 

ENTRANCE ON THE WORLD. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

VEILED in blue mist the monastery lay below me in the valley; the fresh morning 
breeze wafted through the air to me the pious hyinns of the Brothers. Involun
tarily I joined my voice to theirs. In rosy flames the sun arose behind the 
city, its golden glitter glancing through the trees; like glowing diamonds the 
dewdrops fell on myriads of gaily-painted insects, who circled round in buzzing 
concert. The birds awoke and fluttered through the wood, singing songs of 
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gladness and caressing one another for very joy. A band of peasant-lads and 
bright-dressed lasses came up the hill. "Praised be Jesus Christ!" they cried 
to me in passing; "To all eternity," I answered. 

I felt as though a new day, full of joy and freedom and thousand happi
nesses, were breaking on my life. Never before had my spirits been so mirthful; 
I seemed to be a different being, and, as though endowed with newly-wakened 
force, I rushed down through the forest. 

I asked a peasant whom I met to direct me to the place which was marked on 
my itinerary as my first sleeping station; he pointed to a footpath branching off 
from the highway, through the hills. I had already journeyed a considerable 
distance before the thought of my unknown maid and my fantastic plan for 
seeking her recurred to me. But her picture was blurred as though by some 
strange unknown power, so that only by an effort could I recognize the dim, 
disfigured traits; the more I strove to hold the vision in my mind, the more it 
faded into mist. Only my extravagant behaviour in the monastery, after that 
mysterious occurrence, stood clear before my eyes. It was incomprehensible 
even to myself, that the Prior should have borne with me in patience, and sent 
me forth into the world, in place of well-deserved chastisement. I almost 
convinced myself that the appearance of the fair unknown was but a vision 
resulting from too great strain of mind, and instead of ascribing the traitorous 
phantasm to the ever-watchful persecution of the Adversary, as once I should 
have done, I laid its blame on my own over-strung senses; for the circumstance 
that the stranger was clad just like Saint Rosalie seemed to show that the 

speaking likeness of the Saint, which could easily be seen from my confessional, 
had a great share in the matter. I was deeply moved by the wisdom of the 
Prior, who had chosen the very means for curing me, since, cribbed within the 
cloister-walls, always surrounded with the self-same objects, and ever devoured 
by the broodings of my heart, that vision, borrowing more vivid colours from 
my solitude, might well have driven me to madness. More and more enamoured 
with the idea that this was but a dream, I could scarce refrain from laughing 
at myself, and, overcome with unwonted frivolity, I jeste<i with myself on the 
thought that I had presumed to choose a Saint for temptress, and even to ima
gine myself a second Saint Anthony. 

I had journeyed for some days among the mountains, between stern, tower
ing pinnacles of rock, and across narrow rustic bridges, beneath which the forest 
torrents rushed; more desolate and more toilsome grew the way. It was high 
noon; the sun beat fierce upon my unprotected head; I parched with thirst, 
but no spring was near, nor could I reach the hamlet I was seeking. Prostrate, 
I sat myself upon a boulder, and could no longer resist the temptation to draw a 
draught from the wicker flask, though I would fain preserve my precious liquor 
as long as possible. New force glowed through my veins; refreshed and 
strengthened, I set forth once more to reach my nearing goal. 

Denser and denser grew the pine forest; in its deepest recess I heard a rust
ling sound, and immediately thereon I heard the neighing of a haltered steed. 
I pressed a few steps forward, and shrunk back in terror as I found myself upon 
the brink of a fearful abyss, beneath which, between jagged slabs of stone, a 
torrent hissed and foamed on its course, with a sound of thunder that I had 
hea~d while yet far off. 
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At the very edge of this precipice, upon a jutting crag of rock, there sat a 
young man in uniform, his hat with its high tuft of feathers, his sword and his 
pocket-case lying beside him. His whole body bent forward over the abyss, he 
seemed to have fallen asleep, and each moment he sank to a more perilous position. 
His fall was thus inevitable. I ventured forward; seizing him with my hand to 
hold him back, I shouted loud "For Christ's sake, awake I For Christ's 
sake I" 

As soon as I touched him he jumped up, aroused from his deep sleep; but at 
the same moment, losing his balance, he fell into the gulf and dashed from crag 
to crag. his mangled limbs splintering with cruel crash. His piercing cries re
echoed from the immeasurable depth, until at last only a muffled sound was 
borne aloft, and this too died away. 

Stupefied by terror and amaze, I stood awhile, and then took up the hat, the 
sword, and letter-case, and would have rushed from the fatal spot; but a young 
man, clad like a hunter, rushed from the wood to meet me. He gazed first 
searchingly upon my face, and then began to laugh so immoderately that an ice
cold shudder shook my frame. 

At last he spoke: ")iy gracious master, the disguise is magnificent. If the 
adorable lady had not been warned beforehand, indeed she would not recognize 
her sweetheart. But where have you thrown your uniform, my worthy 
count? " 

"I threw it into the torrent," answered a dull, hollow voice from within me. 
It was not I who spoke the words, for they came unbidden from my lips. Ab
sorbed within myself, my eyes turned only to the precipice; in dread lest the 
corpse of the Count should rise and confront me, I stood there mute. It 
seemed as though I had committed murder; but still I held the hat and 
sword and letter-case in firm-clasped grip. 

The young man went on: "Now, my gracious master, I will take the 
bridle-path to the town, and hold myself in readiness, in the house beside 
the left-hand gate. You must go straight down to the castle, where some 
one is already awaiting you. I will take the hat and rapier with me." 

I handed both to him. 
" Adieu, Sir Count! Good luck at the castle!" cried the young man, and 

singing and whistling he disappeared in the thicket. I heard him loose his 
steed and take his way. 

CHAPTER IX. 

As soon as I had recovered from my stupefaction, and could think over the 
occurrence, I saw that I was the plaything of some curious chance that had 
thrust me all at once into the strangest of relations. It was clear to me that 
some remarkable similarity of my features with those of the unhappy Count 
had deceived his servant, and that the dead man must have selected the disguise 
of a Capucin monk for sake of some adventure in the neighbouring chateau. 
Death had overtaken him, and at the same time forced myself into his place. 
An inward irresistible impulse, the wiII of this strange destiny, to carryon the 
role of this young Count, overcame my every scruple, and hushed the inner 
voice which accused me of murder and of an ill-intent. I opened the portfolio; 
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letters and notes for considerable sums fell into my hand. I wished to go 
through the papers and read the letters one by one, in order to aCl~uaint myself 
with the history of the Count; but my inward unrest, and the mad rush of a 
thousand new ideas storming through my brain, permitted it not. 

After a few steps I paused again and rested on a block of stone, in order to 
regain a quieter frame of mind, for I plainly saw the danger of rushing at once, 
so unprepared, into a fresh circle of experiences. 

The cheerful sound of horns came through the wood, and the joyous cry of 
many voices came nearer and ever nearer. My heart beat loud within my 
bosom, and my breath came fast as I felt that now a new world and a new mode 
of life was opening out before me. 

I hid myself in a narrow passage of the rock that led me at last to a steep 
decline, from whence I could see, in the valley below, a stately castle. This 
~ust be the scene of the adventure on which the Count was bent, and gallantly 
I went towards it. 

I soon found myself within the park that surrounded the castle. Walking in 
a shady valley I saw two men, one of whom was clad like a lay-brother. They 
approached me, but without observing they passed me by, absorbed in deep 
converse. The secular was a youth, whose fair features were blanched with the 
deadly pallor of gnawing care; the other, whose plain dress yet bore the mark 
of distinction, appeared to be a man advanced in years. They sat down upon 
a bench of stone, with their backs turned to me, but so close that I could hear 
every word they uttered. 

"Hermogen," said the older man, "you are bringing despair upon your 
family by your stubborn silence. Your moroseness is increasing every day; 
your youthful strength is broken, and the bloom of health is fading fast away. 
Your resolve to adopt a spiritull calling shatters all the hopes and wishes of 
your father! Yet would he gladly cast aside these hopes if only a real inner 
call, an irresistible bent to solitude, had fostered this decision from your youth 
up; he would not then attempt to strive with the decree of fate. But the 
sudden change of your whole nature shows only too plainly that some occur
rence. on which you preserve an obstinate silence, has shaken your inner soul 
in dreadful mode, and still pursues its deadly work. You were once a bright, 
ingenuous youth, full of the joy of life. What is it that can have so estranged 
you from humankind that you despair to find within a human breast the balm 
for your sick soul? You answer not; you stare vacantly before you; you sigh, 
Hermogen? Once you loved your father above all else; now, though even it 
be impossible to you to unveil your heart to him, at least spare him the pain of 
seeing this garb which indicates your terrible purpose! I beseech you, 
Hermogen, cast off this hateful garment! Believe me, there lurks a hidden 
force in these externals. Since I am sure there can be no misunderstanding 
between us, you will not be offended with me when I remind you how often it 
happens that an actor, once dressed for his part, yields easily to the impressions 
of the character he must play, as though incited by some foreign spirit. 
Let me speak more in my usual way, and use a lighter tone than may seem fit 
to you. Can you not conceive that, if this long robe did not compel your gait to 
gloomy gravity, you would once more step forward fresh and blithesome, and 
leap and spring as was your wont? The glitter of the epaulettes which once 
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adorned your shoulders would cast again the g:owof youth upon these blanched 
cheeks-the clinking spurs, like swet:t music, would sound to cheer the mettled 
steed that neighed to greet you, curvetting for joy, and arching down its neck 
in homage to its dear-loved master. Up, .Baron! off with the dismal garb that 
suits you not! Shall Frederick go to fetch your uniform?" 

The old man arose and would have departed, but the youth fell on his neck. 
" Ah! how you torture me, Reinhold," cried he, in halting tones; "you pain 

me unspeakably. Alas! the more you try to strike the chords within my breast 
that once responded in harmony to your touch, the more I feel the iron grip of 
fate which has crushed out all their music, and turned them all, as in a broken 
lute, to discord! " 

" So it seems to you, dear Baron," replied the other; "you talk of some 
dread destiny that has overtaken you; but whence its origin, you say not. But 
sure, a youth like yourself, full of inner strength, in the first flush of manhood's 
vigour, must well be able to ward off that iron grasp of destiny, and, as though 
illuminated with the divine light of nature, rise above the decrees of fate, and 
thus awakening and enkindling his higher self, must mount above the sordid 
cares of life. Baron, I know"no destiny that has the might to crush to death 
this inner Will." 

Hermogen stepped back a little, and, staring at the older man with a defiant 
look of secret scorn, that had something appalling in its glance, he cried in 
hollow, muffled tones: 

" Know then that I myself am the Nemesis that crushes out myself, that a 
terrible sin is weighing on me, a shameful crime that I atone in misery and in 
despair. Therefore," be pitiful, and pray my father that he open to me the 
cloister gates! " 

" Baron," answered the old man, "you are in a condition of mind that 
indicates a nature totally unstrung. You must not leave us, you dare not part. 
To-day the Baroness returns with Aurelie; and they must see you." 

The young man laughed, a laugh of terrible contempt, and cried in a voice 
that rang through all my body: 

" Must I? Must I stay? In sooth, old friend, your words are true; I must 
remain, and~my penance here will be more fearful than within the mute and 
lonely walls!" 

With these words he sprang into the shrubbery and left the older man, who 
stood, his head propped by one hand, the picture of unutterable grief. 

"Blessed be the Lord Jesus Christ!" I said in greeting tones. 
He started, looking at me in wonder; yet the next moment he seemed to 

recognize my advent as something for which he was already prepared, and said: 
"Surely, reverend Sir, it is you whose visit the Baroness has some time 

promised us, in consolation of this mourning family." 
As I assented, Reinhold resumed at once the cheerfulness of mood that 

seemed his chief characteristic. We wandered through the beauties of the park, and 
came at last to a leafy bower adjoining the castle, in face of which the whole fair 
panorama of the mountains lay expanded. Upon his call a servant, who was 
just leaving the doorway of the castle, came to us, and soon a sumptuous break
fast was spread out. Whilst we were clinking our brimming glasses, it seemed 
to me that Reinhold observed me with growing attention, as though he were 
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taxing his memory for some 'half-forgotten occurrence. At la,t he broke the 
silence: r 

" Heavens above, my reverend master! If I am not much mistaken, you 
must be Father Medardus, from the Capucin monastery in B--. Yet how 
were that possible? But, nay, it is so. You are certainly the Father Medardu,. 
Only tell me ! " 

As though a lightning-flash had struck me, my every nerve thrilled at Reinhold's 
words. I saw myself discovered, unmasked, and accused of murder; yet my 
desperation gave me strength, for it was now a question of life or death. " I 
certainly am Father ~fedardus, from the monastery in B--, and at present am 
journeying with full powers to Rome," this I said with all the composure it was 
possible for me to simulate. 

"Is it, then, a mere chance," said Reinhold, "that you have strayed from the 
high road and found our C<'1.stle, or how is it that' the Baroness has made your 
acquaintance and sent you here? " 

Without knowing what I uttered, and blindly following the dictates of an inner 
voice that whispered me the words, I said, "Upon my journey, I met the con
fessor of the Baroness, and he begged me to fulfil an errand in this house." 

" It is true," resumed Reinhold; "that is what the Baroness wrote us. Heaven 
be thanked that it has led you on this path, for the salvation of the house, and 
that, as a devout and trusty man, you have been pleased to interrupt your journey, 
here to execute a deed of good. Some years ago, I was by chance in B--, 
and heard the words of comfort that you let fall from the pulpit, in truly heaven
sent inspiration. I trust to your piety, your manifest calling to bring healing to 
lost souls with fervent zeal, and to your noble inborn eloquence, to accomplish 
that in which we all have failed. I am glad that I have come across your path 
before you had met the Baron. I will use this opportunity to make you ac
quainted with the history of this family, concealing nothing; as is my duty to you, 
most reverend sir, to a holy man whom Heaven itself would seem to have sent 
us for our consolation. I must, therefore, in order to give your efforts the right 
direction, tell you at least the outline of much on which I otherwise would 
gladly have kept silence." 

(To be continued) 

-, 
UNIVERSAL PROVERBS. 

The wolf changes his coat but not his nature. 

\Vhat good is soap to a negro, and advice to a fool? 

God builds the nest of the blind bird. 

The eye is a window which looks into the heart. 

He who is far from the eye is far from the heart. 

The young of the raven appears to it a nightingale. 

The dog barks, but the caravan passes on. 
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ttbeosopbtcal Bctt"Uies. 
-+-

~HE BUDDHIST, our new journal at Colombo, NO.4 (the loth Ptlra 

.Jib Dllrll/II, 2432 A.D., of Buddha) writes: 

" It is with heartfelt joy that we announce that the veteran President of the T. S. is 
expected to reach Colombo on Sunday the [3th of this (Feb.) month. . .. He is on 
his way to confer with and assist our Brother Buddhists in Japan, where we trust that 
his presence will have the effect of checking the recent tendency towards the adoption 
of the Western heresies. We quarrel with no man for changing his faith upon sincere 
conviction; but our Japanese friends have been contemplating Christianity not as a 
religion, but merely as an aid to mercantile speculation, and it is right that their eyes 
should be opened to the awful consequences that may follow from playing with fire. 
\Ve most loyally wish our revered President· Founder all succc;ss on his errand of 
mercy; and we trust that his mission will draw into closer bonds of love brothers who 
at present know too little of one another. All who love our LORD and His Law will 
join in a hearty welcome to our brave leader. . .. He will leave for Yokohama on 
the [7th of this month." 

Again we find in the issue of the 2nd A11a Duru/ll, 2432 A.D.B. (or 
Feb. 18th, 1889) of the same excellent little weekly of our Buddhist 
brethren of Ceylon, an account of our President's visit to Colombo. 

"The days spent by the Pre~ident in Colombo were full of official work. He held 
the Anniversary of the local Branch and election of officers; organized the new Ceylon 
section, distributed the prizes to the Buddhist English High School, and delivered an 
address to the invited guests ; gave a lecture in our Headquarters Hall; transacted 
very important financial business connected with the Branch Society's real estate ; 
breakfasted with his old friends, Mr. Arnachalam, the Hindoo Registrar·General, and 
the Hon. Mr. Ramanathan, Tamil member of the Governor's Council; had several 
interviews with the High Priest Sumangala; and attended to other Society affairs. 
At our Colombo Headquarters, facing the charming lake, two very clever Japanese 
priests are living, one sent by the erudite Akamatz, of the Monto sect, to study Pali 
under Sumangala, the other by Professor Max Muller's favourite pupil, Bunyu ~anjio, 
to learn Sanscrit under Pandit Batwantudawe. Their education finished, they are to 
return to Japan with sets of the Sinhalese Buddhist Scriptures, and devote themselves 
to the comparative study of the sacred books of the Northern and Southern canons. 
Thus has our Society served as the bridge over which will pass to and fro the most 
learned priests of the Mahayana and Hinayana-the "Greater Vehicle" and the 
"Lesser Vehicle "-to exchange views ab(>ut the primitive teaching of BUDDH.-\. 
SAKYA:\IUNI, a rapprochement unknown since the great schism at the Vaisali Council 
two thousand one hundred years ago, which resulted in the formation of the two major 
bodies, the Northern and Southern Churches. In view of this impressive fact it is 
not unreasonable to count upon results of great moment from the President's first, tour in 
Japan. As he began his Ceylon work by convening, at Galle, a council of Priests of 
the Siam and Amarapura sects, so he hopes to be able to call a similar one lof the 
forty sects into which Japanese Buddhism is said to be divided. All good wishes 
attend him." 

OUT revered President· Founder left these shores upon his mission to Japan on the 
Gay following the full·moon·day. His departure was quite dramatic. It fortunately 
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happened (quite without pre-arrangement) that the Right Reverend High Priest 
Sumangala was preaching at the Theosophical Hall on that evening, and the noble old 
Colonel and his young companion, Mr. Dhammapala Hevavitarana, entered the Hall 
and solemnly took Pansil just before starting. The High Priest, after reciting the 
Pali Sutra which he had chosen as his text, spoke a few hearty words of friendly 
farewell to the voyagers before commencing his sermon. He said :-

"Once when our LORD BUDDHA wished to send some one to preach his LAW to 
unknown and foreign nations, an Arahat named Punna Thero, who was noted for his 
kindliness and long-suffering, offered himself for the service. Our LORD said to 
him:-

" • Supposing that when you preach to foreign and savage nations, the people, 
instead of hearing you gratefully, should revile you and heap abusive language upon 
you; what would be your feelings towards them?' 

" Punna Thero replied :-

" , LORD, I should feel kindly and gratefully towards them, because they abused me 
only, but did not hustle or assault me.' 

". But supposing that they proceeded to hustle and assault you, what then?' con
tinued our LORD. 

'" LORD, I should still feel kindly and 'gratefully towards them, because, though 
they assaulted me, they yet did not injure me with weapons.' 

" 'But if they did injure you with weapons, what then? ' asked our Master. 
". LORD, I should still feel kindly and gratefully towards them, in that although they 

thus injured me, they did not kill me.' 
" , But if they even proceeded to kill you, what would your feelings be? ' 
" 'LORD, I should still feel kindly and gratefully towards them, because, having 

injured me so severely, they did not leave me to linger in agony and desire death 
in vain.' 

"Then said our Blessed Lord: 'Go forth and preach, and prosper in your work; for 
you are indeed fit to carry My law among the heathen.' 

" Now Colonel Olcott is not yet an Arahat, nor are the people to whom he is going 
to preach heathen; they are Buddhists -followers of the same glorious LORD whom 
we obey, though perhaps it has not been their good fortune to preserve His Teaching 
as pure, as unaffected by outer influences, as we in this favoured island have been able 
to do. But yet Colonel Olcott possesses many of those qualities which so highly 
distinguished Punna Thero of old. He has frequently been abused, and his noble work 
unappreciated, but he has sho~n that he knows how to return good for evil, and to 
treat his bitterest opponents with kindness and forbearance. He is the only person 
who could undertake and successfully carry out this missionary work for Buddhism j 

it is well therefore that our Japanese brothers have heard of the great good that he 
has done for our religion, and have sent for him to help them also, 

" And his companion, Mr. Dhammapala Hevavitarana, who, at an age when young 
men usually think of nothing but their own enjoyment, has devoted his whole life to 
the service of our glorious religion, is worthy to share the high honour of his task, and 
to be the first Sinhalese who sets foot upon the shore of Japan. 

" My parting advice to them as they leave us for their noble work is that, in whatever 
danger or difficulty they may find themselves, they will never forget the Three Gems 
they have taken for their Guide, and in whose strength they go forth-the LORD, the 
LAw, the ORDER; and I would charge them to bear in mind our Master's words:-

which means :-

Akkodltena jiltt kodltan 
Asadltun sadhuna jine. 

Overcome anotht"r's envy by your kindness j 

Overcome bad people by yourlgoodness. 
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" I invoke upon their heads all the blessing of the devas, and I ask you all to speed 
them on their way with your l>eartiest good wishes." 

The Hall was crowded to excess, but the entire assembly rose with one accord, and 
so, with the solemn blessing of the greatest Priest of the Southern Church, and amid 
the ringing cheers of their Buddhist brothers, our beloved President and his young 
companion passed forth to work which has been given them to do. 

History repeats itself. The rise and triumph of Christianity and its 
general spread in the West were due originally to a purely political 
exigency. While remaining to his death a devoted heathen, Constantine 
enforced the creed of the Nazarene sect upon his army and people, and 
made of it a state religion. The fall and decadence of Christianity will 
be due, as Karmic effect, to the same cause, and Christian constitutional 
Sovereigns will have perhaps at no distant day to make away with 
priests and Churches for the same political reasons as those which guided 
the wily Constantine. The hand of the great Law of Retribution is 
already at work. How low the fundamental idea that underlies the 
teachings of Christ has now fallen is instanced in what is going on at the 
present moment in Japan. Christianity is advocated there, not because 
of its ethics, not because it is regarded as the olle re7'ealed religion, or 
e\·en the best; but the conversion-in this case pCY7!ersioll, surely-of a 
whole nation is contemplated simply as a trade commodity, the price 
paid for the right of standing in the same rank as the European 
nations. It is by such a suicidal step that this misguided and truly 
benighted, though clever and good, people hopes to reach the same level 
of civilization as we have attained. That they would reach at the same 
time all the moral degradation of our centres of civilization does not 
seem to have entered their dazed minds. The real motive that prompts 
some of their leaders is confessed with praiseworthy sincerity by some 
Japanese literati and publicists, and the slap on the face of Christianity 
is received by the servants of Christ with rapturous joy. "Is it advisable 
to embrace the religion of Europe and America?" ask some politicians. 
It is, answer the greatest Materialists of Japan. The whole question is 
in a nutshell, and we find it stated in a small paragraph of a daily: 

"Those connected with the movement say that Christian dogmas are a bitter pill to 
swallow, but advise that it be swallowed promptly for the sake of the after effects. 
Mr. Fukuzawa, a well· known writer, urges this course, although he says he takes no 
personal interest whatever in religion, and knows nothing of the teaching of 
Christianity: but he sees that it is the creed of the most hi\l"hly civilised nations. 
To him religion is only a garment, to be put on or taken off at pleasure, but he thinks 
it prudent that Japan should wear the same dress as her neighbours, with whom she 
desires to stand well. Professor Toyama, of the Imperial University, has published 
a work to support this view. He holds that Chinese ethics must be replaced by 
Christian ethics, and that the benefits to be derived from the introduction of 
Christianity are: (I) The improvement of music; (2) union of sentiment and feeling, 
leading to harmonious co·operation ; and (3) the furnishing a medium of intercourse 
between men and women. 
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Oh, poor purblind J aps I But :-

.. Mr. Kata, the late President of the Imperial University, who says that religion is 
not needed for the educated, and confesses his dislike to all religions equally. urges the 
introduction of religious teaching IDto the Government schools, on the ground that the 
unlearned in Japan have had their faith in old moral standards shaken, and that there 
is now a serious lack of moral sentiment among the masses. Among the replies to 
this is one by a Mr. Sugiura, who is described as 'a diligent student of Western 
philosophy for many years.' He speaks of the specially marked lack of religious 
feeling and sentiment in his countrymen: The Japanese, he says, have no taste for 
religion whatever, and it is impossible that they should ever become a religious peopie. 
The youth of Japan, he argues, being free from the thraldom of creeds, and free to 
act according to reason, are so far in advance of Europeans, and instead of talking 
about adopting a foreign religion Japanese should go abroad and preach their religion 
of reason to foreign countries. Other writers urge the same views." 

The second proposition is an improved notion and we hope it will 
pass. The voyage of our President to Japan may yet become fruitful 
of events and help in this later amendment. In the matter of ethics and 
common morality, European nations are undeniably below the level, not 
only of Japan, but of India and every other uncivilized country. It is a 
boast of Church and civilization that Christian grace has softened the 
hearts of men and reformed barbarous customs. Facts and centuries of 
experience prove this to be a boast truly, and nothing else. Ideal 
Christianity or the Gnosticism of a Mardon or Valentinus would have 
softened the rude customs of barbarous ages and have been an improve
ment of the imtey man, such as he was during the period of the 
decadence of Rome. Church Christianity, however, helped by the fatal 
law of yeveysion to original types, caused only the outward bearing of 
the physical man to assume a more polished and therefore less sincere 
demeanour than shown by the barbarian of old; and civilization, while 
putting on the mask of Christian humility, has led the European nations 
back to all the moral dissolution, sensuality, crime, and cruelty of the 
polished Roman, but to none of the virtues of the rude Spartan. Out
ward leprosy has disappeared from the surface to work the more actively 
inwardly. The combination of pagan * rites and metaphysical ideas 
(now transformed into the Church dogmas and symbolism) with Gnostic 
Christianity euhemerized, has justified fully the wisdom of the reply 
to the disciples of John the Baptist; namely, that" men do not put 
their new wine into old bottles; else the bottles break and the wine 
runneth out." The pagan bottles of the Churches. have broken, and 
shown their true origin thereby; and the wine of Christ is running out 
and spilling as fast as it can. Christianity has now become purely 
geographical; and the worst animal, bestial instincts in man seem to 
strengthen with every new step we take in civilization. Let us, then, 
have the Japs come to Europe by all means, and preach to it Buddhist 

ViM An. Tiu RODts of Ritllalism in Cllllnh and Mas",.,.,. 
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morality. Any ism is better than all the licentiousness of the centuries 
of Caligula, Nero, and Messalina under the mask of mock Christianity 
and cant-that sickening Pecksniffianism of our modem day I 

A NEW BRANCH AT SINGAPORE. 

[We have just received the following letter.] 
., You will be glad to learn that a Branch of the Theosophical Society was formed 
in Singapore, where Colonel Olcott stopped a little over a day on his way to 
Japan. The Sinhalese Buddhists, who are settlers of the place, came in a body 
and welcomed him. At the house of Mr. P. B. de Silva, a well known mer
chant, Colonel Olcott addressed those assembled upon the usefulness of united 
action in working for the interests of Buddhism, and by his persuasiveness the 
Buddhists were so much moved that immediately a Branch was formed; and as 
this is composed of all Sinhalese, Colonel Olcott directed that the Branch be 
included in the Ceylon Section, which already has ten branches. Colonel 
Olcott, Mr. Zensiro Noguchi, the Japanese Delegate, and myself left Singapore 
on the 24th instant, amidst the good wishes and blessings of those Sinhalese 
Buddhists. 

"Like the Princess of the fairy tales, who, as she goes along, drops pearls from 
her mouth, so Colonel Olcott seems to drop pearls of good words, winning the 
people to his side and forming fresh branches of the T. S. 

"From the letters and telegrams that have been received from Japan, Mr. 
Nugochi thinks that Colonel OlcQtt will have an enthusiastic reception from his 
countrymen, who are eagerly waiting to hear what the Colonel has to say. 

"We have on board the good steamer Djimnah as fellow passengers three 
young Cambodian noblemen, who are returning home after an absence of three 
years in Paris, where they have been prosecuting their studies in French. From 
all that I hear from them there is a probability of Colonel Olcott's receiving an 
invitation from the King of Cambodia-who is a devoted and staunch Buddhist 
-to visit his country. There exists such a close relationship between Cam
bodia and Buddhist Ceylon, that it is only right that the friend and regenerator 
of Ceylon Buddhism should be invited to the court of a King who has all 
along taken an interest in the religion of our country. Ceylon is destined to 
become the central point of union between the Northern and Southern Churches 
of Buddhism, and the venerable Sumangala Nayaka Thero in his Sanskrit 
letter to the Japanese Buddhists, which Colonel Olcott takes with him to Japan, 
to add dignity to his mission, expresses this hope. 

" As I have remarked in a letter to The ,Theosophist, it is a wonderful fact 
that after the Northern and Southern Churches have been dissevered for 2,200 
years-since the great schism which separated Buddhism into the so-called 
Greater and Lesser Vehicles-our young Theosophical Society, a stripling born 
out of the womb of Destiny only 14 years ago (two 7's), should by some magical 
influence or other be made, perhaps, the link of gold to re-unite them into one 
stupendous Church! Who can tell? And one thing must be born in mind, 
that this trip to Japan, with all its results, is, as Mr. Nugochi said in his Madra 
speech to the Convention, a consequence of Colonel Olcott's success in Ceylon. 

DHARMAPALA HEVAVITARANA." 
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"THOU SHALT NOT BEAR FALSE WITNESS •••. " 

THE God-fearing and truth-speaking padris of India and their pals in England are 
once more at work. The bitter truths uttered by Mr. Caine in his" Letters from 
India," about the failure of Christian proselytizing in the East, have touched a sore 
place in the heart of the wily dissenters. As a result we find in the "Methodist 
Times," a fiat denial sprinkled with the spice of pious falsehoods of that which is a 
patent fact to everyone in, or out of, India. 

The statement that instead of becoming Christian converts the educated youths of 
India join "the Brahmo,or the Arya Somaj, or become Theosophists" cut the" men of 
God" to the quick. Hence a cunning thrust in the direction of Theosophy-a thrust 
in the vacuum, of course-and a: shower of pious mistatements. Says the " Methodist 
Times": "since the publication by the Rev. G. Patterson ..•. of the truth (?) about 
Mme. Blavatsky, theosophy has been little more than the butt and laughing stock of 
all India." This is why, we must suppose, the number of the" Fellows of the T. S."
since that failure of the Age, the attempt in Tire Ckrislian Collece Macazine to expose 
those whom the meek missionaries hate and fear-has more than doubled in India, 
tripled "in Europe, and quintupled in America? Alas for poor Yorick-Patterson! The 
attempt was speedily followed by an Address to the slandered victim, signed by several 
hundreds of the students oj/Ire sa",e Ckn's/ian Col/ece oj Madras, who protested 
against the foul calumny. If the disproofs brought forward by the Methodists against 
Mr. Caine's assertions are as truthful as this statement and those others saying that 
Mme. B. was "co",pelled to become an exile from India," and therefore the T. S. rivah 
no longer Mormonism" (? I)-then Mr. Caine must feel secure. "Let God be true 
but every man a liar" is the Pauline precept carried out literally by most of the 
Missionary organs and those of the Methodists especially. Of course, if the necessity 
for missions at all "hath more abounded through my (their) lie," what have the 
.. infidels" to say? Perhaps, however, there are still a few genuine Christians left who 
may think otherwise. There are those who would prefer seeing the Indian Padris
the white ants of religion-girding their loins to tum homeward rather than disgracing 
Christianity as they do. An honest infidel is surely preferable to a lying and slandering 
Missionary: and of such there is a terrible percentage"among those who claim to do 
their Christian duty. 

THE CAMBRIDGE LODGE OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 
AT a Council meeting of the Cambridge Lodge T. S., held on February 17th, 
Mrs. Passingham resigned her position as President, and Mrs. Gillig that of 
Secretary of the Lodge, in consequence of their approaching departure from 
Cambridge, both remaining Fellows of the Society at large. 

The above resignations were duly accepted with many expressions of regret. 
Mr. C. V. Naidu was proposed as President by Mr. Rogers, seconded by Mr. 

Heaton, and unanimously elected. It was proposed by Mr. Naidu, seconded 
by Mr. Heaton, and carried unanimously that Mr. Rogers be Vice-President, 
vi" Mr. Naidu elected President, and that Mr. Edge be Secretary and 
Treasurer. 

At a subsequent meeting held on February 24th, the above resolutions were 
confirmed. 

Thus the officers for the year 1889 are :
President, Mr. C. V. Naidu, Downing College. 
Vice-President, Mr. Rogers, Caius College. 
Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. Edge, King's Collegf'~ 
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THEOSOPHY IN SWEDEN. 

A THEOSOPHICAL LODGE was founded in Stockholm on the 17th February, 1889, 
under the name of "The Swedish Branch of the Theosophical Society." 

The members of the branch meet on the second Sunday of every month 
(except June, July and August), at 16. Jacobsgatan, where also the lodge library 
is accessible to members. 

Every member. pays 5 Kr. per year. for the formation of the library and 
other expenses. 

The branch proposes to issue transbtlcns of Theosophical literature and to 
hold lectures and discussions. 

Officers of the lodge :-
President, Dr. Gustaf Zander. 
Vice-President, Baron Victor Pfeiff. 
Secretary, Dr. A. F. Akerberg 
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. A. Cederschiold. 
Treasurer, Mr. Emil Zander. 

Books already translated into Swedish :

The Occull World. 
Incidenls in Ihe Life of Madame 

Blavalsky. 
Esoleric Buddhism. 
Buddhisl Calechism. 
Light of Asia. 

Dealh and Aflerwards. 
Light on lhe Palh. 
Jehoshua. 
Magic, While and Blade. 
Mystery of Ihe Ages. 

'Re"tewe . 
• 

THE WANDERINGS OF OISIN AND OTHER POEMS.-

THE Ossianic legends naturally form an important part of the lyrics of the 
I West of Europe. Present in Scotland, Ireland, Cornwall, and Brittany, 

their apparent absence in Wales can only be accounted for on the theory 
that in the Principality medi;eval songs are preserved, while the more archaic 
ones have perished through the lapse of time. Perhaps the Ossianic legends 
have suffered most through the indiscreet efforts of Macpherson, who preserved 
the northern Gaelic aspect of the legends in a peculiarly improbable manner, though 
Napoleon the Great is said to have admired Macpherson's Ossian, which may 
account for some of his defeats. Dr. Johnson, however, disposed of his claims 
in the celebrated words: "I thought your book an imposture j I think it an im
posture still." (Boswell's "Life of Johnson," ed. 1847, p. 430.) And the verdict of 
posterity has confirmed the opinion of the great lexicographer. Fergus McIn
tyre, in Walter Scott's novel of the .. Antiquary" (ch. XXx.), gives us a fair speci
men of a dialogue that a Caledonian St. Patrick is supposed to have had with 

• By W. B. YEATS. KItGAN PAI1L. 
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Oisin, and the contest which took place between the advocates of the Christian 
and Druidical forms of theology. To our mind this dialogue is much more 
natural than the similar passages which exist in the same author's "Harold the 
Dauntless," or in Longfellow. Mr. Swinburne has attempted the same line of 
thought. However, we have a volume before us that deals with the whole sub
ject of St. Patrick and Oisin, from one who combines the character of a ripe 
scholar of Irish tradition, folk-lore, poesy, and history, with that of an original 
and powerful poet, whose contributions to English verse will, ere long, receive 
their meet reward. Part of the work is on the Ossianic dialogue, in which the 
mythical St. Patrick (" Little Peter," a pure diminutive) holds a conversation 
with Oisin. the latter expressing the history of his sins, weakness, and blindness. 
Oisin reverts in the day of his death away from Christianity, to the thoughts of 
his forefathers. There are many who, in more modern days, do the same, and 
return to the ancient secret faith of their ancestry. We see this at the death
bed of most Jews who have joined the Christian religion. Here we cannot do 
more than give two verses to show the tone of Mr. Yeats'versification. 

PATRICK. 

II On the red, flaming stones, without refuge, the li~bs of the Fenians are 
tost; 

No live man goes thither, and no man may war with the strong spirits 
wage, 

But weep thou, and wear thou the flags with thy knees, for thy soul that is 
lost, 

For thy youth without peace, and thy years with the demons, and the 
godless fires of thine age." 

OISIN • 

.. Ah me! to be old without succour, a show unto children, a stain, 
Without laughter, a coughing, alone with remembrance and fear, 

All emptied of purple hours as a beggar's cloak in the rain. 
As a grass seed crushed by a pebble, as a wolf sucked under a weir." 

Other verses are of equal merit, but in a far different style. "Time and the 
witch Vivien" is a ghastly poem, redolent with the higher knowledge of human 
nature, and re!>embles one of Antoine Wiertz's pictures done into verse. "Mos
cula" is pretty, and reminds one of Longfellow's" Spanish Student." Students 
of the Spanish drama are familiar with the manner in which a small number of 
actors perform many things. The plays of Calderon are better examples than 
those of Lope de Vega, and Mr. Yeats has followed the former model rather 
than the latter. It is in the most worthless plays of modern times that we see 
the unnecessary mUltiplication of superfiuo~s tlramalis persontZ in the modern 
transpontine drama. Mr. Yeats, with the true hand of an artist, has done the 
reverse, and the· result is that he has produced some good and systematic verses 
which will bear repeating, and of which the merit will increase with the age of 
the further productions by the same author. Considering that every month \'fit
nesses the production of at least thirty new volumes of poetry, of which we can 
only say sunt6ona, suntlju(J!lJam metliocria, sunt mala plura, it is really a com-
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fort to have a book of wholesome, ringing verse, which often illustrates the 
theosophical principle that Karma, Nemesis, or Destiny, attends all manifesta
tions of life, and is an inseparable concomitant of every thought, word, and 
action. Mr. Yeats is never so graceful, never so deeply devout, as when express
ing the higher mysteries of the theosophical philosophy. We shall be glad to 
see more verse from his pen. 

LIGHT THROUGH THE CRANNIES.-

PARABLES AND TEACHINGS FROM THE OTHER SIDE. 

THIS is one of the most charming little books which we have ever read. 
. It consists of a series of communications received by a sensitive from 

the "other side,"-whether from spirits of the departed is another 
question into which it is needless to enter now. These communications take 
the form of anecdotes and stories, touching in beauty and simplicity of style 
and thought, most of them referring to the teaching and life of the Man of 
Sorrows, though one or two of them are of a different character. Each parable 
or story is followed by a few paragraphs of "Teaching," tending to enforce and 
illustrate the meaning conveyed in what precedes. 

High philosophy and subtle metaphysics are not expected in such a book as 
this; but the parables, broad and noble in their teaching, are told with a grace 
and simplicity which will appeal to many far more than would any merely 
intellectual presentation of the ideas conveyed. 

An all-embracing spirit of charity pervades this little volume, and no taint of 
exclusiveness mars the harmony of its thought. The parable of "The River 
and the Pool" is one that we all need to lay to heart, as it preaches a doctrine 
that we must all strive to practise-the Universal Brotherhood of all It is this 
spirit which gives to these parables their theosophical tone, and should cause 
them to be widely read among all who are anxious to see· the dawn of the day 
of peace and good will among mankind. 

This class of literature is greatly needed at present as a means of educating 
the minds of people. It will assist in bridging over the difficult and dangerous 
transition from the narrowness and dogmatism of established churches, and the 
even more crushing exclusiveness of sectarianism in all its forms, to the wider 
and freer air, the larger and more embracing forms, which the religious instinct 
of men must create in the near future. 

The book is one that deserves a wide circulation, the type is clear, and its low 
price brings it within reach of alL We shall look forward with feelings of 
pleasurable anticipation to the future volumes of the series which the author 
promises. 

• London: Longman., Green It: Co. Price 15. 

NOTE.-We regret that lack of space prevents our putting in this number the 
reviews of several interesting and valuable books, pre-eminently "A Study of 
Man," by Dr. J. D. Buck, of Cincinnat~ U.S.A., just received, and a few others. 
They will be all noticed in the April number. 
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CORRESPONDENCE 

<torreepon~ence . 
• 

THEOSOPHICAL QUERIES. 

THE first object of the Theosophical Society being to promote the principle of 
the Universal Brotherhood of Humanity, how can it be reconciled with the aim 
that, at the same time, it presents in life to every individual being :-the duty 
of developing his Higher Self, by the sacrifice of every selfish desire, by the 
conquest of all material interest, for the mere purpose of attaining a higher 
spiritual perfection, in order that this perfection should transform our faith in 
the spiritual world into sight and knowledge, and give us "life everlasting." 

How can one practice altruism and philanthropy, when one devotes one's life 
to the cultivation of the inner spiritual being and the attainment of total indif
ference to the physical world? 

Can there be a compromise? Can one divide one's existence, and serve two 
principles at once? Now if the first, which is the altruistic principle, be taken 
as a beacon for one's activity, which is the right way to apply it? If neglecting 
all personal interest, one works for the welfare of people, by trying to give 
them a happier earthly existence, may not the accusation be raised against one 
that it is too materialistic to work only for the practical welfare of people, as if 
men were born merely for enjoyment? 

This reproach will be evaded if one holds to the theory that presents the 
reign of the moral law as the aim of an altruist . . . . But what is the right 
criterium for one's judgment? . . . Can anybody be certain enough of possess
ing the real knowledge of truth, to demand blind submission to it from others? 
and what right has anyone to believe that his opinion must be accepted on 
authority-when he himself can err? If the Christian principle of giving away 
everything one possesses to the poor were universally practised, there would be no 
poor in this world to be benefitted; or rather there would be nobody who would 
want to possess any worldly goods, and so the benefit of civilisation would be 
lost? This seems very irrational If, by a firm conviction in one's spiritual 
immortality, and complete indifference to all practical benefit in this world, a 
certain calmness of mind, can be attained, but through moral suffering, has one 
a right to impose it upon others? To try to show them that all that makes the 
enjoyment of life is but temporary and illusive; that we are on the eve of losing 
everything we love; would not such thoughts darken the existence of the 
majority, and deprive it of all energy for action in practical life ? In such a 
case, what is the use of our faculties and talents, which must have a physi
cal plane to act upon? Must they be neglected and stifled in order to give the 
spirit the liberty and the means to devote itself to the attainment of self-per
fection, and the study of the higher spiritual knowledge that gives immor
tality? 

5/17 February, 1889, BARBARA MOSKVITINorr. 
Petersbourg, Petite Morskaia. 
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THE questions asked and the difficulties propounded in the foregoing letter 
arise mainly from an imperfect acquaintance with the philosophical teachings of 
Theosophy. They are a most striking proof of the wisdom of those who have 
repeatedly urged Theosophists to devote their energies to mastering, at least, the 
outlines of the metaphysical system upon which our Ethics are based. 

Now it is a fundamental doctrine of Theosophy that the" separateness" which 
we feel between ourselves and the world of living beings around us is an illusion, 
not a reality. In very deed and truth, all men are one, not in a feeling of senti
mental gush and hysterical enthusiasm, but in sober earnest. As all Eastern 
philosophy teaches, there is but ONE SELF in all the infinite Universe, and what 
we men call "self" is but the illusionary reflection of the ONE SELF in the heaving 
waters of earth. True Occultism is the destruction of the false idea of Self, and 
therefore true spiritUal perfection and knowledge are nothing else but tbe com· 
plete identification of our finite" selves" with the Great All. It follows, there
fore, that no spiritual progress at all is possible except by and through the bulk 
of Humanity. It is only when the whole of Humanity has attained happiness 
that the individual can hope to become permanently happy,-for the individual is 
an inseparable part of the Whole. 

Hence there is no contradiction whatever between the altruistic maxims of 
Theosophy and its injunction to kill out all desire for material things, to strive 
after spiritUal perfection. For spiritUal perfection and spiritual knowledge can 
only be reached on the spiritual plane; in other words, only in that state in which 
all sense of separateness, all selfishness, all feeling of personal interest and desire, 
has been merged in the wider consciousness of the unity of Mankind. 

This shows also that no blind submission to'the commands of another can be 
demanded, or would be of any use. Each individual must learn for himself, 
through trial and suffering, to discriminate what is beneficial to Humanity; and 
in proportion as he develops spiritually, ,:e., conquers all selfishness, his mind 
will open to receive the guidance of the Divme Monad within him, his Higher 
Self, for which there is neither Past nor Future, but only an eternal Now. 

Again, were there no "poor," far from the "benefits of civilisation being 
lost," a state of the highest culture and civilisation would be attained, of which 
we cannot now form the faintest conception. Similarly, from a conviction of the 
impermanence of material happiness would result a striving after that joy which 
is eternal, and in which all men can share. Throughout the whole letter of our 
esteemed correspondent there runs 'the tacit assumption that happiness in 
material, physical life is all-important; which is untrue. So far from being the 
most important, happiness in this life of matter is of as little importance in 
relation to the bliss of true spiritual life as are the few years of each human 
cycle on earth in proportion to the millions and millions of years which each 
human being spends in the subjective spheres, during the course of every great 
cycle of the activity of our globe. 

With regard to faculties and talents, the answer is simple. They should be 
developed and cultivated for the service of Humanity, of which we are all Parts. 
and to which we owe our full and ungrudging service. 
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THOUGHTS ON KARMA AND REINCARNATION. 
" In man there are artenes, thin as a hair 

split a 1,000 times, filled with fluids blue, red, 
green, yellow, etc. The tenuous involucrum 
(the base or ethereal frame of the astral body) 
is lodged in them, and the ideal residues of 
the experiences of the former embodiments 
(or incarnations} adhere to the said tenuous 
involucrum, and accompany it in its passage 
from body to body." -UPANISHADS. 

" YUDGE of a man by his questions rather than by his answers," 
tIIJ teaches the wily Voltaire. The advice stops half-way in our 

case. To become complete and cover the whole ground, we 
have to add, "ascertain the motive which prompts the questioner." A man 
may offer a query from a sincere impulse to learn and to know. Another 
person will ask eternal questions, with no better motive than a desire 
-of cavilling and proving his adversary in the wrong. 

Not a few among the II inquirers into Theosophy," as they introduce 
themselves, belong to this latter category. We have found in it 
Materialists and Spiritualists, Agnostics and Christians. Some of them, 
though rarely, are "open to conviction "-as they say; others, thinking 
with Cicero that no liberal, truth-seeking man should ever impute a 
charge of unsteadiness to anyone for having changed his opinions
become really converted and join our ranks. But there are those also
and these form the majority-who, while representing themselves as 
inquirers, are in truth ca'Pers. Whether owing to narrowness of mind or 
foolhardiness they intrench themselves behind their own preconceived 
and not unseldom shallow beliefs and opinions, and will not budge from 
them. Such a "seeker" is hopeless, as his desire to investigate the truth 
is a pretext, not even a fearless mask, but simply a false nose. He has 
neither the open determination of an avowed materialist, nor the serene 
.coolness of a " Sir Oracle." But-

., You may as well 
Forbid the sea for to obey the moon, 
As, or by oath remove, or counsel shake, 
The fabric of his folly ..•. " 

7 
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Therefore, a" seeker after truth" of this kind had better be severely 
left alone. He is intractable, because he is either a skin-deep sciolist. 
a self-opinionated theorist or a fool. As a general rule, he talks re
incarnation before he has even learnt the difference between metem
psychosis, which is the transmigration of a human Soul into an animal 
form, and Reincarnation, or the rebirth of the same Ego in successive 
human bodies. Ignorant of the true meaning of the Greek word, he 
does not even suspect how absurd, in philosophy, is this purely exoteric 
doctrine of transmigrations into animals. Useless to tell him that 
Nature, propelled by Karma, never recedes, but strives ever forward in 
her work on the physical plane; that she may lodge a human soul in the 
body of a man, morally ten times lower than any animal, but she will 
not reverse the order of her kingdoms; and while leading the irrational 
monad of a beast of a higher order into the human form at the first 
hour of a Manvantara, she will not guide that Ego, once it has become a 
man, even of the lowest kind, back into the animal species-not during 
that cycle (or Kalpa) at any rate.· 

The list of queer" investigators" is by no means exhausted with these 
amiable seekers. There are two other classes - Christians and 
Spiritualists, the latter being in some respects, more formidable than 
any. The former having been born and bred believers in the Bible and 
supernatural" miracles" on authority, or "thirty-seventh hand evidence," 
to use a popular proverb, are often forced to yield in the face of the first
hand testimony of their own reason and senses; and then they are 
amenable to reason and conviction. They had formed d priori opinions 
and got crystallized in them as a fly in a piece of amber. But that 
amber has cracked, and, as one of the signs of the times, they have 
bethought themselves of a somewhat tardy still sincere search, to either 
justify their early opinions, or else part company with them for good. 
Having found out that their religion-like that' of the great majority of 
their fellow men-had been founded on h1t1nall not divine respect, they 
come to us as they would to surgical operators, believing that theo
sophists can remove all the old cobwebs from theiJ; bewildered brains. 
Sometimes it does so happen; once made to see the fallacy of first 
accepting and identifying themselves with any form of belief, and then 
only seeking, years later, for reasons to justify it, they very naturally 
try to avoid falling again into the same mistake. They had once to 
content themselves with such interpretations of their time-honoured 

* Occult Science teaches that the same order of evolution for man and animals-from the first to 
the seventh planet of a chain, and from the first to the end of the seventh round-tues place on 
every chain of worlds in our Solar system from the inferior to the superior. Thus the highest as the 
lowest Ego, from the monads selected to people a new chain in a Manvantara, when passing from an 
inferior to a superior .. chain" has, of course, to pass thtough every animal (and even vegetable) foml. 
But once started on its cycle of births no human Ego will become that of an animal during any 
period of the seven rounds.-Vide SECRET DOCTRINE. 
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dogmas as the fallacy and often the. absurdity of the latter would afford; 
but now, they seek to learn and understand before they believe. 

This is the right and purely theosophical state of mind, and is quite 
consistent with the precept of Lord Buddha, who taught never to believe 
merely on authority but to test the latter by means of our personal 
reason and highest intuition. It is only such seekers after the eternal 
truth who can profit by the lessons of old Eastern Wisdom. 

It is our duty, therefore, to help them to defend their new ideals by 
furnishing them with the most adequate and far-reaching weapons. For 
they will have to encounter, not only Materialists and Spiritualists, but 
also to break a lance with their ex-coreligionists. These will bring to 
bear upon them the whole of their arsenal, composed of the pop-guns of 
biblical casuistry and interpretations based on the dead-letter texts and 
the disingenuous translation of pseudo revelation. They have to be pre· 
pared. They will be told, for instance, that there is not a word in the 
Bible which would warrant belief in reincarnation, or life, more than 
once, on this earth. Biologists and physiologists will laugh at such a 
theory, and assure them that it is opposed by the fact that no man has a 
glimpse of recollection of any past life. Shallow metaphysicians, and 
supporters of the easy-going Church ethics of this age, will gravely 
rnaintain the injustice there would be in a posterior punishment, in the 
present life, for deeds committed in a previous existence of which we 
know nothing. All such objections are disposed of and shown fallacious 
to anyone who studies seriously -the esoteric sciences. 

But what shall we say of our ferocious opponents, the Kardecists, or 
the reincarnationists of the French school, and the anti-reincarnationists, 
i.e., most of the Spiritualists of the old school. The fact, that the first 
believe in rebirth, but in their own crude, unphilosophical way, makes 
our task the more heavy, They have made up their minds that a man 
dies, and his "spirit," after a few visits of consolation to the mortals he 
left behind him, may reincarnate at his own sweet will, in whom and 
whenever he likes. The Devachanic period of no less than a 1,000, 

generally 1,500 years, is a vexation of mind and a snare in their sight. 
They will have nothing of this. No more will the Spiritualists. These 
object on the highly philosophical ground that "it is simply impossible." 
Why? Because it is so unpalatable to most of them, especially to those 
who know themselves to be the personal Avatar, or the reincarnation of 
some historically great hero or heroine who flourished within the last 
few centuries (rebirth from, or into, the scums of Whitechapel, being 
for them out of question). And" it is so cruel," you see, to tell fond 
parents that the fancy that a still-born child, a daughter of theirs, who, 
they imagine, having been reared in a nursery of Summerland, has now 
grown up and comes to visit them daily in the family seance-room, is an 
absurd belief, whether reincarnation be true or not. We must not kurt 
thei,. feelings by insisting that every child who dies before the age of 

l' 
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reason-when only it becomes a responsible creature-reincarnates im
mediately after its death-since, having had no personal merit or demerit 
in any of its actions, it can have no claim upon Devachanic reward and 
bliss. Also that as it is irresponsible till the age of, say, seven, the full 
weight of the Karmic effects generated during its short life falls directly 
upon those who reared and guided it. They will hear of no such philoso
phical truths, based on eternal justice and Karmic action. "You hurt our 
best, our most devotional feelings. Avaunt!" they cry, "we will not 
accept your teachings." 

E pur se muove! Such arguments remind one of the curious objec
tions to, and denial of, the sphericity of, the earth used by some clever 
Church Fathers of old. "How can the earth, forsooth, be round?" 
argued the saintly wiseacres-the" venerable Bedes" and the Manichean 
Augustines. "Were it so the men below would have to walk with their 
heads downward, like flies on a ceiling. Worse than all, they could 
not see the Lord descending in his glory on the day of the second 
advent!" As these very logical arguments appeared irrefutable, in the 
early centuries of our era, to Christians, so the profoundly philosophical 
objections of our friends the Summerland theorists, appear as plausible 
in this century of Neo-Theosophy. 

And what are your proofs that such series of lives ever take place, or 
that there is reincarnation at all ?-we are asked. We reply (I): the 
testimony of every s~r, sage and prophet, throughout an endless 
succession of human cycles j (2) a mass of infermtial evidence appealing 
even to the profane. True, this kind of evidence-although not seldom 
men are hung on no better than such inferential testimony-is not 
absolutely reliable. For, as Locke says: "To infer is nothing but by 
virtue of one proposition, laid down as true, to draw in another as true." 
Yet, all depends on the nature and strength of that first proposition. 
The Predestinarians may lay down as true their doctrine of Predestina
tion ;- that pleasant belief that every human being is pre-assigned by the 
will of our" Merciful Father in Heaven," to either everlasting Hell-fire, 
or the" Golden Harp," on the pinion-playing principle. The proposition 
from which this curious belief is inferred and laid down as true, is based, 
in the present case, on ~o better foundation than one of the nightmares 
of Calvin, who had many. But the fact, that his followers count 
millions of men, does not entitle either the theory of total depravity, 
or that of predestination, to be called a universal belief. They are still 
limited to a small portion of mankind, and were never heard of before 
the day of the French Reformer. 

These are pessimistic doctrines born of despair, beliefs artificially 
engrafted on human nature, and which, therefore, cannot hold good. But 
who taught mankind about soul transmigration? Belief in successive 
rebirths of the human Ego throughout the cycles of life in various bodies 
is a universal belief, a certainty innate in mankind. Even now, when 
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theological dogmas of human origin have stifled and well-nigh destroyed 
this natural inborn idea from the Christian mind, even now hundreds of 
the most eminent Western philosophers, authors, artists, poets and deep 
thinkers still firmly believe in reincarnation. In the words of Georges 
Sand, we are:-

"Cast into this life, as it were into an alembic, where, after a previous existence 
which we have forgotten, we are condemned to be remade, renewed, tempered by 
suffering, by strife, by passion, by doubt, by disease, by Ideath. All these evils we 
endure for our good, for our purification, and so to speak, to make us perfect. From 
age to age, from race to race, we accomplish a tardy progress, tardy but certain, an 
advance of which, in spite of all the sceptics say, the proofs are manifest. If all the 
imperfections of our being and all the woes of our estate drive at discouraging and 
terrifying us, on the other hand, all the more noble faculties, which have been 
bestowed on us that we might seek after perfection, do make for our salvation, and 
deliver us from fear,'misery, and even death. Yea, a divine instinct that always grows 
in light and in strength helps us to comprehend that nothing in the whole world 
wholly dies, and that we only vanish from the things that lie about us in our earthly 
life, to reappear among conditions more favourable to our eternal growth in good." 

Writes Professor Francis Bowen, as quoted in "Reincarnation, a study 
of Forgotten Truths" --uttering a great truth:-

"The doctrine of metempsychosis may almost claim to be a natural or innate belief 
in the human mind, if we may judge from its wide diffusion among the nations of the 
Earth and its prevalence throughout the historical ages." 

The millions of India, Egypt, China, that have passed away, and the 
millions of those who believe in reincarnation to-day-are almost count
less. The Jews had the same doctrine; moreover, whether one prays to 
a personal, or worships in silence an impersonal deity or a Principle and 
a Law, it is far more reverential to believe in this doctrine than 
not. One belief makes us think of "God" or .. Law" as a synonym 
of Justice, giving to poor little man more than one chance for righteous 
living and for the atoning of sins whether of omission or commission. 
Our disbelief, credits the Unseen Power instead of equity with fiendish 
cruelty. It makes of it a kind of a sidereal Jack the Ripper or Nero 
doubled with a human monster. If a heathen doctrine honours the 
Deity and a Christian dishonours it, which should be accepted? And 
why should one who prefers the former be held as-an infidel? 

But the world moves on now as it has always moved, and along with 
it move the ideas in the heads of the fogies. The question is not whether 
a fact in nature fits, or not, some special hobby, but whether it is really 
a fact based on, at least, inferential evidence. We are told by those 
special hobbyists that it is not. We reply, study the questions you would 
reject, and try to understand our philosophy, before you dismiss our 

* We advise every disbeliever in reincarnation, in search of proofs, to read this excellent volume by 
Mr. E. D. Walker. It is the most complete collection of proofs and evidences from all the ages 
tbat was ever published. 
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teachings a prion: Spiritualists complain, and with very good reasons, 
of men of science who, like Huxley, denounce wholesale their pheno
mena whilst kno~ing next to nothing of them. Why do they do like
wise, with regard to propositions based on the psychological experiences 
of thousands of generations of seers and adepts? Do they know anything 
of the laws of Karma-the great Law of Retribution, that mysterious, 
yet-in its effects-quite evident and palpable action in Nature, which, 
sooner or later, brings back every good or bad deed of ours to rebound 
on us, as the elastic ball, thrown against a wall, rebounds back on the 
one who throws it? They do not. They believe in a personal God, 
whom they endow with intelligence, and who rewards and punishes, in 
their ideas, every action of ours in life. They accept this hybrid deity 
(finite, because they endow it most unphilosophically with conditioned 
attributes, while insisting on calling it Infinite and Absolute), regardless 
of, and blind to, the thousand and one fallacies and contradictions in 
which the theological teachings concerning that deity involve us. But 
when offered a consistent, philosophical and quite logical substitute for 
such an imperfect God, a complete solution of most of the insoluble 
problems and mysteries in human life-they turn away in idiotic horror. 
They remain indifferent or opposed to it, only because its name is 
KARMA instead of Jehovah j and that it is a tenet which emanates from 
Aryan philosophy-the deepest and profoundest of all the world philo
sophies-instead of from the Semitic cunning and intellectual jugglery, 
which has transformed an astronomical symbol into the "one living God 
of Gods." "We do not want an impersonal Deity," they tell us j "a 
negative symbol such as • Non-Being' is incomprehensible to Being." Just 
so. " The light shineth in darkness j but the darkness comprehendeth it 
not." Therefore they will talk very glibly of their immortal spirits j and on 
the same principle that they call a personal God illfinite and make of him 
a gigantic male, so they will address a human phantom as "Spirit"
Colonel Cicero Treacle, or " Spirit" Mrs. Amanda J ellybag, with a vague 
idea that both are at least sempiternal. 

It is useless, therefore, to try and convince such minds. If they are 
unable or unwilling to study even the broad general idea contained in 
the term Karma, how can they comprehend the fine distinctions involved 
in the doctrine of reincarnation, although, as shown by our venerable 
brother, P. Iyaloo Naidu of Hyderabad, Karma and Reincarnation are, 
II in reality, the ABC of the Wisdom-Religion." It is very clearly 
xpressed in the January Theosophist, .. Karma is the sum total of our 

..tcts, both in the present life and in the preceding births." After sta,ting 
that Karma is of three kinds, he continues :- . 

.. Sancltila Karma includes human merits and demerits accumulated in the pre
ceding births. That portion of the Sancltila Karma destined to influence human life 
• • • in the present incarnation is called PraraIJdltam. The third kind of Karma is the 
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Tesult of the merits or demerits of our present acts. Agami extends lover all your 
words, thoughts, and deeds. What you think, what you speak, what you do, as well 
as whatever results your thoughts, words, and acts produce on yourself, and on those 
affected by them, fall under the category of the present Karma, which will be sure to 
sway the balance of your life for good or for evil in your future development (or 
reincarnation)." 

Karma thus, is simply action, a concatenation of causes alld effects. 
That which adjusts each effect to its direct cause; that which guides 
invisibly and as unerringly these effects to choose, as the field of their 
operation, the right person in the right place, is what we call Karmic law. 
What is it? Shall we call it the hand of Providence? We cannot do 
so, especially in Christian lands, because the term has been connected 
with, and interpreted theologically as, the foresight and personal desigll 
of a personal god; and because in the active laws of Karma-absolute 
Equiry-based on the Universal Harmony, there is neither foresight nor 
desire; and because again, it is our own actions, thoughts, and deeds 
which guide that law, instead of being guided by it "Whatever a man 
soweth, that shall he reap." It is only a very un philosophical and 
illogical theology which can speak in one breath of free will, and grace 
or damnation being pre-ordained to every human from (?) eternity, as 
though eternity could have a beginning to start from! But this question 
would lead us too far into metaphysical disquisitions. Suffice it to say 
that Karma leads us to rebirth, and that rebirth generates new Karma 
while working off the old, Sanchita Karma. Both are indissolubly 
bound up, one in the other. Let us get rid of Karma, if we would get 
rid of the miseries of rebirths or-REINCARNATION. 

To show how the belief in Reincarnation is gaining ground even 
among the un-intuitional Western writers, we quote the following 
extracts from an Anglo-Indian daily. 

METEMPSYCHOSIS. 

" Dissatisfaction with the results of missionary enterprise in India is the most 
prominent feature of cultivated Christian sentiment in these days, and it must 
force attention both to the mistake of assailing Hinduism with the mock-culture 
of cram .•.. and to the intellectual weakness of many of the benevolent 
persons entrusted with the operation. The mistake has already been painfully 
illustrated in the incidents of the Madras Christian College disturbance, and it 
is not difficult to find an illustration of the attendant misfortune. In a 
missionary production of some pretensions an attempt is seriously made to 
confute the theory of the' Transmigration of Souls,' which betrays an incapacity 
for metaphysical presentments and an ignorance of psychology that are 
unfortunate in any person undertaking such a task. Yet this effusion finds 
admission into a recognised missionary organ, and will perhaps be regarded 
by young missionaries as a triumphant display of intellectual strength to be 
coveted for the present and, if possible, imitated afterwards. And people 
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wonder in the face of this sort of thing that the subtle Hindu mind Iaugh~ 

at Christian assaults on its stronghold! The arguments put forward in the 
paper referred to are worth looking into one by one . 

.. The first is that metempsychosis 'disregards the evidence of memory.' Proof 
of this presumption is, of course, not attempted. It so happens that psycho
logists from Plato downward have called attention to the familiar mental 
phenomenon in which persons placed, for the first time in their lives, in peculiar 
circumstances, are suddenly invaded by the conviction that they have gone 
through the same experience before. Most big schoolboys remember the 
explanation that this phenomenon may be attributable to the reduplicative 
property of consciousness resulting from the double lobing of the brain. 
But even such boys can hardly forget that the phenomenon has also been 
regarded as evidence of a pre-existent state; and reflecting men must sec 
that one hypothesis is as moral, as reasonable, and as scientific as the other. 
It may, indeed, be said that the latter hypothesis finds better corroboration 
than the former in the moral analogies of our nature. There is nothing 
inconsistent with the highest philosophical teaching, or with the moral 
lessons or the actual experience of Christ; in the occlusions of memory 
Christ himself, even in adult manhood, under the stress of physical entangle
ments, sometimes entirely forgot his pre-existent state, and, what is more to
the point, some of its radically inseparable convictions, such as that He had 
, seen the Father,' and 'dwelt in the bosom of the Father,' and held 
communion with Him 'before the foundation of the world,' and had 'come 
down from heaven,' and should 'lose nothing.' On any other supposition 
some of Christ's most forcible sayings, and especially some of his most earnest 
prayers, would be unmeaning. If Christ then, because of his temporary 
incarnation in human nature, sometimes became so oblivious of His 
antecedent conditions-of His inseparable oneness with God, with its 
ineradicable accompaniments and its predestined results-as to be able 
earnestly to cry out 'My God, why hast thou forsaken me?' and 'If it be 
possible, let this cup pass from me:' things which nei/fur could be nor 'Ii/ere 
truly desired by himself-why may not any other human nature, not inlaid 
with an essential divinity, forget for longer or shorter periods its state of 
pre-existence, if it had one? Is it contended that such infirmity, unattainable 
by faIIible man, was possible only to the infallible Son of God? Once 
admit the possibility of occlusion of memory, and the duration of the interval 
and even its character become matters of detail. Theologians may attribute to 
immaturity of intelligence that apparent unconsciousness of infants, which a keener 
insight may recognise as the inevitable hiatus between distinct conditions of a 
human consciousness. The babe being as perfectly human as any man-and 
indeed being, according to Christ, in the highest natural moral condition of 
humanity-the theory of a temporary occlusion of memory is not less philoso
phical, nor is it less moral, than the theory of undeveloped consciousness. No
doubt the rank and file of religious teachers, perhaps because they have been so 
taught and fear to think for themselves, have decided on teaching differently_ 
But this may only show that the rank and file of religious teachers are incapable 
of balancing philosophical equations and are not qualified for their great office. 
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May it not also account for the melancholy fate of the religion taught by them 
in its conflict with Hinduism? 

"It is gravely urged that «spirit exists only as it acts or suffers in feeling 
thinking, willing. Spirit ill any other sense is a meaningless abstraction.' If 
this means that while spirit exists anywhere its experience must be registered 
somewhere, it is superfluous platitude. If it means either that temporary 
unconsciousness, in whole or in part, is an impossibility, or that every spirit 
must in every moment of its existence be fully conscious of all experiences 
registered in every other moment of its existence, it assumes what is contradicted 
in the daily experience of all human beings but idiots. Admit the possibility of 
a hiatus, and its width and depth are mere questions of degree. 

" The second argument is that metempsychosis involves a «libel on divine 
justice.' The alleged belief of the Hindus, that suffering in one state of being 
expiates sin in another, which is not essentially unjust, nor a whit less moral 
than the dogma of inherited or imported sin, mayor may not be unfounded; 
but the first question is-is the atonement of Christ incompatible with trans
migration? If so, why? A single scripture text in support of this unwarranted 
assumption would be useful, for if transmigration is not inconsistent with the 
atonement of Christ, it is a waste of time trying to find out how or why it dis
agrees with any self-constituted religious teacher's ideas of divine justice. It is 
easy for omniscient sages to settle definitely what divine justice ought to be . 
. . . . . • For any unprepossessed mind there is certainly much in the Christian 
scriptures which is compatible with, and nothing that contradicts, the doctrine 
of a pre-existent state. In what conceivable way can the theory of a man's 
being a fallen spirit or a risen animal, or both, conflict with what Christ actually 
said ? When, for instance, a group, who evidently believed in a former state ot 
existence, actually asked him (John ix., 2 and 3) whether a particular man was 
«born blind' because of his own sin or that of his parents, he answered, nOI 

that they were harbouring a mischievous delusion-which was what he did in an 
unmistakable way when men in difficulty sincerely submitted real delusions to 
his scrutiny-but that they were mistaken in their opinion in the particular case. 
His teaching here may be fairly claimed, not merely as not being antagonistic to, 
but as being in harmony with, and even lending colour to, the transmigration of 
souls. If religious teachers choose to decide that Christ knew less about 
'divine justice' than they, the issue must be left to awakening Christendom. 

"The third argument is that metempsychosis «is contrary to all sound 
psychology.' Nine out of ten of the religious teachers who glibly dogmatise in 
this fashion are such indifferent psychologists that they have no intelligent con
ception even of the scripture teaching-leave alone any more abstruse present
ments-on the differing spheres of body, soul and spirit in the three-fold nature 
of man, - and would be sorely puzzled to explain in what way many of the 
higher human responsibilities are adjusted between their own psychic and 
pneumatic natures; and also what becomes of the unity of individual respon
sibility in the face of this tri-partite allotment. And yet such persons are put 
up to grapple with pantheistic Brahmans on the mysteries of Vedantism I The 

• The Christian scripture really teaches a four-folt/ nature in man-speaking of the natural body, 
the spiritual body, the soul, and the spiriL It is so far in close accordance with ancient Oriental 
ideas on the subject. 
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first step in comparative psychology is to show in a reasonable way that Christian 
psychology (as taught by its former and immediate disciples, and not as ex
cogitated by low-pitched ecclesiastical afterthought) is unfavourable to metem
psychosis. This step has not been taken. The difficulty of taking it seems 
insuperable, and bland assumption of its ease can only be regarded as the 
audacity of ignorance. 

"The fourth argument against transmigration is that it 'is opposed to sound 
ethics.' This is another of those almost comical assumptions cheerfully made 
by self-sufficient men, who begin by regarding themselves as the 'oracles of God 
and sole repositories of his mind, and naturally end by treating all they feel 
inclined to say as inspired; but for which, it is well to remember, there is no 
particle of authority in scripture, and no particle of proof anywhere else .. All 
that any system of sound ethics can demand surely is that personal respon
sibility shall be attached to every intelligent exercise of individual wilL How 
any conflict with this condition or any of its logical inferences can arise from 
the necessity for a future state of existence, it is obviously incumbent on those 
to point out who fling forth arbitrary assertions right and left. Every thinking 
man must be aware of a growth in his own moral consciousness by which a gulf 
has intervened between his present and his past: while his personality has 
survived to identify him, he is aware of distinct stages in his moral nature to 
which very different degrees of responsibility attach. How does this fact 
militate against sound ethics? Wherein, moreover, does the innocence of the 
ignorant child, who retains individual identity while sustaining differing burdens 
of responsibility, involve any danger to sound ethics? In what sense, in which 
such innocence does not also do so, can a pre-existent state, of all whose 
burdens of responsibility a human mind may not be uniformly or continuously 
conscious in that region of understanding in which impression and expression 
constantly re-act on each other, 'annihilate the distinction between virtue and 
vice, right and wrong'? Any mind not determined to retain foregone conclu
sions must perceive that the words quoted are solemn nonsense. It is hardly 
a whit more silly to maintain that any hypothesis of the evolution of the photo
sphere must 'annihilate time and space.' The difficulty of disproving either 
statement of course arises from the utter absence of any connexion between 
premise and conclusion. 

" The fifth contention against metempsychosis is that' it is not in accord with 
science.' Religious teachers are for the most 'part so imperfectly equipped in 
science that it is amusing to find any of them stepping out of the region of 
confused and confusing theology, in which detection is not always sure, into the . 
domain of sc:ience, where exposure is certain, to lay down the law as from the 
'unanswerable pulpit.' Only a generation ago Darwin tickled the scientific 
world and convulsed the religious by inventing 'natural selection,' by which 
animals passed on their types, so to speak, to the next of kin. No assumption 
of recent years partakes more of the character of a metaphysical delusion; nor 
perhaps does any other scientific fad conflict more with Bible doctrine that every 
animal and every tree is self-contained, having 'its seed in itself.' Every true 
physiologist ought to understand this profound truth and its striking confirm
ation in scientific analogies which cannot be explained here. Nevertheless 
nearly all the prophets-all but a thinking few-employed what wit the theory 
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of Darwin left them in reconciling their religious sense (it cannot be called a 
religious conscience) to the unproved hypothesis, apparently for no better reason 
than that it was greatly affected by clever infidels. But what is there in science 
that negatives the idea, if it can be sustained by evidence of a natural selection 
by which if there be any soul at all, the individual soul of a lower organism may 
pass by stages into higher organisms? Science, of course, refuses to accept 
anything unproved, and from this point of view a religious man's begetting 
another in the spiritual hope, or the spirit of God causing a man to be born 
from above, are out of the range of physical science equally with the incarnation 
of Christ. But if such a thing as a physical life independently of a body, or a 
spiritual life independently of a sou~ can exist at al~ it is not more unscientific 
to imagine the soul of a monkey passing at some time after death into some 
higher type of animal, than it is to imagine either a spiritual birth on the one 
hand or a mutation of species on the other."-(Allahabad Pioneer.) 

New York. 

AN EGYPTIAN ALLEGORY. 
(From" The Book of the Dead.") 

Over the dark fields, heavy as alpall, 
Lit by no gleam of sun, or moon, or star, 

Hangs the dark air, nor any sounds at all 
The sombre silence jar. 

Still as the weed below a frozen sea, 
The pale sheaves of the ghostly harvest stand, 

And through the serried rows unceasingly 
There moves a spectral band. 

All that have lived are there, and from their eyes
Whether of king or beggar, maid or wife

Gleam terror, and dismay, and wild surprise 
At the result of life. 

For this the harvest is of all their deeds, 
This "com of Aanroo, seven cubits high"; 

Their good and evil actions sowed the seeds 
They reap when once they die. 

Gleaning their sheaves they go, with restless feet, 
Each for himself plying the crescent knife; 

And if their deeds were good, the grain they eat 
Gives them eternal Life. 

But if 'twas evil that their life did sow, 
The grain is poison, and the ghostly breath 

They drew in Aanroo ceases, and they go 
To everlasting Death. 

KATHARINE HILLARD. /' 
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VARIETIES OF MAGIC. 

K AGIC is what might be properly termed a state or condition. 
Be it called white or black, it is a psychical condition, attainable 
by various methods. The main requisite is the inbred, innate 

capacity or fitness, followed up by a practice to be regulated and con
trolled by the one grand and all-powerful machine, Will. In Magic will 
is everything; ceremony comparatively nothing. By will must be 
understood something entirely different from the general definition of 
the word. It is a force, the source of which is lodged in a part of the 
human organisation, which is called by some the fourth principle. 

The agent and tool with which the will accomplishes its results, is 
called by many magnetism. It can be made to affect all objects, self 
included. In Magic the progress from a given point is either in one 
direction or another. Let us call one of the directions up, the other 
down. The progress downward is" Black Magic," accomplishing selfish, 
hence evil results. 

There is an off-shoot of black magic called Ceremonial Magic; a 
magician" who knows" will never employ ceremonies. They are simply 
for the purpose of concentrating the will, and are used by beginners in 
the black art, who know not what they do. The most powerful and 
elaborate conjuration does nothing more than direct the will of the 
operator towards the Elemental he wishes to summon, and concentrates 
it thereupon. 

But these, as said before, are only used by tyros and beginners. 
Apart from the ceremonial aspect of magic, the difference between 

what is called good and bad magic may be given in a word. In black 
or bad, that portion of man (the complete man) which has been 
symbolised under the phrase, "the Elixir of Life," is drawn down from 
the" life-giver," " the God," or the" tree of life," and is absorbed by the 
lower parts of the organism. In this process the "man" becomes re
juvenated, as it were, and his conscious existence is thereby extended 
over an enormous period of time. I have it on good authority that it is 
sometimes thus extended for more than a million of our years. But, 
then it must be remembered that the magician thus rejuvenated "has 
lost his soul," and, therefore, when he falls, "he falls, like Lucifer, never 
to rise again." When he dies, he dies for ever. Such a man has lost 
his immortality. 

On the other hand, the process undergone when the magician is 
striving upwards on the white path or in white Magic, is as follows: 
The conscious man becomes absorbed into and is united with the Elixir, 
and hence is but a step from his Godhead, or the minor "tree of life" ; 
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and in time becomes one with it. When this latter takes place, the man 
has attained Nirvana. He then cannot die. This appears very simple 
on paper. So does the scaling of Mont Blanc; yet there is no analogy 
whatever between the two tasks. 

The Black magician, or " Brother of th.e Shadow," associates with ele
mentals. The White magician, or the " Brother of Light," controls them. 

The elementals are all powerful in nature. Their name is a definition 
of their powers. There is nothing within the range and outside of human 
evolution that cannot be accomplished by the elementals. To know them 
and be able to obtain their help is the object of black magic. To produce 
human happiness and to assist in the onward and upward progress of 
the human race is the object of white magic. The elementals can be 
forced to assist in the latter, but only by pure and spiritual Adepts. A 
magician who consorts with elementals and accepts their services, may 
obtain much; but he never is wrapt up in divine ecstasy. His associa
tions are too vile, and will not permit him. In fact, he does what is 
meant by the old saying, "selling one's soul to the Devil." There are 
devils (elementals) beside whom his orthodox Satanic Majesty would be 
nobody. 

To enter here into details of how to become a white or black magician 
would be impossible, even if the writer knew them in full, a knowledge 
which he would disclaim by all means. However, it will suffice to say 
that if you have the necessary organism and qualifications to become 
an adept of either one side or the other, and if you "WILL" to 
know, and do not shrink from results when you achieve them, the 
chances are in your favour that you will be drawn to those for whose 
companionship you are most fitted. Brothers of the Shadow on the 
one hand, or Brothers of Light on the other. 

Remember always, that like attracts like. It is not always a 
guarantee that because you are at first associated with one or the other, 
that you will always remain with your first companions. The hidden 
law which rules you cannot always be seen by you, and in each succeed
ing birth the conditions of your life will continue where it left off, pro
vided, of course, that your aspirations are to become a magician. 

A fact might be enunciated here, which will not be out of place. It 
has been stated that it requires ages to become an adept.· If, therefore, 
you find yourself somehow or other mixed up in mystic matters from 
your birth on, matters which you cannot explain to others, rest assured 
that it is the work of yourself in another life, and if you could strain your 
spiritual sight so as to see through the plexus of material results from 
former causes, you would behold yourself in another form, labouring in a 
definite direction, and you would see yourself as higher or lower, ac
cording to your merits. 

* A full-blown Adept or an INITIATE. There is a great difference between the two. An Adept is 
<me versed in some and any special Art or Science. An" Initiate" is one who is initia:ed into the 
mysteries of the Esoteric or Occult philosopby-a Hierophant.-{ED.] 
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To sum up: Magic, as everything else, has two poles, white and black, 
good and evil. The former is the building of the Temple in all its 
beauty and grandeur; the latter, a stunted ruin, old before its time. In 
its whole scope, black magic has not a single unselfish or good purpose, 
and white magic has not a single selfish or evil one. The physical re
quirements and practic~s, such as discipline, etc., to be used to attain the 
end of both systems, are identical, the difference consisting in the motives 
and desires. The farther the two diverge from each other, the more do 
their methods vary, till at last they are diametrically opposite; one at 
the top of the cycle, the pole of good, the other at the bottom, the pole 
of evil. The terms good and evil, as here used, are not to be understood 
in the general acceptation. Their meaning is something which cannot 
be EXPLAINED: it must be COMPREHENDED. The entrance into real 
black magic may be made by ceremony. Into white magic, never. They 
are the two principles, good and evil, or, to use words slightly different. 
but meaning only the same thing, God and the Devil. 

JOSEF B. WIDEN, F.T.S. 

A DREAM ABOUT FLOWERS • 

.. I AM the flower Aanru-tef, the flower of the hidden abode; let me be disengaged, 
and let me be loved by my lover, the only face for me." 

_co Book of the Dead," Chap. So. 

" A material thing is only the symbol of an idea." 

In a dream I gathered flowers 
In a mead in Aanru, 

'When Aurora's loveliest hours 

-HOFFMAN. 

Gemmed the fields with heaven-born dew: 
I deem those flowers were symbols true. 

Ah! 'tis hard to read our dreams, 
Phantoms from another sphere

Fitful-shadowy-fickle gleams, 
Fading when we seize them near, 
When we know them, filled with fear. 

One sweet flower, a Lily white, 
With pale cheeks all wet with tears, 

Raised its head from out the night, 
Trembling as with human fears 
For the sorrows of the years. 
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And this Lily said to me, 
With a voice so low and sweet, 

" Lo I I am not what you see 
And alas! in vain we meet, 
Vain that either heart should beat." 

Then a Tulip fair to see 
Raised its languid eyes-love· bright, 

Spake no word, but yetlto me 
All its thoughts were clear as light, 
I could feel its hea~t's delight. 

What that is I will not tell, 
'Tis a sacred trust for me, 

Sweet is secret kept right well 
In two hearts' deep mystery, 
Two flower·hearts' love history. 

Next the blue Forget·me·not 
Bloomed in clusters everywhere, 

While the Meadow, lost in thought, 
Whispered " Ah ! so very fair, 
Three such flowers so rich and rare." 

Then that true Forget·me-not 
Sank deep down within my heart,l 

Whispering, "Love, forget me not, 
For of thee I am a part, 
Come to soothe life's bitterest smart." 

Then I woke to clasp that flower; 
Alas! I found it but a dream 

Sent by Love at waking hour 
o When truth is near with mystic gleam 
Only known to souls that dream. 

Lucerne, April, 1888. 

.. .. \Vhat time the morn mysterious visions brings 
\Vhile purer slumbers spread their golden wings." 

103 

A. J. C. 

-POPE. "Templc of Fame." 
The flower or plant .o\anru-tef is mysterious; it means, probably, the purified Soul arrived after 

death in the meadows of Aanru, the celestial, spiritual elysium, where it is umtt"fl to the immortal 
Spirit-its .. lover-the only face for it." Aanru is sometimes written Aalu, and it is supposed 
that the word Elysium is dl'rived from iL 

Lilies, with the Romans, were emblems of hope; on coins we see lilies with the motto .. Augusta 
Spes." 

With the Orientals the lily meant purity, innocence, and was also a symbol of early love, it being 
one of the I'.arliest flowers to bud and bloom; hence Gabriel (a Zoroastrian Genius or angel) holds it 
towards the young Marie, more properly Miriam, that is "the beloved of God "-Meri-Amun. Of 
the Forget-me-not, silence is most fitting; it is a sacred symbol; its blue is the peace and calm of 
heaven, that is of celestial love. 
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THE STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE. 

T--- HE mother of life is death. Nowhere is this truth more con
spicuous than in the animal kingdom; the life of the stronger is 
prolonged by the lives of the weaker, and the survival of the fittest 

is proclaimed by the shrieks of the mangled and hapless unfit. Long 
has the western world sought the solution of this grim riddle pro
pounded to her lord and master, man, by Dame Nature, the sphinx of 
the ages. 

It has, therefore, been found necessary for the continuance of average 
intellectual contentment to venture some guess which shall decently 
-dispose of this obnoxious problem, and the leading representatives 
of the mind of the race, proceeding by the methods of the times, 
have carefully labelled the riddle "The Struggle for Existence," and 
having done so, are wisely refraining from further unnecessary explana
tions, knowing full well that their constitutents, the public, who require 
their thinking done for them, will gladly accept the label as a legitimate 
answer to the riddle, and, by frequently repeating it with knowing looks, 
be charmed, and in their turn charm others, with the magic of its sound, 
and using it as a mantric formula, banish objectors to the limbo of un
popularity. 

And yet though the why of this great struggle remains as great a 
.mystery as ever, the attempted answer is of great value from the 
conciseness with which it formulates the law of the Ever Becoming. 
Throughout all the kingdoms it obtains, and especially in Man, the 
crown and synthesis of all. At this point, however, a new develop
ment takes place, and when humanity reaches the balance of its cycle 
of evolution, and each race and individual arrives at the turning point 
of Ezekiel's wheel, a new Struggle for Existence arises, and we have God 
and Animal fighting for existence in Man. Now, at the close of the 
nineteenth century, in our enormously over-populated cities and in the 
accentuated individualism of modern competition, we see this deadly 
struggle in the white heat of its fury. 

Grand, indeed, and magnificent has been the childhood of the white 
race in which material and intellectual progress have raced on madly 
side by side; witness the conquest of nearly the whole world's surface 
by its spirit of enterprise and adventure, rejoicing as a giant in its 
physical prowess, the subjugation of the henchman steam, and ever fresh 
triumphs over the master electricity. But the child cannot be ever a 
<:hild, and the race draws nigh to its manhood; the God awakes and the 
_Struggle for Existence begins in grim earnest. 
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First the units of the race, some here, some there, wake dimly to the 
feeling that they are not apart from the whole, they sympathise with 
their kind, they rejoice with them. Even in the animal the faint out
lines of self-sacrifice have been shadowed forth by nature, as may be 
seen in the mother love of the females and the formation of gregarious 
communities. In inferior races, man repeats this lesson of nature, and 
the animal being dominant, improves on her, but slowly; in races; of 
higher type, however, fresh areas of generous impulse, containing the 
germ of self-sacrifice, are gradually developed. It must be remem
bered, however, that the races are here mentioned in this order merely 
for the convenience of tracing the development of self-sacrifice in a 
monad, and not according to their natural genesis. Thus far the white 
race, as a race, or in other words, the average individual of the race, has 
developed the subtleties of his animal nature to their limit, and now 
comes in contact with the divine; and it is only by extending his area. 
of interest and sympathy that the individual can expand into the divine 
to be at last one with universal love, the spirit of which is self-sacrifice. 

From daily life we may take examples which clearly show forth the 
evolution of this god-like quality. We see the purely selfish man, who 
cares not if all rot so he have pleasure; the same man married, and an 
area of generosity developed, but bounded by wife and children; in 
other cases, the area increased by the extension of sympathy to friends 
and relations; and still further increased in the case of the fanatic or 
bigot, religious or patriotic, who fights for sect or country, as the she
animal for her cubs, whether the cause be good or bad. And here we 
may mention the instruments of national passions and cunning, necessary 
evils; for the race being in its youth, and very animal-like, not yet re
cognizing the right of self-sacrifice in the inter-relations of its constituent 
suh-races, requires the individual who serves his country in her wars and 
political schemes to reduce his moral standard to the race-level. These 
are types of the evolution of the animal man's affections, either in his in
dividual development or modified by the development of the race. In 
most cases such types represent the mere expansion of selfishness or, at 
any rate, may be traced to selfish causes, or the hope of reward. As
cending, however, in the scale of manhood, we come to those who shadow 
forth the latent God in man in thoughts, words, and deeds of divine self
sacrifice; the prerogative of their God-head first manifesting in acts of 
real charity, in pity of their suffering fellow-kind, or from an intuitional 
feeling of duty, the first heralding of accession to divine responsibility, 
and the realization of the unity of all souls. "I am my brother's keeper," 
is the cry of repentant Cain, and the divine summons of return to the 
lost Paradise. With this cry the struggle for animal existence begins to 
yield to the struggle for divine existence. By extending our love to all 
men, ay, to animals as well, we joy and sorrow with them, and expand 
our souls towards the One that ever both sorrows and joys with all, in an 
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eternal bliss in which the pleasure of joy and the pain of sorrow are 
not. 
. Thus, in every man the mighty battle rages, but the fortune of the 
fight is not alike in all-in some the animal hosts rage madly in their 
triumph, in a few the glorious army of the god have gained a silent 
victory, but in the vast majority, and especially now, at the balance of 
the race cycle, the battle rages fiercely, the issue still in doubt. Now, 
therefore, is the time to strike, and show that the battle is not fought in 
men alone, but in Man, and that the issue of each individual fight is in
extricably bound up in that of the great battle in which the issue cannot 
be doubtful, for the divine is in its nature union and love, the animal 
discord and hate. Strike, therefore, and strike boldly I These are no 
idle words, nor the utopian imaginings of a dreamer, but practical truths. 
For in what does man differ from the natural animal? Is it not in his 
power of association and combination? Therefore does he live in com
munities, and develope responsibility. From whence spring the roots of 
society, if not from mutual assistance and interchange of service? And 
if the race offers the individual the advantages of such combination, per
fected by ages of bitter experience, do not those at least who are elder 
sons of the race, and find themselves in the enjoyment of such organi7.a
tions, owe a debt of gratitude to their parent, and in return for the fortune 
amassed with tears and groaning by their forbears, repay the boon, by 
putting the experience of the past out to interest, and distributing the 
income acquired among their poorer brethren, who are equally the sons 
of their parent. And in this race family there are many poor, paupers 
physical, paupers mental, and moral paupers. How, then, shall the richer 
brethren help? Shower gold among the masses? Compel all to study 
the arts and sciences? Display the naked truth to the world? Nay, 
then should these poor children of the race be bond, not free I Let us, 
therefore, enquire into the problem. 

In the evolution of all human societies we find the factor of caste; in 
the childhood of the race caste is regulated by birth, an heirloom from 
the past civilizations of older stocks. Gradually, however, the birth 
caste wanes before the rising money caste, and hence material possessions 
become the standard of worth in the individual, in that the race is then 
plunged most deeply in material interests and has reached its highest 
point of development on the material plane. But the zenith of the 
material is the nadir of the spiritual; the law of progress moves calmly 
onward with the wheel of time, and nature, who never leaps, develops a 
new standard of worth, the intellectual, which we see even now asserting 
itself in proportion to its adaptability to average comprehension and the 
material standard of the times, and pointing to the development of a 
new caste standard, to be in its turn superseded by the caste of true 
worth in which the spiritual development of the race will be completely 
established. This, however, will be the work of ages and for humanity 
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as a whole cannot easily be quickened, for it is impossible to change the 
natural law of evolution which proceeds spirally in curves that never 
re-enter into themselves, but ever ascend to so-called higher planes. At 
certain periods, however, of these cycles, a forecast or antetype is offered 
of the consummation, whereby an example of humanity in its perfect 
state is dimly shadowed forth. Such a period the white race is now 
entering upon, and the earnest of perfect type humanity will be given 
by those, whether of the money or mind caste, who, realizing the goal of 
evolution and capable of destroying the illusion of time, by translating 
the future into the present, freely extend the benefits of their caste to 
the pariahs of the race, and approaching them in friendship, gain a 
practical knowledge of their wretchedness and endeavour to awaken the 
latent divinity that slumbers within. 

With the sword of self-sacrifice, the rightful possession of the God
man, and with the good of humanity as their watchword, they should 
march against the forces of individualism and self, and, with this watch
word, prove all institutions of the race, especially those fresh from the 
womb of time, and comparing them with this one ideal, ever asking: 
.. Does this or this tend to the realization of universal brotherhood?" If 
it is not so, the effort should be to turn such forces as act against the 
stream of right progress, gently and silently into their proper course; 
but if the thing makes for the common good, they should by all means 
and at all hazards foster the weakling and watch round its cradle with 
loving care. Now the path of right progress should include the ameliora
tion of the individual, the nation, the race and humanity; and ever 
keeping in view the last and grandest object, the perfecting of man, 
should reject all apparent bettering of the individual at the expense of 
his neighbour. In actual life the evolution of these factors, individual, 
race and nation. are so intimately interblended, that it would be wrong 
to assume any progression from one to the other; but since it is only 
possible to see one face of an object at a time, so is it necessary to trace 
the course of progress a-Iong some particular line, both for its simplifica
tion and general comprehension. With regard, then, to the individual, 
the great sanitary improvements which the money caste enjoys, should 
be extended to all ; public baths and recreation grounds, free concerts 
and lectures provided; the museums and picture galleries thrown open 
at times when the worker can visit them; the formation of athletic and 
mutual improvement clubs among the poor encouraged. All of which 
reforms were easy of accomplishment if only a small portion of the 
enormous wealth of the country, now lying idle, were generously and 
self-sacrificingly expended. Unfortunately there are few of the money 
caste who yet realise the latent unity of man, and the promotion of 
such schemes is left to those who, lacking the most potent power of the 
times, are unsupported, because there is no" money" in the enterprise. 
But could such men be found and the superfluous wealth of the country 
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turned in such directions, how great would be the progress of the indi
vidual! Health would improve and taste develop i healthy surroundings 
would favour healthy thought, the sight of monuments of art and science 
would bring refinement and both engender self-respect. 

But it may be said, if wealth is withdrawn for such purposes, work 
would be taken from other labour, and so the misery of the workers 
increased, while the advantages offered to the masses would only increase 
their demand for greater pleasures, and render them still more dis
satisfied. It wiII, however, be seen that not only the same amount of 
labour would be required in works and institutions for the public good, 
but even that such undertakings, being of a plain and sober nature, 
would give employment to larger numbers, than money spent in finer or 
more luxurious labour. Nor would dissatisfaction arise among the 
masses as anticipated i for men large hearted and minded enough to 
inaugurate such reforms would display the same spirit in all things and 
offer an example in private life of sober and abstemious conduct; 
extravagance and display would cease, so that the brilliant toilettes and 
luxurious habits of the money caste would no longer provoke the 
miserable emulation of tawdry finery and debasing vices among the 
pariahs i for the poor copy the rich, and if the fashionable bars of the 
West End lacked patrons, the gin palaces of the slums would not drive 
so roaring a trade. It is the debased taste of the rich which has rendered 
a surfeit of meat necessary for the maintenance of his powers in the eyes 
of the artisan, and so, at a price far beyond his slender resources, he 
adopts a diet which wastes the tissues and disquiets the system. And if 
the advisability of a sudden change of diet is contested, at least modera
tion in flesh eating should be recommended, and a proof of the pos
sibility of maintaining one's full powers given by those who desire the 
physical and moral sanity of the race. Setting aside all argument 
drawn from not generally accredited sources, such as the codes of the 
great teachers of the past, and the synthesis of all experience, physical, 
psychic, and spiritual, we may bring into court the medical faculty 
who are unanimously of the opinion that a reduced quantity of meat 
would improve the general health, and that 'many of the common 
ailments are due solely to excess in the use of animal food in par
ticular, and to overfeeding in general i while chemical analysis proves 
conclusively that vegetable food, especially cereals, contain nutritive 
qualities vastly in excess of animal. 

Moreover, if the false feeling of degradation in the performance of 
so-called menial offices, were removed by the example of the money 
and mind castes performing such offices themselves, or at least encourag
ing every invention and supporting every effort for minimising such 
labour, many of the troubles which are daily taxing the resources of our 
housekeepers to the utmost, would b~ removed, and a solution to the 
difficult problem of the servant question arrived at i the present 
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absurdity of domestic service would find no place, and instead of one 
thousand little backs bent over one thousand little kitchen ranges pre
paring one thousand little dinners, we should have a sane co
operative system whereby the small worries of domesticity which 
destroy the harmony of so many homes, would be banished. 

If such sanitary measures, therefore, were adopted, we should have 
physical and mental powers continuing into old age, instead of a general 
belief that fifty or sixty years terminates the average man's usefulness 
and there then remains nothing for him but a life of inactivity and 
general feebleness. Of course this applies to the average individual; for 
we have sufficient instances oC mental giants \\'ho continue their labours 
till the closing hours of life; these, however, intuitively or naturally 
practice moderation and plainness in eating, and often give striking 
proofs of extraordinary abstemiousness. 

If, then, such moderation of private life was practised by the accredited 
leaders of society, no inducement to excess would offer itself to their 
followers; or even if the animal still rioted in the masses, it would not 
be shamefully encouraged in its madness by the excesses of respecta
bility. 

Thus' the necessary physical requirements of all classes would be 
reduced to a level, and a basis obtained on which to build a firm fabric 
of national progress towards the realization of human unity. Meantime 
the mental evolution of all classes would also make vast strides, and the 
impulses given to study and the development oC artistic tastes, would 
bring the real genius of the nation to the front and not confine the 
recruiting of professions to the money caste, irrespective of individual 
capacity. The present false standard of taste would fall out of date as 
completely as the wonderful cottage ornaments of the near past, and 
neatness in private decoration would, by harmonious surroundings, induce 
a harmony of thought and feeling. Who, for instance, could indite a 
poem or work of inspiration in an over-ornamented drawing-room of the 
modern style, with its heterogeneous and multicoloured collection of 
bric-a-brac and trifles? But with harmonious surroundings and following 
such a mode of life, the individual would develop within him the larger 
instincts of his nature, and the flower of self-sacrifice, then finding a 
congenial soil, would blossom in the hearts of the many and thus, 
destroying all narrowness of judgment and begetting an ever widening 
interest in the general welfare, would develop new social organizations 
and institutions; the tone of the nation would be elevated and true worth 
become the standard of judgment among its citizens. 

Moreover, seeing that we have already proof of such an ideal being 
dimly sensed in all nations of the white race in the increasing dis
content of nearly all classes with the existing state of affairs, no 
nation would stand alone in this, but the wave of progress would sweep 
simultaneously through all the sub-races of the race and beget a general 
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desire to establish healthy relationships between nations and to foster 
every effort to unite the larger uni~s of the race into one harmonious 
whole. Further, a belief in the essential unity of all souls would create 
stronger dissatisfaction with the existing state of social relations between 
the sexes, the potentialities of woman would be studied and opportunity 
given for that development which has previously been denied to woman
kind. Plain justice would demand the same ostracism of male harlots 
which is now meted out with so much severity to the fem'ale sex alone, 
and either the same leniency extended to women as is now given to, 
men, or the higher moral standard and wisdom of awakened humanity, 
would compel the supply in harlotry to cease by the extinction of the 
demand. To prepare, therefore, a ground in which this consummation 
could be achieved, it would be necessary to extend the full benefits of 
intellectual training to women; to encourage and advocate the necessity 
of athletic exercises for girls and to provide for the same in the schools of 
the state; to jealously guard the health of the women working classes by 
sanitary improvements in all manufactories and labour establishments, 
and to kill out the evil of over long hours of sedentary occupation in 
vitiated atmospheres. Moreover, it should be made possible for women 
in the position of the present daughters of the lower middle classes and 
of parents with limited incomes to follow a calling in life, instead of 
being forced, against their wills and finer instincts, into the matrimonial 
market, to gain their bread and cheese at the price of discontented 
motherhood. 

No doubt the establishment of international leagues for mutual help 
and on a basis other than that of self interest will, at the prescnt time, 
appear to the majority the acme of folly; but when the race has, in its 
social institutions, given valid proof of the efficacy of the method, the 
change of base becomes a possibility. The spread of education and the 
ability to study original authorities and to get at facts at first hand would 
rapidly clear away the clouds of national and sectarian prejudice, and 
the birth of the God within would render it impossible to poison the 
young minds of the race by inoculating them with the virus of dogma
tism and of past national pride and passion as treasured in the orthodox 
theological and historical text-books of the times; the past triumphs of 
the animal in individual nations would be regarded merely as the obscu
ration of the spiritual and yet so ordered in the economy of nature that 
the sun of humanity should finally shine forth more gloriously in con
trast to the darkness of the past. Thus the necessity for keeping up 
large armies and fleets would cease, and the enormous wealth so saved 
could be turned into channels of national improvement, thus pointing the 
way for the desertion of national forces from the ranks of the animal to 
the standard of the divine. 

It would be long to trace, even roughly, the possibilities of interna
tional co-operation which, in its turn, would be extended to racial co-
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operation of which the potentialities almost surpass description and reach 
that consummation of which the Theosophical Society has planted the 
first openly conscious germ, in endeavouring to form the nucleus of a 
universal brotherhood of humanity, without distinction of race, creed, 
sex, caste or colour j what the potentialities of this glorious humanity may 
be, none but the student of the Science of Life can dream, as he alone 
can • sense the labours of the Eldest Brothers of the Race for their 
poorer brethren. 

Let us then, aspiring to the divine, now and within, fight down the 
animal, that so we may be enabled to tell friend from foe in the greater 
battle, and, awakened by the cry, "Thou art thy brother's keeper," gird 
on shield and buckler for the cause of the divine Unity of Humanity in 
the struggle for existence. 

PHILANTHROPOS. 

THE BIBLE OF THE FUTURE. 

GENESIS: CHAPTER I. 

I. Primarily the Unknowable moved upon cosmos and evolved protoplasm. 
2. And protoplasm was inorganic and undifferentiated, containing all things in 

potential energy, and a spirit of evolution moved upon the fluid mass. 
,30 And the Unknowable said, Let atoms attract j and their contact begat light, heat, 

and electricity. 
4- And the Unconditioned differentiated the atoms, each after its kind j and their 

combinations begat rock, air, and water. 
S. And there went out a spirit of evolution from the Unconditioned, and working in 

protoplasm, by accretion and absorption, produced the organic cell. 
6. And cell by nutrition evolved primordial germ, and germ developed protogene, 

and protogene begat eozoon, and eo~oon begat monad, and monad begat animalcule. 
7. And animalcule begat ephemera j then began creeping things to multiply on the 

face of the earth. 
8. And earthly atom in vegetable protoplasm begat the molecule, and thence came 

all grass and every herb in the earth. 
9- And animalcule in the water evolved fins, tails, claws, and scales; and in the air 

wings and beaks; and on the land they sprouted such organs as were necessary as 
played upon by the environment. 

10. And by accretion and absorption came the radiata and mollusca; and mollusca 
begat articulata, and articulata begat vertebrata. 

11. Now these are the generation of the higher vertebrata, in the cosmic period 
that the Unknowable evoluted the bipedal mammalia. 

12. And every man of the earth, while he was yet a monkey, and the horse while he 
was a hipparion, and the hipparlon before he was an oredon. 

1,30 Out of the ascidian came the amphibian, and begat the pentadactyle; and the 
pentadactyle, by inheritance and selection, produced the hylobate, from which are the 
simiadae in all their tribes. 

14. And out of the simiadae the lemur prevailed above his fellows, and produced the 
platyrhine monkey. 
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I S. And the platyrhine begat the catarrhine and the catarrhine monkey begat the 
anthropoid ape, and the ape begat the longimanous orang, and the 'orang begat the 
chimpanzee, and the chimpanzee evoluted the what-is-it. 

16. And the what-is-it went into the land of Nod and took him a wife of the longi-
manous gibbons. . 

17. And in process of the cosmic period were born unto them and their children 
the anthorpomorphic primordial types. 

18. The homunculus, the prognathus, the troglodyte, the autochthon, the terragen 
-these are the generations of primeval man. 

19. The primeval man was naked and not ashamed, but li~ed in quadrumanous 
innocence, and struggled mightily to harmonize with the environment. 

20. By inheritance and natural selection did he progress from the stable and 
homogeneous to the complex and heterogeneous-for the wicked died and the 
strongest grew and multiplied. 

21. And man grew a thumb for that he had need of it, and developed capacities for 
prey. 

22. For, behold, the swiftest men caught the most animals, and the swiftest animals 
got away from the most men; wherefore the slow animals were eaten and the slow 
men starved to death. 

23. And as types were differentiated the weaker types continually disappeared. 
24. And the earth was filled with violence; for man strove with man, and tribe with 

tribe, whereby they killed off the weak and foolish and secured the survival of the 
fittest.-( Froln a Cincinnati Paper.} 

GOLDEN WORDS. 

CI THERE is a faculty of the human mind, which is superior to all which is born 
or begotten. Through it we are enabled to attain union with the superior in
telligences, of being transported beyond the scenes and arrangements of this 
world, and of partaking the higher life and peculiar powers of the heavenly 
ones. By this faculty we are made free from the dominations of Fate ( Karma), 
and are made, so to speak, the arbiters of our own destinies. For, when the 
most excellent parts of us become filled with energy, and the soul is elevated 
to natures loftier than itself, it becomes separated from those· conditions which 
keep it under the dominion of the present every-day life of the world, ex
changes the present for another life, and abandons the conventional habits 
belonging to the external order of things, to give and mingle itself with that 
order·which pertains to higher life." (JAMBLICHUS.) 

WE BEGIN WITH INSTINCT: THE END IS OMNISCIENCE. It is as a direct 
beholding; what Schelling denominates a realization of the identity of subject 
and object called Deity; so that transported out of himself, so to speak, he 
thinks divine thoughts, views all things from their highest point of view, and, 
to use'an expression of Emerson" becomes recipient of the Soul of the World.'
(Prof. ALEXANDER WILDER.) 
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• 
CHAPTER X. 

113 

REINHOLD began his story :-
" I was brought up with the Baron, and the similarity of our natural 
dispositions made brothers of us, destroying the barrier which our 

disparity of station had otherwise set up. I never parted from him, and when 
our years of college life were ended and he entered upon the heritage of his 
father's property amid these hills, I became the steward of his estates. I thus 
remained his intimate friend and brother, and as such was trusted with the 
most private secrets of the family-history. His father had desired his alliance 
by marriage with some of his oldest of friends, and he gladly fulfilled this 
wish as he found in his appointed bride a noble, richly-giftcd nature to which 
he felt irrisistibly attracted. It is seldom that a father's wish goes so completely 
hand in hand with the destiny which seemed to have formed this youthful pair 
for one another. Hermogen and Aurelie were the fruit of this happy union. 

"We generally spent the winter months in the neighbouring capital; but 
when, soon after the birth of Aurelie, the Baroness began to ail, we passed the 
summer also in the city, so that she might have the constant benefit of the 
attendance of experienced physicians. Yet, just as the approaching spring was 
nursing in the Baron's breast the liveliest hopes of recovery, she died. We 
fled to the country, and time alone could lift the crushing load of grief that 
weighed the Baron down . 

.. Hermogen grew up into a charming youth, while Aurelie became each day 
more and more the living picture of her mother; the tender nurture of these 
children was thus our daily task and only joy. Hermogen showed a marked 
bent for military life, and this led the Baron to send him to the capital, there to 
begin his career under the surveillance of his old friend, the Governor. After 
a long absence from the city, it is now three years ago that the Baron, with 
Aurelie and myself, returned once more to the Residenz, there to pass the 
whole winter, partly in order to spend at least a short time in the company of 
his son, and partly to satisfy the long expressed desires of his old friends that 
he should come again among them. At that time the attention of the whole 
city was arrested by the Governor's niece. Bereft of her parents, she had taken 
shelter with her uncle, but had made for herself a home in a separate wing of the 
palace, where she surrounded herself with the flower of Society. Without giving 
a more minute description of Euphemie-which is all the less necessary, my 
reverend father, as you will soon see her for yourself-I may content myself 
with saying that all she did and all she said was graced with an indescribable 
charm which made her beauty irresistible. Wherever she went, new joyous life 
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sprang up, and every one paid her the homage of the warmest enthusiasm. She 
knew how to kindle the soul of the dullest and most insipid of her associates, 
so that, as though inspired by her, they were lifted above their own dead level 
and intoxicated by her presence, they tasted the delight of a loftier life, than 
they had e'er conceived. Naturally there was no lack of devotees who daily 
offered some ardent prayers to their divinity; but no one could say for certain 
that she singled out anyone of them for special favour, rather she had the art 
to exercise a gentle irony that, far from wounding them, incited and allured 
them all within a charmed circle which held them fast with silken bonds. 

"This modern Circe produced a profound impression upon the Baron. At his 
first appearance she showed him such attention as seemed to spring from child
like reverence; in all her converse with him she showed a cultured understand
ing and a depth of feeling that he had scarcely yet encountered among women. 
With inimitable delicacy she sought and found Aurelie's friendship, and took so 
lively an interest in her, that she even busied herself with the smallest detatls of 
her wardrobe, and so forth, as with a mother's care. She knew how to support 
the inexperienced maid in the most brilliant assemblage in such a fashion that 
her support, far from being observed, only served to call forth Aurelie's natural 
gifts and correctness of perception, and won soon for her the highest of esteem. 

" The Baron never lost an opportunity of sounding Euphemie's praise; but, 
for the first time, perhaps, in our companionship, his judgment and my own fell 
wide apart. It was my custom in society to play rather the r6le of a silent by
stander than of an active participator in the general converse. It thus caIDe to 
pass that I had closely watched Euphemie, who only occasionally interchanged a 
few words with me, in her habit of passing no one by unnoticed, as one watches 
a highly interesting phenomenon. I could not deny that she was the loveliest 
and most brilliant of her sex, and that sense and feeling shone out from all she 
said; yet, in some inexplicable manner, I was repelled by her demeanour, and 
could scarcely repress a certain uncanny sensation that overpowered me when
ever her gaze met mine, or when she commenced to address me. In her eyes 
there often burned a peculiar glow, from which, when she fancied herself unob
served, a lightning glance would flash that proclaimed an inward, destroying 
fire, only too laboriously smothered over. Around the soft outlines of her mouth 
there often hovered a hideous irony which, as it took the semblance of devilish 
scorn, convulsed the very groundwork of my soul. As she frequently looked at 
Hermogen-who, indeed, troubled himself but little about her-in this manner, 
I was sure that there was much concealed behind this mask that few suspected 
However, I was unable to reply to the extravagant praises of the Baron by 
aught but my physiognomical observation, to the which he attached not the 
slightest importance, and rather found in my inner grudge against Euphemie no
thing but the expression of an extraordinary whim. He confided to me that 
she would rrobably become a member of his family, as he intended to use every 
means to bring about her union with Hermogen. The latter came into the room 
just as we were engaged in serious conversation on the matter, and I was seek
ing every possible justification of my opinion of Euphemie. The Baron, accus
tomed at all times to act openly and on the moment's spur, acquainted him at 
once of his plans and wishes in respect of Euphemie. Hermogen listened 
quietly to all the Baron's enthusiastic praise of the girl; but when the eulogy 
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was ended, he answered that he felt in no wise attracted towards Euphemie, 
that he could never love her, and therefore prayed sincerely that the project of 
any closer union be at once abandoned. The Baron was no little disconcerted 
to find his favourite scheme so speedily demolished; yet he had the less mind to 
insist upon Hermogen's compliance, as he did not even know what might be 
Euphemie's sentiment in this regard. With his characteristic cheerfulness and 
bonhomie he soon·fell to bantering himself upon his unfortunate errand, and 
suggested that perhaps Hermogen was partner in my idiosyncracy, although he 
must fail to see how in so fair and interesting a maid there could dwell so re
pellent an element. His relations with Euphemie remained, naturally, the 
same; for he had so accustomed himself to her society that he could not pass 
one day without he saw her. Thus it came to pass that once he said to her in 
jest, that there was only one man in all her entourage who was not in love with 
her, and that man-was Hermogen, for he had obstinately declined the union 
which he himself-the Baron-had so fervently at heart. 

.. Euphemie replied that another factor had been neglected, namely, what she 
might have to say to such a marriage, and that any more intimate relationship 
with the Baron would be an object of her desire-but not through Hermogen, 
who was far too serious and whimsical to suit her mood. From this time forth 
Euphemie redoubled her attentions to the Baron and Aurelie; in fact, by many 
half-concealed hints she led the Baron to imagine that a union with himself alone 
could correspond to the ideal she had set up for herself of a happy wedlock. 
Everything that anyone might advance, on the score of disparity of years or 
otherwise, she set aside emphatically, and withal she went" about her task so 
delicately and step by step, that the Baron began to fancy that every idea and 
every wish that Euphemie might inwardly conceive had risen unbidden in his 
own inmost heart. Strong and full-blooded as was his nature, he soon found 
himself seized with the glowing passion of youth. I could no longer restrain the 
wild tumult of his feelings; it was too late! After a short span of time, to the 
astonishment of the city, Euphemie became the Baron's wife. It seemed to me 
as though the threatening, awesome being that had troubled me from afar had 
now become a present factor in my life, and as though I must keep constant watch 
and ward over my dear friend and myself. Hermogen took the marriage of 
his father in cold indifference, while Aurelie, the timid child, was lost in tears . 

.. Soon after the wedding Euphemie longed for the mountains. She came 
hither, and I must confess that her whole conduct remained so complete a 
model that she forced from me involuntary admiration. Thus there sped by 
two years of quiet, undisturbed content. Each winter we passed in the capital 
but even there the Baroness showed such boundless reverence for her husband, 
such constant heed of his slightest wish, that the poisoned tongue of envy 
must needs be paralyzed, and none of the young gallants who had promised 
themselves fair field for dalliance with the Baroness dared to allow themselves the 
least approach to liberty. In the last winter I must have been the only one that, 
bitten by my own old whim, cherished a bitter grudge of suspicion against her. 

"Before her marriage with the Baron, the Count Victorin, a handsome 
youth whose duties as major of the body-guard brought him occasionally to 
the capital, was among Euphemie's most ardent admirers, and the one whom, 
led by the impulse of the moment, she singled out involuntarily for more 
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marked attention. At one time people even went so far as to say that there was 
perhaps some closer relationship between him and this lady than met the eye; 
but the report died out almost as soon as born. Count Victorin was this winter 
in the city, and, of course, was embraced within Euphemie's more immediate 
circle; but instead of busying himself in the least about her, he seemed rather 
too purposely to avoid her. Nevertheless, I thought that often, when they fancied 
themselves unnoticed, their glances met in burning glow of passionate longing. 
One evening a brilliant throng had gathered in the Governor's salons; I stood 
within the embrasure of a window, in such a fashion that the heavy drapery of 
the voluminous curtains half hid my form; removed from me but two or three 
paces stood Count Victorino Euphemie, dressed more richly than ever, and 
dazzling in her beauty, passed forward by him; he seized her arm, so that 
no one but I observed it-her bosom heaved-a look of indescribable emotion, 
lust itself longing for satisfaction, she cast on him. They whispered a few 
words, the words I could not catch. Euphemie must have seen me; she turned 
swiftly away, but I clearly heard her hurried words: 'We are observed!' 

" I was petrified with horror, grief, and astonishment. How can I tell to 
you, my reverend father, my painful feelings? Think of my love and myat
tachment to the Baron, and of my ill forebodings, which now I saw fulfilled. 
These few words had revealed to me ,the whole mystery of the relationship 
between the Baroness and the Count. I was forced for a while to keep my 
own counsel, but I determined to watch the Baroness with Argus' eyes, and 
then, when certain of her crime, to loose the shameful bond in which she held 
my luckless friend. Yet who can fight against these devilish wiles? In vain 
were all my endeavours, and it would have been absurd to narrate to the Baron 
what I had seen and heard, for the artful creature would have found subterfuge 
enough to set me in the light of a discredited, silly bu;;ybody and phantom
hunter. 

"The snow still lay on the mountains when we returned hither last spring; 
yet did I take very frequent walks among the surrounding hills. In the next 
village I met a peasant whose gait and bearing had something strange; as he 
turned his head I saw that it was Count Victorin himself, but the same moment 
he dived down some dark alley and was lost to my research. What could have 
prompted him to this disguise but some clandestine understanding with the 
Baroness? At this very moment I am certain that he is here again, for I have 
seen his equerry riding by; although it is incomprehensible to me that he 
should not have sought to meet the Baroness in the city, for, three months 
back, the Governor fell seriously sick, and desired to see his niece Euphemie. In 
hot haste she made the journey with Aurelie, and it was only an indisposition 
that prevented the Baron from accompanying them. But now a terrible 
calamity broke o'er our house; for Euphemie soon wrote the Baron that Her
mogen had fallen victim to sudden attacks of melancholia, in which he 
wandered around in solitude, cursing himself and his vocation, and that all the 
services of friends and doctors had been in vain. You may conceive, my 
reverend master, what an impression this sad news produced upon the Baron I 
The sight of his poor son would have too deeply shocked him; therefore I 
journeyed alone to the capital. By means of strong measures Hermogen was 
at least freed from the wilder outbursts of insanity, but a fixed melancholy, 
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apparently incurable by medicine, had settled on him. When he saw me he 
was deeply moved; he told me that a miserable fate compelled him to forego 
for ever his present station, and that only as a cloistered monk could he preserve 
his soul from pains of eternal damnation. I found him already clad as you, 
my reverend father have seen him; but in spite of his opposition, I succeeded at 
last in bringing him hither. Now he is composed, but he cannot be dissuaded 
from his fixed idea, and every endeavour to ascertain the incident which has 
set him in this plight remains, alas! but fruitless, although, perchance it may 
well be that only the discovery of this secret would point the way to healing. 

" A short time since, the Baroness wrote that, by the advice of her confessor, 
she was about to send hither a Father of holy orders, whose demeanour and 
words of comfort might work perhaps more good on Hermogen than any other 
means; since his madness appeared to have taken a religious tendency. I am 
right glad, my worthy Father, that some lucky chance led you to the city, and 
that the choice has fallen upon you. You may possibly restore to a downcast 
family its lost peace, if you direct your labours-which may God bless I-to a 
twofold goal. Discover Hermogen's appalling secret; his breast wiII be lightened 
of the load when he has revealed it, perchance in the confessiona~ and the 
Church will restore him to the joyous life of the world, to which he belongs of 
right, instead of burying him within her walls. But, I prithee, approach the 
Baroness also. You know all now, and must admit that my observations are of 
that kind that, although they yield not the slightest foundation for an open 
complaint against the Baroness, they yet afford no room for mistake nor for un
founded suspicion. You will be completely of my mind when you see 
Euphemie and know her better. She is religious by natural temperament, and 
your special gift of eloquence may bring it to pass that her heart is moved and 
bettered, and thus she will abjure this treachery to a friend whose eternal happi
ness she is sapping. For I must further tell you, Father, that I often have 
suspected that the Baron hides within his breast an inner wound, whose cause 
he will not tell me; beside his anxiety for Hermogen he appears to be fighting 
with a thought that robs him of all rest. It has sometimes occurred to me that 
perhaps some evil accident has revealed to him, even clearer than to me, the 
criminal connection of the Baroness with the accursed Count. Therefore I 
also commend unto your spiritUal care, my reverend Father, my bosom's friend, 
the Baron." 

With these words Reinhold finished h:s tale, which had tortured me in count
less ways, arousing as it did a conflict of opposing emotions within my breast. 
My own "I" become the plaything of a hideous whim of fate, and split into 
the strangest of components, swam rudderless upon a sea of incidents that 
threatened to engulf me beneath their thundering waves. I could not find my 
own individuality any more! Clearly it was Victorin whom chance had led my 
hand, and not my will, to cast into the abyss. Now I had taken on his r~le " 
but Reinhold recognized the Father Medardus, the preacher of the Capucin 
Monastery in B--, and thus for him I was that really which I was in fact! 
But the relations' with the Baroness that Victorin had entertained, had now 
become my heritage, and I myself was Victorino At once to be that which I 
appeared and to appear not to be that which 1 was; an insoluble riddle to 
myself, I was divided in my own most inmost self! 
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CHAPTER XI. 

NOTWITHSTANDING the raging storm within me, I was able to simulate the repose 
that fits a priest, and thus to present myself before the Baron. I found in him 
a man advanced in years; but in the half-blurred traits there lurked still the 
signs of marvellous fulness and strength. Not age, but grief, had drawn the 
deep furrows in his broad, open brow, and bleached his locks. Yet there ruled 
in all his converse and in his every gesture a cheerfulness and grace that drew 
each one irresistibly to him. When Reinhold presented me as him whose 
coming the Baroness had announced, he looked at me in searching fashion, 
which, however, grew more friendly as Reinhold told him how he had long since 
heard me preach in the monastery church at B--, and had become convinced 
of my great gift of eloquence. The Baron trustingly stretched forth his hand 
to me, and turning to Reinhold, said: 

" I know not how it is, dear Reinhold, that the features of the reverend 
Father appealed so forcibly to me at the very first instant. They aroused some 
recollection which strove in vain to come to cleamess." 

It seemed to me as though he would presently break forth, U Yes, it is Count 
Victorin," for, in some strange fashion, I now believed myself in truth to be the 
Count, and I felt my blood rismg in torrents to blush my clleek. I relied upon 
Reinhold, and his knowledge of me as Father Medardus; although this seemed 
to me to be a lie. Nothing could set at rest my distracted mind. 

By the desire of the Baron, I must at once make Hermogen's acquaintance; 
but he was nowhere to be found 

He had been seen wandering towards the hills, and therefore no one had noted 
his route, as he often spent the whole day roaming in this fashion. All day I 
remained in the company of the Baron and Reinhold, and I gradually so far re
covered my composure that by evening I felt full of courage to enter boldly 
upon the strange events that seemed to await me. In the solitude of night I 
opened the satchel, and convinced myself by its means that it was certainly 
Count Victorin whose mangled remains lay at the foot of the precipice; but the 
letters addressed to him were of commonplace content, and not one of them 
gave me the slightest clue to his more immediate surroundings. Without 
worrying myself further with the question, I determined to yield myself com
pletely to the chance of the moment, whenever I should meet the Baroness on 
her return. 

The very next morning the Baroness and Aurelie unexpectedly arrived. I saw 
them both descend from their carriage and, received by Reinhold and the Baron, 
pass within the Castle porch. Restless, I paced my chamber up and down, a 
prey to perplexing emotions; but this lasted no great while, until I was sum
moned to meet them. 

The Baroness approached me-a noble, lovely woman, in the full bloom of 
life. When she beheld me, she seemed moved in a strange way: her voice 
faltered, and she could scarcely find a word of greeting. Her visible embarrass
ment called forth my courage; I looked her straight within the eyes, and gave 
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her the monastic blessing. She paled, and sank upon a couch. At that moment 
the door opened, and the Baron entered, accompanied by Aurelie. 

As soon as I gazed on Aurelie, a lightning-flash transfixed my breast, and 
kindled all my most hidden feelings: the most blissful desire, the intoxication of 
burning love, all that before had but vibrated in my soul as echo of some un
known and distant boding; yea, life itself now first unrolled its brilliant, many
coloured scroll for me, and all my past lay cold and dead behind me! It was 
she herself, yes, she, who had appeared in that wondrous vision in the confes
sional. The half sad, half devout, and childlike glance of the deep blue eyes, the 
softly outlined lips, the gentle, forward curve of the neck, that seemed to bend 
in beseeching reverence, the tall, slim form; not Aurelie, it was Saint Rosalia 
herself I Then, too, the azure drapery that Aurelie had thrown above her dark 
red gown, was the very same in its fantastic folds as the veil which the Saint 
upon the canvas, and my own unknown visitant, had borne. 

What was the ripe beauty of the Baroness compared with the heavenly charm 
of Aurelie ? Only her saw I, while all else faded into nothingness around me. 
My inward-excitement could not escape the bystanders. 

"What is amiss, my worthy father?" began the Baron. "You seem to be 
stirred in some peculiar manner. ,. 

These words recalled me to myself; instantly I felt aroused within me a super
human strength, a never yet experienced daring to venture all, since she it was 
who must be my prize of victory. 

"Heaven's blessing be on thee, Sir Baron!" I cried, as though suddenly 
seized with spiritual inspiration. " A Saint is sojourning among us within these 
walls; heaven is just opening its hallowed gates, and Saint Rosalia, surrounded 
by a host of angels, is shedding bliss and comfort upon the devout souls who 
have faithfully besought her. I hear the hymns of transfigured souls, who press 
around the Saint, singing her praises from the clouds. I see her head, shining 
with the glory of heavenly illumination, lifted high. towards the choir of holy 
ones who greet her gaze! Sanda Rosalia, ora pro nobis I" 

I sank upon my knees, my eyes directed heavenwards, my hands folded in 
prayer; all present followed my example. No one questioned me further, for 
they ascribed my sudden outburst to some revelation, so that the Baron 
determined at once to order masses to be celebrated before the altar of Saint 
Rosalia within the city church. In this way I had gallantly rescued myself from 
my perplexity, and was further ready to venture all in pursuit of Aurelie, for 
whose sake only life was dear to me. 

The Baroness seemed peculiarly affected; her gaze followed me, but when I 
looked without concern upon her, her eyes in ceaseless motion wandered round. 
The family had withdrawn to another room, and I rushed into the garden, 
revolving in my mind a thousand thoughts, developing and combating a myriad 
plans for my future course of conduct in the Castle. Evening had already 
fallen, when Reinhold appeared and told me that the Baroness, deeply 
touched by my pious eloquence, wished to speak with me in her chamber. 

As soon as I reached her room, the Baroness moved a few paces forward to 
meet me, seized me by both arms, and staring fixedly into my eyes said: II Is 
it possible? Is it possible? Art thou Medardus, the Capucin Monk? But 
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no ! thy voice, thy form, thine eyes, thy hair! I beseech thee, speak, or I 
perish in anguish and despair!" 

" Victorinus," I whispered softly. She embraced me with the wildest passion 
-a stream of fire coursed through my every vein; my blood foamed; my senses 
swooned in nameless bliss, in mad inebriation. But, in my sin, my whole 
thoughts were turned towards Aurelie alone, and it was to Her that, in the 
violation of my vows, I offered up the safety of my soul. 

Yea! Aurelie alone lived within me, my whole senses were filled with her; 
yet an inward shudder seized me when I thought of seeing her again, as 
indeed I soon must at the evening meal. It seemed to me as though her 
chaste glance would unveil my damning sin, and that, unmasked and annihi· 
lated, I should break down from very shame. The Baroness also I could not 
persuade myself to meet again so soon; and thus everything determined me to 
make pretext of devotional exercise, and absent myself from table. 

It only needed a few days to overcome my bashfulness. The Baroness was 
propriety itself, and the more our secret chains were Tlveted in criminality, the 
more did she redouble her attentions to her husband. She assured me that it 
was only my tonsure, my natural beard and my cloister gait-which however 
I was beginning now to modify-that had given her untold anxiety; nay, that 
upon my sudden inspired invocation of Saint Rosalia she had almost been 
convinced that some inexplicable mistake, some adverse accident, had frustrated 
her well-laid plans with Victorin and substituted for him some real accursed 
monk. She marvelled at my forethought in submitting to an actual tonsure 
and allowing my own beard to grow, and in so carefully studying my gait and 
movements that even she herself must needs at times look straight into my eyes 
to assure herself that she had not fallen victim to some caprice of fate. 

Meanwhile I had met Victorin's equerry, clad as a peasant, who presented 
himself on the confines of the park, and I delayed not to speak confidentially 
with him and warn him to hold himself in readiness to flee with me, in case 
some mishap should threaten me with danger. The Baron and Reinhold 
seemed well pleased with me, and pressed me to approach the melancholy 
Hermogen with all the art and power that I was master of. But it had 
not been as yet possible for me to get a word with him, for he manifestly 
avoided me on every opportunity of our being left alone, and, if he met 
me in the company of the Baron or Reinhold, he gazed on me in so 
remarkable a manner that I had need to summon all my force in order not 
to show my own confusion. He seemed to pierce the very depths of my 
conscience and to read my secret thoughts. A deep distrust, a half-repressed 
hostility, a scorn too laboriously o'ermastered lay on his sallow cheek, as 
soon as e'er he saw me. 

It happened once that he came upon me wandering in the park for pleasure. 
I seized this as the appropriate moment to at last clear up our mutually oppres
sive relation. I took him quickly by the hand, when he would fain have 
shunned me, and lowed it to my eloquence that I was able to speak with him 
so earnestly and helpfully, that he seemed to hear me with deep interest, and 
could not conceal his inner response to my discourse. We had sat down upon 
a bench of stone, at the end of an alley which led to the Castle. My warmth 
grew with my speech, and I told him how sinful it was when a man, consuming 
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his own vitals in his grief, should thrust aside the consolation of the Church 
who raised the penitent, and should thus take arms against the life which higher 
powers had set for him. Nay, that even the criminal should not despair of 
Heaven's mercy, since this despair itself it was that robbed him of the happiness 
that he might gain by penance and devotion. At last I besought him there 
and then to confess to me, and thus to purge his sou~ as in God's presence, and 
take from my hands free absolution for his sins. Then he sprang up, his eye
brows knit together, his eyes shot fire, a burning glow suffused his corpse-like 
face, and with a shril~ unearthly voice, he cried, "Art thou, then, free from sin, 
that thou darest, as the purest, as God himself, whom thou blasphemest, to 
seek to gaze into my breast; that thou darest to promise me forgiveness of my 
sins? Thou, who thyself shalt strive in vain for expiation and for the blessed
ness of Heaven, for ever closed to thee! Miserable hypocrite, the hour of thy 
punishment is near, and, trodden to the dust like a venomous worm, thou shalt 
thirst in vain in shameful death for mercy, wailing for redemption in nameless 
torture, until thou perishest in mad despair! " 

He rushed from me and left me crushed and humbled; all my courage, all 
my resolution gone. I saw Euphemie coming from the Castle, clad for a foot
excursion. Only with her was consolation to be found. I threw myself across 
her path; she was shocked by my distress, and asked its origin. I answered 
by relating the conversation which I had just held with Hermogen, the lunatic, 
and added that I was tortured by the thought that perhaps Hermogen had, by 
some strange mischance, unearthed our secret. 

Euphemie did not seem to be the least concerned; she smiled in such a way 
that made me shudder, and answered, "Let us go further into the park, for 
here we may be observed, and it might give rise to comment if the reverend 
Father Medardus were seen in such excited converse with me." We passed 
into a hidden leafy bower. Euphemie embraced me with hot kisses, and thus 
began: 

(To 6e continued.) 318' 

No inquirer can fix a direct and clear-sighted gaze towards truth, who is cast
ing side-glances all the while on the prospects of his souL 

-Martineau. 

Truth is the bond of union and the basis of human happiness. Without this 
virtue there is no reliance upon language, no confidence in friendship, no 
security in promises and oaths. 

-Jeremy Col/ier. 

Truth is as impossible to be soiled by any outward touch as the sunbeam. 
-Milton. 
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SOME THOUGHTS ON REINCARNATION. 

THE doctrine of reincarnation may be said to be the key note of 
Theosophical teachings. It embodies a principle so far-reaching 
in its action, that once a man has grasped and apprehended that 

principle, it enables him at one step to~rise above the influence of those 
conditions of life and death which appear such a vast and insoluble pro
blem when viewed from the standpoint of a single individual mortal 
existence. 

The doctrine is one that has been taught in all ages under a great 
variety of forms, but in this, as in everything else, we must be careful 
to distinguish form from the principle; the one is that which adapts 
itself to transient conditions of the human mind, the other is inde
pendent of the form, and when perceived by the intuition is recognised 
under whatever form it may for the time being appear. 

It is with the principle rather than with the doctrine that we are now 
dealing. This principle will come to our unconsciousness as the result 
of a number of facts in our experience which require a key note to 
harmonize them, rather than as the result of any evidence or arguments 
which appeal to our mere intellectual faculties. 

We find that everyone, even the man of the world, has some such 
similar perception of pri1lciples which lie deeper than his power of 
analysis can carry him, but which have become so much a part of his 
consciousness that he recognises them as a fundamental basis of his 
actions, even though he may not be able to formulate them, or give them 
a definite shape or name. 

There is a faculty of the mind which synthesizes our various ex
periences, and gives us the power of recognising in a more or less perfect 
manner, according to our degree in the scale of evolution, those universal 
principles which underlie matter and form. In its highest aspect this 
taculty is that of Intuition, or the power of immediately perceiving the 
whole bearing, aspect, or truth of things without reasoning or analysis. 
Intuition is the basis of all our thoughts and actions, and lies too deep 
for analysis, for if we regard it as the synthesis of all our past experi
ences, it is evident to the most casual observer that that experience is 
not the result of this present existence merely. We easily recognise 
this faculty when developed to a marked degree in any particular 
direction, and we then call it gmius. The man who is born a genius 
kllo'Ws intuitively that which can only be arrived at in a lesser degree by 
other men by deductive methods and long training. He starts at th~ 
point where other men leave off. 
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What is it that gives him the power to do this? From whence comes 
the knowledge which other men have to acquire by painful toil and 
long experience? and we may further ask: from whence comes that 
which exists-the same in kind though in varying degrees-in every 
man, and constitutes the essence of his character, in other words his real 
Ego? 

Each man will answer this question according to his light. The 
materialist will give one answer, the religionist another. The one 
believes neither in a heretofore nor a hereafter, the other in a hereafter 
but not in a heretofore. But to those who are students of the deeper 
mysteries of humanity, who have penetrated behind the veil of matter 
and assured themselves of the reality of the inner hidden universe of 
spiritual activity, and learnt the connection between this and the outward 
material world, there is but one answer to the question. 

" That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the 
spirit is spirit," said one who had learnt the mystery of "Christ." The 
real Ego is immortal, and is neither born nor conditioned of matter in 
the physical plane, but takes to itself the experience of each successive 
earth life, and becomes responsible for deeds done in the body, and for 
the helping or hindering of the progress of humanity as a whole. It 
must work out its own salvation, it must assimilate its own experience, 
it must pass by its own choice and effort from the lower to the higher, 
that which it sows it shall also reap. 

This is the law of Karma, and is so intimately related to that of 
reincarnation that the two must be considered as one. Karma is the 
la\f of compensation, or of cause and effect in its inter-relation on the 
various planes of consciousness, from the purely spiritual and subjective 
down to the lowest planes of matter and consciousness. In relation to 
rebirth, it is the aggregate of those forces (skandhas) generated in a 
previous incarnation, by reason of which another earth-life under certain 
definite conditions becomes inevitable. These two constitute the key to 
the position which each individual occupies in his present life on this 
earth. 

The realization of what is involved in these principles will carry the 
individual an immense step forward in the attainment of that far-reaching 
spiritual insight which alone can raise us to the level of conscious 
spiritual beings, living above the attractions of the material plane, the 
strife of human passions, and uninfluenced by the ever changing opinions, 
creeds and dogmas of exoteric religions. To know in full is probably 
synonymous with adeptship. There is mystery within mystery which 
can only be penetrated as the spiritual insight is developed. Nature 
speaks to us in her own language, and we must learn that language if 
we would know her secrets; they cannot be translated. 

But let a man have once firmly grasped the principles of reincarnation 
and Karma, and there can no longer remain any doubt in his mind con· 
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cerning his course of action, for he has begun to understand the laws of 
his spiritual being, those universal and unalterable principles upon which 
depends alike the existence of a single atom and of the whole universe, 
and which are co-related and correspondential on every plane of con
sciousness. 

Those whose intuition can recognise in the laws of our physical life 
the reflection and counterpart of the laws which operate on the higher 
planes, possess the key to the whole mystery of life, for they will be able 
to apprehend that which is the unity of all diversity, and which har
monizes and synthesizes all the various aspects and conditions of things, 
uniting even such apparent opposites as good and evil, light and dark
ness, sorrow and joy. 

Science and religion, these two also--having so long stood in opposi
tion-will be harmonized and united. Long and bitter has been the 
struggle, and black and foul the history of dogma and priestcraft. But 
now science has forced home to the minds of men those laws which 
condition the physical world, but which when first enunciated in this 
our Ckristian era, were met by deadly opposition and bitter hatred on 
the part of the Church. 

But, alas, for the dogmatism of the day. That which was heterodox 
yesterday is orthodox to-day, and history repeats itself. It is no longer 
orthodox religion, but orthodox science that represents the dogmatism 
of the age. The battle which the scientists have fought and won 
against the powers of superstition has now to be fought and won 
against the powers of Materialism and Atheism. Those who will lead 
mankind to the larger knowledge in store for them, have to fight oyer 
again the battles of the scientists on a higher plane, and force home to 
the minds of men the laws which condition their spiritual nature. These 
laws being the counterpart of those which exist on the material plane, 
we see the possibility that exists for a scientific religion, a religion based 
on principles as firmly established as those which we act upon every day 
of our lives in dealing with physical forces. 

An understanding of the principle of reincarnation cannot fail to give 
us a clear perception of the relativity of form, whether in the outward 
physical world, or in the inner world of thought as represented in those 
various systems and doctrines, creeds, dogmas and mental parapher
nalia in general, in which men dress up their ideas, and endeavour to 
make others wear them, and which they even take for verities, and bow 
down and worship. 

In the physical world there is nothing permanent j the mightiest hills 
endure but for a day. Nations and races, forms of government, civili
zation, society, religion-all these are but as the mote that dances in 
the sunshine. And yet while they last, men centre in them their energies 
and passions, and they only change amidst a horrid dim of human 
strife, pain and delusion. To-day a man will fight with bitter senti-
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ment, against those who appear likely to upset his doctrine of atone
ment or his Athanasian creed. But where were these doctrines when 
2,000 years ago this same individual lived in quite a different state of 
society, or 200,000 years ago, which yet is but as yesterday if a man 
can but comprehend? 

To-day in the so-called Christian Church it is possible for a 
bishop to stand in danger of imprisonment if he administer his office 
in one form rather than another. And human passions are roused, and 
envy, malice, and all uncharitableness are brought to light in the 
name of religion, and for the sake of-form! Truly the Devil-having 
somewhat of a larger view of humanity than these his dupes-must 
laugh to see how men practise the religion of Christ, mistake the husk 
for the kernel, and place themselves in the very position of those pharisees 
whom Christ so vehemently denounced. 

One of the first lessons which we are taught by the doctrine of rein
carnation is this :-that however different may be the ideas, conceptions. 
states, or conditions of our fellow men from that which we find in our 
selves, anyone of these conditions may have been ours yesterday, may 
be ours to-morrow. Humanity as a whole, in its mental and spiritual 
aspects, finds as many conditions of life as that which exists on the face 
of the globe in flora or fauna, and we must view humanity as a whole. 
and apart from anyone section of it, or from our own individuality. 
before we can understand those principles which govern our evolution. 
and which necessitate that we should pass through every state, degree, 
and condition of life in our progress towards those higher states of 
spiritual selfconsciousness, which are independent of the conditions which 
pertain to our present physical life. 

There is no room here for either self-righteousness or dogmatism. 
Each man must decide for himself what form is most in harmony with 
the highest perceptions of truth, what best helps him to realise his spiritual 
aspirations. But if he would understand something of those principles 
which govern the human heart, he must be able to view humanity-not 
through the coloured glasses of his own particular creed, but with an 
universal sympathy which embraces all creeds. This is the basis and 
root idea of Theosophy, founded on a knowledge of that which has been 
is, and will be. 

Many thoughts, too deep for words, come crowding into our minds 
when we reflect upon what we may have done and suffered in those past 
lives, the memory of which is mercifully hidden from our present con
sciousness. The burden of our mistakes and failures, of hopes blighted, 
of bitter experience, apparently fruitless struggles, and often in suffering 
which appears so absolutely unmerited and unjust that we are in danger 
of losing all hope and faith; these things, which come to all men in 
greater or lesser degree as the experience of a single life time, are oft
times too heavy a burden for us to bear, and we gladly close our eyes in 
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the sleep of death, with an instinctive feeling that this is Nature's remedy 
for the worn and suffering soul. 

If from this sleep we were to awake, as we awake every morning, 
with the recollection of the previous day, and the full weight of our 
responsibilities and cares, which of us would be able to take up once more 
the burden of life? It can only be when we have learnt to distinguish 
the reality from the i1lu~ion, the true from the false, the spiritual from 
the material; when we have raised our consciousness above the level of 
time and space, and learnt to dwell in the eternal consciousness of the 
absolute reality, that we shall be able to stand face to face with the 
ghosts of our former selves, and read our record in the book of life; for 
then we shall know in full that what we now call good and evil are but 
the opposite poles of manifestation, and have no existence, save on the 
plane of illusions. 

" Never the spirit was born; the spirit shall cease to be never; 
" Never was time it was not; End and Beginning are dreams! 

"Birthless and deathless and changeless remaineth the spirit for 
ever; 

"Death hath not touched it at all, dead though the house of it 
seems! " 

w. KINGSLAND. 

THE SACRED MISSION OF THE S. P. R. 

ALL our friends remember the astounding story, born and elaborated in the head of 
a too zealous "Researcher" sent to India to investigate that which he was incapable 
of understanding, accepted by many grave and wise men of Cambridge, and joyfully 
snapped up by the sensation·loving society fish. It was the Gordian knot of the T. 
S. cut at one blow by the perspicacious Alexander, the great conqueror of spooks and 
mediums: namely, that the motive for claiming certain phenomenal manifestations as 
true, was the desire to benefit thereby the Russian Government. So strong became 
the" Russian Spy" impression with the public, that actually writers of novels began 
to mention the charge as fail accompli. A propos of this, we find a very witty hit at 
the S. P. R. in the Hawk of March 12 ult . 

.. Madame Blavatsky has recently compiled a work, called the 'Secret 
Doctrine,' which covers the last brief period of the last thousand million of 
years which the world has supposed to have taken to evolute itself, Moses, 
Darwin, Huxley, and the rest notwithstanding. The Spookical Research 
Society have, I understand, appointed a permanent committee, with right of 
hereditary succession to its members, to study and analyze this work, as it is 
believed to be a cover~ attack on the British Empire." 
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OCCULT AXIOMS AND THEIR SYMBOLS. 

(Conc!uded.) 

V. 

KATERIALISTIC science will never be able to furnish morality 
with a sound basis, so long as it considers humanity only as a 
species of the animal kind; so long as it assigns to evolution 

and progress no other purpose but an amelioration in physical 
organisms, and the acquisition, by the fittest individuals, of a kind 
of shrewdness and perfected instinct which will allow them to live 
more comfortably; so long as it refuses to recognise in man 
principles entirely different from the material ones, subject to different 
laws and surviving physical dissolution. If everything ends with 
material life, the only wise plan is to fill it with material enjoyment. 
On these lines of belief, virtue is a supernumerary quantity: it 
may be your interest to be virtuous in appearance, but it is of no 
consequence to anybody whether you are so in reality or not. No 
individual benefit arises from virtue, except what consideration or profit 
you may derive from it, or the reciprocity of good treatment and protec
tion you may expect from the community, supposing the community is 
commonly honest. Then the man must be a fool who instead of 
calculating exactly the possible returns, is simply charitable, or who, 
instead of taking clever measures to escape detection, simply avoids 
wickedness. As for the community called Society, everybody knows 
how tender-hearted it is to its benefactors" how ready to proclaim and 
recompense virtue, how prompt to detect and punish crime. Everybody 
knows that big consideration, big fortune, and big stomachs are the 
exclusive appanage of bankers and deacons, who have deserved them by 
lives of truthfulness and integrity. Provided you do not transgress the 
letter of the established code, you may indulge in a tolerable number of 
sins of commission, without speaking of those of omission, and remain 
a very respectable citizen in full possession of all the chances of the 
Municipal elections. Undeniably any more than ordinarily clever man 
will not be satisfied with such innocent ambition. The man who 
deserves admiration is the one who cheats others into the belief that 
he has done them some service, and induces them to an undeserved 
reciprocity. This is the principle of modern charity, which is a means 
to social safety, a personal gratification of pride, and an excellent way 
for females of calling attention to their beauty, elegance and loving dis
position, and for men of advertising their business. With a little 
practice at that game, a man may easily deserve a statue on public 
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thoroughfares. Charity is a fine word, when engraved on a pedestal, or 
when printed at the head of a list of the members of some committee. 
or of some programme for a mundane entertainment. Charity is the 
occasional sop by which is kept down the anger of the starving beasts in 
their cages. I t is as necessary to public order as the wig of Justice. As 
for real silent charity, without hope of reward or expectation of 
reciprocity, as for virtue for the sake of virtue itself, as for self-sacrifice 
and devotion to others, they are ridiculous, absurd, and happily rare ex
ceptions. More: they are dangerous and of bad example, as several 
Positivists have already remarked. 

Human faculties are like sirens, virtues above the waist and vices 
below; passions are the material of powers, evil is the origin of good. 
pain the substratum of pleasure, and ridicule the potentiality of the 
sublime. The taste of the ragged vulgar for barrel-organs and cheap 
olcographs, and of the vulgar in full dress for ballad concerts and ugly 
antiques, is the announcement of a nascent artistic feeling. Similarly 
hypocrisy, is a homage to virtue, and the sham charity of the replete 
bourgeois is the beginning of unselfishness. True, the night of egotism 
is still very dark; egotism is yet the mainspring of our social ac
tivities, competition the backbone of our industry, and national selfish
ness the ideal for which many heroes are ready to die. But is this a 
proof that patriotism will not be looked upon as a vice a few centuries 
hence, that no civilization can be conceived where production alone 
would have the importance now imprudently attributed to exchange 
that the present social state is the best and only one possible? Ask 
the question, not from those who have been successful in the struggle. 
but from its victims, from the multitudes trampled under the wheels of 
progress, from the unemployed men and starving families, and from 
those moral wrecks, more pitiful still, whose brains have been atrophied 
by the weight of their account books. The few advantages of competi
tion are largely compensated by its inconveniencies: it is the principal 
and nearly sole cause of our present miseries and social evils. Says one 
of our Masters: "That curse known as the struggle for life is the real 
and most prolific parent of most woes and sorrows and all crimes. 
Why has that struggle become the almost universal scheme of the 
universe? We answer, because no religion, with the exception of 
Buddhism, has hitherto taught a practical contempt for this earthly life. 
while each of these always with that one solitary exception, has through 
its hells and damnations inculcated the greatest dread of death. There
fore do we find that struggle for life raging most fiercely in Christian 
countries, most prevalent in Europe and America. It weakens in the 
pagan lands, and is nearly unknown amongst Buddhist populations 
.... Teach the people to see that life on this earth, even the happiest. 
is but a burden and an illusion, that it is but our Karma, the cause pro
ducing the effect, that is our own judge, our Saviour in future lives j and the 
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great struggie for life will soon lose its intensity." Again, because com
petition is amongst us a prevailing motive, it does not prove that no 
other incentive to action exists or may be found. Are we to believe 
that people would not work unless they be starved, this degrading 
argument of people who employ the Chinese or German paupers at 
reduced wages on one hand, and excite the hatred of the British or 
American workmen against them on the other? Some monsters specu
late on misery and thrash human dignity with the whip of animal want. 
does this prove the laziness of the victims or the baseness of the 
executioners? Exploitation and tyranny, necessity and overwork are 
means the best calculated to disgust a man with his task. Ask any 
craftsman, free and sincere, what is the best incentive to his efforts: he 
will answer you that it is the love of his business and not the necessity of 
earning his livelihood. Enthusiasm and desire of affection will prompt 
an artist further and quicker than competition and the desire to earn 
more money than his colleagues; nearly always, when a man of 
genius is seized with the ambition of making his fortune, he loses his 
originality and becomes a base flatterer of common vulgarity and vice. 
A decoration generally proves a patch on a fine picture. The rival 
efforts of real artists towards the beautiful, of poets towards the ideal, of 
philosophers towards the truth, can no longer be called competition. They 
are termed emulation, a term which is nearly synonymous with united 
efforts. What then shall we call the convergent efforts of the saints to
wards virtue? One of the first things taught to those who would tread the 
path of Occultism is that they must give up all wish to overcome their 
brothers, and grow, like the lilies of the fields, without knowing it. 
Love of perfection itself is scarcely a sufficient qualification: their main 
motive must be the desire to acquire knowledge in order to place it at 
the service of Humanity. 

Since the world has passed its middle point of evolution, altruism has 
begun to dawn upon Humanity: and however pale and distant this aurora 
we may feel sure that these calls from Buddha, from Chri:;t, from Theo
sophy, these rays which have always come from the East, are the presage 
of the coming day. However disagreeable may be at present the relations 
between members of the social body, yet each one of them is indebted 
to these relations for most of the things he possesses, knows or can do. 
Men can be numbered whose opinions are not from newspapers, whose 
science is not from books, whose wit is not from hearsay. To improve 
upon the achievements of others, we must first assimilate them. In fact 
if competition is an element of progress, association is the condition of 
progress and of competition itself; and rivalry is but the means to 
some association of a superior order. If wild individuals had not 
wrestled with each other, no tribal alliances would have been formed; 
without the fights between tribes, there was no motive for the formation 
of provinces; and the dissensions between counties prepared national 
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unity. Will this be the end of association, and may we not hope that 
our international wars, perhaps by their very atrocity, will necessitate 
International Arbitration, and that cannon shots will have cleared the 
way for universal brotherhood? The author of that thoughtful work, 
" Looking Backwards," traces the same process of growth through social 
economy, and predicts for it a similar development: upon individual 
exchange, small trade was an improvement; now we see small trade 
ruined and absorbed by big stores and co-operative companies. Mr. 
Bellamy believes that the competition between the latter will eventually 
result in their agglomeration into national syndicates, so that the wealth 
of the nation will be administered by the nation itself. The author has 
drawn upon this hypothesis the Elysean picture of a social state where 
the struggle for existence has no more a raiso11 d'/tre. Then the history 
of philosophy is there to show that the shock of opinions always elicited 
light: after religious wars, after metaphysical battles, the champions 
generally find themselves purified, and some new and larger truth estab
lishes itself on the ruins of the dismantled creed. The egotists are not 
the men who launch boldly and alone upon the sea of the unknown, 
nor the audacious who frankly express their doubts upon an adopted 
dogma or a consecrated habit: it is through such benefactors that the 
world really advances. The inventor of a new instrument of labour, of 
a new product, of a new mode of thought or a new method of conduct 
is a fighter against the egotism of those who try to stifle the discovery, 
because it disturbs their interests or simply their quietness. The egotists 
are those whose laziness would prevent the world from moving, whose 
sleepiness would paralyse the thoughts of others. The common egotism 
of the Pharisees was responsible for the crucifixion of Christ: the aggre
gate egotism of the Christian church is responsible for the narrowness 
of modern thought, and the scholastic egotism of modern science is 
responsible for the psychic ignorance of our age. 

Thc;e is between each one of us and his fellow men a borrowing and 
lending somewhat analogous to the process of feeding. The productions, 
acts and thoughts of others are the material from which our thought 
gets its sustenance; it extracts the essence of that food and gives it 
back to the commonwealth under the form of its individual activity. 
The man who has understood this process can no more think of his soul 
as separated from others, than we can conceive our bodies as independent 
from universal substance and life. But, even for the common egotist, 
what after all is the end of the struggle? What is the ambition of the 
most narrow-minded candle merchant, when he has retired from 
business? To buy a cottage where he may invite his friends, and 
spend, in rejoicing with them, part and sometimes the whole of the 
money he has laboriously saved. There are really very few joys 
attractive to a man unless he partakes of them with others. Even upon 
his animal wants he must throw the veil of company, and he loathes a 
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lonely dinner table. Acquirements are of little use unless shown and 
communicated. The potentate who hires a concert room for his exclu
sive use, the drunkard who shuts himself up in a solitary cellar, are 
exceptions. Few men could bear the weight of lonely enjoyment; 
madness and despair would be the result for the majority. Perfect 
egotism is an asceticism of a peculiar kind, and constitutes the trial of 
the black magician. 

Thus, even ordinary reasoning and examples taken from daily life 
show us that the dictates of egotism are not infallible. But the necessity 
of altruism can be demonstrated philosophically. In a magnificent 
article upon Theosophy (Revue des deux mondes, July 15, 1888), Mr. 
Burnouf, the celebrated French Orientalist, called upon it to render 
Humanity an immense service by showing the existence of a law 
superior to that of the struggle for existence. Our doctrine is the only 
one able to furnish such a demonstration as a basis for morality; 
further, it can give altruism three equally solid foundations, the one 
practical, the other philosophical, and the third religious. 

The recognition of Karmic justice and of the law of Reincarnation 
shows us the practical advantage of not doing to others what we should 
not like them to do to us, and further, of sowing, by positive deeds of 
charity, the germs of a future harvest of benefits for ourselves. This 
reasoning embraces both the arguments of Christian and Utilitarian 
moralists, at the same time corrected, purified and sublimated. As we 
have already said, Positivism, concerning itself merely with the short 
life of the present, cannot convince us that there is any harm in cheating 
the social body, if we are clever enough to make sure of having our 
rights attended to, while only pretending to fulfil our duties: it may try 
to vaguely argue that virtue is the best way to happiness, but this 
sentimental suspicion will never be sufficient to prevent any man with 
evil tendencies or under strong temptation from taking his pleasure 
where he finds it, when that man is persuaded that everything ends with 
the present life, and that his conduct is of no more importance, after all, 
either to himself or to the world at large, than the noise of a wasp in the 
forest. A Chinese proverb says that whoever finds pleasure in vice and 
pain in virtue, is yet a novice in both: but as a matter of fact most men 
are such novices that even hygienic considerations and the scientific 
knowledge of consequences is scarcely sufficient to deter them from 
unhealthy gratification of their passions: when they are mad enough to 
waste their own life, how could they be expected to spare the interests 
of. others? When a man in anger is ready to destroy himself, provided 
he destroys his enemy at the same time, will he stop to consider that he 
has no right to deprive the social body of a double life? Undoubtedly 
the Christian sanctions contained more power and efficacy: but 
Christianity fell into the opposite exaggeration, and darkened so much the 
pictures of future punishment that it made man doubt Justice. The fairy-
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tales of hell and its king the devil never worked satisfactorily, even on the 
infantile minds of Medireval Humanity because men cannot be rendered 
virtuous through fear: at most can they be turned into cowards and 
slaves. In our days of free and scientific thought, Christian preachers 
themselves have understood the puerility of their bogey stories, and 
reserve them for uncommonly rural congregations. Satan's fork is no 
longer the lever of the masses, and the horns wear out more and more 
every day on the poor devil's head. To-day the favourite text for sermons 
on virtue is that we must be good out of gratitude towards the Creator: 
but considering that evil predominates in the world and that its Creator 
must therefore be more than half wicked, it is a question whether we 
should not have more chances of pleasing him by being as unmerciful 
as himself. Besides, many a noble soul would prefer even a voluntary 
damnation with the majority of Mankind to an egotistic salvation with 
a few generally very uninteresting elect. Then, there is the psychological 
fact, that a man feels little remorse or even satisfaction for deeds, good 
or bad, committed, say thirty years ago, and that the justice does not 
stand well in equilibrium which would give to our short passage on 
earth the counterpoise of an eternity without relief to the monotony 
either of pain or pleasure; and this other philosophical fact, that, as pain is 
only a contrast to pleasure and vice versd, both torment and bliss would 
in time merge into indifference, unless indeed the saints, in order to pre
serve the necessary contrast, should from time to time open their 
nostrils to the smell of the roasted flesh of their unfortunate brothers. 

Although the religions of our country and philosophies of our time are 
unable either to explain or to remedy the dreadful evils which are the lot 
of a great majority of Mankind, a conscientious observer cannot help 
acknowledging that there lurks in the hearts, even of the most miserable. 
an instinctive belief in justice, an intuitional conviction that right cannot 
be made wrong by might, and that somehow or somewhere injustice will 
find a compensation. This feeling cannot be attributed to religions which 
explain physical contrasts by metaphysical contradictions: besides, it is 
to be found, sometimes stronger than anywhere else, in countries where 
generations of free thinkers have transmitted to each other their scep
ticism, and where agnosticism is the attitude of an overwhelming majority 
of the people. Whence, then, that innate honesty, if not from a kind of 
unconscious recognition of the law of Karma? If anything is to be 
wondered at in our period of transitions, it is not the frequency of crimes; 
but rather their scarcity. When Humanity has no longer any belief and 
has not yet any knowledge, when we see on one hand the respect of the 
law fading away from the minds of the people, and on the other that 
same law softening the rigorism of its code as civilization advances, when 
passivity and ignorance diminish in the same proportion as sensuality 
and discontent increase, we may certainly ask ourselves what mysterious 
rope still holds together the inflammable brands of the social faggot. 
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The Karma of our egotistic civilisation is above our heads like a dark 
cloud which will resolve itself into tears and blood, while a maelstrom of 
despair and hatred whirls in the hearts of the pariahs deserted in the 
midst of our populous cities: at every corner is to be met the tramp, 
wearing along without hope or purpose. Before him is the endless 
street with its fog and smoke; above him, the gloom of the pitiless sky 
and the drizzling rain; below, the mud where his sore and cold feet sink 
at each step; around him, no sympathetic look meets his eyes: his 
misery escapes the notice of the restless, uneasy-looking men of business 
hurrying to their offices, and of the stiff arrogant idlers, who carry their 
respectabilities like brimful vessels, grave as undertakers, dignified as 
offended turkeys; who walk with their elbows away from the body to 
keep the vulgar at a distance, and who have stiffened the muscles of 
their faces that no human feeling should appear and compromise their 
fashionable imbecility. But the philosopher does not know which is 
more to be pitied, the despair of the one or the confidence of the other: for 
he knows that riches and poverty are only the extreme points on the 
wheel of Karma: and knowing he has himself passed through many 
happy and many miserable lives, he values the present one only for the 
opportunities it affords him of returning unselfish service for the egotism 
he has to suffer from, and of alleviating the miseries he has escaped. 

The man, however, who does good simply to prepare himself a good 
Karma, may be said to practice altruism egotistically, although virtue can 
never be a purely personal thing, since it spreads around itself spiritual 
influences and material examples. But Theosophy can offer to the royal 
virtue of unselfishness higher and nobler seats. If the diversity of forms 
is actually tending towards reabsorption in Unity, the man whose efforts 
have personality as their only goal is simply swimming against Evolution. 
And as the contractive force must ultimately gain victory over the 
expansive one, final dissolution is reserved to those who would fight 
against the predominant universal power. The said expansion and con
traction, however, are only material similes or introversions of spiritual 
facts: the path of altruism leads to expansion of limited consciousness 
into universal consciousness or Omniscience: while egotism is the way to 
infinitesimal nescience, which is the only mode of annihilation, the fright
ful punishment reserved, at the end of the Manwantara, to the Adepts of 
the left hand. Everything finite being also transient, egotism is incom
patible with immortality. Matter is eternal like Spirit, but eternally 
unconscious, while Spirit is the source of consciousness. Unconscious 
eternity being no better than non-existence, the only manner of obtaining 
salvation is to transfer our consciousness from the low planes to the 
higher ones, to sacrifice personality on the altar of the Higher Self. Let 
him who dreams of sublimating and immortalising his egotism consider 
that nothing will remain of his work but what can be used by others ; 
that he must leave to somebody else the money he has saved, t!1e palaces 
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he has built, the devices he has planned for his own gratification; and 
that he will carry nothing beyond the grave, nothing but the craving he 
could not and can never satisfy, and which will bring him down again 
and again to learn the deceptions of many rebirths. Let him remember 
that life has been lent to him only in order that he may offer his stone 
to the monument Humanity is building according to the plans of Nature; 
that the very feelings which made him love so much his personality are 
only the veils thrown by Nature on her own necessities; that his dreams 
of voluptuousness only helped to the preservation of species, his shadow 
of free-will to the improvement of the race, within the bounds of immu
table laws; and that even the peculiarities of feeling, conduct, thought 
and aspirations which he thought most intimate and entirely his own, 
were nothing but the eternal recommencement of preordinated types. 
And if he hesitates still to acknowledge his delusion, let him observe the 
superb indifference of Nature to the fate of individuals; how brightly 
the sun shines on the despair of poets or the pride of kings, on grave
yards and battlefields, on the joys and sorrows of Humanity, and 
would continue to shine were the earth itself scattered to atoms. 

Thus, the man who practises altruism acts not only in his own superior 
interest, but also in accordance with the ultimate purposes of Nature. 
To souls endowed with religious sentimentality, however, these practical 
and scientific arguments will not appeal so strongly as this other philo
sophical truth, that Love and Sympathy are the direct manifestations 
of the Divinity concealed in the inmost penetralia of our Highest Being. 
Not only all men come from a common origin and tend to the same 
goal, not only do the many proceed from and to the one, but as we have 
said this Unity is ever present in everybody and everywhere, and, by a mag
nificent law w!'lich perpetuates the primordial reality through the diversity 
of illusions, it remains constantly as our central guide throughout our 
dreary pilgrimage. The light of egotism is but a distorted reflection of 
this sun of altruism: when, in moments of despair, man recedes in the 
internal night of what appears to him loneliness and void, then, if he but 
opens towards the inside the eyes he has shut upon the external night
mares, he will find the real Self which is above our joys as our sorrows: 
he will find a deep recess sheltered from the tempests of life, where 
many a time before he has unconsciously taken refuge. Betrayed by a 
woman, conquered by a rival, abandoned by those we love, or even justly 
punished for some fault of ours, we feel above our souls the impassive 
being who watches us weep, and such is his brilliancy that even in our 
humiliation rises an inmost protest of superiority, for our real Self is 
indeed superior to everything: it is for this same reason that everyone 
of us is inclined to think better of himself and to love himself better 
than anybody else, thus prostituting to the lower Ego the love 
which the real Ego alone deserves. The supreme Unity being the 
highest principle in our own constitution, if we remove one after the 
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other, for the analysis of thought, the different .. Koshas" or sheaths 
which envelop A TMA, we remove at the same time personal limitations 
and the causes of separateness, so that we can find our Self only by 
losing ourselves. Atma cannot be called an individual principle; it does 
not belong either to me or to you: the same thing says "I" in you as 
well as in myself, behind your name and form as well as my pe
culiarities, under my vices as well as your Yirtues. Whoever has under
stood this sublime doctrine of the essential identity of " I " and" Thou .. 
under the illusory distinction of" Mine" and "Thine," scarcely finds 
any words to express its sacredness. It inspired the mansuetude and 
benevolence of generations of Yogis and Buddhists, and it ought to be 
made the central and first teaching of Theosophy. It is similar to the 
Christian precept: "Love each other for the sake of God"; but that 
God instead of being outside of creation, so far that men can doubt his 
existence, is ever present in our Self and the Self of others, and is that 
Self: and man, instead of reckoning on external influences and arbitrary 
mercy, needs no other prayer but aspiration towards that perfect model 
enthroned in his own soul, who demands no other sacrifice but the 
crucifixion of egotism. This truth is not to be demonstrated by mere 
reasoning,although our whole philosophy rests upon it, although the 
wonderful similarity which carries in an endless circle all the acts, 
thoughts, passions and aspirations of Humanity seems to point out the 
existence of some common principle: but it is to be sensed in the depths 
of our own being, to be felt at the sight of any fellow man, to be realised 
by eyes meeting eyes, by words answering to words, by joys and sorrows 
swelling in our hearts in sympathy with the enjoyments and sorrows of 
others. 0, Brothers! Here is the real basis of morality: we have found 
the source of Love: descending into the inmost sanctum of my own being, 
it is you all I meet there. Why should I quarrel with you? Am I . 
angry with my teeth when I bite my tongue, and shall I hate a cater
pillar when I love a butterfly? If you hurt me by your words, deeds or 
antipathy, is it not" He," who through an imperfect brain sees in me an 
enemy and believes he has reasons to hate me? If you caress me, if 
you praise me, if you love me, is it not "He" who recognises himself 
behind a body you wish to embrace, behind a soul you wish to under
stand? Atma is the central sight, which looking at the world through 
so many souls and so many eyes, sees it under so many aspects. The 
fourth visage of BrahmA is the august and melancholy face of Humanity, 
the one type, mine as well as yours, which is to be perceived behind the 
masks stamped by Karma upon our souls, the masks smiling with 
kindness or stiffened by egotism and distorted by passion, the masks of 
angels or of demons. The wailing of the forest and of the sea, and the 
moanings of the brutes, the clear and pearly laugh of merry girls and 
the groans of humanity in travail, all the noises of the planet, express 
the same thing as the silence of the infinite. 0, my Selves! In the 
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sacred name of II Him" who is more than our common father, being 
the centre of all our beings, I shout to you the universal call to Love 
and my weak voice loses itself in that Verb expressed by all flesh I 

AMARA VELLA. 

THE MYSTERY OF LIFE. 

A FRAGMENT. 

VAIN seeker after all-abiding truth I 
Wouldst fllthom Nature in her hidden ways? 
Wouldst drag her deepest workings into light, 
And master secrets that might chl\nge the world? 
But know, poor mortal, that to such as thee 
The higher myst'ries may not be revel\led 
Until such time as thou art wholly quit 
Of el\ch unworthy thought-each selfish hope 
That links thy being, still, to things of earth. 
To KNOW is pow'r-then be thy aim to KNOW. 

Bllt, if thou would'st attain to higher spheres, 
Seekfirst the knowledge of that living God 
In whom reside all wisdom, truth and strength, 
When thou hast c1el\n~ thy Spirit-purged thy 

soul 
From all the worthless dross that weighs it down; 
When thou hast conquered self, and overcome 
The countless passions that possess thy breast; 
When thou hast lel\rnt to coldly spurn the world 
With all its rotten pomp, deceptive joys, 
TIIm seek, and not till tllm, that Holy Love, 
That mighty power that flows from God alone I 

What profit, though, by wel\risome research, 
'Twere possible to conquer del\th itself; 
To banish sickness and prolong this life 
Through countless dreary ages yet to come; 
To stand alone amidst a fleeting world, 
A rock 'gainst which the surging tide of yel\rS 
Might beat, in vain, till time should Cel\5e to be ? 
Ah I Thowthtless being I Wouldst thou court a 

fate 
More terrible than well can be conceived ? 

Poor erring child of earth I Dost thou not know 
That life, prolonged to only twice its span, 

Would be so great a curse to thee, that thou 
Wouldst surely pray that death might set thee 

free? 
Say, wouldst thou live, and see thy loved ones 

die? 
It never could be so !-I tell thee "ay / 
For nature would revolt at such a state. 
And he alone may breast the tide of time 
Whose sympathies, to all intents, are dead ; 
Who knows no earthly tie-no earthly hope, 
But who would calmly soar above the world 
To contemplate a boundless universe 
And seek, perchance, to grasp Eternal Truth. 

He conquers death who does not fear to die ; 
For that which man no longer views with dread 
Must straightway lose its absolute domain ; 
And he who stllnds prepared for life or death
Shall he not triumph even o'er the grave I 
Yet while the body lives, so 10"K the soul 
Is kept within its carnal prison house, 
Nor can it hope to win its flight aloft 
And meet the full and glorious light of Heaven. 
Its brightness dimmed-its lofty powers ob-

scured, 
It lingers on within this mortal clay 
And, knowing ",ue", still fails of knowing all; 
Since deal" alone can set the spirit free 
And lead to that more pure and peif«t lift 
That follows when the soul is one with God / 

"TINY." 
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COMMENTS OF JOHN WORRELL KEELY O~ DR. 

SCHIMMEL'S LECTURE. 

"THE UNITY OF NATURE'S FORCES." 

iPMfiR. KEELY'S opinion having been asked as to some of the 
JJOOI!. theories and views advanced by the learned lecturer, he writes 

as follows :-

"Both atoms and ether are material," says Dr. Schimmel, adding 
" Chemistry forces us to accept this theory." 

But this system does not classify the progressive order. Schimmel 
says" atoms and ether." Ether in its high tenuous condition is above 
the atomic, both in sub-division and in elastic range; and is the third 
in order below the luminiferous track in this sub-division. The inter
etheric is the second sub-division, and the compound inter-etheric 
is the luminiferous track proper. As long as there is anything 
to sub-divide this anything sub-divided represents matter; and sub
division can go on through infinity: never ending, and yet no ultimatum 
reached. The luminiferous track is the door that opens on the seventh 
sub-division, still leaving an infinite field beyond. * Yet, with all this, we 
are only verging on the threshold of research. Again Dr. Schimmel 
says, " The atoms are t'ndivisible." Decidedly wrong. All corpuscules 
of matter can be sub-divided by a certain order of vibration, thus show_ 
ing up new elements. Not mechanical vibration, but sympathetic 
vibration, induced by negatizing sympathetic streams. 

I will add here that Mr. Keely demonstrates, in some of his experi
ments, that the magnetic needle, in pointing to the north, is merely the 
indicator that proves the direction of the flow of one of the sympathetic 
terrestrial streams. It is well known that the attractive power of the 
magnet is limited to a very small range. Independent of this sym
pathetic stream, its power could never be used as a medium to prove 
polar sympathy for this terrestrial current, the concentrating power of 
which is" due north. 

This magnetic stream, or terrestrial magnetic envelope, is the one that 
has the most powerful affinity for all neutral-centre conditions; radiating 
continually from such centres, and focalizing and concentrating on them 
at the same time; thus feeding and distributing in a manner to preserve 
perfect equation under the most sympathetic and vital velocity, positivcJy 

• This is precisely what the Occult Sciences teach, and what more than one renowned Mystic and 
Kahalist has asserted in his time. In fact, as we have already remarked before now-Mr. Keely's 
discoveries corroborate wonderfully the teachings of Occult Astromony and other Sciences.-[Ed.] 
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and negatively. This perpetual polar activity is, in its conditions, 
similar to the sympathetic outflow and inflow of the forces that con
stantly keep our solar activity in a perfectly balanced state. The same 
conditions in a physical way are found in the circulation of the blood 
through the heart; inflow and distribution, inflow again and re-distribu
tion ; and also in the cerebral functions. Blue light represents one of 
the highest orders of sympathetic impulse, and gives forth a condition 
of etheric radiation that has a tendency to antagonise any differentia
tion that may exist in the neutral centres of all molecular masses out
side of the mechanical. 

Returning to Dr. Schimmel's lecture, we find this statement :-" Atoms 
are different in shape, as crystallization shows." 

Mr. Keely calls this an absurd theory, and says: "All corpuscules, 
no matter how great the sub-division may be, remain an unalterable 
sphere in shape.· Their rotating envelopes are composed of tenuous 
matter, representing the high etheric in its order, having an affinity for 
the luminiferous condition. When dispersed by sympathetic vibration, 
they seek the luminous one, with the velocity of gravity, which is its 
tenuous coincident. 

"Crystallization is the effect of an unalterable law of nature in 
aggregating molecular masses structurally, according to sympathetic 
conditions, representing the nature of the substance under aggregation. 
This condition of affinity is controlled by certain sympathetic streams of 
negative attraction. Thousands of different substances can receive their 
introductory impulses of aggregation from a single polarized stream. 
The infinite differentiations that take place from such a stream, in 
producing a variety of structures, is as unexplainable as is infinity 
itself. 

"A volume of ether of the sixth order enveloping the earth the 
depth of the earth's diameter, if free of rotation, would carry this 
globe towards the luminous field with the velocity of a meteor. 

" No conceivable power by pressure can force the atom, or the 
molecule, out of its spherical form. Its wonderful condition of elasticity 
causes it, if submitted to enormous pressure, to reduce in area, but does 
not change its shape. If submitted to the explosion of nitro· glycerine. 
which tears up the surface of the rock it is placed on, before displacing 
the surrounding atmosphere, it will no more effect the sphericity of the 
molecule than the waft of a butterfly's wing would roll a five hundred 
pound cannon ball up an inclined plane. 

"Acoustic forces induce a vibration of the rotary envelopes of the 
different corpuscules of matter, but never differentially." 

To return to Dr. Schimmel, who says :-
"A falling body is not attracted toward the eartle~· it is pressed 

toward it." 
• Such is the occult teaching_lso.-{ED.] 
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Mr. Keely replies: "I cannot accept an argument of this kind, which 
would upset the Newtonian theory. There is no purer law of nature 
than the one of the attraction of gravitation. No matter how subtle or 
tenuous any gaseous product may be, it offers resistance to a falling 
body. I contend that a body projected through an atmospheric vacuum, 
even at a certain velocity, will meet resistance. It would not in an 
etheric vacuum, at any conceivable velocity." 

Dr. Schimmel's comments upon the phenomena of heat, chemical 
affinity, molecular vibration, etc., are noticed by Mr. Keely as follows :-

" All conditions where chemical assimilation takes place induce heat j 

simply because the sympathetic unition of the molecular concordants 
move towards each other with wonderful percussive velocity. Heat is 
the result in the following order :-

"1st. Molecular percussion. 2nd. Molecular rupture. 3rd. Inter-mole· 
cular assimilation. 4th. Equation by vibration. 

" Luminosity can never be induced by molecular vibration." 
Mr. Keely proceeds to theorize upon this assertion j conjecturing that 

luminosity might possibly be induced by inter-atomic vibrations, under 
certain conditions j adding, "but it would necessitate exploring an 
unknown field, which might, in its wonderful intricacies, absorb a series 
of years. This would be a variation, and I never deal in variation, 
on high tenuity." 

Dr. Schimmel's theory of each string of a harp giving forth its own 
particular note, when the air passes through them, is not in accordance 
with Mr. Keely's views; each particular note being, he thinks, produced 
by the volume of their molecular masses while under bombardment by 
atmospheric molecular percussion, and not by any particular quality of 
any other stream. Again, Dr. Schimmel asserts that the ether com
pensates the sun for the enormous amount of heat which it loses, by 
compressing the sun into a smaller volume. 

Mr. Keely does not accept this theory. He says: " I consider the sun 
as a vast neutral centre to a system of worlds, and that its regeneration 
depends entirely upon the reactive sympathetic vibratory streams which, 
emanating from its own body, are received in the system of worlds it 
controls, and are sympathetically returned to it, to be projected again, 
until the vibratory force, that has controlled it through the ages, is 
expended." 

Mr. Keely regards the sun as a dead body, an inert mass,· that has 
• Between Mr. Keely calling the Sun" a dead body," and the Occult Doctrine maintaining that 

what we can the Sun is a reflection of untold electric brightness, the .. veil which covers and conceals 
the livin.!{ Sun behind." th .. re is but a difference in the mode of expression; the fundamental idea is 
the same. The shadow on the wall produced by a living man or object is the inanimate, or dead 
effect of an animate and living cause which intercepts the rays of light. The Sun we see is .. an inert 
mass" of adumbrations. the unreal phantom of the real Sun. which, but for this veil, would con
sume our earth, and probably all the planets with its fll!rcc radiancy. If it has been calculated of 
that solar .. phantom" we see, that the heat emitted by it in a sin~le second would be enough .. to 
melt a shel1 of ice coverinlr the entire surface of the earth to a depth of I mile 1,457 yards." What 
would be the intensity of sunlight if the invisible Sun were suddenly unveiled? And this is what 
will happen, the Occult Doctrine teaches, when the hour of Pralaya strikes-after which the Sun 
himself will be disrupted.-LED.] 
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fanen into its negative condition through, or from, the loss of its triple 
sympathetic vibratory impulses, much on the order of the steel bar that 
has been vitalized by percussion, which Mr. Keely shows in his experi
ments to be active and sounding until the vibrations end in a vanishing 
point, thus leaving the molecular mass dead, or inert, until the proper 
impulse to renew its activity is given. In this new philosophy the dif
ferent planets represent certain sympathetic chords or centres, all attuned 
to take part in one celestial melody, the same as the different chords of 
the piano. Necessarily the great plan of the Originator of "the music 
of the spheres" brings into life the proper ones, at the proper time,on 
the positive range; and neutralizes again at the proper time the negative 
ones on the neutral range; and thus the harmony of the spheres is main
tained. 

To return to Dr. Schimmel's lecture, he says: "The rays of the sun, 
as rays, are cold and dark; in their interaction with atoms they produce 
heat and light." 

Mr. Keely writes, "There is no language that can give any idea of the 
intense cold of the impulses emanating from this orb of day. All the 
thermal conditions are brought about by different orders of molecular 
activity, induced by sympathetic streams of three different conditions." 
In his" Expose," Mr. Keely calls these streams the "triune rays of In
finity." 

Dr. Schimmel says that, where lighter and heavier metals are soldered, 
the molecules of the lighter metal will vibrate with greater intensity 
than those of the heavier metal, and will be forced to vibrate in a new 
plane around their centre of gravity; but here, again, Mr. Keely differs 
from him in opinion; agreeing with the expounders of what is called, 
"Substantial Philosophy," who hold that the striking of a bell liberates 
untold billions of corpuscles of matter from its own body; which, without 
the transmitting medium of the atmosphere, would never reach the ear. 
The corpuscles of the resonant body do not come in contact with the 
ear; but the vibrations, induced on the surrounding air molecules, 
which are in immediate contact with the bell, are transmitted by sympa
thetic vibration through the molecular field, not displacing one molecule 
during this transmission, any more than the disturbing of the inter
mediate balls strung on a wire, between the one that receives the per
cussion on one end, and the one that transmits it at the other, would 
affect these balls at the two extremes. 

It is evident that Mr. Keely's labours still lie in the field of experi
ment, and that in his researches he is grappling with problems, the exist
ence of which seems to be incomprehensible to scientists. Again 
Amiel's words are suggested: "Science is a madness occupied with 
tabulating its own hallucinations." 

'c. ]. B-M. 
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THE ANCIENT EMPIRE OF CHINA. 

(Concluded.) 

THERE was also among the early Chinese the religious worship of 
their departed friends, which still continues to be observed by all 

. classes from the Emperor downward, and seems of all religious 
services to ,have the greatest hold upon the people. The title given in 
the Shoo to Shun's minister of Religion is that of " Arranger of the 
Ancestral temple." 

The rule of Confucius, that" parents when dead, should be sacrified to 
according to propriety," was doubtless in accordance with a practice 
which had come down from the earliest times of the nation. 

The spirits of the departed were supposed to have a knowledge of the 
circumstances of their descendants, and to be able to affect them. * 
Events of importance in a family were communicated to them before 
their shrines j many affairs of government were transacted in the 
ancestral temple. When Yaou demitted to Shun the business of the 
government, the ceremony took place in the temple of "the accom
plished ancestor," the individual to whom Yaou traced his possession 
of the supreme dignity; and while Yaou lived, Shun, on every return 
to the capital from his administrative progresses, offered a bullock 
before the shrine of the same personage. In the same way, when Shun 
found the toils of government too heavy for him, and called Yu to 
share them, the ceremony took place in the temple of "the spiritual 
ancestor," the chief in the line of Shun's progenitors. In the remark
able narrative, which we have in the 6th of the Books of Chow, of 
the duke of Chow praying for the recovery of his brother, King Woo, 
from a dangerous illness, and offering to die in his stead, he raises 
three altars-to their father, grandfather, and great-grandfather j and 
prays to them, as having in heaven the charge of watching over their 
great descendant When he has ascertained by divination that the 
king would recover, he declares that he had got Woo's tenure of the 
throne renewed by the three Kings, who had thus consulted for a 
long futurity of their House. 

This case shows us that the spirits of good kings were believed to be 
in Heaven. A more general conclusion is derived from what we read 
in the 7th of the Books of Shang. The Emperor Pwan-Kang, whose 
reign commenced B.C. 1400, irritated by the opposition of the wealthy 
and powerful Houses to his measures, and their stirring up the people to 
murmur against them, threatens them all with calamities to be sent 

* Christian countries are zealously imitating the Chinamen, in that more than one hundred 
millions, perhaps, are now Spiritualists, whether openly or otherwise. -l ED.] 
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down by his High ancestor, Tang the Successful. He tells his ministers 
that their ancestors and fathers, who had loyally served his predecessors, 
were now urgently entreating Tang, in his spirit-state in Heaven, to 
execute great punishments on their descendants. Not only, therefore, 
did good sovereigns continue to have a happy existence in heaven, but 
their good ministers shared the happiness with them, and were somehow 
round about them, as they had been on earth, and took an interest in 
the progress of the concerns which had occupied them during their 
lifetime. 

Modern scholars, following in the wake of Confucius, to whom the 
future state of the departed was all wrapt in shadows, clouds, and dark
ness, say that the people of the Shang dynasty were very superstitious. 
My object is to bring out the fact and the nature of their superstition." 

There is no hint in the Shoo nor elsewhere, so far as I am aware, of 
what became of bad emperors and bad ministers after death, nor, indeed, 
of the future fate of man generally. There is a heaven in the classical 
books of the Chinese; but there is no hell and no purgatory.t Their 
oracles are silent as to any doctrine of future rewards and punishments. 
Their exhortations to well-doing, and their warnings against evil, are all 
based on a reference to the will of God, and the certainty that in this 
life virtue will be rewarded and vice punished.! "Of the five happinesses, 
the first is long life; the second is riches; the third is soundness of body 
and serenity of mind; the fourth is the love of virtue; and the fifth is 
doing or receiving to the end the will of Heaven." There is no promise 
of rest or comfort beyond the grave. The virtuous man may live and 
die in suffering and disgrace-let him be cheered. His posterity will 
reap the reward of his merits. Someone, sprung from his loins, will 
become wealthy, or attain to distinction. But if he should have no 
posterity-it never occurred to any of the ancient sages to consider such 
a case. 

I will now pass on to the subject of divination. Although the ancient 
Chinese can hardly be said to have had the knowledge of a future state, 
and were not curious to enquire about it, they were anxious to know 
about the wisdom and issues of their plans for the present life. For 
this purpose they had recourse to divination. The Duke of Chow 
certainly practised it, and we have a regular staff of diviners among the 
officers of the Chow dynasty. Pwan-Kang practised it in the dynasty 
of Shang. And Shun did so also, if we can put faith in " The Counsels 
of Yu." The instruments of divination were the shell of the tortoise 
and the stalks of a certain grass or reed. By various caustic operations 

* But why not take advantage of this opportunity to also bring out that other worse " superstition' 
-about Noah and the rest? Shall onr .. doxies .. remain for ever the only orthodoxy, and those of 
all other people heterodoxies and" superstition" ? 

t This is an excellent proof of the philosophical mind of Chinamen. They ought to send a few 
missionaries to Lambeth Palace. 

::: A reminiscence of the old Karmic Law, or belief in Karma. 
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on the former, and by manipulations with the latter, it was supposed 
possible to ascertain the will of Heaven. 

It is difficult to understand how the really great men of ancient China 
could have believed in it, One observation ascribed to Shun is worthy 
of remark. He tells Yu that "divination, when fortunate, must not be 
repeated." I once saw a father and son divining after one of the fashions 
of the present day. They tossed the bamboo roots, which came down 
in the unlucky positions for a dozen times in succession. At last a lucky 
cast was made. They looked into each other's faces, laughed heartily, 
and rose up, delighted, from their knees. The divination was now suc
cessful, and they dared not repeat it ! 

When the dignity of chief advanced to that of a sovereign, and the 
Chinese tribe grew into a nation, the form which it assumed was that of 
a feudal empire. It was probably not until the Chow dynasty, that its 
constitution was fully developed and consolidated, as it is only then that 
we find, in the last part of the Shoo, in the Ch'un Ts'ew, the Rites of 
Chow, and other works of the period, materials giving a description. 

King Woo, we are told, after he had overthrown the last sovereign of 
the line of T'ang, arranged the orders of nobility into five,· from duke 
downwards, and assigned the territories to them on a scale proportioned 
to their different ranks. But at the beginning of the Hea dynasty, Yu 
conferred on the chiefs among his followers lands and surnames. The 
feudal system grew in a great measure out of the necessities of the 
infant empire. As the ruder tribes were pushed backwards from its 
growing limits, they would the more fiercely endeavour to resist further 
encroachment. The measure was sometimes taken of removing them 
to other distant sites, according to the policy on which the kings of 
Assyria and Babylon dealt with Israel and Judah. So Shun is reported 
to have carried away the tribes of San-meaou, who were the original 
possessors of the kingdom. But the Chinese empire was too young 
and insufficiently established itself to pursue this plan generally, and each 
State therefore was formed with a military constitution of its own, to 
defend the marches against the irruptions of the barbarians. 

What was designed to be the central State of the empire was the ap
panage of the sovereign himself, and was of the same dimensions as one 
of the largest of the feudatory States. Over this he ruled like one of 
the other princes in their several dominions, and he received, likewise, a 
certain amount of revenue from all the rest of the country, while all the 
nobles were bound to do him military service whenever called upon. He 
maintained, also, a court of great ministers, who superintended the 
government of the whole empire. The princes were little kings within 
their own States, and had the power of life and death over the people. 
They practised the system of subinfeudation, but their assignments of 
lands were required to have the imperial sanction. 

• According to the five root·races which have so far appeared on earth. 
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It was the rule, under the Chow dynasty, that the princes should 
repair to the court every five years, to give an account of their adminis
tration of their governments; and that the emperor should make a 
general tour through the country every twelve years, to s~e for himself 
how they performed their duties. We read in the Canon of Shun that 
he made a tour of inspection once in five years, and that the princes 
appeared at court during the intermediate four. As the empire enlarged 
the imperial progresses would naturally become less frequent. By this 
arrangement it was endeavoured to maintain uniformity of adminis
tration and customs throughout the States. The various ceremonies to 
be observed in marriages, funerals and mourning, hospitalities, religious 
worship, and the conduct of hostilities; the measures of capacity, length, 
weight, etc. ; and the written characters of the language-these were all 
determined by imperial prerogative. To innovate in them was a capital 
offence. 

The' above is an imperfect outline of the feudal constitution of the 
ancient empire of China, which was far from enjoying peace and pros
perity under it. According to the received accounts, the three dynasties 
of Hea, Shang, and Chow were established one after another by princes 
of great virtue and· force of character, aided in each case by a minister of 
consummate ability and loyal devotion. Their successors invariably 
became feeble and worthless. After a few reigns the imperial rule 
slackened. Throughout the States there came assumptions and op
pressions, each prince doing what was right in his own eyes, without fear 
of his suzerain. 

The wild tribes round about waxed bold, and kept up a constant 
excitement and terror by their incursions. Then would come an excep
tional reign of more than usual vigour, and a partial order would be 
established; but the brief prosperity was only like a blink of sunshine 
in a day of gloom. In the Shoo, the termination of the dynasties of 
Hea and Shang is attributed to the wickedness of their last emperors. 
After a long array of feeble princes, there suddenly appear on the throne 
men of gigantic physical strength, the most daring insolence, and the 
wildest debaucheries, having neither piety nor truth; and in contrast with 
them are princes whose fathers have for several generations been at
tracting general notice by their righteousness and benevolence. When 
Heaven and men can no longer bear the iniquity of the tyrants, the 
standard of revolt is raised, and the empire speedily comes under a new 
rule. 

These accounts are, no doubt, much exaggerated and em bellished 
Kee and Show were not such monsters of vice, nor were Tang and Woo 
such prodigies of virtue. More likely is it that the earlier dynasties died 
out like that of Chow, from sheer exhaustion, and that their last sovereigns 
were weaklings rather than tyrants. The teachings of Confucius in the 
Chow dynasty could not arrest the progress of degeneracy and dissolu-
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tion in a single state. His inculcation of the relations of society and 
the duties belonging to them had no power. His eulogies of the ancient 
sages were only the lighting up in the political firmament of so many 
suns which communicated no heal Things waxed worse and worse. 
The pictures which Mencius draws of the misery of his times are fright
ful. What he au spiced from the doctrines and labours of his master, 
never came to pass. The ancient feudal empire was extinguished amid 
universal anarchy, in seas of blood. 

The character and achievements of the founder of the Ts'in dynasty 
have not yet received from historians the attention which they deserve. 
He destroyed the feudal system of China, and introduced in its room 
the modern despotic empire, which has now lasted rather more than 
2,CXXJ years. The ancient empire of China passed away, having been 
weighed in the balance and found wanting. Under the system of rule 
which superseded it' the boundaries of the empire have been greatly 
extended, and the people have grandly increased. Once and again the 
country has been overrun and subjugated by the descendants of the 
tribes which disputed the possession of the soil with its earliest colonists; 
but it has subdued them in its turn by its greater cultivation, and they 
have become more Chinese than the Chinese themselves. The changes 
of dynasty since the end of the old empire or classical period have not 
been revolutions, but only substitutions of one set of rulers for 
another. 

ANDREW T. SIBBALD. 

REMARKS ON THE ABOVE BY A SINOLOGIST. 

[T is to be deeply regretted that such a clever paper should be spoiled by the pre
determination of the author to attribute to the Chinese his own biblical ideas. I 
knew of a memoir tending to prove that the Chinese were an Egyptian colony, 
because of a supposed similarity between their writing and the hieroglyphs. But 
this wild reasoning is beaten altogether by the idea that the Chinamen must be 
the direct descendants of Noah, because the Bible is "not to be questioned." 
Quite true, the Chinese remember the deluge: they even remember several of 
them. There was one under the reign of the Emperor Y AO, which seems to 
coincide With the deluge of Xlsuthrus: there was another deluge, or rather a 
great inundation, under the reign of FOU-HI, that is to say in the same century 
when the Biblical deluge, and also the Indian one, are supposed to have hap
pened, and when the era of Kali-Yuga began. The Chinese knew that such 
cataclysms are periodical, and believed that beings of immeasurable longevity 
alone were able to see them more than once. " Since I have been your hand
maid, thrice has the Eastern sea become fields where the mulberry grows," says 
the beautiful MA-KU to her brother (WANG YUAN). Now :FOU-HI, like all the 
survivors of deluges, was the founder of society and family, and the inventor 
of habitation, of clothing, music, and other useful items j he was also the fore
father of the Chinese people, and, as they say, the direct successor of the gods 
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who previously reigned on the uncultivated earth. Nothing is left, then, but to 
identify him with Noah himself. We beg to offer Mr. Sibbald another sug
gestion: instead of suppressing with a single stroke of his pen the existence of 
this inconvenient double of the Biblical mariner, why not try to show that the 
figures of the YIH-KING, with their commingling of male and female lines, were 
drawn by FOU-HI to illustrate the coupling of all the animals in the ark? This 
would solve a long standing problem, and would undoubtedly charm many a 
Sinologist of the missionary type. 

There is another problem which Mr. Sibbald seems to consider as solved, and 
which indeed ought to be solved by this time; for anybody who has had the 
courage of plunging into the deluges of holy ink poured on the subject may 
deem himself happier even than Noah, once his reason survives the test. The 
fact that the Reverend James Legge has decided that the term TI must be 
translated by the term" God" is not at all sufficient to prove that the (mis)
conception of a personal Absolute has ever entered the Chinese mind. One 
has but to turn to the texts themselves and read them with impartiality, to 
become convinced of the contrary. Neither in the system of the Taoists, nor 
in the YIH, nor even in the philosophy of the SOUNG, does TI playa prominent 
part Yet the supreme principle is amply defined in all these systems, either as 
THAI-KI, the great limit beyond which there is no room for anything else, or as 
TAo, in which being merges with non-being. TI is much more secondary, and 
it is only in the SHOO and other non-metaphysical works that it plays a prominent 
part; no more prominent, however, than any other vague and common terms, 
like TIEN (" Heaven "), SHIN (" Spirits "), SHANG-TI (" Gods "), &c., which are 
constantly employed as its synonyms. According to the SHOU-WAN dictionary 
(composed by Hu-sHIN under the HAN dynasty), TI means law, and also judge 
and legislator,. and according to the LUH-sHu-KHu (written by TAI-TOUNG under 
the SOUNG dynasty), it is an honorific term applied to the divine and astral 
powers (SHANG-TI and WOU-TI) which preside over the five elements. TCHOV

TZEU declares that SHANG-TI is a general term for all the spirits (SHIN) of the 
heavens (TIEN). There are five SHANG TI, each one presiding over an element, 
a colour, and an imperial dynasty; and 1'1 is the title of the "Son of 
Heaven," or the emperor hi'mself. The SHANG-TI correspond to. the angels of 
the cardinal points, which, in the Taoist and Hindu beliefs, watch over the 
actions of men. In short, the term TI is nearly synonymous with our term 
Dyan-Chohans, and includes many categories of beings. As for TIEN, it is, 
according to the SHOU-WAN, formed, by association of ideas, from TA, 
great, and Y, one, and it means something unique or undivided and great. 
According to WOU-KANG, the character TIEN embraces five significations: 
THAI-Y, Heaven and earth, YANG and YIN, the four HSIANG and the KWEI
SHIN. It is generally used to designate Heaven, and TIEN-TI means the 
aggregate of the celestial TI or SHANG-TI, the host of Dhyanis, and not a 
personal God. 

TIEN·TI is, in the Chinese mind, associated with another set of ideas, and 
consequently spoken of, at times, in terms which it was easy for the missionaries 
to misinterpret in their own prejudiced way. Karma, according to the Chinese, 
is worked out through the spirits of the Astral Light: TIEN-TI becomes there
fore a personification of the celestial law, which governs Heaven and Earth, 
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"which is in all things and in ourselves." In the first book of the SHOU it is 
said that TIEN can neither see nor hear (is God then blind and deaf?); that he 
has neither love nor hatred, but brings to pass his retributions through the 
medium of beings. In the T AN-KAO chapter it is said that" the SIN (heart or 
mind) of TIEN-TI is the book wherein are written all the actions of men"; and 
TCHOU-HI, commenting on this passage, writes: "Virtue is like vice to TIEN ; 
your merits and my sins are in his heart." In the YUE-MING chapter, it is said 
that TIEN alone knows how to hear, and it is added in the commentary, "TIEN 
is supreme, simple, just, spirit, intellect; without looking, it sees everything. 
Not only he knows whether the empire is governed well or badly, whether 
people are happy or miserable; but even in night and solitude, where nobody 
can see nor hear, TIEN hears everything, sees e\'erything, enlightens and exa
mines everything." And the SHI-KING warns us that if the wicked are not 
punished and the virtuous recompensed, it is not because TIEN is asleep or 
indifferent. When the fixed day comes, nobody is able to resist TIEN. 

If now we turn to Taoism and to that compendium of its essential beliefs, 
the KAN-ING-PIEN, or book of the recompenses and punishments, we find there 
that the actions of men are impressed upon the spirits of Heaven and Earth; 
this impression is called KAN (from a word meaning to affect or to move), and 
produces a reaction, lNG, through which the spirits give back to men the 
deserved rewards or sufferings. ING means "shadow," and follows KAN as 
the shadow follows the body. "Man's happiness or misery is not predeter
mined, but he attracts them by his acts." The spirits whose business it is to 
look after men's sins are, in heavens, the three TI-KIUN and the five TI, who punish 
crimes by taking away from our lives periods of a hundred days each; on earth, 
they are the spirits presiding over the five mountains, and the three CHI who 
reside in the head, breast and stomach; also the TSAO-SHIN or family gods. 
When the KENG-CHIN day arrives, that is to say, every two months, all these 
ascend to heaven while man is asleep, and give an account of his actions during 
that period. Furthermore these doctrines are not Buddhist; for we find 
them in LAo-TzEU'S TAO-TE-KING. In the fifth chapter and commentaries 
thereon, we read that" Heaven and Earth have between them a void space, 
which like the bellows of a furnace, empties itself without ever being exhausted; 
the more you take from it, the more it contains." In this void dwells Kou
SHIN, the" spirit of the valley," also called the celestial blue mother, HIOUAN
PIN, for it is androgynous; on one side, the manifestation of the divine HIOUAN, 
the unfathomable, which is "being and non-being, and one with TAO" (Chap. 
I.); on the other, the synthesis of the KWEI-SHIN or gods and demons. Says 
SIE-HoEI, "In the interval between Heaven and Earth (between spirit and 
matter), there are aerial beings extremely subtile; as for tenuity and vacuity, 
they cannot be said to have no corporeal existence; they exist, yet they cannot 
be perceived by the eyes of men. As for their mobility, their motion is endless; 
if you use them you cannot exhaust their. numbers. KOU-SHIN means a void 
or impalpable being, without corporeal visible forms, receiving a relative im
pression from the acts of the beings, and rewarding them according to their 
deserts. This space is void and immaterial, and cannot be fathomed; it forms 
the true substance of these spiritual beings who perform the endless transforma
tions of nature." Several commentators pretend that these doctrines, so 
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profoundly esoteric, come down from the most venerable antiquity, and that 
LAO-TZEU only transcribed this passage, which was attributed to the ancient 
emperor HOANG-TI. 

PSYCHE-THE BEE. 

A YOUTH, with Heaven's signet on his brow, 
Came through the ways of toil, to manhood's gate, 
Whose warders, with their motley retinues, 
Asked no passport, and gave no guiding word, 

AMARAVELLA. 

But grasped their toll-his three times seven years
And flung apart those mystic, carven doors. 

Beyond, his eager-glancing eyes were joy'd 
By glimpse of all the beauty and delights, 
That his bright nature longed for. And the strife, 
Amid the clamorous rush for place and power, 
Dismayed him not. 

He, with a buoyant heart, 
Was hustled 'long the highway of the poor 
With courage gay j till day on day, and month 
On month, and gliding years, proved struggles vain; 
And effort failed to scale the rocky wall 
Of daily need. 

He paused, one day, faint of the dusty road, 
And breathed a Heavenward sigh. And, in that breath 
Escaped his panting soul which took the form, 
Of honey-bee with wings of gossamer. 

And from that hour, his soul, though part of him, 
Was free from all the chains that bound his life. 
Unbound, his Psyche hovered in the air 
And gathered every drop of sweetness from 
The flowers of thought and love that in him bloomed, 
And garnered it, on mountain shrine for him, 
And oft she drew the honey from the flowers 
Where Lotuses shed scent o'er Astral plains, 
And, secretly, their heavenly essence stored. 
But, he toiled on with patient, tender trust, 
Believing in his Psyche, though apart. 

At last, empowered, he scaled the highway wall 
And, dazzled by the beauty of the view, 
Looked dimly for his busy wingl!d soul. 
Then Psyche, fondly flying on before, 
Him, guided to that restful mountain shrine: 
But, at the portal shed her insect shape 
To veil her radiance in his kingly form. 
Henceforth her honey, sucked from Being's bloom, 
He fed on, till his soul's effulgence shone 
A beacon-light for pilgrims to the heights. 

MARY FRANCES WIGHT, F.T.S. 
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SUNSPOTS AND COMMERCIAL CRISES: OR, ASTRO
LOGY IN ECONOMICS. 

A PROPHECY. 

Su NSPOTS and commercial crises! These are scarcely ideas which 
the" practical" thinker would dream of coupling together, much 
less regard as representing a possible case of causation. What 

connection is traceable between an enlargement of certain" specks" on 
the broad visage of the sun and a collapse of credit and run on the 
banks in the City? 

Needless to remark that the Conservation Doctrine has familiarised 
us to a considerable extent with the tethering together of the most 
superficially isolated phenomena. Biology, also, affords the student an 
occasional" eye-opener." We are all familiar with Darwin's demonstra
tion of the dependence of red clover in many districts on the existence 
of cats-these feline carnivora devouring the field mice which destroy 
the combs of the humble bees mediating the fertilisation of the aforesaid 
clover! But in all these and similar cases we stand, at least, on the 
terra finna of our own particular planet and the detection of the nexus 
of cause and effect is more a question of patience than anything else. 

The theory which we are about to examine is far more ambitious. It 
proceeds to bridge a trifle of 93,000,000 miles of space in order to lay 
the responsibility for great business disasters on the periodical recrud
escence of acne-spots on the otherwise beaming countenance of Milton's 
" great orb of light." 

Curiously enough this theory constitutes nothing more nor less than 
an introduction of astrology into economics, and has, as we shall see, an 
additional interest for the student of occultism owing to the fact that it 
has a bearing of no slight moment on the doctrine of the" Solar Heart." 
The reputation of its originator, the late Dr. W. S. J evons, M.A., LL.D., 

F.R.S., Professor of Logic and Political Economy in the Owen's College, 
:\'Ianchester, is enough in itself to secure the theory an attentive hearing 
at the hands of all competent inquirers. Let it be noted that he was 
not slow to perceive the drift of his investigations, though not perhaps 
without a certain souPfOll of trepidation as to its possible effect on the 
minds of readers. Turning to his" Investigations into Currency and 
Finance," p. 205, we come across the following passage: 

" It is curious to reflect that if these speculations should prove to have any validity, 
we get back to something which might be mistaken for the astrology of the middle 
ages.o Professor Balfour Stewart has shown much reason for believing that the sun

* This is no evasion of results. Dr. Jevons' astrology seems to differ in 1010 from medireval 
empiricism in being scientific, i.e., in tracing a rtlgular pliysical nexus between cause and effect. Not 
being an astrologer myself I speak subject to correction. 
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spot period is connected with the configurations ofthe planets .•• Now if the planets 
govern the sun and the sun ••• governs the state of the money market, it follows 
that tlte configurations 0/ tlte planets may prove to 6e lite remote causes 0/ tlte greateJI 
commerct'al dz·sasters." 

Let us now proceed to review the data on which this modernised re
habilitation of astrology rests. 

It has long been observed that our English commercial crises exhibit 
a very notable periodicity. Dr. J evons' painstaking researches establish 
the fact that a cyclic recurrence of such disasters is traceable from 1701-
1878 ;. the average interval between each being a period of some 10'44 
years. t That eras of commercial activity and depression succeed one 
another as day does night is, of course, a truism in the eyes of the 
student of Political Economy, but the punctual regularity above noted 
as characterising Trade Cycles in England must come home to him with 
a force quite its own. The inquiry at once suggests itself. What is the 
cause lying behind this curious phenomenon? At this stage we en
counter the further consideration that th~ Sun-Spot Cycle, according to 
the rec;earches of Dr. Lamont and Mr. J. A. Brown is, also, one of 10'45 
years. The latter gentleman remarks: 

"The mean duration of the period at which I arrive is, therefore, almost exactly 
that which Dr. Lamont had previously obtained, or 10'45 years."-(Nature, May, 1887.) 

Here then is at least an astonishing coincidence, if nothing more. 
\Vhat, however, do we know of these sun-spots parallel to the varying 
phases of whose cycle, run the phases of English commercial life. 

The Sunspots are so many dark specks on the photosphere of the sun, 
on each zone around its equator. The ancients, with their stupid a 
priori mode of thinking, refused to admit their existence as militating 
against the idea of a" perfect" Sun. t Nowadays the telescope leaves us 
no alternative but to welcome the Sun, spots and all, presumably on the 
ground that half a loaf is better than none. Though Astronomy knows 
next to nothing about the constitution of photosphere, spots or facul.e, 
except a patchwork pieced together from spectroscopic discoveries, and 
only here and there variegated by great truths dropped by intuitional 
minds, such as Herschel and Robert Hunt, it can tell us clearly enough 
what visible changes take place from year to year. Mere observation 
is enough for this. \Ve find, then, that these enormous centres of dis
turbance § move across the sun from east to west, rotating with its 

* The 1878"9 crisis was predicted in advance. The years referred to up to that time are 1701. 
1711. 1721. 1731-2. 1742. 1763. 1773-4. 1783. 1793. 1804-5. 1815. 1825. 1836-7. 1847. 1857 and 1866. 

t Another estimate gives 10'466 years. a fraction above. as the former is below. the mean duration 
of the sunspot period. (Vide infra). 

t Not so .. stupid" and Ii priori, if the claim of Occultism that the t1ui/J1e Sun is but a veil, or 
a reflection, the genuine Sun being invisible to us, should ever prove true.-t ED.] 

§ The effect of these centres on the magnetic needle strengthens the supposition that they are in 
reality not fiery vonices, but cyclones of magnetic matter. attendant on or caused by the expUlsion of 
the so-called .. vital electricity" from the photosphere on the contraction of the Solar Heat. An 
observation or two of the Editor both with reference to this point and the cyclic theory of ]evons 
would be valued. 
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mass once every 25 days. From year to year they vary in size, shape, 
and general appearance running through periodic changes in the already 
remarked 10'45 year cycle. With their different phases many striking 
meteorological and other phenomena on this planet concur. Thus it 
is well known that cyclones in the Indian Ocean are most numerous, and 
the tropical rainfall greatest at the period of the greatest sun-spot 
activity. Every I I years or so, says Professor Smyth, a great wave of 
heat sweeps over the earth.- MaglZetic disturbances, ~'ivid aurorO!, run 
parallel with definite variations in size etc. of the spots, while Mr. 
Schuster has traced a parallelism of the best German vintages with their 
phase of minimum vigour. A IO-I I year Indian famine cycle has been 
argued for by the Government statist-Sir W. Hunter-who ought, at 
least, to speak as one having authority. Other writers, such as Everest 
Twigg and others, have expatiated at length on this periodicity, which, 
as an outcome of the weather, may be assigned with great probability 
to the meteorological influence of the Sunspots on storms, rainfall, etc. 
The fact that sunspot disturbances produce violent magnetic effects on 
this globe is no longer in doubt. I am personally convinced that with 
this magnetic bouleversement is correlated proportional variations in the 
supply of terrestrial heat. In support of this view I need only adduce 
the otherwise inexplicable datum that isothermal and and isoclinic lines 
-(i.e., the lines connecting places where the dip of the needle is the 
same)-are found to exhibit a remarkable coincidence. It has been 
stated also, by a very high authority, whose name need not be here re
ferred to, that the earth's heat isfarmoredependmt on magnetic cOlldi
tions than modern Scimce cares to believe.t This being so, we obviously 
have here the key to the understanding of the relation between the sun
spot commotions and the periodic meteorological phenomena known to 
accompany them. The spots revolutionize the weather and the weather 
revolutionizes the character of the harvests. The connection between 
good or bad harvests and a commercial crisis in London has, however, 
still to be determined. 

Let it be at once understood that Dr. J evons does not attribute the 
decennial business collapse to the effect of the sunspots on English or 
European harvests. Such an explanation would for many reasons be 
untenable. The solution he adopts is somewhat more circuitous. It is 
to be found "in the cessation of the demand from India and Chilll7, 
occasioned by the failure of the harvests there ultimately due to changes 

• This is an excellent confinnation of the .. Heart" doctrine in Vol. I. of the .. Secrt't Doc-
trine." 

t It is more probable that the changes in the heat supply are directly traceable to the variations in 
the magnetic currents of the earth than that they are due to a temporary increase or decrease in the 
heating power of the rays of the sun itself, as suggested by Doctor Jevons. All the evidence goes to 
show that the Solar Heat (other things equal such as land elevation, position of the Earth in her 
ellipse. etc., etc., etc.) is conslanl. It was also stated by Mr. Sinnett's Adept correspondent Inal 
.M.t:1U!tism does ptnoerfu/Iy aftctille _allier of ilself-an additional fact which, if correct, proves my 
-case. 
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of solar activity." Probably the same meteorological causes which 
operate in these countries exercise a lesser influence on tropical Africa, 
America, the Levant and elsewhere, and thus swell the list of deficient 
returns in other directions. It is noticeable that all those European 
countries, whose firms draw "long bills," and have the most extensive 
relations with these parts of the world, suffer more or less from the 
decennial "Krach." Those which have little or no commerce with the 
East-Austria, Switzerland, etc.--only suffer indirectly through failure 
of correspondents and business-houses in London, Paris and elsewhere. 

Large as is the volume of our trade with the East, it has been 
objected that this decennial check on our exports is not severe enough 
to inaugurate a crisis at home. Before passing on to consider this point, 
it will be conducive to lucidity if the modus operandi of the check itself 
is first grasped. Dr. Jevons writes:-

"About 10 years ago it was carefully explained by Mr. J. C. Ollerenshaw in a 
communication to the Manchester Statistical Society that tlte secret oj good trade in 
Lancasltire is tlte low price 0/ rice and olher grain in India . •.•• to tlto;e who look 
below tlte surface the ,'onneetion is obvious. Clteajmtss 0/ food leaves tlte poor Hindoo 
ryot a small margin of eafnings which he can spend on new clothes, and a small 
margin multiplied by the vast population of British India, not to mention China, 
produces a marked change in tlte demand for Lancasltire goods." p. 236 ibid. 

Such then is the nature of the check. Its importance may be 
estimated from the fact that the crisis of 1878-9 was ushered in by the 
collapse of the Glasgow Bank. Now the latter was forced to suspend 
payment owing to the insolvency of its Indian correspondents consequent 
on the shock to business caused by the terrible famines in India and 
China. These famines which so greatly depleted the purchasing power 
of the East were coincident with the maximum sun-spot period. The 
" missing-link" is, therefore, now forthcoming. That the recurrence of 
these dearths is strictly predicable, I have myself verified by predicting 
in advance to some friends the advent of the present famine devastating 
N. W. China. But of this anon. 

The sudden check on our exports from Lancashire is considerable 
per se. It serves as the last straw which breaks the camel's back when 
it supervenes on that period of inflated prices and overstrained credit 
which regularly succeeds a time of commercial prosperity, The house 
of cards flutters to the ground. Bills cannot be met and renewal is only 
possible at a ruinous interest. 

A very slight impetus is required to set the ball rolling. When it 
begins definitely to roll, woe to banks with small metallic reserves, woe to 
merchants with \varehouses of depreciated goods on their hands! The 
commercial panic is upon them, and will not know rest till a few 
hundreds of millions of capital have gorged its maw. The air once 
cleared, the work of accumulation of wealth proceeds anew. 

It may interest investors to recall the date of the last crisis and also 
to turn a telescope at Father Apollo, whose "buttons" are becoming 
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very disfiguring. If 1878-9 saw the last periodic collapse of credit and 
inevitable gold drain, 1889-1890 for certain-ought to witness a similar 
disaster in accordance with the generalisation before us. If it comes 
this year, a possibility which the China famine may indirectly realise, 
the autumn is likely to prove troublesome to people who enjoy the 
reputation of being "something in the City," or, who have a banking or 
mercantile pie. These recurrent crises are always veritable curses to the 
country and promise to be even more pernicious in the future than they 
have been in the past. As remarked by M. de Laveleye, England 
transacts a colossal trade-home and foreign--on a relatively slender 
metallic basis, which renders an occasional "smash" inevitable. Now 
this basis has not grown pari passu with our ever increasing volume of 
transactions; hence the extraordinary sensitiveness of the modern 
money market. Optimists should remember that in the opinion of 
many of the" those who know" of finance, a panic was within measur
able distance last autumn. The autumn en passant is a time when 
there is always a drain of specie from the great city institutions, and 
may easily, under stress, develop untold mischief. Consequently, though 
not covetous of the prophet's honours, I leave the autumn of 1889-90 to 
bear witness to the possible accuracy of the above prediction. 

E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT. 

STRANGE MESMERIC PHENOMENON. 
An elderly lady, a. relation of ours, known to severnl Theosophists, narmtes a singula.r experience 

worth noting in the annals of healing animal magnetism. She writes : 

"I WILL tell you now a strange case. You remember, perhaps, that for over 
five years before my coming to meet you in Paris (1884) I suffered almost 
constantly from a violent pain in my right arm. Whether it was rheumatism, 
neuralgia or anything else I do not know, but besides great physical pain, I felt 
my arm becoming with every day more powerless, so that when rising from 
sleep I could hardly lift or even move it. This made me dread final paralysis. 
Then I went to Paris. You also remember the little old gentleman called M. 
Evette, the mesmerizer who tried to cure you by magnetism, only without 
any results. It was you, I believe, who suggested that he should try to cure 
my arm of the pain I was suffering from, and you will remember, also that 
from the evening when he first tried a few passes from the right shoulder 
downward, I felt better. Then he visited us regularly every day for some time 
and never failed to mesmerize my arm. After five or six s~ances, my arm was 
entirely cured, all pain had disa;)peared, its weakness also, to such an extent 
that my right arm suddenly became stronger than my left one, which had 
never given me any trouble. Soon after we parted. I returned to Odessa 
and never feeling any pain in that arm from that date to this New Year's day, i.e., 
during four and a half years. I very soon lost every remembrance of my past 
suffering. 

II 
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"But 10, and behold! On January 1St, 1889, I suddenly felt with dismay 
that my right arm was paining me once more. At first, I paid no great atten
tion to it, thinking it would soon pass over. But the pain remained; my arm 
began once more to feel half-paralyzed, when finally I found it in just the same 
condition as it had been nearly five years before. Still, I hoped that it was 
but a slight cold which would disappear in time. It did not, however, but 
became worse. My disillusion a~ to the potency of magnetism was a com
plete and very disagreeable one, I assure you. I had laboured under the im
pression that magnetism cured once for all, and found to my bitter regret, that 
in my case it had lasted only four and a half years! ... 

"Thus I went on suffering till the end of the month, when one fine day I 
received the January number of the Revue Spidte, which I go on subscribing 
for now, as I did before. I began to look it through, when suddenly, under the 
title of Obituary Notices, my eye caught these line5: 'Le 15 Janvier courant, 
on portait en terre la depouille mortelle de M. Henri Evette, magnetiseur 
puissant.' (On January 15th were bur:ed the mortal remains of Mr. Henry 
Evette, a powerful mesmeriser.) I felt sorry for the good old man, evidently 
the same that we have known, *" when suddenly a thought struck me. January the 
15th new style, means with us January srd, in Russia. If he was buried on that 
date, then he must have died on January I, or thereabouts, since in France, as 
elsewhere, people are rarely buried before the third day after their death. He 
must have died, then, on New Year's Day, precisely on that day when the lonK
forgotten pain had returned into tke arm he had so successfully cured some 
years before? What an extraordinary occurrence! I thought. I was thunder
struck, as it could never be a simple coincidence. How shall we explain this? 
Would it not mean that the'mesmeric passes had left in my arm some invisible 
particles of a curative fluid which had prevented the return of pain, and had 
been, in short, conducive to a healthy circulation in it, hence of a healthy state, 
so far? But that on the very day of the mesmeriser's death-who knows, 
perhaps, at the very hour, these mysterious particles suddenly left me ! Whither 
have they gone? Have they returned to him and their now lifeless sister
particles? Have they run away like deserters, or simply disappeared because 
the vital power which had fixed them into my arm was broken? Who can tell ! 
I would if I could have some experienced mesmeriser, or those who know all 
about it, answer me and suggest some explanations. Does anyone know of 
cases where the death of the mesmeriser causes "the diseases cured by him to 
return in their former shape to the patients who survive him, or whether it is an 
unheard-of case? Is it a common law, or an exceptional event? It does seem 
to me that this case with my arm is a very remarkable and suggestive one in the 
domain of magnetic cures. • • .', 

N. A. F ADEEFF. 

We doubt whether a precedent could be found for this in the annals of Mesmero-Magnetism; 
though we are not sure of it. It could be explained, we believe, only on occult Iines.-[ED.] 

• M. H. Evette was for years attached to the Theosophical Society, and. was one of our oldest 
members, thoulth more of a Spiritist than a Theosophist. He had been a pupil of the late Baron 
Dupotet, and was indeed a successful healer. 
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ttbe \talking 3mage of 'Ulfltf • 
• 

CH.\PTER VII. 

DESTROYED ILLUSIO~S. 

PANCHO and his companion were now entering the suburbs of the city, 
driving along a road lined with Banyan trees. Gradually the houses 
became less numerous and assumed the aspect of a rural district. Here 

and there along the coast were some little villages inhabited by Hottentot 
fishermen, but occasionally they met the stately mansions of Europeans. 

Pancho had said nothing for a while, being deeply absorbed in thought. He 
could not make the idea of parades, badges and little flags agree with his concep
tion of the dignity of an Hierophant. Suddenly he asked: 

" How can it be possible that the Hierophant gives such ludicrous orders? " 
II It is all the fault of Madame CorneiIle," answered the Zulu. 
"Who is Madame CorneilIe?" asked Pancho. 
" Do not let us speak about her," answered the Zulu. "The trees in this park 

have ears, the stones are listening, and what we say about her might be reported 
by the winds to the Mysterious Brotherhood. 

They were now crossing a bridge leading over a river of considerable size. 
To the left was the ocean, and before them, bordered on one side by the river, 
was a beautiful park, planted with mango and cassurina trees, in the midst of 
which could be seen a white building in Moorish style. 

" This," said the Zulu, pointing towards the building, "is the temple in which 
is the sacred Shrine where the Talking Image is kept. The little house at a 
distance is the residence of the Hierophant." 

A short turn in the road brought them in front or' a gate that opened 
through a stone wall surrounding the sacred precincts of Urur. As the horse 
entered through the gate, the animal took fright and attempted to run away; 
but being old and not of a very strong constitution, it was easily pacified by the 
driver. 

The cause of this scare were two monstrous-looking things, made of blue 
paper and stuffed with straw. They stood at the sides of the entrance and were 
intended to represent elephants. 

" What does this mean?" asked Pancho. 
"They are the inventions of Madame Corneille, and have been put here as 

ornaments by Captain Bumpkins," answered the Zulu. "To-morrow is the 
celebration of the anniversary of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom." 

II When is the next steamer going to leave for Europe?" asked Pancho. 
"Next Monday," answered the ZullL "If you have any letters to send, you 

can mail them at the post-office in the village." 
The trees of the park were decorated with paper lanterns and flags. To 

the right was a grove of cocoanut-trees, hedged in by a natural fence of 
11* 
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prickly pears. Another turn of the road brought our friends within sight of 
the house, whose massive pillars shone brightly in the light of the setting sun. 
Its rays fell upon a woman standing upon the verandah, and Pancho knew 
instinctively that she could be nobody else but Madame Corneille. 

Pancho and the Zulu alighted from the carriage and were welcomed by 
the housekeeper. She was a thin woman of more than middle age, and 
almost the counterpart of Mrs. Honeycomb, only her figure was smaller, her 
nose still more aquiline, and her eyes more protruding. As she ogled Pancho 
she seemed to take his measure with them, as if mentally preparing for 
battle. Shaking hands with him, she expressed a hope that they would soon 
become friends. 

"I shall depend on your aid to enter the temple of knowledge," said Pancho. 
" I have the key to it in my pocket," answered Madame Corneille. 
The carriage containing Mr. Green and Mrs. Honeycomb now drove up. 

Mrs. Honeycomb alighted and embraced Madame Corneille, but when the latter 
extended her hand to Mr. Green, he refused to take it, and said with his usual 
gravity: "I am an accepted probationary Chela, and before I shake hands with 
you, I must first ask in what capacity you are in this house? " 

"I am superintending the household affairs," answered Madame Corneille. 
" You had better make friends with me, if you want anything good to eat." 

"Being the superintendent of the household," replied Mr. Green, "you are 
here in the position of a domestic, a position which is not sufficiently respectable 
to entitle you to shake hands with probationary Chelas. I shall ask Captain 
Bumpkins how it comes that he permits his servants to make themselves so 
familiar with distinguished visitors." 

Madame Corneille became purple with rage, but said nothing. 
While Mr. Green was speaking, a young Hottentot, dressed in a long whIte 

gown, made his appearance. 
" Lo ! " she exclaimed. "Here comes the head Chela of this establishment; It 

and addressing the Chela, she called out: "Come here, Malaban, make your 
bow to the lady and gentleman." 

Malaban crossed his hands over his breast and bowed politely. Mr. Green 
extended his hand to him, but Malaban did not take it. 

"Excuse me, sir!" said Malaban, "we are not permitted to shake hands 
with Europeans." 

"You see," said Madame Corneille to Pancho, "it is on account of the 
magnetism, and then some of these Europeans may have the itch, if not 
something worse." 

" You can safely shake hands with me," said Mr. Green, addressing Malaban, 
" for I am myself an accepted probationary Chela." 

,. This I can hardly believe," said Malaban. "You do not look like one." 
"I have a certificate from Rataraborumatchi to show it," replied Mr. Green. 
" If he wrote such a thing," answered Malaban, " he must have meant it only 

in fun." 
" How long have you been a Chela?" asked Mr. Green. 
"This I am not permitted to tel~" answered Malaban. 
Pancho was going to ask him a question, but Madame Corneille said: "Do 

not ask him anything if you would not get fibs for an answer." 
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"Do Chelas ever tell fibs?" asked Pancho. 
"They do not mean to do so," answered Madame Corneille. "But they love 

the truth so much that they adorn it on eVl!ry occasion." 
" Where is the Hierophant?" asked Pancho. 
"The what ?-O, you mean Bumpkins, Captain Bumpkins," said Madame 

Corneille. "You will not see him to-night. Poor fellow! He has an awful 
toothache. He always sleeps at night with open windows and caught a cold." 

" But why does he do that? " asked Pancho. 
"He says," she answered, grinning, .. that it is to save the mysterious 

Brothers the trouble to dematerialize themselves when they come to visit him in 
his dreams. But I will now show you to your rooms. Come, my dear Mrs. 
Honeycomb. I hear you are going to be initiated into the inner circle, and 
you will be entitled to a room in the upper story. Mr. Pancho has his room 
hue to the right, and as to Mr. Green, we will put him away in a little garden 
house, where he can meditate without being disturbed." 

Our friends were shown to their rooms. The one Pancho occupied com
manded a fine view of the river and an island planted with trees. 

Soon the bell rang, announcing that supper was ready. Pancho went to the 
dining-room where he met his friends, and also Madame Corneille and her 
husband. Malaban and the rest of the Chelas did not come. They ate in a 
separate room, being afraid of the magnetism of the Europeans." 

Pancho had fallen too deep from his Olympian heights to care for tea or for 
sausage. His appetite had been destroyed by the two blue elephants at the 
gate and by the revelations made by Madame Corneille. He did not care to 
eat and hardly tasted his food in spite of the praises bestowed upon it by Mrs. 
Honeycomb and Madame Corneille. 

"May I offer you a piece of beef or mutton? " t asked Madame Corneille. 
" No, thanks," answered Pancho. "I am a vegetarian." 
"This is a poor country for growing vegetables," said Madame Corneille. 

"They are awful scarce; only occasionally we get hold of a cabbage head," 
and addressing Mr. Green, she added: .. Will you have some of this devilled 
ham?" 

" I do not consider devilled ham proper food for Chelas," answered Mr. 
Green. "I am a lover of jam and vegetables. I do not see why the Mysterious 
Brothers do not make plenty of vegetables grow around here. It must be the 
easiest thing for them, as they can make mango trees grow out of pineboards." 

"It takes such power to even cultivate a pumpkin," she replied. 
" Did you ever see a Mango tree grow? " asked Mrs. Honeycomb; addressing 

Monsieur Corneille. 
" Nevarre I " rolled out the latter individual. 
"We hear so much of the wonderful feats performed ill Africa;" continued 

Mrs. Honeycomb. "Did you ever see Mr. Malaban go out in his astral body?" 
Monsieur Corneille looked inquirmgly at his wife, as if he did not know what 

to answer. 
" Oh dear no !" answered Madame Corneille, "I do not want to see such a 

thing; it would frighten me to death. The poor boy is almost nothing but 
* As well they might_-{ED.] 
t A most decided contrast. this African Fraternity. to the one in India, where tll'e siKht alone or 

meat almost forces every Hindu to desert the Headquarters.-{ED.] 
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skin and bones, and if he were to go out in his astral body, there would be 
nothing left but a shadow," 

" I should like to go out in my astral body," said Mr. Green. 
"We won't permit it," answered Madame Corneille. " It would not do for 

people here to sneak about in their astral bodies and see what is going on," and 
addressing her husband, she said :-" Don't you think so, my dear?" 

"Nevarre," ejaculated Monsieur Corneille. 
After supper Madame Corneille accompan:ed Pancho to his room to see 

whether everything was arranged according to her directiuns. They entered into 
a conversation about the mysterious Brotherhood, and Pancho asked her to tell 
him something about it. 

"I am a Christian, and I do not like to have anything to do with such 
heathenish things. These mysterious Brothers have several times frightened 
me nearly to death. I am not going to stand it much longer." 

" But do you believe in the existence of those Brothers?" he asked. 
" I know what I know," nodded Madame Corneille. "I do not believe that 

it is right to have anything to do with such things. How do we know that 
these mysterious Brothers arc not the very imps from Hell, or souls condemned 
to purgatory? I tell you, I have seen with my own eyes a broom become 
alive and sweep the room without any hand being attached to it, and now things 
begin to look serious. I do not object to innocent amusements such as fortune 
telling by cards, by which good spirits may aid a person to take a look at the 
future; but-well, do not let us talk about it any more .•.. 

"I am sorry for it . . . . I should have been very much obliged to you 
for more information. 

"You wiII find it out for yourself, by-and-bye," 
II Then do you mean to say," he asked "that it is done by tricks, or by the 

work of the devil ? " 
"I am not going to accuse anyone," replied Madame Corneille. II Do not 

ask me anything more about it." 
" Do I understand you rightly that you can tell fortune by cards? " 
"I have occasionally succeeded. I often tell it to Mr. Malaban." 
"I wish you would try and tell me my fortune," said Pancho. 
II If you desire it, we may make an attempt ..•. " 
They took seats at the table, and Madame Corneille produced a pack of cards 

out of her pocket, handing them to Pancho with a request to cut them. After 
this was done, she laid the cards out upon the table according to rule. 

"The King of Hearts," she said, "is yourself; for I see by the ring on your 
finger, that you are a married man. The Queen of Hearts is your wife. She 
is very beautiful." 

" Indeed she is," replied Pancho, 
II She is thinking of you very much," she continued. 
" I constantly feel it," answered Pancho. 
" It was an evil day for her when you left," went on Madame Corneille. II She 

will be exposed to a great danger. There's the knave of spades close to her, a 
very dangerous man, and the queen of spades is locking at hfT ; she is your 
\\ife's enemy." 

"My wife has no enemies," he protested. 
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"I am not so sure," she saiJ. "I do not always believe in the cards 
myself; but we shall see. It seems that you have no children." 

"None," answered Pancho. 
"The ace of diamonds is not far from you. This would go to show that 

you are not in straitened circumstances." 
"I have no cause to complain." 
" I do not see any card that would indicate that you belong to a church," con-

tinued Madame CorneiIle. 
" No, indeed; I do not," answered Pancho. 
" And you have no desire to join it?" 
"Certainly not! " 
"This card herco," continued Madame Corneille, "indicates that you will get 

a letter, and that one "-pointing to another-" that you are going to make a 
voyage. This is all I can see to-night." 

" I am very much obliged to you," said Pancho; "but kindly give me some 
information about the' Talking Image.' " 

"I can tell you confidentially its history," grinned Madame Corneille. "It 
was once a human being like you or me. It was the daughter of an Arabian 
prince and a most beautiful child. When she was about sixteen ye~rs of age 
she fell in love with one of the Djinns, a class of spirits that inhabit the desert. 
Grimalkin, the chief of the Djinns, took a fancy to her, and would nave carried 
her off bodily, but he had a very jealous wife who was herself a very powerful 
spmt. Then the Djinn took out the heart of the girl, which he hid away in his 
bosom, leaving her body with all its intellectual powers behind, and the body, 
deprived of the light of the spirit which resides in the heart turned to a stone
like mass, leaving her, however, alive and intelligent, and capable of reasoning. 
Now the Talking Image is, so to say, all. brains, but no heart. Once a year, 
however, the Djinn is forced to bring back the heart and to let it shine within the 
Image; for if the light of the spirit were to be absent continually, even its intel
lect would die out like the glow of a wick from which the flame is extinguished, 
and which is no longer supplied with oil." 

"This is a most wonderful story. If it were told to me by anybody 
but you, I would not believe it. But have you ever seen any of these 
Djinns ?" 

"Don't talk to me about them," said Madame Corneille, "the whole house 
is full of those Djinns; they give directions about the cooking, and make the 
Chelas do what they like; they will pull the bed-cover away from you when you 
are asleep, and touch you with ice-cold hands. Pooh! I do not want to say any 
more abcut them. Good-night!" 

Madame Comeille left and Pancho remained alone. For a long time he stood 
at the "indow and looked out into the darkness beyond. A storm was /2'atht'r
ing, thick clouds were covering the sky, and the mind of Pancho was heavily 
charged with doubts. What Madame Corneille had told him awakened 
again in him in full force the memory of Conchita, and he would have given 
worlds to know who was the knave of spades. He imagined he felt that there 
was some impending danger, and he.argued with himself whether or not it would 
be best to return home immediately. He had now seen the" elephant," not only 
one, but two; and, as Conchita had rightly predicted, it was time for him to re-
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turn. What if Conchita were sick or dying, while he was running after a Mys-
terious Brotherhood that existed nowhere but in his own imagination? 

"0 ye gods!" he exclaimed; "is this the outcome of the wisdom of the 
Adepts? A Hierophant parading the streets with a little flag in his hand, a 
Talking Image attended by spooks; Chelas who cannot open their mouths 
without telling a fib . . • at all events, if the woman herself speaks the truth • 
• • . Yes, is it for this that I have left my home?" 

No! It could not be I "Surely," he said to himself, "there is some mistake 
which will be explained when I see the Hierophant." 

Pancho felt no inclination to sleep. He went out into the park and wandered 
among the trees, although the night was dark and he could hardly see before 
him. The idea that he had committed a great mistake ill coming to Urur, 
grew stronger and stronger in his mind as he pondered over it. At last a 
feeling of despair entered his soul, and, clenching his fist, he exclaimed: "0, 
infinite, inconceivable and incomprehensible spirit of imbecility! what are you 
and what gave you power to tUIU me into a fool? Did I not always seek 
to know the truth, irrespective of any consequences that might -result to me or 
to anyone? Was I not always proud of my scepticism and incredulity? 
Nevertheless, I was stupid enough to believe in the absurd tales of Mr. Puffer. 
Where are the great beings that turn the world and cannot even make a cabbage
head grow in this garden? Who are those Adepts, full of divine wisdom, who 
have to come and seek counsel from a Madame Corneille?" 

Thus talking with himself, Pancho wandered away from the main building and 
came in the vicinity of a house of smaller dimensions. A light shining from an 
open window attracted his attention, and he beheld a man in the room where 
the light was brightly burning. He seemed to be about fifty years of age; but 
his face could not be clearly seen as it was bound up with a handkerchief. He 
held a paper in his hand, looking at it and making gesticulations. Presently, 
however, he looked up, and must have seen Pancho standing among the trees, 
for he dropped his paper and stared at him with surprise. 

Then something curious happened. The man making a reverential bow and 
crossing his hands in Oriental fashion over his breast, addressed Pancho in the 
following words: 

" 0, great Krashibashi! Have I then at last found favour in your eyes? For 
many years have I wished to see you. At last my prayer now seems granted and 
you have consented to .appear in bodily form before your obedient servant. 
May I ask you to enter this humble room and accept a chair? I shall 
immediately open the door." 

Pancho, seeing that this was evidently a case of mistaken identity, did not 
wish to intrude. He returned to his room and the sense of the ludicrous over
came his melancholy. There was now nothing to prevent him from sleeping. 
His doubts had vanished, and he was firmly convinced that he had been a fooL • 

• As every-one is, or will be, who, feeling drawn toward Occultism, instead of proceeding prudently 
to acquire it and thus learn the truth, permits his fancy to run off after his own preconceived ideas, 
or lends ear to the insane talk of fanatical enthusiasts. Those whom sober Occultists call " Masters," 
though so vastly superior to average humanity, are not Genii or Enchanters out of the" Arabian 
Nights," but mortal men with abnormal powers.-lEo.] 
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·CHAPTER VIII. 

THE .\~:oiIVERS'\RY. 

A TREMESDOUS noise, resembling the beating of tin pans, aroused Pancho from 
his slumber. It was the noise made by the native musicians whom the Hiero
phant had engaged for the celebration of the anniversary of the Society for the 
Distribution of Wisdom. It seemed as if it were intended to frighten away the 
sun which was just rising and to drive him back into the abyss beyond. 

Pancho arose, and as he stepped out on the verandah, he saw the same man 
who the night before had addressed him as Krashibashi, approaching the 
house. Soon after that, closely followed by Mrs. Honeycomb, he entered, and 
the latter introduced him to Pancho as Captain Bumpkins. 

Captain Bumpkins, or as his many friends and admirers used to call him, "the 
Hierophant," was a man of remarkable and imposing appearance. Long, tall, 
exceedingly thin and bony, his skeleton frame seemed to be inhabited by a 
supernatural fire that gleamed through his black eyes, sunken deep within their 
orbits and overshadowed by dark bushy eye-brows. He was a man of about fifty 
years, but still fulliof vigour; and his martial bearing seemed to indicate that it would 
not be safe for any member of the S. D. W. to contradict him or to doubt the 
existence of the Mysterious Brotherhood. Nevertheless he was very kindhearted 
and goodnatured, and if it was true that the Talking Image was all brains and no 
heart, it might be said with equal sincerity that the Hierophant was all heart,. 
for he was exceeding!y anxious to increase the welfare of mankind. There was 
nothing so ridiculous which he would not have undertaken to do, if it had 
seemed to him that humanity could be benefitted thereby. 

The Hierophant had one great hobby, and this hobby was " Magnetism "; in 
magnetism he saw the future Saviour of the world. According to his views there 
was nothing that could not be accomplished by magnetism; from the mending 
of a boot by the occult power of the Adept, up to making oneself invisible, a 
feat of which seemed to Captain Bumpkins the ultima thule of all that could 
ever be accomplished by the future sages that were to be produced in the golden 
era which he was ready to inaugurate. Not only was the curing of all bodily ills 
a mere trifle to him, which in the near future would do away with all medical 
quackery, legalized or otherwise, but he thought there would not be the least 
difficulty in raising mankind up to the highest level of morality. To do this we 
had only to magnetise away the phrenological bumps of those who are affected 
with vicious propensities, and to cause appropriate bumps to grow by the same 
means on the heads of those who were deficient in virtue. Moreover the 
"mental magnetism" of which the Hierophant dreamed was a "carrier of 
mind," and consequently not only life, but thought, knowledge and divine 
wisdom could be imparted to all by one who knew how to magnetise properly, 
abundantly and with sufficient force. 

" All the ills which at present affect the world," he used to say; "are merely 
a product of the disturbed equilibrium of the world's magnetism. Let the 
magnetic currents react upon their magnetic intramolecular centres and the 
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equilibrium be restored at their neutral points and you will be surprised at the 
result." 

Mrs. Honeycomb fully agreed with the Hierophant in regard to these points 
and thus it may be seen that those who have accused Captain Bumpkins of being 
somewhat deficient in intellectual power have uttered a villainous and sacrilegious 
blasphemy. Even a superficial glance at his benevolent face whenever he spoke 
on the subject of Occultism, would reveal the fact that he was one man among 
a thousand, one who fully realized that his sole destiny was the elevation of the 
human race. 

The Society for the Distribution of Wisdom, of which Captain Bumpkins was 
the founder and president, was an organization having for its object the prosecution 
of philosophic:tl researches and the advancement of humanitarian interests. As 
such it was a very good institution. It claimed to be b:tsed on universal freedom 
of thought, and there would have been nothing impracticable in that, if those 
who belonged to it had been capable of doing their own thinking. Unfortunately 
however, such persons are rare and few, while those who are not in possession 
of real knowledge, and therefore not free of error, can no more live without 
creeds and adopted opinions than a fish without water. Thus the members 
of the Society did not accept the truth on the strength of their own perception; 
but they clamoured for well authenticated proofs of it (frolll the ~fysterious 

Brotherhood), and thus they had given up their old superstitions, merely to 
replace them by new superstitions; for that which one imagines to know on 
mere hearsay, and belief in the veracity of a teacher, is not self-knowledge, and 
therefore merely an opinion, even if it is true. 

But the Society for D. O. \Y. had also among its members some persons 
of considerable spiritual unfolding and intellectual power; especially a number 
of Brahmins that had emigrated from Asia; but the vast majority of its members 
wtre attracted by a desire to gratify the!r curiosity, and to obtain favours frolll 
the Mysterious Brotherhood. 

A new light had appeared on the lllental horizon of the world owing to the 
revelatiolls lllade by the Talking Image; but whenever such a light appear!>, it 
attracts, first of all, the curious, the fanatical, and those who are discontented with 
the world and with thelllseives. They wonder at the appearance of that light, 
and not understanding its nature, they invent the lllOst ludicrous theories for its 
explanation, and it is their misrepresentations which bring the new doctrines into 
disrepute. Such was the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom, of which Captain 
Bumpkins was the head, and whom we have now introduced to the reader. 

(To be cOlltillued.) 

A Satire should expose 1zothil1g but what is corrigible, and 
should make a due discrinZ£nation between those that are and 
those that are not the proper objects of it. -ADDISON. 

Satires and lampoons on par/imlar people circulate more by 
giving copies in confidence to the frie1tds of the parties, than 
by printing them. -SHERIDAN. 
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• 

W. ~ E are glad to find that even on the opposite side of America, in Cali
\ , i fornia, we have brave workers who defend the mother Society. 

This is what we read in the Los Angeles Times of February 26th, 
1889. 

THE BOSTON FRAUDS AND DELUSIONS. 

THE other day a Times reporter succeeded in worming the following statement out of 
a gentleman who is well posted in the Esoteric movement. In answer to various ques
tions, he said: 

"The organ of the Esoteric movement is the Esoteric Magazine, a curiosity in 
literature. It is devoted to so-ca:Ied occultism, and the esotericism of religion, its 
articles being written b)' men profoundly ignorant of the subjects they pretend to 
teach. They make frequent use of mis-spelled Sanskrit, plagiarize unscrupulously 
from works on oriental philosophy, and are profuse in Christian phraseology; so that 
to the orthodox Christian it would appear really blasphemous; to the occultist, imbe
cile, and to the philosopher and philologist, the work of ignoramuses. 

"The Society Esoteric is a strangely grotesque parody upon the Theosophical 
Society, and so has always been regarded by the latter in the light of a nightmare. 
The Theosophical Society is a fraternal orgamzation whose main work has been the 
preservation and study of oriental philosophy and literature, which, as all orientalists 
know, is largely concerned with what in the 'Vest is called' mesmerism,' and in the 
East'magic.' The practice of mesmerism has always been discountenanced by the 
Theosophists, yet the literature on the subject has been utilized by Butler and his 
confederates, who have been teaching a bastard sort of mesmerism to their dupes, 
calling it • spiritual development.' It is by the hope of acquiring' spiritual attainments' 
that so many ignorant people have been misled and gulled. 

"The mesmeric force is simply sex-magnetism. In this simple statement is the 
secret of spiritualistic' mediumship,' as well as • mesmerism' and' black magic.' It 
is also the secret of the invariable fall into vice and sexual degradation of fools who 
dabble in such things, whether they call it 'mediumship," mesmerism,' I mental heal
ing,' or what not. This force can undoubtedly be used in the cure of diseases, etc., 
but it is unsafe for anyone to attempt this who is not physically and mentally pure, and 
well versed in physiology and anatomy. For this reason, even if H. E. Butler and his 
confederates had started in with the best intentions to investigate such things for 
spiritual development, they would have doubtlessly landed in the pemtentiary or the 
lunatic asylum, just as they are likely to now. 

"The whole thing is very, very vile, and the less people have to do with those sub
jects in that way the better for them. True occultism has nothing to do with the filthy 
subject. 

" Pure homes, clean hearts and honest lives, ano. an abiding faith in the immortality 
of the soul, and the infinite justice and goodness of Nature are what the people need, 
not I spiritual attainments' and I soul development,' especially that stripe of 'soul
unfoldment' which manifests itself in polygamy and general nastiness, whether at Salt 
Lake or Boston. 

"The I Esotericism' of these specimens of Boston culture is identical with the 
voodooism of the negroes. It is called tantrika in India and is filthy in the extreme. 
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"The • Solar Biology' of which Butler is the inventor is a self-evident fraud. Those 
who are practising it and teaching it in this city, however, are probably mere dupes, 
blamable only for their not being able to think, and are ambitious of becoming blind 
leaders of the blind. Many people in Los Angeles have been taken in by the • Society 
Esoteric.' 

" The prime movers in the exposure were Theosophists, though of course it was 
done in their individual capacity. The Theosophical Society has absolutely no con
nection and never has had any connection whatever, with the concern. 

"The Theosophical Society is not a secret society. I t is mainly concerned with 
philosophy and ethics. Among its members are clergymen of various Christian 
churches, reverends and right reverends, as well as representives of all religions. 

" , Mahatma' means simply I great soul' from malta,' great' and alma I soul' I t is a 
term applied to all great and good men by the old Sanscrit writers, and is practically 
synonymous with saint' as 'Saint Paul,' 'Saint John,' etc. As used by the modem 
Theosophists the word would be applied to such men as Plato, St. Paul, Apollonius 
of Tyana, and others. They were' Mahatmas,' or great souls. It is believed by many 
Theosophists that are such great men now living, not only in India, but in America, 
Europe-in fact, in almost every nation-a reasonable claim, unless the world has 
run short of 'great souls' in this age. 

" There are two branches of the Theosophical Society in Los Angeles-the Los 
Angeles branch and the Sattra Lodge-both of which hold regular .meetings for the 
study of philosophy and ethics. They have nothing to do with I phenomena,' 
I spookism,' or anything of the sort. II 

BUTLER EXPOSED. 

The New York World of Feb 1St. exposes the whole scheme in the following 
up-and-up manner: 

Members of the Boston Theosophical Society have taken much satisfaction in 
exposing the wicked wiles of one" Vidya Nyaika," alias Eli Clinton OhmlUt, who, in 
partnership with Prof. Hiram Erastus Butler, has been asking for funds to establish 
an Esoteric College in the Rocky Mountains. Mr. Ohmart turned out to be a gentle
man with a record, and his exposers made things very unpleasant for him when they 
brought him face to face with it. It is stated by Prof. Butler himself that a great deal 
of money has come in for the scheme, and more is hoped for. 

This is just what we said in our March editorial. And now, when all 
that had to be exposed has been so dealt with in the United States, we 
can only wonder at the animus displayed by. the Religio-Philosoplticai 
Journal of Chicago against us. We see by a letter published in it, 
March 23 ultimo, from the President of the "Boston T. S.," Mr. J. 
Ransom Bridge, that" it (the journal) states that it is informed by those 
who claim to know that • . . . .. Madame Blavatsky is determined to 
ruin Butler" ( ! ? ). When" those who claim to know can also prove that 
Madame Blavatsky had heard Butler's name mentioned before the end 
of last year, or even knew of his existence, then their "claim to know" 
would have acquired at least one leg to stand upon. 

The "Butler" exposl followed almost immediately our first acquain
tance with the pretensions of this virtuous person, as the President of 
our Boston T. S. well knows. Such being the case, the anonymous Ite 
who "claims to know," must not feel hurt, or take offence, if we now 
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publicly state that his information against us is eithf'r a deliberate and 
malicious falsehood, or a soap-bubble gossip. In every case the respected 
literary veteran, called the R. P. JOURNAL, ought to show more discretion 
than to be ever repeating unverified cackle, when not deliberate calumny, 
against a person who has always wished it success, as it has now done 
for years. We stand for truth, but wish the ruin of no man.-[ED.] 

A CRY FOR HELP. 

STRANGE things occur in this sublunary world; but the strangest 
of all is, that a recognized American scientist of great eminence 
and learning, a biologist who is the trans-Atlantic Huxley, should 

have certain letters written to him; more than this, that he should answer 
them. An enquiring searcher, hungry after truth, begs our friend, 
Professor Elliott Coues, in the name of his" mystic powers," to guide him; 
and, instead of pooh-poohing his correspondent in the name of cold, 
materialistic, modern Science, the President of the Washington" Gnostic 
Theosophical Society" writes to him a reply which shows how deeply 
Professor Coues has studied our philosophy. Both letters will be useful 
to our English members. They are republished from the Relig-io
Philosophical Journal.-[ED.] 

THE LETTER. 

DR. ELLIOTT CouEs-Dear Sir: I have been impelled to write to you for 
advice on a new and indisputable experience I have been undergoing for some 
seven or eight months past, and have as often refrained from asking of a stranger 
that "light" which my experience and increasing conviction have not made 
plain. 

Some months since I suddenly became conscious of audible communications, 
which I have since learned to attribute to purely elemental influences, using the 
Buddhist expression. 

These audible communications soon ceased, and were replaced by others 
which, I suppose, would be called purely clair-audient, and were of a very dif
ferent character, being elevating and inspiring, and opening up to my heart an 
infinity of evolution of the soul and the universe, which I had not got from my 
past studies, although I have long had a conviction that there was some such 
plan to be shown to humanity some time, and in some way. 

Before I go any further, let me say that I had been up to this time a tho
rough disbeliever in spiritual communication, and had given it little or no atten
tion. Moreover, my experience related above all came to me before I read any 
writings on Buddhism, Karma, or Spiritism, and my experience at that time 
was the subject of debate between a medical friend and myself, who knew me 
to be a tolerably clear-headed man, and one not liable to be led away by super
stition or evidence that was not conclusive. The only conviction that impinged 
on me was the consciousness of a new sense, the name of which I did not even 
know at that time. A month or two later I received from a friend in Washing
ton, a book by A. P. Sinnett, called Karma. I found some startling suggestions 
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in that work which interested me enough to induce me to read the work on 
Esoteric Buddhism communicated through him. I use the above expression in
tentionally, as it is evident to the most careless reader that the two works are not 
by the same intellect. 

I was surprised to find myself so receptive to the doctrine set forth there, as 
It was a welcome light to one who had not been able to find peace and trust in 
creeds, although surrounded by devoted Christian influence from childhood. I 
have since then read very little of the scientific doctrines of Theosophy, but have 
found a trust in the teachings of Buddha that has thrown a new light on the 
words of the Bible, and has brought a growing peace and belief that I have long 
yearned for, although I have not yet found" the jewel in the lotus." if 

Strange to say, I have not cared so much for an understanding of the scien
tific aspect of Theosophy, as for the religious teaching. It seems to me that the 
latter is the one the world is waiting for, and that, like the treasure which 
Buddha said was laid up in our fellow man, the stranger, the mother and father 
and child, the scientific light would come" of itself." 

That statement of my convictions being made, let me return to my own ex
perience, on which I 110W ask your counsel and explanation. I don't go into 
society at all, nor have I made any Theosophical or SpirituaHst acquaintances. 
I have not attended any s~ances or occult meetings, and have read but little of 
the current literature on Theosophy. I have read much of primitive Buddhism, 
both pro and (on, and have tried to understand, first of all, the Buddhist doctrine 
of the greatest blessing, as taught in the Buddhist scriptures. 

During all these months I have had constant communication through clair
audience with one who calls himself my Mahatma's helper; and who has given 
me succinct counsel in words which I know could not be the lucubration of my 
own brain, and which I, at the time, seldom understood, but which have been 
explained or discovered either in the Buddhist scriptures or the Bible, in subse
quent study. 

Lately, however, another voice has come to me clearly, telling me to look unto 
God, and not unto Buddha. This either is or claims to be the voice of my 
mother, now dead some thirty odd years. This has all tended to indirection or 
misdirection, and I now ask you for direction and explanation. 

l presume this discursive letter is unnecessary, as by your mystic powers you 
can probably learn all that I have told you and much that I have left unsaid, but 
I feel that I need some human guidance just at this time. Before writing this 
letter, and·even now,I have been and am told to write you, and not to write you, 
so you see the quandary I am in. 

One of the first communications I had was, "You are elected to learn that 
your heart was not given you for your understanding, but for your knowledge." 
It was a long time before I knew what those words meant. 

There ;s a beautiful and trustful path that leads to peace, wisdom and helpful 
love; there;s a religion that shall be for the" healing of all nations"; there is 
a knowledge of Divine help and love yet to come to humanity; there ;s a truth 
whose light shall disperse the shadows of dogma, ignorance and selfishness, and 

* No one can find it unless he is a born Buddha, a saint, or-studies the true Occult, Esoteric doc:
trines, and tries to become one. 
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shall fill the universe with its brightness. Can you help me to that confidence 
and knowledge that shall make me willingly one of the light-bearers? 

Fraternally yours. if. if. if. 

Boston, Massachusets, February 2nd, 1889. 

THE RESPONSE. 

The foregoing letter is a type of many that I receive. It is absolutely sincere; 
the writer is in earnest. and such sentiments command respect. I undertake, 
with reluctance, to say a few words in public by way of reply, believing that if I 
am anywhere near the truth my words may be of use to others than my 
correspondent. 

The process which he describes as an actual and veritable one which has gone 
on in himself, is, I think, not at all a singular experience. Many persons could 
tell a similar story, should they bare their hearts with equal unreserve. It is the 
growth of the" sixth sense"; it is the awakening to consciousness of the sixth 
principle, which exists only as a rudiment or embryo in most persons, incapable 
of making its existence known to its possessor till it has grown like a plant from 
its seed. In those whose "intuitions" are large this germ of wisdom often 
makes itself felt, and as it gains in strength it gradually dominates the Fifth 
Principle, or ordinary intellect, making reason quite subservient to the higher 
faculty, and tending to merge the mereTy human into the more nearly divine 
being. The process of growth of the embryo" Buddhi" is not unattended with 
dangers of its own, threatening both mental and physical integrity unless the 
tender sprout be firmly rooted in reason, and carefully guarded from passion. 

The use of the sixth sense, especially for one who comes into its possession 
rapidly rather than by a process of very gradual unfoldment or evolution, is 
against all the world, the flesh, and the devil, and its vigorous self-assertion is 
likely to react unfavourably upon bodily health and mental peace. There is 
always some disturbance of the nervous system when voices can be heard and 
forms can be seen, that have no objective or material counterpart. The nervous 
shock of the awakening is apt to extend to other bodily functions, and often 
becomes a case for medical treatment. . Therefore, I should say, the first and 
most imperative need is special attention to the ordinary laws of hygiene, in 
eating, sleeping, working or recreation. 

If a man is to live some years after his psychic faculties have come into 
operation, it is essential for their proper and useful manifestation on the 
physical plane to have a good sound body through which they may operate. 
Not necessarily the most robust, muscular, bone and sinew mechanism, but a 
tboroughly well organised, pliable and "vivid" apparatus of relation between 
the soul or astral body and the world or material things. Otherwise a person 
becomes like a super-heated boiler, or one in which steam is too suddenly 
generated, and the danger of an explosion is imminent. It is often a question, 
whether a person in the state in which I judge my unknown correspondent to be, 
shall go on to safely grow a splendidly effectual astral organism whose faculties 
shall be adequate to the discernment of the substance of things unseen or 
whether he shall become prey of the elementals which will infallibly seek to 
fasten themselves like vampires upon his astral organism. If the former, he 
becomes a Theosophic adept, a seer of eternal truths, a doer of Divine deeds; if 
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the latter, either a practitioner of black magic, should his courage be equal to 
that, or else a mere wreck on the fatal rocks of so-called II mediumship." 

The most important practical point, next to the care of the bodily health, is 
concentration of the will. By that I mean a firm, fixed determination, never 
vacillating, never wavering, never doubting, to know the truth, and to use this 
knowledge for the good of others, irrespective of consequences to self-hood. 
This is a positive moral power, without the operation of which on the astral body 
the latter never acquires real true effectual organisation, capable of withstanding 
in the end the shock of physical dissolution. For the souls of bad persons, 
however strong they seem to be here and now, find their strength fictitious and 
evanescent as soon as they are deprived of physical support, and black magicians 
are no exception to this rule. They may flicker about in Kama-Loka for a while., 
especially if they can feed upon the vitality of persons in the flesh whom they 
succeed in obsessing for the gra.tification of their unhallowed, unsatisfied desires j 
but their end is the murky smoke of a snuffed-out candle. 

Since the concentration of the will, of which I have spoken, has for its pur
pose and motive the attainment of true knowledge, or wisdom as distinguished 
from worldly erudition; and since the soul that is troubled with desire (using 
that word in its broadest sense) can reflect but distorted images, it follows as a 
matter of course that the fourth principle or middle nature of man, must be held 
thoroughly in· hand, under the rigid mastery of the reason, or fifth principle, it
self a willing instrument in the hands of the still higher principle, the sixth, 
the "Christ." And if haply this victory shall be won in the battle-ground of 
life, the Divine spouse shall seek and find the soul. 

Let none hastily suppose I have used figurative language. I have been 
speaking of actual processes which may go on in the substance of the soul, of 
the real nature of which it is not permitted me to more than hint. These 
things 'may be known; but they are unspeakable. Many know them; but, 
strangest of al~ they are never told. They only need explanation to those for 
whom they are inexplicable. 

First find thyself; then know thyself; then, be thyself. Strange words
meaningless jargon. Nevertheless, II as above, so below" j and the two are not 
two but one. 

Wishing my unknown correspondent a prosperous voyage of discovery among 
the finer particles of his being, I beg to subscribe myself with respect, 

-A PSYCHIC RESEARCHER. 

This reply speaks for itself, and no theosophist could answer any better and 
explain the situation with more clearness, or in a more orthodox esoteric spirit. 
Only Protessor E. Coues, being a Theosophist, we are at a loss to understand 
why he should sign himself so modestly II A Psychic Researcher?" We only 
hope this is not synonymous with-I< member of the S. P. R." As a Fellow 
of the T. S. we can only congratulate and thank the Professor; as a member 
of the S. P. R. we' should be doubtful of his motives. We might be really 
alarmed at the signature, did we not know that, do and say what he may, Prof. 
Coues' love of occultism is as great as his mystic powers and that he can never 
be untrue to either.-[En.] 
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THE BLAVATSKY LODGE. 

The following have been elected as officers of the above Lodge for the year 
1889:-

President: W. Kingsland. 
Vice-President: W. R. Old. 
Secretary: A. Keightley. 
Treasurer: Countess C. Wachmeister. 
Meetings of the Lodge are held regularly every Thursday evening, at which a 

regular course of study in Eastern Philosophy is pursued by the members under 
Madame Blavatsky's guidance. For information apply to the Secretary, 17 
Lansdowne Road, Holland Park, W. 

'Revtews • 
• 

A STUDY OF MAN AND THE WAY TO HEALTH.'" 
,. Selfishness is the father of vice ; 

Altruism. the mother of virtue. ,. 

SUCH is the motto which Dr. Buck has placed on the title page of this 
remarkable work, a motto which is as appropriate to the book as it is 
itself true, to which these pages bear most lucid and convincing testi

mony. But their scope is wider than this, and the readers of LUCIFER will 
assuredly be grateful for a somewhat full account of a book which should be in 
the hands of every one-whether a Theosophist or not-who is in any sense a 
searcher after truth. 

It will assist the reader to quote the following lines from Dr. Buck's elo
quently simple preface. He writes :-

This treatise may b.: epitomized as follows :-
The cosmic form in which all things are created. and in which all things exist, is a universal 

duality. 
Involution nod evolution express the two-fold process of the one law of development, corresponding 

to the two pL'Ules of being. the subjective and the objective. Consciousness is the central fact of 
being. 

Experience is the only method of knowing; therefore to know is to become. 
The Modulus of Nature, that is, the pattern after which she everywhere builds, and the method to 

which she continually conforms. is an Ideal or Archetypal Man. 
The Perfect Man is the anthropomorphic God, a living. present Christ in every human soul. 
Two natures meet on the human plane and are foc .. llized in man. These are the animal ego, and 

the higher self; the one, an inheritance from lower life, the other an over-shadowing from the next 
higher plane. 

The animal principle is selfishness: the divine principle is altruism. 
However defective in other respects human nature may be, all human endeavour must finally be 

measured by the principle of altruism, and must sland or fall by the measure in which it inspires 
and uplifts humanity. 

Literary criticism, however justifiable and however valuable, is not the highest tribunal; were it so, 
the following pages would never have seen the light. The highest tribunal is the criterion of truth, 
and the test of truth is by its use and beneficence. 

Superstition is not religion; speculation is not philosophy; materialism is not science; but true 
religion, true philosophy, and true science are ever the hand-maids of truth." 

• By], D. BUCK, M.D. ,Cincinnati. ROBERT CLARKE & CO. Price ta So (or lOS. 6d.l 
I2 
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It should be noted, however, in connection with this brief outline that, while 
rightly insisting on the ever-present duality in all forms of manifestation, Dr. 
Buck is fully alive to the importance of never losing sight of that Absolute 
Unity which lies behind all the duality of manifestation. On this Unity he 
insists repeatedly and emphatically, for it forms one of the fundamental doc
trines in his philosophy, as it has always done in that of the East. 

In his first chapter, on the Criterion of Truth, the author most ably leads the 
reader's mind from the familiar fact of his own personality, step by step, through 
the dangerous rocks of both scientific and religious dogmatism, to the conclusion 
that the criterion of truth for men lies not in their estimate of the senses, nor 
in a specific process of reasoning upon phenomena confined to one half of his 
nature; but in the co-ordinate harmony which he is able to bring out of the 
chaos of all his varied experiences. 

Such is briefly the conclusion to which the first chapter leads up, but it is to 
be regretted that want of space prevents our calling attention to the many beau
tiful thoughts and luminous suggestions thrown out in the course of the 
argument, especially in that part where the author demonstrates the equal and 
co·ordinate reality, validity and importance of the subjective as well as the 
objective aspect of man's nature. 

The second chapter deals with the problems of Matter and Force in a 
manner at once simple, clear and highly philosophical. The beautiful applica
tion made of the principle of consonant rhythm as the agent by means of which 
form is produced is at once a splendid, far-reaching generalisation and a tribute 
to the truth of the fundamental axioms of occult philosophy. 

The succeeding chapters on The Phenomenal World, Philosophy and Science, 
are in a measure preparatory to those on Life, Polarity and Living Forms. All 
through these chapters the clearness of the author's thought and exposition 
deserve the highest praise. On one point only-since it is the function of a 
reviewer to ctiticise-need a word be said. On page 60, et seq. Dr. Buck speaks 
frequently of "dead" and of "living" matters, drawing a marked line of de
marcation between them. Now since Dr. Buck has evidently thoroughly assimi
lated the doctrines of Theosophy which indeed underlie and permeate his entire 
work, he is doubtless well aware that strictly speaking there is no such thing as 
"dead" matter in the Umverse. It is therefore but fair to assume that he uses 
the term" matter" in a limited sense, to distinguish a state of matter in which 
life does not manifest itself in that particular manner to which we have confined 
the term" living" from that state in which life does so manifest itself. But, 
unfortunately, as Dr. Buck has not stated and explained this specifically, he may 
be misunderstood to believe in that fiction of the scientific imagination, com
monly called "dead matter": a belief which would be inconsistent with the 
whole tenour of his work. 

This criticism is partly anticipated by the chapter on Planes of Life; but 
though his meaning is clear to those familiar with his basic thought, yet a few 
explicit sentences might usefully be added in the pages referred to on the appear
ance of the second edition-which will undoubtedly soon be called for. 

The author's conception of "Magnetism," too, needs further elucidation. The 
term' has, many meanings and many connotations, so that Dr. Buck needs to 
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devote a few pages to careful explanation and definition of the sense in which 
he uses it. 

From the chapter on the Planes of Life, we pass naturally to that on Human 
Life, the central point, the culmination of the book. In this and the following 
chapters we see the real bearing and utility of the general principles with which 
the author has familiarised us in the preceding pages. We see them applied to 
the concrete facts of life as all know them; and we learn the reason of the 
almo;;t joyous hope and expectation with which the author faces the many terrible 
problems now clamouring for a solution which seems afar off. 

From this point the author deals with various aspects of human life and 
development, throwing light on all and giving clues to many an intricate problem. 
}Iore and more clearly does he demonstrate the truth of the motto placed on 
his title page, and ever and ever more forcibly does he bring it home to the 
reader that happiness only is to be found in widest altruism. And through it 
all runs clear logic and accurate science, no analogy being accepted that has not 
been fully tested and proven legitimate. The chapters on Consciousness, In
volution and Evolution of Man, and the Higher Self are especially to be com
mended to the careful study of all students. Some of the author's statements 
are not only profoundly true and philosophical: they are simply sublime. 

It is such books as this which form the best answer to the query: What has 
the Theosophical Society done 1 For this book-written by an earnest theoso
phist, one of the oldest and truest members of the T. S., a man respected and 
beloved by all who know him-will give new light, new hope, and new courage 
to many. It will give a fresh impulse to earnest seekers for truth by pointing 
out a new method of research, as well as by defining and clearly stating the 
problems which call for investigation. 

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.-

mHIS is the title of an address delivered by Prof. Elliott Coues to the 
.Jl Western Society for Psychic Research, at Chicago, in April, 1888. It 

may seem rather late in the day to review an address delivered so long ago, 
but it is only within the last few days that LUCIFER has received a copy of the 
address in its present form. It has aho recently been revised by its author, and 
we may, therefore, conclude that· the pamphlet represents the latest opinion 
which he holds on the subject. 

The address opens with a reference to the Women's International Congress 
held at Washington as one of the" Signs of the Times." In this we certainly 
think that Dr. Coues was correct, for the present is an age of change, and there 
are certainly not wanting signs that a great amelioration of the human race will 
proceed from the amelioration of the "better half" of mankind. So far as the 
progress towards the psychic side of nature is concerned, it is most true that 
women are the better half of the human creation. In Dr. Coues' words:
.' The.problem of the day is not a question of matter-it is a question of mind; 
and the problem of mind has ceased to be only a question of the intellect. It 
has become the cry of the soul for more light in the dungeon of the body. This 
cry goes up the loudest from the women of the land, because her soul's im-

• By Prof. Elliott Coues. ~I.D .. F.T.S. 
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prisonment is harder to bear than man's, and her duty to redeem a world is 
more imperative." 

But from the question of the rightful position of women as a sign of the 
times, Dr. Coues goes on to treat of the conditions of psychic investigation, and 
his words are the more weighty as proceeding from a man of established reputa
tion in the methods of scientific research. Further they have an additional 
value, as being clothed in beautiful language and they possess an elegance of 
diction that only adds to their clearness of expression. 

Dr. Coues introduces his subject by a comparison of the four great influences 
which have moved the world, and he draws attention to the cycles of time which 
occur in the history of humanity. The cycle is that of the Naros, or a period 
of 600 years. Buddha, Jesus, Mohammed and Genghis Khan are the examples 
selected j and a final period of 666 years from the date of Genghis Khan brings 
us down to the year 1888. As a sign of the times this is, perhaps, a little un
fortunate, for a student of Biblical symbology is at once reminded that this 
number is that of the " Great Beast" j and unless people are more accurately 
acquainted with symbology than they usually are, the simile seems rather 
equivocal as representing a "Sign of the Times." But here Theosophy steps 
in to the rescue, and removes the idea of "devil" from the maligned "beast," 
showing that it is indeed an especial cycle and no more. 

It is scarcely possible to do justice to Dr. Coues in a review which must 
necessarily be short, for his marshalling of the psychic evidence is so terse and 
masterly that it ought to be read in his own words. He reviews the position 
both from the standpoint of the Spiritualist and from that of the Theosophist, and 
declines to say which of the two he considers right. But he does away with the 
supposed antagonism between the two, and for this alone we would heartily 
thank Dr. Coues. Both parties certainly admit facts j it is only in the explana
tion of them that they differ. And here Dr. Coues shows that the position to 
be truly taken is that one explanation is an extension of the other. Tersely 
put, the Psychic Researcher says that all is manifestation of psychic force. The 
ordinary Spiritualist believes that all the manifestations are the work of disem
bodied spirits j the Theosophist says that this is occasionally so, but only in rare 
cases. And here Dr. Coues sounds no indistinct or uncertain note, and it is a 
very important one. He says, in effect, that all are manifestations of "will" 
acting on matter, and that so to act does not depend upon whether the operator 
is disembodied or not. Then he turns his attention to the key to these facts and 
declares that it lies in the words, "Animal Magnetism." This he declares to be 
a property of what is called in Sanskrit Akasa, and that this is related to the 
action of the human will as the phenomena of light are related, on the scientific 
hypothesis, to the waves of the luminiferous ether. That this Akasa pervades 
everything, and permeates the human frame as much as it is spread through 
space. Thus, then, the man who can act by means of his will on this 
Akasa can act by its means at a distance just as easily as he can on a table which 
is under his hand. The only necessity is the development of a suitable organism. 
This organism is necessarily a human being, either that of the operator or 
that of some other human being. But with this Dr. Coues adds a most 
serious warning to those who, from curiosity, may be about to embark on 
the dangerous path of investigation into Psychic Phenomena. In his own 
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words :_CI All experiment is made on, by, and with, the bodies of men and 
women-nay, upon, by, and with, their very souls. This is psychic research. . 
Think you it is to be lightly or ignorantly or blunderingly played upon? A 
thousand times no ! Here, blunder and crime are one and the same thing." 

In this place Dr. Coues adds a few words of warning drawn from the ex
perience of the French investigations into Hypnotism; showing, too, that the 
danger is so widespread that legal recognition of the dangers will soon be as 
necessary as it has already been proved to be in the case of poisons. 

lIe closes with a short exposition of his own "Biogen" theory as an ex
planation of the phenomena j and this should be read in his own words. 

In conclusion, we as Theosophist, can only express our thanks to Dr. Coues 
for his able exposition of the facts of psychic investigation and science, and for 
the possibilities which he has opened for the reconciliation of two bodies of 
people-of people who ought to unite their forces for the confusion of mate
rialistic thinkers, and for the spread of truths which are at present only dimly 
recognised by a world which is liable to roughly class both parties together. 
either as worshippers of a devil, or hallucinated frauds and fools. 

GEOMANCY. 

00 F all the higher sciences, that of Geomancy may be considered the 
handiest one to work, for the requirements to practise this Art are few, 
,:e., pencil, paper, and a book that will act as a guide and instructor j the 

first two are ready to hand, and thanks to the able pen of Dr. Hartmann we now 
have the Guide to his "Principles of Astrological Geomancy, the 0 0 

Art of divining by Punctuation," published by the" Theosophical 0 0 

Publishing Company, Limited." As to the book itself, it leaves 0 

nothing to be desired, having a pleasant type, printed on good 0 

paper, and being well bound, at the remarkably reasonable price of 
2s.6d. 

Those who have read "An Adventure amongst the Rosicrucians," and other 
works by Dr. Hartmann wiII need no words of praise to recommend to them 
this new work of Geomancy. In the Preface and Introduction we have evidence 
of diligent study in the higher science and development of the intuition, and it 
is as an aid to these that the author has produced this work. It is not, as he 
says, "intended to be a ' fortune teller,' "for" the art of divination is based upon 
the recognition of a universal divine principle acting within the soul." Here we 
have sufficient reason to show that it is unwise to prostitute these arts of divina
tion for any material gain or worldly curiosity-for to quote from the Introduc
tion, "The psychological process by which the knowledge of the spiritual soul 
comes to the understanding of the human intellect appears to be very compli
cated; it seems that the divine ray of Light has to pass through many strata of 
matter, and is broken many times, before it is ultimately reflected within the 
field of external consciousness, and the more we are able to spiritually rise above 
these clouds of matter that darken the mental sky, the more wiII we be able to see 
the sunlight of truth in its purity. By practising the art of Geomancy in that 
state of mind and feeling which brings Man nearer to the perception of the 
Truth, the Intuition may teach the reasoning Intellect." 

The chapter on Astrology contains much that will decidedly interest the 
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general reader, and which will also prove instructive to many Students of 
Astrology and the other occult sciences. The Author explains the natures of 
the signs of the Zodiac and of the "seven planets" in clear and simple language, 
and we feel sure that the earnest student and ail lovers of Truth will welcome 
this aid for the dispersion of superstition and ignorance, as well as for the de
velopment of the Intuition" by the interior awakenillg of the Spirit of 
Truth." 

We notice that the Author gives the metal silzler to the planet (5')' Venus, 
whereas (opper is usually represented by this principle, and the latter is, we be
lieve, the correct one, for Venus represents love or charity, which, when com
bined with the intelligence, silver or moon, is capable of a divine expression in 
the world. Venus, the binding power of the psychic world, has its material 
counterpart ((opper) so much used in amalgamating metals which would not 
readily blend without its presence. We also notice that in the "Significations" 
of the geomantic symbols, the sign (I1\.) Scorpio is omitted, and we should be 
glad to learn its corresponding Geomantic symbol. The methods for practising 
Geomancy are so clearly stated, that anyone with a little care and diligence can 
easily draw the symbols suggested by the Intuition, thus: the hand of the 
operator:-

The figure consisting of the twelve houses may be con-
structed in any suitable form, either circular, or square; or _X __ 2 __ 3_1 
simply by four rows of squares h:lving three in each row, thus: 4 5 6 

according to the fancy of the operator. 
7 8 9 

In the Appendix there are sixteen Questions which will - - -
10 II 12 

suggest a variety of subjects for enquiry to the ingenious 
student, for which there are 2,048 Answers. And to the ex-
perienced and intuitioned geomantist these short answers will contain all the 
information he seeks. 

We trust, with the Author, that 
enquirers "to the existence of a 
intellect." 

this work will call the attention of many 
higher power than that of the perishing 

NUCES ETY.\-lOLOGIC.IE.* . THE contact of Theosophy with the various sciences which form a part of 
Anthropology, is extensive; and its relations with the philological sciences 
has been brought to the front by those who have assailed the teaching 

of the Higher science. Dr. Charnock, the old president of the Anthropological 
Society, has given us a book replete with research, and illustrating his minute 
knowledge of philological derivations. It is especially at this time that this 
work will produce good fruit. The author's object is to "throw light on the 
hidden things of darkness," and to show that the modern system of filial deriva
tion of words rests on the most insecure foundations, and appeals for acceptance 
merely to the ignorance of its readers. For, those persons who have not had a 
training in the subject of philology are very apt to accept any hypothesis which 
fits in with the modern German theory of the filiation of languages, sometimes 
Grimm, sometimes Schleicher, ofttimes something more imbecile than either. 
Dr. Charnock has well shown to the modern word-spinners and derivation-

* By RICHARD STEPHEN CIIARSOCK, Pu.D., F.S.A. (TRiioNER & Co.) 
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mincers that, after all, a little acquaintance with the elementary portions of the 
subject is a necessity for the student. The precept of the teacher to Monsieur 
Jourdain, cc II laul commencer par forlhographe," is well illustrated by Dr. 
Charnock. What is wanted for modern philologists is a deep and an intimate 
study of roots. When people see that the primary words of all languages are few 
in number, perhaps not more than 50 or 60, they will cease to look for an 
assumed Aryan ancestor for the origin of man, which leaves negroes and Aus
tralians out in the cold. The Secret Doc/rilze has given us plain hints on this 
subject, and indicated that it would be much better for modern science· to 

cc un thread the rude eye of rebellion, 
And welcome home again discarded faith," 

than to attempt to interpret the langu:lge of a hypothetical Aryan by the utter
ances of a blue-painted barbarian. To the modern superficial spirit in science, 
to the dilettante, the Darwinite, or the dreamer, Dr. Charnock is a severe, 
always laconic, sometimes scarcely polite, antagonist. He does not conceal his 
face either with sufficient dignity or hypocrisy before the popular idols, and 
thinks for himself. Such books as this will tend to render the mental soil of 
our scientific men more fit for theosophical teachings. For they will see that in 
their own armour are many crannies, and in their own eyes many beams, and 
that before they disobey the precepts of Lanczycki, and give" rash judgments" 
on the acts of their neighbour, they should make their own houses clean. Dr. 
Charnock has done good service, but he indicates how much is left undone. He, 
in front of the harlequin spectre of modern science, doubtless considers nil aclum 
repulans dum quid superessel agendum, but he must recognise that he has to do 
a lot of sweeping before he can be said to have finished his philological work . 

• 
(torreeponbence . 

• 
A CURIOUS NUMERICAL COMBINATION. 

IN the 52nd number of cc Engineering News," published in New York, December 
29th, there is an article giving a number, that multiplied by any of the digits up 
to number 6, gives a result expressed in the· figures of the original number. 

This in itself was interesting, but I Jlt once noticed that the ever wonderful 
number 7 gave a curious effect when used as the multiplier. It led to investiga
tion, and I submit herewith the results, so far as I have had time to carry them. 

It was the eccentricity of the number 7 that caught my attention. Know· 
ing it to be pregnant with occult meaning, I send it to LUCIFER. 

The number 142857, when mUltiplied by any of the first six digits, gives a 
product, in each case, expressed by the same figures, and in the same general 
order, as the multiplicand 

142857 x 1 - 142857. .. X 

.. x 

.. )( 

.. )to 

.. x 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

-
-
-
-
-

2857 14. 
42857 1 • 

57 1428• 

714285. 
857 142• 
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When multiplied by 7. a curious change occurs:-
142857 X 7 - 999999· 

This mUltiplying can be continued probably indefinitely; several changes, 
however, occur. 

142857 x 8 - 1/14285/6. 
Here it becomes necessary to add the end figures to get the missing number. 
14, as a mUltiple of 7, of course, shows a change. 

142857 X 14 - 1/99999/8. 
End numbers 8 and 1 = missing 9. 
This system of adding the end figures must be used until you use 24 as a 

multiplier. It then becomes necessary to vary the mode of procedure, to 
eliminate unnecessary numbers, and leave the original six. 

142857 X 24 - 3/4285/6/8 
3 

J I 

4 28 57 1 

Add the end figures = II. One should be used as the missing I, the other, 
added to the 6, gives the missing 7. 

By analogy, it is not too much to suppose this can be continued indefinitely, 
but to what profit remains to be seen. 

It will be necessary, however, to vary the method of treatment, to eliminate 
superfluous numbers, and get those necessary. 

If a circle be divided by three diameters 60· degrees apart, and the numbers 
be placed in their original order at the ends of the diameters, the sum of each 
pair will equal 9. 

~ 
''\lSI' 

7 It 

It would be interesting for a high exponent of "White Magic," and one 
versed in the mystery of numbers, to give us his views upon this curious com
bination. It is with this object in view, and in the hope that it may prove 
interesting to your readers, that I submit it for your inspection. 

C. A. GRISCOM, JR. 

" Whence come all the powers and prerogatives of rational beings? From 
the Soul of the Universe. Amongst other faculties, they have this.. For 
as the universal nature overrules all mutinous accidents, brings them under the 
laws of fate, and makes them part of itself, so it is in the power of man to make 
something out of every hindrance, and turn it to his own advantage . . . • 
Let your soul work in harmony with the universal intelligence. as your breath 
does with the air. This is very practicable, for the intelligent power lies as 
open and pervious to your mind, as the air you breathe does to your lungs, if 
you can but draw it." MARCUS AURELIUS. (Meditations.) 
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OUR CYCLE AND THE NEXT. 

"The world's great age begins anew, 
The golden days return, 

The earth doth like a snake renew 
Her winter weeds outworn." 

-SHELLE\'. 

"My friend, the golden age hath passed 
away, 

Only the good have power to bring it 
back. ••• " -GOETHE. 

tIiiiiii"""HA T had the author of Prometheus Unbound in his mind's eye 
when writing about the return of the golden days, and the 
new beginning of the world's great age? Has his poetical 

foresight carried his" Vision of the Nineteenth Century" into the" One 
Hundred and Nineteenth," or has that vision revealed to him in gorgeous 
imagery the things to come which are the things that were? 

Fichte assures us it is "a phenomenon of frequent occurrence, par
ticularly in past ages," that" what we shall become is pictured by some
thing which we already have been; and that what we have to obtain is 
represented as something which we have formerly lost" And he adds, 
"what Rousseau, under the name of the state of Nature, and the old poets 
by the title of the Golden Age, place behind us, lies actually before us." 

Such is also Tennyson's idea, when he says: 

" Old writers push'd the happy season back-
The more fools they-we forward: dreamers both. . . ." 

Happy the optimist in whose heart the nightingale of hope can still 
sing, with all the iniquity and cold selfishness of the present age before 
his eyes! Our century is a boastful age, as proud as it is hypocritical j 
as cruel as it is dissembling. 

Oh ye, gods, how dissembling and truly sacrilegious in the face of 
every truth, is this, our century, with all its boastful sanctimoniousness 
and cant! Verily, II Pecksniffian" ought to be thy name, oh, nineteentle 
of thy Christian series. For thou hast generated more hypocrites in a 
square yard of thy civilized soil than antiquity has bred of them on all 

13 
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its idolatrous lands during long ages. And thy modern Pecksniff, of 
both sexes, is "so thoroughly impregnated with the spirit of falsehood 
that he is moral even in drunkenness and canting even in shame and 
discovery," in the words of the author of" Martin Chu·zzlewit." 

If true, how dreadful Fichte's statement! It is terrible beyond 
words. Shall we then expect at some future recurring cycle to rebeco11lt 
that which "we already have been," or that which we are 110W? To 
obtain a glance into the future cycle we have thus but to examine the 
situation around us in the present day. What do we find? 
. Instead of truth and sincerity, we have propriety and cold, cultured 

politeness; in one plain word, dissembling. Falsification on every plane; 
falsification of moral food and the same falsification of eatable food. 
Margarine butter for the soul, and margarine butter for the stomach; 
beauty and fresh colours without, and rottenness and corruption within. 
Life-a long race-course, a feverish chase, whose goal is a tower of selfish 
ambition, of pride, and vanity, of greed for money or honours, and in 
which human passions are the horsemen, and our weaker brethren the 
steeds. At this terrible steeplechase the prize-cup is purchased with the 
hearts' blood and sufferings of countless fellow-creatures, and won at the 
cost of spiritual self-degradation. 

Who, in this century, would presume to say what he thinks? It takes 
a brave man, nowadays, to speak the truth fearlessly, and even that at 
personal risk and cost. For the law forbids one saying the truth, except 
under compulsion, in its courts and under threat of perjury. Have lies 
told about you publicly and in print, and, unless you are wealthy, 
you are powerless to shut your calumniator's mouth; state facts, and 
you become a defamer; hold your tongue on some iniquity perpetrated 
in your presence, and your friends will hold you as a participator therein 
"':""a confederate. The expression of one's honest opinion has become 
impossible in this, our cycle. Thejust lost bill repealing the" Blasphemy 
Laws," is a good proof in point. 

The Pall Mall Gazette had, in its issue of April 13th, some pertinent 
lines on the subject; its arguments, however, presenting but a one-sided 
view, and having, therefore, to be accepted cum grano salis. It reminds 
the reader that the true principle in the Blasphemy Laws "was long 
ago laid down by Lord Macaulay," and adds: 

"To express your own religious or irreligious opinions with. the utmost possible 
freedom is one thing; to put forward your views offensively, so as to outrage and pain 
other people, is another thing. You may wear what clothes you please, or no clothes 
at all, in your own house, but if a man were to assert his right to walk down Regent
street clad solely ~n his shirt the public would have a right to object. Suppose some 
zealous man were to placard all the hoardings of London with "comic" pictures of 
the Crucifixion, that surely ought to be an offence, even in the eyes of those who do 
not believe the Crucifixion ever happened." 

Just so. Be religious or irreligious, in our age, as much as you like, 
but do not be offensive, and dare not "outrage and pain other people." 
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Docs other people mean here Christians only, no other persons being 
considered? Moreover, the margin thus left for the jury's opinion is 
oininously wide, for who knows where the line of demarcation is to be 
drawn! To be entirely impartial and fair in their verdict in these par
ticular matters, the jury would have to be a mixed one and consist of 
six Christians and six "infidels." Now we have been impressed in 
youth that Themis was a blindfolded goddess only in antiquity and 
among the heathen. Since then-Christianity and civilization having 
opened her eyes-the allegory allows now of two versions. But we 
try to believe the best of the two inferences, and thinking of law most 
reverentially, we come to the following conclusion: ill law, that which is 
sauce for the goose mllst be sauce for the gander: Therefore, if adminis
tered on this principle, the" Blasphemy Laws," must prove most bene
ficent to all concerned, "without distinction of race, colour or religion," 
as we say in theosophy. 

Now, if law is equitable, it must apply impartially to all. Are we 
then to understand that it forbids "to outrage and pain" aleyone's feel
ings, or simply those of the Christians? If the former, then it must 
include Theosophists, Spiritualists, the many millions of heathens whom 
merciful fate has made Her Majesty's subjects, and even the Freethinkers, 
and Materialists, some of whom are very thin-skinned. It cannot mean 
the latter, i.e., limit the "law" to the God of the Christians alone; nor 
would we presume to suspect it of such a sinful bias. For" blasphemy" 
is a word applying not only to God, Christ and the Holy Ghost, not 
merely to the Virgin and Saints, but to every God or Goddess. This 
term, with the same criminal sense attached to it, existed with the 
Greeks, the Romans, and with the older Egyptians ages before our era. 
"Thou shalt not revile the gods" (plural), stands out prominent in verse 
28 of chapter xxii. of Exodus, when" God" speaks out from Mount Sinai. 
So much admitted, what becomes of our friends, the missionaries? If 
enforced, the law does not promise them a very nice time of it. We 
pity them, with the Blasphemy Laws suspended over their heads like a 
sword of Damocles; for, of all the foul-mouthed blasphemers against God 
and the Gods of other nations they are the foremost. Why should they 
be allowed to break the law against Vishnu, Durga, or any fetish; 
against Buddha, Mahomet, or even a spook, in whom a spiritualist sin
cerely recognizes his dead mother, any more than an "infidel" against 
Jehovah? In the eyes of Law, Hanuman, the monkey-god, has to be 
protected as much as any of the trinitarian god-heads: otherwise law 
would be more blindfolded than ever. Moreover, besides his sacredness 
in the eyes of the teeming millions of India, Hanuman is no less dear 
to the sensitive hearts of Darwinists; and blasphemy against our first 
cousin, the tailless baboon, is certain to" hurt the feelings" of Messrs. 
Allen Grant and Aveling, as much as those of many Hindu theoso
phists. We grant that he who makes ,e comic pictures of the crucifixion," 
commits an offence against the law. But so does he who ridicules 

13-
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Krishna, and misunderstanding the allegory of his Gopi (shepherd
esses) speaks foully of him before Hindus. And how about the pro
fane and vulgar jokes uttered from the pulpit by some ministers of the 
gospels themselves-not about Krishna, but Christ himself? 

And here steps in the comical discrepancy between theory and prac
tice, between the dead and living letter of the law. We know of several 
most offensively" comic" preachers, but have hitherto found," infidels ,p 

and atheists alone sternly reproving for it those sinning Christian minis
ters, whether in England or America. 

The world upside down! Profane blasphemy charged upon gospel 
preachers, the orthodox press keeping silent about it, and an Agnostic 
alone raising his voice against such clownish proceedings. It is certain 
that we find more truth in one paragraph of " Saladin's"· writings than 
in half the daily papers of the united kingdom; more of reverential and 
true feeling, to whatsoever applied, and more of fine sense for the fitness 
of thillgs in the little finger of that "infidel," than in all the burly, bois
terous figure of the Reverend-irreverend Mr. Spurgeon. One is an 
"agnostic "-a" scoffer at the Bible" he is called; the other a famous 
Christian preacher. But Karma having nought to do do with the dead 
letter of human laws, of civilization or progress, provides on our spin
ning ball of mud an antidote for every evil, hence a truth-worshipping 
infidel, for every money-making preacher who desecrates his gods. 
America has its Talmage, described very properly by the New York 
" Sun" t as a "gibbering charlatan," and its Colonel Robert Ingersoll. 
In England, Talmage's imitators find a stern Nemesis in" Saladin." The 
Yankee preacher was more than once severely taken to task by infidel 
papers for leading his flock to heaven not in a reverential spirit, but 
trying to shorten the long and tedious journey with sundry Biblical 
anecdotes. Who in New York has forgotten the farce-}antomime per
formed by Talmage on April 15, 1877 ? We remember it well. His 
subject was the "trio of Bethany," when each of the three dramatis 
persontE was "mimicked to perfection," as declared by the congregation. 
Jesus was shown by the reverend harlequin, " making a morning call" on 
Mary and Martha, throwing himself" on an ottomall," then taking up 
the time of Mary "the lover of ethics," who sat at his feet, and finding 
himself" blown up for this" (sic) by Martha, " left to serve alone." Colonel 
Sandys said the other day in the House of Commons in his speech on 
Mr. Bradlaugh's Blasphemy Bill which he opposed, that .. while we 
punished those who killed the body, the object of the bill was to allow 
those who would murder the souls of men to do so with impunity." 

Doell he think that making fun of sacred beliefs by a Christian 
* The fine poet and witty editor of the late &cular RnIkw. now the" Agnostic /011' IIal." The works 

of Mr. W. Stewart Ross (" Sa1adin") '.K., .. Woman, her ~Iory, her sluime, and her god," ·'Miscel· 
laneous Pamphlets:' "God and his Book," etc., etc., WIll become in the XXth century the most 
powerful as the most complete vindication of every man and woman called infidel in the 
XIXth. 

t The SIIII of April 6, 1877. 
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preacher fill the sCluls of his listeners with reverence, and murders it only 
when that fun comes from an infidel? The same pious "commoner" 
reminded the House that: "Under the law of Moses those who com
mitted blasphemy were to be taken out of the camp and stoned to death." 

We have not the slightest objection to Protestant fanatics of the 
Mosaic persuasion, taking the Talmages and Spurgeons, and stoning 
them to death. We will not even stop to enquire of such a modern 
Saul, why blame in such a case the Pharisees for acting on that same 
Mosaic law and crucifying his Christ, or "certain of the Synagogue of 
the Libertines" for stoning Stephen? But we will simply state this:
If justice, like charity, does not stop" at home," such unfairness as Free
thinkers, Agnostics, Theosophists, and other ilrjide/s receive generally at 
the hands of law, will be a subject of the scorn for future history. 

For history repeats itself. Spurgeon having poked fun at Paul's 
miracles, we recommend every fair-minded person to procure the 
Agllostic Journal of April 13, and read Saladin's article" At Random," 
devoted to that favourite preacher. If they would find out the reason 
why, day by day, religious feeling is dying out in this country, murdered 
as it is in Christian sou/s, let them read it. Reverence is replaced by 
emotionalism. The Salvationists glorifying Christ on the" light fantastic 
toe," and Spurgeon's "tabernacle" is all that remains in this Christian 
land of the Sermon on the Mount. Crucifixion and Calvary are solely 
represented by that weird combination of hell-fire and" Punch and Judy 
show," which is pre-eminently Mr. Spurgeon's religion. Who, then, will 
find these lines by " Saladin" too strong? 

.... Edward Irving was a severe mystic and volcanic Elijah; Charles Spurgeon 
is a grinning and exoteric Grimaldi. Newly returned from Mentone and gout, he 
presided over the annual meeting of the Metropolitan Tabernacle Church Auxiliary, 
held in the Tabernacle. At the commencement of the proceedings he remarked to 
those about to pray: "Now, it is a cold night, and, if anybody prays very long, some
body will be frozen to death. (Laughter.) I remember that Paul preached a long 
sermon once, and a young man tumbled out of a window and killed himself. If any
body gets frozen to·night, I am not like Paul, and cannot restore him, so please don't 
render a miracle necessary, as I cannot perform it. (Laughter.)" 

Such a jester as this, if he had been alive and in Palestine, contemporary with the 
"blessed Lord," out of whom he makes such a profit, would have poked the said 
" blessed Lord" jocularly in the ribs with a "Well, and how are you, old boy from 
Nazareth?" There would have been Judas, called Iscariot, who carried the bag, and 
Charles, called Spurgeon, who wore the cap and bells. 

I make light of the Galilean fables, because to me they are simply fables; but to 
Mr. Spurgeon they are .. the very word of very God," and it is not for him to make 
light of them, even to please the holy mediocrities of the Tabernacle. I venture to 
recommend to Mr. Spurgeon's devout attention a sentiment to be found in Cicero's De 
Legibus, and which runs thus: De sacris autem haec sit una sententia, ut conserventur. 
As Mr. Spurgeon has all his life been so prayerfully absorbed that he has had no time 
for study and knows no language save a voluble gush of washerwoman English, I may 
tell him and his that the words mean, hut let us all concur in this one sentiment, thai 
'hings sacred be in7liolate.-( Agn.Journal, April 13.) 
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Amen, we utter, from the bottom of our soul, to this noble advice . 
.. But his pen is dipped in sacrilegious gall!" we heard a clergyman say 
to us the other day, speaking of .. Saladin." "Aye," we answered. 
" But his is a diamond pen, and the gall of his irony is clear as crystal, 
free as it is from any other desire than to deal justly and speak the 
truth." In view of the "blasphemy law" remaining on hand, and the 
equitable law of this country which makes a libel 11I0re libellous in 
proportion to the truth it contains, and especially with an eye to the 
pecuniary ruin which it entails upon at least one of the parties, there is 
more heroism and fearless self-abnegation in speaking the truth pro bOlIQ 
publico, than in pandering to public hobbies. With the exception, perhaps, 
of the brave and outspoken editor of the Pall Mall Ga:;ette there is no 
writer in England whom we respect more for such noble-minded fearless
ness, and none whose fine wit we admire more than" Saladin's." 

But the world, in our day, judges everything on appearance. Motives 
are held as of no account, and the materialistic tendency is foremost in 
condemning a priori that which clashes with skin-deep propriety and en
crusted notions. Nations, men, and ideas all are judged according to our 
preconceptions, and the lethal emanations of modern civilization kill all 
goodness and truth. As observed by St. Georges, the savage races are 
fast disappearing, "killed by the mere contact of civilized man." No 
doubt, it 1II11st be a consolation to the Hindu and even the Zulu. to 
think that all their surviving brethren will die (thanks to the missionary 
effort) linguists and scholars, if not Christians. A theosophist, a 
colonist born in Africa, was telling us the other day that a Zulu had 
offered himself to him as "a boy." This Caffre was a graduate of a 
college, a Latin, Greek, Hebrew and English scholar. Found unable with 
all these achievements to cook a dinner or clean boots, the gentleman 
had to send him away-probably to stan/e. All this has inflated the 
European with pride. But, as says again the above-quoted writer~ 

"he forgets that Africa is fast becoming Mussulman. and that Islam, a 
kind of granite block which in its powerful cohesion defies the force 
of the waves and winds, is refractory to European ideas, which, so far. 
have never seriously affected it." Europe may yet awaken one day to 
find itself Mussulman, if not in " durance vile" to the" heathen Chinee." 
But when the "i1l[erior races" have all died out, who, or what shall 
replace them in the cycle that is to mirror our own? 

There are those, also, who with a superficial eye to ancient as also 
to modern history, slight and disparage everything ever achieved in 
antiquity. We remember reading about heathen priesthoods; who 
.. built proud towers," instead of "emancipating degraded savages." The 
Magi of Babylon were contrasted with the "poor Patagonians" and 
other Christian missions, the former coming out second best in every 
such comparison .. To this it may be answered that if the ancients 
built" proud towers" so do the moderns; witness, the present Parisian 
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craze, the EiJle/ Tower. HQw many human lives the ancient towers 
cost, no one can tell, but the Eiffel, unfinished as it is, has cost in the 
first year of its existence over one hundred workmen killed. Between ? 
the latter and the Habylonian Tower, the palm of superiority in useful· 
ness belongs by rights to the ziggurat, the Planet Tower of Nebo's 
Temple of Borsippa. Between a "proud tower" built to the national 
God of Wisdom, and another "proud tower" constructed to attract the 
children of folly-unless it is urged· that even modern folly is superior 
to ancient wisdom-there is room for a diversity of opinions. Further
more, it is to Chaldean astro/atry that modern astrognosy owes its 
progress, and it is the astronomical calculation3 of the Magi that became 
the ground-work of our present mathematical astronomy and have 
guided discoverers in their researches. As to missions, whether to 
Patagonia or Anam, Africa or Asia, it is still an open question with 
the unprejudiced, whether they are a benefit or an evil which Europe 
confers on the "degraded savages." We seriously doubt whether the 
" benighted" heathen would not profit more by being left severely alone 
than by being made (in addition to treason to their earlier beliefs) ac
quainted with the blessings of rum, whiskey and the various ensuing 
diseases which generally appear in the trail of European missionaries. 
Every sophistry notwithstanding, a moderately honest keatken is nearer 
the Kingdom of Heaven than a lying, thieving, rascally Christian con
vert. And-since he is assured that his robes (,:e., crimes) are washed in 
the blood of Jesus, and is told of God's greater joy "over one sinner 
that repenteth " than over 99 sinless saints-neither he, nor we, can see 
why the convert should not profit by the opportunity . 

.. Who," asks E. Young, .. gave in antiquity twenty millions, not at 
the bidding of an imperious monarch or a tyrannical priesthood, but at 
the spontaneous call of the national conscience and by the immediate 
instrumentality of the national will?" the writer adding, that in this 
.. money grant" there is "a moral grandeur that sinks the Pyramids into 
littleness." 0, the pride and the conceit of this our age! 

We do not know. Had each of the subscribers to this" money 
grant" given his .. widow's two mites," they might claim col
lectively to have cast "more than all," more than any other nation, 
and await their reward. England being, however, the wealthiest nation 
in the world, the intrinsic merits of the case seem slightly altered. 
Twenty millions in a lump represent indeed a mighty engine for good. 
But such a " money grant" could only gain in Karma, were it to pander 
less to national pride, and were the nation not to feel itself so exalted 
for it, in the four quarters of the globe, by hundred-voiced fame 
trumpeted by public organs. True charity opens her purse-strings with 
an invisible hand, and: 

" Finishing its act, exists no more • • • .". 

It shuns Fame, and is never ostentatious. Besides which, every-
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thing is relative. One million in specie, 3,000 years ago, represented 
ten-fold more than twenty millions to-day. Twenty millions are a 
Niagara inundating with Titanic force some popular want, and creating. 
for the time being, as great a commotion. But, while helping for a 
certain lapse of time tens of thousands of hungry wretches, even such 
an enormous sum leaves ten times as many unfortunate, starving 
wretches still unrelieved. 

To such munificent bounties we prefer countries where there are no 
needy people at all, e.g. those small communities, the remnants of once 
mighty races, which allow no beggars among their co-religionists
we mean the Parsis. Under the Indian and Buddhist Kings, like 
Chandragupta and Asoka, people did not wait, as they do now, for a 
national calamity, to throw the surplus of their overflowing wealth at 
the head of a portion of the starving and the homeless, but worked 
steadily on, century after century, building rest-houses, digging wells 
and planting fruit-trees along the roads, wherein the weary pilgrim and 
the penniless traveller could always find rest and shelter, be fed and 
recei-IJe hospitality at the national expense. A little clear stream of cold, 
healthy water which runs steadily, and is ever ready to refresh parched 
lips, is more beneficent than the sudden torrent that breaks the dam of 
national indifference, now and then, by fits and starts. 

Thus, if we have to become in the future cycle tllat which we already 
have been, let this be as in the days of Asoka, not as it is now. But we 
are reproached with forgetting "Christiall heroism." Where will you 
find, we are asked, a parallel to the heroism of the early martyrs and 
that displayed in our day? We are sorry to contradict this boast like 
many others. If casual instances of heroism in our century are undeni
able, who, on the other hand, dreads death more, as a general rule, than 
the Christian? The idolater, the Hindu and the Buddhist, in short 
every Asiatic or African, dies with an indifference and serenity unknown 
to our Western man. As for" Christian heroism," whether we mean 
media!val or modern heroes or heroines, a St. Louis, or a General Gordon, 
a Joan of Arc, or a Nightingale, there is no need of the adjective to 
emphasize the substantive. The Christiar. martyrs were preceded by 
the idolatrous and even godless Spartans of many virtues, the brave 
sisters of the Red Cross by the matrons of Rome and Greece. To this 
day, the daily self-tortures submitted to by the Indian Yogi and the 
M ussulman Fakir, tortures often lasting through years, throw entirely 
into the shadow the unavoidable heroism of the Christian martyr, 
ancient or modern. He who would learn the full meaning of the word 
II heroism" must read the" Annals of Rajistan" by Colonel Tod ..... 

" Render unto Ca!sar the things which are Cresar's, and to God the 
things that are God's," is a golden rule, but like so many others from 
the same source, Christians are the first to break it. 
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Pride and conceit are the two hideous cancers devouring the heart of 
civilized nations, and selfishness is the sword handled by evanescent 
personality to sever the golden thread that links it to immortal INDIVI
DUALITY. Old Juvenal must have been a prophet. It is our century 
that he addresses when saying: 

"We own thy merits j but we blame beside 
Thy mind elate with insolence and pride! .. 

Pride is the first enemy to itself. Unwilling to hear anyone praised 
in its presence, it falls foul of every rival and does not always come 
out victorious. "I am the ONE, and God's elect," says the proud nation . 
.. I am the invincible and the foremost; tremble all ye around me ! " 
Behold, there comes a day when we see it crouching in the dust, bleed
ing and mangled. "I am the ONE," croaks the private crow in peacock's 
feathers. "I am the ONE-painter, artist, writer, or what not-par 
excellence. . .. On whomsoever I shed my light, he is singled out by 
the nations; on whomsoever I turn my back, he is doomed to contempt 
and oblivion." 

Vain conceit and glorification. In the law of Karma as in the truths 
we find in the gospels, he who is th,e first will be the last-hereafter. 
There are those writers whose thoughts, however distasteful to the 
bigoted majority, will survive many generations; others which, however 
brilliant and original, will be rejected in the future cycles. Moreover, 
as the cowl does not make the monk, so the external excellence of a 
thing does not guarantee the moral beauty of its workman, whether in 
art or literature. Some of the most eminent poets, philosophers and 
authors were historically immoral. Rousseau's ethics did not prevent his 
nature being far from perfect. Edgar Poe is said to have written his 
best poems in a state verging on delirium trelllells. George Sand, her 
magnificent psychological insight, the high moral character of her 
heroines, and her elevated ideas notwithstanding, could have never 
claimed the A-/onthyoll prize for virtue. Talent, moreover, and especially 
genius, are no development of anyone's present life, of which one ought 
to feel personally proud, but the fruition of a previous existence, and 
its illusions are dangerous. "Maya," say the Orientals," spreads its 
thickest and most deceitful veils over the most lovely spots and objects 
in nature." The most beautiful serpents are the most venomous. The 
Upas tree, whose deadly atmosphere kills every living thing that ap
proaches it, is-the Queen of Beauty in the African forests. 

Shall we expect the same in the "coming cycle"? Arc we doomed 
to the same evils then that befall us now? 

Nevertheless, and though Fichte's speculation will have proved correct 
and Shelley's" Golden Age" will have dawned upon mankind, still 
Karma will have its usual way. For we shall have become" the 
ancients" in our turn, for those who will come long after us. The men 
of that period will also believe themselves the Oldy perfect beings and 
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show scorn to the "Eiffe1" as we show scorn to the Babel-tower. 
Slaves to the routble-the established opinions of the day; what they 
of the next cycle will say and do, will alone be well said and done. 

" Wolf! wolf!" will be the cry raised against those who, as we 
defend the ancients now, will attempt to say a good word for us. And 
forthwith the finger of scorn and every weapon available will be directed 
at him who falls off from the beaten track, and at the "blasphemers" 
who may dare to call by their right names the gods of that cycle, and 
presume to defend their own ideals. What biographies shall be written 
of the famous infidels of to-day, one can foresee in reading those of some 
of England's best poets; e.g., the posthumous opinions passed on Percy 
Bysshe Shelley. 

Yea, he is now accused of what he would have otherwise been praised 
for, because, forsooth, he wrote in his boyhood" A Defence of Atheism"! 
Ergo, his imagination is said to have carried him" beyond the bounds 
of reality," and his metaphysics are said to be "without a solid founda
tion of reason." This amounts to saying that his critics alone know all 
about the landmarks placed by nature between the real and the unreal. 
This kind of orthodox trigonometrical surveyors of the absolute, who 
claim to be the only specialists chosen by their God for the setting of 
boundaries and who are ever ready to sit in judgment over independent 
metaphysicians, are a feature of our century. In Shelley's case, the meta
physics of the young author of "Queen Mab," described in popular 
encyclopedias as a .. violent and blasphemous attack on Christianity and 
the Bible," must, of course, have appeared to his infallible judges without 
"a solid foundation in reason." For them, that" foundation" is in the 
motto of Tertullian, "Credo quia absurdum est." 

Poor, great young Shelley! He who laboured so zealously for 
several years of his too short life in relieving the poor and consoling the 
distressed, and who, according to Medwin, would have given his last 
sixpence to a stranger in want, he is called an Atheist for refusing to 
accept the Bible literally! We find, perhaps, a reason for this 
"Atheism" in the Conversations Lericoll, in which Shelley's immortal 
name is followed by that of Shem, "the eldest son of Noah . . . said 
in Scripture to have died at the age of 600 years:' The writer of this 
encyclopedic information (quoted by us verbat"m) had just indulged in 
saying that" the censure of extreme presumption can hardly be with
held from a writer who, in his youth, rejects all established opinions," 
such as Biblical chronology we suppose. But the same writer passes 
without a word of comment and in prudent, if not reverential, silence. 
the cyclic years of Shem, as indeed he may! 

Such is our century, so noisily, but happily for all preparing for its 
final leap into eternity. Of all past centuries, it is the most smilingly 
cruel, wicked, immoral, boastful and incongruous. It is the hybrid and 
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unnatural production, the monstrous child of its parents-an honest 
mother called" medireval superstition" and a dishonest, humbugging 
father, a profligate impostor, universally known as " modern civilization." 
This un paired, odd team which now drags the car of progress through the 
triumphal arches of our civilization, suggests strange thoughts. Our 
Oriental turn of mind makes us think, as we gaze at this orthodox piety 
harnessed together with cool sneering materialism, of a fitting symbol 
for our century. We choose it in the colonial productions of European 
ethics (alas, livillg productions!) known as the haif-castes. We fancy a 
coffee-coloured, oily face, looking insolently at the world through an 
eye-glass. A flat ,and woolly head, surmounted by a tall hat, enthroned 
on a pedestal of white-starched collar, shirt, and fashionable satin cravat. 
Leaning on the arm of this hybrid production, the flat swarthy visage of 
a mongrel beauty shines under a Parisian bonnet-a pyramid of gauze, 
gay ribands and plumes ....• 

Indeed, this combination of Asiatic flesh and European array, is no 
more ludicrous than the bird's-eye view of the moral and intellectual 
amalgamation of ideas and views as now accepted. Mr. Huxley and 
the "\Voman clothed with the Sun" j the Royal Society and the new 
prophet of Brighton, who lays letters "before the Lord" and has 
messages for us in reply" from Jehovah of Hosts" j who signs himself, 
unblushingly, .. King Solomon" on letters stamped with the heading, 
II Sanctuary of Jehovah" (sic), and calls the" Mother "-(the said SoiaI' 
" woman ") "that accursed thing" and an abomillatioll. 

Yet their teachings are all authoritative and orthodox. Just 
fancy Mr. Allen Grant trying to persuade General Booth that "life 
owes its origin to the chemically-separative action of ethereal undula
tions on the cooled surface of the earth, especially carbonic anhydride 
and water" j and" Ie brav' general" of England, arguing that this can
not be so, since this .. cooled surface" was only called into being 4004 
B.C.; thence, that his (Allen Grant's) "existing diversity of organic 
forms" was not in the least due, as his new book would make the un
wary believe, .. to the minute interaction of dynamical laws," but to the 
dust of the ground, from which "the Lord-God formed the beast of the 
field" and" every fowl of the air." 

These two are the representatives of the goats and the sheep on the 
Day of Judgment, the Alpha and the Omega of orthodox and correct 
society in our century. The unfortunates squeezed on the neutral line 
between these two are steadily kicked and butted by both. Emotionalism 
and cOllceil--one, a nervous disease, the other that feeling which prompts 
us to swim with the current if we would not pass for retrograde fogeys 
or infidels-are the powerful weapons in the hands of our pious modern 
" sheep" and our learned" goats." How many swell the respective ranks 
merely owing to one or the other of these feelings, is known to their 
Karma alone. • • . 
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Those who are not to be moved by either hysterical emotion or a holy 
fear of the multitudes and propriety; those, whom the voice of their con
science-" that still small voice" which, when heard, deafens the mighty 
roar of the Niagara Falls itself and will not permit them to lie to their own 
souls-remain outside. For these there is no hope in this departing 
age, and they may as well give up all expectation. They aye b()m ()ut 
0/ due time. Such is the terrible picture presented by our present cycle, 
now nearing its close, to those from whose eyes the scales of prejudice, 
preconception and partiality have fallen, and who see the truth that lies 
behind the deceptive appearances of our Western "civilisation." But 
what has the new cycle in store for humanity? Will it be merely a con
tinuation of the present, only in darker and more terrible colours? Or 
shall a new day dawn for mankind, a day of pure sunlight, of truth, of 
charity, of true happiness for all ? The answer depends mainly on the 
few Theosophists who, true to their colours through good repute and ill, 
still fight the battle of Truth against the powers of Darkness. 

An infidel paper contains some optimistic words, the last prophecy by 
Victor Hugo, who is alleged to have said this: 

" For four hundred years the human race has not made a step but what has left its 
plain vestige behind. We enter now upon great centuries. The sixteenth century will 
be known as the age of painters, the seventeenth will be termed the age of writers, 
the eighteenth the age of philosophers, the nineteenth the age of apostles and prophets. 
To satisfy the nineteenth century it is necessary to be the painter of the sixteenth, 
the writer of the seventeenth, the philosopher of the eighteenth, and it is also neces
sary, like Louis Blanc, to have the innate and holy love of humanity which constitutes 
an apostolate, and opens up a prophetic vista into the future. In the twentieth, war 
will be dead, the scaffold will be dead, animosity will be dead, royalty will be dead, and 
dogmas will be dead, but man will live. For all there will be but one country-that 
country the whole earth; for all, there will be but one hope-that hope the whole 
heaven. 

" All hail, then, to that noble twentieth century which shall own our children, and 
which our children shall inherit! " 

If Theosophy prevailing in the struggle, its all-embracing philosophy 
strikes deep root into the minds and hearts of men, if its doctrines of 
Reincarnation and Karma, in other words, of Hope and Responsibility, 
find a home in the lives of the new generations, then, indeed, will dawn 
the day of joy and gladness for all who now suffer and are outcast. For 
real Theosophy IS ALTRUIS~I, and we cannot repeat it too often. It is 
brotherly love, mutual help, unswerving devotion to Truth. If once 
men do but realise that in these alone can true happiness be found, and 
never in wealth, possessions, or any selfish gratification, then the dark 
clouds will roll away, and a new humanity will be born upon earth. 
Then, the GOLDEN AGE will be there, indeed. 

But if not, then the storm will burst, and our boasted western civiliza
tion and enlightenment will sink in such a sea of horror that its parallel 
History has never yet recorded. 
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ETHEREAL PRESSURE. 

I N considerations which are connected with the fundamental pro
blems of life, it is necessary to possess some clear idea of what is 
meant by a First Cause. If we admit that there is a II something," 

a Primitive Substance, from which every form of life is derived we shall not 
be explaining much by saying that Nature lies at the back of existence. 
Man reasons on what he perceives and conceives, and, roughly speaking. 
works along two distinct lines, the sUbjective and the objective. Reason 
places perceptions and conceptions in a position of objectivity though 
these become subjective in reference to the Will of a material-minded 
man. Nature in a like manner is a First Cause and at the same time is 
the positive Universe which can be seen and comprehended by the spiri
tual and by the material eye. This contradiction is the result of the dual 
relation which it possesses. On the one hand the ratio of Nature to 
the Absolute and on the other its ratio to the Finite. In itself it is a 
definite 'idea and as such belongs to the plane of positive life. As a 
First Cause it contains every subsequent manifestation as latent power. 
It represents the unity of the Universe as an existing fact, that which 
does actually exist becomes finite to the extent of its existence. 
That which is finite is limited by its definiteness. Limits are the charac
teristics of form. Therefore the First Cause exists as a form of the unity 
of the Universe. In studying its subsequent developments we are 
concerned with finite forms of life, or the many potentialities which lay 
latent in it in the beginning of time. These sequences of formalIife 
explain to us more or less of the nature of this comprehensive Unity and 
therefore, since formal life becomes its own exponent, it is called Nature. 

The terms we use are generally of a concrete character and applied 
to that which appeals to the senses; but it must be borne in mind that 
we are dealing with ultimate conceptions where immateriality is so 
great as to be entirely super-sensuous. And yet what is true on the 
plane of mental abstraction is also true for the physical plane, 
because we are only dealing with universals. 

The definition of a First Cause may be stated thus: A unity of 
activity existing in a definite and comprehensive form. Nature, both as a 
subsequent physical development or as an ideal" something," represent
ing the primitive substance, is characterised by form; in both cases, if we 
take this away, it ceases to exist. But we have still to solve the question 
as to the formation of Form. Since, in its primitive and universal sense it 
embraces all, it must consist of all, and, being the first existence. 
nothing prior to it could have existed. But as, at the same time, it must 
be made of something, and as this requires a process of formation, it 
must have been, in the beginning, Formless. In other words there sub
sisted the formless one, as the Sankya philosophy calls it, on the 
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negative plane which becomes formal on the positive plane. The former 
lies behind Life and is its source or reason of existence. 

The passing from formless rest to formal activity implies change; and 
this means the development of energy in the former to become the latter. 

Thus Nature becomes co energy imprisoned in a form," whilst that 
which was first and its opposite in character, may be conceived of as 
"boundless energy in a state of latent power." 

In thus attempting to describe the unthinkable we do not mean to 
limit it by this one meaning, but merely to bring an unknown quantity 
into terms which may be equated out on lower planes into comprehen
sible realities. For the positive plane manifests the nature of the 
negative one and clearly asserts the subsistence of latent power. The 
Absolute in activity is a simple imperative which, according to Kant, 
means Law. Therefore the nature of the Formless One is Law, and its 
form is that of its first law. Since its manifestation is due to the 
activity of an equal opposition, namely that of the Form to the Formless 
or the effect to its potmtial, the former exists because it manifests the 
non-existence of the latter, and their equal opposition shows us the law 
of Equilibrium embodied in the form of its activity. This, then, is the 
fundamental law of Nature and it expresses the innate character of the 
subsistence, or negative plane, or Nirvana. 

We conclude that energy in balanced repose and subsistence are the 
same thing; and that this constitutes the negative plane from which has 
come the positive Universe, and we further infer that the activity 
thus manifested is due to a disruption of a subsisting state of equili
brium. This change of condition has resulted in producing a law 
whose form depends on the existence of two poles or centres in equal 
opposition to one another, of which the one is positive life and the other 
is the possibility of life. 

Between these two extremes lies Change, a chain of causes and 
effects stretching from one to the other. The Thrill of life passing 
through this chain from the - to the + pole is the activity of evolution 
journeying from its silbsistillg source towards its equivalent as existlilg 
perfection. Partly, the chain is hidden in latent power; and then again it 
flashes out into positive life. When all is positive and there are no 
longer the apparent separations existing between forms or lapses of 
latent energy, the chain of Change will be completed and the Unity of 
Life will represent and balance its Essence. The impulse to a change 
which thus manifests Wisdom must be a Reason, and hence we say that 
the balance of the Infinite was disturbed by a Reason, and, as this results 
in a First Cause, this Reason must be a Reason of Reasons which, because 
of its infinity, is comprehensible only by an infinite consciousness. Thus 
to recapitulate: our First Cause becomes a form produced by activity in 
that which lies in a state of subsistence, all-pervading and boundless. 
The change is due to the disruption of a perfect Equilibrium in obedience 
to the impulse of a supreme Reason. 
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The inference to be obtained from this definition is obvious. Evolu
tion is the process of change and a complete cycle will be the progress 
of the wave of power thus set in motion from pole to pole; while the 
amount of its energy will represent the requisite quantity necessary to 
re-adjust the balance which has been distroyed. Each step and sub
division is marked by the formation of minor balances, whose partial 
perfections are immediately distroyed by the incomplete ratios these 
bear to the whole. When the details of natural and positive life shall 
have settled into such accord with one another as to work with perfect 
harmony, Subsistence wi11 again overtake the Universe. 

But this subsequent condition of rest must differ from the first; for 
then the ever present activity of opposites holds life in suspended 
animation, and the slightest addition of force to any detail of the com
plicated whole will set every component falling through an equivalent 
number of movements. Quiescence is here the result of sustained effort j 
whereas the negative plane of pre-natal Infinity is distinguished by 
effortless union. Thus natural equality is distinctive of subsistence and 
artificial equality of existence. 

This also marks the difference between a state of perfect harmony 
and that of perfect rest, in which the first is due to a perfection on the 
positive plane and is a result of evolution j whereas the latter is pre
existent and does not recognise the existence of anything conceivable 
to a finite mind. 

The First Form manifests the unmanifest. This gives the latter a 
reality which, though reflected, is real to the extent of the formal mani
festation reflecting itself from the positive plane. So that the law of 
equilibrium actually embodies the existence of two opposites; one of 
which becomes positively subsistent through its contrast with the former. 
If the positive sign represents the limits which distinguish a Form, then 
the negative must represent that which opposes its finalities. And 
since the existence of the one is due to this contrast of two, and since 
of these two one is active positively, then the other must be active 
negatively and we have the limits of finite life defined by the negative 
plane, which thus becomes the medium in which, the Form is con
tained. This medium, in thus opposing its energy, exerts a Pressure 
on the shape equal and opposite to the manifested activity of the 
latter as a form. 

In this way the negative subsisting energy of wisdom becomes an 
ethereal essence pervading space and, by opposing itself to formal life, 
confining it to the plane of positive existence. Nature, through its 
grossness, has degraded Wisdom into a Thing, a counterpart of itself or 
blind force; and the Ethereal Energy condensed by the reflected power 
of positive opposition assumes the shape of an illusive law, the law of 
necessity, and becomes the shadow of Life. We say" illusive" because it 
is active between the poles of a perfect balance, and works only to 
bring to rest the power of the wave of vitality passing from one to the 
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other. On accomplishing this it falls into nothing, being lost in the 
perfect Truth manifested by the first law, that of Equilibrium. Within 
a given polarity, this law of necessity confines the existence of the 
positive plane to definite dimensions; for it is another term for the ever 
present and uniform Pressure of Space which, by its constant action, 
renders obedience to the law of motion imperative. If the First Cause 
finds itself subject to an infinite pressure, because the one equals the 
other, the effect is lost in the Cause. But this is not so with its finite 
sub-divisions. Each one, from the greatest planet to the minutest atom, 
is a ratio between the unit power exercised by this enclosing Ether and 
its own finality. As the world rolls in the heavens it is pervaded by this 
ethereal pressure which is the Essence of the First Form. To it the 
earth is objective. As the world's energy consolidates into material 
atoms these also become, each individually, subjected to it. As a sum 
of energy, they make a total which represents the Earth, and which, 
together with the added energy of that portion of the Solar System 
which affects it, balances the Ethereal Pressure, as is proved by its 
existence as a form in Space. As formal atoms, molecules and Things, 
they represent sub-balances between themselves, taken individually, the 
Earth's Energy as a whole, and the unit, Pressure. Let the thrill of 
life disturb one of these tiny sub-balances, in the shape of a ray of light, 
and the eqUilibrium of the whole world' is destroyed. The inner being 
of the globe falls together into a fresh disposition of its component parts 
under the guidance of Pressure acting as the law of Necessity, and re
forms itself into a fresh equation. This current of motion running 
through the Earth affects other Worlds, because it disturbs the placidity 
of the universal medium in which all float; this disturbance must cause 
corresponding changes in other planets. The precise laws which, by 
their inter-action, are disturbers of balanced power or givers of unin
telligent life, cannot be considered here for want of space; but if the 
Earth is correctly represented as an aggregate of a certain definite 
number of great and little balances, definite in quantity to an infinite 
mind, though infinite to our finite comprehension, then the constant 
fall of beams of light upon our globe is a cause of continuous change, 
and Nature lives. As the aggregate of forms taken singly are unequal 
to the strain of the Ethereal Medium, change is continuous and ubiquitous, 
and a balance formed in one place destroys, or is the outcome of the 
destruction, of that made in another. In this conception of Life's move
ments we do not enter into the question of consciousness which developes 
out of them, but deal simply with Nature as a blind activity which, 
guided by laws which may be classed as Laws of Potential, shows to 
our perceptions the correlation of forces and their Evolution towards an 
eventual condition of existence, where perfect harmony of details opposes 
its united energy as a Unit equal and opposite to the subsisting ethereal 
Essence of Life and announces the advent of a Pralaya. 

J. WILLIAMS. 
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HUMANITY 1'0 GOD. 

HUMANITY TO GOD. 

(THE DOPPELGANGER.) 

OH Love I thou wilt not leave me now, even now, 
When the red dawn falls on my weary brow, 

And sweet the young light smiles down to the sea
In dreams the demon sm-:tJ me, and I wrought 
The deed I would not, from an innocent thought

Yet 'twas mine other self, Love, scorned of me ! 

Oh curse of double-being I Is there none 
Whose thought weds deed, beneath the waiting sun? 

Must all alike for pardon breathe one plea? 
Tho' I have slain my brother, and have fed 
My pampered lips on starving children's bread, 

Yet 'twas mine other self, Love, scorned of me ! 

Tho' I have heaped up treasure o'er and o'er, 
Have relt my plenty from his frugal store, 

And given stones for bread, craved piteously : 
And dwelt 'mid palaces, in raiment fair, 
While shivering died he, in the freezing air: 

Yet 'was mine other self, Love, scorned of me! 

Tho' while in light I revelled, still I strove 
To keep his soul in darkness, and I throve 

On labor of bound hands thou hadst made free
Tho' mid the durance of the slaw sad years 
I wrought my wine from out thy people's tears

Yet 'twas mine other self, Love, scorned of me ! 

Behold the dream has vanished, and I stand 
Awake at last in the bright morning land

And he, the slayer, nowise can I see I 
But lo! my prisoned brother, strong. and glad, 
And fairer for the myriad woes he had 

From that false shadow, that was scorned of me! 

Oh, Love, thou wilt not leave me, yet I hear 
Amid the joy, a shivering sigh of fear ; 

"God is a phantom I . • . Yea, no gods there be ! 
"We dreamed while we were tortured, and we feigned 
"(To spite despair) a god o'er all things reigned

"'Twas but a vision, now clear-eyed we see I .. 

Yet, Love, thou shalt not leave me, for I know 
The bliss priests vaunted, can be found below. 

Earth reaches heaven, when our souls reach thee! 
Humanity hath conquered, and to all 
All men are Christs, pure, holy, typical 

Of that great power, we call Deity I 

EVELYN PYNE. 
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THE RIVER OF KNOWLEDGE.-

"And Ezra, the priest, stood up and 
said unto them, Ye have taken strange 
wives to increase the trespass of Israel." 

Ezra, loth ch., loth verse. 

IlmHE waters of knowledge flow freely in our land; there is no lack 
JIL or cessation of their supply, for from the throne of God Himself 

this stream emanates, and the walls of Jerusalem are girded there
with as by an outer ring. 

Ever bright and pleasant are the waters of knowledge as they pass by 
the Golden Gates, translucent with a thousand mysteries, all alike glorious. 

He who would work his work with rejoicing, has his place by this 
shining stream, and he who seeks to penetrate the mysteries of the un
known shall find hidden wisdom in its pebbles, for golden and many
hued are they; but all precious. Yea, precious, because the hand of 
their Maker has left the distinct tracings of his touch on them. And 
the mirroring water which covers them has beheld the face of Christ. 
There is no glory possible to be conceived that has not its reflection in 

. this stream. and the purer the eyes which gaze therein, the wider know
ledge of holy things will it convey unto them, and the more humble the 
soul of the gazer, the more mighty will be the product of his thoughts. 

Thou shalt not go down into the mine for the gold of Ophir. Thou 
shalt not dive into mid ocean for the pearls of price. Behold they are 
thine for the stooping, if so be thou wilt look patiently enough for 
them. Be not in haste to gather up that thou first seest, for the precious 
jewels of paradise are not dead and powerless like those of thine own 
land; they are full of living truth, and he who searches not carefully for 
it will miss it. Yea, he who searches with diligence shall hardly fail to 
miss some exquisite tint of colour which is there set to make him wise. 
Stand awhile and consider ere thou castest thine hand into its ripples, 
for that thou wouldest grasp will surely elude thy full comprehension if 
with the desire of gaining one particular treasure the joy of the possibility 
of appropriation for self-advancement make the heart beat with excite
ment. Let the Lord choose for thee, and wille thee, by thee and in 
thee, for the dimmest pebble in the river hath a more exceeding store of 
wisdom in it than that which glistens bravely and attracts the eyes of 
those to whom surface beauty has not yet lost its value. 

Some, nay, many of u&, yet are deceived by imagining things to be as 
they appear, and who is he that can be free from this blemish but He 

• By the Author of Ug," tIu-owg4 tile Crannies. 
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who is perfect? Many who come hither are so pleased with the new 
perception their new senses are developing in them that they go eagerly 
peering into the mysteries of the land without a guide, and sometimes 
are lost for awhile in the mountain bye-paths, or fall asleep from weari
ness in one of the many prison dells which skirt our place of rest upon 
the earth side. And one of these lately disappeared from our midst, for 
he was restless and entirely given up to the pursuit of intellectual know
ledge. Our usual means of erudition to the young and ignorant were 
distasteful to him, so that he rebelled inwardly against the conditions 
imposed, especially that of patience. So, being urged by some evil, 
which must have travelled hither secretly within him, he started off at 
early morning and made towards the Golden Gates, which parts our land 
from that beyond. 

When it was perceived that he had quitted us, One who was ever 
pitiful to youthful impulse, said," He who goeth by a wayhe.knows not 
shall surely fall into harm, and the sword of indignation shall stand out 
before him, but he perceive it not. This youth, being blind and deaf to 
holiest workings, shall rush thereupon and be wounded, if none be there 
to stay him. And for this cause will I get out and follow him, for if he 
come to hurt, then shall his sufferings be heavier for lack of discretion 
in bearing them. Moreover, he shall miss that teaching which comes 
best after affliction." 

So the wise spirit left us and set out. When presently he had come 
within far sight of the young fugitive he was hurrying on as one who 
sees a jewel at no great distance and hastens to grasp it before another's 
eye hath fallen upon it; or as one who feels that he is chased by hounds 
and is driven into desperation by their nearness. Thus fled the youth. 
And presently the Golden Gates burst on his vision, and he stood a 
moment dazzled, with his hand shading his eyes. But whether 'twas 
their glory blinded him, he being still perverse with finite compre
hension, or whether he was dazed by that most subtil essence which 
comes forth from this high place of glory at the time of dawn we know 
not, but this we know-he turned and fled away faster than ever, as 
though a hand had smitten him, and he ran against the rocks and fell, 
and rose again and dashed against the trees and fell, and hurried over 
stones that blocked the way like walls and always fell, yet knew not 
aught of pain or circumspection for he drove his body where it could not 
pass, he smote his head, he strained and tore himself as blindly as a 
moth singed by the flame and well-nigh dead, beating about to find the 
light again by which his hurt was made that he may perish in it. So 
strove the youth. 

And when our brother had come up to him, he said: " Why didst 
thou quit the shades of learners thus? 0 youth of restless soul, thy· gain 
will be but small if thou persistest in this wayward course. Return and 
wait with patience till the Lord shall send his light on thee." 
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And he answered: "Let me alone; by measured task and rule I 
cannot learn. The letters of thy book are not so large as my dim sight 
requires. Let me search out of Nature's wide-spread scroll the characters 
which suit best with my perceptive powers. I need no monitor. There
fore I pray thee leave me here alone." 

And the Wise One said, "Nay, for thy giddy course is dangerous. 
Surely I will not speak with thee, or hinder thee, yet hold thee well in 
view, and in my thoughts." 

Then said the other. "What have I done so evil that thou shouldest 
follow me in this fashion as though I were a breaker of the law?" 

And he answered, " I have naught against thee. For compassion's sake 
and for sympathy towards thy earnestness of purpose in. searching after 
truth I seek thy company. Yea, for the love I bear thee, seeing thou 
art one of Our Father's little ones going astray." 

Then said the youth, "Thou hast set thyself a task which soon will 
weary thee, seeing I go at no mild scholar's pace," and saying this, he 
went off at a run. 

Then said the Wise One, " Thy haste is but ill speed." And even as he 
spoke, a bush throwing its tangled boughs across the path caught the 
wild youth and threw him down. 

Then sped the Wise One, gathering him up tenderly, and behold the 
flesh of one foot was torn, and its muscles spr!1ined, and he was very angry 
at the accident. So that he would not let the foot be bound, neither be 
persuaded to stay here and rest, but limped away as fast as he could go. 

Then said his friend, "Verily I love thee, that thy courage is so great 
and thy strength of purpose firm. Wilt thou not let me walk with thee 
awhile? When thou weariest of my company, then will I leave thee! " 

And the youth answered, "If thou wilt presently let me alone and 
not come after me, I will bear with thee for just so long as shall suffice 
to make thee leave me." 

Then said the Wise One, •• Doubtless thou hast some purpose in thy 
mind which others may not know. And this renders thee churlish. If 
thou wilt hide this from me, hide it, but indicate to me whither thou 
goest. As thou art a stranger in the land, thou knowest not its dangers. 
Let me point out to thee the perils of thy road, and it shall suffice." 

Then said he, "Perils! What perils? Thinkest thou to scare me 
from my quest with old wives' fables. Perils! There are none in this 
place. I passed through all in coming hither." 

Then answered the Wise One, "In every spirit plane perils exist 
Except it be where God himself throws out the halo of his presence 
over the Holiest. In this place, although thou scornest the thought 
thereof from ignorance, I tell thee there are many, and in each separate 
sphere, its own distinct species of peril. Therefore tell me the way thou 
goest and I will commit the knowledge unto thee how thou shalt keep 
thy soul impervious to attack from the especial evil of the place." 
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Then said he, "Tell me all. and I will choose my way according to 
the bias of my fancy for combat. Whatever demon scares me most, 
him will I fight." 

And the Wise One said, "Then hast thou no set purpose in thy heart, 
else hadst thou answered me less wantonly. And he who wanders idly 
all the day outside the city walls shall find no portion set for him at 
night at the Great Master's table when He comes to sup. Therefore I 
speak to thee no more as one who begs a favour, but as one who, for 
the love of God, would hold a brother's soul from deadly sin. Stay! 
thou shalt go no farther. Stay! In our Father's name I claim thy 
life." 

And the youth. awed by his words, and the strong grasp he laid upon 
him, answered, " I knew not it was evil to desire knowledge, for an im
pulse in my soul said, 'Go out and find wisdom here denied to thee.' 
And being thus urged, I started on the quest." 

Then said his friend, " Hast thou found aught when thou wast flying 
like a hunted deer across God's pasture? He who seeks for hidden 
gold, lies still and sifts the worthless earth away until he finds it. And 
he who would find the gold of Heavenly knowledge, must go humbly, 
earnestly upon his knees, and lay his body prone upon the earth, striving 
to hear the wisdom of the words she utters in the lowly cells of life. He 
but treads down the very things he seeks to gain, and misses them, who 
in his hurry would outstrip the wind." 

Then said the youth, still glancing at those hills which, in the misty 
distance looked so fair, as with a thousand shifting, varying dyes they 
grew in height and splendour, "Where shall I begin this search, 0, 
Teacher? Thou hadst best instruct me; seeing that thou art so brimming 
full of wisdom it must needs flow over whether one desire it or not." 

But the Wise One kept silence, for his face was turned skyward as 
though he saw a vision. 

Then said the youth, "What seest thou, that thou art wrapped away 
from speech or sound? Truly mine eyes perceive no miracle in yonder 
heaven. Wisdom that demands cloud-searching eyes is not for me." 

"Yea, truly, not for thee," replied his friend, sadly. "Enough for 
thee to gaze upon thy feet and keep them steady, lest thou shouldst 
balance either way, and so the two-edged sword with which, even now, 
an angel bars thy path, should run thee through." And saying thus 
the Wise One went from him. 

And then the youth, struck with a sudden fear-the fear of the unseen 
-stirred not, but stood gazing at his feet as one turned int\) stone. 

And a voice, sweeter than any he had ever heard, said in his ear, 
4< What seest thou? " 

He answered, "The tiny blades of grass which spread and rustle 
caressingly over my feet as the light wind sways them. Nothing more." 

And the voice said again, "Think I-thou seest more than this." 
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And the youth answered, "Nay; this is all I see. Whatever else 
abides beneath this show of life, I see not." 

Then said the voice again, " By what means thinkest thou, this power 
of sight is given unto thee? " 

And the youth answered, "I know not. I am ignorant, and full of 
fear, for He who went and left me by myself hath cast a spell upon me 
so that I cannot move or raise my eyes lest I should sway aside and fall 
upon a sword. Perchance if this terror were removed from me, my 
answers would be better, for I might then kneel down and close my eyes 
and search--" 

Then said the voice, "Kneel." 
But the youth answered, "How can I? Not knowing whether the 

sword be right in front of me or not." So he stood still. 
Then said the voice, "How comes it thou knowest not that he who 

loves his life shall lose it, but he who hates his life for the Lord's sake 
the same shall find it? " 

And the youth answered, "Yea, 'twas so taught in words on earth 
but the people rarely understood the meaning thus." 

And the voice answered, "Here, at least, the glam~r of illusion 
finds no place. Kneel, lest the sword cut thee into two halves from the 
head downwards. For verily it hangeth over thee." 

Then kneeled the youth, white with the terror of that majesty of 
wrath which circled all his being, and he cried: 

"I have sinned, in being so perverse; give me but leave to quit this 
awful place, and I will humbly learn the heaviest tasks my master can 
devise for me." 

But the voice said," Nay, as thou hast set out in this way, so shalt 
thou gather experience. What seest thou upon the blades of grass?" 

And he answered, shrinkingly, "Serpents, 0 Lord! which whirl and 
writhe about them till the field is like a sea of undulating water with 
their life! " 

And the voice said, "What else? ., 
And he answered, "Long chains of glittering drops like pearls and 

emeralds rounded, with here and there a red one breaking off the string, 
and from the red one others fall and touch the ground as though 
caressing it. But all are full of life, circle within circle. 0 'tis curious 
to mark the strong vitality each tiny globe contains; a realm of perfect 
order, and unvarying motive power." 

Then said the voice, "Behold." 
And as it spoke, the bright transparent globes were broken, and aU 

the air immediately was full of noxious stinging creatures, and their touch 
in passing stung his body cruelly, so that every pore thereof was filled 
with smarts. 

Then said the voice, "This is thy way of knowledge, and kneeling 
thus, or lying prone on earth shalt thou seek out with patience that 
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which befits thy soul's needs; and if thou chafest or shalt essay to rise 
before thou hast grown fully cognizant of the wonders of this little spot 
of ground about thy feet, remember that the sword still sways upon 
its weft of air above thy head." 

And saying thus, the youth was left alone, but hearing of his melan
choly plight we went to him, and helped him all we could, which was 
but little. 

And when an angel from the Holy Place came down amongst us, we 
begged of Him that He would pray the Lord to give our brother back to 
us again, and after lingering some brief space amongst the babes, He 
left us and went back. 

Yet one fair eventide as I mused alone, a stately pure soul, but lately 
come from earth, approached me, and being full of compassion for the 
people ~he had left, and deeply grieved that they should be so deaf to 
the good teachers God has sent to them, spake to me thereof, and 
then we wandered through the quiet vale which leads by one way to the 
Golden Gates, still sorrowing in each other's sorrow, and presently the 
river met her eyes, bright with the glistening of the golden shore 
opposite, and she paused, glancing therein as one who suddenly beholds 
the mystery of ages laid quite bare and open to the general view, and 
presently as though half doubting, yea, and half afraid that she had 
found so great a truth too easily she kneeled down close by the 
water, and like a delighted child who lets the ripples of the stream 
lap over his warm hand, she thrust her finger under the water of the 
tide of knowledge saying" Behold the jewels of the Lord, there are none 
else. He works his wonders through the hands of man; the man 
Christ Jesus works his works of love through humility and faith. 
Behold His knowledge is more fair than aught the mind of man has yet 
conceived. His ways are wonderful. See, 0 my brother, what are gems 
of earth compared to those which lie like common pebbles in this 
crystal stream of God's abundant love, and wherefore should our hearts 
be sad, for hath not He made all and cared for all ? " 

And as she spoke, One came the other side the stream in the far 
distance and looked at us, and she who came with me called out, "0, 
that I knew the way to cross this stream, for I would be with Him 
yonder; there is no joy save I be close to Him. The light has 
gone. The waters have grown dark. The radiance of my soul is 
reft away, and save I find the way to go to Him I cannot live." Then 
answered I, amazed, "Wherefore so soon hast thou found satiety in 
the beauties of the water, and from the heights of gladness fallen so 
deeply into grief. . 

But she answered nothing. And her face, turned to the distant figure, 
was as the face of one who longs intensely, longs as one who dies 
because desire has twined itself about the vital parts, and, with uproot
ing, tears the life away. 
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And faintly across the water came a rustling sound as though the 
breezes swept through a wall of rushes, and borne upon the wind a 
whisper-CI Come." 

And she who was with me heard it and her face lightened with 
glory, until its brilliance was a thing not to be gazed upon, and in an 
instant, while my heart leaped for fear, I saw her rise and walk across 
the stream, stretching out her hands towards the figure clad in white 
upon the other side, and on her hands, even as she held them out, I saw 
the jewels of the water glisten, and her head and robes were overlaid 
with them, so that an iris-coloured track laid on the water as she passed 
along over the border, and at last, I saw her step upon the shore, that 
other side, and brighter light than sunshine greeted her, yea fair 
welcome, for I heard the rippling sounds of joy, the one glad shout, the 
distant song of praise, and hid my face upon the river bank and wept 
Yea, wept for joy, and afterwards when twilight fell upon our land, I 
went to the poor youth, who plodded wearily over his task, and behold, 
he slept, and one kept guard beside him who was fair to look upon. 
Then spoke He: "Fetch some water that this youth may wash therein. 
The stain of labour hath polluted him." 

So I hasted back, and brought the water. 
And when the youth awakened and saw me, he mistook me for one 

whom the Lord hath blessed with a double portion of his spirit, seeing 
my face was brilliant with the reflected light of her who crossed the 
stream, and he kneeled before me, but perceived not that Holy One 
who guarded him. Therefore I bade him rise and wash, and he 
obeyed. And as he rose out of the water he was no more blind but 
saw his holy guardian watching him. Yea, saw the sword which 
glistened in his hand, and feared it not, but bright and beautiful as 
one who by the fire is purified, He came again amongst his brethren. 
And the glory of the pure spirit whom I saw pass across the water so 
enchanted him, that on the spot from where she gathered up the ripples 
of the stream he hath built an arch of pebbles and set each one in order, 
circling like the iris-coloured bow you call your rainbow, an arch of 
shifting hues, and here he spends much time mostly in prayer longing 
to see her, yea, to hear her voice calling him across the space, into the 
presence of those Holy Ones, to whom her love and faith were precious 
as the jewels of their crowns. 

EMILY E. READER. 

Received july IlIh, 1888. 
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IS THE BUDDHIST AN ATHEIST? 

THE very general interest evinced at the present moment by 
Western students in the religious system of Buddhism, although 
it may prove to be no deeper than an insatiable craving for new 

ideals, can, nevertheless, hardly fail to leave some enduring mark on 
contemporaneous thought. Unfortunately the vulgarization of a most 
complicated system of philosophy has caused serious misapprehensions, 
affecting important tenets of the doctrine, to become current. The 
allegation most constantly levelled against the creed is that it is a 
doctrine of pure pessimism and absolute Atheism-u that ferocious 
system that leaves nothing above us to excite awe, nor around us to 
awaken tenderness." 

But is Buddhism really Atheistic? 
To begin with, what is the popular definition of this much-abused 

word (Atheism)? We find Worcester rendering it "the denial or dis
belief of a God"; while Webster amplifies it to "the disbelief or denial 
of the existence of a God, or Supreme intelligent Being." The theist 
may pronounce such a "disbelief" as constituting an irrefutable proof of 
atheism, holding, as he will, that theism inculcates the existence of a 
conscious God governing the universe by his will power. The lexico
grapher's definition is applicable, however, only to the materialist, who 
rejects any spiritual hypothesis whatever and relies wholly on matter for 
the formation and preservation of Cosmos. Now Buddhism, although it 
certainly denies the existence of an anthropomorphic and personal God, 
yet does not reject spirituality as an attribute of the Primordial Essence. 
On the contrary, a Divine Intelligence is acknowledged, but at the same 
time is not held to have any direct control over individual destiny, which 
is entirely subject to the laws of Cause and Effect, or to use a technical 
term, to the "Karma" (balance of merit and demerit) of the individual 
monad which follows and controls the state, condition or form of his 
re-births. 

Does this denial of a personal God necessarily constitute Atheism? 
It is hardly fair to assume that it does; for the rejection of a personal 
God need not imply the denial of any God at all. 

"The horror inspired by this name (Atheist) is strikingly shewn in 
the way it is repudiated by the adherents of Pantheism, who reject a 
personal God and substitute the idealised principle of order that per
vades the universe. It is hardly to be denied, however, that the idea 
associated with the word God has hitherto involved personality as its 
very essence; and except for the purpose of avoiding odium, there could 
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be little propriety in retaining the word when the notion is so completely 
altered." Pantheism and Atheism are consequently hereby pronounced 
practically synonymous. But are they really so? Certainly not to the 
Buddhist who energetically refutes the charge of Atheism, although he 
avows himself, in a measure, a Pantheist. 

Fleming's analysis is crushing in its comprehensive dogmatism and 
would seem to leave no loophole of escape for the hunted Pantheist. 
cc Pantheism, says he, "when explained to mean the absorption of the 
infinite in the finite, of God in nature, is Atheism: and the doctrine of 
Spinoza has been so regarded by many. When explained to mean the 
absorption of nature in God, of the finite in the infinite, it amounts to an 
exaggeration of Atheism." 

Before condemning Spinoza as an Atheist, however, I would quote 
Mr. Saltus' terse but comprehensive explanation of the doctrine of the 
great Jew thinker. He taught, says that writer, "that there is but one 
substance, and in this substance all things live, move and have their 
being. It is at once Cause and Effect; it is God. But the term thus 
used has nothing in common with the theistic idea of a Creator, who, 
having fashioned the world," sits aloft and sees it go." On the con
trary God and the universe were, to Spinoza, one and identical; they 
were correlatives; the existence of the one made that of the other a 
logical necessity. To him the primordial entity, the "folls et origo 
rerum," was God; but God was Nature, and Nature, Substance. Goethe 
also agrees with the Pantheist, that to" discuss God apart from Nature 
is both difficult and dangerous. It is as though we separated the soul 
from the body." And he goes on to add that "we know the soul only 
through the medium of the body, and God only through Nature. Hence 
the absurdity of accusing of absurdity those who philosophically unite 
the world with God." This is Pantheism, but it is not Atheism. It is 
not the" denial or disbelief of a God." 

From such a union of God and Nature (in the widest cosmographical 
sense) sprang the "Divine Principle" of the Esoteric Buddhists: that 
which is ,i neither entity nor non-entity, but Abstract Entity, which is no 
entity, liable to be described by either words or attributes." 

Without plunging into the bewildering maze of the transcendentalism 
of the esoteric brotherhood, which is entirely beyond the scope of the 
present paper, we can affirm, on general principles, that Buddhism, like 
Schopenhauer's philosophy, teaches that Will is the fundamental 
Supreme Power, whose vivifying essence pervades all cosmos, reaching 
in an endless circuit from the most minute inorganic atom to man. But, 
unlike Schopenhauer, it does not deny that this Will is the outcome of 
a Supreme Intelligence: it merely professes such knowledge as beyond 
the pale of physical conception. 

Of course the above must be understood as the briefest synopsis of a 
most complicated hypothesis; and I hesitate to affirm that the occult 
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sages of Lhassa or Khatmandhu would endorse such an interpretation 
.. verbatim" ; or without much amplification and exhaustive analytical 
distinction. But it is sufficient for the object of this paper; and I know 
I shall secure the suffrages of the mass of their co-religionists of the 
.. Lesser Vehicle" wQen I state that these latter, far from being .. mate
rialistic-atheists," if I may borrow the phrase, do acknowledge a Supreme 
Essence; so absolutely and immeasurably above mundane intellect, how
ever, as to be utterly beyond mortal conceptibility, and consequently 
prudently let, by their exoteric doctrine, se\'erely alone. 

It is perhaps unnecessary to state that the preceding remarks have 
little or no application to Chinese or Japanese Buddhism, for the reli
gion of those countries is so hopelessly distorted by the interweaving of 
Confucianism, Taoism and Shintoism, as to present but little interest 
to the student of the pure doctrine. I would add for the information of 
those who are not familiar with the technical terms of our subject, that 
by the" Greater Vehicle" the esoteric philosophy of Thibet and Nepaul 
is referred to; the "Lesser V ehic1e" embracing Burmah, Siam and 
Ceylon. This last country also, lays claim to the purest and most ancient 
form of the Buddha's exoteric teachings. 

By these tae Buddhist is taught to work out his own ultimate salva
tion (or shall we not rather say e'l}olution?) following the path of the 
most excellent Law, discovered and laid down for his guidance by 
Gautama Buddha. I use the term" ultimate salvattim" advisedly, for 
it should be clearly understood that no Buddhist expects to attain 
Nirvana on escaping from his present existence. On the contrary, he 
realizes, as Mr. Sinnett expresses it, "the manifest irrationality in the 
commonplace notion that mati's existence is divided into a material be
ginning. lasting sixty or seventy years, and a spiritual remainder lasting 
for ever." The life just passed through, the spiritual quiescence upon 
which he then enters, and the subsequent maze of alternating material 
and spiritual phases through which he must pass (their number depend
ing on the spiritual level he has attained), are merely links i~ the great 
chain of spiritual and material evolution which will ultimately lead him, 
purified and etherealized, to Nirvana-that condition which is 1tot 
annihilation, but a "sublime state of conscious rest in omniscience"; in 
very truth that peace of mind, " which passeth all understanding." 

Concernmg such refinement of subtilty as the permanence of Nirvana 
we need not concern ourselves. Still, paradoxical as it may seem, even 
the duration of this theoretically" eternal" bliss may be computed; and 
as there can be no such thing as Perpetuity, there may dawn a to
morrow, millions of years hence, when the spiritual monad must again 
start forth on an evolutionary round; but on an immeasurably higher 
plane. Such is the atheology of Buddhism. 

Although it touches our subject but indirectly, even this rapid sketch 
would be incomplete without a glance at what is meant by the Budd-
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hist denial of the immortality of the soul. This denial it will be seen is 
more apparent than real. 

In the Theosophist's Buddhist Catechism, by Colonel Olcott, a work 
which may safely be taken as authoritative on questions affecting the 
exoteric belief as it has been endorsed by the High Priest of the Southern 
Buddhists, and recommended by him for use in the Sinhalese schools, we 
read that" soul "(as understood in popular phraseology) is considered 
" a word used by the ignorant to express a false idea." "The denial of 
, soul,' by Buddha, points to the prf!valent delusive belief in an inde
pendent transmissible personality; an entity that could move from 
birth to birth unchanged, or go to a place or state where, as such perfect 
entity, it could eternally enjoy or suffer. But this' I am I' conscious
ness is, as regards permanency, logically impossible, since its 
elementary constituents constantly change, and the' I' of one birth 
differs from the' I' of every other birth." 

The distinction between the pseudonymous" soul" and this subtle 
" individuality" consists in the psychological" personality" transmitted 
by the tanha (=unsatisfied desire for existence) at the moment of dissolu
tion, to the" character" of the re-birth. We learn from the same source, 
that, "the successive appearances upon one or many earths, or 'descents 
into generation,' of the 'tanhaically' coherent parts of a certain being, 
are a succession of personalities. In each birth the personality differs 
from that of the previous or next succeeding birth. Karma, the' deus 
ex machina,' masks (or, shall we say, reflects?) itself now in the per
sonality of a sage, again as an artisan, and so on through the string of 
births. But though personalities ever shift, the one line of life along 
which they are strung like beads, runs unbroken; it is ever Ileal 
particular line, never any other. It is, therefore, individual; an indi
vidual vital undulation, which began in Nirvana, or the subjective side 
of nature, as the light or heat undulation through ether began at its 
dynamic source; is careering through the objective side of Nature, 
under the impulse of Karma and the creative direction of Tanha; and 
tends, through many cyclic changes back to Nirvana. However 
incomplete in detail the foregoing may be, it is nevertheless sufficient 
in as far as it goes for the object we have at present in view-a cursory 
examination of three of the fundamental principles of Buddhistic 
philosophy. 

Am I wrong in snpposing that the unprejudiced mind will readily 
agree that the creed which inculcates such lofty conceptions of Man's 
destiny is not that of the atheist-" idealized pantheism" though it may 
be? 

REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. 
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"I CONGRATULATE you," said Captain Bumpkins to Pancho, after the 
first salutations and talk about the weather were over, "that you have 
been selected by the Mysterious Brotherhood to carryon the work for 

the cause of the truth. The truth is the best thing in the world. We want 
nothing but truth I truth I " 

"This is perfectly true," said Mrs. Honeycomb. "My friend, the Countess 
Carnivall~ used to say the same thing." 

" Do you, then, really believe in the existence of a Mysterious Brotherhood?" 
asked Pancho. 

" Believe it ?" exclaimed the Hierophant. "I not only believe it, I know it. 
I have seen them and talked with them for hours. Only last night one of the 
greatest Adepts, and the most prominent member of the Mysterious Brotherhood, 
the great Krashibashi himself, came to me through the open window of my 
room, and I had a long chat with him that lasted till long after midnight, 
when he suddenly disappeared." 

"Do these Adepts visit you often? " 
"There is not a day in the year," answered Captain Bumpkins, "when I do 

not see some of them in their astral, and sometimes they come to me in their 
physical, forms. Occasionally, when they wish to talk to me, they take posses
sion of somebody that happens to be around. Once I met Krashibashi in the 
form of an apple-woman; at another time he took possession of a policeman, and 
once I had a long talk with him while he got inside of a lightning-rod-agent." 

" How could you tell that it was Krashibashi talking to you? " 
"He always gives me certain passwords and masonic signs, by which I can 

know who I am talking with," said the Hierophant. " This is just as good as if 
he were to show his diploma." 

"You must have had some wonderful experiences in your life!" 
" I have travelled a great deal," replied the Hierophant. "I have seen the 

burning bush in the desert, a species of Eucalyptus already known to Moses and 
the man-eating Dragonia purpurea, a tree that swallows the children that are 
sacrificed to him. I have been all over Europe, eaten maccaroni at Naples, and 
plum pudding in England; but there is nothing that surpasses the apple-dump
lings in Germany." 

"I thought that story of the burning bush was an allegory," interjected Pancho, 
but the Hierophant, whose mind was absorbed in the recollections of his voyages, 
continued: 

"I tell you, these apple-dumplings are made in a very peculiar manner. I 
have tried my best to get those African cooks to make them after the receipt 
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I brought with me from Germany, but so far without success. They make them 
either too tough or too soft." 

"I would like to make the acquaintance of these Mysterious Brothers," tried 
Pancho again. 

"I used to say to them," went on the Hierophant, "give me apple
dumplings or death; but it is of no use; they will not depart from their African 
style of cooking." 

"They look real nice in their astral bodies," said Mrs. Honeycomb; "pro
vlded that they are not too much dematerialized to be seen." 

"What is the best way to develop one's spiritual perceptions, so as to 
enter into communication with the Mysterious Brotherhood? " 

"I have an excellent magic mirror, a genuine mountain crystal from 
Arkansas," said the Hierophant. "It it well magnetised. It cost me fifteen 
dollars and I will let you have it for the same price." 

"I have seen such mirrors," said Pancho, "but how can anybody tell whether 
that what he sees in them is true? " 

"If you think fifteen dollars too much, I will let you have it for twelve," 
said the Hierophant; "but actually I could not go down another cent. Mirrors 
of that kind are the most reliable ones that can be found anywhere." 

"I meant to say," replied Pancho, "that I have been told that it is necessary 
to attain a certain degree of spiritual perfection to enter into communication 
with the Mysterious Brotherhood; I cannot see how that can be done by look
ing into a mirror." 

"It is all done by self-hypnotization," answered Captain Bumpkins. "There is 
no better way to hypnotise oneself than such a mirror. I have seen people 
that could not look in a crystal for ten minutes without falling asleep. I tell 
you what I will do. You may have it for ten dollars; but this is my last 
word." 

"Mr. Green will take it for that," said Mrs. Honeycomb. 
"But I am not disputing the value of the mirror, at all. What are ten 

dollars, if one can obtain self-knowledge for it? Money is only an illusion." 
" I do not agree with you about that," said the Hierophant. " I know there 

are some philosophers who teach such stuff, but thay do not believe it them
selves. I once knew a philosopher who said that money was an illusion, and 
when somebody took away five dollars from him, you should have seen the fuss 
he made." Here the Hierophant shook himself with laughing. 

"I could have told you so," agreed Mrs. Honeycomb. 
"Perhaps the philosopher was himself an illusion, and needed money as such." 
"No, sir," exclaimed the Hierophant. "He was not an illusion, but a solid 

fellow weighing nearly two hundred pounds. He once stepped upon my foot, 
and I tell you that was no illusion." 

"Is there any way of joining that Mysterious Brotherhood?" asked Pancho. 
"To do so, you will have to become an Adept." 
" How is that done?" 
"I dare say," explained Bumpkins, "you know what is meant by the 

term ' Suggestion.' In ordinary cases, a magnetizer sugg~sts to a patient that he 
is well, and then the patient gets well. In cases of adeptship, the person 
magnetises himself and suggests to himself that he is an Adept and when the 
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suggestion is strong enough he becomes one. Of course, if you can get one 
of the Brothers to magnetize you, the thing will be done much quicker." 

"I wish you would get a Brother to magnetize me," said Mrs. Honeycomb. 
"They always select for that the best people. If you want to attract their 

special attention, I advise you to join our moral regiment." 
"What is the moral regiment? " asked Pancho. 
"It is a new institution which I have recently organized after the pattern of 

the Salvation Army," said Captain Bumpkins. " It is made up of people who 
sign a pledge that they will lead a moral life. Each soldier of the regiment is 
entitled to wear a badge to show that he is of a good moral character. Anyone 
who does not tell a lie for a year becomes an officer and may carry a wooden 
sword He has then to carefully watch the conduct of his company, and if 
any soldier is caught in telling a fib, that person will have to pay a fine." 

"I suppose that the Mysterious Brothers could tell immediately if anyone 
told a lie? They would make very good officers." 

"Last night," answered the Hierophant, "I offered to Krashibashi the 
generalship of the regiment, and he promised to accept it. He will find out 
immediately if anyone tells a lie. These Mysterious Brothers know everything; 
they can see at any times what is going on in the most distant parts of the globe. 
They have hundreds of time reported to me things that were taking place in 
far-off countries, and I always found their accounts correct." 

" I wish you would ask Krashibashi whether everything is all right in my 
house," said Pancho. 

"The Brothers, my dear sir, do not meddle with trifling affairs. I would not 
dare to ask them such a question; they would get awfully angry. They never 
give any advice or orders except in cases of the greatest importance, when the 
interests of humanity as a whole are at stake. On such occasions they may 
write an occult letter or appear personally." 

"0, dear me ! " exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb. " How I wish I could have a 
talk with a Brother." 

"There is one standing in that corner behind the tree just now," said the 
Hierophant, pointing in the indicated direction; "I see him nod his head; he 
hears every word you say." 

"The Lord have mercy!" exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb. "I cannot see a 
thing. I wish my friend the Countess Carnivalli were here! " 

There the conversation ended because Bumpkins was called away. The park 
became alive with guests, nearly all being members of the Society for Distribu
tion of Wisdom; the rest of them were visitors or aspirants who were not yet 
in possession of a diploma. The soldiers of the moral regiment wore yellow 
badges, and their officers could be recognised by wearing badges of larger size 
and wooden swords. Madame Corneille was distributing little yellow flags 
which the members of the S. D. W. were to carry in their hands during the 
public parade which was going to take place in the city. 

There were, however, some who showed symptoms of insubordination and 
refused to take the badges and flags. They soon flocked together into a group 
and consulted with each other. Finally they selected Mr. Green to draw up a 
protest against the blue elephants and the flags, which was to be presented to 
Bumpkins. When everything was prepared, the Hierophant· 'was informed 
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that some of the members desired to present a petition to him. Everybody 
then proceeded to the great Hall of the building. Captain Bumpkins placed 
himself on a kind of a throne and Mr. Green began to read as follows: 

"The Elephant is a sagacious animal. Its usual colour is grey, and there are 
also white and black elephants; but nobody ever saw one that was blue • . • ." 

Mr. Green had hardly time to read so far when the sound of a gong was heard, 
coming from the direction of the temple. Immediately the cry arose: .. A 
message from the Shrine I-A message from the Shrine!" Mr. Malaban then 
entered the room in hot haste, holding in his hand a paper which he presented 
to the Hierophant. It was an occult letter. The whole of the assembly arose 
and listened in breathless silence to hear the message from the Mysterious 
Brotherhood. Thrice the worthy president bowed his venerable head; he then 
took the paper from the hands of the Chela, and after placing it upon his fore
head in sign of respect, he opened the letter and read : 

.. The elephants and the flags may be dispensed with; but the badges and 
the music must remain. 

.. KRASHIBASHI." 

"This settles the question," said the Hierophant. "The meeting is dissolved." 
Great was the joy of the Zulus to see that their wish had been granted. Some 

strong and courageous men were immediately dispatched to execute the un
fortunate victims. They did their work well. For months afterwards the corpses 
of the two beasts could be-seen lying on the ground, their legs stretched up in 
the air, their blue paper skins torn and rotting in the sun and rain, and the straw 
sticking out of their digestive organs. 

The wisdom of this decision of the Mysterious Brotherhood was self-evident. 
The importance of the occasion was indisputable and justified the inter
ference of supernatural powers. A mutiny had threatened to break out in the 
Society for Distribution of Wisdom and damage its authority, a circumstance 
which might have done untold harm to the progress of the cause of truth, and 
been detrimental to the highest interests of humanity; but the wise decision 
of the Adepts quelled the disturbance. It satisfied the discontented by doing 
away with the flags and the elephants, and still it confirmed the authority of 
Captain Bumpkins, and soothed his feelings by granting to him the badges and 
the music. " Noone but gods could have made such a decision," gravely 
remarked Mr. Green. 

" This dissatisfaction among certain of our members," explained Bumpkins, "is 
the work of black magicians. I am sorry for these people, but I hope to bring 
them to repentance." 

"How sensitive these'Brothers must be," said Mrs. Honeycomb. "We read 
here at Urur a petition to the Mysterious Brotherhood and immediately the 
sound of our voices is wafted on astral waves for thousands of miles over the 
desert into the far off Nigris Mountains to Kakodumbala, the city of the Adepts. 
It reaches the astral tympanums of the Brothers and immediately they send an 
occult letter. I must write about this to my friend the Countess Carnivalli. 
She will be very much astonished." 

"This is not the way it is done," said Bumpkins. "There was an astral 
Chela present, listening to what was said. I saw him standing behind your chair." 
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"0 dear!" exclaimed Mrs. Honeycomb. "What a pity that I did not 
know it I" 

" But was not the document signed by one of the Brothers?" asked Mr. 
Green. 

"That does not make any difference," said Bumpkins. "Accepted Chelas 
are authorized to sign the names of their Masters to any document they like." 

Mr. Green was not quite satisfied with this arrangement; but, being un
acquainted with the code of laws of the Mysterious Brotherhood, he had no 
right to object. 

More members and strangers arrived, and it was a great sight to see so many 
different nationalities intermingled. There were Brahmins from Asia and dis
tinguished people from Europe, Zulus, Caffirs, and Hottentots and a few savages 
from Australia. Ladies and gentlemen in elegant clothes side by side with 
the half-nude natives of Mrica. There were Christians and Jews; Mohammedans 
and fire-worshippers. One raven-black African princess in her native costume 
could be seen walking arm-in-arm with a beautiful European, and the dark skin 
of the Mrican formed a strange contrast with the peach-blossom complexion of 
the European girl Such a sight is to be seen hardly anywhere except at the 
annual gatherings at the Shrine of U rur. 

The Talking Image had expressed a desire not to be bothered, and therefore 
the great meeting where the speeches were to be made did not take place within 
the sacred precincts of the temple, but in a temporary building which had been 
constructed expressly for that purpose, in a distant part of the park. At the 
appointed hour the procession formed and walked into that building. First 
came two native policemen, and then the music. Then came the Hierophant 
dressed in oriental costume with a turban upon his head. After him came 
Malaban and the rest of the Chelas, accepted, probationary and titulary ones, 
including Mrs. Honeycomb, Pancho and Mr. Green. . After this came the creilli 
and pit/eli of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom, including a great number 
of small boys, and at last followed the invited guests. The President took his 
seat; the scribes dipped their pens into the ink, and after order was restored 
Captain Bumpkins delivered his speech. 

We will not attempt to reproduce in full all the eloquent words which Captain 
Bumpkins spoke on this solemn occasion. There was a great deal of truth in 
what he said and also a great deal of error. There was a great deal of exaggera
tion in the statements he made; but this circumstance was evidently not due 
to any wilful misrepresentation of facts; but rather to a too vivid imagination. 
He alluded with pride to the progress which the Society for Distribution of 
Wisdom had made during the past and which was especially due to the revela
tions that had been given to the world through the instrumentality of the 
Talking Image, whose utterances were then attracting the attention of the world, 
and the most distinguished people from all parts of the globe were now coming 
to join the society. 

Only yesterday Pancho, a distinguished stranger, had come, attracted by the 
unselfish desire of enlightening mankind and to benefit humanity by fighting for 
the cause of the truth. With him had come Mr. Green, a well-known scientist 
and a man of unusual intelligence. He had laid away his numerous titles, to 
enlist under the flag of Wisdom and to become a probationary Chela in the 
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Mysterious Brotherhood, of which he was already a titulary member. He was 
the kind of a man that was wanted in the coming battle for truth, and as he
Captain Bumpkins-was looking with a clairvoyant eye into the future, he could 
foresee the day when Mr. Green would become president of the Society for 
Distribution of Wisdom, after he, the present occupant of that chair, was laid 
away in his grave. 

A great applause followed, and the Hierophant, overcome by emotion, wiped 
a tear from his cheek. After a while he continued: 

" Ladies and gentlemen, brothers and sisters, fathers and mothers, sons and 
daughters and children! I address you all without any distinction of colour or 
race; for in the Society for Distribution of Wisdom all are equals and have 
equal rights. Weare not merely a brotherhood, but also a sisterhood, a 
childrenhood, a neighbourhood, a universal family of harmonious minds. Upon 
us and upon us only are centered the hopes of the world. Millions of longing 
eyes are directed towards the S. D. W., thirsting for wisdom. Where, oh, where 
shall they obtain it? There have been wise men in the world attempting to 
teach the truth. But how can the world at present know whether or not they were 
to be believed, or their assertions reliable? What were their credentials? Who 
vouched for their veracity? Alas, echo answers 'who!' Some of them worked 
miracles; but those miracles could only be proofs to those who personally 
witnessed them. The accounts of them may have been exaggerated j they 
were not always produced under test conditions. Moreover, the people in 
ancient times not being versed in hypnotism and magnetism, may have regarded 
certain things as miraculous which appear to us perfectly natural The trans
mutation of water into wine, for instance, is a feat that may have appeared 
wonderful to the Canaanites, but to-day every dealer in liquors is in possession 
of this secret. In many instances it has been positively proved that the ac
counts in the Bible regarding certain miracles are inaccurate. Now-a-days it is 
known to every child in the street that the 'snake' which tempted Eve in 
Paradise was no snake at al~ but a Plerotlaclyle, an animal which looks like a 
dragon j also that the trumpets, at whose voice the walls of Jericho fell, were 
fitted with a very ingeniously-constructed mechanism, resembling that which has 
recently been discovered by Mr. John Worrell Keeley. 

"Now, however, a new instrument for revelation has been given to the world 
by the Mysterious Brotherhood, an instrument whose veracity no sane person 
can doubt, and whose infallibility is self-evident to aU thinkers. I cannot omit 
expressing my impatience and indignation when I hear the speculations of our 
so-called philosophers, who attempt to find out by their own thinking the 
mysteries of nature and man. It cannot be denied that some of them have had 
some tolerable good ideas, even approaching the truth j but I say, let those 
people wait patiently until the Talking Image has had its say, and they may then 
go to sleep, satisfied that what it has said is true. 

"Let me ask you in all sincerity: What is the use of anyone trying to do his 
own thinking, if he has a Mysterious Brother who can give him all the in
formation he wants and whose veracity can be relied upon j an adept, I say, who 
can magnetize knowledge into his brain much faster than he could ever learn it 
by going through all sorts of experiences? Do those people who want to find 
out everything themselves, imagine that they are wiser than the Mysterious 
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Brotherhood? Do those sceptics and scoffers believe that they can teach an 
adept? Villains and rogues they are, sunk in the swamp of materialism and doubL 
Their day of reckoning is near, when they will be rooted out of existence. 

"But what words, ladies and gentlemen, will be adequate to describe the self
sacrificing spirit of ladies of rank and position, who have sacrificed the comfort 
of a luxurious home, renounced their social standing, and even the delights of 
married life, to come to Africa for the benefit of humanity? They are like 
beautiful angels coming to save this sinful world It is certainly incredible that 
there are ladies even this day, who would do such a thing, and nevertheless it is 
true, too true, for such a lady is right in our midst. Her name is Mrs. Honey
comb, whom I now have the honour to introduce to you. She is a graduate of 
a well-known boarding-school in England. For many years she has faithfully 
stood by the side of her husband, and as he has now gone to that bourne from 
which no traveller returns, she has resolved to remain single and to sacrifice her 
life to the cause of the truth." 

A tremendous applause followed and Mrs. Honeycomb hid her face in her 
handkerchief. She was too full of emotion to speak. What the Hierophant had 
said about her was not doing her justice, although he may have imagined it to be 
true. If she had wanted to speak, she might have told a different tale. 

It has not been decided whether it was a good or an evil spirit that then and 
there put the idea into the mind of the Hierophant to request Mrs. Honeycomb 
to make a speech. At all events he did so. 

"0, dear," said Mrs. Honeycomb, "I do not know what to say." 
"Never mind," whispered Captain Bumpkins; "the Brothers will put the 

words into your mind." 
Thus encouraged, Mrs. Honeycomb arose. 
" Ladies and gentlemen," she said; "I am a defender of women's rights. If 

I ever had to submit to be married again, I would take care of having my own 
separate rights. I would not let any man get the best of me again. This is all 
I have to say." 

Mrs. Honeycomb sat down under a storm of applause. 
"The eloquent words of Mrs. Honeycomb," now spoke Captain Bumpkins, 

"contain a great deal of truth. We want the freedom of women. We are for 
perfect equality of the sexes." 

A general hurrah arose from the members of the Society for Distribution of 
Wisdom, and the Hierophant continued: 

"The words which our sister, Mrs. Honeycomb, spake will be printed to 
reverberate throughout the world The sentiments which she expressed will 
find their echo at Washington, London and Paris. Men and women are 
separate beings and therefore they must have separate rights. In fact it wQuld 
perhaps be best if they would remain separate altogether. I know of more 
than one fine fellow whose prospects of becoming a Chela have been entirely 
spoiled by his having a wife. Confound these women I They are an everlasting 
botheration and a drawback in the attainment of the honours which may be 
bestowed by the Mysterious Brotherhood II 

Mr. Green here rose and asked whether no exceptions were ever made to that 
rule and no special permits granted He said he had heard of a powerful 
Adept who was all his life in love with a lady whose name was Sopkia and that 
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this circumstance did not interfere with his being promoted to the highest 
degree that can be conferred by the Mysterious Brotherhood. 

The deafening uproar which these words elicited cannot be described. The 
members of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom, especiaUy the small boys, 
shouted and whistled, clapped their hands and threw their hats and turbans into 
the air. The assembly resembled a congregation of maniacs. 

During this time Mr. Green looked more solemn than usual. He felt the 
dignity of a future Hierophant swelling within his breast. He congratulated 
himself fer having come to Urur. What a prospect was there open before him! 

More than once his shortsighted relatives had prophesied to him that he 
would never come to anything in the world, that he was useless and incapable. 
so that now he revelled in the anticipation of the joy of seeing them 
confounded on the day when he would return and give them proofs of his 
occult powers. 

On this occasion Pancho's interior eyes were also opened to an extent. Even 
without the aid of a magic mirror he could see that the Society for Distribution 
of Wisdom was not exactly what he had imagined it to be. He could see that there 
were few persons, if any, who cared anything for truth fOl: its own sake, 
but only for the benefits that would arise from its possession. He knew that it 
was not the desire of benefitting humanity that had caused him to come to Urur, 
but that he hoped to obtain knowledge in regard to certain mysterious 
things, and he was aware that neither Mr. Green nor Mrs. Honeycomb would 
have come to Africa if they had not expected to profit by the visit. 

After a pause the Hierophant continued his speech. He said that he had 
received reliable information from the Mysterious Brotherhood, that a band of 
black magicians were leagued together, bent on the destruction of the Society 
for Distribution of Wisdom, and that the Adepts had given him orders to 
establish a Secret Committee of Defence to devise and employ means by 
which the schemes of these sorcerers could be frustrated and they themselves 
be confounded and annihilated. He said that the best members-of the S.D. W. 
should be selected to serve on that committee and he therefore appointed Mrs. 
Honeycomb, Pancho and Mr. Green. 

This important announcement created a great sensation among the members 
of the S.D. W. and the hearts of many were oppressed with dark forebodings of 
coming evil events, but there were also some who were discontented and felt 
themselves slighted for not having been appointed to that committee, and some 
of them even threatened to give to the Hierophant " a piece of their mind." 

At the end of the meeting the president gave out the subject of a prize. 
essay on the following question of occult dynamics: 

.. If there is a church with two steeples of equal dimensions and the bells are 
all hung in one steeple only and none in the other; what will be, when these 
bells are rung, the consequence of this disturbance of equilibrium, in its 
physical, metaphysical and occult aspects?" 

The writer of the best essay on this mysterious problem was promised the 
privilege of wearing a cocked hat with a feather. 

Then the subject of the phenomena of dreams was broached. 
" A friend of mine," said Mr. Green, "dreamt of five numbers. He thought 

of putting them into the lottery, but neglected to do:so on that day. On the 
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following he went to the lottery office, but arrived too late; it was on a Saturday 
evening and the office was closed. On the following Monday the bulletin 
appeared where the numbers that had been drawn were recorded, and among 
them there was not a single one of those which he had dreamt about." 

"To a superficial observer," remarked the Hierophant, "this might go to 
prove that there are unreliable dreams; but what proof have you that those 
numbers did not come out in some other lottery, or at some other time? If 
your friend had put these numbers in every lottery in the world and kept on 
putting them in, they mi!!!,ht have come out after all. 

After this conversation Pancho retired to his room. All that he had seen 
and heard had only served to confirm him in his opinion that there was no 
such thing as a Mysterious Brotherhood, or that, if it existed, it must be some
thing very different from what it had been represented to him by Mr. Puffer 
and Captain Bumpkins. "Could it be possible that such exalted beings should 
engage in such puerilities?" he asked himself. "Call it be imagined that 
persons in possession of supreme wisdom should refuse to do something useful, 
but find time to descend from the Nigris mountain to give orders about blue 
elephants? 0, the imbecility of these Brothers. If they are such as Captain 
Bumpkins describes, how great must it be ! " 

Mr. Green entered the room. 
" Brother Pancho," he said, "we have both been greatly honoured in being 

appointed members of the Secret Committee of Defence against Black 
Magicians. What a sensation it will create among my friends! I will immedi
ately telegraph the news to London." 

"You had better wait," answered Pancho, "for the committee is a secret one 
and if the black magicians find out the names of the members, it might go hard 
with you." 

Mrs. Honeycomb entered. Being a member of the S. C. D. B. M., she was 
entitled to take part in' the consultation. 

" The first thing to be done," she said, "is to find out who the black magi
cians are. I therefore propose to get a good magic mirror and to see how they 
look. It is extremely difficult to fight against a man unless you can see him and 
know who he is." 

"Who knows," said Mr. Green; "there may be some of them right here in 
this room." 

"We must keep them out from here, then," said Mrs. Honeycomb. "I am 
80ing to put a vessel of vitriol in my room to keep them away." 

"I believe," said Mr. Green, "the best plan will be to take a strictly legal 
course and hand them over to the authorities." 

" It would take an astral policeman to catch the astral body of a wizard," 
replied Mrs. Honeycomb. " l am not afraid of any man, if he comes to me in 
his physical form. Let them come to me bodily and I will show them how I 
an deal with men. I will· make them slink into a corner, the nasty curs I 
But, of course, if we have to deal with astral bodies, that is a different 
thing." 

At this moment Mr. Green observed Madame Corneille standing near the 
open door, and it seemed to him that she had been listening. He became very 
indignant. 
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"What are you doing here?" he said. "This is a private meeting of a com
mittee and we do not want any servants eavesdropping." 

Madame Corneille was going to answer, but Mr. Green slammed the door in 
her face, and she went away, menacing, in the direction of the temple. 

As may be supposed, the appointment of the Committee of Defence against 
Black Magicians formed the main topic of conversation on that day in Urur. 
and if those villains would have had the power to go about in their invisible 
astral bodies and to listen to what was said, they would certainly have been 
amused to hear the various plans that were proposed to effect their destruction. 
Some persons thought that these magicians were Doug-Pa's residing in the 
Gobian desert; others imagined that they could be found in London among 
the members of the Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences, and again 
others believed that it was a Society of the Jesuits who had an eye upon the 
destruction of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom. Only one little lady, 
the one described above as having a peach-blossom complexion, had a theory of 
her own, and while sitting at the dinner-table she whispered to Pancho, who was 
next to her, "I know who these black magicians are. They are--Madame 
Corneille and her familiars." 

CHAPTER IX. 

THE TALKING IMAGE. 

CLOSE by the riverside and overshadowed by high eucalyptus and cedar trees 
in the park of Urur, there is a curiously shaped building. It is built like a 
Chinese pagoda, three stories high, each story having a projecting roof, on 
the top of which is a large gilded globe. A narrow winding staircase leads to the 
top story of the building. On the second floor a side door opens into the room 
where reside Mr. Malaban and Ram, two Chelas, guarding the stairs that lead 
still higher up to the sacred room, called" the Shrine," where the Talking Image 
is kept. Nothing extraordinary is seen in the room of the Chelas; there are 
only a few mats and tiger skins. Books, tobacco pipes and writing materials 
are scattered over the floor. Tables and chairs are absent, for they are quite 
unnecessary for those who are accustomed to sit in Oriental fashion squatting 
upon the ground. 

The top story of the building contained the Talking Image, the jewel of the 
Society for Distribution of Wisdom. This room was the sanctuary of the 
pagoda. It was built in the shape of an octagon, its ceiling was a high vault, 
painted in blue with golden stars, representing the twelve signs of the Zodiac, 
while in the midst was the emblem of the Sun with an eye in it. This represented 
universal Consciousness, and the eye was surrounded by a triangle, the repre
sentation of form. The walls were hung with dark tapestry, ornamented with 
magical signs. There were Persian mats and Indian shawls, arms and ornaments 
of various savage nations and a number of stuffed animals, including a gorilla, a 
pelican and the skin of a cobra. There was only one window on the eastern 
side looking towards the river and a soft light fell through its stained glass upon 
an object that stood motionless in the centre of the room, while all around it was 
semi-darkness and gloom. 

This object was the Talking Image itself. 
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Various attempts have been made by prominent writers to give a fair descrip
tion of the Talking Image and its natural history; but none of them have been 
successfu~ nor is there much hope that we shall succeed in this task, unless the 
readers will permit us to employ our clairvoyant powers; and even then the 
success will be doubtfuL Nevertheless, we will try: 

Standing upon its pedestal it was an imposing figure, resembling somewhat a 
woman in a state of trance. Usually there was to all appearance, no life about it 
except its head. From the eyes downward it seemed to be dead, immovable, 
heartless and petrified From the eyes upward it was alive, at times conscious, 
and sometimes even of superhuman intelligence. The statue seemed made 
of stone; still there was a brain in it, capable of reasoning and thinking. All 
this apparent immovability was, however, merely an illusion. In reality the 
Image was a compound of living and conscious elemental principles, which had, 
so to say, crystallized into a compound organism of a very singUlar nature; and, 
as a magnet attracts iron filings and fixes them upon its surface, in a similar 
manner the elemental principles composing the body of the Image would attract 
to themselves corresponding intelligent principles· of various grades and 
characters from the unseen world. 

Thoughts existing in the minds of those who were near, and even of those 
who were distant, would, on reaching the Image, act upon corresponding elements 
within the stone-like mass, and as a mirror reflects the objects in its vicinity, 
likewise the statue would reflect the thoughts of persons whether present or 
absent. Nor was it at all necessary that such persons should themselves 
be conscious of the thoughts which they projected upon the Image; on the 
contrary, the latter seemed to be impressed especially powerfully by the thoughts 
that came, so to say, from the hearl and not from the brains of others, and it 
gave utterance to such thoughts in speech and, occasionally, in writing. 

Therefore its utterances were, at times, a reflection of the interior states of 
those who were en rapporl with the Image; but at other times phenomena of a 
superior order took place. On such occasions a light of a seemingly super
natural kind, coming, not from the heart, but from the outside, seemed to enter and 
to illuminate that brain. Then the grey and immovable eyes would brighten, as if 
they belonged to a human being, capable of feeling and subject to emotions, 
and on such occasions the Image would speak words of great wisdom that 
astonished the world and perplexed the scientists and philosophers. But when 
that Light was entirely absent, and only weak-minded and superficial persons 
were present, it would be either entirely silent or merely echo back the 
words of the latter. 

Being like a mirror, it would reflect truly the best as well as the worst traits 
of those who stood before it. It was at once the pride and the despair of its 
friends, and an object of scorn for its enemies; for neither the one nor the 
other understood its true nature. It seemed to be like all human beings of a 
dual nature or possessed of two polarities; but while in human beings there is 
usually no marked line of distinction between the high and the low, it seemed 
as if in the Image the two natures had become separated from each other. 
It was in fact like an animal and a god, without the intermediary human element 
between the two poles. 

The nature of the material of which it was composed was an object of con-
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tinual quarrel among scientists, and has never been satisfactorily explained. It 
seemed to be stone and yet still it could not be stone of a usual kind. It was 
as if it were made of a substance composed of a great number of living beings 
of an unknown kind, in a state of sleep or petrification, from which they could 
be temporarily awakened when that superior light radiated on the brain. It 
then seemed as if each of these component parts had a life of its own, and 
could act independently of the organism of the Image. It was even said that on 
certain occasions some of these integral parts had separated themselves from 
the Image, and could act intelligently at a distance, but had to return again, in 
the same sense as we may send a thought to a friend in a distant country, which 
may enter the consciousness of that friend, while, at the same time, we do not 
lose the thought, for it resumes its place in our memory after the service is 
rendered. But while the thoughts of ordinary human beings are not self
conscious, but reflect merely the consciousness of the sender, the thoughts 
thus emanating from the Image were said to be made self-conscious by the power 
of that mysterious Light, so that they could act, as it were, independently of the 
Image and do many queer things. 

Such phenomena, however, did not take place under all circumstances. 
Sometimes the Image answered questions, and at other times it remained 
obstinately silent. A series of scientific experiments were made by eminent 
scientists, under the supervision of the Hierophant, for the purpose of deter
mining the cause of this instability. Barometrical, thermometrical, hygro
metrical, electrical and magnetic observations and measurements were taken; 
but no satisfactory conclusions were arrived at. The Talking Image seemed to 
care nothing for scientific conditions; but proved to be fickle-minded, and to 
have a will of its own. At present the scientific experiments were discontinued, 
and the mechanism of the Image was authoritatively declllred to belong to the 
region of the Unknowable in Nature. 

Captain Bumpkins, however, being of a scientific turn of mind, had not yet 
given up all hope to find out how the mechanism worked. He had applied to 
the Society.for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences at London to send him a 
man who was an expert in such matters, to examine the Image; and not long 
after the arrival of our friends, the Hierophant received information that a Mr. 
Botter, a member of that Society, who had made himself quite celebrated by the 
discovery of some remnants of the Tower of Babel, and of some petrified wood 
of Noah's Ark, would be sent to explore the mystery. Captain Bumpkins was 
anxiously awaiting his arrivaL 

However, we will not anticipate the regular course of events. 
While the Hierophant is enjoying his dinner with his guests, we will step into 

the sacred room and see what is taking place. Everything is silent there; only 
the rush of the water in the swiftly-flowing river below, and occasionally the shout 
of a fisherman, is heard, for the noise of the crowd in the park does not 
penetrate into this place, and the native musicians are resting from their ex
haustive muscular labour. Presently the door opens, and Madame Corneille 
enters. She throws a shy glance around, and silently closes and locks the door. 
Then, approaching the Image, she addresses the latter, commanding it in a stem 
voice to "awaken I" 

A commotion seems to take place within the Image. A shadow of disgust and 
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contempt creeps over its face. It does not move its lips, but a hollow voice, 
coming apparently from the base of the Image, answers : 

"Be gone ," 
.. I shall not be gone," answered Madame Corneille. "I know the secret of 

your composition, and I can manage some of the devils that have possession of 
you. Keep quiet, or I shall speak the word that will dissolve you into thin air." 

" What do you want?" sounded the voice. 
"I want to remain what I am," answered Madame Corneille. " I am the 

mistress of this place. I have power over the blustering Hierophant, and the 
Chelas crawl at my feet; but now a worm has crossed my path, and I must make 
him obedient like the rest. Mr. Green has been impudent to me. Put him 
down." 

While Madame Corneille was speaking, the lower parts of the statue seemed 
to become alive, a cloud issued from its base, and became more and more dense, 
until it shaped itself into a curious being, which was neither an animal nor a man. 
It was rather of a ludicrous than of a terrible aspect, resembling, to a certain 
extent, a human being of minute proportions; but its head was that of a bird of 
prey, with big protruding goggle eyes; while its long spindle legs ended in we~ 
footed extremities, like those of a goose. When the monster was fully formed, 
Madame Corneille laid a sheet of paper before it, and directly her thoughts 
became expressed upon the paper in writing. When the writing was finished, 
the Elemental again dissolved into a cloud, .which entered into the body of the 
Image. During this process the Image seemed to be perfectly dead; but when 
the Elemental had returned to its place, the eyes of the Image shone with a 
faint spark of life. 

Madame Corneille folded the paper in the shape of a letter, and deposited it 
at the feet of the statue. Smiling contentedly, she then retired as noiselessly as 
she had come. But the Image did not stir; only the expression of pain which 
rested upon its face during the presence of Madame Corneille faded away, and 
was replaced once more by that of repose. 

About an hour after this event a procession was seen to go towards the 
temple. It consisted of a number of persons among which were our friends, 
Mrs. Honeycomb, Pancho, and Mr. Green, who, having been duly tested and 
examined, and not found wanting, were now to be initiated by Captain 
Bumpkins into the secrets of the Mysterious Brotherhood Mr. Ram, who 
walked at the head of the procession, carried the unavoidable flag, and Mr. 
Malaban the utensils necessary for fumigation, to drive evil spirits away. In the 
midst of the crowd walked the Hierophant. 

The procession ascended the stairs and entered the room of the Image. The 
Chelas prostrated themselves before it, and Captain Bumpkins followed their ex
ample, looking like a fish out of water as he floundered upon the floor. Mr. 
Green, too, made an effort to do likewise, but remembering the dignity due to 
his future position, he stopped and merely made a reverential bow. Mrs. Honey
comb made a nice curtsey, giving to the Image the sweetest of her smiles 
practised expressly for that purpose, and Pancho waited to see what was coming. 
He had still great doubts in regard to the existence of the Mysterious Brother
hood, but hated to gil·e up his illusion. Now the time for a final decision had 
come. Now or never would these secrets be revealed to him. 
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The Chelas arose. Captain Bumpkins resumed his former position. The 
initiation began. 

II Ladies and gentlemen," said the Hierophant, "this is the most solemn day 
in my life, as I have the honour of introducing you to the Talking Image of 
Urur. It is perhaps the greatest curiosity in the world, and there are thousands 
of people who would be willing to give their bottom dollar to see it. About its 
natural history little is known; I captured it myself in the interior of Africa, 
with a great deal of danger to myself, and brought it here at a considerable ex
pense. You may touch it, to see that it is made of solid material and that there 
is no trickery about it, though it is able to talk. If it were necessary I could 
produce certificates from persons of very high standing, to prove its solidity. I 
have exhibited it before a great number of African kings and queens, who have 
been gracious enough to express their entire gratification. It is awful hot 
to-day." 

The Hierophant wiped the sweat from his brow, and then continued: 
"I am now going to divulge to you the greatest mysteries; such as I would 

not reveal for a thousand dollars to anyone save to a member of our society." 
After a solemn silence, Captain Bumpkins went on: 
II This Image has been magnetized and psychologized by the Mysterious 

Brotherhood. Being in a state of hypnotism it is always inhabited by one or 
more of the Brothers, who will give answers to the questions we ask. I am now 
going to make them talk." 

Captain Bumpkins then advanced towards the Image, and said: 
"Who is now present in you? Is it Krashibashi ? " 
"Krashibashi," repeated the voice from the interior of the Image. 
"You see, ladies and gentlemen, it is Krashibashi himself." Then addressing 

the Image, he asked: 
" May I ask a question? " 
" Ask a question," answered the Image. 
"Will the Btother kindly tell me the names of those Black Magicians ? " 

asked the Hierophant. 
"Black Magicians," echoed the Image. 
"Yes; the Black Magicians who desire to ruin our Society," continued 

the Hierophant. "Tell us their names, so that we may kill and destroy 
them." 

" Kill and destroy them," was the answer. 
"You see, ladies and gentlemen; the Brothers give us full permIsSion to 

kill and destroy these villains; but they are not permitted to reveal their names. 
We will have to go out in our astral bodies to hunt them up." 

" May I ask a question?" asked Mr. Green, and the answer came: 
"Ask a question." 
"I wish to call the attention of the respectable Mysterious Brotherhood," 

said Mr. Green, "to the fact that having received a superior education at one 
of the most eminent colleges in Europe, and having studied Latin and Greek, 
geography and natural history, I consider myself qualified to become a member 
of the Mysterious Brotherhood. I would therefore ask whether I will be 
accepted as a real Chela?" 

"Will be accepted as a real Chela," sounded the answer. 
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CC Let me congratulate you," said the Hierophant to Mr. Green. cc What an 
honour is that conferred upon you I " 

The Hierophant embraced Mr. Green and Mrs. Honeycomb looked upon 
him with profound admiration; but Mr. Malaban being of a jealous nature, did 
not like to have such high honours conferred upon a European. Bending over, 
he whispered to Mr. Ram: "I do not think this is to be taken seriously. 
Krashibashi said it.merely in fun." 

"Krashibashi said it merely in fun," repeated the Image. 
The Hierophant, however, as well as Mr. Green, were too much enraptured 

to hear that remark. After their mutual congratulations were over Mrs. 
Honeycomb stepped forward and asked whether she was permitted to ask a 
question. 

"Ask a question," came the voice from the Image 
"I only wish to know," said Mrs. Honeycomb, "whether my friend, the 

Countess Carnivalli is well? " 
"The Countess Carnivalli is wel~" was the reply of the Image. 
" Ladies and gentlemen," said the Hierophant, "I have now initiated you 

into the greatest mystel] of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom, and these 
secrets are not to be divulged to anybody unless he has been fully tested and 
tried beyond the possibility of backsliding or becoming a traitor. I hope that 
none of you will ever communicate them to anyone without my permission. 
If one of you should ever be indiscreet, let him look out for Captain Bumpkins. 
I am not given to joking. I have been an officer under King Malabolo. I 
once hit a man with a double-barrelled shot-gun." 

" My friend, the Countess Carnivalli ... " began Mrs. Honeycomb; but she 
was interrupted by Malaban, who noticed an occult letter at the feet of the 
Image. He picked it up and handed it to the Hierophant. It was addressed 
to Mr. Green and contained the following: 

"To Mr. Green, titulary p,o!Jalionary Cltela.-You have shown a deplorable 
want of intelligence in insulting our most intimate friend and adviser, Madame 
Corneille. Under other circumstances such a misbehaviour would put an end 
to your Chelaship. In offending Madame Corneille you have offended me. 
For once we will overlook your profound ignorance and stupidity; but we order 
you to beg her pardon and to put yourself under her guidance. Have implicit 
faith in Madame Corneille; tell her all your secrets and obey all her directions. 
Whatever Madame Corneille may order you to do, do it.-Kraskj!Jaskj." 

"A letter from Krashibashi I" exclaimed the Hierophant. "Oh, how 
blessed you are, my brother," and Captain Bumpkins went once more to em
brace Mr. Green, nearly upsetting him. 

"My master is Rataborumatchi; I do not know Krashibash~" said Mr. 
Green. 

" Wretch!" shouted the Hierophant. "Krashibashi is the boss of the 
Mysterious Brotherhood. I would not give one Krashibashi for a dozen 
Rataborumatchi. What! a stripling without any beard on his face comes 
here to discredit the words of Krashibashi! Shame upon you! I am ready 
to whip anybody who says that Krashibashi is not a gentleman." 
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Captain Bumpkins had t:iIked himself.into quite an excitement and proceeded 
to pull off his coat to show that he was in fighting trim; but Mrs. Honeycomb 
interfered and succeeded in pacifying him. 

"Now don't!" she said. "Just· keep yourself quiet, Captain Bumpkins and 
don't put on airs. There is no use in being angry. There is nobody who has 
anything against Krashibashi." 

Overcome by emotion, the Hierophant stopped, and then as suddenly 
staggered towards Mrs. Honeycomb and shook hands with her. Then growing 
sentimental he began to weep and blubbered out: "My dear Mrs. Honeycomb I 
You are my only friend. You are a true daughter of Krashibashi. Swear that 
you will never betray me. Swear! " 

"0, Captain Bumpkins!" sighed Mrs. Honeycomb . 
•• Shall I make some smoke?" asked Malaban, getting his incense ready. 
" No! " said the· Hierophant. "The meeting is adjourned sine die." 
The Chelas then prostrated themselves again before the Talking I~age and 

retired in the same order in which they had entered the Shrine. The Hiero
phant walking arm-in-arm with Mrs. Honeycomb wobbled away, followed by 
Mr. Green. But Pancho, seeing that he was unobserved, remained behind. A 
moment after he was alone with the Talking Image in the sacred Shrine of Urur. 

For a while he stood motionless, like the Talking Image itself, looking at the 
latter and lost in his thoughts. " This then," he said to himself, "is the summum 
"unum of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom, and the essence of its 
mysteries. The Hierophant, an imbecile, the Chelas, simpletons, the Talking 
Image an echo I Was I possessed by the spirit of an idiot when I made up my 
mind to go to Urur in search of self-knowledge, or was it the devil that rendered 
me gullible enough to believe in the absurd tales of Mr. Puffer, the Chela? Now 
I have had my experience and the farce is ended. The scales have fallen 
from my eyes. The next steamer shall carry me home to my wife; but you, 0, 
Talking I}Tlage, who are the cause of all this illusion and mischief; you who 
delude the ignorant and betray the weak, may you be .•.. " 

Pancho did not finish his sentence, for at that moment a rosy light filled the 
room and an exquisite odour became perceptible. A halo of golden light of a 
super mundane character surrounded the head of the Image, sending silvery 
rays upwards towards the ceiling, and, as Pancho lifted his eyes to the ceiling, it 
faded away and 0, wonder! above the statue of stone there floated another Image, 
an exact representation or counterpart of the former, but far more beautifu~ 

ethereal, living. . .. The glassy gaze of the statue had gone; and an angelic 
being whose eyes seemed to penetrate to the very centre of Pancho's soul and 
to read his innermost thoughts, was looking down on him! 

Speechless, he beheld the apparent miracle taking place before his eyes, and 
he saw that the ethereal form floated down and surrounding the Image became 
at last absorbed by it; and in proportion as the latter absorbed its own 
ethereal counterpart, the eyes of the statue began to brighten, life seemed to 
come into its limbs, until at last when the absorption was .finished, the Talking 
Image itself seemed to be transformed into an angelic being, hardly inferior to 
its celestial counterpart. It then began to speak in a sweet voice, differing 
entirely from the one heard before. It said: 

"Curse not the Image, my friend, which,· like all other beings, is but an 
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instrument in the hands of its own creator. The echo gives foolish answers to 
the questions of the fool, but by him who seeks for wisdom, wisdom will be re
ceived. An instrument which is not attuned gives forth discordant sounds, and 
a harp played upon by an ignorant child will not produce the same melodies as 
if played by a master musician. Is paper to be cursed, because falsehoods 
may be written upon it ? Are mirrors to be abolished because they reflect the 
faces of the vile, as truly as those of the virtuous?" 

" Who are you, 0, beautiful being?" asked Pancho. "Are you the god you 
seem to be or am I labouring under an illusion? " 

" I am the Master of the Image," answered the latter. "To know my name 
would be useless to you. The Light which shines within my being and which 
gives me Life is self·existent and true. My form is an illusion like yours, like 
that of Captain Bumpkins, and like that of every other being on earth. All forms 
are illusive and impermanent; they are not self-existent but subject to continual 
change. But all, however imperfect they may. be, are instruments through 
which the truth may become manifest, for in all of them is a spark of light, 
a product of the ray of the Sun of Divine Wisdom. There are lilies and tUlips 
in the gardens, and daisies upon the fields; and in all of them the light of the 
sun manifests itself by producing various colours and hues. The forms perish, 
but the sunlight continues to exist even after all the flowers are gone." 

"Where can I find that light?" asked Pancho. 
"Where should you expect to find the light that shines in you except within 

your own Higher Self?" replied the Image, "Seek it where it exists and not 
where it cannot be known. Seek it not in the realm of the imagination, but at 
the fountain of truth; seek it not in the brain but in the heart, the centre of 
your own world." , 

"You have desired a man who would work entirely unselfishly for the benefit 
of humanity," said Pancho. " To such a man you have promised to communi
cate all your knowledge. I have come to undertake that work without regard 
to self. When shall I obtain my reward? " 

There was a pause, and then the voice from the Image spoke and said: "He 
who has given up the love of Self seeks for no reward. Only to him who asks 
for nothing, everything shall be given." 

" Teach me then," answered Pancho, "how I can give up the love of self." 
" Acquire first the knowledge of Self," answered the voice;· "you cannot give 

up consciously a thing which you do not know, and which is not in your 
possession. " 

.. Give me then the power to possess myself; teach me the secrets of 
Alchemy." .... 

As Pancho uttered this selfish prayer, a clap of thunder shook the temple 
from the top to its very foundation, and the room grew suddenly dark. In
vOluntMily he closed his eyes for a moment, and when he opened them again. 
the rosy light and the fragrance had disappeared and the room looked as usual. 
The Image looked cold and deathlike. Its stony eyes were directed towards the 
ceiling, and the questions which Pancho asked elicited no response; its features 
had the aspect of perfect indifference. 

He was now fully convinced that there exist superior and intelligent powers. 
invisible to the eyes of mortal man. but nevertheless living and active; but he 
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was also certain that such powers were something different from what he was 
led to believe, and that their duties must be of a higher kind than to magnetize 
their blockhead admirers and to play tricks for the amusement of those who 
flattered them. It then seemed to Pancho as if within himself was contained 
the shadow of such a power; a consciousness of a higher mind, a state into 
which he who enters loses all sight of terrestrial things and is entirely 
unaffected by that which concerns the everchanging illusion called the 
personality of man. Caring nothing for its~ sorrows and joys, he dwells 
in a realm where all is Light, peace, tranquillity, glory and enduring happiness, 
fn an interior realm where all speculation and fancy cease and pure knowledge 
alone exists. Surely this and none other must be the realm wherein dwells the 
Mysterious Brotherhood. . ... 

After this adventure Pancho did not feel inclined to mix with the crowd but 
wanted to commune with his own thoughts. He walked towards the seashore 
and arrived at the beach over which the waves rolled in rhythmic succession. 
There was a sandhill from which a fine view could be had of the sea and the 
distant eity. A number of native fishermen were engaged in stretching nets 
upon a sandbank at the mouth of the river; for as the waves rolled over the 
bank, they carried with them their living inhabitants and many an unfortunate 
victim was caught in the treacherous net. There were some beautiful shells 
buried here and there in the sand; but there were no Barnacles, such as Pancho 
had seen on the !.hores of the Pacific, when he walked there with his beloved 
Conchita, and promised to her that their love should not separate them even 10 

death. 
(To be continued.) 

NOTICE. 

IT is proposed to form a Branch of the Theosophical Society in the West of 
England. 

Members will probably live so far apart that regular meetings can only occa
sionally be held, but it is thought that the members of a Society might be kept 
in touch with each other by means of correspondence. All persons living in 
Devon, Cornwall, Somerset or Dorset, who are interested in Theosophy, are 
invited to communicate with 

Mrs. Passingham, 

Penrhyn House, 

Alexandra Terrace, 

Exmouth, 

Devon. 
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ART DURING THE EGYPTIAN FOURTH DYNASTY, 

THE PERIOD OF THE PYRAMID-BUILDING KINGS. 

mHAT excellence in the fine arts and advance in civilization go hand 
J1 in hand, is an accepted axiom in history j whose truth is confirmed 

by the fact that the most refined and civilized nations of anti
quity, such as the Egyptians, the Assyrians. the Greeks, and the Romans, 
were unquestionably, also, farther advanced in the fine arts than their 
less civilized contemporaries. Furthermore, the Archaic period of art 
corresponds usually to the earlier age of the nation, as the finest period 
of art does to that nation in the zenith of its power; so that these two, 
art and civilization, are indissolubly bound together. And as the nation 
gradually declines from its superiority, so does its art gradually 
deteriorate. 

All modem Egyptologists agree in assigning to the Pyramid-builders 
a far more ancient date than that given by Herodotus to the brethren 
Cheops and Cephran, who are now usually identified with the Suphis of 
Manetho, and the Khufuf or Khufu, or Xufu, and Khafra or Shafra, of 
the Tablets of Abydos and Saqqarah. In the Turin papyrus only the 
termination .. zaf" of the name of the third king of the fourth dynasty 
is legible. 

Now, when we attentively examine the construction of the Great 
Pyramid, we shall find evidences of no common mechanical skill dis
played therein. Whether we consider the magnitude of the undertaking, 
the excessive finish of the work, or the proportional measurements, we 
shall feel sure that such a production could only be the outcome of an 
age which possessed a high civilization. Consequently, according to my 
previous argument, the art of the fourth dynasty should bear marks of a 
similar advancement And when we look for these in the sculpture of 
this period, we shall not be disappointed. There is a notable example 
of this to be found in a statue belonging to this dynasty, which is now 
in the British Museum, to which it was presented by Captain Caviglia 
in 1817. It represents a full-length figure of an officer of rank in a 
marching attitude, and is from a tomb near the pyramids. It is executed 
almost entirely in the round, the back of the figure being supported by 
a fragment of wall, and it has evidently undergone rough usage, for the 
head is wanting, the greater part of the right arm has been destroyed, 
and the fingers of the left hand are gone. With the exception of a 
short kilt, the figure is nude, the nude parts having been coloured a 
dark, dull red. The modelling of these is excellent, and far superior to 
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some of the later sculptures, notably to those of the dynasties nearly 
succeeding it. There is far more of the grace of Greek productions in 
it, than the majority of Egyptian statues bear, while it is far older than 
even the earliest Hellenic statues. It is very nearly life-size. The posi
tion is easy, the weight on the right foot, the left foot and leg being ad
vanced, while the arms hang easily at the side. The poise of the whole 
figure is graceful, and there is little or none of the stiffness and form
ality of later Egyptian art. Some statues near it of the Xlth and 
XIIth dynasties are not nearly so good. There is, however, a seated 
figure of Betmes, a functionary, belonging to the IVth dynasty, which is 
not at all to be compared with the one just mentioned, the figure being 
squat and awkward, and the head too large; but still, the modellillg" of 
the face is better than in some of the later statues. There is also a head 
of the god Ptah of this dynasty, which is well modelled notwithstanding 
that it has suffered much from the ravages of time. In connection with 
the support at the back of the first-mentioned statue, I will quote Raw
linson, who says :-" Another curious peculiarity of Egyptian stone 
statues is the support which is given to them at the back. Except in 
the case of sitting figures, which have the support of their chairs or 
thrones, Egyptian stone statues have almost invariably at their back an 
upright slab or plinth, sometimes resembling an obelisk, against which 
the figures lean, and with which they are in a manner blended. This is 
probably explained rightly as the reminiscence of a time when all 
statues were attached to walls, and constituted mere architectural adorn
ments." 
• At the museum at Boulaq are two statues of King Shafra of this 
dynasty in green basalt, his own gift to the Temple of the Sphinx; both 
well executed, and also a wooden head of a statue called the "Sheikh 
el Belled," probably of the time of the Fourth Dynasty. Besides these. 
at Wady Magarah are some well executed bas-reliefs of this epoch; the 
whole showing that art at this period must have been in an advanced 
condition. But what then was the cause of its decadence, as exemplified 
in the statues of the XIth and XIIth Dynasties, for it is to be borne in 
mind that the irruption of the Hyksos or Shepherd Kings did not take 
place till the XVIth Dynasty, which much later period, on the showing 
of the Book of Genesis, was still anterior to the descent of Jacob and 
his family into Egypt: for, then, "every Shepherd was an abomination 
unto the Egyptians." 

Brugsch deduces from the monuments, and from Herodotus' account 
of Nitocris, that after the Vlth Dynasty, Egypt was for some time split 
up into feuds and factions and petty kingdoms, till the time of King 
Ra-neb-tain, Mentu-Notep of the Xlth Dynasty. 

Manetho says that Othoes of the Vlth Dynasty was killed by his 
guards, another argument of feud and rebellion. 

Rawlinson observes that there are no monumental traces of the five 
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dynasties which Manetho placed between the VIth and the XIIth save 
two or three of the XIth Dynasty. 

Bunsen says that evidently the VIIth and VIIIth Dynasties were 
periods of very great confusion j and that there was a severe struggle 
for the supremacy between the Theban and Memphite Kings. 

All these authorities therefore agree in stating that a period of dark
ness and contention occurred towards the end of the Vlth Dynasty j and 
I am therefore justified, I think, in drawing from these premises the 
conclusion that the IVth and Vth Dynasties were far in advance of the 
later ones in civilization and knowledge j and that the Great Pyramid is 
not, as some have deemed it, the production of an age of barbarism and 
ignorance. Further, this period of the IVth Dynasty is of a remote 
antiquity, and far earlier than even the time of Abraham, for, according 
to Brugsch, its date would be circa 3,700 B.C. 

S. LIDDELL MACGREGOR MATHERS. 

MORAL PRECEPTS. 

(Translated from an Efyptian Papyrus in tne ,Lquvre.) 

Let no bitterness find entrance into the heart of a mother. 
Kill not, lest thou shouldst be killed. 
Do not make a wicked man thy companion. 
Do not act on the ad vice of a fool. 
Build not thy tomb higher than those of thy superiors. 
Illtreat not thy inferior, and respect those who are venerable. 
Illtreat not thy wife, whose strength is less than thine, but protect her. 
Curse not thy Master before the gods, and speak no evil of him. 
Save not thy life at the expense of another's. 
Sacrifice not thy weaker child to the stronger, but protect him. 
Amuse not thyself at the expense of those who depend on thee. 
Permit not thy son to get entangled with a married woman. 
Build not thy tomb on thine own lands. 
Build not thy tomb nelr a temple. 

Pervert not the heart of a man who is pure. 
Assume not a proud demeanour. 
Mock not a veneuble ma'l, for he is thy !.u)erior. 

16 
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THE ROOTS OF RITUALISM IN CHURCH AND 
MASONRY. 

(Continuedfrom the March Number.) 

VII. 

m1HE ritualism of primitive Christianity-as now sufficiently shown 
JIb -sprang from ancient Masonry. The latter was, in its turn, the 

offspring of the, then, almost dead Mysteries. Of these we have 
now a few words to say. 

It is well known that throughout antiquity, besides the popular wor
ship composed of the dead-letter forms and empty exoteric ceremonies, 
every nation had its secret cult known to the world as the MYSTERIES. 

Strabo, one among many others, warrants for this assertion (Vide Georg'. 
lib. 10.) No one received admittance into them save those prepared for 

. it by special training. The neophytes instructed in the upper temples 
were initiated into the final Mysteries in the crypts. These instructions 
were the last surviving heirloom of archaic wisdom, and it is under the 
guidance of high Initiates that they were macted. We use the word 
" enacted" purposely; for the oral instructions at low breath were given 
only in the crypts, in solemn silence and secrecy. During the public 
classes and general teachings, the lessons in cosmogony and theogony 
were delivered in allegorical representation, the modus operandi of the 
gradual evolution of Kosmos, worlds, and finally of our earth, of gods 
and men, all was imparted in a symbolical way. The great public per
formances during the festivals of the Mysteries, were witnessed by the 
masses and the personified truths worshipped by the multitudes-blindb'. 
Alone the high Initiates, the Epopt(l!, understood their language and real 
meaning. All this, and so far, is well known to the world of scholars. 

It was a common claim of all the ancient nations that the real mys
teries of what is called so unphilosophically, creatioll, were divulged to 
the elect of our (fifth) race by its first dynasties of divine Rulers-gods 
in flesh, "divine incarnations," or Avatars, so called. The last Stanzas, 
given from the Book of Dzyan in the Secret Doctrine (Vol. ii., p. 21). 
speak of those who ruled over the descendants" produced from the holy 
stock," and .... "who re-descended, who made peace with ithe fifth 
(race) who taught and instructed it." 

The phrase "made peace" shows that there had been a previous 
quarrel. The fate of the Atlanteans in our philosophy, and that of the 
predz1uvians in the Bible, corroborates the idea. Once more-many 
centuries before the Ptolemies-the same abuse of the sacred knowledge 
crept in amongst the initiates of the Sanctuary in Egypt. Preserved 
for countless ages in all their purity, the sacred teachings of the gods, 
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-owing to personal ambition and selfishness, became corrupted again. 
The meaning of the symbols found itself but too often desecrated by 
unseemly interpretations, and very soon the Eleusinian Mysteries remained 
the only ones pure from adulteration and sacrilegious innovations. These 
were in honour of (Ceres) Demeter, or Nature, and were celebrated in 
Athens, the flowers of the intellect of Asia Minor and Greece being 
initiated thereinto. In his 4th Book, Zosimus states that these Initiates 
embraced tIle whole of mankind; * while Aristides calls the Mysteries 
the common temple of tke earth. . 

It is to preserve some reminiscence of this" temple," and to rebuild it, 
if need be, that certain elect ones among the initiated began to be set 
apart. This was done by their High Hierophants in every century, 
from the time when the sacred allegories showed the first signs of 
desecration and decay. For the great Eleusim'a finally shared the same 
fate as the others. Their earlier excellency and purpose are described 
by Clement of Alexandria who shows the greater Mysteries divulging 
the secrets and the mode of construction of the Universe, this being the 
beginning, the end and the ultimate goal of human knowledge, for in 
them was shown to the initiated Nature and all things as tkeyare. (Strom. 
8.) This is the Pythagorean Gnosis, -q 'Y"routr; Tro" ~/ITQ)". Epictetus 
speaks of these instructions in the highest terms: " All that is ordained 
therein was established by our masters for the instruction of men and 
the correction of our customs." (apttd Arrz'an. Dissert.lib. cap. 21.) Plato 
asserts in the PklXdo the same: the object of the Mysteries was to re
establish the soul in its primordial purity, or tkat state of perfection from 
whicle it had fallelZ. 

VIII. 
But there came a day when the Mysteries deviated from their purity in 

the same way as the exoteric religions. This began when the State be
thought itself, on the advice of Aristogeiton (510 B.C.), of drawing from the 
Eleusilzia a constant and prolific source of income. A law was passed 
to that effect. Henceforth, no one could be initiated without paying a 
-certain sum of money for the privilege. That boon which could-hitherto 
be acquired only at the price of incessant, almost superhuman effort, 
toward virtue and excellency, was now to be purchased for so much gold. 
Laymen-and even priests themselves-while accepting the desecration 
lost eventually their past reverence for the inner Mysteries, and this led to 
further profanation of the Sacred Science. The rent made in the veil 
widened with every century; and more than ever the Supreme Hiero
phants, dreading the final publication and distortion of the most holy 
secrets of nature, laboured to eliminate them from the ilmer programme, 
limiting the full knowledge thereof but to the few. It is those set apart 
who soon became the only custodians of the divine heirloom of the ages. 

* Says Cicero in de ,Vat. Deorum, lib. 1-" omitto Eleuiinam salldtm iI/am el "ugustam .. ,,6 
inilianlur genies orarum ullima." 

16* 
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Seven centuries later, we find Apuleius, his sincere inclination toward 
magic and the mystical notwithstanding, writing in his Goldell Ass a bitter 
satire against the hypocrisy and debauchery of certain orders of kalf
initiated priests. It is through him also, that we learn that in his day 
(lInd century A.D.) the Mysteries had become so universal that persons 
of all ranks and conditions, in every country, men, women, and children 
all were initiated! Initiation had become as necessary in his day as 
baptism has since become with the Christians; and, as the latter is now, 
so the former had become then-i.e., meaningless, and a purely dead
letter ceremony of mere form. Still later, the fanatics of the new 
religion laid their heavy hand on the Mysteries. 

The Epoptce, they" who see things as they are" disappeared one by 
one, emigrating into regions inaccessible to the Christians. The lIfystd! 
(from Mystes "or veiled ") "they who see things only as they appear .. 
remained very soon, alone, sole maiters of the situation. 

It is the former, the "set apart," who have preserved the true 
secrets; it is the Mystce, those who knew them only superficially, 
who laid the first foundation stone of modern masonry; and it is from 
this half pagan, half converted J9rimitive fraternity of Masons that 
Christian ritualism and most of dogmas were born. Both the Epopta: 
and the Mystce are entitled to the name of JIt/asolZS: for both carrying 
out their pledges to, and the injunction of their long departed Hiero
phants and ~auiAE;,r; "Kings" rebuilt, the Epopt.:e, their" lower," and the 
Myst.:e, their" upper" temples. For such were the irrespective appellations 
in antiquity, and are so to this day in certain regions. Sophocles speaks 
in the Electra (Act 2) of the foundations of Athens-the site. of the 
Eleusinian Mysteries-as being the" sacred edifice of the gods," i.e. built 
by the gods. Initiation was spoken of as "walking into the temple," 
and" cleaning," or rebuilding tke temple referred to the body of an initiate 
on his last and supreme trial. (Vide St. John'S Gospel, ii., 19). 
The esoteric doctrine, also, was sometimes called by the name of 
"Temple" and popular exoteric religion, by that of "city." To build 
a temple meant to found an esoteric school; to" build a city temple" 
signified to establish a public cult. Therefore, the true surviving 
~' Masons" of the IOUler Temple, or the CI'J'jJt, the sacred place of 
initiation, are the only custodians of the true Masollic secrets now 
lost to the world. We yield willingly to the modern Fraternity of 
Masons the title of "Builders of the kigher Temple," as the a priori 
superiority of the comparative adjective is as illusionary as the blaze 
of the burning bush of Moses itself in the Templars' Lodges. 

IX. 
The misunderstood allegory known as the Descent into Hades, has 

wrought infinite mischief. The exoteric "fable" of Hercules and 
Theseus descending into the ill(emal regiolls; th:! journey thither of 
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Orpheus, who found his way by the power of his lyre(O'Zlid ,Y/etam.); 
of Krishna, and finally of Christ, who" descended into Hell and the third 
day rose again from the dead "-was twisted out of recognition by the 
non-initiated adapters of pagan rites and transformers thereof, into 
Church rites and dogmas. 

Astronomically, this descent into hell symbolized the Sun during the 
autumnal equinox when abandoning the higher sidereal regions-there 
was a supposed fight between him and the Demon of Darkness who got 
the best of our luminary. Then the Sun was imagined to undergo a 
temporary death and to descend into the infernal regions. But 
mystically, it typified the initiatory rites in the crypts of the temple, 
called the Underworld. Bacchus, Herakles, Orpheus, Asklepios and 
all the other visitors of the crypt, all descended i1lto hell and ascended 
thmce Oil the third day, for all were initiates and "Builders of the lower 
Temple." The words addressed by Hermes to Prometheus, chained on 
the arid rocks of the Caucasus-i.e. bound by ignorance to his physical 
body and devoured therefore by the vultures of passion-apply to every 
neophyte, to every Chrestos on trial. "To such labours look thou for 
no termination until the (or a) god shall appear as a substitute in thy 
pangs and shall be wiIIing to go both to gloomy Hades and to the 
murky depths around Tartarus." (.tEschylus: Prometheus, 1027, ff.) 
They mean simply that until Prometheus (or man) could find the" God," 
or Hierophant (the Initiator) who would willingly descend into the 
crypts of initiation, and walk around Tartarus with him, the vulture of 
passion would never cease to gnaw his vitals. * .tEschylus as a pledged 
Initiate could say no more; but Aristophanes less pious, or more daring, 
divulges the secret to those who are not blinded by a too strong pre· 
conception, in his immortal satire on Heracles' descmt into Hell. 
(Frogs.) There we find the chorus of the "blessed ones" (the 
initiated), the Elysian Fields, the arrival of Bacchus (the god Hiero
phant) with Herakles, the reception with lighted torches, emblems of 
IleW LIFE and RESURRECTION from the darkness of human ignorance 
to the light of spiritual knowledge-eternal LIFE. Every word of the 
brilliant satire shows the inner meaning of the poet: 

" Wake, burning torches . . . . for thou comest 
Shaking them in thy hand, lacche, 
Phosphoric star of the nightly rite." 

All such final initiations took place during the night. To speak, 
therefore, of anyone as having descended into Hades, was equivalent in 
antiquity to calling him a full btitiate. To those who feel inclined to 

* The dark region in the crypt, into which the candidate undl'r initiation was supposed to thro\\ 
away for ever his worst passions and lusts. Hence the allegories by Homer, Ovid, Virgil etc., all 
accepted literally by the modern scholar. Phlegethon wa~ the nver in Tart.'\l'US into which thp. 
initiate was thrice plunged by the Hierophant, after which the trials were over and the new man 
/>om anew. He had lut in the dark stream the old sinful man for ever, and issued on the thitd day, 
from Tartarus, as an ;,rd;,·iduIllity. the ~rs07talily being dead. Such characters as Ixion, Tantalus, 
Sisyphus. etc., are each a personification of some hUlllan passion. 
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reject this explanation, I would offer a query. Let them explain, in that 
case, the meaning of a sentence in the sixth book of Virgil's ./E1U:id. 
What can the poet mean, if not that which is asserted above, when in
troducing the aged Anchises in the Elysian fields, he makes him advise 
.t'Eneas his son, to travel to Italy .... where he would have to fight 
in Latium, a rude and barbarous people; therefore, he adds, before you 
venture there "Descend into Hades," i.e. get yourself initiated. 

The benevolent clericals, who are so apt to send us on the slightest 
provocation to Tartarus and the infernal regions, do not suspect what 
good wishes for us the threat contains; and what a holy character one 
must be before one gets into such a sanctified place. 

I t is not pagans alone who had their Mysteries. Bellarmin ( De Ece!. 
Triumph. lib. 2, cap. 14) states that the early Christians adopted, after 
the example of pagan ceremonies, the custom of assembling in the 
church during the nights preceding their festivals, to hold vigils or 
" wakes." Their ceremonies were performed at first with the most 
edifying holiness and purity. But very shortly after that, such immoral 
abuses crept into these" assemblies" that the bishops found it necessary 
to abolish them. We have read in dozens of works about the licen
tiousness in the pagan religious festivals. Cicero is quoted (de Leg. 
lib. 2. cap 15) showing Diagondas, the Theban, finding no other means of 
remedying such disorders in the ceremonies than the suppression of the 
Mysteries themselves. \Vhen we contrast the two kinds of celebrations, 
however, the Pagan Mysteries hoary with age centuries before our era,. 
and the Christian Agapce and others in a religion hardly born and 
claiming such a purifying influence on its converts, we can only pity 
the mental blindness of its defenders and quote for their benefit Ros
common, who asks :-

"When you begin with so much pomp and show, 
\Vhy is the end so little and so low? .. 

x. 
Primitive Christianity-being derived from the primitive Masonry

had its grip, pass-words, and degrees of initiation. "Masonry" is an 
old term but it came into use very late in our era. Paul calls himself a 
" master-builder" and he was one. The ancient Masons called them
selves by various names and most of the Alexandrian Eclectics, the 
Theosophists of Ammonias Saccas and the later Neo-Platonists, were all 
virfually Masons. They were all bound by oath to secrecy, considered 
themselves a Brotherhood, and had also their signs of recognition. The 
Eclectics or Philaletheians comprised within their ranks the ablest and 
most learned scholars of the day, as also several crowned heads. Says 
the author of The Eclectic Philosophy: 

"Their doctrines were adopted by pagans and Christians in Asia and Europe, and 
for a season everything seemed favourable for a general fusion of religious belief. 
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The Emperors Alexander Severus and Julian embraced them. Their predomin'ating 
influence upon religious ideas excited the jealousy of the Christians of Alexandria. 
The school was removed to Athens, and finally closed by the Emperor Justinian. 
Its professors willtdrt'"dI to Persia,o where they made many disciples." 

A few more details may prove perchance, interesting. We know 
that the Eleusinian Mysteries survived all others. While the secret cults 
of the minor gods such as the Curates, the Dactyli, the worship of 
Adonis, of the Kabiri, and even those of old Egypt had entirely disap
peared under the revengeful and cruel hand of the pitiless Theodosius,t 
the Mysteries of Eleusis could not be so easily disposed of. They 
were indeed the religion of mankind, and shone in all their ancient 
splendour if not in their primitive purity. It took several centuries to 
abolish them, and they could not be entirely suppressed before the year 
396 of our era It is then that the "Builders of the higleer, or City 
Temple II appeared first on the scene and worked unrelentingly to 
infuse their rituals and peculiar dogmas into the nascent and ever, 
fighting and quarrelling church. The triple Sanctus of the Roman 
Catholic Mass is the triple S.·. S.·. S.·. of these early Masons, and is 
the modem prefix to their documents or "any written balustre-the 
initial of Sallltem, or Health It as cunningly put by a Mason. "This triple 
masonic salutation is the most ancient among their greetings It (Ragon.) 

XI. 

But they did not limit their grafts on the tree of the Christian religion 
to this alone. During the Mysteries of Eleusis, wine represented 
Bacchus and Ceres-wine and bread, or com.t Now Ceres or Demeter 
was the female productive principle of the Earth; the spouse of Father 
}Ether, or Zeus; and Bacchus, the son of Zeus-Jupiter, was his father 
manifested: in other words, Ceres and Bacchus were the personifications 
of Substance and Spirit, the two vivifying principles in Nature and on 
Earth. The hierophant Initiator presented symbolically, before the final 
revelation of the mysteries, wine and bread to the candidate, who ate 

ttAnd we may add, beyond, to India and Central Asia, for we find their influence everywhere 
in Asiatic countries. , 

t The murderer of the Thessa1onians, who were butchered by this pious son of the Church. 
~ Bacchus is certainly of Indian origin. Pausanias shows him the first to lead an expedition 

against India, and the first to throw a bridge over the Euphrates. "The cable which served to unite the 
two opposite shores being exhibited to this d.'lY." writes this historian, •• it being woven from vine
blanches and trailings of ivy." (X. 29. 4-) Arrianus and Quintus-Curtius explained the allegory of 
Bacchus' birth from the thigh of Zeus, by saying that he was born on the Indian Mount Meru (from 
1-l"POV thigh). We are aware that Eratosthenes and Strabo believed the Indian Bacchus had been 
nvented by flatterers to simply pk-ase Alexander, believed to have conquered India as Bacchus is 

supposed to have done. But on the other hand Cicero mentions the gO<! as a Son of Thyont! and 
:'I:isus; and Dionysus or 41';~~auv means the god Dis from Mount ~ys in India. Bacchus crowned 
with h'y, or Kissos is Krishna, one of whose names was Kissen. Dionysus was pre-eminently the 
god who was expected to liberate the souls of men from their prisons of flesh-Hades and the human 
Tartarus, in one of its symbolical senses. Cicero calls Orpheus a son of Bacchus; and there is a 
tradition which not only makes Orpheus come from India (he being called oprpo., dark. of tawny 
complexion) but identifies him with Arjuna, the clula and adoptive son of Krishna. (Vide ., Five 
Years of Theosophy. ". Art: Was writing known before Pan in i). 
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and drank, in token that the spirit was to quicken matter: ,:e. the divine 
wisdom of the Higher-Self was to enter into and take possession of his 
inner Self or Soul through what was to be revealed to him. 

This rite was adopted by the Christian Church. The Hierophant who 
was called the" Father," has now passed, part and parcel-milzus know
ledge-into the "Father" priest, who to-day administers the same 
communion. Jesus calls himself a vine and his" Father" the husband
man; and his injunction at the Last Supper shows his thorough 
knowledge of the symbolical meaning (Vide infra, note) of bread and 
wine, and his identification with the logoi of the ancients. " Whoso 
eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood hath eternal life." "This is a 
hard saying," he adds. . .. "The words (rltemata, or arcane utterances) 
that I speak unto you, they are Spirit and they are Life." They are; 
because <, it is the Spirit that quickeneth." Furthermore these rhemata of 
Jesus are indeed the arcane utterances of an Initiate. 

But between this noble rite, as old as symbolism, and its later anthro
pomorphic interpretation, now known as transubstantiation, there is an 
abyss of ecclesiastical sophistry. With what force the exclamation
"Woe unto you lawyers. For ye have taken away the key of kltowledge," 
(and will not permit even now gnosis to be given to others ;) with what ten
fold force, I say, it applies more now than then. Aye; that gnosis, " ye 
entered not in yourselves, and them that were (and are) entering ye 
prevented," and still prevent. Nor has the modern priesthood alone laid 
itself open to this blame. Masons, the descendants, or at any rate the • 
successors. of the" Builders of the upper Temple" during the Mysteries 
they who ought to know better, will pooh-pooh and scorn anyone among 
their own brethren who will remind them of their true origin. Several 
great modern Scholars and Kabalists. who are Masons, and could be 
named, received worse than the cold shoulder from their Brethren. It is 
ever the same old, old story. Even Ragon, the most learned in his day 
among all the Masons of our century, complains of it, in these words :-

" All the ancient narratives attest that the initiations in the days of old had an 
imposing ceremonial, and became memorable for ever through the grand truths 
divulged and the knowledge that resulted therefrom. And yet there are some modern 
Masons, o/Italf-learning, who hasten to treat as charlatans all those who successfully 
remind of, and explain to them these ancient ceremonies I" (COUTS. P/tiios. p.87 
Dote (2).) 

XII. 

Va,zt"tasvanz"tatum! nothing is new under the sun. The" Litanies of 
the Virgin Mary" prove it in the sincerest way. llope Gregory I. 
introduces the worship of the Virgin Mary and the Chalcedonian Council 
proclaim her the mother of God. But the author of the Litanies had 
not even the decency (or is it the brains ?) to furnish her with any other 
than pagan adjectives and titles, as I shall presently show. Not a 
symbol, not a metaphor of this famous Litany but belonged to a crowd 
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of goddesses; all Queens, Virgins, or Mothers; these three titles apply
ing to Isis, Rhea, Cybele, Diana, Lucifera, Lucina, Luna, Tellus, Latona 
triformis, Proserpina, Hecate, Juno, Vesta, Ceres, Leucothea, Astarte. 
celestial Venus and Urania, Alma VettUS, etc., etc., etc. 

Besides the primitive signification of trinity (the esoteric. or that of 
Father. Mother, Son) does not this Western trimurti (three faces) mean 
in the masonic pantheon: "SU11. Moon. and the Vetterable"? a slight 
alteration, forsooth, from the Germanic and Northern Fire, Sun and 
Moon. 

It is the intimate knowledge of this. perchance, that made the Mason. 
J. M. Ragon describe his profession of faith thus: 

"For me t"t Son is tM same as Horus, son o/Osin·s and Isis J. he is the SUN who, 
nJ"y year redums Ike world from sterility and Ike universal deal" 0/ tire races." 

And he goes on to speak of the Virgin Mary's particular litanies 
temples, festivals, masses and Church services, pilgrimages, oratories, 
Jacobins, Franciscans, vestals, prodigies, ex voto, niches, statues, etc., etc., 
etc. 

De Maleville, a great Hebrew scholar and translator of Rabbinical 
literature, observes that the Jews give to the moon all those names 
which, in the Litanies, are used to glorify the Virgin. He finds in the 
Litanies of Jesus all the attributes of Osiris-the Eternal Sun, and of 
Horus, the Annual Sun. 

And he proves it. 
lrI ater Christi is the mother of the Redeemer of the old Masons, who 

is the Sun. The l'Oi polloi among the Egyptians, claimed that the 
child, symbol of the great central star, Horus, was the Son of Osireth 
and Oseth, whose souls had ettsouled, after their death, the SlIIl and the 
Moon. Isis became, with the Phcenicians, Astarte, the names under 
which they adored the Moon, personified as a woman adorned with 
horns, which symbolised the crescent. Astarte was represented at the 
autumnal equinox after her husband (the Sun's) defeat by the Prince of 
Darkness, and descent into Hades, as weeping over the loss of her 
consort, who is also her son, as Isis does that of her consort, brother 
and son (Osiris-Horus). Astarte holds in her hand a cruciform stick, a 
regular cross, and stands weeping on the crescent moon. The Christian 
Virgin Mary is often represented in the same way, standing on the new 
moon, surrounded by stars and weeping for her son juxta cntcem lacry
mosa dum pendebat filius (Vide Stabat Mater Dolorosa). Is not she the 
heiress of Isis and Astarte? asks the author. 

Truly, and you have but to repeat the Litany to the Virgill of the 
R. Catholic Church, to find yourself repeating ancient incantations to 
Adonaia (Venus), the mother of Adonis, the Solar god of so many 
nations; to Mylitta (the Assyrian Venus), goddess of nature; to A111at. 
whom the Arabs symbolized by the two lunar horns; to SelCIlc, wife and 
sister of Helion, the Sun god of the Greeks; or, to the lrlaglla A/ater, 
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honestissima, plIrissima, castissi11la, the Universal Mother of all 
Beings-because SHE IS MOTHER NATURE. 

Verily is llfaria (Mary) the Isis ilfyrionymos, the Goddess Mother of 
the ten thousand names! As the Sun was Phcebus, in heaven, so he 
became Apollo, on earth, and Pluto, in the still lower regions (after 
sunset); so the moon was Phcebe in heaven, and Diana on earth (Gcea, 
Latona, Ceres); becoming Hecate and Proserpine in Hades. Where is 
the wonder then, if Mary is called regina virginu11l, " Queen of Virgins," 
and castissillla (most chaste), when even the prayers offered to her at 
the sixth hour of the morning and the evening are copied from those 
sung by the" heathen" Gentiles at the same hours in honour of Phcebe 
and Hecate? The verse of the" Litany to the Virgin," stella matutilla,· 
we are informed, is a faithful copy of a verse from the litany of the 
trifoymis of the pagans. It is at the Council which condemned Nestorius 
that Mary was first titled as the" Mother of God," mater dei. 

In our next, we shall have something to say about this famous Litany 
of the Virgin, and show its origin in full. We shall cull our proofs, as 
we go along, from the classics and the moderns, and supplement the 
whole from the a1l1zals of religions as found in the Esoteric Doctrine. 
Meanwhile, we may add a few more statements and give the etymology 
of the most sacred terms in ecclesia,stical ritualism. 

XIII. 
Let us give a few moments of attention to the assemblies of the 

"Builders of the upper Temple" in early Christianity. Ragon has 
shown plainly.to us the origin of the following terms :-

(a.) "The word 'mass,' comes from the Latin Messis-' harvest,' 
whence the noun Messias, ' he who ripens the harvest,' Christ, the Sun." 

(b.) The word" Lodge" used by the Masons, the feeble successors of 
the Initiates, has its root in loga, (loka, in Sanskrit) a locality and a world; 
and in the Greek logos, the Word, a discourse; signifying in its full 
meaning" a place where certain things are discussed." 

(c.) These assemblies of the logos of the primitive initiated masons 
came to be called synazis, "gatherings" of the Brethren for the purpose 
of praying and celebrating the ccena (supper) wherein only bloodless 
offerings, fruit and cereals, were used. Soon after these offerings began 
to be called hostice or sacred and pure hosties, in contrast to the im
pure sacrifices (as of prisoners of war, hostes, whence the word hostage). 
As the offerings consisted of the harvest fruits, the first fruits of messis, 
thence the word "mass." Since no father of the Church mentions, as 
some scholars would have it, that the word mass comes from the Hebrew 
11lissah (oblalum, offering) one explanation is as good as the other. For 
an exhaustive enquiry on the word missa and 11li::da, see King's gnostics, 
pp. 124, et seq. 

* The" :\Jorning Star," or Lud/er, the name which Jesus caUs himself by in Rev. xxii, 16, and 
which becomes, nevertheless, the name 0/ the Devil, as soon as a theosophical journal assumes it ! 
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Now the word synaxis was also called by the Greeks ag'JIt'lllOS, aryvppiJr; 
(a collection of men, assembly). It referred to initiation into the Mys
teries. Both words-sY1uuil- and agyr1ll0s --became obsolete with the 
Christians, and the word mil-sa, or mass, prevailed and remained. Theo
logians will have it, desirous as they are to veil its etymology, that the 
term messias (Messiah) is derived from the Latin word mil-SitS (mes
senger, the smt). But if so, then again it may be applied as well to the 
Sun, the anllual messmger, sent to bring light and new life to the earth 
and its products. The Hebrew word for Messiah mdshialt (anointed. 
from lIlashah, to anoint) will hardly apply to, or bear out the identity in 
the ecclesiastical sense; nor will the Latin mil-sa (mass) derive well from 
that other Latin word mit/ere, mil-~lIm, " to send," or "dismiss." Because 
the communion service-its heart and soul-is based on the consecration 
and oblation of the host or hostia (sacrifice), a wafer (a thin, leaf-like 
bread) representing the body of Christ in the Eucharist, and that such 
wafer of flour is a direct development of the harvest or cereal offerings. 
Again, the primitive masses were camas (late dinners or suppers). which. 
from the simple meals of Romans, who "washed, were anointed, and 
wore a cenatory garment" at dinner, became consecrated meals in 
memory of the last Supper of Christ. . 

The converted Jews in the days of the Apostles met at their sylUues. 
to read the Evangels and their correspondence (Epistles). St. Justin 
(ISO A.D.) tells us that these solemn assemblies were held on the day 
called SU1t (Sunday, dies magnus), on which days there were psalms 
chanted "collation of baptism with pure water and the agapcc of the 
holy CCl!11a with bread and wine." What has this hybrid combination of 
pagan Roman dinners, raised by the inventors of church dogmas to a 
sacred mystery, to do with the Hebrew Messiah "he who causes to go 
down into the pit" (or Hades), or its Greek transliteration Messias? As 
shown by N ork, Jesus "was never anointed either as high priest or killg," 
therefore his name of Messias cannot be derived from its present Hebrew 
equivalent. The less so, since the word anointed, or " rubbed with oil " 
a Homeric term, is chril-, ')(p;~ and chrio, ')(pIM, both to anoint the body 
witle oil. (See LUCIFER for 1887, "The Esoteric Meaning of the 
Gospels.") 

Another high Mason, the author of "The Source of Measures 
summarizes this imbroglio of the ages in a few lines by saying:-

"The fact is there were two Messz"ahs: One, as causing himself to go down into 
the pit, for the salvation of the world; t this was the sun shorn of his go/dm rays 

* Hesychius gives the name (agyrmos) to the first day of the initiation into the mysteries of Ceres, 
goddt"Ss of harvest, and refers to it also under that of Synaxis. The early Christians caned their 
mass, before this term was adopted, and the celebration of their mysteries-Synaxis, a word com
pounded from SUIZ .. with," and ago .. I lead," whence, the Greek synaxis or an assembly. 

t From times immemorial every initiate before entering on his supreme trial of initiation, in anti
qUIty as at the present time, pronounces these sacramental words. . • • .. And I swear to give up 
my life for the salmtion of my brothers, which constitute the whole mankind, if caned upon, and to 
die in the defence of truth .•••.•. 
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and crowned witlt blackened ones (symbolizing this loss) as the thorns. The other, was 
the triumphant llfessialt, mounted up to this summitoj tlte arclt of Heaven, personated 
as the Lion oj tlte tribe of Judalt. In both instances he had the cross. . . ... 

At the AmbaY'llales, the festivals in honour of Ceres, the Ar-val (the 
assistant of the High Priest) clad in pure white, placing on the hostia 
(sacrificial heap) a cake of corn, water and wine, tasted the wine of 
libati011 and gave to all others to taste. The oblation (or offering) was 
then taken up by the High Priest. It symbolized the three kingdoms 
of Nature-the cake of corn (vegetable kingdom), the sacrificial vase or 
chalice (mineral), and the pall (the scarf-like garment) of the Hierophant, 
an end of which he threw over the oblation wine cup. This pall was 
made of pure white lamb-skins. 

The modern priest repeats, gesture for gesture, the acts of the pagan 
priest. He lifts up and offers the bread to be consecrated; blesses the 
water that is to be put in the chalice, and then pours the wine into it, 
incenses the altar, etc., etc., and going to the altar washes his fingers 
saying, "I will wash my hands among the INNOCENT and encompass 
thy altar, 0 Lord." He does so, because the ancient and pagml priest 
did the same, saying, "I wash (with lustral water) my hands among the 
INNOCENT (the fully initiated Brethren) and encompass thy altar, 0 
great Goddess" (Ceres). Thrice went the high 'priest round the altar 
loaded with offerings, carrying high above his head the chalice covered 
with the end of his snow-white lamb-skin . . . . 

The consecrated vestment worn by the Pope, the pall, " has the form of 
a scarf made of white wool, embroidered with purple crosses." In the 
Greek Church, the priest covers, with the end of the pall thrown over 
his shoulder, the chalice. 

The High Priest of antiquity repeated thrice during the divine 
service his" 0 redemptor mundi" to Apollo 'the Sun' his mater Sahla
toris, to Ceres, the earth, his Virgo paritura to the Virgin Goddess, etc., 
and pronounced seven te1'llary commemorations. (Hearken, 0 Masons !) 

The ternary number, so reverenced in antiquity, is as reverenced now, 
and is pronounced five times during the mass. We have three t'tltroibo, 
three Kyrie eleisolZ, three mea culpa, three agtzus dei, three Domillus 
Vobisctll1l. A true masonic series! Let us add to this the three et cum 
spintu tuo, and the Christian mass yields to us the same seveJt triple 
commemorations. 

PAGANISM, MASONRY, and THEOLOGY-such is the historical trinity, 
n~w ruling the world sub rosa. Shall we close with a Masonic greeting 
and say:-

Illustrious officers of Hiram Abif, Initiates, and "Widow's sons." 
The Kingdom of Darkness and ignorance is fast dispelling, but there 
are regions still untouched by the hand of the scholar, and as black as 
the night of Egypt. Fratres, sobrii estote et vigilate! 

H. P. B. 
(To be C01Itinued.) 
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THE DREAM" RAVEN." 

y,/ au have asked me to write down the strange dream I had, while I 
. was staying with friends this summer in an old-fashioned country 

place, near London. 
It ,vas an eerie old Manor house, which had been enlarged from time 

to time, with staircases added and rooms put on, and I had remarked 
on the large quantity of oak used in the banqueting hall and chapel, 
a<; well as the staircases, which latter were entirely of black oak. 

During the first evening an old oil colour in the dining-room had 
attracted my attention. It represented a cavalier of Charles I. time 
and a very handsome man he must have been. It was an old picture in 
an old frame, and from the canvas gazed the sad countenance of the 
nobleman, with his waving locks and dark eyes that followed you all over 
the room wherever you went. 

\Vhat were these eyes trying to telJ? What a history there was in 
them-what care in the lines of the face! 

No one seemed to know who he was, or what his name had been 
Simply, an " ancestor." 

On going to my room for the night I found it was still early. So 
taking up the first book to hand, I sat down on the sofa at the foot of the 
bed which faced the cheval glass that stood between the two long 
windows of the room, and began reading. 

The book happened to be Poe's poems, and the leaves opened at. 
" The Raven," a poem which has always had a strong effect on me, and 
which I consider a masterpiece. I went through the familiar lines again 
and the spirit in it seemed more real than ever. Looking up, the room 
I was in seemed to suit the idea; it was large, dark, heavy, papered with 
maroon cretonne in panels, the panels formed by folds in the cloth. The 
light of one solitary candle only made its darkness still darker, instead 
of dispelling the gloom. And so casting aside the book I tried to 
throw off the impression of "Never more." What was the matter with 
me? Had I been mesmerised? We had been playing at that in the 
drawing-room during the evening. What a strange feeling there was 
over my eyes-and was my face really as pale as that, or did the old 
cheval glass reflect badly? 

I was getting more and more drowsy with every minute. What 
noise was that? Surely something was moving! How? What? 

I still gazed earnestly in the mirror and saw a sight that froze me to 
my seat. A panel in the wall had slowly moved back on hinges like a 
door, and a tall figure was advancing into the room. A cold draught 
of air came across me, and some little time seemed to pass before I 
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gradually made out a man's figure standing by my side. Where had I 
seen his face before? 

He was dressed strangely: in buff leather coat, bright breastplate, and 
riding hat with plume, and a long cloak. His dark eyes gazed wistfully 
into mine when I turned to look at him. At last he spoke, and though 
only one word, it thrilled me through and through. . . . 

It was my nam~-" Alice." 
A long drawn out'Alice. 
" Yes, that is my name," I said. " What do you want with me? " 
" Do you not recognise me?" he answered. "Have you not seen me 

before? " 
Now I knew who he was-the cavalier of the picture downstairs-the 

Unknown One. My trembling lips formed the reply, "You are the 
Unknown." 

"Yes," he said; "and I have been waiting a weary, long time for you
waiting for an 'Alice' to come to this house, and at last you are here. 
Listen! Long years ago I was heir to all, house and land, and had 
chosen my bride, my Alice. But, just as the ceremony that would have 
united us for ever was about to begin, my enemy, one of Cromwell's 
men, carried her off from me by force of arms, and I have been desolate 
ever since, haunting the house and grounds, n~meless, unknown, unre
cognized, waiting for my Alice-waiting for an Alice. And now you 
have come-you are the first-and we shall be married and the curse 
will leave me. Here is your wedding garment. Stand up while I put 
it on. Quick! quick!" 

I had to obey; I felt I must, while from under his cloak he brought 
forth a shimmering white satin gown, which he threw,round my shoul
ders and fastened in front with a diamond clasp, and round my neck his 
cold fingers twined a row of lovely pearls from which hung a sapphire 
and diamond pendant. Over my head he cast a white veil, exclaiming, 
"Now you are ready and in a few moments you will share with me all 
these possessions, houses, gold, jewels, land." 

Hand in hand we left the room and hastened through passages, till 
we entered the huge banqueting hall, arranged for a feast, and lighted 
up by torches hung on the wall. A noble company awaited us in their 
strange, old-fashioned dresse~, and standing in advance was a long-robed 
priest with book in hand, ready to unite us. We approached and the 
ceremony began, till the words, "Who gives away this woman?" came, 
when a tall, dark, repellant-Iooking man in armour pushed through the 
guests, and, seizing my arm, said," I am the guardian of this woman, 
and I do 1101 give her away." In a moment I was separated from my 
handsome bridegroom, and though I shrieked and tried to get away from 
the knight, his grip was of iron, and against my will he hurried me 
through the hall back into the passages, then down some stone steps; 
down, down, till we entered a vaulted passage. Oh! the horror that 
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seized me ! Where were we going? What was that holding up a dim 
torch? A skeleton! And there was another further on! 0, the cold of 
the slimy walls, green and dripping. We still hurried on, till we suddenly 
came to a door or opening in the wall, through which I was pushed 
and found myself in the presence of eight ghastly-looking men, all 
shrouded in grey, with only their eyes visible. It was a huge 
vault, cold and damp, and plastered into the walls were grinning skulls 
and bony hands, as if the skeletons had been fixed into the plaster 
while it was soft. 

One of the eight men was seated, or rather stood, behind a desk on a 
platform higher than the rest, and I knew by instinct this was to be my 
judge. By his side on the desk was perched a black raven. I still feel 
the horror I experienced at thinking I was lost for ever to daylight and 
my friends. My limbs seem to tremble at the recollection. 

"Alice," said the judge, in a sepulchral voice, "what have you to say 
in your defence, and what death do you choose to die? " 

"Defence-death!" I stammered; " I have done nothing to deserve 
death." 

"Yes, you have," he answered, "and this is your crime. You have 
envied your neighbour's goods; your ambition has carried you beyond 
all bounds, you have tried to get rid of all the friends and everything 
that did not help you to reach your object. You envy those who have 
gold and lands and jewels, and your crime has brought its punishment! 
What death will you have? Look above you! ! .. 

I looked up, and over my head hung a dagger by a hair. I looked 
down, and one of the figures moved aside some planks in the floor, and 
I saw at my feet the dark river rushing along, carrying corpses every now 
and then, some half beneath the water, others gazing up to Heaven with 
glassy eyeballs. I shuddered. At one side of the vault were two 
coffins; one open, one closed; and from the latter came dull thuds and 
faint groans. 

"Look," said the judge, "here is your punishment-to be buried 
alive, never to see light again." 

And at that moment the raven croaked," Never more." 
I cried, and implored him to be more merciful. I had done nothing to 

deserve such a fate, and I besought him to spare me, exclaiming that I 
was too young to die, and full of life and health . 

.. Young-health 1" he mocked, and while he spoke, down fell my 
gorgeous wedding-dress about me, and lay on the floor; with a snap the 
string of pearls broke, and lay scattered in the dust. The veil crumbled 
to pieces, leaving me only an old rag about me. A change had come 
over me, and looking at my hands they seemed shrunk and withered. 
I felt my face, and the bones seemed to be standing out, and the skin 
was drawn and wrinkled. Wisps of grey hair lay on my shoulders, and 
my teeth were loose in my head and ready to drop out. 
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I was old and grey! 
"All is vanity," said the judge. "Earthly things return no more." 
Quoth the raven " Nevermore! " 
" What right have you to judge me? " I screamed. 
" There is no hereafter," he answered. " The wicked must be judged 

on earth, and punishment reaches them here:' And while I was still yell
ing, " A fly death but that! !" they bound me hand and foot, and thrust me 
into the open coffin. Slowly the lid descended; the nails were 
hammered in; and the last words heard by me were" Nevermore" from 
the raven, while the sound of footsteps died away in the distance down 
the stone passage, leaving me struggling to free myself. 

The struggle woke me. Thank Heaven, it was only a dream! But I 
was cold and stiff, and so glad to get into bed and try to forget what 
had just passed so vividly through my brain. 

ALICE B--. 

NOTICE. 
IT is believed that many of the literary and debating societies of 
London would be glad to include a lecture on some branch of 
Theosophy as one of their winter's course. It is therefore desirable to 
form, from members of the T. S., a staff of lecturers, of whom each one 
feels himself competent to elucidate for outsiders some section of the 
immense field of Theosophic thinking. 

All the discoveries of science, the higher speculations in religion and 
philosophy, the investigations into spiritualism, mesmerism, clairvoyance, 
psychometry, animal magnetism, faith-healing, the origin of religions, 
symbology, etc., etc. All these, so far as they are known to one or 
another member as parts of the whole truth, called Theosophy, may be 
made available for leading his audience nearer to that truth, by each 
member, so far as he himself sees the connection between it and the bit 
of foundation he has selected to build on. Those, therefore, who know 
the names and addresses of the president or secretary of any literary or 
debating societies in their neighbourhood, are requested to forward such 
to the undersigned; as also those members as are willing to under
take the preparation of a lecture, or open a debate. 

HERBERT CORYN, F.T.S., 

Secretary of Lecturing Staff, 

7, Duke Street, Adelphi, 

London. 
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A MODERN CASE OF VAMPIRISM. 

I N the night of December 31St, 1888, Mr. and Mrs. Rose (the names 
in this story are pseudonyms, but the facts are true) went to bed as 
poor people and on the morning of January 1st, 1889, they woke 

up, finding themselves rich. An uncle to whom they owed their poverty 
because he kept them from coming into the legal possession of their 
rightful property, had died during that night. There are some occur
rences of an occult character, connected with this event, which will be 
interesting to those who wish to find practical proofs and demonstrations 
in their investigations of the" night-side of nature." 

Mr. Rose is a young, but very clever, professional man in this city, 
who being at the beginning of his career has, therefore, only an ex
ceedingly limited number of clients. His young wife is one of the most 
amiable ladies whom it has been my good fortune to meet; a spiritually 
minded woman and more of a poetess than an economist She had 
been brought up under the most affluent circumstances, her father being 
very rich, and she was the only and therefore the petjchild in her luxurious 
home. It would be too complicated a task to tell how it happened that 
the property which she inherited fell first into the hands of her uncle, a 
spiteful and avaricious man. Sufficient to say that this man, whom we 
will call Helleborus, had by his intrigues and law suits managed to keep 
Mrs. Rose's property in his hands; giving her and her husband no 
support whatever. More than once they were forced to borrow money 
from their friends, in order to keep themselves from starvation. 

As .. Uncle Helleborus" was in the last stage of comsumption, their 
only hope was that his death would soon put an end to his law-suits, and 
bring them into possession of what rightfully belonged to them. 

Uncle Helleborus, however, did not seem inclined to die. Year after 
year he kept on coughing and expectorating; but with all that he out
lived many who had predicted his death. After making to Mr. and 
Mrs. Rose a proposal of a settlement, which would have left him in 
possession of nearly all the property and given to them only a pittance, 
he went to Meran, last autumn, to avoid the cold climate of Vienna. 

Under their embarrassing circumstances, they were much inclined to 
accept the settlement; but they concluded to first consult about it a 
friend, an eminent lawyer; and this gentleman (whom we will call Mr. 
Tulip as everybody in Vienna knows his real name) advised them to the 
contrary. This enraged Helleborus against Tulip; and, starting into a 
blind rage, he swore that if he found an opportunity for killing Tulip, he 
would surely do so. 

Mr. Tulip was an extraordinarily strong, well-built and healthy man ; 

17 
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but at the beginning of December last, soon after Mr. Hclleborus's 
departure for Meran, he suddenly failed in health. The doctors could 
not locate his disease, and he grew rapidly thinner and weaker, com
plaining of nothing but extreme lassitude, and feeling like a person who was 
daily bled. Finally, on the 20th day of December last, all Vienna was 
surprised to hear that Mr. Tulip had died. Post-mortem examination 
showing all the organs in a perfectly normal 'condition, the doctors 
found nothing better but to register death from Marasmus (emaciation), 
as the cause of this extraordinary event. Strange to say, during the 
last days of his disease (if it can be so called), when his mind became 
flighty, he often imagined that a stranger was troubling him, and the 
description which he gave of that invisible personage fitted Mr. 
Helleborus with perfect accuracy. 

During Mr. Tulip's sickness, news came from Meran that Mr. 
Helleborus was rapidly gaining strength and recovering from his illness 
in a most miraculous manner; but there were some people who 
expressed grave doubts as to whether this seeming recovery would be 
lasting. On the day of Mr. Tulip's funeral, Mr. --, a prominent 
Fellow of the T. S., now in Austria, remarked to Mrs. Rose: "You will 
see that now that Mr. Tulip is dead, his vampire will die too." 

On January 1st, 1889, Mr. Rose dreamed that he saw Uncle 
Helleborus looking perfectly healthy. He expressed his surprise about 
it, when a voice, as if coming from a long distance, said: "Uncle 
Helleborus is dead I" The voice sounded a second time, and this once 
far more powerfully, repeating the same sentence; and this time Mr. 
Rose awoke, with the sound of that voice still ringing in his ears, and 
communicated to his wife the happy news that" Uncle Helleborus was 
dead." Two hours afterwards a telegram came from Meran, announcing 
'the demise of" Uncle Helleborus" which had occurred on that very 
night, and calling upon Mr. Rose to come and attend to the funeral. It 
was found that Mr. Helleborus had begun to grow rapidly worse from 
the day when Mr. Tulip died. 

The only rational explanation of such cases, I have found in 
Paracelsus. Perhaps LUCIFER can throw some additional light on 
the subject. 

FRANZ HARTMANN, M.D . 

. ~. 
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ttbeosopbtcal Bctt\)tttes. --THE PRESIDENT'S JAPAN TOUR.-

THE latter end of the sea-voyage was somewhat rough and very cold 
Heavy snow fell at Shang Hai and Col. Olcott and Mr. Dhammapala 
found it impossible to keep warm: the latter had never seen snow in his 

beautiful Ceylon, and the former had become so acclimatised to the heat by ten 
years of India as to be in almost as bad a plight. The port of KoM was reached 
at daylight on the 9th of February and the excitement of the tour began. ,The 
members of the Japanese Buddhist Committee invaded the President's cabin 
before he was half-dressed, and at their heels were a lot of picturesquely robed 
priests, each handing over his visiting-card printed in Japanese characters, and 
bowing most ceremoniously-as only a graceful Japanese can bow. On the pier 
were ranged a long line of priests, acolytes and laymen. representing the seven 
sects existing in Kob~. A procession of jinrickshas was organized, and the party 
were conducted to the Temple of the Ten Dai sect, where the Chief Priest Jiko 
Katta made them heartily welcome. (It is a coincidence that Buddhism was 
first preached in Japan at this very temple, which is now the starting.point of the 
revival of Buddhism in the East, and the international co-operation for the 
spread of this religion throughout the Western world.) Crowds of visitors called 
to pay their respects, and the President was forced to give two lectures within 
the twenty-four hours. 

On Sunday, the loth, the party left for Kioto by train, Mr. Noguchi getting 
off at his station to go ami see his family after his four months' trip to India. 
There was a huge crowd at the station in Kioto awaiting them. Some 700 

priests and their pupils were there, and the bowing was something to remember. 
The welcome, at any rate, was most sincere. The President and Mr. Dham
mapala were taken to the Chi-oo-een Temple of the Jodo sect, and the former 
given a grand room known as the Empress's room, for his reception
quarters. The lacquers, bronzes, paintings on silk, and carved wooden ceiling 
were things to be given a large space in a descriptive record of ordinary travel 
but may be passed over with the simple mention in this meagre official report 
On the 12th poor Dhammapala succumbed to the cold, and kept his bed, laid up 
with the rheumatism in his feet and hands. And so ends his part of the inland 
journeyings in Japan. He seems likely to be obliged to stop in Kioto and help 
the local Committee in the formation of the Branch and the commencement of 
its work. CoL Olcott and Mr. Noguchi will have to travel alone. An interesting 
visit was made to the Temple of the Jana (Dhyana) sect, who seem to be the 
Sufis of Japanese Buddhism. It is averred, however, that the Shin-gons are the 
esoteric Buddhists of the country. They know of the Mahatmas, the Siddhis 
(spiritual powers in man), and quite readily admitted that there were priests in 
their order who exercised them. Their reception of Col. Olcott was extremely 
cordial. They made him two presents, besides their scriptures-a relic, alleged 

• From the April TluosoJAist. 
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to be of Lord Buddha himself, and a parcel of hard-baked cakes, beautifully· 
colored and resembling carved medallions of coral and ivory, which had been 
offered by the reigning Emperor to the Manes of his predecessor at the latter's 
sepulchre, of which the monks of this temple are guardians. At 2 P.M. the 
same day CoL Olcott addressed an audience of at least 2,000 persons in the 
vast preaching-hall of the Chi-oo-een Temple, and the applause was thrilling from 
its volume and intensity. The address was translated by Mr. Kinza Hirai, 
F. T. S. On the 13th-when the post left-there was a grand reception by the 
Western Honganji, the rich and large sect with which Akamatzu, the learned 
young priest who so impressed Miss Bird, when she was exploring her "Un
beaten Tracks in Japan," is connected. The President found on arrival the 
buildings ablaze with Japanese flags, two fine examples of the new Buddhist ftagt 
introduced by our Society in Ceylon, waved over the iron gates, and a large body 
of priests, with the 600 pupils of their schools, formed lines for him to pass through 
towards the principal entrance of the main buildings. He was shown great 
kindness and courtesy throughout the visit, given a fine collation in the Japanese 
style, and before leaving, upon invitation, addressed the pupils assembled in the 
prayer hall. 

Thence he had to drive rapidly to the Chi-oo-een Temple to give his second 
lecture, and the audience was even greater than that of the previous day. Thus 
has the ball been set rolling in Japan. 

[The above report is undated, the Kioto post mark is three gridirons rampant. 
It was written apparently on Feb. 12th.-En. Theosophist.] 

THE PRESIDENT'S TOUR (continued). 

(The following was received by the last MaiL) 
On the 14th February, the Eastern Honganji received Colonel Olcott with 

great distinction. He was shown everything, including the inside and outside 
of the grand new temple which they are building 1 A most. striking curio there 
is a coil of seven enormous black cables, one of them IS inches in circumference 
and 18 yards long, the whole measuring perhaps 100 feet, and entirely made of 
human hair. The female devotees of this temple had shorn their raven locks 
to make the ropes for hauling the timbers for the building! At a temple in 
Kobe a copy of some parts of the Buddhist Pi/das, written in the blood of the 
copyist's tongue, was shown our travellers. Could fanaticism go farther! The 
Eastern and Western Honganjis of Kioto are two great temple corporations, the 
most influential and wealthy in Japan. The original body was created by Imperial 
charter about a thousand years ago, and the split which now exists only took 
place in the time of the twenty-fifth Master-about two centuries ago. It was 
caused by the patronage given by a reigning Provincial Governor to an ambitious 
junior priest, whom he supplied with land and money, for the erection and 
support of separate buildings. The priests of this sect are in a sense the 
Lutherans of Japan, since they marry like the Protestant clergy, and for Luther's 
reason, that clerical marriage is a social safeguard. The two Honganjis are not 
in the habit of acting together, but they have joined in assuming the entire cost 
and direction of Colonel Olcott's Mission to Japan, and will see him safely 
through the whole business. 
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Colonel Olcott's third Lecture in Kioto was given to his usual monster 
audience on the 14th, and in the evening he sat for his portrait to an old J ap:mese 
painter on silk. The next day saw him at Osaka (Hiago), the second largest 
city in Japan, where he had- another great reception. On his way from the 
railway station to the Un-rai-ji temple (Nichi-ren sect) where he was to lodge, he 
had to inspect and address two large schools, one for girls, the other for boys; and 
nearly got an inflammation of the lungs by exposure to a freezing damp 
audience hall where he had to speak. The Japanese houses are cool and 
breezy, with paper windows and plenty of draughts-excellent for hot weather 
but no joke in winter, with the atmosphere outside full of snow, and the air of 
the most comfortable room so cool that one can see every breath one draws. 
The floors are exquisitely clean and covered with fine grass-matting, to keep 
which tidy it is the universal custom to enter the house in stocking feet, leaving 
the shoes at the door-step. Fancy what this means in the case of a visitor 
from the Tropics, whose blood is instantly chilled by contact with the coM mats. 
It nearly did for the President, who only escaped a severe attack of pneumonia 
by bathing his feet in scalding hot water on going to bed. It completely 
knocked up poor Mr. Dhammapala, who was attacked with rheumatism in both 
feet, and has ever since had to keep his bed in Kioto in an agony of pain. The 
kindness shown him by our Japanese friends, by night as by day, is simply 
beyond praise; no blood relatives could be more devotedly tender and watchful. 
The audiences in Osaka were as large and enthusiastic as those in Kioto. 
There were two lectures and at the same temple, Nam-bi-mido (Shin-shu sect). 
Col. Olcott also made addresses before a Prisoners' Reform Society-an ex
<:ellent and well-managed concern-and at another temple of the same sect. 
He was also taken to the famous.Ten-no-si, the most ancient temple in Japan, 
where he was presented with some documents and an old Japanese oval gold 
<:oin-a Koban-worth $7.50' This was on the 17th, so the omens are once 
more favourable. At Ten-no-si there is a unique feature-a little chapel with an 
image of Buddha and a hanging bell to ring, and all filled with toys, dolls, balls, 
etc., etc., and children's dresses and wooden clogs. This is a place where 
prayers are offered for dead little ones, and the dresses and playthings are placed 
there so that they (or their phantasmal-duplicates?) may be transferred to 
Paradise for their further use. The bell is rung that the angel child may hear 
the parental summons and take the things which affection would have them 
enjoy. A touching sentiment. 

On the 18th Col. Olcott returned to Kioto and spent the day in preparations 
for a most important meeting for which he had issued personal invitations in 
advance. The event came off according to programme and was a thorough 
success. It was no less than a convocation of the High Priests of the eight 
(there are but eight active) sects of Japanese Buddhism-the Pontiffs of some 
37 millions Buddhists. They met in the "Empress Room" in Chio-oo-een 
Temple, seating themselves according to age about a long table; each with a 
brass fire-pot before him for warming his hands. They were all aged men, and 
dressed in their full canonicals. Colonel Olcott first had read a Japanese 
translation of a salutatory letter in Sanskrit to the Buddhists of Japan from 
Sumangala Thero, of Colombo, in which he begged his co-religionists to re
ceive Colonel Olcott as a zealous and consistent Buddhist, and help him to 
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realize his plans. Also a translation of a joint note of similar purport from the 
principal priests of both Sinhalese Buddhist sects. He then read in English an 
Address, of which we give the text herewith, and it was afterwards interpreted 
in Japanese by young Matsumura, of Osaka, an excellent translator. The 
council then took an hour's recess for consultation, and upon returning, ad
journed to reconvene a few days later, after receiving copies of two Resolu
tions offered for their acceptance by Colonel Olcott. 

TEXT OF COL. OLCOTT'S ADDRESS. 
REVEREND SIRS, 

I have invited you to meet me to-day on neutral ground, for private 
consultation. What can we do for Buddhism? What ought we to do ? 

Why should the two great halves of the Buddhist Church be any longer 
ignorant and indifferent about each other? 

Let us break the long silence; let us bridge the chasm of 2,300 years; let 
the Buddhists of the Notth and those of the South be one family again. 

The great schism took place at the second council of Vasali, and among its 
causes were these questions: "May salt be preserved in horn by the monks for 
future use?" "May solid food be eaten by them after the hour of noon?" 
" May fermented drinks which look like water be drunk?" "May seats covered 
with cloths be used?" "May gold and silver be received by the Order? " 

Does it seem worth while that the vast Buddhist family should be estranged 
from each other for such questions as these? Which is the most important, 
Venerable Sirs, that salt shall or shall not be stored up for future use, or that the 
Doctrines of Buddhism shall be preached to all mankind? I am come from 
India-a journey of 5,000 miles, and a long one for a man of nearly 60 years of 
age, to ask you this question. Answer me, 0 chief priests of the twelve 
Japanese sects: I charge you upon your consciences to answer. I have brought 
you a written appeal from your co-religionists of Ceylon and a Sanskrit letter 
from the learned Sumangala, High Priest of Adam's Peak, begging you to receive 
their brotherly salutations, and to listen to me and help me to carry out my 
religious work. I have no special, private word to speak to any. of you, but one 
word for all. My mission is not to propagate the peculiar doctrines of any sect, 
but to unite you all in one sacred undertaking. Each of you I recognize as a 
Buddhist and a brcther. All have one common object. Listen to the words of 
the learned Chinese pilgrim and scholar, Hiouen Thsang: "The schools of 
philosophy are always in conflict, and the noise of their passionate discussions 
rises like the waves of the sea. Heretics of the different sects attach them
selves to particular teachers, and by different routes 10alk to fhe same goal." I 
have known learned priests engage in bitter controversy about the most childish 
subjects, while the Christian Missionaries were gathering the children of their 
neighbourhoods into schools and teaching them that Buddhism is a false 
religion! Blind to their first duty as priests, they thought only of quarrelling 
about unimportant matters. I have no respect for such foolish priests, nor can I 
expect them to help me to spread Buddhism in distant countries or defend it at 
home from its bitter, rich and indefatigable enemies. But my helpers and well
wishers will be all sincere, intelligent, broadminded Buddhist priests and laymen, 
ot every country and nation. 
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We have these two things to do. In Buddhist countries, to revive our religion; 
purify it of its corruptions; prepare elementary and advanced books for the 
education of the young and the information of adults, and expose the falsehoods 
circulated against it by its opponents. Where these latter are trying to persuade 
children to change their family religion for another, we must, strictly as a measure 
of self-defence and not in any angry or intolerant spirit--condemned by our 
religion--collect and publish all a,"ailable facts about the merits and demerits of 
the new religion offered as better than Buddhism. And then, it is our duty-as 
taught us by the Lord Buddha himself-to send teachers and preachers to distant 
lands, such as Europe and America, to tell the millions now disbelieving Christia· 
nity and looking about for some religion to replace it, that they will find what will 
convince their reason, and satisfy their heart in Buddhism. So completely has in
tercourse been broken between Northern and Southern Buddhists since the Vasili 
Council, that you do not know each other's beliefs nor the contents of your res· 
pective Scriptures. One of the first tasks before you, therefore, is to ha.ve the 
books compared critically by learned scholars, to ascertain which portions are 
ancient and which modem, which authoritative and which forgeries. Then the 
results of these comparisons must be published throughout all Buddhist countries, 
in their several vernaculars. We may have to convene another great Council at 
some sacred place, such as Buddha-Gya or Anuradhapura, before the publications 
mentioned are authorised What a grand and hopeful spectacle that would be J 
May we live to see it. 

Now kindly understand that, in making all these plans for the defence and propa
gation of Buddhism, I do so in the two-fold character of an individual Buddhist and 
President of the Theosophical Society acting through and on behalf of its Buddhist 
Division. Our great Brotherhood comprises already 174 Branches, distributed 
over the world as follows: India, Ceylon and Burma 129; Europe 13; 
America 25; Africa 1 ; Australasia 2; West Indies 2; Japan 1 ; Singapore I. Total, 
174 Branches of our Society, all under one general management. When first I visited 
Ceylon (in the year 1880) and formed several Branche~, I organized a Buddhist 
Division of the Society, to include all Buddhist Branches that might be formed in 
any part of the world What I now offer you is to organize such Branches through
out Japan, and to register them, along with our Euddhist Branches in Ceylon, 
Burma and Singapore, in the" Buddhist Division" ; so that you may all be working 
together for the common object of promoting the interests of Buddhism. This will 
be an easy thing to do. You have already many such Societies, each trying to 
do something, but none able to effect as much as you could by uniting your 
forces with each other and with the sister Societies in foreign countries. It 
would cost you a great deal of money and years of labour to establish foreign 
agencies like ours, but I offer you the chance of having these agencies ready
made, without your being put to any preliminary expenses. And, since our 
Buddhist Division has been working for Buddhism without you, for the past ten 
years, I doubt if you could find more trustworthy or zealous co-operators. The 
people of Ceylon are too poor and too few in number (only some 2 millions of 
Buddhists) to undertake any such large scheme as I propose, but you and they 
together could do it successfully. If you ask how we should organize our forces, 
I point you to our great enemy, Christianity, and bid you look at their large and 
wealthy Bible, Tract, Sunday School, and Missionary Societies-the tremendous 
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agencies they support to keep alive and spread their religion. We must form 
similar Societies, and make our most practical and honest men of business 
their managers. Nothing can be done without money. The Christians spend 
millions to destroy Buddhism; we must spend to defend and propagate it. 
We must not wait for some few rich men to give the capital; we must call upon 
the whole nation. The millions spent for the Missionaries are mainly con
tributed by poor people and their children: yes, their children, I say, for they 
teach their children to deny themselves sweets and toys and give the money to 
convert you to Christianity. Is not that a proof of their interest in the spread 
of their religion? What are you doing to compare with it ? Where are your 
monster Buddhist Publication Societies, your Foreign Mission Societies, your 
Missionaries in foreign lands? I travel much, but have not heard of them in 
any country of Europe or America. There are many Christian schools and 
churches in Japan, but is there a Japanese Buddhist school or temple in London., 
or Paris, or Vienna, or New York? If not, why not? You know as well as I 
that our religion is better than Christianity, and that it would be a blessed thing 
if the people of Christendom were to adopt it: why, then, have you not given 
them the chance? You are the watchmen at the gates of our religion, 0 chief 
priests; why do you slumber when the enemy is trying to undermine its walls? 
Yet, though you neglect your duty, Buddhism is rapidly spreading in Christian 
countries from several causes. First of all its intrinsic merit, then its scientific 
character, its spirit of love and kindness, its embodiment of the idea of justice, 
its logical self·consistency. Then, the touching sweetness of the story of the life 
of Sakhya Mun~ which has touched the hearts of multitudes of Christians, as 
recounted in poem and story. There is one book called CI The Light of Asia," 
a poem by Sir Edwin Arnold, of which several hundred thousand copies have 
been sold, and which has done more for Buddhism than any other agency. 
Then there are and have been great authors and philologists like Prof. Max 
MiilIer, Messrs. Burnouf, De Rosny, St. Hilaire, Rhys Davids, Beal, FausbOll, 
Bigandet, and others, who have written about the Lord Buddha in the most 
sympathetic terms. And among the agencies to be noticed is the Theosophical 
Society, of which I am President. The CI Buddhist Catechism," which I com
piled for the Sinhalese Buddhists eight years ago, has already been published in 
fifteen different languages. A p;reat authority told me recently in Paris that 
there were not less than 12,000 professed Buddhists in France alone, and in 
America I am sure there must be at least 50,000. The auspicious day has 
come for us to put forth our united efforts. If I can persuade you to join hands 
with your brothers in Ceylon and elsewhere, I shall think I am seeing the dawn 
of a more glorious day for Buddhism. Venerable Sirs, hearken to the words of 
your ignorant yet sincere American co-religionist. Be up and doing. When 
the battle is set, the hero's place is at the front: which of you shall I see acting 
the hero in this desperate struggle between truth and superstition, between 
Buddhism and its opponents? 

OUR SOCIETY'S CI AGAPJE." 

Our Brothers in France had a happy idea in establishing what we might call 
theosophical agaplZ, minus the mystic and religious gloom of the latter. These 
monthly dinners, "purely vegetarian "-we are not told whether they are also 
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teetotal-may do good work in the long run, as promoters of peace, soul-har
mony and brotherly love. " A good dinner sharpens wit, while it softens the 
heart," we are told by those in whom, of the three souls enumerated by Plato, 
the "stomach-soul .. is the most energetic; the statement being corroborated by 
Lord Byron. According to the great English poet, of all "appeals," none is 
more calculated to take hold of the best feelings of mankind 

" Than that all-softening, overpow'ring knell, 
The tocsin of the soul-the dinner-bell I " 

However it may be, and from whatsoever point we view them, the "theo~ 
phical dinners" in France have an undeniable advantage over the "no such 
dinners" in England. They represent, for theosophists, a few hours, at least, 
passed under the white flag of truce; and even that little is a decided relief, and 
a march stolen on the English members. 

Blessed be ye, 0 dinners, if presided over by the angel of peace, who stands 
between the fighting and the dead! 

The "Hermes Dinner," was not presided O\'er this time, however, by a six
winged angel, "shadow'd from either heel with feather'd mail," but, by our re
spected friend and brother, the Count Gaston d' Adhemar, who kindly accepted 
the presidential place of honour at this "exclusively vegetarian repast." The 
dinner took place on March 23 at Lavenue's, Boulevard Montparnasse, and was 
graced, besides the members and associates of the local T. S. "Hermes," who 
happened to be then in Paris, by the presence of several distinguished guests 
interested in theosophy. 

In the words of our Revue Theosophique '" for April, "this banquet passed off 
most charmingly, thanks to the witty and instructive conversation of its Presi
dent, who related some of his travelling impressions through America, and no
tablyamong the Mormons; after which the conversation became general and was 
devoted to occult topics of the highest scientific, phenomenal and metaphysical 
interest." 

At I I p.m. the members separated, pledging themselves to meet on the same 
date next month. 

For the benefit of the lovers of vegetarianism, we append hereto the Menu of 
this repast, which, "to the surprise of all, was found not only very nourishing, 
but most excellent." 

Potage ~ la Normande 
Hors d'reuvres 

Pommes de terre ~ la Duchesse 
Tymbale de guiochys au parmesan 

Salsifis frits 
HarIcots panaches 

Salade de laitue aux reufs 
Parfait 

Desserts. 

In our great gastronomical ignorance, while rejoicing over the Normandy 

• Directriae, Comtesse Gaston d'Adhemar; Redacteur en chef (chief editor), H, P. B1avatsky_ 
Chief office, 10, Rue Lesueur, Paris Comtcsse d'Adhemar; and all the chief booksellers of Paris. 
London, at 7, Duke Street, Adelphi and David Nutt's. 
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soup, Duchess potatoes, fried salsifry (oyster plant), haricot beans and innocent 
salad with eggs, we feel rather doubtful about the esoteric meaning of that 
"Parfait," which winds up the Menu. Is it a liqueur? one of those oily, sweet, 
dangerously insidious liqueurs, so beloved in France, or some respectable and 
harmless dish, drink or what not, for digestive purposes? If the former, alas 
for the purity of the Theosophical Agapre ! 

GENERAL MEETING OF THE U HERMES" T.S. 

Far more interesting still, is the Report of the meeting of the cc Hermes 
Lodge" on March 2 5th, 1889; and it is with sincere pleasure that we find these 
meetings qualified as "veritable fraternal communions in tlte Spirit of 
Trutlt." 

The meeting was opened by a paper read by the Vice President, Mr. G. 
Caminade d'Angers, an analysis of JJevacltan according to Mr. A. P. Sinnett's 
Esoteric BuadltisI1l. Then came a very substantial summary of the unity of all 
theogonies, and their evolution through ages and nations by the Corresponding 
Secretary of the "Hermes" Lodge; and finally a paper was read by a member, 
called, "What is Theosophy?" 

We regret our inability to give more than a few concluding paragraphs; but 
these are too good to be left untranslated. 

The principal objection addressed to the Theosophists is the charge that they 
do not conform to the scientific methods of research and demonstration. cc You 
postulate your principles Ii pri'orl~ hence you make them arbitrary. Starting 
from this, you deduce your conclusions which, supposing them to be strictly 
logical, have yet no scientific value, since they err by their very basis." ., 

"In short, Theosophy is for our adversaries rather a theological than a scien
tific doctrine; it appeals to faitlt (?) more than to reason. • . . and cannot be 
accepted by the scientist who does not admit (or pretends he does not) any 
:>ther than inductive reasoning resting on /osih"ve facls (!) authentically demon
strated." 

(Vide Scientific Syllogism, infra). 
The lecturer undertook to prove that the fundamental principle of Theo

sophy-indicated in the etymology of the term-was the result of strict induc
tion based on positive facts and admitted as such by the scientists of every age 
and country." 

He said that: 
"1st. There are three sources of human knowledge; nature, written tradition, 

and oral instruction. Though no one need disdain the written testimony or the 

• We strongly suspect this method of being precisely that of orthodox science. and not at aU the 
theosophical. While tbeir conclusions are always strictly correct and logical. their major premise is 
generallya hypothesis, and often not true in nature. The syllogisms of science run somewhat in this 
manner : 

The catarrhine ape is dumb, and lost its tail; (Haecke/) 
Speech arose from crude animal sounds, and early man had a tail; (Dan,';') 

THEREFORE, file two had a ctmlmon ancator. 
It is for the Darwino-Haedlt!lians, evidently, that it bas been said that, .. If the premises arc not 

true and the syllogism is regular, the reason is valid, and tbe conclusion, wfuffur IrrM or false, is cor
rectly rlerh·oo."-{ED.) 
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oral tradition, yet it is always to nature as a last criterium that both the others 
have to be made subservient. 

"2nd. Among all the beings which people the world, man is the one from 
which eve:-y observation has to start, and to which it has to lead. As St. Martin 
said, healthy philosophy demands that things should be explained through man, 
and not man through things. Such a study of man" . • . led the lecturer to 
recognize three constitutional principles in human nature. 

3rd. Passing thence, from man to things, he showed rapidly, that these three 
principles (upadhis) were found in all Nature. 

"4th. Further in virtue of the hermetic (and also Aristotelean) axioms "as 
above, so below," analogy leads us to admit above men an indefinite series of 
beings, which we do not see, but the reality of which is demonstrated to us by 
the phenomena of clairvoyance, in short, of magic. 

"5th. I"inally, at the summit of the ladder, the same analogy makes us perceive 
the ESSE of all WISDOM-DEITY. Hence, the name of Theosoph)·, of that science 
which embraces all the chain of beings, as far as human mind can do so. But, 
instead, as in theology, of exhausting itself dn sterile efforts to determine the 
attributes of God, which would amount to seeking to define the infinite, * it 
limits our efforts to a tacit recognition of its necessity. It admits with Plato 
that one dare not say aught of Deity but that which is verisimilar; and with 
St. Bernard, that it is absurd to seek the supreme beneath or below man's possi
bility of thought. By induction we thus arrive from Nature to Deity. Thus, 
the catechism of Theosophy could define God as: THE INDEDUCIBLE 
INDUCTIOS." 

We may end by rem:p-king that "the Theosophists of the West are sending 
their greetings and wishes of prosperity to the Doyen of all the world's 
journals and publications, the Gazelte of Pekin, which prepares to celebrate in 
1889 the thousandth year of its existence." A millenium of literary activity 
is something that our "superior race" can hardly boast of anyway. In this, at 
any rate, the proud West has to submit to looking very cheap and small before 
an "inferior race." 

BUDDHISM THROUGH CHRISTIAN SPECTACLES. 

On the occasion of a new pseudo-Oriental dirge t by "Sir Monier Monier 
Williams, K.C.I.E." the very Christian Orientalist, a daily takes the opportunity 
of poking fun into the ribs of several members and ex-members of the T.S. 
We have had an opportunity of acquainting ourself with some of the views of 
the" Duff" lecturer in Edinburgh, and therefore doubt our ever opening his new 
volume. It has once been shown in LUCIFER, April, I 888, how the" Orientalist " of 
that name, scoffing at the modest title of "Light of Asia" seeks to make it pale 
into insignificance before the proud appellation of" Light of the World"-a 

• Leaving aside tbat trifling difficulty in philosophy. which shows to us that to postulate attributes, 
wbich are by their very naturefinile. to the infinit~, is like trying to sq1lare thecircle.-{ED.) 

t .. Buddhism in its connection witb Brahmanism and Hinduism and its contrast with Christianity" 
is the short and comprehensive title of a new work compiled from his "Duff Lectures .. by Sir 
Monier Williams. 
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rather paradoxical boast to make before a mankind, more than two thirds of 
which are non-converted Buddhists and "heathens." But such intellectual 
legerdemain, such jugglery of facts and historical data sacrificed to sectarian 
views, are no novelty to any reader. The modus operandi is a~ old as the 
Nazarene faith, and the genus "missionary" familiar to every admirer of 
Buddha, the DIVINE MAN par excellence. We leave therefore the onus 
probandi-easy enough, with audiences of gobe-moudzes and too willing helpers
of proving the unprovable, to the clever author who uses so dexterously the well
known missionary trick, namely, that "Buddhism is the Devil's imitation of 
Christianity." 

And why shouldn't he, when it is the only thing in our day of shams that 
pays? Let Sir Monier adopt another tone; let him speak truth and fact, and 
declare them squarely to his audiences. Let him state that neither Buddhism, 
nor the gospel of Krishna-nor yet the legends of the numerous Solar Gods 
who lived, died, and after descending into Hades, resurrected, bringing back to 
earth the divine light of which the Demon of Darkness, the Winter Solstice, had 
deprived it-could be " imitations" of the Christian legend, as they preceded it 
by long ages. Let him speak as every impartial historian and Orientalist is in 
duty bound to do, truth and nothing but tke truth, and he will soon find that, 
instead of being referred to by his reviewers as " one of the most distinguished of 
living Orientalists" (?!) he will dwindle down to the status of a fifth-rate lecturer. 
"talking gibberish" "under Mr. Sinnett's influence "(sic). 

True, the Oxford Sanskritist has never been under the influence of the writer 
of" Esoteric Buddhism" ; and his own version (VitJe" Preface" to his work) 
assures us that having thrice travelled through the sacred lands of 
Buddhism, "he has brought to the study of Buddhism and its sacred 
language, Pali, a life-long preparatory study of Brahmanism and its 
sacred language, Sanskrit." Yet there exists another version both in 
India and Oxford. Some irreverent pundits, among others the late 
Dayanand Saraswate, the greatest Sanskrit scholar of India, laboured under 
the impression that in the last voyage through" the sacred lands of Buddhism," 
namely Benares and beyond, made by Prof. Monier Williams (was it in 1876 or 
77 ?) no pundit could make head or tail of what the "most distinguished of 
living Orientalists" meant, when he attempted to speak Sanskrit; nor could they 
(the pundits) be coaxed into admitting that the illustrious Oxford Orientalist 
knew anything of Sanskrit at all. In fact, it was a truly benevolent action of 
Pundit Dayanand to have allowed his pupil, Shamji Krishnavarma, then a 
theosophist by-the-bye, to go to Oxford and teach the eminent Professor some 
real Sanskrit. Whether the distinguished Orientalist has profited by the 
lessons of his young and most intelligent guru-lessons which covered several 
years since I 879-remains an open question. At all events he speaks like a true
blue Brahmin and a reader of the Puranic dead·letter of Buddha's death having 
been caused by eating "too much dried boar's flesh." This is something in 
view of Buddha's asceticism and aversion to eating anything that had life in it, 
still more wonderful in its dead-letter than that other statement that" prayer to 
the unknown (God) is among the chief duties now recognised by Buddhists." 
We find it in a daily that quotes from the Professor's lecture. 

Priests and brothers of Ceylon, please rise and explain I 
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Therefore the remark is quite true that the "work of Sir Monier Williams, 
K.C.I.E."-which--
.. will most interest those who have tIdlJled in what is called • Theosophy,' of which Colonel Olcott. 
Mr. A. P. Sinnett, and Madame Blavatsky are the best known exponents, is that entitled' Mystical 
Buddhism." For Sir Monie-r holds that the Buddha himself was opposed to mysticism; that originally 
Buddhism 'set its r3ce against all solitary asceticism, and all secret efforts to obtain sublime heights 
o( knowledge; it had no occult, esoteric system of doctrine which it withheld (rom ordinary men.' .. 
-Literary lVorld. 

Oh, Brahma Prabkav6pyaya I Thou God of the imperishable origin who 
took the figure of a boar-the same from eating whose DRIED remains Buddha 
is said by the metaphor-loving and wily Brahmin to have died-be merciful to 
thy detractors and would-be scholars! Our contemporary, the Literal', World, 
launching on the dangerous depths of "Pure and impure Buddhism," confesses 
after enumerating several learned works, that: 

.. In this enumeration we have taken no account of the writings of the Theosophists or Neo-Bud
dhists, which pretend to initiate Western readers into the secret doctrines of Buddhism, and are 
generally too mystical and unintelligible (or an ordinary man's comprehension." 

No wonder our" secret doctrines of Buddhism" are too milch for an ordinary 
man's comprehension. But then the "Duff" lecturer, Sir Monier-Monier 
Williams is, on his own confession and statement, of very extraordinary com
prehension and most remarkable learning. He has forgotten more than any 
man ever knew; and learnt more of that which all the Orientalists put together 
had to unlearn. A few" Duff" lectures more, and the English public will be 
told that Sir William Jones and Colonel Wilford were, after all, right; that 
Gautama Buddha was a parody of the Biblical Lamech, Buddhism and Woden
ism, hence, Mercury and Buddha, are identical, and that the whole character of 
the Prince of Kapilavastu was copied from the mythical St. Josaphat, the 
Roman Catholic saint of India. 

Will it be deemed very impertinent to the "greatest of living Orientalists" to 
say that it is only to be regretted that, having finished his Sanskrit rudiments 
with Shamji Krishnavarma, the eminent Oxford scholar has not turned to the 
Theosophists to give a little finishing touch to his Brahmano-Buddhist know
ledge? We would have never grudged him his "Light of the World"; but 
taking him lovingly to our esoteric bosoms and permitting him to "dabble" in 
theosophy, we would have brought order into the confusion of his Buddhist 
notions and restored the equilibrium to the very unbalanced ideas culled by him 
in some Purlinas, adverse to the" Light of Asia." But now, do what we may, it 
is not Sir b,s-Monier Williams, K.C.I.E., who can ever hope to become" the 
Light of Orientalism." Sic transit gloria mundi I 

After all it is not the theosophists who are the losers; for never has a cer
tain daily uttered a greater truth than when saying that a certain "Radical 
gentleman" is "not alone in the transfer of h,s allegiance from Christianity to 
Buddllism. Since the publication of Mr. Sinnetfs 'Esoteric Buddhism' various 
English converts have been made by the propagandists, male and female, who 
have tlevoted themselves to the work of proselytism j and there,s no tlDubt that 
Asiatic mystery 1.it any form has a great charm fcr a certain dass of minds." 

It has, it has; and no amount of Western pride and prejudice will ever pre
vent the truths which Buddha taught from coming home to the hearts of the 
most intelligent thinkers of the West. 
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MEETING OF BUDDHIST LADIES IN CEYLON." 

ON March 24, a meeting of Sinhalese ladies was held at the local Theosophical Head
quarters. A meeting of the Sinhalese fair sex is quite unprecedented in the annals of 
Ceylon, and yesterday's representative gathering may be fitly called the first of its kind 
ever held in Ceylon since the days of Sangha Mitta. The meeting was convened to 
discuss the best method of furthering Female Education among the Sinhalese. Mr. 
Leadbeater, F.T.S. (an ex-Protestant clergyman of England, who has embraced 
Buddhism), addressed the ladies, giving a few practical hints on the subject. He was 
followed by Mrs. de Silva, Mrs. de Livera, and a few other ladies. 

Mrs. de Silva kept the audience spell-bound with an excellent address, dwelling on 
the present state of Sinhalese women. She said that the standard of race develop
ment could only be elevated by granting woman every facility for the culture and 
exercise of all her powers and faculties. The Sinhalese woman has not properly de
veloped these powers, and Mrs. de Silva begged of all present to do everything in their 
power to promote female education among their si sters. 

It may not be out of place to mention here that Mrs. de Silva is a member of a very 
respectable Sinhalese family, and is the wife of a native merchant. Her amiability, 
coupled with rare intelligence and unselfish devotion to her nation and country, makes 
her eminently qualified to be the leader of a movement which bids fair to be a 
thorough success. Mrs. de Silva intends conferring with several up-country. Kumari 
Hamis and low-country Walawe Mahatmayas on the subject of Female Education, 
which is next her heart. At the meeting yesterday Mrs. de Silva read extracts from 
letters from an American lady Doctor, which one of her friends had received anent the 
question, expressing the lady Doctor's sympathy with the cause ••.• 

The second meeting of Sinhalese ladies was held on March JO, at 2 p.m., at the 
Hall of the Theosophical Society, when there were over 50 ladies present. !'wlrs. S. de 
Silva read the notice convening the meeting j and a few others spoke of the desirability 
of organizing a Society among the women of Ceylon for promoting Female Education. 
An Association was then formed-to be called by a suitable name, which the Theo
sophical Society's Pandit, Mr. Weragama Banda, has kindly consented to. The 
following officers were elected to carry on the business of the Association :-

President, Mrs. S. de Silva j Vice-Presidents, Mrs. Madelina Perera Dharma 
Gunawardana, . Mrs. A. de Livera, Mrs. Dona Madelena; Secretary, Mrs. E. Wijey
singhe: Assistant Secretary, Miss M. E. de Silva j Treasurer, :\Irs. Isabella Dharma 
Gunawardana. 

The Secretary then read several letters from ladies expressing their sympathy with 
the movement and their regret at being unable to be present at the meeting owing to 
unavoidable circumstances. It was most gratifying to observe that besides these 
letters there were a few more from the sterner sex expressing their sympathy and 
good wishes for the success of the cause and enclosing donations. . • • 

A committee was formed consisting of 7 members,s to form a quorum, to meet on 
next Saturday and frame the constitution of the Society. 

The object of the Society, so far as we have learned, is the promotion of education 
among the women of Ceylon, and it has also as its chief aim the formation of a bond 
of sympathy with the women of all classes, which is indeed very desirable. \Ve have 
often observed that, owing to the nasty caste system, a large number of intelligent 
women find it difficult to obtain a footing in native society. This new Association 
offers one broad p.1atform where all women, irrespective of caste, may stand up and 
proclaim their sisterhood. We congratulate the new Society on having elected a body 

* Communicated by a correspondent in Ceylon. Vide Ceylon Era",i"er. 
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of officers most competent to be the moving spirits, owing to their intelligence, amia
bility, and the position they hold in Buddhist native circles. 

It is worthy of note that the Assistant Secretary is a highly· accomplished young 
lady of very respectable parents. She received her education under European super· 
vision in one of the leading Female Seminaries of Colombo, under Christian Mission 
management. She is a staunch Buddhist, and this is a most exceptional instance. In 
her the new Association has an acquisition. The Society contemplates, as soon as its 
funds will permit, opening a College for Buddhist and Hindu girls under the superin
tendence of a European Lady Principal 

A NEW BRANCH OF THE T.S. 

A BRANCH of the THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY has now been formed in Liverpool. 
It is hoped that this effort will ll.eet with an active support among all who are 
interested in a revival of that ancient learning and philosophy which, studiously 
preserved throughout the ages, is now being disclosed and taught openly. 

Theosophy attacks no religion, but is the friend of all. Denying the efficacy 
of creeds and dogmas, it seeks in every faith the underlying truths which exist 
in al~ and collecting these it presents to the world a system of religious and 
scientific thought which, existing from the most remote times, has been the basis 
of every world religion. 

Foremost among Theosophical teachings are the doctrines of Karma and Re
incarnation, showing how the individual unit passes through a long series of 
births and rebirths, the circumstances of each earth life being controlled by 
the previous ones. "Whatsoever a man· soweth that shall he also reap." 
This teaching alone is capable of supplying an adequate explanation of the 
diversities of fortune, of calamity apparently unmerited and success apparently 
unearned. 

Theosophy teaches man's Divine origin, and shows how he is again absorbed 
into the Divine at the end of the path of births and rebirths. 

Theosophy has shed the bright light of Eastern philosophy and metaphysics 
upon our scientific researches, and has shown that science goes hand·in-hand 
with the truest religion, the two forming one grand and united whole. 

To all who are interested in the occult we offer a hearty welcome. The efforts 
of the Society have now placed within easy reach the works of the most advanced 
in all ages, whose researches cannot fail to be of the utmost value to every 
searcher after Esoteric truth. 

Full information as to membership, etc., may be obtained from the 
SECRETARY, 

86, Queen's Road, 
BootIe, Liverpool. 
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(torresponl)ence. 
--+-

ANTHROPOLOGICAL QUERIES. 

A WORK has been published, which revolutionises the science of animal life, and 
marks an epoch in our zoology equivalent in importance to Linna:us' great dis
covery of the binomial nomenclature. I cannot descend to bathos, and com
pare it with Darwin's Origin of SPedes ; as the author of the Secret Doc/rine is 
probably aware that several foolish books have been written before her time. 
Vixere fortes ante Agamemnona. 

All works that have been the object of self-improvement in science are of 
literary value. The present age is one wherein the principles of Finality have 
been assumed by the advocates of the science which, in 1859, was scornfully 
rejected as a modern invention by those who supported another theory, and in 
1889 enjoy the popularity of success, and view anything which is not in con
formity with Darwinism as a modem heresy. The high priests of our modem 
Darwinism do not stop at finality. They are not satisfied with asserting that 
they have reached perfect knowledge, but authoritatively condemn any proposi
tion which is contrary to their belief. Thus, it may be safely said that if any 
one were to write a paper discussing any anthropological matter from the stand
point ofa polygenist or a special creationist, such a paper would inevitably be 
rejected either by the Anthropological Institute, or Section H of the British 
Association. I am happy to say that the present writer has run no such risk. 
The "Secret Doctrine" is to "Darwinism" like dock-leaves to nettle. It makes 
no compromise and boldly declares the possibility of another theory of the 
origin of man to have been probable, and it has a theory, by which, on the assump
tion of prima:val continents having existed at a remote historical epoch, the 
genesis of the various early races of man may be accounted for; whether we 
adopt the hypotheses of Wallace or of Sclater; and in whatever way we may 
limit the existence of the once mighty continents of Lemuria and Atlantis, we 
see the genesis of such men as the man of Can stadt satisfactorily accounted for. 
It is on anthropological matters, especially, that the author of the Secret Dodrine 
is really strong, and after a few years experience of the divagations to which 
anthropologists have often been led, each writer erecting his fame on the \\Teck 

of his predecessor's faith, 

gens ratione ferox, ac mentem posta chimeras, 

we confess to a certain feeling of satisfaction in seeing all the theories 
dismissed to "the limbo of all hasty blunders," and the solitary system of H. P. 
Blavatsky left unique in its magnificence. Such a theory, which boldly attri
butes the descent of some animals from men by the degradation hypothesis, and 
rejects the theory of the evolution of men from apes, will naturally find scant 
support among the moderns. The argument which the late Sir Charles Lyell 
brought against the transmutation hypothesis. though suppressed in the later 
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editions of the Principles of Geology, have still some weight. Professor Huxley, 
in 1855, lecturing to the Royal Institution, spoke vehemently against the doc
trine of transmutation. "Those theorists," who contended that there had been 
a progressive development of life since the globe first became habitable, com
mencing with the simplest forms of life, and proceeding regularly upwards to the 
most complex, were severely criticized, and it was stated that such a view of 
creation was not compatible with the facts disclosed by geological researches. 
Professor Huxley, in 1855, confidently assured his audience that a close examina
tion dispelled the idea of progressive development, and proved that it had no 
solid foundation. Yet he appears now to have executed what the late General 
McClellan termed a "change of base." We now have him writing emphatically 
in favour of Darwinism as the only possible hypothesis on the Evolutionist side. 
The theory, however, of Madame Blavatsky, has the advantage of recognising 
the origin of the lower races of men. Broc and Virey had given some proofs of 
the relations in which black men are coincident with black apes, and red men 
with red apes. Earlier, in 1850, Agassiz had remarked on the singularity of 
the fact that the black orang occurs upon the continent which is inhabited 
by the black human race, while the brown orang inhabits those parts of Asia 
over which the chocolate-coloured Malays have been developed. Unless, how
ever, the European race is made to claim descent from the oran-utan (although 
the gorilla would, Ii p1't01't~ seem to be far more nearly allied to man), this theory 
leaves us entirely in the dark as to their origin. Neither does it account for 
the genesis of the Australian negroes, as there is not only no black ape, but no 
ape at all within that continent which could find hypothetical zoologists with a 
convenient progenitor. 

The arguments in favour of Derivation as opposed to Darwinism have been 
given at length by Sir Richard Owen, and students of his system of philosophy 
are perhaps unable to find much distinction between his thoughts and those 
of the Seuet Doctrine. Both agree in the utter rejection of all hypotheses, 
which like those of Haeckel, darken counsel by words without know
ledge, and depend for their own acceptation for the previous acceptation of the 
Darwinian theory. We see in H. P. B.'s creed, on the other hand, as flee 
emancipation from all shackles as the most ardent student of Burgersdyk or 
Heereboord could desire. Her hypothesis is a self-contained one. For her 
whether notre eker voisin et parent, la punaise, originated by natural selection 
or in any other manner is quite indifferent. We thus see that some merits of a 
hypothesis are preserved Her theory does not depend on any other, and we 
see that the hypothesis, such as it is, is borne out by the genesis of the inferior 
races of man. The great point that Madame Blavatsky makes is, that we have 
two races of men. From each of these are descended various groups of 
inferior animals, which in reality are the descendants and not the progenitors 
of man. Thus, we see that her theory is directly at variance with Darwinism. 
Of course there are Darwinites and Darwinites. The late Charles Darwin was a 
scholar, but the same cannot be said of many of his successors. 

One feature in the Secret Doctrine commends itself to my liking. The author 
says nothing about the modem doctrines of Evolution. The manner wherein 
the latter unfortunate word is used by scientific men is prudently not copied 
In fact the brightest passages in H. P. B.'s work are those wherein she cuts 

IS 
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herself boldly away from the fashionable phrases by which, to use the words of 
Lord Beaconsfield, gaily dressed and vociferating females "prattle of proto
plasm in gilded saloons." 

Once the theory is well established that the higher races of man have been 
the origin of the more degraded forms, we are able to estimate the value of 
the scheme of filiation by which each individual race has been created. The 
author might have enounced her argument in one of two forms. Deductively, she 
might have claimed it as a revelation. Into the sources of her knowledge, true 
or false, I need not enquire, nor does the author of the Secret Doc/rine ex
press. Inductively she might have, and in fact has, considered the genesis of 
mankind from a purely scientific standpoint. If her theory merely rests on 
grounds of science, it must be examined on those grounds alone. To attain 
this end, the precept of Lucretius should guide us. 

" Acri 
Judicio perpende j ef, si floi vera videnfur, 
Dede manus j auf si lalsum esf, adcingere confra ! " 

The races of early man may, from the point of view of the modern anthro
pologist, be divided into two broad divisions. A, the Man of Canstadt. B, the 
man of Cromagnon. It is the object of the present remarks to urge that a 
light has been thrown on modern science by the publication of the Secret 
Doctrine which illuminates one of the most important epochs in modern an
thropology. Such a statement of known fact is probably without precedent in 
the history of our science. There are some who remember the weary uphill way 
in which the scientific men of the last generation deliberately directed arrows 
that, on the whole, were aimed towards the gold centre of truth, and told as 
much as was known of a science then young and still hardly adolescent. 

The leading types of the Canstadt man have been found at Canstadt, 
E3uisheim, Brux, Neanderthal, La Denise (of the male type); and of the 
gentler sex at Stangenres, Olmo, Clichy, Maestricht, Gibraltar, and Larzac. 
Probably too much has been said about the Neander valley skull, that was at 
least not simious, though its earlier advocates made it so, and belonged to an in
dividual of whom the antiquity and the peculiarity were alike disproven. The cele
brated and mysterious jaw from La Naulette, which undeniably does present 
some simious characters, is probably referable to the race of Canstadt. There is 
a palreontological difficulty, which is stronger than a theoretical one. How do 
we know that such a jaw as that of La Naulette fitted on to a skull like that of 
Canstadt or Eguisheim? The type of man most aberrant from the existing 
forms is merely represented by one, or at most two, lower jaws from La 
Naulette and Arcy. We have no evidence that the skulls associated with such 
mandibles were of any peculiar type; they may have been as hyper
brachistocephalic as some existing Norwegians, or as hypsi-stenocephalic as the 
longest skulled New Caledonian. Where we have not a single fact from which 
we can legitimatel}' infer even a probable generalisation, silence, at least, so far as 
regards the cranial type associated with the truly ancient lower jaws, becomes 
absolutely nesessary. Many of the skulls of the Can stadt (o/zm "Neander
thaloid") type are of dubious antiquity, but I mean by this merely to say that 
taking instance by instance, their association with the remains of extinct animals, 
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and then consequent reference to the" post pliocene" period (whatever that 
may mean) has not passed beyond conjecture- in some cases, and a high 
degree of probabilty in others. Was the earliest known man in Europe more 
apish than existing races? The Secret Doctrine has shown good reason on 
which this plausible theory of modern "Evolution" (pity me for using the un
meaning word) may be denied. Was he of the same race as that which now 
exists in Western and Central Europe? To this question many answers may be 
returned. One school would say that the Neanderthal skull for instance is 
identical in character with many existing Celts. Reference to such skulls as 
those of Antrim, Louth, Gentoud, "1029 of Davis", St. Mansuy, Bishop of 
Toul in the fourth century, Ledbury, Corcomroo, Morrisk, Borris, Nether 
Urquhart, and perhaps a dozen others, will show that the characters that in 
1861, I and many better men (now, alas, "gone home") thought to be 
exceptional are now known to be frequent, if not common. An investigation 
of these skulls, which like those of the direct Canstadt type, are of uncertain 
age, but of which some have belonged to individuals that have existed within 
the last five hundred years, will show that the Canstadt men have existed 
within the historical period. Are they now extinct? I am compelled at this 
moment to postpone the subject on which a student of anthropology may ask 
of authority that is more exact and powerful than that of inductive science, 
whether a race descended from the ancient Lemurians, does not at the present 
day exist in Ireland. However, in Australia we certainly find it. The dis
tinction between the flat-headed and gable-topped races of Australia is a fact, 
that, though true, had been obscured in Anthropological Science till the voice 
of the "Master" (through Madame Blavatsky) proclaimed it to English 
scientific men. The flat-headed races of Australia thus prove to be an 
important factor in the chain of man. 

In a communication that I made to the Anthropological Society, if. I advo
cated the existence, in Australia, of several very distinct types. M. Topinard t 
has done me the rare honour of proposing the same theory, which is in accord
ance with the arguments of Mr. C. StaniIand Wake.t From Port Essington,§ 
near Moreton Bay, we have a type of Australian skull, that differs entirely from 
the tectocephalic Australian, and exhibits its Lemurian characters by being in the 
words of Quatrefages and Hamy II "destin~e avant tout a souligner les carac
teres differentiels de la tete osseuse de l'homme, me me Ie plus inf~rieur, et de 
celle des anthropomorpbes." But these flat-headed aborigines had their allies in 
an old English race. The" river-bed" type of skull attracted in 1862 more atten· 
tion than at present. Evidence of these river-bed skulls is found from Muskham, U 

Towyn-y-Cape~ tt Blackwater,tt Borris,§§ Eastham, II II and perhaps Heathery 

• Journal of Anthrop. Society of London. VoL viii. p. xxxii. 
t Bulletins de Ia Societe d'Anthropologie de Paris. 2nd series. vol. xii. p. 211. 327, 
::: Physical Characters of the Australian Aborigines. Journal of Anthropology. IB70. p. 259. xii, 
§ Owen. Descriptive Catalogue of Royal College of Surgeons, Nos 5185. 5309. 5336. 
II Quatrcfages & Hamy. Crania Ethnica. p. J030 
'II Huxley loe. cit.. p. 130. 
M Laing and Huxley. Prehistoric Rem1.insof Caithness, p. 124. Mihi in Geologist. 1862. p.215 
tt Laing & Huxley. Ioc. cit.. p. 124-
:::t L. & H. loe. cit •• p. 125. mihi in Geologist. 1862, p. :ns. 
II L. & H. loc. cit. p. 126. mihi in Geologist. 1862. p. 214-
II R Mihi in Geologist. 1862. p, 213. 
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Burn. '" They indicate a race of men that survived at a period of great anti
quity, and according to the speculations of Dr. Thurnam and Professor Huxley, 
were to a certain extent identifiable with, or representative of, the "long
barrow" type of skull. The hasty generalisation of Dr. Thurnam' t "long 
barrows, long skulls, round barrows, round skulls," has long since been forgotten; 
yet it served to amuse speculators of the year 1866. Professor Busk,~ who was 
probably the first to call attention to the " River Bed" skulls, cautiously avoided 
their identification with any other. As I am now conducting a theosophical, not 
an anthropological argument, I wish to show that this race exhibits every mark 
of absolute distinction from the succeeding 'Selgre or Celts, the Aryans of the 
penny papers, whence Europe is supposed to have derived what it is pleased to 
call its religion and its civilisation. On the other hand, the river-bed type of 
skull shows no analogy with the apes. Where its true affinity is found is among 
the flat-headed aborigines of Australia. I refrain from arguing the anatomical 
question in detail, as I have done so already at great length. But it is this race 
that may have been the last survivors of the Lemurians in Europe, and have 
nothing to do with the later types of man. 

In these remarks, I have carefully abstained from saying anything about the 
Cra-magnon or Engis men, that most probably belonged to the Fifth Race. 

The questions, therefore, that I have to ask are : 
A. Was the Canstadt man a Lemurian? 
B. Were the "river-bed" men ejusdem generis with the earlier race of Can

stadt. Or at least, were some of them so? 
By solving these rather difficult anthropological questions you will confer 

another benefit on contemporary science. 
C. CARTER BLAKE, Doct. Sc. 

, (Late Secretary Anthropological Society of London), 

THE "SPIRITUAL BODY." 
AT theJoot of page 97 of the April number of LUCIFER it is stated that man is of 
a fourfold nature, possessing a natural body, a spiritUal body, a soul and a spirit. 
I wlsh to understand the character, destiny, purpose and relative position of 
that part which is termed the spiritual body. Is it as permanent as the spirit or 
merely a temporary habitation for the latter? 

Is it that which serves the same purpose during the Devachanic period as 
does the body during earth-life; i.e., is it the vehicle of communication between 
the spirit and the external conditions to which it is in relation during Devachan? 
Is it the death of this body which closes life in Devachan and causes the spirit 
to gravitate towards terrestrial existence again? 

CHARLES B. INGHAM. 

REPLY. 
In answer to this query, it would seem probable that in the fourfold division 

of the human being here referred to as that which was adopted by the earliest 
* Mihiin GeologiSL 1862. p. 216. Huxley. Geologist. 1862. P.204. 
t Tbumam. Memoirs Anthropological Society. vol. i.. p. 149. • 
:: Crania Typica. Work unfortunately not published. but of which the plates are in the lib!8IJ 0 

the Anthropological Institute. 
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Christians, the .. spiritual body" may be identified with the Karana Sarira, or 
"causal body" of Eastern philosophy. It is the inseparable and co-existent 
vehicle of the Monad during the periods of manifestation, and is best described, 
as indicated by its name, as that in which inhere all the Karmic causes which 
have been generated by that "monad" 

The exact relation of this causal or spiritual body to the Monad in Devachan 
has never been clearly explained in any Theosophical treatise. It would seem 
probable, howe\-'er, that during the Devachanic state this vehicle undergoes a 
process of im:olulion, by which it assimilates all the spiritual essence of the ex
periences passed through during the previous life. 

The spiritual body being co-existent with the Monad cannot die, but it 
would appear probable that the return to incarnation is caused by the termina· 
tion of the process of involution just mentioned 

A STRANGE MESMERIC PHENOMENON. 
I AM very glad to see that the strange case of my arm has found space in the 
March number of LUCIFER, as it may lead to explanations which interest me. I 
am very anxious to know whether my case is singular, or whether others have 
had the same experience. Meanwhile, I can give you another instance illus
trating the same thing and which I have found in my father's diary, written 
over fifty years ago. 

In Astrachan, on the Caspian sea,·there·was, during our stay there, an apothe
cary named Ossey (probably his sons are still there). He suffered terribly from 
toothache, whether neuralgic or otherwise, I do not know. Probably the former, 
because the extraction of several teeth on that side did not relieve him. Some
body told him that there lived in the town an old retired soldier who" lalked 
away" 11 most effectually the tooth-ache. Ossey found out the soldier-wizard, 
who did talk away his pain in a few minutes, so that it never returned. 

Some time after, the apothecary happened to meet the soldier, and asked him 
whether his pain was ever likely to return; to which the soldier replied as follows: 
"This depends on which of us survives the other. If you die before me, then 
the toothache will never return; but if I die before you, the pain will return 
immediately, and more violent than ever." 

For nine years Ossey had no pain and the remembrance of his suffering even 
had vanished from his thoughts, when, in the tenth year, his neuralgia returned 
with redoubled violence. He rushed off in search of his soldier-healer, but 
could nowhere find him, and learnt a few days later that the soldier had died; 
and thus his forewarning had proved correct. 

It seems to me that this .. talking away" is just another kind of mesmeric 
healing. My arm pains me more and more, even interfering with my writing, 
as the fingers are becoming stiff. For me there is no more doubt that my 
rheumatism returned in Odessa, on the very day on which Evette died in Paris. 

Ossey's story is interesting as a corroboration of my own case. 
N. A. FADEEFF. 

• This is tbe literal translation of the popular and mystic term .. ZQgwarivayl," in Russia. For 
tbe good men and women in towns and villages who play at local medicine-men (and the people 
will have no otbers) literally" talk away," by means of some strange words whicb no one under
stands but themselves, and by breathing on the water, all kinds of diseases and ailments most 
effectively. 
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PROBLEMS OF THE HIDDEN LIFE. 

BEING ESSAYS ON THE ETHICS OF SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION.· 

iIhfi ANY of our readers will be already familiar with these earnest and sug
JOOL gesstive Essays which now appear in a collected form. They first 

attracted attention in the Patk, and served to many as welcome sign
posts on the search after Truth. Their style is marked with a depth of feeling 
and earnestness which cannot fail to find an echo in the heart of all who have 
suffered and striven to find a path which shall lead them out of the illusion and 
barrenness of ordinary life. It is easy to see that the writer has been much 
influenced by the Bhagavat Gita, and some of its characteristic expressions have 
left their mark upon his style as well as upon his thought. But he is no mere 
repeater of words, learned by heart and only half understood. He has entered 
into the Spirit of the Eastern conception of the true purpose of human life, and 
renders it again in a form which will be more attractive to many minds than its 
original garb. 

These essays, of course, have no pretension to completeness of treatment or 
philosophic method. But the reasoning is clear and logical throughout, and 
their very fragmentariness renders them more suggestive and helpful than a 
more formal treatise could be. 

The hearty thanks of all earnest students of life are therefore due to "Pil
grim," and we wi~h his work all the success which it undeniably deserves. 

PATAN]ALI'S YOGA APHORISMSt 

AN INTERPRETATION. 

EVERY theosophist should have this book. It is rendered into plain English 
according to the thought of Patanjali, and has none of the obscurities or brackets 
which appeared in the Bombay edition of 1885. There are explanatory notes. 
An appendix is added containing the text of the Bombay edition, for 
comparison. 

For Sale by "The Path," P. O. Box 2659, New York, and at 7 Duke Street, 
Adelphi, London W.C. 

ESOTERIC STUDIES. UNDER, IN, AND ABOVE THE WORLD.t 

THE author is a Grand Cross of the Order of St. Anne, in Russia; was 
. Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from Portugal to Russia 

1870 to 1876, and like a noble-minded man, places his Fellowship of the 
Theosophical Society above these dignities. When this work was as he teUs us, 
J"eady for publication in December last, the "Secret Doctrine" appeared, and a 

* By PILGRIM. London: GEORGE REDWAY, IS8g. 
t By WILLIAM Q. ]UOOII:. I Vol., Price post free, $1.00. or 4 shillings. 

:I: By VISCOUNT DE FIGANliRE. Oporto, Svo. 188g lIn Portuguese]. 
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"fresh light" thrown on the subject. The alterations he has made are em
bodied .in a supplementary chapter of 40 pages, which appears to convey a clearer 
abstract of the Secret Doctrine, and a more systematic review than has yet 
appeared in Europe. The work, treating as it does of topics which form the 
ground·work of Theosophical teaching, cannot be reviewed in these pages at the 
length it probably deserves. A propredeutic work is necessarily didactic in its 
character, and the author who lays down certain general propositions has given 
in all cases the sources of his information. The first part is devoted to 
Evolution in general, comprising metaphysics, ontology, and cosmogony. The 
second part to human evolution. The genesis of the first, second, third, fourth, 
and fifth race is described. Chapters follow on the Origin of Language, on 
Kama-Ioka, Avitchi, and Devachan. The definition and modes of operation 
of the law of Karma are given in detail. The eighth sphere, the manwantaric 
manifestations, free-wil~ the periodic cycles, the sixth and seventh race, the 
occult hierarchy and the history of the Theosophical Society form each separate 
chapters. We refrain from offering at this time an analysis of each of these, 
and content ourselves with saying that the work is copiously illustrated with 
diagrams, and is one of the most scientific manuals of Theosophical literature 
that has yet appeared. Portugal may well be proud of so eloquent an 
expounder of elementary truths in such nervous language, and after our bitter 
experience of English literature on the subject, it is a relief to read any 
work written by an exact mind in clear language. We must also notice how 
this book contrasts with the Spanish spiritist productions, and it will be seen that 
the learning and elegance of the author have induced him to compile one of 
the most important contributions to modern Theosophical literature. 

THE OLD NEW WORLD.*' 
/A.\ PAMPHLET, originally published in a Boston paper, descriptive of 4. the explorations of Mr. Sylvester Baxter amongst the races of the 

ZUlU Indians of Arizona. Mr. Baxter has summarised a part of the 
anthropological details. He has told us somewhat of the race of men which 
preserved the primitive traditions of the American continent, which continent 
has, perhaps, carried down the brachycephalic race on the West (near Lemuria) 
and the dolichocephalic race on the East (near Atlantis) the traditions of 
a primitive race, which, in all cases, appears to have preserved to us a far 
closer tradition of the early history of man than is afforded by the accounts of 
the Stone Age. We see in this work a factor whereon the early traditions of 
New Mexico, that we only know by the obscure work of Clavigero, and such 
like him, may be interpreted. We are glad to see in this work a germ of the 
anthropology of the future. On page 35, he indicates an anthropological 
discovery of an important nature, on which it would be impolitic (to say the 
least) to comment until Mr. Ten Kate's memoir is published. We would only 
here state that the Secret Doctrine, vol. ii., p. 289, has hinted that the occasional 
features which were universal in some ancient men occur now in some species 
of animals, and may be observed in a few exceptional instances. However, 
Mr. Baxter is evidently meditating an anthropological surprise. Any 
elaborate review of this work must be postponed till we have all the information 
befure us. It will certainly be of the greatest value to the anthropologist as 
an avant courier of future communication. The Hemenway South-Western 
Archreological Expedition is evidently doing good theosophical and anthropo· 
logical work. 

.. By SYLVESTER BAXTER. Salem, Massachusetts. 1888. 
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THE BIJOU OF ASIA. 

WE have great pleasure in recommending to such of our readers as are interested 
in Buddhism, the Bijou of Asia, particulars of which we give below. It is an 
encouraging sign for the future of Buddhism that in Japan it already possesses 
an organ of its own in English.-[ED.] 

"The Bijou is a bi-monthly Buddhist journal, published by the Buddhist Propaga
tion Society i edited by M. Matsuyama. It is established as a means of correspon
dence, and for the spread of Buddhism in other lands. 

Terms :-Single copy, 3 cents i 18 cents for a year, in advance. 
"All communications should be addressed to the editor i his full address :-M. 

Matsuyama, the Buddhist Propagation Society (Senkio·Kwai), Aburanocoji Onmayedori 
Sagaru, Kioto, Japan. Send the money by postal order, when possible." 

" DON'T."· 
DON'T, when you meet a Buddhist, brag 
of the" glorious" \Vestern civilization. 

Don't can the Hindus Buddhists. 
Don't faIl into the vulgar error that 

Nirvana means annihilation. 
Don't forget to master Olcott's" Bud

dhist Catechism." 
Don't forget to make yourself familiar 

with D1tsa's "Sweden borg the Buddhist," 
and Sinnett's" Esoteric Buddhism." 

Don't forget that Purgatory, Heaven, 
and HelI have an end i and that Nirvana 
has no end. 

Don't, like the ignorants about you, and 
contrary to the teachings of Buddhism, lay 
stress upon an existence of three-score 
years and ten. 

Don't believe that every Chinese and 
Japanese you meet is a Buddhist. 

Don't go to a Christian missionary, or 
author, to learn the Law of the Buddha. 

Don't believe that every member of the 
Theosophical Society is a Buddhist. 

Don't spout Biblical quotations into the 
ears of a Buddhist. 

Don't think that every teaching repre
sented as Buddhistic by Western scholars 
and members of the Theosophical Society 
is to be found in the Sacred Scriptures of 
Buddhism. 

Don't take a man who prates about 
"God" and the" \Vord" for a Buddhist. 

Don't pin your faith to a man who offers 
to teach you the way to Nirvana for a 
dollar a lesson. 

Don't think that because a Buddhist 
ignores alI gods -Jewish, Christian and 
Pagan-he ignores the Divine Life. 

Don't fancy that the higher teachings 
of Buddhism can be grasped by an ordinary 
mind. 

Don't calI every one who reads Buddhist 
books a Buddhist. 

Don't think that the abbots and monks 

of Buddhism are priests, and that the 
Order of Ascetics is a church. 

Don't forget that REASON is the 
primary of Buddhism, and that sacred 
scriptures, monks, and authorities are 
secondary. 

Don't think that a Buddhist monk 
(" priest! ") or a nun may marry, eat flesh 
and drink wine. 

Don't be ashamed to give a copper (if 
this is all you can give) toward the spread 
of the Law of Righteousness. 

Don't fancy that because you (or some 
Buddhist abbot, monk, or nun) have not 
seen an Arahat (a transcendent Buddhist 
saint) he does not exist. 

Don't calI everyone born in a nominalIy 
Buddhist land a Buddhist. 

Don't offer flesh, alcohol or narcotics to 
a Buddhist. 

Don't ask a Buddhist to accompany you 
to a prayer-meeting, a slaughter-house, 
a grogshop, or any other bad place. 

Don't think that because a Buddhist 
listens patiently to your scientific and 
religious notions he assents to them. 

Don't believe in the" Buddhism" of one 
who does nothin6 towards the spread of 
the Buddha's Good Law. 

Don't brag of Buddhism, but practise 
its precepts. 

Don't for pity's sake send your children 
to Christian schools, or to any place where 
Christian influence prevails. 

Don't give your money toward" ta
mashas" and festivities, but toward the 
education of your children in the light of 
the Buddha's Good Law. 

Don't c:all Madame H. P. B1avatsky 
a Buddhist or a Buddhaist, but a 
Budhist. 

[Don't forget that THE BUDDHIST RAY 
is the first journal ever published in 
Christendom devoted to the sprea\1 of the 
Good Law.] 

• From the BuddltiJt Ray, of California, republished in the Bijou of Asia, Kioto, Japan. 
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.. IT'S THE CAT!" 

(Dedicated to tkose Members of tke T. S. wkom tke cap may fit·) 
.. Let ignominy brand thy hated name j 

Let modest matrons at thy mention start j 

And blushing virgins when they read our 
annals 

Skip o'er the guilty page that holds thy 
legend, ' 

And blots the noble work •.•. " 
-SHAKESPEARE. 

An excuse is worse and more terrible than 
a lie j for an excuse is a lie guarded. 

-POPE • 

.. THE woman gave me of the tree, and I did eat," said the first 
man, the first sneak and coward, thus throwing his own share 
of the blame upon his helpless mate. This may have been 

" worse than a lie " according to Pope, yet, in truth-it was not one. LIE 
was not born with the first man or woman either. The Lie is the product 
of later civilization, the legitimate child of SELFISHNEss-ready to 
sacrifice to itself the whole of mankind-and of HYPOCRISY, often born 
or fear. The original sin for which, agreeably to the orthodox Sunday 
School teaching, the whole world was cursed, drowned, and went unfor- . 
given till the year I A.D.-is not the greatest sin. The descendants of 
Adam improving upon their grandsire's transgression, invented lie and 
added to it excuse and prevarication. .. It's the cat" is a saying that 
may have originated with the antediluvians, whenever an actual sin had 
been committed and a scapegoat was needed. But it required the post
diluvians to father on the" cat" even that which had never been com
mitted at all; that which was an invention of the fertile brain of the 
slanderers, who never hesitate to lie most outrageously whenever they 
feel inclined to ventilate a grudge against a brother or neighbour. 
Fruits of atonement, Children of redemption, we lie and sin the more 
readily for that. No Ie shame on us," but: 

Ie Hail to the policy that first began 
To temper with the heart to hide its thoughts," 

19 
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is the world's motto. Is not the World one gigantic lie? Is there any
thing under the sun that offers such rich variety and almost countless 
degrees and shades as lying does? Lying is the policy of our century, 
from Society lying, as a necessity imposed upon us by culture and good 
breeding, up to individual lying, ,:e., uttering a good, square unmitigated 
lie, in the shape of false witness, or as the Russian proverb has it:
.. shifting off a sin from a diseased on to a healthy head." Oh be-legion 
is thy name! Fibs and lies are now the cryptogamic excrescences on 
the soil of our moral and daily lives as toadstools are those of forest 
swamps, and their respective orders are as large. Both are fungi j plants 
which delight in shadowy nooks, and form mildew, mold and smut on 
both the soil of moral life and that of physical nature. Oh, for that 
righteous tongue :-

" That will not sell its honesty, or tell a lie !" 

As said, there are fibs and fibs, conscious and unconscious, hoaxes and 
impostures, deceptions and calumnies-the latter often followed by moral 
and physical ruin-mild perversions of truth or evasion, and ddiberate 
duplicity. But there are also catchpenny lies, in the shape of newspaper 
chaff, and innocent misrepresentations, due simply to ignorance. To the 
latter order belong most of the newspaper statements regarding the 
Theosophical Society, and its official scape-goat-H. P. Blavatsky. 

It has become a matter of frequent occurrence of late, to find in 
serious articles upon scientific subjects the name of "Esoteric 
Buddhism" mentioned, and oftener still that of "Mme. Blavatsky" 
taken in vain. The latter circumstance is really very, very considerate, 
and-in one sense at any rate-overw/ulming/y flattering I 

To find one's humble name collated with those of Sir Monier-Monier
Williams K.C.I.E. and Professor Bastian is an honour, indeed. When, 
for instance, the great Oxford lecturer chooses to make a few big and 
bold slashes into fact and truth-no doubt to please his pious audience 
- and says that Buddhism has never had any occult or esoteric system 
of doctrine which it withheld from the multitudes,-what happens? 
Forthwith, "Esoteric Buddhism" receives, metaphorically speaking, a 
black eye j the Theosophical Society, a kick or two j and finally, the 
gates of the journalistic poultry-yard being flung wide open, a vehement 
sorlie against" Blavatsky .. & Co. is effected by a flock of irritated geese 
sallying therefrom to hiss and peck at the theosophical heels. " Our 
Ancestors, have saved Rome!" they cackle, "let us save the British 
Empire from these pretmders to Buddhist knowledge!" Again: a lucky 
" correspondent" gets admittance into the sanctum of Professor Bastian. 
The German ethnologist, "dressed like an alchemist of the middle 
ages" and smiling at "questions concerning the trances of famous 
Fakirs," proceeds to inform the interviewer that such trances never last 
more than «from!five to six hours." This-the alchemist-like dress, we 
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suppose, helping to bring about a happy association of ideas-leads 
presto, in the American" Sabbath-breaking paper," to a stern rebuke to 
our address. We read on the following day:-

.. The famous Fakirs •••• however they may have imposed on other travellers, certainly did not 
do soon this quiet little German philosopher, Mada.me Blavatsky to the contrary notwithstanding." 

Very well. And yet Professor Bastian, all the "correspondents" 
to the contrary notwithstanding, lays himself widely open to a most 
damaging criticism from the standpoint of fact and truth. Further
more, we doubt whether Professor Bastian, a learned ethnologist, would 
ever refer to Hindu Yogis as Fakirs - the latter appellation being 
strictly limited and belonging only to MtlsslIlman devotees. We doubt, 
still more, whether Professor Bastian, an accurate German, would deny 
the frequent occurrence of the phenomenon that Yogis and these same 
" Fakirs," remain in deep, death-like trance for days, and sometimes for 
weeks j or even that the former have been occasionally buried for forty 
consecutive days, and recalled to life again at the end of that period, as 
witnessed by Sir Claude Wade and others. 

But all this is too ancient and too well authenticated history, to need 
substantiation. When CI correspondents" will have learned the meaning, 
as well as the spelling of the term dhyana-which the said CI correspondent " 
writes duma-we may talk with them of Yogis and Fakirs, pointing 
out to them the great difference between the two. Meanwhile, we may 
kir.dly leave them to their own hazy ideas: they are the CI Innocents 
Abroad" in the realm of the far Orient, the blind led by the blind, and 
theosophical charity extends even to critics and hereditary foes. 

But there are certain other things which we cannot leave uncontra
dicted. While week after week, and day after day, the CI Innocents" lost 
in the theosophical labyrinths, publish their own harmless fibs-CI slight 
expansions of truth" somebody called them-they also often supplement 
them by the wicked and malicious falsehoods of casual correspondents
ex-members of the T. S. and their friends generally. These falsehoods 
generated in, and evolved from the depths of the inner consciousness of 
our relentless enemies, cannot be so easily disregarded. Although, since 
they hang like Mahommed's coffin in the emptiness of rootless space, and 
so are a denial in themselves, yet they are so maliciously interspersed with 
hideous lies built on popular and already strongly-rooted prejudices that, 
if left uncontradicted, they would work the most terrible mischief. Lies 
are ever more readily accepted than truth, and are given up with more 
difficulty. They darken the horizons of theosophical centres, and prevent 
unprejudiced people from learning the exact truth about theosophy and 
its herald, the Theosophical Society. How terribly malicious and re
vengeful some of these enemies are, is evidenced by the fact that certain of 
them do not hesitate to perform a moral ltan-kari upon themselves; to 
slay their own reputations for truthfulness for the pleasure of hitting hard 

19-
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--or trying, at all events, to hit-those whom they hate. Why this 
hatred? Simply because a calumny, a wicked, groundless slander is 
often forgiven, and even forgotten; a truth told-never' Prevented 
from disproving that truth, for good reasons, their hatred is kindled-for 
we hate only what we fear. Thus they will inve1lt a lie, cunningly 
grafting it on some utterly false, but neverthe.less popular accusation, 
and raise anew the cry, II It's the cat, the ca-a-t, the ca-a-at '" ... 

Success in such a policy depends, you see, on temperament and-im
pttde1zce. We have a friend, who will never go to the trouble of per
suading anyone to believe him on his" aye" or his" nay." But, whenever 
he remarks that his words are doubted, he will say, in the quietest and 
most innocent way possible, " You know well I am too impude1lt to lie '" 
There is a great psychological truth hidden under this seeming paradox. 
J m pudence often originates from two entirely opposite feelings: fearless
ness and cowardice. A brave man will never lie; a coward lies to cover 
the fact of his being one, and a liar into the bargain. Such a character 
will never confess himself at fault no more than a vain man will; hence, 
whatever mischance happens to either, they will always try to lay it at 
the door of somebody else. It requires a great nobility of character, or 
a firm sense of one's duty, to confess one's mistakes and faults. There
fore, a scapegoat is generally chosen, upon whose head the sins of the 
guilty are placed by the transgressors. This scapegoat becomes gradually 
"the cat" 

N ow the Theosophical Society has its own special, so to speak, its 
"family cat," on which are heaped all the past, present and future 
iniquities of its Fellows. Whether an F. T. S. quarrels with his mother-in
law, lets his hair grow, forgets to pay his debts, or falls off from grace and 
theosophical association, owing to personal or family reasons, wounded 
vanity, or what not: presto comes the cry-whether in Europe, Asia, 
America or elsewhere-Ifs the cat. Look at this F. T. S.; he is 
writhing in the pangs of balked ambition. His desire to reign supreme 
over his fellow members is frustrated; and finding himself disappointed 
-it is on the II cat" that he is now venting his wrath. "The grapes 
are sour," he declares, because" the cat" would not cut them for him, 
nor would she mew in tune to his fiddle. Hence, the Vine has "worn 
itself too thin." Behold that other" star" of Theosophy, smarting under 
another kind of grievance-unnamed, because unnamable. Hatred
" till one be lost for ever "-rages in this brotherly heart Pouncing like 
a bird of prey upon its chosen victim-which it would carry far, far up 
into the clouds to kill it with the more certainty when it lets it drop
the would-be avenger of his own imaginary wrongs remains utterly 
blind to the fact, that by raising his chosen victim so high he only 
elevates it the more above all men. You cannot kill that which you 
hate, 0 blind hater, whatever the height you dash it down from; the 
" cat" has nine lives, good friend, and will ever fall on to its feet. 
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There are a few articles of belief among the best theosophists, the 
bare mention of which produces upon certain persons and classes of 
society the effect of a red rag or ail infuriated bull. One of these is our 
belief-very harmless and innocent per se-in the existence of very wise 
and holy personages, whom some call their MASTERS, while others refer 
to them as " Mahatmas." 

Now, these mayor may not actually exist-ewe say they do); they 
mayor may not be as wise, or possess altogether the wonderful powers 
ascribed to, and claimed for them. All this is a question of personal 
kllowledge-or, in some cases, faith. Yet, there are the 350,000,000 of 
India alone who believe since time immemorial in their great Yogis and 
Mahatmas, and who feel as certain of their existence in every age, from 
countless centuries back down to the present day, as they feel sure of 
their own lives. Are they to be treated for this as superstitious, self
deceived fools? Are they more entitled to this epithet than the Christians 
of every church who believe respectively in past and present Apostles, 
in Saints, Sages, Patriarchs and Prophets? 

Let that be as it will; the reader must . realize that the present writer 
entertains no desire to force such a belief on anyone unwilling to accept 
it, let him be a layman or a theosophist. The attempt was foolishly 
made a few years back in all truth and sincerity, and-it has failed. 
More than this, the revered names were, from the first, so desecrated by 
friend and foe, that the once almost irresistible desire to bring the actual 
truth home to some who needed living ideals the most, has gradually 
weakened since then. It is now replaced by a passionate regret for 
having ever exhumed them from the twilight of legendary lore, into that 
of broad daylight. 

The wise warning :-

" Give not that which is holy to the dogs, 
Neither cast ye your pearls before swine-" 

is now impressed in letters of fire on the heart of those guilty of having 
made of the" Masters" public property. Thus the wisdom of the 
Hindo-Buddhist allegorical teaching which says, "There can be no 
Mahatmas, no Arhats, during the Kali )'uga," is vindicated. That whicle 
is not believed in, does not exist. Arhats and Mahatmas having been 
declared by the majority of Western people as non-existent, as a fabri
cation-do not exist for the unbelievers. 

"The Great Pan is dead!" wailed the mysterious voice over the 
Ionian Sea, and forthwith plunged Tiberius and the pagan world 
into despair. The nascent Nazarenes rejoiced and attributed that death 
to the new" God." Fools, both, who little suspected that Pan-the 
"All Nature "---could not die. That that which had died was only their 
fiction, the horned monster with the legs of a goat, the "god" of shep
herds and of priests who lived upon the popular superstition, and made 
profit of the PAN of their OWIl making. TRUTH can never die. 
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We greatly rejoice in thinking that the" Mahatmas" of those who 
sought to build their own ephemeral reputation upon them and tried to 
stick them as a peacock's feather in their hats-are also dead. The 
" adepts" of wild hallucinations, and too wide-awake, ambitious purposes; 
the Hindu sages 1,000 years old; the "mysterious strangers," and the 
tutti quallti transformed into convenient pegs whereon to hang-one, 
" orders" inspired by his own nauseous vices; another, his own selfish 
purposes j a third, a mocking image from the astral light-are now as 
dead as the "god Pan," or the proverbial door-nail. They have 
vanished into thin air as all unclean "hoaxes" must. Those who in
vented the" Mahatmas" I ,000 years old, seeing the Iloax will not pay, 
may well say they" have recovered from the fascination and taken their 
proper stand." And these are welcome and sure" to come out and turn 
upon all their dupes the vials of their sarcasm," though it wl111lCver be tlte 
last act of their" life's drama." For the tnle, the genuille "Masters," 
whose real names have, fortunately, never been given out, cannot be 
created and killed at the beck and call of the sweet will of any" oppor
tunist," whether inside or outside of the T. S. It is only the Pails of 
the modern nymphs and the Luperci, the greedy priests of the Arcadian 
god, who are, let us hope-dead and buried. 

This cry, "it is the cat!" will end by making the Theosophical 
Society's" scape-goat " quite proud. It has already ceased to worry the 
viCtim, and now it is even becoming welcome and is certainly a very 
hopeful sign for the cause. Censure is hard when deserved; whenever 
unmerited it only shows that there is in the persecuted party something 
more than in the persecutors. It is the number of enemies and the 
degree of their fierceness, that generally decide on the merits and value 
of those they would brush off the face of the earth if they could. And, 
therefore, we close with this quotation from old Addison: 

" Censure, says an £ngen£ous author, £s the tax a man pa)ls to 
the publ£c /01' be£ng em£nent. It £s a folly for an eminent man to 
think of escaping it, and a weakness to be affected by it. All the 
-illustrious persons of antiquity, and, £ndeed, of ez'ery age in the 
world, ha'iJe passed through this fiery persecution. There is no 
defmce against reproach but obscurity; £t £s a kind of c01tComi
tant to greatness, as satires and £uz!ectiZ'es were alt essential part 
of a Roman triumph." 

Dear, kind enemies of the "Tartarian termagant" how hard you do 
work to add to her eminence and greatness, to be sure! 
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PRACTICAL WORK FOR THEOSOPHISTS. 

EVERY person who enters the Theosophical Society is bound to 
accept its first principle, the assertion of the Universal Brother
hood of Man; but it is to be feared that with large numbers of 

the Fellows the profession remains an empty phrase, too like the" dearly 
beloved brethren" of the Churches, without bearing on life or effect on 
conduct. No antithesis can be discovered which is sharper than that 
between the principle of Brotherhood and the Class-and-Mammon-worship 
of modem society; no links of true fraternity bind together the dwellers in 
palaces and the dwellers in slums, no golden bands of sympathy unite 
the wealthy and the poor. Yet Altruism remains only a name so long 
as it is severed from personal service of Humanity, and Theosophy is 
merely a new form of glorified selfishness for those who Ie take it up" 
from curiosity, or from the desire to know, merely that the knowledge 
may be a personal possession and powers be attained for the sake of 
wielding them. At the great gate of the Temple of Knowledge stands 
the Guardian, and if to his question: "Why dost thou desire to know 
and to achieve? " there comes any answer but: "That I may the better 
serve Humanity," the candidate for admission should be sen,t back to 
his spelling book, until he has learned the alphabet of Altruism. 

Let us suppose that all the latent powers of the Human Intellect and 
Will could suddenly be developed in the men and the women around us 
as by the touch of a magician's wand, and that they could step forth into 
the world clothed with supersensual knowledge and power: what would 
it avail, save to make this world a worse hell of contending passions 
than it is to-day. in which would rage Titanic contests of selfishness and 
greed, rendered the more horrible by the mightier powers of those en
gaged in the fratricidal struggle? Not until the brute in us is starved 
out of life; not until the lower self is slain and only the voice of the 
Higher Self is heard ; not until personal desire has been lost in the desire 
for humanity; not until all ambition is dead, save the ambition to serve; 
not until this point is reached can power be safely trusted in human 
hands. Those who lightly enter the Theosophical Society, imagining 
that thereby they will at once spring into the exercise of the higher 
human capabilities, have to learn that the capacity to lead the Higher 
Life must precede the capacity to wield the higher powers. Hence the 
long probation insisted on for every candidate; the deep study which 
ensures that knowledge shall precede Power; the tests which bar the 
way towards the higher planes of being. And since character grows 
out of habits, and habits out of acts often repeated, there is no better 
school for forming habits of unselfishness, no surer way of moulding the 
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selfle~s character, than by doing personal acts of service to our brothers 
and sisters struggling in the sad environment made for them by our 
modern civilization. 

First must come the real honest feeling of equality, not the verbal 
profession but the inner conviction. Unless this exists, all work among 
the poor tends to become demoralising both to helper and to helped, 
breeding self-complacency in the one and subserviency in the other. 
Everyact must spring spontaneously from the brotherly relationship; so 
that aid, comfort, counsel, whenever given, shall be the free and loving 
gift of brother to brother, so that respect of the highest in the lowest 
shall breed self-respect, and charity, in rebecoming Love, shall purify and 
raise and not degrade. But, I repeat, the feeling of equality must be 
r-eal, all social castes merging into the human brotherhood, so that there 
is no consciousness of difference whether speaking to prince or pauper, 
the man and the woman becoming everything and the rank nothing. 

Then comes the cleansing of one's own life in its relations to those by 
whose labour we are fed and clothed and housed. Every article that we 
use embodies so much human labour, and if we use it we are bound to 
render back for it due equivalent of our own labour. If this be not 
done, we are robbing instead of exchanging, soiling our lives by theft And 
here I speak to Theosophists belonging to the "middle" and " upper" 
classes, for the poor, already crushed by labour, are forced to buy what 
they need fOf subsistence at the lowest rate at which they can obtain it 
This is not so among the richer, and they are bound to see that they do 
not vicariously sweat the workers by their purchases of "cheap goods." 
In this matter women are tae worst sinners, buying gowns and other 
articles of clothing at prices which they know cannot cover the cost of 
material and a fair wage to the needlewoman. If they would person
ally employ the needlewoman instead of buying her work from the shop, 
they would not dare to pay her the starvation wage which they pay 
her through the hands of the middlemen; and they would not then be 
wearing garments soiled perhaps by the harlotry which has been fled to 
for a piece of bread. If they cannot manage this personal employ
ment, they can easily ascertain who are fair and who are unfair 
employers by writing for information to Miss Clementina Black, 
198 High Holborn, London, W.C., who has exerted herself to form 
a Consumers' League of persons ashamed to live by sweating their 
neighbours. It is hardly necessary to add that the personal life of 
the Theosophist should be frugal, simple, and free from luxury, both for 
the sake of his own inner development, and in order that he may live 
honestly, not taking more than he gives. 

The persone.llife thus purified, there remains the active service due to 
our fellows. Each must here judge his own capacities and opportuni
ties, but there are two or three lines of work in which painstaking 
and cultured men and women are much wanted at the present time 
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For instance, some might serve as managers of our Board Schools, 
attending to the remission of fees, supervising the tone and method 
of instruction, noting if the children are properly fed, organizing free 
meals for those in need, and giving to the teachers the sympathy and 
friendliness which they so sorely lack in their arduous and responsible 
labour. There are openings for useful and far-reaching service in 
this line of work second, perhaps, to none, bearing as it does on the 
training of the citizens of the future as well as on lightening the burdens 
that press so heavily to-day. 

\Vomen, with leisure on their hands, can find a way of using that 
leisure in the service of others by writing to Allen D. Graham, 18, Buck-

. ingham Street, Strand. Mr. Graham, some time ago, finding that in
valided children were constantly being sent from the hospitals to poor, 
overcrowded, and often dirty homes, suggested that kind-hearted folk 
might each take charge of"two or three of such children, visiting them, 
playing with them, taking them out, and, in fact, generally" mothering" 
them. These little ones, ailing and feeble, suffer terribly in this rough 
hurrying world, and much pain might be saved, much pleasure given, by 
a little sacrifice of time and trouble. 

Another form of service, open to the wealthier, is buying shares in 
companies whose servants are notoriously overworked, and then attend
ing the shareholders' meetings and insisting on shorter hours, higher 
wages, and better treatment all round. The dividends from the shares 
can be paid into the Union fund of the employees where a Trade Union 
exists; where there is no Trade Union, no more useful work can be 
done than urging the men or women to unite and aiding them in the 
first uphill steps of organization. 

These suggestions may serve as examples of the kind of service which 
is crying aloud to be done, of practical profession of the Brotherhood of 
Man. I am not putting them forward as remedies for the evils insepar
able from the present order of Society. As a Socialist, I know but too 
well that ·all such work as this can only act as palliative, not as cure; 
none the less will it lighten some of the darkness around us, and, in the 
absence of the sun, farthing dips are better than unbroken Cimmerian 
gloom. 

It is obvious that, in addition to such duteous Service of Man as I 
have been glancing at, there are other duties incumbent on every member 
of the T. S. Those who can use their pens should answer objections or 
expose slanders made in the columns of our ordinary press; most 
editor s will put in a tersely-written Ci:lear reply to attacks made in their 
papers. And all should study theosophical teachings, both for their own 
culture and for the assistance of others. It is not enough to set our own 
feet on the Path; as soon as we are able we should guide thitherward 
the feet of others; and in order that we may be competent for the task, 
we must study, study, study. The subtle metaphysics of Theosophy will 
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attract but the few; few again are likely to feel the call to climb the 
rugged path to those heights on which the Masters sit serene. Neither 
its philosophy nor its possibilities of growth will avail much to recom
mend it to the superficial thinkers or to' the luxurious livers of our day. 
But the sight of noble lives, strenuously and selflessly working for human 
good, battling against poverty and sorrow, the twin-daughters of Ignor
ance, these will justify Theosophy in the eyes of the world, proving that 
self-devotion can exist apart from superstition, that clear-eyed Intellect 
can walk hand-in-hand with the Love that saves. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 

AANROO. 

(Secret Doctrine, Vol. ii., p. 374.) 

THE time for toil has past, and night ha5 come j 

The last and saddest of the harvest eves j 
Worn out with labour, long and wearisome, 
Drooping and faint, we Reapers hasten home 

Each laden with his sheaves. 

Lord of the labourers, Thy feet I gain, 
J .ord of the harvest I and my spirit grieves 

That I am burdened, not so much with grain 
As with the weariness of heart and brain, 

" Master, behold my sheaves! " 

Full well I know I have more tares than wheat, 
Bramble and flowers, dry stalks, and wither'd leaves, 

Wherefore I blush and sigh, as at Thy feet 
I kneel down reverently, and repeat 

"Master, behold my sheaves I " 

Few, light, and worthle3s, yet their trifling weight 
Through all my frame a weary aching leaves, 

For long I struggled with my hapless fate 
And stayed and toiled till it was dark and late, 

Yet these are all my sheaves. 

And yet, I gathered strength and hope anew, 
For well I know thy patient love perceives 

Not what I did, but what I strove to do, 
And though the full ripe ears be sadly few, 

Thou wilt accept my sheaves ..•. 
W.B. 
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THEOSOPHY AND DOGMA. 

THEOSOPHY has many aspects, and derives its inspiration not 
from one source only, not from one teacher merely, or from one 
set of sacred writings, but from all. 

This is a fact which it appears most difficult to impress upon the 
world at large, and upon the opponents of Theosophy in particular. 
Men are so accustomed to regulate their opinions by some particular 
creed or dogma, which they suppose to rest upon some authority beyond 
which there is no appeal, that they cannot grasp the wider aspect of 
human duty and human destiny which Theosophy presents. 

If we ex~mine any of those exclusive and contradictory religious sys
tems on which, in some form or another, men blindly rely, we find at once 
a broad distinction drawn between believers and unbelievers, between 
those who are within and those who are without the favour of God, 
between the lost and the saved. But Theosophy knows no such distinc
tions as these, neither any difference of race, colour, or creed. 

The spiritual sun shines alike on the good and on the evil, and the 
water of life descends both on the just and on the unjust. It rests with 
each individual to make the proper use of those spiritual forces which 
are ever emanating from the Divine source of our being. 

We must do this first by faith, and secondly by knowledge. If we 
have no faith in the divine spark that burns within us, we shall make no 
efforts to let that spark illumine and guide our life; and on the other 
hand if we have faith without knowledge, we shall still be groping in the 
dark, and will surely mistake the false light of some earth-born system 
of religion, for the divine light that burns only in the innermost sanctuary 
of our own hearts. 

We must use the spiritual forces in nature in the same way that we 
make use of physical forces. If a man do not work in harmony with the 
laws of nature, he will find opposition instead of help; if he sow not in 
accordance with nature's law, he will reap naught but disappointment 
and pain. We need faith in the first place, faith in the unity and con
tinuityof natural laws, and faith in our own divine nature, but no amount 
of faith will enable us to produce the desired result if we do not add to 
faith knowledge. Theosophy carries this principle right up to the 
highest spiritual plane, and does not recognise at any point the interven
tion of an arbitrary personal will, which can make a man other than 
that which he himself chooses. All are subject to the law of Karma,. 
but Karma is that which each individual makes for himself, it is the law 
of cause and effect in relation to his own free will. 
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The will of man is as free as the will of God, and becomes, indeed, that 
will itself when the man has realised his divine nature, and by crucifying 
his lower principles has effected the at-one-ment. 

It is the most common misconception, then, and the hardest to eradi
cate, that Theosophy consists in a belief in certain doctrines; that it is 
in fact nothing more or less than a religious creed . 

./' What then we shall be asked are those doctrines which Theosophists 
everywhere profess to huld, and which they appear most anxious to teach 
the world? What is Esoteric Buddhism and the Secret Doctrine, or 
Reincarnation and Karma, if not a body of doctrines which are 
intended to supplant other religious creeds and dogmas ? 

The answer to this is, that these doctrines are the embodiment of certain 
broad generalizations concerning the history and evolution of humanity; 
that they are the key which enables us to harmonize certain facts which 
would otherwise appear isolated and antagonistic. They are in no way 
analogous to the dogmas and creeds of the religious sects, but answer 
more nearly to such generalizations of science as the laws of °gravity or 
the conservation of energy. It is not claimed for them that they are 
necessary articles of belief, neither that they are in their preserit form 
accurately and literally true. They are stepping-stones to a higher 
knowledge of the divine element in human nature, and of the laws 

\ physical, psychical, and spiritual by which we are conditionedo If we 
ask a scientific man what gravity or energy are, he cannot tell us, but 
no one will deny that the laws which have been formulated respecting their 
action or manifestation have been most powerful aids in scientific investiga
tions. Now it is precisely thus with the doctrines of Theosophy. Once 
these doctrines are understood they give a man an immensely wider 
view of humanity, and raise him above those narrow and limited con
ceptions of God and his dealings with individuals, of which so many 
contradictory assertions are made by various religions, and the innumer
able sects into which they are split up. 

What practical relation then has Theosophy to our every-day life? 
We reply that practical Theosophy is identical with practical religion. 
It comes from the heart and not from the head. It is the spontaneous 
love for one's fellow creatures, which-taking possession of a man, leads 
to noble acts of self-sacrifice; to right action done simply because it is 
right, and without any reference to the merit of the act, or any thought 
of recognition or reward. 

Theosophy aims at nothing short of perfection of character; but 
character as expressed in outward acts is the result of an inward con
dition. The root of action lies deep down in the inner consciousness. 
It is the man's thoughts, desires, and innermost convictions which give 
rise to action. Act does not produce character, is not even a true 
indication of it, for a right action may be done from a wrong motive. 
Act is the result of character. 
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Right action must be based upon right thought, right motive, and 
right knowledge, and it is just here that the study of the doctrines of 
Theosophy is of such value to those who are seeking for firm ground 
to stand upon amid all the conflicting dogmas and controversies of the 
age, for it provides a basis which is independent of any religious system, 
and yet includes them all in their inner or esoteric meaning. There is 
not much difficulty in distinguishing between a right and a wrong action 
per se, but there is a great difference between the man who is merely moral 
through habit or temperament, and one who is actively beneficent 
because of the love for humanity which animates him. Moreover there 
will be a great difference in the actions of a man who believes in the 
doctrine of original sin and the atonement, and one who believes in re
incarnation and Karma. 

Theosophy therefore, as a system, seeks to influence men by giving 
them a right basis of thought. It seeks to counteract on the one hand, 
the materialistic and atheistic teachings of modern science, and on the 
other hand, the narrow exclusive and demoralizing teachings of dogmatic 
and formal religion. 

But Theosophy as a system is something more even than this. Theo
sophy does not seek merely to destroy superstition, but it seeks to build 
up a new edifice constructed of those very materials which have been so 
perverted in their uses by centuries of priestcraft and ecclesiasticism. 
Theosophy is based upon a deeper wisdom, a more interior meaning of 
those sacred books of all nations, which form the foundation of so many 
. religious systems. 

Each one must verify the doctrines of Theosophy for himself, and in 
doing so will probably find new light and fresh inspiration in those par
ticular records which he has been accustomed to regard as the basis of 
his faith; and he will also be able to recognise the same meaning in the 
sacred books of other faiths, which hitherto he may have been accus
tomed to regard as .. heathen," and as being contradictory and opposed 
to his own. 

Theosophy, then, has two main aspects, the theoretical and the 
practical. These two must harmonize: practice must be based upon 
theory, and if the theory has been rightly understood, the practice can 
hardly fail to be in accord with it Theosophy offers a motive and a 
moral stimulus free from fear, superstition, or lip worship, but full of 
divine love. It is practice that makes a Theosophist, and not profession. 
The Theosophical Society as a body and an organization seeks to teach 
the theory, while each individual member must practise so much of the 
theory as he has been able to assimilate, in his every-day life, in his 
relations with his fellow men, and in his inmost thoughts and desires. 

Standing free from fear or superstition; let each one make obeisance 
only to the dim star that burns within. .. Steadily, as you watch and 
worship, its light will grow stronger. Then you may know you have 
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found the beginning of the way. And when you have found the end 
its light will suddenly become the infinite light." 

WILLIAM KINGSLAND, 

President of the" Blavatsky Lodge, T. S." 

"IN MANUS TUAS!" 

Alone 011 the cliff of a rock-bound shore, 
In the chant of the solemn sea, 

It, the sigh of the sea-breeze, o'er and o'er, 
There came the refrain to me, 

"In Mallus Tttas, Domine!" 

" ALONE in midmost ocean lies my bark, 
Nigh unto foundering; star-veiling cloud 

Is overhead, and sea-fog thick and dark 
Is wrapped around me like a clammy shroud. 

Strained beyond measure, through the gaping seams 
Death creeps by inches, and I bide my doom, 

And think of all the hopes and all the dreams 
That go down with me to a nameless tomb. 

Life ebbs away, and, face to face with Death, 
Upon my brow Azrael's icy breath, 
I let it go, and fold my arms, and wait, 
Deeming Love lies behind the mac;k of Fate. 

Into Thy Hands, 0 Lord! • 

" I know not, and I do not seek to know, 
What will come next, when the cold waters close 

Above my head, nor whither I may go ; 
Content to know death-pangs are but the throes 

Of life-birth, and that good must grow to best. 
Somewhere, somehow, sometime on other seas 

J shall pursue my voyage, after rest, 
To the far-off, divine Hesperides. 

Where, how, and when, concern me not; the start, 
The course, the end I leave unguessed ; a part 
Of the great whole, that which is good for all 
Is good for me, and quietly I fall 

Into Thy Hands, 0 Lord! 

• The term •• Lord .. is used here in a symbolic'll sense, as referring to the divine spark shining in 
every man.-!.E. H.l 
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.. Hero nor saint am I; weak, passionate, 
To siren voices I have list, and stayed 

Dallying in Circean harbours, and too late 
Mourn wasted time, spent strength, and course delayed; 

From chart-marked line to left hand or to right 
loft have sailed astray, impelled by greed, 

Or shirking toil, nor always as I might 
Have succoured brother-mariners in their need. 

And that ..yhich I have done must bear its fruit, 
Ritter or sweet; I ask no favours; mute 
I bow the head. knowing that Law is Love, 
And put myself, here, there, below, above, 

Into Thy Hands, 0 Lord! 

" Into Thy Hands I-yet of Thee know I nought! 
I cannot. dare not name-can only say 

That Thou art THAT WHICH IS, beyond all thought, 
Beyond all speech-the Mote names not the Ray 

In which it floats! And I can only feel, 
Dumbly and vaguely, that the All of Things 

Thrills with a Nameless Life, to Perfect weal 
Working, the Fountain whence all Being springs, 

Where ends. This is enough.-The waters rise; 
The last swift plunge is near; the night-wind sighs 
My requiem ;. one brief life is all but past, 
And ends with this my first prayer and my last, 

Into Thy Hands, 0 Lord! 

Alone Oil the cliff of a rock-boUlld shore, 
In the chant of the solemn sea, 

bl tlte sigh of the sea-breeze, o'er and o'er, 
There came the refrain to me, 

" In Manus Tuas, Domine!" 

ERNEST HAWTHORN, F.T.S. 

I I th January, 1889. 

EASTERN PROVERBS. 
Death is a black camel that kneels at everybody's door. 
Let us open our eyes, or they will be opened for us. 
A little hill in a low place thinks itself a great mountain. 
A thousand)orrows do not pay a debt. 
Fallen flowers do not return to their branches. 
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AN EXPERIENCE. 

THE line of separation between dreams, astral visions, astral flights 
and kindred phenomena is often confused, broken or incomplete, 
making it difficult to know positively to which class certain 

subjective phenomena or experiences belong, and therefore much must be 
left to conjecture. 

Whether the recital that follows be an account of an astral visit or a 
dream must be determined by the readers each for himself. 

In the latter part of June, 1886, about one year after I became inter
ested in the study of the moral philosophies of the Orient, particularly 
Buddhism, at the close of a busy day I cast myself upon the sofa in 
the library and tried to recall what of practical value I had learned from 
these same studies. 

The day had been almost as perfect as even June can produce. A 
light easterly wind came from off the bosom of the lake, and, as the rim 
of the red-orbed sun was fast disappearing below the horizon, moved by 
the varied influences of an atmosphere which seemed dense with winged 
thoughts, I made a slight effort at concentration. 

Though at first futile, as the last streaks of golden light vanished like 
the faint strains of a closing anthem, I seemed to feel myself as it were 
carried away upon a beam of light. Fainter and fainter became the 
confused hum of earth sounds until at last I grew unconscious of all 
physical surroundings and became cognizant of the fact that I was upon 
a strange planet, with which I felt sure I had had no previous acquaint
ance. It was unlike the earth, except in form, and bore a resemblance 
to the mental picture I had formed of the moon, yet I fel,t instinctively 
it was not the moon. 

I stood alone and upon a rocky height, or, more properly speaking, 
knoll, and was able, somehow, to see the entire surface of this mysterious 
planet. I seemed not in the least surprised at my peculiar and ex
panded visual powers by means of which I could, from one point of 
observation upon a large globe, view all the rest of it, and so did not try 
to analyse the sensation. Distinctly realizing my personality-that I 
was I-and also that I was absent from my former home-the earth, I 
began to wonder why I was in such an unknown-to me-and strange 
place, and asked myself the question, "What could be the nature of the 
revelation I instinctively felt was to come? what one or more of the 
many knotty problems, puzzling my soul, would be solved? " 

I looked away into space. Naught could I see but blue-black nothing
ness. No sun, no moon, no stars. It seemed as though in all that 
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universe-if such it might be called-there was but the globe or earth 
upon which I stood and myself. And the planet itself was, to all appear
ances, dead. No verdure, animals or birds; no conscious or unconscious 
life outside the mineral kingdom. No water upon its surface, no 
moisture around, no clouds, no air, no sky. Mystical Silence masterful 
held the reins and was supreme. 

Strange to say I experienced no fear. I had, in fact, no realization 
of any pleasant or unpleasant sensations in consequence of being so 
entirely isolated. One idea possessed my being to the exclusion 
of all else, and that was that somehow and for some good reason 
or purpose I was here to be taught; and I had no anxiety as to the 
manner or the time in which the lesson and its purport were to be re
vealed. I was simply in a condition of impartial passivity. 

In some undefinable manner I received the impression that it was 
eventide; although what made the distinction between night and day I 
could not determine or discover. Again I looked away from this weird and 
apparently lifeless earth, when suddenly a point of !ight, like a star of the 
fourth or fifth magnitude, in the far distance, arrested my attention. 
Slowly it approached, growing gradually larger and brighter in propor
tion as it neared the planet, until when within respectable range of vision 
it resolved into form, that of a medium-sized horseshoe incandescent. 
Nearer and nearer it came, with slow, undulating motion, moving as it 
seemed at its own free will regardless of the law of gravity. As it ap
proached I began to wonder if it would touch the earth near where I 
stood, and for one moment glancing around me, I observed a deep, 
though rather small, crevice or cavern in the ground directly to my left, 
and at about ten feet from where I stood. With sinuous, graceful move
ment the little object approached the mouth of the cavern and disap
peared within. 

What this phenomenon? I queried, and what does it mean? then 
turning round in an endeavour to find some clue to the explanation, I 
for the first time perceived that I was not alone, but that there were 
strange beings, though human, inhabiting this globe. They resembled 
our race in form and feature, and stood erect; they were, however, some
what below the medium in stature, and I am impressed that different 
shades of greyish-brown would describe, as to colour, their complexion, 
hair, eyes and dress. 

They looked a 'part of the dull grey earth upon which they lived. They 
were busy at some kind of work, though what its nature I could not 
perceive. 

Accepting their sudden appearance upon the scene, or rather my re
cognition of it as a part of the unsolved riddle, I questioned them in 
regard to the recent phenomenon, and although they spake not, neither 
gesticulated, they nevertheless made me understand, and that without 
any effort on my part, that what I had just witnessed was of daily 
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occurrence, and that on the following evening at the same hour, in the 
same place, I could see a repetition of the scene. I asked them what it 
was and what it meant to them, to both of which questions they 
betrayed the profoundest ignorance, merely giving me to understand 
that it had always been and would always be ; accepting the fact verified 
from time immemorial as the poor and ignorant day-labourer does that 
phenomenon of the sunrise. The sun apparently rises in the morning 
and sets at night, which means for him but the beginning and ending of 
a day's work, that is all. Having little time for investigations of the 
marvels revealed by mother nature, he has less inclination. 

Scarcely content with the information obtained from this strange 
people, I resolved to be on hand the following night, and I do not clearly 
remember further until I found myself watching for the reappearance of 
the little horse-shoe. It came, and this time I observed more closely and 
was surprised and mystified at the evident purity and harmlessness of 

. the little object, for it seemed to be the vehicle of a sacred mystery, and 
within me was conceived the burning desire to know that mystery, to 
sol ve this cosmic problem. 

A second time, with the same sinuous motion, at one instant nearer 
me and the next a little farther away, it entered the cavern. Nothing I 
had ever seen in earth-life appealed to me as so pure and beautiful as 
did this little horse-shoe shaped object, and the more I thought of it the 
more ardently I longed for closer inspection. Just as it entered the 
cavern a little child approached so near the edge, trying to follow its 
course with childish eyes of wonder, as to cause me instinctively to put 
forth my hand and draw the little one back lest harm should befal, and 
as I did so, I vowed to myself that with the utter fearlessness of the little 
child, I would attempt to solve this problem which so puzzled me. 

No sooner had I formed this mental resolution, than I seemed to be 
divided within myself and two opposing voices made themselves dis· 
tinctly heard to my consciousness. One whispered that it was right that 
I should investigate this matter, while the other reiterated, " Wait!" 

Each was freighted with equally good arguments and I mentally 
swayed between them for some time. However, the third night found 
me at my post unwavering in my first resolution; consequently a third 
time I saw the little luminous body come forth from the depths of space, 
and watched its approach in worshipful silence, deeming that when it 
was just about to enter the cavern I could, by standing upon the very 
edge and reaching far out, catch it in my hands. I did not question if 
I had any right to pursue my investigations in my own way, regardless 
of the inconvenience to which I might put the object in question, nor 
had I any fear as to possible consequences. I was stimulated by the 
thought that for ages the inhabitants of this weird, uncanny little earth 
had looked with indifferent eyes upon this peculiar daily occurrence 
without making any effort to find the reason therefor. They were in· 
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different, I argued because they had not dared to investigate, and now 
I was on the eve of a seemingly successful solution. 

Now, as the little object poised for an instant over the mouth of the 
cavern, I exultingly seized it in both my hands, upon which act occurred 
a double phenomenon; for no sooner had my hands come into contact 
with the apparently inoffensive little horse-shoe than it seemed to 
become a thing of conscious energic life. 

I t writhed and twisted, struggled and fought, steamed and hissed, 
emitting sparks of fire in all directions, until at last I was compelled to 
let go of it; whereupon, instead of entering the cave as it had previously 
done, it flew back into the heavens with the velocity of a cannon ball; 
leaving a long train of fire in its wake. On it went until completely out 
of sight; but ere I had time to resolve my chaotic emotions or com
prehend in any degree what had transpired, back it came with the same 
velocity, moving this time in a straight line in direct antithesis to its 
previously sinuous course, still seething and emitting sparks as if it 
would burn away for ever my contaminating touch; while with the noise 
of thunder it entered the cave with force as to shake the entire planet 
and cause it to tremble and waver in its position in space. 

At the unusual and unexpected sound and motion upon this silent 
earth, the inhabitants, with faces white with fear, came running to where 
I stood, and when they understood what I had done, intense horror 
overspread each countenance at my desecration of a sacred mystery. 
And now for the second phenomenon which, it will appear, was purely 
SUbjective. No sooner had I obtained physical contact with the 
luminous horse-shoe than a most humiliating sense of shame possessed 
me to the occlusion of all other sensations, and I could have wished at 
that moment to have been washed out of existence, to have become non
entity; but I distinctly remember assuming an air of bravado before the 
natives, saying, as I exhibited my hands, "Well, I do not care; I have 
some tacks as a remembrance of my self-imposed adventure!" and, 
indeed, lightly imbedded in the flesh of my hands were several shoe
tacks, which, now separated from their luminous source, presented but 
an appearance of cold, unsympathetic iron. 

What happened immediately after my arrogant speech I know not. 
I was next conscious of climbing a somewhat steep and rocky hill 
accompanied by a native, and readily understood that I was to be 
punished for my daring. 

Arriving at the top of the hill we descended a short distance upon the 
other side, where, for the first time since my advent into this strange 
world, I saw buildings, small and much resembling the small frame 
houses we see upon the outskirts of a city and in the country. 

These I noticed had been but recently built, as the wood was not in 
the least discoloured. To one of these little buildings I was led, and 
when within, I was made to stand against the wall opposite the door 
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through which we entered while my pseudo-guide proceeded to bind me 
with small wire in this wise. 

Holding a large coil of wire in one hand, he with the other threw the 
wire over me, lasso fashion, letting each subsequent coil fall a trifle 
lower upon my person, until I was literally' enwrapped in wire from my 
head to my feet. 

While my silent companion was as silently manipulating the wire, 
through the door which closed immediately upon our entrance, and 
through the adjoining wall came- flaming swords without any apparent 
damage to the wood through which they passed, and pitted their points 
in the wall behind me. By scores they came and formed a line of demar
cation around my head, my torso and my limbs; so that if by any 
chance I could have extricated myself from the wire. I could not have 
moved one eighth of an inch in any direction without incurring danger 
to my person from this sword-fence. I may here state, however, that I 
had not the least desire to free myself, even could I have done so. In 
fact I was overjoyed at the prospect of my terrible punishment, being 
imbued with the idea that in proper time I should evolve forth purified 
and qualified to investigate cosmic mysteries as much as I desired .... 

I turned upon my pi11ow. The sweet gentle lake-breeze stiIl fanned 
my brow and waved the curtains back and forth with gentle rustling 
sound, but Erebus had driven the light forth and was sole sovereign. 

I rose as refreshed as if I had taken a bath with Aphrodite, struck a 
light and looked at the clock, wondering how many hours I had lain so 
undisturbed, when to my great surprise, I found I had compassed the 
experience of a goodly lifetime in one short half-hour, and this thought 
performed a series of revolutions in my brain. " Remember, 0 Disciple, 
thou must have clean hands ere thou canst anatomize the mysteries of 
Siva." 

: LOUISE JEWELL MANNING, F.T.S. 

NOTICE. 
fHE attention of members of the Theosophical Society is particularly drawn to 
a notice in LUCIFER of May, regarding the formation of a staff of volunteer 
lecturers. Few names of those willing to take part in this work have been 
received, and it is earnestly desired that before the winter, so important a means 
of educating those ignorant of Theosophy may be got into working order. 
Those who have any suggestion to offer, or who will lecture or read papers, 
where opportunity offers, are requested to communicate with Mr. HERBERT 

CORYN, 7, DUKE STREET, ADELPHI, STRAND. -
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THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.o 

HAVE you heard of this question the doctors among, 
Whether all living things from a Monad have sprung? 
This has lately been said, and it now shall be sung, 

Which nobody can deny. 

Not one or two ages sufficed for the feat, 
It required a few millions the change to complete, 
But now the thing's done, and it looks rather neat, 

Which nobody can deny. 

The original Monad, our great-great-grandsire, 
To little or nothing at first did aspire, 
But at last to have offspring it took a desire, 

Which nobody can deny. 

This Monad becoming a father or mother, 
By budding or bursting, produced such another, 
And shortly there followed a sister or brother, 

Which nobody can deny. 

But Monad no longer applies to them well, 
They're a cluster of molecules now, or a cell ; 
But which of the two, doctors only can tell, 

Which nobody can deny. 

These beings increasing, grew buoyant with life, 
And each to itself was both husband and wife, 
And at first, strange to say, the two lived without strife, 

Which nobody can deny. 

But such crowding together soon troublesome grew, 
And they thought a division of labour would do ; 
So their sexual system was parted in two, 

Which nobody can deny. 

Thus Plato supposes that, severed by fate, 
Human halves run about, each in search of his mate, 
Never pleased till they gain their original state, 

Which nobody can deny. 

Excrescences fast were now trying to shoot; 
Some put out a finger, some put out a foot; 
Some set up a mouth, and some sent down a root, 

Which nobody can deny. 

• From" Blacku'OOd's ,'fagazine. by permission." 
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Some wishing to walk, manufactured a limb; 
Some rigged out a fin, with a purpose to swim ; 
Some opened an eye, some remained dark and dim, 

Which nobody can deny. 

Some creatures grew bulky, while others were small, 
As nature sent food for the few or for all ; 
And the weakest, we know, ever go to the wall, 

Which nobody can deny. 

A deer with a neck that was longer by half 
Than the rest of its family's (try not to laugh), 
By stretching, and stretchin2', .became a giraffe, 

Which nobody can deny. 

A very tall pig, with a very long nose, 
Sends forth a proboscis quite down to his toes; 
And he then by the name of an elephant goes, 

Which nobody can deny. 

The four-footed beast that we now call a whale, 
Held its hind-legs so close that they grew to a tail, 
Which it uses for threshing the sea like a flail, 

Which nobody can deny. 

Pouters, tumblers, and fantails are from the same source " 
The racer and hack may be traced to one Horse; 
So Men were developed from Monkeys, of course, 

Which nobody can deny. 

An Ape with a pliable thumb and big brain, 
When the gift of the gab he had managed to gain, 
As a Lord of Creation established his reign, 

Which nobody can deny. 

But I'm sadly afraid, if we do not take care, 
A relapse to low life may our prospects impair; 
So of beastly propensities let us beware, 

Which nobody can deny. 

Their lofty position our children may lose, 
And, reduced to all fours, must then narrow their views; 
Which would wholly unfit them for filling our shoes, 

Which nobody can deny. 

Their vertebrre next might be taken away, 
When they'd sink to an oyster, or insect, some day, ' 
Or the pitiful part of a polypus play. 

Which nobody can deny. 

Thus losing Humanity's nature and name, 
And descending through varying stages of shame, 
They'd return to the :'.lonad, from which we all came, 

Which nobody can deny. 
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NOTES ON CARLYLE'S SARTOR RESARTUS. 

" TRUTH!" I cried, "though the Heavens crush me for following 
her; no Falsehood! though a whole celestial Lubberland were 
the price of Apostasy." 

Such is the keynote of one of the most remarkable literary efforts of 
the century. "Wondrous, indeed," as the author says, "is a true book 
. • . . talismanic and thaumaturgic, for it can persuade men." The 
writer of the present paper had, years ago, as many others, read the life 
and opinions of Herr Teufelsdrockh, with some weariness and little 
understanding, and cast it aside. With the larger interest of a student, 
he has now, with infinite pleasure, read it again and hastens to place his 
notes in the hands of fellow students who may not yet have given it 
their attention. 

Not only is the book itself replete with the One Science, hints of 
which start out in every page, but in its very treatment is a valuable 
lesson in practical occultism. Like the Comte de Gabalis of the Abbe 
de Villars, it leaves the public to waver between two opinions, in doubt 
whether the writer is in sober earnest or merely endeavouring a jeu 
efes}Tit. A supposed editor writes a commentary on the opinions of 
Teufelsdrockh, and wards off the sledge hammer blows of the philosopher 
from the too feeble public by means of supposed practical objections, 
yet so as finally to leave the earnest-souled reader on the side of the 
Professor of Things in General of the University of Know-not-where; 
all the more as he is not wholly a destructive and negative iconoclast, but 
from the Everlasting No through the Centre of Indifference evolves the 
Everlasting Yea in no uncertain manner, bidding Herr von Voltaire 
"since he hath only a torch for burning, no hammer for building, to take 
his thanks and-himself away." 

Many of the utterances of the philosopher are enigmatical and trans
cendently mystical, as indeed the commentator takes pains to show, 
though often himself in language but slightly less obscure. In many 
places, too, we have hints of the highest metaphysics and occult science; 
when, for instance, he speaks of "the rest of infinite motion," or ex
claims, "could I unfold the influence of Names . . '.' I were a second 
greater Trismegistus"; or, " Among nations as among individuals, there 
is an incessant, indubitable, though infinitely complex working of Cause 
and Effect ..•• regulated and prescribed by ever-active Influences,' 
which doubtless to Intelligences of a superior order are neither invisible 
nor illegible," a sentence, truly, which gives the very marrow of 
Occultism. 
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Students of the Universal Doctrine and its assertion of the" absolute 
Universality of the Law of Periodicity, of flux and reflux, ebb and flow," 
will read with pleasure the intuitional aphorism of Saint Simon, which 
Teufelsdrockh quotes," L'dge d'or, qu'll1le aveugle tradition a plac! jusqu'ici 
dans Ie passt, est devallt nous ;" and although they may smile at the 
sop to Cerberus, l'aveugle tradition, still welcome tJ1e heralding of the new 
Satya Yug; for, as Teufelsdrockh says, "if our era is the Era of U nbe
lief, why murmur under it; is there not a better coming-nay, come? 
As in long-drawn systole and diastole, must the period of Faith alternate 
with the period of Denial; must the vernal growth, the summer luxuri
ance of all opinions, Spiritual Representations and Creations, be followed 
by, and again follow, the autumnal decay, the winter dissolution" ; in 
which, indeed, the working of the Great Breath in manifestation is 
clearly recognizable, and the law of Pralaya and Manvantara shadowed 
forth. Not that clearer reference to cyclic law is wanting and a rent 
made in the mysterious veil of causation, whereby the light of truth 
streams brightly forth, though disguised as usual into a query, in the 
passage, "The course of Nature's phases, on this our little fraction of a 
Planet, is partially known to us: but who knows what deeper courses 
these depend on: what infinitely larger Cycle (of causes) our little Epi
cycle revolves on ?" 

Students again of the Law of the Equilibrium of Contraries, so 
familiar to us by the pages of Eliphes Levi, will understand the relief 
that the Clothes Philosopher finds to the strange contradictions within 
him in the discovery," that spiritual music can spring only from discords 
set in harmony i that but for evil there were no good, as victory is only 
possible by battle." While those who have read with understanding 
of the potency of sound and the mysteries of the Verbum, Logos and 
Vach, and who have also heard of the methods and theories of John 
Worrell Keely in respect to inter-etheric force, and so perceived a demon
stration of that which the unaided logic of metaphysics had previously 
demanded, will see the same thought in the words" strangely in this so 
solid-seeming world, which nevertheless is in continual restless flux, it 
is appointed that sound, to appearance the most fleeting, should be the 
most continuing of all things. The Word is well said to be omnipotent 
in this world; man, thereby divine, can create as by a Fiat." 

Of omnipresence and the power of the mind he says," is not the 
Distant, the Dead while I love it and long for it, and mourn for it. 
Here in the genuine sense, as truly as the floor I stand on? 'f 
And shortly afterwards breaks out into a magnificent passage breathing 
the spirit of universality and pantheism. "Has not a deeper meditation 
taught certain of every climate and age, that the where and when, so 
mysteriously inseparable from all our thoughts, are but superficial terres
trial adhesions to thought; that the seer may discern them where they 
mount up out of the celestial EVERYWHERE and FOREVER. Have not 
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all nations conceived their God as omnipresent and eternal, as existing 
in a universal HERE, an everlasting NOW? Think well, thou too wilt 
find that space is but a mode of our human sense, so likewise Time; 
there is no space, no time. WE are-we know not what; light-sparkles 
floating in the rether of Deity I " 

One of the fundamental propositions of the Clothes Philosopher as of 
occultism, is the oneness of the Uriiverse. "Detached, separated I I say 
that there is no such separation, nothing hitherto was ever straooed, 
cast aside j but all, were it only a withered leaf, works together with all, 
is borne forward on the bottomless, shoreless flood of Action, and lives 
through perpetual metamorphoses. The withered leaf is not dead and 
lost, there are Forces in it and around it, though working in inverse order, 
else how could it rot? . .. Rightly viewed no meanest object is in
significant: all objects are as windows, through which the philosophic 
eye looks into infinitude itself." In another place (students of the 
Kabbalah will understand the hint) he speaks of Nature and Life as but 
one garment, "a 'living garment," worn and ever awearing in the' loom 
of time,' " and again of this same oneness in Man, by which "all things 
the minutest that he does, minutely influence all men, and the very look 
of his face blesses or curses whomso it lights on, and so generates ever 
new blessing or new cursing," while those who have enquired into the 
mysteries of Hirany-agharba, will understand the thought in the 
mysterious sentence, "To breed a fresh soul, is it not like brooding a 
fresh (celestial) Egg?" 

Hear next what he says on Symbols: "for is not a symbol ever to 
him who has eyes for it some dimmer or clearer revelation of the 
Godlike I " Masterly, indeed, is the introduction to this important 
chapter, wherein the true reason of the concealment of the mysteries is 
set forth. "Silence," he says," is the element in which great things 
fashion themselves together; that at length they may emerge, full
formed and majestic, into the daylight of Life, which they are thenceforth 
to rule ... Speech is silvern, silence is golden: or as I might rather ex
press it, speech is of Time, silence is of Eternity." Was ever the familiar 
adage so mysteriously interpreted? Its inner spirit seems to start forth 
into light, and our soul to be stirred by an echo of things unseen. 
What reollection, too, of the great philosophic and religious systems 
of the past. The Hindu, Egyptian, and the Greek, pre-eminently, of 
Pythagoras and the mysterious Sige (silence), sweeps over the mind! 

" Of kin," he continues, " to the so incalculable influences of Conceal
ment, and connected with still greater things, is the wondrous agency of 
Symbols. In a Symbol there is concealment and yet revelation j here, 
therefore by Silence and by Speech acting together, comes a double 
significance. . . • 

In the symbol proper . . . . there is ever, more or less distinctly and 
directly, some embodiment and revelation of the Infinite; the Infinite is 
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made to blend itself with the Finite, to stand visible, and as it were. 
attainable there. By symbols accordingly is man guided and commanded 
made happy, made wretched. He everywhere finds himself encompassed 
with Symbols, recognised as such or not recognised: the Universe is but 
one vast Symbol of God; nay, if thou wilt have it, what is man himself 
but a Symbol of God ; is not all that he does symbolical; a revelation 
to Sense of the mystic god-given force that is in him. What a masterly 
mind is this! How filled with divine intuition, whereby the whole ot 
nature becomes an open book in understandable language! No writer 
of an elementary text book or specialist is he; but a master of the 
Science with mind and heart large enough to embrace the whole world 
and humanity. Such being the bent of our philosopher's thought, so 
occult its tendency, it would indeed be surprising if the mysterious 

. doctrine of Mftyft found no place in his system. Truly Oriental and 
Platonic are the many passages which, in powerful metaphor and simile, 
set forth this fundamental belief. Of such passages perhaps the most 
striking are the following. " Creation, says one," lies before us, like a 
glorious Rainbow; but the Sun that made it lies behind us, hidden from 
us. Then, in that strange Dream, how we clutch at shadows as if they 
were substances; and sleep deepest while fancying ourselves most 
awake! .... 

"0 Heaven, it is mysterious, it is awful to consider that we not only 
carry each future Ghost within him; but are in very deed, Ghosts! These 
limbs, whence had we them ; this stormy Force; this life-blood with its 
burning Passsion? They are dust and shadow; a Shadow system 
gathered round our Me; wherein through some moments of years, the 
Divine Essence is to be revealed in Flesh." In all of which, if one but 
read carefully, more will appear than at first sight; and indeed the 
question ever rises to the lips, "Did this man know?" Or what 
again can be more' clear than the following? "All visible things are 
emblems; what thou seest is not there on its own account; strictly taken 
is not there at all. Matter exists only spiritually and to represent some 
Idea, and body it forth." 

Of Natural Supernaturalism and the significance of miracles, he writes, 
'" But is not a real Miracle simply a violation of the Laws of Nature?' 
ask several, whom I answer by this new question: What are the Laws 
of Nature? Tome, perhaps the rising of one from the dead were no 
violation of the Laws, but a confirmation; were some far deeper Law, 
now first penetrated into and by Spiritual Force even as the rest have all 
been brought to bear on us with its Material Force." Of which passage 
the whole art rests on the word" perhaps." And here we may well 
show the attitude of Teufelsdrockh to modem science, or as he calls it, 
"mechanical manipulation fasely named Science." Of orthodoxy he 
enquires, "what those same unalterable rules, forming the complete 
Statute Book of Nature, may possibly be?" 
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" 'They stand written in our Works of Science,' say you; 'in the 
accumulated records of Man's Experience'? Was man with his Ex
perience present at the Creation, then to see how it all went on?" 
Where mark well the words "with his Experience." "But indeed 
man is, and was always a blockhead and dullard; much readier to 
feel and digest than to think and consider. Prejudice, which he 
pretends to hate, is his absolute lawgiver; mere use-and-wont every
where leads him by the nose; thus let but a Rising of the Sun, let 
but a Creation of the World happen nuice, and it ceases to be marvel
lous, to be noteworthy or noticeable. . .. Wonder is the basis of 
Worship." We therefore find that, "That progress of Science, which is 
to destroy Wonder, and in its stead substitute Mensuration and Numera
tion, finds small favour with Teufelsdrockh." And again," Witchcraft, 
and all manner of Spectre work and Demonology, we have now named 
Madness and Diseases of the Nerves. Seldom reflecting that still the 
new question comes upon us. What is Madness, what are Nerves? 
Ever as before does Madness remain a mysterious-terrific, altogether 
,nfenzal boiling-up of the Nether Chaotic Deep, through this fair painted 
vision of Creation, which swims thereon, which we name the Real." 
Thus marvellously, in one short sentence, does he sum up the whole con
troversy betw€en professional orthodoxy and occultism. From all of 
which considerations we can the better understand the following striking 
passage in which the Lower Man, and especially the average man of the 
white sub-race, is masterfully depicted. "'"There stands he, his Universe 
one huge manger, filled with hay and thistles to be weighed against each 
other; and looks long-eared enough. Alas, poor devil! spectres are 
appointed to haunt him, one age he is hag-ridden, bewitched; the next, 
priest-ridden, befooled; in all ages, bedevilled. And now the Genius of 
Mechanism smothers him worse than any Nightmare did, till the Soul is 
nigh choked out of him, and only a kind of Digestive, Mechanical life 
remain~." 

Such being the views of our Ciothes Philosopher on the Universe, it 
would indeed be strange if he had not discovered that the Macrocosm 
was reflected in Man, the microcosm. "Truly," he says," if Nature 
is one, and a living, indivisible whole, much more is Mankind, the Image 
that reflects and creates Nature, without which N'ature were not." And 
again, in a still more marvellous passage, "To the eye of vulgar Logic, 
what is man? . An omnivorous Biped that wears Breeches. To the 
eye of Pure Reason what is he? A Soul, a Spirit, and divine Apparition. 
Round this mysterious ME, there nes, under all those wool- rags, a 
Garment of Flesh (or of Senses), contextured in the Loom of Heaven; 
whereby he is revealed to his like, and dwells with them in UNION 
and DIVISION; and sees and fashions for himself a Universe, with 
azure Starry Spaces, and long Thousands of Years. Deep-hidden is he 
under that strange Garment; amid Sounds and Colours and Forms, as 
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it were, swathed in, and inextricably over-shrouded. Yet it is sky-woven, 
and worthy of a God. Stands he not thereby in the centre of Immensities, 
in the conflux of Eternities? He feels; power has beeen given him to 
know, to believe; nay, does not the spirit of Love, free in its celestial 
primeval brightness, even here, though but for moments, look through? 
Well said Saint Chrysostom, with his lips of gold,' the true SHEKINAH 
is Man.' Where else is the GOD'S-PRESENCE manifested not to our 
eyes only, but to our hearts, as in our fellow-man?" Here, indeed, we 
have the very key to Occultism and true Religion. 

But" who am I? What is this ME? A Voice, a Motion, an Appear
ance; some embodied, visualised Idea in the Eternal Mind?" Thus we 
are arrived at the most momentous problem of the Clothes philosophy, 
as, indeed, of all philosophies; the key to which is the master-key of all 
mysteries. 

Here, as always, Teufelsdrockh is enigmatical, for," How paint to 
the sensual eye," he asks, "what passes in the Holy of Holies of Man's 
Soul? In what words, known to these profane times, speak even afar 
off of the unspeakable? II Yet the story of how Teufelsdrockh passed 
from the Everlasting No through the Centre of Indifference to the Ever
lasting Yea, has been, is and will be, read with eager interest and 
sympathy by all true-hearted pilgrims, and, perhaps, especially by 
students of occultism, who will recognise the milestones of the journey 
with only too painful distinctness. 

" The painfullest feeling," writes he, "is that of your own Feebleness." 
How miserably true! Who of us has not experienced the terrible 
longing to be up and doing something, anything, to rend the veil and 
hear a voice in the silence, and the following and still more terrible feeling 
of inability. "Our works," continues the philosopher, ': are the mirror 
wherein the spirit first sees its natural lineaments. Hence, too, the folly of 
that impossible precept, know thyself, till it be translated.into this partially 
possible one, know what thou canst work at. And later, "0, thou that 
pinest in the imprisonment of the Actual, and criest bitterly to the gods 
for a kingdom wherein to rule and create, know this of a truth: the 
thing thou seekest is already with thee, 'here or nowhere.' couldst thou 
only see!" Ay, but that" only"! Yet in another passage he shows 
that this doing is not to be interpreted in its literal sense, for "the Man 
is the spirit he worked in; not what he did, but what he became." 
Truly the key to the right judgment of effort, which, if practised, would 
speedily transform the present standard of worth! 

One thing alone during this terrible struggle, the labour pains of the 
Spirit within, remained as a rock of salvation, the dim intuition or feeling 
of Duty. "Thus, in spite of all motive - grinders," he writes, "and 
Mechanical Profit - and -Loss Philosophies, with the sick ophthalmia and 
hallucination they had brought on, was the Infinite nature of Duty still 
dimly present with me." The circumstances of trial and frame of mind 
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which preceded what he called his spiritual new-birth, are worthy of the 
closest study. "Having no hope," he writes, "neither had I any definite 
fear, were it of Man or Devil: nay, I often felt as if it might be solacing, 
could the Arch-Devil himself, though in Tartarean terrors, but rise to me 
that I might tell him a little of my mind. And yet, strangely enough, I 
lived in continual indefinite, pining fear .... when, all at once, there rose 
a thought in me, and I asked myself, 'What art thou afraid of? Where
fore, like a coward, dost thou for ever pip and whimper, and go cowering 
and trembling? Despicable biped I What is the sum total of the worst 
that lies before thee? Death? Well, death, and say the pangs of Tophet 
too, and all that the Devil and Man may, do, or can say against thee I 
Hast thou not a heart? Canst thou not suffer whatsoever it be? and, as 
a child of Freedom, though outcast, trample Tophet itself under thy feet, 
while it consumes thee? Let it come, then, I will meet and defy it I ' " 

Those who have read the Gnostic legend of Lucifer will understand 
the force of this passage. And yet in this Freedom there was to be no 
licence, for elsewhere he says, " he who is to be my Ruler, whose will is 
to be higher than my will, was chosen for me in Heaven. Neither ex
cept in such obedience to the Heaven-chosen is Freedom so much as 
conceivable." Truly is our only Freedom in the One Law I 

"Thus," he concludes, "had the Everlasting No pealed authoritatively 
through all the recesses of my Being of my ME ; and then was it that 
my whole ME stood up, in native God-created majesty, and with em
phasis recorded its Protest. . .. It is from this hour that I incline to 
date my Spiritual New-birth or Baphometic Fire-baptism; perhaps I 
directly thereupon began to be a Man." 

Not yet, however, had the God-given mandate, Work thou ill Well-doing, 
shone out, beyond all cavil in his heart; "Pshaw I "he writes," what is 
this paltry little Dog-cage of an earth; what art thou that sittest 
whining there? Thou art still Nothing, Nobody: true; but who, then, 
is Somebody, Something? For thee the Family of Man has no use; it 
rejects thee; thou art wholly as a dissevered limb: so be it, perhaps it 
is better so I ... This was the Centre of Indifference that I had reached; 
through which whoso travels from the Negative Pole to the Positive 
must necessarily pass." 

Of what religion, then, was this Teufelsdrockh, some may well ask. 
Can such an one remain within the narrow arms of orthodoxy? And 
if he have so ably solved the mysteries of highest philosophy, how does 
he reconcile the contradictions of received Christianity? How does he, 
for instance, understand the crucial dogma of the divinity of the 
Nazarene? How else, indeed, than as all the followers of Divine Wisdom 
believe: for he writes, "To me nothing seems more natural than that 
the Son of Man, when such God-given mandate first prophetically stirs 
within him, and the Clay must now be vanquished or vanquish,-should 
be carried of the spirit into grim Solitudes, and there fronting the 
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Tempter do grimmest battle with him; defiantly setting him at 
naught, till he yield and fly. Name it as we choose: with or without 
visible Devil, whether in the natural Desert of rocks and sands, or in the 
populous moral Desert of selfishness and baseness,-to such Temptation 
are we all called." Thus at length does the professor recognize his where
abouts in the ocean of trial in which he has so long been tossed rudder
less, and "gets his eye on the knot that has been strangling him," not 
but what he still halts in the Centre of Indifference crying" 'fly, then, 
false shadows of Hope; I will chase you no more, I will believe you no 
more. And ye too, haggard spectres of Fear, I care not for you; ye too 
are all shadows and a lie. Let me rest here: for I am way-weary and 
life-weary; I will rest here, were it but to die: to die or to live is alike 
to me; alike insignificant." \Vhen suddenly the great truth streams 
upon him in all its splendour; "What is Nature?" he cries. "Ha! 
why do I not name thee GOD? art thou not the • Living Garment, of 
God?' 0 Heavens, is it, in very deed, HE, then, that ever speaks 
through thee; that lives and loves in thee, that lives and loves in 
me? .•. like soft streamings of celestial music to my too-exasperated 
heart came that Evangel. The Universe is not dead and demoniacal, 
a charnel-house with spectres; but godlike and my Father's! 

.. With other eyes, too, could I now look upon my fellow man: with an 
infinite Love, an infinite Pity. . .. 0 my brother, my brother, why 
cannot I shelter thee in my bosom, and wipe away all tears from 
thy eyes! • . . the poor Earth, with her poor joys, was now my needy 
mother, not my cruel Stepdame; Man with his so mad \Vants and so 
mean Endeavours, had become the dearer to me; and even for his 
sufferings and his sins, I now first named him Brother." Thus the chord 
of brotherhood being struck within him, a plan and a purpose began 
swiftly to shape itself, and Teufelsdrockh discovers that," there is in 
a man a HIGHER than the Love of Happiness : he can do without Happi
ness, and instead thereof find Blessedness!" But before such a con
summation can be attained, he adds, "the Self in thee," needs "be 
annihilated." 

Having thus arrived at the sign-post of the Path of Blessedness, our 
philosopher proceeds, with masterly touch, to sketch the present state 

/ 
of so-called civilized society, with its demoniacal competition and asser
tive individualism. "To me, in this our life," says the professor, "which 
is an internecine warfare with the Time-spirit, other warfare seems 
questionable. Hast thou in any way a contention with thy brother, I 
advise thee think well what the meaning thereof is. If thou gauge it 
to the bottom it is simply this: • Fellow, see! thou art taking more than 
thy share of Happiness in the world, something from my share; which, 
by the Heavens, thou shalt not; nay, I will fight thee, rather.' . . . Can 
we not, in all such cases, rather say,' Take it, thou too ravenous indi
vidual; take that pitiful additional fraction of a share which I reckoned 
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mine, but which thou so wantest; take it with a blessing; would to 
Heaven I had enough for thee!' " / 

And later, referring to that same idea of Duty which had previously 
been his only beacon in the Cimmerean mists of unbelief, he bids us, 
" , Do the Duty whick lies nearest thee,' which thou knowest to be a Duty! 
Thy second Duty will have already become clearer." Truly, a hint that 
those who have cried so loudly for practical instruction would do well to 
lay to heart. Here, indeed, we have the gate to the Path of Divine Self
Sacrifice, the first lesson to be learned by students of the Science of 
Life and, of a truth, the lowest rung of that ladder which reaches to 
Divinity itself. 

A Socialist, too, was Teufelsdrockh, but not of the mouthing agitator 
stamp. "Hardly-entreated Brother!" he cries," for us was thy back 
so bent, for us were thy straight limbs and fingers so deformed; thou 
wert our Conscript on whom the lot fell, and fighting our battles 
wert so marred. For in thee too lay a god-created Form, but it was not 
to be unfolded; encrusted must it stand with the thick adhesions and de
facements of Labour, and thy body, like thy soul, was not to know freedom. 
Yet toil on, toil on; thou art in thy duty, be out of it who may; thou 
toilest for the altogether indispensable, for daily bread." Such, indeed, 
is the spirit of true socialism, which is truly naught else but the practice 
of Humanity's One Religion, the manifestation lof that Brotherhood 
which binds all men together (religare). 

It is in this belief that Teufelsdrockh exclaims, "If the poor and 
humble toil that we may have Food, must not the high and glorious toil 
for him in return, that he have Light, have Guidance, Freedom, Immor
tality ? These two, in all their degrees, I honour; all else is chaff and 
dust, which let the wind blow whither it listeth." And again, " It is not 
because of his toils, that I lament for the poor; we must all toil . . . . . 
But what I do mourn over is, that the lamp of his soul should go out; 
that no ray of heavenly, or even of earthly, knowledge should visit him. 
. . . That there should be one Man die ignorant who had capacity for 
knowledge; this I call a tragedy." " 

In such burning words does Carlyle proclaim the honourableness of 
labour and enunciate the duty of the so-called" upper classes," proving 
beyond all question that this religion of Teufelsdrockh is indeed the 
Evangel for which Humanity now moans, the only basis on which to 
rest the solution of such crying evils as the labour question, alcoholic 
poisoning, the social evil, and a myriad other abuses which have not yet 
been distinctly formulated. / 

S. G. 
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ttbe ttalking 3mage of 'UlfUf • 

• 
CHAPTER X. 

REVELATIONS. 

THE days of the anniversary celebration came to an end; the blue elephants 
had entirely lost their shape, the native musicians were dismissed, the 
Hierophant rested on his laurel~ and the guests returned one after 

another to their homes. 
Pancho remained at Urur. His adventure with the Talking Image had 

strongly impressed his mind, and he desired to receive some more revelations. 
He wanted to know what is that cc self" which one must know before it can be 
renounced and which we cannot possess as long as we are ourselves possessed 
by it; that Self, to which man clings with the grip of despair and which no one 
wishes to lose. "What," he thought, cc would become of a man who should give 
up his Self; what would be left of him, if his self is all that is in him?" Then 
it was that he felt the foreboding of something like a superior state in which 
there is all knowledge but no conception of limitation and narrowness; a 
condition in which the soul is superior to all that concerns the battle of shadows 
taking place on the material plane; but that state seemed to him still far away; 
far more distant and unapproachable than the sun, resting tranquilly in its own 
self-luminous light, while his rays plays with the phantoms and shadows which 
they produce upon the material world. Was the rosy light that was absorbed 
by the Image an emanation of a superior light, in which life and consciousness 
and knowledge exist? Was the ethereal form which he imagined he saw one 
of the Mysterious Brotherhood, or was it the soul of the Image itself? Pancho 
remembered to have read in Plutarch that every man has a soul and that it does 
not commingle with the body in all men alike. That in some bodies it gets ab
sorbed fully, and then the whole frame is corrupted by appetites and passions ; 
while it penetrates into others only partially, the purer part remaining outside. 

It was said that only the vulgar think that the whole of their soul is within 
them; just as they believe the image reflected from a mirror to be in the glass; 
but the more intelligent know it to be without. 

He asked Captain Bumpkins about it, and the Hierophant surmised that it 
must have been either Krashibashi or Rataraborumatch~ adding that he would 
investigate the matter. 

" Do not trouble yourself about such questions," he said. "Wait until my 
new Wisdom-Catechism is published and you will then know all about it." 

"A Wisdom-Catechism? " asked Pancho, astonished. 
"Yes," answered Captain Bumpkins, "a catechism about Divine Wisdom; 

giving the correct explanations of all the mysteries of the universe; a catechism 
that will make those who read it divinely wise." 
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" But," said Pancho, "how will those who read know whether or not its con
tents are true?" 

II There can be no doubt about its veracity," said the Hierophant; "because 
Krashibashi has promised to.attest it with his own seal" 

Indeed it seemed as if a new era of light was dawning upon the world A 
great deal of information on subjects heretofore considered occult was given to 
the world by some intelligence that spoke through the Talking Image of Urur. 
Whether the information thus given came from Krashibashi or from Ratara
morubatchi is not positively known; but it is certain that the new doctrines 
astonished the world and gratified the curiosity of many; but whether those 
who were thus better informed, grew any wiser from it, our historian has not 
been able to ascertain. The new and nevertheless very old doctrines embraced 
the process of the evolution of the visible and invisible realms of nature, ex
plaining not merely the origin of all gross material and visible forms, but also 
the cause of the existence and the manner of development of all beings in the 
universe, from that semi-spiritual monad" or centre of vibration," called" atom," 
up to a planetary spirit whose body is as large as the sphere of the planet to 
which it belongs. It proved logically to the mind many things that are open to 
the perception of the illuminated Seer alone, showing that all forms in the 
universe are the products of the Universal Will acting upon the ideation of the 
Universal Mind; while both these were merely functions of one eternal and 
self-existing principle, having its origin in the Absolute. 

Captain Bumpkins corroborated these statements, and amplified them from 
the storehouse of his own experience. II It's all done by magnetism," he said 
"I have seen a fakir make a mango tree grow out of a kernel merely by magne
tizing it. The more he magnetized it the more it grew until it was thirty-six 
feet and two inches high." 

" Ah ! " exclaimed Mr. Green. 
" I told you so," said Mrs. Honeycomb. 
The revelations brought out by the Image showed, in a manner comprehen

sible even to the rationalistic mind, that there could be no such thing as "dead 
matter" in the universe; but that the whole world was a manifestation of Life 
and that this Life principle was one and indivisible, while it was merely the 
forms of its manifestations which differed from each other according to the 
nature of the bodies in which they took place. 

"Life," said the voice that spoke through the Image, "is not a product of 
the form in which it is observed, no more than the air which a person inhales 
is the product of his lungs; but it is a manifestation of an universible and 
universal power of Life, which produces all forms and without which no form 
could come into existence or continue to exist." 

CI Life," added the Hierophant, "is produced by magnetism. I have seen 
with my own eyes a fakir buried for forty days, twenty feet under the ground in 
a hole. I have carefully examined it. There was not even as much as a gas pipe 
through which he could have breathed Anyone who saw it done would have 
betted ten dollars that the man was stone-dead. But when he was taken up, he 
recovered and ate a hearty breakfast. It is all done by magnetism." 

"I have heard,of a similar case that happened at Edwardsville," said Mr. 
Green. II A woman died at that town and two respectable doctors gave their 
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certificates that she was quite dead; but when they carried her to the church
yard, the coffin struck against the overhanging branch of a tree, and dropped to 
the ground; the woman then awoke and was alive as ever. It nearly frightened 
her husband to death." 

"Such a coming back to life," said Captain Bumpkins, "can only occur with 
persons in possession of abnormal powers and a strong magnetic constitution." 

" The husband of that woman," went on Mr. Green, "was so much convinced 
of his wife's abnormal powers of coming to life again, that when, a year after
wards, she again died, he made the funeral procession go by another road, to 
.avoid the repetition of such an accident." 

" I have read the story of an ancient philosopher, who was in the habit of 
magnetizing himself and going out in his astral form," remarked the Hierophant, 
"on such occasions his physical body being as dead as a door-nail. One day 
his wife had his body burned to ashes. You should have seen the surprise of 
the philosopher when he returned and found tha~ his body was gone. It an
noyed him very much." 

By a series of arguments, at once logical and comprehensive, the Image proved 
that the divine spirit of Man is not a product of the animal form or organiza
tion; but that it has existed in all eternity and will never cease to be; that forms 
.are n()t, but that they merely exist, and that the spirit must overshadow and 
exist in a form to obtain the perfect consciousness and knowledge that belongs 
to such forms. It also showed that divine self-knowledge could not possibly be 
obtained within one short span of life: but that an almost endless chain of 
reincarnations or re-expressi()ns in form would be necessary before it could gain 
.all the experience necessary to attain the knowledge of good and evil and 
gradually grow into that higher consciousness which forms the basis of true 
self-knowledge. It said that those whose whole attention was absorbed by the 
external illusions produced by the senses, or by intellectual research into things 
that belonged merely to the phenomenal aspect of nature, could not attain that 
knowledge of the spirit which constitutes the knowledge of self; but that to 
realize the eternal Reality it was necessary to fix one's thoughts and aspirations 
upon that which is eternal and real. 

"This is perfectly true," said the Hierophant. "I once knew a y()gi who 
spent several hours every day in magnetizing himself and looking at a fly-speck 
upon the wall. In seven years time he became so much developed that he 
-could not tell the difference between a man and a spirit. He used to run 
against people in the street, supposing them to be spirits, and talked with real 
'spirits, imagining them to be living people. He was ultimately locked up in an 
insane asylum." 

" I wish he were here," remarked Mrs. Honeycomb, "to help us catch these 
black Magicians." 

"The yoga-philosophy," saith the Image, "teaches the suppression of the 
functions of the thinking principle; that means to say the suppression of that 
manner of thinking which is not in exact harmony with the perception of the 
truth by spiritUal contemplation. There is nothing to hinder the mind from 
penetrating into the deepest mysteries of nature except the perception of the 
productions of its own imagination, which, like the vapours forming clouds 
'within the ter.restrial atmosphere that hinder a person from seeing the sun, fill 
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the mental sphere with illusions and prevent the light of truth from entering the 
souL The perverted will of man creates perverted desires, and these call into 
existence the illusive images of things which have no real existence, causing him 
to see the truth, not as it is, but merely as a distorted reflection." 

CI Never think," explained the Hierophant. "The worst thing a Chela can 
do is to think. Think of nothing I The less a man thinks, the more he 
knows." 

CI That is very easy," acquiesced Mr. Green. " I must have been a yogi all 
my life, I see." 

"The internal perception and understanding of truth," continued the Image, 
CI constitutes true meditation, by which the union of the soul of man with his 
own real divine Self may be accomplished. The practice of yoga has for its 
object to obtain control over one's thoughts and emotions, and to penetrate by 
the power of interior thought, deep down into the sanctuary of the temple, 
where, upon the innermost altar, slumbers the divine spark which each human 
being has received from the power that called him into existence. Not the 
nteIlectual speCUlation of man, only the divine spirit within the soul can pene
trate into those depths and reveal to man the mysteries of divine being. Who 
can know these divine secrets but he who has himself experienced the divine 
state? Who can form an intellectual conception of that which is inconceivable 
to the imagination? If anyone desires to know the truth, let him rise above 
that which is earthly. Let him fix his w:hole consciousness in the mirror of that 
which is eternal; let him fix his soul in the sublimity of the divine Ideal; let 
him fix his will in the supreme Power within and by the exercise of divine LoTe 
transform his entire being into the image of his divine Self. He will then be 
able to see and to hear and to feel that which can only be perceived by those 
who, in this world of errors, can rise above its illusions and live in that heaven 
of truth. It 

" Can you give us the astronomical direction in which the heaven is located?" 
asked Captain Bumpkins. "Please state the exact number of miles in regard 
to its distance from Urur, a.nd how long it take!j an average spirit to reach it? " 

"Alas!" replied the Image, "you are too far from the·truth even to conceive 
of the distance.It 

"Is it Krashibashi who is now talking?" inquired the Hierophant 
No response followed. 
"I think he is gone," said the Hierophant . 
.. He must be an awful nice gentleman," said Mrs. Honeycomb. "I could 

listen to him for hours, if one could only understand what he means." 
"The trouble is that one is not always sure who of them is talking," con

tinued the Hierophant. "Sometimes it is Krashibashi, at other times it is 
Rataramorubatchi, and then again it may only be one of the inferior Chelas. I 
have therefore made some arrangements with Krashibashi so that there will be 
no mistake. I make him give me a sign with the thumb of the Image, so that I 
should always know whether it is he." 

" Did he give you the sign?" asked Mr. Green. 
"Not this time," replied the Hierophant, "and I have my doubts as to 

whether it really was Krashibash~ because he spoke such incomprehensible 
gibberish. Who ever saw a divine spirit? What does he mean by that spirit 
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revealing to man all sorts of things? I tell you, ladies and gentlemen, what we 
want is facts and not speculations. I am a scientist. If anyone wants to make 
me believe that he is an Adept, let him levitate himself j let him write an occult 
letter or make himself invisible. We do not want to be preached at. We want 
something tangible." 

"But then," said Mrs. Honeycomb, "he spoke so nicely about love and how 
it transforms one's whole being. I had some experience of that. When I was 
married I was an entirely different person." 

Mr. Green heaved a sigh. 
Such and similar conversations took place frequently at Urur, and while 

Pancho was astonished at the profundity of the thoughts uttered by the Image, 
he was equally surprised at the way in which they were received by the Hiero
phant and his followers. The most exalted ideas were rendered ridiculous by 
being misinterpreted and misapplied. The Talking Image spoke of things of 
which the members of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom could form 
no conception. Moreover, they had never agreed about a definition of terms, 
and applied the same words to things which were very different from each 
other. Thus the story of the building of the Tower of Babel was repeated 
again, and will always be repeated as long as men do not possess a true concep
tion of the things they are talking about j for whenever they seek to build a 
system of thought concerned with those transcendental regions where the mate
rial perception ceases and the true ideal begins, their conceptions differ, and a 
"confusion of tongues" takes place. 

If the doctrines of the Talking Image were misunderstood even by its own 
immediate followers, it is not surprising that when they reached the general 
public they were still more misrepresented and their meaning distorted. Espe· 
cially its utterances against the abuses of so-called religion, and against the 
wiles of priestcraft, were looked upon by many as attacks upon the spirit of 
religion j its denial of the existence of a mutable and entra-cosmic God was 
misconstrued into a denial of Deity, that universal divine Power, pure and self
existent, which causes the attractions by which all forms are created. 

There were many who saw in the Image nothing but a destroyer of their own 
cherished opinions, and they were not slow in denouncing doctrines which they 
were incapable of comprehending. 

Truth is welcome to everyone so long as it does not come into conflict with 
one's adopted opinions or with one's own personal interests j but when it appears 
in the shape of an enemy seeking to destroy beloved hobbies and prejudices, 
which are parts of our very selves, grown into our flesh, it becomes hateful and is 
driven away. Thus the truths pronounced by the Image were now persecuted 
by the intellectual but unspiritual scribes and pharisees, distorted and crucified, 
as in times of old, and The Image itself was denounced by the clergy as being 
the instrument of the devil 

The jealousy of the African scientists became awakened, for their knowledge 
was to a great extent a mere belief on accepted authority. How could an Image 
dare to know things about which respectable bookmakers and University pro
fessors knew nothing? Such effrontery could not be tolerated. The point of 
view from which these scientific critics looked upon transcendental matters was 
far lower than that of the unknown intelligence that spoke through the Image. 
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They were used to stick to externalities and small details. They were not able 
to conceive of the Unity of the All and to follow the Image into the higher 
regions of abstract ideas, where form ceases to exist. Hence they soon joined 
the clergy in their vilifications and persecutions of the Talking Image of Urur, 
and spoke and wrote a great deal against it. 

While the enemies of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom thus did 
their very best to make its name known all over the world, those who belonged to 
it spent all the power at their command to ruin still more effectually its reputa
tion. There were many who, like Pancho, Mr. Green and Mrs. Honeycomb, 
had not the faintest conception of what self-knowledge means, and who, never
theless, imagined it to be their duty to enlighten the world about things which 
were entirely unknown to themselves. They mistook" wisdom" for a belief in 
certain statements supposed to come from the Mysterious Brotherhood; and the 
rubbish published by them was often sufficiently intolerable to frighten away for 
ever any honest investigator. In fact the S. D. W. assumed an entirely sectarian 
character, and differed from other sects only in so far as it advocated more 
superstitions than the rest. 

Mr. Green became the obedient servant of Madame Corneille according to 
directions received from Krashibashi. Meeting her in the garden he apologized 
to her for his rudeness, and begged her to become his guru and guide. 

"I will consider the matter," said Madame Corneille, "but you will have to 
submit to some tests to try your obedience." 

"I shall do all you command me to ;" urged Mr. Green, "because I want 
to become a real and accepted Chela, as soon as I can." 

" Very wel~" she said, "bring me a stick." • 
Mr. Green went, and soon returned from the woodshed with a stick of dry 

wood, and handed it to the housekeeper. 
" And now I shall throw this stick as far as I can," said Madame Corneille, 

" and you will pick and bring it back to me." 
"But, Madame Corneille! . . ." groaned Mr. Green. 
"Just as you please," she interrupted. "If you do not obey, you can leave 

it alone. The consequences will fall upon yourself." 
"Oh, but I willI I will! . .. Certainly I" stuttered Mr. Green. 
On flew the stick. " Now, apporle I " she ordered in French. 
Mr. Green proceeded to move gravely in the direction of the stick. 
.. Hurry on I" she commanded. 
He quickened his steps as much as his dignity would permit him, but Madame 

Corneille was not satisfied. She ordered him to run, and Mr. Green had to 
run, and to bring the stick back to her. She then threw it in another direction 
and made him run for it again, and she repeated her "test" several times to 
the great amusement of the servants who were watching the spectacle. 

.. Now, Mr. Green," said Madame Corneille, after he had become fully ex
hausted and was panting for breath, "you will have to report to me every day 
the exact state of your feelings. You know that Krashibashi can read all your 
thoughts. If you should keep any of them secret from me, he would become 
extremely displeased. Take good care not to forget anything in your con
fessions. " 

Mr. Green promised to obey, and henceforward he confessed his thoughts 
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every evening to Madame Corneille. He told her about a sweetheart whom he 
had left behind, in the old country, and whose name was Minnie. He had 
promised to marry her; but that was before he had known anything about the 
Mysterious Brotherhood. When he saw opening before him the bright prospect 
of being selected for Chelaship, with aU the rights and privileges attached to 
such a position, he had abandoned his Minnie. He now confessed that he was 
still thinking of her a great deal, and would be pleased to have her as a co· 
partner in cheIaship; but he had been told that this could not be done. 

As Mr. Green advanced in his chelaship, he became conscious of being beset 
by temptations of various kinds. Some of these were as terrible as the trials 
through which the Hierophant himself had passed unscathed. For instance, 
there were a number of mango trees in the park of Urur, and as the fruits 
began to ripen, a negro woman of advanced age was set to watch over them 
lest they should be pilfered by the boys. The natural charms of that negro 
woman attracted· Mr. Green's attention. Ignorant of the reason why she 
walked daily up and down in the vicinity of the small house in which he resided, 
and which was situated in the garden, he persuaded himseif that she had been 
sent by the Mysterious Brotherhood as a temptation to test his moral character. 
But Mr. Green was not so easily caught in the snares as that. He could see 
through it all; nor did he wish to evade the temptation. So taking his chair 
out on the porch, he sat on it for long hours, watching the woman, and setting 
his teeth-he resisted the temptation to the bitter end. 

Pancho's temptations were of a different kind. He thought a great deal of 
Conchita and it seemed as if some invisible powers were continually trying to. 
drag him back to his home. Still, he did not wish to return. For what little 
he had heard from the Talking Image seemed to him of far greater importance 
than everything else in life. Sometimes he feared he was not doing his duty 
in remaining so far away from his wife, and that the latter might be in need of 
him. He was, therefore, very glad when, about a month after his arrival, he 
received a letter from Conchita in answer to the one he had written to her from 
Hong Kong, and found it full of affectionate words. Among other things it 
contained the following passage: 

"Do you know, my beloved one, how delicious it is to give oneself up en
tirely and without reserve to the being we love; to be absolutely in his power, 
to belong to him fully, body and soul? Surely such a love, to which one gives 
up one's whole being to be absorbed by him whom we love, cannot be sinful or 
selfish. Such is my love. My body is here, but my soul is with you. There 
are a thousand invisible threads which seem to drag it out of me, so that it 
may flyaway and be united with your souL Our spiritual seances have been 
discontinued, but in the place of it I am making psychic experiments. Juana 
has brought a man who is said to be a good mesmeriser, and who can put 
people into a trance so that they become clairvoyant. By his aid I hope to 
loosen the links which hold my soul to this helpless body, so that it may follow 
you across the sea and become cognizant of your presence. 

" As to your returning, I will only say: Do not return before you have com
pleted your investigations. When you return I want you to belong to me as 
fully as I belong to you. I am longing to see you, and waiting to welcome you 
back to my heart; but I have no other will than yours. Stay as long as you 
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consider it necessary, and whatever you may decide will always have my entire 
consent." 

Pancho did not exactly like the idea of Conchita having a man to magnetize 
her, but on further reflection he thought that, if it amused her, it might, perhaps, 
help to divert her mind. He felt a great relief at having received Conchita's 
consent to his staying as long as he wished, and in return, he was as perfectly 
willing to give her his permission to continue her psychic experiments if she 
could derive any satisfaction from them. 

" How strange it is," he thought, "that we cannot love two objects at one and 
the same time with the same intensity of power I If we love one, the other is 
sure to be neglected. If I love Krashibashi with all my heart, Conchita has to 
have less of my love. If I love Conchita, Krashibashi will not be attracted to 
me as he is, and will not give me his secrets. What shall I do ?" 

" Simpleton!" murmured an interior voice. "Will you never be satisfied 
that Krashibashi exists nowhere outside of your own imagination ?" 

"Let his name be what it may," argued Pancho, "I know that there is some 
power, and a high intelligence external to myself. I have seen the rosy light 
absorbed in the head of the Image. Why could not the same rosy light enter 
my head? Why could not the Master communicate with me? There is some 
mystery in this, and it will be of no use for me to return to my wife before I 
have found it out." 

By special permission of Madame Corneille, who was the chief and supreme 
keeper of the Shrine, hoping to clear his doubts still further, he obtained another 
interview with the Image. Thi! was an extraordinary favour, for the Image was 
not accessible to all persons at all times, but only to Madame Corneille and to 
Messrs. Malaban and Ram, who were real and accepted probationary Chelas, 
while the rest were only titulary ones (save Mr. Green, who was now a real 
titulary and probationary one). N or was it customary to permit anyone to see 
the Image alone, without being accompanied by one of the Chelas, to carry out 
the prescribed fumigations to keep evil spirits away. 

On this occasion, however, Pancho received little satisfaction from the Image, 
which seemed to give forth merely a reflection of his own thoughts. It repeated 
in substance the same sentences that were contained in the letter which Pancho 
had received through Mr. Puffer, and in which it was said that "he who desires 
to devote his services to the Mysterious Brotherhood must do so with his whole 
heart, his whole mind, implicitly and without any reserve," etc. 

" Why is it that the occultist is not permitted to have a wife? " asked Pancho. 
"Did not King Solomon have 700 wives and 300 concubines, and was he not the 
wisest of men ? " 

" It is not so much the external associations of the body as the associations of 
the mind, which hinder the seeker after truth to find his own divine self," replied 
the Image. " Let him who desires to unite himself with truth beware of forming 
adulterous connections with false opinions and unholy feelings. He who em
braces the views of another person and imagines that he has thereby come into 
possession of self-knowledge is deluded. Matter is not superior to Spirit, nor 
Form to Principle. External conditions alone cannot prevent Spirit from rising 
above Matter, if it really desires to rise above it, or to obtain the knowledge of 
truth." 
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"Where can we find truth?" asked Pancho. 
" He who knows the One," replied the Image, "knows AlL He who knows 

the many, knows nothing." 
" But who is the One?" asked Pancho. " And where will I find it ?" 
"The One is everywhere, and the fruit upon the tree of Knowledge does not 

ripen by its. own eB'orts. Everything will be accomplished in the fulness of its 
own time." 

"But if I can accomplish nothing by my own eB'orts," said Pancho, "what is 
the use of trying to work at all ? " 

"No one can give to himself that which he does not possess," replied the 
Image. " He can do nothing more than throwaway that which is an impedi
ment to his unfoldment All light comes from the interior sun." 

" But when will that light appear?" still went on Pancho, and the answer 
came: 
. "Blessed are those who can live in time as if they were in eternity, and in 

eternity as if they were in time." 
" What does this mean? " he asked. 
No answer followed, and no further response could be elicited from the 

Image. 
Pancho desired very much to know who the ONE was, whom one should know 

to know everything. He asked the Hierophant about it 
"Can't you see," answered Captain Bumpkins, "that it is Krashibashi? If 

you once get acquainted with Krashibashi, he will tell you everything." 

CHAPTER XI. 

INTRIGUES. 

WHILE Pancho is staying in Africa seeking for Light, it is our duty to see what 
Conchita is doing. 

For a couple of weeks after Pancho's departure, a deep melancholy took 
possession of her mind. Even her spiritualistic s~ances ceased to interest her, 
for, however wise were the sayings of "Purity," they consisted in generalities 
regarding morals and religion which contained nothing new to Conchita; they 
did not give her any satisfactory information as to what her husband was doing 
and when he would return. 

If she could have risen up to the clouds, and followed with clairvoyant vision 
the ship that carried her truant lover away, she would have been happy. She 
would have given worlds to have her inner sight opened even for one short 
moment of time, and to see Pancho's thoughts. She knew that such things 
could be done, there was abundant proof in the history of spiritualism, and in 
the annals of the Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences, to show 
that persons at the moment of death had appeared to their friends in distant 
countries. Why could not she do the same? Why could not she die for a 
moment and go to see Pancho and then live again ? 

The idea of becoming a clairvoyant took entire possession of Conchita's 
mind, and began to envelop her reason. Juana had already told her of a 
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man who had extraordinary powers of developing mediumship and clairvoyance 
in others and she made up her mind to ask Juana to introduce him to her . 

.. Mr. Smith," answered Juana, "will be ready at any time to attend to your 
orders." 

Mr. "Smith," who in reality was nobody else but Mr. Hagard, came, and at 
his first visit Conchita felt an indescribable repugnance to him. S6mething
was it her own clairvoyance, or intuition ?-seemed to tell her that this person 
was dangerous. Nevertheless her curiosity overcame her repugnance; she 
concluded to try the experiment and "Purity" predicted that it would be 
successful 

Mr. Hagard was not entirely without psychological powers. He knew how to 
influence weaker minds by the power of his superior wil~ or to use a modern 
phrase, to "hypnotize" them without their knowledge and he often made use of 
this power in making bargains. Once, merely for the purpose of testing his 
power, he had willed three of his friends, young men of good character to go to 
certain place and get drunk; he watched them as they left, one after another, 
and before midnight, he had the pleasure of seeing that they were so beastly 
drunk that they had to be carried off by the police, and moreover two of 
these three young persons, who heretofore had not been addicted to the use of 
spiritual liquors, now took to drinking without any further hypnotization and 
were now drunken sots, unfit for business of any kind 

Conchita submitted to be "magnetized" by "Mr. Smith." Every evening Mr. 
Hagard would come, and putting his hands upon Conchita's head, who at first 
shrunk back at his touch, he would pour streams of vile and gross material 
thought, impregnated with evil will into her mind In this work he was 
assisted by the wily Juana who acted upon Conchita's imagination by giving real 
or pretended "spirit-communications" and " Purity" gave her blessing to the 
work of destruction. Gradually thoughts and feelings which had heretofore 
been unknown to her began to grow within Conchita's mind, to fill her soul 
with desires whose nature astonished her and to load her imagination with 
pictures of a repugnant character. Whether or not any other means were 
taken to poison Conchita's will and imagination, we are unable to say; it is only 
stated that, incredible as it may appear, the image of Pancho became gradually 
less prominent in her mind, and was displaced by an inexplicable affection for 
Mr. Hagard. At first Conchita was astonished at this change and laughed at 
its absurdity; but the link was now formed and grew stronger every day until it 
was too strong to be broken. 

Some poet says that vice, seen too often ·and becoming familiar, is first 
endured, and at last embraced, and one of the greatest modern occultists says 
that any inordinate desire or thought having once taken root within the mind 
may become developed and take form, gaining power over all other desires, 
thoughts and actions, clouding and enveloping the understanding and at last 
destroying the supremacy of divine Reason. 

Conchita perceived that she was losing her own self, and that another 
" spirit" was taking possession of her, but it was now too late to reject the 
intruder. Her thoughts and her manners became changed; she began to feel 
pleasure in things which she had formerly abhorred, she laughed at Mr. Hagard's 
frivolous jokes and wept afterwards because she had been so foolish as to find 
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them amusing. She accepted Mr. Hagard's invitation to visit places of public 
amusement with him, and, to make a long story short, she became strongly 
attracted to Mr. Hagard, while somehow she hated him from the bottom of 
her heart. 

Once, in the beginning of this strange infatuation and some six weeks after 
Pancho's departure, she received a letter from her husband, which he had 
written from Hong Kong and she answered it as we have seen in an affectionate 
manner; but after this, Juana took good care that no more letters from Africa 
were received by Conchita, while the communications received from the 
II spirits" went to corroborate her suspicion that Pancho had found another 
charmer in Africa. In Conchita's mind, the image of Pancho faded away in 
spite of her efforts to hold it and Mr. Hagard's will took possession of her heart. 

At last she was attacked by a severe spell of sickness for which the doctors 
could find no appropriate name in their books on Pathology; but which they 
classified as "Hysteria." For a long time she seemed to be at the point of 
dying, and when at last her physical health returned, she was very much 
changed. But we will not run ahead of the regular course of events. 

While this drama was being enacted in San Francisco and Conchita's ruin 
accomplished, intrigues of a different kind took place at Urur. 

The Hierophant had made great friends with Mrs. Honeycomb, and Madame 
Corneille's authority was on the wane. She was an intelligent woman and of 
keen perceptions, and could easily foresee that the time was coming when Mrs. 
Honeycomb would oust her from her position as high priestess of the Shrine. 
She was cordially hated and feared by all the Chelas except Mr. Green, who in 
obedience to the orders received from Krashibashi was now the accepted 
disciple of Madame Corneille, confessing to her all his little secrets and sins and 
obeying her orders in all things. Thereby he expected to obtain the favour of 
the Mysterious Brotherhood and to have the time of his probation shortened. 

Of the existence of Krashibashi he had no doubt. Not that he had any other 
proofs of his existence except the letter found at the foot of the Image, but was 
this not enough? Moreover, his existence was believed in by many respectable 
persons, and to doubt it would have been undeniably a grave offence, which 
Krashibashi would have resented. Therefore, Mr. Green did not dare to dis
believe in him. Most of the time he sat in his room, thinking of this Adept, and 
gradually the latter took form in his imagination. A dark-looking face appeared 
to him in his dreams, and was preparing to speak. Knocks and raps were heard 
in Mr. Green's bedstead, at which he was at first very much frightened. But 
one night he took courage, and asked, as loud raps were heard: 

"Who is there?" 
Then a faint voice, as if coming from a great distance, spoke and said : 
.1 It is-me-Bro-brother,-Kra-shi-ba-shi." 
It nearly frightened Mr. Green to death, and he hid himself under the bed

clothes. But in the morning his courage returned, and since then he became 
convinced that he was rapidly progressing towards adeptship. 

But to return to Madame Corneille, we may also see what she is doing. 
Let the reader take some of the magic salve which we herewith present to 

him and anoint his eyes. He will then see what is taking place in the room of 
Monsieur and Madame Corneille and listen to their conversation. 
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Monsieur Corneille is sitting on a sofa, smoking his pipe, while Madame stands 
near the window, watching the clouds. 

" Fermez fa porte, tna chere I" said Monsieur, "and tell me a leetal vat you 
know." 

Madame Cornejlle went out upon the verandah, and examined carefully to 
see whether anybody was listening. Having satisfied herself that no one was 
near, she returned and locked the door. 

"This Mr. Green," she said, moving a chair to the sofa, and seating herself 
by the side of her consort, "has told me that Bumpkins promised Mrs. Honey
comb to give the Image into her charge. I tell you, our position here is no 
longer secure." 

"Mais," replied Monsieur Corneille, "you can write a letter and send away 
Monsieur Bumpkin." 

"True," answered Madame Corneille; but that would only delay the crisis, 
for he will return again. I am seriously thinking of accepting the proposal of 
the Rev. Mr. Sniff, who offered to pay me a good round sum if we will only 
deliver the Image to him." 

"'Ow much will Monsieur Sniff pay?" 
"Mr. Sniff," said Madame Corneille, " has no money; but he acts in the name 

of the bishop, and what Mr. Sniff promises is just as good as if the bIshop had 
promised it himself." 

" .Nevare I " exclaimed Monsieur CorneiIle. "I do not believe in ze promises 
of Monsieur Ie bishop, nor in ze promises of Monsieur Sniff. I prefer to 'ave 
ze money in my pocket." 

"I will go and see him," said Madame CorneilIe, "I think he will pay well 
if we destroy the Image." 

" Eh bien I " answared Monsieur Corneille; "you may try a leetaJ." 
Madame Corneille prepared herself to drive to the city, and M. Corneille 

went to see the coachman to order the carriage. 
Mrs. Honeycomb's time was very much taken up with preparations to fight 

the Black Magicians. She had placed vessels with oil of vitriol not only in her 
own chamber, but in nearly all the rooms of the house. She had attempted to 
see the Black Magicians in the magic crystal which Captain Bumpkins still had in 
his possession, but she had seen nothing. She therefore made up her mind to 
buy a large looking-glass and to prepare it herself according to certain rules and 
incantations prescribed in an old book dealing with sorcery. She was walking 
across the compound, when she saw Madame Corneille coming out of her rooms 
fully dressed. 

" Are you going to drive to the city, dear?" asked Mrs. Honeycomb. 
"Yes, dear," replied Madame Corneille. "I am going to make some purchases 

Can I do anything for you?" 
" I think I will go with you," said Mrs. Honeycomb. "I have not yet had 

agood look at the city, and I want to select a good mirror." 
Madame Corneille did not care for company on her errand, and so she said 

that it was quite impossible for her to take anyone. " The day is hot and it will 
be too hard for the poor old horse to carry a third person besides myself and the 
driver," she added. 
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"I will wait then until to-morrow," answered Mrs. Honeycomb. "To-morrow 
I will go out shopping, and you can remain at home." 

"I am very much obliged to you," said Madame Corneille, "but it is my 
business to attend to the shopping, and I would never dare to trust my horse to 
a stranger." 

" I thought," replied Mrs. Honeycomb, "that the horse belonged to Captain 
Bumpkins, and that I had as much right to it as yourself?" 

" It has been put into my charge," snapped Madame Corneille, "and I shall 
see that my animals are not ill-treated." 

" Do you mean to insinuate," asked indignantly Mrs. Honeycomb, "that I am 
in the habit of ill-treating animals?" 

" You are a stranger to me," replied Madame Corneille, "and I know from 
yourself the way you treated your husband." 

" I must confess," cried the other, "that I am not accustomed to such language. 
It seems that in Africa one can learn all sorts of things. When I was at Saratog3J 
my friend the Countess Carnivalli .... " 

"Do not trouble yourself to give me lessons in etiquette; they are not 
appreciated." 

" Nevertheless it seems that you need them very much," retorted Mrs. 
Honeycomb. 

"All I have to say," replied Madame Corneille, "is, that if the looking-glasses 
at Urur are not large enough to show off your beautiful figure, you will have to 
go to the city to buy another mirror at your own expense." 

"People living in glass-houses should not throw stones," hissed Mrs. Honey. 
comb. " I heard Captain Bumpkins say that you had goggle eyes and a crooked 
nose." 

" My face is good enough for my husband," answered Madame Corneille j 
"but I doubt whether you will ever catch a man again, in spite of all the arts 
you may practise before your looking-glass." 

" Perhaps I had a more intelligent husband than you seem to have," was the 
snub. 

"And perhaps many more than I had," sarcastically grinned Madame 
Corneille. 

Pale with rage Mrs. Honeycomb turned and walked away, and Madame 
Corneille entering the carriage ordered the coachman to drive to the city. We 
will follow her there. 

We see her alight in front of a shop where she makes some purchases. She 
then motions the coachman to wait for her return and walks on foot through 
several streets and narrow lanes until she arrives at a stone wall enclosing a 
garden. There she stops at a door over which is a cross hewn in the stone. She 
rings the bell, and presently a Hottentot opens the door. He seems to know 
her, for he nods as if in answer to a question. Madame Corneille enters the 
house and walks directly to the Rev. Sniff's room. 

Rev. Sniff is a serious looking gentleman in clerical clothes. His narrow fore· 
head is crowned with thin blonde hair. A large mouth with thin lips, the upper 
of which is very protruding, seems to divide his smooth shaven face into two 
halves from ear to ear, while his sharply pointed nose and his projecting chin 
seem to be attracted towards each other, giving him the appearance of a nut-
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cracker. Nor is this comparison entirely out of place; for Mr. Sniff had cracked 
many a hard nut in the interest of his church, and by his eloquence and the 
unctuosity of his manners he had caused many an inheritance to slip away from 
it lawful heirs, for the benefit of his congregation. 

When Madame Corneille entered the hal~ he was reading a novel, but for 
some as yet unexplained reason no sooner did he heard a step than he hid the 
book under a sofa pillow and took up a ponderous bible. When he saw Madame 
Corneille he smiled and rubbed his hands. 

"Welcome, my daughter," he said. "I am always glad to see a faithful 
member of our blessed church. May I ask you what brings you here this 
morning ?" 

"I just dropped in to see how you were doing," she replied. 
"Thanks to the Lord," said Rev. Sniff, "my health is very good But how 

are things at Urur? Are the devils there still having it their own way? Is 
there no sign of repentance or change of heart?" 

"Some more devils have come," rudely replied Madame Corneille, "and they 
will soon begin tormenting you unless we put an end to their game." 

"You are right, my daugther, and I see that you are in a good Christian mood 
When you were here last, you seemed to have some doubts with regard to the 
propriety of destroying the devil's tool. I rejoice to see that the Lord has at last 
opened your eyes; and hope that you have not forgotten the sacred teaching of 
your childhood, when at your holy confirmation you were made to promise 
allegiance to our blessed church. Let us destroy this framework of falsehood 
which the father of lies has invented the better to blind the eyes of those whose 
souls he would lead to eternal predition." 

"We have to make a living, Mr. Sniff," coolly observed Madame Corneille. 
"If we work for the church, we expect to get paid by the church." 

" My dear Madame Corneille," was the soft reply. "He who serves the altar 
is entitled to get his living from the altar, says the Bible: will you help us to do 
away with the Image?" 

"That," said Madame Corneille, "depends on the conditions we are offered. 
If we can agree. . .. How much are you willing to pay? " 

"The servants of the Lord are poor," replied the Rev. gentleman. " Why 
should you care for silver and gold which rusts and is destroyed by the moth? 
What are all the joys of the earth compared with the blessings which you will 
receive when you appear before the Eternal; when you receive your heavenly 
reward in Paradise for having been a successful co-labourer in the sacred cause 
of religion and gained a victory over the devil ! " 

"You may as well spare your breath, Mr. Sniff," said Madame Corneille. "r 
am not so easily discarded with fine talk. For all the jewels which pave the 
streets of your heavenly city I could not buy a mess of baked potatoes. It's 
quite right that christianity should gain a victory; but how much are you willing 
to give for it ? " 

"0, Madame Corneille!" exclaimed Rev. Sniff. " I actually believe that 
the poison which these wicked heretics-whom may the Lord destroy-have 
poured into your ears, has not yet been eliminated from your system. But let 
me tell you that an influential friend of the church has put a thousand dollars at 
my disposal, which I may use as I see proper, to advance the cause of religion." 
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"A thousand dollars!" contemptuously chuckled Madame Corneille. " Why 
Captain Bumpkins or Mr. Green would give me twice that amount, if I would 
only betray the plot to them. Say ten thousand, and then we may begin talking." 

"Oh, my sister!" groaned Mr. Sniff. " How would you expect to find ten 
thousand dollars among those who have forsaken the vanities of this world? 
The missionary funds are almost exhausted, and there has been no famine this 
year. If I do all in my power, I may perhaps bring up the subscription to two 
thousand." 

"I shall come some other time, when you are better disposed," said Madame 
Corneille, turning to go. 

"Stay'" cried the Rev. Sniff, "Suppose I should collect three thousand; 
what guarantee can you give that we shall succeed in confounding this work of 
the devil?" 

"I will destroy the Image," she replied. 
"This is not enough," said Rev. Sniff. " Above all it is necessary that you 

should destroy its reputation j show that all that it has done, has been accom
plished by tricks, ventriloquism, and slight of hand." 

"All this is ea!;y enough." 
"Then you will have to show that aU its messages are the work of the devi~" 

he continued. 
" How can they be the work of the devil if they are done by ventriloquism?" 

inquired Madame Corneille. "The two statements are incompatible." 
"That does not make any difference," said Sniff. "People do not reason so 

deeply. The more theories the better. Each one may then select the ex
planation that suits him best. Those who do not believe in the devil may 
choose ventriloquism, and those who do not belive in ventriloquism may go to 
the devil." . 

"I will attend to all that, but not for three thousand dolIars." 
"I could not give a cent more; we could not afford it, times are too bad. 

Doubt and irreligion are on the increase, and the number of infidels are growing 
at a fearful rate. Scepticism is rampant. It has ceased to be looked upon as a 
crime, and the authority of the church is openly disregarded. The churches 
are empty and contributions scarce. If we get a heathen converted, he costs 
us a great deal more than he is worth. There are numbers of these rascals 
whom I have baptized a dozen times over, whose faces I know, but who come 
to me each time under another name so as to get their fee. See the money they 
cost us. It is only by casting our bread upon the waters that we can expect 
to get a return. 

"I will consult my husband about it," she said. 
" Let me know your decision to-morrow. And now, farewell, my daughter; 

and may the blessing of the Lord be upon you, so that you may succeed in your 
undertaking. " 

So saying, the Rev. Mr. Sniff gave his blessing to her, and Madame Comeille 
went away rejoicing over the money which she expected to get. Mr. Sniff 
watched her through the window, and as he saw her pass· out through the door, 
a malicious grin crept over his face, and he whispered, "There is many a slip 
between the cup and the lip." He then snapped his fingers, and took from 
under the pillow the novel which he had hidden away 
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Had Pancho bought the magic mirror, recommended to him by the Hiero
phant, he would undoubtedly have been able to see that there were some dis
organizing elements within the folds of the S. D. W. He would have perceived 
the devils of vanity, conceit, envy and avarice enter within the sacred precincts 
of the temple, in spite of Mrs. Honeycomb's vessels with vitriol; and that they 
had all one common leader-a great Black Master Magician, an expert in 
creating illusions, whose name was" SELFISHNESS." Even the magnetism which 
the Chelas had accumulated by letting their hair and nails grow to an enormous 
size did not prove strong enough to serve them as armour, and protect them 
against the attacks of these unseen enemies. Messrs. Malaban and Ram 
disliked all non-Africans, and especially those Europeans who were presumptuous 
enough to aspire to Chelaship in the Mysterious Brotherhood. This was a 
right which they believed to belong to Africans alone, as the Brothers themselves 
were said to be of the African race. Neither Mr. Malab:m nor Mr. Ram had 
ever been outside of Africa, nor did they know the least thing about European 
ci~ilization and science. As a benighted inhabitant of China looks upon all 
foreigners as barbarians, so these African ekelas considered all Europeans as 
inferior beings." Mr. Malaban was a descendant of a noble family of Hottentots, 
while in the veins of Mr. Ram ran the blood of the Caffirs. Both of these gentle
men were co-editors of the" Light from the Shrine," a journal which expounded 
the views of the leaders of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom. Mr. 
Malaban's writing's were very much in demand, on account of the self-assurance 
with which he wrote about things of which he knew absolutely nothing. ~Ir. 

Ram wrote little, but talked a great deal. Once the flow of his eloquence had 
started there was no means of knowing when it would stop. 

H we enter the editorial room we find Malaban and Ram holding friendly 
converse. Both are squatting on the floor, and smoking their pipes. Mr. 
Malaban had just finished writing an article for the" Light from the Shrine," 
and reads it to Mr. Ram. It is as follows: 

"'VESTERN SCIENCE AND ITS ABSURDITIES. 
"Some Western' scientists' have again dished up the absurd statement that 

the moon could not be inhabited, because, as they say, there is neither water 
nor aIr 10 it. One of our 'esteemed correspondents '-of course, a European 
-is innocent enough to ask us whether we believe in that statement. We will not 
waste our time in entering upon a lengthy examination of the question how 
these so-called 'scientists' can know that there is neither water nor air in the 
Moon, as they have never been there themselves. All we wish to say is that it 
has been stated over and over again and repeated in the pages of the 'Light 
from the Shrine,' that there are beings that can live without water and air; 
and we are, moreover, informed by a higher authority than ourselves, that there 
is a very ancient book called 'Gulliver's Travels,' which gives an exact de
scription of the inhabitants of the Moon. The time, however, for such revela
tions to be given out to the world has not yet arnved; nor are we, ourselves, 
permitted to give out any detailed accounts in regard to the nature of the lunar 
inhabitants, as such mysteries are not to be divulged to the vulgar. But we 

* And had they known anything they would have felt the more justified. since they would have 
found Europeans tleating publicly as .. niggers .. Aryan Parsis, and the highest of our very Christian 
land, talking of the Aryan Hindus as an inferior race.-{ED.l 
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. warn our readers that they should pay more attention to what we write. If they 
cannot remember what we have already said, let them search the back numbers 
of our journal, as our time is too precious to be wasted in answering questions 
which have already been answered, and plainly enough to be understood by any
one gifted with common sense. Even if the bright side of the Moon were 
without water and air, there is no reason why the dark side of it should not 
have as much of it as is desirable, if not more." 

" Hit them right!" exclaimed Mr. Ram. "Unless you talk plain English 
with these fellows, they will have no respect for you. The style of the article 
is vigorous. They will think it has been dictated by the Talking Image itself. 
But do you know anything about the inhabitants of the Moon?" 

"Not I," replied Malaban; "but I heard Madame Corneille say to her 
husband that he looked like the man in the Moon. So of course there must be 
men in it." 

" These stupid Europeans," said Mr. Ram, "seem to think that Krashibashi 
has nothing to do but to answer their foolish questions! Here is a letter from 
a woman calling herself the Countess of Carnivalli, with a request to submit it 
to the Mysterious Brotherhood. Listen: 

I My DEAR SIR.-I cry to you from the depths of despair. I perceive 
with horror that I am getting older and uglier with every day. I have read your 
article on the Elixir of Life, showing how youth and beauty could be restored. 
I entreat you, for pity's sake, to send me a bottle of that Elixir, with directions 
how to use it. Send it C. O. D. All charges will be paid. Yours with the 
greatest reverence, 

'THE COUNTESS CARNIVALLI.' 

" Here is another letter from London," continued Mr. Ram. 

'Office of David Solomon Hirsch. 
'MR. KRASHIBASHI ESQ., URUR.- Dear Sir.-" Light from the Shrine" 

received and contents duly noted. Please forward, by return mail, price list of 
Philosopher's Stones and samples. We hope to dispose of several gross among 
Members of Parliament, City and Club men. How much is the amount of 
commission ?-Respectfully, ' 

I D. S. HIRSCH.'" 

"How can we send him a Philosopher's Stone?" remarked Malaban. " I 
have never seen one myself." 

" Here is also an application for Chelaship," contmued Mr. Ram. 

I DEAR SIR.-The undersigned longs to be admitted to Chelaship, and hereby 
promises the strictest obedience to any and all orders coming from unknown 
Superiors. Yours very truly, . 

I A. SINGLETON.''' 

" He is a suitable person," saith Malaban. " He must be accepted." 
" Here is another from Madagascar," said Mr. Ram. 

'CAPTAIN BUMPKINs.-Dear Sir,-I have the honour to inform you that I 
have been appointed by the "Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences," 
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to go to Urur and investigate the claims of the Mysterious Brotherhood. If 
they prove to be satisfactory, the Brothers may be certain of the warmest 
support of our Society. I am here on this island for the purpose of obtaining 
a specimen of the Unicorn, in the interest of science; but I have not yet been 
successful. There would certainly be no better occasion for the Mysterious 
Brothers to prove their wonderful powers than by assisting me in securing a 
Unicorn. If they grant my request, please ask them also to let me have a 
specimen of the Phomix for our ornithological collection. One that has already 
been reborn from its ashes preferred.-Yours very sincerely, 

e H. BOTTLER.' " 

"We will have to submit this letter to the Talking Image," said Ram. 
"There is no need of bothering Krashibashi about it," replied Malaban, "I 

am his Chela, and if I answer it in his name it is just as good as if Krashibashi 
had written the answer himself." 

" Malaban ! " sounded a shrill voice from the top story of the temple. Malaban 
turned pale, and hurried upstairs to the room where the Image stood. It showed 
no signs of life; but from its interior sounded a voice, saying: 

" Fool! Do not let me hear you say again that a letter written by you is just 
as good as one written by Krashibashi." 

.e I did not know," stammered Malaban, "that you were listening. I wanted 
to save Krashibashi the trouble." 

"Begone," commanded the voice, "and do not plagiarize so much. It all falls 
back on me." 

"How. about the Unicorn?" asked Malaban. 
"Tell the Bottler to come," said the Image. "Avaunt I" 
Malaban retired with a reverential bow, but before he had fully descended 

the stairs, he heard himself called again. Once more he hurried upstairs. 
" What are your orders?" he asked the Image. 
"Nothing," it replied. "I wanted to say something, but I have changed my 

mind." F. HARTMANN. 
(To 6e &ontinuetl.) 

"A VOICE FROM OVER THE SEAS." 
A QUESTION has reached the Head of the Esoteric section of the Theosophical 
Society, regarding the alleged representation of that Section in America. This 
question is accompanied by a cutting from the Press of April 21st, 1889, which 
reads as follows :-

"Dr. Elliot Coues, the Founder of the Gnostic Theosophical Society of 
Washington, is also perpetual President of the Esoteric Theosophical Society of 
America." 

In reply, I most emphatically state that I am entirely ignorant of the origin 
or career of the above named "Esoteric Theosophical Society" of which Dr. 
Coues is said to be the" perpetual President," and that this gentleman is in no 
way connected with the Esoteric Section of the T. S. of which I am the sole 
Head; nor can I help thinking that the said Esoteri& "Theosophical Society" 
is a printers mistake. The only Esoteric Society which has any LEGAL right to 
the name "Theosophical" is that which Col. Olcott founded and chartered in 
London in October, 1888, for the proofs of which see LUCIFER of that month. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

22 
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A SOCIALIST'S STORY. 

(MARY MERIVALE.) 

THEN turned she to some shelter, but I paced 
All night the shore, while eddying fancies chased 
Their wraith-lights thro' my brain, and I could see 
My life set picture-wise in front of me: 
I saw the iII-built cottage damp and small, 
Where scarcely room to lie might be for all; 
I saw myself again a sickly child 
Whose weary sleepless hours some thought beguiled 
Watching the trickle of the freezing rain 

. That found my limbs thro' the worn counterpane, 
And heard the weary sigh our mother gave 
As still she stitched .... and then I saw a grave 
And she lay in it, and my sister said 
.. The old disease has kiIled her, lack of bread!" 
And then I saw myself grown tall and thin 
Straining each nerve amid the hellish din 
Of the vast miIl, where myriad iron hands 
Were always twisting myriad threads and strands 
And where my task was to be at the call 
Of each and everyone, a butt for all 
When things ran smooth to tease and jeer at will, 
But when they tangled it was harder still ; 
'Twas always .. Damn the boy! " "The lazy lout! " 
And kicks and cuffs and curses flew about 
Till truly I grew dazed, the constant strain 
Of listening 'mid that whirl had dulled my brain, 
And scarce I heeded if they spoke to me, 
The mill's hoarse raving seemed an angry sea 
That roared and clamoured, stifling soul and sense, 
Until one day an agony intense 
Pierced thro' my lethargy, and I was fain 
To wake to life 'mid bitter racking pain; 
Bearing some load beyond my strength I fell 
Into those iron fingers twisting well 
Their daily dole of thread, and I could see 
The bleeding wreck borne forth in agony, 
Then all grew dark . . . . but slowly I was 'ware 
Of gentle hands and eyes, and tender care, 
And waking from the hideous dream at last 
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Wherein fresh pain marked each fresh day that passed, 
I saw a clear pale face above my bed 
Whose grave eyes held glad sunshine, as he said, 
"Good morrow, brother! You have suffered long, 
" But now your pain is over! " . . . . Like a song 
Of home in some far distant land, so fell 
His simple words, and I remember well 
His very look, the least curve of dark hair, 
That drooped o'er the worn forehead bending there! 
The pain had gone, but still the weakness stayed j 
I cursed it then, I bless it now; it made 
My life a flower else had been a weed, 
For swift he learned my story and my need, 
And while his deft hands made my body whole 
His words were balm that healed my wounded souL 
All loved the doctor I ... Every anguished face 
Would brighten at his coming, and the place 
Seemed full of light and bloom and sweet fresh air 
When his kind eyes had brought the sunshine there: 
His life was like a sunbeam, tho' that he 
Dwelt in the shadow every eye could see ; 
And slowly as my strength waxed he would teach 
My mind with it to climb, till I could reach 
From simple facts to causes high and dim 
And peer clear-eyed beyond the foaming brim 
Of one life into many, and be taught 
The myriad changes that the ages wrought, 
Now burying truth, now bringing her to light, 
Now cursing wrong, now crowning it as right; 
And still deep down below these shifting things 
He showed how truth lived with those folded wings 
One day she would unfurl, and soar on high; 
Stronger than man is man's grand destiny I ... 
And then I saw myself, with pen that flew 
To bear the knowledge, marvellous and new. 
My spirit daily won, for now we twain 
Held converse, as of friends, with heart and brain, 
Seeking what good these later days might hold. 
And he his science, I my journal's fold, 
Bent straining to that search, and as we strove 
He preached his gospel with untiring love, 
And stress of brain and hand, and then there came 
A rumour, faint and vague, of Mary's name, 
And I strode forth, a Socialist, to spread 
The mighty tidings, for the doctor said: 
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" See if a perfect life needs not the twain, 
" Woman and man ; go, Christ shall come again 
" In woman's form, the lessons that he taught 
" Fall from her lips, sweetened by her sweet thought 
" That sees instinctive what our science shows; 
"Stronger is love than hate, and whoso throws 
" All personal aims on the world's intense fire, 
" Shall find each flame a step to lift him higher, 
" And as he rises thro' the sharp fresh air 
"Of conquered sense, mightier to do and dare 
" Shall wax the race; no personal crown we see 
" In the grand future of humanity! 
" Hath not our science, with its heart of gold, 
" Shown myriad changes, marvellous, manifold, 
"Wrought by some shadowy vapour or faint gas, 
" Or half-invisible powder, whose strength has 
" Shattered the mountains, shaken down the hill, 
"And strewn the ocean with gaunt wreckage, till 
"We marvel what strong demon lay within 
" The innocent azure; ·and shall selfish sin 
" Be mightier than the hills and rocks that frown 
" From off the height of reons proudly down? 
" No! science is truth and love, and shall prevail ! 
" Honour to all who strive, yea, tho' they fail, 
" More honour still, so they deny not truth 
" And in old age betray the dreams of youth! 
" Perchance this Mary Merivale may be 
" Light-bringer to our darkened century ; 
" Perchance her very weakness in our sight 
" Is as the hidden strength of dynamite 
" To blast all selfishness and sloth and sin, 
" And let the glory of the future in ! " 
And so I left him and went forth to her; 
Yet sought her not at once, b\j.t 'mid the stir 
Of cities, or the silence of the hills 
I studied and I dreamed ; since he fulfils 
His labour best who best has learned to know 
Its danger and its pain ... while high and low, 
Whatever soul came nigh me, I would hail 
With" have you heard of Mary Merivale?" 
Till folk named me " the seeker," and some few 
Followed and hearkened seeking for her too, 
And still wherever Socialists we met, 
We spake het' name and mi!>Sion, and we set 
As 'twere a body-guard a.round her way, 
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And then at last as we grew sad that day, 
She stood amidst us, and my soul was fain 
To follow her till death. . . . 

All this gleamed plain 
Before mine eyes, as pacing dreamily 
I watched the night out by the quiet sea j 
And then I pondered o'er her words, and then 
Thought of that watcher blessed above all men 
Who waited for her in some small sweet home 
Where, tho' she yearned to, she might never come j 
And marvelled at his blindness who could stay 
When she who loved him had been borne away 
By her great-hearted love for all the race! 
Ah how the fierce blood tingled in my face, 
•• Would God some fate had set me by her side 
•• Perchance even now" . .. I strode on haggard-eyed, 
But ere the thought was ended, 10 there came 
A faint rose-light, and sweet morn's oriflamme 
Flushed all the waking east, and I was 'ware 
Another day had dawned, and here and there 
The little birds awoke, and sudden sprang 
A-singing with light hearts, and as they sang 
I saw her coming, grave and fresh, and tair, 
The invisible crown set on her yellow hair, 
And in her eyes such childlike purity 
As slew the devil in the heart of me . 
•• Good morrow, brother," said she, and her face 
Had made it good e'en in hell's torture place I 
Then fared we on together, and we spake 
Of those deep-hearted things that swiftly make 
Or life-friends clinging closelier day by day, 
Or mere acquaintance drifting swift away j 

Since all may be mere surface friends who know 
N aught of the secrets hidden close below 
The rippling stream of life, but once they reach 
The depths that hold the jewels, on the beach 
Of usual talk, the daily common-place 
No more with shallow speech their souls can pace, 
But wholly friends in hopes, beliefs, and aims, 
Or wholly aliens they, while life remains! 

EVELYN PVNE. 
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ttbe elt~tr of tbe JDe\)tl. 
(Translated from the German of E. T. A. Hoffmann.) 

(Continued from the April Number.) 

• 
C H A PT ER XI.-(Continueti.) 

II mHOU mayest be at ease," said Euphemie, "about all that has thrown thee-
I. into such doubt and fear j in fact, I am glad that things have hap-

pened as they have with regard to Hermogen, for now I both can and 
must speak with thee about several matters on which I have so long kept 
silence. Thou must admit that I have succeeded in conquering an exceptional 
mental mastery over everything that surrounds me in life, and this, I believe, is 
easier for a woman than for you. True, it demands nothing less than that, in 
addition to the nameless, irresistible charm of appearance, which Nature can 
bestow on a woman, there shall dwell in her that higher principle which fuses 
that charm into one with her intellectual power, and then rules it as she chooses. 
It is that peculiar, wonderful stepping outside of oneself, which enables one to 
look at one's' Self' from an external standpoint, as an instrument serving the 
higher will to attain that end, which it has set for itself as the highest which can 
be achieved in life. Can there be anything loftier than to rule life in life, to bin~ 
as with a mighty spell, all its appearances, all its rich pleasures, and force them 
to obey the absolute will of the ruler? Thou, Victorin, wast always one of the 
few who thoroughly understood me; thou too hadst set thy standpoint above 
thy Self, and therefore I.did not disdain to raise thee as my royal consort to my 
throne in the higher empire. Secresy added to the charm of our alliaDce, and 
our seeming separation served only to give scope to our fantastic humour, which, 
as though for our amusement, played with the trivial circumstances of every-day 
life. Is not our being together now the boldest piece of daring which, thought 
of from our loftier mental plane, laughs at the powerlessness of conventional 
narrowness? Even in thy present strange shape and being, which thy garb 
alone does not produce, it seems to me a~ though the subtler elements in thee 
bowed before the higher ruling and determining principle, working marvellously 
outwards, changing even shape and form of the physica~ so that it appears quite 
to accord with what was fixed for it. Now with this view of things springing up from 
deep in my being, thou knowest how thoroughly I despise all conventional 
narrowness. The Baron is to me a machine, grown disgusting to utter weariness. 
which, worn out in serving my purpose, now lies there dead, like clockwork that 
has run down. Reinhold is too narrow brained for me to pay heed to him, 
Aurelie, a good child, so we have only to deal with Hermogen-I have confessed 
to thee already, that Hermogen, the first time I saw him, made a marvellous im
pression upon me. I held him capable of entering the higher life, which I 
wished to open to him, and-was mistaken for the first time. There was in him 
something hostile to me, something which revolted against me i.n constant 
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active opposition, so that even the charm which enmeshed others against their 
will, repelled him. He remained cold, gloomy, unexpansive, and by resisting 
me with a strange, wonderful strength, he excited my longing to begin the 
struggle in which he should be conquered. I had already resolved on this 
struggle, when the Baron told me how he had proposed to Hermogen a union 
with me, but that the latter had declined it on any terms. At that moment, 
there shone through me, like a god-like flash, the thought of marrying the Baron 
himself, and so of clearing away at a blow all the little conventional considera
tions which often cramped me most unpleasantly: but I talked often enough 
over that marriage with thee, Victorin; I disposed of thy doubts by action, for 
in a few days I succeeded in making the old man into the most stupid and 
tender of lovers, so that he was forced to consider what I had willed, as the 
fulfilment of his own most cherished desire, a desire he had hardly dared to ex
press. But deep in the background, there still lay in me the thought of revenge 
on H ermogen, a revenge that should now be easier and more satisfying. The 
blow was deferred, so as to strike truer and heavier. Did I know thy inner 
nature less well, did I not know that thou are able to rise to the height of my 
views, I would hesitate to tell thee more of the matter, now that it is over and 
done with. 

"I set myself the task of understanding Hermogen in his inner being; I 
appeared in the capita~ gloomy, absorbed in myself, and so formed a contrast to 
Hermogen, who lived, cheerful and merry, in the active occupations of his mili
tary service. His uncle's illness forbade all brilliant receptions, and I managed 
to avoid even the visits of my immediate surroundings. Hermogen came to me, 
perhaps only to fulfil the duty he owed his· step-mother; he found me lost in 
gloomy thought, and as, surprised at the marked change in me, he enquired 
pressingly into its cause, I confessed Ito him, with tears, that the Baron's bad 
health, which he only concealed with difficulty, made me fear to lose him soon, 
a thought which was terrible, nay, unbearable to me. He was deeply moved, 
and as I then went on to describe, with an expression of the deepest feeling, 
the happiness of my married life with the Baron; as I tenderly and vividly entered 
into the minutest details of our life in the country; as I unfolded more and 
more in its full glory the Baron's splendid character, his whole being, so that it 
became more and more clearly evident how boundlessly I honoured him, nay, 
how completely I lived in him; as I did this, Hermogen's astonishment and sur
prise seemed to increase more and more. He struggled visibly with himself, but 
the power, which now like my very self had penetrated his inner being, con
quered the hostile principle, which heretofore had resisted me; I was certain of 
my triumph, when he came again on the next day. 

" He found me alone, still gloomier, still more uneasy than the day before. I 
spoke of the Baron and of my inexpressible longing to see him again. Soon 
Hermogen was no longer the same man; he hung on my glances and their 
dangerous fire fell blazing into his heart. When my hand rested in his, his 
often trembled convulsively and deep sighs escaped his breast I had calculated 
rightly the highest summit of this unconscious exaltation. The evening on 
which he was to fall, I did not disdain even those arts, which are so much 
abused, yet ever repeated with so much effect. It succeeded I The results 
were more terrible than I had pictured to myself, and yet they only heightened 
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my triumph, by exhibiting my power in the most striking manner. The power, 
. wherewith I had battled against the hostile principle which heretofore had 

expressed itself in strange presentiments, broke his spirit, he went mad, as thou 
knowest, though till now thou couldst not know its real cause. It is strange 
that the insane, as though they stood in some closer relation to the spiritual, and 
responded, so to say, internally, more readily though unconsciously to the 
spiritual principle in others, often perceive what lies hidden in us and express it 
in strange echoes, so that the gruesome voice of a second" I " seizes on us 
with an eerie shudder. Thus it may well be, especially in the peculiar relation 
in which thou, Hermogen and I· stand, that he, in some mysterious way, sees 
through, and thus is hostile to, thee; but in that there lies not the smallest 
danger for us. Consider, even if he broke out openly with his enmity to thee, 
if he said: Trust not the disguised priest; who would take it for anything but 
an idea bred of madness, especially since Reinhold was so kind as to recognize 
in thee Father Medardus ? However, it is certain that thou canst no longer 
work on Hermogen as I had willed and planned. My revenge is full, and 
Hermogen is now as useless to me as a toy thrown aside, and the more burden
some since he most likely holds it for a penance to see me, and therefore 
pursues me with his fixed, dead-alive looks. He must disappear, and I had 
thought of using thee to strengthen him in the idea ·of entering a cloister, and 
at the same time to render the Baron as well as friend Reinhold, the adviser, 
more inclined to yield to his desire, by making them the most pressing represent
ations that the health of Hermogen's soul required once for all the cloister. In 
fact Hermogen is distasteful to me in the highest degree, the sight of him often 
gives mea shock; he must go I The only person, to whom he appears quite 
otherwise, is Aurelie, the pious, childish child; only through her canst thou act 
on Hermogen, and I will take care that thou com est into closer relations with 
her. If thou findest a suitable combination of external circumstances, thou 
canst also reveal to Reinhold, or to the Baron, how Hermogen has confessed to 
thee a terrible crime, on which naturally, according to thy duty, thou must keep 
silence-But more of this hereafter !-Now thou knowest all, Victorin, act and 
remain mine. Rule with me over this idiotic world of puppets that revolves about 
us. Life must yield us its most glorious pleasures, without cramping us in its 
narrowness!" We saw the Baron in the distance, and went to meet him as though 
engaged in pious conversation. 

Perchance it needed only Euphemie's declaration of her life's tendency, to 
cause me to feel the superior power which, like the emanation of higher 
principles, inspired my inner nature. Something superhuman had entered my 
being, which suddenly lifted me to a standpoint from which everything appeared 
to me in another shape, in another colour than heretofore. The strength of 
mind, the power over life, of which Euphemie boasted, was to me worthy only 
of the bitterest scorn. In the very moment when the miserable creature fancied 
herself playing ~er loose and thoughtless game with the most dangerous en
tanglements of life, she had fallen a prey to the chance or the evil fate which 
guided my hand. It was my might alone which, fired by mysterious powers, 
could force her in her madness to mistake for a friend and ally one, who, only 
wearing for her destruction the casual outer appearance of that friend, held her 
like the very power of the enemy, so that no further freedom could be possible. 
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Euphemie seemed despicable to me in her vain, selfish madness, and my rela
tionship to her the more hateful as Aurelie lived in my heart, and she alone 
was the cause of the sins I had committed, if I had still held as sin what now 
seemed to me the highest summit of all earthly pleasure. I resolved to make 
the fullest use of the power dwelling in me, and thus to grasp myself the en
chanted wand and draw the circles in which all the appearances around me 
should move for my pleasure. 

CHAPTER XII. 

THE Baron and Reinhold vied with one another in making my life in the castle 
as pleasant as possible: not the faintest suspicion of my relation to Euphemie 
awoke in them; on the contrary the Baron often said, as if in an involuntary 
outpouring of his heart, that only through me had Euphemie been quite restored 
to him; and this seemed to me clearly to indicate the correctness of Reinhold's 
suggestion, that some chance or other must have revealed to the Baron the traces 
of Euphemie's secret doings. Hermogen I seldom saw, he avoided me with 
visible fear and embarrassment, which the Baron and Reinhold ascribed to his 
shrinking from my holy and pious nature and from my spiritual power, which 
saw through his distracted mind Aurelie too seemed purposely to shun my 
gaze, she avoided me, and when I spoke to her, she was shy and embarrassed 
like Hermogen. I felt almost certain that the insane Hermogen had expressed 
to Aurelie those fearful presentiments which made me shudder, but still it 
appeared possible to combat the bad impression. Probably at the Baroness' 
suggestion, who wished to bring me into closer relations with Aurelie so as to work 
upon Hermogen through her, the Baron begged me to instruct Aurelie in the 
higher mysteries of religion. Thus did Euphemie herself provide me with the 
means of attaining what was most glorious, in the thousand luscious pictures that 
my glowing imagination had painted for me. What else was that vision in the 
church, but the promise of the higher power acting upon me, to give her to me 
from whose possession alone the calming of the storm could be hoped, which, 
raging within me, flung me hither and thither on its tossing waves.-To see 
Aurelie, to be near her, even to touch her dress, set me on fire. I could feel 
the burning blood-stream mount to the mysterious workshop of thought, and thus 
I spoke of the wonderful mysteries of religion in fiery pictures, whose deeper 
meaning was the lustful madness of the most burning, craving love. Thus the 
fire of my discourse, like electric shocks, should penetrate Aurelie's interior, in 
spite of her resistance.-Unconsciously to herself, the pictures I had cast into 
her soul should unfold themselves wonderfully, and appear more glowing and 
fiery in their deeper meaning, which then should fill her breast with foretastes of 
unknown pleasure, til~ tortured and rent with nameless longing, she should throw 
herself into my arms. I carefully prepared myself for the sO<alled lessons with 
Aurelie, I made my discourse more expressive; attentively, with folded hands 
and lowered eyes, the pious child listened, but no movement, not even a low sigh 
betrayed any deeper action of my words.-My efforts brought me no further; 
instead of kindling in Aurelie the destroying fire which should lay her open to 
seduction, the conflagration in myself only grew fiercer and more agonising.
Mad with pain and lust, I brooded over plans for Aurelie's destruction, and while 
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I feigned bliss and delight with Euphemie, there sprouted in my soul a burning 
hatred, that, in strange contradiction, gave to my bearing towards the Baroness 
a something wild, terrible, before which she herself tremble d.-Far from her 
was every trace of the secret, that lay hid in my breast, and, involuntarily, I was 
forced to give play to the domination which I was ever more and more assuming 
over her. 

It often crossed my mind to end my pain by a well-calculated act of 
violence, to which Aurelie should succumb; but when I saw her, it seemed 
to me as though an angel stood beside her, shielding, and protecting, and 
defying the might of the enemy. A shudder then quivered through my 
limbs, and my evil purpose grew cold. At.last I hit on the idea of praying 
with her; for in prayer the glow of meditation streams out more fiercely, and 
the most secret stirrings awaken and lift their heads as upon roaring waters, 
they stretch out their polyp-like arms to seize on that unknown, which shall still 
the nameless longing wherewith the breast is torn. Then may the earthly, 
proclaiming itself as the heavenly, boldly present itself before the excited 
feelings, and in the highest pleasure here below promise the fulfilment of the 
infinite longing; the unconscious passion is deceived, and the striving after the 
holy, the unearthly, is broken in the nameless, never known charm of earthly 
desires.-Even in the fact that she was to repeat after me prayers I myself had 
composed, I thought I detected an advantage for my treacherous intentions. 
So it was I-For kneeling beside me, repeating my prayers with heaven
turned gaze, her cheeks took a higher colour and her bosom rose and felL-I 
took her hands as though in the ardour of prayer, and pressed them to my 
breast, I was so near to her that I felt the warmth of her body, her loosened 
locks hung over my shoulder; I was beside myself with maddening longing, I 
threw my arms around her in wild desire, already my kisses burnt upon her 
lips, on her bosom, when, with a piercing cry, she freed herself from my arms. 
I had not the strength to hold her, it was as if a flash of lightning streamed 
down, shattering me I-She fled rapidly into the neighbouring room! the door 
opened and Hermogen showed himself on 'the threshold, he stood still regard
ing me with the fearful, horrible gaze of the wildest insanity. Then, summon' 
ing all my strength. I advanced boldly towards him, and cried in a tone of 
defiant command: "What seekest thou here? Begone, thou madman I" But 
Hermogen stretched out his right hand towards me, and spoke in a dull and 
shuddering tone: "I desired to fight with thee, but I have no sword, and 
thou art Murder, for drops of blood stream from thy eyes and hang in thy 
beard 1 

He disappeared shutting the door violently, and left me alone, grinding my 
teeth for rage at myself, for having allowed the power of the moment to sweep 
me away, so that now a betrayal threatened me with destruction. There was 
no one to be seen; I had time enough to regain my manhood; and the spirit 
that dwelt within me soon showed me the means of avoiding all evil conse
quences from this bad beginning. 

As soon as it was possible, I hurried to Euphemie, and with daring rashness 
recounted to her all that had happened with Aurelie. Euphemie seemed not 
to take the matter as lightly as I should have wished, and I could understand 
that, notwithstanding her boasted strength of mind and lofty view of things, yet 
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petty jealousy could find room within her. Moreover she might well fear that 
Aurelie would complain of me, and so the nimbus of my holiness be dimmed. 
and our secret endangered. From a feeling of shrinking that I cannot explain 
even to myself, I concealed Hermogen's appearance on the scene and his 
terrible piercing words. 

Euphemie was silent for a few minutes, and stared at me strangely, seem
ingly lost in deep thought. 

"Doest thou not guess, Victorin?" she said at length, U what glorious 
thoughts, worthy of my mind, are now streaming through me ?-But thou 
canst not yet unfold thy wings to follow the daring flight I am ready to begin. 
That thou, thou who shouldst sweep with full mastery above all life's appear
ances, canst not kneel near a passably pretty girl without embracing and kissing 
her, surprises me, little as I grudge thee the desire that sprang up within thee. 
As I know Aurelie, she will be full of shame and silent over what has happened, 
and at the outside withdraw herself under some pretext from thy too passionate 
teaching. Therefore, I do not in the least fear those annoying consequences 
which thy light-mindedness, thy uncontrolled lust might have produced.-I hate 
her not, this Aurelie, but her simplicity, her quiet piety, behind which lurks an 
unbearable pride, irritate me. Never, although I did not disdain to play 
with her, never have I been able to win her confidence; she remained shy 
and unexpansive. This disinclination to cling to me, nay this proud avoiding 
of me, awakens in me the most unpleasant feelings. It is a sublime idea to see 
the flower broken and fading away, which now so prides itself on the wealth 
of its gleaming colours! I grant thee the carrying out of this sublime idea, 
and means shall not be wanting to reach the end easily and certainly. The 
guilt shall fallon Hermogen's head and crush him utterly! " Euphemie spoke 
further about her plan, becoming with every word more hateful to me; for I 
saw in her only the common criminal woman, and much as I thirsted for 
Aurelie's destruction, since only through it could I hope to escape from the 
boundless agony of insane love which tore my breast, yet Euphemie's c<H>pera
tion seemed to me despicable. I therefore, to her no IsmaIl astonishment, re
fused her proposa~ for inwardly I was firmly resolved to carry· out through my 
own strength the project in which Euphemie wished to force her assistance upon 
me. 

As the Baroness had conjectured, Aurelie remained in her room, excusing 
herself with an indisposition, thus withdrawing herself from my teaching for the 
next few days. Hermogen, contrary to his custom, was now much in the 
company of Reinhold and the Baron, he seemed less withdrawn into himself, 
but wilder, inore violent. He was often heard speaking loudly and emphatically, 
and I noticed that he regarded me with looks of suppressed rage, whenever 
chance brought me in his way: also the bearing of Reinhold and the Baron 
changed in a few days in quite a strange manner. Without in the least dimi
nishing the attention and respect they had previously shown me, it seemed as 
if, oppressed by a wonderful premonitory feeling, they could not find that hearty, 
friendly tone which had hitherto enlivened our conversation. All that they said 
to me was so forced, so frosty, that, tormented as I was by all kinds of con
jectures, I had to make a real effort to appear natural. 

Euphemie's glances, which I could always interpret aright, told me that some-
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thing or other had happened, which had specially disturbed her, but all day long 
it was impossible for us to converse unobserved-

In the depth of the night, when all in the castle had long been asleep, a 
tapestried door opened in my room, which I myself had not noticed, and 
Euphemie entered in a state of excitement such as I had as never yet seen in her. 

ec Victorin," she said, "treason threatens us; it is Hermogen, the insane 
Hermogen, who, put on the track by strange premonitions, has discovered our 
secret. By all kinds of allusions, sounding like the gruesome, terrible oracles of 
some dark power which rules over us, he has inspired in the Baron a suspicion 
which, without being clearly expressed, yet pursues and tortures me. Who thou 
art, that under this holy garb Graf Victorin is hidden: this seems entirely con
cealed from Hermogen; on the other hand, he maintains that all the treachery, 
all the deceit, all the destruction which will butst upon us, lies with thee, nay 
that, like the evil one himself, the monk has entered the house, and inspired by 
some devilish power, broods some damnable treachery. It cannot go on like 
this; I am weary of the restraint that the childish old Baron puts upon me, 
who, as it seems, in morbid jealousy will anxiously watch my every step. I will 
cast aside this toy, that has now become wearisome, and thou, Victorin, wilt 
the more readily bow to my wishes, as thus thou escapest at once the danger of 
being at last detected and so of seeing the lofty relationship that our genius has 
created, sink down into a vulgar, commonplace disguise I The tiresome old man 
must be removed, so let us consult how this can best be done, but first hear my 
opinion. Thou knowest that every morning, while Reinhold is occupied, the 
Baron goes out alone into the mountains, to solace himself in his own way with 
nature. Slip out before him and try to meet him at the gate of the park. Not 
far from here there is a wild, gruesome mass of rocks; when the wanderer has 
climbed them, there yawns before him on the one side a black bottomless abyss, 
there, jutting upwards over the abyss, is the so-called Devil's Seat. The legend 
goes that poisonous gases rise from the abyss, which stupefy and drag down to 
certain death the· rash mortal who dares to peer down into the depths, to dis
cover what is hidden below. The Baron, who laughs to scorn the legend, has 
often stood upon that rock over the abyss, to enjoy the view which there opens 
before one. It will be easy to induce him of his own accord to lead thee to 
the dangerous spot; once he stands there, staring at the view, one powerful 
blow of thy fist releases us for ever from this feeble fool"-" No, never," I 
cried angrily: "I know the frightful abyss, I know the Devil's Seat, never I 
Away with thee and with the crime that thou wouldst have me do !" Euphemie 
sprang up, a wild light flamed in her look, her face was distorted with the 
raging passion that stormed in her. "Miserable weakling," she cried; "thou 
darest in dull cowardice to oppose what I have resolved on? Thou wilt rather 
bend to the shameful yoke, than reign with me? But thou art in my power, 
vainly dost thou writhe against the might that holds thee chained at my feet! 
Thou shalt execute my behest, to-morrow he, whose sight galls me, must have 
ceased to live I" 

As Euphemie spoke these words, the' profoundest contempt for her poor and 
feeble boasting came over me, and in bitter irony I laughed shrilly in her face, 
so that she trembled, and the deathly pallor of fear and deep dread overspread 
her face. 
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" Mad woman," I cried, "thou who dreamest of ruling over life, of playing 
with its events, have a care, lest this toy turn in thy hand to a sharp weapon and 
slay thee I Know, miserable woman, that I, whom in thy feeble madness thou 
thinkest to rule, that I hold thee like very fate fast chained and in my power; 
thy sinful play is but the convulsive writhing of the fettered and caged wild 
beast! Know, miserable creature, that thy lover lies dashed to pieces in that 
very abyss, and that in his stead thou hast embraced the very spirit of ven
geance I Begone and despair!" 

Euphemie staggered; she was on the point of sinking to the ground in con
vulsive trembling, I seized her and forced her through the secret door down the 
passage. The thought rose within me to kill her, I abstained without knowing 
it, for in the first moment after I shut the secret door I believed I had accom
plished the deed! I heard a piercing shriek and the banging of doors. 

(To 6e continued.). 
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ltbeosopbtcal Bctt"tttes . 
• 

.. Heat not a furnace for your foe so hot 
That it do singe yourself: 

-SHAKESPEARE. 

.. He who tells a lie is not sensible how gmU a 
task he undertakes; for he must be forced to invent 
twenty more to maintain that one. .. 

-POPE. 

" ATTENTION, THEOSOPHISTS J " 

GROTESQUE contrasts and paradoxes are the very pith of our age. We 
might, therefore, permitting ourselves for once to follow suit, publish 
under the above title certain very untheosoplucal activities. But we 

prefer to leave the pages of our LUCIFER untainted with the recital of untheo
sophical backbiting, malicious calumnies and attempts to ruin our character. 
Those who would learn our answer (and that of trustworthy witnesses) to the 
slanders that find such a ready hospitality in a spiritual organ of America, are 
invited to turn to Light of June 1St, and June 8th, 1889. 

AU attacks would have been ignored and never mentioned could they, 
without danger to the Theosophical Society, but be relegated by us to that 
common pit of oblivion, in which crawl and hiss, struggling to come to light, all 
the venomous monsters bred by calumny, envy, hatred and revenge-most of 
them the progeny, alas, of those who, once upon a time, took pride in calling 
them~elves, Theosophists (II) 

The old truism, that they whom the gods would destroy, they first make mad, 
is once more vindicated Calumnies are effective only on the condition that 
they should not be so readily refuted. It is easy enough to bear false witness 
against one who is unable to establish an undeniable alibi. It is as easy, for 
a traducer to charge a person with having said or done that or the other, at a 
date when the accused and the accuser were both in the same country, if not in 
the same town. The credibility and likelihood of such accusations become, 
however, rather shaky if the accused party can furnish precise dates-awkward 
things to deal with-corroborated by numbers of persons to the effect that at 
the date mentioned he was 10,000 mile.s away, and did not even hold any corres
pondence with the accusing party. "One lie must be thatched with another, 
or truth will soon rain through," says a proverb. 

The London Light, always fair to al~ was forced to publish-or rather to 
republish from the Chicago Religio-Phil. Journal-a very strange lelier. We 
may even say two letters in one, as the reader will see for himself. We call it 
"strange" because it is so transparent in its animus, so very imprudent and so 
·easily refuted that both the writers-intellectual, and hoary with life-experlence 
as they really are-seem to give themselves entirely away for a mere song, for 
the pleasure, one would almost say, of inflicting an ugly scratch, whether it 
reaches the person aimed at, or simply produces a commotion among the 
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innocent and the credulous ones who believe all they read. So evident are the 
motives of this joint production-spite and revenge-that, were we certain 
that no true theosophist would be thereby affected, we would have never gone 
out of our way to refute the silly invention. It seems almost undignified to even 
notice it, but truth had to be shown at all costs. 

We wonder, when our Theosophists and public will have read, in Light of 
June 8th, our several answers, what will remain of Dr. Coues'denunciation of 
one who had never at any time been anything else than a true friend and de
fender of his? The" hoax" with which Dr. Coues charges Mme. B. in his 
letter thus returns home, part and parcel, to roost with the learned President of 
the Gnostic T. S. of Washington. May it do him good I 

An American paper makes a great fuss over the reception made to Dr. Coues 
in New York by various people, theosophists and others, who in the words of 
one of the daily papers" united to honour him (Dr. Coues) as a theosopkist and 
a sCIentist." 

As a Scientist, the Society and the public cannot honour the Smithsonian 
Professor too much; but as a THEOSOPHIST-Heaven save the mark I! Dr. 
Coues is a very eminent, world-known naturalist and ornithologist. But why 
should he, for all that, behave with his brother theosophists as if the latter were 
no better than geese, and try to stuff them as he does? There is a line of 
demarcation that has to be drawn somewhere. 

And now we have a few more words to say to a Weekly in America. For 
years the R. P. Journal assumed the monopoly of denouncing and attacking us 
in almost every issue, and for years we have ignored it and kept silent. But for 
once, a month or so ago, we raised a mild protest in LUCIFER, simply remarking 
that our contemporary of Chicago repeated CI unverified cackle." At this, the R. 
P. J., feeling very indignant, replies: CI The JOURNAL does not repeat I un
verified cackle,' and unlike the Tartarian termagant has I discretion' enough not 
to juggle. 

Don't you CI repeat unverified cackle" dear old Journal? And what do you 
call the lying Billingsgate of W. Emette Coleman, and above all your" Coues
Collins" letter, reprinted in Light, and answered in its number of June the 8th 
of last week? Or perhaps, you think the name " cackle" too mild and would 
like to replace it with the term "malicious slander"? So be it. As to your 
having" discretion enough not to juggle," no one has ever thought of accusing 
you of it. But you have constantly charged the same upon the "Tartarian 
termagant," and this without the slightest shadow of real proof. This is neither 
"religious" nor "philosophical."-[En.] 

Esoteric Buddhism is decidedly on the brain of our journalists. This is what 
we read in the Times of the 8th instant. Take out the qualification, and you 
will have some truth in this :-

EsoTERIC BUDDHISM IN JAPAN.-Colonel Olcott, whose connection WIth .. Esoteric Buddhism" 
is well known, is at present making a tour in Japan. He has been well received by the Buddhist 
priesthood, and is delivering lectures all over the country. advising the people to maintllin the prin
ciples of the Buddhist faith and not to change for western doctrines of any kind. At a lecture in 
Tokio on the necessity of a religious basis for education, he bfogan by comparing the free and upright 
bearing of the Japanese with that of the natives of India, who seemed to have lost the sentiment of 
nationality. Living in an atmosphere of disregard, if not contempt, for their old traditions and 
customs, taught to value only foreign systems and philosophies, the Indian spirit of patriotism and 
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independence had been numbed. Their men had become submissive and cringing. But the Japanese 
bore themselves as free men, and in congratulating them heartily upon it, Colonel Olcott called upon 
them not to prostrate themselves at the shrine of foreign civilization. He added that the Theosophical 
Society had done much in India and Ceylon to direct men's attention to the faith of their forefathers 
and to the past of their country, and he warned his hearers not to judge Western civilization by its 
superficial aspects, for beneath these lay enormous misery and distress. 

Colonel H. S. Olcott is decidedly a Buddhist of the Southern school, and a . 
very convinced and earnest one; but why should the Times make of him a 
follower of Mr. Sinnett's Esoteric Buddhism instead of Gautama the Buddha's 
Dharma? This is a trifle, however, and the above extract does give some faint 
idea of the really great work which our President has been doing in Japan. Of 
course a Times writer cannot be expected to fully understand what Col. Olcott's 
real mission has been, and he forgets entirely to mention that the main idea was 
to weld together the Buddhists of India and Japan by showing them that the true 
fundamental character underlying all the Buddhist religious schools is the same, 
and by making Theosophy the connecting link. In a letter just received from 
Col. Olcott he says that he has delivered 49 lectures, and expects before he 
leaves to give a dozen more-that his travels have extended over 900 miles of 
territory, and that his addresses have caused a deep and permanent excitement. 
The students of the Tokyo Imperial University Higher Schools of the Metropolis 
have formed a Young Men's Buddhist Association a fa the Y. M. C. Associations 
of the West. Several magazines have sprung up, and to his horror, one is called 
Olcotti I 

Our President will probably reach England in August, and during September 
and October he hopes to take a lecturing tour in England and Ireland. The 
arrangements for this will soon be commenced, and much assistance can be given 
by Theosophists in various parts of the country, who will kindly send information 
to Herbert Coryn, Secretary of Theosophical Lecturing Society, 7, Duke 
Street, Adelphi, London, W.C. as to the opportunities of obtaining halls (with 
terms, etc.) in towns where audiences are likely to take interest in the subject of 
Theosophy. 

• 

THEOSOPHICAL LEAVEN. 

~EARLY two months after date of publication, the February 
JJb'1 number of LUCIFER has reached me in the out-of-the-way 

corner!of the world where my lot is cast. The whole devoured 
with customary eagerness, there is one article in particular which has 
impressed me deeply, and suggested many thoughts. I refer to the 
second article, by Mrs. ]. C. Ver Planck, entitled" Theosophy in Daily 
Life." I should like to be permitted to express my sense of indebted
ness to the writer, and to thank her warmly for the soul-stirring appeal 
which, as the mouthpiece for the time being of the Cause, she has made 
to her felIow-members. May the response be swift and abundant! 
Surely no Theosophist worthy of the name can read Mrs. Ver Planck's 
glowing words without responsively catching fire, without being roused 
to do more, and more practical, work for the race he professes to love so 
well. 
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The whole spirit and tenour of the paper is so admirable that it would 
be no easy task to discriminate between part and part in respect of 
stimulative and energizing value. But if the distinction had to be 
made, I should feel disposed to give the award to the latter part of the 
second paragraph on page 4S I. For the writer there emphasizes that 
aspect of practical Theosophy which of all is perhaps most frequently 
forgotten or neglected by the Fellows. To live in the world while not 
being of it, has in all ages been the task of tasks. How often the ardent 
aspirant feels as if it would be a comparatively light thing to "leave all, 
rise up, and follow" the Truth! But to remain amongst low and de
grading associations, chained to occupations which involve constant 
contact with some of the unloveliest aspects of poor humanity, obliged 
to hear and see much the very hearing and seeing of which deadens and 
dulls the inner ear and eye-to be thus, without hope of escape, and yet 
to feel called to a higher and nobler life, is an experience as painful as 
it is common. And the crux lies in the attempt to reconcile the follow
ing of the lofty aim with the due discharge of the responsibilities laid 
upon us by Karma. To steer a straight path between the two extremes 
of abuse and neglect is the first, and, in some points, the hardest lesson. 

As the passage referred to indicates, the true Theosophist is in danger 
of forgetting, in his aspirations after spiritual development, that he is still 
a man among men, bound to his fellows in a thousand ways and 
solemnly called upon to discharge properly the ordinary duties of life. 
To discharge them properly, mark; not perfunctorily, anyhow, so only 
that they be got rid of with the least possible expenditure of time and 
energy. It is the failure to apprehend this, a failure springing from a 
misconception of what constitutes that august reality called DUTY, which 
is the cause that the charge of iciness, unhumanness and stony-heartedness 
is so often brought against those who strive to purify themselves, whether 
they be Theosophists in name or only in spirit And, as pointed out, it 
is a terrible mistake, a sorrowful pity. The world wants melting not 
freezing. For its redemption it needs, it is true, the gods above; but it 
also needs warm and loving hearts of flesh below, by the side, at the 
right hand and the left. As I heard it well expressed by a brother
Theosophist lately, the ideal at which we ordinary folks should aim -we, 
who are not within reach of even the lowest rank of Chelaship by a 
hundred incarnations or more I-is to be wholesome men and women, 
taking our part outwardly with willingness and without reserve in the 
occupations proper to humanity in its present stage of development, 
good citizens, good business men or housewives, good companions, able 
to play with the children, to laugh at the innocent jest, to lighten the gloom 
of life by tiny candle beams of cheerfulness as well as by flashes of 
revelation; and yet at the same time to strive in the silence of our 
hearts after enlightenment and purification with all the ardour of which 
we are capable. Inwardly let the Theosophist be aspirant, student, dis
ciple, ascetic if he will-and wisely may; outwardly let him be cheerful, 
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bright, natural, human. Otherwise, he will only repel where he longed 
to attract; do harm where he most wished to do good. 

As to the exceptional cases mentioned by Mrs. Ver Planck in the 
next paragraph but one :-It may perhaps be asked by someone," How 
can I be sure that I am .not one of those exceptional persons who ought 
either to withdraw wholly from the world, or at any rate to have nothing 
to do with it beyond what they must for purposes of obtaining mere 
sustenance or making direct spiritual effort for its improvement?" Good 
friend! do not worry, as our American brothers would say. That you 
can ask the question is proof positive that it is not as you surmise may 
perhaps be the case. If you were so called, be very sure that the call 
would be most unmistakably plain. If, studying the workings of Karma 
in the lines of our life (broadly, without attempting the precise analysis 
of details which only a very high degree of knowledge could enable to 
be made with accuracy and profit)-if, so studying, we find that our path 
lies naturally along the beaten tracks of daily life, from which we can 
diverge only at the price of duties neglected, hearts wronged, work left 
undone-then we may be perfectly certain that we are not yet ripe for 
anything but the ordinary human lot, that we are not yet fit to be .... 
other than what we are. If dissatisfied with what we are-why! it is 
open to us to change ourself, in the sure faith that change of environ· 
ment will follow "as the night the day." But, while thus seeking to 
change our" specific gravity," do not let us forget that in the meantime 
we are HERE, and not YONDER; and that the time has not yet come for 
us to renounce companionship with the" common crowd." We can share 
their honest work without being worldly, their innocent pleasures without 
being frivolous. 

So cordially do I endorse the spirit and most of the letter of Mrs. Ver 
Planck's article that it is with some hesitation I venture to express 
doubts as to the wisdom of the suggestions for practical Theosophical 
work made at the foot of p. 453 and head of P.454. Hesitation-lest I 
appear to be lacking in sympathy with her aims; an appearance which 
would indeed be a delusion, " Maya" ! For I am wholly at one with 
her as to the end to be striven for. The difference is merely as to the 
means. 

Mrs. Ver Planck urges the formation of such distinctive agencies for 
social progress as "Branch Sunday Schools,"" Branch Free Libraries," 
and the like. The following extract fairly summarizes her position :
"Not only should we join with outsiders in such good deecs as 
they have found to do, but we ought to have some distinctively 
Theosophical work of our own, first as individuals, next as Branches." 
If she enunciates this as a rule of universal application, I must differ 
from her. 

Putting on one side India, one might count upon one's fingers the 
number of places where such distinctively Theosophical work could be 
commenced with any reasonable prospect of success-ie., of doing good 
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proportionate to the time, energy and money expended. India, of course, 
offers special advantages and facilities for such enterprises. Her children 
are already familiar with most of the foundation truths of Theosophy, 
The Society's work amongst them is one of revival, of resurrection; 
whereas amongst Westerns it is but too often a work of construction 
almost au initio. And India is not honeycombed with already existing 
organizations of all kinds, as is the case with most European nations and 
their offspring. So that different standards of judgment must be applied 
to such dissimilar cases. 

Turning from India and the East in general, we see in Europe, 
America, and elsewhere a few small groups of "True Believers," often 
separated from each other by long distances, and in only a few places
such as London and New York-so large in numbers and of such 
influence and res?urces as to be in a position to start purely Theo
sophical work on a scale worth the cost. Now, that in these places 
the Branches ought to boldly dare and grandly do is a proposition 
which is simply axiomatic. And the two centres above named, in 
producing "Lucifer," "The Theosophical Publishing Co.," and "The 
Path," have furnished comforting proof that our Fellows are sufficiently 
hot-hearted to burst into spontaneous flame when civilization rakes 
together a sufficient number of them. But I must demur to the pro
position that the Branches ought one and all thus to "distinguish" 
themselves, in the literal sense of the word; and to the converse 
proposition, that the absence of such markedly Theosophical activity 
is an indication of apathy and indifference. Dii averlite omen! 

What is the position of nine out of ten of the ex-Asian Branches? 
They are in cities, where social machinery of every kind-alike for dam
nation and salvation-abounds even to redundancy; where exist 
organizations of every conceivable kind for every conceivable purpose, 
supplied with funds, buildings, and trained workers. Now, would it be 
wise for a mere handful of men-perhaps some thirty or forty out of a 
population of as many thousands-to attempt to start new associations 
of their own, when the scale upon which they could build would of 
necessity be so limited, so insignificant? Would it not be much better 
for the Cause that they should throw themselves heartily into the already 
existing organizations (but only where, of course, they could do so con
scientiously) and-without Jesuitry or deceit of any kind-endeavour to 
permeate them with the leaven 0/ Theosophical tmtlts? "The kingdom of 
Heaven is like unto leaven, which a woman took, and hid in three 
measures of meal, till the whole was leavened." 

. . . . . . We should not too readily assume that, because our Branches 
are not engaged in enterprises which are openly and avowedly Theoso
phical, therefore the members are lukewarm and indifferent Though it 
may be so in some places, it surely is not in all; nor can I believe it is so 
in most For the Hidden Wisdom takes hold of a man firmly, if at all; and 
once penetrated with its influence,external manifestation of that influence in 
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some mode is surely almost inevitable. But it is a marked characteristic of 
the benign radiance which springs from the Wisdom of the Ages, that it 
inspires prudence as well as zeal, discretion as well as enthusiasm, patience 
that can wait, devotion that can achieve the crowning triumph, and efface 
itself. In many places the Branch, for a long time to come, can only be 
the rendezvous where members shall meet to encourage themselves and 
each other; to kindle afresh the fire of aspiration; to learn by teaching, 
and to teach by learning. But outside the lodge walls their influnce will 
have to be exercised for the most part gently and imperceptibly, even as 
the sun softens the hard earth-I trust my brother members not to mis· 
understand me. Of course I do not say that we are to be afraid to speak 
out. The man who does not do so when the occasion is suitable, the op
portunity fitting, is a coward and a Jainlant-or worse. But I do say that 
when members are so circumstanced that overt action would be ineffec
tual as the dashing of waves upon the rock, it will be better for them to 
saturate the earth upon which the rock rests and so to undermine it To 
the average Philistine certain names act as the red rag to the bull. Then 
let us humour his amiable little weakness-drop names for the time being 
-and get him to take medicine out of unlabelled bottles. And ... 
do not let us hastily conclude, because we see little, that litttle is being 
done. 

Before we build, we have to lay 
Foundations in the stubborn clay, 
And spend ourselves for many a day 

On work that never shows. 

The last page but one of Mrs. Ver Planck's paper remarkably con
firms the position I have taken. The" Credit Foncier of Sinaloa" 
(on learning of which I "thank God and take courage!" for I was a 
Socialist before I was a Theosophist, and Theosophy has purified but 
not emasculated my Socialism)-could such an enterprise have been es
tablished by Theosophists only for many long years to come? And 
could a Theosophist do better than fling his life with sublime recklessness 
into such a glorious undertaking, by whomsoever inaugurated? Better, 
beyond doubt, to have the Theosophical spirit in a Theosophical body; 
infinitely better! But when and where that cannot be done, and till that 
can be done, let us make the best use we can of existing agencies. Let 
us make modern thought "ferment" with the" leaven" of Theosophy, 
and in due time all we desire will follow. 

ERNEST HAWTHORN, F. T. S. 
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<torrespon~ence . 
• 

"MODERN SPIRITUAL HISTORY" AND THE THEOSOPHICAL 

SOCIETY." 

To tlu Editor of LUCIFER. 

No doubt many of your readers will be aware that, for some considerable 
time, there has been published week by week in the Medium, what purports 
to be a cc history" of the most imposing personages of Modern Spiritual 
History; but instead of a clear record, with a general view of both sides of the 
question being presented, it is only a reiteration-of what might appear on the 
surface-the most damaging points against the claims, as "Teachers" and 
cc Leaders" of certain expressions of Modern Spiritual Thought. Whether it 
has succeeded in its object of vilification of the persons concerned, is more 
than doubtful t 

A careful perusal by your readers of the following correspondence will reveal 
that the cc Editor of the Medium," with a generosity and charity characteristic of 
him, has refused to insert in his Journal a criticism on the -conduct and motive 
for action of the cc Author of Modem Spiritual History." 

It is somewhat reassuring to learn directly from the cc Editor of a Journal," after 
so much vilification, and so much smoke, that there is no fire, and no accusation 
intended against the personages named in cc Modern Spiritual History." 

It is more gratifying still to find, that the one-sided view of "Modern 
Spiritual History," as unfolded by William Oxley, had no purpose in view, and 
no object to serve; in other words, that the collection and presentation of only 
the assumed most damaging points against the personages figuring in cc Modern 
Spiritual History," was purely a labour of Love on their behalf, and in the cause 
of Truth. How far any reasonable Being will accept from the cc Editor of the 
Medium" such an explanation, it is not for me to say. 

After more than twenty years' experience of the Journal in question, it is not 
strange to me to find such a source or avenue of public expression as in the 
Medium. It is so entirely antagonistic and averse to "Organization," cc Personal 
Unfoldment," and cc Personal Expression-in any form whatsoever," that no one, 
with ordinary powers of perception, who have week by week, and year by year, 
watched the gradual decay of the various efforts, under various names, made by 
the "Editor of the Medium" to found successfully cc a Spiritual Institution" of 
light and leading, with himself as its despotic cc head," (and possibly its" tail" 

* We must apologise to our correspondent for the omission of part of his letter, as well as of some 
passages from the accompanying documents. This correspondence has been awaiting publication 
since March last, and the great pressure on our space renders its insertion in extenso QUITE im
possible.-l ED.] 

t We can assure our esteemed correspondent that the attempt made has proved a sad faillll'C-'-m 
our case, at any rate. For years we have not read a single paragraph in the Mediu", and Daymail, 
and feel as indifferent to its abuse or praise as the moon to the nocturnal bowling ofjackals.-lED.l 
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too), can but perceive in these things THE CAUSE for the action it now pursues 
in such a wholesome manner. 

Had the efforts of the assumed" head" of the .. Spiritual Institution," been 
crowned with successful life as an "Organization," and as "a leading power of 
Spiritual Thought and expression," instead of a gradual decay of power and 
influence, we should have had no one-sided review, and no vilification of the life 
and labours of the personages named in "Modern Spiritual History," by 
William Oxley." 

Truly! How birds of a feather will flock together, and unite in a common 
cause, will only be too apparent by a careful perusal of the correspondence 
sent you herewith. 

Both" Writer" and" Publisher" of "Modern Spiritual History," have much 
in common for the basis of their action. And while we cannot but seriously 
regret the failure of their noble and personal efforts to stamp a record "in . 
history" as " Leaders" and "Teachers" of some kind of "Spiritual Thought," 
we cannot, in fairness to all parties, admit their failure, as a charitable ground 
of action, to denounce everything and everybody who make bold attempts with 
better success materially. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 
Noone can deplore more than ourselves the claim of a "Material Ego" to 

co-equal rights and powers with the "Godhead," or "Soul"; and while we 
may seriously regret-according to our unfoldment-such an injudicious claim 
and expression, we cannot lose sight of the fact, that we all possess in some 
degree a portion of that "divinity" which called us into Being. 

The following letters are commended to the attention of your readers. 
Believe me, yours, 

A. D. BATHELL. 

To MR. JAMES BURNS. 

SIR,- April 24th 1889. 

Will you kindly accept the enclosed letter for insertion in the "Medium.· 
Of course I If you cannot in your judgment see your way to its early publi· 

cation in your J ourna~ will you please oblige by returning the MS. to me by 
next post in the enclosed stamped envelope. 

Every person connected with the Theosophical Society, and Mr. Oxley in 
particular, are undeniably unknown to me in a material sense-by any personal 
contact whatsoever, so that my letter is purely the outcome of an independent 
condition; being brought forward entirely in the interests of truth and justice 
as perceived by myself, and to reveal to the readers of your Journal the cha-

.• The petty spite shown to us by Mr. W. Oxley, an ex-F.T.8., is very natural An ardent 
Theosophist at first, but a still more ardent Spiritualist, this tender-hearted gt"lltleman began by 
writing letters to one of our Masters, whose neglect to notice him, and his Angelie Rewlati4tts, burt 
his feelings. . Moreover, the criticism which Busiris, the ancient Aryan .. Spirit" and SAGE in his 
.. Philosophy of Spirit" received at the hands of Mr. Subba Rowand other Hindus in the 7Jeo~ 
I"isl (Vide No. of May, r88:z et sq.) was not calculated to make the flame of brotherly love bam 
brighter in Mr. Oxley s bosom. He would be more than an avemge Spiritualist, verily a sage ar an 
Indian philosopher himself, bad he accepted the just criticism in a brotherly spirit and never reta1iated. 
But Mr. Oxley is not a philosopher, still less a sage I hence this laborious though vain attempl at 
mud t"rvwing. We hope he will not catch cold during the operation.-lED.' 
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racter of the "Accuser," thereby enabling them to judge for themselves the 
worth and value of a condition of things in Spiritual matters, which is much to 
be regretted. 

To MR. A. D. BATHELL. 

~IR,-

Believe me, &c. 
A. D. BATHELL. 

IS Southampton Row. 

London April 25th 1889. 

Certainly you are no "thought reader," or you would never have wasted 
yourself by supposing I could find time to read a childish and malicious rigma
role like enclosed. If I wished to damage the Theosophical Society, I would put 
forward such an apologist. No a(cusa#on has been brought against the T.S., or 
Madame B. in MEDIUlI; only a "history" derived from the public life of the> 
Society. 

Mr. Oxley never put himself forward as a Messiah. Nor as the Recorder of 
a Circle did he take the responsibility of fhe proceedings. The" Mighty 
Power" operates through all mankind according to the measure of the man to 
receive it. Which may account for your scepticism on the point. 

Don't bother me with any more of your nonsense. What you have learnt 
"without personal contact whatever," is only the evolution of your own 
uncrucified individuality. 

Your obedient servant, 
J. BURNS, 

To the Editor of the " Medium, et(." 

April 26th 1889. 
SIR,-Please accept my sincere thanks for your kind letter of yesterday. 

You are quite correct in your surmises. Facts are more valuable to-day than 
mere" thought· readings." 

It was the most distant thought in my conceptions, to believe, after such a 
long experience of your Journal, that the" Head of the Spiritual Institution," 
and the" Editor of the Medium," would condescend to read and comprehend 
such "childish and malicious rigmaroles" as documentary facts, based upon 
actual experience. For such things as these are by nature foreign to most selfish 
influences, who see in themselves only a reflection of "Perfection." 

My wish is in no wise to damage the Theosophical Society, or any other 
Society, but to speak the Truth as far as it is known to me. And at the same 
time to have something more tangible than mere empty words for a foundation 
upon which my Thoughts are developed. Such procedures, based upon actual 
experience, and borne out by documentary facts, need no apology, and fear no 
recoil. 

" No a(cusatlon has been brought against the Theosophical Society, or Madame 
Blavatsky in the' Medium,' only a 'history,' derived from the public life of the 
Society." Certainly not I It would have been more to the point and consistent 
with honour, had a direct charge been formulated against, not only the Theo
sophical Society, but those other noble men and women, who have endeavoured 
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-perhaps you would say, abnormally-to attract around them influences to 
unfold their alleged conceptions. Truly! This is a point far wide of the mark. 
The word "accusation" is not used once in the whole of my communication. 
There is a vast difference, in my opinion, between" a direct accusation" and 
" a gross vilification." 

In matters of "history," it is usual to present a general view of both sides of 
the question. Whether Mr. Oxley has given a fair comment of matters in his 
"Modern Spiritual History," is open to grave debate. 

How far the" Recorder of Angelic Revelations," did take the responsibility 
and sway of the proceeding of that assumed" Angelic Circle" is a matter of 
opinion, strongly open to question. 

With an utter recklessness, and a total disregard of the commonest rules of moral 
procedure, YOU A VER, in the face of an undeniable documentary fact to the 
contrary, "that William Oxley never put himself forward as a 'Messiah,' or 'the 
Agent, or Actor, of a Mighty Power.''' By what Spiritual or Material Law can 
you answer for a Being apart from yourself? How do you know what Mr. 
Oxley has done? Are you the keeper of his Thoughts? Are you the governor 
of his actions? The unerring Guide and Counsellor of his life and Spiritual 
unfoldment? If you are all these in reality, your averment would not in the 
least efface from my mind those memorable words, written by Mr. Oxley himself, 
now before me:-

" I also have a work in that direction, as the Agent, or Actor for a Mighty 
Power, that you may, or may not, reckon with or without, as the case may be." And 
your wild assumption and vague generalities, that the " Mighty Power" referred 
to by Mr. Oxley was a "general power, operating through all mankind according 
to the measure of the man to receive it," is flatly contradicted by Mr. Oxley's 
own words. Otherwise, why does he state "That it is a power whom we may, 
or may not, reckon with or without, as the case may be" ? If it were a general 
and universal power, operating through all mankind, it is beside the mark to 
question its right of action and influence in any degree whatsoever. Such a 
universal influence would be paramount and primal in all things. The" Mighty 
Power" referred to by Mr. Oxley, was NOT a general power, but one presumed 
by himself to be specially in the ascendant to-day, and interested in his unfold· 
ment and his material workings. To wit: The influences claiming to be the 
Authors of the expressions of " Angelic Revelations." 

And with regard to my scepticism on this point of a" governing power," Mr. 
Oxley will tell you a very different tale. Perhaps it might be as well to aver on 
my own behalf, that the whole constitution of my Being has perfect confidence in 
the powers of the "Spirit and Sou~ even to unfold a Material W orId, and to 
change its ultimate course of action by the mere flash of a single thought. 

Beyond this communication, it is not my intention, at present, to "bother" 
you with any more documentary facts. 

Whatever it has fallen to my lot to learn, "without any personal contact what
soever," fortunately, is verified by hard, cruel facts, which you cannot truthfully 
gainsay. Hence, having no defence and no case, you deal in vilification instead 
of Truth, in empty words instead of Facts. 

Whatever you may mean by saying" whatever you have learnt without personal 
contact is only the evolution of your own uncrucified individuality" is best 
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known to yourself. To my unfoldment, such a sentence has neither sense nor 
meaning ..... . 

Now let me enlighten you with a few words of Truth. 
Although my communication was addressed to the" Editor of the Medium," 

it was neither written nor intended for insertion in your journal, but for publica
tion in another quarter. 

Your states were so well known to me, that to attempt to question your 
despotic judgment - in any form - would be treated with the greatest dis
courtesy. 

It was to obtain a document in your own handwriting, which the world could 
not gainsay, embodying your refusal to publish both sides of the question at 
issue. 

It was further to prevent Mr. Oxley, and yourself, too, from being in a posi
tion to say that my communication was purposely published in a journal in which 
you could claim no right of reply or explanation. 

Many thanks for having fulfilled to the letter both my wishes and the 
estimate of your character as to the justice and charity which you wisely bestow 
towards all classes of Thinkers and Writers. 

To James Burns. 
Believe me, Yours most faithfully, 

A. D. BATHELL. 

To the Editor 0/ tize " Medium and Daybreak." 
SIR,-

As a reader of the Medium since its very first inception-a copy of 
every issue being in my keeping-it is hoped that you will give me that latitude 
of public expression which you have so faithfully accorded to others. 

My theme is in reference specially to the latest phases of cc Modern Spiritual 
History" as unfolde~ in the Medium, by William Oxley. 

It will be as well at the very outset of my remarks, so as to remove all false 
impressions, to state most distinctly that no more determined opposition, upon 
every plane of Being, was for years ever offered to some of the modes, ex
pressions, and procedures of Theosophists, than has been offered by myself, and 
my attracted states. Yet, in deference to this long and continued opposition, 
there is no doubt now, that a climax has been reached, the limits of fair 
play and justice trampled under foot. That Society had been outraged, and 
the true facts of " Modern Spiritual History" somewhat violated, by an assumed 
" Leader of Spiritual Thought "-a veritable "Messiah," who, in his bitterness 
of spirit, and his jealousy, has seen fit to denounce in no unmeasured terms, co
workers like unto himself. And what are the facts of the case? Simply these :-

In the year 1873, there was formed in Manchester, a Spiritual circle, best 
known by the nl.me of the circle of "Angelic Revelations." And many of your 
readers will remember, that in the year 1875, with a great flourish of trumpets, 
was published the first volume of those alleged "Angelic Revelations." Sub
sequent volumes followed until five had been issued. In the meantime, what 
about this "Circle of Angelic Revelations?" This mighty avenue of expression 
and Spiritual unfoldment? This generator of a "Male Messiah" in human 
form? Why 1 it had collapsed-fatally collapsed. N ever more again to meet 
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in the material world. And what does Mr. Oxley say to me in his letter dated 
January 11th 1885, with respect to this particular point-this fatal and igno
minious collapse. "I know sufficient to cause me to acquiesce in the wisdom 
and love of the course adopted." It is a grand thing when difficulties beset us 
and our passions recoil upon us, to acquiesce in the wisdom and love of a power 
that removes from our path what might develop into a serious rival 

Were these the whole of the considerations involved, the matter might rest 
and be left in oblivion; but they are not. There are graver issues, graver con
siderations, so deep and so damaging to the "Messiahship" of Mr. Oxley, as 
to demand, in the interests of Truth, that the world should know them, should 
know the man, and the value of his expressions. 

[Mr. Bathell here details the circumstances under which his correspondence 
with Mr. Oxley began, and points out the discourtesy of the latter's subsequent 
conduct. He then proceeds ]:-

Mr. Oxley in a letter dated January 20th 1885, says:- "Your reference to 
Madame Blavatsky is quite in accordance with what has been told me, and 
which is stored up with other documents, referring to my association with the 
Theosophical Society, and what the result is to be." 

Now, it is evident from this documentary fact, that in the year 1885, William 
Oxley was in association with the Theosophical Society. And there is a docu
ment in my possession from an official of the Theosophical Society, distinctly 
stating, "that Mr. Oxley had considerably bothered Mr. Sinnett, and entreated 
to be taken as a Chela," it being well known that his application had been 
declined. This was the result that he was waiting for, and to which he refers. 
How different would have been the issues, had his application been accepted by 
the Theosophical Society, is more than apparent. 

Again I Mr. Oxley being incompetent to deal with my communications 
himself, wrote me as follows on February loth 1885. "The"present overture is 
for the purpose of asking Mr. A. D. B. if he would object to have the corres
pondence continued with another in the place of the writer, and Mr. A. D. B., 
may possibly know who the third party is." 

A most astounding application. A most astounding admission of my being 
able to read" Thought states" correctly, and this, from a " Leader of Thought," 
a veritable "Messiah." 

[The gentleman referred to by Mr. Oxley was, says Mr. Bathel~ a member of 
the T. S. and our correspondent complains of the treatment he received from 
both of them.-ED.] 

From long experience, Mr. Oxley reminds me of a man with a great sorrow j 
a man who has miserably failed in his own pretentions to " Messiahship." He 
is so laden with his sorrow, that he can find no· better balm for his wounds than 
attempting to destroy by the most sweeping and unfounded assertions, based 
upon irrelevant matter, the noble, but somewhat crude attempts of those bold 
men and women, who, whatever their creed, whatever their unfoldment, have 
made a deeper imprint on the minds of men than the "Recorder of Angelic 
Revelations. " 

It would be as wel~ in the interests of Truth and justice, while Mr. Oxley is 
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publicly unfolding matters of "Modern Spiritual History," if he were asked to 
give a few facts concerning that alleged circle of" Angelic Revelations." What 
about the birth of a child from the surroundings of that assumed "Angelic 
Circle" presuming to be the" New Messiah in Male Form," but which, unfortu
nately, afterwards turned out to be a Female. Such points as this, and the 
serious and fatal collapse of that assumed" Angelic Circle," &c., &c., would 
form an interesting episode, a very crowning point for that "Modern Spiritual 
History," which Mr. Oxley, in his bitterness of spirit, has thought well to hold 
up to ridicule, and to say nothing of the merits the various "Leaders" may 
possess for minds less subtle than his own. 

Verily! who should throw stones? Certainly not the "Recorder of Angelic 
Revelations. " 

Where are Mr. Oxley's direct documentary facts for his "Modern Spiritual 
History? " In his own possession? Certainly not. 

What is the basis from which Mr. Oxley draws his assumed facts of " Modern 
Spiritual History?" From actual experience and contact with the persons 
concerned? No. Verily I most of them are gleanings from the fields of 
antagonistic states, mere surface effusions from interests involved in the highest 
degree. Far be it from my wish to uphold in their entirety any of the injudi
cious workings of those noble men and women, whose claims the "Recorder of 
Angelic Revelations" has already publicly considered. But let me be distinctly 
understood, in the interests of the common cause, to aver in all charity, that he 
who would cast the first stone at the great impulses and noble attempts
however crude-to unfold the Godhead anew, should at least be prepared with 
a conception of Thought, and a system of expression, more worthy of emula
tion than those they seek to destroy. 

Madame Blavatsky (in a material sense a complete stranger to me), what
ever her faults, whatever her unfoldment, can at least claim to have directed in 
some degree towards a spiritual shrine some of the greatest intellects of the age. 
She stands to-day, as she has always stood, the very expression and combination 
of an unfoldment, unique in its character, almost unfathomable in its process. 
A great and a mighty contrast to the" Recorder of Angelic Revelation." 

Verily, extremes meet. On the one hand we have before us an influence, 
seeking by all the powers it possesses, both in craft and intellect," to draw 
around her, by the most peculiar and subtile metaphysics, a galaxy of minds, to 
unfold her alleged conceptions of the Godhead On the other hand, we 
have before us an influence, "the Agent or Actor of a Mighty PQwer," a 
"Recorder of certain alleged Angelic Revelations "-whic.h it is more than 
apparent have utterly failed to attract material states-seeking by all the powers 
he may possess, with borrowed plumes, and hearsay evidence, to destroy the 
unfolding thoughts of a co-worker, whom he can never hope to equal, either 
in Spiritual conception or modes of construction and destruction. 

These are the issues before us, and had they come when the flame of 
the East was high in the ascendant, brilliant in the extreme in its attractiveness 
and delusiveness, they might have been worthy of consideration; but as they 
come now, when that Eastern flame has been reduced by long persistent efforts 

* Surely such an influence made up of .. craft anlt intellect" must be the devil? We trust it is /I 

lalstu calami of our kind defender.-{ED.] 
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to its proper limits and conceptions, it is only adding insult to injury for any 
one to seek to gain popular applause-the shouts of the mob for the trumpet of 
fame-as Mr. Oxley is doing, but attempting to vilify, under the name of 
"Modern Spiritual History," those bold men and women, who, regardless of 
the world's sneers, have made a greater mark on the world's record than he 
has himself been able to imprint upon it. 

There is another point to which attention should be directed. Where was 
this valiant warrior, this "Agent-or Actor--of a Mighty Power," this 
" Recorder of Angelic Revelations," this assumed noble defender of the unfolding 
Spiritual Thoughts, when the battle was raging, when the fight was the fiercest, 
between what is termed "Spiritualism and Theosophy." Why ! he was 
alternating himself in the direction of Theosophy, actually pandering to and 
in contact with-almost as a brother-a certain Mr. L- (of Manchester) a 
prominent member of Theosophical Society, thereby hoping and entreating 
to gain power and position in that very Society, which he now denounces as 
a fraud and a delusion. Whether there are in the wide, wide world, such Beings 
as " Initiates," "Adepts," or "Mahatmas," in Occult and Spiritual Science, or 
men and women with a deeper knowledge and a greater understanding of the 
hidden mysteries than falls to the lot of the common humanity, is not in this 
letter under direct consideration. Certain it is, however, that Mr. Oxley, 
who claims himself to be the Agent, or Actor, of a "Mighty.Power," believes 
in the existence of such unfoldments and avenues of superior expression; for 
it is a fact, proved by documentary evidence, that he repeatedly addressed 
communications to the "Mahatmas" who have an interest in the Theo
sophical Society, and to Madame Blavatsky. But, with a wisdom and 
tact, and a keen sense of perception which the very letters unseen 
carried with them, and which some of us in the Western world might wisely 
emulate for the sake of our peace and contentment, they declined to answer 
him, on the grounds that he was not an influence to be trusted, and had 
done nothing to entitle him to their special confidence and consideration. 

Such procedures as are detailed in the foregoing, mark the man, and reveal 
to all honourable and consistent men and women what little value should be 
attached to such an inconsistent state and expression as the "Recorder of 
Angelic Revelations." 

My communication is in nowise to uphold the procedures of Theosophy to 
the detriment of the Spiritualistic cause, for each, in their own particular domain, 
have as much right to live as the other; have purposes to fulfil, and knowledge 
to unfold, of which the world will do well to take note. 

We have had the character of the accused, week by week, most freely venti
lated in the columns of the "Medium," and as a matter of honour and justice 
to your readers we claim to present in public form, so far as we know it from 
actual experience and documentary evidence, the character of the accuser. 

In conclusion, let me say that, to my mind, the accuser has committed as 
grave an outrage upon the public sympathies as he claims for the accused. 

When we seek to lead the way, and to redress a wrong, we should at least 
have clean hands, a pure motive and a noble purpose. Can the accuser claim, 
in all honesty, one of those sentiments? If documentary evidence is worth 
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anything at all, the vilifications contained in "Modern Spiritual History," by 
William Oxley, are mere surface effusions, the reflections of a jealous mind, 
who, having miserably failed in his own pretensions to "Messiahship," or the 
" Agent of a Mighty Power" seeks, in the greatness and the bitterness of his 
fall, to destroy broadcast every other influence with like pretensions. 

It is evidently a case-" As I have failed, none others shall succeed." 

A. D. BATHELL. 

EDITOR'S NOTE.-As we are very little concerned with either the pop-guns 
shot at us, or those who amuse themselves in shooting them, we at first hesitated 
to insert the above. Having so many of our own quarrels on hand, we were 
unwilling to meddle with those of others. We have not the pleasure of knowing 
Mr. Bathell personally; but since his letter throws independently such a flood 
of light on the true causes of the animus of some of our ex-Fellows-ever the 
most relentless in slandering the Society-we publish it most willingly. 

Personally, we feel very grateful to Mr. Bathell for his considerate defence. 
As, however, the experience of several years has proved to us that every slander 
on the T. S. has only led to the increase of its members, and every direct attack 
against the Founders and lie about the modest editor of this journal, have in
variably brought to the front unexpected and devoted friends, we feel rather 
unwilling to lose our dear and faithful detractors and slanderers. May they 
prosper and increase, the charitable and truthful souls I As the Khalif of the 
tale, who would not part with a beloved boil, for the latter helped to purify and 
keep his blood in good order, so we would not part-if it can only be avoided 
-with our active and amiable calumniators. They are the generous and volun
teer scavengers of the Theosophical Society, so to speak, its vernal blue piII 
and black draught. Every malicious fib of theirs is an additional bar furnished 
to us gratis toward the erection of our Theosophical Eiffel Tower, and the future 
eminence of its architects. Dearly beloved enemies, pray let yourselves be 
entreated not to turn your backs upon us ! 

THE THIRD EYE. 

The teachings contained in the second volume of the Secret Doctrine, res
pecting the Third Eye, throw a light on the problems which have aroused com
parative anatomy and zoology, and bring these sciences directly in face of the 
teaching of the "Masters." If this had oeen done before, much trouble 
would have been saved, and the paper on which "Koot Hoomi Unveiled" 
was printed might have been applied to some more useful purpose. Let us 
see how modern science has laid down a foundation from which the Higher 
Teaching may be spread. 

We have to consider the important memoir, which Sir Richard Owen pub
lished a few years ago." In it he describes the conario-hypophysial tract, in 
detail, and traces out the pineal and pituitary bodies from man downwards, 
until in Amphioxus, where the cerebral expansion of the myelencephalon is too 

* Aspects of the Body in Vertebrates and Invertebrates. 8vo. London, 1883. I may say that the 
word .. conarium" which has been used by Professor Owen, is in every way more convenient than 
that of pineal gland. As the object is not a secreting g13nd, and (except in man) is unlike a pine 
cone, it is better to return to the old and in every way more elegant terminology. 
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feebly indicated, the homologue of any part of the tract in question has baffled 
Sir R. Owen's quest, unless the pore or ciliated canal leading thereto may be in 
such relation. 

In the mammalian series it may be observed that in the lower and smaller 
members, as the brain loses in relative size and complexity, the "pineal" or 
conarial and pituitary or hypophysial bodies and connections show a relatively 
larger size, with a less parenchymatous and a less interrupted tubular structure than 
in the human brain. In the lower, if not lowest forms of the feathered class, 
Sir Richard Owen has noticed a groove in the basisphenoid bone, which leads to a 
foramen opening into the seat of the pituitary body. In Reptiles, however, 
the proportions of the conario-hypophysial tract to the cerebral hemispheres 
become greater, and a vascular chord is continued up from the hollow 
"pineal" part of the tract, beyond the cleft between the pros-and mesen
cephalon, to a contiguous opening in the bony cranial roof in a proportion of 
the class, which proportion is greatest'" in the extinct members. t This" pineal " 
production perforates as a rule the parietal bone, but in some species the 
suture between that bone and the frontal, rarely the frontal bone itself, and 
then near the suture, always opposite the interval between the fore and mid
brains. Beyond this hole, commonly called foramen parietale, but which may 
preferably be termed foramen pineala, the upward continuation of the conaria
hypopophysial tract or tube is closed by the scalp or supracranial intef;tument. 
The characters of the parietal or "pineal" foramen in the genera Galesaurus, 
Petropkryne, Dicynodon, Ptyckognatklls, Oudenodon,. Xistocephalus, and Proco
lophodon are described by Sir Richard Owen in the below cited work. In some of 
these genera the hole is unusually large. Similar characters are shown by 
Trematosaurus Braum' and by Rkinosaurus Jasikovi.t H. P. Blavatsky § 
gives a reference to a work by Forscheldt on Labyrinthodon, in which the " third 
eye" is stated to have existed. This statement is extremely probable, but I 
have not seen Forscheldt's work, the original type specimens of Labyrinthotfq" 
are in Germany, I believe, and the figures by Jaeger are not clear. jchtllyo
saurus longi/rons shows it distinctly, and it might be well expected to exist in 
Labyrinthodon. 

Swedenborg, who as a compnative anatomist ranked higher than as a 
theologian, considered that "the pineal gland, the infundibulum and the 
pituitary gland elaborated the white or lymphatic blood of the brain." 1/ Henle 
described the pineal as a lymphatic gland. Meynert regarded it as a ganglion 
originating the pigmentum cells, which are of two sizes. Magendie concluded 
its function to be mechanical; that the pineal acted as a kind of a plug, ob
structing the communication between the third and fourth ventricles. Balfour'lf 
states that no satisfactory suggestions have yet been offered as to the nature of 

• Owen, R. Monograph on ichthyopterygia (Pa1reontographical Society, 4to. p. 94). plate 
xxiii. fig. 1, f). 

t Owen. R. Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the Fossil Reptilia from South Africa in the 
British Museum. 

::: Bronn, Lethrea Geognostica, Stuttgardt, 1855. Atlas, pI. xiii. fig. 12. Atlas, pI. xxv. 
fig. I. 

§ Secret Doctrine, vol. ii. p. 249· 
II Swedenborg. The Brain considered Anatomically, Physiologically and Philosophically. By R. L. 

Tafel. 
, Balfour. Comparative Embryology. Vol. ii .. 257-258. 
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the pineal gland, but referring to its position external to the skull in Amphibia, 
he says that it there" forms a mass originally described by Stieda as the cerebral 
gland." 

From a careful examination of the above facts, it may be concluded that the 
colossal Triassic reptile of South Africa, the great fish lizards of the Mesozoic 
age, and perhaps the Labyrinthodon, had a "third eye." In some of these 
animals the foramen through which the pedicle passed that supported the eye, 
was of large size. An examination of this foramen is sufficient to show that it 
was not produced by any deficiency in the formation of phosphate of lime in 
cartilage. It is in no wise comparable to a "fontanelle." 

It may be assumed that the third eye of Ichthyosaurus may have been 
as richly endowed with sclerotic plates as the two other eyes. A restoration of 
the Third-Eyed Reptile, like those in the Crystal Palace, would give a peculiarly 
fearful idea of the features of the old saurian, which we could scarcely describe 
as 

" Monstrum horrendum, informe, ingens, cui lumen ademptum." 

The pencil of a good artist like the late Waterhouse Hawkins or E. W. Cooke, 
R.A., could have drawn such a Thing. The present generation is as deficient 
in elementary anatomy as in artistic taste. 

Mr. W. H. Spencer's memoir was certainly the most brilliant contribution to 
the zoology of the subject. His scientific exactitude is beyond all praise, 
though his paper is certainly injured by the imaginary diagrams, which pledge 
the author to the evolution theory. He gives a diagram to show the develop
ment of the epiphysis from an internally placed eye in the "brain" of an 
ancestor common to Tunicata and higher Chordata. Those who from the 
standpoint of occult or anatomical knowledge, are unable to realise such an 
ancestor, cannot admire this diagram." 

However, the historical notices alone "endow" Mr. Spencer's paper "with 
artistic merit." Brandt, t in 1829, seems to have been the first who recognised 
that an internal modification existed in Lacerta agilis corresponding to the 
special scale. The external modification was also figured in Milne Edwards ::: 
and Duge.§ Forty years after, the Germans halt.ing with tardy steps in the 
race for discovery, Leydig II described the organ with clearness and described 
it as Lacerta agilis, L. muralis, L. f'ivipara and Anguis fragi/is. Rabl 
Ruckhard, in I882,1!!" considered that the organ was devoted to recognise the 
presence of heat. The first to suggest that it was a rudimentary eye was U 

Ahlborn. Van Wijhe *t contributed important facts on the development of the 
epiphysis. De Graaf IF::: was the first to show the resemblance between this 
structure and the invertebrate eye. Mr. Spencer, with praiseworthy exactitude, 

* On the Presence and Structure of the Pineal Eye in Lacertilia. Quarterly Journal of Micros-
copical Science. 8vo. Lond. 1887. pp. 165-2]8. 

t Medizinisch Zoologie. Bard i .• p. 160. 
:I: Histoire des Uzards. Ann. Sci. Nat. xvi .• 50. 
§ Genre Lacerta. Ann. Sci. Nat. xvi •• 337. 
II Arten der Saurier. 1872. p. 72. pt. 12. 
~ Entwickelung des Gehims der Knochenlische. Arch. fiir Nat. & Phys. 1882. p. III. *. Gehirn der Petromyzon. Zeitschrift fUr \Vissenschaften. 1882. 230. 
*t Canalis Neurentericus der Wirbelthiere. Zoo\. Anz. 18B4. 683. 
II::: Epiphyse bei Amphibien & Reptilien. Zool. Anz. 2<}. 
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has investigated the history of this organ in twenty-nine (at least) different 
species of living reptiles. 

He comes to the conclusion that "the pineal eye in Lacertilia is a rudimentary 
structure; that at the present time it is not so highly developed as it must have 
been at some previous period, when fully functional. It is indeed difficult to 
ascertain whether the structure is now functional at aIL" 

Wiedersheim, - in a paper mentioned by Mr. Spencer, but which I have not 
yet seen, has argued that in Varanus, at least, the organ is functional and not 
rudimentary. Of Mr. Spencer's diagrams of the eye, I can say nothing but 
praise. A series of longitudinal vertical sections across the eye, within the 
parietal foramen and the pineal stalk, have shown that the eye, in whatever con
dition it exists in reptiles, is a structure that exhibits a true eyebal~ a retina and 
an optic nerve. In a large proportion of lizards this internal structure is asso
ciated with the modification of an outward scale, which indicates the position 
of the third eye in living reptiles. The teacher who has inspired the author of 
the Secret Doctrine has told us of the races in which this third eye was in 
functional activity. It is indeed significant that it is in existing lizards, and 
serpent-like forms, that the nahash (V:"1J) should have preserved the traces 
of the third eye. 

Cope has pointed out that in the cast of an extinct reptilian of the Permian, 
the cavity within the parietal foramen, presumably filled through life by the 
epiphysis, is of enormous size. In addition to this, Professor Cope points out a 
large posterior process, leading back towards the optic lobes and roof of the 
thalamencephalon which, without doubt, as Mr. Spencer indicates, represents 
the flattened pineal stalk. The conclusions of Mr. Spencer are emphatic. 
Pointing out the differences which exist between this eye and that of the 
Tunicates, he shows that there is not sufficient evidence to prove or disprove 
the existellce of the organ within the group Pisces i it was present in extinct 
Amphibia, and is found among living forms only in Lacertilia. In all forms at 
present existing it is in a rudimentary state, and though its structure is better 
developed in some than in others, it is perfectly functional in none. "THE 
THIRD EYE ACTED NO LONGER." t It was present, most highly developed, in 
extinct Amphibia (Labyrinthodonta) and the large group of extinct forms, as 
Ichthyosaurus, Plesiosaurus, Iguanodon, some of which may possibly be regarded 
as ancestors alike of living Reptilia and Aves. Mr. Spencer's last word breathes 
the spirit of truth, for he says, "The pineal eye may probably most rightly be 
considered as peculiarly a semi-organ of pre-Tertiary periods." . 

Here we are brought at once to consider the light that comparative anatomy 
and palreontology are beginning to throw on the formation of the Third Eye, 
and we may carefully investigate whether or not it will be found that this teaching 
is perfectly on all fours with that of the Occultist. To the student of human 
nature, who thinks with Mephistopheles that the world does not advance except 
spirally, and that the great mind-thinkers of the present only reach points that 
have already been sculptured by their predecessors, the manner in which the 
" evolutionists" have let themselves down is sufficiently comic. For the appear
ance of a third eye was sufficiently startling. Had it been at all like that of a 

• Spencer loc. cit., p. 216, March 1886. 
t Secret Doctrine, vol. ii. 20, 289. 
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Tunicate, it might have been a satisfactory bit of evidence. But as it differs 
from a Tunicate eye, it is difficult to know with what care even such evolutionists 
as Sir John Lubbock" will tackle the ill-fitting and unpleao;ant subject. For it 
is quite on the tapis that it is the teaching of the Secret Doctrine that may help 
the teachings of the Zoologist. If we have a raison d'2tre for the existence of a 
third eye, its modifications have a value. 

I therefore respectfully ask the Editor of LUCIFER: 
I. What evidence is there of the existence of the Third eye, other than in 

ichthyopterygia, 'Sauropterygia, Anomotiontia, Labyrinthotiontia, but among 
existing forms? 

II. Outside the Lacertilia described by Mr. Spencer, is there any other living 
animal which shows the " Third Eye"? C. CARTER BLAKE, .DOd. Sci. 

EDITOR'S N OTE.-As three-eyed men are no longer extant, what evidence can 
be expected other than of a circumstantial character? What evidence is there, 
we may ask in our turn, that men were once upon a time apes with tails, or men 
with tails, except that of Hreckelian and Darwinian inferences based on the fact 
that the human spine ends with what seems the stumped root of a tail. The 
one inference is as good and as scientific as the other. 

To the Editor of LUCIFER. 
DOES not the statement about the materialist not having a self-conscious survival 
after death, in your important article "On the Mysteries of the After Life," 
require some qualification? There is a differencelbetween the natures of many who 
are called materialists-and some who call themselves such are not materialists at 
al~ but really agnostics. They are men of great soul-men of the broadest sympathy 
and love of their fellows, who thus practise in life the first great precept of Theo
sophy; Universal Brotherhood. Their mental attitude is due to the unfortunate 
influences that have guided their education; trained under materialistic condi
tions, their reason has accepted the logic of these conditions, but in reality their 
heart knows better than their brain, and in talking and associating with such 
men I have been impressed by the fact that they were indeed unconsciously 
Theosophists in their fundamental conceptions of life, even though they might 
laugh if they W' id so, not understanding in the least. Are not such men 
the converse of the many professed Christians, who are content with a verbal 
adherence to their doctrines, simply telling themselves that they believe, and 
then thinking no more about it-deeming a spoken or written word of assent all 
that is essential to their salvation? The latter, of course, are true materialists. 

An illustration appears in the brief article in the same number of Lucifer: 
"Another Automatic Writing." The gentleman is spoken of as "as great a 
materialist as ever lived," and while to be sure he may be a professed materialist, 
were he not at heart something quite the reverse of a genuine materialist would 
he be capable of receiving such psychic influences? S. B. 

ANSWER. 
THE qualification,of the general statement which our correspondent quotes is im
plied in the article itself. It is there explained that it is the deep and sincere 

* Senses, Instincts, and Intelligence of Animals. 8vo., London, 1889. p. J26. 

24 
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conviction in a man's mind that there is no life after death which is the (ause of 
his having no such conscious life. It does not matter what a man (ails himself,' 
the vital question is what he really believes in his inmost heart. 

The key-note to the whole question of the Devachanic existence is that a man 
"eates, in the literal sense of the word, his own future. 

EXISTING ATLANTEANS. 
THE subjects discussed in the Secret .Doc/n·ne bring anthropologists face to face 
with the sources of their scientific knowledge. There is much which, though 
proceeding from a high source of Eastern intelligence, yet is found, on examina
tion, to accord, in every respect, with the teachings of erudite and careful 
Western reasoners from purely inductive methods of thought. The extinction 
of the immediate predecessors of our fifth race, either by sudden or gradual pro
cesses, is a fact which tends very closely to the specUlation of the more ad
vanced anthropologists of England. 

What if the Atlantean race still survives among us? The researches of 
Professor Rhys" have shown that the Welsh were a divided nation. Professor 
Rudler t has supported this opinion. Mr. Bonwick, t in his investigations, 
" Who are the Irish?" has shown that the waves of successive invasion ha"e 
destroyed all hope of being able to predicate of a given individual, "This is a 
pure-blooded Irishman, with such and such cranial characters." Dr. Beddoe § 
has pointed out the problems that we have to solve. He says, "I thing some 
reason can be shown for suspecting the existence of some Mongoloid race in 
the modern population of Wales and the West of England." He gives as a 
proof the " Chinese eye," and other characters. This type seems to be common 
in Wales, in West Somerset, and especially in Cornwall. No instances of this 
type have turned up among the heads from the East of England, and very few 
from Ireland. Dr. Beddoe believes, however, that specimens of it might easily 
be found in the mountainous parts of Connaught, especially on the borders of 
Sligo and Roscommon. There is an Irish type, known to Mr. Hector Maclean, 
and described by him,11 which Dr. Beddoe derives from the race of Cro-magnon, 
and that none the less because, like some other Irish types, it is evidently 
common in Spain. It is said to be pretty common in the Hebrides, but rare in 
the Highlands. Beddoe has frequently observed it in the West of Ireland, but 
it is curious, psychologically, that the most exquisite examples of it never would 
submit to measurement. Though the head is large, the intelligence is low, and 
there is a great deal of cunning and suspicion. While Ireland is apparently its 
present centre, most of its lineaments are such as lead us to think of Africa as its 
possible birth-place; and it may be well, provisionally, to call it Africanoid, ap· 
plying the name Atlantean, which has been suggested, to the widely-diffused 
Negro-Berber race type. Though Beddoe believes this Africanoid type to be of 
very high antiquity, it must be acknowledged tbat we have no evidence carrying 
back its presence in the British Isles, beyond the polished stone period. 

• Lectures on Welsh Philology. 2nd Edition. 8vo .• London, 1879. 
t Address to Department Anthropology. Report. British Association, 1880, p. 615. 
t Who are the Irish? 8vo •• London, 1880. 
§ The ~ces of Britain. 8vo. Bristol and London, 188S. 
II Anthropological Review, vol. iv .• p. 2IP. 
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Speaking generally of Ireland, we may say that the" index of nigrescence"" 
oscillates between 14 and 78. A population akin to that of England occurs 
in the east, while the Western, and more especially the Southern counties are 
especially dark. ThIee localities, however, are ipsis Hiberniis Hiberni'or. These 
are Mallow, county Cork, with an index of nigrescence of 80'6, Castlemaine, 
county Kerry (I. N. 81"7), and Clifden, county Galway (1. N. 89'5). We 
have in this an exceptional popUlation existing in the British Isles. 

I t behoves me, therefore, to ask you: 

I. Is it not possible that this race may be· the descendants of the old 
Atlanteans, and, like them, of diverse origin from the populations of the rest of 
Irelanrl ? 

2. On the theory that these peJple existed at a former time in greater number, 
may such a fact in any way account for the legends of great magicians having 
lived in the West of Ireland? 

The sources of knowledge possessed by the respondent to these questions is 
greater than that which modern anthropology can bring to bear. Davus sum, 
non CEdipus. 

C. CARTER BLAKE. 

EDITOR'S NOTE.-It is a tradition among Occultists in general, and taught as 
an historical fact in Occult philosophy, that what is now Ireland was once upon 
a time the abode of the Atlanteans, emigrants from the submerged island 
mentioned by Plato. Of all the British Isles, Ireland is the most ancient by 
several thousands of years. Inferences and "working hypotheses" are left to 
the Ethnologists, Anthropologists and Geologists. The master and keepers of 
the old science claim to have preserved genuine records, and we Theosophists 
-i.e., most of us, believe it implicitly. Official Science may deny, but what 
does it matter? Has not Science begun by denying almost everything it accepts 
now? 

A FEW QUERIES. 
As you kindly invite questions relating to Theosophy, I make free to put 
forward some doubts, which I should feel very thankful if you would solve. 

I. How are the nine actually known planets to be reconciled with the seven 
of Theosophy? t 

2. How may it be possible for anyone who has no independent means to 
subsist upon to enter upon Chela-ship? It seems as if the very first indispen
sable rules laid down in the April number of LUCIFER, would render it abso
lutely impossible for any person, who has to earn his bread in any way, save 
perhaps that of writing books, to mount even the first steps of the ladder. Or 
does it mean, perchance, that some other human being should always sacrifice 
himself, should toil and labour many years of his life in order to facilitate the 
sublime aspirings to Adeptship-of another? One would think, in that case, 

• It is, perhaps, necessary to say that this ready means of comparing the colours of two peoples 
or localities is obtained by subtracting the number of red and fair-haired persons from that of the 
dark-baired, together with twice the black-haired. 

Thus, D + a N -~ + F)= Index. 
t The reasons are state<l in he Secret Doctrine in several places. 
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that the humbler brother or sister (humanly, not kindredly speaking) was on the 
righter track. to perfection according to the precepts of Theosophy. if 

3. Has any woman ever attained to Adeptship proper? Will her intellectual 
and spiritual nature and gifts permit it, even while supposing that her physical 
nature might endure the hardships therefrom indispensable? It should seem 
that the ultimate fate of " Fleta, "t in this her incarnation tends to demonstrate the 
negative answer to this question. But, on the other hand, it would testify of a, 
least said, curious partiality on the part of the " All-love" and All-wisdom" to 
have denied woman, that half of humanity which is said to be the counter-type 
of even that Wisdom-Love being the masculine, Wisdom the feminine, principle 
in Deity-the means and possibilities to claim and attain the same high wisdom 
which is attainable for men.~ 

Hoping for an elucidating answer in the pages of LUCIFER. 
c. S. 

Stockholm. 

We copy the following curious advertisement from the Two Worlds, a spirit
ualistic paper . 

.. Mr. Joseph Blackburn. of Keighley, has taken a course of study in anatomy, physiology, the 
general principles of pathology, the science of fine forces, including the nature of electricity, 
magnetism (of various kinds), light, colour, mind, cure, magnetic massage, and other natural forces. 
Therefore, we, llCting under the sanction of a charter granted by the State of New York, do hereby 
award this diploma, conferring upon the above named person the honourable title of Doctor of Mag
netics, abbreviated by D.M., whereby it is signified that he is duly qualified to administer sun-baths, 
water baths, massage, mental and psychological forces, electricity, suncharges, substances, and other 
refined natural agencies for upbuilding the system.-Signed, E. D. Babbit, M.D.; F. G. Welch, 
M.D."-lAdvt.}-From the current issue of THE Two WORLDS. 

Modest young students of the mystic who may be tired of standing behind a 
counter have here a fine opportunity offered to them. To become suddenly, 
and without any transition, a "Magus" in possession of the universal pallfJ«iZ, 
one has but to apply for a diploma, signed by two well-known" M. D." s of New 
York, conferring on one "the honourable title of Doctor of Magnetics." But 
what is a " Doctor of Magnetics" 'I qualified to administer • • • . "sulJstanas," 
and what are these .. substances" ? 

In a country where such quack advertisements are possible, and where people 
peck. at them like SpaITOWS at cherries, no one ought to laugh at Theosophists, 

• Chelaship has nothing wluJiever to do with means of· subsistence or anything of the kind, fer 
a man can isolate his mind entirely from his body and its surroundings. Chelaship is a stale of .,irul, 
rather than a life according to hard and fast rules on the physical plane. This applies especia11y to 
the earlier, probationary period, while the rules given in Ltu:ifer for April last pertain properly to a 
later stage, that of actual occult training and the development of occult powers and insighL These 
rules indicate, however, the mode of life which ought to be followed by all aspirants MJ jar as 
practiciMle, since it is the most helpful (0 them in their aspirations. 

It should never be forgotten that Occultism is concerned with the inner man who must be strength
ened and freed from the dominion of the physical body and its surroundings, which must become his 
servants. Hence the first and chief necessity of Chelaship is a spirit of absolute unselfishness and de
votion to Truth; then follow self-knowledge and self-mastery. These are all-important; while out
ward observance of fixed rules of life is a matter of secondary moment. 

t F1eta is a picture of a black magician, hence her fate. She is the Queen of Dugpas, selfish to the 
core and sacrificing all and everything to her desire for power.-[ED). . ' 

~ Woman has as good a ch;utce as any man has to reach high Adeptsbip. Wby she does no 
succeed in this direction in Europe is simply due to her early education and the social prejudice which 
cal1ses her to be regarded as inferior to man. This prejudice, amounting to a curse in ChristiaD 
lands, was mainly derived from the Jewish Bible, and man has profited by it.-[Eo.) 
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who seem the only people, so far, who thoroughly see through them. And yet, 
it is such Doctors" Dulcamara," who are the bitterest enemies and persecutors 
of Theosophy-sub rosa, of course. It is they who bring the true mystic science 
and philosophy into disrepute. In support of this, we append a queer letter 
out of two just received from a trustworthy correspondent, which form a sugges
tive commentary on advertisements of the type of the one quoted above. One 
is a private letter; therefore all we can say of it is, that the writer calls himself a 
Brother of co the Dew and Light," and signs "Magus" (? We know several 
Maguses, "which is which?") This one claims acquaintance with many 
illustrious personages from the "Astral plane," with whom he holds councils; 
and he snubs the person whom he addresses as one whose presence has never 
been recorded therein, because, perhaps, as he adds he is "not sufficiently 
developed to meet in council on the astral plane." Forsooth, an illustrious 
correspondent this 1 

The other comes from a Victim, apparently. Here it is :-

"THE DEW AND THE LIGHT." 
There is a certain bogus occult society known by the name of "Ros. Crux. 

Fratres," or the Order of the" Dew and the Light," whose headquarters are at 
Keighley, and which has members in almost every town in England. 

The above society is trying to seduce all young students of the occult to 
become members of their society, and in order to impress them with its import
ance, the leaders say "Send us your time of birth (and so on) and if found 
suitable you will be admitted into the Society." 

They profess to teach students of the occult the following subjects, viz. :-
1st, Alchemy; 2nd, The Philosophy of Life; 3rd, the Divine Art of Astrology; 
4th, the Herbs and their value as medicines; and 5th, the Astral influences. But 
when the student becomes a member, he finds that they are incapable of teach
ing any of these subjects, and that they have imposed upon him with mysterious 
words and high-sounding phrases. They profess to be in the possession of much 
knowledge which they cannot give to the student, until he has attained to their 
state, and this knowledge is copied from books, which they either possess, or 
borrow or steal, and when they descend to originality it is simply one mass of 
error and nonsense. One man who is more learned in Black Magic than 
the rest, tries to project himself on the astral plane and beget astral 
children. (? I) 

.. *' *' .. *' .. .. .. • 
They also derive their learning from Elementals and Spirit-guides (Francisco, 

the monk, Mr. Sheldon, and Abdalla Ben Yusef, the latter professing to have 
been an Arabian Adept, are the names of their three guides). 

The members boast that they sacrifice kids and they have already sacrificed 
two. One of the members keeps a goat that is heavy with kid at the present 
time, no doubt intended for this use. 

When the members meet in Lodge, they transact no business except talking 
rubbish, if that can be called business. Thus the students, whom they have 
beguiled, are left famishing for knowledge which they cannot give. They are 
also untiring in telling how they can raise Elementals, and they are on the point 
of forming a circle for obtaining information of a forbidden kind. 
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The Society is composed chiefly of Spiritualists, and bogus Astrologers, who 
delight in taking money from servant-girls, and there are men in the Society 
who are blind followers of Hiram Butler of America. 

In the beginning of the year 1888, they started a magazine entitled "The 
Lamp of Thoth," which they issued monthly, price one shilling. It existed for 
seven months, and then fell through. Nearly all the matter that it contained, 
was copied from occult books, and that which was said to be original was nothing 
but Black Magic or nonsense. 

ONE WHO HAS BEEN DUPED. 

ROSICRUCIAN SOCIETY OF ENGLAND. 
To the Editor of LUCIFER. 

HAVING been informed of the existence of a body of men in the North of 
England, styling themselves "Ros. Crux. Fratres" or the" Order of the Dew 
and the Light," and further that they claim to be the true and only descendants 
of the medireval "Fraternitas Rosre Crucis," I feel it my duty on behalf of the 
Metropolitan College of the Rosicrucian Society of England to make this public 
<;lisclaimer of any connection with these pretenders. 

The Soc. Ros. in Anglia has four colleges in England, whose head-quarters 
are in London, York, Lancaster, and Bristol j it is in alliance with other societies 
of the same stock in Scotland, Australia, and the United States. The" Supreme 
Magus in the outer" of England is Dr. Wm. R. Woodman j of Scotland the 
Earl of Kintore j of the United States C. E. Meyer of Philadelphia. The 
object of these societies is the study of the Occult Sciences according to the 
Western or Kabbalistic School. The lowest grade of Zelator is alone worked in 
the regular assemblies, at which the fratres meet to read and discuss lectures on 
mystical subjects j any higher knowledge or occult practice is the privilege of a 
few earnest and successful Initiates who certainly never publish their rank or 
attainments. If any person in this country be found trading on the title 
" Rosicrucian," or using it for gain, he is certainly in no way connected with the 
Society: and even if he have been admitted to Zelatorship in the United States 
has ipso facto forfeited his membership. 

The Theosophical Society is in amity with the Rosicrucian Society of 
England, and believes in its bonA fides, although, as representing the Eastern 
Wisdom, the T. S. naturally differs in some of its views from the Soc. 
Ros. 

The Secretary General of the Society, Dr. Wynn Westcott, Hono. IX. will be 
pleased to give further information as to the true status of any claimant to high 
rank among the Rosicrucians: letters should be sent to the High Council 
Office, 396, Camden Road, London. 

Hoping you will kindly insert this in the pages of LUCIFER, 

I have the honour to be, &c., 

S. L. MAC GREGOR-MATHERS, go, 

Secretary of the Metropolitan College, and Member of the 
High Council of England. 
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Our correspondent adds the following :-

Tlze Hermetic Stutlents of the Rosicrudan G. n. in the outer. 

THE chiefs of the Second order fearing that the proceedings of certain men in 
the Northern Counties of England may by exhibition of pretended powers and 
Rosicrucian dignities lead students away from the Higher Paths of Mysticism, 
into Goetic practices, desire that all Fratres and Sorores of the G. D. will ac
cordingly warn the unwary and uninitiated that no such persons hold any 
warrant from us, nor possess our ancient and secret knowledge. 

Given forth from the M ... A ... 
of 

Sapiens dominabitur Astris. 
Deo duce comite ferro. 
Non omnis moriar. 
Vincit omnia veritas. 

Published by order of the above: Sapere Aude: Cancellarius in Londinense. 

IS THE BUD(D)HIST AN ATHEIST? 

ON p. 203, May No., your contributor states" ... Chinese or Japanese Budd
hism, for the religion of those Countries is so hopelessly distorted by the in
tervening of Confucianism, Taoism and Shintoism-as to present but little 
interest to the student of the pure doctrine "-this is followed by more that I 
need not quote as to the Greater and Lesser Vehicles. 

The entire paragraph is itself so hopelessly awry that I protest emphatically, 
though briefly, against its acceptance. 

China received Budhism from India; Japan from Corea, China and India 
direct The Mahayana (Greater) and Hinayana (Lesser) doctrines are well
known in China and in Japan, as well as the Secret Doctrine, called in Japan, 
Jt" mitzu, Hi mitzz or Mitzu, derived from India-and I venture to assert that 
nowhere will be found more interesting material by the competent student than 
in Japan and its Budhistic literature. 

I am etc., 

C. PFOUNDES, late of Japan. 

Corr. Memb., Geogr. Soc., Japan, etc. 

TO THE BRITISH THEOSOPHISTS. 

I AM most desirous of obtaining the co-operation of all Fellows of the Theo
sophical Society in a special branch of work which I have undertaken in con_ 
nection with the Theosophical movement. 

As Theosophy becomes more widely known we find an increasing number of 
references to it in the daily and other papers. Some of these notices are 
favourable, others quite the reverse, while many mistakes and mis-statements 
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are inserted, which it is highly important should not be allowed to pass without 
protest or correction. 

In order to bring influence to bear upon the press generally, and more par
ticularly to correct the erroneous statements which are becoming so frequent, I 
have undertaken, with the assistance of several Fellows of the Societr, a 
systematic work in connection with the press. By this means it is intended to 
secure the insertion of articles explanatory of Theosophy generally, in as many 
journals as possible, and also to correct whatever may be published which is 
prejudicial to the interests of the movement. 

Every Fellow of the Society can give valuable assistance in this matter, if 
only to the extent of supplying information. Your co-operation is therefore 
earnestly desired in one or more of the following ways :-

(a) By sending me information concerning the names, addresses, etc., of 
any editors or journalists who are favourably inclined towards Theo
sophy, and who would be willing to publish articles thereon. 

(6) By writing short articles explanatory of Theosophy in genera~ or notices 
of Theosophical publications, or explanations of anyone aspect or 
point in connection with Theosophy, to be sent to me for insertion in 
one or more of the journals which I have on my list. Editors are 
often willing to insert short reviews or notices of a publication or 
book, even if they will not insert an article specifically connected with 
Theosophy. I am at present greatly in want of short reviews of the 
"Secret Doctrine." 

I 

(.) By sending to me cuttings from any paper you may bappen to 
come across containing any reference to Theosophy. If the refer
ence is one which requires an answer, it would be of great assist
ance if you were also able to write the reply, and send it to me 
along with the cutting. 

Trusting to receive your assistance in this matter to whatever extent 
you are able, and that you will bear this in mind whenever an oppor
tunity occurs, 

I am, 

Yours fraternally, 

A. A. M. DE P ALLANDT. 

36, Bryanston Street, Hyde Park, W. 

A GRAND EVENING CONCERT. 

THE PROCEEDS TO BE DEVOTED TO THE SPREADING OF 

THEOSOPHICAL LITERATURE. 
ON WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26TH, 1\89, AT PRINCE'S HALL, PICCADILLY. 

To COMMENCE AT 8.15 O'CLOCK. 
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FORCE OF PREJUDICE. 

"The difference is as great between 
The optics seeing, as the objects 

seen. 
All manners take a tincture from our 

own, 
Or some discolour'd through our pas

sion shown; 
Or fancy's beam enlarges, multiplies, 
Contracts, inverts, and gives ten thou

sand dyes." 
-POPE. " IT is, indeed, shorter and easier to proceed from ignorance to 

knowledge than from error," says J erdan. 
But who in our age of religions gnashing their teeth at one 

another, of sects innumerable, of "isms" and "ists" performing a wild 
fandango on the top of each other's heads to the rhythmical accompani
ment of tongues, instead of castanets, clappering invectives-who will 
confess to his error? Nevertheless, all cannot be true. Nor can it be 
made clear by any method of reasoning, why men should on the one 
hand hold so tenaciously to opinions which most of them have adopted, 
not begotten, while they feel so savagely inimical to other sets of opinions, 
generated by somebody else I 

Of this truth the past history of Theosophy and the Theosophical 
Society is a striking illustration. I t is not that men do not desire 
novelty, or that progress and growth of thought are not welcomed. Our 
age is as greedy to set up new idols as it is to overthrow the old gods; 
as ready to give lavish hospitality to new ideas, as to kick out most un
ceremoniously theories that now seem to them effete. These new ideas 
may be as stupid as green cucumbers in a hot milk soup, as unwelcome to 
the majority as a fly in communion wine. Suffice it, however, that they 
emanate from a scientific brain, a recognized" authority," for them to be 
welcomed with open arms by the fanatics of science. In this our century, 
as all know, everyone in society, whether intellectual or scientific, dull 

25 
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or ignorant, is ceaselessly running after some new thing. More so even, 
in truth, than the Athenian of Paul's day. Unfortunately, the new crazes 
men run after, now as then, are not troths-much as modern Society 
prides itself on living in an age of facts-but simply corroborations of 
men's hobbies, whether religious or scientific. Facts, indeed, are eagerly 
sought after, by all-from the solemn conclaves of Science who seem to 
hang the destinies of the human race on the correct definition of the 
anatomy of a mosquito's proboscis, down to half-starved penny-a-liner on 
the war-path after sensational news. But, it is only such facts as serve 
to pander to one or another of the prejudices and preconceptions, which 
are the ruling forces in the modern mind that are sure of their 
welcome. 

Anything outside of such facts; any new or old idea unpopular and 
distasteful, for some mysterious reason or other, to the prevailing irmical 
authorities, will very soon be made to feel its unpopularity. Regarded 
askance, at first, with uplifted eyebrows and in wonderment, it will begin 
by being solemnly and almost a priori tabooed and thence refused pe, 
secula seculorum even a dispassionate hearing. People will begin to 
comment upon it-each faction in the light of its own prejudice and 
special craze. Then, each will proceed to distort it - the mutually 
inimical factions even clubbing their inventions, so as to slay the intruder 
with the more certainty, until each and all will be running amuck at it 

Thus act all the religious irms, even so all the independent Societies, 
whether scientific, free-thinking, Agnostic or Secularistic. Not one of 
these has the faintest correct conception about Theosophy or the Society 
of this name; none of them has ever gone to the trouble of even enquir
ing about either-yet, one and all will sit in Solomon's seat and judge 
the hateful (perhaps, because dangerous ?) intruder, in the light of their 
respective misconceptions. We are not likely to stop to argue Theosophy 
with religious fanatics. Such remarks are beneath contempt, as those in 
"Word and Work" which, speaking of "the prevalence of Spiritualism 
and its advance under the new form of Theosophy" (?), strikes both 
with a sledge-hammer tempered in holy water, by first accusing both 
Spiritualism and Theosophy of "imposture," and then of having the 
devil.*-But when in addition to sectarian fanatics, missionaries and 
foggy retrogrades, in general, we find such clear-headed, cool, intellectual 
giants as Mr. Bradlaugh falling into the common errors and prejudice
the thing becomes more serious. 

I t is so serious, indeed, that we do not hesitate to enter a respectful yet 
firm protest in the pages of our journal-the only organ that is likely to 
publish all that we have to say. The task is an easy one. Mr. Brad-

* .. Many, however," it adds, .. who have had fullerknow\edge of spiritualistic pretensions thaD we 
have, are convinced that, in some cases, there are real communications from the spirit world. If 
such there be, we have no doubt whence they come. They are certainly from beneath, not from 
above:' 0 Sancia Simplicitas, which still believes in the devil-by perceiving its own face in the 
mirror, DO doubt? 
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laugh has just published his views upon Theosophy in half a column of 
his National Reformer (June 30th) in which article-" Some Words of 
Explanation "-we find some half-a-dozen of the most regrettable miscon
ceptions about the supposed beliefs of Theosophists. We publish it in 
ertmso as it speaks for itself and shows the reason of his displeasure. 
Passages that we mean to controvert are underlined. 

SOME WORDS OF EXPLANATION. 

The review of Madame Blavatsky's book in the last National Reformer and 
an announcement in the Sun have brought me several letters on the subject of 
Theosophy. I am asked for explanation as to what Theosophy is, and as to my 
opinions on Theosophy. The word "theosoph" is old, and was used among 
the N eopIatonists. From the dictionary, its new meaning appears to be, "one 
who claims to have a knowledge of God, or of the laws of nature by means of 
internal illumination." An Atheist certainly cannot be a Theosophist. A Deist 
might be a Theosophist A Monist could not be a Theosophist. Theosophy must 
at least involve Dualism. Modem Theosophy, according to Madame Blavatsky, 
as set out in last week's issue, asserts much that I do not believe, and alleges 
some things which to me are certainly not true. I have not had the oppor
tunity of reading Madame Blavatsky's two volumes, but I have read during the 
past ten years many publications from the pen of herself, Colonel Olcott, and 
other Theosophists; They appear to me to have sought to rehabilitate a kind of 
Spiritualism in Eastern phraseology. I think many of their allegations utterly 
erroneous, and their reasonings wholly unsound. I very deeply indeed regret 
that my colleague and co-worker has, with somewhat of suddenness, and without 
any interchange of ideas with myself, adopted as facts, matters which seem to 
me as unreal as it is possible for any ftction to be. My regret is greater as I 
know Mrs. Besant's devotion to any course she believes to be true. I know 
that she will always be earnest in the advocacy of any views she undertakes to 
defend, and I look to possible developments of her Theosophic opinions with 
the very gravest misgiving. The editorial policy of this paper is unchanged, 
and is directly antagonistic to all forms of Theosophy. I would have preferred 
on this subject to have held my peace, for the publicly disagreeing with Mrs. 
Besant on her adoption of Socialism has caused pain to both; but on reading 
her article and taking the public announcement made of her having joined the 
Theosophical organisation, lowe it to those who look to me for guidance to say 
this with clearness. 

C. BRADLAUGH. 

It is of course useless to go out of our way to try and convert Mr. 
Bradlaugh from his views as a thorough Materialist and Atheist to our 
Pantheism (for real Theosophy is that), nor have we ever sought by word 
or deed to convert Mrs. Besant. She has joined us entirely of her own 
free will and accord, though the fact gave all earnest Theosophists un
bounded satisfaction, and to us personally more pleasure than we have 
felt for a long time. But we will simply appeal to Mr. Bradlaugh's well
known sense of justice and fairness, and prove to him that he is mis-

25· 
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taken-at any rate, as to the views of Colonel Olcott and the present 
writer, and also in the interpretation he gives to the term "Theosophy." 

It will be sufficient to say that if Mr. Bradlaugh knew anything of the 
Rules of our Society he would know that if even he, the Head of 
Secularism, were to become to-day a member of the Theosophical 
Society, such an action would not necessitate his giving up one iota of his 
Secularistic ideas. We have greater atheists in the T.S. than he ever 
was or can be, namely, Hindus belonging to certain all-denying sects. 
Mr. Bradlaugh believes in mesmerism, at all events he has great curative 
powers himself, and therefore could not well deny the presence in some 
persons of such mysterious faculties; whereas, if you attempted to speak 
of mesmerism or even of hypnotism to the said Hindus, they would only 
shrug their shoulders at you, and laugh. Membership in the Theosophical 
Society does not expose the" Fellows" to any interference with their 
religious, irreligious, political, philosophical or scientific views. The 
Society is not a sectarian nor is it a religious body, but simply a nucleus 
of men devoted to the search after truth, whencesoever it may come. Mrs. 
Annie Besant was right when stating, in the same issue of the National 
Reformer, that the three objects of the Theosophical Society are: 

"to found a Universal Brotherhood without distinction of race or creed; to 
forward the study of Aryan literature and philosophy; to investigate unexplained 
laws of nature and the psychical powers latent in man. On matters of religious 
opinion, the members are absolutely free. The founders of the society deny a 
personal God, and a somewhat subtle form of Pantheism is taught as the 
Theosophic view of the Universe, though even this is not forced on members 
of the Society." 

To this Mrs. Besant adds, over her own signature, that though she 
cannot, in the National Reformer, state fully her reasons for joining the 
T. 5., yet she has 

"no desire to hide the fact that this form of Pantheism appears to promise 
solution of some problems, especially problems in psychology, which Atheism 
leaves untouched." 

We seriously hope that she will not be disappointed. 
The second object of the T. 5., i.e. the Eastern philosophy interpreted 

esoterically, has never yet failed to solve many a problem for those who 
study the subject seriously. It is only those others, who, without being 
natural mystics, rush heedlessly into the mysteries of the unexplained 
psychic powers latent in every man (in Mr. Bradlaugh himself, as well 
as in any other) from ambition, curiosity or simple vanity-that generally 
come to grief and make the T. S. responsible for their own failure. 

Now what is there that could prevent even Mr. Bradlaugh from join
ing the T. S.? We will take up the argument point by point 

Is it because Mr. Bradlaugh is an Individualist, an English Radical of 
the old school, that he capnot sympathize with such a lofty idea as the 
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Universal Brotherhood of Man? His well-known kindness of heart, his 
proven philanthropy, his life-long efforts in the cause of the suffering 
and the oppressed, would seem to prove the contrary in his practice, 
whatever his theoretical views on the subject may be. But, if perchance 
he clings to his theories in the face of his practice, then let us leave aside 
this, the first object of the T. S. Some members of our Society, unfor
tunately, sympathize as little as he might with this noble, but perchance 
(to Mr. Bradlaugh) somewhat Utopian ideal. No member is obliged to 
feel in full sympathy with all three objects; suffice that he should be in 
sympathy with one of the three, and be willing not to oppose the two 
others, to render him eligible to membership in the T. S. 

Is it because he is an Atheist? To begin with, we dispute II the new 
meaning" he quotes from the dictionary that II a Theosophist is one who 
claims to have a knowledge of God." No one can claim a knowledge of 
I. God," the absolute and unknowable universal Principle; and in a 
personal god Eastern Theosophists (therefore Olcott and Blavatsky) do 
not believe. But if Mr. Bradlaugh contends that in that case the 
name is a misnomer, we shall reply: theosophia properly means 1I0t a 
knowledge of" God" but of gods, i.e., dii,ine, that is superhuman know
ledge. Surely Mr. Bradlaugh will not assert that human knowledge 
exhausts the universe and that no wisdom is possible outside the con
sciousness of man? 

And why cannot a Monist be a Theosophist? And why must Theo
sophy at least involve dualism? Theosophy teaches a far stricter and 
more far-reaching Monism than does Secularism. The Monism of the 
latter may be described as materialistic and summed up in the words, 
,,' Blind Force and Blind Matter ultimating in Thought." But this
begging Mr. Bradlaugh's pardon-is bastard Monism. The Monism of 
Theosophy is truly philosophical. We conceive of the universe as one 
in essence and origin. And though we speak of Spirit and Matter as its 
two poles, yet we state emphatically that they can only be considered 
as distinct from the standpoint of human, mayavic (z:e., illusionary) 
consciousness. 

We therefore conceive of spirit and matter as one in essence and not as 
separate and distinct antitheses. 

What then are the II matters" that seem to Mr. Bradlaugh II as unreal 
as it is possible for any fiction to be"? We hope he is not referring to 
those physical phenomena, which most unfortunately have been confused 
in the Western mind with philosophical Theosophy? Real as these 
manifestations are-inasmuch as they were not produced by "conjuring 
tricks" of any kind-still the best of them are, ever were and ever 
will be, no better than psychological illusions, as the writer herself always 
called them to the disgust of many of her phenomenally inclined friends. 
These II unrealities" were aU very well as toys, during the infancy of 
Theosophy; but we can assure Mr. Bradlaugh that all his Secularists 
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might join the T. S. without ever being expected to believe in them
even though he himself produces the same "unreal" but beneficent 
" illusions" in his mesmeric cures, of many of which we heard long ago. 
And surely the editor of the National Reformer will not call " unreal" 
the ethical and ennobling aspects of Theosophy, the undeniable effects 
of which are so apparent among the bulk of Theosophists-notwith
standing a back-biting and quarrelling minority? Surely again he will 
not deny the elevating and strengthening influence of such beliefs as 
those in Reincarnation and Karma, doctrines which solve undeniably 
many a social problem that seeks elsewhere in vain for a solution? 

The Secularists are fond of speaking of Science as "the Saviour of 
Man," and should, therefore, be ready to welcome new facts and listen 
to new theories. But are they prepared to listen to theories and accept 
facts that come to them from races which, in their insular pride, they 
term effete? For not only do the latter lack the sanction of orthodox 
\Vestem Science, but they are stated in an unfamiliar form and are 
supported by reasoning not cast in the mould of the inductive system, 
which has usurped a spurious place in the eyes of Western thinkers. 

The Secularists, if they wish to remain consistent materialists, will 
have perforce to shut out more than half the universe from the range of 
their explanations: that part namely, which includes mental phenomena, 
especially those of a comparatively rare and exceptional nature. Or do 
they imagine, perhaps, that in psychology-the youngest of the Sciences 
-everything is already known? Witness the Psychic Research Society 
with its Cambridge luminaries-sorry descendants of Henry More I-how 
vain and frantic its efforts, efforts that have so far resulted only in 
making confusion worse confounded. And why? Because they have 
foolishly endeavoured to test and to explain psychic phenomena on a 
physical basis. NoW estern psychologist has, so far, been able to give 
any adequate explanation even of the simplest phenomenon of con
sciousness-sense perception. 

The phenomena of thought-transference, hypnotism, suggestion, and 
many other mental and psychic manifestations, formerly regarded as 
supernatural or the work of the devil, are now recognized as purely 
natural phenomena. And yet it is in truth the same powers, only 
intensified tenfold, that are those "unrealities" Mr. Bradlaugh speaks 
about. Manipulated by those who have inherited the tradition of 
thousands of years of study and observation of such forces, their 
laws and modes of operations-what wonder that they should result 
in effects, unknown to science, but supernatural only in the eyes of 
ignorance. 

Eastern Mystics and Theosophists do not believe in miracles, any 
more than do the Secularists; what then is there superstitious in such 
studies? 

Why should discoveries so arrived at, and laws formulated in ac-
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cordance with strict and cautious investigation be regarded as " rehabili
tated Spiritualism"? 

It is a historically recognized fact that Europe owes the revival of its 
civilization and culture, after the destruction of the Roman Empire, to 
Eastern influence. The Arabs in Spain and the Gre~ks of Constanti
nople brought with them only that which they had acquired from nations 
lying still further Eastward. Even the glories of the classical age owed 
their beginnings to the germs received by the Greeks from Egypt and 
Phrenicia. The far remote, so-called antediluvian, ancestors of Egypt 
and those of the Brahmin Aryans sprang once upon a time from the 
same stock. However much scientific opinions may vary as to the 
genealogical and ethnological sequence of events, yet the fact remains 
undeniable that every germ of civilization which the West has cultivated 
and developed has been received from the East. Why then should the 
English Secularists and Freethinkers in general, who certainly do not 
pride themselves on theit imaginary descent from the lost ten tribes, why 
should they be so reluctant to accept the possibility of further enlighten
ment coming to them from that East, which was the cradle of their race? 
And why should they, who above all, ought to be free from prejudice, 
fanaticism, and narrow-mindedness, the exclusive prerogatives of religiolls 
bodies, why, we ask, should they who lay claim to free thought, and 
have suffered so much themselves from fanatical persecution, why, in the 
name of wonder, should they so readily allow themselves to be blinded 
by the very prejudices which they condemn? 

This and many other similar instances bring out with the utmost 
clearness the right of the Theosophical Society to fair and impartial 
hearing; as also the fact that of all the now existing" isms" and " ists," 
our organization is the only body mtirely and absolutely free from all ill
tolera1ICe, do,(matism, and prljildice. 

The Theosophical Society, indeed, as a body, is the only one which 
opens its arms to all, imposing on none its own special beliefs, strictly 
limited to the small inner group within it, called the Esoteric Section. 
It is truly Ulliversal in spirit and constitution. It recognises and fosters 
no exclusiveness, no preconceptions. In the T. S. alone do men meet in 
the common search for truth, on a platform from which all dogmatism, 
all sectarianism, all mutual party hatred and condemnation are excluded; 
for, accepting every grain of truth wherever it is found, it waits in patience 
till the chaff that accompanies it falls off by itself. It recognizes and 
knows of, and therefore avoids its representatives in its ranks- but 
one enemy-an enemy common to all, namely, Roman Catholicism, and 
that only because of its auricular confession. But even this exception 
exists only so far as regards its imler group, for reasons too apparent to 
need explanation. 

Theosophy is monistic through and through. It seeks the one Truth 
in all religions, in all science, in all experience, as in every system 
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of thought. What aim can be nobler, more universal, more a11-
embracing? 

But evidently the world has not yet learned to regard Theosophy in 
this light, and the necessity of disabusing at least some of the best minds 
in the English-speaking countries, of the prejudices springing from the 
tares sown in them by our unscrupulous enemies is felt more than ever 
at this juncture. It is with the hope of weeding these minds from all 
such misconceptions, and of making the position of Theosophy plainer and 
clearer, that the present writer has prepared a small volume, called" The 
Key to Theosophy," now in the press, and to be published very shortly. 
Therein are gathered in the shape of dialogue all the principal errors 
about, and objections to, Theosophy and its teachings, and more detailed 
and fuller arguments in proof of the assertions made in this article will 
be found in that work. The writer will make it her duty to se.ld an 
early copy-not to the editor of the National Reformer-but to Mr. 
Bradlaugh personally. Knowing him by reputation for long years, it is 
impossible for us to believe that our critic would ever condescend to 
follow the example of most of the editors, lay or clerical, and condemn a 
work on faitle even before he had cut open its pages, merely because of 
the unpopularity of its author and the subject treated. 

In that volume it will be found that the chief concern of Theosophists 
is Searcle after Truth, and the investigation of such problems in Nature 
and Man which are mysteries to-day, but may become secrets, open to 
science, to-morrow. Is this a course which Mr. Bradlaugh would oppose? 
Does his judgment belong to the category of those that can never be 
open to revision? "This shall be your creed and belief, and therefore, 
all investigation is useless," is a dictum of the Roman Catholic Church. 
I t cannot be that of the Secularists-if they would remain true to their 
colours. 

~~ 

A PRISON ED SOUL 
You love me not I You think me cold and proud j 

A narrow heart, a narrow soul beside--
Prize more the burning words to me denied 

Than soaring thought that may not cry aloud, 
And shake to silence the world's gaping crowd I 

Oh God, to fling my soul's barred portals wide 
And stand before you free, strong, ardent-eyed, 

Until your spirit before my true self bowed I 

Never on earth my dearest may this be j 
Within all flame, without all ice I stand, 
A prisoned soul, while in your careless hand 

You hold unknowing Love's mighty master key: 
Fate's riddles are hard to read, what heart hath spanned 

Life's chasm of tears thro' Love's eternity? 
EVELYN PYN& 
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THE FIRST RACE. 

THE thought that the highest man had an archetype or prototype and 
. that the conception of man antedated in time the historical evidence of 

his body is one which links together both the Platonic and the Occult 
teachings. The" ideas" of the Platonists are the" astral forms" of the Occult
ists, the "archetypes" of Sir Richard Owen, the "Prototypes" of Rochet. 
The modem school of science, which is Darwinian, and consequently avoids all 
questions bearing on the philosophy of animal creation, ignores the anatomical 
teaching which pupils received from Sir Richard Owen in 1848 & 1849. But 
this theory is found to closely accord with the ideas Madame Blavatsky has 
sketched out. 

If we look at the diagram of the vertebrate archetype in Owen's book" side 
by side with those of the fish, the crocodile, the bird, the mammal, and man, 
we see that we have in reality the" astral man" of the race depicted. If we look 
at the picture of the prototype of man drawn by Rochet t (p. 18) the Adam 
Kadmon created male and female is before us. In the words of Swinburne: 

" None, seeing us cloven in sunder 
Will weep, or laugh, or wonder." 

And we have a type of man shown which is essentially transcendental. 
But after all, what is transcendental anatomy? What is that which seeks to 

pierce into the real Bedeutung of things whereby the memory of the old 
. anatomical forms is preserved? 

The greatest transcendentalist is the one who, either through the memory of 
past re-incarnations, or from his own knowledge has remembered most of the 
early forms of humanity. He does not express what might be, but remembers 
what has been. 

It must not be imagined of course, that the universal concepts which are iden
tical with the archetypes, are the ideas in the mind of the Deity, who is limitless 
and indiscrete,~ but merely in the mind of the observer. Such ultra realism as 
was taught by William of Champeaux is not inferred by the transcendental 
anatomist of the school of Oken, Owen, or Knox. We may realise the conception 
of anatomists, and believe in the existence of forms. We must not be content 
to see in community of pattern mere community of descent, which mayor may 
not be proven. Owen has searched as a reverend student may search, by the 
scientific use of the imagination, for the very thought that passed through the 
mind of the supreme designer, whose eyes beheld the" substance" of man, being 
yet imperfect, and in whose account every limb was written.§ 

A reverend mind and a good anatomist dare only have attempted this task. 
Owen has said in his " Nature of Limbs:" (8th VoL Lond. 1849.) 

* Archetype and Homologies ofthe Vertebrate Skeleton. 8vo. Lond. 1148. 
t The Prototype or Man. 8vo. 1886. p. 18. 
:= R. F. Clarke. S. J. Logic. 8vo. Lond. 1888, p. 160. 
t Ps. cxzmii. 14, IS. 
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"To what natural laws or secondary cause the orderly succession and 
progression of such organic phenomena may have been committed to us, we 
as yet are ignorant. 

" But, if without derogation of the Divine power, we may conceive the existence 
of such ministers and personify them by the term 'Nature,' we learn from the 
past history of our globe that she has advanced with slow and stately steps, 
guided by the archetypal light amidst the wreck of worlds, from the first 
embodiment of the vertebrate idea under its old ichthyic vestment, until it 
became arrayed in the glorious garb of the Human form." 

Here Owen merely speaks of an "ichthyic vestment" (loc. cit. p. 86), not of 
a "fishy nature"; and never dreamt that his successors would so far warp his 
words as to affirm the descent of man from fish. 

And in another passage in the same work: 
" The inference as to the possibility of the vertebrate type being the basis of 

the organisation of some of the inhabitants of other planets will not appear so 
hazardous, when it is remembered that orbits or protection cavities of the eyes 
of the vertebrata of this planet are constructed of modified vertebra!. Our 
thoughts are free to soar as far as any legitimate analogy to guide them rightly 
in the boundless ocean of unknown truth. And if censure be merited for here 
indulging, even for a moment, in pure speculation it may perhaps be disarmed 
by reflection. Mivart has said and said we1l, 'If man and the Orang are 
diverging descendants of a creature with certain cerebral characters then thlt 
remote ancestor must also have had the wrist of the Chimpanzee, the voice of 
a long armed ape, the blade bone of the Gorilla, the chin of the Siamang, the 
skull-dome of an American ape, the ischium of a slender Loris, the whiskers and 
beard of a Saki, the liver and stomach of the Gibbons,' and a number of other 
characters in which the various several forms of the higher and lower Primates 
respectively approximate to man." 

The archetype of man, as conceived by the transcendental anatomist, is 
united in a form which Owen has drawn. Fishlike though it may have been, it 
does not represent the form of any actual lish, or even such a type as we find in 
Amphioxus. But the teachings of Theosophy serve to help out the specula
tions of the comparative anatomist, resting on the book of Dzyan, which 
corroborates the teachings of the higher samllf. The two methods of thought 
have been found to accord, and the "Secret Doctrine," from whatever source it 
may have been derived, is found to be in perfect harmony with the rigorous 
teachings of comparative anatomy. 

Speculation on the primitive archetype of vertebrate, the form which we find 
in the second race developed under circumstances detailed in the Book of 
Dzyan becomes less premature to the comparative anatomist of the generation 
of Owen and de Blainville than to those who peruse Haeckel, or the 
" evolutionists." Sfo super vias allfiquas. 

C. CARTER BLAKE, D. Sc. 

* Mivart. .. Man and Apes," 8vo., London, 1873, p. 176. 
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THE VISION OF SCIPIO. 

A VERSION OF CICERO'S "SOMNIUM SCIPIONIS." 

THE short fragment of Cicero generally known as the Vision of 
Scipio to those who are seeking for the scattered pearls, which 
once adorned the sacred bosom of the pure virgin of the mysteries, 

before she was defiled and her robe and jewels trampled in the mire of 
the sty, is perhaps the most interesting record in the voluminous writings 
of the great Roman orator. 

Whence Tully derived his information, whether from the writings of 
the outer schools of Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy, or from 
private sources, is in the present case immaterial. 

Antiquity has appealed to a higher tribunal in these later days for 
justification, and, as a witness in this all important case, we welcome the 
noble Scipio, and bid him come into the fair and open court of LUCIFER, 

there to plead his cause in words so eloquent, wise and clear, that the 
jury, LUCIFER'S good readers, will require no further comment.· 

For those who like dates and facts, and the anatomical processes of 
modern chronicle-ism, with its dry-boned rattle, it may be stated that 
the occasion of the vision was as follows. 

At the outbreak of the third Punic War 149 B.C., P. Corn. Scipio 
tEmilianus Africanus l\iinor, the philosopher and polished man of letters, 
accompanied the Roman army to Africa, and there met with the aged 
Massinissa, prince of Numidia, the friend of his great-grandfather by 
adoption, the renowned Africanus (Major). After spending the day in 
discussing the political institutions of their respective countries and in re
collections by the aged prince of the elder Africanus, for whom he still 
retained the most lively affection, Scipio, wearied by the lengthy con
versation and exhausted by his journey, retired to his couch and soon 
fell into a profound sleep. And while he slept the vision of his grandsire 
appeared to him, in that form which was more familiar to Scipio from 
his statue than from his own person, and after foretelling the future 
exploits of his adopted grandson and the incidents of his death in full 
detail, continued (Scipio narrating the story) : 

" But that you may be the readier to protect your country, know this 
of a surety. All who have preserved, helped or increased their country, 
Rave in heaven a certain and assigned place, there in blessedness to 
enjoy a sempiternal age. For to the Supreme Deity, which rules the 
whole of this universe, nothing on earth is more acceptable than the 
assemblies and gatherings of men united by law, which are called States. 

• The most remarkable passages are printed in Italics. 
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I t is from this region that the rulers and preservers of States proceed 
and hither do they return." 

Hereupon, although excessively frightened, I asked whether my father 
Paulus too and others, whom we thought annihilated, stilllived.* 

"To be sure they do," answered Africanus, "for they have flown 
from the chains of their bodies, as out of a prison. That which you call 
life is death. But behold your father Paulus approaching you." 

And when I saw my father, I burst into a great flood of tears. But 
he, folding me to his breast, with kisses, forbade me to weep. And as 
soon as I had dried my tears and began to be able to speak, I said: 
" Pry thee, most reverend and excellent father, since this is a state of life, 
as I hear from Africanus, why do I tarry on earth and not hasten to join 
you in this state? " t 

"It may not be," he replied, " for unless that Deity, whose temple is 
the whole of this, which you behold, shall free you from those ties 
which keep you in the body; the way hither cannot be open to you. 
For this is the law which governs the birth of men; that they should 
maintain that globe, which you see is the middle one in this temple, and 
which is called the earth. And a soul has been given them from those 
sempiternal fires, which you call constellations and stars. These being 
of a globular and round nature and ensouled with divine minds, perform 
their cycles and orbits with wonderful rapidity. Wherefore, both you, 
Publius, and all good men should keep their soul in the guardianship 
of the body, and should not quit the life of mortals without the command 
of that Being, by whom the soul was given to you, lest you should seem to 
have been untrue to that duty to mankind, which has been assigned you 
by the Deity. Practise, therefore, justice and the spirit of duty,! like 
as both your grandsire here and I, your father, have done. Now duty, 
excellent though it is when shown to parents and relations, is best of 
all, when practised towards one's country.§ Such a mode of life is the 
path to Heaven and to this assembly of men, who have lived, but now 
freed from their body inhabit the place, which you see." 

N ow that place was a circle shining with dazzling splendour amid the 
stars,1I which you, after the Greeks, call the Milky Way, and from it all 
other objects seemed to me, as I gazed, exceedingly bright and mar
vellous. There were stars which we have never seen from earth; and 
the magnitudes of all of them were such as we have never suspected. 
The smallest of them was the star, which being furthest from Heaven 
and nearest to earth, shone with a borrowed light.'d Moreover, the 
stellar globes far exceeded the earth in magnitude, which now to me 

* Exlinelos, a strong word in contradistinction to wvenl expressing the continuance of life. 
t Hae. 
::: Pieltls. 
S The Roman mind saw no higher duty than this. It was necessarily the SIt",,,.It. _II. of a 

race even in its best days of warriors and statesmen. 
I Inl" jla.mas, flaming bodies. 
,. Heaven (ca:lum) here means the LtulfEltl OrlJis, the Milky Way. 
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appeared so small, that I was grie"ed to see our empire contracted, as it 
were, into a very point. * 

Now as I continued to gaze thereon with increasing interest, Africanus 
continued: 

"How long will your attention be fixed earthwards? Do you not 
perceive into what precincts t you are come ? 

All things are bound together with nine spheres or globes. The last 
of these is celestial, and embraces all the others, being that supreme 
Deity which restrains and contains the rest. In this sphere are fixed 
the sempiternal cyclic revolutions of the stars,t and to it are subjected 
the seven spheres, which revolve backwards with a contrary motion to 
the celestial sphere.§ Of these the star they call on earth Saturn ian, 
possesses one sphere. Next comes that splendour, which is said to be of 
Jupiter, propitious and salutary to the human race. Then a sphere of 
a red colour and terrible to the earth, which you say is of Mars. Next 
in order and almost under the mid region the Sun holds place, the leader 
and chief and director of the remaining lights, the mind of the world 
and its controlling principle, of such magnitude that it illumines and 
fills all things with its light. The two orbits of Venus and Mercury 
follow the Sun, as attendants. In the lowest sphere the Moon revolves, 
lit by the rays of the Sun. Below this there is nothing, which is not 
subject to death and decay, except the souls bestowed on the race of 
men by the gift of the gods. Above the moon, however, all things are 
eternal. For the Earth, which is the middle and ninth sphere, both does 
not move and is lowest, and all ponderable bodies are carried towards it 
by their natural gravity."11 

And when I recovered myself from my amazed contemplation of these 

* The above lines, as well as the still more extraordinary passage in the sequel, written some fifty 
years B.C., are such a stumbling block to the critics, that the wildest hypotheses have been put forward 
with al1 the parade of learning. Among others the following is interesting. 00 If we compare this 
passage with the fortieth chapter of the Prophecies of Isaiah, and with other parts of the same 
plophecy we shal1 find it difficult to believe th:1t that inspired book had not in part, or wholly, come 
to the knowledge of the Romans as early as the age of Cicero." The passage of Isaiah referrctl to 
is as follows (v. 22) :_00 It is He that sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants 
thereof are as grasshoppers. " The other pass:\ges referred to have not as yet been discovered by the 
translator. Veroum sapimli salis. 

t Temp/um, signifies a portion of the heavens cut off from the rest, and was the technical term for 
the 00 Houses of the Heavens" in augury. 

::: /Iii, 'lui vo/vunlur, slel/arum cursus sempiterni, a somewhat involved passage; the translation, 
00 the original principles of those endless revolutions which the planets perform," is not warmnted by 
the Latin. 

I See Plato, Titnd!us, XII. 00 ••• besides which he made one of the circles external, the other in· 
ternal. The motion of the exterior circle he proclaimed to be that of sameness, and that of the 
interior the motion of difference." 

ff Iffrom these nine spheres we subtract the ultimate celestial, and the Earth, which is perishahle, we 
shall, as in the Eastern system, get a septenary, for the so-cal1ed first and seventh principles are really 
no principles. It must be left to the intuition of the student, to decide whether this echo of ancient 
science, this fugitive ray from the lamp of the Mysteries, is to be applied literally to the seven physical 
bodies cal1ed planets in ancient astronomy, or is meant as a hint for those who have ears to hear. 
00 For the Mercury of the Philosophers is not the common mercury." In occult science the seven 
physical" plane~" of astrology are merely symbols of the seven principles of all material bodies.
See TIuSecrelDo&trin., Vol. i., ISa. 
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things, "What," I asked, "is this mighty and sweet harmony which fills 
my ears?" 

And he replied: "This melody composed of unequal intervals, yet 
proportionately harmonized, is produced by the impulse and motion of 
the spheres themselves, which by blending high and low tones produces 
uniformly divers symphonies. Such mighty motions cannot be made in 
silen'ce, and nature brings it to pass that the extremes should at one 
end give forth a low note, at the other a high tone, Consequently that 
highest star-bearing orbit of heaven which I have mentioned, whose 
revolution is more rapid, moves with a sharp and vigorous sound: 
whereas this sphere of the Moon, which is the lowest. gives forth a very 
grave tone, While the Earth, the ninth, remaining immoveable always 
abides in the lowest seat, encompassillg the middle place of the 
universe." * 

"These eight orbits,t two of which have the same power, namely 
Mercury and Venus, create a scale of seven distinct intervals; a numbey 
which is the cOlZllectilfg prilfciple + of llearly all things. And learned men 
imitating this mystery with strings and vocal harmonies, have won for 
themselves a return to this place: like as some others, who, elldowed 'willt 
extraordi1lary Ilatllral powers, hatie studed divine sciences e1!en in eayllt
life,§ 

" Now mortals have become deaf to these sounds, by having their ears 
continually filled with them; so much so that hearing is the dullest of 
your senses, just as the people who dwell near the Cataracts of the Nile 
are defective in their sense of hearing, And so this sound, which is gene
rated by the exceedingly rapid revolution of the whole Cosmos,~ is so 
stupendous, that mortal ears cannot contain it: just as you cannot look 
at the face of the sun without both sight and sense being overcome by 
its rays." 

N ow, though I was struck with astonishment at these things, I still 
kept my eyes turned to the earth. \Vhereupon Africanus said :-" I 
perceive, Scipio, that you still gaze upon the seat and home of mortals. 
But, if it appears to you so small as it really is, it were better to keep 
your eyes ever fixed on these celestial sights, and disregard those of 
earth. For what renown from the mouths of men, or glory worth striving 
for, can you achieve? You see that the population of the earth is con-

* Compkra mediu1II 1IIundi locu1ll" this is generally translated, .. occupying the central spot in the 
universe," a somewhat strange and unnatural rendering of c01llpura, which is never found bearing 
this meaning in any other context. By giving it, however, its natural signification of .. embracing," 
a key to the tone meaning of the term, sphere, is offered. Readers who are interested in mystic har
monies, the music of the spheres, and their occult correspondences, should carefully study the 
opening chapters of the Timteus of Plato; this, however, will prove a somewhat desperate under
taking, if the translations of the schoolmen have to be solely relied on. 

t The celestial sphere is not included, seeing that the various tones are produced by the varying 
velocity of the different spheres revolving in an opposite direction to the heavenly sphere. 

t Nodus. 
I Qui prtZs/an/i6us inzeniis in uittZ "umana diuina sludia coluwunl. 
II To/ius 1IIundi, an additional proof that the physical planets are not meant in the preceding 

description. 
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fined to scattered and narrow localities, and that vast uninhabited tracts 
surround the inhabited specks: that the dwellers on earth also are so cut 
off from one another, that mutual intercourse is impossible: but that 
some stalzd sideways, some backwards, some directly opposite you," from 
whom you can certainly hope for no glory, You perceive, moreover, that 
the earth is also encompassed and surrounded, so to speak, with belts: 
two of which separated by the greatest distance and situated at each end 
under the very poles of the heave1t,t you see are rigid with ice; but the 
middle zone, which is also the largest, is burnt up with the heat of the 
sun. Two of these are habitable: the southern zone, the inhabitants of 
which have their feet tumed towards youJ has no connection with your 
race. Of the northern (temperate) zone, however, which you inhabit, see 
what a small share you possess, The whole surface inhabited by you, of 
small extent north and south, but of greater length east and west, is an 
insignificant strip,§ surrounded by the sea, which you call on earth 
the Atlantic, the Great Sea, or Ocean. And yet you see how small it is 
in spite of its great name, How, then, is it possible for either your own 
name, or that of any of our countrymen, to pass out of these familiar and 
well-known countries and either traverse the Caucasus here, which you 
see, or cross yonder Ganges? Who in the rest of the world, east or west, 
or in the extreme northern or southern regions, will hear your name? 
And if you subtract these, you will easily see, within what narrow limits 
your glory seeks to spread itself. 

" How long, again, will those who speak about you, continue to do so? 
For even if future generations should successively desire to hand down 
the praises of anyone of us, which they may have, in their turn, received 
from their fathers, yet, because of the cataclysms of water and fire,11 which 
must happClt at fixed periods, we can attain not even lasting renown, much 
less eternal glory. For what does it profit you to be spoken of by men 
who shall be born hereafter, when those are silent, who were born before 
you, not less, indeed, in number, and certainly better men; when, more
over, no one even of those, who can bear our repute, is able to preserve 
the recollections of a single year. Now men usually measure the year by 
the sun, that is, by the revolution of one star; but it is only when the rest 

* Sed parli", olJ/iqulZS, p,zrti", aversos, parti". elia". aJversos stare vo6is, A somewhat difficult 
pass.'1ge to do justice to; the next paragraph, however, proves beyond all doubt that the positions 3re 
referred to a spherical and not a plane surface. 

t If Cicero believed the earth was a fiat surface, how could he possibly speak of two poles? 
~ Quorum australis ilk, in quo qui insistunt, adversa vo6is urgent vestigia, ni"il ad vestrum genus. 

Surely no words could testify more clearly to the science of the ancients I Even a child might con
clude the argument with a triumphant Q. E. D., and yet hear the commentator of the orthodox 
schools :-" This is a very curiolls passage, and if our author's interpreters are to be believed, he 
was acquainted with the true figure of the earth, a discovery which is generally thought to have been 
reserved for Sir Isaac Newton (1 I), and to have been confirmed by some late experiments; but I own 
I am not without some douhts as to our author's meaning, whether he does not here speak, not of the 
whole face of the earth, but of that part of it which was possessed or conquered bl the Romans."
GUTHRIE. Reqlliescat in pact! 

§ In/ula, literally a fillet or ribbon used as an ornament in the sacrifices. 
U Propter eluriones, exustiones que te"arum. 
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of tke constellations * kave returned to tkeir original positions, and have 
brought back the same aspect of the heaven after long intervals, that the 
true revolution of the year can be spoken of. In which cycle I scarcely 
dare say how many centuries of mortals are contained. For like as in 
olden days, when the soul of Romulus entered into these mansions, men 
saw the sun obscured and extinguished, so when the sun shall be again 
obscured in the same position and period, and all the signs and stars are 
recalled to the same origin, then must you consider the cycle complete. 
But you must know that not even the twentieth part of this year has 
completed its revolutiun.t 

" Wherefore, if you have hopes of a return to this place, where great 
and excellent men enjoy all things; of what value, I ask, is that human 
glory, which can scarcely extend to the small fraction of one cycle? 
And so if you would look on high and fix your gaze on this state and 
your eternal home ; you will neither devote your life to vulgar fame, nor 
centre the hope of your welfare in human rewards. 1.'rue worth itself 
by its own attractions should lead you to real achievement What others 
say of you, let them see to it; for talk they will. But all such fame is 
bounded by the narrow limits of the regions which you see. Never yet 
has a man enjoyed lasting fame, for death destroys and the oblivion of 
posterity engulphs it.t 

" And, if indeed, 0, Africanus," I said, "a side patk § to the highway 
to heaven lies open to men, who have deserved well of their country; 
and though heretofore from my youth up, by treading in the footsteps of 
yourself and my father, I have never been untrue to your honourable 
reputation; yet now with such a prospect before me, I will strive with 
even greater watchfulness." 

" Strive on," said he," with the assurance that it is not you, wko are 
subject to deatk but your body. For that which is really yourself, is not 
the being which your boClily shape declares. But the real man is the 
tkinkiltg priltciple II of each, and not the form, which can be pointed to 
with the finger. Of this, then, be sure that tkou art a God; in as much 
as deity is that which ha<; will, sensation, memory, foresight, and rules, 
regulates and moves the body it has in charge, just as the Supreme Deity 
does the universe. And like as eternal deity guides the Cosmos which is 
in a certain degree subject to decay,' so a sempiternal soul moves the 

* Astra; the term as/rum is never applied to the planets; it generally means a constellation or a 
sign of the zodiac, and is used in the plural as a designation of the heavcns. The usual rendering, 
however, is .. planets"; clearly a perversion of the radicnl meaning. 

t This astronomical cycle was called by the Romans AnnUl ,lfagnul or Annus Mum/anus. It is a 
period of some 25,000 common years, ann the key to the mystel ies of the Manvantaric cycles, rounds. 
races, and sub-races. The method of calculatiol] of such cycles being one of the most important 
branches of occult astronomy, was jealously guarded. Even in the present Renaissance, 6gures are 
kept back. 

: Throughout this remarkable exposition of the emptiness of fame the grand precept .. kill out 
ambitions" re-echoes, emphasised, however with all the logic of the practical Roman mind, so that it 
may stand for trial in the open court of Reason, and 6ght the doubter with physical facts. 

§ A hint that even true patriotism is not the PaIn, though tending in its direction. 
U Mt1u (Manas). ~ Cosmic pralaya. 
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destructible body. Now tkat which is ever in motion is eternal. Whereas 
that which communicates motion to something else, and which is set 
in motion by an external cause, must necessarily cease to exist, when its 
motion is exhausted. 

"That, therefore, which has the principle of motion in itself, seeing that 
it can never fail itself, is the only eternal existence, and moreover is the 
source and causative principle of motion to all other bodies endowed 
with movement. The causative principle however, can have no ante
cedent cause. For all things spring from this principle, which cannot in 
the nature of things be generated from anything else; for if it were so, 
it would cease to be the principal cause. And if this is without beginning, 
it can evidently have no end, for if the principle of causation were 
destroyed, it c;:ould not be reborn from anything else, nor give birth to 
any thing out of itself, for all things must necessarily be generated from 
the causative principle. The principle of motion, therefore, comes from 
that which is endowed with self-movement; and this can suffer neither 
birth nor death; otherwise every heaven would collapse, and every 
nature necessarily come to a standstill, seeing that it could no longer 
obtain that force by which it was originally impelled. 

" Since, therefore, it is evident that that only is eternal which is self
motive· who is there to deny that this is a rational attribute of souls? 
For everything which is set in motion by external impulse is destitute of 
the soul principle,t whereas everything ensouled t is energised by an 
interior and self-created motion; for this is the soul's proper nature and 
power. And if it alone of all things has the attribute of self-movement; 
it surely is not subject to birth but is eternal. Exercise the soul there
fore, in the highest pursuits. Now the noblest interest of a man is the 
welfare of his country; and if the soul is practised and exercised in such 
cares, it will the more speedily wing its flight to these mansions and its 
proper home. A nd the time of this achievement will be greatly skorl
ened, if even now in tke prison of tke body, it ertmds beyond, and by 
contemplating things which are not of tke body, witkdraws itself as muck 
as possible from its earthly tabernacle. 

" For the souls of those who have given themselves up to the pleasures 
of the body, and have made themselves the servants of these pleasures, 
and under the sway of the passions, whose ruler is pleasure, have trans
gressed the laws of gods and men; on quitting the body, they kover round 
tke earlk, and do not return to this heavenly kaven until they kave been 
tossed about for many ages." § 

He vanished and I awoke from sleep. 
E. E. 8., F.T.S. 

• This is why the Absolute and the unknown deific Principle. is caned .. Abwlute Motion" in the 
SunI DtKtrill-a .. motion," whiC'h has certainly nothiug to do with, nor can it be explained bJ. 
that which is called motion on Earth. [ED.] 

t I"ai...... t A"itrllJ/. I ;'1., are reinc:amated. 

26 
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THE SEARCH FOR CHRIST . 

.. We must look at the Decalogue in the light 
Of an ancient statute, that was meant 
For a mild and gmera/ application, 
To be understood with the reservation 
That, in certain nstances the Right 
Must yield to the Expedient I .. 

Tile Go/tim ugmtl.-H. W. LoNGFELLOW. 

" WHERE is the Christ? " 
fI The question was thundered through the heavens and shook 

old earth to her foundations; and, from among the ignorant, 
arrogant, teeming multitudes that swarm the rolling globe, the answer came: 

"Lo, here is Christ ! " and "Lo, there ! " 
The Spirit thundered forth again: "Where is the Christ?" 
The Eastern world started at the cry, and pointing westward, made answer: 

"Lo, there is Christ ! " 
It was sunset to the Eastern world. The Spirit swept westward, overtaking 

the great sun on his diurnal journey and still calling in accents which vibrated 
on the air: 

"Where is the Christ? " 
The nations were too lethargic to answer. Rome raised a scarlet cross as a 

reply, and England alone cried out lustily and alertly: 
"Lo, here is Christ! " 
Here indeed I The Spirit paused; this, then was the centre of enlightenment j 

here, on this green, fertile soil was the accumulated intellect of ages; here was 
the Christ, the perfected age; well might the Spirit pause. But he was confused, 
there was something organically wrong; the place was dark; the fumes of ill· 
health and vice appalled him, he had been misled; so he called again, and his 
voice rang pathetically through England's hills, "Where is the Christ? " 

England roused herself; a thousand discordant voices, eaco endeavouring to 
outvie the other in strength arose, their aura darkening the atmosphere. 

"Lo, here!" "Nay, here I" "He Iieth, Spirit, Christ is here! " 
"These are the smaller sects," called the Church of England, assuming an air 

of importance. "The unbaptized, perchance; here is the fold." 
The voice of Nonconformity pierced the air. 
" The Church is hand in hand with Rome and the devil Christ dwells with 

us alone." 
"They aU lie!" thundered the voice of a Jesuit. "We are the one and only 

Church; these heretics mutilate our doctrines, travesty our ceremonies, and 
steal our name I " 

" It is useless," sighed the Spirit; "I will descend still nearer this people, 
and I may find what I seek." 
. He alighted nearer the earth. Above him the fair blue sky reflected a thousand 

hues of translucent light; but as he neared the metropolis, the clouds gathered 
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over his head, and the rain descended in torrents. Nature wept at the 
anguish of which the Spirit was to be partaker. 

A conscious spirit walking the earth, observes nations and men with different 
sight to ours which is inverted. He, with developed senses, comprehends the 
inner motives of classes and individuals, which prompt the organization of laws 
that are for a people's weal or woe. 

The Spirit of investigation and advancement was on the search of what he 
knew to be a great light. And, could he find the nation who possessed 
within themselves the Christ, would he not have found a people with whom 
he could co-operate for the enlightenment of all humanity? He gazed beneath 
him; a thousand gilded crosses and pointed spires marked the metropolis. 

"The Christ is not to be found amid these symbols," he mused, "for they all 
raise their inharmonious voices in defaming one another. Their pulpits resound 
with egotistical virtues and the delinquencies of others and the pondering of 
their miserable, puny material, dogmas, while they ignore the spirit of Him 
they profess to follow, and whom they call upon so loudly. Yet, patience; I 
will seek farther." 

At that moment, the blast of a trumpet rent the air; the 'Spirit shuddered 
before him marched an army in blood-red array, as if fully equipped for war. 

"Christian England," he wailed, "what blot on your escutcheon is this? " 
A smile of contemptuous pity was upon every soldier's face. Each man 

straightened himself into a more complete gunpowder automaton than before, 
and proudly gave answer: 

"Spirit, you have been misinformed. We are no blot on our country's 
escutcheon, and you should know that this is no light matter denouncing so 
glorious, so time-honoured an institution as we, the army, who are paid by the 
Government, cajoled by the aristocracy and have the sanction of the Church." 

"The sanction of your Church," exclaimed the Spirit. " Does Christianity 
then uphold an army of human butchers for slaughtering sister-nations?" 

A dark frown settled on every soldier's brow. 
"Nay," they answered, "we carry the gospel to other nations, giving them a 

better form of government, which improves them in every way." 
"You teach them to misinterpret your bible and give them practice in murder 

at the same time," corrected the Spirit. "Ye compass sea and land to make 
one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of 
hell than yourselves." (Mat/h.) . 

"You misjudge us," they cried. "Go to the Church for an explanation. 
You who are stranger, and do not understand this matter." 

"I have not had the advantage of your national education," said the Spirit. 
"I am but a student of the laws of nature, and the customs of nations from 
their births. I have come to study your nation and improve it, and I find that 
the church upholding you has ten laws, one of which is, 'Thou shalt do no 
murder.' " 

The army shrugged its shoulders. It was scarcely worth their while to stay 
arguing with this short-sighted spirit. It was a very busy day with them, as the 
Government had told them that they might put on all their gold lace, arm them
selves with their big pop-guns, and play at war among themselves. So they 
curtly answered: 

26-
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"We cannot waste our time on you to-day; we are all perfectly aware that 
our commandment says, 'Thou shalt do no murder,' but, in certain instances 
one must. So our Church has met the difficulty in this way. She earnestly 
impresses I.i~on us that we may not kill except by order of the magistrate, when 
we may wear weapons and serve in the wars; then, the more enemies we kill 
the better for every man among us. Good day." 

The army moved on with the blast of brazen trumpets and the roll of 
booming drums j the Spirit with darkening brow turned the opposite way: here 
as the people hearcl his cry they arose, and with discordant voices answered: 

" Weare all Christians; Christ is here! " 
. They were a motley crowd of humanity j and the florid, burly butcher 

sharpening his huge knife, where he stood amid his bleeding animals, shouted 
as loudly as the others. 

"Christian England," cried the Spirit, "I might have known it; if you 
partake in human bloodshed, why should you not slaughter by the million 
creatures who are powerless to defend themselves. Oh, why should a Christian 
people live on the agony of a helpless creation! " 

"Where does this Spirit come from who would rob us of our chief support?" 
they asked. 

" I come from the School of Altruism," answered the Spirit, "to ask you why 
you live on the suffering of others? Egotists! Is not nature prolific in her 
gifts to you?" 

" God created the animals for our consumption," they answered 
"No doubt, no doubt," said the Spirit, "and also the sun to warm you, and 

a heaven to be peopled by you alone, Hypocrites, accepting so much, you 
could afford to spare." 

The people began to grow alarmed. What should they do if they had not these 
bleeding carcases upon which to subsist? Like true Englishmen they flew to 
their bibles. How convenient it is for a nation to possess such a book. Mter 
having been mutilated by the material vehicles through which it passed j 
translated according to the selfish, prejudiced fancies of fanatical minds, and 
placed it under the dist6rting glass of the Church, it can now be made to prove 
anything, or mean exactly opposite to what it says. 

So they cried out: "But our bible declares to us that we may lil'e on the 
animal kingdom! " 

" How dare you take refuge in a code of laws which none of you follow I It 
is written, 'Thou shalt not kill I ' " . 

A shiver ran through the multitude. Who was this stranger? Evidently, 
one not capable of understanding their commandments. How dared he 
quote to them from their own Bible? So they answered: "We kill to live." 

"You are not living now," said the Spirit gravely. "You have all been 
dying, inch by inch, for centuries, and now you are dead. You do not compre
hend it, nevertheless it is so. Where's that nation on the face of this earth so 
blinded by selfishness or so hopelessly material as you, Christian nations! 
Every man's hand is against his brother, church against church, sect against 
sect; you grow rich and powerful on the misery, oppression and tears of the 
weak. You are fast becoming that, of which it shall be written 'Babylon, the 
great, is fallen I'" 
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"Who are you, denying our customs and our religion," cried the people 

"We are a Christian community, but you are not one of us and do not 
know us. It is the clergy who can alone explain the Scriptures. Go to the 
Church and she will instruct you." 

The Spirit left the multitude standing there, and went on. He was weary and 
sick at heart; he seemed to hear around him the cries of that great army of 
innocents, who yearly and hourly die at the hands of cruel men, for the welfare 
of an avaricious Herod who sits afar from the screams of anguish, and closes 
his ears to any faint cry which may reach him. 

Suddenly, such a sight met the Spirit's eyes, that he started back as if an 
arrow had pierced his heart. 

Below him loomed a high, gloomy building, surrounded by solid stone walls. 
Within the yard a gibbet was erected, and on it hung a human being I Some 
few men stood there as witnesses of the death of this, their brother. Yes, their 
brother, sharing the common lot of poor humanity; their brother in sin and 
suffering; their brother, who killed where the Government disapproved, while 
the hangman, poor tool, killed also, only in his case the Government approved, 
and provided him with a comfortable subsistence for accomplishing their 
murders for them. 

" , Thou shalt do no murder I ' " cried the Spirit from above. 
The officials looked up aghast. 
" , Murder? '" they repeated. "This is not murder." 
"If you may murder by wholesale your enemies, should this man be hung 

for killing but one of his, and when he had so noble an example set him by 
those who make the laws? Stay thy hands, thou Cain! " 

Officialdom arose in great concern. 
"What," it asked. "Do you call this, our servant, under our pay, names 

because he fulfils his duty by removing disreputable people who are a disgrace 
to a Christian country and break her laws? " 

" Your laws?" cried the Spirit, "if your Deity committed you to death for 
breaking the law, there is not one of you who would not hang on a gibbet such 
as this one ere to-morrow's sun arose." 

"But, it is right, 'life for life,'" came the answer. 
" Then," said the Spirit, "you are no Christians but Jews, living under the 

old law, the Jewish dispensation; it is with you as with those of old, 'An eye 
for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.' " 

The hearers felt that they had received an unbearable insult. 
"Who is this," they cried, "disputing our judgment and branding us with 

the name of Jews ? We are Christians." 
"You are Pharisees," repeated the Spirit, "under the old Jewish dispensation. 

The Jehovah you have created still sits above, dealin~ out injustice as of yore; 
sentencing ignorant, erring creatures to eternal damnation for the sins of their 
three-score years and ten; which cruelties you imitate by allotting in your 
hearts a future Hell for this unrepentant fellow-creature of yours who hangs 
there. Being too merciful, no doubt, to cheat him out of any time he might 
spend there in torture, you cut him off ere the three-score years and' ten are 
accomplished." 

The officials extending their charity to the stranger, answered: 
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"It is quite evident that you do not understand our form of Government 
nor our Religion, for in our Litany it is written, 'The laws of this Realm may 
punish Christian men with death for heinous and grievous offences.''' 

"Was the man who hangs there a Christian then?" asked the Spirit. "If 
so he is the first I have seen among your nation." 

"Stranger, you are mistaken. The man was a murderer; we should regret 
much if there were not thousands among us better Christians than he." 

"I have journeyed but among men who are employed in killing for a liveli· 
hood; there is no Christ among them. Where shall I find Him?" 

"We do not meddle in these matters," answered the officials. " RelIgion is 
not in our line. We pay the clergy to read the prayers and expound the 
Scriptures for us ; go to the Church, she will doubtless make everything quite 
clear to you." 

The Spirit sped onward again, crying loudly, "Where is the Christ! " 
His voice pierced the walls of every church. The priests standing before 

their altars, with the sacramental wine red on their lips, paused, answering: 
"He is here! He is here I" 
" Silence!" cried the Spirit. "He is not to be found among you; the 

golden words of your golden laws are obliterated by the blood you ha\'e 
spilt." 

"We?" cried the churches indignantly. "We are against the shedding of 
blood, for it is written, ' Thou shalt do no murder;' this we say from our altars 
daily, raising our voices in denouncing that of which you say we are partakers." 

The Spirit cried out yet more loudly: " Are you so blinded by custom and 
by the repetition of a decalogue now meaningless that you cannot see the 
spectres which surround your altars? " 

The priests came down from their altars into their chancels, to argue with 
this spirit who was denouncing their time-honoured liturgy as a desecration to 
the Holy place, Those who wore vestments disrobed, as such sanctified garments 
would be unfit for sacramental purposes, were they used outside the sanctuary 
for the purpose of arguing with this strange, uncivil, and certainly blasphemous 
visitant. The priests with one consent made answer: 

"Our altars are surrounded by no spectres; your eyes deceive you; they 
are decked with flowers, lights, sculptured apostles, rich draperies, mosaic and 
stencilled walls." 

"Your flowers stand forth as living preachers to denounce you," said the 
Spirit. "The crucified Christ carved on yon reredos, stretches his arms in 
despair at the sights around him, still crying as of old, 'This people drawetb 
nigh unto me with their mouth and honoureth me with their lips but their heart 
is far from me,'" for your altars drip with the tears of widows and orphans, 
while your walls reek with the blood that you have spilt." 

The churches armed themselves with their rubrics to be prepared for any 
emergency, and answered in tones of wrath: 

"Tell us wherein we sin? Have we caused women to be widowed, or 
children orphaned? Convince us." 

"You are the upholders, the instigators of wars without end; you teacb 
your sons that they may carry weapons and serve in the wars; that your people 

• Matthew xv., verse 8. 
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may live on the sufferings of the lower creation, and that your erring sons are 
to be killed for a grievous off,mce. Every day men soiled with crimson blood 
receive, with your sanction, symbols which you call sacred, aye, blood for blood, 
and your walls resound with hypocritical thanksgivings to your Deity that He 
has mercifully delivered you from the enemy's hands. In other language, this 
means that the murderers and others have met in their church (appropriate 
place) to thank God that He has graciously allowed them to exterminate by 
wholesale their fellow-creatures, their brothers; that they praise, laud and 
magnify His name, because, in place of themselves being slain, another nation 
less versed in the arts of war and in the manufacture of destruction, has been 
the victim. Oh, shame upon you, hypocrites! " 

"You do not understand," cried the now furious clergy. "We deplore all 
wars as great evils, yet it is meet that we, a nation living under the glorious 
light of the Gospel, should subdue the heathen under us and teach them 
Christianity; for they are steeped in sin, ignorance and vice, besides being 
subject to laws which are unjust and cruel." 

"Churches," said the Spirit sternly, "can you think of the meek Jesus 
converting with shot and gunpowder? How dare you speak of the sin, the vices 
of olhers 1 0, Church, why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother 5 

eye, but perceivest not the beam that is in thine own eye? 'Thou Hypocrite, 
cast out first the beam that is in thine own eye.' if You are the upholders of a 
fashionable, respectable and wholesale system of murder. Cast out the beam, 
for remember, you who are so devoted to your bibles, it is written, 'When ye 
spread forth your hands I will hide mine eyes from you; yea, when ye make 
many prayers I will not hear; your hands are full of blood'" t 

The churches were roused; every priest opened his prayer-book and pointed 
to the rubrics which upheld their favourite forms of murder. 

" 'Ye blind leaders of the blind'" continued the Spirit ignoring the rubrics, 
"who regard killing as a duty and the theft of another's country as honest and 
upright. Remember 'He that leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity, and 
he that killeth with the sword must be killed with the sword,' But the New 
Testament is too far ahead of you, you are still under the old law. Why do I 
waste my time in searching for the Christ here. He is not yet come among 
you. England is to-day one vast slaughter-house, and hides her crime under 
the name 'Christian', a name that every day is faIling into disrepute and 
becoming a bye-word of scorn for the thinking world. I have done. Away 
with you. 'Bring no more vain oblations; incense is an abomination unto me, 
the new moons and sabbaths, the calling of assemblies, I cannot away with. 11 
is iniquity even the solemn meeting.''' ~ 

A heavy peal of thunder reverberated through the gloomy churches as the 
Spirit ceasing to speak, vanished. 

A moment later the priests resumed their sacranlental offices unabashed; the 
army moved on to its work of desolation; the butchers raised their sharp 
knives to pierce the trembling, bleating lambs; the hangman placed his hand 
upon the body of the murdered man. The Spir;1 ;s wit" us slill. 

• Luke vi. verse 41 and part of y. 42. 
t Isaiah i. verse IS. 
t Isaiah i. verst' 13. 
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But England's annals are stained with tears and blood which seal her doom. 
The blood of creatures and of men, the blood of misery and anguish, the 
tears of martyrs, the tears of the starving poor, the blood and tears of the 
helpless whose pathetic eyes are lifted to ours in mute appeal, all this blood cries 
loudly to Heaven I but the "God in Heaven" heeds it not. 

But the day is not far distant when England must work out the Karma she 
has gathered about her, for she does not sin in ignorance, and in the horizon 
there is a little cloud no larger than a man's hand. 

" He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the Churches." 
For it is the churches which are responsible. 

STREET MUSIC. 

They were only street musici.·\Ds, 
They had tramped for many a mile, 

For the richer parts of the city 
Gave them frowns and never a smile. 

So they came to a crowded alley, 
Where a bitter and ceaseless strife 

For a crust of bread and a garret 
Was the sum of the people's life. 

Where the fathers were worn and feeble, 
Where the sons were hollow of face, 

And the daughters had lost their beauty 
For want of a breathing space. 

Where the children played in the gutter, 
'Mid the garbage and filth and dirt, 

While their weary and starving mothers 
Were living the Song of the Shirt. 

The musicians stood for a moment, 
Then they softly began to play, 

And from flute and harp and viol 
Rose the songs of a byegone day. 

Through the hovel homes of that alley 
Swept the murmurous voice of the sea, 

The breezes from off the hilltops 
And the carollings of the lea. 

The notes of the lark and the linnet 
Floated quivering through the air, 

And the scent of cowslips and daisies 
Seemed to steal up each broken stair. 

HELEN FAGG. 
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The children crept nearer and nearer, 
Forgetting their sorrowful play, 

And for one brief moment their fathers 
Remembered their own childhood's day. 

The birds and meadows and cornfields, 
All the joys of their country life, 

Ere the grasping greed of the landlords 
Drove them into the city strife. 

And from off the heart of the women, 
Was lifted the burden of care, 

As they travelled back to their girlhood, 
And the days when sorr~w was rare. 

They rested their weary, worn fingers, 
And their teardrops fell like the rain, 

As they sighed with passionate yearning 
For the days that come never again. 

The chords changed from sadness to triumph, 
And mingled with all the regret 

Was a hope and a prophecy golden 
Of a gladness and joy to be yet. 

When the father should glory in manhood, 
And the daughter rejoice in her grace, 

When the mother should lose all her sorrow, 
And the children be happy of face. 

When the old world of toil and privation 
Should seem like a dream of the night, 

And the new world should have its foundations 
In justice and wisdom and right. 

The music died out in soft sweetness, 
Entwined with a pathos of pain, 

And the struggle for crust and for garret 
Claimed the lives of the toilers again. 

But their hearts had been softened and strengthened 
In the midst of life's infinite wail, 

For the art which is sister to heaven 
From the future had lifted the veil. 

They say that the people are brutal, 
That their instincts of beauty are dead, 

Were it so, shame on those who condemn them 
To the desperate struggle for bread. 
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But they lie in their throats when they say it, 
For the people are tender of heart, 

And a well spring of beauty lies hidden 
Beneath their life's fever and smart. 

Day by day burns that fever more fiercely, 
Hour by hour grows that smarting more keen, 

While the Paradise dims in the distance, 
For the pain of to-day comes between. 

Yet be of good cheer, oh! my brothers, 
And my sisters, work on till the morn, 

Though to-day you must sorrow and suffer, 
To-morrow shall freedom be born. 

HERBERT BURROWS, F. T. S. 

WHAT IS HIS NAME? 

.. Behold when I come unto the children of Israel, and shaH say unto them, The 
God of your fathers hath sent me unto you i and they shall say to me, what is his 
name? What shaH I say unto them? "-Exodus iii. 

One Spirit King of all the Spheres, 
Throughout Eternity, and time
And passing years, 

I AM I 

One Guiding Light in all the earth, 
Throughout Humanity, in past
And future birth, 

I AM 1 

One Living Self in all It made, 
Throughout Infinity, which is
A living shade, 

One Ruling Guide to life in peace, 
Throughout Futurity, to come
And never cease, 

One Loving Soul in all the earths, 
Throughout Immensity, and now
E're mortal births, 

AMI 

AM! 

I AM! 

One Unknown Voice which speaks to you,. 
Throughout Mortality, of love-
The faithful true, 

AM! 

-WM. C. ELDON SERJEANT. 

• "Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abra11am was, I am," See Jobo viii. 
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~riental Gleanings. 
He hath awakened from the DREAM of life. 
'Tis we who, lost in stormy visions, keep 
With phantoms an unprofitable strife. 

379 

-ADONAIS. 

THE candle pales before the lightning. So do our valleys fade, and our plains 
become unbeautiful, when the clouds part, and we behold, once in an age, the 
light-crowned summits of the everlasting hills. 

The clouds close; and we find our low, unlovely plains, with their dried and 
withered life, once more around us. 

We fall again to our daily drudgery, our useless toil; but some memory of the 
vision remains for us, after the heavens have been once opened, as 

" a presence that is not to be put by," 
working a subtle change, so that we no longer find our narrow world-grave wide 
enough. 

We la(e the true troglodytes. cave-dwellers, though we call our cavern the 
world. 

We are gnomes, condemned to forced toils, in the kingdom of darkness. 

Living for ages in the night-realm, we dream that our darkness is full day. 

Once and again, in the midst of the blackness, wonderful, bright vistas flash 
for a moment before us, awaking thousand light-echoes in the walls of our 
Erebus: fading again into a deeper night. 

Once and again, in the silence, sweet faint fairy songs ring out on the stillness 
of our night: dying away into a·heavier silence and gloom. 

Once and again, fair glowing colours gleam around us, the opal's crimson fire, 
the rainbow flame-drops; only to gleam for a moment.and then disappear in the 
darkness. 

All life is but a perpetual promise; an engagement renewed but never fulfilled. 

Man is a king, dethroned, and cast out from his kingdom; in chains and in a 
dungeon. 

Yet he is perpetually reminded of his royal estate, perpetually reminded that 
be has power to be free. 

But the king is dull, his heart is clogged with heaviness, and he will not listen. 
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The imprisoned monarch dreams his dungeon a palace, his fetters seem 
chains of gold. 

Man is the imprisoned monarch, who is bound with fetters; he himself holds 
the key of the prison, he alone can unloose the fetters. 

But the king dreams on. 

The heart of a beggar will not be content with half the universe, says a sage, 
he is not born to a part, but to the whole. 

So it is that in the world's garden blest with the choicest fruit, the most scented 
flowers; thrilled with the sweetest melodies, fanned by perfume-laden airs; we 
are silently apprised that there is that which is sweeter than melody, and more 
joyful than joy. 

Our life is the ante-room of the palace where our true treasure lies. 

The door may be opened in life; it may be opened by death: but there is a 
death which will not open the door. 

What is the treasure that lies within? 

Is it power? or wisdom? or happiness, or love? 

It is none of these things, and yet it is them all; for it is the life of them: a 
rare and precious quality, pure essence, whose presence alone gives these things 
their worth. It is amrita, the joy of the Celestials. 

Useless to seek to seize the ocean-echo, by clasping the shell in which it lies 
hid: as useless to try to seize this essence by grasping the form in which for a 
moment it shone. 

" As a bird alights on a branch, and then hops to another branch, so it is 
with THAT: it appears for a moment under one form; then under another." 

He who would drink this essence must dare to possess it pure; must willingly 
throw aside the dust-eovered treasures of earth that harboured its flavour before. 

The secret unconscious conviction that this divine essence exists; this Better 
than Best is no dream; this is the power that renders endurable life's long 
burden of pain, or deadlier still, of monotony. 

When the gleam of this essence shines forth, amidst the darkness of life, we 
believe the sorrow of eons a price too small for so splendid a recompense. The 
first strong day of power repays in full the weakness of ages. 

But that recompense escapes us; the day of strength does not dawn. 

The leaden clouds clash together; the fair glimpse of heaven is shut out 
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Man cries aloud in desolation, a poor captive beating his life out against the 
bars. 

Then quietness falls on the struggler's soul; he learns that the prize may be 
his, as soon as the price is paid; and he learns that the price is kimself. 

Two oracles there are, graved in the shrine of the heart. 
The First: Thou, Man, art the heir to fulness of life. 
The Second: No life that is bounded can ever satisfy thy soul. 

In every meeting of mortals, though their brains are stuffed full of all the 
follies and madnesses of the world; thou~h their hearts and minds are drugged 
with the dull intoxication of self and sense, there is quite unknown, or hardly 
suspected by these former, another far different company; august, powerful, 
beneficent; living with the everlasting laws; breathing the pure air of divinity; 
watching in silence their mortal companions, and making their presence felt by 
quiet, scarce-heard monitions in the recess of the heart; gently and steadily 
leading the weak and uncertain steps of the mortals up the steep path of 
divinity. 

These august immortals are no other than the mortals themc;elves; as they are 
now in promise, and as they will one day be in consciousness and life: when 
man shall have left behind that garment of follies which he, though a divinity, 
yet consents to wear. 

Divine apotheosis, long toiled for redemption, when to folly, dullness, and 
strife shall succeed mutual knowledge and mutual trust; when instead of the 
sullied desires and thoughts that now disfigure and debase him, man shall have 
claimed his high hopes and royal duties; when to the impotence and futility of 
man the mortal shall succeed the power and endurance of man the divinity; 
when death shall have fled before life, and the grave shall melt away into 
immortality. 

On that day the august company of watchers, the strangers unseen in the 
earthly company, shall have taken the place of the poor actors who now usurp 
the stage. 

These divinities that we shall become, will recognize nothing lower than 
universal aims; with their motives and actions, the mighty sweep of the celestial 
laws and the galaxies shall be in harmony; their work shall be for truth, and for 
universal love. 

When the silence falls upon us we can hear their voices, pointing out in the 
quiet light of divine law the true path for us to follow. 

By these and other pictures, symboh, and metaphors, we seek to express the 
conviction that this all-too solid looking world, this matter-of-fact earth of ours, 
with its fields and houses, streets and cities, is not the sum and crown of the 
universe: but that under this material seeming, lies hid the world of spiritual 
life, of divine law. 
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That we poor mortals, who can but raise our heads some six feet from the 
earth, towards the firmament of stars, can nevertheless, raise ourselves into the 
celestial inner world on which the material universe floats, like foam on a river 
of pure water; that in the inner world we can hear the music of the eternities, 
can learn the full richness of the celestial powers that surround us; and perceive 
the complementary parts of all that seems broken and futile and fragmentary on 
earth. 

By these and the like metaphors, we would express the belief, that even in the 
midst of the follies and madness which surround him on earth, man is yet an 
immortal god. 

That all calculations and human actions and foresights which count him to be 
less than this, must, either soon or late, be doomed to futility. 

That all men who see in their fellows less than gods and immortals in the 
making and who act towards them on this lower assumption, must sooner or later 
revise their opinions if they would not war with the unconquerable. 

All the air resounds with the presence of spirit and spiritual laws. 

This spirit it is, that, under the myriad illusions of life, works steadily towards 
its goal; silently, imperceptibly, irresistibly, moving on to divinity. 

Let us catch the echo from that great ocean which is borne in upon us, let 
us divine the working of the true life-spirit; and we can, without fear or 
apprehension, leave to the guidance of this power the doubtful destiny of our 
life_ 

Under all the futilities and insanities that fill up our earth life this power is 
silently at work. 

These terribly engrossing futilities and trifles are but the veil cast by the 
great magician over his work. 

By this glamour of Time are concealed from the weak souls of men, the 
dark abysses around them; the terrible and mighty laws which incessantly 
direct their life. 

These laws penetrate in all their power and mystery to the profoundest 
immensities of space; they work in their wonder and might through the longest 
ages of time. 

Around us, above us, within us, the forces of spirit are here. 

As the ice-floes melt before the summer, and the deep oceans beneath come 
once more to the light of the sun, so shall the seeming realities and stubborn 
materials of the world melt and dissolve before the silent, unperceived, irresis
tible advance of the celestial laws, and the world shall once more wear the 
crown of divinity. 

C.]., P.T.S. 
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A WOMAN'S MISSION. 

(MARY MERIVALE.) 

ONE even as we sat in the spring weather, 
While rose a crescent moon across the sea, 

And myriad little stars sprang forth together, 
She turned her grey eyes suddenly on me ; 

And" dear," she said .. true lover and true poet, 
"What should a woman-Christ do if she came? 

"Perchance from you my seeking soul may know it I" 
Ie Then were my cursed lips as touched with flame I 

Blind fool I was ! We poets are such creatures 
As windstruck harps endowed with sudden breath, 

Mere bundles of thrilled nerves with human features, 
Mere strings that sing of life and love and death. 

And lose themselves in singing, echo fashion; 
Our life, the very heart of us is dumb, 

But beats below the voice with silent passion 
And seeks the utterance that will never come . 

So I with swift words that fell thick as showers 
Of apple-blossoms on some maiden's hair, 

Wrought out the woman-Christ with her sweet powers 
Alas, my darling's doom I pictured there! 

I told how clear-eyed with the age's straining 
Up perilous paths of science and of thought, 

To fuller life and deeper soul attaining 
New light unto Christ's blessed lore she brought: 

I said, too, she would sift the grain for seeding 
To perfect thinking and to perfect life 

From chaff of custom, coward-cant unheeding, 
True woman always, whether maid or wife .... 

True woman in the sweetest sense, upholding 
Ideals ever, loving unto death; 

Yea, growing tenderer as life unfolding 
Shows hard, stern truths for visions youth dreameth. 
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How, judging from the inmost heart and being 
Of queen or peasant girl, crowned king or thief, 

Because all nature's heart her heart was seeing, 
All joy grew her joy, and all grief her grief. 

And freedom would she teach, not outward only, 
From rule of king or cant, or godless law, 

But freedom from the pride that makes men lonely, 
And wounds each kindred heart with fierce brute claw. 

And freedom from the selfishness that snatches 
SW'eet fruit from hungering lips, and swiftly drinks 

The wine another's weakness needs, or patches 
His leaking boat while the great slave-ship sinks! 

And freedom from all coward bonds that barter 
The soul's shame for lip honour brazenly, 

Set man's dead word before God's living charter, 
Link loveless souls with hideous mockery. 

To souls unloving, yet, if mad, despairing, 
They burst their fetters, curse them quick or dead, 

And crown themselves with Christ's name, only bearing 
The devil's image in his gracious stead! 

I told how, careless of the cold world's clamour, 
Straight-eyed and fearless to the unknown end 

Her steps would go, lit by no sudden glamour, 
But steady sunlight that the gods would lend 

Unto her path; and for her precious dower 
She bore such innocence and purity 

Each human heart grew sweet as a rose-flower, 
And scathless thro' sin's furnace glided she. 

And then I told of fiendish craft betraying 
The woman-Christ unto some shameful death, 

While love slept on, nor knew. all time for praying 
Had sped in dreams .... Alas whom love faiIeth. 

Shall any God have pity or compassion 
To shelter them 'neath fragrance of his wings ? 

No God save death, who coldly in his fashion 
Lays equal hands on beggars or on kings I 
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But Mary with her great eyes full of yearnin g, 
And little hands clasped firmly on her breast. 

With love's red roses in her sweet face burning, 
And all the magic; mystic unexprest 

The loved one bears about her, spake full slowly, 
"My soul hath had her answer, well I know 

"This mission you have pictured high and holy 
"Is mine alone, dear-heart, and I must go. 

" Ah, love, my trembling lips all calmly utter 
" The bitter words that sever us for aye I" 

Then sobbing fell she with a bird-like Rutter 
Of lips and hands, and on my bosom lay: 

And sudden all my swift words left me, winging 
I know not whither, or to earth or sky; 

I strained her to that heart her voice was wringing, 
But save by frantic kisses naught spake I. 

Of all the terror and the anguish growing 
Beneath the mournful glory of her eyes, 

While visions of the future caught me, showing 
The coming darkness when the sun should rise. 

"Oh, speak," she cried at last, "beloved, hear me 1 
" I dare not falter, dare not fail to go I 

" Have you no word now the dark hour draws near me ? 
" Mine own heart's heart hath not God willed it so? .. 

And then at last the torrent of my sorrow 
Burst forth in rushing, inarticulate speech. 

I knelt at her dear feet, and sought to borrow 
Some mightier power that her soul might reach: 

" Dear Heart," I pleaded, "hath God might to sever 
"Linked hearts like ours? Nay! 'Tis some demon's spell 

"Laid on you by the fiend, who rests not ever 
" From tempting loving souls to treason's hell ! 

"For how should you be true to all our brothers 
.. If false to me? my dearest, turn again; 

" Have we not chosen each from out all others? 
" Is not our precious task made clear and plain? 

27 
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"To love and labour, and to see before us 
" A gleaming ladder step by step appear, 

" Whereby we reach the stars that glimmer o'er us, 
" Each step by deeper loving growing clear? 

" And if love's ladder broken be, or darkened, 
" 110w shall we reach life's stars? ... Oh soul of me 

" Have not the very spirits within us hearkened 
" And breathed responses to love's litany? " 

" Yea, dear," she whispered, " each sweet word hath seeded 
" Into my soul, and flowcreth therein. 

" Your love was all the human in me needed, 
" But, ah! beyond it higher needs begin! 

" Love leadeth to the stars, but love of many, 
" Yea, love that claspeth all the world as one; 

" Look well amid the saints if there be any 
" Who chose her task to do beneath the sun. 

" Because I love you best and dearest ever, 
" Oh, never doubt the faithful heart of me ! 

" I dare to leave you, dare dry-eyed to sever 
" Love's clinging fetters!" . . . far across the sea. 

There stole a moaning wind-voice like a token 
Of some dire deed the dawning day should show, 

And, bending as a reed the storm has broken, 
I loosed my clasp, and let my darling go ; 

For now across the shadowed sky slow stealing, 
Came slender golden phantoms, slim and sweet, 

And, dreamy-eyed, the sun rose up, revealing 
The shivering stars hasting with silent feet 

Behind their cloudland, and the birds were singing 
Their first swift question to the flushing day, 

And sweet against the blue white gulls were winging, 
And all were glad no cursing God knew they! 

EVELYN PYNE. 
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THE YOGA PHILOSOPHY OF PATANJALI.* 

THE word Yoga means union, or that merging of mind and soul in 
the Divine element within us which is otherwise called concen
tration. Yoga (or concentration) is therefore that realisation of 

our oneness with the Supreme that has been the aim of mystics of all 
ages and all creeds. To reach this highest possible point of spiritual 
development, it is obvious that the whole of the threefold nature of 
man must be developed upon its various lines; that is, the physical, the 
mental, and the spiritual elements must receive an appropriate and 
simultaneous training, or we have a want of that harmony which is a 
necessary concomitant of perfection. A chain can be no stronger than 
its weakest link, and if any link in the triple chain of our being be 
imperfect, the whole must suffer the consequences. 

Concentration is used in two senses, as Yoga, or union with the Divine 
and as the employment of the means to that union. The one is the 
result, the other is the method leading towards that result. I say 
"towards Ihat result" advisedly, the goal being so far beyond any 
present hope of attainment. 

There are two systems of Yoga, the Hatha (or Physical) and the 
Raja (or mental Yoga). The first is said to be derived from Ha the 
sun, and Tha the moon, used as symbols for the regulated breathing 
supposed to produce the desired condition. "In the Hatha Yoga 
practice," says Mr. Judge, in his very interesting Introduction to the 
Aphorisms of Patanjali, "the result is psychic development, at the 
delay or expense of the spiritual nature." Raj a-Yoga is said to be 
derived from the root raj to shine, in allusion to the luminosity of the 
soul or Atman, and therefore means union with the Supreme Soul. 
.. The initiatory training of a true Vedantin Raj Yogi, must be the 
nourishing of a sleepless and ardent desire of doing all in his power for 
the good of mankind on the ordinary physical plane, his activity being 
transferred, however, to the higher astral and spiritual planes as his 
development proceeds." t 

Mr. Judge also tells us in his Introduction that there were two 
Patanjalis, the one known as a commentator upon the grammarian 
Panini, who wrote, according to the authority of Prof. Goldstiicker and 
others, about the year 140 B.C. ; the author of the Aphorisms being an 
older and altogether legendary character, of whom nothing remains but 
this book. But in a long and exhaustive article on the date of Sri 
Sankaracharya (" Five Years of Theosophy," p. 278) Patanjali is 

* THE YOGA APHORISMS OF PATANJALI. All i"~rpretlZtio,, by W. Q. Judge, assisted by 

James Henderson Connelly, New York. 
t Mohini CbatteJji on .. Morality and Pantheism." 
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mentioned as the Gurtl or spiritual teacher of Sankara, under the name 
of Govinda Yogi, it being the custom of Initiates to assume a new 
name. This Patanjali is declared to be the great author of the Mahah
hashya, the Yoga Sutras and a book on medicine and anatomy, and the 
Sutra period probably ended about 500 B.C., "though it is uncertain 
how far it extended into the depths of Indian antiquity. Patanjali was 
the author of the Yoga Sutras, and this fact has not been doubted by 
any Hindu writer up to this time. Mr. Weber thinks, however, that the 
author of the Yoga Sutras might be a different man from the author 
of the M ahahashya, though he does not venture to assign any reason 
for his supposition." 

,,/ The Yoga Aphorisms are divided into four books. BOOR First 
explains what practical concentration is, the obstacles to its acquirement 
and the way to overcome them. 

Book Second treats of the means of acquiring concentration through 
the purification of the body and the mind, and its results. 

Book Third analyses concentration in its higher metaphysical form, as 
the synthesis of attention, contemplation, and meditation, and shows 
how this leads to direct cognition, and absolute independence of the in
fluence of the body, and its obscurations of the intellect. The tools of 
the spirit having been made perfect, the mind becomes one with the 
soul, and isolatiOlI, e1Itancipation, or perfect concentration follows. 

The essential nature of Isolation forms the subject of the Fourlh (and 
last) Book. . 

The soul is defined (in Aphorism 20, Book Second) as the Perceiver, 
and seems to be identified by Patanjali with the conscious Ego. We are 
to conceive of it as the holder or possessor of the mind, which may be 
compared to a mirror wherein all truth may be reflected, provided the 
conditions are suitable. If the hody be impure or imperfect, the mirror 
of the mind is like a glass where the quicksilver is partly worn away, 
and the reflecting surface is impaired, or like one whose surface is dull 
and tarnished, or covered with dust. If the mind be not under control, 
the mirror is shaken by the winds or passion or impulse, or idle fancies, 
and the shadows of external things flit confusedly across its swaying 
surface, and we see nothing. 

The first thing to be done, then, that we may secure the perfect reflec
tion of the Higher Self, is to eliminate all these adverse conditions, and 
this is the object of the Yoga Aphorisms. "Concentration," says Patan
jali, .. is the hindering of the modifications of the thinking principle" (or 
mind.) In the fine lecture by W. K. Clifford on "Some of the Condi
tions of Mental Development," (1868) he shows how constant such modi
fications are. "If you will carefully consider what you have done most 
often during the day," says that distinguished philosopher, "you will find 
that you have really done nothing else from morning to night but cMIIge 

J ,our mind. . .. Did you perform any deliberate action? There was 
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the change of mind from indecision to decision, from desire to volition, 
from volition to act. . . . In a word, whatever you have done, or felt, or 
thought, you will find upon reflection that you could not possibly be 
conscious of anything else than a change of mind." 

These changes may be either sudden or gradual. In the latter case \ 
they are more properly called .. modifications," perhaps, and Patanjali 
tells us that they are of five kinds, and are painful or not painful. They 
are Correct Cognition, Misconception, Fancy, Sleep, and Memory,· that is, 
the mind may be led away from its subject of thought by (I) ideas that 
are true in themselves, or (2) false in themselves, by (3) idle notions 
suggested by some verbal association, by (4) sleep, or by (5) recollections. 
These modifications of the thinking principle, or as we more often say, 
this wandering of the mind, may be hindered in two ways, which are 
called Exercise and Dispassi01z. The former, the first step towards the 
far-off goal, is that mechanical fastening of the mind upon one point for 
a given length of time without intermission, which is called Attention, 
and is intended to strengthen the controlling power of the thinking 
principle. This is the preliminary sharpening of the tools or, to keep to 
the original metaphor, practice in the effort to hold the mirror perfectly 
still. The second step, Dispassion, is the attainment of freedom from all 
passions, desires, and ambitions, which cloud and obscure the mirror. / 
Carried to the utmost, it is indifference to all else than soul. This pur- , 
ification of the mind is to be accomplished through the practice of 
Benevolence, Tenderness, Complacency (which means, I suppose, cheerful
ness), and a disregard of the virtue or vice, the happiness or pain, of our 
fellow men. This does not mean that we are to be indifferent to the 
circumstances of others, but simply that we are not to allow our 
sympathies to upset our mental and moral equilibrium, and it is an exact 
corollary to the first maxim of the "Light on the Path."-" Before the 
eyes can see, they must be incapable of tears." 

The obstacles to the attainment of this serene andlimperturbed con
dition, are enumerated as Sickness, Languor, Doubt, Carelessness, Lazi
ness, AddictiOlt to objects of sense, Erroneous perception, Fazlure to attain 
any stage (of abstraction), and Instabzlity (to remain therein if 
attained). 

These obstacles are to be overcome, and the virtues before-named to 
be practised, and then follows a description of various physical and 
mental aids that will help the student in his difficult task,suchas certain 
exercises in breathing, or the banishment of an evil thought by dwelling 
upon its opposite, or by pondering upon anything that one approves. 

In conclusion, we have a description of the highest form of purely in
tellectual concentration, culminating in what is called" Meditation with
out a seed," where there is no longer any distinct mental recognition of 
the object, but vision has taken its place. This seems to be akin to the 
Gnosis of the Neo-Platonists. 
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Book Second deals more particularly with the physical and moral aids 
to concentration, being directed to the establishment of meditation and 
the elimination of" afflictions." These, as may be judged by the name, are 
of a more passive and involuntary character than the " obstacles" men
tioned in Book First, and are Ignorance, Egoism, Desire, Aversion, and 
Tmacityof Life, or what Schopenhauer calls" the will to live." These 
" afflictions" are inherent parts of our nature, whereas the" obstacles" 
are faults that lie more upon the surface, and can be more readily shaken 
off. They concern our mental attitude, the others lie at the very 
foundation of our being. Of these afflictions Ignorance is the origin and 
synthesis, being equivalent to Tamas (or Darkness) one of the three 
qualities that comprehend all things. It is mental or moral blindness, 
or the confounding of good and evil, eternal and transitory, pure and 
impure. 

Egoism consists in identifying the ego, or soul, the power that sees, 
with the power of seeing; that is, in confounding the soul with the mind 
that is its tool, as ignorant persons confound the mind with the organs 
of sense, and imagine it is the eye that sees. For as the mind uses the 
eye, so the soul uses the mind. We realise this when we say, "My 
mind is confused, I (that is, the soul or ego) cannot see the idea." 

Desire and Aversion mean, respectively, such dwelling upon pleasure 
or pain as perturbs the mind, and renders it incapable of the serene peace 
(described in the First Book) which is essential to perfect concentration. 
Desire and A version necessarily include all inordinate affections, and all 
forms of cowardice, whether moral or physical, the latter coming under 
the head of aversion to pain. 

The tenacious desire for earthly existence, or "the will to live," is the 
natural tendency of humanity, without which existence under ordinary 
conditions would be impossible. It is this tendency that produces rein
carnation, and that must be conquered ultimately or the cycle of re-~irths 
would never cease. 

It is from these five elements that spring the roots of our merits and 
demerits, or, in other words, that Karma, whose fructification in each suc
ceeding life on earth is either pleasure or pain. But to the man of 
perfect spiritual cultivation, all earthly things are grievous (since all 
the natural qualities are hindrances to the attainment of perfect concen
tration, or union with the Divine), and therefore in such an one, the desire 
for earthly life must gradually be lost. 

From the fact that in our present form of life the soul is so closely 
wedded to the mind, and the mind to the body, her vision is impeded, 
and she is constantly misled. The past cannot be changed, the present 
cannot be shunned, but for the future we can prepare, by avoiding all acts 
likely to cause pain to ourselves or others, at the same time that we re
frain from any fear or dread of what the morrow may bring forth. 
,For the Universe exists for the sake of the soul's experience and 
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emancipation-why then should we be troubled? The means of quitting 
the state of bondage to matter (which is caused by ignorance of the true 
nature of the soul and its relations), is perfect discriminative knowledge. 
This is of seven kinds (not named by Patanjali), and until it is attained 
in perfection, a partial illumination only will be the result of the practices 
conducive to concentration. These are eight in number, and comprise, 
like those mentioned in the First Book, physical, mental, and moral 
development, one of them alone, Forbearance, covering abstention from 
all the sins mentioned in the Decalogue. 

From this simultaneous development of man's threefold nature, there 
necessarily results both purity and strength, culminating in that per
fection of power which produces superlative felicity. The Second Book 
concludes with a description of these eight practices, and their results. 

The Third Book begins with an analysis of concentration in its higher 
intellectual form, as composed of Attention, Conte11lplatioll, and 
Meditation. 

Attention is fixing the mind upon a place, object or subject. 
Contemplation is the continuance of this attention. 
Meditatio1l is contemplation directed to a material substance or object 

of sense. 
The concentration resulting from the union of all these is called 

Sanyama, and is to be used in overcoming those more subtle modifica
tions of the mind suffered by the advanced student, who has overcome 
those described in the preceding books, and we are told that this more 
purely intellectual form of concentration is especially efficacious for the 
attainment of "distinct cognition." Although not immediately pro
ductive of it, it precedes that kind of meditation in which distinct 
cognition of the object is lost, called" meditation without a seed," and 
described at the end of the First Book. The Victorine Mystics of the 
1 2th century divided Contemplation into six stages, two belonging to 
Imagination, whose objects are Sensibilia, or sensible things; two 
belonging to Reason, bltelligibilia or truths concerning what is invisible, 
but accessible to reason, and two to Intuition, Intellectibilia, or unseen 
truth above reason. In fact, the resemblances are very numerous 
between the teachings of Richard of St Victor and those of Patanjali. 

But this is not the place to dwell upon this comparison; nor does it 
seem worth while here to enlarge upon the subtle definition of the 
the properties of objects that follow the analysis of Concentration. 
The larger portion of the Third Book is taken up by a description 
of the wonderful powers, both physical and mental, resulting from 
perfect control of the mind, and of all its hitherto undeveloped, and to 
most of us, unsuspected faculties. The 50th maxim says: "In the 
ascetic who has acquired the accurate discriminative knowledge of the 
truth, and of the nature of the soul, there arises a knowledge of all 
existences in their essential natures, and a mastery over them." 
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In this Book we see traced out the steps to the acquirement of 
perfect control of the physical through the mental, and the exemplifi
cation of the manner in which all knowledge may be reflected in the 
mirror of the mind, when made perfectly pure and held in perfect 
control. This is the highest stage of purely intellectual development, 
the ultimate point to which the mind of man can attain, but there is a 
further step, for in the last maxim of the Third Book we are told: 
Ie When the mind no longer conceives itself to be the knower or experi
encer, and has become one with the soul. the real knower and experi
encer, Isolation takes place, and the soul is emancipated," 

. The Fourlh Book proceeds to treat of this Isolation and its essential 
nature. It begins by defining the reasons for the variety of characters 
inherent in mankind, showing how each character is modified by the 
results of former lives, and how these characters may be still further 
modified by the proper use of the proper means. This modifying 
process is called Ie the removal of mental deposits," or in other words, 
of the accumulated experiences through which the entity has passed, 
which have left their traces upon it, as the different geological periods 
have left their record in the various strata of the earth. 

Maxim 23 tells us, that the mind, though assuming various forms 
by reason of these innumerable mental deposits, exists for the purpose 
of the soul's emancipation, and co-operates thereto. The mind, being 
the instrument of the soul, exists for the soul's sake; the soul cannot 
be said to exist for the sake of its instrument, any more than the sense 
of sight exists for the sake of . the eye. Having arrived at this per
fection of Knowledge, if the ascetic strenuously banishes all other 
thoughts, and is free from desire to exercise the powers that lie within 
his reach ( Ie is not desirous of the fruits," says Patanjali), and yet is not 
inactive, he arrives at the state called Dharma-Megka Ie the cloud of 
virtue," so-called because it brings that spiritual rain that causes the 
soul to blossom into emancipation. Then from the infinite heaven of 
absolute knowledge, the knowable seems a little thing and easy to grasp, 
then the modifications of the qualities cease to be, having accomplished 
their purpose, and time likewise is no more, for to emancipated soul there 
is nothing left but eternity, wherein past, present, and future are but 
one. Such a soul, having ceased to mistake the qualities of objects for 
realities, .. abides in its own nature," and is upon the threshold of abso
lute union with the Divine. : I For the greater part of mankind the First Book alone contains more 
than can be mastered in an ordinary lifetime, and therefore I have only 
sketched, in the briefest and most superficial manner, the general sub
jects of the last three Books. Theosophists owe a debt of gratitude to 
Mr. Judge, for having put within the reach of all, a work of such far
reaching import, such subtle analysis, and such tremendous grasp, as the 
Yoga Aphorisms of Patanjali. 
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It is not a book to be hastily read, but to be pondered and inwardly 
digested, to be comprehended by the intellect, and apprehended by the 
soul, and then wrought into the tissue of our life ! 

KATHERINE HILLARD, F.T.S. 

THE NATURE OF MATTER AND THE PERSONALITY. 

I T is well-known that throughout the universe runs the fundamental 
distinction into subject and object Thus knowledge consists of a 
knower and a thing that is known, sight is made up of a seer and 

a thing seen, and so on. A great deal may be learnt by studying things 
in their two aspects side by side. I propose in this way to consider 
personality and matter, which are the positive and negative aspect of the 
same thing. 

What we call "Matter" can be known to an ordinary mind only 
through impressions conveyed to the senses. All we can be certain of 
with regard to it is that it produces certain sensations, and we have no 
reason for supposing that anything exists apart from these sensations. 
Now, considering the five senses separately, it appears that we derive our 
idea of matter or substance from sight and touch alone; for we are unable 
to form any conception, from the senses of smell, taste and hearing, of any 
object or substance which may possess these qualities as attributes. All 
we know is that there is a certain odour or a certain flavour or a certain 
sound, but in the absence of sight and touch we should never think of 
connecting them with any idea of substance. There seems to be a 
specially mayavic character about the senses of sight and touch, and in 
order to get an unbiassed view of the nature of matter, we ought to 
recognise their illusory nature and regard them in the same way as we do 
the three other senses. In short we should regard fO.rm and touch as 
separate entities, rather than as attributes of a substance which could 
exist apart from them. 

Matter thus becomes reduced to a bundle of agents producing certain 
sensory impressions in our minds. But what are these agents? Eastern 
metaphysics teaches that they are certain forces in nature called "tatwas," 
which permeate the whole objective universe, so that a substance may 
be described as "a centre of tatwic vibration." The objective aspect of 
these tatwas affects universal or primordial substance, and causes 
what we call matter; while the subj~ctive aspect affects universal 
mind, and causes what we call our senses. Thus, when we perceive 
an object, the centres of tatwic force which we call our senses, vibrate in 
unison with the centres of tatwic forces which we call the object Thus 

we have arrived at a conception of matter as being a bundle of forces 
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working in primordial substance, and hence we realise that actual iden
tityof matter and force which is a tenet of the occultists. 

Bearing in mind this fact, it is evident that in order to obtain complete 
control over the objective universe, it is only necessary to be able to 
control these forces and manipulate them at our will. But we have 
seen that these same forces, in their subjective aspect, form our sensorium 
and produce all the effects of perception. Eastern occultists further 
maintain that our animal souls are made up of the same vibrations. 
which are known to us under the name of emotions, feelings. desires or 
wishes. 

Hence, if we are to control the tatwic forces as they exist in the ob
jective universe, we must be able to control them as they manifest them
selves in our souls; in other words, we must learn to master our passions, 
so that by resisting the forces of nature we may become independent of 
them, and be their masters instead of their slaves. And is not this the 
great lesson taught by all occult teachers to their pupils, and impressed 
upon us at every turn as the great object of achievement for the 
aspirant? When we first enter upon our esoteric studies we have to take 
these and similar truths on faith, but when by pondering the mysteries of 
nature we are able to deduce the same truths for ourselves, an additional 
stimulus to our progress is afforded. 

And now, in pursuance of my original plan, let me apply to the sub
jective aspect, or " personality," the same reasoning as I have applied to 
the objective aspect, or" Matter." Just as Matter, when stripped of all 
the forces which endow it with distinctive characteristics, is reduced to 
a universal and undifferentiated substance; so, when the forces which 
constitute the personality are removed, nothing is left behind but the 
true Self, which being undifferentiated is common to all individuals. For 
what we call our personality is nothing more than a collection of 
emotions and fancies, which are merely centres of tatwic vibration in the 
soul, and when we have obtained the mastery over them and can control 
them at will, we shall have destroyed personality, and be in a position to 
realise that the only true operator is the Higher Self. 

Thus we shall have arrived at the great occult Truth of the one universal 
" Something" in its true aspects of Spirit and Matter, the former being 
Universal Mind. and the latter the Akflsa or Waters of Space in which 
the former is reflected. 

H. T. EDGE, F.T.S. 
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ttbe ttalktng 3mage of 'UlfUf • 

• 
CHAPTER XII. 

A MIRACLE. 

agAR be it from us to throw a slur upon any of our fellow-men, or, still 
~ worse, to impugn the intelligence of any legally-constituted authority. 

Nor do we wish to besmirch the memory of good people by attributing 
wrong motives to what they did An old proverb says that to him to whom 
God gives 'an office He also gives the qualifications necessary to fill it. But in 
spite of all this, it is true, and the cloak of charity is not long enough to hide the 
fact, that, in comparatively modern times, at a certain village to which a negro, 
by some mishap, found his way, he was rubbed and washed by order of the 
authorities, for the purpose of making him white, because these good and well
meaning people had never heard of black men. The burgomaster, especially, 
was not a little indignant that a strange vagabond should dare to appear in his 
presence with such a black face. 

It is in the nature of man that he should fear and hate that which he does not 
know, and persecute that which he does not understand. Thus it has been 
before, and history never ceases repeating itself. The huntsman is proud of 
killing a bird such as has never been seen, and the scientist knows of no greater 
pleasure than to examine a new discovery in its minutest details, even if that ex
amination involves the destruction of the object. 

Let the new discovery be a bird of the woods or a truth descended from 
Heaven for the purpose of redeeming the world, it will always have to be ill
treated by ignorance, misunderstood, and its form destroyed before poor and 
benighted humanity will awaken to a true understanding of its nature. In vain 
the history of Galileo is shouted into the ears of the modern scientist, he himself 
constitutes a petty tribunal of inquisition, and acts like the one which objected 
to the rotundity of the earth, whenever he finds a truth not in accordance with 
his adopted opinions. 

We do not claim that this should not be so; we believe that everything is the 
outcome of previously existing conditions, and therefore exactly what is must be. 
We do not propose to blame the world for not being better than it is; we would 
merely like to have it clearly understood what it is. Neither credulity nor 
scepticism is the true saviour of mankind 

The history of Christina Mirabilis, born in 1150 at Luettich, who had the 
power of flying from tree to tree like a bird, and who could not be caught until 
some ruffian succeeded in breaking her leg with a stick of wood thrown at her, or 
that of Joseph of Cupar/ino, born on July 17th, 1603, at Naples, who was first 
tortured on the rack by the Holy Inquisition, and afterwards made a saint, 
because he was in possession of certain powers, of which the majority of other 
persons do not know that they exist. These and a thousand similar histories 
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might be cited to show that Self-opinionatedness is the spouse of Ignorance, and 
Cruelty is their child 

Nor does the history of the Talking Image of Urur show that those who wish 
to pry with curious eyes into the mysteries of Nature have become any wiser 
than their forefathers, who likewise hunted for external proofs, for the purpose 
of convincing themselves, by argumentation, of the existence of things which 
they ought to have been capable of perceiving within their own selves. 

Phenomena of a strange and occult character continued to take place in the pre
sence of the Talking Image. The ringing of invisible silver bells was often heard 
in the air, and occult letters were dropped on the heads of the Chelas, but the 
greatest phenomenon of all that occurred, and one which may truly be con
sidered of a miraculous nature, was 'that some of the benighted Chelas and 
Members of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom actually said and wrote 
certain things, whose character bore self-evident proof that they must have emanated 
from an intelligence superior to their own. Unfortunately, such an inspiration 
never lasted. Thus, Mrs. Honeycomb wrote a little book entitled "Rays of 
Wisdom," which contained great and exalted thoughts, and was evidently full of 
divine inspiration; a book which she herself neither understood, nor did she 
follow the counsels given therein. It was nevertheless, a very remarkable book, 
and one which seemed to be the outcome of the magnetism of Rataramorubatchi 
poured upon Mrs. Honeycomb's head. 

Mr. Green, likewise, after having received several numbers of the Edwardsville 
Herald, sent to him by a friend, and which spoke in a flattering manner of his 
prospects of being advanced to the hierophantic chair, felt encouraged to sit 
down and try some of Krashibashi's magnetism, an effort which we are glad to 
state was not without a certain result. He went into poetry, and, with his per
mission, we will give the reader a speimen of his productions :-

" Do you know for what I'm yearning? 
Guess, ab, guess what it can be, 

I am yearning after learning 
All 'bout Mulaprakrit,: 

" I am yearning, like the parrots, 
Without mustard cannot be, 

And like mules that yearn for carrots, 
After Mulaprakri/i." 

If we take into consideration the fact that Mr. Green never wrote any poetry 
before, we shall clearly perceive' that he must have been inspired; for, although 
the form of the poem is somewhat defective, the underlying ideas are very sug
gestive and beautiful 

But Pancho's brain, we are sorry to say, remained entirely inactive, even 
under the combined influence of the magnetism of Krashibashi and Rataramoru
batchi, for, being of a mulish and stubborn nature, he would continually do his 
own thinking, and not allow the ideas of the Mysterious Brotherhood to take 
shape in his mind 

Madame Corneille's occult powers were of a different kind. Her speciality 
seemed to be the production of direct occult letters without the application of 
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magnetism of any kind; and, moreover, the occult letters produced through her 
strange mediumistic powers offered the extraordinary advantage of always 
appearing at the time when they best served her purpose. 

Thus a few days after the interview between Madame Corneille and Rev. 
Sniff, Captain Bumpkins found an occult letter while alone in his room. Its 
contents were as follows: 

"My DEAR BUMPKINs.-In consideration of the valuable services which 
you have rendered to the cause of Truth, and as a reward for your indefatigable 
labours, I am authorised by the great I Am to communicate to you the 
following: 

"You are aware that the chiefs of the Mysterious Brotherhood live in a city 
called Kakodumbala, situated within the inaccessible mountain regions of the 
Lybian desert, and guarded by a legion of grim elementals. No mortal foot has 
ever found the way to the place where we live, nor could it be approached by 
a balloon, as we would immediately send a thunderbolt to annihilate the intruder; 
but to you, our esteemed Hierophant, we will disclose the fact that there are 
subterranean passages leading under the mountains to the doors of our city. 
He who is wise enough to discover such a passage, courageous enough to enter 
it and strong enough to encounter the foul air contained therein, if once he safely 
passes through that passage, to him the doors of our city will be opened, and 
the remaining years of his Chelaship will be remitted. We will give him a 
diploma to show to the world that he is a member of the Mysterious Brother
hood and he shall be entitled to wear a green ribbon with the order of the Blue 
Elephant suspended upon his breast. Hoping that you will make the attempt 
to find the subterranean passage, so that you may be introduced to the great 'I 
Am,' I remain, Yours faithfully, 

" KRASHIBASHI." 

Where, ah, where, can we find words·to express and picture the delight which 
Captain Bumpkins experienced after reading this letter I He made up his mind 
to immediataly start for the mountains, and discover the subterranean hole. 
He did not for a moment consider the dangers connected with such a perilous 
undertaking; he only thought of the diploma, of the order of the Blue 
Elephant and of his introduction to the great I Am, whom he rightly supposed 
to be a personage superior to the rest of the Mysterious Brotherhood, and whom 
he pictured to himself as an old benevolent man, with a long grey beard, dresssd 
in a white gown, with a crown upon his head, and reading the Bnagavat-Gila. 

Thus the Hierophant left, and for several weeks, nothing unusual happened 
at Urur. Madame Corneille frequently went to the city, presumably to hold 
interviews with the Rev. Sniff. Mrs. Honeycomb was searching for means to 
discover the whereabouts of the Black Magicians, Mr. Green occupied himself 
with evolving thoughts for the benefit of Humanity, and Pancho wasted his 
time in worrying because he did not know certain things, instead of employing 
it in seeking to obtain knowledge of them. 

At this time some violent attacks were made by certain newspapers upon the 
Talking Image, and its doctrines. These were said to be pernicious, and the 
occult phenomena taking place at Urur were denounced as sleight-of-hand per
formances. They were made, it was averred, by Mr. Green and the other 
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Chelas, for the purpose of enticing the gullible linto the Society for the Distri
bution of Wisdom. Especially" The Missionary," a paper published at the 
city was virulent in his attacks upon the Image, saying that it was possessed by 
devils, and that all it said was produced by ventriloquism; that Krashibashi and 
Rataraborumatchi were spooks and impostors, and that the Image ought to be 
destroyed and its supporters prosecuted. by law. 

To substantiate these claims a number of letters were published by "The 
Missionary," and these letters were said to be copies from originals signed by 
Krashibashi and Rataramorubatchi. The originals were to be privately shown 
at the office of "The Missionary," whose editor was the Rev. Sniff. This threw 
a great deal of discredit upon the Mysterious Brotherhood, impugning as it did 
the honesty of Krashihashi, the veracity of Rataramorubatchi and the intelli
gence of Captain Bumpkins and Mr. Green. The following are some of the 
specimens, as they appeared 

"Extracts" fr()m The Missi()nar)'. 
"My DEAR MADAME CORNEILLE. The Mysterious Brotherhood is sorely 

in need of money. Please persuade Captain Bumpkins to appoint a committee 
to go to London and to rob the Bank of England of a few millions of pounds. 
Let him choose for that purpose only people of intelligence-if any such may 
be found. Let them be provided with crowbars and dynamite, and take good 
care not to be caught. Yours for the truth, RATARABORUMATCHI." 

The second letter, in different handwriting, was addressed to the Hierophant. 
"My DEAR CAPTAIN BUMPKINS. You know that every Chela must have a 

master, whose orders he must obey implicitly, but whom he is not permitted to 
know until he becomes finally initiated after having had his obedience tested 
and tried in every way. You will probably soon be offered a high position in 
the government. Accept it, but whatever the government may order you to 
do, always remember that you must first of all obey the orders of your un
known Master. Not the enemy of the government, but the enemy of your 
Master is your enemy. Do not forget this, and all wilI be well with you, even 
if the government goes to the deuce. Yours faithfully, KRASHIBASHI." 

The third letter was in still another handwriting, and to experts that 
were called in, have never been able fully to determine the name of the 
mysterious Brother who wrote it. It was as follows: 

" SAPRISTI ! Shal we submit to bay our mon~e to the Gouvernement? Shal 
we supprimer our rais()n 1 Shall we listen to the enseignments of M()nsieur Ie 
bishop? No, nevare I We will eat up these Hottentots. They will be nothing 
to us but a dejeuner Ii fa f()urchette." 

The last one was signed by the "Talking Image" itself, although it has 
never been explained how an image of stone could write a letter without being 
made to write it by some external influence. It ran thus: 

"Oh, how weary I am of life in a world where everything without a single 
exception is the product of ignorance; a world which is only one grand halluci
nation. Please show me one man or woman who is not a fool and I will thank 
you for it. Alas, he who thinks that he is not a fool is surely the greatest of all, 
because life itself is a tomfoolery, and if he were not a fool, he would not have 
been born at alL What but vanity is even the greatness of the kings in this 
world. •• ." 
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(The rest of_the letter-it was stated-could not be published for reasons 
that are intimately connected with the interests of religion and morality.) 

Such villainous and seditious letters, subversive to the authority of church 
and state, and tending to overthrow the very foundations of society-(for what 
would become of society if every person should consider the other a fool?) 
could not be tolerated Even the friends of the Image did not wish to be told 
th~t they were fools; the scientists stormed, the clergy raged, the aristocracy be
came indignant; the Government was applied to for protection, and the public 
demanded in a loud voice that the Image should be destroyed. 

To crown the exposure, a letter in the handwriting of Mr. Green was found 
and published in "The Missionary." It was addressed to a medical man, and 
its contents were as follows: 

" Dear Sir,-I have been informed that you have a good remedy by which 
the power of ventriloquism cm be developed. Ever since I came to Urur, I 
and the other Chelas have been engaged in making' the Image' talk by our ven
triloquism and we are all affected with sore throat and cramps in the digestive 
organs. If you can give me any advice, please address." 

." GREEN ESQ, CHELA, URUR." 

This letter, which, however, afterwards was declared to be a forgery, settled 
the matter. It proved beyond the possibility of a doubt, that the Image was 
not only possessed by devils, but that all its utterances were the results of frauds 
and impostures produced by Mr. Green, Mr. Malaban and Ram. Henceforth, 
the clamour of the press, and the outcry of the public, could not be treated any 
longer with indifference. It was necessary that an example should be made 
and the culprits be punished. 

These were dark days for the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom. While 
the Hierophant was away, seeking for the subterranean hole that leads to the 
city of Kakadumbala, they were like a herd of sheep without their leader, not 
knowing which way to go. In vain Messrs. Malaban, Ram and Green sent 
lengthy communications to the papers in defence of the Mysterious Brother
hood; the former expressing his contempt for the vile insinuations of 
"The Missionary," which he would not have condescended to answer if it were 
not for the benefit of humanity; while the latter stated that he had studied 
Latin and Greek, and that, therefore, even a child might see that he was not the 
man to be easily imposed on. Alas, for poor humanity! All these communications 
were returned with the ominous words written 011 the margin, "declined with 
thanks." In vain Mrs. Honeycomb, being certain that it all was the work of 
Black Magicians, substituted nitric acid for the oil of vitriol, the latter having 
proved to be ineffective to restore harmony at Urur. Krashibashi and Ra
taramorubatchi seemed to have gone to sleep. Whether they had emigrated, 
or found it beneath their dignity to meddle with such trifling affairs, has not 
been ascertained; because Captain Bumpkins was gone and the Chelas were not 
permitted to tell At last, however, a communication was given through the 
" Image," signed by the great I Am, in which he said that on a certain day he 
would give a public proof of his power, and existence, and perform a miracle. 

This letter created a great sensation, and a kind of armistice was silently 
agreed upon between the friends and the foes of the Image, until the day of the 
miracle should arrive. 
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At this time an event occurred which created a great sensation among the 
members of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom. It has never been as
certained how the rumour originated; but on a certain day the news was 
suddenly spread that a living Adept, a member of the Mysterious Brotherhood, 
had been seen near the Shrine, and was now inhabiting one of the forests 
adjoining Urur. The appearance ·of a man-eating tiger in the vicinity of an 
African village, would not have created a greater sensation than did this report 
about the presence of a man who was really wise. The Chelas were seen 
to run about and gesticulate in an excited manner, and everyone who was 
not an invalid took to the woods in search of the supposed Adept. Mr. 
Green along with the others swore that he would not return until he had 
attained his object. 

Pancho went likewise to the forest; but for a different purpose. He had begun 
to think that it would be of little use to hunt' for an Adept from whom to 
receive further instruction, as long as the instructions which he already possessed 
were not carried out. Moreover, he was led to believe that spiritual know
lejge is of a subjective kind, which cannot be taught by words; but that it 
consists in a knowledge of certain powers existing within oneself, and which 
must exist therein before one is able to know them. He cared no more for talk 
but wanted to study the germs of power existing within himself, and to 
practise that meditation which is taught in the ancient books. He got the 
trJ.nslation of Edwin Arnold's "Song Celestial," and read the description in 
it of a Yogi; that is to say of one who has attained the power of being 
self-conscious of divine truth. 

" . • . . Sequestered should he sit 
Steadfastly meditating, solitary, 
His thoughts controled, his passions laid away, 
Quit of belongings. In a fair still spot, 
Having his fixed abode--not too much raised 
Nor yet too low-let him abide; his goods 
A cloth, a deerskin and the Kusa grass. 
There setting hard his mind upon the One, 
Restraining heart and senses, silent, calm, 
Let him accomplish Yoga and achieve 
Pureness of soul, holding immovable 
Body and neck and head, his gaze absorbed 
Upon his nose end." 

Pancho:made up his mind to follow these directions and to try the experiment 
11 c knew of a quiet secluded spot near the seashore, where he could practise 
the ceremony prescribed in the Bhagavat Gita, without being disturbed He 
rc',olved to make the trial. True, he thought that a little more clothing than a 
doth would do no harm and he had neither a deer skin nor a supply of Kusa 
gra$S; but these were evidently matters of secondary consideration. 

So taking his hat he proceeded towards the seashore. He did not follow the 
fe·ad but went through the forest and jungle to a place where stood an old 
d".;c)rted Mahommedan temple whose walls were crumbling to pieces. He 
mounted the platform in front of it. This platform was about four feet high 
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and consequently cc not too much raised nor yet too low." There he sat down, 
making himself as comfortable as possible, watching for a while the moonbeams 
playing upon the foaming waves and listening to the sound of the surf. He 
then tried' to keep his body, head and neck immovable, and directed his gaze 
upon his nose end, not without fear however of getting a permanent squint. 

Some months had now elapsed and Pancho had received no further news from 
his wife. To his troubles about philosophical questions was added the anxiety 
to know the reason of Conchita's silence. He had written several letters, but 
received no answer. He had even began to make himself familiar with the 
thought that she was dead. In this opinion he was confirmed by the fact that 
he dreamed of her frequently and believed at times he saw her form even after 
awakening; but no sooner did his external consciousness become fully re-estab
lished, than the apparition disappeared. 

He tried to think of nothing, but did not succeed, for thoughts of Conchita 
came into his mind; when his eyes were attracted to the moonbeams that fell 
through the branches. Suddenly it seemed to him as if there was a cloud-like 
mist floating between the trees, and that it grew denser and denser, until it 
assumed the well-known form of Conchita, robed in white; but far more beautiful 
than he had ever seen her in life. Her face was radiant with joy, her eyes 
seemed to penetrate to his very soul, she smiled, and although her lips did not 
move, nevertheless it seemed to him that he heard her saying: 

Ie Do not grieve my beloved one, all will be welL" 
cc Is it then true," thought Pancho, cc that you are dead?" and as if in answer 

to his thoughts the form replied: 
cc Not dead; but gone before." 
Ie How happy you seem to be," cried Pancho, and heard in reply: 
Ie Joy! joy! There is no death. My power to communicate with you is growing 

stronger. Farewell! " 
Ie Farewell!" echoed Pancho, as the dear form faded away. 
How long Pancho sat in that place meditating about the vision he he had 

seen is not known; but he was suddenly disturbed by a voice speaking in solemn 
accents the words: 

"Rum, shrum, Korumbulum, satawaki, Karibaki, KrashibashL" 
It was Mr. Green's voice, and as Pancho looked around, there in the moon

light stood Mr. Green himself, repeating the above meaningless words. But 
what was most peculiar about him was that he was dressed in absolutely nothing 
except a loin cloth, his white flesh forming a strong contrast with the dark back
ground of trees." 

cc Rum, shrum, Korumbulum !" it sounded again, when Pancho exclaimed: 
cc What are you doing, Mr. Green? Are you not afraid of snakes? " 
Ie No snake will bite him who has been selected to become a hierophant," 

replied Mr. Green. "I have become a real probationary Chela and I am under 
the special protection of Krashibashi who will see that I am not bitten by 
snakes." 

Ie But what has become of your clothes?" asked Pancho. 
"I took them off," replied Mr. Green, Ie for it is written that a real Yogi must 

wear nothing but a loin cloth. 
" And what are the words you spoke?" asked Pancho. 

28 
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" I am sorry that you have listened," answered Mr. Green. " They are a sacred 
formula that was given to me by my guru." 

Pancho looked into the eyes of Mr. Green and what he saw there was-insanity I 
Then it seemed to him as if he had suddenly become aware of an abyss yawning 
at his feet, and that he himself was on the verge of it. He knew that if he 
should go one step further he himself would become a maniac like Mr. Green. 

By a good deal of persuasion he prevailed upon Mr. Green to put on his 
clothes and return home with him. From this simple act of kindness Pancho 
received more interior satisfaction and spiritual strength, than if he had stood 
upon one leg for a week, or held his breath for a month, or gone through any 
similar kind of ceremony prescribed by the Yoga philosophy. In the meantime 
the day was approaching when Krashibashi was to perform his miracle. On the 
evening before the great day, numerous visitors had arrived for the purpose of 
witnessing it. Among the former was Mr. Bottler, in his official capacity as 
deputy of the Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences, and it was on him 
that now hung the hopes of the S. D. \Y. He was looked upon as the redeemer 
who was sure to confound the enemies of the Society, by proving beyond any 
reasonable doubt the existence of the Mysterious Brotherhood j and what Mr. 
Bottler said confirmed the members of the S. D. W. in their belief that they 
would gain a complete victory over their detractors. 

" I congratulate the members of the Society for the Distribution of Wlsdom," 
said Mr. Bottler, "that a man of such eminent qualifications as I possess has 
been selected to investigate the claims of the Mysterious Brotherhood. If these 
Brothers exist, I say, let their doctrines be believed, by all means j but if they 
do not exist, then their doctrines should not be accepted, for what they teach 
can only be pernicious in the extreme. If it can be shown that the raps which 
were made in the presence of the Imag,e were not produced by the great Krashi
bashi, but by a being of an inferior order, then I say, I shall not believe for a 
moment in his theories of evolution j but if Krashibashi himself produced these 
raps, then I shall announce to the world that his doctrines are true." 

These wise words of Mr. Bottler were received with great applause. 
" There can be no doubt that there exists a source of inspiration,"· observed 

Mr. Green. 
"If there is such a source," observed Mr. Bottler, "let it be shown. Let it 

come forward and show whether or not it can stand the test of scientific re
search. What is this power which claims to be the source of inspiration? To 
what category does it belong? What is its chemical composition? How shall 
it be c1a')sified? Let it give us visible and tangible proof of its existence. Until 
this is done, I for one shall refuse to believe." 

Mr. Bottler was then introduced to Madame CorneilIe, and they soon became 
friends. She made to him certain revelations intensely interesting and highly 
important for the promotion of science. What the exact nature of these revela
tions was has never been fully revealed, from that day to this. It was merely 
whispered that Mr. Bottler was provided with a large-sized flask to be corked 
with Solomon's sea~ and into which he expected to ensnare a living Adept to be 
henceforward preserved in the Museum of his Society. 

Supper, to which a number of guests were invited, was announced. During 

• A .. Mahatmic Force 1" [ED.] 
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that meal Mr. Bottler astonished the members of the Society for the Distribution 
of Wisdom by his profound learning. 

Mr. Green proposed a toast to Mr. Bottler, the representative member of the 
Society for the Discovery of Unknown Sciences, and in answer to it Mr. Bottler 
rose and said: 

"Well may modern science be proud of the results it has achieved! All that 
has been formerly considered occult, has now been thoroughly explained, and 
new discoveries are continually being made by science. Through my own in
fatigable labours, carried on with an immense amount of patience and exact· 
ness for a number of years, I have succeeded in proving beyond the possibility 
of contradiction, that if we take one of these rotate-spheroidal Calcium-carbo
nate-exudates of embryonial-gallinaceous intermediary formations" (here Mr. 
Bottler took up an egg from the table), "and by the exercise of a certain 
amount of force perforate the polar curvature-maxima of the same situated dia
metrically_ opposite, disturbing the equilibrium within the exterior periphery, 
either by suitable mechanical appliances, or even by physiological means, we 
may create variations between the internal and external tensions of the fluids 
contained within the said ovoid body. In consequence of this, the protoplasmic 
sarcode mass with all the physiological products belonging thereunto, will be ex
pelled either with a constant or varying velocity, in a straight or parabolic direc
tion, according to the fundamental laws governing the hydrodynamic equations 
of fluidic and semi-fluidic bodies." 

Larger and larger grew the eyes of Mr. Green during Mr. Bottler's discourse. 
Formerly he had imagined that to suck an egg it was only necessary to make a 
hole in each end; but now he saw the profundity of his ignorance. The 
members of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom listened awe-struck and 
in silence, and their attention reached its climax when Mr. Bottler proceeded to 
demonstrate by beautiful experiment the truth of the theory he hlld so clearly 
explained. He solemnly perforated the ovoid body; but as the egg was hard 
boiled-a circumstance which Mr. Bottler could not have foreseen-the experi
ment failed this time. 

The eventful day had arrived 
The great day of the MIRACLE. Early in the morning large crowds assembled 

at Urur; but only a certain number of selected people received admission cards 
to enter the shrine. At the appointed hour the procession could be seen wend
ing its way to the temple. There was Malaban Babu with his unavoidable flag, 
and Ram-Garu carrying incense, Messrs. Bottler, Green, Pancho, Mrs. Honey
comb with other Chelas, besides a great number of experts and dignitaries that 
had come from the city to witness the performance. They entered the temple 
and ascended the stairs leading to the sacred room. They opened the door in 
solemn silence and raised their eyes in reverential awe. They looked in the 
direction of the Shrine, and then stared wildly at each other. . . . 

The "Talking Image" was go.ne I . . . . 
FRANZ HARTMANN. 

( TD 6e continued.) 
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THE SEVEN MYSTERY NAMES. 

W HICH are the genuine seven mystery names? That Mikael 
Gabriel, Raphael, Oriel, Scaltiel, Jehudiel and Barackiel, are 
substitutes only we have been told already by some Masters, 

and by Mme. Blavatsky. (See LUCIFER, July 15, 1888, pp. 355-365.) Let 
us, then, try and find out the real names-if we can. 

Different authors give different names to the" seven mystery gods," or 
the "seven spirits of God," as the Apocalypse has it My research
unfortunately too short and too incomplete - led to the following 
result: 

I. 
In Heptameron by Pietro de Abano, 

I. Mickael is the angel of Sunday 0. 
2. Gabriel " " Monday ]} 
3. Samael " " Tuesday 3. 
4- Raphael " " Wednesday ~. 
5. Sachiel " " Thursday 2l-. 
6. Anael " " Friday ~ . 
7. Cassiel " " Saturday '? . 

II. 
In Semiphoras, one of the many so-called "Keys of Solomon," tIu 

snen planeta", angels are named : 
I. Z apkiel ~ . 
2. Zadkiel 2l-. 
3. Camael 3. 
4- Raphael 0. 

The Planeta", Spirits are called: 

5. Haniel ~. 
6. M ickael ~ . 
7. Gabriel ]). 

"1;1 Sabathiel, 2l- Zedekiel, 3 Madimiel, 0 Semeliel, or Semishiah 
~ Nogahel, ~ Coahabiah, or Cochabiel, and D Jarechel, or Jevanael 

The planets themselves are given the following names: 
" Sabachay, 2l- Sodech, 3 Modym,0 Hamnia, ~ Noga, ~ Cochab 

and D Lavahan. 
III. 

In The Invocation of St. Ckristopher, or "Christopheles-Gebet" (the 
Prayer of Christopher), the seVen archangels are named: 

Gabriel, Rapkael, Michael, Uriel, Zacharia, Emanuel, and ClI4ra
pkael. 

IV. 
In De Map V,terum by A,.batel the seven plan,ts are enumerated 

thus: 
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I. Oripkiel, or Opkiel ". 2. ] opkiel 2/.. 3. Samael 3. 4- M ickael 
0. S· Anael ~. 6. Rapkael IS. 7· Gabn'el J). 

The seven angels standing before tke Lord are said to be: 
I. "Oriphiel. 2. ~ Anael. 3. 2/. Zachariel. 4- 0 Michael. 

5. IS Raphael. 6. 3 Samuel (Samael ?). 7.}) Gabriel. 

V. 
In Semipkoras, or Schemhamphorasch Salomonis Regis, the 
7 keights of tke planets and the 7 planeta,., angels are called: 

I. Samaym (Schamaym). I. Ophanzel. 
Gabriel J). 

2. RaafJUin. Zachariel, 2. T"cltagara. 
Raphael IS. 

3. SaafJuin. Anabel, 3. Barad. 
Avabel ~. 

4- Mackonon. Michael. 
0. 

S. Mathey. Samael, 
S~ball 3. 

6. Sebul. Zachiel, 2/.. 
7. A rabat. Cassiel,,, . 

VI. 

4- Quelamia. 

S. Anazimur. 

6. Pasckar. 
7. Boel. 

In Tke Great Grimoi,., of tke Pope Honon'us the Spirits of tke air are 
enumerated thus: 

I. Mukad, 0. 2. Gabriel, D. 3. Gamael (Samael?) 3. 
4- Raphael IS. S. Serachiel (Sachiel?) 2/.. 6. Anael ~. 7. Kapltpiel 
(Cassiel?) ". 

VII. 
In 1"he Telescope of Zoroast"., also called Tke Kabbala 0/ tlte Mag~ 

the Ie Intelligences" are given the following names: 
I. (a.) Genhelia, Sun-intelligence, material or elementary. 

(b.) Psycltkelia, Sun-intelligence, spiritual or ethereal. 
2. (a.) Selena, Moon-intelligence, material 

(b.) Psyckomene, Moon-intelligence, spiritual or ethereal. 
3. Erosia, Venus-intelligence. 
4- Panurgio, Mercury-intelligence. 
S. Letltophoro, Saturn-intelligence. 
6. Aglae, Jupiter-intelligence. 
7. Adamasto, Mars-intelligence. 

VIII. 
In Cypriani Citatio Angelorum the Ie angels" enumerated are not less 

than eight, as witness this invocation: 
"Cito imprecor, requiro atque exoro jam vos, 0 Almaziel, Ariel, Ana

lkamia, Ezebul, Abiul, Ezea, Akesin et Calizabin, angelos Dei sanctis
simos." 
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IX. 
In a book of black magic Dr. Joltann Faus/ens Miyacul-Kuns/ und 

HlundeY-Buclt odeY Die scltwayse Rabe, auclt deY DYeifaclte Hol/enzwang 
gmannt, the black shadows of the planetary spirits, or .. tlte seven Grand
dukes of Hell" are named: 

I. Asul 0. 2. Mepltis/opltelis (Mephistopheles?)]). 3. MaYbuelJ. 
4. Ariel!S. 5. Antguel CAzibael?) 1/.. 6. Anisel (Anifel?)~. 7· 
Eaifael (Barbuel?) 7. 

X. 
In Claviculae Salomonis, id est Tlteosopltia Pneumatica, the following 

II seven administrators" are mentioned: 
I. Aratlt,.on. (Saturn). Seal: ~ 
2. Betltor. (Jupiter). Seal: eJT 
3. Pltaleg. (Mars). Seal: 11"'- TT 

4. Oclt. (Sol). Seal: ~ 

. 5. Hagi/It. (Venus). Seal: ~ 

6. Opltul. (Mercury). Seal: Pf::7 
7. Pltul. (Luna). Seal: t..tJJ 

XI. 
In De M agia Veterum by A ybatel the same names, as in Claviculae 

Salomonis, are mentioned as a variation. 

XII. 
In Magia Divina, printed in 1745, the planetary dukes are named: 
I. AYatltron,? 2. Betltoy,1/.. 3. Pltaleg, 3. 4- AIt, 0. 5. Haptlt, 

~. 6. Olltul, !S. 7. Pltul, D. 
XIII. 

In a recent lllustyated Histoyy of /lte World (Illustrerad Verldshis
toria), published in Stockholm, Sweden, the following are said (i. 77) to 
be the names of /lte Cltaldean planetaT}' gods: 

I. Samas 0. 2. Sin, D. 3. Aday, 01' Adannalik, ? 4- A'. 
(Nebo), !S. 5. Nergal, 3. 6. M arduk, 1/.. 7a. Istay (the morning Star, 
the Goddess of Battle), and b Bilit (the Evening Star, the GOOdess of 
Love), ~. 

XIV. 
The Opltic plane/aT}' gyOUP (Origen in Celsum vi. 25) consists of: 
I. Mickael, 0. 2. Sunel, (1/. ?). 3. Raphael, !S. 4- Gabriel,]). 5' 

Tltan/abaotlt, (~ ?). 6. EYatsao/lt, (!S ?). 7. Ouriel, (? ?). 

XV. 
Origenes calls the Sun Adona", the Moon Jao, Jupiter EIo;, Mars 

Sabao, Venus OYai, Mercury Astapltai, and Saturn Ildabaoth. 
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NOTE J. 
In the Bi61e. " the two greater and the five minor lights .. are named : 
I. Tiu SUII: ;'9n CAam-.t (5 times); D1':' Clures (3 times); IUtlTl1 SlumuA, Babylonian 

and Assyrian Shamas (ISO times). 

2. Tiu Moon: r:rJ:, /anad. (ao times); ;,~~~ LIlJa,," (10 times~ 
3- Man: C"1~~ ltIaadim. C'N A .... 

of. Mereury: ~Nr i1i~ CoeAalJ, the oldest name; later:~::1 Call1aIJ • .. -
S. IlIlil": ;F~ ~,~ CoellalJ Baal. 

6. YelllU : ;'J~ M~l NQKa ZaAara.t ; n1'?itl MQIeiIdA, 

(Mylitta?). 

7· Saillm: n~;J ~~,~ CoellalJSluzlJlJalII, or ~f~ SlIaIJaIlli(Shabbathai?),and 'l}}J.IU 
SIIaIJIJeIIla (Shabbelhi ?). 

NOTE II. 
In the Kill/fS of China, the Sun is called Ii, the Moon Yud, and the planets SiIlK. YeIIUS' Chi 

nese name is Kill SinK (the Metal Star); Mercllry's IS SI"i SinK (the Water Star); SallIm is 
named Til SinK (the Earth Star); Mars, HQ SinK (the Fire Star); and '"Iiter, Mo SinK (the Wood 
Star). jupiter is called .. tbe planet of the year" and is placed in the east; Mars, .. the planet of the 
wandering Iigbt," in thlj soutb; Venus, .. the great white star," in the west; Mercury, .. tbe planet of 
the hours," in tbe north; and Saturn, .. the planet of control (self-control?) and calm," in mid· 
beaven. Die HeliK",1I 11M der CIIIIlIl tier allell CllilUSeII, by Dr. j. H. Plath, Munich, 1862. 

• • • • • • • • • • 
Dupuis, in his Heli,fitln Universelle (i. 75), says, that every planet is represented by a vowel, and 

that, during the worship of different days, the vowel, hallowed to the ruling planet, was sung. Hence 
the seven notes of the musical scale. Si, is said to represent the moon; UI, (Do), Mercury; He, 
Venus; Mi, the Sun; Fa, Mars; &1, jupiter, and La, Saturn. This was the mllSic of the spheres. 
Furthermore, seven of the well·known metals were connected with the planets, viz., KOld with the Sun, 
lilwr with the Moon, lead with Saturn, irrm with Mars, lin with jupiter, ,II"/lsi/wr with Mercury, 
and up,.,r WIth Venus. 

• • • • • • • • • • 
Now, which are the reallJMta.fide mystery names? Well, the truth has more than one side, and 

more than one naDle, too. I, for my part, thought for a long time that those mentioned under 
Nos. X, XI, and XII, were the true ones. But as I believe those mentioned under Nos. XIII. and 
XV. to be in some way genuine, too, I dare not say that I have found or can point out the genuine 
myst"'>' names yet. \\ ill not Mme. Blavatsky kindly bring light to this .. hidden thing of dark· 
ness" ? If this information cannot be given before the illi/itUilm, 1 am waiting for th8t. 

JAKOB BONGGREN, F.T.S. 

6 st 4 

NOTES ON THE SEVEN MYSTERY NAMES. T HE above article cannot fail to attract the attention of all lovers of 
the occult, and it will not, I think, prove uninteresting to the 
student of comparative philology. In considering a subject of 

this nature from the standpoint of the Theosophist it is advantageous to 
know that these planetary names are of a generic nature, and refer as 
much to the various planes, spheres, principles. states, and conditions of 
Being. as to the planetary bodies themselves; or the humanity which 
inhabits them. Moreover they have reference to certain intelligent 
Forces in the universe, which may be considered separately, as in relation 
to Spiritual entities, or in the aggregate as a collective manifestation of 
the On e Life. 

1 
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Borrowing a little of the light of Lucifer, we may profitably reflect 
upon this interesting subject. 

No doubt our able author is right when he says, "It seems to be no 
easy task to tell which of the different series of names is nearest the 
truth." When we know that different names have been conferred upon 
the same planetary bodies in almost every language, and this with the 
view of pourtraying their several different characteristics, and further, 
when we regard the inevitable confusion and the distortion of those 
names by transmission through the centuries from one nation to another, 
it becomes, as said, no easy task to make a complete identification 
between even two of the different systems of nomenclature. 

But it may not be unprofitable to make a comparative survey of the 
results which have rewarded, in no small degree, the patient investiga
tions of our compiler. 

A-To begin then with the sun, or Sol. As the name suggests he is 
the On or One, the aiJjective form of which word is "only." In the 
Sanskrit we have the word Sum or Sam which means "all," and which 
by transliteration becomes our word Sun. Hence also the Hebrew, 
shemesh, sa mazon, Samson, &c. (Comp. Table 13, No. I.) 

Under these names of Sol. Sum, Shem, On, An, &c. the solar sphere 
becomes a natural symbol of Svabhavat, the" All Being," whose light is 
Wisdom, whose heat is Love, and in the union of which consists the 
Intelligence of Life. 

In table 2 it will be seen that Raphael is attributed to the sun and 
Michael to the planet Mercury, while in tables 3, 4, 5 and 6, the arrange
ment favours the exchange of these names, giving Michael to the sun 
and Raphael to Mercury. This latter method agrees with the above 
remarks as regards the sun. Mercury's Regent we will consider in its 
order. 

"Michael is formed from three Hebrew words, Mi-who, Cah-like, 
AI-God j i.e., Who is like unto God? and for the sake of analogy we 
may ask, "What is like unto the sun?" In note 2 the Chinese name is 
given as Ji. This becomes in the Sanskrit, Jee, and in Hebrew, ClIIJ, 
both of which mean" life." In table 9 Aziel seems to get its name from 
Az-flame, and AI-a power. Och and Ah in tables 10 and 12 may be 
considered as the same, the ch, as is often the case, changes here to the 
aspirate equivalent. Og, Ah, Ahi, U ch, Ag, are all oriental names for 
the sun or its spiritual counterpart. It may be remarked here that 
Shemesh denotes the solar light, as distinguished from chammak, the 
solar heat, and cheres, the solar body. Thus at the outset we may see 
how the" mystery names" become thrice mystical when we fail to take 
into consideration the fact that a name in the pristine sense denotes a 
quality of the abstract noumenon, and not of the thing itself. 

B.-The moon, as may be seen from the above remark, has more names 
than all the other planets put together j for, on account of its swift 
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motion, its nearness to the earth, its powerful magnetic influence, and 
other more occult reasons, it would present innumerable qualities which 
might escape notice in the case of planets having a slower motion in 
orbits more distant from the earth. 

In Table I, the name of Gabriel is given to the Moon, and it means 
the powerful or .. strong god." But this name, we know, is the Hebrew 
name for Mars, whence also the name Kabir or Cabeir. The word Geber 
means" strong," and it is often used to designate a male, and yet we know 
that it was applied to the moon by the Egyptians and Chaldeans. The 
explanation of this seeming contradiction lies on the fact that the moon 
was sacred to them as a symbol of the male-female power in nature, and 
they called the moon in this sense, Aphroditos, which embodied the 
male Lunus and the female Luna. So we may safely affirm that Gabriel 
is a name indicative merely of one of the lunar qualities, viz., strength, 
but most probably when in association with Mars. By Jerecheal, Table 
2, the lunar light is denoted. Jerech is the Hebrew for a lunar month, 
i.e., the period of its changes in regard to the light source, Sol, from one 
new moon to the next. The same root is met with in the name of the 
city Jericho. It may be noted here that the word for the second day of 
the week, over which the moon has dominion, is called in the Hebrew 
Shenl~ which means, "my repetition, my second, or my confirmation," 
and it may certainly be said of the emblem of Isis that it is second only 
to that of the celestial Osiris, which is the Echod, or One; Rasit, or first. 

Jevanal (ibid) is from Hebrew Junah or Jevanah, a dove, which like 
the moon is a symbol of the Holy Spirit of the Western world, the 
Brahma-vkh of the Orient, and the Ruach-hequedosh of the middle 
ground.· This word Jevanah is no doubt a cognate of the Sanskrit 
jivana-to foster, restore or revive; hence the accepted characteristic of 
the Third Person of the Christian orthodoxy, the Restorer. The Greek 
Holy Spirit is called Juno, the Bride (comp. Sanskrit luna, juven, &c., 
under root joov). Juno Lucina was the goddess invoked by the 
Romans during childbirth. Levahan (note L) is from Hebrew leben, 
whiteness. 

In Table 5 we find the moon called Samayn or Shemayn, which we 
may translate as the" one of many names," since the word is the plural 
'form of Shem, which denotes a state, condition, place, or name. Its fit
ness with regard to the moon is very apparert. Selene, Table 7. is the 
Greek name for the moon. It is curious to note the occult signification 
of the expression so well-known even in our own country, that the new 
born babe was" got out of the parsley bed." The simple explanation of 
the fact is that the Greek for parsley, is Selin on I but as said, there is an 
occult truth lying beneath the surface of this quaint figure of speech. 

Mephistopheles, as a name for the moon, is very apt, and its meaning, 
.. lover of the clouds," neatly conveys the idea of certain characteristics 

• Vide Secret Doctrine, vol. i., p. So. 
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of the lunar orb, which will suggest themselves to the occultist without 
particular mention in this place. Phul, Table 10, may be the Hebrew 
root of the words for" sacrifice, intercession &c." as in the Sanskrit Bul, 
a sacrifice, meaning also power, strength, virus, like the Hebrew Geber. 
We may note that Bol, or Baal, was the name of the ruler to whom as 
Baal-berith, the Egyptians sacrificed the bull in order to celebrate the 
conjunction of Sol and Luna in the sign Taurus, the equinox of the 
ancients. 

Jao. Table IS, is so well-known as a name for the Holy Spirit that no 
comment need be made upon the name at this place. Lilah, Lilith, 
Delilah, Vach Vacca, Bacchus, are all names of the multinomial orb. 

C.-The planet Mars rules Tuesday, the third day of the week. In 
Sanskrit the root Mar denotes" conflict, affiiction, battle," and the word 
Samur has also the same signification, as will be seen in the names of 
Mars, Samuel, Samael, &c. The sphere of Mars has been identified with 
the Hindu Vishnu. The root number of Mars is 3, and the worshippers 
of Vishnu in some parts of India are distinguished by bearing on their 
foreheads three parallel red lines. Belshalisha was worshipped by the 
Egyptians under the form of a triple-headed man, armed as a warrior; 
also as Persis and Perseus, " the fire of Zeus, or Jupiter" This denotes 
the lightning flash of the god of thunder, and is the Fohatic sharp two
edged sword of the gods. Camael, Tab. 2, describes Mars as the II power 
or spirit of heat "-cham or cam. Madimial means the" spirit of the 
vehement ones "-Madim, hence English-mad. The word vehement 
seems to suggest the secret Vahan or vehicle of the Alhim, i.e. Fohat; 
vuhni being the Sanskrit for fire, as well as agnz: Modym is the same 
as the name Madim. Adorn (note I) is a Hebrew term denoting" red
ness," a state inseparable from the things of Mars. Emanuel, Table 3, 
son of Zeuspater is a kabiric name for Mars. Adamasto, Table 7, has 
a cammon root with the words Kadam, Kadmon, Cadmus, Gaudama, 
Gotoma, &c. which are generic names for the parents of the Kaliyuga, 
or Iron age of Mars. Maruel, Barbuel, and Maravel, are all of the same 
root, Mar. (vide Table 9.) Phaleg or Peleg, Table 10, means to" sever, 
distribute, divide," and refers to the Cabiric or martial sword. Suriel, 
Table 14, is the same as Zuriel. The root sar (Sanskrit) means strength 
vigour, excellency, and likewise iron. The Hebrew Sheir or Ser, means 
a ruler, governor, or commander, whence perhaps the English-Sir, sire, 
&c. This expression is equal to the Spanish, Don, Greek, Adonis, and 
Hebrew, Adonay; all of which terms are applied to Mars in his capacity 
of Kabiric ruler. In Table I S, the name Suriel is applied to the sun, 
while Sabao or Saba, meaning a host, or an army, is given to Mars by 
Origen- from which incident we may still further evidence the mutability 
of this nomenclature. 

D.-Mercury, the fourth planet of the Sapta, rules the fourth day of 
the week, z:e. Woden's day. This Woden is the same as Odin and 
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Buddha. As Hermes he is called the messenger of the gods, and we 
may hence suspect an association between Woden and Vudan, the San
skrit word for the mouth. As Mercury he is the swift-winged messenger of 
the gods, in the matter of merx or trade, and perhaps mer-cura, the 
waters of healing. Thus in Table I, he is called Raphael, "the spirit of 
healing." Besides the waters of healing, Mercury is said to hold the 
Caduceus, i.e. the Kedeshi-ash, •• or flame of the holy ones," which means 
the spirit of truth. The Hebrew for 4, the root number of Mercury, is 
Reboah, which denotes vibration, agitation, &c. qualities peculiarly con
nected with the operations of the mercurial element of Akasa, and the 
astral fluid. Cochabiel, Table 2, means the spirit of the astral Ijght, for 
cocab means to shine, and is used in reference to the stars as Jerech to 
the moon and shemeslt to the sun (see ante par. A.) Coahabiah is from 
coah, to burn, being here no doubt a reference to the nearness of the 
mercurial orb to the sun. Those who understand the symbolism of the 
East, will see under this figure of the burning mercury, the Egyptian 
sphinx, which at the end of the soli-mercurial period is said to be con
sumed in the flames of the sun on the temple of Osiris. A Chaldean 
name for the Phrenix was Calo, which means to consume. In Tables 3 
and 5, the Regents of Jupiter and Mercury are given as the same in one 
instance viz., Zecharial, but this may be accounted. for by the fact that 
zecar sometimes means to remember, and in this sense refers to the 
nature of the mercurial faculty which is vested in the astral light z:e. the 
memoria 11lundi. 

The Chinese name for Mercury, the" water star," dearly refers to the 
nature of the healing, cleansing and convertible spirit of Raphael. Pan
urgio, Table 7, is from the Greek Pall, all, and IIrgoll, work, and is ex
pressive of the skill which the god of merx showed in this respect. 
Argus was the warder of Juno, no doubt the same as Kartikya the 
warder of Pravati, who is said to have six faces and one hundred eyes. 

Ariel, in Table 9, means the" Spirit of Light," or "of the River." 
The Hebrew ar, to flow, likewise denotes flame and by the insertion 0, 

a formative eu) wav or vau, it becomes :igllt (see par. F.). 
Ophiel, Table I I, is the spirit of Oph, Opis, or Avis. The root Oph 

(Hebrew) means to flutter or vibrate; a tremulous motion, hence Ouph 
a bird, or winged creature. In the book of Hermes, mention is made of 
"the all-powerful sceptre which holds the Ophion." This refers to the 
Caduceus of Mercury which holds the winged serpents united i e., Oph
Yoni. . 

Nabu, Table 13, is Nebo, a term often used in Oriental countries as a 
mark of distinction, like Azar (strong). In the name Nabonazar they 
are combined. Nebo means "to put forth, utter, pour out, produce 
interpret, or prophesy," and has evident allusion to the reproductive 
memory of Hermes, and to his prerogative as " Interpreter of the Gods." 

N ebo, is Dagon, the Sun-fish, Oannes, Johannes, Jonah, &c., other names 
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for Mercurius, "the water star." Astaphai, Table 15, seems to be from 
Stao-phe, the appointed Mouth, Hebrew, Selphi, but it may be Chaldean, 
aSia or vesta, fire, and phe or pi, mouth. 

E.-Jupiter, Table I, is called Sachiel, which we may regard as a 
modification of Zadkiel or Tzedekial, as in Tables 2 and 5. Tzedek 
(Hebrew) means judgment, justice (Latin, Judex). The 5th day over 
which Jupiter has dominion is calIed in Genesis I. Chemesh, which 
means" to make regular, to equalize," as in the species of the animal 
kingdom, the cosmic order of the elements, or the ideas of the mind. 
Chemesh thus means, "to array or set in order, to make ready." The 
various names of Jupiter, such as Devapatri, Deopater, Zeuspater, Tao, 
Theo, Jove, J oveh, Jehovah, &c., are all cognate expressions having 
reference to Brahma, the creator, with whom this planet has been 
associated. Thus the names Jove, Joveh, Jehovah, are but Jah-vah i.e. 
Brahmftviraj and Brahmft-vftch. 

The Hindu name for Jupiter is Bripusputi z:e., Lord of Creation. in 
the sense of an expansion of Himself. The Hebrew Bra means" to 
create." Sodech, Table 2, is Zodek, Zadok or Tzedek. As Cocab 
Baal, the Star God, Thor is represented as a powerful man (naked; 
holding a sceptre in his right hand and seven lightnings in the left; 
he stands upon the clouds of thunder, and his head is crowned by seven 
stars. Thor means a circulator. As Zacharia, Jupiter is known as 
"the strong God," i.e., Zecar-Jah. Jophiel, Table 4. is the intelligence of 
the Sphere of Jupiter; the word no doubt being a form of Hebrew 
Jahvah. 

Zebu I, Table 5, is the Recompenser, Karmic Law or Justice. Pashar 
is " the expanding flame," i.e., Brahmft, from Brih, to expand. 

Aglae, Table 7, means the circulator or the Revolver. It is worth 
noticing that such names as Thor, Zebul, Shebul, Agla, alI convey the 
same idea of revolution and circulation, which fitly describe the Karmic 
Law of Justice, the specific quality of Zedekial or ZachieI; and, when 
united with Brih, Bra, Brahmft, &c. the expanders, a very clear idea of 
the principles of Cosmic Evolution is obtained. Bethar, Tables IO and 
12, is a form of Thor and refers to Baal Bethor, "the undefiled." 
Marduk, Table 13, is Lord God: and if this may be Meradag, then it 
denotes "the Lord of the Increase," i.e., the Creator. 

Thauthabaoth, Table 14, is from Toth, Tat, Tad, Dat, Dad (a father) 
and Abuth, swelling, distention, or expansion, and here again Jupiter is 
identified with Br-aum, and Brahm. 

Eloi, Table 15, means simply .. my God." 
F.-Venus as Van-esh and Luxfero, Phosphorus or Lucifer, must be 

weII known to all our readers. Venus is also called Bhavanee, Parvutee, 
Pravati, and Doorga, the impregnable, .. Kartikya and Pravati," or 
Mercury and Venus, and conjointly Hermes-Aphrodite, t:e. the An
drogynous Buddhi-Manas. Venus rules over Friday the 6th day; 
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Hebrew Sis or Shesh, meaning bright, cheerful, sparkling. Venus is 
variously called Lucifer, Hesperus, Vesta, Hestia &c. Of the Vestal 
virgins there were six said to be the guardians of the Sacred fire. This 
mythos when viewed in connection with Venus, whose root number is 
Six, at once suggests the Linga Yoni and Solipse i.e., the two interlaced 
triangles, or six pointed star, with a central Fire or Life source called 
Bhavani or Venus (vide symbol of Theosophical Society). Anael, Haniel, 
Tables I and 2, is Diana, Anna. Hannah, the Bride of On Hanniel, 
(Hebrew) means the Gracious Spirit or Power. Freya or Frigga, the 
Northern Goddess of Beauty is the same as Phria (Hebrew) the Fruitful. 
Therefore as the Vestal Virgin of Heaven, Venus is the Sacred Nun, the 
fruitful yet immaculate source of life. The word" Nun" means a fish; 
hence arises the sacred association of" the diet of fish" with Dies Veneris. 
Nogahel, from Nogah, to shine or glitter, doubtless refers to the appearance 
of the planet Venus, and such of us as are more nearly under its 
magnetic influence; thus Nogah and Nogah Zaharah (Hebrew) is II the 
pellucid brightness" or" the clear shining" (ibid note I). Moledotha 
or Molyedoth means" She who filleth the hands." Uriel, Table 3, is the 
Spirit of Light The Hebrew Aur, light, is from Ar, to flow, whence we 
may conclude that the" undulatory theory" of light was that supported 
by the Hebrews and their Teachers, the Chaldeans and Egyptians. The 
formative letter U, vau, or wav (numerical value six), means to connect, 
link, hook together, or to marry, by which peculiarities it became 
a special sign for Venus. Uriel, Auriel, or Oriel is the same as 
Luxfero, "the Light bearer." 

Kin Sing, the metal star (note I) is likewise the Ken, or Queen Star 
Kinya (Sanskrit) means the Virgin, Ceres, the sign Virgo; and Kansyuh. 
the Queen's metal or copper, is the metal ruled by Venus. Kin, the 
Chinese, means" to foretell" and Nechesh, the Hebrew for copper, also 
means" to augur, to divine, or to foretell the future." The influence of 
the planet Venus in this respect is well-known to all Astrologers (e.g. 
see Zadkiel's Grammar of Astrology, ch. X.) 

Anabel, Table 5, and Anael are the same. Barael, Hebrew Rar, to 
cleanse, is the Spirit of Purity. Erosia, Table 7, is the Goddess of Love, 
Eros. Hagith, Tables 10 and 12, means" the festive" or" the dancer"; 
terms which are almost inseparable in Eastern Countries, as it was 
always the custom to celebrate the return (Haga) of festivals, by dancing, 
singing, and the like Venus demonstrations. Orai, Table IS, is Ouriel 
or Uriel. 

G-Saturn or Sat-ar-nons, the" pure Light mind" is also known as 
Chronos, the god of time, and Charon, the mystic conveyer of souls into 
Hades. Saturn rules the 7th day, ,:e., the Sabbath; hence the Hebrew 
name of Saturn was Shebatael. The word Sabbath means to rest, to 
stay, cease or complete. Thus Saturn is sometimes compared to the 
Hindu Shiv, "the Restorer II or "the Destroyer." Sab or Shiv in 
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Hebrew (English, Save) means to turn back, to restore, as by old age, 
death or pralaya. Cassiel, Table I, means Cold, and is applie1, in the 
Hebrew, to denote that state of rigidity or paralysis (pralaya) in the 
astral fluid which is the cause of Nature's death, both individually and 
generally. Thus Job xxxviii, v. 31, should be rendered "canst thou 
bind the (modnuth kimah) trembling heat, or loose the (kesi/ tipetech) 
bonds of coldness? " 

Zaphiel, Table 2, means "the concealed or hidden." Charaphael, 
Table 3, denotes the Spirit of Devastation, i.e., Shiv. Chereph (Hebrew) 
means to strip, to lay waste, or to desolate; it is a name for the winter. 
Oriphiel or Orphael, table 4, is the Spirit of Bereavement. Ophiel, as 
applied to Saturn, or Chronos, may denote the Ouph or Serpent which 
comprehends the universe, a symbol of continuous revolution and endless 
Being. ' 

Tu Sing, the earth star (note I) denotes the Saturnine nature in its 
lowest or material aspect, the cold, condensing, binding power in 
Cosmos. Kaphiel, Table 6, denotes the compacted, condensed or con
gealed state of the elements while under Saturn's influence. It also 
signifies gloom or depression, a condition not uncommon among Satur
nine souls. Lethophoro, Table 7, is the angel of deathJ or forgetfulness 
(Lethum). 

The Lethean waters, over which Saturn presides, are said to encircle 
the lower world and it is therefore required that all souls passing to and 
fro between this world and another should pass through these waters of 
forgetfulness. Persons who cannot understand that they have had 
previous incarnations on this or another planet, will do well to examine 
this mythos and find out what the nature of these mystic waters actually is. 

Arathron, Table 10, is "the one who encircles the Light," i.e. the great 
mystery or Darkness. Adar-malik means the strong king. Perhaps the 
Egyptian worship of Moloch, who is said to devour his own children; 
was only a corrupted idolatry of "Shiv, the Destroyer." Eratzaoth, 
Table 14, is identical with the Chinese Tu Sing or "Earth Star"
Hebrew, Eretz, the earth. Ildabaoth is the Hebrew Ildabuth, which 
means" the progenitor of the fathers," i.e., of the Devapitars and their 
earthly prototypes, the ancient patriarchs. In this sense Saturn is a 
type of the Great Mystery, the Infinite Being; Bhu (Sanskrit) to be; 
Hebrew, the Boundless (vide, Gen. i. 2). 

In making these notes upon the different names of the planetary 
spheres, as given in the foregoing article by Brother Bonggren, I have been 
forced to leave out of mention, for the most part, those contained in 
Table 8, for I confess ignorance as to their origin, although some of the 
roots seem quite familiar. Therefore, while offering these remarks 
as an addendum to the patient and careful researches of our author, I shall 
hope, with him, that LUCIFER will supply our deficiency. The presence 
of eight names in Table 8 is to me an obstacle in itself. 
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Saturn and Mercury, Sol and Mars, and the Moon and Venus have 
many names in common, which arises from the fact that the natures of 
these spheres are in many respects similar. In conclusion it is necessary 
to remark that, although the Chaldeans, Egyptians, and Hebrews, and 
latterly the Greeks and Romans, have attributed the septenary power of 
Nature to the then known bodies of the solar system, yet the oriental 
sages of even earlier times had quite a different foundation for a similar 
system of nomenclature. 

The Seven Rishis are the Divine Sages, Prajapatis, or Lordly Sons 
who are said by the Hindus to rule over the seven locas or "spheres."· 
In applying the planetary symbols of the solar system to indicate these 
seven Lokas and the principles of the microcosm corresponding to them, 
the Hindu Sages placed them in the following order: Saturn Jupiter, 
Mars, Sol, Venus, Mercury, and Moon as determined by their respective 
Geocentric radii. Bya repetition of this order to the loth place we 
obtain the planetary names for the days of the week from the integers of 
the series as follows: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, &c. 

Ten was the number of signs in the most ancient Zodiac, and it is a 
sacred number arising out of the union of the phallus and circle or linga
yoni, i.e., the Alpha and Omega of Creation. These ten signs as "the 
gates of the lower world," have reference to their paradigms in the 
Microcosmos, z:e., Adam Kadmon, Androgynos, or Hermes-Aphrodite. 

The Hebrew termination Al or El, arbitrarily rendered by me as 
"spirit or power," is the masculine singular of the word Alhim 
(Elohim.) 

The H is a feminine termination, and 1M the plural affix. Thus it 
becomes an occult and, to lexicographers, an inexplicable name, having 
reference to the Mystic Seven in One. 

Each of these seven is dual, making the esoteric 14 thus: by Kabal
istic Temurah, A=I, 1=3, h=5, "i=l, and m=4; total 14. (Vide 
Secret Doctrine, vol. i., p. 9 I.) 

Here I must leave the subject in the hands of my readers, having pro
duced sufficient evidence, no doubt, to show that there is a great deal of 
valuable esoteric knowledge still hidden in the various" Mystery Names 
of the Seven Worlds." 

SEPHARIAL. 

• Which spheres or lokas mean esoterically the seven globes of our planetary chain, as also the 
even Rounds, etc.-{ED.] 
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--
THE SECRET DOCTRINE. 

A pl.per read before the BLAVATSKY LODGE OF THE T. S. by WILLIAM KINGSLAND. 

President. 

I N the course of our systematic study of the Secret Doctrine, which 
we have now pursued for nearly six months, we have arrived at 
the conclusion of the Stanzas of the I st vol ume. It would be weIl to 

pause and ask ourselves what is the nett gain which we have derived? 
In what respects are our ideas altered or modified, what have we learnt 
which is new, and how much do we recognise the value of the Book? 

I t has been no easy matter to form a clear and concise idea of the modus 
operandi of cosmogenesis as set forth in the stanzas and the accompany
ing commentary. They do not profess to do more than lift the comer 
of the veil. Large numbers of intermediate slokas we are told are 
omitted, and certain occult keys, which it is not yet permitted to make 
public, are withheld. Those who are members of the Esoteric Section 
of the T. S. have a better chance of understanding the matter than the 
ordinary read~r, but since numbers who have attended our Thursday 
evening meetings are not Esotericists, it has been impossible to treat the 
matter from any but an exoteric stand-point. 

In order to present an abstract principle in anything like a compre
hensible manner, it is necessary that it should be represented in some 
form having reference to our ordinary methods of inteIlectual apprehen
sion, and our ordinary states of consciousness. Some kind of form is 
indispensable for the conceptions which arise out of our present state of 
consciousness, and the one great fallacy which we should constantly 
guard against, is the mistaking of the form for the reality, the effcct 
for the cause. It is this self same illusion of form, Maya, which is 
which is the great deceiver, the great tempter. It deceives our physical 
senses and our intellectual faculties. It is the cause of all the illusive 
forms of superstition and religion which have prevailed in all ages. 
Let not the student of the Secret Doctrine fall under the same illu
sion, and mistake the form which is there presented for the principles 
which underlie the form, or materialize into a dogma the priceless treasure 
of wisdom and knowledge therein contained. 

I know that some have come to grief over the various celestial 
Hierarchies of Dhyan Chohans, being totally unable to connect these 
with the physical forces with which they are familiar, or to see any 
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connection whatever between them and the physical universe. Perhaps 
if they will dematerialize their ideas of celestial beings, disconnect them 
from all preconceived ideas of Angels and Archangels derived from 
Biblical fairy tales, instilled into their youthful minds-not an easy 
matter, by the way-and give free play to their intuition, they will 
be able to surmount what at present appears to them such a formid
able obstacle. 

The mysteries of Parabrakm have been touched upon more than 
once, and it has been pointed out that this term is not used to designate 
either a God or a machine, but as a purely metaphysical zbstraction
albeit the one reality, the absolute. NeverthelessParabrakm appears to 
have been a very hard nut for some to crack, as also the first and second 
Logos, Brahma and Brakmd, Fokat, and a host of other persolZijied 
forces. We can hardly be surprised if the casual and superficial reader 
should be lost in the vast pantheon of the Secret Doctrine, and should 
fly for comparative intellectual safety to the orthodox doctrine of the 
trinity. 

But let us not, as students of the Secret Doctrine, be hasty in forming 
either our conceptions or our conclusions. We must bear in mind that 
we are dealing with the imaginative powers of the Eastern mind, and 
with the deepest and most subtle of metaphysical and philosophical 
systems. Let us try and understand the Secret Doctrine in its material
ized form, and then, when we have mastered the form, we may be the 
better able to understand what that form represents. 

Setting aside now all concrete ideas having reference to the form in 
which the teachings are moulded, I imagine that those who have 
followed closely the course of instructions, cannot have failed to have 
grasped some general principles of the utmost importance. They cannot 
have failed to have obtained such a broad and comprehensive view of 
th(" law of evolution, of the essential unity and oneness of nature
including in that term both the visible and the invisible universe-and 
of the law of correspondences and analogy, such as could not have been 
obtained by them by the study of half the scientific books in the 
world. 

Science prides itself upon its generalizations, such as the law of the 
conservation of energy and the doctrine of evolution, and these two 
doctrines have certainly been responsible, more than anything else that 
science has done, for the breaking down of the narrow and superstitious 
conceptions of the government of the universe by the personal fiat of a 
Biblical Jehovah. 

But the Secret Doctrine carries these generalizations immeasurably 
further than even science itself has yet ventured to do. The Secret 
Doctrine, in fact, proceeds by an opposite method to that of science. The 
methods of science are inductive, proc.eeding from particulars to uni· 
versals j the method of the Secret Doctnne is deductive, proceeding from 
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universals to particulars. Now each of these methods has its own 
particular application and value. Implicit faith should not be placed in 
either the one or the other, but each should be used in a legitimate 
way. Science ignores altogether the deductive method, Her general
izations and theories are built upon a vast mass of accumulated facts, 
which scientific men are ever adding to, while at the same time they 
endeavour to piece them together so as to form a connected whole. The 
generalizations of science are the result of numbers of isolated observa
tions and experiments. It may fall to the lot of some one man to 
enunciato:: some particular law of nature, which he is therefore said to 
have discovered, and which is labelled with his name; but it is seldom 
the case that the discovery is due to his own unaided and original 
observations. He is indebted to numberless other experimenters, it may 
be to a line of research which has been carried on for centuries, but it 
has fallen to the lot of this particular ir.dividual to crown the efforts of 
others by the enunciation of a law which binds together and shows the 
essential relation of phenomena, which have hitherto appeared to be 
isolated and arbitrary. 

But we may well doubt whether science by means of the inductive 
method can ever teach us anything respecting the deei)er prol:"-··\S 0 

our consciousness, can ever reach such generalizations and principles as 
are to be found in the Secret Doctrine. Science refuses to deal with 
metaphysics, or even'with such physics as psychical phenomena. and we 
certainly cannot, as individuals, afford to wait until science shall have 
seen fit to offer a solution of certain problems with which we are more 
immediately acquainted. Let us recognise the value of inductive science 
in its own proper sphere, but meanwhile let us also use the deductive 
method, and see whether we cannot arrive at general principles without 
having to spend our lives in accumulating innumerable facts, or in 
labelling with learned names the minutest subdivisions of every insect 
or plant which we can meet with in the remotest corners of the 
globe. 

If we push back our enquiries respecting the phenomenal universe. 
and the causes which are operating to produce the effects which we see 
around us, we very soon reach a point where physics cannot help us, and 
where we must resort to metaphysics and abstract ideas. \Ve cannot 
employ the inductive method here, for we have exhausted our knowledge 
of facts. We stand before the great ocean of the unknown, that strange 
illusion which we call time and space. What is to be our guide here; 
how does the Secret Doctrine help us? 

By analogy. By showing us the past, the present and the future. con
tained in the highest possible metaphysical abstraction, in the Absolute 
or Parabrahm, and then proceeding downwards through the various 
manifestations in time and space of this one absolute reality-always by 
analogy, and in lines that never vary in principle-until we reach those 
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finite manifestations which constitute our present physical universe, and 
our human consciousness. 

Analogy is the great law of the Secret Doctrine. As above, so 
below. The microcosm is a reflection of the macrocosm. These occult 
axioms are to be found elsewhere, but in no other book are they so ex· 
emplified, or worked out in such detail, or made to cover such a vast 
area as in the Secret Doctrine. Truly this is a key which is worth 
having, an universal key with which we can unlock one by one every 
mystery of our being. We must first of 'all learn to grasp firmly this 
principle of analogy, and if we do this I imagine that we shall soon dis
cover its value in every department of those regions which we are en
deavouring to penetrate. 

And now we stand face to face with the greatest question of all. Thus 
far we have been dealing with cosmogenesis, and have only incidentally 
touched on the deeper problems of life and consciousness. Stanza VII. 
opens with these words :-" Behold the beginning of sentient formless 
life." "Formless life!" What can we apprehend of life without form? 
And yet as we read and re-read the stanza it impresses us with a sub
limity of philosophic thought which surely is nowhere else to be found. 

It presents itself to our mind like a ray of the one Divine Life itself 
flashed into the darkness of our materiality; or like the lightning in the 
blackness of the night it suddenly illumines the earth, enabling us to 
discern the outlines of our surroundings-then leaves us in deeper 
darkness. 

What is this deep mystery of Life, these countless myriads of lives 
" the beams and the sparks of one moon reflected in the running waves 
of all the rivers of earth? " 

T ell us, oh, Sphinx, of the three letters and the nin~! T ell us-lest 
the insatiable desire to know which you have instilled into our minds 
pursue you as Nemesis through countless reincarnations. 

What is life, mind, consciousness, man? Are not all these conglomer
ated, collected, distributed, permutated, annihilated, in the stanza be
fore us, till our brain becomes a fiery whirlwind, and our reason sinks 
into the deep waters of space. We stand before the mystery of Life; 
we catch a glimpse of the awful depths of our own being, and those 
heights to scale which we must become-Gods! We stand for a mo
ment on the verge of that infinite consciousness where there is neither 
great nor small, being or non-being, time or space, light or darkness, sound 
or silence. 

The stanza reads like the great diapason tone of nature; it swells into 
a harmony that seems the very source of our being. Who but a great 
musician or magician can analyse these tones, or fit them to the scale of 
our earth-bound consciousness. Let us pause and listen, if perchance 
we may attune our minds to the divine harmony, and carry some portion 
of it with us into our daily life. Truly our task has been no light one 
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thus far, out with the strength we have gained we will still push for
ward, and master these deeper secrets of life by which alone we can hope 
to free ourselves from the great illusion. 

WILLIAM KINGSLAND. 

COLONEL OLCOTT IN JAPAN. 

To the Editor of LUCIFER. 

Kioto, Japan. 21 April, 1889. 
Availing myself of the first opportunity since my convalescence, I beg to 

thank, through the medium of your journal, those friends who so kindly made 
inquiries as to the state of my health, and who were so anxious about my 
recovery. Extreme lassitude, brought on by overwork in the Ceylon Section, 
broke down my constitution; a change was necessary, remaining in Colombo was 
injurious to my health, and Colonel Olcott thinking that change of air, perfect 
rest from work, and a sea-voyage would bring me round again, brought me over 
here. He also wished me to become known to the Japanese in view of future 
international intercourse. 

So far as Hong Kong everything went well. Saigon is a French Colony, and. 
by-the-way, a beautiful city, eminently French in its appearance; having a limited 
trade, almost entirely in the hands of the Chinese. Hong Kong, a British 
colony, was quite a contrast to that quiet and tropical city, Saigon. Here was 
that activity and bustle which one sees in a busy commercial city. Standing near 
the clock tower, it was a most striking experience to see the unending stream of 
jinrickshas and the throngs of busy Chinamen in their picturesque dresses, 
passing to and fro. The day of our arrival was the one after the Chinese New 
Year. Here, too, the Chinese carryon a brisk trade. Hong Kong was cold, 
and overcoats were found indispensable. From Hong Kong to Shanghai we had 
a rough sea, cold winds and rain. In Shanghai the temperature had fallen to 
34 deg. Fah. To one from the tropics, who had never experienced a winter, this 
sort of weather was an unpleasant, not to say dangerous, novelty; at least I found 
it so. From Shanghai to Kioto was a trying passage; I could not bear the 
cold, I felt as if I would freeze to death. At last my debilitated constitution 
succumbed; I was attacked first with rheumatism in the extremities, which 
subsequently changed into an agonising neuralgia, preventing my moving 
about Japan with Colonel Olcott, and serving him as Secretary. Mr. Noguchi 
having also fallen ill, the President has been left to get on in the best way he 
could, to our deep regret. 

On the 9th of February we arrived in Kobe. As soon as the s.s. Djimnan 
anchored, the members of the "CoL Olcott committee," and a few of the Chief 
Priests, came on board to welcome the "Imastraka" Olcott. On the pier about 
a hundred priests, representing all the sects having temples in Kobe, were 
waiting to present him with an address of welcome. After the presentation of 
the address, Colonel Olcott and party were escorted to a famous local temple of 
the Tendai sect, where arrangements had been made for our entertainment. The 
temple is an admirable construction in the Japanese style of architecture and 
excited our admiration, so neat, so beautifully decorated in that perfect taste and 
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delicacy of touch for which the Japanese are famous. On the 9th Colonel Olcott 
in a short address made the audience understand that Buddhism is a philosophy 
whose ethics were now gaining ground among the intellectual minds of Europe 
and America, and' that they should cling to their national religion. On the 
following morning he spoke again before leaving Kobe for Kioto, the religious 
and ancient capital of Japan, where we arrived in the evening. The Kioto Rail
way Station was the scene of tumultuous activity. Thousands of men, women 
and children had gathered; all the students of the Western and Eastern Hon
ganjis, numbering about 1,100, lined the streets to do honour to the welcome 
guest. We were taken to the Cheonin temple of the Pureland sect, a venerable 
and imposing structure, the very sight of which impresses one with a feeling of 
awe. Here reigns a supreme calm. It stands amid beautiful scenery and for 
contemplative min~s seems a paradise. In the vast preaching Hall of this 
venerable pile, to an audience of thousands of people, Colonel Olcott made his 
first public lecture. The greatest enthusiasm was provoked by his fiery address, 
the audience listened with rapt attention save when they broke out into thunder
ing applause. Just near the shrine where the image of Lord Buddha is placed, 
Colonel Olcott stood on a raised platform. His venerable figure and dignified 
presence instantly commanded attention. He raised his hand to enforce quiet, 
repeated the "Pansil," and then began his discourse in a clear, strong voice that 
reached the furthest auditor. Mr. Noguchi, surprised at the calmness of the 
audience in the Patcheappah Hall, Madras, had made Colonel Olcott understand 
that a Japanese audience would always be turbulent. Quite the contrary, it 
proved; this and all his other monster audiences have listened to catch his every 
word; and he has held them under his perfect command. 

As was to be expected, Colonel Olcott's arrival has frightened and excited 
the Christians. You will see in the following extract from a Japanese 
influential magazine-the .Dand() Kai-the silly things Christians say of him; 
just as they have done in India and Ceylon these past ten years, but to no 
purpose. 

"The arrival of Colonel Olcott has caused great excitement among the 
"Christians in Japan. They say that he is an adventurer, a man of bad prin
"ciples, and an advocate of a dying cause. How mean and cowardly are these 
., Christians! They may use the unprincipled pens at their disposal as much 
"as they choose, but they cannot weaken the effects of his good principles, nor 
"fasten upon him any of their scandalous insinuations. They do not produce 
., the least effect upon Colonel Olcott or upon Buddhism. When he was told 
"in Tokyo that the Christians were abusing him, he only smiled and said: 
" 'This has been the case in all countries: these are the weapons that they 
" • employ. I do not mind their slanders in the least; it is like the chirping of 
•• • birds in the trees, or the croaking of frogs in a swamp. Do not worry, my 
"' Japanese Brothers, they can never beat us; our Religion is based upon 
., 'Truth!' We thoroughly concur in these ideas, and recommend our Japanese 
" Brothers and Sisters to pay no attention to these slanderers. It is a common 
., observation of the world that an ugly woman hates a beautiful one, and evil 
., hates righteousness. We feel great pity, however, for those who are Christians 
"that, while ignorant entirely of our doctrines, they are crying out their fantastic 
., ideas to the four corners, as when one dog barks all the others imitate him. 
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"How ridiculous this all is! How great has Colonel Olcott's influence become 
" in Japan." 

Colonel Olcott's first lecture in the religious capital was on the 12th February, 
and the promulgation of the Japanese New Constitution occurred on the lIth. 
It has been noted as a "curious coincidence." If I remember aright, Colonel 
Olcott's first lecture after his arrival in Bombay was given on the 13th of March 
1879, and that day has proved the commencement of a New Era of thought in 
India. 

The most important event at the opening of Colonel Olcott's Japanese 
Mission was the Convention he called of Chief Priests of all sects, to give 
them clearly to understand the absolutely mental attitude he intended to main
tain between them. In response to his invitation, I 7 chief priests, representing 
the 12 Buddhist Sects, assembled together on the 13th of February in the 
Emperor's Room of the Cheonin Temple. He read his address with solemn 
earnestness, and it was interpreted to them. Subsequently the Sanskrit letter 
of the High Priest Sumangala, addressed to his Japanese co·religionists, which 
Colonel Olcott had brought with him, was also read and interpreted. The 
assembled priests were brought to a sense of duty, and the result was so com
plete an unanimity that a committee of Priests was formed, representing all 
the Sects, to manage his tour and defray all the expenses. On the 23rd of 
February Colonel Olcott left for Tokyo, and remained there almost a month, 
during which time he delivered eleven addresses; nine on Religion, and one 
each on Education and Agriculture. His work there was a complete success· 
His address before the Education Society of Japan was so much appreciated 
that the Vice-Minister of Education sent him an official letter thanking him. 
He was also elected an Honorary Member of the Japan Agricultural Society 
in appreciation of his discourse on agriculture, and presented with a pair of 
eloisonne vases. 

The Governor of Tokyo, Baron Takas!ki, gave a dinner-party in honour of 
our President, and invited all the Ministers of the Cabinet then in the city. All 
the principal ministers, including the Prime Minister, and several high officers of 
the Imperial Household, were present. Colonel Olcott, upon invitation, gave his 
views upon the political and religious state of Japan. His main point was that, 
unless politics go hand in hand with Religion, anarchy would be the result. The 
stability of a Government rests on a moral basis, and is represented by the 
average conscientiousness and patriotism of the masses; it is therefore of the 
utmost importance that the morality of the people should be cared for in any 
scheme of national education, and Buddhism, which brought civilization into 
Japan, offers the highest guarantees for its future greatness. The Empire is now 
passing through a crisis, brought about by the strife of two different factors. 
European material civilization and Buddhism. These two can never agree, for 
they regard man from two different standpoints: the one tends to brutalising, 
the other to ennobling the individual. 

Colonel Olcott's lectures being all extemporaneous and upon topics suggested 
at the moment by the Committee, I am unfortunately unable to give you their 
substance. I myself having been confined to my sick room and unable to read the 
full reports with which the newspapers of Japan have teemed. There can be nO 
doubt, however, from all I hear that they have created a profound impression, 
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not only upon the masses but upon the higher classes as well. His portrait has 
been lithographed and engraved for various papers, new magazines have been 
started at Tokyo, Nagoya and other places to commemorate his visit. The 
Governors of provinces have entertained him at dinners, and had him address 
invited audiences of the elite. The Priests of different sects have presented 
him with more than a thousand volumes for the Adyar Library, and a joint 
committee representing all the Sects has travelled with him throughout the' 
Empire. His name, which was already familiar to the peoples of India and 
Ceylon, hac; now become known to the whole Japanese Nation, and invitations 
keep pouring in from the most distant places for him to visit them. Thus this 
single mission. undertaken by one man against the well-meant protest of a few 
short-sighted friends, has at a single stroke effected that friendly union between 
the Buddhists of Japan and Ceylon which the earnest Buddhists of the latter 
country had hoped for but thought impossible. 

As for the kindness shown to me by my co-religionists during my long illness 
I have no words to describe it. f'or sixty days and nights they watched, nursed 
and took care of me as tenderly as a mother would take care of her child. Such 
heartfelt sympathy I could only expect from my dearest ones; but the hearts of 
the Japanese are overflowing with kindness. That system of Philosophy, based 
on Love, which has "made Asia mild" has imbued the Japanese heart with 
kindness, and I have been the gainer. I shall never forget them. 

From Colonel Olcott's diary I get the following additional particulars: Among 
the notable men he met in Tokyo were Mr. Hinton, author of "A Persian King," 
and other philosophical monographs which are included in the Theosophist 
Manager's Book List; Mr. Basil Hall Chamberlain, Secretary of the Asiatic 
Society; Mr. Sato\v, a well known Sinalogue; Capt. J. M. James, another; 
Professors Fennelosa and Divers of the University; Capt. Brinkley, R.A., Editor' 
of the Japan Mail,- and General C. W. Legendre, an old companion in arms, 
whom he saw desperately wounded in the Battle of Newbern. On the 23rd 
March he left Tokyo for Sandai, far away to the north, where he was honoured 
with a public dinner by the Governor, and lectured to audiences which almost 
broke the floor of the building. Utsonorniya, Mayabashi, Tagasak~ Yokohama, 
Shizuoka, Hamamatsu, Okasaki, Nazoya, Narumi, Gifu and Ogaki were in turn 
visited, and the same success repeated at each station. A gratifying circumstance 
was the hoisting of the new Buddhist Flag, introduced by our Society into Ceylon 
two years ago, and now universally adopted there, at each Japanese town where he 
lectured. Upon arrival he found it hoisted at the temple, sometimes also over the 
gate of his hotel, and even at the railway station. Its beauty makes it popular, and 
its non sectarian or local character commends it as a common symbol of their faith 
for all Buddhists. I should here mention that his Imperial Majesty has accepted 
a copy of it offered by Colonel Olcott along with a stone relic from Buddha 
Gaya, leaves of the Bo trees of Gaya and Anaradhapura, and some photos of 
sacred shrines in Ceylon sent by the Buddhists of our Island. The collection 
has been placed in the Imperial Museum. 

After a few days' rest at Kioto, the President began the final portion of his 
tour by visiting and lecturing at Nara, Osorka, where the Governor and General 
commanding, Baron Takashima, entertained him at a dinner, to which the leading 
military and civilian officers were invited; Ho·din-ji, Nagahama, Nogasuma and 
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Hikone, the last-named three lying along the shore of the beautiful Lake Birvah. 
He is again in Kioto for a few days to organize a large branch of the Theo
sophical Society, and will presently start for Nagasaki and other places in the 
extreme south, whence he is to work his way back to Kobe, at which port he 
will take steamer-probably on the 14th June-for Colombo and Madras. 

H. DHAMMAPALA. 

A TUmour has been current that Colonel Olcott is coming to England to 
preach Buddhism. Now while Colonel Olcott is undeniably a sincere and 
convinced Buddhist, as many other members of the T.S. are Christians, 
Hindus or Mussulmen, yet he would never dream of preaching Buddhism in 
England, for the fundamental rules of the Society forbid any member to preach 
his own religion to others not of the same faith. In Japan, Colonel Olcott has 
been preaching Buddhism to Buddhists; but he comes to England to preach 
THEOSOPHy-not any sectarian creed or religion. 

(From the Pall Mall Gazelle of June 28th, 1889.) 

AN AMERICAN MISSIONARY OF BUDDHISM. 

COLONEL OLCOTT AMONG THE JAPANESE. 

News from Japan published in the Glasgow Herald is to the effect that 
Colonel Olcott's tour is creating a veritable furore. His first reception was of a 
mixed character, some of the Buddhist priests welcoming him, others giving 
him the cold shoulder. Then his lectures in the capital began to excite popular 
interest, which was intensified as he went through the larger provincial towns. 
The latest news of him is from Nagoya, a large commercial town between Tokio 
'and Kioto. Here he had audiences at each lecture of about four thousand 
people, and it is said that the wildest applause everywhere greets his declarations 
that the closest relationship exists between the stable progress of the nation and 
the maintenance of true Buddhism. At the time the last news left, Colonel 
Olcott, having made a tour in the north, was progressing towards the south, 
where Buddhism always had a stronger and more earnest hold upon the people. 
The Buddhists who control Colonel Olcott's tour, seeing the effect he is pro
ducing, are hurrying about from place to place, so that he is delivering orations 
and lectures in three or four different places in the same day, as if he were an 
octogenarian ex-Prime Minister of Great Britain. The really striking part of 
the business is that Colonel Olcott does not speak a word of Japanese; his 
lectures are therefore delivered in English, and translated on the platform by an 
interpreter, sentence by sentence as he goes along. In this way, of course, all the 
eloquence and verve are taken out of the discourse before it reaches the audience. 
There is no chance for working the latter up to enthusiasm by mere words; hence 
the speaker who succeeds as Colonel Olcott has done in arousing public meetings 
in this way must find a strong sympathy between him and it already existing. 
No doubt the novel spectacle of an Occidental inculcating the view that there 
is no religion like that of Buddha has something to do with it. It is not only 
the common people that gladly hear him, but also the high officials. In many 
of the large towns through which he passed special meetings were held at times 
suitable to officials, at which they alone were present. Of the reality of the 
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impression he is creating there is no doubt; how permanent it may be no one 
can tell Apropos of this topic, I may mention that for the first time a 
Unitarian missionary has put in an appearance in Japan. He belongs to the 
United States, and has already got entangled in a theological discussion in the 
press. This, indeed, is how his advent became generally known. 

"LA KABBALE." 
To the Editor of LUCIFER. 

I HAVE just finished the article, under the above title, by" Papus" in L'lnilialion 
-if I am rightly informed-the official journal of the French Theosophical 
Society" Hermes." At any rate, it is stated in the text of its Prospectus (on 
page 2 of cover) that though" not exclusively theosophical, the journal numbers 
amongst its editors the most learned of the French Theosophists." 

If so, it is doubly to be regretted that M. " Papus," its editor in chief, though 
counting himself among the most learned Theosophists, should be so very un
Jheosophical and at the same time so very ignorant even of the rudiments of 
Indian philosophy. He shows himself so destitute of the knowledge even of the 
commonest names in the Hindu Pantheon as to quote, in terms of the highest 
approva~ a paragraph which displays an ignorance so crass as only to be equalled 
by the ridiculous caricature which the author makes of the quasi-Sanskrit names 
and terms he uses. 

On the preceding page (June number, 1889; p. 218) M. Papus has just 
indulged in a lofty and pompous ciiticism of Subba Rao, Mr. Sinnett, Dr. Hart
mann and Mdme. Blavatsky. He warns his readers against relying wholly upon 
the teachings emanating from the Theosophical Society, as these "almost always 
lack method;" and he observes that none of the works of the authors just men
tioned "furnish sufficient data for the establishment of the relations between the 
Kabalistic Sephiroth and the Hindu doctrines." 

The Hindu Sephiroth, according to the author whom M. Papus declares to 
have" re-discovered the mystic Organon of the ancient Hindus," a list which M. 
Papus himself adopts and tabulates on page 2 I 9, are as follows: M ai"a, Dum (sic), 
Harangueroehah (sic), Pors" (sic), Pradiapat (sic), Prakrah (sic), and Pran (sic). 

I presume he means to refer to what scholars name Hiranyagarona, Puruslza, 
Prajapali, Prakrit,~ and Prana; but what in the name of wisdom these have to 
do with the Sephiroth, no student of Indian philosophy can imagine. When 
further M. Papus identifies Malchuth (the Kingdom) with "Pran," which 
means Life, and Geburah with Oum, the synthesis of BrahmA, Vishnu and 
Siva, which three he has just identified with Kether, Chochmah and Binah, 
the distracted reader can only fear that "too much learning has made him mad." 

That one who constitutes himself the lofty and condescending critic of such a 
profound metaphysician as Subba Rao, of such a learned symbologist as Mdme. 
Blavatsky, should make such an abject display of ignor • .mce of the simplest ele
ments of the topic he deals with, is profoundly to be regretted for the sake of 
Theosophy in France, and the reputation of the Hermes Branch especiaIly. 

W. R. OLD. 
[NoTE.-Madame Blavatsky being absent in France, the Sub-Editor has taken 

the responsibility of inserting the above letter from a very learned English 
Kabalist, who is also well acquainted with the Hindu system.] 
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THEOSOPHY IN LONDON. 

CIVILIZATION certainly appears to be making giant strides in India, the Native 
Press vying with the English and American in its haste to publish any kind of 
news detrimental to individuals who, if they have no other claim upon its con
sideration, are at least fellow creatures possessed of human feelings. 

Strange feature of Human Nature this j pre-eminently that of our dying cycle! 
Let us suppose that some hallucinated scribbler were to send from England or 
America to, say, India, the following:-

" A number of Enthusiastic Theosophists met at Hyde Park with the object of 
voting an equestrian statue of Colonel H. S. Olcott in recognition of his many 
virtues and eminent civic and military services. The meeting was very impressive 
and solemn, and after singing an ardent hymn of praise to H. P. Blavatsky, they 
adjourned, shedding tears of brotherly love!" 

What paper, even a native Daily in India, would ever think of reprinting such 
trash without any verification or even a word of comment?! We feel certain 
that, every kind of corroboration from other sources notwithstanding, no paper 
would hasten to repeat the news, simply because it would be too good, and too 
absurd to be true. Why then do we find that every Editor-our old friend and 
brother the Editor of the Indian Mirror included-jumps with joy at any 
malicious denunciation and falsehood published by enemies in third-rate papers 
in England against the Theosophical Society. 

A Theosophist sends us from India a cutting from the Calcul/a .Mirror of 
May 24th about" Theosophy in London." 

After sundry grandiloquent compliments to Mr. Sinnett-may they do him 
good! -we read the following, containing a falsehood in every line. 

"The Thursday evening meetings are still held at Madam's house • • • 
but the whole movement appears to have suffered a very grievous check. A lady 
who came over from America to study Theosophy under Madame Blavatsky has 
acted as a spy in the camp. She remained for some time under the roof of 
Madame as a disciple, and now she has suddenly turned round, and in full 
Council of the initiated has renounced Madame and all her works (like the pro
verbial Satan and his works,) and has even denounced her. • • • The 
American neophyte stigmatized Madame Blavatsky as an imposter and was 
followed by several influential members as she left the meeting. Our modem 
prophets have often a bad time of it in these days" &c., &c. 

It matters not whether we begin at the top, bottom, or middle of this pack of 
lies-deception runs throughout. But why should "a spy" undertake to de
nounce a person as "an imposter" ? Does not this sound rather like a want of 
diplomacy to say the least? 

As no such denouncement has been made by anyone (our meetings including 
neither missionaries nor Psychic researchers) this is lie number one I Falsehoods 
second, third, fourth, fifth &c., consist in the statements that there was a row ill 
full Council; that there was a spy from America, that several influential 
members had left; that the American "lady" was a neopkyte or that she slut/itl 
under Mme. B. (a familiar expression this, we have heard it before!) j and that 
the T. S. has "a bad time of it." 

Now as a matter of fact only one, or at most two, of the "influential members " 
of the Society have left it during the past twelve months. Of rows, it is true, we 
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have had plenty, and we may expect more, so long as human nature is the same 
among Theosophists as everywhere else. We advise our noble friends, "the mild 
Hindus," to beware of all such republications of third-rate stuff at fifth hand, 
which comes to them under the inviting title of "the latest news." We know 
who wrote the lines quoted, we are aware also of the motive under which they 
were written; we have already read it before, and we gave it no attention. But 
when it is foisted on our Hindu friends with no other purpose ostensibly than 
to excite malicious spleen, we are forced, out of respect for their friendship, and 
anxiety for their welfare, to make a frank and emphatic denial of these falsehoods. 

Has the Editor of the Indian Mirror suddenly become afflicted with a violent 
fear of, or a desire to pander to, the missionaries, we wonder? 

THE WORK OF THE "ESOTERIC SECTION OF THE T. S." 
TO ALL THE "PLEDGED" THEOSOPHISTS. 

THE Washington Evening Star of June the und, 1889, contains an article full 
of the most ungentlemanly and false denunciations inspired by the ex-President 
of the" Gnostic Theosophical Society" (now dischartered), attacking the best 
Theosophists of America, the Society and the undersigned. Speaking of Occult 
magnetism the traducer expresses himself as follows: 

,. I want to emphasize the dangers there are in the knowledge of these occult powers and forces 
without the t1Wral stamina to use that knowledge for good. .. 

So far so good. The" Ex-President" here repeats only that, which H.P. 
Blavats,lte-whom he accuses in print of "tricks, fraud and deviltry" (?)
insult~ scorns and laughs at-was the first to teach in the T.S. and its 
literature. But being himself just one of those who lack "moral stamina," he 
adds to it the following insinuation :-

"Take an illustration of what I say. that recent very bad case of the Boston Theosophists (?) so 
r"lly exposed by tile press. 1 here is a true, real and actual psychic force. It may be used for good 
or for evil. Any honest theosophical society mnkes a study of this force and attempts to direct it 
toward the improvement of mankind. But such a society works quietly and never strolls about the 
country," etc., etc. 

Everyone knows that no "Boston Theosophists" have ever been "exposed 
by the press" neither "fully" nor partially j but only the "Esoteric" humbug 
of Hiram Butler and his mythical adept" 1,000 years old." And it is as well 
known that of the "Butler" Esoteric clique, not one has ever been a member 
of the T. S. however much those crows tried to parade in theosophical plumage 
by cribbing all they could from our books. Therefore, it becomes quite evident 
that the intention of the ex-President of the defunct gnostic Branch of the 
T. S. was to maliciously identify and connect theosophists in general with the 
Butlerites. He does not name Hiram Butler, but, relying upon the public 
ignorance, insinuates the identity; an action than which none baser or more 
cunning could be conceived. At the same time it is as evident that those 
whom he seeks to strike at are the "Esotericists" of the T. S, and the Head of 
the Section, as he repeatedly calls the " pledged" theosophists Mme 
" Blavatsky's dupes." 

Whether any pledged or unpledged theosophists will resent the malicious 
calumny and insinuation is their own concern, My humble advice is, to show 
the greatest contempt for an action which dishonours but the perpetrator of 
such a base attack. Only in view of the term "Esoteric" and "Esotericism" 
having been so desecrated by the Boston Butlerites j and rendered so ridiculous 
by the non-existent and mythical "Esoteric Theosophical Society" of America, 
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Invented by its" Perpetual President" (" perpetual peacock," rather as neatly 
rendered by a :alifornian lady)-our Esoteric Section had better drop its name. 
The Council in England has decided to call it the "Arcane" instead of the 
" Esoteric" Section and we hope the American Council will accede to this. 
It has the advantage of being a name which has not been dragged in mire 
and ridicule by charlatans as has the term Esoteric. 

Hoping this name will be sancti oned by our President, Col. H. S. Olcott, 
and readily adopted by the pledged members,-I remain, fraternally, etc., 

(Signed) H. P. BLAVATSKY. 
Head of the Arcane (late Esoteric) Section of the T. S. 

Fontainebleau,July 7th, 1889. 

A FEW ADDRESSES TO MME. BLAVATSKY. 
(Called forth by the malicious attacks of the T. S.'s enemies.) 

As the slanders against the Theosophical Society. and the base and entirely unwarranted attacks 
against our Esoteric Section and its Head, are increasing in America. we publish the following addresses 
and votes of confidence out of the many assurances of gratitude and loyalty received by Mme. 
Blavatsky. since a new persecution was started against her. The first one speaks for itself. and is a 
complete answer to the lies and libels started by an ~x-Theosophist (just expelled from the Society 
by the American Council), namely. that the Esoteric Section is .. a new trick." and a .. fraud started 
by H. P. B." We \\ithhold the signatures on the first address. just to shield honourable men from 
vile attacks.-{SuB-EDIToR.l 

To MADAME H. P. BLAVATSKY. .......... 
DEAR MADAME,- Monday, June 34th, 1889. 

We, the undersigned, members of the HORUS LODGE of the Esoteric 
Section of the Theosophical Society, have read the various papers sent to us 
from time to time, relating to the .. .. affair, and we unanimously express our 
contempt for the dishonourable actions of both .. .. (parties concerned), 
especially in regard to their breach of the pledges of secresy and fidelity to the 
T. S. We beg you to accept our sincere sympathy with you in this trouble, 
knowing how disheartening it must be to you to have your earnest efforts thus 
combated by such dishonourable dealing. We have every confidence in ),01 

as an occuit teacher, and earnestly ask you to continue the E. S. instructions to 
us at the earliest opportunity. It matters not to us whether tlte said teocking be 
the fruits of your own labour, or the instructions of the Mahatmas. We Oft 

satisfod to receiz1e ulhat is to us undoubtedly valuable instruction, and some of us, 
who have been students of so-called Occultism for the last ten years, are satisfied 
that we have at last got upon the Right Path, through ),our great and valuable 
assistance.-Weare, Dear Madame, yours most sincerely and fraternally, 

(Signed), President's name, followed by those of the Members. 
The underlined passage proves (I) that Mme. Blavatsky possesses the esoteric knowledge requisite 

for teaching occult sciences-from whatever source she has it ;-and (2) that since old Kaba\istS and 
Occultists have found that they can learn something from her. as the sentence .. we have at /4St got 

upon tlte RigM Pat" through your (her) valuable assistance." plainly shows.-that the Esoteric 
Section of the T.8. can hardly be afraudor a trick. As these epithets. however. are freely bestowed 
only by one person-namely an American ex-theosophist now expelled. and that his motives a!ld 
malicious revengeful spirit are well known. whatever he may write. cause to be written. or say can 
never inftuence a true theosophist-least of all one who is a pledged student of Occultism. Haling 
invented a 6o~s Esoteric Theosophical Society of America. of which he created himself ., perpetual 
President." the foundation of a real Esoteric Section of the T. S. interfered of course with his ptans
which. we regret to say. were to fool the credulous crowds of his admirers. Hence. as he had DeY'" 

belonged to the E.S .• nor had his mythical Esoteric Society been chartered by the Council at Ad' ..... 
it naturally had to fall through when a real Esoteric Section was announced. Hence. again. his eJ.fII-
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lions to show the real E.S. of the T.S. a 1uJax. a ", .. ,WIlK. and its Head a .. fraud" .. bent on a new 
trick." His conduct having been exposed. he now seeks to produce a reaction by resorting to false
hoods and bogus exposures. We pity one once so high and now so fallen (whose name we do not 
pronounce out of respect for his family. though every theosophist knows him). Let him do the worst 
he may; his utters to H. P. Blavatsky. now printed in America. have unveiled him more than he 
can ever hope to unveil any of those whom he so hates.--{SuB-EDlTOR.l 

Resolutions adopted by "POINr LOMA LODGE of th~ Theosophical Society," 
June 20th 1889, at San Diego, California. 

Whereas a base and unwarrantable attack has been made by certain Fellows 
of the Theosophical Society upon Mme. H. P. Blavatsky, and through her 
upon the T. S. in general, therefore be it-

Resolved-That we, the members of" Point Loma Lodge" of the T. S. located 
at San Diego (California), do hereby re-affirm our loyalty to the Theosophical 
cause, and our allegiance to its Founders and Leaders. 

Resolved-That we denounce and condemn all such attempts to destroy the 
unity and usefulness of the Society, all endeavours to vilify its Leaders by whom
soever made, and that we will withstand such attacks to the best of our power 
and ability. 

Resolvetl-That recognizing the prominent services rendered by Mdme. 
Blavatsky to Theosophy, also the many persecutions she has thereby endured, 
we offer a tribute of thanks, respect, sympathy and love, with the hope and belief 
that she will live down all such treacherous attempts, and that she may for many 
years continue to be our Teacher. 

(Signed), T. DOEKING, M.D., President. 

At a Regular meeting of the Golden Gate Lodge of the T. 5., held June 15th, 
1889, the following Resolutions were unanimously adopted; the same to be 
entered upon the minutes of the Lodge, and a copy to be sent to Mme. H. P. 
Blavatsky and published in the Press :-

Whereas, A base and unwarrantable attack has been made by certain Fellows 
of the Theosophical Society upon Mme. Blavatsky, and through her upon the 
Theosophical Society in genera~ therefore be it 

Resolved-That we, the members of the Golden Gate Lodge of the T. 5., 
located at San Francisco, Cala., do hereby reaffirm our loyalty to the Theo
sophical cause and our allegiance to its Founders and Leaders-

Resolved-That we denounce and condemn all such attempts to destroy the 
unity and usefulness of the T. 5., and all endeavours to vilify its leaders, by 
whomsoever made; and that we will withstand all such attacks to the best of our 
power and ability-

Resolved-That, recognizing the pre-eminent services rendered by Mme. H. P. 
Blavatsky to Theosophy; also the many persecutions she has thereby endured, 
we offer her a tribute of thanks, respect, sympathy, and love, with the hope and 
belief that she will live down all such treacherous attempts, and that she may for 
many years continue to be our Teacher. 

(Signed), THEO. G. ED. WOLLED, 
Pres. Golden Gate Lodge T. S . 

. ALLEN GRIFFITHS, 
Sec. Golden Gate Lodge T. S. 

San Francisco, Cala., June 16, 1889-
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430 LUCIFER. 

~orre9pon~ence. --
WORLD-IMPROVEMENT OR WORLD-DELIVERANCE. 

You yourself must make an effort. The TathAgatas are only preachers.-If a man find no 
prudent companion, let him walk alone like a king who has left his conquered country behind, 
It is better to live alone; then' is no companionship with the ftJ(}/s. Let a man walk alone; 
let him commit no sin, with few wishes-like an elephant in the forest. 

Dlulmmapada " 61, 276, 329, 330. 
Sutta Nipata " I. 3, § § 12 and 13. 

To the Editor of LUCIFER. 

A VERY important paragraph which you wrote in NO.3 of your" Revue Theoso
phique," published in Paris, May 21st 1889 (PP' 6 and 7), has caused very serious 
doubts in the minds of some of your readers in Germany-doubts, probably 
caused by our misunderstanding you or by your shortness of expression. Will 
you permit me to state our view of the case, and wiII you have the kindness to 
give us' on this basis your opinion of it publicly, perhaps in LUCIFER? 

You were speaking of Indian" yogis" and European "saints" and said: 
La sagesse orientale- nous apprend que Ie yo"cri Indou qui s'isole dans un for~t impen~trable, 

ainsi que r kermit~ chretien qui se retire, com me aux temps jadis, dans Ie desert. De sont tous 
deux que des ~gCJistes accomplis. L'un, agit dans I'unique but de trouver dans I'essence une 
et nirvanique refuge contre la reincarnation; I'autre, dans Ie but de sauver son ilme.-tous 105 
deux ne pen sent qu'd eux·m~mes, Leur motif est tout personnd; car. en admettant qu',ls 
atteignent Ie but, ne sont-ils pas comme Ie soldat poltron, qui deserte / armk au moment de 
I'action, pour se prt!server des balles? En s'isolant ainsi, ni Ie yogi, ni Ie .. saint," n'aidenl 
personne autre qu'eux·mllmes; ils se montrent, par contre, profontUmmt i"dijtrnltJ au sort de 
I'kumanitt qu'ilsfuient et dlstrlmt. 

You do not plainly say what you expect a true sage to do; but further on 
you refer to our Lord, the Buddha, and to what He did. We readily accept 
His example as well as His teachings for our ideal rule; but from those stanzas 
I have quoted above, it appears, that what he expected his disciples to do, does 
not quite agree with what you seem to expect from them.b 

(&) The editor of LUCIFER and the Revue Thtosophique, pleads guilty to an 
omiSSion. She ought to have qualified, "la sagesse Orientale" by adding the 
adjective' esoterique.' 

(b) The Western disciples and followers of the Lord Buddha's ethics lay very 
little stress on the dead letter (and often fanciful) translations of Buddhist 
Sutras by European Orientalists. From such scholars as Messrs. Max Muller and 
Weber, down to the last amateur Orientalist who dabbles in Buddhism disfigured 
by translation and proudly boasts of his knowledge, no Sanskrit or Pall scholar 
has so far understood correctly that which is taught; witness Monier Williams' 
fallacious assumption that Buddha never taught anything esoteric I Therefore 
neither the Dhammapada nor the Sulla Nipata are an exception, nor a proof to 
us in their now mutilated and misunderstood text. Nagarjuna laid it down, as a 
rule that "every Buddha has both a revealed and a mystic doctrine." The 
"esoteric is for the multitudes and new disciples," to whom our correspondent 
evidently belongs. This plain truth was understood even by such a prejudiced 
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He taught that all the world, or the three worlds, in fact, every existence, is 
pain, or leading to pain and grief. World and existence is pain and evil per se. 
It is a mistake (avidya) to believe that desire can be satisfied. All worldly desires 
lead in the end to dissatisfaction, and the desire (the thirst) to live is the cause of 
all evil Only those who are striving to deliver (to save or to redeem) them
selves from all existence (from their thirst for existence), leading the" happy 
life" of a perfect bhikshu, only those are sages; only those attain nirvana and, 
when they die, paranirvana, which is absolute and changeless being.c 

No doubt some sort of development or so-called improvement, evolution and 
involution, is going on in the world; but just for this reason the Buddha 
taught (like Krishna before him), that the world is, "unreality, maya, avidya." 
Every actual form of existence has become, has· grown to be what it is; it will 
continue dlanging and will have an end, like it had a beginning as a form. 
Absolute being without "form" and "name," this alone is true reality, and is 
worth striving at for a real sage. d 

N ow what did our Lord, the Buddha, do and how did He live? He did not 
in any way try to improve the worldj he did not strive to realise socialistic 
problems, to solve the labour question or to better the worldly affairs of the poor, 
nor the rich either; he did not meddle with science, he did not teach cosmology 
and such like; • quite on the contrary; he lived in the most unworldly manner, he 
begged for his food and taught his disciples to do the same; he left, and taught 
his disciples to leave, all worldly life and affairs, to give up their families and to 
Temain homeless, like he did and like he lived himself. e 

Against this cannot be brought forward, that these are only the teachings of 
the Hinayana system and that perhaps the Mahayana of the Northern Buddhists 
is the only right one; for this latter lays even more stress than the former on the 
self-improvement and continued retirement from the world of the bhikshu, until 
he has reached the perfection of a Buddha. True, the Mahayana system says, 

it JJ{alunka Sulla in Spence Hardy, .. Manual of Buddhism," p. 375. Saymuttaka Niktiya at the 
end of the work (Vol iii_ of" Phayte MS."; also Cullavagga, ix. l, 4.) 

scholar as the Rev. J. Edkins, who passed almost all his life in China studying 
Buddhism, and who says in his " Chinese Buddhism" : 

(eh_ iii.)" The esoteric was for the Bodhisatlvas and advanced pupils, such as Kashiapa. It is not 
communicated in the form of definite language, and could not, therefore, 1M transmitted ~ Anandas as 
definite tkKtrine among tlu Sutras. Yet, it is virtually contained in the Sutras. For example, the 
.. Sutra of the Lotus of the good Law," which is regarded as containing the cream of the revealed 
doctrine, Is to be viewed as a sort of original document of tlu esoteric teaching, while it is in form 
esoteric."' [Italics are ours.l 

Moreover we perceive that our learned correspondent has entirely misunder
stood the fundamental idea in what we wrote In our Mar editorial, "Le Phare de 
l'Inconnu in the Re1Jue Thtosophique. We protest against such an interpretation 
and will prove that it errs in the course of this article. 

(e) An exoteric and frequent mistake. Nirvana may be reached during man's 
life, and after his death in the Manvantara or life-kalpa he belongs to. Paran;,
vana (" beyond" Nirvana) is reached only when the Manvantara has closed and 
during the" night" of the Universe or Pralaya. Such is the esoteric teaching. 

(d) Just so; and this is the theosophical teaching. 
(e) Quite right again. But to live "like he lived himself" one has to remain 

as an ascetic among the multitudes, or the wo,ld, for 4S years. This argument 
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that not every Arahat has already attained highest perfection; it distinguishes 
Cravanas. Tratykeabuddhas and Bodhisattvas, of whom the latter only are con
sidered the true spiritual sons of the Buddha, who are to be Buddhas themselves 
in their final future life and who have already realised the highest state of ecstacy, 
the BOdhi state, which is next to Nirvana. 

Until a bhikshu or arhat has sufficiently progressed in perfection and wisdom, 
"playing at" Buddha and fixing himself up as an example or as a teacher to the 
world, is likely not only to throw him entirely off his path, but also to cause annoy· 
ance to those who are truly qualified for such work and who are fit to serve as ideal 
examples for others. None of us is a Buddha, and I do not know which of us 
might be a Bodhisattva; not everyone can be one, and not everyone was by the 
Buddha himself expected to become one, as is clearly and repeatedly expressed in 
the Saddharma Pundarika, the principal Mahayana work.f Nevertheless, admitting 
for argument's sake, that we were somehow fit 'to serve as specimen sages for 
"the world" and to improve "humanity "-now what can and what ought we to 
do then? 

therefore, goes directly against our correspondent's main idea. That against 
which we protested in the criticized article was not the ascetic life, i. e., the life 
of one entirely divorced, morally and mentally, from the world, the ever-changing 
maya, ·vith its false deceptive pleasures, but the life of a hermit, useless to all 
and as useless to himself, in the long run; at any rate entirely selfish. We believe 
we rightly understand our learned critic in saying that the point of his letter lies 
in the appeal to the teaching and practice of the Lord Gautama Buddha in 
support of withdrawal and isolation from the world, as contrasted with an oppo
site course of conduct. And here it is where his mistake lies and he opens 
himself to a severer and more just criticism than that he would inflict on us. 

The Lord Gautama was never a ltermit, save during the first six years of his 
ascetic life, the time it took him to enter fully "on the Path." In the 
"Supplementary account of the three religions" (San-Kiea-yi-su) it is stated that 
in the seventh year of his exercises of abstinence and solitary meditation, 
Buddha thought, "I had better eat, lest the heretics should say that Nirvana is 
attained in famishing the body." Then he ate, sat for his transformation for six 
more days and on the seventh day of the second month obtained his first 
Samadhi. Then, having "attained the perfect view of the highest truth," he 
arose and went to Benares where he delivered his first discourses. From that 
time forward for nearly half a century, he remained in tlte world, teaching the 
world salvation. His first disciples were nearly all Upasakas (lay brothers,) the 
neophytes being permitted to continue in their positions in social life and not 
even required to join the monastic community. And those who did, were 
generally sent by the Master, to travel and proselytize, instructing in the doctrine 
of the four miseries all those with whom they met. 

(f) Our correspondent is too well read in Buddhist Sutras not to be aware of 
the existence of the esoteric system taught preasely in the YogacRa"fJ or the 
contemplative Mahayana schools. And in that system the hermit or yogi life, 
except for a few.years of preliminary teaching, IS strongly objeded to and called 
SELFISHNESS. Witness Buddha in those superb pages of Light of Asia (Boot the 
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We certainly can have nothing to do with humanity in the sense of the" world," 
nothing with worldly affairs and their improvement. What else should we do, 
than to be "projondement indifferents " to them, to "juir et deserter" them? 
Is not this "army" which we are deserting, just that" humanity" which the 
Dhammapada rightly terms" the fools" ; and is it not just that" worldly life" 
which our Lord taught us to quit? What else should we strive at then but to 
take "refuge against re-incarnation," refuge with the Buddha, his dharma and 
his sangha! g 

Fifth) when arguing with and reprimanding the self-torturing Yogis, whom, 
" sadly eyeing," the Lord asks: 

". . • • . . . • • . Wherefore add ye ills to life 
Which is so evil?" 

When told in answer that they stake brief agonies to gain the larger joys of 
Nirvana, what does He say? This: 

" Yet if they last 
A myriad years . . . . they fade at length, 
Those joys • • • • Speak! Do your Gods endure 
For ever, brothers?" 

" Nay," the Yogis said, 
Only great Brahm endures; the Gods but live." 

Now if our correspondent understood as he should, these lines rendered in 
blank verse, yet word for word as in the Sutras, he would have a better idea of 
the esoteric teaching that he now has; and, having understood it, he would not 
oppose what we said; for not only was self-torture, selfish solicitude, and life in 
the jungle simply for one's own salvation condemned in the Mahayana (in the 
real esoteric system, not the mutilated translations he reads) but even renunciation 
oj Nirvalla jor the sake of mankind is preached therein. One of its fundamental 
laws is, that ordinary morality is insufficient to deliver one from rebirth; one has 
to practise the six Paramitas or cardinal virtues for it: I. Charity, 2. Chastity, 
3. Patience, 4. Industry, S. Meditation, 6. Ingenuousness (or openness of heart, 
sincerity). And how can a hermit practise charity or industry if he runs away 
from man? Bodhisattvas, who, having fulfilled all the conditions of Buddhaship, 
have the right to forthwith enter Nirvana, prefer instead, out of unlimited pity 
for the suffering ignorant world, to renounce this state of bliss and become 
Nirmanakayas. They don the Sambhogakaya (the invisible body) in order to 
serve mankind, i.e., to live a sentient life after death and suffer immensely at the 
sight of human miseries (most of which, being Karmic, they are not at liberty to 
relieve) for the sake of having a chance of inspiring a few with the desire of 
learning the truth and thus saving themselves. (By the bye, all that Schlagent
weitt and others have written about the Nirmanakaya body is erroneous.) Such 
is the true meaning of the Mahayana teaching. "I believe that not all the 
Buddhas enter Nirvana," says, among other things, the disciple of the Mahayana 
school in his address to" the Buddhas (or Budhisattvas) of confession "-referring 
to this secret teaching. 

(g> The quotation with which our correspondent heads his letter does not bear 
the interpretation he puts upon it. No one acquainted with the spirit of the 
metaphors used in Buddhist philosophy would read it as Mr. Hiibbe Schleiden 
does. The man advised to walk" like a king who has left hiti conquered country 
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But we further think, that the Buddha-as in every other respect-was quite 
right also on this point, even if one considers it as a scientist, as an historian 
or as a psychologist, not as a bhikshu. What real and essential improvement of 
the" world" can be made? Perhaps in carrying out socialistic problems a state 
might be arrived at, where every human individual would be sufficiently cared 
for, so that he could addict more spare time to his spiritual self-improvement if 
he wished to do so; but if he does not wish to improve himself, the best social 
organization will not make or help him do so. On the contrary, my own 
experience, at least, is just the reyerse. The spiritually or rather mystically 
highest developed living human individual I know is a poor common weaver 
and moreover consumptive, who was until lately in such a position employed in 
a cotton-mill, that he was as much treated as a dog, like most labourers are, by 
their joint-stock employers. Still this man is in his inner life quite independent 
of his worldly misery; his hea\"enly or rather divine peace and satisfaction is at 
any time his refuge, and no one can rob him of that He fears no d~th, no 
hunger, no pain, no want, no injustice, no cruelty I h 

behind," implies that he who has conquered his passions and for whom worldly 
maya exists no longer, need not lose his time in trying to convert those who will 
not believe in him, but had better leave them alone to their Karma; but it 
certainly does not mean that they are fools intellectually. Nor does it imply 
that the disciples should leave the world; "Our Lord" taught us as much as 
"the Lord Jesus" did, the" Lord Krishna" and other "Lords" all "Sons of 
God "-to quit the "worldly" life, not me", least of all suffering, ignorant 
Humanity. But surely neither, the Lord Gautama Buddha less than anyone of 
the above enumerated, would have taught us the monstrous and selfish doctrine 
of remaining "profondement indiflerenls" to the woes and miseries of mankind, 
or to desert those who cry daily and hourly for help to us, more favoured than 
they. This is an outrageously selfish and cruel system of life, by whomsoever 
adopted! It is neither Buddhistic, nor Christian, nor theosophicll, but the 
nightmare of a doctrine of the worst schools of Pessimism, such as would be 
probably discountenanced by Schoppenhauer and Von Hartmann themselves! 

Our critic sees in the "army" of Humanity-those" fools" that the J)/ttJ1II

mapada alludes to. We are sorry to find him calling himself names, as we 
suppose he still belongs to Humanity, whether he likes it or not. And if he tells 
us in the exuberance of his modesty that he is quite prepared to fall under the 
flattering category, then we answer that no true Buddhist ought, agreeably to the 
Dhammapadic injunctions, to accept" companionship" with him. This does not 
promise him a very brilliant future with "the Buddha, his dharma and his 
Sangha." To call the whole of Humanity "fools" is a risky thing, anyhow; to 
treat as such that portion of mankind which groans and suffers under the burden 
of its national and individual Karma, and refuse it, under this pretext, help and 
sympathy - is positively revolting. He who does not say with the Master: 
" Mercy alone opens the gate to save the whole race of mankind" is unworthy of 
that Master. 

(h) And yet this man lives in, and with the world, which fact does not prevent 
his inner" Buddhaship ;" nor shall he ever be called a "deserter" and a coward, 
epithets which he would richly deserve had he abandoned his wife and family, 
instead of working /0' them, not for his own "dear" self. 
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You will concede, I suppose, that Karma is not originated by external causes, 
but only by each individual for himself. Anyone who has made himself fit for 
and worthy of a good opportunity, will surely find it; and if you put another 
unworthy one into the very best of circumstances, he will not avail himself of 
them properly; they will rather serve kim to draw him down into the mire 
which is his delight. 

But perhaps you reply: it is, nevertheless, our duty to create as many good 
opportunities as we can, for humanity in general, that all those who are worthy 
of them, might find them all the sooner. Quite right! we fully agree and we 
are certainly doing our best in this respect. But will this improve the spiritual 
welfare of "humanity"? Never, not by an atom, we think. Humanity, as a 
1IJk()le, will always remain comparatively the same "fools," which they have 
always been. Suppose we had succeeded in establishing an ideal organization 
of mankind, do you think these" fools" would be any the wiser by it, or any 
the more satisfied and happy? i Certainly not, they would always invent new 
wants, new pretensions, new claims; the "world" will for ever go on striving 
for "worldly perfection" only. Our present social organization is greatly 
improved on the system of the middle-ages: still, is our present time any the 
happier, any the more satisfied than our ancestors have been at the time of the 
Niebelunge or of King Arthur? I think, if there has been any change in 
satisfaction, it was for the worse; our present time is more greedy and less 
content than any former age. Whoever expects his self-improvement by means 
of any w()rld-improvement or any external means and causes, has yet to be 
sorely undeceived; and happy for him if this experience will come to him 
before the end of his present life! 

A very clever modern philosopher has invented the theory that the best plan 
to get rid of this misery of the "world," would be our giving ourselves up to it 
the best we could, in order to hasten this evil process to its early end.-Vain 
hope! Avidya is as endless as it is beginningless. A universe has a beginning 
and has an end, but others will begin and end after it, just like one day follows 
the other; and as there has been an endless series of worlds before, thus will 
there be an endless series afterwards. Causality can never have had a beginning 
nor can it have an end. And every "world," that will ever be, will always be 
" world," that is pain and "evil." j 

Therefore, like Karma, also deliverance, redemption or salvation (from the 
world) can never be any otherwise than "pers()nal," or let us rather say "indi
vidual." The world, of course, can never be delivered from itself, from the 

(i) This is no business of ours, but that of their respective Karma. On this 
principle we should have to deny to every starving wretch a piece of bread, 
because, forsooth, he will be just as hungry to-morrow? 

(j) And therefore, Sauve qui peut, is our correspondent's motto? Had the-

" All Honoured, Wisest, Best, most Pitiful, 
The Teacher of Nirvana, and the Law." 

taught the heartless principle Apres m()i Ie deluge, I do not think that the 
learned editor of the SPHINX would have had much of a chance of being 
converted to Buddhism as he is now. Very true that his Buddhism seems to be 
no bet!er than the exoteric dry and half-broken rind, of European fabrication, of 
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"world," from pain and evil. And no one can be delivered therefrom by anyone 
else.-You certainly do not teach vicarious atonement lOr, (an anyone save 
his neighbour? Can one apple make ripe another apple hanging next to it? k 

N ow what else can we do but live the "happy life" of bikshus without 
wants, without pretensions, without desires? And if our good example calls or 
draws to us others who seek for the same happiness, then we try to teach them 
the best we can. But this is another rather doubtful question to us 1 Not only 
are we not properly fit to teach, but if we were, we require proper persons to be 
taught, persons who are not only willing, but who are also fit to listen to us. 1 

In spite of all these difficulties and quite conscious of our own incompetency, 
we nevertheless venture now to publish books and journals, in which we try to 
explain Indian religio-philosophy to the best of our understanding. Thus every 
one who has eyes may read it, and who has ears may hear it-if his good 
Karma is ripening! What else do you expect us agnams to do? DI Are we not 
rather to be blamed already, that we undertake such work, for which we-RIJI 

being Buddhas, nor even Bodhisattvas-are as badly qualified as a recruit is fit 
to serve as general field-marshal. And if you cannot find fault with us, can 
you say that those" yogis" or "saints" whom you seem to blame in your above 
passage, were in a better position and could have done more? If, however 
they were, what ought they to have done? 

that grand fruit of altruistic mercy, and pity for all that lives-real Eastern 
Buddhism and especially its esoteric doctrines. 

(k) No,: but the apple can either screen its neighbour from the sun, and, de· 
priving it of its share of light and heat, prevent its ripening, or sharing with it the 
dangers from worms and the urchin's hand, thus diminish that danger by one half. 
As to Karma this is again a misconception. There is such a thing as a nalilJnol, 
besides a personal or individual Karma in this world. But our correspondent 
seems to have either never heard of it, or misunderstood once more, in his own 
way. 

(I) Fais que dOIS, advienne que pou1'ra. When did the Lord Buddha make a 
preliminary selection in his audiences? Did he not agreeably to allegory and 
History, preach and convert demons and gods, bad and good men? Dr. Hiibbe 
Schleiden seems more Catholic than the Pope, more prim than an old-fashioned 
English house·wife, and certainly more squeamish than Lord Buddha ever was. 
" Teach vicarious atonement? " certainly we do no not. But it is safer (and more 
modest at any rate) to make too much of one's neighbours and fellow-men than 
to look at everyone as on so much dirt under one's feet. If I am a foo~ it is no 
reason why I should see a fool in everyone else. We leave to our critic the 
difficult task of discerning who is, and who is not fit to listen to us, and, in the 
absence of positive proof, prefer postulating that every man has a responsive chord 
in his nature that will vibrate and respond to words of kindness and of truth. 

(m) We expect you not to regard everyone else as an "agnam"-i/ by this 
word an ignoramus is meant. To help to deliver the world from the curse of 
Avid)'a (ignorance) we have only to learn from those who know more than we 
do, and teach those who know less. This is just the object we have in view 
in spreading theosophical literature and trying to explain "Indian rtligi~ 
philosophy. 
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We are fully aware that a true Buddhist and a sage, or-if you like-theoso
phist, must always be every inch an altruist. And when we are acting altruist
ically, it is perhaps no bad sign in regard to what we some day might become; 
but every thing at its proper time: where competency does not keep pace with 
altruism in development and in display, it might do more harm than good. 
Thus we feel even not quite sure whether our conscience ought not to blame us 
for our well-intended, but pert work j and the only excuse we can find for our 
thus giving way to the promptings of our heart is, that those persons who really 
might be properly qualified, do not come forward, do not help us, do not do this 
evidently necessary work ! Q 

Yours ~espectfully, 
H ii BBE-SCHLEIDEN. 

Neuhausen, Munich, June 1st, 1889. 

(D) An apocalyptic utterance this. I think, however, that I dimly understand. 
Those who are "properly qualified. do 110t come forward, do not help us, do not 
do this evidently neccessary work." Don't THEY? How does our pessimistic 
correspondent know 'I I" guess n and "surmise" that they do, and very much 
so. For had the T. S. and its members been left to their own fate and Karma, 
there would not be much of it left to-day, under the relentless persecutions, 
slander, scandals, purposely set on foot, and the malicious hatred of our enemies 
-open and secret. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

'Re"teW9 • 
• 

THE BANQUET· (IL CONVITO) OF DANTE ALIGHIERI. 

'l.4trISS HILLARD has in her translation of Dante's fragment called " 11 
JIL Convito," produced a scholarly and deeply intuitive work. She has 

evidently studied closely the great poet's other writings, bringing to 
bear upon this his well-known but minor poem the full result of her research. 
In the introduction she points out concisely, but with great force, some of the 
many arguments on the troubled question of dates in regard to the periods of 
writing and publication of the various poems. For the readers of LUCIFER, 
however, such questions are of minor importance as compared with the true 
meaning of Dante's compositions. The translation now under review shows 
perhaps the mystic character of the theme and its treatment more clearly than 
any of those that have gone before, and it is this side of the subject that will 
now be dwelt upon rather than its scholastic merits. 

For those who know the ABC of occult philosophy there can be no shadow 
of doubt as to the meaning conveyed in Dante's writings. He discloses himself 
all through them as a veritable mystic. Even for the more conventional scholar, 
.. II Convito," in Miss Hillard's presentation, can bear no other interpretation. 
In Chapter I. of the commentary on the 1st Canzone, Dante says that "books 
can be understood and ought to be explained in four principaI senses." The 
first is literal, the second allegorical, which "is a truth concealed beneath a fair 

• By KATHERINE HILLARD. KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH &: Co. 
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fiction," the third the moral, the fourth anagogical or mystical, that is, beyond 
sense. There are but three of these Canzoni, and they are used by Dante as 
texts for the more detailed exposition of his ideas. The book consists conse
quently of prose commentaries rather than of verses, and the commentaries 
truth to say are both diffuse and pedantic, although the Canzoni themselves are 
quite the opposite. 

The main idea of the Banquet is to be found in the search of the soul for 
Divine Philosophy, or in other words, the struggle upwards of the soul towards 
its Higher Self and God. The Alchemists of the middle ages were never 
weary of telling the few for whom they wrote of the true way to grasp this real 
knowledge. The emancipation of the soul from the body, or the blending of 
the different planes of consciousness, was the goal to be attained, thus 
r~ndering the physical body what it will eventually become, a vehicle in 
which the higher nature can work for the good of humanity, unshackled by 
the ordinary drawbacks and desires of the flesh. The alchemists veiled 
their teaching by symbolising the soul, spirit and higher principles in man 
under various names, such as sulphur, mercury, silver, gold, the red and green 
dragon, etc., but those who look for the spirit underlying the letter of their 
works are not misled by these terms. They know that by the transmutation 
of the baser metals into gold was implied, as stated above, the purification of 
the soul from the dross of the body and the bringing of it into conscious 
relation with the spiritual soul. 

In like manner it would seem that Dante endeavoured to teach the same 
truths, sheltering them also from the apprehension of the dangerous classes by a 
symbology quite as misleading to the conventional reader as that of the 
alchemists, although not so beguiling in form to the greedy and ambitious. In 
this he was wise, as results have proved. His works have probably been 
more widely read and less understood than those of any other writer of his time, 
and he has been always recognised as a great poet, an exceptional man of learning 
and ability, while he has been spared the persecution and hard treatment that the 
alchemists, from their larger claims upon the imagination of the people, drew 
upon themselves. His books perhaps, however, reflect the research and erudi
tion of the student rather than the actual results of direct experiment, and 
it may be doubted whether he attained to more than a profound appreciation of 
the spiritual possibilities inherent in himself and mankind. 

Miss Hillard's introduction is by no means the least attractive portion of this 
volume. She puts forward so concisely and reasonably the harvest gathered 
during her studies, enforcing her views with so much moderation on the much 
debated question as to the reality of Beatrice as a flesh and blood woman that 
one cannot but trust her as a reliable and most intelligent guide. She says 
" After careful con')ideration of Dante's definition of the literal, I cannot find 
that it necessarily implies the historical • • • . the argument for the "ecessity 
of the existence of the actual Beatrice falls to the ground when we admit 
that the literal is often what the poet himself calls • a beautiful fiction.' It 
is quite possible, nay probable, that Dante at the age of nine may have fallen in 
love with a little neighbour . . . . but I can not see that we have any right to 
identify that ideal with Beatrice Porti"ari from any evidence furnished by Dante 
himself. Such identification rests solely upon the authority of that exceedingly 
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untrustworthy romancer, Boccaccio." Miss Hillard also argues in support of 
her position that Dante was a student of the "Philosophy of Plato, Aristotle, 
the JEneid of Virgi~ Cicero's Dream of Scipio, and his various essays, the 
Consolations of Boethius, the suggestive words of the Apocalypse, and the Book 
of the Wisdom of Solomon." 

The authoress then gives her reading of "11 Convito," taken in its four 
meanings, the literal, allegorica~ moral, and mystical; but a quotation giving the 
last will here be sufficient. She says "We have a soul that having recog
nised its true blessedness in the Divine Wisdom, loses itself for a time in the 
things of this world, shortly to repent and to turn back to that blessed Beatrice 
that gazeth continually upon the face of God, for she is privy to the mysteries of 
the knowledge of God, and a lover of His Works." 

To all admirers of Dante this book cannot but be welcome. Whether they 
agree with Miss Hillard's views or whether they prefer to retain the more 
Widely received opinion of Dante's love for Beatrice Portinari as a woman whose 
death he never ceased to regret, they must appreciate the honesty of purpose 
that characterises the work, as much as the literary skill of its presentation. 

HERTHA.-

I HE general purport of this little volume is admirably expressed by the 
motto, from the concluding chorus of the Second Part of Goethe's Faust, 
which stands on its title-page: Das e7oig-weiblic/ze zzehl uns hinan. The 

author, a Theosophist and member of the E. S., is deeply imbued with the im
portance of woman's mission and work ·in life. She quotes very aptly from a 
wide range of mystic writers, prominently Isis Unveiled and The Setrel Doctrine, 
and shows in a most able manner the nature of the part which woman is called 
upon to play in restoring to equilibrium the unbalanced natural forces which are 
the cause of the evil and misery which surround us. She writes with deep feeling, 
thoughtfully and with evident care, and her work abounds in striking passages; 
two of which we cannot forbear to quote: speaking of the necessity for conquer
ing the illusions of physical life, she writes: 

.. In the language of the world people are called dlsillusionl, because their senses have been dulled 
as an axe is dulled, by wrongly using them. The overcoming illusions is quite a different thing-the 
senses are at their keenest and freshest, and to them is added the sixth sense, an imperial sense, which 
crowns as with a diadem the perfect man." 

This remark is one which all mystics would do well to lay to heart. 
Again, describing the present condition of women, we find the following passage 

of great force and truth: 
.. The feminine is receptive, passive, and the race can never be renewed, restored, till woman is 

receptive to the highest-receptive to the influx of Spirit. She is awakening from man idolatry, from 
priest worshipping, from idolatry of the physical and intellectual, to a higher worship and a higher 
receptivity-this in time will renovate the race. Woman has heen submerged and bas submerged 
herself in the material, and has therefore lost peace and power. She has made herself passive and 
receptive to the physical and intellectual man and has idolized his errors, which were reflected upon 
herself and upon her children. She has exalted and extolled the man of war and warlike deeds. She 
often exalts and worships the more rapacious man of modern' civilization' because he, too, lays the 
spoils of proYinces at her feet." 

But though looking to woman as the future deliverer of the race, the author is 
no blind worshipper of her sex as such. She rightly regards the sexes as mutually 

• OR THE SPIRITUAL SIDE OF THE WOMAN QUESTIOK, by Elizabeth Hughes. Los Angeles, 
California, 1889-
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complementary, equal, but different j and has not fallen into the great error which 
has engulphed so many mystic writers of regarding sex as a permanent attribute 
of the individuality. She is thus saved from that false conception of comple
mentary individualities of opposite sex, which-figures so largely in the writings of 
Lake Harris and Laurence Oliphant, a conception which is responsible for much 
immorality and for the gross materialization of things spiritual. The author 
states in plain words that true harmony and perfection can only be reached by 
the individual witkin himself, i.e., by the mystic marriage of Soul with Spirit, 
not by any imaginary "sympneumatica1" union with a counterpart of opposite 
sex. 

She is right also in saying that the woman must first become herself, must free 
herself internally in mind and heart, before she can take her rightful place in 
external life. When she has done so, she will not need to force her way, for she 
will find her true sphere and place by natural development. The outer ever 
follows upon and reflects the inner. 

There are many pages of great beauty, full of healthy and suggestive~hought 
in this work, and last but not least, it is free from all trace of morbidness, of 
sickly sentimentality and cant. We cordially recommend it to our readers. 

"THE NATIONALIST."· 

BOWARD BELLAMY'S remarkable romance, "Looking Backward," has 
started in America a movement that bids fair to become of considerable 
importance. Men and women touched with "the enthusiasm of 

humanity," and feeling a sense of personal shame for the inhumanity of our 
present social system, have been fired by the beauty of the Socialist Utopia to 
make an effort towards bringing it about; and they are gathering themselves into 
"Nationalist Clubs" to work for its realisation. The name" Nationalist" is ill· 
chosen, connoting as it does in the minds of most the separateness of the 
different nations rather than the internationality of the Socialist ideal; but it is 
used, not to mark off peoples from each other, but to indicate the breaking down 
of the narrower barriers of class and the nationalisation of the land and capital 
now held as private property. The central idea of the movement, as expressed 
in the constitution of the Boston Nationalist Club, is "The nationalisation of 
industry and the promotion of the Brotherhood of Humanity." The Boston 
Club has established Tke Nationalist as its organ, and starts its career with 
articles from the pens of Edward Bellamy himself, CoL T. Wentworth Higginson, 
H. Willard Austin, J. Ransom Bridge, Cyrus Field Willard, and others, and 
among those who promise contributions are Mrs. Helen Campbell, author of the 
"Prisoners of Poverty," Laurence Gronlund, the well·known Socialist, Rabbi 
Schindler and Thaddeus B. Wakeman. In the opening number Edward Bellamy 
tells how he came to write "Looking Backward" starting with the idea of Ie a 
fairy tale of social felicity" and transmuting it into "the vehicle of a definite 
scheme of industrial organisation." We notice with interest that three of the 
writers in this first issue belong to the Theosophical Brotherhood, a sign that the 
American brethren mean to work, as well as speak, for the Brotherhood of 
Humanity. We wish our young contemporary good speed. 

• ~"'Y, 188<). Vol. I., ~o. I. ~ATIUSAI.IST 1'1'BLlSIIING Cu., 9, Hamilton Place, Bostoo. 
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THE" NINE-DAYS' WONDER" PRESS. 
"Let God be true but every man a liar." 

(Romans, iii. 4.) 

" Let the foolish jackass bray, 
The wind will carry the sound away." 

. (A Persian Proverb.) 

T' HE pot-au feu of sensational news about Theosophy keeps seething 
night and day in the Press kitchens of our globe. Amid the 
fumes escaping therefrom, the Theosophical Society and its 

adherents are made to assume before the public the most distorted and 
varied forms-grotesque and menacing, grinning and smiling-but (to 
the members of the said body) these outlines are invariably jumbled up 
and often distorted beyond recognition. And to that shadowy phantom 
of the Theosophical Spook, like a variegated tail to a kite, our humble name 
is generally attached. 

"Man, know thyself," is an aphorism echoed among our generation of 
unbelievers, from the remotest times of antiquity. The wise precept is 
pretty closely followed-in one sense, at any rate-by mankind; indi
viduals do know themselves generally speaking, but it is ten to one that 
they will not share their knowledge with the inquisitive outsider. And 
when some of them occasionally do, so accustomed is our modern public 
to lies, that no one is believed when he speaks the truth, least of all 
about himself. This is the cause why, in our day, truth is systematically 
boycotted and severely exiled from the public papers and journals. The 
fact is that truth is not as sensational as falsehood. It fails to tickle 
the reader's bump of gossip and love of slander as effectually as a cock
and-bull story. And, therefore, since the columns of a paper have to 
be filled up, nolens volens, and since unvarnished, common, every-day 
events are too monotonous, too matter-of-fact, to satisfy the reader's 
greediness for sensation the help of the imagination is indispensable in 
the dailies and weeklies. Hard is the task of some editors. Let us be 
lenient to them. 

" Mother, tell me a story," urged a little boy. 

31 
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" What shall I tell you, dear? Do you want a pretty one out of the 
Bible? " 

" No, no! " roared the little innocent. "'Cause you say it's all true in 
the Bible, and I want a lie-story. It's so much funnier.. " 

There is little difference between the average public and our small 
boy. Both prefer" lie-stories." 

In our human conceit we have been labouring hitherto under the im
pression that, so far as human knowledge goes, we know all that is to be 
known about the Society we have founded and our own uninteresting 
personality. We are now being daily and rudely awakened from this 
dream of pride to the sad reality. The press of the two worlds knows 
the two far better than we do ourselves. Journalists talk of us as if they 
had invented both; as indeed they have, as far as the Theosophy and 
doings of the Society and its founders in tlteir columns are concerned. 
Owing to the numerous" lie-stories," the ignorance of the public with 
regard to the real T. S. deepens with every day, and the Society is now 
the terra incognita, the Pays de Cocaglle of modern times. It is above 
all in the spiritualistic papers-supposed to be the organs of the highest 
spirituality !-that both editors and their contributors are dreaming 
dreams and seeing deceitful visions in their boots. And yet surely the 
editors-at any rate, of some of the spiritualistic papers-ought to know 
better. 

But, like all other men, editors are subject to occasional sickness, 
absence, and rest, and then sub-editors will play ducks and drakes with 
their magazines, and will turn their best friends into enemies. This 
has happened with more than one weekly and monthly; aye, with our 
LUCIFER and the Tlzeosopltist lately. (See" Theosophical Activities," 
the" Adyar Puzzle." 

Therefore is it that we find also in L(;Iit, by one "Colenso," ravings 
about Theosophical doctrines, that have never existed in our teachings. 
By the bye, a query for our own information. It is generally held as 
a mean and base action for any man to hit a fellow creature from 
behind a dark corner, masked, or otherwise protected from recognition. 
An anonymous letter is regarded as too contt;!mptible to be taken any 
notice of. A man who, fighting a duel, will surreptitiously protect 
himself with a coat of mail is as bad as one who will play with marked 
cards. This no one will deny. Why then should not this rule hold 
equally good in the case of a man who insults another in a public paper 
over a secure pseudonym? A nom de plume is permissible only so long 
as the person using it acts from a feeling of modesty or some other 
plausible reason. But when he wields it as a personal shield, from, 
behind which he hits and insults an opponent, this ought to be regarded 
as a contemptible and a cowardly action. "Let him who hath ears 
hear." Avis aux amateurs of pseudonyms. Ye Gods, how loose the 
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code of honour and morals has become to-day, when compared with that 
which we were taught to respect in our young days! 

Verily logic has drawn its night cap over its eyes and gone to bed in 
the present generation. Men and especially irate editors will fib by the 
gross, for the sole pleasure thereof. Witness our old friend Charles 
Dana of the N. Y. SUII, who has lately devoted to Colonel Olcott and 
H. P. Blavatsky quite a flattering editorial. Described therein as two 
remarkably clever impostors, we are credited with having m:tde a con· 
siderable amount of money out of our" dupes." To crown this sympa
thetic biography the writer of the present pages is introduced to the 
notice of the Slm's numerous readers as-" a snuffy old woman." 

All this is just what might and ought to be expected from an amiable 
and well-bred editor. Mr. Charles Dana, who sat for years on the late 
Rev. H. Ward Beecher, who harassed to death that" truly good man," 
Deacon Richard Smith, of Cincinnati, and his" wicked partner" Romeo; 
and who has never failed hitherto to endow his political opponents with 
direct lineal descent on the maternal side from the g"eIlUS callis-is very 
discreet and magnanimous in having called us Oldy that. But why 
" smiffy old woman" ? Surely this is an incorrect epithet, a mistake pro
ceeding from a confusion of snuff and tobacco, and might be truthfully 
characterized as a botanical lapslIs calami. Had the eloquent solar 
editor said instead" a smoky old woman," he would have branded the 
subject of his criticism all the same, and avoided being called names by 
us for being caught in a fib. For, in the opinion of the American 
Puritans-the worthy descendants of those pious Pilgrim-Fathers who 
declared tobacco the" devil's weed" and burnt and tortured their New 
England witches-to smoke is as bad as to snuff and vice versa. 

All this is due to the fact that though editors who know anything at 
all of their modest colleague of LUCIFER are few, yet each has to 
propitiate his subscribers, hence to besmear with literary mud all men and 
things unpopular in the sight of his readers. Human sacrifice has to be 
·offered to public prejudice. Yet they might and should perform this 
a little more gracefully; the more so as our pity for poor struggling' 
humanity is so genuine and true that we sincerely rejoice to be made, 
.even by our enemies, the means for turning an additional honest penny, 
or getting a subscriber or two more for their papers at the expense of 
politeness and truth. The latter is their own private Karma. But 
people have to get their bread and butter, whether they pander to their 
customers one way or the other, by lying about and slandering innocent 
people, or advertising quack nostrums along with materializing spooks. 
Darwinism has to be vindicated by the survival of the fittest, in any and 
·every case, and we are willing to admit that one paper apes the other 
.<;imply on the ground and principle of pure atavism. 

It will thus be seen that, personally, we do not feel the slightest ob-
31• 
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jection to serving as material for press gossip. It is only when the repu· 
tation of the Theosophical Society as a whole is being attacked that we 
feel bound to speak out and deny glaring falsehoods and calumny. So 
large and broad indeed is our sympathy for the pen and ink fraternity 
struggling for existence, that-not unlike the pious J ains of Bombay, 
who offer publicly in the Hospital for Animals their living bodies as 
pasture fields for millions of a (in polite Society nondescript) variety of 
blood-feeding insects, white and black-we feel as willing to place our 
personality as a wave offering on the altar of newspaper gossip, if it can 
only benefit anyone. But why, instead of honestly interviewing weIl 
informed members of the T. S.-why resort to inventions? Truth 
pure and simple, dearly beloved Knights errant of the quill and pencil, 
is often "stranger than fiction." In Theosophy it offers the richest 
harvests if only the speculator would go to the right field and "strike 
oil" on the right spot. Viri. This is a word to the wise. 

Nor need we go far out of our way to preach to the unwise i or 
expatiate at any length upon the weekly freaks of the (U n-) Religio and 
(Un-)Pllilosopllical Journal, our American well-wisher of the Far West 
Good, square, downright lies about Theosophy and the Theosophists, 
whom the editor has placed on his black list, seem to have become its 
speciality. Since the poor Journal-a very respectable organ in its day 
-has opened its columns to a contributor in full delirium tremens of 
squelched ambition, and made of him its prize-fighter, the latter in his 
turn has made of the Journal his garbage-bin. Keep silence, Theoso
phists, if ye are wise. He who stoops to analyze or even notice such 
indescribable and nauseating filth, only risks dirtying his hands. We 
have been just told that the editor refuses to print one word in our 
defence by our friends, insisting that" H. P. Blavatsky should write what 
she has to say about it herself." Heaven forbid that we should touch the 
!oumal with pincers, let alone parade our name in such a Noah's ark! Let 
the Journal rave and break its head against dead walls by publishing 
stolen documents offered to the public as "profound secrets erposed," 
while these documents have been printed from the first for wide, though 
" private It circulation, and have been sent to all who asked for them. Let 
the said !oumal severely alone, we say i for it is now performing its own 
hari-kari, singing its own funereal dirge, its venomous Billingsgate having 
poisoned but itself, and left it a clawless and toothless drivelling idiot. 
Peace be with thee, old chatter-box I We forgive thee, for the sake of 
merits and virtues in thy days of youth. In later years we have paid 
little attention to, and have hardly seen it i and now we take a solemn vow 
never to read the R. P. J. again. Friends from America, who send us 
occasionally cuttings from our scandal-loving and erring contemporary, 
abstain in future, and save your postage. Henceforth such cuttings will 
be invariably thrown into the waste paper basket. 
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Far more amusing and harmless are the occasional references to 
Theosophy in the English press, though whenever we are mentioned 
personally, our name is almost invariably associated with doings and 
sayings to which we have to plead "not guilty." Thus the Nortkem 
Wkig, of Belfast, has suddenly discovered the presence of:-

" Mdlle. (?) B1avatsky, the lady whose name is associated with the doctrines known as 
Theosophy, at the Mansion House meeting in support of sending female medical aid 
to India." 

The reporter must be a clairvoyant medium. We have never set our 
foot in the Mansion House, never attended any meetings, and have been 
moreover, for the last five weeks, on a visit to France and Jersey. We 
disclaim the power of ubiquity. 

Less innocent, however, are the repeated attacks on Theosophy and 
its teachings by a contributor, a bullying descendant of Ananias, in 
the Agnostic Journal, who maintains that these doctrines, as taught in 
the .. Blavatsky Lodge," are .. phallic worship "-pure and simple! I 
This shows both ignorance and malevolence. Avaunt, you slanderer of 
the ages! Your name will not disgrace the pages of LUCIFER, and 
your lying words are your own condemnation. 

Another contributor who signs his letter" Cyril" confesses himself in 
the same journal a broken reed truly, declaring that one day he flatters 
himself that he is a Theosophist, and the next discovers that he is "only 
a bat, sitting in the outer darkness below the horizon." To explain this 
shifting mood, he brings forth a new accusation against us. We are 
taken to task for saying in our last editorial that:-

" • Tlreosoplria properly means not a knowledge of God, but of Gods-that is divine, 
that is superhuman, knowledge,' so says Madame Blavatsky." 

Well, so she says; and what is more she maintains it. But" Cyril" 
believes otherwise and expresses it in the following words:-

.. And. miralJile dictu, although Theosophy is a knowledge of the gods, an Atheist, 
she asserts, can be a Theosophist! The Atheist who is solicited to join the Theoso
phical Society wrote the other week: 'An Atheist certainly cannot be a Theosophist.' 
This is so obvious that it hardly required to be stated. We shall next see the proposi
tion put solemnly on record: An Atheist cannot be a Theist. I have no patience with 
a system that will throw overboard its every principle in order to compass a convert. 
Till I read the first article in Lucifer, for July, I was of opinion that Theosophy was 
something. Now I think, and till further Dotice I shall continue to think, it is nothing. 
-Yours truly, 

.. CYRIL." 

Now that's really heartrending. Yet the plaint does not quite tally 
with facts, nor with the spirit of our Theosophical Society. No atheist, 
says Cyril, can be a Theosophist It does not follow. All depends 
whether the term is derived from tkeos or tlteo", god or gods, and we say 
it is from" gods." The term is not Christian, but was coined by poly
theists and by the Neo-Platonists who believed in gods, and preceded, 
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as we prove in the "Key to Theosophy," Christianity by long centuries. 
In" Christendom" an atheist means one who does not believe in God,· 
in " Heathendom" or India, an atheist (Naslika) is one (whether a theist 
or an atheist) who disbelieves in the gods; and an atheist and a poly· 
theist are not quite the same thing. To say, therefore, that an atheist 
cannot be a Theist, is to apply it only to Europe or America, for the 
remark could not hold water in non-Christian lands. Now our Society is 
international and universal. It boasts of having no creed, of being 110 

sect, and while showing outward respect for every religion and school of 
thought, it prides itself on belonging, as a Society, to none, save that of 
truth-or Theosophy. What can you do with that, esteemed" Cyril" ? 
And why should you ascribe to backsliding that which exists only in 
your own fancy? Had you read our Statutes and Rules and acquainted 
yourself with the Society's policy, from its beginning, you would have 
paused before writing as you have. Whether rightly or wrongly (from 
the Christian standpoint) we have adopted the word Theosophy and see 
in the term a meaning quite different from that which a Theist or a 
Christian gives to it. Were it as you say, how could we have thousands 
of Buddhists-godless, atheistical Buddhists like those of the Siamese 
sect at Ceylon-as members of the T. S.? What would become of the 
President-Founder of the T. S., Colonel Olcott, a confessed Buddhist
hence as godless as Mr. Bradlaugh himself, in the sense of rejecting 
every idea of a personal, or extra-cosmic god? A happy day, neverthe
less, would it be for Theosophy, could we have in our Society many such 
Atheist,)', yet genuine trite Theosophists, as the High Priest of Ceylon, 
Sumangala, or even that same Colonel Olcott, all his worldly shortcom
ings notwithstanding. We call the Lord Gautama Buddha, the greatest 
Theosophist of the past ages. Will our critic rise and deny this, 
also, on the ground that Buddha was an Atheist? 

\Vhere, or how, then, have we sinned in our editorial against our pnil
ciples? "Cyril" seems to think that we have departed from them in 
order to "compass a convert"; in other words to pander to Mr. Brad
laugh? This is the first time in our long life that we have been accused 
of pallderillg to any living being. Why not say next that we may pander 
to the Archbishop of Canterbury ? For surely there is more hope of seeing 
the Primate of England joining our ranks than in entertaining the same 
idea with regard to the M.P. for Northampton. 

This is really silly, respected" Cyri1." qo, and sin no more. 

Speaking of Mr. Bradlaugh one is naturally led to think of Mrs. Annie 
Besant; for so many years his right arm in the propagation of Free
thought Her" perversion" as the materialists call it-to Theosophy 
seems to have caused a great stir all over the United Kingdom. How 
severely the blow is felt by our opponents is evidenced by a recrudescence 
of bitter attacks upon us by the Freethinkers, who have hitherto left us 
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personally ur.disturbed. Aye, the prize was wol1h fighting for, as there 
can rarely be found a truer embodiment of the first and uppermost I 
Theosophical principle (as it stands the first in rank among the objects of 
our Society)-the Brotherhood of man, than Annie Besant. She is indeed 
the ideal of practical altruism and well may Gerald Massey have greeted 
her as he has by writing; 

Though we stand not side by side 
In the front of battle wide, 
Oft I think of you with pride, 

Fellow soldier in the fight, 
Oft I see you flash by night 
Fiery hearted for the Right! 

You for others sow the grain, 
Yours the tears of ripening rain, 
Theirs the smiling harvest-gain. 

Why then should not every noble hearted Freethinker, every true and 
right minded materialist think of her" with pride n just the same now as 
then? Though she fights no longer for stony-cold, scientific Materialism, 
yet by joining the ranks of those most of whom regard as exemplars ot 
boundless love for humanity the Buddha and the ideal Christ, the two 
pioneer and champion Socialists of the historical ages-Annie Besant 
can do but the more good in the right direction of social reform and help 
for the weak and the oppressed. 

But if her conversion to Theosophy has increased the number of our 
enemies it has brought us if not friends at least fair-minded judges from 
a quite unexpected quarter-a clerical journal. True, this journal is 
.. The Church Reformer" and its editor the very liberal and socialistic 
Rev. Mr. Stewart D. Headlam, the motto of whose magazine is tour very 
aggressive lines by William Blake. Still his action is unprecedenteLi in 
the annals of clerical publications, as he actually declares that there is 
much good in Theosophical Nazareth and proceeds to show it. His 
leading article of this month, devoted to Annie Besant and Theosophy, 
is headed, " My soul is athirst for God." "Athirst for truth ,. would be 
perhaps more appropriate and correct, but we need not quarrel over 
trifles. The chief point is to ascertain what the reverend gentleman 
thinks of our Society and to point out, that like the rest, he seems to 
misunderstand our real doctrines. 

Having told his reader of a story once current about the Prince of 
Wales who" used to say that if ever he took to religion he should' go in 
for Charlie Wood's religion'" Mr. Headlam proceeds to add ;-

"In the same way, many, who have not troubled themselves much about religion in 
the past, will now be inclined to give a good deal of attention to Theosophy simply 
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because it has become Mrs. Besant's religion. And, indeed, the religion which' finds' 
a woman so noble and self-sacrificing as Mrs. Besant is, must have a great deal in 
it. For the really interesting fact about Mrs. Besant having become a fellow of the 
Theosophical Society consists in this, that while Christians, Buddhists, Mahometans, 
can all be Theosophists, an A'"eist cannot, and therefore her election to that Society 
is a clear declaration on her part, that after trying it consistently and earnestly for 
many years, she has found that atheism does not satisfy, does not answer the needs of 
human nature." 

The italics are ours. While feeling grateful to the reverend writer for 
allowing Theosophy to have" a great deal in it," we are sorry to find our
selves compelled to point out some inaccuracies, seemingly trifling, in 
truth very important. First of all, Theosophy is not, and never was a 
religion, necessitating belief in any God. Therefore, any Atheist is at 
full liberty to join our Society, and may, without ceasing to be an Atheist 
at all-i.e., a disbeliever in a personal God-become the grandest Theo
sophist living. As we have just explained this very fully, it is quite 
useless to go over the old ground again., Suffice it to say, that at the 
very summit of her atheism Mrs. Besant has always been a Theosophist 
in action and in heart. She has only given a more defined and sincere 
expression now to her longing and aspirations after the truth, by declaring 
herself a member of the Theosophical Brotherhood, and no more. There
fore though truly she is " the most strenuous of all workers for humanity," 
one is permitted to doubt whether she has plainly said, "My soul is 
athirst for God," unless the reverend writer uses the term, "God II meta
phorically, as we Theosophists often do. But, it is quite correct to say 
that" having for long done the will (i.e., put in practice the first of the 
Theosophical principles) she is now beginning to know of the doctrine." 
But this doctrine, let us hope, will never lead her to make again .. her 
communion at a Christian altar," in other words to renounce the whole 
and the absolute for the part and the finite. For if she has" worked to 
see that the people were properly fed, clothed and housed," ... "visited 
the prisoners and cared for the oppressed," she has done only that which 
Buddha taught before Christ and archaic Theosophy, the Wisdom Religion, 
before Buddha; aye, from days prehistoric. 

To the same kind of objection, though necessitating but a slight 
amendment, belongs the following truthful remark by Mr. Headlam : 

" ..... indeed, so far from there being any contradiction between Theosophy and 
the religion of Jesus Christ, page after page of Theosophical teaching is almost word 
for word like the teaching of a pious Evangelical or a devout Catholic; and Mrs. 
Besant is already bringing into prominence that teaching as to brotherhood, which 
has always been in Theosophical books, though not always in Theosophical action." 

The second part of the proposition is quite correct; the first needs a 
reminder. If the Theosophical teaching is so like that of an Evangelical 
or a Catholic, it is not because Theosophy took Christianity as an 
exemplar, but because symbolical, and later dogmatic and ritualistic 
Christianity are simply an edition copied, with slight modifications, by 
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the Church Fathers from Pagan symbology and Gnosticism'; the old 
religions of the Gentiles being, in their tum, the more or less faithful 
echoes of the WISDOM RELIGION, or_CO Theosophy." 

Mr. Headlam concludes his editorial with the following reincarnation 
of the Delphic puzzle: "If Crresus crosses the Halys, he will destroy a 
great empire." "The battle between them" (the Theosophists), he says: 
"and the Christians, with their love of beauty and kingdom of Heaven 
upon earth, will come later on." 

To whom shall we ascribe the" love of beauty and kingdom of Heaven 
upon earth"? To Christians or Theosophists? If the former, then all 
Christians are Mystics, and, consequently, Theosophists-which is far 
from being the case. If to the latter, then we hope that the Reverend 
gentleman may be proved no true prophet, lest haply the Christians be 
found to fight against the gods. 

If this kingdom of Heaven or New Jerusalem is to be a reality, then a 
common platform for all religions, sciences and philosophies must be 
found. This, Christianity per se, cannot, in the nature of things, offer
neither, for that matter, can any other so-called religion-as it now 
stands; for all unduly exaggerate the personality of their Founders, 
Christianity more than others, as it makes Jesus very God of very God, 
and of his brother-teachers in Christ (or ClIRISTOS) false prophets. We 
speak here of modem Church Christianity, not of the mystic religion of 
Christos, the LOGOS, the Western aspect of the one religious philosophy, 
which can bind all men together as brothers. I t is in the service of the 
latter that the Theosophical Society has become a humble handmaiden; 
seeking earnestly, but so far, vainly, her fellow servants among the bedi
zened flunkeys of State-religions in the great WORLD'S FAIR. 

[We re-print with great pleasure the" Restoration of Theosophy" 
from the Church Reformer, as a most striking" Sign of the Times." Our 
Christian members especially will read it with joy, though, if believers 
in reincarnation, they must be fully aware that the "Sacraments and 
Graces" of any church are comparatively as transitory as their own 
ephemeral personalities, and for their efficacy depend on the faith of the 
assistants. Forms and observances in religion, from praying calabashes 
to Extreme Unction, are to be compared to the ceremonies of Magic 
which are mere aids to the wavering; the Will, to be really efficacious, 
must be constant; the fits and starts of emotion do but make the path 
more difficult. 

We have always had a high opinion of the metaphysical and philo
sophical ability of our Hindu brothers, but have never ventured to hymn 
their praise so loudly as "H. P. M.", who verily seems to out-Hector 
Hector, and who yet utters a perfect truth.-[SUB-EDlT.] 
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THE RESTORATION OF THEOSOPHY. 
I. 

THAT was an apt remark of Sir Thomas More when he compared the revival of 
Greek philosophy in the sixteenth century, to the wooden horse in which armed 
Greeks were hidden for the ruin of barbarous Troy. For it is difficult, nowadays, 
for us to realise how complete was the revolution of thought. Active, fearless 
research took the place of speCUlation and theorising. Every province of nature 
was attacked and transformed. 

And yet, an impartial review of the middle ages seems to show that there then 
existed powers unknown and incomprehensible to the official science of to-day. 
Amidst all the imposture arid superstition with which alchemy and astrology are 
associated, no honest historian can deny that there were men who. without the 
advantages of modern apparatus could anticipate the discoveries of modern 
chemists, and could transmute the baser metals into gold and silver; that others, 
although ignorant of the distance between the earth and the moon, were able to 
foretell the future with accuracy by means of the planets; and that in the domain 
of medicine certain wonderful cures were effected, and life prolonged far beyond 
the usual limits by men who knew nothing of the modern science of physiology. 
For there existed a school of occult science in the western world, which, however, 
was swept away or sunk into disrepute at the time of the Renais:iance. 

The Renaissance, although its result has been to teach only a half truth (by 
limiting the methods of research to sensory perception), has yet prepared the 
world for a new revelation of Theosophy, by the high development of the 
reasoning faculties that it has occasioned. That the senses are insufficient as a 
means of research is in fact, seemingly realised by our leading scientific men 
themselves. Thus Professor Balfour Stewart confesses that they have not 
succeeded 'in solving the problem as to the nature of life, but have only driven 
the difficulty into a borderland of thick darkness, into which the light of know
ledge has not been able to penetrate.- And Le Conte t and Professor Huxley 
equally acknowledge how limited are the powers of investigation at their command. 
The eye can only take in rays of light of a certain quality; only certain waves 
of sound ever reach the membranes of the ear. 

On the contrary, he who can enter on the system of training required to form 
a Theosophist and can develope the state of ecstacy, is no longer dependent upon 
the limited powers of the five senses for knowledge of surrounding nature. " He 
has developed a spiritual hearing that makes the most distant and most hidden 
sounds audible, a sight which sweeps the area of the whole solar system, and 
penetrates the most solid bodies along l\Vith the hypothetical ether of modern 
science. .. Having learnt the laws of natural forces and the sovereign 
capabilities of the human will, he may make 'miracles' his playthings and do 
wonders that would take the conceit out of even a modern philosopher." II 

All this is very enticing j but the powers referred to are only acquired after a 
very long and tedious training, and only by men of absolute purity and unity of 

• .. Conscn'ation of Energy," p. 163. t Ibid., p. 171. 
U Col., Olcott's Lectures, r. 140. 
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purpose. We know but few modern instances, although the condition of ecstasy is 
well known in India and in the Tyrol. 

But valuable as Theosophy may be to the unprejudiced man of science, this 
is not by any means its true province. Liddell and Scott defined Tlteosophia as 
"the knowledge of things divine." It is the scientific basis of all the great 
religions of the world-the wisdom of Solomon-the missing link between 
religion and materialistic science. We find it alike in the Vedas, the Bible and 
the Avestas. We can trace additional scraps of it amid the legends of the 
American Indians. But it is in Buddhism and Christianity that it has found its 
highest triumphs over material nature, and its most profound adepts. The 
Buddhist esoteric school is now in a flourishing state, shedding life and light 
over that great religion of the East. But our own Christian system of transcen
dental science with its wonderful literature and its grand examples of the past; 
a few scattered monks and some dilettante dabblers in occultism pretty well re
present the sum total. Instead of studying this true science, our theologians 
have only the poor little "science" of biblical psychology, together with all 
kinds of makeshift explanations to meet the onslaughts of scepticism. What 
wonder that our missionaries make so little progress in India when the most 
ignorant Hindu knows more of religious philosophy than the great majority of 
these would-be teachers! 

But a better time is foreshadowed. We may hope much from the renewed 
study (under the auspices of,the present head of the Roman church) of the 
works of St. Thomas Aquinas.§ And in the English Church that same school 
of thought which has renewed religious life in the country, restored the sacra
ments and induced an inquiry into the social difficulties of the age, is also 
beginning to turn its attention to Theosophy. This" Divine Wisdom" may 
again flourish in its true home-the Catholic church. Here the would-be-fldept 
may follow the footsteps of Nazarene and Hermetic. Assisted on his path of 
difficulty and danger by the Sacraments and Graces of the Church he may ad
vance with confidence from plane to plane towards the perfect light of the 
absolute. 

H.P.M. 

(From Tlte Churclt Reformer for July.) 

§ Scholasticism was in reality. although not in its tendencies apparently, an attempt to spiritualise 
medireval theology on the basis of theosophy. 

NOTICE. 

Tlte Sub-Edilor desires 10 apologise 10 lite subscribers 10, alld readers of, 

LUCIFER lor Ihe delay whiclt Itas occurred in lite appearance 01 lite presenl number. 

II has been cauled by lite absence of Ike Edilor, wltose health imperativei)· de

manded rest and a briel absence from England, fllt/s e1Ilailingdelayand difficully 

;n Ihe preparation and editing 01 tltis issue. 
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A POETICAL TRANSLATION OF CHAPTER I. 

OF 

THE DHAMMAPADA. 

By SIR EDWIN ARNOLD, K.C.I.E., C.S.I. 

Author of" The Light of Asia," &c. 

[Written specially for II The Buddhist." e] 

THOUGHT in the mind hath made us. What we are 
L: By thought was wrought and built. If a man's mind 

Hath evil thoughts, pain comes on him as comes 
The wheel the ox behind. 

All that we are is what we thought and willed; 
Our thoughts shape us and frame. If one endure 

In purity of thought, joy follows him 
As his own shadow-sure. 

" He hath defamed me, wronged me, injured me, 
Abased me, beaten me ! " If one should keep 

Thoughts like these angry words within his breast 
Hatreds will never sleep. 

"He hath defamed me, wronged me, injured me, 
Abased me, beaten me ! " If one shall send 

Such angry words I away for pardoning thoughts 
Hatreds will have an end. 

For never anywhere at any time 
Did hatred cease by hatred. Always 'tis 

By love that hatred ceases-only Love, 
The ancient Law is this. 

The many, who are foolish, have forgot-
Or never knew-how mortal wrongs pass by: 

But they who know and who remember, let 
Transient quarrels die. 

Whoso abides, looking for joy, unschooled, 
Gluttonous, weak, in idle luxuries, 

MAra will overthrow him, as fierce winds 
Level short-rooted trees . 

• The weekly organ of the C%rniJo TlteosopAi<ai Socuty, edited by Mr. C. W. Leadbeater. 
61 Maliban Street, Colombo. Ceylon. Price per ann"", 'JS. All Theosophists ought to subscribe.

LED.) 
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Whoso abides, disowning joys, controlled, 
Temperate, faithful, strong, shunning all ill, 

MAra shall no more overthrow that man 
Than the wind doth a hill. 

Whoso Kdshya wears-the yellow robe
Being anishkashya --not sin-free, 

Nor beeding truth and governance-unfit 
To wear that dress is he. 

But whoso, being nishkashya, pure, 
Clean from offence, doth still in virtues dwell, 

Regarding temperance and truth-that man 
Weareth Kdshya well. 

Whoso imagines truth in the untrue, 
And in the true finds untruth-he expires 

Never attaining knowledge: life is waste i 
He follows vain desires. 

Whoso discerns in truth the true, and sees 
The false in falseness with unblinded eye, 

He shall attain to knowledge i life with such 
Aims well before it die. 

As rain breaks through an ill-thatched roof, so break 
Passions through minds that holy thought despise i 

As rain runs from a perfect thatch, so run 
Passions from off the wise. 

The evil-doer mourneth in this world, 
And mourneth in the world to come; in both 

He grieveth. When he sees fruits of his deeds 
To see he will be loath i 

The righteous man rejoiceth in this world 
And in the world to come : in both he takes 

Pleasure. When he shall see fruit of his works 
The good sight gladness~makes. 

Glad is he living, glad in dying, glad 
Having once died i glad always, glad to know 

What good deeds he hath done,:glad to foresee 
More good where he shall go. 

453 

• There is a play here upon the words Kdsllya, .. the yellow robe" of the Buddhist Priest, and 
Kasllya, "impurity." 
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The lawless man, who, not obeying LAW, 
Leaf after leaf recites, and line by line, 

No Buddhist is he, but a foolish herd 
Who counts another's kine. 

The law-obeying, loving one, who knows 
Only one verse of DHARMA, but hath ceased 

From envy, hatred, malice, foolishness-
He is the Buddhist Priest. 

London, May 14th, 1889. EDWIN ARNOLD. 

~"~""'b 
THE DHAMMAPADA. 

THE DIla1lt1llapada is a compilation of verses,- principally from the 
Sutrapitaka, made at the first great council of the Buddhist Church 

.. (which was held in the year after the passing away of our LORD 
BUDDHA, at the Sattapanni cave near Rajagriha, under the presidency of 
the great Mahakasyapa) and confirmed at the two succeeding councils. 
The selection was made as a sort of manual for the student of the spirit 
of true Buddhism, and almost all the purely moral sayings of our LoRD 
are included in it. It is not to be supposed that there is any chrono
logical order to be observed in its compilation; in many cases where two 
or three verses are to be found upon the same subject they were deli
vered by LORD BUDDHA on entirely different occasions. The word 
Dha1ll1ltapada is usually translated "Verses of the Law"; perhaps 

c, Portions of the LAW" would be more correct, as there is a reference 
here to the Sattatimsa-bodhipakkhiya-dltal1ll1la, or "The Thirty-seven 
Portions or Parts of the LAW" t (or thirty-seven steps of the Path to 
NIRVANA) laid down by our LORD: but Buddhist terminology in the 
English language is at prescnt so unsettled and unsatisfactory that it is 
very difficult to give a' translation which shall at once convey the whole 
meaning of the original as understood by an Eastern student. The 
Dha11lmapada is said to have three meanings, one within the other: 
first, its obvious meaning, second, that contained in what is called "the 
abridged or contracted explanation," and third, that contained in the 
complete or perfect explanation. As known to the Southern Church, it 
consists of twenty-six sections, which are named as follows: 

I. Yamakavaggat (the section of the pairs of opposites) containing 
* In the Chinese preface to the Dlultntnapada it is written :-" The verses called Dham",apada are 

selections from all ~utras. These are the words of BUDDIIA Himself, spoken as occasion suggested, 
not at anyone time, but at various times, and the cause and end of their being spoken is also related 
in the different Sutras. After BUDlmA left the world, Ananda collected a certain number of volumes, 
in each of which the words of BUDDHA are quoted, whether the Sutra be large or small, with this in
troductory phrase :-' Thus I have heard.' It was from these works that the Shamans (monks) in 
after years copied out the various Uathas, some of four lines, some of six lines, and attached to each 
set a title according to the subject therdn explained, But all these verses without exception are taken 
from some one or other of the accepted &ripmres, and therefore they are called 'Law-verses' or Scrip
ture extracts, because they are found in the canon." 

t The" Thirty-seven Portions of the Law" are the Sallipa/hana, or Four Earnest Meditations, the 
Samtnappadhana, or Four Great Efforts, the Iddhipada, or Four Steps to the attainment of wonderful 
powers, the Ba/ani, or Five ~\lperhuman Powers, the Indriyani, or Five Superhuman Senses, the 
Bodhi-anga, or Seven Kinds of Wisdom, and the Arya-ashtangika ,narga, or ~oble Eight-fold Path. 
These are explained in the second part of Mr. C, W, Leadheater's Introductory CaleclUsm of Bllddhis .. , 
the English translation of which will commence to appear in our next issue. 

::: This is the one translated above by Sir Edwin Arnold. 
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a series of verses arranged in pairs, the second of which praises some 
particular virtue, while the first shows the evil of its opposite. 

2. Appamddavagga (the section on hastening to do good), which 
shows the evils of delay and the necessity of hastening to perform good 
works. 

3. Chitlavagga (the section of the mind or of thought) which speaks 
of the corruption and the cleansing of the mind, and the attainment of 
purity of heart. , 

4. PlIpphavagga (the section of flowers) which shows the exaltation of 
the way to NIRVANA, and compares the life of a man who follows the 
thirty-seven Portions of the Doctrine to a carefully-woven garland of 
beautiful flowers-each virtue being a blossom fitted in the exact place 
where it can show to the best advantage and most add to the beauty of 
the whole. 

5. Bdlavagga (the section of the fool) explaining the nature of the 
foolish man. • 

6. Palldita'i.axga (the section of the wise man) showing the nature and 
customs of the truly wise man. 

7. Arahatavagga (the section of the Arahats) which speaks of the 
qualifications and powers or the Arahat or fully-developed man. 

8. Sdhassavagga (the section of thousands) so called because it states 
that one good word is better than a thousand foolish ones, that one 
verse well-understood is better than a thousand repeated without under
standing, &c. 

9. Pdpavagga (the section of sin) explaining the action of sin and the 
method of escaping from it and attaining salvation. 

10. IJalldavagga (the section of injuries or punishments) which con
demns the infliction of injury on anyone. 

I I. Jardvag.f[a (the section of decay) which explains the nature of the 
decay of the body, and the coming of old age. 

12. A ttavagga (the section of self-z:e., self-protection) explaining how 
to protect oneself from all spiritual harm. 

13. Lokavagga (the section of the world) speaking of this world and 
the future worlds, and pointing out the Good Path. 

14. Buddhavagga (the section of the BUDDHAS) in which the qualities 
of a BUDDHA are mentioned. 

IS. Sukllavagga (the section of happiness) showing in what true 
happiness consists. 

16. Piyavagga (the section of affection) showing the good and evil of 
the affections, and on what objects they should be fixed, and bidding us 
beware of sin. 

17. Kodhavagga (the section of anger) warning us against the evil 
effects of anger. 

18. Malavagga (the section of impurity) adverting to the evils of im
purity either of mind or body. 
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19. Dhammatovagga (the section of morality) explaining the nature of 
the true Doctrine, and the necessity of holding firmly by it. 

20. JJ1aggavagga (the section of the Path) in which the nature of the 
Noble Eight-fold Path is explained. 

21. Pakinnakavagga (the miscellaneous section containing advice on 
various subjects. 

22. Nirayavagga (the section of the hells) describing the nature of the 
men whose karma will bring upon them terrible suffering after death. 

23. Nagavagga (the section of the great) which explains the nature of 
the truly great man. This is sometimes called the elephant section. 

24. Tanhavagga (the section of desire) showing what desire or lust is, 
and its evil effects. 

25. Bhikkhu1Jagga (the section of monastic life) describing how a monk 
should live. 

26. Brahmatzavagga (the section 'of the Brahman) showing that the 
true Brahman is the pure-minded man, whether his birth be high or low 
-not the mere man of high caste. 

There is at present no satisfactory English translation of the Dhamma
pada, for even that of Professor Max Muller contains many inaccuracies. 
I do not for a moment wish to depreciate Professor Max MUller's 
undoubted scholarship in Sanskrit, but I consider that when he has 
attempted through his knowledge of Sanskrit to translate Pali literature, 
he has frequently been unsuccessful. Unless one studies the commen
tary (Atthakatha) it is quite impossible fully to comprehend and enjoy 
the beauty of the ancient texts. European scholars spend much time 
and labour in studying philology and searching for roots and derivations, 
and yet they often mistake the simplest meanings for want of under
standing the living spirit of our religion. We have a proverb which says:
"Among small shrubs the castor-plant passes for a great tree" -some
thing equivalent, I suppose, to the English saying :-" Among the blind 
the one-eyed man is king": and I think some of the European Sanskrit 
and Pali scholars must be estimated on this principle. I hear that Sir 
Monier Williams has lately presumed to write a book against Buddhism 
in which he assumes a perfect acquaintance with Sanskrit and Pali; yet 
when he came to see me a few years ago his knowledge of both languages 
appeared somewhat rudimentary, and in the latter at any rate he was 
quite unable to frame an intelligible sentence. 

In conclusion I may say that I consider the study of the Dhammapada 
of the greatest importance, since it is of itself sufficient, if properly com
prehended, to give a perfect understanding of the nature of BUDDHA'S 
religion. I am much pleased to hear that Sir Edwin Arnold, to whom 
we already owe so much, has commenced a poetical translation of it, and 
I hope that he will find time to conclude it. 

H. SUMANGALA, High Priest. 
Colombo, Full Moon of Asala, 2433-(July 12,1889.) 
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KARMA AND SOCIAL IMPROVEMENT. 

I N face of the terrible wrongs an:! daily misery suffered by the disin
herited masses in every civilised country, the impulse of true
hearted men and women who recognise the tie of human brother

hood, is to spring forward with helping hand and to labour for the 
improvement of the condition of the poor. In the past, by well
intentioned, but too often ill-resulting, charity-in the present by efforts 
to bring about a change in the very foundations of the social system
this tribute of human service has been rendered by all worthy of the 
name of man. Lately, however, taking advantage of misunderstood 
Theosophical teachings, a new view of human duty has been promul
gated by a few-the duty to sit idly regarding the sufferings of the more 
unfortunate members of the human family, murmuring: "It is their 
Karma. We cannot interfere with Karma. We must not fight against 
Karma." 

By some this view has been accepted reluctantly, from a motive that is 
more creditable morally than it is well-founded intellectually. They 
sincerely desire to range themselves in the universal order, to conform 
themselves to natural law, to avoid vain and fretful railing, which is at 
<>nce undignified and useless. They bear their own griefs in stoical 
silence and suffer without complaint, and expect others to do the same. 
But with the largl!r nurpber it is to be feared Karma is used as a cloak 
for lacking sympathy and slothful indifference; they are as sensitive to 
pain for themselves as they are insensitive to it for other people, and 
while they use Karma as an excuse for not helping others they never 
allow it to avail as a reason for not helping themselves. Such have yet 
to learn the very alphabet of Theosophy, to realise that the bond of 
brotherhood is so real a fact in nature that as none can rise without 
helping upwards also his brothers, so the degradation of those brothers 
must be a clog on him in his efforts to progress. For such this paper is 
not written; it is intended only as a help to the former class, by offering 
them some suggestions from a fellow student on the complex and diffi
cult question of the bearing of Karmic law on schemes of social improve
ment. To me, at once a Socialist and a Theosophist, the matter is of 
vital importance, for the possibility of realising Socialism turns on the 
capacity of the human race for self-improvement; and if man be a mere 
helpless straw on the stream of Destiny, the strenuous efforts of the 
Socialist would be but useless writhings, exhausting strength without 
producing progress. . 

The first step towards unravelling our tangle is to realise clearly what 
we mean by Karma. I am inclined to think that a good many Theoso-
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phists coming out of ecclesiastical religions, unconsciously transfer to 
Karma their conceptions of a personal God, and so acquire a vague sort 
of notion that there is some kind of rebellious blasphemy in any 
attempts to modify exterior conditions; that these conditions exist by 
the will of some supreme Power, and that we must not, therefore, 
struggle against them. To state in plain language this vaguely-felt 
notion is, of course, to show its baselessness. Karma is not a person, a 
conscious agent: it is a law, impersonal and unconscious. It is, as 
Colonel Olcott said, "the law of ethical causation"; it is an invariable 
sequence, the expression on our terrestrial plane of a fundamental prin
ciple which binds together the Cosmos, the refiexion in the phenomenal 
world of the eternal noumenon. I 

Now in that it is a law, we can argue as to its working by analogy from 
the working of other laws on the physical plane, laws which are easier to 
trace and to understand. On every hand we are surrounded by" natural 
laws" ; we cannot breathe, or speak, or move, save in harmony with these 
laws, and it might seem, at first sight, as though we must be mere passive 
lumps, pushed hither and thither by the hurtling forces around us. Yet 
we move through life in conscious freedom, and, so true is that great 
word, "Nature is conquered by obedience," that we use these very laws, 
which look like barriers, to bring about the realisation of our wishes, 
learning to select and to combine the forces by which we can effect any 
desired result. The very fact that these laws are immutable, that they 
are invariable sequences, enables us to depend upon them with absolute 
confidence; we have to guard ourselves against the intrusion of fresh 
forces which would modify the result, but given complete knowledge
complete for our purpose, that is-of the forces we are using, and 
sufficient skill in the handling of them, and we can calculate with cer
tainty the resulting event. "Complete knowledge is complete prevision," 
it has been truly said, and such prevision guides, it does not fetter, action; 
it lends exactitude to our aim without dictating in what direction we 
shall shoot; it does not command any particular course, but tells us how 
to follow the course chosen with the greatest efficiency, with the least 
expenditure of strength. 

Least of all does the knowledge that we are in a realm of law compel 
us to sit idly by, and watch, without effort to prevent, evils which are 
brought about by the action of the various forces at work around us. 
The observed tendency of bodies to move towards each other is described 
by men of science as "the law of gravitation." It would be idle" to fight 
against" this law; but it would be idiotic to allow a rock to fall on a 
child's head, when a little muscular action would divert its course, on the 
plea that we cannot fight against gravitation, and that the rock is moving 
in obedience to that law. This instance, simple as it is, gives the key to 
the riddle; we cannot change natural laws, but we can modify the results 
brought about by their action by the introduction of new forces. 
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Let us apply this reasoning to Karmic law. The Karma of the indi
vidual is the resultant of the forces flowing from the actions of that 
individual in this and in past incarnations. (I am omitting, for the 
present, the bearing on the individual of the national or collective Karma.) 
At any moment it is, so to speak, a fixed quantity, the resultant of all 
past unexhausted forces. But with each moment he is generating fresh 
Karma, and the force thus added to the previous combination must 
inevitably affect the resultant. In the endless chain of causation each 
effect, as it is born, becomes itself a new cause, and the totality is changed 
by the addition of that unit. Let us grant that at any given moment a 
man's misery-filled position is the inevitable result of Karma. In that 
position he is continuing to generate Karma. Is there any law which 
says that he mllst continue to generate evil Karma, creating fresh misery 
for a dreary and hopeless future? Nowhere have I read any such teach
ing, and the very fact of progress implies the contrary .. But further, 
since men are members of a Brotherhood joined together by an under
lying unity, they must necessarily affect each other i and any aid that I 
can give my brother as he strives to tread the upward path will be a 
force introduced on the same lines as his, improving the future for us 
both. Let him be depraved, miserable, desperate, yet must my love for 
him, my faith in him, my hope for him, come as fresh forces into his life, 
and while they cannot change his past nor the present that results from 
it, they can and must modify his future, all that lies in front of the 
present hour. Nor should it be forgotten that the very love and brother
liness that work for improvement are themselves the result of Karmic 
law, and these ameliorative influences have been preparing in the past as 
much as the: evils which they are seeking to remove. We do not and 
cannot really interfere with Karma i every struggle for social improve
ment is the inevitable outcome of past causes, is itself part of Karma, and 
proves that some of the evil Karma generated in the past has worn itself 
out, has become exhausted. 

Suppose it is agreed that the Karma now a-making may be modified 
by the efforts of those who are suffering and of those who sympathise 
with them, it may yet be argued: "These people deserve their misery. 
why should we intervene to save them from a deserved punishment? JJ 

Again postponing any answer that may come from the recognition of a 
collective Karma, there are two replies to the above question. First, 
any improvement that we can make in theirlot must fall within the limita
tions of Karmic law. We cannot escape from law. It may be that their 
evil Karma is exhausting itself, and that the help we bring is as much 
deserved by them as was their previous suffering. Each of us is, in a 
sense, a Karmic agent, and if we can decrease human poverty and 
misery it is because, in the revolution of the centuries, the time has come 
for that social improvement to be made. If we slothfully and selfishly 
refuse to do our appointed share in sowing the good seed, we are gener-
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ating fresh evil Karma by our refusal, and though the good seed will be 
sown by other hands and bear its glorious fruit, we are shutting our
selves out from a share of that harvest, sowing thorns and thistles which 
shall spring up in our path in some future incarnation, to tear our feet 
until we have trodden them down by selfless discharge of duty. 

The second answer is that the principle of Brotherhood forbids us to 
stand aside looking on at the suffering of our brother, however that 
suffering may have been caused. A man may, by his own carelessness, 
have broken his leg. Are we therefore to look at him, as he lies in agony, 
refusing to bring him aid or to bear" him home, because he has brought 
the suffering on himself? His Karma will work itself out in bodily 
suffering without our giving an additional pinch, and we need not be so 
nervously anxious to take the universe into our charge and to see that 
it works properly. If we must busy ourselves with superintending 
the working of law, might it not be as well to develop a little anxiety 
on the other side, and exert ourselves lest anyone should receive more 
than his share of suffering? This is quite as likely as that he should 
receive less, but I have not noticed any fear lest such result should 
accrue from our non-interference. The answer which would probably 
be made to any such suggestion would be that as Karma is based on 
justice, or rather is the expression of justice, no such overplus of 
pain could be wreaked. Then, on the same argument, no overplus of 
happiness can be brought about, and we can work with a free hand. 
knowing that we are within a realm of law, and cannot overstep it, even 
if we would. We can no more evade Karma than we can evade any 
other law of the Cosmos; any efforts of ours that dash against its 
barriers will only fall back shivered into pieces, while any that 
succeed, by the very fact of their success, prove that they are in 
harmony with universal law. 

Those who fear that they would be doing wrong in trying to change 
external conditions seldom extend this abstinence to efforts to modify 
interior conditions, or refuse to aid in the moral improvement of others. 
Yet inner affections, as much as outer circumstances, are under the sway 
of Karmic law, and if we may seek to improve the one there is no 
reason, in consistency, why we should not seek to improve the other. 
Further, if we should not try to help forward the improvement of others, 
lest we should interfere with Karma, ought we to try to effect self-im
provement? The strenuous effects made by Theosophists to progress 
toward$ a higher plane "of being are quite as much an interference with 
Karma as any efforts towards bringing about a better social state ; and 
if we are to listen to the pleas of fatalistic reasoners we should refuse 
to move, physically or morally, lest we should interfere with the work
ings of a law, which, we are told in the same breath, is irresistible and 
cannot be evaded. A saner view of human life bids us see in the present 
the creation of the past, and in the future the creation of the present, 
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and so spurs us to unceasing efforts to bring about physical and moral 
improvement, initiating the causes whose effects shall be a better condi
tion of humanity. 

Throughout the preceding arguments I have dealt only with indivi
dual Karma, but in contemplating our social state it is impossible to 
ignore the fact that collective life also generates a collective Karma, and 
that many may be whipped by the lash of this national fate. Our false 
standard of worth, our worship of rank and gold, our unbridled luxury, 
our shameful poverty, our slothful enjoyment, our pain-driven labour, all 
these combine to work out a national resultant seen equally in the emllli 
of the palace and the brutality of the slum. If, as a nation, we are to 
generate better 'Karma, we must change the causes which are working 
for future evil, and by national effort must place society on a sounder 
because more moral basis. The upper and middle classes who, in most 
unbrotherly fashion, have grabbed superfluities for themselves, while 
others are in lack of necessaries, receive their share of the national 
Karma in the hardening of their consciences and the materialising of 
their minds, a natural retribution which, to the insight of the saint, is in 
many degrees more terrible than the physical suffering of the poor. We 
cannot avoid the mental and bodily degradation, the withering and the 
dwarfing of our higher nature, which are the Karma from an evil past; 
but we need not lie down content with them, we need not continue them; 
let us improve the present, and the embryo of a nobler future will be 
generated by the efforts of to-day. 

From the personal point of view we may profit by belief in this "law 
of ethical causation" in our own aspect towards our environment. We 
can use Karma as a shield against the arrows of a hostile destiny, as a 
coat of mail against the dagger-thrusts of envious fortune. While not 
permitting it to paralyse our efforts to build the future better than we 
have built the present, we can draw from it a dignified serenity, a 
stedfast courage, as of one too proudly strong to lament over the results 
of his own folly, or to break into fretful complainings over the outcome 
of his own acts. The wise man learns experience from the past, he does 
not weep over it; there is no time for tears while the moments are flying 
by on which depends the future of the individual and of the race. 

To those who come from Materialism into Theosophy, there is nothing 
repugnant or novel in the idea of Karmic law, save in so far as it 
touches on the pre-existence of the individual and of his survival after 
death. The materialist is already accustomed to the conception of the 
reign of law, to the idea of causation, to the inevitableness of natural 
sequence. Like the Theosophist, he regards the present as the necessary 
outcome of the past, not the result ot an arbitrary will but the expression 
of an inexorable law. Admitting this, he has also learned to utilize laws 
instead of being flung helplessly about by them, and so easily realises 
that here, as elsewhere, knowledge of law should not lead to fatalistic 
acquiescence but to active co-operation, 
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For those who enter Theosophy from the Churches, the acceptance 
of the stern doctrine of Karmic law must at first be accompanied by 
some stress and pain. For as Alexander Fullerton well says in his 
II Wilkesbarre Letters": "Almost without exception, religious systems 
have provided machinery through which destiny was to be modified by 
some other agency than merit. Even when not set in motion by the 
grosser forces of cash or influence, it at least required some degree of 
information and some degree of intelligence, thus at once introducing an 
element of disparity where all should be upon a level. The doctrine of 
Karma replaces this with the principle of rigorous equality, sweeping 
away every distinction of intellect, creed, fortune, caste and influence 
and applying to every man the one test of personal desert. With un
sparing hand-for not a germ of deception must be left-it uproots all 
schemes of substitution, of sacrifice, vicarious or individual, of expiatory 
rites, of penances, and compoundings, and vows, clears the ground of 
every trace of intercession or of priestcraft, and uplifts the simple, intelli
gible precept-Character determines destiny." 

The moral fibre of many people has become so atrophied through the 
teaching of the doctrines of vicarious atonement, imputed righteousne~, 
substitutionary sacrifice, that the bracing doctrine of personal responsi
bility seems to demand an exertion they are incapable of making. They 
are so accustomed to be carried that they fear to walk, and shrink even 
from the attempt to put their foot to the ground. To these we can 
answer nothing save the reminder that facts will not change to suit our 
fancies, and that it is the part of .wisdom to learn to like what is when 
we cannot transform what is into what we like. There is, however, this 
further comfort for them, that exercise of the moral limbs will soon bring 
the feeling of returning health, and with health exertion will become a 
pleasure instead of a pain. Not only so, but the sense of reality is in 
itself a source of enjoyment j we have done with shams, we have cast 
aside subterfuges, and we stand facing Nature, naked, perhaps, but our
selves. 

There is, however, one aspect of the attempts to bring about social im
provement which may be in the minds of some, although it is not directly 
connected with Karmic law. "Can we change to any good effect the 
surroundings of the poor, while they themselves, the men and the women, 
remain as they are? Must we not reform them ere we attempt to reform 
their environment? If we begin from outside, instead of from within, 
shall we not be wasting our efforts, only to find the purer surroundings 
defiled with the old uncleanness?" There is much reason in this argu
ment, and frankly, though sorrowfully, I admit that I do not believe that 
any change in the environment would avail to raise some of the older in
habitants of our slums. They have lost the power of adaptation, of 
further growth, and they must die as they have lived. But there are 
many who desire a better state of things, and these would respond 
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gladly to the influences of a purer atmosphere. Then there are the 
children whom we are educating, however inadequately, and for these, in 
whom the inner change has begun and is working, it is urgently necessary 
to provide better and more wholesome surroundings. Physical science 
shews us how organism and environment act and re-act on one another; 
a plant cannot grow in darkness, nor the flowers of love and purity in an 
atmosphere of vice and crime. True, the inherent force of humanity is 
such that it will bring forth some blossoms despite the most unfavourable 
circumstances, and we are often startled by flashes of the most unex
pected nobility in the lowest depths; but the average amount of 
development will be conditioned by the surroundings, and if we would 
raise the type we must environ it with health-giving and not with 
malarious influences. 

The path, then, of the Theosophist seems to me to be plain: it is one 
of self-sacrificing and strenuous endeavour to raise his brethren out of 
poverty, out of misery, out of evil of every kind. This duty shines 
clearly out of the darkness that surrounds us, and who shall say that this 
beacon-light, faithfully followed, may not be the harbinger of the perfect 
day? 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 

ERRATA. 

OWING to the absence of the Editor of LUCIFER and the consequent 
delay in going to press the following errata were overlooked in our July 
number:-

Page 424, it is the article entitled "An American Missionary of 
Buddhism," which is quoted from the Pall Mall Gazette of June 28th, 
1889, and not the paragraph which refers to Col. Olcott's visit to 
England. 

Page 426, line 21, "Calcutta Mirror " should be " Indian Mirror." 

Page 427, in "The work of the I Esoteric Section' of the T. S.," the 
omission of the word "she" in the 1 oth line of that article entirely 
distorts the sense of the paragraph. It should read-" insults she (i. e. 
H. P. B.) scorns and laughs at "-whereas it would appear from the 
print that the II Ex-president" insults, scorns and laughs at her! 

Page 429, the name of the President of the Point Lorna Lodge is 
T. Docking not Doeking. 

Page 430, last line but one, II esoteric" should be exote,ic, as the 
quotation following clearly shows.-[SuB-ED.] 
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A MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE IN THE HIMALAYAS. 

]( 
WAS slowly walking my pony up the steep bridle path leading 
from the charmingly situated bungalow of a hospitable tea planter 
in the Rungneet valley, where a number of the Station residents 

had assembled for tennis and the usual concomitants of tea and gossip. 
Far above me, astride of the forest covered ridge connecting the giant 
foot-hills of the Himalayas, hung Darjeeling; that most romantic of the 
Indian hill stations. 

Reining in my little Thibetan pony, I paused at a tum of the winding 
path in order to allow a companion, who had lagged considerably behind, 
to overtake me. 

It was a glorious evening in the early part of June, evidently the 
beginning of the usual break in the rainy season. The sun, on the point 
of setting, flooded all with a bright golden glow; not a cloud obscured 
the green and amber sky, although the deep valleys at my feet were 
already filling with the white vapour of the coming night The giant 
" Kinchinjunga " t:owering 28457 feet into the pure atmosphere, and some 
of its lofty neighbours in the snowy range fairly blazed forth from their 
settings of jutting crag and sombre precipice. From where I sat I could 
see, over yonder in Sikkim, the smoke curling from the summit of a flat
topped hill. It is the smouldering funeral pyre of some Buddhist Hima, 
lately an inmate of the lonely monastery whose gleaming white walls 
look like a patch of snow half hidden in the green of the steep mountain 
side. 

Beyond those glittering snows undefiled by the foot of mortal, lies 
mysterious, unknown Thibet. No Europeans (not even natives now) are 
allowed to cross the lofty passes which are guarded night and day. 
Perchance, could one penetrate there, he would discover the secret of the 
" Yogi," or unearth the Holy Books of ancient creeds which, tradition 
has it, lie jealously concealed in the almost inaccessible monasteries. My 
gaze was fascinated by those great walis of green ice and sombre rock 
which so effectually shut out the matter-of-fact nineteenth century from 
the Home of Mystery. 

But most frequently my eyes returned to that mighty giant, " Kinchin
junga." It is the passionate longing to tread those virgin snows and to 
scale those desolate crags that has brought me to India. 

Yes! gentle reader. I confess to belonging to that much ridiculed 
much censured brotherhood of mountain climbers. Familiarity, although 
it has not in this instance bred contempt, has, however, caused me to 
weary of the awful abysses of the Matterhorn, of the treacherous ice
slopes of the Aiguille Verte, and the oft-experienced perils of the Ober-
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land giants. I must have new worlds to conquer, and consequently I 
have come to indulge 'my insatiate passion in the reputably unbreathable 
atmosphere of the virgin Himalayas. 

Although I have a large circle of acquaintances within the climbing 
brotherhood, still I found it impossible to sufficiently fire anyone of 
them with my enthusiasm. Those whose occupations at home made it 
impossible to undertake the long journey were loud in their regrets, and 
talked much of what they would have done had they been free, but all 
the men of leisure to whom I addressed myself had " made other plans." 

And so I was alone-not quite alone, however. In my wanderings in 
the Alps I had for years past been accompanied by a man, whose 
adopted home was among the glaciers of the Val Ferret. Although a 
somewhat mysterious character, coming from nobody knew exactly 
where, Rimaye was one of the boldest cragsmen I have ever seen, and 
possessed in addition a cheerful disposition and the most unerring in
stinct in mountain craft. I had on one occasion nursed him during a 
terrible fever, and the honest fellow was gratef1:11 beyond words, and 
attached to me with the blind attachment of a huge St. Bernard dog. 

To this trusty companion in many a perilous hour, I had hesitatingly 
unfolded my cherished dream, and had found him, somewhat to my 
surprise I confess, not only willing, but exceedingly eager to accompany 
me. He had no ties, he said, and where Monsieur was pleased to go, 
there would he also follow, if Monsieur would permit it. 

Poor, faithful Rimaye! His devotion cost him the life he valued so 
lightly, and his bones lie bleaching on the inaccessible Indian snows. 

But I must not anticipate. 
As I sat on my pony, gazing in ecstacy on the fading lights on great 

Kinchinjunga, and tracing out on the reddened snows the route I would 
attempt, my companion joined me, and following the direction of my 
eyes, exclaimed: 

" What! still thinking of that crazy expedition? Better give it up, 
old man; no good can come of it. It is simply suicide for two men to 
attempt such a thing." 

"Give it up I" I cried. "Never! Rimaye returned this morning 
from a reconnoitring excursion to Sungtafou, and he is confident of 
success. Besides, the permit from the Raja of Sikkim to cross his 
territory has arrived, and the coolies and outfit are ready. I will start 
to-morrow." 

And in spite of the protests and urging of my many friends, on the 
morrow start I did. 

For the first day Rimaye and I were able to ride the stout little 
ponies we had provided ourselves with, but towards the noon of the 
second, the track became so steep and dangerous that we were forced 
to abandon them, and to continue our journey on foot. With a lo~al 

guide we marched on in front, while the fifty coolies who carried our 
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outfit, guns, and provIsIons for three weeks' camping, straggled in an 
endless line behind us. 

The next two days' travelling was extremely slow and fatiguing, as 
we had to cross over three of the intervening ranges. From the back of 
a range, eight or nine thousand feet in height, we would plunge to the 
bottom of a valley a few hundred feet above sea level, only to climb 
and plunge again. On the evening of the fifth day, however, we pitched 
our little camp on the bare and barren mountain side close to the 
glaciers and at an elevation, taken by barometrical observation, of 
nearly 16,000 feet. 

Behind us rose a serrated ridge of rocky teeth, sprinkled here and 
there with patches of snow. Rimaye and I decided to leave the coolies 
to establish the camp which would be our headquarters during the 
expeditions we projected, and to start off at once to reconnoitre our 
position from some point of vantage on the ridge. 

A two hours' scramble brought us to the summit of a pinnacle, the 
height of which I calculated at over 18,000 feet, and which commanded 
an extensive view of the surrounding ranges. Directly in front of us, 
separated only by a deep glacier-choked gorge, rose the stupendous 
mass of Kinchinjunga, looking (on a larger scale) very much as Monte 
Rosa does from the Gornergrat. Huge glaciers tumbled down its pre
cipitous flanks in every direction, but for experienced climbers there 
seemed to be no absolutely insurmountable barrier. 

" If only our lungs hold out, if only we can breathe, we shall succeed," 
I cried, eXUlting already at the prospect of victory. 

" Ne craignez rim, Monsieur, we shall breathe all right," replied Rimaye, 
who had never been able to grasp the theory of man's inability to live 
in an extremely rarefied atmosphere. But I confess I did not always 
share the brave fellow's conviction, for although we felt no inconvenience 
whatever at our present height, I reflected that to reach yon glittering 
summit we must rise another ten thousand feet and more. 

The weather being perfect, and the moon nearly full, we decided then 
and there to start out alone a little before midnight on the following 
evening, leaving the coolies and camp under the charge of my native 
body-servant, a thoroughly trustworthy man from the hills about Simla. 
Accordingly we set to work before darkness came on, to map out and 
note down the route we proposed to follow, and to fix in our minds the 
peculiarities of the ground we should have to cover. 

After finishing our observations we started out and climbed down 
briskly in order to reach the camp before dark. 

\Ve had been descending rapidly for twenty minutes or more and were 
scrambling over the huge boulders and debris fallen from the cliffs 
above', when suddenly I heard Rimaye, who was slightly in advance, 
utter a cry of surprise. Thinking he had chanced upon a bear, and 
remembering that we had nothing but our revolvers with us, I sang out 
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to him to give the beast a wide berth and hurry on. My voice, however, 
crossed his words: 

"Come quickly, Monsieur; I cannot make it out." 
In a moment I was beside him, and, my eyes following the direction 

of his outstretched hand, I saw the prostrate figure of a man lying just 
within the shelter of a small natural cave formed by a huge block of 
granite resting on two nearly square boulders. 

My astonishment was so great at seeing a human being in such a 
place that I could, for a moment, neither move nor utter a word. 

" He must be asleep," whispered Rimaye, " or my shout would certainly 
have roused him. "Diable! II a I'oreille dure," he muttered, after 
another ineffectual halloo. 

We scrambled down and stood over the apparently sleeping figure. 
It was that of a very old man with a flowing white beard, and clad in a 
snowy linen robe such as is worn by prosperous Hindoos in the plains. 
He had no head-gear of any kind; but his long hair fell in clustering 
silver curls about his shoulders. I thought I had never looked upon a 
more noble face, and even Rimaye who was not given to sentimentalism, 
muttered an involuntary: "Dim! qu'il est beau!" 

I knelt at his side and gently shook his shoulder, but the body was 
cold and rigid as a corpse. . 

" He is dead," I said, looking over at Rimaye who was examining his 
other side. 

" He is undoubtedly dead, Monsieur. But he can only have died but 
a very short time since, or surely the beasts and birds would have found 
him out!" 

I laid my hand on his heart but could detect no pulsation, however 
faint, while the skin felt clammy and was as yellow as old ivory. 

Darkness had now nearly closed in, but we knew that the moon would 
rise in less than an hour. As I rose from my kneeling position I noticed 
a dark object covered with writing which had c:1ught in a fold of the 
white robe. I drew it forth and discovered it to be a broken fragment 
of an ancient palm-leaf book; the characters inscribed upon it I imme
diately recognized as Sanskrit. Putting it mechanically in my pocket, I 
again turned to the prostrate form. 

If we could render no other assistance the body should at least be 
decently interred, safe from the desecrating claws of the hideous vultures. 
It was therefore agreed that Rimaye should watch by the corpse while I 
hurried to the camp to summon aid, for it would have been impossible 
for two men to carry such a burden over the rough ground we had to 
traverse. 

As soon as there was sufficient light, therefore, I set forth, and in less 
than an hour had reached the camp. After a rapid consultation in 
Hindustani with my servant, I started back accompanied by four coolies 
to retrace my steps to the scene of our adventure. 
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Before very long we came in sight of a huge needle of rock which I 
had noted as a land-mark, and I knew we must be near the spot where 
I had left my companion. 

Scarcely had we penetrated the labyrinth of boulders and debris, 
however, when I was astonished to see Rimaye coming slowly towards 
us. 

I cried out to him to know why he had deserted his post, but received 
no reply, and when he came up I noticed a peculiar dazed look on his 
face. He seemed surprised to see the coolies with me, and asked where 
I had met them. On my telling him that I had found them at the camp, 
and brought them to carry back the body, he looked puzzled, but the 
dull look immediately returned, and he merely mumbled some dis
connected phrases in his patois of the Val Ferret. 

Impatient, and rather indignant too, I pushed past him and, calling to 
my servant to follow, set about hunting in the bright moonlight for the 
natural cave. I had no great difficulty in retracing my steps, and after 
about half an hour came upon the huge boulder and its granite 
supports. 

But search as I would no trace could be found of the body I had left 
there, although my handkerchief, which had slipped from my pocket 
as I bent over the prostrate figure, was still lying where it had fallen. 

Utterly mystified I again turned to Rimaye, who had followed with 
the others, and demanded angrily what had occurred during my absence. 
He seemed, however, totally at a loss to comprehend my questions, and 
evidently had no recollection of the spot where we stood. 

Perceiving that it was impossible to get anything out of him in his 
present state, and remarking, moreover, the alarmed and questioning 
glances my servant cast upon me, I realized that all present had a strong 
suspicion that my head was affected by the sun, which had been unusu
ally strong during the day. 

I therefore made a limp excuse that there had probably been some 
mistake, and that we had better return to camp, promising myself at the 
same time, that I would make a searching investigation of the extra
ordinary affair when some hours' rest should have restored Rimaye's 
evidently over-taxed brain. 

REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. 

(To be continued.) 

Death is a black camel that kneels at everybody's door. 

A little hill in a low place thinks itself a great mountain. 

The rose grows from the thorn, not the thorn from the rose. 
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lRumbers, tbeir ~ccult lPower an~ !D\?sttc lDirtues. 
A SUMMARY OF THE DOCTRINES OF THE ADEPTS OF INDIA, MAGI OF 
BABYLON, PYTHAGOREANS, KABBALISTS, AND MEDIiEVAL MAGICIANS.-

PREFACE. 

SEVEN years have passed since this essay was written, and the MSS. 
pages have been lent to many friends and students of mystic lore and 
occult meanings. It is only at the earnest request of these kindly 
critics that I have consented to publish this volume. The contents are 
necessarily of a fragmentary character, and have been collected from an 
immense number of sources; the original matter has been intentionally re
duced to the least possible quantity, so as to obtain space for the inclu
sion of the utmost amount of ancient, quaint, and occult learning. It is 
impossible to give even an approximate list of works which have been 
consulted; direct quotations have been acknowledged in numerous in
stances, and (perhaps naturally) many a statement might have been 
equally well quoted from the book of a contemporary author, a media:!val 
monk, a Roman historian, a Greek poet, or a Hindoo Adept: to give 
the credit to the modern author would not be fair to the ancient sage, 
to refer the reader to a Sanscrit tome would be in most cases only loss 
of time and waste of paper. My great difficulty has been to supply 
information mystic enough to match the ideal of the work, and yet not 
so esoteric as to convey truths which higher Masters have ordered to be 
still concealed. Esoteric knowledge is open to all who with ardour 
combined with humility seek it, but it is not to be offered to the scorner 
as an object for contumely. 

I must apologise for the barbarous appearance of foreign words, but 
it was not found practicable to supply Sanscrit, Coptic, Chaldee and 
Greek type, so the words have had to be translated. Hebrew and 
Chaldee should of course be read from right to left, and it was at first 
intended so to print them in their converted form, but the appearance of 
Hebrew in English letter~ reversed was too grotesque; ADNI is a represen
tation of the Aleph, daleth, nun, yod, of" Adonai," but INDA is sheer bar
barity: in the case of Hebrew words I have added the pronunciation. 

The "Secret Doctrine" of Mme. Blavatsky, a work of immense 
erudition containing a vast fund of archaic doctrine, has supplied me 
with valuable quotations, which are the only recent additions to this 
treatise. If any readers desire a deeper insight into the analogies 
between numbers and ideas, I refer them in addition to the works of 

o By W. W. WESTCOTT, M.B., Author of "The Isiac Tablet," "The Everbuming 
Lamps of the Ancients," and translator of the" Sepher Yetzirah." 
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Eliphaz Levi, Athanasius Kircher, Godfrey Higgins, Michael Maier, and 
John Heydon; I have quoted from each of these authorities, and 
Thomas Taylor's" Theoretic Arithmetic" has supplied me with a great 
part of the purely arithmetical notions of the Pythagoreans, the elucida
tion of which was mainly due to him. In conclusion, I request my 
readers,-

Aut perlege et recte i1Ztellige, 
Aut a'bsti1Ze a censura. 

W. WYNN WESTCOTT, Fra. Ros. Cru. IXo. 

396, Camden Road, London, N. 

The author wiII be pleased to receive additions and suggestions, from 
earnest students of either the Eastern or Western schools of Occultism. 

CONTENTS. 

PART. I.-Pythagoras, his tenets and his followers. 
PART II.-Pythagorean view of Numbers. 
PART III.-Kabbalistic view of Numbers. 
PART IV.-Properties of the Numbers individually. 

I. Monad. 6. Hexad. 
2. Duad. 7. Heptad. 
3. Triad. 8. Octad. 
4- Tetrad. 9. Nonad. 
S. Pentad. 10. Decad. 

PART. V.-Higher Numbers. 
PART. VI.-Numbers of the Apocalypse. 

PART I. 

PYTHAGORAS, HIS TENETS AND HIS FOLLOWERS. 

PYTHAGORAS, one of the greatest philosophers of ancient Europe, was 
the son of Mnesarchus, an engraver, he was born about the year 580 B.C. 

either at Samos an island in the .tEgean Sea, or as some say, at Sidon in 
Phrenicia. Very little is known of his early life, beyond the fact that he 
won prizes for feats of agility at the Olympic Games; having attained 
manhood, and feeling dissatisfied with the amount "of knowledge to be 
gained at home, he left his native land and spent many years in travel, 
visiting in turn most of the great centres of Learning. History narrates that 
his pilgrimage in search of wisdom extended to Egypt, Hindostan, 
Persia, Crete, and Palestine, and that he gathered from each country fresh 
stores of information, and succeeded in becoming well acquainted with 
the Esoteric Wisdom as well as with the popular esoteric knowledge of 
each. 

He returned with his mind well stored, and his judgment matured, to 
his home intending to open there a College of learning, but this he found 
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to be impracticable owing to the opposition of its turbulent ruler 
Polycrates. Failing in this design he migrated to Crotona a noted 
city in Magna Grrecia, which was a colony founded by Dorians on 
the South coast of Italy. It was here that this ever famous Philo
sopher founded his College or Society of Students, which became 
known all over the civilized world as the central assembly of the 
learned of Europe; and here it was in secret conclave that Pythagoras 
taught that occult wisdom which he had gathered from the Gymno
sophists and Brahmins of India, from the Hierophants of Egypt, the 
Oracle of Delphi, the Idrean cave, and from the Kabbalah of the Hebrew 
Rabbis and Chaldean Magi. For nearly forty years he taught his pupils, 
and exhibited his wonderful powers; but an end was put to his institu
tion and he himself was forced to flee from the city, owing to a conspiracy 
and rebellion which arose on account of a quarrel between the people of 
Crotona and the inhabitants of Sybaris: he succeeded in reaching 
Metapontum where he is said to have died about the year 500 B.C. 

Among the ancient authors from whom we derive our knowledge of 
the life and doctrines of Pythagoras, and his successors, the following are 
notable :-

B.C. 450.-Herodotus who speaks of the mysteries of the Pytha
goreans as similar to those of Orpheus. 

B.C. 394.-Archytas of Tarentum who left a fragment upon Pytha
gorean Arithmetic. 

B.C. 380.-Theon of Smyrna. 

B.C. 370.-Philolaus; from three books of this author it is believed 
that Plato compiled his book Timreus; he was probably the 
first who committed to writing the doctrines of Pythagoras. 

B.C. 322.-Aristotle; refer to his" Metaphysica," " Moralia magna" 
and" Nicomachean Ethics." Nicomachus of Stagyra was his 
father. 

B.C. 276.-Eratosthenes, author of a work entitled "Kokkinon" 
or "Cribrum" a "Sieve to separate prime from composite 
numbers." 

B.C. 40.-Cicero; refer to his works" De Finibus " and" De natura 
Deorum." 

50. AD.-Nicomachus of Gerasa; Treatises on Arithmetic and 
Harmony. 

300. AD.-Porphyry of Tyre, a great philosopher, sometimes 
named in Syriac Melekh or King, was the pupil of Longinus 
and Plotinus. 

340. AD.-J amblicus wrote" De mysteriis," " De vita Pythagorica," 
"The arithmetic of Nicomachus of Gerasa," and" The Theo
logical properties of Numbers." 
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450. AD.-Proclus in his commentary on the" Works and Days' 
of Hesiod, gives Information concerning the Pythagorean views 
of numbers. 

560. AD.-5implicius of Cilicia a contemporary of Justinian. 

850. AD.-Photius of Constantinople has left a Bibliotheca of the 
ideas of the older philosophers. 

Coming down to more recent times the following authors should be 
consulted: Meursius, Johannes, 1620; Meibomius, Marcus, 1650; and 
Kircher, Athanasius, 1660. They collected and epitomized all that was 
extant of previous authors concer'1ing the doctrines of the Pythgoreans. 
The first eminent follower of Pythagoras was Aristceus who married 
Theano the widow of his master: next followed Mnesarchus the son of 
Pythagoras; and later Bulagoras, Tidas, and Diodorus the Aspendian. 
After the original school was dispersed the chief instructors became 
Clinias and Philolaus at Heraclea; Theorides and Eurytus at Meta
pontum; and Arc~ytas the sage of Tarentum. 

The school of Pythagoras had several peculiar characteristics; every 
new member was obliged to pass a period of five years of contemplation 
in perfect silence; the members held everything in common, and re
jected animal food; they were believers in the doctrine of metempsy
chosis; and were inspired with an ardent and implicit faith in their 
founder and teacher. 50 much did the element of faith enter into their 
training that" autos epha "_" He said it" was to them complete proof. 
Intense fraternal affection between the pupils was also a marked feature 
of the school, hence their saying "my friend is my other self" has be
come a by-word to this day. The teaching was in a great measure 
secret, and certain studies and knowledge were allotted to each class and 
grade of instruction: merit and ability alone sufficed to enable anyone 
to pass to the higher classes and to a knowledge of the more recondite 
mysteries. No person was permitted to commit to writing any tenet, or 
secret doctrine, and so far as is known no pupil ever broke the rule, until 
after his death and the dispersion of the school. 

We are thus entirely dependent on the scraps of information which 
have been handed down to us from his successors, and from his and their 
critics. A considerable amount of uncertainty, therefore, is inseparable 
from any consideration of the real doctrines of Pythagoras himself, but 
we are on surer ground when we investigate the opinions of his 
followers. 

It is recorded that his instruction to his followers was formulated into 
two great divisions, the science of numbers, and the theory of magnitude: 
the former division included two branches, arithmetic and musical 
harmony; the latter was further subdivided into the consideration of 
magnitude at rest-geometry, and magnitude in motion-astronomy. 

The most striking peculiarities of his doctrines are dependent on the 
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mathematical conceptions, numerical ideas, and impersonations, upon 
which his philosophy was founded. 

The principles governing Numbers were supposed to be the principle3 
of all Real Existences; and as Numbers are the primary constituents of 
Mathematical Quantities, and at the same time present many analogies 
to various realities, it was further inferred that the elements of numbers 
were the elements of Realities. To Pythagoras himself, it is believed 
that the natives of Europe owe the first teaching of the properties of 
Numbers, of the principles of music, and of physics; but there is evidence 
tnat he had visited Central Asia, and there had acquired the mathematical 
ideas which form the basis of his doctrine. The modes of thought in
troduced by Pythagoras, and followed by his successor J amblichus and 
others, became known later on by the titles of the" Italian school," or the 
II Doric school." 

The followers of Pythagoras delivered their knowledge to pupils, fitted 
by selection, and by training to receive it, in secret; but to others by 
numerical and mathematical names and notions. Hence they called 
forms numbers; a point, the monad; a line, the duad; a superficies, the 
triad; and a solid, the tetrad. 

Intuitive knowledge was referred to the Monad type 0 
Reason and causation" " II Duad type 0-0 

Imagination (form or rupa) " " Triad type t:. 

Sensation of material objects" " Tetrad type 0 

Indeed, they referred every object, planet, man, idea and essence, to 
some number or other, in a way which to most moderns must seem 
curious and mystical in the highest degree. 

"The numerals of Pythagoras," says Porphyry, who lived about 300 
A.D.~ "were hieroglyphic symbols, by means whereof he explained all 
ideas concerning the nature of things," and the same method of explain
ing the secrets of nature is once again being insisted upon by the new 
revelation of the Secret Doctrine, by Madame Blavatsky. 

" Numbers are a key to the ancient views of cosmogony-in its broad 
sense, spiritually as well as physically considered, and to the evolution of 
the present human race; all systems of religious mysticism are based 
upon numerals: the sacredness of numbers begins with the Great First 
Cause, the One, and ends only with the nought or zero-symbol of the 
infinite and boundless universe." Isis Unveiled, vol. ii. 407. 

Tradition narrates that the students of the Pythagorean school at first 
classed as Exoterici or Auscultantes, listeners, were privileged to rise by 
merit and ability to the higher grade of Genuini, Perfecti, Mathematici, 
or the most coveted title of Esoterici. 

(To be ctJntillued.) 

33 
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ABSOLUTE MOTION. 

THAT which is revealed manifests that which was un revealed ; that 
which exists predicates that which is non-existent because formal 
life proclaims a previous condition of formlessness when that 

something which has assumed shape must have been chaotic. 
These considerations allow us to postulate a formless Infinite from 

the presence around us of formal life. But an Infinite in this condition 
of non-being is inconceivable to a finite mind and only borrows a 
fictitious existence from the relative value which, like a shadow, is cast 
by the formal entities of the universe into Space. 

Attributeless and in itself unknown, we have only one conception by 
which it can bel brought into the ken of human minds. It is that of 
Motion. A simple synthesis of that which is and is not. The one is 
motion active, the other is motion in a latent state which then represents 
something more than this as we shall endeavour to prove. That which 
is 110t becomes that which is through change; and the "becoming" is 
both change and motion. This latter is in its abstraction unconditioned 
by relative values and exhibits by its reality the only direct effect which 
the positive world may appreciate from the realm of outer darkness on 
shadow less light. 

By studying nature and her developments as the unfolding of co
related forces, we find that law governs the activity of positive Tife. 
Change is the form of law; and law is a fiat whose impulse is Reason. 
Hence, in those high regions of Spirituality, where all is apparent 
abstraction, the first great change from unthinkable to conceivable Life 
must have been due to Reason acting as an impulse to activity. 

None will deny that Reason can only be appreciated by its effects; 
while as the substantial cause of these it escapes our grasp. Yet not
withstanding the intangibility of Reason as a Thing its existence as 
the origin of every Form of objective life is universally admitted and 
we are assured that each isolated rational conception is connected 
through chains of thought each to each, having a corresponding series 
of effects on the phenomenal planes. We say that by its act or motion, 
Reason manifests itself and that Reason in the Abstract is Absolute 
Motion, all Concrete Reasons, as definite portions of the Reason of 
Reasons, are connected together by their common origin which then 
becomes the quality of rationality. They are visible on the positive 
plane as motions of different kinds which have a common basis of action 
in Absolute Motion, the alter ego of the indefinite quality" Rationality." 
Thus the immaterial world of reason corresponds in every particular 
to the familiar world of form. While reason thus materialises itself 
through the mere act of Being these conceptions become in their tum 
the visible cause of that of which in reality they are but the effect 
creating an illusive appearance of subjectivity. 
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Absolute Motion and the Reason of Reasons or Form and its Life 
constitute the two terms of an equation where equality exhibits the 
perfection of Being under the Form of the law of Equilibrium. So that, 
no sooner has change become active than its activity is lost in its own 
Perfection; and the active equality of opposition between the negative 
and positive poles or planes, submerges the Revealed one in Subsistence. 
Thus the U nrevealed reveals itself as a triad of Reason-Change
Absolute Motion. 

Change is motion which resolves itself into the third quality. Abso
lute motion is change completed. Both are to a finite perception 
practically the same as an infinite abstraction; and yet logically there 
lies a difference between them. The former represents Form j the 
latter the process of formation. The former as Supreme Wisdom dis
appears leaving the latter as its representative on the positive plane. 
To illustrate our meaning we will clothe it in that archaic allegory 
which is symbolised by the snake emblem of eternity incubating the 
Egg or Universe with its breath. Beneath this symbolism lies a simple 
and logical deduction. To breathe we must first inhale. Space swells 
with a breath of Divine Life; that is to say it conceives an idea. This 
inflation resembles that of the lungs of Man when, in obedience to the 
abstract command" Live," they expand and fill with air. The move
ment which is the visible sign of this action is, in Space, the change 
from non-being to Being which, as one complete inflation, stands for 
Absolute Motion. The point to which we give this title represents that 
reached by the swing of life from its position of rest to its furthest 
limit j as a First Vibration it is, as Space and Power, a synthesis 01 

every possible quantity of motion. In science we call it half a vibration. 
To complete a whole one the return swing of equal energy ~s necessary. 

This is symbolised as the outbreathing of the breath. But the point 
of Absolute Motion is, as a completed act, one of Absolute Rest. It is 
the Perfect Form, the Revealed One which, as soon as its completed 
movement or swing from one point to the other is made, is lost in its 
own Perfection. The opposition of Absolute Motion to Absolute Rest 
which together form the point whi~h marks the limit of the vibratory 
swing, is an active one. So that it must be represented by a Force or 
Power exuding from between these two opposing units. This is the 
manifestation of Absolute Motion and as such has been called the De
miurgos. It equals the "becoming" of subsistence into existence and 
also equals Infinite Change as the result of the impulse of a supreme 
Wisdom. As breath it is continuous exhalation of energy (the energy 
of opposition) equal in quantity to the meaning of its Reason and 
divided into units of Space and Time. For the instant of complete 
manifestation is the Unit of Manifested Power. It disappears with its 
Form into subsistence at the moment of Perfection but the light has 
flashed through Space. Its gloomy depths have received a mortal 
wound for they have become measurable and Time has circumscribed 
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it. The standard of measure has been completed as Absolnte Motion 
or the point of rest reached by the swing of the first vibration synthesis 
of all subsequent divisions of motion. Comparative value is possible 
and differentation must follow. 

The continuance of the outbreathing of Space is measured by these 
units and is equitable and constant. It is the source and maintainer of Life, 
and, as representing the work done by opposing forces, it is that power . 
which subtends the Universe and prevents it from being submerged 
beneath the immensity of Non-Being. 

We can now define the full meaning of the term Energy. It is more 
than motion, for it is the activity of Reason, and also its guiding or in
forming principle. It is law and its form. Motion, the positive pole, is 
the manifestation of Reason, while this latter as the negative pole is, by 
reflected personality, the life of the former. Thus supreme vVisdom 
becomes both positive and negative in its absolute unity; being wholly 
negative before, and wholly positive after manifestation, when, motion 
differentiating, Reason becomes the author of its formal Life. 

We have said that the change of the Unknowable from its plane of 
sub-existent being is a necessarily complete one, and is an absolute 
motion, in which two conditions of the I nfinite become manifest by their 
equality of opposition. Therefore this act introduces the Infinite into 
the positive plane of existence as a universe of form. Hence, if we allow 
that a supreme Reason was the cause of this change, we must conclude 
that the Universe is an aggregate of details which, taken together, con
strue the meaning or Reason of its Being. It may be objected as a 
logical impossibility that the Infinite Nothing can become an infinite 
Thing, because limits do not belong to the Infinite. But, if we admit, as 
we are bound to do as Reasonable Beings, that there is a Reason for all 
things, we dispose of this objection at once. For by the logical com
pleteness of this admission, we make the Infinite a conceiver of a finite 
idea which, being attributeless, is infinite as form, and yet is limited by 
the meaning of the conception. 

The nett result of our argument may be summed up as follows: The 
Unmanifest conceives an idea which, as a Reason for action, becomes 
manifested as absolute motion which, embracing in itself its impulse or 
negative pole and its action or positive pole, becomes Energy. Energy 
becomes a creative breath; shadowing itself in. Space, it brings into 
relief the existence of non-being, which then becomes Ethereal Pressure, 
or the materialisation of the Infinite spirituality of Reason as a positio.-c 
unreality. 

As absolute motion we have a definite amount of energy deposited in 
Space. It is simply the form of Abstract Reason and acquires a 
definite character as the quality of Rationality. In its comprehensive 
simplicity it lies at the back of every manifestation. Its nature we 
have seen is due to Power exerted by manifest Life in opposition to non
being and is equal in its strength and continuity to the Reason of Life. 
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Therefore it requires an equation which in order to keep the positive 
manifestation from subsidence must be ever maintained in perfection 
between itself and the smallest atom of formal energy as well as the 
greatest agglomeration of such atoms in complex forms. Thus no 
matter what proportion the meaning of a definite form bears to the 
Reason of Reasons, and we hold that every existing thing exists as a 
relative value to this supreme unit of wisdom, absolute motion must 
equal it in energy and character. This necessitates a change of quality 
in absolute motion while maintaining the quantity of energy constant. 
And thus we obtain the fundamental number on which the universe is 
built. For it can be proved that the study of vibrations in Nature is 
also the study of pure motion. Now vibrations, where energy is con
stant but character variable, consists of octaves. These are states of 
balance reached by seven steps. Thus Seven represents Change; Eight 
stands for Form or completed change where, as an octave, it represents 
the same energy of motion differently apportioned as to Space and 
Time from that from which it changed. Eight represents" Rationality" 
in the abstract. Seven represents the countless meanings of eight. 
Complex forms result from the drifting together of definite atoms of 
energy under the ubiquitous and even pressure of the Ethereal medium 
in which they lie. These must, in order to coalesce as forms, possess 
such a mutual interaction of forces that their resultant is that unit 
quantity of energy which equals the unit "absolute motion." The 
process of " becoming" being an incomplete manifestation of Reason 
does not at once appeal to a rational being with that insistance of 
seeming reality with which completed forms do, and hence exterior Life 
is more impressive at first sight that its inner meanings. But, as it is 
the seven which give the explanation of what we see, it is only by 
examining the processes of Nature's changes that real knowledge may 
be obtained. 

Absolute motion takes seven steps to its antithesis, absolute rest, or 
material equilibrium. Each of these is a note underlying a world of 
harmonies or overtones. These, while forming distinct regions of Life 
according to the fundamental note which generates them, are naturally 
sensitive to activities in each other; for they all are sub-divisions of one 
base tone or Reason. Thus seven great planes of Life, whose mingling 
produces many other sub-planes, lie around us. Man impresses his 
Personality on the golden strings which vibrate with the energy of 
Being at various points; and, damping them, cuts out those harmonies 
which require those nodes as quantities of energy in their characteristics 
or natural wave lengths. 

Thus he introduces separation in the harmonious sequence of universal 
Life and shuts off from himself higher planes of existence. Therefore, 
as we destroy our Personality or Selfishness, we bring automatically into 
play a higher consciousness and a more extended comprehensiveness. 
Thus motion is the author of our being, the expounder of its causes and 
the material or eternal substance which forms the universe. 

June 18, 1889. Toss WILLIAMS. 
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ttbe ttalking 3mage of 1llfUf • 
• 

CHAPTER XIII. 

THE BOOK OF MYSTERIES. 

£. N indescribable consternation was caused at Urur by the mysterious dis.a appearance of the Talking Image. Those that had come to enjoy the 
fun of seeing a miracle declared themselves to have been cheated j 

they stormed and raged and denounced the Image as being the work of the 
devil. The leaders of the Society for Distribution of Wisdom hung their heads 
in shame and mortification j because now the existence of sages was beyond the 
possibility of being demonstrated to science. The Chelas looked wise, but 
in their wisdom threw out only ambiguous hints j for as a matter of course 
they were not permitted to tell that which they were supposed to know. 

The room of the Image was in perfect order and nothing was missing in it, 
only the air therein· seemed to be somewhat different from what it had been 
before j but this difference was only perceptible to those who were of a 
sensitive nature and, for all we know, it may have existed only in their imagina
tion. Everyone agreed that the Image was too ponderous to have been carried 
away without making a noise that would have attracted attention, as it would 
have required at least six strong men to bring it down the narrow and winding 
stairs. There was no blood, nor any burnt remnants, nor any other sign that a 
crime had been committed. There was only one plausible theory, namely, that 
it had been thrown out of the window into the river below j and in that case it 
would have immediately sunk to the bottom on account of its heavy weight. 
But even this theory was hardly admissible, because the window was found to 
be fastened from the inside and the room had been carefully locked by Madame 
Corneille. Immediate search however was made in the river by native fisher
men, experts in diving; but nothing was found. The Image was gone. This 
alone was absolutely certain and beyond the possibility of a doubt. Its goneness 
required no other scientific proof, but the fact remained that it was absent; a 
fact which was self-evident even to the most superficial observer and undeniable 
even by the most stubborn logician; but the manner in which it had left and 
where it went remained a mystery. 

All the researches proved vain. A rich Hottentot offered a considerable sum 
for the recovery of the Image. The scientific experts appointed one committee 
after another to find out its whereabouts. They nearly split their heads in inves
tigating the matter; but no trace could be found. They took measurements and 
photographs of the rooms and chemically analyzed the walls of the buildings; 
they examined and cross-examined a score of witnesses, accepting such evidence 
as agreed with the opinions which they had already formed, and rejecting that 
which seemed to them impossible or improbable, or for which there was no 
precedent to be found in their books. 

Mr. Bottler was furious. He deeply felt his.disappointment and mortification, 
which must have been very severe. He had already failed in securing a Unicorn 
and a phcenix. The petrified wood of Noah's ark, which he had discovered, 
was by another scientist proved to belong to a species of tree existing 
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p05terior to that historical event; in the remnants of the tower of Babylon about 
which he had written a book, a piece of a coffee-cup was found, bearing an 
inscription in English and the story of the drowning of Pharaoh's army in the 
Red Sea was by Mr. Bottler's opponents asserted to be a mere allegory. Now 
in addition to all that, the bottle wherein he had hoped to capture a Mysterious 
Brother still stood empty; its open orifice gaping at him in a reproachful 
manner and as if asking to be filled and closed with Solomon's Seal. This new 
failure was therefore very annoying. His reputation as an expert in matters that 
belong to the occult was at stake. Something must be done to save it. He 
therefore sat down and wrote deliberately a "Report" to the "Society for the 
Discovery of Unknown Sciences"; from which we will extract in sum and 
substance the following points: 

I. "The 'Talking Image of Urur,' never had any real existence. It was 
merely an epidemic and collective hallucination caused by a dislocation of the 
normal threshold of consciousness, a state in which the perceptions of the 
transcendental subject becomes hopelessly mingled up and confused with the 
perceptions of the personality and therefore the mind deranged." 

2. "The Mysterious Brotherhood never had and never can have any exist
ence; for it is indis:mtable that if a class of beings in possession of superhuman 
intelligence were to exist, they would be intelligent enough not to let slip an 
opportunity to obtain the endorsement of well-educated and experienced 
scientists, together with their aid and assistance_ The very fact that these 
" mysterious brothers" failed to appear before a representative of the Discovery 
of Unknown Sciences, is prima fade evidence that there are none such, or that 
they are afraid of being examined!' 

3- "Viewed from a religio-philosophical-scientific point of view a belief in 
Talking Images and Mysterious Brotherhoods may WIthout hesitation be pro
nounced to be a deplorable folly, a degrading and immoral superstition, which 
ought to be immediately frowned down." 

4. "Your commissioner turthermore suggests that according to his exact 
mathematical calculations the' Talking Image' must have had a specific gravity 
surpassing from 1235 to 2272 times that of Platina or Tridium and it conse
quently follows that its specific pressure upon any conceivable substratum could 
not have been less than 4040, nor more than 45,440 atmospheric pres~ures to 
the square-inch; a weight which cannot be resisted by any known material. 
It seems therefore, according to my calculations of probabilities absolutely 
certain that the said Image is now on its way towards the centre of gravitation 
of this globe, and, according to the'lawof quadratic acceleration of velocity, it 
may be supposed to have already arrived at its destination." 

Thus Mr. Bottler's report made for the time being an end to the belief in 
Talking Images and Mysterious Brotherhoods, and there were many who, 
although having seen and conversed with the Image, began to have serious 
doubts as to whether they had not been deluded, hallucinated or imposed upon 
in some inexplainable way; because seeing without understanding does not 
convey true knowledge, nor can any such knowledge be acquired by those who 
seek to understand that which they have never seen with the eyes of the body 
or with the eye of the spirit. 
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With the disappearance of the Talking Image the main source from which 
the members of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom received that inform· 
ation and those opinions which constituted their" wisdom," was dried up and 
exhausted. It is true that there were many who continued to write under the 
influence of the spirit; but as their doctrines differed from each other, they 
must have been inspired by a variety of spirits, and could not all have been 
inspired by the Spirit of Truth. 

Thus, while one eminent Fellow of the S.D.W., stated that the inhalation of 
carbonic gas through both nostrils was necessary to produce a sage; another not 
less eminent Fellow asserted that the inhalation of such a gas was deleterious to 
spiritual development and that it would be necessary to inhale pure oxygen by 
Olle nostril and blown out by the other. 

One authoritati"ely speaking Fellow found out that it requires a daily con
sumption of two pounds of pork and three pounds of beans to turn a sinner into 
a Saint, while another writer, who claimed to be better informed, condemned 
pork and beans and wanted to raise a crop of Saints by feeding them exclusi\'ely 
on certain quantities of rice and asses-milk. 

One wanted to turn the people into Adepts by shutting them up in air-tight 
underground holes, another proposed for that purpose a small room of sun-dried 
clay, not more than six feet high and with only one window. Still others 
taught that to produce a mysterious brother it was necessary to sit cross-legged 
on the top of a mountain and to hold on to one's toes. Some suggested that a 
long woollen ribbon should be swallowed for the purpose of purification and 
others proclaimed as the only means for salvation the internal application of 
soap and water. 

But we wiII not enter into a more detailed description of the various external 
means by which the members of the S. D. W. expected to effect internal, ,:e., 
spiritual perfection, and how by the exercise of their own mortal will they ex
pected to draw down upon them the Light of the Universal Spirit, which comes to 
man in no other way than by the grace of that Spirit alone. Important as the 
publication of such vagaries might be for the instruction of those who actually 
seek for eternal Truth for its own sake and not for their own aggrandizement, their 
exposure might create ill feelings among some of the sti11living remnants of that 
S. U. W., which (we are inclined to imagine) does not exist any more. Ignorance 
has such an ugly face that whenever a mirror is held up before her, in which to 
behold herself, she becomes angry, but not any wiser by it. 

Love of truth compels us to state that neither Pancho nor Mrs. Honeycomb 
nor Mr. Green made serious efforts to go through the gymnastic exercises pre
scribed for those who wish to become sages and saints. 

Pancho was still thirsting for knowledge. He, like the rest, did not know that 
God can only be known to God, or, to express it in other words, that the Truth 
can only be known to itself. He wanted to grasp with his finite mind the 
mysteries of infinity. Not having the-remotest conception of the nature of the 
true Faith, he, like the rest, imagined that believing in the statements of well 
authenticated authorities was identical with true knowledge. He, like the others, 
did not know that divine truth can only be given by divine truth it!lelf. Not 
being able to see the Truth, he craved for information about it from others. 
The Talking Image was gone and could therefore not give him any more inform-
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mation; he was trying to find not the truth itself but some other person from 
whom to receive information." 

Among the most prominent members of the Society for the Distribution of 
Wisdom, there was a man whose name was Caramba, a very learned person and of 
superior intelligence. The most singular stories were circulating about him, as 
to how he was able to control the spirits of nature and make them obey his 
commands. He was regarded by many as being a member, in disguise, of the 
Mysterious Brotherhood and it was in fact an open secret within the ranks of the 
S. D. W. that he had invented a telescope for discovering the Divinity in the 
Unive:rse. 

This man was said to be in possession of a mysterious and very ancient book 
from which he had learned all that he knew in regard to the mysteries of Nature 
and God. To obtain a look at that book was now all that Pancho desired; but 
in regard to this Caramba was extremely reticent, and only after repeated efforts 
Pancho succeeded in.eliciting a promise from him that it should be produced. 

"This book," said Caramba, "is not in my possession; it is hidden away in a 
tomb and guarded by grim Elementals. If you have the courage to face those 
terrible powers of Nature, I may by y~ur aid obtain possession of it." 

Pancho declared that he was ready to dare everything for the sake of the truth, 
and proposed to go immediately to the tomb where the treasure was hidden. 

"Such a difficult work," said Caramba, "can only be undertakfn when the 
aspect of the constellations is favourable. When the sun enters the sign of 
Aries, we will begin the work. In the meantime prepare yourself by fasting and 
prayer." 

Fortunately it was the beginning of the year and the time when the sun enters 
the sign of Aries was not far away. Soon that day arrived and at midnight, 
Caramba and Pancho went together to the tomb to rescue the "Book of 
Mysteries" from the power of the elemental spirits of Nature. 

Dark was the night, and the clouds, like sombre phantastic shadows on a 
still darker background, were floating rapidly over the sky, driven by the wind 
that sighed in the tree tops. A storm was gathering in the west; these huge 
masses of solid darkness were seen to advance excluding entirely from sight the 
light of solitary stars that here and there appeared through rents in the clouds. 
The road led them through a forest, and at last they stood before a dilapidated 
edifice, looking like the remnants of an ancient tomb. 

Here they entered and descended by a flight of stairs into a subterranean 
vault. Overgrown with moss were the walls, as Pancho could feel by touching 
them with his hands on descending. Cautiously they went below and the first 
thing they saw, after striking a light, was a huge snake of a poisonous kind, 
gliding over the floor and disappearin~ in a dark corner. 

"Thus," said Caramba, "when man descends within his own self, in search 
of the greatest of treasures, his soul, the first object that meets his sight after 

• To attempt to make e1enr the diffcrtnce hetween true self· knowledge nnd that which is usually 
called" knowledge," Lut which is merely opinion, is thc principal o\)jcct tor which this tale has been 
wrillen. It has 'wi becn writt"n for the purpo.c of expo,ing the ,hortc()mings of nny person or persons 
who may have cause to btlic,"c to see thcmseh~. caric.llurnl ill the' p. r>on. of our .WIY; but for the 
purpose of opening the eyes of seme ill rt'gnrd to the naturl! of rli\'ine 'I ruth itself, such as cannot be 
found in books nor recchcd by illlormnti"II, but whk-h is receiwd by the Truth itself becoming alive 
within the receiver, or, to express it in other words. to show that all Itamed di.sertations and ill\"esti. 
gations regarding the Holy {ihost will he useless and fooli~h. as long as onc has not the Holy Ghost 
(tbe Spirit of Holiness) ",jthin oneself. 10 those who know of no Truth in themselves, c,"en tbis object 
of our story ",ill be incomprehtnsible.-AuTHOR. 
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the mental darkness is dispelled is the snake of self-love being driven away by 
the light of divine wisdom." 

Pancho listened to those words; but they made no impression on his mind. 
He had never heard of a man descending within himself, and did not know how 
it could be done. As to finding himself, he thought that he had found his own 
self long ago in his thoughts. He had always lIved in his thoughts; that is to 
say in the realm of the Imagination. He did not know that there was another 
realm in which a man could live; the realm of self-conscious Will. 

Caramba now opened the bag which he had brought with him and which 
contained six candles, a book, piece of chalk, and a dagger. The six candles he 
lighted and stuck them on the ground in the form of a circle, and then by means 
of the piece of chalk he dre~v a smaller circle upon the ancient marble floor; 
but the dagger he took unto himself, and bidding Pancho to follow him he entered 
the circle and opened the book which he had brought with him, and which was 
said to contain the secret formulas necessary to be pronounced for the conjura
tion of the elemental spirits of nature. 

A glance at that book convinced Pancho that it was nothing more nor less but 
" Ollendorfs ready method of learning French"; whereupon he expressed to 
Caramba his surprise and astonishment; but the latter saici : 

" I do not know French, and the sentences in this book are all gibberish to 
me; but it will make no difference in which way I will arouse my will to defy 
the dwellers of the threshold, that stand guard over the Book of Mystery. 
Listen in awe and be silent, and under no circumstances leave the magic circle 
that will surely protect you." 

Thereupon Caramba began his conjuration, reading in a loud and solemn voice 
the words that were printed in that French grammar, and his voice sounded 
dismally, reverberating from the walls of the vault. 

"Mollsieur /" it sounded, "s'il ZlOUS plait, donnez moi ~'otre cam/." 
" alii, MOllsieur, je ZlOltS Ie rendrai / " 
More and more terrible sounded the voice of Caramba, his eyes were lit up 

by a supernatural fire, such as causes the lion to divert his head from the pene
trating looks of his guardian and the tiger to slink away from his intended prey. 
A strange influence seemed to pervade the air of the vault and the walls seemed 
to tremble. Suddenly one of the lights went out and then another and when 
the sixth candle was extinguished by that invisible power which seemed to 
pervade the place like some horror that can be felt by the soul, but neither 
seen with the eyes nor touched by the hands, groans and cries of distress 
were heard as if issuing from the bowels of the earth and strange forms seemed 
to flit about in the gloom, that seemed to be alive and substantial; but they 
were not defined enough to show what character for good or for nil they were 
intended to represent. 

Fain would Pancho have left; but his body was as if paralyzed-not with 
fear-but as by a withdrawing of his vitality that seemed to be absorbed by 
these invisible beings and give life to them. At last a gleam as if of some 
super mundane light seemed to issue from the ground, there appeared to be a 
cave in the floor, where before no such opening had been seen; and at the 
bottom of the cave was an open casket containing the scrolls that constituted the 
" Book of Mysteries." 
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" Est-ce que 1II0udzoirs appartiennent Ii messieurs les etrangers ou Ii messieurs 
les anglais 1" "Nolt, monsieur, ils appartiennent Ii moi I" sounded the voice 
of Caramba, assuming an indescribable pitch, and the scrolls were seen to rise 
from the casket, and as if carried by invisible hands, they floated into the circle 
and were laid at Caramba's feet. As soon as this was accomplished a clap of 
thunder seemed to shake the earth in its foundation; the rain was heard to fall 
down in torrents above the vault; but within the cave all was tranquil, and as if 
ignited by some magic power the six candles were burning again. 

" It is accomplished!" said Caramba. "The book which has for centuries 
heen promised to the world, is now in our possession. Thus is the will of man 
victorious over the inhabitants of the Astral Light." 

Home they went through the mire and the splashing rain, and for several days 
Pancho kept on poring over the contents of the Book of Mysteries; receiving 
therefrom however no benefit; for although that book contained the greatest of 
truths; he was not in possession of the key necessary for their comprehension. 
That key is the understanding; for there can be no other key to the understand
ing of Wisdom, than Wisdom itself. 

Many years afterwards, when by the llferry of God a better light had come 
over Pancho's mind, he could see the wisdom of these" contents ; but at that 
time they appeared to him as utter folly and nonsense; so that he threw away 
the copies which he had taken, and of which only a few remnants 'have been 
recovered which we herewith present to the reader as examples to show what 
Wisdom was contained within that mysterious book. 

Extracts from the Book 0/ Mysteries. 
One of the scrolls preserved contained a prescription for the purpose of 

preserving perpetual youth. It read as follows: 
"If you wish to preserve your youth, or after having become old, turn young again j 

rub yourself two or three times a week with the juice of Cassia, and every night be· 
fore going to bed, lay upon your heart a plaster, made of the following ingredients: 

Oriental Saffron, Red Rose leal'es, Sandal wood, Aloes and Amber. 
Liquefy the whole in a sufficient quantity of Oil 0/ Roses and add enough of 

While Virgin- Wax to give it the necessary consistency. In the morning this 
must be taken off and carefully enclosed in a leaden box (? ) to be preserved till 
the following night, when it is again to be applied." 

Another scroll contained a still more incomprehensible prescription. It was 
said to be the sum and substance of all that was necessary to prepare the Philo
sophers Sione,. as it indeed is, as all will see, provided they are capable to 
understand its secret meaning. It was" a prescription given by Theophrastlls 
Parace/sus and was as follows: 

" If you wish to prepare the true Philosopher's Stone, all you will have to do 
is to transform the moon in the sky into pure water, and throw her upon the 
earth. You will then have accomplished a great miracle. Clean her again from 
all impurity, and put her into her old place, and she will then shine more beau
tiful than before; but if she is melancholy, put her into a bath of beauty, and 
paint her with the abiding splendour taken from the raw earth, a process that 
will be agreeable to her. Force her to remain in that bath for a while, and she 
will then remain. voluntarily in it for ever, and you may render her tractable 
according to your pleasure." 
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This was more than Pancho could endure. He had never heard of any other 
moon than the eternal moon, the satellite of our planet, and, as a matter of 
course, nobody could treat her in the way prescribed by Paracelsus. He already 
felt his head swimming. He was now fully convinced that books on occultism 
were useless trash, and the hermetic philosophers nothing less than lunatics, that 
ought to be shut up in a madhouse; and if these prescriptions had not been 
sufficient to produce in him that conviction, the reading of the following story 
contained in the Book of Mysteries, would have been alone enough to conl"ince 
him. 

AN ALCHEMICAL STORY. 

A student of the secret sciences wanted to learn the art how to make pure 
gold by artificial means. He applied for instruction to a sage who had travelled 
for many years in the East, and was well versed in alchemy. At first the sage 
was unwilling to teach the secret, but at last he consented. He gave to the 
student a little of a red powder in a small bottle, and told him to melt ten pounds 
of lead in a crucible, and then to add the tenth part of a grain of the red powder, 
boiling the same together for a quarter of an hour, after which alI the lead would 
be transformed into gold. He, however, entreated and implored him, that 
during the time of boiling the lead, he should not let the thought of a rhinoceros 
come into his mind; "for," he said, "if you think about a rhinoceros during 
that time, the whole process wiII be spoiled, and you will have at the end nothing 
but boiled lead." 

Thereupon the student of the secret sciences promised to follow the advice of 
the sage. He immediately procured some lead and a crucible, and proceeded to 
try the experiment. He tried it very often; but every time, when the lead began 
to boil, the thought of a rhinoceros came into his mind, and the more he tried to 
avoid it, the more did he think of that beast, and his process was spoiled every 
time. At last the red powder was all gone, and the sage refused to give him 
another sup;)ly. Then the student, having wasted his time and his money, be
came very angry, and cursed the sage, and said that he would never have thought 
of a rhinoceros if the sage had not mentioned it to him. 

When Pancho had finished reading the scrolIs, he flung them into a corner. 
Full of disgust, he went to C:uamba, and said: 

" Do you want to make sport of me by representing to me a book filled with 
impossible prescriptions and puerile stories as being a book full of wisdom? Well 
it would be, if it had been left in the har.ds of the grim Elementals; for more 
stupid nonsense I never saw in my life." 

"I always thought," answered Caramba, "that there was something queer 
about these prescriptions." 

" And did it, then, never occur to you," asked Pancho, "that all such books 
are written by madmen, published by idiots, and bought only by fools? " 

"The fact of the matter is," replied Caramba, "that he who wishes to judge 
about religious matters correctly, and wants to know the secrets of Alchemy, 
must know in what country the Paradise was situated and what kind of apples 
grew therein. He must know of what kind of wood Noah's ark was built and 
what kind of animals were contained therein. What kind of water was transformed 
into what kind of wine at the wedding at Car.a and what were the names 
of the parties that contracted the marriage. What kind of cement was used at 
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the building of the Tower at Babylon and from what kind of a tomb did 
Christ re~urrect after his crucifixion. Where does the best Mercury grow and 
what is the ori!!'inal cause of the rainbow? " 

To this Pancho answered and said: 
" The fact of the matter is, that I care nothing about the place where the 

Paradise was situated, nor about the apples that grew in that garden. I am not 
interested in Noah's ark, neither do I care a straw about the animals that 
were contained therein. It is a matter of perfect indifference to me what kind 
of wine was made at the wedding of Cana, nor am I anyway concerned in 
the marriage of strangers. The cement used at the building of the Tower of 
Babylon was probably some kind of Portland cement and the tomb from which 
Christ was resurrected was presumably like any other tomb in that country. 
Mercury is a mineral and does not grow upon trees, and as to the cause of the 
rainbow, if you ever come to a civilized country, most any schoolboy wiII be 
able to inform you about it." 

So saying Pancho walked away. 
Just about at that time a great split occurred in the Society for the Distribu

tion- of Wisdom. Some of the members had been led to disbelieve in the 
existence of the Mysterious Brotherhood, while others stilI believed in it, and 
as the truth of everything that the Society knew or believed to know, depended 
on the say-so of those Brothers, it was a most serious matter, for it was said 
that if they existed, then that which was taught in their name must be true; 
while if they did not exist, then all must be false (a most logical conclusion!), 
and thus perhaps, for the first time in the history of the world the life of 
Universal Truth was made to depend on the existence of a body of unknown 
Adepts, instead of the existence of the Adepts depending on the presence of 
the truth. 

Thus the black magicians in spite of all precautions taken by the secret 
committee of defence did their work most effectively. The storm of passion 
was aroused and different opinions clashed together like waves in a stormy sea 
in the outer circle of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom. But in the 
inner circle to which only those belonged that were more advanced, the 
initiated ones, to whom some of the more serious secrets had been confided, 
dissensions of a different character took place. There were some who said 
among the three Wings that appeared at the cradle of Christ, Melchior was the 
first, Balthasar the second, and Kaspar third. Others maintained that Melchior 
was the first and Kaspar the second; while still others attempted to prove by 
historical evidence, at once logical and convincing, that Kaspar was the first 
and superior, attributing to Melchior only an inferior character and to Balthasar 
no value at alL 

Thus the inner section of the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom became 
divided against itself in three different camps. There were the :\Ielchiorites, 
the Kasparites and the Balthasarites, and they fought among themselves with the 
same intrepidity that characterised the theologians of the middle-ages when the 
world was stirred into commotion by their attempts to decide the important 
question, whether Adam in Paradise was or was not in possession of a navel. 

But as to Pancho, we are sorry to say, he had become entirely indifferent to 
all that. 

He cared no longer about the Mysterious Brotherhood, nor about the three 
Wings of the East, and he was even heard to utter the blasphemy, that it would 
be safer to put one's faith in the truth itself, than in the assertions of Krashibashi 
or Rataraborumatchi or any other Adept, whether he existed or not. By 
expressing such views he made himself many enemies among the members of 
the Society for the Distribution of Wisdom. He finally resolved to return to 
his home. 

( To be contillZm/.) 
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ANNIE BESANT AND THEOSOPHY. 

AT the Hall of Science, Old Street, on Sunday evening, August 4th, Annie 
Besant undertook to vindicate the step she had taken in becoming a Theo
sophist. The audience consisted mainly of the Freethought p:11'ty of which 
she has been for so many years a prominent leader, and the Hall was 
entirely filled before she occupied the platform. On commencing her address, 
she admitted the right of the Freethought party to an explanation of the 
causes that led her to take a step which had occasioned considerable pain to 
many with whom she had been closely associated for years. 

Taking as her text the motto of the party, "We seek for truth," she replied 
to some of the criticisms directed against her, by showing that the essential 
characteristics of the movement with which she had been identified in the past, and 
to which she still adhered, were free thought, free investigation, and free speech. 
Having repudiated the suggestion that the fr~thol1ght platform should be re
stricted to negative criticism of supernatural religions, she claimed the right, as 
a Freethinker, to adopt any lines of investigation which seemed to give promise 
of the satisfactory solution of the great problem of life. 

She divided her programme into two parts, to be dealt with in successive lectures. 
In the first of these she proposed to show by what process she had been led to 
vacate the purely materialistic ground for the more subtle metaphysics of Theo
sophic doctrine. 

It had been with her a matter of gradual unfoldment, not a sudden change of 
front as was falsely stated by some of her critics. She had steadily and· per
sistently pushed her way through the difficulties which presented themselves on 
the physical side of this great problem of life. Years had been spent in the 
search for the key to this mystery. Scalpel in hand, she had pursued those paths 
which anatomy and physiology had opened up; but without coming any ne:11'er 
to the solution of the problem. With crucible and scale she had tested the 
ground covered by the science of chemistry. All that text-book and practice 
could teach in the physical sciences, in botany, geology, electricity, etc.; all that 
appeared to offer as a reward for labour and thought, the priceless pearl of truth, 
she had pursued with unremitting effort. But at the end of each new path she 
was confronted by a dead, impenetrable wall of malle,! where was the life! the 
consciousness! the mind! the thought! Time after time she renewed her efforts, 
and was as often beaten back. And so the time came, as come it must to all, 
when this inductive method of investigation on purely materialistic ground would 
no longer yield fruit for labour. Up. to this time, the antithesis of mind and 
matter, of thought and brain, was its marked as it had ever been, and as the 
distinction between them widened in her perception, the hope of bridging the 
gulf became less-there was no nexus between them, no link upon which she 
could trust her uncertain fej!t, and yet, prophetic hope! she argued there ",lIsl 

be a way over, thought and its instrument must be related. A study of psy
chology only led her into greater difficulties, for it only served to emphasise stilI 
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more plainly the line of demarcation already existing in her mind between 
thought, sensation, and the vibration of brain-cells. At this point in her progress 
the teachings of the oriental philosophy as presented in Theosophical literature 
came under her notice. 

The " Search for Truth" had never been relinquished, and the abiding hope 
that-however deeply "hidden in a well" it might be-truth could at length be 
found, disposed her restless mind to the investigation of this new subject. The 
result was briefly this: Mrs. Besant found in Theosophy what she believes to be 
the means of a solution to the problem of Being. And some of those with 
whom she had for so long a time been a fellow searcher after truth, as indeed 
she still is, turned round upon her with a charge of "inconsistency"! 

What Annie Besant replied to this charge can be best said in her own 
words :-

"The law of life is progress, it is development and it is growth. The fossil 
remains the same; the plant changes because it lives. Mark the seed hidden in 
the darkness of the soil; it swells and sends out a tiny root, growing downwards. 
Presently it shoots upwards, unfolding two green leaves to the light and to the 
air. Is it inconsistent because it spreads its leaves to the sunlight, because the 
leaf is not a root? But after awhile instead of a leaf bud it puts out a flower 
bud, and spreads the glory of blossom to the skies, with fragrance and colour. 
Is it inconsistent because it developes the flower in addition to the earlier 
leaves? But now the colour fades, the fragrance vanishes, the petals drop to 
earth, and the fruit grows and ripens, fulfilling the law of its life. Is it 
inconsistent because fruit succeeds to flower, as flower to leaf, and leaf to root? 
Growth yes; change yes; inconsistency NO! For in life's cycle growth and 
change must come, and fossilization is death, not life."-The charge of "incon
sistency" could no more be applied to her than to the boy whose development 
into manhood rendered his clothes no longer fit for him. Freethought, she said, 
had never yet stipulated by what means we should "seek for truth," nor on 
what lines we should carryon our investigations. She then instanced a large 
number of psychic and mental phenomena, for which materialistic science had 
never yet found a sufficiently lucid explanation. She concluded her lecture by 
stating that she did not believe that man, as he is known to·day, is the highest 
possible product of evolution. She looked at the record of the past and saw 
that all was change and progress, and in the future of the human race she had 
great and increasing hopes. 

At brief intervals throughout the lecture, she was greeted with vociferous and 
prolonged applause, and the Hindu gentlemen who were present, con~picuous 
by their quiet mien, nodded their frequent approval in silent but significant 
manner. An interesting discussion followed. The chief objections urged against 
the lecturer's position were that her acceptance of Theo!!ophic doctrine was a 
retrogression into the darkness of Oriental superstition from which we have long 
emerged, and that the theory of thought and brain-cell vibration being identica~ 
was sufficient to bridge over the difficulties she had presented. Her reply to 
these points was first, that just as the school of modern materialistic science was 
a revival of Greek thought, so the lines of investigation into metaphysical pro
blems could be taken up only where they had been laid down, many centuries 
back, in the East. If there was no retrogression in the one case there was 
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none in the other. A study of any science could be greatly facilitated by refer
ence to the writing:; of "specialists" on the su bject, and this was the case also 
in regard to metaphysics; and then secondly, in regard to the identity of 
thought and cell-vibration, the difficulty arose when we tried to account for 
"memory," which, on this theory, pre-supposes that the vibration was at once 
the cause of memory and also the effect, that is, the thing remembered. 

Other illustrations of the difficulties hedging this theory were given by the 
Lecturer. The greatest interest was excited throughout the discussion, which 
lasted for about an hour, and on retiring Annie Besant was enthusiastically 
cheered. 

The second lecture on the subject of" TVhy 1 became a Theosophist," was 
delivered by Annie Besant at the Hall of Science, Old Street, on the 11th 
inst. The Hall was crowded to excess, and from first to last it was evident that 
the lecturer was listened to with intense intere~t. 

As great interest has been shown in regard to Annie Besant's views on 
Theosophy, we have thought it advisable to obtain a verbatim report of her 
address, which we print below. 

WHY I BECAME A THEOSOPHIST. 

A LECTURE 

Delivered by Mrs. Besant at the Hall of Science, Old Street, London, E.C. 

THE Chairman introducing Mrs. Besant to the audience said that this was a continua· 
tion of a lecture delivered by Mrs. Besant on the previous Sunday evening, and at its 
conclusion there would be a discussion, and those who wished to take part in it must 
come up on the platform. He then introduced Mrs. Besant, who was received with 
prolonged: cheering. 

MRS. BESANT: Friends. You will remember that last Sunday I confined what 
I had to say entirely to the various difficulties, the various problems to which, as I put 
them to you, answers were not found along the ordinary lines of science or in the 
philosophy of Materialism. To-night, leaving the question of those difficulties, which 
wiII be I trust in the minds of most of you (as otherwise to-night's lecture will not be 
thoroughly intelligible), I am going to try to show what solution, or at least what promise 
of solution there is along the lines that roughly are known as Theosophy, lines which I 
am now trying to follow in the hope of obtaining the light which I have tried to find 
elsewhere (Hear, hear). And first a word on the Theosophical Society, for it was the 
mere joining of that society which gave rise to so much criticism as to my action, and, 
as I cannot but think, to so much misconception. The objects of the Theosophical 
Society are three, and there is only one out of the three that you are bound to accept 
when you join it. The first and the obligatory object is to be the nucleus of a 
universal brotherhood (Hear, hear); that is to say that in joining the Theosophical Society 
you refuse to make any distinction of rank, or class, or sex, or nation, or race (Cheers). 
Every man and every woman is to stand for you on the common and equal ground 
of humanity, a right to brotherhood because human, and "ith nothing smaller than 
humanity to bound the platform on which you stand. I say no more on that first and 
only necessary object. Upon that, I imagine, in a Hall like this, absolutely no discussion 
-or controversy can arise (Cheers). The second object is one that would appeal chiefly 
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to the student, and to very many of the students among Freethinkers. It is to pro
mote the study of Aryan and other religions, but especially Aryan philosophy. On 
that I need say nothing, for on that clearly very little cofltroversy need arise. 

The third object is the one where discord might come in. To investigate the 
unexplained laws in nature and psychical powers latent in man. That is the third 
object, and it is one whithor course raises the most controversy, and on which the 
discussion is !Jkely to arise; but what I want to put to you as far as the Society is 
concerned is this, that it pledges you to no theory, that it forces upon you no view, that 
it doesn't ask you to accept one view of the universe or another. So far as entrance 
within its limits is concerned aU that it says to you is, "Here is a line of investigation 
that you may take up if you choose, the unexplained in nature and the psychical powers 
latent in man." Now in order that you may not suppose that I am in any sense 
lessening, or in any sense trying to make these objects seem smaUer than they are, I 
will read you a paper that I got from America during the past week. In St. 
Louis, where a Theosophical Society applied for a Charter of Incorporation, the Court 
thought it right to investigate the objects of the Society before giving the legal 
sanction which this Charter of Incorporation implies, dealing speciaUy with the third 
object, dealing with this investigation into the unknown and the latent psychical powers 
in man. The Report on which the Court granted the Charter of In:orporation says 
that "the object of the Society, whether attainable or not, is undeniably laudable. 
Assuming that there are physical and psychical phenomena unexplained, theosophy 
seeks to explain them. Assuming that there are human powers yet latent in man 
theosophy seeks to discover them" ; and then it goes on to quote two or three opinions 
of learned and eminent men of science on the very points with which the Theosophical 
Society specially endeavours to deal, quoting Sir William Hamilton, whom the Report 
speaks of as "probably the most acute and undeniably the most learned of English 
metaphysicians that ever lived"; they quote him as saying, "However astonishing, it is 
now proved beyond all rational doubt that in certain abnormal states of the nervous 
organism perceptions are possible through other than the ordinary channels of the 
senses." Then again, quoting the late President Wayland of Brown University, he 
said dealing, with clairvoyance, "The subject seems to me weU worthy of the most 
searching and candid examination. It is by no means deserving of ridicule, but 
demands the attention of the most philosophic enquiry." 

On this Report presented to the Court the Charter of Incorporation was granted, and 
I mention that to you now to show you that many wild and foolish assertions made 
about the Theosophical Society by people who have never taken the trouble to 
investigate its objects are wholly baseless, that they ought not to be made, and that 
mere empty ridicule of what you don't understand is a weapon that is unworthy of the 
Freethinker and ought not to be employed (Loud cheers). 

There is one other point in connection with Hypnotism, of which I spoke of course 
last Sunday, to which I think it well to draw your attention. There is sitting in Paris 
now, or was during the last week, a Congress of scientific men investigating the subject 
of hypnotism. At that Congress of course Dr. Charcot and others were present; and 
so far has hypnotism gone, that a society is actuaUy being formed in England in order 
to set up a school where the science may be carefuUy studied i and they are proposing 
that a law shall be passed forbidding the practice of hypnotism to anyone except 
medical men or those who are properly qualified for the study. I only mention that to 
show you how far this has been going on, and how remarkable are the things that have 
been done in Paris-those cases for instance in which Dr. Charcot has made his name 
specially eminent, where he has used hypnotism instead of chloroform in speciaUy 
dangerous cases, where, by simply paralysing the brain centres, without the danger to the 
heart, which you have from chloroform, he has been able to operate in the most critical 
cases, while the persons under hypnotism could not feel although able to talk and to 
understand. Not only physically has it been used, but morally as weU, so that in some 
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cases dishonest people have been hypnotised; under those conditions the suggestion 
of honesty has been made to them and when they have come out of that condition 
there are cases in which the cure has been absolutely complete; in others it has lasted 
for years. It has been used thus for what are called moral cures, as well as in dealing 
with physical diseases. I put this to you to show you that some things that may seem 
startling are nevertheless making their way distinctly into the realm of science. and to 
warn you lest you be too hasty in denying before you understand, and lest with this very 
subject, which goes quite into the special realm which is examined by theosophy, lest 
you should simply jeer at it because you have not read what scientific men have done 
and the records of discoveries more marvellous almost than any others which have 
been made during the century. 

I pass now from this, out of what we should call the Theosophical Society and the 
very slight bonds that are put upon its members, into Theosophy itself. Not everyone 
who is a member of the society is a Theosophist. You will see from the objects that 
I put to you that many persons might join it who in no sense accepted the Theoso
phical view of the Universe. Supposing you not only became a member of the society, 
but that you desired to become a student of Theosophy. Then, of course, you will 
come to those special teachings which it is my duty to lay before you to night. I can 
only do this in very broad outline. The subject is a very complex one, it is full of a 
mass of details, and all that I can do in an hour's lecture is to trace the more im
portant doctrines that specially differentiate Theosophy and present them to you in as 
intelligible a fashion as it is possible to do in dealing with a subject that probably is 
new to most of you. This one word of warning I would give to any who may take 
up Theosophical literature and begin to study it for themselves, and still more to those 
who may not study but who may take simply second-hand some information about it 
from opponents. You know the kind of caricature of Materialist teaching!. that you 
sometimes hear from Christian Evidence agents when they are attacking Freethought 
and Freethinkers. It is quite possible to ,make anything Jidiculous by suppressing 
the broad outline and bringing forward some insignificant detail, or by separating 
details from their context so that you do not see how they fall into the general scheme. 
I daresay some of you may have heard the presentation of Darwin's great theory, 
which you certainly would hardly recognise as the result of his patient labour and his 
long-continued experiments. You may have heard of a wonderful picture about the 
astonishment of the papa'and the mamma monkey when they found themselves the 
possessors of a human child. (Laughter,) Just such caricatures are made of Theo
sophy. Just such foolish expressions of ridicule are cast upon it, and I say to you, if 
you want to understand, you:must be willing to study, and not take your judgment on 
a vast philosophy simply by a few phrases or partly perhaps by methods that are not 
understood. (Hear, hear,) Suppose then you come forward as a student of Theosophy. 
The very first statement that will be made to you, the very first warning that you will 
receive will be, "There is no such thing as the supernatural; there is no such thing as 
miracle. (Hear, hear.) However wonderful anything that you may come across, it is 
explicable by natural law. However startling. however strange some phenomenon, it 
is your ignorance that makes it startling, and knowledge will explain to you how it is.' 
(Loud cheers.) That is the very first statement that you meet, that you must throw aside 
every notion of the supernatural and the miraculous, that the Universe and Nature are 
co·extensive, that there is nothing~beyond, or above, or outside. (Hear, hear.) The next 
step is the denial of a personal God. The Theosophists cannot believe in a personal 
or anthropomorphic God of Christendom or of religions other than Christianity. The 
Theosophist is bound to say that you cannot have the limitations of personality when 
you are tracing the source of the Universe; that you cannot have an extra-cosmic 
power, but must search for an inter-cosmic life; and where the difference comes 
between the Atheist and the Theosophist is this: the Theosophist is a Pantheist If 
I put to you the opposition as straightly as it can be put, it will be this. Looking back 
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into the far beginning of things, at that time of which Crookes, the great English 
chemist, tells us that matter was homogeneous and universally diffuied ere yet it had 
aggregated into atoms. Looking back to that far-off time, there are two possible 
solutions that are before you. The first is that the Universe as we know it, is the result of 
the gradual building together of atoms into molecules, of molecules into larger masses, 
of those masses into the suns and the worlds that we know. Is the Universe the 
outcome of the clashing of these myriad atoms, of the forces which work amongst 
the.n and in them, until at last that senseless matter and that blin:l force ultimate in 
the human. consciousness, create the humiln mind? Is that the fashion in which the 
universe has been builded? Or instead of the clash of matter and of force are you to 
see in the universe the unfolding of a univp.rsal life? Are you to see intelligence 
guiding the atoms, and mind guiding the laws? Is it life or not-life that is at the very 
core of being, at the very heart of the universe? Those are the two answers to the 
great problem. Atheism takes the first, Pantheism takes the second, and the Theo
sophist embraces the Pantheistic hypothesis as alone giving sufficiency of cause for 
the effects we see around Ui. I do not propose to go further into that Pantheistic 
question. There is scarcely any need to justify the existence of Pantheism in the 
intellectual world. Bruno died for it in Rome, Spinoza argued for it in Holland. It 
has its place in the world of thought and none can deny to Pantheism a right to be a 
mighty philosophy, the foundltion of some of the greatest systems in the world. 

I pass from that. Take then now what one may fairly call the Great Unknown X 
in the equation of the universe, unknowable to us, inconceivable by us, and there
fore there is not much to be gained by spending too much time on that part of 
the subject. As Buddha said It)ng ago, Those questions take us nowhere; we had 
better deal more with the things which are comprehensible by the human intelligence. 
Now the Theosophist says, positing that unknown X, its primal manife'station is triple 
in its nature. You have substance or matter; you have life or motion; you have 
intelligence or consciousness; that is to say that going back as far as thought will 
carry us we never expect to come to a time when there will not be this substance, this 
motion, this intelligence. That triune manifestation of the unknown X is the furthest 
point backward to which our thought can reach. 

Passing again for the moment from that, I come to what will probably be a difficulty 
in the minds of many of you. which I want to deal with at this stage, because it is here 
that if you were studying Theosophy the difficulty would meet you. Every theory of 
the universe that comes to you, comes to you on the authority of some thinker or 
another. The religious theory comes to you by the authority of a church or a priest. 
The scientific theory comes to you on the authority of some great scientific thinker, 
who has proved his right to be listened to in the world of thought. 

But there is this great difference between the theory put forward by the priest and 
the theory put forward by the scientific teacher. The one says, "You must believe. 
You cannot prove it; you cannot investigate it ; you cannot analyse it ; you must take 
it on authority and on faith." The other says, "Much of this theory will be difficult 
for you to grasp; some of it will be incomprehensible to you without scientific know
ledge; but I have proved it step by step; it is based on experiment, not on faith; it is 
based on knowledge, not on guess, and you can verify it for yourselves if you will take 
the same pains that I have taken and travel along the same road along which I have 
gone. While you have not studied you can't Iprove it. While you know nothing 
about the subject much of it will appear to you contradict.ory and possibly absurd; but 
it is all b.lsed on fact and therefore it is verifiable. I do not ask you to accept it; I do 
not tell you that you will be damned if you don't believe it (Laughter), but I telll)'ou 
it is truth, and I have proved it to be truth, and you can prove it to be truth for your
selves as you go along." There again you have authority, but it is iluthority tl.at is 
based on a foundation that you can test for yourself, and that I venture to say is the 
great difference between the authority of the priest and;the authority of the scientific 
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teacher. The one you can verify as you go along the road; the other you must 
believe, and no evidence is vouchsafed. 

N ow Theosophy comes under the second of these categories: that is to say its 
teachers do not take the tone of the priest j they take the tone of the scientific teacher. 
They do not say you must believe j they simply say to you, " This is the truth as we 
have found it. You can study it, you can verify it j you can go over for yourself the 
experiments through which we have gone. If you take our theories they will guide 
you. If you take our hypotheses they will help you. But if you choose to reject 
them do it if you will, and only believe as far as you can verify, only accept as far as 
you are able to understand." But you may say to me, "You use the word teachers. 
Who are they?" Those whom we call teachers of Theosophy have been known by a 
great many names, and as some of the names are Sanskrit they seem to have given 
a good deal of offence j but these teachers or masters as they are called, are nothing 
more than human beings who have studied a special subiect very carefully, who have 
obtained a knowledge of nature which IS larger than the ordinary knowledge j and 
who because they know are able to do things that ignorant people cannot do; and 
who because they~ have studied have knowledge greater than that to which others 
can pretend. But you blunder very much as to the Theosophical position if you 
suppose these people are put forward as in any sense supernatural beings. They are 
nothing of the kind. They are ordinary human beings, or extraordinary only in this 
sense, in the sense that the specialist, the scientific man, is extraordinary when you take 
him amongst a group of average laymen. They have more knowledge, but only be
cause they have studied. It has not come to them supernaturally, but by patience and 
long·continued investigation :into the secrets of the great Mother Nature. These 
then are the people that we mean when we speak of the teachers of Theosophy, and 
the theories of the universe that the Theosophist studies come to him from these. And 
mind, in Hindostan where some of them live, they are known by the people who live 
there as you know those amongst whom you live. It is quite fair to say, do they 
exist? but if you want to know whethel' they exist or not you must take the same 
means of investigation here that you would take if you wanted to find out if the 
Emperor of Germany were a real person. Some people know them personally by 
speech, by sight, by correspondence, as you may know those amongst whom you have 
lived. Others only know them at second·hand by the testimony of these. That 
naturally is my own position. I have talked with and cross-examined people who 
have been in daily contact with these men, and I have found nothing supernatural, 
no claim on miraculous power, but the simplest and most straightforward statement 
as to how they lived and what work they performed. The testimony, so far as I was 
able to judge, was testimony based on truth and on knowledge, and backed up, let me 
add, by personal possession of some of the knowledge and some of the powers used in 
a perfectly natural and simple way in the ordinary habits of daily life, and not as a 
show, or in order to surprise and astonish. 

Now whether you believe in the existence of those men or not is not to them of the 
smallest concern. They have never been anxious to press themselves upon the world, 
nor do they threaten you, as the Christian God is supposed to do, with various pains 
and penalties if you deny their existence. All they say is, " It is your own loss; it is 
your own business. We are ready to help if you want it, and if you don't we will 
wait until you do" i that is to say, there is no great parade or ostentation, or attempt 
to force the knowledge, but the willingness to help the student which you find in 
every man of science, who may not always think it worth while to leave his own line 
of investigation to throw knowledge amongst those who are indifferent; but they 
are always ready to help when the desire for help is sincere, and to open the stores 
of knowledge to all who come desiring to know, and who are willing to learn 
in order that they may understand. These teachers, then, speaking of the nature 
of man, make certain definite statements about it which by the student of Theosophy 
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are accepted as true as a basis for further investigation. If he does not choose he 
need not, but most of us do. Those are the famous seven principles so much talked 
of; that is to say, that the Theosophist learns that man is not a simple organism, 
and that for the purposes of understanding the organism you may divide him into 
seven parts. Some philosophies divide him into five, some into six, and some into 
seven, but the Theosophist takes the seven-fold division, as the most intelligible and 
throwing most light, especially on the mental functions of man_ Those seven principles 
have been so often named that I need not trouble you with their names to-night For 
the purposes of my lecture it will be sufficient to group them, not to take them as seven, 
but grouped together, that is, dividing the seven into three groups, because that simpler 
division will be sufficient for all that I can do tonight Dividing them, then, into the 
three groups, you get what is called the individuality of man, that which makes the 
personal I, that which you mean when you say" I." That includes the intellectual life 
of man. It includes also, the Theosophist would say, the spiritual life, that is, the spark 
of the universal spirit which he believes to be in each human frame, that part of the 
mighty life of nature, which acting through and in every natural object, is in man as in 
all the rest_ That first group, then, the Ego, is what the Theosophist looks on as a group 
in man separable from the body. I will show you, in a moment, the line of proof on 
which that statement goes, but this individuality consists of the intellectual and the 
spiritual life, not separated from matter, as some people would imagine, for we know no 
separation of intelligence from material basis; we say that so far as investigation has 
gone, there is no such thing as pure intelligence, that is as intelligence divided from all 
material substratum. You may remember I put to you as the primal existence, 
substance, or matter; life, or motion; intelligence, or consciousness; and those we 
believe never to be separated, so that the disembodied soul, as it is sometimes 
spoken of, is a thing unknown in the Theosophical philosophy_ The other group (I 
will not take it as three, as 1 said, for I prefer to take it as two, for the moment) 
-the other group will include the physical body, with the whole of man's appetites 
and passions, that, in fact, which you would call his lower nature; and we assert 
that the higher nature, or the individuality, forms one group, and the lower nature, 
that is the body, with its physical life, or vitality, with its passions and desires, that that 
forms another group which is separable from the higher intelligence, from the higher 
nature. Now there, of course, is a point where great discord and controversy will 
arise. We allege it, not as a supernatural thing, but as a natural fact_ Many of you 
will have heard, casually, probably, of what are called" Astral appearances." That 
phrase is often used to designate the Ego separated from the body, and appearing 
separated from it. The mere fact that it appears, shows you it is partly material, 
because it is only where you are dealing with the material that visibility can possibly 
come in_ 

Now 1 ask you to throw back your minds to some difficulties I put last Sunday. 
spoke about clairvoyance; 1 spoke about clair-audience; I spoke of the intensifying of the 
senses in disease; 1 spoke of thought-transference and of hypnotism_ The whole of the 
phenomena which come under those great groups are explained by the Theosophist by 
this separability of the Ego from the bodily frame, the possibility of its existing apart from 
it and manifesting itself away from it; all this, with the reading at a distance that you get 
in the clairvoyant, is explained by the Theosophist as being the projection of this intelli
gence, this Ego, out of the material frame for awhile. The phenomena that you get in 
disease, where there is a strange intensity of perception and where a sick person can 
hear at a distance at which ordinary hearing is quite impossible, is explained by the 
Theosophist that where you have the higher and the lower nature balancing each other 
very often the lower is more vigorous than the higher; there this special acuteness will 
be impossible; but when physical disease of the bodily frame comes, when the 
lower nature for the time is weakened by the stress of the disease, then you find for the 
time the rising above it of the higher nature, and those cases that are so common in 
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medical records are rendered intelligible by the fact of the Ego having, as it were, got 
through the material covering and exercising its intellectual facuilies through the separa
ting veil which the ordinary body makes. But the Theosophist says if it is done by 
disease it is done badly. If it is the result of disease it is necessarily mischievous; it is 
likely to be untrustworthy; but you can, if you choose to go through the necessary training, 
give to the higher self the mastery over the lower without mischievously lowering the 
vitality of the body or making it unfit for the duties of daily life; and very much of the 
training which is gone thrill ugh by the practical student, as apart from the theoretical 
student of Theosophy, has for its object the training and development of the higher 
nature, making it master over the lower, so that what you get unconsciously in the 
mesmeric state you may get consciously in the more highly evolved state, so that 
higher and lower may work together with powers that are impossible until that evolu
tion has been gone through. 

Now that I put to you as a Theosophical explanation. I don't ask you to accept it. 
I don't ask you to take it for granted at first going off, but I do say, as it gives at least 
an intelligible hypothesis which includes under it a large number of phenomena which 
are utterly wanting of comprehensibleness under any other supposition, it is at least 
worth your investigation, unless of course you say that you know evelything, unless you 
are sure no wider knowledge will ever dawn on the human race than this happy nine
teenth century at the present time possesses. Of course if you are satisfied, there is no 
reason to enquire. If you have all, there is no object in going further; but if you find 
a hypothesis offered you which does give some sort of explanation for puzzling psychical 
phenomena, we say at least it is worth invesligation, and it is only foolish to ridicule it 
until you have experimented and tried to understand it. This higher nature of man, 
this Ego, separable as we see from the body, does not perish when the body dies. There 
again you come to the point of differentiation between the Atheistic and Pantheistic 
philosophies. There you have the point of divergence between large numbers of you 
who are present, and I who believed like you, but have been driven out of it by study 
and by further investigation. (Loud applause.) 

And this leads to the doctrine that will most certainly in European countries be met 
with the most opposition, ailhougb it is accepted as you know by vast numbers in the 
Onental world, and has been so accepted for these many hundred years-I mean the 
doctrine of re-incarnation. 

N ow I saw the; other day a statement" Mrs. Besant goes in for the transmigration of 
souls." I did not think it possible for a statement showing so much ignorance to have 
been seriously made. Transmigration of souls, the old doctrine which is still believed 
in in Hindostan and was very widely tal;ght at one period of the world's history, is the 
doctrine that the living principle of man can go into lower forms of animal life and so 
on. There is no such doctrine as that found in Theosophical teachings. What is said 
is this: That the individuality of man does not perish with the one body that it ani
mates at any special time; and I point out to you some facts in human life which, 
although they do not prove the proposition, suggest there may be something in it_ The 
statement is that this Ego can incarnate itself in different personalities at long intervals 
in the world's history; that is to say that when )'ou are born you do not live for the 
first time on earth; neither when you die will you have passed through your last 
exrerience. 

Frankly this doctrine will I know raise an immense amount of opposition in your 
minds (Hear, hear) chiefly because it is new (Loud cheers, and a voice, " It's as old as 
the hills "). That is so, but I mean new to modern scientific thought. Now I will put 
to you one or two difficulties I hinted at last week. 

Take the case of a boy like Hoffman. He is able to compose, that is to say he can 
make an arrangement of notes and a succession of notes which implies the knowledge 
of certain laws of harmony. It does not imply merely a good ear; it does not im~ly 
U1erely a lively musical imagination, it implies a knowledge of musical science and of 
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principles it takes years to acquire in the ordinary way. Now the only tutor he had 
was his father, and his father has less knowledge of harmony than this boy has shewn in 
his compositions. You say" Genius." What is genius? You answer nothing by using a 
word. We are trying to get at facts, not merely to use words as counters, and we ask 
what is the genius that enables this child to show a knowledge, a scientific knowledge, 
which he has not been years enough in the world to acquire in the ordinary way. 
Now the explanation of that from the Theosophical standpoint would be that that 
knowledge was partly at least acquired in a previous stage of existence, so that thus 
Wordsworth's fancy is not only a dream-his notion that you brought knowledge with 
you is not only a mere stretch of poetical fancy, but is a real truth in nature, 
manifesting itself in this special way. Now you may say, that comes by hereditary 
transmission. Have you ever thought of the tremendous difficulties involved and 
covered by that easy phrase? Think of the evolution of the child from the junction 
of two cells. Think of the slow growth of body and of brain, and remember it is all 
fashioned out of the mother after the co-operation of the father. Then when you get 
to your transmission of genius, through generation after generation, when you try to get 
it to your physical basis, you must, if you are honest, face the tremendous difficulties 
which are implied in these marvellous abilities which the child shows being trans
mitted through generation after generation, and all bound up together in one single 
cell, invisible except under a high power of the microscope, till you come in your 
physical science to difficulties quite as tremendous as any which can possibly be put 
to you in the psychical explanation of these things. If everything were plain sailing, 
if we could see from the beginning to the end how that brain is made which has this 
enormous amount of knowledge, then you might refuse to look at any other explanation. 
The gravest men of science will tell you that they do not understand, and if you take 
the hypothesis of a man like Darwin (certainly not a man to be laughed at or to be 
made fun of, but a man who in his theory of pangenesis makes the greatest strain on 
human belief it is possible to make) when you see how far a scientific man is driven 
by the difficulties of the argument, you may then think it worth while at least to be 
thoughtful in reference to the problem, and not throw aside with a laugh an 
explanation which you do not understand (Loud cheers). 

Of course in dealing with this the position of the convinced Theosophist is that this 
doctrine has come to him on the authority of the teachers of whom I spoke, who know 
it as Huxleyknows any animal into which he examines in life; that is to say of those who 
have gained that stage of human development in which you look back on your past 
and are able to trace the steps whereby you have grown into real human maturity. 
But there again they tell us, "You need not believe it until you can prove it for your
self; you can take it if you choose or accept if you will, but if you think you are wiser 
than we who have studied, throw it aside by all means until the time comes for your 
own knowledge, and then you will see the truth as we see it to-day." 

On this again hinges the law of Karma, that is the law in the world of ethics, "The 
law of ethical causation" as Colonel Olcott calls it, a law which ought not to be difficult 
of conception by the ordinary secularist, because if there is one thing which we have 
insisted upon more than another it is that in the moral world, as in the mental and in 
the physical, it is impossible to escape from the realm of law. This doctrine of 
Karma shows the connection of the present and the past. The whole moral, mental, 
and physical condition of the world is the outcome of causes set going in the past, and 
that which you see is the inevitable result of the working of those forces. 

Now dealing with that point Mr. Foote said somewhat hastily," If you accept the 
law of Karma what about your Socialism? for every Social reformer fights against 
Karma." That shows the utter misconception of the meaning of law. Law is not 
the declared will of some superior being; it is the ascertained sequence of events. 
We cannot help the law whether we like it or not, and all that this law tells us, like 
any physical law, is there are certain conditions of action, and the better you under-
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stand them the more you will be able to control the results that flow from them. 
Every one who thinks must admit that all that exists to-day is the inevitable result of 
what has existed in the past ; but that does not make you sit down and refuse to act. 
On the contrary, the moment you understand everything goes by law, you have a 
motive for action; for if the present has been made.by,the past, the present makes the 
future as the past has made it. Just as the effects around you are noticeable because 
the causes have been set going in the past, so the causes you set going' to-day will bear 
their fruits in the future, and so by working now you can mould the future and make it 
better and happier than the past. ' 

The only difference that comes in between the Atheist and the Theosophist in con
nection with the law of Karma would be this: The Theosophist says to a man" You 
will have to reap your own harvest." The Atheist would say" The reaping of that 
harvest will be cancelled by your death." That is, of course, a very serious and grave 
difference. We say the man cannot escape. Sooner or later he will reap the fruits 
of his own action; sooner or later this law, under the sway of which he is, will bring 
about the effects of which his own actions have been the cause. There is no cancel
ment at death; there is no getting rid of the debt; you will have to pay it to the utter
most farthing, and it is there that the law of Karma turns on re-incarnation, making it 
part of a coherent scheme, tracing man's destiny from the far past into the far future 
of his life. It is to be said for it from the moral point of view, those two things are 
believed in by the Buddhists; they believe in re-incarnation and they believe in the 
law of Karma, and the result of that belief has been that there is less crime amongst 
them than amongst any other religionists. I have here a passage from last year's Secular 
Almanack in,which there is a comparison between the amount of crime amongst the 
Buddhists of India and amongst other religionists. It is taken from the government 
report, so it is the nearest approach to accuracy we are able to get at. Out of every 274 
Europeans one person is condemned for crime. Out of every 799 native Christians 
one person is condemned for crime; and only one person is condemned for crime out 
of every 3,787 Buddhists. It seems to be a good working theory of life whether you 
believe it or not, and it is very easy to understand how that force would work amongst 
people who for generations have been trained in this belief, upon whom it works as a 
moralising power whose strength no one can deny. 

I pass from this to another point. I have scarcely time to speak of physical powers, 
but this has drawn so much attention in the outside world that it would seem as if I 
wanted to avoid it if I left it untouched. I mean what is called phenomena. It is 
a stupid word, because it only means appearances, but it is used in the sense of unusual 
occurrences. Now these phenomena may be divided roughly into four classes First 
you have a very large number, the greatest number, that simply are magnetic pheno
mena. You know how extraordinary are the results you can obtain by using the 
ordinary apparatus for electrical or magnetic experiments. You know also how 
many things ine alleged by the Spiritualists to occur by means of spirits. 

Now one thing that Madame Blavatsky set herself to do in America was to show 
that what the Spiritualist could do by alleged spirits in the dark, she could do in'the day
light naturally and without the aid of spirits at al~ and she alleged and proved by 
action that you could bring about the phenomena which are generally met in the 
spiritualistic seance rooms without any help from spirits at all, but by the mere utibsing 
of little known natural laws. The larger number of the phenomena come under that 
head. They are really magnetic phenomena done without the ordinary apparatus. I 
will take one as an instance. You know that with an electro-magnet if you cut the 
circuit which joins it to the electric battery, anyone who likes can raise the iron. 

Without saying anything to anybody you can just screw your wire on the battery 
and the strongest man will not be able to lift the magnet. I am taking it for granted 
you have a battery of fair strength. That is done with the ordinary apparatus. AD 
object can be similaliy fixed-that is the allegation I am putting to you-without the 
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apparatus, but by the same force, the force of magnetism, only directed without the 
assistance of a wIre. You need not believe, but I want that you should understand 
the Theosophical position in the matter, that there is no pretence or trick 
at all, no pretence of anything but natural forces used by persons who understand 
them, to produce their natural results. Then again you get another set of pheno
mena which are not thus explicable. Tbey are in the nature of psychical conjuring. 
You know bow a conjurer will deceive you and how he will make you think all sorts of 
things which are not true. You may play the same tricks with people's brains that 
you can play with their eyes, and a certain number of these phenomena are merely, to 
use Madame Blavatsky's own phrase, "psychological conjuring." One day, with 
some half a dozen other people, there was some talk about getting frightened by 
things you don't understand. There was a gentleman there, a very well·known man, 
who said he would not be frightened by anything j he had no nerves and be didn't 
mind what happened. "Very well," was the answer, "pick up my handkerchief." 
The handkerchief was going to be picked up, when suddenly a snake of the cobra kind 
appeared beside it and the gentleman started back. That was simply a psychological 
delusion. There was no snake at alI ; and I asked what would have happened if he had 
put forward his hand. He would ha\'e found it was not there. If you are a person of 
strong will you can impose your own thought on the person who is with you and make 
them see what you want them to see. It is merely a case of momentary hypnotism. 
You know what fools people make of themselves when mesmerised, though there is 
nothing in the way at all. This she called conjuring, because these are merely illusions, 
merely tricks which are played by persons who know how to play them. Manyothers 
are simply eXI,licable by thought transference, the power of making a person think and 
telling them what they are thinking j not dealing with anything which is wonderful, 
except that all nature's powers are wonderful, only we lose the sense of wonder when 
we deal with what we are accustomed to, while the sense of wonder is awake when 
we come to sudden cases which we are not accustomed to meet. Those three will 
cover most phenomena. There is one other kind, the transference of objeds, that does 
not come under any of the three. Those are certainly the most difficult to understand 
and the most difficult to believe, but here again you are not bound to believe them. You 
may be a Theosophist without believing in them. It is only a question of evidence. 
If you can get the evidence that convinces you there is no strain made upon your 
faith. 

The last point I will put to you is another which I know will raise antagonism, and 
I am sure you will pardon me if I purposely raise those which I know you will dis· 
agree with, because it is only right that I should put frankly those things which you 
think are the most unreasonable and the most unlikely to be true. I think it better 
to do that than to deal with what is common to us all. This last point is that life, or 
rather living beings, exist outside our globe and atmosphere, right through the whole 
of this mighty universe. 

Now I will ask you quietly for a moment to think whether you are prepared to deny the 
possibility of that hypothesis. Do you really think that in the whole of this universe you 
are the only beings who live? Do you think all the mighty forces of nature at work for 
milleniums on milleniums have ultimated in life on this one little globe only? If you do 
not, you can have no quarrel with the Theosophists. If you admit you may have such 
living beings, they will be different from us because the conditions are different j if you 
take that great scientific law, that wherever there is life, it will be life conditioned by 
its environment, then you ,must be prepared to admit that there will be forms of life 
very different from yours, and in this universe, in which we are as but a grain of sand, 
there may be the most marvelIous forms of living things, of which we know abso
lutely nothing. The moment you grant that, you grant all we ask, because you have 
opened up then the universe for investigation, and it is only a question of power to in
vestigate and power to give out what you have found by your investigation. I am not 
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now putting whether you accept or not the views which Ihave been put forward by 
some as to the nature of these living beings, or forms, or anything else. I am only 
pointing out to YOll that, unless you are going to be full of the most stupendous self· 
conceit, you cannot deny the possibility of living things other than those you know. 
Then they say" superstition." What is there superstitious in believing there may be 
living things different from ourselves under different conditions of life and manifesting 
themselves within their condition? The answer is, that will bring us all back to 
priestcraft. If you shut your eyes, yes i for wherever there is darkness thete is 
superstition, and out of superstition and ignorance comes the chance of the priest to 
tyrannize, and if you are wise you will say, " No, we will understand, we will investigate, 
we won't believe until we do understand, and we won't accept until we know. But we 
won't be fools enough to tie a bandage round our eyes and then say we can't see." 
Now it is alleged here again that information may be obtained either second-hand from 
others or first-hand by yourself, for the whole of this comes down to personal investiga. 
tion. If you really want to know the truth, you can never know until you know of 
personal knowledge, and everything else is second·hand, and, to a large extent, not 
valuable. If you want to know, you must go along the lines of learning which have 
been traced by those who are further on in the subject than YOIt are. Study for yourself. 
In this Hall there are many whom I have taught, and it is very likely some of them 
will remember the difficulties they at first had over the microscope, and the large 
amount of faith they were good enough to repose in me as a teacher when I said 
there were things there \\ hich they could not see. Why not? Because they had no 
practice i because in every natural science you have to go through some drudgery 
and apprenticeship before you are able to understand, or even to see. The person 
who first looks sees a lot of blobs he cannot understand i generally he is misled, and 
thinks he has found some animal, or that a bit of dirt on the lens is some fresh 
organism that no one has ever found out. (Laughter.) Similar blunders will lie 
in the road of the practical student of forms of life other than our own, but just 
as patience in the one case gets over it, so does patience in the other. and until 
you have tried and studied, you have no right to pass an opinion upon the subject at 
all. In fact, what I am pleading for here is knowledge and the right to investigate; 
and I am not easily frightened by bogey cries about superstition, because I have seen 
too many ghosts made up of turnip tops and sheets to run away from the road I 
want to travel, for fear of meeting one of the bogeys there. I am prepared to take 
the risk, and I never found superstition flourish on the soil of knowledge, or found 
those who were trying to learn were those who were most likely to give way to the 
claims of credulity or yield a blind faith to any man who lived. 

In closing this lecture, I can only say to you that I am far more c;)nscious 
than you can be how very, very little credit- I have really done to my subject, but it 
is a hard one to deal with amongst those who know nothing of it, a difficult one 
with its fresh conceptions and, as some people will think, somewhat uncanny 
clothing to make it seem like a respectable nineteenth-century gentleman in the eyes 
of an audience such as this. They do not like, some of them, its Oriental garb, 
forgetting that words are only sounds to convey what we mean, and in every 
science we get a terminology which is very tiresome to the student when he is be
ginning; and I have only, in leaving this for to-night and in leaving it to any of you 
who may be inclined to search for yourselves, I have only to say one personal word 
before I sit down. I am told that if I am a Theosophist I am unfair to Secularism 
and that I have gone too far to stand on the Secular platform. The moment my 
brethren of the N.S.S. tell me that, that moment I will leave it; but I will nel'er give 
your enemies and mine the right of saying I left the ranks of organized Freethought 
of my own free will. (Loud applause.) If you want me to go, say so, and I will go. 
(" No.") If you desire I should not stand on this platfonn, to-night shall be the last time 
I shall ever _ stand here, but not of my my own free will, for I hold that Freethought is 
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wide enough to cover every form of honest investigation. (Cheers.) I love too well 
the party I have worked with for IS years to give one handle to the enemy if I can 
help it by word or act ofminej but there is one thing I will not do for any party, and 
that is to be traitor to the truth as I see it, or to hold my'lips when I have anything to 
say that I believe will be useful to the men and women around me. 

Many years have passed since, in a quiet country vicarage, I took a vow to be true 
to truth all through my life, and to follow her wherever she might lead me. On that 
first moment, when she called me, I left home, social position, friends, and went out 
alone into the world with my child in my arms. Later, her cry came to me once more, 
demanding that last wealth of mine, and I laid then my child at her feet as I had laid 
all else, so that I might keep unstained the loyalty I had sworn to her. And for the 
rest of my life, as in its past, this one fealty I will keep unstained. If friendships fail 
me they must fail j if human love leave me it must gOj so that I be true to that 
one truth I follow, and strive to do her service in the world in which I live. She may 
l~ad me into the desert, I will go after her j she may strip me of all love, I will 
still cling to herj and I ask for no loftier epitaph on my tombstone than this: 

"SHE TRIED TO FOLLOW TRUTH." 

(Loud and continued cheering.) 

THE DEEPER MEANING. 

Is it only the nightingale singing 

In the moonlight, calm and chill, 

And the flickering shadows dancing 

Far over the vale and hill 

Is it only the sound of water 

That, fills the still warm air, 

With a rippling tender murmur 

That makes e'en the day more fair, 

As the clear, sweet notes resounding As the sunbeams sport with the shadows 

Seem to make them faint and thrill? Till they gild the mountains there? 

Or is it their voice in the echoes Or is it their garments rustling 

Of the passionate haunting song 

That is stealing in loving accents 

From the land for which we long? 

As they strive to make us feel 

Through the soothing charm of Nature 

Their secret influen ce steal, 

Are they gazing in help and pity 

That radiant spirit throng ? 

And seek with their magic virtues 

Our sorrow and strife to heal? 

Ah ! if we would only listen, 

'MId life's unending strife, 

For the voices of help and comfort 

That thrill through the day and night, 

They would guide our erring footsteps 

More swiflly to the Light. 

MARGUERITk. 
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tt be 0 sop b tea I S c tt ~ it t e s • 
• 

(From the Theosophist of July, 1889.) 

THE PRESIDENT'S RETURN. 

mJHE President-Founder, Colonel H. S. Olcott, arrived in Ceylon on the 
.JL 19th of June, and is expected at Headquarters about the 1st of July. 

RECEPTION TO COL. OLCOTT BY THE BUDDHISTS ON HIS 
RETURN FROM JAPAN. 

Last night the Theosophical Hall at the Petean presented an animated scene 
owing to the welcome reception given by the Burldhists to Col. Olcott on his 
return from Japan. The Hall was tastefully decorated with ferns and flowers 
(a good many hampers of the latter being sent down by upcountry Theosophists), 
and illuminated most brilliantly with Japanese lanterns. The Buddhist and the 
national flags (presents from the Japanese to the local Buddhists) were flying. 
The meeting was announced to commence at 8 p.m., and one hour before, the 
place was so literally crowded by an anxious audience of Buddhists, that there 
was hardly standing room, and several had to return owing to want of accom
modation. For some time back there never was such a crowd at the Theo
sophical Hall. 

The meeting commenced at 8 p.m., when there were on the platform CoL 
Olcott, High Priest Sumangala (Chairman), Subhuti and two other yellow robed 
monks. The proceedings commenced with the Pansil. High Priest Sumangala 
then said that they were assembled to-day to welcome Col. Olcott on his retum 
from Japan after his successful mission there. Before he called upon the 
Colonel to address the meeting, he said that the Assistant Secretary of the 
"Nari Shikakadhana Samagama" would read an address of welcome to Col. 
Olcott on behalf of the members of the Society. 

Miss M. E. de Silva then stepped forward and read the following address, 
which received a loud applause. (Miss de Silva is the first Buddhist Sinhalese 
young lady that ever read an address in English before a crowded audience, 
and she deserves credit for the very able manner in which she acquitted herself 
last night.) 

To COL. H. S. OLCOTT, 

President 01 the Theosophical Society. 
SIR,-We, the members of the CI Nari Shikakadhana Samag:l.ma," beg to accord 

you a cordial welcome. 
Our Society has been organised recently for the promotion of Female educa

tion in Ceylon, and it may not be out of place to bring to your notice the fact 
of the neglected state of education among our women. 

We take this opportunity to ask you, whom we consider a benefactor of the 
Sinhalese, to direct us in the path to success. 
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We are conscious of your unselfish labours for the welfare of Buddhism, and 
we do not hesitate to say that were it not for the Theosophical Society, of which 
you hold the distinguished position of President-Founder, the philosophy of our 
Lord would not receive that attention, investigation and acceptance by the 
Europeans and Americans which it now receives. 

In Ceylon, the Buddhists owe you a deep debt of gratitude for the revival you 
have caused among them to bring their ancestral faith to its just position, and 
you have besides brought home to them the advantages of education. 

We do not wish to confine our remarks to the good you have done to Ceylon, 
but may we be permitted to say that the fruits of your labours elsewhere, also, 
are now being gratefully accepted and enjoyed by thousands of people. We 
have heard and read with delight, accounts of the immense success of your 
mission to Japan, and hope to hear ere long of its having borne grand results. 

There have sprung up branches of your Society, in the short time it has been 
founded, in every civilized part of the globe, and that fact alone speaks of the 
beneficent effects of Theosophy. 

We thank you most heartily for your unselfish attention and labours for the 
sake of humanity, and trust most sincerely that your career of usefulness may be 
prolonged 

We remain, Sir, 
YOUR BUDDHIST SISTERS. 

Mr. Weerakoon then read the Sinhalese translation of the above. Colonel 
Olcott replied in very fitting terms and congratulated his Buddhist sisters of 
Ceylon on the very laudable objects of their new Society. He said it gave 
him the greatest pleasure to have read in the CC)'lon Examiner and in other 
journals whilst at Japan, about the movement, and he hoped that it may be the 
means of bringing education to every corner of the Sinhalese nation. 

The Chairman then called upon the Colonel to give a brief sketch of his 
interesting mission to Japan. 

Colonel Olcott then said :-" Respected and beloved High Priest, and you, 
my Buddhist brothers and sisters, I thank you very heartily for the cordial 
welcome you have given me on my return from my long journey and hard work 
in Japan. I shall never forget my sensations on the 17th January last, when, 
with the High Priest's solemn blessing and your hearty cheers stiII ringing in 
my ears, I passed out of this Hall into the moonlit streets of this beautiful city 
on my way to take this important mission. That was indeed an impressive 
occasion, and yet this, perhaps, is no less impressive j for to-day I have come 
to report to you that the mission is accomplished-the work is done-which 
brings together once more into friendly relations the two great divisions of the 
Buddhist Church-·the first step towards the healing of the breach made two 
thousand years ago. And this work is really one of world-wide importance, for 
it cannot be denied, even by its bitterest enemies, that there is a great revival 
of our glorious religion amo,ng Buddhist nations, and also that it is receiving 
great attention from other nations not nominally Buddhistic. 

" You have known me now for nine years, and you know that I am no bigot 
and no sectarian, but that I try to make my life reflect the tolerant spirit of our 
LORD-that I have no thought of forcing my opinions on any man, but wish 
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only that my brother men should accept the doctrines of Buddhism when fully 
satisfied by reason that they are true. Our LORD taught us, and by his perfect 
example showed us, that by unfailing kindness the hearts even of its bitterest 
foes may be won. We of the Theosophical Society have by that means 
made ourselves trusted as much by the Parsees and Hindus of India as by 
our Buddhist brothers in Ceylon: and at our annull convention delegates 
of many different religions meet together, and yet they all regard one 
another as brothers, because we teach the doctrine of perfect tolerance and 
kindness. 

"When I became a Buddhist fifteen years ago, I was much pained to find 
that the Buddhist nations were not friendly with one another, and that even 
their sacred books were said to differ. It seemed to me a great pity that there 
should be such a separation among those who were the followers of the same 
LORD, since it could not but greatly weaken the influence and power of 
our common religion; and as to the sacred books, surely instead of the two 
parties holding aloof from one another, the proper course would be to institute a 
careful comparison of the two scriptures, and so try to discover what part of 
each belongs to the true doctrine, that we may all agree to teach that, and that 
only. 

"The priests present know, and the members of the Society know, 
that I have been speaking for years about the importance of going to 
other Buddhist countries and endeavouring to effect some sort of spiritual 
union among them. Some years ago I went to Burmah with Mr. Leadbeater, 
but in conse:juence of the political condition of the country at that time we 
were unable ,to do much work there, and therefore,'soon returned. For a long 
time my attention was specially fixed upon Japan, and since I found that no one 
else seemed ready to go there as a representative of Southern Buddhism, I at 
last decided to go myself. My friends here did not give me much encourage
ment, for they thought that Japan was too far away to allow of the development 
of much sympathy between that country and our own; but personally I felt 
sure that the Japanese would prove to be ready to listen in a friendly manner to 
a brother Buddhist speaking to them for the good of our common faith. This 
opinion was shared by our revered High Priest, who has from the first done all 
that he could to help me in my work for Buddhism, and, as you all remember, 
sent me forth on this very expedition with his special blessing on the 17th of 
January last Now on my return I am happy to be able to tell him and tell you 
all, that the result of my visit to that distant empire exceeded my most sanguine 
expectations, and that all and more than all that I ever dared to hope for has 
been accomplished . 

• 1 It is to-day exactly five months since I sailed from this port, and six weeks 
of that time was spent in going and coming, for the distance by sea is no less 
than five thousand miles. I was on shore in Japan one hundred and seven days, 
during which time I travelled from Sendai on the north of Japan to the 
extreme south of the Empire-eight hundred miles in a straight line." (Here 
Colonel Olcott exhibited a large map of Japan, and pointed out the places men
tioned). "As you see, Japan is an island empire, and the number of islands is 
very great, amounting altogether to about two thousand, large and small During 
my tour I visited thirty-three towns, all of which are marked on this map. In 
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the capital (called Yeddo or Tokio) alone there are one million two hundred 
thousand Buddhists-nearly half as many as we have in the whole of Ceylon. 
In Jap:m there are thirty seven millions of people, all speaking the one language, 
and all nominally Buddhists, but divided into eight sects. N ow, we have three 
sects here, but there is no real difference between their beliefs on any point of 
importance; but in Japan there ;s a difference of beli~f between the various 
sects. As is always the case where there is sectarianism, there is a good deal of 
hard feeling between the sects, and they are not accustomed to work together in 
any way. I m:lde up my mind from the first not to touch sectarianism-not to 
have the slightest connection with it in any way whatever. I always avoid it 
in any country, and it would have been especially unwise for me, as representing 
the Southern Church, to have anything to say to any special sect in Japan
more particularly as we know so little of the sacred books of the Northern 
Church. Our sacred scriptures are written in Pili and usually on palm leaves; 
here" (exhibiting it) "is a Japanese sacred book, written (as are all their scrip
tures) in the Chinese language on fine silk-p:lper-very light, but very durable. 
The writing, as you see, runs backwards and is in every respect quite different 
from ours. This book contains the story of the life of the Bodhisat and 
the BUDDHA, and is profusely illustf.lted with very finely-executed wood 
engravings. 

"On arrival in Japan the first thing I did was to call together the 
Chiefs of the eight sects in order th:lt I might discuss with them the state of 
Buddhism in the country, and read to them the San~krit letter from the High 
Priest Suman.jala which I bore. All these Chief Priests accordingly met to
gether (although, as I said, they have not acted in unison before), and I told them 
that I could not consent to do anything at all unless they would all agree to
gether to appoint a committee to manage my tour, so that it might be clearly 
understood that I had no sectarian purpose. I told them that I represented no 
sect in Ceylon, but the whole Buddhist Church of the country, and I wished to 
secure the friendship of the whole Priesthood of Japan, that it was only on these 
terms that I would work. They accepted the terms immediately, and 
app:>inted a joint committee, which collected over Rs. 12,000 for expenses, 
made all the necessary arrangements for my tour, and travelled with me allover 
Japan. 

" The greatest number of addresses I had ever before delivered within one 
hundred days was in the South of Ceylon, where I spoke fifty seven times 
within that period; but during the hundred and seven days of my stay in 
Japan I delivered seventy-six public addresses, and my committee estimated 
that my audiences averaged 2,500, so that I must have carried the message of 
fraternal love from Ceylon to about two hundred thousand Japanese Buddhists. 
I am happy to say that my addresses everywhere excited the greatest enthusiasm, 
and that my remarks. on the absolute necessity of union between the Northern 
and Southern Churches were always loudly cheered. These medals which I show 
you were presented)o me by various Japanese societies that were kind enough to 
elect me as an honorary member, and these three gentlemen who stand before you 
here are sent to learn Pili from the High Priest Sumangala, that they may 
return and teach the doctrine of the Southern Church to the Japanese. Before 
I left, also, the High Priests all came together again at a farewell meeting, and 
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gave me a Sanskrit letter in reply to that from our own High Priest, 
Sumangala. 

"It is now two thousand three hundred years since the quarrel about the 
sacred books arose between the Northern and Southern Churches, so in 
breaking down the wall between them we may well say we h lYe accom
plished an historical event. Here is the proof of it in this Sanskrit letter-a 
message of friendship from North to South. You see it is tied up, as are all 
complimentary presents or letters in Japan, with string of two colours, made of 
fine paper. 

"Among the ideas of the Northern Buddhists is one about what they call 
A~nTA BUDDHA, which appears to be the Spirit of the BUDDHAS, which is always 
existent in the universe, and sends out from time to time the BUDDHAS Who 
have been born on earth. The images of this AMITA BUDDHA are very beautiful 
-just like those of our LORD; and some of them are among the finest speci
mens of carving I have ever seen anywhere. 

"One sign of the goodwill felt towards us by the Japanese was their presenting 
us with this Japanese imperial fla~, the red ball on which represents the sun
Japan being called" The Empire of the Rising Sun "-1 suppose because it is as 
far east as we can go. Speaking on this subject I may mention that one result 
of my visit to Japan is the universal adoption of the Buddhist flag there; I found 
it flying everywhere, from north to south, and some of them were splendid 
specimens too-four yards in length by three in height. One evening before I 
left there was a splendid display of fireworks, and as some of the bombs burst at 
the height of one hundred and fifty yards, out from it there came the Buddhist 
flag, so beautifully arranged that it stood up straight and fluttered in the breeze. 
This went to my heart, for there in the sky I saw the sign of the brotherhood of 
Buddhist nations. 

" I will leave my young brother Dhammapala to tell you with what truly fraternal 
love the Japanese treated him during his illness-how earnestly they tried to do 
everything in their power for him, and even to anticipate his wants. I hope you 
will all remember how kind the Japanese have been to one of yourselves, and will 
resolve in turn to treat all Japanese in the same way. 

"Our friends there gave me a number of religious paintings-some of our 
LORD, some of AMITA BUDDHA, some of various Arahats, whom they c.llI Rakans. 
Here is a picture on silk" (showing it) "which is at least eight hundred years 
old. It is that of a female figure called Quanon, which signifies the embodiment 
of the mercy felt for mankind by A~nTA BUDDHA. This painting, since it is on 
a religious subject, is called a 11lalldara, while a similar painting on a non-religious 
subject is called a kaka11lono; they are to be seen hung on the walls of every 
house in Japan. 

"I hope you will bear in mind that Japan is now in relation with you; always 
treat the Japanese well, and give them no cause to write home and complain 
that the Sinhalese, though pure in religion, are not always so in their lives. I will 
now ask one of my Japanese companions to say a few words to you." (Great 
applause.) 

Mr. T. Kawakami then rose and said :_IC When Colonel Olcott and ~Ir. 

Dhammapala came to Japan the Buddhists rejoiced greatly, and Japanese 
Buddhism was greatly strengthened. I regard all the Buddhists in Ceylon as my 
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brothers. Three more friends have come with me to study, and we expect to 
stay for three or four years, so I hope you will give us all your friendship and 
brotherly love. The Buddhists of Ceylon and those of Japan must be united j 
then the religion will become a still greater power in the world than it is now." 

Colonel Olcott then said :-" The meeting of High Priests specially asked me 
to put these young men under the tuition of our High Priest Sumangala, saying 
that he was to be their Spiritual chief, while the Theosophical Society was to take 
charge of their worldly affairs. 

"One more subject I must mention before closing, and that is the Ladies' 
Society for the Promotion of Female Education. When I heard of this Associa
tion during my stay in Japan, I felt great joy, for it was one of the things 
principally needed to complete our movement here. I wish to tell my sisters of 
this Society that they need have no fears for its future, and I invoke the blessing 
of the Three Gems on them and on their Society. Let them make their noble 
sacrifice of time and money until there is no more ignorance left in our beautiful 
island-till children are everywhere brought up to follow those precepts which 
are the only rules for the happiness and true welfare of the world." (Tremendous 
applause.) 

A Japanese Priest then said :-uThis is a very happy and a very important 
occasion. The Northern and Southern Churches are like two brothers who 
separated long ago in the heat of youth, and have remained estranged through 
many years j but now at last they have met and shaken hands once more, and 
we must hope that they will proceed to embrace one another, and that the 
fraternal embrace will be but the commencement of an intimate and lasting union." 
(Great applause.) , 

In closing the meeting, the High Priest Sumangala said :-" You have all 
heard Colonel Olcott's account of his mission to Japan, and it must have made 
you all glad and proud to hear it. The propagation and improvement of 
Buddhism is the noblest work in the world, and that is the work in which 
Colonel Olcott has been engaged. It is true that there is a slight difference 
between the Northern and Southern Churches, but still the Japanese are Budd
hists as we are, and are struggling against the maleficent influence of Christianity 
as we are, and we therefore look upon them as our brothers. We must never 
forget the cordial reception that they have given to Colonel Olcott as our repre
sentative, and the brotherly love that they have shown towards us. I trust that 
this may be the commencement of a real spiritual union between all Buddhist 
countries." 

The above report was forwarded to the Theosophist by Mr, Peter d'Ahrcw, and has been supple
mented by extracts from The But/dAist,l 

COLONEL OLCOTT IN JAPAN. 

"We observe, says a Japanese paper, that in Nagoya Colonel Olcott has been 
welcomed with extraordinary enthusiasm. His lectures were attended by 
fully four thousand people on each occasion, and the wildest applause greeted 
his declarations of the close relationship that must, in his opinion, exist be
tween the revival of Buddhism and the stable progress of the nation. Evi
dently the people's hearts are inclined towards such teaching, for it is not at 
all likely that addresses, which necessarily lose nearly all their nerve in trans-

35 
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lation, could rouse an audience to sympathy so strongly marked unless a power
ful feeling existed in favour of the speaker's idea. Of course the farther south 
Colonel Olcott goes, the warmer the response his preaching is sure to awaken. 
Religion in Tokyo and religion in Kyoto are two very different things. Nagoya 
occupies, perhaps, an intermediate position in respect of the vitality of its citizens' 
creed. It would seem that Colonel Olcott's Buddhist guides are determined not 
to let the grass grow under his feet. We read that he proceeded from Nagoya 
and delivered a lecture there, returning at noon to address an immense audience 
in the Hougan Temple, and winding up with a third address to the governor 
and a select party of about 250 at 7 o'clock in the evening. We have noted that 
the Tokyo critics express amusement at the notion that an American should be 
brought to Japan to propagate Buddhism. The criticism is certainly just if it be 
held that the Buddhist creed is essentially the property of the Orient, and that 
Westerners even have no proper share in propagating it. But the masses do not 
reason so closely. The coming of Colonel Olcott has evidently given Buddhism 
a fillip in Japan."-(Madras Mail.) 

A PUZZLE FROM ADYAR. 
WHEN the cat is abroad the mice dance in the house it seems. Since Colonel 
Olcott sailed for Japan, the Theosophist has never ceased to surprise its European 
readers, and especially the Fellows of our Society, with most unexpected capers. 
It is as if the Sphinx had emigrated from the Nile and was determined to con
tinue offering her puzzles broadca<;t to the CEdipuses of the Society. 

Now what may be the meaning of this extraordinary, and most tadless 
" sortie" of the esteemed actillg editor of our Theosophist 1 Is he, owing to the 
relaxing climate of Southern India, ill, or like our (and his) editor-enemies across 
the Athntic, also dreaming uncanny dreams and seeing lying visions~r what? 
And let me remind him at· once that he must not feel offended by these remarks, 
ac; he h:lS imperatively called them forth himself. LUCIFRR, the PATK and the 
THEOSOPHIST are the only organs of communication with the Fellows of our 
Society, each in its respective country. Since the acting editor of the Ti.eosoPhis/ 
has chosen to giv.! a wide publicity in hi, or~p!l to a'Jnormll fancies, he has no 
right to expect a r.!ply throuzh any other channel th:l.n LUCIFER. Moreover, if 
he fails to understlnd all the seriousness of his implied charges against me and 
several honourable men, he may realise them better, when he reads the present. 
Already his enigmatical letter to Light has done mischief enough. While its 
purport was evidently to fight some windmills of his own creation, an inimical 
spiritualist who signs" Colenso" has jumped at the good opportunity afforded 
him to misrepresent that letter. In his malicious philippic called "Koothoomi 
Dethroned" he seeks to show that Mr. Harte's letter announces that the 
" Master;; " are thrown overboard by the T. S. and "Mme. Blavatsky dethroned." 
Is it this that "Richard Harte, acting editor of the Theosophist," sought to 
convey to the Spiritualists in his letter in light of July 6th? 

Without further en:juiry as to the real meaning of the Ligkt letter, what does 
he tty to insinuate by the following in the July number of the Theosophist1 

A DISCLAIMER. 
The Editor of the Tluosoplti.Jt has much pleasure'n publishing the following extracts from a letter 

from Mr. Bertram Keightley, Secretary of the" Esoteric Section" of the Theosophical Sociely, 10 one 
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of the Commissioners, which have been handed to him for publication. It should be explained tMt 
the denial therein contained refers to certain surmises and reports afloat in the Society, and which were 
seemingly corroborated by apparently arlitrary and underAand proceedings by certain Fellows known 
to be members of the Esoteric Section. 

To this I, the" Head of the Esoteric Section," answer: 
I. Mr. Bertram Keightley's letter, though containing the truth, and nothing but 

the truth, was never intended for publication, as a sentence in it proves. 
Therefore the acting Editor had 110 rIght to publish it. 

2. Fellows of the E. S. having to be first of all Fellows of the Theosophical 
Society, what does the sentence" Fellows known to be members of the E. S"
who stand accused by Mr. Harte (or even by some idiotic reports afloat in the 
Society) of "arbitrary and underhand proceedings"-mean? Is not such a 
sentence a gross insult thrown into the face of honourable men-far better 
Theosophists than any of their accusers-and of myself? 

3. What were the silly reports? That the" British or the American Section," 
and even the "Blavatsky Lodge" of the Theosophical Society wanted to "boss 
Adyar." :For this is what is said in the Theosophist in the alleged "dis
claimer" :-

Mr. Keightley tells this Commissioner that he must not believe" tAat tile Esot~ric &ctitm Aas any. 
tvt1f tile slig"/~sl, lu/~nsion to • 6oss' lile TlIeosol"ical Society or anyl"ing 0/ lile /tind." Again he 
says: .. JV~ ar~ all, H. P. B . .firsl and foremost, jusl as loyal 10 tile TlIeosol"ical Society and /0 Adyar 
as lile Colon~1 can possi61y h." And yet again he s:\ys: .. I AaTl~ not"ing 1Mn to say, exc~/t /0 npeat 
in tile 1Msl formal and posiliTl~ manner ".y assllranc~ lAallllen is not a word of frill" in lile stat~nl 
I/IlII tile Eso/~ric Section "as any tUrin or Intension 10 '60ss ' any 01,," pari or &ctUm of tile T. S." 

Amen I But before I reproduce the acting editor's further marvellous com
ments thereon, I claim the right to say a few words on the subject. Since, as 
said, the' letter was never meant to be paraded in print-chiefly, perhaps, 
because 'lui s'excuse s'a(cuse-it is no criticism to show that it contains that 
which I would describe as a meaningless flap-doodle, or, rather, a pair of them, 
something quite pardonable in a private and hastily-written letter, but quite un
pardonable and grotesque when appearing as a published document. 

1st. That the E. S. had never any pretensions to "boss the T. S." stands to 
reason: with the exception of Col Olcott, the President, the Esoteric Section 
has nothing whatever to do with the Theosophical Society, its Councilor officers. 
It is a Section entirely apart from the exoteric body, and independent of it, 
H. P. B. alone being responsible for its members, as shown in the official an
nouncement over the signature of the President Founder himself. It follows, 
therefore, that the E. S., as a body, owes no allegiance whatever to the Theo
sophical Society, as a Sodety, least of all to Adyar. 

2nd. It is pure nonsense to say that "H. P. B. . . . is loyal to the Theo
sophical Society and to Adyar" (! ?). H. P. B. is loyal to death to the 
Theosophi(al CAUSE, and those great Tea(hers whose philosophy (an alone bina 
the whole of Humanity into one Brotherhood. Together with Col. Olcott, she 
is the chief Founder and Builder of the Society which was and is meant to 
represent that CAUSE; and if she is so loyal to H. S. Olcott, it is not at all 
because of his being its" President," but, firstly, because there is no man living 
who has worked harder for that Society, or been more devoted to it than the 
Colonel, and, secondly, because she regards him as a loyal friend and c0-

worker. Therefore the degree of her sympathies with the "Theosophical 
Society and Adyar" depends upon the degree of the loyalty of that Society to 
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the CAUSE. Let it break away from the original lines and show. disloyalty in its 
policy to the CAUSE and the original programme of the Society, and H. P. B. 
calling the T. S. disloyal, will shake it off like dust from her feet. 

And what does II loyalty to Adyar" mean, in the name of all wonders? What 
;s Adyar, apart from that CAUSE and the two (not one Founder, if you please) 
who represent it? Why not loyal to the compound or the bath-room of Adyar? 
Adyar is the present Headquarters of the Society, because these II Headquarters 
are wherever the President is," as stated in the rules. To be logical, the 
Fellows of the T. S. had to be loyal to Japan while Col. Olcott was there, and to 
London during his presence here. There is no longer a II Parent Society" ; it is 
abolished and replaced by an aggregate body of Theosophical Societies, all 
autonomous, as are the States of America, and all under one Head President, 
who, together with H. P. Blavatsky, will champion the CAUSE against the whole 
world. Such is the real state of things. 

What then, again, can be the meaning of the following comments by the 
acting Editor, who follows Mr. Keightley's letter with these profoundly wise 
remarks: 

It is to be hoped that after this very distinct and authoritative disclaimer no further .. private 
circulars" will be issued by any members of the Esoteric Section, calling upon the Fellows to oppose 
the action of the General Council. because .. Madame Blavatsky does not approve of it .. ; and also 
that silly edItorials, declaring that Theosophy is degenerating into obedience to the dictates of 
Madame Blavatsky, like that in a recent issue of the Re/igio-PRiJosoJRica/ Journal, will cease to appear. 

The" private circulars" of the E. S. have nothing to do with the acting editor 
of the Theosophist nor has he any right to meddle with them. 

Whenever "Madame Blavatsky does not approve" of "an action of the 
General Council," $ she will say so openly and to their faces. Because (0) 
Madame Blavatsky does not owe the slightest allegiance to a Council which is 
liable at any moment to issue silly and untheosophieal ukases; and (6) for the 
simple reason that she recognizes but one person in the T. S. besides herself, 
namely Colonel Olcott, as having the right of effecting fundamental re-organiza
tions in a Society which owes its life to them, and for which they are both 
karmz'(ally reponsible. If the acting editor makes slight account oj a sacred 
pledge, neither Col. Olcott nor H. P. Blavatskyare likely to do so. H. P. 
Blavatsky will always bow before the decision of the majority of a 8ection or 
even a simple Branch; but she will ever protest against the decision of the 
General Council, were it composed of Archangels and Dhyan Chohans them
selves, if their decision seems to her unjust, or untheosophical, or fails to meet 
with the approval of the majority of the Fellows. No more than H. P. 
Blavatsky has the President Founder the right of exercising autocracy or papal 
powers, and Col. Olcott would be the last man in the world to attempt to do so. 
lt is the two Founders and especially the President, who have virtually sworn 
allegiance to the Fellows, whom they have to protect, and teach th05e who want 
to be taught, and not to tyrannize and rule over them. 

And now I have said over my own signature what I had to say and that which 
ought to have been said in so many plain words long ago. The public is all 
agog with the silliest stories about our doings, and the supposed and real 
dissensions in the Society. Let everyone know the truth at last, in which there 

It Or .. Commissioners " of whom Mr. R Harte is one. [ED.) 
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is nothing to make anyone ashamed, and which alone can put an end to a 
most painful and strained feeling. This truth is as simple as can be. 

The acting editor of the Theosophist has taken it into his head that the 
Esoteric Section together with the British and American Sections, were either 
conspiring or preparing to conspire against what he most curiously calls" Adyar" 
and its authority. Now being a most devoted fellow of the T. S. and attached 
to the President, his zeal in hunting up this mare's nest has led him to become 
more Catholic than the Pope. That is al~ and I hope that such misunder
standings and hallucinations will come to an end with the return of the Presi
dent to India. Had he been at home, he, at any rate, would have objected to 
all those dark hints and cloaked sayings that have of late incessantly appeared 
in the Theosophist to the great delight of our enemies. We readily understand 
that owing to lack of original contributions the acting editor should reproduce a 
bungled up and ~ensational report from the N. Y. Times and call it "Dr. 
Keightley speaks." But when jumping at a sentence of Dr. Keightley's, who in 
speaking of some "prominent members," said that they had" abandoned or 
been read out of the fold," he gpavely adds in a foot-note that this is 
.. another mistake of the reporter," as "no Fellow of the Theosophical Society 
has been expelled of recent years;" it is time some one should tell the 
esteemed acting editor plainly that for the pleasure of hitting imaginary enemies 
he allows the reader to think that he does not know what he is talking about. 
If through neglect at Adyar the names of the expelled Fellows have not been 
entered in the books, it does not follow that Sections and Branches like the 
"London Lodge" and others which are autonomous have not expelled, or had 
no right to expel, anyone. Again, what on earth does he mean by pretending 
that the reporter has "confounded the Blavatsky Lodge with the Theosophical 
Society" ? Is not the Blavatsky Lodge, like the London, Dublin, or any 
other" Lodge," a branch of, and a Theosophical Society? What next shall we 
read in our unfortunate Theosophist 1 

But it is time for me to close. If Mr. Harte persists still in acting in such a 
strange and untheosophical way, then the sooner the President settles these 
matters the better for all conccrned. 

Owing to such undignified quibbles, Adyar and especially the Theosophist 
are fast becoming the laughing stock of Theosophists themselves as well as of 
their enemies; the bushels of letters received by me to that effect, being a good 
proof of it. 

I end by assuring him that there is no need for him to pose as Colonel Olcott's 
protecting angel. Neither he nor I need a third party to screen us from each 
other. We have worked and toiled and suffered together for fifteen long years, 
and if after all these years of mutual friendship the President Founder were 
capable of lending ear to insane accusations and turning against me, well-the 
world is wide enough for both. Let the new Exoteric Theosophical Society 
headed by Mr. Harte, play at red tape if the President lets them and let the 
General Council expel me for " disloyalty," if again, Colonel Olcott should be so 
blind as to fail to see where the "true friend" and his duty lie. Only unless 
they hasten to do so, at the first sign of their disloyalty to the CAUSE-it is I who 
will have resigned my office of Corresponding Secretary for life and left the 
Society. This will not prevent me from remaining at the head of those-who 
will follow me. H. P. BLAVATSKY. 
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(From the Washington Press, Saturday, July 6, 1889.) 

The "Blavatsky Theosophical Society," an organization for the diffusion of 
knowledge of theosophy, held its first public meeting last night at Wonn's Hall, 
No. 621, Sixth Street, North-West. Thirty-five or forty persons ..•. were 
present and listened to an introductory address by the President, Professor 
Anthony Higgins, of this city, who explained Theosophy and repelled some of 
the slanders upon, and base imitations of it. It was announced that public in
formation about Theosophy would be given every Friday evening at the Hall 
This Theosophical Society expects soon to place at the disposal of the interested 
public a creditable library of Theosophical literature and books on occult 
subjects, a large number of which have already been received by the pres:dent, 
Prof. Higgins . . . ." 

(From the Washington" Post" of July 9th.) 

The Blavatsky Theosophical Society and Universal Brotherhood of the 
District filed a certificate of incorporation yesterday. The object is to form a 
nucleus of a Universal Brotherhood without distinction as to race, creed or 
colour; to promote the study of Aryan and other Eastern literature . . .. to 
investigate the unexplained laws in nature and the psychical powers latent in man. 
Anthony Higgins, Reovel Savage, Nina Savage, and Marie Musaeus are the 
managers. 

This is the second Branch Theosophical Society which has become chartered 
or incorporated in the United States, the Aryan Theosophical Society of New 
York having first given the example. Thus no bogus Theosophical Societies
a danger that threatened us closely-are henceforth possible, either in the New 
York or Columbia Districts. Many other branches will follow in their respective 
States. This news is indeed welcome. All our best thanks and warmest grati
tude are due to the courage and promptitude with which our honoured Brother, 
Mr. Anthony Higgins, has placed the name of the Society of which he is 
President beyond the reach of enemies and imitators.-[H. P. B.] 

NOTICE. 

The Secretary of the Blavatsky Lodge T. S. begs to apologise to all those who 

are interested in its work for the long delay in the publication of its promised 

Transadions. Madame Blavatsky's bad health, and the heavy extra work 
entailed ill the preparation of "THE KEY TO THEOSOPHY" and "THE VOICE 

OF THE SILENCE," have prevented her from editing these transactions for the 
press-hence the delay. 
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(torrespon~ence. 
-+-

To tlte Editor of LUCIFER. 

THE great Sir Robert Peel used to say that the importance of any movement can 
be best measured by the amount of opposition brought against it. Now if that 
aphorism be true, then the members of the Ros Crux Fratres, or Brothers of the 
Dew and Light, may be congratulated on their importance and influence in the 
country; for they have received marked attention in your magazine for June last. 
One ot your correspondents who signs himself-" One who has been Duped," 
admits that "they have members in almost every town in England," and he 
might have said Scotland, Wales, and America also. 

Now I am a member of the Ros Crux Fratres, and so far as I am concerned 
personally I should have taken no notice of these letters. For in the first place 
they abound in nothing but misrepresentations and statements of a puerile and 
foolish nature, and therefore, by the universal law of the survival of the good and 
true only, they must have fallen to the ground sooner or later. The fact is the 
majority of people" worrit" themselves too much about trivial and insignificant 
matters, for;;etting that the One Universal Supreme Reason regulates everything 
for the ultimate good of each individual and the common good of all And 
in the second place because a person can use his time and encrgies to better 
purposes, both for himself individually and the public generally, than by troubling 
his mind about correspondence which has for its object the traducing or pulling 
down of the character of any man or of any body of men. Each man will 
work out his own Karma which he has generated either in this or a former life, 
and the soul will seek that experience which is necessary to its own development 
and unfoldment; and if he "who has been duped," thinks he has been chosen 
to be the unhappy instrument to inflict Karma on anyone, then he is so much 
the more to be pitied for his unenviable position. Besides the style of his cor
respondence is much to be condemned as it cannot tend to the development of 
the soul powers. It has been laid down by all the masters of the Occult Sciences 
that" gentle thoughts, good deeds, and kind words, and good will to all mankind 
and entire oblivion of self are the most efficacious means of obtaining knowledge 
and preparing for the reception of higher wisdom." Or again "the heart must 
be filled with loving kindness to all living beings, and watch for opportunities of 
doing secret kindness to all within our reach," and these things will lead to 
power with God and man. Now can anyone see any of those things in the 
letter of "One who has been Duped?" The one grand object which every 
right-minded Occultist ought to keep in view is the spreading of the Sacred 
Sciences for the betterment and uplifting of humanity, but letters like this before 
me are not calculated to benefit Occult teaching whether they injure it or not. 

Coming now to the subject of the letter of "One who has been Duped." In 
the first place the writer does not give his real name. If his motives were 
honourable and his statements true why should he fear giving his name? In 
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correspondence, where no honour is at stake, a nom de plume would do well 
enough, but in a letter like this before me which deals with personalities, either 
directly or indirectly, the rules of good warfare require him to face the enemy 
openly and honourably, and not fight under cover of ambush in the assassin style. 
But it so happens that we ourselves know who the writer is, whatever he may say to 
the contrary. In fact there is a trio of them, two of whom have been suspended 
from the Brotherhood of Ros Crux Fratres, and the other is a most unfortunate 
and disappointed man. However this style of warfare is in exact keeping with 
the writer's charac~er; for he leads us to infer in his letter that he belongs to the 
Ros Crux Fratres and considers himself" duped." Now everyone who enters 
that Brotherhood takes a most sacred and solemn oath "before God and his 
most holy angels," that he will keep inviolate the secrets of the society, and it is 
also an eternal oath, and therefore, whether the members are able to teach him 
the subjects mentioned in his letter or' not, or whether he considers himself 
duped or not, does not release him from that oath. And therefore what can we 
say of a man who makes light of breaking an oath which he took" before God 
and not before man only"? To say the least-he is a perjured man, and that 
being so what reliance can be placed on any of his statements? Now it is 
understood that the trio referred to above have taken a vow to break up the 
society of the Dew and Light I This explains the motives, and accounts for the 
style of the letter of "One who has been Duped." It also explains one of the 
reasons why he does not sign his name, for it would not be to his social interest 
for the public to know that the most sacred and eternal oath counts as nothing tet 
him. But how absurd and ridiculous it is for a simple trio to think they can break 
up a Brotherhood who are true to their oath. These men are too weak to break 
anything up. You have repeatedly laid it down in your journal that" goodness 
alone is power." Now I maintain that the spirit and motives of the letter before 
me show that they are not good men. Good men (ould not have written such a 
letter. ' These men can have power nowhere but in the realm of Black Magic 
that he speaks about, which is quite in harmony with a character that counts as 
nothing the most sacred and binding oath. And their Black Magic can injure 
no one only those who place themselves open to it. 

Next, he says, "the Society is trying to seduce all young students of the 
Occult to become members of their Society." 

Now in the preamble of their rules the applicant is given expressly to under
stand that the Society ask no one to join them, in these words: "we do not. ask 
thee to join us, but thou seekest our circle." He says then, "they profess to 
teach Alchemy; philosophy of life; the Divine art of Astrology; Herbs and 
their value as medicines; and the Astral influences." Well now, these are very 
nice subjects and to attempt to teach them even is a step in the right direction. 
But I should like to know the difference between " The Divine art of 
Astrology, and the Astral influences." The writer has evidently got mixed up 
amongst it; and I don't wonder, because it is quite clear that his brain is not 
sufficiently unfolded to grasp such subjects. Besides, in his confusion, he has 
omitted one of the principal subjects altogether. 

With regard to the members being incapable of teaching these subjects, I 
myself have been connected with the Society of the "Dew and Light" about 
18 months, and although I have been an Occult Student for many years, yet I 
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have learned more in two or three of the above named subjects during these last 
18 months than ever I knew before; and one of the trio connected with the 
letter in your journal was present at my initiation and spoke in high and glowing 
terms of the advantages to be derived from the Society. As to "stealing 
book., and one man being more learned in Black Magic than the rest, etc," we 
can afford to dismiss it as so much rubbish. 

He then says, "they also derive their learning from Elementals and spirit
guides." Now any student of Occult Sciences knows that an Elemental can 
give learning to no one. The fact is, the writer of the letter before me does 
not know what an Elemental is. Elementals are nature-spirits which possess 
force only, and which can be directed and controlled by the trained will of the 
Adept. He then goes on to say that "the members boast that they sacrifice 
kids, and that one of them keeps a goat that is heavy with kid at the present 
time, etc." But why should they" boast" of that. He is as much misinformed 
in this as in many other things, for none of the members at Keighley keep a 
goat. 

He then says that" the Society is composed of spiritualists and bogus astro
logers, etc." Well I have studied astrology for 18 years, without intermission; 
I have studied Raphael's, or the Arabian system; and Zadkiel's or the Ptole
metic and Placidean systems, and in these things I fear no man. The fact is 
I am the Astrologer for the Brotherhood of the Dew and Light, and have to 
exanline applicant's nativities, and I am certain that if I had examined this 
person's nativity who pretends to have" been duped," I should never have passed 
him for membersliip, because his nativity would have shown that he would 
prove false to his oath and betray the secrets of the Society. 

With regard to the Lamp of Tholh which is now going on, all the matter in 
that journal has for its object the instruction and betterment of the members. 
and it is strictly a private journal, and therefore it is immaterial whether the 
matter be copied or original so long as that object is attained. 

We now come to Mr. M. G. Mathers' letter about the Rosicrucians in 
England. Now this letter is one mass of pomp and show, and flourish of 
trumpets. He tells us about their colleges, the Supreme Magus, the Earls, 
Right Honourables, Doctors, etc. But he does not say a WOld about the 
dinners and suppers which constitute the principal work of that august Sc.ciety. 
The fact is, the letter is allogether unnecessary. The R. C. F. does not claim 
to have any connection whatever with the Fraternitas Rosa: Crucis of media:val 
times. They claim to be what they are and no more and no less, viz. Brothers 
of the Dew and Light. 

With all deference to the Supreme Magus, the Earls, Right Honourables, 
and Doctors, etc., no doubt these "are all honourable men," at least I hope 
they are. But according to LUCIFER for October IS 1888, page 91, it does not 
require one to be a member of the Metropolitan College of Rosicrucians to get 
in communion with the Adepts, for it is there well and truly stated "that the 
potential adept may exist in the Whitechapels and Five Points of Europe and 
America, as well as in the cleaner and more cultured quarters; that some poor 
ragged wretch begging a crust of bread may be 'whiter-souled' and more 
attractive to the adept than the average bishop in his robe, or the cultured 
citizen in his costly dress," or perhaps than many in the four colleges of 
Rosicrucians in England. 
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In concluding this letter I may say that although "One who has been 
duped" may string together another lot of ridiculous and absurd misrepresenta· 
tions, ::md Mr. Mathers may give another flourish of trumpets from the top of 
the Metropolitan College of "Soc. Ros. in Anglia," yet I shall not consider 
myself called upon to continue the correspondence in answer to Iluir leiters, 
unless called upon to do so by my own order, because my own psychical 
development, and the interest of occultism generally may be better secured and 
advanced by cultivating a warm and kindly feeling towards all mankind than by 
wasting my time in refuting what may be advanced by a trio of disappointed 
men who enter a society for purely selfish and worldly purposes, and who 
consider themselves "duped" because they don't find the materialist 
"philosopher's stone" and turn everything into gold. I have the honour to 
be, etc. 

DAVID LUND, Fern Cottage, Keighley, 

Secretary and member of the Society of the Dew and Light. 

To the Edtlor of LUCIFER. 

MR. LUND says my statements are puerile and foolish. I shall endeavour to 
show you to the contrary, and that he is acting a part of deception and dis· 
honour both on his own part and that of his society. 

As to his remarks on Karma and goodness of life and actions, you will no 
doubt be better able to deal with them than 1. It is not long since the" con
troIs" of his society were dead against Reincarnation. Why this change 
now? 

Referring to my using a nom-de-plume, it was my policy to draw out a reply. 
Had I put my own name there would not have been this opportunity to further 
expose this deceptive fraud. In due time, if necessary, I shall disclose my 
name, and then Mr. Lund and his colleagues will see how wrong they have been 
in blaming three men, who so far as I can hear were not suspended from the 
society, but withdrew from it when they found the principal leaders had no 
higher ambition than to pose as Quack Doctors and public fortune-tellers, whose 
advertisements can be seen in the fly-leaves of most of the spiritualist papers 
under various nom-de-plumes, touting for fees, and willing to advise and answer 
any question at so many shillings each, no matter whether it be of the affairs of 
Life or Death; while the boasted adepts turned out to be so-called spirit controls, 
who were at all times willing to adapt their opinion to the prevailing one at the 
time being, or to please the company present. I am not surprised they with
drew. Mr. Lund mys good men could not have written such a letter as my last 
one. The men he refers to did not write the letter, neither had the two he 
refers to anything to do with it. He abuses them from the fulness of his 
divine goodness. 

He said if my nativity had been allowed to pass his hands I should not have 
been initiated. Mr. Lund did examine my nativity and commented upon it 
favourably. So much for his astrology and divine agency. It is very short
sighted for him to say he has been an astrologer for eighteen years. Yet" One 
who has been Duped" is the despair of his art. 

The kid which Mr. Lund kept, died just after I sent my last letter to you. I 
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necessary I could give you the day (not the hour). I do not draw nativities; 
but this unfortunate death was a loophole for Mr. Lund to say that none of the 
members at Keighley keep a goat Yet on the minutes of this society for May 
11th, 1888, the following will be found: 

"Proposed that the occult festival take place on the loth of June, when a kid 
will be sacrificed." 

Can I say more to convince you how wilfully Mr. Lund would deceive? He 
gives you to understand that they do not ask people to join their Society. I am 
personally acquainted with two who were asked to join, and who refused. As 
to the members being capable of teaching or even guiding a student in any of 
the paths of occult study, that is a matter of opinion, and may the Most High 
protect me from such. 

Mr. Lund thinks I got mixed up amongst matters. Who wouldn't? Imagine 
the Astro Magus of the Society, Mr. Lund, dressed in a Black Robe, upon his 
head a sugar· loaf cap painted in various colours, and the signs of the Zodiac 
around the edge. He does not see how symbolic they are of his position. The 
cap is the shape of that generally worn by the Zany, and the Black Robe would 
no doubt represent the darkness and obscurity of his mind in his Zodiacal 
wanderings. 

Do teachers of occult sciences adopt such guise as the above, which is only 
the description of one of them? 

He refers to the preamble of their rules, etcetera. Here is a portion from it 
copied word for word. It would be too long for the pages of one issue of 
LUCIFER if I sent it in full, but this will give you an idea of the immense 
presumption of these men. 

" The Brothers' letter to one who seeks to enter the Ros Crux Fratres. 
"Do not ask who the persons are that write these letters, but judge of the value 

of the writings by their own merits. 
" Our community has existed ever since the first day of creation, and will con

tinue so to do until all time. It is the society of the children of light, and its 
members are those who know the light We know the value of man's destiny. 
We have a school in which Divine Wisdom herself is the tf'.acher, and she 
teacheth all that desireth it for its own sake, and not for any worldly advantage 
that may result from its possession. 

"The mysteries explained in that school, concern everything that can possibly 
be known in Regard to God, Man and Nature. All the ancient sages have been 
taught in our school, and no one has ever learnt true wisdom in any other 
place. 

"It has amongst its members not only of this globe, but also of other Worlds, 
they are distributed all over the UnIverse. They all study in one book only, 
and follow the same method of studying it. Our Society is composed of the 
Eleel of those who are seeking the light and he who has the greatest receptivity 
for that light is our chief. Our place of Meeting is intuitively known to every 
member (at presentin a coffee tavern) and easily reached by all no matter where 
they reside. 

" We are in possession of the Greatest Mysteries, and yet our Society is not a 
secret one, for our secrets are open to everyone who is capable of receiving 
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them. Our Secrets cann()t be s()ld for m()ney, nor can they be demonstrated 
publicly. Our Secrecy is not caused by our unwillingness to instruct, but by 
the weakness and unfitness of those that ask for instruction. 

"They are comprehensible only to those whose Hearts are able to receive 
Wisdom and Parental love, and in whom those powers have begun to awaken. 
His clear Views will then enable him to see the foundations of all Religious 
Systems, and will recognise within a modification of relative truth, which have 
not yet entered into Equilibrium by the attainment of knowledge. 

" Humanity lives in the world of Symbols, whose meaning is not yet understood 
by many, but the day is approaching when the living spirit within these symbols 
will be generally known. Perfect knowledge of God, perfect knowledge of Nature 
and of man, are the true lights upon the Altar of Truth, illuminating the Archway 
of the Temple of Wisdom. 

"There is only one Fundamental Religion, and only one Fundamental 
Brotherhood (and s() ()n). 

"Our Duty is to assist in the Birth of truth and to open the shell wherein it is 
contained, and to vivify the Dead Hieroglyphics. 

" We are n()t influenced by party, nor do we expect any pers()nal reward for 
our lab()ur. 

"We are in possession of Light which enables us to know the deepest mysteries 
of Nature, and we have a fire by which we are nourished and by which we may 
act upon everything in Nature. 

" We p()ssess the key to unlock all the secrets and knowledge. of the link that 
unites this planet with the other worlds. 

"We possess ALL the ANCIENT Books of Wisdom. 
"Everything' in Nature is subject to Our T-Vill, for our will is one with that of 

the universal Spirit, the motive power of the Universe and the eternal power of 
all life. But still we need N() information, either from men or Books, f()' we 
have the p()wer t() perceive everything that exists, and to read in the Book of 
Nature, wherein no error occurs. 

" Everything is taught in our schools, for our teacher is the light that produces 
all things. We could tell you of the most wonderful things that are known to us, 
and which are so far beyond the reach of the m()st erudite phil()s()pher ()f this 
age, even as the sun is distant fr()m the earth, but which are as near t() us as the 
Uglz/ ()f the spirit fr()m which they Emanate. 

"But it is not our intention to excite your curiosity (and s() ()n). 
" Do you wish to become a member of our Society? If so, enter within your 

own Heart. 
"Do you wish to know the Brothers? If so, learn to know the Divinity 

manifesting itself within your own Soul. Seek within you that which is perfect, 
immortal, and not subject to change, and when you have found it, you will 
have entered our Society, and we shall become known to you. But before you 
can enter, you must have formed the resolution in your own mind that you will 
fling off, as soon as possible, all the imperfections of your own Nature (anti s()()n). 

" The most important advice we can give you is Man Imow thJself. 
"The above propositions will be sufficient for you to meditate upon, until you 

are admitted into the Brotherhood as a neophyte after which you will receive 
instructions for the higher Degrees, until ultimately you become an ADEPT. 
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" Brother of Earth, we submit the following brief rules for thy consideration. 
"We do not ask you to join us but thou seekest our circle. Hast thou well 

considered thy way? and art thou prepared to give up those things which are of 
the Earth, Earthy, in order to follow the Divine Mistress Wisdom? 

"We bid thee remember the oath thou must take is an Eternal oath, not given 
to man alone, but to the POWERS whose aid thou seekest. And thou wilt never 
be released from that oath. If thou canst submit to our Conditions we will be 
glad to lead thee through the portals of Wisdom's temple, and there thou may 
with us view Nature's vast expanse, where true knowledge and power ever await 
the pure in heart. 

"Unto thee greeting in the name of the Brotherhood." 
(Signed with a distorted copy of one of E. Levi's pantac1es). 

After reading the above, what do you think of an oath, which has been 
obtained by such means as the above suggests? 

Imagine a number of men met together and a planetary spirit invoked, in 
whose supposed presence the candidate is obligated to secrecy. (They have no 
secrets or information apart from the occult literature of the day.) Can that 
which is below invoke that which is above, if not, what would be the peculiarity 
of a planetary spirit invoked under such circumstances? It could not be good. 
The query is: Is this a kind of a compact witk an Evil Spirit 1 I am personally 
convinced good and high spiritual influences cannot possibly link themselves 
with men who shirk the duty of their station in life, and to avoid the labour of 
the honest man take to dealing out astrology and quack medicines as a profession. 
I consider it my duty to warn the public against these men. I can gain nothing 
by this long letter, but the public may, and thus take the hint to keep their 
money in their pockets. 

ONE WHO HAS BEEN DUPED. 

To tke Editor of LUCIFER. 

I AM very pleased to find that the brothers of the Dew and the Light,-which 
names are I suppose their translation of their alternative title, Ros and Crux,
lay·no claim to be lineal descendants of the Fratres Rosre Crucis of Germany; for 
the similarity of the names seemed as if there had been an intention to claim 
hereditary descent I do not know who" One who has been duped" may be, 
nor am I aware who are the other two gentlemen who form the trio mentioned 
by Mr. Lund, but I feel constrained to note that he does not deny that his asso
ciates claim and profess to teach Alchemy, the Philosophy of Life, the Divine 
Art of Astrology, Herbs, and Astral influences, and that they ha\'e failed to 
satisfy the discontented trio that they are so able. I also notice that Mr. Lund 
gives no denial to the charge of sacrificing kids, he only asks-Why they should 
hoast of doing so ?-well, I don't know; besides this he makes a very di!.ingenuous 
evasion of the charge that one member keeps a goat, heavy with kid, intended 
for future sacrifice,-simply remarking that " none of the members at Keighley" 
do so. No denial is given to the assertion that their sole guides are a Monk, 
a Mr., and an Arab son of Joseph somebody. But worst of all I much regret that 
no disclaimer is urged against the charge that some of their number have taken 
the money of servant-girls. I beg of him to contradict thi~ Oddly enough 
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Mr. Lund does not seem hurt by the suggestion that the original contents of 
" Thoth" are either black magic or nonsense. The teaching capabilities of Mr. 
Lund are open to doubt, when he, as Members' Secretary and The Astrologer 
of the Brotherhood, writes "but I should like to know the difference between the 
1 Divine Art of Astrology' and 1 Astral influences '." Well- if there be no 
difference, words have no meaning, visions are about, and things are not what 
they seem. An Art is the practice of a Science; Astral influences are neither 
one thing nor the other, but may be the subject of both; if there be any confusion 
Mr. Lund makes it. 

The Soc. Ros. in Aug. is, like the Theosophical Society, well used to censure; 
and its members have learned to smile at unfriendly attacks; we Rosicrucians 
confess to taking dinners and even suppers also when we require them, and I 
can make a shrewd guess that even Mr. Lund is not beyond feeling hungry and 
even thirsty sometimes, for neither light nor dew are very satisfying, except to 
vegetables. But when I.e goes further and asserts that the dinners constitute 
the principal work of the august Soc. Ros. in Aug., he talks about what he 
knows nothing about, and the statement is moreover a delicate perversion of the 
Truth, which I am sure cannot tend to the development of Mr. Lund's "soul 
powers."-Faithfully yours, 

W. W. WESTCOTT, M.B., Univ. Lond., 
Master of the Metropolitan College. 

"MODERN SPIRITUAL HISTORY" AND THE THEOSOPHICAL 
SOCIETY. 

To the Editor of LUCIFER. 

WILL you kindly allow me a short space in your Journal to inform those of your 
readers who were in anywise interested in the papers bearing upon" Modern 
Spiritual History" and the Theosophical Society, that Mr. Oxley, in his rejoinder 
(published in Medium of June 28th, 1889), declines to enter upon any contro
versy or explanation whatever with myself with regard to those papers. It 
therefore behoves me to emphasize-no matter how loud the protestations and 
lamentations may be-that the communications already published in LUCIFER, 
are solely based upon documentary evidence, and contain only the absolute 
truth. 

It is upon these grounds that Mr. Oxley has been compelled to take the 
ignominious course of declining to discuss a matter in which both his honour and 
his integrity are concerned. 

As Mr. Oxley insinuate.. that the letters puhlished in LUCIFER contain 
"downright untruths," and" have soiled its pages by the insertion," there is no 
objection on my part-if Mr. Oxley is agreeable-to my placing the whole of 
the correspondence .. for a time in the hands of the T. S. so that the I, high
minded ladies and gentlemen" connected with the T. S. can judge for themselves 
how far the truth has been violated. 

* That is to say-the whole ofthe correspondence which has passed between myself and Messrs. Oxley, 
.. Hoyora Korahari;' Binney, Adshead, and others. All envelopes, post cards, tissue copies, and 
notes of the .. Occult Readings" from time to time of the states concerned. The whole to be 
furnished bound together in the order as matters accumulated.-{A. D. 8.] 
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The correspondence forms a goodly volume, and, to the "Initiated," it is 
worthy of careful analysi:i. There bein3 m:my demonstrations-b:>rne out by 
documentary evidence-how a complete stranger (which )Ir. Odey is to myself 
even to this day), can by the p:>wer of the "Spirit" and "Soul Egos," know 
the workings of men without material contact. 

In conclusion, plea5e allow me to inform your readers that Mr. Oxley has 
now rescinded his claim to rank as a Spiritual Historian, and that he has altered· 
the title of his book from ")Iodern Spiritual History" to that of "Modern 
Messiahs." A very wise proceeding, considering the one-sided and biassed 
review Mr. Oxley attempted to put forward as matters of history. 

A. D. BURELL. 

'Re\liews . 
• 

"CLOTHED WITH THE SUN": ~ 
BEIXG THE BOOK OF THE ILLUMINATIONS OF ANNA 

(BONUS) KINGSFORD. 

(Edited by EDW.'oRD MAITLAND.) 

fltU\ NE of the reproache5 most fre_luently cast into the teeth of students and 
U followers of mysticism is that each of the Seers, Prophets and Revea1ers, 

whose teachings form their study, differs from every other, not only in 
points of detail but in essentials. This accusation has indeed some show of 
reason. It gains also more apparent weight and cogency from the circumstance 
that the followers of various Illuminators are but too apt to be betrayed by 
human weakness and desire for finality into accentuating their points of differ
ence from other students, instead of seeking out and emphasising those of 
agreement. 

In reviewing the work now under consideration, the identity of its funda
mental teachings with those of Theosophy is so striking that any points of 
difference in detail entirely disappear in the comparison. This identity is the 
more remarkable because. although Dr. Kingsford was a Theosophist and well 
acquainted with Theosophical literature, yet her claim to the original and 
independent reception and promulgation of these teachings is indefeasible. 
Indeed a strong argument in support of the reality of Seers hip in general and 
the truth of that interior revelation and vision on which all mysticism lays such 
stress, might be built upon this identity of the fundamental teachings set forth 
in this work with those of the "Secret Doctrine." But this would lead too far. 

We propose, however, as the best tribute to Mrs. Kingsford's wonderful 
genius and marvellous lucidity of insight into the hidden things of Nature and 
Religion, to point out in some detail the remarkable agreements, amounting 
almost to identity, which exist between the views arrived at by Dr. Kingsford 
through her own independent investigations and the time·honoured teachings of 
the Wisdom Religion. 

* London: GEORGE REDWAY. Price lOS. 6d. 
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In Mr. Edward Maitland's Pre/ace to this work, there occurs a very important 
passage on the method, or process of investigation followed. He lays great 
stress upon the fact that these illuminations are "in no way due to artificial 
stimulation of faculty" whether by means of drugs, hypnotism or mesmerism; 
but solely to the exercise of intense will-power and aspiration towards the 
highest truth. In other passages, moreover, it is made very plain that both the 
authors distrusted all mediumistic communications and so·called spirit teachings 
quite as much as do the Theosophists. Thus both in what they accept and 
what they reject they are in complete agreement with the Eastern teaching as 
regards method.-

N ow as regards teaching and doctrine. Both the great fundamental doctrines 
of Theosophy-Karma and Reincarnation t-are fully and unreservedly ac· 
cepted; and these are by far the most important of all in their bearing upon 
practical life. Philosophically, the basis of Mrs. Kingsford's creed is Pantheism,t 
including as its corollary the belief in the" humani/y," as distinguished from the 
4' divinity" of Jesus Christ.§ In this again, as also in regarding "Christ" as a 
"Principle" not a "Person," they are in accord with the" Secret Doctrine." 

So far then we find identity of philosophical basis-Pantheism; identity of 
fundamental mystical doctrine-Christ a principle not a person; identity of 
basic teaching in relation to practical life-Karma and Reincarnation. 

But more; Dr. Kingsford, ,who is often claimed by our friends the Spiritual
ists as belonging to them, teaches the much abused Theosophical doctrine of 
"Shells." Thus we read on p. 5 I et seq.: "When a person dies, a portion of the 
soul remains unconsumerl-untransmuted, that is, into spirit." And again, on 
page 72, "There is no supreme personal positive evil existence such as the 

• Devil is ordinarily supposed to be (another Theosophical doctrine). There is 
only the negation of God (Theosophy again!) . . .. But there are evil spirits, 
the souls of bad men on their downward road to final extinction. And these 
are·wont to associate themselves with persons in the flesh, &c." On pages 147 

and 148 the doctrine is still more clearly expressed: "The earthly mind (anima 
/Jru/a-our • lower Manas ') is that part of man which contains his material 
memory, abilities, affections, cares. . .. This mind is shed with the body and 
shade (our linga sharira), and is, as it were, an individual in itself." This whole 
passage is an admirable exposition of Theosophical teaching on the pos/
mortem states, and is identical even in detail with Eastern doctrines on the 
subject. 

Take again the explanation of the" Origin of Evil" on pages 82, 83 e/ seq. It 
is exactly the view taught in Theosophy; though even more striking, in their agree
ment with the" Wisdom Religion," are the passages(pp. 197 e/ seq.) on "THE ONE 

LIFE," a term, by-the-bye, first introduced by Madame Blavatsky. It would be 
curious to know, in relation to it, whether Dr. Kingsford adopted the term her
self, or whether she first knew of it through an Illumination. In any case this 
" exercise" or meditation might have been written by a Hindu chela, or by some 
Western student of the "Secret Doctrine," so close is its agreement with the 
teaching of that work.1I 

* Preface, xiii. and xiv. Also pp. 56. 57. t Preface. xxvi. ! Preface, u. § lAc. cit. 
II Note especially II (J) and (2~ 
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But it may be urged that this identity of teaching proves nothing, since all 
these doctrines were familiar to the world before Dr. Kingsford's reception of 
them, and, in particular, that as a student of mysticism and Theosophy she must 
have been well acquainted with them. Let us pass on, then, to the. examination 
of other points of mystical doctrine, and again we shall find the closest agree
ment between the illuminations received by the wonderful seeress and the teach
ings put forward in the "Secret Doctrine." Now most of these teachings were 
received by Dr. Kingsford long before the "Secret Doctrine" was published; 
while the fact that they were kept secret by their recipients till now, more than a 
year after the publication of H. P. Blavatsky's work, proves the independence of 
the latter. To quote:-

" 1 I. Such as is the invisible is the visible also, for there is no boundary line 
betwixt spirit and matter. 

"12. Matter is spirit made exteriorly cognisable .... " .. Madame Blavatsky 
has written: "Matter is crystallised spirit; spirit the sublimation of matter. 
They are the two poles of the one Reality." 

Even in details of symbolism, the identity of doctrine is apparent. Compare 
with the Proem to the "Secret Doctrine" the following beautiful passage:
"3. Now the spirit of Elohim is original life, and the heavenly waters are space 
and dimension. 4- He is the line, and She is the circle." t And even more 
striking is the agreement between the stages of "becoming" symbolised by the 
3 logoi and the seven rays given in the "Secret Doctrine" and the account of 
the same process summarised on pages 275 and 276 of Dr. Kingsford's 
work. 

But we must rapidly on, noting however that the doctrine of the reincarnation 
of planets sketched on page 176 is in perfect harmony with the more detailed 
process described in Vol. I. pp. 170 ef seq. of the book so often mentioned, as 
is also the very remarkable aperfu of the origin of human responsibility con
tained in the following lines.~ "But, in truth, Psyche is the most complex of 
essences, and of this complexity is born responsibility." 

The view of Prayer held by Dr. Kingsford is also entirely TheosophicaL 
She expresses herself thus: "Prayer means the intense direction of the will 
and desire towards the Highest; an unchanging intent to know nothing but the 
Highest"; § and again: "When thou prayest thou invokest the God within 
thee; and from the God within thee thou receivest thy good things."11 

Quite as remarkable as any of these agreements of doctrine, is the fact that 
Dr. Kirigsford has reached conclusions regarding the historical origins of 
Christianity in close accord with what has hitherto been known only to a few 
members of the T. S. Speaking of the Gospel narrative, she says: "All the 
conversations in the Gospels were fabricated by the aid of various books in 
order to illustrate and enforce particular doctrines."lI' "The gospel life of Jesus 
is made up of the lives of all the divine teachers before him ...... " And 
to crown all, she gives in the remarkable passages on pages 127 and 128 an 
account of the composition of the Gospels in the library of Alexandria which 
tallies accurately with what Madame BIavatsky wrote three years ago in the 
third volume of the "Secret Doctrine" which is not yet published. Again Dr. 
Kingsford's emphatic condemnation of the doctrine of vicarious Atonement on 

• P.226. t P. 223. t P. 185. ~ P·55· 1'. 243. v. 450 ~i P.I)6. 
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pages lIS and II9 might have been written by Madame Blavatsky herself, so 
outspoken and severe is the criticism of its immorality. 

Lastly, though these are points of detail, the explanation of the purpose and 
meaning of the Great Pyramid given on page 86, agrees precisely with that 
given in Theosophical teaching, while on page 89 it is stated that both Egypt 
and India were colonised from Thibet, a fact that had not, so far as we are aware, 
been stated openly previous to the publication of the "Secret Doctrine." 

To conclude this somewhat long notice of a book that should be studied by 
all who are interested in Theosophical or mystic studies. Great gratitude is due 
to Mr. Maitland for his clear, moderate and admirable preface, while of the 
work itself we cannot speak too highly. It will remain a worthy companion to 
the "Perfect Way," as a lasting monument to the genius, the intellect, the lofty 
and penetrating insight and the great spirituality of Dr. Anna Kingsford. 

THE LIGHT OF EGYPT. 

EVERAL months before the publication of this work, simply by glancing 
at a small pamphlet which gave a summary of the headings of its chapters, 
we had said:" This comes from the same hierarchy of unscrupulous 

enemies and plagiarists, of the Butler-Nemo and the 'H. B. of L.' clique." 
When we received it for review, and had read its first pages, we felt more than 
ever convinced that the quill which traced the author's introductory remarks and 
his reasons for its publication-was drawn from the same goose as the pen of 
Nemo, of the Hiram-Butler gang, who wrote Theosophia a few months ago. 

We did not care to learn the name of its anonymous author or authors rather; 
we knew them by their landmarks and literary emanations. It was sufficient for 
us to read sneers about .. the sacerdotalism of the decaying Orient," vituperations 
against Karma and Reincarnation and the writers' (for there are several) impu
dently expressed declaration, that "the writer(s) only desires to impress upon 
the reader's candid mind the fact ·that his earnest effort is to expose that 
particular section of Buddhistic theosophy (esoteric so called) that would fasten 
the cramping shackles of theological dogma upon the rising genius of the 
Western race"-to recognize the author, rather by his donkey's ears than by his 
"cloven foot." However great the help given to that" author" by persons more 
intelligent than himself, his "ears" are plainly visible. We recognize them in 
the accusations of selfishness launched against the Eastern Masters and the 
qualification of dogma given to teachings more broadly Catholic and unsectarian 
than those of any other school the world over. 

And now comes a corroboration of our idea in the shape of a complete exposl 
of the "author" whose wish was to expose " Buddhistic Theosophy." We might 
go farther than the "Path" and append to the review of the "Light of Egypt" 
the" author's" photograph. We have it from a <;louble plate, one showing· • • 
be/ore, and the other a/ler, the unpleasant and arbitrary ceremony of being photo
graphed gralis by those in authority. The author and "adept" of "twenty 
years' occult study" is an old acquaintance, known in London and Yorkshire to 
many outside the large circle of his dupes and victims. But we pause to await 
further developments. 
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Meanwhile this is what the cc Path" of New York says of this great (o//edive 
" author" :-

" This is a paper-covered book of 292 pages to which the author is afraid to 
put a name. It is not by the editor of the R. P. J. because he is known to be a 
ridiculer of theosophical works, and this book is a plagiarism similar to Street's 
HtiJtkn Way, only that here the author has assimilated doctrines put forth in 
such works as Isis Unveiled, Esoteric Bllddhism, The Suret Dodr;ne, and The 
Theosophist, and then dressed them up in slightly different words. The method 
adopted to make it appear original is to omit citation of authorities and to de
nounce the doctrines of Karma and Reincarnation as applicable to this earth, 
while admitted otherwise. A whole chapter is devoted to Karma, but we find it 
illogical and very muddy. The theory of life-waves along the planetary chain, 
first put forward in The Theosophist and modified in Esoleri( Buddhism, is 
adopted by the author as hers, after CI twenty years of intercourse with the Adepts 
of Light." It is strange that it was not brought forward before in the author's 
other works. On page 85 we find a reproduction of what H. P. Blavatsky long 
ago said, CI The fifth race is coming to a close, and already forerunners of the 
sixth race are among the people," and has repeated in her Sure/. Dodrine at 
P. 444, vol 2. After ridiculing Karma on the ground that if the first races had 
no Karma there could not be the present fall, the author proceeds to answer the 
question, CI What is the real cause of so much misery in the world?" by gravely 
stating CI it is the result of innumerable laws, which in their action and reaction 
produce discord in the scale of human development "-only another way of 
saying, cc it is the result of Karma "-and then devotes a page or two to proving 
it is. Karma by showing the gradual degradation of man through the various ages. 
The preface astonished us, for the book is a rehash, pretty well done, of theo
sophical doctrines from first to last. A great blemish is the ignorant mistake of 
calling Karma, Devachan, and Reincarnation, CI Buddhist doctrine," when mere 
tyros know they are Brahmanical Vedic doctrines taught to Buddhists. cc What 
is new in the book is not true, and what is true is not new" but quite theosophical. 
Its numerous ex (athedra unsupported statements about nature are as refreshing 
as those in theosophical writings, lacking, however, the logical and reasonable 
force of the latter. The second part is devoted to astrology, and is merely 
another rehash of all that can be found in Lilly, Ptolemy, Sibley, and others. The 
book is by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten, and will no doubt be as good a business 
venture as her other two works." 

We hope next month to give in Ludfer a detailed examination of this preten
tious volume and to exhibit, by quotations and parallel passages, the outrageous 
character of its wholesale plagiarisms and the emptiness of its claims to authority. 

ADDRESSES DELIVERED BEFORE THE LONDON SPIRITUALIST 

ALLIANCE, DURING THE YEARS 1884 TO 1889 .• 

SPIRITUALISTS are to be congratulated on possessing such able exponents 
of the facts and scope of their movement as the authors of the Addresses, 
delivered before the London Spiritualistic Alliance during the years 1884 

to 1888. Every address, without exception, is marked with a breadth and 
* London: THE PSYCHOLOGICAL PRESS AsSOCIATION, 2, Duke Street, Adelphi, Cbaring 

Cross, W.C. 
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tolerance that shows a remarkably healthy tone in the several speakers. The 
old-school "Spiritualist" is apparently fast dying out and might, to a great 
extent, be disregarded, if it were not for the obnoxious presence of the lively 
stock of prejudices which he has so zealously procreated. This,. however, was 
in some sort necessary, and is indeed true of the introduction or re-introduction 
of all facts, nay rather is the safety-valve of every truth. 

The three addresses of the President are all of interest, two of them 
especially, as showing the efforts made by prominent spiritualists at home and 
abroad to so simplify the official credo as to make it cover the widest possible 
ground and, therefore, secure conditions for greater co-operation. In this there 
can be little doubt that such men have struck the right note. 

Fortunately, however, the enunciation of a definition which draws any strong 
line of demarcation between" Spiritualists" and" non-Spiritualists," is nowhere 
attempted, but only hints towards a platform which will include all real Spirz:' 
luaUsls in the broadest sense. 

In which connection we may quote from the address entitled, "Spiritualism 
-some aspects of comfort," where the speaker describes its utility as confirming 
"much contained in all the sacred books of the world, and of the especial 
singleness, purity, freedom from all spiritUal adulterations of those held in 
especial veneration by Christian races and communities; and finally, and above 
all, by the assistance afforded by it to Theosophy-truly so called-by which I 
mean the more intellectual apprehension of Divine things-the cultus of the 
Holy Spirit or Divine Wisdom of God." 

It is of course impossible to know what the author may mean by "spiritual 
adulterations" or "God," yet in spite of the nomenclature and although. the 
harmony is set in the Christian key, it is a beautiful harmony and only to be 
surpassed by that divine music which requires all the instruments of the world 
orchestra. 

The phenomena of mediumship are dealt with very skilfully by Major-General 
Drayson who refutes the objections of "Scientists" in a truly scientific manner, 
although his criticism of the occult powers of the Eastern schools and of the 
few hints of their science which have been lately given, is not free from the 
fallacy of generalising from insufficient evidence of which he convicts his 
" Scientific" objectors so splendidly. 

The two addresses of the Rev. Page Hopps, "The seers or prophets of the 
Old Testament" and "The ideal Holy Ghost," shew this writer in his happiest 
mood, and are marked with that sound common sense which has made him so 
general a favourite. 

In conclusion, to those who have but a superficial acquaintance with the move
ment, these addresses will be of the greatest service and will throw quite a new 
light on the evolution of Spiritualism. 

A 
propose 

MYSTICAL LAYS. to 

VOLUME of poetry, to which the title is not strictly appropriate. We 
have a Drama in four acts, a Fairy Operetta and some other pieces 
which can hardly come under that designation; and of these we do not 
to speak. Soul Reveries, A Dream of Life, The Nemesis 0/ Evz1 

* POEMS: by A. F. TINDALL. A. Mus. T. C. 4-
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contain more of the mystic element. They are marked by the same breadth of 
conception and largeness of view which is to be found in the prose writings 
of the author on these subjects. It is pleasant to see a stirring of real thought 
in the direction of spiritual investigation; and we welcome these evidences of a 
teQdency to look facts in the face and to seek for their explanation in a spirit of 
large and sympathetic toleration. 

GEONOMY - CREATION OF CONTINENTS BY OCEAN 
CURRENTS. 

KOSMO-NOMIA - GROWTH OF WORLDS AND CAUSE OF 
GRAVITATION. 

By J. STANLEY GRIMES." 

" IF a philosophic angel, with a knowledge of the principles of geonomy, 
could have been seated on some distant world, and have seen our 
globe when the ocean first covered it, and 'the Spirit of God moved 

upon the face of the waters,' in elliptical paths, he could, by mere deductive 
reasoning, have predicted all the most important events and changes that have 
since occurred in the physical history of the earth. He could have foreseen that 
the sediment would accumulate in the centres of the ellipses and produce three 
pairs of sinking basins, and raise three pairs of analogous continents, and that, 
consequently, the circumpolar seas would be landlocked and glaciated, and then 
burst forth and produce terrible floods of water and ice, gravel and boulders." 

These" elliptical paths," the author claims, are to do as much for geology as 
the Newtonian law of .gravitation ~as done for astronomy. Geonomy-for the 
laws of the distribution of land and water are at length discovered-is to be a 
science working on a strictly mathematical basis. 

The author has undoubtedly treated the unsatisfactory and much debated 
subject of ocean currents in a novel and ingenious manner, and in this direction 
the general features of his theory are open to few objections, but further than 
this we cannot go with him. These rhomboidal elliptical currents do not satis
factorily account for the peculiar formation of the existing continents, especially 
their pointed extremities and toxodromic trends in both northern and southern 
hemispheres. The· general tapering and plastic drawing south is not explained 
by his theory, but on the contrary, it requires that the southern continents 
should be reversed so as to make a similar configuration from poles to equator. 

Moreover, no account is taken of the existence of the submerged continents, 
known as Atlantis and Lemuria, which disarrange the configuration of the 
currents and continents in a most distressing manner. No explanation whatever 
is offered of the arbitrary assumption that there were three pairs of ellipses started 
in the original "Waters." 

We are therefore obliged, though reluctant to fight with the gods, to demur to 
the judgment of the" philosophic ange!." 

In the kosmo-nomia, the theory of latent heat in the formation of nebulre is 
advocated as against the once favourite hypothesis of free heat, which now 
begins to lie under the suspicion of insufficiently explaining the facts. 

* Philadelphia: 1. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY. 18119. 
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Mr. Grimes' theory of Gravitation is as follows:-

I. Each and every particle of planetary and. ponderable matter is continually 
assimilating and condensing ether, and setting free its latent heat. 

2. This process necessarily produces vacua, which the surrounding ether moves 
to filL 

3. The movement thus produced is the immediate cause of gravitation." 

These vacua are afterwards described as being perfect (?) and ether "the only 
uncompounded substance in existence, destitute of every property, excepting its 
capability of occupying space and being moved," which, as far as the ether is 
concerned is no news. That the author, however, has enlightened us on the 
"cause" of gravitation is extremely doubtful. 

THE LINGUALUMINA OR LANGUAGE OF LIGHT. A PHILOSO

PHICAL LANGUAGE FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION.-

A WORK which offers to all men a universal method by which they may 
6 communicate their ideas to each other, is certainly worthy our notice, 

not from the anthropological or the philological standpoint, but rather 
from the theosophical one, for the speCUlations of Mr. Dyer indicate that he 
peradventure, attempts to reconstruct the language spoken by the Pitris, and of 
which successive men have lost the key to the original roots. These were few. 
The processes which tended to their extinction have been told in the legend of 
the Tower of Babel, and those persons who, like Charnock, have sought for the 
primitive roots, have pursued a weary and an uphill path. Into the source of 
Mr. Dyer's knowledge we need not enquire. Suffice it to say that a professional 
philologist will consider him as a ripe scholar. He probably, like many other, 
good men before his time, is writing a few hundred years in advance of the 
instruction of his audience. This is like the lady's speech in Sheridan's play, 
very much to the credit of his charity, if not of his judgment. Still, he has 
attempted a teaching which is absolutely impossible to be accepted by the vulgar, 
and we must remember that it is the vulgar who form the majority of the speakers 
of any language. It is hardly necessary to say that he has no "fad" as to the 
" Anglo Saxon " language, whatever that may be, being the language of the future. 
Lingua Lumina (why not call it Lingua Latina?) is as inflectional as the most 
ardent advocate of Southern European languages may desire, and appears to be 

, formed on a clear plan. There is much even for the trained philologist to learn 
in the pamphlet, which puts some of the difficult points of the philology of the 
future in a nutshelL The proposed scheme will probably be adopted long before 
Volapiik, which was founded on far less philosophical principles. We are able 
to recognise in this work, what is really likely to be a strong plant in the philology 
of the future. It is intelligibly and well written, and will evoke thought, and 
stimulate enquiry into some of the puzzles connected with the word-knowledge 
of the future. 

* By F. W. DYER. 8vo. LoNDON, J8119-
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WILL-POWER ... 

DR. TOM ROBINSON has published a little book that indicates some 
theosophical ideas. His opinions are based on the improved modern 
school of physiology. It is strange how the pendulum of human 

thought, which had steadily indicated, under the influence of Darwinism, a kind 
of material physiology, has now steadily swung back to ideas which, on the 
whole, run on all-fours with, or are not contradictory of the Wisdom of the East. 
It is lucky for Dr. Robinson that his work was published in 1889, as in 1869·it 
would have attracted some attacks on the part of the materialists. But we are 
now beginning to improve ourselves out of the Darwinian crazes of our youth, 
which as they are no longer fashionable, may die out like the crinolines and peg
tops of Leech's pictures of human nature as it was. 1999 will merely wonder 
what manner of men the Evolutionists could have been, the" Jelly people," as 
Dr. Robinson calls them, who are always to be found in the" tail of any great 
movement." 

Dr. Robinson's creed is: 
"I believe every man and woman, who has a sound mind, to be capable of 

controlling their own thoughts, words, and deeds. 
"I believe the Will-power obeys the same laws as the muscles of the arm. 
"I believe, by use and a right conception of life and duty, that we can all 

develop this Will-power by use, until it becomes so powerful that it will surmount 
any obstacle which lies within the range of possibility. 

"I believe that very few human beings ever reach the maximum of their 
Will-power." 

Such a declaration is, on the whole, closely in accordance with that of 
Occultism, though it is not expressed in the same language. In this argument 
the capabilities of the human will are practically infinite, but it is very 
doubtful whether in the present age of self-indulgence, people will not let the 
power of the will die out, as did the Third Eye-in an extinct race of men. Dr. 
Robinson has a cheerful style of telling elementary facts, and this work will 
familiarize the general public with the elementary notions of will-power . 

• .. The Power of the Will:' by TOld ROBINSON. M.D. Gilbert & Rivington. 18890 

THE SOUL'S TRUE GLORY AND IMMORTALITY. 

What tho' for realms beyond the stars 
No" Spirit" leaves the Dead

From dungeon depths and iron bars 
The Soul her light will shed! 

She feels her glory not to be 
That Self should always live-

But, from her hands, so pure and freet 

Some onward help to give I 
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Should Self sublimer fruits evolve 
As endless ages sweep-

Or-like the bloom of Spring-dissolve 
In Death's eternal slecp-

Alike-to bless the World around 
She feels her full reward 

Although on high no "Heaven" be found 
For" favourites of the Lord." 

She scorns a Heaven of sordid price 
That sinless " blood" hath cost; 

Where, wafted, sounds thro' Paradise 
The wailings of the "Lost"! 

She smiles at Hell's enslaving fear, 
Nor heeds the tyrant's nod-

Yet hails, where Love and Truth appear, 
Her bright, Incarnate God I 

'Mid tortures wreaked in days of wrong 
She bids her sons rejoice I 

And echoing ages stilI prolong 
The music of her voice I 

Upon her Infant's hallow'd face 
Descends her image, fair, 

And, stampt upon the distant race 
The hallow'd form is there I 

Mid Earth's dark hells-in anguish hurl'd
She sits-a Saviour Queen-

And breathes her mandates thro' the World 
From Cross-or Guillotine I 

Daughter of sorrow-dark and deep! 
Thine orphan'd lot was ca~t 

To wander thro' the World, and weep, 
Before the biting blast I 

Mother of Ages calm and bright! 
Thine. orb 011 Earth shall rise! 

Man yet beQold-renew'd in Light
Heaven's Kingdom, 'nealh lite skies I 

~vil to Man shall cease to cling! 
Delusions melt to air I 

And Light, and Love, and Order, spring 
From clouds of black Despair! 

F. W. OVER. 
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OUR THREE OBJECTS. 
" All the performances of human heart at 

which we look with praise or wonder are 
instances of the resistless force of PERSE

VERANCE. It is by this that the quarry 
becomes a pyramid, and that distant coun
tries are united by canals .... Operations 
incessantly conti~ued, in time surmount 
the greatest difficulties, and mountains are 
levelled and oceans bounded by the slender 
force of human beings." 

-JOHNSON • 

• f SO it is, and must be always, my dear boys. If the Angel Gabriel were to 
tv come down from heaven and head a successful rise against the most 

abominable and unrighteous vested interest which the poor old world 
groans under, he would most certainly lose his character for many years, pro
bably for centuries, not only with upholders of the said vested interest, but with 
the respectable mass of people he had delivered." 

-HUGHES. 

Post Izubila PhlEbus.-After the clouds, sunshine. With this, LUCIFER 

enters upon its fifth volume; and having borne her share of the battle of 
personalities which has been raging throughout the last volume, the 
editor feels as though she has earned the right to a period of peace. In 
deciding to enjoy that, at all costs, hereafter, she is moved as much by a 
feeling of contempt for the narrow-mindedness, ignorance and bigotry of 
her adversaries as by a feeling of fatigue with such wearisome inanities. 
So far, then, as she can manage to control her indignation and not too 
placid temperament, she will henceforth treat with disdain the calum
nious misrepresentations of which she seems to be the chronic victim. 

The beginning of a volume is the fittest time for a retrospect; and to 
such we now invite the reader's attention. 

If the outside public know Theosophy only as one half sees a dim 
shape through the dust of battle, the members of our Society at least 
ought to keep in mind what it is doing on the lines of its declared 
objects. It is to be feared that they overlook this, amid the din of this 
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sensational discussion of its principles, and the calumnies levelled at 
its officers. While the narrower-minded of the Secularists, Christians 
and Spiritualists vie with each other in attempts to cover with oppro
brium one of the leaders of Theosophy, and to belittle its claims to public 
regard, the Theosophical Society is moving on in dignity towards the 
goal it set up for itself at the beginning. 

Silently, but irresistibly, it is widening its circle of usefulness and 
endearing its name to various nations. While its traducers are busy at 
their ignoble work, it is creating the facts for its future historiographer. 
It is not in polemical pamphlets or sensational newspaper articles that 
its permanent record will be made, but in the visible realisation of its 
original scheme of making a nucleus of universal brotherhood, reviving 
Oriental literature and philosophies, and aiding in the study of occult 
problems in physical and psychological science. The Society is barely 
fourteen years old, yet how much has it not accomplished! And how 
much that involves work of the highest quality. Our opponents may 
not be inclined to do us justice, but our vindication is sure to come later 
on. Meanwhile, let the plain facts be put on record without varnish or 
exaggeration. Classifying them under the appropriate headings, they 
are as follows: 

I. BROTHERHOOD. 

When we arrived in India, in February 1879, there was no unity 
between the races and sects of the Peninsula, no sense of a common 
public interest, no disposition to find the mutual relation between the 
several sects of ancient Hinduism, or that between them and the creeds 
of Islam, J ainism, Buddhism and Zoroastrianism. Between the Brah
manical 'Hindus of India and their kinsmen, the modern Sinhalese 
Buddhists, there had been no religious intercourse since some remote 
epoch. And again, between the several castes of the Sinhalese-for, 
true to their archaic Hindu parentage, the Sinhalese do still cling to caste 
despite the letter and spirit of their Buddhist religion-there was a com
plete disunity, no intermarriages, no spirit of patriotic homogeneity, but 
a rancorous sectarian and caste ill-feeling. As for any international 
reciprocity, in either social or religious affairs, between the Sinhalese and 
the Northern Buddhistic nations, such a thing had never existed. Each 
was absolutely ignorant of and indifferent about the other's views, wants 
or aspirations. Finally, between the races of Asia and those of Europe 
and America there was the most complete absence of sympathy as to 
religious and philosophical questions. The labours of the Orientalists 
from Sir William .Jones and Burnouf down to Prof. Max MUller, had 
created among the learned a philosophical interest, but among the masses 
not even that. If to the above we add that all the Oriental religions, 
without exception, were being asphyxiated to death by the poisonous gas 
of Western official science, through the medium of the educational 
agencies of European administrations and Missionary propagandists, and 
that the Native graduates and undergraduates of India, Ceylon and 
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Japan had largely turned agnostics and revilers of the old religions, it 
will be seen how difficult a task it must have been to bring something 
like harmony out of this chaos, and make a tolerant if not a friendly 
feeling spring up and banish these hatreds, evil suspicions, ill feelings, 
and mutual ignorance. 

Ten years have passed and what do we see? Taking the points 
seriatim we find-that throughout India unity and brotherhood have 
replaced the old disunity, one hundred and twenty-five Branches of our 
Society have sprung up in India alone, each a nucleus of our idea of 
fraternity, a centre of religious and social unity. Their membership 
embraces representatives of all the better castes and all Hindu sects, and 
a majority are of that class of hereditary savants and philosophers, the 
Brahmans, to pervert whom to Christianity has been the futile struggle 
of the !\1issionary and the self-appointed task of that high-class forlorn 
hope, the Oxford and Cambridge Missions. The President of our 
Society, Col. Olcott, has traversed the whole of India several times, upon 
invitation, addressing vast crowds upon theosophic themes and sowing 
the seed from which, in time, will be garnered the full harvest of our 
evangel of brotherhood and mutual dependence. The growth of this 
kindly feeling has been proven in a variety of ways: first, in the unprece
dented gathering of races, castes and sects in the annual Conventions of 
the Theosophical Society: second, in the rapid growth of a theosophical 
literature advocating our altruistic views, in the founding of various 
journals and magazines in several languages, and in the rapid cessation 
of sectarian controversies; third, in the sudden birth and phenomenally 
rapid growth of the patriotic movement which is centralized in the 
organisation called the Indian National Congress. This remarkable 
political body was planned by certain of our Anglo-Indian and Hindu 
members after the model and on the lines of the Theosophical Society, 
and has from the first been directed by our own colleagues; men among 
the most influential in the Indian Empire. At the same time, there is no 
connection whatever, barring that through the personalities of individuals, 
between the Congress and its mother body, our Society. It would never 
have come into existence, in all probability, if Col. Olcott had suffered 
himself to be tempted into the side paths of human brotherhood, politics, 
social reforms, etc., as many have wanted him to do. We aroused the 
dormant spirit and warmed the Aryan blood of the Hindus, and one 
\·ent the new life made for itself was this Congress. All this is simple 
history and passes unchallenged. 

Crossing over to Ceylon, behold the miracles our Society has wrought, 
upon the evidence of many addresses, reports, and other official documents 
heretofore brought under the notic:! of our readers and the general public. 
The castemen affiliating; the sectarian ill-feeling almost obliterated; 
sixteen Branches of the Society formed in the Island, the entire Sinhalese 
community, one may almost say, looking to us for counsel, example and 
leadership; a committee of Buddhists going over to India with Col. 

I-
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Olcott to plant a cocoanut-ancient symbol of affection and good-will
in the compound of the Hindu Temple in Tinnevelly, and Kandyan 
nobles, until now holding aloof from the low-country people with the 
haughty disdain of their feudal traditions, becoming Presidents of our 
Branches, and even travelling as Buddhist lecturers. 

Ceylon was the foyer from which the religion of Gautama streamed out 
to Cambodia, Siam and Burma; what then, could be more appropriate 
than that there should be borne from this Holy Land a message of 
Brotherhood to Japan! How this message was taken, how delivered by 
our President, and with what magnificent results, is too well known to 
the whole Western World to need reiteration of the story in the present 
connection. Suffice it to say, it ranks among the most dramatic events 
in history, and is the all sufficient, unanswerable and crowning proof of 
the vital reality of our scheme to beget the feeling of Universal Brother
hood among all peoples, races, kindreds, castes and colours. 

One evidence of the practical good sense shown in our management 
is the creation of the" Buddhist Flag" as a conventional symbol of the 
religion apart from all sectarian questions. Until now the Buddhists 
have had no such symbol as the cross affords to the Christians, and con
sequently have lacked that essential sign of their common relation to 
each other, which is the crystallizing point, so to say, of the fraternal 
force our Society is trying to evoke. The Buddhist flag effectually 
supplies this want. It is made in the usual proportions of national 
Ensigns, as to length and width, and composed of six vertical bars of 
colours i~ the following order: Sapphire blue, golden yellow, crimson, 
white, scarlet and a bar combining all the other colours. This is no 
arbitrary selection of hues, but the application to this present purpose of 
the tints described in the old Pali and Sanskrit works as visible in the 
psychosphere or aura, around Buddha's person and conventionally depicted 
as chromatic vibrations around his images in Ceylon and other countries. 
Esoterically, they are very suggestive in their combination The new flag
was first hoisted on our Colombo Headquarters, then adopted with 
acclaim throughout Ceylon; and being introduced by Colonel Olcott into 
Japan, spread throughout that Empire even within the brief term of his 
recent visit. 

Calumny cannot obliterate or even belittle the least of these facts. 
They have passed through the fog of to-day's hatred into the sunshine 
which lights up all events for the eye of the historian. 

II. ORIENTAL PHILOSOPHY, LITERATURE, ETC. 

No one unacquainted with India and the Hindus can form a concep
tion of the state of feeling among the younger generation of college and 
school-bred Hindus towards their ancestral religion, that prevailed at 
the time of our advent there, ten years ago. The materialistic and 
agnostic attitude of mind towards religion in the abstract, which prevails 
in Western Universities, had been conveyed to the Indian colleges and 
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schools by their graduates, the European Professors who occupied the 
several chairs in the latter institutions of learning. The text. books fed 
this spirit, and the educated Hindus, as a class, were thoroughly sceptical 
in religious matters, and only followed the rites and observances of the 
national cult from considerations of social necessity. As for the 
:\'lissionary colleges and schools, their effect was only to create doubt 
and prejudice against Hinduism and all religions, without in the least 
winning regard for Christianity or making converts. The cure for all 
this was, of course, to attack the citadel of scepticism, scientific sciolism, 
and prove the scientific basis of religion in general and of Hinduism in 
particular. This task was undertaken from the first and pursued to the 
point of victory; a result evident to every traveller who enquires into 
the present state of Indian opinion. The change has been noted by Sir 
Richard Temple, Sir Edwin Arnold, Mr. Caine, M.P., Lady Jersey, Sir 
1Ionier Williams, the Primate of India, the Bishops and Archdeacons 
of all the Presidencies, the organs of the several Missionary societies, the 
Principals and Professors of their colleges, the correspondents of 
European journals, a host of Indian authors and editors, congresses of 
Sanskrit pandits, and has been admitted in terms of fervent gratitude 
in multitudes of addresses read to Col. Olcott in the course of his 
extended journeys. \Vithout exaggeration or danger of contradiction, 
it may be affirmed that the labours of the Theosophical Society in India 
have infused a fresh and vigorous life into Hindu Philosophy; revived 
the Hindu Religion; won back the allegiance of the graduate class to 
the ancestral beliefs; created an enthusiasm for Sanskrit Literature that 
shows itself in the republication of old Encyclopa:dias, scriptures and 
commentaries, the foundation of many Sanskrit schools, the patronage of 
Sanskrit by Native Princes, and in other ways. Moreover, through its 
various literary and corporate agencies, the Society has disseminated 
throughout the whole world a knowledge of and taste for Aryan 
Philosophy. 

The reflex action of this work is seen in the popular demand for 
theosophical literature, and novels and magazine tales embodying 
Oriental ideas. Another important effect is the modification by Eastern 
Philosophy of the views of the Spiritualists, which has fairly begun, 
with respect to the source of some of the intelligence behind mediumistic 
phenomena. Still another is the adhesion of Mrs. Annie Besant
brought about by the study of Esoteric Doctrine-from the Secularist 
party, an event fraught with most important consequences, both to our 
Society, to Secularism and the general public. Sanskrit names never 
previously heard in the West have become familiar to the reading public, 
and works like the Bhagavad Gita are now to be found in the book
shops of Europe, America and Australasia. 

Ceylon has seen a revival of Buddhism, the circulation of religious 
books by tens of thousands, the translation of the Buddhist Catechism 
into many languages of the East, \Vest and North, the founding of 
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theosophical High Schools at Colombo, Kandy and Ratnapura. the 
opening of nearly fifty schools for Buddhist children under the super
vision of our Society, the granting of a national Buddhist Holiday by 
Government, and of other important privileges, the establishment of a 
vernacular semi-weekly Buddhist journal in Colombo, and one in English. 
both composed, printed and published from the Society's own printing
office. And it has also seen us bring from Japan seven clever young 
Buddhist priests to learn Pali under the venerated High Priest 
Sumangala, so as to be able to expound to their own countrymen the 

,Buddhistic canon as it exists in the Southern Church twenty-fi\·e 
centuries after the nirvana of Buddha. 

Thus, it is not to be doubted or denied that, within its first fourteen 
years of existence. the Theosophical Society has succeeded to an 
extent beyond all expectation in realising the first two of its three 
declared objects. It has proved that neither race, nor creed, neither colour. 
nor old antipathies are irremovable obstacles to the spread of the idea of 
altruism and human brotherhood, Utopian dream as it may have been 
considered by theorists who view man as a mere physical problem. 
ignoring the inner, greater, higher self. 

III.-OCCUL TIS!\1. 

Though but a minority of our members are mystically inclined, yet. in 
point of fact, the key to all our successes as above enumerated is in our 
recognition of the fact of the Higher Self-colourless, cosmopolitan. un
sectarian, sexless, unworldly, altruistic-and the doing of our work on 
that basis. To the Secularist, the Agnostic, the Sciolistic Scientist. 
such results would have been unattainable, nay, would have been un
thinkable. Peace Societies are Utopian, because no amount of argument 
based upon exoteric considerations of social morals or expediency, can 
turn the hearts of the rulers of nations away from selfish war and 
schemes of conquest. 

Social differentiations, the result of physical evolutions and material 
environment, breed race hatreds and sectarian and social antipathies 
that are insurmountable if attacked from the outside. But, since human 
nature is ever identical, all men are alike open to influences which centre 
upon the human" heart," and appeal to the human intuition; and as 
there is but one Absolute Truth, and this is the soul and life of all 
human creeds, it is possible to effect a reciprocal alliance for the research 
of and dissemination of that basic Truth. We know that a compre
hensive term for that Eternal Verity is the" Secret Doctrine "; we ha\·e 
preached it, have won a hearing, have, to some extent, swept away the 
old barriers, formed our fraternal nucleus, and, by reviving the Aryan 
Literature, caused its precious religious, philosophical and scientific 
teachings to spread among the most distant nations. 

If we have not opened regular schools of adeptship in the Society, we 
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have at least brought forward a certain body of proof that adepts exist 
and that adeptship is a logical necessity in the natural order of human 
development. We have thus helped the West to a worthier ideal of 
man's potentialities than it before possessed. ,The study of Eastern 
psychology has given the West a clue to certain mysteries prf!viously 
baffiing as, for example, in the department of mesmerism and hypnotism, 
and in that of the supposed posthumous relations of the disincarnate 
entity with the living. It has also furnished a theory of the nature and 
relations of Force and Matter capable of practical verification by whom
soever may learn and follow out the experimental methods of the 
Oriental schools of Occult science. Our own experience leads us to say 
that this science and its complementary philosophy throw light upon some 
of the deepest problems of man and nature: in science, bridging the 
c. Impassable Chasm," in philosophy, making it possible to formulate a 
consistent theory of the origin and destiny of the heavenly orbs and 
their progeny of kingdoms and various planes. Where Mr. Crookes 
stops in his quest after the meta-elements, and finds himself at a loss to 
trace the missing atoms in his hypothetical series of seven, Adwaita 
Philosophy steps in with its perfected theory of the evolution of differ
entiated out of undifferentiated matter, Prakriti out of Mulaprakriti-the -
.. rootless root." 

With the present publication of the" Key to Theosophy," a new work 
that explains clearly and in plain language what our Esoteric Theosophy 
believes in and what it disbelieves and positively rejects, there will remain 
no more pretexts for flinging at our heads fantastic accusations. Now 
the "correspondents" of Spiritualistic and other Weeklies, as well as 
those who afflict respectable daily papers with denunciations of the 
alleged" dogmas of the Theosophists" that never had any existence 
outside our traducers' heads, will have to prove what they father upon 
us, by showing chapter and verse for it in our Theosophical publications, 
and especially in the" Key to Theosophy." • 

They can plead ignorance no longer j and if they would still denounce, 
they must do so on the authority of what is stated therein, as every 
one has now an easy opportunity offered him of learning our 
philosophy. 

To close, our Society has done more within its fourteen years of life 
to familiarize Western thinkers with great Aryan thought and discovery 
than any other agency within the past nineteen centuries. What' it is 
likely to do in the future cannot be forecast j but experience warrants 
the hope that it may be very much, and that it will enlarge its already 
wide field of useful activity. 

• By H. P. Blavatsky. The Theosophical Publishing Company Limited. 7. Duke Street. Adelphi, 
W,e. Price 55. 
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.. AN OVER - SHOT MARK." 

"He who has made a beginning has halt 
of his work done: have the courage to be 
wise; begin: he who puts off the time of 
living rightly, waits, like the rustic, till the 
river may flow by, but it flows on, and will 
flow on, with rapid course, for all eternity." 

"Unless the vessel be pure, whatsoever 
you pour into it grows sour."-EfJlstlu 01 
Horace. 

DURING the last four years, and, perhaps, during the ten which 
-' preceded them, the Theosophical Society has had to fight against, 

and work in the face of repeated attacks from its avowed enemies, 
and it has also had to suffer, time after time, by the desertion from its ranks 
of some who were for a while its active friends and supporters. These last 
have done, indeed, some little damage to their whilom Society; but the 
injury brought about through them to the outside world has been far more 
serious; within the ranks their dissentient voices have been appraised at 
theil: true value. But the number and variety of their charges must be 
bewildering, to say the least, to even impartial observers. For this 

. reason it seems well that those who have received benefits, great or 
small, from the T. S. (their capacity alone forming the limit to these) 
should endeavour to give to the world some of the reasons why numbers 
of our F.T.S.'s drift away, and, after a few years, the place thereof knows 
them no more. 

If the charges brought against· the T. S. and Theosophy in general 
were uniform, then, indeed, the case would call for serious investigation 
from all who have the welfare of their fellow-men really at heart. As it 
stands, however, the reports of treacherY in the camp are so varied that 
we may reasonably look for some other explanation than that of a 
" Great Hoax." 

If, during a famine, a Society were formed to provide food for those 
perishing from hunger, and the viands provided were repeatedly de
clared by numbers of the people to be unsatisfactory, nay, even an 
immediate cause of illness and death, our first thought would be, 
naturally, that the food must be unwholesome; if, however, on interro
gating the various grumblers it were found that, while some of them 
said, "The food is good, but the cuisine abominable," others complained 
of the want of cleanliness, declaring the food "most skilfully dressed," 
and yet others maintained the" ckef to be an adept, the tables invitingly 
spread, but the food itself so poisonous as to produce deadly sickness 
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sooner or later," we would begin to suspect that with the guests them
selves the real fault lay; and at once two probable solutions of the 
difficulty would present themselves: either that the debilitated condition 
of their digestive organs prevented the famished crowd from assimilating 
pure food, or owing to their greedy habits they had brought on a surfeit, 
with its attendant unpleasantness. If it is allowable to alter slightly one 
of the sayings of the proverbial" Wise Man," we may write, "Truly all 
is vanity, and the suppressiolZ of spirit." 

For more than 14 years the founders of the T. S. have worked to 
provide-from the stores to which they had access-moral and intellec
tual food for the starving crowds who are daily deserting the threshed
out beliefs of earlier ages, no longer content to be fed with chaff. They 
offer, and have offered, to all comers as much as they can take; asking 
for themselves in return-nothing. Yet, these facts notwithstanding, 
every few months we hear of this or that more or less prominent 
fellow of the T. S. having unfrocked himself, as it were, and not content 
with this, spending much of his time and energy in vilifying his late 
leaders and comrades to the best of his ability. Why this sudden and 
complete change of front? Is the T. S. one gigantic fraud? "Vanity 
of vanities, all is vanity," saith the preacher; we do not like to confess 
ourselves in fault, therefore a scapegoat must be found; as of old, we 
say, "The woman gave to me" or " the serpent beguiled me and I did 
eat." But this is not worthy of our humanity; it is base ingratitude to 
a society through which our lives have been enriched, our chains broken, 
our freedom from conventionality and dogmatism, both scientific and 
theological, assured, which has opened out to our view nobler ends and 
loftier heights-possible of attainmenrto perfected humanity-than even 
our most idealistic dreams shadowed forth. It is unjust to our fellow 
workers who remain firm, because not alone is our neglected work laid 
on their shoulders, but they have constantly to combat the prejudices 
and mistaken beliefs, largely increased by the news that another F. T. S. 
has given up the whole affair. And yet this is not the worst evil of 
which many of us have been guilty. \Ve have placed a stumbling block 
in the way, over which many blind and lame among our brothers and 
sisters must inevitably fall, some of whom, perhaps, will rise and struggle 
on, whilst others may give up trying to realise for themselves a purer 
religion, a more altruistic life. And to the debit ,side of our account 
much of their failure ought to be added. 

And alI this evil results from our Pers01lal Vanity. We cannot find 
courage to confess ourselves at fault. It may be that we, having perhaps 
joined the Society with the object of acquiring powers and knowledge 
beyond those of our fellow-men, find that at the end of a few' months, 
or years, we have not learnt all the wisdom of the Egyptians, that we 
cannot raise the dead ~perform other mighty works; that, in fact, we 
have not found in the T. S. any more than out of it, the secret of pro-
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ducing good harvests from badly tilled lands. And in a fit of temper 
we leave the Society. At once we are assailed with a volley of wh)ls? 
Can we stand up and confess that we, the would-be Adepts, Saviours, 
Philosophers, have failed because we were made not of gold, but of 
common clay which cracked when fired? Certainly not! \Ve will swear 
rather that the whole T. S. is humbug, Divine Wisdom a lie, our 
quondam teachers, dupes or cheats, and we, unusually clever and virtuous 
for discovering the fraud, and courageous for throwing dirt at our late 
companions in arms. 

This ought not to be. Let blame fall on him who is guilty, '«Ie will 
stand before the world and confess-tha~ if we cannot become chelas, it 
is not because Mahatmas are a figment of H. P. Blavatsky's prolific 
imagination, but because the passions of animal man cling to us so 
firmly that if we tore them out we should bleed to death. If we are 
not living up to the higher life of which we read in Theosophic writing!', 
it is not because this higher life is a myth, nor because we do not con
sider it far better than any other manner of life could be-this pure, 
impersonal altruism-but because that we, in spite of all that we could 
do in order to live at all or do any work for the race of which we form 
a part, have had to begin, it may well be with shame, to ta ke the 
"lower room' of the parable: Truly, some of those who have found 
books published by the T. S. unpalatable, might, with profit to them
selves, devote some time to studying the teachings of the Adept of 
Galilee. 

Besides this constitutional unfitness to assimilate Occult and Oriental 
lore, there is yet another potent cause of failure, namely, mental gluttony. 
Instead of reading and studying in order to live, in order to help our 
fellow men to be better, wiser, and consequently happier, we have li'i1ed 
to study; our ordinary work, our less interesting duties, have been 
slurred over or altogether neglected, in order that our intellectual greed 
might be indulged the more fully. At first wisdom was pursued that 
our whereabouts might be learned, our daily life set right, and our 
fellow men benefited; we were content to sacrifice in the Temple of 
Isis our own follies and our own leisure; but later, forgetting why 
knowledge ought to be sought, we have offered up the comfort, happi
ness, leisure, perhaps even th~ moral health of those around us, to satisfy 
our selfish craving to know. Making of ourselves the vanity-flattering 
objects called scarecrows, as a warning against the dire results obtain
able if the god-given fruit of the Tree of Knowledge is sought not for 
its own sake nor to benefit others, by making us better able to help 
them, but merely because the sensation of learning, to us a new thing, 
soothes our self love and flatters our vanity. And so, like a plant which 
being forced has shot up unduly, we are bent or uprooted by the first 
storm which touches us, Altruism alone being able to stand firm in 
,spite of the pain and trouble, which naturally result from attempting life 
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under new conditions. What then is to be done? Are we-having 
declared that we alone are to blame, that Theosophy is to us a beautiful 
star beyond the hilltops-are we to sink back into the old, selfish 
materialistic ways of living, and wait, in the hope that some future incar
nation will find us endowed with more strength and courage? Surely 
not! those who are unpledged fellows have still work enough for a life 
time in trying to form the nucleus of a sometime-to-be universal brother
hood ; in working in any, or all, of the ways possible to them, so that 
in some small measure evil may be driven out from the hearts of men 
peace, health, purity, and happiness gradually taking her place; they 
can also study during quiet intervals the beautiful, wise, Eastern books, 
with their moral and philosophic teachings, even a tenth of which brought 
into men's minds, hearts, and lives would banish anger, fear, and sorrow 
to the far corners of the earth. 

And those who have taken the pledge which appeared in last 
November's number of LUCIFER? There is nothing in it which cannot 
be fulfilled by a man, or woman, living and working amongst men and 
women; the very terms of the pledge itself prove this-" So kelp me my 
Higher Self." This expression reminds us that whilst we live the ordinary 
life of humanity, yet we have felt an assurance that an inner life is 
possible; that it is this inner life-this" quiet wise perception," which is 
the only asceticism possible for us while we are such as we are. We have 
tried honestly and earnestly to attain detachment, and have learnt that 
though it is possible for us to kill out our love for individuals, the 
universal love does not take its place, but only a cold selfishness, which 
says to our fellow men, "do not come close to me, lest my purity be 
soiled; " our pas;dons, our human nature have not yet been destroyed or 
surmounted, but only suppressed, and we are afraid to mingle with others 
lest a chance word or look may arouse our lower self to a state of un
governable fury. And this is Folly,- if we cannot restrain our desires, if 
we cannot help a longing to live among our race and share the joys and 
sorrows of the ordinary life of humanity, does not this prove to us that 
we are still unfit for anything higher? We are assured that" he who is 
not prepared to share his last morsel-is no Theosophist." Does this 
apply to bread alone? Are not we who p05sess any intellectual or moral 
quality of worth or. value seriously to blame if we do not endeavour to 
share what we have with others less well endowed? It is well if we do 
not directly increase the evil in the world, either by a parade of austerity 
and an absence of the virtues of humanity-without the Living Divinity 
which ought to replace them; thus by our hypocrisy slandering the 
Society to which we in name adhere, or by causing our desires to find 
their outlet in the thought world, sowing seeds of ragwort and thistles, 
which may bear a plentiful harvest in the minds and actions of those less 
strong ones with whom we come in contact. 

" If he should ask what I may be doing, tell him that I, projecting many 
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and fine schemes, live neither rationally nor agreeably:· because less 
strong in my mind than in my whole body, I am willing to hear nothing, 
to learn nothing which may alleviate my melancholy; because I am dis
pleased with my faithful physicians; because I am angry with my friends, 
that they should use expeditious means to repel me from the baneful 
lethargy; because I follow after the things which have been injurious; 
and avoid those which I may conceive to prove beneficial; because when 
at Rome, fickle as the wind, I am in love with Tibur, when at Tibur with 
Rome." Epistles of Horace, Book I., viii. 

G. A:H. JOHNSTON, F.T.S. 

\VHY BU(D)DHISM?

BECAUSE it does not try to define the indefinable. 
Because it does not make itself ridiculous by projecting its own image 

and calling this the Creator. 
Because it does not deny the 1;>rotherhood of man by making a dis

tinction between rich and poor, high and low, strong and weak, learned 
. and unlearned. 

Because it does llot lower woman by teaching her submission to man 
and his motherless, wifeless deity. 

Because it does not propagate itself by cheat, torture, sword and fire. 
Because it does not insult the mind by demanding its submission to 

" god-made" dogmas. 
Because it does not incite to tyranny, greed and sensuality, by the 

promise of power, riches and glory. 
Because it does not paralyze the mind by picturing before it an endless 

hell. 
Because it does not brutalize the mind by holding forth an endless, 

corporeal heaven founded on an endless, corporeal hell. 
Because it does not deny justice to any living creature by slaying it 
Because it does not insult the human soul by placing mediators and 

priests between it and the divine Spirit. 
Because it does not take away Reason by the prescription of stupefac

tive drugs and intoxicating liquors for sacred purposes. 
Because it does not affront Reason by teaching that the mystery of 

life can be solved by one incarnation. 
Because it does not abet corporealisms by denying the involutions and 

evolutions of the Soul and its final absorption in the divine Spirit. 
* From the first number of llu Btlddltist Ray. 
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"LIGHT THROUGH THE CRANNIES." 

"While the child was yet alive I fasted 
and wept, for I said: 'Who can tell 
whether God will be gracious to me that 
the child may live? ' " 

- I I. SAMUEL, xiith ch., 22 verse. 

I N another planet of which earth-folks can see nothing even at night
ill time except by means of strong telescopic lenses, a species of 

creature much resembling man makes his dwelling-place, and to 
him other attributes of body are given than man possesses. He can live 
under water and mount into air without artificial appliances, therefore 
his environment is wider and less circumscribed. His face more re
sembles a hawk's in shape than yours, and his skin is finer and whiter 
by several degrees. Yet he has many things in common with you
speech, the power of walking, wrestling, running, and lying asleep. 

And as one of these creatures, not unworthy the name of man, was 
walking through the spacious precincts of his highly cultivated domain, 
he chanced upon a certain weed which was unknown to him in name 
and shape; therefore he called his servants, saying: 

"Know ye the habits of this plant which hath bewildered me? for the 
flowers of our planet always turn their heads towards the East; but this 
hath its stamen set due \Vest. Yea, and of so strange a shape and 
colour is it that I know not by what name to classify it." And the 
servants kneeled and peered into the flower with wonder in their eyes, 
for never so strange a phenomenon of Nature had appeared to them. 
And one said: "Perchance, my Lord, it is a plant which groweth in 
darkness beneath the river, for then it would most likely turn its head 
\Vestward, because the Eastern Sun could not be observed from the 
deep bed thereof." 

And another said: "Perchance it is a plant which groweth in some 
other world which holdeth westward-for none of like dimensions have 
I seen since I was born." 

Then said the Master to him who had first spoken: "He who seeks 
shall find. Go thou beneath the rivers and bring me from their beds 
specimens of what flowers are blossoming there "-and li~ewise to the 
other servant said he, "Go thou to the planet which lieth westward and 
ask their wise men for account of all the plants which bloom at this 
season." 

Therefore the servants left their lord, and went faithfully upon their 
errands. And he sat down beneath the shadow of the flower which 
caused him such concern. 

And as he sat pondering, he became aware that One stood by him who 
was not of like proportions as himself, but nobler and of finer building. 
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Then said he: "Behold my lord is welcome-wherefore cometh he to 
hold converse with his servant? " 

And the Spirit answered: "A messenger of thine crossed my path as 
I came hither, else had he been spared the journey westward; but as 
thy word to him admitted not of his return I even let him take his way 
unchecked . 

• 1 The plant at which thou wonderest is no rare exotic, but a fair 
specimen of those which at this planet's launching into space was 
ancestor of all the present vegetation thou beholdest." 

Then said the man: "Thou speakest marvels, for not in any flower 
can I perceive the faintest resemblance to this curious plant." 

And the Spirit answered: "Have not thy plants roots, then? " 
A nd the man said: "Yea, long delving roots dividing into many 

queer-shaped suckers, and spreading like the points of several arrows in 
all directions whithersoever they will." 

Then said the Spirit: "Thou shalt see this also hath the queer-shaped 
suckers," and with these words he wrenched the plant out of the soil. 

Then said the man: "Thou hast done evilly by me, for behold, the 
plant shall wither now that thou has wrenched it from its nourishment. 
Yea, and the blossoms that were so gracious to look at already begin to 
droop upon their stems. It grieveth me to see how wantonly thine 
hand has slain it." 

Then the Spirit answered, not heeding his reproof, " Of what colours 
are the flowers of your land?" 

And he answered: "Crimson, golden and azure." 
Then said the Spirit as he plucked a blossom, "Behold! "-and there

with he passed his hand over its petals and they were azure- and he 
said, " What seest thou now?" 

And the man answered, " The brightest, most celestial blue that ever 
flower possessed. Behold, this plant is rarer than I thought. Thou hast 
done iII to pluck it by the roots." 

Then said the Spirit, as he passed his hand from left to right over it : 
"How seest thou now?" 

And the man answered: "Even the purest golden ydlow-like the 
sunset clouds dying in glory. Verily it irks me sorely that thou hast 
slain the life thereof." 

Then said the Spirit, as he passed his hand from right to left over it: 
" \Vhat seest thou now?" 

And he said: " The richest, purest crimson-like the blood that floweth 
in the veins of an infant. But I give thee no thanks for all thou hast 
shown me-for if thou hadst not come hither, then had my flower been 
preserved to me-whereas now-Thou hast revealed its beauties only to 
rob me of them." 

Then the Spirit answered: "Of what shapes are the flowers of your 
land? For though thy nature is too miserly to pay for truth when it 
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shall cost thee los5 of m:l.terial value, yet is my heart turned straight 
towards thee because thou art ignorant." 

And the man answered: "Thou tradest on mine ignorance and makest 
believe it is for love of me. Yet that I may get somewhat for my flower 
seeing that .thou hast slain it, I'll take it out in knowledge, so please 
thee. The blossoms of our land are star-shaped, cup-shaped and pitcher
shaped and three-corner shaped. There may be others, but I know 
them not." 

Then said the Spirit, pulling apart the petals of the flower: "Here is 
thy star-seven-pointed like the brilliant disc of :'.fercury; and here is thy 
cup-like the flagon of Jupiter; and here the pitcher, which lieth like a 
mask over the ball of Saturn; and here the triangle, through which 
Uranus sends his ten-yoked oxen with their plough. Art thou satisfied 
that this is the progenitor of all thy flowers?" 

And the man answered: "Yea. Yet because thou hast killed my 
plant for my better instruction, am I more sore at heart than if thou 
hadst left it still living beside me, ignorant of its secret excellence." 

Then said the Spirit: "Yet bchold, I have more to teach thee. Of 
what perfume are the flowers of thy land?" 

And he answcred: "There are many essences of so subtle distinction 
that I cannot name them, yet so far as may be I will try and make 
myself understood. There is a pernicious smell which makes him sick 
who comes within its effiuence. There is another which makes one 
faint, for its odour is poisonous; and there is one which makes people 
sad, and another exhilarates. All these I know rather by their effect 
than by their names." 

Said the Spirit, as he held the flower towards the man: " What is this?" 
And he answered: "The sickness hath seized on me. Would'st thou 

slay me also as well as the flower? B:!hold thou art evilly inclined 
towards me." 

And the Spirit rem:>vcd the flowcr one hand's breadth from him, and 
asked: "How dost thou now?" 

And he cried: "Faint-faint as thc dyinz pctals of the flower thou 
hast slain." 

Then the Spirit removed the flower one other hand's breadth from 
him and said: "vVhat now?" 

And he answered: "My heart is like to break within me for sorrow 
that I knew not the virtucs which were hidden in this plant, then had I 
kept thy hand from slaying it-now, there is no hope. My trcasure is lost." 

Then said the Spirit, holding it yet another hand's breadth farther 
from him: "How art thou now? " 

And he answered: "Is there therefore no hope because the leaves 
hang flaccid, peradventure if my lord place the plant again in earth, it 
~hall derive nourishment and its healthy ducts be opened once more to 
receive heaven-sent moisture. Behold, my heart rejoiceth exceedingly, 
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that so great wisdom has made itself perceived by my dull brain through 
thy excellent teaching. Therefore, I pray thee, Let thy breath renew the 
vigour of my flower-then will I bless thee for thy treble grace; first, 
for condescending to appear before me, who am so small and of such 
mean account, and second, for the wisdom thou hast brought to me, and 
third, that thou hast given back to me a thrice blessed life in this, by 
which thou hast instructed me. 

And the Spirit answered: " Thy prayer is granted," and breathing on 
the plant he thrust its. flaccid roots once more in earth, and behold-it 
held its blossoms westward, with a fairer show of vitality than before. 

Therefore was the man glad, and asked the Spirit, that he would bestow 
a parting blessing on him. 

And the Spirit said, " What wilt thou?" 
And he answered, "Further knowledrie, for it hath come to me to 

see that thy words and acting are but the outer vision of an inner glory." 
Then said the Spirit, "The flower is a symbol of thy lives. Its root, 

thy body, with its underground delvings of intelligence, searching for 
nourishment, and each succeeding state growing up as from the root, 
come up stem, leaf and bud. At last the flower or soul spreadeth its 
petals of three attributes, and four distinctive shapes or conditions which 
are subject to the influences contained within, mingling with those out
side, and thereby producing two good and two evil systems or circles of 
evolution, one removed from the other but a little space, and these are 
typical of the astral planes and the planes of Higher Vitality in which 
Spirits exist." 

And as he said these words, the light gathered on his face and shaded 
his limbs so that the man was dazzled by the swift motion caused in the 
air, and closed his eyes. And when he opened them again, he was alone. 
And the plant turned its petals westward and seemed not aught the 
worse for its uplifting. 

Presently the messengers returned, each with four flowers, One pitcher
shaped. one star-shaped, one triangular and one cup-shaped; but none 
of these resembled that which their master had found in his garden. 
Therefore were they sorrowful, that their labour brought no profit unto 
him they desired to serve. 

Then, said he, "Verily ye have done well, for hereby see I that 
wisdom hath filled the empty coffer of my mind, Behold a new thing 
hath happened to us, for the Gods talk soul to soul with men, and I wil' 
e\'en teach you that which hath been known unto me. 

Therefore he set down his conversation with the Spirit in words such 
as all might understand, 

EMILY C. READER. 
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'Aumbers, tbetr ~ccult power an~ m~attc 1lltrtuea. 
PART II. 

PYTHAGOREAN VIEWS ON NUMBERS. 

THE foundation of Pythagorean Mathematics was as follows: 
The first natural division of Numbers is into EVEN and ODD. 

An EVEN number being one which is divisible into two equal 
parts, without leaving a monad between them. The ODD number when 
divided into two equal parts leaves the monad in the middle between 
the parts. 

All even numbers also (except the duad-two-which is simply two 
unities), may be divided into two equal parts, and also into two unequal 
parts, yet so that in neither division will either parity be mingled with 
imparity, nor imparity with parity: the binary number two cannot be 
divided into two unequal parts. 

Thus 10 divides into 5 and 5, equal parts, also into 3 and 7, both im
parities, and into 6 and 4 both parities; and 8 divides into 4 and 4 
equals and parities, and into 5 and 3 both imparities. 

But the ODD number is only divisible into uneven parts and one part 
is also a parity and the other part an imparity, thus 7 into 4 and 3, or 
5 and 2; in both cases, unequal, and odd and even. 

The ancients also remarked the monad to be " odd" and to be the jiyst 
" odd number," because it cannot be divided into two equal numbers. 
Another reason they saw was that the monad added to an even 
number, became an odd number, but if evens are added to evens the 
result is an even number. 

Aristotle in his Pythagoric treatise remarks that the monad partakes 
also of the nature of the even number, because when added to the odd 
it makes the even, and added to the even, the odd is formed. 

Hence it is called" evenly odd." Archytas of Tarentum was of the 
same opinion. 

The Monad then is the first idea of the odd number; and so the 
Pythagoreans speak of the "two" as the" first idea of the indefinite 
duad," and attribute the number 2 to that which is indefinite, unknown, 
and inordinate in the world; just as they adapt the monad to all that is 
definite and orderly. They noted also that in the series of numbers 
from unity, the terms are increased each by the monad once added and 
so their ratios to each other are lessened, thus 2 is I + I, or double its 
predecessor; 3 is not double 2, but 2 and the monad, sesquialter; 4 to 
3 is 3 and the monad, and the ratio is sesquitertian; the sesquiquintan 
6 to 5 is less also than its forerunner, the sesquiquartan 5 and 4, and so 
on through the series. 

They also noted that every number is one half of the total of the 
numbers about it, in the natural series; thus 5 is half of 6 and 4- And 
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also of the sum of the numbers again above and below this pair, thus 5 
is also half of 7 and 3, and so on till unity is reached j for the Monad 
alone has not two terms, one below and one above, it has one above 
it only, and hence is said to be the "source of all multitude." 

" Evenly even" is another term applied anciently to one sort of even 
numbers, such are those which divide into two equal parts, and each 
part divides evenly, and the even division is continued until unity is 
reached, such a number is 64. These numbers form a series, in a duple 
ratio from unity: thus 1,2,4,8, 16, 32. "Evenly odd" applied to an 
even number, points out that like 6, 10, 14, and 28, when divided into 
two equal parts, these are found to be indivisible into equal parts. A 
series of these numbers is formed by doubling the items of a series of a 
odd numbers, thus: 

1,3, 5,7,9, produce 2,6, 10, 14, 18. 
Unevenly even numbers may be parted into two equal divisions, and 

these parts again equally divided, but the process does not proceed 
until unity is reached j such numbers are 24 and 28. 

Odd numbers also are susceptible of being looked upon from three 
points of view, thus: 

"First and incomposite," such are 3, 5, 7, I I, 13, 19, 23, 29, 31, no 
other number measures them but unity, they are not composed of other 
numbers, but are generated from unity alone. 

"Second and composite" are indeed "odd," but contain and are 
composed from other numbers, such are 9, 15,21, 25,27,33, and 39 j 
these have parts which are denominated from a foreign number, or 
word, as well as proper unity, thus 9 has a third part which is 3 j IS 
has a third part which is 5 j and a fifth part 3 j hence as containing a 
foreign part, it is called second, and as containing a divisibility, it is 
composite. 

The Third Variety of odd numbers is more complex and is of itself 
second and composite, but with reference to another is first and incom
posite: such are 9 and 25; these are divisible, each of them that is 
second and composite, yet have no common measure; thus 3 which 
divides the 9 does not divide the 25. 

Odd numbers are sorted out into these three classes by a device, 
called the "Sieve of Eratosthenes" which is of too complex a nature to 
form part of a monograph, so discursive as this must be. 

Even numbers have also been divided by the ancient sages into 
Perfect, Deficient and Superabundant 

Superperfect or Superabundant are such as 12 and 24. 
Deficient are such as 8 and 14-
Perfect are such as 6 and 28; equal to the number of their parts j as 

28-half is 14, a fourth is 7, a seventh is 4, a fourteenth part is 2: and 
the twenty-eighth is I j which quotients added together are 28. 

In Deficient numbers such as 14, the parts are surpassed by the 
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whole j one seventh is 2, a half is 7, a fourteenth is 1 ; the aggregate is 
10, or less than 14. 

In Superabundant as 12, the whole surpasses the aggregate of its 
parts j thus the sixth is 2, a fourth is 3, a third is 4, a half is 6, and a 
twelfth is 1 j and the aggregate is 16, or more than 12. 

Superperfect numbers they looked on as similar to Briareus the 
hundred-handed giant, his parts were too numerous j the deficient 
numbers resembled Cyclops who had but one eye j whilst the perfect 
numbers have the temperament of a middle limit and are the emulators 
of Virtue, a medium between excess and defect, not the summit as some 
ancients falsely thought. 

Evil is indeed opposed to evil, but both to one good. Good, however, 
is never opposed to good, but to two evils. 

The Perfect numbers are also like the virtues, few in number j whilst the 
other two classes are like the vices, numerous, inordinate and indefinite. 

There is but one perfect number between 1 and 10, that is 6 j only 
one between 10 and 100, that is 28 j only one between 100 and 1,000, 

that is 496 j and between 1,000 and 10,000 only one, that is 8,128. 
Odd numbers they called Gnomons, because being added to squares, 

they keep the same figures as in Geometry: see Simplicius, liber 3. 
A number which is formed by the multiplication of an odd and an 

even number together he called Hermaphrodite or "arrenothelus." 
In connection with these notes on parity and imparity, definite and 

indefinite numbers, it is to be noted that the old philosophers were 
deeply imbued with the union of numerical ideas with Nature-in its 
common acceptation, and also to the natures, essences or substrata of 
things. 

The nature of good to them was definite, that of evil indefinite j and 
the more indefinite the nature of the evil the worse it was. Goodness 
alone can define or bound the indefinite. In the human soul exists a 
certain vestige of divine goodness (Buddhi), this bounds and moderates 
the indefiniteness and inequality of its desires. 

It may be demonstrated that all inequality arises from equality, so 
that obtaining as it were the power of a mother and a root, she pours 
forth with exuberant fertility all the sorts of inequality; and did space 
and time allow it could be also shown that all inequality may be reduced 
to equality. 

Iamblichus in his treatise on the Arithmetic of :\Ticomachus throws 
another light on numbers j he says some are like friends, they are 
Amicable numbers, as 284 and 220. 

Pythagoras, being asked what a friend was, said €T€P0<; eyw=" another 
I." :\Tow this is demonstrated to be the case in these numbers, the parts 
of each are generative of each other according to the nature of friendship. 

Ozanam, a French mathematician, A.D. 1710, gives examples in his 
"Mathematical Recreations" of such Amicable Numbers. He remarks 
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that 220 is equal to the sum of the aliquot parts of 284, thus 1 + 2+4+ 
71 + 142=220; and 284 is equal to the sum of the aliquot parts of 220, 
thus 1+2+4+5+ 10+ 11+20+22+44+ 55+ 110=284-

Another such pair of numbers are 17,296 and 18"p6. 
Very curious speculations as to the relation between Numbers, and 

marriage and the character of offspring from it, are to be found scattered 
through the writings of the Philosophers. Plato in his Republic, has a 
passage concerning a geometric number 'yhich divinely generated will be 
tortunate or unfortunate. Nicomachus also speaks of this same number, and 
he calls it the Nuptial number; and he passes from it to state that from 
two good parents, only good offspring can come: from two bad parents 
only bad: and from a good and a bad parent only bad: whence he 
warns the RepUblic against wedlock in a confused or disorderly manner, 
from which the progeny being depraved, discord will result. Sim
plicius in his commentary on the 2nd Book of Aristotle" on the 
Heavens" remarks that Pythagoras and his followers claimed to have 
heard the music of the Spheres, to have heard an harmonic sound pro
duced by the motion of the planets, and from the sound to have cal
culated by numbers the ratio of distance and size of the Sun, Moon, 
Venus, and ::\Iercury. To this Aristotle objected, but perhaps the 
difficulty might be solved: in this sublunary sphere all things are not 
commensurate, nor is everything sensible to every body alike. Animals 
can be scented, and their presence definitely known by dogs when at 
great distances from them, and when man is in complete ignorance of 
their existence. Some of the ancients thought the soul had three vehicles 
the terrestrial body, an aerial one in which it is punished, and an 
ethereal one luminous and celestial in which the soul abides when in a 
state of bliss. It may be that some one by purification of the senses, 
by hereditary magical power, or by probity, or by the sacred operations 
of his religion, may perceive, with a terrestrial body laid aside, things 
imperceptible to us, and hear sounds inaudible to us still in bondage; 
or with mantle partly unfolded some adept or truth-seeker may perceive, 
with eyes upraised, sights invisible to mortals, whilst yet his ears are 
deaf to the sounds beyond us both. For why do we see the stars, while 
yet we hear not their motion: 

Why come not angels from the realms of glory 
To visit earth, as in the days of old? 
Is heaven more distant 
Or has earth grown cold? 

PART III. 
THE KABBALAH ON NU:\IBERS. 

Many nations of antiquity made use of the letters of their alphabets as 
substitutes for any independent signs to typify numerical conceptions. It 
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is with the Hebrew letters as numerals that we are chiefly concerned, 
and to a smaller extent with the Greek. Ancient records show that 
the Greeks used their numbers almost exclusively for every-day pur
poses; while the Jewish Rabbis added to their practical value special 
peculiar purposes, and looked to them to furnish deeper views of nature, 
existence, and doctrine. No doubt can exist that the ancient Egyptians 
were fully aware of the wondrous mysteries which numbers are able to 
disclose, so considering that Gre.,ece, and neither Judea nor Babylon, suc
ceeded to the empires of ancient Egypt, it is a curious fact, how tittle 
knowledge of the dogmas of the Hierophants of Sais, Memphis and 
Thebes, Greek literature has transmitted to us. 

The Jewish Rabbis discovered so much of interest and importance 
behind the merely superficial value of numbers and of words as their 
representatives, that they gradually developed a complete science of 
numerical conceptions apart from mathematics; this took the name of 
Kabbalah or Qabalah, Cabbala, or even Cabala, words variously mis
spelt from QBLH-the Received doctrine, from the root QBL meaning 
to Receive. 

The Greeks as aforesaid did not develop nor use their letters as 
numbers for mental conceptions, yet in the Middle Ages we often find 
Greek letters used to transliterate Hebrew similars, and so there was 
formed a bastard Greek Kabbalah on the Hebrew type. 

It must be constantly borne in mind that all Hebrew words or numbers 
are read from right to left, or the reverse of English words; but in their 
English transliteration, they are here in English order. 

The corresponding numerals, Greek and Hebrew letters, are here given 
with their English names, and the English synonym letters are also 
added. • 

A B G D H V Z Cn Tn 
Aleph Beth Gimel Daleth He Vau Zain Heth Teth 

N .:l J ., il , r iT to 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon EpisemOlI Zeta Eta Theta 
a !3 "I ~ e '!;' ~ 7] (J 

Yorl orJ K L M N S 0 P 
Yod Kaph Lamed Mem Nun Samekh Ayin Pe 

~ ~ 0 ) 0 y g 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

Iota Kappa Lambda Mu Nu Xi Omicron Pi 
, 

" X ,." II e 0 7r 
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Tz Q R SH T 
Tzaddi Quoph Resh Shin Tau 

~ p , to n 
90 100 200 300 400 

Koppa Rho Sigma Tau Upsilon 
J, p u<; T v 

K M N P Tz 
Final Kaph Final Mem Final Nun Final Pe Final Tzaddi Dotted Aleph , C 1 '1 Y it 

500 600 700 800 900 1000 
Phi Chi Psi Omega Sa1lpi AI pha dashed 

cfJ " Y C6 ::& a . 
Note that there were no proper Greek Letters for 6,90, and 900, so they 

used special symbols, episemolZ (vau, or bau, digamma) for 6; koppa 
for 90; and sanpi for 900-~ 1, ::& 

At some periods the five finals were not used for the hundreds, but 
instead Tau was written for 400 and other hundreds added; thus 500 
was TQ. Another point of importance is that the Jews never write J H 
Jah for IS because it is a Deity title, they use instead 9,6 thus TV: the 
Kabbalists did use J H because they desired to call attention to the holy 
name in the number. 

In some cases we find the Greeks to have used their letters in direct 
order for purposes of numeration, as may be seen in some copies of very 
old poems (the 24 books of the Homer's Iliad and Odyssey for example) 
in which the stanzas bear the letters consecutively, in a similar manner to 
the Hebrew letters heading the portions of the 119th Psalm in our 
Bibles. 

The word Kabbalah includes the Hebrew Doctrines of Cosmogony 
and Theology as well as the Science of Numbers. The former is specified 
as the Dogmatic Kabbalah, the latter as the Literal Kabbalah. 

By means of associating the ancient doctrines of Numbers with the 
letters of the alphabet, the Planets, Stars, Zodiacal signs and other 
Astronomical terms, a form of divination became practised, by which 
the professors attempted to foretell the future, life and death, good and 
evil Fortune, detection of theft etc., an ample explanation of which may 
be studied by the curious in the" Holy Guide" of John Heydon. 

With this system is associated the practice of pure Astrology, the 
divination of Fate by means of the Heavenly bodies, especially the 
formation of the so-called Horoscopes-schemes of the arrangement of 
the Planets at the moment of Birth, from which all the important phases 
of the life can be inferred-by some few persons. 

W. W. WESTCOTT, M.D. 
(To be continued.) 
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TRACES OF INDIA IN ANCIENT EGYPT. 

[FROM MANU AND HERODOTUS.] 

" Who is the God to whom we shall offer worship? 
He whose shadow is Immortality I" -Rig Veda. 

"The Egyptians are the first of mankind who have taught the Immortality of the 
Soul!" -Herodotus. 

BGYPT has no Stone Age. Her civilization is as perfect at the 
dawn of her history as when she ceased to be a nation. 

Like Athene, sprung full - armoured from the brow of Zeus, 
the old race of Egypt appear fully equipped in arts, religions, and 
sciences. 

This ready-made perfection must be the flower of some older nation's 
growth; and that older nation, says the author of Isis Unveiled, is 
Ancient India; and Menes is the Manu-Vina of Kalluka Bhatta, who 
was driven from his motherland, and colonized the Valley of the Nile. 

Besides the evidence quoted to support this view, there is much in the 
history of Egypt, deciphered from the papyri and collected from the 
writers of Greece, that may lead to its demonstration. 

We shall bring forward from one of these, Herodotus, such facts as 
may shew a connexion between the Egypt he described, and the laws, 
religions, and customs of the India of Manu's Code. 

The hierarchies of India and Egypt were alike dominant: in both, a 
hereditary caste, strong, learned, guardians of the sacred books, monu
ments, and sciences; hierophants of the divine mysteries. 

Ceremony and ritual, the inheritance of a still greater antiquity, are 
all-important to the Brahman of Manu's Code; and in Egypt, Herodotus 
tells us: 

.. It would be difficult to enumerate all their religious ceremonies, 
all of which they practise with superstitious exactness." • 

Many of these ceremonies are described by Herodotus, and many are 
identical with the Brahmanical ceremonies of the MAnava Code. 

Both priesthoods are' appointed to sacrifice to the Gods; they both 
slay the sacred animals on cl!rtain specified days; and both use as food 
the flesh of the bulls they have sacrificed. Both study their sacred 
scriptures, and the lives of their Gods and divine ancestors, both have 
certain customs on the death of their relations, and for both a system of 
dress is prescribed. . 

The Brahman of Manu is to bathe at regular periods, to wear only 
clean linen, to cut his hair short, to abstain from certain foods, and to 
avoid impure contacts. He is to purify himself by washing if contami. 

• Herodotus: Euterpe 37. 
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nated, to clean his brass bowl before eating, and to purify it by fire if 
polluted by an unholy touch. 

From Herodotus we learn that: 
" The priests of the gods in Egypt wear their hair short" • 
And, as in India: 
" One of their customs is to drink out of a brazen goblet, which it. is 

the universal practice among them to cleanse every day." t 
In Egypt, as in India, bathing was a religious rite, and the tank and 

the temple were equally sacred. Herodotus says: 
" The priesthood of Egypt wash themselves with cold water twice a 

day, and as often in the night,":t: to enter clean into the service of the Gods. 
Further, Herodotus tells us: 
" The Egyptian priests are so regardful of cleanliness that they wear 

only one vesture of linen, and that newly washed." § 
The picture in these passages is a perfect counterpart of the Brahman 

of Manu: 
"With hair and beard clipt, passions subdued, his mantle white, and 

his body pure." II 
The religion taught by these sacred castes was not less identical than 

their raiment. Setting aside their theology, and turning to the mysteries 
of human life, we find that both had reached the same great solutions. 

The greatest and noblest doctrine in the world was common to both, 
and though Herodotus tells us that: 

" The Egyptians were the first of mankind who taught the Immortality 
of the Soul." ~ 

We cannot doubt that this belief was as old, if not older, in India, for 
it appears in the earliest Veda 

To this doctrine of the Immortal Soul, both nations added a belief in 
its development through many lives. The Egyptians held that the 
Soul-

"After three thousand years, enters a second time into a human 
body."·· 

And the doctrine in Manu, as in all the Hindu Shastras, is the same; tt 
and to complete the parallel, in both countries the pure doctrine of re
incarnation was debased into transmigration through animals, in the 
popular religion. . 

In both countries there was a sacred succession of hierophants : 
In Egypt, 
" Each was a Piromis, the son of a Piromis." 
As in India, at ,Jrringiri, 
" Each hierophant is a Sankara.charya, the son of a Sankara.charya" 
For the meaning, and Indian analogies of the Egyptian 

* Her. Eu. ]6. 
t Her. Eu. 37. 
t Her. Eu. 37. 
§ Her. Eu. 37. 

H Manu, v. 35. 
~ Her. Eu. 1:23-

•• Her. Eu. 1:23-

tt ~:lanu. xii. 16-l1:z. 
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.. Twelve great Gods that ruled before Amasis, and the eight from 
whom they were produced," • 

Readers must refer to the Secret Doctrine. 
The processions of J aganath are identical with what Herodotus 

describes: 
"The priests attendant upon the statue place it upon a four-wheeled 

car, and begin to draw it." t 
A curious triple parallel may be made out in the reverence paid to the 

cow, the sacrifice of bulls, and the meat eaten by the priests. 
In both countries the cow was sacred and never sacrificed. ~ 
In both countries the bull was sacred and used for sacrifice. § 
And in both the flesh of the bull, though used in sacrifice, was eaten 

by the priests. Ii 
And further, both priesthoods were forbidden to eat tl].e flesh of the 

hog, and permitted to eat geese. 
It is difficult to see how these parallels can be the result of indepen

dent growth, especially when taken together with the coincidences 
already given, and to be given. 

The Egyptian who touches a hog is enjoined to plunge at once into 
the nearest water, and the Brahman whom the touch of any unclean 
thing has defiled, can only be purified by repeated bathing. 

Here a slight digression must be permitted. Isis, says Herodotus, is 
represented as a woman with horns upon her head, because the cow was 
a sacred animal; but Isis more often bears a crescent moon on her 
brow. Further, certain sacrifices connected with generation were cele
brated only on certain days of the moon. 

This connexion between Isis, the moon, the sacred cow, and the phallic 
sacrifices, can only be understood, apparently, by using the triple key, 
.. Diana in heaven, Lucina on earth, Proserpine in hell." 

Diana is the moon, whose crescent, the symbol of re-birth, appears on 
the brow of Isis, the Goddess of wisdom and spiritual re-birth. Lucina 
is the Goddess of birth, and of the process of gestation, measured by 
lunar periods. Proserpine, daughter of Ceres, Persephone, daughter of 
Demeter (Isis) is the Goddess of the under-world, and of the Eleusinian 
and other mysteries in which the under-world was represented. Demeter
Isis is the Goddess of spiritual birth, as Lucina is of natural birth.' 'The 
sacred associations which bound together the ideas of birth and re-birth 
in spirit, re-appear in the question of Nicodemus,·· the representative 
of the learning of the Rabbis. 

In the laws of Moses, who was "learned in all the wisdom of the 
Egyptians," there are many traces of the influence of the sojourn in 
Egypt. Amongst these are circumcision, and the classification of clean 
* Her. Eu. 43- § Her. Eu. 38, and Manu, v. 41. 
t Her. Eu. 63- a Her. Eu. '5], and Manu, v. 41. 
:: Her. Eu. 41, and )'fanu, v. JO. "lr Her. Eu. 41 and 47 • 

• - St. John, chap. iii. 
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and unclean animals; and Herodotus tells a story of Hercules that has a 
close parallel in the history of the Hebrew Law-giver.· 
. "The God Amm~ they say, was long averse to the solicitations of 
Herakles to see his person; but in consequence of his importunity, the 
God used the following plan: he cut the head off a ram, and clothing him
self in its skin, shewed himself in that form to Herakles." 

The Hebrew and the Egyptian allegories have both doubtless several 
meanings, the chief being the manifestation of God in nature; another 
refers to the initiation of Moses and Hercules-a son of Jupiter-into the 
wisdom of the Logos-the Shechinah-the visible glory of the hidden 
God. 

Another story of Hercules, who allowed himself to be bound with the 
sacred fillet, and on being led forth to be sacrificed, 

"Exerted his strength and put his enemies to death," t 
is repeated in the history of Samson. 

To return to the Egyptian and Indian parallels: 
In both countries the crocodile was a sacred animal, and in both the 

lotus is a type of immortality. 
Herodotus tells us that: 
"The Egyptians first imagined what month or day wa,s to be conse

crated to each deity; they also, from observing the days of nativity, 
venture to predict the particular circumstances of a man's life and 
death." 

The antiquity of Indian foti-shastras, calendars, and astrology, can 
hardly be established with exactness, but cannot be less than 5,000 ye'l-rs, 
and is very likely much older, so that India may well be the source of the 
Egyptian sciences. 

Having thus traced the similarities in the priesthoods and religions of 
these two sacred lands, we may turn to their common customs and social 
life. 

" The men have two vestures, the women only one."::: Herodotus tells us : 
The Hindu women wear only one" vesture," draped most gracefully 

around the whole form, and covering the head. The Hindu men wear 
two, the one fastened round the waist, the other over the shoulders. 

The Hindu women have an uncleanly practice in collecting the 
habitual fuel of the country; the same practice in another race seems to 
have struck Herodotus, who says: 

" The Egyptians do not scruple to use their hands in the removal--" 
of the substance in question. And yet both nations are religiously clean 
in other particulars. 

"The Egyptians are so regardful of neatness that they wear only linen, 
and that newly washed ," § 

As do the Hindus. 
"Their laws compel them to cherish animals," says Herodotus, 

• Exodus xxxiii, ao ; and Her. Eu. 42. 
t Her. Eu. 45. 

t Her. Eu. 37. 
§ Her. Eu. 64-
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And Ahingsatd, II indestructivencss," or kindness to animals, is con
tinually urged as a virtue in the Hindu shAstras. 

II The Egyptians are attentive to the memory beyond the rest of man
kind." * 

The Brahmans were also II attentive to the memory"; Brahmans 
learned the Vedas by heart, and the S utras are a regular system of versus 
memoria/is. 

The high proficiency of both nations in surgery, and their skill in 
weaving can only be mentioned. Both nations used palm-wine, and 
planted palm-trees round their temples. 

Herodotus heard a story about the sources of the Nile. 
" I have only met with one person who pretended to know the sources 

of the Nile. This was a priest at Sais. He informed me that there were 
two steep mountains, Crophi and Mophi. He informed me that sources 
of the Nile, of unfathomable depth, flowed from the centres of these 
mountains; that one of these streams flowed through Egypt to the north, 
the other flowed south." 

It may be suggested that this story, from the temple of Sais, though 
not true of the Nile, may be true of another river, and may be a reminis
cence of the motherland of the race that colonised Egypt. 

For in this motherland, if it be India, there are two sacred mountains, 
lofty and steep, and from their centres rise two great rivers, the one flow
ing north, and the other flowing south, and the name of the one is Nita, 
the deep-blue Indus. 

But more remarkable than all the coincidences we have cited, is the 
practical identity of the Caste systems of Chemi and Arya Varrtta t an 
identity to which it is hardly possible to attach too great importance. 
In both we have pre-eminent a sacerdotal class, the possessors of all the 
wisdom, learning, and science, and the mysteries in both lands; two hier
archies the like of which no other land has seen; both hereditary, both 
holy, and identical in many of the details of their life and ritual. 

In Chemi and Arya Varrtta a soldier class stood next to the priests, a 
hereditary class of nobles and warriors, the administrators and defenders 
of the State. 

In both we have a mercantile and servile caste, or group of castes. 
And though Manu divides his people into only four classes: 

" Priests, Warriors, Traders, Labourers," :t 
While Herodotus mentions seven: 
II Priests, Warriors, Traders, Interpreters, Pilots, Herdsmen and Swine

herds," § 
the two first (and probably the rest) being as strictly hereditary as in 
India. But, of these seven, the traders, interpreters, and pilots naturally 

• Her. Eu. 77. 
t We leave untouched the author·s spelling. as it more closely represents the phonetic value of the 

syllables than the commonly accepted one of our Western Orientalists.-fED. J 
::: Brahman. Kshatriya. Vaishya. Shudra. § Her. Eo. 164-
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fall under one Mercantile class, while the herdsmen and swineherds may 
well form a servile caste, if the latter be not outcasts. 

But in connection with these seven castes it may well be pointed out 
that another Greek traveller, almost a contemporary of Herodotus, in 
describing the actual system of castes in India when he visited it, gives 
these also as seven instead of four: 

.. Priests, Warriors, Counsellors, Inspectors, Husbandmen, Shepherds, 
and Artisans." * 

When we note this and further perceive that in both lands" the priests 
and warriors were the only classes honourably distinguished,"t the grants 
of public land given to both classes in India as in Egypt, the duty of 
warriors to serve in rotation as royal guards in both, and their strict 
heredity; we cannot fail to conclude that these two Greeks, Megasthenes 
and Herodotus, were observing and describing identical systems in the 
two countries, India and Egypt. 

It is hard to leave the Father of History without touching on some of 
his wonderful stories of Egypt, his golden-winged crimson phcenix, his 
flying serpents, his" sacred reasons," his" admirable Egyptians, the most 
ancient of mankind," his measure of twelve months and 360 days, a 
measure used in the Puranas of India, his theories of deltas, of soundings, 
of raised beaches, and geology, of inundations, his oracles, the two black 
pigeons of Dodona, his sacred dynasties, his race of black pigmy 
magicians, his hints of the mysteries, and more, but space forbids. 

Herodotus' picture of Egypt and the evidence of customs, castes, and 
ritual to be drawn from his history, have far m<?re weight than any 
modern reconstructions; for when the Historian visited Chemi twenty
four centuries ago, the old sacerdotal system was still full of life. 
'Piromis still succeeded Piromis, as Hierophant and Priest; the Worship of 
Isis, and Ammon-Ra still lingered in their sacred temples; he saw the 
holy processions of Horus and Osiris, the midnight ceremony on the 
sacred island, in the Lake of the Dead. Herodotus had been initiated 
into those sacred mysteries whose echoes only reach us through Plato and 
Iamblichus; he had talked with the scribes of the hieroglyphics, and 
had listened to the history of their Celestial Rulers. Egypt was then 
alive, and not as now, only a sacred ruin . 

. CHARLES JOHNSTON, F. T. S. 

• Megasthenes Indika. t Her. Eu. 168. 
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A MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE IN THE HIMALAYAS. 
PART ,II. 

ALTHOUGH after what had taken place, had I been differently 
.:,. situated, I should certainly have postponed the projected expedi
~. tion in order to institute a thorough investigation of the mys

terious occurrence which had so aroused my curiosity, still, under the 
actual circumstances, my great desire to push on now that the goal was 
almost within my grasp, and the uncertainty of a continuation of the 
phenomenal weather we were enjoying, decided me not to delay starting 
at the hour agreed upon. 

My time was actively employed during the next day in making the 
necessary preparations for our start; still my mind kept continually 
reverting to the strange adventure of the preceding night, and the more 
I dwelt upon it the more inexplicable did it appear. 

There was not shadow of a doubt in my own mind but that the body 
was lifeless, and although my examination of it had of necessity not 
been thorough, yet the sunken abdomen, and the apparen'ly pulse1ess 
heart, were indications amply sufficient to confirm me in this opinion. 
Taking, moreover, the surruundings into consideration, death must 
inevitably have resulted from exposure and starvation. 

Several times during the day I spoke to Rimaye about it, and asked 
for particulars as' to what had occurred during my absence. He 
seemed, however, not to understand my meaning in the least, but" mut
tering compassionately something about fever and the :sun, endeavoured 
to dissuade me from starting for a day or two, saying he would go out 
alone and complete the preliminary observations of the route we had 
determined to essay.. . 

Notwithstanding his suggestions and the earnest appeals of my native 
servant, I insisted that we should be under wayan hour after the moon 
had risen. 

Accordingly, at about I I p.m., we made our start, informing my 
servant, under whose charge everything was left, that our absence would 
probably not exceed twenty-four hours, but that possibly we might be de
tained the following night on the mountain. Wishing to reduce our impedi
menta to the smallest amount compatible with safety, in order to be the 
least possibly embarrassed during the hard work we had before uS,we 
made no preparations for a night out, and merely carried food and 
drink in addition to the ropes, ice-axes. and aneroid barometer which I 
had had carefully re-adjusted in Calcutta. 

The bright moonlight made it nearly as clear as day, and we found no 
difficulty in advancing rapidly over the comparatively open ground 
which sloped up to the ridge of broken crags from which we had made 
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our observations. To reach the hutie glacier we had noticed at our 
feet from that lofty perch, we were obliged to cross the ridge at its 
lowest depression, and then descend some twelve or fifteen hundred feet of 
loose d/b,is and moderately steep.dry grass slopes. We accomplished it 
as easily and rapidly as we had often done the somewhat similar walk 
from the Riffel Hotel to the Gorner Glacier, and it was still some hours 
before sunrise when we finally stood on the glacier itself. 

Before us stretched the broad ice stream, gently flowing at first, 
then rising in a series of frozen cataracts and tumbling ice-falls, broken 
here and there by tremendous black precipices of living rock, until in 
the distance, far, far above our heads, the final ice-covered cone of the 
mighty giant curved grandly and glistened in the silver sky. 

The huge crevasses were so well defined and clearly visible that 
Rimaye deemed the use of the rope unnecessary until we had reached 
the precipitous walls of the first ice-fall. Here we were roped together, 
allowing sixty feet between us, and began slowly and carefully to ascend 
the frowning blocks and pinnacles of greenish ice. Even at this early 
hour ominous cracks and occasional crashes resounded on all sides, 
giving warning of the death and destruction that would ensue when 
the warm sun should have melted away the ice supports and caused the 
huge pyramids to lose their equilibrium. After a couple of hours of 
this anxious work we held a short consultation and determined to take 
to the rocks on the left of the icc-fall, which, although exceedingly steep, 
would present fewer dangers than the region where we were at present 
climbing. As my hands and feet touched the clean, cold rocks, my 
strong passion for a steep scramble got the better of me, and looking 
down at the dizzy depths below, I fairly screamed with joy. Even 
Rimaye departed from his usual reserve, and rent the dreary solitude 
with shout after shout, which were echoed back by cliffs which had 
probably never heard a human voice before. 

The eastern sky was glowing with the flush of dawn as we neared the 
summit of the rocks and made for a ledge of snow-covered glacier 
separating us from another and higher shoulder of the mountain. 

We stood upon the edge of a ridge running down to the glacier far. far 
below, and as the glorious sun shot up three-fourths of the horizon were 
visible to us. Mount Everest, the King of Mountains, raising his pure 
snow-cone nearly thirty thousand feet above the sea, towered in un
equalled grandeur to our right, while peak after peak and range upon 
range of snow and icc, nameless and unknown, stretched on all sides as far 
as the eye could reach. Of human life no trace was visible j no gleaming 
church spire, or yellow corn patch in the deep green valleys; no cuttings 
in the forest which clothed the foot-hills. On all sides Nature, and 
Nature alone. Our elevation, as registered by my aneroid barometer, 
read at a fraction under twenty-two thousand feet. The summit of Mont 
ilIanc, that Swiss giant, would have lain seven thousand feet below us! 
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Neither Rimaye nor I felt seriously inconvenienced by the rarefied 
atmosphere, although we both noticed a shortness of breath when under 
exertion. But I anticipated that during the seven thousand and odd 
feet which remained for us to ascend, our distress would increase in a 
ratio altogether disproportioned to that we had experienced in climbing 
to our present altitude. 

After breakfast and a short rest we again started forth. The precipice 
we now began to scale was about the steepest, and the rocks composing 
it the most difficult I have ever attempted. Anyone who has been on 
the west face of the Dent Blanche when covered with black ice, will have 
an idea of our position. Still we laboured bravely on, alternating in 
leading, and stopping frequently to rest and refresh ourselves. For over 
six hours we toiled, and crept cautiously along the ledges over hanging 
the appalling precipices. Only one of us moved at a time, the other 
meanwhile bracing himself by clinging to the slight inequalities of the 
rocky face until his companion had secured a foothold. It was slow and 
anxious work, but we were advancing nevertheless. The distress on 
making any exertion had certainly increased very perceptibly, but when 
in repose neither of us had any particular difficulty in filling our lungs, 
although my barometer indicated twenty-four thousand and three feet 
the last time I consulted it. 

It was while thus creeping steadily upwards (Rimaye leading at the 
time) that I suddenly heard a sharp crack above us, and glancing up 
beheld a goodish-sized piece of rock, detached no doubt by the melting 
of the ice, crashing towards us. 

"Lie flat, Rimaye; for God's sake lie flat," I screamed. A rather 
superfluous admonition, as we were both fairly" spread-eagled" on the 
rocks. 

Hearing my voice, but not having seen his danger, Rimaye turned 
carefully in his foot-holes, and looked enquiringly down at me. At that 
moment the rock struck him, and the shock loosening his grip, tumbled 
him over in such a manner that the whole of his weight fell directly 
upon me. 

In a twinkling I felt myself jerked from my foothold and bounding 
downwards. A couple of bumps, a thud, a rush and swirl in my ears; 
and I knew no more. 

PART III. 
THERE was a dull, dazed feeling in my head when I opened my eyes; 
blood trickled from my face and hands. When after a little I raised 
myself to a sitting posture, I found my left arm hung limply at my 
side and that I was powerless to move it. Close beside me lay the torn 
and lifeless body of Rimaye, to which I was still attached by the rope. 
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How long I had lain unconscious I can never tell, for my watch was 
broken in the fall. On examination I found we had fallen on a little 
ledge of soft snow, but the thick mist which surrounded me prevented 
any guess as to what the height of our fall had been. Above and below 
the narrow shelf on which I lay were sheer precipices, their gloomy cliffs 
gradually fading till lost in the driving mist, and it needed but a glance 
to convince me that escape, even were I not alone and hampered with a 
broken arm, was impossible. 

Both my own knapsack and that of my poor companion had become 
unfastened in the fall, and had either remained caught in the rocks 
above or had bounded to the depths below. A miserable death by 
starvation stared me in the face, even could I survive the exposure of 
that fearful height, and as I realised this fact and glanced at the pallid, 
blood-stained face of my dead friend, I envied him the merciful blow 
which must have ended his life almost without suffering, if I could judge 
from my own sensations during that period of our fall while I remained 
conscious. 

In the overwhelmimg anguish of despair, I bowed my head upon my 
knees and sobbed aloud. 

The sense of my utter loneliness was so absolutely crushing that it 
seemed to deaden my faculties; I was incapable of analysing my thoughts, 
but the one intense longing for the companionship of a human being 
overpowered all else. 

I had been in this position some time when, impelled by the force of 
this longing, I turned my head towards the body of poor Rimaye. 
Kneeling over it I beheld the form of an old man. 

Yes; surely there was no mistaking that noble face, which had re
mained deeply engraven on my memory, and of which even an instant 
since I had been confusedly thinking. It was the same I had seen two 
days ago lying lifeless on the hill-side! 

The owner of it raised it slowly till his glance met mine. Oh I the 
glory of those eyes-the unutterable kindness, sad withal! They held 
me enthralled. 

" Your friend is dead," he said gently, speaking in Bengali. "His neck 
is broken, and both legs. It was a terrible fall." 

I was too astounded to find a word in reply, and could merely gaze at 
him in blank astonishment. 

At last the words half-formed themselves upon my lips, and I muttered 
hoarsely: 

" How came you here?" 
" By the concentration of will-rower," he answered, smiling kindly. 

"You thought to perform an act of charity lately when you found what 
you supposed to be my dead body, and wished to preserve it from the 
desecrating clutches of the beasts and birds. My knowledge warned 
me that you were now in great danger, and I have_come to_help you." 
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"Then you are . . . . !" 
II What the world calls a Yogi," he interrupted. "My soul was only 

absent from the body you would have buried: when I returned to it 
and found your companion guarding it, I was forced to have recourse to 

magnetic influence, as you would call it, in order to be relieved of his 
presence. Accordingly by the concentration of a certain will-fluid upon 
his mind, I caused all memory of what h3.d occurred, from the time of 
his leaving the mountai~ till he again met you, to be completely 
obliterated . 

.. It seems a supernatural feat to you," he continued, after a pause, 
during which I gazed in speechless amazement, II yet the latent psychic 
forces exist in your being as well as in mine, only the material existence 
you have led, and the lack of esoteric knowledge, have caused them to 
remain undeveloped. But come, you are hurt, and it is dangerous for 
you to remain here." 

While speaking he had torn a strip from his white raiment and had 
fashioned a sling for my broken arm. 

II How can I go?" I exclaimed impatiently, for I felt I was holding 
converse with a figment of my fevered brain . 

.. That power of which I spoke must come to our aid," he gently 
replied. 

So saying he again rivetted his wonderful eyes upon me, and I felt a 
soothing, dreamy sensation gradually creeping over me. I tried to speak 
but could only smile, and half form sentences in my over-mastered brain. 
Then I 

When I again opened my eyes I found myself lying at the road 
side near the bamboo suspension bridge over the Rungeet river. Above 
me, in the scudding mist, gleamed the bungalows and green lawns of 
Darjeeling. 

My servant was deftly re-arranging the sling of white linen about my 
arm. 

He assisted me to rise and enter the litter that some coolies were 
bearing. 

As I did so something fell from my pocket; he stooped and gave it 
to me. It was the palm-leaf fragment of Sanskrit that I had picked up 
beside the Mahatma's lifeless body. 

REMSEN WHITEHOUSE, F.T.S. 

3 
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ttbe ttalking 3mage of 'Ulfllf • 
• 

CHAPTER XIV. 

DISCOVERIES. 

OD N the evening preceding the day of his departure from Africa, Pancho took 
once more his accustomed walk to the seashore. Again the moonlight 
pl~yed with the frolicking waves and the stars shone in tranquil glory in the 

sky, quietly and indifferently, as if they knew nothing about blasted hopes and 
destroyed illusions. They dotted the ethereal dome that covers all nature, 
filling the air with a soft effulgence of light, causing it to appear as if all this 
ethereal realm were one grand and universal temple of the Holy Spirit, contain
ing all beings without exception and lovingly embracing them all in spite of their 
follies, vices and miseries. 

It was a night fit for meditation; a breath of peace, invisible, spiritual but 
nevertheless substantial seemed to pervade the breeze that came from the ocean, 
and a spirit of happiness seemed to linger around the shadows of the trees; 
while Pancho, by means of some undefinable inner sense felt or believed himself 
to feel that all this glory in nature was not dead, but living; that a conscious
ness of some kind filled all space and it even appeared to him as if he could 
see ethereal forms of gr"!at beauty moving through the shadows and lingering 
in the light, looking at him and smiling at the inferiority of his material senses, 
which enabled him to perceive only that which is of a gross and sensual 
character. 

The stories which he had read in the Book of Mystery passed in review 
before his mind True, they were childish and silly; but they seemed after all 
to contain certain truths. "What," asked Pancho himself, "if Spirit were 
actually something !mbstantial and real, in spite of our incapacity to see it with 
our material eyes? Is not love something invisible and nevertheless we can 
feel it; not with our fingers but within the soul. But where can we find the 
true nature of spirit? Alas where can we find real Truth? I have in vain 
sought for it in our churches and schools and at the ,feet of the Hierophant. I 
have heard it described in various ways and still I know nothing about it. 
Where can I find· the power to perceive it myself?" 

Pancho stood still, looking out upon the moonlit waters, seeking for an 
answer to his question. Suddenly the sky became illuminated with a bluish 
light, a meteor flashed in the sky and descended into the ocean where it was 
extinguished in the waves, and then the thought struck Pancho that the light of 
wisdom might descend in a similar manner within the soul and be extinguished 
in the carnal mind. It was a new idea to him; but on considering it he found 
that it was unscientific and not supported by any recognised authority. He 
dismissed it as deserving no further attention. 

He continued his way. The road led along the beach between clusters of 
cocoanut palms, swinging creepers and vines. Pancho listened to the sound of 
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the waves as they rolled over the sandy shore and returned again into the bosom 
of the deep when they perceived that the earth was not their appropriate 
element. This reminded him of the days of old when he walked along the 
beach with his beloved Conchita., but now Conchita was -dead Perhaps her 
spmt was near. He often thought that he could feel its prl'sence, although he 

- had seen no more her ethereal form nor had she spoken to him since that 
'memorable night when he and Mr. Green practised yoga. 

Suddenly Pancho stopped, for he heard the sound of a voice. It was a 
sweet female voice, singing in tones clear and strong an Italian song. The song 
was suggestive of the power of love and the longing of the soul for the 
unknown. The words translated into bad English might perhaps be rendered 
as follows: 

II Star of the evening! Can you not tell 
Where my sweet darling, my lover doth dwell? 

Why does he linger away from his bride? 
Why does he not hasten to come to my side? 

Queen of the sky! 0 bid him to come 
To his beloved, his sweetheart, his home. 

Send him a ray of your glorious light; 
Tell him to come in the hush of the night." 

"Murmuring billows, softly and sweet, 
Tell me when I my dear lover shall meet. 

Roll to his feet and sing him a song; 
Ask him, I pray, not to tarry so long. 

Speak to him sweetly, lull him to sleep; 
Kiss him for me, 0 you waves of the deep! 

Whisper to' him a me5sage of love; 
Greet him you earth and you starlight above." 

.. Ah! now I hear what the wavelets say; 
'Your own dear lover is not far away. 

Deep in your heart is his dwelling of bliss; 
He cannot leave it, earth's daughter to kiss. 

There he is sleeping, dreaming a dream 
Of the gentle young bride that is coming to him. 

There you must seek him; there you will find 
Your dearly beloved, your--' " 

.. Ma-a-a-ry !" sounded a shrill voice from the interior of the building; 
., didn't I tell you not to stand out in the night air and catch cold? Come in, 
quick! " 

The song suddenly stopped and as Pancho emerged from the grove of trees 
where he had been listening, he just caught a glance at the singer before she 
disappeared from the balcony. She was a young girl; her hands were folded 
and her long dark hair fell over her shoulders. If he had not been convinced 
that Conchita was dead, he actually might have believed that this was herself. 

3-
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" What does this mean? " thought Pancho. "What kind of a lover would that 
be, whom one could expe.:t to find within one's self? What an absurd idea I" 
Nevertheless some internal feeling, some intelligence within the soul, such as 
has not yet been classified or recognised by science seemed to tell him that if a 
person only knew all the spiritual treasures within one's own self, he would 
have no desire to seek for their imperfect semblances on the external plane. But 
again Pancho rejected this thought on account of its being unscientific and not 
supported by well-known facts. 

"Can there be a higher consciousness than that of the mind? " he asked him
self. He remembered that there are things which at certain times may be recog
nized, although the reasoning mind can form no conception of what they are. 
Beauty, Love, Tr.1th, Justice, Majesty; all these are things which must be 
existing, else they could not be recognized by something which men call "the 
soul;" nevertheless they are invisible·and intangible and the reasoning mind 
can form no conception of them. "What is music?" he said. 

" According to science it is air in a certain state of vibration, producing a 
succession of sounds; but what is the harmony that distinguishes music from 
noise? A noise acts upon the emotions "-he knew that very well, for more 
than once it had happened that he could hardly restrain himself from flinging a 
boot-jack at the organ grinder at his door-" but in music there is language and 
thought, although it would be difficult for one who knows nothing about the 
language of music, to translate the separate sounds into words. Can anyone 
recognise harmony in the universe, if he has no harmony in his soul? What 
then is this harmony wh:ch exists within oneself? Is it a spiritual power, sUch 
as the Alchemists use, and if so, how can there be a power unless there is a 
substance? Is it merely a state of the material atoms which compose the 
physical body? Are wisdom, love and intelligence, justice and truth states of 
polarity of what we call 'matter' without any addition of something higher? If 
so Captain Bumpkins is right and all men may be magnetized into virtue." 

This method of reasoning might have satisfied PancHo's mind; but it did not 
satisfy his heart and the heart persuaded the mind to continue the investigation. 
"Is then," said the mind, "harmony not superior to disharmpny, and how 
can anyone raise himself into a higher state, unless there is a higher power in 
him, to enable him to do so ? How can anyone give to himself a thing which 
he does not possess ? We know that man has the power to render his mind 
harmonious and to control his will and emotions. If so, there must be some
thing in man·superior.to the mind and superior to the emotions. What, if it 
were in the power of mortal man to become conscious of the nature of that 
divine power and to know what it is ?" 

It seemed to Pancho as if he had made an important discovery. It was a 
new thought to him and he received it in his heart; and as he did so, a new 
field of consciousness seemed to spread out before his interior perception, joy 
filled his heart and all the intellectual powers in his mind seemed to join in one 
grand anthem of jubilee, such as may have been sung when the Saviour entered 
Jerusalem riding upon a heretofore untrained ass; a feeling of happiness liuch 
as he had not exper:enced before, pervaded his soul and a flash like that of the 
meteor illuminated his mind; but immediately Doubt, the destroyer, appeared; 
he began to reason and persuaded himself that all this was merely the effect of 
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a morbid imagination, a product of the association of previously received ideas, 
unauthorised by science and not sufficiently proven by well established facts. 

The Italian song to which Pancho had listened awakened in him a desire to 
go to Italy. Not without some regret did he take leave of his friends at Urur. 
Mr. Green bore the separation with stoical fortitude, Mrs. Honeycomb wiped an 
unborn tear from her eye. As to the Hierophant, he had not yet returned 
from his search after the subterranean hole, leading to Kakadumbola, the city of 
the Adepts. 

We will not worry the reader by describing the voyage to Italy. Nothing re
markable occurred on this occasion, ell';ept that Pancho received his first lesson 
in occultism through the guruship of a monkey. It happened in the following 
manner: 

There were two large-sized apes on bo:ud, a male and a female, belonging to 
the species Ourang-outang. They were quite tame, lmd allowed the liberty of 
the deck. They were very fond of each ,other, and played together all day, to 
the amusement of the passengers and the crew. One day, however, the male 
monkey fell sick, and refused to play, and then the female monkey seemed to be 
in terrible distress. All her efforts to cheer: her mate were in vain, the male 
monkey grew worse and died. His body was thrown overboard. Then the 
female ape exhibited human emotions. She looked the very picture of grief, 
and would surely have wept if shedding tears were in the power of monkeys. 
She refused to eat, and three days afterwards she likewise died, and her body 
followed that of her mate into the watery grave. 

All the passengers felt sorry for the poor animal; but Pancho asked himself: 
"Wha~ if monkeys have the same emotions as men, and if they have, likewise, 

. the power to reason; what, then, is the difference between a man and an ape, 
except in degree of intelligence, and in the form of his organization? If there is 
nothing else save thought and emotion in the bodies of men and of monkeys, and if 
these things are immorta~ then surely a monkey is just as immortal as a man. If 
the animal consciousness of a man sun"ives after the death of his body, the con
sciousness of a monkey must likewise survive." Then the solution of the ques
tion came to him in some way, such as has not yet been explained by science, 
and, incredible as it may appear to the sceptic, he saw clearly, and was convinced 
beyond the possibility of a doubt that there wa'> a power superior to the mind, 
and superior to the emotions; the same in men and in monkeys, and capable of 
producing emotions and thoughts; but that this power in an a~erage monkey 
was not as highly and intelligently active as it is in average men. In making this 
discovery, Pancho knew he had found the way to the solution of the mystery of 
the divine knowledge of self. It was now clear to him that there is one eternal 
and universal power, manifesting itself in perishing forms in various ways, ac
cording to the conditions which these forms represent, and that while these 
forms, with all their thoughts and emotions, are passing away, the power which 
produces them continues to be, as is proved by the fact that it continues to bring 
new forms into existence. 

" What if. this divine power could become self-conscious in man? If man 
could unite his consciousness with the power that moves the universe? Would 
not this be the true Yoga, and the fabled union with God. It was thinkable 
that such a state could exist, but surely it could not be attained by magnetizing 
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or hypnotizing oneself, nor by breathing through one nostril and then through 
the other, nor by feeding on asses'-milk, nor by swallowing a ribbon for the purpose 
of purification. It surely could be produced by nothing less than by the awaken
ing of the divine consciousness within the secret regions of the soul. He was now 
sure that God was immortal, and surely the soul could only become immortal 
through God." 

Pancho arrived at Naples. He wandered through the silent streets of ancient 
Pompeii and the sight of these remnants of the glory of former days awakened in 
him thoughts about the impermanency of forms. "Where," he asked himself, 
"are now the gay ladies and gentlemen that thronged these streets and enjoyed 
the sights of the arena? Their bodies have vanished into dust, their thoughts 
have faded away, their emotions are for ever at rest; but the spirit that deposited 
within their forms the germs of life and love and intelligence cannot have 
perished, for there are other men and women who did not exist in the days of 
Pompeii This spirit must be something substantial, else it could not act upon 
substance, it must be superior to thought, else it could not produce thoughts; it 
must be superior to all the highest attributes of matter which we know, else it 
could not produce these attributes in the forms which it calls into existence. 
It is invisible to us and yet it appears to us in thousands of various forms, and. 
while the forms which it produces disappear, it seems to remain for ever the same, 
unchangeable, self·existent and independent of any other conditions except 
those that exist within its own self." 

Thus Pancho loved to take aerial flights into the higher regions of thought, 
but something happened to draw his attention again to the world of illusions. 
One day, while reading the Giornale dt" Roma, the following article attracted his 
attention: 

"An Unexplained "Eystery. 
" If in these days of modern enlightenment we dare to present to our readers 

an account of certain mysterious occurrences, said to have taken place in the 
vicinity of this city, we feel it our duty to preface our statements with the 
remark that the fullest right to believe them or not must be reserved to the 
reader. Our tale is so wonderful that we would not have dared to bring it before 
the public, if we had not received our information from a number of highly re
spectable eye-witnesses, whose veracity, sanity of mind, honesty and intelligence 
cannot be doubted. 

" It appears that not long ago a well-known artist, whose residence is in one of 
the suburbs of Rome and whom we will call Michaele, made the acquaintance of 
some sailors that had just arrived from Africa. They had brought with them a 
very curious thing, such as has never before been seen in this country. It was 
a statue representing a woman. The figure was of life size and of beautiful work
manship, but what seemed to be most remarkable about it was that it was fitted 
out with some very ingeniously constructed mechanism, which enabled it to speak 
like a living person. Whenever a crank was turned," it gave answers to questions; 
but these answers were not after one pattern, like those of a parrot, but varied 
and intelligent like those of a being capable of reasoning. 

" Michaele was delighted with his discovery, and bought the Image for a com
paratively small sum. He put it up in his studio and showed it to his friends; 

• Tbis was an editorial mistake. 
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but soon the trouble began. The statue told Michaele what his visitors th(lught 
about him, and to the latter it said what he thought about them and the artist had 
to fight several duels, in some of which he was wounded This was, however, 
not the worst. :\Iichaele had painted a large tableau, his masterpiece, of which 
he was very proud and which he desired to sell. It represented the temple of 
Fame, and in the centre was the goddess standing upon a cloud and distributing 
diplomas to all the celebrated persons that ever existed in the world. These 
were standing around in appropriate groups, waiting to be diplomatized. There 
were Socrates, Plato and Pythagoras in long white gowns, talking with General 
Washington, Abraham Lincoln and Benjamin Franklin, dressed according to the 
costume of their times, while Napoleon Bonaparte in high boots and spurs was 
standing near with arms akimbo, listening to their conversation. He was accom· 
panied by Madame Pompadour, Joan of Arc, and Hypatia. In another group 
were Christ, Moses and ~lohammed waiting for their diplomas; Beethoven and 
Mozart, each of them holding a little toy organ in his hand, whiic Fulton with a 
miniature locomotive, and Saint Laurence with the gridiron upon which he was 
roasted, were watching another group, composed of Sappho, Semiramis, Cleopatra 
and Messalina, who seemed to be flirting with Bismarck and Garibaldi. Raphael 
and Michael Angelo had brought their brushes and tools, ready to do a job, and 
were looking at Noah with a model of the ark in his hands, who was talking 
with Nero, Caligula and Julius Cresar; while at a distance were Adam and Eve 
in their strictly historical costume, gathering apples seemingly to the great amuse· 
ment of Pope Alexander, Richard Wagner and Nebuchadnezzar, who were 
attentively watching them. There were Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe, Schiller, 
Columbus, Thomas Paine, Robert Ingersoll, Don Quixote and many other 
historical persons, whom space forbids us to mention. Michaele prized the 
picture very highly. 

"One day a Russian gentleman came and offered a considerable sum for this 
picture. Michaele, however, asked for more, and at last they agreed to let the 
statue decide how much the picture was worth. They asked the statue about it, 
and it answered: 

" , The whole idea represented by that picture is so absurd, that no reasonable 
person would give a penny for it. He who works for fame works for nothing. 
Diplomas are playthings for unripe minds, useless for anything except to tickle 
the vanity of the selfish. Those who love the truth for its own sake ask for no 
other reward. Those who are in possession of wisdom need no external sign to 
prove that they are wise. Beauty does not require certificates to show that it is 
beautiful; but the fool needs a mask so that those who might meet him may 
be deceived.' 

" After hearing this speech, the Russian refused to buy the picture at any price 
and went away. 

" Michaele became very angry and came very near destroying the statue in his 
rage; but he finally resolved to sell it to one of his friends whose name was 
Antonio and who kept a tavern at T ... a place visited by many strangers. 
Antonio showed it to his guests who were at first very much amused with it. 
Especially his wife was very pleased and offered many questions which were all 
answered by the ~tatue. Among other things she asked: 'Tell me, statue, 
who loves me best?' and the statue answered: 'Signor Giulio; and you know 
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it well enough, for you have his love letters hidden away in a pot on the top shelf 
in the kitchen.' The husband became nearly frantic .• He went to the kitchen 
and found the letters of Signor Giulio, who is a lieutenant of the Carabinieri 
A row was the result, and it is still doubtful how it will end." 

CI This can be none else but the Talking Image," exclaimed Pancho after 
reading the article. He was now certain that some invi!:ible power had guided 
his steps to Italy, so that he might recover it. He hunted up the editor of the 
Giornale di Roma and asked'him to divulge the address of Antonio. This the 
editor peremptorily refused to do, adding moreover that Antonio had sold the 
statue and threatened to kill the first man who mentioned that subject to him· 
It had created-he said-a good many more troubles besides the one with his 
wife. It had caused a great many quarrels among his guests, who at first enjoyed 
the fun; but as it told them plainly what they thought.about each other, they 
became very angry and one after another left the hotel in a fury. The matter 
soon became known and crowds of people came to ask questions. Those who 
received answers became angry because it told them the truth; those who did 
not receive any answer said it was a swindle devised by Antonio. The clergy 
heard of it and said as usual that it was the work of the devil. The Capucines 
came to exorcise the statue; but did not improve the state of things. They 
then excommunicated Antonio and nearly ruined his trade. Had he not 
removed the statue in time, he would have been either killed or would have had 
to leave the town. It is said that he succeeded in selling it to a German 
professor. I t cost him a great deal of money to become reconciled with the church 
and to hush up the matter. 

Suc~ was the account which Pancho received from the editor, but all his 
attempts to find out the name and address of that German professor were 
unsuccessful. The professor was evidently only a traveller in Italy and had 
probably returned home. 

The disappearance of the Image had not only caused a public excitement in 
Africa, but the newspapers in Europe also took notice of it and gave many 
garbled accounts of it, not one of which was correct. Thus one of the leading 
Italian journals contained the following article, translated from a London 
paper: 

CI A daring robbery in a Buddhist temple. 
CI Information has· been received from Africa that a Buddhist temple at Urur 

has been robbed of one of its most valuable relics, the statue of a goddess. It 
appears that a European by the name of"-(here Pancho's name was given in 
full)-CC took up' his residence in the vicinity of the temple and entering the 
Shrine without being observed carried away the idol, said to be of inestimable 
value, it being made up of one single block of amethyst set with rubies and 
diamonds. It is reported that he made his escape on a steamer going to Naples. 
D~tectives are on his track." 

FRANZ HARTMANN, M.D. 

I T(J lie continued.) 
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VISIONS IN THE CRYSTAL. 

I. 

A BEAUTIFUL woman lies dreamily gazing from out an open .a. window. The moonbeams pour through ar.d envelop her in a 
luminous sulphur flood. Beautiful she is, with that indescribable 

grace that eclipses beauty, that is inseparable from high breeding and 
courage. She is the spirit of love, which hides itself deep down in her 
fathomless eyes, sea-grey, opaline, mystic, like the shimmering moon
stones that encircle her ebon hair. Her delicate features are set and 
still, like a chiselled cameo, or a Greek head on an ancient coin. 

A robe of pale grey velvet imprisons her, held tight by an ancient 
silver girdle. Like a weird grey mist she lies, the wraith of some stately 
Egyptian, sphinx-like and mystic. Below, calm as death, stretches the 
ocean, the moon's reflection, like a silvern serpent, spanning the horizon 
to the white shore. Faintly green shine the stars, through the languid 
veil of night. Now and again comes floating a strange and eerie note 
of music, wild and weird as a sea-bird's cry. The world lies hushed 
like a dreamy lotus-flower, sleepy with the intoxication of its own 
perfume. As the woman looks, a dusky hand is laid on the casement, 
and clasping hers, a gorgeously-dressed Eastern draws himself into the 
room. 

His dark face is of superb beauty, his flashing eyes kindle like live 
coals, and pierce the semi-gloom. Jewels glitter and flash on his scarlet 
dress, in his hands he holds the keys which unlock the world's pleasures. 
His step is subtle and soft as a panther. Around his head hovers an 
aura of blood-red hue. .. He is .. Illusion" .. MAYA," the genius of 
spiritual death, subtle, seductive, enthralling, the embodiment of the de
scent from the region of spirit to that of matter. Suddenly the heavy silken 
draperies part, and a girl enters of magnificent physique, with a halo of 
red gold hair about her earnest, spiritual face. She wears no orna
ment of any kind, for hers is the radiance of the heavens. Her name is 
., Truth," and truth is for spirit only. 

The flowing transparencies of her draperies disclose the symmetry of 
the perfect form beneath. 

With slow and stately tread she advances to the woman in grey. She 
throws her strong young arms about her, and the golden aura from her 
auburn hair blends with the faint grey haze encircling the other. The 
earnest, fervent gaze, from her blue eyes, pierces deep down into the soul 
of .. Love" and awakens there a tremulous echo which thrills her very 
being, like a living crystal flame. The clasp of her encircling arms 
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kindles a fierce magnetic strength, and the slender form of " Love .• 
trembles and sways under the electricity of her powerful magnetism. 
The silver thread of pure intuition seems magnetically attached to in
tellect, in the power of true religion, for" there is no religion higher than 
truth." 

The three confront each other, the silence of a sleeping world is 
without. The heavy Eastern perfumes clog the air within by their 
overpowering seductiveness. The room is Oriental in its brilliant mag
nificence, and appears to partake of all worlds. The simple elegancies 
of Persia blend with the quainter characteristics of Japan. Kaga jars 
and great creamy Satsuma bowls, gorgeous Eastern plaques, ornaments 
of gold and silver, and the rude potteries of Burmah, Giant gourds and 
the coarse ceramics of the savage, the heavy carvings of the Eastern 
deities, and the barbarisms of the South Seas. Exquisite bronzes, and 
the enamels of Cloisonne, tables lacquered and inlaid, brasses, and 
billowy silken divans, all the rich luxuriance of the Orient, blended in a 
varied maze of dazzling colour. 

The Eastern advances into the middle of the room, and raises a rod 
carved with the three serpents or tempters, who seduce the inward 
reality to abandon itself to outward appearances, and accept the symbols 
for the verity. With this he draws the eternal circle, whereon gleam the 
seven sacred planets. 

Suddenly a blind slave, "Sin," the servant of" Illusion," enters, naked. 
save for a cloth of gold about his loins, unutterable misery stamped 
upon the darkness of his visage. With a low obeisance, he offers round 
a dish of gold, whereon lie three "hubble-bubbles," filled with many 
grains of haschisch. 

They each choose one. The girl crosses the room and lies down on a 
low divan. The woman in grey sinks amongst the pillows of a tawny 
couch. The Eastern goes round and lights the pipe of each, with the 
glittering magnetism streaming from his slender, supple fingers. They 
smoke in silence-the Karma of each sweet life. For a moment the 
girl sleeps peacefully, whilst "Love" lies with eyes half -cl~ed, in 
semi half-restless consciousness. For a moment the Eastern stands 
gazing down upon '~Truth," then mutters, "She is safe," and bends 
down with his arms about the lissom form of the woman in grey. She 
is but half asleep, but she turns and rests her head upon his breast. 
And he sees it is the flower of fearless innocence that has blossomed in 
her beautiful breast, and looking into her eyes, he sees a lily reflected in 
their opal depths. Fortified by the crystal purity of" Truth," she knows 
not, fears not, evil, and in anger he throws a bean into the world circle. 
and, behold I a lamb and a dove appear. And the dove of spiritual 
intelligence flutters to the shoulder of " Love," where he finds a peaceful 
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abiding place. And the lamb lays its head upon the breast of" Truth," 
having no will of his own, but doing the will of the Father. "Love" 
looks up into the gleaming orbs of " Illusion," and asks, "Show me thy 
treasures, I long to taste of them." Then vision after vision of exceed
ing beauty pass before her eyes. 

"A paradise of vaulted bowers 
Lit by downward-gazing flowers." 

Thickets of flowering trees, and verdant glades. Sparkling streams, 
vineyards, and rosy bowers. Luxuriant halls, draped in Grecian stuffo;, 
ami the shimmer of jewels, silver and gold. And through the halls come 
singing houris, lovely as those in Mahommed's paradise, seductive, and 
intoxicating as the sparkling wine in the jewelled goblets. Pleasure and 
joy breathing from out the soft-stringed lutes and silver-chorded harps. 
The melodious song of birds, the murmur of living streams. 

But" Love" turns away her head, and murmurs "I thirst, give me to 
drink but the crystal purity of water." And" Illusion" is angered 
again, and casts yet more grains into the pipe, and a tornado crashes 
through the temple halls and the voices of singing die away in a long
wail of anguish. And clouds of yellow dust arise and the storm breaks 
and bends the marble piIIars like reeds, and great rocks slide roaring and 
hissing down into the valley. Beautiful pitiless eyes looking out of 
amber clouds, and the blood-red sun sinks behind the arid desert, where 
lie the bald bleared skulls of former worlds rotting in the scorching
glare. The sands drift over the marble temples, where the" Logos II is 
hidden and obliterated, but not for ever, and a whirlwind of glittering 
minerals and ores fall around into the mo~ning sea, and the divine spark 
flickers and then goes out. Then the woman crouches low, her hands 
like pink-lined shells, crossed upon her breast, she bends her slender 
neck before the fury of the storm. And she says, " It wiII surely pass 
and Love can endure," her eyes wandering with unutterable trust' and 
tenderness to where lies" Truth." But she sleeps on, having passed long 
since the World's allurements. But as "Love" is steadfast and can 
endure, and does not stretch forth her hands to grasp II Illusion," the 
Eastern rises and worships her as he would the genius of Wisdom, 
power, and truth, the Spirit of God. He fastens a necklace of gems 
about her slender throat, with stones of various colours, wherein mingle 
the topaz and the sky-coloured sapphire, and disappears before the 
coming dawn. And the glittering Planets upon the World Circle begin 
to fade out and leave only Wisdom, Sanctity and Love, which is the 
sphere of Mind wherein Mercury (Intelligence) and Venus (Love), are 
united. For God is Love, and Love conquers the World. 
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II. 

THE UNSEEN. 

AMOTHER knelt by the bed, on which lay her dying boy. Her 
A face buried in the covering, showed nothing but the crown of the 

golden head. Now and again her shoulders shook with the 
anguish of her sobs. All that constituted her earthly happiness lay 
there, momently growing more stiff and stark; soon to be an empty 
shell, an illusion, a mask. Around the child hovered a grey, shroud-like 
ether" a faint blue shadow floated above the head, growing each moment 
more perfect in shape with each faint, dying sigh. From out the ethereal 
haze appeared a bright and beautiful face, smooth and fair, like a pic
tured angel, and as the last gasping sigh echoed through the room, the 
shadowy astral form was perfected and fluttered softly up into the land 
of shadows, amid the myriad presences that hovered through the room. 
In the corners, amongst the carven oak, crouched shapely shadows, a 
grey obscurity veiling the painted ceiling. The last fires of evening 
threw gorgeous prisms from the stained windows, where the stately 
cardinal stood with the uplifted finger of Rome. The cherub faces 
filling in the corners smiled mournfully, and encircled with an aura of 
gold the dying head. The castle was wrapped in a solemn hush 
save when the impatient gusts swirled round the gables, or the hollow 
voices of the spirits of unrest called plaintively-some singing, some 
sighing. 

The draught filtered through the old oak carvings, mournfully swayed 
the faded purple velvet of the state bed, whereon in tarnished gold the 
quarterings were emblazoned. 

Outside, the setting sun had slashed the horizon with streaks of blood, 
and luminous sulphur. Slowly, before the woman's eyes, arose the 
visions of the past-the vague and lofty aspirations of the soul-the 
fervid fever of unanswered prayer, the icy chill of her marriage vows, 
that seemed to peal and vibrate through the oaken roof of the old church 
at home. The living death of the succeeding years, until this one great 
star arose from out the dead hearth of her life, shone for awhile, and 
then set for ever. Faces, long dead and forgotten, arose once more in 
stately resurrection, and smiled or frowned down upon her. Every mile
stone of the past seemed to have the years written in ~re. Before her 
stretched veiled futurity, pointing out the blood-red plans of life. Hark! 
Listen! Gently from out the gloom steal solemn strains of music, as with 
a grand, tumultuous swell peals forth the organ from the chapel, in a 
solemn mass for the dead. The woman raised her set, white face and 
listened. The room was now in darkness, save where a wan moon lit 
up a smirking court dame, or a mailed warrior, and drew gleams from 
the silken hangings upon the walls. But as she gazed a luminous haze 
seemed to envelope all in a mystic radiance, and she beheld before her a 
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thousand aerial phantoms, marching in stately tread. The solemn 
cadence reverberated through the gloom, and the shadowy host moved 
in perfect accord with the theme. Slowly the solemn chords crashed 
out and branched into plaintive wailings, and the multitudinous 
shadowy forms danced eerily in their black, funereal garb. A wild burst 
of sounding grief floated through the room, dying off in an eerie. 
sobbing sigh. 

Whilst the woman listened to the grandeur of the crashing chords 
wrung from the organ, she saw her boy hovering above her, only more 
glorified, more spiritual, more perfect, than she had ever known him. 
The body lay on the bed, but the spirit stood before her. And her eyes 
were opened and she beheld that he smiled with ineffable sweetness. 
And she asked herself as she gazed in rapture, •• Can this be purgatory? 
this wondrous astral world wherein my son now rests?" His soul 
purified from all its astral dross stood glorified, in glittering, snowy light 
surrounded by the crystal purity of the spirits that enshrine the innocent 
as with a halo. Around, and yet apart, hovered shades of every form and 
kind, some more material, some more ethereal. Empty formless shells of 
those departed into" Devachan." Restless shadows and electric vapours, 
all blended in one ever-changing, restless, multicoloured maze. Now they 
shaped themselves, and again dissolved into ether. For a second a 
shadowy face appeared, but ere the eye could mark, had vanished. 
Blood - curdling, horrible, thrilling faces gazing down with intensest 
craving for earthly re-incarnation. Mournful visages with a horrible 
fascination, dark with unsatisfied longing, alive in all but the body, gene
rating new "Karma," and panting for the earth life. Streaming on 
rushed the "elementals" from all worlds, some gross, some spiritual, 
some radiant, some seraphic, spirits old in this earth life, ready for the 
future changes, visions of surpassing beauty, God-like, lovely. Children 
who have known no evil ready for the earth once more. The unspiritual 
sage with brow knit down, dull, weary, dead to life and hope and joy. 
Fiends of hideous visage, thrusting themselves from out blood - red 
vapourous fire-mists, the thoughtless maiden, the careless youth, the 
ascetic monk, the saintly nun, types of every form and kind, heavenly, 
grotesque, hellish, satanic. Tongues of ruby fire, and silvern electric 
flashes. Infant-angel faces, fiends with lovely forms, saintly visages with 
devil's bodies, writhing in ghastly confusion in the Astral light. And a 
great fear of the unknown rushed over the woman, as the deep loneli
ness of earth encompassed her around, and with a low wail of great 
agony, she stretched forth her arms crying: "Oh blessed Mary I Mother 
of Christ! I ask thee give me back my child." But a triumphant plean of 
aerial voices, floating along the life-wave, drowned her cry. With a 
smile her angel boy faded into the silver clouds, and as the woman sank 
down into unconsciousness, a vision of the future now become impossible 
passed before her. 
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A small oak wainscotted apartment lit by fluttering candles i a weird, 
cold dawn, struggling in through the chinks of the shutters. By the 
table two forms sit playing, gambling. The one her dead child, grown 
to man's estate, flushed, haggard of face, and reckless. The other 
a woman she does not know, with a hectic spot on either cheek and a 
hard glitter in her eyes. The play goes on, the woman is gaining, her gaze 
is concentrated upon the cards. She stakes for the last time, and wins. 
The man rises roughly and dashes the cards upon the table, making the 
glasses rattle and dance. The woman rises too, with a low laugh of 
triumph on her beautiful mouth. He sends a warning look as she comes 
to his side. She looks into his eyes, with a cruel gleam in hers, afld in 
an instant his hand is on her throat. He forces her down, down, whilst 
around him wildly dance in mad career the demons of crime and lust. 
Her face grows dark, and ever darker, as his clutch grows ever tight and 
closer, for a devil is at his elbow. A wild gurgle, a long, low, stifled 
shriek. The cry awakes the fainting mother, cold and lifeless. The 
chill day is at hand, and the dawn maidens usher in the light, making 
pale the candles which are burning at the feet and head of the dead. 

VIOLET CHAMBERS, F.T.S. 

FRATERNIT AS. 

~ OUNTESS WACHTMEISTER, Dr. Pioda, Prof. Thurman, and Dr. 
U Hartmann, have a work in hand which promises well. They are organis-

ing a company, with a capit:d of 50,000 francs in 500 francs shares, to build 
and maintain a Theosophical House of Retreat, upon a hill overlooking Locarno, 
in Switzerland, whither students of Theosophy and Occultism may betake 
them.,elves to pursue their work, far from all distractions. The shares are to 
bear no interest, any profits to be used in offering hospitality, gratuitous or on 
lowered terms, to earnest but impecunious Theosophists. Dr. Pioda has given 
the land on which the house is to be built, and a beginning will be made as soon 
as the funds have been subscribed. A fifth of the capital is to be kept in hand for 
preliminary expenses, and as soon as the house is built and furnished, a share
holders' meeting will be called to receive the report of the interim committee. At 
this meeting the proposed rules of the Society, to be called" Fraternitas," will be 
submitted to the shareholders, decisions being taken by vote. Each share carries 
a vote, and absent shareholders may delegate their powers to any of the share
holders present at the meeting, but no one shareholder must hold more than a 
fifth of the voting power of the meeting. The share list will close on December 
31, 1889, and as soon as a sufficient number of signatures have been received, 
the secretary will send out the first call. Communications should be addressed 
to the Hon.-Scc., Dr. (jur.) A. Pioda, F. T. S., Locarno, Switzerland. 

We wish the scheme all success, if it can be carried out in the spirit of the 
Prospectus. 
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WHY I BECAME A THEOSOPHIST. 

At the condllsion of Mrs. Besanfs lecture on tire above subject reported in our 
August number, the following debate took place.-[ED.] 

m HE Chairman having invited questions or speeches which he said must be 
JI1. in opposition and very brief 

A gentJeman asked why Mrs. Bcsant as a Theosophist, in spite of the 
enormous mass of evidence from men like Crookes and others, denied the 
possibility of the existence of disembodied spirits. On more than one occasion 
he had seen and been touched by a person he knew to be dead, and there could 
be no question of imposture at all. Then as to reincarnation, what was the use 
of it if they did not remember their previous experiences? 

MRS. BESA:>lT: The first question is why I do not believe the evidences of 
what is generally called spiritualism. My reason is, that in my opinion in
vestigation has completely broken down the theory of it being a disembodied 
spirit of the dead who was attending the seances. I have done a good deal in 
that way by personal investigatIOn. I have been to a few seances, I made a 
number of experiments, and in a few cases I got a great many results. I did 
not find, putting the whole of them together, that they led in the direction of 
the presence of disembodied souls. Sometimes the things said were absolutely 
untrue, sometimes the statements when verified did not work out. Sometimes 
they did. I came to the conclusion, after patient investigation, that the 
phenomena fell rather under the head of magnetism and thought transference, 
with probably the working of some forces outsideJ which I did not understand, 
but which I was not going to call disembodied spirits of the dead until I had 
definite proof. The Theosophists explain those occurrences not as bein6 cases 
of disembodied spirits of the dead, but as being very often projections of some 
person who has mediumistic capacities. They put the view that it is not likely 
that spirits shall be at the mercy of everyone who wants to call them back to 
earth, so that they should be continually in trouble from the interruptions. To 
the other question asked I say: if you believe it is so, it will clearly be of this 
use, you would be extremely careful what you do now. Remember you would 
have to reap your harvest in the future, just as in many cases you do now, 
although you don't remember the whole of your past; and there is still brain 
record enough of the forgotten experience to guide you in your present actions. 
So, the Theosophist would say, you store up those experiences, and although 
you may have forgotten the exact circumstances, as you have forgotten so many 
facts, still there is the result of the experience which remains for your guidance; 
and so it is when the sleep of death takes the place of the sleep of night. 

Another gentleman wished to ask whether the lecturer believed that every 
human being had a distinct separate individualised soul or spirit, or as she said 
in her lecture, a disembodied soul: and whether those disembodied souls when 
they went from the body joined all together, or were they kept separate as in 
some Safe Deposit Company (Laughter). 
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MRS. BESANT: I am asked whether I believe that a disembodied soul is kept 
separate or goes into a mass after death. I thought I said very carefully I don't 
believe in a disembodied soul; but if the gentleman means do I believe that the 
individuality persists and is separated from other individualities, yes I do, 
because otherwise it is not individuality. The word implies separation. . 

The same gentleman asked what Mrs. Besant called that existence separated 
from all others when the body was buried and there was still persistence of indi
viduality. 

MRS. BESANT: I do not know that I can give it any other name except 
existence. It is a life under different conditions. 

Another enquirer asked whether Theosophy was a system suited and adapted 
to the needs and requirements of the human race, such as could be attained to 
and comprehended by the majority of a people; or was it not one which had 
been developed among mystics with more time on their hands than they knew 
what to do with, but where the conditions of the country were such as to 
develop the latent cunning, as well as the mysticism, which was in everyone. 

MRS. BESANT: Put shortly, what the gentleman asks is whether Theosophy 
is a system which can be grasped by the majority of people; whether it has not 
been developed in the East where people have more time on their hands than 
they have here, and where (I think, if I caught him rightly) there is more 
cunning. It is a system that in its broad outlines can be grasped by the majority 
In its more subtle philosophy it will always remain in the hands of the minority. 
That is the same with every philosophy and every scheme of religion. You 
may take out certain rules of conduct, but the speculative part which needs 
careful mental training must of course remain in the hand of those sufficiently 
educated to follow it. So that I should say it is available for the mass of people 
in its broad outline, but a large part of the philosophy would not be understood 
by them. 

Another gentleman wished to know where the Ego was between the periods 
of reincarnation. 

MRS. BEsANT: In a condition to which the nearest physical analogy would 
be that of sleep, the sleep with dreams. 

MR. KING in a long speech declared himself by profession an Atheist and one 
who had had a large amount of experience in mesmeric phenomena. As a 
scientific student he could only accept that of which he had proof, and what 
proof had Mrs. Besant given of the existence of an Ego? Because some 
hysterical women or men happened to see something which did not exist, which 
was explained in Huxley's Elementary Physiology, was that a proof that there 
was such a thing as an Ego which was only another word for soul? He 
honoured Mrs. Besant because she had done for Freethought what no other 
woman had done; but being pledged to Freethought himself he was bound to 
take up the cause of Freethought and Mrs. Besant must go. It would have 
been better far if the details of the Theosophical Society had been put before 
them. Where did the Egos come from? maybe some good woman and some 
good man joined and afterwards a little human being came into the world and it 
might be that the spirit cf the late Charles Peace had gone into it. Was not 
such a theory very remarkable, not to say ridiculous. What had Mrs. Besant 
given them? Beautiful words, poetry in prose, but no shadow of truth. 
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MRS. BEsANT: The last speaker said he never found among mesmeric 
experiments anything done which the human being in his normal state could not 
do. I can only put against his want (.f knowledge the enormous number of 
recorded and verified cases, which I certainly did not think it worth while to 
load my lecture with because they are familiar to everyone who has made a study 
of the subject at all. But if he has been the least successful, he must at least 
have found some phenomena very different from those of normal organisms. I 
have seen a person mesmerised having pins run into various parts of the body 
and remaining completely unconscious all the time. I don't fancy anybody in 
the normal condition would remain quiet while that operation was being per
formed (Laughter). But the gentleman says what proof is there of the existence 
of the Ego? I gave last week a very large number of cases in which explanation 
was lacking unless this Ego was supplied; when, in experimenting, you find 
that you can explain effect after effect by cause after cause, when you find that 
one effect remains always unexplained and one cause which does not seem 
to work out, when you have repeated that experiment over and over again, 
changing every condition except the one, then by the rules of logic you relate 
that one as cause to the effect. Practically that is the line of argument along \ 
which I went; I gave the effects last week for which no cause was apparent 
amongst the ordinary causes. I supplied this week the lacking cause, and 
showed that was at least a defensible hypothesis in face of the difficulties 
which were suggested. Then the gentleman showed he did not quite appreciate 
the whole argument, by referring to the well-known cases of illusion which are 
given in Huxley's Elementary Physiology. Those were cases of illusion of the 
eye, or of the ear, of which you may get dozens of cases with very slight bodily 
disorder. It is disorder of the senses, of the organ, seeing things where nothing 
existed. That throws no light on the phenomena I was putting to you. I dealt 
specially and carefully with psychical phenomena, not with physical ones. He 
answers me: the physical ones are to be found in a certain book and explained, 
therefore I am to accept an absent explanation of the psychical phenomena. 
Then I am told the gentleman does not appreciate the difference between a re
incarnating Ego and the transmigration of souls. The rough difference is this, 
although I thought it was pretty well known. In the transmigration of souls the 
soul is supposed to pass from human beings to animals; with the reincarnating 
Ego it is taken along a long chain of evolution in which the individual passes 
from stage to stage. It is taught that having once attained the human he cannot 
pass backwards out of it, but only onwards and upwards as we find evolution 
working around us on every side. Then the gentleman complained that I had 
not given enough details. I told you what I was specially concerned with, and 
that was about Theosophy rather than the Society into which, as I think you 
know, any one may pass without hecoming a Theosophist at all. I grant I have 
Dot given a very large number of details; as it was, I went considerably over my 
time. One has to take a subject as best one can, and one can only regret if the 
audience wishes one had gone on a different line. I am told that into a child 
born now might pass the soul of the late Charles Peace. No Theosophist would 
say so. An assertion of that sort shows quite naturally that the gentleman is not 
acquainted with what Theosophists teach on the subject. They always teach 
there is normally an immense period of time intervening between these different 
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earth lives, so that no such possibility would arise. Even supposing it might, I 
do not know that it would have been any more ludicrous or terrible than the 
effect of the physical inheritance from a murderer or thief, which foredooms a 
child to a life of shame, as we see every day amongst us in our present civiliza
tion (Cheers). Then I am told that the musical genius can write music without 
a knowledge of harmony. That does not tell me what the musical genius is. We 
can all use a word, but what we want in science is the explanation of the word. 
I know genius can do it, and I want to know how it is done; and my special 
reason for pressing that point was that knowledge of that kind means a certain 
education from the normal point of view, that is that the brain has received 
certain impressions and that those impressions come out in the actions of the 
individual. In this case there can have been no opportunity for the impressions 
at all, and the whole picture which was drawn about the generation of hydrogen 
does not help us in the least. I want to know what genius is and how it comes 
to pass that -the child's brain has knowledge which it does not acquire during the 
present existence. I want to know how it is possible it can have that, inasmuch 
as ideas cannot be transmitted by the ordinary physical parentage; you can only 
transmit brain formation by physical parentage, and that does not give know
ledge of laws of harmony. 

The Chairman announced that an Ex·Indian judge had sent up his card to 
say he wished to speak, and as we were on an Eastern subject he, the Chair
man, thought the audience might perhaps like to hear him. (Hear, hear.) 

The EX-JUDGE said he came from India where the subject of Theosophy had 
been well discussed, perhaps more so than it had been in this country. He had 
not the slightest intention of taking part in the discussion at that meeting, but 
when Mrs. Besant mentioned at the conclusion of her lecture that the whole 
subject of Theosophy would be thoroughly understood but by a minority, then 
it appeared to him pertinent to know what the component personages of that 
minority who undertook to teach them the subject were. In India Madame 
Blavatsky was supposed to be the high priestess of Theosophy, and through her 
Mr. Sinnett and Colonel Olcott became leading lights. If Madame Blavatsky 
was to be Otie of this minority, it behoved him, as an Indian, to put before the 
audience a few facts in connection with that lady. When Madame Blavatsky 
was in the height of her power certain accusations were brought against her by a 
person intimately associated with her in all the conjuring tricks to which Mrs. 
Besant had alluded, a lady named Madame Coulomb, an intimate friend of 
Madame Blavatsky. She was approached by a body of Christian missionaries in 
India, who knew Madame Coulomb was in possession of certain information 
regarding Madame Blavatsky which would go to her discredit They succeeded 
in their object and Madame Coulomb not only made statements but produced 
documents and swore they were written by Madame Blavatsky. What did those 
letters contain? They went to show that there were pre-arrangements between 
Madame Blavatsky and Madame Coulomb by which certain phenomena which 
were intended to be brought about at some future time were beforehand ar
ranged. A body of psychical investigators sent over a gentleman to investigate 
the question, and he decided that certain manipUlations had been indulged in 
by which these phenomena were brought about. Madame Blavatsky was accused 
in mystic periodicals times without number and was also given an opportunity 
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to ptosecute Madame Coulomb for these letters. (A Voice, "That is a gross 
mis-statement.") The charges were serious. Madame Blavatsky had the oppor
tunity to prosecute, but did not avail herself of it, and it was thought necessary 
that an independent body should sift the whole matter. An English gentleman 
belonging to the judicial service of Madras was appointed to examine the letters, 
and make his own report to the spiritualist body who had selected him. The 
sum and substance of his views was that Madame Blavatsky was guilty, so to 
say, of tricks. The question they had to put to themselves was if this great 
knowledge which Theosophy professed to disclose was confined in the first 
instance to a minority of which Madame Blavatsky was one, and to his own 
knowledge ~radame Blavatsky had imparted her knowledge to Mr. Sinnett and 
others j if all this knowledge had permeated through Madame Blavatsky, 
against whom such scandalous charges were levelled in India and which she 
W:,1.S called upon to meet and disprove in her own way, what did Madame 
Blavatsky do? She simply left the country" For the benefit of her health." 
He denounced this conduct as disloyalty to the truth which she professed to 
follow. He admired Mrs. Besant for her following of the truth through evil 
and good report j but he only mentioned her as so contrary to Madame 
Blavatsky. If it was true then that Madame Blavatsky's doctrines were tinctured 
by conjuring could they expect any intelligent being to follow her as long as 
that grave charge was impending against her. He thought not. The evidence 
against her was sufficient to go before a grand Jury, and certainly much stronger 
than the evidence was in the case of Mrs. Maybrick. In conclusion he said, 
.. If you skulk from investigation of this sort you surely bring discredit upon the 
doctrines which you teach." 

MRS- BESANT: There is a well known rule of law: "No case; abuse the 
plaintiff's attorney." The gentleman appears to have entirely followed that rule 
of law. I shall be compelled of course to follow him, although permit me to 
say at the outset that were all-the lies told about Madame Blavatsky as true as 
they are false, Theosophy would remain. I do not say she would not be dis
credited, but Theosophy does not rest alone on her, great and noble as her life 
has been. It would be a terrible shock to many of us who know her, and who 
knew these charges, and know them as well as the speaker. But I may give you 
now the other side. Madame Blavatsky is a Russian lady born of wealthy 
parents of high rank. She left Russia-having a strong desire to investigate the 
line of thought I have put to you to-day-giving up all the advantages she might 
have had, throwing aside all the ordinary enjoyments of life for the great desire 
to find out truth. Permit me to say to the gentleman who admires me so 
very much that he ought to extend some of this admiration to this lady who gave 
up far more than I did (Cheers and slight interruption from the ex-judge). I 
listened in silence, absolute silence, to words spoken against a woman who is 
very dear to me, and I will ask the gentleman to listen to me in the same 
silence. Madame Blavatsky found the truth she sought, and she began to teach 
it, as honest people do when they believe they have found the truth. Amongst 
others who came to her near the close of her stay, there were two people, M. and 
Madame Coulomb. They were destitute and they were starving. She took them 
in, fed them and sheltered them, placed them in a position of half housekeeper, 
half friend, in her ?ouse. She kept them there for a considerable time. After 
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a while she was called away from India to Europe. She left the keys of her 
room with these people. They apparently thought they had got all out of her 
they could, and some mis-behaviour of theirs had already made their tenure of 
office doubtful. Christian missionaries approached them and offered them money if 
they would fabricate charges which would discredit Madame Blavatsky in the eyes 
of the world. Naturally they hated her, for she worked against the missionaries 
in India, and they were maddened with the success she had had. What Chris
tian missionaries can do in the way of scoundrelly conduct, bribing servants, 
&c., you, who have some knowledge about similar people here can imagine. The 
Coulombs earned their money." I do not mind giving the details which the 
speaker did not appear to like to give. They made up a story about a 
shrine in the house which had a false back to it. They made up stories 
about men who went about with bladders on their heads and pretended to 
be the masters. Rather curious that about the walking bladders, but such 
stories are told when missionaries' money is wanted. The Psychical Research 
Society was interested in these phenomena, but it was not that body which 
examined; it was one young man, Mr. Hodgson, a smart young man but ,·oung. 
He went out and investigated these stories, and he found what he was sent 
to find. I have read his report very carefully, all of it, and weighed it. I found 
evidence that the back of this cupboard which was supposed to have been 
there was evidently newly made, and the doors in it moved with such diffi
culty that it took a man's strength to move them although they were all 
supposed to be sliding backwards and forwards repeatedly. I found the 
whole story rests on the unsupported evidence of these two people, purchased 
by Christian missionaries in order to discredit a Theological antagonist. 
But then we have got the Indian judge, who gives it as his opinion that the 
letters were authentic. 

The EX-JUDGE: I simply said they were alleged to be hers. 
MRS. BESANT: Then I can hardly see what is his reason for bringing forward 

evidence into which he has not searched. I understand exposing a fraud, but 
you ought to examine, and you ought not, where you know a woman is un
popular, to take third-rate evidence about letters, give it forth as if it was 
true, and then come forward and say "I did not say it." What were those 
letters? Letters that bore forgery on their very face. Letters that no woman 
of ordinary intelligence could possibly have written to a person in Madame 
Coulomb's position. Letters that would show Madame Blavatsky to be a fool. 
The very man who brought the charges against her, says she is the very 
greatest impostor history has ever known, a woman of marvellous skill. Such a 
woman does not write perfectly silly letters and send those letters through the post, 
knowing, that, as she was suspected of being a Russian agent, they might be opened 
and published to the world. There are some things rather too silly. Then we 
are asked why didn't she prosecute. It might have been at least fair if this 
gentleman had told you that it is one of the rules of Theosophy, that you must 
not use your power merely to defend yourself. (Laughter.) Permit me to say 
there is nothing laughable in that. You may not have the courage to do it, you 

* The Coulombs" earned their money." well. this is undeniable. But that they never got iJ a/I is as 
undeniable; those who had not scrupled to bribe. did not stop at che.'\ting pecple who had so well 
leTVed them.-(ED.] 
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may not have the heroism, but there is nothing greater than those who can 
stand attack and remain silent under it. (Loud applause.) She believes it to 
be right and she was bound to follow it, whether it injured her or brought her 
good. Not only so; but had I been beside her, I should have advised her to 
treat it with silent contempt, as I have done in similar cases over and over again. 
The gentleman has been good enough to say he has heard nothing against me. 
Well, he could not have been much amongst Christian Evidence people (laughter) 
or amongst the friends of the Christian missionaries who slandered Madame 
Blavatsky. I have heard much worse things said about me. I have been accused 
of the vilest life a woman can lead. Have I prosecuted? No. A strong 
woman and a good woman knows that her life is enough to live down slander. 
(Loud applause.) ~Iadame Blavatsky would no more prosecute this woman than 
I would prosecute Tarry or Goodship. There is one other piece of evidence 
the last speaker did not bring forward, and that was the evidence of the experts 
about the resemblance of the writing of Madame BJavatsky to that of some of 
the masters. When the letters were first submitted, they said there was no likeness, 
and it was only a long time afterwards they said the writings were in the same 
hand 

Friends, I am almost ashamed to have to deal with a question like this in a 
debate on a lecture in which I dealt not with personalities, but with a theory of 
the universe, which, right or wrong, is worthy of consideration; but I could not 
hear a friend slandered without showing how base the slanders were, and I tell 
you I read that account very carefully, all that had been said, and gave it the 
best thought I could, and the day after I read it I went and joined the Theo
sophical Society. (Cheers.) I wanted to know the worst that had been said 
against Madame Blavatsky, I wanted to read the strongest attack. You may 
judge how strong I felt it to be when I joined the Society the day after I read it, 
and the result of that attack has been on many minds the same. The Society 
has grown stronger since it was published. From all parts of the world people 
have shown the Christian missionary people what they thought of it. I say to 
you, from personal experience, of all the persons I have met I know no life more 
laborious, more earnest, more self-sacrificing and more devoted than the life of 
Madame Blavatsky. This gentleman says, why did she leave India? I answer 
because she was dying. I have seen her, and she is still now weak and feeble, and 
will be all her life. She has ruined her health in the work she has done. It is 
a poor cause which cannot enter into argument except by attacking an individual, 
and there is not much likelihood of finding truth if the few people in the search 
for it merely take third-hand evidence, and then, before a great audience like 
this, throw mud broadcast in the hope that some of it may stick. 

[The audience, by their applause, seemed to endorse this defence, and then 
the meeting dispersed]. 

A proof is better than an argument. 
The truth fioats on the surface of lies. 
He who does not recognise bread and salt is worse than a dog. 

(Turkis;' Proz,'eros.) 
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ttbe Sstral plague anl) looking-Glass. 
HOW SOME PEOPLE THINK THE SHADOWS OF THEMSELVES ARE OTHER FOLKS. 

I! SYSTEM of thought, new to the Western hemisphere, but old as the 
~ world itself, embracing in one synthesis religion, science and philo-

sophy, is brought before our notice and claimed by its introducer to 
have been received from certain sources. It succeeds in arousing wide interest, 
in creating a new train of ideas, in attracting the attention of men and women 
of the most diverse nationalities, beliefs, tastes, gifts and attainments in every 
part of the civilized globe. And this simply in its broad outlines, by its ideas 
and innate force. 

The introducer of the system says: CI This is not my invention. I was taught 
it by others; neither do I know it in its entirety nor its last word. But even if 
you think me a deceiver, there's the system. Judge it on its own merits. 
What you have is but a sketch; work out the details for yourselves." 

The study is fascinating even for the superficial, and the curiosity of numbers 
is fiercely aroused. They would give worlds to know all, to work out the ideas 
in externals. CI The key is within you," says the system. That was the great 
difficulty. Few could understand it. " If we had only a scientific primer with 
easy experiments! " they cried. 

So there was a great demand for primers, and trade became brisk; and some 
worked it out this way, and some that, and there was a great disputing. And 
some clever but unscrupulous persons who did not love their brother students, 
arose and worked it out to their own satisfaction; plausibly enough to all 
seeming, but cunningly devised to pander to the ambitions and desires of the 
curious ignorant; and howled that they were greater, wiser, purer, better far 
than the original teachers, nay were the only true guides. 

So these precocious and uninvited pupils set up a school of their own, and 
in the delirium of the plague which had now obtained firm hold upon them, 
began to spread abroad the insane charge that their late brother students in the 
original school were but poor dolts and weak past mentioning, and the teachers 
iniquitous depraved Satanities. 

Perhaps it had not been so totally unpardonable if the system of these pre
tenders had been new and borne the stamp of essential difference from the 
school in which these ignoramuses had been such sorry outside surface pupils. 
That, however was beyond their attainments: they could not construct, they 
could but throw into confusion, destroy. Therefore with subtle ingenuity they 
stole and plagiarised, heaping together gold and silver, brass and iron and 
abominations, and threw over it a cloak of specious fascination and decent 
exterior. And by flattering the race-prejudices, pride, persons and presumptions 
of their victims, drew an eager crowd of flies around the garbage-bin which they 
had smeared with the sweet adulterated honey of falsehood and self-deception. 

One thing alone they could not hide: abominations, as is their wont, must 
putrify, and the odour which thus arose, was most unsavoury. 
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The following is an extract from the New York Path of August: 
II THE LIGHT OF EGYPT," 

OR THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL AND THE STARS. 

Some few years ago was started (about 1884) an order called IC H. B. of L" 
--or Hindu, Hermetic, or Hibernian Brotherhood of Luxor, as one may choose 
-which, under pledge of secrecy, pretended to give occult information and 
teaching to its members. The IC private secretary" of this was Mr. T. H. 
Burgoyne, of whom a short biography has hitherto been written. The instruc
tions were to be free. In August 1887, a circular was received by the memberS 
of the order reading thus : 

"To THE AMERICAN MEMBERS OF THE H. B. OF L 
Dear and Esteemed-" 
[The first paragraph, for which we have no room, stated that because the 

order was not sufficiently united the Private Secretary had determined upon a 
plan of instruction, and then proceeds. ED. ] 

"Those members who have read and thought upon the work just issued to 
them, The Mysteries 01 Eros, will see that I have therein but briefly outlined 
a lew 01 tlu first prindples, as it were-the ALPHABET only--of Occultism. I 
am, therefore, preparing an elaborate course of lessons giving the theoretical and 
revealing the practical secrets of the science, which I am about to teach in con
nection with a series of lessons on the Andent Chaldean Astrology. This 
system of Chaldean Astrology constitutes the basic principles from which ALL 
t/odrines, theories, systems and practices radiate, and cannot be found in pub
lished works. I have thoroughly elucidated this science in the lessons, after 
eighteen years of incessant labour, study and practice." Apart also, from this 
senes of lessons, I have in preparation a Special Course upon Egyptian and 
Chaldean Magic, which will follow as a natural sequence. 

"The actual teaching alone, connected with these lessons, will absorb the whole 
of my time for at least twelve months, hence it is impossible for me to attempt 
this work without remuneration. I have, therefore, decided to form a Special 
Class within our Order, for those who desire this sublime knowledge. My 
terms to each will be $60 for the complete course, payable quarterly in advance 
(viz. $IS). Therefore, all wishing to subscribe will do me a special favour by 
sending their names at once, so as to enable me to make the necessary pre
parations. 

"In conclusion, I desire to impress upon each individual member who desires 
to attain unto actual imitation [so printed and altered to initIation in 10k. ED.] 
the great necessity of subscribing for this Elaborate Course in Occult Instruction, 
as these teachings are not simply metaphYSical speculations, but ACTUAL FACTS, 
each and all of which have been verified by actual expenences in the great astral 
soul·world of nature; further, each fact and theory advanced is issued with the 

* Tbisgu", must have begun then his .. incessant labour. study and practice" when ten years of 
age [?) For, in the" Extract from a report of the proceedings at the Leeds Borough Sessions in the 
LadJ Mercury of January 10, 1883," before us, we find that one Thomas Henry Dalton, later alitu 
d'Alton, alias Burgoyne, aliasCorrini, Stella," etc., etc., grocer, was in that year 27 years old. We 
have undeniable proofs corroborated by a photograph that the .. Burgoyne" of the" H. B. of L., .. 
Dalton the enterprising (grocer) of Leeds, and the author of TIfe LiglU of Eppt-helped of course by 
several others whom we know-are iilentical.-; Eo.l 
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knowledge, full consent and approval of our revered Masters, the Hermetic 
Adepts and guardians of 'The ~Visdom of the Ages.' 

Fraternally yours, 
T. H. BURGOYNE, 

Private Secretar)'. 
Address, P. O. Box ( ) Monterey, California. 

SYNOPSIS OF THE COMPLETE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION 
EMBRACED IN THE FOREGOING LETTER. 

PART I. 

OCCllLTISM AND HER:\IETIC PHILOSOPHY. 

" A full and complete course of twelve lessons, embracing the most arcane doc
trineS:of the Hermetic Wisdom. This course is subdivided into three principal 
divisions containing four lessons each. 

FIRST DIVISION. Containing" The Genesis." "The Alpha."-viz : 
I. " The Involution of Spirit." 
II. "The Evolution of Matter." 
III. "The Laws of Crystallization-the production 0/ Forms." 
IV. "The Origin of Life." 

SECO~D DIVISION. Containing" The World of Phenomena." "The 
Transition." 

V. " Reincarnation "-Its truths, its apparent truths, and its delu
SIons. 

VI. "The Hermetic Constitution of Man." Apparent contradictions 
recondled. 

VII. " Karma "-Its real truths revealed and its oriental delusions 
exposed. 

VIII. "Mediumship "-Its nature, laws and mysteries. 

THIRD DIVISIO~. Containing" The World of Realities." "The Omega." 
IX. "The Soul and its Attributes," and the method oj their un/old-

ment. 
X. " Mortality and Immortality," and the processes of its attainment. 
XI. "The Dark Satellite," and the laws of the soul's annihilation. 
XII. "The Triumph of the SouL" Adeptship-what it is, and hO'Ul 

attainable. 

N.B.-In the above lessons all argument or superfluous matter will be 
strictly omitted, and the laws, teachings and principles briefly and concisely 
stated. They will therefore contain the real gist and substance of what would 
otherwise be a very large book. The contents of Part I. contains about 100 pages. 
Part II, 260 pages. They will be dear lithographs 0/ the original, produced 
by "the A utO(OP)'tst." 

PART II. 

THE ASTRa-MASONIC SCIENCE OF THE STARS. 

"Embracing a most thorough and complete course of 2b lessons, containing 
an elaborate exposition of the arcane mysteries of ASTROLOGY, giving also, in 
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detai~ TIte Ancient ehaldean System of reading the stars. Scores of Horo&' 
copes (chiefly those of public and historical characters) will be given as examples 
to demonstrate the absolute truth of planetary influence, according to the laws 
and rules contained in these lessons. The student wiII then see for himself how 
we read the past, realize the present, and anticipate the future. 

PROGRAMME. 
" The lessons will be issued with strict regularity, as follows, on the first Monday 

of each month, commencing with October. One lesson of the Occult series will 
be issued, and all questions thereon answered during the interim. 

" Commencing upon the same date, the first lesson of the Astrological series 
will be issued and continued fortnightly. Consequently each student will receive 
one lesson upon Occult Philosophy and two lessons upon Astrology each month. 
The whole course occupying exactly one year." 

The private secretary signed all his letters to the order with the symbol found 
on the title page of "The Light of Egypt." An inspection shows that the book 
is mostly a reprint of the instructions which were "lithographs of the original 
produced by the Autocopyist." 

It will therefore be instructive to quote from the preface and give the table 
of contents of the "Light of Egypt." 

.. For nearly luJe"ty years * the writer has been deeply engaged investigating the hidden realms of 
occult force, and, as the results of these mystical labours were considered to be of great value and real 
lI'Orth by a few personal acquaintances ;vho were also seeking light, he was finally induced to con
dense, as far as practicable, the general results of these researches into a suus of lessons for private 
occult stud.,. This idea was ultimately carried out and put into external form; the whole, when com
pleted, presenting the dual aspects of occult lore as seen and realised in the soul and the stars, 
corresponding to the microcosm and the macrocosm of ancient Egypt and Cllaldtla and thus giving 
a brief epitome of Hermetic pltilosoplty. 

At the conclusion of the first part, we read-" We have written during the past IuJelw montiu 
probably as much as the ordinary human mind will be able to realise," 

PART I. 
SECTION I. 

THE GEliESIS OF LIFE. 

I. The Realm of Spirit, 
The Im'olution of the Divine Idea. 

II. The Realm of ~Iatter, 
Evolution and the Crystallisation of Force. 

III. The Origin of Physical Life, 
Progressh'e Expressions of Polarity. 

IV. The Mysteries of Sex. 
Differentiations of the Biune Spirit. 

SECTIOli II. 

THE TRAliSITION OF LIFE .. 

Incarnation and Re-incarnation, 
Its truths, Its Apparent truths, Its Delusions. 

The Hermetic Constitution uf Man, 
Principles versus Results. 
Contradictions Reconciled. 

111. Karma, 
I ts real nature and influence. 

IV. Mediumship, 
Its Universal Nature, Laws and Mysteries. 

* The italics are mine.-(G.R.S.~i.] By comparing them with the synopsis of the H.B. of L., just 
quoted the reader wi be edified. 
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SECTIOS III. 

THE REALITIES OF LIFE. 

I. The Soul, 
Its !\'ature and its Attributes. 

II. Mortality and Immortality, 
Nature's Processes. 
The Appearance and the Reality. 

III. The Dark .Satellite, 
The Sphere of Failure and Undeveloped Good. 

IV. The Triumph of the Human Soul, 
Adeptship, Its !IIature and Iww attainable. 

PART II. 
THE SciENCE OF THE STARS. 

To quote from the H. B. of L. instructions would be simply to reprint the 
"Light of Egypt." 

I 
It is interesting to notice that H. B. C., the private secretary of M. Theon 

the "Adept," signs himself with the identical" dilapidated swastica" of the 
"Author" of the "Light of Egypt." The object of the present paper is first 
of all to prove the source of the volume beyond refutation, and then to deal 
solely with the book itself and proye the perniciousness of its teachings. Bur
goyne, d'Alton, H. B. Corini, M. Theon, Stella the Astrologer &c. &c. (all these 
being permutations and combinations of aliases of persons unfortunately too 
well known by many of us), with their schemes, occasional forced retirements 
from public life, rapid change of residence, medlUmship and avowed practice of 
the foulest black magic, may be left to Karma. 

And what is this" Light" which presumption, with reiterated claims of know
ledge, professes to throw on the problem of being? 

"Where now, 0 Egypt, where are thy diviners and ordainers of the hour? 
.... Thou shalt not, therefore, know what the Lord Sabaoth shall do. For 
this Egypt is the inefficacious Hyle." 

Throughout the whole book the claim of having verified their assertions by 
actual experiment is again and again brought forward. 

We recognize here the disease which has overtaken so many who have con
tacted the Astral Light. Do they not know that there are states far more mate
rial still than this external world of ours ? 

The skeleton of their body of doctrine is plagiarized wholesale from what they 
understand of Eastern cosmogenesis.· We read of (Re) incarnation, Karma, 
septenary rounds, principles, races, &c., the eighth sphere, cyclic progression, 
involution, evolution, the One Life and its two aspects, &c., &C'. But what a 
tangled skein they have made of it I The threads are all thrown into inextri
c.'\ble confusion, and the spirit of the original giyes place to excuses for the 
exercise of passion and indulgence. On this framework are patched together 

r scraps from Swedenborg, the Perfeel TVa)', the works of Lake Harris, and pre
eminently of the P. B. Randolph school, making, as a unity, I know not what sorry 
olla podrida of absurdities and obscenities. The word" obscenity" may perhaps 

* In the H. B. of 1.. instructions (1814) wc find a statement that the Races and Rounds are not 
taken from Mr. Sinnett's Esoteric Buddhism, but were written by a young student in 1882. Granting 
this to be true, which is by no means sure, the Frolg_,,/s of Occult Trutlu published in the Tluosop4ist 
since 1881, containing the substance of Esote";" ONd""is_, may account for the fact. 
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startle the general reader of the volume under examination. The public exposi
tion of their " Love" doctrine has been made in such generally guarded language 
that it may well deceive those who read in good faith and without a knowledge 
of the authors and their "secrets." We hope, however, to enlighten the public 
on some of these "mysteries." 

Two subjects will be sufficient examples of their method. (i) Reincarnation 
and (ii) Karma. 

(i)" In no case does the soul mon.'Ui commence as a mineral and attain unto the animal or human 
upon the same planet, but it becomes latent on each alternate orb. For instance, the mineral atoms 
upon this earth will undergo a purely impersonal cycle upon Venus (/) * which is their next spht'xe, 
and then b.:come incarnated within the vegetable circuit upon the next planet, and so on; while the 
mineral atoms of the planet Mars (/) when they reach this planet, are purely impersonal beings and 
do not incarnate here as objective forms, but pass their cycle in the astral spaces, then enter material 
conditions again upon Venus." 

" The talented author of 'Art Magic' and 'Ghost Land,' who for ,ears had investigated the 
w.rious unseen realms of life for himself, gives the world the brief results of his life-lanK research in 
the latter work. Speaking upon re-incarnation the writer says: 'To my diJn apprehension, and in 
view of my long yea.rs of wandering through spirit spheres, where teaching spirits and blessed angels 
guided my soul's ardent explorations, this brief summary of pre-existent states explains nlI that the 
re-incarnationists have laboured so sedulously to theorize upon. • • • llu universal and reiterated 
assertion 0/ myriads 0/ spirits in every stap of a propessive beyond, convinced me there was DO return 
to mortal birth, no retrogression in the scale of cosmic being, as a relurn to material incarnations un
dlJubtedly would M,t and aU the demands of progress, justice and adYancement, are supplied by the 
opportunities offered the soul in the sphere of spiritual existence ... 

Oh the Summerland, the harps and streets of gold I But why should the 
author who elsewhere insists on the Cyclic law of progression, quote the opinion 
of his" adept" friend to support his pet theory. 

Is this the materializing of the spiritual or not? To this there can be but 
one answer. If such chaos-makers could have their own way, they would poison 
the pure spiritual state with the mephitic exhalations of their passionate lower 
natures, and make a" Hell" of "Heaven." If they could have comprehended 
the idea of the word plane or sensed the mystic meaning of the term planet, they 
would never have been guilty of such" inversive" delusion, or have so bedaubed 
the pure garments of spirit with the mire of matter. 

As long as an attraction to the material exists so long will the monad return 
under the Law. These, on the contrary, would project the gross matter of 
their lower natures, unpurified, into the realm of Spirit. It is true that the Fixed 
must be transformed into the Volatile. But many processes and many days 
are necessary for the transformation, and every atom must be transmuted, the 
operator continually watching and aiding the Great Work. And this he must 
do alone. And, therefore, must he sleep and wake again and again returning to 
the task. 

All such material schemes have an attraction for surface-skimmers, as present
ing a mind-picture which the vulgar can easily follow. This is not the method of 
true Occultism. The mystery of Man can never be told in words. One facet 
only at a time of the Stone of the Philosophers can be glimpsed at. Its unity 
must be sensed by the spirit. 

(ii). Karma for Theosophists is a law affecting both spirit and matter. The 
School of Misrepresentation informs us that we believe that 

.. The Italics in all quotlltions are mine.-[G.R.S.M.] 
t The "Adept" apparently places planes one above another and traces progress in a straight 

line [1]. 
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.. Karma at death remains somewhere or other down upon the astral planes of the planet, like an 
avenging riemon, waitmg anxiously for the period of Devachanic happiness to come to an end, in 
order to re-project the poor unfortunate soul once more into the m:!.gnetic vortices of material in
carnation, where, with its load of bad Karm~ hanging like a mill-stone round its neck, it will, in all 
human probability, generate a still greater load of this theological dogma, and, consequently, at each 
re-birth it wi1l1sink deeper, unless the spiritual Ego can bring it to some consciousness of its fearfully 
sinful st<'lte." 

This will be news for most of us. Surely we live and learn (mostly lies) ! 
Now hear what comfortable words the·" Hermetic" doctrine teaches. 

.. Karma is not an active principle, but, on the contrary, it is a crystalliudforce." 

.. Karma is lite offsprinK of every/kinK . ••• Races of men, species of animals, and classes of 
pI:ints also evolve special racial Karmas wkiclt constitute tlteir astral world. • • • • • 

.. Karma is ,Ioso/ule/y confined to /Ite realms of tlte astral liKltl, and consequently is always sub
jective. . • . Wlten tlte soul leaves lite planet tlte K,lrma disinlegrates. (! !) 

.. When the soul enters the spiritual states of the soul world (which Buddhists term Devachan). the 
power of its c.lrthly Karma can never re-attract it to carth; its influence over lite soulis for ewr 
lost." 

Astral, very astral I The result of indigestion. And to think of credulity 
paying sixty dollars for so pernicious a disease! And if they will give sixty 
dollars for an acute attack of astral dyspepsia, what would they not pay for an 
indulgence in astral aphrodisiacs? Here we have a brew of such abominations 
from the astral materia medica. Those who have in their possession the MS. 
notes to Eulis, circulated by the H. B. of L., will recognize the hand of the 
same crew.-

* Extracts from the .1Iysteries of Eulis, by Dr. Pascal Beverley Randolph, 1882-
These myslerns were the most secret instructions of the H. B. ,if L . 
.. Conclusion. These are the fundamentals and aU that is absolutely essential to anyone, for thelr 

application is as broad and varied as li(e itself; a list of over one hundred powers attainable is given 
in the A-- ~f--,t which see. But there are certain sexi,'e applications not therein given, amongst 
which is that of life-prolonging through a peculiar rite which usuaUy weakens health and destroys 
life, but which, under proper conditions, absolutely strengthens and prolongs both; this mystery is 
that of MAHICALIGNA-or the sexive principle of Eulis, and comes into active use in many ways, but 
principaUy in these seven: 

I. For purposes of increasing the brain and body power of an unborn child. 
II. Influencing one's wife or husb'-lOd and magnetically controlling them. 
III. Regaining youlltful k"uly, ener,s:Y, vivacity, a.d'ecli"nal and tnJgnelic pqwer. 
IV. Prolonging the life of either the subjcct or actor, or either at will 
V. Attainment of supreme "'hite Magic of Will, A/ft'clum or Lwe. 
VI. For the furtherance of financial interests, schemes, lotteries, &c. 
VII. The attainment of the loftiest insight possible to the earthly soul. 
These seven constitute a crrn.lJ1fillK K/qry of the System of Eulis." 
Here foUow long and detailed instructions, unfit for publication in any country. A hint or t".-o may 

be gh'en to show their general tendency. The seven problems are characterized as a .. radical soul
se:tive series of energies"; further on we are told that" the great intent" is to be aecuted through 
the magic use of gender. .. The mystery of Life and Power, seership and forecast, endurance and 
longevity, silent energy and mental force lies in the SHE side of God, the love principle of human 
kind and in the sexual nature of the homos. Outside of it all is cold and death, in it resides all Fire. 
Energy, procreant power (spilitual and all others) and the key unlocking every barred door in the 
renlms that are • 

.. Fix this first principle firmly in your memory. Its basic form is • Lo\'C lieth at the formation: and 
love is convertibly Passion, Enthusiasm, Heat, Affection, Fire, God, • master thaL' •• •• Now I 
wiU teach you the grandest truth you ever dreamed of. It is this. Remember that the essence of all 
PO"'CI', of whatsoever nature, character or kind ever resides in e"oh-es out of and derives its impulsive 
energy from the Site side of God •••• " .. You cannot master what is herein written in a day or 
month, for it l't.'<Juircs long and sc\'ere study and Ira<lia to thoroughly comprehend iL" 

'f t Ans.:irtlic .lIplcry', a work by the s"lme author. 

'\ 
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.. The twin souls are related to each other primarily as brother and sister, ana finally as man ana 
fIIift. In Ihis lalter state their true muting place is tke plane of emIJodiea hum,mity. . • • But when
ever the t\VO halves of the same divine Ego do meet, love is the natural consequence; not the physical 
sensations produocd by the ~nimal magnetism of their sexual natures, but the deep, silent emotions 
of the soul •••• this Spiritual love is the outcome of their Divine relationship. and sIIOula neva be 
lei asiJe III1r crusllea by any fJ)()rldly comideratWns. But, on tke contrary. wkerever possible, tkese pure 
intlli/ions of tke s01l1 sIIOula be obeyed . • • If a female should marry under these circumstances and 
become the mother of children, it will frequently trampire lkal tke actual germs of spiritual life will 
Ie lransmitua by lhis absent one, tke extental husband only provides Ike purely p"-vs;':,,1 conditions for 
tAt lIU1"ifeslation of tke spiritual o§spring 0/ tke Irue lord. Tke r4eclea soul-m,zle, Ike spiritual 
/wide-groom, is 1M real {atker, and very o/Ien Ike child lJorn will resemble Ike im,zge of its true 
~renl." 

.. To sutUktr~v and complele~v supprc .. s tM nafllral functions of Ike sex,.,,1 organism will "" a great 
tkal of physical and spiritual ",trm, because the re-action will create violent discord with the ethereal 
constitution. In fact, Ike comple/e suppn:ssion is almJst as bad as Ike excessive use or sensual 
indulgence. " 

.. No foreign or outside influence can absorb or annihilate the sexual qualities of the soul. It is 
therefore true that the masculine and feminine attributes of the soul cannot be destroyed as a whole. 
But the masculine portion may attract its feminine portion or soul mate, and the intense selfhood of 
its own dominant forces virtually destroy her manifested existence. This absorption, however, is a 
very rare occurrence and only transpires in the case of those magical adepts of the astral plane who 
have attained their psychological powers by a complete polari.alion of alltke Iruly human elemenls of 
their inlernal natures. Sueh magical ad~pts become tke concen/ratea cm/res 0/ spiritual selfishness, but 
teach the external masses that self is the very demon they have conquered .•••• It is from this 
magic.1.1 school of thought that mankind have received the doctrines which teach that sex is only the 
appearance of matter, and not a spiritual reality, whereas, no/Mng in I"is mighty universe is so 
1114nifesl and so eternal as Ike male and female expressions of tke Divine soul. These adepts profess 
to have blended the two; but they have simply polarized the one, and created a conscious sclfhood of 
he other." 

.. Celibacy is a method that should be discouraged in all cases wherein the spiritual constitution of 
the organism is in a negative condition, and under the most favourahle circumstances it is a very 
questionable practice unless the spiritual nature is sufficiently active to absorb and use tke elker~alised 
Gloms of Ike seminal Jluid w"ic" has becotne detnatenalised by Ike magnetic activities of Occull train
i"K.· Celihacy, then, must only take place when the animal nature has been so far evolved upward 
toward the higher principles t",z/ tke sexual propensities are susceptible of ~xtending their vibrations 
10 a higker plane of aclion. In this case celibacy becomes an absolute necessity of further Occult 
progress." 

.. The human soul must be wholly evolved up out of the animal soul, i.e., the sphere of unde
veloped good in man's Iconstitution must be developed, the animal forces and' appetites, instead of 
being conquered and chained like a wild beast as sought by oriental mystics, must be gradually de
veloped and transformed or evolved into the human." 

Very subtle indeed. t Love is a union of souls: a most excellent and 
righteous precept. But souls are male and female and each individual soul ever 
remains so and continues to aid in procreation, for "it frequently transpires 
that the actual germs of spiritual life will be transmitted by the absent one. 
And very often the child born will resemble the image of th~ true parent." So 

• Truly one may say .. I smell all horse pond, at which my nose is most indignant." 
t The reader must bear in mmd that the views brought forward in the present paper to combat 

the pernicious doctrines of these pseudo-teachers and pretended " Adepts " are mean t only for those 
,..ho believe in (kcu/tism as a living fact and who seek to model their lives on its teachings. That 
the majority of us are capable of speedy success is extremely doubtful-still we can try; we may 
advance a few steps on the journey and not sit still with folded hands in passive lethargy; and so 
alone shall we gain courage to move boldly on, for face the task we must some day. But indeed in 
these tatter times, that the doctrines of the great teachers of the past on this momentous question 
should receive even a just hearing is highly improbable. Thetwo views contrasted are diametrically 
opposed to one another. It is for those alone who have made up their minds, to choose the Right or Left 
Path. The Middle is for those who doubt. Those therefore who do not yet believe in Occultistn and 
that every act of their lives leaves its mark indelibly upon their moral atmosphere, cannot of course be 
expected to fully agree in the strong view brought forward, and for them it is not intended. 
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that these souls may prostitute their bodies wholesale, for II during the present 
cycle .... ery few of these spiritual unions take place," and this, no·doubt, is quite 
to the satisfaction of such Don Juans. And thus we have a doctrine to en
courage elective affinities; sympneumata triumphant, astral prostitution preached 
ai the divine law. And still these inconsequent babblers proclaim that when 
II the animal is e .... olved," celibacy becomes compulsory. But when shall the 
e .... olution of this monster cease? we cry. This is the momentous question. 
Shall it be now and within, or shall it be further indulged? Shall the II King
dom of Heaven" be put off to a dim and distant future, and II Hell" continue 
to reign triumphant, or shall the cry go forth II Choose ye, thi's day, what gods 
ye shall ser .... e " ? 

No doubt it is less damnable to their fellows that man and woman should 
weaken the passion of their thought sphere by an expression in act, and as 
legitimate a gratification as the self-preservative laws of society may provide. 
But to say such thoughts and acts are a necessily for man is a pernicious and 
frantic lie. The act is merely a curbing of the animal strength of the weak. 

The pure in heart shall sec, the pure in mind shall know, the pure in act shall 
be clad in the breast-plate of righteousness. 

~larriage, it is true, is sanctified by the Churches; and in this they show a 
practical common sense and a desire to keep the animal within certain bounds, 
but not even they preach its IIt'C(ssily. 

True love of Humanity, the one religion, shows a nobler ideal, so that the 
h (:;Jur ethics of Thel)sophy, as also the Ih'es and teachings of the Nazarene 
and the Buddha, incalculate absolute purity, the virgin state, both of thought 
and act. 

The crew of the piratical craft, sailing under the stolen flag of Egypt's hoary 
wisdom, with buzen impudence proclaim aloud that the exercise of the sex 
functi,ln is a flt."tJS,lr)' step in the conscious development of "Adeptship" ! In
duJ,;e the :mimaJ, they howl, develop it, do not suppress it; do not slay the 
dr;l~,)n, fltten it up, gh'c it to eat! Such is their creed. St. George shall no 
mor~' ,hy the Drag,)n, Iwr Bel\er')l'hon the Chim~ra, nor Hercules the Hydra; 
th~' )ty~tcrie,. are o\"Crthrown :\I1cl Chaos returns to its prim~\'al slime. Pro
~r~'s,; is thr"ttk"l ;lnd hurled in!.) the pwning gulf of lust, and red Anarchy raises 
h(~h it,; st.ln,!ard,. :u\ll'n~ the tent,; of men. 

)ty br~·thr~'n, c,m SUdl thin;:::; be? 
_\ncl Sel :\t this time, when the "~)~h~c:in; spirituality of the West" begins to 

it.'Cl :\ sllri~·:t l,i this S3me aninul. anJ t.:> ":;.:1 its eye at len,;th upon the knot 
th.:: ~t:,:::.;:~'~ it," ~"~:n~ to see this "L~)Yc" in its true CO:0urs :md its poisonous 
in!:u.·:h'l,' ~,:t yl'~:n~ .m.l c,:d ; thi~ h.l:1J l'i kn:lYt.'S w,)u!d drat: the pure white maid 
~,i I ." F ,:,'wn int" c~,l~knl,'ss ;l:hl ch,:c,t:c mire. and 00zir.; o:.:t :m i.;,~m"s f.IIIIIIS of 
!u~t "c,:::.l ,.e:h: :t ic'r~h t.' h,)wr r.':::lJ the n.·i~o:ne fe:ls of p.:ls.;;:on. Pure Lo\"e 
is L'\'e i,'r ,1:: Hu:::.lIl:ty, .. l'l:":ne C":llp3'ssivn." This Ivve al~ne can teach 
1ll.::1 Ju,.::,-e. 

I: :s :::.!.';-i .. J,·h_"·,lh-G.,!" w::·sc C.':15:.lnt ex~,'r!;J.::.)n \\l3 "bcre:lSe :ll'ld 
:::::::';':,.:' :::.:: ~:'t'(',l.~~ ~:;.:~ .;::<" ,:.<::,;:.'::"- Thus t~e w0r:J is u::~~t to look 
... 'n ~;.:,,':1 .. l:l .. h .... : .. l~ l):\-:~~(' .:1~..! l~ .. "' ... :·~1:'~":~:t'L 

I: i:, :~:.' :::.': :hi:, :-:::1.-:i.':'1 :;. :1 -::_'t ::1 :1:1:::rc, !>:.:t ~y n.) n1e3JlS 3. divine fact 
,t=:y :::.-x :::,::: ;:::y l':::l."f •• :, :::e ::~:.::-.:: :'::::.::: .. ::.5. 5::::i':Y a."l ~ bet, owing 
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to the evolution of matter, nothing more; but from the standpoint of that 
which is above the animal,-infernal. By this means, say these subtle tempters, 
the god within shall be strengthened. Aye, the false shadow" Jehovah"· but 
not" The God." 

Man must be a perfect animal. Quite so: all his animal organs must be 
perfect. He has then the power of choice at every moment whether his body 
shall be the playground of the animal or the temple of the God. 

It is sometimes argued that from physiological considerations, the exercise of • 
every function is necessary and to refrain from the use of any function harmful. 
In extraordinary cases, when the individual is suffering from a veritable disease, 
it may be so, and then only if it is entirely beyond the control of the patient 
and becomes a sort of madness. But in the great majority of ordinary cases, 
a large percentage of the medical faculty, in one country at least, has declared 
the exercise of such functions unnecessary to health. t This is, of course, a purely 
material judgment, but why need we any further witness? 

But indeed the perniciousness of preaching such an indulgence as necessary 
and its deadly attraction, especially for those who hanker after the occult, is by 
no means the prejudiced imagining of sentimental prudery, but an actual 
fact of experience. The poison is subtle. Astral alcohol is of finer aroma and 
taste than the destructive fire water of modern commerce. 

The sanctified spilling of Abel's blood:j: is the corollary of the doctrine of 
Twin Souls and biune sentimentalism. That sex is the outward expression of a 
law is true. But that there is anything of the nature of sex relationships in 
higher states within this material veil of appearances, of this absurd union which 
breeds multiplicity and is therefore a descent into matter, is absolutely false and 
unthinkable. Is this then the path of progress which leads to Unify; this a 
means to At-one-ment ? § 

But let no one imagine that we call the sex function unnatural. It is natural 
beyond a doubt: but natural to the animal; natural to man, while the animal 
predominates-but no longer than that . 

.. Love, pure and divine, is the grand keynote according to which all the harmonies of the Infinite 
Universe are tuned. Love is life and immortality, while the teachings andlpractice which insidiously 
or openly produce a contempt for sex and love, all tend toward the dark satellite and death, in its 

• fad-lILvalt. 
t See reports of the White Cross Society in America, and also Clinical uctures and Essays by Sir I 

J. Paget, p. 291 ; Britis" and Foreign Medico-ClIirurgical RevimJ, 1865, vol. i. p. 389, an article by 8Y: ~.'-' 
G. M. Humphrey, M.D. ; Medical Times and Ga%elle, 1872, vol. i. p. 239, articlc by Dr. Neale; Van- I 
guard, Aug. IBlI9, article by T. S. Clouston, M.D. ; Etllics and Natural Law, by Joseph Rickaby,8vo. : 
Lond.I888. 

t Use the physiological key of esoteric symbology. Vide Secret Doctrine, vol. ii. p. 12,S. 
§ The reader will now be able to appreciate the brazen-faced impudence and falsehood of Hiram 

E. Butler of G. N. K. R. and ., Esoteric" notoricty, a further development of the H. B. of L. 
imposture. In the Pnm of Boston for Feb. 3, 1889, the promoter of the .. Call to the awakened .. and 
.. Esoteric College" is reported to have made the following answers to his interviewer's question: 
.. Are the Theosophists throughout the country favourable to this movement?" .. No, they hate us," 
responded Butler. .. They hatc us for our many virtues. Do you know, I am convinced that all the 
Theosophists, not excepting Mdmc. Blavatsky herself, cling to the pernicious doctrine that the way to 
conquer the passions is to exhaust them through gratification. For an organization that embraces so 
frightful a heresy there is no hope, absolutely none. .. After this it is somewhat astonishing to find a 
fayourable review of the" Light of Egypt" in L'/nilialion of Paris, presumably a publication for the 
furtherance of Theosophy and Occultism. 
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awful and occult sense; for just in proportion as /tr.Jc is displaced, self rushes in to fill the \'3.cuum • 
• • • the whole teaching of Re-incarnation and Karma as taught by Buddhism, esoteric (?) or otherwise, 
is purely dogma; it is materia/ism run to seed, combined with oriental specUlations. It is a huge 
system of seijisllness, to work outgood !tere/ar Ike s,zke of gr"aler ZOOd nerea/ter." 

And Theosophy inculcates selfishness! That which teaches the divine Brother
hood of Man, the one religion, the sole bond of union between humanity, 
Divine compassion, is selfish! Cannot these disloyal traitors to the truth, un
loving sons of one fond mother, realise however vaguely the meaning of Sacrifice 
of. Duty ; are they still too blind to see the narrow way that leads across the 
mountain peaks of self unto the smiling plains of sweet Compassion. As long 
as sorrowing human kind remain on earth, so long must we continue to think 
and do and speak for it, for therein we live and move and have our being, 

So that at length, when possible and endurable, we may refuse the heavenly 
bliss of Devachan, to crucify ourselves afresh, most willing victims for our 
brothers' woes, and bearing the ever-growing burden of responsibility reach at 
length the Christ State of Nirmanakayas, to sorrow on until the feet of the last 
pilgrim soul have passed the narrow way. 

These are they, who having suffered all and won through countless years. 
Nirvanic bliss and an eternal rest; yet when the prize is now within their grasp, 
refuse Nirvana for their great large love, not to another soul of sex, but to 
Humanity, a sexless unity, and on this most delusive plane their sad and weary 
brothers in the flesh; and so in sympathy beneath this crushing weight of pain 
continue, till the Great Day" Be with us," when all shall be in Paranishpanna, 
where" We are one and the same and thou art one and the same; this is the 
First Mystery, the Mystery of the Ineffable, before he came forth." 

And all this sorrowful and weary waiting to help a few at most from time to 
time; for even they are under the Great Law, the Absolute, and deaf mankind 
will neither hear nor yet perceive it. What work of Love can be compared to 
this, what higher ideal can be set before man as he is? What story of earthly 
suffering, or of the cruel crying woes of those great souls all born before their 
time, lost children'" of our mother, or even of the more familiar scene on Calvary, 
can ever shadow forth this love of man which passeth all understanding? t 

G. R. S. MEAD, F. T. S . 
• Infanti Perduli. 
t Those who desire to know how high an ideal of unselfishness theosophy can teach should read 

the" Voice of the Silence," translated by Mdme. Blavatskyand now in the press. It is impossible 
to imagine that so high an ideal can meet with one dissentient voice. 

NOTICE. 
American Theosophists who may have read in the August LUCIFER in .. A Puzzle from Adyar" 

a reference to a report copied in the T!teosop/zisl from the N. Y. TitlUS, and called by us .. bungled 
and sensational 0, are notified that the qualification has no direct reference to that particular article. 
which is nol" bungled up" and was written by a/rimd. Our remark was due to an oversight, the 
article was not read in the hurry, and was mistaken for some speech by Dr. Keightley at the Chicago 
Convention; tbe editor having in mind shorthand reports in general, and having no idea of the 
identity of the two.-[ED.l 
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tt b e 0 9 0 P b i c a I Set i " tt i e 9. 
~ .. -

THE COSVERSION OF MR. CHARLES POWELL 

(of America) TO BUDDHISM. 

(From the Colombo Burldhist.) 

O~N Monday last our esteemed brother Mr. Charles F. Powell arrived by 
U the s. s. Himalaya (from Madras) and on Wednesday evening, after 

taking pansif from the High Priest Sumangala, he delivered his first 
address at the Theosophical Hall, Colombo, before a crowded audience. On 
the platform were the High Priest and the Priests Subhuti and Heyyantuduwe, 
and there were also many Priests among the audience. The proceedings opened 
with pansz1, after which the High Priest said :-

" One of the attributes of our LORD is described in the title purusa-dhamma 
-the Subduer of men; and many instances of His displaying the power here re
ferred to will readily occur to the memory. On several different occasions He is 
recorded to have converted many learned Brahmans who had before held various 
wrong opinions; and this power of conversion was not confined to Him alone, 
but is inherent in His DHARMA, and has often manifested itself throughout the 
ages. For example, as you no doubt remember, the great Brahman pandit 
Chandrabharati, who came to Ceylon four hundred years ago, was converted by 
the Chief Priest Rahula, and surely it is the very same inherent power that causes 
the remarkable conversions of our own day. Within the last few years many 
able Europeans and Americans have embraced our holy religion; the names of 
Colonel Olcott, Madame Blavatsky, Mr. Lane-Fox, Dr. F. Hartmann, and Mr. 
C. W. Leadbeater will readily occur to you. And now this evening we have the 
pleasure of welcoming an important addition to this band in the person of 
~fr. Charles F. Powell of America. Much fuss is made in certain quarters 
about the perversion of a few ignorant coolies to Christianity, but it is surely 
worthy of notice that while all the so-called "converts" of the Christians are of 
the lowest and most ignorant class, those gentlemen who give up Christianity for 
Buddhism are invariably men of culture, education, and ability. The adhesion 
of one such man is of more importance to the future of Buddhism than would 
be the defection of a thousand of the other class. I call on you all to welcome 
Mr. Powell, and to assist him in his work for Buddhism." 

Mr. Powell then rose and said: 
"It has been suggested to me that it would be appropriate for me on this 

occasion to explain the motives which led me to do what I have just done
to make a public profession of the Buddhist religion. Thirty years ago, when 
I was a little boy, lone day picked up a book in my father's library. In this 
book I found a picture of a figure sitting cross-legged on what I could see 
was intended for a flower; and the wonderful expression of peace and love 

5 
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in the face of that figure made such an impression on my mind that I used to 
retire to an unoccupied room in the house and seat myself in the same position 
as the figure and try to compose my features as much as possible into the same 
expression which it wore. When I asked whose picture it was I was told that 
it was that of one of the heathen gods, and it was some years before I even 
knew the name of the great Master whose image attracted me so strongly. 
Being naturally of a religious turn of mind, and being also intended by my 
father for the clerical profession, I was early grounded carefully in the tenets of 
the Church of England, but the absolute contradictions and glaring absurdities 
of the orthodox Christian belief soon forced themselves upon my notice. 
The idea of any kind of deity or law·giver who could be appealed to or 
placated, or was in any way a changeable being, very early appeared to me as 
the height of absurdity. I felt that the law that ruled the universe must be an 
absolute and inexorable law; I knew that if I did wrong, it was I who did it, 
not some one else, and that therefore I only was responsible: and I felt that a 
just law must recognize that fact. I very soon discovered that if I controlled 
my thoughts, the result showed itself in my words and actions, and so far I was 
already in agreement with the principles of Buddhism. But what I could not 
discover for myself was the reason for the difference of position among men
why one was rich and another poor-one so happy and another so miserable. 
If this were done at the caprice of a personal god, then certainly he was a very 
unjust one, and no god for me. Agnosticism, which is something of a fad now, 
was no refuge for me; indeed, it seems to me only the refuge of a coward. I 
remained for years in that unsettled state until-I was going to say' by chance,' 
but I do not think that anything happens by chance-a copy of The Light of Asia 
fell into my hands. I wish I could make you understand what a revelation that 
was to me. Really it was then-immediately upon reading that book-that I 
took refuge in the LAW, though I did so publicly only to-night. The two glorious 
truths of Karma and Re-incarnation cleared away every doubt from my mind, 
and showed me what life really was. As soon as my own mind was fully made 
up on these subjects I took every opportunity of communic:lting my ideas to 
.others, and I may say that I left behind me in America a group of practical 
Buddhists who are probably at least equal to any you can show in Ceylon. Two 
days ago, directly after my arrival, I heard it said that Professor Monier 
Williams had written a book against Buddhism, and that it would ha .. ·e to be 
answered, or a bad impression would be produced upon the minds of the people 
here. N ow I want to say at once, and to say it very plainly, that in my opinion 
the man who allows any attack to affect his faith in the smallest degree-when 
that faith has once been firmly based on reason--cloes not deserve to be a 
Buddhist. Such a man is dropping from the plane of pure truth to the level 
of our poor unfortunate brothers the Christians, who re'luire endless apologies 
to bolster up an already dead faith. I hope you will remember that and I hope 
.llso that as you go away you will remember who and what you are, so that we 
may make Ceylon a centre from which the Light of Asia may radiate over East 
.md \\" est. The West is ready to receive it, and that revival of Buddhism is ap
proaching; it lies in your power to s.'\y whether you of Ceylon will be ready to 
lead the way when the day comes." 

Mr. C. W. Leadbeater then spuke a few words showing that Mr. Powell's 
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arrival was as it were a first fruits of the work of the Theosophical Society, 
an an earnest of the future that awaits us, and asking all true Buddhists to receive 
Mr. Powell as a Brother and help him in his work for the religion. 

The High Priest, in closing the meeting, said that the fact that more 
successful work had not been done for Buddhism in Ceylon was mainly due to 
the unhappy divisions which prevailed among us: he hOIled that the work of the 
European and American Buddhists among us would tend to do away with these 
differences, and so to promote the honour and glory of our noble religion. 

Extracts from the Buddhist, of the 13th Pura Nikini 2433 (August 9, 1889), 
Colombo, Ceylon. 

COLONEL OLCOTT'S RECENT VISIT TO CEYLON. 

We sUbjoin the names of the new Branches of the Theosophical Society 
founded by our President during his last visit to the Island :-

J£aha Mahindra Theosophical Society, Anuradhapura, established 20th June, 
I889.-President Relapanawa Ratemahatmaya; Vice-PreSltlent, D. Godage 
:\fuhandiram; Secretary, A. Uluwita; Treasurer, D. H. de Silva, Deputy FiscaL 

Ubaya Lokartha Sadhaka Theosophical Society, Matale, established 25th July, 
1 889.-President, L. Corneille Wijayasinha; Vice-President, H. Siman Appu; 
Secretary, W. Stephen Silva; Treasurer, G. H. de Alwis. 

Ananda Theosophical Society, Mawanella, established 25th June, 1889.
President, Wattegama Disamahatmaya; Vice-President, Walgama Gansabha 
President; Suretary, L. B. Kobbekaduwa Ratemahatmaya; Treasurer, Das
watte KoraM Mahatmaya; Assistant Secretary, Attanagoda Korale Mahatmaya. 

Maliyadeva Theosophical Sodety, Kurunegala, established 26th June, 1889.
President, C. J. G. Hulugalle Ratemahatmaya; Vice-President, G. W. Dodan
wela Ratemahatmaya; Secretary, U. Daniel; Treasurer, G. W. A. Bakmiwewa. 

Sariputra Theosophical Sodety, Kataluwa, established 4th July, 1889.-Pres;
dent, Don Abran de Silva; Vice-President, K. R. A. Dharmapala; Secretary, 
P. E. Wickramasinha; Treasurer, D. J. Abhayagunawardana. 

From the Buddhist of the 6th Pura Nikjni 2433 (2nd August, 1889). 
The formation of these five new Branches and the conversion of our Brother 

:\ir. C. Powell to Buddhism do not look as if the number of those" willing to 
sign themselves F. T. S. (nor of Protestants willing to embrace Buddhism) 
might be almost counted on the fingers of one hand" according to the latest 
fib of the Methodists about the T. S. It looks rather as if, indeed, "A NEW 

RELIGION (WAS) WANTED." It is under the above startling title that we read a 
paragraph in the New York Herald telling us that-

"The Rev. R. Heber Newton, rector of All Souls' protestant episcopal church, 
New York, started people thinking by his sermon delivered on Sunday last, in 
which he laid down the dictum that the need of the present age is a new religion. 
His bold and uncompromising way of handling so ticklish a subject, and the 
earnest manner in which he avowed his belief that Christianity in its present form 
does not satisfy the spiritual aspirations of modern progressive humanity, have 
caused a sensation in the religious world, and there are those that believe that 
the fearless independent clergyman has got himself into hot water with his eccle
~iastical superiors by his utterances on that occasion. The future will show ,if. 
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whether there is any basis for such a belief; but, meanwhile, the sermon just 
preached by the pastoral head of the fashionable All Souls' congregation is 
affording plenty of food for thought and comment among those that have 
followed the course of Mr. Newton during the last few years." 

We do not believe that the Rev. Mr. Heber Newton could find a "religion" 
or we rather say "religious philosophy" that would answer more to the needs of 
mankind than-THEOSOPHY. 

OM, so be it. Meanwhile, we have in the Theosophist for September :-

NEWS OF DAMODAR. 
l The following letter has been forwarded to the TAeosopllist for publication. It is the reply of the 

Sri man Swamy, the Secretary of .. The Cow Memorial Fund" (a movement for the protection of 
cattle and the improvement of agriculture that promises to become national), to the enquiries of a 
friend of Damodar, who had heard that the Swamy had lately visited Tibet, and was anxious to know 
whether he had heard or seen anything of our absent brother. Since then I have had two conversa
tions with the' Swamy, in the course of which he corroborated what he had said in his letter, and left 
on my mind the impression of being an able and sincere man, imbued with patriotic sentiments, and 
perfcctly loyal to the Empress and her Government; anxious only that the true state of affairs should 
be understood, and perfectly willing to trust to the justice and generosity of the English people to 
nstitute remedies for the evils that he believes to exist. 

To 

RICHARD HARTE.] 

(Acting Editor of the Tileosopllist.) 

Madras, August 7th, 1889. 

DEAR SIR AND BROTHER, 
In reply to your enquiries I may say that I certify on my word 

as a Sanyassi that I have twice visited Tibet since the year 1879; that I 
have personally become acquainted with several Mahatmas, among 
whom were the two known to the outside world as Mahatma "M" and 
Mahatma" K. H."; that I spent some time in their company; that they 
told me that they and other Mahatmas were interested in the work of 
the Theosophical Society; that Mahatma " M .. told me he had been the 
(occult) guardian of Madame Blavatsky from her infancy. 

And I further certify that in March 1887 I saw Mr. Damodar 
K. Mavalankar at L'hassa, in a convalescent state. He told me, in the 
presence of Mahatma" K. H." that he had been at the point of death in 
the previous year. 

(Signed) SRIMAN SWAM\". 
Hon. Sec. Cow Memorial Fund of Allahabad. 

ARRIVAL OF COL. OLCOTT. 
Pursuant to his agreement last year with the British Section, the President of 

the Theosophical Society has returned to London from India to undertake a 
lecturing tour, of which the programme is now being arranged. Local Societies 
and groups in Great Britain who may desire his services, should at once apply to 
the Hon. Secretary, British Section of the Theosophical Society, 7, Duke Street, 
Adelphi, London, as Colonel Olcott will be returning to Madras probably in 
December. Our President is looking very well indeed after his epoch-making 
and arJuous tour in Japan.-[ED.] 
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SALUTATION TO INDIA.· 

BHARATAVARSHA, Holy Mother, object of our prayers, our aspirations, and our 
efforts, Hail! 

Once more in joy my feet press thy sacred soil, and thy spirit passes again 
into my heart. Once more the veil lifts, and I see thee recovering thy life and 
receiving the homage, withheld so long, of thy sons; thy sons, who had been 
beguiled by strange syrens,-thy blinded sons, who had forgotten their ancestors 
and the:r duty to Thee. 

Thy divine voice called me from across the oceans; I came: but alas I to 
find the fire on thy altar covered with ashes, the ancient faiths contemned, the 
courage of thy children gone, and mistrust and dissension keeping them apart 
from each other. 

By the blessing of the Rishis and Mahatmas, who gave to us willing ones the 
power to persuade and arouse, we have broken the spell of selfish indifference. 
touched with the flame of truth the torpid hearts, and made the divided kinsmen 
know, trust, and love each other. 

We have begun to purge thy desecrated shrines, to revive thine archaic reli
gions, to vindicate thine ancient· philosophies, to draw into the golden net of 
universal tolerance the long antagonistic peoples of the Orient. Though pro
fessing different creeds, they are beginning to discover that all are derived from 
the common source of eternal truth that sprang from thy nourishing bosom. 
Old hatreds are fading away, the darkness passes, the day is breaking once 
more. 

Strengthen me, 0 Mother, to perform my task! Give me the courage to 
suffer all, to endure neglect and treachery, to forgive ingratitude and disloyalty, 
and to persist until Thou can'st spare me. And then take my ashes and hide 
them in thy bosom, or scatter them with the sacred dust of those generations of 
noble ones who made thy wisdom a beacon of hope to mankind, thy name the 
most precious heritage of the ages. 

Cradle land of sages, heroes, arts and creeds, Hail I 
And you, colleagues, co-workers, trusted allies, companions in labour, brothers, 

Hail! Returning from a far country to which duty called me, I greet you 10 

love. Aamasla. Om lalsal. 
H. S. OLCOTT. 

ADYAR, 17/" July, 1889. 

"Going tto anb fro in tbe £artb." 
(Our M()ntkiy Rep()rl.) 

IN the days when Satan was the great lAngeI of Judgment, one of the Sons 
of God, ere yet he wa'J fallen from heaven, it was his duty to report in the 

• Upon his return the other day to India from Japan, Colonel H. S. Olcott sent to a few friends in 
the form of a circular letter, the above touching and eloquent apostrophe to India, personified as the 
genius of the ancient Aryan Bharatavarsha. It was immediately published and went the round of 
the whole Indian press, With a running accompaniment of blessings and home-greetings from the 
Hindu public to whom he is universally endeared.-fED.] 
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heavenly courts on the doings of earth-born men. This function we shall dis
charge here month by month, touching on the events of the month that are of 
interest to Theosophists, so that our readers may have a permanent record of 
matters that bear on our movement. We begin our first record by saying to our 
beloved enemies :-

"LIE NOT ONE TO ANOTHER." 
-C%ssia1lS, iii. 9. 

" A wicked man who reproaches a virtuous 
one, is like one who looks up and spits at 
the sky; the spittle soils not the sky, but 
comes back and defiles his own person. So 
again he is like one who flings dirt at 
another when the wind is contrary, the dirt 
does but return on him who throws it. The 
virtuous man cannot be hurt, the misery 
that the other would inflict comes back on 
himself." 

-S~lra oj 'lte Forly-two Sections . 

• HE earnest recommendation of the Apostle of the Gentiles seems to fall 
JL flat on our Christian friends of the clerical persuasion, and suppressio 

verl~ suggestio falsi appears to have become the motto of their public 
organs. 

And yet all things differ in this world, even clerical papers. While a few of 
the type of the Church Reformer jubilate and almost glorify Theosophy for the 
pleasure of crowing victory over the discomfiture of Secularists; others, pre
eminent among them the Methodist Times, jump at the opportunity to exhume 
dried up mud for use against Theosophy and its leaders. This they do, we 
are told, with the object of opening the eyes of those who may have remained 
hitherto blind, and to refresh the public memory. But here again the Christian 
1Itodus operandi varies in process and intention. When the God and MASTER of 
the Christians wanted to restore sight to the blind man" he spat" on the parched 
soil of a street in Jerusalem" made clay of the spittle and anointed the eyes" of 
the patient, thus restoring his sight. The editor of the Methodist Times proceeds 
on other lines. He spits also, but it is only his venom, into the now fossilized 
mud of the Report of the S. P. R. He opens with it no one'~ eyes, but 
relieves his Christian heart of some of its heavy weight of narrow sectarian 
bigotry and hatred for the freethinking Annie Besant, at the expense of the no 
less-hated H. P. Blavatsky. So empty is his own mind of any original con
ception that, in order to crush, as he fondly hopes, the latter individual, the man 
of God actually uses as weapons the arguments and expressions ad literatim of 
his mortal enemy-G. W. Foote, the editor of the •• Freethinker "-and in his 
rapture conveniently forgets the quotation marks. The" notorious Infidel," as 
Mr. I-oote is generally called by the orthodox "Faithful," having written in his 
pamphlet" that Mdme. Blavatsky wac; now presumably Mrs. Besant's "guide, 
philosopher and friend," the reverend editor of the Methodist Times forthwith 
proceeds to repeat the lucky expression and to build thereupon an editorial 

* .. Mrs. Besant's Theosophy." 
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which he calls" Mrs. Besant's New Teacher, Marlame Blavatsky, and her Indian 
Record." This" record." in the Methodist Times consists of two kinds of fibs; 
of false hypotheses emanated from the prolific brain of a young Australian gentle
man, a kind of" Jack-the-medium-killer," who served the Psychical Researchers 
in the triple and quadruple capacity of detective, counsel for prosecution, judge 
and jury; and of equally false hallucinations of the said" Editor, Missionaries & 
Co." Thus while he carefully repeats the stale and long exploded speculations 
of the Report, he adds to them such undeniably false statements as this, "So 
complete was this evidence (of fraud, if you please) ... that this remarkable 
(theosophical) movement collapsed as speedily as it has risen, and to-day the 
number 0/ men in all India willing to sign themselves F. T. S. might almost be 
counted on the fingers of one hand." 

If the correctness of Mdme. Blavatsky's "Record" is to he judged by this 
item in it, then is she fully vindicated. With the five newly-formed branches 
at Ceylon there are now in India 144 Theosophical Societies," i.e., many 
thousands of "Fellows" added to those of I884.t Not half-a-dozen of 
F. T. S.'s resigned in consequence of the "Report," "Mr. Sinnett, Dewan 
Bahadur, Ragunath Rao, the Rai Bahadurs and Ananda Charlu," etc., all whose 
names are so carefully enumerated by the editor, are still F. T. S.s, still members 
of our Society and as alive as ever. On the other hand, new members have 
steadily increased in number, and the T. S. is now assuming gigantic proportions 
-it we consider the incessant opposition, persecution, slanders and deadly war
fare against the Theosophical Society. 

Thus, one finds that what the Methodist Times quotes from other people's 
writings is false; and the little that it adds as variations-is untrue. But even 
the latter sensational news about the collapse of the T. S. in India is a very 
stale invention. It appeared several months ago in the same Methodist Times when 
they had to defend themselves and their missionaries in India from the but too 
truthful accusations that Mr. Caine, M.P. brought against them.; 

But now comes the comical side of the situation. The good Christian editor 
quotes from the "Hodgson Report'~ a sentence which makes of Madame 
Blavatsky "an accomplished forger of other people's handwriting." This looks 
ominous as it ~tands. It might have led the writer of it four years ago to the 
dock of slanderers, wherein he would have to make good his calumny before jury 
and public, and it contains a libel gross enough to place the reverend editor of 
the .Jldhodist Times in the same predlcament now. But when one analyzes the 
"terrible indictment," what does one find? Why, that those "'other people;' 
whose handwriting Madame Blavatsky is accused of having forged, are 1I0t people 
at all, according to the " Report." They are not even materialized spooks, or 
astral forms, but simply "fictitious personages," and "supposed" astral forms. 
How in the world, then, can one be accused of forging a non-existing hand
writing ?-the handwriting of something which does not exist, and has, therefor~, 
no hand to vlrite with 1 This is something that passes our comprehension. 

Reverend satirists! Don't you think that for the family honour of your caste 
• .. The hundred and forty and four . . . which werc redeemed from the earth." nnd its mission

aries. verily! (Rev. xiv. 1-3.) 
t Vide the official records of the T. S. and the Supplemen/to the TheosoMisl for January. I88q. 
:: Vide our Reply in the March LUCIFKK of IBII9. page 83. .. Thou shalt not beat false 

witness .... " 
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you should· invent something new, some fresh slander and accusation a little less 
stale and improbable? The famous Report, upon the willows of which you hang 
your .lEolian harps, made to groan by every passing wind-cannot be all true on 
strictly logical grounds. For, the wicked "Jezebel" of the T. S. has either 
invented the " Mahatmas," in which case she had also to invent their supposed 
handwritings, and thus committed no forgery, or she has not, and in the latter 
case the Report falls to pieces. If she has fabricated these "Beings," and 
written letters in their names, then she did not forge "other people's hand
writing" As you have to catch a hare before you can make soup of it, so a 
" handwriting" has to exist as well as the hand to, which it belongs before it can 
he imitated. One may fabricate a bogus letter, but then it is not the handwriting 
of " other people." At best, if true-which it is not-she would have followed 
the pious example of numerous Church fathers and ecclesiastics of the" divine 
miracle" kind throughout these 18 centuries. 

Fantastic proofs of Mdme. B.'s fabricating genius have been, so far, fur
nished but by one man with the help of revengeful missionaries. Proofs of 
the fabUcation of the Gospels and Christian dogmas are advanced on all sides. 
Does the latter shake your robust faith, 0, Methodists? Have the nine reasons 
of Bishop Lardner, adduced by him to show that the only and solitary proof 
that Christ was an actual living man, known in his day to people outside his 
followers' fancy, was a clumsy forgery by Eusebius-who did forge the hand· 
writing of Josephus-have tht)' weakened your faith in Jesus? 

And here comes the suppressio veri and suggestio falsi. The Methodist Times 
is careful to quote from the Report of the S. P. R. that the "communications 
from a being named Koot Hoomi . . . . are undoubtedly written by Mdme. 
Blavatsky," and they (the S. P. R.) give the emphatic testimony to this effect of 
Mr. Netherclift, "the well-known expert in handwriting," who, by the bye, was at 
first of a different opinion. But they are as 'careful to conceal the as "emphatic 
testimony" TO THE CONTRARY, given under oath, by Ernst Schiitze, "an expert 
in handwriting," as well-known in Berlin as Mr. Netherclift is in London, And 
the latter having made his examination (first from two letters, respectively written 
by Mdme. B. and "Koot Hoomi ") as "complete as possible," writes to Mr. 
Gebhard, of Elberfeld. who had submitted to him the letters, to assure him 
" most positively" that if he " believed that both letters came from one and the 
same hand," he has "laboured under a complete mistake." And here we quote 
from Mr. Sinnett's pamphlet." 

"After receiving this report, Mr. Gebhard sent to the (Berlin) expert another 
letter (marked C) in the handwriting of the Mahatma, and asked whether, on an 
examination of this, he, the expert, would adhere to his opinion. The reply was 
as follows :-

" Berlin, 16th Feb., 1886. 
" To Commerzienrath Gebhard, Elberfeld. 

" I have the honour to enclose the desired testimony on the second letter. 
This letter was written by the same hand as the letter B; and there is not the 
remotest similarity between A and C," etc. (Signed). 

The testimony concludes by affirming that :-

* See also" Incidents in the Life of Madame Blavatsky," by A. P. Sinnett, pages 323 ROd J24. 
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"The letter A (from Madame Blavatsky), which is written in ink, has not the 
remotest resemblance with the letter B (from Koot Hoomi), according to the 
standpoint of a caligraphist, and they are of different handwritings. This, my 
expert testimony, I give on the oath, taken by me, once for all, as an expert in 
handwriting. " 

(Signed) ERNST Sr.HfjTZE. 
Caligrapher to the COilrt of H. M. the 

Emperor of Gc'rlllan)'. 

Useless to dwell on this any longer. If it is thus th:lt honest investigations 
are conducted, and on such evidence that people's reputations are for ever 
hlasted in God fearing, Christian England, then the sooner all unpopular 
<.:haracter;; take themselves off to some deserted island, the better for them. 

Let us pass on now to a different kind of-

SUPPRESSIO VERI SUGGESTIO FALSI. 
Nothing more comical than to read the wild jubilations in clerical papers over 

Annie Besant's alleged secession from, "infidelity" and her "conversion" to 
Theosophy. From Satanism, the latter has suddenly bloomed into" a belief in 
God" and become almost respectable in the sight of some Christian Sectaries. 
Yet, it is a matter of great doubt whether such rejoicings-in Christain organs, 
at all events-are not due more to the supposed discomfiture, occasioned by 
that" conversion" to the hated Secularists and Freethinkers than to an honest 
feeling of satisfaction at finding one of the most intellectual women of this age 
publicly announcing her failure to find truth in the current materialism of the 
day. The fact is, that the odium theologicum felt by Churchmen and Dogmatists 
towards Mr. C. Bradlaugh's Secularism and the" Foote-Wheeler" Freethought, 
so-called, has led our traditional enemies and persecutors to suddenly discover 
in theosophical Pantheism beauties hitherto branded by them as heathenish 
falsehoods and ~atanic snares I 

But for the present moment all is changed. Cautiously as it is worded, yet 
the glorification of Theosophy over the head of Freethought-fondly imagined 
as prostrate and in the dust-appears prominently in several Christian papers, 
and chief among them is the miniature but aggrt!ssive organ of the Rev. Z. B. 
Woffendale. The Ligk/ of the World, published" for the spread of Christianity 
and the cure of Infidelity" (sic)-(esoterically, "cure" should read" abuse") 
-sends to the" Light of Asia," like Jacob to Esau after having deprived him 
of his birthright, "presents for his brother," she goats and rams, "ewes and 
milch camels," in the shape of rather forced preference for theosophy over free
thought. Pious Jacob bows seven times to his injured brother. Shall Esau 
run to meet him and weep, faIling on his neck? Alas, no; Timeo Danaos eI 
donaferentes I The Light 0/ the World may exhaust its capitals to print as it 
has done in its August issue in inch-long letters about" MRS. AsslE BESANT'S 
CONVERSION FROM ATHEISM TO GOD" (? ! ); withal, it falls to hoodwink anyone 
but those who find it convenient to remain blind. If Theosophy W.1S no better 
than "Satanism" only yesterday, it cannot have suddenly become "theism" 
and even" God," to-day-and this owing only to the said and so-called" con
version." Nor does the pious editor of this little monthly believe anything of 
the kind in his heart of hearts; he must know as well as we do that Mrs. Besant 
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is, as a Theosophist, as far from the God of the Theists and the dogmatic 
Churches to-day, as she ever was, when a Secularist. Nay, the reverend editor 
ought to be told something more. He has to be informed without one moment's 
loss of time that Annie Besant is much more of a Freethinker now, than she 
ever had a chance of being, before she joined our ranks. And the reason for 
it is this: because Modern Freethought shows itself in the persons of some of 
its chief public representatives in England-we exclude, of course, Mr. Brad
laugh from this group-as stubborn in its fossilized views, as bigoted in its special 
ideas, and as ferociously vindictive and unscrupulous, as any Church sectarians 
can be. And Theosophy, kind enemies, is the reverse of all this. to 

Judging indeed by the attitude of a few of Mrs Besant's late colleagues, now 
her open enemies, they wanted to see her following them as a bondwoman 
rather than as one made free by the recognition of fact and truth. If to be 
considered a modern English Freethinker it is held absolutely necessary to be 
bound hand and foot to the so-called scientific materialism of the Vogt and 
Haeckel school, -that crass materialism which destroys all, without ever creating 
anything lasting-and especially to hold to the vituperative canon of Messrs. 
Foote and Co. then, we doubt whether Annie Besant was ever a Freethinker at 
all until she joined us. But now she is cme by birthright. As well remarked by 
herself, some Freethinkers neither "keep open a window towards new light," 
nor do they refuse-as they ought to if they were real Freethinkers "to pull 
down their mental blinds." t And scemg all this, and to be consistent with her
self, she joined Theosophy, and thus became a true Freethinker,t Now Mrs. 

* The difterenct! that exists between the policy of the editors of theosophical magazines and that 
of the conductors of the London FREETHINKER is clearly marked by the respective attitudes of their 
editors and the contents of their journals. The Tlleosophist and LUCIFER for instance, are ever 
ready to publish a well-written philosophical arlic1e or even a skit against the Society if it contains 
some truths-as witnessed by the (August) ThelJsophist in the arlicle called "About the Kabbalah" 
and our St!rial story" The Talking Image of Urur," But it remains to be seen whether the Fr~e
t"inller would ever insert one line against the personal views of its editors. We invite anyone to 
try. Again;neither LUCIFER nor the Tlleosophist has ever breJ.thed one word against the extremt! 
views of the editor of the Freet"inller, and our Madras journal has even defended and exprcssed 
sympathy with him in his grt!3t trouble when "Bla,phemy Law" had, like Ihe car of Jaggernath 
almost crushed him. But, if anyone would find scurrilous abuse of Theosophy and especially slander 
of, and brutal insults offo:red to H. P. Blavatsky, caused by Mrs. Besanfs joining our ranks-let him 
open the FREETHINKKK and learn what Freethought is like in its columns.-[ED.] 

t Pamphlo:t "Why I became a Theosophist." 
! It is inleresting as an an~wer to some who persist in accusing us of shifting our views in order to 

"compass converts," to quote here a few lines from an article we have written in the TIleMop"ist as 
early as August 1882.-11 is just seven yt!3rS ago, when Mrs. Besant misle<.l by a misstatement of our 
views as to the so-called ,. Supernatural," pointe<.l out that belief in the sup~rnatural was not consis
tent with Secularism. To this we replied as follows :-" .... We beg to assure the radical editors 
of the ;1i"tion,,1 RefonMr that they were both very strangely misled by false reports about the equally 
radical editors of the l'Mosophist. The term 'Supernaturalists' can no more apply to the latter 
than to Mrs. A Besant or Mr. C. Bradlaugh. Ollr Society is neither a sect of jumping Shakers 
who invite the 'Spirit' to move them, nor a band of Spiritualists who hold communion with the 
'Spirit5' of the dt!3d. Most of our members decline to believe in second-hand testimony, even of 
tht! well-proven phenomena of mesmerism .... We doubt whether tho: 'scientific materialism of 
Secularism· c:m ever hope to reach, I~t alone surpass tile philosophical m"t~rialis", 0/ Buddhism," etc. 
Wo: closed our reply with the hope that our secularist "colleague and Brother" the editor of tho: 
Madras P"ilosophic Inquirer" would remain for ever true and loyal to nis principles 0/ a Fru
thillRer and-a Fellow of the Theosophical So~iety." (See Tlledsopllist, Aug. 188a,) Whero:'s the dIf
ference between what we said tho:n, and now (See Editorial in the lilly LUCIFER), to the editor of thl: 
Na';onal Refdr_r. Did we seek to " compass a convert" then also? 
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Besant has entered upon the one royal highway of Freethought. Now she 
stands on a secure spot, wherein every collateral path lies in the sunlight of 
truth and fact in nature, as much as these can ever be unvt:iled by human and 
finite intellect, and where no personal preconception, no partisan fanaticism are 
ever permitted to overshadow it. 

Aye, reverend sir, none can know better than you do, that it does not at all 
follow because Annie Besant has become a Theosophist that (as you say in your 
August Number) she, 
•• one of the cleverest of the Infidel advocates. has suddenly hauled down the black banner of Atheism 
anc1 trampled its folds ignominiously beneath her feeL" 

For, she has done nothing of the kind. Nor has she turned "from Atheism to 
God," if atheism means simply denial of an anthropomorphic god and refusal to 
recognize or bow before an extra-Cosmic deity. If so, then the Theosophical 
Society is full of "Atheists." Nor could Annie Besant be a Theosophist were 
she to turn round on any belief or school of thought she happened to disagree 
with and trampling it "under her feet" damn and anathematize it. Theosophy, 
moreover, as shown in our editorial of July a reply to Mr. Bradlaugh and others, 
was never synonymous with belief in God-i.e., a personal Being. Our" God" 
is not even an intra cosmic deity but the COSMOS itself, the soul of nature, its 
spirit and its body, our creed being, therefore, transcendental PANTHEISM. Is 
this, reverend sirs, your god? You admit the contrary yourself, moreover, for 
you further say that :-

Mrs. Besant acknowledges that she has joined, and has .. reasons for joining, THE THEOSOPHICAL 

SociETY," a Society, she remarks, in which" a somewhat subtle form of Pantheism is taught as the 
Tbeosophic view of the Universe." 

And she is right in this. Our Deity is a universal, absolute Principle mani
festing in Humanity as in Nature, the Spirit in both being one and inseparable
hence the true Spiritual Brotherhood of Man. With us, man is the offspring 0/ 
the GODS (not of God), and the/ore/ather in the present cycle of still greatef gods, 
in a future cycle. Such is the creed of our philosophy. 

It follows then that if Mrs. Besant has somewhat modified of late her 
Secularistic opinions with regard-not merely to" another life and world," but
to other lives and other worlds, she may still repe ,t as sincerely now as she did 
then, when writing the sentence quoted by the Light 0/ Ihe World from the 
.. National Secular Society'S Tracts" -" We drive the God idea (of theology and 
the Churches) back from off the ground we have won." For the majority of the 
Theosophists are with the Secularists-in this, at any rate. Otherwise how could 
we ever be really philosophical and logical? 

Theosophy, and the rules of its Society if not the embodiment and practical 
demonstration of the widest tolerance and of the broadest Catholicity would be 
but a farce. Freethought, which in the views of the lexicographers is only un
belief •• which discards revelation" and" undue boldness of speculation" accord
ing to Berkeley is, in the rules of our Society a sine qua non of true theosophy 
which being liberty of thought untrammelled searches for and accepts truth, and 
nothing but the truth, sacred to every lover of Wisdom. Hence, while laughing 
at this absurdly sudden change of front, evanescent as it -is, on the part of 
se., .. eral of our Christian contemporaries in our favour, we cannot but feel at the 
same time, indignant at the strenuous though fruitless attempts made by the 
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Ligltt of the World to use us, Theosophists, as convenient weapons in its war
fare against (if not altogether for "the cure of") Infidelity. It would fain 
profit by the darkness thrown over the heathen word" theosophy" through the 
fanciful etymology it has been given in the Dictionaries compiled by monotlteil/it 
lexicographers, and use the term now, as a sledge-hammer to break the heads of 
Secularism and Freethought. Against this-we protest. We may not be in 
sympathy with materialism, and may even abhor it; yet the Theosophical Society 
ought never to forget that which it owes to Freethinkers. It is to the unceasing 
efforts of a long series of adherents to Freethought-almost everyone of whom 
has been. made a martyr to his convictions at the hands of bigotry-that we, in 
the present century owe the very possibility of our existence as an organized 
body. And the fact that none of us has been or can be now roasted alive in 
Trafalgar Square-to the greater glory of that God to belief in whom Annie 
Besant is now alleged to have been converted-is due to the long battle of Free
thought against Superstition and dark fanaticism. 

Yes, we protest, and Mrs. Besant, we feel sure will protest along with us. It 
is just because" her eyes have been opened," that she can never be converted 
"to a belief In (a personal Moloch of a) God." Hence we repudiate any such 
dire results of her "conversion" to Theosophy as fondly hoped for by the 
editors of the Clturclt Reformer and the Ligltt of tlte World. It may have 
"fallen like a bomb-shell among the London Infidels" in the sense that it took 
them by surprise. But, we have too much sincere respect for Mr. Bradlaugh 
and genuine symplthy for Mr. Foote-as a man who has greatly suffered for his 
convictions'" -to ever admit the possibility that one of them "is filled with 
alarm, dismay and despair," and the other (the dauntless and fearless editor of 
the National Reforlller!) "rendered almost prostrate by this sudden secession 
of Mrs. Besant from the Freethought ranks." 

This is simply inane gush and malicious exaggerations, 0 pious con
temporary. 

Mr. Bradlaugh having made the mistake of saying that from his point of view 
a consistent Secularist cannot be a Theosophist, the editor of the journal for the 
"Cure of Infidelity" now repeats it, assenting thereto with spasmodic joy. But 
what next, ye gods of the older Heaven! After the painfully absurd and illo
gical deductions from Mrs. Besant's .. conversion" by some Christian papers we 
would not really feel too much surprised at finding General Booth's War-Cry 
claiming her as a convert, and the Salvationists boisterously proclaiming Annie 
Besant a candidate-as a Hallelujah Lass-for a " harp" in the" Sweet By and 
Bye." 

* Those who had the opportunity of reading the latest pamphlet-" Mrs. Besant's Theosophy," by 
G. M. Foote, and remember his uncaUed-for and shameful attacks upon" Madame Blavatsky," may 
wonder perhaps, at this sympat4y' Let the reader attribute it neither to forbearance, nor desire to 
render good for evil, but simply to theosophical principles. The editor of the ji'rul4inlur may become 
ten times more vulgar and brutal than he has already shown himself on more than one occasion-it 
does not matter to us in the least. If instead of fonowing the sunlit paths of freedom of thought he 
prefers to drag its noble car along the miry ruts and furrows of his own personal and narrow bigotry. 
prejudice and likes and dislikes-it is the look out 01 the Freethinkers of the better kind and does not 
concern us at all. It is not his jJersonality we sympathise. with, but only the" Freethinker" (in its 
abstract sense) who was made to suffer for his convictions, however much they had run off from the 
right track, that has ever inspired us with a feeling of sympathy. What we think of him personally 
may be found in our REPLY to " Mrs. Besant's Theosophy," .. Tile Tllersitu of Fnd40ll",-rIU," at 7 
Duke Street, Adelphi.-LED.] 
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We feel sorry to nip the hope of so many reverend writers in the bud, but 

truth compels us to do so. We have the courage of our opinions and we can 
pander to no one, even if occasionally we do fail to carry out theosophical in
junctio'ls and our philosophy practically. It is always dangerous to sail under 
false colours, especially for those whose recognized motto reads-

THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER THAN TRUTH. 
ADVERSARY. 

'Re"teW9 • 
• 

"THE LIGHT OF EGYPT," OR "THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL 
AND THE STARS." 

ABOOK with the above title has been recently published in America. The 
~ work is issued somewhat anonymously, though all who are familiar with the 

ear-marks and methods of would-be leaders in occultism, those who j()r a 
(()1Isitieraft()n are ready to instruct the ignorant, gull the gullible, and "impart 
occult power" to Knaves, will find little difficulty in locating the source or 
sources of this book. The prospectus of the book was itself something remark
able. The author, an " Adept" had been dragged from his seclusion much 
against his will, and by the dire necessities of the times been compelled to 
reveal the great secrets of which he is the special custodian. This" Adept" 
claims to belong to that select few "who possess the spiritual right to say 'I 
know.' " This claim so modestly uged at the outset is of great significance 
and immense value. In the first place, it sounds well, and overawes the 
"neophyte" in the land of Egypt; prevents ignorant contradiction and imperti
nent questions. In the second place, it tides over a weak argument, helps out 
the juggling sequence of facts, and finally shifts the burden of proof to the 
shoulders of the neophyte who is ashamed of his ignorance in the presence of 
an " Adept." When the book was printed this prospectus became the preface, 
and at the putative author's special request the title of "Adept" was changed 
to "Initiate," the inference being that while an adept is an initiate, the initiate 
is not necessarily an adept. The author need not have been so modest, as every 
intelligent reader would in time have saved him such a humiliating confession, 
even though his basis of dogma, "I kn()w," remained as it does unchanged. 

After alternately cuffing and cuddling the " snow-white locks of old Hindu· 
stan," the author goes straight for his mark, viz. "Buddhistic The()s()phy (es()teric 
so-cal/ed)." "In India," he says, "probably more than in any other country, 
are the latent forces and mysteries of nature the subject of thought and study." 
Then fearing that he has admitted too much, he adds, " But alas! it is not a pro
b'l'essive study." This note of warning is both timely and judicious, as it pre
vents the neophyte frem giving too much credit to the benighted members of 
the" effete" civilizations of the E:lst. It had been long ago "revealed" to this 
., initiate" th:lt "long ages ago the Orient had lost the use of the true spiritual 
compass of the soul as well as the real secrets of its own theosophy."" It is 
* He must then have revealed the fact, couched in precisely the same words, to .. Nemo," th~ author 

of ~baJsopltia, a pamphlet issued some months ago by the notorions Hiram Butler & Co. late of Boston. 
Or IS it .. Nemo," who revealed it to him? At all events it connects the two noble .. adepts" both 
so well initiated into the mysteries of tbe transmuta#()n of buman gullibility into hard cash.-[ED. ] 
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quite evident that this" Initiate ., has found the "true spiritual compass of the 
soul," and that this "compass of the soul" had at last become "an instrument 
of torture to the flesh" of our adept initiate, or initiate adept, howsoever he 
spells his secret title. 

"External circumstances having compelled" the diffusion of this Light of 
Egypt, for the special purpose of overthrowing the "subtle, delusive dogmas of 
Karma and Reincarnation," and more especially to destroy "Buddhistic Theo
sophy esoteric so-(; tIled," we are grateful to our "initiate" for leaving llS in no 
doubt as to the circumstances of his inspiration, or the goal of his ambition. If 
it be tae Karma of Buddhistic Theosophy to die the death in this battle of the 
windmills, our knight· errant initiate has given fair warning, like the noble knight 
in days of old. 

The reader who expects to find in the Light of Egypt either proof or argument 
against the "subtle delusive dogmas of Karma and reincarnation" is, however, 
doomed to disappointment, and has only himself to blame for having carelessly 
read and inadequately considered the" Preface." He ha'> forgotten that our 
" initiate" "possesses the spiritual right to say, 1 know," and that either proof 
or argument are henceforth superfluous. Of course our author (?) who mounts 
his Rosinante to overthrow c: subtle and delusive dogmas," "possessing the 
spiritual right to say, 1 know," reserves to himself the sole and exclusive right 
t:> dogmatize. One is reminded of the "Adepts" of the H. B. of L. of sainted 
memory, and innumerable aliases, marks of "Master-Initiates." The aforesaid 
adepts have been dead three days and the flesh already leaves the bone, 
but now the grip of an Initiate will raise them. Reincarnation; impossible! 
For shame on you, "Buddhistic Theosophists. esoteric so-called!" 

As one approaches, with ~haded eyes and bated breath, the central orb of this 
Light of Egypt, he comes upon familiar ground. The light is seen in patches, 
and if one can summon enough courage to look around him in the presence of 
an initiate he will find these patches of light to be made up of excerpts from 
theosophical writers, and even suspiciously tinctured with "Buddhistic Thea
~ophy, esoteric so-called." Those unfamiliar with Esoteric Buddhism, and 
Trit/umius may have heard of a less ancient "adept in astrology," at once 
known and concealed under the very poetic and star· lit cognomen of "R. A. 
Ste11a." The Light of Egypt is not a solitary" twinkler," nor yet a vulgar" double· 
star." It is not even an unresolved nebula; it is a whole constellation, though 
it has yet been celebrated only in the esoteric zodiac. The vulgar scientific 
telescope, sometimes designated by the knowing ones, who are neither adepts 
nor initiates, as the Light of Truth, may one day be pointed at this star initiate 
that illumines Egypt, and the star mists may disappear. Whether each particular 
star will then bear a different name, or one star be able to carry a half-score of 
names, the Astronomer Royal of those days may have to consult certain records 
at L --, not Luxor, to determine." 

The opinions of this initiate on the " dogmas" of Karma and re-incarnation 
are not worth reciting, since he says he kno1Os, claims to destroy these dangerous 
doctrines, and then, with certain qualifications, endorses and accepts them. His 
thesis thus fails, in spite of his avowed animus, and he has neither the ability to 
discover. nor the ingenuity to invent, a new" dogma." If the book contained 

• The •. I<ecords at L--" h'l\·c heen consulted and the results may he found in the article called 
.. The Astral Plague" in the prl'sent number.-)':0,] 
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only a re·hash of the Hermetic cosmogony, the theology of Pymander, and the 
a'itrology of Trithemius, every student of occultism, and especially every theoso
phist, could well afford to turn his back on it. What the author demolishes is 
insignificant; some things that he introduces are pestilent. Evidently drawing 
his inspiration from "The Mysteries of Eulis," and profoundly ignorant of the 
commonest laws of physiology, he deals with "The Mysteries of Sex" in a 
separate chapter. A single quotation will show how this "initiate" a fa P. B. 
Randolph, comprehends the" Mystery of Sex." "The Buddhistical conception 
of man and woman rounding out until sex becomes obliterated. is probably the 
most transcendental delusion that ever originated within the Oriental brain
therefore we will take no further notice of such mystical folly." Having thus 
disposed of this" transcendental delusion," our initiate declares that" To obey 
the laws of nature is the only safe and sure road to the spiritual evolution of the 
senses of the soul, and one of these laws is the rightful union of the sexes." 
Even so preached and practised the" initiate," P. B. Randolph. Like the works 
of Randolph, the" Light of Egypt" contains some fine passages, but cven these 
contain nothing new, nothing unfamiliar to students of "Isis Unveiled," 
"Ghost Land," "Pymander," and the old astrologists. To palm off the work 
upon the ignorant and credulous, therefore, as the special revelation of an adept 
or "initiate," is a delusion and a snare, which would at once disappear were 
we to name its real author or authors, for the text plainly shows patch-work, 
not only as to matter, but manner. Had the" Light of Egypt" been modestly 
and honestly put forth without vicious animus or specious pretence, it might 
rank with seveul compilations we could name, and the author under an honest 
name might have deserved consideration, even in the face of his errors and false 
teachings. But in its present form, and with its avowed animus, it is a failure. Its 
plagiarisms are old, and its novelties worthless where they cease to be pernicious. 

U. S. A. J. DEWEV. 

'TWIXT HEAVEN AND EARTH.· 

THE hold that has been taken by occult phenomena on the public mind, is, 
perhaps, shewn by nothing more plainly than by the way in which they 

- dominate the fiction of the day. Novel after novel contains some curious 
event, explicable only by occult science. and the old·fashioned ghost at Christmas 
has retired in favour of astral bodies all the year round. "Twixt Heaven and 
Earth" is a tale which turns on hypnotic phenomena of a now well-known 
type. The villain is an unprepossessing young man, of jealous, malignant 
character, who, unfortunately for his neighbours, finds himself possessed of 
hypnotic powers. These he uses for his own purposes, finally robbing a man 
who had been his host of a valuable Indian magic stone, and then throwing the 
blame on a woman, against whom he brings as witness her lover whom he has 
hypnotised. The heroine of the story, the aforesaid falsely accused young 
woman, is a Theosophist, and we must quarrel with the author for the curious 
doctrines put into her mouth. When she tclls her pupil about man's fall and 
.. God in His anger" taking certain action, we feel that we are not in a 
Theosophical atmosphere. One blunder ought to be corrected if the book 
reaches a second edition: the son of a second marriage cannot be the elder 
brother of the son of a first . 

.. 'TwIXT HEAVEN AND EARTH. By MRS, SmSEY ROSF.SI'EI.D. Washington and New York .. , 
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(torresponbence . 
• 

THE ATONEMENT OF CHRIST. 
TO MRS. ANNIE DESANT. 

SYMBOLS are not to be judged in themselves, but in the effect or in the impres
sion they make on those who believe in them. A symbol is necessarily some
thing different from the reality it represents, otherwise it would not be a symbol 
but the reality itself; and, if it is to represent reality, there must be some 
analogy with it. Now, where can you find that analogy? In the object? No; 
because it is indifferent. Then in the subject, or in the heart of the believers. 

But is the Atonement of Christ a symbol or a superstitious fancy without 
raison d'2tre 1 Well: I think that generally, when we are before an object of 
faith, we may assume that it is a symbol, and then analyse it to see what is the 
reality it contains. We may find nothing at all. That depends either on the 
folly of that particular belief or on our incapacity to find out the hidden thing. 
So we must be very prudent, that is, sceptical in the scientific sense, before 
rejecting wholly any belief whatever. The same caution must be applied to the 
details of what we already recognize as a symbol; because it is true that it often 
happens that a symbol is such on the whole, but the details are a superfluity in 
respect to reality. At the utmost, they are a logical complement of the symbol 
in itself. On the other hand, it happens sometimes that even those details have 
an importance of which a student of symbology must take account in his in
terpretations. 

Moreover, beliefs important for the large place they occupy in religions, for 
the stress which is put on them and for their diffusion through time and space, 
may safely be considered ·as symbols of important realities. The slightest 
practice in symbology will prove the truth of my assertion. Then, too, I must 
subjoin that it is quite anti-scientific not to give due value to the consensus of the 
majority, on the ground that such consensus has sometimes proved erroneous, as, 
for instance, in the case of the Ptolemaic system. First, because even the most 
unrefined man has this in common with the most subtile scientist-mind and its 
functions; and old humanity may be excused for the Ptolemaic error, as the 
deceiving appearance was and is so constant, seeming to be reality itself. Second, 
they have also another thing in common-they live in the same inclosure, they 
see the same show, they weave on the same loom-reality. And do not accuse 
me of accumulating illustrations, if I say that the products of both these men, 
arparently so far from each other, appear very much like two clay figures made 
the one by an accomplished artist, the other by a little member of the Kinder
garten. The one figure is, perhaps, a little four-footed monster meant to be a 
horse, while the other is a cleverly-sketched reproduction of the same noble 
animal. What a difference between the two works, and yet what intimate re
semblance. Mark that both had a horse for their model, and both thought of 
making a horse. The Kindergarten's product has not the shape of a ball or of a 
stick, though the legs might look like sticks; and if it does not convey the idea 
of a horse proper, it conveys pretty well that of a generic quadruped. I mean 
that the difference is not in the model nor in the intention; and that the re-
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production may be primitive or refined, but not e')sentially different from each 
other. Sym~ol and scientific explanation stand related, as do the rude attempt 
to reach the shape of a horse and the work of the artist. And again, symbol is 
the unrefined man's view of reality; scientific explanation that of the refined 
one. Both agree, however, in having at least the same object before them. 

So, through symbology, we may understand how, even in very old and 
barbaric notions, there may be a soul of reality. We learn, also, how to deal 
with the consensus of majorities, which must by all means be considered as an 
index of some reality, if we do not choose to accept the Erasmian hypothesis 
that insanity is the characteristic of humanity. 

Finally, it must be observed that the value of the consensus of a whole race, or 
of a single nation, or of a large group of men, is not destroyed by the fact that 
all the rest of humanity think differently; for men may look at different aspects 
of reality which are not necessarily contradictory. Buddhism and Christianity, 
for instance, are in several most important respects alike. This may be ex
plained by the probable fact that the latter proceeds from the former; but I am 
sure that Christianity has not taken into account many valuable aspects of 
reality which Buddhism has noted and vice versa. However, the consensus is a 
more or less reliable index in proportion to its bulk; and a wide-spread con
sensus should cause us to seek for some important fact which has arrested the 
attention of so many minds. 

Now who can deny that the consensus about the Christian doctrine of the 
Atonement belongs to that class? Then, if it is not a reality (and it is not), 
it must, at last be a symbol. At a superficial glance, it may be called a false, 
an absurd, an immoral, or cruel doctrine; but I venture to say that it is not so, 
if we look at it from an earnest, impartial standpoint. There is even much 
beauty, pathos and grandeur about it. Yet that is not my point, as it is evident 
that if we are to consider it as a symbol, the absurdity, &c., &c., of the symbol 
itself does not affect the question; and we must turn all our attention to the 
impression that symbol makes on the faithful Christian, for whom it is some
thing all-important. 

Therefore suppose a state of moral anxiety and dissatisfaction, which, in my 
opinion, is at the basis of every new moral life, as intellectual discontent is the 
inevitable starting-point of a renewal in intellectual life. That state may 
become a morbid state and last all through the life, especially in a person whose 
conscience is sufficiently awake, but who is not helped by scientific thought j 
and, what is worse, such a half-developed soul, through persisting in that state, 
becomes ever more incapable of being useful to itself and to others, "He weeps 
over his past, while the moments are flying by on which depends the future of 
individual and the race." But let the day come when the helpless soul acquires 
the surety that" Christ died for us," and an internal transformation will take 
place; he will feel and say with that great Christian Paul: "!orgetlillg the 
things which are behind, and stretching !orulQrd to the things which are before, _ 
I press on toward the goal . . . "j he will, in fact, take hold of that most 
precious requirement for virtue and virtuous action-moral serenity. "He 
learns experience from the [-ast, he does no more weep over it," just like the 
wise man in Mrs. Annie Besant's beautiful article, "Karma and Social Improve
ment," (LUCIFER, August IS, 1889)' 
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You may object that this moral serenity is the fruit of illusion. It does not 
matter. I repeat, once more, that we must look at results. And the results in 
this case, though not perfect, depending as they do on imperfect" knowledge, 
are pretty well the same as those drawn from more exact notions, th:1t of Karma 
for instance, as Mrs. A. Besant explains it. 

But what good can be derived from an illusory belief? That question may 
be replied to with another. Are sincere Christians, viz.: believers in the Atone· 
ment of Christ, so utterly useless in society? I think the contrary; all im 
partial people will think the contrary. 

Yes, it is indeed a boon for society that peoples who have no scientific notions 
about a moral life, should have a chance to be virtuous even through an illusion. 
If it were not for the persuasive power of the gentle Buddha of Nazareth, they 
would, undoubtedly, be so much the worse. For babies milk or-inanition. 

With the moral serenity which flows from the special belief in the Atonement, 
there is also a deep feeling of gratitude, viz, love for love. And, as the object 
of their love is really great and holy, and has really loved and benefited 
humanity (though in another sense than that implied in the doctrine), who docs 
not see that we have another factor of morality? Are we not delivered from 
evil by love? Is not love the living and life-giving soul of good works? And 
are we not indebted to all the gre:lt benefactors of humanity, to Jesus as to 
Gautama, if through their example, through the love and admiration they so 
much deserve from us, we succeed in u.:ing good for something? 

So let the pious Christian repeat to himself, "Christ died for us"; let him 
add, "a man is justified by faith (love) apart from the works of the law; and 
that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God." If sincere, he is not so far from 
the" Kingdom of God" as we might imagine at a first glance; on the contrary, 
he is very near to Theosophy and to "Whatsoever things are of good report." 

Perugia (Italy). " ABELARDlUS." 

THE THEOSOPHIST'S RIGHT TO HIS GOD. 

THESE are days when a far-reaching discontent with barbarous or stupid theo
logies is impelling many to the search for a better faith, and when souls of fine 
fibre and high aspiration are finding in Theosophy a copious provision for all 
their needs. The Theosophical Society is growing, and daily come testimonies 
that in its teachings has been met a peace absent from all prior experiences. All 
around it are scattered true men, very lightly held to the faiths in which they 
were born, and ready to gravitate to it if only sure that they lose none of the 
essentials of human devotion, while gaining truth and motive unknown elsewhere. 
At such a time could there be a greater error than to insist on the conception of 
a class as a doctrine of the system, a greater evil than to repel all other ,;:Iasscs 
who do not hold to that conception and who will reject the system if believing such 
to be its doctrine? 

N ow for some time past, warm Theosophists within the Society, as well as 
warming enquirers without, have been disturbed by the confident intimations of 
Theosophical writers that Theosophy discountenances a God. The term "God" 
is here used as expressing a Supreme Being, a term abundantly clear for the 
purpose in view, and as to which scholastic or metaphysic.al quibbles may be 
waived. Sometimes these intimations are given in contemptuous references to 
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believers in a " personal God," sometimes in pantheistic phrases partially veiled, 
sometimes in bold assertion of "our Pantheism (for real Theosophy is that)." 
Sometimes belief in God is treated with charitable good-nature as an orthodox 
inheritance which has not yet been discarded, and sometimes as an amazing and 
odious abomination, setting aghast all rational and Theosophic thought. 

Theosophy is not a creed, nor does it enforce one. No man at the entrance
door of the Society is asked to be or not to be a Theist, an Atheist, a Pan
theist, or any other" ist." His unqualified right to his religious opinions is not only 
conceded, it is proclaimed. Hence not a word can be said against any member's 
privilege to believe in one God, many, or none. And what is true of the whole 
Society must be true of any Section of it, for a part cannot be greater in 
authority, any more than it can in size, than the whole. 

But if the Society disclaims dogma, and if the Pantheist has as much right 
within it as the Theist, why has not the Theist as much as the Pantheist? 
Whence does anyone obtain authority to say that" real Theosophy" is what he 
himself believes, and hence that contrary believers are not" real Theosophists? ". 
And if such assertion contravenes the very platform of the Society, is not a loyal 
member of the Society bound to vindicate his rights and that platform? To 
insist that Theists shall be tolerated is not enough; he is to insist that they arc 
as truly Theosophic as are Pantheists. 

It is by no means to be supposed that the Theistic Theosophist adores 
an anthropomorphic God. His conception of a Supreme Spirit, infinite in 
Wisdom, Goodness and Power, free of every human infirmity, of Whose ideation 
cosmic evolution as expounded by Theosophy is the expression, immanent in 
every atom of the universe, ever present, percipient, sentient, will never shrink 
to the dimensions of a Jewish Jehovah. But neither will it, on the other hand, be 
content with the corpse of an Unconscious It, t or abandon intelligent worship of 
an intelligent Deity for the mere contemplation of the Ishwara within, the " Male 
aspect of illusion," whatever that may mean. (Secret Doctrine, Vol. Llxlge 332.) 
His sense of lo.;ic and his sense of humour form abiding restraints .. 

Our Pantheistic Brethren-for, as has been said, the fraternal embrace of 
the T. S. excludes no seeker after Truth, however, vague or misty his yet 
attainment of it-may do well to ponder upon the three greats facts subjoined. 

1St. The utter inability of the finite mind to apprehend or to expound the 
Infinite. Mansel has shown, in his Limits of Religious Thought, that this 
inability inheres in the very constitution of man's intellect; and of course it 
cannot be transcended by living in Madras instead of London, and by calling 
The Absolute "Parabrahmam." 

• !IOo one having real authority has ever said so. Nor is that which one believes in nec('ssarily a 
truth but to himself. But rCdl Theosophy-i.e. the Th<.'Osophy that comes so us fro", the E,ut-is 
3>liuR'lily Pantheism and by no means Theism. Th<''Osol'hy is a word of the widest possible ml-aning 
which differs greatly in Eastt!rn and Western literature. Mor<.'Over, the Thl'Osophical Society being 
of Eastern origin, therefore goes beyond the narrow limits of the m<.,(\ireval Theosophy of the 
WesL Members of the T. S. cnn, therefore, subscribe to this Western iden of Theosophy. But as 
the \1ISt majority of these members accept the Eastern ideas, this majority has given us the right of 
applying the ternl Theosophist only to those members who do not believe in a .. personal" God. 
'Ibercfore, 'Igain, it would be better, in order to avoid confusion, that a member believing in such a 
God should qualify the term .. Theosophist" by the adjective" Western."-lEu.] 

t In such a case our esteemed Brother would have to invent a new philosophica.l conception. 
Xeither Eastern nor Western philosophy has yet postulated an intermediary betlVccn the Finit.· and 
the INFINITE. Parabra.bm me.'lns .. "eyond Brahml," and no better term can be invcnted·-LED.] G I 
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2nd. A brilliant Unitarian 11 once remarked that i. when men get their heads 
into the clouds, they are apt to get the clouds into their heads." Every treatise 
applying Metaphysics to the Supreme seems to verify this. The confusion of 
terms, the chaos of thought, the juggling with words, the contradictions, dis
orders, unthinkables are not only appalling, they are maddening. The treat
ment of "Consciousness" is one of the best illustrations. Anyone who has 
followed an Oriental philosopher in his route to the conclusion that" Absolute 
Consciousness is Unconsciousness" is not more aghast at this goal of thought 
than at the steps to it, and perhaps wonder!l whether these steps can have been 
taken while in a state of "consciousness." Naturally enough, the philosophers 
agree least in the very region where Unity is most desirable. Mr. Subba Row 
(Discourses on Ihe Bhagavad Gila, page 13) speaks of "the power and wisdom 
of Parabrahmam." t But wisdom is impossible in a subject not conscious, and so 
Parabrahmam must be conscious-a state of things regarded by opposing 
schools are most undignified and belittling. 

3rd. Comparative Theology exhibits, not only the Theosophic dictum of the 
fundamental unity of religions, but the certainty of severances and sects as a 
consequence of speculation on the Ultimate. Christianity and Brahminism, 
West and East alike, differentiate off into opposing groups as soon as meta
physics are applied thereto. There are excellent reasons why this should be so. 
Of a region as to which we know nothing, it is as easy to deny as to assert; and 
that we do know nothing Madame Blavatsky makes clearer than ever (Secret 
.IJoclrinc, Vol. I., page 56) in the words " ... that of which no human 
reason, even that of an Adept, can conceh-e." As Mr. Subba Row states 
(Discourses on Ihe Bhagavad Gila, page 15), "As regards this fourth principle 
(Parabrahmam), differences of opinion have sprung up, and from these differ
ences any amount of difficulty has arisen." 

Having digested these three great facts, our Pantheistic Brethren will then be 
in condition to ask themselves these three great questions :-

1St. Whether the Theist, in declining to accept as a measure of the Infinite 
tools which are inadequate, inconclusive, and distracting, is not entitled to some 
degree of respect? 

2nd. Whether the Theist, in demurring to the emergence of a conscious 
Logos from an unconscious It, does not share the same natural hesitation which 
the Pantheist feels to a "creation" out of nothing? 

3rd. Whether it would not be well, logically no less than theosophically, to 
concede the Theosophist's right to his God? ~ 

ALEXANDER FULLERTON, F. T.S. 
* It has yet to be proved that getting one's head into the clouds and the study of metaphysics is 

onc and the So"\me thing, sa'·e from a materialistic point of view. Therefore, we fail to see how the 
didu,n of the" brilliant Unitarian" supports our captious Brother.-l En.] 

t Mr. Subba Row, an AdtiJ"ila (please translate the term), delivered his lectures to an Eastern 
audience, which understood his real meaning without unnecessary disquisitions. Absolute conscious
ness is absolute UII:CONSCIOUSNEss-to human conception, at any rate.-{En.) 

::: We answer the three questions :-(1) Any resp~'Ctable .. theist" is entitled to respect, not because 
of his theism but of his II1trinsic worth. (2) The" unconscious IT" is the ALL, including the totality 
of consciousness. If our esll-emcd Brother pro,·es to us that anything can emerge and exist outside 
of absolute TOTALITY, we will be prepared to humbly sit at his feet. But a friend at O'.lr elbow suggests 
that this" anything" will be again simply the exIra-cosmic and personal god of the theists! (3) 
Theosophiclllly, therefore, all our theistic members ha,oe the right claimed since the Society exists; 
but to concede the logic of such a belief is not within our powers.-fED.] . .. Coogle 
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PHILOSOPHERS AND PHILOSOPHICULES . 

.. We shall in vain interpret their words 
by the notions of our philosophy and the 
doctrines in our schools." 

-LocKE. 

"Knowledge of the lowest kind is 
un-unified knowledge j Science is 
partially um"fod knowledge j Philo
sophy is completely unified know
ledge." - HERBERT SPENCER'S First 

Prina"/Jles. 

1If EW accusations are brought by captious censors against our 
JIb" Society in general and Theosophy, especially. We will sum

marize them as we proceed along, and notice the "freshest" 
denunciation. 

We are accused of being illogical in the" Constitution and Rules" of 
the Theosophical Society; and contradictory in the practical applica
tion thereof. The accusations are framed in this wise:-

In the published" Constitution and Rules" great stress is laid upon the 
absolutely non-sectarian character of the Society. It is constantly in
sisted upon that it has no creed, no philosophy, no religion, no dogmas, 
and even no special views of its own to advocate, still less to impose on 
its members. And yet-

"Why, bless us ! is it not as undeniable a fact that certain very definite 
views of a philosophic and, strictly speaking, of a religious character 
are held by the Founders and most prominent members of the 
Society'? " 

"Verily so," we answer. "But where is the alleged contradiction 
in this? Neither the Founders, nor the • most prominent members,' nor 
yet the majority thereof, constitute tlu Society, but only a certain por
tion of it,' which, moreover, having no creed as a body, yet allows its 
members to believe as and what they please." In answer to this, we are 
told:-

7 
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"Very true; yet these doctrines are collectively called' Theosophy.' 
What is your explanation of this?" 

We reply :-" To call them so is a' collective' mistake; one of those 
loose applications of terms to things that ought to be more carefully de
fined; and the neglect of members to do so is now bearing its fruits. In 
fact it is an oversight as harmful as that which followed the confusion of 
the two terms • buddhism' and • bodhism,' leading the Wisdom philo
sophy to be mistaken for the religion of Buddha." 

But it is still urged that when these doctrines are examined it be
comes very clear that all the work which the Society as a body has done 
in the East and the West depended upon them. This is obviously true in 
the case of the doctrine of the underlying unity of all religions and the 
existence, as claimed by Theosophists, of a common source called the 
Wisdom-religion of the secret teaching, from which, according to the 
same claims, all existing forms of religion are directly or indirectly 
derived. Admitting this, we are pressed to explain, how can the T. S. 
as a body be said to have no special views or doctrines to inculcate, no 
creed and no dogmas, when these are" the back-bone of the Society, its 
very heart and soul"? 

To this we can only answer that it is still another error. That these 
teachings are most undeniably the "back-bone" of the Theosophical 
Societies ill the West, but not at all in the East, where such Branch 
Societies number almost five to one in the West. Were these special 
doctrines the" heart and soul" of the whole body, then Theosophy and 
its T. S. would have died out in India and Ceylon since IS8s-and this 
is surely not the case. For, not only have they been virtually abandoned 
at Adyar since that year, as there was no one to teach them, but while 
some Brahmin Theosophists were very much opposed to that teaching 
being made public, others-the more orthodox-positively opposed them 
as being inimical to their exoteric systems. . 

These are self-evident facts. And yet if answered that it is not so ; 
that the T. S. as a body teaches no special religion but tolerates and 
virtually accepts all religions by never interfering with, or even inquiring 
after the religious views of its members, our cavillers and even friendly 
opponents, do not feel satisfied. On the contrary: ten to one they will 
non-plus you with the following extraordinary objection :-

" How can this be, since belief in • Esoteric Buddhism' is a sine qua 
non for acceptance as a Fellow of your Society?" 

It is vain to protest any longer; useless, to assure our opponents that 
belief in Buddhism, whether esoteric or exoteric, is no more expected by, 
nor obligatory in, our Society than reverence for the monkey-god 
Hanuman, him of the singed tail, or belief in Mahomet and his canonized 
mare. It is unprofitable to try and explain that since there are in the 
T. S. as many Brahmins, Mussulmans, Parsis, Jews and Christians as 
there are Buddhists, and more, all cannot be expected to become 
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followers of Buddha, nor even of Buddhism, howsoever esoteric. Nor 
can they be made to realize that the Occult doctrines-a few funda
mental teachings of which are -broadly outlin~d in Mr. Sinnett's .. Eso
teric Buddhism "-are not the wnole of Theosophy, nor even the whole 
of the secret doctrines of the East, but a very small portion of these: 
Occultism itself being but one of the Sciences of Theosophy, or the 
WISDOM-Religion, and by no means the whole of THEOSOPHY. 

So firmly rooted seem these ideas, however, in the mind of the 
average Britisher, that it is like telling him that there are Russians who 
are neither Nihilists nor Panslavists, and that every Frenchman does not 
make his daily meal of frogs; he will simply refuse to believe you. 
Prejudice against Theosophy seems to have become part of the national 
feeling. For almost three years the writer of the present-helped in this 
by a host of Theosophists-has tried in vain to sweep away from the 
public brain some of the most fantastic cobwebs with which it is gar
nished; and now she is on the eve of giving up the attempt in despair I 
While half of the English people will persist in confusing Theosophy 
with .. esoteric blld-ism," the remainder will keep on pronouncing the 
world-honoured title of Buddha as they do-butter. 

It is they also who have started the proposition now generally adopted 
by the flippant press that "Theosophy is not a philosophy, but a 
religion," and" a new sect." 

Theosophy is certainly not a philosophy, simply because it includes 
every philosophy as every science and religion. But before we prove it 
once more, it may be pertinent to ask how many of our critics are 
thoroughly posted about, say, even the true definition of the term coined 
by Pythagoras, that they should so flippantly deny it to a system of 
which they seem to know still less than they do about philosophy? 
Have they acquainted themselves with its best and latest definitions, or 
even with the views upon it, now regarded as antiquated, of Sir W. 
Hamilton? The answer would seem to be in the negative, since they 
fail to see that every such definition shows Theosophy to be the very 
synthesis of Philosophy in its widest abstract sense, as in its special 
qualifications. Let us try to give once more a clear and concise 
definition of Theosophy, and show it to be the very root and essence of 
all sciences and systems. 

Theosophy is "divine" or " god-wisdom." Therefore, it must be the 
life-blood of that system (philosophy) which is defined as "the science 
of things divine and human and the causes in which they are contained" 
(Sir W. Hamilton), Theosophy alone possessing the keys to those 
" causes." Bearing in mind simply its most elementary division, we find 
that philosophy is the love of, and search after wisdom, "the knowledge 
of phenomena as explained by, and resolved into, causes and reasons, 
powers and laws." (Encyclopedia.) When applied to god or gods, it became 
in every country tlu%K}'; when to material nature, it was called pnysics 

7-
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and natural history j concerned with man, it appeared as anthropology 
and psychology,· and when raised to the higher regions it becomes known 
as metaphysics. Such is philosophy-" the science of effects by their 
causes "-the very spirit of the doctrine of Karma, the most important 
teaching under various names of every religious philosophy, and a 
theosophical tenet that belongs to no one religion but explains them all. 
Philosophy is also called " the science of things possible; inasmuch as they 
are possible." This applies directly to theosophical doctrines, inasmuch 
they reject miracle,· but it can hardly apply to theology or any dogmatic 
religion, everyone of which etIforces belief in things impossible,· nor to 
the modem philosophical systems of the materialists who reject even 
the" possible," whenever the latter contradicts their assertions. 

Theosophy claims to explain and to reconcile religion with science. 
We find G. H. Lewes (History of PMlosophy, vol 1., Prolegomena, p. xviii.) 
stating that "Philosophy, detaching its widest conceptions from both 
(Theology and Science), furnishes a doctrine which contains an explana
tion of the world and human destillY." "The office of Philosophy is the 
systematisation of the conceptions furnished by Science. . . . Science 
furnishes the knowledge, and Philosophy the doctrine" (Ioc. cit.). The 
latter can become complete only on condition of having that" know
ledge" and that " doctrine" passed through the sieve of Divine 
Wisdom, or Theosophy. 

Ueberweg (History of Philosophy) defines Philosophy as" the Science 
of Principles," which, as all our members know, is the claim of Theo
sophy in its branch-sciences of Alchemy, Astrology, and the occult 
sciences generally. 

Hegel regards it as " the contemplation of the self-development of the 
ABSOLUTE," or in other words as "the representation of the Idea" 
(Darstelltmg del' Idee). 

The whole of the Secret Doctrine-of which the work bearing that 
name is but an atom-is such a contemplation and record, as far as finite 
language and limited thought can record the processes of the infinite. 

Thus it becomes ev!dent that Theosophy cannot be a "religion," 
still less "a sect," but it is indeed the quintessence of the highest 
philosophy in all and every one of its aspects. Having shown that it 
falls under, and answers fully, every description of philosophy, we may 
add to the above a few more of Sir W. Hamilton's definitions, and prove 
our statement by showing the pursuit of the same in Theosophical 
literature. This is a task easy enough, indeed. For, does· not "Theo
sophy" include "the science of things evidently deduced from first 
principles," as well as "the sciences of truths sensible and abstract"? 
Does it not preach" the applications of reason to its legitimate objects," 
and make it one of its" legitimate objects "-to inquire into" the science 
of the original form of the Ego, or mantal self," as also to teach the 
secret cf "the absolute indifference of the ideal and real "-) All of 
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which proves that according to every definition-old or new-of philo
sophy, he who studies Theosophy, studies the highest transcendental 
philosophy. ' 

\Ve need not go out of our way to notice at any length such foolish 
statements about Theosophy and Theosophists as are found almost 
daily in the public press. Such definitions and epithets as "new 
fangled religion" and "ism," "the system ilZvented by the high priestess 
of Theosophy," and other remarks as silly, may be left to their own fate. 
They have been and in most cases will be left unnoticed. 

Our age is regarded as being pre-eminently critical: an age which 
analyses closely, and whose public refuses to accept anything offered 
for its consideration before it has fully scrutinized the subject. Such is 
the boast of our century; but such is not quite the opinion of the 
impartial observer. At all events it is an opinion highly exaggerated 
since this boasted analytical scrutiny is applied only to that which 
interferes in no way with national, social, or personal prejudices. On 
the other hand everything that is malevolent, destructive to reputation, 
wicked and slanderous, is received with open embrace, accepted joyfully, 
and made the subject of everlasting public gossip, without any scrutiny 
or the slightest hesitation, but verily on a blind faith of the most elastic 
kind. We challenge contradiction on this point. Neither unpopular 
characters nor their work are judged in our day on their intrinsic value. 
but merely on their author's personality and the prejudiced opinion 
thereon of the masses. In many journals no literary work of a Theo
sophist can ever hope to be reviewed on its own merits, apart from the 
gossip about its author. Such papers, oblivious of the rule first laid 
down by Aristotle, who says that criticism is "a standard of judging 
well," refuse point blank to accept any Theosophical book apart from 
its writer. As a first result, the former is judged by the distorted 
reflection of the latter created by slander repeated in the daily papers. 
The personality of the writer hangs like a dark shadow between the 
opinion of the modern journalist and unvarnished truth; and as a final 
result there are few editors in all Europe and America who know any
thing of our Society's tenets. 

How can then Theosophy or even the T.S. be correctly judged? It 
is nothing new to say that the true critic ought to know something at 
least of the subject he ,undertakes to analyze. Nor is it very risky to 
add that not one of our press Thersites knows in the remotest way 
what he is talking about-this, from the large fish to the smallest fry; • 
but whenever the word" Theosophy" is printed and catches the reader's 
eye, there it will be generally found preceded and followed by abusive 

• From Jupiter Tonans of the SaJ,.rday Review down to the scurrilous editor of the Mirror. 
The first may be as claimed one of the greatest authorities living on fencing. and the other as great 
at .. muscular .. thought reading. yet both are equally ignorant of Theosophy and as blind to its real 
objeet and purposes as two owls are to day.lighL 
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epithets and invective against the personalities of certain Theosophists. 
The modern editor of the Grundy pandering kind, is like Byron's hero, 
"He knew 110t what to say, alld so he swore "-at that which passeth 
his comprehension. All such swearing is invariably based upon old 
gossip, and stale denunciations of those who stand in the moon-struck 
minds as the "inventors" of Theosophy. Had South Sea islanders a 
daily press of their own, they would be as sure to accuse the mission
aries of having invented Christianity in order to bring to grief their native 
fetishism. 

How long, 0 radiant gods of truth, how long shall this terrible mental 
cecityof the nineteenth century Philosophists last? How much longer 
are they to be told that Theosophy is no national property, no religion, 
but only the universal code of science and the most transcendental ethics 
that was ever known j that it lies at the root of every moral philosophy 
and religion j and that neither Theosophy per se, nor yet its humble 
unworthy vehicle, the Theosophical Society, has anything whatever to do 
with any personality or personalities! To identify it with these is to 
show oneself sadly defective in logic and even common sense. To reject 
the teaching and its philosophy under the pretext that its leaders, or 
rather one of its Founders, lies under various accusations (so far unproven) 
is silly, illogical and absurd. It is, in truth, as ridiculous as it would have 

. been in the days of the Alexandrian school of Neo-Platonism, which was 
in its essence Theosoph:", to reject its teachings, because it came to Plato 
from Socrates, and because the sage of Athens, besides his pug-nose and 
bald head, was accused of "blasphemy and of corrupting the youth." 

Aye, kind and generous critics, who call yourselves Christians, and 
boast of the civilisation and progress of your age j you have only to be 
scratched skin deep to find in you the same cruel and prejudiced 
" barbarian" as of old. Were an opportunity offered you to sit in public 
and legal judgment on a Theosophist, who of you would rise in your 
nineteenth century of Christianity higher than one of the Athenian 
dikastery with its 500 jurors who condemned Socrates to death? 
Which of you would scorn to become a Meletus or an Anytus, and 
have Theosophy and all its adherents condemn'ed on the evidence of 
false witness to a like ignominious death? The hatred manifested in 
your daily attacks upon the Theosophists is a warrant to us for this. 
Did Haywood have you in his mind's eye when he wrote of Society's 
censure:-

" 0 ! that the too censorious world would learn 
This wholesome rule, and with each other bear j 

But man, as if a foe to his own species, 
Takes pleasure to report his neighbour's faults, 
Judging with rigour every small offence, 
And prides himself in scandal. . . . . . . 

Many optimistic writers would fain make of this mercantile century of 
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ours an age of philosophy and call it its renaissance. We fail to find 
outside of our Society any attempt at philosophical revival, unless the 
word" philosophy" is made to lose its original meaning. For wherever 
we turn we find a cold sneer at true philosophy. A sceptic can never 
aspire to that title. He who is capable of imagining the universe with 
its handmaiden Nature fortuitous, and hatched like the black hen of the 
fable, out of a self-created egg hanging in space, has neither the power of 
thinking nor the spiritual faculty of perceiving abstract truths; which 
power and faculty are the first requisites of a philosophical mind. We 
see the entire realm of modern Science honeycombed with such material
ists, who yet claim to be regarded as philosophers. They either believe 
in naught as do the Secularists, or doubt according to the manner of the 
Agnostics. Remembering the two wise aphorisms by Bacon, the modern
day materialist is thus condemned out of the mouth of the Founder of 
his own inductive method, as contrasted with the deductive philosophy 
of Plato, accepted in Theosophy. For does not Bacon tell us that 
" Philosophy wken superftcially studied excites doubt; when thoroughly 
explored it dispels it;" and again," a little philosophy inclinetk man's 
mind to atkeism,· but depth of philosophy bringeth man's mind about to 
religion" ? 

The logical deduction of the above is, undeniably, that none of our 
present Danvinians and materialists and their admirers, our critics, could. 
have studied philosophy otherwise than very "superficially." Hence 
while Theosophists have a legitimate right to the title of pkilosopkers
true "lovers of Wisdom "-their critics and slanderers are at best 
PHILOSOPHIcuLEs-the progeny of modern PHILOSOPH ISM. 

" FRATERNIT AS." . 

DR. PlOD.', F. T. S. of Locarno, Switzerland, the Secretary of the Society 
" Fraternitas" bas asked us to mention that the shareholders will not be con
fined only to members of the Theosophical Society but that all in sympathy with 
the scheme are invited to join and subscribe. 

The House is beautifully situated, with a fine view of the Lago Maggiore, and the 
valleys and mountains of Tessin; it will contain a valuable library; and will be 
open to shareholders the whole year; they having the right, in recognition of 
their share in the movement, to st.'lY at the Retreat for as long as and whenever 
they choose. Their health and tastes will be studied in every possible way, 
vegetarian or mixed diets being given as required, and at the lowest possible 
terms. 
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12th August, 1l1li9-

II NO SURRENDER I " 

I will not yield I although no aid be nigh, 
Although my foes be many as the sand, 

Although the echoes mock my desperate cry 
As slips the sword-hilt from my nerveless hand, 

I will not yield I 
Disgraced, defeated, broken, shamed, 
Besmeared with filth and blood, all maimed, 

All crippled, wounded, thrust 
Down to tho: very dust, 

Faint unto death-
While I have breath 

I will not yield! 

I will not yield I the courage of deSpair 
Thrills through me; from the wreck of youthful hope 

Springs fierce resolve; now all seems lost I dare 
As ne'er before; in ruin Will finds scope. 

I will not yield! 
Not dreaming now ofvast renown, 
Of laurel wreath and golden crown, 

Of place among the Gods, 
I face the fearful odds, 

And for dear life 
Maintain the strife. 

I will not yield I 

I will not yield! I cannot choose I for,lo I 
I, too, !taw seen-seen what the end might be, 

The far-off sun-kissed pinnacles of snow, 
The perfect life of sel1less liberty. 

I will not yield! 
For having seen, I can but seek 
The highest; though the heavenly peak 

Lie ages hence away 
From this foul bed of clay, 

It can be won! 
Child of the Sun, 

I will not yield I 

I will not yield I the fault is all my own 
That I have fallen; evil seeds bear fruit; 

Loins gin for years with pleasure's silken zone 
Have failed to stand the strain; but to the brute 

I will not yield I 
No I though the struggle be in vain; 
No I though I rise to fall again ; 

Unto the utmost end, 
Until the night descend, 

I stand my ground; 
Vanquished or crowned, 

I will not yield ! 

ERNEST HAWTHORN, F.T.S. 
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HYPNOTISM. 

J OR many years the scientific world in Germany and France has 
been stirred to its depths by the experiments in hypnotism made 
by some of the leading physicians in each country. Both fro~ the 

philosophical and the practical sides it has been realised that the strange 
power which formed the subject of investigation was one of supreme 
importance in its bearing on the constitution and conduct of man. Many 
of the records of alleged feats by Middle Ages witches and wizards
regarded by the nineteenth century as the mere drivel of superstitious 
ignorance-paled their ineffectual fires before the wonders of the new 
experimenters, while the visions of the saints received startling pendants 
from the Sal~triere. In Germany, the State, with characteristic prompti
tude, appears to have armed itself against the practical dangers which 
threaten to assail society, with a law which forbids unqualified persons 
to practice hypnotism. On the other hand, the Materialists, recognising 
by a true intuition the fatal character of the new departure for the 
l'faterialist philosophy, assailed the experimenters with quite theological 
virulence, scoffing at their experiments and decrying their motives. The 
famous Dr. Ludwig BUchner-whose services alike to medicine and to 
biology have been great-has vehemently attacked those of his com
patriots who have entered the new path. In the last edition of his 
.. Kraft und Stoff" he speaks of "the legerdemain and claptrap of mag
netisers, clairvoyants, thaumaturgists, spiritualists, hypnotists, and other 
jugglers." * Yet even he alludes to the hypnotic as a "highly interesting 
condition" t and suggests that "it is probable that hypnotism accounts 
for much that occurs at exhibitions of animal magnetism." He remarks, 
indeed, that" the whole effect is brought about by strictly natural causes:' 
a statement with which Theosophists, at least, will not quarrel. 

Hypnotism-derived from ~7rIlO~ sleep-obtained its name from 
it,; resemblance to somnambulism; in most respects the hypnotic re
sembles the mesmeric or magnetic trance, but differs from it in this, that 
suggestions made to a person under hypnotism are carried out when the 
hypnotic state has apparently passed away, and not during the trance, as 
with ordinary mesmerism. Everyone has seen the mesmerised person 
obey the mesmeriser, accept his fictions as facts, and perform at his 
bidding acts of the most startling absurdity. But when the patient 
recovers his senses, the spell is broken. Not so with hypnotism. The 
patient opens his eyes, walks about, goes away, performs the ordinary 
duties of life, but obeys with undeviating regularity the impulse com
municated by the hypnotiser, imagining all the time that he is acting as 

• Force and Matter. English translation, p. 338. t 16itl p. J46. 
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a free agent while he is the bond-slave of another's will. There can be 
little doubt, however, that all these phenomena are but phases of the 
same condition; Hypnotism is a new name, not a new thing, its differentia 
being but extensions of the old" mesmerism." 

From the time of Mesmer onwards attention has from time to time 
been directed to the curious phenomena obtained by mesmeric passe~, 
fixity of gaze, etc., but MM. Binet. and Fere, in their work on .. Le Mag
netisme Animal,"· give to Dr. James Braid, a Manchester surgeon, the 
credit of being "the initiator of the scientific study of animal magne
tism" (p. 67). "Magnetism and hypnotism," say these authors, "are 
fundamentally synonymous terms, but the first connotes a certain number 
of complex and extraordinary phenomena, which have always compro
mised the cause of these fruitful studies. The term hypnotism is exclu
sively applied to a definite nervous state, observable under certain 
conditions, subject to general rules, produced by human and in no sense 
mysterious processes, and based on modifications of the functions of the 
patient's nervous system. Thus it appears that hypnotism has arisen 
from animal magnetism, just as the physico-medical sciences arose from 
the occult sciences of the Middle Ages." Braid found that many 
persons could hypnotise themselves by gazing fixedly at an object placed 
a little above the head in such a position that the eyes, when fixed on it, 
squinted-or, to put the matter in more dignified fashion, in such a posi
tion as induced a convergent and superior strabismus. The fixation of 
the attention was also necessary, and Braid considers that the insensi
bility of idiots to hypnotism arises from their incapacity for fixed atten
tion (pp. 69, 70). At the Salpetriere, Dr. Charcot and his pupils, dealing 
with hysterical patients,t found that catalepsy could be produced by 
sudden sounds or vivid light, and that the patient could be made to pass 
from the cataleptic to the somnambulic or lucid hypnotic condition by 
friction on the scalp, pressure on the eyeballs, and other methods. 
Speaking generally, Dr. Richer states that stimulants "which produce 
a sudden shock to the nervous system and cause a sleep whose abrupt 
commencement is accompanied by marked hysterical symptoms, such as 
twitching of the limbs, movements of swallowing, a little foam on the 
lips, pharyngeal murmur, etc., give rise to the nervous condition termed 
lethargy; while those which gently impress the nervous system and 
cause none of the hysterical symptoms to which I have alluded, produce 
a sleep which comes on progressively and without shock, the charac
teristics of which, differing from those of lethargy, belong to the special 
nervous state known under the name of somnambulic" (p. 519)~ or 
hypnotic. The ticking of a watch, the steady gaze of the doctor, 
magnetic passes, a verbal command, etc., will throw many subjects 
into a hypnotic trance. 

• Issued in an English Translation, under the title of .. Animal Magnetism. .. The references in tbe 
text are to the English edition, as it is more accessible to English readers. 

t .. Etudes cliniques sur Ia grande Hystj!rie." Par Ie docteur Paul Richer. 
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The condition of the hypnotised person may vary from insensibility 
to acute sensitiveness. The body may be rendered insensible to pain, so 
that critical operations can be performed without the use of a material 
ancesthetic, and a number of such cases are on record. On the other 
hand, hypnotisation often produces extreme hypercesthesia. Binet and 
Fere say: "In somnambulism [hypnotism] the senses are not merely 
awake, but quickened to an extraordinary degree. Subjects feel the cold 
produced by breathing from the mouth at the distance of several 
yards (Braid). Weber's compasses, applied to the.'6kin, produce a two
fold sensation with a deviation of 3°, in regions where, during the waking 
state, it would be necessary to give the instrument a deviation of 18° 
(Berger). The activity of the sense of sight is sometimes so great that 
the range of sight may be doubled, as well as sharpness of vision. The 
sense of smell may be developed so that the subject is able to discover 
by its aid the fragments of a visiting-card which had been given to him 
to smell before it was torn up (Taguet). The hearing is so acute that 
a conversation carried on in the Ooor below may be overheard (Azam). 
These are interesting but isolated facts. We are still without any col
lective work on the subject, of which it would be easy to make a regular 
study, with the methods of investigation we have at our disposal. More 
careful observations of the state of the memory have been made, but 
this state has only been studied as it is found during somnambulism. 
when it generally displays the same hyper-excitability as the other 
organs of the senses" (Binet and Fen!, pp. 134, 135). 

Memory may, indeed. be rendered extraordinarily vivid under hyp
notism. A poem read to a hypnotised person was repeated by her cor
rectly; awake, she had forgotten it, but on being again hypnotised she 
repeated it. A patient recalled the exact menu of her dinner a week 
ago, though awake she could only remember those of a day or two. 
Another gave correctly and without hesitation the name of a doctor 
whom she had seen in childhood. although in her waking condition she, 
after some doubt, only recalled the fact that he had been a physician in 
a children's hospital. 

Many of the purely physical results obtained are interesting in them
selves. but, to the Theosophist, less suggestive than those which pass 
into the psychical realm. Contractures can be caused, and transferred 
from one side to the other, by a magnet. A limb can be rendered 
rigid, or can be paralyzed, and so on. An extremely curious experi
ment is the tracing some words on the arms of a hypnotised subject 
with a blunt probe; the doctor then "issued the following order: 
, This afternoon at four o'clock, you will go to sleep, and blood will then 
issue from your arms, on the lines which I have now traced.' The 
subject fell asleep at the hour named, the letters then appeared 
on his left arm, marked in relief, and of a bright red colour which 
contrasted with the general paleness of the skin, and there were 
even minute drops of blood in several places. There was absolutely 
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nothing to be seen on the right and paralysed side [the patient 
was affected with hemiplegia and hemi-anresthesia]. Mabille sub
sequently heard the same patient, in a spontaneous attack of 
hysteria, ·command his arm to bleed, and soon afterwards the cutaneous 
hremorrhage just described was displayed. These strange phenomena 
recall, and also explain, the bleeding stigmata which have been repeat
edly observed in the subjects of religious ecstasy, who have pictured to 
themselves the passion of Christ. Charcot and his pupils at the 
Salpetriere have often produced the effects of burns upon the skin of 
hypnotized subjects by means of suggestion. The idea of the burn 
does not take effect immediately, but after the lapse of some hours" 
(Binet and Fere, pp. 198, 199). The bearing of these experiments on 
the supposed miraculous impression of the sacred stigmata is obvious, 
and offers one more of the many illustrations which shew that the best 
way to eradicate superstition is not to deny the phenomena on which 
it rests, many of which are real, but to explain them, and to prove that 
they can be produced by natural means. 

Muscular contractions of the limbs produce corresponding changes in 
the face, normally expressive of the feelings suggested by the artificially 
produced attitude. Richer states: "A tragic attitude impresses stern
ness on the face, and the brows contract. On the other hand, if the 
two open hands are carried to the mouth, as in the act of blowing a kiss, 
a smile immediately appears on the lips. In this case the reaction of 
gesture on physiognomy is very remarkable and is produced with great 
exactitude .... One can thus infinitely vary the attitudes. Ecstasy, 
prayer, humility, sadness, defiance, anger, fear, can be represented. It is 
indeed startling to see how invariably a simple change in the position 
of the hands reacts on the features. If the open hand is stretched 
outwards, the facial expression is calm and benevolent, and changes to 
a smile if the arm is raised and the tips of the fingers brought to the 
mouth. But without altering the attitude of the arms, it suffices to 
close the subject's hands to see benevolence give place to severity, 
which soon becomes anger if the clenching of the fist is increased. This 
phenomenon may be unilateral. If the fist is clenched on one side and 
carried fonvard as in menace, the corresponding brow only is contracted. 
So also if only one open hand is brought to the mouth, the smile will only 
appear on the same side of the face. The two different attitudes may 
be simultaneously impressed on the two sides of the body, and each half 
of the face will reflect the corresponding expression" (p. 669). 

It is possible that these muscular contractions may give rise to no 
corresponding emotions, although it seems p,ima facie probable that 
where the emotions constantly find expression in gestures, the gestures 
should, in their turn, arouse the emotions. Yet it may be that the link 
is merely between muscle and muscle, and that the continual co-ordina
tion results in a purely automatic muscular adion. We will therefore 
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pass to phenomena in which the psyche is involved, and see what strange 
tricks can be played with it by the experimenter in hypnotism. 

The lower senses of touch and taste and smell can be played with at 
will. A hypnotised patient, told that a bird had placed itself on her 
knee, stroked and caressed it (Richer, p. 645). "If a hallucinatory object, 
such as a lamp-shade, is put into the subject's hands, and he is told to 
press it, he experiences a sensation of resistance, and is unable to bring 
his hands together" (Binet and Fen!, p. 213). Colocynth placed on the 
tongue is not tasted, odours are not smelt (Richer, p. 660). In the auto
matic stage contact with familiar objects brings up the action constantly 
associated with them; given soap and water a patient will steadfastly 
wash her hands; given a match, she will strike it, but is unconscious of 
pain if the flame touches her; given a probing pin, she will plunge it 
into her hand; given a book, she will begin to read it fluently, and when 
the book is turned upside down, continue to read it aloud in the reversed 
position (Richer, pp.693-696). This automatic stage can be made to 
pass into the somnambulic, where the will is dominated, but Iwhere 
intelligence survives. 

But it is when we corne to the more intellectual sense of vision that 
we meet the most surprising phenomena. On a piece of white paper a 
white card was placed, and an imaginary line was drawn round this 
card, with a blunt pointer, without touching the paper, the patient being 
told that the line was being drawn. When she awaked she was given 
the blank paper, and she saw on it the rectangle which had not been 
traced; asked to fold the paper along the lines she saw, she folded it 
exactly, so that it was just covered by the card when the latter was 
placed on it (Richer, p. 723). A patient was told that she saw a black 
circle; on waking she looked about, rubbed her eyes, and on being 
questioned complained that she saw a black circle in whichever direction 
she turned her eyes, and that it was extremely annoying (IbUi). A por
trait was said to exist on a piece of blank cardboard; when the card was 
reversed, the imaginary portrait was reversed with it, and it disappeared 
when the other side of the cardboard was shewn, although the changes of 
position were made out of sight of the patient (Binet and Fere, p. 224). 
Such a portrait is visible to the patient through an opera-glass, and is 
magnified or diminished like a real object. Again, a patient Bar- was 
told that Dr. Charcot was present, and although he was not there, she 
addressed him; told to listen to the music, she heard an imaginary 
concert; informed that a number of children were present, she made the 
gestures of taking them in her arms and kissing them, described the colour 
of their hair and eyes; while another patient complained that their play 
irritated her, and that the noise they made was intolerable. 

More complex visions can be made to pass before the eyes; suggest to 
a subject that paradise lies open before her, and she wiII see angels and 
saints, the virgin, and so on, the details of the vision varying with the 
richness of imagination of the patient. Sometimes it is the devil whose 
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presence is suggested, and the most vivid fear and anger are expressed. 
Surely we have here the key to the visions of ecstatic nuns: the fixed 
gaze at the crucifix with upward-turned eyes is the very position for 
self-hypnotisation : the matter of the visions is suggested by the pressure 
of the dominant idea; while the certitude of the patient as to the reality 
of the visions would be complete. 

Yet more curious are the phenomena connected with rendering an 
object or a person invisible by suggestion. Ten similar cards were shewn 
to a hypnotised subject, and she was told that she could not see one of 
them. When she was awaked, that card remained invisible; and similar 
results were obtained with keys, thermometers, and other objects (Richer, 
P.725). To another was said," You will not see M. X.," and on waking, 
M. X. was invisible to her. "We once suggested to a hypnotic subject 
that she would cease to see F-- but would continue to hear his voice. 
On awaking, the subject heard the voice of an invisible person, and looked 
about the room to discover the cause of this singular phenomenon, asking 
us about it with some uneasiness. We said jestingly, 'F-- is dead, 
and it is his ghost which speaks to you.' The subject is intelligent and 
in her normal state she would probably have taken the jest at its true 
value; but she was dominated by the suggestion of an:esthesia, and 
readily accepted the explanation. When F -- spoke again he said 
that he had died the night before, and that his body had been taken to 
the post-mortem room. The subject clasped her hands with a sad ex
pression, and asked when he was to be buried, as she wished to be 
present at the religious service. 'Poor young man!' she said; 'he was 
not a bad man.' F--, wishing to see how far her credulity would go, 
uttered groans and complained of the autopsy of his body which was 
going on. The scene then became tragic, for the emotion of the subject 
caused her to fall backwards in an incipient attack of hysteria, which we 
promptly arrested" (Binet and F ere, pp. 312, 313). The most suggestive 
experiment was one in which F-- was rendered invisible; the subject 
was then awakened, and on enquiring for F-- was told that he had 
left the room. She was then told that she might retire, and went 
towards the door, against which F-- had placed himself. Unable to 
see him she came in contact with him, and, on a second experiment to 
reach the door, became alarmed at the incomprehensible resistance and 
refused to again go near it. A hat was placed on his head, and" words 
cannot express the subject's surprise, since it appeared to her that the 
hat was suspended in the air. Her surprise was at its heigM when F-
took off the hat and saluted her with it several times; she saw the hat 
without any support, describing curves in the air." F-- then put on 
a cloak, and she saw the cloak moving "and assuming the form of a 
person. 'It is,' she said, 'like a hollow puppet.''' A number of other 
experiments were tried with her, leaving no doubt that she was com
pletely unconscious of F--'s presence (Binet and Fere, pp. 306-308). 

In another class of experiments, the subject's personality was changed. 
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"On one occasion we told X- that she had become M. F-, and after 
some resistance she accepted the suggestion. On awaking she was 
unable to see M. F - who was present; she imitated his manner, and 
made the gesture of putting both her hands in the pockets of an 
imaginary hospital apron. From time to time she put her hand to her 
lips, as if to smooth her moustache, and looked about her with assurance. 
But she said nothing. We asked her whether she was acquainted with 
X-. She hesitated for a moment, and then replied, with a contemp
tuous shrug of the shoulders: • Oh yes, a hysterical patient What do 
you think ofher? Sheisnottoowise'" (Ibid, pp. 215, 216). Another 
patient personated, in succession, a peasant woman, an actress, a general, 
an archbishop, a nun, speaking appropriately in each character (Richer, 
pp. 729, 730 ). 

There is another class of phenomena which opens up serious dangers 
of a practical nature. A suggestion made to a hypnotised subject may 
be carried out when the subject is awake, either immediately, or days or 
months afterwards, and this obedience is blind to consequences and to 
every consideration of right and wrong. We have here a personality 
not a machine, but a personality which is the puppet of another's will. 
Dr. Richer remarks: "In the latter state [cataleptic] the subject is an 
automaton, without conscience or spontaneity, only moving under the 
influence of sensorial stimuli, coming from without. The stimulus alone 
matters, and not the person who supplies it The personality of the 
operator is indifferent. All the responses are of the nature of reflex 
actions, without any participation of the intellectual activity other than 
such as may be necessary to their production. The somnambulist, on 
the other hand, is no longer a simple machine. He is the slave of the 
will of another, the veritable subject of the operator. His automatism 
consists in servitude and obedience. But a certain consciousness exists 
other than that of the waking state. A new personality is created, 
which may give rise to those strange phenomena described under the 
name of duplication of consciousness or of personality. There is really 
a somnambulic Ego, while there is no cataleptic Ego" (P.789). 

I t is in this somnambulic stage that occur the phenomena now to be 
considered. A hypnotised subject is desired to steal some object; 
sometimes she resists, but insistance generally overcomes this resistance; 
only in a few cases has it been found impossible to conquer it. On 
awaking, the patient watches her opportunity and performs the theft. 
And here comes in the curious fact that the subject shews cunning and 
intelligence in carrying out the suggestion. One patient, told to steal 
the handkerchief of a certain person, presently feigned dizziness, and 
staggering against the person stole the handkerchief. In another case, 
the subject abruptly asked the owner of the handkerchief what he had 
in his hand, and stole it as he, in surprise, looked at his hand. Another, 
told to poison X- with a glass of water, offered it with the remark that 
it was a hot day. "If Z- is armed with a paper-knife and ordered to 
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kill X- she says, 'Why should I do it ? He has done me no harm.' 
But if the experimenter insists, this slight scruple may be overcome, and 
she soon says: 'If it must be done, I will do it.' On awaking, she 
regards X- with a perfidious smile, looks about her and suddenly 
strikes him with the supposed dagger." The patient will find reasons 
to excuse her act; one who had struck a man with a pasteboard knife 
under suggestion was asked why she had killed him. "She looked at 
him fixedly for a moment, and then replied with an expression of 
ferocity, 'He was an old villain, and wished to insult me'" (Binet and 
Fere, pp. 286-291). 

Without further accumulating these phenomena, let us consider 
whether any, and, if any, what explanation of them is possible. 

And first, from the standpoint of materialism. It is possible to ex~ 
plain on a materialist hypothesis the muscular contractions and co
ordinations, and the automatic actions succeeding contact with familiar 
articles. But even in the automatic stage, explanation is lacking of the 
fluent reading of a reversed book by an uneducated person. It is, how
ever, in the phenomena of memory, of vision of the non-existent, of inhi
bited vision, that materialist explanation seems to me to be impossible. 

Memory is the faculty which receives the impress of our experiences, 
and preserves them; many of these impressions fade away, and we say 
we have forgotten. Yet it is clear that these impressions maybe revived. 
They are therefore not destroyed, but they are so faint that they sink 
below the threshold of con~ciousness, and so no longer form part of its 
normal content. If thought be but a "mode of motion," memory must 
be similarly regarded: but it is not possible to conceive that each im
pression of our past life, recorded in consciousness, is still vibrating in 
some group of brain cells, only so feebly that it does not rise over the 
threshold. For these same cells are continually being thrown into new 
groupings for new vibrations, and these cannot all co-exist, and the 
fainter ones be each capable of receiving fresh impulse which may so 
intensify their motion as to raise them again into consciousness. Now 
if these vibrations=memory, if we have only matter in motion, we know 
the laws of dynamics sufficiently well to say that if a body be set vibrating, 
and new forces be successively brought to act upon it and set up new 
vibrations, there will not be in that body the co-existence of each separate 
set of vibrations successively impressed upon it, but it will vibrate in a 
way differing from each single set, and compounded of all. So that 
memory, as a mode of motion, would not give us the record of the past. 
but would present us with a new story, the resultant of all those past 
vibrations, and this would be ever changing, as new impressions, causing 
new vibrations, come in to modify the resultant of the old. On the other 
hand let us suppose a conscious Ego, retaining knowledge of all its past 
experiences, but only able to impress such of them on the organ of con
sciousness as the laws of the material organism permit, the threshold of 
consciousness dividing what it can thus impress from what it cannot; 
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that threshold would vary with the material conditions of the moment, 
rising and falling with the state of the organism, and what we call 
memory would be the content of the material consciousness, bounded by 
that threshold at any given instant. Now under hypnotisation an ex
traordinary revival of the past occurs, and impressions long since faded 
come out clear-cut on the tablet of memory. Is it not a possible hypo
thesis that the process of hypnotisation causes a shifting of the threshold 
of consciousness, and so brings into sight what is always there but what 
is normally concealed? The existence of the Ego is posited by Theo
sophy, and it seems to me that the phenomena of hypnotism require it. 

How can the materialist explain the vision of non-existent things? 
We know what are the mechanical conditions of vision in the animal 
body: the rays reflected from the object, the blows of the ethereal 
waves on the retina, the vibrating nerve-cells, the optic centre-the per
ception belongs to the world of mind. But in seeing the invisible we 
have the perception, with none of the steps that normally lead up to it; 
the suggestion of the hypnotiser awakens the perception, and the mind 
creates its own object of sense to respond to it. Again it must be the 
perceptive power, not the sense-channel, which is paralysed when objects 
and persons become invisible. Take the case of F - and his cloak; certain 
rays from the body of F- struck the retina of the patient, but no per
ception followed; for the cloak to be seen normally, a ray from it must 
traverse exactly the same line as those from his body, impinge on the 
same retinal cells, throw into vibration the same nervous cord, and so be 
perceived. If the inhibition were of the nerve-elements, the rays from 
the cloak would be l>topped like those from the body round which it was 
wrapped. The inhibition was not of nerve but of mind; the operator 
had entered the subject-world of the patient and had laid his hand on 
the faculty. not on its instrument. If perception be only the result of 
the vibrating cells, how comes it that the cells may vibrate and the 
re5ult be absent? That in two cases the vibration may be equally set 
UP. the same cells be in motion, and· yet that perception follows the one 
vibration and not the other? A still further complication arises when 
the cloak is seen though the body is interposed between it and the 
organ of vision. If perception result from cell-vibration, how can 
perception arise when no cell-vibration is set up? 

But it seems that it is not only the perceptive faculty that the operator 
may bring under his control; he may lay hold of the will and compel 
the patient to acts, and so become the master of his personality. A 
terrible power, yet one that can no longer be regarded as doubtful, and 
which recalls the old-world stories of "possession," throwing on them a 
new and lurid light. How many of the tales of magical powers, which 
changed people's characters and drove them in obedience to the will 
of the "magician," are now explicable as hypnotic effects. How often 
may the "evil eye" have caused injury, by deliberate suggestion, as 
Charcot thus caused a burn. I have often thought that there must have 
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bee~ some basis of fact underlying the widespread belief in witchcraft; 
and the possession of hypnotising powers, aided by the exaggeration of 
fear and credulity, would amply suffice to account for it. The general 
belief in evil spirits would lead to the ascription of the results to their 
agency, and the very ignorance of the nature of their own power by the 
" magicians" would foster the notion of supernatural interference. 

The study of hypnotism drives us, if we would remain within the realm 
of natural law, of causation, into the belief that the mind is not the mere 
outcome of physical motion, however closely the two may be here 
normally related. That while the brain is" the organ of mind" on this 
plane, it is literally the organ, and not the mind; and that it is possible, 
so to speak, to get behind the organ and seize on the mind itself, 
dethroning the individuality and assuming a usurped control. On this 
hypothesis the results of the experiments become. intelligible, and we can 
dimly trace the modus operandi. 

Theosophists may well utilise this new departure in science to gain a 
hearing for their own luminous philosophy, for the Western World 
cannot tum a deaf ear to the testimony of its own experts, and the ex
periments of those very experts force on the mind the impossibility or 
thought and will being the mere result of molecular vibration. Once 
carry a thoughtful Materialist so far, and he will be bound to go farther, 
and thus the very triumph of Materialistic science shall lead to the 
downfall of its own philosophy. 

ANNIE BESANT. 

A KEY TO LIFE IN DEATH. 
" Howbeit neither is the woman without the man nor the man without the woman, 

in the Lord," (i.e. in the Spirit). -I. Conn'''. xi. II. 

TEN thousand years ago two forms 
Had ever been j 

And yet but One existed then, 
Fire-King unseen! 

Ten thousand years ago two forms 
Were bom in earth 

And Prince with Princess Royal were they
E'en from their birth I 

Ten thousand years ago the states, 
Of mortal life, 

Which Prince with Princess Royal upheld
Were bloodshed, strife I 

Ten thousand years ago two forms 
In silence slept j 

A Bird of Paradise survived, 
And mortals wept I 

The knowledge of ten thousand years 
Of earthly strife-

Was blest within one form in death
One perfect life! 

Ten thousand years have passed away, 
And bloodshed, strife-

Will be destroyed in earth by One
Fire-King of Life I 

Ten thousand years will pass, two forms, 
Within one soul, 

A Prince with Princess Roya~ will be 
While ages roll ! 

W. C. ELDON SERGEANT. 
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THE WOMEN OF CEYLON 

AS COMP.UED WITH CHRISTIAN WOMEN'. 

IN the following eloquent strain speaks the report of the Wesleyan Mission in 
the Galle District for the year 1888: 

.. But the greatest force of Ceylonese Bllddhism is not in the Bo-tree, the priesthood, the wealth of 
temple lands, or even in the sacred books. The dominant force for Buddhism in this islan1 is 
WOMAN. Something to see, something to touch, something to worship; these crnvings of human 
kind are met in the Bllddhistic worship of to-day; the feminine instinct which brought that sprig of 
the sacred tree was unerring in its aim; that appeal to the sight won the crowds for Songhamitto. 
Under the ban of the Brahmans, woman was again enslaved in India; but in Lanka, the successors 
of the princess have never lost their liberty. Buddhist woman is not imprisoned in the zenana, or 
denied the right of free worship at the shrine. Unchecked she can climb to the peak where the foot
print of BUDDHA is made out of holes in the rock, and fearlessly she can go on pilgrimages to the 
ancient temples of her faith. You see women in • upaslka' or devotee robes of white, on the paya or 
sacred days of Bllddhism, leading trains of mothers and maidens to the dumIJ idols (1)* In the home 
she guards that altar where the image of the dead Teacher stands on its pedestal behind the veil. 
Woman, there, can take herself and give the family mallasi/, the three great precepts: or pansi/, the 
five binding vows: and dasasi/, the ten embrncing laws of Buddhism." 

Woman in Ceylon, like any other Buddhist woman, has always been free and 
even on a par with man, as above stated, in religious functions. It is then but 
fair to contrast her position with that of Christian woman during the early cen
turies and the Middle Ages. The Buddhist woman owes her position to Buddha's 
noble and just law, and the Christian to her intolerant and despotic Church. Of 
this we are assured by Principal Donaldson, LL.D. in his article on the prevalent 
opinion that woman owes her present high position to Christianity, in the 
September Contemporary Review. As confessed by him, he " used to believe 
in it," but believes in it no longer however much he would like to, for the facts 
of history are against the claim; and he proceeds to show that "in the first 
three centuries I have not been able to see that Christianity had any favourable 
effect on the position of women, but, on the contrary, that it tended to lower 
their character and contract the range of their activity." 

Paul, he denounces as a "woman hater." Widows had very nearly as bad a 
position as the Hindu widows have now. In the Church women could be seen 
only in three capacities "as martyrs, as widows and as deaconesses "-but the 
office of the latter was simply nominal! They had no spiritUal functions, and 
while duly and legally ordained, they were precluded from performing any 
priestly office, such as we find entrusted to the Buddhist women. "Let them be 
silent," says Tertullian, "and at home consult their own husbands." t 

• Does the adjective" dumb" mean to infer that as Christendom is in possession of severnl sj>c.,l.:ing 
., idols "-as we have seen in Frnnce and Itllly-while Buddhisdom has none of this kind, therefore, 
is Christianity superior to Buddhism? Pity the Missionary Report does not make it clear.-lED.] 

t TerlIlllian was only quoting Paul-lED.] 
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As to widows, who had as few spiritual functions as Deaconesses, they were 
forbidden to teach, and the Church said of them: 

.. Let the widow mind nothing but to pray for those that give and for the whole Church, and when 
she is asked anything by anyone let her not easily answer, excepting questions concerning the faith 
and righteousness and hope in God. • • • But of the remaining doctrines let her not answer anything 
rashly, lest by saying anything unlearnedly she shouid make the word to be blasphemed." And the 
occupation of the widow is summed up in these words, .. She is to sit at home, sing, pray, read, watch 
and fast, speak to God continually in songs and hymns." 

A curious contrast is found, as pointed out to us by Dr. Donaldson and 
noticed by the- reviewers, between the pagan Roman women of that day, and 
the Christian women, This is how he describes "the higher pagan ideal," the 

.. more remarkable because in Roman civiliz.\ltion, which Christianity sought to overthrow, women 
enjoyed great power and influence. Tradition was in favour of restriction, but by a concurrence of 
circumstances women had been liberated from the enslaving fetters of the old legal forms, and they 
"njoyed freedom of intercourse in society; they walked and drove in the public thoroughfares with 
veils that did not conceal their faces, they dined in the company of men, they studied literature and 
philosophy, they took part in political movements, they were allowed to defend their own law cases 
if they liked, and they helped their husbands in the government of provinces and the writing of 
books. • . •• The exclusion of women from eVL'I"y sacred function stands in strikmg contrast with 
heathen practice. In Rome the wife of the Pontifex Maximus took the lead in the worship of Bona Dca, 
and in the religious rites which specially concerned women. The most honoured priest attached to 
a particular God in Rome, the Flamen Dialis, must be married, and must resign his office when his 
wife died, for his wife was also a priestess, and his family were consecrated to the service of the God. 
And the vestal virgins received every mark of respect that could be bestowed on them, and the amplest 
liberty. The highest officials made way for them as they passed along the streets, they banqueted 
with the College of Pontifices, they viewl-d the games in the company of thc Empress, and statues were 
erected in their honour. " 

.. What the early Christians did," says Dr. Donaldson, .. was to strike the male out of the definition of 
man and human being out of the definition of woman. Man was a human being made for the highest 
and noblest purposes; woman was a female made to serve only one. She was on thc earth to inflame 
the heart of man with every evil passion. She was a fire-ship continually striving to get alongside 
the male man-of-war to blow him into pieces. This is the way in which Tertullian addresses women: 
• Do you not know that each one of you is an Eve? The sentence of God on this sex of yours lives 
in this age: the guilt must of necessity live too. You are the devil's gateway; you are the unseaIer 
of that forbidden tree; you are the first deserter of the divine law; you are she who persuaded him 
whom the devil was not valiant enough to attack. You destroyed so easily God's image, man. On 
at'Count of your desert, that is, death, even the Son of God had to die.' And the gentle Clement of 
Alexandria hits her hard when he says: 'Nothing disgraceful is proper for man, who is endowed 
with reason; much less for woman, to whom it brings shame even to reflect of what nature she is.' 
(It is curious to note that the doctrine of laying all the guilt on women, against which modem re
formers protest, has thus Christian authority on its side.) 

" Here, finally, put together from Dr. Donaldson's apostolic researches, is the whole duty of woman. 
according to the Fathers of the Church. Hcr first and great duty was to stay at home, and not let 
herself be seen anywhere. She is not to go to banquets. She is not to go to marriage feasts; nor to 
frequent the theatre, nor public spectacles. Does she want exercise? Clement of Alexandria pre
scribes for her: • She is to exercise herself in spinning anr! weaving, and superintending the cooking. 
if nccessary.' Any personal adornment is characteristic of • women who have lost all shame.' The 
bearing of children was • perilous to faith,' and it was a great spiritual gain to a man' when he chances 
to be deprived of his wife '-that is, by death. Meanwhile, during her life, her duty was pL.-un. She 
was to stay at home and to be subservient to her husband in all things. "-Pall Mall GaUlle. 

What a difference between this terrible and degrading position of the 
Christian wife; mother and daughter during the. early days of Christianity and 
the Middle Ages, and the past and present position of the Buddhist woman at all 
times. Nor was the Brahminical, or Hindu woman, less free and honoured 
before the Mussulman invasion of India. For she was on a par with man in 
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Aryavarta before that calamity, even more free than the Ceylonese woman is nQW, 
But the position of the latter, and her great influence in her family are so wen 
known to the Christian missionary and proselytizer that he seeks to tum this 
know.ledge to advantage, Thus having described this enviable position, the 
Report of the TVesleyan Mission suddenly unveils its batteries by adding the 
following remarks: 

.. Buddhism will never be vitally touched in Ceylon, until the female population is more universally 
Christianized and educated. Let a thousand girls' schools be opened in this land and efficiently 
maintained for one generation, and long before 1919 we should see our churches doubled, both in 
numbers and in strength. Have not the missionary bodies erred in this? It is the girl, the mother, 
and the wife, who cling to their religion, with all it can yield to elevate and transform: and when 
woman has done so much for the dead BUDDHA and the soulless creed, she could and would do 
more for the living Christ, the ever-present saviour, the real redeemer from death and sin." (I!) 

This is a most sincere statement of their hopes and aspirations, No wonder 
it has provoked the wrath of the Colombo BuddhIst, which we find, while 
quoting this testimonial to the devotion and piety of our Sinhalese siste~s. 

giving voice to the sentiment of the whole Buddhist community of the Island, 
orthodox and theosophical, Saith our contemporary :-

lIuch of what is above stated by this missionary writer is most true, and the debt which Ceylon 
owes to her faithful Buddhist daughters cannot be overstated. Throughout a period when too lIlany 
of her sons, bowed down by the succession of foreign yokes imposed upon them, had fallen away 
from their high calling and let the unequalled advantages which are their birthright slip through 
their fingers, the great majority of the women 'of Ceylon have shown their loyalty and devotion to 
our great Teacher by standing firmly round His banner, and holding the lamp of truth on high with 
unfaltering hand That, in spite of the unscrupulous use made of its power and wealth by Christianity, 
they have been on the whole so successful in preventing the perversion of their sons to the degrading 
superstitions of our conquerors, shows how great is the power of woman, and how important the 
work undertaken by the Women's Educational Society. The object of this Society is to rescue the 
rising generation of the daughters of Ceylon from the wily snares of the cunning missionary, and to 
ensure that the mothers of the future shllll be actuated nQt merely by traditional devotion, but by an 
intelligent faith in their religion, and when that object is fully achieved the honey-tongued deceivers, 
who try with such diabolical art to seduce the weak-minded into apostasy, may pack up their trunks 
and go back to try to Christianize and civilize their own land (which sadly needs their help by all 
accounts) for their occupation here will be gone for ever. Then when the shade of the upas-tree of 
Christianity with its terrible concomitants of slaughter and drunkenness, is removed from this fair 
island, we may hope for a brighter future of peace, happiness, and revived religion that shall rival the 
glories of our ancient history. May that day soon come! 

The expressions of hostility towards the Protestant missionaries who are doing 
their work out there, while sounding bitter and intolerant to Western ears, may 
be excused on account of the long train of social calamities which have followed 
the successive evangelising labours of the Portuguese, Dutch and English con
querors of "Fair Lanka." Not merely the disruption of families and the con
fiscation of property, but even bloodshed, rapine and persecution have entered 
into the long record of these efforts to extirpate the national religion and supplant 
it by exoteric Christianity, As the Waldenses and Albigenses had good reason 
to execrate the name of, Roman Catholicism, so have the descendants of the 
sufferers from Christian persecution equal r~ason to couple mission work with 
what is most cruel and abhorrent, 

As I am ending this interesting testimonial to women in general and those 
of Ceylon' in particular, I find in our Colombo weekly Supplement to tile 
S"rasavisandaresa-the Buddllist, the sad news of the death of one of the 
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best, noblest and kindest of all the ladies of Ceylon, a devoted Theosophist, and 
one who has been for almost half a century an ornament to her sex. I quote 
from the BUD.DHIST, verbatim. 

Just as we are going to press the news reaches us of the 
death of Mrs. Cecilia Dias lIangakoon, F. T.S., after a long and 
severe iIIness. She will long be remembered as a generous 
and high-minded Buddhist, and most especially for two 
actions, the result of which will be seen not only in the present 
but in the future. We refer to her donation of the money to 
publish the first English and Sinhalese editions of Colonel 
Olcott's Buddhist Catechism, and to her magnificent present of 
a complete set of the sacred books of the Southern Church to 
the Adyar Oriental Library-this last a work which she has 
lived only just long enough to finish. May her rest be sweet, 
and her next birth a happy one I 

AUM, so be it I is the heartfelt concurrence in this wish of a 
EUROPEAN BUDDHIST. 

KARMA. 

WAS there ever a past-is the present a present of dreams? 
Will the Future become, like the past, but a something that seems? 
Is Life but a Medley of things that are not-and yet are ; 
And the Near but the image Light casts from the infinite Far? 

We drift on the main-we are flung on the surf-beaten shore; 
To-day's sea is placid; to-morrow the breakers will roar. 
Oh! vague and pathetic the wail of the living-the cry 
Of the sorrowing ones who would fain turn their faces and die. 

We dream and we do, and the wreck of our dreaming and doing 
Points, ghastly and grim to our deeds of remorse and of rueing. 
We dream and we do, and by doing and dreaming elated, 
We reck not the loss of the loser, the fate of the fated. 

Yet half, in our night-time of woe, in our sunlight of bliss, 
We fathom the fate that we tempt, and the fortune we miss. 
When the curtain is drawn for a moment, the Truth to revea~ 
And we stand face to face with the end that we thought to conceaL 

Lo I the mask of our subterfuge hideth the face of a child; 
The skin of the serpent is cast, and the trick that beguiled 
Is discovered, and under the light of Truth's radiant Sun, 
We know that the Past, and the Present, and Future are one. 

FRANK H. NORTON. 
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ltbe ¢ase for metemps\?cbosis. 
BY E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT. 

Together with a survey of its bearing on the World-Problem. 

RESUME OF CONTENTS. 

MODERN Science and modem thought-Mysticism redivivus, Comte 
notwithstanding-Inadequacy of Science to satisfy our spiritual needs, 
admitted by Lange and BUchner-H. Spencer's attempt to furnish 
the religion of the future-Defects of his system-E. von Hartmann and 
the" Philosophy of the Unconscious "-His advance on Spencer-Religion 
in the wider sense must deal with the problem of the human soul-The 
latter is the really important issue of to-day-Its treatment by theology 
and psychology-Evanescent character of Humanity in the mechanical 
systems of BUchner and Spencer-Causes of the influence of modem 
Pessimism-The dark side of Life-Schopenhauer on Life-Cui Bono? 
-The doctrine of Metempsychosis or re-Incarnation, as the deus ex 
machina. for modem thought-Our postulates-Our proofs :-

I. THE ARGUMENT FROM jUSTICE.-The inequalities and anomalies 
of Life-Kant, Mill, etc., thereon-the law of Karma as a solution
Illustrations-Mr. F. Peek on "Aeonian Metempsychosis" (Contem
porary '78}-Primitive Christianity and the secret Mystery religion of 
the East-Harmony between the modem version of the "Free Will" 
doctrine and the law of Karma-Responsibility a "variable." 

II. THE ARGUMENT FROM PRECOCITY. 
III. THE ARGUMENT FROM HEREDITY AND VARIATION i Here· 

dity and Metempsychosis i their reconciliation-Importance to Science 
of variations from normal laws-Case of discovery of Neptune-Evolu
tionists and the law of mental variation-Ribot and Galton on mental 
heredity-Mental variation in the Race-Why" History repeats itself" 
-W. E. Gladstone and Buckle on appearance of "right man at right 
time and place" in History. 

IV. THE ARGUMENT FROM MEMORY. Why we cannot ordinarily 
recall memory of former lives-Cases, however, occur-A more gifted 
Humanity may in the future acquire the power-Suggestive lines of 
Tennyson. 

V. THE ARGUMENT FROM THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY. 
Application of the law to mental phenomena-We then have Karma. 

VI. THE ARGUMENT FROM THE LIFE-CYCLE OF NATIONS AND 
SPECIES. The cyclic phases of nationallife-Romanes, Spencer-How 
explained-That the diversion of incarnating Egos from one stock to 
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another may cause a Racial Sterility proved by cases of Maories, 
Hawaians, etc, etc.,-Animal species exhibit the same phenomenon
Evidence of Professors Owen and Page, and Dr. Mantell. 

VII. ARGUMENT FROM MENTAL EVOLUTION. (a) in Man (b) in 
animals-The strata of Human Egos-Are Shakesperes and Mincopies 
on the same evolutionary level ?-Mere cranial capacity no test of 
mental status j proof-Evidence shows that a large brain per se is rela
tively useless-Claim of the brutes to survive physical death discussed 
-Bishop Butler-Animal Egos evolute into human souls-Mr. N. 
Pearson in the Nineteenth Century on the origin of the animal Ego. 

VIII. ARGUMENT OF DR. Du PR,EL. Summary of case presented 
in the well-known "Philosophy of Mysticism "-Plotinus, Ammonius 
Sakkas and Kant on the "Transcendental Subject "-The Higher Self 
and its relation to the normal "waking consciousness "-Enforced re-in-. 
carnation, Sexual love and Karma. 

IX. The Argument from the" Dignity of Man." The answer to Kant. 
What is the goal of Evolution?-The harvest of the ·World-process
Systems of Renan and Hegel-The possible purpose of the Universe . 

.. Nature exists for the purposes of SOul."-PATANJALI. 

THE conquest of old-world ideas by modern Science, momentous an 
achievement as it is justly held to be, has only served to throw the 
problem of the universe into yet deeper relief. The more fully the 
physical order of Nature has revealed itself to our gaze, the more vividly 
has the" Why and wherefore?" of conscious life forced itself upon our 
attention. We contemplate the stupendous drama of Evolution and the 
inevitable cry Cui Bono? rises unbidden to our lips. It is, indeed, only 
for a time amid the maelstrom of new physical discover:ies that the 
thinker can lose sight of this great issue, compared with whiclt all others 
sink into insignificance. Metaphysic is slain only to revive. Despite 
the assumption of Comte, the " metaphysical stage" not only thrives side 
by side with enfranchised empirical research, but has recently manifested 
unexpected activity in connection with that revival of Mysticism now 
colouring the best German thought.. Man cannot live by bread alone. 
The greatest triumphs of Science-that is to say of the positive method 
-will never satisfy the ideal-seeking instinct. Prof. F. A. Lange in his 
monumental work, the "History of Materialism" fully conceded the 
point, and even the uncompromising author of" Force and Matter" has 
not hesitated to oppose the "moral feeling of the individual" to the 
cheerless outcome of his own physical researches. - Hence we find that 
advanced negationists are wont to relieve the bleakness of their systems 
by working up the veriest rags of religious philosophy. Witness Comte's 
Vrai Grand Etre. Witness the "Unknowable" which Mr. H. Spencer 

• .. Force Ilnd Matter," p. 320. 4th Eng. Ed. Asher &: Co. 
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throws as a sop to the Cerberus of human emotion. Let us consider for 
a moment the alleged adequacy of the latter to satisfy our spiritual 
hunger. 

Mr. Spencer yields to no one in his desire to keep alive the vestal fire 
of religion on the altar of the human heart. His aim has been to 
reconcile the negations of Science with the affirmations of Theology. 
Abjuring the narrower agnosticism of Stuart Mill and Dr. Huxley, he 
transcends phenomena so far as to posit an" Unknown and Unknowable 
Power" as the fons et origo of being. But the foundation is too frail to 
support the emotional superstructure. The vicegerent of this Unknown 
X is an iron mechanical causality which excludes all participation of 
mind-as an active factor-in the world-process. The Unknown X 
itself is an empty negation superadded to as rigidly materialistic an 
explanation of nature as that favoured by Dr. BUchner. Spencerianism 
therefore, is in the last degree unsatisfactory. I ts Ultimate has no real 
point Qf contact with the soul, for the indeterminate consciousness of the 
Unknowable with which Mr. Spencer accredits us is only competent to 
testify to its" Tltatness," never to its" Wltatness." To enable any SUdl 

Ultimate to serve as an object of religion as distinguished from one of 
mere speculative interest, the latter element must be at least symbolically 
specified. 

The "Unconscious "-or as it ought properly to be termed Super
conscious Spirit-of E. von Hartmann does fulfil this condition. It 
represents the pure native essence of the same subjective reality which 
we experience as "self." This depersonalised concept of Deity con
stitutes the key tc German and Oriental pantheism. It is, moreover, 
equally applicable to a system of Natural Dualism, and may thus be 
regarded as the apex of all religious thinking. 

It would, however, be erroneous to suppose that the human mind could 
ever rest content with the contemplation of this Ideal, or even with the 
further consideration that in ultimate analysis all conscious units are but 
its manifestation. Granted that the soul is thus fundamentally rooted 
in Deity, the purpose of evolution, the travail of a universe in labour, the 
origin of evil, and many other kindred riddles of life, still remain over 
and clamour for some sort of solution. It is of scant interest to the 
individual what philosophers or theologians set up as the figurehead of 
a system or object of worship so long as the crux of his own place in 
the" eternal order of things" is shelved. Religion in the larger sense has 
a wider sphere than the investigation and recognition of" First Causes" 
-it ha... to deal with the problem of the human soul, and, if possible, to 
unravel the mystery environing its origin, evolution and destiny. Ex
perience shows that it is the discussion of this subject alone which fires 
the interest of the modern indifferentist, weary alike of the reign of 
dogma and of the subtleties of the scientific taxinomist. Consequently 
it is this subject which deserves to evoke the concentrated effort of the 
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religious philosophy of the future. In the words of Dr. Carl du Prei, 
" It is not always the business of philosophy to split hairs and devise 
subtle problems. The weightiest problems are just those which are 
hidden by their everyday character."· Now in the category referred to 
the Soul question is indubitably comprised. Nevertheless, it is ignored 
to an extent which the cultured Oriental thinker would deem scandalous. 
It is true that Europe has its psychologists and its clerical authorities in 
plenty. But its psychology is either avowedly agnostic or confines itself 
to the analysis of familiar mental phenomena without seeking to raise 
the veil of Isis. The Church, questioned on the matter of pre-natal and 
post-mortem possibilities, answers a hundred inquiries in a hundred con
flicting voices. Not only is it utterly ignorant in the matter, but its 
representatives have no longer any weight with the majority of men of 
letters. 

Altogether the Western races appear to have speculated on these and 
kindred subjects to no more purpose than did the Pala:!olithic cave-men 
of 50,000 years ago. Notwithstanding this ominous fact, some further 
attempt must be made to penetrate the mystery, if our civilisation is to 
weather the rocks of Pessimism. Humanity, scourged with suffering and 
discontent is beginning to ask why it was called into being at all, and 
whether the drama of modern social evolution is a game that is really 
worth the candle. The prime desideratum of our time is a system of 
thought competent to read a meaning and a purpose into that struggle 
for existence, the intensity of which biology, sociology and the "testi
mony of the rocks" proclaim aloud to heaven. And this system must, at 
least in its general outlines, prove as comprehensible to the man of the 
market-place as to the man of the study. It must not, like Hegelianism, 
find a niche in the intellect of the thinker alone-it must stir the heart of 
the masses and furnish that great ideal in which Lange vaguely saw the 
means of inspiring society with the glow of a revived optimism. This 
ideal is, in the opinion of many distinguished thinkers in this country 
and in Germany, discoverable in the vista opened up by the doctrine of 
Metempsychosis or Re-incarnation. Speculations of this sort, so long 
tabooed by the empirical schools of psychology, have, since the publi
cation of Carl du Prel's "Philosophy of Mysticism," acquired a wholly 
new importance. They have infused new life into the dry bones of 
metaphysic which is thus indirectly rendered attractivelto the general 
reader, a gain of quite an unprecedented nature. It is to a survey of the 
case for Metempsychosis-the doctrine of the Soul-evolution through 
successive births-that I propose to devote the present paper. 

Let me preface the argument by assuming with Kant the immortality 
of the soul as a "postulate of the practical reason," as an intuition 
superior to any determination of the intellect. Similarly I must take for 
granted a belief in what Mr. F. W. H. Myers has termed" the essential 

* Preface" Philosophy of Mysticism," xxiii. Translated from the German by C. C. Massey. 
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spirituality of the universe"·; the inquiry as to whether the attribute of 
personality is attachable to Deity need not, however, delay us. The 
agnostic will not, of course, concede even so much as is embraced in our 
second postulate. It may not, in view of this fact, be superfluous to 
refer thinkers of this school to the admirable defence of Spirit which 
characterises the works of Hartmann. That the root of things is spiritual 
is a thesis which he supports with overwhelming ability, impressing into 
his service the evidence of physiology and pathology as well as that of 
language, sociology, organic evolution and psychological science.· The 
"Philosophy of the Unconscious" relies perhaps too exclusively on the 
argument from teleology. The strongest inferential proof of Deity 
appears rather to lie in the necessity of assuming a Spiritual Noumenon 
to acco1lnt for the pll£nomenon cc consciousness," t just as Mr. Spencer 
assumes an objective world to account for the phenomenon "matter." 
But to develop this line of thought would lead us too far astray. 

The modern mechanical systems have no sympathy with the doctrine 
of a" future life." Why, then, this afterglow of Optimism which dis
tinguishes the majority? For this spurious enthusiasm bears about the 
same relation to the enthusiasm of the true thinker as the phosphorescent 
gleam on a mouldering coffin does to the sunlight. The world is, indeed, 
a shambles, if the evils which buttress Evolution merely usher in con
sciousness at birth in order to blot it at death. Dr. Biichner's conception 
of Nature, as, in fact, that of Mr. Spencer, is only calculated to wrap the 
mind in a "horror of great darkness." Man is a cypher in the presence 
of this etermll mechanism, the Evolution phase of which hurries him 
into the martyrdom of being only to plunge him once again into 
nothingness. 

" A moment's halt, a momentary taste 
Of Being from the well within the Waste, 
And then the ghostly caravan has reached 
The Nothing it set out from." 

Well may we ask: Of what avail is it to perpetuate, and labour for, a 
Humanity which possibly the next Glacial period, and at any rate a 
waning Sun, will sweep for ever into the eternal silence? Why store up 
knowledge for the mind-as raindrops for a pitcher only filled to be 
emptied-unless with Helvetius we cultivate intellect simply under the 
spur of ennui? Why hold to the "Ethics of Inwardness" instead of 
the" L'Art de ]ouir" of Lamettrie? The Ego is, after all, only what 

• This is, of course, the basic postulate of all attempts at framing !l spiritual conception of the 
Universe. Space, however, precludes a present detailed examination of the intellectual foundations 
of the belief. 

t In view or the novelty of this line or proof, I may, perhaps, be permitted to refer the reader 
to a series of articles recently contributed by me to the" National Reformer" on the .. Illusion of 
Materia1ism. .. The excuse for this reference must be sought in the fact that the argument there 
developed may be termed a new discovery in philosophy. 
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M. Taine terms it, a rocket shooting up in the dark void and sputtering 
awhile before it goes out. It has no call to assist the work of a Nature 
which has treated it so scurvily. Rather will it incline out of intense 
sympathy for its fellow Egos to contribute its mite towards bringing 
conscious existence to a close. 

We hear much of Pessimism just now. Nothing, however, is more in
evitable than the prevalence of such a mode of thinking during transition 
periods such as the present. It is not merely that the error of regarGing 
Life as an end in itself dominates the majority of men and women. 
This is, indeed, a vera causa. If we confine our purview to this narrow 
horizon, the world process. certainly does appear to justify Hartmann's 
language when he dubs it-with certain reservations-an " unfathomable 
folly." So far, so good. But an additional factor serves to swell the 
effect thus produced. The Western nations are rapidly attaining that 
reflective stage of their sociological evolution, at which the misery of life 
becomes cOlltitzually presellt to tkought in addition to being the main con
stituent of emotional experience. Pleasures and pains are no longer 
experienced and then casually laid aside in the pigeon holes of Memory 
-they are coldly analysed and compared, greatly to the detriment of 
the former. It has been said that nothing is really evil; "Thinking 
makes it so." Even allowing for the marked indefiniteness of this state
ment, we must not fail to note the important fact which it throws into 
relief. It is the change from the" direct" to the·" reflective" mode of 
thinking which is mainly responsible for the phenomenon of Socrates 
miserable, while the pig is happy. With the march of civilization and 
the disintegration of old faiths, an accentuation of the world problem is 
inevitable. Nature appears in her true light and subjects the most 
cherished illusions of optimism to revision. She is seen to furnish us, in 
Cardinal Newman's words, with" a vision to appal." 

The average man of culture is becoming keenly alive to this riddle 
so mockingly propounded by the Sphynx of Life. He casts his eyes 
around him and usually finds Ahriman enthroned where Ormuzd ought 
to be. He discovers the hideous fact that :-

"the appetites, passions, and other propensities by which Nature 
works her human puppet are in keeping with the predatory scheme 
according to which she has constructed the animal kingdom. They 
make men predatory not only on other animals but on each other." .. 

He studies current sociology and derives from it the conviction 
that Evolution, the fruit of reons of agony and suffering, is conducting 
us into a cuI de sac, that it is, in fact, a purposeless process with anni
hilation of conscious being as its final term. It accordingly appears to 
him that the preferable policy is to make the best of an unsatisfactory 
universe and live like the Positivist without care for the metaphysical 
morrow. Unfortunately to confine his attentions to concerns-im-

• Westminster Review, Feb. 1889- Article" We Fools of Nature.·' 
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mediate or remote-of "practical life" is only to court a sense of 
pessimistic ennui. It is assuredly not by renouncing the consolation of 
so-called" transcendentalism" that the millenium is to be inaugurated. 
There remain the grim demonstrations of Schopenhauer to be taken into 
account. The great German thinker faithfully echoed the teaching of 
the Buddha when he penned the following passage :-

" All willing arises from desire, that is from want, that is from suffer
ing. Sati"faction makes an end of this but, nevertheless, for every 
wish that is gratified, there remain at least ten unfulfilled .... Lasting, 
unfading satisfaction no desired object of the will can afford; it is like 
the alms thrown to the beggar, which prolong his life for the day, only 
to postpone his suffering till the morrow ... so long as we are the 
subject of will, lasting happiness or rest will never be our lot. Whether 
we pursue or flee, dread evil or strive after pleasure, it is essentially the 
same, the care for an ever onward urging will, it matters not what be its 
shape, ceaselessly moves and fills the consciousness. . . . Thus is the 
subject of the will bound eternally on the revolving wheel of Ixion. 
thus does it ceaselessly gather in the sieve of the Danaids, thus, like 
Tantalus is it ever languishing." • 

Schopenhauer even went so far as to regard pain alone as positive. 
In making this assertion he is unquestionably in error-a fact which his 
emendator and successor Hartmann has fully recognised. But his 
indictment as a whole is brilliant and incisive. It summarily disposes 
of the shallow optimism which reverences life as an enjoyable boon. 
Now this result the modernized doctrine of Metempsychosis accepts as 
final, though it claims at the same time to reconcile optimism and 
pessimism by merging them in a deeper synthesis. The nature of this 
reconciliation will subsequently be apparent. 

Oriental philosophy is, of course, saturated with the idea of soul
evolution through successive rebirths. But of late years the Western 
world has begun to catch the infection of this hoary system. It will 
suffice to refer to the Theosophists, to M. Figuier's popular " Day after 
Death," to the Secret Doctrine, and the lucid exposition of "Esoteric 
Buddhism"; to the revival of Hermetism by the late Dr. Anna Kings
ford and Mr. Maitland. Mr. Norman Pearson and Mr. Francis Peek 
have, also, defended the doctrine in the columns of the" Nineteenth 
Century:J and "Contemporary Review" respectively. Last, but not 
least, one of the foremost thinkers in Germany, and the earnest disciple 
of Kant, Baron Carl du Prel, has, in his" Philosophy of Mysticism," 
warmly espoused it, 'This important contribution to modern thought 
has created no small stir in th~ land of its birth, having received careful 
attention from von Hartmann, Dr. Schleiden and other distinguished 
writers. The gist of Dr. du Prel's contentions will be presented later on 

* As translated by Mr. Belfort Bax in his" Handbook to the Hist. of Philosophy." from the 
.. World as Will and Idea." (Vol. i. § 38.) 
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in the course of our inquiry. I now propose without further ado to 
furnish a general prlcis of the arguments tending to show that Metem
psychosis, or as it usually termed "Re-incarnation," is a fact. The 
relation of this great truth to the world-problem will admit of subse
quent treatment. It is proverbially unwise to build upon sand, and for 
this reason the actuality of the process itself must, if possible, be first 
proved up to the hilt If Mystics prefer to rely on intuitions and occa
sional memories which, like the famous experience of Pythagoras, recall 
incidents of a former embodiment, the average ,sceptic most decidedly 
does not. In order to satisfy this individual, it will be necessary to 
shelve all subtle distinctions and envisage the main issue freed from 
the many accessories which cluster so thickly around it. 

1. The Argument from Justice. 
Having posited with Kant a World-Spirit, as a postulate of the moral 

intuition, we cannot refuse to regard this Ideal as the fountain head and 
archetype of those sublime moral qualities found in connection with a 
Buddha or Jesus. Among such attributes, if the postulate is in any 
sense valid, must be accounted that of absolute justice; a justice which 
allots to the individual Ego the most equitable treatment consonalzt with 
the maintenance of the scheme of EVOlttti01Z· in its I1Ztirely. Turning 
from this certitude of the inner consciousness to the world of everyday 
experience, we are confronted with a standing enigma. 

Virtue in rags and vice in a palace is a familiar incident in the 
martyrdom of man. It puzzled Kant, it made Stuart Mill wonder at the 
decay of Manich~anism-a theory, however, which Mr. Samuel Laing 
has restated in a more scientific form in his "Modern Zoroastrian." 
Inequalities differentiate society in every direction- inequalities of rank, 
of wealth, of intellect, of health and of opportunity. Disease and 
mental distress appear to fasten arbitrarily upon their victims, like 
leeches on the first horse driven into the pond. Accidents occur in a 
seemingly haphazard fashion, so that the world-process at first sight 
suggests nothing more than the ruthless reign of a blind and indiscrimi
nating Force. Nature distributes her billets of misery with the apparent 
indifferentism of a column of infantry firing into a crowd. 

Is it possible to reconcile hard facts such as these with our original 
presupposition? Nothing is more simple when the qypothesis of 
Metempsychosis is introduced. When we recognize in the gradations of 
individual intellect, rank, opportunity, pleasure, pain, etc., the inevitable 
outcome of the "Karma" of a previous embodiment, the enigmas of 
Human Life soften their hard outlines. The hereditary cripple, the 
victim of agonizing disease, the passenger burnt to death in a wrecked 
train, are all, perhaps, reaping the harvest the seeds of which were sown 
in former lives. I say" perhaps," because the suffering of one incarna
tion does not necessarily imply a previous commission of corresponding 
" vices" in the dark mysterious past. Many cases must occur where ' 
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unmerited pain, unavoidably bound ttp witll the carrying out of the world
plan, simply goes to evoke a compensatory Karma in the future. That 
the individual is systematically immolated for the time being on the 
altar of the species, the evidence of biology conclusively shows. 

For this necessary sacrifice only a blissful Devachan followed by a fair 
environment in a future incarnation can atone. Allowance has, also, to 
be made for the "failures of Nature" and torture incidental to organic 
evolution -matters for redress and nothing more. The important 
aspects of Pain as an educative factor and as Nature's device to ensure 
the integrity of the organism must not be lost sight of. 

The anomalies characteristic of the dogma of Monogenesis entirely 
disappear when the hypothesis of rebirth is adopted. Men, for instance, 
have some cause to envy the intellectual or moral grandeur of a favoured 
few when Nature is supposed to bestow her gifts at random. But it is 
otherwise when the mental" make-up" of the present is regarded as the 
heritage of the past! The victorious intellect of to-day may have 
walked with Plato in the groves of Academe, while in the chattering 
idiot at Earlswood may be seen the erst abandoned associate of Lais 
or Phryne. What we honour as gmius in the prowess of the poet, 
politician or philosopher may but represent compound Karmic interest 
supervening on the plodding perseverance of an obscure scholar in ancient 
Rome. What we respect as the moral beauty of a friend may date from 
a painful war against the passions waged by him in forgotten days 
among the Pharaohs. All we now envisage is-Result. "Whatsoever 
a man soweth, that shall he reap." . 

EDWARD DOUGLAS FAWCETT. 

( To be contillued.) 

ALL THINGS MUST FADE, ALL THINGS MUST DIE. 

ALL things must fade, all things must die, Our friendships: those we love to twine 
All things are doomed"to pass away; Around the heart, and ever hold; 

The life that greets the morning sky May leave us lonely to repine,-
May perish ere the close of day ! For Death to Sympathy is cold! 

The hopes that held the heart for years, 
If e'en they be fulfill'd at last i 

Or ~Teck'd in agony and tears, 
Shall surely sink within the Past! 

The love that seems to give the heart 
Its only joy in life at all i 

May suddenly be swept apart 
At Death's relentless, callous call ! 

The wealth that gives the spirit pride 
And holds man humbly in its sway i 

Must lose its powr, when Death's beside 
To sternly beckon us away! 

The deeds that fill the Book of Life 
With all their records, good or ill i 

Shall sleep in silence from their strife 
And in the grave be ever still! 
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The memories that haunt the brain 
And still defy Time's furrow'd mask; 

That Youth in Age revives again
Shall vanish with the vital spark! 

The beauty that enchants the eye, 
The sounds that thrill the ravish'd ear; 

Shall fade, and softly lingering, die-
For nothing is abiding Here! 

\Vealth, hopes, deeds, mem'ries, friend
ships, love, 

Must all a common chaos find; 
Till sad experiences prove 

That Life is but a passing wind! 

Unstable are the things of earth, 
As fleeting as an infant's breath ; 

And looking back on time, their birth 
Seem'd waking only to t~eir death ! 

All things must fade, all things must die, 
All things are doom'd to pass away: 

The very sun tbt Hghts the sky 
Shall glimmer, dwindle and decay! 

Or how is it, though all the rack 
That rends our restless, wond'ring brain : 

And sins and snares that hold us back
We feel our yearnings are not vain? 

That thro' the whirl of doubt and woe 
And all the devious paths we tread ; 

The soul forgets its cares below 
And knows that God is overhead. 

Yes! how unfinished seems'the plan 
Of Fate if hope be buried here; 

If all the nobleness of man 
Is worthless as a wasted tear. 

Shall all this breathless turmoil die, 
A'ld cease for ever, in the grave? 

Shall victory be seen so nigh, 
And triumph be denied the brave? 

Shall love and honour meet their doom, 
Shall friendships sever ev'ry bond 

Within the darkness of the tomb
When all our dreamings lie beyond! 

No! conscience tells us we shall see, 
The countless orbs that swing in space, More clearly thro' "the darkened 

Those stars, that pierce the vault of night; glass"; 
Shall pale, and shrink, WIthout a trace And read the Book of Destiny. 

To mark their glory or their might! When Death shall like a shadow pass! 

The hills shall crumble into dust, 
The sea shall mingle with the air; 

The World shall bear a frozen crust 
With Ruin's Silence ev'rywhere ! 

And yet it seems the Soul shall live 
From all this awful wreck of things ; 

TIte Soul of Man shall still survive 
And flourish on immortal wings! 

Or why do we discern the light 
Beyond this gloomy work of Time; 

That Death seems but a passing night 
Before a dawn that is sublime? 

. Or whence proceeds this inborn sense, 
That tells us God had never w:It'd ; 

That htre-whe~e all is h:dden. dense, 
Our Destiny should be fulfill'd ? 

The soul shall live! ;t shall not die 
With this imperfect life, so brief; 

But shall survive Eternity,-
Such is our fond, if false, belief. 

The soul shall live t and live again, 
Thro' change and change; and be refined 

At each transition, till its gain 
Shall be a peaceful, perfect mind. 

The soul shall live ! then what is pain, 
Misfortune, poverty, or grief; 

When Death but rends our woes in twain 
And ministers a sweet relief. 

Then Justice shall be dealt at last, 
Then Right shall rule Oppression's rod ; 

Tllen Wisdom shall be true and fast 
Before the presence of our God ! 

JOSIAH R. MALLEn. 
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'Aumbers, tbeir ~ccult power ant) lD\?stic \l)irtues. 
PART II.-{Continued.) 

THE Kabbalah became a means of handing down from one genera
tion to another hidden truths, religious notions, secrets of 
nature, ideas of Cosmogony, anq. facts of history, in a form 

which was unintelligible to the uninitiated; and the revealing of the 
secrets and the methods of interpretation was veiled in mystery, and 
only to be approached through Religion. 

The more practical part of the system was involved in the three 
processes of:-

GEMATRIA, NOTARICON, and TEMURA. 
Gematria, a method depending on the fact that each Hebrew letter 

had a numerical value. When the sum of the numbers of the letters 
composing a word was the same as the sum of the letters of another 
word however different, they perceived an analogy between them, and 
considered them to have a necessary connection. Thus certain numbers 
got to be well known as meaning certain things; and not words only, 
but sentences were treated in this manner: thus, as an example, referring 
to Genesis xviii, v. 2, we find the words" and 10, three men," Vehennah 
shalisha, VHNH SHLSHH, this set down in numbers becomes 6,5,50 
5, 300, 30, 300, 5, which amount to 701: now the words" these are 
Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael," "Alu Mikhael Gabriel ve Raphael," 
ALV MIKAL GBRIAL V RPAL converted are 1,30,6,40, 10,20, I. 
30,3,2,200, 10, I, 30,6,20::>,80, I, 30, also amounting to 701, and the 
Rabbis argued that these two sets of three beings were identical. Some 
Christian Kabbalists point out that in Genesis xlix., v. 10 we find" Yebah 
Shiloh," YBA SHILH, "Shiloh shall come," which amount to 358; and 
that the word" Messiah," MSHYCH is 40, 300, 10,8, or 358; but so is also 
Nachash the Serpent of Moses, NCHSH, 50,8,300; and I must remark that 
the claim to translate SHILH, or, as some ancient Hebrew MSS. write it, 
SHLH, by " Shiloh," in the sense of Jesus Christ, is far-fetched. The 
word is simply" rest," or "peace," in its simplest meaning: but also is 
the Scorpio of the Chaldean zodiac (related to Nachash, serpent); and 
" Judah" of whom Jacob is talking in the prophecy is the sign of the 
zodiac, Leo, for" Judah is a lion's whelp" (the Chaldean zodiac has a lion 
couchant), "he crouches as a lion." In this sense, then," the sceptre 
shall not depart from Judah," i.e., power shall not leave Leo, until Shelah, 
Shiloh, or Scorpio shall come up or rise. Astronomy teaches that as 
Leo passes away from the meridian, Scorpio rises. The title "Comfort~r," 
"Menachem," MNCHM, 40,50, 8, 40, amounting to 138, and the title 

9 
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" The Branch," applied to the Messiah in Zechariah iii., v. 8, namely, 
TzMCH, 90,40, 8, also 138, are of the same number. Metatron, the 
great angel MTlIRTlIN, and Shaddai SlIDI, translated" Almighty," are 
both 3 14. The letter Shin, SlI, = 300, is used as a glyph of "the spirit 
of the living gods," Ruach Elohim RUCH ALHIM, which transmutes 
into 200,6,8, 1,30, 5, 10,40, or 300. 

No/aricon, a word derived from the Latin no/arius, a shorthand writer, 
means the construcfon of a word from the initial or final letters of the 
several words of a sentence j or vice-versa the construction of a sentence 
of which each word in order begins' with the several letters composing a 
given word: p-ocesses of cont~action and expansion, therefore. 

Refer to Deu~eronomy xxx., v. 12, and find that Moses asks, "Who 
shall go up for us to heaven? " the initials of the words of the sentence, 
MY YOLH LNU HSHMYMH, read "My yeolah lenu hashemimha," 
form the word MY LH or" Mylah," which means" Circumcision," and the 
final letters form the word Jehovah, YHUH or IHVH, suggesting that 
Jehovah pointed out the way, by circumcision, to heaven. Again the first 
six letters of the book of Genesis, BRASHIT, Berasit, translated" In the 
beginning," but more properly" In wisdom," are the initials of the words 
BRASHIT RAH ALHIM SHYQBLU ISHRAL TURH, read 
"Berasit rauah Elohim shyequebelu Israel torah," which mean" In the 
beginning, God saw that Israel would accept the Law." 

The famous Rabbinic name of power, "AG LA," is formed of the 
initials of the sentence, "Tu potens in sreculum Domine," ATH GBUR 
LOULM ADNI, Ateh gibur lou lam Adonai. The word" Amen" 'is 
from AMN, the initials of "Adonai melekh namen," ADNI MLK 
NAMN, meaning" The Lord and faithful King." 

Temura means Permutation j sometimes the letters of a word are 
transposed according to certain rules, and with certain limitations j at 
others each letter ot a word is replaced by another according to a 
definite scheme, forming a new word, of which permutation there are 
many recognised forms. For example, the alphabet of 22 letters is 
halved and the two sets placed one over the other in reverse order 
thus :-

A B G 
T SH R 

D H V 
Q Tz P 

Z 
o 

CH 
S 

TH 
N 

Y 
M 

K 
L 

then A is changed to T, and V to P, and so on j so Babel=BBL 
becomes Sheshak i.e., SuSHK used by Jeremiah xxv., v. 26. This form 
is called Atbash or AT-BSH j it will be seen that there must be 21 

other possible forms, and these were named in order, thus, Albat, Agdat, 
etc. j the complete set was called "the combinations Tziruph." Other 
Permutations were named Rational, Right, Averse and Irregular j these 
are produced by forming a square and subdividing it by 21 lines in each 
direction into 484 smaller squares, and then writing in each square a 
letter in order .successively from right to left, or from above down, or 
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the reverse. The most popular mode of permutation has however been 
the form called" Kabbalah of the Nine Chambers," produced by the 
intersection of two horizontal and two vertical lines, forming nine spaces, 
a central square, and 4 three-sided figures, and 4 two-sided figures, to 
each are allotted certain letters; there are several modes even of this 
arrangement 

This method is used in a superficial manner in Mark Master Masonry 
and is completely explained in the teaching of the" Hermetic students 
of the G. D." 

A further development of the Numerical Kabbalah consists of arith
metical processes of Extension and Contraction; thus Tetragrammaton 
is considered as Y 10, H 5, V 6, H 5, or 26, but also may be spelled in 
full YVD 20, HA 6, VV 12, HA 6, or 44 

Again the Kabbalists extended a number by series. Zain Z or 7 
becomes I and 2 and 3 and 4 and 5 and 6 and 7 or 28. After another 
manner they contracted, as 28 was equal to 2 and 8 or 10: again 
Tetragrammaton 26 became 2 and 6, or 8, so every number was 
reducible to a primary numeral. In this manner, within certain restric
tive laws, every word had analogies with certain others, thus, AB father 
I and 2 are 3, IHV Jehu 10 and 5 and 6 are 21,2 and I are 3. AL 
SHDI, Al Shaddai, God Almighty, 1,30,300,4, 10 or 345 becomes 12 
and then 2 and I are 3; HVA or Hoa 5, 6, I, are 12, and then 3; and 
GDVLH Gedulah 3,4,6, 30, 5, are 48, and are 12 and 3. 

Another method of substitution leading to results of an opposite 
character is the substitution in any word of similar letters of another 
group, hard for soft, or . sibilant for dental, thus in TM=perfect, 
exchange TH for T, and obtain THM meaning defiled; SHAN secure, 
tranquil, becomes SAN battle; SHKL wisdom, becomes SKL foolish. 
In the word Shaddai SnDI Almighty, with soft sibilant and soft dental 
or Shiddah, a wife; if we replace with a hard dental, a partial change of 
meaning is effected SHTHH Sittah, an adulterous wife; both letters 
hardened completely change the sense STH Seth, a fallen man, a back
slider, STHN Satan, ad,·ersary. 

I cannot, without Hebrew letters, explain well the change of sound 
in the Shin SH, from SH to S, but it is marked by a dot over the right 
or left tooth of the three teeth of the letter. 

A deep mystery is concealed in the Genetic account of the conversion 
of the names of Abram ABRM into Abraham ABRHM and that of his 
wife Sarai SHRI into Sarah SHRH, see Genesis xvii., v. 5-15, on the 
occasion of the conception of Isaac YTZCHQ or YSnCHQ from the 
root SHCHQ or TZCHQ "laugh," when Sarah was 90 and Abraham 
100 years old, this was on the occasion of the covenant made by 
Jehovah with Abram, and the institution of eircumcision of males in 
token thereof. Now here we have the addition of an H or 5, the essen
tially Female Letter to the name of Abraham, and a conversion of a 
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Yod into He, Y into H, in the case of Sarah, and then their sterility is 
destroyed. 

Some learned men consider Abraham to be a conversion of Brahma 
the Hindoo Deity. The name splits up curiously. AB is father, BR is 
son, AM is like OM or AUM a deific name of Power; RM meant" he 
is lifted up." Blavatsky remarks that Abraham and Saturn were iden
tical in Astro-symbology, the Father of the Pharisees was Jehovah, and 
they were of the seed of Abraham. 

The number of ABRM is 1,2,200,40 or 243, the number of the man 
figure Seir Anpin, representing Microprosopus. 

Read Pistorius, Ars Cabalistica, for the effect of adding H 5 to men's 
names, see page 969; also Inman, Ancient Faiths, article Abraham; 
Secret Doctrine i. 578, ii. 77; also C. W. King, The Gnostics. 

The name Sarah also has a curious set of similars in Hebrew, SRH, 
princess; SAR. flesh; SOR, gate; SCHR, black; SOR, hairy seir; 
SR T, incision; SR and SRR, navel; and note the Sacti of Brahma is 
Sara-swati, watery; Sara refers to SRI, Lakhsmi, Aphrodite, and all are 
related to Water and Luna, Vach Sophia of the Gnostics, and the ideal 
Holy Ghost, all feminirie. 

S. L. MacGregor Mathers says 243 of Abram becomes 248 by adding 
H, and Sarai 510 becomes 505 by ta.king 5 off, putting H for Y, and the 
total of the two names is unaltered, being 753; 248 is the number of the 
members of Microprosopus and of RCHM, rechem or Mercy. 

/ Before leaving this subject, a reference must be made to the Magic 

"'" 

Squares, of the Planets etc. ; to each planet belongs a special unit, and 
secondarily other numbers. 

Thus the Square of Saturn has three compartments each way, and in 
each subdivision is a unit, 1 to 9, so arranged that the columns add up 
to 15 every way, and the total being 45. The Square of Jupiter has a 
side of four divisions, total 16, each line adds up to 34, and the total is 
136. 

The Square of Mars is given here as an example, each side five, total 
squares 25, each side counting 65, and total 325. 

II ' 24 7 20 3 
4 12 25 8 16 

17 5 13 21 9 
10 18 I 14 22 
23 6 19 2 IS 

Similarly the four several numbers of Sol are 6, 36, I I I, 666. Of 
Venus 7,49, 175, 1225. Of Mercury, 8,64,260,2080. 

Of Luna 9, 81, 369, 3321. Each number then becomes a name; take 
the case of Mercury; 64 is alike DIN and DNI, Din and Doni; 260 is 
Tiriel, TIRIAL, and 2080 is Taphthartharath, TPTRTRT. 
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The Chaldeans associated mystic numbers with their Deities, thus to 
Anu 60, Bel 50, Hoa 40, Sin 30, Shamash 20, Nergal (Mars) 12, and 
Beltis 15. 

It will be noticed that the great number of Sol is 666, called Sorath, 
SURT, the number of the Beast, about which so much folly has been 
written. One famous square of five times five divisions, amounting in 
most directions to 666 is formed of the mystic words sator, arepo, Ullet, 
opera, Yotas. Of these the first, third, and last number 666, but opera 
and its reverse number only 356. The number 608 is notable, being in 
Coptic, PHRE, the Sun 500, 100, 8 and in Greek we find VHS, 400, 
8,200, which becomes IHS in Latin, for the Greek Upsilon changes to Y 
and I in Latin, and so we obtain the anagram of "Iesus hominum 
Salvator." 

Kircher points out a Greek example of magic squares: the names 
Jesus and Mary, IESOUS and MARIA have a curious relation. lesous 
is 10,8,200,70,400,200=888. Now take Maria, 40, I, 100, 10, 1 = I 52. 
Set 152 in a Magic Square of Three, i.e., nine compartments, thus, 
1-5-2, 5-2-1, 2-1-5, then the totals are all 888. The letters of 
lesous also make a magic square of 36 divisions, adding every way to 
888. Consult the" Arithmologia " of Kircher. 

RememBer "i!lius meminit Sybilla de nomina e/us vaticillalldo," 
"olloma SOIt 11Zollades, dekades, ekatoll tades okto," or "nomell tuum 8 
Imitates, 8 dmarii, 8 cmtmaYii."-See St. Augustine, De Civ. Dei. 

Note the mystic word Abraxas is 1,2, 100, 1,60, 1,200=365 in Greek 
letters. 

As a curiosity note that the Roman X for 10 is two V's which are 
each five; C, or, squarely drawn, C, for 100 consists of two L's which 
are each 50. Priscian says I for one was taken from i in the middle of 
the Greek 11lia female of eis, one, and V for five because it was the fifth 
vowel. To remember Hebrew numerals note AIQ=I, 10, 100; and in 
Greek AIRA=I, 10, 100, 1,000. 

PART III. 

THE INDIVIDUAL NUMERALS. 

CHAPTER I.-THE MONAD. 

THE number One or the Monad has been defined by the Mathematician 
Theon of Smyrna as " the principle and element of numbers, which while 
multitude can be lessened by subtraction, is itself deprived of every 
number and remains stable and firm" ; hence as number it is indivisible, 
it remains immutable, and even multiplied into itself remains itself only, 
since once one is still one, and the monad multiplied by the monad 
remains the immutable monad to infinity. It remains by itself among 
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numbers, for no number can be taken from it, or separated from its unity. 
Proclus observed; "the first monad is the world itself, the second is the 
inerratic sphere, then thirdly succeed the spheres of the planets, each a 
unity, then lastly are the spheres of the elements which are also Monade;" ; 
and these as they have a perpetual subsistence are called wholenesses
Itoloteles in Greek. 

/ The Monad, Unity, or the number One received very numerous 
meanings. Photius tells us that the Pythagoreans gave it the following 
names ;-

I. God, the First of all things, the maker of all things. 
2. I ntellect, the source of all ideas. 
3. Male and Female-both together produce all things; from the odd 

proceed both odd and even. 
4. Matter, the last development of universality. 
S. Chaos, which resembles the infinite, indifferentiation. 
6. Confusion. 7. Commixion. 8. Obscurity, because in the Ineffable 

principle of things, of which it is the image, all is confused, vague and in 
darkness. 

9. A Chasm, as a void. 
10. Tartarus, from its being at the lowest extremity, is dissimilarly 

similar to God, at the highest end of the series. 
II. The Styx, from its immutable nature. 
12. Horror, the ineffable is perfectly unknown and is therefore terrible. 
13. Void of Mixture, from the simplicity of the nature of the ineffable. 
14. Lethe,.oblivion, ignorance, 
1 S. A Virgin, from the purity of its nature. 
16. Atlas, it connects, supports, and separates all things. 
17. The Sun. 18. Apollo. 19. Pyralios, dweller in fire. 20. Morpho. 

21. The Axis. 22. Vesta, or the fire in the centre of the earth. 23. 
Spermatic Reason. 24-" The point within a circle," "the Central Fire 
Deity." 

2 5. The Lingam, upright pillar, figure I. 
The Monad being esteemed the Father of number is the reason for the 

universal prejudice in favour of Odd Numbers over Even ones which are 
but copies of the first even number the Duad, or universal Mother; the 
father being more esteemed thau the mother, for" Might." 

Odd numbers were given to the greater Gods, and even ones to the 
inferior and terrestrial deities. 

The number one is represented in the Roman and Arabic systems, by 
an upright simple line, but in many old systems whose numerals were 
their letters we find that almost universally the letter A, from being 
chosen to commence the set of letters, had the task of representing the 
Monad. 

In Numeration note that the Romans began with lines I, II, III, 1111, 
and then followed the Acute Angle V for 5, then for ten this was doubled 
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X, for fifty the angle was laid down and became L, for a hundred, two 
fifties, one inverted became C, for five hundred C and L became D D. 

I [ermias, the Christian philosopher, author of" Ridicule of the Gentile 
Philosophers," quotes from the Pythagoreans. "The Monad is the 
Beginning of all things "-" arcne ton panton he monas." 

The figure of one signifies, identity, equality, existence, and preserva
tion, it signifies" living man" alone among animals" erect" ; on adding 
a head we make of it P, the sign of creative Power, (paternity, Phallus, 
Pan, Priapus, all commencing with the Vocable P). 

Another dash added, and we have man walking, advancing, with foot 
set forward, in the letter R which signifies "iens," "iturus" or 
" advancing." 

Compare Unity, so/us, alone, the unique principle of good; with sol, \ 
Sun God, the emblem of supreme power; and they are identical. 

CHAPTER 11.-THE DUAD. 

THIS also was said to represent a large number of different objects 
and ideas; things indeed so dissimilar that a modern is at his wits' end 
to understand how such mUltiplicity arose. 

And first it is the general opposite to the monad, the cause of dis
similitude, the interval between multitude and the monad. Of figures, 
those which are characterised by equality and sameness, have relation 
to the Monad j but those in which inequality and difference predomi
nate are allied to the Duad. Monad and Duad are also called Bound 
and Infinity. . 

I. It was called" Audacity" from its being the earliest number to 
separate itself from the Divine One j from the" Adytum of God-nour
ished Silence," as the Chaldean oracles say. '. 

2. I t was caned "Matter" as being definite and the cause of Bulk 
and division. 

3, It is called "the interval, between Multitude and the Monad," 
because it is not yet perfect multitude, but is parturient with it. Of 
this we see an image in the duad of Arithmetic, for as Proclus observes: 
"The duad is the medium between unity and number, for unity by 
addition produces more than by multiplication, but number by addition 
produces less than by multiplication j whilst the Duad whether added 
to itself, or multiplied by itself produces the same. 

4 "Fountain of Symphony," and" Harmony." 
S. Erato, because it attracts the Monad, like Love, and another 

number is formed. 
6. Patience, because it is the first number that endures separation 

from the Monad. 
7. Phanes, or Intelligible Intellect. 
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8. It is the fountain of all Female divinities, and hence Nature, Rhea 
and Isis. 

9. Cupid, just as Erato, from desiring its opposite for a partner. 
In Astronomy, we speak of 2 nodes, Caput and Cauda Draconis; and 

in Astrology of 2 aspects of the planets, Benefic and Malefic. In 
Masonry we especially note 2 Pillars, and 2 parallel lines. 

The Chinese speak of Blue, as the colour of Heaven, because made up 
of Red, Male, and Black, Female; of the active and the passive; the 
brilliant and the obscure. 

The followers of Pythagoras, spoke of two kinds of enjoyment. 
First, lasciviousness and indulgence of the Belly, like the murderous 
songs of Sirens; Second, honest and just indulgences, which bring on 
no repentance. 

Hieroc1es, says 2 things are necessary to life, the aid of kindred, and 
benevolent sympathy. 

A notable ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic was formed of two serpents 
in connection with a globe or· egg, representing the world. Another 
celebrated pair, in connection with worship, is the association of a tree 
and a serpent, referring as some say to the Mosaic account of the Tree 
of Knowledge, and the Tempter Serpent. Some have supposed that it 
is only since the condemnation cc on thy Belly shalt thou go" that the 
Ser.pent has been limbless, and obliged to crawl. 

Note, it has been argued and by a great churchman too, that the 
whole tale rests on error, and that for serpent, we should read" Ape " 
(Adam Clarke). This is substituting one error for another. 

In the orgies of Bacchus Mrenades, the worshippers had snakes 
twined in their hair and danced, singing cc Eve, Eve, by whom came the 
sin," see Clemens Alexandrinus, Protrept. 9. 

Duality introduces us to the fatal alternative to Unity or Good, 
namely EVIL; and to many other human and natural contrasts
night and day, light and darkness, wet and dry, hot and cold, health 
and disease, truth and error, male and female, which man having fallen 
from his high estate, from spirit to matter, cannot avoid associating 
himself with. Two is a number of Mourning and Death, misfortunes 
are apt to follow; turn to our History of England, see the unhappiness 
of Kings numbered the second of each name, William II., Edward II .• 
and Richard II. of England were all murdered. The Romans dedicated 
the 2nd month to Pluto, God of Hades, and on the 2nd day of it they 
offered sacrifices to the Manes. Pope John XIX. instituted the Fete des 
Trepasses (All Souls Day) on November 2nd, the· second month of 
Autumn. 

W. WYNN WESTCOTT. M.D. 

(To be continued.) 
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MEMORY IN THE DYING. 

W- E find in a very old letter from a MASTER, written years ago 
to a member of the Theosophical Society, the following sug
gestive lines on the mental state of a dying man :-

" At the last moment, the whole life is reflected in our memory and 
emerges from all the forgotten nooks and corners, picture after picture, 
one event after the other. The dying brain dislodges memory with a 
strong, supreme impulse; and memory restores faithfully every impres
sion that has been entrusted to it during the period of the brain's activity. 
That impression and thought which was the strongest, naturally becomes 
the most vivid, and survives, so to say, all the rest, which now vanish and 
disappear for ever, but to reappear in Devachan. No man dies insane 
or unconscious, as some physiologists assert. Even a madman or one in 
a fit of delirium tremens will have his instant of perfect lucidity at the 
moment of death, though unable to say so to those present. The man 
may often appear dead. Yet from the last pulsation, and between the 
last throbbing of his heart and the {Iloment when the last spark of 
animal heat leaves the body, tlte brain tkinks and the EGO lives, in these 
few brief seconds, his whole life over again. Speak in whispers, ye who 
assist at a death-bed and find yourselves in the solemn presence of 
Death. Especially have ye to keep quiet just after Death has laid her 
clammy hand upon the body. Speak in whispers I say, lest you disturb 
the quiet ripple of thought and hinder the busy work of the Past cast
ing its reflection upon the veil of the Future .....• " 

The above statement has been more than once strenuously opposed 
by materialists; Biology and (Scientific) Psychology, it was urged were 
both against the idea, and while the latter had no well demonstrated 
data to go upon in such a Izypot/tesis, the former dismissed the idea as 
an empty" superstition." Meanwhile, even biology is bound to progress, 
and this is what we learn of its latest achievements. Dr. Ferre has 
communicated quite recently to the Biological Society of Paris a very 
curious note on the mental state of the dying, which corroborates mar
vellously the above lines. For, it is to the special phenomenon of life
reminiscences, and that sudden re-emerging on the blank walls of 
memory, from all its long neglected and forgotten "nooks and corners," 
of "picture after picture" that Dr. Ferre draws the special attention of 
biologists. 

We need notice but two among the numerous instances given by this 
Scientist in his Rapport, to show how scientifically correct are the 
teachings we receive from our Eastern Masters. 
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The first instance is that of a moribund consumptive whose disease was 
deveioped in consequence of a spinal affection. Already consciousness 
had left the man, when, recalled to life by two successive injections of a 
gramme of ether, the patient slightly lifted his head and began talking 
rapidly in Flemish, a language no one around him, nor yet himself, 
understood. Offered a pencil and a piece of white cardboard, he wrote 
with great rapidity several lines in that language-very correctly, as 
was ascertained later on-fell back, and died. When translated-the 
writing was found to refer to a very prosaic affair. He had suddenly 
recollected, he wrote, that he owed a certain man a sum of fifteen francs 
since I868-hence more than twenty years-and desired it to be paid. 

But why write his last wish in Flemish? The defunct was a native of 
Antwerp, but had left his country in childhood, without ever knowing 
the language, and having passed all his life in Paris, could speak and 
write only in French. Evidently his returning consciousness, that last 
flash of memory that displayed before him, as in a retrospective panorama. 
all his life, even to the trifling fact of his having borrowed twenty years 
back a few francs from a friend, did not emanate from his physical brain 
alone, but rather from his spiritual memory, that of the Higher Ego 
(Manas or the re-incarnating individuality). The fact of his speaking 
and writing Flemish, a language that he had heard at a time of life when 

~ ~;;z. he could not yet speak himself, is an additional proof. The EGO is almost 
:- tv"- (.,.t:{ ! [011l1liSciellt in its immortal nature. For indeed matter is nothing more 

than "the last degree and as the shadow of existence," as Ravaisson. 
member of the French Institute, tells us. 

But to our second case. 
Another patient, dying of pulmonary consumption and likewise re

animated by an injection of ether, turned his head towards his wife and 
rapidly said to her: " You cannot find that pin now; all the floor has 
been renewed since then." This was in reference to the loss of ~ scarf pin 
eighteen years before, a fact so trifling that it had almost been forgotten. 
but which had not failed to be revived in the last thought of the dying 
man, who having expressed what he saw in words, suddenly stopped 
and breathed his last. Thus anyone of the thousand little daily events. 
and accidents of a long life would seem capable of being recalled to 
the flickering consciousness. at the supreme moment of dissolution. A 
long life, perhaps, lived over again in the space of one short second! 

A third case may be noticed, which corroborates still more strongly 
that assertion of Occultism which traces all such remembrances to the 
thought-power of the individual, instead of to that of the personal 
(lower) Ego. A young girl, who had been a sleep-walker up to her 
twenty-second year, performed during her hours of somnambulic sleep 
the most varied functions of domestic life, of which she had no remem
brance upon awakening. 

Among other psychic impulses that manifested themselves only 
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during her sleep, wao; a secretive tendency quite alien to her waking 
state. During the latter she was open and frank to a degree, and very 
careless of her personal property; but in the somnambulic state she 
would take articles belonging to herself or within her reach and hide 
them away with ingenious cunning. This habit being known to her 
friends and relatives, and two nurses, having been in attendance to watch 
her actions during her night rambles for years, nothing disappeared but 
what could be easily restored to its usual place. But on one sultry night, the 
nurse falling asleep, the young girl got up and went to her father's study. 
The latter, a notary of fame, had been working till a late hour that 
night. It was during a momentary absence from his room that the 
somnambule entered, and deliberately possessed herself of a will left 
open upon the desk, as also of a sum of several thousand pounds in 
bonds and notes. These she proceeded to hide in the hollow of two 
dummy pillars set up in the library to match the solid ones, and stealing 
from the room before her father's return, she regained her chamber 
and bed without awakening the nurse who was still asleep in the 
armchair. 

The result was, that, as the nurse stoutly denied that her young mis
tress had left the room, suspicion was diverted from the real culprit and 
the money could not be recovered. The loss of the will involveci a 
law·suit which almost beggared her father and entirely ruined his 
reputation, and the family were reduced to great &traits. About nine 
years later the young girl who, during the previous seven years had 
not been somnambulic, fell into a consumption of which she ulti
mately died. Upon her death-bed, the veil which had hung before her 
physical memory was raised; her divine insight awakened; the pictures 
of her life came streaming back before her inner eye; and among others 
she saw the scene of her somnambulic robbery. Suddenly arousing 
herself from the lethargy in which she had lain for several hours, her 
face showed signs of some terrible emotion working within, and she 
cried 'out " Ah! what have I done? . . . I t was I who took the will and 
the money ... Go search the dummy pillars in the library, I have .. " 
She never finished her sentence for her very emotion killed her. But the 
seareh was made and the will and money found within the oaken pillars 
as she had said. What makes the case more strange is, that these pillars 
were so high, that even by standing upon a chair and with plenty of 
time at her disposal instead of only a few moments, the somnambulist 
could not have reached up and dropped the objects into the hollow 
columns. It is to be noted, however, that ecstatics and convulsionists 
( Vide the Convulsiomlaires de St. Mtdard et de Morzlne) seem to possess 
an abnormal facility for climbing blank walls and leaping even to the 
tops of trees. "-

Taking the facts as stated, would they not induce one to believe that' 
the somnambulic personage possesses an intelligence and memory of its 
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own apart from the physical memory of the waking lower Self; and that 
it is the former which remembers in articulo mortis, the body. and 
physical senses in the latter case ceasing to function, and the intelligence 
gradually making its final escape through the avenue of psychic, and 

"'" last of all of spiritual consciousness? And why not? Even material
istic science begins now to concede to psychology more than one fact 
that would have vainly begged of it recognition twenty years ago. "The 
real existence" Ravaisson tells us, "the life of which every other life is but 
an imperfect outline, a faint sketch, is that of the Soul." That which the 
public in general calls "soul," we speak of as the " reincarnating Ego." 
"To be, is to live, and to live is to will and think," says the French 
Scientist.'" But, if indeed the physical brain is of only a limited area, 
the field for the containment of rapid flashes of unlimited and infinite 
thought, neither will nor thought can be said to be generated witlein it, 
even according to materialistic Science, the impassable chasm between 
matter and mind having been confessed both by Tyndall and many 
others. The fact is that the human brain is simply the canal between 
two planes-the psycho-spiritual and the material-through which every 
abstract and metaphysiCal idea filters from the Manasic down to the 
lower human consciousness. Therefore, the ideas about the infinite and 
the absolute are not, nor can they be, within our brain capacities. They 
can be faithfully mirrored only by our Spiritual consciousness, thence to 
be more or less faintly projected on to the tables of our perceptions on 
this plane. Thus while the records of even important events are often 
obliterated from our memory, not the most trifling action of our lives 
can disappear from the ., Soul's" memory, because it is no MEMORY for it, 
but an ever present reality on the plane which lies outside our concep
tions of space and time. "Man is the measure of all things," said Aris
totle; and surely he did not mean by man, the form of flesh, bones and 
muscles! 

Of all the deep thinkers Edgard Quinet, the author of " Creation," ex
pressed this idea the best. Speaking of man, full of feelings and thoughts 
of which he has either no consciousness at all, or which he feels only as 
dim and hazy impressions, he shows that man realizes quite a small por
tion only of his moral being. " The thoughts we think, but are unable to 
define and formulate, once repelled, seek refuge in the very root of our 
being." . .. When chased by the persistent efforts of our will "they 
retreat before it, still further, still deeper into-who knows what-fibres, 
but wherein they remain to reign and impress us unbidden and unknown 
to ourselves .... " 

Yes; they become as imperceptible and as unreachable as the vibra
tions of sound and colour when these surpass the normal range. Unseen 
and eluding grasp, they yet work, and thus lay the foundations of our 
future actions and thoughts, and obtain mastery over us, though we may 

• RaploJrI sur /a Plliiosopllk en Franct! au X I X _. Sieck. 
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never think of them and are often ignorant of their very being and pre
sence. Nowhere does Quinet, the great student of Nature, seem more 
right in his observations than when speaking of the mysteries with 
which we are all surrounded: "The mysteries of neither earth nor heaven 
but those present in the marrow of our bones, in our brain cells, our 
nerves and fibres. No need," he adds, "in order to search for the un
known, to lose ourselves in the realm of the stars, when here, near us and 
in 1IS, rests the unreachable. As our world is mostly formed of imper
ceptible beings which are the real constructors of its continents, so like
wise is man." 

Verily so; since man is a bundle of obscure, and to himself 
unconscious perceptions, of indefinite feelings' and misunderstood 
emotions, of ever-forgotten memories and knowledge that becomes on 
the surface of his plane-Ignorance. Yet, while physical memory in a 
healthy living man is often obscured, one fact crowding out another 
weaker one, at the moment of the great change that man calls death
that which we call" memory" seems to return to us in all its vigour and 
freshness. 

May this not be due as just said, simply to the fact that, for a few 
seconds' at least, our two memories (or rather the two states, the highest 
and the lowest state, of consciousness) blend together, thus forming one, 
and that the dying being finds himself on a plane wherein there is 
neither past nor future, but all is one present? Memory, as we all know, 
is strongest with regard to its early associations, then when the future 
man is only a child, and more of a soul than of a body; and if memory 
is a part of our Soul, then, as Thackeray has somewhere said, it must be 
of necessity eternal. Scientists deny this; we, Theosophists, affirm that 
it is so. They have for what they hold but negative proofs; we have, to 
support us, innumerable facts of the kind just instanced, in the three 
cases described by us. The links of the chain of cause and effect with 
relation to mind are, and must ever remain a te"a-incognita to the mate
rialist. For if they have already acquired a deep conviction that as Pope 
says " 

"Lulled in the countless chambers of the brain 
Our thoughts are link'd by many a !zidden chain. " 

-and that they are still unable to discover these chains, how can they 
hope to unravel the mysteries of the higher, Spiritual, Mind! 

" H.P.B." 
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PSYCHIC FIRE. 

THE mind is a laboratory which, receiving ideas, proceeds to 
manipulate them according to the dictates of its own Will. In 
doing so it develops subtle essences of power which give a 

delicacy of perception to itself almost impossible to communicate to 
others by the method of writing. As we may not hope to fix in words 
these ethereal radiances, we will confine ourselves to a concise and 
simple statement of the reasons which have led us to certain funda
mental conclusions concerning the nature of earthly fire and the unseen 
universe. 

Statement. 
What is the scientific definition of an atom? 
It is matter subdivided to its ultimate limits. 
Therefore it has no dimensions, because, if it had, it could be still 

further subdivided. 
It is, therefore, a point. 
Therefore, matter is made up of points having no dimensions. But 

matter is inseparable from motion, and motion is ever obedient to law. 
What is true of matter is true of points, and therefore points are in

separable from motion. This gives us the following definition of an 
atom of matter. It is a point of energy, without dimensions, active in 
obedience to law. But since its activity is undimensional, it and the law 
which it exhibits are the same thing. Therefore an atom of matter is 
both the manifestation of a law and the law itself in action. 

Each elementary atom differs in its innate activity. Therefore each 
represents a different law. 

Atoms being pure energy the first result of multiplication is to increase, 
not the number of points, but the activity of the law which that point is 
and represents. 

Atoms combining are in reality laws of motion combining to form 
centres ot" activity as molecules. A molecule has a resultant action as a 
unit of energy. This obeys a law. This law is the synthesis of laws 
composing it. It represents a resultant of forces. If this is a simple 
vibratory power it will have no direction, and the molecule as a unit 
represents a balance of power. Thus an atom becomes polarised energy 
as a molecule. 

But polarisation is a development of equal and opposing forces. 
Therefore the molecule is a unit of latent power compounded of minor 

units and representing the form of action of a law which hides in itself 
the potencies and forms of minor laws. From this we find that an atom 
is active energy. A molecule is latent energy active as a compound 
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whole. The addition of atoms increases the vitality of the point. The 
addition of molecules increases the tension of pure energy. 

Both additions are required to produce visible and tangible substance. 
We define substance as pure energy existing in a state of enormous 

tension. We say that the amount and tension of the energy thus visible 
represent the form of a definite law, and that the quality of this tension 
is due to its being made up of minor laws whose intensified activity is for 
the time being paralysed by the action of the containing law. 

A body is therefore simply compounded of law, and the forms of 
motion which as minor laws the containing law confines in place. 

Therefore material bodies are only composed of that which to us is 
immaterial, namely, the unsubstantial activity of law. 

So that from the above statement we must admit the unreality of all 
that seems so solid and so sure. Yet we cannot forget that the feeling 
of power which massiveness gives us, and the feeling of life which the 
tempestuous ocean tosses abroad from wave to wave, are far more real 
than the substantial guise in whi"ch they masquerade. For tension is the 
word which best describes life in its material form, it being the re,ult of 
an ethereal Power raised to an intense activity and then condensed by 
the opposition of equalising laws into a visible mass, as polarised points 
one on the other, forming up equitable strength. Forms are the silent 
witnesses of laws whose real life is constant vibration. These, as electric 
currents of vitality in potential, make a magnet of every planetary body, 
and are due to the churning of the astral wave by the revolving spheres. 
The ethereal cause of formal life becomes substantial. We may partially 
illustrate this by referring to the effects of Sound. A single note strikes 
the attentive mind as a perception intangible and unseen. We hear 
but do not feel it. Add note to note and we have a volume of sound; 
and its effects are not only heard but felt. We can conceive of volume 
being condensed into visible shape. This is the third act of the drama 
of evolution which begins by showing us an unsubstantial ideal and ends 
by presenting us with solid, substantial facts. 

Thus we have a general conception of an atom. It is as unsubstan
tial as the Will of Man, which it in some sort resembles. It gathers 
volume like the Will, when the latter, concentrated by a powerful 
mesmeriser, grows the power to touch and seize the human body, stiffens 
its muscles and binds it as with iron bands. But in Nature, psychic 
Force attains a third condition, for the energy which we throw out from 
our mind over other things ana which is to a certain extent purely 
ethereal, concentrates itself, when acting under the guidance of ruling 
powers of macrocosmic Law, into visible matter. In this state it is the 
product of volume by itself, and bursts into the plane of physical per
ception like a flower, the crown and glory of the subjective cause which 
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is its law as an active entity living within the precincts of the unseen 
universe. 

Every object which we see and touch is pure Energy caught up and 
'woven together into solidity by different Laws. Yet these are them
selves the objects which they have made; for they and their activity are 
two and yet in the ultimate are only one. Complex forms are many 
minor laws stricken into shape by higher and more comprehensive ones; 
while simple elements consist of single laws. All is Power held in 
bondage by the meaning of a law, and, should these bonds be loosened 
by mechanical means, a sudden rush of vitality must ensue, as the 
liberated energy returns to its unconfined activity on the astral plane. 
This mighty burst of pent-up Tension shows itself as Fire. All that 
exists, whether as the entombing rock which holds with an iron grip the 
all-pervading essences of Fire, or in its antithesis the human form loosen
ing around it, as a shroud, a living flame of many colours, we see one 
element at work, one earthly power, one substance which in its visible 
completene5s we call Fire and in its invisible activity is Psychic Force. 
Both of these, the one as generator, the other as guardian of Shape and 
Size we hold to be united in a Law of which indeed they are but two 
different aspects. 

The character of fire being the same no matter what produces it, we 
say that Energy is similar in kind but variable in quantity in each 
individual law. So that it has one common origin and burns with the 
strength of countless potentials of vitality which previously existed as 
substantial particles. All around us seems naturally cool and solid, 
yet we stand surrounded by the devouring element ready to burst 
into flame and rush back into the unseen world, we cannot touch; 
a thing which does not throb with the congested agony of its fiery 
breath. 

Life is said to belong only to organic matter, yet both it and organiC 
matter may be resolved back into a fiery state; both therefore possess 
vitality. For Fire is but the visible manifestation of Psychic Force and 
Psychic Force is Law in action, which is Life. The difference which 
lies between them is that the first is a body of many laws synthesised 
by others, and forming in this way centres of force productive of free 
energy in the form of an ultimate synthetic law. Inorganic matter is 
the presentation of formal life in single laws, unconnected by com pre
hen~ive and therefore superior ones; here vitality is latent because all 
the strength of the law is required to keep the form upon the physical 
plane, leaving none available for other purposes. Thus one strain of 
vitality runs through all things; and man, believing in the finality of 
appearances, wanders blindly amongst the shadows, cast by another 
world, which appeal to him as tangible realities. Yet they are the actions 
of the invisible rulers of the Astral Plane, and though not all that they 
seem to be as, such arc very real. For, while we on Earth first think 
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and then act, there the two are One, and Thought is its action and 
registers itself as matter, or our physical Universe. 

Nature then is Psychic Force polarised and equilibrated as substance. 
Therefore Fire is psychic activity visible to us in this, its only earthly 
reality, as the flash of light or unit of heat which manifests the change 
from the objective and material to the subjective and ethereal state. 
This is pure mental power in transition from the passive presentation of 
itself on the physical plane back to its previous condition of formative 
life. If we are correct in our interpretation of the inner nature of fire, 
we can well understand the sanctity in which it was held by the Rosi
crucians. The Magi, worshipping the sacred flame, held it to be typical 
of the Creative mind and doubtless the mystery which they attached to 
Fire partook of all the meaning we attach to psychic force. The active 
Cause of All, it becomes a flash oC real life, darting back into the inner 
realms of Space and carrying with it the Soul or synthetic law of the 
thing it was when existing as a material body.' Life, chained to earth, 
bursts into fire and obtains its freedom, passing away into the subjective 
world. Thus we see a profound philosophy lying in the conception of 
Purification by Fire. Here the body, erstwhile the tabernacle of the 
Soul, is bathed in Psychic Force. Hence the raison d'2tre of the funeral 
pyre where the empty shell is impregnated with the purest essences of 
Life, which, with tongues of living fire, flash into the paralysed vitality 
of the fleshly atoms, setting them free and passing with them into the 
unseen world. Being thus changed into active vitality or free laws, they 
cease at once to be attracted to the scene of their forced labours, and 
throw off allegiance to the Desires and Passions with which the Will of 
the inhabiting Ego associated them. 

The modem crematorium has quite a different origin. Sanitation has 
forced on our notice the necessity of destroying by fire our dead. Yet, 
though we care not to inquire what reason there was for the profound 
veneration in which this form of disposing of the body was held in 
bygone ages, yet the superficial cause which has resulted in our reverting 
to the practices of our Aryan forefathers in this respect, does not in any 
way affect the sublime results which they knew were obtained by such a 
deed; and a corresponding purification of the psychic atmosphere of 
our world will not be one of the least advantages which must follow from 
the adoption of cremation. 

If heat demonstrates the presence of psychic force, then it becomes 
evident that every thought promulgated through the brain must· be 
accompanied by the evolution of an equivalent amount, this being due to 
the destruction of atoms and their release from confining laws through 
the disturbance of their balanced state, and their consequent activity as 
free mental energy. The passage of a thought is visibly typified by the 
flash of matter into flame and thence into the unseen world: Thought 
is the atom acting freely as its equivalent energy and is, in its act of 
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freedom from its atomic shape, present to the mind as an intelligible 
idea. It then passes naturally away into an oblivion which is only real 
to this world. Thus the brain matter is thought itself in potential. But, 
while here we are in seeming harmony with the modem materialist, we 
differ from him in that the act of thinking is not originated in the brain. 
It is an entirely objective process and depends on yet higher planes and 
subtler causes than those we have attempted to describe. Science, 
which occupies itself only with externals, discovered the relation between 
heat and thought, but, because of its limitation to the study of the phe· 
nomenal world, it failed to grasp the objective nature of this coincidence 
and make it subjective. We hold that man's thoughts are the meanings 
of Fire, and that he is able to appreciate in his mind each potential which, 
as an atom, existed on the physical world; but that he does not cognise 
it in its concentrated or physical form because this is not purely psychic 
but only a state of becoming. Thought as fire is only energy. The laws 
which are the life and soul of this energy only become individually active 
when fire has ceased to Be on this plane; has in fact become extinguished 
into its subjective state. The heat which is developed by the evolution 
of a thought affects the senses as an involution of simple energy, and 
hence belongs partially to this world and in part to the other, so that 
the senses which are entirely objective are too coarse to perceive it. We 
have, instead of a perception, a conception due to involution, which is 
nevertheless sensitive as a mathematical quantity of force to evolution 
through sense perceptions. Thus we may define a conception as the 
understanding by the mind of the inner meaning of the law whose 
activity is perceived in the physical world as fire, and whose immobility 
under the influence of other laws produces the formal Universe. A 
Thought is the effect produced on the mind by the energy of that heat 
which accompanies the activity of the brain; and is in fact an atom or 
atoms disintegrating as single thoughts, more or less powerful according 
to the number of points in liberation. Molecules co-ordinated present us 
with trains of ideas. 

THOS. WILLIAMS, F.T.S. 

(To be continued.) 
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ttbe ttalktng lmage of 'Ulrur . 
• 

CHAPTER XIV.-conlinued. 

W HEN Pancho read this account, he smiled at the ludicrous idea of 
being accused of carrying away a statue of the weight of the Talking 
Image. 

" Nevertheless," he said to himself, "it will be best not to mention my real 
name to anybody, as it might cause me annoyance." 

An invisible power seemed to attract Pancho to Venice. Was it the recollec
tion of pictures which he had seen of the City of the Lagunes with its moonlit 
quays, of gondolas, its historical palaces and prisons that attracted him there; or 
was it some invisible hand that guided his steps? Pancho went to Venice 
and took rooms in a hotel. When the inn-keeper came with the register and 
asked him to enter his name, he wrote down the first name that entered his 
mind 

" Ah !" said the landlord, reading it. "Mr. Krashibashi I I see you are a 
Hungarian. There is another Hungarian gentleman at the hotel Perhaps you 
would like to be introduced to him." 

"I wish to remain incognito," answered Pancho, "and I have been away 
from Hungary so long that I have forgotten the language." 

He made up his mind to remain at Venice. He visited all the remarkable 
places of the city and among others the Church of San Marco. It was a quiet 
place, fit for meditation, and what he admired there most was "the tomb," 
with the dying lion, sculptured by Canova. " Verily I" he thought, "here is a 
Talking Image, accessible to everyone and speaking to everybody who under
stands its unuttered language. Its silence expresses more than can be expressed 
in words." 

His frequent visits to the church of San Marco attracted the attention of a 
Catholic priest. This priest was a man of venerable aspect and unusual intelli
gence and of far greater tolerance than is usually found among the clergy. He 
approached Pancho and made his acquaintance. 

"This tomb," said the priest, "is a wonderful piece of art and very sugges-
tive of the immortality of the souL" 

II It is suggestive," answered Pancho, II but it gives no positive proof of it." 
II Such a proof," said the monk, "is unnecessary to those who believe." 
" But there are thousands of well-meaning people who are unable to believe 

on faith," said Pancho. "To believe in a thing does not create it. A man may 
believe in his immortality all his life and nevertheless find himself swallowed up 
by death. What I want is proof positive of the soul's immortality, such intel
lectual proof that nobody can dispute. Let such proof be given and there will 
be a universal revival of religion." 

.. Does nol the Bible give numerous historical evidences that there is a life 
after death?" asked the priest. " Was not Christ resurrected from his tomb i " 
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"Excuse me," said Pancho; "but what guarantee can you give that the Bible 
stories are true, that the marvellous things of which they speak have happened, 
that the Bible is divinely inspired, or that these tales are not to be taken in an 
allegorical sense? Please do not answer me in the usual phrases; that it is 
our duty to believe if we do not understand, and so forth. I have myself 
studied theology and I know the customary answers. Tell me something new." 

"My dear sir," answered the priest, "to confess to you the truth, the church 
has no positive proof of the soul's immortality; because religion is not a science. 
The church takes that immortality for granted and as a matter of course, as it is 
taught in the Bible. To learn the mysteries of the Deity would make it necessary 
that one should be in possession of the Holy Ghost and be able to write a new 
Bible." 

" But what proof have you that there is such a thing as a Holy Ghost? It 
asked Pancho. 

" None other," answered the priest, "but the doctrines of the authorities in 
which we believe. We live in accordance with the directions given by our books. 
If their statements are true, we will go to heaven; if they are wrong, so much 
the worse for us." 

"It often seems to me," said Pancho, "that for everything that exists, there 
must be a sense by which that thing can be perceived Is it not thinkable that 
there is an undeveloped sense in man, which might be developed so that he 
could perceive the presence of the Holy Ghost? " 

" I have heard of such cases in the lives of the saints," said the monk. " It 
is said that some of them saw the heavens opened and that the Holy Ghost 
descended upon them in the form of a dove j but alas! the time for miracles is 
over; the heavens are now closed, and though there are lots of pigeons, there 
is no Holy Ghost among them." 

Pancho's acquaintance with this priest led him to be introduced to one of the 
dignitaries of the church, Cardinal Carlo. This cardinal was universally known 
on account of his boldness and eloquence. He made several attempts to con
vert Pancho. 

"Your lack of faith," he said, "is caused by a lack of love. Do you not know 
that the apostle said: "If I were in possession of all the treasures of the 
earth and of all knowledge, what would it benefit me, if I were deficient in 
love ?" 

"But what object am I to love?" asked Pancho. 
" Why! Christ, of course," answered the Cardinal. 
"Unfortunately," said Pancho, "I am not acquainted with him. How can I 

love a man who lived so many hundred years ago? " 
"If you remember," answered the Cardinal, "that this man is God and that 

he has comp. down from heaven to die a cruel death for the purpose of recon
ciling his father with mankind, a feeling of extreme gratitude must overcome 
you, which will surely kindle the fire of love in your heart. Read the Bible and 
see how much he has suffered, how he has been ill-treated and spat upon and 
how he was ultimately crucified, and all that for your own sake as well as for all 
mankind, and then tell me that you do not love him for it." . 

" Alas!" said Pancho, "1 have no historical proof that the story is true, and 
if it has actuaily happened, I can only feel pity for him. Moreover, there are 
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numerous other people who have died an even more cruel death. Some of them 
have been tortured and afterwards burned alive, and they have submitted to it 
with a hope of thereby benefitting humanity. Why should I not love Giordano 
Bruno as much as the man called Christ? To tell you the truth I am disgusted 
with his father, for having used such abominable means to effect his own recon
ciliation. I cannot understand why he could not reconcile himself with mankind 
without sacrificing his son! " 

"There are many things in religion," answered the Cardinal, "which no man 
can grasp within his reason. On such occasions the best thing to do is to shut 
one's reason up as in a prison, and believe in the doctrines. C,edo quia 
a!Jsu,dum is a very good maxim. The more absurd a doctrine appears to reason, 
the more is there a necessity for belief." 

Pancho answered that such an' unreasonable belief seemed to him to be 
merely a superstition and degrading to the higher'nature of man. The cardinal, 
seeing that Pancho could not be converted, discontinued his attempts and dis
missed him, not without showing signs of his displeasure. 

Once more Pancho passed a great deal of his time in reading the Bible; but 
he could find therein no proof of the immortality of the soul. The stories he 
found there seemed to him so improbable, that he felt inclined at last to re
gard them as allegories, representing some mysterious and unknown spiritual 
process, instead of historical events, alleged to have happened in external life. 
But neither the priest nor the cardinal could give him any other explanation 
except that they were historical facts. This seemed unreasonable to Pancho, 
and therefore he could find no external proof about a life hereafter except the 
fact that he had seen his wife's ghost. 

The knowledge of having seen and communicated with her afforded him 
great consolation and happiness. It is true that her spirit had appeared to him 
no more since he had left Africa; but this could easily be due to the fact that 
he had never been since then in the necessary state of tranquillity to perceive 
her, or that Conchita's spirit, being of a very refined nature, had not sufficient 
power to communicate. But he was satisfied with the knowledge that she was 
alive and near him, and did not care for any more proofs. 

One evening, as Pancho was standing before the tomb of Canova, he was in
terrupted in his meditations by the approach of a woman. She was past 
middle age, and dressed in the Italian style. Wilen she saw Pancho, she 
seemed surprised . 

"Excuse me, sir," she said, "I have been sent to you by a sick lady. She is 
waiting to see you. Will you come with me?" 

"My good woman," answered Pancho, "you must be mistaken. 1 am a 
stranger in Venice." . 

"I am not mistaken," replied the woman. "The lady described you to me 
exactly, and said that you were a stranger. She can see everything when she IS 

asleep. She then sees things which nobody else can see, and she foretells 
things which are going to happen. I never saw the like of it in my life." 

" Ah, a somnambule I" exclaimed Pancho. "This will be an interesting ad· 
venture. Perhaps I may find out through her the whereabouts of the Image. 
Let us go." 

They went, and while on the way, Marietta-for that was the name of the 
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woman-told Pancho that the lady was a stranger and that she was illtreated by 
her husband. 

" He is very cruel to her," she said, "and is as jealous as a Turk. It wOIJld 
not have been possible to take you to see h'('r, if the poll,one had not gone away 
to Verona and left her alone." 

They arrived at a poor-looking house in the Via Albanese. Entering though 
an arched doorway which led into a stone-paved court·yard, they ascended a 
dark and narrow staircase, and the woman opened a door which led into a 
scantily furnished room. Pancho entered, and before him stood a woman 
dressed in white with long black hair hanging loosely around her shoulders. 
Motionless, and with her eyes closed, she looked more like a statue of stone 
than a living woman. In an instant Pancho recognized the form before him. It 
was that of his beloved Conchita! 

CHAPTER XY. 

A DOUBLE PERSONAT.ITY. 

FOR one moment Pancho stood speechless with surprise. She whom he had 
believed to be dead and with whose spirit he had communicated face to face 
was before him-not a spirit but a human being with flesh and blood. There 
could be no doubt She was visible not only to him but to Marietta.. She had 
not yet passed through the portals of death. 

But what a change had taken place in her! What a difference there was 
between the beautiful angelic being that had floated before Pancho's vision, and 
the emaciated form that stood here before him. True, there we:e still traces of 
beauty left upon her face; but that face was cadaverous, the eyes were now 
seated deep within their sockets; the lips had shrunk, her form was no longer 
rounded. Red spots upon her pale cheeks indicated consumption and the 
charms of the woman before him could not be compared with those of the 
ethereal being, the true Conchita, the spirit, nor with those of the woman with 
whom he had stood upon the balcony of the Cliff house. He almost regretted 
to find Conchita still alive and appearing to him in such an emaciated fonn. 

Then it was that Pancho felt horrified at his own thoughts. It showed to 
him clearly that his love for her had been caused merely by her beauty and 
was therefore selfish. 

"What," he asked himself, "is a love whose existence is dependent on the 
qualities of a form? Can there, perchance, be a higher kind of love, one that 
is self-existent and divine and which does not need any objective shape to call 
it into existence?" 

As if in answer to his thoughts, Conchita said : 
"The sun exists independent of the objects in which his light becomes 

manifest, and likewise the sun of divine love is an eternal spiritual power, self
existent and independent of the objects which it illuminates. Forms cannot 
exist without love; but that which produces love is not created by love." 

This was indeed Conchita's voice. Doubt was no longer possible. Pancho 
stepped forward toward the somnambule, preparing to touch her, when she 
lifted her hand and made a motion, as if she would not have him approach her. 
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" Do not touch her," she said, "for now you are cold as ice, and your touch 
would revive the powers of darkness that have happily fallen asleep. Free 
born is the spirit, but heavy tne chains that bind it to the material clay. The 
soul loves light, but must return to its dungeon when it awakens." 

" Alas ! " exclaimed Pancho. "How strangely you speak! Do you not know 
me; and are you not Conchita? Have you become a medium, and has some 
strange spirit taken possession of you? " 

"No, Hasmaline !" answered Conchita. "It is her own self that speaks to 
you, now that the lower elements of her body permit its voice to be heard. 
When these elements are awake her body does not represent her true self, for the 
powers of evil have taken possession of the house which ought to be a temple 
of the Divine Spirit. When she is awake, she sleeps; but when she sleeps she 
is truly awake. Do not mistake the instrument for the power. Do not 
mistake the light of the sun that illuminates a diamond for a production of 
the diamond. All human bodies are mediums through which natural forces 
act; all souls are instruments through which the Spirit of Wisdom may become 
manifest," 

"Why do you call me Hasmaline ?" asked Pancho, to which the somnam
bule answered : 

"Is man, while in that spiritual sleep which he calls wakefulness, so entirely 
forgetful of his true nature and of the tribe to which he belongs, that he cannot 
remember his home? Our personalities, 0, Hasmaline, belong to this inferior 
planet earth; but you and I are not bound to this single speck of dust in the 
universe. For millions of ages we have known each other, I have revolved 
within the orbit of the planet to which I am bound and where I find happiness; 
but you love to roam through space and will continue to do so until your 
cometary existence will come to an end at last, and you become engulfed in 
the glory of the sun that attracts you by the power of his divine love." 

A struggle for the recognition of something which had no e<istence for him 
took place in Pancho's mind. For a moment he felt himself in a new world of 
light, surrounded by the most beautiful and radiant forms, but to see which he 
could not open his eyes. 

One short moment, and his arguing intellect regained mastery over his mind 
and persuaded him that these things were delusions, unsupported by well 
established facts. 

" Alas," he said, "I see that you have gone completely mad, and it is all my 
own fault!" 

"Do not think, 0 mortal," continued the entranced form, "that the spirit 
which gives you life is a nonentity and the belief in it a delusion. Your con
sciousness is at present limited to your terrestrial state of existence; but there 
are other states, far superior to the one of which you are now aware. Your 
personality is ephemeral like that of the insect which is born to-day and dies 
to-morrow; but the Spirit of man, 0 Hasmaline, has existed for millions of 
ages_ Always the same in its divine essence, it is for ever changing its manifes
tations in bodies, working its way into form, and through forms, until it awakens 
to find itself a god," 

" Gone! " sighed Pancho. " Entirely gone. 0, how I wish you would say 
something reasonable I " 
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" llow insignificant," went on the entranced woman, "is all the knowledge of 
terrestrial things when compared with the divine self-knowledge of the spirit. 
Can you not feel, 0 mortal, celestial love pervading all space? Can you not 
see the substantial light that surrounds you and which your spirit breathes? 
Can you not know yourself one with the universal Mind whose harmonies 
vibrate throughout the universe? You know only one little world; but there 
are worlds within worlds' and systems within systems whose limits even 
thought cannot reach, and still all that unlimited infinitude exists within one's 
own self-consciousness. IT is ' I.' " 

" Oh 1 " said Pancho. U What a pity your reason should be so entirely gone 1 
Can it ever be restored? " 
. Without paying attention to this remark, the Somnambulist assumed an atti

tude of prayer, and spoke the following words: 
" Within myself shines the sun, the changing moon and the glittering stars 

Oceans are stored in my breast, my breath pervades the world, and my heart is 
a living fire in which all created things are for ever consumed. Within myself 
resides the glory and splendour of the universe' and my dOlninion is the 
kingdom of joy. Wherever I am, there is peace and happiness and divine 
harmony; wheresoever I do not manifest, there is disorder and suffering. 
Open, 0 mortals, your hearts to the sunshine of eternal truth, and let divine 
thoughts descend upon you like rain-drops from heaven 1 Fill yourselves with 
the )Vine of love and feed upon the feast of the celestial manna prepared for 
you. Open the gates to that place where the lamb and the lion lie together, 
and behold the king in whose hands is the restoration of all peace." 

U Oh, what nonsense I" groaned Pancho. U Oh, that your reason could be 
called back I " 

" A veil has been thrown over her external understanding," answered Conchita 
" Her imagination is beclouded by the power of Sorcery. Still the light of the 
spirit clings with its roots to the centre of her being, and there is hope that 
the elements of darkness will be destroyed by the omnipotent power of love." 

U Whert: is Juana?" asked Pancho. 
U Birds love their nests, and wolves their dens. The child of the forest has 

returned to her parent." 
U Now you speak sensibly," said Pancho; U but how unfortunate it is that you 

have lost your mind and speak of yourself as if you were not yourself and of 
me as if I were another I " 

" Know, 0 mortal," she replied, U that to the truly enlightened the world of 
those illusions, which you call corporeal form~ does not exist." 

U How I" exclaimed Pancho. U Do you mean to say that my body which I 
can see and feel has no· individuality? Do you mean to insinuate that my 
living and sentient form, and not only mine, but all others, have no sub
stantiality or reality in them, that all our personalities are merely as shadows 
dancing upon a wall? Did God create a world of illusions for the purpose of 
misleading mankind?" 

"No I" answered the speaker. "Existence is rea~ and forms are made to 
represent truths. It is man himself who makes himself illusions, and deludes 
himself by mistaking the forms for that which they only represent. Thus he 
mistakes the form for the spirit and the house for him that inhabits it. 
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" The soul, 0 mortal, is far too grand to be imbedded and swallowed up in 
material clay. It resembles the boundless sky in whose infinitude floats a little 
cloud of visible matter, reflecting the light of the sun. This ever-changing 
cloud represents the terrestrial personality, reflecting a part of the light of the 
spirit. The Light itself is the ,eat Being. Forms are merely instruments for 
its manifestation, and it manifests its activity according to the qualities and 
capacities of the form. The personality with its ever-changing states of 
consciousness, its variable thoughts and emotions, is continually born, con
tinually dies, and is reproduced again from day to day; and when at last the 
form is dissolved the Light gathers to itself once more the rays which it lent to 
the form." 

"Is there, then, no real or permanent form?" asked Pancho. 
" Not until it has imbibed the Elixi, oj Life," answered the speaker . 
.. And where can that Elixir be found?" 
"It is with us wherever we go, and we can find it nowhere except within our

selves. It was even before the day of creation began and it still is, and will be. 
It is 'the Life and the Light of men, that light that shineth eternally in dark
ness, and darkness comprehendeth it not.' Men are not themselves the light, 
they can only 'bear witness' to it, by becoming instruments for its mani
festation." 

"But," put in Pancho, "the light shines also in a diamond, and renders it 
bright, and when the light disappears the diamond gradually loses its 
luminosity." 

"Thus also," she replied, "the wind blows within the trees, and blows out 
again, carrying out with it the dead leaves to drop them on the ground Like
wise the breath of the spirit passes in and out of the soul To fasten it there 
by the power of faith, and to render it firm as a rock: this is the secret of the 
Phi/oso/kers Slone." 

"What do you mean by 'Faith'?" asked Pancho. "Surely to believe 
oneself to be in possession of a thing is not sufficient to obtain it?" 

And the woman answered: 
" Mere belief is not faith. True faith is a magic power that overcomes all I 

obstacles and which no one knows, except he who is in possession of it." . : 
" Why then," he asked again, "is this great mystery not taught to mankind? 

Why do our clergymen not preach it from every pulpit, so that all men may find 
Light in themselves, and by clinging to it become immortal? II 

.. It has been taught and is still taught by thousands of tongues; but those 
who teach it do not recognise it themselves. They speak of it as if it were a 
dream or fable, and therefore their words have no power. It is the true Light 
which shineth within every man that cometh into the world, but the world 
knoweth it not, and will not receive it. From the unavailing efforts of the 
material intellect to perceive the light of the Spirit arise all your struggles. 
Intellect would seek in vain for truth within the realm of Imagination, and does 
not penetrate into the heart where the Light can be found Those who thirst 
after truth must go to the fountain. There are many who imagine that they love 
truth; but their love is adulterous. It only seeks for the gratification of self 
and not for the attainment of Wisdom." 

Meanwhile, night was fast advancing. There was no lamp or candle in the 
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room, but the moonlight shone through the window, and its beams fell upon the 
white-draped form of Conchita, as she still stood motionless, and thus resembling 
the Talking Image of Urur, as Pancho had seen it on that memorable day when 
he had seen the rosy light entering the cold stony Image. He remembered how 
he had wished that this light could enter himself, likewise, and fill him with 
knowledge. Then the entranced woman, as if divining his thought, uttered the 
following words: 

"There is nothing to prevent the Holy Spirit of Wisdom from manifesting 
within the human consciousness, except that the minds of many are obsessed by 
erroneous doctrines, misconceptions, and unholy desires, the products of their 
own imagination. Ignorance darkens the mirror of the soul, and thus prevents 
the truth from reflecting itself therein in all its purity." 

And now a tremor seemed to pass through Conchita's frame. who said: "Go 
now, my friend. Her body is about to awaken to consciousness, and she must 
not see you. Go! " 

Pancho reluctantly left, and, giving his address to Marietta, made arrange· 
ments with her to be informed every day about the condition of the 
patient. 

We will not stop to discuss on what pathological grounds Conchita's abnormal 
condition could be explained, especially as the medical authorities, whom 
Pancho consulted, did not agree in their opinions about it. Some said it was 
merely Hysteria, others assured him that it was nothing but Hypnotism con
nected with unconscious cerebration. One authority swore that it was a case of 
spinal meningitis, and a professor of" psychiatry" declared it to be a pathological 
condition of the vasomotoric ganglia. Some advised bleeding, others large doses 
of morphia with bromide of potassium, and still another, cauterization by 
means of a white-hot iron. None of these remedies were, however, accepted. 

But whether the utterances of the patient were the ravings of a maniac, or 
inspired by a superior spirit, at all events, they caused Pancho to reflect very 
deeply. He made up his mind to seek within himself for that interior Light, 
by whose knowledge it was said one could learn more important truths than 
from any information coming from outside sources, be they what they may. He 
tried to practise concentration of thought, that is to say, to collec! his thoughts 
and to keep them upon one single idea instead of permitting them to disperse 
in various directions j and. after a comparatively short time, he found a great 
deal of internal tranquillity within himself, although he did not find the Light. 
Then it was that the meaning of an allegory which he had read in the Bible 
became clear to him. It was that passage which describes how the disciples 
went in a ship, and the sea arose by reason of a great wind. They had great 
fear, but they saw somebody walking upon the troubled waters and he spoke to 
them: "It is I; be not afraid. Then they willingly received him and 
;I1,mediately the skip was at tlte land whither tkey went." This he supposed 
meant that the peace comes to those who do not reject it, and that with the 
recognition of truth, doubt and discontent disappear. 

Let us now return to the Via Albanese and see what took place in Conchita's 
room after she awakened from her trance. 

We find her resting upon a lounge, her eyes wide open and her hands folded 
over her head. Gazing at the ceiling she seems to be thinking as if trying to 
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remember a dream. After a while she calls Marietta, and the latter enters the 
room. 

"Marietta," says Conchita, "give me some strong brandy. I feel very bad." 
Marietta disappears and soon enters with the desired liquid. "How is your 

head?" she asks. 
"It is all right now," answered Conchita; "but I had such a silly dream. It 

seemed to me as if snakes and reptiles wert: crawling into my brain. I combed 
my hair and out came little scorpions that had just been hatched and they 
fell upon the floor. There was a curious insect with four heads among them 
and they looked like the heads of birds. I put my foot upon it and killed it." 

"You ought not to imagine such things, Mrs. Smith," remarked Marietta; 
"and it would be better for you to pray." 

" Pray to whom? to the devil? Know, that I do not imagine such things. I 
see them; they are perfectly real to me, and you must be blind if you cannot 
see them. And mind! do not call me' Mrs. Smith,' because I dislike that 
name. Call me simply Juana." 

Marietta was horrified at Conchita's profane language. She was a very pious 
woman who not only grieved sincerely about the sufferings which Jesus had 
incurred at the hands of the Pharisees, but used to cry for hours because 
Nebuchadnezzar had to eat grass for seven years, and wept very bitterly over 
the story of Joseph sold into captivity by his own brothers. She was a devout 
Christian, in the habit of saying her prayers regularly, although she did not know 
that praying required abstraction of thought. 

"It is very wicked of you to talk in that way," she answered, "especially as 
you spoke so nicely when that doctor was here." 

"Was there any doctor here?" asked Conchita. " Did I not tell you to let 
no one enter my room when I have one of my fits." 

"It was yourself who sent me for him," answered Marietta. 
"If he comes again," said Conchita, "get some boiling water and throw it 

over him. I do not want to have any doctors around me when I am in one of 
my fits. They know nothing and can do me no good." 

"One never knows how to please you," grumbled Marietta. "Your parents 
must have had great trouble with you when you were a child." 

"I never was a child and I never had any parents," replied Conchita. " At 
least I do not remember anything about such sorts of things. I have been Mrs. 
Smith all my life." 

" How can that be? " exclaimed Marietta. 
" All that I remember," went on Conchita, "is that I once had a fit, or fever, 

or some sort of disease, and when I recovered I was Mrs. Juana Smith. But 
of what happened before that time I have no recollection whatever, and my 
husband says that it is none of my business to know it. N or do I care for 
it. I would rather enjoy the present than worry about what happened in the 
past Will it not soon be time for the Carnival?" 

"Yes, it begins in two week ... " 
"Ah, well! Then you and I will go to the masquerade and have some fun. It 
Thus it was evident that Conchita was leading a double existence. When in 

her higher state of consciousness, or a " trance," her mind was at perfect rest and 
her own imagination inactive, she served as an instrument through which some 
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superior spirit, perhaps her own, could manifest its wisdom and use her organs 
of speech. But when the functions of her own physical brain again began their 
work by the awakening of her external consciousness, she exhibited all the traits 
of Juana. In fact, it seemed that she had come so much under the influence of 
that Indian girl that it was as if a part of Juana's very self had been implanted 
into her soul. Her sickness was apparently caused by the influence of that 
foreign element. At the time when she had come under the full control of her 
"magnetizers," they had commanded her to forget her whole past life and to 
believe that she was Mrs. Smith. All this is neither very wonderful, nor ··very 
incredible, for similar experiments have since then been performed by means 
of what is called "hypnotism," or to express it in plain language by a tran~
mission of will. 

Two days after the events described above, Pancho was again called to 
Conchita, whom he found entranced as before, and his visit was frequently 
repeated. And now we might write a whole volume of the teachings which 
Pancho received from her. But we cannot attempt to give in these pages even 
a tithe of them. A few extracts from some of the more comprehensible, only, 
must be given as characteristic specimens. 

F. HARTMANN, M.D. 
(To be continued.) 

AN OPEN LETTER 

TO THE READERS OF "LUCIFER" AND ALL TRUE THEOSOPHISTS. A· S LUCIFER was started as an organ of the T. S. and a means of communication 
6 between the senior editor and the numerous Fellows of our Society for their 

instruction j and as we find that the Ifreat majority of Subscribers are not 
members of the T. S., while our own Brothers have apparently little interest in, 

or sympathy with the efforts of the few real workers of the T. S. in this country-such 
a state of affairs can no longer be passed over in silence. The following lines are 
therefore addressed personally to every F. T. S., as to every reader interested in 
Theosophy-for their consideration. 

1 ask, is LUCIFER worthy of support or not? If it is not-then let us put an end to 
its existence. Ifit is, then how can it live when it is so feebly supported? Again, 
can nothing be devised to make it more popular or theosophically instructiYe ? 1 t is 
the earnest desire of the undersigned to come into closer relation of thought with her 
Theosophist readers. Any suggestion to further this end, therefore, will be carefully 
considered by me j and as it is impossible to please all readers, the best suggestions 
for the general good will be followed out. Will then, every reader try and realize that 
his help is now personally solicited for this effort of solidarity and Brotherhood? The 
monthly deficits of LUCIFER are considerable, but they would cheerfully be borne-as 
they have been for the last year by only two devoted Fellows-if it were felt that the 
magazine and the arduous efforts and work of its staff were appreciated and properly 
supported by Theosophists, which is not the case. To do real good and be 
enabled to disseminate theosophical ideas broadcast, the magazine has to reach ten 
times the numbers of readers that it does now. Every Subscriber F. T. S. has it 
in his power to help in this work: the rich subscribing for the poor, the latter trying to 
get subscriptions, and every other member making it his duty to notify every Brother 
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Theosophist of the present deplorable state of affairs, concerning the publication of 
our magazine. It needs a fund, which it has never had i and it is absolutely necessary 
that a subscription list should be opened in its pages for donations towards such a 
publication fund of the magazine. Names of donators, or their initials and even 
pseudonyms-if they so desire it-will be .published each month. It is but a few 
hundred pounds which are needed, but without. these-LucIFER will have to cease. 

It is theft,sl and last time that I personally make such an appeal, as any call for 
help, even for the cause so dear to us, has always been unutterably repugnant to me. 
But in the present case I am forced to sacrifice my personal feelings. Moreover what 
do we see around us? No appeal for any cause or movement that is considered good 
by its respective sympathisers, is ever left without response. The Englishman and 
the American are proverbially generous. Let" General" Booth clamour in his" War· 
Cry" for funds to support the Salvation Army, and thousands of pounds pour in from 
sympathetic Christians. Let any paper open a subscription list for any mortal thing, 
from the erection of an Institute for the inoculation of a virus, with its poisonous effects 
on future generations, the building of a church or statue, down to a presentation cup
and the hand of some· portion of the public is immediately in its pocket. Even an 
appeal for funds for a " Home" for poor stray dogs, is sure to fill the SUbscription lists 
~;th names, and those who love the animals will gladly give their mite. Will then 
Tleeosopllisls remain more indifferent to the furtherance of a cause, which they must 
sympathise with, since they belong to it-than the general public would for street dogs? 
These seem hard words to say, but they are true, and justified by facts. No one 
knows better than myself the sacrifices made in silence by a few, for the accomplish
ment of all the work that has been done since I came to live in London two and a half 
years ago. The progress accomplished during this time by the Society in the face of 
every opposition-and it was terrible-shows that these efforts have not been made in 
vain. Yet, as none of these "few" possesses ,he purse of Fortunatus, there comes 
necessarily a day when even tleey cannot give what they no longer possess: 

If this appeal is not responded to, then the energy that supports LUCIFER must be 
diverted into other channels. 

Fraternally yours, 
H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

LUCIFER FUND. 

SUMS RECEIVED THIS MONTH. 

Countess C. Wachtmeister ... £10 0 0 I J. P. Mill ... .. . 
G. R. S. Mead ... ... S 0 0 A " Luciferian " .. . 
A Clerk .. , ... ... I loAn Indigent Theosophist 

... £1 0 0 

100 

07 6 

Subscriptions to be sent to the Honorary Treasurer, the Countess C. Wachtmeister, 
17, Lansdowne .Road, Holland Park. 

NOTICE. 

ON Tuesday, November 5th 1889, a lecture will be delivered at The Westminster 
Tuwn Bali by Colonel Olcott, President of the Theosophical Society, on Tile 
Law 0/ Life or Karma and Re-incarnation. 

The chair will be taken at 8 p. m. precisely. Doors open at 7. 30. Reserved 
seats 2,6; Unreserved 1/. 
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THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

PRESIDENTIAL ORDER. 

I. THE desire to amend certain portions of the Rules of the Theosophical 
Society, adopted in the Convention which met at Adyar in December, 1888, 
having been notified to me officially by the representatives of three Sections, I 
hereby, and in accordance with Paragraph I I of Section E, summon a Special 
Session of the General Council to meet at Adyar on the 27th of May, 18'9°, at 
noon, to consider and vote upon such amendments as may be offered. 

II. The Councils of organized Sections shall select one or more Delegates or 
Proxies to represent them in the Special Session aforesaid 

III. For this reason and because of my necessary absence in Europe upon 
official business, the Convention will not meet this year as usuaL But permission 
is hereby given to the President's Commissioners to invite all Fellows and 
Officers of the Society to meet socially at the Headquarters on the 27th 
of December, for mutual conference, and to listen to lectures upon theo
sophical topics, if, upon inquiry, they find that such a social gathering 
would be de~ired by a reasonable number of Fellows and Branches. 

Sections and Branches will be expected to make the usual Annual returns not 
later than December 1St, so that they may be included in the President's Annual 
Address and Report. 

IV. The Councils of Sections and Fellows generally are earnestly re
quested to draw up and notify to the President at Adyar, not later than 
the 1st of February, whatever changes they recommend to be be made in 
the latest revised code of Rules, so that he may intimate the same to all 
other Sections in ample time for them to instruct their representatives in 
the Special Session herein provided for. 

V. The British Section having misapprehended the intended effect of the new 
Rules upon the autonomous powers conceded to it in the Constitution granted 
by me in the month of November last, I hereby declare that the said Section is 
authorized, pending the final decision of the General Council in the Special 
Session above summoned, to collect the moneys and apply the other provisions 
of its Constitution as adopted and by me officially ratified. 

VI. Should it hereafter appear that another date than the one I have desig
nated would be more convenient for the Indian and Ceylon Sections, the 
President's Commissioners are hereby instructed to announce the change in the 
Theosophist and specially notify the General St>cretaries of Sections at least 
three months in advance. 
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VII. The President's Commissioners will furnish copies of the present Order 
to all whom it may officially concern. Copies have already been sent to the 
General Secretaries of the British and American Sections. 

H. S. OLCOTT, 

London, 27th September, 1889. 
PRESIDENT, THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

THE announcement of a lecture on "the Theosophical Society and its 
Work," to be given in South Place Institute by Colonel Olcott, the 
President of the Society, drew together an audience of all sorts and con

ditions of men, that filled in every corner the building whose walls once rang with 
the eloquence ofW. J. Fox. There were to be seen well-known men and women 
from the scientific and social circles of England, mingling with the dark-skinned 
children of India and of Japan. Keen-eyed thinker jostled against dreamy-eyed 
enthusiast, poet rubbed shoulders with doctor, and women were as eager and 
earnest as men. Annie Besant took the chair, and mindful of a chairman· s 
prope~ place, briefly introduced the lecturer, standing but for a minute or two 
between lecturer and expectant audience. Colonel Olcott was warmly greeted, 
and was listened to with close attention as he sketched the origin and history of 
the Society, told of its steady growth, expounded its objects, and pointed to the 
work it had done and the work it had yet to do. A hail of questions followed 
the address, some apposite, some very much the reverse. A good deal of 
amusement was caused by an answer from some one in the audience, when a 
ponderous gentleman in the gallery demanded how Colonel Olcott managed to 
secure a hearing from Brahmins and Buddhists, when he, the speaker, had 
spent twenty years in acquiring the knowledge of an Eastern tongue. " Brains" 
was the answer that rang out like a pistol-shot, to the delight of the audience 
and the disconcerting of the querist, ere yet the Colonel was on his feet to 
reply. 

Press notices of ~he Lecture have been myriad in number, and have been sent 
in to headquarters from every part of the kingdom. As a "send of(" for 
Colonel Olcott's lecturing tour, we could not have had a more satisfactory 
meeting, and the interest aroused promises well for the progress of Theosophy in 
England. 

The reports in the London papers were on the whole fair, though shewing 
signs of the bewilderment of the reporters who, instead of a fire, a strike, or 
a sermon, found themselves plunged into an Oriental jungle. One paper 
only, the SI. James' Gazelle, shewed that ungeniaI type of weakness which, 
unable to be smart without being ill-natured, makes up in bitterness what it 
lacks in brilliancy. 

On Sunday September 29th, at 8 p.m., Col. Olcott delivered a lecture on Theo
sophy at the Hatcham Liberal Club, New Cross. Although we are undoubtedly to 
be congratulated on the result, yet the circumstance which led to 1!he President's 
appearance on the above platform is to be sincerely regretted. Herbert Burrows 
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F. T. S., a name deservedly held in aftectionate respect by the workers of the 
East End, was to have been the speaker, but, utterly broken down by a dangerous 
attack of nervous prostration owing to his unflagging and unselfish exertions 
during the late strikes, had not the strength to fill the post. 

That there is a growing interest in Theosophy among the workers is evidenced 
by the fact that this was, according to the Secretary, the largest and most in
terested audience of the season; in fact, the hal~ holding some four or five 
hundred people, was crowded to its utmost limit, listeners standing at the bottom 
six deep. During the address, which lasted about an hour, the lecturer was 
listened to with marked attention; at first in silence but, as the audience became 
more familiar with the subject, strong expressions of approbation followed many 
of the points, ending in hearty applause as the President resumed his seat. As 
is usual in such clubs and societies, questions and a debate followed. Some 
fifteen people rose in turn and either asked for information or objected to the 
statements of the lecturer, finding especial difficulty in the acceptance of a 
possibility of psychic phenomena or in the probability of re-incarlllltion as a 
scientific tenet of philosophy. In this severe trial the lecturer was more successful 
even than in his address, and invariably gained the applause of the audience, 
who, first of all sympathising with the questions and objections and thinking them 
unanswerable, were astonished, apparently not without pleasure, to hear these seem
ingly insuperable difficulties so readily surmounted. 

Two speeches were then made in opposition; one a very clever and witty 
reasoning by a materialist who, making his own assumptions with regard to re
incarnation and the human Ego, entangled himself in most amusing and para
doxical knots, fondly imagining that he was convicting Theosophy of like 
absurdities, and so won the good humour of the audience to his side. It was, 
however, short-lived; for the lecturer, after pointing out the falsity of his 
assumptions, at once won the smiles back by slyly hinting that if the objector 
continued to use his brains as vigorously as he had done that evening, he would 
undoubtedly be a Socrates in his next birth. 

The second speaker prophesied for modern scientific and materialistic methods 
thep ower of accounting for all phenomena, and contended that Eastern science 
and thought were not supported by the adhesion of any scientist of repute, in
stancing Professor Crookes whom he admitted to be the foremost of chemists. 
The answer was shorf and trenchant. Whatever the possibilities of science may 
be, it does not explain mental phenomena and therefore a prophecy does not aid 
our investigations: Professor Crookes is a member of the T. S. 

At the end of the meeting a hearty vote of thanks was passed to the chair
man, and the audience dispersed apparently well pleased with the evening's 
debate. 

COL. OLCOTT'S LECTURING TOUR. 

AT MERTHVR TVDFIL. 

AT the Abermorlais Hall, Merthyr, on Wednesday the 2nd Oct., Col. Olcott 
delivered a lecture on the question "What is Theosophy? ,. The Colonel 
commenced his address by marking the growth that had attended the Theo-
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sophica1 movement during the past 10 years, showing that, without any other 
means of organized propagandism than the press, the Doctrines of Theosophy 
had commended themselves to thousands, and the Society had thus grown. 
Theosophy sought to establish a common ground for Science and Theology. 
It, therefore, sought to place Religion on its proper basis by bringing It into rela
tionship with exact science. This was the .conclusion to which eventually the 
churches must be forced by necessity. 

The Colonel then proceeded to enunciate the doctrines of Karma and 
Reincarnation, describing the former as the law of Ethical Causation and 
showing the necessity for the latter. He pointed out that orthodox Religion in 
the West asserted a belief in the Divine Justice, but as it did not teach the 
existence of the soul prior to incarnation, nor the fact that this life is not the 
first of its kind, it failed to give any consistent reason for the inequalities of 
human existence to-day. 

The septenary constitution of man's being and the cyclic law of evolution 
were then explained, the lecturer showing that the existence of other degrees of 
matter than those known to science and the possibility of other centres of 
Consciousness than those of the physical body, was a theory which, while it did 
not clash with the scientific speCUlations of to-day, afforded a secure basis for 
the construction of a Religious belief. 

In conclusion the lecturer remarked that Theosophy did not intend to offer 
itself as one more sect to the many which now existed, but it aimed at uniting 
all in a spirit of religious tolerance and Human Brotherhood. 

The lecture was well attended and listened to with interest throughout. A 
reverend gentleman of the Unitarian Church moved a vote of thanks to the 
lecturer for his interesting and instructive address, and the Colonel was heartily 
applauded. 

AT TENBY. 

Colonel Olcott delivered a lecture at the Assembly Rooms, Tenby, on October 
3rd. The subject of the address was .. Theosophy-the Wisdom-Religion." The 
lecture was commenced by a definition of the term "Theosophy," and it was 
said to be equivalent, or nearly so, to the Guptavidya of the East. A study of 
Aryan literature, during the past So years particularly, had shown that there was 
no school of thought in the present day which had not its parallel and equivalent 
in the ancient teachings of the East. 

Just as we regard the West as the chief school of physics, so lVe regard the 
Orieht as holding the most reliable 'views upon metaphysics, and this because it 
has been chiefly studied there, and thus its teachers are specialists in this 
direction. 

The Colonel then went on to speak of Practical Altruism, which constitutes 
the primary object of the Theosophical Society, and which, he said, does· not 
admit of the distinctions which circumscribe all existing sectarianism. In 
reading the report of the address delivered at the Church Congress by the 
Primate of All England, he had noticed the preponderance of Church politics 
and the conspicuous absence of any reference to Jesus or his altruistic teachings. 
If religion had no surer basis than that which rested on political bias, then it 
was a question only of time as to its power in the world. Amongst all those 

II 
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who were supposed to be following the teachings of Jesus, how many would 
have passed into the room to-night if He had been the doorkeeper and had 
admItted only those who lived as He had directed, the lecturer would not 
undertake to say. Out in the East a man's security of salvation depended on 
the class of men with whom he eats. Here in the West it seemed to be a 
matter of whether he paid his tithes or not. Such was the degraded condition 
of sectarian and political religion. Humanity however had a common origin, it 
had a common destiny, and under the necessity of a common nature it should 
have a common cause. This was the belief and aim of Theosophy, this was its 
whole platform, and therefore he could see no reason why all who had the 
interests of the human soul at heart, should not join in the movement which 
had been thus begun. 

After the lecture some questions were asked by the audience and satisfactorily 
answered by the Lecturer. The meeting was exceptionally large for the season 
and district, the Hall being filled. A vote of thanks was proposed and heartily 
responded to. 

A drawing-room meeting of some of the members and friends in Tenby was 
held at the Hon. Mrs. Malcolm's house on the following afternoon, when many 
questions in relation to the Society and its teachings were discussed. 

ON Saturday October 5th, Colonel Olcott arrived in Liverpool where he remains 
till the 13th, lecturing several times, both in public and private, during his stay 
there. His principal public lecture has been fixed for the loth, and on the 9th 
he is to address a semi-pUblic meeting of the Liverpool Lodge and their friends. 

On Saturday October 12th, the Colonel leaves for Dublin where he delivers a 
public lecture on Monday evening, the 14th. On Tuesday 15th, he lectures at 
Limerick, on Thursday, 17th, at Belfast, and on Saturday, 19th, a second time 
in Dublin. 

After that date his movements are at present not yet finally settled, excepting 
that he will lecture in the Masonic Hall Birmingham on Tuesday t>vening 
October 29th, with Annie Besant in the chair. 

His next lecture in London will be on Tuesday evening November 5th in the 
Town Hall Westminster. 

Among the forces that are working for Theosophy is that of the so-called 
Hypnotism-Mesmerism under a new name. "Mesmerism,"" Animal Mag
netism," "Odic Force," and many other names, have been given to the form 
of influence which has now been introduced into good society and recognised by 
science under the name of Hypnotism. After the contempt poured on 

L Mesmerism, it would have been too humiliating to admit that it was a real force 
deserving careful study; so, to preserve the more than papal infallibility of the 
medical faculty, it was necessary to find a new name for the old thing, and 
present it under an alias which should not shock delicate susceptibilities. Two 
societies are in process of formation in London, for the study of Hypnotism, and 
it is already being used, apart from these societies, for moral reform. The Daily 
News has devoted two columns of large type to " Cure by Suggestion," and
after remarking that the" mystery of hypnotism" has been" an avowed factor" 
in Mrs. Annie Besant's "singular conversion" to the" Theosophy of Madame 
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Blavatsky"-it proceeds to recount the successes of the Rev. Arthur Tooth
whilom of Hatcham fame-at Woodside, Croydon, in the" mental treatment" 
of dipsomaniacs and others. Mr. Tooth, throwing a dipsomaniac into the 
hypnotic trance, tens him that whisky is a violent poison to him, that if he smells 
it he will feel nausea, and he will be ill if he takes it. In one case a gentleman 
of forty-three years of age, who was a wreck from the excessive use of stimulants, 
was under Mr. Tooth's care for four months. He left off the use of alcoho~ 
lived chiefly on a milk diet, "underwent a medical examination and was pro
nounced to be cured," and has made a fresh start in life. Facts of this sort 
force indifferent people to believe that" there is something in Hypnotism"; we 
warn them that if they start with Hypnotism they will find themselves landed, 
sooner or later, in Theosophy. For the human mind will not rest content in the 
contemplation of a collection of unrelated facts. Inevitably it will seek for an 
explanation, it will begin to theorise; and theorising in the psychical realm will 
draw it nearer and nearer to the Masters in Psychology, the Adepts of the 
Wisdom of the Orient. 

"Going to ant) fro in tbe £artb." 
Our Montkiy Report. 

THEOSOPHISTS cannot complain, just now, that they are suffering from 
I a conspiracy of silence on the part of the press. In fact there seems 

to be sweeping over England a wave of curiosity and enquiry as regards 
Theosophy, while we are favoured with enough and to spare of criticism wise 
and-otherwise. The London Globe expatiates on Buddhism in Japan, which, 
being translated, is Olcott in that· sunny land; it dilates on " Spirits in Council," 
which, being translated, is Theosophy, Olcott, and H. P. B. ; yet once more
and all this in the same issue-it considers, "The invention of new Religions," 
which, being translated, is H. P. B., Olcott and Theosophy. Naturally the Globe 
is hostile, but it does not allow itself to be betrayed into deliberate unfairness, 
and that is much now-a· days. 

.. .. .. 
The Weekly Times and Echo is enlivened with a controversial correspondence 

on the respective merits of Atheism, Theosophy, and Christianity, mostly 
noticeable for the voluminous ignorance shewn by the correspondents of the 
isms they attack, ignorance promptly exposed by other correspondents belonging 
to the assailed creeds. On the whole, controversy would be more edifying if 
those who take part in it would take the trouble to acquaint themselves with 
the views they controvert, and would exclude matters which do not touch on 
the questions in dispute. 

.. .. .. 
The Ckristian Commonwealtk is much exercised in mind over what it calls 

II The Buddhist Craze," and it opines that "no one would expect such a person 
as Mrs. Besant to become enraptured with anything that is not susceptible of 
the clearest proof, unless her mind had first become somewhat unhinged." 
This suggestion it borrows from its whilom antagonist, Mr. G. W. Foote, who 
has been stating from the platform that this is the explanation of Annie Besant's 

II-
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adoption of Theosophy; he, however, ascribes the unhinging to the loss of her 
daughter suffered by her twelve years ago at Christian hands. The cause and. 
effect are somewhat far apart in time, and maybe the Christian Commonwealth, 
while adopting the method of attack, will not care to saddle its religion with the 
responsibility of the "unhinging." We fancy we have read somewhere that a 
similar accusation was flung at one Paul by a gentleman named Festus; 
natheless Paul cut a deeper mark in the world's spiritual history than dId his 
somewhat uncourteous judge. May it not be just possible, we venture to 
whisper, that now, as in earlier times, those who are scoffed at as madmen and 
dreamers may only be a few steps ahead of their fellows. The Christian 
Commonwealth uneasily admits that among the adherents of "Spiri!uaiism and 
Theosophy" are some of '! the brightest intellects of our day." Is it not con
ceivable that there may be something to be said for a philosophy that attracts 
these brightest ones? 

if • 
if 

In a Spiritualistic Weeki)', (not Light) we find the following delightful if 
even malicious "flapdoodles" probably inspired by the wits from the Summer 
Land . 

.. We gather that the tenn 'Mahatma' with which the Theosophists mystify their dupes (this, 
from an editor who ad~'(rlises, and patrol/ius Spiritualistic MediulIls!) is applied to such 
reformers as Ram Mohun Roy, who \llas the founder of Brahmoism, as Mr. Oxley reccntly showed in 
his article on Chunder Sen. With a term derived from a foreign language Mme. Bla\"atsky has 
succeeded nicely in bewildering John BuU, Brother Jonathan, etc. It reminds us of the pious old 
Scotch woman who derive<! much holy delight from a contemplation of that 'blessed word
Mesopotamia.' " 

The above "reminds" Theosophists of the quack Doctor Dulcamara who, from 
the eminence of his rickety platform, raised in the midst of a fair, pours on the 
heads of the" University" men the vials of his wrath. In this case, it is an 
editor who supports the phenomena produced by the "departed angels" through 
thick and thin, and who attacks those who do not believe in those materializing 
seraphs. It does not take long to expose his ignorance. "Mahatma" is a word 
as old in India as the Sanskrit tongue. It means" great soul," and as it may be 
applied to every grand and noble heart Ram Mohun Roy deserved it as much 
as any other sincere and learned philanthropist and reformer, such as he undeniably 
was. It is not Mr. Oxley who made the discovery; but the editor of the said 
Spiritualistic Weekly may be pardoned for being ignorant of the fact. As for that 
other assertion namely, that it is with this "term" that Mdme. Blavatsky has 
succeeded in be7viltiering John Bull, Brother Jonathan, it is as false as all the 
rest. The person of that name had never pronounced the term "Mahatma " 
(having used quite another and a more telling one) in America. It was first 
used by Mr. Sinnett in his "Esoteric Buddhism," because the Hindu Theoso
phists used it, applying this adjective to the MASTERS. When, oh, when will 
the benighted editors who bark at our heels, vainly trying to snap at them, 
"speak the truth and nothing but the truth"-d la ltttre, nota bene, not as in 
the present courts of justice. 

1f 

Slander of the living and slander of the dead! Quite in the spirit of the 
modern Press. One of the last skits at Theosophy in the Evening Express ot 
Liverpool, asking "who are the Theosophists," gravely informs the public that 
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the first Theosophists date from the XVIth century and were the "followers 
• . • . of the low-lived humbug, who adopted the high-sounding appellation of 
Aureolus Theophrastus Paracelsus" • . . a "coarse, vulgar, drunken, and 
debauched physician, alchemist and astrologer." And then the Express winds 
up its scientific disquisition by the following lofty Parthian arrow: "In his own 
day his (Paracelsus') reputation chiefly depended upon his position as a ' quack,' 
for he pretended to the discovery of an elixir for indefinitely prolonging life. 
Such was the original Theosophist. People may gue!ls the aims of the body who 
have adopted the designation," (i.e., the Theosophical" body"). 

The editors of papers desiring to support their reputation of literary catapulLs, 
engines used by the ancient Greeks and Romans for throwing stones and mis
siles at the enemy, would do well to train their young men and themselves in 
History. The first historical Theosophists-i.e., those who first used the name, 
not those who first taught the doctrines-according to the best writers, were the 
-.Veoplatonists of the Eclectic Theosophical system in the third century, and even 
earlier. .. Paracelsus was not a " quack"; and if he is to be called so, then the 
Patriarch of the French Chemists, Dr. Brown Sequard who claims now to have 
discovered the elixir for prolonging life, and Professor Hammond who supports 
and corroborates him, t ought to share in the flattering epithet. There are more 
" quacks" inside than outside of the royal and imperial colleges of surgeons and 
physicians. As to the fling that concludes the ignorant attack, it falls harmless. 
The aims of the T. S. are now better known than ever, and no one need be 
ashamed of them. We only wish the aims of the dvilized press were as lofty. .. .. .. 

The editors of LUCIFER offer their sincerest condolences to the Chief of the 
Detective Department of the Government of India. His most cherished ancient 
delusion has been shattered. He had inoculated the Anglo-Indian mind with 
the notion that H. P. Blavatsky was "a Russian spy"; and faute de mieux the 
enterprising emissary and detective of the London Society for Psychical Research 
had adopted the same theory to injure his intended victims of the T. S. By 
repercussion the idea had spread through Anglo-Indian channels, like the cholera 
bacillus, to some extent, to the mother country. The Theosophical Society was 
founded, its phenomena produced, and the" Adepts" invented, you see, as a 
screen for "Russian intrigues" in India-as stated in the famous "Report" of 
the S. P. R. That no Russian roubles could be traced from the St. Petersburg 
Bureaux into our pockets, nor any sign be detected of our enjoyment of a "spy's" 
emoluments, was a trifling detail; the theory was convenient and enthusiastically 
adopted. But now comes the Russian censor to prick the balloon in which our 
amiable traducers were soaring above the level of homely facts; and if they are 
not endowed with adamantine "cheek," such as the American humourist assigns 
to the" lightning-rod canvasser," they must perceive the ridiculous position in 
which they are placed. Denied a "spy's" reward, and left by the heartless 
" Imperial censorship" to die or live, as we best mar, Mr. Pobedonostseff would 

• Vide" The Key to Theosophy," 1St chapter. 
t See Norlll Amniean RnJUw for September 1889. first article, .. The Elixir of Life," by Dr. 

William A. Hammond. The ingredients of which Dr. Brown Sequard's elixir is composed are, 
moreover, of such a filthy nature that tbe school of modem Vivisectors can alone boast of it. We 
Theosophists call this elixir blasphemy against nature and bestiality, if not black magiC.-[ED.] . 
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forbid his compatriots even to read what we Theosophists write. The popular 
tradition that the antipathy between the Russian and British Governments is 
fanned by the Conservative party is thus now disproved by the above fact and 
also by the following: Mr. Smith, the leader of the House of Commons boycotts 
LUCIFER in his railway book-stalls, while the Imperial Russian censorship does 
the same for us in the Empire of the White Tzar. Whether this is a result of 
the exchange of confidential dispatches, or the benevolent interference of our 
Karma, which, by causing our literature to become " forbidden fruit," must end 
by making it the more attractive to both publics-it is not for us to say. Yet we 
humbly thank his Excellency the chief Censor of the Russian metropolis for the 
wide advertisement given to us. In any other country it would at once double 
the circulation of our books; in this country of paradoxes, however-u God 
knoweth." 

Meanwhile we cut out the comminatory paragraph from the Pall Mall Gazelle 
of Sept. 20th, inviting to it the attention of our readers and those benighted 
editors who are inclined to still see in " Mdme. Blavatsky "-" a Russian spy." 

ENGLISH BOOKS PROHIBITED IN RUS:;IA. 

Mr. F. von Szczepanski. of the well·known house of Carl Ricker. at St. Petershurg. sends to the 
Pu6JisMrs' Circular the follo.ving complete list of all English publications the prohibition of whose 
sale in Russia has been decreed by the Imperial censorship during the first six months of the CurR'ot 
year:-

AMARAVELLA. "PARABRAHM." Translated by G. R. S. Mead. Revised and enlarged by the Author. 
1889· 

BLAVATSKY (H. P.) ... THE S~;CRET DOC"TRDIE: the Synthesis of Science. Religion. and Philo-
sophy. .. 2nd edition. 1888. 

Drage (G.) ... Cyril: A Romantic :-.love!''' 1889. 
Gunter (Arch. Clav.) ... That Frenchman!" t889. 
Ingersoll (R.T.)," Social S:llvation: A Lay Sermon:' 1888. 
Ingersoll (R. T.), .. The Household of Faith." t888. 
Kmpotkine (P.). .. 10 Russian and French Prisons." t887 . 
.. Ladies' Treasury of Literature." Edited by Mrs. Warren. Vol. XIII. 
Sergeant (L.) ... The Government Year Book." [889. 
SINNETT (A. P.) ... THE THEOSOPHICAL MOVEMENT." Ap1il15. t888. 
Stepniak ... The Russian Peasantry. " 2 vols. t888. 
Swallow (Henry F.), .. The Catherines of History." Second edition. t888 . 
.. THEOSOPHY AND THE CHURCHES: Lucifer to the Archbishop of Canterhury." 
Watson (Sydney), .. Marie. the Exile of Siberia." (Horner's Penny Stories for thc People.) 

Angels and ministers of grace,defend us! What have the PQor Theosophists, 
the conservative Mr. A. P. Sinnett included, to do in the company of such 
terrible personages as Messrs. Stepniak and Krapotkine? We ferve~t1y hope 
that the "mild" Theosophist is not going to be confounded by Mr. Pobedono
stseff with the warlike Nihilists? 

We can do no better before closing our laborious journey "to and fro in the 
Earth" than by quoting from a paper--of some ornithological name-a clever 
skit at the hopeless ignorance of the world about Theosophy. It is a faithful 
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record of the average conversation about it in the London drawing-rooms, during 
afternoon II teas" :_ 

II AFTER HEARING MRS. BESANT. 

MIss SlIYTH: Oh! my dear Mis5'Jonesky, how glad I am you have called. I 
hear you went to hear Mrs. Besant on Sunday. What is all this talk about your 
trying to get a profit out of Phisosophy? 

MISS JONESKY (severely): Trying to becomea prophetess of Theosophy, I 
suppose you mean, my dear. 

MIss S. : Yes, that's it. Sit down and tell us all about it. 
MISS J. : Well, my love, you can't think what a sweet thing it is-all about 

Altrllism and Karma, and the reincarnation of the E~o and-er-Karma-rupa, 
and Prana and Linga Sharira, er-er-er. 

MISS S.: Oh! that must be nice. And what do they all look like? 
MISS J.: What do which look like? 
MISS S. : Why, the Prana and the Karma and the Ego and-the other dear 

little things ! 
MISS J. : (with a 11ery superior smz1e): My dear child, you don't understand. 

Karma is a kind of state that-er-as Mrs. Besant says "presides over each 
reincarnation, so that the Ego passes into such physical and mental environment 
as it deserves." . 

MISS S. : Does it really, now? How exquisitely lovely I And what about 
the other darlings ? 

MISS J. : Well, the Sat or Be-ness is a sort of-er-esoteric cosmogenesis 
that-er-in fact-differentiates Altruism, and Karma by the Linga Sharira 
or astral body, and is the causation of the Ego, assuming the Manas, or some
thing of that. 

MISS S. : How delightfully soothing it seems! Let us go and have some. 
(Exeunt enthusiastically.)" 

11- • • 
"H. P. BLA V ATSKY C EXPELLED' I" 

THE newest cock and bull story giving the rounds as we find in a paragraph just 
received is the following :-

MAD!.ME BLAVATSKY. 

Much excitement is caused in esoteric circles by a published statement of 
Dr. Coues, who asserts that Madame Blavatsky has been expelled from the 
Theosophical Society. 

This is from the New York correspondent of the Sunday Times. We offer 
our thanks to him and beg to inform the credulous correspondent of two facts. 
I. It is Dr. Coues who was publicly expelled from the T. S. for un theosophical 
statements. 2. We have read that the Small Branch of the American T. S. 
cal1ed the Gnostic, threatened through their President Dr. Coues to expel 
Mdme. Blavatsky-from their hearts, I suppose, as this was their sole privilege. 
But as the said Branch was officially unchartered by the Council of the 
American Section at the same time that its President was expelled-the threat 
remained what it always was-a poor boast dictated by wounded vanity. 

ADVERSARY. 
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<torrespon~ence . 
• 

WHAT SHALL WE DO FOR OUR FELLOW-MEN. 

You have obliged my friends and myself by answering or annotating my letter 
to you in your number of July 15th. Will you allow us to continue this discus
sion? Several letters which I have received in consequence of this corres
pondence not only from Germany, but also from England,'" make it appear likel y 
that your 'readers on the other side of the Channel also take an interest in this 
all-important question. As the purport of my former communication has been 
misunderstood, I have now made this question the title of my present letter, in 
order to emphasize the point. My friends and I did not ask: Shall we do 
anything for our fellow-men or nothing 1 but: What shall we do for them? 

You agree with us-as your note d to my last letter (pg. 431) unmistakably 
shows-that the ultimate Goal which the mystic or the occultist have to strive for, 
is not perfection IN existence (the" world" ) but absolute being: that is, we have to 
strive for deliverance FROM all existence in any of the three worlds or planes of 
existence. The difference of opinions, however, is this: Shall we now, never
theless, assist all our fellow-men indiscriminately in their worldly affairs; shall 
we occupy ourselves with their national and individual Karma, in order to help 
them to improve the "world" and to live happily in it; shall we strive with 
them to realize socialistic problems, to further science, arts and industries, to 
teach them cosmology, the evolution of man and of the universe, etc, etc.,-or 
on the other hand, shall we only do the best we can to show our felIow-men the 
road of wisdom that will lead them out of the world and as straight as possible 
towards their acknowledged goal of absolute existence (Para-Nirvana, Mokska, 
Atma)? Shall we consequently only work for those who are willing to get rid 
of all individual existence and yearning to be delivered from alI selfishness, from 
all strivings, who are longing only for eternal peace? 

Answer. As the undersigned accepts for her views and walk in life no authority dead or living, no 
system of philosophy or religion but one-namely, tlu esoteric teachings of ethics and philosophy of 
tnose slu calls .. MASTERS "-answers have, therefore, to be given strictly in accordance with these 
teachings. My first reply then is: Nothing of that which is conducive to help man, collectively or 
individually, to live-not" happily "-but less unhappily in this world, ought to be indifferent to the 
Theosophist-Occultist. It is no concern of his whether his help benefits a man in his worldly or 
spiritual progress; his first duty is to be ever ready to help if he can, without stopping to philosophize. 
It is because our clerical and lay Pharisees too often offer a Christian dogmatic tract, instead of the 
simple bread of life to the wretches they meet-whether these are starving physically or morally-that 
pessimism, materialism and despair win with every day more ground in otJr age. Wt:a1 and woe, or 
happiness and misery, are relative terms. Each of us finds them according to his or her predilections; 
one in worldly, the other in intellectual pursuits, and no one system will ever satisfy all. Hence, while 
one finds his pleasure and rest in family joys, another in .. Socialism" and the third in a" longing 
only for eternal peace," there may be those who are starving for truth, in every department of the 
science of nature, and who consequently are yearning to learn the esoteric views about .. cosmology , 
the evolution of man and of the Universe:'-H.P.B. 

• Perchance also, from Madras ?-{ED.] 
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According to our opinion the latter course is the right one for a mystic j the 
former one we take to be a statement of our views. Your notes to my former 
letter are quite consistent with this view, for in your note c you say: "Para
nirvana is reached only when the Manvantara has closed and during the' night' 
of the universe or Pralaya." If the final aim of paranirvana cannot be attained 
individually, but only solidarily by the whole of the present humanity, it stands 
to reason, that in order to arrive at our consummation we have not only to do 
the best we can for the suppression of our own self, but that we have to work 
first for the world-process to hurry all the worldly interests of Hottentots and 
the Europ~an vivisectors having sufficiently advanced to see their final goal of 
salvation are ready to join us in striving towards that deliverance. 

Answ~r. According to our opinion as there is no essential difference between a .. mystic" and a 
.. Thcosophist-Esotericist .. or Eastern Occultist, the above cited course is 1I0t .. the right one for a 
mystic." One. who while" yearning to be delivered from all selfishness .. directs at the same time all 
his energies only to 1.hat portion of humanity which is of his own way of thinking, shows himself not 
only very sdjisll but is guilty of prejudice and partiality. When saying that Par.l, or PaYil/irvona 
rather, is reached only at the Manvantaric close, I never meant to imply the .. planetary" but the 
whole Cosmic Manvantara, i.e., at the end of .. an ".I{e" of BrahmA, not one" Day." For this is the 
only time when during the 1inivt:rsal Pralaya mankind (i.e., not only the terrestrial man~ind but that 
of every .. man" or .. manu-bearing" globe, star, sun or planet) will reach .. solidarily .. Parinirvana, 
and even then it will not be the whole mankind, hur only those portions of the mankinds which will 
have made themselves ready for it. Our correspondent's remark about the .. Hottentots" and 
.. European vivisectors ., seems to indicate to my surprise that my learned Brother has in his mind 
only our little unprogressed Terrene mankind ?-H.P.B. 

You have the great advantage over us, that you speak with absolute certainty 
on all these points, in saying: ., this is the esoteric doctrine," and "such is the 
teaching of my masters." We do not think that we have any such certain 
warrant for our belief j on the contrary, we want to learn, and are ready to 
receive, wisdom, wherever it may offer itself to us. We know of no authority 
or divine revelation; for, as far as we accept Vedantic or Budhistic doctrines, we 
only do so because we have been convinced by the reasons given; or, where 
the reasons prove to be beyond our comprehension, but where our intuition tells 
us: this, nevertheless, is likely to be true, we try our best to make our under
standing follow our intuition. 

Ans-axr. I speak" with absolute certainty" only so far as my own personal belief is concerned. 
ThOS<' who have not the saflU! warrant for their belief as I have. would be very credulous and foolish 
to accept it on blind faith. Nor does the writer believe any more than her correspondent and his 
friends in any" authority" let alone" divine revelation"! Luckier in this than they are, I need not 
even rely in this as they do on my intuition, as there is no infallible intuition. But what I do believe 
in is (I), the unbroken oral teachings revealed by living divine men during the infancy of mankind 
to the elect among men; (2), that it has reached us unaltered; and (3) that the MASTERS are 
thoroughly versed in the science based on such uninterrupted teach:ng.-H.P.B. 

In reference, therefore, to your note e, it was not, nor is it, our intention" to 
inflict any criticism on you" j on the contrary we should never waste time with 
opposing anything we think wrong; we leave that to its own fate; but we try 
rather to get at positive information or arguments, wherever we think they may 
offer themselves. Moreover, we have never denied, nor shall we ever forget, 
that we owe you great and many thanks for your having originated the present 
movement and for having made popular many striking ideas hitherto foreign 
to European civilization. We should now feel further obliged to you, if you (or 
your masters) will give us some reasons, which could make it appear likely to us, 
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why paranirvana could 1I0t be attained by any ;i"va at any time (a), and why the 
Answer (a). There is some confusion here. I never said that no jiva could attain Parinin"llna. nor 

meant to infer that" the final goal can only be reached solidarily" by our present humanity. This is 
to attribute to me an ignorance to whicb I am not prepared to plead guilty, and in his turn my corres
pondent has misunderstood me. But as every system in India teaches several kinds of praiaJ'as as 
also of Nirvanic or " Moksha .. states, Dr. Hiibbe Schleiden has e"idently confused tbe PraJrita with 
the Naimil/i/lt1 PraJaya, of the Visisbtadwaita Vedantins. I even suspect that my esteemed corres
pondent has imbibed more of the teachings of this particular sect of the thn,e Yedantic schools than 
be had bargained for; that bis " Brabmin Guru" in short, of whom there are various legends coming 
to us from Germany, has coloured his pupil far more witb the philosophy of Sri Rarnanujacharya, 
than with that of Sri SankarachArya. But this is a trifte connected with circumstances beyond his 
control and of a Karmic character. His a"ersion to "Cosmology" and other sciences including 
theogony, and as contrasted with" Ethics" pure and simple, dates also from the period he was taken 
in hand by the said learned guru. The latter expressed it personally to us, after his sudden sal/o 
nwrtali from esotericism-too difficult to comprehend and therefore to teach,-to elhit'S wbich any 
one who knows a Southern language or two of India, can impart by simply translating his texts from 
pbilosophical works with which the country abounds. The result of this is, that my esteemed friend 
and correspondent talks Visishtadwaitism as unconsciously as M. Jourdain talked" prose," while 
believing he argues from the Mahaydna and Vedantic standpoint-pure and simple. If otherwisc, I 
place myself under correction. But how can a Vedantin speak of 7it'as as though these were 
separate entities and independent of JIVATMA the one universal soul! This is a purely Visishtad
waita doctrine which asserts that Jivatma is different in each individual from that in another indi"idual ? 
He asks .. why parinir"ana could nol be attained by any jiva at any time." We answer that if by 
" jiva .. he means the" Higher Self" or the divine egv of man, only-then we say it may reach Nir
vana, not Farinin'ana, but even this, only when one becomes 7imn'IIl1kta, which does no/ mean" at 
any time." But if he understands by" Jiva" simply the one life which, thP. Visishtadwaitas say is con
tained in every particle of matter, separating it from the sal ir.z or body that contains it, tben, we do 
not understand at all whllt he means. For, we do not Ilgree that Parabrahm only,"vatks every Jiva, 
as well as each particle of matter, but say that Pambrahm is inseparable from every Jiva, as from 
every particle of matter since it is the a.llsoll,te, and that IT is in truth that Jivatrna itself crystallizeJ
for want of a better word. Before I answer his questions, therefore. I must know whetber he means 
by Parinirvana, the same as I do, and of wbicb of the Pralayas he is talking. Is it of the Praltrita 
Maba Pralaya, which takes place every 3II,Q4o,ooo,ooo,ooo years; or of the Saimitltlta PraJaya oc
curring after each Braltma K.tlpa equal to 1,000, Maba Yugas, or wbich? Com'incing reasons can 
be given then only when two disputants understand each other. I speak from the esoteric standpoint 
almost identical with the Adwaita interpretation; Dr. Hllbbe Schleiden argues from that of-let him 
say what system. for, lacking omniscience, I cannot tell.-H.P.B. 

final goal can only be reached solidarily by the whole of the humanity living at 
present. In order to further this discussion, I will state here some of the reasons 
which appear to speak against this view, and I will try to further elucidate some 
of the consequences of acting in accordance with each of these two views: 

I. The unselfishness of the Altruist has a very different character according to 
which of the two views he takes. To begin with our view, the true Mystic who 
helieves that he can attain deliverance from the world and from his individuality 
independent of the Karma of any other entities, or of the whole humanity, is an 
Altruist, because and so far as he is a monist, that is to say, on account of the 
tat twam as". Not the form or the individuality, but the being of all entities is 
the same and is his own; in proportion as he feels his own aVliiya, agllana or 
unwisdom, so does he feel that of other entities, and has compassion with them 
on that account.(b) To take now the other view: Is not the altruism of an 

(b). To feel" compassion" without an adequate praL'tica1lesult ensuing from it is not to show one
self an .. Altruist" but tbe reverse. Real self-development on the esoteric lines is tU/Wn. .. Inaction 
in a deed of mercy becomes an action in a deadly sin." (Vial TIte Two Paths in the" Voice of the 
Silence," p. 31.~H.P.B. 

occultist who sees himself tied to the Karma of all his fellow-men, and who, on 
that account, labours for and with them, rather an egotistical one? For is not 
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at the bottom of his "unselfishness" the knowledge that he cannot work out his 
own salvation at any lesser price? The escape from selfishness for such a man 
is self-sacrifice for the "world"; for the mystic, however, it is self-sacrifice' to 
the eternal, to absolute being. Altruism is certainly considered one of the first 
requirements of any German Theosopher we can or will not speak for others
but we are rather inclined to think that altruism had never been demanded in 
this country in the former sense (of self-sacrifice for the" world "" but only in 
the latter sense of self-sacrifice to the eternal.(e) 

(e). An Occultist does not feel" himself tied to the Karma of all his fellow men," no more than onc 
man feels his legs motionless because of the paralysis of another man's legs. But this does not pre
\"eDt the fact that the legs of both are evolved from, and contain the same ultimate essence of the ONE 

LIFE. Therefore, there can be no egotisli,",,1 feeling in his labours for the less favoured brother. 
Esoterically, there is no other U''')', lII~a1lS or 1IIe111od of sacrificing oneself" to the eternal" than by 
working and sacrificing oneself for the collective spirit of Life, embodied ,in, and (for us) representt'd 
in its highest dh'ine aspect by Humanity alone. Witness the Nirmana.Mya,-the sublime doctrine 
which no Orientalist understands to this day but which Dr. Hllbbe Schleiden can find in the Hnd 
and HIrd Treatises in the" V"ktt ".11M Siltt1Ict." =--aught else shows forth the eternal; and in no 
other way than this can any mystic or occultist Iru~I' reach the eternal, whate\'er the Orientalists ,1011 
the vocabularies of Buddhist terms may say, for the real meaning of the TrikJ.I"" the triple power of 
Buddha's embodiment, and of Nirv(\na in its triple negativc and positive definitions has ever escaped 
them. 

If our correspondent oolie\'cs that by calling himself .. theosopher" in preference to .. theo
sophist" he escapes thereby any idea of soplzislry connected with his views, then he is mistaken. I 
5.'ly it in al1 sincerity, the opinions he expresses in his \t·tters are in my humble judgment the very fruit 
of sophistry. If 1 ha\'e misunderstood him, 1 stand under correction.-H. P. B. 

2. It is a misunderstanding, if you think in your note e, that we are advocating 
entire" withdrawal or isolation from the world." We do so as little as yourself, 
but only recommend an "ascetic life," as far as it is necessary to prepare anyone 
for those tasks imposp.d upon him by following the road to final deliverance from 
the world. But the consequence of your view seems to lead to joining the world 
in a worldly life, and until good enough reasons are given for it, we do not 
approve of this conduct. That we should have to join our fellow men in all 
their worldl)' interests and pursuits, in order to assist them and hasten them on 
to the solidary and common goal, is contrary to our intuition. (a ) To strive for the 

AnnNr. (a) It is difficult to find out how the view expressed in my last answer can Ie.'ld to such 
an inference. or where have I adv,sed my brother Theosophists to join men .. in all their worldly 
interests and pursuits I Useless to quote here again that which is said in note fl, for every one can 
tum to the passage and see that I ha\'e said nothing of the kind. For one precept I can give a dozen . 
• , Not nakedness, not plaited hair, not dirt. not fasting or lying on the earth. • . not sitting motIonless, 
can purify one who has not overcome desires," says DIzammapada (chap. I., 141). .. Neither absti
Dence from fish or flesh, nor going naked, nor the sha\-ing of the head, Dor matted hair, etc. etc., will 
cleanse a man not free from delusions" Amaga"dlta Sulla (7, n). This is what I meant. Be
twecn salvation through dirt and stench, like St. Labro and some Fakirs, and worldly life with an 
eye to every interest, there is a long way. Strict asceticism in the midst of the world, is more meri
toril'US than avoiding those who do not think as we do, and thus losing an opportunity of showing 
them thetruth.-H.P.B. 

deliverance from the world by furthering and favouring the world-process seems 
rather a round-about method. Our inclination leads us to retire from all worldly 
life, and to work apart-from a monastery or otherwise-together with and for 
all those fellow-men who are striving for the same goal of deliverance, and who 
are willing to rid themselves of all karma, thir own as well as that of others. We 
would assist also ali those who have to remain in worldly life, but who are 
already looking forward to ~he same goal of release, and who join us in doing 
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their best to attain this end. We make no secret of our aims or our striving; 
we lay our views and our reasons before anyone who will hear them, and we are 
ready to receive amongst us anyone who will !tones/ly join us. (b) Above all, 

(b). So do we. And if, not al\ of us live up to our highest ideal of wisdom, it is only because we 
arc 'ne" not gods, after all. But there is one thing, however, we never do (those in the esoteric circle, 
at any rate) : we ut ourseiVt!s as examples to "0 ,nen ,for we remember well that precept in Amagandha 
Sutta that 5.'\ys: ., Self-praise, disparaging others, conceit, evil communications (denunciations), these 
constitute (moral) uncleanness"; and again, as in the 1JII,"ntna/,<lda, .. The fault of others is easily 
perceived, but that of oneself IS difficult to perceive; the faults of others one lays open as much as 
POES ble, but one's own fault one hides, as a cheat hides the bad die f~m the gambler. ·'-H. P.B. 

however, we are doing out best to live up to our highest ideal of wisdom; and 
perhaps the good example may prove to be more useful to our fellow· men than 
any organized propaganda of teaching. 

By the bye, in your note you couple together Sc!topen!tauer and Eduard von 
Har/mann. In this question, however, both are of opposite opinions. 
Schopenhauer, like most German mystics and theosophers, represents the views 
of Vedanta and (exoteric) Buddhism, that final salvation can, and can only, be 
.individually attained independent of time and the karma of others. Hartmann, 
however, verges much more towards your opinion, for he does not believe in 
individual consummation and deliverance from the world; he thinkslall mysticism 
and particularly that which is now known as Indian philosophy, an error, and 
demands of everyone as an altruistic duty to give himself up to the world-process, 
and to do his best in order to hasten its end. (He is the" clever modern philo
sopher" whom I have mentioned on page 43S).(C) 

(c). As 1 have never read von Hartmann, and know very little of Schopenhauer, nor do they in
terest me, 1 have permitted myself only to bring them forward as examples of the worst kind of 
pessimism; and you corroborate what I said, by what you state of Hartmann. If, however, as you 
5.'\y, Hartmann thinks" Indian philosophy an error," then he cannot be said to <'er~ toward my 
opinion, as I hold quite a contrary view. India might return the compliment with interest.-H.P.B. 

3. There is, and can be, no doubt that Vedanta and (exoteric) Buddhism do 
not hold your view, but ours. Moreover, one could scarcely dispute that Lord 
Buddha-whatever esoteric doctrine he may have taught-founded monasteries, 
or that he favoured and assisted in doing so. Whether he expected all his 
disciples to become Bodhisattvas may be doubtful, but he certainly pointed out 
the "happy life" of a Bhikshu as the road to salvation j he expressly abstained 
from teaching cosmology or any worldly science; he never meddled with the 
worldly affairs of men, but every assistance he rendered them was entirely re
stricted to showing them the road to deliverance from existence. And just the 
same with Vedanta. It prohibits any attachment to worldly views and interests, 
or enquiries after cosmology or evolution a fortiori socialism and any other 
world-improvement. All this Vedanta calls Agnana (Buddhism: Avidya), while 
Gnana or wisdom-the only aim of a sage (GnantJ-is but the striving for the 
realization of the eternal (true reality, Alma).(a) 

Answer (a). It depends on what you call Vedanta-whether the Dwaita, the Adwaita, or the 
Visishtadwaita. That we differ from all these, is no news, and 1 have spoken of it repeatedly. Yet in 
the esotericism of the Upn;sllat/s, when correctly understood, and our esotericism, there \\;11 not be 
found much difference. Nor have I ever disputed any of the facts about Buddha as now brought 
forward; although these are facts from only his exoteric biography. Nor has he invented or drawn 
from his inner consciousness the philosophy he taught, hut only the method of his rendering iL 
Buddhism being simply esoteric Bodllism taught before him secretly in the arcana of the Brah
minical temples, contains, of course, more than one doctrine of which the Lord Burldhl\ never spoke 
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of in public. But this shows in no way that he did not teach them to his Arhats. Again, between 
.. attachment to worldly views or interests" and the study of Cosmology, which is nol .. a worldly 
science" however, there is an abyss. One pertains to religious and philosophical asceticism, the 
other is necessary for the study 0/ Occultism-which is not Buddhistic, but universal. Without thc 
study of cosmogony and theogony which teach the hidden value of e\'ery force in Nature and their 
direct correspondence to, and relation with, the forces in man (or the principles) no occult psyt'ho
physics or luwwldge 0/ man as he truly is, is /'O"i61e. No one is forced to study esoteric philosophy 
unless he likes it. nor has anyone ever confused Occultism with Buddhism or Vedantism.-H. P. B. 

Agnani (misprinted in the July number page 436: agnam) signified just the 
same as what is rendered by "fool" in the English translations of the Dhamma
pada and the Suttas. It is never understood "intellectually" and certainly 
does not mean an ignoramus, on the contrary, the scientists are rather more 
likely to be agnanis than any "uneducated" mystic. Agnani expresses always 
a relative notion. Gnani is anyone who is striving for the self-realization of 
the eternal; a perfect gnani is only the jivanmukta, but anyone who is on the 
road of development to this end may be (relatively) calIed gnani, while anyone 
who is less advanced is comparatively an agnani. As, however, every gnlm; 
sees the ultimate goal above himself, he wiII call himself an agnanl~ until h~ 
has attained j;vanmukta,. moreover, no true mystic wiII ever caU any feUow-man 
a "fool" in the inteUectual sense of the word, for he lays very little stress on 
intelIectuality. To him anyone is a "fool" only in so far as he cares for 
(worldly) existence and strives for anything else than wisdom, deliverance, 
paranirvana. And this turn of mind is entirely a question of the" will " of the 
individuality. The" will" of the agnan; is carrying him from spirit into matter 
(descending arch of the cycle), while the "will" of the gnan; disentangles him 
from matter and makes him soar up towards "spirit" and out of alI existence. 
This question of overcoming the " dead point" in the circle is by no means one 
of intellectuality; it is quite likely that a sister of mercy or a common labourer 
may have turned the corner while the Bacons, Goethes, Humboldts, &c., may 
yet linger on the descending side of existence tied down to it by their indi
vidual wants and desires. (b) 

(6). Agnam, instead of agna1li was of course a printer's mistake. With such every Journal and 
Magazine abounds, in Germany, I suppose, as much as in England, and from which LUCIFER is no 
more free than the Sphinx. It is the printer's and the proof-reader's Karma. But it is a worse 
mistake, however, to translate Agnani by .. fool," al1 the Beals, Oldenbergs, Webers, and Hardys, to 
tht' contrary. GnllOa (or, Jnllna, rather) is Wisdom certainly, but even more, for it is the spiritual 
knowledge of things olivine, unknown to al1 but those who altain it-and which saves the /iv,m
mdtas who ha\"e mastered both Kaimayoga and JnIlnayoga. Hence, ifall those who have notjnAna 
lor gnana) at their lingers' end, are to be considered" fools" this would mean that the whole world 
save a few Yogis is composed of fools, which would be ollt-carlyle;,'g Carlyle in his opinion of his 
countrymen. Ajn.ina, in truth, means simply" ignorance of the true Wisdom," or literally, "Wis
domless" and not at all "fool." To explain that the word .. fool" is "never understood intel1ec
tually" is to say nothing, or worse, an Irish bul1, as, according to every etymological d~finition and 
dictionary, a/oo/is one who is tlejicimt in intellect" and" destitute of reason." Therefore, while 
thanking the kind doctor for the trouble he has taken to explain so minutely the vexed Sanskrit term, 
I can do so only in the name of LUCIFER'S readers, not for myself, as I knew all he says, minus his 
risky new delinition of" fool" and plus something else, probably as early as on the day when he made 
his lirst appearance into this world of Maya. No doubt, neither Bacon, Humboldt, nor even the 
great Haeckel himself, the "light of Germany," could ever be regarded as" goanis"; but no more 
could any European I know of, however much he may hU\'e rid himself of all .. individual wants and 
desires."-H.P.B. 

4. As we agree, th:1t all existence, in fact, the whole world and the whole of 
its evolutionary process, its joys and evils, its gods and its devils, are Ma)'a 
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(illusion) or erroneous conception of the true reality: how can it appear to us 
worth while to assist and to promote this process of misconception? (a) 

Ansult'r. (a.) Prt.'Cise1y, because the term maya, just like that of .. agnana" in your own words
expresses only a reiali.·e notion. The world .... its joys and evils, its gods and devils," and men to 
boot. are unc\eniably, when compared with that awful reality et'l!rlasling ~/ernily. no better than the. 
productions and tricks of maya, illusion. But there the line of demarcation is drawn. So long as we 
are incapable of forming even an approximately correct conception of this inconuivaltle eternity, for 
us, who are just as much an il/usioll as anything else outside of that eternity, the sorrows and misery 
of that greatest of all Illusions-human life in the universal makamaya-for us, I say, such sorrows 
and miseries are a vivid and a very sad reality. A shadow from your body, dancing on the white 
wall. is a reality so long as it is there, for yourself and all who can see it; because a reality is 
just as relative as an illusion. And if one" illusion" does not help another" illusion" of the samE.' 
kinrl to study and recognise the true nature of Sclf, then, I fear, very few of us will e,'er get out from 
the clutches of tIlaya.-H.P.B. 

5. Like all world-existence, time and causality also are only Maya or-as Kant 
and Schopenhauer have proved beyond contradiction-are only our conditioned 
notions, forms of our intellection. Why then should any moment of time, or 
one of our own unreal forms of thought, be more favourable to the attainment 
of paranirvana than any other? To this paranirvana, Atma, or true reality, any 
manvantara is just as unreal as any pralaya. And this is the same with regard 
to (ausalit)" as with respect to time, from whichever point of view you look at 
it. If from that of absolute reality, all causality and karma are unreal, and to 
realize this unreality is the secret of deliverance from it. But even if you look 
at it from the agnana-view, that is to say, taking existence for a reality, there 
can never (in "time") be an end-nor can there have been a beginning
of causality. It makes, therefore, no difference whether any world is in 
pralaya or not; also Vedanta rightly says that during any pralaya the karana 
sharira (causal budy, agnana) of Ishvara and of all jivas, in fact, of all exis
tence, is continuing.(6) And how could this be otherwise? After the deslruc-

(".) This is again a Visiskladmlila interpretation, which we do not accept in the esoteric school. 
\Ve cannot say, as they do that while the gross bodics alone perbh, the SIIks/,m" particles, which they 
consider uncrcated and indt.'Structible and the only real things, alone remain. Nor do we belie\"e 
any Vedantin of the SankaracMrya school would agree in uttering such a hClesy. For this amonnts 
to saying that Jt.lflOlIlay" Koska. which corresponds to what we call .lfanas, mind, with its \'olitions 
feelings and e,'cn A'amarup" the vehicle of the /tJW<!r manas. also sun'ives during pralaya. See page 
185 in Fit'e l'"ars.{ Tkcosop/l,V and ponder o,'cr the three classifications of the human principles, 
Thencl' it follows that the A'ar"ntl Sari", (which mcans simply the klllllall "[{)/lad collectively or the 
reincarnating ego). the" causal body" cannot continue; especially if. as you say, it is "pana, ignor
ance or thc "'isdolll/CJS principle, and cvcn agrt.'t!:tbly with your definition" a fool." The idea alone 
of this" fool .. sur\'iving during any pralaya. is enough to make the hair of any Vedanta philosopher 
ane! even of a full blown }ivanmukta. turn grey. and thrust him right back into an .. agnani" again, 
Surely as you formulate it. this must be a "'pms (.,1"111; t And why should the Kar.IRa S.,rira of 
Iswara let alone that of" all }ivas" (!) be neccssary during praM,va for the evolution of anothcr uni
"crse? bwara, whether as a personal god, or an infel/il(mt independent principle, per .Ie, e"ery 
Buddhist whether esoteric or .'xoteric and orthodox, will reject; while some Vedantins would define 
him as Parnbrahm plus MAYA only. i.e, a conception valid enough during the reign of maya, but not 
otherwise. That which remains during pralaya is the eternal potentiality of every condition of Pragna 
(consciousness) containt.-d in that plane or field of consciousness, which the Adwaita calls CMd,'RaJan 
and C/Zinlllafr., (abstlact consciousness). which. being absolute. is therefore perfect III1COllsciousRess 
-as alrlle Ve:Iantin would say.--H.P.B. 

tion of any universe in pralaya, must not another appear? Before our present 
universe must there not have been an infimte number of other universes? 
How could this be, if the c.·\U~e of existence did not last through any pra\aya 
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as well as through any kalpa ? And if so, why should any pralaya be a more 
favourable moment for the attainment of paranirvana than any man van tara ? 

6. But if then one moment of time and one phase of causality were more 
favourable for this than any other: why should it just be any pralaya after a 
manvantara, not the end of the ",aha-kalpa or at least that of a ka/pa. 
In any kalpa (of 4.320 millions of earthly years) there are 14 manV::LD
taras and pralayas and in each maha-kalpa (of 311,040 milliards of earthly 
years) there are (36,000 x 14) 504,000 manvantaras and pralayas. Why is 
this opportunity of paranirvana offered just so often and not oftener, or not 
once only at the end of each universe. In other words, why can paranirvana 
only be obtained by spurts and in batches; why, if it cannot be attained by 
any individuality at its own time, why must one wait only for the whole of one's 
present fellow-humanity; why not also for all the animals, plants, amoohas and 
protoplasms, perhaps also for the minerals of our planet-and why not also for 
the entities on all the other staxs of the universe? (a) 

A"rwer. (a.) As Dr. Hlibbe Schleiden objects in the form of questions to stlltcments and argu
ments that have never been fonnulated by me, I have nothing to say to this.-H.P.B. 

7. But, it appears, the difficulty lie5 somewhat deeper still. That which has 
to be overcome, in order to attain paranirvana, is the erroneous conception of 
separateness, the selfishness of individuality, the "thirst for existence" (tri"shna, 
lanna). It stands to reason, that this sense of individuality can only be over
come individually: How can this process be dependent on other individualities 
or anything else at all? Selfishness in the abstract which is the cause of al 
existence, in fact, Agnana and Maya, can never be all logelher removed and 
extinguished. Agnana is as endless as it is beginningless, and the number of 
jivas (atoms?) is absolutely infinite; if the jivas of a whole universe were to be 
extinguished in paranirvana, jivaship and agnana would not be lessened by one 
atom. In fact, both are mere unreality and misconception. Now, why should 
just one batch of hum:1.nity have to unite, in order to get rid each of his own 
misconception of reality? (b) 

(6. J Here again the only " unreality and misconception" I can perceive are his own. I am glad 
to find my correspondent so learned, and having made such wonderful progress since I saw him last 
ome three years ago, when still in the fulnE'.5s of his a.!f"afla .. but I really cannot see what all his 

arguments refer to ?-H. P. R. 

Summing up, I will now give three instances of the difference in which, I 
think a Mystic or (exoteric) Buddhist, Bhikshu or Arhat, on the one side, and 
an occultist or theosophist on the other, would act, if both are fully consistent 
with their views and principles. Both will certainly use any opportunity which 
offers itself to do good to their fellow-men; but the good which they will try to 
do, will be of a different kind. 

Supposing they meet a, poor, starving wretch, with whom they share their 
only morsel of bread: the mystic will try to make the man understand that the 
body is only to be kept up, because that entity which lives in it has a certain 
spiritual destination, and that this destination is nothing less than getting rid of 
all existence, and, at the same time, of all wants and desires; that having to beg 
for one's food is no real hardship, but might give a happier life than that of rich 
people with all their imaginary worries and preten5ions, that, in fact, the life 
of a destitute who is nothing and who has nothing in the world, is the "happy 
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life "-a's Buddha and Jesus have shown-when it is coupled with the right 
aspiration to the eternal, the only true and unchangeable reality, the divine peace. 
If th~ mystic finds that the man's heart is incapable of responding to any key· 
note of such true religiousness, he will leave him alone, hoping that, at some 
future time, he too will find out that all his worldly wants and desires are 
insatiable and unsatisfying, and that after all true and final happiness can only 
be found in striving for the eternal.-Not so the occultist. He will know that 
he himself cannot finally realise the eternal, until every other human individuality 
has likewise gone through all the worldly aspirations and has been weaned from 
them. He will, therefore, try to assist this poor wretch first in his worldly 
affairs; he will perhaps teach him some trade or handicraft by which he can 
earn his daily bread, or he will plan with him some socialistic scheme for 
bettering the worldly position of the poor. 

A nswer. Here the "Mystic" acts precisely as a "Theosophist or Occultist of the Eastern school 
would. It is extremely interesting to learn where Dr. Hlibbe Schleiden h.\S studied" Occultists •. of 
the type he is describing? If it is in Germany. then pitying the Occultist who knows "that he himself 
C,/1I110t rt..oalize the eternal" until e\'ery human soul has been weaned from ., worldly aspirations" I 
would invite him to come to London where other Occultists who reside therein would teach him 
better. But then why not qualify the" Occultist" in such case and thus show his nationality? Our 
correspondent mentions with evident scorn. "Socialism" in this letter, as often as he does 
"Cosmology?" We have but two English Socialists. so far. in the T.S. of which two every 
Theosophist ought to be proud and accept them as his exemplar in practical Buddha-and Christ-like 
charity and virtues. :';uch socialists-two active altruists full of unselfish love and charity and ready 
to work for all that suffers and needs help-are decidedly worth ten thousand Mystics and other 
TheoJopkrs. whether Gernmn or English. who talk instead of acting and sermonize instead of 
teaching. But let us take note of our correspondent's second instance.-H.P.B. 

Secondly, supposing further the mystic and the occultist meet two women, 
the one of the" Martha" sort, the other of the" Mary" character. The mystic 
will first remind both that everyone has, in the first instance, to do his or her 
duty conscientiously, be it a compulsory or a self-imposed duty. Whatever one 
has once undertaken and wherever he or she has contracted any obligation 
towards a fellow-being, this has to be fulfilled "up to the uttermost farthing." 
But, on the other hand, the mystic will, just for this very reason, warn them 
against creating for themselves new attachments to the world and worldly affairs 
more than they find absolutely unavoidable. He will again try to direct the 
whole of their attention to their final goal and kindle in them every spark of 
high and genuine aspiration to the eternal.-Not so the occultist. He may also 
say all that the mystic has said and which fully satisfies" Mary"; as Co Martha," 
however, is not content with this and thinks the subject rather tedious and 
wearisome, he will have compassion with her worldliness and teach her some 
esoteric cosmology or speak to her of the possibilities of developing psychic 
powers and so on. 

A IIS"1uer. Is the cat out of the h.lg at last? I am asked to "oblige" O\lr correspondent by answering 
questions. and instead of clear statements, I find no better than transpnrent hints against the working 
methods of the T.:';.! Those who go against" esoteric cosmology" and the de\'elopment of psychic 
powers are not forced to study eith,!r. But I have heard these objections four Ye:lrs ago, and they 
too. were started by a certain" Guru ,. we are both acquainted with, when that learned .. Mystic" 
had had enough of Chelaship and suddenly developed the ambition of becoming a Teacher. The)" 
are stale.-H.P.B. 

Thirdly, supposing our mystic and our occultist meet a sick man who applies 
to them for help. Both will certainly try to cure him the best they can. At the 
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same time, both will use this opportunity to turn their patient's mind to the 
eternal if they can ; they will try to make him see that everything in the world is 
only the just effect of some cause, and that, as he is consciously suffering from 
his present illness, he himself must somewhere have consciously given the corre· 
sponding and adequate cause for his illness, either in his present or in any former 
life; that the only way of getting finally rid of all ills and evils is, not to create 
any more causes, but rather to abstain from aU doing, to rid oneself of every. 
avoidable want and desire, and in this way to lift oneself above all causality 
(karma). This, however, can only be achieved by putting good objects of aspi
ration into the place of the bad, the better object into that of the good, and the 
best into that of the better; directing, however, one's whole attention to our 
highest goal of consummation and living in the eternal as much as we can, this is 
the only mode of thought that will finally deliver us from the imperfections of 
existence. 

If the patient cannot see the force of this t.rain of argument or does not like 
it, the mystic will leave him to his own further development, and to some future 
opportunity which might bring the same man near him ag:tin, but in a more 
favourable state of mind. 

Not so the occultist. He will consider it his duty to stick to this man to whose 
Karma, as to that of everyone else, he is irremediably and unavoidably bound; he 
will not abandon him until he has helped him on to such an advanced state of 
true spiritual development that he begins to see his final goal and to aspire to it 
" with all his heart, with all his soul, and with all his might." In the meantime, 
however, the occultist will try to prepare him for that by helping him to arrange 
his worldly life in a manner as favourable to such an aspiration as possible. He 
will make him see that vegetarian or rather fruit·diet is the only food fully in 
accordance with human nature; he will teach him the fundamental rules of eso
teric hygienics; he will show him how to make the right use of vitality (mesmer
ism), and as he does not feel any aspiration for the nameless and formless 
eternal, he will meanwhile make him aspire for esoteric knowledge and for occult 
powers. 

Now, will you do us the great favour to show us reasons w/ty the mystic is 
wrong and the occultist right, or why paranirvana should not be attained by 
any individuality and at any time, when its own karma has been burnt by gnana 
in samatilli, and independent of the karma of any other individual or that of 
humanity. 

Yours sincerely, 
H UBBE-SCHLEIDEN. 

Neuhaugen bei Miinc/ten, September, d!89. 

AIIS"_T. As no Occultist of my acquaintance would act in this supposed fashion no answer is 
possible. We theosophists, and especially your humble servant, are too occupied with our work to 
lose time at answering supposititious cases and fictions. When our prolific correspondent tells us wlwm 
he means under the name of the" Occultist" and WRe1I or wh(rc the latter has acted in that way, I 
will be at his service. Pcrhaps he means some Theosophist or rather member of the T.S. under this 
term? For I, at any rate, ncver met yet an .. Occultist" of that description. As to the closing 
question I believe it was sufficiently answered in the earlier explanations of this reply. 

Yours, as sincerely 

H, P. BLAVATSKY. 

12 
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TO ALI. WHO TAKE A PRACTICAL INTER~ST IN THEOSOPHY. 

IN the June number of this magazine I published an appeal for help and co· 
operation in the important work of influencing the press of this country in the 
subject of Theosophy. 

Myefforts in obtaining the interest of editors of newspapers and other journals 
have met with much greater success than I could have anticipated, proving 
beyond doubt that Theosophy is now attracting general attention, and that the 
influence of the press can be utilized to a very great extent in popularizing the 
subject. 

This simply means that thousands who might not otherwise hear of it will have 
their minds directed to Theosophy, and Theosophists well know that the little 
grain of seed, planted in the right soil, soon takes root, and may become a mighty 
tree. 

The number of workers who are now helping me in this special way, are quite 
inadequate to deal with the ever-increasing amount of work, and I greatly need 
the c(H)peration of all who are practically interested in spreading the knowledge 
of Theosophy, if only to the small extent indicated in my last appeal (!',ile June 
number). I have received very few replies to that appeal, perhaps because it 
has not reached the right persons, perhaps because Theosophists have not 
realized the importance of tioing what they can, however little that may be, or the 
fact that however small may be the help they can give individually, collee/hlel)' 
their help is of the greatest importance and value. 

Trusting that those who are willing to devote a little spare time to the work 
will communicate with me, and that others will respond by c(H)perating in one or 
other of the ways indicated in my last appeal, 

I remain 
Yours fraternally 

A. A. M. DE PALLANDT. 

36 Bryanston St. Hyde Park W. 

We are asked to publish the following letter, addressed to the editor of 
the LoTUS. 

Mon cher Gaboriau, 
A la page 707 du dernier No. du Lotus, je lis les lignes suivantes a propos 

de Mme. Blavatsky:-
" Elle avait pris soin elle-meme, lors d'une visite que nOlls lui fimes, Amara

vella et moi, a Ostende, en Novembre 1886, d'entretenir ce sentiment en nOIlS, 

refutant avec une habilete merveilleuse, que nOIiS prenions alors pour de la sin
. cerite, to utes les attaques portees contre elle. • . . lVOIiS avons reconnu petit a 
petit notre erreur •... " 

Je demande a protester contre cette invasion de rna personalite. Une fois deja 
je me suis trouve implique dans une affaire dont je ne voulais pas me meIer 
exterieurement, lorsque tu publias in extenso une lettre que tu m'avais demand«! 
"pour lire a quelques amis en seance privee." J e n'ai pas proteste alors, car je 
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vcnais d'apprendre ames depens Ie prix du silence. C'est par Ie silence encore 
en cessant d'ecrire dans Ie Lotus, que j'ai proteste contre les attaques de person
nalites qu'il contient depuis quelque3 mois. Et si je viens de t'envoyer un article 
pour Ie dernier numero, c'etait que jugeant la let;on suffisante, je tenais a mon
trer que je n'ai aucune rancune personnelle contre qui que ce soit encore moins 
contre un vieil ami. J e suis fache que tu aies cru devoir interpreter soit mon 
silence, soit la rupture de ce silence, d'une fat;on qui m'oblige a protester pub
liquement. 

Mes opinions au sujet de notre" mere spirituelle" sont diametralement op· 
posees aux tiennes. J'ai vecu avec elle assez longtemps et assez intimement pour 
savoir a quoi m'en tenir. Telles qu'elles, je garde mes appreciations, d'abord par 
ce qu'en occultisme on apprend a refuser de juger ses freres ou de se laisscr 
juger soi-meme d'apres les mesures du monde ou l'on "cancane," et ensuitc 
pour ne pas embarasser de nouveaux problemes les lecteurs du Lotus, que doivent 
deconcerter deja pas mal les courbes d'esprit de cette revue, plus compliquees 
encore que celles de "la monade humaine rentrant dans l'unite. " 

Enlin, esperons qu'une derniere courbe nous ramenera tous au meme centre, 
car, comme tu dis, nous sommes tous jeunes, et nous n'avons pas dit notre der
nier mot. 

AMARAVELLA. 
25 Septembre, 1889. 

INCARNATION OF THE DEVACHANIC ENTITY. 

ESOTERIC Science teaches that after death the three lowest principles in man get 
dispersed on earth, while the four higher are projected into Kama-Ioka, which is 
a sort of purgatory. Here the fourth and the lower half of the fifth expend their 
force, after which the upper half of the fifth (the higher Personality) assimilates 
itself with the sixth. Thus the two-and-a-half highest principles pass into 
Devachan, the Heaven of Esoteric Religions. Life in Devachan is more or less 
of the nature of a happy dream, extending over a period which, to us, appears 
enormous. This ethereal existence of subjective activity takes up from one to 
two thousand years, by which time the face of the earth has undergone numerous 
changes. When the Devachanic dream is at last over, the Entity is uncon
sciously borne along the current·of its Karmic impulse, and is said to incarnate 
in a human body. The body with which it is allied is exactly suitable to the 
nature of its past Karma. 

This doctrine, so logical, reasonable, and just, needs some additional ex
planation. 

A vegetable seed is cast into the ground, it sprouts up and becomes a tree. 
The animal, as the human protoplasmic speck grows in the womb and in course 
of time is born after its kind as an animal, or human young one. 

The acts of a self-conscious being alone produce Karma. In plants and 
animals the highest principles are rudimentary, and there being no previous 
Karma for these, we inquire what it is that causes the various transformations 
in plants and animals at each succeeding birth. 

The materialist places the vegetable and the animal seed on the same level as 
the human seed, and argues that just as the latent force or forces in the first two 
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develop them to the plant and animal respectively, so does the human seed grow 
into a man without any external addition. Esoteric science, however, explains 
that a Devachanic entity must join a human seed before the latter can become a 
man. It is, therefore, very important to know at what time the Devachanic 
entity joins the human fcetus, and could any birth take place without a Devachanic 
entity being allied to it. 

And now comes a question which has a very wide significance. The number 
of human monads in any given manvantar, although appearing to be unlimited, 
is, in reality, limited. Vast numbers of Devachanic entities are' always awaiting 
to incarnate, and want suitable human embryos to ally themselves with. These 
embryos could only be supplied by human beings, under certain conditions. 

Now it is a fact that in all ages there have been a few men and women who 
have resolutely, and from pure motives or from motives of necessity (as in the 
case of those who have not sufficient means to support their offspring) refrained 
from entering into those conditions which supply the human embryo. It is very 
reasonable to suppose that there must be many Devachanic entities which would 
find very fitting habitations in the embryos were they generated by several men 
and women who now deliberately lead a single life, and do not help in the work 
of procreation. 

Do not such men retard the progress of the Devachanic entities? 
One of the three cardinal rules for the practice of the Initiate is to avoid 

sexual relationship. We know very well that a very, very small and infinitesimal 
portion could alone try, to become true Initiates. Yet, in the aspiration after 
higher life, several men, though comparatively infinitesimal in number, would 
prefer to lead a single life from choice. Do they not, as shown above, violate 
a natural law in throwing back Devachanic entities whom they would have 
supplied with human bodies. 

Humanity could only progress through a series of rebirths. Rebirths mean 
incarnations in human bodies from time to time, and these bodies must. be pro
created, otherwise there could be no rebirths. 

Are those men, therefore, who deliberately abstain from the work of pro
creation wanting in any duty to humanity? Do they not, in ever so small a 
degree retard the progress of humanity? 

It may be that while on the one hand such persons may retard progress to 
some extent, they may further progress in other respects, and it is as well to 
understand thoroughly the merits and demerits involved in the abstention 
practised in this particular. 

N. D. K. 
The editor's reply to the above will appear next month, 

THEOSOPHICAL (?) DOGMATISM AND INTOLERANCE . 

. FOR the 27,599th time, Mr. Richard Harte, in his official capacity as editor of 
the " Theosophist" assures the world, that " the Theosophical Society does not 
advocate or promulgate any opinions, has no creed and belongs to no party," 
and for the 27,599th' time nobody believes what he says; because we have only 
to open at random any page of the " Theosophist," to find it filled with the most 
vituperative language and the vilest abuse of everything that does not bear the 
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stamp of Adyar ; I.e., the "imprimatur" of Richard Harte. Moreover, it is an 
old played out jesuitical trick, to attempt to distinguish between a church and 
the members of which that church is composed, and to say that no matter how 
wicked the clergy or the representatives of a sect may be, their villany does not 
affect the sanctity of the church or sect. A sect can have no existence apart 
from the members of which it is composed, and if the representatives of such a 
sect advocate certain doctrines and denounce everybody as being a fool who 
will not accept them-then these doctrines must be regarded as belonging to 
that sect as a whole. 

"One who has been a Reader of the 'Theosophist,' but who 
docs not want any more of it. In the name of many who 
are in the same predicament." 

Th\! above is inS<!rtL-d because it is our invariable rule to publish mther r\!proofs than laudation from 
our correspondents. If you want to know yourself ask your enemies, not your friends, to d~'Scrihe 
you; and however grcat the exaggemtions, you will find morc truth, and profit more by the opinion 
of the fonner than by that of tho~e who love you. But so much conceded. and agreeing that the 
acting editor of the Tilcosophist may often deserve blilme for his iII·tempered remarks, dictated to him 
however, only by his sincere zeal for, and devotion to, theosophy, if his remarks arc contradictory 
ilnd unlh.wopkiwl, so are the present observations of our correspondent. Both tu'i! members of the 
T. S .• both act unlkevsop"'.:ally mid therefore both" aifl'Ct the sanctity of Theosophy, or the body of 
its followers." Moreo\ocr, when the President returns to Adyar in January next, it is he who will take 
once more the TkctJsophisl into his hands. Meanwhile. it is true to say, as he good·naturedly docs ill 
the September :0\0. (p. 763) that Mr. Harte is inexperienced in the ,.(ilt: of theosophical editor.hip • 
.. He (the acting editor), has not got me into quite as many rows as Mark Twain did his Editorial 
Chief, but he may in tim!! ! .. adds Colonel Olcott. .. Forgive.: and forget," if you arc a Theosophist. 
-fED. I 

" LATER-DAY TRACTS." 

HAVE you seen the little brochures of the Religious Tract Society? They are 
called Later-day Tracts. They profess to illustrate the absence of system in 
every system of helief. Yes, these gentlemen professors, who execute the 
contract, are very clever. They do most ingeniously make manifest that 
notqing is good-except Christianity. Well, Christianity is good too. Not the 
Christianity of the professors, but that of the "lowly Jesus." But I have a few 
words to say about these Later-day Traels. 

They are very dangerous to Theosophy. They are drawing a knife round 
the tree which it is the second object of our Society to cultivate-the study 
of the literature of the Orient. That beautiful tree has enchanted us. Its 
sweet perfume has overpowered us. But why does this magnificent tree 
find the soil of the Occident so sterile? why does it not command millions of 
votaries? You will not believe my reply, but it is on account of the Later-day 
Trads of the Religious Tract Society. 

Ah, when one sees a herd of cattle rushing forward with their heavy thunder
ing tramp, one concludes that nothing can stop them except a deep chasm in 
their path. But even the good gods cannot provide an earthquake at short 
notice for stopping these ungainly, stupid animals; and so even the gods them
selves lose the battle when they stand up against dulness. Youthful deities of 
surpassing beauty are hurled down and trampled beneath their destructive hoofs. 
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How then can you expect to stand up against the tremendous onslaught made 
by the professors in these Later-day Tracts 1 There is but one method of 
combating their unspeakable stupidity. Do you not know that there is a desire 
in man's nature for that which is pleasing-that it is natural and necessary for 
a man to turn to the pleasant and to flee from the dull? Conceive, then, the 
fatal effect of these tracts upon· study of the literature of the Orient. II If," say 
these British people, after reading one of their tracts,-" if Oriental Scripture is 
such ponderous stuff as this, so uninteresting, so unmeaning, we will have none 
of it." And so they shun our world-embracing thought, our profound 
philosophy. 

I have said there is but one way of combating the evil. It is this. In every 
locality where the Theosophical Society has a branch, let the secretary invite 
the people in the district (especially the nearest II professors") to write short 
essays (such as the l.ater-day Tracts) on some dogma or detail of the popular 
belief. The beauty of the vicarious Sacrifice, the success of the Missionary 
System, or any other item which, in the writer's opinion, calls for special 
remark. 

By this means the Secretary will procure· from outside an abundance of more 
silly, pompous, and illucid contributions than he could possibly manufacture 
inside the walls of the Theosophical Society during a life-time. Thereupon he 
will immediately establish a Religious Tract Society (or, if he does not like 
euphuism, an II Other Religions Damnation Society"), and, having printed the 
silliest and dullest of these essays (an Eclectic committee to be judges), he will 
send them forth to bring desolation upon the gentle, create disgust amongst the 
::esthetic, and flatter the spirit of cant and ribaldry amongst the ignorant. For 
this is what the brochures of the Religious Tract Society are doing for Oriental 
Scripture. 

The effect of these measures in the British Isles, where orthodox Christianity 
has yet, from custom, so firm a grasp, will of course, be slow. But in India, 
China, Japan, and such countries to which-since here our excellent professors 
are somewhat scarce-we might export a few tons of "Damnation" tracts the 
effects of which would indeed be startling. 

Personally I deplore it. I deplore the fact that the good gods have no 
weapon with which to overcome stupidity. Yet I rejoice that it is given to 
mortal man through his imperfect nature to fight stupidity with like stupidity. 
And in order to secure an unlimited supply I would recommend our 
Theosophists to have recourse to the above-mentioned subterfuge, in order to 
attain popUlarity. 

Dieppe, Sept., 1889. 

Every tree has its shadow, and every cry has its laugh. 
A thousand sorrows do not pay a debt. 

JAQUES Q--. 

First tie your horse fast to a post, and then put your trust in God. 
A sweet tongue draws the snake from the earth. 
Stretch your legs according to the length of your quilt. 

(Turkish Proverbs.) 
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POSTHUMOUS HUMANITY.· 

Translated from an article by DR. RUBBE SCHLEIDEN in the SPHINX for 

September. 

/! FTER a general consideration of the work itself, Dr. Hubbe Schleiden 
4 proceeds to speak as follows: 

"Of this, for our movement epoch-making book, an English trans
lation by Henry S. Olcott is now before us, This gentleman, the present 
President of the Theosophical Society, has had opportunities of making many 
and various observations and experiments in the field of supersensuous pheno
mena, such as have fallen to the lot of no other European. In his present 
translation of d'Assier, he corrects and completes the author·by means of notes 
with an able and masterly hand, and while the impression of the original is in 
no way confused or weakened by these additions, they yet considerably add to 
the value of the work. 

"Moreover, this English edition offers a further advantage to those investi
gators on the field of the psychical and magical, who have a horizon somewhat 
wider than that of their own race. President Olcott, namely, has utilised the 
organisation of his Society, which possesses 179 branches and 35,000 members 
scattered all over India, to ascertain by means of circular letters, what knowledge 
and views on these subjects prevail in the various parts of India. His circulars 
contained 16 questions upon the ideas held as to the states or abodes of beings 
not belonging to our earth-life, upon the views held as to the nature of these 
(different) beings, their relation to living men, as to any possible intercourse 
with them, fUIther as to the opinions current as to ghostly occurrences, as to 
any knowledge of telepathic appearances or of verified predictions received 
from the dead, as to the practice of enchantment and magic, as to mental heal
ing and voluntary projection of the double.-The answers to these questions, 
received from the most various parts of India, will be found arranged and 
collected under each separate question; and this appendix to the book affords 
valuable scientific material. 

II D'Assier's work, more especially in this translation, is precisely adapted for 
those beginners in occult investigations who are still influenced by materialism. 
It is written with logical clearness and calm, one might say with coolness, and 
gives no openings for attack. It goes no further than a man altogether unpre
pared could well be induced to follow; but nevertheless it goes altogether in the 
right direction." 

• POSTHUMOUS HUMAKITY, A STUDY OF PHANTOMS, By A. D'AssIER, member of the Bordeaux 

Academy of Sciences. Translated and annotatEd by H. S. OLCOTT. London, G, REDWAY. 
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IRISH INDUSTRIES.'~ 

HERE is an author who writes from the heart. A son of Erin, every 
page of whose book glows with love of country and kinsman. The 
work is a survey of the past condition and present state of the agri

culture, manufactures, industries, natural resources, fluctuations of population, 
and possibilities of poor Ireland. The author's statistics evince the most patient 
labour and conscientious exactitude on his part, while his hints of the ways and 
means to elevate the condition and improve the prospects of the nation are 
practical and judicious. Dr. Daly's book supplies a literary want and will long 
be ranked as a necessary and trustworthy work of reference in the library of 
a British statesman. 

"SEA SIGNS, NOTES TO NATURE AND MISCELLANEOUS' 

POEMS."t 

A VOLUME of verse, mostly short pieces, nicely printed on thick paper 
a with ample margins, and bound with neat simplicity. So much for the 

exterior' of a volume of which the contents are somewhat unequal in 
merit. Several of the pieces have real swing and go in them, and would make 
admirable songs if set to music by a sympathetic composer. 

Mr. Mallett has a happy knack of rhythm and neat expression, but none of 
the pieces in the present volume afford sufficient scope to enable one to judge 
of his real power. Among the be.st is a short poem, "The Castaway," written 
specially for recitation, showing decided dramatic faculty. Two others, entitled 
respectively "We are merely in the Dawn" and "I promised," strike a hold 
note of hope in the future of Humanity and in the possibilities of development 
yet latent in his nature. 

• Glimpses of Irish Industri('s. By J. BoWLES DALY, LL.D. 
't By JOSIAII MALLETT.-THE ENGLISH PURLlSIIING Co. 

COUNSEL. 

&ck not to walk by borrowed light, 
But keep unto t hinc own. 

Do what thou docst with all thy might, 
And trust thyself alone. 

Work for somc good, nor idly lie 
Within the human hive, 

And though the outward man shoulcl <lit', 
Keep thou the heart alive. 

~trive not to banish pain antI doubt 
In pleasure's noisy din :-

The pence thou seckcst for without, 
I. only found within. 

If fortune disrcgnrd thy claim, 
By wort!]. her slight attest, 

Xor blush and hang thy head for shame 
When thou hast done thy hest. 

What thy experience teaches true, 
Be vigilant to heed ; 

The wisdom that we suffer to 
Is wiser than a creed. 

Disdain neglect, ignore despair, 
On loves and friendships gone. 

Plant thou thy f<'Ct, as on II stair, 
And mount right up and on ! 

Al.ln1: CAIIIlI'. 
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THE FALL OF IDEALS. 

Alas! we know that ideals can never be 
completely embodied in practice. Ideals must 
ever lie a great way off-and we will thank
fully content ourselves with any not intolerable 
approximation thereto I . . . . And yet, it is 
never to be forgotten that ideals do exist; that 
if they be not approximated to at all, the 
whole matter goes to wreck! . Infallibly. 

-CARLVLE. 

THE approach of a NEW YEAR of Christendom, and the arrival of 
j another birthday of the Theosophical Society on which it entered 

on its fifteenth year,· afford us a most fitting opportunity to glance 
backward and see how far public and private ideals have gained or lost 
ground, and hew much they have been changed for better or for worse. 
This will show, at the same time, whether the advent of the T. S. was 
timely, and how far it is true that such a Society was an imperious 
necessity in our age. 

Limited by the exclusion of politics from its field of observation, the 
only horizon that LUCIFER has to watch and pass judgment upon is 
that which bounds the realm of man's moral and spiritual being. What 
changes then have taken place during the vanishing year in mortal and 
immortal man? But here again the sphere of our observation is limited. 
LUCIFER like a mirror of the times, can only reflect that which comes 
before its own polished surface, and that only in broadest outline; 
moreover only those passing pictures of strongest contrast--say of 
Christian and Heretic life; of the mob of the frivolous and the restricted 
groups of mystics. 

Alas, whether we turn East, West, North or South, it is but a contrast' 
of externals; whether one observes life among Christians or Pagans, 
worldly or religious men, everywhere one finds oneself dealing with man, 
masked man-only MAN. Though centuries lapse and decades of ages 

• The complete and final organization of the T. S. took place in New York on November 17th, 
11175· 

19 
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drop out of t.he lap of time, great reforms take place, empires rise and fall 
and rise again, and even whole races disappear before the triumphant march 
of civilization, in his terrific selfishness the " ma~ " that was is the" man" 
that is-judged by its representative element the public, and especially 
society. But have we the right to judge man by the utterly artificial 
standard of the latter? A century ago we would have answered in the 
negative. To-day, owing to the rapid strides of mankind toward 
civilization generating selfishness and making it keep pace with it, we 
answer decidedly, yes. To-day everyone, especially in England and 
America, is that public and that society, and exceptions but prove and 
reinforce the rule. The progress of mankind cannot be summed up by 
counting units especially on the basis of internal and not external growth. 
Therefore, we have the right to judge of that progress by the public 
standard of morality in the majority; leaving the minority· to bewail the 
fall of its ideals. And what do we find? First of all Society-Church, 
State and Law-in conventional conspiracy, leagued against the public 
exposure of the results of the application of such a test. They wish the 
said minority to take Society and the rest en bloc, in its fine clothes, and 
not pry into the social rottenness beneath. By common consent, they 
pretend to worship an IDEAL, one at any rate, the Founder of their 
State Christianity; but they also combine to put down and martyrise 
any unit belonging to the minority who has the audacity, in this time 
of social abasement and corruption, to live up to it. 

Mrs. Lynn Linton has chastised this hypocrisy as with a' whip of 
scorpions in her magnificent satire, " Joshua Davidson." That is a book 
that surely every Pagan as well as Christian Theosophist should read. 
As unhappily many have not, let us say that she makes her hero 
practically exemplify the principles and imitate the human virtues of the 
Founder of the Christian religion. The sketch is neither a caricature 
nor a malicious perversion of the truth. A truly Christ-like man, whose 
heart overflows with a tender passionate compassion, tries to raise the 
ignorant and sin-crushed classes, and awaken their stifled spirituality. 
By degrees, through an agony of suffering and persecution, he shows the 
hollow mockery of popular Christianity, thus anticipating but by a few 
y'ears the very sincere Lord Bishop of Peterborough. Warmed by the 
spirit of the code of Jesus, poor Joshua Davidson becomes a Socialist, in 
time a Communard of Paris; consorts with thieves and prostitutes, to 
help them; is persecuted and hunted down by the Christian clergy and 
pious laity on his return to England; and finally, at the instigation of 
the highly respectable vicar of his parish, is stamped to death on the 

\ platform, under the boot-heels of a clamorous mob. 
This is, perhaps, but a romance; yet in its moral and gradual develop

ment of thrilling psychological evolution it is true to life. Have we not 
realities of but yesterday, still fresh in the public mind, that match it? 
Do we not all know such self-devoting men and women in our midst? 
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Have we not all of us followed the career of certain individuals, Christ
like in aspirations and practical charity, though, perhaps, Christ-denying 
and Church-defying in intellect and words, who were tabooed for years by 
bigoted society, insolent clergy, and persecuted by both to the last 
limits of law? How many of such victims have found justice and the 
recognition they merit? After doing the noblest work among the poor 
for years, embellishing our cold and conventional age by their altruistic 
charity, making themselves blessed by old and young, beloved by all who 
suffer, the reward they found was to hear themselves traduced and de
nounced, slandered and secretly defamed by those unworthy to unloosen 
the latchets of their shoes-the Church-going hypocrites and Pharisees, 
tlte Sanhedrim of the World of Cant! 

Truly Joshua Davidson is a sketch from real life. Thus, out of the 
many noble ideals trampled practically in the mud by modern society, 
the one held by the Western World as the highest and grandest of all, 
is, after all, the most iII-treated. The life preached in the Sermon on the 

. Mount, and the commandments left to the Church by her MASTER, are 
precisely those ideals that have fallen the lowest in our day. All these 
are trampled under the heel of the caitiffs of the canting caste de facto
though sub 1'osd of course, cant preventing that they should do so de jure 
-and shams are substituted in their place. 

Such an incident as the glove-fight at the" Pelican Club" leaves one in 
serious doubt. Is modern Society in England consciously hypocritical, 
or simply, too hopelessly bereft of guiding moral principles to be aware 
in all cases, of its own sins? Of course the transaction can be criticised 
easily enough in the light of mere conventional decorum. There is some
thing strangely contemptible about a state of the law which pursues with 
angry determination the humble bruisers who arrange their honest and 
straightforward brutalities in the back parlour .of a public-house, and 
leaves respectfully untouched the peers and gentlemen who parade their 
pugilists at a fashionable club. The champion potman who is put up by 
his admirers to fight a pugnacious bricklayer for a few sovereigns a side, 
knows that the chance of bringing off his battle lies in the cunning with 
which he and his friends can keep the arrangements secret from the 
police. Let them be suspected and they wiII be promptly hunted down ; 
let them be caught in this defiance of the law and they will be surely sent 
to prison. On the other hand let an aristocratic association of vicarious 
prize-fighters organise a pugilistic display, behind the thin veil of a pre
tence that it is a boxing-match with gloves; and then, though the gloves 
themselves may be so thin that the knuckles beneath are capable of in
flicting blows quite as severe in their effect as those of the old-fashioned 
prize-ring, the proceedings come within the pale of legality, and the ser
vices of the police can be openly retained to keep order in the neigh-

19-
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bourhood and guard the select audience from the too eager curiosity of 
the envious crowd in the street. 

The text is one on which familiar diatribes against the privileges of 
the rich can be thrown off in any quantity. And in the case before us 
the time chosen for the costly encounter, emphasizes in an amusing way 
the cynicism of the whole undertaking. Nominally, the fight took place 
on Monday morning, but in reality on Sunday night; on that which was 
just Sunday evening for the late diners of the" Pelican." The day which 
a multitude of enactments both legal and unwritten devote themselves 
to keeping holy-at the expense of all healthy and natural recreation for 
the people, whether of mind or body-was the day selected by the luxu· 
rious fighters of Soho for the brutal display they served themselves with. 
at the enormous cost we have all heard of. £1,000 was subscribed as 
the reward of the combatants, whose zeal in punishing each other was 
guaranteed-or so the aristocratic and Christian promoters of the fight 
imagine-by assigning £800 to the man who should be victorious and 
only £200 to the other. T~e men went into regular training for their 
fight, as it were to have been conducted on the undisguised system 
of former days-and in short the whole entertainment was a prize-figkt 
to all intents and purposes, and was expected to be an extremely" well " 
contested one. That it proved the reverse was a circumstance that need 
hardly affect any remarks that we have to make on the subject. 

We leave the obvious comparisons between the one law which operates 
in such matters for the poor, and the other law which accommodates itself 
deferentially to the rich, to be drawn by critics who seek to improve the 
occasion in the interest of political agitation. There is no parti cular 
principle affecting the higher region of morals in the fact that laws are 
often stupid and unequal. But there are considerations affecting the 
recent prize-fight which impinge on the great purposes of Theosophy. 
Apart from all questions of law, how is it possible, we ask, that a great 
body of Englishmen of education and social respectability can find the 
promotion of a prize-fight an amusement for their blasl leisure, which 
even the consciences they possess can allow them to indulge in? For 
remember, it is mere senseless abuse of any class or people to say they 
are without conscience. The members of the" Pelican Club" we inay 
be sure, have all of them codes of honour of some sort or another which 
they respect in a fashion, which their consciences, however: distorted by 
custom, would forbid them to disregard. If a Sunday evening prize
fight comes within the scheme of enjoyments that seem to them per
missible, it is due to the fact that the moral principles really rooted in 
their thinking do not stand in the- way of this; nor do we find fault with 
the day selected but simply with such an enjoyment on allY day. - For 
them, however, sons of Protestant families, there is a fall and disregard 
of two ideals implied. With all of them probably, their principles would 
stand in the way of cheating at cards or hitting a woman. The trouble 
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is not that their principles are weak or their consciences obscured, so far 
as rega'Tds the code of honour of the circles they belong to ; but that the 
whole scheme of moral teaching on which they have been reared is de
based, imperfect, and above all materialistic. The so-called religion to 
which they nominally belong has hardly contributed to the formation of 
that code at all. It would not indeed look favourably on Sunday prize
fights, but it has not sufficient vitality to enforce its ideas on the hearts 
or lives of its careless adherents. The great scandal of modern religion 
as a rule of life is, that taking modern Society all round in a broad way, 
it does not command any attention at all. It has failed not so much to 
show what ought to be done and left undone-for of course even the 
maxims of the church as far as words go, cover a great deal of ground-as 
it has failed to show with any adequate force 'Why this or that should be 
a guiding principle. The modern church, in fact, has broken down as a 
practical agency governing the acts of its followers-i.e. of the millions 
who are content to be called its followers, but who never dream of 
listening to a word it says. 

Fully conscious that a great deal it says is very good, its exponents 
(blandly ignorant how bad is a great deal of the rest) think it is owing 
to the perversity of mankind that people at large are not better than 
they are. They never realise that they themselves-the Dry Monopole 
of social wines-are primarily to blame, for having divorced the good 
codes of morals, bequeathed to them from the religions of all time, from 
the fundamental sanctions which a correct appreciation of true spiritual 
science would attach to them. They have converted the divine teach
ing which is the Theosophy of all ages into a barbarous caricature, and 
they expect to find their parrot echoes of preposterous creeds a cry 
that will draw the worldlings to their fold, an appeal which will stir 
them up to the sublime task of spiritualizing their own "natures. They 
fail to see that the command to love one another must be ineffective 
in the care of people whose whole conceptions of futurity turn upon 
their chances of drawing a lucky number in the iottery of the elect, 
or of dodging the punishment that would naturally be their due, at a 
bappy moment when the divine mind may be thrown off its balance 
by reflecting on the beauty of the Christian sacrifice. The teachers of 
modern religion, in fact, have lost touch with the wisdom underlying 
their own perverted doctrines, and the blind followers of these blind 
leaders have lost touch even with the elementary principles of physical 
morality which the churches still continue to repeat, without under
standing their purpose, and from mere force of habit The ministers 
of religion, in short, of the Nineteenth Century, have eaten the sour 
grapes of ignorance, and the teeth of their unforturiate children are 
set on edge. Certainly there was a good deal of bad Karma made at 
the "Pelican Club" on the evening of the celebrated prize-fight, but 
no small share of it will have been carried to the account of the 
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forlorn pastors who idly and ignorantly let slip their golden oppor
tunities all over the town that morning, as on all others, and left their 
congregations unmoved by any thought that could help them to 
realise how they would go out of the churches into the world again 
when service was over, to contribute by every act and example of their 
lives to the formation of their own destinies and the crystallisation 
in their own future of the aspirations and desires they might encourage. 

Of all the beautiful ideals of the Past, that true religious feeling that 
manifests in the worship of the spiritually beautiful alone, and the love 
of plain truth. are those that have been the most roughly handled in 
this age of obligatory dissembling. We are surrounded on all sides 
by Hypocrisy, and those of its followers of whom Pollok has said that 
they were men :-

"Who stole the livery of the court of heaven, 
To serve the devil in." 

Oh the unspeakable hypocrisy of our age! The age when every
thing under the Sun and Moon is for sale and bought. The age when 
all that is honest, just, noble-minded, is held up to the derision of the 
public, sneered at, and deprecated; when every truth-loving and fear
lessly truth-speaking man is hooted out of polite Society, as a trans
gressor of cultured traditions which demand that every member of 
it should accept that in which he does not believe, say what he does 
not think, and lie to his own soul! The age, when the open pursuit 
of any of the grand ideals of the Past is treated as almost insane 
eccentricity or fraud; and the rejection of empty form-the dead letter 
that killeth-and preference for the Spirit "that giveth life "-is called 
infidelity, and forthwith the cry is started, "Stone him to death!" 
No sooner is the sacrifice of empty conventionalities, that yield reward 
and benefit but to self, made for the sake of practically working out 
some grand humanitarian idea that will help the masses, than a howl 
of indignation and pious horror is raised: the doors of fashionable 
Society are shut on the transgressor, and the mouths of slanderous 
gossips opened to dishonour his very name. 

Yet, we are daily served with sanctimonious discourses upon the 
blessings conferred by Christian civilization and the advantages offered 
by both, as contrasted with the curses of "heathenism" and the super
stitions and horrors of say-the Middle Ages. The ~nquisition with its 
burning of heretics and witches, its tortures at the stake and on the 
rack, are contrasted wirh the great freedom of modern thought, on one 
hand, and the security of human life and property now, as compared 
with their insecurity in days of old. "Is it not civilization that 
abolished the Inquisition and now affords the beggar the same pro
tection of law as the wealthy duke?" we are asked. "We do not 
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know," we say. History would make us rather think that it was 
Napoleon the First, the Attila whose iniquitous wars stripped France L 
and Europe of their lustiest manhood, who abolished the Inquisition, 
and this not at all for the sake of civilization, but rather because he 
was not prepared to allow the Church to burn and torture those who 
could serve him as chair a canOIl. As to the second proposition with 
regard to the beggar and the dukt:, we have to qualify it before accept-
ing it as true. The beggar, however right, will hardly find as full 
justice as the duke will j and if he happens to be unpopular, or an 
heretic, ten to one he will find the reverse of justice. And this proves 
that if Church and State were un-christian then, they are still un
christian, if not more so now. 

True Christianity and true civilization ought to be both opposed to 
murder, however legal. And yet we find, in the last half of our de
parting century more human lives sacrificed-because of the improved 
system and weapons of warfare, thallks to the progress 01 science and 
civilization-than there were in its first half. "Christian civilization," 
indeed! Civilization, perhaps j but why" Christian" ? Did Pope Leo 
XIII. personify it when in' an agony of despair he shut himself up on the 
day when Bruno's monument was unveiled, and marked it as a dies inc 
in Church History? But may we not turn to civilization, pure and 
simple? "Our manners, our civilization," says Burke, " and all the good 
things connected with manners •.. have in this European world of 
ours, depended for ages upon two principles .... I mean the spirit of a 
gentleman and the spirit of religion." We are quite willing to test the 
character of the age by these ideals. Only, it has always been hard to 
say just what definition to give to the term "gentleman JJ j while as to 
religion, ninety-nine out of every hundred people one meets would, if 
asked. reply in such a fashion as to make it plain that they had con
founded religion with theology. The dictionary definition of a "gen
tleman" is that of a man who is well-born, of "gentle and refined 
manners. and who bears arms JJ j ~ "gentleman farmer" is one who 
farms his own estate, and a "gentleman usher" an unpaid royal flunkey. 
But this will hardly do. For how many are there not, in the most 
aristocratic circle, with a dozen quarterings on their arms, who are 
vicious and depraved to a degree, for which the parallel must not be 
sought in Whitechapel but in the Rome of the Cresars. In comparison 
with the vices of these, the Odyssey at the "Pelican Club JJ may be 
viewed as the childish escapade of schoolboys. 

Nay, if the truth is to be told, the habits of Royal Sons and Imperial 
Heirs Apparent are often unspeakably immoral and uncivilized. The 
fountain of honour, instead of supplying pure water, overruns with moral 
putridity. With such examples as these, can we wonder at the dis
respect shown by lesser stars for minor ideals? Our "Admirable 
Crichtons" of to-day beat their swords into yard-sticks, and lend the 
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honour of their arms for a dividend in shady companies juggled upon 
the Exchange. The modern troubadour sings not under the balcony of 
his lady-love, nor defends her honour in the lists of chivalry; but when 
jilted, writes her name on the list of defendants in br~ach-of-promise 
cases, and demands of a jury substantial damages in £. s. Ii. The marks 
of" honour" given in days of old for saving human life at one's own 
peril, for noble deeds of valour and heroism achieved, are now too often 
reserved for those who triumph in the bloodless b~ttlefield' of commercial 
strife and advertisement; and grand" gold medals of HONOUR" (!?) are • 
now falling to the lot of the proprietors of matches, pills and soaps. 0 
shades of Leonidas of. Sparta, of Solon and Perikles, veil your astral 
faces! Rejoice, ye larvtE of the too much married Solomon and of the 
Temple money-changers I And ye, imperial spooks of Caligula, Con
stantine and the world-conquering Cresars, look at your caricatures on 
the Servian and other thrones. The claws of the royal lions of the 
XIXth century are clipped, and their teeth extracted; yet they try to 
emulate your historical vices in their humble way, sufficiently well to 
have lost long ago all claim to be regarded as the ,. Lord's anointed," 
to be prayed {or, flattered and pandered to by their respective churches. 
And yet they are. What an unparalleled farce 1 

/ But perhaps we have to look for true Christianity and true civiliza
tionand culture in the modern higher courts of Law? Alas, there are 
modern judges of whom their Lord (our Karma) would say," Hear what 
the unjust judge sayeth." For, in our day, the decree of justice is some
times uttered in the voice of the bigots who sit in Solomon's seat and 
judge as the Inquisitors of old did. In our century of Christian civiliza
tion, judges emulating their predecessors of the tribunal of the sons of 
Loyola, employ the more exquisite instruments of moral torture, to 
insult and goad to desperation a helpless plaintiff or defendant. In this 
they are aided by advocates, often the type of the ancient headsman, 
who, metaphorically, break the bones of the wretch seeking justice; or 
worse yet, defile his good name and stab him to the heart with the 
vilest innuendoes, false suppositions concocted for the occasion but 
which the victim knows will henceforth become actual trut/zs in the 
mouth of foul gossip and slander. Between the defunct brutal tortures 
of the unchristian Inquisition of old, and the more refined mental tor
tures of its as unchristian but more civilized copy-our Court and trucu
lent cross-examiners, the palm of" gentleness" and charity might almost 

'"". be given to the former. . 
Thus we find every ideal of old, moral and spiritual, abased to corres

pond with the present low moral and unspiritual conceptions of the public, 
Brutalized by a psychical famine which has lasted through generations, . 
they are ready to give every ideal spiritual Regenerator as food for the 
dogs, while like their debauched prototypes, the Roman populace under 
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Nero, Caligula, and Heliogabalus, they crowd to see bull-fights in Paris, 
~vhere the wretched horses drag their bleeding bowels around the arena, 
imported Almles dancing their loathsome danse du ventre, black and 
white pugilists bruising each other's features into bloody pulp, and 
"raise the roof" with their cheers when the Samsons and Sandows 
burst chains and snap wires by expanding their preternatural muscles. 
Why keep up the old farce any longer? Why not change the Christ
mas carol -thus :-

Gladiator r.atus hodie. 

Or change the well-known anthem after this fashion :

.. GLORY TO GOLD IN THE HIGHEST 

AND ON EARTH STRIFE, ILL-WILL TOWARD MEN." 

To transmute the god of the "uncivilized" age to the gold of the 
present cultured age, needs but the addition of an " I ": a trifle to this 
generation of idolators who worship the coins of their respective 
realms, as the concrete embodiment of their highest ideal. 

Avaunt! We are ready to make a free gift to Society with our best 
compliments, of all those fine European" gentlemen" and Christian 
champions of our century-the century of mock-civilization and mock
Christianity. - As many of the former do not scruple to cheat their hard
working tradesmen out of their dues to pay their gambling debts 
withal, so many of the latter do not hesitate to receive on false pre
tences ample .. collections" and personal livings, from too-confiding 
flocks. For who can deny that they entice them to exchange their 
worldly gear for promissory notes made payable in a post-mortem state 
of ,vhich they themselves know nothing and in which many of them do 
not believe? -Nothing then would be nicer than for a wall to be built 
around Mayfair, turned into a modern Pare aur Cerfs and a Camp of 
bIoses combined, for the confinement of the modern Bayards, preuz 
chevaliers without reproach or fear, and the modern Pharisees, both types 
of the glorious Christian civilization with its divine ideal of cultured and 
converted Humanity. For then, and then only, would we Theosophists 
and other decent folk be free to consort unmolested with those who are 
called" sinners and publicans" by the modern" Synagogue of Jesuits-" 
with the Joshua Davidsons of Whitechapel. Nor would the masses of 
truly religious souls be the losers, were they to be left to the sole care of 
the few truly Christian priest:; and clergymen we know of; those who 
now live in the daily fear of being made to appear on their trial before 
their bishops and churches for the unpardonable crime of serving their 
ideal MASTER in preference to the dead forms of their ec:lesiastical 
superiors. 

?-.. -
..) 

) ? 
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THEOSOPHICAL VIEWS ON THE PRECEDING. 

IN a world of illusion in which the law of evolution operates. nothing could be 
more natural than that the ideals of MAN-as a unit of the total, or mankind
should be for ever shifting. A part of the Nature around him, that Protean, 
ever changing Nature, every particle of which is incessantly transformed, while 
the harmonious body remains as a whole ever the same, like these particles man 
is continually changing, physically, intellectually, morally, spiritually. At one 
time he is at the topmost point of the circle of development; at another, at the 
lowest. And, as he thus alternately rises and sinks, and his moral nature reo 
sponsively expands or contracts, so wiII his moral code at one time embody the 
noblest altruistic and aspirational ideals, while at the other, the ruling conscience 
will be but the reflection of selfishness, brutality and faithlessne3s. But this, 
however, is so only on the external, illusionary plane. In their internal, or 
rather, essential consti~ution, both nature and man are at one, as their essence 
is identical. All grows and develops and strives toward perfection on the 
former planes of externality or, as well said by a philosopher is-" ever becom· 
ing ;" but on the ultimate plane of the spiritual essence all IS, and remains 
therefore immutable. It is toward this eternal Esse that every thing, as every 
being, is gravitating, gradually, almost imperceptibly, but as surely as the Uni
verse of stars and world; moves towards a mysterious point known to, yet still 
unnamed by, astronomy and called by the Occultists-the central Spitilual 
Sun. 

Hitherto, it was remarked in almost every historical age that a wide interval, 
almost a chasm, lay between practical and ideal perfection. Yet, as from time 
to time certain great characters appeared on earth who taught mankind to look 
beyond the veil of illusion, man learnt that the gulf was not an impassable one; 
that it is the provinc;e of mankind through its higher and more spiritual races to fill 
the great gap more and more with every coming cycle; for every man, as a unit, 
has it in his power to add his mite toward filling it. Yes; there are stilI men, 
who, notwithstanding the present chaotic condition of the moral world, and the 
sorry debris of the best human ideals, stilI persist in believing and teaching that 
the now ideal human perfection is no dream, but a law of divine nature; and 
that, had Mankind to wait even millions of years, still it must some day reach 
it and rebecome a race of gods. 

Meanwhile, the periodical rise and fall of human character on the external 
planes takes place now, as it did before, and the ordinary average perception 
of m:m is too weak to se<! that both processes occur each time on a higher 
plane than the preceding. But as such changes are not always the work of 
centuries, for often extreme changes are wrought by swift acting forces-e.g. 
by wars, speculations, epidemics, the devastation of famines or religious fana
ticism-therefore, do the blind masses imagine that man ever was, is, and will 
be the same. To the eyes of us, moles, mankind is like our globe-seemingly 
stationary. And yet, both move in space and time with an equal velocity, 
around themselves and-onward. 

Moreover, at whatever end of his evolution, from the birth of his consciousness, 
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ir. fact, man was, and still is, the vehicle of a dual spirit in him-good and evil. 
Like the twin sisters of Victor Hugo's grand, posthumous poem" Satan "-the 
progeny issued respectively from Light and Darkness-the angel "Liberty" 
and the angel" Isis-Lilith" have chosen man as their dwelling- on earth, and 
these are at eternal strife in him. 

The Churches tell the world that •• man is born in sin," and John (1st Epist. 
iii., 8) adds that " He that committeth sin is of the devil, for the devil sinneth 
from the beginning." Those who still believe in the rib-and-apple fable and in 
the rebellious angel" Satan," believe, as a matter of course in a personal Devil
as a contrast in a dualistic religion-to a personal God. We, Theosophists of the 
Eastern school, believe in neither. Yet we go, perhaps, further still than the 
Biblical dead letter. For we say that while as extra-cosmic Entities there is 
neither god nor devil, that both exist, nevertheless. And we add that both dwell 
on earth in man, being in truth, the very man himself, who is, as a physical 
being, the devil, the true vehicle of evil, and as a spiritual entity-god, or good. 
Hei1ce, to say to . mankind, "thou hast the devil," is to utter as metaphysical 
a truth as when saying to all its men, "Know ye not that god dwelleth in 
you? " Both statements are true. But, we are at the turning point of the great 
social cycle, and it is the former fact which has the upper hand at present. Yet as 
-to paraphrase a Pauline text-" there be devils many . . . yet there is but one 
Satan," so while we have a great variety of devil:; constituting collectively man
kind, of such grandiose Satanic characters as are painted by Milton, Byron and 
recently by Victor Hugo, there are few, if any. Hence, owing to such mediocrity, 
are the human ideals falling, to remain unreplaccd; a prose-life as spiritually 
dead as the London November fog, and as alive with brutal materialism and 
vices, the seven capital sins forming but a portion of these, as that fog is with 
deadly microbes. Now we rarely find aspirations toward the eternal ideal in the 
human heart, but instead of it every thought tending toward the one central 
idea of our century, the great" I," self being for each the one mighty centre 
around which the whole Universe is made to revolve and turn. 

When the Emperor J ulian-called the Apostate because, believing in the grand 
ideals of his forefathers, the Initiates, he would not accept the human anthro
pomorphic form thereof-saw for the last time his beloved gods appear to him, 
he wept. Alas, they were no longer the bright spiritual beings he had worshipped, 
but only the decrepit, pale and worn out shades of the gods he had so loved. 
Perchance they were the prophetic vision of the departing ideals of his age, as 
also of our own cycle. These" gods" are now regarded by the Church as 
demons and called so; while he who has preserved a poetical, lingering love 
for them, is forthwith branded as an Antichrist and a modern Satan. 

Well, Satan is an elastic term, and no one has yet ever given even an approx
imately logical definition of the symbolical meaning of the name. The first to 
anthropomorphize it was John Milton; he is his true putative intellectual father, ( 
as it is widely conceded that the theological Satan of the Fall is the "mind
born Son" of the blind poet. Bereft of his theological and dogmatic attributes I 
Satan is simply an adversary j-not necessarily an "arch fiend" or a 
" persecutor of men," but possibly also a foe of evil. He may thus become a 
Saviour of the oppressed, a champion of the weak and poor, crushed by the 
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minor devils (men), the demons of avarice, selfishness and hypocrisy. 
Michelet calls him the " Great Disinherited" and takes him to his heart. The 
giant Satan of poetical concept is, in reality, but the compound of all the 
dissatisfied and noble intellectuality of the age. But Victor Hugo was the first 
to intuitively grasp the occult truth. Satan, in his poem of that name, is a truly 
grandiose Entity, with enough human in him to bring it within the grasp of 
average intellects. To realise the Satans of Milton and of Byron is like trying 
to grasp a handful of the morning mist: there is nothing human in them. 
Milton's Satan wars with angels who are a sort of flying puppets, without 
spontaneity, pulled into the stage of being and of action by the invisible string 
of theological predestination; Hugo's Lucifer fights a fearful battle with his 
own terrible passions and again becomes an Archangel of Light, after the 
awfullest agonies ever conceived by mortal mind and recorded by human pen. 

All other Satanic ideals pale before his splendour. The Mephisto of Goethe 
is a true devil of theology; the Ahriman of Byron's" Manfred "-a too super
natural character, and even Manfred has little akin to the human element, 
great as was the genius of their Creator. All these images pale before Hugo's 
SATAN, who loves as strongly as he hates. Manfred and Cain are the incarnate 
Protests of downtrodden, wronged and persecuted individuality against the 
"World" and ~'Society "-those giant fiends and savage monsters of collective 
injustice. Manfred is the type of an indomitable will, proud, yielding ·to no 
influence earthly or divine, valuing his full absolute freedom of action above 
any personal feeling or social consideration, higher than Nature and all in it. 
But, with Manfred as with Cain, the Self, the " I" is ever foremost; and there 
is not a spark of the all-redeeming love in them, no more than of fear. Manfred 
will not submit even to the universal Spirit of Evil; alone, face to face with the 
dark opponent of Ahura-Mazda-Universal Llght-Ahriman and his countless 
hosts of Darkness, he still holds his own. These types arouse in one intense 
wonder, awe-struck amazement by their all-defiant daring, but arouse no human 
feeling: they are too supernatural ideals. . Byron never thought of vivifying his 
Archangel with that undying spark of love which forms-nay, must form the 
essence of the "First-Born" out of the homogeneous essence of eternal 
H~rmony and Light, and is the element of forgiving reconciliation, even in its 
(according to our philosophy) last terrestrial offspring-Humanity. Discord is 
the concomitant of differentiation, and Satan being an evolution, must in that 
sense, be an adversary, a contrast, being a type of Chaotic matter. The loving 
essence cannot be extinguished but only perverted. Without this saving 
redemptive power, embodied in Satan, he simply appears the nonsensical failure 
of omnipotent and omniscient imbecility which the opponents of theological 
Christianity sneeringly and very justly make him: with it he becomes a think
able Entity, the ASllras of the Puranic myths, the first breaths of Brahma, who, 
after fighting the gods and defeating them are finally themselves defeated and 
then hurled on to the earth where they incarnate in Humanity. Thus Satanic 
Humanity becomes comprehensible. After moving around his cycle of 
obstacles he may; with accumulated experiences, after all the throes of Humanity, 
emerge again into the light-as Eastern philosophy teaches. 

If Hugo had lived to complete his poem, possibly with strengthened insight, 
he would have blended his Satanic concept with that of the Aryan races which 
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makes all minor powers, good or evil, born at the beginning and dying, at the 
close of each "Divine Age." As human nature is ever the same, and 
sociological, spiritual and intellectual evolution is a question of step by step, it 
is quite possible that instead of catching one half of the Satanic ideal as 
Hugo did, the next great poet may get it wholly: thus voicing for his generation 
the eternal idea of Cosmic equilibrium so nobly emphasized in the Aryan 
mythology. The first half of that ideal approaches sufficiently to the human 
ideal to make the moral tortures of Hugo's Satan entirely comprehensible to the 
Eastern Theosophist. What is the chief torment of this great Cosmic 
Anarchist? It is the moral agony caused by such a duality of nature-the 
tearing asunder of the Spirit of Evil and Opposition from the undying element 
of primeval love in the Archangel. That spark of divine love for Light and 
Harmony, that no HATE can wholly smother, causes him a torture far more 
unbearable than his Fall and exile for protest and Rebellion. This bright, 
heavenly spark, shining from Satan in the black darkness of his kingdom of 
moral night, makes him visible to the intuitive reader. It made Victor Hugo see 
him sobbing in superhuman despair, each mighty sob shaking the earth from pole 
to pole; sobs first of baffled rage that he cannot extirpate love for divine Goodness 
(God) from his nature; then changing into a wail of despair at being cut off 
from that divine love he so much yearns for. All this is intensely human. This 
abyss "of despair is Satan!s salvation. In his Fall, a feather drops from his 
white and once immaculate wing, is lighted up by a ray of divine radiance and 
forthwith transformed into a bright Being, the Angel LIBERTY. Thus, she is 
Satan's daughter, the child jointly of God and the Fallen Archangel, the progeny 
of Good and Evil, of Light and Darkness, and God acknowledges this common 
and "sublime paternity" that unites them. It is Satan's daughter who saves 
him. At the acme of despair at feeling himself hated by LIGHT, Satan' hears 
the divine words " No; I hate thee not." Saith the Voice, "An angel is between 
us, and her deeds go to thy credit. Man, bound by thee, by her is now 
delivered." . 

" a Satan, tu peux dire a present: je vivrai I 
Viens; l'Ange Liberte, c'est ta fille et la mienne 
Cette paternite sublime nous unit I . . ." 

The whole conception is an efflorescence of metaphysical ideality. This white 
lotus of thought springs now, as in former ages, from the rottenness of the 
world ()f matter, generating Protest and LIBERTY. It is springing in our very 
midst and under our very eyes, from the mire of modern civilization, fecund 
bed of contrasting virtues. In this foul soil sprouted the germs which ulti
mately developed into All-denying protestators, Atheists, Nihilists, and 
Anarchists, men of the Terror. Bad, violent, criminal some of them may be, yet 
no one of them could stand as the copy of Satan; but taking this heart-broken, 
hopeless, embittered portion of humanity in their collectivity, they are just Satan 
himself; for he is the ideal synthesis of all ~sc9~dant forces and each separate 
human vice or passion is but an atom of his totality. In the very depths of the 
heart of this HUMAN Satanic totality burns the divine spark, all negations not
withstanding. It is called LOVE FOR HUMANITY, an ardent aspiration for a 
universal reign of Justice-hence a latent desire for light, harmony and goodness. 
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Where do we find such a divine spark among the proud and Ithe wealthy? In 
respectable Society and the correct orthodox, so called religious portion of the 
public, one finds but a predominating feeling of selfishness and a desire for wealth 
~t the expense of the weak and the destitute, hence as a parallel, indifference to 
injustice and eviL Before Satan, the incarnate PROTEST, repents and reunites 
with his fellow men in one common Brotherhood, ail cause for protest must have 
disappeared from earth. And that can come to pass only when Greed, Bias, 
and Prejudice shall have disappeared before the elements of AltrUlsm and 
Justice to all. Freedom, or Liberty, is but a vain word just now allover the 
civilized globe; freedom is but a cunnill2: synonym for oppression of the people 
in the name of the people, and it exists for castes, never for units. To bring 
about the reign of Freedom as contemplated by Hugo's Satan, the "Angel 
Liberty" has ~o be born simultaneously and by common love and consent of the 
" higher" wealthy caste, and the "lower" classes-the poor; in other words, 
to become the progeny of "God" and" Satan," thereby reconciling the two. 

But this is a Utopia-for the present. It cannot take place before the castes 
of the modern Levi/es and their theology-the Dead-sea fruit of Spirituaiity
shall have disappeared; and the priests of the Future have declared before the 
whole World in the words of Iheir "GoQ"-

" Et j'efface la nuit sinistre, et rien n'en reste, 
Satan est mort, renais 0 LUCIFER CELESTE!" 

H.P. B. 
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MEMORY. 

(Concludedfrompage 186.) 

THE Jl.faterialistic Theory of JI!emory.-According to this theory 
Memory, like all other mental functions, is the result of the vibra
tions of nerve-cells, and may be expressed in terms of matter 

and motion. When a stimulus from the Object World sets up a vibra
tion in a sense-organ, that vibration is propagated as a wave from cell to 
cell of the nervous chain till it reaches its appropriate centre in the 
cerebrum. There arises the perception, the outcome of 111m tal activity. 
This nervous action, once set up, tends to repeat itself more easily with 
each similar stimulus, the nervous energy following the path of least 
resistance, and each recurrence of the similar vibration making easier 
further repetition. Such a vibration having once been set up, it may 
recur in the absence of the external stimulus, and we have the idea in 
lieu of the sensation-perception. \Vhenever the nerve-cells vibrate as 
they vibrated under the first stimulus, the idea recurs, and this recur
rence i.s termed memory. Now when the vibration is first set up it is 
at its strongest, and it is argued that this intensity of vibration lessens, 
until it is not sufficient to affect the consciousness. Mr. James Ward 
writes Ullurnal of Speculative Philosophy, vol. xvii. NO.2, quoted by 
Sully): "What, now, do we know concerning this central image in the 
intervals when it is not consciously presented? Manifestly our know
}edge in this case can only be inferential at the best. But there are two 
facts, the importance of which Herbart was the first to see, from which 
we may learn something: I refer to what he calls the rising and falling 
of presentations. All presentations having more than a liminal intensity 
rise gradually to a maximum and gradually decline; and when they 
have fallen below the threshold of consciousness altogether, the process 
seems to continue; for the longer the time that elapses before their • re
vival,' the fainter they appear when revived, and the more slowly they 
rise. This evanescence is most rapid at first, becoming less as the in
tensity of the presentation diminishes. It is too much to say that this 
holds with mathematical accuracy, although Herbart has gone this 
length. Still, it is true enough to suggest the notion that an object, even 
when it is no longer able to influence attention, continues to be presented, 
though with even less and less absolute intensity, till at length its inten
sity declines to an almost dead level just above zero." Put into the 
materialist language this would be that the nervous elements vibrate at 
first strongly, and continue to vibrate, with less and less vigour, until the 
vibration is insufficient to affect the consciousness, and the image sinks 
below the threshold. The vibrations go on, still diminishing, but not 
ceasing; if they cease, the image is lost beyond revival; if they 
continue, however feebly, they may be reinforced and once more 
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rise to an intensity which lifts them above the threshold of con
sciousness. Such reinforcement is due to association. As Sully puts 
it very clearly,C" Outlines of Psychology," pp. 236, 237) :-

" In order to understand more precisely what is meant by the Law of Contiguous 
Association, we may let A and B stand for two impressions (percepts) occurring 
together, and a and 6 for the two representations answering to these. Then the Law 
asserts that when A (or a) recurs it will tend to excite or call up 6 ; and similarly that 
the recurrence of B (or 6) will tend to excite a . ..• The physiological basis of this 
contiguous association seems to be the fact that two nerve structures which have 
repeatedly acted together acquire a disposition to act in combination in the same 
way. This fact is explained by the hypothesis that such a conjoint action of two 
nerve centres somehow tends to fix the line of nervous excitation or nervous discharge 
when one centre is again stimulated in the direction of the other. In other words, 
paths of connexion are formed between the two regions. But it may be doubted 
whether physiologists can as yet give a satisfactory account of the nervous con· 
comitants of the associative process." 

Lewes defines memory on the physiologi<:al side as "an organised 
tendency to react on lines previously traversed" (" The Physical Basis 
of Mind," p. 462); and Herbert Spencer relates each class of feelings 
to its own group of cells (vesicles) in the brain. He says:-

" If tne association of each feeling with its general class answers to the localisa
tion of the corresponding nervous action within the great nervous mass in which all 
feelings of that class arise-if the association of this feeling with its sub-class answers 
to the localisation of the nervous action within that part of this great nervous mass 
in which feelings of this sub·class' arise, and so on to the end with the smallest 
groups of feelings and smallest clusters of nerve-vesicles i then, to what answers 
the association of each feeling with predecessors identical in kind? It answers to 
the re·excitation of the particular vesicle or vesicles which, when before excited, 
yielded the like feeling before experienced; the appropriate stimulus having set up 
in certain vesicles the molecular changes which they undergo when disturbed, 
there is aroused a feeling of the same quality with feelings previously aroused when 
such stimuli set up such changes in these vesicles. And the association of the feel
ing with preceding like feelings ccrresponds to the physical re-excitation of the same 
structures." (" Principles of Psychology," vol. i. p. 258.) 

We are then to regard Memory as the result of the re-excitation of 
vesicles in the brain-the theory is clear and definite enough. Is it true? 

The first difficulty that arises is the limited space available for the 
containment of these vesicles, and the consequent limitation of their 
number. It is true that their possible combinations may be practically 
infinite in number, but this does not much help us; for they are to con
tinually vibrate, however feebly, so long as an idea is capable of revival, 
and a vesicle vibrating simultaneously in some thousands of combina
tions would be in a parlous molecular condition. For all these 
combinations must exist simultaneously, and each must maintain its 
inter-related vibrations without cessation. Now, is this possible? It is 
true that from the vibrating strings of a piano you may get myriads of 
combinations of notes; but you cannot' have all these combinations 
sounding from the strings at the same time, some loud and some soft, 
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some forcible and some feeble. By keeping the loud pedal down you 
may keep some combinations going for a short while, while you pro
duce fresh vibrations; but what is the effect? A blurred, confusion of 
sounds, causing an intolerable discord. If we are to explain Memory 
under the laws of matter in motion, we must accept the consequences 
deducible from those laws, and these consequences are inconsistent with 
the facts of Memory as we know them. Any attempt to represent 
clearly in consciousness the physical concomitants of Memory as merely 
the outcome of vibrating nervous elements will prove to the student the 
impossibility of this hypothesis. The brain is a sufficiently wonderful 
mechanism as the organ of mind: as the creator of mind, it is incon
ceivable. 

Du Prel (Philosophy of Mysticism, vol. ii. pp. 108, 109), helps us to 
realise the difficulties enveloping the Materialistic hypothesis. On this 
hypothesis" Memory would depend on material brain-traces, left behind 
by impressions; by the act of Memory such traces are continually 
renewed, re-chiselled as it were, and so there arise well-worn tracks," 
[Herbert Spencer's" lines of least resistance "] "in which the coach of 
me~ory is conducted with especial facility." And he adds :-

" The deductions from this view bad already been drawn by the materialists of the 
last century. Hook and others reckoned that, since, one· third of a second sufficed 
for the production of an impression, in 100 years a man must have collected in his 
brain 9.467,280,000 traces or copies of impressions, or, reduced by one·third for the 
period of sleep, 3,155,760,000 ; thus, in fifty years, 1,577,880,000; further, that allow
ing a weight of four pounds to the brain, and subtracting one pound for blood and 
vessels, and another for the external integument, a single grain of brain·substance 
must contaio 205,542 traces. . . . Moreover our intellectua1life does not consist 
in mere impressions; these form only the material of our judgment. These brain
atoms do not help us to judgment, notwithstanding their magical properties, so that 
we must suppose that whenever we form a sentence or a judgment, the impressions 
are combined, like the letters in a compositor's box, these atoms, bowever, being at 
the same time, compositor and box." 

There is another result that would follow from Memory being only 
the outcome of vibrating cells, and I may be permitted to quote it from 
my aTticle on Hypnotism in the October number of this magazine. 
" Memory is the faculty which receives the impress of our experiences 
and preserves them;' many of these impressions fade away, and we say 
we have forgotten. Yet it is clear that these impressions may be revived. 
They are therefore not destroyed,but they are so faint that they sink 
below the threshold of consciousness, and so no longer form part of its 
normal content. If thought be but a 'mode of motion,' memory must 
be similarly regarded: but it is not possible to conceive that each im
pression of our past life, recorded in consciousness, is still vibrating in 
some group of brain cells, only so feebly that it does not rise over the 
threshold. For these same cells are continually being thrown into new 
groupings for new vibrations, and these cannot all co-exist, and the 
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fainter ones be each capable of receiving fresh impulse which may so 
intensify their motion as to raise them again into consciousness. Now 
if these vibrations=memory, i(we have only'matter in motion, we know 
the laws of dynamics sufficiently well to say that if a body be set 
vibrating, and new forces be successively brought to act upon it and set 
up new vibrations, there will not be in that body the co-existence of each 
separate set of vibrations successively impressed upon it, but it will 
vibrate in a way differing from each single set and compounded of all. 
So that memory, as a mode of motion, would. not give us the record of 
the past, but would present us with a new story, the resultant of all 
those past vibrations, and this would be ever changing, as new impres
sions, causing new vibrations, come in to modify the resultant of the 
whole." If the reader have in mind the phenomena of Memory given 
in the earlier part of this essay; if he note that these seem to imply 
that we forget notking, i e. that every vibration caused throughout life 
persists; if, remembering this, he once more attempts to represent clearly 
in consciousness the brain-condition required by this theory, is it too 
much to say that he ~ill be compelled to admit that it is inconceivable? 

N or can we forget that there is a certain race-memory, wrought into 
, our physical organisms, which still further complicates the work to be 

accomplished by these over-burdened vesicles. This unconscious 
memory of the body, derived through physical inheritanc~, cannot be 
wholly thrown out of account when we deal with cell-vibrations. 

Tke Tkeosopkical Tkeory 0/ Memory. Here I must guard myself. 
i cannot really put the Theosophical Theory, for I do not find it set 
out in a,ny work that I have read. I can only suggest a theorY, which 
seems to me, as a student of Theosophy, to be fairly deducible from 
the constitution of man as laid down in Theosophical treatises. We 
learn to distinguish between the true individuality, the Ego, and the 
temporary personality that clothes it. The Ego is the conscious, the 
thinking, agent It is this Ego of whom the mind forms part, one of 
whose functions is Memory. Every event that occurs passes into the 
consciousness of the Ego and is there stored up: the Past is thus to 
it ever the Present, since all is present in consciousness. * But how far 
this Ego can impress its knowledge on the brain of the physical 
organism with which it is connected, ,and thus cause this knowledge to 
enter the consciousness of the person concerned, must, in the nature of 
the case, depend on the condition of the organism at the moment, and 
the laws within whiCh'it works. 'What we call the threshold of con
sciousness divlpes what is "remembered" from what is "forgotten." 
All above the threshold is within the personal consciousness, while all 
below this threshold is outside it But this threshold belongs to the 

• All is present in e,tern\ll Ideation, or Alaya, the universal soul and consciousness-we are 
taught; and the higher Ego (Manas) is the first-born of Alaya or Mahat, being ,ca.Iled Ma"aJII!atra 
=" Son of the Mind." 
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personal consciousness, and-here is the significant point-:.varies with 
the material conditions of the moment. It is movable, not fixed, and 
the contents of consciousness vary with the movement of the threshold. 
Thus: 

A 

C----D 

B 

let A B represent the consciousness of the Ego: let CD represent the 
threshold of consciousness of the person: of all above C D the person 
will be conscious, it will be impressed on the material brain: of all 
below C D he will be unconscious. But if C D be movable upwards and 
downwards, the contents of his consciousness will vary with its move
ment, and he will remember or forget according as the idea is above 
or helow this dividing line. * .. 

Now the condition of the organism is constantly varying, but there 
are two states of consciousness which occur in everyone and are 
dearly distinguishable-the waking consciousness and the dream con-. 
sciousness. The contents of these differ . to a remarkable extent, and 
they work under curiously different conditions .. The waking conscious
ness works under conditions of time and space : the dream conscious
ness is free from them j it can live through years in a second of time, 
jt can annihilate space in its movements. In the dream, the place of 
the dreamer· depends on his thought j he is where he thinks himself. 
Not only so, but the dream consciousness often retains events erased 
from the waking. Let the reader turn back to pp. 182, 183, and note 
the curious phenomena of reproduction without recollection in the 
dream state. Is it an impossible theory that when the senses are 
closed to the Object World, when the bodily functions have touched 
their lowest activity, then .the Ego may be able to impress on this 
negative organism far more of its own contents than it can impress 
upon it in its· more vigorous state ?Does it not seem as though that 
which is below the threshold of the waking consciousness becomes that 
which is above the threshold of the dream consciousness, and as though 
the double life of waking and sleeping is but the activity of the one Ego 
working under contrasted physie;U conditions? 

If this be not so, we seem to be driven to the conception of a duality 
at the very centre of our being;. each man is not one, but twain, in the 
innermost recesses of consciousness. 

• We have to exclurie from this the impressions of a purely physical nature, such as enter in the 
category of animal perception and memory. Such impressions reach the Human Ego, and it 
cannot fail to note them; but they do not impress themselves indelibly·on its consciousness, and can 
never, therefore, follow the Ego to Devac:ban. 
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On the other hand, the theory for which I contend leaves the individ
uality single, varying in its manifestations according to the physical 
conditions through which it works; and all the strange cases of double 
consciousness, which have so perplexed the physiologist and the 
psychologist, together with the phenomena of somnambulism, mesmerism, 
hypnotism, and similar 'conditions, fall into line as severally belonging to 
one of the two states of consciousness, the dream and the waking, the 
Ego working equally in either but conditioned in turn by each. 

"Ordinary sleep," as Du Prel says, is "a condition intermediate 
between waking and somnambulism, the latter being only its exaltation." 
In this connection these facts are to be noted: if we sleep lightly and 
dream, we remember our dreams; if we sleep more soundly, we sometimes 
remember .the dream vividly on waking, but in an hour or two we have 
completely forgotten it and cannot revive the memory, try as we mar; 
in deep sleep we dream, as has often been discovered by closely \V'atching 
a person wrapped in profound slumber, but no -trace remains on our 
waking memory. In somnambulism, which is closely allied to this deep 
sleep, no memory persists, as a rule, into the waking state. A person 
who is a somnambuli~t lives a double life: sleeping, he remembers his 
sleep experiences and sometimes his waking ones; waking, he remem
bers only his waking life. Ocasionally, but comparatively rarely, the 
golden bridge of memory spans' the gulf between the waking and the 
somnambulic consciousnesses, dream sometimes interposing as connect
ing link between the two. It must be remembered that a somnambule, 
left to himself, will pass into ordinary sleep before awaking, and when 
this is the case dream may carry on memory of the somnambuIic into 
the waking state. 

Du Prel puts very clearly the existence of what he calls the" transcen
dental consciousness," which has much in common, though it is not 
identical, with the Theosophical Ego. 

"There can be no right theory of remembering, without the right theory of for
getting. The phenomenon of alternating consciousness shews that very clearly. It 
is only when we know what becomes of an impression when it is forgotten, tliat we 
can answer the question whence it comes to memory. Now what is the process of 
forgetting? It is a disappearance from the normal sense-consciousness. There can 
be no destruction of the impression, or its reproduction would be impossible. Ex
cluding the brain-trace theory, there must be a psychical organ, preserving lite facUlty 
0/ rt(Jroductzon, even if the impression, as product of its earlier activity, should be 
destrpy::d. This organ, lying beyond the self-consciousness, belongs to the uncon
scious. If, however, this organ had simply the latent faculty of reproduction, and 
did not r,.ther draw into itself and presen'e unchanged the impression as product, 
we sholJld have again within this organ to distinguish between the conscious and the 
unconsdous. The hypothesis would thus explain nothing, the difficulty being merely 
pushed back and transposed. There is therefore no alternative but to say. that this 
organ is not in itself at all unconscious, but only so from the standpoint of the sense
conscio::sness i that it is not merely a latent faculty of reproduction, but takes up 
into i/s consciousness the impression, as the latter. disappears from the external con
sciOUSne!lR. By this admission of a transcendental consciousness, the possibility of 
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memory is explained by the mere transposition of the psycho-physical threshold 
with every' retreat of the boundary between the sense and the transcendental con
sciousness. If a forgotten impression sank into a real unconscious, it would not be 
apJ:arent how in memory this unconscious should suddenly become again conscious. 
The forgotten, therefore, cannot thereby cease to belong to a consciousness, and since 
forgetting is the disappearance from the sense-consciousness, we must admit the 
existence of a second. And so, to say that an impression is forgotten means that it 
has passed over from the sen<e-consciousness to the transcendental." (Vol. ii. 
pp. 111-113-) 

The answer to this that would leap to the lips of the Materialist is 
that the impression "goes" nowhither, any more than motion" goes" 
anywhere when a wheel is stopped. But this obvious answer leaves out 
of account important facts of the case. The motion is changed into 
other form of physical energy, as heat caused by the friction which stops 
it, and the wheel cannot reproduce its motion; the new iplpulse to move 
must come from a living force without it. Now the impression is revivable, 
without any external impulse, by Self-action, and the Materialist theory 
of Memory implies its continued production by ceaselessly vibrating 
vesicles, albeit the vibrations be not vigorous enough to attract attention. 

If we admit the exi~tence of the Ego, personal memory would be the 
power of the physical brain to receive impressions from it; to respond, 
so to speak, to the subtler vibrations of, perhaps, the "thought-stuff" of 
which Clifford dreamed. Comparing the vibrations of our gross forms of 
matter with the vibrations of the ether, we can reason by analogy to a 
form of matter as much subtler than the ether as that is subtler than the 
nerve-matter of our brain. There, indeed, may be the possibility of 
vibrations such as are necessary to make our thought processes con
ceivable. At present, this can only be a hypothesis to us, but it is a 
hypoth«;sis which throws light on this obscure subject, and may be 
provisionally accepted, until further researches prove or disprove it. 

Here will find their justification all attempts to refine, and increase 
the sensitiveness of, the n~rve-matter of the brain, for increased delicacy 
will mean increased possibility of responding to the hyper-ethereal vi
brations-that is, it will enable the Ego to impress on our personal 
consciousness more and more· of the contents of its own. By this theory 
we can understand the exalted mental faculties of the somnambulist, the 
tension of the nervous system rendering it more sensitive, i. t. more re
sponsive. By this also the danger of ignorant striving after this abnormal 
condition, the nervous elements becoming exhausted by over-rapid dis
charge and excessive strain. "Great wits to madness often are allied" 
is only too true; the sensitiveness that is genius may easily pass into the 
hyper-sensitiveness that is insanity. 

And so we reach the practical conclusion-to walk warily in these 
little-trodden realms, because there is danger; but to walk, because 
without courage to face the darkness no light can come. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 
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THE OLD HOUSE IN THE CANONGATE. 

(Contimled.) 

MR. DALRYMPLE'S STORY OF THE OLD HOUSE. 

"THE house has belonged to my family for many generations, in fact 
it used to be called Dalrymple House some hundred years ago, though 
this name seems to have been dropped since. I don't quite know why. 
No one knows i,ts earliest history; there are legends in the family about 
some monastic foundation; you know the comer window looking up 
towards the Canongate, well, that is said to be the remains of some very 
old ecclesiastical building, older than anything else in Edinburgh, founded 
on the site of some Druid altar or temple. I never had much tum for 
archreology myself, so I can't tell you much about it ; my own personal 
experiences I can tell you, and perhaps you may be able to interpret 
them. My father never lived in the old house. I question whether he 
ever set foot within it; he was a merchant much engaged in the Indian 
trade, but as he died soon after I was born, all my knowledge of him is 
but hearsay. I was sent to school in France, then brought home and 
sent to school in England, then to Oxford where I took a fair degree, 
but until I was two and twenty I never was in Edinburgh, and, beyond 
the fact that my family possessed a town house there, I knew nothing 
wh~teyer of the old house in the Canongate. 

"During my minority it was inhabited, that is when it was inhabited 
at all, by my uitcle, a J:>achelor and a man who was generally looked upon 
as a tnauvais sujet in the family; though my father had confidence 
enough in him to nominate him as myguard~an. Except however for 
paying for my education and keeping me liberally supplied with pocket 
money, my uncle did little for me, and, thus it chanced that until I was 
twenty-two I knew but little either of the house or my uncle. After I 

. had taken my degree, however, I determined to go North, and take 
possession of my property, and make myself familiar with the old tra
ditions of my race, and the places with which for so many generations 
we had been associated.' 

"My uncle was always called, and I believe is called still, the Auld 
Laird, but he never had more than a,n ample income left him by my 
father in recognition of his trust on my behalf. 

"I was just twenty-two at the time I begin my story, as happy a 
stripling as you often see, with magnificent health, ample fortune, and 
not a care in the world. I had just taken a good degree, I had troops 
of friends, I was engaged to a sweet girl, the daughter of my.old College 

. coach. My first wish on leaving Oxford was to know more about this 
old Edinburgh house, the most curious bit 'of mY possessions, as I 
gathered from some notes left my father, relating to my grandfather 
who had lived there., It was a cold night in January when I first ar-
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rived in Edinburgh, but my uncle's welcome was warm and boisterous. 
'Welcome to your own home, my boy,' he cried, his jolly old red face 
beaming with pleasure, 'you're master here now. By gad, Sir! 'I'm 
glad to hand over the reins to you, but if you'll let me have a corner 
in the old place, I'll be obliged to you, for I've got fond of it,and an 
old man's like an old tree, suffers if it's transplanted you know.' 'Indeed, 
Uncle,' I said, 'I hope you'll stay here all your life.' 'Well, until 
you're married, my boy!' he answered, 'and look here, I've told them 
to put you in your proper place, in the Laird's room; I've been sleeping 
there myself lately, but only to keep it warm for you.' Talking like 
this he led me upstairs to that room we were speaking of just now at i:Qe 
left hand side of the first landing; a <;heerful fire burnt in the grate, but that 
huge bed with its dark hangings made me think of a hearse somehow. 
" There was tapestry on the wall then, and that old mirror was new. By 
the way, did you notice the little door leading out of the room, up one 
step, a queer looking door?" I had not noticed it. "Well, it's there," 
continued Mr. Dalrymple, " if you go again, go through it, it opens on a 
little landing; there was some lumber piled there the night I'm speaking 
of and a pile oi old books; there's a narrow stair leads up and down from 
that landing; so much I saw, but I hadn't time to explore further; the 
place might have been damp, at any rate it 'gave me the shivers, so I 
picked up a book thinking if I were wakeful I could read myself to . 
sleep as I, often did, and returned to the fire; at th"at moment I heard 
the clock chiming a quarter to six, and six was the dinner hour; no • 
time to be lost; I pitched the book on to the table by the bed and rid 
myself of my travel-stained garments and put on an evening suit with all 
the haste I could muster. My uncle and I dined alone that night, and I 
am bound to say I found hi~ capital company. I wanted to hear about 
the old house, but not a word would he tell me ; time enough to explore 
in daylight, he said, and I should probably live there a great deal in 
the future, and come to know it all by heart. So he discoursed generally 
and genially about his travels, and about books and famous men who,m, 
he had known, and the time slipped by till bed time. I retired to the 
stately old room, very handsome I thought it then, for the hangings and 
decorations, though not new, were fresh and in excellent preservation. 
I sat down by the fire intending to write to Edith Challoner, my jiallcte. 
and I commenced a letter; but never, since we were engaged, had my 
words flowed so sluggishly; measured and commonplace sentences such 
as one might write to the merest acquaintance were all I could frame 
and even the~e with difficulty; what a contrast to the free outpouring 
of thought and feeling of my letters to her of only a week ago. 

'" Pshaw!' I thought, 'I am overtired, or the champagne was too good 
or something. I must just turn in, I shall be all right after a night's rest: 
I jumped into bed and blew out the candle, but no soqner had I done so 
than a most unreasoning fear of that door on to the little stair came over 
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me ; an apprehension growing to certainty that something would come out 
from there made me sit up and strain my eyes at the door, and as I did 
so the feeling lessened and almost vanished. I must say here that I was 
not previously imaginative. I had never known any sensations of this 
kind before, though I had slept in so-called haunted houses, and had 
laughed to scorn what seemed to me superstitiou~ fears. No sooner did 
I close my eyes again than the same idea came before me ; something 
gruesome and horrible was behind that door and would open it 
Physically, I was no coward. I was afraid of nothing I had ever seen
of nothing I could imagine. I was afraid that some new shape of a horror 
I had never drea.mt of, would appear to me-the tension was growing 
unbearable. I jumped up-plunged my head in cold water and the 

. feeling vanished as soon as I was broad awake; I put on my silk-lined 
dressing-gown and sat down by the fire, taking up mechanically the 
volume I had brought out of the landing with me-by a strange chance 
it was Don Quixote. I read and read, and the scenes grew more and 
more vivid. Spain seemed to lie all round me. So clear was it that I 
actually thought I saw the waving boughs of an olive tree, till I realized 
that it was only the dark green arras stirred by a passing breath of 
wind. 

" I looked up from my book and my eye fell upon that long mirror with 
a start and a tremble as I saw what seemed to be a dim figure faintly 
outlined in its depths-amber drapery and black lace-clearer and 

• clearer it grew, till I saw, or thought I saw, a pale lovely face, with great 
limpid black eyes raised half piteously, half coquettishly to mine. That 
face burnt itself into my brain as no living face had ever done, yet when 
I looked again there was nothing there but the reflex ion of one of the 
figures on the tapestry. 

" , This won't do,' I said to myself;' my brain is getting out of gear. 
I've been working too hard I suspect.' But while I thought this, an 
irresistible drowsiness passed over me-my eyes would not keep open
my brain refused to act. .. 

"When I awoke I was lying in the great funereal bed; how I got there 
I never knew, the sun was streaming in at the window, it was near cleven 
o'clock. 

" My uncle did not fail to chaff me on my late appearance, and asked 
me in a bantering tone if any of the old Lairds' ghosts had disturbed me; 
but not wishing to be ridiculed as a superstitious dreamer, I kept my own 
counsel, though half resolving to leave Edinburgh that day on any 
excuse rather than face another night in that room. As evening drew on 
however my thoughts changed. I began to feel an intense interest in the 
lady of the mirror, a feeling like that of a lover who has a tryst with his 
·mistress. My better nature reproached me with disloyalty to Edith, but I 
put the thought aside, saying to myself: 'What nonsense, why it is but 
a shadow!' Nevertheless I knew that the memories of Edith were 
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growing very thin and pale and that the shadow was to me a far more 
substantial reality. 

" That night I sat again by the fire reading Don Quixote, and ever and 
anon glancing in the mirror I saw the refle'xion of the figure on. the, 
tapestry, but nothing else. However towards the early hours of the 
morning a faint rustle seemed to come behind me like the very light trail 
of silk over the carpet, a faint odour as of sandal wood and a cold air as 
the rustling sound seemed to pass me. My heart beat fast 'She is there,' 
I thought. 'Come to me, darling! ' I said half aloud, stretching my arms. 
And I thought I felt a warm breath on my cheek, and then the same 
drowsiness as on the previous night. 

" I must have been in a parlous state of mind and brain at this time, for 
my whole waking thoughts seemed to turn on these experiences, and 
whatever questions I had to decide on the most trivial matters of 
business connected with my property were mentally, referred to this. 
Since that first night, I saw the form in the mirror sometimes, but never 
so clear again-often I was conscious of the frou-frou of the sweeping 
dress, passing over the carpet, the cold air and the scent of sandal wood 
-sometimes it passed me on the stair, once it seemed to linger beside 
me in the hall, when I stood looking at that picture of Hernandez. I had 
projected a trip abroad, now I thought with dread of any separation from 
the dream lady. I was obliged to visit my estates in Ross-shire, the night 
before I left I was wretched. I sat by the fire as usual and heard the 
silken rustle. 'My darling,' I whispered, 'shall I hear from you while. 
I'm away?' I fancied a soft 'yes' breathed on my cheek, and I went 
away half consoled. When I reached the market town, I stopped to 
order some toilet necessaries I had forgotten to be sent out to me. I 
was to stay at the factor's house. The parcel did not arrive till next 
morning. When it came it was brought up to my room with my shaving 
water. I opened [it carelessly enough, but as I dio so the well-known 
scent of sandal wood came on my senses, and a tiny scrap of pink paper 
fluttered down. I seized it eagerly. It bore simply written or litho
graphed the word' Mercedes' - nothing else in the parcel had the scent 
of sandal wood-but as I inhaled the sweet fragrance from the scrap of 
paper I seemed to know that my lady of the mirror had kept her promise 
-and more-for she had revealed her name. ' Mercedes! my darling! ' 
I murmured, • true love! when shall I meet and know you? ' 

.. I must stop for one moment here to say that no single thing ha 
happened to me which plain and common-sense people would not have 
accounted for by the most commonplace of reasoning; whatever of the 
supernatural there was, if there was any, came from within and was quite 
personal to myself; this may perhaps throw a good deal of light on the 
state of my mind at the time. 

"We were living then much as the bulk of well-to-do Edinburgh folk 
lived; my uncle and I went out to ~inners, heavy, stiff and formal, and 
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heavy, stiff, formal people came to dine with us, and often drank a 
great deal more than was good for them. My uncle, however, was very 
abstemious, much to my surprise, for I had heard he was terribly dissi
pated in early life. We knew many people whose names are household 
words now, but with these I do not trouble you, nor did I trouble 
myself a't the time. I was deeply in love with a shadow. I still wrote 
fitfully to Edith Challoner, and now and then had pricks of conscience, 
but ordinarily my dream love monopolized all my thoughts and fancies. 
I should say here that never since that first night had I any return of 
the feeling of shrinking horror from the little door on to the stair· that I 
have mentioned, save once, when I felt the presence of Mercedes, as I 
had now learned to call her, at that side of the room; but it was not the 
stately sweep of the dress like a queen moving through her throne-room, 
rather the fluttered and excited rush of a terrified woman fleeing from 
danger. My own heart was strongly stirred and agitated, alarm for her 
rather than myself moved me, but all that night I had that vague terror 
of that door. I could not take my eyes off it, once or twice ,it actually 
seemed bulging as though pushed from the other side with enormous 
force. I felt sure something wicked was behind it. I longed to go and 
look and reassure myself, yet-coward as I must appear to you-I dared 

. not. Next morning the bright sunlight drove away these visions and 
the little landing looked commonplace as usual, but a strange thing 
happened, -for I dropped a sleeve-link and feeling about for it on the 
floor I came upon a loose board in the wainscot, and pulling it away I 
saw something glitter behind it; I pulled it out and found a cross-hilted 
dagger, or rather stiletto. See here it is, I never part from it." 

Mr. Dalrymple as he spoke drew from the breast of his waistcoat a 
tiny dagger, hilt and all about eight or nine inches long; the hilt was of 
old fashioned silver work of Moresque pattern, shaped like a cross, the. 
point of the blade broken off, some strange characters were engraved on 
the blade which. I could not see. He kissed it devoutly, as a Catholic 

. might the relic of a Saint, and softiy murmured the name" Mercedes." 
"Yes," he contiuued, "it was that morning I found this and put it in 

my pocket as a curiosity; as I pushed the·board back it creaked and I 
suppose there must be some hollow spaces behind, for the creak echoed 
down below, like the wild laugh of a mocking fiend, or so it seemed to 
my excited imagination. I started in horror, broad daylight as it was, 
all my veins running cold, for that moment, the floor, the walls, the whole 
landing seemed to be oozing forth some ghastly exhalation hostile to 
human life; a stain on the wall with which I was perfectly familiar, 
appeared like a great splash of blood. I turned and fled hastily, • 
slamming the door behind me, and rushed into my uncle's room. 
• Look here, uncle,' I said. • what I've found! ' He turned the dagger 
over curiously, poising it in a strange way point upwards between his 

. fingers, then he pressed it on his forehead. • Very wonderful!' he said 
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at last. 'Tell me, nephew, have you studied the occult sciences at all?' 
'What do you mean?' I asked. 'Clearly from that question you 
haven't,' he said. 'Well, look here! I'm a bit of a conjurer and this 
dagger can do strange things, I fancy; just give me your hands a 
moment.' I gave him my hands, the dagger was lying on a little round 
ebony table between us. In an instant I felt an intense vibration 'run 
through both hands and 'up my arms, a thrill like that of an e~ectric 
shock; my uncle raised his hands and mine, holding them above the 
dagger, which to my intense surprise began to move, and at last stood 
up as it were balanced on its point, swaying its cross hilt to every 
movement of our hands. 

"Such phenomena are now the stock-in-trade of every spirit medium, 
and are scarcely deemeq even startling; but at this time no such things 
as mediums wero known as public performers, and· I was deeply im
pressed and slightly alarmed. I felt, however, that, in some strange way, 
a magnetic attraction raying forth from our linked hands was the cause 
of the motion of the dagger, but I was more astonished to see its point 
moving, apparently by its own volition, and tracing geometric figures of 
a kind new to me, on the polished surface of the table .. I have the 
table still with the cuttings on it, the import of which I understand now. 
As the designs grew complete, it seemed to me as though the black sur
face of the table was like a well of clear water of infinite depth, through 
which, deep down, I could see strange, fantastic forms; gradually one 
image detached itself as though floating upwards, white and still, and as 
it grew clearer and clearer I saw the face of Mercedes-but pale as ashes 
-clearer still and I saw it was the face of death; and would to God it 
were death only-for that white face floated up almost to the surface 
with a more awful expression of extreme agony than I ever conceived 
or dreamt could have been on any human face. I gave one shriek and 
wrenched my hands aw~y from my uncle's and. that instant the dread 
white face vanished-the dagger fell with a clatter on the floor, and my 
uncle, angry. for a moment, exclaimed, 'You pitiful young fool! do you 
know you might have killed us both by such an absurd caper? ' 'Rather 
that,' I said; 'than see again what I saw just now.' ' See!' he said, 
• you don't mean to tell me . you saw anything, you poor ignoramus-the 
pla-ce was full of lovely forms-lovelier than any women of earth, but no 
untrained eye like yours couid see them. Come! come!' he added in 
a gentler tone, 'you're overwrought-you want a little distraction. 
Lady Scott's ball is to-night you know; we'll go ! ' I was on the point 
of Saying I would do no such thing, but some undefined impulse of the 
moment' prompted me to assent. I stooped to pick up my dagger-it 
was burning hot-too hot to hold. 'Ah,' said my uncle, 'the magne
tism is in it yet,' and he passed his hands over it once and handed it back 
to me, now cold as well-conducted metal should be." 

]. W. BRODIE INNES. 
(To be continued.) 
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THE ALCHEMISTS. 

I T is doubtful if any school of philosophers have been maligned and 
misunderstood as have been the Alchemists. They are commonly 
referred to as either frauds or victims of fraud, who wrote unin

telligible treatises upon" a pretended science by which gold and silver 
were to be mad~ by the transmutation of the baser metals into these 
substances, the agent of the transmutation being called the Philosopher's 
Stone." Modem dictionaries define Alchemy as "An ancient science 
which aimed to transmute metals into gold, to find the panacea, universal 
remedy, universal solvent, etc." In 1852 Dr. Charles Mackay pub
lished a History of the Alchemists. He has given what purports to be 
sketches of some Forty Searchers for the Philosopher's Stone, and he 
represents them as a parcel of fools and imposters, with no other object 
in their studies and labours than the transmutation of base metals into 
gold, or the discovery of an agent for lengthening life. 

-It seems never to have occurred to these modem critics that the works 
of .the genuine Alchemists are essentially religious: that under the veil 
of symbolism, man was the subject of, and his improvement or perfection 
the object of their Art. In that night ?f the Middle Ages the priesthood 
had armed itself with civil power. None but the servants of the Church 
were permitted to express an opinion upon the great questions of God, 
nature and man. The penalty of free speech upon matters that con
cerned the future welfare of man was the auto da fl of the Inquisition. 
It is for this reason that the treatises of the Alchemists- upon man, his 
., second birth," and the powers of nature, were written in a cypher which 
was a meaningless jargon to the uninitiated. The salvation of man and 
his transformation from a state of ignorance to a state of wisdom was 
usually symbolized under the figure of the transmutation of metals, 
though scarcely two writers adopted the same mode of expression. As 
one says: "Although the wise men have varied their names and per
plexed their sayings, yet they would always have us think but of one 
only thing, one disposition, one way. The wise men know this one 
thing; and that it is one they have often proved." And again: "Those 
who know the mercury and sulphur of the philosophers, know that they 
are made of pure gold and the finest lzma and argent vive, which are 
daily seen, and looked upon, from which our argent vive is elicited ..•. " 
., Minerals made of living mercury and living sulphur are .to be chosen; 
work with them sweetly, not with haste and precipitancy:." This might 
read in ordinary English: Men having a living or sound soul and body 
are to be chosen; work with them sweetly, not with haste and precipi
tancy (if you wish to accomplish that transformation which is treated of 
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in ". The Voice of the Silence," and" Light on the Path" ; or, in the Bible, 
spoken of as the re-birth). . / 

Sometim~s the real meaning of the author is but thinly veiled. Heriot 
de Borderie has written of 

"an isle, 
Full, as they say, of good things i-fruits and trees 
And pleasant verdure: a very masterpiece 
Of nature's; where the men immortally 
Live, following all delights and pleasures .. 
·This island hath the name of Fortunate: 
And, as they tell, is governed by a Queen 
Well spoken and discreet, and withal . 
So beautiful, that, with one single beam 
Of her great beauty, all the country round 
Is rendered shining. . . . 
Those who come suing to her, and aspire 
After the happiness which she to each 

·Doth promise in her city. . .. 
Ere she consenteth to retain them there, 
Sends for a certain season all to sleep. 
Whe.n they have slept so much as there is need, 
Then wakes them again, and summons them 
Into her presence. There avails them not 
Excuse or caution ; speech however bland, 
Or importunity of cries. Each bears 
That on his forehead written visibly 
Whereof he has been dreaming. . . . 

.... None, in brief, 
Reserves she of the dreamers. in her isle, . 
Save him that, when awakened he returns, 
Betrayeth tokens that of her rare beauty 
His dreams have been ........•.. 
All this is held a fable; but who first 
Made and recited it hath, in this fable, 
Shadowed a Truth." 

In an old work entitled "The Open Way to the Shut Palace of the 
King," the author in one place exclaims: "My heart murmureth things 
unheard of. . .. Would to God that every ingenious man in the whole 
earth understood this science. . .. Then would virtue, naked as it is, 
be held in great honour, merely for its own amiable nature." ... "Our 
Gold is not to be bought for money, though you should offer a crown or 
a kingdom for it : for it is the gift of God." 

These esoteric writings through which they taught, saved their own 
hPoads, yet plunged thousands into vain and useless efforts to find their 
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supposed agent for transmuting baser metals into gold; but: as one. of 
them asks: "Who is to blame, the Art, or those who seek it upon false 
principles?". The genuine Alchemists speak of these blind searchers 
for a universal solvent, which, if they found it, no vessel could contain, 
as having the" Gold fever:" they looked upon them as "sick men." 

It is quite true that those who wasted their lives in the laboratory 
among retorts and chemicals in the vain effort to discover the Philo-. 
sopher's Stone were the fathers of modern chemistry; though it is also 
evident that some of the genui.ne Alchemists were amonK the most 
learned men of the day, in the fields of chemistry and medicine. 

"The Salt of Nature Regenerated," is an English translation of an 
Alchemical work written in Arabic. The author talks about the central 
salt, the firmament, the astrum, the spiritual water,the watery spirit, the 
water of life, etc., but in one place speaks quite plainly: "He that hath 
the knowledge of the Microcosm, can not be long ignorant of the 
knowledge of the Macrocosm. This is that which the Egyptian in
dustrious searchers of Nature so often said, and loudly· proclaimed 
..... that everyone should KNOW HIMSELF. This speech their 
dull disciples took in a moral sense,. and in ignorance affixed it to 
their Temples. But i admonish thee, whosoever thou art, that desirest 
to dive into the inmost parts of Nature, if that ~hich thou seek thou 
findest not within thee, tltou wilt ne~ler find it witltout tltee. If thou 
knowest not the excellency of thine own house, why dost thou seek and· 
search after the excellency of other things? The universal Orb of the 
world contains not so great mysteries and excellencies as a little Man, 
formed by God in his own' Image. And he who desires the primacy 
amongst the students of Nature, will nowhere find a greater or better 
field of study than Himself. Therefore will I here follow the example 
of the Egyptians, and from my whole heart, and certain true experience 
proved by me, speak to my neighbour in the words of the Egyptians, 
and with a loud voice do proclaim: 0 MAN, KNOW THYSELF.; ill tltee 
is kid tlte treasure of treasures." 

In a most excellent little work on Alchemy and Alchemists, anony
mously published by a gentleman in St. Louis, and now out of print, 
and of which this paper is really a review, there is cited a chapter from 
4C Secrets Revealed," by Eyrenaeus. It treats of " the Regimen of Sol." 
I quote it, with the explanatory remarks of the author of Alchemy, as a 
good specimen of ~he extent to'which some of the Alchemists carried 
their symbolical mode of writing: 

" Now thou art drawing near to the close of thy work, and hast almost 
made an end of this business, all appears now like unto pure gold, and 
the Virgin's Milk, with which thou imbib~st this matter is very citrine. 
(I. Cor. iii. 2. The conscience is very sound and healthy.) 

" Now to God, the giver of all good, you must renger immortal thanks, 
who hath brought this work on so far, and beg earnestly of him, that 
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thy c;ounsel mayest hereafter be so governed, that thou mayest not en
deavour to has~en thy work, so as to lose all, now it is so near te perfec
tion ; consider that thou hast waited now about seven months (the time is 
indefinite) and it would be a mad thing to annihilate all in one hour; 
therefore be thou wary; yea, so much the more by h~w much thou .art . 
nearer to perfection. 

" But if thou do proceed warily in this Regimen, thou shalt meet with 
these notable things (experiences, symbolized, of an entrance into the 
higher Light or Life): first, thou shalt observe a certain citrine sweat to 
stand upon thy Body; and after that citrine vapour, then shall thy Body 
below be tinctured of a violet colour, with an obscure purple intermixed. 
(When these works were written, physicians were in the habit of judging 
of the condition of their patients by the appearance of a certain water, 
a citrine colour indicating a healthy condition, . . . here intended to 
signify the moral condition of the matter of the Stone: ... violet is the 
symbol of .Love, and purple of Immortality • ... which are beginnin'g 
to dawn upon the man in this stage of work: .•. but to proceed.) 
After fourteen or fifteen days' expectation in this Regimen of Sol, thou 
shalt see the greatest part of thy matter humid (submissively yielding, 
. . . not by any force of will, but by a much more irresistible constraint, 
acting yet sweetly and 'not violently), and although it be very ponderous 
(self-willed), yet.it will ascend in the Belly of ~he Wind. (' But when 

. they arise or ascend,' says Artephius, referring to the Soul and Body of 
the one man, 'they are born or brought forth in the Air or Spirit, and 
in the same they are changed, and made Life with Life, so that they 
can never be separated, but are as water mixed with water. And there
fore it is wisely said, that tlte Stone;s bom of tke Spirit, because it is 
altogether spiritual.'t . But to return to Eyren~us.) 

" At length, about the twenty-sixth day of this Regimen, it will begin 
to dry; and then it will liquify and recongeal, and will grow liquid again 
a hundred times a day, (fluctuate between hopes and fears, assurances 
and doubts; ... some of the writers say that, in this stage of the work, 
the matter will put on all the colours in the world, &c.), until at the last 
it will begin to tum into grains; and sometift:les it will seem as if it 
were all discontinuous in grain, and then it will grow into one mass 
again: and thus it will put on innumerable forms in one day; and this 
will continue for the space of about two weeks." 

* Would not" thy body below be tinctured of a violet colour" rather refer to the I.inga SIIarira 
which corresponds to the violet colour as a compound of red (Kamarupa) R~dindigo dark blue of the 
upper Manas-the" purple" becoming obscure, meaning simply the beginning of the purification of 
the lower Quaiemary ?--fED. J 

t That is to say, the .. Soul (Manas) and Body of Man " (Body standing for the astraJ man) 
assimilate Spirit (Buddlli); are made" Life with Life" (or merge into the ONE I.IFE). In other 
words the mysterious process of the transformation of lead (personality) into gold (pure, homogeneous 
Spirit) is here meant. Verily the Stolle is born of the Spirit.-ED.] 
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" At the last, by the will of God, a Lis-ht shall be sent upon thy matter, 
which thou canst not imagine.· 

" Then expect a sudden end, which within three days thou shalt see; 
for thy matter shall convert itself into grains, as fine as the atoms of Sol 

·and the colour win be the highest Red imaginable, wliich for its 
transcendent redness will show Blackish,t ... like unto the purest 
blood when it is congealed." 

"But thou must not believe that any such thing can be an exact 
parallel of our Elixir, for it·is a MARVELLOUS CREATURE, not 
having its compare in the whole universe, nor anything exactly like it." 

(Descriptions similar to this may be found in all of the writings of the 
Alchemists in best repute among themselves. The author of the above 
wrote a Commentary upon Sir Geo. Ripley's Compound of Alchemy, 

. expressly, as he tells us, that the reader might have the testimony of 
two combined. In this Commentary may be found the following 
passages) : 

"In the beginning, therefore, of our Work, through the co-operation of 
heat (nature), both internal and external, and the moisture of the Matter 
concurring, our Body gives a Blackness like unto pitch, which for the 
most part happens at forty, or at the most fifty days." 

" This colour discovers plainly that the two natures are united. (By 
these two natures, the reader surely understands by this time, are meant 
what are called by innumerable names, Sol and Luna, gold and silver, 
Heaven and Earth, Phrebus and Daphne, superior and inferior, Soul and 
Body, &c., &c.) And if they are united, they will certainly operate one 
upon the other, and alter and change each other from thing 16 thing, and 
from state to state, until all come to one Nature and Substance 
Regenerate, which is a new Heavenly Body. 

" But before there can be this renovation, the Old Man must necessarily 
be destroyed (Eph, iv. 22-24, and Col. iii. 9, 10), that is, thy first Body 
must rot and be corrupted, and lose its form, that it may have it repaid 
with a new form, which is a thousand times more noble. So then our 

. work is not a forced nor an apparent, but a natural and radical operation, 
in which our Natures are altered perfectly, in so much that the one and 
the other, having fully lost what they were before, yet without change of 
kind (without an absolute change of substance) they become a third 
thing, homogeneal to both the former. 

"Thus, they who sow in tears shall reap in joy; and he who goeth 
forth mourning, and carrying precious seed, shall return with an abun
dance of increase, with their hands filled with sheaves, and their mouths 

It .. This tmnslation is described in the Tlteolo..(ic.l {,ulnanica (Chap. xi.) as something whicb is 
called .. the Eternal Good," and.is said to be .. so noble and passing good that none can search out 
or express its bliss, consolation and joy. peace, rest and s"ltisfaction:' 

t The transcenclent red or golden omnge of the Sun. This must not be confused with the scarlet 
Kamarupan rdness. Have in mind the colour of the Yogi-robes, the colour of which is symbolical 
of the sun of life and of human life-blood. -[ EIl.l 
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with the praises of the Lord. * Thus the chosen or redeemed of the Lord 
shall return with songs, and everlasting joy shall be upon their heads, and 
sighing and sorrows shall flyaway. 

"Remember, then, this alchemic maxim, namely, that a sad cloudy 
morning begins afair and a cheer/ttl noontide; for our work is properly 
to be compared to a day, in which the morning is dark and cloudy, so 
that the sun (the Truth) appears not After that, the sky is overclouded, 
and the air cold with northerly winds, and much rain falls, which endured 
for its season; but after that the sun breaks out, and shines more and 
more, till all becomes dry; and then at noonday not a cloud appears, but 
all is clear from one end of the heavens to the other." 

Here the author introduces cautions against haste and over-anxiety, 
advising patience, and proceeds: 

.. Then shalt thou have leisure to contemplate these wonders of the 
Most High, and if they do not ravish and astonish them in beholding 
them, it is because God hath not intended this science for thee in Mercy, 
but in judgment ..... Remember, then, when thou shalt see the re
newing of these Natures, that with humble heart and bended knees 
thou praise and extol and magnify that gracious God (your own higher 
Self), who hath been nigh unto thee, and heard thee, and directed thine 
operations, and enlightened thy judgment j for certainly flesh and blood 
never taught thee this, but it was the free gift of that God who giveth 
to whom he pleaseth. Ono. iii. 8.) This is the highest perfection to 
which any sublunary Body can be brought, by which we know God in 
One, for God is Perfection :-to which, whenever any creature arrives 
in its kind (according to its nature), it r~joiceth in Unity, in which 
there is no division nor alterity, but peace and rest without con
tention ..... 

"This is the last and noblest conjunction, in which all the mysteries of 
this microcosm have their consummation. This is by the wise called 
their Tetraktive conjunction, wherein the Quadrangle is reduced to a 
Circle,t in which there is neither beginning nor end. He that hath 
arrived here, may sit down at banquet with the Sun and Moon. This 
is the so highly commended Stone of the wise, which is without all fear 
of corruption . . • . . 

" And this work is done without any laying on of hands, and very quickly, 
when the matters ale prepared and made fit for it. This work is therefore 
called a Divilze Work." 

In the Commentary upon the Fifth Gate of Ripley, the author, taking 
up the work in its more advanced state, says: 

.. Thy Earth (meaning Thyself, addressing the Seeker), then being 
renewed, behold how it is decked with an admirable green colour which 

• By .. Lord" the HIGHER SELF is here meant-" that SELF which is the Redeemer of man" 
whether it be called Christos 01 Krishna.-{ED.] 

t The four elements of nature are seen running into each other, so that they constitute a circle. 

21 
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is 'then named the Philosopher's Vineyard. This greenness (the indi
cation of Spring), after the perfect whiteness, is to thee a token that 
thy matter (thyself again) hath re-attained, through the will and power 
()f the Almighty, a new Vegetative Life: observe then how this Philo
sophical Vine (thyself still) doth seem to flower, and to bring forth green 
clusters;· know then that thou art now preparing for a rich vintage. 
(Col. i. 10.) 

"Thy Stone (thyself) hath already passed through many hazards, 
and yet the danger t is not quite over, although it be not great; for 
thy former experience may now guide thee, if rash joy do not make thee 
mad. 

Consider now that thou art in process to a new work; and though in 
perfect whiteness thy Stone was incombustible, yet'in continuing it on the 
fire (of human passions) without moving, it is now become tender again: 
therefore, though it be not in so great a danger of Fire now as heretofore, 
yet immoderacy may and will certainly lipoil all, and undo thy hopes; 
govern (thyself, understood) with prudence, therefo're, while these colours 
shall come and go, and be not either over-hasty, nor despondent, but wait 
the end with patience. 

or For in a short time thou shalt find that- this green will be overcome 
with azure;! and that, by the pale wan colour, which will at length 
come to a Citrine; which Citrine shall endure for the space of forty-six 
days.§ . 

"Then shall the Heavenly Fire descend, and ,illuminate the Earth 
(thyself) with inconceivable glory; the Crown of thy Labours shall be 
brought unto thee, when our Sol shall sit in the South, shining with 
redness incomparable. II 

" This is our true Light, our Earth glorified (or body translated into 
Spirit): rejoice now, for our King (the inner man) hath passed from 
·death to Life,' and posses seth the keys of both death and hell,·· and over 
him nothing now hath power. (Rev. i. 18.) 

"As then it is with those wh~ are redeemed, their Old Man (the 

It This .. philosophical Vine" is the /Qwer Manas merged at last and reunited to its higher Alter 
Ego, when it begins to bring forth the green ciusters of the .. true Vine" for the Husbandman, the 
.. Father" or Higher Self (Alma Buddl,;) vide Gosp. St. John XV.-[ED.] 

t This .. danger" comes from the Anlasllarana the bridge of communication between the 
Personality and the individuality not being yet destroyed. Vide" Shri Vakya Sudba," the Philosophy 
of Subject and Object, page 3, 1St note in Raja Yoga, Practical Metaphysics of the Vidanta.-!ED.] 

t The green of the /Qwer Monas, the Animal Soul, wili be .. overcome with azure" or the reflection 
of the Higller, (which is Indigo) into their aura which is blue, when pure.-[ED.l 

§ The cycle of the 46 Fires, the period between death and new rebirth, on IRvacllan. The cycle 0 

the 49 Fires is the period between two manvantaJas. The members of the E. S. will understand it 

better than the F. T. S.-[ED., 
I The HIGHER SELF will shed its mdiance on the heart (the chamber of Brahma) of even the still 

living Man.-{ED.] 
, From the death in matler into the Life in Spiril.-[ED.l 
•• Man becomes a CHRISTOS, the Master and custodian of .. death and hell," i.t'. of Earth, Matter 

and of the physical body of Senses.-(ED.] 
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physical man of flesh) is crucified, wherein is sorrow, anguish, grief, 
heartbreaking, and many tears; after which the New Man (the true 
inner Man or the Ego) is restored, wherein is joy, shouting, clapping of 
hands, singing, and the like; for the ransomed of the Lord shall return 
with songs, and everlasting joy shall be on their heads: even so it is 
after a sort (the author means, precisely after this sort) in our operations; 
for first of all our Old Body dieth and rots, and is, as it were, corrupted, 

. engendering most venomous exhalations, ~hich is, as it were, the Purgatory 
of this Old Body, in which its corruption is overcome by a long and 
gentle decoction. And when it is once purged, and made clean and 
pure, then are the elements joined,· and made one perfect, indissoluble 
Unity; so that from henceforth there is nothing but concord and amity 

. to be found in all our habitations. 

" This is a noble step, from Hell to Heaven: from the bottom of the 
gt'ave to the top of Power and Glory; from obscurity in Blackness, to 
resplendent whiteness ;t from the height of Venenosity, to the height of 
Medicien. 0 Nature! how dost thou alter things into things, casting 
down the higher and mighty, and again exalting them from lowliness 
and humility! 0 Death! how art thou vanquished when thy prisoners 
are taken from thee, and carried to a state and place of immortality I 
This is the Lord's (our Higher Selfs) doing, and it is marvellous in our 
eyes." (Ps. cxviii. 23.) 

The author then proceeds to illustrate the necessity of alternate 
action upon natural Bodies, before they can be prepared for a change of 
nature: they must be exposed to "heat" and "cold," must be "dried' 
and "watered" (prospered and saddened),t in order to be made pliable 
and yielding, &c., &c., all of wnich must be done with one Fire, which 
he immediately calls the" Spirit proper to it,''§ and then tells us that the 
wise men have called it their Venus, or Goddess of Love and says:-

" Proceed, therefore, not as a fool, but as a wise man; make the water 
of thy Compound (thine own spirit) to arise and circulate, so long and 
often that the Soul, that is to say, the most subtle virtue of the Body, 
arise with it, circulating with the Spirit in manner of a Firery Form, by 
which both the Spirit and the Body are enforced to change their colour 
and complexion: for it is this Soul of the dissolved Bodies, which is the 
subject of wonders; it is the life, and therefore quickens the dead; it is 

• All the .. Principles" in Man merge into one .. Principle "-Atma Buddhi, the grosser terrestrial 
elements of the lower body being of course destroyed.-[ED.] 

t It is hardly necessary to render this more clearly. With the ancient Mystics and even the modern 
Occultists, the physical body was ever called, .. the grave" and the" Hen:' while the Spiritual man 
was referred to as the Heavenly Power etc.-[ED.] 

:: Man rises to glory through suffering in order to be made" pliable and yielding," or impervious 
to the emotions and feelings of his physicnl senses.-[ED.] 

§ This .. Fire" is that of A/aya, the World-8oul," the essence of which is LOVE, i.~. homogeneous 
Sympathy, which is Harmony, or thl' .. Music of the Spheres." Vide" Voice of the Silt'nce" HID 
Trentise page 69. 
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the Vegetative Soul, and therefore it makes the dead and sealed Bodies, 
which in their own nature are barren, to fructify and bring forth. . . . 

" Make sure of thy true Matter, which is no small thing to know, and· 
though we have named it, yet we have done it so cunningly, that, if thou 
wilt be heedless, thou mayest sooner stumble at our books than at any
thing thou did'st ever read in thy life. Meddle with nothing out of kind 
(out of species or nature) whether Salts (generally called corrosives) or 
Sulphur, or whatever is of like imposition; and whatever is alien from 
the perfect metals (foreign to our nature) is reprobate in our mastery. 
Be not deceived either with receipts or Discourse, for we verily do not 
intend to deceive thee; but if you will be deceived, be deceived." 

These writers have a favourite way of saying that recipes are deceits, 
and yet their books· are filled with them; but their recipes deceive no 
one who proceeds so far in the knowledge of their Art. as to understand 
that it is not a work of the hands, but one of thought and meditation, 
with which the life must be kept in unison; for it is the destruction of 
the whole work not to have the thought and deed keep company, in
suring in the end a perfect union of the intellect and will; for Sol and 
Luna must be indissolubly jcined, and when this is done by nature, no 
Art can separate them." 

The author of Alchemy gives the following list as comprising the best 
among the numerous works of the Alchemists. There were many pre
tenders and false prophets, and it is not an easy matter for one unfamiliar 
with their strange symbology to distinguish at sight the writings of the 
true Alchemists from the false. A gullable public looking for some 
secret by which they could secure an advantage over their neighbours, 
were-evidently as easily duped in those days as in th~ present. 

" The books being sifted," says the author we have quoted, "a few 
only are retained-such as Hermetical Triumph; Artephius(in Salmon's 
Clavis Alchymiae); Espagnct's Arcanum; The Opm Entratlce to tlu 
Shut Palace of the King; Ripley's Compotlnd of Alchemy, but more 
especially Ripley Revived, by CosmopoJita; The Marrow of Alchemy.
Zoroasters Cave ,. Aurifontina (a small volume containing fourteen 
treatises, including the excellent letter of Bernard Trevisan to Thomas 
of Bononia); Sandivogius; Pernety's, or Gaston Ie Doux's Dictiollary, 
both valuable j Basil Valentine j Isaac Hollandus; and some other works, 
not forgetting those of Hermes, whose Smaragdille Table is said to con
tain the whole Art, though comprised in a page or two; (see note, p. 297) 

. . . . . the books being sifted, we say, the student, after passing through 
various transitions of confidence and doubt, prizing the books highly 
and verging upon a contempt for them, may finally be content to use 
them as means only j and, having his attention directed to one only 
thing, may at last strike the key note which reduces to harmony all 
discords; and then (some of the writers say) he may burn his library; 
for the Truth is prior to the books expressing it, and remains unaffected 
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by all the perversities of man in the treatment of it The Art cannot 
. be false, however men err about it; so these writers say; and when 

discovered, it is found to be true in all countries, under all governments, 
and in view of all religions." . 

The student of Theosophy will find an interesting study in the com
parison of the teachings of the Alchemists with the ethics of Theoso
sophical Occultism. It is strange but true, that the essence of true 
Wisdom-Religion was taught in Europe in the darkest days of its known 
history to those who would listen. I t well iliustrates the oft-repeated fact 
that for those who will hear, the voice of the Masters is always in the world. 

Following is a copy of the Hermetic Crud, well known to Occultists. It is also called the 
S_ragdUu (or ElMrald) Tuk. The translation here givcn is taken from Salmon's Claw AkAy,,';ae. 
published in 1692. 

I. This is true and far distant from a lie; whatsoever is below is like that which is above; and 
that which is above is like that which is below. By this are acquired and perfected the miracles of 
One Thing. 

a. Also, as all things were made Crom One, by the help of One, so all things are made from One 
Thing by conjunctioo. 

3- The Father thereof is the Sun, and the Mother thereof is the Moon; the Wind carries it in its 
Belly, and the Nurse thereof is the Earth. 

4- This is the Mother or Fountain of all perfection; and its power is perfect and entire, if it be 
dlanged into Eanh. 

s- Separate the Earth from the Fire, and the subtile and thin from the gross and thick; but pru
dently, with long sufference (patience), gentleness, aud with wisdom and judgment. 

6. It ascends from the Earth up to Heaven, and descends again from the Heaven to the Earth, and 
receives the powers and efficacy of the Superiors and Inferiors. 

7. In this Work, you acquire to yourself the wealth and glory of the whole World: drive therefore 
Crom you all cloudiness, or obscurity, and darkness, and blindness. 

8. For the Work increasing and going on in strength, adds strength to strength, forestalling and 
over-&opping all other fortitudes and powers, and is able to subjugate and conquer all things. whether 
they be thin and subtile; or thick and solid bodies. 

9. In this manner was the World m.lde, and hence are the wonderful conjunctions or joinings to
gether of the matter and parts thereof, and the marvellous effects, when in this way it is done, by 
which these wonders are effected. 

10. And for this cause I am calleeJ Hermes Trismegistus; for that I have the knowledge or under
standing of the philosophy of the Three Principles of the Universe. 

My Doctrine, or Discourse, which I have delivered concerning the Solar Work is complete and 
perfecL 

JOHN RANSOM BRIDGE, F. T.S. 

\ 

\ 
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. LUCIFER. 

"LIGHT THROUGH THE CRANNIES." 
THE CHRIST. 

I HAVE been sent forth to seek for thee, 0 little one. It was told me 
thou shouldst perish if I soughuhee not. But I find thee swathed in 'the 
luxurious purple of kings and covered with the ermine of the nations, and 

thy head is nestled upon snowy feathers where the rose of the cheek showeth 
rosier by contrast. Is it thus Christ shall be born? 

And she who spake was an Hebrew of the Hebrews, but she dwelt alone in a 
city of mist where none might enter who had not been purged from the grossness 
of the body. 

And the babe'whom she sought lay in a marble hollow shaped like a manger, 
but formed in the most exquisite fashion of carving to represent both the wheat
sheaf of Ceres with its heavily-laden ears, and the Chalice of Bacchus, and 
underneath were the sculptured forms of four gods of the Body, while upon the 
outer circle were golden shields blazoned with the twelve labours of Hercules 
and the Loves of Venus.· 

And the hollow which was manger-like in shape was lined with the softest 
down taken from the breasts of a certain breed of sacred swans at the time of 
nesting, for these fed upon the fish of the holy water and had become an 
institution of the Temple long ages past, as was recorded in the Holy Script, but 
the down had been stored away in the perfume of spices and incense that it 
might be preserved against the time it was wanted for this particular purpose. 

But this breed of swans has lessened age by age as the prophecy said they 
should do, so that from uncountable numbers there remained only two and at 
the plucking time these also died, so that those wise ones who kept the 
ancient scripts knew that the time was at hand when the Christ should be born. 
So they set about making this c!adle manger for him of marble, gold, precious 
stones and its wealth of Syrian silks, that the babe who was called by the name of 
the Sun-God should lie therein and be worshipped by all the people. She who 
came from the land of the mist, was fair to see and her feet were swift. 

And she stood gazing at the rosy babe in his dead splendour, ttll her heart 
was moved with compassion for him. And she said: 

"Surely a living heart and a living love were worth a thousand times as much 
as all these offerings of the dead, and the unjustly plucked feathers which have 
been withheld from the nest of the young cygnets, who . being thus denuded of 
their warmth, have gradually diminished in number, and become extinct as a 
species, leaving the holy water tenantless. Although the marble basin hath been 
cut into quai~t devices by the skill of· man's hand, yet because this also hath 
been wrought merely for the daily wage that man's body might flourish, it is 
profitless, therefore are the lines of thy graven forms full of corruption, and thy 
fair living flesh, 0 babe, will become pregnant with these before the eyes of thy 
discernment are opened. These offerings of Ceres are not the living germs but 
the dead pictures thereof, and the wine of Bacchus, that which mocketh the Gods 
with such a draught of hallucination that they are maddened thereby. Who 
am I, that the task of nourishing thee should be given unto me? And yet 
methinks to spare thee so much discomfort and loss as my dainty robes and 
furbished bed are like to cause thee, I am well content to bear the penalty, for 
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"LIGHT THROUGH THE CRANNIES." 299 

my beauty is beyond the beauty of earth, and love groweth within me as I gaze 
thereupon." 

And as she spake, the little one opened his eyes, and looking up, shuddered 
as though an evil shadow had fallen over him j and she seeing his aversion to 
these gauds and cold splendours which were heaped around and upon him, 
leaned forward so that his eyes should meet hers j and immediately he stretched 
out his arms with a glad cry of welcome, and ~t from him his coverlet of 
purple in the effort to uprise and embrace her. And she being overjoyed at 
the babe's recognition of the love in her, unwound the bandages and swathes 
which had been put upon him and began to fold them neatly and lay them 
daintily each on the other. For she said, "In ignorance have these people 
done this, not knOWIng of what Nature the child should be, but they will be 
better pleased if the care of ages be reverently put aside, rather than rudely 
crumpled and trodden under foot. Truly in ignorance wrought they, not 
knowing. Yet because they laboured with zeal and had an honest purpose of 
help in them, their offerings shall not be despised. Thy body hath lain therein 
and made the place of their worship-Holy." 

And when she had put from Him all the many embroidered vestments and 
golden symbols as things no longer needed, she took the child in her arms and 
folded him against her bosom nearest her heart, that He might take warmth from 
the warmth of her own life, and He looked unto her with the joy of freedClm 
and the tenderness of her own love reflected seven times back at her. 

And she said: "Having nothing, thou possessest all treasure j but having 
much earth treasure, thou wast poor in the eyes of thOl;e who know the nature 
of love." 

And they who came to worship at the shrine of the sleeping babe, came with 
music and incense and all the glory of the pomp of pride, and all the beauty of 
changeful dyes. 

And when" the woman heard the sound of the music and knew that the hour 
of worship was come, she took the coverlet of purple from its place and lay it 
over the draperies she had folded in the manner of a pall, and arose with the 
child in her bosom, travelling swiftly towards the land of mist. 

And the crowd came hither, and music rang to the vaulted roof of the temple, 
and all things therein were bathed in the luxurious light and splendour of the 
scene. 

Then He who stood nearer the manger-cradle, lifted up the purple with a 
gesture of adoration. And behold-in the place of the child, lay one who 
looked at him out of mocking eyes and he had a face such as demons wear. 
Moreover, his body had consumed the whiteness of the down, and the garments 
which· the babe had worn were spotted living crimson, which burned with 
increase and was disease. 

And immediately the priest lifted the purple, he who had lain concealed 
beneath it, uprose and spread his wings and laughed until the temple shook 
from base to roof, and the light of the glorified Altar became red as blood j the 
fragrant incense also turned into clouds of noxious fumes, and all men's faces 
gathered blackness as though the day of the wrath of the Lord had come. 

And when the people saw what had happened, they made as thougb they 
would escape out of the Temple, but the laughter of the demon followed them. 
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300 LUCIFER. 

and all things fell into dust before this terrible sound. So that, behold, the 
morning sun looked not any more on the fair presentment of P01JIer but upon 
a blackened heap of cinders scattered over a large space of earth, in which was 
contained all that was left of the vestments of long gathered centuries and the 
bones of men. 

But she who dwelt in the land of the mist kept the living babe and none knew 
of her, for her land was lonely. 

And He grew with her love rapidly until the voice of his speech made itself 
heard in her heart. 

Then said He, CI There is a cry of woe in the land of Darkness. Behold it is 
time one went unto them to teach them the way of the path of Light." 

And she said: "Am not I Thine and Thou mine. Surely whatsoever is in 
me I render freely unto Thee as though it were Thine own will and Thine own 
strength. Shall we go unto the people who love phantoms, but hate TntA I" 

And He answered: "It is so urged upon me that we seek again the place of 
the Temple where at first I lay, and under the dome of which the offerings of 
zeal were gathered." 

So she took him in her arms, and they went forth together. 
And when they had come into the place of the Temple where he was born, 

there remained no mark of its mighty walls and carven pillars, only the ground 
was blackened with the memory of the past. 

And the scattered remnants of burned-out glory lay crisp in ashes under the 
woman's feet. 

And she said: "Surely destruction hath come speedily. 
the days of doom to others halted, because our love was so 
land so blessed," 

Methought that 
pleasant, and Oil' 

And He answered: "Behold the pattern of the True Temple is Here. TIz4Il 
shalt build it. And I will tell thee what thou shalt do, but first scoop out with 
thine hands a hollow for me in the cinders wherein I may lie, while thou buildest 
around me such a home as I love." 

And she put him from her and hollowed in the ashes of the charred wood 
which had once been oaken rafters of the Temple, a place fitted for the size of 
His body, and she spread her outer garment over it and laid Him carefully therein, 
mutely caressing his limbs and murmuring over Him words of love. 

And He said: "Gather out from the left side of me such pieces of cinder as 
have got in them traces of their early nature remaining, and lay these together 
upon the left side in a heap." 

So she gathered as he dictated and at eventide the heap was larger than she 
supposed possible. 

And when night was come she lay down beside the hollow, and took His hand 
in hers, and slept the sleep of the righteous, and saw a vision. 

And behold. This. was not a Temple !like the Temple builded with hands 
that she had been working upon, but an eternai monument, a living essential 
Truth. And the strewn ashes were the lives of saints purified by the zeal that 
had given so muck for a mistaken cause, for the creeds had to die that the men 
might live. 

And she sawall those who had suffered aught for the name of Truth, from 
every nation under Heaven, bursting out of their sepulchre of darkness and 
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becoming vital in the glory of the Child. And the hollow which she had made 
with her own hands was fonned of lives more holy than all the rest, and behold 
a much fairer couch than the swan's-down-lined-manger, carven of cold marble 
and decked with jewels. And one stood by her in her vision and said : 

" How great a work is thine, 0 woman, of the land of the mist. Dost thou 
not question with thyself who thou art? and for what virtue in thee thou wast 
chosen to take upon thee so heavy a labour as this?" 

And she answered: "So that the child fare well, I care not about my labour, 
neither do I seek any reward. Let the glory be His. I am content to remain 
in the land of the mist." 

And he said: "Hast thou seen the Sun at his uprising dimmed with light 
vapour? What thinkest thou will become of Ihis. when -the meridian of his height 
is reached? " 

And she said: "The Sun drinketh it into his beams, by reason of warmth it is 
lost. " 

Then answered he: "Can there be any loss in that which out-giveth 'and in
taketh Life for ever? " 

And she said: "I know not. Let me look upon the face of the Child 
again. The glory of the Saints around Him has hidden Him from my Sight." 

And immediately there was a loud cry of adoration-and she was before a 
great disc of light-and the face of the Child looked out from it, and He said 
unto her: "Behold thy labour and rejoice, for there is no more Death." 

And His features were changed, His voice also had become powerful with the 
. power of His Holy Ones. And he said again: "What wilt thou I give unto Thee? ,,' 
Then stood she before Him sorrowfully and answered: "Let it be enough I 
have so long laboured in ignorance that my soul is weary. Let it be given unto 
me, that the people live and I go into the land of mist, my own land, and there 
live forgotten until my earthly days are done. All my joy was in Thee. They who 
are nearer unto Thee in glory-to them commit 1 my charge over Thee." And 
he said: "Shall any part those whom God hath joined?" 

She answered: "I know not-I am weary." And the sorrow that smote into 
her heart like a sharp shaft of steel awoke her, and behold the hollow of ashes. 
The place of desolation and the remembrance of the past was with her-but the 
babe was not theJe. 

Then went she a day's journey seeking Him, and at night-fall came unto a 
Forest, where even night was made trebly dark by interlacing branches and the 
air was poisonous because the trees were fed from fetid waters. 

But this she knew not. 
And stood communing with herself saying: "Shall I go further or perish 

here? It is as well that I die in one place as in another. Life is burdensome 
unto me." 

And behold He who had lain in the hollow stood near her and said: 
" Thou art reserved for the fuller life, for if thou touchest the trees they shall 

become vital with Ihy vitality and the old order of poison fumes shall be done 
away." Then said she: "Art Thou always with me that thus-when 1 am in the 
deep of despair-Thou answerest me ?" 

And he said: "Thou hast carried me on thy bosom heretofore-now thou 
shalt bear me with thee in thy Soul-and we shall never part, for thou shalt be 
unto me another Self, no less dear because thou art yet left unto thy time of 
limitations-demand and supply from the law of the natural body." 

And these words of the Child and the vision of Him comforted her, so 
that she went forth amongst the people-carrying with her the presence of the 
Holy One-who waiteth the hour of revelation by the faith of His People. 

November 19th, 1889. EMILY C. READER. 
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THE VIVISECTORS. 

A STORY OF BLACK MAGIC, FOUNDJ!:D ON FACT. 

AT the foot of the mountains of Auvergne on the eastern border of the 
• ~~ great plain which stretches through the centre of France, lies a small 
g. city renowned for many a stirring scene in history. Not the least of 

these was the frenzied preaching of the Hermit who wrung from a passion
wrought and ignorant mob the blasphemous shout of "Dieu Ie veut," and by 
his cry " Lo, there was Cnrist ! " announced himself a traitor to that ever-present 
and living Truth he claimed to serve. 

Near the centre of the city stands a small university, of no great renown in 
itself, but interesting because Pierre Ducharme and Gaston Luguet were some 
few years ago among the number of its students. 

Outwardly they were an ill-assorted couple, for Gaston was handsome and 
rich, while Pierre was ungainly and ill-featured and dependent on a miserable 
pittance which an almost bankrupt fat~er grudgingly doled out to him. 

It was a strange bond of union that kept these two together. Dissimilar in all 
other respects, they were both madly impassioned of Science. For them it wa~ 
everything; it explained all, or at least all that was explainable. If there was a 
Saviour of the world it was Science; truly a goddess meet to be worshipped, a 
goddess whose brilliant radiance had put to flight the misty hosts of superstition 
and poured from her beneficent lap the blessings of civilization on all men. 
Their sole ambition was to gain a niche in the Temple of Fame among the great 
discoverers and pioneers who had fought in the battle of Man against Nature. 
For them Science had nearly covered the ground of possible knowledge. Since 
Mind had been conclusively demonstrated to be a product of Matter, there was 
nothing more to say in that direction. Experiments which were being made to 
perfect our knowledge on the origin of life were nearly successfully completed, 
so that the evolution of Matter would be proven all along the line. 

The lines of study which especially interested them were the splendid achieve
ments of surgery and the important discoveries arrived at by vivisection, 
particularly the labours of the renowned savants Bernard, Bert and Pasteur. 

Gaston who was a fils de famille and was well supplied with money, had spent 
it freely in the purchase of subjects on which he and Pierre operated in private, 
taking carefui note of the nerves and tissues necessary to life and making 
elaborate experiments to demonstrate the limitation of environment under which 
life was supportable. For them, the sacrifice even of the whole animal kingdom 
was as nothmg compared to the addition of one valuable fact to the sum of 
proved scientific knowledge. The animal was merely a continuation of the 
vegetable kingdom. Why then ,have more compunction in cutting up a dog, 
than in paring an apple? To speak of such valuable experiments as cruel and 
brutal, was mere sentiment and effeminate squeamishness, the proof of an 
unscientific mind and weak intellec.t. 

They deplored the soft-hearted public opinion which forbade the vivisection 
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of criminals and spoke with enthusiasm of the enlightened government which 
had once given Science the means of prosecuting S9 valuable a field of discovery. 

Together they had operated on some of the animals which, according to the 
Hreckelian "Tree," were most closely related to man, and eagerly yearned to 
push their investigations into the human kingdom. "Why did not the govern
ment," they cried, "make the proletariat cast lots yearly and so supply a certain 
number of subjects for their great benefactress Science? Bah, the government 
was too chicken-hearted now-a.<fays ! " 

At this period they were working very hard for an approaching examination. 
For Pierre this crisis was of the most vital importance. It would make or mar 
him. Gaston, on the contrary, was spurred on merely by his ambition. Yet so 
powerful was his love of fame and so assiduously did it keep him to his studies, 
that his health began to give way and he had to be hurriedly packed Qff home 
for a week's rest. 

As the two friends parted at the station, Gaston whispered with suppressed 
excitement: "But for one miserable subject and we should head the lists by a 
thousand marks, Pierre! I'll get one, never fear, old fellow I I swear it." 

Pierre, who was of a less sanguine nature, recognized the impossibility of 
gratifying their wish in so benighted an age and returned with equal mind to his 
work. He heard nothing of his friend for a week, and then received a brief 
note ending in the somewhat alarming sentence: "At last I have my eye on a 
subject." 
. Gaston was evidently off his head, thought Pierre. The old fellow had 

worked too hard and tired his brain. He would run over to R- and see him. 
R-- was a town some eight miles distant, where the Luguets.lived in an 

ancient mansion on the quiet main street. 
At Pierre's knock, the servant girl, who knew him well for M. Gaston's friend, 

told him that the family were from home but t,hat· the young master was in his 
study. He had particularly asked not to be disturbed, but no doubt would see 
Monsieur. 

Dismissing the gir~ Pierre went straight to Gaston's door and knocked. No 
answer. He knocked again. Still no answer. On turning the handle he found 
the door was locked. 

" Gaston, old man," he shouted, "it's I, open up, you sleepy beggar!" Still 
no response. 

Fearing something might be wrong, Pierre placed his shoulder against the door 
and the lock flew off. 

Hastily entering, he drew back with a start of alarm. 
There lay Gaston, stripped to the middle, face downwards in a ghastly pool of 

blood. Swiftly and deftly Pierre raised the dead body of his friend expecting to 
find a gaping throat wound. But no sooner had he turned the body round than 
he dropJ:ed it with a cry of horror, for the bared trunk, from the mangled flesh 
of which blood was still oozing, showed signs of careful dissedzon. 

• • • • 
A subject had been found, it was Gaston himself. 

• • • • • • • • 
Pierre staggered to a chair, prostrated with emotion. As he gazed round the 

room in a dazed manner, his eye rested on the writing-table. 
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What was that bloodstained paper in his friend's well-known writing? Seizing 
it with trembling hands, he saw at a glance that it was a detailed account of the 
whole ghastly operation, every nerve and muscle noted, the writing getting feebler 
and feebler until a series of small blots marked where the pen had fallen from 
Gaston's fainting'hand. Pierre's anxiety to read this valuable record overcame 
all other thoughts. Sitting down he pentsed with bated breath and intense 
interest the minute details of what, from a scientific point of view, he con
sidered a most magnificent operation. 

He was laying the paper down with a sigh of disappointment that it ended so 
abruptly and at a point where the interest was greatest, when his eye was 
attracted by two or three sentences written at the bottom of the page and which 
he had not previously noticed. The writing was very minute but yet written 
firmly and boldly. 

Pierre, it ran, we have "een mad/oo/s . •.• Maller is delusion • ..• No/lUng 
exisls "ul ideas. . • • Mind is no produd of maller, "ut a Ihing in itself. •.• 
Hypnotism.. study h)'Pno/ism. . • • Farewell! 

Surely Gaston was mad! Of course he must have been to kill himself: but 
here was an additional proof. How fearfully mad the poor fellow must have 
been to write such stuff I Matter a delusion I Bah! the one reality of science 
-a delusion I He was as mad as a whole lunatic asylum, surely. Mind not a 
product of matter! Why every child knew that it was I And had not Gaston 
himself moreover, written a thesis on the interaction of the molecular movement 
of the brain and consequent thou~ht-production? He study hypnotism, the 
hallucination of insufficient observation-absurd! Why Gaston and himself 
had clearly and completely demonstrated to their mutual satisfaction that it was 
merely a continued hallucination caused by sustained attention and a consequent 
partial paralysis or inhibition of the nerve centres. Poor Gaston was mad i most 
awfully mad. 

Carefully folding the paper, he placed it in his pocket-book. 

After the funeral, Pierre tried to settle down to his studies again but with 
poor success. His work always reminded him of Gaston, and Gaston of his 
tragic selt-immolation to science. 

From time to time he took out the ghastly record of his friend's last handi· 
work, and studied it attentively. He regarded it as a sacred secret and as the 
most precious souvenir that could be left by one man of science to another. 

At first it struck him as somewhat curious that Gaston had penned those 
last mad sentences so neatly; but he speedily found a satisfactory solution to 
the difficulty, and placed it securely on a strictly scientific footing. Gaston had 
evidently fainted from loss of blood i on coming to his senses again, however, 
his already overwrought brain had given way completely. In this miserable state 

of mind he had written the concluding sentences, when a second fainting-fit had 
completely finished him. 

As his examination was rapidly approaching, he determined to banish the 
subject from his mind and work hard i but as he was reading up physiolOgy, he 
had frequent occasion to refer to his friend's precious notes, and he finally de
termined to bring them into his paper by hook or by crook. He accordingly 
found his mind always dwelling on Gaston and his strange heirloom. 
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So much did this recollection haunt him that as he read he could have sworn 
that he heard Gaston's voice whispering in the far distance: "Matter is delu
sion, delusion I" He would wake up at night with the words " Mind is a thing of 
itself" ringing in his ears. Wherever he went he was pursued by a gentle mur
mur of "Hypnotism, study hypnotism I" 

Maddened to desperation by his inability to banislt these thoughts from his 
mind, he determined to read the subject again, and so prove once more to his 
own complete satisfaction, by pure reason and science, that hypnotism was no
thing but hallucination and a nonsensical and unproductive branch of enquiry. 

Still as it would be a pure waste of time to consult the accepted authorities, 
all of whom he had previously read, he prepared for his amusement and distrac
tion to analyse the unscientific absurdities of the Mesmerists. 

With this intention he entered the City Library and taking down Dupotet's 
Magie .Dez'oi!ee, commenced to read it in an absent-minded and contemptuous 
manner. As he mechanically turned the pages over, he gave a sudden start. 
Close to his very ear he heard Gaston's voice distinctly whisper, "Read, Pierre, 
study hypnotism! " 

He was now thoroughly desperate. "Was he too going mad?" he asked 
himself. Mad! He, Pierre, mad I Bosh, it was all nerves! 

Once, however, that he had determined on a task, it was not his habit to leave 
it unperformed; so that opening the book again, he proceeded to carefully 
analyse the theories and experiments brought forward by the author. 

We must pass over the various changes of mind through which he went during 
the next fel!" days and the way in which he was gradually forced to admit several 
of the hypotheses of the followers of Mesmer. The study of these books 
brought under his notice an entirely new literature, and forced him occasionally 
to refer for verification of quotations to the writings of the mediaeval "Adepts," 
such as Paracelsus, Agrippa, Van Helmont, Flamel, Robertus de Fluctibus, 
etc. In the works of these authors he read contemptuously enough of Magic. 
Hypnotism, he admitted, had been treated scientifically; there was also a pro
bability that mesmerism could be dealt with in the same manner, but Magk
absurd! That was pure madness and hallucination, if you like. 

But hardly had the thought crossed his mind when he heard the well-known 
voice whisper: "Hallucination I-What is hallucination? •... Nothing exists 
but thought .... Study Magic I" 

Study Magic! As well tell a Scientist to study Theology! thought Pierre. 
He was evidently overworked and overwrought and must take a day's holiday. 
Suppose he were to go for a long tump into the mountains and clear away the 
cobwebs? 

With this determination he started off and walked with feverish energy till 
nightfall, returning footsore and hungry. His walk had done him no good, for 
all the time his brain was working wildly as he strove with all his power to reason 
himself back again to his old position. 

He was passing through the streets as one in a dream, when suddenly he 
stopped before an old curiosity shop, and mechanically took up a small dilapi
dated volume covered with worm-eaten vellum. As he turned over the pages, 
his attention was riveted by the accursed word, Magic. 

It was the Grimoire of Pope Honorius. 
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Seeing a probable customer, the old dealer came forward, and noticing the 
book in his hands, 'began with the garrulousness of old age to explain how he 
came by it, pouring forth a voluble story of some Father Leclache, a Jesuit who 
was found dead in his bed. 

Pierre listened without comprehending a word, and mechanically following 
the 'garrulous curiosity mdnger into his sanctum, dreamily watched him rummage 
out a small dust-covered oak box bound strongly with iron clasps. 

The next recollection he had was that of placing the same box with great care 
on the dissecting table in Gaston's former laboratory and securely fastening the 
door. 

One who knew him would have declared that it was no longer Pierre 
Ducharme. Every gesture was altered, an unnatural change had completely 
transfigured him. He now seemed to be acting witia a set purpose and per
forming a familiar task of which he knew every detail. 

Carefully selecting certain herbs, he commenced to pound and mix them 
together, muttering strange words in rhythmical cadence the while. Two long 
hours he plied his task, for six different mixtures were to be prepared and all was 
done deliberately and solemnly and with the greatest possible care. 

Next proceeding to the mysterious box and opening it he laid-the contents in 
due order on the table and extinguished the light. 

Then taking a handful of one of the mixtures, he turned with strange gestures 
to the four quarters with reverent mien and placed the incense in a brazier, in
toning a prolonged syllable which died away in weird and mysterious whisper
ings. This he did three times. 

With steel and flint he lighted the herbs, and soon dense clouds of smoke 
were rolling through the apartment. One by one each article from the strong
bound box was passed eight times through the 'smoke and consecrated with the 
utmost care. You would have said that the fortunes of a kingdom ltung in the 

, balance for each d,etail of the ceremony. 
When all was duly consecrated, with slow and stately steps the Magister moved 

in silence to the centre of the chamber and there remained motionless, arms 
folded, closed eyes and bowed head. 

It was a strange weird scene, lit only by the unsteady glow of the embers in 
the brazier. Now and 'again their fitful light allowed a glimpse of the laboratory
shelves with their glass instruments and furniture, shelves which had so often 
been the silent witnesses of the excruciating pains and agonized death throes of 
that torture chamber of science. 

Ceasing from his contemplative attitude the operator now traced with great 
deliberation a circle of some six feet diameter in the centre of the apartment, 
adding strange cabalistic figures within it. Next he drew a cross the ends of 
which joined the outer circle and at the points he placed four braziers filled with 
different perfumes, and in the centre placed a fifth. Setting four tapers within 
the circle on the arms of the cross, and donning a red 'vesture reaching to his 
feet, he girded round his waist a belt inscribed with strange and mystic charac
ters and bound with practised hand a Lamen round his forehead. 

Precisely as the clock was striking twelve, with wand and book in hand, the 
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now transformed magician stepped within the circle, which now was shrouded . 
round with rolling clouds of incense from the smoking braziers. 

Facing the East, in low and solemn tones and with expectant gaze, the red-clad 
figure pronounced with emphasis a weird and awe-inspiring invocation to the 
Spirits of Fire. Then from South, North, West, the Spirits of Air, Earth and 
Water were severally invoked to aid the daring mortal in his task 

Denser and denser grew the incense fumes; wreath after wreath curled into 
strange fantastic shapes and arched into a brooding canopy overhead. And now 
the hardy summoner of unseen powers lights the centre brazier and springing to 
his feet with terrible earnestness pronounced the following awful words :-

By the Rulers of tlte Four Corners of Solid Earth, and by Princes and 
P01QerS of .Fleeting Ail' ; By Regenls and Demons 0/ Running Waler and by I~e 
brighl spirits of .Flaming Fire: By allihese and by lite Great Name of tlte all
mighty Dral(on Bibdabrado/I, I summon Ihee, Gaston Luguel, 10 appear. 
Nolsag Teugul: Yau lezze kodel y bedllu I Appear I Appear / / Ap
pear / II 

Round and round the circle sped the fumes in dizzy swirls with ever-increas
ing rapidity; but within the charmed surface all was intensely clear and un
naturally still. As the last syllable died away, lambent tongues of flame 
quivered through the rapid smoke spirals threading them like weavers' shuttles, 
until the two motions intermingling, a living wall of whirling atoms hemmed 
the circle in. Suddenly the motion ceased; and the sphere assumed a dull 
monotonous glare, as though the bold magician were hemmed in with walls of 
red hot iron; yet there was no heat but rather the sensation of a cool wind 
blowing. 

Suddenly the blood-coloured envelope split on all sides and disappeared. 
Mighty powers what are these; what this horrid spectacle? There on all sides 

pressing round the circle are standing the wretched victims which had died 
beneath the ruthless scalpels of the pitiless pair; dissecteq to the limit of life; in 
horrible mutilation; piteously gazing at the silent watcher in mute appeal for 
mercy. Above them was the shade of Gaston, pointing to. his self-inflicted 
wounds. Each gazed upon their summoner in mute appeal; . and Gaston gazed 
at them, with awful looks of undying sorrow and remorse. . 

'Vith a violent shudder the whole demeanour of the formerly intrepid lord of 
the circle changed, the previous calm Magisler vanished from the scene; the red
clad figure was now Pierre Ducharme himself. 

Turn where he would the same awful sight presented itself to his panic-stricken 
gaze; desperately, with starting eyeballs he turned his eyes upward. 

There above his head hovered a grand and noble personage of stern sad gaze. 
" Mortal," it seemed to say, "Life is s1tleel Harmony: bul Iltou hasl made 0/ il 
sad diuord. As Ihou hast S011Jn, so musllhou reap. Like 1Inlo like; SUCH IS 

THE LAW." 

·'Vith a shriek of terror the hapless student tottered backwards and fell outside 
the circle unconscious. 

• ,y. • 

The morning sun shone brightly on the figure of Pierre Ducharme. There 
he Jay on the floor of the laboratory, dressei:l in his ordir:tary clothes, with 
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Gaston's .bloodstained notes clasped tightly in his hand. AU else had dis
appeared. 

• • • • • • • • 
On returning to consciousness, he strove to recollect how he had come to 

pass the night on the fioor, but in vain. He could remember returning from 
his long walk, tired and faint for want of food. All else was a hopeless blank. 
He supposed the fit oC nervous prostration from which he had been suffering, 
had culminated in some fit of unconsciousness. 

He felt very tired and shattered. Something must be done to pull himself 
together, a glass of brandy would set him to rights, he thou~ht. Hastily 
pouring out a glass from a bottle that had been used once for an experiment, he 
drained it to the last drop; it did him so much good that he poured out another. 
The second had even a better effect than the first. Pierre had a natural dislike 
for spirits, but strange to say, in his present queer state, he seemed to derive 
nothing but benefit from the fiery liquid, and by the time he had finished the 
bottle felt almost quite his old self. 

During the next week or so before his examination he threw himself heart and 
soul into his work, keeping up his strength by increasing qUlntities of brandy. 
He found that he had much to get through, especially as he had to make up for 
the time lost during what he now regarded as his nervous illness. So occupied 
however, was he with his other subjects, that it was not until the very morning 
of the examination that he snatched a hasty glance at Gaston's notes, which since 
the night of the crisis of his illness he had kept locked up in a drawer of his 
desk. In fact he had to finish his reading of them. as he hurried down to the 
examination hall. 

Hastily putting them into his breast pocket, he entered the hall and ran his 
eye over the paper. 

"Splendid! Nothing could be better! The very question he wanted! He was 
a made man ! " Such were the mental comments of the delighted Pierre. 

On he wrote, cleverly leading up to the point where he could bring in the 
priceless information that his dead friend had beque:l.thf'd to him. 

As he more clearly brought the fatal paper and its precious contents before 
his mind's eye, the whole sequence of events from the time of Gaston's suicide, 
massed, themselves and began to rush through his being with ever-increasing 
intensity. Once more he felt himself carried with wild headlong impulse inlo 
the magic circle. And now with lightning rapidity he was a second time 
brought face to face with the ghastly vision which had been evoked. 

With the awful words" SUCH IS THE LAW" ringing in his ears, he fell forwll'd 
heavily over his papers. 

Silence reigned in the hushed examination hall. Nothing could be heard but 
the. plying of busy pens; when suddenly the stlllness was broken by a demoniacaI 
shout of laughter. Peal after peal rang through the rafters. As the startled 
students looked up they saw' that one of their number was wa,,.ing his papers 
frantically over his held and then tearing them with frenzied fingers into 
fragments. At this terrible sight the awful truth burst upon them.... PIERRE 
DUCHARME WAS MAD. 

G. R. S. MEAD, F. T.S. 
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'Rest. 
I&.. SOLITARY cottage stood on the edge of a bleak moorland. The sun .a. sank behind the low horizon, and left marshy pools glowing like living 

opals. A stream of homeward flying rooks made a streak of indigo 

across the topaz sky where gauzy wind-riven clouds floated westward. The 

sacred hush of eventi4e brooded under the calm wings of night. 

Out on the waste wandered the Angel of " Sleep," and the Angel of " Death" 

with arms fraternally entwined, and whilst the brotherly genii embraced each 

other, night stole down with velvet footfall, and the green stars peered forth. 

Then the Angel of Sleep shook from out his hands the invisible grains of 

slumber, and bade the night wind waft them o'er the World. And soon the 

child in its cradle, the tired mother, the aged man, and the pain-ladened woman 

were at peace. The curfew tolled out from the distant hamlet and then was stilL 

Inside the cottage a rushlight burned faintly, indicating the poverty of the 

room, and illumining the death-like features of the boy who lay on the bed. 

By his side, worn out, sat the father, his horny hand clasped in that of his child. 

And the two brother Angels advanced, hand in hand, and peered in at the 

window, and the Angel of Sleep said:" Behold how gracious a thing it is, 

that we can visit this humble dwelling and scatter grains of slumber around, and 

send oblivion to the weary watcher. I am beloved and courted by all. How 

merciful is our vocation." 

And silently he entered the room. 

He kissed the eyelids of the weary watcher, and as he did so some grains fell 

from out the wreath of scarlet poppies that lay, like drops of blood, upon his 

brow. But the Angel of Death sat without, his pallid face shrouded in the sable 

of his wings. And he spake to the Angel of Sleep," Of a truth thou art 

happy and beloved. The welcome guest of all, whereas I am shunned, the door 

is barred as against a secret foe, and I am counted the enemy of the World." But 

the Angel of Sleep wiped away the immortal tears from the dark and mournful 

eyes of his brother Death. "Are we not children born of the one Father," 

said he. " And do not the good call thee friend, and the lonely, the homeless, 

the weary laden, bless thy hallowed name when they wake in Paradise." 

And the Angel of Death unfurled his sable wings and took heart. And as 

LUCIFER the light-bringer paled in the violet Heavens he silently entered the 

dwelling. With his golden scythe he cut the silver cord of life, and gathered the 

child to his faithful bosom. 
VIOLET CHAMBERS, r.T.& 

22 
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"WHEREIN IS LOVE, THEREIN IS GOD." 

By COUNT L. TOLSTOJ. 

O~ NCE there dwelt in a city a bootmaker, Martin Avdeyitch. He lived in J a small basement room with one window. The window looked on the 
street. Through the window one could see the people passing j though 

their legs alone could be seen, yet Martin Avdeyitch used to recognise the 
owners by their boots. Martin Avdeyitch had lived in his room for a long 
while and had many acquaintances. Rare was that pair of boots in the neigh
bourhood that missed his hands. Some he soled, others he patched, some again 
he trimmed afresh, putting on occasionally a new heel or two. And often he used 
to see his work through the window. Of orders he had plenty, for Avdeyitch's 
work was solid j he always furnished good material, putting on it no higher price 
than he should, and stuck punctually to his promises. Whenever sure of being 
ready at the time fixed, he would accept an order j if otherwise, he would never 
deceive a customer, but would warn him beforehand. So Avdeyitch became 
known and had no end of work. Avdeyitch had always been a good man, but 
toward old age he took to thinking more of his soul and approaching nearer 
his God. In the now old 'days, when Martin yet lived as a journeyman, 
he had lost his wife. A boy about three years old had been all that remained 
of her. Their elder children had all died. At first Martin thought of 
sending his boy to the village, to live with his sister, but pitying the child, 
he changed his mind-" too hard for my Kapitoshka to grow up in a 
strange family," he said to himself, "I'll keep him with me." Asking 
his master to discharge him, Avdeyitch went to live together with his little boy 
in a lodging. But God had not given him luck with children. Hardly had the 
<:hild grown up sufficiently to be of help to his father, :than he fell sick, burnt with 
fever for a week, and died. Martin buried his son and fell into despair. So 
much did he despair that he murmured against God. Such weariness got hold 
of Martin that more than once he implored God for death, and reproved Him 
for not taking him, an old man, instead of his beloved and only son. Avde
yitch even ceased to go to Church. Once an old village neighbour visited 
Avdeyitch, on his way from Troitza Monastery-a pilgrim in the eighth year of 
his travels. After conversing awhile Avdeyitch complained to him about his 
sorrows. "No desire, man of God, do I feel for life:" he said. "Death alone 
do I covet, and pray God for. Here am I, ~ hopeless man in all? " 

And the Pilgrim answered :- , 
" Thou speakest not well, Martin, for it behoves us not to judge the acts of 

God. 'Tis not as we fancy but as God decrees! And if God so willed that 
thy son should die and thou shouldst live, therefore must it have been for the 
best. As to thy despairing, this is only because thou seekest to live for thine 
own comfort alone." 

"And for what else should one live?" asked Martin. 
Quoth the old man -" For God, Martin, thou shouldst live for God. He 
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giveth life, for Him then we should live. Once thou livest for God, thou shalt 
cease fretting, and life shall seem to thee but a light burden." 

After a short silence, Martin asked :_cc How should one live for God? " 
Saith the old one: "As for this, Christ Himself showeth us the way. Canst 

thou not read? Well, buy the Evangels and read them, and thou shalt learn 
therein how one can live for God. It is all there." 

And these words found their way into Martin's heart. And he went and 
bought aNew Testament:. in large print, and set himself to study it. 

Avdeyitch had intended to read only on holidays, but no sooner had he begun, 
than he felt his soul so overjoyed that he read daily. At times he would go on 
reading so late at night that the oil in his lamp would be all burned out, and he 
still unable to tear himself away from the book. Thus Avdeyitch read every 
ev~ning. And the more he read, the more it became clear to him what God 
expected of hi~, and how one should live for God; and he felt the burden on 
his heart becoming lighter and lighter. Hitherto when retiring to rest, he used 
to begin groaning and moaning for his Kapitoshka, but now his last thoughts 
became, "Glory to Thee, glory, 0 Lord! Thy will be done." And now all the 
life of Avdeyitch was changed. Hitherto, as a Sunday offering, he us~d to visit 
the inn, to get a glass of tea, and to occasionally indulge in liquor. He, too, 
had drunk with casual friends; and though never enough to get drunk, yet 
often retired in too good humour, talking nonsense, and even shouting to, and 
abusing people on his way home. But now all this had gone by; his life had 
become quiet and full of contentment. From morn till eve at work; and 
when the task was done; taking his little lamp from the hook on the wall, 
placing it on his table, and then getting his book from the shelf, opening it, and 
sitting down to read. And the more he read, the better he understood it and 
the lighter and happier he felt in his heart. 

Once, it so happened that Martin sat up later than usual. He was reading 
the Gospel according to St. Luke. He had read the sixth chapter, and had come 
upon the verses: " And unto him that smiteth thee on the one cheek offer also the 
other; and him that taketh away thy cloak forbid not to take thy shirt· 
also .. Give to every man that asketh of thee; and of him that taketh away thy 
goods ask them not again. And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye 
also to them likewise." Then he read those verses wherein the Lord saith:-

"And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say? 
Whosoever cometh to me, and heareth my sayings and doeth them, I will show 
you to whom he is like: He is like a man which built an house, and digged deep, 
and laid the foundation on a rock; and when the flood arose, the stream beat 
vehemently upon that house, and could not shake it: for it was founded upon 
a rock. But he that heareth, and doeth not, is like a man that without a found
ation built an house upon the sand; against which the stream did beat veh~ 
mently, and immediately it fell; and the ruin of that house was great." 

Read Avdeyitch these words and his soul felt overjoyed. Taking off his spec
tacles, he laid them on the book before him, and leaning on the table fell into 
deep thought. He tried to fit his life to the precepts. And then he asked 
himself: 

"Is my house built on rock or on sand? If on rock, well and good. Aye, 

* In the Slavonian text the word is .. shin, • not" coat," as in the English texts 

22-
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it is easy enough, sitting here aione to fancy that one has done everything as God 
commands; but forget this for a moment and there's sin again. Nevertheless, 
I'll try. Too good, not to-and may God help me ! " 

Thus ran his thoughts; he half rose to go to bed, but felt unwilling yet to part 
with the Book. So he went on reading the seventh Chapter. He read about the 
centurion, read all about the son of the widow, read the reply to John's disciples 
and came to that place, where a·Pharisee asked Jesus to eat with him; and 
finally read how the woman "which was a sinner" anointed His feet and 
washed them with her tears and how He forgave her sins. At last he came to 
verse 44 and began to read: "And he turned to the woman, and said unto 
Simon, Seest thou this woman? I entered into thine house, thou gavest me no 
water for my feet; but she hath washed my feet with her tears, and wiped them 
with the hairs of her head; and since the time I came in, she hath.not ceased to 
kiss my feet. My head with oil thou didst not anoint; but she hath anointed my 
feet with ointment." And having read these verses he repeated to himself: " Gave 
no waler jor Ihe jeel, gave no kiss, nor did he anoinl HIS head wilh oil. . . ." 

He took off his !;pectac1es once more, placed them on the Book, and fell 
into deep thought again. 

"That Pharisee, there, must have been one of my sort. I too never used to 
remember anyone but.myself: how to indulge in tea, to sit in warmth and com
fort, and no thought of others. Thought of himself only j as to his guest, no 
care did he feel for him. And who, that guest? Why the Lord Himself. 
Would He but come to me now, could I ever act as he did?" 

Placing both arms on the table, Avdeyitch Cell unconsciously into a half 
slumber. 

" Martin I" he suddenly heard, as if something had breathed near his ear. 
Startled in his sleep, "Who's here?" he cried .. 

. Turning round he looked at the door-and saw no one. He fell asleep again. 
Suddenly he heard distinctly a voice saying: 

"Martin, I say, Martin ! look out on the street to-morrow for me. I will 
come." 

Then Martin awoke, arose from his chair and began to rub his eyes, not sure 
whether he had really heard these words, or only dreamed them. Then he 
turned off his lamp, and took to his bed. 

On the morrow Avdeyitch arose before twilight, said his prayers, kindled his 
fire, put his slshy if. and kaslza t into the oven, made his samovar boilt donned his 
apron, and taking his seat under the window commenced his work. There sat 
Avdeyitch, working, but thinking all the while of what had happened. And his 
conclusions were two·fold: one moment he thought· that it was all fancr,·at 
another that he had heard a voice, truly. Wel~ he argued, such things have 
happened before. 

Thus sat Martin at his window, working less than looking out of it, and no 
sooner would a pair of boots of'foreign make pass by than, straining his body, he 
would try to catch a glimpse through the window, not of the legs alone but of 
the face too. There goes the dv_rnik (porter) in new felt boots,§ there comes 
the water·carrier, and finally an old invalid soldier of the Nicholas period, in 

* Cabbage broth. t Thick porridge of buck-wheat. 
Brass tea-urn to boil water in. § Yale""i, thick felt boots without soles. 
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worn-out and mended felt boots and leggings, armed with a snow-shovel, stood 
before the window. Avdeyitch recognised him by those leggings. Stepanitch 
was the old man's name. and he lived with a neighbouring merchant, on charity. 
His duty was to help the porter. Stepanitch commenced to shovel away the 
snow from before the window; Avdeyitch.looked at him and then returned to 
his work. 

"I must have lost my senses in myoid age I" laughed Avdeyitch to himself. 
" Stepan itch is cleaning away the snow and I am here fancying Christ is coming 
to visit me. I must be a doting old fool, that's what I am." Nevertheless, 
having drawn his needle through about a dozen times, A vdeyitch was again 
attracted to look through the window. And, having looked, he saw Stepanitch 
who, placing his spade against a wall, was trying to warm himself or perhaps get 
a rest. 

"The man is old, broken down, perchance too weak even to clean off the 
snow," said to himself Avdeyitch, "warm tea might be welcome to him, and, as 
luck has it, there's the salllovar ready to boil over." So he stuck in his awl, 
rose, placed the samovar on the table, poured boiling water over the tea, and 
tapped with his finger on the window· pane. Stepanitch turned round and ap
proached the window; Avdeyitch beckoned to him and went to open the door. 

"Walk in and warm thyself," he said. " Feel cold, hey?" 
"Christ save us, I do, and all my bones aching I " In walked Stepanitch, 

shook off some snow, and, so as not to soil the floor, made a feeble attempt to 
wipe his feet, himself nearly fall~ng. 

" Don't trouble to wipe; I'll scrub it off myself; that's our business. Come 
and sit down," said Avdeyitch. "There, have some tea." Filling two glasses, 
he placed one before his guest, and pouring tea out of his own glass into his 
saucer, proceeded to blow on it. 

Stepan itch emptied his glass, hnned it upside down on its saucer, and placing 
on it the bit of sugar he had not used," he rendered thanks for the tea. But 
he evidently longed for another glass. 

" Have some more," said Avdeyitch, filling the two glasses again, for himself 
and guest. Thus he talked and drank, yet never losing sight of the window. 

" Art thou expecting anyone? " enquired the guest. 
"Do I expect anyone? Seems queer to say-whom I keep expecting. Not 

that I really expect anyone, only a certain word stuck in my heart. A vision, 
or whatever it was, I cannot say. Hearken thou to me, brother mine. Last 
night I was reading the Gospel about Father Christ, all about how he suffered 
and how he walked on earth. Thou hast heard of it, hast thou not?" 
. "Aye, heard of it, we have heard," answered Stepanitch. "But we are dark 
people t and have not been taught to read" 

"Well, then, I was reading just about this very same thing, how he walked 
the earth, and I read, you know, how he visited the Pharisee and the Pharisee 
failed to give him a reception. :And I was reading this last night, thou 

• Though they drink tea immoderately, the lower classes of Russia do not sugar it, but bite a 
piece off from a lump whIch serves them for several glasses, the guest leaving his remaining piece in the 
mannerd~ri~ . 

t The Russian peasant, and the lower classes call th~elves .. dark" or ignorant people. The 
also often use the plural pronoun .. we" instead of the pronoun .. I " when speaking of themselves. 
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brother mine, and, while reading, fell a-thinking. How is it that he could re
ceive Christ, our Father, without any honours. Had this happened as an 
example to myself or anyone else, methinks nothing would have been too good 
with which to receive him. And that other one, offering no reception! We1~ 

that's what I kept thinking about, until I fell a-napping like. And while napping, 
brother mine, I heard my name called, lifted my head and heard a voice, just 
as if someone whispered, 'Expect me, I'll come to-morrow,' and that twice. 
Well, believe me or not, but that voice remained fixed in my head from that 
moment-and here I am, chiding myself for it, and still expecting Him, our 
Father." 

Stepanitch shook his head wonderingly and said nothing, but emptying 
his glass, placed it this time on its side," but Avdeyitch lifted it up again and 
poured out more tea. 

" Drink more and may it give thee health. So then I think to myself, when 
He, the Father, walked the earth, He scorned no man, but associated more 
with the common people, visiting rather the simple folk and selecting his 
disciples out of the ranks of the poorer brethren, the same as we sinners are 
ourselves, journeymen and the like. 'Whosoever shall exalt himself,' says He, 
'shall be abased; and he that shall humble himself shall be exalted. You call 
Me Lord,' says he, 'and I,' He says, 'will wash your feet for you. If any man 
desire to be first, the same shall be servant of aU. Because,' says He,' blessed 
are the poor, the meek and the merciful." 

Being an old, and soft hearted fellow, Stepanitch forgot his tea. And there he 
sat listening, big· tears running down his cheeks. 

"Come, have some more tea," said Avdeyitch. But Stepanitch, crossing 
himself, t rendered thanks, pushed away his glass and arose to depart. , 

"Thanks to thee, Martin Avdeyitch," he said; "thou hast entertained me 
well and fed both soul and body." 

"Pray thee come again j a guest is ever welcome," replied Avdeyitch. Ste
pan itch departed, and Martin pouring out the last drop of tea, cleared away the 
tea things and sat down once more to his table under the window, to backstitch 
a seam. There he sat backstitching, but still looking out through the window, 
awaiting the Christ, thinking of Him and His doings, his head full of Christ's 
various discourses. 

Two soldiers passed by, one in regimental, the other in his own boots j passed 
the proprietor of a neighbouring house, in brightly polished overshoes, and 
finally the baker with his basket. All passed and vanished, and now a woman in 
woollen stockings and village shoes walks past the window and stops at the 
partition wall. Looks up at her from under the window panes Avdeyitch, and 
sees an unknown female poorly clad, with a baby in her arms, placing herself 
with her back against the wind and trying to wrap up the baby but having 
nothing to wrap it in. Her garments are thin and worn. And Avdeyitch 
through his window, hears the child crying, and she trying, but unable, to hush 
him. Arose A vdeyitch, opened the door, passed up the staircase and called: 
ee Goody; hey, my goody!" The woman heard him and turned round. 

ee Wherefore standest thou "ith that little child in the cold? Come into the 

* An act of politeness, denoting that he had enough tea. 
t Making the sign of the cross, which people in Russia do before and after every meal 
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warm rOOlD, where thon canst wrap him at thine ease. Here, come down here!" 
The woman looked surprised. She sees an old man in his working apron, and 
with spectacles on his nose inviting her into his shop. She followed him. 
Reaching the bottom of the landing, they entered the room, and the old man 
led the woman to his bed. "Sit down here, my goody, nearer to the oven
just to warm thyself and feed the baby." 

" No milk left; had nothing myself to eat since morning:" sadly muttered 
the woman, preparing nevertheless to feed the babe. 

Shook his old head Avdeyitch, upon hearing this, went to the table, got some 
bread and a bow~ opened the oven-door, poured into the cup some stsky, got 
out from the oven a pot with kaska, but found it had not steamed up to the 
proper point yet, returned with the slsky alone, and placed it on the table with 
the bread; and taking a wiping.doth from a hook, he laid it near the rest. 

" Sit down," says he, .. and eat, my goody, and I'll take meanwhile care of 
thy infant. I had babes myself-so I know how to deal with 'em." 

The woman crossing herself, went to the table and commenced eating, and 
A vdeyitch took her place on the bedstead near the baby, and began smacking 
his lips at it, but smack as he would he smacked them badly, for he had no 
teeth. The little child kept on crying. Then it occurred to Avdeyitch to 
startle it with his finger; to raise high his hand with finger uplifted, and 
bringing it rapidly down, right near the baby's mouth, and as hastily withdrawing 
it. The finger was all black, stained with cobbler's wax, so he would not allow 
the baby to take it into its mouth. The little one at last got interested in the 
black finger, and while looking at it, ceased crying and soon began to smile and 
coo. Avdeyitch felt overjoyed. And the woman went on eating, at the same 
time narrating who she was and whence she came. 

She was a soldier's wife, she said, whose husband had been marched off 
somewhere eight months before and since then had never been heard from. 
She was living as a cook when her baby was born, but since then, they would 
not keep her with it. 

"And now it's the third month that I am out of a situation," she went on. 
" All I possessed is pawned for food. I off~red myself as wet-nurse, but didn't 
suit-was too lean, they said. Tried with the merchant's wife, yonder, where a 
countrywoman is in service, and she promised to have me. I had understood 
it was from to-day, and so went, but was told to come next week. She lives far. 
I got tired out and wore him out too, the poor little soul. Thanks to our 
landlady, she pities the poor and keeps us for the sake of Christ under her roof. 
Otherwise I know not how I would have pulled through." 

Heaving a sigh, Avdeyitch asked: .. And hast thou no warmer clothing?" 
" Just the time, my own one, to keep warm clothing! But yesterday I pawned 

my last shawl for twenty copecks." 
Approaching the bed the woman took her child, and Avdeyitch, repairing to a 

corner in the wall, rummaged among some clothing and brought forth an old 
sleeveless coat. 

" There," he said, .. though it be a worn-out garment, still it may serve thee 
to wrap him up with." 

The woman looked at the coat, loo~ed at the old man and began weeping. 
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Avdeyitch turned away too, crawled under the bed and dragging out a trunk 
rummaged in it and sat down again, opposite the woman. 

And the woman said: "Christ save thee, old father, it is He perchance, who 
sent me under thy window. I would have had my child frozen. When I left 
the house it was warm, and now, behold the frost is beginning. It's He, the 
Father, who made thee look out of the window and take pity on hapless me." 

Smiled Avdeyitch, and said: "Aye, it's He who made me. It's not to lose 
time, my goody, that I keep on the look-out." 

And then Martin told the soldier's wife also his dream, how he had heard a 
voice promising him th~t the Lord would visit him that day . 

.. Ail things are possible," remarked the woman, and arising put on the coat, 
wrapped up in its folds her little one and bowing, commenced again to thank 
Avdeyitch. 

"Accept this for the sake of Christ," answered Avdeyitch, giving her a twenty 
copeck piece, to get back her shawl from the pawnshop. Once more the 
woman crossed her brow, and Avdeyitch crossed his, and went out to see her 
off. 

The woman was gone. Avdeyitch ate some broth, cleaned the table, and sat 
down to his work again. His hands are busy, but he keeps the window in mind 
and no sooner a shadow faUs on it than he looks up to see who goes by. Some 
acquaintances passed along, and some strangers likewise, but he saw nothing and 
no one out of the ordinary. 

But suddenly, Avdeyitch sees stopping opposite his window an old woman, a 
fruit-seller. She is carrying a wicker basket with apples. Few remain, she must 
have sold them al~ for, hanging across her back is a bag full of chips, got by her 
no doubt, at some building in construction, and which she now' carries home. 
But the heavy bag hurts her, it seems; trying to shift it from one shoulder to 
the other, she drops it down on the kerb, places her wicker basket on a street 
post, and proceeds to pack the chips tighter in the bag. As she is shaking the 
bag, there suddenly appears from behind the street comer a small boy, in a 
ragged cap, who seizes an apple and is in the act of disappearing unperceived, 
when the old woman abruptly turning round, grasps him with both hands by 
the coat sleeve. The boy struggles, trying to get away, but the old woman 
seizing him in her arms knocks off his cap and catches him by the hair. The 
boy cries at the top of his voice, the old woman swears. Losing no time to put 
away his aw~ Avdeyitch throws it on the floor, makes for the door, runs up the 
steps, stumbles and loses his spectacles, and reaches the street. On runs Avd~yitch, 
on goes the old woman, shaking the small boy by his hair, cursing and threaten-

. ing to drag him to the policeman; the small boy kicking and denying: "I did 
not taJc.e thine apple; why shouldst thou beat me, let go!" Then Avdeyitch 
endeavoured to separate them, and taking the boy by the hand, said: " Let 
him go, babooslzka (grandmother), forgive him for the sake of Christ." 

"I'll forgive him so that he won't forget it till the next switches I I'll take 
the rascal to the police." And A vdeyitch began to entreat the old woman. 

"Let him go, baboolzska," he said. .. He won't do it again. Let go, for 
Christ's sake I " . 

The old woman let the boy go, who prepared to run away, but now Avdeyitcb 
would not let him. 
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.. Beg granny's pardon," he said, "and don't do it again. I saw thee take 
the apple." The boy burst into tears and begged the old woman to forgive 
him. 

.. Now, that's right. And there, have the apple now." And Avdeyitch, taking 
an apple out of the basket, gave it to the smaIl boy. "I'll pay thee for it, grand
mother," said he to the old woman • 

.. Thou wilt spoil the dirty urchins," said the woman. .. His best reward 
should be of such a nature that he could not lie on his back for a week." 

.. Nay, nay, mother," said Avdeyitch, "not so. This may be according to 
our law, but it is not according to the law of God. If he deserves flogging for a 
stolen apple, then what should be the punishment for our sins? " 

The old woman was silent. 
And Avdeyitch told the old woman the parable about the Lord who loosed 

his servant and forgave him his debt, the servant going forthwith and laying his 
hands on his debtor, throttling him and casting him into prison. The old 
woman stood and listened, and the boy stood and listened. "God commands 
that we should forgive our brothers their trespasses," said Avdeyitch, "that the 
same should be done unto us. Forgive al~ let alone an unreasoning child." 

The old woman shook her head and sighed. 
"That's so, that's so," she said, "but children have become too unruly now

a.ys." 
"Just why we old people should teach them better I" said Avdeyitch. 
"I say so, too," replied the old woman. " I had seven of them, myself, but 

only one daughter is left to.me out of them alL And the old woman began 
telling where and how she lived with her daughter, and the number of grand
children she had. " See," she went on, "my strength is almost gone, and still 
I work, pitying the chicks, for my grandchildren are very good and none love 
me better than they. As to Aksyutka, she won't leave my arms for anyone. 
'Granny, dear granny, my heart' • . . . says she." And the old woman 
softened entirely. ." Of course, that's a child's doings. God be with him," she 
added, looking at the boy. 

As she prepares to hoist the bag of chips on her back, the little boy, making 
up, says, 

"Let me carry it, granny, for you: I am going your way." Shook her head 
reflectively the old one, nodded and placed the load on the boy's back. 

And both went along the street, the old woman actually forgetting to w 
A vdeyitch for the price of her apple. A vdeyitch stood looking at them and kept 
listening to their dying voices, as they went on holding converse together. 

Having seen them off, Avdeyitch returned to his room, found his spectacles 
on the steps unbroken, picked up his awl and sat at his work once more. After 
working for a little time he could no longer thread the bristles through the 
holes, and saw the lamp-lighter passing on his way to light the street lanterns. 

" Time to light my lamp," he thought; so he trimmed it, hooked it on to the 
the wall and continued his work. One boot was now ready; he turned it on all 
sides and examined it; it was all right He gathered his tools, brushed off the 
parings, put away the bristles, stray bits and strings, took down his lamp, placed 
it on the table and got from the shelf his Gospels. He tried to open the book 
on the page which he had marked the night before with a bit of me rocco leather, 
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but it opened at another place. And no sooner had Avdeyitch opened it than 
he remembered his last night's dream. And no sooner did it come back to him 
than it seemed to him as if someone moved about behind him, softly shuflling 
his feet. Turns round our Avdeyitch, and sees something like people standing 
in the dark corner-men of whom he is yet unable to say who they are. And the 
voice whispers into his ear: 

" Martin! Hey, Martin. Knowest thou me not?" . 
" Know whom? " cried Avdeyitch. 
"ME," said the voice; "it is I." And out from the dark corner emerged 

Stepanitch, smiled, vanished cloud-like, and was no more. 
" And that is I," said the !lame voice, the woman with the little chIld coming 

out of the dark corner .: and the woman smiled and the little child cooed, and 
they too were gone. "And that is I," said the voice, followed by the old 
woman and the little boy with the apple, and both smiled and forthwith vanished 
too. 

And great joy crept into Martin's heart, and making the sign of the cross 
he put on his spectacles and began reading there where the Book had opened. 
And on the top of the page he read: 

"For I was hungered and ye gave me meat, I was thirsty and ye gave me 
drink, I was a stranger and ye took me in." And further down the page he read: 
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these, My brethren, ye 
have done it unto Me." (Matth. xxv.) 

And A vdeyitch knew that his dream had not deceived him, but that on that 
day the Saviour had indeed come to visit him, and that he had indeed received 
Him. 

ALAS! 
BUT half-thought thoughts, but half

wrought deeds, 
The past hath set 'twixt thee and me; 

Where strength of sin, or grace of good, 
Hath never crown of victory. 

Torn half-loved loves, half· hated hates, 
Forgotten, ere their strength had 

grown 
Beyond mere babbling babyhood, 

With stony eyes, meet mine alone. 

Weak half-wrung hands hang heavily, 
Whose fingers once were laid in mine, 

I held them not, nor flung away j-
Oh God give back those days of thine! 

Give back the thoughts I might have 
thought, 

Until they seeded into life, 
Until they blossomed into deed; 

Give back the chances of the strife ~ 

Give back the instinctive love of good ! 
Oh give me love of Love again, 

And hate of Hate, and oh dear God, 
Give me the loveless lovers pain! 

Lay but once more warm clinging bands 
In mine outstretched, that I rna)!' know 

Life lives the sweeter at death's root, 
And love's rose blooms thro' age's snow. 

Alas! half-prayed! No strength bave I! 
No will-no heart-no soul-in vain

God's face is but a grinning mask-
I sink to half-lived life again! 

EVELYN p~E. 
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'Rumbers, tbetr ~ccult power ant) !ID\2sttc 1!)trtues. 
PART lII.-.(Continued.) 

CHAPTER III. 

THE HEXAD. 6. 

~ICOMACHUS calls it "the form of form, the only number 
Jb" adapted to the Soul, the distinct union of the parts of the 

universe, the fabricator of the Soul, also Harmony, and it is pro-
perly "Venus" herself. . 

It is also Zygia, Nuptialia; and Androgynre, who Pliny tells us were 
an African tribe who had "dextra mamma virilis, lreva muliebris. 
Among the Fates it is LachesIs. Among the Muses it is Thalia. 

Six is also Benevolence, Peace, and Health, Acmon, one of the Cyclops 
(akmon, an anvil), and Truth. 

By the Pythagoreans it was called" the Perfection of parts." 
As to "Marriage," it is a number equal to its parts, and marriage is a 

ceremony to sanction the production of offspring similar to the 
Presant. 

Formed by the mUltiplication of the first (beyond unity) odd number, 
and the first even, it resembles the union of Male and Female, as in 
Marriage or in Androgyneity, Health and Beauty, on account of its 
symmetry. 

It was called" all-sufficient," 'TraJlapICEt.a, panarkeia. 
According to the Pythagoreans, after a period of 216 years, which 

number is the cube of 6, all things are regenerated, and they said this 
was the periodic time of the Metempsychosis. 

When multiplied into itself, like the pentad, six has also always itself 
in the unit place, thus, 6,36,216, 1,296,7,776. 

On the 6th day Man was created, according to Genesis. On the 6th 
day of the week Jesus died on the cross. 

In a Freemasons' Lodge there are 6 Jewels, three of which are im
movable and lie open in the lodge for the Brethren to moralize upon, 
while the other three jewels are transferable from one Brother to another 
at the periodical changes of officers. . 

In the Hebrew" Book of Creation," the " Sepher Yetzirah," the Hexad 
is spoken of, the units representing the four quarters of the World, North, 
South, East, and West, and also height and depth, and in the midst of 
all is the Holy Temple. See my translation, cap. i. v. I I, on page 9, and 
notes on p. 25. 

The Druids had a religious mysterious preference for the number 6· 
They performed their principal ceremonies on the 6th day of the moon, 
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and on the 6th day of the moon began their year. They went 6 to
gether to gather the ~acred mistletoe (misseltoe), and in monuments and 
plates now extant we often find 6 of their priests grouped together. See 
Mayo II. 239. 

An astronomical period of 600 years, spoken of as the .. N aros:' the 
Cycle of the Sun, the Luni Solar period or Sibylline year, consisting of 
3 I periods of 19 years, and one of I I years, is often referred to in old 
works on the Mysteries. It seems to have been known by the Chaldeans 
and ancient Indians; it is a period of peculiar properties. Cassini, a 
great astronomer, declares it the most perfect of all astronomic periods. 

If on a certain day at noon, a new moon took place at any certain 
point in the heavens, it would take place again at the expiration of 600 
years, at the same place and time, and with the planets all in similar 
positions. 

It is supposed that one recurrence of this period is referred to in the 
4th Eclogue of Virgil, the poem, which, as is well known, has been 
spoken of as an allusion to the Messiah, Jesus. 

" The period sung by the Cumrean Sibyl has now arrived, and the 
grand series of ages (that series which occurs again and again in the 
course of a mundane revolution) begins afresh. The virgin Astr;ea 
returns, the reign of Saturn recommences, and a new progeny descends 
from heaven." 

It has been calculated by some savants, by the late Dr. Kenealy in 
particular, that a Messiah, or divine teacher, has been sent to the world 
every 600 years, thus :-

Adam,- the first messenger from the Gods to our race on earth. 
Enoch, the second, 600 years after. 
Fo-hi, the third, to China in particular. 
Brigoo, Brighou, a Hindoo prophet. 
Zaratusht, Zoroaster, the fifth, to Persia. 
Thoth, Taautus, sent to the Egyptians. (Hermes Trismegistus ?) 

Amosis, or Moses the Jewish law-giver, the seventh. 
Lao Tseu, a second to China, 600 B.C. the eighth. 
Jesus the ninth, to the Jews first and then to the Gentiles. 
Mohammed the tenth, he flourished about A.D. 600. 
Chengiz Khan the eleventh, A.D. 1200 conquered Persia. 
Who the special messenger of 1800 was, the author is ignorant 
The secret of the Naros, the Apocalypse, and the Mediatorial sacrifice 

have been considered tlte secrets of the Great Mysteries. Circumcision 
was possibly an outward sign of Initiation. . 

Jesus, at any rate, writes the author of the "Book of God," appeared 
at the 9th N aros, and no one can deny that such a messenger was 
expected. J uvenal, oddly enough too, mentions in Satire XII I. V"- 28, 
"Nona retas igitur "_c, now is the ninth age "-which indeed it "."as. 
though how he knew it is a mystery. 
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N.B-Naros is not to be confused with" Saros," a cycle of the moon 
of 18 years and 10 days, which' was known to the Chaldeans and Greeks, 
a period after the expiry of which the eclipses of the moon recur 
similarly. 

The circumference of a globe has been fixed at 360 degrees, six sixties; 
the hour divided into 60 minutes, each of 60 seconds. The Tartars had 
a period of 60 days, the Chinese also j and the Asiatics generally a period 
of 60 years. " 

The Babylonian great period was 3,600 years, the Naros multiplied by 
6. The" Lily" which in all the old Annunciation pictures Gabriel 
presents to the Virgin has 6 leaves, and the flower shews 6 petals all 
alike, around a central three-headed stigma as is botanically correct. 

One of the three main divisions into which plants are arranged by 
Botanists, is typified by a predominance of the numbers 3 and 6, in all 
parts of the flowers, 6 leaves forming a perianth, 6 stamens, and a 3 
lobed stigma with a 3 or 6 celled ovary is the common arrangement. 

Berosus, " On the Chaldean Kings," mentions three periods of time, a 
Sossus of 60 years jaN aros, or neros of 600 years, and the Saros, 3,600 
years. There seems some confusion here with the Saros of 18 years and 
10 days. 

Bailly in his Astronomie Ancienne, p. 31, says The Brahmans used the 
numbers 60 and 3,600 in computing time. The Chaldeans also did so. 
The Brahmans have also an Antediluvian period of 600 years. The 
Tartars and Chinese also used a period of 60 years in their computations 
of time. 

Under the number six too, we must not omit to mention the symbol 
of the double triangle or Hexapla, used at present as a sign in the 
degree of the Royal Arch in England. It must not be confused with 

the Pentalpha *- j the true Solomon's seal * is the Hexalpha: 

the Pentalpha is the Pythagorean sign of Hygieia, Health. In Chris
tian Churches we find this symbol used to express the union of the 
Divine and human natures, deemed to exist in Jesus, the Christ of the 
New Testament. The blending of the two triangles has also been used 
t6 typify the union of Fire and Water; for the old symbol of fire was 
the triangle apex upward, and that of Water the same apex downward: 
the symbols of Air and Earth were two similar triangles, each with a 
cross bar. 

THE HEPTAD. 7. 
The Heptad say the followers of "Pythagoras," was so called from 

the Greek verb" sebo," to venerate (and from "the Hebrew SHBO, seven, 
or satisfied, abundance), being Septos " Holy,"" divine," and" motherless," 
and" a Virgin." 

From Nicomachus we learn that it was called" Minerva," being un
married and virginal, begotten neither by a mother, i.e. even number, 
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nor from a father, i.e. odd number: but proceeding from the' summit of 
the Father of all things, the Monad; even as Minerva sprang all armed 
from the Forehead of Jove or Zeus. 

Hence also Obrimopatre, or daughter of a mighty father, and Glau
copis, shining eyed, and ap/'ITIDp and a'YE"J\.Em, Ametor and Ageleia, she 
that carries off the spoil. 

And" Fortune," for it decides mortal affairs. 
And " Voice," for there are seven tones of every voice, human and in

strumental: because they are emitted by the seven planets, and form the 
music of the Spheres. 

Also Tritogenia, because there are 3 parts of the Soul, the Intellectual, 
Irascible, and Epithymetic (desiring), and 4 most perfect virtues are pro
duced. Just as of the three intervals, length, breadth, and depth, there 
are four boundaries in corporeal existence-point, line, superficies and 
solid. 

It is called "Agelia" from Agelai, herds, as groups of stars were called 
by the Babylonian sages, over which herds ruled 7 angels. 

Also Phylakikos, cf>JlAa",u,o~=preserving "guardian," because the Seven 
Planets direct and guide our universe. 

Also .tEgis, from Pallas Athene, or Minerva, the bearer of the breast
plate or regis, also Telesphoros, leading to the end, because the 7th 
month is prolific; and Judgment, because theil" Physicians, looked for a 
crisis on the 7th day, in many diseases. 

Among other curious problems and speCUlations the Pythagorean 
philosophers attempted to prove that offspring born at the full tertn, 9 
months, or at 7 months, were viable, i.e., might be reared,. but not t:hose 
born at 8 months, because 8 consists of two odd numbers (male on ly) 5 
and 3; but in 9 and 7, male and female numbers are united, as 
5 +4=9 and 4+ 3 = 7, whilst eight can only be divided into two odd Of 

two evens, i.e., similar sexed numbers. 
In respect to life and its divisions, they remarked the ages are 

measured by the number 7. 

In the first 7 years the teeth are erupted. 

second 7 years comes on ability to emit prolific seed. 
third 7 years, the growth of the beard as manhood. 
fourth 7 years strength reaches its maximum. 
fifth 7 years is the season for marriage. 
sixth 7 years the height of intelligence arrives. 
seventh 7 years, the maturity of reason. 
eighth 7 years, perfection of both. 
ninth 7 years, equity and mildness, passions become gentle -
tenth 7 years, the end of desirable life. 

Solon the Athenian Lawgiver, and Hippocrates the physician~ a,lso 
used this 7 year division of life. 
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The Pleiades, a group of seven stars in the constellation Taurus, was 
thought of mighty power over earthly destiny; there were seven also of 
the Hyades, daughters of Atlas; and the seven stars which guided the 
sailors. Ursa Major, in which the Hindoos locate the Saptarishi, seven 
sages of primitive wisdom, are a group of the first importance and are 
easily recognised. 

Duncan, in his Astro Theology, gives 7 stages of life with associated 
planets; thus, Infancy, Moon, Lucina; Childhood, Mercury, Knowledge; 
Youth, Venus, Love; Manhood, Sol; Full Strength, Mars; Maturity of 
Judgment, Jupiter; and Old Age, Saturn. . 

Some philosophers have said that our souls have 7 foci in the 
material body, viz., the five senses, the voice, and the generative power. 

The body has seven obvious parts, the head, chest, abdomen, two legs 
and two arms. 

There are seven internal organs, stomach, liver, heart, lungs, spleen 
and two kidneys. 

The ruling part, the head, has seven parts for external use, two eyes, 
two ears, two nostrils and a mouth. 

There are seven things seen, body, interval, magnitude, colour, motion ? 
and permanency. 

There are seven inflections of the voice, the acute, grave, circumflex, 
rough, smooth, the long and the short sounds. 

The hand makes seven motions; up and down, to the right and left, 
before and behind and circular. 

There are seven evacuations, tears from the eyes, mucus of the nostrils, 
the saliva, the semen, two excretions and the perspiration. 

Modem medical knowledge corroborates the ancient dictum that in 
the seventh month the human offspring becomes viable. 

Menstruation tends to occur in series of four times seven days, and is 
certainly related to Luna in an occult manner. 

The lyre has 7 strings, corresponding to the planets. 
There are 7 vowels in English and some other tongues. 
Thea, of Smyrna also notices that an average length of an adult's 

intestine is 28 feet, four times seven, and 28 also is a perfect number. 
The number 7 is also associated with Voice and Sound, with Clio the 

Muse; with Osiris the Egyptian deity; with Nemesis, Fate,-Adrastia, 
not to be escaped from; and with Mars. 

As to the sacredness of the number 7, note among the Hebrews 
oaths were confirmed by seven witnesses;' or by seven victims 
offered in sacrifice; as see the covenant between Abraham and 
Abimelech with seven lambs, Genesis, cap. 21, v. 28, 21-28; the 
Hebrew word seven, also SH B 0 H, is derived from, or is a similar to 
SH B 0 to swear. 

Clean beasts were:admitted into the ark by sevens, whilst the unclean 
only in pairs. . 
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The Goths had 7 Deities from whom come our names of week days ; 
Sun, . Moon, Tuisco, Woden, Thor, Friga, Seatur, corresponding, of 
course to the planets. . 

Apollo, the Sun God, had a Greek title Ebdomaios, sevenfold. 
The Persian Mithras, a Sun God, had the number 7 sacred to him. 
Note the Mysterious Kadosch Ladder of 7 steps ascent and 7 steps 

descent, the one side Oheb Eloah, Love of God j the other Oheb Kerobo, 
love of the neighbour. 

Plato, in his Timreus, teaches that from the number seven was gene
rated the soul of the World, Anima Mundana (Adam Kadmon). 

The seven wise men of Greece were: 

Bias who said, " Most men are bad," B.C. 550. 
Chilo " "Consider the end," B.C. 590. 
Cleobiilos" "Avoid extremes," B.C. 580. 
Periander" "Nothing is imp9ssible to perseverance," B.C. 

600. 
PittAcus" " Know thy opportunity," B.C. 569. 
Solon " " Know thyself," B.C. 600. 
Thllles" " Suretyship is ruin," B.C. 550. 

The Seven Wonders of the World are thus enumerated : 

I. Pyramids of Egypt. 
2. Babylon, Gardens for Amy tis . 

. 3. Tomb of Mausol"us, Kingl.of Caria, built by Artemisia, his 
Queen. 

4- Temple of Diana at Ephesus, 552 B.C. Ctesiphon was the 
chief architect. 

5. Colossus of Rhodes, an image of the sun god, Apollo, of brass 
290 B.C. 

6. Statue of Zeus, by Phidias. 
7. Pharos of Egypt, built by Ptolemy Philadelphus, of white 

marble, 283 B.C. or the Palace of Cyrus is sometimes substituted. 
Sanskrit lore has very frequent reference to this number: note 

Sapta Rishi, seven sages Sapta Kula, 7 castes 
Sapta Loka, seven worlds "Para, 7 cities 
Sapta Dwipa, seven holy Sapta Arania, 7 deserts 

islands Sapta Parna, 7 human principles. 
Sagta Samudra, seven holy Sapta Vruksha. 7 holy trees. 

seas 

The Assyrian Tabletsalso teem with groups of sevens-
7 gods of sky j 7 gods of earth; 7 gods of fiery spheres. 
7 gods maleficent j seven phantoms: spirits of seven heavens, spirits of 

seven earths. 
W .. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B., F.T.S. 

(To be continlled.) . 
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CHRISTMAS PEACE . 

• 
ME. BLA V A TSKY asks me to try to write a short article for the 

Christmas number of " Lucifer." " Something pretty for Christ
mas," she said. I do not know whether I am capable of pro

ducing anything worthy of this descript~on ; but I will do the best I 
can. 

And surely if it is to be in harmony with the Spirit of the Season, it 
must be a word ,of peace and not of controversy. An old prophet 
declared" Woe" to such as say" Pea~e" peace, where there is no peace," 
but is it not almost more woeful to say "War,' war," where there is no 
war? Religious controversialists have ever been in greater danger of 
erring on this side than on the former, not discerning what manner of 
spirit they professed to be of. 

If a mah will look earnestly into himself, he will see that his real 
danger is to cry" Peace" for ~imself, and" War" for others. It was 
entirely against this spirit that the Prophet's" woe" was directed., It· is 
recorded, I believe, of Father Benson, of Cowley, that, travelling in a 
railway carriage once, a Salvation Army captain entered into conver
sation with him regarding the, state of his soul. "Have you f~und 
peace, brother? I' said the Salvatiortist. Whereon Mr. Benson laconically 
replied. "No! War!" The strong and fiery co~troversialist, who 
threatens and denounces, is not he looking for peace where he should 
look for war, for war where he should 'look for peace. He is in him
self, as 'he thinks, at peace.' His· whole effort is not to set himself 
right, to judge, to weigh, to criticise himself but to set others right 
and criticise them: he has believed; he is saved. Alas, he sees not 
the self-righteous pride, the ignorance of his own ignorance" the too 
easy satisfaction with his own very poor standard of attainment of the 
practical virtues such as self-sacrifice and humility.' He sees himself 
only as he believes himself to be. But of those who do not agree with 
him in all he sees, or thinks he sees, their wilful obstinacy j their perverse 
shutting of their eyes to the truth. It is not to be denied that he is 
strangely devoted in a mistaken way. He will labour with these erring 
ones, as he thinks them; he will argue with them, pray for them: but~ 
if they do not submit he will then treat them as unworthy.of any 
consid~ration ; will assume all means which may bring them into disre
pute as lawful to him, and think that in so doing he is doing service to 
the Prince of Peace! 

Thank God weare many of us growing wiser 'now. We are beginning 
to understand that the conflict we are called to is a, conflict not with 
the sins of others but with our own. . A wise man once said to . me : 
"I know more evil about myself than about anyone else," and it is true: 
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for the evil we mark in ourselves is surely there, whereas the evil we 
think we see in others may not ·be there at all; and even if it were, 
until we are quite sure that we are quite perfect it is no part of ours to 
be angry with others. -

It is impossible to discover by anything that a man can say t:o us, 
whether he is on the true side or not. N either are isolated deeds a true 
criterion. The only sure test is one that only God can use. It: is to 
know the whole trend and spil:it of the man's life. Y Oll may see his 
sins, and not see the frightful source of temptation before which he has 
fallen; or the ago~ies of seif humiliation and repentance with which he 
himself regards his fall. Not to know some of his acts, but to know all 

_ his acts, this alone is sufficient; and you cannot know all fully without 
knowing the opposing force he has had to resist, and the estimate he 
himself forms of his act when .it is done. 

But indeed our own Christian Scriptures cut the ground entirely away 
from under the feet of the man who sets himself up to judge and condemn 
his fellows. "Judge not that ye be -not judged." "Judge -yourselves," 
for the same reason" that ye be not judged of the Lord." "Who art 
thou that judgest another man's servant? To his own master he stand
eth or falleth." Fine words, these last: and all the finer when we 
remember that they are the words of one who said of himself, " After 
the way that men call heresy, so worship I the God of my fathers." 

But it will be replied:- " Perhaps it may be true that Christians ought 
to emphasise less _ rather than more the differences of view that exist 
-among themselves, but it is quite another thing when you come to con
sider other religions. How carl a Christian ever be at peace with a 
Mohammedan, a Brahman, or a Buddhist? Do not our Scriptures 
themselves denounce false religions and say" their Gods are Devils ?" 

To this I answer: No religion is ever called false on account of its 
name merely. Every tree must be judged by its fruit. The false reli
gions denounced by the prophets were very different things from the 
great book-religions of the East. They were generally Phallic: their 
wor~hip consisted in the sanctifying of lust, and the practice of every 
abomination. Now, although it is true that the fruit alone is the true 
test, yet it must ever be borne in mind that "fruit ,. does not mean un
ripe fruit; or fruit spoilt by the presence of some hidden worm, which 
affects the one particular apple alone, and for which the parent tree i!i in 
no sense responsible. What Christian, for instance, would like to offer his 
whole public and private life to most searching examination as an exem
plification of What Christianity is? So in judging of all religions we 
must remember this. We cannot, from the condition of the case, fully 
and accurately estimate the exact value of the fruit borne by the wide
rear.hing trees of these great religions; what we ought to endeavour to 
estimate is the sort of fruit that these systems themselves declare they 
are aimed at producing. There are a hundred points on which we should 
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go wrong if we begin definitively setting side by side the acts and spirit 
(as far as we can know it) of those who belong to some other religion 
and those of our own. First of all we shall probably begin by assuming 
our own spirit to be pelfect because it professes to be Christian, and con
versely the others to be imperfect because they are not Christian. But, 
in truth, our own spirit is very far below true Christ-likeness. Our social 
system is heathen to the core. I say it in all serious eames~ness. Our 
chari~ is a cold dead lay figure, tricked out to seem to represent the 
warm living truth. While Christ denounced competition and. bade us not 
be careful about the things of the bodily life, we entirely reverse his 
teaching. Well, if the' like allowances must be made for the professed 
disciples of other masters (and we surely shall not submit to the humi1i~-' 
tion of confessing that these other masters are more faithfully obeyed 
than ours is), then it may surely quite possibly be that, unprogressive 
and childish as much that we l?ear of them may be, this is rather, as with 
us, to be credited to the feebleness of the professors than to the falseness 
of the truth taught by that master. 

Of course I am not going to say that I personally think any teacher a 
better revealer of truth than Christ, because I do not. But I do say that 
the best way to prove this truth is not to get angry with those who 
think otherwise. Far better, far stronger, would be our case if we would 
seek to support it by that demonstration which can never fail to hit its 
mark and convince, even the demonstration of the power of our Master 
to raise and ennoble and sanctify the lives of those who call him Lord. 
Sympathy, love, self-sacrifice, truth, manifested in. all departments of life; 
at home and abroad; when it makes for our present interest and when it . 
does not: in Church and in the market; to friend and to stranger, and 
even to foe-this is the most powerful argument, and when this spirit is 
enshrined in the hearts of all Christians, and shines out in their daily 
acts and their whole national spirit and policy, that will be the finest 
missionary effort ever made. No need to shout and clamour and 
argue. No soul of man at all raised above savagery, be he black, or 
yellow, or white, but will at once feel and respond to this best experi
ment. When Christians are Christ-like, the world will believe in Christ. 

Meanwhile, for my part, I will have war in myself against my own 
limitations and shortcomings, but peace with all mankind who are 
earnestly following out the highest that they know. War I must declare 
against those misguided brothers who are themselves warring against, 
or rather plundering, their poor brethren, utterly unable to hel'p them
selves. War is legitimate, and in God's name let us declare it, against 
self-worship wherever it is found. That is the one idolatry never to be 
tolerated; but I have nothing but peace and God speed to say to those 
who worship any idea that points them away from themselves to the 
universal truths of righteousness and love. 

(REV.) GEORGE W. ALLEN. 
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THANATOS. 
Far down in the Land of Wonders old 

'Mid the rushes of th'e Nile, 
But he never raises his bended head 

Or his eyes from the flood below. 
He stands, deep hidden, of giant mould 

And pensive brow: no smile 

Has ever smooth'd his hoary front, 
Whose wrinkles tell of Time: 

He stands unseen; for the beast-s that hunt 

He is tired of the old, old story told 
Each day since earth began ; 

He is tired ofits struggle and lust and gold 
He is tired of its conqueror,-Man! 

Their prey thro' the marsh and slime, He has seen him dwindle from day to day, 

Go never near the Sacred Spot, 
• Nor beast, nor man, nor bird: 
He h~ars,their cries, but he heeds them noti 

In stature and in mind; 
And he knows he shall see him pass away, 

And the beasts,and the wave,and the wind 

He hears and has evefheard: And Silence shall reign from pole to pole, 

He stands in Silence, and has stood 
Since first the earth began j 

And his eyes are fixed upon the flood, 
And his form is the form of man. 

And the low winds lisp to the Silent God, 
In the pensive midnight hush j 

And the tall reeds bend their heads and nod, 

As it reign'd when earth began; 
And the black and lifeless mass shall roll 

Thro' the universal span ! 

So he fixes his finger on his lip, 
And the low winds do his will, 

And the rushes bend their heads and dip 
In the flood-and all is still ! 

And the murmuring waters rush. And down in the Land of Wonders old, 
A hush on Nature falls, 

They tell the tale of the day that is dead j And star·gemm'd Silence, pale and cold, 
They tell of its weal and'woe j' Reigns in her voiceless halls. 

REAVEL SAVAGE, L.i..B., F.T.S. 

LUCIFER. 

The.veilof the darkness swung coldly 
O'er revels, o'er birth-throes and death, 

And winter night prayed to the north wind 
To spare it the blight of his breath. 

Till 10 ! o'er the hoveri~g shadows 
Gleamed Lucifer, Star of the Morn, 

With light for the waking and weary, 
And joy for the birth of the dawn ; 

And shed, over watcher and warder, 
The orient power of his ray 

To fill every soul tha1 is waking 
With hope for the bright, nascent day. 

0, lift up the gates of the cloud world! 
. Spread golden-wrought banners, and sing 

The song of the Star of the Morning, 
Who lighteth the path of the King! 

London, December sth, 1889. MARY ~·RANCES·' WIGHT, F. T.S. 
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ttbe ttalktng 3mage of 'Ultnt. 

• 
CHAPTER XVI.""7'"""continued. 

W, E will not ask the reader to follow Pancho in his. meditations; it may 
, be sufficient to say that it seemed to him more than ever that the 

whole world was one great and ludicrous maskerade, hi which the 
truth is neither desired nor understood. He saw himself engulfed in a mass 
of hallucinations and conflicts arising from the most profound ignorance existing 
in all ~epartments of human life, and he asked himself whether it would not be 
better to m,ake an end to the farce and to step out of a life ip which there was 
DO truth, and which seemed to have no object. But who assured him that if he 
were to make an end to it by his own hands, that he would find the truth after 
.all? If knowledge of spiritual things is attainable without the possession of a 
physical form, why then are men born at all? Perhaps if they step out pre
maturely, before they have gained the experience which they need, they may 
have to be born again to acquire it, and, perhaps, under less favourable con
ditions than they are enjoying at present? He now saw how unreasonably he 
had ,acted in the past, merely because he had no self-knowledge, but allowed 
himself to be misled by appearances and by adopting the opinions of other 
people in the place of perceiving the truth. He realised that it would have 
been far better for him if he had always listened to the voice of conscience 
that speaks within the heart, instead of following the vagaries created by the 
imagination. In the voice of conscience he now 'recognized the "in ... isible 
guide," of whom he had read in the Book of Mysteries, and he made up his 
mirid henceforth under all circumstances to follow that guide, and always cling 
to the truth. To begin with, he resolved not to take the lawyer's advice, ,but to 
confess openly who he was. He had had enough of the fictitious Krashibashi. 

On the following day, although it was still holiday, his release came in an un
expected manner. Early in tlae morning, the commissary of polic.e arrived, 
and, with many apologies, begged pardon for having detained Pancho. 

" I regret it exceedingly that you have been deprived of your liberty so long. 
Just to think of such a distinguished person being shut up in a prison~ But it is 
all due to the stupidity of the police. As soon as I found out who it was that 
was honouring us, I immediately hastened to release you. I hope you will bear 
us no grudge, and consider the little unpleasantness as a carnival joke." 

.. But," said Pancho, "my name is not--" 
" Your name, Mr. Kratki-Bashik," interrupted the commissary, "is known all 

over the world as belonging to one of the most distinguished and celebrated 
prestidigitateurs and cleverest sleight of hand performers of this age. I saw you 
,myself many years ago performs at Vienna. What nice things you did I How I 
laughed to see you make coffee out of shavings, land milk out of cctton; and 
steaming hot they were; and how you fell down and smashed that stove-pipe 

• 
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hat, which you had borrowed from a gentleman in the audience, and then you 
apologised to him and cut the hat to pieces and made it whole again. I am 
sure that gentleman was your confederate." . 

" But you are mistaken," said Pancho, "I never--" 
" No," said the commissary, interrupting the sentence, "of course you did 

not m3.ke the coffee o.ut of the shavings, but it looked so natural By-the-bye, 
you must have played it hard upon these Africans with your • Talking Image.' 
What a hoax! Just think of it. That man Brahm went completely crazy o\'er 
it. He actually swears that the statue could speak. He is raving about it, and 
has had to be sent to the insane asylum. I know how the trick is done. I have 
seen you cut off the head of a man, and the head talked while it was 
upon the table. What a fool this .Mr. Brahm is I" 

The commissary shook with laughter. 
"Moreover," he continued, after the fit of laughing was over, "it has been 

discovered that the man's name is not • Brahm' at all, but • Puffer.' The case 
requires the strictest investigatiQn. Just imagine the enormity of this impudence. 
To give a false name and try to mislead the authorities. This alone is enough 
to prove him either insane or a most hardened criminal. . He deserves an 
exemplary punishment. I tell you we are not to be imposed on by such a raga. 
muffin. There is nothing so secret that we do not find it out. We always keep 
our eyes open." 

Pancho did not consider it advisable to continue the conversation. 
The commissary accompanied him to the door, still begging his pardon for 

the mistake, and expressing a hope that he would reveal to him the mystery 
of the stove-pipe hat. 

Pancho went to his lodgings, and immediately sent for Marietta. From her 
he learned that Conchi.ta had recovered, but that on the very next day Mr. 
Smith had taken her away, and that they both had left for parts unknown. She 
supposed that they had gone to Verona. 

On the next day Pancho went to Verona, and hunted everywhere for a man 
by the' name of .Smith, but although there were. many Smiths in the city, he 
could not find the one Smith he wanted. He returned to Venice, and with the 
aid of his new f(iend, the commissary of police, he tried for a week to nnd out 
all t~e Smiths in Europe. . 

Letters were written in every direction, and numerous answers received. 
There was in' almost every town and village some version of "Smith:' The 
letters coming from Germany spoke of many "Smiths, Schmieds, SchSllidtS," 
but there was not the right one among them. :rhere was none whose descrit: 
tion fitted Mr. Hagard. Pancho at last gave up his research, nor wDuld It 

have done him any good if he had hunted up all the Smiths in the world, for 
Mr. Hagard had taken the name of "Muggins," and instead of going to 'Verona 
he had taken passage on the steamer that leaves at midnight for Trieste. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

NOT very far from Trieste, in a valley surrounded by some spurs of the Alpine 
Mountains, is a semi-Italian town. The country there looks like a garden. 
There are fi~lds of grain, divided off into parcels by rows of mulberrY treeS 
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upon which the silkworm feeds, and swinging vines creep from tree to tree form
ing natural hedges, while the neighbouring hills are covered with vineyards and 
olives. The valley is watered by a river of considerable size, coming from the 
mountains and running swiftly towards the ocean. The village itself is com
posed of factories, the houses are spacious and high, and instead of church 
steeples and spires, there is a forest of tall chimneys continually sending forth 
dark volumes of smoke up to the blue Italian sky. 

In the neighbourhood of. that village, but still nearer to the coast, there is a 
solitary inn. In its vicinity there are celebrated stalactite caves, and the place, 
on account of its beauty and salubrity of climate, is considerably frequented by 
tourists during a certain season of the year; although the great stream of 
pleasure-seeking humanity· does not yet run in this direction. At the time of 
which we are writing there were only a few guests at the place. 

It was on a frosty morning in February, when a carriage drove up to the door 
of the hotel and from it alighted a coarse-looking man and an extre~ely pale 
and delicate-looking lady, who was, to all appearance, consumptive, and had to 
be assisted to descend from the coach. 

Immediately the housekeeper appeared, m~king many reverential bows. 
" Do you speak English?" said the stranger. 
II A leedle, mine sir 1" answered the innkeeper. 

-" I want a room for Mrs. Muggins," said the newcomer in whom our readers 
will recognize Mr. Hagard. 

The strangers were taken upstairs and soon "Mr. Muggins" left again. to 
take, as he said, a stroll. Conchita was fatigued and went to bed, waiting for 
his return; but Mr. Hagard did not return, neither on that day nor on any 
following one: his ~isappearance remained a mystery. We only know that two 
days after his disappearance the Corrzere de Trieste contained the following 
account of 

"A FEARFUL ACCIDENT." 

"An accident has happened at the mills at S-. -, which is as horrible as it 
is mysterious. HoW' it occurred or who was the person of the unfortunate 
victim has nof yet been discovered. It seems that yesterday at noon, while the 
workmen were at their dinner, terrible yells and cries of distress were heard, 
coming from the engine-room. The engineer hastened to the place and found 
the floor covered with blood and shreds of clothing. The walls were bespattered 
with brains and human entrails clung to the great cog-wheel; but of the human 
being that thus perished nothing was found except unrecognizable remnants, 
not enough to establish his identity. 

" None of the workmen are missing and it therefore seems that some stranger 
must have entered by the private door into the engine-room. The place is 
quite dark and the floor slippery. It may be that he fell and that his.coat was 
caught in the wheeL If so, he must have been dragged slowly but irresistibly 
into death, and this is still more probable on account of the terrible cries he 
uttered before he was tom to pieces. It is not explained how the unknown 
man could enter the place unobserved, as the engineer denies the charge of 
having left the door o{)fn and one of the firemen swears that he saw that it 
was locked." 
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Thus the mystery remained unexplained ·Conchita did not read newspapers. 
. Pancho may have heard of the accident; but what if he did? Such things are 
nothing remarkable; accidents happen often. They are talked about for an 
hour and forgotten the next. 

Conchita remained at the inn. A pocket-book which Mr. Hagard had left, 
contained a sufficient sum to pay her expenses for several months and as to 

. what had become of "Mr. Muggins," she did not care to know. She had 
no desire for his refurn, for she never really loved him; she was only bound to 
him by some mysterious power. In the pure and exhilarating air that came 
from the mountains, fragrant. with the odour of pines and mixing with the balmy 

. breeze from the ocean, her health improved. rapidly, and in proportion as it 
improved, she felt as if the clouds around her were growing thinner and pressing 
less heavily upon her heart. She tried to remember her past life, before she 
became "Mrs. Smith"; but there was not a single clue to solve the mystery. 
It was as if her mind was imprisoned;. but at last the deliverance came. 

Visitors to .the Friaul during the spring and summer of 188- may remember 
having frequently seen a stranger, a pale lady with dark hair and eyes, and in· 
variably dressed in black, taking solitary walks along the seashore, or sitt:ing on 
some prominent cliff in some secluded spot overlooking the sea. Was it the 
awakening of memories of olden times that attracted Conchita to the ocean 
shore, or is there something soothing in the rumbling of the waves, that 
lulls the troubled waters of the soul? For days Conchita strolled along 
the coast, leaving the inn at an early hour of the morning and returning at 
night; seeking the most deserted places, and when lome stranger approached, 
flying like a frightened roe. 

Once, while watching the play of the waves, Conchita found a doubIe shell 
consisting of two parts; one of oval shape, and out of it grew another in the 
form-of a tulip. She knew that she had seen such shells before and picked it 
up. She knew that once before, at some time in the past, she had bee n in a 
sImilar place, where there were cliffs and rocks, s~als and barnacle shells. She 
strained her will to remember, and suddenly tQe light broke through the douds; 
the darkness disappeared and she knew who she had been before she bcame 
Mrs; Smith. Gradually all the memories of her past life returned. Sh e knew 
that she was Conchita and· that Pancho had sailed for Africa in search of the 
Mysterious Brotherhood. She remembered Juana and Mrs. Wells and ~C)W she 
was " magnetized" by Mr. Smith; but she could not remember having ~ed 
him. Then it was that for the first time since her husband's departure C c:>nchita 
began to weep; but her tears were tears of joy, (ull of gratitude for tha:t: power 
which had enabled her to find again her old former self. 

What was now to be done? Should she yrrite to Africa or to San FJ"9..ncisco, 
or return immediately to America? Then she remembered that the money 
which had been left by Mr. Smith was exhausted, in fact she was already in debt 
to the landlord. What was to be done? Her health had retmned and s he was 
a6 strong and beautiful as before. If necessary she could do manual Ia~ur 
until she received letters from home. But her situation required im ~ediate 
attention. Then it was that her former unbounded faith in divine pr~~deDce 
asserted itself, and full of confidence that something would happen to sO C)W her 
which way to turn, she went back to her room. 
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It may have been due to the direction of divine providence or to some other' 
inferior cause, or perhaps a mere coincidence, that just at that time a woman 
from Vienna happened to be at the same inn. "Miss Flora," for this was 
the name by which she was known, was a corpulent woman of middle age, with 
traces of former beauty. She was dressed in great style and wore a profusion 
of jewelry. This woman was struck with Conchita's loveliness and found an 
opportunity tei make her acquaintance. 

For several days Miss Flora remained at the inn and gained Conchita's con
fidence. The latter told her about her circumstances and that she was wajting 
for letters from home. . 

"You might as well go with me to Vienna and wait for your letters there," . 
said Miss Flora. "Vienna is such a nice place and I will give you a room in 
my house." 

" I am already indebted to the landlord here," said Conchita, "and I must 
wait for funds beiOre I leave." 

" Oh ! " said Miss Flora, "do not trouble yourself about that. The landlord 
told me that you owe him about twenty' florins. It is a mere trifle; I will pay it 
for you with pleasure." . 

Conc;hita was surprised at this generous offer. There was something repUlsive 
about Miss Flora j" but was it not evident that divine providenc.e had sent her. 
Would it not be rejecting the aid of God to reject such an offer? She therefore 
accepted it and said : 

" You are very kind indeed! How Clm I ever hope to repay you for your 
generosity? " 

"Don't mention it," said Miss Flora. "It is nothing. I will do all I can 
to make you comfortable. Of course you cannot receive company with these 
old black clothes of yours; but I am going to get you a fine dress, to make you 
look like a lady." 

"Never mind," answered Conchita. "I do not wish to receive company. 
If you will only let me have some small room, where I am in nobody's way and 
where I can remain until I hear from home, I shall be perfectly satisfied." 

" Don't trouble about that," said Miss Flora. " We will talk it allover by-
and-bye." 

. Conchita left the inn with Miss Flora, and when they went away all the 
occupants of the hotel from the head waiter down to the chambermaid and the 
porter stood at the door looking after Conchita and her companion. 

"It is a pity!" ~id the porter. 
The head waiter shrugged his shoulders. 
The chambermaid said nothing, she only giggled. 
Conchita noticed the ironical smiles a.nd the staring l~oks; but she attributed 

them to the strange contrast which existed between her appearance and that of 
her companian; for -while the latter was dressed as if she were going to the 
opera. Conchita's dress was of the plainest kind, threadbare and dilapida.ted. 

They boarded the irain, which swiftly bore them through one of the most 
picturesque countries of the world, the beautiful Styria; while the sun was 
sinking behind t~e mountain tops and the evening glories faded away. The 
night which followed was dark; but while its gloom rested upon the outside 
,!orld, joy reigned in the heart of Conchita .. She had .not the leaSt suspicion of 
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foul play, but saw in Miss Flora her redeemer, an instrument of the kindness 
of divine providence. This lady, a stranger, had been sent to her at the very 
time when she was in the greatest need of help. She saw now plainly that the . 
world was not so bad as it appeared to be, and that love, charity, and benevo
lence still exist among -mankind. Her heart felt the deepest gratitude towards 
the unknown Creator who watches over even the least of his creatures. She 
prayed silently and fervently, and after that she took Miss Flora's hand and 
kissed it reverently. 

It was early in the morning when they arrived in the Kaisers/ad/. They took 
a coach and went to Miss Flora's residence, which was in the central part of the 
city. The noise produced by the rattling of the wheels over the stone-paved 
street sounded harshly in Conchita's ears and she almost wished herself back in 
the tranquility of the country. For some unexplained reason a heavy weight 
seemed to rest upon her sou~ and as the carriage stopped in the narrow alley 
at the place of her destination, an indescribable horror seellled to creep over 
her. They descended, Miss Flora opened the door and made her guest ascend 
three flights of stairs, where she led he, into a room. 

" This will be your room, my dear," she said, "and now I advise you to go 
to bed, so that you will look bright and refreshed this evening. You must be 
very tired, and as it is still early, you may have a good sleep before breakfast." 

Conchita embraced Miss Flora and told her she would obey. She then 
undressed and went to bed, for she was very much fatigued from having 
travelled all night. Nevertheless she could not sleep for a long time. Sl'a.e laid 
awake and looked around in the room. It was richly furnished; but snowed 
little taste in its arrangement. The walls were ornamented with some cheap 
chromos, representing nude females. One represented Diana coming out of 
the bath, another one Leda with the swan, and the centre-piece was according 
to the inscription which it bore, a representation of how pope Alexander used 
to amuse himself. Wondering about Miss Flora's singular taste, Conchi1::l fell 
asleep.· 

The evening wore on, and Conchita thought over her present condition, 
comparing it with her past life. She had always believed in God; but ho"",,, had 
her implicit trust in divine providence served her ? She had always foU owed 
the impulses of her heart, and to what did it lead? Her belief that G £)d or 
some other person would do for her that which she ought to have done herself, 
had landed her in a house of prostitution. She therefore resolved hencc=:forth 
not to trust to any external aid, but to take hold with her own hands ~ { the 
helm, and steer the ship of her life. 

It had grown dark. Conchita put on the dress which 'Miss Flora had left; 
she had no other choice. It was a ball dress cut low, without sleeves, b\l. 1: with 
laces and trimmings. Cautiously she opened the door and peeped int£> ,the 
hall. A flood of light came from the IQwer fl90r. This was not an appr~~rJa~e 
time to attempt an escape. She closed the door and waited again until L~te 10 

the night. Then she tried again. She stepped into the hall, and heard tpe 

11 Owing to a circumstance beyond the editor's control, 'a large portion of this chapter d~ not 
appear in this magazine. It will be found complete in book-fornI, in which it will very shortly cppeif 
in America and England.-{ED.] 
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sound of a piano and the patter of dancing feet. She cautiously descended 
the stairs to the second flat, and found herself in another hall, from which a door 

"led into the room where they were dancing. If she could only pass that door 
unobserved she might reach the stairs that led to the first floor and be safe. 
Gathering all her courage, she made a rush forward; but at the same moment 
the door was opened and a man appeared upon the threshold. . Seeing Conchita, 
he threw his arms around her and dragged her into the room. A moment after
wards she found herself in the midst of a crowd of half-drunken men and women. 
They all looked up in surprise and the dance stopped. 

" Madame Flora," exclaimed the man, as he held on to Conchita, "why have 
you been hiding away this girl? Sae is the jewel of your harem." 

" The jewel is not yet polished enough to be sold," answered Flora, "she is a 
wild cat, she has to b~ tamed. She will make a lovely pet if we can teach her 
good manners." 

" Ho, ho !" laughed the man, "we will begin the lesson right away," and 
addressing the musician, he called out: "Go ahead with your valse." 

" Let me go," hissed Conchita; but the music began again and she was pulled 
around the room a few times. Her movements excited great laughter. The. 
men ~d women crowded around her, for it was to them an unusual sight to 
see a woman dance against her will. Some people who were drinking brandy at 
a side table, rose to their feet to see the fun, and inadvertently overturned the 
table. Bottles and glasses fell to the floor, and the brandy was spilled over 
Conchita's dress. 

This created a moment of confusion. Conchita's partner stopped and turned 
around to see what was the matter, loosening his hold of Conchita's arms. This 
gave her a chance to tear herself from his grasp and to run out of the room~ 
She was immediately followed by the crowd. She flew towards the stairs that 
led to the lower floor and was about to descend, when she saw some men 
coming up. They evidently \vanted to stop her; for one of them spread out 
his arms to prevent her passing. At that moment she perceived an open 
window at the head of the stairs, and with the agility of a tigress she jumped 
upon the sill and threw herself out of the window. When the inmates of the 
house descended the stairs and emerged into the street, they found the bleeding 
body of Conchita upon the pavement. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

NEW ·DISCOVERIES. 

WE must now ask the reader to return with us about ten months in time, and 
look after Pancho whom we have left at Venice in search of Mr. Smith. . 

Having become convinced of the futility of his attempts to find Conchita, 
and having cured his curiosity to his hearts content, he retired once more \ 
within his own soul, trying to find the truth within himself, and the more he 
succeeded in collecting his thoflghts within that interior chamber, the more did 
he become convinced that man ·has within himself an infallible interior guide, \ 
an unknown and invisible " Master" and mysterious Brother such as had been 
described in the "·Book of Mysteries." He also found that if one pays strict 
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attention to the admonitions of that guide, his voice which at first is only heard 
like a faint whisper may develope into a source of positive knowledge, and his 
light, which is at first seen only like a distant star, will at last be seen like a 
sun illuminating the dark chambers of the mind. He now knew-not because 
he had read it in books, but from self observation-that material man cannot 
develop himself spiritually, nor give to himself that which he does not possess; 
but that he must be developed by a teacher who is a spirit, and that no spirit 
is nearer. to man than the divine Spirit whose temple is Man, and who has 
his sanctuary within the centre of one's own inner self, but whose presence 
cannot be demonstrated to the sceptical reasoner, nor be perceived by those 

. who live within the dark clouds of matter, and whose judgement is perve.rted 
by doubt and deniaL 

He now began to take lessons in "practical occultism," that is to say, he. 
tried to habituate himself to recognize the true value of all things, and not to 
put any higher estimate upon a thing than that which it actually deserves. 
This he found to be a most difficult undertaking, .because·the earthly parts of 
the soul of man have their roots in the realm of matter and cause him to cling 
to that which is earthly and sensual. There are a thousand invisible strings by 
which the world of sense attracts the soul that wishes to' rise above it, and the 
wings which carry the consciousness into the higher regions of thought are at 
first easily fatigued. But Pancho's strength increased by his daily practical 
exercises, and at last he found within himself that magic power, the "Wil~" by 
which he could lift one of the curtains that hide the interior world, although 
there were still many more curtains to be lifted for him-not by the hands of 
another-but by his own. He. then found, as his interior perceptive power in
<:reased, that the interior world is just as real to the inner senses as the external 
world is real to the outward perceptions, that the outer p.s well as the inner 
world were both the products' of the spirit who was their creator, and that the 
former contained forms of great beauty, which were of a more permanent 
<:haracter than those of the latter. 

He saw that thoughts are substantial things, rendered objective to the mental 
perception by the power of the will, and that they are just as "material" on the 
plane on which they exist, as trees and rocks are "mat~rial" on the external 
plane. He found that everybody who had the power to call a picture up in his 
mind was actually exercising a magic power, by which a thought becomes objective 
to the mind, a thing which by a more developed will, may be impressed even at 
a distance upon the mind of another ~ho is receptive to thought. 

AII'these things, which are so absurdedly simple, that it is almost ridiculous 
to mention them, and which might be known to all men, if their minds were not 
thrown into confusion by the complicated vagaries of metaphysical speculatorS, 
Pancho learned-not because he had some scientific authority to inform hiID 
.about it-but because he acquired the power to perceive what was taking place 
in his own mind. He looked within himself, and thought his own thoughts 
instead of.thinking the thoughts of another person; and he perceived that the 
universe is an instrument full of divine harmony which however can only be 
realized by hini who is himself of a harmonious mind. He saw that eveY forlD 

in the world of matter and mind is, so to Say, a string upon that instr1lme~t, 
constituting for itself a compound instrument that ought to sound' in unison With 
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the whole. He saw how vibrations of thought started in 'one place, produced 
corresponding vibrations in similarly attuned instruments in other parts of the 
world, and it became clear to him that 'a spiritual thought of great power, 
emanating from one person, may affect and be expressed by not only one, but a 
thousand " Talking images" in different parts of the world, even if the forms 
from which these thoughts emanate, and the forms which receive them are se
perated by thousands of miles. For, in the realm of mind, there are not the 
same material obstacles as in the world of matter, and ~he vibrations of thought 
impelled by will may travel like the vibrations of the light of the rising sun. 

It seems that as physical man has his relationships in the sensual world, and 
sympathizing friends and relatives to whom he is especially attracted, so likewise 
there are relationships between harmoniously attuned souls, and affinities existing 
between similarly constituted minds. Thus mutually harmonious minds may 

'communicate with each other while the physical bodies of such persons are 
resting in sleep; provided that the soul ,has become 'sufficiently self-conscious to 
realize its own existerice during 'the sleep of the physical form. Cases are known 
in which persons have visited in their dreams strange places, and communicated 
with other persons whom they had never seen, and that they afterwards, while 
awake, met with such places and persons on the external plane. 

Who knows to what part of the univene his soul may be attracted, and with 
what beings it may be in communication, while his terrestrial form rests in un
consciQus sleep? If, after awakening, he has no distinct recollection of the 
nature of his inner experiences during the sleep of the body; this does not prove 
that no such experiences took place. It merely proves that the external activity 
of the soul was at rest, and that the mind received no material impressions' to 
register by means of the material hrain ; but occasionally it may happen that the 
external and internal states of consciousness are blended together, and then 
the nature of our inner experiences may come to the external understanding of 
the mind. 

We will not try the patience of the reader by recording the various visions 
which Pancho experienced in his inner consciousness, visions which grew more 
and m~re vivid and real as he succeeded in withdrawing hi,S attention and desires 
from the external world. But we will state that thert~ often appeared to him in 
such "dreams" a stranger of noble aspect, a man whom he had never seen, 
dressed in white garments and wearing upon his breast a golden cro~s; but 
whenever he made an effort to speak with that person, his external consciousness 
returned, and the vision disappeared. Whether or not his soul was in com
munication with him when his body was asleep, Pancho could not say, because 
on awakening he had no recollection of it. Only once he remembered having 
dreamed that he went with that man to a room filled with 'many curious thirigs, 
with scientific instruments, bottles and books, from which he concluded" that 
this man was an Alchemist. He could plainly remember the room. There were 
some curious pictures hanging around the walls; one especially was very 
remarkable. It was a masterpiece of some artist and dark from age. It repre
sented the battle of the archangel Michael with the dragon of selfishness. "As 
this story proceeds, we shall see that this dream was not a product of fancy; but 
at present it is our duty to call attention to another line of events. 

There is no doubt in our mind that some of our readers have become inter-
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ested in the fate of Mr. Puffer, whose career towards adeptship was sadly inter
rupted by his incarceration in a lunatic asylum. 

Pancho likewise felt sympathy for the man and after some delay and trouble 
he finally obtained permission to visit him in the place where he was confined 
under observation by medical men. 

The asylu~ was quite interesting. There were some curious cases among 
the patients. There was, for instance, an eloquent preacher who was in the 
habit of going out at night upon the graveyard and preaching sermons to the 
corpses, although the corpses could not understand what he said. Another 
patient imagined himself to be dead, while all the time he enjoyed a good appe
tite; but would not rise from the coffin in which he had made his bed; another 
who had been a philosopher, talked incessantly in a learned manner about 
things of which he knew absolutely nothing, and there was a number of people 
who wanted to reform the world without even being able to reform themselves. 
In fact the inhabitants of that asylum looked very much like the inhabitants 
of the world outside; the difference between the insanity of the former and 
that of the latter being only a difference in the degree in which the disease mani
fested, itself. 

Dr. Selle rio, the medical director of the asylum, cordially received Pancho and 
heard his request. 

"There is no doubt," he said, IC that Mr. Puffer, or, as he calls himself, Mr. 
Brahm, is completely insane. Fortunately his in.;anity seems to be of a harm
less character, and we may be able to send him back to his friends. The poor 
man's brain has been entirely deranged and its forces brought out Qf equilibrium 
by the reading of books on magnetism and spiritualism. It is a shame that in 
this enlightened age any apparently sane person should believe in such nonsense, 
and that otherwise intelligent people countenance occultism instead of frowning 
it down. I deeply regret that the authorities of the state- and the church are 
not able or willing to suppress all kinds of occult literature." 

"It is, indeed, very unfortunate," answered Pancho, "for merely theorizing, 
and speculating about things of which one has no practical experience is very 
likely to disorder the imagination and to derange the mind." 

" There is only one rational spot left in Mr. Puffer," continued the director, 
" namely that he agrees that there is no soul. He imagines himself to be the 
god of the universe; but he is reasonable enough not to believe in a sou!." 

" Do you then not believe yourself in a soul?" asked,Pancho. 
" I am a scientist," answered Sellerio, "and science is proud of knowing nothing 

about such things. If a soul did exist, we should know it." 
" Nevertheless," said Pancho, IC I have seen testimonials in the possession 

of Captain Bumpkins, written by Lord Fitznoodle and Lady Partington, which 
certify that the soul exists/' 

"These people are all deluded," replied the director. IC All anatomical, 
physiological and pathological researches have failed to lead to the discovery of 
a soul, either in the pineal gland or anywhere else. Such a belief is a super
stition, which like the belief in ghosts and spirits, belongs to the dark ages and 
has fortunately been abandoned by all recognized authorities. A belief in the 
soul is sufficient to stamp him who is convicted of it as extremely ignorant, if 
not downright insane." 
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"By the tenn 'soul,''' explained Pancho, "I refer to the power of the divine 
spirit in man. II 

"Whoever heard of a divine spirit in man ?" exclaimed Sellerio. "I do not 
believe in spirits. Nobody believes in spirits except dreamers and cranks. I 
am a scientist. I want facts, sir, facts! I want facts such as I can see and 
handle. I have not yet seen anything divine." 

" How do you classify a belief in Divinity?" asked Pancho. 
" Emotional insanity," at once replied the director. "Sometimes it is spon

taneous, at other times it seems to be inherited, sporadic or epidemic. Occa
sionally we find it associated with hallucination of sight and hearing ; frequently 
it is the result of an abnormal development of the occipital portion of the 
brain." 

" There seems to be many people affected with it," said Papcho. 
" Fortunately for science," answered Sellerio, "there IS an abundance of patho

logical material for the study of sUGh cases; nor would it be well to cure them. 
A belief in a God is a form of insanity which has to be tolerated at present; 
because it serves to keep up order in the state and the church. When ,all men 
have become thoroughly scientific, such a superstition will be unnecessary." 

"Then you consider all kinds of idealism as emotional insanity?" asked 
Pancho. 

"Most assuredly I do," said the director, "and the quickest way to cure it is· 
a good dose of Ipecac." 

They went to Mr. Puffer's cell and found him sitting cross-legged 'in Oriental 
fashion upon the table. 

F. HARTMANN, M.D. 

(To be continued.) 

'fO·DAY. 

A SOCIALIST SONG. 

HAVE we not watched, and waited? .. Have we not 
Shut fast each starving mouth, and held each breath, 
And bent pale brows unto the hand of death, 

We, crucified of men, whom God forgot? 

Have we not loved, and laboured, thro' the night, 
Wherein all Gods were shadows, and all kings 
Dread visible signs of dread invisible things, 

And priests stem jailors who barred out the light? 

Have we not silently set haggard eyes 
To watch the waning stars, that when at last 
The day should dawn, and night be overpast, 

New life might come to us, clad otherwise 
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Than that old life we loathed-wherein no part 
Of all the laughing land, and leaping sea, 
Yea, scarcely so much air as scantily 

Creeps close thro' prison bars, fulfilled our heart ? 

But now, behold! yon East is one sweet rose, 
Set 'mid a chaplet of gold daffodils I 
And o'er the purpling distance of the hills, 

And thro' the fragrance of the garden-close, 

There breaks. a sound of singing clear and high, 
And far across· the sobbing of the sea 
(That weeps so long for our long slavery) 

The triumph-music of To-Day' sweeps by I 

To-day the fair, and holy; wherein pride' 
Of birth, or name, or tinsel worn unwon 
Shall flaunt no more beneath the glad gold sun, 

Night's cursing child with the cursed night she died ! 

But thou, sweet queen and mistress, thou to whom 
All hands are stretched, all broken hearts are turned, 
Al1love is given-thou fairest, who hast spumed 

The dead day's sin and sorrow, fear and gloom-

Wilt thou not give us all our hearts' desire? 
Wilt thou not loose our hands, and set us free? 
o Queen! 0 Goddess! our souls yearn to thee, 

Yea, even as the moth is fain of fire, 

So are we fain of thy sweet promises I 
Come forth resistless, from the flushing ea!tt, 
And lead the workers to their well-won feast, 

Nor scorn thou of thy children one of these .•. 

So brothers shall be brothers, tho' there be 
All barriers 'twixt"their hearts-strange garb and speech'
And mountains-and wide plains, too far to reach 

For meeting hands-or miles of sullen sea-

N 0 longer shall man stand 'twixt us and God, 
And set his cruel will for God's behest, 
To make us slay our brothers, that so best 

Their blood poured forth makes green his barren sod ! 

No longet shall the glory of the land, 
The radiance and the riches of the sea 
Be his to hold for his posterity 

Who hath the hardest heart, and strongest hand! 

To-day hath burst all fetters! Shout! Rejoice! 
We crucified lift up our pierced hands, 

. And from the circuit of the sea-swept lands 
Cry .. It is finished!" ~ith one mighty voice! 

EVELVN PYNIt_ 
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COLONEL OLCOTT'S TOUR. 

THE number of press notices and mUltiplicity of letters from correspondents 
to editors, provoked by Colonel Olcott's lectures upon "Theosophy," 
" Karma," " Reincarnation" and "Man's Psychical Powers," show very 

clearly that the tour is producing all the anticipated effect. We are quite 
warranted in expecting that the present agitation, all opposition notwithstanding, 
will have permanently beneficial results for our cause. As the Eastern doctrine 
of Karma is more closely studied by the educated classes, its philosophical 
reasonableness is being seen. At the close of his lectures, but more largely in 
the frequent conversaziones and private lectures he has given, CoL Olcott is 
cross-questioned upon the various bearings of the doctrine and his answers have 
not as yet been successfully rebutted. The past month has been a busy one for 
him. On November 8th he lectured privately at the house of Mr. Stapley, 
F. T. S.; every Thursdayevening he attended the meeting of the Llavatsky Lodge 
T.S.; the 23rd he lectured at Steinway Hall on "The Psychical Powers in 
Man "; the 30th gave a private lecture in Edinburgh, and on the 3rd December 
presided at a reception given to Herr Carl Hansen, the Danish hypnotist. 
These, with constant paying and receiving of visits, correspondence and literary 
work, filled up his time. His further engagements are a lecture on Dec. 7th 
before the Bedford Park Club, several private ones in London, a public lecture 
at Bradford (Yorkshire), on "Japan," another on Theosophy the next day, one 
in Newcastle on the 17th, and a meeting of the British Section on the 18th. 
Beyond this he is not likely to take provincial engagements, as he sails from 
Marseilles for Colombo on the- 29th, and is compelled to look after his health, 
the disease which attacked him in Japan having again broken out. CoL Olcott 
has made a host of friends in Great Britain, who would gladly persuade him to 
stop here altogether if it were possible to wean hiS' affections away from India; 
which it is not. Our best wishes will accompany him on his return voyage. 

The East Anglian Daily Times plays a melancholy dirge on the organ of 
public sentiment; thus:-

" The Theosophic Propagandists are scoring so many successes that the Fathers 
at the Brompton Oratory will soon have to look to their laurels. Madame 
Blavatsky, as all the world knows, persuaded (? !) Mrs. Besant within the pale, 
and now it is announced that Colonel Olcott has converted an Anglican clergy
man, who will henceforth act as his private secretary. The name of the reverend 
convert is not given." 

During the last few weeks Annie Besant has been addressing crowded audiences 
on Theosophy, and has roused much interest in the subject in the minds of the 

24 
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more thoughtful and intelligent. On October 27th, she spoke at Rochdale, and the 
lecture was followed by some slight opposition from the Spiritualists present. On 
November loth she addressed an exceptionally ~houghtful audience at Notting· 
ham, Professor Symes taking the chair. Here there was no. opposition, but a 
very large number of questions were put and fully answered. On the 17th, 
Milton Hal~ Kentish Town, was crammed, to listen to the answer to the question, 
.. What is Theosophy?" and here again the inquiries bore eloquent testimony 
to the interest felt in the subject. On the 24th, at the Hall of Science, Old 
Street, a lecture on "Salvation by Christ or by Man?" gave the lecturer an 
opportunity of contrasting the ethical value of the doctrine that "character 
moulds destiny," with the easy vicarious atonement of ecclesiastical Christianity. 
The month's lecturing closed with an explanation of Theosophy to an audience 
that packed every foot of space in the marquee of the St. Pancras Reform 
Club. the most concentrated attention following each link of the argument 
presented. 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, AMERICAN SECTION. 

Fint ad inltrim Ctmvmlion of IIIe Pacijk Coast BrandIeS. 

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS. 

[Our American branches have evidently no idea of going into "obscuration," 
as may be seen by the following preas from the Report of. the ad illter;", 
Convention held at San Francisco. Such signs of activity are distinctly 
encouraging and mark a growing power of initiative in the Society which should 
speedily bring about great results.] 

THE CONVENTION assembled at the hall, 106 McAllistu Street, San Francisco, Cal., October 12th 
_d 13th, 1889. Dr. W. W. Gamble, President of the Bandhu Lodge, of Santa Cruz, was elected aDd 
took tbe cbair~ Allen Griffiths was nominated and elected Secretary. 

The Chairman stated the objects of tbe Convention as follows: For mutual advancement; for the 
-election of a Delegate to represent the Pacific Coast Branches at the next Annual Convention of Apnl, 
1890; for adoption of certain resolutions. 

It was unanimously decided to hold the following sessions :-
Sunday, OctobeI 13, 10 a. m. Transaction of business. Consideration of methods for Theosophic 

work. Reading of Contributed papers. 
::I p. m. That tbe Convention, by invitation, attend the regular open meeting of the Golden Gate 

Lodge. 
7.30. p.m. An open session at which short speeches and papeIs bearing upon the three objects of 

. the Society be in ordu. . 
Miss M. A. Walsh read a papeI contributed by Mrs. M. H. Bowman of the &ndhu Branch, 

entitled, .. Try to Lift a Little of tbe Karma of the World," which aroused deep flleling and called 
·out considerable discussion. 

Communications were read from Los Angeles and Satwa Branches of Los Angeles, and St. Loma 
~d Gautama Branches of San Diego, expressin'lt cordial sympathy in the objects of the ConventiOD, 
and heartily wishing that harmony should prevail, and that much good would result from its 
-deliberations. 

SECOND DAY, OCTOBER 13th, 1889-
Undu the head of unfinished business, the subject of .. Theosophic Work" was taken up. M'ISS 

M. A. Walsh spoke as follows upon the subject :-
.. The great purpose of Theosopbic work is not so much to obtain members for a Branch, or to 

<convert people to any special system, as it is to scatter· seeds of truth, which, taking root, will cause 
people to become better Christians of any and every denomination. To dispel the darkness of 
ignorance, to sbow the univusality of law, and man's relation to the Cosmos, is the work of all those 
who have learned the first 1e.'iSODS of the Wisdom Religion-and this great purpose can be carried 
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OIlt in numberless ways, some of them apparently very round about, yet all tending to the goal For 
example, Ii 1arge field of indirect work presents tself in the many clubs and societies established in 
our cities and towns for mental culture. Our great poets are all seers of the occult; literature is a 
flowery by-path leading one unconsciously into theosoph c fields; philosophy, especially German 
philosophy, leads" directly to the fundamenL"\l truths; while science takes one to the very threshold. 
A theosophic student endowed with tact can, f a member of any such society, do a gnoat work in 
directing thought in the right direction. People who would not listen to anything under the name of 
Theosophy have by these indirect means become enthusiastic accepters of the fundamental principles 
of the Wisdom Religion-and have learned to make these principles a factor of their lives. 

"Theosophy teaches wisdom, and wisdom is the knowledge how to produce the best results with 
the least expenditure of force, not oo\y on the spiritual but also on the material planes; hence 
earnest Theosophists are needed in all reforms. To apply wise methods to practical ends, and thtlS to 
help lift the heavy Karma of the world, is a duty of every one whose eyes have been opened to the 
lighL 

.. Another practical work is to establish centres of force. Scattered brands may be of little moment ' 
but let them be brought together, and behold the atmosphere is aglow with light and heat. The 
Theosophic movement is yet in Its infancy; the workers are few, means are inadequate; many 
branches are doing to the utmost of their ability; to do more seems impossible; yet it is well to have 
an ideal, something to work towards, and would it not be well to think of our young people? What 
shall we theosophists do for the coming generation? " 

Resolutions were then passed of adherence and devotion to the objects of the Society and of 
loyalty and allegiance to its founders; of recognition and appreciation of the General Secretary of the 
American Section and of all others who are devoting their lives and energies to the welfare and 
elevation of humanity; of assisting in every way in extending the influence of Theosophy, and 
increasing its usefulness by spreading abroad its literature anti teachings. It was further :-

Raolwd: "That we will correct mis-preresc:ntations of TIu:osophic truths; defend apinst unjust 
attacks its leaders and teachers; and endeavour to realise in our own lives, the truths which we 
advocate. 

Resokoed: " That we realise Theosophy as world-wide in its application, and universal in its power to 
reach and elevate all conditions of mankind; that no method is too insignificant. nor any plan too 
impracticable, to be utilised if humanity may be thereby elevated and made to realise a higher 
conception of its destiny. 

Resolwd: "That we realise the present as a cyclic period of great spiritual potentiality, and urge upon 
all Theosophists the importance of increased effort during its continuance. 

Raolved: "That we recognise that mesmeric, and all other phases of occult phenomena, are 
dangerous if not understood, or when used for selfish purposes, as they are valuable if beneficially 
employed by the wise," 

Dr. Jerome A. Anderson was then elected as Delegate to represent the Pacific Coast Branches at the 
nt'xt annual Convention of the American Section. It was decided that the next ad in/erilll Convention 
should be held at Santa Cruz, 

We are sorry that lack of space compels us to put off the reprinting of the 
papers read before the Convention, or at least portions of them, to the January 
number, when we hope to have the pleasure of introducing them to our readers. 
Their titles are as follows :-Try to Lift II Little 01 tlu Heavy Krumll 01 tlu 
World; A Few Suggestions Regarding the Higher Life; Tlu First Object 01 
the Theosophical Society-Universal BrotherMod,' Aryan Literalure; Tlu 
Third Object 0/ the Theosophical Society,' Reasons lor a Theosophical Revlz1al. 

THEOSOPHY IN SPAIN. 

Theosophical literature has already been introduced into Portugal by the work 
of our learned brother the Marquis de Figaniere, entitled, "Under, In and 
Above the World," which was published,at Oporto in the early part of the year, 
and is, according to our reviewer in the May number, "one of the most scien
tific manuals of scientific literature that has yet appeared;'; we have now the 
pleasure of announcing that Theosophy has made its public appearance in Spain 
by the publication at Madrid of a pamphlet entitled, "Que es la Theosophia ? " 

24-
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by two energetic members of the Society. Translations of Isis Unveiled, 
Esoteric Buddhism, Light on the Path, The Buddhist Catechism and The Key to 
Theosophy, are already completed and will appear as the demand for theoso
phical literature increases. All honour, we say, to the brave pioneers of Theosophy 
in Spain I 

THEOSOPHY IN ITALY. 

Theosophy has also broken new soil in Italy, at Milan, and the Buddhist 
Cate(hi'sm has been translated into Italian. Major Tarsillo Barberis recently 
gave a public lecture upon Buddha and his doctrine to a large and highly appre
ciative audience, taking his facts, as he informs us, from the Catechism. Our 
Milan sympathizers are greatly dis:lppointed that Colonel Olcott is not able 
to pay them a visit before returning to India. 

THEOSOPHY IN SWEDEN. 

The latest advices inform us that the Stockholm Branch numbers already 
about seventy members, and that our literature is on sale throughout the kingdom, 
and also in Denmark. 

THKOSOPHY IN HOLLAND. 

The Post Nubila Lux Branch, at the Hague, suffered a great loss by the death 
of Capt. Adalbertli de Bourbon, the President, and ceased from their former 
activity; we are, therefore, glad to hear that a new nucleus is forming 1I'hich 
prorcises to be more active and useful than even the old Branch 

A T a meeting of the San Francisco" Freethought Society," Dr. Jerome A. 
~ Anderson, F. T.S., is reported to have spoken on the following subjects. 

We quote from" FREETHOUGHT." 
This was the s~'Cond lecture on .. Matter and Spirit," Dr. Jerome A. Anderson being the speaker 

and representing the Theosophical side of the question. Dr. Anderson laid down the propositiOD 
that matter and spirit arc cocternal and self-existing, matter being something in motion, and spirit a 
power that controIIed such motion. Scientists called the controIIing power force, but unless ther 
were ready to admit that force to be inteIIigent the speaker could not agree with them. He also re
jected the popular scientific theories regarding the process by which worlds are thrown off from a 
central sun, averring that science failed to explain how the c.entral sun first came into position. 
Theosophy taught, on the other hand, that there was no original central sun, but a .. laya" centre 
produced by intelligent wiII-a point where there was no gravitation, and hence one toward which all 
the nebulous mass would necessarily gravitate, gravitation being only the expression of the cosmic 
will acting upon matter. Primary motion must also, the speaker held. be a direct expression of aD 

inteIIigent force. Madame BIavatsky two years ago declared that gravitation was not universal in its 
action,.and Professor Holden of the Lick observatory had lately confirmed her statement. Ewty· 
thing. Dr. Anderson held. was created to express an inteUigent wiII-flowers to express beauty, 
mountains and forests to express grandeur, and so on. The doctor explained in a very interestin~ 
way his conception of the difference between the human soul and that of an animal. As to etl'rDa 
!ife, Theosophy did not promise it to man, as such. The spiritual monad in man was given indhidlJlJ/ 
persistence only during one manvantara, or cycle of material existence. • 

* This sentence mllst not be misunderstood as it is reported a little too vaguely. The" Spiritual 
Monad" is eternal because uncreate. but its .. individual persistence "-in }",man form and lJoJin "" 
this Iff'rulrial cllain or during III~ /ife-cyck, lasts only" one man\'antara." This does not pm-ent 
the same Spiritual Monad starting at the end of Mahapralaya (the Grand Age of Rest) unto anothes' 
higher and tnor~ let/eel .. !ife<ycle" with the fruit of the accumulated experiences of all the persona
lities the" illdividual" Ego (monas) had informed. 
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This meeting was pronounced, by all who were fortunate enough to be present, one of the best yet 
hdd. Dr. Anderson is a man whose abilities command respect whatever may be thought of his 
opinions. His achievements as a microscopist and his published works on physiological subjects place 
~im among the eminent medical men of the country. Touching the unsolved conundrums of life he 
IS an ingenious if not accurate guesser. 

This is precisely the difference between the learned men of Science who are 
true Theosophists, and those scientific men who being materialists-are not. 
Dr. J. A. Anderson is, in the opinion of his critics, at any rate an Ie ingenious, 
if not an accurate guesser," while most of the materialists are disingenious, and 
therefore have to be inaccurate to save their theories. And even when they 
happen to be exact this is only so in the deceptive light of maya and so long as 
one evanescent hypothesis is not yet dethroned and replaced by another, on 
its way to the same destiny of oblivion. 

PREHISTORIC MAN ON THE AMERICAN CONTINENT-is the latest find of 
Science. The horizon is clearing for the SECRET' DOCTRINE in the new as in 
the old world. While in the latter Mr. Grant Allen is confessing to a fully 
formed Miocene Man, American anthropologists confess to rellcs of men under 
twelve feet of pre-glacial gravel. Weare told that: 

In a railway cutting near Trenton, New Jersey, there have been found the earliest traces of man on 
the American Continent. They were buried under twelve feet of pre-glacial gravel: When they were 
disclosed, the objects were feft undisturbed, until telegrams brought to the spot several anthropolo
gists of authority, who declared the articles to be palreoliths of argillite, and characteristic of the 
earliest human efforts to form sharp edges in stone. The discovery followed a prediction by Dr. C. C. 
Abbott, whose views have hitherto been disputed both in Europe and America. After photographs 
had been taken, the specimens were removed to the Peabody Museum. 

The particle "pre" in the word "pre-glacial" makes the term very elastic, as 
this allows "Esoteric Buddhism" to carry man far back before the Eocene 
into the Permian period of the carboniferous age, as much as it permits ortho
dox Geology to place him on the soil of pre-glacial gravel. But how about 
these at least approximate, dates of the beginning and the end of the so-called 
glacial period. Have Geologists finally agreed? 

The following has been sent to us frorb. America for insertion by our brother, 
Prof. Anthony Higgins. 

From The Washington Post, November 23Id, 1889:-
.. To all to whom it may concern: The only actual Theosophical Society in Washington and the 

District of Columbia, is ' Tlu Theosophical Society and Unh'~rsal Brotlurltood: incorporated by the 
Bla'"3tsky Branch of the Society, according to act of congress, July 8, r889. Any other Society in 
Washington that appropriates our name. ' Tlu Tlzeosophical Society: does so without legal warrant 
OT right. To any Society thus using our name and title, and falsely professing to be the onljo genuine 
• Tluosophical Society: I give notice to cease using our name-' The Theosophical Society.' 1 make 
thIS notification by the legal authority vested in the IDcorporated privileges and rights of our Society, 
particulars of which may be found deposited with the recorder of deeds of the District of Columbia, 
U.S.A. ANTHONY HIGGINS • 

.. President of the Blavatsky Branch of the Theosophical Society and Universal Brother hood, of 
Washington, D.C., 

" ~ovember 21, r889." 
l Foreign papers please give notice.] 

A NEW THEOSOPHICAL EFFORT. 

THE ARYAN PRESS. 

THE energetic General Secretary of the American section has inaugurated a new 
departure in the establishment of a Theosophical Press. 
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The practical and co-operative spirit of the Prospectus will be seen by the 
following quotations :-

CI Any member, club of members, or Branch paying $10 shall be entitled to 
have printing done for twelve months at the actual trade cost, that is to say, the 
cost of paper, ink, composition, and press work, and in addition the cost of 
mailing the matter· when finished. 

CI In this way Branches can have papers printed, Branch stationery made up 
or tracts reprinted for distribution. The suggestion is offered that each Branch 
for a small outlay can thus keep its own printed transactions." 

This is decidedly a step in· the right direction, and deserves the cordial 
support of all Theosophists. When will our English Theosophists do the same? 

"(5otng to anb fro tn tbe J6artb." 

OUR MONTHLY REPORT. 

SIGNS OF THE TIMES IN THE CI SOCIETY TIMES." 

IN the journal of that name of November 23 we read the following!-

THEOSOPHICAL NOTES. 

PEOPLE who are fond of imagining for themselves great futures should read !.fme. Blavatsky's work 
.. The Secret Doctrine." 'Those of them with brains enough to follow it through will stagger some
what at the immensity of progress there depicted for·them. We are taken through cycle after cycle, 
round after round, and shown the new faculties and magnified old ones that will evolve in us, and tbe 
ranges of cosmic laws whose comprehension will demand their use. We are regarded each as'issu
ing from the ultimate fountain of divinity as spiritual embryos, and in the course of ages as returning 
to conscioUs rest' tberein as transcendently perfect Gods. And for Gods no less than for men, tbe 
ultimate law is everlasting evolution. This should satisfy ordinary ambition. 

Theosopbists do not seem to regard with much hope any political nostrum for bettering the condition 
of our lower classes. Every man's surrounding:; and physique are the natural outcome of his own ten
dencies, development and effort (or want of effort) in his own last lifetime; all efforts made now simi
larly affecting the next. Therefore their message is-do your duty fully in your present condition, 
since it is your own creation, and your self-appointed place in nature. This done, learn to evolve by 
care for the interest of others. The atmosphere will thus brighten, new faculties and modes of con
sciousness begin to evolve, and the Gods once more walk among and teach men. Their creed is cer
tainly worth attention. 

It is the fashion to refer to Theosophy as a new fad, a new creed, and so on. But it seems to be 
real1y none of these. The name was assumed by a mystic sect who, two or three centuries after Christ. 
followed the teachings of Ammonius Saccas. This man taught, as do the Theosophists, that under 
all religions and creeds is the same basis of truth under various aspects and variously corrupted. The 
truth is the deliverance of men's deepest consciousness, but is nevertheless inaudible till the howl· 
ings of the lower nature for undue satisfaction of its desires are subdued and disregarded. So 
alike speak the ancient and the modern Theosophists, and their other resemblances are not less 
striking. 

In tho September number of LUCIFER, the organ of the English Theosophists, is an exu1t8D1 
article pointing out that there are now in India no less than 144 branches of the Theosophical 
Society, comprising many thousand .. Fellows It is in reply to a statement of the Me/Wist TiNS, 
that the number of persons willing to own to their fellowship might be counted on the lingers of one 
hand. Since new branches in that country are frequentl ystarted, it would seem that Theosophy offen 
to the Buddhist a diet that agrees with him. Theosophists, in fact, claim that all real religions and 
philosophies consist of Theosophy in different suit of clothes, diaphan01l$ or opaque, well-or iU-
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fitting. and one of the professed objects of their Society is the making of such rents 'in these as to 
enable them to see truth naked. Like the Buddhists they mostly hold strongly to the idea of the 
thread of individuality in each man reincarnating in a succession of personalities, in each of which it 
acquires more essentially unforgotten knowledge. . 

Yes; Branches in India are many, and Members, many. Verily" Many are 
the called;" but how many ,kosen 1 

DEMONISM IN CEYLON. 

Under this charitable Christian title, we find a "Village Missionary" ventilat
ing his theological cobwebs in Tke Ceylon Friend, the organ of the Methodists, 
in that island. The Buddhist. of Colombo makes copious extracts from it; and 
we can do no better than let our contemporary speak. It begi'ls by quoting the 
precious hit of Wesleyan information that-

". • • • Every one of the demons has as real an existence as that of any member of 
his own family. He will tell you of" terrible noises thnt he has heard produced by no 
human voice or act of any kind, of terrible calamities which cnn be ascribed to no othel" 
agency, of epidemics of cholern and small-pox which he never thinks of tracing to the execrable 
sanitation of the village, of how great stones have been thrown on houses and men out of 'the in
visible.' .. 

Belief in demons may be regarded as a superstition in a Buddhist, but it is an 
artide o//aitk for every Christian, on the authority of St. Paul and the Churches. 
In this case, however, our brother, the editor of the Buddkist, disposes of the 
" Village Missionary" in. one mouthful. He says: 

The pharisaical scribbler of this article is evidently ignomnt of the commonest phenomena of spin
~. Although his life may have been spent here, books and papers are cheap; if his reading 
had been such as should be pursued by every teacher and instructor of others, he would know that 
what is so distressing to him is now an acknowledged scientific fact, and that the laws governing ." 
these manifestations are DOW considered proper and legitimate objects of study. Has he ever read 
the life of Wesley, the founder of his own sect? If not, let him do so, and he will learn that just 
such mysterious noises and occurrences were known to tbnt gentleman. Perhaps, however, in this 
particular case they were angels and not" Sinhalese demons." 

If the" Village Missionary" wrote from any but n narrow and strictly partisan standpoint, he 
would admit that the Christian system has its angels and archangels, its cherubim and seraphim, i~ 
thrones, principalities and powers-that these are legion. He would also know, although we could 
hardly expect him to admit it, that of these some were originally the very demons he so deprecatf.'!. 
It is fitting, moreover, that those who have elevated an unnatural, fire-snorting, revengeful devil into 
a God, should take a train of demons along with him to form a hierarchy of angels. It is a mere 
change of names. Is not the Christian devil--i:reated by this demon-god for the sole purpose of 
tempting man to disobey him and be thereby damned eternally-constantly employed in this delecta
ble business; or are the " Village Missionary .. and his brothers preaching lies ? 

Now that several Europeans and Americans of culture, far better educated 
and able than is the "Village Missionary," have become Buddhists by conviction, 
and have the columns of the Buddkist at their disposal, we fear hard times are 
in store for the traditional enemy of the mild Hindu and philosophical 
Buddhist. Dr. E. J. Eite~ Ph. Doc., Tiibingen, is quoted from h~s recent work 
on Buddhism: 

.. Another spark of divine light which the Buddhists possessed is discernible in their recognizing 
and constantly teaching the most intimate connection between the visible and invisible worlds. They 
knew that things seen are not the only realities. They looked upon the planets" as inhabited by mul
titudes, all eagerly listening to BUDDHA'S preaching. They peopled the air with spirits, the firma
ment with legions of human beings. superior to ourselves in purity and happiness, but constantly 
communicatinng with us pigmies. They saw heaven open to each aspiring soul and mansions visible 
and invisible prepared for those of a pure and tnnquil heart. They understood that an immense 
crowd of spectators is watching us unseen with intense interest, a crowd of devils grinnior with 
debght at the progress of evil, and hosts of angelic beings rejoicing over the spread of truth on earth. .. 
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The only thing to which we take exception in the above extract is the Christian phraseology; we 
repudiate that and refuse to hRve it saddled upon Buddhism. We do not believe in souls and heamlS 
and the other materialistic paraphernalia of the Christian system, as it is lauK"t anti aa~p'~tllIy ,,,",. 
The attention of the .. Village Missionary" is called most earnestly to the fact that this Christian 
writer, who fears Buddhism, although much in it extON his unwilling admiration, calls this belieC 
.. another spark of divine truth ;'" which is most certainly an admission that that noble and glorioas 
philosophy has other sparks of the same nature. Let these gentlemen fight it out between them 

Yes, the Buddhist knows that evil influences are constantly around him, trying to tempt to evil, 
and when possible to harm him through purely malicious motives. He does not fllWSAip them in 
the Christian sense of that word; with the system he pursues to placate them we can bave DO 

sympathy, nor indeed has any educated Buddhist. We know that the best shield, the strongest talis
man, is to follow faithfully the precepts of our BLESSED LoRD, and then these influences will be 
powerless for harm. 

* * * * * * * • * 
Our .. Village Missionary ., tells us that the only way to expel this terrible system is to bestow on all 

a Christian education. In all humility and earnestness we suggest, that a nation that has murdered 
thousands of inoffensive people to force them to take a hated drug which was dragging its victims 
down to ruin-a nation that encourages drunkenness in order to increue its revenues-is not fit to be 
entrusted with the education of any youth-not even its own. If this is the result of C/u'is1Wl 
education in a C"ristian country by a C"ristian Government then by all means give us HEATHENISlI 
and DEMONISM I 

(From Tu Butltlllisl of the 3rd Ava Wap, 24330 or the lIth October, 1889). 

THE CANE ,,(S A PROSELYTIZING AGENT. 

The same journal inserts a letter from our Brother, Mr. Powell, the American 
gentleman appointed pro lem. by the President to supervise the Ceylon Section 
of the Theosophical Society. We insert its last paragraph, showing that in 
despair, the meek, God-fearing and Christ-following Methodists have resorted to 
the cane as the best means to convert the" heathen Buddhist." 

A letter from Trincomalee informs me that the missionary in charge of the Wesleyan school at the 
place has been caning Hindu boys for refusing to learn the Christi;ln Catechism. Most of the parenlS 
of pupils attending this school have taken their children away. Quite right, let all do so at once, so 
that this school shall lose its grant. I here beg of the Tamil community to express their disa~ 
bation of this brutal act by laying the matter before the Director of Public Instruction and by helpiDg 
their brothers in Trincomalee to get a good teacher and establish a school of their own. To the • 
Trincomalee people I would say let each one give a handful of rice daily for this cause and they will 
succeed in having a school of their own. To the Buddhists of that place I say, help our brothels to 
withstand the common enemy. 

THE cc FAITH-WORKERS" OF SHENANDOAH. 

But there is an abasement of Ideal far more pitiful than that caused by the cane 
or the animalism of the dissolute. It is that springing from ignorant and prosy 
emotionalism. We see it in past epochs, we see it now. 

The vulgar boasting of the II Village Missionary" and the paradoxical fanfa
ronade of Salvation Army devotional methods, attended though they be with 
sincere zeal, are surpassed by the extravagancies of the American Failllisis and 
cc Fire-Brand" workers of the Free Methodist Church. The Fire-O,and, whose 
copies are constantly inflicted upon us, is the organ, apparently, of a handful
an army perchance, for all I know-of cc J:<"aith-workers" so called Curiously 
enough the editor of the said organ declares that he is II publishing this paper 
for the Lord; .. that it has no fixed price as " God will provide means to place 
it. •. in the hands of all whom He is desirous to have it ; " and that finally, the 
editor" shall seek divine guidance in its distribution." But it is not for printing 
materials and printers' devils' alone that the " Faith-workers" seeu't to depend 
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upon God, but also for their daily food. What more repulsive degradation could 
there be of the ideal of the Divine Essence than the following acknowledgments 
which we copy from the last issue of the "Fire-Brand" column headed "Life of 
Trust. .• T~e Master provides all that we need." 

Fri. Sept. 27.-Our confidence and love increases day by day. .. Thanks be to God who always 
causeth us to triumph in Christ." 

Two quarts of nice rich milk, a cup of meat fryings and twenty-five cents are supplies from Father 
to-day. 

Sat. Sept. 2B.-A dear young sister in the Lord brought in two under gannents for the band 
workers, ready made; niso, gave lifty cents to one of them. A pail each of grapes and sweet pota
toes, and a good big chicken were also brought in by different members of the King's family. Bless 
His name I 

A nice lot of tracts was given us t<>-day for distribution, also, a half bushel of tomatoes and a sack 
each of sage and popcorn. Bless the Lord I 

Wed. Oct. a.-This has been a day of real rejoicing in our soul. A gallon of vinegar, pint of 
milk, apples, potatoes, cabbage, sweet potatoes, squash and a pail of sweet com dried, were all 
provisions sent flom Father t<>-day. Praise God I Glory be to God. 

A basket of potatoes and twenty-live cents, were acceptable gifts to-day. 
Tue. Oct. B.-We are waiting on God, and seeking only His will in all we do, Satan is on our 

track as never before, but we have the victory over the world, the ftesh, and the devil Praise the 
Lord' We have put on the whole armor of God, and with the shield of .. faith," we are able to 
quench all the liery darts of the evil one. Hallelujah lOne dollar was handed us to-day at a much
needed time, and we could not but recognize Father's hand, also a quart of rich milk and a large 
squash, were acceptable gifts from our loving Father. 

Would it be regarded as too disrespectful were one to suggest to the " King" 
and " Father" that a little brains along with the "squash," and "rich milk" 
in that quarter might be more useful perhaps, even if less acceptable? 

THE CATECHISM OF SCIENCE. 

Going to and fro in the earth, the adversary came across a relic of Paul 
Bert, the late vivisector. He was a practical man it seems j who having 
succeeded in his praiseworthy efforts to "exile the god" of theology from the 
schools, tribunals, burial grounds and hospitals of France, proceeded to replace 
the old by new primers j hence his "Civil Catechisms," for the use of the future 
citizens of the great Republic. He wrote himself a Manual 0/ Civic Etkin, 
and invited others to do the same. His appeal resulted in the·creation of a 
model library of Primers full of civic morality and scientific revelations. We 
choose a fragment out of the Cateckisme Laifjue (of 1883), as a sample in them 
of the great truths (revealed to, and by, Science). 

<.!I1ESTION. WAal is God '-ANSWER ... I do not know." 
Q. WAD cnDled IAe Uniwrse '-A. .. I do not know." 
Q. WAenre mankind' WAiIAerdoes·it lend'-A . .. I do not know." 
Q. WADI .law _ to eXfW&t after dealA '-A. .. I do not know." 
Q. WAen and Juno ADs man appeared on earlA '-A. .. I do not know." 
Q. Do nol you ful asAamed of your ignorance '-A. ,. No shame to be ignorant of that which no one 

ever knew." 
Q. If you den7 all tAe trutAs of alleged nligion, 'U'Aat are IAe trutAs tAat you do accept' -A. .. I 

believe in the emancipation of mankind through natural scierlce; I believe in the harmony created by 
the enactment of all our duties; I believe in the regeneration of my country with the- belp of dem~ 
cracy; I believe in the conquering genius of our nation which ever was and will be the bearer and 
promoter of light and freedom." 

This is followed by the teaching of other truths of the natural religion 
according to the last word of natural science. Zoological evolution is explained. 
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The descent of the bird from the lizard is taught as follows :-The lizard, we are 
told, was consumed with gigantic ambition; it wanted to become a bird, and fly 
sunwards j this was its idea foea. The dreams and aspirations of that flat-headed 
quadruped reptile were so decided and intense, its will so strong, that obedient 
nature had to submit and act accordingly. (sic). 

Q. Okdienl to wllo"" or wllat , Wllat is it IIa/we IIad to 1II"",i/ 10 '-A. "To the eternal righI, 
the law of evolutionary life, diffused throughout the universe in such quantity that it overflows every 
spot of it, ever absorbed and ever renewed." 

Q. Go on/-A. "I say, that once that the taste for evolution bad been developed in the lizard 
nature bad' to undertake the duty of transforming it into a bird. The lizard felt one day !he 
appearance of feathers on its scaly back, and standing on its hind legs, proceeded to move rythmica1ly 
its four paws, which it did until these gradually cbanged into wings." 

It is interesting to note that the mere uninterrupted action of intense will 
power and desire, is regarded by Science as a magic agent calculated to perform 
that which the occultists call phenomena through Kriyasakti (" creative will ") 
which transforms one object into another, and even created men out of materia 
on hand, in days of the pre-Adamic mankind. Thus one point is gained. But 
had these Catecl,,'smes Laifjues prevailed and become popular, what kind of a race 
would Frenchmen have become, brought up in the sole faith in the "principles 
of lizard evolution" bereft ~f even an inkling of metaphysics? 

A very curious study is that of Chiromancy, and one that may well be looked 
into by the biologist. It is known that at Paris the most infallible way of 
registering criminals has been by taking the impress of the finger-tips. People 
can change th.eir faces, but their hands never. The shape of the hand, as a 
whole, undoubtedly shows character and training. To be sure of this, it suffices 
to set side by side the hand of the artist, the man of administrative ability, and 
the navvy. Contrast the finger-tips of the weaver, the watchmaker, the collier. 
The relative lengths of palm and fingers are also said to show character, the 
passional and physical naturo showing itself in the undivided part of the hand, 
the intellectual and psychical in the fingers. The thumb, again, is significant, 
showing in shape and length the balance of the character-" a capable thumb," 
as a novelist said, describing a clever woman. And then the lines I fewer and 
simpler in the more direct and simple characters, numerous and complex in the 
more many-sided and sensitive natures. If any of our readers care to look into 
this queer byway of speculation, they will find Mrs. Louise Cotton, 43, 
Abingdon Villas, Kensington, W., a very intelligent expounder of the subject. 

ADVERSARY. 
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. 'Re"tews • 
• 

THE ASTRAL LIGHT· 

I s the title of a very interesting and carefully expressed book written under 
the nom de pilime of Nizida, a name well-known in the columns of Lig"'. 
The subject is replete with and full of some of the deepest mysteries of 

Nature and for every one who has any sort of touch with this unseen part of the 
universe that envelopes this physical plane of consciousness, is a never-ending 
source of study and inquiry. It is of course regarded very differently by 
mystic students according to the school to which they may individually or col
lectively belong. Many spiritUalists are apt to conceive that once en rappor/with 
this vast sphere of nature they are face to face with ultimate Truth, while on the 
other hand Eastern Occultism, as taught through Theosophical publications, 
regard the astral plane as more illusory if possible than the ordinary plane of 
physical consciousness or that which is objective to the five senses of normal 
humanity, and consider it as still more dangerous and contaminating in its subtle 
and deleterious influences. The clever writer however steers her way with great 
tact between these widely divergent schools of thought, and although she is 
obviously a follower of the more philosophical Eastern teachers, she manages to 
let this become clear to the reader without offending anyone's religion or beliefs. 
Nevertheless the title is rather misleading, as the book deals with a much wider 
range of thought than that embraced by the astral light alone. Indeed it touches 
upon, and with great insight, almost all the topics dealt with in recent writings of 
the new theosophical exposition and draws freely in addition from such well
known authors of occult lore as Eliphas L~vi, Paracelsus, the late Lord Lytton, 
and others. There is consequently in this unpretentious volume a great deal of 
suggestive and useful information placed before the public in a comparatively 
simple and yet condensed form and it deserves to have a cordial welcome and 
wide circulation. Perhaps in view of encouraging this end it will be better to 
give the readers of LUCIFER one or two extracts drawn from the pages of the 
book under notice, rather than to go into any elaborate review of the work as a 
whole. 

Speaking of the astral light the author says: 
" The thought substance of the universe i.e. the astral light, t which obeys all 

wills, man must absolutely mould to his desires-for he is not otherwise con
stituted. It is the unfolding aura the infilling life of his being and becomes 
transformed in self-emanation; as his "real" may become poisoned, or healthy, 
according to his corporeal condition. Ignorant and vicious he moulds it to his 
destruction enlightened and spiritUally perfect, he clothes himself with it as with 
the garment of a god, and sways it in the beneficence of perfect love and 
wisdom." Again:" It is because of the widespread poisoning of the astral 
light, by the almost universal perversion of the human wills, that disease, 

• By NIZIDA. THEOSOPHICAL PuBLISHING Co., 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, w.c.-
t According to Occult teaching the Aslr3l light is,,01 the" thought substance" of the Universe, 

but the recorder of every thought; the universal mirror which reflects every event and thought as 
ffYery being and thing, animate or inanimate, We call it the great Sea of Illusion, Ma,.a.-[Eo.] 
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deformity, insanity, fanaticisms, or false enthusiasms which propel to destruction, 
mental stagnation and apathy, every human ugliness, every taint and poison spot 
destructive to life and happiness, reign in the world. The earth is invested with 
death-dealing powers; and rolls wrapt in a dense malarial aura, in which float 
the germs of disease which fasten even upon the vegetable kingdom in the shape 
of rot, blight, insects, or worms. The man-poisoned elemental or nature-spirit 
forces culminate in objective forms of ugliness and disorder, and form the casual 
world, wheresoever conditions invite or compel the manifestation." 

Again elsewhere the author says: "To possess a true conception of that inner 
ambient and penetrative atmosphere called the astral light, is an indispensable 
requisite in the study of spiritual or occult science. Without a knowledge of 
this wonderful agent of all life, material as well as physical, the student will find 
himself at sea without chart or compass when he endeavours to deal with 
spiritual facts. He will find also that to rightly conceive of the functions per
formed by this mysterious element in the life of man, in the life of every creature 
or object in the universe, in the very processes of thought and in the creation of 
this world will throw a light upon his mind, explaining many problems, and 
effecting a complete revolution in his ideas concerning the world and everything 
that exis ts." 

These quotations will suffice to show the reader that the author has a con
scious and comprehensive grasp of its subtleties. Many others might be given, 
taken almost at random through the book, but in this short and necessarily 
inexhaustive notice the extracts have been intentionally limited to those dealing 
more especially with the title of this interesting and instructive book. 

THE SPIRIT OF THE MATTERHORN.· 

A NOBLE little book, and one of great interest, is the small volume of 
Lord Queensberry before us; yet strange and at times provoking. We 
read on in the full conviction that the writer is filled with the spirit of 

true Theosophy and Altruism, that he too has sensed the Great Harmony of 
things, and that the strife of man is but for his Eternal Progress, to be the 
more quickly attained, once that he has realized his stern responsibility, both to 
himself and to the rest. Carried away with this great thought-wave, we are on 
the point of giving all our praise, when suddenly a phrase occurs which breaks 
the current and brings us back to the duty of criticism. There is one propo
sition of the writer with which we are compelled to dissent, viz., that" the Soul 
is simply the resultant or the effect of the body." As this statement, however. 
frequently occurs in passages of what we may cal~ without cant, the highest 
inspiration, it is just possible that the author intends to convey some fuller idea 
by so crude a statement. Moreover, this view is strongly supported by another 
apparent disagreement with the philosophy in which the Theosophical Society 
takes so great an interest. Although the distinction between the personality and 
the individuality has forced itself upon our author as an absolute necessity, he. 
nevertheless, expresses the idea in words which, to a student of Theosophy, are 
at first sight somewhat confusing. At the end of the preface we read :-

.. With the selfish longing after an individual and personal hereafter, removed, as go it must in 
time, when man comes to his senses, and which removal seems a blessing to those who have 

it By LORD QUEENSBERRY: London, WATTS & CO. 
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accustomed themselves to look it in the face, what a terrible thing would be this clinging to one's 
perJ01loi ilJd;vidlla/;/y ail through eternity! With the departure of this baneful cltolusion will come 
the only hope and consolation, the hopes we bear respecting our posterity, in whom it is quite possible 
and I think probable, the life in us shall be revived again and again, until the final state is attained 
of the perfect mind in the perfect body. Out of our errors and consequent miseries shall those our 
children-perhaps ourselves repeated-reap the fruits of our experiences, how much more so from the 
good to which e\'cn we may attain?" 

But if we read for personal individualily, personality, for life, individualil}', 
we have the identical idea, which the greatest philosophy of the East teaches. 

Therefore it is that we are almost persuaded that the sentence we have ob
jected to may bear some other interpretation. 

The innale ideas of the writer, which are almost identical with those of our 
philosophy, are tinged in some places with Spencerian thought, and the spirit 
of divine progress and attainment is now and again shackled with the too 
material terms of the great Western thinker. 

An additional proof that the flame of the spirit of the real truthseeker burns 
brightly in the soul of the intuitive author, is to be found in the dedication :-

"This Poem is respectfully inscribed to those Peers who, allhe election (1880), 
in Holyrood Palace, of the Scottish Representative Peers, deprived me 0/ my seat 
in the House 0/ Lords. Their rejection was founded on the avowed and acknow
ledged ground, thaI 1 had previously expressed opinions in anlagonism io Ihe 
Chrislian religion; that 1 had, as was tlun asserted, publicly denied the exis
tence 0/ God, and thaI, as Lord Lothian expressed iI, 1 held as a negation ali 
that my' brother Peers regarded as mosl sacred." 

In conclusion, we cordially recommend this poem to our readers, for not only 
is the theme a lofty one and replete with ideas of noble sublimity, but the 
expression and form of them is beautiful and harmonious. The following 
short selections will give our readers an idea of the thought and style of the 
author. 

" For naught which death destroys in r\ature's scheme 
But bursts afresh in other fOI ms of life: 
And thus· ail life remains eternal still, 
For death is life, and life eternity." 

" Then time may come when earth must pass away, 
Melting in fervent heat, to rise anew, 
To form yet other worlds more glorious still, 
Beyond conception, in their loveliness. 
And shaIl these germs of life, refined like gold, 
In furnaces of bitter sorrow here, 
Be lost for ever in eternal time? 
~ay, rather, from the essence of the all, 
'Twill issue forth, to blossom yet again, 
Till all these worlds, with one triumphant shout, 
Shall echo forth one chord in harmony. 
But this is naught to man: learn thou his task, 
AIl fellow workers with the great Divine, 
All atoms of the one identity, 
Mankind, thus striving to attain this will, 
Must lose faith in this personality; 
Must learn to know that, when this mortal frame 
Returns to dust, his being does not die, 
Yet is no more his individual self, 
But part of an eternal endless force, 
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Merged in the ocean of the mighty 11. 
And having conquered thus his Iftshnes5 
His hopes shall centre in his future race, 
To Mise mankind from what it is to God s. 
o faith 1 which yet shall consolation bring 
To all the races of this teeming earth ; 
o happier age, wben man, united tbus 
Within the bonds of this eternal truth, 
Shall conquer all that now makes him despair, 
And ring the knell of war, disease and crime I ' 

.. Yet shall a brighter, happier faith arise 
From out the false conception of the past, 
To take the place of all the worn-out creeds : 
The last green shoot, an outgrowth of the tree 
Implanted deep within the heart of man -
The tree of knowledge and the tree of truth. 
So, on the dawn of happier days to come, 
Bright shines the promise of the rising sun, 
A true anti nobler faith-humanity." 

PERSEPHONE AND OTHER POEMS.-

THE writer of these fine poems is evidently a woman of fine intellectual 
culture, honest heart, and broad human sympathies. A tone of worthy 
aspiration to know and live the truth runs throughout the volume. She 

is one to be trusted in friendship, we should say. Among her collection is the 
following poetical paraphrase of the touching story of Kosigotama, the young 
mother who brings her dead babe to the Buddha, imploring him to show her how 
it may be awakened from the terrible sleep into which it has fallen. The 
whole story is given in Professor Rhys Davids' well-known little work on 
Buddhism:-

. THE MOTHER'S QUEST. t 
To Gautama, holiest prophet, a mother, 

With grief-laden brow, 
Came, saying-" 0 Prophet, on earth is no other 

More potent than thou; 
Oh I Hermit of Healing, can'st succour me now? 

II As one little blossom in beauty that bloweth 
Alone on a strand, 

As one little streamlet life-giving that Howeth 
Thro' sun-smitten land, 

Where else were but arid and desolate sand-

Even such to my heart was the child that I cherished 
With love kin to pain; 

In my impotent arills at the dawning he perished; 
My tears are in vain, 

But thy voice from the darkness may call him again." 
• By LIZZIE MARY LITTLE. Dublin, WILLIAM MAGEE. 

~ Taken from a legend in the history of Buddhis,u 
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Tllen the prophet made answer: U Thy prayer shall be granted 
When sorrowing most; 

If thou can'st obtain but the smallest of seeds 
(All earth may be crossed) 

From a house where no tears have been shed for the lost." 

In the homes where she passed, there was laughter that lightly 
Might fallon her ears, 

And many a glance might have told her how brightly 
Were welcomed the years; 

But the mother marked only the falling of tears. 

Oh, Maid! In whose eyes the full sunshine of gladness 
Is radiant as yet, 

Have they ever been dimmed by the cloud of a sadness 
That cannot forget ? 

Say, with tears for the lost have they ever been wet?" 

II. 
And the maiden made answer: U A grave, ftower-circled, 

Lies under the steep, 
And there, in a silence unbroken and solemn, 

My brother doth sleep, 
And the blossoms that bloom there know well that I weep! " 

" 0 youth! in whose hand is the wine-cup of life, 
What griefs have been thine? " 

U I have mourned for a hand that in sorrow and strife 
Was aye clasped in mine, 

For a friend that was faithful in shadow and shine." 

U The music of voices, loved fondly, has drifted 
Away from thine ears, 

Old man, from whose lonelines~ rarely is lifted 
The veil of the years; 

In thy heart are their memories watered with tears ? " 

And the soul of the old man was stirred at her pleading, 
With passionate ruth-

U I have suffered, 0 Mother! a grief far exceeding 
Thy sorrow, in truth; 

00 babe have I wept, but the love of my youth! " 

Then she cried: U Not alone in my grief I am left; 
Fast travels the wind; 

But faster his feet who the hearts has bereft 
Of all human kind, 

And never, oh never! the home shall I find 

3SS 
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" Whence none has been taken. All men have in sorrow 
A brotherhood dread. 

Yet we weep not in vain, if we learn but to cherish 
The living," she said, 

"With a love that is hallowed by thoughts of the dead." 

WE have received from the Path Office, New York, the foresheets of letter A of 
"A Working Glossary for the use of students of Theosophical Literature" j it 
promises well and will undoubtedly be a useful and handy little volume to put 
on theosophical bookshelves. 

e.<.@ .;c~~ ~ ~: .. w., ....... ~ 

(torreeponl)ence. --
THE THIRD EYE. 

To the Editors of LUCIFER; 
SINCE my communication on this subject in the June number of LUCIFER (iv. p. 
341), evidence has accumulated in favour of the information given in the Secrel 
Dodrine, vol. 2. page 289. 

Professor Prestwich in his "Geology" page 1 40, gives evidence in favour of 
the existence of a number of fossil forms, in which the third eye was developed. 
They had broad frog-like heads, long salamander-like bodies, and were covered 
with sculptured scales. Others are lizard-like amphibians, while some are snake
like in form. Some of this group show labyrinthine structure in their teeth, 
others are devoid of it. They were mostly creatures of small size. 

Further evidence is given in the work of Dr. Anton Fritsch, "Fauna der 
gaskohle und der Kalksteine der Perm-formation, Bohmens," 4to, Prague, 18740 
&c. This work gives in detail the osteology of the smaller congeners of 
Labyrinthodon and its allies. "In this he describes Melanerpeton, Opnitierpel()lI, 
Microbracnis, Dendrerpeton, Cltelydosaurus, Limnerpeton, Melosaurus, Oste()/kis, 
By/opterion, Urocordylus, Keralerpelon. The type of these is .Branclti()sau1'llS 
salamandroides, which is illustrated in fig. 68 of Prestwich's work. 

All these forms are from the Kupfer Schiefer, at the base of the Zechstein. 
We have thus evidence that the statement of H. P. B. made in the Secret 

Dodrine, vol. ii., p. 299. was not merely as I said, ,I probable," but is borne out 
by the careful researches of modern Geology and Palleontology. The only blank 
in my chain of scientific argument is now complete. 

There is but one step from the sublime to the ridiculous, and I shall not take 
it again" by analysing Dr. Foy's recent communication to the "Medical Press 
and Circular," in which he has absolutely confused the parietal foramen with the 
middle fontanelle! Yours truly 

C. CARTER BLAKE, F.T.S. 
(Late Ledurer on Comparative Anatomy and lAology, Westminster Hospital.) 

* This is in reference to an article already written by Dr. Carter Blake in answer to an attaek in the 
.. Me:lica1 Press and Circular" upon the Secnt Doctrine, or rather upon its autbor wbo was more 
abuse1 in it tban ber work. As the latter bad evidently never been read by the writer of tbe atuu:k, 
Dr. Carter Blake, wbo is certainly a greater autbority on Anthropology tban our kind critic, was good 
enougb to write in defence of the Secret Doctrine, but bis reply was Cf/llrlet1JU9 declined.-{EV.) 
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THE TIDAL WAVE. 

" Tile tidal wave 0/ deeper souls, 
I"to our ,nmosllJllnff rolls, 
And lilts us unawares, 
Oul oj all meaner cares." 

LONGFELLOW. 

THE great psychic and spiritual change now taking place in the 
realm of the human Soul, is quite remarkable. It began towards 
the very commencement of the now slowly vanishing last quarter 

of our century, and will end-so says a mystic prophecy-either for the 
weal or the woe of civilized humanity with the present cycle which will 
close in 1897. But the great change is not effected in solemn silence, 
nor is it perceived only by the few. On the contrary, it asserts itself 
amid a loud din of busy, boisterous tongues, a clash of public opinion, 
in comparison to which the incessant, ever increasing roar even of the 
noisiest political agitation seems like the rustling of the young forest 
foliage, on a warm spring day. 

Verily the Spirit in man, so long hidden out of public sight, so care
fully concealed and so far exiled from the arena of modern learning, has 
at last awakened. It now asserts itself and is loudly re-demanding its 
unrecognized yet ever legitimate rights. I t refuses to be any longer 
trampled under the brutal foot of Materialism, speculated upon by the 
Churches, and made a fathomless source of income by those who have 
self-constituted themselves its universal custodians. The former would 
deny the Divine Presence any right to existence; the latter would accen
tuate and prove it through their Sidesmen and Church Wardens armed 
with money-bags and collection-boxes. But the Spirit in man-the direct~ 
though now but broken ray and emanation of the Universal Spirit-has 
at last awakened. Hitherto, while so often reviled, persecuted and 
abased through ignorance, ambition and greed; while so frequently 
turned by insane Pride "into a blind wanderer, like unto a buffoon 
mocked by a host of buffoons," in the realm of Delusion, it remained 
unheard and unheeded. To-day, the Spirit in man has returned like 
King Lear, from seeming insanity to its senses; and, raising its voice, 

13 
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.it now speaks in those authoritative tones to which the men of old have 
listened in reverential silence through incalculable ages, until deafened 
by the din and roar of civilization and culture, they could hear it no 
longer ...• 

Look around you and behold! Think of what you see and hear, and 
draw therefrom your conclusions. The age of crass materialism, of Soul 
in-anity and blindness, is swiftly passing away. A death struggle 
between Mysticism and Materialism is no longer at hand, but is already 
raging. And the party which will win the day at this supreme hour will 
become the master of the situation and of the future ; i.e., it will become 
th~ autocrat and sole disposer of the millions of men already born and 
to be born, up to the latter end of the XXth century. If the signs of the 
times can be trusted it is not the Anilllalists who will remain conquerors. 
This is warranted us by the many brave and prolific authors and writers 
who have arisen of la~e to defend the rights of Spirit to reign over 
matter. Many are the honest, aspiring Souls now raising themselves 
like a dead wall against the torrent of the muddy waters of Materialism. 
And facing the hitherto domineering flood which is still steadily carrying 
off into unknown abysses the fragments from the wreck of the dethroned, 
cast down Human Spirit, they now command: II So far hast thou come; 
but thou shalt go no further!" 

Amid all this external discord and disorganisation of social harmony; 
amid confusion and the weak and cowardly hesitation!> of the masses, 
tied down to the narrow frames of Iroutine, propriety and cant; amid 
that late dead calm of public thought that had exiled from literature 
every reference to Soul and Spirit and their divine working during the 
whole of the middle period of our century-we hear a sound arising. 
Like a clear, definite, far-reaching note of promise, the voice of the 
great human Soul proclaims, in no longer timid tones, the rise and almost 
the resurrection of the human Spirit in the masses. It.is now awakening 
in the foremost representatives of thought and learning; it speaks in 
the lowest as in the highest, and stimulates them all to action. The 
renovated, life-giving Spirit in man is boldly freeing itself from the dark 
fetters of the hitherto all-capturing animal life and matter. Behold it, 
saith the poet, as, ascending on its broad, white wings, it soars into the 
regions of real life and light; whence, calm and godlike, it contemplates 
with ulllfeigned piety those golden idols of the modern material cult 
with their feet of clay, which have hitherto screened from the purblind 
;masses their true and living gods. . . . 

Literature--once wrote a critic-is the confession of social life, re
flecting all its sins, and all its acts of baseness as of heroism. In this 
·sense a book is of a far greater importance than any man. Books do 
not represent one man, but they are the mirror of a host of men. Hence 

·the great English poet-philosopher said of books, that he knew that 
.they were as hard to kill and as prolific as the teeth of the fabulous 
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dragon; sow them hither and thither and armed warriors will grow out 
of them. To kill a good book, is equal to killing a man. 

The" paet-philosopher" is right. 
A new era has begun in literature, this is certain. New thoughts and 

new interests have created new intellectual needs; hence a new race of 
authors is springing up. And this new species will gradually and im
perceptibly shut out the old one, those fogies of yore who, though they 
still reign nominally, are allowed to do so rather by force of habit than 
predilection. It is not he who repeats obstinately and parrot-like the 
old literary formula! and holds desperately to publishers' traditions, who 
will find himself answering to the new needs; not the man who prefers 
his narrow party discipline to the search for the long-exiled Spirit of man 
and the now lost TRUTHS; not these, but verily he who, parting com
pany with his beloved" authority," lifts boldly and carries on unflinch
ingly the standard of the Future Mall. It is finally those who, amidst 
the present wholesale dominion of the worship of matter, material 
interests and SELFISHNESS, will have bravely fought for human rights 
and man's divine nature, who will become, if they only win, the teachers 
of the masses in the coming century, and so their benefactors. 

But woe to the XXth century if the now reigning school of thought 
prevails, for Spirit would once more be made captive and silenced till 
the end of the now coming age. It is not the fanatics of the dead letter 
in general, nor the iconoclasts and Vandals who fight the new Spirit of 
thought, nor yet the modern Roundheads, supporters of the old Puritan 
religious and social traditions, who will ever become the protectors and 
Saviours of the now resurrecting human thought and Spirit. I t is not 
these too willing supporters of the old cult, and the media!val heresies of 
those who guard like a relic every error of their sect or party, who jea
lously watch over their own thought lest it should, growing out of its 
teens, assimilate some fresher and more beneficent idea-not these who 
are the wise men of the future. I t is not for them that the hour of the 
new historical era will have struck, but for those who will have learnt to 
express and put into practice the aspirations as well as the physical 
needs of the rising generations and of the now trampled-down masses. 
In order that one should fully comprehend individual life with its phy
siological, psychic and spiritual mysteries, he has to devote himself with 
all the fervour of unselfish philanthropy and love for his brother men, to 
studying and knowing collecti'lJe life, or Mankind. Without preconcep· 
tions or prejudice, as also without the least fear of possible results in 
one or another direction, he has to decipher, understand and remember 
the deep and innermost ft:elings and the aspirations of the poor people's 
great and suffering heart. To do this he has first "to attune his soul 
with that of Humanity," as the old philosophy teaches; to thoroughly 
master the correct meaning of every line and word in the rapidly turning 
pages of the Book of Life of MANKI~D and to be thoroughly saturated 
with the truism that the latter is a whole inseparable from his own SELF. 
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How many of such profound readers of life may be found in our 
boasted age of sciences and culture? Of course we do not mean authors 
alone, but rather the practical and still unrecognized, though well known, 
philanthropists and altruists of our age; the people's friends, the unselfish 
lovers of man, and the defenders of human right to the freedom of Spirit. 
Few indeed are such; for they are the rare blossoms of the age, and 
generally the martyrs to prejudiced mobs and time-servers. Like those 
wonderful" Snow flowers" of Northern Siberia, which, in order to shoot 
forth from the cold frozen soil, have to pierce through a thick layer of 
hard, icy snow, so these rare characters have to fight their battles all their 
life with cold indifference and human harshness, and with the selfish ever
mocking world of wealth. Yet, it is only they who can carry out the 
task of perseverance. To them alone is given the mission of turning the 
"Upper Ten" of social circles from the broad and easy highway of 
wealth, vanity and empty pleasures into the arduous and thorny path of 
higher moral problems, and the perception of loftier moral duties than 
they are now pursuing. It is also those who, already themselves 
awakened to a higher Soul activity, are being endowed at the same time 
with literary talent, whose duty it is to undertake the part of awakening 
the sleeping Beauty and the Beast, in their enchanted Castle of Frivolity, 
to real life and light. Let all those who can, proceed fearlessly with this 
idea uppermost in their mind, and they will succeed. It is the rich who 
have first to be regenerated, if we would do good to the poor; for it is in 
the former that lies the root of evil of which the" disinherited" classes 
are but the too luxuriant growth. This may seem at first sight para
doxical, yet it is true, as may be shown. 

In the face of the present degradation of every ideal, as also of the 
noblest aspirations of the human heart, becoming each day more promi
minent in the higher classes, what can be expected from the" great 
unwashed)) ? I t is the head that has to guide the feet, and the latter 
are to be hardly held responsible for their actions. Work, therefore, to 
bring about the moral regeneration of the cultured but far more immoral 
classes before you attempt to do the same for our ignorant younger 
Brethren. The latter was undertaken years ago, and is carried on to this 
day, yet with no perceptible good results. Is it not evident that the 
reason for this lies in the fact that for a few earnest, sincere and all
sacrificing workers in that field, the great majority of the volunteers con
sists of those same frivolous, ultra-selfish classes, who" play at charity" 
and whose ideas of the amelioration of the physical and moral status of 
the poor are confined to the hobby that money and the Bible alone can 
do it. We say that neither of these can accomplish any good; for dead
letter preaching and forced Bible-reading develope irritation and later 
atheism, and money as a temporary help finds its way into the tills of 
the public-houses rather than serves to buy bread with. The root of 
evil lies, therefore, in a moral, not in a physical cause. 

If asked, what is it then that wilf help, we answer boldly:-Theo-
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sophical literature; hastening to add that under this term, neither 
books concerning adepts and phenomena, nor the Theosophical Society 
publications are meant. 

Take advantage of, and profit by, the" tidal wave" which is now 
happily overpowering half of Humanity. Speak to the awakening Spirit 
of Humanity, to the human Spirit and the Spirit in man, these three in 
One and the One in All. Dickens and Thackeray both born a century 
too late-or a century too early-came between two tidal waves of 
human spiritual thought, and though they have don~ yeoman service 
individually and induced certain partial reforms, yet they failed to touch 
Society and the masses at large. What the European world now needs is 
a dozen writers such as Dostoevsky, the Russian author, whose works, 
though terra incognita for most, are still well known on the Continent, as 
also in England and America among the cultured classes. And what the 
Russian novelist has done is this :-he spoke boldly and fearlessly the 
most unwelcome truths ~o the higher and eVeIl to the official classes-the 
latter a far more dangerous proceeding than the former. And yet, 
behold, most of the administrative reforms during the last twenty years 
are due to the silent and unwelcome influence of his pen. As one of 
his critics remarks, the great truths uttered by him were felt by all 
classes so vividly and so strongly that people whose views were most 
diametrically opposed to his own could not but feci the warmest sympathy 
for this bold writer and even expressed it to him. 

" In the eyes of all, friends or foes, he became the mouthpiece of the irrepressible 
no longer to be delayed need felt by Society, to look with absolute sincerity into 
the innermost depths of its own soul, to become the impartial judge of its own actions 
and its own aspirations." 

Every new current of thought. every new tendency of the age had and ever will have, 
its rivals, as its enemies, some counteracting it boldly but unsuccessfully, others with 
great ability. But such, are always made of the same paste, so to say, common to 
all. They are goaded to resistance and objections by the same external, selfish and 
worldly objects, the same material ends and calculations as those that guided their 
opponents. While pointing out other problems and advocating other methods, in 
truth, they cease not for one moment to live with their foes in a world of ,the same 
and common interests, as also to continue in the same fundamental identical views on 
life. 

That which then became necessary was a man, who, standing outside of any 
partizanship or struggle for supremacy, would bring his past life as a guarantee of the 
sincerity and honesty of his views and purposes j one whose personal suffering would 
be an imprimatur to the firmness of his convictions, a writer finally, of undeniable 
literary genius :-for such a man alone, could pronounce words capable of awakening 
the true spirit in a Society which had drifted away in a wrong direction. 

Just such a man was Dostoevsky-the patriot-convict, the galley-slave, returned 
from Siberia j that writer, far-famed in Europe and Russia, the pauper buried by 
voluntary subscription, the soul-stirring, bard, of everything poor, insulted, injured, 
humiliated j he who unveiled with such merciless cruelty the plagues and sores of his 
age .... 

It is writ~rs of this kind that are needed in our day of rewakening; not 
authors writing for wealth or fame, but fearless apostles of the living 
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Word of Truth, moral healers of the pustulous sores of our century. 
France has her Zola who points out, brutally enough, yet still true to 
life-the degradation and moral leprosy of his people. But Zola. 
while castigating the vices of the lower classes, has never dared to lash 
higher with his pen than the petite bourgeoisie, the immorality of the 
higher classes being ignored by him. Result: the peasants who do not 
read novels have not been in the least affected by his writings, and the 
bourgeoisie caring little for the plebs, took such notice of Pot bouille 
as to make the French realist lose all desire of burning his fingers again 
at their family pots. From the first then, Zola has pursued a path 
which though bringing him to fame and fortune has led him nowhere in 
so far as salutary effects are concerned. 

Whether Theosophists, in the present or future, will ever work out a 
practical application of the suggestion is doubtful. To write novels with 
a moral sense in them deep enough to stir Society, requires a great 
literary talent and a bonz theosophist as was Dostoevsky-Zola standing 
outside of any comparison with him. But such talents are rare in all 
countries. Yet, even in the absence of such great gifts one may do 
good in a smaller and humbler way by taking note and exposing in im
personal narratives the crying vices and evils of the day, by word and 
deed, by publications and practical example. Let the force of that 
example impress others to follow it; and then instead of deriding our 
doctrines and aspirations the men of the XXth, if not the XIXth 
century will see clearer, and judge with knowledge and according to 
factsLinstead of prejudging agreeably to rooted misconceptions. Then 
and not till then will the world find itself forced to acknowledge that it 
was wrong, and that Theosophy alone can gradually create a mankind 
as harmonious and as simple-souled as Kosmos itself; but to effect this 
theosophists have to act as such. Having helped to awaken the spirit 
in many a man-we say this boldly challenging contradiction-shall we 
now stop instead of swimming with the TIDAL WAVE? 

NOTICE TO THOSE INTERESTED IN THE "TRANSACTIONS 
OF THE BLAVATSKY LODGE." 

THE discussions on the first volume of the Secret lJoctrine which have been 
reported by a stenographer were of so difficult a nature that much of the 
substance, as it stands, is entirely useless. The revision and rewording of these 
reports, which had to be undertaken by one of the busiest of the 17 Lansdowne 
Road household, is progressing; but it has to be again revised and prepared for 
press, and this no one can do but H. P. B.; owing, however, to her multifarious 
duties the work can progress but slowly. It is to be hoped that the anxiety of 
our friends will be relieved by the above explanation. 

G. R. S. MEAD, 

Sec., "Blavatsky Lodge." 
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IF the age has its great crimininals it has also its martyrs, saints, and heroes, 
those differentiations of the diviner man from the revolting average of 
animalism. 

The world has scarcely ceased weeping over the heroic self-sacrifice of Father 
Damien, when it reads the tale of another martyr of Altruism. Says the 
Washington correspondent of a New York paper: 

" The Department of State has received from the Legation at Peking, China, 
under date of July 3, an account of the death and extraordinary life work of the 
Rev. J. Crossett, an independent American missionary in China. He died on 
the steamer El Dorado en route from Shanghai to Tientsin on June 21 last. He 
leaves a widow living at Schuylersville, N. Y. In speaking of Mr. Crossett, 
Minister Denby couples his name with that of Father Damien, the French 
missionary who died on the island of Moloka~ and says: 

" 'Mr. Crossett's life was devoted to the poorest classes of Chinese. He had 
charge of a winter refuge for the poor at Peking during several winters. He 
would go out on the streets the coldest nights and pick up destitute beggars and 
convey them to the refuge, where he provided them with food. He also buried 
them at his own expense. He visited all the prisons, and often procured the 
privilege of removing the sick to his refuge. The officials had implicit confi
dence in him, and allowed him to visit at pleasure all the prisons and charitable 
institutions. He was known to the Chinese as the" Christian Buddha." He 
was attached to no organization of men. He was a missionary pure and simple, 
devoted rather to charity than proselytism. He literally took Christ as his 
exemplar. He travelled allover China and.the east. He took no care for his 
expenses. Food and lodging were voluntarily furnishe 1 him. Innkeepers would 
take no pay from him, and private persons were glad to entertain him. It must 
be said that his wants were few. He wore the Chinese dress, had no regular 
meals, drank only water, and lived on fruit, with a little rice or millet. He 
aimed at translating his ideal, Christ, into reality. He wore long auburn hair, 
parted in the middle, so as to resemble the pictures of Christ. Charitable 
people furnished him money for his refuge, and he never seemed to want for 
funds. He slept on a board or on the floor. Even in his last hours, being a 
deck passenger on the EI Dorado, he refused to be transferred to the cabin, but 
the kindly captain, some hours before he died, removed him to a berth, where he 
died., still speaking of gomg to heaven, and entreating the bystanders to love the 
Lord. 

" 'This man taught the pure love of God .and goodness. He completely 
sacrificed himself for the good of the poorest of the poor. He acted out his 
principles to the letter. He was as poor and lived as plainly as the poorest of 
his patients. On charitable subjects he wrote well. The ideal to him was 
practical. Let this American, then, be enshrined, along with the devoted 
Frenchman, in the annals of men who loved their fellow men.'" 
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MEMORY. 

'-4fjEMORY is but a function of the mind, and the answer given to 
~ the question, "What is Memory?" must turn on the answer 

given to the larger question," What is mind?" " Is there a 
Self, an Ego, of which mind, as we know it, is a part; or is mind only an 
outcome of matter in motion, so that the Self has no real existence? Is 
'Mind' anything more than an ever-changing succession of perceptions 
and congeries of perceptions, and these the outcome of nervous activity 
responding to stimuli peripheral and central? Or is it a definite mode 
of being, with perceptions et hoc geJZUs omne as material on which it 
works; with faculties whereby it perceives, reproduces, recollects, con
ceives; but no more, as a whole, to be identified with its functional 
activities, than the body as a whole consists of eating, breathing, or 
digesting? " 

The famous argument of H ume in the fifth and sixth sections of" A 
Treatise on Human Nature," Part IV, will be familiar to the student; 
but I may here recall the results of his introspection: 

" For my part, when I enter most intimately into what I call myself, I always stumble 
on some particular perception or other, of heat or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, 
pain or pleasure. I never can catch myself at any time without a perception, and 
never can observe anything but the perception. When my perceptions are removed 
for any time, as by sound sleep; so long am I insensible of myself, and may truly be 
said not to exist. And were all my perceptions removed by death, and could I neither 
think, nor feel, nor see, nor love, nor hate after the dissolution of my body, I should 
be entirely annihilated, nor do I conceive what is further necessary to make me a 
perfect non-entity. If anyone, upon serious and unprejudiced reflection, thinks he 
has a different notion of himself, I must confess I can reason no longer with him. All 
I can allow him is, that he may be in the right as well as I, and that we are essentially 
different in this particular. He may, perhaps, perceive something simple and continued 
which he calls himse/fJ· though I am certain there is no such principle in me. But 
settmg aside some metaphysicians of this kind, I may venture to affirm of the rest of 
mankind, that they are nothing but a bundle or collection of different perceptions, 
which succeed each other with inconceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and 
movement." 

Hume consequently denies the existence of the Self, and explains 
that the feeling oi personal identity arises from the relations between the 
objects perceived. 

But in reading the whole argument it is impossible to remain un
conscious of the self-contradictory nature of the expressions used. 
" When I enter ..... I always stumble upon some perception." What is 
the " I "that stumbles on a perception, and is able to observe and to 
recognise it? Is it itself a perception? If so, of what? And can one 
perception in " a bundle" cognise other ferceptions in the same bundle, 
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and separating itself from its peers scrutinise the remainder and recognise 
them as a bundle? The argument implies something that observes the 
perceptions and assigns to each its rightful name and place j despite 
himself, H ume cannot escape from the consciousness that he is otlier 
than his perceptions, and this universal result of introspection, the con
sciousness of the" I ", betrays itself in the very argument aimed at its 
annihilation. The mind is no more identifiable with its organs than is 
the brain with the organs of the body of which it is part. It depends 
on them for its living, and its functioning, but IT IS NOT THEY. 

Consider an ordinary perception, say the perception of a chair. Can 
that perception cognise another, or be anything more than the percep
tion of a chair? If the mind be only a bundle of perceptions, of what 
nature is the perception that can cognise all the rest, can set itself apart 
from and above them, and say, "You are a perception of heat and you 
of cold, you of pain and you of pleasure" ? This perception of percep
tions is not very different from the Self that is denied. It is the 
Perceiver, not a perception. 

Let anyone experiment on himself; let him shut himself up alone, 
free from all interruption from without; let him patiently and steadily 
investigate his own mental processes; he will find that the shifting 
contents of his consciousness are not he,' that he is other than the 
feelings, the perceptions, the conceptions, that pass before him j that 
they are his, not he, and that he can drive them away, can empty his 
mind of all save Self-consciousness, can, in the words of Patanjali, become 
a " spectator without a spectacle." 

It may be urged that introspection often yields fallacious results, and 
that self-observation is the most difficult of all tasks. Granted. So 
may our senses mislead us, yet they are the only guides to the objective 
world that we possess. Our recognition of their fallibility does not lead 
us to refuse to use them, but it makes us test their reports to the best 
of our ability, and compare them with the common sense of our race. 
And so with the results of the inner senses; we test them, we compare 
their reports with those of others j and I venture to say that the 
common sense (I use the words in the philosophical meaning, the Se1lStlS 

c01ll1llullis) of mankind reports the existence of the Self, the permanent 
Ego, amid all the flux of percepts and concepts, and that its existence 
is as certain as any existence around us in the Object World. 

But we shall judge erroneously of the Ego, if we only take into 
account the everyday mental processes, and limit its extent to the 
extent. of our normal waking consciousness. And I know of no study 
that can throw more light on our true Self than the study of Memory, 
for its phenomena prove to us that Consciousness is something far wider 
than the consciousness of the moment, as Energy, in the physical world, 
is something more than the forces acting at any given instant of time. 
Analogy is often useful as throwing light into obscure places and 
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analogy may serve us here. Physicists speak of Energy as, kinetic and 
potential, the active and the latent. So Consciousness may be active or 
latent, and the latter division is, for each individual, the greater of the 
twain. We" forget," as the phrase goes, more than we "remember"; 
but the" forgotten " has not really passed out of Consciousness, though 
it has become latent, any more than force is absent from the avalanche 
hanging quiescent on the side of a mountain. The forgotten can be 
recalled to the active consciousness and may revolutionise a life, as the 
avalanche may be set free and expand its stored-up energy in laying 
desolate the valley homes. No force can be annihilated on the physical 
plane, and no experience destroyed on the mental. That which the 
normal waking consciousness retains depends, according to Schopenhauer, 
on the Will. Bain and the English school of psychologists would say 
that it depends on the Attention, but a name for a phase of Will. 
That which is best remembered is that which has struck us vividly, i.e. 
arrested and fixed our attention; or that which has been often repeated 
so that our attention has been frequently directed to it: in every case 
the Will lies at the root of the retention. Everything that once enters 
into Consciousness leaves thereon its trace; the Mind IS thereby modified~ 
as Patanjali would phrase it. If this be so, the traces should be 
recoverable, ahd on this we must challenge the phenomena of Memory. 

Let us note, at the commencement, that memory has two chief divi
sions-Reproduction and Recollection. Reproduction may occur without 
recollection, and then no recognition will ensue. Memory reproduces 
the image of a past perception: it will appear in consciousness as new, . 
unless recollection accompany the reproduction, and instances of this 
are on record. 

" Maury relates that he once wrote an article on political economy for 
a periodical, but the sheets were mislaid and. therefore not sent off. He 
had already forgotten everything that he had written, when he was re
quested to send the promised article. On re-undertaking the work, he 
thought that he had found a completely new point of view for the 
subject; but when, some months later, the mislaid sheets were found, it 
appeared, not only that there was nothing new in his second essay, but 
that he had repeated his first ideas in almost exactly the same words." 
(Maury, "Le Sommeil et les Reves," p. 440, quoted by Du Prel, 
Philosophy of Mysticism, English trans. vol. ii. p. 13.) Leibnitz .is quoted 
by Du Prel as giving an analogous instance: "I believe that dreams 
often renew old thoughts. When Julius Scaliger had celebrated in verse 
all the famous men of Verona, there appeared to him in dream one who 
gave the name of Brugnolus, a Bavarian by birth, who had settled at 
Verona, complaining that he had been forgotten. Julius Scaliger did 
not recollect to have'heard him spoken of, but upon this dream made 
elegiac verses in his honour. Afterwards his son, Joseph Scaliger, being 
on a journey through Italy, learned that formerly there had been at 
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Verona a celebrated grammarian or critic of that name, who had con
tributed to the restoration of learning in Italy" (pp. 14, 15). The ex
planation suggested by Leibnitz is that Scaliger had heard of Brugnolus, 
but had forgotten him; in the dream, reproduction took place but was 
not accompanied by recollection, so that the name and character of 
Brugnolus appeared new to Scaliger, and he failed to recognise the 
dream-presented image. It is impossible to say how much of our dreams 
may be of this character, and how often the absence of recognition may 
bestow on them the appearance of revelation. We find ours~lves in 
some place that we have dreamed of, and recognise as real our dream 
surroundings. Searching our waking consciousness in vain for some 
record, we rashly conclude that the dream has depicted in some mys
terious wayan environment unknown to us; whereas it is far more 
probable that memory has reproduced in our sleeping consciousness the 
images of perceptions long since forgotten, and, recollection failing, they 
pass before the mind as new. 

To return to the statement that" everything that once enters into 
Consciousness leaves thereon its trace." In the article on "Memory of 
the Dying," in last month's LUCIFER, some exam pies were given of the 
remarkable reproduction at the end of life of events and surroundings 
in childhood, and almost everyone must have come across instances of 
agerl persons who recall with extreme vividness the trivial occurrences 
of their youth. Dr. Winslow (Diseases- of the Brain and Mind, pp. 
286, 287) remarks on some instances in which, "in very advanced life, 
the faculty of memory exhibits an extraordinary degree of elasticity and 
a surprising amount of vigour. . .. A charming illustration of this 
fact occurs in the life of Niebuhr, the celebrated Danish traveller. When 
old, blind, and so infirm that he was able only to be carried from his 
bed to his chair, he used to describe to his friends the scenes which he 
had visited in his early days with wonderful minuteness and vivacity. 
When they expressed their astonishment at the vividness of his memory, 
he explained ' that as he lay in bed, all visible objects shut out, 
the pictures of what he had seen in the East continually floated 
before his mind's eye, so that it was no wonder he could speak of 
them as if he had seen them yesterday. With like vividness, the 
deep intense sky of Asia, with its brilliant and twinkling hosts of stars, 
which he had so often gazed at by night, or its lofty vault of blue by 
day, was reflected, in the hours of stillness and darkness, on his inmost 
soul.'" 

Yet more remarkable as a proof that that which has passed out 
of ordinary consciousness is not destroyed, are the many cases on 
record describing the strange revival of memory, just ere con
sciousness becomes latent, which is one of the most marked phe
nomena of drowning. I select the following from Du Prel (vol. i. pp. 
92 ,93) : 
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" At the approach of death, also, the extraordinary exaltation of memory, connected 
with a change in the measure of time, has been frequently observed. Fechner 
(' Zentralblatt fiir Anthropologie and Naturwissenschaft,' Jahrgang 1863, 774) 
relates the case of a lady who fell into the water and was nearly drowned. From the 
moment when all bodily movements ceased till she was drawn out of the water, about 
two minutes elapsed, during which, according to her own account, she lived again 
through her whole past, the most insignificant details of it being represented in imagi
nation. Another instance of the same mental action in which the events of whole 
years were crowded together, is described by Admiral Beaufort from his own experi
ence. He had fallen into the water, and had lost (normal) consciousness. In this 
condition' thought rose after thought, with a rapidity of succession that is not only 
indescribable, but probably inconceivable by anyone who has not himself been in a 
similar situation.' At first the immediate consequences of his death for 'his family. 
wereipresented tohimj then his regards turned to the past j he repeated his last cruise, 
an earlier one in which he was shipwrecked, his schooldays, the progress he then 
made, and the time he had wasted, even all his small childish journeys and adventures. 
• Thus travelling backwards, every incident of my past life seemed to me to glance 
across my recollection in retrograde succession, not, however, in mere outlilU, as here 
stated, but the picture filled up with every minute and collateral feature j in short, the 
whole period of my existence seemed to be placed before me in a kind of panoramic 
review, and every act of it seemed to be accompanied by a consciousness of right and 
wrong, or by some reflection on its cause or its consequences. Indeed, many trifling 
events, which had long been forgotten, then crowded into my imagination, and with 
the character of recent familiarity.' (Haddock,' Somnolism and Psychism,' p. 213.) 
In this case, also, but two minutes at the most had passed, before Beaufort was taken 
out of the water." 
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his horse whilst hunting. He was taken from the field to a neighbour
ing cottage in a state of unconsciousness, and was subsequently removed 
to his own residence. For the period of a week his life was considered 
in imminent danger. When he was restored sufficiently to enable him 
to articulate, he began to talk German, a language he had acquired in 
early life, but had not spoken for nearly twenty-five years . . . .. A 
gentleman had a serious attack of illness. When restored, it was found 
that he had lost all recollection of recCIlt circumstances, but had a lucid 
memory as to events that had occurred in early life; in fact, impressions 
that had long been forgotten were again revived. As this patient recov
ered his bodily health, a singular alteration was observed in the character 
of his memory. He again recollected recent ideas, but entirely forgot all 
the events of past years." 

Another class of proofs of the permanence of impressions on the con
sciousness, may be drawn from the recorded cases of the exaltation of 
memory, which frequently accompanies disease, and abnormal conditions 
of the nervous system. Du Prel has collected a large number of instances. 
from which I take the following (loc. cit. vol. ii. pp. 19, 21,28): 

"Coleridge mentions a maid-servant who, in the delirium of fever, recited long 
passages in Hebrew which she did not understand, and could not repeat when in health, 
but which formerly, when in the service of a priest, she had heard him deliver aloud. 
She also quoted passages from theological works, in Latin and Greek, which she only 
half understood, when the priest, as was his custom, read aloud his favourite authors 
on going to and from church. (Maudsley, 'Physiology and Pathology of the Soul,' 
p. 14.) A Rostock peasant in a fever, suddenly recited the Greek words commencing 
the Gospel of John, which he had accidentally heard sixty years before, and Benecke 
mentions a peasant woman, who in fever uttered Syriac, Chaldean and Hebrew words 
which, when a little girl she had accidentally heard in the house of a scholar. (Rade
stock, 'Schlaf und Traum,' p. 136.) ... A deranged person, who was cured by Dr. 
Willis, said that in his attacks, his memory attained extraordinary power, so that long 
passages from Latin authors occurred to him. (Reil, '.R.hapsodien,' p. 304.) .•.• A 
girl of seven, employed as neatherd, occupied a room divided only by a thin partition 
from that of a violin player, who often gave himself up to his favourite pursuit during 
half the night. Some months later, the girl got another place, in which she had 
already been for two years, when frequently in the night tones exactly like those of 
the violin were heard coming from her room, but which were produced by the sleeping 
girl herself. This often went on for hours; sometimes with interruptions, after which 
she would continue the song where she had left off. With irregular intervals, this lasted 
for two yerus. Then she reproduced also the tones of a piano which was played in 
the family, and afterwards she beg~n to speak, and held forth with remarkable acute
ness, on political and religious subjects, often in a very accomplished and sarcastic 
way; she also conjugated Latin, or spoke like a tutor to a pupil. In all which cases 
this entirely ignorant girl merely reproduced what had been said by members of the 
family or \·isitors." 

I have quoted this last case in order to draw attention to the signifi
cant fact, that sleep may cause the shifting of the threshold, as well as 
sickness or insanity. 

Dr Winslow (loc. cit. pp. 336-338) gives some cases of extraordinary 
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memory, characterising incipient brain-disease, and he also records many 
curious instances of "double consciousness," in which the patient practi
cally lives a double life, remembering in each state only those incidents 
which occurred in it (pp. 332-336). Here, again, we scem to be con
fronted with the shifting threshold as the only tenable hypothesis. . 

Persons under hypnotism frcquently exhibit an extreme exaltation of 
memory, repeating long passages read to them but once, recalling with 
accuracy long past and trivial events, describing minutely the insignificant 
occurrences of many successive days. Many instances of this kind will 
be found by the student in Binet and Fere's "Animal Magnetism," and 
in Dr. Richer's" Etudes sur la grande Hysterie." 

'With this rough survey of the field of memory in our minds, we must 
seck for some hypothesis which will resume the facts, and which, tested 
by fresh experiment, will explain other memory-phenomena. I put 
Humc's hypothesis out of court, and proceed to consider the Mate
rialistic and Theosophical Theories of memory, to answer the question 
whether memory is a function of matter in motion, or a faculty of the 
Self, the Ego, functioning through mattcr, but not resultant from it. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 

(To be cOllcluded.) 

A VERY WONDERFUL FLOWER. 

"A FRENCH paper, US Mondes, gives a fascinating account of a newly-discovered 
flower, of which rumours have from time to time reached the ears of floriculturists. It 
is called the snow flower, and is said to have been discovered by Count Anthoskoff in 
the most northern portion of Siberia, where the ground is continually covered with 
frost. This wonderful object shoots forth from the frozen soil only on the first day of 
each succeeding year. It shines for but a single day, and then resolves to its original 
elements. The leaves are three in number, and each about three inches in diameter_ 
They are developed only on that side of the stem toward the north, and each seems 
covered with microscopic crystals of snow. The flower, when it opens, is star-shaped, 
its petals of the same length as the leaves, and about half-an-inch in width. On the 
third day the extremities of the anthers, which are five in number, show minute 
glistening specks like diamonds, about the size of a pin's head, which are the seeds of 
this wonderful flower. Anthoskoff collected some of these seeds and carried them 
with him to St. Petersburg. They were placed in a pot of snow, where they remained 
for some time. On the 1st of the following January the miraculous snow flower burst 
through its icy covering, and displayed its beauties to the wondering Russian 
Royalty."-Sltejfteld Independent. 

I t is interesting to note that one of these wonderful snow flowers is mentioned in the 
Voice of lite Silence, p. 39. The passage runs as follows :-

.. Arhans are born at midnight hour, together with the sacred plant of nine and 
seven stalks, the holy flower that opes and blooms in darkness. out of the pure dew 
and on the frozen bed of snow-capped heights, heights that are trodden by no sinful 
foot." 

Tradition adds that the flower bloomsful(y only when an Arhan is born. 
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THE OLD HOUSE IN THE CANONGATE. 

THE AUTHOR'S FORE-WORD. 

THE following narrative is rather an experience than a composition. 
The author, who is very familiar with the old parts of Edinburgh, 
noticed some time ago, with curious distinctness, the sensation of 

Spain which he has endeavoured to describe, hanging around a peculiarly 
squalid close, and finding that other persons quite independently had 
experienced the same and that no written or well-known oral tradition 
would account for it, he sought to pursue the subject and get clearer 
mental pictures. Thus bit by bit the old house, as described, grew up in 
shadowy form, and here and there sufficiently clear indications came to 
bear verification from local history and tradition, such as coats of arms of 
old Scotch houses standing out distinct over the shadowy gateways with 
dates and initials superadded. In this way a few historic facts were pieced 
together on which again shadowy pictures built themselves up. These 
pictures referred obviously to various dates, yet with little to show what 
was their historic sequence. Wherever verification was possible the story 
was borne out by recorded facts. Obviously, however, it was utterly 
impossible to observe any of the ordinary rules of construction in telling 
such a story; the only thing the author could attempt has been to 
set down the various pictures in as clear sequence as circumstan :es 
admit of. Those who have had similar experiences will recognise the 
difficulty. It only remains to say that as the portions of the story which 
were actually verified, involved more than one well-known Scottish 
family, the names, etc. have been altered, but the reader may rely on it 
that only absolutely necessary alterations have been made. 

I.-THE WRITER'S PROLOGUE. 

IT was a great many years ago, while still the old town of Edinburgh 
retained its quaintness and picturesque historic flavour, which the 
march of civilisation has so largely destroyed of late, that there 
stood, just off the Canongate and fronting on one of the curious 
characteristic closes that branch off on either hand, an old house; so old 
that the very legends of its first foundation were blurred and dim. Bits 
of carved tracery round a window niched into one angle of the basement 
indicated ecclesiastical art of a date considerably older than Holyrood, 
and above this, in strange contrast, was sculptured the coat of arms of a 
noble Sp~nish family, whose very name had perished more than two 
hundred years ago in the land of their birth. The first storey projected 
on carved beams as in many of the old Edinburgh houses, and above 
were fantastic gables, pepper-box turrets, and dormer windows, looking 
like a strange architectural nightmare, wherein the old Scotch baronial 
style was blended with much of the Moresque. At the time I write of, 
however, the old house had fallen on evil days, dirt and neglect were over 
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it all, for some years it had been shut up altogether, the lower windows 
boarded over, many of the upper ones broken; previously to this it had 
been long in the sole custody of an old half-caste servant, who sternly 
refused admission to any person whatsoever. 

At this time I was deeply interested in the history and antiquities of 
Edinburgh, and priding myself, as I did, on knowing something of every 
building in the city of any pretension, my curiosity was greatly piqued 
by this queer old rambling mansion, the inside of which no one seemed 
to have seen, and whose story no one seemed to know, save that it was 
commonly rumoured to be " uncanny," if no worse. 

On one special morning in the late autumn, as I was passing down the 
Canongate, I noticed an unusual stir, and quite a little crowd created 
about the head of the close I have mentioned, and drawing near enough 
to gather their remarks I soon learned that the authorities had con
demned the old house as unsafe and that it was to be forthwith pulled 
down. "Now or never!" I said to myself, "if I am to see the inside of 
that house while it yet exists there's no time to be lost." As if in answer 
to my thought there bustled through the group of idlers Mr. Evan Fraser, 
the worthy bailie, and probable Lord Provost of no distant date, the man 
who could procure the realization of my wish if anyone in Edinburgh 
could; portly and important, rather red in the face, his hat tilted a trifle 
back, his heavy gold chain and bunch of seals jingling in front across his 
broad expanse of waistcoat, and panting slightly as he elbowed his path 
away from the old house; to him I addressed myself. 

" See over yon hoose," he said; "aye! aye! to be sure, weel ye ken, 
laddie! its no just in my own hands, and the proprietor, he's no vara 
fond of letting folk gang through-something no quite the thing aboot 
the hoose maybe. Oh! I'm no saying anything, mind ye, that should 
na be said, perhaps it'll be the drains that's wrang, or something like 
that. Still, as the hoose is to be pulled down, and seeing that ye're 
interested in a' that rubbish 0' coats 0' arms and sic like trash, and a' 
the world '11 be seeing the inside 0' it in a few days now, I dinna think 
there can be muckle harm, an' I'll write a note to Mr. Dalrymple, that's 
the proprietor ye ken, and tell him I'd taken the liberty. Aye! aye! 
just come ye this way." 

So saying the worthy man turned back with me, and leading the way 
to the door, he knocked; it was cautiously opened on the chain. 

" Open the door, ye donnered auld fule ! ,. said Mr. Fraser. " Have ye 
no the sense to ken my knock yet? This," he continued, turning to me, 
"is Mr. Dalrymple's servant, who has known this ramshackle auld 
place ever since he was a boy, haven't ye, Peter? and knows all the 
ghosts about it, just as well as he knows the whisky shops in the Canon
gate." 

" Oh, Mr. Fraser!" said Peter as he closed the door behind us, "for 
the love of the Lord! dinna ye mak' fun 0' they? Man and boy I've 
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been here these sixty years, and they never harmed me yet; but eh, 
mon, they're ower near to us to ftyte at." 

"Weel, Peter, I canna stay to hear your auld world stories now, but 
look ye! this young gentleman wants to see all over the auld place 
before it's pulled down, and you must just tak' him round and let him see 
a' there is, right away, ye ken, frae the cellars to the attics, and the secret 
chambers if there are any, and tell him all your auld stories, if he has 
patience to listen; I will answer to Mr. Dalrymple." 

The door closed on the energetic Bailie, and I was in the entrance-hall 
of the old house I had so often longed to see. I looked with some 
curiosity at my companion; notwithstanding his broad Scotch tongue, 
be had unquestionably more than a dash of foreign blood in his veins; 
he was tall and slight, with great grace of movement, a sallow olive com· 
plexion, hair and moustache grizzled with time, long, restless, taper 
fingers, and piercingly, black eyes. I had not time, however, for a pro
longed scrutiny. 

" Come awa'," he said, " if ye want to see th' auld hoose, no that there's 
muckle to see, its a' falling to bits noo, but I mind the day when it was 
a real, bright, bonny hoose, about the time Mr. Dalrymple was married 
Aye, and before that, when the auld laird was here." 

"I've heard Mrs. Dalrymple was very pretty," I said . 
.. Aye, was she, puir body; a bonny lass! Folk'll tell ye," he said 

suddenly turning round on me, "that it's her that walks, don't ye believe 
it I've seen them that walks in this hoose, many and many a time, aye, 
before ever Mr. Dalrymple married, before Mrs. Dalrymple, puir thing, 
was born, and those that were here before me kenned them, lang ere 
ever I came to Edinburgh. Na, na, Mrs. Dalrymple lies quiet enough, 
God rest her soul," and the old man crossed himself devoutly. " Come 
awa'!" he said quickly leading the way up the broad uncarpeted stairs, 
whose rotting and worm-eaten boards looked singularly insecure. 

I am bound to say I was disappointed with my tour round the old 
house; clearly the outside was the most interesting part of it Suites of 
rooms that had been handsome once, but decorated in the worst taste of 
the later Georgian period, and now with all the tawdry plaster wreaths 
and Cupids crumbling away, the paper hanging in festoons from the 
walls, and· dragging the mouldering plaster with it, some rooms partly 
furnished, but with carpets and hangings riddled by the moth and falling 
into rags :from very rottenness. Everywhere it was the same, the vulgar 
commonplace cru~bling into sordid decay. 

" Mr. Fraser spoke of secret chambers," I said at last, "do you know 
of any such? " 

"Na, na," said the old man, "it's just his duffing; there may perhaps 
be a passage or so, for the wa's are gey thick, ye ken, and maybe a hiding
hole or the like, they did queer things in th' auld times, but nane 0' them's 
known at present, and troth those that walk dinna need any hiding-
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places or secret chambers; many a time I've seen that puir lady coming 
doon these vera stairs towards me wi' the black lace over her bonny face, 
and the cross-hilted dagger in her breast, and many a time when I never 
saw her, I've felt the swish of her satin gown go past me on the stairs. 
but never past the seventh step from the bottom, she just seemed as 
though she passed into the wa' there. Come awa', sir, ye've just seen the 
whole of it noo." 

.. No Peter," I said, .. I haven't been in there," and I pointed to a door 
on the left of the first landing . 

.. Oh, ye've seen that," he said; .. besides, there's naething there, just a 
room, the auld laird's room it was." 

I fancied I detected something in the old man's tone as though he 
wished to deter me from entering, and this of course redoubled my 
anxiety to see the room. I sprang up the stairs again, turned the handle 
and entered. A commonplace room, ~ure enough; a huge four-post 
bed occupied a great part of it, deeply recessed windows gave but scanty 
light, a huge mirror confronted me, rusty and dim, its silvering largely 
worn away and its frame broken, some sombre kind of brown patterned 
paper covered the walls, a dreary room altogether; as I walked into it, 
the door closed behind me, not with a slam, but slowly, gently, noise
lessly, as though some unseen hand were shutting it quietly. Then 
curiously, notwithstanding the dismal gloominess of the room, I began 
to be conscious of a strange exhilaration and excitement; my heart beat 
thick and fast with an emotion distinctly pleasurable, and I became con
scious of a faint and almost indescribable odour, recalling at one moment 
the scent of burning wood, then a subtle aroma as of incense, blended with 
a suggestion of orange flowers, and through it all an unmistakable whiff 
of garlic. Where had I smelt that smell before? for it came to me as per
fectly familiar, and then in my brain rose clear the memory of an artistic 
ramble in Spain some years before. Yes, it was Seville, that that 
strange subtle scent belonged to, and as it permeated my senses, the room 
I stood in seemed dream-like and unreal, the black-robed priests, the 
peasants, the dark-eyed donnas of Spain were all around me. In the em
brasure of the deep window, or was it in the tall mirror ?-I could not 
say-was reclining a graceful form-amber satin, and a black lace 
mantilla. My brain seemed growing dim, a clammy perspiration was in 
the palms of my hands, yet my pulses throbbed with the excitement of 
a coming adventure. I know not why I murmured the name of" Juanita," 
an old sweetheart of the old wandering days in Spain. That instant the 
door was thrown open and old Peter appeared. .. Best come oot 0' there, 
sir," he said, " that room's 110' wholesome." 

" What do you mean? " I asked. 
"Oh, nothing! just it's th' auld laird's room. I mean they say it's over 

the drains, ye ken, and they say there's some effluvium." 
" Perhaps what I smell," I thought, but why these memories of Seville? 
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However, I was glad enough to get out on the landing and draw two or 
three deep breaths to revive myself. Peter looked at me curiously. 
"Was I long in the room before you came in ? " I said, for to me it had 
seemed like ages. 

"'Deed no, sir! I just followed you as fast as an auld man can follow 
a young ane !" he said. 

At this moment my eye fell on a small picture which I had not previ
ously noticed in the entrance hall; an old, old portrait, as would seem 
from its frame, the paint almost obliterated by time and dirt, yet it was 
impossible to disguise the strange, powerful lineaments, the piercing eyes, 
which, even in its present state of neglect and decay seemed to glow from 
the canvas and to exert almost a mesmeric influence . 

.. Who is that? " I asked. 
"Sorrow 0' me kens, sir," he answered, with a queer tremble in his 

voice. " There was a man came here once-it was soon after Mr. Dal
rymple was married, as like that picture as two peas in a pod; Signor 
Hernandez, I think they called him, and he looked at that picture. 'Aye, 
aye,' he says, 'that's my grandfather, or my great-grandfather, or some
thing. Fergusson, his name was, and ought to be mine by rights. Then 
he gave a little laugh, but I give ye my word, sir, that night that he was 
here I saw them as walks here, them as I've told ye of, sir, just as plain 
as I see you now, plainer than I ever saw them before or since, and sic' 
cruel, wicked looks among them. Puir Mistress Dalrymple, she was ill 
that night, too, and Mr. Dalrymple was nursing her; I just laid down 
here in the hall, sir, on a sofa in case I should be wanted, and whenever 
he came out he just shuddered and gasped like a man going to die. 
'Deed, sir, but I was glad when that Signor Hernandez took his leave. 
If he wasna just Auld Clootie, he was no vara distant kin, 0' that I'm 
sure." , 

I pressed a half-sovereign into Peter's hand with an intimation that I 
might, perhaps, be glad to have another look over the old house before 
it was finally demolished. 

"Thank ye, sir," said Peter, " I'll be glad to tak' ye round any time ye 
like to come; ye're the first stranger that's set foot in here for thirty 
years, forby some 0' the town council, and they don't count, puir feckless 
bodies; there's no ane amang them a' has wit eneugh to keep himself 
warm, unless it's Mr. Fraser." 

So I went back, as the evening was now fast drawing on, to my lodg
ings in Northumberland Street, where my good landlady had a brisk 
fire burning, and very soon a comfortable little dinner. Yet for all I 
could do that vision of Seville haunted my brain; not a thought of the 
old house, scarce a memory of Peter and his quaint stories, but a con
stant memory of the sunny streets and the lovely girls of Spain. 

" After all," I said to myself, "it's the only place for real life, I must 
'go back. Ah! how I should like to see my little Juanita once 
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more. I'll go, as sure as fate, as soon as I can get away from this old 
country. I'm off for sunny Spain, marry Juanita, turn orange grower, 
or something." 

I put on my hat, lighted a cigar, and strolled out, humming a Spanish 
love-song, with my brain full of old memories and fancies, finally turned 
into bed, and, as might have been expected, dreamt of Spain and Spanish 
demoi5elles, and of kneeling with Juanita before a gorgeous altar, while, 
the clouds of incense floating upwards veiled the candles and the golden 
shrine, and then wandering with Juanita under blooming orange trees; 
then a nightmare, I cannot clearly remember what, but a cross-hilted 
dagger stood out plain against wreaths ot dark, lurid cloud, and I awoke, 
gasping for breath, and bathed in perspiration. 

Next morning came a feeling of strong curiosity about the old house, 
and I determined to seek out Mr. Dalrymple. Evan Fraser's chance 
words had informed me he was in Edinburgh, and to Evan Fra,er there
fore I betook myself as soon as possible after breakfast. 

"Aye, aye, laddie," he said, "ye'll find him here in Queen Street." 
He gave me the number; "he has a suite 0' apairtments there; just for 
the time, ye ken. Stay, tak my card, wi' ye ? He's no vara keen for 
seeing strangers." 

In ten minutes more, by the passport of good Evan Fraser's card, I 
was ushered into the presence of Mr. Dalrymple. A very tall, very thin 
man, with a face as white as marble and perfectly white hair, kindly 
hazel eyes of strange brilliance, a very prominent, hooked nose, seeming 
much too large for his pinched face and sunken cheeks. He stooped 
terribly, and his clothes seemed to hang loosely on his shrunken frame, 
and as I entered he raised a handkerchief to his lips, as though to check 
a fit of asthmatic coughing. 

There was a look of kindly interest in his eyes as I told him of my 
architectural and heraldic studies and my fondness for old Edinburgh, 
but when I spoke of the old house in the Canongate it grew troubled, as 
though painful memories were stirred within him. I told him how the 
outside of the old house had attracted me and how I had at last pro
cured access to it, and what a loss I thought its intended demolition 
would be to Edinburgh. 

" Better so! better so !" he said, "the town council have done well to 
condemn it, the old house has been a curse to all who have lived there 
-tell me, did you go into the room on the left of the first 
landing ?" 

It was my turn to start now, he looked at me so curiously and 
intently. "I did," I answered, "a melancholy room, it would give me 
the blues to live there." 

" It was not always so," he said, 
room in the house forty years ago. 

.. An unhealthy room, I fancy," I 

" I loved that room better than any 
My bridal chamber it was." 
replied, "it gave me a most curious 
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sensation. I suppose it was the closeness or damp, or a drain smell or 
something, I felt like fainting." 

"What! there's more than this I tell me what you felt? did you think 
of any country, of any place? did you dream of anyone?" cri~d Mr. 
Dalrymple, strangely moved. "Pardon me. I have a motive for 
asking." 

" Well, yes," I said, "I smelt something, a drain perhaps, but it some
how recalled Seville, the drains are not over good out there you.know, 
and then, I suppose from the association, I began to think of Spain tiIl I 
half fancied I saw a lady in an amber satin dress and a black lace mantilla 
in one of the deep window recesses. 'Pon my word, I'm ashamed to tell 
you the story, it looks so ridiculous in broad daylight." 

"Not to me! not to me II" he said with a heavy sigh. "You must be 
intensely sensitive. Tell me," looking straight into my eyes, .< What 
are you thinking of doing for the next few years." 

"Well," I said, rather taken aback by the suddenness of the question. 
" I have an idea of trying orange-growing in Spain." 

" Ah! just so," he murmured, "and of marrying a Spanish lady and 
settling down for life in the sunny South. 'Tis a lovely dream." 

I stared, his words so exactly followed the current of my own 
thoughts. 

"Tell me," he continued. "When did you form this project-last 
night, was it not? " 

I could only nod again. I was too astonished to speak. 
" Ah I " he said, " the old curse of the house-it's terrible I it's terrible! 

Stay a moment, sit down where you are." 
We had been standing by the fire all this time. As he spoke he 

pointed to a large arm-chair. I could not resist, almost without my will 
as it seemed I sank into it. Mr. Dalrymple laid a cool hand on my 
forehead, and his thin white fingers seemed to touch my hair caressingly, 
a grateful sense of coolness flowed through my brain, my thoughts grew 
clear and luminous, the feverish haze which haunted me melted away. 

"Well!" he said, "what do you think of orange-growing? " 
"Oh !" I answered, "a lovely dream, as you said just now, but [ 

don't fancy the reality would be so charming. I've been in Spain and 
it's a fine country for a holiday, when you're young and have nothing to 
do, but I don't care to go back." 

"Nor to marry a Spanish lady?" he queried with a slight smile. 
"Oh dear no!" [ said, "that is a lovely dream too, but Heaven 

forfend it should be more." 
"Yet," said Mr. Dalrymple, slowly and impressively, "that very thing 

you would have done if Providence had not sent you in the nick of time 
to me. Look here, my young friend, I never saw you before, I may 
never see you again, but for the sake of my dear old friend Evan Fraser 
I take a great interest in you, and therefore I warn you, there are 
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influences all round us, of which the bulk of mankind, happily for them
selves, are wholly ignorant, and which they only feel very vaguely, and 
when they do probably ascribe them to indigestion or drains or some such 
thing. You are abnormally sensitive, and it may embitter your whole 
life as it has done mine. Now will you light a cigar and sit down and 
listen patiently to an old man's garrulity, and I will tell you as well as I 
can the story of my own life, and of the old house in the Canongate, 
which, please God! I will never enter again. ¥ind you! I can't explain 
it; I can only tell you literally my own experiences, which I would 
never have told anyone but that I see in you a person even more 
sensitive than I was myself, and I believe you might develop into a spirit 

, medium of the kind they call under-control, from which may God in 
His mercy preserve you, and all other sane men." 

Heartily I thanked him, and lighting an excellent cigar disposed 
myself to listen to Mr. Dalrymple's story, which ran thus: 

J. W. BRODIE INNES. 

(To be continued.) 

A COMFORTER. 

OH, my beloved, and am I thrust aside? 
I, who had given my very soul for thee, 
Made sweet my heart for thy heart's sanctuary, 

And set thee on life's altar, glorified 
By the flame-fair crown of love? Would I had died 

Ere yet this bitter dole were laid on me, 
To watch thro' scorching tears, to watch and see 

Thy face turn from my pleading, scornful-eyed! 

Child I Child I if this false love had kist thine eyes, 
They had grown blind to beckoning stars and sun, 
Nor seen how on the cross sad waited One 

To lead thee with pierced hands to Paradise I 
Most blest art thou I He thrusteth not aside; 
But yearning for thy love, hangs crucified! 

EVELVN PVNE. 
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RUSSIAN POPULAR TRACTS. 

Selections from Count L. N. Tolstot"'s Tales. 

SINCE the West has shown such due appreciation of the writing" of the 
greatest novelist and mystic of Russia of to-day, his best works have all 
been translated The Russian, however, recognizes in none of these 

translations that popular natIOnal spirit which pervades the original tales and 
stories. Pregnant as these are with popular mysticism and the spirit of 
theosophical altruism, some of them are charming, but most difficult to render 
into a foreign language. Yet, one may try. One thing is certain: no foreign 
translator, however able, unless born and bred in Russia and acquainted with 
Russian peasa"t life, will be able to do them justice, or even to convey to the 
reader their full meaning, owing to their absolutely national idiomatic language 
If the genius of the Russian literary language is so sui generis as to be most 
difficult to render in translation, the Russian of the lower classes-the speech 
of small tradesmen, peasants and labourers, is ten times more so. Difficult 
as it may seem to a foreigner, yet a born Russian may attempt it, perhaps, with 
a little more success. At all events, as said, one may try. 

Selecting therefore, from such popular tracts,-allegories and moral stories in 
the form of popular tal4!s-we have translated some for the readers of LUCIFER. 
The Christmas Numbers, December, January and February, will contain charming 
little stories, well worthy of a new translation. Two of them, "Wherein is Love, 
Therein is God," "God is in Right, and not in Might," and some others are 
stamped with the spirit of truly religious mysticism. Each deserves to be read 
by the admirers of this great Russian author. For this number, however, we 
have selected one of a less mystical but more satirical spirit; a cap calculated to 
fit the head of any drinking Christian nation ad libitum, and we only hope its 
title, translated f'erbalim et literatim, will not shock still more the susceptibilities 
of the opponents of the title of this magazine. Russia is afflicted with the demon 
cf drink, as much as, though "ot more than, England or any other country; 
yet it is not so much the Karma of the nation, as that of their respective 
governments, whose Karmic burden is growing heavier and more terrible with 
every year. This curse and univer-sal incubus, drink, is the direct and legitimate 
progeny of the Rulers; it is begotten by their greed for money, and FORCED by 
them on the unfortunate masses. Why, in Karma's name, should the latter be 
made to suffer here, and hereafter ?-[ED.] 

HOW A DEVIL'S IMP REDEEMED HIS LOAF; OR THE FIRST 
DISTILLER. 

A poor peasant went out early to plough; and as he was leaving home without 
breaking his fast, he carried along with him a loaf of bread. Once in the field 
he turned over his plough, adjusted the plough-tail, put the ropes under a bush, 
mld over them his loaf of black bread, and covered the whole with his cafta". 
At last, the .horse got tired and the mooii/( felt hungry. Then he stopped his 
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plough m the furrow, unhitched his horse, and leaving it to graze, moved 
toward his caftan for his mea\. But when he had lifted it up-lo, no loaf was 
to be seen. Our mooJi"k searched for it here, and he searched for it there, he 
shook his garment and turned it hither and thither-no loaf! He felt surprised. 
Marvellous doings! Noone around, and yet the loaf is carried away by someone. 
That someone, in truth, was an Imp, who, while the peasant was ploughing, had 
stolen his loaf and was now hiding behind a bush, preparing to note down the 
man's profanity, when he would begin to swear and take the devil's name. The 
peasant felt a little sore. " But, after all," said he, "this won't starve me; and 
he who carried away my bread, perchance needed it. Let him eat it then,_ and 
good luck to him." 

So, going to the well he drank some water, rested a bit, then catching his 
horse, he hitched it again to the plough and returned quietly to his work. The 
Imp felt considerably troubled at such a failure in tempting man to sin, and 
forthwith proceeding home to hell, he narrated to his Elder-the Chief Devil
how he had robbed the moojik of his loaf, who instead of cursing, had only said 
"to his good luck!" Satan felt very angry at this. "If," he argued, "the 
moojt"k had the best of thee, in this business, then it must be thine own fault, 
thou didst not know how to bring the thing about. It would be a bad job for 
us," he added, "if the peasants, and after them their women, were to take to 
such tricks: no life would become possible for us after this, and such an event 
cannot be left disregarded. "Go," continued Satan, "and make up for the 
failure of the loaf. And if at the end of three years thou shalt not have the 
best of that man, I will bathe thee in holy water." 

The Imp got terribly frightened at this threat, and running up on earth again, 
he set himself to thinking how to atone for his guilt. Thus he thought, thought 
still, and thought more, and went on thinking until he had found what he had 
to do. Assuming the appearance of a good fellow, he offered himself as a 
labourer to the poor peasant; and as it happened to be a drought, he advised 
him to sow his seed in a swamp. Hence, while the fields of all the other 
peasants were parcheci, and their harvests burnt by the sun, the crop of the 
poor peasant grew high and thick, full and grainy. His household had bread 
to their heart's content up to the next harvest, and the surplus proved consi
derable. The following year, the summer being wet, the imp taught the peasant 
to sow his seed on the mountains. While his neighbours' corn was blasted, fell 
down and got rotten, the peasant's field on the hills brought forth the richest 
harvest. The mooJi"k stored still more of the corn; and did not know what to 
do with it. 

Then his labouring man taught him to press the corn and distill it into spirit. 
Having distilled plenty of it, the moojik took to drinking and making others 
drink thereof. One day the Imp returned to the Elder boasting that he had 
redeemed his loaf. The Chief went up to see for himself. 

Then came the Elder to the mooJi-k, and found that having invited the 
richest and wealthiest of his neighbours, he was entertaining them with whiskey. 
There was the mistress carrying the glasses to her guests. Hardly had she 
begun her round when stumbling over the table, she upset the drink. Out at 
her flew the moojik, abusing his wife to his fill. 
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"Behold," he cried, "the demfs /001. Takest thou good drink for slops? 
Thou, heavy handed stupid, to spill on the earth such treasure!" 

Here the Imp poked the Elder in the ribs, "Observe," said he, "and see, if 
he won't grudge a loaf now." 

Having abused his wife, the moojik begun offering the drink himself. Just 
then a poor labourer returning from work happened to drop in, unasked, and 
wishing a merry day to all, he took a seat. Seeing the company drinking, he 
too, craved to have a drop after his hard day's work. There he sat, smacking 
his lips time after time, but the host would offer him nought, only keeping on 
grumbling: "Who can afford to furnish with whiskey all of you! " 

This pleased the chief Devil immensely; as to the Imp, he boasted more 
than ever: "You wait and see what will come next! "he whispered. 

Thus drank the rich peasants, thu!> drank the host, pandering to each other, 
and flattering each other, with sweet words, making honeyed and false spe~ches. 
Listened the Elder to these, and praised the Imp for this, also. "Without all 
peradventure," said he, "this drink making them turn into such foxes, they will 
take to cheating each other next; and at this rate they will soon fall, everyone of 
them, into our hands." 

"Wait and see," said the Imp, "what will come next, when each has one 
glass more. Now they are only like unto cunning foxes; give time, and they 
will get transformed into ferocious wolves." 

The peasants had each one glass more, and forthwith their talk became louder 
and more brutal Instead of honeyed speeches, they proceeded to abuse each 
other, and turning gradually fiercer, they ended by getting into a free fight and 
damaging each other's noses badly. Then the host took also a turn and got 
soundly thrashed. 

As the Elder looked on, he felt much pleased with this too. "'Tis good," 
saith he, "very, very good." 

"Wait and see," said the Imp, "something sti!l better is in store, no sooner 
they will have emptied their third glass. Now they are fighting like hungry 
wolves, at the third glass they will have become like swine." 

The peasants had their third round, and quite lost their reason. Grumbling 
and hiccupping, shouting at each other, and knowing not what they said, they 
rushed out, some alone, some in couples, and some in triplets, and scattered in 
the streets. The host trying to see his guests off, fell with his nose in a mud
puddle, rolled in it and unable to rise, lay there grunting like a hog. . .. This 
pleased the Elder Devil most of all 
"Wel~" saith he, "thou hast invented a fine drink, indeed, and redeemed thy 

loaf! Tell me," he added, "how hast thou managed to compound it? Surely 
thou must have fermented it first, with the blood of the fox; thence the craft of 
the drunken peasant, who becomes forthwith a fox himself. Then thou hast dis
tilled it with wolfs blood, which makes him as wicked as a wolf? Finally, thou 
hast mixed the whole with the blood of the swine; therefore has the peasant 
become like a hog." 

"Not so," quoth the Imp. "I only helped him to get some extra cereals 
The wild beast's blood is ever present in man, but it remains latent and finds no 
issue so long as he has no more bread than he needs for his food; and then it 
is that he does not grudge to another his last morsel of bread. But no sooner 
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did man get more corn than he needed, than he took to inventing things where
with to gratify his passions. Then it was that I taught him the enjoyment-of 
intoxicating drink. And no sooner had he commenced to distill the gift of God 
into spirit, for his gratification, than his original foxish, wolfish and swinish 
blood arose in him. Let him now only go on drinking wine and liquor, and he 
will remain for ever a beast." 

For which invention the Elder Devil praised freely his Devil's Imp, forgave 

him his failure with the stolen loaf, and promoted him in Hell. 
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ltbc (tasc for mctcmps\?cbosts. 
BY E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT. 

Together with a survey of its bearing on the World-Problem. 

II. 

I N a very suggestive article in the July number of the" Contemporary 
I Review" for 1 878, Mr. Francis Peek upholds Metempsychosis as 

the i!1terior meaning of the New Testament. Writing as he did 
from the standpoint of Theology, his remarks are most instructive. 
Certain of my readers may, also, recall the fact that in the late Dr. 
Anna Kingsford's works an identical interpretation is given of the 
esoteric teachings of Jesus, who is invested by her with the character 
of an initiate unveiling great truths through the medium of metaphor 
and allegory. .. Isis Unveiled" has, also, dealt with the subject in a 
most exhaustive and forcible manner. There is, in fact, a mass of 
evidence in favour of the view that the basis of primitive Christianity 
was the secret mystery-religion of the East, access to which was 
ordinarily on.1y possible through the portal of initiation. It deserves 
note in this connection that the great Founder expressly states the 
division of his teaching into two portions, the .. mysteries of the 
kingdom of heaven" for his disciples, and .. parables" for the multi
tude. But let us hear Mr. Peek :-

" How often must every thoughtful mind have felt almost crushed at 
the apparent inconsistency of the existence of such a world as this under 
the dominion of such a God as the New Testament discloses .... Pass 
through the lanes and alleys of our great cities and see the wretched 
children of profligate parents, half clad, half starved, covered with sores, 
foul both in body and mind. Wander through the wards of such an 
asylum as Earlswood, and contemplate the forms of the drivelling idiots 
sitting through life listlessly in chairs, from which they may never rise 
till their day of doom, and presenting faces from which humanity is 
absent. . .. Viewing such sights as these, we cannot but speculate and 
conjecture as the disciples of old did when, looking upon the man who 
was born blind and remembering that their divine law declared that the 
sins of the fathers were visited on their children, they asked, ' Master who 
did sin, tltis man or his parents, that he was born blind? ' The reply of 
Christ to this question is not a little remarkable. He does not say 'Your 
question is foolish; how could the man have sinned before his birth?' 
but he replies, ' Neither has this man sinned, nor his parents, but that the 
works of God might be made manifest in him.' This is a form of words 
which certainly permits the conjecture that, as some cases of suffering 
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were undoubtedly caused by the parents' sin, so in reference to some 
others there might be such a thing as sin before birth visited by suffer
ing from and after birth." 

Interesting, however, as are all such attempts to exploit metaphor, the 
tendency of the age is to rely on less pliable sources of evidence. Mr· 
Peek's example ought, nevertheless, to serve as a stimulus to those 
orthodox minds which regard resort to such an idea as Re-incarnation 
heretical. 

Before taking leave of this phase of the argument, I should like to 
direct attention to the conformity of the doctrine of Karma with that 
revised conception of Moral Freedom now in vogue. The" guarded 
liberty" which steers midway between the extreme dogmas of Free 
Will and Determination harmonises entirely with the requirements of 
our system. The Ego starts at birth handicapped or favoured, as the 
case may be, by the tendencies carried over from its last embodiment 
It is competent to mould its mental "make-up," but not to revolutionize 
it off-hand. Professor Clifford himself admitted that we really are re
sponsible for those" modes of thinking (and he might have added feeling) 
into which we knowingly and deliberately work ourselves," and the all
denying Dr. Buchner has conceded man the possession of a modified 
metaphysical liberty. This is quite enough for our purpose. Life is a 
blend of freedom and necessity. Now Metempsychosis excludes the 
possibility that any Ego can wreck itself by the shortcomings of one 
transitory existence. It may sow the wind and reap the whirlwind, but 
a definite quantitative and qualitative relation must subsist between an 
evil deed and its" karmic "~consequence. Rome was not built in a day, 
neither is the fabric of the soul. Nevertheless just as 

" Little drops of water 
Little grains of sand 
Make the mighty ocean 
And the pleasant land," 

so the accumulation of experiences through many lives must surely tend 
to stereotype a character and mould a destiny for weal or woe. Re
sponsibility may be termed a shifting factor the amount of which varies 
with the evolutionary status of the Ego. Thus the volition of the 
lowest savage suggests a physical basis of little more than reflex action. 
He is, like the tiger, the child of circumstance. But acts, which are 
normal to a Fuegian, may constitute "crimes" when perpetrated by a 
C;esar Borgia or a Tiberius. This sliding scale of responsibility is, 
doubtless, in the case of a fully" adult Ego" influenced by the historical 
associations of any of its enforced reincarnations. As remarked by Lord 
Macaulay in his Essay on "Machiavelli "-" succeeding generations 
change the fashion of their morals with the fashion of their hats and 
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coaches." This relative element in applied morality unquestionably 
serves to complicate the question. 

2. The Argument from Precocity. 
The extraordinary precocity exhibited by certain children affords a 

striking illustration of the working of Karma. An Ego carrying over 
from its last incarnation a very marked mental or moral "tendency," 
will prematurely force the manifestation of this" tendency"· as soon 
as it has attuned the plastic neuroses of the child-brain to its require
ments. Inasmuch as Heredity contributes its quota towards facilitating 
this process, the Ego will gravitate to that fretus which promises most 
fully to satisfy its equation. By the utilisation of the inherited bias an 
important economy of force is thus effected. 

How frequently we note the precocity of certain young children as 
regards" virtue" and" vice" compared with the colourless negativity 
exhibited by their brothers and sisters. A premature appetite for 
knowledge in some juvenile scion of a stupid stock, who pores over books, 
while the other inmates of the nursery 

"play havoc and let loose the dogs of war," 

is also an in~tructive phenomenon. But those rare and fascinating cases 
of" infant geniuses "-the child musician and composer such as Mozart, 
and the urchin who" lisps in numbers "-which the annals of Music and 
Literature record, appeal with singular force to the votary of Mysticism. 

3. The A rgulllmt from Heredity and Variation. 
Heredity is, as I am well aware, regarded as the reef on which the 

doctrine of Metempsychosis is wrecked. But attempts to invalidate it 
on these lines are for the most part based on a radical misconception of 
the point at issue. It is equally true that the characteristics of parents 
are transmissible to offspring, and that the Ego on rebirth picks up the 
threads of its mental and moral .. make up" pretty much where it 
dropped them say fifteen or twenty centuries ago. The parents provide 
an organism with a definite hereditary impress-so far, so good. But 
they cannot endow the senseless mechanism with consciousness. 
" Neurosis" cannot evolve "psychosis." This latter is the contribution of 
the Ego which by overshadowing a nascent organism supplies the 
potmtia!ity of perceptioll tlllder specific ?ultra! conditions. Now no Ego 
will incarnate in a form which does not promise to afford full scope for 
the manifestation of the leading points of its Karma. In other words, 
no embryo can mature into a perfectly organised infant-by no possibility 
into a conscious one-in the absence of a soul pressing forward into 
incarnation. Consequently, as Mr. A. P. Sinnett aptly puts it, the child 
is the .. potentiality not the product" of heredity and atavism; for the 

• In order to prevent misconception, let me clearly signify the sense in which this seeming abstrac
tion is employed. By" mental tendency .. I understand a potential lJias of idc. ... tion which stands in 
the s. ... me relation to actu<11 ideation as potmlial energy does to kinttic energy in physics. 
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Ego will not inform any fretus at random, but only that one which is 
most easily attuned to its own nature and which will offer the further 
requisite of an appropriate environment. It is, therefore, inevitable that 
the diversion of the stream of incarnating Egos from any particular 
group of organisms would result in a racial sterility. I shall adduce 
evidence later on tending to confirm the truth of this supposition. 

The principle of the assimilation by the Ego of an appropriate 
organism covers much of the ground. But when we come to consider 
the" variations" on parental and ancestral types the advantage is wholly 
on the side of the advocate of Metempsychosis. 

It is just those facts which appear to break with a general law from 
which we learn most. From the perturbations of the orbit of Uranus, 
Neptune was first inferred, finally discovered. Now just as the departure 
of that planet· from its normal course indicated the presence of some 
undiscovered cause, so the variations on the rigid hereditary type 
demand a similar explanation. Evolutionists assume the "law of 
variation" with unhesitating zeal, but they fail to recognize that this 
merely empirical law itself calls for elucidation. In the domain of the 
higher mental phenomena, the need of such a solution is unmistakeably 
apparent. Professor Ribot acknowledges that there are exceptions of a 
puzzling nature to the law of Heredity. Mr. Galton's case of the twins 
who, with the same nurture and education, developed into utterly 
dissimilar young men, will not be readily forgotten. Take the case of 
those large families which so often exhibit this differentiation in a very 
high degree. Take the case of the genius, the" black sheep," the book
worm, etc., who tum up in utterly hostile mental and moral milieux. 
How simply all these are explained on the hypothesis of re-incarnation. 

The stationary, progressive or retrograde phases in the intellectual, 
moral, and political history of Nations may be similarly accounted for. 
The maxim .. History repeats itself" has more significance than is 
obvious at first sight. I t indicates the re-incarnation en masse of Egos 
stamped with the impress of a past epoch, and driven on to action by 
the irresistible might of their Karma. The appearance of the .. right 
man in the right place" in the crisis of national evolution-an event 
which Buckle has ascribed to " causes yet unknown," and Mr. Gladstone 
to Divine' providence-is another testimony to the operation of this 
Karmic Necessity. 

4- The Argumentfrom Memory. 
The brain being only competent to register the neuroses answering to 

the experience of one life, it is not to be l!xpected that memories of a 
former incarnation should ordinarily emerge into consciousness. It is 
however notorious that there exist persons of a high order of intellectual 
power, who believe that they enjoy the privilege of such occasional 
glimpses of their pre-natal past. 'Evidence of this description is, of 
course, most cogent to t~e individual, but too sporadic and too much 
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bound up with the" personal equation" to be of any solid value to the 
scientific psychologist. But it has a claim to mention, and, indeed, might 
assume a position of commanding importance in the eyes of a more 
gifted race yet to be evolved. 

•••. if through lower lives I camc
Tho' all eJCp"rience past became 
Consolidate in mind and frame-

I might forget my weaker lot; 
For is not our first year forgot? 
The hllunts of memory echo not. 

Some draughts of Lethe doth await 
As old mythologists relate 
The slipping through from state to state. 

Moreover. something is or seems, 
That touches me with mystic gleams, 
Like glimpses of forgotten dreams-

TENNYSON. 

5. The Ar,f[Ulneltt from the Co1tservatioll of Ellergy. 
I t has been urged that the reincarnation of a Karma-laden Ego is 

deducible from the law of Conservation; mental tendencies representing 
so much" energy" which finds its equivalent in a future birth or births. 
Expressed in this form the inference is faulty. The principle expounded 
by Sir W. Grove and Professor Balfour Stewart is a physical truth 
applicable to physical things, and we are here dealing primarily with the 
realm of l\'Iind. There is, however, every reason to postulate a com
plementary doctrine as valid of mental data. Analogy is in favour of 
it; the Association of Ideas and the phenomena of Attention are its 
expression. Proceeding to speculate on the manner in which the 
" Karma" of a past incarnation re-acts on arid modifies the infant 
organism, there is clearly no need for us to posit here any creati011 of 
new physical energy.· The directt'o1t of the so-called .. potential 
energy" stored up in the tissues is most probably the means employed. 

6. The Argumentfrom the life of Natiolts alld Species. 
Nations all pass through the phases of birth, maturity, decline, death 

or suspended animation. The Assyrias, Egypts and Romes have never 
discovered the elixir of life. Even where disruption and disintegration 
are not the closing scene of the cycle, a vegetative apathy invariably 
supervenes. To what cause are these remarkable uniformities due? 
We may here speculate with Dr. Romanes t anent the possibility of a 
Nation-Soul distinct from individual consciousness. Or we may with 
th author of .. First Principles" arbitrarily narrow the phenomena into 
an outcome of the rhythm of motion. But a far more pregnant and 
comprehensive solution is that which sees in the stages of national life 
indications of the various grades of Egos at any time seeking incar
nation.! Thus to take a concrete instance, the recent unexampled burst 

• ~me very instructive remarks on thi!;. and kindred problems as to the relation subsisting 
between Neurosis and Psycltosis occur in M. Paul Janet's essay on "Determinism and Moral Free
dom." (Cont. R. 1878.) 

t "The World as an Eject" (C. R., July, 1886). 
:: Note, for instance, an extract from Hugh Mi11er's celebrated essay on old Edinburgh (published, 

1856) inconncctionwith the law of karmically adjusted rebirths. "ltis perhaps iJe;'Ond tile reMit ofplti/<}_ 
soplty 10 assign aaequale reasollS for tlte appearant:e alone p"rwa railler titan anollter of groups of grt'al 
nu:n. 'We know not why the reign of Elizabeth should have had its family of giants-its Shakcspeare, 
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of Scientific and Economic progress in Nineteenth Century Europe 
serves to assure us of the quarter in which the elite of human souls have 
tended to gather. 

Any great diversion of Egos from incarnation in a given race would 
necessarily involve its progressive extinction. It is a noteworthy fact in 
this connection that Ethnology is able to confront us with such examples 
of a racial sterz1ity, for which no satisfactory explanation has yet been 
found. The cases of the Tasmanians, Maories, Central American 
aborigines and Hawaians are especially suggestive. The disappearance 
of the Tasmanians-a problem which exercised Darwin to little or no 
purpose-is, of course, a fait accompli,· that of the others is in progress. 
The extraordinary character of the phenomenon among the really 
" philoprogenitive" Hawaians will be thoroughly appreciated by all who 
peruse the account given in Dr. Brown's" Countries of the World." 
That various local causes of one sort and another have greatly acceler
ated this process in most cases is not to be denied. It is the compara
tive immunity of the Hawaians from these that lends such interest to 
their case.* 

The animal world would also seem to present analogous instances . 
.. Attempts have been made," writes Professor Owen, "to account for 

the e.rttilctioll of the race of Itorthent elephallts by alterations in the climate 
of their hemisphere, or by violent geological catastrophes and other like 
extraneous physical causes. When we seek to apply the same hypo
thesis to explain the apparently contemporaneous extillcti01t of the 
gigantic leaf-eating 11Iegatheriu11t of S. America, the geological phe
nomena of that continent appear to negative the occurrence of such 
destructive changes ...... With regard to many of tlte larger mam-
malia, especially those that have passed away from the American and 
Australian continents, the absence of sufficient signs of extensive extir
pating change or convulsion makes it almost as reasonable to speculate 
with Brocchi that species, like individuals, may have had the cause of 
their death inherent in their original constitution, independently of 
changes in the external world, and that the term of their existence or the 
period of their exhaustion of their 'prolific force may have been ordained 
from the commencement of each species." 

Professor Paget and Dr. Mantell t have expressed themselves in a simi-

Spenser. Raleigh, and Bacon; or why a Milton, Hampden and Cromwell should have Arisen together 
during the mir.1dle of the following century; and that after their time, only men of a lower stature, 
though of exquisite proportions, should have come into existence, to flourish as the wits of Queen 
Anne. Nor can it be told why the Humes, Robertsons, and Adam Smiths should have appeared in 
Scotland together in one splendid group, to give place to another group scarce less brilliant, though 
in a different way. We only know, that among a people of such intellectual activity as the Scotch, 
a literary development of the national mind might have been expected much about the earlier time. 

• It is said that thE." ratio of male births to female is always abnomlally high after bloody wars. 
This generalization, if valid, makes strongly for Metempsychosis. 

t .. Manual of GeOlogy," p. 468. 
::: .. Geology of the Isle of Wight," p. 3390 
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lar fashion. Substitute for the vague conception "exhaustion of prolific 
force" that of sterilisation owing to the witkdrawal of tke animal egos 
prevuJtls!y 'informing' tleat force, and we have the Eastern view of this 
aspect of Karma. 

7. Tne Argumentfrom Mental Evolution. (a) in Man, (b) in animals. 

(a) Nothing is more unsatisfactory than the crude habit of regarding the 
human soul as a "constant." Theologians and even liberal thinkers of 
the traditional spiritualist schqol seem to imagine that all human Egos, 
as such, stand on the same evolutionary level. But observation acquaints 
us with various strata of soul development; with Buddhas, Shakesperes, . 
and Mills as well as with Bushmen and Mincopies. It reveals to us the 
gulf which divides the mathematical genius of a Leverrier from the 
coarse-grained reason of a savage who cannot count beyond five. 
Differences such as these inevitably attend the pilgrimage of Egos 
through a multiplicity of births-a process in which Merit and Experience 
count for everything. 

Needless to dwell upon the importance of a well-organised brain to 
the incarnating soul. But the helpnessness of an Ego tethered to an un
developed brain is parallelled by the uselessness of a large and developed 
brain dominated by an undeveloped Ego. Mr. A. R. Wallace has pointed 
out that the cerebral endowment of certain Asiatic stocks is excellent, 
but the intelligence which they exercise is· little superior to that of apes. 
The Peruvians and Mexicans, who drove before them the rude Indian 
tribes, had smaller brains than their victims. The cranial capacity of 
the ero-Magnon men of the Stone Age, of the Esquimaux, and of som~ 
rude Polynesian tribes, compares favourably with that of the average 
modern Parisian. So much for the skull and brains. What of the 
tenants? 

Metempsychosis, in denying the possibility that one transitory life can 
serve as the ante-chamber to immortality, is enabled to solve some stand
ing enigmas. That the cretin, the idiot, the one year old baby, the bestial 
savage, and other such immature and irresponsible creatures attain at 
dissolution the entrle to an "eternal Heaven" or Hell, is an idle con
ception. Such Egos are both undeveloped and neutral in point of merit. 
But they cannot remain stereotyped as such under the sway of the 
.. Power that makes for righteousness." Reborn, therefore, must they be, 
one and all, in order to work out their salvation from the curse of ter
restrial life by the exercise of a matured moral freedom. 

(b). It has been justly said that most of the arguments in favour of the 
separability of mind and brain apply to the cases of man and brute alike. 
Comparative psychology, in the hands of thinkers such as Darwin, 
Romanes, and BUchner, has done much to break down the barrier erected 
between the two. As regards essentials, one thing is quite clear. We 
cannot possibly regard consciousness as a spiritual endowment in man and 

IS 
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as neural function in the animal. "Favoured nations j " clauses of this 
sort are supremely ridiculous. Among contemporary leaders of thought 
Hartmann is to be credited with the most consistent support of the view 
that all mental process is a manifestation of the World-Spirit The task 
for us is to discover approximately with what end in view Spirit has thus 
reflected Itself in animal organisms. The drama of Evolution doubtless 
has its justification. _ 

- Bishop Butler did not see why animal units should not survive physical 
death. But, if so, they must progress-they cannot stagnate through the 
eternities as stereotyped animal units. The Ego does not represent a 
" constant" j it is, in obedience to the universal "law of Becoming," sus
ceptible of development. This development, to harmonise, and be of a 
piece with its previous experience, is only to be secured by repeated 
plunges into the troubled ocean of rebirth. Our existing Humanity is 
thus the efflorescence of a!ons consumed in the evolution of mere animal 
egos into the level of reflective intelligence. The terrible hourly holo
caust of animals around us would brand the design of Nature as fiendish 
on any other supposition. Optimism must embrace the problem of 
animal suffering or slink away dismayed. Omnis creatura ilZgemiscit 
et parturit. The vivisected dog and the hunted deer are items which no 
foe of the pessimists can afford to ignore. But on what other lines than 
those of Metempsychosis is the matter to be envisaged? 

But how does the Ego originate? Let me here refer the reader to Mr. 
N. Pearson's admirable paper in the Nineteenth Century for Sept. 1886. 
With certain modifications, his answer is that of the Eastern mystics. 
Mr. Pearson (who accepts the doctrine of Soul-Evolution without 
reservation) traces the origin of the Ego to the aggregation of what 
Clifford called "mindstuff" in the brains of animals-an aggregation 
which becomes permanent with the advent of full consciousness. The 
mind-structure thus generated is, in his opinion, susceptible of evolution 
through successive incarnations. Now, that the permanent individualisa
tion of Spirit is thus effected, no student of occultism would deny j it 
would, however, be erroneous to identify the means with the thing 
mediated. "Mindstuff" is merely a subtle order of matter serving as 
the vehicle of Spirit in that phase of Its manifestation. Regarded in 
this light a scientific expression is given to a fundamental concept of 
esoteric Buddhist psychology. 

8. The argu11ItlZt of Dr. du Prel. 
Dr. Carl du Prel's "Philosophy of Mystieism "-is important enough to 

demand a separate review. For the present the exigencies of space must 
stand as my excuse for a very inadequate r!sume. I t- is not the 

-originality of his conceptions and theory so much as that of his methods 
which appeals to the attention. The work, which has aroused great 
interest in Germany, is lucid in the extreme, though not entirely free from 
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those incongruities incidental to a pioneer's task. It confines itself to the 
psychology of Man. 

The author, a follower of Kant, the seed-germ of whose thought he 
purposes to develop, argues for the reality of a Transcendental Subject, 
or Higher Self, not given in our normal self-consciousness. Just as 
according to Kant, consciousness does not exhaust its object-the world 
-so, according to Du Prel and indeed his master, it does not exhaust its 
subject-Self. It will be remembered that the neoplatonists, Plotinus 
and Ammonius Sakkas among others, contended that the soul is not 
entirely immersed in the body in"which it incarnates. Kant expressed 
himself very strongly to this effect in his" Dreams of a Ghost seer" and 
even the idealistic Fichte distinguished sharply between the" pure" and 
" empirical" ego. Du Prel adduces in support of his, thesis the evidence 
furnished by the phenomena of the deeper dreams and of hypnotic and 
somnambulic clairvoyance (i. 190-332). He proves his case, though in 
so doing he does not in any sense exhaust the reserve of available data. 
If, now, this Higher Self has overshadowed our "waking cOllsciousness" 
from the start, may it not have overshadowed many other such conscious
nesses in the past. Our author answers in the affirmative, rightly 
regarding metempsychosis as almost a corollary of the doctrine of this 
spiritual overshadowing. Touching on the theories of Hartmann and 
Schopenhauer he observes: "Pessimism is true for the individual, but 
Optimism for the race, and for the Transcendental Subject which enters 
into the i1zheritance of the earthly life" (ii. 220). Among other suggestive 
views is his theory of the trup. lovematch as brought about by a birth
seeking Ego requiring an heredity which only two given persons are able 
to afford. This constitutes the "metaphysical" as opposed to the 
.. physical" marriage. Hartmann had previously shown that the springs 
of sexual love in part well up from a sphere beyond consciousness and 
subserve other aims than those of the enamoured couple. Du Prel has 
localised the source of this impulse in the transcendental will of the soul 
demanding rebirth. Hence the illusions of the lovers who measure their 
future happiness by what they believe to be an emotion originated by 
themselves. Abstract its metaphysical raisoll tfttre and such love 
becomes what Rosalind called it " merely madness." 

.. Who loves, raves-'tis youth's frenzy-but the cure 
Is bitterer still, as duzrm by charm unwinds 

Which rohti our itfqls, and we see too sure 
Nor worth nor beauty (su) dw('1\s from out the mind's 
Ideal shape of such; yet still ;1 binds 

TIte/alal spell anti slill il draws us on, •.. "-BYRON, Chi/de Harold, C. iv. 

9. The Argument from the" Dignity of il'lan." 
The following argument is of an ancillary character, but it ought to 

appeal to all minds which accept immortality as a postulate of the 
moral intuition. It is simple but effective. Metempsychosis vanquishes 
that standing objection to soul-survival founded on the caprice and vice 

15-
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by which so many infants are ushered into the world. As Kant has 
put it:-

"Generation in the human race as well as among the irrational 
animals depends upon so many accidents-of occasion, of proper 
sustenance, of the laws enacted by the government of a country, of vice 
even, that it is difficult to believe in the eternal existence of a being 
whose life has begun under conditions so mean and trivial. ... it would 
seem as if we could hardly look for so wonderful an outcome of causes 
so insignificant." (Critique.) 

As an offset to this difficulty the philosopher of Konigsberg marshals 
his convictions of the ideality of time and presentation. His answer 
will not silence the modern cynic. Metempsychosis alone is competent 
to do so. It raises the matter altogether out of the domain of human 
folly and vice. No birth-seeking Ego, no birth. 

We have now completed our bird's eye view of the case for Metem
psychosis. But before taking leave of the subject, it remains to throw 
out a tentative suggestion as to the relations of this great truth to the 
world-problem. 

According to Hegel, the World Spirit would never have .undertaken 
the labour of creation except in the hope of attaining to clear self
consciousness. But it is impossible to regard the evolution of conscious 
units ill connectioll witlt organism as the final expression of that pur
pose. Nor, indeed, would the Hegelian dialectic admit of such a view. 
It justly disallows finality to any cut and dried exposition of the 
raison {Ntre of the Universe. Philosophers must confine themselves to 
formulating the problem a little more clearly than their predecessors. 
"The truth is in the whole "-nat in the aspect. 

Now, the preponderance of pain over pleasure which reaches its 
consummation in Man, excludes the possibility that consciousness as 
known to us constitutes an end in itself. But the World-Spirit does not 
build only to destroy; the millstones of Evolution do not grind to no 
account; the world-factory does not resound with a vain activity~ 
which turns out no finished product. To what ulterior end does the cons
ciousness of the terrestrial organism serve as a stepping-stone? The 
temptation to hazard some sort of answer is irresistible. 

The ultimate dissipation of our Solar system into fire-mist will n~t 
simply restore the status quo ante. Physically speaking ~t may, and 
probably will ; but with the physical side of things it is not our immediate 
province to deal. A further consideration is forthcoming. The vast 
material mechanism before running down will have done its work-it 
will have served as the theatre of processes which are now growing a 
crop of human souls. The harvest of Evolution will be a legion of Egos 
perfected through suffering and rich with the experience gleaned in the 
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course of infinitely varied rebirths.· For on the unity of the Transcen
dental Subject the worthier memories of all lives are strung as pearls 
upon a string. What ~ range of ideation is suggested I First the animal 
ego, educated by tardy processes into the grade of a human soul; then 
the human soul warring against its inherited animal bias until it 
recognizes the God within it and, the bondage of Karma being re
nounced, 

"the dew-drop slips into the shining sea." 

(EDWIN ARNOLD.) 

As all Egos primarily emerge from the impersonal unity of Spirit, to 
that unity they must eventually return. Soaked with experience each 
ray is reflected back to its source. Nirvana is, thus, the" goal to which 
the whole creation moves." Needless to say it is no annihilation, but the 
absolute culmination of spiritual being. Represent individual conscious
ness as a bounded circle and imagine that circle not vanishing but 
expanding to infinity, and you will have a symbolic conception of the 
glorified existence of Nirvana-that state in which 

"the Universe grows' I,'" 

and phenomenally sundered Egos are fused into unity. Consciousness is 
necessarily permanent in Nirvana, though not as with us in the form of a 
"self" radically contrasted with other" selves." Nevertheless, intimate 
as must be the coalescence of any given Ego with its fellows, the ex
perience which it has accumulated during its long planetary pilgrimage 
serves in a measure to differentiate it from the rest. In the unity of 
Nirvana Spirit attains to complete self-realisation through the perfected 
Egos now restored to It. Perchance the drama of Evolution has this 
end as its justification, and tends in consequence, as M. Renant has 
suggested, to the perfection of Deity. Hegel's profoundly significant 
teaching to the effect that the Absolute is "essentially result"! cannot in 
this connection be too strongly insisted upon. Finality, however, in 
speCUlations such as these is beside the question. 

EDWARD DOUGLAS FAWCETT. 

• What tbe average dumtion of the interval between rebirths may be we h.·lYe obviously no means 
of detennining. But it has been slated on the authority of Eastern Initiates that 1,500-2,000 years 
is the nonnal period of post-mortem rest allotted to Man before his weary. terrestrial pilgrimage 
recommences. 

t .. L'c;euvre universelle de tout ce qui vit est de faire Dieu parfait, de contribuer Ii la grande 
resultante definitive qui clom Ie cercle des choses par l'unit4!." (Dialogues). 

:: .. Phenomenology." The .. result" is that of the passage of Spirit from" sulJSlance" to .. su6j«t.' 
The apparent pnmdise merely represents Hegel's method of presenting great truths in a garb 
calculated to provoke thought. 
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MY FATE. 

A PSYCHOLOGICAL STORY. 

I WAS lying upon the beach, near the edge of the sea. It was a 
wonderful afternoon. Indeed, there was something inexpressibly 
strange about it. Although it was the last day of August, the 

weather was such as befitted a day in early June. 
It had been remarkably fine for more than a week, after a lengthened 

speIl of most unseasonable, tempestuous weather. Therefore, this sudden 
calmness, under which the world appeared to sleep, was all the more ex
traordinary. The prevailing heat and stillness of the previous week 
seemed to be concentrated in that breathless day. Not a wave of wind 
had broken the death-like slumber of the earth, from the waking of the 
dawn till the night again drew round its curtain over the world and all 
its teeming life. Nature indeed, appeared to hold her breath, as in a 
trance. 

Not a sound feU on the car, save those at the hand of busy men and 
then their echoes seemed to dweU mysteriously upon the spell-bound 
air. 

Not a cloud was to be discerned. Not one had expanded its snowy 
wreath upon the heavens, from the evaporation of the morning's mist, 
until the shroud of darkness had again crept over the earth that seemed 
to fade and mingle with the ebony of space. 

From the rising of the sun above the eastern sea, until its setting 
below the western hills, its course had been marked by a ceaseless glare. 
It appeared as though the world, by some fell fate, were doomed to bear 
the overpowering blaze for ever. 

And yet the sky was one deep blue. It was a strange, un-English 
tint. I never saw.it so pronounced before, and never since. I had 
read of the depth of the Italian sky, and had doubted its intensity. 
When I had witnessed it, at length, and had been convinced, I never 
believed that I should see its fascinating beauty approached in my nat,ve 
country. 

But now I was dumbfounded. No sky of Italy was lovelier than that 
into which I gazed, upon that memorable autumn afternoon. (looked 
above me to the Heavens, in speechless a~e and wonder. Its azure 
brilliancy was phenomenal. 

As I had .roamed through the gorgeous open country, and had walked 
along the shady, winding lanes, towards the sea-beach, I had noticed 
that the trees were so perfectly still that they might have been petrified 
at the power of some magical spell. Not a tremor of a bough could be 
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discerned; not a rustle of a leaf was heard. Even the birds were tune
less, and had sought their nests, as though from a sense of approaching 
disaster. 

With a book before me, I had meditatively wandered.to the glistening 
beach. I had descended from the overhanging heights of the mighty 
cliffs that reared their heads sheer hundred feet into the sky. I had 
stood for awhile entranced, as I turned from the pages I was reading, 
and gazed upon the sea beneath, and across the/yawning ocean, spreading 
on either hand to a vast horizon. 

Its deep, blue waters were silent; level as a sheet of glass. Not even 
a ripple drifted here and there upon the ocean's face. Its dazzling 
mirror was unruffled. 

Not the lightest breath of wind fanned my cheeks as I stood there 
hundreds of feet in the upper air. The flag suspended from the flagstaff 
on the topmost cliff hung absolutely motionless. 

I looked around me across the death-still ocean. 
Just the faintest veil of mist floated upon the farthest distance of the 

sea. Two ships were lying off the bay. They were as motionless as 
rocks. Every sail dropped uselessly from yard or spar, or clung against 
the masts as though they had been nailed there. Not another sign of 
life was to be seen upon the slumbering waters. Those vessels seemed 
to be enchanted, as though some awful ban had been pronounced against 
them and their crews. 

I turned to my book again, at length, and descended to the beach 
Around me lay huge boulders, fallen from the lofty bluffs that seemed 
to overshadow me. The weeds that dangled from the rocks in dark 
and tangled tresses were parched and looked like dead. The world 
seemed scorching up beneath the sun's remorseless rays. Little pools of 
water filled the numerous holes-that appeared to have been bored into 
the rocks by human hands-where many a tiny fish disported till the 
rising tide should free them from their close captivity. 

I walked to the sea's bright edge, and watched the tide as it slowly 
sank along the shore. Not even a ripple sighed upon the shimmering 
strand. Truly the sea was all but dead. 

1 gazed again upon those distant ships. They had not moved. They 
lay like 'logs upon the offing, where the sun's fierce shafts shot down as 
flames of fire. 

1 was alone. Not a soul was to.; be seen. Not even a seagull kept 
me company. 

Throwing my book upon the shingle, I lay between two rocks, and 
read. My soul was filled with a strange, unutterable feeling. J was 
soothed by the silence of the world. The peacefulness of nature had 
always worked a mystic influence upon me. Under the gentle awaken
ing of the day, when the sun peeped through the fading dawn, or 
beneath the shadowy sleep of night, the earth's repose had ever filled 
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me with a strange emotion. My spirit, as it seemed, would fly from 
me, and soar: above the clouds to spheres beyond. I seemed to free 
myself from the fetters of my fleshly frame, to find a peace which the 
noisy world of men denied me. That essence of good which hangs, as 
it were, upon the universe, pervading it, came strongly to my yearning 
bosom, bidding it nobly live and hope; and in the air a whisper seemed 
to answer all the strivings of my restless soul, which here could find no 
satisfaction. I felt in touch with God; as though I grasped Immensity. 
Eternity I 

That inward calm swelled doubly strong within me on that afternoon. 
There was something so unusual in the scene. Besides, it was a curious 
story I was reading; and it brought to my bosom, with tenfold force 
the aspirations that gave my life an object; that afforded the only 
desire to"live, in fact. . 

Mine had "already been a strange, eventful history, although I had not 
long entered into manhood. 

My spirit had fought a dreadful battle against misfortune and shat
tered hopes, and against the perVerseness of my nature. Adversity 
however, had refined my soul, although my troubles often seemed to 
quench all hope, and destroy all chance of victory. Frequently had I 
stood upon despair's steep brink, peering with'bloodshot eyes into the 
yawning precipice of Death, and what might lie beyond its pierceless 
gloom. But I had gained fresh strength at last, by faith and hope; and 
turning away from the fatal edge, had walked into the world again to 
face its possibilities. And I was at peace save for one thing; that I 
was lonely in the world, and found no heart to throb with mine, that 
beat with boundless love. 

I had striven desperately with myself. My inmost life had been a 
ceaseless warfare. Often had I fallen from my good resolves, to look 
,back upon my erring path with sadness, and feel the sting of a reproach
ful conscience. But grimly girding up' my will, feeling fresh courage 
at every battle won, and convinced that a better part, an essence of the 
God-like, dwelt in the heart of every man, however base, I wrestled with 
my lower nature, until I held my spirit in control. 

As to reasoning, my speculations on the mysteries of Creation had 
undergone extraordinary changes, downward and onward. I had always 
cultivated the habit of thinking. I had always been of an enquiring and 
imaginative disposition. In my sorrows and reverses, I had passed 
through the silent, pathless deserts of materialism. But there my thirsty 
soul was famishing. I found no peace, I heard no answer to my cry. 
I was lost in the region where aU is shadow and despair. 
. Emerging from the world of doubt and darkness, I had entered at last 
into the bright and wondrous spheres of mysticism. 

There I was comforted. There I assuaged my burning thirst. I saw 
God in every work of nature; filling the universe, filling my yearning 
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soul, and driving its evil passions out. Everything that I looked UPOD 

or touched was a miracle to me ; and God was in the whole I 
Immediately my life had another purpose. I had but existed pre

viously. I now felt that there could be no satisfaction, neither was 
there any nobleness, in merely living. I beheld Eternity behind me, 
and before me, and that I floated on its trackless sea. I at once per
ceived the importance of my life, to my Creator, my fellow creatures, 
and myself; and knew that I must spend it well. I was convinced 
that truth was only learnt by thought; that victory was only won by 
·labour; that Heaven was only gained by love. Forthwith, the gloomy 
aspect of the world dispersed, ·and in my eyes lay as an eternal sun
light. The problem of existence-if not completely solved, was at least 
sufficiently clear to me to lead me on towards my goal unflinchingly, 
sustained by joy, in fervent hope. Something within told me that 
existence was not valueless. That was enough; it was everything. to 
me. 

But I had not altogether found consolation. One thing I wanted to 
complete my life, and that was a day-star upon this earth, to guide me 
onward, up to Heaven. 

I felt a void within my heart, that only some one's love could fill. I 
had looked in countless faces as I trod the world; and one or two I 
thought could have soothed my pain. But they had passed me in the 
hurrrying stream of life, and drifted from me as I walked, only to live 
again in the silent moments of remembrance. 

I keenly felt my loneliness. My sympathies seemed wasted in my 
very love. My energies seemed worthless in my very strength. My 
life appeared to be a selfish one; and melancholy often haunted me; I 
felt I could be twice the man, did but a ministering angel cross my 
path, to fan my bosom's slumbering fires to flame, to rouse my noblest 
parts to action. I yearned for one in whom I could seek solace in my 
cares; one for whom my life could live; whose life would live 
for me! 

Should I always fight on in this desertedness, I often asked myself? 
Would the years of my bravest manhood pass away unsatisfied? Would 
the silent grave close over me, with what I deemed my noblest aim 
unrealised ? The thought was hard to bear, and made me downcast as 
I searched my heart 

Am I not telling the pain in many a human breast? 
And yet I felt tha't some day she would come, and free me from my 

thrall; that it would be my fate at last. And in my frequent reveries, 
I pictured her within my mind; until at length I seemed to live upon 
my fancies, as though she actually existed, and I communed with her. 

She would be beautiful and gentle when I saw her in the flesh, I 
said. My life would be transformed from the moment that I.gazed into 
her thoughtful eyes. 
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Such became my constant dream, at length; and so distinct was my 
imagination, that I had painted a picture of her lovely face! 

I treasured it, and lived for it; because I knew that some day we 
should meet. 

Beneath the picture I had written just these words-My Fate-and 
left a space to fill in with her name. 

Strange fancy! But it soothed my secret sorrow. My thoughts were 
far away from such a day-dream now, however. I was deeply buried 
in the story I was reading. My soul was engrossed in the mysteries of 
science and philosophy. 

The tide had fallen and was rising again. But I had read on 
through the hours, heedless both of sea and land. Those vessels were 
still becalmed, and were slowly fading in the haze that crept upon the 
stagnant sea. The sun had set behind the giant cliffs, that now seemed 
mightier in their silent shadows as the deepening twilight fell upon the 
scene. The faintest blush of red was lingering in the heavens, above 
the cliff's high, rugged edge, showing where the wondrous orb had sunk 
in all its crimson glory. The evening mist was already stealing over 
the mainland, heralding the approach of night. 

But I was oblivious to the world. . I was living in worlds unknown 
but in imagination, as I read through page and page of the absorbing 
volume. I had come to the final chapter of the story. I had reached 
the last page. I had arrived at the concluding passage of the work. It 
was this-

"In fact, the secrets of Creation, within the Universe, the world, 
ourselves,~are quite beyond the human understanding. The further we 
explore into the land of shadows, the more bewildering becomes the way. 
The more we learn, the more we are confounded by our ignorance. The 
more we think, the more we are distracted by conflicting theories. The 
higher we soar above the earth, the greater is our sense of littleness. The 
more of God we drink into our souls, the deeper is our humbleness. 
Existence is a paradox. As we examine it, so are we baffled. Nothing 
is impossible in Creation. Nature's handiworks are miracles to us. The 
more we investigate them, the more we wonder. All is a riddle, inex
plicable. We feel that God is in us. We can only live in the hope of 
some day peering through the gloom that we call Death, and viewing 
the vast unknown beyond. We must live nobly, lifted up by Faith. 
Reason teaches us that. And Faith can only come through Love!" 

I closed the book and raised my eyes involuntarily. I shrank back 
with a sudden start. There, before me-between me and the fading 
blush that still was lingering in the sky, and seemed to fold her in a halo 
-stood the loveliest creature I had ever gazed upon! 

Her eyes met mine. And as they did, I felt my fate had come at last! 
I trembled. Had I gazed upon an apparition? My heart beat wildly, 
for I recognised her face! . 
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Was it a dream; had I fallen asleep over my book? No. That which 
stood before me motionless~and silent-was herself! 

An indefinable emotion .filled my bosom. My blood coursed hotly 
through my veins. What was it that possessed me? 

I could not shake the fascination off. I knew the face I And as I 
looked upon it, every passion in me seemed at warfare. An unquench
able longing, adoration, love had seized me I 

How had she come there, without my hearing footsteps on the shingle? 
Was it a spirit that had visited me? And for her to stand before me at 
the moment when I closed the book. Had I been so absorbed that I 
was dead to every sound? What, too, had prompted her to stray to the 
lonely shore as such a time? 

It was she! The same fair hair, falling in golden streams upon her 
shoulders; the same blue, pensive eyes; the same sweet mouth, as I had 
painted itt my fancies I She was not alone. She held a little child by 
the hand. What brought her here, to burst upon my vision as a dream? 
I only knew that my fate had come. I spoke to her at last. She 
answered me, but timidly. 

My heart went out to hers as I listened to her voice! 
She knew not what had brought her, with her little sister, to the beach, 

she told me. She had seen me reading on the shore, and wondered why 
I was alone. She had just got up to where I lay, and would have passed 
me, when I closed my book and met her gaze. As hers met mine, she 
felt mysteriously influenced. 

We spoke for awhile, and then we wandered home,' beneath the 
quickly deepening night Was I still living in a dream? I seemed 
entranced! 

As I bade good-bye to her, and held her hand, I knew that I had met 
my fate I 

I often saw her. I was miserable without her. I felt a new life thrilling 
through me when I stood before her. 

She was the loveliest and gentlest of creatures. She was my day-star, 
my ideal. And as my love increased for her, I knew that I had won her 
own. 

I looked at the picture on the wall. It was her face. Illad imagined 
the reality! I did not tell her of my secret; I did not show her the 
outcome of my curious fancy. I would conceal it till I could write her 
name upon it. No, she should fill it in herself. 

Months flew by; sweet months of dreams, and every day my passion 
had grown deeper. I often stood before the picture on the wall. I had 
lived for it before. I was living for its likeness now ! 

• • • • • • 
My fate had come. At last I clasped her to my bosom as my bride I 
She was an angel surely. I was living a new life. My only earthly 

longing was fufilled. My sympathies were responded to. Myaspira-
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tions were encouraged. I found the sweetest solace in my:cares. I had 
the dearest partner to my joys. 

I was twice the man I had been, and suddenly I had accomplished 
one of my life's chief objects. It brought me fame and fortune; and I 
thought and spoke of her with tenfold pride, because I knew that she 
aroused me to the deed. 

Our lives were linked together; our hearts were one. She told me 
that I won her heart when first she saw me on the beach. She knew 
not how or why, but something seemed to prompt her to the shore that 
evening. Surely we were destined for each other! 

Truly had I read that "The secrets in the universe, the world, 
ourselves, are quite beyond the human understanding! " 

• • • • • • • • 
One day I took a picture from a box where I had hidden it. 
II Whose face is that?" I asked. 
She started back. "Who painted it?" she said. 
" I did-bifore 1 ever saw you! Have I not drawn it faithfully? " 

. She bowed her head, and then she looked into my face. 
" It is the picture of my dreams," I said. " You haunted me for many 

a day, before I found my rest in that. I lived for it, and worshipped it; 
for I knew that we should meet some day. See what I wrote beneath 
it; and are you not my fate? Look, too, at the space I left for your 
pretty signature-write it in now while I stand beside and watch you." 

" Not yet," she said-" in twelve months' time. See if the picture is 
like me then; see if you love me then as now." 

I kissed her and I let her have her whim. 

• • • • • • • • 
In twelve months' time I was a ruined man. Ruined, not in riches, 

but in peace of mind. My day-star was fading. She was desperately 
ill. I had been frantic in my grief and fears. I had hovered by her 
bedside night and day. 1 could not leave her, for her life was mine. I 
wrung my hands in agony. 

Would she be taken from me, and I be left alone again? I groaned 
to Heaven in my anguish I 

It was an autumn afternoon, and beautifully calm; just such a day 
as when we met upon that beach within the dusk. The birds were 
hushed: the trees were still ; the world was scarcely breathing in the 
sun's warm glow. 

She lay by the open window that looked down upon the glittering 
shore, and across the ocean, now so still. She took my hand in hers. 
My heart was breaking with its woe-" Am I like the picture now?" 
she whispered. 

She was more beautiful than ever. Something unearthly glistened in 
her lustrous eyes. 

" And do you love me as you did?" she asked. 
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I clasped her hands and wildly wept. I could not speak. My heart 

was breaking. "Fetch me the picture-I will write my name upon it 
now," she said. 

I brought it and placed it on the bed before her. It was the very 
image of herself. 

The pen was in her hand. She gazed into my eyes-it was a loving, 
lingering gaze, and an angel's smile lit up her heavenly features. 

Her fingers rested on the picture. Suddenly a sigh fell on my ears; 
and softly falling back upon her pillow-she was dead! 

I was alone in all the world again. I shrieked in my despair, and fell 
upon her face, insensible! My heart was broken! 

She was too beautiful, too gentle for this earth. She belonged to 
heaven, from whence she must have come to me. 

Twelve months had passed to the very day! 
The picture was unsigned! 

• • • • • • • • 
When I recovered from my fever, they gently led me to her grave 

Above her name two words were carved-My Fate. 
I am an old man now, and only wait to meet her. As I had lived 

for her in life, I live for her in memory still. No other heart has filled 
the void she left when she was torn from me. It could not. 

I often wander by the sea, upon that lonely shore. And when the 
evening falls upon the silent scene, I fancy that I see her stand before 
me, just as I saw her when I closed the book. 

Sometimes I feel that she is hovering near me; whispering comfort, 
whispering hope. I may be dreaming; but it seems so true. I often 
look upon the picture on the wall. Its pensive eyes seem gazing into 
mine, and seem to say-

Live on in hope, in patience wait . 
Thro' Life's brief span of bliss and pain; 
The grave but shadows o'er the Gate 
Where love that lives, shall live again! 

Was she an angel sent from Heaven to guide'me there? I know 
not, but I feel that I shall know some day. 

I have no further care of life. I only await the summons that 'shall 
beckon me away-to meet her! 

JOSIAH R. MALLETT, F.T.S. 
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1Rumhers, their ~ccult power anb m~stic lDirtues. 
"TRACES OF INDIA IN ANCIENT EGYPT." 

PART III.-(Contillued.) 

CHAPTER III. 

THE TRIAD. 

PHOTIUS observes that the Triad is the first odd number in 
energy, is the first perfect number, and is a middle and analogy. 

The Pythagoreans referred it to Physiology; it is the cause of 
all that has the triple dimension. 

It is also the cause of good counsel, intelligence, and knowledge, and 
is a Mistress of Music, mistress also of Geometry, possesses authority in 
whatever pertains to Astronomy and the nature and knowledge of the 
heavenly bodies and connects and leads them into effects. 

Every virtue also is suspended from it and proceeds from it. 
In Mythology it is referred by Nichomachus to: 
I. Saturn, Time, past, present, and future. 2. Latona. 3. The Hom 

of Amalthea, the nurse of Jupiter. 4. Polyhymnia, amyng the Muses. 
N umber being more increased by multiplication than it is by addition, 

the number 3 is, properly speaking, the first number, as neither the 
Duad nor Monad are so increased. 

It is a" Middle and Analogy" because all comparisons consist of three 
terms, at least; and analogies were called by the ancients "middles." 

It was considered the Mistress of Geometry because the triangle is the 
principal of Figures. 

With regard to the Heavenly bodies, the number Three is important; 
there are 3 quaternions of the celestial signs, the fixed, the movable, and 
the common. 

In every Zodiacal sign also there are 3 faces, and :1 decans, and 3 
lords of their Triplicity; and among the planets there are 3 Fortunes; 
and 3 Infortunes; according to the Chaldeans also, there are 3 ethereal 
worlds prior to the sphere of our Fixed Stars. 

Orl account of the perfection of the Triad, oracles were delivered from 
a Tri pod, as is related of the Oracle at Delphi. 

With regard to Music, 3 is said to be Mistress because Harmony 
contains 3 symphonies, the 

Diapason, the Diapente, and the Diatessaron. 
Ezekiel, xiv., v. 14, mentions 3 men who saw a creation, destruction, 

and a restoration; Noah of the whole world, Daniel of the Jewish world 
Jerusalem, and Job of his private world. 

Note the Hindoo Trinity of Brahma, who consists of Brahma, Vishnu 
and Siva; Creator, Preserver, and Changer. 
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The living were of old called" the 3 times blessed" (the dead 4 times 
blessed. 

There were Three cities of Refuge on each side of the Jordan. 
Three Fates, Clotho, Lachesis, Atropos. 

" Furies: Tisiphone, Alecto, Megcera. 
" Graces: Euphrosyne, Aglaia, Thalia; says Hesiod. 
" Judges of Hades: Minos, JEacus, Rhadamanthus. 
" Horce: Hesiod says they were Eunomia (Order), Dike (Justice), 

Eirene (Peace). 
Jupiter's thunder is " triformis." Hecate is always called" triple." 
Neptune's spear is a trident. 
Pluto's dog Cerberus had 3 heads. 
There were Three founders of the Roman Empire; Romulus, B.c. 

753, Camillus, B.c. 389, expelled the Gauls, and Caius Marius, B.C. 102, 
who overthrew the hordes of Cambrians and Teutons. 

The Jewish Rabbis say that the Sword of Death has 3 drops of Gall 
one drops in the mouth and the man dies, from the second comes the 
pallor of death, and the 3rd turns the carcase to dust. See Purchas, 
"The Pilgrimage," 1613. ' 
ill A letter Vod within an equilateral triangle was a symbol of the 

ineffable name Jehovah, and was so used by the Jews. 
The modems have pointed out that this form suggests the idea that they 

knew something of a triune God. Other monograms of Jehovah were 
also triple; thus 3 rays \!I, and the Shin TO, and three jods in a triangle. 

Under the number 3 also we may in passing mention the Royal Arch 
sign, the "Triple Tau," three T T T united:' the manner of its 
explanation, and the ideas which it represents, are not fit matters for 
description in this work. Note also 3 stones of the arch, 3 Principals 
and 3 Sojourners; 3 Veils; and in the Craft Lodges, 3 officers, 3 degrees, 
3 perambulations,. 

In e Roman Cultus, the number 3 is of constant occurrence, as for 
example see Virgil, Eclogue 8, The Pharmaceutria ; the priests used a cord 
of 3 coloured strands, and an image was carried 3 times round an altar. 

"Terna tibi hcec primum triplici diversa colore.'~ 
The Druids also paid a constant respect to this number; and even 

their poems are noted as being composed in Triads. 
Indeed it is impossible to study any single system of worship 

throughout the world, without being struck by the peculiar persistence 
of the triple number in regard to divinity; whether as a group of deities 
a triformed, or 3 headed god, a Mysterious Triunity, a deity of 3 powers, 
or a family relationship of 3 Persons such as the Father Mother and 
Son of the Egyptians, Osiris, Isis and Horus. 

And again in the various faiths we see the chief Dignity given in 
tum to each person of the Triad: some rejoice in the patriarchal unity, 
some in the greater glory of the Son, and others again lavish all their 
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adoration on the Great Mother; even in trinities of coequal males, each 
has his own special worshippers, note this especially among the Hindoos, 
where for example the followers of Vishnu are called Vaishnavas: to 
complicate matters, too, in this case each deity has his female potency 
or sakti, and these also have their own adherents. 

THE TETRAD. 4-

The Pythagoreans, said Nicomachus, call the number four "the 
greatest miracle," "a God after another manner," "a manifold divinity," 
the "fountain of Nature," and its " key bearer." I t is the "introducer 
and cause of the permanency of the Mathematical discipline." It is 
"most masculine" and "robust;" it is Hercules, and JEolus. It is 
Mercury, Vulcan and Bacchus. Among the Muses, Urania They also 
called it Feminine, effective of Virility, and an Exciter of Bacchic fury. 
In harmony it was said to form by the quadruple ratio, the symphony 
disdiapason. They called it Justice, as the first evenly even number. 

As a type of Deity, we all know of the famous Hebrew title Tetra
grammaton or unpronounceable name Jehovah IHVH: this name was 
disclosed by the Kabbalistic Rabbis as a blind to the populace, and to 
hide their secret tenets. 

Almost all the peoples. of Antiquity possessed a name for Deity 
consisting of four letters, and many of them considered 4 to be a Divine 
number, thus :-

Hebrew Yehovah IHVH, and IHIH called Eheie, and AHIH called 
Aheie. 

Assyrian ADAD. 
Egyptian AMUN. 
Persians SYRE or SIRE, 
Greek THEOS, 
Latin DEUS, 

German 
French 
Turkish 
Tartar 
Arabian 

Samarian J ABE see Theodoret. 
Egyptian TEUT, TAUT, THOTH. 

GOTT. 
DIEU. 
ESAR. 
ITGA. 
ALLH, Allah. 

In Sanchoniathon we find the Deity called IEVO. 
In Clemens Alexandrinus " " " JAOU. 
The Tetractys says, Theo of Smyrna in the edition of Ismae1 Bullialdo 

1644, page 147, was not only principally honoured by the Pythagoreans 
because all symphonies exist within it, but also because it appears to 
contain the nature of all things, hence their oath" Not by him who 
delivered to our souls the Tetractys" (that is Pythagoras) this tetractys 
is seen in the COMPOSITION of the first numbers I. 2. 3.4-

But the 2nd Tetractys arises from the increase by MULTIPLICATION 
of odd and even numbers beginning from the Monad 

The 3rd subsists according to Magnitude. 
The 4th is in simple Bodies, Monad-Fire, Duad-Air, Triad-Water 

Tetrad-Earth. 
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The 5th is of the figures of Bodies, Pyramid-Fire, Octahedron-Air. 
Icosahedron-Water, Cube-Earth. 

The 6th of Vegetative Life, Seed-Monad or point; if it increase in 
length-duad-line j in breadth-triad-superficies j in thickness-tetrad
solid. 

The 7th is of Communities j as Man, House, Street, City. 
The 8th is the Judicial power. Intellect, Science, Opinion, Sense. 
The 9th is of the parts of the Animal, the Rational, Irascible and 

Epithymetic soul, and the Body they live in. 
The loth Tetractys is of the Seasons of the Year, spring, summer,. 

autumn, winter. 
The 11th Tetractys is of the Ages of Man, the infant, the lad, the 

man, and the senex. 
And all are proportional one to another and hence they said" all 

things are assimilated to number." 
They also gave a four-fold distribution of goods to the soul and Body,. 

to the Soul, Prudence, Temperance, Fortitude, Justice j and to the Body 
Acuteness of senses, Health, Strength, Beauty. 

The Objects of desire are 4: viz., Prosperity, Renown, Power,. 
Friendship. 

The celebrated 4 Causes of Aristotle, may be mentioned here: 
Divinity as the cause-by which j or vnJ ov up ou. 
Matter-from which; or eE ov ex ou. 
Form-through which j or 8,' ov di ou. 
Effect-with reference to which j or '1I'Por;; ov pros ou. 
The Dead also are called 4 times Blessed j and the Living but thrice 

blessed. 
The number 4 being the completion of the quaternary group of point, 

line, superficies and body, has also this character that its elements I, 2, 
3, and 4 when summed up are equal to 10, which is so perfect that we 
can go no further, but to increase we must return to the Monad. 

It was also called Kosmos, the World, because it formed the number 
36, when its digits were thus combined: 

1+2= 3 
3+4= 7 
5+6 =11 
7+8=15 

36 
being the sum of the first four odd numbers with the first four even 
numbers. 

Plutarch, De Anim. Procr. 1027, says the world consists of a double 
Quaternary j 4 of the intellectual World, T'Agathon, Nous, Psyche and 
Byle ; that is Supreme Wisdom or Goodness, Mind, Soul, Matter, and 
four of the Sensible world, forming the Kosmos of Elements, Fire, Air, 
Earth and Water j pur, aer, ge and udor: '1I'Vp, a'fJP, ,."" v8mp. 

16 
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Four is the number of the moons or satellites of Jupiter and Uranus. 
The Arabians analysed Female Beauty into nine fours; as: 
Four Black - Hair, eyebrows, eyelashes, eyes. 
Four White - Skin, white of the eyes, teeth" legs. 
Four Red - Tongue,' lips, cheeks, 
Four round - Head, neck, forearms, 
Four long - Back, fingers, arms, 
Four wide - Forehead, eyes, seat, 
Four fine - Eyebrows, nose, lips, 
Four thick - Buttocks, thighs, calves, 
Four small - Breasts, ears, hands, 
See Lane, Arabian Nights. 

gums. 
ancles. 
legs. 
lips. 
fingers. 
knees. 
feet. 

In the Rosicrucian writings of Behmen, Fludd, and Meyer, we find 
the occult dogma that the four elements are peopled by spirits, beings 
who may have influence on the destiny of Man; thus the Earth was 
inhabited by Gnomes; the Air was inhabited by Sylphs; the Fire was 
inhabited I:W Salamanders; and the Water by Undines; these are now 
commonly called "Elementals." See Lives of the Necromancers, W. 
Godwin; Michael Maier; Jacob Behmen's Works. 

The existence of Elementals, scoffed at by the educated classes, is 
really suggested in a large nU,mber of places in both Old and New 
Testaments, the inspired volume of the Christians: examine, for exam
ple, Judges ix. 23; I. Samuel xvi. 14; Psalm lxxviii. 49; Acts xvi. 16, 
xix. 13, xxvii. 23; Ephesians vi. 12, ii. 2. 

Francis Barrett mentions the 4 Consecrated Animals, Lion,· Eagle, 
Man and Calf, emblems of the Kerubim on the terrestrial plane; 4 
Archangels, Michael, Gabriel, U riel, Raphael; note, all end in the Deity 
name, el, i.e. AL, of the Hebrews. 

But above all consider the meaning of the Canticle" Henedicite omnia 
opera" in the book of Common Prayer, " 0 ye stars, 0 ye showers and 
dew, 0 ye fire and heat, 0 ye winds, 0 ye green things, 0 ye mountains 
and hills, bless ye the Lord, praise him and magnify him for ever." 
These phrases are either folly, or else they recognise the spiritual essences 
or beings inherent in the elements and created things. Again, read hymn 
269 in Hymns Ancient and Modern, a most orthodox volume. " Prin
cipalities and powers, watch for thy unguarded hours," and hymn 91, 
" Christian dost thou see them, on the holy ground, how the troops of 
Midian compass thee around." If these are not the evil elementals, what 
are they? 

The Gnostics said that all their edifice rested on a 4 pillared Basis; 
Truth, Intelligence, Silence, Bathos. 

Note the Earth was formed on the 4th day, according to the allegory 
found in the Jewish .. Genesis." 

The figure of 4, as Ragon remarks, is the upright man, carrying the 
triangle or Divinity, a type of the Trinity of Godhead. 
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Note 4 elements, 4 sides of a square and 4 angles; 
4 qualities, cold, hot, dry, damp, 4 humours; 
4 seasons of the year ;4 quarters of the horizon; 
4 Rivers of Eden; Euphrates, Gihon, Hiddekel and Pison ; 
4 Rivers of the Infernal Regions; Phlegethon, Cocytus, Styx and 

Acheron;· • 
4 elements of Metaphysics; Being, essence, virtue, action. 
4 Masonic virtues. 
4 Evangelists and Gospels; Matthew, Mark, Luke, John. 

, One of the abstruse dogmas of the Kabbalah concerns the Four Worlds 
of Emanation; Atziluth, Briah, Yetzirah and Assiah; these are not 
worlds in any ordinary sense, but rather planes of development and 
existence, the former the most diaphanous and exalted, the others 
becoming more and more concrete and manifest j the ten Sephiroth 
exist on each plane, those of the higher planes being more sublime than 
those of the lowest; each world has a secret name and number. 

Vulcan gave Apollo and Diana arrows on the 4th day of their ) 
Nativity: this says Sir Thomas Browne is the Gentile equivalent to the 
Creation of the Sun and Moon on the 4th day. 

THE PENTAD,S. 

From the Nicomachean Extracts we derive our knowledge of the 
Pythagorean doctrine of the number five. 

It is an eminently spherical and circular number because in every 
multiplication, it restores itself and is found terminating the number j it 
is change of Quality, because it changes what has three dimensions into 
the sameness of a sphere by moving circularly and producing light: and 
hence 

"Light" is referred to the number 5. 
Also it is the" Privation of Strife" because'it unites in friendship the 

two forms of number even and odd; the 2 and 3. Also Justice from 
throwing things into the light. 

Also the "unconquered" from a geometrical reason which may be 
found in Alexander Aphrodisiensis, Commentaries on the 1st Book of 
Aristotle's Metaphysics. 

Also the "Smallest extremity of· Vitality" because there are three 
powers of Life, vegetable, psychical, and rational; and as the Rational 
is arranged according to the hebdomad, and the Psychical according to 
the hexad, so the Vegetative power falls under the control of the 
Pentad. 

Proclus on Hesiod gives two reasons for its semblance to Justice 
., because it punishes wrong, and takes away inequality of possession, and 
also equalizes what is less, to benefit" 

Also named Nemesis, for it arranges in an appropriate manner all 
things celestial, divine and natural. 

16· 
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And Venus, because the male 3 triad and the female 2 or dual, odd 
and even are conjoined in it: Venus was sometimes considered herma
phrodite, and was bearded as well as full bosomed. 

And Gamelia, that is referring to marriage. 
And Androgynia, being odd and masculine, yet containing an even 

female part. 
Also a "Demi-goddess," because it is half of the Decad, which is a 

divinity. And" Didymus " because it divides the Decad into two equal 
parts. But they called it Pallas, and Immortal, because Pallas presides 
over the Ether, or 5th Element (akasa) which is indestructible, and is not 
material to our present senses. And Cardiatis or Cordialis, because like 
a heart it is in the middle of the body of the numbers, thus :-

147 
2 5 8 
3 6 9 

The ancients had a maxim "Pass not above the beam of the balance," 
that is-be not cause of injury; for they said let the members in a series 
form a Balance Beam . 

thus when a weight depresses the Beam, an obtuse angle is formed by 
the Depressed side and the Tongue Vertical, and an acute angle on the 
other. Hence it is worse to do, than to suffer injury, and the authors of 
injury sink down to the infernal regions, but the injured rise to the gods. 
Since however injustice pertains to inequality, equalization is necessary 
which is effected by addition and subtraction. 

Plutarch in his treatise on the Generation of the Soul according to 
Plato, states that' the Pentad is called" trophos II which equals Sound 
because the first of the intervals of a Tone which is capable of produc
ing a sound, is the fifth; it is also a type of " Nature." 

The Pentalpha or 5 pointed star, an endless complex set of angles, 
was the emblem of Health, Hygeia; it forms 5 copies of the capital letter 
A. It is also called the Pentacle, and erroneously the Seal of Solomon, 
and was said to be a device on the signet of the Ancient Grand Master 
of the Mysteries. 

Kenneth Mackenzie remarks that being formed by the union of the 
first odd and even numbers, 5 was considered of peculiar value and 
used as an Amulet or Talisman powerful to preserve from evil, and 
when inscribed on a portal, could keep out evil spirits i it is found almost 
everywhere in Greece and Egypt. 

The early Christians referred to the Pentad the 5 wounds of Christ. 
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Diodorus calls five II the union o(the four elements with Ether." There 
are 5 orders of Architecture; and 5 Senses of the human body now 
commonly known and described (but the whole are seven). Geometry is 
technically called the 5th Science. In Masonry the grand scheme is the 
5 points of Fellowship and note also 5 Brethren can hold a Fellowcrafts 
lodge. It is also called the Pyramid, from the arrangement of Monads, 
thus three below, then two, then one above them. Note the system of 5 
regular Euclidean bodies, tetrahedron, hexahedron or cube, octohedron, 
dodekahedron and icosahedron. 

The Emblem of health and safety the Pentacle, the Masons' signet 
mark (accordi!lg to Stukely) was the device borne by Antiochus Soter 
on a war-banner, to which was ascribed the signal victory he obtained. 

The Ancients esteemed this number as a measure for drinking, they 
mixed 5 parts of water with their wine, and Hippocrates added! of 
water to milk as a medical draught. 

Phintys the daughter of Callicrates describes the Five virtues of a Wife: 
Mental and Bodily purity; abstaining from excess of ornament in dress; 
staying at home; refraining as females then did, from celebrating public 
mysteries; piety and temperance. 

In Roman marriage ceremonies it was customary to light 5 tapers and 
to admit the guests by fives, see Plato in Leg. IV. 

The Jews classed a Bride's attendants by fives-five wise and five 
foolish virgins. 

Jewish references to five are manY-5 gifts to the priests, 5 things 
which might only be eaten in the camp. Not to eat fruit from a tree until 
it was five years old. The trespass offering imposed on the Philistines,S 
golden emerods and 5 golden mice. Joseph gave Benjamin 5 suits of 
Raiment-Joseph presented only 5 of his brethren to Pharaoh. David 
took 5 pepbles when he went to fight Goliath. 

There are Five Articles of Belief in the Mahometan faith-in Allah, 
in Angels, in the prophet, the day of judgment, and predestination. 

The Five duties of a Member of the Christian church were stated by 
the Fathers: To keep holy the festivals; to observe the fasts; to attend 
public worship; to receive the Sacraments; and to adhere to the customs 
of the church. 

St. Paul said he preferred to speak 5 words in a language understood 
by his hearers than 10,000 in an unknown tongue. 

In arranging an Horoscope some astrologers used only 5 aspects of the 
planets-the conjunction, the opposite, sex tile, trigonal and tetragonal; 
and the evil or good fortune of the person seemed to depend on them. 

Among the Romans a display of 5 Wax Candles indicated that a 
Marriage was being celebrated; and special prayers were also made on 
such occasions to these 5 deities, Jupiter, Juno, Venus, Pitho, and Diana. 
See Rabelais, 3. 20. 

One of the two main divisions of Flowering Plants is characterised by 
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a predominance of the numbers 4 and 5; these plants have almost a 
total absence of the numbers 3 and 6 in the component parts of their 
flowers. These are the Exogens or Dicotyledons; on the other hand the 
Monocotyledons or Endogens have a constant predominance of the 
numbers 3 and 6, and a total absence of 4 and 5 symmetry. 

There are 5 kinds of intercolumniations in Architecture, mentioned by 
Vitruvius, determined by the proportions of height and diameter, viz: 
Pycnostyle, systyle, eustyle, diastyle, and aerostyle. 

The Triad society of China, concerning which we find an article in the 
Freemasons' Quarterly Re'lliew, 1845, p. 165, boasts of great antiquity; it 
resembles Freemasonry in some points: five is a chief mystical number in 
its concerns. Its seal is pentangular, on its angles are 5 characters repre
senting TOO or Saturn, MUH or Jupiter, SHWUY or Mercury, KIN 
or Venus, and HO or Mars. 

In the Infernal World are 5 terrors and torments; Deadly bitterness, 
horrible howling, terrible darkness, unquenchable heat and thirst, and a 
penetrating stench; says pqor old John Heydon quoting some medireval 
father of the Church. He was admitted a Zelator among the Fratres 
Ros. Cru. but was never received among the Magistri. 

Five styles of architectural columns are described: Tuscan, Doric, 
Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite. 

Sir Thomas Browne, 1658, notes an ancient Greek division of 
vegetables into five classes :-

Dendron ~ell~poll, Arbor, Tree; 
Thamnos Bap.lIor;, Frutex, Bush; 
Phruganon cppvyalloll, Suffrutex, herb; 
Poa'1roa, Herba, grass; and 
Askion or gym non aCT/etoll or 'YVP.1I01l, fungus, mushroom and sea weed. 
Note the Quintuple section of a Cone-Circle, Ellipse, Parabola, 

Hyperbola, and Triangle. Agathe tuche, that is Good fortune, is the 
old title of Astrologers for the 5th house (succedent) of the Heavens, as 
shewn in an Astrological Figure, and which refers to offspring, success in 
hazardous schemes of fortune or pleasure, and wealth. 

W. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B. 

(To be cOlltinued.) 

SPORTIANA. 

'" THEOSOPHIST' on Nov. 9 won the Great Lancashire Handicap, over one 
mile, in I min. 47 2-Sth sec. according to Benson's chronograph, and credited 
his owner with £4S0." 

And now the breeze of popularit)· has wafted Theosophy upon the race track, 
good luck follows the name as it appears.-[ED.] 
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GENIUS. 

" Genius·! thou gift of Heaven, thou light divine L 
Amid what dangers art thou doom'd to shine. 
Oft will the body's weakness check thy force, 
Oft damp thy vigour, and impede thy course; 
And trembling nerves compel thee to restrain 
Thy nobler efforts to contend with pain; 
Or want, sad guest! ••. "-CRABBE. 

/! MONG many problems hitherto unsolved in the Mystery of Mind~ 
A stands prominent the question of Genius. Whence, and what is 

genius, its raison d'ttre, the causes' of its excessive rarity? Is 
it indeed "a gift of Heaven"? And if so, why such gifts to one, and 
dullness of intellect, or even idiocy, the doom of another? To regard 
the appearance of men and women of genius as a mere accident, a prize 

. of blind chance, or, as dependent on physical causes alone, is only think
able to a materialist. As an author truly says, there remains then, only 
this alternative: to agree with the believer in a personal god I< to refer 
the appearance of every single individual to a special act of divine will 
and creative energy," or I< to recognize, in the whole succession of such in
dividuals, one great act of some will, expressed in an eternal inviolable 
law." 

Genius, as Coleridge defined it, is certainly-to every outward appear
ance, at least-" the faculty of growth"; yet to the inward intuition of 
man, it is a question whether it is genius-anabnormal aptitude of 
mind-that' develops and grows, or the physical brain, its vehicle, which 
becomes through some mysterions process fitter to receive and manifest 
from within oU/'"LlIardly the innate and divine nature of man's over-soul. 
Perchance, in their unsophisticated wisdom, the philosophers of old were 
nearer truth than are our modern wiseacres, when they ~endowed man 
with a tutelar deity, a Spirit whom they called genius. The substance 
of this entity, to say nothing of its essence-observe the distinction, 
reader,-and the presence 'of both, manifests itself according to the 
organism of the person it informs. As Shakespeare says of the genius 
of great men-what we perceive of his substance" is not here"-

I< For what you see is but the smallest part. 
But were the whole frame here, 
It is of such a spacious, lofty pitch, 
Your roof were not sufficient to contain it. .. 

This is precisely what the Esoteric philosophy teaches. The flame of 
genius is lit by no anthropomorphic hand, save that of one's own Spirit. 
It is the very nature of the Spiritual Entity itself, of our Ego, which 
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keeps on weaving new life-woofs into the web of reincarnation on the 
loom of time, from the beginnings to the ends of the great Life-Cycle.
This it is that asserts; itself stronger than in the average man, through 
its personality; so that what we call" the manifestations of genius" in 
a person, are only the more or less successful efforts of that EGO to 
assert itself on the outward plane of its objective form-the man of 

/ clay-in the matter-of-fact, daily life of the latter. The EGOS of a 
Newton, an .tEschylus, or a Shakespeare, are of the same essence and 
substance as the Egos of a yokel, an ignoramus, a fool, or even an idiot; 
and the self-assertion of their informing genii depends on the physio
logical and material construction of the physical man. No Ego differs 
from another Ego, in its primordial or original essence and nature. That 
which makes one mortal a great man and of another a vulgar, silly 
person is, as said, the quality and make-up of the physical shell or casing, 

I and the adequacy or inadequacy of brain and body to transmit and give 
expression to the light of the real, Inner man; and this aptness or inapt

"'t ness is, in its tum, the result of Karma. Or, to use another simile, 
physical man is the musical instrument, and the Ego, the performing 
artist. The potentiality of perfect melody of sound, is in the former
the instrument-and no skill of the latter can awaken a faultless harmony 
out of a broken or badly made instrument. This harmony depends 
on the fidelity of transmission, by word or act, to the objective plane, of 
the unspoken divine thought in the very depths of man's SUbjective or 
inner nature. Physical man may-to follow our simile-be a priceless 
Stradivarius, or a cheap and cracked fiddle, or again a mediocrity 
between the two, in the hands of the Paganini who ensouls him. 

All ancient nations knew this. But though all had their Mysteries 
and their Hierophants, not all could be equally taught the great meta
physical doctrine; and while a few elect received such truths at their 
initiation, the masses were allowed to approach them with the greatest 
caution and only within the farthest limits of fact. "From the DIVINE 

ALL proceeded Amun, the~ Divine Wisdom ... give it not to the un
worthy," says a Book of Hermes. Paul, the "wise Master-Builder," t 
( i Cor. III., 10) but echoes Thoth-Hermes when telling the Corinthians 
"We speak Wisdom among,them that are perfect (the initiated) .. . divine 
Wisdom in a MYSTERY even the hidden Wisdom." (Ibid. 11.,7.) 

Yet, to this day the Ancients are accused of blasphemy and fetishism 
for their' hero worship.' But have the modem historians ever fathomed 
the cause of such 'worship!' We believe not. Otherwise they would 
be the first to become aware that that which was 'worshipped,' or rather 
that to which honours were rendered was neither the man of clay, nor 
the personality-the Hero or Saint So-and-So, which still prevails in the 

• The period of one full Manvanlara comJ'0sed of Seven Rounds. 
t A term absolutely theurgic, masonic and occult. Paul, by using it, declares himself an Initiate 

having the right to initiate others. 
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Roman Church, a church which beatifies the body rather than the soul 
-but the divine imprisoned Spirit, the eriled "god" within that 
personality. Who, in the profane world, is aware that even the majority 
of the magistrates (the A rchOlls of Athens, mistranslated in the Bible as 
• Princes ')-whose official duty it was to prepare the city for such 
processions, were ignorant of the true significance of the alleged" worship" ? 
Verily was Paul right in declaring that "we speak wisdom. . • not the 
wisdom of this world.' .. which none of the Archons of this (profane) 
world knew," but the hidden wisdom of the MYSTERIES. For, as again 
the Epistle of the apostle implies the language of the Initiates and their 
secrets no profane, not even an ' Archon' or ruler outside the fane of the 
sacred Mysteries, knoweth; none" save the Spirit of man (the Ego) which 
is in him." (lb. v. I I.) 

Were Chapters II. and III. of I Corinthians ever translated in the Spirit 
in which they were written-even their dead letter is now disfigured-the 
world might receive strange revelations. Among other things it would 
have a key to many, hitherto unexplained rites of ancient Paganism, one 
of which is the mystery of this same Hero-worship. And it would learn 
that if the streets of the city that honoured one such man, were strewn 
with roses for the passage of the Hero of the day; if every citizen was 
called to bow in reverence to him who was so feasted; and if both priest 
and poet vied in their zeal to immortalize the hero's name after his 
death-occult philosophy tells us the reason why this was done. 

" Behold," it saith, "in every manifestation of genius-when combined 
with virtue-in the warrior or the Bard, the great painter, artist, 
statesman or man of Science, who soars high above the heads of the 
vulgar herd, "the undeniable presence of the celestial exile, the divine Ego 
whose jailor thou art, Oh man of matter!" Thus, that which we call 
deification applied to the immortal God within, not to the dead walls or 
the human tabernacle that contained him. And this was done in tacit 
and silent recognition of the efforts made by- the divine captive who, 
under the most adverse circumstances of incarnation, still succeded in 
manifesting himself. 

Occultism, therefore, teaches nothing new in asserting the above phi
losophical axiom. Enlarging upon the broad metaphysical truism, it 
only gives it a finishing touch by explaining certain details. It teaches, 
for instance, that the presence in man of various creative powers-calle d 
genius in their collectivity-is due to no blind chance, to no innat 
qualities through hereditary tendencies-though that which is known as 
atavism may often intensify these faculties-but to an accumulation of 
individual antecedent experiences of the Ego in its preceding life, and 
lives. For, though omniscient in its essence and nature, it still requires 
experience through its personalities of the things of earth, earthy on the 
objective plane, in order to apply the fruition of that abstract omniscience 
to them. And, adds our philosophy-the cultivation of certain aptitudes 
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throughout a long series of past incarnations must finally culminate in 
some one life, in a blooming forth as gmills, in one or another direction. 

Great Genius, therefore, if true and innate, and not merely an ab
normal expansion of our human intellect-can never copy or condescend 
to imitate, but will ever be original, sui generis in its creative impulses 
and realizations. Like those gigantic Indian lilies that shoot out from 
the clefts and fissures of the cloud-nursing, and bare rocks on the highest 
plateaux of the Nilgiri Hills, true Genius needs but an opportunity to 
spring forth into existence and blossom in the sight of all on the most 
arid soil, for its stamp is always unmistakable. To use a popular 
saying, innate genius, like murder, will out sooner or later, and the more 
it will have been suppressed and hidden, the greater will be the flood of 
light thrown by the sudden irruption. On the other hand artificial 
genius, so often confused with the former, and which in truth, is but the 
outcome of long studies and training, will never be more than, so to say, 
the flame of a lamp burning outside the portal of the fane i it may 
throw a long trail of light across the road, but it leaves the inside of 
the building in darkness. And, as every faculty and property in Nature 
is dual-i.e. each may be made to serve two ends, evil as well as good
so will artificial genius betray itsel( Born out of the chaos of terrestrial 
sensations, of perceptive and retentive faculties, yet of finite memory, it 
will ever remain the slave of its body i and that body, owing to its un
reliability and the natural tendency of matter to confusion, will not fail 
to lead even the greatest genius, so called, back into its own primordial 
element, which is chaos again, or evil, or earth. 

Thus between the true and the artificial genius, one born from the 
light of the immortal Ego, the other from the evanescent will-o'-the-wisp 
of the terrestrial or purely human intellect and the animal soul, there is 
a chasm, to be spanned only by him who aspires ever onward; who 
never loses sight, even when in the depths of matter, of that guiding star 
the Divine Soul an·d mind, or what we call Buddhi=Manas. The latter 
does not require, as does the former, cultivation. The words of the poet 
who asserts that the lamp of genius-

"If not protected, pruned, and fcd with care, 
Soon dies, or runs to waste with fitful glare-" 

-can apply only to artificial genius, the outcome of culture and of 
purely intellectual acuteness. It is not the direct light of the llfatlosa 
pu/ra, the Sons of Wisdom," for true genius lit at the flame of our 
higher nature, or the EGO, cannot die. This is why it is so very rare. 
Lavater calculated that "the proportion of genius (in general) to the 
vulgar, is like one to a million; but genius without tyranny, without 
pretension, that judges the weak with equity, the superior with humanity, 
and equals with justice, is like one in ten millions." This is indeed 
interesting, though not too complimentary to kumtlll nature, if, by 
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.. genius," Lavater had in mind only the higher sort of human intellect. 
unfolded by cultivation, co protected, proved, and fed," and not the genius. 
we speak of. Moreover such genius is always apt to lead to the ex
tremes of weal or woe him, through whom this artificial light of the 
terrestrial mind manifests. Like the good and bad genii of old with 
whom human genius is made so appropriately to share the name, it 
takes its helpless possessor by the hand and leads him, one day to the 
pinnacles of fame, fortune, and glory, but to plunge him on the following 
day into an abyss of shame, despair, often of crime. 

But as, according to the great Physiognomist, there is more of the 
former than of the latter kind of genius in this our world, because, as 
Occultism teaches us, it is easier for the personality with its acute 
physical senses and tatwas to gravitate toward the lower quaternary than 
to soar to its triad-modern philosophy, though quite proficient in 
treating this lower place of genius, knows nothing of its higher spiritual 
form-the" one in ten millions." Thus it is only natural that confusing 
one with the other, the best modern writers should have failed to define 
true genius. As a consequence, we continually hear and read a good 
deal of that which to the Occultist seems quite paradoxical. co Genius. 
requires cultivation,", says one; "Genius is vain and self-sufficient" 
declares another; while a third will go on defining the divine light but 
to dwarf it on the Procrustean bed of his own intellectual narrow
mindedness. He will talk of the great eccentricity of genius, and 
allying it as a general rule with an " inflammable constitution," will even 
show it " a prey to every passion but seldom delicacy of taste!" (Lord 
Kalmes.) It is useless to argue with such, or tell them that, original. 
and great genius puts out the most dazzling rays of human intellectuality, 
as the sun quenches the flame-light of a fire in an open field; that it is 
never eccentric; though always sui gelteris,. and that no man endowed 
with true genius can ever give way to his physical animal passions. In 
the view of an humble Occultist, only such a grand altruistiC character 
as that of Buddha or Jesus, and of their few close imitators, can be re
garded, in our historical cycle, as fully developed GEN I us. 

Hence, true genius has small chance indeed of receiving its due in 
our age of conventionalities, hypocrisy and time-serving. As the world 
grows in civilization, it expands in fierce selfishness, and stones its true 
prophets and geniuses for the benefit of its apeing shadows. Alone the 
surging masses of the ignorant millions, the great people's heart, are 
capable of sensing intuitionally a true co great soul" full of divine love 
for mankind, of god-like compassion for suffering man. Hence the 
populace 'alone is still capable of recognizing a genius, as without such 
qualities no man has a right to the name. No genius can be now found 
in Church or State, and this is proven on their own admission. It seems I 
a long time since in the XI II. century the" Angelic Doctor" snubbed 
Pope Innocent IV. who, boasting of the millions got by him from the 
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sale of absolutions and indulgences, remarked to Aquinas that" the age 
of the Church is past in which she said 'Silver and gold have I none!' 
• True,' was the ready reply; .. but the age is also past when she could 
say to a paralytic, • Rise up and walk.''' And yet from that time, and 
far, far earlier, to our own day the hourly crucifixion of their ideal Master 
both by Church and State has never ceased. While every Christian State 
breaks with its laws and customs, with every commandment given in 
the Sermon on the Mount, the Christian Church justifies and approves 
of this through her own Bishops who despairingly proclaim" A Christian 
State impossible on Christian Principles." * Hence-no Christ-like (or 
.. Buddha-like") way of life is possible in civilized States. 

The occultist then, to whom" true genius is a synonym of self-existent 
and infinite mind," mirrored more or less faithfully by man, fails to find 
in the modern definitions of the term anything approaching correctness. 
In its turn the esoteric interpretation of Theosophy is sure to be received 
with derision. The very idea that every man with a" soul" in him, is 
the vehicle of (a) genius, will appear supremely absurd, even to believers, 
while the materialist will fall foul of it as a .. crass superstition." As to 
the popular feeling-the only approximately correct one because purely 
intuitional, it will not be even taken into account. :rhe same elastic and 
convenient epithet .. superstition" will, once more, be made to explain 
why there never was yet a universally recognised genius-whether of one 
or the other kind-without a certain amount of weird, fantastic and often 
uncanny, tales and legends attaching themselves to so unique a character, 
dogging and even surviving him. Yet it is the unsophisticated alone, 
and therefore only the so-called uneducated masses, just because of that 
lack of sophistical reasoning in them, who feel, whenever coming in con
tact with an abnormal, out-of-the-way character, that there is in him 
something more than. the mere mortal man of flesh and intellectual 
attributes. And feeling themselves in the presence of that which in the 
enormous majority is ever hidden, of something incomprehensible to their 
matter-of-fact minds, they experience the same awe that popular masses 
felt in days of old when their fancy, often more unerring than cultured 
reason, created of their heroes gods, teaching: 

...... the weak to bend, the proud to pray 
To powers unseen and mightier than they .. ." 

This is now called SUPERSTITION ... 
But what is Superstition? True, we dread that which we cannot 

clearly explain to ourselves, Like children in the dark, we are all of us 
apt, the educated equally with the ignorant, to people that darkness 
with phantoms of our own creation; but these" phantoms" prove in no 
wise that that" darkness "-which is only another term for the invisible 
and the unseen-is really empty of any Presence save our own. So that 

* Sec .. Going to and Fro" in T1zeosop/tica/ Activities, 1St article. f. 2. 5' I g' 
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if in its exaggerated form, "superstition" is a weird incubus, as a belief 
in things above and beyond our physical senses, yet it is also a modest 
acknowledgment that there are things in the universe, and around us, 
of which we knew nothing. In this sense" superstition" becomes not an 
unreasonable feeling of half wonder and half dread, mixed with admira
tion and reverence, or with fear, according to the dictates of our intuition. 
And this is far more reasonable than to repeat with the too-learned 
wiseacres that there is nothing" nothing whatever, in that darkness;" nor 
can there be anything since they, the wiseacres, have failed to discern it. 

E pur se muove ! Where there is smoke there must be fire; where 
there is a steamy vapour there must be water. Our claim rests but upon 
one eternal axiomatic truth: nihil sine causa. Genius and undeserved 
suffering, prove an immortal Ego and Reincarnation in our world. As 
for the rest, i.e., the obloquy and derision with which such theosophical 
doctrines are met, Fielding-a sort of Genius in his way, too-has 
covered our answer over a century ago. Never did he utter a greater 
truth than on the day he wrote that " If superstition makes a malt a fool, 
SCEPTICISM MAKES HIM MAD." 

H.P.B. 

DESTINY. 
FOLDED wings, fair eyes down~st, 
Thou hast peace sweet soul at last ! 

Broken wings are folded here, 
Eyes downcast to hide a tear: 

Who hath wrought this ruin, say ? 
Strong years wipe all tears away. 

He who wrought this woe on me 
Was the great god Destiny! 

Did'st thou dare such battle dire? 
Sooner might snow war with fire ! 

Wings were wrought to cleave blue a:r, 
Better die than never dare. 

Daring well hath guerdoned thee, 
Bound and broken that wast free • . • 

Tho, I bound and broken lie, 
One shall conquer mightily. 

Yea sweet soul, but who is he ? 
Wherein will he profit thee? 

Bid the years thine answer bring, 
These strong years that crown my king. 

Years may answer not to-day, 
Pain hath reft thy sense away. 

Madness sees with clearer eye 
When the Healer passes by! 

Shall He come lone child to thee, 
What his name and blazonry ? 

Cross and crown his blazonry 
And his name is Destiny! 

EVELYN PYNE. 
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PSYCHIC FIRE. 

(COlltilllted. ) 

W E have arrived at a general notion of the possible conditions 
I under which a point of energy develops into a material atom; 

and we have been able to trace from these arguments the 
relation existing between psychic force, matter and fire. In fact we 
have found mentality and matter to be one and the same. This rela
tion in which the things of the physical world stand to the universal 
mind explains why a capacity for being intelligible belongs to natural 
objects which we know nevertheless to be devoid of intelligence. 

Now let us endeavour to conceive some of the general conditions 
which belong to this inner world. 

The two fundamental factors with which we have to deal are Space 
and Time. These are the foundations of the physical and astral planes 
and, by alternately passing them through the metaphysical sieve 
and arranging the results according to scientific methods, we shall arrive 
at a reasonable assurance of the practical existence and a knowledge of 
the intimate character of these two planes. 

Both a~e infinite, yet, on our plane of life, we live in a universe of 
infinite space measured by infinite units of Time, or, to speak more 
dearly, differentiated by motion. Our universe may therefore be called 
that of Infinite Space which necessitates another universe of Infinite 
Time, since both infinities exist while one only is maifest or visible on 
the physical plane. Space and Time are interchangeable values and as 
such they have a common underlying unity. Because they are different 
though equivalent, and because one manifests the other, we have a 
gradation of values, stretching between infinite Space, as eternal rest and 
infinite Time as absolute motion, in which Space predominates for one 
half of this life of change; while Time or motion predominates along 
the other. This is more clearly explained if we illustrate our meaning 
by a vibration which is, in itself, energy or the underlying manifesting 
power of the unknowable One. 

It manifests simultaneously Space as amplitude, and Time as rate of 
vibration; or two aspects of a universal life by a single effort. 

Infinite amplitude represents infinite Space; and here motion is Zero. 
As we recede from this grand negation we find positive life as motion 
manifesting the existence of Space. In fact we descend along a line of 
varying relations represented by successive vibrations where the rate of 
motion increases as the amplitude of living diminishes, starting from 
the first absolute negation of rest until we. reach a certain position equi
.distant from the two extremes where these two characteristics of differ-
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entiating energy are equal and opposite, namely the energy of motion 
equal to the space moved through or amplitude of vibration. Up to 
this point amplitude is the manifester of its motion, which is,. in fact, 
through an appreciable portion of space. 

After this point this order of things is reversed; motion is the mani
festing power and its amplitude in its unit measure of Space. 

Thus we have a plane of physical life where Space, by its forms, shows 
the vitality that has produced it. While we have another plane where 
the opposite takes place and Time is measured by units of Space. Space 
characterises the physical plane. Time is the characteristic of the astral 
plane. Localisation takes place when life manifests on the former· 
whereas there can be no localisation of life on the latter but only in
dividualisation. 

Therefore the first is objective and Time is Past, Present and Future 
engendering the Law of Karma. The second is subjective and ever 
present, which we may say, en passallt, denotes a state of existence and 
not a locality. And yet we shall show that the subjective plane is 
localised through the co-relation of forms of the material universe; for, 
as we have said, both planes are equal and opposite and differentiation 
in Space is the copy of that in Time j for the subjective plane of motion 
being the plane of Life, is consequently the creative power of the ob
jective universe. 

We will now enter our two planes of being and ex~mine their finite 
peculiarities. This we will do by studying the action of a vibration. The 
astral plane is one of free motion. It is here that finite laws live with a 
vitality whose form is the idea of the law. For each law is a definite 
quantity of motion, and, being a psychic force, its activity carries with it 
a meaning. I t is also a vibration of energy, whose activity as a definite 
quantity of Time, represents individual power; while its amplitude holds 
the meaning of this power, which, as a finite idea, must be a sometking
which is substantial. 

But what is this substance of which thoughts are made. We can only 
describe it metaphysically, but this description of the intangeable and 
imperceptible carries with it far-reaching consequences to the visible 
universe; for it shows the reality of negative power and its presence as 
an underlying foundation for the two planes. Reasoning along other 
lines we come upon it as Ethereal Pressure j but to proceed with our 
present argument, take a given quantity of energy representing the 
activity of a given law j and we find it to consist of two factors: the force 
of its energy as a rate of vibration which displays the power of the law, 
and the limit which confines this display as amplitude of vibration. The 
metaphysical relation between a limit and its manifestation gives liS the 
definition of astral substance. It is therefore imperceivable to us as 
beings who perceive through the power of physical senses, but con
ceivable even while we are yet living with a p.hysical consciousness. 
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This limiting power must be a something which is equal and opposite 
to that which it limits; therefore the one being active, the other must be 
passive. Passive power is negative activity; and the only way this can 
exist on the positive plane is as a manifested negation, which we define 
as: the limit which separates and distinguishes that particular activity 
from every other. Thus we have a negative and therefore hidden power 
representing the amplitude of vibration on the astral plane, and mani
felJting as the defining power of the law or as its form, meaning or idea. 
Thus it is the ethereal substance of this plane in its relation to its power 
of manifestation as the unit measure of this quantity of force. 

Each unit is the peculiar property of the law it measures, because it is 
the limit of the law's form. Therefore each subjective law is a personal 
astral form of ever present vitality. Now let us take one of these, and 
we will suppose its energy of vibration is 12 units relatively to the infinite 
energy of which it is a part. This bears a definite meaning as form or 
amplitude of vibration which, as its unit measure, is I. In other words 
the ratio of activity to its uni.t measure is 12: I, where I is the negative 
power which receives the reflected meaning of the 12 units. The two 
together form a unit of psychic force or astral substance. 

Any other law will always be, in like manner, a ratio of a definite 
amount of energy to I or its particular meaning. 

Now the form of the law is the reflected energy of that law in the 
ethereal substance. This reflection is the result of subjective motion; 
and therefore is objective. In this wayan objective universe comes into 
being pari passu with a subjective one. On the subjective plane, we 
have this as an invisible amplitude which is, as it were, drawn out of the 
heart of its activity and visibly projected into space. As a result the 
objective vibration must equal in its dimensions the subjective one; and 
therefore we have the following action. Our vibration on the astral plane 
is 12 units of energy to a unit amplitude. This latter, projected into 
space, is. stretched by 12 successive pulsations of energy from the other 
plan~, becoming thus 12 units of space, equivalent to 12 units of time. 
So that its physical form is a replica in Space, as amplitude of vibration, 
of its astral shape existing in the unseen world as an entity of living 
energy or vibratory motion. 

By this process we see the psychic meaning of a law condensing its 
energy as a unit physical form which we call the involution of psychic 
force. 

The physical counterpart of the astral body is inverted because it is 
negative Space instead of positive Time, whilst both are equal to one 
another. Therefore, since these are the characteristics of the phenomena 
of physical reflection, we say that the act of projection and involution is 
an act of reflection. The pulsation of Life, which pierces into our uni
verse and, reflecting its ideality, spreads out into Space, is an involution of 
a definite amount of psychic force which, in this way, becomes the 
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ethereal world stuff of our universe. We call it substance, to distinguish 
it from matter, which is volume with an added density. 

As a result of what has been previously said, we have before us two 
equal and opposite manifestations of life, with a line of gradation con
necting them, which is in its centre, neutral. This is the definition of a 
magnet, and we say that the unseen universe of life is the positive pole 
of a magnet, whose negative pole is the visible universe; while the 
neutral line between them is one of equal balance, and the negation of 
all existence, and thus separates for ever the two planes or poles from 
one another. Now, if we apply this reasoning to the units of the two 
planes. we shall find that a physical atom is the negative pole of a 
psycho-material magnet, in which the positive pole is its astral form. 
The negative pole is, moreover, a substantial volume of energy, or a con
densation of a certain given number of pulsations of positive vitality. 
Thus, any activity manifested on this plane must be due to the libera
tion of one or more of these unit values or pulsations from their 
confining limits as positive energy. The atom of each different element 
represents a different law, and therefore is measured by different units or 
astral forms. This peculiarity is the cause of those differences in the 
exhibition of polar effects, which we find to exist between the atoms of 
different elements. Polarity is the orderly devolution of compressed 
psychic energy, and is invisible to us as ideal substance; the sudden 
release of large quantities of this ideal substance, by what might be 
termed mechanical means, appears as earthly fire or the flash of free 
energy, as it darts back into subjective realms. In this way, the negative 
pole or mundane form becomes positively alive. A change in the con
dition of even one material atom affects the balance of two infinite U ni
verses. The objectiv~ world bears a different ratio to the subjective 
world by the infinitesimal amount of atomic energy released in obedi
ence to the influence of some outside cause. This change of relation is 
reflected from the astral plane as inverted power into the physical plane. 
Th1:ls a poc;itive disturbance on this plane produces a corresponding 
disturbance in the subjective life of the astral form, and this, reflected 
into the material shape, becomes a negative power equal and opposite to 
th~ polarity displayed. Thus the psycho-material magnet develops two 
active currents in its negative pole or material form, which causes this 
latter to manifest with two equal and opposite forces. Thus we see that 
the positive life of our plane is due to a positive polar force which is an 
.expansive power, while negative energy is a psychic force which is due 
to the action of a hidden energy making itself felt as the architect of 
formal life. As a force it is the opposite of expansion, and therefore is ,. 
a contracting one. 

Thus we say that the limits of our world are set by an unseen power, 
and by this we mean that the re-action of psychic force from the U ni
versal Mind impedes and directs the rush of earthly fire, while at the same 
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time the actual vitality which results in evolution of forms, is an earth
born fire, for it is energy set free on this plane and not in the unseen 
world. 

We may now picture to ourselves a radiant world.of Life, casting its 
shadow into space, which straightway bursts into a lurid glare from the 
glowing vitality of countless tiny magnets quivering with their com
pressed activity. 

These are the substantial forms evolved by the involution of life on 
the physical plane. On the astral plane these are co-ordinated as trains 
of ideas, on the physical plane they become co-relations of force when 
active, and of things when passive. The sum of these co-relations re
presents the idea of the material universe, and is the relation born by 
Space to Time. The activity which manifests the connected meaning 
of the laws on the psychic plane while remaining distinct, thoughts 
having each one its place in the complete idea becomes, on our plane, 
manifest as co-relation of forces whose inter-action realises the co-ordi
nation of the thoughts explaining the grand idea which underlies the 
construction· of our Universe. The fiery poles of each fire magnet tum 
round one another, like repelling and unlike attracting, binding each other 
together by the head and taillike masses of coiling serpents, until the 
great idea has become dense with the accumulation of all its meanings. 
Then matter is formed and atoms have become dense by superposition 
and the exercise of their polarity. J'he ratio of poles gives molecules, 
which thus become compound forces. For if several unit laws of similar 
power have reached the density proper to the material plane, then there 
will be a fresh element introduced amongst the material atoms in the 
shape of ratios of masses of power or atomic weight. 

THOS. WILLIAMS, F.T.S. 

(To be continued.) 

OBITUARY NOTICE. 

With deep regret w~ announce the departure from this life, 
on the 16th October, of our esteemed erudite Colleague and 
Brother, M.le Docteur Renaud Thurman, F.T.S., after a brief 
but painful illness. His remains were cremated at Zurich, on 
the 22nd October. Professor Thurman was a man of excep
tional ability, and had for several years been a French Fellow 
of our Society. 
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ttbe \talking 3mage of 'Ulrur . 
• 

CHAPTER XV.-eonlinuea. 

SOME SPIRIT TEACHINGS. 

" A LL thinking minds are instruments for the influx of thoughts and 
& ideas; In each the truth may be reflected; but only those who are 

in possession of self-knowledge can discriminate between the true 
and the false, and open the door to the true while rejecting that which is false. 
Absolute truth is self-existent and One; it cannot be divided, but when its rays 
are reflected in various minds their appearances change, while the truth which 
they represent remains always the same. Thus our terrestrial light comes 
from the sun and still the sun remains undivided. His rays are reflected in 
the rose as 'red,' in the tulip as 'yellow,' in the lily as 'white.' Roses, tulips 
and lilies die, the sunlight disappears from us at the approach of night, but the 
Sun and his light remain unchanged in space." 

"The All is an indivisible Unity, producing differences merely in the modes 
of its manifestations. The substance of all is essentially one; differences exist 
merely in their outward appearances; there can be no essential difference 
between Matter and Mind, nor between the essence of one being and that of 
another. Weare all one in the spirit although we seem divided by form. All 
things are thoughts and all thoughts are things. Man is composed of thoughts 
made 'flesh,' and each of his thoughts represents a part of himself. Forms 
are conceptions of the mind, and changeable conceptions produce changeable 
forms; only when the truth is conceived as it is, and not merely as what it 
appears to be, will the true conception be found." 

"All states of consciousness from the highest down to the lowest, are mani
festations of one Consciousness and as there are no breaks in the continuity of 
evolution, there must be numerous grades of conscious beings or intelligent 
powers in the universe, from the first manifestation of Divine Wisdom down to 
where consciousness becomes merely manifest by attraction or gravitation. 
There is a law of harmony, determining which sounds and which colours form 
harmonious accords and likewise determining the conditions of the association 
among superior and inferior beings. That which is not in unison with· divine 
harmony.is a discord in nature and will disappear." 

"No one can know and realise any other truth than that which exists within 
his own being. As the Sun is tlie luminous centre from which all the parts of 
his system receive their light, likewise there exist at the centres of the Microcosm 
of Man a spark of a Divine Sun from which his world receives its light. He 
who penetrates to that centre may know all things, for all knowledge is con
tained in God. Books can teach man nothing which his spirit does not already 
know; they are merely mirrors in which men may see their own ideas reflected; 
they are means by which the knowledge of the spirit may be assisted to come 
to the consciousness of the external understanding of Man." 
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" Men imagine that they have their own independent thoughts and ideas. 
Nevertheless each one is a mirror in which the images of existing thoughts 
emanating from others are continually reflected; most men do not think what they 
wil~ but they think what they must. Reason alone is the great arbitrator of 
thought. It decides what thoughts should be admitted and which ideas should 
be rejected. Only when men's will becomes free by being illuminated with 
divine reason, will men become self-thinking and free. Men do not originate 
new ideas; it is the reflection of already existing ideas that become alive and 
conscious in their minds. Learn to shut the door of your mind to low ideas 
and Divinity itself will do its thinking in You. Keep your mind directed 
towards the source of all Light within yourself and the Light will not fail to 
come." 

On one occasion she said: "He only is truly Man who possesses the dignity 
of Man. The snake is crawling in the dust but the eagle rises upwards towards 
the sunlight I was smitten with disease when I was in darkness; but when I 
found the Light I was made whole; the clouds in my mind vanished and my . 
soul became clear as a crystal; the Light gave me power over the elements and 
spirits became my servants. When I ceased to be an animal, I became acquainted 
with human beings. My world was dark, but I saw the Star of the East and 
became transfigured by the Light. Let there be room for the Light, so that 
your interior senc;es may be opened to the perception of truth." 

Such passages as the above were as incomprehensible to Pancho, as they will 
probably be difficult to some of our readers. He did not obtain any explana
tions from the somnambule, nor did he dare to ask for them; for on such 
occasions she looked like a superior being, unapproachable and like one trans
figured into a saint 

Thus on another occasion she said: "God needs Man for the purpose of 
revealing himself in his own perfection. He is the powerful spring which gives 
Life. The seed is only one; but there are many powers contained in it. In 
the centre is God, breathing upon the soul and there the manifested One speaks 
the word that calls the dead to life. From the Centre comes the Light that 
permeates the interior chambers, illuminating the whole of the temple, even the 
physical body of man. In the centre is Unity, three in one, body and soul and 
intelligence. God is great and Man is little, but man may become great in God 
as a tree may grow out of a little seed. Not from one part of the world nor 
from another comes the Light, but from the Interior. In the Heart is the 
cradle in which the new-born in the spirit is breathing. When Man enters the 
world he inherits the sin of the flesh by the blood of which his form is 
generated; but the Children of Light have cast off that which is impure and 
broken the shell that excluded the Light Love is the root of the Law, it in
dudes all powers; seek for the heart that pulsates with Love and over which 
the blood has no power." 

When asked about the correctness of the speculations of our modern psychia
trists, physiologists, spiritualists, theosophists, rationalists and other "ists," she 
'said: "Those who seek for the truth in external things are in error. TheIr 
-space is empty and they wander about like the blind, each one seeking to enjoy 
'the fruits that belong to another. Those who have attained self-knowledge do 
not wish to triumph over them, but to aid those who desire to obtain it, and 

, 
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how could they be aided better than by having a mirror held up before them in 
which they may recognise their infirmities? Truth is self-existent and indepen
dent of the opinions of men; it needs no one to defend it; but men need our 
aid to defend themselves against error. The truth is not born by men; but 
men are reborn by the recognition of truth. It must be found in the realm of 
truth and not in the realm of fancy. You who desire peace, do not enter the 
battle for truth; but battle against your own errors and the truth will come to 
your aid. • Throwaway every false belief and follow me,' says the voice of the 
Spirit. Renounce the illusory treasures of Egypt, deluded rationalism and 
dogmas, and enter the Holy Land of the spirit. Knock at the door of eternity; it 
is within and not outside of you. Faithfully turn your eyes towards the sublime 
and immortal spirit within you. Your interior heaven will be opened and you 
will know the mysteries which are beyond the grasp of your intellectual reason
ing and arguI.J1entation. Peace be with you." 

Such were some of the teachings which Pancho received· through the mouth 
. of the entranced Conchita. Whether they were the reflections of his own un

conscious ideas, whether she was obsessed by spirits or inspired by members 
of the Mysterious Brotherhood, or whether these doctrines came from the 
Spirit of Truth itself, he did not know. He looked upon them with suspicion 
and his intdlect often tried to persuade him that they were the ravings of an 
insane woman; but in his heart he felt that they were true and after many 
stormy battles his heart won a victory over the brain. 

During all this time it was Pancho's desire to obtain an interview with Conchita 
when she was not in an entranced condition; but to this the controlling in
fluence whatever it was, did not consent; giving, however, no other reason but 
that it would not be well for Conchita to see him, and Pancho did not dare to 
disobey. 

Marietta was enjoined to keep strict silence in regard to these interviewlO; 
and Pancho told her nothing about his relations to Mrs. Smith, except that he 
bad known her before she took that disease in which she lost her memory and 
before she was Mrs. Smith. 

He gave Marietta a ring, asking her to present it under some pretext to Mrs
Smith. It was a ring which he had received from Conchita herself and with 
the letters .. P. C." engraved in it. Conchita received the ring but did not 
recognize it. 

Pancho saw Conchita only during her states of trance when her lower con
sciousness was not aware of his presence and his desire to see her in her 
normal condition became very strong. He persuaded himself that it was not 
mere curiosity that made him wish to see her when she was awake; but that 
from a scientific point of view it would be most interesting and useful to do 
so. Moreover, the time of the Carnival was approaching and he knew that 
this might offer him a chance to see and observe Conchita without being seen 
by her. He made arrangements with Marietta to bring .. Mrs. Smith" at a 
certain hour to the piazza; while he himself would be there masked and dis
guised. Marietta promised to obey. Conchita was very anxious to see the 
grand masquerade and consequently two dresses were procured; th:lt of a 
Neapolitan peasant woman for Marietta and for Conchita one to represent her 
as a Gipsy-Queen. 
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During all this time Mr. Hagard, or, as he now called himself, "Mr. Smith," 
came occasionally to Venice and went away again. Nobody knew where he 
went, and nobody cared to know. It was believed that he had business at 
Verona; but he was not very communicative on this subject, and kept his own 
counsel for reasons best known to himself. Strange to say, Conchita never had 
any of her "fits OJ when he was at home. 

In the intervals between his visits to the somnambule, Pancho made some 
attempts to follow the teachings received from her, and which he found to be 
identical with those of the Image. He tried to collect his thoughts and to keep 
them collected, and then to penetrate with them deeper within his own interior 
world; but he found that it cost heroic efforts to do so; for whenever a certain 
point of concentration was reached, other images and thoughts, especially that of 
Conchita, would float up before his mental vision and distract his attention, so 
that he could not enter into the depths of his own being, and thus he found 
that it is very difficult to rise. above the realm of illusions and to cross the 
threshold of the sanctuary where the true Reality can be found 

The day of the great masquerade appeared, and the whole of Venice was in a 
state of excitement. Gay masks went through the streets, rode in gondolas 
upon the canals, and invaded the houses to play practical jokes. Strangers 
arrived in great numbers; the hotels and boarding-houses were full of pleasure
seeking humanity; bands played, and great preparations were made for the 
grand tournament, which was to be the most prominent event of the season. 

Mr. Hagard had returned from one of his mysterious voyages, and seemed to 
be in a better humour than usual; it seemed as if he had succeeded in some 
scheme, but what it was, no one seemed to know. 

As it may interest some of our readers to study Mr. Hagard's character, we 
will pay some attention to him. He was no worse a villain than hundreds of 
others one daily meets in the streets, men who occupy respectable positions in 
the ranks of society. He would not have murdered a man for his money, nor 
broken into a bank, nor forged a chc!que, nor done' anything which would in
volve a risk of coming in conflict with the law. He was even believed to be a 
pious man, and in his younger days he had taught a class in a Sunday SchooL 
But with all that he believed that if one man could get, by his wits, the best of 
another, he was justified in doing so, and there was no villainy which Hagard 
would not have committed, provided it was not prohibited by legal enact
ments. 

We will leave the gay throng on the piazza and go to a place near the arsenal, 
which was now almost deserted; for all the working-men had a holiday and 
everyone who could had gone to see the great Masquerade. Here we find Mr. 
Hagard and a stranger engaged in conversation. 

"I have put myself entirely in your hands," said the stranger, "and I hope 
that you will not take advantage of my faith in your honesty. A man, a 
word!" . 

" You may trust me entirely," said Mr. Hagard. "I know how to keep mum. 
I have looked over the plans of the factory, but I want to see myself how the 
engine works." 

.. It is the most difficult thing to introduce you into the factory," said the 
stranger. "No visitors are ever admitted, and all the workmen are put under 
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oath, bound to keep the strictest secrecy, and to never let any outsider see the 
machinery. If the superintendent were to find out that I have permitted you 
to look at the engine, I should be immediately dismissed, and I have a family to 
support." 

"Suppose you get me the key to the engine-house," said Mr. Hagard " I 
will then admit myself. The worst thing that can happen to me if I am dis
covered is that they will put me out." 

"But what will you say if they ask you how you got in?" asked the 
stranger. 

" I will say nothing," answered Mr. Hagard; "because I do not understand 
your confounded Italian; and if they ask me in English, I will tell them that I 
tried the door and found it open, and walked in out of curiosity." 

" I will get you a key," said the stranger. " But what have you concluded in 
regard to the conditions which I proposed tG you at our last meeting?" 

'Let me see," said -Mr. Hagard "I am going to pay your expenses for 
going from here to Sacramento, and to give you a half-interest in the profits of 
the factory which I am going to establ~h, and of which you are to be the super
intendent. You are to put up the building and the engines and to get every
thing in working order." ... 

" That was the proposal," said the stranger, "and in addition you will pay me 
five thousand dollars when I get ready to start. I must have something to live 
on before the thing is in shape." 

"I agree to it," said Mr. Hagard; "but I must see how the engine works. I 
want to know the whole process, because, if anything were to happen to you on 
the voyage, I and my factory would be left in the lurch." 

"I have written it out plain enough for any child to understand," said the 
stranger. "I have made all the necessary drawings and calculations. I will ~d 
you the papers on the receipt of the five thousand dollars, when our contract is 
signed. I will give you a key to the engine-house, and let you know the best 
time when to sneak in without being observed." 

"Very well!" said Mr. Hagard. "I will leave Venice to-night and be at 
Trieste in the morning." 

"All right," said the stranger. "I shall be at the appointed place. It is an 
immense scheme. There are millions in it." 

" Millions !" groaned Mr. Hagard. 
The stranger took leave and went away and Mr. Hagard walked off in another 

direction. 
We will now return to the piazza, where we find Pancho watching the crowd 

near the landing-place, where according to his agreement with Marietta he was to 
meet his wife. At a short distance from where he stood, a harlequin amused 
the crowd and his remarks were received with shouts of laughter. Pancho wore 
DO mask but the usual cloak; and his face was covered with a vizor. This 
circumstance gave rise to some jocular abservations. 

"What do you represent?" asked a mask, dressed as a monster. 
" A man," answered Pancho. 
" Then," said the monste~, " you ought to have chosen a different costume, for 

a modern European dress does not represent the true character of men, it merely 
5hows their complexity, with an irregular flap here and another one there. all 
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stuck together to adapt themselves to the form j but nothing made out of the whole 
cloth, to show unity and simplicity as did the Ancient Greeks. Look at me, I 
represent a man as much as you." 

"Not all men are such monsters as you are," said Pancho. 
" If they were all to show their true character, you would find more monstrous 

ones than myself." 
" Do not men usually show their true character? " asked Pancho. 
"No," answered the mask. "Most men go disguised all the year round and 

show themselves as they-arc, only at the time of the Carnival." 
"You are an amiable monster, but not over polite." 
"Politeness itself is a mask," was the answer, "which cannot be laid aside, 

except at the time of the Carnival" 
Just then a gondola approached the landing-place. It contained two ladies, 

of whom one was dressed like a Neopolitan peasant woman and the other a gipsy 
queen. They wore no face-masks and Pancho immediately recognised Conchita. 

The gondola landed within a few yards from where Pancho stood, and the 
ladies stepped ashore. At this moment the monster, evidently desiring to play 
a practical joke, approached Pancho and pulled the vizor from his face. For a 
moment the Gipsy Queen stared at Pancho j then uttering a cry she fell upon 
the steps that led down to the water edge. A stream of blood flowed from her 
mouth, her eyes closed, and she seemed like one dead. 

Pancho rushed to her assistance and lifted her back into the gondola. But at 
this moment an unforeseen occurrence took place. The accident had attracted 
attention, and among the many that rushed to the spot, there wa~ a man dressed 
like a Turk who recognised Pancho and called upon the police to arrest him. 

"This is the man," he cried, "who stole the 'Image' from the temple of 
Urur. There is a reward offered for his capture." 

" A church robber! " exclaimed some of the crowd. 
A clown, who proved to be an employe of the hotel where Pancho lodged, 

interfered. " This gentleman," he said, "is no bandit. He is Mr. Krashibashi." 
"No!" cried the Turk, who was none other than Mr. Puffer. who on his 

-voyage to Africa had stopped at Venice j "he is not Krashibashi. He is a 
church-breaker, a villain, a knave. He has failed in his chelaship and now he 
has become a black magician. Arrest him! " 

" And who are you? " asked the clown . 
.. I am Brahma," answered the Turk. 
The crowd increased with every moment and became excited. Some imagined 

that Pancho had robbed a Catholic church and others that he had murdered the 
woman in the gondola. Church robbery is no light offence in a Catholic country 
and a murderer finds little sympathy before he has been condemned by law. 
Soon imprecations and curses were heard and the crowd began to assume a 
threatening attitude j policemen, anxious to pocket the promised reward, hurried 
on the scene, and in less time than it would take to describe it, Pancho found 
himself locked in a prison, while the Gipsy Queen was carried home. 
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. CHAPTER XVI. 
ESCAPED. 

THE cell in which Pancho was locked up was by no means so disagreeable as 
those which he had seen in the palace of the Doge, which in former times were 
used by the holy inquisition for the purpose of silencing obtrusive critics. 
Those who have seen the latter know that they consisted of kennels, unfit 
even to serve as habitations for dogs. He who entered t.herein a prisoner was 
never to see the sunlight again nor the human face divine, nor even that of 
the executioner, who despatched him to a presumably better world and whose 
block awaited him a few steps from the prison door. Pancho's cell was big 
enough for a person to stand upright and wide enough to allow moving about, 
nevertheless it was not so agreeable as to make a long stay therein eminently 
desirable. There was a small grated window: with iron bars near the top of the 
wal~ but it had a wooden box on the outside, so as to make it impossible to see 
anything beyond, except a small part of the sky. 

The day being a general holiday, no commissary of police nor even a lawyer 
could be found, and Pancho had to resign himself to the unavoidable necessity 
of remaining all night in this den. He did, however, not worry about it for 
he was in a condition of mind that required solitude and rest, only he wanted 
to know about Conchita's condition. Was she dead, or had she recovered? 
Did her memory return, or did she still imagine herself to be Juana? He 
cursed his own curiosity,· which had been once more the cause of his mis
fortune, as it had been when he left San Francisco for the foolish purpose 
of seeking self-knowledge in Africa. 

Slowly the day wore 011. From the outside could be heard the sounds of 
the orchestra that played on the Rialto and the shouts of the crowd; from 
time to time a flash of light at the window followed by a crack indicated that 
a rocket had burst in the sky. For a long time he paced his cell, but at last 
his excitement gave way to fatigue and he fell asleep. 

There is a popular superstition among scientists and rationalistic philosophers" 
according to which ·dreams are the results of bodily sensations and mental 
impressions received during the day; but" there are dreams and dreams." 
There are the vagaries of fancy impressing the half conscious brain before it 
has again resumed its regular occupation, there are the semi-conscious states 
in which the mind sees its own images thrown more or less into confusion, at a 
time when the light of reason has not yet returned from the interior sanctuary 
and assumed its rule over the intellectual functions of the speculative mind. 
The latter then resemble a school of small boys, frolicking and amusing 
themselves at their own sweet wiIi, while the teacher is absent. But there are 
also prophetic dreams, during which the soul may behold, as in a mirror, 
things of which the arguing intellect, reasoning from the material plane, can 
form no conception. During such moments the mind draws nearer to the 
divine spirit in its own centre, receiving its light and its teachings. There, in 
the centre, where rests the "golden egg " in which is contained all wisdom, no 
past and no future exists, but all things are eternally present. The soul being 
in closer contact with the divine spirit, may then by means of such dreams 
bring the knowledge of the spirit to the external consciousness of the mind. 
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A VISION. 

Such a "dream" perhaps it was, which Pancho dreamed that night in his 
prison at Venice. He saw himself floating in that rosy light, which he had 
seen around the head of the Talking Image. He was surrounded and pene
trated by it, immersed in an ethereal realm of infinite bliss. He was Pancho 
no more, he neither knew nor cared to know who that personality called 
" Pancho" was, he only knew that he existed as an individual and self-conscious 
being and yet as an integral part of the infinite AlL It seemed to him that 
he was like a globe of living light, self-luminous and nevertheless reflecting 
a part of a far greater light coming from some more interior centre. Far 
below him in space was an inferior planet, which he recognised as being the 
earth, and upon its surface he saw an apparently formless mass, writhing with 
life. 

As he drew nearer, he saw that this formless mass resolved itself into a vast 
multitude of ever changing individual forms of human beings, and that an 
almost imperceptibly small portion of that rosy light penetrated each individual 
form, and caused a few individuals to radiate as if endowed with the glory sur
rounding the head of a saint. There were comparatively few men and women 
who knew about the existence of that rosy light or who pai<;l any attention to 
its presence, they were too much engaged in running after various shadows 
which they mistook for realities. Some were running after fortune, some after 
fame, some were led on by a shadow called "ambition," others were mocked 
»y an illusion called" love," but which seen from that height could easily be 
recognized as being merely an inverted image caused by the reflection of a ray 
of true spiritual love. Many were imagining that they saw spirits and trying to 
catch them, but these spirits were only the creations of their brains and had no 
substance, while none seemed to know the true Spirit in whom all real 
powers are contained. All these people among whom he at last also recognised 
his own image and that of others whom he knew, could not see real truth, 
love, justice, beauty and harmony; but they had invented artificial things which 
they called by such names and which presented many curious phantastic shapes. 
This writhing mass of humanity continually changed its form, being born, 
living, dying, to be born to live and to die again, while the rosy light forever 
remained. 

As his attention became attracted towards that rosy light, he found that the 
light itself was the Life, filling each living form with life and being itself filled 
with living and ethereal forms of great 'beauty. Those forms were of human 
shapes and of a godlike aspect, looking as if they were the concentrated 
essence of love and intelligence, and some of them had their own images 
reflected in the surging mass of humanity below, just as the light of a star may 
be reflected in a pool of water upon the earth. But in these cases the images 
assumed living shapes, looking like the rest of humanity. 

As he espied his own personality among that scrambling mass of mortals, he 
was grieved to see its many imperfections and how utterly incapable it appeared 
to be of comprehending and holding the light of the spirit. He now fully realized 
the insignificance of his own personality, which like that of the others was 
merely a passing shadow, a hallucination, produced by that nightmare called 
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"terrestrial life," which is itself the outcome of ignorance. As he conceived of 
being one with that personality ca.lled " Pancho" a feeling of sorrow came over 
him, which attracted him to that form. He struggled to free himself from this 
attraction, but he was irresistibly drawn in an earthward direction, for his time of 
liberation had not yet come. A moment of unconsciousness followed, and 
then Pancho "awoke." 

Pancho "awoke," that is to say his terrestrial personality began again to 
dream the dream called "life," while the perceptive faculties of his soul entered 
into a semi<onscious condition and his spiritual vision became dimmed, but he 
remembered enough of that glorious vision to realise the immense supe
riority of a life in the spirit Q1 .. er the earth-dream of life. He longed to be 
forever united to that glorious being, his own higher Ego, which had obtained 
freedom from the bonds of matter and was existing in the realm of eternal 
truth. 

It was early in the morning, but soon the jailor made his appearance and 
Pancho gave him orders for breakfast, asking him at the same time to inquire 
about Mrs. Smith. Breakfast came, but no news from Conchita and moreover 
he was informed t~at this was a holy day on which no official business could be 
transacted, and that all that could be done was to wait until after the holy days 
were over, when the commissary would attend to his case. 

" And how long will these cursed holy days last?" asked Pancho. 
" Church-robbers," answered the jailor, "have no respect for holy days, though 

other people have. Let me see. Yesterday was Shrove Tuesday, to-day is 
Ash Wednesday, to-morrow will be the feast of Saint Thomas and on Friday 
that of San Giovanni. Saturday is too late in the week to begin anything, and 
no business can be done on Sunday, but it may be that next Monday the com
missary will come. You will therefore have ample time to consult a lawyer to 
prepare your defence, if there is any. Lawyers are usually not very strict 
Christians and I think Mr. Caramucho, the criminal pleader, will be here to-mor
row, if you wish to see him." 

Pancho expressed his willingness to see Caramucho and on the following day 
a little man, wearing a black moustache and gold spectacles, entered the celL 

Pancho told his story and the lawyer shook his head. 
" It is a sad case," said Caramucho, "the assuming of a false name is the 

most serious point against you. The best thing for you to do will be to say 
nothing at all about Pancho, and to remain Krasi-Basi. Mr. Brahm says that 
Krasi-Basi is the legal owner of the Talking Image, and if you are Krasi-Bas~ 
you have merely carried away your own property, to which you have a legal 
right. By the by, how much is the statue worth?" 

"It is worth nothing to me," answered Pancho, somewhat irritated at being 
still looked upon as a thief. "It is merely a curiosity because it can speak." 

The lawyer incredulously shook his head. 
"That makes the case still worse," he said. "If the statue can speak, it 

must be a living person, and you will be indicted for murder or abduction if it 
is not of age. You will have to remain in prison until the authorities at the 
Cape are notified, when they will either send Captain Bumpkins to identify you, 
or request your extradition according to Paragraph 1,329, Article 3,566 of the 
Penal Code." 
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"But I did not take the statue away," remonstrated Pancho. 
"That remains to be proved," said the lawyer. " If you bring a hundred 

witnesses to swear that they did not see you take it away, their testimony will 
go for nothing against the evidence of one witness who swears that he believes 
you took it. Circumstantial evidence goes a long way. You have been at Urur. 
You have been seen prowling about the temple; the Image disappeared, and 
you left .soon afterwards. There is enough evidence to convince a jury of 
average intelligence that you are guilty, and to hang you on the spot. I am 
your attorney, and you had better tell me the truth, so that I can see my way 
clear. In this way I may perhaps save you a few years of hard labour in the 
peniten tiary." 

" It is all pure and unadulterated nonsense," replied Pancho. "The Image 
was a very extraordinary thing; it had its own will, and nobody could have 
taken it away, if it had not wanted to go. It was a production of Magic, and 
had magic powers. I should not be surprised if it were suddenly to appear in 
court to testify in my favour." 

" That would help you nothing," said Caramucho. " Its evidence would not 
be admitted. Our law makers were too much enlightened to believe in magic 
and sorcery; our penal code does not admit supernatural things. It is known 
that statues cannot speak, and therefore they are not permitted to testify. 
Nothing that would go to prove the existence of occult phenomena is ever 
admitted as evidence." 

"But would not the judge believe his own senses, if something extraordinary 
were to happen in court? " ru.ked Pancho. 

" Nothing extraordinary is permitted to happen in court," said the lawyer, 
"and if any witness testifies to having seen such things, he is immediately put 
down as a lunatic. The only way in such a case for a witness to save him
self from being sent to the insane asylum is to declare that he has been cheated 
by some trickster." 

" It is a queer state of things," said Pancho, "if one has to lie to save one
self from injustice in a court of justice." 

Caramucho shrugged his shoulders and walked away. 

FRANZ HARTMANN, M. D. 

(To be continued.) 

"TRACES OF INDIA IN ANCIENT EGYPT." 

Corrigenda. 

LUCIFER, September IS, 1889. 

P. 24, L 40, for Aringiri read Sringiri. 
P. 26, 1. 3, for Ammonu read Ammoun. 
P. 26, l. 24, for Moti·shastras read Jyoti·shastras. 
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• I T is with the very greatest pleasure that we print the following from the 

. Washington People's Advocate,' 

.. ARYAN SPIRITUAL SCIE:'IlCE. 

To a truly religio-scientific society like the" Blavatsky Theosophical Society," now incorporated in 
Washington, and whose first object is the formntion of a nucleus of a real Brotherhood of Humanity, 
T<-gardless of sect, sex or colour, and which with rare consistency to its professions has abolished the 
colour line, which everywhere refuses admission to the intelligent coloured man to societies of white 
men of a scientific, philosophical, or fraternal nature, we freely give three-quarters of a column 

or more (circumstantially) of spnce every week. asked for in order to defend and expound its 
doctrines. 

Because not sufficiently informed on the subject, the editor cannot either affirm or deny these doc
trines. We assume no responsibility further than to justly grant the freedom of our paper to a society 
which grants to the coloured man equality of memhership. Besides. as a purveyor, and not a dictator 
of information to the public, Tlu P"ople's Adwcatt'. to be consistent with its title, must concede 
to its readers the right of selection. and the opportunity to investigate all kinds of knowledge, freed 
alike from sectarian as well as raet' prejudices. 

The above Branch owes its birth to our energetic brother Prof. Anthony 
Higgins, and though of recent date bids fair, according to The Path of October, 
to become "one of our most powerful ~odges." But whether the branch is 
young or old, it is splendidly done; not but that all our Lodges would give a 
hearty welcome to a " coloured ,. brother. But herein lies the merit that this 
branch has succeeded in establishing relations with their coloured brethren. 
This is the most important part of their undertaking, for once a point of contact 
is established, the current will flow freely. Truly" without distinction of race" 
has it been done, and such indeed is the work of true Theosophists. Nor is it 
in this case a small matter, for the race distinction between the negro and the 
white in America, is perhaps more accentuated than between geographically 
separated nations of different colours. May the time speedily arrive when in 
like manner we shall see "coloured" members in all our branches, and thus, 
"the colour line being abolished," our dark-hued brethren may mount the first 
step of the ladder of "admission to societies of white men of a scientific, 
philosophical, or fraternal nature." 

COLONEL OLCOTT'S LECTURES. 

THE President's British tour continues to be crowned with success as regards 
the primary object in view, the ever mUltiplying press notices showing that the 
agitation of the public mind upon theosophical subjects is spreading throughout 
the whole Kingdom. Religious as well ~s secular papers are giving space to the 
discussion, a lively debate upon it is going on in the sober National Review, and 
it was even made the subject of a sermon in the ancient St. Nicholas Cole 
Abbey, Queen Victoria Street. 

Since last month's report in LUCIFER CoL Olcott has delivered the following 
public addresses :-Liverpool, October 9th and loth; Dublin, October 14th 
(the Hall crowded to the doors and more than one hundred turned away for 
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want of standing room); Limerick, October 15th; Belfast, October 17th; Dublin, 
October 19th and 21st; Birmingham, October 29th; London, November 1St; 
Leek (Staffordshire), November 4th; London (Westminster Town Hall), 
November 5th. Besides these he has held conversational meetings at private 
houses, submitted to a dozen "interviews" by press reporters, and at Dublin 
held a discussion at the Contemporary Club, upon Theosophy, with a number of 
the most learned and brilliant men of the Irish capital. 

He has now fixed thp. date of his sailing from Marseilles for Colombo as 
December 29th, will stop over one steamer.in Colombo to settle our Ceylon 
affairs and then proceed on to Madras by the ss. "Tibre." His health is now 
excellent. 

OFFICIAL NOTICE. 
Those who read Light must have seen in its issue of November 9th the 

following letter from Washington headed :-

THE -GNOSTIC THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

over the signature of "Elliott Coues, President. etc." In this document the 
latter asks to "correct the false statements II made " to the effect that the above
named organization is extinct." The writer then continues: "As its founder 
and President, I am fully informed on the question. The Gnostic Theosophical 
Society was never stronger nor more active than it is to-day. Its memberships 
and ramifications extend into nearly e;ery State in the Union. Since October 
1886, when it was formally dissolved, as an association in any way dependent 
upon another of similar name, and immediately re-formed on an independent 
basis, it has steadily grown," etc., etc. The letter closes with the words-"We 
desire especially to accentuate the fact that we repudiate and disclaim all con
nection with certain persons whose names have heretofore been identified by the 
public with the movement commonly called 'Theosophical.' II (Signature 
follows.) 

As the Corresponding Secretary for life, and one of the original founders, at 
New York in 1875, of the Theosophical Society, whose ramifications extend into 
the five parts of the world-the United States being only one of the five-I 
hereby declare the above statements to be simply nonsensical. It is a joke, 
evidently. And these are our proofs and reasons :-

I. There can be no authentic Theosophical Society, or even a branch thereof, 
outside the jurisdiction of the" Parent" Society so called, now having its Head
quarters at Adyar, Madras, India. Its title, the T. S. at large not being a 
chartered body, may of course have hitherto been pirated, but it cannot be so 
now, least of all in the District of Columbia, as will be seen later. 

2. This applies especially to the "Gnostic" ex-Theosophical Society of 
Washington D. C., for reasons which I name below. 

(a) The Gnostic branch having been chartered by the President-Founder 
before 1886, the said Gnostic branch, if it wished to withdraw from our jurisdic· 
tion, had as in honour bound, to drop its title of " Theosophical;" therefore

(b) If" formally dissolved" in October 1886 and" immediately re-formed," of 
which no notice was ever given to Adyar, it had to remain simply the GNOSTIC 
Society, to which title it had, and has -a perfect right; but, 
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(c) As it is now a matter of official record that the Branch of this name was 
dischartered only in May of the present year, and its President, Dr. Elliott 
Coues, expelled by the American Section of the General Council of the T. S., 
it could not, therefore, have remained from 1886 till the Spring of 1889, an 
association in any way independent of the Parent Society. Herein is the joke. 

3" As there is at the present moment at Washington, D. C., a legally charterea 
Theosophical Society (the Blavatsky T." S.) formed and aul} incorporated in 
July 1889 by Prof. A. Higgins its President and his associates, no other Society 
calling itself" Theosophical" would now be recognized by law in that .District. 
The "Gnostic" therefore, if it still exists, and adds to its name "Theosophical " 
is an outlaw. . 

And this is why the letter of the President of the "Gnostic" Society of 
Washington, D. C., is a practical joke on the innocence of the readers of Light. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY, 

Corresponding Secretary of the Theosophical Society. 

P.S. As to the general question of his abusive attacks upon "certain persons " 
who are Mr. Judge, Gen. Sec. of the American Section of the T.S. and myself, I 
will say this. I cannot do better than adopt the line of policy recommended by 
my quondam, egregiously and fulsomely flattering friend, the same Dr. E. 
Coues, in a letter to myself of date November 22, 1885, a few lines from which I 
will quote. It answers fully the closing (and would-be) contemptuous sentence 
of his letter' to Light :-

" .... You are a grand and wonderful woman, whom I admire as much as I 
appreciate. . . . I admire your fortitude and endurance in bearing burdens 
enough to kill anybody but the Blavatsky whose like has not before been seen, 
nor will be ever. . . . Never mind your enemies I They will get a spurious and 
vicarious reputation by attacking you, which you can afford to let them have, 
though you don't want to confer upon them the immortality they would get by 
your condescending to fight them. When History comes to be written they 
will appear, if at all, hanging on to your skirts. Shake them off, and let them 
go! 

(Signed) ELLIOTT COUKS." 
And so I do.-H.P.B. 

NEW WEST INDIAN SECRETARY. 
ON the third of October 1889, by resolution of the Executive Committee of the 
American T. S., Mr. E. D. Ewen was appointed assistant General Secretary for 
the British West Indies. His address is Tobago, B. W. I. There are several 
students and inquirers in the West Indies, and it is hoped that before long new 
Branches will be formed there. 

"Gotng to ant) fro tn tbe Jeartb." 
EVOE!! 

I N the benevolence of their hearts, the editors of LUCIFER offer their sincere 
condolences to their equitable neighbours and impartial, generous critics, 
the English clergy and editors, whose cause has just received a bad stab 

under the" ribs from one of their most learned and distinguished prelates. His 
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Grace the Bishop of Peterborough, presiding at the Diocesan Conference at 
Leicester, on the 25th of October last, made t~e following direful admission :-

The bishop. slimming up a discussion on Socialism, said they must be careful, while knowing that 
many of the advocates of Socialism held doctrines which were very dangerous, that they g,we full 
credit to the nobility of motive and tenderness of sympathy with suffering and wrong which had stirred 
many of those persons. Christianity, howe\'er, made no claim to re-arrange the economic relations 
of men in the State and in Society, and he hoped he would be understood when he said plainly that 
it was his firm belief that any Christian State carrying out in all its relations the Sermon on the 
Mount could not exist a week. 

Henceforth, let editors disposed to hold up to public condemnation the 
Theosophical Society because of dissensions among members, and to write 
comic editorials on " Kilkenny Theosophy," be more reserved, lest this pregnant 
confession of the Great Anglican Bishop be quoted against them. When Col. 
Olcott, in his South Place Institute lecture, replying to a carping questioner who 
sought to confound him by charging ill-temper and uncharitableness on his 
colleagues, said that the theosophical ideal was so high, that few could fully 
realize it practically, he spoke a profound truth. If it now be alleged that the 
Lord Bishop has but placed Christianity and Theosophy on the same leve~ the 
natural' reply will be that this !;hould make the Christian adv.ersaries of our 
Society a little more just in their behaviour towards us. There is one notable 
difference, however, between the Christian Churches and our Society, and it is 
this: Whereas every baptised child or adult is called a Christian, we have always 
drawn a clear and broad line between a Theosophist and a simple member of 
the T. S. A Theosophist, with us, is one who makes Theosophy a living power 
in his life We have been often accused of hating Christianity. This is as 
untrue as it is unjust. Some of the teaching ascribed to Christ, teaching which 
he has in common with other great religious leaders, is admirable. But we 
would be as untruthful as our accusers, were we to show anything like a friendly 
feeling or sympathy for dogmas and ritual or that which the late Lawrence 
Oliphant called Churchianity. For it is this which deserves far more than the 
T. S. ever has, to be loudly and fearlessly procIaimed-especially after the 
Bishop of Peterborough's confession-" Kilkenny Christianity." VERB. SAP. 

THE AGE OF MAN AND OF THE CONTINENTS. 

WE are happy to .find Mr. Grant Allen confessing to "Esoteric Buddhism" 
doctrines, and his agreement with the Secret Doc/rine. For this is what he is 
alleged to have said to a Pall Mall reporter who interviewed Mr. Grant Allen 
upon his views. 

.. • • • • . • All the higher forms of religion even now contain traces of the earlier stages. The 
human race goes 50 far back." Here I intervened. .. Yes; where do you cradle its infancy-in far 
Chaldea or, as the new theory has it, in North-west Europe, or do you hold the' glacial-period
primreval man'?" .. Oh," was the smiling reply, .. in my opinion the human race goes as far back 
as the miocene period, 50 far back that our existing continents can hardly have assumed their present 
shapes when man first appeared, and as the whole world was thc;n tropical in climate, man may have 
appeared anywhere. " 

The reader of the above. is asked at his first leisure to open "Esoteric Budd
hism," 4th edition, at pp. 60, and compare, It is ~oothing to find that the 
oeaux esprits se rtn(ontrent-at any rate the antediluvian spirit of Dzyan and 
the spirit of modern anthropological and geological speCUlation as represented 
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by Mr. Grant Allen. But there, we believe, all agreement ceases, especially o~ 
metaphysical and physical teachings. So much more the pity-for modern 
science. 

AMUCK! IN THE NAME OF CHRIST!! 

OUR friends, the Methodist Times are at their old tricks again. Finding their 
own little. • . intellectual variations on Fiction unequal to the occasion, they call 
in their Madras ally-the Christian College Magazme, the paradoxical organ of 
the "heathen" College of the never to-be-converted Hindus, which plays once 
more its old fugue in the orchestra of slander. We are told again in the 
" Patterson Correspondence" that Madame Blavatsky fled from India in 188 S, 
leaving Madras secretly. Considering (I) that Mrs. Dr. Scharlieb's certificate 
was published more than once in various papers; (2) the fact that a kind friend, 
then and to this day, one of the Madras magistrates, himself saw Mdme. Blavat
sky off to the steamer; (3) that he kindly sent an invalid chair and his own 
police peons to carry in it the personality now accused of having left the country 
"secretly"; and that, moreover (4), her departure took place publicly, and in 
full daylight-the charge is rather risky! 

Plain truth and known facts hold good, however, to the present day, and with 
all men. Therefore it is quite needless to disprove point by point the other 
dozen or so ruses, all as uncanny as this above-mentioned fabrication. As to the 
elegant epithets and insulting terms sent by Mr. Patterson to the address of 
Mdme. Blavatsky, they really do not matter. What, or where is she, when com
pared with the great and eminent men and even a god .. who were far worse iIl
treated than she is, by the bigots of their respective countries, and this invariably 
only because the victims were in their 1llay 1 No comparison, of course, is here 
contemplated, as any such would be absurd. Yet the records of history are 
there to show false accusations lavished, in every case, on innocent men and 
women when the life and reputation of such became a danger to those who 
envied or feared them. Witness Socrates and Hypatia, Bruno and Joan of Arc, 
etc., etc. Remember the hundreds of martyrs, the latchet of whose shoes Mdme B. 
is not worthy of loosening, who suffered tortures and death at the hands of unscru
pulous liars, of false witnesses and fanatical murderers. Does not Jesus himself 
head the hosts of the martyrs for truth in the Christian era? Were the reverend 
detractors to exhaust the whole vocabulary of Hungerford Market to abuse 
and vilify her, they would still never approach, let alone surpass, the insults lavished 
by the Pharisees on the head of Jesus-their Christ. "Thou hast the Devi~" 
said these dignitaries of the "grandmother" Church, the Synagogue, to the God 
of the present mother Church-" the Man of Sorrows." And did they not 
denounce Christ as "that deceiver who said . . . After three days I will arise 
again"? And for that "deception" was Jesus flogged, and spat upon, and 
crucified; all of which in no wise prevented Mr. Patterson and a host of Mdme. 
R's slanderers from worshipping that same Jesus as their God and Master. Nor 
does it prevent the, descendants of those who put the prophet of Nazareth 
to death, adding, " His blood be on us, and on our children," from holding their 
victim to this day as a " deceiver" ; and yet prospering, the curse notwithstanding, 
baving wealth enough to buy into bondage the whole of Christendom, and 
holding actually in durance vile all the crowned heads of Christian Europe I 

18 
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All of which proves that fate plays ducks and drakes with gods as with mortals; 
that all of us are born, live and die under Karmic law, in consequence of which 
law few of us can know who is who, or what is what, in this world of maya. 
Our sincere advice to the irrepressible Mr. Patterson is, not to attempt, in 
the words of Job, to bore leviathan's" jaw through with a thorn," lest Karma 
"put an hook into his (own) nose" for the trouble. 

ADVERSARY. 

(torreeponbence . 
• 

MY EXPERIENCES IN OCCULTISM AND OCCULT 
DEVELOPMENT. 

1 HAVE written the following because I thought it might be interesting to Theo
sophists, if I detailed some of my Occult experiences. As I am not a member 
of the Theosophical Society, these experiences may afford proof from an outside 
standpoint of many of the Theosophic Doctrines. I have been an investigator 
for 16 years. I became convinced of the existence of Unseen Intelligences by 
investigations in my own house, alone, and in the light. I soon found, how
ever, that the ordinary explanations and theories of Spiritualists did not explain 
the whole phenomena. I was therefore, gradually drawn to Theosophy; so 
much so, that I cannot but feel that the Agencies of the Adepts are not confined 
in their manifestations to the Theosophical Society,· but that some of the many 
ramifications of their influence extend to isolated individuals, and by multiplex 
methods and through various channels, they are drawing .many of us within the 
common centre of their influence. I experienced the terrible trials known as 
the struggle with the Dweller on the Threshold. Deceptions from the Intelli
gences on the·astral plane, mental conflicts, intense depression and other sorrows 
of too private a nature to detail here. I was delivered from this, by coming into 
communion with my Higher Self. And, as I believe, a ray of Influence from the 
Adepts, piercing through the higher portion of my being,· influenced me con
tinuously. I was by this Influence told to cease all direct communion with 
departed Spirits. I could never since then commune with them except in an 
indirect manner, through this Intelligence as it were. I think this seems to agree 
with the Theosophic teaching as to Devachan. Under the teaching of this In-

* Nor was it ever claimed by us. On the contrary, the hitherto very esoteric doctrine of the 
Nirma1lakayas was lately brought forwani as a proof and explained in the treatise called TM 
Voice of tile Sik1lu. These ~irmanakayas are the Bodltisattvas or late Adepts, who having 
reached Nirvana and liberation from rebirth renounce it voluntarily in order to remain invisibly 
amidst the world to help poor ignorant Humanity within the lines permitted by Karma. These are 
the real SPIRITS of the disembodied men, and we recognise no others. The rest are either /)r.Ja

eluznees to whose plane the spirit of the living medium must ascend, and who therefore, can never 
descend_to our plane, or Sp.x1ks of the first water. But then no Nirmanakaya will influence any man 
for the benefit of the latter for his own weal, or to save him from anything save death, and that only 
if the man's life is useful. By the fruit we recognise the tree. Units are as the leaves of that tree (or 
them; and they look forward to benefit and save tile trunk, not to concern themselves with its every 
leaf, whether good, bad, or indifferent. Even living Adepts have DO s\lch right.-{ED.] 
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ftuence, I developed-1st, Clairvoyance, or rather the power of seeing symbolic.al 
phantasms; 2nd, a semi-trance condition, in which I received communications 
in poetry and music, quite above the calibre of my own mind, and I was guided 
in the affairs of life in the following manner. The spiritual stream of inspira
tion flowing through me, from being at first a mixture with my own thoughts, I 
found gradually to evolve certain Occult teachings, which seem much in accor
dance with Theosophic works, especially the Secret Doctrine. In my published 
works and in MSS. I have written years ago, I find hints as to Re-incarnation, 
the gradual descent of Spirit into matter, the interaction of the Spiritual 
and material planes, the existence of agencies above and below the human, the 
spiritual evolution of man, etc. Another method of my instruction was, if I 
earnestly desired a thing, if possible I was allowed to take my own course, being 
guarded, as I have found out afterwards, in a mysterious manner against all real 
harm; but I was let to go through the experience. Then often of my own 
accord I would turn from a repetition of the act. This seems much in accordance 
with the Adepts' teaching. Our passions must be burnt out· The experience 
must be gained,t and the Soul must rise superior to them, by acquiring a love 
for higher things. No use the exoteric methods of ascetics to outwardly keep 
from the act and yet desire the same inwardly. This only leads to making desire 
more intense. We must learn what is true and what false, and then the desire 
will be quenched a..ld the Soul will mount a step higher. 

This was my teaching. I have often gone through strange experiences and 
mental struggles and have been advised to make use of certain formulas to 
prevent the evil resulting from them. Then when I had conquered, it would be 
said: It is enough, this is required no more, or something to that effect, and it 
would seem as if a conquest was achieved, another page of life turned down, and 
soon a new set of sensations and a fresh series of trials would commence. Often 
between these it would be written, Now rest, and a period of rest would be given 
in which some time of enjoyment would be passed. 

I also developed a kind of clair-audience cr hearing of internal voices. These 
often advise and warn, and I find they are invariably true and that it is unwise to 
disregard them, as no doubt they proceed through higher stratas of my being 
from Occult Agencies. These voices often advise certain signs to be used 
accompanied by a sort of prayer, a form of words invoking the Divine In
telligence of Love, the All-good Power. I have found after performing these 
magical acts, most extraordinary changes in people, and most unexpected help 
coming and events occuring which were quite unforeseen, shewing that Occultism 
has most mysterious and far-reaching powers. Here comes in another teaching 
agreeing with Theosophy. I have been told that such Magic must only be 
exercised when the Soul is wishing for nothing but the Will of the All-good In
telligence to be done :j: and for no selfish passion or greed, not even to save 
oneself from pain or sorrow. 
* Not aD the physical plane, as it would come then to a deliberate gratification of all our passions, ! \ 

in order to get rid of them by satiety, and this is an abomination. -I ED. ] 
t "Experience must be gained " of every evil as good ~sion .ilmtally, and tnJercolllL in thought, 

I by reflection. Love and longing for higher things on a Spiritual plane will thus leave no room for the 
ower animallon~ings. 

:: Whetber thiS teaching agrees with Theosophy depends on the meaning given by the mystic to 
.. the A1I-Good Intelligence." If this is a Being or .. Intelligence" outsid~ of us, then it would point 
to either a ~rsonal God or a spirit, which is no part of the Theosophical teachings. But if it refers 
to our Higner &if, then we are at one with the writer. Only in this case IT (Atman) has no Will 
of its uwn, as It is no conditioned thing. The expression is faulty.-lEo. j 
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Another power I have developed is, by using certain invocations. I call the 
Spirits of the Living, and then see a simulacrum of them and hear them speak.· 
This, however, may only be risked for unselfish purposes. It is part of a very 
mysterious phenomenon which I find difficult to explain;> Often a great de
pression comes over me, and I see certain phantasms and go through curious 
actions and struggles with them. This I find reproduced more or less accurately 
afterward~ in real life. And as I have acted in the first drama, so do I succeed 
or fail in the after event. It seems as if the events in this life are but shadows 
thrown down from unseen realities, and that the dramas of life are acted behind 
the scenes. In many of my greatest difficulties the sorrow and the terror of 
them have been felt and conquered spiritually long before the real events came 
to pass, and when I had no idea such events would occur; and when they come 
to pass, the sting is taken out of them, they having been conquered pre· 
viously on the spiritual plane. Mrs. Sedgwick in the S. P. R. Report tries to 
explain premonitions by the telepathic theory. Science cannot yet grasp the 
truth of prophecy: to do this would be to surrender to Occultism. But if there 
is one thing I anl absolutely certain of, it is the power of the spiritual part of us 
aided by unseen agencies-to prophesy, to foresee, warn and even avert. 
dangers long before they appear even on the horizon of real life. 

If our scientists could get away from the more frivolous phenomena of the 
seance-room and realize the stupendous powers of occult Intelligences and of the 
human soul, they would be able better to understand Occultism. This, however, 
can only be done by personal experiment. The real convincing evidences proving 
the spiritual side of nature are those which it is often impossible to detail to 
another. They must be sought for and found by each individual ~oul. And 
they are certain to be obtained by every true andpalienl seeker. 

I will conclude this brief account of my Occult experiences by relating one or 
two mysterious phenomena which have happened to me since I have been connected 
with the Theosophical Society. On the morning before making the acquaintance 
of Mr. Sinnett, I clairvoyantly saw an Indian stand by my bedside. This Indian 
was short, with long, straggling, dark hair which partly hid his face. I have seen 
him since several times, when I have been ill, making passes over me, and on each 
occasion I have suddenly got well; though when these attacks come upon me, as 
a rule, I cannot get up the whole day, but lie perfectly prostrate. I also see 
occasionally another Indian, a tall man, rather stout, dressed in white with a 
white turban. When I see him, a few hours afterwards I receive a letter from one 
of the leaders of the T. S. On one occasion I was in the street when I saw 
him by my side; on a second, he crossed the room as I was talking to a pupi~ 
but on both occasions, about an hour afterwards, I received a letter from Mr. 
Sinnett, one of which letters informed me that I was made an honorary Asso
ciate of the "London Lodge" T. S. t 

A few weeks ago, while staying in Kent, I clairvoyantly saw Madame Blavat
sky at a table writing (she was then in Jersey) and shortly afterwards received a 

* Theosophists would caU this necromancy and unconsdtJIIs MacR magic.-[ED.] 

t SUlely no •• Indian" nor any other adept, would go to the trouble of disturbing bimse1f to lID

nounce sllch a trifling event as the one mentioned I Especially when a letter to that effect came .. l1li 

hour later" and was all that was r<'quired. This was simply a case of the writer's own natural c\airVOy' 
ance. What would an adelt have to do with this?-[ED.] 
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letter from her. I mention these apparently trivial phenomena, as I think they 
show that the Influence inspiring me is in union with and drawing me to those 
who guide the Theosophic Movement. 

I will now proceed to give a few hints as to Occult development. He who 
would enter the Occult Path must first realize that there is a good and loving 
Intelligence pervading Nature.· He must refuse to worship all images of this 
Power, which do not come up to his highest ideals. The cruel Jehovah, the 
warlike Allah, the lascivious Jove, must give place to the purer Supreme Being 
of the Voysey school. This, in its turn, must also go, for it wiII soon become 
apparent to the enlightened soul that no king or photograph of man, even of 
his highest ideal, no resemblance of human government, no monarchical ruler 
or sovereign can be placed over the Universe. We must seek in and not 
above Nature for God We must own that the drop' cannot comprehend the 
ocean or the finite mind the infinite Whole. We must acknowledge the 
Divine, Loving, All-good Essence in Nature and in ourselves and strive to 
unite ourselves with It. To sink the selfish personal idea, the individual 
wants and desires in the Divine Whole. Our lives must act out the precept, 
Thy will be done.t We must not acquire wealth but to this end. No human 
love must stand in the way. 

This is the first step. We are then united with the Divine Intelligence 
and the whole force of the Divine is at our back. This is not so hard as it 
appears. It seems hard because the mindwiII fall back on .the old false ideas 
of God, the cruel, ascetic, capricious power. But once realise that all true 
pleasure, all love, all beauty is God and part of God, and by uniting with the 
Divine we have all that is worth having. 

All we renounce is the delusive semblance of these things in the world, in 
which is no real satisfaction, nothing but Maya or delusion. Having made this 
first step, we see all things with different eyes. We realize the truth of Karma.' 
We love all and hate none. We cease to feel bitterly and cry for revenge on 
our worst foes. We know that the inmost of every soul is a Divine Ego. We 
see the whole arcana of Nature are but the methods of educating and perfect
ing the Individual Egos. We see the upward march of Spirit through all the 
forms of nature to man. This gives us a new view of the animal creation. 
No longer the old idea prevails that they are created for us, for our food and 
use. We see that they are the embryos of ourselves, hothouse beds for the 
nurture of Spirit, arid we must remember that all cruelty re-acts on lours elves. 
We now come to the lower forms of humanity, our savages, our criminals. 
No longer the moral shudder, no longer the hands lifted up in holy horror. 
Let us take some examples. Take a murderer. What is the popular \'iew? 
A holy horror, a thirst for vengeance, a feeling of the utter impossibility of being 
like such a man. But the Occultist recognises the law of Karma working in 
accord with heredity, with astrological influences at birth, with educational 
surroundings etc.; he knows also the power of Black Magic. 

He knows that the self-righteous in their churches, in their homes, by their 
vicious beliefs, their hard cruel ways, by these and by their prayers to a ferocious 
deity, invoke too often such evil Elemental forces, which go forth, like the fabled 
* Wby "lovmg"? If dso/ute, it can have no attributes either of love or hatred.-{ED.] 
t Vide foot note supra. We recognise no Being to whom such a phrase may be addressed.-{ED.] 
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devil, seeking whom they may devour, and finding victims in these poor, 
helpless persons, destitute of Will, and thus the criminal, the murderer, is manu
factured. This being so, are we to rush forth and howl for vengeance? Let 
us be thankful that Karma has not made us so, that sufficient good influence 
surrounds us to ward off these Elemental forces so that they pass us by. But 
let us not gloat over these things, or we may get into the current and some 
such influence take hold of us, self-righteous as we are. 

We must put aside all vengeance, all hatred; and all we are entitled to do, is 
to confine such poor imbeciles that they do no more mischief, and also by our 
White Magic of love and kindness seek to exorcise the elemental demons 
who control them. The common idea is that avenging punishments deter 
from crime. But this is so only in appearance. The only way to lessen 
crime is to quench the evil at its source by the magic of divine love. 
Beware of avenging crime by crime. The death penalty only increases 
the evi~ and lets loose a demon to do more mischief. Having made these 
steps forward on the Path, we look with different eyes upon all humanity. Let 
us now turn to the so-called good and.respectable. 

When we see the dull round of their lives, without a thought beyond the pre
sent hours, merely satisfying animal wants, getting money, and obeying without 
question the religions and laws of the time, we feel that such have not as yet 
wakened their Soul-powers. They slumber still; many a life must be passed by 
such people in which the battle between the material and the spiritual must be 
fought out before they can advance far upon the Path. 

There is a great fallacy in the words Good and Evil which even some 
Theosophists have not yet found out. We all of us are apt to measure people 
by the world's standard, even though we profess Occult Philosophy. Thus to us 
a person is good who has tamed his nature down to be a slave to the customs 
of the time, who never questions a tyrannical government, who acts up to his 
religion without reasoning or thinking about it, who conforms to the marriage 
-laws and social fashions. Such a man is good. To break though any of these 
customs is evil. But this is a fallacy. It cannot be good to obey that which is 
founded on wrong and error. The only good is to act up to our highest ideas. 
These, whatever the world may say, will lead us astray. Then astray we must 
go. It was of 5helley, that someone said, Would that he could think for himse!f; 
when his mother replied, Would to God he-would think like other people. It 
is this conformity to custom that the world calls good, its reverse evil; but the 
Occultist looks beneath the surface of things. He pities but does not feel hatred 
towards the criminal, only towards his crime. He sees good in all. He does 
not turn away from those whom the world scorns. He knows that they are 
fighting out the bitter conflict of Life. Neither does he worship the self-right- -
eous and the so-called good, for he sees in them too often merely Souls in a 
state of somnolence. Better to fall through having a loving and sensitive 
nature than to avoid temptation through hardness of heart and callousness of 
mind. For such, though praised by the world, must go through many incarna· 
tions before their hard natures are broken up and the Divine Ego shines 
through. 

The present civilization is a vast delusion, and the seeds of its dissolution are 
already sown. The only way to save the world from the horrors attending the 
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collapse of this civilization, is by bringing to bear upon mankind fresh influences 
from the Unseen side of Nature. We must bring the knowledge of Occultism 
to the world. We must endeavour to draw sympathetic minds from all parts to 
enter the Occult Path. If a sufficient number can be thus gained, they will yet 
save and remould Society, and form a foundation for a more Spiritual Race in the 
Future. Great are the duties devolving upon us, brother Occultists; may we per
form them honestly and shew ourselves to be fit receptables for the Higher 
Inspirations. And may the Great Masters of Occultism bless us with renewed 
strength and Spiritual Powers in the strife which we must wage with the delu
sions and falsities of the world. 

A. F. TINDALL, MUS. BAC. 

'R e " t e \\) s . 
• 

THE TEXT BOOK OF ASTROLOGY.-

THE Sons of Urania will be rejoiced to know that the above work is now 
completed by the publication of the second volume. The author is so 
well known as a writer upon Astrology, that it is impossible to question the 

authority with which he pleads the cause of Urania, and anything like a fair esti
mate of the study and labour necessary for the production of such a work as the 
"Text Book," is equally impossible. The book is practically the result of 
thirty years modern experience and study; it appears to embody everything 
that is known at present upon this most interesting subject of Astrology, and it 
is not too much to say that Mr. Pearce's work is as claimed" indispensable alike 
to the mythologist, the antiquarian, the orientalist, and the student of occult 
science." 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THEOSOPHY. t m HIS is a pamphlet written in the spirit of perfect conviction and sincerity. 
JIL The author summarizes with considerable skill the leading points in the 

Esoteric Philosophy for the benefit of outside enquirers into the history 
and objects of the T. S. As the system has brought rest and joy to his own 
mind, he benevolently wishes to help others to share the feeling with him. 
Pity that all our colleagues would not do likewise. Mr. Elliot's literary project 
it thus defined by himself ;-

" Writing as a Fellow of the Theosophical Society, I desire to show that its 
endeavour is to substitute conciliation for strife, to bring ease to the weary, and 
save rich men from the devastation which is the sure end of wealth without wisdom. 
That its first step is towards bringing together rich and poor, so that they may 
by the light of their reason and teachings come to understand that the interests 
of each man are best served by a consolidated attempt of the units to build up 

• By ALFRED J. PEARCE. COUSINS & CO. 6 Helmet Court (338) Strand Price Isla. 
t By GILBERT ELLIOT, F.T.S. London, G. REDWAY, 1889-
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the destiny of the race on the strong natural foundation of mutual help, on 
which alone any attempt whatever can achieve real progress." 

He candidly warns all to keep out of the Society if they have the notion 
that by entering it they would be put in the way to acquire phenomenal forces 
or witness exhibitions of magic by others. And plainly says;-

"I warn aspirants who aim high that the path they seek to walk in is very 
narrow, and full of obstacles, which they will have to overcome, at first at any 
rate, alone, and by the utmost degree of self-control of which they are capable." 

CAN IT BE LOVE? • 

OAPT AIN SERJEANT'S monograph might be styled a gospel of Altruism; 
the aim in view being to enforce the maxim that the Personal Self is in
separable from the Universal Being, and hence, that man should live, 

think and strive in unison with all mankind. The absolute and essential frater
nity of all sentient beings is urged as the divine law of life. The teaching is 
conveyed in a dialogue between the Higher Self and the Lower Self. The 
teacher is figured under the guise of an Unknown, who suddenly appears in the 
Author's room as he muses by his fireside, answers his unspoken thoughts, dic
tates the contents of this Work, and as suddenly vanishes. The matter was 
published as a Serial, in a certain London weekly journal, and-as the Author 
explains-" the interest caused by its appearance, has amply warranted its re
publication in a volume form." 

BALENI.t 

I N this charming little volume of Italian poetry, Dr. Pioda has framed some 
JI!, of the deeper truths of Theosophy in the musical language of Italy. In 

. a capital preface, he gives a general sketch of those echoes from an 
archaic past, which are found in the Secret Doctrine, and which he afterwards 
softens in the rythmical changes of Italian verse. Space, Life and Love are the 
titles of three poems, in which he brings the reader to a knowledge of some of 
the aspects which the Infinite one presents to us in the great drama of illusion it 
unfolds. Dr. Pioda, in his preface, tells us that he has chosen poetry as the ex
pression of his thoughts, because by this means he is able to catch the music as 
weB as the meaning of some of those songs of life, whIch lie around in the 
ethereal Space, and may thus, the more deeply, move the inner being of his 
reader. Man leaves behind him his works, but after death, his Ego, like a full
stringed harp, resounds with the agitation of ethereal waves, which have preserved 
the notes struck on life's material key-board, and forms with them the melody 
of his earthly career. Thus, if this idea, which seems to underlie the meaning 
of Dr. Pioda's words, be, true, poets may catch and intone these psychic harmonies 
for the benefit of living men. The book is well printed, and all those who 
prefer the flowery paths of truth in its poetic garb to the sterner and more rugged 
words of prose, should read these poems. 

• By WM. C. ELDON SKRJEANT. Author's Edition, London, 1889. THE THEo!;OPHICAL 

PCBLlSHlNG COMPANY LIMITED, pp. 79, PricE' Y •. 
By ALFRED PIODA, F.T.S. 
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1890! 
ON THE NEW YEAR'S MORROW. 

" The veil which covers the face of futurity 1 
is woven by.the hand of Mercy." . 

-BULWER LYTTON. 

/l HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL! This seems easy enough 
14 to say, and everyone expects some such greeting. Yet, whether 

the wish, though it may proceed from a sincere heart, is likely to 
be realized even in the case of the few-is more difficult to decide .. 
According to our theosophical tenets, every man or woman is endowed, 
more or less,. with a magnetic potentiality, which when helped by a 
sincere, and especially by an intense and indomitable will-is the most 
effective of magic levers placed by Nature in human hands-for woe as 
for weal. Let us then, Theosophists, use that will to send a sincere. 
greeting and a wish of good luck for the. New Year to every living 
creature under· the sun-enemies and relentless traducers included. Let 
us try and feel especially kindly and forgiving to our foes and perse
cutors, honest or dishonest, lest some.' of us should send unconsciously. 
an "evil eye" greeting instead of a blessing. Such an effect is but too 
easily produced even without the help of the occult combination of the 
two numbers, the 8 and the 9, of the late departed, and of the newly
born year. But with these two numbers staring us in the face, an evil 
wish,. just now, would be simply disastrous! 

.. Hulloo!" we hear some casual readers exclaiming. "Here's a lItw 

superstition of the theosophic cranks: .let us hear it. .... " . 
You shall, dearly beloved critics, though it is not a new but a. very old 

superstition. It is one shared, once upon a time, and firmly believed 
.in, by all the Cresars and World-potentates. These dreaded the number 
8, because it postulates the equality of all men. . Out of eternal ullity. 
and the mysterious number seven, out of Heaven a~d the seven planets 
and the sphere of the fixed stars, in the philosophy of arithmetic, was born 
the ogdoad. It was thejirst cube of tke even numbers, and hence held 

2S 
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sacred. - In Eastern philosophy number eight symbolises equality of 
units, order and symmetry in heaven, transformed into inequality and 
confusion on earth, by selfishness, the great rebel against Nature's 
decrees. 

" The figure 8 or 00 indicates the perpetua~ and regular motion of the 
Universe," says Ragon. But if perfect as a cosmic number it is likewise 
the symbol of the lower Self, the animal nature of man. Thus, we augur 
ill for the unselfish portion of humanity from the present combination of 
the year-numbers. For the central figures 89 in the year 1890, are 
but a repetition of the two figures in the tail-end of 1889. And lIillt was 
a digit terribly dreaded by the ancients. With them it was a symbol of 
great changes, cosmic and social, and of versatility, in general; the sad 
emblem of the fragility of human things. Figure 9 represents the earth 
under the influence of an evil principle; the Kabalists holding, moreover, 
that it also symbolises the act of reproduction and generation. That is 
to say that the year 1890 is preparing to reproduce all the evils of itS 
parent 1889, and to generate plenty of its own. Three times three is the 
great symbol of corporisation, or the materialisation of spirit according to 
Pythagoras-hence of gross matter.t Every material extension, every 
circular line was represented by number 9, for the ancient philosophers 
had observed that, which the philosophicules of our age either fail to see, 
or else attribute to it no importance whatever. Nevertheless, the natural 
depravity of this digit and number is awful. Bein'g sacred to the spheres 
it stands as the sign of circumference, since its value in degrees is equal 
to 9-i.e., to 3+6+0. Hence it is also the symbol of the human head
especially of the modern average head, ever ready to be parading as 9 
when ~t is hardly a 3. Moreover, this. blessed 9 is possessed of the 
curious power of reproducing itself in its entirety in every multiplication 
and whether wanted or not; that is to say, when multiplied by itself or 
any other number this cheeky and pernicious figure will always result in 
a sum of 9-a vicious trick of material nature, also, which reproduces 
itself on the slightest provocation. Therefore it becomes comprehensible 
why the ancients made of 9 the symbol of Matter, and we, the modem 
Occultists, make of it that of the materialism of our age-the fatal 1uite
teenth century, now happily on its decline. 

If this antediluvian wisdom of the ages fails to penetrate the" circum
ference" of the cephaloid "spheres" of our modern Scientists and 
Mathematicians-then' we do not know what will do so.' The occult 
future of 1890 is concealed in the exoteric past of 1889 and its preceding 
patronymical eight years. 

Unhappily-or shall we say, happily-man in this dark cycle is 
* As shown by Ragon. the Masoa.()ccuItist. the gnostic ogdoad had eight stars representing the 8 

Cabiri of Samothmce. the 8 priFldplu of the Egyptians and PhamiciaDs. the 8 gods of Xenocrale5, 
the 8 angles of the cubic stODe. 

t The reason for this is because according to the Pythagoreans each of the three elements that 
constitute our bodies is a 1ntttU7: water. conllliDing earth and lire; earth coDtaining aqu~ ~ 
igneous panicles; and fire being tempeml by aqueous globules and terrestrial corpuM:les semn& It 
as food. Hence the ll/UDe given to matter. the .. "07Iagrmr mwlo~." 
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denied, as a collective whole, the faculty of foresight. Whether we take 
into our mystic consideration the average business man, the profligate, 
the materialist, or the bigot, it is always the same. Compelled to confine 
his attention to the day's concern, the business man but imitates the 
provident ant by laying by a provision against the winter of old age; 
while the elect of fortune and Karmic illusions tries his best to emulate 
the grasshopper in his perpetual buzz and summer-song. The selfish 
care of the one. and the iItter recklessness of the other make botI-. 
disregard and often remain entirely ignorant of any serious duty towards 
Human kind. As to the latter two, na'mely the materialist and the 
bigot, their duty to their neighbours and charity to all begin and end 
at home. Most men love but those who share their respective ways of 
thinking, and care nothing for the future of the races or the world; nor 
will they give a thought, if they can help it, to post-mortem life. Owing 
to their respective psychical temperaments each man expects death will 
usher him either through golden porches into a conventional heavcn, or 
through sulphurous caverns into an asbestos hell, or else to the verge of 
an abyss of non-existence. And 10, how all of them - save the 
materialist-d~ fea~ death to be sure! May not this fear lie at the 
bottom of the aversion of certain people to Theosophyand Metaphysics? 
But ;no man in this century-itself whirling madly towards its gaping 
tomb-has the time or desire to give more than a casual thought either 
to the grim visitor who will not miss one of us, or to Futurity. 

They are, perhaps, right as to the latter. The future lies in the present 
and both include the Past. With a rare occult insight Rohel made quite 
an esoterically true remark, in saying that "the future does not come 
from before to meet us, but comes streaming up from behind over our 
heads." For'the Occultist and average Theosophist thc Future and the 
Past are both included in each moment of their lives, hence in the 
eternal PRESENT. The Past is a torrent madly rushing by, that we· 
face incessantly, without one second of interval; every wave of it, and 
every drop in i~, being an event, whether great or small. Yet, no sooner 
have we faced it, and whether it brings joy or sorrow, 'whether it elevat.cs 
us or knocks us off our feet, than it is carried away and disappears 
behind us, to be lost· sooner or later in the great Sea of Oblivion. It 
depends on us to make every such event non-existent to ourselves by 
obliterating it from our memory; or else to create of our past sorrows 
Promethean Vultures - those "dark - winged birds, the embodied 
memories of the Past," which, in Sala's graphic fancy" wheel and shriek 
over the Lethean lake." In the first case, we are real philosophers; in 
the second-but timid and even cowardly soldiers of the army called 
mankind, and commanded in the great battle of Life by " King Karma." 
Happy those of its warriors by whom Death is regarded as a tender and 
merciful mother.. She rocks her sick children into sweet sleep on her 
cold, soft bosom but to awake them a moment after, healed of all ailing, 
happy, and with a tenfold reward for every bitter sigh or tear. Post-
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mortim o~livion of every evil-to the smallest-is the most blissful 
characteristic of the "paradise" we believe in. Yes: oblivion of pain and 
sorrow and the vivid recollection only, ~ay once more the living over of 
every' happy moment of our terrestrial drama; and, if no such moment ever 
occurred in one's sad life, then, the glorious realization of every legi- . 
timate, well-earned, yet unsatisfied desire we' ever had, as true as life 
itself and intensified seventy seven-times sevenfold •.... 

Christians - the Continental especially- celebrate their New Year 
days with special pomp. That day is the Devachall of children and 
servants,and every one is supposed to be happy, from Kings and Queens 
down to the porters and kitchen-malkins. The festival is, of course, 
purely pagan, as with very few exceptions are all our holy days. The 
dear old pagan customs have not died out, not even in· Protestant 
England, though here the New Year is no longer a sacred day-more's 
the pity. The presents, which used to be called in old 'Rome stmlr£ 

. (now, the French ctre1Znes), are still mutually exchanged. People greet 
each other with. the words :-Amzum nO'l'll11t faustu1{Z felicelllqlle tibi, as 
of yore; the magistrates, it is true, sacrifice no longer a white swan to 
Jupiter, nor priests a white steer to Janus. But magistrates, priests and 
all ·devour still in commemoration of swan and steer, big fat oxen and 
turkeys at their Christmas and New Year's dinners. The gilt dates, the 
dried and gilt plums and figs have now passed from the hands of the 
tribunes. on their way to the Capitol unto the Christmis trees for 
children. Yet, if the modern Caligula receives no longer piles of copper 
coins with the head of Janus on one side of them, it is because his own 
effigy replaces that of the god on every coin, and that coppers are no 
longer touched by royal hands. Nor has the custom of pr'esentin~ one's 
Sovereigns with strC1lO! been abolished in England so very long. D'Israeli 
tells us in his. Curiosities of Literature of 3,000 gowns found in Queen 
Bess's wardrobe after her death, the fruits of her New Year's tax on her 
faithful subjects, from Dukes down to dustmen. As the success of any' 
affair on that· day was considered a good omc;n for the whole year in 
ancient Rome, so the belief exists to this day in many a Christian 
country, in Russia pre-eminently so. Is it because instead of the New 
Year, the mistletoe and the holly are now used on Christmas day, that 
the symbol has become Christian? The cutting of. the mistletoe off the 
sacred oak on New Year's day is a relic of the old Druids of pagan 
Britain. Christian Britain is as pagan in her ways as she ever was. 

But there are more reasons than one why England is bound to include 
the 'New Year as a sacred day among Christian festivals. The 1st of 
January being the.8th day after Christmas, is, according to both profane 
and ecclesiastical .histories, the festival of Christ's circumcision, as six 
. days later is the Epiphany. And it is as undeniable and as world-known 
a fact as any, that long before the advent of the three ZQroal?trian Magi, 
of Christ's circl,lmcision, or his birth either, the 1St of January was the 
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first day of the civil year of the Romans, and celebrated 2,000 years ago 
as it is now. It is hard to see the reason, since Christendom has helped 
itself to the Jewish Scriptures, and along with them their curiouschrono
logy, why it should have found it unfit to adopt also the Jewish Rosh
Hashollah (the head of the year), instead of the pagan Ne~ Year. Once 
that the 1st Chapter of Gmesis. is left headed in every country with the 
words, "Before Christ, 4004," consistency alone should have suggested 
the propriety of giving preference to the Talmudic; calendar over the 
pagan Roman. Everything seemed to invite the Church to do so. On 
the undeniable authority of revelation Rabbinical tradition assures us 
that it was on the 1st day of the month of Tisrz~ that the Lord God of 
Israel created the world-just 5848 years ago. Then there's th"at other 
historical fact, namely that our father Adam was" likewise created on the 
first anniversary of that same day of Tisri-a year after. All this is very 
important, pre-eminently suggestive, and underline~ most emphatically 
our pr!lverbial western ingratitude. Moreover, if we are permitted to 
say so, it is dangerous. For that identical first day of Tisri is also 
called" Yom Haddin," the Day of Judgment. The Jewish El Shaddai, 
the Almighty, is more active than the" Father" of the Christians. The 
latter will judge us only after the de5truction of the Universe, on the 
Great Day when the Goats and the Sheep will stand, each on their 
allotted side, awaiting eternal bliss or ""damnation. But EI Shaddai, we 
are informed by the Rabbins, sits in judgment on every anniversary of 
the world's cr~ation-i.e. on every New Year's Day. Surrounded by His 
archangels, the God of Mercy has the astro-sidereal minute books 
opened, and the name of every man, woman and child is read to Him 
aloud from these Records, wherein the minutest thoughts and deeds of 
every human (or is it only Jewish?) being are entered. If the good 
deeds outnumber the wicked actions, the mortal whose name is read lives 
through that year. The Lord plagues for h.im some Christian Pharaoh 
or two, and hands him over to him to shear. But if the bad deeds out
weigh the good-then woe to the culprit; he is forthwith condemned to 
suffer the penalty of de~th during that year, and is sent to Sheol. 

This would imply that the Jews regard the gift of life as something 
very precious indeed. Christians are as fond of their lives as Jews, 
and both are generally scared out of their wits at the approach of Death. 
Why it should be so has never been made clear. Indeed, this seems but a 
poor compliment to pay the Creator, as suggesting the idea that none 
of the Christians care particularly to meet the Unspeakable Glory of the 
.. Father" face to face. Dear, loving children I 

A pious Roman Catholic assured us one day that it was not so, am! 
attributed the scare to reverential awe. Moreover, he tried to persuade 
his listeners that the Holy Inquisition burnt her .. heretics" out of. pure 
Christian kindness. They were put out of the way of terrestrial mischief 
in" this way, he said, for Mother Church knew well that Father God would 
take better care of the roasted victims" than any mortal authority could, .. . . 
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while they were raw and living. This may be a mistaken view of the 
situation, nevertheless, it was meant in all Christian charity. 

We have heard a less charitable version of the real reason for burning 
heretics and all whom the Church was determined to get rid of; and by 
comparison this reason colours the Calvinistic doctrine of predestination 
to eternal bliss or damnation with quite a roseate hue. It is said to be 
stated in the secret records of the Vatican archives, that burning to the 
last atom of flesh,. after breaking all the bones into small fragments, 
was done with a predetermined object. It was that of preventing the 
.. enemy of the Church," from taking his part and share even in the 
last act of the drama of the world-as theologically conceived-namely 
in .. the Resurrection of the Dead," or of all flesh, on the great Judgment 
Day. As cremation is to this hour opposed by the Church on the same 
principle--':'to wit, that a cremated" Sleeper" will upon awakening at the 
blast of the angel's trumpet, find it impossible to gather up in time his 
scattered limbs-the reason given for the auto da fl seems reasl)nable 
enough. and quite likely. The sea will give up the dead which are in 
it, and death and hell will deliver up their dead (Vide .. Revelation xx. 
13); but terrestrial fire is not to be credited with a like generosity, nor 
supposed to share in the asbestosian characteristics of the orthodox hell
fire. Once the body is cremated it is as good as annihilated with regard 
to the last rising of the dead. If the occult reason of the inquisitorial 
autos da fl rests on fact-and personally we do not entertain the 
slighest doubt of it, considering the authority it was received from
then the Holy Inquisition and Popes would have very little to say 
against the Protestant doctrine of Predestination. The latter, as war
ranted in Revelation, allows some chance, at least, to the .. Damned" 
whom hell delivers at the last hour, and who may thus yet be pardoned. 
While if things took place 'in nature as the theology of Rome decreed 
that they should, the poor" Heretics" would find themselves worse off 
than any of the" damned." Natural query: which of the two, the God 
of the Calvinists or the Jesuit of God, he who first invented burning, beats 
the other in refined and diabolical cruelty? Shall the question remain 
in 1890, slIb judice, as it did in I790? 

But the Inquisition, with its stake and rack and diabolical tortures, is 
happily abolished now, even in Spain. Othenvise these lines would never 
have been written; nor would our Society have such zealous and good 
theosophists in the land of Torquemada and the ancient paradise of man
roasting festivals, as it has now. Happy NEW YEAR to them, too, as 
to all the Brethren scattered all over the wide globe. Only we, theoso
phists, so kindly nicknamed the" sev,ening lunatics," would prefer another 
day for ollr New Year. Like the apostate Emperor, many of us have 
still a strong lingering love for the pcetical, bright gods of Olympus and 
would willingly repudiate the double-faced Thessalonian. The first of 
Januarius was ever more sacred to Janus than Juno; andjtl1l11a, meaning 
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"the gate that openeth the year," holds as good for any -day in January. 
January 3, for instance, was consecrated to Minerva-Alkene the goddess 
of wisdom and to Isis," she who genera~es life," the ancient lady patroness 
of the good city of Lutetia. Since then, mother Isis has fallen a victim 
to the faith of Rome and civilization and Lutetia along with her. Both 
were converted in the It/lia,1 .calendar (the heirloom of pagan Julius 
Cresar used by Christendom till the XIIIth. century).. Isis was baptized 
Genevieve, became a beatified saint and martyr, and Lutetia was called 
Paris for a change. preserving the same old patroness but with the 
addition of a false nose.· Life itself is a gloomy masquerade wherein 
the ghastly dallse Macabre is every instant performed; why should not 
calendars and even religion in such .case be allowed to partake in the 
travesty? . 

To be brief, it is January the 4th which ought to be selected by 
the Theosophists-the Esotericists especially-as their New Year. Jan~ 

uary is under the sign of Capricornus, the mysterious Itfakara of ·the 
Hindu mystics-the .. Kumaras," it being stated, having incarnated 
in mankind under the loth sign of the Zodiac. For ages .the 4th of 
January has been sacred to Mercury-Budha,t or Thoth-Hermes. Thus 
everything combines to make of it a festival to be held by those who study 
ancient Wisdom. Whether called Budh or Elldki by its Aryan name, 
Mercilrios, the son of Ca:llls and Hecate truly, or of the divine (white) 
and infernal (black) magic by its Hellenic, or again Hermes or Thoth 
its Greco-Egyptian name, the day seems in every way more ap?ro?riate 
for us than January I, the day of Janus, the double-faced .e god of the 
time "-senlel'S.. Yet it js well named, and as well chosen to be cele
brated by all the political Opportunists the world over. 

Poor- old Janus! How his two faces must have looked perplexed at 
the last stroke of midnight on December 31 ! We think we see these 
ancient faces. One of them is turned regretfully toward the Past, in the 
rapidly gathering mists of which the dead body of 1889 is disappearing. 
The mournful eye of the God follows wistfully the chief events impressed 
on the departed AIIIlt/S: the crumbling Eiffel tower; the collapse of the 
.. monotonous "-as. Mark Twain's "tenth mule "-Parnell-Pigot alli
teration; the sundry abdications, depositions and suicides of royalty;' 
the Hegira of aristocratic Mahomeds, and such like freaks and fiascos of 
civilization. This is the Janus face of the Past. The other, the face of 
the Future, is enquiringly turned the other way, and stares into the very 
depths of the womb of Futurity; the hopeless vacancy in the widely 
open eye bespeaks the ignorance of the God. No; not the two faces, 

• This festival remains thus unchanged as that of the lady Patroness of Lutetia=Paris. and to this 
day Isis is o/l'~ religious honours in every Parisian and Latin church. 

t The 4th of January being sacred to Mc:rcu'Y, of whom the Greeks made Hermts, the R. Catholics 
have included SL Hermes in th'!iroCalendar. Just in the same way. the 9th of that month hanOI[ 
been always celebrated by the pagans as the day of the .. C01lflltr;"Z sun ". the R. Catholics haft 
transformed the noun into a proper name, making of it St. N;ca1l11r (from theGreek "ict"" tocon
quer), whom they honour on the loth of January. 
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nOr even the occasional four heads of Janus and their eight eyes. can 
:penetrate the thickness of the veils that enshroud the karmic mysteries 
with which the New Year is pregnant from the instant of its birth. What 
shalt thou endow the world with, 0 fatal Year 1890, with thy figures be' 
tween a tin it and a cipher, or symbolically between living man erert, the em
bodiment of wicked mischief-making and the universe of matter!· The 
" influenza" thou· hast already in thy pocket~ for people see it peeping 
out. Of people daily kiiled in the streets of London by tumbling over 
the electric wires of the new "lighting JJ craze," we have already a 
premonition through news from America. Dost thou see, 0 Janus, 
perched like .. sister Anne" upon the parapet dividing the two years, 
a wee David slaying the giant Goliath, little Portugal slaying great 
Britain, or her prestige, at any rate, on the horizons of the torrid 
zones of Africa? Or is it a Hindu Soodra helped by a Buddhist Bonze 
from the Empire of the Celestials who make thee frown so? Do they not 
come to convert the two-thirds of the Anglican divines to the worship of 
the azure coloured Krishna and of the Buddha of the elephant-like· 
pendant ears, who sits cross-legged and smiles so blandly on a cabbage
like . lotus ? For these are the theosophical ideals.,-nay, Theosophy 
itself, the divine Wisdom-as distorted in the grossly materialistic, all
anthropomorphizing mind of the average B.ritish Philistine. What 
unspeakable new horrors shalt thou, 0 year 1890, unveil before the eyes 
of the world? Shall it though ironclad and laughing at every tragedy of 
life sneer too, when Janus, surnamed .on account of the key iri his right 
hand, Janitor, the door-keeper to Heaven-a function with which he was 
entrusted ages before he became St. Peter-uses that key? It is only 
when he has unlocked one after the other the door of every one of the 
365 days (true-" Blue Beard's secret chambers") which are to become thy 
future progeny, 0 ·mysterious stranger, that the nations will be able to 
decide whether thou wert a " }-Jappy," or a Nefast Year . 

. Meanwhile, let every nation, as every reader, fly for inquiry to their 
respective gods if they would learn the secrets of Futurity. Thus the 
American, Nicodemus-like, may go to one of his three living and 
actually reincarned Christs, each calling himself Jesus, now flourishing 
under the star-bespangled Banner of Liberty. The Spiritualist is at 
liberty to consult his favourite medium; who may raise Saul or evoKe 
the Spirit of Deborah for the benefit and information of his client. . The 
gentleman-sportsman can bend his steps to the mysteriol,lS abode of his 
rival's jockey, and the average politician consult the secret police, a 
professional diiromancer, or an astrologer, etc., etc. As regards our
selves we have faith in numcers and only in that face of Janus which is 
cplled the Past For-doth Janus himself know the future? --or 

• , •• II perchance himself he does, not know." 
• It is Only when the cipher or nought stands by itself and without being preceded by any digillhal 

it becomes the symbol of the infinite Kosmos and-of absolute Deity. 
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I N the imagined extent of our knowledge we often overlook entirely 
the character of such knowledge as we possess. Such knowledge 
as we possess serves only to reveal our own ignorance. We have 

ideas that are at best phantasms, and we clothe these ideas in words that 
ma~querade like puppets in a play, and this phantasmagoria we imagine 
to be real knowledge, actual existences. Men talk learnedly of the 
discoveries of science, of the progress of science, as though there were 
any such thing as science. Science is, at best, 'man's idea of nature"what 
it is, and how it works j what makes the wheels go round. But Nature 
itself is another thing entirely. The greatest revelation of so-called 
science, to the greatest of its advocates and followers is the revelation of 
his own ignorance, how little, after all his searching, he really knows. 
If so-called civilized man w«:re at one stroke swept from the earth, how 
long would science remain? There would indeed remain Nature and 
her laws, which to a new race of men'would appear to be a very,different 
thing indeed from what it, seems to us. There might, however, arise a 
new science as different from ours as the habits, thoughts, and occupations 
of the Orient now differ from the Occident. It is true that what we 
call the Force of Gravitation would still exist, and its laws and relations, 
whatever they really are, would remain unchanged j but the new race 
would call this law by'a different name, representative of different ideas, 
of greater or lesser discoveries, of more or less knowledge, and yet this 
knowledge, unlike ol,lr own boasted science, would still be a phantasm, 
as compared with" the thing in itself," viz., Nature. In our conceit and 
ignorance at the extent of our knowledge we thus continually overlook 
the character of our knowledge. This conceit it is that puts us to open 
shame, for in this apotheosis of igporance is our progress toward all 
real knowledge barred. How is that individual to be taught, or to 
make any real progress in knowledge, who imagines that he already 
knows enough? A knowledge of our own ignorance is to the mind 
what a healthy appetite is to the body, viz.: the demand for sustenance. 
A mind filled with conceit and ignorance is like a stomach filled with 
wind j it increases hunger and unrest, but destroys appetite, and ends in 
atrophy. Unmask and analyse that which to-day is called the" authority 
of ' science," and it will be found to be far less dignified, less consistent 
and less beneficent than the authority of the church that science so much 
despises. That which is called science to-day is a very different thing 
from what it was yesterday, or what it will be to-morrow. A few facts 

'have in,deed been verified and recorded, and a few laws have beeR 
approximately formulated j but all this' is subject to revision or even 
reversion to-morrow. Give to so-called science the largest extent and 
most liberal meaning claimed for it, and still it has no existence outside 
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of man. It in no sense stands for Nature, but is, at best, Nature reflected 
in the beclouded and contradictory mind of man. Nature deals with 
realities; man with shadows and phantasms. 

The same is true also of religion and philosophy. We are apt to look 
upon these as real entities; but neither science, philosophy, nor religion 
have any existence outsille the mind of man, though the real substance 
of which these are a passing shaciow, exists in Nature. This existence 
in Nature is the GNOSIS, but it is not split into fragments,inharmonious. 
contradictory, fighting for supremacy, cutting each other's throats. 
All this discord arises solely flOm man's ignorance. The Gnosis is 
O,le: silellt: perfect harmony, and perfect peace. If Great Mother 
Nature were what the ignorance of man has ever imagined her to be, 
the crack of doom would long ago have sounded the knell of creation. 
Even Nature's cataclysms are modes,of her larger beneficence. When 
Nature turns destructive and sinks a continent, or burns a world, she but 
ploughs the field of matter for richer harvest of spirit. Brahm~, 
Vishnu, and Siva are one, not three. To create, to preserve, to destroy, 
is for Nature but the conjugation of the verb, to be. The lower manas, 
the animal-human mind, never rises above names, and deals with these 
as children play with toys. When they seek to discover what makes the 
wheels go round the toy is broken, yet the mystery unsolved; then more 
toys and new mysteries! Is it any wonder that life is a cheat, a delusion, 
a snare? How many are ready to put away childish things? Alas! 
how few ! M~n builds a hut to cover his head and straightway imagines 
that he has intercepted the sun in his orbit because he is himself in 
darkness. Superstition builds an altar to fear and ~clf-conceit, crects an 
idol of stone, or wood, or brass, christens it Jove or J ah; and lo! man 
has compassed religion, and is ready'to cut throats to maintain it. The 
phantasms of a discordant imagination mingle with the dispirited specu
lations of th:! mind; these, bedecked with the pride of the peacock, and 
seasoned with animal greed, are labelled philosophy, and straightway man 
imagines that he is wise. 'Tis thus that man walls himself in, mistaking 
names for things, shadows for substances, ignorance for knowledge, and 
becomes incapable of enlightenment. Never until man tears down his 
walls, gets rid of his conceit and greed, and begins to hunger and thirst 
after truth and righteousness will his enlightenment begin to dawn. 
Then will he indeed be ashamed of his nakedness, and learn to know 
good and evil. 

With the first flush of the new dawn will come a new danger that has 
already wrecked many, who, with great enthu,iasm, born largely of 
curiosity, have joined the T. S. They now begin to find faults in o~hers, 
and to discover flaws in their brothers. They allow carping criticism to 
root out, the young and tender shoots of brotherhood. They are ready 
to dissect everybody but themselves, and are as ready to criticise and 
condemn a Mahatma as a mountebank. It requires no spirit of prophecy 
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to discover the outcome. Utterly unmindful of the beam in their own 
eye, they allow themselves to be overwhelmed by the motes in the eyes 
of others. All along the toilsome way which for the past fourteen years 
the T. S. has come, may be seen these wrecks. Some are carping still. 
One cannot help feeling sorrow for these stranded souls, because they 
are often too coned ted aud blind to feel sorry themselves. Had these 
deluded ones sought out the cause of evil within their OW" souls, they 
would not only have found no time to condemn others, but they would 
have learned charity for faults which were in no wise greater than 
their own. They would have learned to appreciate, and to approve 
and seek to emulate, many noble examples of courage, fortitude, and 
self-sacrifice. 

These lessons are continually being repeated. So has it always been j 

so will it ever be. These are the earliest and the easiest trials that beset 
the neophyte when he mistakes persons for principles, names. for things, 
shadows for substance, folly for wisdom. Many are to-day dissatisfied 
at their own slow progress through just these causes. These are jealous 
of favours which they imagine have been shown to others, when in 
truth these others have worked for years without thought of reward, and 
been rewarded by suspicion and abuse by their fellows. They have 
heard it repeated again and again, "No favours are shown to allyolle," 
and yet these carpers are foolish enough to seek for masters whom they 
credit with lying! These unhappy ones cry out against .. authority," 
when they have been told repeatedly that there is 110 authority for any01/e 
save their own judgment and intention j the authority of their own 
higher selves. Pitiable as is the case of these individuals, the greater 
burden is borne by the Society itself j that suffers detraction, and has 
to carry such a dead weight, and is credited with so many casualties. 
Every possible effort has been put forth by the leaders and the few 
earnest workers to help, to encourage, to explain, and to enlighten. 

Many have come to the very entrance of the "golden gates," and 
turned away because the gate was not what their fancy had painted it. . 
The gates have stood wide open, and while these deluded ones have 
stopped to inspect its date, its armorial bearings, and take accurate 
measures of its dimensions, lo! it has closed to them for ever. These 
have. indeed grieved the spirit, their own Atmon, and it cannot again be 
drawn down in the present incarnation, for the re-bound has sent them 
to find out husks and to wallow with the swine. The door may be still 
open, but their curiosity is satisfied. Even so passes the bridegroom, 
and so sleep or wake the foolish and the wise virgins. 

Many will still mistake names for things, for as Huriel puts it: 
II Man only understands that of which he has the begillni1zgs in 

himself." 

HARI], F.T.S. 
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( Contillued.) 

W AS not sorry to go to the ball that night, if only to escape the 
horrible associations which the former night and that morning 
had left about the little landing. 

&< Lady Scott's house was sumptuous; every appointment beyond praise, 
she herself all ideal hostess. The ball-room, with its exquisite deco
rations and masses of tropic flowers and ferns (then far less common 
even among the wealthy than they are now), was .a dream of beauty. 
You may perhaps have heard of Sir Robert Scott; he claimed some 
kinship with Michael Scott, the wizard; he had been knighted for some 
service or other in the Ea.st, where he acquired fabulous wealth. And so 
they blazed the comets of a season in Edinburgh. The chief attraction of 
their house, to me, was a noble library, arranged on the best of all 
system!!, the ceUular, with a low vaulted roof and rows of small com
partments, wherein one could bury oneself in one's favourite authors, 
without fear of disturbance. But I am wandering away from the ball. 
I danced a good deal and Jor the time forgot altogether the strange 
experiences of the la,st few weeks (it was then, I think, only six or 
seven weeks since I first came to Edinburgh). 

"The evening was wearing on; heated and somewhat tired, I walked 
out into the entrance-hall for a breath of fresh air. Suddenly my 
pulses stood still a second, then every vein in my body throbbed at 
express speed ;' through the foliage of a great magnclia that grew in a 
large wooden box at the foot of the marble staircase, I caught a gleam 
of amber satin and black lace, a nd the wel1-r~membered and now to me 
almost sacred odour of sandal wood, floated on my senses. In an instant 
it was gone, but something whispered me to follow. The library lay 
in that direction. I hurried into it~ cool, dimly, lighted recesses, the seventh 
on the right hand had been on previous visits my favourite haunt, 
containing Spanish books, mainly of a mystic character. To this recess 
instinctively I bent my steps, and so highly strung was my mind, that 
I was scarcely surprised to see there, half reclining in the semi-darkness, 
the same form I had seen in the mirror at the old house; the same 
amber satip and black lace, only now with the addition of a ruby
coloured fan, and now no shadow, no phantasm, but a warm, living, 
breathing reality. I sprang forward. 'Mercedes!' at last, I cried ; she 
drew back slightly, the fan pressed close to her lips, while she ex
tended the other hand towards me; for my life I could not have 
ventured nearer to her, I sank on one knee and covered her hand with 
kisses. ' 'I expected you,' she said softly, 'but not here, not thus do 
we meet or parL Come to me in the Cathedral, at Seville, two months 

. from to-day; you can do me a great service, which no one else can do; 
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now adios, remember! ' She withdrew her hand and stately as a queen 
she glided out of the recess. I turned to follow, but she was gone. Not 
among the guests that night, nor anywhere in Edinburgh at that time, 
did I again see my beautiful Mercedes. 

"Needless to say I resolved at once that, come what might, I would not 
fail of the tryst. Two months seemed an interminable time to wait, yet 
as I sat half dreaming before the fire in the stately old room, I thought, 
or rather I felt, that the spirit of Mercedes was close beside me there, 
but that if I went away I should be separated from her. ,My uncle too 
grew more confidential and I was surprised to find fn him an amount 

. of knowledge and scientific research I had not suspected in that avowed 
viveur and man of the world. Spain was evidently very familiar to 
him, especially Salamanca. I'Twas there,' he said, I I met my dear 
friend Hernandez, a connection of ours I think.' My eyes turned 
instinctively on the portrait, you remember it, hanging in the hall. 
I Aye,' said my uncle, interpreting my glance, I it's very. like him, that's 
his great grandfather though, Fergus Fergusson. He was one of our 
family' and lived here, I believe, somewhere in the seventeenth century 
or sixteenth or something. Then he or his son went to Spain and 
changed the name to Hernandez-why, I can't tell you, I never knew 
much of these old family stories-however, I met Hernandez at Sala
manca, he was a professor when I was a stude'nt j he's coming here to 
Edinburgh and I want you to ask him to come here.' 

III Why, of course. Any friend of ours is welcome. But he must be 
old.' 
, "laid, bless the boy, he's about 40! ' 

II I a come, uncle, if he was a professor when you were a student, he 
must be older than you at 'any rate, ana you're a good 65, I know! ' 

II I God bless me, you're right,' said my uncle, I I. never thought of 
that. I suppose he is j I can't think of him as past 40 though. Why 
hang it! he must be 75 if he's a day, wonderful man, wonderful! 

II I didn't see that a man of 75 was necessarily wonderful, but I· 
held my peace. . 

" One day my uncle asked to see my little dagger again. I bro':!ght it 
from where I kept it, for I qidn't carry it about ~ith me. 

III It's a pretty toy,' he said, looking closely at the handle, and as he 
spoke he touched the extreme end of the handle which seemed to tremble 
under his finger j he pressed it and the strange carved work of the hilt 
parted into an egg-shaped garland, then into a perfe~t circle. My unCle 
held it up in triumph, then pointing to the characters on the blade he 
read them off. I will not weary you now witl,l all he told me of the use 
of this dagger and the symbolism wrought into its handle and written on 
its blade, and the faiths of old archaic. nations which were, as it were, 
crystallized in this curious old weapon, legends of Isis, of Ashtoreth 
and Aphrodite, and. of the great temple of Cyprus, for my uncle was 
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a man of wide culture and extensive travel. I was glad to some 
extent to hear him talk, for his words partly dispelled the feeling of 
superstitious dread with which I had regarded the dagger since the vision 
in the ebony table. At some points, however, I must have smiled incre
dulously, for my uncle said, 'Come now, let us put it to the proof.' I 
dreaded any further visions in my uncle's company after the last, but 
somehow I was unable to make any resistance, and I followed my uncle 
into his little sanctum, by the way, that queer ecclesiastical-looking 
window belongs to it. I had never b~en in here before-my uncle seemed 
greatly averse to intrusion-and I had always desired tohumour all his 
whims. It is a queer stone-vaulted little room, but it looked like a bric
a-brae shop, so thickly was it hung and strewn with curios of all kinds, 
but what most attracted my notice was a series of seven silken curtains 
of the seven prismatic colours, which as the full sun shone in seemed to 
dazzle my eyes, till I almost seemed to fancy a strange mist between me 
and them, like the appearance of the white of an egg dropped into a 
tumbler of water. . 

"My unCle lighted a small lamp, notwithstanding that it was broad 
noonday, and set it on a little geometrically-shaped table, and soon a rich 
heavy sensuous perfume filled the room. My uncle laid the dagger in 
the palm of his right hand, and directed me to place the palm of my 
right hand over it, while his left hand and mine rested on a little table 
which stood between; very shortly I felt my hand and arm begin to burn 
and tingle, the heavy scent stole up to my brain, sensuous images began 
to rise in my thoughts. My uncle grasped my hand closer and murmured 
some kind of Hebrew or Arabic chant, the prismatic curtains seemed 
swayed by some breeze which we could not feel, and the opalescent mist 
moved and stirred and coagulated, forming itself gradually into lovely 
forms of women, floating, gliding here and there. My senses were 
entranced with a wild rapture, though I felt at the same moment as 
though all my vitality were being drained away. Momently I was grow
ing weaker; with a violent effort of will at last I said to myself 'this 
won't do: What can be happening to me? I shall faint in another . 
moment.' I drew in a long deep breath, shut my teeth and my lips hard 
and held my breath a moment, as I looked steadily and firmly at the 
fleeting shapes, and wherever I looked, there then were none of them, a 
void hole as it were, with circling forms all round; through one of 
these ·voids I saw the amber of one of the curtains, and as it were a 
simulacrum of black lace over it. Instantly I became conscious of a 
new power in the force of my will.. I put forth all its strength, com
manding the obscene herd to disappear. As I did so I felt my uncle's 
hand grow cold and clammy; he loosened his grasp and the dagger 
fell· to the floor; he was panting and utterly exhausted. I filled a 
glass of liqueur from a small silver tray that stood on a side table, and 
in a few moments after swallowing it he was himself again. But 
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for me, never again did I pass the door of that little room without a 
shudder . 

.. A few days later Senor Hernandez arrived. I have seen this re
markable man often since, but never can I forget the first impression 
made upon me: my uncle's account had prepared me for an elderly 
gentleman, instead I saw a man apparently in the prime of life; not a 
grey thread in his jet black hair, not a wrinkle in his clear olive-hued 
face, the finely-cut features of which might have been wrought in metal 
so impassive were they. I tried hard to greet him as an ordinary 
guest, but the curious mixture of terrified repulsion and yet a curiosity 
amounting almost to attraction was such as I had never felt before, and 
made it. impossible to treat him as a simple casual acquaintance. He 
looked hard at me with piercing eyes which seemed to dazzle all my 
senses, and made ine feel as in a trance. 'So you are the owner of this 
old place now,' he said. 'Well, many have come and gone since my 
-my ancestor's-portrait yonder was painted here. You ought to have 
some powers-eh? Clairvoyant I should think, perhaps you might tell 
me some things I want to know.' But the experiences of the past with my 
uncle had warned me, and I replied that I would never play with such 
sUbjects. Senor Hernandez, still looking fixedly at me, said it was a 
wise resolve. We were standing all this time together in the hall. 'Your 
grandfather wished he had made such a resolution,' he said, 'before he 
brought that Spanish bride of his home.', I started, I could not help 
it-so there was Spanish blood in my own veins then-I had not known 
of this before. 'Oh, yes,' said Senor Hernandez, 'a lovely girl she 
was-by the way, you are going to Spain, I may see you there. You 
wonder how I know. Thought travels quicker than light, and there are 
those who can read thoughts, even as far off as Spain.' I thought to 
myself that this man was a very transparent humbug pretending to 
extraordinary powers, and that he had somehow heard of my intended 
journey, and made the most of the information. But as I stood talk
ing to him a most strange faintness came over me, a great swell of 
magnificent organ harmonies seemed surging through my brain, I 
gasped for breath, my eyes grew blinded; all at once I became con
scious that Hernandez was holding his right hand opposite my forehead, 
and that innumerable threads as it were of pale blue luminous gossamer 
were streaming from it into my brain. Faint and dim and far away I 
heard his voice-I was just copscious of sinking into an arm-chair-I 
heard the distant voice enquiring what I saw, and then, clear as a picture, 
came the vision of a desolate ridge of a hill with a precipice on either 
hand, and, mistily outlined in the background, the familiar form of 
Arthur's Seat: on the midmost point of the ridge stood a species: of 
cromlech, and at its base, a large flat stone, a troop of wild men and 
women with gipsy faces and wild matted hair pressed around, a form 
bound with seemingly interminable network .. of linen bands interlaced 
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with swaiths of willow was laid on the stone, an old man with flowing 
white hair and beard, and a crown of green leaves. on his head, raised 
a large knife; then to my horror I saw the victim was a young girl
a mist came over the altar ste>ne-I could see that it was raised-but 
1 could see no more, save that cruel ghastly rills of blood rippled round 
it; then, as it faded, the face of Hernandez showed through the mists 
with a diabolical expression of triumph. 

" Again the mists seemed building themselves into pictures, and now I 
heard the swell of a Christian hymn, and.1 saw a little chapel with 
kneeling worshippers, all draped in dark~coloured, coarse woollen clothes 
of no particular shape, all rough and fierce-looking, both men and women, 
yet bending in humble adoration. To my intense surprise, I recog
nised the mOUldings of that little room which formed, as 1 have 
told you, my uncle's sanctum. . I know not how, but in some strange 
way I was conscious that under the altar there was a hollow, and that 
into this hollow I ought to see. . 

" [t seemed, also, as though Hernandez stood beside me, saying, 'Look 
below the altar' ; but ever that strange, blinding mist floated there and 
baffled my best endeavours; but as 1 strained my eye~, a form seemed to 
float between me and the altar-a kneeling figure, amber silk and black 
lace-and the faint perfume of sandal-wood floated towards me instead 
of incense, and in a second all my senses rallied. Some hellish art 
had overcome my will, and forced me into a trance condition, but I 
would· break from it, even though the effort should tear every nerve. I 
strove with might ~lOd main to free myself, to cast off the. heavy cloud 
that seemed resting on my brain. It felt as though ten thousand tiny 
filaments all embedded and entangled in the sensitive mass of the brain 
were being slowly dragged out, each with a separate pang, but the 
unreal vision vanished; I felt as though awaking from a heavy sleep, 
and at that moment 1 heard the voice of Hernandez saying, ' A thousand 
devils! the boy's too strong for me!' Far away the voice sounded. 
With a· great gaSp 1 came to myself; I was sitting in·a big arm-chair in 
the hall, my uncle and Sefi.or Hernandez standing over me, the former, 
with a glass of water in his hand. ' Why, nephew,' he said, 'what on· earth 
has come to you? What do you mean by going off in a dead faint like 
that and scaring us out of our wits?' 

" Hernandez said nothing, but a faint smile, more sinister than ever, 
came round his mouth, but moved no other feature of his face. 

"There were but a few days left berore my departure for Spain; in 
those days of slow travelling and probable delays I resolved to allow at 
least a month, lest by any chan~e I might miss the tryst at the 
Cathedral of Seville. Of those few days 1 remember little, save that 
the old house seemed more eerie than ever, and the forms, whose 
presence I dimly felt sometimes on stairs or landing, appeared more 
palpable, and charged with a magnetism whose evil influence sometimes 
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almost dominated my will, strive as I would. The image of Mercedes, 
too, seemed now to press close beside me, as though seeking protection, 
but two days before my departure it disappeared altogether. Left alone 
in the old haunted house (for my uncle and Hernandez almost lived in 
the little sanctum, save at meal times), you may guess I was glad 
enough when I embarked at the Port of Leith for the sunny South. 

J. W. BRODIE INNES. 

( T{I be continued.) 

I FEEL A STRIFE WITHIN MY HEART. 

I FEEL a strife within my heart, 
For good and ill a ceaseless strife; 

rhat takes a hold on ev'ry part, 
And makes a battle of my life. 

Dark passions sweep across my soul, 
And toss my Spirit in their rage; 

Like tempests over seas that roll 
Too wild to weather or assuage. 

Lust lingers in my bosom, like 
A leering, Whispering fiend, that waits 

To drag my conscience down, and strike 
With sins that trembling Virtue hates. 

Blind Anger strikes me like the blast, 
Calls up my blood, my reason dims; 

Till cold Regret reviews the past, 
When madden'd Thought no longer 

swims. 

Pride, like a serpent, lifts its head, 
To poison all my manliness; 

Until my bosom were as dead 
To Nature's sweet impulsiveness. 

Deceit will ofttimes point the way 
To profits-false as they are brief

And softly strives to lure astray 
To paths, relrod duo' shame and grief. 

Wild Pleasures haunt me to my cost, 
And bid me falter at my goal ; 

To join their gay, enticing host 
That wrestle with my restless soul 

Temptations hover thro' my brain, 
To tum my thoughts from 'high 

resolves; 
And lead me to some seeming gain, 

Which, as I fondly grasp-dissolves! 

Inherent blemishes combine, 
To check the purpose of my will ; 

Which, in its striving, would incline 
To court the good and shun the ill. 

All these are constantly at war 
With what is noblest, what is right; 

And Oh! my breast bears many a scar 
To show the fierceness ofthe fight! 

But still I live in patient hope 
That Time will bring reward at last; 

That Wisdom's gath'ring strength will 
cope 

Against the storm's relentless blast. 

Till sin surrenders up its pow'r, 
And peace, triumphant, fills the breast; 

Till Age finds solace in its hour, 
And looks to an Eternal Rest! 

I feel a strife within my heart, 
For good and ill, a ceaseless strife: 

That takes a hold on ev'ry part, 
And makes a battle of my life. 

JOSIAH MALLETT, F.T.S. 
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AWAKENING. 

" BY surroundings and the teachings in which I have been brought 
up have seemed to me hitherto the only world there is; and 
now I feel that there are other worlds quite distinct from what 

has been mine, and I feel awed, and almost as if I had been rudely 
shaken out of a dream." 

This extract (from a letter) typifies a common experience, an 
experience, indeed, which falls to the lot of everyone who lives; and 
that not once or twice only, but again and again. The" Happy 
V alley" of childhQ9d seems to us the universe, and we are struck 
breathless when we discover that there is an indefinitely vast world 
beyond the encircling hills. But even then we have no adequate idea 
how vast is that world; and as the horizon widens and yet widens, time 
after time, often enough we feel indeed as if we had been "rudely 
shaken out of a dream." And it was such a pleasant dream ! We had 
made ourselves so comfortable, we felt so much at home, reconciled 
gradually to the larger world, and fondly supposing we had attained 
finality at last; when suddenly, lo--!--. After a series of these 
awakenings, if one has risen to each occasion as it came and trained 
oneself in courage and wisdom, they lose to a very great extent their 
discomforting aspect, and are taken calmly and manfully. But let not 
those who have thus .. reached a purer air" be unmindful of their own 
early sorrows, and impatient of the reluctance and hesitation and 
timorousness with which others who have not yet been through like 
year-long discipline shrink from the awakening. Very tender and 
gentle. should they be with all such, knowing that the pain is keen, and 
often prolonged. 

For the pain is keen. The desire for peace and quiet is one of the 
strongest passions of humanity; and it is with a heavy heart the 
mandate" Arise! this is not your rest!" is heard. It is hard to lay 
aside our opinions, our ideas, our ways of looking at things. Custom 
and 'habit have made them so familiar and natural, that it seems like 
parting with a portion of the very self to part with them. Nor is this 
all, by any means, in the great majority of cases. For in the Inner 
Life men seldom move forward by families or in groups. The call is 
individual, unheard save by the fated one, and too often disbelieved in 
and denied by others. And bitter indeed is it when it begins to dawn 
on us that on matters of transcendent import we are no longer able to 
think with our friends-ah me! perhaps not with our nearest and 
dearest. A Hand beckons us which they cannot see. What is a new 
earth (and perhaps a new heaven) to us is empty space to them. We 
try to expiain-it is impossible; they cannot understand us. Alone
happy indeed if not saddened by reproaches and fettered by well-meant 
hindrances-we have to endure the shock of the awakening. 
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And this bitter experience is one which may recur more than once, 
and which loses none of its bitterness because it is a familiar pain. 
Although we awaken each one for himself, yet as a rule we presently 
gather with others who have passed through the like palingenesia, and 
in their society we find compensation for the communion we have lost. 
But it well may happen that a further awakening comes to one of the 
group which is not shared in by the others; and too often, forgetful of 
the treatment under which they themselves once groaned, those others 
mete out even the like to their comrade, who has to pass for a second 
time through the ordeal of fire. Indeed, such second sorrow is often 
fiercer than the first. For the heart had clung in the sacred fellowship 
of suffering to those who had traversed its own thorny path j and sharp 
indeed is the pain of having to leave even those chosen friends 
Besides this, their opposition is often stronger than that first en
countered. For they say, weary of wandering, "Surely we have come 
far enough! Surely you may be content to stay where weare satisfied 
to rest I Are you so much wiser then than we? Have you not had 
proof that we dare to leave all for the Truth? And if we, thus daring 
and doing, consider that we have reached the goal, beyond which is only 
the boundless waste, who are you to dream that there lie still fairer 
lands beyond, which our eyes, keen and trained as they are, cannot see?" 
Yet the beckoning Hand will not forbear, and they who have crossed 
an Atlantic to find an America, are driven to cross the continent in tum 
to find a Pacific. Let no man envy the forlorn hope, the enfants perdus 
of Humanity! It is a lot to be accepted bravely and with solemn 
gladness if it so befall; it is not a lot to be lightly sought. 

"The forlorn hope "-in its dangers, as well as its sorrows. For those 
who thus undertake unusual exertion of brain and soul are subject
as is obvious and well-known-to the inexorable Law of Reaction. The 
vitality that would have sufficed for many days in the quiet valley is 
exhausted in a few hours of strugg.1ing to scale the peak. And then. 
when the dark hour comes, when tone is weary of thinking, weary of 
feeling, weary of effort-oh! the temptation to cease, to go back! 
What has been left seems peaceful, beautiful, sufficient as it never 
seemed before; what has been sought seems unattractive, cold 
mysterious, forbidding j the glory of the .. Alpine bloom" faded, and 
only the bare nakedness of rock and earth left. There is only one 
thing to be done then :-to dumbly hold on, to wait till overborne 
nature has recovered from the strain. Woe to those who yield and go 
back! Either they have to traverse the self-same ground, inch by inch, 
over again, shame-weakened and more prone to faU back than ever; or 
they drag out the rest of their existence in a sphere whose imperfection 
they perceive without having nerve to leave it, victims of a hungry 
unrest, tormented by dreams they cannot banish and will not fulfil. 

This danger, it has been said, is obvious &.nd well-known. There is a 
26-
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LUCIFER. 

yet greater one, far more subtle and seldom recognised, which we would 
do well to analyse and understand. 

The essential unity of man is a fact never to be lost sight of for a 
moment. Emphatically, man is One. What are called thought, feeling, 
emotion, memory, and else, are only different facets of the one gem, 
called by different names for convenience sake. When a powerful im
pulse comes to a man, the wave of vitality sweeps through his being, 
quickening into activity latent potentialities of good-but also of evil. 

What a moribund school of theology would call the" backsliding" of 
" converts" is a psychic fact capable of a rigidly scientific explanation. 
In the soil of the heart, saturated with an intenser warmth than hitherto 
known, unsuspected weeds as well as unsuspected flowers germinate. 
Evil tendencies whose very existence was undreamed of, or which were 
cut down and supposed to have been killed years ago, manifest terrible 
life. Seeking to evoke a saint, one is horror-struck at the apparition of 
a fiend. It is a stern experience; and befalling one who is unprepared 
for it, most dangerous. But a wise student of himself will be prepared 
for it, and on his guard against his unknown Lower Self, when he seeks 
to develop his unknown Higher Self. Never is the asph'ant in suck 
danger of falling as Ihe moment after he has successfully resisted 
temptation. And this, from the laws of his being. 

And when will the long-drawn series end? when will the last 
awakening come, the Ultimate Reality be seen and gained? I know 
not. Only, for most of us, it will not be for ages yet. Meanwhile? 

" And does the road lead up hill all the way? 
Yes; to the very end. 

And will the journey last the whole, long day? 
From morn to night, my friend." 

Yes, it must be even so. Only by travail-pangs and birth-throes can 
the Ego be born again, time after time into higher and yet higher life. 
Say not the prospect is an unhappy one. Remember," There is in man 
~ Higher than Love of Happiness: he can do without Happiness, and 
instead thereof find Blessedness." 

The way is rough, though habit will render it ever easier. Still, it is 
rough. And it is long. And oftentimes it is lonely. 

But-sic itur ad astra. 
ERNEST HAWTHORN, F.7.S. 

" THERE was a morning when I longed for fame, 
There was a noontide when I passed it by, 

There is an evening when I think no shame 
Its substance and its being to deny." 
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PSYCHIC FIRE. 

(Concluded. ) 

I N our last article we held that every atom of matter in the visible 
universe is a psycho-material magnet, and we endeavoured to give 
some of the reasons which led us to this conclusion. Man's shell, 

or material body, is a congeries of atoms. It must be therefore a 
complex psycho-material magnet. Let us look at the two planes, the 
astral and the physical, microcosmically. To do this we must enter the 
domain of metaphysics, which may be defined as the study of the 
effects produced at the positive pole of the human magnet, and the 
realm of physics which reveals to us the action of the negative pole or 
material form. By connecting the results obtained from these two 
different inquiries we shall render the former science practical, and the 
latter theoretical in its exhibition of facts, giving a comprehensive view 
of the general idea which underlies the facts and theories of life. 
Philosophy is generally considered as distinct from Science, while 
religion and the study of the mind have been developing hitherto along 
separate lines. Science, denying'to both these latter a real and positive 
value, runs between them casting lurid lights first on one side, then on 
the other, which confuse the even sequence of events and blind us to 
their common relationship. In truth, Religion may be called the science 
of the Spiritual Soul, metaphysics that of the human soul, and physics 
the science of the animal soul. These studies are so closely related that 
to seek to explain one except by the aid of the other two must lead to 
only partial and one-sided results. 

The Spiritual Soul becomes the observer when the science of human 
and animal life is considered. Uniting itself with the higher faculties 
of the Ego, and in this manner individualising its ,own Infinity, th~ 

Spiritual Soul of man becomes for the other two (the human and anil!lal 
souls) simply an outside power which, as COItSCioUS1USS, pervades their acti
vities, and connects them into personal and individual shapes. The Ego 
or human Soul, saturated with divine consciousness, consciousness (divine 
simply bec.ause infinite) is capable of receiving and localising, through 
its contact with the material world, every possible ideal impression. 

Our religious tenets should consist in generalities into which, all 
finite ideas may be received and co-related amongst themselves, thus 
partaking of the character of lnfinity which rightly belongs to 
the truly Spiritual. No difficulties would then arise between the 
agreement of the three great studies which a human life develops. 

The Spiritual Ego of the visible universe is the Infinite and Negative 
One, which receives into its passionless depths the reflections cast from 
the many coloured fires of life. These fiery shadows are the finite units. 
which, blended together, form up a mass of power which thrills through 
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the universe and fills with' the glare of positive forms the tranquil 
majesty of Perfect Light. 

So it is with that Ego of man whose function it is to generalise. It 
resembles the Spiritual Soul of the World in its colourless consciousness, 
into which are reflected his growing perceptions, flashing and sparkling 
with the many coloured thoughts which fly from the brain in an ever
deepening aura. These collectively represent a definite quantity of 
energy, a given point of force, which quivers at first with the gentle 
heat of low potential but, gradually warming with a stronger current as 
the man develops, it burns with a central fire which leaps into flame 
and casts a changeful and uncertain shadow into a conscious universe, 
revealing a comparison between its own finality and circumscribing 
Infinity. Thus does the earthly man light with his sense percel?tions a 
torch which shows him the infinite oneness of all things: and seeing, he 
becomes aware of an overshadowing might, a Spiritual power which 
gathers round him, growing in substance with the light he sheds, and 
which it reflects with a clearer and surer radiance, until at last the 
strength of the flame is lost in the heat of its reflection. Thus, first the 
flame, then flame and shadow where the shadow seems the flame, the 
flame the shadow, and then the greater light slowly absorbing all. 

Thus the Ego advances Qut of the Infinite Consciousness, and warms 
into a spiritual and psychic life. The colours of the rays which flash 
from the material man mirror themselves within the limpid depths of 
infinite consciousness, and form a personality j then, as this latter assumes 
a definite form, localised by its roots plunged in the Universe of Space, 
it becomes a unit reflection from the Absolute and thus summarised as a 
definite amount of living energy it forms a direct ratio with Infinity and 
awakens to a consciousness of spiritual unity in which it loses its 
characteristic personalities. If these latter arc looked at as being a 
bundle of finite ideas, they become a number of minor laws resumed in 
a major law, and representing the substance and shape of the astral body. 
This comprehensive law, astral form, or personal Ego, forms a definite 
ratio with the Infinite, and thus acquires an overshadowing spirituality, 
and a direct infusion of divine power. Infusion takes place because each 
component idea of the bundle may set up its own ratio with the over
shadowing one which results in the astral form becoming alive with 
Spiritual affinities. These are the connecting links which bind the 
different ideas to one another. On the psychic plane this bond shows 
us the ratios of ideas amongst themselves j these appear as shadows in 
the purer light of the Spiritual ratios j and resumed in one, we have the 
Personal Ego darkening the light of Infinite perfection. By this action 
a definite quantity of Spiritual rays is separated out from the rest 
becoming the Spiritual affinities resulting from psychic development, 
and forming a human soul, warmed by the double reflection from the 
Astral and Spiritual planes. 
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This human Soul, or individuality, changes with the personality, 
forming fresh ratios with earth and heaven. Being a flame, its light 
deepens or weakens in the mental atmosphere in which it lives, and 
casts a more or less defined shadow above. With the awakening of 
Spirit come other powers; but since we treat only of the lower planes 
we will not attempt to enquire into these deeper mysteries. Let it suffice 
that the Spirit in man is to his psychic power as the attentive observer to 
the actors observed. 

In what we have just written we have attempted to explain our 
position with regard to the astral and physical planes in these articles in 
order that it may clearly be understood that these two planes and their 
progeny are looked upon as being outside and apart from an Ego who 
observes and feels the action of these psychic' currents; but we do not 
profess to have attempted to give more than an outline painting, a pic
tUre localising in a half-indefinite way the lower planes of life with 
reference to the higher. We may now return to the physical plane and 
resume the development of psycho-material forces. Our Universe is 
the home of fire which, as living substance, volume without density, 
manifests the depths of Space. This world-stuff consists, as we have 
said, of countless fiery magnets, which, under the influence of collective 
and universal laws, collect into vast fiery masses; these eventually con
dense, under the influence of the Universal Mind, into matter forming 
up, around the unseen universe of thought, a physical brain. Thus the 
visible Universe is the brain of the mental universe or SUbjective world 
of law; and, as the one is the negative pole, equal and opposite to the 
other, every subjective.: activity at the positive pole is reproduced on 
earth with the release of fire and the apparent life of solid things. 

Man, like the world he lives on, is a psycho-material magnet. He 
possesses a brain or negative pole; a mind or positive pole. 

But he is a more complex material form than the earth; for his nega
tive pole has developed into a complex material magnet, alive with 
self-induced currents of electricity which have produced in their turn 
re-actions on the psychic and spiritual plane, resulting in extra cosmic 
(that is to say purely human) materialisations. Thus the Ego, the I 
am I, is the consciousness of a psycho-material magnet whose magnetism 
is due to the activity of psychic force. The Ego, as Consciousness, re
flects these two poles as two different qualities of perception. 

The psychic pole is conscious meaning; the material pole is conscious 
feeling; and the reaction on the negative pole or material form of these 
two constitutes the earthly life of man. The re-agent is positive, psychic. 

- force and negative, psychic fire. N ow we all know how to think in a 
greater or lesser degree. The quality of these thoughts, the keenness of 
conscious mentality, the repetition of thoughts, and the force with which 
they are vitalised, are factors which the Ego has freedom to use as he 
pleases. For him Feeling and Meaning are the two activities which lie 
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in the neg. - and posit. + poles of his psycho-material magnet. If 
Feeling predominates then the physical world reigns over the psychic 
world, and the vitality which the Ego disposes' of is earthly and personal. 
Let us examine the effect produced when a bodily feeling sets into activity 
the currents of our psycho-material human magnet. The negative pole 
acts as incitor to the subjective plane, and the psychic fire, thus roused, in
tensifies the magnetism of the whole magnet. This results in animal heat 
For the negative pole is increased by a reflex pulsation from the mental 
world, and we know that increased energy manifests on the physical 
plane as heat. This increase of vitality is the negative current; and is 
equal and opposite to the positive current which, in the astral plane, has 
no distinct localisation except that which it obtains as a reflected value 
from the physical world. Therefore the effect of feeling when acting 
sUbjectively is to develop heat. The disturbance of the bodily balance is 
felt by the brain, which must be looked on as being twofold. First, as 
sensitive matter it is a conductor. Secondly, as psychic condensation it 
is that which it conducts. It is the main conductor of the material part 
of the psycho-material magnet and therefore the primary current in 
this magnet where there are such countless secondary and induced ones. 
To Kabbalists, who remember that the brain (?) is the ~eat of Neschamah 
this will be suggestive. As the primary current it induces secondary 
ones, known as the complex organisms of the body. The brain acts as 
a register and notes the disturbance of power as a definite change of 
atomic force affecting the balance of the body or - pole with its 
mentality or + pole. 

This force is expansive in its initial stage, as sudden release of 
energy and increased vigour are apparent; fire or heat is developed, 
which is the measure of its activity. In its second stage, or that of 
passing from negative to the positive plane, its initial vigour is lost in its 
expansion and coolness follows. This indicates the arrival of the im
pulse at the astral pole; and the instant reflection thence, due to the 
necessity of readjusting the balance, is accompanied by the activity of 
law on the psychic plane which eventuates in increased energy or heat 
on the physical plane at the exact point whence it started. 

So that we have two kinds of heat developed by the action of one 
feeling. (I.) Nascent heat or positive electricity, visible in tlte instant of 
time in which it is capable of manifesting on this plane as a flash of light, 
or by heat. (2.) The reflex energy or animal heat which is negative 
electricity. The first, beginning in matter, bursts into the meaning of a 
law. The second carries this meaning back to the physical plane where 
it condenses, and the two currents together give us animal magnetism. 

Animal magnetism is therefore the action of the astral plane upon the 
physical plane, where this is primarily excited from the latter. 

It is also the method by which the physical Universe builds itself up 
and evolutes under the <egis of laws roused to material interaction. And 
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here the parallelism existing between man and the world he inhabits 
becomes again apparent. The world as a whole is the brain of its psychic 
power. As a whole it is a main conductor or a primary current at rest. 

The animal world, distinguished by the possession in each unit develop
ment of a cerebral centre, resembles' in this the macrocosm. Both are 
active with animal magnetism and both may re-act on . one another 
through this electrical power as distinct and mutually modifying entities. 
Feeling, the incitor of animal magnetism, as negative power, is the 
direct reflection of the Infinite. It is that universal quality out of 
which the five senses have been separated. It is the consciousness of 
the Ego reflected through five different universes; for each sense is of 
infinite perception, or perhaps we should say that the objective field for 
perception within the range of each of the five senses is infinite. Feeling 
is that quality by which motion becomes objective; it is the amplitude 
of vibration, the wing of life which flashes the form .of power into objec
tive being. I t is in fact the root of motion in the universe of Time, 
which pierces the unseen world into the visible and becomes incrusted 
in space as the objective and material plane. In other words it is the 
foundation of form and is, in itself, on the upper plane the limit which 
gives meaning to the law. It is therefore the negative power par 
excellence, the absolute one, receiving into its own tranquil immensity 
the reflection of finite actions and thereby becoming manifest by con
trast. It is more than this, for, as the meani'ng of the law, it is the 
colour which distinguishes the lights of life vibrating as different. laws. 
Thus we see that when Feeling dominates the astral plane, we have the 
personality, the vivid hues of life, flashing with renewed vigour under the 
influence of the increased energy which the disturbance it has effected 
on that plane rains down on this one. In other words this means that 
animal magnetism, such as we have described it, is the builder and in
vigorator of man's personality. For it is a compound of feeling and 
vitality. As the first it represents the world stuff, its atomic development 
into bodily form and mQlecular action. / As the second it represents the 
laws of these which, with their vitality constantly irritated into activity 
by material, chemical and physical action, give conscious life to the body. 
The net result being that the body, a complex unit of feelings, corres- . 
ponds to a complex unit of laws, or a 1Ililtd, which as long as ani\nal 
magnetism, in obedience to the conditions of man's eart~ life, con
tinues to act, will be kept in a constant state of activity. Hence 
nervous energy breeds mental vitality. Confusion or inharmonious inter-
action amongst material particles will confuse the mind which will reflect ~ 
back on to the fevered part increased fever accentuating the evil. ~ 

Thus we conclude that every bodily emotion or feeling affects the \ 
mind of man and increases the power of the physical plane over the 
psychic. 

THOS. WILLIAMS, F.T.S. 

I 
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SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT FAIRIES. 

m HERE is a great deal of pleasure in turning out the contents of an old for· 
JIL gotten dusty cupboard, the hiding-place of ancient toys, childhood's 

treasures. Broken odds and ends of every kind; the first boat made 
and launched with such glee and pride, the kite, battered and wind-tossed, side 
by side with armless dolls and legless animals in amicable confusion, all alike 
relegated to the limbo of forgotten things. 

Finally old books, with well-thumbed corners, whose dim lettering and quaint 
pictures arouse tender memories of the keen delight they gave us before the 
matter-of-fact world had dulled our senses and made everything seem stale and 
common. And amongst these old books we find a volume of fairy tales, cast 
aside with these other relics of childhood as if only fit for that period. So soon 
do WI! shut one of the windows of the soul; indeed, modern childhood declines 
to look through this window at all, and regards the wonderful lore of the fairy 
world as a tangle of worn-out superstitious fancies, not to be tolerated in this 
science-loving age. 

Let us forget for awhile modern enlightenment, and peep into this so-called 
realm of fancy, and try to appreciate the beauty and grace of it, and to discern 
the no less certain truth underlying the myriad tales and traditions of the world 
of fairy folk. In each element we find them; in our world atmosphere, 
radiant airy beings on airy wing cleaving the blue sky; resting on cloud banks, 
climbing the rainbow arch, and visible to those who will see them in the white 
beam of moonlight which makes a silvery path from earth to heaven. 

Then on earth, fairy feet in forest or on moorland, hiding in dells, or dwell
ing on the scarred barren summits of mountains amid ice and snow. Making 
gay homes for themselves in ferny copses or under deep hedgerows, leaving 
their traces of fairy encampments in the dark green rings on meadow land, or 
amid the woods. Signs and tokens of their presence everywhere. They are 
diminutive creatures, tiny copies of men and women, varying in size from the 
airy speck that nestles in a lily cup, to that prankish elf of about a foot high 
whose mad exploits are related in the person of Puck. Gay frolicsome laugh
ing little beings with as purposeless a life as the merest butterfly, never 
serious, full of fun and fantasy, destitute alike of tragedy and true comedy. 
Mere· bubbles of intelligent life, fleeting and evanescent; not powerful either for 
good or evil. They have, however, their beneficent aspect, as tales of the 
"good people" so amply prove. Dwelling side by side with men, and 
venturing into the sleeping drowsy homesteads on moonlit nights, cleaning and 
tidying for the careful thrifty housewife who rewards their kindly aid by entire 
belief in their existence. 

Votive offerings of food and drink are, however, reserved for the mischievous 
ones who, unpropitiated, might work evi~ and these are placed at stated 
intervals outside human dwellings, and act as charms in securing peace to the 
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household. Though it is to be noted that the elves are slid to appear in Yde
tide as mice, and cakes are placed for them. 

To the elves is also given a power of alluring song, and whoso listens to it 
will invariably die. The story of the Erl-King is an example of this. But this 
weird music is more associated with water sprites and sirens than with the earth 
fairies. 

Their worst recorded crimes are, however, the occasional theft of a human 
baby and an uncanny elf-like thing left in its place, which grieves the mother's 
heart, though she never refuses nourishment and a certain amount of awed 
affection to the unwelcome stranger. 

And whilst these fairy folk dwell on the earth or flit through the air, under· 
ground there are troops of somewhat similar forms, dwarfs, gnomes, trolls, 
cave-haunters, inhabitants of gloomy, sunless depths. These have no beauty 
of face or form, but are grim, fantastic, crooked; they delve in fairy mines and 
build their underground cities of crystal and stone. They fashion strange 
jewels and ornaments and forge magic swords which men have long since 
wielded, chains too, such as bound the fierce wolf Fennis of Norse legend. 
Rings have they wrought also of wondrous power, fateful and terrible. 

And deeper still than these dwell the salamanders, spirits of fire, living 
intelligences born in and of that dread element. Who that has looked into 
the glowing heart of the fire can have failed to catch glimpses of fantastic shapes, 
leaping in the flames or crouching amidst red embers, their home and birthplace 
in the great central fires of our earth. 

Look also at that other mighty element, water. Who has not felt the magic 
of the sea? That wild waste of· never-resting ocean-full. of ceaseless energy 
under the summer sunshine and the winter howl of the hurricane. 

Amid its illimitable expanse and mystery the mind of man gains a better idea 
of infinity than in any wide-stretching breadth of earth or upward towering 
mountain. 

The sea teems with its own life, animal and vegetable in countless forms
but is this all ? Does this mighty world of water contain no intelligent creature, 
other than a mere animal, abiding in its calm depths or revelling in the tossing 
waves on its sun-kissed surface? Here is space and enough for sea-fairy folk; 
so we have undines, mermaids and mermen, water-kelpies, nixies, strom-karls, 
creatures born of and in the water, some haunting mountain streams and lakes 
and still, quiet pools, and others dwelling in that larger world of sea-water. 

A belief in intelligent beings in more or less human form, but not of human 
kind, has been almost universa~ common to every race and country in every 
age. The same tales and traditions appear in varying forms and with every 
variety of detai~ but all founded upon the same profound belief in, and unshaken 
conviction of, the existence of semi·material beings, mostly in human form, with 
more or less human attributes. At times beneficent to the human race, occa
sionally malignant, spitefu~ elfish, working mischief and ill Some have seen 
them, spoken with them, even lived with them, as the famous Thomas of 
Ercildoune, who lived for seven years in the under ground land and returned to 
earth under the condition that he should go back to fairyland if summoned. 
He was finally re-called and is still believed to be living with the fairies. There 
are various versions of this story in many lands. 
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Two curious points to be noticed are: 1St, that those decoyed always return 
to the fairy folk. 2nd, thlt time, as we understand it on this earth, is of no 
account, years seeming to be but moments. 

Now the chief arguments generally brought forward against the reality of 
this fairy world, may be divided as follows : 

1St. No one has yet been proved to have either seen or conversed with a 
fairy. 

2nd. Their existence is contrary to natural l!1ws. 
3rd. The belief in them is only to be found amongst uneducated people. 
With regard to the first objection of no credible witness to the existence of a 

fairy~all the traditions and tales which have been alluded to are declared abso
lutely incredible. Those who bear witness to their truth have been classed as 
either self-deceived visionaries or wilful impostors, feeding the human love for the 
marvellous with the creations of their own morbid fancy. 

That no fairy has ever yet been dissected under the microscope is of course to 
some minds a conclusive proof of non-existence, and those whose world is 
bounded by microscopic limits are very difficult to convince of anything outside 
their own narrow experience. 

With regard to tne second argument, that a fairy's existence would be contrary 
to natural laws, we have only to put one or two questions. Has our modern 
very wise man absolutely become possessed of certain knowledge regarding all 
natural laws? Or is it within the bounds of possibility that natural laws exist of 
which he, as yet, knows nothing, and that the world of fairies may be subject to 
such unknown laws? 

There is nothing super-natural, that is above or beyond the natural. It is a 
paradox. Everything is natural, and under laws, but we do not know entirely the 
bounds of nature, nor do we understand all the laws which govern it. 

Finally, the argument that a belief in fairies is only held by uneducated 
people, is to be disposed of in two ways. 1st. It is not quite true, as many 
highly developed minds have believed in them. . 

2nd. Where it is true, it proves that the development of the logical or reason
ing faculty tends to destroy the perceptive and intuitive faculty. 

We find, then, that man has either perceived something external to himself 
on which he has founded his belief, or that he has created the image in his own 
mind. 

It is incredible that the latter should be a fact, for if it is seriously maintained 
. that all these tales are the growth of man's own morbid imagination, a mere col

lection of superstitious fancies-then we have the curious spectacle of puny in
significant man peopling with his wondrous creative thought, void realms of air, 
earth, fire and water, left empty of intelligent life by the All-knowing, AIl
creating Intelligence, who has in every other way allowed no single inch of His 
marvellous work to remain untenanted and void of spirit incarnate. Can thought 
be more creative than He who created thought? 

We may therefore dismiss this supposition on the ground that such a uni
versal belief must have had at least some germ of truth and fact, and cannot be 
entirely the result of man's unaided and creative fancy. If man has at some 
time or other perceived these intelligent beings, we must then proceed to enquire 
how he has become possessed of any knowledge of them. 
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Knowledge of the external world is obtained by means of our five senses, 
and these have to be helped by mechanical agencies such as the microscope 

. and telescope, and so assisted we can arrive at much knowledge which would 
otherwise remain hidden. 

If thus our five senses are by no means adequate by themselves to acquaint 
us with the external material world, how powerless they must be to give us any 
knowledge of that more ethereal and intangible world of spirit. 

Even the most material of all our philosophers will grant that there is something 
above and beyond matter, some subtle essence which eludes dissection under 
the microscope, and of which they therefore believe it impossible to obtain any 
information. 

But why should man, with his insatiable craving for knowledge, be content to 
sit down with that hopeless cry, "We cannot know; thus far our learning will 
take us, but no farther." No farther, certainly, whilst our five senses are the 
only methods used. ~ 0 learned creature, armed with magnifying glass, with 
scalpel and forceps, soberly and scientifically investigating nature's marvels. is 
ever likely to dissect a fairy, nor even to behold the ethereal realm such a being 
inhabits. 

But if the wise man will but, metaphorically speaking, turn himself inside out, 
he will find that he is the fortunate possessor of another sense. 

He will, of course, be indignant at this very unscientific idea, and will 
probably be as little able to comprehend it as a blind man can be made to 
understand the sense of sight. 

Imagine a man in possession of this sense, lecturing to a number of blind men 
on the wonderful gift of sight. 

How could he, with argument or learned reasoning, set about convincing his 
audience? There they would be 50 or 100 against him, each blind man would 
corroborate his fellow in denying the sense of sight; all the balance of experience 
so far, would be against our lecturer, yet we, who can see, know what the 
blessed sense of sight means. 

The blind man may believe that others see, but he cannot understand or appre
ciate the sense. The world of sky and mountain and water, the faces of his fellow 
men are dark, they have no existence visually. But our learned man is better off 
than the blind man. He has this sense if he will only use it; it may be dim and 
undeveloped, but it is there. One could not blame a blind man for not seeing, 
but what would one think of a man who by diligent trying could see, could 
make his capacity for seeing grow and develope, and yet chose rather to sit in 
the dark, shut his eyes, and deny that anyone could see? 

It is very difficult to persuade people that they have this additional power of 
acquiring knowledge of the external world. 

As a common instance of a perception of external circumstances by an inner 
sense, take the certain knowledge some people have of an approaching storm. 
This is a consciousness of change in material conditions, and man to a large 
extent shares this perception with the lower animals. 

In the world of thought, however, there are numberless phenomena which are 
not to be explained solely by such change in material conditions. 

Weare told that thought results from certain definite changes in the matter 
composing the brain; but will this meagre explanation account at all for that won-
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derful thought transference, that mental telegraphy which nearly everyone now 
will admit to be a fact? Will material reasoning explain this thought-reading 
and transmission, and the power of second sight, so common with some people 
in some places? Will it explain epidemics of feeling, raging over multitudes? 
R.eligious excitement, loyal acclamation, mob-rage, fear, cruelty, lust and greed i 
almost all human passions passing at intervals over whole races at one or more 
periods in their existence. There is something subtle, mysterious here, beyond 
the capability of the five senses to grasp or explain. 
;:'··Neither will the reasoning faculty of man explain this inner sense. It is in no 
wayan outcome of the logical faculty, but often in direct opposition to it For 
want of a better name we call it the sixth sense, the intuitive faculty, the eye of 
the soul. 

With this eye man can gaze into worlds not realised, not present nor existing 
to his material vision, but more real, true, and living to his spirit than anything 
which appeals to his five senses alone. 

What is it but this faculty that has taught man that there exists a something 
above and beyond matter, that brings his i:pirit into contact with the eternal 
spirit permeating all things. 

In proportion to our own development of this spirit within us do we perceive, 
know, and recognise this same spirit in things outside of ourselves, hence it 
must be by the intuitive sense that we perceive the finer shades and gradations 
of intelligent and spiritual life. 

There are nowhere in nature any great chasms between one form of life·and 
another i everything is one link in the great chain, the gradual series of de
veloping steps. But looking at the purely material aspect of forms of life there 
would appear to be a great and wide gulf between man and the lower animals ~ 
may not this gap in the long chain be filled· by intelligent beings, akin to the 
animals in their apparent want of a moral life, akin to man in their intelligence, 
with perhaps also a dormant soul yet waiting for development? The gay 
delight in existence of these fairy beings is shared by them with the whole 
animal creation i their fresh, innocent, unmoral state betokens also an animal 
existence, but superadded to this is a greater power of thought and reasoning 
faculty, a certain cunning and capacity for mischief. Not conscious sin, for that 
implies a moral sense, and all the tales and traditions show us no conscience 
in the fairy folk. The tales of their love for mortals and the leading of a life 
with one of human kind for the sake of such love, point to their capacity for 
developing a soul in some after existence. 

As to their materiality, there must be many and divers theories. 
Fairy folk may have their being under totally different laws and on a different 

plane of existence from ours. But all matter is not visible, nor under certain 
attenuated conditions able to be perceived by any of the five senses. The air 
we breathe is not usually visible, the still more wonderful and intangible ether 
permeating all things is matter as far as we know it, but not visible nor 
ponderable. 

Man's spirit, hisl personality, is clothed in matter, tangible, ponderable, per
ceptible by the five senses. It is not very difficult to carry this idea a little 
further and grant the existence of inte ligent beings, personalities also, clothed 
in more ethereal, intangible matter j such a minute germ of spirit, for instance, 
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as clothes itself in the tiny semblance of a human being, and dwells invisible to 
mortal eye in a flower cup; then the stronger spirit germ that attracts a larger 
amount of more ponderable matter and appears as a wood elf or water sprite, 
and so on through an infinitely graduated series, more or less ethereal, till we 
come to the changeling, so sufficiently visible and material as to deceive the 
mother, who is yet dimly conscious of the difference of spirit between her lost 
human baby and the weird personality which has taken its place. Again nearer 
still to man, the beautiful Undine, with yearning wish to develope a human 
soul, loving mankind because of that subtle attraction her own fast·developing 
soul has to the fully grown soul of a man. Such fairy beings have always 
been human in exterior form, tangible, passing amongst men and women as 
one of themselves, but with sufficient difference of spirit to mark them as of 
another kind of being. As the animal shows the evolution of man's material 
self, so do the fairies help to point out the evolution in his spiritual self. 

That mankind should have seen and described beings composed of such 
intangible matter as some of the inhabitants of the fairy world, seems difficult 
of belief, and yet the various aspects that certain traditional eerie forms have 
assumed to different eyes prove that though the human being in each case was 
seen to a certain extent, the seeing has been preceded by an inner perception 
and consciousness of the presence of an intelligent being, not human, and the 
strong perception has affected the physical organ of sight to such an extent that 
a visible embodiment of the perception has been produced. 

The spectre, who by turns appears as a peasant to a peasant, as an armed 
knight to the armed knight in search of adventure, and in many another guise, 
shows how the individual mind of each seer has coloured the vision. Our 
argument, then, is that there are beings, intelligences, capable of being perceived 
by the inner sense of man, that from their very nature these cannot be seen 
firsl by the physical organ of sight, but only by this organ in proportion to the 
strength of the inner perception, and that the individual mind necessarily colours 
these visions according to its own nature. 

Uneducated people, women and children, all those in whom the logical 
faculty is undeveloped and dormant, are much better able to perceive with this 
inner sense; their natures are more open to impressions, hence the colouring of 
the fairy world, as seen in tangible form, has always been more gay, innocent, 
bright and childlike than gloomy, and dark, and evil 

We are making a mistake, now, in our methods of developing the mind. We 
have looked so closely into the tiny space at our feet, that we have put out of 
focus the great world-picture which we should do better to try and understand 
more generally as a whole. In close scrutiny of details, and slavish devotion to 
microscopic truth, we are losing the larger truth, the fine sense of harmony in 
every part. And it is the inner sense alone that can help us to see things from 
this wider point of view. 

And herein lies the true meaning of education, a drawing (Jul, a development 
of the inner man, not forcing the surface of things into human minds and 
killing with merciless logic all efforts to use the soul's eye. 

There are the senses, instruments for the mind to use and develope, channels 
through which to gain knowledge of the external world, each to be used in turn, 
not one in its own place more than another, for it is the harmony of all that 
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brings true knowledge, and within there is that blessed inner sense, transcendlng 
all the rest, sharpening them all to finer uses, turning the messages they bring 
into golden lessons of clearest truth. 

And round the child's mind let us build no walls. .. This you can know-this 
you can see, but no further." 

So many steps on the road, and then a warning' finger of prejudice-u Here 
stop; nay, go back!" And so the starving sou~ hungry for knowledge, 
languishes on crumbs within sight of a feast. Or rather, the soul with striving 
pinions eager for flight is c:\Ught and prisoned in miserable cages of ignorance 
and unbelief, as if all the universe were not indeed lying open, ready, a clear, 
plain book wherein all may read who have eyes. 

So in these glimpses into worlds not realized in a material sense, man may see 
a larger, fuller life possible for himself in the future. Matter irradiated with 
spirit, till both are identical, and the more man can perceive this light of the 
spirit shining through everything, the greater will be his own spiritual life and 
development. 

And' thus we plead for the fairies, not to revive belief in what has been 
judged a mere 'fanciful superstition cast aside on the lumber-heaps of the past, 
but as living actual present intelligences, capable of being perceived by the inner 
sense of man, one more means of attaining knowledge, one more proof of the 
reality of things not seen, (lOe more link in the divine chain which binds ::'Jr 
human spirits to the Great Spirit who gave them life. FRANCIS ANNESLEY. 

~ 

THE FORTH BRIDGE. 
THE present year, now rapidly drawing to a close, will be memorable among the 

years of the nineteenth century as having seen the practical completion of the greatest 
work of constructive engineering which the history of the world has witnessed. We 
allude, of course, to that mighty structure-a characteristic product of modem daring, 
knowledge, and practical engineering skill-the Forth Bridge. Perhaps no structure 
which engineers have yet attempted marks so definitely the enormous extension of 
human power and control over nature, while at the same time contrasting so forcibly 
the advance in liberty and humanity with the comparative disregard for human life and 
limb which was formerly so common among civilised races where constructive works 
were concerned. . . • . . 

,. This bridge is a grand example of the extension of man's feeble power by invention 
and thought. 

II Mr. Baker and Sir John Fowler, the distinguished engineers to whom the inception 
and perfect design of the structure are due, have very modestly disclaimed onginality 
of principle, and have informed us repeatedly, in speeches and lectures. that the canti
lever principle is many hundreds of years old, and was adopted at least 230 years ago 
in a wooden bridge of 112 feet span, in a country so remote as Thibet. The Chinese, 
also, who seem to have anticipated all inventions, if historians are to be credited, are 
said to have used the principle." . . . . . . 

The writer of this article, which we copy from the II PRACTICAL ENGINEER" (of 
December 27, 1889), adds, that ·11 they" (The Thibetans and Chinese bridges), "are 
no doubt, just as Newcomen's crude contrivances were steam-engines," . . . they 
are II the development of the b.eautiful modem engine ~rom the crude machin-: of 
Newcomen," and he speaks qUIte dIsrespectfully and flippantly of the Egyptian 
pyramids. Well, if we watch, we may yet read some day of the buildinr. of ~ 
artificial man hatched from an ostrich egg, with the boastful remark, that this • beauti
ful human engine, the production of modern Science, is the splendid development from 
the crude machine of nature-called man." 
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To send the injured unredressed away, 
How great soe'er the offender, and the 

wrong'd 
Howe'er obscure, is wicked, weak and vile
Degrades, defiles, and should dethrone a 

king. 
-SMOLLETr. 

THE mention of Cagliostro's name produces a two-fold effect. 
With the one party, a whole sequence of marvellous events 
emerges from the shadowy past; with others the modern progeny 

of a too realistic age, the name of Alexander, Count Cagliostro, provokes 
wonder, if not contempt. People are unable to understand that this 
"enchanter and magician" (r:ead" Charlatan ") could ever legitimately 
produce such an impression as he did on his contemporaries. This 
gives the key to the posthumous reputation of the Sicilian known as 
Joseph Balsamo, that reputation which made a believer in him a brother 
Mason say, that (like Prince Bismarck and some Theosophists) 
" Cagliostro might well be said to be the best abused and most hated 
man in Europe." Nevertheless, and notwithstanding the fashion of 
loading him with opprobrious names, none should forget that Schiller and 
Goethe were among his great admirers, and remained so to their deaths. 
Goethe while travelling in Sicily devoted much labour and time to col
lecting information about" Guiseppe Balsamo" in his supposed native 
land; and it was from these copious notes that the author of Faust 
wrote his play "The Great Kophta." 

Why this wonderful man is receiving so little honour in England, is due 
to Carlyle. The most fearlessly truthful historian of his age-he, who 
abominated falsehood under whatever appearance-has stamped with the 
imprimatur of his honest and famous name, and thus sanctified the ~ost 
iniquitous of historical injustices ever perpetrated by prejudice and 
bigotry. This owing to false reports which almost to the last emanated 
from a class he disliked no less than he hated untruth, namely the Jesuits, 
or-lie incarnate. 

The very name of Guiseppe Balsamo, which, when rendered by 
cabalistic methods, means "He who was sent," or "The Given," also 
" Lord of the Sun," shows that such was not his real patronymic. As 
Kenneth R. H. Mackenzie, F.T.S., remarks, toward the end of the last 
century it became the fashion with certain theosophical professors 
of the time to transliterate into Oriental form every name provided by 
Occult Fraternities for disciples destined to work in the world. Who
soever then, may have been Cagliostro's parents, their name was not 
'Balsamo." So much is certain, at any rate. Moreover, as all know 
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that in his youth he lived with, and was instructed by, a man named, as 
is supposed, Althotas, "a great Hermetic Eastern Sage" or in other 
words an Adept, it is not difficult to accept the tradition that it was the 
latter who gave him his symbolical name. But that which is known 
with still more certainty is the extreme esteem in which he was held 
by some of the most scientific and honoured men of his day. In 
France we find Cagliostro,-having before served as a confidential 
friend and assistant chemist in the laboratory of Pinto, the Grand 
Master of the Knights of Malta-becoming the friend and protlgl of 
the Prince Cardinal de Rohan. A high born Sicilian Prince 
honoured him with his support and friendship, as did many other 
noblemen. "Is it possible, then," pertinently asks Mackenzie, "that a 
man of such engaging manners could have been the lying impostor his 
enemies endeavoured to prove him? " 

The chief cause of his life-troubles was his marriage with Lorenza 
Feliciani, a tool of the Jesuits; and two minor causes his extreme good
nature, and the blind confidence he placed in his friends-some of whom 
"became traitors and his bitterest enemies. ~either of the crimes of which 
he is unjustly accused could lead to the destruction of his honour and 
posthumous reputation; but all was due to his weakness for an un
worthy woman, and the possession of certain secrets of nature, which 
he would not divulge to the Church. Being a native of Sicily, Cagliostro 
was naturally born in a family of Roman Catholics, no matter what 
their name, and was brought up by monks of the" Good Brotherhood of 
Castiglione," as his biographers tell us; thus, for the sake of dear life 
he had to outwardly profess belief in and respect for a Church, whose 
traditional policy has ever been, "he who is not with us is agaillst us," 
and forthwith to crush the enemy in the bud. And yet, just for 
this, is Cagliostro even to-day accused of having served the Jesuits as 
their spy; and this by Masons who ought to be the last to bring such 
a charge against a learned Brother who was persecuted by the Vatican 
even more as a Mason than as an Occultist. Had it been so, would these 
same Jesuits even to this day vilify his name? Had he served them, 
would he not have proved himself useful to their ends, as a man of such 
undeniable intellectual gifts could not have blundered or disregarded 
the orders of those whom he served. But instead of this, what do we see? 
Cagliostro charged with being the most cunning and successful impostor 
and charlatan of his age; accused of belonging to the Jesuit Chapter of 
Clermont in France; of appearing (as a proof of his affiliation to the 
Jesuits) in clerical dress at Rome. Yet, this "cunning impostor" is tried 
and condemned-by the exertions of those same Jesuits-to an igno
minious death, which was changed only subsequently to life-long 
imprisonment, owing to a mysterious interference or influence brought 
to bear on the Pope! 

Would it not be more charitable and consistent with truth to say that 
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it was his connection with Eastern Occult Science, his knowledge of 
many secrets-deadly to the Church of Rome-that brought upon 
Cagliostro first the persecution of the Jesuits, and finally the rigour of 
the Church? It was his own honesty, which blinded him to the defects 
of those whom he cared for, and led him to trust two such rascals as 
the Marquis Agliato and Ottavio Nicastro, that is at the bottom of all 
the accusations of fraud and imposture now lavished upon him. And 
it is the sins of these two worthies-subsequently executed for gigantic 
swindles and murder-which are now made to fall on Cagliostro. Never-. 
theless it is known that he and his wife (in 1770) were both left destitute 
by the flight of Agliato with all their funds, so that they had to beg 
their way through Piedmont and Geneva. Kenneth Mackenzie has well 
proven that Cagliostro had ne~er mixed himself up with political intrigue 
-the very soul of the activities of the Jesuits. .. He was most certainly 
unknown in that capacity to those who have jealously guarded the pre
paratory archives of the Revolution, and his appearance as an advocate 
of revolutionary principles has no basis in fact." He was simply an 
Occultist and a Mason, and as such he was allowed to suffer at the 
hands of those who, adding i~sult to injury, first tried to kill him by life 
long imprisonment and then spread the rumour that he had been their 
ignoble agent. This cunning device was in its infernal craft well worthy 
of its primal originators. 

There are many landmarks in Cagliostro's biographies to show that 
he taught the Eastern doctrine of the .. principles" in man, of .. God" 
dwelling in man-as a potentiality z"1z actu (the" Higher Self")-and in 
every living thing and even atom-as a pot~ntiality ill posse, and that he 
served the Masters of a Fraternity he would tlot name because on account 
of his pledge he could not. His letter to the new mystical but rather 
motley Brotherhood the (Lodge of) Philalethes, is a proof in point. 
The Philalethes, as all Masons know, was a rite founded in Paris in 1773 
in the Lage des A mis Reullis, based on the principles of Martinism,· and 
whose members made a special study of the Occult Sciences. The 
Mother Lodge was a philosophical and theosophical Lodge, and therefore 
Cagliostro was right in desiring to purify its progeny, the Lodge of 
Philalethes. This is what the Royal M asollic Cyclopcedia says on the 
subject :-

.. On the 15 February 1785 the Lodge of Philalethes in solemn Section, with Lava· 
lette de Langes, royal treasurer; Tassin, the banker; and Tassin, an officer in the 
royal service; opened a Fraternal Convention, at Paris ..• Princes (Russian, Austriar., 
and others), fathers of the Church, councillors, knights, financiers, barristers, baron!, 
Theosophists, canons, colonels, proCessors of Magic, engineers, literary men, doctors 
merchants, postmasters, dukes, ambassadors, surgeons, teachers of languages, re
ceivers·general, and notably two London names,-Boosie, a merchant, and Brooks of 

* The Martinists were Mystics and Theosophists who claimed to have the secret of communicating 
with (Elemental and Planetary) Spirits of the ultramundane Spheres. Some of them were practical 
Occultists. 
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London-compose this Convention, to whom may be added M. Ie Count de Cagliostro, 
and Mesmer 'the inventor' as Thory describes him (Acla Lalomorum,voL ii. p. 95), 
'of the doctrine of magnetism!' Surely such an able set of men to set the world to 
rights, as France never saw before or since! " 

The grievance of the Lodge was that Cagliostro, who had first pro
mised to take charge of it, withdrew his offers, as the" Convention" 
would not adopt the Constitutions of the Egyptian Rite, nor would the 
Pkilaletkes con~ent to have its archives consigned to the flames, which 
were his conditions sine qua non. It is strange that his answer to that 
Lodge should be regarded by Brother K. R. H. Mackenzie and other 
Masons as emanating" from a Jesuit source." The very style is Oriental, 
and no European Mason-least of all a Jesuit-would write in such a 
manner. This is how the answer runs':-

. . . "The unknown grand Master of true Masonry has cast his eyes upon the 
Philaletheans. . . Touched by the sincere avowal of their desires, he deigns to extend 
his hand over them, and consents to give a ray of light into the darkness of their 
temple. It is the wish of the Unknown Great Master, 10 prove 10 Ihem lite existencl 
of one God-the basis of their faith; Ihe original dignity of man~' his powers and 
desll'ny. . • . It is by deeds and facts, by the testimony of the senses, tbat tbey will 
know GOD, MAN and Ike intermediary spiritual 6eings (principles) existing 6eiwelfl 
Iltem~' of which true Masonry gives the symbols and indicates the real road. Let 
then, the Philalethes embrace the doctrines of this real Masonry, submit to tbe rules 
of its supreme cbief, and adopt its constitutions. But above all let the Sanctuary be 
purified, let the Philalethes know that light can only descend into the Temple of Faith 
(based on knowledge), not into that of Scepticism. Let them devote to the flames 
that vain accumulation of their archives; for it is only on the ruins of the Tower of 
Confusion that the Temple of Truth can be erected." 

In the Occult phraseology of certain Occultists" Father, Son and 
Angels" stood for the compound symbol of physical, and astro-Spiritual 
MAN.· John G. Gichtel (end of XVIIth cent.), the ardent lover of 
Boehme, the Seer of whom St. Martin relates that he was married" to 
the heavenly Sophia," the Divine Wisdom-made use of this term. 
Therefore, it is easy to see what Cagliostro meant by proving to the 
Philalethes on the testimony of ·their " senses," "God, man and the illttr
media", Spiritual beings," that exist between God (Alma), and Man (the 
Ego). Nor is it more difficult to understand his true meaning when he 
reproaches the Brethren in his parting letter which says: "We have 
offered you the truth; you have disdained it. We have offered it for the 
sake of itself, and you have refused. it ill c01lSequence of a love of forms . .. 
Can you elevate yourselves to (your) God and the knowledge of yourseh'ts 
by the assistance of a Secretary and a Convocation? " etc.t 

* See the Three Princij/(s and the Scz'en Forms of Nature by Boehme and fathom their Occult 
significance, to assure yourself of this. 

t The statement on the authority of Beswick that Cagliostro was connected with The LoKr da 
Amis IUunis under the name of Count Grabionka is not proven. There was a Polish Count of that 
name at that time in France, a mystic mentioned in Madame de Krildner's letters which are with the 
writer's family, and one who belonged. as Beswick says, together with Mesmer and Count SL Germain, 
to the Lodge of the Philalethes. Where are Lavalette de Langes' Manuscripts and doewnents left by 
him after his death to the Philosophic Scottish Rite? Lost? 
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Many are the absurd and entirely contradictory statements .about 
Joseph Balsamo, Count de Cagliostro, so-called, several of which were 
incorporated by Alexander Dumas in his Mlmoires d'un Medicin, with 
those prolific variations of truth and fact which so characterize Dumas 
pere's romances. But though the world is in possession of a most 
miscellaneous and varied mass of information concerning that remarkable 
and unfortunate man during most of his life, yet of the last ten years 
and of his death, nothing certain is known, save only the legend that he 
died in the prison of the Inquisition. True, some fragments published 
recently by the Italian SaVallt, Giovanni Sforza, from the private corres
pondence of Lorenzo Prospera Bottini, the Roman ambassador of the 
Republic of Lucca at the end of the last century, have somewhat filled 
this wide gap. This correspondence with Pietro Calandrini, the Great 
Chancellor of the said Republic, begins from 1784, but the really inter
esting information commences only in 1789, in a letter dated June 6, of 
that year, and even then we do not learn much. 

It speaks of the "celebrated Count di Cagliostro, who has recently 
arrived with his wife from Trent viti Turin to Rome. People say he is 
a native of Sicily and extremely wealthy, but no one knows whence 
that wealth. He has a letter of introduction from the Bishop. of Trent 
to Albani. • . . So far his daily walk in life as well as his private and 
public status are above reproach. Many are those seeking an interview 
with him, to hear from his own lips the corroboration of what is being 
said of him." From another letter we learn that Rome had proven an 
ungrateful soil for Cagliostro. He had the intention of settling at 
Naples, but the plan could not be realised. The Vatican authorities 
who had hitherto left the Count undisturbed, suddenly laid their heavy 
hand upon him. In a letter dated 2 January, 1790, just a year after 
Cagliostro's arrival, it is stated that: "last Sunday secret and extra
ordinary debates in council took place at the Vatican." It (the council) 
consisted of the State Secretary and Antonelli, Pillotta and Campanelli, 
Monsignor Figgerenti performing the duty of Secretary. The object of 
that Secret Council remains unknown, but public rumour asserts that it 
was called forth owing to the sudden arre~t on the night between 
Saturday and Sunday, of the Count di Cagliostro, his wife, and a 
Capuchin. Fra Giuseppe Maurijio. The Count is incarcerated in Fort 
St. Angelo, the Countess in the Convent of St. Apollonia, and the monk 
in the prison of Araceli. That monk, who calls himself 'Father 
Swizzero,' is regarded as a confederate of the famous magician. In the 
number of the crimes he is accused of is included that of the circulation 
of a book by an unknown author, condemned to public burning and 
entitled, ' The Three Sisters.' The object of this work is 'to pulvenze 
certain three high-born individuals.' " 

The real meaning of this most extraordinary misinterpretation is easy 
'to guess. It was a work on Alchemy; the "three sisters" standing 
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symbolically for the three .. Principles" in their duplex symbolism. On 
the plane of occult chemistry they .. pulverize" the triple ingredient 
used in the process of the transmutation of metals; on the plane of 
Spirituality they reduce to a state of pulverization the three .. lower" 
perso1lal .. principles" in man, an explanation that every' Theosophist is 
bound to understand. 

The trial of Cagliostro lasted for a long time. In a letter of March the 
17th, Bottini writes to his Lucca correspondent that the famous .. wizard" 
has finally appeared before the Holy Inquisition. The real cause of 
the slowness of the proceedings was that the Inquisition, with all its 
dexterity at fabricating proofs, could find no weighty evidence to prove 
the guilt of Cagliostro. Nevertheless, on April the 7th 1791 he was 
condemned to death. He was accused of various and many crimes, the 
chiefest of which were his being a Mason and an "Illuminate," an 
II Enchanter" occupied with unlawful studies; he was also accused of 
deriding the hofv Faith, of doing harm to society, of possessing himself by 
means ulzklzown of large sums of' money, and of inciting others, sex, age 
and social standing notwithstanding, to do the same. In short, we find 
the unfortunate Occultist condemned to an ignominous death for deeds 
committed, the like of which are daily and publicly committed now-a
days, by more than one Grand Master of the Masons, as also by hundreds 
of thousands of Kabbalists and Masons, mystically inclined. After this 
verdict the .. arch heretic's" documents, diplomas from foreign Courts 
and Societies, Masonic regalias and family relics were solemnly burned 
by the public hangmen in the Piaz:;a della Millerva, before enormous 
crowds of people. First his books and instruments were consumed. 
Among these was the MS. on the lIfafoll11erie Eg),ptienlle, which thus 
can no longer serve as a witness in favour of the reviled man. And 
now the condemned Occultist had to be passed over to the hands of the 
civil Trib1\nal, when a myste rious event happened. 

A stranger, never seen by anyone before or after in the Vatican, ap
peared and demanded a private audience of the Pope, sending him by 
the Cardinal Secretary a word instead of a name. He was immediately 
received, but only stopped with the Pope for a few minutes. No sooner 
was he gone than his Holiness gave orders to commute' the death sen
tence of the Count to that of imprisonment for life, in the fortress called 
the Castle of St. Leo, and that the whole transaction should be con
ducted in great secresy. The monk Swizzero was condemned to ten 
years' imprisonment; and the ,Countess Cagliostro was set at liberty, 
but only to be confined on a new charge of heresy in a convenl 

But what was the Castle of St. Leo? It now stands on the frontiers 
of Tuscany and was then in the Papal States, in the Duchy of t: rbino. 
It is built on the top of an enormous rock, almost perpendicular on all 
sides; to get into the II Castle" in those days, one had to enter a kind 
of open basket which was hoisted up by ropes and pulleys. As to the 
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criminal, he was placed in a special box, after which the jailors pulled him 
up "with the rapidity of the wind." On April 23rd 1792 Giuseppe 
Balsamo-if so we must call him-ascended heavenward in the crimi
nal's box, incarcerated in that living tomb for life. Giuseppe Balsamo is 
mentioned for the last time in the Bottini correspondence in a letter 
dated March loth 1792. The ambassador speaks of a marvel produced 
by Cagliostro in his prison during his leisure hours. A long rusty nail 
taken by the prisoner out of the floor was transformed by him without 
the help of any instrument into a sharp triangular stl1etto, as smooth, 
brilliant and sharp as if it were made of the finest ;;teel. It was recog
nized for an old nail only by its head, left by the prisoner to serve as a 
handle. The State Secretary gave orders to have it taken away from 
Cagliostro, and brought to Rome, and to double the watch over him. 

And now comes the last kick of the jackass at the dying or dead 
lion. Luiggi Angiolini, a Tuscan diplomat, writes as· follows: " At 
last, that same Cagliostro, who made so many believe that he had been 
a contemporary of Julius Ca::sar, who reached such fame and so many 
friends, died from apoplexy, August 26,1795 .. Semironi had him buried 
in a wood-barn below, whence peasants used to pilfer constantly the 
crown property. The crafty chaplain reckoned very justly that the man 
who had inspired the world with such superstitious fear while living, 
would inspire people with the same feelings after his death, and thus 
keep the thieves at bay .... " 

But yet-a query! Was Cagliostro dead and buried indeed in 1792, 
at St. Leo ? And if so, why should the custodians at the Castle of St. 
Angelo, of ,Rome show innocent tourists the little square hole in which 
Cagliostro is said to have been confined and "died"? Why such un
certainty or-imposition, and such disagreement in the legend? Then 
there are Masons who to this day tell strange stories in Italy. Some say 
that Cagliostro escaped in an unaccountable way from his aerial 
prison, and thus forced his jailors to spread the news of his death and 
burial. Others maintain that he not only escaped, but, thanks to the 
Elixir of Life, still lives on, though over twice three score and ten years 
old ! 

" Why" asks Bottini, "if he really possessed the powers he claimed, 
has he not indeed vanished from his jailors, and thus escaped the de
grading punishment alto~ether ? " 

We have heard of another prisoner, greater in every respect than 
Cagliostro ever claimed to be. Of that prisoner too, it was said in 
mocking tones, "He saved others; himself he cannot save. . . .. let 
him now come down from the cross, and we will believe. . . :' 

How long shall charitable people build the biographies of the living 
and ruin the reputations of the dead, with such incomparable unconcern, 
by means of idle and often entirely false gossip of people, and these 
generally the slaves of prejudice! 

So long, we are forced to think, as they remain ignorant of the Law of 
Karma and its iron justice. 

H. P. B. 
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ALTHOUG H the principal quarrel of Occultism at present is with 
6 Materialism, it is necessary in order to avoid injustice to the 

.. latter, to define at the ou~et how far the two opposing views 
agree, before discussi~g their fundamental differences. For there is a 
transcendental form of the latter, apart from the grosser kind, with which 
OccQlt Philosophy has much in common. If we take, for instance, the 
Atomic system founded by Democritus, we find mystic elements in it, 
such as his views on the constitution of the gods, souls, etc., very far re
moved from Materialism in its coarsest modem form. The system of 
this philosopher, who, by the way, is said to have been inspired with a 
desire for knowledge by certain Magi left by Xerxes at Abdera his birth
place, was taken not many years ago as a text for an eloquent and 
learned address by Professor Tyndall at Belfast, who however discarded, 
for some mysterious reason, the spiritual portion of the teachings of 
his guide. The minds of modern eminent scientists nearly always 
exhibit this downward bent, due doubtless to the character of the age. 

The materialist conceptions of the Universe against which Occultists 
will always fight, are those which glorify Matter with its inseparable 
characteristic Motion, making of Life and Consciousness at the same time 
merely a process of these. Mr. S. Laing says in his work, " Modem Science 
and Modem Thought," the Universe is composed of Matter, Energy and 
Ether. If such is the case, an Occultist naturally inquires, if the latter is 
Matter or not. If it is Matter, why state it separately? This admission 
would moreover prove that the Occult conceptions of Matter are correct, 
as we shall presently see. If on the other hand Ether is not Matter, 
then its admitted existence renders the purely materialist position un
tenable. For this hypothesis as!;iumes the Universe to be composed of 
Matter and Energy plus something, thus opening the door to endless 
possibilities under the head of Existence. The Atomic Theory supposes 
everything to be composed of Atoms, less than 8.cx:,.cm of a line in 
diameter; but questions then arise respecting the divisibility or other
wise of these Atoms. That prince of Materialists, BUchner, sees clearly 
the danger of admitting the infinite divisibility of atoms, when he says, 
"to accept infinite divisibility is absurd, and amounts to doubting the 
very existence of Matter." Certainly there can be no such thing as 
Matter, using the term in a gross sense, if its infinite divisibility is 
admitted. If on the other hand, atoms are said to be indivisible, and 
consequently inelastic, why are all bodies able to contract and expand? 
From this difficulty Materialists cannot escape. They must either 
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accept the Occult conceptions of Matter or sacrifice all reason, logic and 
facts. Professor Fiske in his work," Outlines of CosmIc Philosophy," 
a system founded on that of Mr. Herbert Spencer, developes a de
structive criticism of the Atomic Theory, showing the existence of 
atoms of which all bodies are composed to be inconceivable for cogent 
reasons. Professor Tyndall in his Belfast address to the British Associa
tion resolved his scientific conceptions of Matter into States of conscious" 
ness. If, said he, you say, "I see you," you experience a sensation of 
the optic nerve; if you say, "I touch you," you have an agitation of the 
sense of touch. In fact the totality of our sensuous perceptions makes up 
the Consciousness of this plane. As Dr. Hartmann observes, "the term 
consciousness signifies realization of existence relative to certain things,"· 
and in order to bring this about, there must be an establishment- of 
harmonic relations between objects. The five senses of Man constitute 
so many channels for the conduct of such relations. In the case of the 
sense of sight, those differences in the vibrations of the Ether, which we 
call colours, furnish the sole means for distinguishing forms on the 
physical plane. The optic nerve is incapable of registering impressions 
from vibrations more rapid than those from the Violet end of the solar 
spectrum, or slower than those from the Red on the opposite side. In 
like manner the nerves of the ear receive the sevenfold sound waves, 
being unable to perceive those above or below a certain number of 
vibrations per unit of time. Inasmuch as the remaining senses of smell, 
taste and touch are subject to the same laws as the other two, we see 
within what narrow limits the purely physical consciousness of Man is 
confined. 

We have just now seen that the hypothesis of the infinite divisibility 
of Matter destroys the theories of gross Materialism. Speaking on this 
subject and referring to the profound speculations of Leibnitz, the" Secret 
Doctrine" says: " It became evident that external or material things pre
sented the property of extension to our senses only, not to our thinking 
faculties. The mathematician, in order to calculate geometrical figures, 
had been obliged to divide them into an infinite number of infinitely 
small parts, and the physicist saw no limit to the divisibility of matter 
into atoms. The bulk through which external things seemed to fill space 
was a property which they acquired only through the coarseness of our 
senses. The atoms lost their extension, and they retained only their 
property of resistance; they were the centres of force." 

We shall presently be able to see how this idea gives the key to a 
reasonable and satisfactory explanation of some of the most perplexing 
and consequently most doubted Occult phenomena. 

If the conceptions of Matter now developed appear, to readers prac
tically acquainted with experimental Chemistry, to clash with facts, there 
will be no difficulty in showing this to be quite an error. For the clever 

• .. Magic, White and Black," p. 176. 
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propounder of the Atomic Theory, Dalton, went outside the requirements 
of practical Chemistry in his zeal on behalf of his hypothesis. He theo
retically carried the laws governing combining proportions of weighable 
quantities into the realm of u1lweighable quantities, or Ultimate Atoms. 
But as the celebrated French chemist, Dumas, logically showed, a 
chemical atom might be capable Qf separation by mechanical force, and 
then, ceasing to be a chemical atom, might split up into an indefinite. 
number of physical atoms. Taking this view it is obvious that chemical 
atoms need in no way be confounded with ultimate atoms, which brings 
the matter back to the position and dilemma for Materialists before 
indicated. 

Every Occultist is acquainted with the statement of his philosophy 
that matter exists in several states beyond the gaseous; let us now see 
therefore what support orthodox Science gives to it. We noted that the 
existence of Ether was admitted by Mr. Laing, and saw the possibilities 
thus opened up to the acceptance of Occult views eventually, and it will 
perhaps be well to deal with this subject first. Modern Science was 
compelled to assume the existence of some medium filling all inter· 
stellar space, in order to account for the action of heavenly bodies, 
planets and suns on each other. For it is obviously inconceivable that 
any.force or energy could act through a perfect vacuum. 

How, in such ca~e, could light pass from sun to planet, or the force of 
Polarity (generally misnamed Gravity) act at all? Thus Newton says, 
in his third letter to Bentley, " It is inconceivable that inanimate brute 
matter should, without the mediation of something else which is not 
material, operate on and affect other matter without mutual contact, as 
it must do if gravitation, in the sense of Epicurus, be essential and in
herent in it, and this is one reason why I desired you would not ascribe 
innate gravity to me. That gravity should be innate, inherent and 
essential to matter, so that one body mar act upon another at a dis
tance through a vacuum without the mediation of anything else, by and 
through which their action and force may be conveyed from one to the 
other, is to me so great an absurdity, that I believe no man who has in 
philosophical matters a competent faculty of thinking, can ever fall into 
it. Gravity must be caused by an agent acting constantly according 
to certain laws; but whether this agent be material or immaterial, I 
have left to the consideration of my readers." We see, therefore, that 
Science has been driven by grim necessity to admit the presence of 
something in the Universe of which it is positively unable to affirm, that 
it is material or immaterial. If it is material, then as it is known to 
offer no resistance to the movements of celestial bodies, such, for in
stance, as the Earth in its passage round the Sun; it is matter in a state 
essentially distinct from the ordinary solid, liquid and gaseous conditions, 
and consequently governed by laws peculiar to itself. This is the con
tention of Occultism as all Occultists know. If, however, Science says 
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that the Ether is immaterial, we leave it to kindly explain how it can 
be at the same time both somethillg and 110thillg. 

Moreover, we may inquire now, we are dealing with this subject, 
whether Ether is atomic or non-atomic. If Science declares it atomic, 
then the insuperable old vacuum difficulty appears again in some form. 
For it is just as. great an absurdity to suppose Force or Energy trans
mitted over the innumerable but infinitesimal gaps which would exist 

. supposing the Ether to be atomic, between the planets and the Sun, as 
over a number of miles of vacancy. The principle is precisely the same 
in each case, as anyone can see who thinks. On the other hand great 
modern scientific authorities will not believe Ether to be non-atomic or 
continuous, on account of sundry mechanical and mathematical diffi
culties that stand in the way, respecting its motion, &c. Thus are we 
driven to conclude that Science admits the existence of something in 
the Universe, of the nature of which it knows nothiNg. Occultists \ViII 
add that it never will, unless it accepts the profound philosophical truths 
put forth on this subject by the "Wise Men of the East." 

It is not necessary to search very far in the astronomical field, to dis
cover more proofs of the present existence of matter in a mysterious 
condition, we mean of course mysterious to the ken of ordinary physical 
science. We refer to cometary matter. A quotation from the" Masters II 
wiII be now useful. "Let the modern chemist be asked to tell one' 
whether this matter is in any way connected with, or akin to, that of 
any of the gases he is acquainted with; or again, to any of the solid 
elements of his chemisby. The probable answer received will be very 
little calculated to solve the world's perplexity, since, all hypotheses to 
the contrary notwithstanding, cometary matter does not appear to 
possess even the common law of adhesion or of chemical affinity. The 
reason for it is very simple. And the truth ought long ago to have 
dawned upon the experimentalists, since our little world (though so 
repeatedly visited by the hairy and bearded travellers, enveloped in the 
evanescent veil of. their tails, and othenvise brought in contact with that 
matter) has neither been smothered by an addition of nitrogen gas, nor 
deluged by an excess of hydrogen, nor yet perceptibly affected by a 
surplus of oxygen. The essence of cometary matter must be-and the 
• Adepts' say is-totally different from allY of the chemical or physical 
characteristics with whz~h the greaiest chemists alld physicists of the earth 
are familiar-all recent hypotheses notwithstanding. It is to be feared 
that before the real nature of the elder progeny of Mulaprakriti is 
detected, Mr. Crookes will have to discover matter of the fifth or extra 
radiant slate; " et seq.· It does not require a profound acquaintance 
with Science, to see the truth of these remarks. For instance the comet 
of 181 I had a tail 120,000,000 miles in length, which it threw out against 
the force of so-called gravity, in the face of the Sun. 

it Five Year-; of Theosophy, p. 241. 
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We may now bring forward another question of similar import. It 
is a great puzzle to scientific men how the Sun's heat is maintained, 
considering the problem from the point of view, of what is known of 
matter in a state of combustion on this plane. For supposing the Sun to 
be simply a mass of burning matter (using the term in an ordinary sense) 
it should have cooled down long ago. Nor does Mr. Herbert Spencer's 
theory founded on the Nebular Hypothesis, remove the difficulty. He 
supposes that the crash of the planets, as they fall against the Sun, 
generates sufficient heat to restore the entire solar system to a nebulous 
condition, thus starting it afresh each time for a new cycle. As he is 
obliged to admit, however, that the positive loss of heat in spac~ neces
sitates a smaller system reformed each time, the day of total collap~e 
is only postponed, not abolished. A few years ago an eminent scientist, 
Dr. WilIiam Siemens, advanced a theory respecting the fuel of the sun, 
which made it keep up its heat, by burning and reburning the same 
material. Of course his idea was sharply criticised, but what struck him 
as peculiar, was, that the chemists raised objections to the mathematical 
factors involved, whilst the mathematicians complained of the chemical 
portion. This confusion of authorities said a great deal for the sound
ness of his hypothesis, and we may here note its nearness to the Occult 
view of this subject. The Adepts" deny most emphatically (a) that the 
sun is in combustion, in any ordinary sense of the word; or (b) that he 
is incalzdescmt, or even bIlYIU;zg, though he is glowiltg ; or (c) that his 
luminosity has already begun to weaken and his power of combustion 
may be exhausted within a given and conceivable time; or even (d) 
that his chemical and physical constitution contains any of the elements 
of terrestrial chemistry in any of the states that either chemist or physicist 
is acquainted with." • 

It may be here observed that Occultists do not care what conclusion 
Modem Science comes to ultimately respecting the nature of Light, 
whether that it is wave motion of the Ether, or a substance in itself. 
The occult views of matter in its various states remains unaffected in 
either case. 

The way is now cleared for the purely Occult conceptions of matter to 
be reviewed. We have noted that Modern Science can offer no positive 
resistance to them; that on the contrary it is involved in serious diffi
culties itself, in the shape of contradictory and varying theories, from 
which it will not escape without the help of Occultism. Let us see then 
where the latter leads, and note the connection and bearing of its ideas, 
upon the possibility of the performance of certain Occult phenomena, 
the occurrence of which has been stoutly denied by Materialists, chiefly 
owing to their erroneous conceptions of Matter and Force. The Occult 
view of matter has been stated, viz. Matter probed to its depths resolves 
itself into simple mathematical points without extension, having only 

* Five Years of Theosophy. p. 2,52. 
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the property of resistance. The Secret Doctrine says: "Every elemental 
atom in search of which more than one Chemist has followed the path 
indicated by the Alchemists, is, in their (the Occultists,) firm belief (when 
not knowledge) a SOUL; not necessarily a disembodied soul, but ajiva, 
as the Hindoos call it, a centre of Potential Vitality, with latent intelli
gence in it, and, in the case of compound Souls-an intelligent Active 
Existence, from the highest to the lowest order, a form composed of more 
or less differentiations." * " Matter or Substance is septenary within our 
World, as it is so beyond it. Moreover, each of its states or principles 
is graduated into seven degrees of density.t "An' Adept,' then, knowing 
well the laws governing these innumerable centres of force, which we call 
Matter, produces harmony or discord among them by his manipulation, 
thus accomplishing the disintegration and reintegration of objects, feats 
impossible to ordinary persons by reason of their ignorance of these 
occult laws. With regard to the phenomenon of making objects dis
appear suddenly from view, referred to in the works of ParaceIsus 
(readers of Zanoni wiII remember an incident of this kind in that clever 
novel), it can be produced by interfering with the connection between the 
observer and object, which causes consciousness of it. This becomes 
understandable when we remember the limits of colours, consequently of 
forms, by which human sight is bounded. With regard to all kinds of 
Occult phenomena, including those of clairvoyance, hypnotism, thought
transference, etc., unless Modern Science changes its notions of the nature 
of Matter and Force, it wiII continue hopelessly bewildered by such inci
dents (which seem to become more numerous as the end of this small cycle 
approaches) and wiII be unable to afford a rational explanation of them. 
I t is now as the Secret Doctrine says, honeycombed with working 
hypotheses, some of them by no means far removed from Occult doctrines. 
Can we hope, therefore, that it wiII soon take the necessary steps 
towards reform? Time alone will show. E. ADAMS. F.T.S . 

• 
FROM JEAN INGELOW. 

"And can I see tnis light? It may be so ; 
'But see it thus and thus,' my Fathers said 

The living do not rule this world; ah no ! 
It is the dead-the dead." 

"And that same God who made your face so fair, 
And gave your woman's heart its tenderness 

So shield the blessing He implanted there 
That it may never turn to your distress." 

"Shall I be slave to every noble soul, 
Study the dead, and to their spirits bend? 

Or learn to read my own heart's folded scroll 
And make self· rule my end?" 

* Secret Doctrine. Vol. I. p. 567. t Secret Doctrine. Vol. I. p. 28c). 
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G~ WENDOLIN HARDCASTLE and .Brian Enderby had 
(~ only met each other six months before, and now it was the 

eve of their wedding day! Despite the disparity in their ages 
(he being forty, and ~he twenty-two) they had mutually fallen in love 
at first sight, at a soiree given in honour of the celebrated African 
explorer Brian Enderby, the man who had penetrated the densest and 
most malarious jungles of that deadly central plain, had climbed 
Kilimanjaro, and faced death in almost every form the enemy is capable 
of assuming. As he stood in animated discussion amid a group of 

. leading scientists, his eyes had fallen on a girl clad in shadowy green, as 
she entered the room, and struck by her beauty and charm he had 
broken off to ask who she was, and to beg an introduction, and as she 
looked up with glad interest on hearing his name, their eyes met in a 
long look, and from the look sprang love! The two were soon deep in 
one of those intimate desultory talks which mark epochs in our know
ledge of kindred spirits, for we cannot measure love or friendship by 
days and years; if life lasted so long it would be possible to live cellturies 
with many people, excellent people, people we respect and admire, and 
yet never reveal to them even the merest passing glimpse of our true 
selves, and then one day we clasp hands with some stranger and lo! the 
closely barred doors spring open at a word, and we find ourselves 
leading the new comer through the secret garden of our heart into the 
very innermost sanctuary of our soul! 

Thus had it been with Brian and Gwendolin, and now on the night 
before their wedding, a merry party had assembled in the Hardcastles' 
drawing-room j Gwendolin sat a little apart from the others, waiting for 
Brian; she was a tall pale girl with great masses of red gold hair, and a 
strange luminous whiteness of complexion, as of alabaster behind 
which a silver lamp was burning; she wore a half-loose dress of her 
favourite pale green, that subtle green which Rossetti, and Rossetti alone, 
could set against deep blue, and from the apparent discord evolve a 
visible music j and as she sat against a heavy blue plush curtain with 
reddish pink anemones laid in her hair and on her bosom, in the pose of 
the small head so heavily laden with its glorious hair, in the large blue
green eyes looking straight before her, in that unseeing fashion which 
yet sees so much and so far, and the long slender hands, on one of which 
like a tangible spark of fire, gleamed the great ruby of her engagement 
ring, she recalled in an almost startling manner that marvellous picture 
in which the Master has expressed the mystery and passion of the 
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unfathomable sea, whose human symbolism with its unutterable yearning 
and terrible cruelty attracted him so powerfully. 

Suddenly her cousin Percy Dare, a young man with curly brown hair 
and a boyish expression, looked up and said, " Oh, Gwen, do come and 
let Davenant read your hand." 

For of course there was a palmist present; what drawing-room is 
without them now-a-days? Gwendolin hesitated," I think I would 
rather not," she said . 

.. Oh, you must, you must," clamorously insisted the other young 
people, so she rose rather reluctantly, and gave her right hand to 
Davcnant, a pale young man with long sandy hair and dreamy light 
prominent eyes j he studied it attentively, evidently quite forgetting 
the owner in his scrutiny of its lines. 

"Ah," he said in a low tone at last, " the rarest and most beautiful of 
all hands, the true psychic hand: genius, idealisation, poetry j head and 
heart lines equal and harmonious, success leading up to a happy mar- . 
riage j life-line ... Ah! what is this? Life line broken ... surely 
not ... yes it is ... life line broken immediately after happy mar-
riage, that means . . . death ... yes death . . . but wait . . ." Gwen
dolin shivered and drew her hand hastily away, while a scared silence 
fell over the laughing group j the palmist looked up, in his dreamy way, 
" the othe.r hand," he murmured, "let me look at the other hand," but 
Percy interfered. 

"\Vhat nonsense, Davenant!" he said, "of course nobody really 
believes in it, but we won't hear any more to-night j come, let us have 
some music," and he tried to break through the hush which had fallen 
over the party, and to disperse the shade in his cousin's face by sitting 
down to the piano and dashing into a gay valse. At this moment a tall 
dark man entered the room, and Gwendolin, a lovely flush on her pale 
face, went to meet him j after the usual greetings, he whispered: 

" Come out on to the terrace, I have something to show you," and the 
two passed through the long window and found themselves in a wonder
ful moonlight land: they went down a flight of steps leading into a 
trellised walk, over which roses, red, yellow and white, clustered, and as 
the night-wind gently stirred their delicate blossoms the luminous air 
grew full of delicious fragrance: Gwendolin gathered a crimson bud 
and fastened it into Brian's coat j he turned, his dark eyes shining, 
and taking her into his arms, passionately kissed the golden head 
against his breast. 

" My rose of life!" he whispered; "my queen! are you quite sure 
you love me, quite sure you can give me a wife's trust and loyalty? " 

" Quite sure:' she answcred softly, her face still hidden; "I think it is 
almost more than love I feel for you Brian .•.. it is worship .... life 
without you now would be. • . . ah dearest, I dare not think what it 
would be .... without you I should feel buried alive, knowing that thc 
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sunrise was shining above my grave, down on'the daisies and grass, 
whose roots grew out of my heart, and held my lips silent with their 
cold fingers .... Brian, do you not fee1that I love you-love you-love 
you? " 

"Yes, my own!" he exclaimed straining her to him yet more closely; 
" Look, I have brought you a wedding gift," and he drew a necklet of 
pearls from his pocket. 

" Oh ! how lovely, how perfect!" cried. the girl, who had all a woman's 
love of dainty gifts, despite her sibylIine appearance, and she touched the 
strings and chains of small pearls held together by large oval stones 
which shimmered in her hands like tangible moonbeams, and looked long 
at the clasp which was wrought into a semblance of two closely-joined 
hands. "Like ours will be to-morrow," he whispered, fastening the 
glimmering pearls and kissing the lovely warm white throat as he did so. 
And as they wandered on, talking of their future life together, the palm
ist's prediction was forgotten, nor was there a shadow in their hearts or 
on their faces when, on the following day after the ceremony, Brian 
Enderby and his wife drove away amid the usual tearful congratula
tions and shower of old shoes. They had arranged to spend their 
honeymoon in CornwaIl and. their first resting place was a quiet little 
village forty miles from any railway: it was perched on the edge of a 
high cliff looking aCrOSS the wild western sea, and was approached on the 
land-side through great stretches of drifted sand, amid whose blown and 
billowy hillocks a strange old carven stone cross raised its weatherbeaten 
head, and pointed (according to the legends) towards a church which 
once, centuries ago, had been buried with its priest and people in one of 
the sudden violent storms which in winter sweep across that perilous 
coast. In this quiet spot the happy days sped on very quickly for Brian 
and Gwendolin: each morning bringing, with the glory of its sunrise, a 
new sense of love and trust; each evening, with the tender radiance of 
its moonlight, a tranquil feeling of peace and rest, as tho' after long 
battling in the open sea they had reached at last a safe and quiet 
haven ......•.....•........................... 

One day Ben, their landlady's son, came in great excitement to tell 
them the church of St. Piran, which had been buried for eight hundred 
years, had suddenly appeared again, a high wind during the night having 
drifted the sand in an opposite direction. Brian, who was writing a book 
in his leisure moments on "The trutle contained in ancient legmds," at once 
started off to see and sketch the old church, leaving Gwendolin to write 
some letters. "Good-bye, my darling," he said, kissing her; "I shall be 
back to dinner, and for a stroll in the moonlight afterwards." She smil
ingly watched him go, and after finishing her letters went out to post 
them; after which, feeling very lonely, she walked back to the edge of 
the cliff, and seeing the bright sunshine gleaming on the blue water and 
making fantastic patches of light and shade as it crept in and out of the 
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wonderful natural arches into which the rocks had been fashioned by the 
waves, she could not resist going down to the shore. There was a steep 
but perfectly safe path from where she stood, but as she went down she 
met Ben. "Take care, lady," he said, "the tide's coming in, and there's no 
way of getting up the rocks between here and Scragg's Ladder." Now 
Scragg's Ladder was, as Gwendolin knew, an almost impossible climb. 
She answered smiling, .. Thank you, Ben, I shall not go far," and went on, 
thinking of Brian. and their great happiness, and wondering what he was 
doing at that particular moment; then a little poem came into her head, 
and she sat down on a smooth bit of rock, and taking an old letter from 
her pocket began to write it down: it took her some time, because it was 
so difficult to disentangle her thoughts from the whirling wings and 
shrill cries of the sea-gulls and other birds, who, resenting the presence of 
a stranger and being on that desolate coast as tame as London sparrows, 
came crowding round her, now flying in graceful but perplexing circles 
overhead, now walking, or rather huddling, along the sands, in their un
gainly fashion, just as clumsy words describe the winged thoughts 
imprisoned in our souls, thought Gwendolin. Gradually, however, as she 
sat there, the sound of the incoming tide, the cries of the birds, and the 
distant moan of a rising wind, wove themselves into a tangled dream, 
and the girl, her golden head resting against a tall rock, fell fast asleep, 
the strange birds creeping nearer arid nearer as if seeking to guard her 
against the swiftly advancing waters. . . . . .. Even in her sleep how
ever, their moaning cries filled her with a sense of uneasiness, for she 
dreamed that the palmist was holding her hand and his touch felt like 

. sharp ice ...... the psychic hand, yes, but the life line is broken. . . . 
broken. . . • broken.... it means .... death .. " death .... death ... " 
and with these words ringing in her ears she awoke. 

For a few moments she could not remember where she was, for the 
whole atmosphere was ringing and swaying round her with shrill cries 
which seemed the echoes of her dream, .. broken . . . broken .•. broken: 
it means death •.. death ... death ... " then with a. sudden thrill 
of deadly fear she recognised her position. While she had been asleep 
the weather had changed, a sharp shrieking wind had driven the cowering 
clouds up before it until the sun was hidden, and a thin grey misty rain 
had begun to fall in that hopeless apathetic fashion it does sometimes in 
the summer, all the glorious colouring of rock and water had faded to 
one leaden pallor, but worse than this, the tide was coming in faster and 
faster, and as Gwen looked along the shore she could see nothing but 
seething water covering the path by which she had come, dashing thro' 
the arches and flinging itself against them as tho' striving to .drag them 
down into the chaos of broken rocks at their feet. She started up and 
looked wildly round for Scragg's Ladder, which she knew was her only 
chance of life. Clinging as best she could to the sharp rocks she 
scrambled on, and after five minutes of breathless climbing paused to 
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look for the next practicable step. and saw the waves beating over her 
late resting-place, and wriggling up swiftly after her, with their cruel 
curly white heads almost touching her dress. She struggled on again, 
only keeping just in front of them for some minutes longer, when she 
again stopped, utterly worn out, her hands torn and bleeding, her hair, 
which the wind had loosened, wet with the rain, scourging her face and 
neck like sharp cords. In front of her, a few feet higher up, she knew 
there was safety, as she saw by the look of the rocks the sea-line was 
nearly reached; but between her and it there was a short stretch of sharp 
broken rocks, with spaces between them, over which she must leap. With 
a great effort she sprang forward, safely reached the last ridge, but here 
unluckily her foot slipped on an unsteady piece of rock, which fell for
ward, imprisoning her ancle, and when struggling up, for she had fallen 
on her back, she strove to extricate her foot, she found she could not 
move it an inch, and all her frantic efforts only succeeded in fi"xing the 
sharp edges of the rocks more firmly into her bruised and bleeding foot. 
With a little weary cry poor Gwen at last sank back again j she could 
hear the measured swish of the waves as they came nearer and nearer, 
and it added to the horror of her position that she could not see them or 
judge how long it would be before they swept over her face, so that with 
every rhythmic plash she suffered the agony of feeling the salt water 
blinding her straining eyes and suffocating he'r: the gulls and kittiwakes 
who had followed her wild scramble whirled above her in dizzy circles or 
swooped down close enough to peer into her agonised face, mingling 
their wailing cries with the moaning of the wind, until the poor girl, 
overcome by the horror of such a death, fell into a deep swoon with one 
last cry," Oh Brian, my love, come to me, help me !" as the first wave 
reached her pale lips and broke over her shuddering body ..... . 

Brian had been longer than he expected sketching the old church. and 
absorbed in his work had not noticed how the afternoon was changing j 
suddenly, however, finding a spot of rain blurring his picture, he sprang 
up hastily, gathered his things together and made the best of his way 
home. When he arrived at the little inn where they were staying he 
rushed upstairs, saying" Have I been very long, Gwen, my darling? JJ but 
no answer came, the room was empty. .. Where is my wife?" he asked 
the landlady; she had gone out early in the afternoon, he was told, Ben 
had met her on her way to the shore; and they had supposed she had met 
her husband as she did not return. . . . .. Good God! .. he exclaimed, .. on 
the shore, and the tide is in!" Here Ben appeared and said the tide 
was in two hours ago, and he thought had now gone out again far enough 
for them to search for the lady j so the miserable husband followed the 
gruff but kindly fisherman, and now wading, now leaping from rock to 
rock, they made their way as far as Scragg's Ladder. A pale moon had 
risen and lighted up the fantastic crags and blown pools of grey water on 
the shore, while far above their heads, nearly at the top of the ladder 
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itself, the men's attention was drawn to the strange movements of 
hundreds of gulls, which, wailing and shrieking, were circling round and 
round one particular spot on the cliff. Brian gazed intently for a moment, 
and his practised eye, accustomed to note the slightest sign of life by the 
movements of birds or animals in the African swamps, caught a glimmer 
of hope as he sprang up the broken path in front of Ben now, saying, 
.. Look there, it is sh.e, thank God!" The fisherman followed him with 
nimble feet, tho' the path in that uncertain light was almost invisible, and 
after a breathless climb they reached the unconscious girl; there she lay, 
looking like white marble in the pale moonlight, her golden hair wet with 
spray spread out on the rock as it had been left by that last terrible wave, 
and the restless grey wings circling round her continually, with strange 
shrill cries. Brian fell on his knees and tried to lift her, but the agony of 
the strain on her wounded foot called her back to life, and she opened 
her eyes with a little shuddering cry, .. My foot!" Then, seeing her 
husband's white agonised face bending above her, she tried to smile, but 
fainted again. The two men, after great efforts, succeeded in moving the 
rock, and carrying Gwen to the little inn: .. If the water had been two 
inches higher --I " said Ben; he did not finish his sentence, nor was it 
necessary: Brian knew only too well the meaning of that" i(" 

The village doctor, after examining his patient, pronounced Gwen's 
foot to be severely sprained, and the shock to her system so severe 
that her beautiful hair must be at once cut off as he feared brain 
fever, but he hoped with perfect rest and quiet that in a month she would 
be able to go home: he was much surprised to hear the girl say in a 
weak little voice: 

" Then my life-line could not have been really broken after all, could 
it, Brian? to 

" No, my darling!" her husband answered with a half sob, as he feU 
on his knees and covered her hand with kisses. Then, turning to the 
astonished doctor, who evidently thought she was wandering, he told him 
of the scene with the palmist the night before their wedding: his shrewd 
grey eyes bore a somewhat mocking, yet very kindly, expression as he 
answered, gently taking his patient's left hand, and feeling her pUlse: 
" Ah! I'm a bit of a palmist myself, and I know you can never judge 
from seeing only one hand. . . • 1 see in this one," gently tapping it, 
" the line of life is quite unbroken, and runs on to the age of eighty at 
the very least; so think no more about your false right hand, Mrs. 
Enderby! " 

EVEL VN PVNE. 
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'Rumbers, tbetr ~ccult power anb m~sttc 11)irtues. 
PART lII.-:-(Continued.) 

CHAPTER III. 

THE Chaldean notion seems to have been that 7 was a holy number 
. which became nefast under certain conditions. The opposite sides 

of a die added together are always seven in total numeration, the 
4 opposite 3, 6 opposite I, and so on. 

It used to be asserted, says John Heydon, that every seventh Male 
born without any female coming between, can cure the King's Evil, by 
Word, or Touch. 

St. James, iii. v. 17 gives the 7 characters of wisdom. 
After Birth the 7th hour decides whether the child will live, in 7 days 

the cord falls off, in twice 7 days the eyes follow a light, thrice 7 days 
turns the head, 7 months gets teeth, twice 7 months sits firmly, thrice 7 
months begins to talk, after 4 times 7 months walks strongly. 

After 7 years, teeth of second set appear. 
After 14 years is the arrival of generative power. 
After 21 the hair of Manhood is completed. 
After 28 we cease to grow, at 35 is the greatest strength, at 49 is the 

greatest discretion, and 70 is the natural end of Life. 
The Moon passes through stages of 7 days in increase, full, decrease, 

and renewal. 
Naaman was ordered by Elisha (an initiate) to take 
Seven dips in Jordan, to cleanse himself from Leprosy; note the 
Seven years for Repentance; 7 churches of Asia (or Assiah), 
Seven Angels with Trumpets, 7 capdlesticks of the Holy Places, 
Seven seals, 7 trumpets, 7 kings, 7 thousands slain, 
Seven vials of wrath to be poured out, pace the Apocalypse, 
Seven members make a lodge perfect, although 5 may hold one. 
Francis Barrett, in his .. Magus" catalogues 7 Birds, Fishes, Animals, 

metals, stones, and members of the Body. 
It has been said there are seven apertures of the skull to correspond 

with the planets. 
There are Seven Degrees in the Oriental Order of Sikha and the 

SAT B'HAI. (7 Brothers); but I have grave doubts of the authenticity 
of the present order of the name. 

From the relative length of their courses the ancients constructed a 
Planetary Ladder, with Vowel Symbols, thus: 

Moon Merc. Venus Sun Mars J upit. Saturn 
a e ee o u 00 
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These symbols were used in mystical knowledge, as an Inscription at 
the Temple of Apollo at Delphi shews, where E I meant the Sun and its 
nearest Planet, i.e., Sun and Mercury; and Mercury was often repre
sented as a Dog, following a Sun Man. 

The Oracle of Claros (Macrobius, Saturnalia; I. 18) said that IAn 
(the Gnostic Deity), was the Sun and the first and last of the planetary 
set, hence the 7 Concentric spheres. 

Duncan assigns these Minerals and Animals to the 7 old Heavenly 
Bodies. 

Moon, Bull, Silver 
Mercury, Serpent, Quicksilver 
Venus, Dove, Copper 
Sun, Lion, Gold 

Mars, Wolf, Iron 
Jupiter, Eagle, Pewter 
Saturn, Ass, Lead 

Note also the number of 7 pipes in the Musical instrument at the 
mouth of the old deity Pan, the Great Whole, a Sun God (not the later 
Rural Pan). 

An ancient symbol of the universe waS' a Ship with seven ·pilots, in the 
centre of the ship, a Lion; possibly from an idea that the Sun first rose 
in Leo. 

Note Aries has now supplanted Taurus, as the sign of the Vernal 
equinox; Taurus was the sign at the early fabulous periods of the earth 
-it was displaced about 300 B.C. 

The sign becomes changed every 2,160 years by the precession of the 
equinoxes: Pisces will follow Aries. 

Mr. Subba Row describes the Seven Primary Forces of Nature as 
six powers resumed in a seventh. These are called Sakti (:YIahamaya) 
and are related to Kanya i.e., Virgo, as the 6th Zodiacal Sign: they are 
Parasakti, force of light and heat; Inanasakti, intellect; Itchasakti 
cause of voluntary movements; Kriyasakti, energy of will; Kundalini 
sakti, the life force shewn in attraction and repulsion, positive and 
negative; Mantrika sakti, the power of sounds, vibration, music, word .. 
and speech; these are summarized in Daivi prakriti=the Light of the 
Logos. 

Our physical senses known as 5, are an incomplete set, there are in
deed 7 forms or modes of perception, as appears in the highest develop
ments of the "Chabrat zereh aur bokher," and as described in the oldest 
Sanskrit occult science of the Upanishads ;-smell, taste, sight, touch, 
hearing-and 6th, Mental perception, with 7th, spiritual understanding: 
the two latter were not dwarfed and materialized into noticeable organs 
in this fifth Race of beings, to which Man now belongs. For a fuller ex
planation see the" Secret Doctrine" of Mme. B1avatsky. The Archaic 
scheme recognized Seven States of Matter i-homogeneous, aeriform 
nebulous or curd like, atomic, germinal fiery elemental, fourfold vapoury, 
and lastly that which is cold and dependent on a vivifying Sun for light 
and heat. 
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Our Earth, symbolised by MALKUTH of the Kabbalah, is the seventh 
of a series, and is on the Fourth plane; it is generated by Jesod the 
foundation the Sixth World, and after complete purification will in 
the 7th Race of the 7th Cycle become re-united to the Spiritual Logos 
and in the end to the Absolute. Our earth has been already thrice 
changed, and each cycle sees seven kings (as of Edom [H. P. B.]). Seven 
is the key to the Mosaic creation, as to the symbols of every religion. 
There are Seven Planes of being, the upper three are subjective and un
knowable to mankind, the lower four are objective and may be com
templated by man as metaphysical abstractions: so there are the seven 
Principles in Man, and the upper triad are parted from the lower group 
of four at dissolution. 

The Seven Principles constituting Man are variously named by the 
Esoteric Buddhism, by the Vedantic scheme, and by other philosophers, 
but they correspond in idea; first from above come Atma, a ray from 
the Absolute; Buddhi, spiritual soul; and Manas, human soul; these 
are the superior triad, which separates at human death from the lower 
tetrad of principles. The lower four are Kama rupa, the passions; 
Linga Sarira, the astral body; Prana, life essence; and Sthula Sarira 
the lower body: see the dogmas of Esoteric Buddhism. 

The Kabbalah divides these into four planes of the Soul, which are 
further separated by adepts; these are Chiah, Neschamah, Ruach, and 
Nephesch, which correspond to the symbolical worlds of Atziluth, Briah, 
Yetzirah, and Assiah. 

There is an occult reference in the Seven stars in the head of Taurus 
called the Pleiades, six present and one hidden-said to be daughters, 
of Atlas, who pursued by Orion were changed by Zeus in mercy into 
pigeons (peleia). The missing one is Merope, who married the mortal 
Sisyphus, and hides herself for shame. Seven was the number of the 
Rabbis who left the" Greater Holy Assembly" ; ten had formed it, three 
had passed away from the "Sod," SVD, mystery. See MacGregor 
Mathers, in his translation of The Greater, and Lesser Holy Assembly 
or the HADRA RBA QDISHA and HADRA ZUTA QDISnA. 
Frater Mathers is one of the demonstrators of the Kabbalah to the 
Rosicrucian Society. 

THE OGDOAD 8. 
is the first cube of energy, and is the only evenly even number within 
the decad. The Greeks thought it an all powerful number; they had a 
Proverb" all things are eight." 

Camerarius in his Nicomachus' Arithmetic, calls it Universal Harmony: 
because musical ratios are distinguished by this number. 

The Ratio of 9 to 8 is sesquioctave, this forms a tone and is attributed 
to the Moon. 

12 to 9 is sesquitertian 
12 to 8 is sesquialter } Mercury 
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16 to 12 is sesquitertian 
16 to 8 is duple 

18 to 12 is sesquialter. 
18 to 9 is duplex 

21 to 9 is duple sesquitertian 

24 to 18 is sesquitertian 
24 to 12 duple 
24 to 8 is triple 
18 to 12 sesquialter 
12 to 8 .. 
32 to 24 sesquitertian . 
32 to 8 quadruple 

36 to 24 sesquialter 
36 to 18 duple 
36 to 8 quadruple 
24 to 18 sesquitertian 

} Venus 

}Sun 

Mars 

") 
~ attributed to J Jupiter 

} Saturn 

") Are ascribed to 
I the 8th or Inerra-

} 
tic Sphere which 
comprehends all 
the rest 

Hence the ogdoad was also called" Cadmeia," because Harmony was 
looked upon as the wife of Cadmus; and Cadmus meant the Sub Lunary 
World, as Olympiodorus says. Eight was called also Mother, and Rhea, 
Cybele and Dindymene, from being the first cube, and a cube represent
ing the earth. 

The eight persons saved from the flood of Genesis, are synonyms of 
many octaves of gods, such as the 8 Cabiri great gods of Samothrace; 
see Bryant and Faber on this myth. 

There are 8 Beatitudes of the Christian religion, Matthew, cap. v. 
Eight is the number of the Moons of Saturn. 
There have been several Masonic orders concerned with this NOCl.chite 

Ogdoad, as the Prussian masons, Knights of the Royal Axe, or Prince of 
Libanus, the Noachites, and the Royal Ark Mariners, which is a subsi
diary order to the Mark Master Masons. 

Macrobius says the Ogdoad was the type of Justice, because it con
sists of evenly even numbers, and on account of its equal divisions. 

John Heydon tells us that 8 Events befall the Damned, and that there 
are 8 rewards of the Blessed. 

The number 8 is sacred to Dionysos, who was born at the 8th 
month: the isle of N axos was dedicated to him and it was granted to 
the women of Naxos, that their children born in the 8th month should 
live, whereas it is usual for such to die, although those born in either 
the 7th or the 9th month are usually reared. 

The Jews were accustomed to practise Circumcision on the 8th day. 

W. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B., F.T.S. 

( To 6e eontmulti.) 
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~cclestasttcal <tbrtsttant~.· 

• 
THE WORLD'S VERDICTS. 

JESUS OF NAZARETH • 

.. He hath a devil;" .. a gluttonous man and a wine-bibber ; " .. a friend of publicans and sinnen ; " 

.. a Sabbatb-breaker; " .. mad ; " .. blasphemous; " .. perverting the nation;" .. that deceiver; " .. a 
malefactor."- I.Vew T~slame1lt . 

•• A thaumaturgist ; ., a •• crucified sophist; " a •• criminal." TM Jews: R_1f plli/Qsopllns. 

PAUL, 

.. This babbler;" .. a setter forth of strange gods ; .... a defiler of holy plaoes ; ,. .. unfit to live; .. a 
.. pestilent fellow;" .. mad." TM Jews: Roman magislralO. 

EARLY CHRISTIANS • 

.. Followers of a mischievous superstition; " .. abjects and vile publicans; " .. impious impostors; " 
•• despicable fanatics;" .. illiterate clowns;" .. fools;" .. deceivers ;" .. wizards and sorcerers;" 
•• atheists; " •• detestable criminals; " etc. ROlfllln ~01ft~mporaries. 

REFORMERS AND SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERERS. 

If Vile heretics;" II fools;" II immoral persons;" ., atheists;" If sorcerers; I, II l~aguers with the 
devil;" If magicians;" If conjurers;" II Antichrists j" If false prophets," "liars;" " diabolical 
innovators;" .. fanatics;" .. seducers from the faith; " etc. Priesls and S&IuJo/l/"". 

SEERS AND RADICALS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY • 

.. Fools;" .. deluded idiots;" .. victims of. hallucination;" .. mad persons;"" blasphemers; " 
"'dreamers i" "sorcerers;" "impostors;" II "vulgAr cheats:" "tricksters;" "hypocrites;" 
•• convicts; " etc Scimtijie and religious 6igols and 1M /OIrI/ar Pnss. 

The subject-matter of the following pages has long been buried in a small 
volume, which, owing to unexpected circumstances, may be said never to have 
seen the light of day. Dealing, as it does, with the undeniable history of 
churches which have been, and still are, regarded as well-nigh infallible by their 
followers, it seems serviceable to the cause of truth and reform that it should 
be rescued from oblivion, and, in a slightly revised form, reprinted The logic 
of facts is severe, and it is to the facts of a long series of centuries that we look 
for confirmation of the statement, so often made in these latter days, that the 
church needs the broad light of spiritual truth,. before it can be other than a 
blind guide to the people at large, sunk as they are in material cares and 
pleasures. Fear must be replaced by intelligence j ignorant platitudes and mis
apprehension of Scripture, by knowledge of spiritual laws j vicarious salvation by 
individual responsibility j useless ecclesiastical domination by liberty of thought. 
If the church-and in that word may be included all W~stern sects-fails to 
recognise her opportunity, she is doomed. 

It is designed to show by an appeal to unquestionable histprical facts in this 
brief outline of the past, that the spirit which animated Jesus of Nazareth in his 
short life-work has rested on the heroic martyrs for pro~ess and reform of 
all ages, and that the system of ecclesiasticism, and the union of Church and 

• Copyright. 
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State, so far from representing the sublime and eternal principles he taught, have 
outraged them by superstitions and cruelties which have been a curse to mankind; 
which formed a hell in the past, which have degraded religion in every nation in 
Europe, and which still survive in diminished forms, and exercise a deadly in
fluence on the spiritual development of man, at the present hour. 

When Stephen yielded up his last breath on a charge of blasphemy, uttering the 
divine prayer of Jesus that they who murdered him might be forgiven; when the 
faithful followers of Christ perished, some at Rome, some at Alexandria, some 
at Jerusalem; when the early Christian martyrs stood in the arena at Rome and 
faced tortures and death in their most terrible forms for the sake of the truth 
which their souls had recognised, because by a heaven-decreed law no truth can 
ever be born in vain-Christianity was a free religion. The little band of men 
called Christians who were torn by wild beasts, burnt in public gardens, 
tortured with all the ingenuity that human fiends could devise by command of 
emperors who were ruling a kingdom in the last stage of its decay-and who 
were many of them as infamous in life as they were perverted in intellect and 
moral sense-were men who possessed free minds. If they shared the Calvary 
of Christ they also shared the spirit which impelled the beautiful and fearless 
utterances by the shores of Galilee, on the brow of Olivet, and within the very 
precincts of the doomed Jerusalem, utterances which were spoken outside the 
synagogue and the temple, above and beyond the authority of the priests, and 
which appealed to the reason and the conscience of the human throngs who 
heard them. Such a religion as this could indeed brave death. Such a religion 
as this, which had not only taught truth, but "brought immortality to light/' 
might well have inspired its martyrs, and one would have said it ought to have 
rung around the wide world. But it was otherwise ordained. The Prophet of 
Nazareth told his disciples that" his kingdom was not of this world," and the 
religion he taught was one which appealed to the most divine instincts in the 
soul of man; it was to be woven into no creeds; to be used as no instrument 
of priestly dominion; to be a weapon of no State; to be the possession of no 
particular class of persons. ~t was a great spiritual power, and it was born into 
the worid when it needed it, to be henceforth kept alive through the heroic 
str1\ggle~ and sufferings of men who, step by step, pressed forward in the path 
which had been pointed out by an unerring hand, till the hour should come 
when its light, the light of all true religions, should dominate the world in a 
liberty of the spirit which should be for ever above both church and creed. 

N early two thousand years ago, Christ entered the sphere of human life on a 
divine mission, which was twofold: some of the truths he taught had been 
uttered before, but he placed them before men in a burning light and lived them 
out; the greatest truth of all, the immortality of man, had been variously recog
nised by other races and by other teachers; Christ demonstrated it, so far as it 
can be suggested or demonstrated by the manifestations of a body capable of 
existing on more than one plane of being. His life, including his power over 
matter, his spiritual insight, and his victory over death, was lived in strict ac
cordance with laws which operated from his birth, and to which in the course of 
human progress, the race of man,as foretold by John, his "beloved disciple," 
will eventually be subject. It was a great prophecy. The life and works of 
Christ were no more a violation of natural law than the life of civilised man is 
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a violation of the law which once forbade any form of existence higher than that 
of the saurian. In the latter case the spiritual is developing, subject to planetary 
conditions : in the former it was developed, and overcame them. 

But, living so far before the era of the coming spiritual race, he was indeed a 
"strong son of God." He died to demonstrate immortal truth; he spake the 
words of wisdom without the knowledge and practice of which such a victory is 
impossible. His spirit was in harmony with the Father, and he attained to that 
high plane which lived in purity of thought as well as deed. A" greater than 
Solomon" indeed stood at last within the walls of Jerusalem; a mighty work 
was indeed accomplished there. 

Nothing could be more opposed than the work of Moses and that of Christ, 
and it was easy to see that the followers of the one could never accept the other. 
The one was a lawgiver, regulating real and fancied morality by minute external 
details, and sevete and often barbarous punishments; the other furnished a 
motive-power of action in pure, spiritual life, teaching that wrong-doing brought 
its own punishment, virtue its own reward: the one was an instrument of the 
Hebrew Jehovah; tke other the messenger of a God of love: the one offered 
"sacrifices for sins," with the blood of animals; the other "did the Father's 
will," and for a godlike truth sacrificed himself: the one was silent about a 
future life; the other realised it as a fact: the one belonged largely to his age 
and to the earth; the other to all time and to the world of spirit: the one gave 
death-sentences and died; the other spoke of a life that was eternal, and trio 
umphed at last over all that makes it possible that man should die. The religion 
of Christ was and is a religion of virtue, self.sacrifice, charity, liberty, and love; 
of outspoken denunciation of all wrongs,no matter in what interests committed; 
of perfect trust and freedom; of uncompromising attachment to human good; 
of embodied perfection. It is a religion of life. This is the gospel of 
immortality against which were an angel to preach, he would indeed, be 
accursed 

L~t us contrast it with the religion of priests. 
More than a century and a half had elapsed after the events of this grand and 

beautiful life, before the idea was fully entertained that the various gospels and 
the writings of the apostles were of "divine authority," in the sense now popu
larly understood. The evidence that such was the case is now too well known 
and too complete to be met with denial. The gospels and the epistles COID

prised many more books than are admitted in the canon of Scripture, which in
cludes at the present time more than one epistle, the authenticity of which is 
known to be doubtful; and the so-called "scriptural authority" of a later period 
simply rested on the speedily-acknowledged best written testimony of those most 
closely related to Christ, or who had laboured most zealously in behalf of the 
work he had accomplished. The very differences among the apostles (Acts xv. 
39; Gal. ii. II) show that the little gatherings called churches at Corinth, 
Galatia, or Philipp~ had no conception of a series of infallible dogmas. Their 
very errors (I. Cor. vi. 6, 7, 8; xi. 21) prove their human imperfections. A 
book, a man, a church, that could not err, was an idea alien to the spirit of the 
time, which was struggling to follow, on firm and broad principles, though at a 
great distance, in the footsteps of the Master. There is no question that Paul 
kept Christianity alive, but in his letters it exhibits certain marked differences 
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from the Christianity of Christ. He rose to it in his realisation of the proofs and 
teachings given of thl: true nature of man, in his undaunted courage in declaring 
him to be the long-foretold mec;senger who was to appear among the Jews, which 
set Jerusalem "in an uproar," and for which he was made a "spectacle unto the 
world, and to angels, and to men; " in his fearless and uncompromising determi
nation to keep the new light free from all connection with the old, useless rites 
of Judaism believed to have been God-ordained; in his truly inspired chapter 
on immortality: he fell below it in his silence with regard to slavery, which 
was one of the most demoralising of the Roman institutions, in his apparently 
Jewish ideas of a propitiatory sacrifice to God rather than.:.a divine sacrifice for 
man, and in his incidentally expressed views on the nature of womanhood. But 
he never dreamed of worship, or of standing in the place of God, and his very 
arguments are often lengthy appeals to the minds of others, which soared far 
beyond the deep-rooted prejudices of his age. 

Had these facts been openly acknowledged, and had the founders of the so
called Christian Church of a later date taught the main principles of the new 
religion in freedom, and in the faith which could recognize that they required no 
human laws to uphold them, the· terrible history of bigotry and suffering which 
has been the consequence of thic; first error would never remain to rise up in 
judgment against her now. From the time that a final and authoritative canon 
of the New Testament was established, with a view to place the truths which had 
been given through some great and good human souls in a position which God 
alone can ever occupy, ecclesiastical power arose. Moreover, the desire to 
illustrate the gospels by the Pentateuch, to connect the new truth with the old 
forms, with the legends of an irrevocable fall of man and the idea of an atone
ment, completely overshadowed the whole spirit of the mission of the Master, and 
to a large extent, the heroic preaching of Paul. Immortality and the pathway to 
it were almost forgotten; death and submission to literal authority, scriptural and 
hierarchical, were everywhere dwelt upon. Moses, the " types," and the priest
hood, eclipsed the light of the new message, and Genesis was ransacked by the 
Fathers to furnish reasons for, and illustrations of, the life and teachmgs they 
failed to understand. Tertullian defended the Christian faith; in a brief period 
Augustine dominated it. It has furnished a remarkable answer to the so-called 
philosophical statement that man is the author of his own religion. In one sense 
alone is this true, but that is in his very failure to appreciate the highest truths 
manifested to him until he is mentally and morally on a plane to grasp them. 
Does the North American Indian accept the civilisation of Boston or New York, 
or the savage of Australia the new life of its colonial cities? Christianity was 
unquestionably received, but It was popularised only by expanding on man's level, 
and not Christ's. On this plane, Judaism in another form was preserved, some· 
thing in common was found even in Paganism, and opposition in Rome, the great 
centre of early Christian activity was rapidly broken down. But, in reality, it had 
only assumed another form. The spiritual religion of the great Teacher was 
obscured by the most wearisome disputes among the bishops of the early church 
on points of doctrine, and out of these disputes arose pious frauds, #I pious errors, 

• That interpolations in the original scriptural MSS. were made at different times is a fact known 
to scholars, Rnd even if they may be of no great importance, they prove a principle. I John v. 7 is an 
admitted addition to the original text. and by no means stands alone. The Council o( Trent, in IS4S. 
declared the Vulgate version of Jerome in Latin. issued in 405. to be authentic. Wycliffe translated 
from the Vulgate; Tyndale (rom the original Greek. 
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and finally the pious use of physical force. Council after council was held to 
prove or disprove by the vote of an intriguing majority the "consubstantiality of 
the Son with the Father," and controversy after controversy took place between 
Arians and Athanasians, each decision as a rule being reversed by the following 
one, till at last, in the year 325, at the Council of Nice, and in 381, at the 
Council of Constantinople, the doctrine of a "Trinity" of three persons finally 
triumphed, and Mary, of the Gospel records, became" the Mother of God." The 
original Nicene Creed anathematised all who dared to differ from it, and Con
stantine decreed that whoever refrained from destroying the works of Arius 
should be put to death. In the fifth century it had become a dogma to dispute 
which was to imperil the soul. 

The influence of Platonism, the encouragement and the territory bestowed by 
the worldly-minded Constantine, and the decision of the Nicrean Council, all 
aided powerfully to pave the way for the establishment of a system which rapidly • 
culminated in the papal power of Rome. To quote to any extent from the 
leading Fathers, and to show the materialism which had already converted 
religion into mere theology, would only weary the reader. It need only be stated 
that the saints, as they were designated, Augustine and Fulgentius, both declared 
that no one could be saved outside the" Church," and that all Jews, heretics, 
and schismatics would' depart into eternal fire; and so far did er-ror develope 
mental slavery, that until the ninth century not a person existed who disputed 
the "eternal damnation" of infants dying unbaptised. Disputes about transub
stantiation, the incarnation, the sacraments, predestination, election, original sin, 
the state of "the dead," and the" atonement," well nigh blotted out the mission 
of love lived out in Palestine but a brief period before, and educated the minds 
of men for the follies and the crimes which were destined to rise to their height 
in the Middle Ages. 

The union of Church and State soon produced a system which taught religion 
at the point of the sword. The quarrels of the bishops about "apostolic 
succession," the polemical wranglings, and mutual excommunications of those 
who had the presumption to style themselves "God's elect;" the fierce and 
often bloody contests which arose on the occasion of a vacant see; the rising 
worship-nothing less-of the "Virgin Mary ;" the increasing wealth of the 
church, and at last the complete repression of science and philosophy owing to 
the influence of the Fathers, all united to create that -ecclesiastical authority 
which can only exist side by side with ignorance and error. It bore the inevit
able fruits. At the instance of the clergy, the Italian wars were undertaken 
under. Justinian, through which millions of lives were sacrificed, and a brief 
period later beheld the fruitless crusades, which lasted for centuries, and during 
which some millions of human lives were again wasted to rescue the lomb of 
Jesus from Mahomedan dominion. When Jerusalem was finally taken by 
Godfrey de Bouillon, all, without distinction of age or sex, were put to the 
sword, and the licentiousness and cruelty which accompanied the "holy wars" 
which were successively urged on European princes by the popes, had already 
linked the name of Christianity to deeds of barbarism and blood. The estab
lishment of papal infallibility, the love of theological dogmas of no value to 
either reason or religion, the veneration of relics-thigh-bones and thumbs
inevitably amounting with the ignorant masses to actual wGrship, even where 
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there were several of the same kind; the adoration of saints and the early 
martyrs, the phenomena of pilgrimages, penances, indulgences and their sale, 
spangled dolls, rosaries, genuflexions, absolutions, Latin services, perpetual 
miracles and shrine-wonders similar to the pagan marvels, increased the rising 
tide of superstition. Philosophy yielded to useless metaphysical subtleties, and 
science gave place to legends of the saints. 

The progress of the monastic movement is known to every reader of history. 
In the first instance it was doubtless prompted by a spirit of reaction against 
the profligacy of the age, and a desire to escape persecution, but it rapidly 
degenerated into a system which was not only an undisciplined rebellion against 
the divine laws of God written in nature, but which itself became a fertile source 
of misery and widespread immorality. In the fourth century thousands of 
hermits and monks began to overspread Egypt, Palestine, and Italy, some of 
whom can be compared to no class of men so completely as certain of the 
Hindoo fakirs. They fled to the desert, abandoned every tie of affection and 
kindred, and dwelt alone in caves and solitary places. Their lives consisted of 
a series of penances; washing was discountenanced, and, half-starved and 
covered with filth and vermin, these would-be saints in their "zeal for the 
church" would speedily have dragged back human progress to the state it must 
have exhibited in the age of the original cave-men, had not other influences 
intervened to favour the more gregarious forms of devotional life established in 
the monasteries. The monastic life of which this was the commencement 
speedily developed itself all over Europe. 

A philosophical view of these facts will doubtless recognise that the ascetic 
principle has manifested itself among the most varied races of men, and that 
the Essene, the Brahmin, and the Cynic, alike illustrate the tendency, and even 
its utility; but the point which claims our attention is its enormous and, at last, 
disastrous influence over those who professed more than they had the knowledge 
to accomplish, and who claimed to be followers of a Master who spent his life 
among the people, and whose whole method of teaching was opposed to mere 
selfish seclusion. The devotion of many of the earlier anchorites and monks is 
unquestioned, but, like all piety which refuses to recognise reason, it became, 
and very rapidly, a stronghold of both superstition and vice. A Columba was 
the exception; a fanatic and ignorant mendicant, or a dissolute friar, the rule. 

For some five hundred years during the Dark Ages, the clergy reigned supreme, 
and owing to the ignorance and credulity which everywhere existed, what was 
called "heresy," the result of the love of inquiry and the free use of reason, 
could hardly be said to exist. The priests were the guardians of the scanty 
knowledge of the age, and learning possessed by laymen was considered dan
gerous. The papacy had by this time become firmly established: the popes 
were styled " vicars of Christ; " papal supremacy and infallibility were undisputed, 
and from the sixth to the tenth centuries there were only some three or four 
men in all Europe who dared to think for themselves. What the lives of those 
were who occupied the papal chair from the eighth to the eleventh centuries is 
too well known to need comment. It suffices to say that they were uniformly 
immoral, and at times infamous. From the eighth to the twelfth centuries 
ecclesiastical Immorality likewise reached its height in the monasteries, and the 
increasing wealth and power of the clergy made them a most formidable. enemy 
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to human progress. 'Thousands of women became dissolute owing to the forced 
celibacy of the clergy; in England, the monastic lands amounted to half the 
kingdom, and in other countries the proportion was even larger. The church 
now possessed the temporal power to enforce "conversion," and this the popes 
relentlessly did' all in their power to accomplish. Excommunications and 
anathemas struck terror into the hearts of kings, and held whole countries in 
subjection j emperors held the stirrups of the pope, it was considered an honour 
to kiss his feet, and the Holy See, under Innocent III., became a kingdom, 
which attempted to rule the entire continent. In the year 992 hardly anyone 
in Rome knew the first elements of learning j in Spain, in the time of Charle· 
magne, not one priest in a thousand could write a common letter, and in England 
not one understood the prayers he repeated, or could translate Latin into his 
mother tongue. The Latin which was at one time familiar to all, was in the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries hardly understood. Laymen had been taught to 
look upon the Scriptures, which no one understood, in the place of Deity; they 
were now considered too holy even to be read. The zeal which could incite 
men to slay their fellow-creatures for the sake of the possession of a spot of 
earth far too sacred to be associated with strife and bloodshed, was exchanged 
for the zeal which impelled their descendants to torture and murder all who 
ventured to dispute the dogmas of the church. How far removed already from 
the heroic spirit of those early Christian martyrs who suffered under the Roman 
persecutions of the first centuries, was the Latin Church, will now be seen. 
That church itself took the place of the pagan power, and the martyrs for truth 
and liberty, their real successors, were those who perished, no longer at the 
bidding of a Roman emperor, but, at her unhallowed hands. The spirit of St. 
Augustine and the Levitical law of the Hebrew nation, with its examples of 
barbarous severity, seemed everywhere to triumph. 

S. E. G. F.T.S. 

( To be continued.) 

CURIOUS, ISN'T IT? 

"C. L." asks in The lllo,.ning Post :-

"SIR,-Can any of the meteorologists give an explanation of the extra
ordinary readings of the temperature between December 3, when Bodo, 
on the Arctic Circle, was 20 deg. warmer than Oxford, and to-day (18th), 
when Nairn is reported 17 deg. warmer than Nice?" 

[No" meteorologist" wil~ but Occultists may, and their answer is-change of 
cycles, and the end of a very important one Study Occultism.-ED.] 
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ttbe ttalktng 3mage of 'Ulrllr.· 
• 

CHAPTER XVI.-(onlinued. · BOW do you do, Mr. Puffer?" said Pancho. 
"Don't call me Puffer," said the patient. "I am Brahm. Puffer 
is merely the name of that illusive and evanescent personality which 

I created for the purpose of manifesting myself. This personality has now 
attained the four states of knowledge and needs no more books. First, it has 
arrived at the conviction that it knows everything that can possibly be known. 
Secondly, it believes that there is nothing more to learn. Thirdly, it sees that all 
impediments to its knowing everything have been destroyed, and fourthly, that 
it is now in possession of perfect knowledge." 

"Then," said Pancho, "if you know everything, please tell me what has be
come of the Talking Image and where is my wife? " 

II Alas," answered the unfortunate man, "I know it very well; but I cannot 
make my personality understand it." 

II Then it seems," said Pancho, "that your personality has not yet attained 
full knowledge, and that you are Brahm merely in your imagination." 

II In my capacity as Brahm," said the patient, II I do not care a straw for that 
personality which they call Mr. Puffer, and do not want to have anything to do 
with it. In fact I now know that this man' Puffer' is a great simpleton, and 
it would be advantageous for him if you could get him out of this place." 

Pancho promised to attend to it. 
II We would not keep you here," said Sellerio, "if you would speak rationally 

instead of imagining yourself to be all sorts of things." 
II Brahm is nothing," solemnly replied Mr. Puffer. 
"Just listen to him," exclaimed Sellerio. .. First he says that he is Brahm 

and then he says Brahm is nothing. How can we let a man loose upon the 
community, if he talks such arrant nonsense? II 

II He means to say," explained Pancho, "that Brahm is not a thing; but that 
universal principle from which originates the power that produces all things in 
the .universe. It is often very difficult to express such ideas correctly, while an 
incorrect expression always gives rise to very serious misunderstandings." 

Then Mr. Puffer lifted his hand and solemnly spoke the following words: 
"Everything is nothing and nothing is everything. I:un Brahm and Brahm 

is nothing and I am the All; but the All does not exist. I am Brahm who 
has created that illusion called the world for the purpose of deluding mankind. 
There are no bodies; that which is called a body is merely an appearanc~; 
there is no soul; for the power of the body perishes at the time of its death. 
What is called the soul is nothing but the active force or attraction in man, 
which when he dies must die with him. All nature is created out of myself 
and I am nothing.; but out of nothing nothing can be produced. Nirvana is 
nothingness and it requires a pure soul of nothingness to live in it." 
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"I think," said the director, "it is now time to admini .. ter our Ipecac." 
They left, while Mr. Puffer was still talking and expounding his theories. 
" He is decidedly getting worse," said the director. "He begins to talk about 

a soul living in nothingness." 
"I am sorry for him," said Pancho. "He was a very amusing fellow; but 

there will be no light in occultism for outside investigators before those people 
learn how to correctly express what they mean." 

Pancho left the asylum and went to his room. There sitting down at his 
table he took up a sheet of paper and began to write a letter to Sellerio, ex
plaining his views about Mr. Puffer; but he soon discontinued it and leaving 
the unfinished letter upon the table he threw himself upon a lounge thinking 
which one of the two was more insane, Mr. Puffer or Dr. Sellerio. They 
were both deluded. The former revelled in his imagination, the latter was 
rooted firmly in his own ignorance; both clung to the opinions which they had 
formed-not on the basis of direct perception of internal truths-but from 
~ernal observation and the 'reading of books. Each imagined that he knew, 
while neither had real knowledge. 

"External observation," said Pancho to himself, "does not directly reveal 
internal truths; logic may err, real knowledge results only from direct percep
tion and understanding. Books are useful and necessary adjuncts for those who 
wish to attain real knowledge and who have not the power to perceive internal 
truths; but to those who have attained the power to see the truth as it is, books 
describing what others believed about it are as useless as crutches to a sound 
person able to walk without them." 

While meditating upon such subjects he entered into the interior condition 
and his external consciousness faded away, while that of his soul was fully alive. 
Suddenly he saw himself surrounded by a bright and rosy light, similar to that 
which he had seen at the time of his interview with the Image, and the stranger 
who~ he had seen before in his dreams stood before his interior vision and 
spake the following words: 

" The Talking Image is in imminent danger. The vultures of destruction 
are assembling around it, desiring to tear it to pieces to find out the cause of 
its divine inspiration and the power that enables it to speak. Unless it is saved 
from the dissection by which it is threatened, the instrument which the sages 
have prepared to give superior information to this sinful world and to lead 
mankind up to a higher region of thought, will be destroyed. If you wish to 
save it, hasten to its relief." . 

The apparition then faded away and Pancho" awoke;" doubting whether or 
not this vision had been the pr.oduct of his own imagination. Where was the 
Image, and if it waS in danger, where should he go to save' it? 

He arose and his glance fell upon the unfinished letter upon the table, and 
there upon the space not written over by him, he saw a strange handwriting, in 
which were written the identical words spoken to him by the stranger, and more
over the address of the present owner of the Image was added, which proved to 
be that of a judge in a little Polish town near Krakau. The letter was signed by 
"An agent of the Mysterious Brotherhood." 

This was surely a true" occult letter," at least it had been written by some 
occult means. We will not enter into metaphysical speCUlations to find some 
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plausible theory by which might be explained how it could have been produced. 
We can see no possible advantage in attempting to persuade the sceptic to believe 
in something of which he has no knowledge and no experience. We, therefore, 
leave it to those who like to amuse themselves in this manner, to guess whether 
or not our account can be true, and, if so, whether there may be persons that 
can manipulate thoughts and project their images upon material substances; 
whether the ideas were first impressed upon his own brain, there formed into 
sentences and then projected out upon the paper by the power of a superior will ; 
or whether they were alchemically precipitated by means of an Elemental; or 
whether Pancho during his ecstatic condition arose and himself wrote uncon
sciously the letter; whether it was done by a good or evil spirit, or by some 
impossible trickery. All such questions we leave to those to gues!> about who 
are inclined to pass their time in that manner; to the experienced Alchemist 
these things are no mystery and he needs no instruction about it. As to 
Pancho, he was neither astonished nor surprised; he knew that there is a bridge 
leading from the "subjective" to the "objective" realm of phenomena, and 
that to the untutored savage the writing of an ordinary letter is not less aston
ishing than the manipulating of "spiritual" substances is to those who do not 
know that such things exist. His own intuition told him that the contents of 
the letter were true, and he made up his mind to go and to save the Image 
from- destruction by the hands of ignorant "science." 

On that very evening Pancho left Venice for Vienna. 
The night was dark. The train after leaving the plains of Italy entered into 

the mountain regions of the Alps, winding its way upwards in snake-like con
tortions, creeping up on inclined planes and through narrow gorges and valleys. 
Several tunnels and bridges were passed and it approached the highest point of 
the mountains, to descend again into the valleys. 

Pancho had ample time for meditation. He thought about the uselessness 
of destructive science and how their deluded scientific people are like small 
boys, who destroy a valuable watch to see what produces the ticking. They, 
in their ignorance, imagine that they can solve the mystery_ of sound by break
ing the instrument, or discover the secret of light by smashing the lamp. How 
is such a proceeding more absurd that to imagine that the cause of conscious 
intelligence and life can be found by dissecting the organism in which these 
powers become manifest? 

This train of thought led Pancho to think of the nature of life. He per
ceived that it was not a product of the forms which it inhabits; but of a 
universal principle which by its activity produces living forms. As the light 
of the sun renders objects luminous, likewise the divine principle in nature 
made those objects, which were adapted to such a purpose, living and conscious 
and as the light of the sun, after disappearing from the horizon, leaves some 
objects dark, while others have the power to retain it and remain luminous for a 
while; likewise the principle of life departs from the physical form. at its death, -
but there are some elements belonging to the soul, though still of an earthly 
nature, that may remain for awhile living and conscious even after the self
conscious spirit has departed from them. 

To illustrate this truth, Pancho's interior guide opened his inner senses and 
he saw himself in the spirit in the midst of a graveyard. The earth offered no 
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obstacle to the perceptive faculty of his soul, and he could see into the habita
tions of those silent hermits whom the world believes all to be peaceful and dead. ' 
Then he saw that not all the tombs were entirely dark; but in many the 
ethereal counterparts bound to the corpse were still illuminated by a remnant 
of consciousness left by the departed spirit and endowing them with sensa
tion. Many of the graves were thus illuminated by the murky glow of passion 
and unsatisfied desires, while the entities to which these remnants belonged 
were tortured by evil memories, useless remorse for past misdeeds, and by the 
evil spectres which their perverted imagination had called into existence. 
There were suicides that had not outlived their allotted time upon the earth and 
who were still bound to their own disintegrating corpses, which made them suffer. 
True, enough, they did not feel physical heat or cold or suffer from the narrow
ness of the grave in which the corpse was confined; they did not suffocate 
from the want of air; but they could not breathe the free atmosphere of the 
heavenly spirit; they were like persons in a dream suffering from some horrible 
nightmare. Their bodies still exhibited a phosphorescent glow of some remnant 
of animal consciousness which caused them agonies, and thus Pancho saw 
that the nightmare, called terrestrial life, may project its horrid illusions even 
far beyond the portals of death to the other side of the tomb. 

He had been so deep in his meditatiQns that he had not noticed the stopping 
of the train and the entrance of a man into the carriage; but now he heard the 
voice of a stranger say, as if in response to his own thoughts: 

"The most fortunate thing in life is that we do not know its true nature." 
Pancho looked up, and for a moment he believed that he saw before him the 

identical form of that person whom he tiad seen in his visions; there was the 
same high forehead, the dark brown halr, the Roman nose, the finely-cut mouth, 
and the curiously-trimmed beard. But, no, it could not be the same individual 
seen in his dreams, for while the latter was of an extremely refined and 
ethereal, if not divine, aspect, the former looked' coarse and material. He 
seemed to be a labouring man, for his clothes were soiled, he carried an axe, a 
bundle of blankets, and a travelling-bag"and Pancho immediately dismissed the 
idea of his being the man seen in his dreams. In fact he was somewhat annoyed 
by the intrusion. 

" I hope that these bundles are not in your way?" said the stranger, piling 
them 'lpon the seat. 

"There is room enough," somewhat gruffly answered Pancho. 
, The train moved again, and for a while they rode together in silence, Pancho 

lighting a cigar for want of something better to occupy himself with. After a 
while the stranger asked: 

" Have you any whiskey with you? " 
" No," replied Pancho, somewhat displeased with the request. " I am DO 

friend of whis~y." 
"It is sometimes very useful to have it," said the man. 
Pancho looked in disgust at the stranger. If there was anything he despised, 

it was the sight of a drunkard. How was it possible that he could, even for a 
moment, mistake a whiskey-drinker for the ideal of his dreams? 

Pancho made no reply. 
After a little pause, the stranger again.spoke out·and said : 
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.. Whiskey in a _cold night like this is good to warm the blood and keep up 
the spirits." 

"I should think," answered Pancho, "that you have enough blankets to keep 
you warm, and that for once you could get along for a little while without 
whiskey." 

"These blankets-will presently be needed," said the man, "as we will have to 
step out of this car." 

"Not I," replied Pancho. "I am going to Vienna." 
" You will not go to Vienna by this train." 
" Are you going to prevent me?" asked Pancho, sarcastically. 
"No;' said the man; "but we are going to have a serious accident." 
Pancho looked up in surprise. Was he in company of a madman? What if 

this fellow were to take a fit and become unmanageable? Pancho made a motion 
to secure to himself the axe. 

"This axe and these blankets," said the stranger, unconcernedly, "I took with 
me because I foresaw that we shall need them, and as there will be a number of 
people severely ~vounded, I wish I had brought some stimulants with me. I for
got it, being in a hurry." 

" Did you dream that we are going to have an acCident? " asked Pancho. 
"I did not dream it, I saw it," answered the stranger. " Between the next 

station and the one after that something is going to break, and Ithe engine, 
with three of the cars, will tumble down over a precipice. Nothing will happen 
to this car. It is the fourth, and will remain on the track." 

"For heaven's sake," exclaimed Pancho, "If you know all these things, why 
do you not stop the train, and speak to the conductor?" 

So saying, he took up the axe, and was going to break with the handle the 
:)ass that covers the electric button, by which a signal may be given to stop the 
train in cases of imminent danger. 

"Just keep still," said the stranger. "What will you tell the conductor? 
Do you want us to be laughed at and fined for stopping the train? Although 
I have foreseen the accident, I cannot tell the exact nature of the cause of the 
danger. If you say that we are going to have an accident, and you cannot 
give any intelligible reason for it, you will not be believed. After the accident 
has taken place, you will be arrested, because it will be said that if you had 
not something to do with its cause, you could not have known of it. Moreover, if 
the accident could be prevented and were not ~o take place, I could not have 
seen it happen. I can only foresee things which exist in the future, and not 
those which are non-existent." 

Pancho saw the force of this logic. He remembered a case in which a clair
voyant had correctly described the place in which some stolen money was hidden, 
and how, after the property was recovered, the seer was imprisoned for compli
city in the theft, because it was said that he could not have known the hiding
place, if he had not assisted the thief. 

"Is it then'impossible," he asked, .. to prevent things which are thus fore
seen? " 

., As impossible," answered the str.:mger, "as to make undone anything that has 
happened in the past." 

" Did you see me in your vision ?" asked Pancho. 

29-
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"Yes," answered the stranger, "I saw you aiding me in attending to the 
wounded." 

"Then," said Pancho, "if I were to leave the train at the next station, 
your vision would not have been true." 

II You will not leave it," replied the man; II for if you were to leave it, I 
would have foreseen it too." 

"You are right; I shall remain." 
He now regarded his companion more clearly, and as he looked with the 

eye of the soul below the rough external appearance of the stranger, he saw 
that he was undoubtedly the man seen in his dreams, although the outward 
shell resembled the spiritual man no more than an unfinished model in clay 
is equal to the perfected marble statue, coming from the hands of the master 
artist. He then asked the man whether he remembered that they had met 
before in the spirit, and what he knew about the Talking Image. To this the 
stranger replied: . 

II There are many things which the soul of man may accomplish, while the 
body is asleep, and which we do not remember when awake. Every state of 
consciousness has its own modes of perception, and its own tablets to record 
past experiences. Animal man remembers his animal experiences; the spirit in 
its spiritual state remembers that which occurs when conscious of divine 
things. If we could raise our consciousness up to that part of our being which is 
immortal, we should also partake of its memory and recollect our past lives 
upon this and other planets. As to the Talking Image, I have heard of it, but 
.know at present nothing of its whereabouts; it is quite a curiosity, but in some 
respects not more so than other persons, because I regard every person who . 
does not create his own thoughts, as being merely a Talking Image, through 
which universal thought is expressed, or as a crucible, in which the essences, 
principles, and ideas existing in the world are mixed and purified, calcinated, 
amalgamated, sublimated and refined, until there results the true gold of spirit
uality, self-existent, pure and immortal." 

The train now arrived at a station near the highest altitude of the pass. 
After a few minutes it began to move again, and soon the rapidity of its motion 
indicated that they were on the descending slope of the mountain. In the 
meantime a storm arose and the wind blew with such fury that it threatened 
to overthrow the train. Perhaps ten minutes passed away in silence, when the 
stranger exclaimed: 

II Hold on to the cushions, sir! " 
Pancho did as directed. At that moment a terrible shock occurred, which 

caused the carriage to shake. At the same time a crash and a rolling noise wa~ 
heard, followed by cries of distress. Pancho and the stranger went out of the 
car and a fearful sight met their eyes. They were standing at the brink of :I 

precipice, while below them, in a gorge, was the engine, from which rushed 
sparks of fire and hissing steam. Three passenger coaches were lying in a heap. 
The rising moon threw a ghastly light over the scene. 

"Let us be quick I" said the stranger. "The coals of the engine will set fire 
to the cars." 

They descended cautiously. Already one of the coaches had begun to burn, 
and now Pancho saw for what purpose the stranger had brought the axe with 
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him j for with the dexterity of an expert he cut a hole in the side of the car 
and extricated a woman whose body had been imprisoned between broken splin
ters and pieces of wood. 

We will spare the readers a description of the heartrending details that fol
lowed upon this accident j some of them may have read accounts of it at the 
time when a train was overturned by the force of the Bora, whose destructive 
power is well known on th~ Karst. There were a few persons killed and many 
severely wounded. 

The stranger, aided by Pancho, rendered the necessary services to the injured, 
and made them as comfortable as possible until such aid as could be obtained at 
the nearest town arrived at the place of the accident. At last another train 
arrived and Pancho continued his voyage. The stranger remained, but gave to 
Pancho his address in Vienna. 

" You will easily find the place," he said, "it is an odd-looking house and there 
is a cross with a rose in the centre sculptured over the door." 

Pancho wanted to ask some more questions; but the whistle sounded, the 
train began to move, and soon the place of the accident was out of sight. 

FRANZ HARTMANN, M.D. 
(To be concluded.) 

~foy~~ 
ta ~ ~t:j ~ ~ 
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GREAT THOUGHTS.· 
A weekly journal of wide scope and high aims, covering all fields of interest to 

persons in all classes in life. The articles are extremely well chosen. 
The Christmas number contains some excellent illustrations, portraits and 

gleanings of "great thoughts" from poet, scientist, religionist and historian. 
But, while dealing with all subjects, it never descends to the commonplace or 

sensational, and its tone is of the purest culture and morals. We wish it all 
the success it deserves. 

THE VEGETARIAN.t 

This penny Weekly is by no means devoted solely to the disseminating of 
dietetic ideas, but is a paper that all thinkers will enjoy reading, as a mention of 
many of its contributors will show. Among them are Miss Ellice Hopkins, for 
whose "White Cross" work all mothers feel grateful; A. F. Hills, T. R. 
Allinson, the gifted and lamented Dr. Anna Kingsford and her friend and 
colleague, Edward :Maitland. 

The philanthrophic tone and effort of the paper deserve the kind wishes and 
attention of all who, like ourselves, work for the betterment of the great orphan 
-Humanity. 

Of course there is the usual letter from the young enthusiast who yearns to 
flog his hobby to death, and is fain of "ignoring animal products altogether." 
And so our vegetarian Don Quixote proceeds to run a tilt even against milk. 
Ere long we shall expect to see the" advanced" vegetarian isolating the babe 
from its mother's breast in order to raise a real " pucca " herbivorous vegetarian 

II A. W. HALL, 1;32, F1eet StreeL t MEMORIAL HALL, FarringdoD Street, E.C. 
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purist. We fear, however, that all the king's horses and all the king's men of 
this "ultramontane" school of vegetarianism will fail to place their objections 
on a basis of fact, for the alchemy of natur~ teaches that milk is far less an 
animal product than cereals and vegetables raised from manure. 

LOGIC TAUGHT BY LOVE.-
THERE are some interesting chapters in this small volume, especially when the 
author touches on Education and the theories of Gratry on Logic, and Boole 
on the laws of thought. As for the rest, take some logic and mathematics and 
a small quantity of metaphysics, mix them with strange misconceptions of two or 
three of the great world religions, go out of your way to glorify the Jewish 
nation, and you will have Logic Taught b)' LOlle. We are asked to believe that: 
" Far back in the ages a tribe was differentiated, to be to the other races of the 
earth what the Umeen Logos is to Humanity as a wholp. The Race of 
Israel is the hereditary priesthood of that Unity whose action is Pulsation." 
Now listen to the marriage hymn of science and religion: "Holy, Holy, Holy 
is the Logos, the Hidden Wisdom, the Principle of Rhythmic Pulsation .... " 
Do not smile, gentle reader, for the writer who speaks of a " Seer of Messianic 
Singular Solution," and dubs Jesus the" High Priest of Pulsation," knows aU 
about you, that is, if you are interested in Theosophy, and will probably call you 
worse names than these. You will be pleased to hear that: "occasionally an 
impulse of atavism seizes on a whole mass of people, 100 man)' to be locked up or 
ignored. Such a mass, i'gnoraflt of ancestral history, and therefore not knowing 
to what their own sensations point, start some weird fantastic movement, 
related to some portion of ancestral history . . .. The great Revolution in 
France, Mormonism in America, Maurice-ism and Hinton-ism here, 'Salvation,' 
Table-turning, Homceopathy, and Esoteric Buddhism-each was produced by 
some stratum of the ancestral past forcing itself into the consciousness of an 
irreverent and /tJrget/ul posterity." 

Well, weIll We have heard that the deceitful waves of Maya have the power 
of reflection. We would, therefore, respectfully advise the" Pulsationists" to 
study reverently what the hoary Wisdom of the East teaches about the" Great 
Breath" and to disentangle the following skein of ancestral history which they 
have been good enough to vouchsafe us. We find under the heading of Trinity 
:Myths, explained presumably by the Logic Taught b)' Love system, the following 
strange table of correspondences: 

Brahma 
Elohim 

God the Father 

Vishnu 
God of Israel (perhaps also Jehovah) 

[God the Son] 

Siva 
Adonai 

Holy Spirit. 

The middle correspondence of the third ternary is not given, but cannot escape 
being supplied. Rule for the above: Take. any three gods from any three 
systems, shuffle and arrange them in three rows .. 

A CHAPLET OF AMARANTH.t 
IN the Chaplet of Amaranth we have a neatly bound and printed little booklet of 
the aphoristic class. The sentences on Scripture, the Futility of Creeds and Hell 

. * By MARY Boou:. London: FRANCIS EDWARDS, High Street, Marylebone. 
t From the writings of the Author of" From Over the Tomb." London: JAMES BURl'S. 
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are generally commendable and in harmony with the spirit of the times which 
puts e\"en Calvinism with its triple brass of bigotry on the rack and forces it to 
change the time-honoured "damnation clauses" of its creed. 

The anonymous author tells us the great and quite novel truths that: "Scrip
ture is but a record of divine things, by fallible man," and that: "Nowhere do 
the writers of the Gospels declare they are writing by inspiration." "Heaven and 
hell are of man's own choosing and own making .... (they) are not ever
lasting fixed places of bliss or torment but spiritual states of being." Good. But 
why" spiritual" ? 

The rest of the" Chaple·t" is mostly remarkable for a confusing and variable 
use of the term" God" which is most distressing to the philosophic reader. 
Take as an example the proposition, "God is magnified in his children, first .on 
earth and afterwards in heaven." Now although science, philosophy and religion 
would emphatically reject such a statement, let us for argument's sake accept it 
as a premise which is·true for the writer: and in the same way also accept that. 
" The earth and all tha~ dwell therein are but shadows of God's mercy." There
fore God is magnified in the shadows of his mercy. Any attempt to follow out 
all the ramifications of this hazy conclusion would take us straight to shadow
land to sport with Maya's brood of evanescent shades. 

Then again we are told an excellent truth that, " man must save himself," but 
are immediately tied in a mental knot by reading that "all men are judged by 
one standard, but God's mercy shall not be the same for all." After this little 
libel on God, quid plura dicamus? We fail to find the x in the equations of 
the author, and are not very hopeful of their solution in this man van tara. But 
perhaps the fact that: "Spirits can help a man on earth toward heaven, and in 
heaven toward God" may have something to do with it. . 

On the whole the attempt to bind the leaves of Judaism and blossoms of 
Christianity with the buds oi Intuition has, it is true, produced a Chaplet, but 
not of Amaranth which fadeth not 
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TRANSACTIONS OF THE "LONDON LODGE" OF THE 
THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 
KARMA IN TRE ANIMAL KINGDOM. 

THE subjects of Reincarnation and Karma have formed the texts for many 
papers and much discussion among the members of the Theosophical 

. Society as well as among occult students outside this Society. It is 
only natural that this should be so, as the themes are and ever must be of the 
most vital importance in the consideration and right understanding of soul evo
lution on this Planet. But it has often been asked, and the question seems 
replete with difficulties-How do Karma and Reincarnation aifect, or what part 
do they play in the Animal Kingdom? 

The same inequalities of condition, happiness, suffering, disease, and struggle 
are found in animal as in human life. And although there can be no doubt 
that animals have souls, yet the highest and most intelligent of them are not 
possessed of a self-conscious Ego, which is, however, the birthright of man, no 
matter how rudimentary and barbarous he may be. We can, therefore, SC¥cely 
suppose that without this self-conscious Ego animals are sufficiently differen
tiated to make individual reincarnation possible, and in that way work out, in 
the long run of many lives, the equalisation that brings about in the human 
kingdom the justice that must necessarily operate in the universe and all its 
innumerable worlds. The consideration of Karma or the lack of it in the Ani
mal Kingdom has been working for some time in my mind, and I ventu~e to 
eifer a few suggestions on the subject, the result of these reflections. 

It has been sometimes said by advanced students of the esoteric doctrine, 
and reason gives support to the statement, that animals of even the most intel
ligent species do not as a rule and broadly speaking reincarnate, and that Karma, 
in the sense of responsible action, does not yet exist in this kingdom of nature. 
What then, one immediately asks, is the deciding cause of the ever-varying 
degrees of misery and well-being to be seen around us; One day a dog goes 
mad and the life is battered out of him, of necessity no doubt, to prevent his 
injuring human beings or others of his own kind j or a cat is perhaps hunted or 
tortured to death in a horrible manner by a person so debased that he enjoys the 
sight of the suife.ring he inflicts. There are, again, the victims of the vivisec
tionist as well as those of the slaughter-house, and many others too numerous to 
mention. On the other hand, there are the pets of kindly, loving people, whose 
companionship appears to awaken into life emotions and feelings quite exce~ 
tional in the species to which such animals may belong, and which receive 
uxuries, comforts, kindness and love, that thousands and thousands of our fellow 
beings are strangers to even in imagination. Where, then, are we to look for 
the justice and reason of these differences of condition, when there is neither a 
past life of causes to account for the present nor a future life of individual 
growth which could in some way recompense the undeserved suffering? I 
believe the explanation must be looked for along the lines of correspondences 
and in a broader and more comprehensive manner than is possible on the prin
ciple of individual responsibility. 
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We know that there is a form of life and growth even in the Mineral Kingdom; 
that, though apparently inert, there is a slow development observable by those 
specialists who devote themselves to this branch of science. Rocks, crystals, 
metals, etc., follow a system of formation ever repeating itself according to the 
affinities of their molecules. i.e., the particles, say, of rock crystal will not ally 
themselves with those of granite any more than the seed of one fruit will fruc
tify and yield another kind. We may also 'accept the idea that there is a plane 
of consciousness belonging to so-called inert matter, quite as difficult for human 
beings to realise as that consciousness which involves the development of our 
sixth sense: Such a plane of consciousness must have a Spiritual Monad, which, 
speaking roughly and not metaphysically, incarnates in the whole Mineral King
dom. This consciousness from our point of view is exceedingly limited, and the 
Monad's power of manifesting correspondingly shackled by the density of the 
body, and the lack of vehicles or principles. Perhaps here it will be as well to 
consider briefly what is meant by the term SpiritUal Monad, which is by no means 
identical with the Spiritual Human .Ego, although there is a certain resemblance 
in regard to their functions. The Spiritual Monad at this stage of evolution 
consists, according to this theory, of the sixth and seventh principles, equivalent 
to the Para Brahm and Logos of the Eastern philosophy; and, if ,we may ma\e
rialise the idea for a moment, is in search of a fifth principle. 

The Mineral Kingdom, as we know it, is without the third, fourth, or fifth 
principles; or, at all events, these are so absolutely latent and unevolved, that 
it is only within comparatively recent years that scientists have acknowledged 
the very close resemblance that exists between the most complex forms of crystal 
and the lowest examples of vegetable'life. It has, of course, a physical body 
and an astral counterpart, but the third or life principle, as also the fourth and 
fifth, are still locked tightly within the unresponsive masses of the earth. In 
the slow process of incarnation in this mineral world the faint glimmer of this 
third or life principle slowly commences to manifest until in some of the more 
complex forms of crystals, whatever may be the force or action that brings them 
together, the result is a structure very closely allied to liie organisms. Follow
ing this line of thought, the Vegetable Kingdom will also have its Spiritual 
Monad, which manifests now, with its life principle well established, in the 
more varied life that is beautiful to the eye and abundantly sufficient for the 
support of humanity. Here again the sphere of consciousness is within narrow 
bounds, but the system of growth and development is infinitely more rapid 
than in the minerals, and can be studied and observed by ordinary humanity 
with greater facility than is possible in the slower growth of the mineral world 
For the third or life principle has been evolved and brought into obvious action. 
This. principle will now gradually expand, gathering from the more improved 
conditions around it the glimmering indications of the fourth or animal soul 
principle. The first faint dawning of instinct now shows itself, more especially 
among the higher forms of vegetation, and this appears again in full working 
order in what we now reach in the upward scale, the animal kingdom. This, 
like those leading up to it, has again its Spiritual Monad, which incarnates in 
the ever varying forms and species, the occupants of earth, air, and water. 
Now is more clearly seen the mutual importance of the awakening of the 
principles as vehicles for the outbreathing of the spiritual essence through the 
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incarnations, and again its inbreathing of the higher aspects of the experiences 
of these incarnations. This Spiritual Monad of the Animal Kingdom corres
ponding with that of the individual Human Ego, draws through the magnetic 
currents of its developed fourth principle in connection with this physical plane, 
the nourishment· or experiences which, by degrees. colour the unconcious 
Spiritual Monad with a tinge of what eyentually becomes the fifth principle or 
human soul or self-consciousness. . 

Let us .now turn to the subject of the paper, viz., Karma in the Animal 
Kingdom, and let us, by way of illustration, regard this Kingdom as one enor
mous body with innumerable limbs and members in the shape of all the various 
animals, great and small, all over the earth. These are continually meeting 
with adventures and accidents, good and bad, as the case may be. The loss 
by misadventure of some or emancipation by evolution of others does not affect 
at all the existence of the one body at large. The Karma of that body is intact, 
and if some members or limbs suffer and get lopped off, such Karma is not 
individual to the limb any more than in the case of a man who meets with an 
accident and loses his leg. The man suffers, certainly, through the loss of the 
limb, and will probably regret it all his life, but the leg itself, as soon as severed 
from the body, dead and buried, cannot be condoled with and does not appeal 
to our sympathies: it is the man's Karma and his suffering entirely. In such a 
way as regards the Karma, must the ordinary suffering and death of animals be 
considered. They are the members of one great whole, and when dead they are 
like the man's leg, with no individual Ego that can be either glad or sorry, 
bec:ause differentiation or self-consciousness, apart from the Spiritual Monad, 
has not yet taken place. To carry out the illustration a little further, it may be 
suggested that the better, the more healthy and hard working the limbs become, 
and supposing they do not meet with accident and amputation, the better it 
must be for the body or Monad. For instance, there ar.e some of the smaller 
and less intelligent animals that are capable of being trained out of their 
natural instincts, but that are still, by reason of their inferior organism~, unfit for 
or incapable ',of severance from the s",ul of the kingdom to which they belong. 
Little birds, mice, and even sometimes insects, are receptive to care and affection, 

, and learn to djscern between the hand or presence of their owners and others, 
but these would not be open to the realms of human incarnation, and at death 
would still belong to the Monad of their Kingdorr.. Still, as limbs, they have 
worked weU and to the extent of their individual progress as small memhers 
have enriched and aided the development of the animal soul itself, and the more 
of such successful members there are and the more the budding emotions of 
creatures can be aroused and cultivated; the more does the M'onad's uncon
sciousness become ·tinged with the self-consciousness of the fifth. principle. 
This will then again react beneficially on the spirituality of the incarnate kingdom 
at large. For this Spiritual Monad of the Animal Kingdom, like the Human 
Ego, has to evolve tlirough the absorption of the higher aspects of the expe
riences of these earthly incarnations, and these experiences are, as we can see 
for ourselves, though limited in regard to capacity, at the same time, almost 
unlimited in regard to opportunity. 

This it seems to me, is the rule broadly, but then come in the great class of 
exceptions, and it is among and due to these that the change from one Kingdom 
to another may be sometimes looked for and found. 
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Animals of the more intelligent and highly organised kind that are brought into 
close contact and companionship with man, and whose opening powers of 
emotion and affection are aroused, have taken by Isuch contact the first step 
towards differentiation. The dog who is the trusted, loved and educated 
friend of his master, is in the process emancipated from the Monad that 
presides over his Kingdom, and henceforth is individualised. After death his 
newly-awakened and differentiated soul remains, we may suppose, for reons of 
time happy in the realms of the higher Karma Locas until in another Manvan
tara, perhaps, or when the world will be in a condition to accommodate and 
exactly fit the requirements of these young Egos-incarnates for the first 
time as a human being, and starts on his own upward progress a self-· 
conscious being, responsible to the extent of his knowledge for his actions and 
thoughts. 

Probably exceptional suffering would have the same effect on the progress of 
the animal as unusual kindness; neither can be endured or enjoyed excepting 
from close intimacy with man, for animals in a perfectly natural state cannot 
meet with either intense suffering or human love. The danger or fear that a 
wild animal has of being eaten up or hunted by larger and stronger beasts is born 
with him, and his· instinct provides him with armour of one sort or another, and 
teaches him how best to avoid the evil as long as possible. When, in spite of 
all the defences his instinct has rais~d to protect him in the struggle for 
existencp., the inevitable overtakes him, this cannot be considered as exceptional 
suffering or a painful death. On the other hand, when such creatures are 
caught and tamed the possibilities of life become much more complicated, and their 
natural weapons no longer avail either to ward off or avoid the trouble, and 
their sufferings and pleasures immediately increase. Thus it seems to me that 
this close touch with humanity, whether the animal in life is educated, lo\'ed or iII
treated, evokes in it emotions and possibilities that would equally tend towards 
the emancipation of its soul and prepare it for human incarnation and the burden 
of its own Karma. 

r do not, however, suggest or think that all domestic animals are necessarily 
ripe for human incarnation or separation from their own kingdom of nature. 
The vast majority of these meet with nothing that can arouse their latent fifth 
principle. Sheep, oxen, pigs, and all those creatures that are bred merely for 
human food and slaughtered by the million, must have, through successive 
generations of such treatment, become, we may suppose, inured to the life and 
death through the law of heredity, and such experience, therefore, cannot be 
regarded as any more exceptional than that which the wild animals of the prairie 
and jungle under;o in the course of their existence. 

The elep?ant, which by some naturalists is considered the most intelligent of 
all animals, while in his natural wild state, according to this theory, would be no 
more fit for human incarnation than would the chamois, squirrel, or any other 
perfectly untamed creature. But let the elephant be captured and his natural 
intelligence excited and stimulated, he then becomes in and by the process, as 
it were, a candidate for the higher evolution, because his natural organism and 
capacity for such development are above those of many other members of that 
kingdom, and what, until that period in his life, had been only a superior form 
of instinct, now assumes many of the qualities or attributes of reason, only 
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requiring a human organism to bring out the flower of self-<:onsciousness and 
Egohood. Considered, therefore, from this point of view, the apparently un
deserved suffering among domestic animals may be in some degree accounted 
for outside of Karmic responsibility, and in saying earlier that the explanation 
of such suffering must be looked for along the lines of correspondences, I 
meant that just as humanity is working slowly and, perhaps, almost un
consciously in the mass, towards Godhood or divinity, through the evolution of 
the soul by Reincarnation, so the animal kingdom, still more unconsciously, but 
just as surely, is progressing also through incarnations not yet differentiated 
towards individuality and Egohood. Just as some, a small minority among the 
human family, are thirsty and eager for Spiritual and Divine Truth, which can 
be attained only through union with the universal consciousness, so the 
more highly organised animals by contact with humanity gather unto themselves 
the attributes that pertain to the fifth principle or human soul. And this uni· 
versal Monad or essence, after manifesting feebly in the mineral kingdom and 
more freely in the vegetable, at last in the animal begins almost imperceptibly 
at first to differentiate until in the higher animals, as said above, it evolves or 
develops gradually the principle or quality of self-consciousness. The Monad, 
the sixth principle animated by the seventh, the universal spirit, produces the 
fifth principle, and only attains individual selfconsciousness by absorbing back 
into itself the higher part of that which it has given out-that is to say, the 
Spiritual or Divine Monad produces the fifth prinCiple, Manas, mind, reason, 
and this gradually develops in itself from its cycle of experiences, or contact 
with even limited opportunities, the perception of " I." This is absorbed back 
into the sixth, giving colour to the colourless Monad. This perception of the 
" I" or Ego belongs to the fifth principle. The first aspect of the fifth 
principle is represented by instinct, memory, and even reason, when in the 
higher animals; but it is only at the final moment of complete differentiation that 
self-consciousness and therewith Karmic responsibility sets in. The Divine 
Monad can possess absolute consciousness or Knowledge, but cannot possess 
self-consciousness till coloured by the fifth or human soul principle. And, as we 
know, from the moment such self-consciousness awakens the great object and 
effort of future progress must be to draw from the spiritUal soul so much of 
its Divine essence that the human soul becoming, as it were, saturated with its 
influence, pours it back, tinged with its own incarnate experiences, the higher 
principle then becoming truly the Higher Self, a permanent individuality. It 
was probably this that Jesus meant when he said, .. I in Thou, and Thou, Father, 
in me, that we may be perfect in one;" or also, as Mme. Blavatsky expresses the 
same idea in the Voice of the Silence, "Thou shalt not separate thy being from 
Being . . . but merge the ocean in the drop, the drop within the ocean . . 
so shalt thou be in full accord with all that livts." 

(MRS.) P. SINNETT. 

BRITISH SECTION COUNCIL MEETING. 
The Council of the British Section met at 1], Lansdowne Road, on Wednes

day, Dec 18th, Colonel Olcott, the President of the Theosophical Society, in 
the Chair. Delegates represented the" Blavatsky," "Cambridge," " Liverpool," 
II Edinburgh," and" Dublin" Lodges. H. P. Blavatsky sat beside the President 
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the two Founders united once more in body as always in spirit. The considera
tion of the Propositions to be submitted to the Annual Convention at Adyar, in 
May, 1890, was relegated to a sub-committee, who are to bring up a report to the 
adjourned meeting of the Council, early in the New Year. The Council elected 
Colonel Olcott as its delegate at the Annual Convention. The amended rules 
of the British Section were then brought up and considered, and various amend
ments were made; it was decided that the meetings of the Council should be in 
April and October, the annual election of officers to take place in October; the 
financial year will end on September 30th, so that the annual balance-sheet 
may be circulated among the Lodges, in time for the delegates to receive 
instructions thereon prior to the Annual meeting at the end of October. The 
amended rules being passed, the Council proceeded to the consideration of the 
reports from the Lodges. The" Blavatsky Lodge" reported that it held a 
meeting for discussion every Thursday evening, and had specially studied during 
the year: the Stanzas from the Book of Dzyan, as given in Vol I. of the 
"Secret Doctrine"; and the esoteric meaning of the Gospels. The number of 
members and associates had grown rapidly during the year. The" Liverpool 
Lodge" reported that it met for discussion, the reading of papers, etc., on the 
third Saturday in every month, and had special meetings as required. Members 
were carrying on active work in the press, and many enquiries about Theosophy 
had been received. The" Dublin Lodge" stated that it held weekly meetings, 
alternate meetings being open to the public, while the others were reserved for 
members only: Colonel Olcott's visit had drawn much attention to the work of 
the Society. The" Edinburgh Lodge" reported that, owing to the death of its 
President and other local causes, it had done but little work in the past, but was 
now becoming very active and hoped shortly to become one of the strongest 
lodges in the United Kingdom. The" Cambridge Lodge" explained that it 
had many practical difficulties to face, from its members leaving'--:'having finished 
their University course-just when they were becoming most useful, but on the 
other hand it sent out into the world missionaries of Theosophy. The reports 
were adopted. 

The officers were then elected: General Secretary, W. R. Old; Treasurer, F. 
L. Gardner; Auditors, W. Kingsland and H. Burrows. The Council presented 
a memorial to Col. Olcott, pointing out that the distance of the British Section 
from Head·quarters gave rise to many Executive difficulties, and asking him to 
vest his presidential authority, so far as the Section was concerned, in H. P. 
Blavatsky, appointing a Council to assist her with advice. The President pro
mised to do so, before leaving England. The business of the Council concluded 
with a resolution expressing the thanks of the Section to the Colonel for the 
work he had done in Engl md, and adding fraternal greetings to the Indian 
brethren. The Council adjourned. 

RULES OF THE BRITISH SECTION OF THE THEOSOPHICAL 
SOCIETY. 

Adopted by tke CoJunciloj tke Section at tke Annual lvleetin/:, on Dec. I81k, r889. 
1. The British Section of the Theosophical Society shall consist of all Fellows of 

the Theosophical Society resident in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire· 
land. 
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2. For all purposes of organization, the Section shall consist of all Lodges (or 
Branches) of the Theosophical Society within the above limits, provided that the said 
Lodges shall be duly chartered by the Theosophical Society or by such other authority 
as shall be deputed for that purpose. 

3. The government of the Section shall be vested in a Council, which Council is 
an integral portion of the General Council of the Theosophical Society, and shall con· 
sist of the following: the Presidents of Branches, ex officio; one delegate from each 
Branch for every 25 members j the General Secretary, and the Treasurer. 

4. The General Secretary, the Treasurer, and two Auditors, shall be elected at the 
annual meeting of the Council in October of each year. 

5. During his tenure of office, the General Secretary shall be responsible for the 
carrying on of the routine business of the Section, and for the due execution of all 
instructions conveyed to him by the Council. . 

6. The General Secretary shall further keep a register of all the members of the 
Section, and it shall be the duty of Secretaries of Lodges to furnish him from time to 
time with the names and addresses of members of their Lodges. This register shall 
be open to the inspection of Presidents of Lodges, a~d members of the Section, at the 
discretion of the Secretary. 

7. No person shall be considered a member of the Section whose name is not on the 
list of the General Secretary. 

8. The financial year of the SectIon shall end on September 30 and an Annual 
Balance Sheet shall be prepared by the Treasurer, and forwarded by the Secretary to 
each Lodge at least 21 days before the October meeting ofthe Council. 

9. The Council of the Section shall meet in London during the months of March 
and October, and at such other times as may be considered expedient. Notice of 
such meetings, together with notices of resolutions to be moved, or business transacted, 
shall be forwarded to every Lodge at least 21 days before the date fixed for such 
meeting. Special meetings shall be summoned by the General Secretary, at the 
request of the representatives of any two Branches, in which case notice shall be given 
to all Branches, as above. 

10. At meetings of the Council, the members present shall ielect their Chairman 
for the meeting; during sur.h election the General Secretary shall take the chair 
pro lem.: the quorum of the Council shall consist of one representative from each of 
three Lodges. 

II. Each member of the Council has one vote on any question about which a 
division is made. Proxies, general or special, shall be allowed. In case of a tie, the 
motion shall stand adjourned to the next meeting. 

12. The Council of the Section shall have power to issue charters to Lodges and 
diplomas to members. It shall further have power to suspend charters or diplomas, 
pending an appeal to the President· Founder or his appointed Representative in the 
United Kingdom. 

13. Each Lodge shall determine for itself the qualifications of its members or Asso· 
ciates ; but no member of the Section shall have power to vote, or be eligible to 
office in more than one Lodge. 

14. All difficulties or questions arising within Lodges or between unattached memo 
bers of the Section, may be referred at the desire of either party to the decision of the 
Council of the Section, and final appeal shall be to the President-Founder, or his 
appointed Representative in the United Kingdom. 

I S. The Section shall have its Head-quarters in London, where a room or rooms 
shall be provided and furnished as a reading·room for the use of members of the Section. 
A library of works on Theosophy and Occultism shall be formed for their use; and 
the expenses !,hall be defrayed out of the funds of the Section. 

16. The expenses of the Section shall be defrayed by an annual subscription 
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from each member thereof. In the case of members belonging to a Lodge. the 
Secretary of that Lodge shall be responsible to the Council :for the collection of their 
subscriptions. 

17. The annual subscription of each member of the Section shall not be less than 
5s. per annum, but members residing within 20 miles of London shall pay an addi
tional subscription of 5s. j this being subject to the decision of the Council in special 
cases. 

18. Th~ contributions of the Section to the Head-quarters of the Society, or for 
other purposes outside the particular work of the Section, shall be subject to tt.e action 
of the Council from time to time. 

19. Alterations of these Rules may be made. by the Council, subject to the provisions 
as regards notice, as above specified. W. R.· OLD. 

Gen. Sec. British Section Theosophical Society. 

At the request of the BRITISH SECTION, Col. Olcott, before leaving for India, 
drew up and signed the following document: 

OFFICIAL ORDER. 
Theosophical Society, President's Office, 

London, 2S December, 1889. 
In compliance with the unanimous request of the Council of the British 

Section, and to obviate the inconvenience and delay of reference to Head
quarters of current local questions requiring my official adjudication: I hereby 
appoint H. P. Blavatsky as Chairman, and Annie Besant, William Kingsland, 
and Herbert Burrows as Members, of an appellate Board to be known as "The 
President's Commissioners" for Great Britain and Ireland; and furthermore :-

I hereby delegate to the aforesaid Commissioners for the United Kingdom 
the appellate jurisdiction and executive powers conferred upon me under the 
Constitution and Rules of the Society; and declare them to be my personal 
representatives and official proxies for the territory named, until the present 
order be superseded. 

Provided, however, that all executive orders and decisions, made on my 
behalf by the said Commissioners, shall be unanimously agreed to and signed by 
the four Commissioners above designated. 

(Signed) H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 
Attest: W. R. OLD, 

General Sec. British Section, T. S. 

"BLAVATSKY LODGE." 
At the" Blavatsky Lodge" meeting of December 19th, the President of the 

Lodge, W. Kingsland, in the chair, a resolution of sympathy with, and thanks 
to Colonel Olcott for his work in England was unanimously passed. Annie 
Besant wa.'i called on to move the resolution, and to bid the Colonel farewell in 
the name of the Lodge; she alluded to the work done by the Colonel in the 
various parts of England, Wales, and Ireland that he had visited, and the 
loving memory and respect in which his name would be kept by all English 
Theosophists. She asked Colonel Olcott to carry back with him to India a 
message of brotherly affection to the Indian Theosophists, and to tell them 
that their English brethren looked to them to keep the flame of Theosophy 
burning in that country which must ever be the Holy Land to every true 
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Theosophist. Herbert Burrows seconded the resolution in a few brief sentences, 
expressing the affectionate regard in which Colonel Olcott was held among all 
who knew him. Colonel Olcott, in reply, thanking the Lodge for the kindly 
feeling expressed towards him, said that he always tried to do his duty, and, 
whether in England or in India, his life would be devoted to the cause of 
Theosophy. He expressed the pleasure it had given him to be once more 
with H. P. B., his dear colleague and teacher, in the body, as always in heart and 
spirit, feeling as he did that, when they were separated, each vias less than half 
what they were together. 

As the meeting broke up, the members clustered affectionately round their 
President, shaking hands and wishing him well. 

At a business meeting of the" Blavatsky Lodge" held at 1 7 Lansdowne Road, 
Holland Park W., on January 2nd, 1890, the following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year. President, Annie Besant; Vice-President, W. R. Old; 
Hon. Secretary, F. L. Gardner; Hon. Treasurer, Countess Wachtmeister. The 
following revised Rules were also adopted. 

RULES OF THE "BLAVATSKY LODGE" OF THE T. S. 

I. The Lodge shall be called the" Blavatsky Lodge of the Theosophical Society." 
2. The Lodge shall be constituted in accordance with the Rules ofthe British Section 

of the Theosophical Society. 
3. The object of the Lodge shall be to train its members in Theosophical know· 

ledge by study and discussion, and to serve as an active centre for Theosophical 
work. 

4. The Council of the Lodge shall consist of the Officers, viz. a President, Vice· 
President, Hon. Secretary and Hon. Treasurer, and of three other members to be 
chosen by the Lodge; three of whom shall form a quorum. 

5. Officers and members of the Council shall be elected annually at a meeting of 
members at the end of September: at which meeting the Lodge shall also elect its 
representatives on the Council of the British Section for -the ensuing year. Vacan· 
cies occurring in the Council during the year shall be filled up by the election of 
the Lodge. 

6. The Lodge shall consist of members and associates. 
7. The right to attend and vote at all meetings of the Lodge shall be confined to 

members only. 
8. Members and associates shall have the privilege of introducing visitors at three 

of the ordinary meetings; but if after the third visit such visitor does not become an 
associate or member, he can no longer be admitted. 

9. Any visitor interested in Theosophy, but not yet prepared to take up full mem
bership, may become an associate of the Lodge for three months. At the expiration of 
this period, he must either become a member or cease to attend the Lodge meetings 
and resign his associateship. 

10. Applications for membership and for associateship shall be made in writing to 
the Hon. Secretary, who shall place the names of applicants on the notice board of 
the Lodge fourteen days before the date of election. Any objections to such election 
shall be sent in writing to the Hon. Secretary seven days before the date of election, 
and the Council shall take such action as is necessary. 

I I. There shall be no subscription to the Lodge, save that which is required from 
each member as a member of the British Section. The Lodge expenses shall be 
defrayed by voluntary contributions from its members and associates. 

12. The Lodge shall meet regularly once a week at such time and place as may be 
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appointed by the Council, and these meetings shall be open to members, associates 
and visitors. . 

1 J. The Council may appoint other meetings to which members only shall be" 
admitted. 

140 Alterations and additions in these Rules may be made by the Lodge. 

H. P. Blavatsky, ere Colonel Olcott left England, handed to him the 
following paper: 

Theosophical Society, Esoteric Section, 
London, 25th I;>ecember, 1889 •. 

. I hereby appoint Colonel H. S. Olcott my confidential agent and sole official 
representative of the Esoteric Section for Asiatic countries. 

All correspondence relative to admission into, and resignation from, the 
Section shall be referred to him, and all Instructions transmitted by him, and 
his decision is to be taken and accepted as given by myself. Such cor
respondence to be invariably marked "Private" on the envelope. 

(Signed) H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

The members of the Esoteric Section in London and the surrounding district 
have Cormed themselves into.a Lodge, for the purpose, among other things, of 
$timulating Theosophical activity and organizing members of the Society into 
active groups of workers. It is hoped that, in this way, they may become useful 
to the Society at large. 

No member need apply for admission into the E. S. unless he is prepared to 
adopt in full the three objects of the T. S. and to become practically an earnest 
worker for Theosophy. 

H.P.B. 

AMERICAN SECTION. 
The American Section of the. T.S .. held a Convention of the Pacific; Coast 

Branches in October last, and we have'received the printed report of the pro
ceedings. The spirit animating the de1egates seems to have been that of the 
purest Theosophy, the principle of Universal Brotherhood underlying the 
speeches and directing the methods proposed. Thus, Mrs. M. H. Bowman, of 
the Bandhu Branch, read a paper entitled, "Try to lift a little of the Karma of 
the World" In this paper Mrs. Bowman, speaking of progress, says both truly 
and eloquently :-

.. All about us are those, flesh of our flesh and soul of our soul, who sit clothed in diukness by that 
inexorable Karma, which we perhaps have but now outgrown; those who still wear the soiled gar
.ment, tabooed by social laws, made more desperate by that ostracism; those who teU us the story of 
the strong temptation, and the weak nature, of injustice against which there was no dCrence; of the 
endless procession of misfortunes, and no help, no refuge. Is it not such as these whose eyes have 
lost the power to weep? such as these who' wash the feet of the soul in the blood of the heart'? Is it 
over such as these we shall set ourselves as judges, and say, 'It is Karma, and therefore justice'? Or 
rather shall we, remembering only that our brother suffers, try to lift a little of this dreary buMen ? " 

Rightly did Mrs.Bowman conclude:-
.. If we could thus make our Theosophical ideal of • BrO.therhood' an ever-present living factor in 

our li~, there would be small need to ask how best to show forth the truth to the world." 

'. Miss L A. Off read a paper ·entitled, "A few· Suggestions Regarding the 
Higher Life"; to overcome separateness, to subdue the senses, to root out lust, 
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avarice and unchastity, to practise the ten transcendental virtues, these are the 
roads to the Higher Life. Miss Off winds up her brief paper by saying: 

.. No fixed standard or vow can affect the interior choice and destiny of the soul; no monastery 
creates a saint, but a true saint radiates peace and love in whatever circle he may move. Wbat 
loftier mission can be filled by the true Theosophist than to do away with the modifications of being, 
to transcend the • five places of passion,' and thus reveal the tranquil, changCless essence of pure 
spirit." 

These papers were followed by three on the three objects of the T.S., written 
respectively by Allen Griffiths, Miss Marie A. Walsh and M~. Sarah A. Harris . 

. Dr. Griffiths, calling on all to work, rightly says :-
.. Universal Brotherhood does not, nor could not in simple jU!;tice, adopt any particular method 

or procedure, or line of operation, as its universality includes all ways, all things, and all men, for it 
recognizes that underlying all is that saving element of truth which both causes all to be, and gives, 
impulse to growth and progress. So it does not specialize, nor show partiality, but boldly says to all, 
• Here is an unlimited field of possibility. enter it and take possession of that portion to which your 
ability and capacity entitle you by virtue of your own motive and power to serve your fellows,' If a 
certain order of minds clearly perceive one phase of Universal truth, and have ability and inclination 
to pursue it upon special and partICUlar lines, within the circle of Universll Brotherhood, every 0p

portunity exists for the following of that inclination and the exercising of that ability. The warld is 
large, and numberless avenues are always open, so that no one need feel circwnscribed, nor 
restricted, nor handicapped, in the pursuance of his chosen and particular scheme, whose object is the 
welfare of all men." 

Miss Walsh brings out strikingly in two passages the moral superiority of the 
Indian teachings over the Semitic, and of th~ manners of the people over those 
of the western world :-

.. The hero finds himself in heaven. He asks for his loved ones. They are in hell. • Then let me 
go to them, I, at least, can help them suffer: And ke turns his back upon the joys of heaven to seek 
his loved ones I What a scathing rebuke to that virtue which contemplates serenely the torments of 
the lost I Fortunately, for our sympathy, the hero is but tested, and on the brink of the inferno he 
finds his loved ones and-heaven." .. The literature of India, especially the drama, shows the people 
to have been simple in their habits, spiritual in their tendencies, and most gentle in their mannel'S. 
While . the civilized (1) Romans clapped their jewelled hands at the death of the gladiator, and 
shouted applause when youths and maidens were tom to pieces by wild beasts, the Hindoos shrank 
from the very suggestion of physical pain upon the stage; and their plays were entirely free from 
cruelty or grossness." 

Mrs" Harris dealt very ably with the third object. She began by pointing to 
the unity underlying multiformity . 

.. In dealing with nature's forces we ,may, from a theosophical point of view, see them as a 
differentiation of the primal force spirit, and the matter through which spirit manifests. as the 
crystallization into objective form of primal substance-man. as to his physical body and the force 
which works through him, being a part of the manifested universe, while in his psychical powers and 
spiritual nature he is called to that which is interior to this material plane, eacb power of body or 
mind being differentiations of the Universal; for as there is in reality but one force spirit, so there 
is but one sense feeling. of which the five so-called senses are the out-speaking. In reality, there are 
DO external senses. When the one unit of consciousness speaks through the eye of animal and man, 
it becomes sight; through the ear, it becomes hearing, thus functioning the various organs of the 
body and relating them through the consciousness to the external world." 

She then spoke of the force of thought, and its effects, and the influence of 
man's thought on lower planes of being, winding up with the lines: 

.. Thought in the mind hath made us. What we are 
By thought was 1mlught and built. If a man's mind 
Hath evil thoughts. pain comes on him as comes 
The wheel the ox behind. 
AU that we are is what we thought and willed ; 
Our thoughts shape us and frame; if one endure 
In purity of thought. joy follows him. 
As his own shadow sure:' 
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Dr. T. Docking gave the last paper, set to the keynote "Be all things to all 
men," and going, we think, somewhat too far in the effacement of distinctively 
Theosophical doctrines in the effort to avoid giving offence. 

One piece of ~dvice, given by Dr. Docking, we recommend to Theosophists 
in England as well as to those in America. 

.. As a further suggestion for increasing the efficiency of the work of all branches of the Theo
sophical Society. wherever establis~ed. or about to be established. we would urge upon all members 
of the various lodges the great desiral)i1ity. we may add necessity. of members cultivating the 
society of each other. meeting together as often as practicable at each other's houses. where no 
lodge-room is permanently available. At such meetings the central aim should be to discover how 
nearly these good people can come together in thought and feeling. and what particular spheres of 
usefulness they may individually occupy best. It is of little advantage for people to join societies 
and acknowledge their adhesion to a great bond of union. if they do not embrace and seek to create 
opportuDities and occasions for mutual converse and help. The work of many a society languishes 
because of the members not acting in accordance with a due recognition of the tie of brotherhood. 
while much inspiration is lost by two or three fluent speakers or able writers being looked to at all 
times, under all circumstances. to furnish food for the mental digestion of all the rest; timidity and 
bashfulness should have no place among brothers and sisters; fear of criticism or of being mis
understood shoulQ never seal the lips of anyone who feels he has aught to say for the edification of 
t!Je assemblage; to underrate our powers, or mask our gifts. to fight off ins irations and disown 
ability, is not humility but puerile masquerading as its opposite virtlle." 

Members of the" Blavatsky Lodge," please note I 

• The following paragraph from the Washington Post reaches us: 
A public meeting was held last night by the' •. Blavatsky Branch of the Theosophical Society" at 

923 F Street North-West. The audience was 1arge. B. Keightley, of England, private secretary to 
Madame Blavatsky, spoke on the Socialistic phase of Theosophy, and Miss Musaeus read a paper 
in defence of Madame B1avatsky. 

THEOSOPHICAL LIBRARIES. 
A free Theosophical library is being formed at Merthyr Tydfil, great interest 

being shewn there in Theosophy by the mining population, among whom-as 
everyone who has lectured to them knows-are found men of strong intelligence. 
Mr. Thomas, 18 Park Place, Merthyr Tydfil, will gladly receive and acknow
ledge any gifts of Theosophical books for this purpose. A great wish has been 
expressed ,to read Luciler, and we hope that som~ well-to-do Theosophist will 
pay a year's SUbscription, for a copy to be sent each month to the new library. 

Through the kindness of some members of the T. S. three more Theosophical 
lending libraries have been formed, at Edinburgh, -Newcastle-on-Tyne and 
Penrith. 

A similar effort is shortly to be made in Whitechapel, and it would be well if, 
in each town, a group of Theosophists would take up this work, and open a free 
library and reading-room for the benefit of poorer enquirers. No missionary 
work is more permanently useful than this spreading of our literature. 

, Those who are able to assist in this good work should confer with Countess 
C. W--, 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, London, W. C. She has already sent the 
first instalment of books to the above-named libraries. 

All books for Theosophical Lending Libraries can be purchased at 7, Duke 
Street, at 25 per cent. discount 'off the, published price. Subscriptions to 
IJuCJFER for the above-named Libraries would be thankfully received. 
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THEOSOpaV IN INDIA. 
The Indian Mirfor-known to all who take an interest in the movement now 

going on in Hindustan, for its patient and steadfast work for the redemption of 
that great lltnd from ignorance and oppression~has a leading article on the 
Theosophical Society which will be read with pleasure by all Theosophists, and 
to which we gladly give pUblicity in this organ of the Theosophical Society. 
The Indian Mirror does no more than justice to the Society, and probably 
nothing. less than the passionate belief of its Founders could have awakened 
India from a sleep which was fast passing into lethargy. Those who have read 
Colonel Olcott's lectures, given in the ~eat cities of ~indust¥l, will readily 
understand how his burning words on Aryavarta lit a corresponding·flame in 
Indian breasts. The Indian Mirror of Nov. 22nd says: 

" The Theosophical Society has done more for India than some people are 
aWare of. Though constantly en evidence before the public, Theosophy and the 
Theosophical Society are still abstractions to many men even in India. We, 
however, who' have watched the Theosophical movement from its initiation at 
New Vork, the transferenee of its activity to these shores ten years ago, and the 
unexampled success of its ideas ever since throughout the country, must 
acknowledge that if the affairs of India now command universal attention iii 
both ~einispheres, the TheosophiCal Society ought to have every. credit for it 
When the founders of the Society landed at Bombay in 1879, they did not fi9d . 
'even half a dozen Indians ready to receive their ideas of an Universal Brother
hood, arid not even the idea of an Indian Brotherhood. Madame Blavatsky 
and Colonel Olcott, who had come to India, as they said, to learn and acquire 

. the wisdom of the East at the feet of Indian sages, found that the sages were at 
a discount in the country of their birth and work, that the educated Indians 
knew them not, and that those whose pride it should have been to worship 
Sankaracharya and Buddha Gatitama, worshipped Huxley and Herbert Spencer 
instead. In fact, fhe Light of Asia had been completely quenched, so far as 
India at least was concerned. With an enthusiasm, however, which only a 
conviction of the sacredne~s and potentiality of their mission alone could 
generate, the founders of the Theosophical Society went to work, and proceeded 
. to create order out of chaos, and light out of darkness. And they were mightily 
misunderstood. The people held aloof from them. Europeans jeered at them. 
The Government followed their movements with suspicion and distrust But it 
was shortly acknowledged that the Russian lady and American gentleman were 
terribly in earnest. They had not the slightest intention of retiring from the 
field. They made many and large sacrifices. They literally slaved at their 
work. Colonel Olcott spoke frequently before the public, and Madiune 
Blavatsky toiled eighteen hours at a stretch at her desk in order to find the 
wherewithal to feed her beloved Society. What charlatan ever did honest work 
or endured a tithe of the privations, which Madame Blavatsky and Colonel 
Olcott went heroically through in order to force the claims of the Theosophical 
Society on the public? Theosophical ideas at length began to spread. Ceylon 
was taken by storm, and the Christian Missionaries, who had long held sway in 
the lsland, retired in favour of yellow-robed priests of Buddha, and the five 
&acred precepts were heard once more loud in each Dagobah's rounded pile. In 
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India the Theosophical Society began gradually to increase in numbers, and to 
grow in influence. Its leading ideas were found to be practicable. Its claims 
on behalf of Eastern philosophy and science and literature were recognised in 
quarters where they used to be before laughed out as absurd and preposterous. 
The educated community in "India,' the 'thinking portion of it at all events, 
turned to examine the lore left to them by their ancestors. And soon a com-

. munity of spiritual thought and purpose began to spread thro~gh the land. The 
Hindu, the Moslem, the Jain, the Parsi, commenced an union of intellectual 
~rotherhood, and as they ttatemised ~ore and more, they wondered why they 
had held aloof, each from the other, so long, and how they should have 
neglected to clajm their 'common legacy. Soon every large town had its branch 
of the Theosophical Society. The annual conventions at the head-quarters of 
the Society, the precursors and models of the National Congress, brought hun
dreds of the representatives of tlie most different and distant communities 
together, and they became periodical jubilees of the revived affection among the 
hitherto divided members of the great Indian family. 

"To become good Theosophists was.to become good citiiens. The Theoso
phists were not only to be brothers among themselves, but also brothers 'to all 
men with whom the world brought them in contact. Theosophists in India, 
therefore, began to look about them to see if they could not ameliorate the lot 
of their fellows. 'They realized that life was real and earnest, and accordingly 
th~y worked with a weal for, their fellow-Indians, and the common cause of their 
country. Whatever may be our own personal impressions, we will not in this 
place claim the triumpn of the 'National Congress as the triumph of the Theoso
phical Society. It is far too wide a demand to be conceded without demur. 
But this much we will undertake to say that the Theosophical Society brought 
the people of India together, proved their inheritance, and made them d~ser

vedly proud of this beloved Bharat Khuna. Another clailD which we may with 
confidence urge on behalf of the Theosophical Society, is the recruiting of in
fluential foreigners in the cause of India. The first important convert to Theoso
phical ideas from among Englishmen was, strangely enough, the then Editor of 
the Pioneer, Mr. A. P. Sinnett. And Mr. Sinnett b~ought Mr. Hume, our dear, 
old long-tried friend. At one time, Mr. Hume was idolised by Theosophists, as 
he is now being idolised by the country at large.' Was it not a great and 
marvellous fact that this Englishman, affluent, eminent in service, and proud of 
the race from whom he; sprang, should meekly bow his head before the holy 
Indian, cause, and adopt India as his home for which he was ,prepared to make 
any and every sacrifice? This marvel, then, is the work of the Theosophical 
Society. And we further claim that it has fully accomplished its mission in 
Indii Its work now lies in other fields. The Light of Asia is slowly reaching 
the West. ,Europe' and America look upOn the phenomenon with bewildered 
wonderment, but they still look on. In England Theosophical ideas are com_ 
pelling public attention, and the discourses of Colonel Olcott are being heard 
with intelligent respect. Theosophy has a great future before it in England. 
It has already put forth a wonderful phenomenon in London. It has converted 
Annie Besant, the famous hard-headed materialist, and agnostic, into an expectan t 
enquirer of Theosophical truths. The influence of Mrs. Besant in England is 
widespread and far-reaching. She. has for years been the fellow-worker in the 

~. 
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English people's cause of Mr. Charles Bradlaugb. And behold another marvel 
still, these so-called atheists, once the horror of mankind all over the world, 
compel to-day the world's attention, and the world is in a manner at their feet. 
And these two great souls are leagued to-day to work for the amelioration of 
pantheistic Hindus and Parsis and Buddhists and theistic Mahomedans. Who . 
could have dreamt of these wonders a few years ago? And yet, as we write, we 
feel that we h~lVe not yet exhausted the marvels. More wonderful events 
have still to follow. Happy those who have seen, and who will see, with fear 
and yet with hope I" . 

DUBLIN LODGE. 
The Dublin Theosophists, acting in their capacity of members of the Vege

tarian Society, gave a very bright Christmas Eve to some hundreds of poor 
little Dublin children. The Lodge collected £20 in money, soolbs. of cake, 
and 2,000 apples and oranges, as well as toys and sweets innumerable for Its 
little guests. The Irish Times says: 

.. Some hundreds were present of different ages and of different degrees of poverty. and the pro
ceedinrs were of a very jolly character. Tea was first served, and when that was discussed, a Iitlle 
concert, more or less of an impromptu kind, with conjuring and ventriloquial exhibitions. waS giVl!ll 
by some, of of the members of the society. Needless to say the little ones were highly ,delighted and 
mystified with this, to them, very novel perfonnance, and they gave noisy expression to the 
pleasure which the merry-making afforded them. After this there was a big attraction, and one 
appealing more to the yonnger portion of the little guests-namely, the distribution of toys &om a 
Christmas tree which occupied the central position on the platfonn. It would be difficult to describe 
the eager excitement with which this portion of the programme was watched, as one by one the 
children went up to receive their gifts in the shape of dolls, monkeys, tattles, and everything that a 
well-regulated Christmas tree should contain. But this was not all, for as the children passed out 
of the hall they were loaded with apples, oranges, and barmbracks, which were there in profusion fclr 
distribution. Indeed it was no easy matter for some of the younger children, even with their piaa
fores and cloaks, to carry away the load of presents anti good things which were given tbem. The 
children behaved themselves extremely well, waited patiently for their turn, and appeared all quite 
satisfied with the shares allotted to them. 

.. The arrangements, which were carried out by Miss G. Johnston, Mr. F. Allen, and other members 
of the society, assisted by a number of ladies, were admirable. This is quite a novel feature in 
Christmas charities, and the society is deserving of every praise for having inaugurated iL" 

About IOf)lbs. of cake and a barrel of fruit remained over, after all the hungry 
little mouths were satisfied, and these were carted off to the Catholic Boys' 
Home as a gift. £ I S remained in the hands of the members, and are to be 
used for a treat in the summer. 

It is sad to know that if our Irish comrades had acted nominally as Theoso
phists, the children would have been forbidden by tlie priests to enjoy this 
harmless 12ft. Roman Catholicism, now as ever, is bitter against all who will 
not submit to its sway, and would rather darken the already sad lives of the 
children than allow them to be brightened by heretics. 

"Going to anb fro in tbe £artb." 

I N America, as in England and every other civilised country, complaints are 
J1 heard from the press of the failure of Christianity to influence the lives 

of the people. We have just come across an article in an American 
paper on U The Failure of Christianity in villages," in which our contemporary 

declares that 
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.. Nothiug is more marked in American social life, or more to be regretted, than the manifest decay 

of religious activity and the loss of vitality in our American towns and villages, especially in the rural 
districts. New England presents this failure in one form, and the North-west presents, it in another, 
but in nearly all American villages, wherever you go, the Christian religion in the existing forms In 
which its friends try to commend it to the public is set forth in ways which for the most part are not 
attractive to the average man, and do not impress the people with much respect for the truths which 
are behind them. .. 

The truth is that the age is outgrowing the dead-letter rendering which 
materialises ~uth into falsehood. Everywhere empty hands are outstretched 
into the darkness groping after Truth. It is for the Theosophists to chase away 
the darkness with the" light from the East." 

Theosophists, and more especially Occultists, will be interested in learning 
that Dr. Albertini has discovered that colour-blindness is accompanied by a 
conesponding deafness to certain notes. Persons who cannot see red cannot 
distinguish the note Sol; those who cannot see green cannot distinguish R e. 
Thus, from time to time, do the discoveries of Western science confirm Eastern 
knowledge j and as science presses nearer to the heart of things, we may look to 
see these confirmations increase. 

In Lucifers wanderings up and down, he came across the following article 
from the 'Boston (U.S.A.) Courier of July 18, 1886, and brought it on for 
publication in our pages, as an interesting testimony of the view taken at 
tlu #me of the S. P_ R. clumsy attempt to stab Mme. Blavatsky. Theosophists 
are, of course, fully aware of the contempt with which the proud and exclusive 
Hindus regarded the blundering efforts of a self-confident young European to 
investigate and measure their most sacredly treasured beliefs; but in view of 
the attempted revival of his discredited report-so unwisely adopted by the 
S. P. R.-the following will be read with interest :-

" The London Society or' Psychical Research has perhaps fulfilled the hopes 
of none of its friends in its discoveries, its investigations and its manifestoes, 
but it has made no more egregious blunder than its report on Theosophy. We 
have no especial desire to enter into a defence of esoteric Buddhism, since in 
the first place it is abundantly able to stand upon its own merits, and in any 
case the sort of attacks which are made are so generally unintelligent and so 
prejudiced as to merit ~o attention, whatever, while, it may be added, it is not 
our plan to become its champion, most of the so-called expositions are but more 
or less pitiful displays of the ignorance, or the flippancy, or the malice of the 
writers, and as such may be left to work the confusion of their authors. 

" The report of the Psychical Society, as coming authoritatively from a body 
including many men of wide reputation, is likely to receive more attention and 
be accredited with more weight than really belongs to it. It has already been 
shown in a pamphlet published by Mr. Sinnett, upon how flimsY'a foundation 
the evidence of the report rested, and it is of interest in this connection to read 
the following protest which has been sent from Negapatam, signed by nearly 
seventy people of standing, not one of whom is in any way connected with the 
Theosophical Socie ty : 
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"".We, the undersign~d, are much surprised to read' the report of the 
"Seciety for Psychical Research on Theosophy." The existence of the 
Mahatmas or Sadhus was not invented by Madame Blavatsky or any other 
individual. Our forefathers who had lived and gone long before the birth of 
Madame Blavatsky and the Coulombs had full belief in the existence of the. 
Mahatmas and their psychical' powers, and even had personal interviews with 
them. There are persons in India, even at the present day, who have no con
nection with the Theosophical Society, and yet have interviews with such 
superior Beings. There are many reasons to prove these well-established 
facts, but we have no time and it would be useless to go into details. Let Mr. 
Hodgson and the Committee, if they are in earnest, make deep researches into 
the matter and firid that their conclusions were not only hasty but also entirely 
uofounded. The report of Mr. Hodgson, and the conclusion of the Committee 

• thereon, cannot at all affect in the least our belief in the existence of the 
Mahatmas, but will only betray their grossest ignorance of the Occult history of 
the Hindus.' SIGNATURES FOLLOW. 

" The truth is that Mr. Hodgson, sent out by the London society to India, 
to investigate Madame Blavatsky, was so entirely unfitted for the work confided 
to him that he fell a victim to errors the most egregious. He set down to the 
credit of Madame Blavatsky's inventive powers theories and statements which 
may be found even in plenty of English works upon Indian religions, published 
in London a century or more ago; and the society can hardly be willing to 
attribute to Madame a term of life so extended as to suppose her to have insti
gated the writing of books so old. The report proved by far too much, and is 
on the face of it absurd. The question, of course is not here upon the reality 
of the Sadhus, but of the origin of the belief in them; and nothing is easier 
than to prove that. this faith has been prevalent in India from time imme-
morial. . 

" Of course, as far as the truth or absurdity of Theosophy goes, what Madame 
Blavatsky or anyone else mayor may not be is not of the slightest importance. 
An ethical system stands or falls by its own merit, judged by the facts of human 
life and what man has been able to discover of the universe. There has never 
been a religion or a philosophy that has not numbered among its professed 
upholders, and usually among the most prominent of them, men of worthless 
character, who made it merely a means to their own base ends. If Theosophy 
falls to the ground it will not be because Madame Blavatsky or another is proved 
to be worthless and designing; and equally, if it stands, it will not be because 
the character of these or any other of its adherents is pIiced above suspicion 
and reproach." 

ERRATA IN PSYCHIC FIRE, NOVEMBER NUMBER 

Page 234.~A universe of infinite space measured by /i"Ue units of time. (18th 
line from top.) For one half of this line of change. (27th line from top.) 

Page 235.-Motion is the manifesting power aDd its amplitude is' its unit measure 
of space. (6th line from top.) 
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ttbe 1ast Song of tbe Swan. 
Ie I see before my race an age or so, 

And I am sent to show a path among the thoms, 
To take them in my flesh. 
Well, I shall lay my bones 
In some sbarp crevice of the broken way; 
Men shall in better times stand where I fell, 
And singing, journey on in perfect bands 
Where I had trod alone. .. !' 

THEODORE PARKER. 

Whence the poetical but very fantastic notion-even in a myth
about swans singing their own funeral dirges? There is a Northern 
legend to that effect, but it is not older than the middle ages. Most 
of us have studied ornithology; and in our own days of youth we have 
made ample acquaintance with swans of every description. In those 
trustful years of everlasting sunlight, there existed a mysterious attraction 
between our mischievous hand and the snowy feathers of the stubby 
tail of that graceful but harsh-voiced King of aquatic birds. The hand 
that offered treacherously biscuits, while the other pulled out a feather 
or two, was often punished; but so were the ears. Few noises can 
compare in cacophony with the cry of that bird-whether it be the 
Ie whistling" (Cignus Americanus) or the "trumpeter" swan. Swans 
snort, rattle, screech and hiss, but certainly they do not sing, especially 
when smarting under the indignity of an unjust assault upon their tails. 
But listen to the legend. ,. When feeling life departing, the swan lifts 
high its head, and breaking into a long, melodious chant-a heart
rending song of death-the noble bird sends heavenward a melodious 
protest, a plaint that moves to tears man and beast, and thrills through 
the hearts of those who hear it." 

Just so, Ie those who hear it." But who ever heard that song sung 
by a swan? We do not hesitate to proclaim the acceptation of such a 
statement, even as a poetical license, one of the numerous paradoxes of 
our incongruous age and human mind. We have no serious objection 
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to offer-owing to personal feelings-to Fenelon, the Archbishop and 
orator, being dubbed the" Swan of Cambrai," but we protest against the 
same dubious compliment being applied to Shakespeare. Ben Jonson 
was ill-advised to call the greatest genius England can boast of-the 
"sweet swan of Avon;" and as to Homer being nicknamed" the Swan 
of Meander "-this is simply a posthumous libel, which LUCIFER can 
never disapprove of and expose in sufficiently strong terms. 

Let us apply the fictitious idea rather to things than to men, by 
remembering that the swan-a symbol of the Supreme Brahm and one 
of the avatars of the amorous Jupiter-was also a symbolical type of 
cycles; at any rate of the tail-end of every important cycle in human 
history. An emblem as strange, the reader may think, and one as 
difficult to account for. Yet it has its raison tNtre. It was probably 
suggested by the swan loving to swim in circles, bending its long and 
graceful neck into a ~ing, and it was not a bad typical designation, 
after all. At any rate the older idea was more graphic and to the 
point, and certainly more logical, than the later one which endowed the 
swan's throat with musical modulations and made of him a sweet 
songster, and a seer to boot. 

The last song of the present "Cyclic Swan" bodes us an evil omen. 
Some hear it screeching like· an owl, and croaking like Edgar Poe's 
raven. The combination of the figures 8 and 9. spoken of in last month's 
editorial, has borne its fruits already. Hardly had we spoken of tlle 
dread the Cresars and \Vorld-Potentates of old had for number 8, which 
postulates the equality of all men, and of its fatal combination with 
number 9-which represents the earth under an evil principle-when 
that principle began making sad havoc among the poor Potentates and 
the Upper Ten-their subjects. The Influenza has shown of late a 
weird and mysterious predilection for Royalty. One by one it has 
levelled its members through death to an absolute equality with their 
grooms and kitchen-maids. Sic transit gloria mundi! Its first victim 
was the Empress Dowager of Germany; then the ex-Empress of 
Brazil, the Duke d' Aosta, Prince William of Hesse Philippstal, the Duke 
of Montpensier, the Prince of Swarzburg Rudolstadt, and the wife of the 
Duke of Cambridge; besides a number of Generals, Ambassadors, 
Statesmen, and their mothers-in-law. Where, when, at what victim 
shalt thou stop thy scythe, 0 "innocent" and .. harmless" Influenza? 

Each of these royal and semi-royal Swans has sung his last song, 
and gone .. to that bourne" whence every .. traveller returns,"-the 
aphoristical verse to the contrary, notwithstanding. Yea, they will now 
solve the great mystery for themselves, and Theosophy and its teaching 
will get more adherents and believers among royalty in .. heaven," than 
it does among the said caste on earth. 
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Apropos of Influenza-miscalled the "Russian," but which seems to 
be rather the scape-goat, while it lasts, for the sins of omission and 
commission of the medical faculty and its fashionable physicians-what 
is it? Medical authorities have now and then ventured a few words 
sounding very learned, but telling us very little about its true nature. 
They seem to have picked up now and then a clue of pathological thread 
pointing rather vaguely, if at all, to its being due to bacteriological 
causes; but they are as far off a solution of the mystery as ever. The 
practical lessons resulting from so many and varied cases have been 
many, but the deductions therefrom do not seem to have been numerous 
or satisfactory. 

What is in reality that unknown monster, which seems to travel with 
the rapidity of some sensational news started with the object of dis
honouring a fellow creature; which is almost ubiquitous; and which 
shows such strange discrimination in the selection of its victims? Why 
does it attack the rich and the powerful far more in proportion than it 
does the poor and the insignificant? Is it indeed only "an agile 
microbe" as Dr. Symes Thomson would make us think? And is it 
quite true that the influential Bacillus (no pun meant) has just been 
apprehended at Vienna by Drs. Jolles and Weichselbaum-or is it but 
a snare and a delusion like so many other things? Who knoweth? 
Still the face of our unwelcome guest-the so-called" Russian Influenza .. 
is veiled to this day, though its body is heavy to many, especially to the 
old and the weak, and almost invariably fatal to invalids. A great 
medical authority on epidemics, Dr. Zedekauer, has just asserted that that 
disease has ever been the precursor of cholera-at St. Petersburg, at any 
rate. This is, to say the least, a very strange statement. That which 
is now called" influenza," was known before as the grippe, and the latter JrrJ 
was known in Europe as an epidemic, centuries before the cholera made 
its first appearance in so-called civilized lands. The biography and 
history of Influenza, alias "grippe," may prove interesting to some 
readers. This is what we gather from authoritative sources. 

The earliest visit of it, as recorded by medical science, was to Malta in 
1510. In 1577 the young influenza grew into a terrible epidemic, which 
travelled from Asia to Europe to disappear in America. In 1580 a new 
epidemic of grippe visted Europe, Asia and America, killing the old 
people, the weak and the invalids. At Madrid. the mortality was enor
mous, and in Rome alone 9,OCX> persons died of it In 1590 the influ
enza appeared in Germany; thence passed, in 1593, into France and 
Italy. In 1658-1663 it visited Italy only; in 1669, Holland; in 1675, 
Germany and England; and in 1691, Germany and Hungary. In 1729 
all Europe suffered most terribly from the "innocent" visitor. In 
London alone 908 men died from it the first week; upwards of 6o,ocx> 
persons suffering from it, and 30 per cent. dying from catarrh or influ-
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enza at Vienna. In 173'2 and 1733, a new epidemic of the grippe ap
peared in Europe, Asia and America. It was almost as universal in the 
years 1737 and 1743, when London lost by death from it, during one week, 
over 1,000 men. In 1762, it raged in the British army in Germany. In 
1775 an almost countless number of cattle and domestic animals were 
killed by it. In 1782, 40,000 persons were taken ill 011 one day, at St. Peters
burg. In 1830, the influenza made a successful journey round the world
that only time-as the first piolteer of cholera It returned again from 1833 
to 1837. In the year 1847, it killed more men in London than the 
cholera itself had done. It assumed an epidemic character once more 
in France, in 1858. 

We le~rn from the St. Petersburg Novoyt! Vremya that Dr. Hirsh 
shows from IS 10 to 1850 over 300 great epidemics of grippe or injluC1l::o, 
both general and local, severe and weak. According to the above-given 
data, therefore, the influenza having been this year very weak at 5t. 
Petersburg, can hardly be called "Russian." That which is known of 
its characteristics shows it, on the contrary, as of a most impartially cos
mopolitan nature. The extraordinary rapidity with which it acts, secured 
for it in Vienna the name of Blitz catarrhe. It has nothing in common 
with the ordinary grippe, so casily caught in cold and damp weather; 
and it seems to produce no special disease that could be localized, but 
only to act most fatally on the nervous system and especially on the 
lungs. Most of the deaths from influenza occur in consequence of lung
paralysis. 

All this is very significant. A disease which is epidemic, yet not con-
" tagious; which acts everywhere, in clean as in unclean places, i~~i

tiryas well as in unsanitary localities, hence needing very evidently no 
centres of contagion to start from; an epidemic which spreads at once 
like an air-current, embracing whole countries and parts of the world; 
striking at the same time the mariner, in the midst of the ocean, and the 
royal scion in his palace; the starving wretch of the world's White
chapels, sunk in and soaked through with filth, and the aristocrat in his 
high mountain sallitarium, like Davos in ~'i1gadiil,· where no lack of 
sanitary arrangements can be taken to task for it-such a disease can 
bear no comparison with epidemics of the ordinary, common type, e.g., 
such as the cholera. Nor can it be regarded as caused by parasites or 
microscopical microbes of one or the other kind. To prove the fallacy of 
this idea in her case, the dear old influenza attacked most savagely 
Pasteur, the "microbe-killer," himself, and his host of assistants. Docs 
it not seem, therefore, as if the causes that produced influenza were 
rather cosmical than bacterial ; and that they ought to be searched for 
rather in tho.ie abnormal changes in our atmosphere that have weIl 

• .. Colonel the Hon. George Napier will he prevented from attending the funeral of bis £"1ther. 
Lord Napier of Magdala. by a severe ;lttack of influenza at Davos. Switzerland."-Tbe MonriJlt 
Post of January 21, 11190. 
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nigh thrown into confusion and shuffled seasons all over the globe for i! 
the last few years-than in anything else? 

It is not asserted for the first time now that all such mysterious 
epidemics as the present influenza are due to an abnormal exuberance 
of ozone in the air. Several physicians and chemists of note have so 
far agreed with the occultists, as to admit that the tasteless, colourless 
and inodorous gas known as oxygen-" the life supporter" of all that 
lives and breathes-does get at times into family difficulties with its 
colleagues and brothers, when it tries to get over their heads in volume 
and weight and becomes heavier than is its wont. In short-oxygen 
becomes ozone. That would account probably for the preliminary 
symptoms of influenza. Descending, and spreading on earth with an 
extraordinary rapidity, oxygen would, of course, produce a still greater 
<:ombustion: hence the terrible heat in the patient's body and the 
paralysis of rather weak lungs. What says Science with respect to 
ozone: "It is the exuberance of the latter under the powerful stimulus 
of electricity in the air, that produces in nervous people that unac
countable feeling of fear and depression which they so often experience 
before a storm." Again: "the quantity of ozone in the atmosphere 
varies with the meteorological condition u11der laws so far ullknuwn to 
science." A certain amount of ozone is necessary, they wisely say, for 
breathing purposes, and the circulation of the blood. On the other 
hand" too much of ozone irritates the respiratory organs, and an excess 
of more than 1% of it in the air kills him who breathes it." This is 
proceeding on rather occult lines. "The real ozone is the Elixir of 
Life," says The Secret Doctrille, Vol. I. p. 144, 2nd foot-note. Let the 
reader compare the above with what he will find stated in the same 
work about oxygen viewed from the hermetic and occult standpoint 
(Vide pp. 113 and 114, Vol. II.) and he may comprehend the better 
what some Theosophists think of the present influenza. 

It thus follows that the mystically inclined correspondent who wrote 
in N07Joye Vremya (No. 4931, Nov. 19th, old style, 1889) giving sound 
advice on the subject of the influenza, then just appeared-knew what 
he was talking about. Summarizing the idea, he stated as follows:-
.... "It becomes thus evident that the real causes of this simulta

neous spread of the epidemic all over the Empire under the most varied 
meteorological cond,itions and climatic changes-are to be sought else
where than in the unsatisfactory hygienical and sanitary conditions . . . 
The search for the causes which generated the disease and caused it to 
spread is not incumbent upon the physicians alone, but would be the 
right duty of meteorologists, astronomers, physicists, alld naturalists in 
general, separated officially and substantially from medical men." 

This raised a professional storm. The modest suggestion was tabooed 
and derided; and once more an Asiatic country-China, this time
was sacrificed as a scapegoat to the sin of FOHAT and his too acti"('e 
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progeny. When royalty and the rulers of this sublunary sphere 
have been sufficiently decimated by influenza and other kindred and 
unknown evils, perhaps the turn of the Didymi of Science may come. 
This will be only a just punishment for their despising the" occult" 
sciences, and sacrificing truth to personal prejudices. 

Meanwhile, the last death song of the cyclic Swan has commenced; 
only few are they who heed it, as the majority has ears merely not to hear, 
and eyes-to remain blind. Those who do, however, find the cyclic 
song sad, very sad, and far from melodious. They assert that besides 
influenza and other evils, half of the civilized world's population is 
threatened with violent death, this time thanks to the conceit of the 
men of exact Science, and the all grasping selfishness of speculation. 
This is what the new craze of "electric lighting" promises every large 
city before the dying cycle becomes a corpse. These are facts, and not 
any "crazy speculations of ignorant Theosophists." Of late Reuter 
sends almost daily such agreeable warnings as this on electric wires in 
general, and electric wires in America-especially: 

Another fatal accident, arising from the system of overhead electric lighting WIres, is reported 
t<>-<lay from Newburgh, New York State. It appears that a horse while being driven along touched 
an iron awning-post with his nose, and fell down as if dead. A man, who rushed to assist in raisiog 
the animal, touched the horse's head-stall and immediately dropped dead, and another man who 
attempted to lift the first, received a terrible shock. The cause of the accident seems to have been 
that an electric wire had become slack and was lying upon an iron rod extending from tbe 
awning-post to a building, and that the full force of the current was passing down the post into the 
ground. The insulating material of the wire had become thoroughly saturated with rain. (Mornill.f 
Po.,', Jan, 21.) 

This is a cheerful prospect, and looks indeed as if it were one of the 
" last songs of the Swan" of p1'actical civilization. But, there is balm in 
Gilead-even at this eleventh hour of our jaw-breaking and truth
kicking century. Fearless clergymen summon up courage and dare to 
express publicly their actual feelings, with thorough contempt for "the 
utter humbug of the cheap' religious talk' which obtains in the present 
day." * They are daily mustering new forces; and hitherto rabidly 
conservative daily papers fear not to allow their correspondents, when 
occasion requires, to fly into the venerable faces of Catlt, and Mrs. 
Grundy. It is true that the subject which brought out the wholesome 
though unwelcome truth, in the Mornzilg Post, was worthy of such an 
exception. A correspondent, Mr. W. M. Hardinge, speaking of Sister 
Rose Gertrude, who has just sailed for the Leper Island of Molokai 
suggests that-" a portrait of this young lady should somehow be added 
to one of our national galleries" and adds:-

.. Mr. Edward Clifford would surely be the fitting artist. I, for one, would willingly contribute to 
the permanent recording, by some adequate painter, of wbate\'er manner of face it may be tho'\! 
shrines so saintly a soul. Such a subject-too rare, alas, in England-should be more fruitful thaD 
precept.' t 

* Revd. Hugh B. Chapman, Vicar St. Luke's, CamberweU, in M"'7tiIlK Post, January 2nt. 
t l.oc cit. 
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Amen. Of precepts and tall talk in fashionable churches people have 
more than they bargain for; but of really practical Christ-like work in 
daily life-except when it leads to the laudation and mention of names 
of the would-be philanthropists in public papers-we see nil. Moreover, 
such a subject as the voluntary Calvary chosen by Sister Rose Gertrude 
is "too rare" indeed, anywhere, without speaking of England. The 
young heroine,1ike her noble predecessor, Father Damien,· is a true 
Theosophist in daily life and practice-the latter the greatest ideal of 
every genuine follower of the Wisdom-religion. Before such work, 
of practical Theosophy, religion and dogma, theological and 
scholastic differences, nay even esoteric knowledge itself are but 
secondary accessories, accidental details. All these must give 
precedence to and disappear before Altruism (real Buddha and Christ
like altruism, of course, not the theoretical twaddle of Positivists) as the 
flickering tongues of gas light in street lamps pale and vanish before 
the rising sun. Sister Rose Gertrude is not only a great and saintly 
heroine, but also a spiritual mystery, an EGO not to be fathomed on 
merely intellectual or even psychic lines. Very true, we hear of whole 
nunneries having volunteered for the same work at Molokai, and we 
readily believe it, though this statement is made more for the glorifica
tion of Rome than for Christ and His work. But, even if true, the 
offer is no parallel. We have known nuns 'who were ready to walk 
across a prairie on fire to escape convent life. One of them confessed 
in an agony of despair that death was sweet and even the prospect of 
p/tysical tortures in hell was preferable to life in a convent and its moral 
tortures. To such, the prospect of buying a few years of freedom. and 
fresh air at the price of dying from leprosy is hardly a sacrifice but a 
choice of the lesser of two evils. But the case of Sister Rose Gertrude 
is quite different. She gave up a life of personal freedom, a quiet 
home and loving family, all that is dear and near to a young girl, to 
perform unostentatiously a work of the greatest heroism, a most un
grateful task, by which she cannot even save from death and suffering 
her fellow men, but only soothe and alleviate their moral and physical 
tortures. She sought no notoriety and shrank from the admiration or 
even the help of the public. She simply did the bidding of /ter MASTER 

-to the very letter. She prepared to go unknown and un rewarded in 
this life to an almost certain death, preceded by years of incessant 
physical torture from the most loathsome of all diseases. And she 
did it, not as the Scribes and Pharisees who perform their prescribed 
duties in the open streets and public Synagogues, but verily as the 
Master had commanded: alone, in the secluded closet of her inner life 
and face to face only with "her Father in secret," trying to conceal the 
grandest and noblest of all human acts, as another tries to hide a 
crime. 

* Vide" Key to Theosophy," p. 239. what Theosophists think of Father Damien. 
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Therefore, we are right in saying that-in this our century at all events 
-Sister Rose Gertrude is, as was Father Damien before her-a spiritual 
mystery. She is the rare manifestation of a "Higher Ego," free from 
the trammels of all the elements of its Lower one i influenced by these 
elements only so far as the errors of her terrestrial sense-perceptions
with regard to reliv.ious form-seem to bear a true witness to that which 
is still human in her Personality-namely, her reasoning powers. 
Thence the ceaseless and untiring self-sacrifice of such natures to what 
appears religious duty, but which in sober truth is the very essence and 
esse of the dormant Individuality-" divine compassion," which is "no 
attribute '" but verily" the law of laws, eternal Harmony, Alaya's SELF." • 
It is this compassion, crystallized in our very being, that whispers night 
and day to such as Father Damien and Sister Rose Gertrude-"Can 
there be bliss when there are men who suffer? Shalt thou be saved and 
hear the others cry?" Yet," Personality"-having been blinded by 
training and religious education to the real presence and nature of the 
HIGHER SELF-recognizes not its voice, but confusing it in its help
less ignorance with the external and extraneous Form, which it was 
taught to regard as a divine Reality-it sends heavenward and outside 
instead of addressing them inwardly, thoughts and prayers, the realiza
tion of which is in its SELF. It says in the beautiful words of Dante 
Rossetti, but with a higher application: 

. . . . . . "For 10 I thy law is passed 
That this my love should manifestly be 

To serve and honour thee i 
And so I do; and my delight is full, 
Accepted by the servant of thy rule." 

How came this blindness to take such deep root in human nature? 
Eastern philosophy answers us by pronouncing two deeply significant 
words among so many others misunderstood by our present generation 
-Maya and Avidya, or "Illusion" and that which is rather the opposite 
of, or the absence of knowledge, in the sense of esoteric science, and 
not" ignorance" as generally translated. 

To the majority of our casual critics the whole of the aforesaid will 
appear, no doubt, as certain of Mrs. Partington's learned words and 
speeches. Those who believe that they have every mystery of nature 
at their fingers' ends, as well as those who maintain that official science 
alone is entitled to solve for Humanity the problems which are hidden 
far away in the complex constitution of man-will never understand us. 
And, unable to realize our true meaning, they may, raising themselves 
on the pattens of modern negation. endeavour, as they always have, to 
push away with their scientific mops the waters of the great ocean of 
occult knowledge. But the waves of Gupta Vidya have not reached 
these shores to form no better than a slop and puddle, and serious 

* See "Voice of the Silence," pp. 69 and 71. 
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contest with them will prove as unequal as Dame Partington's struggle 
with the waters of the Atlantic Ocean. Well, it matters little anyhow, 
since thousands of Theosophists will easily understand us. After all, 
the earth-bound watch-dog, chained to matter by prejudice and precon
ception, may bark and howl at the bird taking its flight beyond the 
heavy terrestrial fog-but it can never stop its soaring, nor can our inner 
perceptions be prevented by our official and limited five senses from 
searching for, discovering, and often solving, problems hidden far beyond 
the reach of the latter-hence, beyond also the powers of discrimination 
of those who deny a sixth and seventh sense in man. 

The earnest Occultist and Theosophist, however, sees and recognizes 
psychic and spiritual mysteries and profound secrets of nature in every 
flying particle of dust, as much as in the giant manifestations of human 
nature. For him there exist proofs of the existence of a universal 
Spirit-Soul everywhere, and the tiny nest of the colibri offers as many 
problems as Brahm~'s golden egg. Yea, he recognises all this, and 
bowing with profound reverence before the mystery of his own inner 
shrine, he repeats with Victor Hugo: 

"Le nid que l'oiseau b~tit 
Si petit 

Est une chose prof on de. 
L'reu£, ote de la for~t 

Manquerait 
A l'equilibre du monde." 

THE SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST. 

UT cibum puer ~ matre non accipit nisi quem ipsa. monstrante percussit (Vide Jo 
Boemus Aubanus de moribus gentium-Baleares) 1.3, c. 26. 

Oh, thou stem mother of a sturdy race 
Of nohle warriors of undaunted brow I 
Regarding thee through the long ages now 

An older mother's image we can trace, 
Watching her sons with stem relentless face, 

Calmer and even more severe than thou; 
Bidding her children in obedience bow

The only penalty death's dark disgrace I 

Yet can we doubt, oh mother, that thy love 
Deep hidden in thy bosom warmly glows? 

And Faith would teach us that in heaven above 
A secret tide of rich affection flows 

As deep, beyond gross matter's veiling glove, 
For Nature's struggling children as for those? 

C. E B. 
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[The Editors do not hold thelllseh'es res pOI/sible for all)' OpilliollS, whether 
religious, philosophical or social, expressed i11 siglled articles.] 

lRumbers, tbeir ~ccult power anb ml?sttc ll)trtucs. 
PART 111. - (Contillued.) 

THE ENNEAD. 9. 

THE Ennead is the first square of an odd number, it was said to be 
like the Ocean flowing around the other numbers within the 
Decad; no further elementary number is possible, hence it is like 

the Horizon because all the numbers are bounded by it We find that 
it was called Prometheus, and" Freedom from Strife," and" Vulcan," be
cause the ascent of numbers is as far as 9, just as the ascent of things 
decomposed by fire is as far as the sphere of Fire (the summit of the air). 
and Juno because the Sphere of the air, is arranged according to the 
novenary system, and .. sister and wife to Jupiter" from its conjunction 
with the Monad. And" Telcsphorus" or " Bringing to an end" because 
the human offspring is carried 9 lunar months by the parent. And teleios 
or perfect for the same reason, and also called "Perfect" because it is 
generated from the Triad, which is called" Perfect." 

Attention is called to its being an emblem of Matter which ever 
varying is never destroyed j so the number 9 when mUltiplied by any 
number always reproduces itself, thus:--9 times 2 are 18 and 8 plus 1 
are nine: and so on as below: 

9X 3=27; 2+7=9 9X12=108j 1+8+0=9 
9X 4=36 j 3+ 6=9 9 x1 3=II7j 7+ 1+ 1=9 
9X 5=45j 4+5=9 9 X14=126j 6+2+1=9 
9X 6=54; 5+4=9 9 x1 5=135j 5+3+ 1=9 
9X 7=63j6+3=9 9 xI6=I44j4+4+ 1=9 
9X 8=72 ; 7+ 2=9 9 x17=153j 3+5+ 1=9 
9X 9=81; 8+1=9 9X18=162j 2+6+1=9 
9 x10=90 j 9+0=9 9XI9=171; 1+7+ 1=9 
9X 11=99; 9 x 20=180 j 8+ 1 +0=9. 

In John Heydon's Holy Guide 1662, we find that he asserts the 
number 9 to have other curious properties :-" If writ or engraved on 
Silver, or Sardis, and carried with one, the wearer becomes invisible, as 
Caleron, the Brother-in-law of Alexander, did, and by this means lay 
with his Brother's concubines as often as he did himself. Nine also 
obtaineth the love of Women. And the 9th hour our Saviour breathed 
his last j on the 9th day the ancients buried their dead j after 9 years 
Numa received his laws from Jove; note the 9 Cubits stature of Og 
king of Basan, who is a type of the Devil, and there are 9 orders of 
Devils in Sheol (what we call Hell). It prevails against Plagues· and 
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Fc\'ers; it causes Long life and Health, and by it Plato so ordered 
e\'ents that hedied at the age of nine times 9." 

There are Nine orders of Angels, says Gregory A. D. 381., in Homily 
34. Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones, Dominions, Virtues, Powers, 
Principalities, Archangels, and Angels. 

From a Christian point of view the numbers represent:-
I. Unity of the Godhead 2. the hypostatic union of Christ. 
3· Trinity. 4- Evangelists. 
5. Wounds of Jesus. 6. is the number of sin. 
7. Gifts of the spirit. Rev. I. 12. and Jesus 7 times spoke on the 

cross. 8. Beatitudes. 
9. Orders of Angels. 10. Commandments. II. Apostles beside 

Judas. 
12. Original Apostolic College. 
13. College completed by St. Paul. 
The Nine Muses of ancient Greece were called daughters of Zeus and 

Mnemosyne (Memory), and were Calliope, poetry; Clio, history; 
Melpomene, tragedy; Euterpe, music; Erato, love, inspiration and 
pantomime; Terpsichore, dancing; Urania, astronomy; Thalia, 
comedy; and Polyhymnia, eloquence. 

The Novensiles are the nine Sabine Gods: viz.-Hercules, Romulus, 
.lEsculapius, Bacchus, .lEneas, Vesta, Santa, Fortuna and Fides. The 
Sabines became merged with the Romans about 266 B.C. 

The Nine gods of the Etruscans were Juno, Minerva, Tinia, Vulcan, 
Mars, Saturn, Hercules, Summanus, and Vedius; the Etruscans also 
became united with the Romans. 

Note in Macaulay's poem of "Horatius" "Lars Porsena of Clusium 
by the nine gods, he swore," in 596 B.C. Lars Porsena, led the 
Etruscans; they were then most powerful: from the Etruscans the 
Romans took much of their law, custom, and superstition. 

It is by nines that Eastern presents are given, when they would extend 
their magnificence to the greatest degree, as mentioned in Compte de 
Caylus' Oriental Tales, 1743. 

Barrett's Magus notes also 9 precious stones, 9 orders of devils, 9 choirs· 
of angels---:-he copies from John Heydon. 

Note in this connection the Nundinals, the Romans marked the days 
by lctters into parcels of 8 days, and on every 9th day the people left 
their pursuits and went to the towns to market; these nundinals are a 
type of our Dominical lctters, a set of seven marking out the 8th days. 
They also held a purification ceremony on Male infants on the 9th day of 
Life, hence the presiding goddess of this rite was called N undina. 

There is a Masonic order of" Nine Elected Knights," in which 9 roses,. 
9 lights and 9 knocks are used. 

The Mahometans have 99 names of the deity. Some Jews have 
taught that God had 9 times descended to earth; 1st in Eden, 2nd at the 
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confusion of tongues, 3rd at the destruction of Sodom,4th to Moses at 
Horeb, and 5th at Sinai, 6th to Balaam; 7th to Elisha; 8th in the 
Tabernacle; and 9th in the Temple at Jerusalem; and that his loth 
coming as the Messiah would be final. 

The ancients had a fear of the number ~ine and its multiples, 
especially 8 I ; they thought them of evil presage, indicating change and 
fragility. 

Nine choirs of Angels, 9 orders of Devils, at the 9th hour the Saviour 
died. 

Nine is also" earth under evil influences." 
John Heydon" Holy Guide," and Ragon in his Ma~onnerie Occulte 

thus associate numbers with the Planets. 

Sun I and 4 
Moon 2 and 7 
Jupiter 3 
Mercury 5 

Venus 6 
Saturn 8 
Mars 9 

and the Zodiacal Constellations thus :-

1 Leo 2 Aquarius 
5 Cancer 6 Taurus 
9 Scorpio 10 Virgo 

3 Capricornus 
7 Aries 

I I Pisces 

TH E DECAD, 10. 

4 Sagittarius 
8 Lilia 

12 Gemini. 

The Decad, number ten, or P ANTELEIA which meant" All complete" 
or "fully accomplished," is the grand summit of numbers, which once 
reached can not be passed; to increase the sum we must retrograde to 
the Monad. 

The Pythagoreans were entranced with its virtues and called it, Deity, 
Heaven, Eternity and the Sun. 

Ten being the recipient or receptacle of all numbers was called Decad, 
from dechomai=to receive, and hence Heaven, which was ordained to 
(eceive all men. 

Like the Deity it is a Circle, with visible centre, but its circumference 
too vast for sight. 

It is the sum of the units of the number four as previously mentioned, 
a holy and Deistic number, thus 4+ 3+2+ I are 10, and thus ten gains 
splendour from its parentage. 

Also spoken of as " Eternity," which is infinite life, because it contains 
every number in itself, and number is infinite. 

It is also called Kosmos, that is the" Universe." Proclus says: The 
decad is mundane also, it is the world which receives the images of all the 
divine numbers, which are supernaturally imparted to it. 

It is called" the fountain of eternal nature," because if we take the half, 
five as the middle number, and add together the next above and the next 
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below, viz., 6 and 4 we make 10 and the next two in a similar manner 7 
and 3 are 10; and so on 8 and 2 and 9 and I give the same result. 

All nations reckon by the Decimal scale of notation, to which they were 
no doubt led from the convenience of counting the ten digits of the 
hands. 

It is also spoken of as Kleidoukos, that is, "having custody of others," 
the magazine of the other numbers, because other numbers are branches 
from it: also called Fate, which comprises all sorts of events: Age, 
Power; Atlas, because it supports the 10 spheres of Heaven; Phanes; 
Memory; Urania; and" The first Square, because it consists of the first 
four numbers." 

Two old conceits were that the Tenth Wave of the Sea is always 
larger than others; and that Birds laid the loth egg of a larger size than 
the others. 

The word Ten was used by the Hebrews, instead of" a large number," 
so that care must be exercised in translating this, ~nd thus Nehemiah 
interprets" ten generations" of Deuteronomy, 23, v. 3, to mean" for ever." 
Nehemiah, I 3, I. 

The Kabbalists called 5, 6 and 10 circular numbers, because when 
squared, the result shews the same number in the figure thus: 

5 times 5 are 25 and 5 times 25 are I2 5 
6 times 6 are 36 6 times 36 are 216 

10 times 10 are 100 10 times 100 are 1,000. 

An old periphrasis mentioned by Shakespeare is, .. I'd set my Ten 
Commandments in your face," meaning her finger nails, for scratching. 
See 2 Henry VI. I. 3. 

The Mahometans say that ten animals are admitted to Paradise. 

I. Kratim, the dog of the Seven Sleepers. 
2. Ass of Balaam. 
3. Ant of Solomon. 
4- Whale of Jonah. 
5. The Calf offered to Jehovah by Abraham instead of Isaac (not 

Ram). 
6. The Ox of Moses. 
7. The Camel of the prophet Salech. 
8. The Cuckoo of Belkis. 
9. The Ram of Ismael. 
10. AI Borek, the animal which conveyed Mahomet to heaven. 

"We find 10 generations from Adam to Noah, 10 from Shem to 
Abraham; and 10 spiritual graces of-Christianity, Love, joy, peace,long
suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, prudence, meekness, and tem
perance," says Dr. G. Oliver; although where he gets 10 generations 
from Adam to Noah, I know not. 
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Under 10 also falls the mention of the Pythagorean Triangle, Tetractys 
consisting of an equilateral triangle enclosing ten Yans: thus the upper 
is the Monad, the second line the Duad, the third the Triad, 
and tne 4th the Quarternary or Tetrad: representing the 
four forms of point, line, superficies and solid. A 
similar form is given by Hebrew Kabbalists, to form 
72 the deity number by placing in a triangle fOllr Yods, three Hehs, 
two Vaus and one Heh final, being the letters IHVH of the Tetra· 
grammaton. 

Note that ten is used as a sign of fellowship, love, peace, and Union, 
in the masonic third token, the union of two five points of Fellowship. 

In the Bible we notice 10 Commandments, 10 instruments to which 
Jewish Psalms were sung, 10 strings in the Psaltery, and that the Holy 
Ghost descended ten days after the Ascension. 

Tucer, Rabanus, and Raymond Lully associate the numbers 8 to air, 
5 to Fire, 6 to Earth and 12 to Water. 

Apuleius states that among the Egyptians it was customary to fast 10 

days, before sacrificing. 
The Ten Sephiroth form the essence of the Hebrew dogmatic 

Kabbalah, a subject which is too vast and complex to be entered up in 
this volume on numerals. A mere glance at the Sephirotic emanations 
of the absolute Deity from the mathematical point of view is all that 
can be attempted; the Kabbalah Unveiled of my Rosicrucian Frater, 
S. L. Macgregor Mathers, viiio should be studied. 

From the Absolute Passive Negativity, AIN proceeds AIN SOPH 
the Limitless, and then AIN SOPH AUR Boundless Light which 
concentrates in the first manifestation of the Sephiroth, which is the 
Crown, KTR, Kether: from Kether proceeds CHKMH, Chochmah, 
Wisdom, an active masculine potency, and BINH, Binah, Understand
ing, as passive feminine power. 

These three form the Supernal Triad. The fourth and fifth are 
CHSD, Chesed, Mercy, active and male, and GBVRH, Geburah, 
Strength, passive and female. 

The sixth sephira is the notable TPART, Tiphereth, Beauty, the 
central sun, the logos, the Manifested Son: this completes a second 
triangle, the reflection of the former. 

Number seven is NTzCH, Netzach, Victory, active, and the eighth is 
HVD, Hod, Splendour, passive; the ninth is YSVD, Yesod, the 
Foundation, completing the third trinity, or triangle. . 

MLKT, Malkuth, the Tenth Sephira, completes the emanations, she 
is the Bride of Microprosopus, the Son, the Sun, logos, she is the inferior 
Mother, Queen, and the Manifested Universe. The whole Ten are 
viewed as reigning over Four Worlds or Planes of Existence; there are 
the Worlds of Aziluth, Briah, Yetzirah, and Assiah. Malkuth on the 
plane of Assiah alone is the visible tangible universe. 
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These ten Sephiroth are the prototypes of everything spiritual, and 
also of every part of creation: they are traced in the angelic host and in 
our universe, three superior, and seven succedent exist in all things; the 
lower seven are obvious to the uninitiated, but in some manifestations 
the supernal triad is veiled to the profane. 

Some occultists phrase it thus-three are subjective and unattainable 
to man, seven are objective and comprehensible; thus, seven archangels 
are commonly named, and we have known only of seven great planets 
of our system. 

But in some cases even the whole of seven are unknown; we ac
knowledge but five senses in man, but there are two more awaiting 
comprehension. 

These Ten Sephiroth are not only viewed as triads from above below, 
but are also imaged in three columns entitled the Pillars of Severity, 
and Mercy, with the median of Benignity or Mildness. 

But this scheme is not for this treatise, nor can the Sephirotic alliance 
with the Planetary symbols, the angelic host, the di vine names, and the 
Book of Thoth, or Tarot be here described; these subjects present a 
gold mine of wisdom all concealed and undreamt-of by the outer world, 
but amply explained and illustrated in the secret rituals and dogmas of 
the mystic order now partly known to the world as the "Hermetic 
Students of the G. D." being the old Kabbalistic " Chabrath zereh aur 
bokher," from whose parent stem the Rosicrucian Fraternities also 
arose. 

W. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B., F.T.S. 

CHRISTIANIZING THE "HEATHEN CHINEE." 

"LIEUTENANT WOOD of the United States Navy, says: 'It is not extravagant 
to say that the work of the missionaries in China and Corea has been absolutely. 
without any result, except to hold them up to the ridicule of the natives. It has 
before been stated, and I concur in the belief, that there is not a Chinese convert 
to Christianity of sound mind to-day within the entire extent of China.' And 
this after all the vast sums of money expended, and large number of brave lives 
sacrificed to 'carry the gospel to the heathen.' It seems that the bible has never 
been translated into the pure Chinese of Confucius, but into a sort of lingo that 
bears about the same relation to Chinese that pigeon English does to pure 
English. Our missionaries to China are looked upon with pitying contempt by 
the better classes of Chinese, and by the common people with contempt without 
the element of pity-about the same as the peoJ:le of this country (America) 
regard the Salvation Army, only considerably more so. It is no light task to 
convince an intelligent Chinaman that the Christian's bible is any improvement 
on the moral teachings of Confucius."-(Gl1lden Gate.) 
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B Saitta. 

S~ OME years ago business took me to Central America, and in the 
course of my wanderings there I had occasion to go to Cape 
Gracias, a small native settlement at the mouth of the Segovia 

River; the population of the village was about three or four hundred, of 
a mixed race of Indian and Negro blood, the latter predominating; 
many superstitions and customs of the African tribes existed amongst 
these people. Their principal occupation is fishing; this, and the cul
tivation of a few scanty patches of Indian corn and beans, being their 
means of subsistence. 

No vessels now visit this place, excepting, perhaps, a small coasting 
craft occasionally. There was once a fine harbour, and the place was 
the headquarters of the buccaneers in these seas two centuries ago, but 
the harbour is now filled up with sand, and there is no trade. 

Two Europeans lived here, from whom I received much information 
and many favours. As I was likely to be detained here some weeks I 
soon began to find time hang heavy on my hands, and mosquitoes and 
sand-flies made life so lively that even a cowboy would have failed to 
express his feeling in appropriate terms. Under these circumstances I 
was delighted when Mr. A. proposed that I should accompany him on 
an expedition up the River. He was about to pay a visit to a tribe 
with whom he had done a little trade, living in a range of mountains on 
the northern coast, known as the Congrehoy Mountains, which, although 
they are are not more than 60 or 70 miles in length, rise to an elevation 
of 10,000 feet. Mr. A. had never been amongst these people, and had 
only on two occasions seen any of them, when they had come down the 
Segovia in canoes and had bought some goods from him. They had 
nvited him to pay them a visit, giving him some directions as to how to 

find them, and upon the strength of this we started. 
We had one canoe, or pit-pan as the natives call it, manned by six 

stout fellows, and with a small supply of necessaries we started from 
Cape Gracias at daylight. The men handled their paddles well, but the 
current of the river was strong, and our progress slow. About 10 a.m. 
we landed and had breakfast; the heat from this time till 4 or 5 p.m. is 
oppressive, the sun being then too high to throw any shade on the river. 

We enjoyed a hearty meal of stewed iguano-for which one is likely 
to have a better appetite if the animal is not seen before being cooked
and at about 4 p.m. we resumed our places in the canoe, and pushed on 
up the river; not stopping again except for half-an-hour's rest till 10 

p.m. We then camped for the night, setting a watch and keeping a 
large fire burning as a protection against the jaguars, of which there are 
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plenty in these forests. The banks of the river here began to be pre
cipitous, the country being well wooded, with patches of savannah 
covered with long grass and bushes at intervals. The following day we 
continued our journey in the same order as before, but shortly after 
starting in the afternoon we were obliged to land and tow the canoe up 
a rapid, at a point where the river rushes through a vast gorge in the 
mountains; the fall in the river bed is not great, but the width of the 
passage being only about one third of that of the river above, the rush 
of water is very strong. The cliffs rise sheer from the water on both 
sides to a height of about 300 feet and the path by means of which we 
towed the canoe appeared to be the work of hands long since crumbled 
to dust. It required our united strength to tow the empty canoe about 
a mile and a half, and we were nearly three hours in making that dis
tance. Having passed through the gorge we camped for the night, 
tired out. The river above the gorge was broader and shallower than 
below, with a slower current. The scenery became every moment more 
picturesque, for here the profuse vegetation of the tropics strove to cover 
the wild ruggedness of the huge broken masses of rocks, scattered in 
the wildest confusion by some bygone earthquake. 

Out of every crack and rent grew lianas and creeping plants of great 
variety and luxuriance, which covered the rocks and trailed in the water, 
forming a scene of wild beauty. Another day's paddling brought us, 
early in the evening, to the mouth of a small river flowing into the 
Segovia, from the north. Up this we turned and in two hours' time 
arrived at what seemed to be the source. This place was a deep basin, 
nearly, in the form of a horseshoe, surrounded on three sides by sloping 
masses of rocks overgrown with tropical plants and trees; a small 
stream tumbled down the rocks on one side and plunged into the pool 
over a ledge about 20 feet high. 

Here we camped in the usual way, and slept soundly. Next morn
ing, after a plunge in the pool and a light breakfast, Mr. A. and I 
started alone, as the Poyas had warned him not to bring any natives 
with him. 

Following the directions Mr. A. had received, we found a path 
leading towards the mountains and followed it all day, halting for 
rest and refreshment for two hours; the path led upwards but not very 
steeply, nor was travelling difficult; we crossed several streams during 
the day, and as we saw no signs of the Poyas at dusk, we concluded to 
camp for the night. We chose a flat piece of ground under an over
hanging rock, and having collected a good supply of wood, which was 
plentiful, we slept alternately without being disturbed. In the morning 
we again followed the path, and at about 9 a.m. we met six men; they 
had come from their settlement to meet us, we having been seen by 
one of their hunting parties the day before j a man had been sent at 
once to the settlement with the news, while the hunters had kept us in 
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sight since, which was very kind of them, but not sociable, since we 
were not aware of their proximity. These men were about as tall as 
the average European, of very fine physique, with black hair and eyes, 
and of an olive complexion; they were clothed with a kind of cloak of 
jaguar skin, worn over the shoulders, trousers of cotton, reaching to the 
knees and tied round the waist with a kind of scarf, made of the fibre 
of some plant unknown to us, and dyed in various colours; they wore 
sandals of hide on their feet, tied with strings of plaited leather and 
coloured. They were armed with bows about four feet long and very 
strong; the arrows were short but beautifully made and tipped with 
copper; they carried spears also, with copper heads and bamboo shafts 
about seven feet long;. besides these, four of them were armed with the 
Pocufia, or blow gun. They spoke to us in Spanish, which only two of 
them understood indifferently well. They said they had orders from 
the" old men" to conduct us to the village; they asked us no questions 
and spoke in a grave and dignified manner. After stopping for some 
dinner and a rest, during which both parties were surprised to find that 
the use of tobacco ~as equally well known to each, we pushed on and 
reached the village about 5.30 p.m. ; a messenger had been sent on ahead 
while we rested, and so we found the whole population turned out to 
receive us. 

The village consisted of one continuous row of houses, built against 
the foot of a cliff some 700 feet high, with a small open plain in front, 
through which ran a stream, while opposite rose a huge mountain peak. 
As we came out upon the plain we were met by a body of men of 
venerable appearance; there were about 20 in number and some of 
them seemed to be extremely old. As we approached they bowed to 
us, at the same time drawing the left hand gently across the lips, evi
dently their mode of salutation. One of them then bade us welcome in a 
few words of bad Spanish, which we soon found was a language few of 
them understood at all. Their own language is soft and sonorous, and 
spoken with great rapidity. They conducted us to a house at the extreme 
end of the village, one which was evidently quite new, and was to be 
our quarters during our stay; one of the young men who first met us 
was appointed as interpreter for us, the rest then took leave; we were 
informed we should be expccted to dine with them shortly, so we took 
advantage of the interval to improve our personal appearance as much 
as our limited means would allow. 

While waiting for dinner, I may as well give some account of our sur
roundings. The house was built entirely of bamboo, strongly and very 
neatly put together; it was very deep from back to front, probably 60 feet, 
and about 20 feet wide, and contained several rooms of various sizes 
which all opened into a passage, running through the house along one 
side; there were no doors, only grass mats hanging over the openings; 
these were quite soft and dyed in various colours and patterns: ham-
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mocks were suspended in one large room; the rest of the furniture con
sisted of stools made of bamboo, a tablc in one room, which was a fix
ture, various vessels of glazed earthenware, some yellow, some black, 
chiefly for cooking, and two large jars full of water. Having taken in 
the details of the house, we began to study our neighbours' manners and 
customs. In front of the whole row of houses extends a verandah some 
20 feet wide, and here are to be seen nearly all the female population of 
the village, for all the cooking is done in the open air, and all other 
domestic work also. These ladies do not make a very elaborate 
toilette; their costume consists of a cotton garment without sleeves 
which extends to the knee; and in the evenings, which are often chilly, 
they throw over them a large piece of their nativ~ cloth, which is dyed 
in various bright colours, and which they wear with considerable grace. 
They all take great pride in their hair, which is fine and black; they 
plait it in a peculiar manner and fasten the plaits with two combs made 
of shell and many of them curiously wrought. Some of the girls 
wore necklaces of what looked to us like small nuggets of gold. They 
regarded us with much curiosity, but at a respectful distance, nor were we 
able to make any closer acquaintance with them during our stay. We 
remained with these,people six days, and very pleasant days they were, 
spent mostly in hunting and in exploring the country; during these 
expeditions we came upon many scenes of great beauty and grandeur 
and in two instances on ruins of towers. The evenings were mostly spent 
in chatting with the .. old men" and smoking, the whole population 
being generally asleep by 8.30 p.m.; during these conversations we were 
often puzzled by hearing allusions to .. The Sakia" and at last we en
quired of one of the" old men" what the Sakia was; he seemed rather 
troubled by this question, and at last said he would consult the rest 01 

the council as to whether he could tell us or not. 
Nothing more was said on the subject, but the following night about 

9 o'clock, the" old man" came to our house and said that if we wished 
to know more about the Sakia we must go with him at once. In a few 
minutes we were ready and set off with our guide in a direction in which 
we had not hitherto been. 

He told us the Sakia was a wise woman who knew everything and 
could do everything, and they always consulted her on affairs of im
portance. We followed our guide in silence over many crooked but 
not difficult paths, the moon being nearly full; at last, after some two 
hours' tramp, we began to see that we were amongst the ruins of a 
city of larger dimensions than either of those we had seen before: 
then we saw the light of a fire, which appeared to be in the mouth of a 
cave, but upon a closer inspection was found to be in what was once the 
entrance of a temple or some such building. The space enclosed by the 
massive stone walls was about 30 feet square; the fire was in the centre 
of the floor, which was nearly covered with skiDS. As we approached 
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the arched entrance, we were startled by a fierce growl from within, and 
the figure of a large jaguar rose up from beside the fire; he crouched 
for a spring and we prepared to shoot, but the" old man" stepped in 
front and called in a low tone to someone within; a word in reply 
caused the jaguar to resume his sleep by the fire, and the strange 
inhabitant of this strange habitation stood before us. We had expected 
from our guide's description to see some withered old crone; what was 
our astonishment to behold a young woman of perhaps 20 years, talI 
and graceful, with a proud and dignified air. She was clothed in a 
garment made of the skin of the black jaguar, leaving the arms bare 
and descending to the knees; her black hair was loose and fell in heavy 
masses over her shoulders; she wore bracelets or bangles of gold upon 
both wrists and ankles, but we had no opportunity of examining them 
closely. Our visit seemed displeasing to her; she spoke to our guide 
with great animation for a few moments and appeared to cause the old 
man great uneasiness, and then disappeared in the hut Our friend took 
us a few steps off, and then told us he was afraid we should have to go 
away, as the Sakia was angry with him for allowing us to see her; 
however we waited a few minutes, when we heard her begin to sing in a 
low, soft voice. After some moments the old man advanced to the door 
and spoke a few words; she then came out with a small wand in her 
hand and gave some brief direction to our guide; he at once began to 
collect wood for making a fire, and when he had a small pile he lighted 
it with a brand from the fire inside. While this was being done, the 
girl stood gazing, lost in thought, but when the fire had burned well up, 
she walked to a clump of bushes a few yards from the fire and poked 
amongst them with her wand, when a snake about 4 feet long crawled 
out and with a spiteful hiss reared himself for a spring. We recognized 
the snake at once as the Tamagassa, whose bite is always fatal within 
half-an-hour. 

We were horrified to see the girl face this reptile and both of us were 
about to fire, when, with an imperious gesture, she stopped us, and 
holding out her right hand the snake sprang and hung from her wrist 
She quietly advanced to the fire and shook the snake off into it, and, 
making no attempt to escape, the reptile was burned to ashes. We 
looked at the girl's wrist and saw the two marks of the snake's teeth. 
which had now turned blue, but without inflammation; she walked 
quietly back to the hut and sat down beside the fire, silent for awhile; 
then she began a conversation with our guide, which lasted nearly 
half-an-hour. After this, she rose and went out, we following, and she 
led us to what must once have been the terrace of this ancient temple. 
Some 40 yards from her hut the ground sloped down steeply, and was 
clear of trees or bushes; only here and there were scattCired huge 
fragments of stone, the ruins of some large building. Upon the edge of 
this terrace she stopped, and waving her arms, she began to sing in a 
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low voice a chant j her voice was singularly sweet and pleasant to hear. 
The song gradually increased in power till it rang out clear and distinct 
in the still night air. We were so intent upon watching our beautiful 
prima donna that we observed not the effect of her song j our guide 
soon drew our attention to a number of dark forms, moving stealthily 
and rapidly towards us between the fragments of stone in front. We 
easily saw in the moonlight that these were jaguars, both yellow and 
black, probably about 20 or 30 in number. When within about IS 

yards they all stopped as though they had reached some barrier they 
were unable to pass j there they crouched, snarling and growling with 
rage and fury. Suddenly the song changed to a soft, sweet tone j the 
effect upon the jaguars was curiously prompt j their howlings ceased, 
and they lay on the ground, still, and with an evident sense of enjoy
ment. The Sakia continued this for some minutes and then suddenly 
ceased. The jaguars at once rose to their feet, but she spoke a few 
words in a quick, sharp tone, when they all turned and· trotted off to 

. the bush whence they came. The Sakia walked slowly back to the 
temple, and throwing herself on a pile of furs appeared ml.tch exhausted 
by her efforts. Our guide spoke a few words to her and then signed 
to us to leave. We returned to the village by the way we had come, 
reaching it just before daylight. When parting with us at our door, the 
old man said: "When you asked me what the Saki a was I did not tell 
you of these things which you have seen, for you would not have 
believed them j now you have seen and know that these things are." 
We left the village the following day and returned to the spot at which 
we had left the canoe, being accompanied nearly all the way by a party 
of young men. We found the canoe and men there all right, and 
returned by the river much more quickly than we had come, having 
spent a very pleasant and interesting ten days. 

WAIKNA. 

• 

THE LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER. 
LIKE a flash of light the through express 

Flies over Ihe silvery line, 
Bearing its burden of human souls

On, on through the gay sunshine. 
There, at the throttle-bar, brown and grim, 

His deep eyes looking ahead, 
The engineer, in his oily clolhes, 

Stands firm and free from dread. 

The track is his own, all must give way, 
Yes I See at the town, on there ! 

1be morning freight on Ihe siding waits; 
AU is right; no call for care. 

Ab, God I an open switch lOne move 
And his bar is quickly reversed ; 

Then the air-brakes drag. Jump, jump I or ueath 
On your soul will do his worst. 

The engine lurches upon the switch; 
Just ahead there stands Ihe freight. 

He can save his train if he keeps his post ; 
For himself? Ah well, ask Fate! 

A frightful crash; the passengers saved, 
Wilh their faces white and dread ; 

But under his engine, crushed and tom, 
The brave engineer lies dead. 

Think, as you fly 'mid the sunshine bright, 
Or through the storm and rain, 

B day and night, o'er plain and gorge, 
Of Ihe engint;er of the train, 

Think of Ihe thousand of souls he holds 
In his grasp, without a fear; 

Think of the strain upon nerve and on brain, 
And pray for the engineer. 
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'(the ~I~ bouse in the <tanongate. 
( Continued). 

IlL-THE WRITER REVISITS THE OLD HOUSE. 

K R. DALRYMPLE paused, and rising from his chair, said, " I fear 
I must have wearied you, and you must think it strange that I 
should thus disclose the deepest and most sacred historyof my life 

to a complete stranger-a history which has never passed my lips before. 
The cause is simple; you are, whether you know it or not, a natural sensi
tive, gifted with abnormal powers, and you are the first individual for many 
years who has penetrated into that old house. Hence you are exposed 
to dangers you have not the least idea of, and to me, the duty of warning 
you is as clear as it would be to lead a blind man whom I might find 
ignoran tly straying into a nest of robbers and cut-throats, or wandering 
on the brink of hideous precipices. The duty is made still plainer by 
the fact that the house is mine, and therefore I am morally as respon
sible for the evil caused by it as though I kept a man-eating tiger. 
True, it was by no will of mine you were admitted, still you have been 
there, the influence has seized you to some extent, and I must protect 
you if I can, and I can do so only by telling you my own story, painful 
and gruesome as it is. I see, however, that my time is up for the pre
sent. Will you pardon me now, and come again to-morrow, if you are 
~ot over-wearied with an old man's tale, which no doubt sounds to you 
much like the wanderings of a superstitious dreamer lapsing into 
dotage. 

I hastened to assure him that, on the contrary, I had listened with the 
utmost interest, and longed to hear the end of a tale more wonderful 
than anything I had ever read. Meantime I begged that I might be 
allowed to visit the old house onc~ more . 

.. Yes I " he said, " there can be no objection now you have been once, only 
beware; keep your will active and your senses about you; there are many 
influences and they are evil. Allow them no foothold, yield not for an 
instant; the house is accursed, and the dwellers therein will be restless 
so long as one stone remains on another." 

He bowed and was gone, and I slowly walked out into the bright 
sunshine, with a strange eerie feeling of having been in some other 
existence and of some great change having come over one. It was 
past midday, and I made my way as quickly as possible to the old 
house, determined to lose no chance of exploring it while it yet stood, 
and before the workmen had begun to despoil and ruin the old-world 
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flavour of it. The temporary excitement of the previous day seemed 
to have departed, only the ordinary High Street loafers were prowling 
about, the old house stood grim and secretive as ever, looking as though 
a whole world of secret wickedness were hidden behind its dull heavy 
walls. Strange, I thought, as I looked at it, that Mr. Dalrymple's expe
rience should so curiously tally with my own, or rather that the influence, 
which evidently had dominated all his life, should have been felt by me, 
a total stranger, and felt at once on entering the house for the first 
time. Strange, too, that as he half indicated, his experience should be 
in a way the repetition of that of his grandfather; the whole thing 
seemed weird whatever way you turned it, and though at that time 
I always wanted, if possible, a material explanation, and strove hard to 
find one in this case, the complicated chain of coincidences appeared 
almost greater than the mind could grasp; yet I could not lay my finger 
on anyone point in the story and say it was supernatural; everything 
might be explained by coincidence, nightmare or hallucination, allowing 
of course some latitude for imposture. I t was the extraordinary hanging 
together of it all that made it seem the most improbable of all possible 
theories to attempt a materialistic interpretation. 

With these thoughts in my head I knocked at the door; once more it 
was cautiously opened by old Peter, who looked cautiously out, and 
seeing who it was took down the heavy door-chain which he had kept 
up meanwhile and admitted me. 

"Eh, sirs," he said, "but ye're sune back. Hae ye seen Mr. 
Dalrymple? " 

I replied that I had and he had given me permission to come to the 
house as often as I pleased. 

" Weel, weel," said the old man, " it's the first tlme I ever heard 0' the 
master doing the like 0' that; however I suppose it's all right, but tak' ye 
heed, young sir I ye cam' unco near seeing some 0' them that walks here 
the last time ye were through the hoose, and min' ye though yon puir 
leddy, that folk say is Mrs. Dalrymple, is harmless eneugh, there's other's 
that's aboot as wicked as old Clootie himsel'; no' that I've ever seen 
them, they never interfered wi' me, and I dinna heed them, but I ken 
far awa' doon among the foundations somewhere, there's that that a man 
shouldna name." 

" Nonsense, Peter," I said, II down among the foundations I expect 
there are some beastly rotten drains, that ought to be dug out and dis
infected as soon as possible." 

The old man shook his head and muttered low: 
"Aye! aye! Youth thinks it knows everything." 
II Now Peter," I said, II I want to explore a bit, by Mr. Dalrymple's 

leave, and I won't trouble you; it's just this little room beside the hall, 
and what you call the Auld Laird's room that I particularly want to 
look at." 
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" Gude save us I" said Peter, "the verra twa places that ye'd better 
let alone. Weel! weell Wilful youth maun hae its way; but see ye, 
if anything flegs ye, just ye cry on to me. I'll no be very far awa'." 

So saying he gravely and solemnly withdrew to the back premises, 
and I walked eagerly towards the little room with the strang ecclesias
tical mouldings; as I did so a strange scent came floating towards me, 
at first the musty smell common to all old hO\lses, a smell of dust and 
decaying wood, yet withal faintly aromatic; . the aromatic quality in
creased as I laid my hand on the carven door; it was a subtle, sleepy, 
sensuous perfume, suggesting luxurious vice, immorality in trappings of 
purple and fine linen. I opened the door; the light was dim, a frag
ment of what once had been a rose-coloured silk curtain hung over part 
of the window, the lower part had been boarded, a tiny bit of stained 
glass filled one space of the curious tracery. I suppose the dust and 
dirt and decay were as conspicuous here as in other parts of the house, 
but in the dim light they were not so visible; in fact the miscellaneous 
litter and rubbish of the room assumed strange, quaint and beautiful 
shapes. Still that curious perfume, which reminded me somewhat of 
patchouli and of musk, but was not gross as these are, but rather the 
inner soul of the scent as it were. Something moved on the wall-I 
started-it was only an enormous spider; the room felt hot, probably 
from the fact that the afternoon sun now just caught one angle, shining 
full on two of its outside walls, and one ray penetrating through a broken 
pane shot clear across the room, making a strange track of light on the 
floating dust and motes, and gleaming full on a strange-shaped brass 
implement, the like whereof I had never seen before, engraved with 
curious figures, and something like Hebrew letters within a double 
circle. I sank into a tattered arm-chair to try and take in the curious 
scene. Old Peter had carefully kept me out of this room on my previous 
visit. As I did so a fresh cloud of dust rose from the ancient cushions 
and circled round my head, gleaming in the sun and vanishing in the 
shade like living things, and all charged strongly with that strange 
clinging perfume. My eye fell (!)n a tom scrap of writing close to my 
hand. I picked it up and tried to gather its contents; it was in a 
woman's hand and seemed to contain passionate pleadings by the writer, 
to some person of whom she stood in great awe, not to drive her to the 
commission of a crime. 

"Is it not enough," so ran one passage, "that you have forced me 
again and again to go through the same horrible scenes-must I in yet 
another body expiate the old sin? Let me expiate it and go. I cannot 
and will not do that horrible thing again. The centuries that sap your 
forces have given me a new birth and increased strength." , 

Here the writer broke off into some incoherent phrases of Spanish, 
.and as I was trying to master these I felt my hands tingle as though 
from an electric battery. The shock seemed to run right up both arms, 
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nearly paralysing them, and at the same moment a sensation like a cool 
delicate hand grasping my right wrist, and a distinct attempt to pull the 
paper from its grasp. I had almost lapsed into a state of dream, but this 
experience roused all my energies. I remembered Mr. Dalrymple's 
injunction, to allow no foothold to the influences, and with a great 
effort I shook off the sleepy feeling and got to my feet. I suppose I 
must have been half dreaming, and perhaps my arms resting on the elbows 
of the chair had got cramped, but when I got up I felt just as though 
I were waking from a troubled dream, with a half remembrance of having 
seen troops of beautiful ladies dancing in gaily decorated halls. Still 
there was the paper in my hand, and I carried it off with me. Sooth to 
say, I was afraid to stay in that queer little room any longer. As I 
passed out through the hall, my eyes fell on the picture said to be like 
Signor Hernandez; a ray of brilliant light from the now low westering 
sun fell upon it, and it gleamed with a strange distinctness, every line 
seeming to be thrown into strong relief, and at the same moment came 
across me the memory that in my dream in the little room that face had 
bent over me, while the beautiful ladies were dancing behind, those cruel 
sneering eyes had dominated my will, but how? or why? for I had 
never seen the original and until this moment his features had never 
appeared plainly to me. A dreamy feeling was coming over me which 
I did not like at all. I drew several deep breaths to try and banish it, 
but, instead of the renewed vigour I expected and looked for, I experi
enced a very curious sensation, as though with such breath the old hOllse 
became more and more part of me-or I of it-I could not clearly tell 
which it was; my consciousness seemed, as it were, to pervade every hole 
and corner of it, till I thought I could see every room, every passage, 
at once, and feel and touch them all; those who have ever experienced 
the feeling will know what I mean; those who have not will never 
realize it from any amount of description; this, however would not do; 
it was plainly morbid and unhealthy, moreover I felt like falling asleep or 
into a trance; instinctively I doubled my fists and struck out several times 
as though boxing; anyone who had seen me would have thought me a 
lunatic, but it had the desired effect, I became calm and reasonable and 
wide awake again, and went upstairs to pursue my investigations. It 
was the room off the first landing that I naturally went to first, the Auld 
Laird's room as they called it, all just the same as when I was there 
before, and the same subtle aroma which even more instantly than 
yesterday suggested Spain to me; but in the rusty old mirror all was 
dim, no Spanish demoiselle now reclined there, or in the room. 

I recalled Mr. Dalrymple's story, and resolved to open the little door 
which was in the corner beyond the bed, on the other side from the one 
by which I had entered, the looking-gl~s being in the opposite corner 
diagonally. Never in my life had I felt such repugnance to anything as 
I now did even to go near that door. I would have given almost any-
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thing to turn and flee out of the house altogether, only pride kept me 
from doing so. Something horrible was there I felt; an exhalation as it 
were exuded from it and while it made my flesh quiver, and stirred the 
roots of my hair, yet it drew me with a certain ghastly fascination; I 
obeyed, and bracing myself as though for a supreme effort in a race, I 
went to the door and opened it. I was surprised, and if you will a little 
disappointed, to see nothing-a little landing, an old wooden stairway 
going down to the kitchens or offices probably, a few shelves with some 
worthless tattered books-novels of fifty years ago and the like-a little 
window looking on a sort of back green, such as was not quite unknown 
in Edinburgh at the time I write of, the whole papered in a dull sombre 
brown; but as I stood looking down a strange feeling of sinking or float
ing away came over me, a feeling that my body was too light, such as 
I once felt when under the influence of opium, and then I became vaguely 
aware of a figure descending the steps. I did not see it with mortal eyes 
but just became aware of it, as sometimes one becomes aware that a 
person has entered the room, though one's back is to the door. Imme
diately all my senses became vividly alive, and my attention was fixed 
with a concentration, which had in it something of horror and appre
hension, on the descending figure, and the impression of it became more 
and more clear, till I seemed quite certain that it was myself who was 
going down into the unknown depths. This strange duality I had felt 
before in dreams, when I sometimes seemed to stand apart and look at 
my body with curious pitying eyes, but never when broad awake before; 
at the same time I felt icy cold, and as though all my vitality were being 
drained from me, the palms of my hands grew clammy, and I felt my 
hair growing moist Still that figure, that was myself, descended the stairs, 
and still my consciousness followed it, though to the eye the lower part 
of the stair was invisible. At the foot of the stair was a large flat stone. 
part of the stone paving of the offices, and this seemed to the eye of my 
waking dream to grow transparent, as though its scarred and stained 
surface were but slightly tinted glass. It was a curious effect, which 
dreamers may perhaps recognize, but few others-at the top of the stair 
just inside the door from the Auld Laird's room stood I, myself, that is 
to the ordinary eye of the world, and I suppose any friend who had been 
there would have said that beyond all question I was there in as full 
material presence as I had walked down the High Street an hour ago; 
but far down below, and at that moment passing through the flagstone. 
as though it had been but a magic-lantern image thrown on smoke, was 
this phantasm of myself, my Doppelganger as I suppose the Germans 
would call it, and to my own consciousness what seemed I myself was 
conscious of both, of the material body leaning helpless in semi-trance 
condition against the door, with wide-open staring eyes, a body which, 
though I saw and knew every portion of it, I was utterly powerless for the 
moment to affect or control, and that strange phantasm which was my 
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body too, descending those dreary depths, drawn by I know not what 
horrible fascination, and with a growing terror, which seemed to react on 
the material body, whose cheek blanched, and a terrified cry seemed 
strangled in its throat. It was a horrible nightmare, intensified by the 
broad waking consciousness, but such as I am persuaded we sometimes 
go through in sleep, when we wake exhausted and terrified, yet merci
fully oblivious of what we have been through. Vainly I strove to regain 
control of my body, to move, to cry out. Vainly I tried to recall that 
strange projected phantasm which seemed to have sucked out my vital 
force-my will was paralysed, only perception was enormously more 
acute and the horrid dream, if dream it were, went on. 

]. W. BRODIE. INNES. 

(To lie continued.) 

Bbout tbe £go anb tbe 'Ulnmantfesteb :D3etng. 
SECTION I. 

THE CASE FOR METEMPSYCHOSIS, by Edw. Douglas Fawcett, 
(LUCIFER, Nos. of October and November), is an instructive, sug
gestive and learnedly-written treatise, which I have read with much 

interest and profit. There are, however, two important points to which I beg 
to demur, taking my stand upon Theosophical teachings, and inferences I have 
drawn therefrom. These last are possibly wrong, nor do I presume to offer 
them for more than they may be worth, which is not for me to judge. In the 
first place, is there such a thing as an "animal Ego," and is the human Ego a 
progress thereupon? In the SECRET DOCTRINE it is shown that the two 
monads, the higher and the lower, proceed from opposile points of the circle of 
evolution (vid. Vol. I. pp. 177, 178, Vol. II. pp. 45, 103, 421, 422). Seeing 
that" Theosophical terminology is still somewhat backward, and in order to a 
clearer understanding between writer and reader, I shall, in this article, apply 
the word soul exclusively to man-and entities higher than man-as that which 
is Ihe vehicle oJlhe Ego,· and monad, to that which, in the lower entities, is lhe 
,'ehicle oj consaousness variously grajuated. (Consciousness, in its wider sense, 
does not necessarily imply egoity.) 

Now, the human soul proper is a resultant of the fall from a "higher" 
(albeit imperfect, or inexperienced) sphere of existence; whilst its lower elemenl 
signifies a rise of the "fonad (the animal monad, as the latter means a rise for 
the vegelable monad, and this a rise for the mineral monad). I am considering 
the phenomenon in its inilial stage or aspect. That lower spurious element, or 
animal psychic essence, is what is cast off, in Kama Lob, by the human 
soul, so far as it can be cast off. Ergo, the sphere of Kama Loka is the 
nee plus ullra of the monad, as it finally manifests itself in the hUInan soul. 
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And this is quite logical, in that it is on a corresponding plane that the monad 
began its career, i.e., what is usually termed the "astral" sphere, the world of 
prototypes. In this said world the last comer was the human prototype 
Human only by the grace of jorm i the respective entity could claim to be o· 
no higher category than the sub-human, the uppermost principle of which was 
the monad. So that there were four principal grades of the monad, originally, 
as there still are in the astral planes, viz., mineral, vegetable, animal and suIJ. 
human (not human proper). It was by the union of groz'itating "souls" with 
the" monads" of the suIJ.humans (and therefore with monads on the rising 
scale) that human entities first appeared-this is what the SECRET DOCTRIS'E 
denominates "perfected" or " finished" men (in contradistinction to the " mind
less" men, or sub-humans), and simply owing to the Ego's advent. Hence, how 
can there be such a thing as an "animal Ego" ? But of this anon. 

Leaving, now, the initial aspect, for that of continuity, the "animal psychic 
element" in man (being the analogue of the monad in lower creatures and things) 
is that which comes by heredity, proceeding from the corresponding psychic 
essence of the parents (just as the monad, in animals and plants, is transmitted 
from parent to offspring-for, like the flame or light, a monad gives off its power 
to countless existences without that power diminishing one iota). Whereas the 
" soul" comes direct from its long rest in Devachan, and takes possession of the 
fretus by precipitating itself into that futiler element or animal psychic essence. 

Nothing of the kind occurs in the other kingdoms. This psychic essence 
(of the kingdoms), in its different types, is of course bound to progress, but not 
in an individual sense; its individuality only affects the group of essence mani
festing under a given type. Doubtless, when life leaves a single plant or animal 
it is because the monad has withdrawn; for " life" is nothing else but the sum 
of the monad's occult activities, and not an element per see What becomes of 
the monad which thus withdraws? It goes to a higher astral level than that from 
which it issued when it manifested on the physical plane; but it does not retur" 
to earth during the same round or cycle. 0 This requires some explanation. 

The astral planes are the "reservoir" of the monadic types constituting four 
great divisions (embracing many sub-divisions), viz., mineral, vegetable, animal 
and sub-human. The bases, as it were, of this reservoir are the original centres 
from which the physical prototypes issued The progress of the monad implies 
retrocession of form (otherwise called the "law of retardation It). That is to say 
a group of monadic essence "progresses" by manifesting under a type of life 
corresponding to that abandoned by a group in advance of it, whilst the said 
type, developed by it on earth and abandoned when it withdraws, accrues to the 
group which /o/101I.1S it, and so forth (this will be made clearer just beyond). So 
that a t)'Pe which has completed its physic.'\! evolution, is always ja/ling bad, 
serving at each break for an inferior monadic group (it is the astral power, or 
dynamic centre, of that type which" falls back," not objectively, but subjectively 
speaking). 

The monad's progress is through successive stages within the Kingdom before 
it passes to those of another, etc. This progress being tantamount to physifai 
evolution, it follows that the withdrawing monads go, for their temporary rest, 

• The monad that withdraws leaves, or has left, its power in the _d. 
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to a ni'gner astral plane than the one they belonged to at their departure from 
that sphere j and as they have no individuality, the in-flowing monads form one 
with the essence-group constituting that higher level. This signifies a ~tntre 
of ~onsciousness-a final course of the dynami'c centre above mentioned-and 
the power of a nt'll! dynamic centre." Each astral centre corresponds either 
to a pnys"~al group i'n bti'ng, or to such a group of the future. N ow, it is not 
by that nt1i! centre that the physical species or variety from which it issued can 
be i'nJluen~ed. For, be it remembered, as Theosophy teaches, there is constant 
action and reaction between the physical and astral worlds. Besides the complex 
general aspect, there is a special one between an astral centre or subcentre and 
the corresponding species or its subdivisions. This special action from the 
astral plane-which may be something analogous to what is called "over
shadowing "-is, and cannot be otherwise than, ~olledi've as identified in a 
monadic group or centre. Wel~ this influence, as stated, cannot proceed from 
the ntW centre (since the latter constitutes an advanced mode of the law), and 
can only come from the old centre, i'.e. that forming part of the cc reservoir," as 
I have expressed it. 

Now-the case being thus briefly stated"-it is quite conceivable that when a 
species on earth (plant or animal) "S dyi'ng out, this results from the fact that 
that collective influence has «asea. For the latter will cease bt/ore complete 
extinction of the species. This calls for consideration under two heads. 
Fi'rstly, if a monad can communicate its essence indefinitely without losing 
power, it is no doubt due to that mai'ntai'ned influence from the original centre. 
Therefore, when the latter ceases to act, the corresponding monads manifesting 
on earth will no longer be able to transmit their power without loss to them
selves j whence a gradual subsidence on the field of manifestation. Suomll)", 
as that centre depends as much on the earth monads as the latter do upon it, t 
a time must come when the latter's progress is such that correspondence lose., 
ground That is to say, the astral centre (which does not progress, but merely 
subsists) is no longer in tone with the requirements of the type developed on 
earth. Therefore, on the one hand, the latter loses the benefit of that stayi'ng 
influence-and its extinction becomes a mere question of time (does not decline 
always follow upon culmination? ) 

Whilst, on the other hand, the astral centre has been left behind, as it were, 
the energy expended being in process of accumulation at that ntW centre, 

* The escape of mona1ic essence identifies the periphery in regard to matter. and constitutes a 
centre of •• consciousness" which is the power of a new centre of "force." This, the dynamic 
centre (the laya of the SECRET DOCTRINE), develops matter, and is periphery in regard to conscious
ness, being the power of a new conscious centre. The" new" centre, of either category, may be n 
"",terial or an ethereal progress, according to the aspect contemp\nted. The whole procl'.5S of 
evolution is an inverted manifestation of such centres, at one time developing distance, at another 
approximating. At the extremes only one is.manifested. The inorganic state is a centre of fOTu. 
Primeval superorganic existence was a cenlre of cOllsciousness. 

t But little light has been thrown on the subject of ekmentals, but that little intimates that 
elementals are a sort of parasites; and that a given elemental group \\;11 re\npse into inactivity (in 
regard to its counterpart), except at the expense of that counterpart, its earth-correspondence. 
Giving and receiving are reciprocal; but in what the dil'erence consists is the question. . . . The 
word .. elemental" seems sometimes rather loosely used. As far as 1 can make out. the nal 
elementals are those connected with the inoTgallic states. The others are of a more advanced 
category, and I prefer calling them .. monadic types," the highest order of whieh are the sfl~hrm,alls 
the rest being astral counterparts of the wgeta61e nnd all;"",1 kingdoms. 
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as transmitted by the intervening physical type. It, the old centre, does 
not dwindle, however, or lose its energy; its inactivity only regards its ex
objective. Its energy is now concentred on a lower group of monadic essence, 
whereby the type of which it is the power (and whose earth-career is over or 
closing) is in retardation (since it is objectivizing an inferior group), whilst the 
essence it formerly objectivized has progressed (the new centre). 

What alone perishes-and for ever-are consummated effects, the intervening 
value, i.e. the physical species, in as far as this means type (a certain form, a 
certain mode of life, and a certain bye-law of cokesion the tkree lower occult 
activities, being properties of the body.)-

In view of what precedes, I suggest that the Ie vague conception" 
exhaustion of prolific force is nearer the truth, for explaining sterilisation, than 
1llitktira1Qal of tke animal Egos previously" informing" tkat force (paragraph 
205). There is no rebirtk for the monad; no monadic essence returns to the 
physical plane under the same type wherewith it departed; and with regard to the 
lower kingdoms there can be no "informing" power having the character of an Ego. 

As to racial sterilisation in man, there seems no doubt it arises from the 
dearth of Egos in respect of a given race, family, or individual couple. That is, 
as Mr. Fawcett tersely puts it: "no birth-seeking Ego, no birth," and this is 
quite thinkable, in that, as the Ego's cyclic level rises, the Ego-affinities wil1 
become more and more estranged from those of inferior, worn-out races, and 
such Egos will only seek incarnation in races of higher standard, etc. But this 
shows that the inferior or hereditary psychic essence (commonly called the 
"animal soul ") can have nothing or very little to do in the matter. It wiII 
merely constitute the dominant law of the fretus-i.e., the animal or physical 
heat-up to the Ego's advent, whereupon the fretus falls at once under the 
higher law-that of the soul, which is no doubt the power that determines the 
sex, and consequently the definitive mould of the person. Embryology has 
established that up to a certain period the embryo shows no difference of sex, 
and it is presumable that incarnation takes place immediately prior to such 
manifestation. Falling under the new law means that the animal life of the 
embryo becomes essentialIy dependent on the soul, to the extent that a with
drawal of the latter (whether the withdrawal be pre-natal or post-natal) is 
followed by death. t 

* Observe the difference: in tbe case of mankind, ctnlSWmmtzled effects are our, not 14,u; the 
fourtb activity does not outlive Kama Loka. In otber words, tbe .. soul" depends 00 its Jif'" 
activity, tbe monad on its fOllrlA. 

t I may add tbat my idea of tbe process is, to st.'1te it bricfty, as follows. The Isyc"ie asellCe of 
tbe embryo being of a panchi-kritan nature, whilst the vellie/e of the Devachanic soul is of a tanmatric 
nature, tbe latter, at incarnation, is involved by the former, in consequence of a certain revival or 
manifestation of the latent tanmatri" integrants of the embryo's pancbikritas (for each of the five 
grosser elements-panchikritas-is an atomic integer whose quintuple value is tanmatric). That is to 
say, the basic value of the "igJust panchikrita, .. akas" (numerically tbe 5th), wbich basic value is 
tbe 5th tanmatra (also present, at various degrees, in the other four embryonic panchikritas), becomes 
be attractive influence exerted on tbe soul's lowest tanmatra (numerically the 1st, which is the factor of 

cohesion, in whatever degree)_ Tben, at precipitation-by means of the inverted correspondences of 
those two subtle elements-the panchikritan tanmatras and tbose of the soul assimilate or unite,each 
of the five with its similar, whereupon tbe tanmatric .. body" or form-tbe soul's ve"iele-falls into 
latency, thevehic1e now becoming panchikritan. But as the soul-tanmatras identify a higher plane 
(the Jifl") than the embryo's panchikritaD tanmatras (wbose genetic plane is the /oll,I"), it is the 
bigher law that prevails; and henceforth the embryo and its panchikritas are subject to that law. for 
energy in its Idtimate is ItJn_trie. 
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This leads to the question, Is it possible that when an embryo has developed 
to a certain stage, no Ego should be forthcoming, or, in other words, that 
among the Egos seeking birth, there should be none with the affinity subjecting 
it to that particu~ar attraction? It seems to me the answer must be in the 
negative. Otherwise we should have to ad~it the possibility of birth being 
given by a human being to a creature witkout an Ego, to a non-descript (!) j or 
else suppose that such cases are met by the accidents classed as premature 
birth, etc. But' it is hardly worth while to entertain such suppositions, nor 
would they advance the point chiefly under consideration~racial sterility. I 
quite agree with Mr. Fawcett when he says (page 201), that consciousness is the 
contribution of the Ego overskatlowing a nascent organism. What I contend 
for is that the "overshadowing" Ego is not the analogue in man of what he calls 
an "animal Ego." This I have sufficiently dwelt upon. As to the "over
shadowing," it may be suggested that as the Ego, when passing from Kama 
Lob (where it leaves the lower element) into Devachan, conveys ah adhering 

. vestige (vasoma, or aroma) of that element-being that precisely which impels 
it to rebirth-it is the sympathy between that vestige and the lower psychic 
element of a human couple that brings about the overshadowing, as the term 
goes. Consequently, it is inferable that, in the absence of any such sympathy or 
mutual affinity or overshadowing, in respect of a given couple, or of a given race, 
the said lower psychic essence ceases to manifest itself-that is to say, not only 
"no embryo can mature into a perfectly organized infant," but tnere 'will be no 
emb,)'o wkatever. 

II. 

"In the unity of Nirvana Spirit attains to complete self-realisation through 
the perfected Egos now restored to It. Perchance the drama of Evolution has 
this end as its justification, and tends in consequence, as M. Renan has suggested, 
to the perfection of Deity. Hegel's profoundly significant teaching, to the effect 
that the Absolute is 'essentially result' cannot in this connection be too strongly 
insisted upon. Finality, however, in speculations such as these is beside the 
question" (Page 209) . 
. This is quite admissible in the light of Pantheism j nay, I think it is the logical 

conclusion to which it leads. The question is whether Pantheism-as the word 
is commonly understood-is in agreement with the best teachings of Theosophy. 
In view of some texts, it is j in that of others, it is not, I mean as I understand 
them, while perhaps I have misunderstood them. Without going deeply into the 
subject, I may observe that the Great Breath which "never ceases" (SEC. Doc
TRINE, VoL I. p. 55, vid. et. pp. 14, 573), and is above or behind all manifested 
causes, is not presented in the light of a constitutive principle. No class of 
phenomena can be traced farther than the Logos (Iswara, etc.). If the Great 
Breath "n'er ceases, even when the Universe has reverted to its germ-state, it 
stands to reason that the eternally Un manifested Cause can have nought in com
mon with that which proceeds from the germ. 

The inferences which, I think, are to be drawn from the above, and other 
texts, are what may be summarized as follows. Eternity and time can never be 
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assimilated. Time is a mere correlative of all that springs from, and reverts to, 
germ; it belongs to lrlaya. The Great Breath, the Never-manifested, the Change
less, Consciousness-one are equipollent terms, whose attribute is Eternity, and 
which may be rendered by the expression GOD-ONE. Nothing that is subject to 
Time can ever merge in the Eternal j there is an abyss, so to speak, between one 
and the other, an impassable gulf. This does not imply that God is extra cosmic. 
God is not at the centre of any tking, but is tlu centre of every possible" centre; " 
yet, while no centre is immutable-save the real centre-and every centre will 
yield a deeper one, the real centre, how far soever the depth were carried, is 
never yielded, can never be reached-it may be compared to the case of asymp· 
totical lines. There C:ln be no contact between Eternity and what belongs to 
Time. 

Therefore phenomenal consciousness has not the essence of CONSCIOUSNESS
ONE; it is only an effect of the latter. The power of phenomenal consciousness 
is in the indestructible germ. The Great Breath or Consciousness-one does not 
act directly on the germ-if it did there would never more be "germ," for, as the 
power of germ is illimitable, the resultant phenomena would be eternal-that is 
to say, the Unmanifested would have communicated its essence (eternal actuality). 
But as the latter is never communicated, there must be something-which we 
would call a medium-intervening between eternal action and what is latent, but 
which nevertheless is not a medium-for a medium must partake of the essence 
of either term. And this intervening something must be limited, else the effect 
would stand for ever; and then adieu to phenomena whose essence is change . 
. • . Now, that which ever and only is affected djrectly by the ceaseless act of 

the Eternal one, is FORCE in its three primeval modes. :Force partakes neither 
of the essence of the One, nor of the essence of the Germ; but on one hand, 
governs the potencies of the latter, and on the other falls and rises (so to speak) 
according as equilibration of its three modes is receded from or approached-but 
however far it may recede from, or however near it may approach to, the pLme 
of that action, it will never participate in its essence-and indeed such expres
sions·(distance and nearness) are false, being only apparent, or due to the aspect 
forcibly taken by us. The effect of said action on the germ througn Force, is 
phenommal consciousness 1\0 and motion. This, because of the disequilibration of 
its three modes; and although the latter, as consciousness, is prior to motion in 
its cause, it is not so according to time, and the two phenomena are simultalwJus. 
In other words, the First Principle (Force)-sometimes called the Seventh-is 
manifested at the:same time as the Second Principle (the first power of the germ) 
-sometimes called the Sixth Principle-whereby the two are for ever inseparable 
throughout the cosmic cycle. Strictly speaking the intervention in question is 
not identified in Force, as·such; but (!Stly) in the fact that a perfect equilibrium 
between the modes of Force is never attainable; and (zndly), as stated, in that 
Force is limited by its modes. Were a perfect equilibrium effected the postulate 
that .Force is.increate and indestructible-as much so 'as germ is-would have 
to be abandoned. The indestructibility of Force resides in the fact that the 
action of the U nmanifested is ceaseless, and that Force being limited by its 

• Which primordially is t"o"ditioned omniscience-i.~ .• limited .by the powers or scope of the 
cycle. 
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primordial moods, (0 and no one mode being able to preponderate without a medium 
-whence there will always be two against one, alternately-no perfect or absolute 
equilibrium is verified (the so-called" perfect" equilibrium is only relatively so). 
Which means that one of the modes, at least, must at all times answer to the in
fluence, or respond to the action, of the Great Breath, covertly when not mani
festly-aye, even when pralaya culminates. It is by its illimitable action that 
the U nmanifested is the true pre! erver of the limited factor. Indestructibility of 
the germ has its proximate cause in the indestructibility of Force. Although 
things are finite, the pOfuers of the germ-measured by the interminable series of 
cycles-are infinite; but entelecheia must be limited, an act which has passed 
from the potential is subject to limitation; and the immediate alterant cause is 
Force. 

To go thoroughly into the subject would exceed the measure of an article, but 
if what has been submitted have any value, is it reasonable to suppose that a 
phenomenal plane or centre (including all that is realizable in man) can ever 
assimilate with the plane or centre of eternity? How can the human soul, nay, 
the very highest angel soul or mayavic god, ever be conceived to merge in the 
bosom of God-One? How imagine th'lt anything should" tend to the per
fection of Deity" ? t or that "the Absolute is essentially result"? I Aristotle, 
I opine, was ahead of Hegel and others, when advancing that essential energy 
belongs to God as his.best and everlasting life (or, as commented on by Themis
tius, that nothing in God is aCfjuired, quoted in Bohn's ed.) and that the Deity 
is eternal and most excellent in nature (MetaPh)·~·. xi. 7, § 6), therefore perfect. 
If perfect, how in the name of Logic can Deity ~ perfectible? . 

IlL 
I submit that the reason why most systems of exoteric Philosophy run into 

Pantheism, when pushed to their logical conclusions-whether they belong to 
the Western or the Oriental school of thought-is because the argument rests on 
Cosmic unity. Whence the consequences: the Cause of causes is a principle, 
that which to some degree communicates its essence, or answers to the sum total 
of possibilities, in short, that which is t"Onstitutive, and not merely regulative. 
Among the Eastems the Night of Brahma is the period when all is dissolved, or 
on the way to dissolution; and the Day of Brahma, when all is in activity, or on 
the way to action. 

It has been said the UNMANIFESTED BEING should not be meddled with. If 
so, we might as well accept the dogma of the Catholic Church-" believe and 
hold your tongue"! which makes it the most logical of all churches. I take it 

• Harmotl7 in motion, 11Ierlia in motion, and Activity in motion-not to be mistaken for un
manifested" action "-three in one and one in three. Or two positives and a 1U1I1er, through which 
the dominion of one passes to the other, the latter meanwhile acting as the 1UggtiVt!-a mere aspect, 
for the negative, as such, is nOIl-exlant ; till the .. neuter" as radically untrue as the negative-be
comes in its turn a positive, namely the phase of attraction called gravitaiUm-for it is only 0," pbase 
of a triple fact, that is, latent will .. the other two modes of attraction being _ifuled 'Wi/I, one now 
prevailing in Drggtlic states, whilst the third, as a dominant, is the compatibUity of s1IpeNlrIatlic 
states. With the latter objection we concur beartily.-{Eo.] 

t If. instead of Deity, Goth (plural) bad been written, I would say Iwt', Iwr I r AfllA4rJ 
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that unless we strive to form a sufficient concept of the Great Unmanifested, it 
is Melaphysics that had better be left alone" altogether. To attain to a sufficient 
concept of the U nmanifested, we should, I think, commence by the proposition: 
the" Day" and" Night" (of Brahma) only affect phenomena, and in nowise 
God-One. That is, during the Day individualities and their correlations are in 
divers states of activity, actuality or manifestation, or advancing thereto; and 
during the Night in divers states of rest, potency or germ, or progressing thereto. 
Whereas, on the other hand, there is neither Day nor Night for God-One, which 
is always action, as never being in a potential state. But then we should give 
up the notion that any period is absolute. Otherwise stated, unily is an ex
clusive attribute of the Unmanifested Being, and its action; whilst every period, 
however incommensurate, is only relalive. Hence the Universe, in its aspect of 
lolalily, must not be considered as subject to lhe same mode of the Law in res
pect of Time and Space. The totaiity is a composite of universes; a universe 
is a composite of solar systems; a solar system is a composite of worlds and so 
forth. A cosmic period would thus be referable only to a single universe, having 
its Day and Night, its maha11lanvanlara and mahapralaya, etc. Consequently, 
there is no period whatever in which all is reduced to germ, and none where 
equilibrium is absolute. Albeit Time and Space (to say nothing of Matter, etc.) 
will cease as regards the part (meaning the process of a change in the mode of 
the Law, or the opening of a new period), Time and Space are always manifest 
in regard to the lotality. Yet Time and Space are neither absolute nor eternal; 
they have a beginning and an end relatively to a single Universe; whilst as 
mere symbols of change, they are not assimilable from Universe to Universe (i.e., 
one universe cannot objectivise another). A universe, in posse, will coincide 
with another or others in esse. Taking ours (all systems objectivisableby man, 
if he possessed the instrumental means) as the measure of comparison, there are 
universes which must be in advance, as there must be others less progressed.
The mahapralaya, or " universal" dissolution of a universe, begins at that point of 
time when no new solar system is in evolution, that is, when all the archetypal 
potencies of that universe are come into manifest!ltion, or have been actualized. 

" This seems to me a logical conclusion, especially since tbe appearance of tbat luminous work, 
THE SECRET DocTRINE. By a careful reading of tbe same it will be seen tbllt matters bave been 
wonderfully simplified on more tban one point, and tbat wbat at first was incomprehensible-because 
apparently illogical-bas been made clear if not evident. Now, taking a sectional view, this n~ 
Iigbt sbows that a planetary eluzin (space and matter), a malU/tJlttara (time and motion), and deter
mined IIuman 'WIlvt! (a given value of pbenomenal consciousness, as I migbt express it) form three 
correlates of a certain line of evolution in its objectivity and subjectivity. The chain is a link in a 
sequence of chains, and that particular buman wave will accompany tbe vicissitudes of the chains 
constituting tbe said line. Tbis is but one of our solar system. Venus belongs to fZ1tOtller, and will 
(comparatively speaking) soon cease to be a world, says the Master; wbilst the Moon Wtu the world 
of our line before tbe Earth took its place. Now, wbat does tbis tell us, if not that the fNZ1tiftstillf 
world of one chain does not coincide as to Time, etc., witb that of another; or in other words, tbat 
while some worlds are in posse, others are in esse, and tbat manifestation overlaps? Apply this to the 
universal scale, and it follows tbat tbere must a/ways be a universe in eSle, if not more than one, and 
that no maluzpra/aya isdsolute. It shows likewise tbat the DIVINITY (ex-humanity) of our Univene 
will not only never merge in that of another, but also tbat it will never objectivise ALL tbat is ill 011; 

and tbat it is as much bound by necessity to its own chain of universes, as the tzdscripti were to Ibeir 
soil. How childish then to bope to be lapped in the lap of the Eternal? How idle to taUt of .. im
mortalit~" otherwise than such as afforded by successive series of varied life-manifestation with 
their resj«liw Nirvanas or Paranirvanas; that is to say, as anytbing save DI1RATION in ~lItJllrel/ 
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Now, as all is subject to th~ law of the Spiral (which is a necessity having its 
cause in the three modes of Force, but would require a long digression to ex
plain), while every sub-period is the analogue of another, no two are ever alike
this, from the very outset, which is germ, to the final close, which again is germ. 
Consequently, the germ never c6nstitutes a reversion to the same condition precisely. 
as that which conditioned it at the outset; the progress attained to is degree. 
and is only measurable by Maya-it is the resultant of "experiences" . • . . . 
This, likewise, would demand too much space to be sifted, and I merely wish to 
point out that it is the powers of the germ~nd not Deity-which are "essen
tially result," and which are perfectible (not in Reality, but under the law of 
.M'aya, which I have translated" Phenomenal Consciousness "). 

To conclude. Space is not illimitable. Changes are illimitable. The chain 
of universes, and the series identifying each universe, are illimitable; but the 
phenomena (space, time, matter, etc., referable thereto) are limited. The illi
mitedness of such limitations is the only reality of phenomena, I mean, the only 
thing relating thereto which does not change. Withal it is not Reality, but its 
effect always subsistent. The Changeless (Reality, or the Unmanifested cause) 
and the Changeable are ever in presence. Spaces and periods are the objectivity 
of eternal subjectivity. 

Phenomenal Consciousness is like a line that never meets another. If here, 
in the nether spheres, we are able to conceive that there must be such Another, 
rather such a " Beyond," shall we not say that Consciousness, on soaring to its 
highest point (in Maya), must realize the fact better than we can, albeit TRUTH 
can never be realized? Truth is as near our plane as it is to that height. for 
it is omnipresent-Maya is that which ever stands away from Truth. The 
difference, then, is this, namely, here we vaguely perceive the neeessity of that 
Beyo.nd; there, at the apogee of Consciousness. !mow/edge exists of such neces
sity; and it is believable such knowledge includes the certainty that the Beyond 
is unattainable. Speculation at one end, Certitude at the other. Why? Be
cause, in proportion as mayavic Consciousness enlarges its horizon, the laws of 
Maya or Nature become more and more familiar to it, so that Consciousness 
ends by mastering all the laws, and every secret referable to its cyde (z:e. to its 
universe, its time, its space, its circle of phenomena, etc.). That knowledge, at 
the culmination of a great cosmic cycle, - to whatever time, etc. it belong, is the 
key to the arcanum, and discloses two supreme items: IStly. that the Beyond 
(which Consciousness knows to exist, but cannot fathom, nor objectivize) is for 
ever dosed to it ; 2ndly, that it has reached the nee plus ultra of its time, but 
likewise that the nee plus ultra is nowhere for it in relation to all times. (This 
refers to Humanity as a whole; but the individual may realize that knowledge 
long before the cycle ends, only .... very few do.) 

There is nothing pessimistic in this. In order to rise to that certitude man 
must merge in the bosom of mayavic (or subject) Divinity. We men aspire to 
eternity; in our blind idiotcy nothing less will satisfy us. Divinity-ex-humanity 
-is resigned .. 'tis not the word, rejoices; for it is at the pinnacle of Wisdom. 
It knows that to realize Eternity is not within the Law. It does not a'lpire to 
contradict; its happiness is to know that it knows such to be the Law Ultimate 

* That is, the so-called .. unity," or Cosmic Soul, pre-existinl[ and po~t-existing (the extreme 
aspects), manifesting its true character, the multiple in nbeyanl'e 
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truth must for ever remain sealed up and impenetrable to it. .. Such is P AR.~
NIRVANA, not of the schools, but logically interpreted.-

The end of a cosmic cycle must differ from its advent. Conditioned omni
science is not of the same nature at one juncture as at the other. At the opening, 
the manifestation first in order is Resistance; at its close, all is Obedience. That 
former phase means Happiness in Ignorance (want of cc experiences," still in 
contingency) ; the Peace of Innocence, followed by the Fall. The final phase 
is equivalent to Happiness in Knowledge and Wisdom; it is Redemption, and 
HARMONY in its loftiest aspect. The exit from Nirvana or Paranirvana signifies 
the gradual unfolding of the germ, or re-manifestation of individualities. En
trance into that, or those states, is tantamount to the process by which indivi
dualities revert to germ. When this is accomplished, nothing of a Universe 
remains manifest save a grand centre of Phenomenal Consciousness. But that 
does not prevent other Universes being in existence; albeit Consciousness-one, 
the Eternal, can alone objectivize them. V. DE F. 

* Paranirvana, no less than Nirvana, belongs to Time, a Mahamanvantara at the longest. Is it not 
rather inconsistent in those who, on one hand, represent Nirvana or Paranirvana (the ultimate aim of 
Soul, or the Ego) to be an .. eternal" state; and on the other hand, have it that the great cosmic cycle 
lmaMmallvanlora) is only one in a sequenCe without beginning and without end? This involves 
periodic mlran&e into, and exit from, Nirvana. Nothing that changes can ever be elemal. Every
l"illK that changes must perforce belong to Time, or rather to limes. 

l This is just what one of the greatest of India's mystic sons, the late Pundit and Swami, Dayanand 
Saresvati taught, and just what occult philosophy teaches. ED.] 

.. KUNDA LIN I." 

.. TAKE our two Serpents, which are to be found everywhere on the face of the Earth ; 
they are a living male and a living female (understand in relation to the spirit always 
without all corporeal allusion) j tie them in a /tnle knot and shut them up in the 
AraiJian CuraM. This is the /irst labour j but the nert is more difficult. Thou must 
incamp against them with the fire of nature, and be sure thou dost bring thy line 
round about, eircu them in and slop all a'lItnUlS that they find no relief. Continue this 
siege patienlly and they tum into ·an ugly venomous, black load, which will be trans
formed Ito a horrible devouring dragon, creeping and weltering in the bottom of her (a'lIe 
without wings. Touch her not liy any means, continues the Adept, not so much as 
with thy hands, for there is not upon earth such a vehement transcendant poison. As 
thou hast begun, so proceed, and this dragon will tum into a swan, but more white 
than the hovering virgin snow when it is not yet sunild with the earln. Henceforth, I 
will allow thee to fortify thy firl, till the Plzanir appears. It is a rid 6ird of a most 
deep colour with a snining fiery Itue. Feed this 6ird with the fire of his jaJ/ur and 
the elner of his mol"" / for the first is tneat, the second is drink, and without this last 
he attains not to hisju/I glo?,. 

"Be sure to understand thIS secret/for fire feeds not well unless it be /lrsl fld. It 
is of itself dry and choleric, but a proper moisture tempers it, gives it a Ma'lIenly &0",

purion and brings it to the desirea erallation. Feed thy 6ird thus !is I have told thee 
and he will mtnle in his nest, and rise like a star of thejirmamenl. Do this and thou 
hast placed nature in the Iwrizon of Eternt'ly. Thou hast performed that command 
of the Cabalist, 'Unill lite end 10 tlte 61ginning as tIu flame is u",'lld to tIu coa/~' for 
lite Lord is superlatively one and adm#s of no slcond.' (Liber Jezirah, Cap. I.) 
Consider what it is you seek - you seek an indissoluble, miraculous, transmuting 
uniting union ; but such a tie cannot(be without the first unity. For to create and to 
transmute essentially and naturally without violmce is the first proper office of the first 
power, thefirsl wisdom, and the /irst /tnli. Without this /tnle the eumenls will never 
be married, they will never inward and essentiany unile, which is the end and pn-
fechOn of Magic." 

Vaughan's" Lumen de Lumine," p. 62 el slq. 
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ttbe 'Aumertcal :l3asis of tbe $olar $\?stem •. 
.. The whole of the reasoning upon which the 

determination of the Solar System in space rests, 
is based upon the entire exclusion of any law, 
either derived from observation or assumed in 
theory, affecting the amount and direction of the 
real motions both of the sun and stars. It su~ 
poses an absolute non-recognition jn those motions 
of any general directive cause, such as, for example, 
a common circulation of all about a common 
centre. Any such limitations introduced into the 
conditions of the problem of the solar motion 
would alter in toto both its nature and the form of 
Its solution." 

SIR JOHN HERSCHEl •• 

THE above statement, coming from such a source, must be accepted as 
formulating the no-system upon which existing Astronomy is founded. 
For while various theories and hypotheses have been constructed, both 

before and since the time of Sir John Hersche~ designed to account for certain 
specific phenomena of the so-called Science of Astronomy, the general accom
plishment has been purely empirical and without comprehensive result To 
such an extent is this the case, that existing Astronomers differ widely in their 
statements of the simplest facts regarding the elements of the planets, while 
the phenomena relied upon to demonstrate these facts, or any of them-such 
as the transits of Venus, for instance-have proved misleading, and have only 
served to display the inexact results to be obtained from the use of instruments 
in such cases. With regard to the calculation of eclipses, and of the orbital 
paths and periodic returns of comets and of meteoric showers, these are purely 
mathematical problems, and, however complicated, are not abstruse nor even 
difficult to the competent mathematician. It seems extraordinary, however, 
that perceiving the inter-relation that is measurably demonstrated by such 
calculations, Astronomers should not have devoted themselves to seeking out 
the law, or laws, which, it would appear, must control and direct the manifest 
agreement of planetary movements. Meanwhile, whatever laws have been 
accidently discovered which affected these movements have been found 
susceptible of numerical expression. Such, for instance, are Kepler's three 
laws governing the orbital motion of the planets, his law of the diminution of 
light in proportion to the inverse square of the distance, and his law that "the 
attractive force of the sun decreases as his light" (a statement which should 
have long since drawn attention to the subject under consideration by the 
present writer); such is Newton's law of the attraction of gravitation; such is 
Bode's law of the proportioned distances between the planets; and such, 
finally, is the more recently discovered law of sun-spot periodicity. When to 
these we add Kepler's discovery of the dependence of the curvature of the 
path of the planets upon the attraction of the sun, and the proportional 
relation of the mutual attraction of bodies to their respective masses-it is 
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surprising that the harmony between these various laws should not have invited 
Astronomers to the discovery of the source of all of them. It is the mis
fortune of science that the least adventure into its domain on the part of 
persons who are not devoted to it professionally, is. too often viewed by the 
scientifjc class as an intrusion, and the result of the labours of such persons is 
not even esteemed to be worthy of examination. This is peculiarly the case in 
the instance of professional astronomers in our own time; and the difficulty of 
overcoming such a prejudice has doubtless frequently deterred from the public 
expression and demonstration of their views many students who have been led 
by enthusiasm and natural bent, perhaps combined with incidental discovery, to 
most valuable and important researches. 

One great and growing disadvantage under which modern astronomy labours 
is the entire surrender of the science into the hands of those who depend upon 
the telescope for all they know. And how very little is it generally understood 
that for the great immutable laws of astronomy the world is indebted-not to 
finite'and unreliable instruments, but to the human intellect, and to that reason
ing which has been conducted within the seclusion of the closet, and with utter 
disregard for material agencies. All the great discoveries of the Chaldean, 
Egyptian and Greek Astronomers, and of Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, Galileo, 
Newton, Kepler, Bode and Arago, were made without the use of instruments: 
not including those of Galileo made by means of the telescope-which he 
himself invented-and which were not great, in the sense in which the word is 
here used. 

To define as the science of Astronomy the mere art of establishing measure
ments through the application of mathematical instruments, and the discovery 
of stars, comets or asteroids by means of the telescope, is to err in the primary 
conception of its meaning. The Greek roots of the word-" astron "-con
stellation, star; "nomos," law or rule, sufficiently denote this. And any 
attempt at the discovery of laws and rules, by means of instruments, must ever 
be faulty: at best, these can only be used for their practical demonstration. 
Yet the accepted figures in which are recorded the angular velocities of the 
planets, have been obtained by such doubtful means as the comparison of 
recorded observations through the telescope-in every instance except the 
Earth. As might naturally be supposed, the results thus gained through the 
observations of different telescopic observers vary widely from each other: so 
much so, indeed, that Sir John Herschel, in referring to the accepted theory of 
the angular' velocity of the planet Venus, derived from observation of the 
movement of the spots discerned upon that planet by means of the telescope, 
stated his want of confidence in such demonstration, and broadly asserted tha~ 
he did not believe any astronomer knew the angular velocity of Venus • 

.. The best informed astronomers of the present day look with suspicion on nearly all these 
obserntions, being disposed to sustain the view of Herschel (which was against the theory) .•...• 
The balance of probabilities is largely in favour of the view that the rotation of Venus on its axis bas 
never been seen or determined by any of the astronomers who have made the planet an object of 
study." (" :-lewcomb's Popular Astronomy". Harper·s Edition, 1878, p.292-) 

The observations concerning the rotation of the other planets are no more 
trustworthy than those regarding Venus, yet the figures of one and all are given 
in all the astronomies. 
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At the annual meeting for 188l of the National Academy of Sciences, Dr. 
Hastings read a paper in which he had recorded his belief that the accepted 
theories regarding the sun's atmosphere would have to be abandoned, and 
that, in fact, the whole question of the solar elements' con!!titution and action 
must be reopened. In these two cited instances of accepted authority dispu· 
ting accepted theory, we have some indication of the grave discrepancies which 
exist among astronomers themselves, concerning simple yet vitally important 
elements of the structure and motions of the solar system. In recounting 
certain of the figures expressing others of these elements, we shall presently 
have occasion to exhibit the wide diversity existing among astronomers con
cerning these also. It would certainly appear, then, that the part of modesty 
and not that of prejudiced and dogmatic negation of every attempt-even on 
the part of laymen-to elucidate astronomical phenomena and solve astrono
mical problems, would most become those astronomers who cannot agree with 
each other, and whose theories are hardly constructed before they are over
thrown. The dominion of Law in all departments of Nature has been 
enunciated in modern times by such recognized authorities as Oersted, Grove, 
Henry Thomas Buckle, the Author of "The Vestiges of Creation," Herbert 
Spencer, Darwin, W. Stanley ]evons, Walter Bagehot, Henry Drummond and 
the Duke of Argyll-each having reached the same conclusion through widely 
different research. 

The laws discovered and formulated by the earlier astronomers are conceded 
by those persons of our own day who a~sume t3at denomination as expressing 
their own profession. But concerning discoveries or tecorded facts which tend 
to show the existence of still other laws bearing upon astronomy, these indi
viduals sternly set their faces against them, bdittling and ridiculing them as 
"Coincidences," than which no other word in the language, unless it be its 
congener, "accident," is so utterly misleading and so generally misused. 

The earliest rp.corded investigations in Astronomy were solicitously concealed 
from the vulgar mind by being hidden in mystical utterance, the most of which 
is still inexplicable. Much of this knowledge is to be found set down in the 
works of Plato and Aristotle, in the Oracles of Zoroaster, the Orphic Hymns, 
and in the Mythologies of India, Egypt, Greece, Rome, Scandinavia, Mexico 
and South' America. N ow it is an extraordinary thing that while the perfectly 
lucid philosophy which was enunciated by the ancient teachers has been 
accepted and become the foundation of modern systems-that knowledge which 
they considered so important as to hide it with the closest caution in enigmatical 
writing, is deemed to be without sufficient value to demand or reward study and 
analysis. And the bearing of such writings upon the matter under present 
discussion is this: that the ancient and mystical writers exhibit in their work 
a profound recognition and knowledge of the "Reign of Law" in the domain 
of the stars and the planets, while they invariably though often only inferentially, 
manifest a conception that such Law is susceptible of numerical expression. 

It is to demonstrate in some feeble degree the accuracy of this judgment, 
and to illustrate by possibly novel instances the practicability of reaching 
scientific conclusions by pure reason and analogy, and to apply this to the real 
science of Astronomy, that the present effort is made. 

A series of investigations, begun in the winter of 1882-3 and continued at 
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intervals ever since, led the writer step by step to certain novel discoveries in 
the mathematics of Astronomy, and the further he advanced the more he 
became satisfied that he was on the road to the development of certain laws 
upon which the movements of the planetary bodies depended, and which had 
not previously been made known. The purpose of the present paper is the 
setting forth of the nature of these laws, and the evidences that tend to 
demonstrate their existence. 

To begin with the question of the rotation periods of the planets, it is to be 
observed that the authorities differ as to these, and, to refer to Herschers 
opinion, already mentioned, there is no positive certainty as to the exactness of 
any of the assertions regarding them, from the fact that they have been reached 
by telescopic observation and combination of results. Such observation, made 
through human eyes, by means of the telescope, the vision penetrating through 
one atmosphere and sometimes two, of varying conditions of density, could 
hardly be defined as certainly accurate. When it is considered, also, that they 
are made from the surface of a revolving sphere, moving in its orbit at the rate 
of 1,637,673 miles per day, and having reference to other objects. some of 
which have a still greater velocity-to contend that any conclusions thus reached 
unless they agree with each other, are mathematically accurate, is, to say the 
least, largely arrogant. And as to this, it is to be observed that five recognized 
authorities, in giving the angular velocities of the planets, differ in twenty 
instances in the six planets given. Thus Mercury is given in three different 
sets of figures, Venus in five, the Earth in two, Mars four, Jupiter three and 
Saturn three. CI When doctors disagree, who shall decide? " 

These differences are, as to a twenty-four hour period for the four inner 
planets: between 23h. 16m. 19S. in the case of Venus, and 24h. 37m. 235. in 
that of Mars. And, as to the four outer planets, between 9h. 30m. in the case 
of Uranus, and loh. 29m. 17S. 'in that of Saturn, including also several varieties 
of statement, the period of Neptune not being given. No astronomer has yet 
formulated any cause for the difference between the periods of the inner and 
outer planets, amounting to an average of 2.29 limes. It is respectfully 
submitted that if a new law can be established with regard to the motions of 
these planets on the basis of a twenty-four hour and a ten hour period, respect
ively, there is nothing in the varying statements on the subject which have been 
vanished by the authorities, that should militate against the acceptance of that 
law. 

It is well known by mathematicians that there are certain numbers, whose 
powers are exceptional and frequently inexplicable. An instance of this nature 
is offered in the fact that if the diameter of a planet be multiplied bY.13=,,8 
it will give the angular velocity (rotation speed). Now .13=08 is 1/24 of n (Pi~ 
the ratio of the diameter to the circumference of a circle. This fact alone, 
in its application to the planets, fully justifies the assumption of a twenty-four 
hour period. 

It is a fact that the angular velocity of every planet bears a direct relation 
to its diameter. So far is this the case, that by simple proportion it can be 
proven in the instance of every planet: thus, 1St. Law: Tile axial flelocihis 
(angular) 01 the planets al'e-as their diameters. 
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Mus 
Mercury 

ExAMPLE L 

Diameter. 
miles. 

4363 
3DsB 

AxW Velocity. 
miles per hour. 

570-8 
400-28. 

P~: 3.058: 4.363:: 400- 211 : 571• 

Earth 
Venus 

Sum: 400028 
43.63 

1200 B4 
2406 8 

120084 
160II2 

ExAMPLE II. 

Diameter 
miles 

79iZ6 
7510 

p,oprwtitm: 7510: 79iZ6:: g82.5: 1036-9 
And 1036.9·is the axial velocity of'the Earth. 

3058)1746411I64(S71.0 

ISiI90 

2174iZ 
2J.406 

3361 
3D58 

3D36 

Axial Velocity. 
miles per hour. 

This process can be conducted with certainty with regard to the four inner 
planets, or any of them, and the same is true concerning the four outer planets: 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. 

Jupiter 
Saturn 

EXAMPLE III. 

Diameter. 
miles 

84·846 
70- 136 

Proporlion: 70-136: B4-846 :: 21.041: 25-4S4-
And 25.454 miles per hour is the axial velocity of Jupiter. 

Axial Velocity. 
Dliles per hour. 

21.041 

And now, in order to test finally the accuracy of this law, we will apply it to 
the planet Neptune, whose axial velocity has not been discovered or announced by 
the astronomers. And first comparing ,,:ith the planet Jupiter, we have :

EXAMPLE IV. 

Jupiter 
Neptune 

SatUrn 
Neptune 

Diameter. 
miles 

B4-846 
37·276 

Proportum: B4-¥: 37.276:: 2S.454: II.18d 

EXAMPLE V. 

Diameter 
miles 

70. 136 
37·276 

P~: 70- 136: 37.276:: 21·041: 11. ISs 

Axial Velocity. 
miles per hour. 

2S·454 
Unknown. 

Axial Velocity. 
miles per hour. 

21.041 
Unknown. 
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Uranus 
Neptune 
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EXAMPLE VI. 

. Diameter 
. miles 

33.246 
37·2']6 

Proporlilm: 33-246: 37.2']6:: 9.973.8: d.l82 

Axial Velocity . 
miles per hour . 

9.973.8 
Unknown. 

It will hardly be asserted that this proportion would hold exactly in the case of 
the relation between Neptune and the three other outer planets, if the law were 
not correctly defined and applied: it may therefore be stated that here is demon
strated the discovery of the angular velocity of the planet Neptune, never before 
known. Now, it will be undoubtedly alleged by the astronomers that-given 
twenty-four and ten hour periods, respectively, the velocity must necessarily be 
in proportion to the diameter, but that these not being the admitted periods, 
exactly, the law is therefore fallacious. 

Concerning the value of the professed exactness of the periods, as given by the 
authorities, sufficient has been said; but assuming the stated periods to be 
correct-what force can be named, sufficient, and of a suitable nature, to move 
the planets on their axes and in their orbits, a force necessarily acting upon 
the superficial diameters of the planets? Certainly it could not be gravity 
(which acts on the mass) nor any other attractive force with which we are 
acquainted. The only force which can act only on half a sphere at a time-is 
Light. It is held, therefore, in this paper, and as a part of the theory involved 
that the force is Light, and evidences will dow be given to prove this by demon
strating the law in its power over the orbital motions of the planets. 

Rule I. Multiply the sq. root of the semi-diameter of the orbit of any 
planet by its orbital velocity, divide the product by the orbital velocity of any 
other planet, the quotient will be the sq. root of the semi-diameter of the orbit 
of the second planet :-

Earth

Mars-

Sum: 

EXAMPU: I. 

Sq, root, semi-diam. 

of orbit 

9SoS·S 
11790-

11,790 

Ssooo 

S89S0000 

s89so 
68,2(8)648450000(9S0 S·S 

613962 

344880 

371090 

379000 

341090 

3791000 

Orbital veloc., miles 

per hour. 

68.218 

Ss.ooo 

yGoogle 
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Mars. 
Jupiter. 

Sum: 

EXAMPLE II. 

Sq. root semi.~iam. 
of orbit. 
11"790 
21616'46 

21616'4 

JOOOO 

11790l64S4938oo"OO(SSOO'3 
58c)50 

58c)93 
58c)50 

43800 

Orbital velocity. miles 
per hour. 

55.000 

30.000 

Here the exactness of the result is quite wonderful considering the material sup
plied by the astronomers. We are handicapped by discrepancies in the figures 
to be found in the authorities. It is a fact that, concerning all the elements of 
the planets, no two authorities agree. But even an approximation in result, 
under such circumstances, is sufficient to establish the rule applied, and it is 
needless to multiply examples. 

It has thus been shown that as there is an inter-relation among the planets 
as to their rotation, there is also an inter-relation in regard to their revolu
tion in their respective orbits. And this inter-relation is shown in a most 
remarkable manner in the following fact, which is offered as a numerical law of 
astronomy. 

Rule II. If the orbital velocity of a planet be multiplied by the square root 
of the semi-diameter of the planet's orbit, the result will be, in the case of 
every planet, the same sum in millions, differing below from discrepancies 
between authorities. 

SQ. ROOT OF 

SEIII.-D1AM. ORBITAL 

PLANETS. OF ORBIT. VELOCITY. 

Mercury 5949·4 X 109000 648.484.600 
Venus 11076·69 X 110292 648.446.199 
Earth 9S05·5 X 68:'118 648.450 •000 

Mars 11790- X 5SOOO 648.450 •000 

Jupiter 21616.46 X JOOOO 648.493.800 
Saturn 29477· X 22000 648.494.000 

Uranus 41570- 128 X 15600 648.543.996 
Neptune 51062.52 X 12700 648.494.004 ---

Avetage 648.482.074 

Regarding this peculiar fact, it may be observed that it has been heretofore 
established and will be found set down in the authorities, that, "If the squares 
of the periodic times of the planets be divided by the cubes of their mean 
distances, the quotient is the same for all the planets." 

The "periodic times" of the planets are in days of 24 hours each, and 
the .. orbital velocity" of a planet is dependent on its rotation, whose 
velocity, as is here shown, bears a direct relation to its diameter, which again 
can only be acted upon-exc1usively-by the power Light, considered as a 
positive force. 
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Here is offered a departure from the regular order for the purpose of 
presenting a table which is one of the results of the original figuring in 
mathematical Astronomy in this paper, and which may give a hint of a novel 
theory concerning the SUD. 

PLANETS, DIAMETER, DIAMETER AXIAL 
OF THE SUN, VELOCITY, 

Mercury 3059 8~ .. 4CO 111526 
Venus 7510 8~ .. 982 111,524 
Eartb 7926 8~ .. 1037 11t.t63 
Mars 4363 8,S2900 .. 571 111921 

Jupiter 841146 8~ .. 25S40 2s6136 + 2'29 111675 

Saturn 70136 8~ .. 21041 25sB74 + 2'29 111735 

Uranus 33246 8~ " 9973 25sS52 + 2'29 111201 

Neptune 37276 8~ :: 11182'8 25sS70 + 2'29 111733 

This table, it will be observed, carries into the relation of the planets to the 
Sun, the same rule of proportion which has been applied to the planets in their 
relation to each other. The natural sequence would be that the final factor in 
the sum is the rotary velocity of the Sun which probably makes one revolution 
in 24 hours. In the case of the four outer planets, the relation is preserved 
by bringing them, through division by 2·29, to a 24 hour period. Incidentally, 
it will be noticed that the planet Neptune, with the angular velocity which is 
herein ascribed to it, and which has been heretofore unknown, is no exception 
to the rule. It is respectfully submitted in this connection, that the peculiar 
spiral motion which has· been observed in the Sun spots-their regular change of 
position to equatorial and polar places-may be dependent upon the Sun's rotary 
motion, combined with its obliquity to its own ecliptic. Here the writer may as 
well state, parenthetically, that he has never, since he applied intelligence to the 
question, believed that the Sun is a hot body, or that' the speculations of Mr. 
Proctor and others as to the number of millions of tons of coal, or the number 
of meteors it would require to furnish the altogether imaginary heat of the Sun, 
were worthy a place in print-even to astound the budding minds of children 
withal, At last, men like Hastings, Young, and some others, are growing 
sceptical of these Mumbo-Jumbo tales, and are reducing chromosphere and 
photosphere to their proper gaseous nature. It ill far more than probable-if 
one wants to speculate-that the inner body of the Sun is a vast globe of water, 
in fact, a gigantic lens. 

[It is to be observed that the alleged angular velocity of the Sun, multiplied 
by 24 hours, will give the average circumference of the Sun, as contained in the 
Astronomies.] 

To conclude, and still more clearly demonstrate that the cause of the motions 
of the Planets is Ligkt, the writer offers the following Law : 

2nd Law.-The orbital velocity of the Planets is inversely as the square root 
of the semi-diameter of their orbits. Now it will be remembered that" the 
intensity of light diminishes inversely as the square of the distance." 
Clearly, then, if the preceding statement be correct, the cause of the orbital 
motion must be Light. 
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VENUS AND MERCURY. 

rst ~tr.rlrim.--Square root of semi-diameter 
of orbit of Venus 

11076~· 
lnwrsePTtIjorlrim.-Orbital velocity miles per 

hour of Mercury 
1CJ9000. 

5949'4 
10 900D 

S3544 6000 

59494 

Square root of semi-diameter 
of orbit of Mercury 

5949"4-
Orbital velocity miles per 

hour of Venus. 
802cp. 

8076'69l648414 600000(80290 
64613S 2 

2 349 400 
161S 338 

734 0620 
726 9021 

7 IS990 
MARS AND THE EARTH. 

mtl ~tration. -square root of semi-diameter 
of orbit of Mars 

l1lflll'U PTt1jortiDn. 

11790'8. 

Orb. ve1oc. miles per 
hour of the Earth. 

68:u8: 
95OS-S 
68218 

760440 
9SoSS 

190110 

760440 
570330 

U7!jO.8l64B446IC}9000(SSOOO 
5B9S40 

SB9061 
5B9S40 

URANUS AND SATURN. 

Sq. r. of semi-diam. 
of orbit of Ul'lUlus. 

41570 : 
Orb. vel miles per 
hour of Saturn. 

22000: 

slI944000 
5B954 

20 

Square root of semi-diameter 
of orbit of the Earth 

9505·S· 

Orb. ve1oc. miles 
per hour of Mars. 

SSOOO 

Sq. r. of semi-diam. 
of orbit of Saturn. 

29477: : 
Orb. vel miles per 
hour of Uranus. 

15600 
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If no more has been done in the present effort, the writer may, at least, have 
succeeded in showing that more can be accomplished at the desk in the matter 
of establishing natural laws in Astronomy than by means of the telescope: 
except possibly, in some instances, such as the appearance of comets, meteoric 
showers, and eclipses, in the way of verification. And as these phenomena are 
purely periodica~ it is merely a matter of time and computation to predict 
them. Not one of all the great laws of Astronomy, we repeat, has ever been 
discovered through the use of the telescope. 

It is to be hoped that some one better qualified than the writer will be 
induced to pursue investigation in the directions herein only roughly outlined, 
hampered as it has been by existing conditions of data. 

FRANK H. NORTON • 

• 
THE PLACE OF MIRACLES. .' 

" ON a certain day, Rabbi Eliezer Ben Orcanaz replied to the questions proposed to 
him, concerning his teaching j but his arguments being found to be inferior to his pre
tensions the doctors present refused to admIt his conclusions_ Then Rabbi Eliezer 
said, 'My doctrine is true, and this Karoubltree, which is near us, shall demonstrate 
the infallibility of my teaching.' Immediately the Karoub tree. obeying the voice of 
Eliezer, arose out of the ground and planted itself a hundred cubits farther off. But 
the Rabbis shook their heads, and answered, 'The Karoub tree proves nothing.' 
'What,' cried Eliezer, 'you resist so great a miracle? Then let this rivulet flow 
backwards, and attest the truth of my doctrine.' Immediately the rivulet, obeying the 
command of Eliezer, flowed backwards towards its source. But again the Rabbis shook 
their heads and said, • The rivulet proves nothing. We must understand before we 
can believe.' 'Will you believe me,' said Rabbi Eliezer, ' if the walls of this house 
wherein we sit should fall down?' And the walls, obeying him, began to fall, until 
Rabbi Joshua exclaimed, ' By what right do the walls interfere in our debates?' Then 
the walls stopped in their fall out of respect to Rabbi Joshua, but remained leaning out 
of respect for Rabbi Eliezer, and remain leaning until this day. But Eliezer, mad with 
rage, cried out: 'Then in order to confound you, and since you compel me to it, let a 
voice from Heaven be heard!' And immediately the Bath-Kol or Voice from Heaven 
was heard at a great height in the air, and it said, 'What are all the opinions of the 
Rabbis compared to the opinion of Rabbi Eliezer? When he has spoken his opinion 
ought to prevail.' Hereupon Rabbi Joshua rose and said, 'It is written, "The law is 
not in Heaven j it is in your mouth and in your heart." It is in your reason j for again 

,it is written, "I have left you free to choose between life and death, and good and 
evil." And it is in your conscience, for "If ye love the Lord, and obey His voice 
within you, you will find happiness and truth." Wherefore then does Rabbi Eliezer 
bring in a Karoub tree, a rivulet, a wall, and a voice to settle questions of doctrine 
And what is the only conclusion that can be drawn from such miracles, but that they 
wbo have expounded the laws of nature have not wholly understood them, and that we 
myst now admit that in certain cases a tree can unroot itself, a rivulet flow backwards. 
walls obey instructions, and voices sound in the air? But what connection is there 
between these observations and the teaching of Rabbi Eliezer? No doubt these 
miracles were very extraordinary and they have filled us with astonishment j but to 

amaze is not to argue, and it is argument, not phenomena, that we require. When 
therefore, Rabbi Eliezer shall have proved to us that Karoub trees, rivulets, walls, and 
unknown voices afford us, by unusual manifestations, reasonings equal in value and 
weight to that reason which God has placed within us to guide our judgment, then 
alone will we make use of such testimonies and estimate them as Eliezer requires.' " 

"THE TALMUD_· 
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U:be ttalJttng. 3mage of 'Ulrllr . 
• 

CHAPTER XIX. 

THE CONSILIUM." 

THERE was another delay of two hours at the next station, where Pancho had 
to wait for the regular train. He made use of the time to telegraph to the 
owner of the Image, requesting him to have the dissection postponed. The 
answer came that the Image was still alive, but that the dissection could not be 
postponed; as to do so would cause considerable inconvenience to the medical 
gentlemen, whose time was very precious, and some of whom were coming from 
considerable distances to assist at the dissection. Cursing the benighted 
ignorance of the medical fraternity, Pancho resumed his voyage. He travelled 
all night. Early in the morning he arrived at Krakau, where he took the stage 
for B--, the place where Mr. Snivelinsky, the owner of the Image, resided. 
The sun in his glory had already risen above the horizon when Pancho arrived 
at the place of his destination. It was the day appointed for the dissection of 
the Imagl', and Pancho congratulated himself that he was not too late. He 
hurried to the house of the judge and found him in the back yard feeding his 
favourite hogs. The judge was dressed in a flowery morning gown and night
cap, and smoking a pipe of enormous dimensions. A joyful smile was upon 
his countenance as he watched his pets devouring their gruel; for Snivelinsky 
was a lover· of hogs. There were large and small swine, and especially one 
great porker of whom the judge was especially fond, and who received the 
largest share of his caresses. 

" Just look at him," he said, after Pancho had introduced himself and stated 
his business. "What a fine fellow he is I I envy his appetite and his happiness. 
He has no cares and no troubles. We call him 'Philosopher' because he is 
not at all particular about what he eats. Nevertheless, he always gets the best 
of everything. We all love him and treat him as if he were one of our own 
family. We feed him on the best of slops because we know that he will not be 
ungrateful; for next Christmas he will furnish us with just as fine sausages as 
his father did last year. His father was just as fine a fellow as he, and he 
bOre a striking resemblance to him. He made us enough pickled pork to last 
us all winter." Here the judge smacked his lips, as in anticipation of the good 
things he expected from the gratitude of his porker. 

After he had finished his eulogies on the porker, Pancho took the liberty of 
asking about the condition of the Talking ~mage. 

A frown appeared upon the noble brow of the judge. "It is all an infernal 
humbug," he said. "I took the Image into my house, expecting that it would 
be a prophetess and of some service to me. At least I expected that it would 

* This chapter is abbreviated and the last left out for want of space. The reader will find them 
in full in book form. which is forthcoming.-[Eo.] 
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answer questions in a dignified, polite, and ladylike manner; but I am sorry to 
say the prophetess has turned into a termagant. But I am going to make an 
end of all this. To-day it shall be handed over to the medical executioners, 
and we shall see what kind of devils are inside of it." 

Thereupon Pancho attempted to explain to Mr. Snivelinsky the constitution 
of the ~mage, and that it was merely a living echo for people's innermost 
thoughts rendering their own states of feeling in uttered language, in about the . 
same sense as one might translate the language of music into speech. He told 
the judge some of his own experience with the statue, to prove to him that the 
Image would sometimes echo the thoughts of a person, of which the latter . 
himself was unconscious, but which nevertheless existed .in the deepest recesses 
of his mind. 

"We shall soon see about that," said the judge. "The doctors will be here 
in a few minutes, and they will make short work of its constitution." 

"I am sorry," answered Pancho, "that the doctors will have to be 
disappointed, because the Image is the legal property ef The Society for the 
Distribution of Wisdom, and cannot be destroyed without their consent. " 

"What kind of a concern is this Society for the Distribution of Wisdom?" 
asked the judge. 

"It is one of the queerest concerns I ever saw," replied Pancho. .. It 
consists of people who are seeking after something they do not know, and in the 
existence of which they do not believe." 

"What kind of wisdom do they distribute?" inquired Snivelinsky. 
Pancho shrugged his shoulders. "Their wisdom," he said, "appears to me 

as much like the wisdom of other people, as the egg of a fowl is like the egg of 
a chicken. They believe one theory to-day, and another to-morrow." 

"What do they teach? " 
"They pretend to teach nothing," said Pancho. " Nevertheless each of its 

representative members teaches whatever he pleases or what he may imagine to 
be true,· and they do that in a very boisterous manner; hurling epithets 
against everyone who dares to disbelieve or contradict their opinions."t 

" Oh I" exclaimed the judge, "is it there that the statue acquired its bad 
habits? But what are the principles of that Society?" 

"The most admirable ones-on paper," answered Pancho. "In theory they 
proclaim universal love and fraternity; but in their practice they fight with each 
other like cats and dogs." 

" What are their objects? " 
" Judging from my own observation, their objects are to desecrate and vulgarize 

the ideal; to drag spiritual truth before the judgment·seat of the fool, and to 
sacrifice everything for the vain glorification of self." 

Snivelinsky seemed to pay little attention to this explanation. His mind was 
fully absorbed in the contemplation of the appetite of his porker. After a while 
he said-

" WhIlt seems to me most remarkable is, that ever since I left Italy, the statue 
has been continually increasing in weight. I carried it with me in a box, and on 
every station where it was weighed, it weighed much more." 

• Just as .. Pancho," one of such" representative members" does.-{ED.) 
t In this ,mt/leosopllktll work. no one helps them more zealousl, than .. Pancho ".-[ED.) 
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"This may be explained," answered Pancho, "by the difference in the mental 
atmospheres.of the countries through which you were travelling. The more gross 
and material the thoughts of a people, the more they will find expressions in 
gross and material forms." 

After breakfast Pancho and the judge went upstairs into a garret, where the 
Talking Image was already laid out upon a table, preparatory to being dissected. 
It was evidently of a denser and more material substance than when Pancho had 
seen it at Urur. Upon its forehead rested a scowl; otherwise its features were 
perfectly tranquil, as if it did not care about being vivisected, or knew nothing 
about the terrible fate that awaited it. 

For a while Pancho.stood still, regarding the Image and thinking of the doctors 
who were soon to arrive to make an end to its constitution, when he heard a 
rumbling noise, and then a voice as if coming from the interior of the Image 
spoke and said-

.. A single doctor like a scuUer plies; 
The patient lingers and at last he dies. 
But two physicians, like a pair of oars, 
Waft him with swiftness to the Stygian shores." 

"Do you hear it ?" exclaimed the judge. "It reviles and denounces every
thing and everybody. No profession, no age, no sex, no social condition or 
religion is safe from its vilitications. It denounces everything, even denunciation 
itself." 

"These verses," answered Pancho, .. are not its own composition. I re
member having read them somewhere many years ago. It seems that they were 
~tored up in some corner of my memory and have now been reflected upon the 
Image." 

.. After all," said the judge, "these verses contain some truth. There is no 
doubt that the doctors have killed my younger brother, and that he would be 
alh'e to-day if he had never followed their advice. If it interests you, I will tell 
you how it happened." 

Pancho consented, and the judge began as follows :-
.. My brother was a strong and healthy man like myself, and of a very robust 

constitution. He was never afraid of anything and there was nothing that did 
him any harm. He feared neither heat nor cold, neither sunshine nor rain, nor 
draughts of air; nor was he ever afraid that anybody would poison him, or that 
the cook would boil or stew something that he could not digest. But one un
fortunate day--<:ursed be its memory I-my poor brother made the acquaintance 
of a doctor. It wa, a doctor of Hygienics, one of those that give no medicine, 
and are not generally supposed to belong to a dangerous claSs. However, soon 
after my brother had made that unfortunate acquaintance, he began to be some
what careful about his diet and food and the state of the weather, and lots of 
other nonsensical things. Formerly he could have lived, according to the best 
of my knowledge, on pebble stones and ground glass; but now he began to 
criticise his grub and found always fault with the cook. There was one thing 
after another he had to quit, because the doctor said it might not agree with 
his stomach or that it might be adulterated and what not. He could not eat 
.any more meat, because he had a list of about fifty of the most terrible diseases 

34 
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that come from eating meat. He could drink no more beer or wine, nor coffee 
nor tea, and when he tried chocolate, the doctor frightened him away even 
from that, by telling him about verdigris and cinnabar, with which it might be 
adulterated. " 

" Surely he could have eaten bread?" said Pancho. 
" Anything made out of flour," replied the judge, "was out of the question. 

because flour is adulterated with gypsum, alum, jalap, blue vitriol, quartz, chalk, 
white lead, clay, sand, borax and other poisons of a deadly kind." 

"Vegetables?" suggested Pancho. 
"How could he have lived on vegetables? 0' cried the judge. "To say 

nothing about their being covered with verdigris and pickled with sulphuric acid, 
one half of the doctors he consulted told him that it was unnatural and un
healthy to eat cooked vegetables; while the other half told him that there could 
be nothing more pernicious to one's health than to eat them raw? Moreover 
my brother did not like vegetables without salt or pepper, or a speck of vinegar ; 
and the doctor said that salt and vinegar were the worst kitchen poisons that 
were ever invented. As to pepper, he would not hear of it; because he said 
that it was nearly as bad as tobacco." 

" How' about milk? " asked Pancho. 
"Milk! " sobbed the judge, overcome by emotions awakened by the memory 

of his brother. "Would you have my poor brother poisoned with (:balk-water 
and rotten calfs' hrains? " 

" Butter?" exclaimed Pancho. 
"Oleo'margarine," sighed Mr. Snivelinsky. 
"Sugar? " 
"Sand, ground glass, white lead," groaned the judge. 
"But he must have had something to eat." 
" I tell you there wa'i nothing for him that was not adulterated or might have 

been so. Moreover he began to be afraid of everything, and not without 
reason; for everything did him harm. He took to living on fruits; but he 
was always afraid that they would give him the colic; and sure enough they did 
give him the colic. So he had to quit even that." 

" And what became of him?" asked Pancho. 
"He died out of fear that he could not live any longer, and the doctor said 

that if he had only begun to diet himself sooner, he might have become all 
right." 

Overcome by these sad reco\]ections the judge wiped his nose with his 
handkerchief. 

" His was a lingering death," he continued. "For a long time he was sick; 
actually starving to death. He suffered much; but at last we took pity on him 
and called in another doctor in consultation, and he gave him something to 
quiet him. It quieted him so much that we had to bury him three days 
afterwards." 

"Comfort yourself," said Pancho. "In less than three hundred years from 
now, the medical profession as a whole will have discovered that man is a 
product of will and thought, and that there can be no other rational system of 
medicine for good or evi~ than by acting upon his will and imagination. 
There is no other physician than Fail". Your brother ought to have dismissed 
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his doctor and made a voyage, so as to get a change of surroundings and to 
divert his mind from his gloomy thoughts." 

"Made a voyage I" ironically exclaimed the judge. "How could he have 
avoided stopping at hotels? " 

"But why should he not have stopped at hotels?" asked Pancho surprised 
"It seems," answered the judge, "that you are not up to the latest dis

coveries in medicine. You do not seem to know that a person may catch 
consumption by staying in a roOm which has once been inhab:ted by a con
sumptive person. Have you never heard of bacillre and microbes? Where 
will you go to escape them? " 

A rap at the door interrupted th~ conversation; a servant entered, handing to 
the judge a card, upon which was printed-

DR. C. A. LOMEL, 

Professor of Medicine. 

"Death approaches," said the judge. 
"The other gentlemen are waiting below," said the servant. 
"Fear not," said the judge to Pancho. "No harm shall befall the Image. 

For once it spoke the truth and the verses have saved its life. Remain until 
I return. If they are not willing to go, I shall use my authority." 

So saying the judge shook his fist and descended the stairs, where he found 
the medical practitioners already waiting. They were very much displeased 
when they heard that the legal owner of the Image had been found and that 
the statue 'could not be dissected. Dr. Lomel especially was very much 
incensed. He had brought with him a lara;e boxful of knives, saws, chisels, 
gags, syringes, and other anatomical instruments. 

" What does this new nonsense mean?" he exclaimed frantically. " It seems 
that Herr von Snivelinsky is determined to continue in the sleight-of-hand 
business and does not wish his tricks to be exposed." 

" A nice kind of a business we have done this morning," sarcastically said 
another. "We have lost our valuable time and our travelling expenses." 

"I shall remunerate you for your trouble," answered the judge; "but the 
statue cannot be dissected without the consent of the owner. Moreover it is a 
living thing and cannot bear vivisection." 

At this declaration there rose a general murmur among the doctors. 
"Living or not living," they said, "if there is something remarkable about it, 

it ought to be sacrificed to science." 
"It reflects the thoughts of other people," said t1:1e judge. 
This statement was received with uproarious laughter and cries ot 

" Nonsense I " 
" Vou are sick without knowing it, and should go through a regular course ot 

treatment," said one of the doctors, addressing the judge. 
"Thoughts, my friend," said another, tapping Mr. Snivelinsky condescendingly 

upon the shoulder, "are four dimensional dynamides and cannot be reflected" 
34-
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" I move," said a third, "that a committee be appointed for a de lunatico 
inquirendo. " 

"I move," retorted Mr. Snivelinsky, "that you make yourselves scarce at 
your earliest convenience, and if you do not understand this. plain language, I 
shall use an argumenlum ad nominem. The Image does not require your ser
vices. It has had a distemper; but this morning a stranger has arrived and 
brought a remedy, and it is now decidedly better." 

"What! Who is that fellow," roared out Dr. Lomel, "who dares to practise 
medicine in this country? Has he any certificates to entitle him to cure people? 
You, Mr. Snivelinsky, are a judge. You ought to see that the laws of this 
country are not infringed upon without punishment, and the health of the com
munity endangered by a foreign quack." 

.. Such a recovery," said another doctor, "is entirely illegitimate, irrational, 
and contrary to the interests of science." . 

.. I wish we had come sooner," groaned one of his colleagues . 

.. When will the dissection begin?" asked another who was hard of hearing, 
and who had not understood the conversation . 

.. There will be no dissection, /lir," shouted Dr. Calomel into his ear. "The 
patient has recovered." 

.. Oh 1" exclaimed the hard-hearing doctor. "Such a thing has never hap
pened to me in my life." 

It was with great difficulty that the doctors were made to retire. Snivelinsky 
settled their bills, and as he did not have enough cash in the house, they took 
away hams and pickled pork, an old clock, a coat, and a family Bible-not 
however, without the consent of the judge, who was glad to get rid of them at 
any cost. As they left, they cast wistful glances up to the garret which contained 
the Talking Image. 

During this time Pancho remained alone with the Image, thinking of the 
medical superstitions of our days and how impossible it is to eradicate them at 
once. He saw that there is no vacuum in nature, neither in the physical world 
nor in the world of mind, and that ideas are indestructible and cannot be rooted 
out, but must be displaced by other ideas. He knew that the vaunted medical 
agnosticism of our times is not much better than the destructive science of the 
past, but that it would serve as a stepping-stone to a better and more rational 
system-one that would cure the will and the mind, instead of that false 
system which merely seeks to suppress the external manifestation of internal 
causes. 

He was disturbed in his meditations by a voice coming from the Image, which 
said, 

"Cursed be everyone who does not blow in om horn! There are several 
kinds of wisdom; one that comes from the East and another that comes from 
the West, but that which comes from the East is the best, and must be 
accepted." 

" Ungrateful wretch!" exclaimed Pancho. "Is this your gratitude for my 
-saving your life, that you now again try to put poison into my ear? There is 
only one wisdom, because there is only one truth; and it comes neither from the 
East nor from the West, but from the attainment of self-knowledge." 
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While Pancho was speaking, the rosy light which he had once perceived at 
the shrine at U rur, appeared again in the room, and a golden flame floated 
about the head of the Image. A struggle between light and darkness seemed 
to take place within the body of the statue, but the light became victorious, for 
the flame became absorbed by the body of the Image, and a great change took 
place in the latter. The previously lifeless eyes became lit up by the light of 
intelligence, a smile played around its lips, the Image began to breathe and rose 
from the table . 

.. There is only one truth," it said solemnly, .. and this is the magic word 
which, as you have pronounced it, has broken the spell that kept me enchained 
in matter. Listen, 0 mortal I You have in vain attempte.d to find perfection 
in this world of illusion. You have had occasion to fully convince yourself that 
there is not a single department in our present civilization in which you will not 
find the vilest deception and frauds, gross ignorance and wilful imposture. 
Science and religion, medicine and philosophy, politics and trade, love and 
marriage, and everything that you may name, not excepting The Society for 
the Distribution of Wisdom, is full of humbug and ignorance. Even a humbug 
itself is a lie, because it is not all humbug, but contains a spark of truth. 
Crime is a lie, because it is the result of ignorance, and therefore not thoroughly 
criminal Do you not know the reason why God has created the world? .. 

"Surely," answered Pancho, .. He did it for no other purpose than to have it 
carried off by the devil I " 

" Lo !" said the image, "I will tell you where you can find the key to the 
understanding of the mystery; but the understanding I cannot give. The 
universal panacea, the cure of all evils of body and soul, is MERCURY, the 
symbol of wisdom. It must be distilled in the water of thought, and purified 
by tile fire of Divine Love, and it will then cure ignorance, the mother of all 
ills that afflict mankind. It is the true Elixir of Life; but it is only accessible 
to the favourites of God; to those that have been well circumcised and cut 
entirely loose from all the bondage of matter. Think not that you can find 
anything without blemish in a world where evil is as omnipresent as good. 
There is no good without evil, neither can you destroy evil without at the same 
time destroying the good contained therein. Therefore it is said that we must 
let the wheat and the tares grow together until the day of the harvest." 

" And will not the tares destroy the wheat if they are permitted to grow?" 
asked Pancho. . 

"Have you so little faith in the superior power cf good," said the Image, 
II that you cannot see that it is greater than evil? Does not the most delicious 
fruit grow upon the richest manure? There is a higher love than the attraction 
of the senses; there is a higher knowledge than that of the reasoning intellect. 
Divine Wisdom is higher than human philosophy, and the justice of the Supreme 
more powerful than man-made law." 

" How can we make mankind realize the sublimity of Divine Truth?" in
quired Pancho. 

The answer was: 
"No man can teach another the truth if the truth does not manifest itself 

in and through him. Do not follow those that in a loud voice claim to be 
able to show you the truth, but seek for the truth itself. You cannot expose the 
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truth, but you can expose ignorance. Let the truth be hidden from the eyes of 
the fool, but put the fool upon a pedestal, so that others may recognize in him 
their own folly." 

•• What about the Mysterious Brotherhood?" asked Pancho. 
He received no answer. Before his eyes a great transformation took place. 

Brighter and brighter shone the light in the interior of the Image and the statue 
grew more and more ethereal and transparent. It was as if the whole substance 
of its body had become changed into a cloud of living light, through which the 
objects in other parts of the room could be seen. The whole form was in a state 
of harmonious vibration, trembling and swaying to and fro like a gossamer cloud 
in the morning breeze. At last even the cloud-like appearance was gone; there 
was nothing of a material character left; the Image had become all soul-a 
streak of supernatural glory-which slowly faded away. 

The story of the Talking Image is finished. What would be the use of con
tinuing it? What does it matter what became of Pancho? He has served us 
as a dummy, to hang upon him the events of our story. Now we shall need him 
no longer. There is nothing immortal but God. 

But for the gratification of the curious, who wish to know still more, we will 
say that the body of Conchita was buried, while her spirit went to the Kingdom 
()f joy, and soon after her death, Pancho received a letter from Mr. Malaban, 
which contained the following: 

" There is nothing higher than truth !-Everybody is well except Madame Cor~ 
neilIe. The Hierophant has returned after a successful hunt for the subterranean 
hole through which he went and visited Kakodumbola, the city of the Adepts. 
After him went Mr. Green, who has now been initi:.ted by Krashibashi and be
come an Adept. Mrs. Honeycomb;has run away with a black magician. I hope 
that you are still loyal to Vrur and faithful to Captain Bumpkins. Many strange 
things have happened here recently. What will interest you most is, that the 
Talking Image was found one day in its old place in the shrine; but where it 
has been so long, and how it happened to return-this we are not permitted 
to tell. 

Mrs. Norderling 
A Chicago Theosophist 
Mrs Gordon ... 
Mrs. E. Knowles 
Lost Philida ... 

FRANZ HARTMANN, M.D., F. T.S. 

THE END. 
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J6cclestasttcal <tbrtsttant~. 

IL 

I N the thirteenth century two mendicant friars, St. Dominic and St. Francis, 
who 'denounced the general wealth and corruption of the monastic 
societies, founded two new orders, and while the latter laid the foundation

stone of the Reformation, the former instituted that tribunal which more than 
all other ecclesiastical institutions has outraged the very name of Christianity, 
and become a byword for all ages,-called the "Holy Inquisition." In 1208, 
Pope Innocent III. firmly established it for the suppression of heresy, and the 
story of human agony and human brutality which followed is one which no pen 
can ever attempt to record. The spirit of which it was the culmination, had, 
however, as it has been shown, manifested it5elf centuries before, and without 
further preface we may turn, beginning with the earlier ones, to some of the 
victims of the" Christian Church." 

In the year 385 of the Christian era, the Bishops Ursatius and Ithacus, put 
to death some Priscillianists for "heresy." 

In 414 Hypatia was brutally murdered by the monks of Cyril, at Alexandria, 
for teaching secular philosophy, and the very flesh torn from her bones. The 
era of mental slavery, the foundations of which had been laid by the Fathers, 
bad begun. 

In 782, at the bidding of Pope Stephen II!., Charlemagne beheaded in one 
day between four and five thousand persons at Verden, for refusing to be 
baptised, and Pope Leo. III. crowned him emperor of the West under the 
title of "the most pious Augustus, crowned by God." Shortly afterwards 
Charlemagne burnt some persons at the request of the pope, for preferrIng the 
Ambrosian to the Gregorian chant. 

In 1007. several persons were burnt alive at Orleans for heresy. 
In 1134, Peter de Brueys was burnt in Languedoc for denying" infant 

baptism," and" transubstantiation." 
In 1155. Arnaldo de Brescia was strangled for uttering the "heretical 

and damnable doctrine" that ecclesiastics ought to subsist on voluntary alms. 
In 1160, the Waldenses, a body of reformers headed by Peter Waldo, who 

strenuously opposed the papal pretensions, underwent a cruel persecu~i.oD, 

during which numbers were burnt alive. From first to last some three 
thousand of. the Waldenses perished in :France, including children of tender 
years. 

In 1209, the Albigenses, another body of reformers who had long adhered 
to a less corrupted form of Christianity. were massacred for heresy in Bezieres. 
At the lowest computation 30,000 persons were murdered, and at Lavaur 400 
persons were burnt at one time. One Protestant earl in Provence was ,suf
focated, and his wife, daughter, and sister burnt in one fire; another was hanged 
with eighty other persons. The province of Languedoc was wasted. Pope 
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Innocent III. bestowed indulgences on all who undertook the crusade, and 
these unhappy people suffered during a period of sixty years, their descendants, 
the Huguenots, inheriting their legacy of martyrdoJ;n together with their Pro
testant faith. 

In the thirteenth century the conflict between theology and freedom deepened, 
and assumed a more definite form. In 1215, it was decreed in council that all 
rulers should swear to exterminate those branded as heretics by the church, and 
the pope claimed universal spiritual authority. Auricular confession was 
formally instituted, and in 1208, or a year or two afterwards. the tribunal of 
the "Holy Inquisition" was established, and "Saint" Dominic appointed 
Inquisitor-General. 

In England, during William the Conqueror's reign, the nobles and bishops 
united to tax and torture the people, and the whole country was laid waste by 
robbery and oppression. Magna Charta was subsequently denounced by Pope 
Innocent III. The Jews, in the reign of Richard I., John, and Henry IlL, 
were butchered, tortured and robbed, and in 1 290, they were expelled from 
England and their property confiscated. 

Louis IX., styled "saint," for his zeal in persecution, permitted a monk to 
establish a tribunal for the suppression of heretics, through the agency of which 
many were put to death. One hundred and eighty-three" heretics" and their 
pastor were burnt together in a pen before the archbishop at Rheims, and 
in 1249, eighty heretics were burnt at Agens, in the presence of Raymond of 
Toulouse. 

In 1222 a synod at Oxford caused a heretic to be burnt. 
In 1267, Roger Bacon was imprisoned for fourteen years, and accused of 

" being in league with the devil," for his scientific researches. 
In 1300, Sargarelli, the founder of a peculiar sect resembling the modern 

Shakers, was burnt at Parma. 
In 1302, Dante's Monarchy was burnt, and himself sentenced to the same 

fate. He was compelled to live in exile, and the pope excommunicated him 
after his death. 

In 1327, Cecco d'Asceli was burnt alive for asserting the existence of the 
Antipodes, and Orcagna represented him in a painting in the flames of hell ! 
A bull of Pope Alexander VI. had proclaimed that the earth was flat, and the 
theory of the Antipodes was accounted a wicked and damnable doctrine. 

In 1348, numbers of Jews were killed in Europe, accused of being the cause 
of a fatal epidemic, and others were mercilessly hunted from land to land. 

In 1390, the Catholics of Seville massacred 4,000 Jews, through the influence 
of Hernando Martinez, a priest, who per!jonally directed it. They had been 
universally condemned to slavery. In the reign of Isabella they were finally 
banished, after enduring terrible sufferings. 

In 1393, 150 Vaudois in the Val Louise were burnt by the Inquisition at 
the instance of Borelli; and in the same century eighty at Embrun. 

In England, the Lollards, disciples of Wycliffe, underwent cruel imprisonment 
and tortures. In 1401, William Sawtre was burnt; in 1410, William Thorpe, 
by the archbishop; in 1414, thirty more were hanged and burnt; and in 
r417, Sir John Oldcastle (Lord Cobham) was roasted alive in a horrible manner 
for" heresy." Wycliffe, himself, was called "the devil's instrument," for his 
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translation of the Scriptures; and the Council of Constance, in J 4 J 5, ordered 
his corpse to be disinterred, and his remains were finally thrown into a river. 

In 1416, John Huss, also a follower of Wycliffe, was basely betrayed and 
burnt at Constance, notwithstanding a safe-conduct from the Emperor Sigismund, 
because it was "unlawful to keep faith with a heretic." He refused to recant. 
saying, "I appeal to Christ," and passed away in prayer. 

Jerome of Prague shared the same fate, also, at the same place. 
In 143J, John Zisca, general of the Hussites, who avenged the murder of 

Huss, persecuted the sect of the Beghards, some of whom were put to the 
sword, and the remainder burnt. 

In 143J, the inspired defender of her country against a cruel invasion, Jeanne 
d'Arc, was burnt alive at Rouen, at the instance of the bishop of Beauvais, 
her own countryman, for, "heresy and sorcery," by the Inquisition, and people 
and priests alike assembled together to see the show. Not one of those for 
whom she fought had the courage to protest against this barbarous murder of 
a girl only nineteen years of age, and the unfortunate Jeanne, like many another 
martyr, died, calling upon that Christ whose holy name has been more outraged 
by priests than by any other class of human beings. * 

In 1488 the whole of the inhabitants of Val Louise were suffocated in a 
cavern by the papal legate. Some three thousand of the Vaudois perished. 

In 1498, Jerome Savonarola was hanged for sedition and" heresy" at Florence, 
and his body burnt. His adherents were burnt alive. 

In Spain, during the eighteen years of Torquemada's ministry, the Inquisition 
punished upwards of 105,000 persons at the lowest estimate, of whom no less 
than 8,800 were burnt alive; torture was inflicted in secluded vaults, and on 
mere suspicion, and the accused were without defence. In Andalusia alone, in 
one year, it put to death 2,000 Jews, besides 17,000 who underwent some 
form of punishment less horrible than the stake. The total number of victims 
burnt is estimated by Llorente at the incredible number of 40,000 I Even 
supposing the statement as to the actual number exaggerated, it amounts to 
nothing as regards a mitigation of the facts. A large number of Jews were 
burnt alive at once to do honour to the marriage of a count in the Plaza of 
Pamplona, and the human bonfire, which illumined the whole place, must indeed 
have literally realised the orthodox idea of a hell. Thousands of .. heretics" 
were sent to the galleys, and the property of the sufferers was universally con
fiscated, and their families left destitute. The church grew rich through her 
pious crusade. In this country, indeed, she was supreme, and miracles at this 
period, in particular, were of constant occurrence. The spirit of Antichrist has 
never been without its "lying wonders," "Christian" as well as pagan, and 
priestcraft has never lacked the delusions which have kept it alive. These 
cruelties, these frightful spectacles of human beings roasted alive for the crime 
of thinking for themselves, or adhering to the faith of their fathers, were perpe
trated with every circumstance of cold-blooded barbarity that could inflict 
agony on the victims and their famiiies, and terrify or harden the hearts of the 

* Attempts have recently been made to discredit the martyrdom of Jeanne d'Arc, probably for 
the credit of both Church and State in France, but the evidence is too strong. During the reaction 
which followed only a few years after her death, France would have eagerly seized on any substan
tial proof tbat she was guiltless of one of the darkest crimes which stains her history. 
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spectators. The autos-da-fl of heretic-burning would take place at a royal 
marriage, with the king and queen sitting on a platform; the condemned 
were dressed in a hideous costume, with high paste--board caps, on which devils 
were painted and representations of future torture; music accompanied the 
cavalcade, and mass was celebrated in the pre.sencl! of the assembled crowd. 
The chief inquisitor was wont to complete the scene of crime and blasphemy 
by bearing with him the gospels containing the life of Christ! 

When it is remembered that these inquisitors were almost all men of other
wise moral and devout life, and that the crimes they committed were 
perpetrated in the supposed interests of religion, a belief which absolutely 
made Francis I. kneel down while "heretics" were burning, and publicly ask 
the blessing of heaven on himself and the nation, it should act as a world-wide 
warning for all time against the idea which even now exists like a upas-tree in 
the chur~hes and chapels of all countries and denominations, that truth is upheld 
by pious bigotry, and that mental slavery is acceptable to God. 

Spain cast her dark shadow over Europe. In 1568 a sentence of the" Holy 
Office" condemned all the inhabitants of the Netherlands to death as heretics 
-some three millions of men, women, and children I Fifty thousand of them 
were put to death by Charles V., and nearly half as many again during the 
reign of his son. And to pass on to a later date, in 16II the Moors were 
expelled from Spain to the number of about one million persons. Upwards of 
100,000 suffered death at the instance of the archbishop of Valencia, who bade 
the government root them out .1 as David had rooted out the Philistines, and 
Saul the Amalekites." Industry, no less than science, well-nigh perished in 
Spain, and the waste places caused by wholesale depopUlation became the 
strongholds of Banditti who have never been exterminated. At least 170,000 
Jews were expelled during the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, the Reformation 
was entirely suppressed, and the country overwhelmed with monasteries and 
convents, thousands of which were established during the reign of Charles V. 

In France, in 1525, Jean Leclerc was burnt alive for preaching the gospel at 
Metz, and Jacques Pavent and Louis de Berquin at Paris. The tongue of the 
latter was pierced in order that he should not speak in his last hour. 

In 1534, twenty men and one woman' were burnt alive at Paris for having 
printed or sold the books of Luther, and for" heresy." 

In 1539, a number of persons who ate meat on Fridays also suffered at the 
stake. 

In 1545, a massacre of the Vaudois of Provence took place, accompanied by 
inhuman cruelties. Towns and villages were burnt, and with them numbers of 
the unfortunate Huguenots. The fair land of France was desolated \lith the 
blackened ruins of Protestant homes. 

In 1556, Jean Escalle and Pierre de l.avaur also perished at Toulouse, and 
many others. 

In 1560, Palissy was seized for "heresy," and would have been condemned to 
the stake but for his skill in pottery, which gained for him a titled and influen
tial protector. He was, however, again arrested, and imprisoned in the Bastille, 
where he died. 

In 1563, the massacre of Vassy took place, by the Duke of Guise, in which 
sixty persons were killed, out of some hundreds of Protestants who were 
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engaged in service in a large barn. The clergy compared the duke to Moses, 
who exterminated "all who had bowed the knee to the golden calf I" . Protes
tant churches were destroyed, and the Huguenots were murdered also at Paris, 
SenIis, Amiens, Meaux, Tours, and many other places. 

In 1572, the massacre of St. Bartholomew took place, during which a large 
number of Protestants were murdered in Paris, as well as many in the provinces. * 
For this, Pope Gregory XIII. is said to have ordered public rejoicings and 
thanksgivings, and the celebration of "high mass." 

In Great Britain similar deeds of blood had been committed. 
In 1528, Patrick Hamilton was burnt in Scotland for adhering to the "filthy 

Lutheran heresy." 
In 1532, Thomas Bilney, the friend of Latimer, was burnt for becoming a 

Protestant. 
In I534, in Scotland, near Leith, the bishops burnt two Scotch gentlemen for 

" heresy." 
In 1535, in England, fourteen persons of the reformed faith were burnt for 

rejecting the doctrine of transubstantiation, and several clergymen who adhered 
to Rome, including Fisher, bishop of Rochester, and also Sir Thomas Moore, 
executed, for refusing the oath of supremacy. 

In 1536, William Tyndale was strangled and his body burnt for translating the 
Scri}Jtures. 

In 1538, John Lamllert was burnt at Smithfield, and several others shortly 
afterwards. 

In 1546, the heroic Anne Askew perished for embracing the reformed 
religion. Bonner sentenced her to the rack; every limb in her body was dis
located, and she was finally burnt alive, firmly refusing to "recant," with four 
others, at Smithfield. 

In the same year George Wishart was also executed at St. Andrews, at the 
instance of Cardinal Beatoun, who beheld his martyrdom from the castle-wall 
which became the scene of his own murder. 

In 1550, Joan Bocher was burnt, and in 155I Van Paris, at the instigation of 
Cranmer, for entertaining " heterodox" ideas concerning Christ. 

In England in little more than three years during the reign of Mary, some 
284 persons perished at the stake, including women and even children, and the 
bishops Bonner, Gardiner, and others personally conducted the persecution. 
Hooper, Ridley, Latimer, Rogers and Cranmer were among those burnt for 
denying the papal supremacy and transubstantiation. They died with words of 
heroism on their lips. Public thanksgivings were rendered for the restoration of 
Catholicism, and Mary was styled" Defender of the Faith." 

What that "faith" was may be gathered from the statement of Cardinal 
Cajetan in his controversy with Luther, that" one drop of Christ's blood being 
sufficient to redeem the whole human race, the remaining quantity that was 
shed in the garden and upon the cross, was left as a legacy to the church, to be 
a treasure from wnence indulgences were to be drawn and administered by the 

* Reference is made to a fast held in memory of this massacre in an old register of the Huguenot 
refugees in the church of •• God's House" at Southampton. It is there stated th:1t twelve or thineen 
thousand were killed in one night, •• the 24th of August last." Various numbers haVl" been stated, 
and I therefore refrain from quoting any. 
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Roman pontiffs." Is it, however, so far below the" salvation of blood" still 
taught by Protestant religious materialists? The gospel of death has been 
preached instead of the gospel of life, and has ever produced its own fruits. 

The spirit of persecution and bigotry had survived the Reformation, however. 
The fatal union of Church and State still lived on. 

In 1575, two Anabaptists were burnt in the reign of Elizabeth, and in her 
reign also 200 Roman Catholics were executed. The clergy called upon her to 
put to death the "false prophets and sorcerers." 

In England and Scotland alone, it has been estimated that more than two 
millions of human beings were imprisoned, hanged, burnt, drowned, beheaded, 
and tortured for their religious opinions, in the course of little more than two 
hundred years, and in the latter part of the seventeenth century no less than 
3,192 persons were executed for so-called" witchcraft." 

In Charles II.'s reign, Sharpe, archbishop of St. Andrew's, the inventor of the 
instrument of torture called" the Boot," filled the prisons with men and 
women who were tortured, transported and hunted from their homes for 
" heresy." It was death to preach in the fields, and a company of brutal soldiers 
commanded by Turner, inflicted the most horrible sufferings upon the unfor
tunate Protestants. They were beaten, wounded, stripped, scorched before 
fires; the women were insulted j and king, bishops, and clergy united together 
to effect their purpose. The clergy presented James with a list of 300 of the 
aristocracy, who were accused as "heretics," with a view to accomplish their 
execution. And James II., at the instigation of Barillon, had the book written 
by the Huguenot pastor, Claude, which contained an account of the Protestant 
sufferings in France, burnt before the Royal Exchange. 

On the continent the story of ecclesiastical crime was carried on. In 1600 

Giordano Bruno was burnt alive by the Inquisition, at Rome, after a cruel im· 
prisonment of several years. His offence was a belief in the Copernican theory, 
which he taught, and sympathy with the reformed doctrines. He believed, 
also, in the infinity of the universe, and the existence of the Divine Essence 
in all things. He met his cruel death with miraculous firmness, and turned 
away his head from the crucifix, which had indeed become a symbol of crime 
resembling that which had sacrificed the Man of Sorrows centuries before. 

(To be continued.) 

" Learn that if to thee the meaning 
Of all other eyes be shewn, 

Fewer eyes can ever front thee 
That are skilled to read thine own 

And thaI if thy love's deep current 
Many another's far outflows 

Then thy heart must take {or ever 
Less than it bestows." 

S. E. G., F. T.S. 

E. B. BROWNING. 
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""HERE is perhaps something almost revolting to some scientific minds in 
lL the idea of treating analytically such a subject as Metaphor. It seems 

such a !lhifting, unsubstantial affair. It cannot be strapped down to a dis
secting table like a live rabbit. It has absolutely no specific gravity. It is im
ponderable, immeasurable. A simile, when apt, is of course recognised as a 
power in argument and a flower of rhetoric, but to suggest that that power and 
beauty are due to a really fixed and definite unity between the metaphysical and 
the physical, capable of being actually investigated, would be considered grossly 
unscientific. In fact, to use the common phrase, analogies must never be pushed 
to extremes. 

Now it has generally been a sort of permeating axiom of the papers which I 
have written, that while metaphysics are of themselves lost labour, physics are 
also of themselves somewhat barren, while a union of the two is illuminative and 
full of high value. The subject of metaphor affords an especially good ground
work for illustrating this principle. 

The ancients, as is well known, did not at all share the modern scientific dis
trust for metaphor among the early Orientals j with them it actually took the place 
of argument. It was their very mode of thought, possibly the very origin of 
language. " All the old mythologies bear distinct traces of having descended, 
so to speak, from parables of deep-meaning solar myths, the doctrine of four 
elements, the histories of the Indian, Persian and Egyptian divinities, the conflict 
of Ormuzd and Ahriman, possibly even the legend of the wooden horse of Troy, 
show a mystical sense which proves them to be accretions upon allegorical teach
ing. whose original import gradually faded beneath a thickening veil of material
ism. In fact the more the philosophy of the andents is studied, the more 
evident it becomes that the thoughts of the very ancients were continuous meta
phor. But who were these very ancients? Alas! they were far behind modern 
civilization. They did not even have buttons to their coats. They were 
totally destitute of waistcoats, flannel socks, lace boots and many other modern 
advantages. They cut their food up with pieces of flint, and it is even asserted 
that they fed on herbs and roots, and never in their lives tasted a beef-steak or a 
mutton-chop. They were what are called savages, without microscopes, without 
scalpels, without steam-engines-a terribly degraded set of people. Possibly they 
were something like those tribes discovered by Columbus, of whom he wrote to 
their Spanish Majesties, apologising for the fact that they had very little gold, that 
they were quite unacquainted with the creeds of the Catholic Church, and more
over were stark naked, while he pleaded in extenuation of these crimes that they 
did, nevertheless, love their neighbours as themselves, that their discourse was 
very sweet and gentle, and their manners decorous and praiseworthy. " Mine" 

* .. ExAmine language," says Carlyle; .. what, if you except some few primith'e elements (as 
natural sound), what is It all but metaphors, recognised as such or no longer recognised; still fluid 
and florid, or now solid-grown and colourleSi ?" 
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and "thine" had no place with them. Th'ey dealt truly with one another with
out books and without judges. The men were content with one wife each. They 
took him for an evil and mischievous man who found pleasure in doing hurt to 
another ; they were overflowing with hospitality and kindness, and while they 
delighted not in superfluities, yet they made provision for the increase of such 
roots as afforded them their bread, contented with such simple diet whereby 
health is preserved and disease avoided. So says Columbus'; and such were some 
of the people that are known as savages, such are some of the characteristics 
which distinguish the savage from the civilised man. Possibly their minds were 
in some degree in a more healthy and perceptive state. Perhaps their non
scientist modes of thought had their advantages in point of clear-sightedness 
and even in adherence to the essence of truth. 

At any rate it is fortunate that there are now a few men whose stature is suffi
cient to enable them to stretch the hand of fellowship between these nomadic 
individuals of the past, and the scientific leaders of the present day of their line of 
thought I am now going to speak. I will say nothing of these people who dole
fu\ly indulge in glorifying the ancients as against the moderns, and very little 
about those who glorify the moderns and despise the ancients. Both these 
classes of critics are equally vulgar. Those who desire to advance in thought 
will rather unite the two ends of the line of history, forming a circle typical of 
the whole of progress. 

I will not occupy time by describing in detail the special features of the 
many members of the large family of Metaphor. We all know well enough the 
characteristics which distinguish Parable, Allegory, Type, Antitype, Myth, 
Analogy, Fable, Representation, Emblem, and so forth. Nor yet will I weary 
the reader with examples of all these. My object is not to set forth a lot of facts 
culled from cyclopredias, but . t.o point out a mode of thought attainable by 
making the wisdom of the ancients complementary to the sciences of the 
moderns. ' 

We will therefore regard, by way of illustration, the peculiarities of simile. In 
a simile usually one phenomenon is substituted for another and described so as 
to suggest the other, and at the same time to bring it vividly before the conscious
ness. Thus the action of a steam engine or the combustion of a fire are phe
nomena which may be described to illustrate the rphenomena of physiology and 
vitality. The latter are in themselves unfamiliar and hard to delineate j the 
former are familiar and comparatively easy of description. Intuition grasps the 
resemblance, and so the unknown becomes the known in a pleasant and facile 
manner. But how comes it about that these singular and often detailed re
semblances between various phenomena exist? To get at this problem let u~ 
take another instance of simile. The light of the sun is an obvious simile, 
expressive of the diffusion of truth. So obvious, so expressive, that our ideas 
of light are absolutely inseparable from our notions of truth. Except as ex
pressed by the simile 9f light we can have no conception of what truth means. 
The attributes of light enter into all our notions of truth; clearness, perceptive
ness, brilliancy, lucidity, and so on are terms applicable equally to the one or to 
the other. Now there is an essential difference between the simile of the steam 
engine and the body, and the simile of light and truth. It is this. In the one 
case one phys:cal phenomenon illustrates another; in the other case one physical 
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phenomenon illustrates something metaphysical. The body and the engine are 
both of them material. Light and truth are not. One i!i, namely, light; the 
other is not, namely, truth. The realisation of this difference .proves important. 
We shall find this: that when both halves of the simile are material it is very 
easy to push the analogy too far; but when the physical and metaphysical are 
united by simile it very often happens that we actually cannot press the re
semblance too far. The instance we have taken-light and truth-is one of 
this sort. As far as I know all the phenomena known about light have their 
counterparts as to truth. What·observation teaches us about the one, intuition 
proclaims to be applicable to the other. It is not, indeed, an easy task to trace 
the unity in all its details, as it involves tracing out the counterpart!i of the 
material things used' experimentally in investigating the properties of light
though the general resemblance is even on the face of things patent in a con
sideration of reflection, refraction, colour, interference, diffraction and other 
phenomena. I will give just one striking illustration, because it is particularly 
easy to perceive. Rays of light streaming into a dark chamber seem to be visible. 
They are not. You have only to place a white·hot poker in them to see that 
the glowing iron is enshrouded in darkness. Why is this? It is because the 
hot poker consumes all the motes and dust particles around it. The rays are 
mere invisible vibrations of the ether. It is only the illuminated motes that we 
see. Their minuteness makes it seem that we see the rays. Does not this 
illustrate forcibly the equal impossibility of seeing truth? We are apt to think 
that we see truth, and consequently that our opinions must needs be absolutely 
correct, just as a prisoner in his dungeon may think he sees the light streaming 
through his gratilg window. The fact is that no one is in mental observation 
of absolute truth: however much it seems so, it is only the impinging of its 
pulsations on our thought motes that becomes obvious to the mind, and perhaps 
when people get overheated in argument, and lose all perception of even what 
gleams they had, then passion is doing very much the same destructive work 
to their thoughts as the white-hot poker did to the motes in the experiment. 
This is but one instance, showing how detailed is the coincidence of correla
tion, and how the laws governing truth are manifested by those governing 
light. And does it not in some degree establish my preliminary contention that a 
concurrent study of physics and metaphysics makes physical science more in 
touch with human nature, and generally more productive, while it renders the 
metaphysical tangible and substantial? 

But we are only now on the very threshold of our subject. I have said that, as 
in the case of light and truth, very often we find that similes between the 
physical and metaphysical can be satisfactorily pressed ad extremum, implying 
that sometimes they cannot. So it is, and how shall we deal with that difficulty? 
Perhaps it will prove the key to the whole problem. By the whole problem I 
mean the mystery of the coincidence that such more or less detailed re
semblances should exist. For it is a mystery, although, as with many mysteries, 
we get so med to it that we overlook the mysteriousness. Milton offers a 
solution: 

" What if Earth 
Be but the sha10w of heaven. 
• • . each to the other like? " 
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To put it prosaically-what if the metaphysical underlies the whole of the 
physical, coinciding with it as the hand with a glove? If we accept this hypothesis 
the completeness of our similes is no longer the difficuity, but the incomplete
ness of some of them. Sometimes the analogy seems as if it cannot be pressed 
to extremes. Is not the reason of this, if we still accept the hypothesis, very 
obvious ? T~e incompleteness is due to the fact that we have found, not the 
true counterpart, but its brother. If there is a metaphysiC3lorigin to all physical 
phenomena, it must needs be that two will frequently share a common origin, 
like two leaves or branches springing from a common rOGt-each having ap
parently a partial, but not complete oneness with the root, and each having a 
partial, but not complete resemblance to each other. The similar phenomena 
of the body and the steam engine, for instance, may be each the manifestation 
in the physical world of one and the same vast metaphysical truth, just as in 
-coincidences the resemblance between some of the solar phenomena on the one 
hand and the career of Napoleon, or the life history of Samson on the other, 
may be due to the possible fact that each was the manifestation, microcosmic, 
or macrocosmic, of metaphysical laws. 

But, however neatly all this fits in with our hypothesis as postulated by Milton, 
are we not basing all on what is pure assumption? We must justify this pro
cedure. It is not enough to point out that we are in good company in so 
-doing. We can, of course, easily do that. We can quote from Milton, from 
Keats, from Wordsworth, from Coleridge, from all the reflective poets for 
support. We can find a tremendous array of philosophers on our side, from 
Swedenborg, with his complete and systematic Correspondences, down to 
Carlyle, or even Drummond, with his Natural Law in the Spiritual World. We 
-can go back to Plato, to Pythagoras, to Hermes Trismegistus, and all the other 
mystics for confirmation; but the fact remains that if a million people believe a 
thing, it neither makes it true nor false. What right, then, have we to found 
anything on an assumption? 

Daring as the reply may seem, I will undertake to show that it always has 
been, and always must be, the first step in any discovery to assume. Take 
whatever branch of study you will, and this will be found to hold good. There 
is absolutely no proof whatever of the existence of the subtle medium called 
ether. It cannot in any way be made manifest to any of our senses. But by 
assuming it as a working hypothesis the phenomena of light and heat and 
electricity become to some degree explicable. There is no demonstration of 
atoms, but the atomic theory is accepted because it sq'lares in with the known 
facts of chemical action. In mathematics we constantly assume. Let x = J', 
and then we test the hypothesis by results. We prove sums by seeing whether on 
the assumption that they are right they work out, and George Macdonald goes so 
far as to say that the very existence of the Deity is unprovable, but is the great 
Hypothesis which we must assume, and which is demonstrable by the mathe
matical method-seeing how it works out. The real proof of everything is 
like the proof of the pudding-vi.r., in the eating. Treated in this way, an 
assumption is not an unscientific proceeding, but a necessary beginning in every 
science. 

The assumption, then, that there is a complete correspondence !Jetween the 
metaphysical and the physical can be fairly made if we demonstrate it by 
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observing whether it squares with observation, and whether it explains· what 
otherwise is mysterious. Each one can answer this for himself. I believe that 
it does both of these things, and that it is a key which fits the lock of the barrier 
between the inner and outer worlds. It unites the faith of the materialist and 
of the spiritualist. It shows that the physical being the manifestation of the meta
physical, they are one without separateness, and co-exist as one, and ought not 
to be put asunder by man. Thus MetaphQr hinges upon a study of deep interest 
and importance, and shows us how replete is scienc·e with human interest, and 
how it has within its body an actually living soul. 

PAR T II. 

IT is very generally acknowledged that in all probability language originated in 
Metaphor. Locke is credited with being the first to establish this idea 
thoroughly, and his ideas have been accepted and developed by Max Muller and 
other leading philologists. The increasing influence which we find that Metaphor 
sways, as we take up older and older literature, is one great external evidence of 
the truth of the theory. But there is stronger evidence. All our conceptions 
of matter itself are, though we little suspect it, metaphorical. This requires some 
explanation. We are only able to know about the physical objects around us 
what their properties are-no, we do not even know those absolutely. We say 
that a billiard ball is round, white, smooth, and hard, and setting aside these 
qualities of roundness, smoothness, hardness, whiteness, we have no conception 
of what the billiard ball is in itself. But, after all, what are these qualities? 
Theyare mere effects in our brain, which we connect with the billiard ball simply 
by a sort of intuition. We touch a needle and it pricks us, causing a sensation 
of pain. We look at a billiard ball, and it causes a sensation of whiteness. We 
touch it, causing a sensation of smoothness, hardness, and roundness. These 
sensations are only attributes of the billiard ball in the same way that painfulness 
is an attribute of the needle. This puts it very strikingly. Think how little 
claim the painfulness has to be considered an attribute of the needle, and 
remember it is only in the same way that the roundness is a property of the 
ball In each case they are sensations in our brain. Intuition and the associa
tion of continual experience leads us to associate the qualities with the billiard 
ball. It is, in fact, a form of metaphor-we transfer the metaphysical sensation 
to the physical object, and so, by association, we regard it as a property of the 
ball So that apart from external evidence of a historical character, our own 
experience leads us to see that the origin of language and even all thought must 
be Metaphor. We learn it from the very nature of brain action, and it~ relation 
to phenomena. Bishop Berkeley, following this line of thought, actually came to 
the conclusion that there was no matter, and although Byron facetiously remarks 
" It was no matter what the Bishop said," yet we cannot help seeing that from 
Berkeley's standpoint there is no actual proof of the existence of matter. All that 
we know is that certain effects take place in our minds, and we associate them 
with assumed external phenomena. Of course, we believe that Bishop Berkeley 
was wrong, but in so believing we are bound to accept the principle I have 
already enunciated, that assumption must precede knowledge. His standpoint 
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was that we must assume nothing-not even that these sensations in our m:nd 
indicate corresponding properties in matter, and if we are not to assume any
thing, he was right. There are plenty of people who do not believe there is 
anything beside matter in the universe because we have no proof-because we 
must assume. Bishop Berkeley started on the same principle, and came to the 
conclusion there was no matter. Surely his philosophy gives a good answer to 
theirs, for both are equally logical and start from the same premise. Such is the 
dead wall of absolute nothingness towards which materialism must tend, and 
therefore again it is that I say that metaphysics or physics are in themselves 
fruitless studies. ,They should go hand in hand. What we want is clearer 
perception of the depths of Metaphor, fuller realization that the material is the 
manifestation of the immaterial, and, being only a manifestation, in itself actually 
the less substantial of the two. And, realising this, we need also deeper intuition 
and perception to trace out the metaphorical meanings of natural phenomena, 
their applicability to human nature, their oneness with our consciousness. In 
Metaphor, then, we have a very comprehensive reconciliation and harmonising of 
a good many partial views, linking the past with the present, the seen with the 
unseeable, the finite with the infinite, the best things of materialism with the 
best things of metaphysics, making one solid arch out of two leaning towers j 
linking the beauty of poetry with the stern facts of prose, banding together 
religion and science, bringing dead matter in touch with living con
sciousness, and making a reconciliation or at~ne-ment between the human 
and divine. 

But, to look at the subject as practically as possible, can this be done? 
Can we take a text-book of chemistry and treat it throughout as metaphor, 
tracing the metaphysical equivalent of every physical law and experiment? 
I believe a few can, but probably most cannot. Yet all can to a certain extent. 
Heredity is a great power to contend with, and undoubtedly it has been 
against most of us these many generations. Therefore it is all the more im
portant that the intuitional faculty, so long neglected, should be forfeited and 
encouraged before it lapses into rudimentariness. It is very little use to 
merely crowd the mind with what others have done. In this respect symbolic 
teaching differs in its method from scientific study. In the mere storing of 
facts, or manifestations, of course we can profit directly by the labours of others, 
but in ascertaining the meanings, the things manifested, the case is very 
different. For example, I know someone, by no means unscientific, who finds 
the works of Darwin a kind of poem full of inner meaning. To communicate 
that inner meaning in words might be, to some extent, possible, but that would 
not be to communicate the faculty of perceiving the inner meaning from its 
manifestations. Dr. Anna Kingsford, Jacob Boehme, and more than all. 
Swedenborg, have published a great wealth of Correspondences j but to cram 
these into our minds would not be to see them with our perception. It would 
possibly hinder that. Those results indicate the method, but the work must be 
done by ourselves in order to be ours. Such is the prime difference in the 
mode of operation of the perceptive faculty and the scientific faculty. 

It is remarkable what power and facility in expressing one's ideas are gained 
b)' cultivating these perceptive powers of the mind; hundreds of men whose 
minds are crammed with scientific facts lack the power of expression because 
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they are not versed in Met:1phor, and their thoughts are not clarified by its 
constant influence"; while on the other hand, our greatest writers owe much of 
the magic of their literary power to their constant appreciation of the principle 
that facts are but manifestations, a princijJle which widens the whole field of 
thought and enables the thinker to grasp an unwieldy branching subject by its 
very tap root. The full truth of this can only appeal to experience for confir
mation and a very good court of appeal is ex?erience. 

And now to sum up. I have tried to show that not only is all language 
originally metaphorical, but that all Nature is a phenomenal manifestation of 
the unphenomenal, and consequently that all around us is symbol and 
metaphor. There is one further point to consider. I know very" well what 
some people would say to all this. They wO!lld say that the physical sciences 
can jog along very comfortably without any symbolical treatment. They would 
say, "We find it a very delightful thing to investigate the wonderful laws of 
Nature for their own sakes, and we find them in themselves quite a large 
enough subject without embarrassing our mind5 with possible symbolical mean
ings." In short, if they did not deny that all Nature is metaphorically repre
sentative, they would urge that to pursue the metaphor is superfluous and 
unnecessary. There are such people, and truly they are fearfully and wonder
fully made, but still they do exist, and we must take the world as we find it. I 
have been on an excursion with a scientific body and found several of these people 
present. One, in particular, I remember, who would pick up a shell and rush off in 
a frenzied manner to the head conchologist. "What's the name of this? What's 
the name of this?" BudinUM untJaltJM he would be told, and his mind im
mediately sank into perfect peace until he found another shel~ when a similar 
process was repeated. I suppose, that to people of this cia.'!s, it must seem 
superfluous, and even absurd, to talk of science and of Nature as metaphorical. 
But at the same time, there are plenty of other people, also fearfully and 
wonderfully made, with thinking brains and active wills, who have a positive 
distaste for science, simply because they think of it only as a dry inquiry into the 
Latin names of shells and fossils. Is it not somewhat remarkable that there 
are so many people who seem to have no more faculty for science than for 
flying? We ought never to forget the existence of these people. Those who 
meet together interested in scientific subjects sometimes wonder that they are 
so few, while they know there are plenty of people outside their meeting room 
who have very well-convoluttd brains, but who somehow are unable to take any 
interest in scientific pursuits. It is surely somewhat of a reflect~on upon 
science that it appeals to so few. I have quest;oned men upon this point, men 
who take a great interest in politics and other' branches of the fjui& fjUliJ agunl 
homines; I have found that they complain of a want of human interest, as 
they call it, in science. This is because of it:> severance from the metaphysical. 
If the mission of science were fulfilled it would not appeal to so few. If it 
were lifted up it would draw all men unto it, and the reconciliation that is 
needed is just the thing that I have been pointing out, a recognition of the 
great principle that lcience is Metaphor, that Nature is a manifestation of the 
supernatural. I do not for a moment ignore the immense value of the abours 
of the materialist school of scientists. On! cannot help smiling at their self
satisfied frame of mind, but at the same time their patient grinding out of facts 
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is undoubtedly affording valuable material for others who see in their work 
what they themselves do not see. They are faithful copyists of Nature, who 
do not appreciate the full beauty of their own productions, but who render 
every detail wiLh such scrupulous fidelity that it becomes intensely valuable to 
others. They are labourers who till the soi~ while others enjoy the benefit of 
the harvest. They plant the tree of which others eat the fruit. Yet while we 
are accordingly grateful to them, I think that he is more to be envied who 
combines' the two, who is not neglectful of the drudge work of science, the 
observation and classification of forms and facts and laws, and at the same time 
recognising that the forms and facts and laws are but manifestations, intuition
ally deduces the essence manifested, rooted in his very consciousness and 
experience. CHARLES E. BENHAM. 

ed<?~~j) 
THE PROPAGANDA OF THEOSOPHY. 

IT is time that the richer, of our British Theosophists should begin to discharge 
their duty to the movement for which they express sympathy, by aiding in its 
propaganda. Many of the members of the T.S. do ~othing towards spreading the 
doctrines of Theosophy, giving neither time nor money to Theosophical work. 
There are two objects which members of the British Section should now help, as 
the discharge of a plain Theosophical duty. (I.) A Lecture Fund, out of which 
should be paid the hire of halls and the expenses of printing and posting bills, 
for lectures on Theosophy: there are competent speakers, willing to give their 
services without fee or reward; but they cannot, in addition to this, pay the 
expenses connected with the lecture, amounting to from £3 to £5. Such 
expenses should be borne by a fund established for the purpose. Contributions 
to this fund, marked" Theosophical Lecture Fund," may be sent to Herbert 
Burrows, F.T.S., 283. Victoria Park Road, London, N.E. 

(2.) It is impossible, without paying an exorbitant rent, to obtain in London 
a house to serve as headquarters,large enough to accommodate the band of 
workers who carryon the organised work of the T.S. in the British Islands, under 
the immediate direction of H. P. B.; a house, further, which contains a room 
large e,nough for the weekly meetings of the "Blavatsky Lodge," meetings 
-crowded ever more and more by enquirers and learners. This headquarters in 
London, the heart of the British Section, ought to be established at once. The 
·only way to do this, without a crushing yearly expenditure, is to choose a house 
in a garden where there would be room to build, and then add to it a large room 
for meetings and, over this, rooms for the accommodation of the staff. The 
-ordinary rent of the house will be covered by the rents paid by those of the 
staff who are able to thus contribute to the support of the headquarters; but 
the cost of building and of maintaining the secretaries ought to fallon the 
Section at large. Contributions to this fund, marked "Theosophical Building 
Fund," may be sent to Annie Besant, 19, Avenue Road, Regent's Park, 
London, N. W. 

We print this notice in Lud/er because it forms the most convenient medium 
fOJ reaching the members of the Theosophical Society in Great Britain and 
Ireland; but the appeal is directed to them, anti nollo our American 6relltrell 
who have already aided so well in the support of Ludfer. 
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ttbeosopbtcal Bctt"Utes . 
• 

THEOSOPHICAL LECTURES IN AMERICA. 

W E learn with great pleaSure that the lectures of Mr. Bertram Keightley 
in America have been listened to with the greatest interest, and 
have everywhere given an additional impetus to Theosophical 

work. It may interest our readers if we briefly mention some of his latest 
addresses. 

At Grand Island, Nebraska, on December 16, the Masonic Hall was· 
crammed with an attentive and interested audience, although five other 
public entertainments were in progress. The lecture was the general subject of' 
conversation on the following day. 

On December 29, Mr. Keightley delivered two lectures, one at San Francisco 
and the other at Oakland, and a second lecture at San Francisco on 
December 29. The lectures were listened to by appreciative and intelligent 
audiences. 

In every town the lecturer passed through on his way to the Pacific coast, 
where he has to visit the several branches of the T.S. now prQmising to become 
very numerous, he spoke to appreciative audiences of not only Theosophists, but 
outsiders interested in our movement. 

This is very gratifying indeed. Our cause needs eloquent speakers, and in this 
case the eloquence is helped by a self-devotion and earnestness as valuable as 
they are rare. Every success, health, and good Karmic reward, are the heart
felt good wishes sent by his British Brother.. and fellow-members to Bertram 
Keightley across the wide waters of the Atlantic. 

J'he Annual Report for 1889, of the" Swedish Branch" of the Theosophical 
Society, was delivered by the council on January 12th, 1890' After noticing 
the insufficiency of Christianity on the one side, and materialistic science on 
the other, the report proceeds :-

" It is very natural that the Theosophical teachings on the one side, overthrow
ing so many religious fictions, and on the other maintaining that there is a higher 
and more perfect method of obtaining knowledge than that known to the 
materialistic sciences, must excite resistance and animosity among the followers 
of the prevailing creeds and sects, as among the materialists-scientists. But 
here, as elsewhere, there was a soil ready tb receive and ripen the Theoso
phical seed, namely, those minds who, discontented with the religious ideas of 
the time, aspired to a higher and clearer knowledge on the origin and destiny 
of man. 

"To these Theosophy came as a comforter with its principle: 'There is no 
religion higher than truth;' with its sublime history of evolution; with its evangel 
'God is no being exterior to man, but the divine spark within hims(!If, which 
leads him through all the vicissitudes of evolution, from unconsciousness to 
divine consciousness,' and with its clear ethics: 'Live for your fenow
~reatures and do your duty towards them as much as you can, and last to-
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wards yourself, for you are solida;,e with mankind, and egoism is a criminal 
delusion which injures others without benefitting yourself. In raising yourself 
you raise humanity, falling into egoism and unrighteousness you will prevent 
its progress.' Some personst living in Stockholm and very much interested 
in Theosophy, assembled in order to discuss the constitution of a Theoso
phical branch in Sweden, and thus the Swedish branch of the T.S. was founded 
on February loth, 1889. 

"Seventeen members entered the society. Rules were accepted and officers 
elected on February 28th. At the meeting of March 10, it was decided to 
begin with literary activity for the spreading of knowledge about Theosophy 
by the publication of cheap pamphlets. During the year 10 pamphlets have 
been published containing 20 articles on different Theosophical topics, espe-
cially translations from English and German publications, but we have also 
issued a few original articles. A beginning is also made in publishing some 
more important Theosophical works translated into Swedish, such as Dr. Hart
mann's I Magic, white and black;' Madame Blavatsky's I Key to Theosophy,' is 
also under translation. For this branch of the society's activity 600Kr. have 
been subscribed. 

"A Theosophical lending library has also been founded partly by purchase and 
partly by donations from foreign and native Theosophists, where members for a 
moderate price can get books. 

" I Stc,ckholm's Reading Room,' is also furnished with Theosophical literature, 
as the I Secret Doctrine' (given by Mrs. Bloomfield-Moore); the I Key to Theo_ 
sophy' (by the Countess Wachtmehter). Lucifer, and others. 

II At the meetings we have had lectures and discussions on Theosophical sub
jects. The society is constantly increasing. The number of the members was 
at the close of the year 71 : 46 in Stockholm, 24 in the country and I abroad 
These numbers must not, however, be considered as a complete expression of 
the interest with which Theosophy is regarded in Sweden. Under the rules of 
the society, a considerable number of guests, non-Theosophists, have attended its 
meetings .... 

" Although 400 copies of our pamphlets have been distributed to the different 
newspapers, they have tried to kill Theosophy by dead silence. Yet some 
articles in defence of Theosophy have appeared in • Goteborgs Handels and 
SjOfartstidning.' Some attacks have also been published. One from the side 
of the church was answered by the president in the eighth number of our 
pamphlet series. Though Theosophy has been ignored by some and 
attacked by others, its literature has forced its way, and has become widely 
known." 

V. PFEI", vice--president. 
AMtUE CEDERSCHIOLD, corr. secretary. 

G. ZANDER, president. 
A. F. AKERBERG, secretary. 
EMIL ZANDER, trea'iurer. 

On January 14th, Herbert Burrows, F.T.S., lectured on Theosophy before 
the Croydon Socratic Society, and led his hearers, step by step, from accepted 
axioms of science into the depths of Theosophy. After sketching the objects 
of the Theosophical Society, he pointed out, touching the third of these, that 
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Western science failed to accomplish the latter object in some very essential 
particulars, and that principally because its investigations were conducted on 
in perfect lines, while Theosophy, working upon an entirely different line, not 
only disagreed with the conclusions of the Western scientists, but could find a 
passage beyond the dead wall which blucked the path of all our scientists at a 
(;ertain point, and beyond which wall no single Western investigator had yet 
been able to penetrate. What was the reason of this? PO$Sibly because 
Western scientists started on too limited a basis. Personally he had long ago 
been led to the conclusion-from the study of Huxley's lecture on protoplasm 
-that the vital forces of nature were the unseen forces, and from Professor 
Huxley's own showing the material physical senses of the body proved rather a 
barrier than an assistance to the study of the powers of nature. 

If this were so, it naturally led up to the conclusion that if our sense .. were 
only refined and acute enough it would be possible to perceive and understand 
the unseen forces of nature. On the other hand, the scientists of the West, 
~very one of them, however profound their investigations, were met at one 
point in their inquiries by a barrier which ithey found it impossible to pass, 
in a "'ery large class of phenomena which they found to be absolutely inex
plainable by their modern science. 

Mr. Burrows then showed how inexplicable were many natural effects from 
the materialist standpoint. For instance, by means of a definite arrangement 
of a violin, a tuning fork, a strong light, and a sort of disc suspended after the 
style of a magic lantern sheet, it was found that a note of music produces 
distinct and unmistakeable colours, which vary with different notes. Another 
instrument, the pendulagraph, demonstrates that a musical note possesses force. 
The apparatus is constructed upon vibrating principles, and is fitted with a 
universal-jointed pen. Upon a certain note being struck certain spiral curves 
.are recorded by the pen. Strike another note, and a different class of spirals 
is produced; strike the first note again, and spirals are produced similar to those 
registered on the first occasion. N ow, why are these spiral? That is what 
Theosophy alone can tell, and the man who has this knowledge can learn to 
control the forces of nature I The materialist failed to surmount the wall that 
1;topped him, and why? Partly because he failed to recognise that there was 
no rigid line of demarcation between the spiritual and the material part of man. 
Judging by the state of clairvoyance, when the physical material senses of man 
were in a certain sense paralysed, the intelligent, spiritual, mental faculties of 
man were sharpened. Man dwelt in two worlds, the outward visible world, and 
the inward and invisible. The latter could only come into play when the 
other was deadened, or, in other words, purified and refined of a great deal of 
its material grossness. Taking another line, he showed that the Theosophist 
and the Western scientist, by widely differing methods, agreed, step by step, 
that under the whole of nature lay some widely diffused basic force, but that 
while the Western could only tell the relation between things-as in the mole
cular theory-the Theosophist could explain the essence of the things them
-selves, or rather, could get behind the relation of the things and explain why 
they were so related. This method, followed to its natural -conclusion, must 
lead up to the explanation of the spiritual nature of man, and thus Theosophy was 
-seen to comprehend the great truths that underlie all the great religions of the world 
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From this point, Mr. Burrows took his hearers into the definite teachings of 
Theosophy, explaining the septenary nature of man, and the psychic powers 
latent in each human being, and concluding with a sketch of the cyclic evolu
tion of the race. A lively and interesting discussion followed. The above ~ 
taken from the Croydon Advertiser, which gives a two column report. 

Annie Besant has lectured on Theosophy during the month at Hatcham, 
Brixton, Leicester and Birmingham; the questions and discussions following the 
lectures show how much public attention has been aroused . 

On January 21St, a lecture on Theosophy, from an antagonistic standpoint, ~ 
delivered in Morley Hal~ Hackney, by Mr. Edwards, a coloured lecturer of the 
Christian Evidence Society, who is well-known in the East End of London. He 
showed the barest possible acquaintance with the subject, and endeavoured to 
make up for his lack of knowledge by treating it in a humorous way. At the 
close of the lecture discussion was invited, and Herbert Burrows, in the ten 
minutes allowed him, put very clearly to the large audienct: the leading points 
of Theosophy. His speech was heartily cheered, as was also his announcement 
that he would himself lecture in the hall on the subject before long. Mr. Camp
bell, F.T.S. did good service by distributing some hundreds of Theosophical 
pamphlets and leaflets, and this is an example which might well be followed by 
other Theosophists in various parts of the country. 

Working men, especially in the Radical clubs, are begitming to show an 
interest in Theosophy, and it is now not an uncommon thing to see a lecture on 
the subject announced in their Sunday lecture lists. 

The following pleasant greeting reaches us from Bombay: 

.. A HAPPY NEW YEAR to you, to all, and to the T.8. 

.. ' To Madame H. P. Blavatsky, Secretary-Founder of the T.S . 

.. MOST RESPECTE~ MADAME AND BELOVED SISTER,-

"With heartfelt pleasure, the general secretary of the Bombay Section 
of the T.S. has to perform the duty of communicating to you the following 
• vote of Confidence and thanks to the Founders,' proposed by Br. Tookaram 
Tatia, seconded by Br. P. R. Mesta, and carried by acclamation with three 
cheers for the Founders, at the General Conference 'of Theosophists of the 
Indian Section of the Society, held in Bombay, at the Hall of' the Elphinstone 
High Schoo~ on 29th Dt:cember, 1889, at 8 P.M. : 

" • That this Conference of the Fellows of all the Indian Sections of the 
Theosophical Society regards with unfeigned indignation the malicious attempts 
lately made to injure the Theosophical Society by cowardly attacks upon Madame 
Blavatsky, who, as well as her equally devoted colleague, CoL Olcott, has freely 
given her whole energies for the last fifteen years to the establishment of a 
nucleus of Universal Brotherhood and the revival of Eastern philosophy and 
religions. . 

.. • This Conference further wishes to convey to both the Founders of the 
Society the assurance of its most cordial and grateful recognition of the great 
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services they have rendered to India, and are now rendering to the world at 
large.' 

" With hearty love for the cause of Brotherhood, and for all who work in it, 
and for it, and through it. 

"I remain, 
"Yours fraternally, 

"JHONGHIE KHORSHED11 DA1R." 
This greeting is especially welcome from our Indian Brothers, as a reply to 

the many attacks made upon us in India, and to the attempts to sow discord in 
the Brotherhood. 

The followmg is the formal resolution passed at the late meeting of the 
Council of the British Section of the Theosophical Society: 

Resolved: "That Colonel H. S. Olcott be appointed the delegate of the 
Section to the General Convention to be held at Adyar in May next, and that he is 
cordially requested to convey to the Convention the hearty and fraternal greet
ings of the British Section to their fellow Theosophists of the world, with the 
hope that by the united Theosophical efforts of the East and West the 
ensuing year may see a larger development of that spiritual brotherhood for 
which it is the duty of all to strive." 

(Signed) 

H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

" , 

ANNIE BESANT I 
CONSTANCE W ACHTMEISTER 
WILLIAM KlNGSLAND 

ISABEL COOPER-OAKLEY ~ 
HERBERT BURROWS 
F. L. GARDNER 

" Blavatsky 
Lodge" 

Representatives. 
G. R. S. MEAD (Dublin Lodge) 
LAURA M. COOPER (Edinburgh 

Lodge) 
ALICE LEIGHTON CLEATHER 

(Liverpool Lodge) 
SYDNEY EDGE (Cambridge Lodge) 
W. R. OLD, Secretary, British 

Section) 

MUDDLED MEDDLERS. 

IN the Supplement to the Theosophist of January 1890 (p. lxxv) its subscribers 
will read with amusement, and Theosophists with pain and disgust a personal
very untheosophical and undignified-attack made by one officer of the T.S. on 
another officer of the same. It is headed" Muddled Rule-Makers," and its 
editorial (?) remarks are directed against a good Theosophist and a personal 
friend, who has all our gratitude and esteem for the unselfish work done by him 
for the good of the cause. His crime in the sight of the acting editor consists, 
it appears, in his having failed to express himself in the "Constitution and Bye
Laws" of the "Blavatsky Branch" of the Theosophical Society at'Washington 
(U.S.A.) according to the personal hobby of the writer at Adyar. 

Now, if the terms used by our Washington Brother, such as "International 
Theosophical Society," "Chie/ President" and " Chie/Corresponding Secre
tary" are not absolutely correct and official, then, and at any rate-
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(I.) It is no business of the II acting" editor of the Theosophist to take a 
President and officers of a Branch Society to task for it-least of all in a public 
magazine. The President-Founder would alone have such a right; and when 
(or if) using it, he would certainly have the requisite tact and delicacy not to 
snuo a respected member and a good Brother fheosophist-publicly. 

(2.) Such harsh expressions as "foolishness" "tomfoolery" and "absurdities" 
whm used in our chief theosophical magazine and coming from the Headquarters 

oOf the T.S.-especially if applied to a Brother-Member-are not only objec
tionable on account of their offensive character, but detrimental and dangerous 
to the T.S. They lower the magazine to the level of a scurrilous Methodist 
Weekly and give the right to our opponents to add to the scoffing epithet of 
"Mutual Admiration Society" given to our Body, that of .. Mutual Detraction 
and Vilification Brotherhood." On lave son tinge sale en lamille-is a wise 
advice. 

Such sentences as-II We ask. . . the meaning of this 'tomfoolery,' and 
"IVe call upon Mr. W. Q. Judge" .•. etc., may sound very grandiloquent, 
but the real point is, has any "We,"apartfrom the President, the right to lIask," 
or "call upon" any officer of the T.S. publicly and in such a tone? I, for one, 
and in the name of the Theosophists of the British Section of the T.S. protest· 
against and deny the" We" any ~uch privilege. 

Since the offensive remarks have been made in one theosophical periodical, I 
feel it my bounden duty to protest against them as publicly in another theoso
phical magazine. It is, I say, my bounden (and very painful) duty, and for the 
following reasons: 

(a.) I am the founder and was the editor of the Theosophist for several years 
-Colonel Olcott having consented to act in my place only pro tem. 

(0.) Together with my beloved colleague and co-worker, H. S. Olcott, we are 
to this day the sole proprietors of that magazine, and therefore must feel res
. ponsible for all that appears in it. 

(c). I have a voice and many other rights in the management of the T.S. and 
its magazine, which even its present irrepressible acting editor would hardly take 
upon himself to question or deny. 

In view of this, and the foregoing, I feel it my first duty to offer public apologies 
and sincere regrets to our esteemed Brother, the President of the Washington 
.. , Blavatsky Theosophical Society "-for this unjust and unbrotherly attack upon 
himself, in which apologies Col. H. S. Olcott would be certain to join were be 
still in London. 

Personally, moreover, I ask him to overlook the rude criticism of the acting 
.editor of our Journal, as the extremely debilitating climate of India, with its 
Madras heat and scorching sun may, very likely, have had something to do 
with it, thus entitling the writer to our pity. 

Fortunately the President will, by this time, have reached Adyar, and he will, 
I am sure, put an end at once to these mischievous and undignified attacks on 
Brother Theosophists by his acting editor. 

Brighton (England), Feb. 1890' 
H. P. BLAVATSKY. 
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It is with unfeigned regret and sympathy for the family and surviving relatives' 
that we read the following announcement in the Theosophist of the death of one 
to whom Eastern Theosophical literature-and the Adyar Oriental Library owe 
so much. The loss is heavy for our Headquarters. 

DEATH OF PANDIT N. BASHYA CHARY.-\. 

IT is with great sorrow that we have to announce the death ot" 
Pandit N. Bashya Charya, Pandit of the Adyar Oriental Library, 
at 11.30 p.m. on the 22nd ultimo, at his brother's house in 
Rayapuram, Madras. For many years our lamented Pandit had 
suffered from diabetes, a disease which seems to be as common 
among the Brahmins as consumption is in the West. Two years 
ago he suffered from an acute attack thereof, while living at 
Adyar, but recovered on removal to a distance from the Adyar 
river, on the banks of which the Headquarters is situated. This 
time, unfortunately, neither the entreaties of his friends nor the 
advice of his doctors could induce him, until it was too late, to 
go away from the library in which he loved so much to spend his 
days when in good health. The immediate cause of death was 
blood poisoning from carbuncle in the hand, and although the 
Pandit had suffered greatly for nearly two months from neuralgia 
in the head, which nothing seemed able to relieve, neither he 
himself nor his friends, nor even his medical advisers, thought the 
case so dangerous until the appearance of blood poisoning, which 
quickly brought on a fatal termination. 

The death of Pandit N. Bashya Charya is an irreparable loss 
to the Theosophical Society in general and to the Oriental 
Library in particular. Where can there be found another man 
combining his rare qualities and qualification? Acknowledged to 
be one of the most learned Sanscritists in India j wonderfully well 
read in all the Sanscrit literature, sacred and other j an excellent 
English scholar j an orator equally at home in four languages j a 
man of singularly courageous disposition j an enlightened re. 
former j and, above all, an 'ardent Theosophist and devoted 
Fellow of the Theosophical Society, who gave up a lucrative 
profession-he was a lawyer in good practice-to gratuitously 
devote himself to the work of the Society. 

That there is here in India but one universal expression of 
sorrow at the death of our respected Pandit need hardly be 
told, and it may safely be said that the same feeling wil be 
general in the Society everywhere when the fact that he is. 
now no more with us is known and realized. 

- Theosophist. 
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"Going to anb fro in tbe £artb." 
• 

PLAIN LIVING AND HIGH THINKING? 

THE Daily Telegraph, rejoicing over the vastness of London, gives the 
following menu for a year : , 

.. In a year London folks swallow down 500,000 oxen, 2,000,000 sheep, 200,000 calves, 300,000-
swine, 8,000,000 head of fowls, 500,000,000 pounds of fish, 500,000,000 oysters, 200,000,000 lobsters 
-is that enough to figure on? If not, there are some mi11ion tons of canned provisions, no end of 
fruit and vegetables, and 50,000,000 bushels of wbeat. But how they wash all the food down you 
might feel glad to know. It takes 200,000,000 quarts of beer. But more than this, they drink 
10,000,000 quarts of rum, and 50,000,000 quarts of wine-the wine, the rum, the beer, 260,000,000 

quarts." 

Such a mass of food, presented to the imagination as a huge mountai~ 
through which London steadily eats its way, is quite appalling. And when one 
remembers how many hundreds of thousands of the population never have "a 
square mea!," the gorging of the remainder becomes revolting. And there is a 
very serious side to this normal over-eating. If the stomach be overloaded 
the brain suffers. Strong intellectual work is not done by the alderman, waxing 
fatter and fatter on over-elaborated dinners, but by the man who lives on well
nigp ascetic fare, eating to keep the body in sound health as an efficient 
instrument of the mind. 

Mr. Jerome K. Jerome, in his clever novel, "Three Men in a Boat," has the 
following significant paragraphs on the influence of the stomach on the brain. 
Theosophists, by reading between the line!;, may learn a useful lesson : 

" How good one feels when one is full-how satisfied with ourselves and with 
the world I People who have tried it tell me that a clear conscience makes you 
very happy and contented j but a full stomach does the business quite as well, 
and is cheaper, and more easily obtained. One feels so forgiving and generous 
after a substantial and well-digested meal-so noble minded, so kindly hearted. 

" It is very strange, this domination of our intellect' by our digestive organs. 
We cannot work, we cannot think, unless our stomach wills so. It dictates to 
our emotions, our passions. After eggs and bacon it says, 'Work!' After 
breakfast and porter, it says, 'Sleep!' After a cup of tea (two spoonsful for 
each cup, and don't let it stand more than three minutes) it says to the brain, 
'Now rise and show your strength. Be eloquent, and deep, and tender; see, 
with a clear eye, into Nature and into life j spread your white wings of 
quivering thought, and soar, a god-like spirit, ove~ the whirling world beneath 
you, up through long lanes of flaming stars to the gates of eternity I ' 

"After hot muffins, it says, • Bp. dull and soulless, like a beast of the field
a brainless animal, with listless eye, unlit by any ray of fancy, or of hope, or fear, 
or love, or life? ' And after brandy, taken in sufficient quantity, it .says, 'Now 
come, fool, grin and tumble, that your fellow men may laugh-drivel in folly, 
and splutter in senseless sounds, and show what a helpless misery is poor man,. 
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whose wit and will are drowned, like kittens, side by side, in half an inch of 
alcohoL: 

.. Weare but the veriest, sorriest slaves of our stomach. Reach not after 
morality an1 righteousness, my friends; watch vigilantly your stomach, and diet 
it with care and judgment. Then virtue and contentment will come and reign 
within your heart, unsought by any 'effort of your own; and you will be a 
good citizen, a loving husband, and a tender father-a noble, pious man." .... 

Is it the .. brain ., or the" stomach" that inspired a Kentucky Yankee to write 
the 'curious letter just received by Mme. Blavatsky? A theosophist would hardly 
ascribe it to Manas but would assign it an undeniably Kamic origin. Here it is, 
style, spelling, and request-ver6atim . 

.. DEAR MADAME.-We reade to-day with great interest. a description of yourself and 
wonderful age in the Cincinalli Commercial Gtnelle. At present I being young but, have the 
desire too remain longer on this earth than our allotted number 3 score years and la-I therefop. 
take the privilege of writing too you and asking, whether you really are, five hundred years old, and 
what is your receipt for so long a life: 

Hoping that the reumatism has now left you, and that you will not regard this note too insignifi
cant too answer, I am, truly yours, etc." 

[Signature withheld through thcosophical considerations. ] 

The .. Adversary II takes .. the privilege" of informing the Kentucky very 
ambitious young petitioner that Mme. Blavatsky does not regard the note .. too 
insignificant too answer." On the contrary, it is quite important enough to be 
.assigned a niche in LUCIFER. With regard to the "receipt" for living "five 
hundred years old," the writer is advised to turn for information to the 
Cindnatli Commercial Gazelle, which may perhaps part with its secret for a 
-consideration. 

A LOGICAL REASONING. 

Commenting on the revival in England of the slanders against Mme. Blavatsky, 
the London correspondent of the Hindu very aptly says: 

" Many people are disgusted with this whole subject, and ask: 'Why take any 
notice of this revival to state slander? Why not let the dog return to its vomit 
if that noble animal likes it ? It seems from the above that the Rev. George 
Patterson, however, has not got rid of all his bile, and we are to be treated to 
further revelations, which it is to be hoped will be a little more artistic than the 
last, since the reverend gentleman hal> had several years to edit them. 

"What an extraordinary muddle the reasoning faculties of these parsons must 
be in ! What do they expect to gain by these accusations against Madame 
Blavatsky? Suppose for a moment that they had succeeded in proving every 
one of' their points to the satdaction of all the world, where would they stand 
even then? Their arguments run thus :-' Madame B!avatsky pretended to 
burn a cigarette and to make it appear again, whereas it was really a second 
cigarette that she palmed off on those present. THEREFORE Reincarnation 
is not a tru~h. and all the philosophers and sages who believed it are fools, and 
the great systems of religion and philosophy which teach it are lies.' ' Madame 
Blavatsky wrote messages purporting to come from the Masters and scnt them to 
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her chelas. THEREFORE, the doctrine of Karma is false, those who teach it 
are deceivers, and the dogmas of a personal God and of endless punishment in 
his all-benificent hell are proved to be certainly facts, Jesus is the second 
person of the" God·head," and all that the missionaries say is true.' 

" Let them go on spinning their lying gossip; it leaves Theosophy absolutely 
untouched, as far at least as those who are capable of understanding what that 
word means are concerned. 

"The queerest thing is that these padris never seem to suspect that they have 
fallen into a trap. While they have been exercising alI their intellect and ' 
generosity in trying to make out Madame Blavatsky a 'charlatan,' she has been 
quietly writing book after book, and pouring qut a succession'of articles in her 
several Magazines, all of which not only disproves absolutely and completely the 
ridiculous assumption that she is a 'charlatan,' but is noiselessly but irresistibly 
undermining the 'rock' upon which the padris stand in fancied security. Nowr 

if these padris instead of spending their energy in a vain attempt to make 
Madame Blavatsky personally despised and disliked, had used their splendid 
intellects in opposi'lg the spread of theosophical ideas, would it not have been 
much better for themselves? 

" Perhaps so. Perhaps not; for they are in the awkward position that they 
cannot open their mouths about Theosophy without advertising it, and thus doing 
it a service; for theosophy only wants to be known j it asks nothing more, and 
cares very little whether the clergy talk sense or nonsense about it, so long as 
they only talk." 

Here is a fresh item of scientific news. Another" calculating boy" has 
appeared. We read in the Glo6e of January 3rd that: 

.. Kentucky boasts a negro prodigy in a calculating farm labourer, thirty-four years of age. Sam 
Summers, as he is called, can neither I't'Rd nor write, and does not know one figure from another. He 
does not look panicularly intelligent, but nevertheless he answers V"" difficult questions in arithmetic 
with great promptitude. Here are some of the tests he has been able to withstand. Multiply 597,312 
by 13X. How much gold can be bought for 719 dols. in greenbacks if gold is worth I '65 dol? If a 
grain of whtat produces seven grains, and these are sown every second year, each yielding the same 
ncrease, how many bushels will be produced in twelve years, there being 1,000 grains to the pint? 

What does materialism say? Shade of Carpenter appear and confabulate 
with Ludwig Buchner! Vain appeal, for we want something more than" labels" 
now-a-days. Perhaps after all reincarnation is not so "unthinkable." 

We cordially agree with the following views of the National Reformer and 
wish that more of otfr contemporaries were as dauntless in the cause of truth . 

.. There is one point in which the Indian Congress standS/out superior to all other political congresses 
that one hears of, from Parliament downwards-it admits women as delegates. In this it sets an 
ezample to the nations that boast of a higher civilisation. but whose views of women ban: been 
rlegraded by Christ'anity. Buddhist women, it is well known. enjoy an absolute equality with men. 
being admissible even to that last citadel of male privilege-the priestly office. Hindu women, under 
the Institutes of Manu. also enjoyed a free and dignified position, but since the Mahommedan 
invasion of India, they have been degraded by the zenana system and have been shut out of all 
healthy life, made the mere appanage of man. I trust that the appearance of women delegates is a 
sim that the awakening of India is not to be confined to ber sons, 

.. The CAristia" CO""If()"WllaltA has an ill-tempered article. abusing 'sceptieism. acnostieism. 
atbrism. icnorance, sorcery, slavery, polygamy, fetishism, Islamism. Tbeosopbism, and derilry in all 
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its phantasmagoria.' It wants to know what sort of a place the world would have been without 
Christianity: 

... What kind of II brutal people would be coming up from the slums. and what sort of nice 
humanity would be coming down to meet them from gilded club rooms where earls and baronets 
gamble and drink? ' 

.. \\'ell. but my dear C"ristian Com_walt", tbe brutality of the slums, tbe prostitution, the 
awful nameless cruelties, the murders, the drunkenness, are all b"re, outgrowths of your Christian' 
community, and at the other end you have your Cleveland Street horror and your' society' divorces. 
In tbe name of outraged Humanity, what worse than these could you bave under any creed or no 
creed? The C"ristian Com_walt" goes on : 

.. 'From our infancy, our first wcaknrss, Jesus of Betblehem is with us. Mahommedanism' and 
Buddhism alike f:til to begin with human nature in sympathy of the right point-the point of lowest 
weakness. Mercy for women and children is a secret of one religion. Fine ladies who have such 
contempt for Chi ist are not above enjoying a,Il the homage and honours which, outside of a Christian 
community, would be an impossible attainment for their sex. They owe everything to the Emanci
pator of womanhood and acknowledge nothing.' 

... Mercy for women and children'! I Why, there is no country in which wife-beating and 
child-torture are as Cl'mmon as in Christian England. Among Buddhists they are absolutely. 
unknown. And as to • the impossible attainment' for women, let the editor of the C. C. go to Ceylon 
and study the Singhalese women. The' I':mancipator of Womanhood' is a title due to Buddh~ 
rather than to Christ. Principal Donaldson used to think as does the editor of the C. C., but study of 
the facts has made him confess his error. The gentle creed which forbids the slaying of any living 
thing, and which built hospitals for sick brutes as well a.~ sick men (long before the birth of Christ), 
never sees its votaries stained with the cruelties which come daily before the police-courts of this 
Cbristian land." 

]ARVEYAN THEOSOPHY. 

(After Colonel O/coll's Lecture.) 

A FUNNY skit at the audiences that assemble to hear our President lecture on 
Theosophy. That's about the size of the average Britisher who hears for the 
first time anything of the old Esoteric doctrines. The Dublin "Punch," 
The Jarve)', has the following: 

.. We've all been there before, 
Many a time." 

-Hymn of tile Esoteric Budd"ist • 

.. Have we been in this world before?" said the" Office Lyre," as he took his seat in the Ancient 
Concert Rooms, and prepared to take notes of Colonel Olcott's lecture • 

.. I have been before this world for some time," sighed the Poet Flanagan, .. and have failed to 
make much of a mark as yet." 

.. Never mind, old man; perhaps in some prehistoric state your sonnets were sung by the stately 
Saurians, and your comic verses may have sent the cave man forth to slaughter his enemies with 
renewed relish. " 

.. It's a curious thing," remarked Flanagan, .. that when reading some of Shallespeare's finest 
passages. I feel as if that is exactly bow I would have expressed myself. Is it possible, think you, 
that I can be a re-embodiment of tbe Bard of Avon?" 

.. Your style has changed somewhat since you brought out 'Haml~t: but I've no doubt yeu are the 
same man." 

Further conversation was prevented by the entrance of Colonel Olcott. 
The Colonel (n short and patriarchal looking gentleman in spectacles and a long waite beard) in 

the course of a two hours' address said: .. The inner spirit of man was something apart from his 
body,.md that in Eastern countries there was a fixed belief that during sleep a man's spirit might 
wandP.l' to distant realms. They held it was a most dangerous thing to walle a man suddenly, for if 
his spirit had not returned the man would probably die." 

" That's a splendid doctrine," whispered the Office Lyre to Flanagan; .. I wish my landlady 
believed in it; she wouldn't jerk the bolster from under my slumbering form on Sunday morning." 

The lecturer stated his belief that we had all lived various times on this or some other world, 
and would probably have to appear again several times before our astral or star bodies were per
fected. 
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.. This law is essentially the same as that found among the players of pool," remarked the Poet 
Flanagan to his companion; "you must lose all your lives before you are allowed to 'star.' .. 

Here a young man who had been listening intently to the discourse, turned to the Office Lyre and 
said: .. When is he going to talk about cycology ? .. 

.. About what?" twanged the Lyre . 

.. About cycles. A fellow told me the Col~el knew more about cycology than any man living. 
'Cycology means a knowledge of cycles, doesn't it ? .. enquired the young man anxiously . 

.. My friend, replied the Lyre, "you are no theosophist; you have been developing your bodyat 
the expense of your mind. The world is not yet ripe for these doctrines. Come with us to that sub
asiral Nirvana, otherwise known as the' Brotherhood of the Bodega,' and we will study the evolution' 

f the oyster and the embodiment of various spirits." 

* * * • * * • * 
That night It is said that an oriental .. adept" appeared to the Poet Flanagan in his astral shape, 

and, transporting him to the Himalayan mountains, offered to teach him the laws of occu1tism at the 
lowest possible figure. 

When he awoke, he found himself reposiJig close to the giddy heights of the Stephen's GreeD 
mountain range, and his guide had disappeared. 

As a proof that occult forces had been at work, the poet produced the following lines, which be 
-dec1ares were dictated to him by his astral guide: 

I may have been a porpoise, and you a tall Zulu; 
He may have been a bloater and she a kangaroo ; 
We may have been each other in this theosophic lore: 

We're here to claim in Karma's name 
We've all been here before. 

Chorus-We've all been here before, 
Manyatime; 

We've all been here before, 
Many a time. 

We don't see how 
We can prove it now, 
Although the idea's sublime ; 

Still we've all been here before, 
Many a time. 

THEOSOPHICAL LENDING LIBRARIES. 

Mr. F. Chapman has formed a Theosophical Lending Library for the White

-chapel district .in Mile End Road, E. 

We have now such libraries at 7, Duke Street, Strand; Sheffield; Penrith; 

Merthyr Tydvil; Newcastle; Edinburgh. Theosophists who can enlarge these 

libraries by gifts of money or of books, should write to the Countess Wacht

meister, 7, Duke Street, Strand, London, W.C., and she will tell them where 
their help will be most useful. 
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'Reviews • 
• 

BALZAC IN ENGLISH. 

PEAU DE CHAGRIN, LOUIS LAMBERT AND SERAPHITA.· 

ONORE DE BALZAC was born out of due time; he clune in the dar k 
h:l.lf of the century. Therefore was he little understood by his con· 
temporary critics, and flippant Paris refused him his just laurels. . 

Even in the present day, little is known by the English-speaking public of 
the masterpiece of the French writer. Those of his werks which they have 
read, are the least important, and disclose the generally unpalatable fact that 
Balzac was no ii/el/anlc talemonger, but a man with a purpose. If we turn to 
any of the many bourgeois "encyclopredias" we find but scanty notice taken 
of him, even as a writer, and none at all as a philosopher; in fact some of these 
U royal roads to learning," entirely omit any mention of his three greatest works. 
The M,agi( Skin, L(}uis Lamoerl, and Seraphila are the trilogy which crown 
his great effort, La C(}mCdie HU1lla;lle. 

It is therefore with the liveliest pleasure that we take up these three hand
some volumes, and this not. only because it is a striking sign that the times have 
changed, and changed marvellously, in that the public are making some repa
ration to a great genius by creating a demand for his masterpieces, but also 
because the novels are most excellently done into English, and retain, as much 
as translations can, the charm of the originals. But this i., not all; for us, as Theo
sophists, there is something far more important: Mr. George Frederic Parsons, one 
of the earliest and most appreciated members of the T. S., in his lengthy intro
duction, has written an excellent tre:1.tise on the philosophy of Balzac from the 
occult standpoint; and although for the intelligent student of that great body 
of literature on occult subjects which is increasing with such extraordinary 
rapidity nowadays; there are no new facts, still in the expo~ition and application 
it is excel\en.t, and, wedded to Balz:lc's great masterpieces, will win an 
entrance where alone it would have been unceremoniously hustled off the 
premises. 

These introductions cover a wide survey of psychological literature and will 
supply one who pays his first visit to the magic hills of occult lore with an 
excellent bird's-eye view of the whole subject. 

Balzac, like many other great writers, was not without some portion of the 
U psychic power latent in man." Unconsciously no doubt, but still actually, he 
had regained his great birthright and by intel1ectual Kriya Sakli produced 
U mind-born sons." As Mr. Parsons .says, in speaking of the--

.. Unparalleled vitality and reality of Balzac's creations. the creation of these eidola. however 
wonderful, is as nothing to the psysch'cal feat of maintaining them in existence. Both Thackeray 
and Dickens asserted that they were often absolutely surprised by the sayings and doings of their 
creations.' 

• Translated by KATHERINE PRESCOTT \VORMELEY, with an Introduction by GEORGE Jo'REDERIC 

PARSONS. ROBERTS BRos. Boston, 1889. 
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Who know~ but that the fact that: "Balnc was as well acquainted with the 
metaphv~ics of Hindustan as with those of Europe," may account in some 
measure for the wonderful charm that this mystic philosopher and true student 
of man exercises on theosophic minds? 

"Know thyself," cried the voice of the mysteries. And the little poet of 
Twickenham, catching some echo of its world-reverberation, wrote: "The proper 
study of mankind is man." So thought Balzac, and in the ComMie Humaine 
he strove to study his kind with the result that they either ignorantly misunder
stood him, or were forced to keep grim silence in self-defence, and probably 
we should still do so if we did not, with the Trojan h::ro," boast ourselves to be 
greater than our fathers." How daring and desperate was this attempt we learn 
from Madame Surville, his sister, who wrote in her memoir: 

"In' Louis Lambert.' my brother, in order to obtain a hearing for certain ideas which were not 
yet accepted by the world, believed it necessary to put them forward under the safeguard of (simIlL'lted) 
insanity." 

Mr. Parsons sees in The MaKic Skin something more than a mere novel; he 
see in it an allegory . 

.. The Eastt'rn talisman is the undiciplined lust of worldly success which shortens life literally and 
directly by exhausting the nervous energy. The Countess Fedora, the woman without a heart . . . 
is symbolical of Society, which lives for itself and its own pleasures and luxuries; which is polished. 
cold. indifferent. yet desirous of obtaining gratuitously the best of all the bves attracted by its glitter 
and ostentation; which allures by its air of distinction, its parade of wealth, its affectation of ex
clusiveness, its versatility and surface show of intellect and wit; and which is, like the bt!3.utiful and 
fascinating Russian, absolutely void of heart, and scarcely capable of feigning sensibility enough to 
make a decorous appearance." 

Socjety, queen of the heartless, come into court I 
.. Raphael is designed to illusllate Balzac's theory of the baleful social effect of excess. He exhibit", 

from the first an absorbed Egoism which puts him morally almost on a le"el with the Society he learns 
to hate and despise. • . . The possessor of the magic skin must be a seU·indulgent, egoistic person. 
Pauline is a foil, both exoterically and esoterically, to the heartless, cold·blooded Fedt)ra. 

* * * * * * * * * * She is n foil also to the selfishness of Raphael. She is n be'1utirul ideal, nnd may furthcr be 
regarded as symbolizing the superior purity and ele"ation of true womanly 10"(,. That is to say of 
sacrifice. " 

We are inclined to agree with Mr. Parsons that the dramas of Balzac's great 
trilogy are allegories, and thus meet the objections of a critic, who says of Balzac 
that his: 

.. Most ambitious types of piety and purity in woman," appear to have been described .. from 
pure imaKination, with the result that his creations of this class are cold. unapproachable, abnorm.d. 
bloodless beings, whcre gbodness does not impress us as :neritoriou~, because they arc essentially 
incapable of wrong-doing." 

No doubt they are all intuitional types, representing generally the supremacy 
of Buddhi-Manas over Kama-Manas. In" Seraphita" we have the highest 
of these, almost a girl-Buddha, who has conquered the hosts of Mara and gained 
some portion of the robe of Dharma. 

In "Louis Lambert" we have an example of the Intuitive dominating the 
Intellectu.~ll: as Mr. Parsons says: 

.. The biographer who visits Louis, , , . does not feel altogether certain that his friend is truly 
insane. He even asks himself whether thc condition of chronic ecstasy in which the patient seems 
withdrawn may not be the consequence of an illumination so much higher than that vouchsafed man
kind at large as to tiansc~nd expression-to separate the recipip.nt from intellectual contact with his 
fellows by revealing to his inner sen~e untranslatable things." 
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We must not, therefore, take Louis Lambert as an example to be too zealously 
emulated. He fell short of the perfect type by excess. The grand old Greek 
adage p:'18EV ayav, nothing too much, is an immortal truth, and Aristotle .was 
never on surer ground than when he enunciated the doctrine of TO P.£CTOV, 

or the Mean, the corner stone of his philosophy. The truly wise ever strike 
the balance between Intellect and Intuition; excess in either direction destroys 
the harmony of perfection. 

Balzac, moreover, was no slavish admirer of scientific "authority, ,. the 
first-born of priestcraft. In this connection Mr. Parsons very aptly re 
marks: 

.. It is well to ["(!call a fact usuallyoverlookcd, nalllt'ly, that when objections are misc<1 against wha' 
are called unverifiable assumptions, sucb objections apply not only to the intuitional mt'tbods 01 

research, but to many of the fundamental concepts of physical scienct'. In f.1.ct we sho~ld have no 
coherent cosmology were the use of the scientific imagination excluded, Every theory of the universe 
advanced by science demands the acceptance of postulates which are in most instances figments of the 
imagination, and some of which go counter to the primal laws of scientific research, in positing 
conditions wholly foreign to experience. , . . . . .. The habit of accepting whatevt'r comes to us 
with the endorsement of Science causes men to think they comprehend such statements, whereas, in 
truth, no story of a miracle can possibly be h,uder to glasp by the reason alone." 

When we find that Balzac had eagerly devoured such works as he could 
obtain on Indian philosophy and psychology; that he was a great admirer of 
Boehme, Saint, Martin and Swedenborg, and that he was also familiar with such 
writers as Lully, Agrippa, Paracelsus, Reuchlin, Mesmer, Porphyry, Plotinus and 
the Neoplatonists, Hermes Trismegistus and the books of the Kabbala, we 
shall be little astonished at his disagreement with the scientific dogmas of his 
day, or to find Mr. Parsons telling us that: 

.. We shall see, when we examine Balzac's specUlations, the curiously close relation between 
the latest conclusions of modern science and the central concepts of a philosophy which has much 
in common with these archaic and mystical "iews, the study of which comml'nd~ itself more and 
more to a generation cducated to resent and suspect dogmatism wherever encountered, and eljually 
disinclined to accept imposed authority, the credentials of which arc not beyonrl dOllbt." 

As an example of the daring flights of Balzac's genius, the following aphorism 
frolll one of his categories is especially to be remarked: "Facts are nothing; 
they do not exist; there subsists nothing but ideas." Such has ever been the 
cry of blind mortals when they gain their vision or have it given them arti
ficially, Sir Humphrey D~lVY, after having been under the influence of nitrous 
oxide, is reported to have sprung from his chair exclaiming: "Gentlemen, 
gentlemen, nothing exists but Ideas." 

If, then, "Facts really do not exist," what, we may ask, will be the market 
price per ton of scientific libraries? 

The major part of the introduction to Louis Lambert is taken up with a 
consideration of the categories of Balzac's philosophy. It is not too much to 
say, that no student of this philosophy should be without Mr. Parsons' intro
duction, for he is always interesting and successful in producing the impression 
on the reader, that perhaps after all there is some/nillgo in it. Undoubtedly 
there is much to commend itself in the views which were condensed by the 
great French writer into his terse and rigid sentences. But did Honore de 
Balzac aim at presenting a complete system of thought? Were his intuitive 
flights always reliable? 

Perhaps it may be said that he died before rounding out the edifice, with 
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some plans indeed before him and with some lof the stones cut, perhaps even 
with some of the courses laid; but the Work was never completed and even 
the unity of the edifice imperfectly conceived. 

The story of Seraphita deals with the highest phase of the mysticism of 
Swedenborg. As it stands, however, it is somewhat unnatural. The beautiful 
Seraph ita, a maiden of some seventeen summers, is endowed with all the 
virtues and siddkis of an Eastern Arhat; probably this was done to champion a 
cause which Balzac had ever at heart-the restoration of woman to her proper 
dignity. 

Taken as a narration of fact, the story is somewhat improbable. Taken as 
an allegory or soul·drama, it is most beautiful. Mr. Parsons leans to the latter 
view and writes a very lucid exposition of the meaning of the characters. 

Most probably, Seraphita was considered by Balzac as his masterpiece. In 
the introduction we find the following quotation from a letter of his to the 
Duchesse de Castries: "The toil upon this work has been crushing and 
terrible. I have passed, and must still pass days and nights upon it. I com
pose, decompose and recompose it." If the advice of Horace in his Ars Poetica 
is to be taken, Balzac did well in this. Horace, however, never dealt with 
works of really high inspiration, but confined his advice to what we now classify 
under the somewhat threadbare label of "literature." We may therefore fairly 
conclude that Balzac aimed at the portrayal of an ideal which .ever escaped full 
expression, and that laborious art is of secondary importance in a work of real 
genius. 

In connection .with the tardy recognition of woman's proper place in human 
evolution, Mr. Parsons very appositely remarks: 

.. Woman practisL-d the long forgotten virtue (Unselfish Love), while suffering in silence the 
tyranny to which her constitutional weakness condemned her. From the beginning she has been 
the chief conservator of this indispensable aid to the higher life. If she has not succeeded in mani
festing so strikingly as advanced men the service.tbleness of Altmism to material progress, it is 
because the repression from which she suffered through so protracted a period stunted her intellec
tual growth and thus rendered her deficient in the capacity to apply practically what she cultivated 
almost instinctively.' 

This, unfortunately, is only too true. Generally speaking, woman is more spiritUal 
or intuitive, man more material or intellectual. Let men therefore cultivate 
their intuition and women their intellect, and we shall some day have matters 
not too intolerable, for as things stand, the case is indeed desperate. 

Students of the Eastern system however, will scarcely agree entirely with Mr. 
Parsons when he says: 

.. It is one of the central mel;ts of Christianity that it did much to recover for Woman the position 
too long denied her in the psychical scheme. Buddha indeed went far beyond his Asiatic predecessors 
in this direction. He admiued women to all the spiritual gains open to men, with one exception. 
No woman could become a Buddha, according to him, though any man might elevate himself to 
Arhatship. Christianity raised woman to the highest celestial dignities." 

Quite SO; but it denied her any place in the priesthood, and its earliest 
authorities placed' many indignities upon her. II Let your women keep silence 
in the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak; but they are 
commanrled to 'be under obedience, as also saith the law." (i. Cor. xiv. 84). 
Moreover Protestant Christianity expels the Virgin Mary and the women-saints 
from the highest celestial dignities. Gautama, on the contrary, admitted women 
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to Arhatship, and 'some of the most renowned of the Buddhist missionaries 
were women. As well as men they can become Buddhas, for the term means 

. generally" the enlightened," one who has reached a certain state of spiritual 
development. There have been and there are women initiates. No doubt they 
are few compared to men, but that is owing to the long ages of repression to 
which their sex has been subjected. 
. But surely the equality of the sexes is in the nature of things. Man, originally 
the divine hermaphrodite, was androgynous previous to the separation of the 
sexes. Following therefore the cycle of evolution and the ascending arc of the 
curve, the sexes will gradually tend to an entire equality, and so the sexual 
attraction will cease and give place to something nobler, holier and more god-like. 

Further on the consideration that: 

.. To this theory of spiritual evolution taught by l:iwedenborg the doctrine of metempsychosis, or as 
it is more commonly termed at present, the doctrine of re-incarnation, is necessary," 

gives Mr. Parsons an opportunity of writing a clear and interesting account of 
this fundamental postulate of all sound philosophy. 

Very just also is his view of Swedenborg as an "authority." 

.. It must be admitted," he says, .. by all. candid students of the l:ieer, that his supposed revelations 
are onen clogged and overlaid with the most palpable anthropomorphism; that he derives his 
notions of celestial phenomena and existences from his personal environment with a curious childish 
simplicity at times; that he exhibits in many ways his inadequacy as the vehicle of supra-mundane 
communications; and his inability, partly through physical, partly through intellectual conditions, 
to transmit with fidelity or even to obServe with accuracy that which was presented to his internal 
vision." 

How true is this of all untrained seers! 01ll1le ignotu1Il Ir(l magnifico is true 
on all planes, and psychic senses are even more delusive than physical. Yet, 
as Mr. Parsons say~ : 

'It is not that the various Seers are hallucinated, or that they invent; it is that the divergence 
in their reports represents the insuperable mfluence of their material elements upon their spiritual 
perception. This may be tested by harmonil's as well as by discords indeed. The student of such 
subjects knows that remarkable resemblances in outline occur frequently among the mystical writings 
of widely separated races nnd ages. These resemblances cannot, in many inst.'lnces, be accountec;l 
for on the tbeory of simple borrowing, for the proof is frequently attainable that borrowing would bave 
befon impossible." 

Perhaps also our amateur seer would do well to remember that: 

.. H~ may easily drift into a Fool's Paradise wherein i1Iusions of every kind cheat his undiseiplined 
senses, and he may return to material existence qualified to do much more harm than good by dis
seminating views which perhaps his personal character invests with a factitious value." 

How repeatedly have facts paid their tribute to the wisdom of the aphorism of 
the Voice oj/he Silence, which says: "The name of Hall the Second is the Hall 
of Learning. In it thy soul will find the blossoms of life, but under every flower 
a serpent coiled." Had this been always understood how many Angelic and 
other Revelations would have been spared a long-suffering world. Nature never 
makes leaps, but somehow or other a psychic imagines himself privileged to reach 
the seventh heaven at a bound. 

Speaking of the final oJ'deal before the apotheosis of Seraph ita, Mr. Parsons 
writes: 

.. In this great ordeal Seraphita finds no help in her sinlessness, because her spiritual development 
has brought \\;Ih it not only inCl'f'llse of sensitiveness, but an expansion of the perceptive faculties 
which enables ber to comprehend to tbe fuilest extent the attractions and delights of tbe materia 
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opportunities and enjoyments she is required to renollnce. The sacrifice demanded of her, moreo,·er. 
embraces the slaying of Self. It is not only earthly desires that she must surrender, but all desires ; 
for the yearning for the Divine, pure as it may <cem, iE capable of perversion into a disguised form 
of selfishness. She cannot cease to aspire, for al\ her nature is attuned heavenward; but she must be 
prepared for any eVl'nt, even for the disappointment of her dearest hopes." 

Balzac's philosophical trilogy ends with a dramatic scene called "The 
Assumption." Seraphita wings her flight to heaven and is received within its 
portals. For some readers, perhaps, the setting is too Swedenborgian; still, if 
they be lovers of Balzac, they wIll agree with Mr. Pllrsons that: 

.. Notwithstanding the unavoid'lble employment of some conventional forms, tbe elevation, 
nobility. solemnity and beauty of the whole picture render it a literary masterpiece, scarcely equal\ed 
and not surpassed by the most glowing conceptions of the great mystical poets." 

Much of the philosophy of Balzac is really excellent, and where he fails or is 
obscure the learned and lucid introduction of the present edition will prove an 
excellent "Guide to the Perplexed" and convince us that we have at last a 
critic who has understood the great French novelist. 

Briefly, the work is well done: translation, introduction, printing and 
binding are a meet offering to the Man who dwelt for a brief half-century in the 
personality named Honor~ de Balzac. 

THE INDIAN RELIGIONS, 

OR RESULTS OF THE MYSTERIOUS BUDDHISM.· 

THE Indian Religions are somew?at of a misnome~ for the late.st work from 
the pen of Mr. Hargrave Jennmgs. We learn little from hIS volume of 
what the Hindus have to say for them!lelves and a good deal of the 

reasonings of the author towards some of the fundamentals of Aryan philo
sophy. 

Mr. Jennings justly remarks that" Buddhism . . .. underlies all the religious 
beliefs of the vast East." This is true of original Buddhism, or rather Bodhism 
or Gupta Vidya, the Gnosis of the Orient. 

Weare informed that the Brahmins do not eat flesh because of their belief 
in transmigration, and that the Castes " deem milk the purest of food, because 
they think it partakes of some of the properties of the nectar of their gods, and 
because they esteem the cow itself almost like a divinity." But surely this ex
plains nothing! As well ask us to believe that Gautama actually died of a too 
hearty meal of boar's flesh. 

This is the superstition of religion, the literal interpretation of symbols and 
scriptures. Surely the thinking public, to whom Mr. Jennings addresses his 
book, deserves some better treatment. Nowadays, when so many believe that 
superstition and myths have a rational explanation and that such sublime philo
sophers as the ancient Aryans did not suddenly descend to the level of the 
cretin in their ceremonies, such Defauses can only be greeted with a smile. 
Explanations which satisfy the child do not content the man; an orthodox cate
chism is no key to the mysteries. 

The greater portion of the volume deals largely with the metaphysical. 
, Thirty·nine years of metaphysics are exhibited in the conclusions of this book," 

* By HARGRAVE JENNINGS: London, GEORGE REDWAY, 11190. 
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the aathor tells us at the close. It would therefore be supposed that we should 
have a purely philosophical treatment of the subject. The' author of •• The 
Rosicrucians," however, is fond of warming up to his task, and with the aid of 
the denunciatory second person, breaks into many passages of Teufelsdrochian 
diction, from which we may quote the following as a type . 

.. WhY. thou wretched riisbelie\'er !-atheist-if that term of the beasts shall be pleasing to thee 
and gratify thy intense and yet thy mennest pride !-the cirCUIts of the round world must be stored, 
thick beyond count, with the shapes, or shows, or souls of •. , .. escaped life-evolved out of its 
organisms, •. ,! What if thou-with thy miserable optics-cannot.see these realms of escaped 
vitality? " 

On the whole the volume is interesting, especially when Mr. Hargrave JenningS 
treats of some of the old customs, and traces them back through centuries. 
·But how the old mythologies, ceremonies, customs and mysteries have been 
made the obedient servants of the most contradictory theories; and what a 
fertile field of adventure have they proved for literary knight·errants ! 

It would take too long to carp about details, but we certainly do wonder how 
the permutation 'Tn'mour Tree (sic) for Trimurti was arrived at. 

While saying that there is much in the volume for which Mr. Jennings is to 
be commended, let us briefly see what are the conclusions of a writer who gives 
us the result of a thirty-nine years' study of metaphysics, and a criticism of 
Indian philosophy . 

.. We might gather that there was and is no alternative for man-but Revelation or despair. Nature 
ean. at the utmost, do little for us, It can tell us very little. This the highest of philosophers ha\'e 
ever felt (including some of the Alchemists). And, hence, they have tried to get 6ellind nature :-anc\ 
to get so behind it as to read the future of the past. In reading rightly-that is, out of their own 
nature-they have all miserably failed. An:! ever shall they so fail. One only reached the ultimate 
secrets of this sublime and mysterious scheme of things. Onc only-liroing 10aI ftrmil/ed 10 paIS 
6d,;nd tlu trl!fnendOUI roeil 0/ creation. And why? Because he came from the excellent Glory (which 
is, perhaps, only another name for that" unparticled matter," that sublime Reality of Existence which 
is within all things; as well as because he confirmed his power by privilege o!\·irtue. He alone, even 
in the days of his flesh, with unveiled face looked upon the Glory of God." 

.. But, .. shall we not end with the solemn words of the only BOOR which has given us authentic 
and commandinglidin,(I from those unknown worlds? Seeing. therefore, that all these things shall 
be dissolved, wha.t should ye not make yourselves as heirs of this kingdom?' This heaven into which 
all-in the final glory-shall be absorbed." * 

This is surely a very strange mixture, Here we have an orthodox theologian 
standmg under the bright lamp of Eastern philosophy, and cutting a somewhat 
comical figure. Had he rested in the darkness of his theology no one would 
have noticed his raiment, but stepping into the light he shows himself clad in a 
suit of motley. . . . . 

THREE SEVENS.t 

THE Three Sevens is an interesting little volume of occult fiction. It is a 
speCUlation on Initiation, a romance that reminds one of Bulwer 
Lytton's works and Christian's His/oire de ta Magie. No doubt many 

are curious to know the life of the schools of Initiation; and what are the trials 
of the Neophyte, but those who know are few and must "keep silence." The 
Three Sevens, however, is full of interest and contains much food for thought; it 

* The Italics are the Reviewer's. 
t By the PHELONS: THE HERMETIC PUBLISHING Co. CHICAGO, ILL. 188cJ, price $I·SO. 
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will certainly do useful work among th03e who can only be got at by mind·picture 
books and is worth the perusal of serious students. . 

FACING THE SPHINX.-

I N Pacblg Ike Spltlnx, we have a book of some 200 pages, treating of such 
subjects as Continents, Races, Symbology, Numbers, etc. It contains 
long references to the Secret Doctrine; Isis Ullveiled and oth:!r worki with 

which students of the subjects treated of in these volumes are familiar. In brief, 
it is a handy compilation. As the author says: "We have followed in the foot
steps of learned scholars who have preceded us in the same uieful field, aTld we 
present the result of their researches m the most comprehensible way aIlowi!d by 
such a deep subject." The work is on the whole a fair and clever summ:uy 
of certain portions of our philosophy. 

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

In Qur next number, which commences Volume V I., we shall publisk 
the first of a series of papers' by U. L. Desai, F.T.s., entitled" Har
dwar, (Jr, Ihe Mysteries of the Himalayas." Tllty will deal with the 
personal experiences of tlu writer ~lIIoni t!u Himalayan Yogis, and 
with the Vedantill philosophy held by them. 

A series of papers tlflder the heading of "Theosophical GiealZillg's," 
by" Two Students (If the £.S.," will be commtllud ill our lIfarch .issue. 
They are intended for thQse who are really studying Theosophy, to thyme: 
light for begilllters on some portiolls of (1111" plu"losophy. 

We shall also, in atl early number, insert the first of some" SelectZtJllS 
from the Gnostic Gospel, the Pistis Sophia," translated by G. R. S. il'fead. 
and annotated by H. P. B. 

It is found absolutely necessary to raise, ill future, tlte subscription 
price of LucIFEN, by the addition of postage. At the present time, 
subscribers obtain it for ISS. a year, post free, and as 2s.6d. of this 
goes for postage, they pay for it only IS. o~d. per copy. a reduction 
greater than is made on any other magazine. For the future. the 
annual subscriptioll will be I7s. 6d., but all subscribers nou' on tlte 
books will be supplied at the old rate until the expiry of tlteir sub
scriptions . 

.. By MARIE L. FARRINGTON. Publishe<l by the author, San Francisco. Cal .• 188c}. 
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ijtbt «Vrlt _obtlb. 
" Let the great world spin for ever down the ringing 

grooves of cbange." 
TBNNYSON. 

"The goal of yesterday will be the starting·point of 
to·morrow." 

CARLYLB. 

l11HE great mystic of the eighteenth century, the ardent disciple of 
eJIC9 Jacob Boehme-Louis Claude de Saint Martin-used to say in the 
last years of his life: "I would have loved to meet more with those who 
guess at truths, for such alone are living men". 

This remark implies that, outside the limited circle of mystics which has 
existed in every age, people endowed with correct psychic intuition were 
still fewer at the end of the last century than they are now. These were, 
"indeed, years of complete soul· blindness and spiritual drought. It is during 
that century that the chaotic darkness and Babylonish confusion with regard 
to spiritual things, which have ever reigned in brains too crammed with 
mere scientific learning, had fully asserted their sway over the masses. The 
lack of soul perception was not confined to the "Forty Immortals" of 
the French Academy, nor to their less pretentious colleagues of Europe in 
general, but had infected almost all the classes of Society, settling down as 
a chronic disease called Scepticism and the denial of all but matter. The 
messengers sent out periodically in the last quarter of every century west· 
ward-ever since the mysteries which alone had the key to the secrets of 
nature had been crushed out of existence in Europe by heathen and 
Christian conquerors-had appeared that time in vain. St. Germain and 
Cagliostro are credited with real phenomenal powers only in fashionable 
novels, to remain inscribed in encyclop;edias-to purblind the better, we 
suppose, the minds of forthcoming generations-as merely clever charlatans. 
The only man whose powers and knowledge could have been easily 
tested by exact science, thus forming a firm link between physics and 
metaphysics-Friedrich Anton Mesmer-had been hooted from the scientific 

1 
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arena by the greatest" scholar-ignoramuses" in things spiritual, of Europe. 
For almost a century, namely from 1770 down to 1870, a heavy spiritual 
darkness descending on the Western hemisphere, settled, as if it meant to 
stay, among cuitwed societies. 

But an under-current appeared about the middle of our century in 
America, crossing the Atlantic between 1850 and 1860. Then came in its 
trail the marvellous medium for physical manifestations, D. D. Home. 
After he had taken by storm the Tuileries and the Winter Palace, light was 
no longer allowed to shine under a bushel. Already, some years before his 
advent, " a change" had come "o'er the spirit of the dream" of almost 
every civilized community in the two worlds, and a great reactive force 
was now at work. 

What was it? Simply this. Amidst the greatest glow of the self
sufficiency of exact science, and the reckless triumphant crowing of victory 
over the ruins of the very foundations-as some Darwinists had fondly 
hoped-of old superstitions and creeds; in the midst of the deadliest calm 
of wholesale negations, there arose a breeze from a wholly unexpected 
quarter. At first the significant afflatus was like a hardly perceptible stir, 
puffs of wind in the rigging of a proud vessel-the ship called " Materialism," 
whose crew was merrily leading its passengers toward the Maelstrom of 
annihilation. But very soon the breeze freshened and finally blew a gale. 
It fell with every hour more ominously on the ears of the iconoclasts, and 
ended by raging loud enough to be heard by everyone who had ears to 
hear, eyes to see, and an intellect to discern. It was the inner voice of the 
masses, their spiritual intuition-that traditional enemy of cold intellectual 
reasoning, the legitimate progenitor of Materialism-that had awakened 
from its long cataleptic sleep. And, as a result, all those ideals of the 
human soul which had been so long trampled under the feet of the would-be 
conquerors of the world-superstitions, the self-constituted guides of a 
new humanity-appeared suddenly in the midst of all these raging elements 
of human thought, and, like Lazarus rising out of his tomb, lifted their 

, voice and demanded loudly recognition. 
This was brought on by the invasion of "Spirit" manifestations, when, 

mediumistic phrenomena had broken out like an influenza all over Europe. 
However unsatisfactory their philosophical interpretation, these phrenomena 
being genuine and true as truth itself in their being and their reality, they 
were undeniable; and being in their very nature beyond deni~l, they came 
to be regarded as evident proofs of a life beyond-opening, moreover, a wide 
range for the admission of every metaphysical possibility. This once the 
efforts of materialistic science to disprove them availed it nothing. Beliefs 
such as man's survival after death, and the immortality of Spirit, were no 
longer to be pooh-poohed as figments of imagination; for, prove once the 
genuineness of such transcendental phrenomena to be beyond the realm of 
matter, and beyond investigation by means of physical science, and-whether 
these phrenomena contain per SI or not the proof of immortality, demonstrating 
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THE CYCLE MOVETH. 3 

as they do the existence of invisible and spiritual regions where other forces 
than those known to exact science are at work-they are shown to lie beyond 
the realm of materialism. Cross, by one step only, the line of matter and 
the area of Spirit becomes infinite. Therefore, believers in them were no 
longer to be brow-beaten by threats of social contumacy and ostracism; 
this, also, for the simple reason that in the beginning of these manifes
tations almost the whole of the European higher classes became ardent 
" Spiritualists "0 To oppose the strong tidal wave of the cycle there 
remained at one time but a handful, in comparison with the number of 
believers, of grumbling and all-denying fogeys. 

Thus was once more demonstrated that human life, devoid of all its 
world-ideals and beliefs-in which the whole of philosophical and cultured 
antiquity, headed in historical times by Socrates and Plato, by Pythagoras 
and the Alexandrian Neo-Platonists, believed-becomes deprived of its 
higher sense and meaning. The world-ideals can never completely die 
out. Exiled by the fathers, they will be received with opened arms ~y the 
children. 

Let us recall to mind how all this came to pass. 
It was, as said, between the third and fourth quarters of the present cen

tury that reaction set in in Europe-as still earlier in the United States. 
The days of a determined psychic rebellion against the cold dogmatism 
of science and the still more chilling teachings of the schools of BOchner 
and Darwin, had come in their pre-ordained and pre-appointed time of 
cyclic law. Our older readers may easily recollect the suggestive march 
of events. Let them remember how the wave of mysticism, arrested in 
its free course during its first twelve or fifteen years in America by public, 
and especially by religious, prejudices, finally broke through every artificial 
dam and over-flooded Europe, beginning with France and Russia and 
ending with England-the slowest of all countries to accept new ideas, 
though these may bring us truths as old as the world. 

Nevertheless, and notwithstanding every opposition, "Spiritualism," as 
it was soon called, got its rights of citizenship in Great Britain. For 
several years it reigned undivided. Yet in truth, its phrenomena, its psychic 
and mesmeric manifestations, were but the cyclic pioneers of the revival of 
prehistoric Theosophy, and the occult Gnosticism of the antediluvian 
mysteries. These are facts which no intelligent Spiritualist will deny; as, 
in truth, modem Spiritualism is but an earlier revival of crude Theosophy, 
and modem Theosophy a renaissance of ancient Spiritualism. 

Thus, the waters of the great" Spiritual" flood were neither primordial 
nor pure. When, owing to cyclic law, they had first appeared, manifesting 
at Rochester, they were left to the mercies and mischievous devices of two 
little girls to give them a name and an interpretation. Therefore when, 
breaking the dam, these waters penetrated into Europe, they bore with them 
scum and dross, flotsam and jetsam, from the old wrecks of hypotheses 
and hazily outlined aspirations, based upon the dicta of the said little girls. 
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Yet the eagerness with which" Spiritualism" and its twin-sister Spiritism 
were received, all their inanities notwithstanding, by almost all the cultured 
people of Europe, contains a splendid lesson. In this passionate aspiration 
of the human Soul-this irrepressible flight of the higher elements in man 
toward their forgotten Gods and the God within him-one heard the voice 
of the public conscience. It was an undeniable and not to be misunder-

. stood answer of the inner nature of man to the then revelling, gloating 
Materialism of the age, as an escape from which there was but another 
form of evil-adherence to the dogmatic, ecclesiastical conventionalism of 
State religions. It was a loud, passionate protest against both, a drifting 
towards a middle way between the two extremes--namely, between the 
enforcement for long centuries of a personal God of infinite love and mercy 
by the diabolical means of sword, fire, and inquisitional tortures; and, on 
the other hand, the reign, as a natural reaction, of comple~e denial of such 
a God, and along with him of an infinite Spirit, a Universal Principle 
Illjnifesting as immutable LAW. True science had wisely endeavoured to 
make away along with the mental slavery of mankind, with its orthodox 
paradoxical God; pseudo-science had devised by means of sophistry to do 
away with every belief save in matter. The haters of the Spirit of the 
world, denying God in Nature as much as an extra-cosmic Deity, had been 
preparing for long years to create an artificial, soulless humanity; and it 
was only just that their Karma should send a host of pseudo-II Spirits II or 
Souls to thwart their efforts. Shall anyone deny that the highest and the 
best among the representatives of Materialistic science have succumbed to 
the fascination of the will-o' -the-wisps which looked at first sight as the most 
palpable proof of an immortal Soul in man·-i.e., the alleged communion between 
the dead and the living?t Yet, such as they were, these abnormal mani
festations, being in their bulk genuine and spontaneous, carried away and 
won all those who had in their souls the sacred spark of intuition. Some 
clung to them because, owing to th~ death of ideals, of the crumbling of 
the Gods and faith in every civilised centre, they were dying themselves of 
spiritual starvation; others because, living amidst sophistical perversion 
of every noble truth, they preferred even a feeble approximation to truth 
to no truth whatever. 

But, whether they placed belief in and followed II Spiritualism II or not, 

• Let our readers recall the names of the several most eminent men In literature and science who bad 
become openly Spiritualists. We have but to name Professor Hare, Epe. Sarjeant, Robert Dale Owen, Judge 
Edmonds, etc., In America; Professors Butleroff, Wagner, and, greater than they, the late Dr. Plrogoff (see his 
posthumous" Memoirs ", published In Roosk4J'4 Starin4, 1814-1886), In Russia; Zollner, In Germany; M. 
Camille Flammarlon, the Astronomer, In France; and last but not least, Messrs. A. Russell Wallace, W. 
Crookes, Balfour Stewart, etc., etc., In England, followed by a number of scientific stars of the second 
magnitude. 

t We hope that the few frIends we have left In the ranks of the Spiritualists may not misunderstand Ul. 

We denounce the bogus" spirits" of sd4""" held by professional mediums, and deny the possibility of such 
manifestations of spirits on the physical plane. But we believe thoroughly In Spiritualistic plulenomena, and In 
the Intercourse between Spirits or Egos-of embodied and disembodied entities; only adding that, since the 
latter cannot manifest on our plane, It is the Ego of the living man which meets the Ego of the dead personality, 
by ascending to the Devacbanic plane, which may be accomplished in trance, during sleep In dream., and by 
other subjective means, 
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many were those on whom the spiritual and psychic evolution of the cycle 
wrought an indelible impression; and such ex-materialists could never 
return again to their iconoclastic ideas. The enormous and ever-growing 
numbers of mystics at the present time show better than anything else the 
undeniably occult working of the cycle. Thousands of men and women 
who belong to no church, sect, or society, who are neither Theosophists nor 
Spiritualists, are yet virtually members of that Silent Brotherhood the units 
of which often do not know each other, belonging as they do to nations far 
and wide apart, yet each of whom carries on his brow the mark of the 
mysterious Karmic seal-the seal that makes of him or her a member of the 
Brotherhood of the Elect of Thought. Having failed to satisfy their 
aspirations in their respective orlhodox faiths, they have severed themselves 
from their Churches in soul when not in body, and are devoting the rest of 
their lives to the worship of loftier and purer ideals than any intellectual 
speculation can give them. How few, in' comparison to their numbers, and 
how rarely one meets with such, and yet their name is legion, if they only 
chose to reveal themselves. Under the influence of that same passionate 
search of " life in spirit" and "life in truth", which compels every earnest 
Theosophist onward through years of moral obloquy and public ostracism; 
moved by the same dissatisfaction with the principles of pure conventionality 
of modern society, and scorn for the still triumphant, fashionable thought, 
which, appropriating to itself unblushingly the honoured epithets of 
" scientific" and "foremost," of II pioneer" and "liberal," uses these 
prerogatives but to domineer over the faint-hearted and selfish-these 
earnest men and women prefer to tread alone and unaided the narrow and 
thorny path that lies before him who will neither recognize authorities nor 
bow before cant. They may leave "Sir Oracles" of modern thought, as 
well as the Pecksniffs of time-dishonoured and dogma-soiled lay-figures of 
Church-conventionality, without protest; yet, carrying in the silent shrine of 
their soul the same grand ideals as all mystics do, they are in truth 
Theosophists de facto if not de}u,e. We meet such in every circle of society, 
in every class of life. They are found among artists and novelists, in the 
aristocracy and commerce, among the highest and the richest, as among the 
lowest and the poorest. Among the most prominent in this century is 
Count L. Tolstoi, a living example, and one of the signs of the times in this 
period, of the occult working of the ever moving cycle. Listen t9 a few 
lines of the history of the psycho-spiritual evolution of this aristocrat, the 
greatest writer of modern Russia, by one of the best feuilletonistes in St. 
Petersburg. 

. • . . .. The most famous of our Russian authors, the " word-painter", a writer 
of Shakspearean realism, a heathen poet, one who in a certain sense worshipped 
in his literary productions life for the sake of life, an sich und /"' sich-as the 
Hegelians used to say-collapses suddenly over his fairy palette, lost in tormenting 
thought; and forthwith he commences to offer to himself and the world the most 
abstruse and insoluble problems. . . . The author of the • Cossacks' and • Family 
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Happiness', clad in peasant's garb and bast shoes, starts as a pilgrim on foot in 
search of divine truth. He goes to the solitary forest ,kil,· of the RlUkollJi1yi, t 
visits the monks of the Desert of Optino, passes his time in fasting and prayer. 
For his belles leIt,," and philosophy he substitutes the Bible and the writings of the 
Church Fathers; and, as a sequel to • Anna Karenina' he creates his • Con· 
fessions' and • Explanations of the New Testament '." 

The fact that Count Tolstoi, I!li his passionate earnestness notwith
standing, did not become an orthodox Christian, nor has succumbed to the 
wiles of Spiritualism (as his latest satire on mediums and "spirits" proves), 
prevents him in no way from being a full-fledged mystic. What is the 
mysterious influence which has suddenly forced him into that weird 
current without almost any transition period? What unexpected idea or 
vision led him into that new groove of thought? Who knoweth save 
himself, or those real .. Spirits", who are not likely to gossip it out in a 
modem s~ance-room ? 

And yet Count Tolstoi is by no means a solitary example of the work of 
that mysterious cycle of psychic and spiritual evolution now in its full 
activity-a work which, silently and unperceived, will grind to dust the 
most grand and magnificent structures of materialistic speculations, and 
reduce to nought in a few days the intellectual work of years. What is 
that moral and invisible Force? Eastern philosophy alone can explain. 

In 1875 the Theosophical Society came into existence. It was ushered 
into the world with the distinct intention of becoming an ally to, a 
supplement and a helper of, the Spiritualistic movement-of course, in its 
higher and more philosophical aspect. It succeeded, however, only in 
making of the Spiritualists its bitterest enemies, its most untiring perse
cutors and denunciators. Perchance the chief reason for it may be found 
in the fact that many of the best and most intellectual of their repre
sentatives passed body and soul into the Theosophical Society. Theosophy 
was, indeed, the only system that gave a philosophical rationale of 
mediumistic phrenomena, a logical raison d'et"e for them. Incomplete 
and unsatisfactory some of its teachings certainly are, which is only owing 
to the imperfections of the human nature of its exponents, not to any fault 
in the system itself or its teachings. Based as these are upon philosophies 
hoary with age, the experience of men and races nearer than we are to the 
source of things, and the records of sages who have questioned successfully 
and for numberless generations the Sphinx of Nature, who now holds her 
lips sealed as to the secrets of life and death-these teachings have to be 
held certainly as a little more reliable than the dicta of certain .. intelli
gences ". Whether the intellect and consciousness of the latter be inducetl 
and artificial-as we hold--or emanate from a personal source and entity, 
it matters not. Even the exot"ic philosophies of the Eastern sages
systems of thought whose grandeur and logic few will deny-agree in 

• SAil i. a religious hermitage. 
t Ra.AolniA, a DiSSf'nler; hitherto per.~culed and {orbidd"u sects In Russia. 
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every fundamental doctrine with our Theosophical teachings. As to those 
creatures which are called and accepted as "Spirits of the Dead" -because, 
forsooth, they themselves say so-their true nature is as unknown to the 
Spiritualists as to their mediums. With the most intellectual of the former 
the question remains to this day sub judice. Nor is it the Theosophists who 
would differ from them in their higher view of Spirits. 

As it is not the object of this article, however, to contrast the two most 
significant movements of our century, nor to discuss their relative merits 
or superiority, we say at once that our only aim in bringing them forward 
is to draw attention to the wonderful progress of late of this occult cycle. 
While the enormous numbers of adherents to both Theosophy and 
Spiritualism, within or outside of our respective societies, show that both 
movements were but the necessary and, so to say, Karmically pre-ordained 
work of the age, and that each of them was born at its proper hour and 
fulfilled its proper mission at the right time, there are other and still more 
significant signs of the times. 

A few years ago we predicted in pri~t ,that after a short cycle of abuse 
and persecution, many of our enemies would come round, while others 
would, en tlesespoir de cause follow our example and found mystic Societies. 
As Egypt in the prophecy of Hermes, Theosophy was accused by " impious 
foreigners" (in our case, those outside its fold) of adoring monsters and 
chim:eras, and teaching" enigmas incredible to posterity". If our " sacred 
scribes and hierophants" are not wanderers upon the face of the earth, it 
was through no fault of good Christian priests and clergymen; and no less 
than the Egyptians in the early centuries of the new faith and era, had we, 
from fear of a still worse profanation of sacred things and names, to bury 
deeper than ever the little of the esoteric knowledge that had been permitted 
to be given out to the world. 

But, during the last three years all this has rapidly changed, and the 
demand for mystic information became so great, that the Theosophical 
Publishing Society could not find workers enough to supply the demand. 
Even the" Secret Doctrine", the most abstruse of our publications-notwith
standing its forbidding price, the conspiracy of silence, and the nasty, 
contemptuous flings at it by some daily papers-has proved financially a 
success. See the change. That which Theosophists hardly dared speak 
about with bated breath for fear of being called lunatics but a few years 
ago, is now being given out by lecturers, publicly advocated by mystical 
clergymen. While the orthodox hasten to make away with the old hell and 
sapphire-paved New Jerusalem, the more liberal accept now under 
Christian veils and biblical nomenclature our Doctrine of Karma, Reincarna
tion, and God as an abstract Principle. 

Thus the Church is slowly drifting into philosophy and pantheism. 
Daily, we recognize some of our teachings creeping out as speculations
religious, poetical and even scientific: and these noticed with respect by the 
same papers which will neither admit their theosophical origin nor abstain 
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from vUipending the very granary of such mystic ideas-the Theosophical 
Society. About a year ago a wise criticaster exclaimed in a paper we need 
not advertise :-

"To show the utterly unscientific ideas with which the work (the Sec"et Doct"ine) 
is crammed, it may be sufficient to point out that its author refuses belief in the 
existence of ino"ganic matte" and endows atoms with intelligence." 

And to-day we find Edison's conception of matter quoted with approval 
and sympathy by London magazines from Harpe,'s, in which we read: 

" I do not believe that matter is inert, acted upon by an outside force. To me 
it seems that every atom is possessed by a certain amount of primitive intelligence: 
look at the thousand ways in which atoms of hydrogen combine with those of other 
elements ••••• Do you mean to say they do this without intelligence?" •••. 

Mr. Edison is a Theosophist, though not a very active one. Still, the 
very fact of his holding a diploma seems to inspire him with Theosophical 
truths. 

"Theosophists believe in reincarnation!" say contemptuously our 
Christian enemies. "We do not find one word ever said by our 
Saviour that could be interpreted against the modern belief in r,incarnation ••• 
preaches the Rev. Mr. Bullard, thus half opening, and very wisely too, a 
back door for the day when this Buddhistical and Brahminical "inane 
belief" will have become general. 

Theosophists believe that the earliest races of men were as ethereal 
as are now their astral doubles, and call them chhayas (shadows). And 
now hear the English poet-laureate singing in his last book, "Demeter, 
and other Poems"-

The ghost in man, the ghost that once was man, 
But cannot wholly free itself from men, 
Are calling to each other through a Dawn, 
Stronger than earth has ever seen; the veil 
Is "ending, and the voices of the day 
Are heard across the voices of the Dark. 
No sudden heaven, no" sudden hell for man, 

CEonian evolution, swift 0" slow, 
Th"ough all the sphe"es-an ever opening height, 
An ever lessening earth. • • • • 

This looks as if Lord Tennyson had read Theosophical books, or is 
inspired by the same grand truths as we are. 

" Oh I" we hear some sceptics exclaiming, "but these are poetical 
licences. The writer does not believe a word of it." How do you know 
this? But even if it were so, here is one more proof of the cyclic evolution 
of our Theosophical ideas, which, I hope, will not be dubbed, to match, as 
"clerical licences". One of the most esteemed and sympathetic of London 
clergymen, the Rev. G. W. Allen, has just stepped into our Theosophical 

The italics are 011111. 
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shoes and followed our good example by founding a "Christo-Theosophical 
Society"_ As its double title shows, its platform and programme have to 
be necessarily more restricted and limited than our own, for in the words of 
its circular "it is (only) intended to cover ground which that the (original 
or • Parent ') Society at present does not cover". However much our 
esteemed friend and co-worker in Theosophy may be mistaken in believing 
that the teachings of the Theosophical Society do not cover esoteric 

Christianity as they do the esoteric aspect of all other world-religions, 
yet his new Society is sure to do good work. For, if the name chosen 
means anything at all, it means that the work and study of the members 
must of necessity be Theosophical. The above is again proven by what 
the circular of the "Christo-Theosophical Society" states in the following 
words:-

It is believed that at the present day there are many persons who are dissatis· 
fied with the crude and unphilosophic enunciation of Christianity put forward so 
often in sermons and theological writings. Some of these persons are impelled to 
give up all faith in Christianity, but many of them do this reluctantly, and would 
gladly welcome a presentation of the old truths which should show them to be in 
harmony with the conclusions of reason and the testimony of undeniable intuition. . 
There are many others, also, whose only feeling is that the truths of their religion 
mean so very little to them practically, and have such very little power to influence 
and ennoble their daily life and character. To such persons the Christo
Theosophical Society makes its appeal, inviting them to join together in a common 
effort to discover that apprehension of Christian Truth, and to attain that Power, 
which must be able to satisfy the deep yearnings of the human heart, and give 
strength for self-mastery and a life lived for others. 

This is admirable, and shows plainly its purpose of counteracting the 
very pernicious influences of exoteric and dogmatic theology, and it is iust 
what we have been trying to do all along. All similarity, however, stops 
here, as it has nothing to do, as it appears, with universal but only sectarian 
Theosophy. We fear greatly that the" C. T. S."-by inviting 

.. To its membership those persons who, while desirous of apprehending ever 
more and more clearly the mysteries of Divine Truth, yd wish to retain as the 
joundation oj their Philosophy the Christian doctrillts oj God as the Father oj all men, alld 
Christ as His revelation oj Himselj to mankind" 

-limits thereby" the Mysteries of the Divine Truth" to one single and the 
youngest of all religions, and avatars to but one man. 'Ne hope sincerely 
hat the membe.rs of the Christo-Theosophical Society may be able to avoid 

this Charybdis without falling into Scylla. 
There is one more difficulty in our way, and we would humbly ask to 

have it explained to us. "The Society," states the circular, "is not made 
up of Teachers and Learners. We are all learners." This, with the hope 
distinctly expressed a few lines higher, that the members will "gladly 
welcome a presentation of the old truths . . . . in harmony with the con
clusions of reason," etc., leads to a natural query: Which of the "learners" 
is to present the said truths to the other learners? Then comes the un-
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avoidable reasoning that whosoever the "learner" may be, no sooner 
he will begin his .. presentation" than he will become nolens volens a 
.. teacher". 

But this is, after all, a trifle. We feel too proud and too satisfied with 
the homage thus paid to Theosophy, and with the sight of a representative 
of the Anglican clergy following in our track, to find fault with details, or 
wish anything but good luck to the Christo-Theosophical Association. 

«btnsopbv far tbt Ilrnfmu. 
TI1HE question" What is Theosophy?" is often addressed to Theo
e> 1 {g sophists, who-for lack of careful study or from general vagueness of 
mind-find themselves hard bestead to give an answer. The present paper 
is an attempt to throw into a popular form for non-Theosophists an answer 
in brief: because brief very imperfect; because popular very elementary; 
but not, I hope, therefore inaccurate or misleading. While intended for 
our non-Theosophical readers primarily, it may perhaps also serve some of 
our Theosophical ones, as suggesting fashions in which a hearing for the 
truths of our philosophy may be gained . 

••• 
THEOSOPHY, or Divine Wisdom, is a body of doctrine in philosophy, 

science, and ethics, wrought out by ages of patient and strenuous endeavour, 
by a brotherhood of students of various nationalities, who used every 
method-observation, experiment, meditation-to reach the truth, admitting 
no statement of fact into their records until it had been repeatedly verified 
by independent observers. This slowly accumulating body of doctrine has 
been handed down from generation to generation, guarded secretly through 
ages of persecution when knowledge was regarded as devilry, given out 
partly in allegory and fable and in this guise forming the basis of world
religions, and now, .. breaking the silence of centuries ", coming forward to 
a world filled with the ruins of dead faiths, to be the bond of a Universal 
Brotherhood, the basis of a nobler ethic, the guide of a loftier Humanity, 

In face of modem monotheism the name" Theosophy" is apt to convey 
an erroneous meaning. It connotes personality, limitation, the extra
natural. In the older days when the name had birth, it was not so, Then 
the many Gods were the personified aspects of the Kosmos; and when Zeus 
Pater was the sky, when Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, typified the collective 
creative, preservative, and destructive powers of Nature, when the veiled 
Isis was the mystery of the universe, it was natural enough to call the 
wisdom culled from Nature the wisdom of "the Gods n, That its hiero· 
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phants did not fall into the blunder of limiting the Infinite, of personifying 
the Absolute, of circumscribing the Universal and Eternal Life, is obvious to 
anyone who notes the names used to hint at the One Existence. But now 
that" God " is universally used to denote an extra·cosmic Deity, the word 
Theosophy misleads the casual enquirer, and it is regrettable that it is so 
bound up with the history of the" Wisdom-Religion" that change is im
possible. " Divine" Wisdom really means only the sublimest wisdom, 
nature-wisdom, the wisdom which deals with the loftiest subjects attainable 
to human intelligence, and it is thus that "Theosophy" is translated by 
Theosophists. 

Enquirers are often repelled at the outset by what appears to them the 
fantastic guise in which Theosophy is presented to them. The long- and 
unfamiliar names frighten them, and they seem to need a new dictionary if 
they would understand Theosophical literature. The complaint is un
reasonable: every science has its own terminology, created by itself to 
express with accuracy its own conceptions. The botanist, the astronomer, 
the geologist, needs his own scientific terms i androgynous endogens, multi
pinnate laminre, prosenchymatous tissue, and other jawbreaking terms, may 
appal the timid student i but his !Dore robust brother knows that this initial 
difficulty is but trifling, and that the trouble spent in mastering the termi
nology will be repaid a thousandfold by the greater accuracy of the scientific 
language. And so with Theosophy: English has not yet evolved the 
niceties of terms corresponding to the ideas that are to be acquired i the 
Sanscrit, used these thousands of years in subtle metaphysical disquisi
tions, has moulded the terms on the ideas, and the student must acquire the 
appropriate terminology in this, as in every other science. To jeer at the 
Theosophist because he does not call the Kamarupa the body, is as sensible 
as it would be to deride the geologist because he does not speak of the 
Archeopteryx as a sparrow. 

It may, without exaggeration, be said, that Theosophy and Materialism 
stand face to face as mutually destructive theories of the universe, and that 
one or the other must be accepted by every thoughtful and scientific mind. 
When we come down to the bed-rock, only these two theories of life-evolu
tion remain, and our election between them must depend on the value of 
the explanations they severally offer. Theosophy will be best grasped by 
the western mind if presented in comparison with Materialism, so that its 
agreements and disagreements therewith may be distinctly apprehended. 

It is now many years since Feuerbach laid down the doctrine that only 
the sensible was the real. Science has been unable to develop along such 
line, and has embraced the opposite Kantian doctrine that we do not know 
the thing as it exists, but only as it impresses itself on us. We are 
organisms in a vast universe, touching it at certain points; our normal 
conception of the universe depends on the number of those points of 
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contact-which we call senses-and would change if they changed. 
Imagine a person whose only active sense was touch, a person whose only 
active sense was sight, a person whose only active sense was smell, and a 
person whose only active sense was hearing, all confronted with a rose, and 
asked to describe it. No. I could give its shape and texture, No.2 its 
shape and color, NO.3 its scent, while to NO.4-it would have no existence. 
But each one's" rose" would be wholly different from the" rose" of the 
others, and none would realise that his neighbour was describing the object 
he had himself sensa ted. Only a person with all the four senses could 
synthesize the descriptions, and realise that each was describing the same 
object. \Ve only know attributes, and only such attributes as are able to 
affect us. Those that do not affect us for us do not exist. We see the 
universe, so to speak, through five different windows, and the composition 
of the glass affects what we see: all that does not fall within the line of 
sight from one of these windows is to us non·existent, and that which does 
fall within it is distorted by the material through which we see it. 
Realising this, we understand that the universe is not limited by our know· 
ledge of it, but that our perceptive ability limits our knowledge, and the 
acquiring a new sense would mean the. opening to us of a new world. 
Professor Crookes, F.R.S., has put the matter very well: II Those who 
assume - as is assumed by some popular writers - that we are now 
acquainted with all, or nearly all, or even with any assignable proportion, 
of the forces at work in the universe, show a limitation of conception 
which ought to be impossible in an age when the widening of the circle 
of our definite knowledge does but reveal the proportionately widening 
circle of our blank, absolute, indubitable, ignorance ". (" Proceedings 
of the Society for Psychical Research ", Dec. 1889, p. lOO.) The uni· 
verse to us exists as perceived, and so the primary thing to us is con· 
sciousness, not matter. The primary and supreme certitude is Consciousness, 
the" I .. that thinks; all else is matter of argument, matter of deduction. 

Evolution-accepted by the Theosophist as by the Materialist, provided 
that the word be not narrowed simply to human origin from the anthropoid 
-implies the development of new powers in progressing races; as some 
rudimentary organs mark past stages, so do others presage future capa
bilities, and if man be on the arc of an ascending evolution, we must expect 
to find in him the germs, perhaps the unfolding buds, of powers hitherto 
unpossessed. A universe of unknown vastness; a Humanity with unfolding 
powers: what heights of knowledge, what glories of achievement, open out 
in endless vistas before the dazzled gaze I 

THE BUILDING .OF THE UNIVERSE. 

For the building of the universe Materialism demands but two factors, 
Matter and Force. These it regards as separable in thought, but un
separated in fact. Matter, it says, exists in different states and in mani·· 
fold modifications, but they are all reducible to the one conception-
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MATTER. Force may act in many ways and assume varied forms, but they 
are all reducible to the one conception-FoRcE. Out of and by this matter 
in motion the whole universe is builded; homogeneous and spread through 
space it once existed, circling, moving ever; moulding itself into atoms, 
aggregating into molecules, building worlds and systems of worlds, until 
"matter in motion" evolved the visible universe, and that mightiest of 
forces, the will and Reason of self-conscious Man. "In Nature there is 
nothing great but Man; in Man there is nothing great but Mind." 
And this Mind of Man is the crowning triumph of Force and Matter. 
Such is the last word of Materialism. 

But Theosophy, opposing itself here to Materialism, demands that Mind 
shall be regarded as a primary factor in the universe, and builds the latter 
on a trinity instead of a duality of manifested existence. It teaches that 
Existence is One, but is manifested in three aspects, Purusha, Prakriti, 
and Mahat; Purusha is Spirit or-in the terminology of Western Science 
-Force; Prakriti is Matter, and Mahat Mind. Of Purusha-Prakriti is 
the substance of the visible and invisible universe, Mahat informing all. 
Purusha is as one pole of the magnet of the manifested, and Prakriti is as 
the other; all that lies between is dual, and whether the Purusha or the 
Prakriti aspect is the more apparent depends largely on the observer. 
Nothing exists which does not partake of both. Thus what seems to us 
grossest matter might, to other senses than ours, seem translucent or 
immaterial spirit; while the immaterial to us may be material to others. 
This the Materialist also would acknowledge, so that the chief question at 
issue at this point is the existence of the third factor Mind, as primary 
factor instead of as product. To this, as the crux of the dispute, let us 
address ourselves. 

\Ve cannot separate Mind from "Spirit Matter", any more than the 
scientist can separate Force from Matter; but just as the Force-aspect or 
the Matter-aspect of a phenomenon can be brought into prominence, the 
other being thrown into the background, so can the Mind-aspect be rendered 
most apparent while the remaining duality is put back. If Mind be the 
product of Force and Matter it should grow with the growth of an organism, 
attain its zenith when that of the organism is reached, and weaken with its 
decay: if it be the product of Force and Matter it should be most active 
when they are in highest activity, and sink into passivity with their repose. 
If we can show that the first statement is not an accurate representation of 
the facts, while the second is exactly the reverse of the truth, we shall have 
gone far towards proving that Mind is a co-equal factor with, not a product 
of, Force and Matter. 

1. Body and Mind do not grow, mature, exercise their greatest vigor, and decay, 
together. The senses are at their keenest in the young child, ere yet the 
mind can make the fullest use of them; they become less acute as youth 
passes into maturity and often fail while the mind is most active. The 
body develops in bulk and vigor up to the age of twenty-five, and is at its 
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best from five and twenty to five and thirty; after thirty-five it begins to go 
down hill. The mind, on the contrary, has for its period of greatest activity 
the years from forty-five to sixty-five; it is then most fertile, most strong, 
most capable. - Sometimes it persi'sts in vigor when the body is feeble 
from old age, burning brilliantly in its decaying receptacle. Can those 
which develop at such different rates be causally related? Can the mind 
at its strongest be the product of the body as it weakens towards old 
age? 

2. The periods of activity and passivity of Body and Mind do fIOt coi"citle. It is 
a marked and most significant fact that in order to obtain the fullest 
activity of the Mind we must render the Body passive, and physical 
lethargy may be made simultaneous with the most exalted exercise of 
mental functions. This fact may fitly be studied in three classes of 
phrenomena: (a) perception, a mental faculty, exerci~d apart from the 
organ of vision, and greatly increased by such separation in range and 
capacity; (b) paralysis of perception, with organ of vision in activity and 
object presented thereto; (c) perception of non-existent object, i.,., 
exercise of mental faculty when nothing is presented to the organ of 
vision. The study of one of these classes might wellnigh convince an 
unprejudiced enquirer; the study of all three must compel belief from the 
earnest seeker after truth. 

(a) Under this class come all the phrenomena of clairvoyance: the facts 
here are so numerous and so well-authenticated that he who doubts the 
possibility of clairvoyance, is, as Schopenhauer said, "not to be called 
sceptical, but ignorant". A couple of examples may serve as illustrations: 
Mme. Plantin was dying, and her daughter Mme. Lagandre, a clairvoyante, 
was thrown into the somnambulic condition: she then described the state 
of her mother's right lung, heart, stomach, and liver; Mme. Plantin died 
on the following day, and a post-mortem examination was held on her body, 
conducted by MM. Cloquet and Pailloux, in the presence of Dr. Drousart, 
M. Moreau-secretary of the surgical section of the Royal Academy of 
Medicine, Paris-and Dr. Chapelain. The state of the organs was found 
to be exactly such as had been described by Mme. Lagandre. t Here it is 
obvious that the conditions of bodily' vision were a.bsent, and only two 
explanations are possible of the identity of the clairvoyante's description 
with the facts ~iscovered in the autopsy: either the clairvoyante really saw 
the internal organs, despite their opaque material envelope, or the well
known and eminent men of science entered into a scandalous conspiracy to 
deceive the public. Schelling, the German philosopher, gives a case that 
came under his own observation, in which a clairvoyante began to cry, and 
explained that "a death of a member of the family had taken place at a 
distance of ISO leagues. She added that the letter announcing the death 
was on its way. On awaking, she remembered nothing and was quite bright 

• These ligures are, of course, all averages. 
+ See for full references the article" Hypnotism" In the Pebruary Issue of the Ullivt1"sai Rtvi ... 
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and cheerful, but when again hypnotised she again wept over the death. 
A week later, Schelling found her crying, with a letter beside her on the 
table, announcing the death, and on asking whether she had previously 
heard of his illness, she answered that she had heard no such news of him, 
and that the intelligence was quite unexpected." * In this case we have 
the exercise of perception by the Mind at a distance un passable by the 
bodily organs, annihilating space, as in the previous case opacity of matter 
was annihilated. Binet and Fere speak of the senses being" quickened 
to an extraordinary degree" under somnambulism, and in truth not only are 
the senses quickened but the mental faculties normally connected with 
them act under conditions in which the bodily senses are useless. The 
Theosophist contends that this exaltation of the mental functions-which 
increases in proportion to the passive condition of the body, and is at 
its highest when the body is lying in a trance, insensible to every external 
stimulus-is a fair experimental proof of the proposition that Mind is not a 
product of the physical organism, but is rather an independent entity, 
nonnally functioning through the organism, but cramped and confined 
by it. 

(b) If a person be hypnotised, and it be suggested to him during the 
hypnotic trance that a certain person or thing is invisible, the suggestion 
will persist when the subject is awakened, and the object will be invisible 
and will remain so under all tests. On one occasion on which I was myself 
rendered invisible, I was sitting on a chair on the seat of which an envelope 
was lying: the person who had been hypnotised did not see me, but he saw 
the envelope on which I was sitting. Experiments of this kind, varied in 
all kinds of ways, have been performed over and over again at the 
Sal¢triere by Dr. Charcot and his colleagues, and the total paralysis of 
perception in connexion with selected objects has been repeatedly demon
strated. Since in all these cases the visual organ is in activity and reports 
faithfully on all objects except tht! forbidden one, it is clear that the inhibition is 
of the mental faculty not of the bodily function. 

(c) Equally significant is perception of an invisible object, the vision of 
an object created by the will of the operator. .. A subject was told there 
was a portrait on a piece of blank cardboard; when she awoke she saw the 
portrait, when the cardboard was turned round the portrait was reversed, 
and when the other side of the cardboard was shown nothing was seen, 
although these changes of position were made out of sight of the patient. 
Even more strange is it that such an imaginary portrait is seen magnified 
or diminished if looked at by the subject through an opera-glass." t 
.. Hallucinations" may thus be produced at pleasure, the perception, domi
nated by the hypnotiser's will, "seeing the invisible". So independent can 
the Mind be made of the Body, so complete the divorce between organ and 
faculty. 

-Ibid. 1'lbld. 
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Of these classes the first is the most helpful in our search after the 
Mind as an independent entity. Naturally from this study of clairvoyance 
and clairaudience, of the functioning of the Mind untrammelled by physical 
limitations, there arises the question: "If the Mind can thus exercise some 
of its faculties apart from the body, ought it not to be possible to detach it 
as an entity from its enveloping physical organism, and present it palpably 
separate and independent?" To this question Theosophy answers in the 
affirmative, alleging that such projection of the intelligent entity can be per
formed at pleasure by any person willing to undergo the necessary training. 
Now this is a matter of evidence, not of a prio,. theory, for or against. The 
sceptic who, without investigation, denies it, is as sensible as the Indian 
prince who denied that water could assume a form so solid that men could 
walk on it: water had always been liquid or gaseous, never solid, in his 
experience, in the experience of all his fellow-countrymen, in the experience 
of his ancestors; solid water would be anti-natural or supernatural. For 
Western thinkers as for Indian princes all that is beyond experience should 
be matter for suspension of judgment; denial of the unknown and refusal 
to investigate is the mark of the narrow and bigoted intellect. Hundreds 
of men and women of intelligence and character testify to their own vision 
of the "Thought-body" of a living person; some can consciously project 
their own "Thought-bodies", communicate with distant friends while the 
physical organism lies entranced, seeing and hearing, being seen and heard. 

That the average man and woman should need training before they can 
either project their own intelligences or become sensible of the presence of 
others, is surely not surprising. If the eyes of the dyer become more 
sensitive to shades of color than are the eyes of average persons, we 
recognise that training gives to his sight the added delicacy; and how, save 
by training, can we expect to render our organisms sufficiently sensitive to 
respond to those super-ethereal vibrations set up by the" Thought-body", 
vibrations which we must sen!!e if we are to see it and communicate with 
it? Years of patient practice are needed to give facility in the ordinary 
natural sciences; how much rather then when we would study the occult I 
Yet here, as elsewhere, Nature unfolds her secrets to the unwearied and 
persistent searcher after truth. 

I t is in connexion with the physical and mental results of this training 
that occur the "ph~nomena" which have raised so much di!!cussion. In
creased powers naturally and inevitably follow increased knowledge of nature, 
and increased development of both body and mind; just as an Edison, with 
years of study and of training behind him, can work marvels that seem as 
miracles to the uninstructed, so can a Master of the Occult Sciences-nay, 
after his measure, even a fairly advanced student-produce ph~nomena that 
seem miraculous to the average man, and which, because they seem to 
him to be prima facie miraculous, are promptly denounced by him as frauds. 
The average man has always a tendency to suspect what is higher than 
himself, and he more readily accepts the hypothesis of fraud than the hypo-
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thesis of superiority. The Theosophist has no difficulty in accepting the 
reality of the much-attacked pha:momena, because he has generally had 
some sJight glimpses, at least, of some of the powers which, at present, 
normally lie latent in Nature, and he is therefore prepared for their occa
sional emergence. But he cares far more for the acquiring of the loftier 
knowledge and of the more radiant purity that are the characteristics of the 
more highly evolved man, than he does for ~he mere possession of the 
accompanying powers. The scientist cares but little for the ability to per
form startling experiments: they are his, toys, that he plays with for the 
amusement and instruction of unscientific audiences; what he values is the 
growing knowledge that he is gaining from his patient study of nature, the 
accumulated store of experiences that are the wealth of the mind. So also 
the student of Theosophy looks with comparative indifference on astounding 
phenomena; while he stretches forth eager hands for those treasures of 
knowledge and of character that do indeed make man imperial over nature, 
but whose value lies in their ennobling of the inner life not in the power 
they give over the outer. 

The danger of encouraging superstition is sometimes urged as a reason 
for meeting all these alleged phenomena with unbelief. I, for one, would 
never ask anyone to believe them without the fullest investigation. No one 
has a right to believe without having carefully examined the evidence on 
which rest the alleged facts. Neither has anyone the right to deny their 
occurrence without investigation. Superstition is far more likely to arise 
when facts, which many know to have occurred, are met with a blank 
denial, and in the absence of careful investigation often acquire a greater 
weight than should really belong to them. Abnormal circumstances looming 
through the twilight of partial knowledge may appear "miraculous", where 
the clear light of full investigation would reduce them to their proper pro
portions. Superstition is never the child of knowledge; it is begotten of 
ignorance and is fostered by fear. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 
(To be COfItitllllll) 

THEOSOPHICAL LENDING LIBRARIES. 

We have to chronicle the opening of another Theosophical Lending Library. 

This time it is at Brixton, in charge of Herbert Coryn, Trewergie, Acre Lane, 

Brixton, S.E. 
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. m 
[Commenced in the NovembeJ' Number.] 

Q OWN I down I by a corkscrew stair below the flag stone, clean and 
ill dry at first, but soon becoming dank and slimy, full of odours of 
death and loathsome creeping things. Down I down! now the stair became 
a species of cleft in the solid rock, through the sides of which black waters 
oozed and glistened on the surface; eyeless, almost formless reptiles tangled 
in hideous knots; on and on; my consciousness more and more seeming to 
unite with the phantasm which was drawn by some grisly magnetism into 
these fearsome places, and the more I became as it were conscious through 
the phantasm, the more did the living rocks that seemed to prison us grow 
transparent, and this increased the horror; for though they formed an im
permeable prison, which not even the Doppelganger could now pass through, 
they allowed us to see all the hideous deformities and shapes of corruption 
and decay, looking like incarnate pestilence and sin and death. The 
Doppelganger too seemed to be growing more material and tangible, and I 
thought with horror that my actual corporeal body was giving off its atoms 
and particles in some strange way to materialize the phantasm; and the 
strange thought came to me that perhaps my whole mortal frame might 
thus be sucked down and reunited into a waking life, or say rather a ghastly 
and horrible death, in this awful place. I was powerless to avert it, and 
the nightmare dream went on. Through the solid rock and the streaks of 
sodden clay that filled its interstices, now grown transparent, then seemed 
floating as it were strange black objects, long and narrow, over each of 
which a green phosphorescent light gleamed fitfully; my attention, in spite 
of myself, was rivetted on these, and instantly I knew them for coffins, of 
great antiquity probably. Among others some bore Spanish names. At 
this moment I became conscious again, as in a flash, of my material body, 
away up in that little landing, bloodless and pale, as though dying or dead: 
it seemed in the very act of falling to the ground. My horror then was· 
realised, and here in this living grave, among these ancient coffins, and un
·clean and hateful things, I must drag a material existence till death relieved 
me. And death! what death of the body could touch that Doppelganger, 
and the strange ghastly consciousness, that. made all that came within its 
perception as terrible as though the body itself were there, but without any 
power of will to avert it or to turn the attention to any other matter. My 
consciousness, which hitherto I have spoken of as hovering, now became so 
sensibly united to the phantasm that I regarded it as being myself, and 
though its motion was still independent of my will I was conscious of the 
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weird force which drew it, and which 1 can only describe as a resolution 
against the will, a determination to do an act from which consciousness 
shrank, which all the faculties knew to be evil, to do which there was no 
temptation or desire, even as though the resolution on which the limbs acted 
were formed by some exterior will, whose tendencies were all evil. Close by 
me (I speak now in the person of the Doppelganger) lay a mouldering 
coffin, once of solid oak and bound and clamped with iron; but age had 
rusted the iron to mere red dust and the oaken boards looked as though they 
might crumble at a touch. A will within me which was not mine put forth 
a hand to rub the angle of the lid: it crumbled, and a renewed horror took 
me that my dream was growing real; unless 1 had been here in flesh and 
blood could the decayed wood have crumbled to my touch? And if 
here now, why here for countless ages, among the rotting bodies and 
the evil magnetic phantasms of the long ago dead, to take my place 
there conscious, alive, material, yet dead and prisoned: it was an awful 
thought. 

The coffin 1 had touched seemed to quiver or shake; a jagged hole where 
my fingers had rubbed away the rotten wood seemed to let through a 
bluish phosphoric light, and it seemed as though something inside were 
struggling to emerge; then suddenly, as a large rotten piece fell out, a leg 
bone protruded, green with age, and far within appeared gleaming eyes, 
blazing with all the concentrated malice and spite of a hundred demons in 
torment, and above sprang into sudden and vivid prominence the face of 
the picture in the hall. Then, as it were a voice, the first sensation of 
sound I had perceived in the awful gloom. "Run! run! or it will catch 
you." An awful terror seized me that the demon of the terrible eyes would 
enter in and possess my phantasm which was now myself, and would drive 
it through torture and madness while sensation was abnormally acute and 
all will or power to resist was dead or paralysed. 1 turned and fled-the 
first act of will that had been possible for me since the sundering of my 
consciousness. Then succeeded a terrific time, ages upon ages, as it seemed 
to me, fleeing through endless caverns, through the sea and through the fire, 
away into the boundless regions of space, pursued by troops of demons 
eager, as 1 felt, to possess even that poor fleeting fragment of a body which 
was left to me, being themselves bodiless and unable therefore to gratify the 
lusts and passions which tormented them. Suddenly and with a start 1 
felt my consciousness no longer attached to the phantasm. 1 was again 
looking on my material body, which fell with a crash at the top ofthe stair 
in the little landing. So all the long and complex series of visions 1 had 
been through must have taken place within the time of my body fainting 
and falling to the ground. But where was the Doppelganger? 1 felt, 
though I did not know, that it had re-united with the material body, and my 
conscious self was now looking down on both. 

The crash of my fall brought old Peter running up. 1 watched him at 
first with a mild curiosity, bathing my forehead and dashing water on my 
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face and pouring a few drops of whiskey into my mouth; then a kind of pity 
seemed to inspire me for that body which after all had served me well, and 
I first hoped and then resolved that his efforts should be successful; as I 
consciously tried to assist him, the blood came back to the cheeks, I could 
feel it surge through heart and brain, the eyes opened, and I looked up at 
Peter with something of a wild stare. 

"Where have I been?" I said. 
" Eh ! laddie; that's more than I can ken ", said Peter. "Ye just fell 

down in a faint, so soon as ever ye put foot into this little room; come awa 
wi' ye noo. Weel I wat ye've been among some of them. I warned ye, 
ye mind, but ye would na heed me." 

"0 Peter," I said, " I've been where sure never man was efore, I've 
been down to the gates of death." 

I leant on the old man as we descended the stair. In the hall I paused 
for a moment to look at the picture; it had faded into its old dimness, but 
there was the remains of a wicked gleam in the eyes. 

"Peter," I said. "That man or devil is not gone, his wicked soul 
haunts this place." 

"Sorrow 0' me kens," replied Peter. ., Mony's the time I've seen him, 
ill fa' his lean wicked face; but whether he's alive or dead I canna tell. 
Sair did he plague puir Mistress Dalrymple, but I think she's wen to a place 
noo where she has the victory over him. Whiles I've seen him come 
gliding across the hall just as he used wi' the smile on his lips, that he aye 
had when he had ony special deviltry afoot, and I've seen my leddy stay 
her foot just there by the seventh step, and take that cross hilted dagger 
from her bonny breast, and he just cowered and fled, as the Devil always 
does from the sign of the cross." Here old Peter who in his earnestness 
had lapsed almost into pure English in a deep and solemn tone, crossed 
himself devoutly, and opened the door to let me pass out. 

The fresh evening air revived and restored me, and passing down 
Dundas Street to my lodgings, I suddenly heard myself hailed from a 
window by an old fellow-student. "Come awa' in, mon!" he called. " I've 
got a book here that will just delight your soul." 

" What is it ? " I answered, feeling, truth to tell, much more inclined to 
go home and sleep than to stay up talking books. 

"The writings of Fergus Fergusson, the auld Scots Wizard," he replied. 
" I dug it out of the University Library to day; they didn't know they had 
it." 

I was up my friend's stair in a twinkling, and seizing the book turned 
eagerly to the frontispiece. There sure enough were the lineaments so 
firmly imprinted on my mind as those of Signor Hernandez; the date was 
I670, but a note in the preface stated that it was printed from an MS. of 
I430. My acquaintance with the old world lore of Edinburgh, instantly 
connected the latter date with the presence of a considerable Spanish colony 
in Edinburgh. Of the book itself I need say nothing here. It was of much 
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the same character as the writings of Cornelius Agrippa, of Michael Scot, 
and other old world wizards; and I am bound to say at that time looked to 
me, who had not the key thereto, like a farrago of nonsense, though here 
and there a phrase caught my eye which seemed like an exact description 
of my experience of that afternoon. 

Utterly tired out at last, I borrowed the book from my friend, and 
returned to my lodgings, where I soon fell into a deep and dreamless sleep. 
Next morning I took the book and the scrap of paper which I had found in 
the little octagon room, and again called on Mr. Dalrymple, anxious to 
hear the completion of his story. 

As soon as Mr. Dalrymple came into the room I handed him the old 
book I had borrowed. He opened it with great interest and looked long 
and attentively at the engraved portrait. "Yes!" he said at last. 1430, a 
curious likeness; it is strange how these family features are transmitted. 
Signor Hernandez must have been a direct descendant of that old wizard, 
if indeed he were not-but no! that would be too impossible. I think 
Hernandez had some of his powers too. Look here! do you see this figure 
of a pentacle? well that is exactly the figure I have seen Hernandez trace, 
and he had it engraved on a brass instrument; but what is that paper you 
have in your hand?" "A scrap," I replied, "which I found in the little 
octagon room yesterday afternoon." And I told him something of my 
experience there. 

" Strange! most strange!" he said, "I thought I was abnormally 
sensitive. You are far more so. Never fail, my young friend, to thank 
God that your path has been through clean and wholesame ways, and let 
the experience of this old house be a warning to you, as doubtless it was 
intended to be, of the dangers which lie close over the threshold of 
our ordinary five senses. This fragment of a letter was my poor 
wife's, and written as I think to Hernandez, but how or why written, 
and how it came to be where you found it, I can only guess. Now light 
a cigar and sit down, and I will finish my story as briefly as I 
can. After your second visit to the house you will perhaps follow it 
more easily. 

" I will not weary you with any account of my journey to Seville, nor 
with any descriptions of that beautiful city, which you know as well as I, 
probably. Enough to say that I got there in ample time, and spent the 
intervening days in visiting friends and relatives, of whom I had a few 
living there at the time. You may guess my state of feverish excitement 
when the day dawned which my beloved Mercedes had appointed. I betook 
myself betimes to the Cathedral, but not a vestige of her could I trace, not 
even the faintest indication of her presence. In fact ever since I left 
Scotland it seemed as though the magnetic chain were broken, and 
Mercedes had passed out of my life for ever. I ought to mention that, 
before I left, my engagement to Edith Challenor had been definitely broken 
off. Blame me as you will for this, I was the sport of stronger influences 
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than my own will could control, and could no more help myself than a 
straw can help being carried on the current. Had it been otherwise, had 
I strengthened and exercised my own will as I now, too late, know how to 
do, and used it to carry out the dictates of my conscience, none can say 
what misery might have been saved. There are few more disastrous things 
in life than to know the right, and from a weak fluctuating will to be 
unable to do it. 

" The evening was drawing in fast, vespers were just beginning. I knelt 
in the Cathedral, praying with all my soul that whatever power had guided 
my steps thus far would enable me to help and rescue my darling from 
whatever trouble or peril she might be in. All at once a strange flutter 
came to my heart, a warm glow spread all over me, the well known scent of 
sandal wood almost overpowered the incense, and instinctively I turned to 
a dim chapel on the right hand side where only two candles burnt before a 
small altar of the Mater Dolorosa. There, in the well known amber robe 
and the black lace mantilla, knelt a figure. I looked intently, all my soul in 
my eyes, she looked up : it was Mercedes, as I had seen her at Lady Scott's 
ball, only now it was a crimson covered prayer book in place of the fan.
The great dark eyes were raised one moment in piteous pleading, and 
seemed to say C come and help me I '-there was a little rustle of a dress
she was gone-whether? I rushed from the Cathedral.' All was dim with
out in the ill-lighted streets, I ran aimlessly up and down, peering down 
every alley, but in vain, and now there chanced something which I can only 
explain on the theory kBown to the Hebrews as Bath-kol, or an appropriate 
answer given in some apparently chance way to a query in one's mind. As 
I went in great agitation past a chemist's shop, the scent of sandal wood 
floated out-no uncommon thing you will say in a chemist's shop-but it 
arrested my steps in a moment. A plan of Seville was in the window, and 
a jagged line of light, thrown from a cracked glass, lay exactly on certain 
streets, and pointed right out of the map, and on a piece of printed paper 
beyond I started to see the name Mercedes. It is as you know a common 
enough Spanish name. This printed paper set forth that a certain face 
powder was used by a popular actress of that name, but as it was folded 
and covered by other goods it merely displayed the words in Spanish, 
C Straight forward, Mercedes.' It flashed to my mind in a moment, I must 
take the streets indicated by the line of light, and go straight on beyond the 
parts shewn in the map in the same direction. 

I took it all in as rapidly as possible, and started as fast as I could thread 
my way along the streets, over the Guadalquiver and out into the suburbs, 
straight on and on till I came to where the road turned at right angles right 
and left. I paused a second in doubt i t~en upon my eat came a sort of 
strange chant. I listened intently i where had I heard that weird music 
before? Then my mind recalled the uncanny witchcraft my uncle had prac
tised with my cross-hilted dagger. 'It was the same chant-so far as I could 
hear, or as I could remember, it was the,same words. I looked straight 
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ahead. Over a low wall fronting me was a graveyard-an old disused place. 
I had often heard that the natives would not on any account go there at 
night, and hardly by day. Some old stories hung about of some terrible 
butchery of Christians by the Moors perpetrated there-or it might have 
been the other way, I am not sure-anyhow infidels had been buried there, 
and some horrible cruelties had profaned it, and unquiet spirits wandered 
there, so it was said. A strange fright caught my breath for a moment, 
thinking of those old stories, as I saw what seemed a faint blue light, and 
heard that weird chant, but calling on the name of Mercedes, and nerving 
myself to a supreme effort, I went forward to the low wall, and saw a 
solitary figure waving its arms in strange gesticulations, as though mes
merizing somebody; the chant, which now came clear on my ear, was the 
same which I had heard my uncle singing. I put my hand on my dagger, 
to feel if it were still there; the touch of the metal, though it felt like a 
magnetic shock, gave me fresh vital force and resolve. I bounded over the 
wall and strode straight to the figure, and with a start I recognised Her
nandez; around him, cut on the turf, was a double circle about eighteen 
feet in diameter; a chafing-dish with live coals was at his feet, on which he 
had apparently sprinkled some incense, for a fragrant smoke curled upwards; 
other strange shaped vessels were about, one containing what looked like 
blood. . 

" Instantly I felt the same feeling of giddiness which had overcome me 
in the old house in the Canongate, when I first saw Hernandez; involun
tarily I felt drawn towards him and into the magic circle in which he stood, 
as though invisible hands pushed me, till I stood beside him. As I did so 
he lowered his hands and ceased the mesmeric passes for a moment; then 
he held his right hand steadily pointed towards the city with some bright 
short instrument, rather like a stiletto, in it. • You have come?' he said 
quietly. ,It is well; I told you we should meet in Spain. You want your 
sweetheart; well! she is coming; patience, she comes over fields, and 
ditches and hedges. I called her from the Cathedral an hour ago. I have 
need of you both. Be good children and all shall be right.' He spoke 
placidly, slowly, almost like an automaton, without accentuation, and as 
though he were afraid the lea~t effort or movement would destroy the stem 
concentration of will that was on every feature. 

" My feelings were horrible to look back upon; for the moment I looked 
on Hernandez as a dog might look on his master; his strength and his will 
seemed the only firm things in a world of wavering shadows; the most 
dreadful fate seemed to be separation from him. I know not by what 
chance or providence it was that, as I stood besides Hernandez within the 
magic circle, my hand should fall instinctively on my cross-hilted dagger, 
and I should draw it out and gaze hard upon it. But as I did so, the 
thought sprang like lightning to my mind that this man, by some subtle 
power of evil, had drawn me and was drawing Mercedes within his toils, 
and as I thought of this his hand quivered-the fixity of will in his face 
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was crossed by a shade of doubt, and in an instant all became plain to me, 
and I sprang upon him like a wolf, and wrenching the little steel wand from 
his hand I flung it far away. With a horrible curse he closed upon me, 
and for one awful minute we wrestled within the charmed circle; only once 
did my right hand pass beyond it, and that moment I felt an agony like 
tongues of flame, and became aware of thousands of presences-spirits, call 
them what you will, circling round like a rushing mighty wind; and over 
all one single huge eye. Since then I have learned something of the occult 
sciences, and the construction of many pentacles has been shown to me, 
but I have never fathomed exactly the rite which Hernandez was practising 
there. I may be describing it wrongly, for at that time I knew nothing 
about the matter, and can only tell you the circumstances as they appeared 
to me. By a strange intuition I knew that outside of the pentacle were 
a mob of howling demons, who would probably kill me if I ventured outside, 
and that no one but Hernandez who had summoned them could dismiss 
them to their own place. At last I got him in my power-my hand was on 
his throat. • Dismiss your foul crew,' I said, • or by the Devil who will 
certainly claim your accursed soul, I will send you to him before your time'. 
How I obtained any power over him I know not-it seems to me now 
contrary to all the occult laws I know. But the thing was even as I have 
told you, and I know that my dagger was a powerful charm, and altogether 
I am convinced that the whole occurrence followed some laws which I have 
never fathomed. Anyhow Hernandez, almost choked by my fingers on his 
throat, gasped out some words in either Hebrew or Arabic, and instantly 
the air grew clear and fresh as on a Spring morning in Scotland, and 
leaning over the churchyard gate I saw my beloved Mercedes looking wild 
with terror, wearied to death and travel-stained, but, thank God I safe. I 
flew towards her, and just as she fell almost fainting in my arms, I saw 
Hernandez gathering up his various implements, departing with a sinister 
look of hatred which burnt itself into my memory for ever. 

J. W. BRODIE INNES. 

(To be cOllci,uied.) 

A QUESTION. 

What lose my kind 
When this fast-ebbing breath shall part ? 

What bands of love and service bind 
This being to the world's sad heart. 
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I'itHA T do we mean when we say that matter is made up of atoms? 
~ The answers to this question are various, and as variety though 
charming is perplexing we will accept one, the simplest, and follow it out 
to the bitter end. Our answer is therefore that an atom is indivisible. 
And it would appear then that solid matter is made up of indivisible atoms. 
But it follows from this description of an atom that it is a point of force 
possessing no dimensions. ·An atom therefore does not exist as a material 
form, because then it would be measurable. But we still assert that it dou 
exist, for we find that it may do so as a relative quantity of energy, and that 
as such it has very definite and personal functions to perform. 

How then can we arrive at the conception of an atom, which resolves 
itself into a unit action having neither beginning nor end? As an atom is 
the ultimate conception of which the mind is capable with reference to 
existing substance, we must seek in the very commencement of time for its 
twigifU. '''Ie shall then find that its want of finality and effective definiteness 
is due to the peculiar nature of the matrix from which the original atom, 
prototype of all other atoms, is born. 

The One and only Reality, the All, manifests itself, and in the act gives 
birth to the First Atom, the archetype of all. 

The act of the One non-existent Reality becoming existent is the first 
non-dimensional point produced. This point of energy, or unit of action, 
represents the appearance of that mystery which even in its manifestation 
is veiled by the harsh glitter of its own light. This ultimate atom is the unit 
energy of manifestation, from which flows the endless current of life whose 
countless forms fill the heavens and the earths. 

But it will be objected that the atom cannot be divided. Nor can the 
act which is typified by our atom be other than One and complete because 
by it the All manifests as One. 

To divide the subjective atom is impossible; but we may divide its 
objective effects; its illusive reflexions. 

The atom, whether it be the vibratory point of absolute Power as the 
First Law, or whether it be the point of energy denoting any of the minor 
laws, exhibits the one common characteristic of a motion, which to the finite 
mind of man takes the form of a swing from negative to positive existence 
or, as typified on our plane, from Death to Life. 

It represents the movement of the First Cause, which again is the veiled 
representative of the One Reality, the Great Unconscious One. Thus even 
in the Beginning the motion of an atom and the form of its movement were 
two distinct and yet inseparable factors as motion and its Manifestation or 
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Cause. We say that in this case the cause is identical with manifestation, 
because the cause of motion manifests as its Form and yet is not the Reality 
which it pretends to be. 

As Infinity may be broken into an infinite series of numbers so the First 
Atom may be ideally separated into an infinite series of minor atoms which 
represent the vast stream of vitality, the objective reflection of the One atom 
which, nota bene, has not been really divided, but still remains the One 
Infinite Cause, as entire and inscrutable at the source of Life as though 
objective existence had never been. The continuous motion of this vital 
current, the endless flashing of its reflected powers, imitate in ever 
diminishing vibrations the first great swing from Non.Being to Being. 
The backward sweep completes the vibration which is made up of its unit 
to and fro movement, and establishes and denotes in terms of energy the 
equality existing between the One active and the One passive, while its 
continuous vibration attests the continuation of the act by which the 
Unconscious maintains its consciousness. Thus every atom is the more or 
less differentiated act of the One Reality or the invisible Truth which, in 
asserting itself and becoming apparently manifest, does so as a simple move· 
ment or act of Power. 

This action we must call by another name. We must call it Law. For 
it is an imperative act generated by the one absolute Truth. The minor 
repetitions, the reflected copies blurred and condensed with Time, are minor 
laws or atomic points of non·dimensional energy vibrating with character· 
istic and imperative power. 

Thus each atom is a law: each is a force appreciable only as a relative 
value, and the material universe appears to be immaterial, at all events as 
far as our physical notions about density are concerned. 

For have we not ideal laws, as atoms, whose physical existence is due 
to their existing as links in a chain called Co· relation of Forces? And if 
because a law, since it is imperative, cannot be added to or subtracted from 
without ceasing to be (which, as an ever·present imperative would be 
impossible) and if, because of this peculiar indivisibility of character we say 
that the atom is inelastic, does it necessarily follow, as some say, that material 
expansion and contraction could not take place? If so, then we must allow 
that a subjective cause necessarily exhibits in itself its objective effects, 
which would be like saying that subject and object are the same in effect as 
they are in oTigine. Besides, because a want of elasticity is predicated of it 
in its abstract purity, that does not necessarily characterise its objective 
manifestation. 

What is the peculiar power of manifestation? In an atom it is the 
power of Intensity. Each atom in the scale of differentiation is the First 
One at a different potential. Each differs from the other in the intensity of 
self· repetition , because the original act of which they are the reflexion was 
the All manifesting itself, which could only be through the One repeating 
and thus intensifying itself. Looking around us at the varied forms which 
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nature exhibits, we realise the masking effect which the act of positive life 
possesses. We see at once that an action completed is objective to the 
source, and that this objectivity dresses up the underlying cause as some
thing quite other than it really is. In the same way we see how the One 
Great underlying Mystery, in attempting its Self-manifestation, only suc
ceeded in still further concealing itself. It threw around itself an entombing 
atom, prototype of life as the intensity of Truth; and prototype of form and 
substance as the link between life and death, the complete vibration. 

Let us define an atom as the embodiment of the unit action of a unit 
law. Every star cleaving the ether of space, every planet and every sun 
then become atoms; for each embodies in itself its synthetic law, cause of 
its Being. Each is the objective form, the amplitude of vibration of a law 
which synthesises every possible minor law which may become active in the 
inner workings of its evolutionary progress. Thus the earth becomes an 
atom. The materialisation of the law which governs the positive existence 
of the globe manifests in space the Intensity with which it is endowed. 
Thus the earth becomes the link in the co-relation of forces whose mighty 
chain in this case is made of planets and other sidereal bodies. For it is 
the visible exhibition of the relation which it, as an atomic differentiation, 
bt>ars to the Parent Atom and to the scale of minor atoms or lesser laws. 
As law in its subjective state is only able to define itself as an ideal ratio, 
then everything material becomes the objective definition of this ideality, 
and we are brought back to the oft repeated assertion that matter is but a 
state of consciousness. 

The law, as an imperative action, is a unit of consciousness of the 
Universe, just as its objective substantiality (not materialisation) is a unit 
of the physical consciousness of the brain of man as a thought. It is either 
a synthetic, that is to say, a complex law, or it is a simple law. In either 
case it possesses the atomic peculiarity of non-subdivision. For what is it 
that cannot be divided in an atom? It is its imperative action, that 
which constitutes it itself, aQd not its material objectivity. As a material 
atom it becomes an objective expression of itself as a co-relative force which 
expression will vary with the association of laws amongst which it is to 
become objective. An atom in its capacity of substance is the definite 
manifestation of the act of self-repetition made with the characteristic 
intensity peculiar to that particular law. Substance is the direct objective 
of law independent of qualifying ratios. Matter is the peculiar earthly 
character given to the potential of an atom by the immediate relation under 
which it is forced to become active; this refers to the effect which a 
synthetic law must have on those it synthesises. The synthetic law of our 
earth in order to become objective requires the active co-operation of certain 
definite laws representing its own latent powers. These bear each one its 
o,,'n immutable ratio to the One Law of All, and by this they are individ
ualised. They have other and different relations to the laws with which 
they are associated in the unit act of bringing into objective existence the 
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synthetic law representing our globe. Through these they acquire an 
earthly personality. In other words the definite meaning of the planet's life 
is expressed by definite ideas written in material letters by the power of 
minor laws. 

The earth is composed of a definite number of elements. From this we 
argue that the amount of each element represents the intensity with which 
the elementary laws become objective in order that each one may properly 
manifest its share in the formation of the earth's physical consciousness. 

And the amount of an element found in the earth's composition would 
then denote the intensity of expression of that one law in the formula of 
the world's objective life. A material atom is not therefore a vibratory law 
except by iIpplication. It has really no existence, except as an arbitrary 
unit of computation by which we may apply the rules of mathematics to 
the calculation of mass, etc. 

The mass of, for example, copper in the earth's composition represents 
by its quantity the intensity of the projection of the law of this element's 
activity which was required in order that it might explain in the physical 
plane its significance in the root idea of the planet's future development, its 
synthetic law. No copper atom exists but only a definite and visible 
form of the relation which this element's law, as a unit of the earth's con
sciousness, bears to the other laws necessarily associated with it in order 
eventually to spell out the synthetic ideal in separate forms of life. 

Time, in its three moods of Past, Future, and Present, only exists as 
the present time for Laws in their subjective state. For these are the 
direct, though blurred and dwarfed, reflexions of the one ever-present act 
by which the unconscious maintains consciousness and manifests the 
Universe. In a subjective universe of Time, Intensity is the fundamental 
distinction which brings in its train the distinctive qualities of Sound and 
Colour. While in the objective universe of Space, Distance is the measure 
of the subjective intensity, and is in fact the only means by which we are 
able to appreciate objectively innate qualities in Life. 

Thus distance and mass are the objective representation of SUbjective in
tensity, and because the future and the past are not characteristic of the law, 
then the fact that the mass of an element is scattered over the globe does not 
present any difficulty to the mind with reference to the possibility of a law 
being at the same time in different places. For it is ever present to the World 
in each and all its elementary depositions, no matter how they be separated 
from one another. If we place before us various bits of copper these will 
represent only ratios of intensity to the originial intensity of the law to 
which copper, in its material form, is due. We consider that every element 
in the earth's composition is in the same simply a deposition of intensity at 
a certain potential. For the purposes of calculation we may say that any 
given portion of an element contains so many atoms of this element. By 
this we should mean that the mass of this given portion is to the total mass 
in the earth as the total intensity of expression of the law is to this portion 
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of that total intensity. In this way any portion of a material element bears 
to another a ratio of pure intensity which we may study objectively under 
the names of magnetism and electricity. The intensity of each element 
possesses the distinctive character of the energy of its own law and is visible 
as relative values of distance, where intensity is measured; and it is visible 
as finite spaces, or objective forms where the quality of the law is considered. 
The law as an atom is a point of energy. This is subjective, but, as we 
have shown in "Psychic Fire ", it become'S necessarily and immediately 
objectively reversed and reflects itself as a physical illusion. This reftexion 
is the law in its individuality forming the substance of the univer~. The 
material atom is an after and personal growth bred from definite synthetic 
assoclatlon. The law repeats itself, vibrates or asserts itself a definite 
number of times until its relathe value in the synthesis has been expressed 
as intensity. These various depositions of energetic substance are swept 
up by Ethereal Pressure and condensed. 

Thus the material atom is a fiction, whereas the physical, or atom of 
substance, is not. Still less so is the atom per sex or parent law which, as 
a unit point of force, has built the objective element. The world becomes 
in this way a storehouse of various basic energies, all vibrating with an in
tensity which is anxious to expand itself in evolution, in order that they may 
complete the explanation of the full idea enbodied in the Earth's synthetic 
Law. 

THOS. WILLIAMS, F.T.S. 

TORCH-BEARERS. 

DARK is the night; and through its haunted shadows 
We blindly grope and stumble--sometimes fall; 

No star' is near enough to light the darkness, 
And priest-lit tapers cast no light at all, 

Save such a feeble and delusive glimmer 
As night-lights cast upon a sick-room wall. 

Yet, each a torch we bear-lit or unlighted
Burning for self it is a marsh-light'S gleam; 

Kindled for others 'tis the child of sunlight, 
And darkness shrinks through twilight at its beam. 

Were each torch duly lit, 0 world long darkened, 
How would you bear the sudden light supreme? 

Were each torch lit? See, thou who vaguely dreamest 
Of what would be if every torch were lit, 

See where thine own smoulders a wasted ember, 
Thy torch-for noblest use framed and fit. 

Light thine own torch-and hold it to thy brother, 
And his will kindle at the &me of it. 

E. NESBIT. 

(In the Link.) 
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;J; T was the waters of the Ganges that were flowing down in ten thousand 
T streamlets from the stem bosom and sides of the Himalayas, that met 
in Nilganga, the mighty stream, the purifier of all sins. On the right and 
left the craggy banks were overhung by majestic lofty trees, whose shadows, 
mingled with the transparency of clear waters below, could scarcely render 
invisible the bed of the holy river, spread over by smooth white shingles, 
each of which went by the name of Shankiirii.. The lofty peaks of the 
Himalayas-Gavarishankar or the Kanchanganga, the abode of eternal 
snow-shone brightly in the midst of cloudy heavens, an awe-inspiring 
contrast of light and gloom. The Suraja-Kunda-the sacrificial post for 
sun-worship on a neighbouring mountain peak-the Bhim Gutta, the 
Devisthana, the Billishankar, all lay on the right and left and in front and 
behind, amongst the thick overgrowth of forest trees, half covered with 
their healthy green. The lovely melody of Himalayan birds, wafted by 
fresh morning breezes, mingled with the musical mumur of the waters, and 
the light of the new risen sun bringing out in increasing clearness the scenic 
beauty of distance, charmed the senses of sight and of hearing, beyond all 
description. The sweetness of forest blossoms diffused in every wave of 
wind intoxicated the brain. While enjoying almost to forgetfulness this 
splendour and freshness of nature, I was gently tapped on my shoulder by a 
soft finger from behind. I turned round, but saw nobody. A look a few 
yards round, and I was assured that there was nobody. It might be a tap 
from the little branch that was near my shoulder, waving to and fro amidst 
morning breezes. I threw my glance towards the clear waters that flowed 
quietly on beneath the glorious sun. I stood transfixed before this all-per

. vading brightness and clearness, when a sweet whisper in my ears from 
behind made me tum round once more. \Vhat! nobody here and yet a 
whisper. It was fancy that created vague external perceptions during men
tal relaxation. Was it not an articulate whisper? Did it not say, "Gaze 
above and not below"? Could it be fancy? It must be so. There was 
nobody nigh. Perhaps it was the sighing of winds producing peculiar 
whispers while lost in rapid motion, vibrating in the midst of the thick foliage 
that was above my head. No! it could not be that. \Vind never sighed 
in the morning while a glorious sun was rising above. \Vas there some one 
perched on the tree beneath which I stood. that played these freaks? I 
looked up amidst the maze of branches, but none was there. What could 
it be ? A tap followed by a whisper, to be accounted for by the movement 
of the branch and whispering of winds. The sun grew brighter and 
warmer above. How pleasant it would be to bathe in these clear waters of 
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the holy Ganges. I took off my muslin coat and /aytta (head gannent), 
and with my tihoei wrapped round me I entered the cool refreshing waters 
of the holy Ganges. What freshness flowed in this pure stream. As I 
entered the waters, that were nothing more than the melted snows of the 
Himalayas, I felt that there was nothing cold and chilly about them, 
melted snow though they were. I plunged my head beneath the surface of 
the waters and said my prantzyamtJ-Om Bhiihii •• Bhiirviha •••. Swahii. 
• • • • • • • Wonderful sparks flashed in my brain, and refreshed by this 
mental purification I looked above the waters and cleared away the liquid 
streaming from my eyelashes. I opened my eyes and looked upon the grand 
luminary that was shining above in all his radiant glory. Om Tat Savitiihii 
Varenyam. I bowed my head to the holy sun. As I looked up to him my 
eyes, dazzled by his glorious light, saw everything around me yellow, green, 
and red. I saw magnificent figures floating in the media that communicated 
to my vision the presence of that mighty light. The figures drew nearer 
and nearer, but the nearer they came the less and less definite they grew 
until they disappeared. One there was among these floating prodigies that 
approached me, and the nearer it came, unlike the other figures, the more 
and more definite it grew, assuming all the symmetry of a human being. 

What did I see about a couple of feet above the middle of the stream? 
It looked like my departed father. The figure, tall and slim, with his 
benevolent expression full of affection for me, was clad in white. It looked 
at me, stared at me, and I recognised in that glance a meaning look which 
my father had about him while he was alive. Many a time while living he 
had, by that look, directed me to the performance of Sandhya ceremony, 
which I while young used so often to neglect. The meaning of that look 
was clear to me.' I instinctively bent my head down, took the waters of the 
holy Ganges in the hollow of my palm, and began with Keshavayaniimah 
and ended with Sa-tit. While engaged in the performance of these mystic 
ceremonies so well known to Brahmins, my eyes now and then wandered to 
that awe-inspiring figure and they saw him look more and more contented. 
My Sandhya over, I looked at him with a degree of confidence. and lo! he 
smiled. "Father", said I, "do I see thee here? Say, art not thou so 
much like my father? Thou smilest, and answerest me not. Art thou dis
pleased with me? Oh I speak to me if thou hast any power of speech." 

The suspense was terrible, and yet the figure smiled all the while. No 
answer it gave me, but pointed at the pintJlZS (balls of cooked rice) that 
floated at some distance in the river, borne over the leaves of Butea frondosa. 
I understood what he meant-he directed me to perform Shradha ceremony. 

Immediately I came out of the waters, rolled my coat and /aytta into a 
small bundle, and hiding them amongst the branches of a nimb-tree, went 
towards Harpedi, where I knew my Tirth Guru was sure to be found. 
The figure all the while followed me with its aerial motion and stopped at a 
distance from where my Tirth Guru was sitting. I fell at the feet of my 
Guru and asked him to make me perform Tirth Tarpana and Shradha 
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ceremony immediately. The Guru nodded assent, took out Darbh Grass 
from his zolly (bag), and twisting a ring of it round my ring finger beckoned 
me to bathe once more. I did so, and when I came back to him he had 
everything made ready for the ceremony (sandal-black-Sesamum, white 
flowers, and balls of cooked rice). I need not enter into the details of all 
those ceremonies; but the ceremony over, I flung the pindas (balls of cooked 
rice) into the waters of the holy Ganges, but not one fell therein. The 
figure of my father, surrounded by several more newly-risen inviting faces, 
some of them not quite unfamiliar to me, eagerly stretched forth their hands 
to clutch the rice balls, and each throwing a look of contentment at me 
vanished, the figure of my father last, well satisfied. So in the end the 
figures disappeared. 

How marvellous! how exactly it tallied with the description in Gurud
purana. I went back to the nimb-tree (Melia Azedirachta), took out the 
bundle of my clothes, and putting them on went to Dharamsala. My 
mind was very greatly agitated by the events that had passed before me 
during the last few hours, and I questioned myself: "Is it possible for the 
dead to appear in the symmetry of life? Was it not the creation of my 
fancy that raised up figures whose memory was not yet quite lost to me? 
If they were not visible existences-nay realities, how could the pindas dis
appear, and not one fall into the waters to satisfy the hungry fishes? Was 
there an after life in which the preservation of the very symmetry of figure 
was possible, though nothing entering into the composition of a living 
organic life was found therein? Who could solve this mystery? " 

The problems of birth, life, death, pre- and post-existence, spiritual iden
tity of the visible and the invisible, relationship of Maya to Brahma (creator 
as subject and object), Nivraty and Pravrati (desire in relation to passivity 
and activity), Man and Dash-Indrya (mind and sense organs), swarmed to 
my half-distracted mind like so many wild hornets, and lost among the 
rising intensity of curious things which each suggested, forgetfulness seized 
upon me and I walked on like a somnambulist. V\'hen I awoke from this 
temporary forgetfulness, I found I had lost my way to Dharamsala, and had 
walked into the midst of jungles, how far I knew not. Not to be able to 
find my way back was certain death in these thickets of the Himalayas, 
where hissing snakes or prowling tigers, wolves, or even elephants were 
sure, one or the other, to make their appearance before a little time passed. 
I looked up and saw that the sun was just above my head, even though not 
a single hot beam could penetrate the thick canopy of branches and creepers 
that completely protected me from above. 

I was extremely hungry, having had no food since morning while 
engaged in Shradha ceremony. It was midday. I was in the midst of a 
thick jungle beset with every danger of wild beasts and poisonous reptiles, 
way lost, and none to direct me. Wearied and exhausted as I was, I climbed 
up a tamarind-tree and perched myself upon a branch which met its fellow 
at an acute angle, and offered me a convenient seat. I sat there, expecting 
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e"ery moment to see something usually seen in the Himalayan jungles. No 
sound was heard but the cawing of the rooks in the branches of a neigh
bouring tree. Lo! there shoots forth a nag.sap (cobra serpent), followed 
by a mangoose. It runs, it hisses, it doubles fo the right and left, the man· 
goose all the while following its prey with all the activity and effort of a 
hunting animal. The cobra shoots forth at a furious rate, partly released 
from the destroying paws of the mangoose, and, what horror I it runs 
forward towards the tree upon which I am perched and shoots up the stem 
at its aerial speed. How terrible! it darts towards the branch on which I 
sit, and a moment more would have made me feel its sharp sting; but when 
the grim monster was within almost an inch of me, I instinctively loosed 
hold of the branch, and fell to the ground. A severe fall it was, not less 
than from a height of ten feet, my elbow bruised amidst the branches, both 
my knees half broken, and severely wounded against pointed stones; but 
this was no escape. 

A wild-cat jumps somewhere from behind over the mangoose that was 
making vain attempts to climb the tree, and the serpent, thus free from 
hunter's pursuit, crawls down the stem. What a horror it was! I could 
scarcely get up and run, my lower limbs helpless, myself half stunned by 
a heavy fall. 

The monster moves its slimy tongue like grim death and approaches me. 
o Prabhu! (Lord), death amidst the Himalayan jungles? The cobra 
doubles round me, gloating over my helpless condition, and then, with its 
usual alacrity, twines round my arm, shoulder, and neck, its tongue over 
my head. If I ever desired to know what death was like, all my curiosity 
was completely gratified. The monster constricted his coils round my neck 
more and more, and half choked me. I fainted. Was it to die-to bid 
adieu to the glorious sun ? 

U. L. DESAI, F.T.S., F.L.M. 

(To'" COfJti1l1llll.) 

HOLD FAST I 

Endurance is the crowning quality, 
And patience all the passion of great hearts; 
These are their stay, and when the leaden world 
Sets its hard face against their fateful thought, 
And brute strength, like a scornful conqueror, 
Clangs his huge mace down in the other scale, 
The inspired soul but flings his patience in, 
And slowly that outweighs the ponderous globe
One faith against a whole earth's unbelief, 
One soul against tbe flesh of all mankind. 

J. RUSSELL LOWELL. 

3 
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Jlnmhtts, tbtir 03cmlt Iloiutt anb ~J1stic 1tirtntS. 
PART IV.-ON THE HIGHER NUMBERS. 

UPON THE NUMBER ELEVEN. 

Tr1HIS seems to have been the type of a number with an evil reputation 
t!l1C9 among all peoples. The Kabbalists contrasted it with the perfection 
of the Decad, and just as the Sephirotic number is the form of all good 
things, so eleven is the essence of all that is sinful, harmful, and imperfect; 
with the Ten Sephiroth they contrasted the Eleven Averse Sephiroth, 
symbols of destruction, violence, defeat, and death. On the oldest Tarot 
cards,'the rump called the Tower struck by Lightning, number XVI, shows 
the Ten divine Sephiroth on one side, and the Eleven Averse Sephiroth 
on the other side. 

John Heydon says that by it we know the bodies of Devils and their 
nature; the Jews understand by it Lilith, Adam's first wife, a she-devil, 
dangerous to women in confinements; hence they wrote on the walls;
ADM CHVH CHVO LILIT, that is, II Adam, Eve, out of doors Lilith ". 

Jesus, in Matt. xii, 43, plainly allows the doctrine that evil spirits may 
haunt fields, which Grotius says the Jews think, and their words Demon 
and Field are similar, being SHDIM (fields), and SHDIM (evil deities); the 
Siddim are mentioned in Psalm cvi, 37. 

It is called the "Number of Sins" and the .. Penitent," because it 
exceeds the number of the Commandments, and is less than twelve, which 
is the number of Grace and Perfection. But sometimes even eleven 
receives a favour from God, as in the case of the man who was called in the 
eleventh hour to the vineyard, who yet received the same pay as the others. 

ON TWELVE. 

This number has a perfect and notable character, and was highly 
esteemed by most nations of antiquity. Almost all the twelves will be found 
to be allied, either obviously or in a concealed manner, with the Signs of the 
Zodiac, twelve signs or partitions of the great circle of the heavens-twelve 
times thirty degrees forming the perfect cycle of 360 arithmetical degrees of 
the circle: each sign was further sub-divided into three decans. There are 
many of the learned who believe the twelve sons of Jacob, and twelve 
founders of tribes, are allegorical only. The group of twelve Apostles seems 
to have been the traditional twelve descendants of the patriarch Jacob. 
Note also the twelve stones of the breastplate of the Jewish High P~iest, by 
which it is supposed divination was performed. Under the notice of the 
number twelve, we may mention the" Twelve Grand Points of Masonry", 
which used to form a part of the lectures in the Craft degrees. Twelve 
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events in the ceremony of initiation, referred to the sons of Jacob, are given 
by Mackey: 

I. To Reuben was referred the opening of the Lodge-he was the first
born son. 

2. To Simeon, the preparation of the land-he prepared the destruction 
of the Shechemites. 

3. To Levi, the report or signal-he gave the signal in the attack on 
the men of Shechem . 

.... To Judah, the entrance of the land-that tribe first entered the 
promised land. 

s. To Zebulun, the prayer-the prayer and blessing of his father fell 
on him in preference to Issachar. 

6. To Issachar, the circumambulation-an indolent tribe, who required 
a leader. 

7. To Dan, the advance to the Altar-for a contrast to their rapid 
advance to idolatry. 

8. To Gad, the obligation-on account of Jephthah's vow. 
9. To Asher, the entrusting; with rich Masonic blessings-resembled 

the Fathers of their land. 
10. To Naphtali, the investment and declared" Free "-the tribe of 

Naphtali had a peculiar freedom given by Moses. 
II. To Joseph, the N.E. comer-because Ephraim and Manasseh, 

(grandsons) represented him, newest comers. 
12. To Benjamin, the closing of the Lodge-as being the last son of the 

Patriarch. 
The following associations of Birds, Animals, and Flowers, with heavenly 

bodies has the authority of the Greco-Roman mythology :-
Greek. Latin. Bird. Animal. Vegetable. 

Pallas Minerva Owl She-goat Olive 
Aphrodite Venus Dove He-goat Myrtle 
Helios Sol Cock Bull Laurel 
Hermes Mercury Ibis Dog Hazel 
Zeus Jupiter Eagle Hart Horse-chestnut 
Demeter Ceres Sparrow Sow Apple 
Hephaistos Vulcan Goose Ass Box 
Ares Mars Magpie Wolf Dog-wood 
Artemis Diana Daw Hind Palm 
Hestia Vesta Heron Lion Pine 
Hera Juno Peacock Sheep Thorn 
Poseidon Neptune Swan Horse Elm 
The astrologers associated colours with the twelve Signs of the Zodiac, 

thus:-
With Pisces, white 

" Aquarius, blue 
" Capricorn, black or brown 
" Sagittarius, yellow or green 
" Scorpio, brown 
" Libra, black or crimson 

With Virgo, black and blue 
" Leo, red and green 
" Cancer, green and brown 
" Gemini, red 
" Aries, white 
" Taurus, white and yellow 

3A 
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They are also associated with Sex, and the contrast of Day and Night: 
Pisces Female Nocturnal Virgo Female Nocturnal 
Aquarius Male Diurnal Leo Male Diurnal 
Capricorn Female Nocturnal Cancer Female Nocturnal 
Sagittarius Male Diurnal Gemini Male Diurnal 
Scorpio Female Nocturnal Taurus Female Nocturnal 
Libra Male Diurnal I Aries Male Diurnal 

And, again, there are other characters which astrologers deem of impor
tance, thus:

Pisces 
Aquarius 
Capricorn 
Sagittarius 
Scorpio 
Libra 
Virgo 
Leo 
Cancer 
Gemini 
Taurus 

Water 
Air 
Earth 
Fire 
Water 
Air 
Earth 
Fire 
Water 
Air 
Earth 

Northern 
Western 
Southern 
Eastern 
Northern 
Western 
Southern 
Eastern 
Northern 
Western 
Southern 

Common 
Fixed 
Cardinal 
Common 
Fixed 
Cardinal 
Common 
Fixed 
Cardinal 
Common 
Fixed 

Fruitful 

Fruitful 

Barren 
Barren 
Fruitful 
Barren 

Aries Fire Eastern Cardinal 
Lastly, the Twelve Signs are allotted to the planets as their houses. 

Pisces-the night house of Jupiter 
Aquarius-the day house of Saturn (Uranus) 
Capricorn-the night house of Saturn 
Sagittarius-the day house of Jupiter 
Scorpio-the night house of Mars 
Libra-the day house of Venus 
Virgo-the night house of Mercury 
Leo-the sole house of Sol 
Cancer-the sole house of Luna 
Gemini-the day house of Mercury 
Taurus-the night house of Venus 
Aries-the day house of Mars. 

This is very fully explained by Coley in his Astrology, and also by John 
Middleton in his Astrology, 1679. 

Herodotus tells us that the Egyptians founded the system of a twelve-' 
God theology: Euterp. iv. The Hebrews certainly at times worshipped the 
Sun, Moon, seven planets, and the Star Rulers of the Twelve Zodiacal 
Signs: see 2 Kings xxiii,S, and Job xxxviii, 32. Dunlop, in his "Vestiges", 
remarks that of the names of the twelve months in use among the Jews, 
several are identical with names of deities, as Tammuz, Ab, Elul, Bul. 
Groups of twelve Gods are to be noticed in the religions of many of the 
ancient nations, as the Chaldeans, Etruscans, Mamertines, Romans, etc. 

In Scandinavia the great Odin had 12 names-personified attributes. 
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The Kabbalists esteem the 12 permutations of the Tetragrammaton, 
IHVH, VHIH, HIHV, HVHI, IHHV, IVHH, HVIH, VHIH, HHVI, 
HHIV, HIVH, VHHI. 

THIRTEEN. 

Thirteen was the sacred number of the Mexicans and people of Yucatan: 
twelve of many tribes of North American Indians, as of so many nations of 
antiquity: this had an astronomical connexion, because the Stars and Sun 
were Gods to them. The method of computation among the Mexican 
Priests was by weeks of 13 days; consult Dunlop's "Vestiges". Theiryear 
contained 28 weeks of 13 days and I day over, just as ours contains 52 of 7 
days and I day over. Thirteen years formed an Indiction, a week of years, 
the 13 days over forming another week. Four times 13, or 52, years was 
their cycle. In Yucatan there were 13 "Snake Gods" (see Stevens' "Yuca
tan", and Gama's " Ancient Mexicans "). 

Janus ~f the Romans is the God of the 12 months, and is drawn With 12 
altars beneath his feet. He is the same as Assyrian Ain, lon, Jan; ON of 
Eastern nations (Dunlop's" Vestiges", 31). 

John Heydon gives the following information:-

Prosperous numbers are 

Very good " 
Indifferent 
Very Bad " 

" 

I 2 3 4 7 9 II 13 14 
16 17 19 20 22 23 10 26 27 
5 6 8 12 IS 18 21 

24 25 28 29 30 
13 is the number of the Hebrew word Achad (ACHD), unity. Old 

authors state that 13 is.a number used to procure agreement among married 
people. (An unlucky number at a meal.] 

14 days of Burial, in the Master's degree: 14 parts into which the body 
of Osiris was divided: a type of Christ, sacrificed on the 14th day of the 
month: has been used to cure the sick. 

IS is a token of spiritual ascensions: also the deity name Jab, and of the 
8th Sephira Hod. 

16 means Felicity; a square number. 
17. In the treatise" De Iside et Osoride ", Plutarch says Osiris was 

killed on the 17th day of the moon, and hence when the moon was at the 
full-and from that reason the Egyptians abominate the number 17, and so 
did the Pythagoreans-they called it Antiphraxis (obstruction), because it 
falls between the square number 16 and the oblong number 18. 

18 was deemed a protection against thieves. 
19. The number 19 is famous as being the number of years in the Meto

nic Cycle; the cycle of the revolutions of the moon, after which she returns 
to have her changes on the same day of the solar year. Meto lived 433 B.C.; 

he was an Athenian i he published his discovery at the Olympic Games in 
the above year. The exact period is, however, 18 years and 10 days. The 
Calippic period of four cycles, or seventy-six years, was invented by 
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Calippus, B.C. 330, to correct Meto. John Heydon says that the number 19 
facilitates births and menses. 

23. This day of September is notable because the moon which comes to 
the full within a fortnight of it, is called the harvest moon, which rises 
three days in succession at the same time, instead of getting daily later. 

24 is an evil number, referring to Cain, QIN, but not of his numeration, 
which is 100 + 10 + So = 160, or else 100 + 10 + 700 = 810. 

26. The number of Jehovah, IHVH, 10+ 5 +6+ S. 
28. A division of the Zodiac into 28 mansions of the Moon, was probably 

earlier than the solar division into 12 parts. Proctor believes that Solar 
Astronomy of the 12 signs arose about 2170 B.C., in a country of about 36 
degrees of north latitude, and Taurus was the first constellation of the Zodiac. 

35. The number of Agla (AGLA), a composite Kabbalistic wonder
working name. 

36. Plutarch," De Iside et Osiride", calls the Tetractys the power of the 
number 36, and on this was the greatest oath of the Pythagoreans sworn; 
and it was denominated the World, in consequence of its being composed of 
the first four even and the first four odd numbers; for I and 3 and 5 and 7 
are 16; add 2 and 4 and 6 and 8, and obtain 36. 

31. The number of EI, God = AL. 1 + 30. 
32. The number of the Paths of Wisdom, of the Sepher Yetzirah, being 

10 Sephiroth and 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet. 
So. The number of the Gates of Binah (BIN H) the Understanding 

(see Mathers, "Book of Concealed Mystery ", 1,46). 
42 is notable because of the 42-lettered name of God, taught by the 

Kabbalists. 
45. The number of Adam (ADM). 
65. The number of Adonai, translated" Lord" (ADNI). 
67. The number of Binah, Supernal Mother, the 3rd Sephira. 
72 has a large number of mystic references-to the 72 angels bearing the 

names of God-derived from Exodus xiv, 19,20, 21, by the Kabbalists; 
there is an important set of 72 pentacles which, placed in pairs, forms a series 
of 36 talismans; it is also the number of Chesed (CHSD) the Sephira-Mercy. 

73. The number of Chocmah (CHKMH), Wisdom, the 2nd Sephira. 
91 is the number of AMN and of Tetragrammaton Adonai (IHVH, 

ADNI). 
80. The number of Yesod, Foundation, 9th Sephira. 
216. The cube of 6; 216 years, the period of the Pythagorean Metem-

psychosis. . 
243. Circles of Seir Aupin. 
365. The Greek numeration of Abraxas, a talismanic word. 
270. Worlds of the Idra Rabba, or Greater Holy Assembly. 
314. The number of Shaddai, Almighty (SHDI). 
345. The number of El Shaddai (AL SHDI); and of SHMH (Shemah), 

the Name. 
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370. Directions of thought. 
4g6. The number of Malkuth (MLKT), the Kingdom, the loth Sephira. 
474. The number of Daath, DOT, Secret Wisdom. 

543. The number of the mystic name Aheie asher Aheie, "I am that I 
am" (AHIH ASHR AHIH). 

608 is a very notable number, representing the Sun. Martianus Capella, 
of the 5th century, says: "The Sun is called in Italy the • God Sol'; at the 
Nile, Serapis; at Memphis, Osiris; he is also Attis ; Adonis at Byblos; and 
Ammon in Libya; also Typhon, Mithras, and Pluto; his holy name is of 
three letters, which number 608. In Chaldee and Hebrew 608 is Cham, 
or Ham (CHM), which also means heat." In Greek Y.H.S. from U.H.S. 
=400+8+200=608. Tyre (TRCH) is also an example of 608. 

620. The number of Kether (KTR) the Crown, or 1st Sephira. 

622 years from the Christian era is the date of the Hegira, or flight of 
Mahomet from Mecca, from which year the Mahometans reckon their 
calendar. 

632 years A.D. is the foundation of the Persian mode of reckoning years, 
from their king Yezdegird. 

646. The total numeration of Elohim, or Aleim (ALHIM), being 
1+30+5+10+600; or avoiding the use of final mem, we get 1+30+5+10 
+40 ; neglecting the tens 1+ 3 + 5 + 1 +4, and placing these figures in a 
circle, we get the sequence 31415, notable as the value of'll", or the relation of 
a diameter to circumference of every circle. 

640 is Shemesh, the Sun (SHMSH); Mem is water; place the three letters 
one above the other, and we get SH, fire, sun, rising above and sinking 
below the waters. 

650 has been referred by Godfrey Higgins to Noah, Menes, and Bacchus. 
Noah, in Hebrew, is NCH or 58. 

666 is the pet number of Godfrey Higgins, as referred to Rasit (RSVT), 
200+60+6+400, which he insists means Wisdom-or as most believe
Beginning, or Principle. 

Sol is the number of alpha and omega, 1+800, the Peristera or Dove, 
vehicle of the Holy Ghost; being 80+5+100+10+200+300+5+100+1= 
Sol. 

813 is the numeration of ARARIT A, a very important Kabbalistic word, 
its letters being collected from the initials of the sentence, " One principle of 
his unity, one beginning of his individuality, his vicissitude is one". 

looo-headed serpent is Sesha or Ananta, emblem of eternity. 

loBI. The number of Tiphereth, the central Sephira, the Sun, Beauty, 
Microprosopus, Son-God. 

1322. First year of Egyptian cycle of Sothis, B.C.; Rameses II. came to 
the throne. 

188g. Last year A.D. is the 4991st year of the Kali-Yuga of the Hindu 
sages; this Yuga is to continue 432,000 years. 
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3102 is the number of years B.C. which corresponds to the beginning of 
the Hindu Kali.Yuga or Black Age, era of the last deluge. 

3'14159, the value of IT, ratio of diameter to circumference of a circle; 
Bode's Law is a curious arithmetical and astronomical puzzle-

Take the series of numbers 0 3 6 12 24 48 96 192 
Add 4 to each of them.. 4 4 4 4 4 4 .4 4 

And obtain the numbers. 4 7 10 16 28 52 100 196 
These show the relation of the ancient planets to the Sun, as to distance, 
in the order Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus. The 
planet corresponding to 28 is missing, and seems to be replaced by the 
asteroids. Uranus was re·discovered in 1781. 

The Platonic Year, or Great Period, according to Tycho Braha, is 25,816 
years; Ricciolus, 25,920 years; Cassini, 24,800 years; Norman Lockyer 
now gives 24,450 years. 

It is the period of time determined by the revolution of the equinoxes, 
or the space of time wherein the stars and constellations return to their 
former places in respect to the equinoxes, by means of a constant pre· 
cession. The equinoxes moving backwards or westwards, meeting the Sun 
constantly earlier. In the time of the oldest Greek observations, the 
equinoxial points were in the first stars of Aries and Libra respectively; 
they are now in Pisces and Virgo. When these names were given the Sun 
entered Aries at the Vernal equinox, and sign and constellation coincided: 
now they do not, so do not be confused by our still calling the first sign of 
spring Aries, although the Sun is really at such time in Pisces: every 2,000 
years the sign is changed. Precedent to Aries the Sun at the Vernal 
equinox entered Taurus. 

THE ApOCALYPTIC NUMBERS. 

1st Resurrection, Revel~tion xx. 5. 
2nd Death, xx. 14. 
2 Witnesses, xi. 3. 

2 Olive Trees } before throne of God of the Earth, xi. 4. 
2 Candlesticks 

2-Horned Beast who spoke like a Dragon, xiii. I I; his number is 666. 
3 Woes, ix. 12. 
1/3 part of Vegetation killed, viii. 7-do. of Sea became Blood, and do. of 

Fish died, viii. 8--do. of 'Waters became bitter, viii. I I --do. of Sun, Moon, 
Stars, viii. 12. 

31 days, Bodies lay unburied, xxi. g. 
4 quarters of the Earth, xx. 8. 
4 Beasts, full of eyes and have 6 wings, IV. (,g (" Beasts" should be 

living things.-W.) 
4 Horses, White, Red, Pale, Black. 
4 Horns of the golden altar before God, ix. 13. 
4 Angels of the Euphrates, ix. 14. 
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4 Angels of the Winds of the 4 comers of the Earth, vii. I. 
6 Wings of the Beasts (living things), full of eyes, iv. 8. 
7 Churches, i. 20. 
7 Candlesticks, i. 20. Represent the 7 Churches. 
7 Stars, i. 20; ii. I. Represent 7 angels of the Churches. 
7 Angels of the Churches, i. 20. 
7 Lamps stand near the Throne, iv. 5. 
7 Seals, v. 5, opened by the Lamb, produce 4 horses, etc. 
7 Trumpets, viii. 2. Given to 7 Angels. 
7 Thunders utter their voices, x. 3. 
7 Plagues held by 7 Angels, xv. I. 
7 Vials of Wrath, xv. 7. 
7 Spirits of God, v. 6. 
7-horned and 7-eyed Lamb, v. 6; near the Throne are the 7 Spirits of 

God. 
7-headed and Io-horned Scarlet Beast, on which is a Woman, xvii. 3. 
7-headed and-Io homed Dragon with 7 Crowns, xii. 3. . 
7-headed and Io-homed Beast rose out of sea, xiii. I. 
10 Crowns on Ten horns of Beast which had 7 heads, xiii. I. 

Io-homed Dragon with 7 heads, xii. 3. 
la-homed Beast with 7 heads rose out of sea, xiii. I. 
Io-homed Scarlet Beast with 7 heads, on which was a ~oman, xvii. 3. 
12 Tribes of Israel. 
12 Apostles of the Lamb, xxi. 14. 

12 Gates of the ~ew Terusalem l xxi. 12. 
12 Angels guardmg tnem J 
12 Foundations of the Walls of the New Jerusalem. 
12 Stars on the head of the Woman, xii. I. 

12 sorts of Fruits on the Tree of Life, xxii. 2. 
24 Elders around the Throne, on 24 seats, iv. 4-10. 
42 months the Gentiles tread over the outer court of Temple, xi. 2. 
42 months the 7-headed Beast to have power to Blaspheme, xiii. 5. 
1# cubits, the height of the Walls of the New Jerusalem, xxi. 17. 
666, number of the Beast. 
1000 years, Dragon bound for, xx. 2-3. 
1000 years, SOuls of the Faithful to live and reign, xx .. 4 
1260 days, the two Witnesses prophesy, xi. 3. 
1260 days, the Woman to be in the wilderness, xii. 6. 
12,000 of each Tribe chosen. 
12,000 furlongs, length of the sides of the New Jerusalem, xxi. 16. 
144,000 chosen from the whole of the Tribes. 
100,000,000, or ten thousand times ten thousand Angels, round the 

Throne, v. 2. 
W. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B., F.T.S. 
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Raising tbt lltbil. 
,J; HAD been looking in the crystal one evening for a long time without having a 
~ vision. Before I left off, I asked the spirit of the crystal, very earnestly, when 

I could have a vision, for it was so very wearisome to look and to anticipate, 
and then be disappointed. This message immediately came :-

" Procure a glass vessel a foot deep, ftat inside, and six inches square; fill it with 
water from a fish.pond ; let the neck of the vessel be sufficiently large to admit your 
three fingers. Cut the middle finger of your left hand, and having put a strip of 
paper round the outside of the middle of the bottle, write with the blood of the 
finger you have cut, this one name. . . . . Paste this strip of paper round the 
bottle, and then insert the finger you have cut and two other fingers into the neck, 
and from it into the water let a drop of blood ftow. If you do this, you will see and 
hear of that which will instruct you in spiritual knowledge, and aid you in all that 
you desire appertaining to the world." 

Although I thought it could not be good, I did not desire anything evil, and I 
thought, foolishly, that I could hear, and see, and know what they said, without 
allowing them to inftuence me, or without for one moment surrendering myself to 
their possession. I would not do it again. It was not the power, but the knowledge 
that I sought. I was at the time in a house with a good many people in it, and, 
fearing that someone might interrupt me, I locked the door. Before I began I had 
been obliged to have the glass bottle made to the exact size, and I wrote the name 
on a vellum band and sealed it on. This I placed on the table, and very soon 
without any call-I used nothing more than the name on the bottle-the water 
began to change to a thick, dirty-red liquid, and from this there formed, as the 
water again became clearer, a spirit more like an animal than even a distorted 
human figure ;. it had a tail as long in proportion to its size as is the tail of a mouse 
to the rest of the animal, and it had peculiarly shaped horns. It increased in size 
so as to fill the entire bottle, the tips of the horns rising above the water in the neck 
of the bottle. When I saw its head coming above the water, I thought I should be 
able to prevent its getting any larger by putting a stopper on the top. I could not 
find anything to place over it at the moment but a book from the mantelpiece. 
The instant that I stepped across for the book, the horns of the spirit were visible 
to me above the bottle. Very quickly you may imagine I was back with the book. 
I am very strong-as strong, I believe, as most men-I can lift a couple of hundred. 
weight, and now I had occasion to put my strength forth. I tried to press the book 
on the neck of the bottle with all my might, but I could not move it one inch. My 
hands and the book in them went up as easily as I could have lifted a baby's hands. 
I grew desperate. I tore the band off the bottle; I used exorcism. There was no 
fire in the room, and no light, or I would have immediately burned the band. I 
could not tear it, and I had no means of destroying it. The spirit all this time was 
gradually getting out of the bottle. 

I could not think what to do. I took the bottle up, threw it down and broke it i 
the water of course ran all over the carpet, and I thought for a moment that I had 
got rid of the spirit, but I was mistaken, for from the water, as it lay on the ftoor, it 
rose again much larger than before. 

I went to the door, but I was afraid to open it i then in an instant I thought he 
might be only vi8ible to me and not to others, and that if I were with other people 
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RAISING THE DEVIL. 

he would disappear from me, and I tried the door, but could not open it. I forgot 
that I had locked it. Again I used the form of dismissal and exorcism, but it was 
of no use. Having done this, I asked him what he wanted. He asked me to test 
his power by naming anything I desired, and said that if I found that he gave 
it me and if I would promise him obedience, he would do the same in all other 
things. 

I resolutely told him that I would not-that had I known he was evil and could 
escape from the bottle I would not have called him; still he did not leave, and I 
then felt the place to be insufferable, so oppressive as to be almost suffocating. My 
eyes seemed to burn, I was getting giddy, and appeared to see instead of the one 
figure a thousand of all shapes and sizes. I still remained with my hand on the 
lock; the room became confused and dark for one instant only, then all was light, 
The evil spirit was gone, and I noticed that every drop of water was gone from the 
surface of the carpet, and that on the white ground which surrounded the pattern 
was a single red spot. Although unnerved whilst the spirit was present, I was not 
the least so the moment it was gone, and, on stooping to pick .up the small pieces of 
bottle, I observed round the red spot a circle containing words. Even then, by an 
impulse I could not control, I was all on fire to know what those words were, and 
down on my knec;s I deciphered with much difficulty, " ..... returns blood which 
is too white for a sacrifice". The red spot rose above the carpet, the words dis
appeared, and there only remained a little piece of cold congealed blood: this I 
removed. In an adjoining room I burnt the band which had been round the bottle, 
threw away the pieces of bottle, and determined to be more cautious in future. 

F. HOCKLEY, 

(in the Spiritualist of July 2, 1880) • 

• • • 

). ,arahlt. 
An aged saint once fasted long 

In penitence and prayer-
.. Save me from Hell! .. he cried, " and 

grant 
That Heaven may end my care! 

.. Db quench me not in wrath, dear Lord, 
Dh save my soul at last! .. 

And lo! an angel's Buttering wings 
Approach him on the blast. 

In one hand was a golden cup 
Brimming with water bright, 

The other held a ball of fire 
Shlmm'ring with holy light. 

"Say what thy mission, Glorious One! .. 
"Quick to thy bended knee, 

'Tis thus the message of thy God 
Must be received by thee ! 

" Know! Heaven and Hell do sore im
pede 

The teaching of the Cross, 
God wills men love him for Himself, 

And not for gain or loss. 

o. This water shall Hell's flames put out, 
This fire, shan bum up Heaven! 

My mission dread that unto me 
By God Himself was given I" 

The vision faded-but the saint 
Had learned the lesson well, 

"The Love of God" he cried" is Heaven! 
To want that Love is Hell." 

N. H, WILLIS. 
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~ttltsiastital ct bristianitv. 
III. 

IN 1615 Galileo was brought before the Inquisition at Rome, .menaced with torture, 
compelled to "recant" his discoveries, and imprisoned. The Church had decided 
geometry was" of the devil; " bishops and priests impressively warned their flocks 
against every fresh discovery in science; the epithets of "infidel," "atheist," and 
"sorcerer" were among the mildest terms applied to men who endeavoured to 
teach truths acknowledged now in every school-book, and a passage in the Psalms 
of David or the Book of Job was supposed to settle the whole of the solar system. 
To read the work of Kopernik was to "risk damnation," and his method was 
solemnly condemned by Luther as well as the pope. When Galileo was released 
from papal persecution he did not long survive, and died broken-hearted and blind. 

In 1629 Vanini was burnt at Toulouse on a charg~ of Atheism, for his work entitled 
"Dialogues concerning Nature ". 

But the mind of man was not to be crushed by even such tyranny as this, a 
tyranny which in these days it is almost impossible to realise. The Reformation 
had begun, and with it the growth of a liberty which has far out-grown ecclesiasti
cism, and has dealt a death-blow to the spirit which made even Luther, Melancthon, 
Calvin, Ben, and Knox uphold persecution, describe the ancient philosophers as 
.. frogs" and "locusts," and which has stained Protestantism, like Catholicism, 
with crime. The reformed churches commenced their career with the deadly error 
that "salvation" could only be had within their own pale, and a victim to this 
spirit soon arose. Early in the sixteenth century Michael Servetus, a Spaniard, 
beheld a spectacle which may be witnessed now-the pope borne aloft above the 
heads of the people, who strove to kiss even his slipper, fell down before him, and 
treated him as a God.· The sight aroused his indignation, and ere long he 
stood forth as a reformer far in advance of Luther or of Calvin, one inspired 
with the beautiful idea that the" eternal and indivisible God lives in all creation," 
and that the "spirit of God bre~thes throughout nature". He rejected utterly 
the dark doctrine of total depravity, and rightly held that the genuine idea of 
Christianity had been obscured at a very early dl!ote. In a very short time he was 
imprisoned, and basely betrayed by his fellow-reformer, John Calvin, first to the 
merciless Inquisition, and then to the council at Geneva. In 1553 he was roasted 
alive at the stake, together with his books. The faggots were purposely selected of 
green wood, and for a whole half-hour-some say far longer-this heroic martyr 
was bravely silent amid his torture till death came to release his spirit. His last 
words were, "I have performed no action deserving death; nevertheless, I pray 
God to forgive my enemies and persecutors. Jesus, thou son of the Eternal God, 
have compassion on me!" All Europe for a time applauded this crime, except 
Castillio and Socinius, and these were pursued with invectives as "emissaries of 
Satan," by the man whose personal enmity for a reformer who opposed him led 
him to a revenge which covers his name with infamy.t 

The Thirty Years' War in Germany on behalf of religious liberty cost millions of 
lives, and desolated the land. At the fall of Magdeburg, men, women, and children 
were slaughtered, and the city was reduced to ashes • 

• Paulo V actually styled himself V1ce-Deo. One II reminded of Catlgula of some s1steeu ceDturl. before. 
t See Strtl"," II,", CtJIllilJ. By R. wnuS, M.D. Freethought Publlahlng Co., London. 
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In 1655 the "Easter Massacre" of the Vaudois, in La Tour, took place, con· 
ducted by the Duke of Savoy, and continued for more than a week, accompanied 
by great cruelties. 

In 1685 the edict of Nantes was revoked by.Louis XIV at the instigation of the 
clergy. and a million of the Huguenots were killed, imprisoned, sent to the galleys, 
or driven out of France. The persecution of the Protestants continued for a period 
of half a century. In Languedoc alone 10,000 persons were hanged, burnt, or 
broken upon the wheel, and at least 100,000 perished from the barbarities infticted 
upon them. Women were insulted; numbers were confined in dungeons; knives 
and red-hot pincers were employed to force the" heretics to recant... Bossuet and 
Massillon lauded the revocation as .. the work of God," and on his death the body 
of Louis was covered with relics of .. the true cross ". Du Chayla, the arch-priest, 
invented the" squeezers," and Clement XI, in 1703, pronounced .. absolute and 
general remission of sins" to all who joined in "exterminating the cursed heretics, " 
as Pope Clement VIII had done more than two centuries before. Children were 
tom from their parents by the priests and sent to Catholic schools and nunneries, 
and immense quantities of Bibles and Testaments were publicly destroyed. If the 
dying refused, unction from the priests, their dead bodies were insulted and thrown 
into the common sewer. At Porte-des-Carmes between two and three hundred of 
the Camisards-a helpless company of aged men, women, and children-were put 
to the sword, and the remainder burnt alive in the mill where they were conducting 
worship, and in the Upper Cevennes 466 villages and hamlets were reduced to 
ashes. The few Huguenots who at this period survived, and had failed to make 
their escape from France, were made galley-slaves for life, and Protestants were 
sent to the galleys and cut by the lash, so late as 1769. La Barre, indeed, was 
executed at Abbeville for disrespect to the" Virgin Mary," in 1766. For seven 
hundred years, from first to last, the unhappy Vaudois were persecuted by the 
papacy. No wickedness that the imagination of men could suggest but was 
practised in this monstrous crusade, which brands the Church responsible for it 
with lasting infamy. 

I have said that the spirit of liberty received a powerful impulse from the Re
formation, and from that period its complete development could be only a question 
of time. But priestcraft still survived in another form, and the Protestant clergy 
have been guilty of all the bigotry and intolerance which are inevitably attached to 
a system upheld by law, and professing to hold final truth, which was to be forced 
upon all. One would have thought that the reformed churches would at least ha\'e 
learnt one ~eat lesson from the terrible history attached to the church of Rome, 
and that toleration for the religious opinions of others would have been one of their 
firmest foundation-stones. Such, however, was not the case. Laws in the statute. 
books of every country existed against heretics from the popular faith, sometimes 
to burn them, sometimes to exile them, sometimes to take away their civil, or their 
political, rights. The old war against the growing intellectual freedom of man had 
become less barbarous, but it still went on. 

In 1611 Legat and Wightman were publicly burnt by two English Protestant 
bishops, and the ministers of the Scotch Kirk were as arrogant as the popes them· 
selves. Through the medium of the elders, the ministers pronounced excommuni
cation and eternal perdition on all refractory members of their ftocks, and the 
smallest disrespect to them was declared to be "prompted by Satan". The psychic 
gifts inherent in the Scotch organisation enabled them at times, like many others, 
to foretell events, and added to their power over the people, who were literally kept 
in an Egyptian bondage. The terrors of Calvinism were connectf'd with the mOlOt 
common natural occurrences; everything was a sign of the wrath of God and the 
guilt of the ungodly, and on the Sabbath day it was almost a sin to exist. Mirth 
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was carnal; it was a sin for a husband to kiss his wife, for a parent to kiss her child, 
for an old woman to water her kail. It was a sin for the charitable to assist the 
starving unorthodox, or, in short, to think or to do anything condemned by the 
Kirk, and the unruly were imprisoned, fined, beaten, branded, and forced to do 
penance bare·footed, on all occasions of rebellion to what may be truly termed the 
Scotch papacy. 

In England the Nonconformists to the Protestant Church suffered terribly 
during a period of at least a hundred years. Some 60,000 are said to have under· 
gone some form of persecution between 1660 and 1668, and no less than 5,000 died 
in prison. Hampden was anathematised, Bunyan and Fox were imprisoned, and 
Baxter was persecuted, and the Quakers suffered in England and Scotland alike. 
The clergy strenuously opposed every enactment made in favor of the Dissenters, 
and upheld the tyranny of the Stuarts by preaching "passive obedience" and the 
"divine right of kings". They upheld the cruelpes of Jeffreys and Kirke with in. 
difference, and supported the policy of the reigning sovereign whenever the interests 
of the church seemed to demand it. During the reign of the Stuarts Presbyterians 
were everywhere imprisoned, branded, mutilated, scourged, and put in the pillory. 
And churchmen themselves were compelled to attend their parish church on Sun
days, by law. 

In America, where a band of the persecuted Nonconformists took refuge, the 
same spirit was ere long manifested. Catholics and Quakers were proscribed, and 
the executions in Massachusetts and New England form a dark page in Puritan 
history. In Maryland it was death to deny the Trinity; in New England it was 
death to deny any portion of the Old or New Testament to be "the infallible Word 
of God". Roger Williams was exiled in 1635 from the latter State for asserting the 
great principle of intellectual liberty. Cotton Mather, Parris, and others, through 
whose misguided and cruel fanaticism an old man of eighty was pressed to death, 
and twenty executions took place, to say nothing of torture and scourgings, were 
publicly thanked for their zeal by the clergy of Boston and Charlesto\\-"Il. 

In 1680 Isaac Orobio was tortured and confined for three years in a dungeon by 
the Inquisition, at Seville, for infidelity and Judaism. 

In Sweden" heretics" were persecuted and exiled. 
Throughout Europe the belief in "witchcraft" caused an amount of suffering 

which it is impossible to conceive. The most ordinary psychological phznomena, 
insanity, and common diseases, became the objects of the prevailing superstition, 
and numbers were put to death for no other reason than the excited imagination of 
themselves or their neighbours. Even those who exercised the benevolent power of 
.. healing" were frightfully tortured before execution, and some were driven mad 
from the effects of their sufferings. In Geneva, in the sixteenth century, 500 women 
were executed in three months, and 128 burnt in Geneva and Savoy by a bishop. 
In Germany between eight and nine thousand were burnt; in France between 
twelve and thirteen hundred in the provinces, and a large number in Paris; in 
Switzerland and in Sweden many persons were burnt; in Scotland a large number 
perished, and the Scotch clergy did their utmost to keep up the superstition. In 
Leith, in 1664, no less than nine women were burnt alive at one time; and in Spain 
a large number also suffered, and a woman was burnt in that country so late as 
1781. Throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the belief in .. witchcraft " 
was universal, and old and young were alike committed to the flames. When the 
laws were at last repealed in Great Britain, in 1773, the Scotch Presbyterian divines 
protested against it. It is almost needless to say that the ignorance of the church 
was one of the main causes of this epidemic credulity, with its terrible results. The 
study of nlathematics, chemistry, physics, psychology, anatomy, and medicine, were 
all weighted with the ecclesiastical charge of .. sorcery" and .. dealings with Satan", 
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Kepler's works were burnt, and his epitome of the Kopernican system prohibited by 
the Inquisition in 1618; Buffon was condemned; Newton's discoveries were for
bidden to be taught in the University of Salamanca so late as 1771. The hostility 
to the establishment of the Royal Society in 1662 was headed by an overwhelming 
body of the clergy, to whom the study of physical science, and the severe and 
accurate mental training and intellectual expansion it demands, were as alien then 
as they are now_ The knowledge of God's handiwork in the heavens and the earth, 
and in man, was accounted by the churches which professed to worship Him as a 
deadly sin. Everywhere human liberty and human progress were sacrificed to 
the theology of men. S. E. G., F.T.S. 

(To III to"t;""e4.) 

.~ 

1rom the Iliarv of a _orunnaniat. 

]161 OVEMBER 30 • It is as I suspected. Alas, I have known it for weeks and for 
months! 1 am not a man at all. I am a miserable, brittle pane of glass I 
o dreadful Truth, how hast thou haunted me day and night, and now thou 

stand est plain and clear before me! First as a fancy thou didst torment me, then 
as a fear, oft recurring and intensifying; then, as a conviction, full and certain, 
loading me with shame and despair. How shall I hide this terrible secret of mine? 
How shall I save myself from the ridicule of all the world? For, oh, if I am detected 
as to my true nature, will men ever cease to mock me and despise me? I must 
keep within doors. I must see no one. 1 will hide myself in my own chamber. 
No one shall know until, as I suppose will one day be the case, I tumble by some 
mischance headlong on the floor and am shivered into atoms; and then my 
disgraceful hypocrisy will be manifested and all the world will discover that I am 
neither a man nor even any being with flesh and blood and bones, but simply a 
lifeless Pane of Glass. 

Dec. t. My servant James came several times to my chamber to-day and seemed 
astonished at my sudden desire for seclusion. 1 thought he eyed me each time 
suspiciously. Does he know? Can he guess? Does he see through my secret? 
Ah, does he see through me myself? Horrid grim joke! There is no humour 
about it to me. Dr. Bodkin called in the afternoon, but of course I would not 
receive him; he would have exposed me in a moment, I know, and would have held 
me up to the ridicule of the world. Thank heaven, no one else has tried to intrude 
on my miserable solitude. 

Dte. 2. Dr. Bodkin called again and insisted on seeing me. By some mysterious 
providence he did not notice the ho""id FACT! I kept as far from him as 
possible, on the dark side of the room. He watched me rather closely and asked 
me many questions in a suspicious kind of way, but I got through all right and I 
verily believe he still thinks me a man, with limbs and features, bones, blood and 
flesh like himself. 

Dec. 3. My loneliness palls upon me. I have a good mind to make a clean 
breast of it and confess openly that I have been shamming-sailing under false 
colours as it were. What right have I to dress, to live in a house as if I were a 
man, knowing all the time that I am not a man, but a mere pane of glass? But it 
is hard now, after all these years of dissimulation, to make a confession and pa!>s 
in a moment into insignificance and contempt. 

Dec. 4. I can write nothing to-day. My perplexity increases. I know not what 
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to do. Shall I tell the truth and brave it out? They can but break me to pieces, 
after all, and that will have to be my end one of these days, sooner or later. Shall 
I keep my secret as long as I can? 

Dec. 6. (Sunday.) From morning to night all yesterday my perplexities haunted 
me, and this morning I resolved to end them. I have fully made up my mind. I have 
resolved to put a stop once and for all to this hateful conRict within me between 
right and wrong. I will tell the truth and shame the devil. That was my decision 
early this morning, and accordingly I went boldly to church and sat in my own 
pew in full view of all the congregation. I felt terribly distracted throughout the 
service, and thought the people stared at me all the time. I was full of fear lest 
the clergyman should say" Carry it out"; but he did not, and I think he never 
noticed me. But the people behind made me feel most uncomfortable, because I 
knew they could see right through me, and whatever could they have thought of 
me for daring to come and sit amongst them there in church-me, only a pane of 
window-glass, limbless, undifferentiated? I remained upstairs all the afternoon 
and watched the people passing the house. Mr. Godfrey, the glazier, smiled as 
he passed: I shook with fear as he did so. No doubt he spied me out in church 
this morning. Rodwell, the butcher, went by a little later on with two strangers, 
one of whom I thought pointed up at me. I started back quickly and cau~ht in 
the carpet as I did so. Oh, what a narrow escape it was! Had I tripped and 
fallen it would have been to dash myself against the fender, and I should most 
assuredly have been broken into fragments. I will have all the fenders taken up
stair~ into the attic out of the way in case of an accident. John Wilson, myoId 
schoolmate, whom I have not seen for years, and who has been in Australia for a 
long time, dropped in in the evening. Oh, if he had known the miserable FACT 
when we were at school together! I was obliged to see him this evening, for he 
walked right into my room without being announced. Several times I was on the 
point of telling him the truth about myself, but the words stuck in my throat and 
I could not utter them. Ah, did he see the dreadful FACT? Did he go home and 
mock me? Not a word of suspicion did he breathe to me, but then John was 
always so polite. I know he would never have mentioned it, for fear of giving me 
pain. Pain! indeed, what a miserable pun-unintentional enough. Oh, it was an 
unspeakable relief to me when Wilson was gone! Solitude is wearisome, but just 
now company is unbearable. 

Dec_ 7. The secret is out. Dr. Bodkin came in this morning, and I told him 
the truth. He took it, as I thought, very strangely. I expected him to be angry 
with me for my life-long hypocrisy and false pretences. But he was not. He 
showed neither contempt nor anger. At first he seemed greatly perplexed; then 
he smiled and tried to pretend I was joking. Of course, I knew well enough that 
was only his polite way of treating the matter. Then he grew more serious and 
began to say that I was suffering from a delusion not unknown to him-in fact that 
I was a monomaniac-that I had taken a fancy into my head which had no 
foundation in fact-that I did not know what I myself was! He actually declared 
he could produce books containing accounts of people suffering from· exactly similar 
delusions. In short, he wanted me to believe I was mad! A pretty idea that! I 
mad! . Did anyone ever hear of a mad pane of glass? Besides, I can put my 
thoughts together as rationally as he himself. No doubt men have had delusions 
and may have even fancied they were panes of glass, but how does that prove that 
I, who really am a pane of glass, must be a man? Why, the same argument would 
show that every pane in my window is a monomaniac! I a madman, indeed! 
Good, very good! But still I honour the doctor. I was not so mad but that I 
could eee through what he meant. He, dear good man, wanted to hide my 
shame. He saw that what I had told him was true. He knew well enough that I 
am but a pane of glass, as indeed everyone must see, and he wished to spare me 
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the indignity and disgrace of a public avowal, so he thought of this ingenious way 
out of the difficulty-this pretence that I am a man suffering from monomania
with the fancy that I am a pane of glass. It was kind of him-very kind-and I 
appreciate his goodness, as I told him to-day; but I would rather brave it out. I 
have quite determined to play the hypocrite no longer. I will bear the consequences, 
let the world laugh as it may. I am not a man, and I will not pretend to be, and I 
will not allow Dr. Bodkin at' anyone else to try to persuade me against clear reason 
and the evidence of my senses that I am a man, when the horrid FACT is ever on 
my thoughts. And so I told Dr. Bodkin. I was quite plaiD with him; I told him 
it was no use his trying to make me believe a lie, for I would not. If it pleased 
Providence to create me a pane of glass and not a man, I was content and would 
not listen to his well-meant nonsense. At last, when I suppose he saw it was no 
use trying to deceive me any longer, he admitted that I was right. .. Never mind, 
old fellow," he said, .. it is only a temporary affair after all; we shall soon be able 
to alter matters. I see you are, as you say, a pane of glass, and it is strange that I 
never noticed it before; but jthe fact is, this change did not come over your nature 
a long time ago, and if you will submit yourself to my course of treatment we will 
soon tum you i,uto a man again." I told him I knew he ;was wrong, as of course 
he is, for how could a pane of glass tum into a man? But it puzzles me that he 
was so annous that I should be led into the fancy that I am a man, for he sWl 
seems to think that in course of time I shall become impregnated with that 
nonsensical idea. However, I promised I would consider as to whether I would 
consent to his experimenting upon me. He is to come in to-morrow to hear my 
decision. And now what shall I resolve? In the first place, what will he want to 
do, I wonder? Is he going to fling me on the ground, and thus by breaking me 
into atoms put a sudden end to my misery. I don't know, I am sure, what to say. 
I distrust him. I must first hear what his proposals are. 

Dec. 8. He has been, and another doctor came with him. Firstly, they wished 
me to see no one, a proposition to which I gladly assented, for the risk of breakage 
would be very great if a number of people are in and out of my room. This they 
doubtless thought of, though they were too polite to say so. They next proposed 
that I should go away to a large house where I should be unknown and unobserved 
-and, in fact, should be able to hide myself entirely from the outside world. To 
this I willingly acceded, for it is the very kind of thing which most pleases me. I 
have resolved not to keep the truth a secret, but it is hard to confess it to those 
whom I reckoned fellow-men and friends; now I shall avoid all such difficulties as 
that. I will see no one before I go, and I have:specially cautioned James not even 
to admit poor Wilson, who is sure to pay me another call before he leaves England 
again. In a very few days I am to start with Dr. Bodkin for my new hiding-place. 

Dec. 14. I have reached the place in safety, without even a crack. But oh, the 
risks that I ran in coming here! They were terrible! Over and over again I 
made sure I should be shivered. But I escaped. Too tired to-night to write any 
more as to my new surroundings. 

Dec. 15. It has been a strange day. I quickly found out where I was-in a mad
house! What a strange place for me to be stowed away in! But it does not 
matter in the least; I could not have wished to be in a better place, for here no
one will see me-at least none of my acquaintances. I am amongst such queer 
creatures, and Dr. Bodkin has fully persuaded them all-kind soul that he is-that 
I am a monomaniac, and that it is only a delusion of my own imagination that I 
am a pane of glass! A capital idea of his, for they all seem to be monomaniacs 
themselves, though not one of them knows it. Each of them is only conscious 
of the monomanias of the others, and knows or suspects nothing of his own. 
Poor silly creatures! There is one man who thinks himself shivering with cold, 
though he sits by the fire wrapped in woollen jackets one on the top of the other 
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till the perspiration runs down his face. Another thinks himseH the King of the 
Cannibal Islands, and struts about chattering unearthly gibberish. Another thinks 
he has committed all sorts of crimes, and is convinced that he has poisoned his 
father. Another thinks himself a tea-pot. And so on, everyone laughing heartily 
at the delusions of his fellows, and none of them dreaming that he himseH is also 
mad. I cannot help feeling glad, after all, that 1 am not a man, to be liable to fall 
into such a hideous state of insanity. Better be a mere piece of glass than such a 
despicable object as is everyone of these unhappy beings. 

Dec. 27 (Sunday.) I have written nothing for some days, for a strange melan
choly has settled down on me. The incessant and pitiful insanity of the human 
beings who surround me, couplec! with the monotony of day after day without any 
fresh occurrence to change the round of events, has had a most depressing influence 
upon me. Until to-day nothing has happened to record, nothing has changed. 
But to-day, although I am still safe here in my welcome hiding-place, a terrible 
calamity has occurred which gives my thoughts no peace. The snow is on the 
ground, and this morning some boys who were playing snowball in the street threw 
one which hit the window of the room in which I now am and broke a pane! Ob, 
horror I I know only too well what it will be. The glazier will come to-morrow 
and I shall be puttied in, exposed to the view of every passer-by, and there I shall 
have to be for years and years-laughed at by all the world. Oh, if I could have 
remained here, hidden and secluded, I would have been content; but to have my 
unhappy seH held up to the public gaze is more than I can endure. What shall I 
do ? How can I escape? And I thought I was safe I Oh dear, oh dear ! 

Du;. 28. The glazier has fIOl come. They have mended the hole in the window 
with brown paper. Oh delicious relief! I am safe. 

DU;.29. The brown paper is still there. Heaven be praised I 
Dec. 30. Dr. Bodkin came in and spoke to me for a few minutes. I made sure 

he was going to measure me to see if I should do for the broken window. He did 
not, but oh, he has given me my deathblow! He saw the brown paper, and gave 
orders to have it removed, and the window.pane mended. Oh, horror of horrors! 
What shall I do? Where can I hide? I know I shall be stuck up there to-morrow 
in full view of the street. Shall I break myself? Alas, I dare not. I am afraid. 

Dec. 31. My anxiety to.day has been almost too great to bear. But the glazier 
has not come. I hear he is coming to-morrow. Oh, what a new year it will be I 
Well, I have made up my mind; I will not, I cannot undergo it. Before the bell 
has struck the hour of twelve I will steal gently to the window of the upper room 
and unobserved I will plunge into the street, and then I shall break into a thousand 
pieces, and my anxieties and troubles will be over. 

Oh, heavens, the hour of midnight has come! I hear the clock. I will fling down 
my pen. 0 God! it will soon be over. At any rate I shall be saved from shame. 
I go. Farewell, farewell. 

CHARLES E BENHAM. 
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OR 

NOTES ON THE CI SECRET DOCTRINE n. 

l~E are literally what our signature says: Two Students, nothing 
~ more pretentious. If we are also what has been called CI com
municative learners," it is because we feel that what have been difficulties 
to us are probably difficulties to others, and that fellow-students can some
times lend each other a helping hand over a rough piece of road. In 
reading the CI Secret Doctrine" the student is apt to be confused, even 
dazed, by the range of erudition, the wealth of illustration, the abundance 
of digressions, the number of literary allusions. Devas and Daimons, 
Dhyani Buddhas and Kumaras, Yugas and cycles, satyrs and fakirs, 
alchemists and adepts, Manus and Monads, whirl round him in dazzling 
phantasmagoria, and he rises from hours of effort, his only distinct acquire
ment a headache. We have found the most fruitful system of study is to 
fix on some one thing, to follow it through all its windings with dogged 
persistency, steadily hunting it down through the two volumes, disregarding 
all alluring by-ways and seductive glades, until there lies before us that 
one thing in its completeness, with every touch given to it from beginning 
to end, clear, definite, comprehensible. It may be remembered that there 
was one Proteus who could give the most interesting information if only 
you could keep your grip on him through all his transformations, until 
he re-assumed his proper shape and became conversable. So in following 
the Protean shapes in the U Secret Doctrine," if you can only U hang on" 
to the end your reward is sure. 

Our first notes will be on the Seven Rounds, our object to trace the 
Monad in his long pilgrimage from his landing on the First Globe in our 
Chain for the First Round, till we lose him in the dazzling radiance of his 
final triumph. A brief introduction, giving the broad outlines of the funda
mental principles of Cosmic Evolution, may fitly precede this detailed 
study, for a grasp of these principles is essential to the full understanding of 
their working in our Manvantara. 

THE CYCLE OP ACTIVITY. 

[All references in which only volume and page are given are to the" Secret Doctrine ".] 

Everywhere in Nature we see rhythmic alternation, waking and sleeping, 
day and night, activity and rest, life and death. CI As above, so below" ; in 
the MacrOCOsm as in the Microcosm. So, to the eye of the Esotericist, 
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Existence has its day of waking activity, its night of sleeping rest, the 
Universal Life flows out into the universe of form, ebbs back into formless 
No-Thing, " Days and Nights of Brahm!" in the allegorical phrase of the 
Hindu, the outbreathing and the inbreathing of the illimitable One who is 
All. "It is the ONE LIFE, eternal, invisible, yet omnipresent, without 
beginning or end, yet periodical in its regular manifestations, between 
which periods reigns the dark mystery of non-Being j unconscious, yet 
absolute consciousness j unrealisable, yet the one self-existent reality j truly, 
"a chaos to the sense, a Kosmos to the reason". Its one absolute 
attribute, which is ITSELF-eternal, ceaseless motion-is called in esoteric 
parlance the "Great Breath," which is the perpetual motion of the 
universe, in the sense of limitless, ever-present SPACK" (vol. i. p. 2). That 
IT must be, we know j else nothing had been nor could be: but before its 
mystery human thought is helpless, futile-" silence is more reverent than 
speech". 

A period of activity is a M anvantara; a period of rest a FrMay.; and 
these succeed each other in endless succession. The" dawn of differentia
tion" (vol. i. p. x) is the dawn of the Manvantaric day j thenceforward a 
ceaseless evolution, till the cycle is complete and rest comes with pralayic 
night. And here at once arises the student's first stumbling-block. In the 
Secret Teaching all things are regarded as of sevenfold aspect, and the 
same word is often used for each of the subsidiary seven as for the complete 
thing they make up. The word Manvantara, or Manu-Antara, means 
literally" between two Manus," and, as we shall see later, there are Root 
Manus for Rounds and subsidiary Manus for globes. Hence we have the 
Minor Manvantara for the life of a sing1e globe, the Major Manvantara for 
a Round of the seven globes, the Maha- (great) Manvantara for the life of 
the Kosmos, all which, with other periods, will become plain enough as we 
proceed: it suffices for the moment to grasp clearly the idea that Man
vantara stands for a period of activity, and it is better, at the outset, not to 
connect with it any definite number of years. 

So, again, with the words Manu, Dhyani Buddha, Dhyani Chohan, and 
others that meet us at every tum in the " Secret Doctrine". They are 
generic, not individual, names j thus Manu, the thinker, "is but the per
sonified idea of the • Thought Divine' " (vol. i. p. 63), and the word is used 
for those who stand at the beginning of a new cycle of evolution, whether it 
be great or small. The student is apt to be bewildered when he has met 
" Manu" as the head of the seven races, and then comes across "Manu" 
again in a comparatively subordinate position as the head of a single race; 
or when, having realised that a .. Manvantara" is between two Manus, he 
learns suddenly that there were fourteen Manus in the Manvantara he is 
studying. But the seven pairs mark the smaller Manvantaras within the 
larger. The word Dhyani is synonymous with Deva, a lofty spiritual 
entity, while Buddha is the Wise One: .. Lords of Wisdom" gives some
thing of the idea of Dhyani Buddha, and of such entities are many classes 
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or grades. So with Dhyani Chohan, the Lord Deva. While ourselves 
using the esoteric names in preference, we shall try, at starting, to give the 
equivalents, as some of the puzzlements of the student arise from his not 
realising the variety of names, sometimes Greek, sometimes Hindu, some
times Thibetan, used indifferently to express the same thought. Esoteric 
philosophy is not identical with exoteric Buddhism or exoteric Brahminism, 
and our readers will often meet with statements that conflict with, say, the 
statements of Mr. Rhys Davids. That learned Orientalist deals with the 
public teachings of one religion, we with the Secret Doctrine that lies at 
the root of all; and this must be borne in mind when differences-especially 
dift"erences in numbers-are noted. 

As regards the truth or the falsity of the outlines of cosmical evolution 
in the U Secret Doctrine," for the average man at the present time no proof 
is possible, any more than you could prove to him straight off the abstruse 
mathematical theories that require the existence of fourth dimensional 
space. u It is thus that things have evolved," says the Teacher, u and you can 
find it out for yourself if you will, as you can, raise yourself to our vantage
ground of vision. As you are, you cannot get it first-hand: the simpler 
parts of our teachings you can test and prove; but this, for the present, is 
beyond you. Take it as a theory, a hypothesis, or, if you choose, leave it 
alone, and confine yourself to the terrestrial part of our doctrines." With 
this preface, we proceed to 

THE DAWN OF THE MAHA-MANVANTARA. 

u The ONE LIFE, eternal, invisible," is to manifest in Space and Time. It 
is the ABSOLUTE, spoken of as SAT by the Hindus, as PARABRAHIl by the 
Vedantins, as ADI-BuDDHA by the Buddhists, as AIN-SOPH by the Kabba
lists, as Absolute Being and non-Being by Hegel and his school. This is 
that" Omnipresent, Eternal, Boundless and immutable PRINCIPLE on which 
all speculation is impossible, since it transcends the power of human con
ception and could only be dwaded by any human expression or similitude. 
It is beyond the range and reach of thought-in the words of Mandukya, 
C unthinkable and unspeakable' . . •. That Essence which is out of all 
relation to conditioned existence, and of which conscious existence is a con
ditioned symbol" (vol. i. pp. 14, IS). The Causeless Cause, the Rootless 
Root, Occultism has called IT, striving to image the unimaginable. IT U is 
symbolised in the Secret Doctrine under two aspects. On the one hand, 
absolute abstract Space, representing bare subjectivity, the one thing which 
no human mind can either exclude from any conception or conceive of by 
itself. On the other, absolute abstract Motion representing Unconditioned 
Consciousness. 

Even our Western Thinkers have shewn that Consciousness is incon
ceivable to us apart from change, and motion best symbolises change, its 
essential characteristic. The latter aspect of the One Reality is also 
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symbolised by the term C The Great Breath', a symbol sufficiently graphic 
to need no further elucidation" (vol. i. p. 14)' This is the first fundamental 
axiom of the Secret Doctrine, which is thus essentially Pantheist in its 
philosophy. 

Having posited the Absolute Life, out of relation, to us unthinkable, we 
tum to the consideration of the Universal Life as periodical, at the 
beginning of the Manvantaric period. The Hindus, figuring Parabrahm as 
a blank circle, have placed a point in the midst of such a circle to symbolise 
Mulaprakriti, the Root of Substance, called by Subba Row cc a sort of veil 
thrown over" the cc unconditioned and absolute Reality". By the Vedan
tins the term is applied to an aspect of Parabrahm: cc from its (the Logos') 
objective standpoint, Parabrahm appears to it as Mulaprakriti" (vol. i. 
p. 10, note). 

At this re-awakening of the periodical life, the first differentiation is the 
First, or Unmanifested, Logos-to use the accepted Greek term-Dor
jechang in the, Thibetan. This primary emanation is the Supreme Buddha 
of the Buddhists, the First Cause, the Unconscious of Hartmann-cc a 
bright ray from" the cc darkness" of the One unknown. 

cc As the Lord of all mysteries he cannot manifest," and from the First 
emanates the Second Logos, the manifested, Dorjesempa, poetically called 
the cc diamond heart" of the First, sent into the world of manifestation. 
This is Purusha-Prakriti, Spirit-Matter, the Life, the Spirit of the Universe. 
(Compare vol. i. p. 16 and p. 571.) This is the Atman of the Vedantins, 
the Heavenly Man of the Hermetic philosopher, the creative God of all 
religions-the Demiourgos, the Osiris of the Egyptians, the Ahura-Mazda 
of the Zoroastrians, the four-faced BrahmA. of the Hindus (p. 1I0). It is 
the substance whereof all things are to be made, and the life that animates 
them. Hence" the Occultists . . • . trace every atom in the universe, 
whether an aggregate or single, to ;One Unity, or Universal Life"; they 
cc do not recognise that anything in Nature can be inorganic"; they " know 
of no such thing as dead matter ••.• The C wave-motion of living particles' 
becomes comprehensible on the theory of a Spiritual ONE LIFE, of a univer
sal Vital principle independent of our matter, and manifesting as atomic energy 
only on our plane of consciousness" (vol. ii. p. 672). " The vital fires are in 
all things, and not an atom is devoid of them" (vol. ii, p. 267). This 
Spirit-Matter manifests itself in Kosmos in seven different states: the first 
and second or sub-physical elemental kingdoms, the third or terrestrial, the 
fourth or astral, the fifth or that of mind, the sixth or that of spirit, each 
has its own protyle, whereof are constituted all its phamomena. The seventh 
state, the highest, is that of the Logos itself (see vol. ii. p. 737). To the 
Occultist what is called "spirit" and what is called cc matter", the normally 
intangible and tangible, are but the two poles of the one universal Spirit
Matter, the Life-Substance, the two-faced Unity. The characteristics of 
matter in each stage-or on each" plane" -can only become known to us 
as we develop the senses that can apprehend them, when they would be. 
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come as easy of. investigation as is the third-stage-matter to us at the 
present time_ 

The Kosmic cycle will be-figuring Kosmos as a sphere-from the pole 
of Spirit round to the pole of Matter, on the descending are, and from the 
pole of Matter back to that of Spirit on the ascending. As the Life
Substance is one, the process will be the crystallising and densifying of the 
ethereal into grossest materiality, and the sublimation and rarefying of that 
materiality into the ethereal. And so for our immediate Manvantara the 
progress is figured as through seven globes arranged on four planes: in the 
three first the" descent into matter", in the fourth the greatest density and 
the turning-point, in the three last the re-ascent (see right-hand diagram, 
vol. i. p. 153). It is Involution and Evolution, the complementary 
principles of the universe, "an eternal spiral progress into matter with a 
proportionate ObSCfIf'tJtion of spirit-though the two are one-followed by an 
inverse ascent into spirit and the defeat of matter" (vol. ii. p. 732). 

If this central conception be clearly grasped by the student, and 
applied, amid the differences of detail, to every cycle, large or small, the 
difficulties in the way will be much lightened. It is the key to the general 
understanding of the evolution of the Kosmos, of the planetary chain, of 
the globes, of the races, of the individual. One of these correspondences, 
the evolution of a globe, has never been put more clearly than by a 
Master: "There are seve. kingdoms. The first group comprises three 
degrees of elementals, or nascent centres of forces--from the first stage of 
the differentiation of Mulaprakriti to its third degree-i.e. from full uncon
sciousness to semi-perception; the second or higher group embraces the 
kingdoms from vegetable to man; the mineral kingdom thus forming the 
central or turning-point in the degrees of the' Monadic Essence '-con
sidered as an Evoluting Energy. Three stages in the elemental side; the 
mineral kingdom; three stages on the objective physical side-these are 
the seven links of the evolutionary chain. A descent of spirit into matter, 
equivalent to an ascent in physical evolution; a re-ascent from the deepest 
depths of materiality (the mineral) towards its status quo ante, with a corres
ponding dissipation of concrete organisms up to Nirvana-the vanishing point 
of differentiated matter. Perhaps a simple diagram will aid us (see p. 56). 

The line AD represents the gradual obscuration of spirit as it passes into 
concrete matter; the point D indicates the evolutionary position of the 
mineral kingdom from its incipient D to its ultimate concretion A; C, B, 
A, on the left-hand side of the figure, are the three stages of elemental 
evolution; i.e., the three successive stages passed by the spiritual impulse 
(through the elementals--of which little is permitted to be said) before they 
are imprisoned in the most concrete form of matter; and A, B, C, on the 
right-hand side, are the three stages of organic life-vegetable, animal, human. 
What is total obscuration of spirit is complete perfection of its polar anti
thesis, matter; and this idea is conveyed in the lines AD and DA. The 
arrows show the line of travel of the evolutionary impul&e in entering its 
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vortex, and expanding again into the subjectivity of the ABSOLUTE. The 
central thickest line DD, is the Mineral Kingdom" (" Five years of 
Theosophy", pp. 276-278). 

In this description the student will mark the identity of the master-idea 
and the variation of application to a smaller evolutionary cycle; unity amid 
diversity is the key-note of the Esoteric teachings, and if the student can 
keep his ear attuned to the key-note, he will readily follow the intricacies of 
the harmony. 
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So far, then, we have dimly apprehended the Absolute as the One and 

All, the First Logos as a primal emanation, emanating in turn the Second 
Logos, wherefrom is evolved the substance and life of the Kosmos, in Esoteric 
parlance the Third Logos. But for the completion of this" beginning of 
things ", is needed the differentiation of something more than substance and 
life: ideation must precede formation. And so, from the Logos" emanate 
the seven ...• Dhyani Buddhas, called the Anupadaka, 'the parentless '. 
These Buddhas are the primeval monads from the world of incorporeal bei,,&, 
the Arupa [r"pa, form, a, without] world" (vol. i. p. 571). These seven are, 
collectively, Mahat or Intelligence, the Universal World Soul, Cosmic 
Ideation, called also Maha-Buddhi (p 16). Collectively Cosmic Ideation 
or Mahat, they are manifested as seven intelligences, "the primordial 
seven, the first seven breaths of the Dragon of Wisdom" (Stanza v.). 
They "produce in their turn " the "fiery whirlwind", Fohat, the 
" messenger of their will "; "he is the steed and the thought is the rider" ; 
he is " the potential creative power", " the personified electric vital power". 
On the terrestrial plane he is electricity in the widest sense, the principle 
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manifesting in all electric and magnetic phrenomena. IC By the action of 
the manifested \Visdom, or Mahat, represented by these innumerable 
centres of Spiritual Energy in the Kosmos, the reflexion of the Universal 
Mind-which is Cosmic Ideation and the intellectual force accompanying 
such Ideation-becomes objectively the Fohat of the Buddhist esoteric 
philosopher. Fohat, running along the seven principles of Akasa, acts 
upon manifested substance or the One Element . • . . and by di1I'erentiat
iDg it into various centres of Energy, sets in motion the law of Cosmic 
Evolution, which, in obedience to the Ideation of the Universal Mind, 
brings into existence all the various states of being in the manifested Solar 
System to (vol. i. p. IIO). 

From each of the Dhyani Buddhas, in the descending line, are thrown 
out, emanate, seven Bodhisattvas, and thus in unfolding sevenfold evolu
tion are produced centres, so to speak, of formative activity in Kosmos. 
From such a centre is evolved a IC planetary chain to, or ring of seven globes, 
to be the theatre of the evolution of living things as we know them, the 
life-impulse having its source in that centre, and from it the evolutionary 
law its direction. From dawn to dusk of the Planetary Manvantara, pre
sides over all its changing phrenomena this mighty and directive Energy, 
embodied in all forms yet essentially One. 

At this point we pass from the Arupa world, the formless, the super
physical, into the world of forms, the reflexion in Space and Time of the 
One Reality. We will now concentrate our attention on a single planetary 
chain-naturally on that to which our own earth belongs-a sufficiently 
complicated evolution to follow, without confusing our thought by bringing 
in the surrounding chains, to say nothing of the surrounding solar systems. 

Two STUDENTS OF THE E. S. 

Note. It is certain that even on an elementary paper such as this some 
questions will arise in the minds of many who may read it. Some of those questions 
students will be able to solve by their own efforts; for it must be remembered that 
in Esotericism, even more than in any other study, no man can do his brother's 
thinking for him. Other questions may, however, refuse to be solved even after 
careful thinking; if such questions are sent to us, to the care of the Editors of 
LlleYw, 17 Lansdowne Road, Holland Park, W., we will do our best to answer 
them, or obtain answers for them, and such questions and answers on the preceding 
paper will be annexed to the following one. 
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I. 

tt1HIS article is the first of a series of short papers on the relation of 
Q}1(g Theosophy to various phases of modem Western life and thought, 
which the editors have asked me to write for Lucifer. Taking Theosophy 
mainly in its exoteric aspects, I propose to consider what its bearing and 
influence should be on those " live" questions which, in a greater or less 
degree, at present occupy the minds of most thinking men and women in 
Western Europe. Religion, Education, Socialism, Secularism, Materialism, 
the emancipation of Woman, the training and culture of children, the 
relation of the sexes, the reciprocal influences of society upon the individual 
and of the individual upon society, and other kindred subjects which affect 
the inner and the outer life of the Occidental world, must all sooner or later 
be brought within the Theosophical purview. Theosophy as yet is practi
cally and of necessity Oriental in much of its thought and teaching; but, if 
it is to really influence Western life, and this is part of its great mission, it 
must do something more than discuss metaphysics or propound philo
sophical theories. These latter years of the nineteenth century are essen
tially a transition age. In every department of thought, in science, religion, 
literature, sociology, and art, men's thoughts are widening with the process 
of the suns, and the old order is daily fading and giving place to the new. 
The changes which are fast coming in Europe will be no mere surface 
changes; they will go deep down to the very roots of society and will trans
form the physica1, mental, and moralIife of the people at large. At present 
many of the men and women who are touched by a divine discontent with 
the established order of society, are dimly groping for more light. They see 
that the changes are inevitable, they recognise. fully the anarchy and chaos 
of our present social, intellectual and moral life, and their hearts and their 
brains are open to receive any newer ideas which promise a solution of the 
difficulties of the age. The kingship of the future social, intellectual, and 
moral world will be with that system of thought which, by the clear exposi
tion of fundamental principles and their direct application to the varying 
needs of human life, can satisfy these hearts and these brains. Theosophy 
professes to be that system, and it must make good its claim. This it can 
only do by showing to the average man and woman that it has in it elements 
which other systems lack, that it really has within its grasp those funda
mental principles which can and will affect not merely a part but the whole 
of human life. Novalis says that .. Philosophy cannot break our head, but it 
can give us immorta1ity"; and one of the finest sayings of Jesus was that 
memorable one, " Man cannot live by bread alone". But the form in which 
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both these teachings are given show that both teachers recognised that 
bread is necessary to human life. Now Theosophy must bake the bread of 
humanity, meaning by bread the social life of the people. In every depart
ment of thought, in every relation of life, in the home and jn society, in the 
field and in the market-place, in the palace and the slum, in the senate and 
the church, it must be the moulding and the guiding force. This and 
nothing less is its mission, and by its accomplished work in this respect will 
it stand or fall. The claims it makes are too great, too comprehensive, too 
vast and sweeping in their range for their exponents to be satisfied with less 
than humanity as a whole for their field of work. 

Since I became a member of the Theosophical Society I have often 
wondered how many of its Fellows really recognise the vast importance, 
not simply of the philosophy and ideas which they study and assimilate, 
but of the practical every-day work which the adoption of that philosophy 
and those ideas involve. Some years ago Benjamin Disraeli, the late 
Prime Minister of England, in a memorable speech at Oxford, described 
the age as one in which many young ladies in drawing-rooms prattled of proto
plasm and talked unconscious atheism. The saying was cynical and 
exaggerated, but it contained an element of truth. The generations which 
are marked, as this is marked, by the questioning, investigating spirit, in
evitably produce an order of minds who question and investigate for the 
mere intellectual pleasure of enquiry, with little or no thought of the duties 
which enquiry entails. They prattle prettily and discuss daintily, and fancy 
that prattling and discussion will settle the universe. Not so, however, nor 
by such as these will Theosophy be made a living and a guiding power. 
Its first and noblest object, the brotherhood of man, is not to be attained 
by drawing-room meetings for researches into the mysteries of Devachan or 
the natural history of the Atlanteans. No third-eye vision, however keen, 
will compensate for that spiritual blindness which neglects and ignores our 
poorer and our suffering earthly brethren; and no astral journey to Thibet 
will atone for the unpaid bodily visits to the slum-dwellers of our Western 
modem life. 

This, then, is the line of thought which I wish to follow out in these 
articles. I disdain all idea of setting myself up as a mentor to my brother 
Theosophists. The longer one lives the longer one sees how fatally easy it 
is to relax one's energies, to tum aside at obstacles, to falter in the path of 
duty. None of us is infallible, none of us can do more than submit his 
own personal ideas and impressions for the criticism and consideration of 
others. But those of us whose life-work, like that of Annie Besant and 
myself and many others, has proceeded on certain definite social lines, all 
focussing, as we believe, at that one central point which is the avowed first 
object of the Theosophical Society, may be pardoned if we are apt to judge 
individual action and individual thought by their direction in relation to this 
centre. This, indeed, as I understand it, is true Theosophy. To strive to 
attain the Divine Wisdom is good; to use its lambent flame simply for the 
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illumination of our own inner being is evil. Wc;ll does the Voice of the 
Silence say :-

Know that the stream of superhuman knowledge and the Deva-Wisdom thou hast 
won, must, from thyself, the channel of Alaya, be poured forth into another bed. 

Know, 0 Narjol, thou ofthe Secret Path, its pure fresh waters must be used to 
sweeter make the Ocean's bitter waves-that mighty sea of sorrow formed by tears 
of men. 

Now bend thy head and listen well, 0 BMhisattva-Compassion speaks and 
saith: "Can there be bliss when all that lives must suffer? Shalt thou be saved 
and hear·the whole world cry?" . 

Divine Wisdom, indeed, for those whose ears are open to the still, sad, 
music of mankind, and who would make the harmonies of their own lives 
but the prelude to that grand anthem of humanity whose keynote shall 
be the sacrifice of self. 

The problems of our modem Western life are so various and so complex 
that the work of their solution seems at times an almost hopeless task, 
while the strongest faith in our ideals, the most resolute determination to 
reach them, and the sternest sense of duty, are necessary to save us from 
despair. But Theosophists, above all people, are those who should be most 
hopeful and least despairing. They believe they have the key, not merely 
to the problems of humanity, but to the problems of the universe. Amid 
all the storms and passions of diverse human interests, of selfish human 
struggles, they believe they have the power to stand serene because they 
can pierce behind the veil. But with the greater powers come the wider 
responsibilities. The higher the veil is lifted the greater become the tempta
tions, the more visible becomes the Dweller on the Threshold i and so the 
most ceaseless vigilance becomes more and more necessary-a vigilance 
which shall prevent our onward footsteps being stayed by that refined 
selfishness which sharpens our own spiritual swords while it suffers the rust 
to accumulate around the souls of others. Two shapes may the Dweller on 
the Threshold assume-one, the selfish indulgence of body, the other that 
more subtle form of selfishness which resigns a bodily gratification for the 
sake of mental advancement, but which turns that advancement when 
gained to personal and subjective ends. Of these the latter is by far the 
more dangerous. Personal ideals without number we may form, we may go 
far in realising them for ourselves, but they will be worse than useless if 
they remain our own private possessions, if they are untranslated into the 
active everyday world of humanity at large. 

It is just here that Theosophy and Western modern life must join hands. 
What we are doing, not for ourselves but for mankind, is the one test 
question by which each one of us must stand or fall. I am bound to confess 
that, from my Western standpoint, I see as yet no sufficient answer to this 
question in the mental and spiritual side of Theosophy, if that side is to be 
judged by its living, practical results. 1£ the tree is to be judged by its 
fruits, then there is many an obscure London City missionary who, holding 
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what are to us the grossest and most grotesque ideas of man and his des
tiny, believing to the full in hell· fire and the atoning blood of Christ, is yet, 
by reason of his unselfish work for the suffering and the poor, nearer to the 
heart of Buddha than the most acute and learned exponents of the, Secret 
Doctrine who shut themselves up within the narrow circle of their own 
individuality, or of their own immediate coterie of congenial friends and 
students. The one great problem of the age is how to realise brother
hood, and this problem cannot be solved by vague spiritual aspira
tions, however self-satisfying these may be, or by researches into the 
mysteries of the unknown, however fascinating such a quest. Brother
hood means something, it is no academic term; it means the raising 
of the fallen and the succouring of the weak-the removal of in
equality of condition and the realisation of equal opportunity-the de
struction of class privilege, and the abolition of class prejudice and class 
pride-the reign of justice and of love as between man and man. Never 
can true brotherhood be realised till the causes which retard its growth 
be fully learned and fully appreciated. Some months ago I went, for a 
special purpose, to a society "function It. There were present languid, 
blase men, and fashionable, half-naked women blazing with jewels, some 
of them, to their shame be it said, members of the Theosophical Society, 
learned no doubt in the seven principles and in the astral plane. Strongly 
tempted did I feel to rise and deliver my soul, for I knew that not a mile 
from us were other languid men, but languid with hunger, other half-naked 
women, but naked for lack of clothes, and that on this hunger and this 
lack of the one class was based and built the inequality which produced 
the wealth and the luxury of the other. Rushing to my mind came the 
noble lines of a noble woman, whose life has been purified by suffering, 
and who has indeed realised what true brotherhood means: 

.. If once the people whom our fathers spoiled, 
And drove as sheep, and shut their ears against, 
Should rise against us, and despoil us too, 
Seizing the fruits of their own ignorant hands 
(Which power and mind transmute to luxury) ; 
And take our children to be under them, 
And grind for them, until in face and form 
They too degenerate-shall we dare complain ? 
Our limbs are beautiful through drudgeries 
Of theirs, which left them rest and space to grow 
Through generations to the perfect curves; 
Our hair has got the gold because the dust 
Of the world's highways never soiled the feet 
Of our forefathers; and the blue-veined hands 
Were moulded to their tenderness of touch 
By centuries of service rude and hard."-

The Disciples, by Mrs. Hamilton King. 

To-day, part of humanity tread their daily path on thoms, while others 
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step delicately on roses. I would not abolish the roses, but I would destroy 
the thorns-not merely from the blind material side, but by that spiritual 
knowledge and action which lie behind the material, and which should be 
its master and its king. 

I have said enough to show my line of thought. I do not hope that 
all my readers will agree with me in all I have to say on the various phases 
of our modern life. I only ask them to think. Strong thought, honestly 
and wisely used, is the moving force of the world, but it must be honest 
before it can be wise. In this swiftly moving age, its life problems crowd 
thick and fast upon us. They must be faced, and faced boldly, if we are 
ever to realise the Sisterhood of Woman, and the Brotherhood of Man. 

HERBERT BURROWS, F.T.S. 

~ir ~bhrin J\mnlb on JapamSt Ittbbbism. 
,I;N the course of his present journey round the world, Sir Edwin Arnold 
'f was entertained by the Tokyo Club at Yokohama, when the President 
of the Imperial University presided and proposed the health of the 
distinguished guest in Japanese. The speech was translated into English 
as it proceeded by Captain Brinkley, R.A., and in the course of his answer, 
the author of the Light of Asia bore the following testimony to the Japanese 
and to the religion of Buddha :-

" What I find here more marvellous to me than Fujisan, lovelier than 
the embroidered and gilded silks, precious beyond all the daintily carved 
ivories, more delicate than the cloistered enamels, is that ceaseless grace of 
the popular manners, that simple joy of life, that universal alacrity to 
please and be pleased, that almost divine sweetness of disposition which, I 
frankly believe, places Japan in these respects higher than any other 
nation. This sounds like exaggeration, and I shall be reproached, perhaps, 
for praising so warmly a land where the women, who seem to me semi
angelic, enjoy by no means their proper rights, and where feudal laws have 
still left traces much too deep. But either I am an incompetent observer, 
or else there is to be met with in all ranks of this country an entirely 
special charm of demeanor, an exquisite finesse of mutual consideration, a 
politeness, humble without servility and palpably' springing from graceful good 
will, all of which give a finer atmosphere of hfe, and render the courtliness 
of less naturally polished peoples well-nigh a vulgarity. Retain, I beseech 
you, gentlemen, this national characteristic which you did not import, and 
can never, alas, export. Old Will Adams, the pilot of Queen Elizabeth, 
whose name is preserved in a street in this city, and whose grave is on your 
shores, the first Englishman that ever saw them, wrote of Japan: "This 
cc untrie is gouerned with greate civilitie". So it is still. I cannot 
express to you the subtle pleasure I have derived from contact with your 
common people in cities and railway stations, in villages, in tea houses and 
country roads. I have nowhere passed without learning thousands of finer 
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manners than I knew, and without being instructed in that delicacy of 
heart, which springs from true goodwill and lies above all precept. 

"How did Japan acquire this supreme social refinement? In my igno
ranee I attribute it to three chief causes-happy mixture of blood which 
nature and history have blended in your veins, the settled peace of two 
centuries given you by your renowned secular rulers and the ever softening 
and ever humanizing influence of that religion about which I at least can 
never speak without reverence. I must indeed be bold to say that wherever 
the doctrines of the Great Teacher of India have passed they bring to the 
people adopting them, or partially adopting them, more or less of embellish
ment and elevation. Nay, I believe it impossible that the religious tenets 
of the Buddha should ever enter into the life of any large body of people 
without stamping on the national character ineffaceable marks of the 
the placidity of kindliness, the glad bliss and the vast consolations embodied 
in the faith of Sakya Muni. Nor, believe me, is it ever possible, in spite of 
the grave authorities which assert it to me, that Buddhism once entering 
a land should ever depart from it. You will instantly think of India and 
remind me that the professed Buddhists there are to be numbered by 
scores or hundreds, but I must answer that all Hindu India is Buddhist in 
disguise. The sea does not mark the sand more surely with its tokens than 
Gautama has conquered, changed and crystallized the religious belief of 
the Brahmins; and so far from encouraging anyone to hope that Buddhism 
will pass away from Japan or from any other of its homes, I announce my 
conviction that it will endure to reconcile its sublime declarations with the 
lofty ethics of Christianity and with the discoveries of Science, and will be 
for all of you who love and serve the East no enemy but a potent, constant 
ally. I have refused numerous influential invitations to address the Bud
dhists of Japan on the topics of "The Light of Asia", and I beg you tell 
them for me that this was not from any want of respect or interest, but 
because I am a learner here and not a teacher. Otherwise I should have 
said how little it troubles me to find here twelve sects of Buddhism, four of 
them comparatively modem-the Jado-shu, the Zen-shu, Shin-shu and Nichi
f'e1J-shu. My slender study of these divergent streams makes me regard 
them as very much like the four walls of one of your paper houses, from 
each of which you look towards different quarters, but see one and the same 
light of Heaven. For, gentlemen, European as well as Japanese, is it not 
the heavenly light of Love, of Pity, of Renunciation which we see shining in 
the eighteenth of the forty-eight prayers of Amitabha? 'If any of living 
beings of the ten regions who have believed in good with true thought and 
desire to be born again in my land of peace and joy, and who have, even 
unto ten times, repeated that thought, if one of these should fail to be born 
again there, then may I never attain SlIm-Buddah, the Perfect Knowledge.''' 

GAIN AND LOSS. 

The Vine from every living limb bleeds wine ; 
Is it the poorer for that spirit shed? 
The drunken and the wanton drink thereof; 
Are they the richer for that gift's excess ? 
Measure thy life by loss instead of gain; 
Not by the wine drunk, but the wine poured forth; 
For love's strength standeth in love's sacrifice; 
And whoso suffers most hath most to give. 

H. E. HHIIl.TOS KING, 
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~bt Jirst ~ttp. 
tt1HE following are some suggestions for the guidance of the organism, that it 
Q}1(g may best serve its purpose as the instrument of the higher principles. 

It is taken for granted that the general laws of physical life are recognised; 
that there be sufficient food supply, sufficient exercise, &c. It is proposed merely to 
suggest an arrangement of these necessities, which should help the higher without 
distracting the lower principles in us. 

Let us start with the morning, and proceed through the day until the next 
morning. 

Rise early, say at seven or before, according to necessities of business and so 
forth. You have then abundance of time before you, and the mind need not be 
engaged straight off with the obligations of the coming day. If you have a strong 
circulation, a cold sponge or shower bath will be beneficial, followed by an active 
rough towelling; if this may not be practised, through weak circulation or other 
causes, then friction with a moist towel all over the body will be a good substitute; 
but whatever course you pursue, arouse yourself thoroughly-become wide awake. 

You are now in the best condition for clear thinking; the mind is freed from 
the details of the previous day and must not be allowed to take up those of the 
coming one. The higher principles have just retaken possession and are now 
possibly more capable than at any other time of impressing the physical brain. It 
will be found upon the authority of many writers, ancient and modem, the late 
Dr. Anna Kingsford among them, that the clearest and best dreams are experienced 
just before waking in the morning. 

It is not proposed to direct the thinker during the hour he should now spend in 
silence, and concentration of thought. That he must learn to do for himself, but 
let him persevere; it is only difficult at first. Having passed his hour, he will 
probably feel benefited; perhaps have "evolved something from his inner 
consciousness ", and at least have strengthened control over the lower principles 
for the coming day, if the time has been wisely spent. 

Let him now to breakfast; he will find his palate clear and his stomach 
refreshed, and ready to receive its load. Whether he make his breakfast off 
wheatmeal·bread and hot milk, or bury his fangs in a succulent raw steak, is also 
a matter we leave for the decision of the eater; but whatever be taken let a sound 
breakfast be made without excess. The reason for this will be seen presently. 

The morning which now follows is the best time for work, whether it be reading, 
writing, or manual labour. 

At one O'clock let dinner be taken, and let it also be a substantial meal, of 
whatever it consists. The afternoon is the best for light activities of any sort, be 
they mental or muscular; for amusement or otherwise. However, most of us have 
no choice in this matter. 

And now at five or six comes the last necessity for food during the twenty.four 
hours. Let it consist simply of a glass of warm milk, a cup of chocolate, or a 
plate of soup. Whatever it be, let it be light and easily assimilated, small in 
quantity, and not solid. Ample food has already been taken for the requirements 
of the organism, if the breakfast and dinner have been properly selected. 

At half.past ten or eleven when we retire to rest, we do so light and free, after 
an evening spent in study, in social intercourse, and so forth. Let the last half 
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hour, longer if chosen, be spent in silent reverie, the day reviewed and criticised. 
But the manner of this is also left for each to decide for himself. 

The body is now given over to oblivion, as free as possible of all the activities 
of digestion. assimilation, etc. It is said that the higher principles of the man 
separate from the body during sound sleep and are free to wander in their own 
spheres. Be this so, or not, we know that consciousness indraws from the external 
plane during sound undisturbed sleep, and therefore that those who would enter 
into closer rapporl with this interior state must amongst other things study the 
perfect rest of the body. 

When the process of digestion and assimilation are being carried on fully the 
higher principles are attracted and unduly chained to it during those hours when 
they should be free; or, put in the other way, when the interior consciousness-to 
us unconsciousness-should be free to move in its own realm. 

Contrast the sleep of the man, living as proposed, with that of the heavy seven 
o'clock diner. The almost silent coming and going of the breath of the former, 
with the heavy breathing of the latter. 

Rest for the lower, freedom for the higher principles, and let us hope the latter 
may impress and ultimately thoroughly control those who will TRY. 

This question of body is only one, and the lowest, of those which must be 
studied and experimented with, by those who mount. Perhaps the highest is that 
which when answered tells us that all questions propounded for concrete self are 
futile; and which teaches us, that in the matter just discussed in this article, there 
is only profit if it be done from the aspect of the body as the impermanent 
Instrument of the Eternal Self. .. S." .' ..... . 

OUR BUDGET. 

LUCIPER. 

The timely aid given to Lucifer in answer to our appeal last autumn has placed 
the paper on what promises to be a sound financial basis. The following figures 
show the rapid improvement which has taken place. 

! s. d. 
Loss on the September issue 30 10 I I 

.. .. October .. 23 16 71 

.. .. November .. 19 9 II 
" "December.. 15 7 6 
.. .. January .. 2 I 0 

The last loss is exceptionally low, as a large number of back issues were sold 
during the month; apart from these, the loss would have touched £8. We think 
we may fairly congratulate ourselves on these figures; the improvement is due, 
first, to the diminished cost of production, by avoiding quite unnecessary 
expenditure; and, secondly, to the energy and devotion thrown into the business 
at Duke Street by the Countess Wachtmeister, resulting in the growing circulation 
of the magazine. 

LECTURE FUND. 

Herbert Burrows, 283 Victoria Park Road, N.E., Treasurer of the Lecture 
Fund, acknowledges the following contributions: 

A Theosophist £5 0 0 
H. A. V. 10 0 0 
Anon. ... 5 0 0 

ESTABLISHMENT OP HEAD·QUARTERS. 
Sent to H. P. B. 
Caroline Marshall ... 
A Theosophist 

£20 0 0 

£200 0 0 

5 00 
10 0 0 

£215 0 0 

:) 
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~btosopbitltl J\.ttibitits. 

FROM OUR FAR EAST STATION. 

Ceylon, January ISgo. 

DEAR .. LUCIFER ",-In pursuance of a promise gracefully exacted from me by 
your editors, I proceed to forward you my first .. foreign letter". From time to time 
you will be in receipt of similar missives, when anything of note in matters theoso· 
phical puts in an appearance. If· you are desirous of acknowledging this corre· 
spondence, I may remark '" passant that the greed of the TheosoPhist (for copy 
anent your doings at home) is all but insatiable. Perhaps one of your many friends 
who realises the importance of keeping up the line of communication will be moved 
to take up the pen. 

Just now, as you will have noticed, my theme is sunny Lanka, in which beautiful 
island the Colonel and myself have been staying for about a fortnight. Within 
that short space of time excellent work has been accomplished by our energetic 
and single.hearted President. Apropos of his labours, I doubt very much whether 
many of our British or American members have as yet realised the extremely high 
pressure at which these latter are conducted. Now it is the inauguration of a 
school, now an interview with the Governor or some prominent official, now a 
weary round of expostulations with lazy and indifferent members, now the inevitable 
.. address"; together with a succession of minor duties; the whole constituting a 
very arduous task. Nevertheless, if the tree is to be judged by its fruit, Colont:l 
Olcott's efforts ought to be regarded by him as in every way satisfactory. During 
the past fortnight new energy has been infused into the Colombo branch, a Buddhist 
girls' school opened under the wing of the newly formed Ladies' Educational 
Society, and finally, the Ceylon Section organised under favourable auspices. The 
promotion of education among the Buddhist youth is a very strong feature of the 
Society's Ceylon programme. Upwards of thirty.five schools have been already 
organised by our members and friends under the general superintendence of the 
Society. The latest important fact in this connexion is the conference now in 
progress between the Hon. Mr. Rama Nathan, Member of the Legislative Council, 
and Colonel Olcott, relative to the establishment of a Hindu·Buddhist College at 
Colombo. It is difficult, therefore, to conceive how the rumour as to the apathy of 
our workers in Ceylon has gained ground. Facts such as the above constitute the 
best answer to such notions. Altogether, it would be well if some of the useless 
armchair criticasters who depreciate the Colonel's work would subject their vapour· 
ings to the decisive test of facts. When it is publicly admitted by the High Priest 
Sumangala that the Society's efforts, dating from 1880, have been the means of 
reviving the fervour of Sinhalcsc Buddhists and restoring the sublime teachings of 
our Lord Buddha to their former place in many a once recreant hea.rt, it is clear 
that immense progress has been effected. Let me now briefly recapitulate some of 
our joint experiences. 

On arriving at the headquarters we were warmly welcomed by Mr. C. F. 
Powell, who has done such yeoman service for the cause of Buddhism in Ceylon. 
This gentleman, for some six months the terror of missionary school managers 
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whose malefic institutions he has so often denuded of scholars, has recently left the 
island for a tour round the branches in Southern India. Henceforward the Ceylon 
Section and branches will enjoy the democratic boon of Home Rule subject to the 
supervisory control of the President. As some very capable and energetic 
members are attached to them, there is every reason for confidence in their 
future. 

By the death of the late Dharma Gunawardena 'Mohandiram, the Colombo 
branch has lost an excellent President and the Oriental College a munificent 
founder. About three thousand people were massed around the pyre at the 
Crematorium, from the platform of which Gnanisara Thero, the chief pupil of the 
High Priest, and the Colonel delivered the customary funeral orations. The 
beautiful Buddhist ceremony, celebrated amid the picturesque accompaniments of 
an Oriental landscape, is most impressive. 

Wellawatta wore a remarkably gay aspect last Sunday when we attended the 
opening of a Buddhist girls' school, the fruit of the efforts of the" Ladies' Educa. 
tional Society," itself an offshoot of Theosophical work in the island. This 
movement, the initiation of which is due to two members of the Colombo branch, 
has for its object the education of Buddhist girls, and it needs no laboured 
reasoning to demonstrate its importance. 

If the future mothers of Buddhists are to receive the benefit of an education 
free from the debasing accompaniments of Old Testament "morality" and the 
meaningless verbage of illiterate missionaries, it is essential that they should not be 
dependent on the existing educational resources. Hence the origination of this 
ladies' movement, which can already muster over 800 members. 

The difficulty at present is want of funds. Nevertheless, it is to be hoped that 
these energetic representatives of the fair sex will resort to that domestic plan of 
campaign so effective in the case of new bonnets or dainty gowns. Among those 
present on the above occasion were the High Priest, H. Sumangala, Subhuti Thero, 
and a score or so of the yellow. robed monks. The school·house was beautifully 
decorated, and altogether all went merry as a marriage bell, the" collection "-save 
the mark-amounting to some 500 rupees. 

I have now to acquaint you with the result of a most productive interview with 
the High Priest regarding the inner meaning of Buddhistic teaching. Having 
drawn up at the Colonel's request a list of searching metaphysical questions, I 
repaired with him, the eminent scholar Mr. Wyesinha, translator of" Mahavansa ", 
and three or four other native gentlemen to the College. For the results of that 
discussion I must refer you to the Theosophist, but suffice it here to say that we 
esta.blished four points among others :-

(a) That the points of difference which obtain between the Buddhism of 
the Southern Church and the Esoteric doctrine are inconsiderable, 
when compared with the striking parallelisms discoverable. 

(b) That the expression" materialistic" as applied to Southern Buddhism 
is utterly unfounded, and that the Orientalists have, as usual, proved 
incompetent to grapple with the subtlety of the Eastern metaphysical 
mind. 

(c) That the doctrine of a Transcendental Subject not present in ordinary 
consciousness is admitted by Sumangala. [This I regard as most 
gratifying and remarkable.] 

(d) That Southern Buddhism confirms the Esoteric derivation of man from 
ethereal, long.lived and giant races, to which an alimentary canal, etc. 
was foreign. The men of these races represented so spiritual a level of 
consciousness as to leave little or no room for intellectual thinking. With 
shorter lives and more material frames came intellectual evolution 
[Manas] and the rush of passion. 
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Our hearty thanks were given to Mr. Wyesinba, who consented to interpret, 
since, but for his mastery of English and Sinhalese, the complexity of the points 
raised would have brought about an absolute deadlock. He has since very kindly 
consented to act with the High Priest in exploiting a fresh series of questions relating 
to Nirvana, the Rupas, psychology, the stages of Vidarsana (or mystic spiritual 
insight) and other points dealt with in the Vissuddhi Magga and the Abhidamma. I 
expect an accession of valuable data as the result of this step. 

The Colonel and myself were highly pleased with the result of our afternoon's 
discussion (duly taken down by Mr. E. Buultjens, Editor of the Buddhist). It serves 
to render the assaults of the Orientalists on our so-called .. spurious Buddhism II 
mere waste paper. This is, indeed, a step forward. I took pans;' yesterday even
ing, Sumangala being in the chair, before an enormous crowd, which I subsequently 
addressed on the .. Spread of Buddhism· in the West ", emphasising the contrast 
between the vague and contradictory creeds of ecclesiastical Christianity-with 
their maximum of a personal God and minimum of philosophic thought-and the 
impregnable basis of Buddhism, to wit, the Four Noble Truths, the Eightfold Path, 
Karma, Reincarnation, and Nirvana. The Colonel afterwards delivered an incisive 
speech, in which he referred with appropriate fervour to the revival of Buddhist 
enthusiasm in Ceylon and the sudden check which missionary enterprise had 
received, a fact on which the High Priest subsequently laid great stress. 

On Sunday, 30th, we leave for Adyar. 
E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT. 

ENGLAND. 
London.-The Blavatsky Lodge has held its weekly meetings, which grow larger 

week by week. The Debating Club has met on each Wednesday, and already there 
is some promise of some of the members developing speaking ability. Lectures 
have been delivered by Isabel Cooper-Oakley and Annie Besant. 

In the East End of London, a Club for Working Women is being founded by 
the Theosophical Society, and will be opened, probably, next month. Some 
months ago a gentleman offered Madame Blavatsky £1,000 to open and carry 00 

some institution that should be of real help to some of the more down-trodden of our 
sisters. Madame Blavatsky declined to accept the gift, as it was impossible for her 
to personally superintend such an undertaking, but after some discussion, she con
sented to accept the trust if the actual administration were placed in the hands of 
Annie Besant and Laura Cooper. This proposal was readily accepted by the 
friend offering the gift, and steps were taken to find a suitable house. After pro
longed travel, and various disappointments, a large house was obtained in the 
Bow Road; workmen are busily engaged in adapting it to the purpose in view, 
and it will be opened as a .. Club for Working Women, founded by the 
Theosophical Society". It is proposed that, to begin with, about a dozen girls, who 
are orphans and friendless, shall be admitted as inmates, while a club with sitting
room, reading and work-room, shall be opened for working women. A room will be 
set apart for the use of Committees of Trade Unions, now often driven to public
houses for lack of a suitable office for the transaction of their business. Soon it is 
intended to open a dining-room for women-workers, where good and cheap food 
can be obtained in warmth and comfort. Gradually the place will be develope.cl, 
it is hoped, into a centre of useful activity, for the service of women whose lot in 
life is often so hard to bear. 

Newcastle-on-Tyne.-The inaugural meeting of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Lodge of 
the Theosophical Society took place, at Hartington Street, on the 6th uIt. The 

• Query: BulJi.".l (Ed.]. 
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President· Elect, Mr. F. Bandon Oding, gave a retrospective sketch of the various 
incidents which led up to the formation of a Theosophical Lodge in Newcastle ; 
after which the official charter of Constitution was read, and the names of the 
Founding. Members were duly registered on the Rolls of the Lodge. The election 
of Officers then took place, with the following result :-President, F. Bandon 
Oding; Vice· President, Alexander Bowie; Secretary, Wm. Bum; Treasurer, Mrs. 
F. B. Oding; Committee, Miss Harriet Britain, John Wilson, William Green. The 
first Committee meeting was held on nth February, when Rules on the model 
of those in force in the Blavatsky Lodge were drawn up, a few alterations suitable 
to local exigencies being made. A definite plan of work and study is in course of 
preparation. 

west 0/ England, Lodge.-A charler of the Theosophical Society was issued on 
January 30th to Mrs. Passingham and her Associates, for the purpose of constituting 
a Lodge at Exmouth, under the above title. The Lodge has an excellent President 
in the person of Mrs. Passingham, whose work at Cambridge was of a peculiarly 
difficult, though by no means unsuccessful, nature; consequently, it is to be hoped 
that, in a new environment, even better results will reward the same ardent labour 
in the cause of Theosophy. 

Mr. A. P. Sinnett lectured, towards the end of February, in the hall of the 
Royal College for the Blind, before the Upper Norwood Literary and Scientific 
Society, on .. Theosophic Inquiry ". A debate followed the lecture, and so much 
interest was shown in the subject that it was decided to continue the discussion on 
another evening. Mr. Sinnett is well known as the first propagandist of Theosophy 
in this country, and his books have led many into the path of inquiry. He is the 
President of the London Lodge. 

We are very pleased to see Mr. Sinnett's name appended to No. 15 of the 
Transactions of the London Lodge, for February. He gives us an excellent paper 
on .. Free·will and Necessity regarded in the light of Reincarnation and Karma". 
We should be very glad to welcome a larger work from the same able pen. 

SCOTLAND. 
GENERAL MEETING OF THE SCOTTISH LODGE. 

Saturday, 15th February, ISgo. 

SUMMARY OF ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT. 

The reorganization of our Lodge offers a good opportunity for giving some 
account of our aims and methods, especially to those who have recently joined, and 
to whom Theosophy is a new world. Great care in the use of words is most 
essential; often the sign gets substituted for the thing signified; we do not and can· 
not mentally advert at once to the whole nature of the concept. Thus there is a 
thought latent in the word which Leibnitz calls the cogitatio CfZca or symbolica. Any 
word thus associated with a cluster of ideas has a tendency to drop some of them, 
and thus the word no longer suggests any but the most obvious and superficial 
aasociations, and old aphorisms full of noble thought become mere sterile dogmas; a 
portion of the thought covered by the word falls asleep, so far as the mass of man· 
kind are concerned, it may be for centuries. 

But language is like an embalmer; so long as the word remains, its meaning may 
revive, and so that meaning is in perpetual oscillation, constantly lost and as con· 
stantly recovered. A proposition remains verbally the same; but to one generation 
it is .. full of sap and fierce with life," to the next an effete truism. For the mass 
of mankind the word suggests only a fraction of its meaning, but still the thought is 
there, like the enchanted lady waiting only the breath of the fairy prince. Thus 
andent and priceless thoughts may be recovered by the passionate intuition of 
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genius, or the patient plodding of science. I would advise the c-areful study of a 
few difficult, but valuable pages in the 2nd vol. of Mill's Logic on the evil consequences 
of casting off any of the existing connotations of words. 

We, above all, should be careful of this danger, for in the misuse of words lies 
one of the most fertile sources of quarrel, bigotry, and intolerance, one of the 
worst foes to real brotherhood. Above all should we avoid taking the popular 
conception of a word, and using it as though it were the full scientific meaning. 

For these reasons I propose to give a little time to carefully explaining some 
names not popularly well-understood, and I would commence by saying that the 
key-note of the whole is the absolute unity of all things. 

Theosophy is literally divine wisdom, or wisdom-religion. It is not a religion, 
far less a new religion, or a new sect. It is religion-the abstract conception-that 
which binds not only all men but all beings, all things in the universe, into one 
grand whole-the universal law, in fact; and thus it is not only the abstract religion, 
but the abstract science, whereof every individual religion and every individual 
science are just concrete examples. Every advance in science shows that scientists 
are every day approaching nearer to the conception of a universal law. Professor 
Drummond's remarkable work, "Natural Law in the Spiritual World ", shows that 
the same idea is working in exoteric philosophic and religious circles. 

But this implies universal brotherhood, and this is Theosophy. Anyone can be 
a Theosophist. That is to say, any person of moderate intellect, of pure, unselfish 
life, who finds more joy in helping others than in receiving help, who is ready to 
sacrifice his own pleasure for the good of others, and who loves Truth, Goodness, 
and Wisdom, for their own sake and not for the benefits they may confer, is a 
Theosophist. 

But how to find the principles of Theosophy? Let each one seek in his own 
religion, only obliterate therefrom all denials, all hostile criticism of the faith of 
others, all intolerance and bigotry; take only the positive teachings, and in these 
rightly understood you will have Theosophy. Only a part, it may be, of the grand 
universal religion, and some religions will show numerically more of its precepts 
than others; but this will be a matter of/act, not of opinion, and the religion which 
manifests the most truth will be as obvious as one man's being stronger or older 
than another. Only remember what a great metaphysician has laid down: False
hood can only exist where there is denial. The only logical falsehood is to assert that 
the same thing at the same time is A and is not A, and even this proposition only 
holds in the limits of space and time. Therefore expunge denial and you expunge 
falsehood, since falsehood consists of assertion plus denial. Occultism may perhaps 
be best explained as the rules formulating this Universal Science and Religion, and is 
theoretical and practical. Theoretical Occultism is within the reach of everyone 
who strives to study the principles on which Theosophy is based, and to make 
them a guiding power in his life. Practical Occultism consists of rules for self
development, and the principles of that Esoteric Science which has from age to age 
been handed down by the Master Initiates, and portions of which have been 
revealed from time to time to chosen persons. Not all, in fact very few, are 
physically, morally, or intellectually capable of receiving this. Man is an instru
ment, and in order that the Revealer may use the instrument to full effect, so that 
the truth imprinted on his brain may be given forth in clearness and fulness, not 
only must the instrument be a fitting one in construction, but it must be in perfect 
tune, and that tuning is done by occult rules. 

Such being the meaning of Theosophy and Occultism, a disposition manifested 
by the Master Initiates in the last quarter of this century to partially relax this long 
silence and to communicate, and make exoteric, portions of the vast stores of 
learning entrusted to them, led some fifteen years ago to the formation of the 
Theosophical Society as the vehicle for conveying the learning to such of the nla&& 
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of mankind as were fit to receive it. Not that the Theosophical Society was the 
origin of Occultism, which in fact is as old as the human race itself. Here in 
Scotland, as far back as history reaches, we have had an occult school. The name 
of Michael Scott is well known, and coming to later times, in 1817 a work was 
published in Edinburgh entitled" The Theory of the Moral and Physical System of 
the Universe," by F. M. McNab, a book full of occult learning, the publication of 
which in that period, so saturated with gross materialism, is a very striking 
circumstance. In 1884, on the occasion of Colonel Olcott's first visit to Edinburgh, 
our Scottish Lodge was formed, and though the death of our first president and 
other circumstances caused a temporary cessation of activity, that period has now 
passed and the Lodge is once more in full working order and daily growing stronger 
and more important. 

It is natural that we should be asked what reason we have to offer why anyone 
should join us, or should study or follow the occult rules, and though it is somewhat 
difficult to formulate for outsiders what to occultists themselves is as clear as day, 
we may roughly state that by following these rules and making them part of daily 
life they may both acquire benefits for themselves and confer benefits on others; 
for themselves, improved physical health invariably follows the due observance of 
the rules; self-command is gained, and with it knowledge and skill in science or 
art; material success in trade or profession, and wealth, if desired, may be readily 
brought within the power of the diligent student. I say deliberately if desired, for 
probably by the time that this point is reached only one thing will seem desirable 
to the student, viz., Theosophia, the Divine Wisdom, even as it seemed to King 
Solomon when the choice was given to him. The student of Occultism may help 
others also, and this will be his greatest inducement, by solving their difficulties, 
explaining the meaning of their trials, shedding light in dark places, and in many 
other ways which will open before him as the riddle of the world grows more clear. 
To those who desire to get and to give such benefits it will be of great assistance to 
join the Theosophical Society, for its wide-spread organization will enable them to 
come in contact with kindred souls in all quarters of the world, and by the tie of 
brotherhood to claim all the knowledge and all the help in the service of humanity 
which can be rendered, and the solution of all problems which the wisdom of the 
East can solve. Also if they be actuated by the unselfish desire to help others, 
which makes a Theosophist, they will bring their goodness and their love to 
strengthen the good work, and thus will utilize to the fullest the powers of good that 
are in them. 

In this work every honest worker is welcome who will lay aside prejudice and 
intolerance. All such are endeavouring to discover the Truth, and as the Truth 
is one and indivisible, the discovery of a law on any plane of being is a clue to the 
operation ofthe same law on every other plane. No better illustration exists of 
this than in the labours of the Alchemists: they were no crafty impostors, nor 
greedy seekers for material wealth; they sought for spiritual truths, and the labours 
of their laboratories were not undertaken to conceal their philosophic research, but 
because they knew that every spiritual truth cast its reflex, as it were, on the 
material physical plane; they were certain that every material scientific discovery, 
read by the light of correspondences, whereof they had the key, indicated a 
corresponding philosophic or religious truth; hence the chemical discoveries they 
undoubtedly made, valuable as these were, were insignificant compared with 
the spiritual truths signified. And the same thing holds now, and hence the 
occultist can draw valuable lessons from the work of the scientist, the biologist, 
the spiritualist and every other inquirer, if only he be honest, but rejects as 
worthless the vanity which prompts such to regard his own science as the final 
expression of knowledge. When for, instance, the scientist declares there can be 
nothing higher than the matter which he deals with by microscope and crucible, 
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the occultist can readily use his valuable positive work of discovery and cast out 
the dross of his denial. Therefore we ask the co· operation of all, if only they 
desire to work unselfishly for pure love of their kind. 

It may be asked, how should occult trainin~ be begun? and the answer is simple, 
though hard enough to carry into effect. First, Know thyself, and to this end a 
knowledge of the seven principles indicated in the "Key to Theosophy". more 
fully developed in the "Secret Doctrine", will be found a great help. Secondly; 
Command thyself; look on the entity which those seven principles compose as an 
instrument which you have first to bring into perfect harmony and then to make 
responsive to the dictates of its highest principles, for each principle answers to the 
corresponding principle in the universe, from the lowest which has its affinities with 
the earth from which it was taken, to the Divine soul which, sensitive as the 
magnetized needle of the compass, responds to and makes manifest in man the 
vibrations of the Divine Soul of the Universe. This Knowledge and Command 
form the initial step-this once firmly taken the next step will open plainly before 
the neophyte; and it is to enable him to take this first step, to guide the halting 
feet, to show the example of those who have taken it, that these occult and 
Theosophical societies are formed. 

A word as to the constitution of our own Scottish Lodge: its government is 
vested in a President, Vice· President, and Secretary, and it consists of members, 
who must also be members of the Theosophical Society, and of associates, who 
may, but need not, be such. Every member must first have been an associate for 
six months, unless that time be specially shortened by the President. From asso· 
ciates we ask but two pledges-first, entire secrecy as to the name of any person 
attending any meeting, the reader of any paper, or the office.bearers of the Lodge. 
This pledge is partly for our own protection, as many who join our ranks or sympa· 
thize with us might incnr serious professional risk by being known to be connected 
with a movement so little understood; also, we wish to avoid any of the vanity 
which might arise from the reader of a paper having his name and opinions publicly 
quoted. If his views are true, they will commend themselves without his name; if 
not true, then no anthority can make them better. To the associates themselves, 
the simple discipline of silence and abstention frOID the gossiping habit of men· 
tioning names will be very valuable. The second pledge is not to attack or criticize 
in any hostile spirit the exoteric creed or religion of any member or associate. On 
this I need say nothing, for it obviously lies at the root of all Theosophy, and who, 
ever offends against it is no true Theosophist, however learned or gifted, or indeed 
however pure in life and good in intention. Such is our position, and such our aims 
and objects. We press no one to join us. Anyone who expects to see miracles 
worked will not do so; at the same time we know that psychic gifts do exist, and 
that our country has been in all ages prolific in such. Should any possessors of such 
gifts join us, we can put them in the way of developing their powers with safety 
and advantage to themselves and others, and of avoiding the perils and miseries of 
mediumship or of Dugpaship. 

The success and extension of our Lodge hitherto prove that there are true and 
unselfish workers really in earnest to help, and such only do we desire. 

FRANCE. 
WE have received an important announcement from a group of our French brothers 
who are imbued with the true theosophical spirit. The translation runs as follows: 

LE LOTUS BLI.u. 
Theosophy, Occult Science, Astral World, Sociology. A Monthly Rlvilw. 

After a year of existence La Revu, Theosophique has ceased publication in the full 
tide of success. All Theosophists owe a debt of gratitude to the Countess 
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d' Adh€!mar for the energy she has shown in devoting to Theosophy an organ the 
interest and worth of which its readers have learned to appreciate. 

But Theosophy cannot remain without an organ in France: and this is our 
reason for starting Le Lotus Bleu (Blue Lotus), which is certain to live for many a 
year, wludroer happells. 

The Theosophical Society, which numbers about 200 branches scattered over 
the whole world, receives its Esotericism from Eastern Teachers or Initiates, who 
for thousands of years have handed down from one to the other the complete 
knowledge of the One Truth. 

Theosophy is the universal and highest synthesis of all the doctrines which have 
been borrowed from it by Egypt, the Kabbala, and the schools of the Occident. 

The Lotus Bleu is the only organ of the Theosophical Society in France. 
It is addressed to all unselfish and honest students who sincerely desire to 

ascend to the direct and primitive source of Esotericism and to know the direct 
teaching of Occult Science. It is addressed to all those who thirst for the Unknown 
and wish to penetrate the Unseen, who, "tired of learning, desire at last to know!" 

The Lotus Bleu will publish entire works of the greatest interest, translations of 
which have never appeared in France, and which have produced a veritable 
revolution in Thought and Science in England, America, and Germany. 

France can no longer be ignorant of the valuable works which bring us to 
strangest revelations, not dreams or metaphysical speculations, but scientific facts. 

These works, conlmencing with the first number, are, to mention the most 
important only :-

"The Key to Theosophy," by H. P. Blavatsky, a book that has so long been 
waited for by all those who have taken up the preliminary study of Eastern Wisdom, 
and which answers all questions and points of interrogation: "Black and White 
Magic," by Dr. Franz Hartmann, a remarkable work both from a scientific point of 
view and from its clearness of exposition, as well as by the interest of the subjects 
treated of. These will be followed by selections from" Isis Unveiled," and the 
"Voice of the Silence," remarkable works in which the Spirit of the Masters is felt; 
and also articles on practical occult medicine, sociology, &c., &c. By the transla· 
tions of the most important articles published in India, England, or elsewhere, we 
shall keep our readers in touch with this great movement, which is practically 
unknown in France; there will also be original contributions by H. P. Blavatsky, 
Eugene lnis, and other contributors who are really competent to deal with the 
questions of which they will treat and are skilled in Occult and Esoteric Science, 
which includes all sciences and commences where these cease. 
1:21 The collection of the Lotus Bleu will form the most complete Encyclopedia, its 
teaching being the most direct and exact, and drawn from the very source of 
Occultism. 

The Lotus Bleu will be published on the 7th of every month, with 72 pages of 
text. 

SUbscription, 10fr. a year. Single copies, I fro All communications to the Editor 
to be addressed to M. Jean Matth€!us, 7, rue Stanislas, Paris; subscriptions, &c., 
should be sent to M. Bailly, II, rue de la Chauss€!e d'Antin, Paris. 

The first number will be published March 7th, 1890. 

Thus we have another genuine Theosophical magazine heart and soul with us, 
like the Path, Lucife" and the TheoSoPhist-when in right hands. 

THE SOCIETY OF ALTRUISM. 

WE give our heartiest and most cordial welcome to a new society which has lately 
beeD born in France owing to the energy of a brother Theosophist, who has 10Dg 
WOD our admiration as one of the &trongest and most brilliant writers on Theosophy 
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and Eastern Philosophy in France. The programme is, beyond everything, 
practical, and aims at bringing about that social and moral reformation which 
is so much needed. 

As stated in its organ, L'Anti.Egolstt, the object of the Society is devotion to 
Others and the amelioration of Self, defined in the following programme. 

r. Liberty of body, conscience, and speech. Abolition of capital and corporal 
punishment, duels, cruel sports, and gambling. Protection of children and animals 
(anti.vaccination and anti·vivisection), of old age and infirmity. Campaign against 
violence and dogmatism, slavery and exploitation, monopoly and adulteration, 
hypocrisy and false respectability. The legal and mental emancipation of woman. 
The rehabilitation of illegitimacy. Equality of workers before the law and in public 
bonsideration. 

II. HeaUh. The health of the body; and sanitary improvements in dress, 
schools, workshops, and dwellings. Cremation. Campaign against the abuse of 
animal food, alcohol and narcotics, and against sexual abuses. 

III. Help. Mutual and organised help. Volunteers for charitable works, 
hospital and prison visiting. Cheap kitchens and free entertainments. The 
elevation of the artistic standard of the masses, and the beautifying of their 
surroundings. Campaign against vandalism and useless luxury, against paper 
charity and the .. Chadbandism" of brotherhood. The peaceful reformation of 
society by the reformation of the individual. 

IV. Education. The physical, intellectual, and moral education of both sexes. 
Free instruction, libraries, lectures, and museums. University reform-modem 
before dead languages. 

V. Organization. League of peace and international arbitration. Free trade', 
international postal union. The universalisation of authors' rights; the metric 
system, weights, measures, coinage, and longitudes. The simplification of lan
guages. The formation of a universal brotherhood, without distinction of sex, race, 
rank, or opinions. 

VI. Evolution. The physical, psychic, and spiritual evolution of man. The 
bringing together of the saint, thinker, and scholar. The study of the forces in 
bodies and of the wills in forces. The study of all the philosophies, religions, 
science and arts, customs and institutions of the human race, with the object 
of showing that one and the same truth is hidden under apparent differences. The 
vindication of ancient thought, and the renaissance of Eastern literature. 

VII. Unity. The unity of the SELF in all selves. 
Mayall success attend the .. Altruists", who boldly fight for a programme the 

spirit of which is progress, and the watchword" Onward I " 

The two first numbers of L'Anti.Egoiste contain excellent articles, one entitled 
II Les Bases de l'Altruisme," and the other" Th60rie de la Vie It. Those of our 
readers who desire to know more about the society should apply to M. Casse, 
2 rue Sarrazin, Nantes. 

UNITED STATES. 
Brother Bertram Keightley is making quite a stir in Western America, if we may 

judge from the voluminous notices sent to us from the American papers. Lectures, 
interviews, discussions, tumble in upon us in bewildering multiplicity. In San 
Francisco he delivered five lectures, the concluding one on Jan. loth. On Jan. 
12th, he lectured twice, afternoon and evening, at San Jos~. On the 15th and 16th, 
we find him lecturing at Santa Cruz, and on the 21st, 23rd, and 25th, at Los 
Angelos. At the latter town he also spoke, at a Nationalist meeting, on Brother· 
hood, and expressed his sympathy with the views expounded in .. Looking 
Backward It. The lectures dealt with the objects of the Theosophical Society. and 
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explained the doctrines of Theosophy with rare clearness and vigour, winning the 
attention and applause of the critical American audiences. We have received the 
following report from the Secretary of the Los Angelos Lodge:-

.. Mr. Bertram Keightley, during a seven days' sojourn in Los Angelos, California, 
delivered three public lectures, and on the last Sunday of January addressed about 
500 people upon Theosophy and its relation to Nationalism. Every day of his 
busy week was occupied with private meetings among the Theosophists and their 
friends, during which he discoursed most graphically upon the evolution of con
s&1ollS1leSS, the nature of the higher life, the practical application of Theosophy to every
day existence, and the vital need of fraternal co-operation_ His first public lecture 
was upon the theme,' The Theosophical Society and Universal Brotherhood,' in 
which he emphasized the fact.that Theosophy has no creed, but seeks for the Truth 
in everything; that Truth is universal and cannot be confined by sects and 
societies; that Brotherhood is the law because the Inner Self is one. In his second 
lecture he traced the monad in its eternal round, and elucidated many of the 
obscurities in biology which both science and religion have left hitherto untouched. 
The last lecture, upon" Karma and Reincarnation", was a clear exposition of the 
law of cause and effect as applied to human thought and action. He defined the 
rationality of Reincarnation as being based upon the fact, that a soul to be perfected 
must pass through every type of human experience, for which one short span of 
life is scarcely sufficient. He reinforced his statements by quotations from some of 
the world's leading writers, and demonstrated that a belief which has been held by 
the majority of all races and at all times of known history, cannot be an utter 
fallacy. Under his auspices was formed the third T. S. Branch of Los Angelos-
which has not as yet been christened! "L. A. OFF, Secretary L. A. T. S." 

In the interviews with the ubiquitous reporter, Bertram Keightley cleared away 
endless misconceptions as to the work of the Society and of its Founders, his 
perfect loyalty and devotion shining in every sentence. There is but one opinion 
expressed in the reports as to his genial friendliness to all inquirers. 

We note with much interest his remarks on the type now developing in America. 
He says in one interview: "In America, and especially in California, I have been 
much impressed by the very marked signs in the development of a new human 
type, the precursors of the sixth sub-race of our Aryan stock, the appearance of 
which is predicted and outlined in 'The Secret Doctrine'. For instance, for 
every psychic or sensitive I know of in England, I have met fifty or a hundred in 
this country." And again: .. We have in America at this age the beginning of a 
new race_ How different this race is from the old is shown by the success 
achieved here by faith cures, metaphysical healers, Spiritualists, and others. The 
success of these things in this country proves that the American has undergone 
some deep-seated physiological changes, rendering his nature susceptible to finer 
vibrations and more mystical influences than those of the people of Europe. By 
the development of this new race we hope to arrive at a psychic stage which will 
enable us to make scientific tests of the super-physical world which lies everywhere 
around us." 

J!R. BERTRAM KEIGHTLEY, Private Secretary to Mme. Blavatsky, arrived 
at San Francisco, overland, from Omaha, Saturday Dec. 28th, 188cJ. He 
was met at 16th Street Station, Oakland, by a delegation who accompanied 

him to the city and escorted him to the residence of Dr. J. A. Anderson, where he 
was entertained during his stay. In the evening an informal reception was held, at 
which almost every Theosophist in San Francisco and Oakland was present. By 
his genial and unostentatious manner, Mr. Keightley at once brought himself into 
sympathetic relationship with all present, and throughout his stay this feeling 
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continued to grow and evince itself in hearty co-operation; so that his visit was not 
only a most pleasurable experience to all concerned, but the impetus given to 
general interest in Theosophical work has already shown itselfin more ways than on8. 

On Sunday, Dec. 29th. at 2 p.m., at the regular Open Meeting of Golden Gate 
Lodge, Mr. Keightley delivered a Lecture upon II The Theosophical Society and 
Universal Brotherhood ", to a crowded house. The plan adopted at this first 
lecture was carried out at each subsequent one; the lecture occupied about forty 
minutes, and was followed by questions and answers, for about twenty minutes; 
at the close an informal conversation ensued. In the evening of the same day, 
Mr. Keightley repeated this lecture at the Oakland Open Meeting, held by Aurora 
Branch. There also a crowded house greeted him. Both the San Francisco and 
Oakland Monday morning papers contained lengthy and correct reports of Mr. 
Keightley's lectures. All his lectures were fairly reported by the daily papers, 
which fact is very gratifying to Theosophists on this coast. The papers were 
freely used in advertising all lectures, and as a result, the general public attended 
in large numbers and responded by giving handsomely at all collections taken up 
to defray incidental expenses. 

During the next twelve days Mr. Keightley held daily public and private 
meetings; on the evening of the 9th of J an. at the Golden Gate Lodge, a most 
fruitful gathering took place. Here he gave an account of the methods of Theo
sophic work carried out in London, New York, and other places he had visited. 
The result of this meeting was the adoption of a practical scheme of Theosophic 
work on the Pacific Coast, whereby San Francisco should become a Centre, from 
which would emanate a continued and steady stream of influence and actual work. 
A specific plan was at this time adopted, very largely owing to suggestions by Mr. 
Keightley, toward which a few Theosophists at San Francisco have been working 
for some time past, and if Mr. Keightley had accomplished nothing more, by his 
visit to the Pacific Coast, than this, this alone will prove time and work well spent 
and amply compensated for. But this is only one thing that Mr. Keightley has 
brought about, by his influence and unselfish spirit of genuine Theosophy; for the 
impetus given to the Branches of the Coast, and individual Theosophists, will be 
productive of great results, which will expand and prove one of the most beneficial 
ever received during the history of the Theosophic movement. 

Friday, Jan. loth, Mr. Keightley delivered his last lecture 9,t San Francisco, 
upon .. The Three Stages of a Theosophist "; a crowded house greeted him and 
expressed by close attention their hearty appreciation of his efforts to enlighten 
them. Communications are still coming in from people of all classes, speaking of 
the great good Mr. Keightley has accomplished both to the community, and to 
individuals, by his visit to San Francisco, and hoping that he may soon be with us 
again. The mornings and afternoons of Mr. Keightley's stay here have been spent 
in receiving visitors, at 13, Mason Street, which he constituted his head quarters, 
and making calls in answer to special requests. 

On Saturday, Jan. nth, Mr. Keightley left for San Jose, where he will remain 
for two days, then going to Gilroy for two days, and on to Santa Cruz for two or 
three days, then to Stockton, and on to Southern Calcutta. Urgent requests have 
come in from many Calcutta cities, earnestly begging Mr. Keightley to visit them, 
and as he desires to do all the work possible during a limited stay on the Coast, he 
will visit and lecture at as many places as his time will permit. The press of those 
towns at which he has consented to stop and lecture have printed articles on 
Theosophy and have freely advertised his coming, bespeaking a cordial reception. 
Taken altogether, Mr. Keightley's visit to this Coast is strikingly of the nature of 
a Theosophical revival. ALLEN GRIPPITHS, 

Sur,l4ry K,ightley Paaju ClHUt CO.lllitt". 
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THE ADDRESS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 

San Francisco, Janrurry, ISgo. 
A PUR has been perfected among Theosophists of San Francisco and Oakland, 
whereby it is hoped the object of the Theosophist Society may be realized, and 
Theosophic work systematically carried on upon the Pacific Coast, with head
quarters located at San Francisco, as the point most central and having the largest' 
present available working force. 

But this only as a C",t"e; it is recognized that the work extends all along the 
Coast, where Theosophists already are, where they are now isolated, and where they 
are yet to be brought to the light; and while there are some earnest workers here, 
every worker now in the Society, wherever situated, is earnestly besought to lend 
his aid in work, time, thought, and money to the Cause. 

We have not many years to work; the century is fast closing upon us j great is 
the mighty wave of Spiritual force now in our favour and with us; it is our privilege 
to ride upon that wave, and to work with the mighty power of the Great Souls who 
would and do help because it is thei" hou". But, so sure as night follows day, the 
reaction comes, and the work not accomplished nou' must then be one of greater 
labour in the face of greater difficulties and without our Leader! This, then, is the 
time for every earnest Theosophist who has the Great Cause at heart, and not 
himself, to show by impersonal and unselfish effort in every direction, that he is not 
unfllorlhy to serve with the Masters in the most Holy Cause. 

Few realize how much may be done in this short time, but it must be by concen
trated, harmonious, systematic action, and with the determination that overcomes 
all obstacles. Taking, then, San Francisco as an actual as well as geographical 
centre, an Executive Committee of members here now at work has been formed, 
to be joined by one or more members from each Branch, and by members at large, 
not to take the labour away from any point, or out of the hands of any Branch, but 
to give aid and counsel to those now in the work, to gain and interest others not 
only at the centre but over the whole field, and to give direction where needed, that 
none need be idle, lukewarm, or asleep. 

This Executive Committee is organized with a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, 
Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer, who will also act as Recording Secretary. 
Five Members will constitute a quorum, and its meetings and business will be held 
and transacted at the Head Quarters, 13, Mason Street, San Francisco, where a 
room has been rented at .the personal charge of a Theosophist j another has 
carpeted the same, others have given articles of furniture, some 4.500 leaflets have 
been contributed to the Committee, and already" Head Quarters Pacific Coast" is 
an accomplished fact. . 

The number comprising the Committee shall not be limited, but every fa"nest, 
impersonal, unselfish worker, wherever residing. may be utilized in the work. 

Those farthest from the centre being the out-posts and single pickets, are asked 
to report their own work, and the need of work, with suggestions and plans towards 
the one end. 

Briefly, the Committee will systematize the labour, devise ways and means for 
carrying on Theosophic work, disseminating Theosophic Literature, creating 
interest and supplying the demand thus created, giving direct personal encourage
ment to the formation of New Branches, following up those individuals who evince 
interest, printing leaflets adapted to the questions arising, reprinting those most 
excellent ones already published in New York, mailing from head-quarters, and 
interesting others to engage in mailing from their homes, questions and answers on 
Theosophic points in any and all journals that may be opened to us, and all other 
plans that may from time to time appear and be utilized. A Register containing 
names of all persons interested in Theosophy will be kept, and you are requested 
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to collect and forward to the Corresponding Secretary names and addresses of all 
whom you may know or learn of, stating to what degree they are interested, what 
lines they have been reading and studying, &c. A Theosophical Library is now 
open, and will be maintained for the use of the public without charge. 

WAYS AND MEANS. 
All that is proposed means the expenditure of time and work for those here and 

at a distance, who may join. It also means money, and, as intimated already, some 
portion of this necessity is pledged by individual members here agreeing to give a 
certain sum monthly: you are ut'gmtly t'equested to make this a jlet'S01Ial matter; after 
you have done so, to personally interest all others to give a regular sum monthly, or 
outright a lump sum, large or small. Do not confine the effort or the asking to memo 
bers of the Theosophical Society, but 'present the cause to all liberal. minded 
friends. 

If your Branch is able as a Branch to contribute, it will be well; but if you are 
your own Treasurer and Collector from others, it will be better, simply because it is 
your business and not another·s. 

If you cannot give a certain sum, try to become responsible for the raising of a 
definite amount. 

Do not feel ashamed of the size of the amount unless you individually know 
that it should be larger. 

Remit all sums to E. B. Rambo, Treasurer, 418 Market Street, San Francisco. 
All disbursements will be made only after agreement by the Committee in executive 
session, records of which will be kept and an annual report made to each member. 

We whose names are submitted herewith have joined in this first central move· 
ment on this Coast, solemnly impressed with its great importance and of our own 
act. We know we have loyal fellow members near us who, though not named, will 
second all effort that is impersonal for the Great Cause. 

Will you join us, for the same great end, putting your shoulder to one and 
others, becoming one of the Executive Committee, and allowing your name to go 
out with the issue of the names of the Committee as constituted ? 

Will you not take the simple mental pledge. " I will do fJ!hat I can and all that 
I can"? 

Urgently, then, we ask that you at once communicate with the Corresponding 
Secretary, Allen Griffiths, 13 Mason Street, San Francisco, California. 

f Dr. JEUNEE A. ANDERSON, Chairman. 
From Golden Gate Lodge, I ALLEN GRIFFITHS, Corresponding Secy. 

T. S., San Francisco E. B. RAMBO, Treasurer. 
L. P. MCCARTY. I Miss M. A. WALSH. 

From Aurora Branch, Mrs. SARAH A. HARRIS, Vice. Chairman. 
T. S., Oakland HENRY BOWMAN. 

THEO. G. ED. WOLLET. 

ALLEN GRIFFITHS, 
COt'. Stcy. E:J&. COfIJ. 

From San Diego, California, Mr. Thomas Docking reports: At our last regular 
meeting, held on January 5th, I resigned the Presidential chair, the other Officers 
also resigning, and the following were duly elected to serve during the next year: 
President, John F. S. Gray, M.D., Villa Karma, EI Cajon; Vice-President, Mrs. A. 
J. Patterson, M.D.; Secretary and Treasurer, Thos. Docking, M.D. A valuable 
addition of treasures in the book line has been made to our Library, and many 
more volumes are being added by the new President. 
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We have established successful open meetings of the Point Loma Lodge, 
Theosophical Society, every Sunday in room 7, No. 643, at 4 o'clock p.m. All 
interested are cordially invited. 

THE ARYAN RESERVE FUND. 

We send our heartiest congratulations to our active New York brethren on their 
new departure. The Palh of February informs us that the general object of this 
Fund is 

.. To establish in New York a building or suite of rooms at the service all day and every 
evening of all visiting Theosophists, its own members and enquirers, with a Theoso
phical Library and Literary Bureau attached, so that such a substantial centre in the 
metropolis might add enormously to the strength of the movement, give a firmer tone and 
add a fresh impetus to our beloved Society now just emerged from its youth. Opportunity 
to meet that immense volume of interest and enquiry that is everywhere observable would 
result not only in significant augmentation of membership in all branches, but also in fulfil
ling the wish of every sincerely unselfish Theosophist that the greatest possible number of 
his fellow members should share in that which he finds is of benefit to himself." 

Subscriptions were at once received amounting to 1,600 dols. Thus we will have 
headquarters at Adyar, New York, and London; in the latter of these centres we 
have almost completed our plans and shall shortly commence building. 

Washington, D.C., Feb. 21, 1890. 
EDITORS OF .. LUCIFER." 

I am requested by the members of the Blavatsky Theosophical Society to ask 
you to give publicity to the following resolution adopted by the Bla\'atsky Branch 
of Washington, D.C., February 19, 181)0: 

.. ResollJIIl, That the members of the Blavatsky Theosophical Society of Washington, 
D.C., in view of the resignation as officer and member, and change of residence trom 
Washington to Denver, Colorado, of our president, Mr. Anthony Higgins, on account of 
rapidly failing health, deem it fitting and just to record upon the minutes of the Society a 
hearty indorsement of all his official acts during the time he has been president of this 
Society, which he founded, and also our appreciation of the rare zeal and ability with which 
he has defended and advocated the first object of the Theosophical Society, regardless of 
creed, sex, or colour; and that done, too, both publicly and privately, when every spoken 
word, owing to consumption of the bronchia, inflicted pain and distress . 

.. Alld be it forth" resolved, That we return him our grateful thanks for the valuable 
teachings and instructions in Aryan Theosophy we have all received from him, and 
while sincerely hoping that our loss may be his gain, we wish him success in his journey, 
and speedy restoration to health . 

.. M. A. S. CAREY, GEORGE H. BALDWIN, C. F. L. FRANZ . 

.. Committee. 
Fraternally yours, 

W. A. LAVALETTE, 

Librarian of the Blavatsky Theosophical Society of Wasllington, D.C. 

JAPAN. 
In the supplement to The TheoSOPhist, for February we read:-
"Colonel Olcott has received from the Rev. Odsu Letsunen, Chief Officer of 

the Western Hongwanji, Kyoto, a very friendly and appreciath'e letter, in which 
allusion is made to his recent Japanese tour. The writer says that the fact that the 
President • has thus greatly aroused the feeling of the people at large is beyond 
any dispute'. Considering that Mr.Odsu is one of the most distinguished priestli 
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in the Japanese Empire, Executive Superintendent over ten thousand temples, it 
need hardly be said that his evidence upon this point greatly outweighs the opinions 
of interested missionaries and their Western sympathizers, who have asserted that 
Colonel Olcott's lectures • fell flat and were a general disappointment to the 
Japanese'." 

H Oioing ~o anb fro in tbt Cfartb." 
A MATHEMATICAL WONDER. 

Gl OME person of a mathematical tum of mind has discovered that the multiplica. 
J!iJ tion of 98765432I-which you will notice are simply the figures I to 9 

inclusive, reversed-by 45. gives 44,444,444,445. Reversing the order of 
the digits and multiplying 12345678g by 45. we get a result equally curious-
5.555,555.505. If we take 12345678g as the multiplicand. and interchanging 
the figures of 45 take 54, the same reversed, as the multiplier, the result 
is 6,666,666,606. Returning to the multiplicand 987654321 and taking 54 as 
the multiplier again we get 53,333,333,334-all 3's except the first and last 
figures, which together read 54, the multiplier. Taking the same multiplicand and 
27, the half of 54, as the multiplier, the product is 26,666,666,667, all 6's except the 
first and last figures, which together read 27, the multiplier. Now interchanging 
the order of the figures, 27, and using 72 instead as the multiplier, and 987654321 
as the multiplicand, we get as a product 7I,III,III,II2-all I'S except the first and 
last figures, which, together, read 72, the multiplier. 

The Evening News prints a story from South Carolina, about a coloured girl 
named Daisy Robinson, twelve years old. who does not appear to be exactly an 
ideal inmate for a quiet family. It is asserted that .. the first demonstration was 
the falling over of a sideboard upon the floor. and a short while after a water· 
bucket was thrown from a sheI£, striking the girl upon the shoulder. Her mother, 
thinking that the room was haunted, moved into another, when the same agency 
moved tables over the floor, and dishes, pitchers, smoothing.irons and other house· 
hold articles could not be kept in their places. Consequently an investigation of 
the strange power was made. In the girl's room were a bed, a bureau, a cupboard 
and a small chair. The household crockeryware-or rather all that was left of it, 
for it had nearly all been broken-was packed away in a bucket under the bed. 
For a few minutes the party was silent, awaiting developments, but gradually a 
general conversation was indulged in upon the subject, each member of the party 
keeping an eye on Daisy. Suddenly a large. heavy teacup was thrown upon the 
floor. It spun round a few times and rolled into the fireplace. Cups, plates, 
saucers, vases, shovel, tongs, candlesticks, kerosene lamps, and fire·dogs leaped 
into the centre of the room, sometimes being broken into atoms and at other 
times not being injured at all. The whole room was afterwards examined and 
was found to be closely sealed above and all around. The floor is tight, and a 
careful examination from the outside failed to reveal a crack that even a ten·cent 
piece could have been thrown through . 

.. Daisy was removed to another room, and the same singular occurrences 
manifested themselves in the new locality. While Daisy was eating. the bedstead 
in the room was actually wrenched to pieces by an unseen power. Doctors of 
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medicine and divinity were present at tbis strange sight, and the crowds that 
gathered around the house have been so large that a policeman had to be detailed 
to keep out the throng. As yet not the faintest hint at a solution of the matter has 
been given." 

The following is quaint enough to reprint. We regret that we cannot acknow
ledge its source, but the friend who sent it did not add the name of the journal 
from which it was clipped . 

.. A CHILD'S VIEW OF THEOSOPHY . 

.. , Grandma, I like Fosfy.' 

.. , Fosfy, Joe, what's that? a new game?' 

.. , ~o, I don't think it is zlIlilly a game, but uncle John called it moonshine, and aunt 
Ethel is always talking about it, you know.' 

.. , Oh yes, you mean Theosophy. Well, why do you like it, my dear?' 

.. , See, gran., there is not rightly time now to get things done. When I ask uncle why 
he didn't go and hunt bears and tigers, he always says he had something else to do. When 
I wanted him to take me to the circus the other night, he said, 'Got no time, my boy. 
There is not enough time, my boy.' There never seems enough time here, gran. And I 
wants lots of time. I want first to be a learned man, like you say father was. Then I 
want to be a coachman, like Thomas. It's so jolly when he lets me hold the reins. Then, 
though of course I like to be a boy best, I should like to be a girl sometimes. Girls get the 
best of it at parties. All the fellows wanted to dance with Mary Nelson the other night, 
and got her ices and cake, and she looked so pretty; boys don't look pretty, do they, 
&randma?' 

.. , But what has all this to do with Theosophy? ' 

.. 'Oh, don't you see, aunt Ethel say you never really die: you only go for a good long, 
ever 110 long sleep, and have jolly dreams, so you don't sttm asleep-and then, when you 
quite rested, you wake up and begin again, just as yOIl do in the morning, only you can 
begin something quite fresh every time you have been into the diving-can.' 

.. , Diving-can ? ' 

.. 'Yes, that is what she calls it. Queer isn't it? But is it not awfully jolly? I'll have 
time to be a hunter, and a soldier, and a coachman, and a girl, yes, I think I would like to 
ride in a circus-and when I am sick of one thing I'll go into the diving-can and wake up 
somebody else. I think Fosfy prime.' .. 

Mr. Macdonald, a Christian missionary, must needs make an attack on 
Buddhism, and an account of his discomfiture at the hands of Dr. Salzer reaches us 
in our contemporary The Buddhist. We read: 

.. Mr. Macdonald's rellllU!ks would not have been thought of with a view to refutation, 
owing to the proverbial reticence of the Hindu mind. A German was, however, present
a German who has made Oriental theology his special study and the consolation in his life 
of exile, and Mr. Macdonald has found he is not always safe in attacking Oriental systems 
of thought. Dr. Salzer is a keen combatant who is thoroughly confident of his mettle and 
prowess. His letters against the puerile and old-world sophistry of the Scotch missionary 
afford grand reading to their Hindu readers. They show the firm grip which their author 
has of the subject he writes upon. The brain which has produced them seems to be glowing 
with the light of the Light of Asia, while the masterly way in which it has marshalled its 
thought must shed light upon many a dark brain. And altogether Dr. Salzer has com
pletely smashed the Rev. Mr. Macdonald." 

Ii 
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"THE TALKING IMAGE." 

Vienna, Ftbrllary 21St, ISgo. 

TO THE EDITORS OF "LUCIFER". 

Permit me to call attention to the fact that my story entitled "The Talking 
I mage of U rur ", which appeared seriatim in the pages of "Lucifer," has been 
entirely disfigured· by the editors of that journal, owing perhaps to Madame 
Blavatsky's inability to attend to editorial work during her recent illness. The 
story represents the adventures of a "theosophical Don Quixote" who seeks for 
wisdom everywhere except in the right place. He joins a " Society for Distribution 
of Wisdom" in the East; but finds nothing but folly. Finally, in the last chapter 
he discovers that true wisdom cannot be found anywhere except by the attainment 
of the knowledge of self. It is. therefore, plain that in the last chapter culminates 
the gist of the story, and that without that chapter the whole story loses its point; 
the preceding ones being merely preparatory to that. 

Nevertheless, for reasons best known to themselves, the editors of" Lucifer" 
have left out the entire chapter, all except its closing paragraph. In this emascu· 
lated shape the story, instead of being what it otherwise would have been, namely, 
a forcible illustration of well· known and undeniable truths, is made to appear as if 
it were merely an uncalled·for satire or bl1rlesque upon the Theosophical 
Society-a performance which would be perfectly useless and which was never 
intended, as the external affairs of that society do not interest me in the least. 

Yours very respectfully, 
F. HARTMANN. 

The editors of this Journal regret that, in leaving out the concluding chapter of 
the" Talking Image ", they have gone contrary to the wishes of the author--of 
which, in truth, they knew nothing-especially as they find upon examining the 
closing chapter, that it contains the solution of the problems presented in the 
previous chapters and entirely removes from the story the odium of being supposed 
to be a burlesque upon the principles of the Theosophical Society, or upon Madame 
Blavatsky. In his "Talking Image" the author represents the Human Mind in 
its quality as a living mirror, wherein all kinds of existing ideas are reflected and 
acted out. He informs us that, .. if he has chosen Madame Blavatsky's mind as a 
representative illustration, it is because her mind is at once the most sensitive and 
noblest of which he knows ". On this, while thanking Dr. Hartmann for his kind 
compliment, Madame Blavatsky begs to remark that no such explanations are 
needed, since she has never looked upon the" Talking Image" in any other light 
than as expressing the personal opinion of one man, and no more. To this opinion 
Dr. Hartmann has as much right as she has to her opinion of her friend, the Doctor. 
And now we hope the" incident .. of the" Talking Image" is closed.-[EDs.] 

• Towards the end, a. we ourselves mentioned In doing It.-[EDS.] 
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A BUDDHIST CATECHISM.-

l~E are exceedingly glad to welcome another simple and concise Catechism 
~ of Buddhism in the short exposition of Subhldra Bhikshu. The author, 

in the preface, says that his Catechism is meant to take a place between 
the .. many comprehensive and critical works on the subject of Buddhism" and the 
Catechism of our respected President which was" originally intended only for the 
instruction of Sinhalese children". It is true that this new Catechism is fuller than 
Colonel Olcott's, chiefly owing to the addition of questions and answers on the 
Sangha, the Brotherhood or Order of Bhikshus or Samanas; but in other respects 
there is in the main a remarkable resemblance of questions and answers be· 
tween the two, and both will be popular among precisely the same class of 
readers. Therefore, although we cannot say that the learned Bhikshu has 
succeeded in differentiating his Catechism from that of our excellent President, still 
we welcome its appearance on the principle that we can never have too much of a 
really good thing.t The straightforward sincerity and inherent reasonableness of 
the fundamental teachings of Buddhism must win it a world-wide respect among 
all but the veriest bigots. There is buming need for such simple expositions of the 
'World-Religions in our present epoch, and may the day soon dawn when we shall 
have a series of Catechisms! written by men who believe and practice their 
several religions, and so at last hear what Buddhists, Brahmins, Parsees, Moham
medans, and all other religionists have to say about their various systems, without 
any pious or literary .. middleman" or .. sweater" to rob our brethren of their 
intellect and self-defence. 

In the present little volume under review, we notice that in the formula of the 
Tissarana, Saranam is still translated" refuge". 

According to L. Corneille Wijesinha, one of the ablest English Pali Scholars of 
Ceylon, .. neither Pali etymology nor Buddhistic philosophy justifies the translation". 
He contends that the ordinary rendering of .. I take my refuge in Buddha" is not 
correct, but should be .. I go to Buddha as my Guide," for the idea of .. , refuge', 
in the sense of a 'fleeing back', or a 'place of shelter', is quite foreign to true 
Buddhism, which insists on every man working out his own emancipation". 

Turning over the pages, we come to the question: .. What is Nirvana?" 
Is it to receive the contemptuous definition of annihilation? Is the Summum 

bonum of the subtlest metaphysicians and the sublimest ethical philosophers in 
the world to be so shortly disposed of, and labelled with a predicate which can 
only be paralleled by the absurdity of Wilson who dubbed Brahma (neuter) the 
.. Supreme Nonentity" (!) ? 

• Compiled from the Sacred Writings of the Southern Buddhists for the use of Europeans, by SubhAdra 
Bhlksbu: London, George Redway, 18g0. 

t ThIs refers to the superb ethical and rational fundamentals of Buddhism, and not to the occult teachings 
voadIsafod by the Bhlkshu; for the lauer are conspicuous by their absence. 

S Catechism& of the Dwalta and Vesl.htadwaita philosophies have aJr""dy bo:t:n published by memben of 
tbeT. S. 
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To this momentous question, the writer answers: 
.. It is a condition of hea~ and mind in which every earthly craving is extinct; it is the 

cessation of every passion and desire, of every feeling of ill-will, fear and sorrow. It is a 
""ntalt state of perfect rest and peace and joy, in the steadfast assurance of deliverance 
attained from all the imperfections of finite being. It is a condition impossible to be 
defined in words, orto be conceived by anyone still attached to the things of the world. 
Only he knows what Nirvana is who has realised it in his own h'l1l't." 

And in a note he further adds: 

.. Most Europeans, not excepting many learned men, have very incorrect notions about 
Nirvana. Nirvana literally means, 'being extinct,' 'gone out,' like the flame of a lamp 
hlown out by the wind, or gone out for want of oil. This led to the erroneous idea that 
Nirvana is the same as annihilation. Nirvana signifies on the contrary, a slllte of supreme 
moral perfection, impossible to be conceived by anyone who still wears the fetters of earthly 
desires . 

.. What then is extinct-' blown out '-in Nirvana? Extinct is the lust of life, the 
craving for existence and enjoyment; extinct are the delusions and allurements of life and 
its sensations and desires; blown out is the flickering light of self, of individuality (soul)." 

With the word" individuality" we are brought face to face with the great bone 
of contention between the Southern and Northern Churches of Buddhism. First 
of all let us see whether The Secrti Doctr;/It and Southern Buddhism are agreed 
upon the term" individuality", and then whether this answer is altogether logical. 

From the following quotation it is evident that the term .. individuality" is 
used in a somewhat different sense from the .. Individuality" or Higher Ego of 
Theosophy. 

On page 52, we read: 
.. What is it, then, ;n us whiGh ;s the subjl&t of birth alltli' ? 
.. The individual will or desire to live which constitutes the esst1l(e of OUI' beinK, and which 

is reborn after the dissolution of our present material body through the agency of Karma
that is to say, is reincorporated in another form . 

.. Is not this illdit'idual desil'e of life, or this inditl;duality, identical wilh ,,·frat ;s called Ihe soul? 

.. No; far from it. The belief in an immortal. personal soul-that is, an indestructible, 
eternal, separate substance which has only a temporary abode in the body-is regarded by 
Buddhism as a heresy due to ignorance of the true nature of life and living beings. The 
substance called' soul' hy the followers of European religions, is nothing but an aggregate 
of various higher or lower faculties (Skandhas), and is dissolved after death into its 
constituent elements. What is re-materialised in a fresh birth is not the soul, but the 
individuality. This individuality will assume, in accordance to its Karma, a new person
that is, a new set of Skandhas." 

If by .. soul," the Kama-manasic entity is meant, then we have nothing to say 
against this theory of .. soul" .impermanence, As, however, the whole question turns 
upon an inquiry into the nature of the five Skandhas, it is somewhat disappointing 
to find no elucidation of this interesting subject. 

But why does the Bhikshu, after so completely disposing of the term .. soul," 
invoke the attention of those" who long for that peace of the heart and satisfaction 
of the understanding which alone give life its value. and who fail to find these 
things in the Soulless (? !) dogmas of the various churches" ? 

Surely on his own premisses, the churches should be commended for this I 
Continuing his Catechumenical task. he writes: 

.. How 10llg does the individualily cOlltinue 10 reneit' ilself in repealed births ? 

.. Until perfect knowledge and Nirvana is attained. Then, and not till then, is that 
haven of rest attained where there is no more suffering, no more death, birth-renewal or 
individualism ... 

• This term evidently Is Intended to represent the same Idea .... Buddhl conveys to the mind of • student 
of the Esoteric Doctrine. 

t Tbe Italics In all quotations ar~ the Reviewer's. 
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What then is this" individuality," "individualism" or "individual will or desire 
to live"? 

Note 26 informs us that: 

.. The European student of Buddhism must be repeatedly reminded not to confound 
. the will to live '-that is. the desire for life, the cleaving to existence-with the 
'conscious will ' or so-called 'free will'. Conscious will is but a fraction of the whole' will 
to lh-e'-namely, such portion as passes through the organ of the brain, which is the 
vehicle of consciousness; but the greater portion of this 'will to live' never reaches 
consciousness in plants and animals, and but imperfectly in men." 

Without stopping to inquire into the correctness of the last statements from the 
occult standpoint, it is evident that the tanha, or " individuality" here spoken of is 
not the Individuality of the Vedantins, the silver Sutratma or "Thread Soul," the 
God within, than which. it is not too much to say, there is nought higher. 

Moreover if it is true that .. only he knows what Nirvana is who has realised itin 
his own heart," it is evident that there is a somebody or something that knows. 
And if .. Nirvana signifies .. , .. a state of supreme moral perfection impossible 
to be conceived by anyone who still wears the fetters of earthly desires," it follows 
that he who is free from such fetters can conceive thereof, and that therefore, again, 
there is somebody or something that enjoys Nirvana. Hence we conclude with the 
Surd Doctrine that the Principium rlldit'iduationis IS, and therefore has been and will 
be. 

The question: "Is lIIa,,'s b,rth rtlll?wal only 011 this earth?" evokes a very vague 
and orthodox answer. It runs as follows: 

.. No; there are countless multitudes of other worlds moving in space, which are peopled 
with beings superior or inferior to man. In every one of these spheres re-incamatioD may 
take place." 

In this connexion it would be well for the writer to remember that natura non 
facit sa/tum and that the monad which at one birth occupied the form of an ant, 
does not at its next descent inhabit the frame of an elephant, and then take a 
retrogressive leap into the body of a mullet; but that all proceeds in order, whether 
it be the series of genus, species, and family for the pure animal, or planet race, 
subrace, family race, etc., etc., for the human entity. 

Not the least interesting answer to those who have had to discuss the question 
of re-incarnation with sceptics, will be the reply to the qnestion: .. How is it that 
we have 1JO remembrance of our former lives? " It is because: 

.. We are blinded by earthly illusion, and our eyes are covered by a veil of ignorance, so 
that we are almost or quite unconscious of our higher nature. We are, in the body, 
overweighted by fetters from which those who earnestly strive for redemption seek ever to 
get free . 

• • • • • • • • • • • 
.. In the night we dream, and in our dreams we are at one time kings, and the next 

beggars or captives: sometimes poor and beset with difficulties, at other times in the full 
tide of prosperity and darlings of fortune. Nevertheless, it is one and the same self which 
takes on all these different characters . 

.. Again: whilst dreaming we do not remember other dreams we have had, but when 
awake we remember the dreams of many a night. It is the same with our different lives. 
The same ilUiividuality, the same self. is re-born under different forms; each re-incarnation is 
a dream of the ilUiividual will to live, now terrible, now full of joy. As long as we are 
dreaming one of these dreams of life, we do not remember our former life-dreams. But a 
Bllddha, who luis attained d,liveranee,· dreams no longer. He is awakened, and he remembers 
all his former births. The Arhats. too, possess the gift of remembering many of their 
former births." 

--------_. - -------
• That Is to say wbo baa reached Ibe Nlrvanlc &Iale. Wbat then Is tbat wbleb remembers past Uvea ID a 

Buddha, the Individuality or wbat ? 
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In coming again across the term .. individual will to live," we should like to ask 
what is the distinction between this" individuality" and the .. we " of the following 
sentence? Is it the" will to live" that dreams <!1 ? 

.. Sometimes the good Homer nods heavily", and when our reverend author 
tells us that it is not wrong to commit suicide, .. so long as no wrong is done anyone 
thereby" and then immediately adds" but suicide is a very foolish act," we fear 
that .. nature's soft nurse" has fallen deeply over his eyes. For being foolish, is it 
not born Avidya the root of all Nidanas i'. As the author truly says: 

.. Suicide violently cuts a thread of life, which, according to the law of Karma, has to 
be taken up again immediately, and under less favourable conditions than those which the 
deluded man tried to escape by it." 

To make this, however, agree with occultism, we must translate" immediately" 
as meaning immediately after the time to which his natural life would have been 
prolonged. 

In conclusion we cannot refrain from quoting two remarkable answers in which 
the author speaks of the tolerance of Buddhism and of that wherein the system of 
Gotama differs from other religions . 

.. Buddhism teaches as to love all men as brethren, without distinction of race, nationality 
or creed; to respect the convictions of men of other beliefs, and to be careful to avoid all 
religious controversy. The Buddhist religion is imbued with the purest spirit of perfect 
toleration. Even where dominant, it has never oppressed or persecuted non-believers, 
and its success has never been attended with bloodshed. The true Buddhist does not feel 
hatred, but only pity and compassion for him who will not acknowledge nor listen to the 
truth, to his own loss and injury only . 

.. Buddhism teaches the reign of perfect goodness and wisdom without a personal God. 
continuance of individuality without an immortal soul, eternal happiness without a local 
heaven, the way of salvation without a Vicarious Saviour, redemption worked out by each 
one himself without any prayers, sacrifices and penances, without the ministry of ordained 
priests, without the intercession of saints, without Divine mercy. Finally, it teaches that 
supreme perfection is attainable even in this life and on tbis earth." 

NAMo TASSO BHAGARATO ARHATO SAMMA SAMBUDDHASSA. 

The same Catechism, we ought to add, exists in German, under the title • 
.. Buddhistischer Katechisidus"; and we have a strong impression that it is 
written in the native language of the Bhikshu. 

PALMISTRY. 

,I;N .. Palmistry and its Practical Uses "t by Louise Cotton, we have something on 
T the hand which is original in presentation and practical in teaching. Chapters 

on Cheirognomy, Cheiromancy, Astral inftuences, the Divining Rod, etc., in 
addition to some one hundred Bible references to these subjects, make up collec
tively a Guide and Text-book which all the hand-maidens of Urania should rejoice 
in possessing. The work is embellished with diagrams from life of hands con
taining all the evidence that one can need in regard to the inftuence or signification 
of stars, spots, squares, grilles, crosses, triangles, circles, etc., in all, twelve large 
plates. 

Louise Cotton's book is the result of many years of practical experience, which 
must be its highest recommendation to all who require something definite, lucid, 
and reliable on these curious subjects. 

• If the" WI\1 to live" Is that which brings about birth renewal and Is moreover the "Individuality" 
which is subject to the Law of Kanna, It is difficult to understand how any " will to live" can be a r.5"'ltSi6k 
entity or why such a " blind force" should have aught to do with wise or " foolish" actl. The omissioD of any 
clear statement as to the Buddhist conception of the permanent Ep Is a great oversi,ht In a book Intended for 
the Europe of our present day. This omIssion causes unnecessary eonfuUOII and dwarfs the sublimity of the 
higher teachings of Buddhl&m. 

George Redway, York Street, Covent Garden. 
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IN THE THEOSOPHIST for Janu· 
ary and February the very learned essay 
on the .. Age of Sri Sankarachll)'a" 
is continued and concluded. It IS a 
work of high scholarly excellence by the 
lamented and esteemed Pandit of the 
Adyar Library. The conclusion ar· 
rived at is that the founder of the 
Adwaita School lived .. between the 
middle of the 4th and the 6th, that is, 
the 5th century A.C." There is no doubt 
that these papers are the most valuable 
contribution towards settling this im· 
portant date which have yet appeared. 
The Pandit also gains a controversial 
victory in the erudite defence of his 
views on the Ya van as. 0 si sic omlUS ! 

The useful review and selection of the 
utterances of Col. Ingersoll are interest· 
ing reading. It is really astonishing to 
find the great American prophet of 
Freethought occupying a platform so 
essentially theosophic in its broad out· 
lines. The ill·chosen title of .. Infidel 
Bob," however, jars upon the serious 
reader. 

Dr. Henrv Pratt continues his articles 
on Elohistic Teach;PlKs. The Doctor is 
somewhat difficult to follow, and the 
ordinary reader does not get a very clear 
view of what he is being taught. The 
Elohistic and Jehovistic schools seem to 
have been more important than most of 
us imagine. 

The paper on the .. Visit of Apollo. 
nius to the Mahatmas of India" gives 
F. W. Thurston, M.A., the opportunity 
of selecting some very interesting pas· 
sages from Philostratus, and discussing 
the geographical difficulties of the ac· 
count of the journey recorded on the 
tablets of Damis, the Guru's Chela. 

We have to congratulate the Kum· 
bakoDam T . S. for their excellent trans· 
lation of the Sarvasaro· Upanishad of 
Krishna.Yajur.Veda. It would, how. 
ever, have beem more valuable if some 
notes had been appended; the different 
nomenclature of the different schools is 
very puzzling to Western readers, and a 
steady head is required to follow the 
ideas without being led astray by the 
terms. 

It is greatly to be regretted that the 
review of the .. Voice of the Silence" 

did not fall to a more dignified pen. 
There are subjects which should be ap· 
proached bare·headed and not with jest. 
ing. Po/ichinelle does not pantomime in 
cathedrals. 

THE PATH of February opens with 
a much needed warning against a mis. 
taken eagerness of some students of 
Theosophy to .. sit for Yoga". True Raj 
Yoga, the writer says, .. discards those 
physical motions, postures and recipes, 
relating solely to the present persona. 
lity, and directs the student to virtue 
and altruism as the bases from which to 
start". 

The question, .. Is Karma only punish. 
ment," evokes a carefully thought out 
answer by Hadji Erinn. In the course 
of his remarks, he says: .. I cannot 
agree with the suggestion that punish. 
ment and reward should not be used as 
terms. It is easy to reduce everything 
to a primordial basis, when one may 
sav that all is the absolute. Rut such is 
OIily the method of those who affirm and 
dtny. They say that there is no evil, 
there is no death; all is good. all is life. 
In this way we are reduced to absurdi. 
ties, inasmuch as we then have no terms 
to designate very evident things and 
conditions. As well say there is no gold 
and no dross, because both are equally 
Inat/fr." "Letters that have Helped 
Me" contains some excellent views on 
practical chela ship. Harij continues his 
paper on .. Reincarnation and Memory". 
He meets the champion objection of 
non.remembrance of past lives which is 
clung to with such persistency by the 
.. Give me facts, sir" school, by saying: 
.• Physical memory is the record of pass. 
ing events, but it is not the presen'er of 
experience. Physical memory is but the 
outer husk of experience. Experience 
relates to feeling and consciousness; 
memory to time and sense." 

The views expressed in the short paper 
called "The Allegorical Umbrella," are. 
to say the least of it, curiolls. Altogether, 
Tile Path for February is quite up to its 
high standard of excellence. A picture 
of Mme. Blavatsky is also included in 
this number-but we wish it had not 
been. 
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The five numbers of The Buddhist for 
January contain much interesting read· 
mg and news. The reprint of a pam· 
phlet headed .. Buddhist and Christian 
teaching compared," under the auspices 
of the Ceylon Religious Tract Society, 
gives a Jayasekera an opportunity of 
scoring some very heavy points off its 
missionary bishop progmetor. The 
writer substantiates most conclusively 
that it is a .. most glaring misrepresenta. 
tion of Buddhism and Christianity". 

To read: the translation of C. H. 
De Silva from the Ummagga Jataka, 
showing that Pragna (Wisdom) is the 
supreme of all the Paramitas (Trans· 
cendental Virtues). 

An interesting article on .. Killing and 
the Eating of Flesh" is marred by some 
very casuistical reasoning of a some· 
what theological ftavour. The Editor's 
note is a relief. 

Under the heading .. Western Bud· 
dhistic Leanings", the views of the anti. 
theological philosophers, the mystics 
and theosophists of the 15th, 16th and 
17th centuries, are briefty passed under 
review. 

Where, then, is the difference, except 
that the Bhikshus believe their Master's 
precepts, and the Christian priests, as a 
rule, disregard the teachings of their 
God? 

The Golden Era, a hifh.class illustrated 
monthly magazine 0 San Diego Cala. 
which is especially devoted to the 
" Artistic and Industrial Progress of the 
West", has a .. Department of Oriental 
Literature, Philosophy, Theosophy, and 
Psychic Phenomena, edited by Jerome 
Anderson. M.D .• F.T.S." The contri. 
butions under this heading are exceed· 
ingly interesting. 

Miss Kate Field, the distingl1ished 
lecturer and journalist, in her new and 
excellent periodical entitled Kate Field's 
IV ashington, devotes a weekly column, 
under the title "Echoes from the 
Orient," to theosophical subjects. 

In the Bibliotheca Platonica there is an 
excellent paper on .. Philosophic Mo· 
rality", by Prof. Alexander Wilder, 
F.T.S. 

D. C. Pedris makes short work of Sir The Lotus Bleu, the new and now sole 
Monier Williams' Duff lectures, and organ of the French Theosophical So· 
speaks warmly against the misrepre. ciety I'Hermes. in Paris. is just out. It is 
sentations and unfairness of the counsel an excellent little publication and only 
for Church.vanity and Co. The Boden costs eight shillings a year. We will 
professor tries to make out that the notice it in our next. 
primary distinction between Buddhism Ught still continues the foremost of 
and Christianity (1 Judaism) is that the .. spiritualistic" journals. .. Notes by 
former teaches that marriage is to be the Way" by .. M.A. (Oxon.)" are 
abandoned by the truly wise, whereas always written with dignity and are full 
the latter teaches that .. it is not good of interest. Most of the contributors, 
for man to be alone". Mr. Pedris however. still persist in using the term 
mildly confronts the Duff lecturer with spiritual when they mean psychic. 
the text: .. Every one that hath for. Psyche is a new venture inaugurated 
saken houses, or brethren, or sisters, by Mr. George Chainey. In it Mr. E. 
or father, or mother, or wife, or lands, Maitland commences an interesting 
for my name's sake, shall receive an series of "Hermetic Papers ". The 
hundredfold and shall inherit eternal general tendency of the effort, however, 
life". _ ~__ __ ~ __ i..s psychic. 

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS. 
The promised" Selections from the Gnostic G·ospel, the Pistis Sophia ", 

translated by G. R. S. Mead, and anuotated by H. P. B., u.'ill be commCflced 
in our next number. 

The circulation of LUCIFER has, we are glad to say, increased very 
rapidly dllring the last three m01lths, but 'U'e have on hand a large quantity 
of the issues of September, October, and November, which we will sell for 
distribution at IQS. a dozC1l (13), the carriage to be paid by the purchaser. 

It is found absolutely necessary to raise, in juture, the subscription price 
of LUCIFER, by the addition of postage. At the present time, subscribers 
obtain it for 15S. a year, post free, and as 2S. 6d. of this goes for postage, 
they pay for it only IS. old. per copy, a reduction greater than is made on 
any other magazine. For the future, the annual subscription will be 17s. 6d., 
but all subscribers now on the books will be suppUed at the old rate flfltil 
the expiry of their subscriptions. 

A. BONNER, Printer, :u Bouverie Street, E.C. 
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Tlu Editors do fUJI hold t1umselws respormole lor a,,), opinilms, whether religioNs, 
philosophical or social, expressed;" signed arlicles. 

1iosmir Jltinb . 
.. Whatsoever quits the Laya (homoge. 

neous) state, becomes active conscious life. 
Individual consciousness emanates from, and 
returns into Absolute consciousness, which is 
eternal MOTION." (Esoteric Asioms.) 

"Whatever that be which thinks, which 
understands, which wills, which acts, it is 
something celestial and divine, and upon 
that account must necessarily be eternal." 

CICERO. 

-g DISON'S conception of matter was quoted in our March editorial 
~ article. The great American electrician is reported by Mr. G. 
Parsons Lathrop in Harper'S Magazi"e as giving out his personal belief about 
the atoms being u possessed by a certain amount of intelligence", and 
shown indulging in other reveries of this kind. For this flight of fancy 
the February Review of RefJiews takes the inventor of the phonograph to task 
and critically remarks that U Edison is much given to dreaming", his 
U scientific imagination" being constantly at work. 

Would to goodness the men of science exercised their U scientific 
imagination" a little more and their dogmatic and cold negations a little 
less. Dreams differ. In that strange state of being which, as Byron has 
it, puts us in a position " with seaI'd eyes to see", one often perceives more 
real facts than when awake. Imagination is, again, one of the strongest 
elements in human nature, or in the words of Dugald Stewart it "is the 
great spring of human activity, and the principal source of human 
improvement ..... Destroy the faculty, and the condition of men will 
become as stationary as that of brutes." It is the best guide of our blind 
senses, without which the latter could never lead us beyond matter and its 
illusions. The greatest discoveries of modern science are due to the 
imaginative faculty of the discoverers. But when has anything new been 
postulated, when a theory clashing with and contradicting a comfortably 
settled predecessor put forth, without orthodox science first sitting on it, and 
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trying to crush it out of existence? Harvey was also regarded at first as a 
"dreamer" and a madman to boot. Finally, the whole of modem science 
is formed of "working hypotheses", the fruits of "scientific imagination" 
as Mr. Tyndall felicitously called it. 

Is it then, because consciousness in every universal atom and the 
possibility of a complete control over the cells and atoms of his body by 
man, have not been honored so far with the .",p,imatu, of the Popes of 
exact science, that the idea is to be dismissed as a dream? Occultism 
gives the same teaching. Occultism tells us that every atom, like the 
monad of Leibnitz, is a little universe in itself; and that every organ and 
cell inthe human body is endowed with a brain of its own, with memory, 
therefore, experience and discriminative powers. The idea of Universal 
Life composed of individual atomic lives is one of the oldest teachings of 
esoteric philosophy, and the very modem hypothesis of modern science, that 
of crystaUine life, is the first ray from the ancient luminary of knowledge that 
has reached our scholars. If plants can be shown to have nerves and 
sensations and instinct (but another word for consciousness), why not allow 
the same in the cells of the human body? Science divides matter into 
organic and inorganic bodies, only because it rejects the idea of absolute life 
and a life-principle as an entity: otherwise it would be the first to see that 
absolute life cannot produce even a geometrical point, or an atom inorganic 
in its essence. But Occultism, you see, "teaches mysteries" they say; and 
mystery is the n'gation of common sense, just as again metaphysics is but a kind 
of poetry, according to Mr. Tyndall. There is no such thing for science as 
mystery; and therefore, as a Life-Principle is, and must remain for the 
intellects of our civilized races for ever a mystery on physical lines-they who 
deal in this question have to be of necessity either fools or knaves. 

Dixit. Nevertheless, we may repeat with a French preacher; "mystery 
is the fatality of science". Official science is surrounded on every side and 
hedged in by unapproachable, for ever impenetrable mysteries. And why? 
Simply because physical science is self-doomed to a squirrel-like progress 
around a wheel of matter limited by our five senses. And though it is as 
confessedly ignorant of the formation of matter, as of the generation of a 
simple cell; though it is as powerless to explain what is this, that, or the 
other, it will yet dogmatize and insist on what life, matter and the rest are 
not. It comes to this: the words of Father Felix addressed fifty years ago 
to the French academicians have nearly become immortal as a truism. 
" Gentlemen ", he said, "you throw into our teeth the reproach that we 
teach mysteries. But imagine whatever science you will; follow the 
magnificent sweep of its deductions . . • . . and when you arrive at its 
parent source you come face to face with the unknown! " 

Now to lay at rest once for all in the minds of Theosophists this vexed 
question, we intend to prove that modem science, owing to physiology, is 
itself on the eve of discovering that consciousness is universal-thus 
justifying Edison's" dreams". But before we do this, we mean also to 
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show that though many a man of science is soaked through and through 
with such belief, very few are brave enough to openly admit it, as the late 
Dr. Pirogoff of St. Petersl?urg has done in his posthumous Mmwif's. Indeed 
that great surgeon and pathologist raised by their publication quite a howl 
of indignation among his colleagues. How then? the public asked: He, 
Dr. Pirogoff, whom we regarded as almost the embodiment of European 
learning, believing in the superstitions of crazy alchemists? He, who in 
the words of a contemporary:-

.. was the very incarnation of exact science and methods of thought; who had 
dissected hundreds and thousands of human organs, making himself as acquainted 
with all the mysteries of surgery and anatomy as we are with our familiar furniture; 
the savant for whom physiology had no secrets and who, above all men, was one to 
whom Voltaire might have ironically asked whether he had not found immortal soul 
between the bladder and the blind gut,-that same Pirogoff is found after his death 
devoting whole chapters in his literary Will to the scientific demonstration. • • . ." 
Novoye Vremya of 1887. 

-Of what? Why, of the existence in every organism of a tiistillct "VITAL 

FORCE" independent of any physical or chemical process. Like Liebig he 
accepted the derided and tabooed homogeneity of nature-a Life Principle
that persecuted and hapless teleology, or the science of the final causes of 
things, which is as philosophical as it is rmscientijic, if we have to believe 
imperial and royal academies. His unpardonable sin in the eyes of 
dogmatic modem science, however, was this: The great anatomist and 
surgeon, had the" hardihood" to declare in his MeMf's, that :-

"We have no cause to reject the possibility of the existence of organisms 
endowed with such properties that would make of them-the direct embodimmt of 
tlu 1Iniv,r541 mind-a perfection inaccessible to our own (human) mind. . . . . 
Because, we have no right to maintain that man is the last expression of the divine 
creative thought." 

Such are the chief features of the heresy of one, who ranked -high 
among the men of exact science of this age. His Mmwif'S show plainly 
that not only he believed in Universal Deity, divine Ideation, or the 
Hermetic" Thought divine", and a Vital Principle, but taught all this, and 
tried to demonstrate it scientifically. Thus he argues that Universal Mind 
needs no physico-chemical, or mechanical brain as an organ of trans
mission. He- even goes so far as to admit it in these suggestive words :-

.. Our reason must accept in all necessity an infinite and eternal Mind which rules 
and governs the ocean of life. . . . . Thought and cf'eative ideation, in full agreement 
.nth llu laws of unity and causation, manifest themselves plainly enough in· universal life 
II1ithoul Ihe participation of bf'ain-slush. • • • Directing the forces and elements 
toward the formation of organisms, this organizing life-principu becomes self·sentient, 
self-conscious, racial or individual. Substance, ruled and directed by the life-principu, is 
organised according to a general defined plan into certain types .•... " 

He explains this belief by confessing that never, during his long life so 
full of study, observation, and experiments, could he-

.. acquire the conviction, that our brain could be the oo1y organ of thought in the 
14 
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whole universe; that everything in this world, save that organ, should be 
unconditioned and senseless, and that human thought alone should impart to the 
universe a meaning and a reasonable harmony in its integrity." 

And he adds a popos of Moleschott's materialism :-

II Howsoever much fish and peas I may eat, never shall I consent to give away 
my Ego into durance vile of a product casually extracted by modern alchemy from 
the urine. If, in our conceptions of the Universe it be our fate to fall into illusions, 
then my • illusion' has, at least, the advantage of being very consoling. For, it 
shows to me an intelligent Universe and the activity of Forces working in it 
harmoniously and intelligently; and that my • I ' is not the product of chemical and 
histological elements but an embodiment of II common universal Mind. The latter, I 
sense and represent to myself as acting in free will and consciousness in accordance 
with the same laws which are traced for the guidance of my own mind, but only 
exempt from that restraint which trammels our human conscious individuality." 

For, as remarks elsewhere this great and philosophic man of Science :

.. The limitless and the eternal, is not only a postlliate of 0111' mind and reason, but also 
/I gigantic jact, in itself. What would become of our ethical or moral principle were 
not the everlasting and integral truth to serve it as a foundation! " 

The above selections translated verbatim from the confessions of one 
who was during his long life a star of the first magnitude in the fields of 
pathology and surgery, show him imbued and soaked through with the 
philosophy of a reasoned and scientific mysticism. In reading the Memoirs 
of that man of scientific fame, we feel proud of finding him accepting, almost 
wholesale, the fundamental doctrines and beliefs of Theosophy. With such 
an exceptionally scientific mind in the ranks of mystics, the idiotic grins, 
the cheap satires and flings at our great Philosophy by some European and 
American" Freethinkers ", become almost a compliment. More than ever 
do they appear to us like the frightened discordant cry of the night-owl 
hurrying to hide in its dark ruins before the light of the morning Sun. 

The progress of physiology itself," as we have just said, is a sure warrant 
that the dawn of that day when a full recognition of a universally diffused 
mind will be an accomplished fact, is not far off. It is only a question of time. 

For, notwithstanding the boast of physiology, that the aim of its 
researches is only the summing up of every vital function in order to bring 
them into a definite order by showing their mutual relations to, and 
connection with, the laws of physics and chemistry, hence, in their final 
form with mechanical laws-we fear there is a good deal of contradiction 
between the confessed object and the speculations of some of the best 
of our modern physiologists. While few of them would dare to return as 
openly as did Dr. Pirogoff to the" exploded superstition" of vitalism and 
the severely exiled life-principle, the principium vittZ of Paracelsus-yet 
physiology stands sorely perplexed in the face of its ablest representatives 
before certain facts. Unfortunately for us, this age of ours is not 
conducive to the development of moral courage. The time for most to 
act on the noble idea of " principia non homines", has not yet come. And yet 
there are exceptions to the general rule, and physiology-whose destiny it 
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is to become the hand-maiden of Occult truths-has not let the latter 
remain without their witnesses. There are those who are already stoutly 
protesting against certain hitherto favorite propositions. For instance, 
some physiologists are already denying that it is the forces and substances 
of so-called "inanimate" nature, which are acting exclusively in living 
beings. For, as they well argue:-

"The fact that we reject the interference of other forces in living things, depends 
mtirely 01f the limitatiollS of our senses. We use, indeed, the same organs for our 
observations of both animate and inanimate nature; and these organs can re.ceive 
manifestations of only a limited realm of motion. Vibrations passed along the 
fibres of our optic nerves to the br.ain reach our perceptions through our 
consciousness as sensations of light and color; vibrations affecting our con· 
sciousness through our auditory organs strike us as sounds j all our feelings, 
through whichever of our senses, are due to nothing but motions." 

Such are the teachings of physical Science, and such were in their 
roughest outlines those of Occultism, zons and millenniums back. The 
difference, however, and most vital distinction between the two teachings, 
is this: official science sees in motion simply a blind, unreasoning force or 
law; Occultism, tracing motion to its origin, identifies it with the Universal 
Deity, and calls this eternal ceaseless motion-the" Great Breath ... " 

Nevertheless, however limited the conception of Modern Science about 
the said Force, still it is suggestive enough to have forced the following 
remark from a great Scientist, the present professor of physiology at the 
University of Basle,t who speaks like an Occultist . 

.. It wonld be folly in us to expect to be ever able to discover, with the assistance 
only of our external senses, in animate nature that something which we are unable 
to find in the inanimate." 

And forthwith the lecturer adds that man being endowed " in addition 
to his physical senses with an inn" sense", a perception which gives him the 
possibility of observing the states and phenomena of his own consciousness, 
"he has to use that in dealing with animate nature "-a profession of faith 
verging sU3piciously on the borders of Occultism. He denies, moreover, 
the assumption, that the states and phenomena of consciousness represent 
in substance the same manifestations of motion as in the external world, 
and bases his denial by the reminder that not all of such states and 
manifestations have necessarily a spatial extension. According to him that 

I 

only is connected with our conception of space which has reached our 
consciousness through sight, touch, and the muscular sense, while all the 
other senses, a.ll the affects, tendencies, as all the interminable series of 
representations, have no extension in space but only in time. 

Thus he asks :-

II Where then is there room inthia for a mechanical theory? Objectors might 
argue that this is so only in appearance, while in reality all these have a spatial 

• Y iiU .. Secret Doctrine". vol. I, pp. 2 and 3. 
t From a paper read by him lIODle time ago at a public lecture. 
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extension. But such an argument would be entirely erroneous. Our sole reason 
for believing that objects perceived by the senses have such extension in the 
external world, rests on the idea that they seem to do so, as far as they can be 
watched and observed through the senses of sight and touch. With regard, 
however, to the realm of our inner senses even that supposed foundation loses its 
force and there is no ground for admitting it." 

The winding up argument of the lecturer is most interesting to Theo
sophists. Says this physiologist of the modern school of Materialism :-

"Thus, a deeper ahd more direct acquaintance with our inner nature unveils to 
us a world entirely unlike the u10rld represented to us by our external senses, and reveals 
the most heterogeneous faculties, shows objects having nought to do with spatial 
extension, and phenomena absolutely disconnected with those that fall under 
mechanical laws." 

Hitherto the opponents of vitalism and "life-principle", as well as the 
followers of the mechanical theory of life, based their views on the supposed 
fact, that, as physiology was progressing forward, its students succeeded 
more and more in connecting its functions with the laws of blind matter. All 
those manifestations that used to be attributed to a "mystical life-force", 
they said, may be brought now under physical and chemical laws. And 
they were, and still are loudly clamoring for the recognition of the fact 
that it is only a question of time when it will be triumphantly demonstrated 
that the whole vital process, in its grand totality, represents nothing more 
mysterious than a very complicated phenomenon of motion, exclusively 
governed by the forces of inanimate nature. 

But here we have a professor of physiology who asserts that the history 
of physiology proves, unfortunately for them, quite the contrary; and he 
pronounces these ominous words :-

"I maintain that the more our experiments and observations are exact and 
many.sided, the deeper we penetrate into facts, the more we try to fathom and 
speculate on the phenomena of life, the more we acquire the conviction, that even 
those phenomena that we had hoped to be already able to explain by physical and 
chemical laws, are in reality unfathomable. They are vastly more complicated, in 
fact; and as we stand at present, they u:ill not yield to any mechanical explanation." 

This is a terrible blow at the puffed.up bladder known as Materialism, 
which is as empty as it is dilated. A Judas in the camp of the apostles 
of negation-the "animalists"! But the Basle professor is no solitary 
exception, as we have just shown; and there are several physiologists who 
are of his way of thinking; indeed some of them going so far as to almost 
accept free.will and consciousness, in the simplest monadic protoplasms I 

One discovery after the other tends in this direction. The works of 
some German physiologists are especially interesting with regard to cases 
of consciousness and positive discrimination-one is almost inclined to say 
thought-in the Amabas. Now the Amrebas or animalcula: are, as all know, 
microscopical protoplasms-as the Vatnpyrtlla Spirogyra for instance, a most 
simple elementarycell,a protoplasmic drop, formless and almost structureless. 
And yet it shows in its behavior something for which zoologists, if they 
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do not call it mind and power of reasoning, will have to find some other 
qualification, and coin a new term. For see what Cienkowsky. says of it. 
Speaking of this microscopical, bare, reddish cell he describes the way in 
which it hunts for and finds among a number of other aquatic plants one 
called Spirogyra, rejecting every other food. Examining its peregrinations 
under a powerful microscope, he found it when moved by hunger, first 
projecting its pseudopodifZ (false feet) by the help of which it crawls. Then 
it commences moving about until among a great variety of plants it comes 
across a Spirogyt'a, after which it proceeds t01Vard the cellulated portion of 
one of the cells of the latter, and placing itself on it, it bursts the tissue. 
sucks the contents of one cell and then passes on to another, repeating the 
same process. This naturalist never saw it take any other food. and it 
never touched any of the numerous plants placed by Cienkowsky in its 
way. Mentioning another Amceba-the ColpadeUa Pugnax-he says that he 
found it showing the same predilection for the Chlamydomonas on which it 
feeds exclusively; "having made a puncture in the body of the Chlamydo
monas it sucks its chlorophyl and then goes away", he writes, adding these 
significant words: "The way of acting of these monads during their search 
for and reception of food, is so amazing that one is almost inclined to see in 
them consciously acting beings! " 

Not less suggestive are the observations of Th. W. Engelman (Beitrage 
ZIW Physiologie IUs Protoplasm), on the Arcella, another unicellular organism 
only a trifle more complex than the Vampyrella. He shows them in a drop 
of water under a microscope on a piece of glass, lying so to speak, on their 
backs, i.e., on their convex side, so that the pseudopodifZ, projected from the 
edge of the shell, find no hold in space and leave the Amceba helpless. 
Under these circumstances the following curious fact is observed. Under 
the very edge of one of the sides of the protoplasm gas-bubbles begin 
immediately to form, which, making that side lighter, allow it to be raised, 
bringing at the same time the opposite side of the creature into contact with 
the glass, thus furnishing its pseudo or false feet means to get hold of the 
surface and thereby turning over its body to raise itself on all its pseudo
pod;'. After this, the Amceba proceeds to suck back into itself the gas
bubbles and begins to move. If a like drop of water is placed on the lower 
extremity of the glass, then, following the law of gravity the Amceb;:e will 
find themselves at first at the lower end of the drop of water. Failing to 
find there a point of support, they proceed to generate large bubbles of~as. 
when, becoming lighter than the water, they are raised up to the surface of 
the drop. 

In the words of Engelman :-

.. If having reached the surface of the glass they find no more support for their 
feet than before, forthwith one sees the gas· globules diminishing on one side and 
increasing in size and number on the other, or both, until the creatures tOl1c~w.ith 

• L. Clenkowaky. See bis work Beitruge slIr K.ntll;ss de, Mona/1m, Archlv f. mikroskop, Analomle. 
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the edge of their shell the surface of the glass, and are enabled to turn over. No 
sooner is this done than the gas-globules disappear and the A reelliz begin crawling. 
Detach them carefully by means of a fine needle from the sudace of the glass and 
thus bring them down once more to the lower sudace of the drop of water; and 
forthwith they will repeat the same process, varying its details according to 
necessity and devising new means to reach their desired aim_ Try as much as you 
will to place them in uncomfortable positions, and they find means to extricate 
themselves from them, each time, by one device or the other; and no sooner have 
they succeeded than the gas-bubbles disappear! It is impossible not to admit that 
such facts as these point to the presence of some PSYCHIC process in the protopklSm ... • 

Among hundreds of accusations against Asiatic nations of degrading 
superstitions, based on .. crass ignorance", there exists no more serious 
denunciation than that which accuses and convicts them of personifying and 
,ven deifying the chief organs of, and in, the human body. Indeed, do not 
we hear these .. benighted fools" of Hindus speaking of the small-pox as a 
goddess-thus personifying the microbes of the variolic virus? Do we not 
read about Tantrikal, a sect of mystics, giving proper names to nerves, cells 
and arteries, connecting and identifying various parts of the body with 
deities, endowing functions and physi.ological processes with intelligence, 
and what not? The vertebr~, fibres, ganglia, the cord, etc., of the spinal 
column; the heart, its four chambers, auricle and ventricle, valves and the 
rest; stomach, liver, lungs and spleen, everything has its special deific 
name, is believed to act consciously and to act under the potent will of the 
Yogi, whose head and heart are the seats of Brahma. and the various parts 
of whose body are all the pleasure grounds of this or another deity! 

This is indeed ignorance. Especially when we think that the said organs, 
and the whole body of man are composed of cells, and these cells are now 
being recognised as individual organisms and-quien sabe-will come perhaps 
to be recognised some day as an independent race of thinJ-.ers inhabiting the 
globe, called man I It really looks like it. For was it not hitherto believed 
that all the phenomena of assimilation and sucking in of food by the 
intestinal canal, could be explained by the laws of diffusion and endos
mosis? And now, alas, physiologists have come' to learn that the action of 
the intestinal canal during the act of absorbing, is not identical with the 

. action of the non-living membrane in the dialyser. It is now well 
demonstrated that-

.. this wall is covered with epithelium cells, each of which is an organism per se, a 
living being. and with very complex functions_ We know further, that such a cell 
assimilates food-by means of active contractions of its protoplasmic body-in a 
manner as mysterious as that which we notice in the independent Ama:ba and 
a,nimalcules. We can observe on the intestinal epithelium of the cold-blooded 
animals how these cells project shoots-pseudopodia":' out of their contractive, bare, 
protoplasmic bodies-which pselldopodia, or false feet, fish out of the food drops of 
fat. suck them into their protoplasm and send it further, toward the lymph-duct. 
• . . . The lymphatic cells issuing from the nests of the adipose tissue, and 
squeezing themselves through the epithelium cells up to the surface of the intestines, 

------------------------------------
• Loc. cil, Pftilcer', Arehiv. Bd. 11, s . .187. 
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absorb therein the drops of fat and loaded with their prey, travel homeward to the 
lymphatic canals. So long as this active work of the cells remained unknown to us, 
the fact that while the globules of fat penetrated through the walls of the intestines 
into lymphatic channels, the smallest of pigmental grains introduced into the 
intestines did not do so,-remained unexplained. But to day we know, that this 
faculty of selecting their special food-of assimilating the useful and rejecting the 
useless and the harmful-is common to all the unicellular organisms."· 

And the lecturer queries, why, if this dim'imination in the selection of 
food exists in the simplest and most elementary of the cells, in the formless 
and structureless protoplasmic d,ops-why it should not exist also in the 

. epithelium cells of our intestinal canal. Indeed, if the Vampy,ella recognises 
its much beloved Spi,ogy,a, among hundreds of other plants as shown above, 
why should not the epithelium cell, sense, choose and select its favourite drop of 
fat from a pigmental grain? But we will be told that .. sensing, choosing, 
and selecting" pertain only to reasoning beings, at least to the instind of 
more structural animals than is the protoplasmic cell outside or inside man. 
Agreed; but as we translate from the lecture of a learned physiologist and 
the works of other le~ed naturalists, we can only say, that these learned 
gentlemen must know what they are talking about; though they are 
probably ignorant of the fact that their scientific prose is but one degree 
removed from the ignorant, supmtitioflS, but rather poetical II twaddle" of the 
Hindu Yogis and Tantrikas. 

Anyhow, our professor of physiology falls foul of the materialistic theories 
of diffusion and endosmosis. Armed with the facts of the evident dis
crimination and a mina in the cells, he demonstrates by numerous instances 
the faUacy of trying to explain certain physiological processes by mechanical 
theories; such for instance as the passing of sugar from the liver (where it 
is transformed into glucose) into the blood. Physiologists find great 
difficulty in explaining this process, and regard it (II an impossibility to bring it 
fIII/ler the endosmosic laws. In all probability the lymphatic cells play just as 
active a part during the absorption of alimentary substances dissolved in 
water, as the peptics do, a process well demonstrated by F. Hofmeister.t 
Generally speaking, poor convenient endosmose is dethroned and exiled 
from among the active functionaries of the human body as a useless 
sinecurist. It has lost its voice in the matter of glands and other agents of 
secretion, in the action of which the same epithelium cells have replaced it. 
The mysterious faculties of selection, of extracting from the blood one kind 
of substance and rejecting another, of transforming the former by means 
of decomposition and synthesis, of directing some of the products into 
passages which will throw them out of the body and redirecting others into 
the lymphatic and blood vessels-such is the work of the cells. U It is 
evide1II that in all this there is not tlu slightest hint at djffflSion or enaosmou", says 

• From the paper read by the Professor of physiology at the University of Baals, previously quoted. 
t U..urs ... IJ .. "C". 1Ibc. RI",.~tU)ll II. A u'lfli/lJliorl de. Nllllrltofl. (Archlv f. Ezperlmentalle PathotCllle and 

PbarmakotCllle, Bd. XIX, 1885). 
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the Basle physiologist. II It becomes entirely useless to try tMtd expl.ill ''''" 
phenOmena by chemical laws." 

But perhaps physiology is luckier in some other department? Failing 
in the laws of alimentation, it may have found some consolation for its 
mechanical theories in the question of the activity of muscles 9,nd nerves, 
which it sought to explain by electric laws? Alas, save in a few fishes-in 
no other living organisms, least of all in the human body, could it find any 
possibility of pointing out electric currents as the chief ruling agency. 
Electrobiology on the lines of pure dynamic electricity has egregiously 
failed. Ignorant of II Fohat " no electrical currents suffice to explain to it 
either muscular or nervous activity I 

But there is such a thing as the physiology of external sensations. Here 
we are no longer on terra ineognita, and all such phenomena have already 
found purely physical explanations. No doubt, there is the phenomenon of 
sight, the eye with its optical apparatus, its camera obscura. But the fact 
of the sameness of the reproduction of things in the eye, according to the 
same laws of refraction as on the plate of a photographic machine, is flO 

vital PherumuflOn. The same may be reproduced on a dead eye. The pheno
menon of life consists in the eflOl"tion aml development of the eye itself. How is 
this marvellous and complicated work produced? To this physiology 
replies, "We do not know"; for, toward the solution of this great problem-

II Physiology has not yet made one single step. True, we can follow the sequence 
of the stages of the development and formation of the eye, but why it is so and 
",hat is the causal connection, we have absolutely no idea. The second vital 
phenomenon of the eye is its accommodating activity. And here we are again face 
to face with the functions of nerves and musclea--our old insoluble riddles. The 
same may be said of all the organs of sense. The same also relates to other 
departments of physiology. We had hoped to explain the phenomena of the 
circulation of the blood by the laws of hydrostatics or hydrodynamics. Of course 
the blood moves in accordance with the hydrodynamicallaws; but its relation to 
them remains utterly passive. As to the active functions of the heart and the 
muscles of its vessels, no Ofte, so Jar, has ever bem able to e:;eplain them by Physicallaflls." 

The underlined words in the concluding portion of the able Professor's 
lecture are worthy of an Occultist. Indeed, he seems to be repeating an 
aphorism from the II Elementary Instructions" of the esoteric physiology 
of praclical Occultism :-

II The riddle oj li/e is Jound, in the active Junctions oj a living organism,· the "eal per. 
"ption oj which activity we can get only through selj-observatitm, and not owing to ou" 
",'ernal senses; by observations on our will, so far as it penetrates our consciousness, 
thus revealing itself to our inner sense. Therefore, when the same phenomenon 
acts only on our external senses, we recognize it no longer. We see everything 
that takes place around and near the phenomenon of motion, but the essence of 
that phenomenon we do not see at all, because we lack for it a special organ 

• Li/_ &lid lJdillity are but the two dll'enmt names for the lAIIIeldea, or, what Is still more c:ornct. they are 
two words with which the men of ldence c:onnect DO de4nlte Idea whatever. Neftl1hel-. &lid perhaJII j1II& 
far that. they are ob1lP.d to _ them, for the, contain the pobst of contact between the most dUlicuit probleme 
ower whlch,ln fact, thelfUtest thinkers of the materialistic school bave ever tripped. 
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of receptivity. We can accept that esse in a mere hypothetical way, and .do so, in 
fact, when we speak of 'active functions'. Thus does every physiologist, for he 
cannot go on without such hypothesis; and this is a first experiment of a psycho. 
1ogic41 uplafUltion of all vital phenomena. • . •. And if it is demonstrated to us 
that we are unable with the help only of physics and chemistry to explain the 
phenomena of life, what may ~e expect from other adjuncts of physiology, from the 
sciences of morphology, anatomy, and histology? I maintain that these can never 
help us to unriddle the problem of any of the mysterious phenomena of life. For, 
after we have succeeded with the help of scalpel and microscope in dividing the 
organisms into their most elementary compounds, and reached the simplest of 
cells, it is just here that we find ourselves face to face with the greatest problem of 
all. The simplest monad, a microscopical point of protoplasm, formless and 
structureless, exhibits yet all the essential vital functions, alimentation, growth, 
breeding, motion, feeling and sensuous perception, and even such functions which 
replace 'consciousness '-the soul of the higher animals! " 

The problem-for Materialism-is a terrible one, indeed I Shall our 
cells, and infinitesimal monads in nature, do for us that which the arguments 
of the greatest Pantheistic philosophers have hitherto failed to do? Let 
us hope so. And if they do, then the II superstitious and ignorant" 
Eastern Yogis, and even their exoteric followers, will find themselves 
vindicated. For we hear from the same physiologist that-

" A large number of poisons are prevented by the epithelium cells from penetrating 
into lymphatic spaces, though we know that they are easily decomposed in the 
abdominal and intestinal juices. More than this. Physiology is aware that by 
injecting these poisons directly into the blood, they will separate from, and reappear 
through the intestinal walls, and that in this process the lymphtUic cells take a most 
active part." 

If the reader turns to Webster's Dictionary he will find therein a curious 
explanation at the words "lymphatic" and "Lymph". Etymologists 
think that the Latin word lympha is derived from the Greek nymphe, Ie a nymph 
or i.JIM Goddess ", they say. Ie The Muses were sometimes called .ymPhs 
by the poets. Hence (according to Webster) all persons in a state of 
rapture, as seers, poets, madmen, etc., were said to be caught by the nymphs 
(rv~1'J'lITcx. )" 

The Goddess of Moisture (the Greek and Latin .ymph or lymph, then) is 
fabled in India as being born from the pores of one of the Gods, whether the 
Ocean God, Varuna, or a minor Ie River God" is left to the particular sect 
and fancy of the believers. But the main question is, that the ancient 
Greeks and Latins are thus admittedly known to have shared in the same 
Ie superstitions" as the Hindus. This superstition is shown in their main
taining to this day that every atom of matter in the four (or five) Elements 
is an emanation from an inferior God or Goddess, himself or herself an earlier 
emanation from a superior deity; and, moreover, that each of these atoms 
-being BrahmA, one of whose names is A nu, or atom-no sooner is it 
emanated than it becomes endowlll with ctmScitnmuss, each of its kind, and free
will, acting within the limits of law. Now, he who knows that the kosmi& 
trimuri; (trinity) composed of BrahmA, the Creator; Vishnu, the Preserver; 
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and Siva, the Destroyer, is a most magnificent and scientific symbol of the 
material Universe and its gradual evolution; and who finds a proof of this, 
in the etymology of the names of these deities,· plus the doctrines of GuPy 
ViIly., or esoteric knowledge-knows also how to correctly understand this 
" superstition ". The five fundamental titles of Vishnu-added to that of 
AflU (atom) common to all the trimurtic personages-which are, Bhuttitma., 
one with the created or emanated materials of the world; Prtulhlltuitmafl, 
"one with the senses"; P.ramatmafl, "Supreme Soul"; and Atman, Kosmic 
Soul. or the Universal Mind-show sufficiently what the ancient Hindus 
meant by endowing with mind and consciousness every atom and giving it 
a distinct name of a God or a Goddess. Place their Pantheon, composed of 
30 crores (or 300 millions) of deities within the macrocosm (the Universe), or 
inside the microcosm (man), and the number will not be found overrated, 
since they relate to the atoms, cells, and molecules of everything that is. 

This, no doubt, is too poetical and abstruse for our generation, but it 
seems decidedly as scientific, if not more so, than the teachings derived 
from the latest discoveries of Physiology and Nllturlll History • 

.. ...,...... ~ .. 
MEN AND DEEDS. 

"Wanted, men, Wanted, deeds, 
Not systems fit and wise, 
Not faiths with rigid eyes. 
Not wealth in mountains piled. 
Not power with gracious smile, 
Not e'en the potent pen-

Not words of winning note. 
Not thoughts from life remote. 
Not fond religious airs. 

Wanted, men I 

Not sweetly languid prayers. 
Not softly scented creeds-

Wanted, deeds I 
Men and deeds I 

They that can dare and do. 
Not longing of the new, 
Not prating of the old; 
Good life and actions bold, 
These the occasion needs-

Men and deeds I " 

CRUCIFY THE DISCOVERER. 

"I am attacked by two very opposite IHIcts-the scientists and the know. 
nothings. Both laugh at me-calling me 'the frogs' dancing master '. Yet I know 
that I have discovered one of the greatest forces in nature."-GALVANI. 

eSrM"'" com .. from the root bra,., "to ellpand",to "scatter"; Via"" .. from the root m or .. 
(phonedcall71 " to eDter Into", " to penade .. the unIvene, of matter. Aa to Slva-the patroD of the Yocl .. the 
e&JIDO\ocJ of bls name would remain i_~r'Iw"';bU to the casual reader. 
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~MAZEMENT, unqualified and illimitable, was the sole expression in 
If)~ the man's face peering out of the leafy thicket upon the sea. It 
seemed astounded-to the verge of the power of realisation, to the point 
where the mind becomes a blank-not at any particular thing, but at all 
things-at the Universe. Only the ocean-home of mysteries that daze 
men's souls-answered that look with comprehension of the intensity of 
feeling it portrayed. White and still the features were, as if in marble 
carved, save for the wide-dilated eyes that slowly roved over the shore line 
of dazzling, snowy beach, and the vast expanse of smooth, slow-heaving 
waves, and even stared at the rising sun, as if he too were strange. Like 
carved ebony, about the pale face, lay close curling locks and heavy matted 
beard and moustache. Rugged boldness and daring were in the lines of 
the countenance, which, though mature, did not seem to have yet attained 
to middle-age. 

After a long time the man arose slowly to his feet, with cautious 
movements, indicative of prudent but not fearful desire to avoid possible 
observation, and turned his gaze inland. From his rapt expressio~ the 
element of awe faded, leaving it now but one of intense astonishment. 
It was as if, to a former thought of, "In what new world do I find 
myself?" had succeeded another, "What strange things a"re in this 
world I" 

Yet, to accustomed eyes, there was nothing remarkable in the prospect 
before him. He saw simply the comfortable home of a well-to-do New 
England farmer, Deacon Azariah G. Perkins. Beyond a meadow pasture, 
where fat cattle grazed, stood the dwelling-a roomy, two-storey frame 
structure, with dull red roof, white walls and green shutters at the windows. 
Climbing roses trailed over the spacious porch on its front, and a wealth of 
sweet, old-fashioned flowers filled the door-yard before it, on both sides of 
the white-pebbled walk leading to the gate. To the right, and a little back, 
was a big frame barn, with a flock of pigeons sunning and preening them
selves on the roof; horses and fowls moving about in the yard, and a 
procession of white ducks marching off, in single file, towards the silvery 
pool shining in a hollow, a little distance away. On the other side of the 
house spread an orchard, where the boughs, though gnarled and stunted by 
the winter gales, were hung thickly with apples, red gleams from which 
could already be discerned amid the bright green foliage. Still farther off, 
in various tints of green and gold, lay fields of grass and grain, deepening 
with distance to a uniform color in the low, verdurous hills that made 
the horizon line. 
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A gaunt but vigorous-lookin~ young man emerged from the barn, strode 
down to the pasture fence and, after looking over the cows gathered there 
at the milking place, lifted up his voice in a mellow, resonant call of 
II Sookey! Sookey!" that echoed afar. 

At sight of him, the man in the thicket dropped quickly down again 
into the concealment of the bushes, and, silting there, his wonderment 
narrowed to and concentrated upon his own personality. The garb of the 
man at the meadow fence and an involuntary glance at his own clothing 
suggested to him the startling reflection, II Is it possible I look anything 
like that? " Upon deliberate examination he concluded that his raiment 
did bear a startling and, to him, inexplicable general resemblance to that 
man's. His shirt was of blue flannel; his trousers of some brown stuff, 
and he had on square-quartered, low-heeled shoes. He fumbled at his 
neck and seemed surprised to find there a black silk 'kerchief knotted in 
front and hanging loosely on his shoulders. About his waist was a 
leathern belt, with a sheath pendant on one side that seemed made to hold 
a knife. All these things appeared to be strange and puzzling to him. 
Hat he had none, but did not seem conscious of the lack. In the course 
of his explorations about himself, he discovered that he had pockets, and in 
one of them found some silver and copper coins that greatly excited his 
curiosity. He also dragged forth a flat, square cake of some black 
material, which he stared at, smelled, tasted, and promptly hurled from him 
with an involuntary execration. 

Hardly had the thing fallen among the bushes, a couple of rods away, 
when he heard a man's voice exclaim, in a tone of pleased surprise: "Plug 
terbaccer I by thunder! " 

Seth Thome, the deacon's hired man, had found-lying down in the 
thicket and contentedly chewing her cud-the vagrant milch cow Sukey, 
and, having lightly admonished her, with the toe of his boot, that duty 
required her presence at the milking-place, was just about following her 
hurried steps homeward, when the piece of "Navy plug" fell at his feet. 
As a shower of his II fav'rite weakness" was not among Seth's previous 
experiences, the unusual happening fired his curiosity at once. Pushing 
his way a few steps farther through the thick undergrowth, he found 
himself face to face with the stranger, who, hearing him coming, sprang up 
to meet him. 

II Gosh-all-fish-hooks! .. exclaimed Seth, staring at the stranger. "Who 
beyeu?" 

The man drew himself up, with an air of hauteur, ill-comporting with 
his humble attire, and made reply, but in a strange language that conveyed 
to Seth's mind, "no more idee than a crow's chatter". 

II Jesso," responded Seth. II It sounds int'restin', but I'll be shot ef I 
know the fust thing yeu're talkin' abeaout. An' I'd give tew shillin' just 
teu know who you be, where yeu come from, and heow yeu come teu 
come." 
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Again a torrent of incomprehensible speech burst from the stranger's 
lips. It seemed to Seth, by its tone, though he could not understand a 
word of it, that, instead of affording any explanations, the man was earnestly, 
almost fiercely, asking a great many questions. 

"There's a heap of encouragement teu sociality in an untramme1led 
limber jaw like yeur'n," he answered at his next opportunity, .. and, ef 1 
understand yeu right, yeu're wantin' to know a lot of things yeu'reself. 
I don't see why I shouldn't expect yeu teu understand my answers, as 
well as yeu seem teu expect me teu understand yeu're questions; so 
as teu what I suppose yeu're most likely desirous of knowin' here's 
some of yeu're own sort of pie. Yeu are neow on Perkins' knoll, three 
miles from Adamsport, the which knoll is called after its owner, Deacon 
Azariah G. Perkins-livin' below there-one of eour oldest and most 
respectable citizens, and generally well spoken of for the next General 
Court. This is We'nsday, the 7th of September, I887, and the eaour is, 
by my 'Waterbury', nineteen minutes of seven. Ef any greound occurs 
teu you that I havn't covered jest mention it and don't let yeu're bashfulness 
cause yeu teu pine in uncertainty abeout any material facts. Only don't 
ask me heow yeu come here, as I think I see a glintin' in yeu're eye, for 
abeout thet I know no more'n a coot." 

It would be impossible to say what astounded the stranger most, Seth's 
fluency of speech, the tongue he spoke, the sight of the watch to which he 
referred, or his long-continued exercise of winding it-a noisy and mysterious 
process that seemed interminable. At all events, the combined effect 
seemed to be to dispel his hauteur and sadly, silently, with a dazed look in 
his eyes, he shook his head. 

"Come," resumed Seth, after a momentary pause, "yeu look played 
eout and 1 guess yeu're as empty as a last year's bird's nest. No odds 
who yeu be, or where you come from, it's easy seen yeu're in need of 
friendly help, and deown teu the heouse where I'll take yeu that condition 
is the best title teu a hearty welcome." 

Without comprehending his words, the stranger seemed to understand 
his gestures and tone of kindness. For a moment only he appeared to 
hesitate; then, with a shrug of his shoulders and quick outward movement 
of his hands, as if saying to himself, "Why need I care for anything that 
can happen to me now?" he walked along toward the house. As they 
descended the little knoll together, the hired man had a happy idea for at 
least getting a point of departure for further acquaintance. Catching his 
companion's eye, he tapped his breast with a fore-finger, and uttered, 
slowly and distinctly, his name: 

II Seth Thome." 
The stranger quickly understood. Drawing himself up with an air of 

pride, he struck his open palm upon his breast and exclaimed, with all the 
style of a herald's proclamation: 

.. Gonthaire." 
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The two men went around to the back of the house and entered the 
dining-room just as the Perkins family were about taking their places 
at the breakfast-table. Seth did the honours of the occasion as Master 
of Ceremonies. 

"Deacon Azariah G. Perkins," said he, "allow me teu introduce Mr. 
Gone There; Mr. Gone There, Deacon Azariah G. Perkins." 

"I am pleased to know you, sir," said the Deacon heartily, with only 
a tinge of dialect, so faint as to elude the clutch of type, yet sufficient to 
stamp him as a representative Yankee, "pleased to know you, and glad 
you have arrived in time to join us at breakfast. ~et me present my 
family-My wife, Mrs. Mehitable J. Perkins, Mr. Gone There; Mr. Gone 
There, Mrs. Mehitable J. Perkins." 

. The stranger bowed and uttered, in a well modulated voice, some 
phrases of manifestly courteous meaning. 

" Excuse me," interpolated Mr. Perkins, .. but I didn't just catch what 
you said. May I trouble you to repeat it in English? " 

Gonthaire spoke again; but, of course, not in the tongue requested . 
.. I guess he's a foreigner," mused the Deacon. "Well, no odds; an 

introduction is only a formality, anyhow, and can't be too short when a 
chap is hungry, as I've a notion he is, by his looks. Mr. Gone There, this 
is my daughter, Miss Penelope A. Perkins." 

Until this moment Penelope, standing in the background in shadow, had 
escaped the stranger's observation, but upon the mention of her name she 
stepped forward into the light, confronting him with a graceful old-time 
curtsey. At sight of her, Gonthaire, to the astonishment of all, uttered a 
great cry of " Meroflede ! " 

Then, throwing himself upon his knees before her, he seized her 
hands, kissing them rapturously, talking all the while faster than an 
auctioneer. 

The girl gave a little scream of surprise rather than alarm, which 
blended in a chorus of exclamations from the other persons present. 

"For the laud's sake I" ejaculated her mother. 
" I vum to gracious 1" exclaimed the Deacon. 
" Gosh 1 He's luney I" declared Seth. 
As they all spoke together, they made quite a noise; but above their 

voices, rapid and clear, Gonthaire poured forth a torrent of words, in an 
unknown tongue, that seemed to be speeches of supplication, protestations 
of affection, and outbursts of exuberant joy. Penelope was too much 
embarrassed to even make an attempt at freeing her hands. 

European fashions have made some headway in this country, even in 
New England; but one that has not, yet, to any considerable extent, 
commended itself to the practical Yankee mind, is the kissing of a pretty 
girl's hands when her lips are little, if any, more difficult to reach. Seth, 
as he looked on, found the demonstration funny, but incidentally remarked 
to himself that he doubted if Jared C. Cheever would take that view of it. 
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Perhaps that doubt also occurred to the maiden herself, and added a little 
to the piquancy of the present situation. 

With some difficulty the Deacon succeeded in rescuing his daughter 
from the unbridled devotion of her headlong lover; a place was made for 
him at the table on the side opposite Penelope, where he could not get at 
her hands, and breakfast was commenced. 

Gonthaire ate like a starving man, but did not for that cease talking to 
Penelope. That he could not make himself understood by the others he 
seemed to have accepted as an incontrovertible fact, but he appeared 
unable to comprehend why she did not respond to him. By turns he was 
tender, reproachful, indignant, repentant, conciliatory and ardent, passing 
through these moods with such rapidity and volubility of speech that Mrs. 
Perkins wondered his victuals did not sometimes choke him. Even when 
his mouth was full he could say I< Meroflede .. in a tone that sounded like a • 
vocal caress. 

"Penelope Ann," said her mother severely, "Jared C. Cheever would 
be madder'n a wet hen if he could see your goin's on." 

"\Vhy! Ma!" exclaimed the innocent girl in blank surprise, " I've done 
nothing, and havn't said a word!" 

" \Vell, his then," retorted Mrs. Perkins, who felt it demanded by the 
proprieties that she must put blame upon somewhere. But the next 
moment her kind heart prompted a pitying thought. "It's an awful pity 
his poor head has gone wrong," she said, commiseratingly, I< he'd be a 
real fine-looking man if he was shaved and fixed up. Hadn't you better 
lend him your razor after breakfast, Azariah ? " 

I< H'm! I don't know about putting a razor in the hands of a man who 
uses such language and goes on so. But there's one thing I shall do. I'll 
try to find out what asylum he's from. As soon as you have had your 
breakfast, Seth, go straight down to Mr. Stockwell and tell him to come up 
here just as quick as school lets out to-day, or sooner if he can. He's able 
to talk most anything, I guess, and maybe he will understand this chap." 

The ensuing forenoon was an exciting one for the Perkins family, not so 
much because of anything that Gonthaire did as of the infinite possibilities 
of what he might do. 

I< It's better," said Mr_ Perkins, "to humour and soothe than to cross 
him, until his keepers get here, anyway. So, as he seems to take a shine to 
Penelope Ann, we'll just put her in charge of him_ I'll stay around to see 
that he don't act too wild, and Seth had best hang about near the door, and 
be ready to rush in if he hears any hollerin'. I'd hate to see the poor chap 
hurt, but-you might as well have a club handy, Seth '" 

Never was a man under love's witchery in fairer way for less deserving 
a club than was the unsuspecting Gonthaire. To be in the presence of 
Penelope-or Meroflede, as he persisted in calling her-seemed to fill the 
measure of his desire for joy. He was content to worship her. 

They took him into the parlour and threw open the windows, giving 
8 
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upon the porch, and the garden, and the sea. He looked about him with 
curiosity, then with a deeper feeling. A mischief-making, wandering 
peddler, not long before, had put Penelope in possession of a bottle of gold 
paint, and the mantel's freight-the gypsum twin sheep, the shepherdess, 
George Washington. the Leaning Tower of Pisa, and a big conch shell
glowed with an auriferous glory that seemed to awe and overwhelm 
Gonthaire. 

The girl opened the piano-a new object of wonder to him-and sang 
for him, playing a simple accompaniment. He was enraptured; so deeply 
moved that he wept, yet could not bear that she should cease, except to 
listen to the pleadings of his fervent love. Deacon Perkins sat in a comer, 
silent, watchful, anxious, but encouraged to hope that Mr. Gone There 
would be soothed by the music-as he understood lunatics frequently were 
-and might not become violent. 

(To be c01Itinutd.j 
J. H. CONNELLY, F.T.S. 

I •• 

TO MELANCHOLY. 
I. 

Thou brooding Fiend! that drift'st before 
my life 

Like some gaunt phantom, grimly holding 
in its sway 

The energies that bear me thro' the strife 
That marks my ev'ry footstep on this 

earthly Way;-

II. 
Hear my complaint; for I am desperate; 

I cannot bend in passive bondage 'neath 
thy yoke: 

If I am ever doomed to bear this fate; 
Then Death, in very pity, deal the mercy

stroke! 
III. 

My limbs are full of strength, my heart 
of hope, 

And I would fight Life's ceaseless battles 
cheerily: 

But thou, it seems, would'st bid my courage 
droop, 

And groan beneath thy weighty burden 
wearily. 

IV. 
My eyes would gaze upon the World with 

love, 
And ever seek its beauties, shun its 

sinfulness; 
But thou would'st darken ev'ry mead and 

grove, 
And give the Eanh's bright face a desert 

dreariness. 

V. 
I would be glad; but bliss is put to rout; 

At thy dark presence fties each innocent 
delight; 

And Conscience rankles with remorse and 
doubt, 

Until my soul is wrapp'd in gloom as 
black as night. 

VI. 
The sun may shine, and nature all be fair; 

The birds may sing their praise-but 
what is that to me, 

When Melancholy points me to Despair. 
And Heaven's light smiles upon me as in 

mockery ? 

VII, 
The things of Earth, the mysteries beyond. 

Afford scant solace to my bosom's 
heaviness; 

To meditate in pain is to despond. 
Till Reason swims and sinks in very 

helplessness. 

VIII. 
My Spirit slumbers, weak'ning with its pain; 

Each aspiration falters 'neath thy tyrant 
pow'r; 

Resolves seem worthless, ev'ry longing vain; 
Till Life itself seems but a weary, wasted 

hour. 
IX. 

Thou callous torturer, begone I release 
My fetter'd Will, and let me wield the 

strength 
That lies within me; let me gain the peace 

That should reward the patient and the 
brave at length. 

JOSIAH R. MALLET. F.T.S. 
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PISTIS-SOPHIA. 

,illil- ~llpbia. 
(Translaf-td and annotated by G. R. S. M., with additional notes by H. P. B.) 

INTRODUCTION. 

,IN the present translation and annotation of the Gnostic Gospel Pistis· 
~ Sophia, it is proposed to treat this most mystical and interesting treatise 

in the simplest manner possible. As the text contains much verbiage 
and many repetitions which are wearisome and of no importance to the main 
narrative, such passages will be condensed or omitted. 

As yet,. no translation of Pistis-Sophia exists in English, with the 
exception of some passages which will be found in The Gnostics and their 
Rmuziru by the late C. W. King, In France a translation has been 
attempted in the Encyclopedie Theologique of the Abbe Migne, vol. xxiii. As 
a reliable version, however, it is worthless, for some of the most important 
passages, sometimes as many as thirty pages of the original Coptic text, are 
bodily omitted, and in other respects scant justice is done to the II heretics" 
by the pious translators, who, at the end of their introduction, discredit 
their own labours by declaring: "Le but qui nous a guides dans cette tentative 
penible et i"grate, a etc de montrer ce qu'etaunt les INCOMPREHENSIBLES ET 

STERILES ABERRATIONS oU s'cgaraient aux premiers sieeles de I'ere chretien,., us 
~erueurs qui s' ccarlaullt des routes de la vcrite." 

The simplest and fairest account of the text, from an exoteric stand
point, is to be found in the interesting and learned work of the late C. W. 
King, in which he speaks of Pistis-Sophia with the greatest enthusiasm, as 
the most precious and perfect relic of the followers of the Gnosis. Through
out his work he continually refers to it as the highest authority of 
Gnosticism still extant. On page 14 of the Second Edition, we read :-

"This treatise, ascribed to Valentinus (I know not on what authority), was 
discovered by Schwartze in a Coptic MS. preserved in the British Museum (1). He 
transcribed the Coptic text and translated it into Latin; both texts and version 
were published by Petermann in the year 1853 (2). The original is copiously inter
spersed with Greek words and phrases; in fact, the Coptic was evidently so poor a 
language as to have no terms of its own to express any but the most materialistic 
ideas. . .. The authorship of this record is assigned by itself in several places to 
Philip the Apostle, whom the Saviour bids to sit down and write these things! 
This circumstance made me at first conclude. it to be the lost gospel of Philip 
quoted by Epiphanius, but the particular anecdote adduced by him from that 
gospel is not to be discovered anywhere in this. But as the original is full of wide 
lacunz, which often fall in very interesting places, as if purposely defaced to 
escape the eyes of the profane, such an omission is not altogether conclusive against 
the identity of the two." 

As to the date of the text, there is no certainty, and we must conclude 
with M. Matter in his Histoire du Gnostieisme, that it is II difficult to make any 
precise statement," even so far as to place it, as he does, "between the 
ends of the second and fifth centuries". 

The present translation is made from the Latin and Greek version of the 
shortlived German orientalist Maurice G. Schwartze, which was edited and 
copiously emendated by Petermann. \lIJhenever these scholars disagree, 

(1) Experts say that it is the oldest Coptic MS. in the Museum. 
(2) 1851, for we find in the Journal des Savants (1852, p. 333), a review of this work. 

8A 
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the rendering most in keeping with the spirit of this mystical allegory of 
Initiation is preferred. Coptic scholars are a rarity even outside the T. S.; 
in fact, as we are informed by one of them, in Europe they may be counted 
on the fingers of one hand. Therefore, we must take things as we find 
them, and though we cannot hope to give the exact translation of the 
original, still, we may promise ourselves a rendering of Pistis·Sophia 
which will sufficiently inform us of the main ideas of the Gnostic scheme, 
especially as the original is innocent of elaborate constructions and meta
physical dissertations. 

/ It will greatly add to the clear understanding of the mystic narrative if 
the reader bears in mind that the term" Jesus" stands for Christos, the 
glorified Initiate; and that Christos is the typical term for its prototype
the Higlur Ego or Manas merged in Atma-Buddhi, and thus becomes 0", in 
three. Those unacquainted with the theosophical terminology may be 
informed that the word Alma means "Universal Spirit"; Buddh;, 

. "Universal Spiritual Soul"; and Manas, the" Universal Mind "--of 
\ which only the latter two are individualised in man (I). ' 

PISTIS-SOPHIA (2). 

[1] (3) It came to pass when Jesus had risen (4) from the dead and passed 
eleven years speaking with his Disciples, and teaching them only up to the 

(I) The mystical and technical terms with which the narrative is crowded will be 
printed in capitals. 

In the Notes the abbreviation S. stands for Schwartze, and P. for Petermann. 
The Italics in the text are meant to draw the particular attention of"the reader. 
(2) It has been deemed advisable not to attempt any translation of this 

compound term. Pistis-Sophia is compounded of two substantives and, therefore, 
cannot be rendered La Fidele Sagesse, as has been done by the translator or 
translators in the Dictionnaire des Apoeryphes of the Abb6 Migne's collection. If, 
again, we translate it by Faith- Wisdom, doubt will arise owing to the theological 
meaning of the first component, an idea which is totally foreign to the Gnostic 
scheme. 

The reason for the term Pistis will be apparent from the following quotations 
from the text: 

.. 0 Light, in whom I have trusted (e-pist-eusa) from the beginning, for whose 
sake I have undergone these great trials, help me !" (Pag.99.) 

"With confidence I trusted (pistei e-pist-eusa) in the light, and recalling me to 
memory he has heard my hymn. . . • . Now, therefore, 0 Light, all the 
Rulers will see what thou hast done with me, so that they may fear and believe 
(pist-euosi) in the Light." (Pag. 164.) 

These passages are taken from the hymlls of Pistis-Sophia to the Light. 
The fundamental idea of the term Pistis will become apparent from the 

narrative. . 
(3) The numbers in square brackets denote the pages of the Coptic codex. 
(4) .. Was rising from the dead and passing ...... (S). The translation is of 

/ 
secondary importance; whichever rendering is adopted, the number eleven gives 
the key to the situation. The eleventh trial or degree of initiation had been safely 
passed through, and the twelfth and last which, if the candidate was successful, 
would crown the whole work, was now being entered upon. Hercules was to enter 
upon his twelfth labour, and the sun the twelfth sign of the Zodiac. Even the 
popular adage" at the eleventh honr," is an echo of this mystery. In the second 
volume of the Dogme et Rituel de la Haute Magie (pp. 386, et seqq), Eliphas L6vi gives 
the. Nuctemeron of Appollonius of Tyana. Nuctemeron means the space of a day 
and a night or twenty-fonr honrs. Each grade of initiation had two degrees, in all 
twenty-four. This explains "the First Mystery, which is the Four-and-Twentieth .. 
of the text. Readers of the Abb6 Constant's work, who are ignorant of Greek, 
should be warned that the French below the Greek is not even the vaguest possible 
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Regions (1) of the First Precepts (2) and of the First Mystery, the M ysterywithin 
the Veil, within the First Precept, to wit, the Four-and-Twentieth Mystery, 
and below those (Precepts) which are in the Second Space of the Fi,st 
Mystery, which is before all Mysteries, the Fathe, in the likeness of a Dove(3), 
that Jesus said to his Disciples: "I am come from that First Mystery, 
fIIhich also is the Last(4), the Four-and-Twentieth Mystery". Now, the 
Disciples knew not this Mystery, nor did they understand it, becanse (as 
they supposed) there was not anything within that Mystery (5); but they 
thought that it, indeed, was the Sum of the Universe and the Head of all 
things which are, and verily the End of all Ends. For Jesus told them that 
it comprehends the First Precept [2J and the Five Impressions, and the 
Great Light, and the Five Supporters, and also all the Treasure of Light. 

Moreover'lesus had not told his Disciples the whole emanation of all 
the Regions 0 the Great Invisible and of the Three Triple-Powers, and of 
the Four-and-Twenty Invisibles (6), and of all their Regions, lEons and 
Orders, (that is to say) the manner in which the latter, which are also the 
Projections of the Great Invisible, are distributed. 

Nor (had he spoken of) their Ungenerated, Self-generated, and 
Generated (7), their Light-givers and Unpaired (8), their Rulers and Powers, 
their Lords and Archangels, their Angels and Decans, their Ministers 

paraphrase, but simply Levi's idea about the text. He is, however, right in saying 
that .. these twelve symbolical hours, which may be compared with the signs of the 
Zodiac and the labours of Hercules, represent the cycle of degrees of Initiation ". 
See Sec,et Doctrine I. 450. 

(1) The Greek word translated by .. Region" is topos; it corresponds to the 
Sanskrit loka. In the second volume of the Secret Doctrine, p. 174, we are told that 
.. Sanja, the daughter of Viswakarman, married to the Sun, • unable to endure 
the fervours of her lord," gave him her Chhaya (shadow, image, or astral body), 
while she herself repaired to the jungle to perform religious devotions, or Tapas ". 
Verb. sap. 

(2) In Masonic Lodges the Tyler demands the sacramental words (or precepts) 
from the apprentice or candidate, thus repeating the ancient formula:. As Ragon, 
following the occult tradition, has well proved, Masonry was a forced product of the 
Gnostic mysteries, born of a compromise between political Christianity and 
Gnosticism. 

(3) Compare: "Thou art the First Mystery looking within, thou hast come from 
the spaces of the Height and the Mysteries of the Kingdom of Light, l1-nd thou has 
descended on the Vesture of Light, which thou didst receh-e from Barbelo,. 
which vesture is Jesus, our Saviour, on which thou didst descend as a Dove." 
(Pag. 128.) Now, the Stcond Space of the First Mystery corresponds in Esoteric 
parlance to the second plane of consciousness from u'ithin or above, on which plane 
IS Bllddhi (the Spiritual Soul), the vehicle of Aiman (Universal Spirit), the" First 
Mystery ", which is also" the last Mystery" in the endless cycle of emanation and 
reabsorption. In Egyptian Esotericism the .. dove symbol" of the Gnostics was 
represented by the glyph of the winged globe. The dove, that descends on" Jesus" 
at his baptism is typical of the conscious" descent" of the" Higher Self" or Soul 
(Atma Bllddhi) on Manas, the Higher Ego; or in other words, the union during 
initiation of the Christos, with Chrestos or the imperishable .. Individuality" in the 
All, with the transcendent Personality-the adept. 

(4) In the same way that Aima is the first or seventh principle, as previously 
explained. 

(5) "Because none of them had reached that Mystery." (S.) 
(6) The triple Powers are an aspect of the triple Logos, and the 24 Invisibles are 

the 21 (7 X 3) emanating Rays, and their three Logoi. 
(7) Or the Eternal IInborn Powers-Aja, in Sanskrit: the Self'generated, the 

ArI"padaka (parentless), the Self-existent-in Sanskrit, Su'ayambhll; and the gene· 
rated, including both the emanations from higher Emanations (4th plane), and 
those Dhyan Chohans and Devas who have been men, i.e., already gone through 
the Manasic cycle. 

(8) The .. eternal celibates", the Kllma,as; literally those without a Syzygy, 
double, pair, mate or counterpart. It is the Hierarchy of the Kumaras which 
incarnates in man as his Higher Ego or Manas. 
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and all the Houses of their Spheres, and all the Orders of each one of 
them. 

Nor had Jesus told his Disciples the whole emanation of the Projections 
of the Treasure, and their Orders; nor of their (I) Saviours and their Orders ; 
nor what is the Guardian beside each (ProjectIon) of the Treasure of Light; 
nor the Region of the Saviour of the Twins, [3] who is the Child of the 
Child(2); norin what Regions the Three Amens emanate; nor yet the Region 
of the Five Trees and Seven Amens, which are also the Seven Voices (3), 
according to the manner of their emanation. 

Nor had Jesus told his Disciples of what type are the Five Supporters 
and the Region of their emanation; nor of the Five Impressions and the 
First Precept, in what type they are evolved (4) ; but in his teaching he merely 
stated that such things exist, and had not spoken of the emanation and 
Order of their Regions. This is the reason why they did not know that 
there were other Regions within that Mystery. 

Moreover, he had not told his Disciples through what Region he passed 
while he was entering into that Mystery and while he was coming out 
therefrom; but teaching them, he said (simply): II I am come from that 
Mystery". Therefore they thought that it was the End of all Ends [4] and 
the Sum of the Universe and the whole Pleroma (s). 

It came to pass, therefore, when the Disciples were sitting by themselves 
on the Mount of Olives, speaking these words and rejoicing with great joy 
and being exceeding glad, saying one to another, II Blessed are we before 
all men who are on the earth, for the Saviour has revealed these things to 
us and we have received all fullness (6) and perfection," that Jesus sat a little 
removed from them. 

It was on the fifteenth day of the moon of the month Tobe (7), the day of 
the full moon, when the sun had risen in its going, that there came forth 
after it a great flood of most brilliant light (8) of immeasurable brightness. 
F orit came forth from the Light (8) of Lights from the Last Mystery, [0] to wit, 
the Four-and-Twentieth Mystery, from the Interiors to the Exteriors, which 

(I) Sc. of the Projections. On pagg. 190 and 191 the scale of the twelve Saviours is 
given. The first seven preside over the projections or emanations of the seven 
Voices, Vowels, or Amens, and the last five over the five Trees; they are all of the 
Treasure of Light (I I, 14). 

(2) The" Child of the Child" is Manas, the child of Buddhi on a higher plane, 
and the lower Manas, the child of the higher, on an inferior semi-human plane. 
The" twins" are the dual Manas, in Esotericism. 

(3) The "Three Amens" are: the upper t~iad in Septenary man; the region of the 
II Five Trees" is the earth and localities wherein the actual and past Five Root
races have developed; the" Seven Amens" and the" Seven Voices" are identical 
with the .. Seven A ums and the Seven Mystic Voices", .. the voice of the jn_ 
God" (vide Voice of the Silence, pp. 9 and 10). The" seven thunders" spoken of 
in Revelation are typical of the same mystery of spiritual Initiation. Again, 
from a Macrocosmic aspect the Seven Amens are the seven rays of each of the 
.. Three Amens," making up the" Twenty-four Invisibles," and so on ad injinilu •• 

(4) As many of these terms are to a certain extent explained in the sequel, it will 
be unnecessary to go into an elaborate disquisition on the hierarchies. For the 

1\ broad outline students should compare the Sec~et Doctrine, 1,213,435, and also Pt. I 
of the T~ansactions of the Blavatsky Lodge. 

I (5) See Sec~et Doctrine, I. 406, 416,449; II. 79, 506, and Isis Unveiled I. 302. From 
the esoteric point of view, the Pleroma in the Gnostic scheme corresponds to 
absolute space with its seven planes or degrees of Consciousness and the rest. See 
the passage on the .. SEVEN SKINNED ETERNAL MOTHER-FATHER" in the Secret 
Doctrine, vol. I, p. 9, and also Part 1 of the Trallsactions of the Blavauky Lodge. 

(6) Pleroma. 
(7) From Dec. 20 to Jan. 18. 
(8) The distinction between lux and IUl1Im, both meaning light, has been preserved 

in the English by printing the word "light" with a capital when it stands for 
lumen. 
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are in the Orders of the Second Space of the First Mystery. Such a flood \ 
of Light came upon Jesus and surrounded him entirely. 

And the Disciples saw not Jesus because of the great Light with which 
he was surrounded, or whicli proceeded from him. For their eyes were 
darkened because of it. But they gazed upon the Light only, shooting 
forth great rays of light. Nor were the rays equal to one another, and the 
Light was of divers modes and various aspect, from the lower to the higher 
part thereof, each ray more admirable than its fellow in infinite manner, 
in the great radiance of the immeasurable Light. It stretched from the 
earth to the heavens. And the Disciples seeing the Light were in great 
fear and confusion. [8J It came to pass, therefore, when the flood of Light 
came upon Jesus, that it gradually surrounded him. Then Jesus was 
carried or soared into the Height, shining greatly with the immeasurable 
Light. And the Disciples gazed after him, none of them speaking, as long 
as Jesus was ascending into Heaven. But they remained all in deep 
silence. These things, then, were done on the fifteenth of the month Tobe, 
llu day of tlu full fIIOO1I (I). 

It came to pass, therefore, when Jesus ascended into Heaven after the 
third hour that all the Powers of t1ie Heavens were confused and shaken 
one with another, they and all their lEons, and Regions, and Orders, and 
the earth was disturbed, and all the inhabitants thereof. And confusion 
was upon all men in the World, and also among the Disciples, and all 
feared that the World was being destroyed. Nor did all the Powers which 
are in the Heaven cease to be in confusion one with another, even from the 
third hour of the fifteenth day to the ninth hour of the following day. 

And all the Angels and their Archangels and all the Powers of the 
Height [7J sang hymns (2) in the Interior ofInteriors, so that the whole World 
heard theIr voice, for they ceased not until the ninth hour of the next day. 
But the Disciples sat together in fear and were in the greatest possible 
distress. They feared because of the great confusion, and wept together, 
saying, "What will be? Surely the Saviour will not destroy all the 
Regions? " But on the ninth hour of the morrow, the Heavens were 
opened, and they saw Jesus descending, shining most exceedingly, with 
immeasurable rays. Nor was the light constant, but of divers modes and 
various aspects, some rays being more admirable than others in infinite 
manner. Yet it was light in every part. It was of three degrees, one 
surpassing the other in infinite manner. The second, which was in the 
midst, excelled the first which was below it, and the third, the most 
admirable of all, surpassed the other two. 

The first radiance was placed below all like to the light which came upon 
Jesus [8J be forehe ascended into the Heavens, and was very regular as to its 
own peculiar Light. And the three degrees of the Light were of various 
light and aspect, excelling one another in infinite manner (3). 

Now it came to pass, when the Disciples had seen these things, that 
they feared exceedingly and were troubled. Jesus, therefore, being com
passionate and merciful-minded, when he S3.W his Disciples thus troubled 
spoke with them, saying: "Have courage; it is I, be not afraid". And 
when the Disciples heard these words, they said, " Master! if thou drawest 
to thyself the radiant light, we shall be able to stand; but if not, our eyes 

(I) This date proves that the above is a description of the Mysteries, all the 
greater Initiations being performed during full moon. 

(2) See the Voice of the Silence, p. 65, when the hymn of nature proclaims: .. A 
Master has arisen, a MASTER OF THE DAY" j and also p. 72. 

(3) On pagg. 17 and 18, the three Robes or Vestures are described. In Buddhism 
the three Buddhic bodies or forms are styled :-Nirmdnakdj'a, Sambllogakdj'a, and 
Dharmak8yIJ, as the Voice of the Silence informs us in the GloS$ary (p. 96), which see 
for a full description. 
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become blinded, and we are troubled, and the whole World is also troubled 
because of thy great Light ". Then Jesus drew to himself the radiance of 
his Light i and all the Disciples taking heart came to him, and bowed 
themselves together, beseeching him, and rejoicing with great joy, said unto 
him, " Rabbi, whither wentest thou? Or on what ministry didst thou go ? 
Or wherefore are all these confusions and shakings?" Then Jesus, in 
compassion, said unto them: "Rejoice and be glad from this hour, for I am 
come to the Regions from which I came out. [9J Wherefore, from this day 
forth, I will speak with you openly, from the beginning of Truth to the end 
thereof, and I will speak to you face to face, without a parable. From this 
hour I will hide nothing from you of the things which pertain to the Height 
and to the Region of Truth. For authority has been ~iven me by the 
Ineffable, the First Mystery of all Mysteries, to speak with you from the 
Beginning(I) to the Completion (2), both from the Interiors to the Exteriors, 

\ 
and from the Exteriors to the Interiors. Hearken, therefore, that I may 
tell you all things. 

" It came to pass when I was sitting a little removed from you on the 
Mount of Olives, reflecting on the Orders (duties?) of my Ministry, for 
which I was sent, how that it was fulfilled and the last Mystery had not yet 
sent me my Vesture which I placed in it, until its time should be completed i 
as the sun rose, the First Mystery, which was from the beginning, on account 
of which the universe was created and from which also now am I come out 
[10J (now only, not when they had not yet crucified me),-caused my Vesture 
of light to be sent me by him, who gave it to me from the very beginning; 
which, indeed, I laid up with that Mystery until I should begin to speak 
with the human race, and should reveal to them all things from the 
beginning of the Truth to the end thereof. Rejoice, therefore, in that this 
has been given you. 

" Moreover, also, I have chosen you/rom the beginning through the First 
Mystery. Rejoice, therefore, and be gla ,[l1J for that after I came forth into 
the World I hrought with me twelve Powers, as I told you from the beginning. 
I took them from the Twelve Saviours of the Treasure of Light according 
to the command of the First Mystery. These, therefore, when I came into 
the world, I cast into the womb of your mothers, which are in your body (3) 
to.day. For these Powers have been given to you before all the World, in that 
ye are to save the whole vVorld, and in order that ye may be able to bear 
the threat of the Rulers of the \Vorld, and the calamities thereof; and, 
moreover, all the dangers and persecutions that must be brought upon you 
by the Rulers of the Height. Many times have I said that I have brought 
the Power which is in you from the Twelve Saviours who are in the Treasure 
of Light, and that ye are not of the vVorld. I also am not of it. For all 
men who are in the World, have taken their Soul from the Rule,s of the /Eons (4)' But 

(I) ArcM. (2) Pleroma. 
(3) Notice the singular number of " womb" and" body". 
(4) The four lower human Principles, we are taught in the Esoteric Philosophy, 

i.e., Body, Double, Life and Instinct (animal soul, or Kama, the passionate 
Principle), are derived by men from the Planetary Hierarchies and the Rulers of 
the lower terrestrial spheres-the rUfa planes. 

Compare the slokas of .. Dzyan " in the Secret Doctrine, vol. II. 17. 
" How are the Manushya born? The Manus with minds, how are they made? 

The Fathers called to their help their own fire; which is the fire which burns in 
Earth. The Spirit of the Earth called to his help the Solar Fire. These three 
produced in their joint efforts a good Rupa. It could stand, walk, run, recline, or 
fly. Yet it was still but a Chhaya, a shadow with no sense." • • • • "The 
Breath needed a form; the Fathers gave it. The Breath needed a gross 
body; the Earth moulded it. The Breath needed the Spirit of Life; the Solar 
Lhas breathed it into its form. The Breath needed a Mirror of its Body; 'We 
gave it our own,' said the Dhyanis. The Breath needed a Vehicle of Desires; 'It 
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the Power, which is in you, is from me. Of a truth your soul pertains to 
the lIeight(I). I brought twelve Powers from the Saviours of the Treasure 
of Light, which I took from a portion of the Power which I first received. 
r12J And when I had entered into the World, I came into the midst of the 
~ulers of the Sphere, like unto Gabriel the angel of the lEons, nor did the 
Rulers of the lEons know me, but thought that I was the angel Gabriel(2). 

" It came to pass, when I had come into the midst of the Rulers of the 
JEons, having looked from above into the World of men, I found Elizabeth, 
mother of John the Baptist, before she had conceived him. I planted the 
Power in her, which I had received from the Little lAO, the Good, who is 
in the Midst(3), that he should preach hefore me, and prepare my way, and 
baptize with water the remission of sins. This Power then is (4) in the Lody of 
John. Moreover, in the place of the Soul of the Rulers, appointed to 
receive it, I found the Soul of the prophet Elias in the JEons of the Sphere (5), 
and I took him, and receiving his Soul also, brought it to the Virgin of 
light, and she gave it to her Receivers, who led it to the Sphere of the 
Rulers and carried it into the womb of Elizabeth. So the Power of the 
Little lAO (6), the Good, who is in the Midst, and the Soul of the prophet 
Elias, are bound together in the body of John the Baptist. 

[13J " For which cause, therefore, did ye doubt at that time, when I said 
unto you; John said, 'I am not the Christ': and ye said unto me: 'it is 
written in the Scriptures, if the Christ come, Elias comes before him, and 
will prepare his way'. And I replied: 'Elias, indeed, is come, and has 
prepared all things according as it was written; and they have done unto 
him whatsoever they would'. And when I perceived that you did not 
understand those things which I spake to you concerning the Soul of Elias, 
as bound in John the Baptist; I then answered openly and face to face: 'If 
ye will receive it, John the Baptist is that Elias who', I said, ' was coming'." 

(To bl co,di'IIlId.) 

has it,' said the Drainer ~f Waters. But Breath needs a mind to embrace the 
Universe; 'We cannot give that,' said the Fathers. 'I never had it,' said the 
Spirit of the Earth. 'The form would be consumed were I to give it mine,' said 
the Great Fire. • • • ." 

(I) The aruia or formless planes, which shows that" Jesus" is the type of the 
Mahatmic prototype, the Higher Manas. 

(2) See Isis Unveiled II., p. 247. 
(3) This is to say, that the Power planted is the reflection of the Higher Ego, or 

the lower Kama-Manas. 
(4) Notice the tense, the orthodox John being dead years before. 
(5) It is curious to remark the interchangeability of terms; at the end of pag. I2 

we have the Rulers of the Sphere and the Rulers of the lEons, and now we have 
the lEons of the Sphere and a little below the Sphere of the Rulers. They are all 
intentional blinds. . 

(6) On page 194 we read of "the great Leader of the Midst whom the Rulers of 
the £Oft$ call the Great lAO, according to the name of the great Ruler which is in 
their Region, • • . •• and the twelve Servants (Deacons), whereby ye received 
Form and Strength". "As above, so below"; this apparent dualism is quite in 
keeping with all esoteric systems.-" Demon est Deus inversus." 
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~btll.5opbv fDt tbt Jlrllfant. 
(ColJ(ludtd from p. 17. March "umber.) 

t:TORCE-or SPIRIT-MATTER and MIND are, then, the factors which 
r~ build up the objective Universe, the primary manifestation of the 
Eternal One Existence. Aspects of the One, reflexions of the One Reality, 
they, in allegorical language, evolve from within outwards, from centre to 
circumference, fashioning the seven pla~es of the Object-World. On each 
plane they manifest, in the forms suited to each plane. Thus Matter has 
its seven stages, and in each the original, or protyle, sub-divides into the 
sub-stages that here we speak of as atoms, then as elements, and these 
again into other stages, as with us into solids, liquids, and gases. 
Correlated with each stage of matter is the corresponding stage of force 
and of mind-Prakriti, Purusha, Mahat, manifesting on each plane in 
harmonious multiplicity of forms. As the ray of white light is but the 
blending of seven colors, so do these seven differentiations of each make up 
the primal whole. In the prism of manifestation they are divided into the 
seven, but the prism of thought, intercepting them as manifested, recom
bines them into one. To sum up the thought: to the Theosophist each of 
these seven planes has its own material basis, its own life-conditions, its 
own organisms, suitable to those life-conditions, its own phase of con
sciousness. That is, on each are beings suited to their environment, as the 
bird to the air, the fish to the ocean. Shall this terrestrial plane be instinct 
with life, burgeoning with vitality, replete with varied forms, each adapted 
to its own surroundings, and shall all other realms of the vast universe be 
silent, unmusical, dead, a ghastly corpse to which is bound one globule 
seething with life? 

Any reader who has grasped this conception will at once realize that the 
inhabitants of one plane can only cognize the inhabitants of another by 
developing in themselves senses capable of vibrating in response to 
impressions coming from that other sphere. Even within the limits of our 
own plane we can find a luminous analogy; air-waves strike on the ear, a 
mechanism fitted to respond to them, and we hear; ether-waves strike on 
the eye, a mechanism fitted to respond to them, and we see. The ear is 
deaf to the light-waves; the eye is blind to the sound-waves. For each 
organ the impulse that throws the other into activity does not exist. Or 
again, on this terrestrial plane, at each end of the spectrum, there are ether
waves invisible to us, because their waves are too long or too short for the 
vibration-limits of our retinal cells. There are sounds so shrill that in our 
ears they are silence. The air may be turbulent with beating waves emitting 
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shrillest sounds, and in our brain there will be silence, because we have no 
fibres that can quiver with responsive rapidity. Light and sound· waves 
may dash up against us, and we remain in darkness and in silence; bathed 
in light we are blind, beaten with sound we are deaf. And if this be so 
within the limits of a single plane, how shall organisms, that remain 
unconscious of the swifter vibrations on their own plane of matter, answer 
to the vibrations of matter rarer or grosser than their own? There is, then, 
nothing inconsistent with the analogy of nature in the existence of 
intelligences other than our own, of whose presence we are normally 
unconscious. In verity, according to analogy such there should be, if 
Spirit, Matter, Mind, have builded a universe and not only a world. 

THE BUILDING OF MAN. 

If man were an isolated creature, an unprogressive entity, there ~ould 
be little to interest him in the view of the universe just presented; for he 
would be for ever shut out from planes other than his own, and he could 
acquire of them no experimental knowledge. But Theosophy teaches of 
man that he is builded on a plan similar to that of the Universe, and that 
he is a progressive, an evolving being. That sevenfold differentiation of the 
Macrocosm is paralleled by a sevenfold differentiation in the Microcosm, 
and he has in him the potentiality of living on each plane. In him a spark 
of the Eternal Fire, ATMA, denizen of the loftiest plane of consciousness. 
In him the vehicle of that highest, the lamp that carries the flame, BUDDHI, 
dweller on the sixth plane, that essentially of spiritual life. In him, link 
between the higher and the lower, between Atma-Buddhi and his more 
material aspects, MANAS, the manifestation of Mahat conditioned in 
humanity, the Mind that is the Individual, the bridge by which spiritual 
consciousness reaches human self-consciousness. In him also the lower 
quaternary corresponding with the astral, the terrestrial and other planes, 
of which there is not here space to speak particularly. 

Now in the man of to-day the higher triad, Atma-Buddhi-Manas, is 
mostly latent, but the third is evolving from the germ to the bud, 
though the perfect blossom be yet in the future. In the cases given on 
pp. 1+, IS, of vision without bodily organs, of vision through material 
obstacles, of vision of thought.projected images, may be seen the promise 
of that blossoming, the pledge of that evolution. In somnambulism, in the 
mesmeric or hypnotic trance, may be found some of the scientific proofs of 
the earlier stages of the Manasic growth, of the commencing development 
of that Manasic sense which shall function on the fifth plane, and make its 
existences as real and as tangible to us as the existences that we are 
conscious of on our terrestrial, the third. 

But man's progress is not bounded by the full evolution of Manas, for 
the latent spirit in him can also be evoked, and he can rise to the higher 
plane of which that spirit is the rightful denizen. And higher yet, till he 
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is lost in the radiance of Atma, and becomes consciously one with the All. 
But these higher planes can only be conquered by the conquest of his lower 
self; the brute in us must die that the God may live; those heights will 
not bow down to us, we must climb to them; our true life is there awaiting 
us, but it must be won, it cannot be given. 

Out of such contemplation of the task of every son of Man, there 
springs to our lips the question: .. How can one life suffice for such high 
duty? " To this comes the answer of Theosophy: .. No one life is 
sufficient for this emprize; For this long ev,?lution many terrestrial lives 
are needed, until the lessons of experience have been learned, and capacity 
has been builded by effort." Therefore does Theosophy teach the doctrine 
of Re-incarnation, that the Manasic entity, the true Individual, linked to 
Atma-Buddhi, puts on and off the garment of many lives, setting the warp 
of his future life as he weaves the woof of the present into the warp 
bequeathed him by his past. Over and over again he dons the raiment of 
the flesh, learning and rising, blundering and recovering, pilgrim for the 
long cycle that he must tread with patient steps. Karma, we call the law 
of adjustment under which this pilgrimage is trodden, the law which is the 
expression of the truth that the past determines the present, in the mental, 
moral, and spiritual worlds as much as in the physical. 

This doctrine of Re-incarnation has a weird repulsive aspect in the eyes 
of the Western World. Christian and Materialist alike repel it, the one 
with abhorrence, the other with scorn. The Christian, lapped in the hope 
of an easily-won heaven, a heaven in which a few slight efforts during one 
brief span of life are to be rewarded with an eternity of unchequered bliss: 
the Christian naturally enough shrinks back from the idea of the well-nigh 
endless struggles which Theosophy bids him face, the weary stone-flecked 
path up ~hich Theosophy hids hiin toil. As a man who hoped to be borne 
upward without exertion to the summit of a lofty tower, and finds himself 
compelled to climb the myriad-stepped staircase, step by step, lifting the 
weight of his own body with every upward effort, so does the Christian 
wake from his day-dream of an easy salvation into the stern environment 
of Theosophic doctrine. He would fain turn back to his dreaming, and he 
pays. no meed of thanks to the uncompromising truth-teller, who bids him 
rise and gird up his loins to struggle towards the distant goal. The stern
ness of natural law glooms with forbidding visage on the pampered child of 
unmerited fortune; but let him take courage, for justice grows beautiful as 
we gaze at her, and the joy of a personal conquest-outweighs a thousand 
times that of a carelessly taken gift. Yet if the Christian studied the 
teachings of his own· Scriptures, he would find there-as in most Eastern 
sacred writings-the doctrine of Re-incarnation not obscurely taught. The 
Jews looked for the coming of Elias as pioneer to the coming Christ. And 
the apostles asking Jesus: .. Who did sin, this man or his parents, that be 
was born blind?" met with no rebuke from their teacher, no question as to 
how they supposed a man could sin ere yet he was born, but were answered: 
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"Neither bath this ma" sinned, nor his parents," thus admitting the 
possibility of a sin anterior to the man's birth into his then earth-life. To 
the Christian who believes Jesus to be infallible, this answer of his should 
be sufficient to establish Re-incarnation as a truth. All who believe in the 
immortality of the soul, indeed, must, if they are logical, accept this 
doctrine, for perpetual post-existence to the body implies pre-existence; 
"that which begins in time ends in time". As H ume acknowledged, in 
criticising the doctrine of immortality, " Metempsychosis is, therefore, the only 
system of this kind that philosophy can hearken to ". The Materialist, to 
whom life and mind have no existence save as the outcome of functional 
activity, is logical in ending at death that which begins at birth; he alone 
holds, on this point, a defensible position. Argument to him must stand on 
other ground, but only very roughly here can its lines be suggested. Thus, 
heredity is insufficient to explain the complicated facts of human develop
ment. Take twins, born of the same parentage, fashioned in the, same 
environment, yet often differing utterly and completely from each other in 
qualities; take the commonplace child of brilliant parents, the genius born 
of mediocre father and mother. On the other hand, take the physical, 
mental, and moral similarity constantly found between parents and 
offspring; or the unlikeness to the parents, and the reversion to a more 
distant ancestor. Take the tendencies, the instincts, the inborn thought
matrices, found in the child born in a civilized nation, all implying a vast 
accumulation of previous experiences, moulding the brain of the developing 
infant. Are all these physically transmitted in the microscopic cell which 
gives the life-impulse for the physical body? If not, how do they mould 
the brain of the European child, making it so widely different in its intellec
tual activities from that of the child of the Andaman Islander or the Veddah ? 
Re-incamation explains the otherwise chaotic facts of heredity, and unifies 
the whole. Theosophy teaches that the Ego, about to be re-incarnated, is 
drawn by a natural attraction to the types best fitted to provide the 
physical envelope suited to it, and that it supplies the ethereal form on 
which the physical body is moulded during intra-uterine life. Thus nothing 
is lost: the energies, the conquests, the attainments of the individual are 
not lost at death; he starts anew from the platform his efforts have won, 
and fashions the instrument wherewith he shall gain further triumphs. 

The argument most frequently heard against Re-incarnation is that we 
have no recollection of past lives. Passing by the obvious fact that the 
waking consciousness functions through the physical brain, which is part of 
each new personality and most certainly does not survive death, it may be 
suggested that, even during the life-time of the body, want of recollection 
does not prove the non-happening of an event. There is no memory of 
intra-uterine life, closing with a death which is the birth into a higher form 
of life; there is no memory of early infancy, and but scattered events 
emerge from childhood and youth. Yet the months of pre:natallife, and 
the early period of childhood, are patent in their influence on our later 
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development. Our ignorance concerning them does not modify their 
moulding effect on our maturity; why, then, should our forgetfulness of yet 
earlier lives prove that our present is not the child of our past? 

I t is worthy of note that the doctrine of Re-incarnation has recommended 
itself to some of the greatest minds of our race; and, while this does not 
prove its truth, it does justify a careful weighing of its claims to accept
ance. E. D. Walker thus forcibly sums up its position in the world of 
intellect :-

"When Christianity first swept over Europe, the inner thought of its 
leaders was deeply tinctured with this truth. The Church tried ineffectu
ally to eradicate it, and in various sects it kept sprouting forth beyond the 
time of Erigena and Bonaventura, its medireval advocates. Every great 
intuitional soul, as Paracelsus, Boehme, and Sweden borg, has adhered to 
it. The Italian luminaries, Giordano Bruno and Campanella, embraced it. 
The best of German philosophy is enriched by it. In Schopenhauer, 
Lessing, Hegel. Leibnitz, Herder, and Fichte the younger, it is earnestly 
advocated. The anthropological systems of Kant and Schelling furnish 
points of contact with it If, etc. (U Re-incarnation If, p. 65). 

A long list of further names, eminent though not so great as these, is 
given, and it may be well to remember the brilliant host of its defenders 
when mere idle scoff is used as the only argument against it. 

The central ethical teaching of Theosophy, the Universal Brotherhood 
of Man, has in Re-incarnation one of its strongest supports. Sprung from 
the One Life, treading the same pilgrimage, sharing the same experience, 
suffering under the same trials, victorious in the same struggles, aiming at 
the same goal, what else than brothers should be all the children of men ? 
In face of this fundamental equality how trivial are all distinctions of race, 
of sex, of class-trivial as the distinctions between king and beggar on the 
stage. The vital point is not what part the actor played, but how he 
played it: on that depends his cast in the drama next produced. 

With the Universal Brotherhood, the very essence, the beginning and 
the end of Theosophical teaching, this rough outline may fitly find its close. 
Only in the hearts of a few is lighted as yet this glowing ideal, but from 
them the flame shall spread from man to man. Life after life shall become 
luminous with the sacred fire, until all dross of hatred, of jealousy, of 
wrath, shall be burned away, and only the pure gold shall glow out from 
the lambent glory, the gold of a Humanity enriched by Love. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 
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'bt 1ttbautit Ilbilnsnpbv. 
,I;T is with a feeling of respect, and with an earnest conviction that Sir 
'f M. Monier Williams, K.C.I.E., D.C.L., will, under no circumstances, 

postpone his attempts to finish the grand object that he has conceived, 
while undertaking to expose to the European world the practice and 
principles of Vedantic Philosophy, that I offer my remarks upon the paper 
read by the Boden Professor of Sanskrit, at a Meeting of the Members and 
Associates of the Philosophical Society of Great Britain, held at the 
house of the Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, Charing Cross, W.C., 
on Monday, March 10, 1890. 

I am a humble admirer of Truth and its seekers, and, even though my 
limited knowledge of philology and theology does not at all qualify me to 
render much help in this scholastic and philosophical undertaking of Sir 
M. Monier Williams, still, as a young Brahmin, I have the vanity to crave 
the Professor's attention to the few suggestions that I have to make in 
expressing my personal conceptions about the doctrine of Vedantism. And, 
while I openly declare them as my personal conceptions, I thereby must be 
clearly understood to mean that the Vedantic Philosophy is not responsible 
for my conceptions of it, even as much as it is not responsible for what Sir 
M. M. Williams conceives it to be. It il: only responsible when properly 
conceived. As I confess that I have not studied Sanskrit philology, I shall 
often during my suggestions request Sir M. M. Williams to see that his 
translations of the various hymns of Rig Veda and Sutras of Vedanta 
exactly give the same conception as those of scholars in India do; and 
while so requesting, I would not ask him to take upon himself any incon
venient methods of demonstration, but simply to send such hymns or Sutras 
as have entered into his demonstrations and conception of Vedantism, 
etc., and on the Monism, Pantheism, and Dualism of Brahminical and 
Zoroastrian philosophers, to India, and compare his translations and 
conceptions with theirs. I may here suggest that Pandit Gatu Lalaji, of 
Bombay, Pandit Dwivedi, Dr. H. H. Dhruva, L.L.A., and Shastri Bhutt 
Bhugwanji Nathooram, of Mandvi, are scholars who would not hesitate to 
offer their services in this matter. 

The opinions that I hold about the various conceptions demonstrated 
by Sir M. Monier Williams are mentioned below. \Vith regard to the 
passage:-

.. In the present paper I propose to draw the attention of this Society to the 
principal monistic, pantheistic, and dualistic theories of Indian philosophers
whether Brahmins or Parsis-with the object of pointing out that these theories, 
although apparently contradictory, are in reality closely connected with each other, 
as well as WIth the polytheistic doctrines and practices of modem Hinduism; " 

I beg to state that Brahmins and Parsis are not both Indian philo
sophers, but the former only, the Parsis having their own philosophy, 
which had perhaps a distinct origin in a distinct country. The Monistic, 
Pantheistic, and Dualistic Theories are really contradictory, and being 
antagonistic, have no connexion whatever with each other, any more 
than with the polytheistic doctrines and practices of so·called modem 
Hinduism. Anyone who knows of the rise of men like Shankara Charya, 
or Dayananda, in India, to confirm only Monism, and shatter the pseudo
doctrines of Polytheism and Dualism, and hundreds of others, would see 
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that they must be contradictory to the true principles of Vedantic Philo· 
sophy. Even the worst Monotheists and Dualists in India were compelled 
to admit that knowledge of the one Eternal (Dnyan), was the highest aim 
of religious philosophy, and not Bhakti (worship of the Eternal as external 
to man). See the doctrine of Bhakti, Dnyan, and Vairagya by Madhava 
himself. He describes these as but three stages for achieving the final 
subtle conception, which does not at all propound that the spirits of men 
have a real eternal existence of their own. There is not a word uttered to 
this effect by Madhava in his whole system of philosophy, as Sir M. M. 
Williams seems to think, nor by any other Hindu philosophy, however 
gross and primitive it may have been. 

On page 2, the Professor says :-

.. I believe I am right in stating that Monism is a term which may be fairly 
used to express the doctrine that only one Being really exists-or, in other words, 
that everything is resolvable into one eternal Essence, and into one only". 

I differ from Sir M. M. Williams in my opinion of the Hindu con· 
ception of Monism, Pantheism, and Dualism. The term Monism, from the 
Hindu standpoint, conveys something more than that only one Being really 
exists. It also conveys that the one Being is also Self·existent and 
Eternal. Pantheism means that perceivable Creation is self·existent and 
has no creator, and consequently, as ultimate cause, is creator, who there· 
fore is not unknown. True Hindu philosophy has never conceived Dualism, 
or the possibility of two co-eternal principles neither of which is the 
product of the other. The Monism of Vedanta has never conceived that 
material forms (Maya) are mere modifications, or illusory manifestations, of 
one All-pervading Spirit. Vedantic philosophy says that Mayic (illusory) 
forms are illusions in the Eternal Spirit, and not the illusions or manifesta· 
tions of It. The Vedantic Philosophy develops the conception as to 
anything which cannot be identified in one Universal spirit, the existence of 
such a thing is illusory (Maya). Only that is Eternal which can be 
identified in the Eternal, and must, therefore, be not permitted separation 
from the Eternal, in envelopes of the illusory. This is the highest point of 
generalization that can be conceived in religious philosophy. This is the 
only conception to which any system of religious philosophy must bow 
down. Vedanta says Brahma is Eternal. Maya (illusory existence) is not 
Eternal. If it is an existence at all, it is but an illusion. A man in dream 
makes love to a lady, marries her, becomes the father of a family; but 
when he a wakes, he finds that he is as much a bachelor as he was before he 
went to sleep. In fact, there was no lady, no marriage, no children, and 
still he saw them and kissed them. The Vedantic Philosophy had never to 
stoop down to the' mean artifice of conceiving that the existence of Maya 
(including human mind, desires, emotions, senses, cravings, etc.) emanated 
from the All-Eternal. It distinctly says, these being illusions, let not the 
divine Eternal Spirit be confounded with the illusions which may be 
existing, or may not be existing, even as lady, children, kisses, etc., in the 
dream of a bachelor. 

Even when a man is not in a dream, he sees a piece of rope under the 
shadow of his table, and, believing it to be a serpent, tries to save himself 
from it and breaks his leg in jumping to the ladder. Just as the illusion of 

. a serpent in the piece of rope causing fear, suhjects a man, even in a 
conscious state, while his eyes are open, to all the consequences of illusion, 
may it not be that an illusory conception of the existence of many things 
equally pervades the Universe? Vedanta says, Conceive that there is 
something Eternal in thee, feel that thou art all joy, all love, all goodness, 
infinite; develop that conception in thee till all thy acts become like Its, 
and all thy delusions will vanish. None but a Brahmin, whose faculties are 
not enfeebled by alcohol and flesh.eating, can easily develop that conception 
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in It, feel it,~enjoy it, be absorbed in It, dead to all but It, even as 
Jesus Christ conceived, felt, and said, I am the Son of my Father (AIuI", 
lJraJl1lJasnu), I am It. And yet, how many missionaries, the upholders of 
that mighty doctrine, and its expounders, conceive what 1 esus Christ meant, 
feel it, enjoy it, and are absorbed in him? The Holy Jesus conceived it, 
felt it, and enjoyed it. He said he was God, and behaved like that mighty 
Eternal Essence. His crucifixion was an illusion to the world. His 
pleasure in being crucified, in going back to his Father, I mean his Real 
Self, was real. 

Christian, if thy missionary fails to give thee this conception of thy 
Saviour, go to a Brahmin on the banks of the Ganges, and he will baptize 
thee in the real blood of Jesus Christ; the blood which circulates in 
the Vedantic Philosophy to nourish Eternity, and which circulated in 
Jesus, even as it now circulates in the heart and brains of thousands of 
13rahmins in India. Christian, if thou art ashamed to acknowledge thy 
Lord, hear me, a Brahmin, acknowledge him-a manifestation of Eternal 
truth, wisdom, and suffering. He did not feel the nails in his flesh. If it 
were possible for any feeling to be felt, it must have been felt throughout 
the whole of Eternity; and yet, dear Christian, if your missionary fails to 
conceive it, a Brahmin feels in Christ a true Vedantist. 

Sir M. M. Williams moreover states that pure spirit, according to 
Vedanta, does not even possess self-consciousness. Vedanta never says 
that. It distinctly demonstrates by a synthetic system of philosophy 
that Brahm is Shudha, Budha, Akhanda, Chaitanya (meaning all purity, all 
knowledge, Eternal consciousness). The term Chaitanya in Sanskrit is more 
comprehensive even than consciousness in English. The consciousness of 
the Eternal is far above the consciousness of individual man-the con
sciousness of the Eternal being everlasting and self-existent, as all his 
attributes must be. Sir M. M. Williams knows, I believe, the meaning of 
these three Sanskrit terms, as conveying the idea of all purity, all know
ledge, Eternal consciousness. Vedanta Philosophy is not to be demonstrated 
before such ladies or gentlemen as would be sorry to attend such demon
stration at the expense of an evening's theatrical performance. When 
these demonstrations are held in India, precautions are always taken to 
refuse admission to people who, hearing the demonstration in its later 
stages, without previously knowing the outlines, would jump to dangerous 
conclusions. 

Once upon a time two highway robbers, somehow or other, managed to 
get admission to such a meeting, while the philosopher was concluding his 
remarks by saying that" I am the Lord in whom the Creation is, and ye 
are all in the Lord. There is nothing like mine or thine. I t is all ours in 
Him." The robbers said among themselves, "How wicked it is of Brahmins 
to tell us that to steal or rob is sin, while it is all ours in Him". The same 
demonstrator was one day travelling in a jungle, and the robbers caught 
hold of him, asking him to give up everything, because there was no 
difference in Him. It made but little difference whether the robbers used 
the property or Himself, when all was theirs in Him. The demonstrator 
laughed, and said, "Yes, have your way It. They stripped him naked, and 
told him to sit by the fire that they had kindled, and give them fresh 
instructions as interesting and as convenient for the sanction and carrying 
on of their profession as he had done the other day. The Brahmin under
stood that there was something wrong with them. He laughed once more, 
and put his right leg in the fire, all the while laughing and talking to them. 
The robbers were struck to see this process of self-cremation, and asked 
what did it mean. The Brahmin said: "It means that Eternal Spirit in 
me cannot bum, but it is this person of illusion that bums-the same person 
of illusion which I am burning, and which you want to nourish upon this 
property. My body is not the Eternal Spirit, my feelings, my emotions, 
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my human mind, and their cravings and desires are not the Eternal, so why 
should I nourish them, instead of nourishing the Eternity which is in me, 
and which is all joy, all purity, all consciousness, all love? Feed ye the 
illusory, and I will feed my Eternity. Aham Brahmasmi (I am the Lord)." 
Compare this conception with the conceptions of Tesus-(see John 
viii, 16)-" I am the Father that sent me"; (19): "If ye nad known me, ye 
should have known my Father also fl. 

The above story tells us that where the analysis of human body, soul, 
passions, mental and moral constitutions are being given, and where each 
factor is consigned to its respective source, whether in the real and Eternal, 
or in the illusory, the conceptions involved require unbiased faculties, 
patience, and perseverance. Dear Christian, I may tell you the enunciation 
of a proposition in Euclid. You may, or may not, know that it is truth, 
and yet, when you undergo the process of proving the proposition, you 
become certain that the enunciation is true. At a later stage, you forget 
the proof of the proposition, but still you hold that the enunciabon is true, 
even though you may not be able to prove it. 

The same is the fact with the Vedantic Philosophy. It gives thee the 
grand enunciation, " I am the Lord". In order to conceive it as truth and 
to be satisfied that it is truth, have recourse to one or two elementary works 
such as Vicharsagar or Panch Dashi. The line of thought is quite alien to 
you, yet have patience. Even the proof of an enunciation of a single 
proposition in Euclid requires patience. You would scarcely be able to 
grasp the enunciation as truth by your own efforts of logic, but you can by 
that of Euclid. The same with Vedant Philosophy. "I am the Lord." 
The enunciation is short, but the proposition for its proof is more difficult 
than twelve books of Euclid, and yet it is not impossible to learn it. Give 
it time, give it thought, give it energy, refer to the logic of master minds 
that have proved this enunciation, and thou wilt be only too glad to have 
taken the trouble. To grasp it is really a mighty effort, but is always 
crowned with success. Thou art even as a blind man left in a dungeon, 
with dead walls around thee. There is but one door to go out of that huge, 
dark dungeon; thou art blind, so thou seest it not. Then must thou feel 
for it. Thou beginnest at anyone point of the circumference of the dungeon 
to feel for the door. Never remove thy hand from the dungeon wall even 
for a moment. Carefully go on thy round, feeling and feeling the wall. 
Thou art told that there is a door, an outlet. A happy moment comes, 
when thou art within an inch of the door-this is the moment for thy 
deliverance from the illusory, from darkness and evil, to the broad light and 
glory outside. But, alas! thou feelest a tickling somewhere in thy body. 
Thou instinctively removest thy hand from the wall to scratch thyself. The 
door, the outlet for thy deliverance from the illusory, is lost; thy round 
begins again-a tedious, monotonous round, and thou art lost in darkness 
of the dungeon once more till thou comest to the door again, perhaps to go 
to scratch again and lose it. In the cycle of illusory existences, man, thy 
spirit in the Eternal is enveloped in darkness and illusion. A happy moment 
has come, when, instead of an animal, thou art man-man, the outlet for 
thy spirit to get out from the darkness and illusion, to the real and Eternal. 
Compare John x. 7: "I am the door of the sheep"; and verse 9: "I am 
the door. By me if any man enter in, he shall be saved"; and also 
Matthew xxiv. 30: "And then shall all the tribes of the earth (the lower 
animals) mourn, and they shall see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of 
heaven with power and great glory". But, ah! instead of feeling the 
outlet for deliverance, thou removest thy hand from it, and goest to feel 
the nice pleasures of the world and gettest thyself lost in illusion again, 
instead of finding thy way to Eternity. Thou passest by the outlet. Thou 
art dead. Lost thy man-form-the outlet. As man thou art given clear 
perceptions, and intellectual gifts to conceive, feel, and enjoy thy Eternity; 
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to solve the problem of thy life, birth, existence, and death; to prove the 
enunciation "I am the Lord". Lose this opportunity as man, feed thy 
illusion, and thou art lost for ever. 

I am often asked by many what would be the good to society, and to 
the religious, mental, and moral philosophy of the world, of this conception 
of "I am the Eternal", .. I am the Lord". I answer to such people: 
Friends, compare the results of this conception with other conceptions 
upon which the said philosophies are based. In looking at all the bases in 
different religions, I find the assertion that man is sinful. He must be good, 
that he may reap the reward of good. Tell me, friends, upon this line of 
thought, what is your ideal of goodness. A very good man, and not the 
Eternal Goodness? Upon this line of thought you will have human 
aspirations, desire for the reward of your goodness. You will do something 
to get something in return. Is there nothing nobler and higher in you than 
such frail aspirations? To do something in order that you may get some· 
thing. Does not this line of theology and thought promise you anything 
else as its highest reward than riches, and beauties, and pleasure? All that in 
Vedant Philosophy is classed among the illusory and non· Eternal. When 
religion promises you frail things-when the practice of religion is to obtain 
frail objects and not everlasting existence, do you think the line of thought 
and principles emanating from this practice and preaching would be as 
noble as in the case when the Eternal is your ideal ?-when you are asked 
to become like It, in your life and death? Is not Divine Goodness, 
Greatness, and Forgiveness far above that which we can conceive in an 
ideal man? Vedanta teaches you to practise good acts, not because you 
may receive good, but because you may become what is All Good. Is it 
not different to have good and to be good? Concentrate your line of 
conliuct in the working of the Eternal, and not in that which is not 
Eternal. Can there be a conception higher and nobler than that? Is it 
not easier to be awakened to one's self than to be awakened to something 
which, though in you, is taught to you as apart from you? Is it not easier 
to do good and to be good, when it is taught to you that by doing so you 
are nourishing your own goodness, and not any goodness foreign to you or 
apart from you ( Read carefully what Jesus meant when he said, Matthew 
xxv. 34: .. Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared 
for you from the foundation of the world (from Eternal Existence). 
For I was an hungered, and ye gave me meat: I was thirsty, and ye 
gave me drink: I· was a stranger, and Ie took me in: naked, and ye 
clothed me: I was sick, and ye vi site me: I was in prison, and ye 
came unto me. (See my allegory of a blind man in a dungeon.) Then 
shall the righteous answer him, saying, Lord, when saw we thee an 
hungered, and fed thee? and thirsty and gave thee drink? etc.: and the 
king shall answer, and say unto them, Verily, I say unto you, inasmuch 
as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done 
it unto me." See what Jesus means to convey by making man, a sinful 
man, as one of the least of his (God's) brethren. Similarly, see in the 
context what Jesus means to comey by telling us what God would say to a 
sinner. If th1s conception was to become general, all that should emanate 
from God will emanate from man, every man in one-in no illusion, but in 
It. Be It and not a man, a body of clay, living upon every frail 
thing, to be decomposed and dissociated by death, and to be associated 

. with illusion. 
Sir M. M. Williams translates the terms Dwait and Adwail as duality 

and non-duality. In the absence of any other accurate term in English, to 
my knowledge, I would translate it with Professor Dwivedi as separability 
and inseparability. Dwaita doctrine prevailed at one time among a few 
ignorant minds in India, when the theory of incarnation was being 
generally propounded to explain the birth of Krishna, Rama, Parasurama, 
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&c.; but the notion, as explained by Sir M. M. Williams, was recognised 
as a false one, as is decidedly proved on reference to the Puranas, where 
each incarnation of the Eternal spirit is mentioned as of incomplete 
attributes, the complete being the only Eternal. It, therefore, must have 
been impossible for the doctrine of Dualism to have maintained its ground 
even for a time. 

"Ekam eva advityam." Sir M. M. Williams translates this as, "There is 
only one Being, no Second ". I would translate it as, " There is only one 
who is inseparable". 

Sir M. M. Williams translates sat-chit-anand, as existence-thought 
-joy. Chaitanya, never, never, in Sanskrit, means abstract thought. I 
would translate it as truth, consciousness, joy. Sachidanand, one in whom 
the consciousness of truth is joy. Consciousness is different from the 
faculty of thought, which is intended merely as an instrument for concep
tion. The latter belongs to Maya, the former to Brahma. The Professor 
also criticises the conception" that this One Eternal Neuter Essence (in the 
illusion by which it is overspread) is, to the external world and to the 
human spirit, what yarn is to cloth, what milk is to curds, what clay is to a 
jar". Surely cloth must be something made out of yarn, and if it is said to 
be a cloth, without the previous existence of yarn (or substance from which 
it could be made, as cotton, &c.), it must be an illusion! 

Sir M. M. Williams quotes from Brihada-Aranyaka: "When there is 
anything like duality, there one sees another, one smells another, one tastes 
another, one speaks to another, one hears another, one minds another, 
one regards another, one forms another," and infers from this that the 
number One, indeed, appears to have assumed the character of a kind 
of God, in the minds of some Indian thinkers. No Brahmin or European 
would draw a similar inference from these expressions, or admit that such 
an inference was ever drawn by any peasant in India. I have never seen 
the number One, drawn on a board or printed on anything, worshipped in 
India. The words only convey the conception that, in the absence of 
Monism, the Eternal Essence has to become both subjective and objective. 
I believe a Vedantist teaches me the same view. Even Christ, a Vedantist, 
has preached the same conception (Matthew xxv. 35 to 46). 

The German philosopher who believes that he has not a real distinct 
existence and a unity of his own, but that he is merely a phenomenal 
manifestation or an aggregate of many manifestations of the one Infinite 
Being, can be said to have made the nearest approach to the conception of 
the doctrine of Vedantism. In fact, if he could conceive, while so believing, 
that Self-conscious and Eternal Existence is the reality in him, and that 
everything apart from this Eternal Ego is either a non-existence, a non
eternity, or an illusion, he is nothing short of a Vedantist. 

Sir M. M. \Villiams quotes "Na Vastuno Vastu Sidlli",and translates it as 
"Nothing is produced out of nothing ". I would translate it as, "It is 
impossible that something can be produced out of nothing ", or in the 
actual Vedic interpretation of the word Vastu, substance, "Substance 
cannot be the outcome of no substance". This is the real Vedantic 
conception of it, and this being the translation, if I were Sir M. M. Williams, 
I would not draw any inference from a wrong translation; and, if I drew 
any inference from this translation of Sir M. M. Williams as it is, it would 
not be, "So that if there is a Supreme Creator, he cannot create the external 
world out of nothing. Hence he evolves all visible nature out of Himself, 
and all nature is Himself." 

. The Boden Professor appears to be under the impression that there is 
something common or analogous in his idea to the conception of modern 
scientists, who tell us that all nature is one, and that mind and matter are 
inseparable. I beg to state that this mind and matter of Sir M. M. 
Williams' materialists are something different from the Vedantists' mind 
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and matter. He discards this mind and matter as no manifestation of 
Brahma, but illusory existences in Brahma, capable of being absorbed into 
Brahma, when its illusionary character is lost, provided it has any existence 
at all, and is something capable of being absorbed into Brahma. 

I must say it once more, that, in the very face of the conception of 
Vedantism developing the view that Eternal spirit is the only self-existent 
essence, and that nothing but itself is Eternal, it is absurd to infer that 
this view ever was compatible with dualistic or gross polytheistic doctrine 
and practices. I might as well infer that Christianity and Moslemism are 
compatible, because they hoth existed in Europe at the same time, and do 
now exist. Monism in India has always waged incessant war against 
dualism and polytheism, even so late as seven years ago, and it is still 
carried on by Aryasamajists, Prarthana-Samajists, and Brahmos, at this 
very moment in India. 

Monism is the stronghold of Vedantic Philosophy and Brahminical 
Metaphysics, against which hundreds of doctrines of India, Europe, Persia, 
and Arabia, have dashed themselves to death, Christianity included, as 
preached at present. \Vhat is conversion to Christianity in India? Con
verting a few truant, idle, schoolboys, fond of drink, and stylish English
speaking girls; the conversion of ignorant boys .to greater ignorance, to 
alcohol, and not to the words and conceptions of Jesus. I have not 
seen a single illustration of a Vedantist, who knew what Vedant was, 
converted to Christianity, upholding the doctrine himself and preaching it, 
like Shankara or Dayanand, throughout the length and breadth of India, 
from Himalaya to Cape Com orin, and from Sindh to the remotest Eastern 
boundaries of Bengal, as the Monism of Vedant is preached. The mind of 
a Brahmin is not the mind of a fanatic. It is open to every reasonable 
argument and the most subtle conceptions of Divinity. 

A Brahmin can conceive, feel, and enjoy the theory of the self-sacrifice 
of Ego or Purusha Yaga, for the sake of the creation which was in it. 
Christ felt the supreme conviction that all that was self-consciousness, 
eternal existence, and self-existence was divine, and the rest either non
existent, or if existent at all, existent in illusion; and still his missionaries, 
quite ignorant of his doctrine, force upon him the origin of all that is 
sinful and wicked. Can sin, with Satan and all his hosts, be created by the 
All Holy? If Christianity proclaims at the top of its voice that" God said, 
Let there be light, and there was light," and assigns a desire for creation to 
the Eternal Being, does it not at the same time make him responsible for 
the creation of Satan and all his hosts? Can darkness be the outcome of 
all that is light, and joy, and glory? Christianity, as understood by Christ, 
was Vedantism, and, as preached now, is a gross material idea of an
thropopathy. The serpent comes and tempts Eve, and she, in her turn, 
Adam. The tree of knowledge was forbidden to men. Knowledge and 
conception forbidden hy "all that is knowledge and comprehension"! 
What a ridiculous chain of nonsense, quite in contradiction to what Christ 
illustrated in his life, birth, crucifixion, and death. With Christ, Vedantic 
Philosophy was crucified in Europe, but still lives in India, whence it came. 
He that is glorious in himself does not seek glory in fighting and vanquish
ing Satan, but in ignoring his very existence. Matt. xxvi. 52: II For all that 
take the sword perish with the sword. Thinkest thou that I cannot now 
pray to my father, and he shall presently give me more than twelve legions 
of Angels?" U. L. DESAI, F.T.S., F.L.M. 

(To be colI&llldtd.) 
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[Commenced in the Novetnber Nutnber.] 

mHE after events are very dimly outlined on my mind now. It was 
e>1Cs> early dawn: many hours must have gone by while I stood with 

Hernandez within that pentacle, during that terrible fight, but they 
seemed like a few moments only. A countryman passed with cart laden with 
fragrant hay; on this soft couch I gently placed the fainting form of Mercedes, 
and a liberal gratuity induced the man to go a considerable distance out of 
his way, to the house of an old lady, a distant relative, to whose care I pro
posed to entrust Mercedes. My relation was not up when we got there, 
but she soon appeared, and hearing the fragmentary story, which was all, I 
could give her then, she readily undertook the kind office. 

" Mercedes, so long a vision, was now to me a living and breathing reality. 
But it was weeks before she was sufficiently recovered to tell me anything 
of her story, and even when I learnt it, it was vague and imperfect. It was 
however, clear that she was what is called a natural sensitive. She had, I 
imagine, been stolen by gipsies in early childhood, for she had been brought 
up by them-not, however. in the squalid way and with the vulgar associa
tions belonging to the English or Scottish idea of gipsies. The tribe with 
whom she had lived, had their home away in the Basque mountains, where, 
though shunning houses, as is the manner of all their race, they seem to 
have maintained an almost regal magnificence. Like all their race, they 
were deeply skilled in the occult sciences, and had, as I suppose, stolen 
Mercedes, who I fancy from various indications, must have belonged to 
some noble Spanish house, for the sake of her remarkable gifts. It seems 
she lived happily enough with the gipsies, never dreaming she was not what 
she was reported to be-the daughter of the chief. But for the last year her 
sleep had been haunted by strange visions. A house unlike anything she 
had ever seen, indeed, very few houses were ever seen by this dweller in tents 
and in caves, an evil haunting presence, her description of which tallied 
curiously with my own impression of Hernandez, and someone to whom 
she always fled for protection, and in whom she seemed now to recognize 
myself. In her dream the evil figure seemed to be dominating both her own 
life and mine, and it was in obedience to an uncontrollable impulse that she 
had come a considerable distance to the Vesper Service in Seville. After 
kneeling at the altar she became absolutely unconscious, and only recovered 
to find herself wearied out, and terrified nigh to death, beside the Church
yard gate. The little I then knew of spiritualism led me to a definite con
clusion, viz., that Hernandez, who, whatever other powers he might possess, 
was clearly a very strong mesmerist, had long known the wonderful clair
voyant faculty of Mercedes, and determined to avail himself of it; meeting me 
he had recognized in me a similar power, and had laid his plans with diaboli
cal coolness and cunning to bring us both under his·will, that the mediumistic 
force of two sensitives acting and reacting in reality on each other, might 
produce results beyond what could be achieved by one. So it seemed to me 
then-but I confess to you that spiritualism and the phenomena of medium
ship never attracted me much; when not utterly trivial they seem to me 
fraught with risks too grave to be lightly faced, so I have never read much 
of the literature of the subject, and my conclusions may be widely erroneous. 
But it seemed to me that without, or even against his will, the power of his 
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mesmeric influence had drawn the astral form of Mercedes to the old house 
in the Canongate, and thus a magnetic connexion was established between 
her and me, which his subsequent mesmeric experiments on me had deepened 
and intensified, till at last in bringing us together he had defeated his own 
ends, but what those ends were, or who or what was Hernandez, I am wholly 
unable to hazard even a guess. 

"There is no particular interest for a stranger in this part of my story. 
I will therefore hurry over it as rapidly as I can. Suffice it to say that I 
married Mercedes, as of course you will have guessed, after some opposi
tion, but at last with the full approval of the gipsy chief who had been as a 
father to her. He was utterly reticent as to her history, but in every other 
respect no prince of the blood could have met me 'Y.rith greatE'r courtesy, 
and to all the details of my strange experience he listened gravely with a 
slow wise smile as one who knows all about it, looking from time to time at 
the palm of my hand, but saying no word. Never in this world I think 
were married lovers so happy as we during a long summer holiday in the, 
beautiful Basque provinces which, unknown to nearly every traveller, were 
as familiar to my half-gipsy bride as the streets of Edinburgh are to us 
to-day. 

" At last we bent our steps homeward, and it was with a feeling of pride 
that I took Mercedes to the old house. Her first exclamation was, ' How 
familiar it all is '. Like a merry child she ran from room to room, exploring 
every hole and corner; the old house was very bright then, and as I have 
told you some of my happiest days belong to this period. Now and then a 
dark shadow would pass over in consequence of a certain delicacy of health 
of my beloved l\lercedes, but this the doctors assured ine would pass away; 
a tendency to hysteria they called it; but from time to time she would fall 
into deep trances, in which sometimes she would say strange and startling 
things. It had been a great grief to us that we had no children, but one 
day in one of these deathlike trances she suddenly looked up and said, " It 
is well we have no child. You are the last of your race, the old curse will 
break with me.' At another time she said, 'I grow stronger, he grows 
weaker, he will not su~ceed again'. These and many other sentences of 
the kind, whose meaning was entirely beyond my power to fathom. I had 
told my uncle, who, by the way, still resided with us, of my experiences in 
Spain and my encounter with Hernandez, of which he gave a totally dif
ferent explanation from that which had commended itself to me. ,It was 
not Signor Hernandez himself that you saw,' so he said to me one 
evening. 'If you go to a spiritual seance you will very likely see Shaks
pere, or Julius Ccesar, or some other great personage called up and 
materalized before your eyes, but directly they write, as they sometimes do, 
or rap out communications, it becomes at once evident that not the spirit of 
the mighty dead, but a very vulgar and illiterate spirit is manipulating the 
form which you see. So it was here; some low and evil spirit put on the 
aspect of Hernandez to deceive you; his actions prove it. Had you been 
more advanced in occultism you would have recognized this at once.' 
Nevertheless I was not satisfied, and I seemed to have so fully recognised 
Hernandez, not by the outward shape, but by the personal influence which 
surrounded him, that I felt no manner of doubt that it was himself. My 
uncle, however, grew so urgent on the point that after a while I became 
convinced against myself, and ready to admit that what I had seen was 
some mere delusive shade. 

" It was about this time that old Peter, the old servant who shewed you 
over the house, came back. I had not seen him before; he was originally as 
a boy in my father's employment, and had been picked up by him some
where, I believe, in the West Indies. Peter is said to be a half-caste, but 
what his particular breed is I can't tell you; I suspect he has a good deal of 
Spanish blood in his veins and more than a dash of nigger; anyhow Peter 
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has always from a boy been curiously sensitive and directly he was employed, 
I think as a page or boot boy or something, about the old house he seemed 
almost to become a part of the house; it had a strange fascination for him, 
and he was never happy away from it; but shortly before my return to my 
ancestral home Peter had been ill, and my uncle sent him away for rest and 
change, and so it was that until my return from Spain with Mercedes I never 
saw Peter. I must notice here, what you have remarked, the singular way 
in which most of the people intimately connected with the old house have 
been peculiarly sensitive. My uncle unquestionably was so in some direc
tions, in fact, I have no doubt of his having been a spirit medium, either 
naturally or by cultivation; so from what I can learn was my grandfather 
who married a Spanish lady. She by the way played him false, and learning 
of her treachery at the supper table one evening, in a fit of sudden madness 
he flung a dagger which struck her on the chest and went straight to the 
heart, killing her instantly; the story was hushed up, my grandfather went 
abroad and died very shortly after of apoplexy. Criminal justice was as you 
know, very uncertain in Scotland a hundred years ago, and while poor 
wretches in the Cowgate were hanged for petty thefts, high-placed mur
derers like my grandfather escaped scot free sometimes. Then my father, 
who had nothing of the sensitive about him, never lived in the house at all; 
he married a douce pious Scotch lady, when he was pretty well on in life, 
but only knew of the Canongate house by tradition. I must have been 
born a sensitive I think, though the powers only developed when I came to 
the old house. My darling Mercedes was exceptionally so, old Peter also, 
and now you who are also sensitive, whether you know it or not, must needs 
go rummaging and exploring about the place, and catching all its weird 
influence. It seems as though the old house, like a living creature, had some 
almost conscious power of attracting to itself those whom its wicked influences 
can affect. You will remember how you, a total stranger, were impelled 
to go in and explore it, and unless Providence had guided you to me you would 
have been caught like a fly in a spider's web, or rather what seems to me a 
better simile, like some poor insect attracted to a carnivorous plant which 
absorbs and destroys it. Soul and body, will that accursed house destroy 
all sensitives who come within its influence, unless they have great powers 
of resistance. 

" Very shortly after our return, I met Hernandez in the hall. I started on 
seeing him; my uncle who was with me said, • Now, nephew! you've been 
telling me various cock and bull stories about Signor Hernandez; he has 
in fact never left this house since you went away. Look at him carefully 
now, and you will see how little like he is to the astral that you saw at 
Seville.' I did so, and Hernandez gazed full into my eyes; as he did so 
the scene in the churchyard sprang into sudden vividness, and to my utter 
amazement the wizard who had been making those mesmeric passes in the 
magic circle was a totally different person from Hernandez who stood 
before me. 

"I felt bound to offer him an apology, but I was not satisfied. No 
sooner, however, did Mercedes set eyes on him than she fell into a dead 
faint and was ill for a long time. Peter also conceived the most extraor
dinary repulsion for him. • Mr. Dalrymple,' he said to me one day, " yon 
man is the deevil-or if he's no himself, I'm thinking he's no vera far 
awa' kin. And look ye, sir, if I'm no much mistaken he's just practising 
his uncanny arts on the young mistress, puir thing I and it's truth I'm 
telling ye, gin she should make a moonlight flitting wi' him, she'll no be to 
blame; it'll no be her fault, puir leddy, but just against her will and through 
the deviltries of that black sorcerer.' I remembered his strange influence 
over Mercedes, and altogether I made up my mind that Hernandez must go. 
I was just beginning to say to my uncle that I intended to tell him so, when 
Hernandez himself came up with his travelling valise in his hand. • I find 
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I have to leave you suddenly,' he said, 'but we shall meet again ere long.' 
I answered somewhat stiffly that I feared I should not be able to receive 
him as a guest for the present, owing to private arrangements. He was 
not in the least put out, but simply replied, ' Oh! of course, not here. I 
understand, exactly, but you will be my guest soon, in the land of the olive 
and wine-your uncle comes with me to-night.' Another moment and he 
was gone. '\Vhat does he mean, uncle?' I said. "You are not going to 
leave us.' 'No! no!' said my uncle with a nervous little laugh, quite 
foreign to him. 'Signor Hernandez mistook. I don't know what he was 
thinking of.' I noticed, however, that his jolly red face was very pale. 

" That night the house was full of strange noises. I have heard similar 
sounds in other houses sometimes and was told they were rats; it may be 
so. I saw nothing. Peter told me afterwards those that he calls" them 
as walks" were all about that night, far more manifest and more wicked than 
usual. About 3 o'clock in the morning, as nearly as I could time it, I heard 
a long, wailing cry which sounded like that of a person in utter terror, then 
several choking sobs mixed with a stertorous kind of snoring, and a rattling 
noise as of a person breathing with great difficulty through an obstruction: 
then a stillness as of death. I sprang out of bed and on to the stairs, and 
called several times. At last old Peter came; in answer to my inquiries he 
had heard nothing; troops of phantoms according to him had been flitting 
up and down the stairs, but he had not heeded them and had gone to sleep. 
We took candles and searched everywhere, but in vain. My uncle's bedroom 
was locked as usual. \Ve knocked, and he answered from within in his 
usual cheery tones; the little vaulted room was locked as it always was. 
At last we went to bed. Next morning we found my uncle's room empty. 
The bed had not been slept in, and on breaking open the door of the little 
vaulted, room, there lay his body stiff and cold. He must have been dead 
many hours. The face was swollen livid, the tongue protruded and bitten 
through, on either side of the throat two long black marks. 'Apoplexy,' 
the doctor said, an old family physician with a grave face and a gold
headed malacca cane. 'Apoplexy, my dear sir. His father, your grand
father, died of the same; hereditary tendency I fear; a little blood-letting 
might have saved him.' The marks on the throat he accounted for in some 
way which I forget, pressure of a tight collar or something; but I am as 
certain as that we sit here, that my uncle was strangled by some hand, 
physical or not, and that Hernandez had something to do with it. But 
what ghost or spirit or human being it was that mimicked my uncle's voice, 
and replied to our knock, probably no one will ever know." 

V.-THE END OF MR. DALRYMPLE'S STORY. 

While Mr. Dalrymple was talking he had been carelessly turning over 
the leaves of the old book containing the writings of Fergus Fergusson. 
After telling the tragic story of his uncle's death his eye fell on a passage 
which attracted him, and he read eagerly and in silence for some time. 
"This is very remarkable," he said at last. " Listen I here is a short 
account, about two pages long, of the old wizard-this is the end of it : 
, He (the wizard) was a man of notoriously profligate character, his last 
explOit being to elope with a noble lady of Spanish birth, the wife of a gOQd 
gentleman of fortune in Edinburgh, whose name was Dalrymple; the 
populace were so enraged at this, that he was seized and with brief shrift 
condemned to be burnt alive. He was drawn on a hurdle to the place of 
execution, but on being bound to the stake, and the faggots lighted, it was 
found that he had vanished; but whether preserved by his curious arts, or 
whether as some assert, the Devil, who was his master, at that moment 
claimed his wicked soul as the prize of his misdeeds the chronicler knoweth 
Dot. Yet are there not wanting, even now, some who assert that Fergus 
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Fergusson was seen alive and well in the streets of Edinburgh long after 
this occurrence; yet he could not be apprehended of any man.' .. The old 
curse ", continued Mr. Dalrymple, "goes deeper and further back than I 
knew; three hundred years ago, you see, here were the same fatal elements 
of tragedy present in my own family, and in the same old house, and still 
that same infernal face appearing as the evil genius of the family. I must 
hurry on with my story-but one circumstance after my uncle's death was 
so curious in the light what followed, that I must tell it you here. Mercedes, 
despite the doctor's assurances, grew weaker, and her trances more frequent 
and lasting longer, and sometimes when wearied out and ill at ease, she has 
stopped in front of that pIcture in the hall and sighed deeply. "I wish he 
would come back,' she sometimes said, 'it was so pleasant when he was 
here.' I would have done anything in the world to pleasure my darling, 
even to the inviting of Signor Hernandez, much as I detested him, to my 
house; but always in the morning when I mentioned the subject to her, she 
would entreat me with a shudder never to let him come near to her. I 
concluded that her desire to see Hernandez was merely a fantasy bred of 
a weak and overwrought brain, which cool reflection and waking strength 
turned into the natural loathing her pure soul felt for a bad man. 

" Several times about this period old Peter startled me by saying he had 
seen 'yon auld deevil', as he always called Hernandez, about the house. 
At such times every corner was searched, but without result; only now and 
then an echo, that sounded like the sneering laugh characteristic of him, 
seemed to sound through the hollows down below the foundations. 'He's 
after the mistress, puir leddy,' said Peter to me once, 'an ye'll no catch 
him, the foul devil-dealing brute-gin ye could catch him, and wring the 
ill-fared neck 0' him ye wad do the world a guid turn; but I reckon he can 
go invisible and pass through closed doors as easy as open anes by some of 
them wicked cantrips 0' his.' 

" One night I was just thinking of going to rest, when Peter suddenly 
beckoned to me, and led me to a window, you probably remember it, which 
commanded a partial view of the Canongate. 'Whisht'!' he said, 'yon 
black deevil has bewitched the puir mistress-see ye there.' Sure enough 
down the Canongate was walking my beautiful Mercedes. You will 
remember the Canongate was a very different place fifty years ago from 
what it is now. A fashionable street it had been in old times, and there 
were still some families of distinction living there. She had simply the 
tartan plaid drawn over her head after that graceful fashion which our 
rulers once thought fit to forbid by sumptuary laws, and in wearing which 
she adopted our old Scottish fashion and added to it all the grace and 
beauty of her native land. By her side was a figure I knew only too well
it was Hernandez. Immediately under my hand lay a sword-cane which I 
had found useful in some of my travels. I caught it up and followed the 
pair. Down the Canongate they went and past the old front of Holyrood, 
I after them; and as I passed, crowds of ghosts of the old historic personages 
seemed to be thronging the windows of Holyrood. On they went past 
Muchat's cairns, past the ruins of St. Anthony'S Chapel, I panting after 
them. Just as they paused for a moment beside the end of Hunter's Bog 
I grasped my cross-hilted dagger. One mad moment I poised it, meaning 
to fling-the next the story of my grandfather flashed through my mind. 
I should miss Hernandez, I should kill my darling wife; the haunting sense 
of the old tragedy was upon me. Over and over again must the scene be 
re-enacted, so some inner voice seemed to be saying-over and over again 
till -- then it became silent j but the brooding curse settled down on my 
spirit, and the consciousness that I myself had been through this very 
scene before forced itself very strongly upon me. . 

" I drew the blade from the sword cane and rushed madly at the pair; I 
could almost hear their low whispers. I made a wild lunge at Hernandez i 
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my foot slipt as I did so and the blade passed clean through him-aye! but 
WIth no resistance even as though it passed through a cloud-and that 
moment like a cloud the unclean form dispersed. A wraith of pale blue 
vapor floated up the side of Arthur's Seat, but Mercedes lay at my feet as 
one dead. I had the fullest confidence in the absolute purity of my wife 
and I gently raised her in my arms and carried her home, where for weeks 
she lay unconscious. When at last she came to herself she remembered 
no word of the nocturnal adventure~nly that her sleep had been troubled 
by hateful and impure visions which she seemed unable to drive away or 
flee from. I thought of the obscene forms conjured up by my uncle in the 
little vaulted room, and shuddered at the idea of such foul shapes invading 
the pure sleep of my darling; but at last she recovered and seemed her old 
girlish self once more, delighting to throw herself down into a lounge in our 
room in front of the old mirror in amber, satin, and black lace, with the dear 
old sandal wood perfume about her, and enact the part of my dream love of 
olden days. Happy days were these, and old Peter used to say 'them as 
walks' had never been so peaceful as then, though he met wraiths on the 
stairs and hovering round, yet all ever benignant and well disposed towards 
us, and of Hernandez nothing whatever was seen or heard by anyone. 
Happy days but all too few, and the calm was ominous. Very soon alarming 
symptoms bega:n to show themselves in my darling Mercedes; not only now 
was it physical weakness and the persistent recurrence of the long death-like 
trances, but mental aberration; often she did not recognize me, and would 
fall into fits of uncontrolled and violent passion, as unlike herself as could 
well be imagined. 

One night as I sat watching by her bedside a strange drowsiness crept 
over me, very much like that which had affected me when first I wooed her 
as the lady of the mirror. I could see the room and all its surroundings, but 
of sitting there myself I was utterly unconscious; I seemed to be everywhere 
and as it were part of everlthing, and in this state I saw plainly what I 
took to be the spirit form a Mercedes, herself, yet glorified and purified and 
transfigured, and her message to me, though I must needs translate it into 
words, yet came not in that form, but as it were flashed from soul to soul in 
an instant. 'Mourn not for me,' she seemed to say, • I am here no longer 
but happy and at rest at last. The poor body you look upon contains my 
spirit no longer. I died weeks ago according to the time of earth. It is 
an evil spirit, or creation of him who persecuted me, that now animates that 
frame of flesh and blood.' At this mention of Hernandez I felt an irresisti
ble wave of wrath rise in my soul; but the gentle message came again: 
'Nay, be not wrath, we are not angry with the medicines that bring us 
health, nor with the exercises that bring strength to our bodies. I was weak 
and sickly; it was my trial and my task to meet and overcome him. I failed, 
and over and over again in infinite kindness was the same task set me, and over 
and over again I failed, but with each failure I gathered new strength. So 
long as I failed his will could chain me to this old house; but now I am free, 
and in winning my freedom, I have won release for you too, my beloved; in 
a few days you will leave this house, accursed as it is for all your race, and 
you will enter it nevermore. He whom you know as Hernandez was once in 
earth-life the ancestor ofrour family. He now embodies all that is evil in 
the inherited tendencies 0 that family. He and you and I have enacted 
the same scenes together but with a different result many times-but now 
you, 0 my beloved, have crushed out your inherited tendencies, have fought 
successfully against the characteristics you derive from your family, and 
your strength has been strength in me, and by repeated opposition we have 
conquered Hernandez; and we can now recognize that it is he who sup
plying a force to oppose our own has developed our strength and to whom 
we must be grateful. The ancient curse is broken.' So saying the lovely 
vision faded away and the feverish form of Mercedes was left tossing rest· 
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lessly on the bed. In the morning I did not remember the vision, nor did 
it come back to me for long afterwards. I knew, however, when it did 
come back, when and where I had seen it. 

"The doctor who came daily told me that Mercedes was developing a 
tendency to suicidal mania, and cautioned me to keep everything of a 
dangerous nature out her reach, and to watch her carefully. This I did: 
but one night I presume I must have slept at my post, for I suddenly 
became wide awake, and the great funeral bed was empty. Mercedes was 
nowhere to be seen. I called, but no answer. In an agony of mind I rushed 
to the little landing. There at the head of the stairs lay my darling-her 
night dress stained and dabbled with blood, my cross-hilted dagger in her 
breast-dead and cold. The blank terrible despair of that moment was 
almost more than flesh and blood can bear. I cried an exceeding bitter cry 
and fell in a dead faint beside the corpse. 

" How long I was unconscious I cannot tell, days, weeks, months, I know 
not. I heard afterwards that there had been some eqquiry, that I had been 
found in a swoon beside the body of my . darling, and that the Crown with 
its usual intelligence had come to the conclusion that I might have killed 
her-I who would have given every breath in my body to shield her from 
the slightest pain. Of all this, however, I was mercifully unconscious, and 
Peter took me abroad, when I first recovered myself, and then 1 remembered 
the visit, and I knew, though of course your scientific men would jeer at 
such an idea, that my pure and holy Mercedes had never been guilty of the 
sin of suicide; long before, she had left the poor frail body she used to inhabit, 
and it was hut the foul elemental conjured up by Hernandez to take 
possession of it which had grown wrath with its material dwelling-place, 
and plunged the dagger into that sweet breast from which the angel spirit 
had long flown; but how the dagger came there I never knew. I have 
never parted from it since. 

" Leave me now, my young friend, my story is done. I have never before 
told it to mortal man, and would not have told it to you had you not come 
within the spell of the old house. It is but the evil magnetism which 
lingers there now: the spirit of Mercedes has met and conquered the spirit 
of evil, and very soon no stone shall be left on another to mark where stood 
a place accursed of God and man." 

VI.-THE WRITER'S LAST WORDS. 

But little now of my story remains to telL Business took me out of 
Edinburgh almost immediately after my last interview with Mr. Dalrymple, 
and it was some weeks before I saw the old house again; when I did the 
workmen had been some time in possession and but little of the old fabric 
remained, all the walls were laid bare, the floors and timber were gone: 
only the ground floor in fact remained, and that was open to the sky, and 
excavations were going on below. No secret passages or unknown rooms' 
had been discovered, it had been' simply a solidly built old-fashioned man
sion, some of its lower parts, from their strength and solidity, apparently 
belonging to a fortified place of old time. I closely questioned the work
men and learnt that at the seventh stair, the place where, according to 
Peter, the ghost of the lady with the dagger in her breast had always dis
appeared, there was an evident trace under the plaster of an old door, but 
the aperture had been bricked up solid some time very long ago and no 
man could say what had been its original purpose, for if opened it would 
have led out on an outside wall with a drop of some twenty feet to the 
ground. This I suppose must ever remain an unknown mystery. 

On two points only did any interest attach to the excavations; below 
the old staIr leading from the Laird's room to the kitchens tpey had 
pierced down to the solid rock, and had found there a curious cleft or 
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hollow leading apparently to the bowels of the earth, up which had floated 
a vapor of so deadly and noxious a character that two of the men had 
fainted and been carried off in a perilous state to the infirmary; and below 
the little vaulted room was some curious arched masonry; something like a 
ver.y primitive crypt, on the floor of which they had found a stone which 
DOW lay loose, though when discovered it was firmly bedded in the 
masonry, carved with a rude serpent and some other emblems; on the wall, 
under one of the vaultings, was cut with a chisel, a pentagram, but roughly 
done as though by an amateur. I was looking curiously at this, when I 
became conscious that someone was watching me ; I looked up, and standing 
just above me was a slim handsome man of about forty, very dark, and 
dressed in some foreign fashion. I looked curiously at him. \Vhere had 
I seen that face before? Then in a moment it flashed across me, " Signor 
Hernandez ". I said. "You have mistaken me," he answered tendering 
his card. "Count Bernstein." I heard the voice of old Peter close 
behind. .. God save us a', yon's that auld Deevil." 

"You seem to have mistaken me for a friend," he said, with slightly 
melancholy accent; "permit me to give you a hand out of that pit. I 
think I can show you who I am." I extended my right hand mechanically; 
my left was resting on the wall against the pentagram, and I stood on the 
carved stone. As his hand touched mine a vision flashed across my mind. 
I saw Hernandez in habit like some ancient Druid offering a human sacrifice, 
and the victim was a gipsy girl, who, as some inner sense seemed to tell 
me, had been unfaithful to his savage semi· animal passion; and onwards 
over and over again I saw the same scene repeated, and I heard his deep 
enunciation of undying hate and pronouncement of a curse so terrible that 
my blood congealed and the roots of my hair stirred. Not as a succession 
of pictures did these varied scenes appear, not even as a number of pictures 
seen all at once, but with a consciousness that each one was the same, all 
apprehended as one, all seen and understood in a flash, quicker far than 
thought, and borne in upon my mind, as I knew, by the fact of my com
pleting some mysterious magnetic circles by standing on that stone, with 
one hand on the pentagram, the other in that of Hernandez. 

Yet it was only during the interval between my placing my foot on a 
fragment of broken wall and stepping off the carved stone. All the events 
of many centuries seemed flashed into my mind in that instant; the next 
I saw him again .clearly. "Mysterious being," I said, "are you man or 
devil? .. "I am to you," he replied, "as you shall take me. Adam and 
Eve yielded to the tempting of Satan, and for them and their offspring to 
the last generation Satan is an ever-brooding curse. Job resisted the power 
of Satan, and for Job Satan appeared as one among the Sons of God. 
\Vhich is the true aspect, think you? Through the attachments of family, 
through specious calls of duty, through wealth and through misery, Tob 
fought with Satan and overcame. He saw Satan clearly; your friend Mr. 
Dalrymple sees me clearly now. Call me Satan if you will. You and all of 
earth have to meet with those like me, and sometimes we appear as angels of 
light: when there is a clear duty, we shall show you that your circumstances 
are exceptional; the stronger you are, the wilier must the trial be; but 
learn once to go fearlessly along the path, though all pleasure and vanities 
have to be thrown overboard; straight on though father and mother, wife 
and children, seem to block the way; straight on though obedience to the 
command seems to imply a moral guilt; straight on though it seems to be 
the destruction even of your very higher self; and you shall know us for 
what we are, angels of light," his voice grew deep, and his figure seemed 
transfigured as he spoke: "But fail in any of the tests, and you shall also 
know us; or what we are to you, eternal and undying curses, lamentation, and 
woe." The last words were hissed like the tone of a serpent in my ear, and 
he was gone. 
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" Who was that ?" I asked a workman next me. 
"No man here but ourselves," was his answer, "what are ye thinking of 

master? " 
.. \Vhisht '" said old Peter, " They can't see, but he was here for all that 

-his last visit I'm thinking." J. W. BRODIE IN NBS, F.T.S. 

THE END. 

~btllsnpbital CGltanings, 
OR 

NOTES ON THE "SECRET DOCTRINE". 

II. 
l'itE have seen in rough outline the earliest stages of Kosmogenesis, 
~ admirably summed up for us in the following brief statement: 

"Manvantaric impulse commences with the re-awakening of Kosmic 
Ideation (the' Universal Mind ') concurrently with and parallel to the primary 
emergence of Kosmic Substance-the latter being the manvantaric vehicle 
of the former-from its undifferentiated p,alayic state. Then Absolute 
Wisdom mirrors itself in its Ideation; which by a transcendental process, 
superior to and incomprehensible by human consciousness, results in 
Kosmic Energy (Fohat). Thrilling through the bosom of inert Sub
stance, Fohat impels it to activity, and guides its primary differentiations 
on all the seven planes of Kosmic Consciousness. There are thus seven 
Protyles (as they are now called), while Aryan antiquity called them the 
seven Prakriti, or Natures, serving, severally, as the ,elatively homogeneous 
basis, which in the course of the increasing heterogeneity (in the evolution 
of the Universe) differentiate into the marvellous complexity presented by 
phenomena on the planes of perception." (Vol. i. p. 328). 

This primary sevenfold differentiation, as the "light of eternity" rolls 
outward into objectivity, is repeated at each stage of the further evolution. 
" By sevens" the building of the Universe proceeds. "It is that Light which 
condenses in the forms of the' Lords of Being '-the first and the highest 
of which are collectively Jivf1tma, or Pratyag~tma. From these downwards 
-formed from the ever-consolidating waves of that light, which becomes 
on the objective plane gross matter-proceed the numerous hierarchies of 
the Creative Forces, some formless, others having their own distinctive 
forms, others, again, the lowest (Elementals), having no form of their own, 
but assuming every form according to the surrounding conditions. Thus 
there is but one Absolute Upadhi (basis) in the spiritual sense, on and in 
which are built for Manvantaric purposes the countless basic centres 1>n 
which proceed the universal, cyclic, and individual evolutions during the 
active period." (Vol. ii, pp. 33, 34') 

These .. countless basic centres" are, of course, subordinate to the 
" seven Laya centres" (Stanza vi.) connected with the Primordial Seven, 
the Dhyani Buddhas. Just as in the physical universe recognised by 
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science, our planets circle round CI the sun", and many such solar. systems 
as our own circle round a central CI sun", and many such aggregated sys
tems perchance again circle round some point central to them all; so Occult 
Kosmogenesis posits the primordial Seven Centres, the "imperishable 
Laya Centres" produced by Fohat-" The Great Breath digs through space 
seven holes into Laya to cause them to circumgyrate during Manvantara II 
(vol. i p. 147}-and round these are other Laya (or Neutral) Centres, 
and round these yet others, and others again. The conception of a point 
central to aU, and of secondary points central to divisional masses, and of 
tertiary points central to subdivisional masses, and so on in descending 
order, so that, to reverse the idea, each final sub-division has its own centre, 
and all such centres have thei, common centre, and all these common 
centres thei, common centre, and so on, is one that we know to be true of 
the visible universe, however dizzy the attempt to realise it may make us. 
Anyone can figure the idea out with a pair of compasses, by drawing a 
number of small circles, each with its centre on the circumference of a larger 
circle, and all the centres of such larger circles on the circumference of a 
yet larger, extending his Kosmos until he is tired and dizzy; and if he 
makes them in groups of sevens, and goes on long enough, he will obtain a 
fairly clear idea of the relation of the ballic centre of a planetary chain to 
one of the primordial Seven Laya Centres. 

The planetary chain, evolved from such a subordinate centre, is a cycle 
of seven globes, and may be figured as situated on the arc of a circle (see 
Diagram II. vol. i. p. 172), our earth, or any planet visible to us, being at 
the lowest point of the arc. These globes are, for convenience of 
reference, called by the names of the letters, A, B, C, D, E, F, G. The 
evolution impulse travels from globe A round to globe G, dwelling on each 
globe and then undergoing suspension, or p,alaya; and such a circling, with 
its seven periods of activity and seven periods of rest, is termed a Round. 
Seven such Rounds complete the Planetary Cycle, and are followed by the 
Planetary Pralaya. The observant student will notice that in the diagram 
the globes are arranged in pairs, with the exception of globe D; so that 
globes A and G occupy the same plane, as do globes Band F, and globes 
C and E. There is the descending arc, globes A, B, C; the midway or 
turning point, globe D; the ascending arc, globes E, F, G. The traveller 
must descend to win experience and self-consciousness, but his cycle is not 
complete until he re-ascends to the old position, bearing with him his spoils. 
But this figuring of the seven globes arranges them but on four, instead of 
on seven planes, the " four lower planes of Kosmic consciousness". The 
Diagram on p. 200 will solve the puzzle, for there the student will observe 
that the" three higher planes of the septenary KOSlllOS" belong to " the 
Divine and Formless 'World of Spirit ", the Arupa \Vorld, spoken of in our, 
last article, which is wholly above all such things as planetary chains. 

Fohat, "the active force in Universal Life," in one aspect Solar 
Energy, in another Electricity, whether Kosmic, solar, or human (see vol. 
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i. pp. II I, 112), is the "constructive power ", or force, which evolves the 
planetary chain. The" Wheels" "are the centres of force around which 
primordial Kosmic matter expands, and, passing through all the six stages 
of consolidation, becomes spheroidal and ends by being transformed into 
globes or spheres" (vol. i. p. 116). The student will recognize" this law of 
vortical movement in primordial matter" and will understand whence the 
Greek philosophers, initiates for the most part, drew their scientific 
teachings, teachings which Sir \Villiam Thomson echoes in his theories to
day. The details of this evolution are guided, according to the Secret 
Doctrine, by the beings who dwell on the higher planes, those earlier 
condensations of the Light spoken of above. The" Builders "-as they 
are, significantly termed-are divided into three classes, our planetary 
chain being the work of those belonging to the second class, while 
Humanity itself owes its fashioning to the third (vol. i. pp. 127, 128). 

The next point to be grasped is the central idea of the Manvantaric and 
planetary cycles. Light seems to be thrown on this by two passages 
especially, although the same thought is glanced at over and over again. 

" The Doctrine teaches that, in order to become a divine, fully conscious, 
God-aye, even the highest-the spiritual primeval INTELLIGENCES must 
pass through the human stage. And ",hen we say human, this does not 
apply merely to our terrestrial humanity, but to the mortals that inhabit 
any world. . • •• Each Entitl must have. won for itself the right of 
becoming divine, through sel -experience. Hegel, the great German 
thinker, must have known or sensed intuitionally this truth when saying, as 
he did, that the Unconscious evolved the Universe only' in the hope of 
attaining clear self-consciousness', of becoming, in other words, MAN; for 
this is also the secret meaning of the usual Puranic phrase about Brahm! 
being constantly 'moved by the desire to create'. This explains also the 
hidden Kabalistic meaning of the saying: 'The Breath becomes a stone; 
the stone, a plant; the plant, an animal; the animal, a man; the man, a 
spirit; and the spirit, a God'. The Mind-born Sons, the Rishis, the 
Builders, etc., were all men-of whatever forms and shapes-in other 
worlds and the preceding Manvantaras ....• Every atom in the Universe 
has the potentiality of self-consciousness in it" (Vol. I., pp. 106, 107). 

And again: 

"A Dhyan Chohan has to become one; he cannot be born, or appear 
suddenly on the plane of life, as a full-blown angel. The:Celestial Hierarchy 
of the present Manvantara will find itself transferred in the next cycle of 
life into higher superior worlds, and will make room for a new hierarchy, 
composed of the elect ones of our mankind" (Vol. i. p. 221). 

We have then presented to us the grandiose conception of a Universe 
evolving upwards, as a whole and in all its parts. Each' cycle, minute or 
vast, is an evolution complete in itself, but forming part of a larger evolu
tion. So each cell in our body has its own circle of activity, its birth, 
growth, maturity, death; but each' cell forms part of a tissue that also is 
born, grows, matures, dies; and each tissue forms part of an organ that is 
born, grows, matures, dies; and each organ helps to form a body that passes 
through similar stages; and so onwards, with races, worlds, systems, 
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Kosmos. The consciousness of the cell, for which the leading German 
scientists now contend, is not the consciousness of the brain of which it 
forms part, nor that of man the consciousness of the Kosmos; but shall the 
cell therefore deny consciousness to the brain, or man to the cell ? 

Let us, then, commence our study of the evolution of the planetary 
chain and its inhabitants with the ide • .e,e that spirit is to become self
conscious through that evolution, the evolution being guided by intelligences 
who have already passed through the human experience in a previous 
Manvantara. The sketch, given in Vol. i. pp 213-221, of the seven chief 
"celestial hierarchies" is a picture of the inhabitants of higher planes in 
their relationship to terrestrial humanity, which will be more clearly under
stood at a later stage of our study. The highest, the" formless fiery 
breaths ", the" divine fire ", are collectively Atma, the universal spirit. 
The second, "Fire and }Ether", are Atma-Buddhi, Buddhi, the divine 
soul, being the vehicle of Atma. The third symbolises the intellect, Manas, 
that with Atma·Buddhi gives Atma·Buddhi-Manas, the Triad. The fourth 
.. are substantial Entities. This is the highest group among the Rupas 
(atomic forms). It is the nursery of the human, conscious, spiritual souls." 
They are the" inner soul of the physical cell", "the spiritual potency in the 
physical cell that guides the development of the embryo, and which is the 
cause of the hereditary transmission of faculties, and all the inherent 
qualities in man". The fifth group" is supposed to contain in itself the 
dual attributes of both the spiritual.and physical aspects of the universe". 
The sixth and the seventh groups are" conscious ethereal entities", including 
Nature-Spirits or Elementals of all kinds, sentient but not always intelligent 
beings. From the sixth of these groups man has to draw all but his 
highest principles and his physical body. The question is often asked 
whether Theosophists regard these" hierarchies" as composed of entities, 
or as being merely allegorical. 

"To this the answer is given as plainly: • After due allowance for the 
ima~ry of personified powers, we must admit the existence of these 
Entities, if we would not reject the existence of spiritual humanity within 
physical mankind. For the hosts of these Sons of Light and" Mind-Born 
Sons" of the first manifested Ray of the UNKNOWN ALL, are the very root 
of spiritual man: Unless we want to believe the unphilosophical dogma of 
a specially created soul for every human birth-a fresh supply of these 
pouring in daily since • Adam '-we have to admit the occult teachings" 
(vol. i. p. 106). 

The idea, then is, at the commencement of our planetary chain, that there 
are concerned with it Builders and Planetary Spirits (vol. I, p. 128) who 
have existed as men in previous Manvantaras, and who were the elect of 
that past Humanity; and a host of other entities, who have progressed to a 
certain point and whose further evolution is to be carried on upon our 
planetary chain. Man, as we know him, has to be evolved with whatever 
else may lie before him during the present planetary cycle, and in that 
evolution these entities are to take part. N ow septenary man consists of 
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Atma-Buddhi, Manas, and the lower quaternary, and the evolution we have 
to follow is the wedding of the Monad to the intellectual and vital entities, 
the making of the complete Man. For Man" is the product of Nature's 
gradual perfecting work, like any other living unit on this earth. But this 
is only with regard to the human tabernacle. That which lives and thinks 
in man and survives that frame, the masterpiece of evolution-is the 
• Eternal Pilgrim', the Protean differentiation in space and time of the One 
Absolute • Unknowable'" (vol. ii, p. 728). 

Here let us pause for a moment on this term, Monad. The Monad is 
Atma-Buddhi. Fohat, we read, "traces spiral lines to unite the sixth to 
the seventh" (Stanza v). "The sixth principle in man (Buddhi, the Divine 
Soul), though a mere breath, in our conceptions, is still something material 
when compared with divine' Spirit' (Atma) of which it is the carrier or 
vehicle. Fohat, in his capacity of Divine Love (Eros), the elective Power 
of affinity and sympathy, is shown allegorically as trying to bring the pure 
Spirit, the Ray inseparable from tqe ONE Absolute, into union with the 
Soul, the two constituting in man the MONAD, and in Nature the first link 
between the ever unconditioned and the manifested" (Vol. i. p'. 119). Now 
it is essential not to lose sight of the fact that Atma-Buddhi is One through. 
out the Universe. It is the life, the soul of the Kosmos, and ours only in 
that we are parts of the All. A ray, indeed, falls into each, but it is the one 
"light that lighteth every man that cometh into the world", and every atom 
in this world and in all others. In a sense, it b~comes individualised, as a 
drop from the ocean, by its union with the individual, but in its essence it 
remains part of the whole. "The Monads are not discreu principles, limited 
or conditioned, but rays from that one universal absolute Principle" 
(Vol. ii. p. 167). 

It is this Monad which circles round the planetary chain, and whose 
• journey from globe A to globe G makes a Round (Vol. i. pp. 167, 168). 

Seven times is that journey trodden during the planetary Manvantara. 
" The Monad, born of the nature and of the very Essence of the • seven' (its 
highest principle becoming immediately enshrined in the seventh Kosmic 
Element), has to perform its septenary gyration throughout the Cycle of 
Being and Forms, from the highest to the lowest; and then again from man 
to God" (Vol. i. p. 135). There is" a limited number of Monads evolving 
and growing more and more perfect through their assimilation of many 
successive personalities, in every new Manvantara ••••• Although the 
hosts of more or less progressed Monads are almost incalculable, they are 
still finite, as is everything else in this Universe of differentiation and finite· 
ness" (Vol. i. p. 171). It is this Monad which impels to development and 
progress: .. That which propels onward and forces evolution, i.e., compels 
the growth and development of Man towards perfection, is (4) the MONAD, 
or that which acts in it unconsciously through a force inherent in itself; 
and (b) the lower astral body on the personal self. The former, whether 
imprisoned in a vegetable or an animal body, is endowed with, is indeed 
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itself, that force. Owing to its identity with the ALL-FoRCE, which, as 
said, is inherent in the Monad, it is all-potent on the Arupa, or formless 
plane" (Vol. ii. pp. log, 1I0). 

The Monads, in the course of their long pilgrimage, pass through many 
planetary chains; but as we are here concerned with that chain only of 
which our earth is part, it must suffice to say briefly as to the Monads 
which are to incarnate during our planetary Manvantara, that the Secret 
Doctrine teaches that they arrive on our chain from the chain in which the 
moon is globe D. (It must be kept in mind that bodies normally visible to 
us must needs consist of matter able to impress itself upon our retina, i.e., 
matter belonging to our plane.) "Now, it must be remembered that the 
Monads cycling round any septenary chain are divided into seven classes or 
hierarchies according to their respective stages of evolution, consciousness, 
and merit" (vol. i. p. 171); and these classes reach globe A for their new 
planetary pilgrimage in orderly succession. When the most advanced 'class 
of Monads has finished its seventh Round on globe G of the lunar chain, 
their activity is suspended for a period of pralayic rest; during their last 
Round, when the hindermost class has worked through a globe, that globe 
begins its planetary pralaya, and its life-energies pass Ie to a new Laya 
centre, which commences the formation of" the corresponding globe on the 
earth chain (p. 172). The seven classes of Lunar Monads (Lunar Pitris, 
in the Hindu phrase) will, then, reach our globe A, one after the other; 
"having ended their life-cycle on the lunar chain, which is inferior to the 
terrestrial chain" (p. 179), they come to be incarnated on the latter. On 
globe A, as on the succeeding globes, the cycle of evolution is sevenfold: 
three elemental kingdoms, followed by the mineral, the vegetable, the 
animal, the human. Let us figure in our minds the arrival of Class I. at 
the threshold of the lowest of the three elemental kingdoms; working its 
way through it, it reaches the second elemental kingdom, and as it begins 
to evolve through the second, Class II. enters the lowest elemental. As 
Class I. starts through the highest elemental, Class II. begins the mid
elemental, and Class III. enters the lowest. And so continues the 
evolution step by step, until Class I. has reached the first stage of the 
germinal condition of potential humanity on globe A, and Class VII. has 
entered the lowest elemental kingdom on the same globe. Thus globe A 
finally manifests the seven kingdoms, each occupied by a class of Lunar 
Monads or Lunar Pitris : 
Lunar Monads, Class I. have reached the Potential Human Stage. 

" "II. " " Animal" 

" " 
III. 

" " Vegetable" 

" " IV. 
" " 

Mineral 
" 

" " 
V. 

" " 
Higher Elemental Stage 

" " 
VI. 

" " 
Middle 

" .. " VII. " " 
Lower . " But the student must remember, in using these familiar names of human, 
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animal, etc., that all on globe A is of the most ethereal substance, the mere 
filmy shadows of organisms; slowly, Round after Round, the seventh group 
of the celestial hierarchy-the Nature forces or spirits of each globe-build 
into the filmy shadows the grosser matter, condensing, solidifying, stage by 
stage (see, with reference to globe D, and therefore, by analogy, for each 
globe, vol. ii. p. 110: "the spirits of the Earth clothed the shadows and 
expanded them . . . . it is they who give, or build, the physical tabernacle 
of man "). It must also be remembered that the "Man" of Globe A· is 
irrational, senseless; the Monad cannot impress his substance, filmy as it 
may be: a long journey lies before the Pilgrim, ere he can become con
scious on the material plane; be the matter ever so ethereal, it is not of the 
Arupa· world. Two STUDENTS OF THE E.S. 

Note. It is certain that even on an elementary paper such as this some 
questions will arise in the minds of many who may read it. Some of those questions 
students will be able to solve by their own efforts; for it must be remembered that 
in Esotericism, even more than in any other study, no man can do his brother's 
thinking for him. Other questions may, however, refuse to be solved even after 
careful thinking; if such questions are sent to us, to the care of the Editors of 
Luei/e", 17 Lansdowne Road, Holland Park, W., we will do our best to answer 
them, or obtain answers for them, and such questions and answers on the preceding 
paper will be annexed to the following one. 

- . -....cC 

EASTER MORNING. 

From the star.circled dome of Heaven their flight, 
Worldward, a host of angels speed. Their wings 

Shed gold light of the Throne that radiance flings 
Throughout the sunrise. And that mountain's height 
Which shadowed, in deep hush, the Christ's death night 

Is lit with glory; while a seraph sings 
The song of silence to the King of Kings 

Whose deathless death is triumph of Love'S might. 

" 
Each love within us is a Christ new· born 

And each, in time, our brothers crucify 
With weary crosses-weary crowns of thom

With stripes and wounds-until they purify 
The mighty Self within, and justify 

The glorious radiance of OU1' resurrection mom. 
MARY FRANCES WIGHT. 

• The student should remember that /I is a privative, and signifies wit/lfnt: /I rupa, without 
form, and so with 'other similar words. 
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Ittltsiastital or; bristianitv. 
IV. 

l~ E pass onward to a later period. 
~ The antecedents of the French revolution were oppression and im· 
prisonment, much of which had been upheld by ecclesiastical influence, and 
Louis XIV may be said to have sown the seed of the Reign of Terror. 
Descartes was compelled to live in exile, and it had been proposed to bum him for 
II heretical philosophy", and the Bastille, or some other instrument of Church and 
State, inflicted grievous injury on almost every thinker in France. The Jesuits 
presided over the bastilles and galleys, and in them or in the State prisons anyone 
could be immured without trial or sentence, on the authority of a lettre de cachet. 
To the last the clergy supported despotism, and when in 1761 the persecutions for 
heresy were relaxed, they urgently remonstrated against it. At the time of the 
Revolution, which witnessed horrors similar to those inflicted upon the Huguenots, 
and in the same places, a century before, their property was estimated at eighty 
millions, and one-fifth of the land was possessed by the Church, which had grown 
rich by Protestant spoils. 

In Spain, the Inquisition was only abolished in 1820, and that country has 
never recovered from the paralysing influence of priestly dominion. The Spanish 
bull-ring attests the degree of her civilisation. Persons are still living who 
remember the destruction of the convent of Poblet, in which a recently-used 
torture-chamber was found and a dungeon filled with human bones. In Spanish 
America millions of the aboriginals were destroyed by th!l cruelty of the Spaniards, 
and their land became, in great part, the property of the Roman Church. In 1565 
Melendez of Spain massacred the French Protestants in Florida, and 200 were 
killed, including children and the sick. On the ground mass was afterwards cele
brated, and the site of this deed of blood selected for a church. Through treachery 
Melendez afterwards killed several hundreds more who had been confiding enough 
to trust to his word of honor. And in later times, at the catastrophe which occurred 
in the cathedral of Santiago, on the .. Feast of the Virgin", in 1863, the priests kept 
the large iron gates across the chancel firmly closed in the face of the shrieking 
people, in order to save the church properties and .. sacred relics". It was the old 
spirit of the Inquisition in another form, reckless of human lives and happiness 
alike, when priestcraft and its follies were at stake. 

In England, during the incapable reign of George III., the clergy to whom he 
deferred aided him in the unjust war upon the colonies which met with its 
righteous retribution, and when English freedom and the liberty of the Press were 
at stake, Church and State as usual joined forces against the people. Priestley 
was persecuted in Birmingham; the bishops opposed Catholic emancipation; and 
the Dissenters suffered anew. Every fresh step in science was met by strenuous 
opposition. The discovery of vaccination was denounced from the pulpit, and 
texts of Scripture hurled against the offending Jenner. Combe was accused of 
II infidelity". The heaven-sent blessing of chloroform applied by Sir James 
Simpson in our own century, to the amelioration of sufferings which have indeed 
been a curse to womanhood in civilized countries, was vehemently resisted as 
.. contrary to Holy Writ". The abolition of church·rates, and the establishment 
of State education free from theological errors and sectarian bias, were measures 
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which met with the same opposition and the same outcries. At the solemn hour 
when the last rites were being pedormed over the remains of the great Von Hum· 
boldt, at Berlin, in 1859, the clergy almost entirely absented themselves, and the 
great facts taught by the study of geology excited a hostility from the Church and 
the orthodox, which found vent in the expressions of opinion that the science was 
II a dark art ", and an II awful evasion of the testimony of revelation". Religious 
terrorism has cast its dark shadow over truths which only served to reveal the 
power of the Creator and the grandeur of the methods by which His worlds have 
been evolved. Railroads, telegraphs, discoveries, accidents, all have formed 
fertile themes for clerical warnings and anathemas. 

The wondedul researches of Darwin, Boucher de Perthes, Huxley, Lubbock, 
and Lyell are stigmatised by the orthodox as II dangerous ", or .. irreligious"; 
and while attempts are made on the one hand to represent the atomic theory as 
only a revival of ancient philosophy, just as attempts were made in the sixteenth 
century to show that the Copernican theory was merely a revival of the Pytha. 
gorean doctrine, which had been II thoroughly exploded ", strenuous endeavors 
are made on the other to overthrow every aspect of evolution 'except Darwin's 
Jaets. 

In America, the advocates of the abolition of slavery ran the gauntlet of both 
lay and clerical persecution. .. I can bear testimony," says John G. Whittier, .. to 
George Thompson's courage, fidelity, and self·sacrifice in that terrible year when 
press and pulpit, caucus and legislature, were everywhere hounding on the people 
against us." In Boston George Thompson and Lloyd Garrison were denounced 
by the press and the clergy, and it was there that Garrison was dragged through 
the streets by the ignorant mob inflamed against him, with a halter round his neck. 
The church taught that slavery was a divine ordinance because it existed among 
the ancient Jews, and declared the abolitionists to be "profane" persons, who 
.. fought against God ". The" curse on Ham ", like the" curse on Eve ", must be 
maintained at all costs. After a thirty years' struggle, the stain of negro slavery 
was blotted out in a war ~hich deluged America with blood. 

In Italy, forty years ago, the Scriptures were read in secret; and so late as 
some twenty years since persons have bought some of the New Testaments on sale 
in Rome at last, in order to tear them up and scatter them on the ground. 
Bonfires have been made of them even in Ireland. The Index Expurgatorius of 
1599 still exists. So also does the theology of Trent. In the teeth of the spirit of 
religious freedom which is now making itself felt throughout Europe, and which 
was aided in the results of Sadowa and Sedan, the }Ecumenical Council declared, 
in the summer of 1870, in favor of the pitiable doctrine of papal infallibility, the 
only result of which is to promote the schism which precedes disintegration, and 
papal denunciations were once more thundered against the .. Satan and his 
emissaries", who dared to fight for freedom and to ignore the pope. 

The close of the year, however, beheld a swift reply to this last effort of human 
arrogance to arrest the divine and unchangeable laws of God. The Franco· 
Prussian war had in the same summer withdrawn the French troops from the papal 
territory, and late in the autumn Victor Emmanuel, owner of a name of happy 
augury, entered Rome, once more the capital of United Italy, and the temporal 
power of the Pope was swept away. The prisons of Naples were a result of the 
influence of the Vatican, and the cry for liberty and justice was no less a protest 
against the power of the priest. 

In looking back upon the past, it must be remembered that it avails nothing to 
point to a St. Vincent de Paul, a Fenelon, or a St. Teresa. Among the Pharisees 
also were a Hillel and a Simeon. There are pure souls in all times attached to 
systems which they are not strong enougb to reform. Visions, voices, and spiritual 
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manifestations-" many wonderful works ", are not confined to the records of the 
Roman Church. The Jews of Pilate's time had the same belief and experiences 
with the same inoperative, because subordinated, result. The heralds of a great 
religious reform are not drawn within the spheres of unenlightened human 
authority and dictation, but gather round and inspire free human souls, the 
.. heretics" of their age, and send them forth among the people. 

Nor, indeed, can the history of ignorance and bigotry be permitted to close 
here. But a few years ago Rowlaud Williams was prosecuted for heresy in the 
ecclesiastical courts; Colenso was inveighed against by innumerable doctors of 
divinity; Essays and Reviews raised a storm in the clerical world; and Canon 
Farrar, like Maurice before him, has been convicted of" mischievous error", and 
solemnly expostulated with for his brave attempt to lighten the prevailing darkness 
of theology with Eternal Hope. Meanwhile, ritualism among the clergy advances 
apace. Youths of weak mental fibre, educated at Oxford, and influenced by subtle 
dialecticians, who reason like lawyers, but never like men, enter the church, retire 
to a clergy-house, preach compulsory confession to a priest, i.e., as a "sacrament", 
and indite letters on note·paper ornamented with red crosses, and dated "the 
feast of the blessed St. Chad". Twelve thousand pounds have recently been 
wasted in prosecuting a clergyman of the Church of England during a period of 
twelve years, for lighting candles when not wanted, elevating a paten, wearing a 
chasuble, biretta, and other garments of a ritualistic persuasion, making the sign of 
the cross, mixing water with sacramental wine, kissing the prayer-book, and 
causing a bell to be rung during the consecration of the "elements ... • AmI an 
English clergyman, who is in favor of reunion with the Roman Church, has not 
long since openly defended the Marian persecutions, and considers" heresy" on a 
par with murder and "rebellion". He has a brother after his own heart in France. 
M. Veuillot avowed his Ultramontane policy in' the Universe thus: "For my part I 
frankly avow my regret not only that John Huss was not burnt sooner, but that 
Luther was not burnt too. And I regret that there has not been some prince 
sufficiently Pious and politic to have made a crusade against Protestants." Indi
viduals of this last stamp may be priests by nature, but they are neither men nor 
Christians. They are not worthy to wipe the dust from off the feet of one of the 
old martyrs, who many a time might have escaped death and suffering by a word. 

It is difficult to conceive how any sane persons, not brought up in their midst, 
can presume to institute such practices and such beliefs in the name of religion in 
our time; but what is it at the root of these mental departures? An irrational 
theology, which has been opposing the work of Jesus of Nazareth for nearly two 
thousand years, which drives the weak to ecclesiasticism, and the strong to atheism 
and materialism, and a church which keeps up the system which the foregoing 
pages have plainly proved to be a deadly one to all that is best and noblest in 
human nature, by the arm ofthe law. The State Church will never cease to want 
a Lord Penzance, or to produce a G. W. Foote, and however estimable and self-

• I have before me now an "Anglican" Imitation of the Roman Catbolic Ga,,un o/Ilu Soul, In wblcb I 
lind among the" Penitential devotions," prayers for confeBBion. In tbe indes I find TA". Tluological Vi"u •• , 
Faa, Cardi",,' Vi" .... , Stv ... Gi/I$ o/Ilu Holy Ghost, Sevtn Spimll4l Wo,k. 0/ .vlrey, Sevin Co,poral Work. 
0/ IItrey •••• TAru Notabl. D1I/i •• , TAt Gol,un Lila"y, TAt Jo'ive Jo)1ul Mysteries, &c., all marsballed out 
with mathematical precision. In a pampblet there are directions after receiving the sacrament to ejaculate 
M Body of Cbri.t save me, Blood of Cbrist refresh me, Water from the side of Christ wasb me, In thy wounds 
bide me," au:. With the theology of tbe War Cry fresb in one'. recollection, and tbe open revival of these 
monIdsb phrases and practices, tbe religion of Christ and his mission to tbe world seem, If it were poBBible, to 
be wrel\.nlgb forgotten I Mental slavery and theological errors bave ever taken tbe form of an "angel of ligbt," 
bat every step In buman progress bas pointed out tbeir true character, let the form be enforced celibacy, 
penecudon, opposition to knowledge and freedom, undeviating dogmas, or any otber sin against the soul. 
Meanwhile let It be remembered that superstition and vice are sisters wbo walk band-in,band, and 
who are acquiring a terrible power at tbe present time, especially tbe last In tbe large cities whicb b&\"e 
DOW arisen 111 every European country. 
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denying individual members of the clergy may be, it is impossible to be much in 
contact with them without recognizing that they are pledged to ideas which are 
fatal to human liberty and progress. The abolition of slavery, the temperance and 
peace movements, were all begun by men outside the Church, and whenever 
toleration or great social reforms have been established they have, with the rarest 
exceptions, been forced upon the clergy by the common sense of the people. 
Churchmen are the persons who monopolize the Universities, uphold sectarian 
methods of instruction, oppose religious equality and free education, who zealously 
maintain the Athanasian Creed, who fear truth lest it should " unsettle" those not 
yet driven to Atheism, and who would fight to the death to maintain the old 
marriage-service of the Sarum Use, which holds the soul of woman in the curse of a 
man-made subjection. Whatever intellect they possess is almost always intellect 
without manhood, an intellect which dares not face large problems, which defers to 
the conclusions of an earlier age, and which expends its whole force in defence of 
narrow and dogmatic assertions. And recently this tendency has assumed a darker 
hue in the Jesuitical attempts to distort historical facts of the plainest kind in order 
to whitewash the Church of Rome. Truly, it may once more be said: "Ye build the 
sepulchres of the prophets, and your fathers killed them"_ 

Yet the social reforms and scientific discoveries opposed by the churches have 
done more for the alleviation of suffering, and the advancement of civilization and 
happiness, than all the almsgiving and the external and superficial methods of 
assistance which mere charity, without knowledge, could possibly devise. With a 
mighty voice they speak and condemn the anthropomorphic worship of man. 

The recent discussion on the Burials Bill should open the eyes of all not blinded 
by the mist of superstition still among us, as to the utter incapacity of the average 
clerical mind to teach practical religion. It is a deplorable fact that clergymen 
came forward to enter their "solemn protest" against the passing of the Bill as 
" dishonor done to Almighty God". Man has indeed made God in his own image! 
How necessary that Bill was may be shown from the fact that more than one 
clergyman has declined to read the burial service over a child that had received 
"heretical baptism" from a Dissenting or "unlawful" minister. The gnat is 
always strained at, the camel swallowed i the revision of the Articles would create 
a clerical uproar, while war and prostitution go on without a protest. 

S. E. G., F.T.S. 
(To bI &01Ie11l4e4.) 

· ~. ?, .. 

Up the lane together, 
Through an open field, 

Over gorse and heather, 
Mountains stand revealed. 

Now With lonely footstep 
Toil up one more height i 

Nature shows her lover 
Ruest sunset light. 

SUNSET. 
Call the friend up after, 

All is fled away i 
He, with mocking laughter, 

Will no longer stay. 

Turn with tender longing 
One more wistful glance i

Lo I that look of beauty 
On nature's countenance. 

Thus to truest lovers 
Secrets she displays, 

Shows her fairest treasures, 
Nevermore betrays. 

ADAMANTA. 
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). «alit hritb ~mnanllala. 

IS SOUTHERN BUDDHISM MATERIALISTIC? 

m F all the suggestions which Theosophy has been instrumental in 
l!J impressing on public attention, there are few of more momentous 

import than that which accredits every great world-religion with two 
sides, an exoteric and an esoteric. Needless here to advert to the wealth 
cf testimony forthcoming in support of these happy distinctions. The 
historic fact of the existence of secret lodges and hierarchies of Initiates 
side by side with the prevalence of popular legends and extravagances, the 
testimony of pictograph, symbol, tradition, and lastly that of the cultured 
occultist of to-day, unite in emphasising this truth. Of course it goes 
almost without saying that considerable reservations may be necessary 
when we seek to apply this principle of research to the case of any specific 
creed. There is, for instance, every reason to believe that a fair proportion 
of human religious beliefs are based on a simple nature or ghost-worship, 
innocent of any possible II occult" coloring. But in dealing with the 
various phases of religious thought grouped under the heads of Buddhism, 
Brahmanism, of Zoroastrianism and even Christianity, recourse must be 
had to a deeper and far more significant clue. It is, indeed, hopeless to 
account for the phenomena attendant on the mere ORIGINATION of all the 
great types of belief, if we refuse to recognise the leading part played by 
the custodians of the Secret Science in the arena of human progress. All 
tesearch points in fact to the existence of an Esoteric Doctrine, constitut
ing that II unexplored remainder of theological controversy" over w4ich 
the rationalists and the religionists have so long and so fiercely fought. 
And it is on the recognition of this fact that the hppe of an eventual 
honorable compromise between the contending parties may be said mainly 
to depend. 

Now among those types of exoteric creeds which have most closely 
approximated to what some of us hold to be the esoteric doctrine or 
II Wisdom Religion", Southern Buddhism occupies a prominent place. 
Nothing, indeed, is more impressive than the continual insistence of the 
Pitclftu on that basal postulate of the occultists, viz, a Nirvana attainable 
by the II Ego" after innumerable II descents" into physical rebirth. In this 
particular respect its claims to consideration immeasurably outweigh those 
of the current western faiths whose fai.' tincture of esoteric lore-dimly 
discoverable amid a farrago of biblical trash-scarcely repays research. 
But despite its indubitably vivid esoteric impress, Southern Buddhism 
easily lends itself to misapprehension at the hands of the Western critic. 
On the one hand we note the too hasty Theosophist who dubs it II mate
rialistic "; declaring that its modern representatives have entirely lost the 
key to its inner meaning. On the other, we confront the professional 
Orientalist, a worthy to whom the bare notion of II esotericism .. is repug
nant, fathering on it the denial of a soul, Nirvanic annihilation and 
&0 forth.- So prevalent, indeed, are opinions of this sort that the expreso 

• Oatalcle the Orintaliit world proper, there are many unblauecl European freetblnIcen wbo labor under I 
IimlIar clelaaioD,~bablY ~ to tbelr want of ,bUlty to penetrate the Intricaclea and vermlculatlolla of 
BuIem _~ IIincl for lnatance a ~ In the Appendix to Buchner"" Force and Matter," where 
.... IeKbbII Gautama Ia deacrlbed U IDItIatIDg a "remarkable atheistic and maMrlallstlc reUJlOD "I I 
~ Idm8elI feU Into the error of nprcIlni the Nirvana U the abeolate eDDlbllet'on of IIIbjdYlty 
ad .... YIdated aD ImportaDt pordoD of ilia IIorrowIDp &om Butera tboqbL • 
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sion "materialism of flu Soutlu,,, Buddhistic Church" is rapidly becomin~ a 
stock household phrase. How utterly erroneous is this popular ascription 
of materialism to Sumangala and his school, will be speedily made 
apparent. . 

During our recent stay in Ceylon, Col. Olcott arranged for a discussion 
between the Right Rev. H. Sumangala and myself with a view to eliciting 
some definite pronouncements on the leading issues of the case. Though 
fully conscious ourselves of the absurdity of classing under the head of 
materialism a system which not only inculcates the anti-materialist idea of 
Reincarnation, but admits the reality of "Gods", "devas", mystic know
ledge, powers attainable hy Dhyana, etc., etc., we were not altogether 
unprepared for a savor of modern rationalism. In view moreover of the 
assertions of those Orientalists who have so kindly consented to interpret 
Buddhism for the Buddhists, we had grounds for anticipating as our 
fare a maximum of" exotericism" and a minimum of" esotericism ". Was 
it not the fact that the potent seigniors referred to had hurled at our heads 
their vast experience, gleaned in arm· chairs at home, and blandly dispelled 
the illusion that Buddhism and the "Secret Doctrine" had aught in 
common? Animated, however, by a lingering suspicion that possibly a 
High Priest of Buddhism might be the right person to apply to after all, 
we sallied forth one sunny afternoon, on heckling designs intent, to the 
Oriental College, and before long found ourselves ensconced in the roomy 
Library of that useful structure. There, in addition to the High Priest, 
was to be seen his Sub-Principal, Hiyeyentaduwe Devamitta Thero, to
gether with a few yellow-robed monks. Mr. L. Comeille Wijesinha, 
Government translator of the "Mahawansa ", accompanied us in the 
capacity of interpreter. This gentleman's complete mastery of English and 
Sinhalese served us in excellent stead, and it is no exaggeration to state 
that the highly successful issue of the discussion was in great part due to 
his singularly able mediation. 

In opening the discussion I plunged at once in medias res by broaching 
the subject of " First Principles". Did Southern Buddhism admit a duality 
of spirit and matter as the essential ground-work of kosmic evolution? 
What was the relation of consciousness to its physical basis-the time
honored problem known in the West as the "relation of psychosis to 
neurosis" ? The elucidation of these points involved a very complex and 
lengthy treatment which .threatened, at one time, to mar our metaphysical 
joust, but finally drew the following purely esoteric and radically anti
materialist admissions from Sumangala Maha Thero:-

There are two co-existent but mutually dependent principles underlying 
kosmic evolution. The first is NAMA, which may be said to correspond in 
a general way to the concept" Spirit", that is to say, to a formless 
subjective reality which both transcends, and yet lies at the root of, 
consciousness. NAMA is in fine, the impersonal Spirit of the universe, 
while RUPA denotes the objective basis whence spring the varied differen
tiations of matter. Consciousness or Thought (vinntina) supervenes when a 
ray of NAMA is conditioned in a material basis. There IS thus no conscious
ness possible without NAMA and RUPA co-operating-the former as the 
source of the ray which becomes conscious, the latter as the vehicle in which 
that p,ocess of becoming is alone possible. An excellent illustration was then 
furnished us by the High Priest, who compared this relation of vinnlna to 
rupa with that subsisting between a crew and their vessel. Though the 
crew [vinntina] direct and control the vessel [",pa), they could not be 
carried along or even exist as a crew in its absence. Its existence renders 
possible their aggregation in such a manner as to admit of their directing it. 
Similarly vinnlna 'informs' rupa, but is itself only possible through rupa. 
The bearing of these admissions on the esoteric view of the relations 
between the" Logos ", or Purusha, and Mulaprakriti-the dual facets of 
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the one Absolute Reality, is too apparent to call for comment. Further
more the attitude taken up with regard to the foundation and conditions of 
consciousnes is especially worthy of note; constituting as it does the only 
thinkable reconciliation of current physiological psychology in Europe 
with the spiritual philosophies of the East, and embodying one of 
the most fertile and suggestive of the results arrived at by the best schools 
of German metaphysics. It is now warmly championed, though under a 
slightly different aspect, by Edward von Hartmann in his popular II Philo
sophy of the Unconscious". Von Hartmann pictures the Absolute as 
bringing the per $I II unconscious subjectivity" of the II Idea" to individual 
consciousness in certain of the atom-aggregates which it has evolved on the 
objective side of its manifestation. And if objection is raised to von 
Hartmann on the score of speculative imaginings with which he has sought 
to deck his pessimistic creed, there remain distinguished writers in the sphere 
of positive psychology who have been forced into a very similar line of 
hypothesis. Witness, in this connexion, one of the leading English 
thinkers of the present day, Dr. Romanes, F.R.S., the author of that justly 
celebrated work II Mental Evolution in Man". In the course of an article 
entitled II The World as an Eject" (Contemporary Review, July, 1886), he 
argues for the reality of a World Soul whose" level of psycnical perfection 
may be higher than what we know as personality". In accordance with 
this line of thought, he further remarks that" if the ultimate constitution 
of all things is psychical, the philosophy of the Kosmos becomes a ' Philo
sophy of the Unconscious' only because it is a Philosophy of the Super
umsciotls ". In citing these parallelisms I am, of course, fully ali ve to the 
fact that the ontological stand-points occupied by these diverse schools 
conflict in no doubtful fashion. The esoteric Buddhist and Brahmanic 
teachings appear to me to emphasize the immanence or dualism in the 
streain of Kosmic phenomena. The speculations of Fichte and Hegel 
rest, on the other hand, on a pantheistic idealism; while the pantheistic 
creed of von Hartmann embraces a transcendental realism and inculcates a 
Kosmic dualism based on his ascription to the Absolute of the two 
attributes of Will and Idea. Romanes again oscillates between an attach
ment to materialistic Monism in psychology, and the scarcely consistent 
desire to resolve all natural phenomena into a flux of veiled psychical 
processes. But those who aim at detecting similarity in difference will not 
fail to note their very important agreement anent a recognition of the 
transcendental impersonal subjectivity, which finds its conditioned expres
sion in our present individual consciousness. I lay great stress on this 
point as it lies at the root of the religious philosophy of the future. It 
stirs up, moreover, a whole hornet's nest of attendant questions, to the 
consideration of which I hope shortly to return at considerable length. 

Nama and Rupa having been thus satisfactorily disposed of, the 
inevitable question of Nirvana-that pendant of all Buddhist controversies 
alike-came up for discussion. On this moot issue we found ourselves, 
like Milton's dilettanti demon philosophers in HelI-

n In wandering mazes lost: " 

the cause of which deadlock was subsequently apparent when, in answer to 
a not too premature enquiry, the High Priest expressed his opinion to the 
effect that the laws of thought do not apply to the problem. The 
Brahmanical idea of the absorption of the Ego into the Universal Spirit 
was, however, he declared, fallacious, as any such coalesence involved the 
idea of Cause and effect obtaining in Nirvana-a state pre-eminently 
tlSlJflkatluJ, that is to say, not subject to the law of Causality. He then 
proceeded to deny the existence of any form of consciousness, whether 
personal or that of coalesced Dhyanic entities, in Nirvana; rejecting the 
most rarified notion of the survival of any consciously acquired memories in 
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that state. Subsequently, however, he gave the lie to the annihilationists 
by admitting that this state was comprehensible to the intuition of the 
Arhat who has attained to the fourth degree of Dhyana or mystic development, 
and furthermore that the "true self", i.e., the transcendental subject
about which anon-actually entered Nirvana. The obscurity in which 
this avowal was veiled might be judged from the fact that, according to 
him, the refined phase assumed by the Ego on the confines of Nirvana 
cannot be described as one of either consciousness or unconsciousness: 
the problem as to its condition bein~ thus altogether removed from the 
sphere of intellectual research. Ordmaryempirical thought works piece
meal by establishing unreal relations between ideas, and is hence in
competent to seize upon the mystery. 

Touching on the modes of "meditation", he specified two main 
divisions-Samarlha, the attenuation of passion by reflection, and Vidantmll, 
the attaining of supernormal wisdom by reflection: each of which embraced 
twenty aspects. Buddhism, be it understood, does not trouble itself much 
about Vidarsana, subordinating, as it does, all aims whatever to the 
supreme struggle] towards freeing the Ego from the misery of life, by the 
eradication of all desire and passion. En passant it is as well to note that 
the wisdom streaming in ufon consciousness through the portals of Vidar
sana was stated to be 0 an order transcending the purely empirical 
knowledge which constitutes the content of Vinn~na. It is independent 
of sensations and only to be described as clairvoyant and immediate 
realisation. 

Questioned as to the possibility of a world-purpose, both the High 
Priest and his Vice-Principal replied that the resort to design was super
fluous; objective nature being no more than the necessary succession of 
phenomena. Further queries elicited the remark that causation from the 
immaterial or subjective to the material or objective is, so far as regards 
the human body, an established fact. Is it not, indeed, implied in the bare 
statement of the law of Karma, one aspect of which ascribes to the 
re-forming skandhas of a past birth a positive modifying influence on the 
infant brain? Undoubtedly. Given, however, the actuality of a causation 
from subject to object in the case of the microcosm, man, are we to deny the 
fact of a similar causation from the World Spirit (Nama) to the" universal 
Rupa" or objective Nature? Analogy brands this limItation as arbitrary. 
It cannot, moreover, be contended by the Southern Buddhist leaders that 
the world-process as a whole is necessarily stereotyped through the 
eternities, for they also hold to the doctrine of alternating Maha-Manvantaras 
and Maha-Pralayas. Obviously, during the re-objectivation of Matter after 
a Great Pralaya, there would exist every scope for the origination of a new 
(or modification of the old) kosmic order by the clairvoyant ideation of 
Nama. Under any suppOSItion it appears strange first to posit Nama and 
then to deny it all share in the world-process, save that of furnishing the 
raw material of consciousness. Subsequently, be it stated, Sumangala did 
go so far as to admit to Colonel Olcott the possibility of the aggregate 
subjective Karma of one Manvantara re-acting. on and modifying the 
"tendencies" of its successor. Why not go further and accept the esoteric 
teaching en bloc? 

Perhaps it is feared that any such move might prove open to misconcep
tion, owing to the absurd old Christian fashion of running the " design " 
argument as a prop to the idea of a "personal designer". The bare refer
ence to the already mentioned work of von Hartmann, a philosopher who 
lays the strongest emphasis on the teleological ordering of phenomena while 
emptying the vials of his satire on the head of Theism, will suffice to dispose 
of any such illusion. There is, in truth, no connexion between the two 
positions. 

In all probability (as, indeed, our respected host seemed to intimate) the 
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esoteric Buddhist priesthood has yet paid little or no attention to this and 
kindred questions anent the origin and evolution of things. Gautama him· 
self declared that all such inquiries were profitless, as from the standpoint 
of his vividly practical philosophy they undoubtedly are. The complexities 
of human, not of Kosmic Karma, rivet the attention of his followers. 
Altogether students of esoteric lore can well afford to "bide a wee" 
before expecting to hear the last word of Southern Buddhism on this 
issue. Intellectual negotiations ought not to commence with an 
ultimatum. 

A curious side light was thrown on the anthropology of the " Secret 
Doctrine" by some stray utterances a p,opos of the primeval races. The first 
men, whose" Egos "-if the terms is, Buddhistically speaking, permissible 
-descended into rebirth from the Brahma lokas, were stated to be ethereal, 
of great stature, and free from the physiological necessities consequent on the 
possession of an alimentary canal. Originally, they were highly spiritual 
and enjoyed a lengthy term of life, abandoning themselves, consequent on 
the gradual loss of their primal longevity, to those varied passions which 
constitute the bete noire of all respectable moralists. Intellect slowly became 
prominent as the flame of clairvoyant spirituality commenced to flicker, and 
has now attained its maximum degree of splendor coincidently with the 
present almost total obscuration of the higher consciousness. 

What must, I think, be regarded as a very valuable concession, accrued 
to us from the results of the ensuing relay of questions. Was there any 
ground for believing that the doctrine of the "Higher Self" or "Trans
cendental Subject" met with an express recognition in Southern Buddhism? 
I say "express", because it is pretty clear that the whole theory of Dhyana 
rests on the assumption that the four skandhas (fledand sanna, sankhd,d, 
and vimltina) do not exhaust the totality of our inner subjective nature-that 
there is, in fact, an unexplored domain of the soul corresponding to what is 
treated of in theosophical literature as the Buddhi. How, otherwise, are we 
to account for the fact that Sakyamuni himself is said to have received 
.. illumination", to have penetrated by a clairvoyant wisdom into the 
veriest arcana of being, and to have recovered the memories or those multi
tudinous prenatal experiences which had chequered his path up to Buddha
hood? How are we to explain the bare storing away of such memories, if 
the fluctuating mass of ideas and feelings summarised as the "four 
skandhas" represent the spiritual side of man in its entirety? How, again, 
are we to bridge the gulf between rebirths in the absence of a Higher or 
transcendental Self as a back-ground to these skandhas, a sort of permanent 
basis in which the potentiality of their re-combination in some future birth 
must, in some way or other, inhere? It is because they have failed to 
detect the traces of the Higher Self doctrine in Buddhism, that the Oriental
ists have not unnaturally come to regard the whole law of Karma as a 
poetical and" airy nothing ". Rhys Davids, in the course of his interesting 
and eloquent work on Buddhism, furnishes a typical instance of this 
blundering. Confronted with the uncompromising teaching of Buddha to 
the effect that personality, i.e., the conditioned terrestrial subjectivity of 
man, is illusive and without permanent ground in reality, and lacking the 
true key to its interpretation, he very naturally fails to view aright what he 
terms the" stately bridge which Buddhism has tried to build over the river 
of the mysteries and sorrows of life". Hence we find him alluding in feeling 
language to the" many despairing earnest hearts" who have" been charmed, 
or awed perhaps, by the delicate or noble beauty of some of the several 
stones of which the arch is built; they have seen that the whole rests upon 
a more or less solid foundation of fact; that on one side of the key-stone is the 
,""ssityof justice, on the othe, the law of causality. But they have failed to see 
that the very key-stone itself, the link between one life and another, is a 
mere word-this wonderful hypothesis, this airy nothing, the imaginary 
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cause beyond the reach of Reason-the individualised and individualising 
force of Karma."-(Buddhism, pp. 105-6.) 

There can be no question as to the validity of this criticism in the event 
of a rejection by Buddhism of the aforesaid doctrine of a Transcendental 
Subject. It was therefore with no small sense of satisfaction that 1 was 
able to extract from the High Priest the admission (a) of the reality of this 
overshadowing Soul or " True Self", never realisable under the forms of the 
empiricial consciousness, (b) of Its capacity to retain and store away the 
aroma of the experiences gleaned in incarnation, (c) of its direct manifesta
tion as intuitive wisdom in the higher states of Dhyana, and (d) of its ulti
mate passage into Nirvana on the break-up of the groups of causally con
ditioned skandhas. It will now be seen that while the Southern Church 
does not attempt to deal with metaphysical niceties after the systematic 
fashion of the Esoteric Doctrine, it embodies nevertheless the vital truth at 
issue. If anyone conclusion of modern psychology rests on a sound basis, 
it is that which affirms the content of experience to be drawn from sensa
tions, and to develop simply by their association. Now Buddhism may 
accept this position without much demur-the derivation by its Founder of 
mental states from Phassa (contact) being itself a complete recognition of 
sensationalism-but it must at the same time link this belief on to the 
concept of a Permanent Transcendental Self, if it is concerned to preserve 
the theory of Karma from attacks. This position, as we have already seen, 
is practically conceded by Sumangala. How clear a light the acceptance of 
such a supplementary doctrine is calculated to throw on many obscure 
passages in the Pitakas, more especially on the celebrated verse regarding 
the "Maker of the Tabernacle", in the Dhammapada, the Orientalist 
would do well to determine for himself. 

A propos of the Karmic problem involved in animal suffering, the High 
Priest contended that the infliction of pain by a morally irresponsible crea
ture carried with it a future retributive effect. Causation is, in fact, no 
respector of persons. It matters not whether any specific "evil" thought 
or deed of a creature is traceable to ignorance, impulse, or deliberate inten
tion, a painful consequence either in the present or a future birth mU5t 
ensue. Of course, it goes without saying that the degree of the Karmic 
suffering entailed by a vicious act depends on the intensity of the original 
disturbance set up in the skandhas-a disturbance immeasurably greater in 
the case of a man than in that of some mere animal automaton, such as a 
tiger or snake. Nevertheless, this necessary reservation does not materially 
affect the contention. After all it is an undeniable fact that a flame will burn 
the body of an incautious innocent child in the same way as that of a con
sciously heroic Mutius. It is simply an instance of the inexorable rule of 
Cause and Effect, tempered, as always, by the subsequent compensatory 
action of the Karmic scales. 

Further conversation resulted in the discovery of various other parallel
isms between exoteric Buddhism and the Esoteric Doctrine. Among such, 
mention was made of the existence of several strata of matter tenanted by 
appropriate organisms and characterised by distinctive natural forces; of 
sakwalas, or groups of worlds, answering to the general notion of planetary 
chains; of the acquiescence of Buddhism in the so-called Fire-mist Doctrine 
of astromony-subjects all replete with interest, but perhaps rather difficult 
to exploit in the course of two or three hours' chat. However, having 
secured so fine a booty already, we were content to leave the remaining 
philosophical ideas of our venerable host unpillaged. So, after heartily 
thanking him, the Vice-Principal, and Mr. Wijesinha for their courtesy 
and kindness, we turned our steps homeward. And if our faces wore a 
look of unwonted hilarity that evening, was there not ample justification 
for our optimism? During those few hours we had succeeded in obtaining 
sufficient data to demolish for ever and for aye, the absurdly rotten indict-
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ments brought against Southern Buddhism. We had seen the accusations 
of Materialism and Nihilism crumble away before our gaze, as surely as 
ever did the spectre castle of King Arthur in Sir W. Scott's" Bridal of 
Triermain .. to that of its would·be tenants. We had recognised that the 
religion, or rather philosophy, underlying Sinhalese Buddhism, is one of an 
essentially spiritual character, the bare formulation of which would send 
typical European materialists and nihilists, such as Biichner and Renouvier, 
into a fit. A further series of searching questions as to the esoteric 
teaching of the Vissvdtlhi Magga and Abidharmma has now been submitted 
to the proper authorities, and when the results of this analysis put in an 
appearance, it will be possible to elaborate with more precision of detail 
the principles touched upon in the above· recorded conversation. 

E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT, F.T.S. 
(TlwIlDPhist.) 

RE·INCARNATION. 

From countless ages of the mazy Past, 
Of which man's memory but one moment scans, 

A shadow of Intelligence is cast 
Whose form, fore·reaching, his hereafter plans. 

This deeper darkness makes us feel a light 
Which seems to us an Entity Divine, 

A starry ray that, kindled in the night, 
One speck of space can gloriously define. 

So we can read the record Truth has writ, 
On every page that Death has turned for Life, 

And mark the meanings which emblazon it 
With honest failings in heroic strife. 

In perfect justice, Love's eternal law 
Awards to each the Being that is best, 

While all, from All, all attributes must draw 
And find, in All, their consciousness of rest. 

The ills we were predestined to endure 
But crushed the carnal cravings of the Will, 

That ichor, throbbing from its fountain pure, 
Aglow with Godhood, every pulse might thrill. 

In countless garbs each Ego has appeared, 
To fathom life, in every form and state, 

Till Godhood, by recurrent Manhood reared 
In Wisdom, weds a bride immaculate-

The Soul, who passed from human flower to flower, 
And drained the being of their fragrant breath, 

From blended essences distilled the power 
To be its own antipodes of Death. 

Then is eternal harmony with All ! 
The Finite flowing with the Infinite, 

Dispels the last illusions that enthrall 
And brightness blends, in beauty, with the Bright. 

R. B. H. 
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;J;N these days everything is being carefully tested. Mere hearsay does 
T not satisfy thinking men and women. Old notions and old institutions 

are alike passing through an ordeal of candid sifting. Men wish more 
than the mere husks of truth. They crave for divine light to dispel the 
darkness. 

We do not wonder, then, that in religion, which deals with man's higher 
nature, men should be probing matters to the bottom. Instead of ever 
harping about one's creed, they are desirous of testing men's conduct. 
Instead of asking about a man's religious belief, they wish to know his 
mode of living; and every man is becoming more really anxious to live well 
than to believe some unintelligible doctrine. 

The more we study Christ's words, the more we see how intensely prac
tical he was in all. And it is good for us, when we are unable to worship 
with our neighbors, to read through a number of the chapters of the Gos
pels so as to seize hold of Christ's words and Christ's meaning. There is 
no formalism, no creed, no mystery, but practical godliness outcoming in a 
good life. He placed before men a high nature, which it is possible for men 
to imitate and come near. He lived out that beautiful character. It was 
tested by all who saw him; and it can now be tested by us as we read the 
Gospel story. 

Into that story men have introduced strange things according to their 
own bias. Paul, Peter, John, and James, all differ in their interpretation 
of the story. They lOOK on Christ's teaching and life and work from their 
point of view. And if such men-apostles of the founder of the faith-have 
not given us the absolutely true interpretation of Christ's teaching, we are 
not to wonder that the men of later times, who framed our Confessions and 
our Catechisms, should have come short in giving the perfect meaning 
which Christ meant to convey. Now we should approach the subject 

/ "fiirectly, and study Christ's own teaching and work as told us in the four 
gospels. It is not the Christ of Paul, nor the Christ of Peter, nor the Christ 
of the Church, but the Christ of the Gospels which we have the privilege of 
studying for ourselves. 

Much excellent matter we find given by others; but when there is an., 
discrepancy-however slight-between the story in the gospels and the criti
cism of that story by anybody-however much inspired-we are privileged 
to accept what we find directly taught by Christ himself. 

And surely that is only reasonable. In ordinary evidence, the direct 
account of the principal is preferred to any other person's explanation of 
that account. Accordingly, here, it is no less our duty than our privilege 
to examine Christ's own words and interpret them for ourselves. . 

In this way we find the gospel story much simpler. There is less creed 
in it; there is more life. Conduct is the test of genuine belief. We are, in 
a word, to believe in a practical way. And the more we try to live out the 
gospel ideal-to imitate the love principle which actuated Christ in all-to 
believe in his noble work of love, the more will our life be improved and 
purified, and ennobled. Then Christ will cease to be an abstract being, and 
become a living realitl' our educator in righteousness, the stimulus to good 
living, the moulder 0 our conduct, the all-engendering source of love, the 
master of our being. 
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The strange thing is that too many worry themselves about their faith 
instead of their conduct. They have somehow been unfortunately taught 
from their infancy that faith alone is sufficient for salvation, that is enough 
to save them from sinning. They have got it into their heads that 
without some mystic acceptance of Christ they can do no good thing at all. 
And this has a bad effect, in two ways. 

In the first place, it makes some, for self-protection's sake, assume that 
they have the proper faith, without troubling themselves about their 
conduct. It never strikes them that a dishonest life, or an impure life, or 
a slanderous life, or a selfish life, is out of keeping with their self-assumed 
faith. They are among the elect, and they never mind their conduct. Or 
if this ever presents itself to them at all, they satisfy themselves that they 
are at any rate better than Jacob and David, who were men after God's 
own heart. 

And the other class who are affected by this line of religious teaching 
are those who are doing good and yet, who never know about it. They 
have not realized that the true following of Christ is in unselfish, generous, 
sympathetic work for others. They are doing good work, noble work, work 
which is the very test of that brotherhood, which is essential for the 
membership of the kingdom of heaven; and yet they are not aware of it. 

These two classes were very pointedly specified by Christ in a reference 
which he made to the day of judgment, when the test of fitness for his 
Kingdom would be indicated. One band he blessed for their unselfish, 
brotherly conduct; the other is cursed for their selfishness and indifference 
to their fellow-men. He declares tnat those who are fit to be members of 
his Kingdom and whom he admits, are those who fed the hungry, clothed 
the naked, and visited the sick in a truly sympathetic spirit. These mem
bers were not aware of their hrotherly natures. Men have done noble 
actions, deeds of quiet, unobtrusive nobleness, which are unrecorded in 
earthly records, and which are even forgotten by the generous doers them
selves. Yet these deeds were moulders of their character, unconsciously 
training them for fitness for the kingdom of true brotherhood in Christ. 
And more than that; Christ declared that a kindness done to a fellow-man 
is just the same as if it had been done to himself, the representative of 
mankind, the elder Brother of the race. That is the key to the whole 
gospel. The training for the kingdom of heaven is living unselfishly, in 
noble work for Christ, which is tested by practical sympathy and love to 
one's fellow-men. A man is fit for the kingdom of heaven, is really in it in 
this world, when he lives unselfishly and delights in doing so. 

Again, Christ characterised the other class, who were excluded from 
his kingdom, as those who had neglected to feed the hungry, to clothe the 
naked, to visit the sick. Selfishness excludes man from the true brother
hood in Christ. The Master reduces all sins to sins against one's neighbor; 
because such selfish work is done against the love principle of Christ's 
nature. These men may have believed in Christ in soine sort of way: but 
they had never lived out love to man, which was the embodiment of love to 
God. If a man does not love his brother whom he hath seen, how can he 
love God whom he hath not seen? Such excluded ones, then, had not in 
them the power of doing good; they were unfit for the kingdom of brother
hood, which is bound together by the practical bond of love. Neglect of 
attention to the naked, or hungry, or sick, shows unfitness to be one of 
Christ's members. The man or woman who shirks doing good in society, 
when conscientiously called upon for the exercise of generosity and help, 
thereby shows total inability to love what is Christ-like, and total unfitness 
for true brotherhood. 
W~ are members of society-parts of a great organism-whether we 

know It or not. If one suffers, all to some extent suffer. If one part of our 
frame is seriously injured, the rest of the body is more or less affected by 
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nerve-sympathy. If one member of humanity be seriously made to suffer 
by the neglect of one in whom was none of the milk of human kindness, 

I then to some extent all have been touched with the pain: 

" Man's inhumanity to man 
Makes countless thousands mourn." 

We know some say that this test is by far too simple. What? Is it a 
simple thing to live an unselfish life? Such men have never tried to walk 
in love. To be generous and loving is not so easy. Does not cold money 
calculation or selfish ease too often come in to dram out any of the original 
rightness of their nature still remaining? Easy to be unselfish! Why 
that is the most difficult matter on earth. It is just living out Christianity 
-it is being a Christian. 

Others say that a rich man has a better chance of being admitted into the 
brotherhood, for he has plenty of means at his disposal to do all that Christ 
declared to be necessary. We think not. We do not see much of that in the 
world. We really find more willingness to share what one has with others 
among those whose means are small. Too many of the rich take up the cause 
of humanity in name only; they do not use their vast means and opportunities 
of doing good in the cause of right; but too often weary their life out in 
pampered leisure, sighing to have some work to do for man, and yet never 
doing it. Wealth so binds itself round the very vitals of the heart, that the 
heart's sympathy is stifled, generosity is gone. Moreover, money-giving is 
only one form of sympathy. The smallest sum, given in proportion to one's 
means, is blessed, and glad are we to see so much done in this way for the 
advancement of man's temporal good, for the carrying out of that saving 
of the body as well as of the soul, which characterised the lifework of 
Christ, the patron of hospitals, and infirmaries, and homes. But the real 
test of Christianity or fitness ,for the kingdom of true brotherhood is in 
doing acts of brotherly kindness, in clothing the naked, feeding the 
hungry, and visiting the sick. 

It is not in every one's power even to clothe the naked and feed the 
hungry, except in a very small way. But all can give a cup of cold water 
with cheering words, with the true expression of brotherhood, the more 
tenderly uttered if one is unable to give more. Most have it in their 
power: all who are not sick, at any rate, are able to visit the sick. They 
can pour the balm of consolation into the wounded spirit. They can 
sympathise with distress. They can firmly grasp the hand of the afflicted 
one with a thrill of divine sympathy. Such men and women, who do this 
because they cannot help it, not from a sense of duty, but because they 
delight in domg their best to help others, to relieve others' pain, to cheer others' 
hearts, are really fitting themselves for the true life of unselfishness, which 
is the test of kinship with God. 

"But," it may be asked, "am I to be ever assisting the ungrateful? 
the grumbling? the over-exacting? the intensely selfish?" Well, all man
kind are to be the recipients of our kindness and brotherly love. Where
ever there is an opportunity of doing good, it must be done. Yet strangely 
Christ said, that" his brethren "-pointing to those of his kingdom-are 
to be the immediate objects of our care. He says nothing of the rest. Now, 
an ungrateful person, an ever-grumbling person, an over-exacting person, 
an intensely selfish person, is not one of Christ's brethren; therefore that 
person is not included in at least the immediate sphere of one's unselfish 
work. For all that, we must persevere with that class as much as we can. 
It is hard, hard work. Nothing is more killing than to be tied to absolute 
selfishness, and not to be able to please at all, however kindly the actions, 
however noble the sacrifice. 

But Christ himself did all he could for Judas Iscariot. Tenderly he 
dealt with that erring apostle for many a day. He saw the cankerworm of 
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self-gratification, and pride, and avarice eating into the vitals of the miser
able man, and he admonished him quietly at first, then more pointedly, 
but always with the object of restoring the wayward one. Till at last, 
Christ owned himself beaten. He gave in. He left Judas to his devices. 
He had tried all in his power to restore his disciple, yet ingratitude and 
selfishness and grumbling possessed the heart of Judas. And Christ left 
him to his own fate, excluding him from the Kingdom. We, too, must 
therefore do all in our power to be kind even to the ungrateful and the un
worthy, returning even good for evil j till at the last we must give in for the 
sake of others, who more require our sympathy. 

We will, then, best realise this gospel of Christ, which is the gospel of 
humanity, by living in brotherly kindness. We must do good as we have 
opportunity, especially to the deserving and the grateful. We are to live 
honourably and purely to ourselves and our conscience, we are to be 
generous and kind, we must let no pollution, or slander, or envy enter our 
minds or issue from our lips-practically living out what the Lord requires 
of men, "doing justly, loving mercy, and walking humbly before God "
and our work will be fitting us for the true brotherhood of the kingdom of 
heaven whether we know it or not ; until we realise in the end that our love 
to man was truly love to God. It is not easy, when meeting so much 
selfishness and ingratitude to live this out. Yet our Lord cleansed nine out 
of the ten lepers, who turned out to be ungrateful. At the same time he 
exposed their meanness. We must persevere, then, feeling that we would 
like to do more good j and we will find many opportunities of doing so very 
near our doors. 

\\' e cannot picture the nature of those who are excluded from the King
dom. They have shown practically by their conduct that they are totally 
unfit for the society of brethren. The divine democracy of which Christ is 
the spiritual Head is bound together by the everlasting bonds of love for 
man, by the increasing desire to do the greatest good to the greatest number 
of the members of the Kingdom. Those who are not among its members 
have no longer a father's eye of affection looking on them j they are 
shrivelled up in their individuality. They live on selfishly, with all the 
tortures of that terrible condition. The famous authoress, Mrs. Oliphant, 
once tried to picture the absolute misery of those who lived together in a 
completely selfish manner-and her pictures are horrible j yet they are 
most likely true so far. Surfeited self-gratification is a sufficient hell. 

The problem of the age is to draw men together into the divine brother
hood, under the recognised leadership of Christ, " The Bright, the Morning 
Star" • It is our duty to find out the good in man and direct its energies 
aright. Too many search for the devil in man, and thereby succeed in 
spreading the evil which we all deplore. \Ve are required to do our endeavor 
to harmonise the powerful instincts of humanity, which, left to themselves, 
might act blindly and ruinously, and draw them forth by the magnetic 
touch of our brotherly life to act gently and usefully for mankind. And just 
as the electric fluid which cleaves to fragments the forest trees, or scatters 
to the earth the strongest built towers, has by the God-like intellect of man 
been made his servant to bind together by telegraph network the nations of 
the world, and thereby become the most powerful messenger of commercial 
and social good over the globe; so by the study of human nature the social 
forces of humanity may yet be turned from being the instruments of hatred 
and revenge, to be the mighty powers of love and righteousness and good 
to mankind. 

Weare all being called upon, in this precarious age, to diffuse as widely 
as possible every element of good, to draw class and class together by the 
magnetic power of true brotherhood, in the living out of the love-principle 
of Chnst. The poor must be made to pity as well as respect the rich j and 
the rich must be made to respect as well as pity the poor. Honest lahor 
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must be honored as consecrated service. Heroic work in suffering must be 
borne with patience. There is much noble working underground in the 
depths of the soul, unsuspected and unseen, except by very few. But such 
a spirit will have, by its calm bearing, a redeeming power on all around. 
And as the small seed may be wafted by the winds into the silent glade to 
spring up and beautify desolation, so by the silent, unobtrusive, yet most 
powerful and personal teaching of a life, influence may be carried to many 
a soul which never preacher's voice could stir. 

There is so much that wants doing to bring about the" federation of 
the world ", that we are apt to despair. Yet let each one do his and her 
best to further the cause of the universal brotherhood of humanity, which 
includes all races, .creeds, sexes, and colors. 

Is it not a lamentable thought that ''rhen we come to leave this world 
of enterprise and work we shall realise that we have missed doing the little 
that was laid near our hands? Let liS live, then, as we would then wish we 
had done. The great doctrine of unselfi~hness, living for the good of others, 
is the final religion for time and for eternity, for this world and the 
next. Other religions have tried many ways for man to reach the ideal of 
the race and have failed. Christ alone showed us how to work out our salva
tion by practically living out that righteousness through love which is the 
very essence of the divine nature and which is the test of fitness for the true 
brotherhood of the kingdom of heaven. 

And let us close these stray hut earnest remarks with this quotation, 
made by one whose teaching on these lines has done much to leaven the 
religious thought of the more broadly sympathetic of our countrymen 
(Professor Momerie);-

.. There is, we know, one primitive and sure 
Religion pure-

Unchanged in spirit, though its form and codes 
Wear myriad modes-

Contains all creeds within its mighty span
The love of God displayed in love for man." 

J. G. MCPHERSON, D.D., F.R.S.E. 

[As we take no responsibility for the opinions expressed by our con
tributors, but leave to each the duty of speaking the truth as he sees it, it 
is perhaps hardly necessary to express our dissent from the form in which 
the writer of the above clothes the great principle of Universal Brother
hood. But we must enter our protest against the undue exaltation of 
Christ, and against the statement that he "alone" showed the right way. 
Buddha showed it centuries before Christ, and Buddhism has been far less 
of a failure than Christianity in the matter of practically inducing brother
hood.-EDs. ] 

~ 

ASPIRATION. 

Calling from the mystic distance, 
Voices low and sweet I hear: 

Night and day with strange persistence 
Call these voices soft and clear. 

Call from hill and shadowy dingle, 
From the river and the sea ; 

\Vith all sounds the voices mingle, 
Always do they plead with me. 

In the mart's discordant noises, 
Through the strife and din of gain. 

Sing these sweet mysterious voices, 
Sing their pure, unworldly strain. 

Whim I hear them low and sweetly 
Pierce the world's tumultuous din, 

Other sounds I lose completely, 
And my life seems poor and thin. 

Then my soul is strongly lifted 
Far above earth's petty jars. 

By some sweeping current drifted 
\Vith the current of the stars. 

o my voices! come still nearer, 
Take me from the world apart, 

Sing to me your songs yet clearer
Make your home within my heart. 

ANON, 
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BIGOTRY IN CEYLON. 

THE following correspondence will be read with interest and indignation :

Buddhist English School, 
Colombo, Ceylon, 

157 

February 22, 1890. 
MADAME H. P. BLAVATSKY, London. 

Editor of LUCIFER. 
Dear Madame, 

From the annexed copies of correspondence you will read that the 
Anglican Archdeacon of Ceylon has made capital of his position, as Warden of 
St. Thomas's College, Colombo, to deal 'an unjust blow upon me for my religious 
opinions. I was educated for six years at that school, where I gained some 
distinctions for which my name was put up on the panels of the library of the 
College. I quote from the College Magazine:-

1883. A. E. Buultjens f' \\'eerasinhe Prize of Rs. 100 for Classics. 
1884. A. E. Buultjens 
1883. A. E. Buultjens. English University (Government) Scholarship of [I50 

a year for four years, for highest marks among candidates in Ceylon competing in 
the Cambridge Senior Local Examination. 

For the above three events my name was empanelled till within the last few 
months, when my name was removed. There are still the names of other men, and 
the public removal of my name has created some sensation among the friends and 
enemies of Buddhism. 

While at school, I gained the Bishop of Colombo's Annual Prizes for Religious 
Knowledge in two successive years. But' during my three years' residence at 
Cambridge University (St. John's College). I was obliged, through conscientious 
scruples, to give up my adherence to the Christian Faith, as expounded by orthodox 
clergymen. I laid my scruples before Ccan Whittaker, at that time a Don at St. 
John's, and obtained exemption from attending the" service" at chapel (which is 
compulsory for five times in the week). 

On my arrival in Ceylon, after graduating as B.A., I inquired into and accepted 
the teachings of Gautama, Lord Buddha; and six months ago I took up the Head· 
mastership of the Buddhist English School. My coming forward publicly as a 
Buddhist was the signal for my being consigned into hell by the more charitable (!) 
of the Christians. This much will explain the letters I annex. I hope you will 
use your powerful and philanthropic \'oice in protest against this persecution, 
which reminds me of the fires kindled at Smithfield, London. in Mary's reign. 
These missionaries here will kindle ten thousand fires if they have their way. 

Dear Sir, 

The Rev. E. F. MILLER, M.A., 
Warden, St. Thomas's College, 

February 15, IBgO. 

It is with great pain I learn that my name has been removed from the 
panels of the Library of St. Thomas's College. If it is right on my part to do so, 
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may I ask you to let me know what offence I have committed to justify this pain 
being inflicted on me ? 

I remain, dear sir, 
Your former pupil, 

A. E. BUULTJENS. 

February 19, ISgo. 
My dear Buultjens, 

It is, alas! easy to answer your question. Your name has been removed 
from the panels in the Library because you have apostatized from the faith of 
Christ. The College was founded to maintain and spread that faith, and you, 
having been baptised into that faith, have now deserted to its enemies. Would you 
have us retain the name of a traitor among those whom the College delights to 
honor? 

I would have written on the subject of your apostacy, but I scarcely heard of 
the step you were meditating before you took it, and then I thought it was too late. 

Yours sorrowfully, 
(Signed) E. F. MILLER. 

The above is a practical sample of how Archdeacon Miller of Ceylon interprets 
the" Love your enemies" of Jesus Christ. Do the English public pay to send out 
to Buddhist countries, missionary teachers of this stamp? Such narrow-minded 
bigotry will never convert the so-called" heathen". 

I remain, dear Madame, 
Yours faithfully, 

A. E. BUULTJENS, B.A., F.T.S. 

We hardly think that the" spiritual pastors and masters" of our home colleges 
will follow the example of this strange relic of the excommunicating Inquisitor 
which has been unearthed in modern Lanka; otherwise their panels will speedily 
be emptied of the names of the best of those whom the "colleges delight to 
honor". 

How remarkably myopic is your average missionary! Can he not see that he has 
done more harm to his own propaganda than to the victim of his uncharitableness ? 
How thus can he hope to convert any worthy or intelligent Buddhist, who from his 
youth is trained in the precepts of tolerance taught by Gautama ? 

If an Archdeacon, who is presumably one of the highest representatives of the 
religious system he professes, falls so far behind the practice of his "heathen .. 
brethren, what inducement will there be for the said "heathen" brethren to be 
converted? But then, you see, a missionary calls the tolerance of the Buddhist 
.. apathetic indifference"; if the Buddhist were as contemptuous as the missionary, 
he might call the latter's intolerance, impertinent interference. 

As to the conversion of the unworthy and unintelligent, they do more harm 
than good to real Christianity though they are undoubtedly useful to swell the 
statistics with a view to home collections. The conversion of a child is no 
conversion; and his " apostacy .. when he arrives at manhood only gives undeniable 
proof that this is so, and should really give no cause for resentment to the pious 
child-stealer, if he is really an honest man. 

We wonder what Christians would do if their children were taken by Buddhist 
missionaries and converted ? 

Bigotry is a superstition bequeathed to us by the Dark Ages, and we can only 
pity this reverend victim of an unbalanced enthusiasm. But while doing so, it is 
our duty to protest most emphatically against that real" apathetic indifference" to 
the good of humanity which permits the existence of such a moral-microbe pest; 
and we call upon all true theosophists to crush it out wherever it appears. 
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.. CIVILIZATION: ITS CAUSE AND CURE"· j AND OTHER ESSAYS. 

IT is seldom that we have read a book with so much pleasure. This all too short 
volume breathes forth a spirit of true devotion to humanity and of harmony with 
nature. Throughout it is characterized by a forceful and honest style which speaks 
to all men, while at the same time it maintains the golden mean of a just judgment. 

The author sturdily attacks the problem of civilization, and gets right down to 
the root of this great banyan tree whose brlLDches ever return to the maternal soil 
from which they first drew life. Every page of Mr. Carpenter's book is interesting, 
every paragraph goes home. It is a protest against the insufficiency of modem 
theories j a protest against the taking of custom for truth. Perhaps the peculiar 
charm of these essays is that they are so far from that verbiage and vain repeti. 
tion, which are the mere tinsel of literary pagentry, and also from those crabbed 
ink-hom terms and technicalities of which we have sometimes too much. For our 
author, civilization is Man j Man is the one thing of which we can ever know the 
reality with any approximation to truth. 

In the essay entitled" Modem Science-a Criticism," Mr. Carpenter reviews 
the theories that obtain in the scientific world of to-day, and shows how insufficient 
they are to bear the test of actuality. All these theories are arrived at by a process of 
eliminating the facts, by a process of G. C. M., in which the selfhood of the various 
phenomena is destroyed, and a purely artificial and arbitrary basis of so-called 
facts is chosen on which to raise the card-castle of hypothesis. So the premisses 
being false, in that the actuality of the real facts has been neglected, the apparently 
logical theory is as useful as making a chain and then finding that then" is no 
staple to support it, or as real as the trick of the Indian juggler who threw a rope 
into the air and then climbed up it. After passing in review the fundamental 
hypotheses of modern science and conclusively proving their insufficiency, he says: 

.. Having created these absurdities by the method of 'personification of abstractions' 
or the' reification of concepts', it seriously and in all good faith tries to understand them; 
having dressed up its own Mumbo Jumbo (which it once jeered at religion for doing) it 
piously shnts its eyes and endeavors to believe in it." 

Two instances will be sufficient to show the justice of the writer's revolt against 
the claim that modem science is exact in her conclusions about things in themselves. 

Quoting the following passage from Maxwell's" Theory of Heat":-
., But as soon as we have been made familiar with the most prominent features of these 

di1ferent conditions of matter, the most scientific course of study is in the reverse order, 
beginning with gases, on account of the greater simplicity of their laws, then advancing to 
liquids, the more complex laws of which are much more imperfectly known, and concluding 
with the little that has been hitherto discovered about the constitution of solid bodies." 

Mr. Carpenter proceeds to put it in plain words and tum the light of actuality 
upon it in the following manner :-

.. That is to say that Science finds it easier to work among gases-which are invisible, 
and which we can know little about-than among solids, which we are familiar with and 

• By Edward Carpenter. London: Swan, Soonen&ebein and Co., !SSg. 
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which we can easily handle I This seems a strange conclusion, but it will be found to 
represent a common procedure of Science-the truth probably being that the laws of gases 
are not one whit simplll' than the laws of liquids and solids, but that on account of our 
knowing so much less about gases it is easier for us to Iligll laws in their case than in the 
case of solids, and less easy for our errors to be detected ... 

Again, in speaking of astronomy the most exael science, he says :-

.. What then is the path of the moon? No one knows; we have not the faintest idea
the word itself ceases to have any assignabl\! meaning. It is true that if we agree to ignore 
the perturbations produced by the sun-as in fact we do ignore perturbations produced by 
the planets and other bodies-and if we agree to ignore the motion of the earth, and the 
flight of the solar system through space, and even the movement of any centre round which 
that may be speeding, we may then say that the moon moves in an ellipse. But this has 
evidently nothing to do with actual facts. The moon dOls not move in an ellipse-not even 
'relatively to the earth '-and probably never has done and never will do. . . .. Now 
does it not seem curious that aslrollOmy-the study of the heavenly bodies, which are the 
most distant from us of all .bodies, and most difficult to observe-should yet be the most 
perfect of all sciences? Yet the reason is obvious. Astronomy is the most perfect science 
be&all$l 11 .. , ""ow lellSt abo"t it - because our ignorance of the actual phznomena is most 
profound." 

In the next essay" The Science of the Future-a Fore-cast ", from the biological 
consideration" organism is made by function as well as environment ", he proceeds 
to question: .. What then is the function of Man ?.. What the meaning of the 
word .. I "? And suggests an answer in a magnificent passage which concludes as 
follows :-

"Does there not exist in truth, as we have already hinted, an inner illumination-of 
which what we call light in the outer world is the partial expression and manifestation-by 
which we can ultimately see things as they are, beholding all creation, the animals, the 
angels, the plants, the figures of our friends and all the ranks and races of the human 
kind, in their true being and order-not by any local act of perception, but by a cosmical 
intuition and presence, identifying ourselves with what we see? Does there not exist a 
perfected sense of Hearing-as of the morning stars singing together-an understanding of 
the words that are spoken all through the univerBe, the hidden meaning of all things, the 
word which is creation itself-a profound and far pervading sense, of which our ordinary 
sense of sound is only the first novitiate and initiation? Do we not become aware of an 
inner sense of health and holiness-the translation and final outcome of the external sense 
of taste-which has power to determine for us absolutely and without any ado, without 
argument and without denial, which is good and appropriate to be done or suffered in every 
case that can arise ? 

"And so on; it is not necessary to say more. If there are such powers in man, then 
there is indeed an exact science possible." 

Pure Theosophy; the purest Occultism, say you! Yes, of the purest j each page 
carries home to the Theosophical reader the conviction that here is a comrade, 
here a fellow-worker, and of the most excellent. 

Do you want a book to lend a friend who has a prejudice against the word 
Theosophy and its nomenclature? Then bid him read Edward Carpenter's 
.. Civilization". Do you want a simple statement of the problem and a safe 
direction to the method of its solution; a book that will speak in clearest tones to 
you and render intelligible and imperative the .. Key to Theosophy" and the 
"Secret Doctrine"? Then read "Civilization". What matters it whether the 
book calls the Science of Life Theosophy or not? It proves by logic and review of 
the lacts that there is such a Science and that this Science alone can throw light on 
the murky darkness of our present ignorance_ 

Briefty, this volume of 150 pages should be on every Theosophist's book shelves, 
and its ideas in every Theosophist·s mind and heart. 

We present our most respectful homage to the author. 
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THE EAST. 

INDIA. 

The Recording Secretary reports an enthusiastic welcome to the President· 
Founder on his return ~ telegrams and letters of greeting poured in upon him. 
The Colonel accompanied two japanese gentlemen who had been appointed by 
their Government to study Indian Agriculture and Horticulture, to the Salem 
Agricultural Show, of which he was appointed one of the judges by the Madras 
Government. He afterwards delivered a lecture to an appreciative audience on 
Scientific Agriculture. 

A crematorium is to be established in the grounds at Adyar. 
Our active Bombay brethren have already issued three numbers of .. The 

Theosophical Tract Series". The titles are .. A True Theosophist", "The Science 
of Life ", and "Know Thyself", and the substance is reprinted from our magazines. 
The publisher is our esteemed brother jhonghie Khorshedji Daji. Copies can be 
obtained from Radhabai Atmaram Sagoon, 135, Kalbaderie Road, Bombay, price 
one anna each, or for distribution at cost price. This is an excellent departure 
and we cordiaIly wish it every success. 

The manager of the Theosophist writes: .. I have great pleasure in informing you 
that Dr. j. Bowles Daly, LL.D., late of the Illustrated London News, and an eminent 
author, and E. Douglas Fawcett, Esq., late of the (London) Daily Telegraph, one of 
the cleverest writers of the day on Philosophy and Metaphysics, have joined the 
Editorial staff of the Theosophist. Colonel Olcott retains the editorship. Madame 
Blavatsky's writings will occasionally appear, and arrangements have been made 
for a monthly letter from London, giving the latest news about the spread of 
Eastern Philosophical and Occult ideas throughout the Western world." 

THE OUTLOOK. By H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 

I shaIl never forget the inspiriting effect upon my mind of a sermon I heard at 
New York on the Sunday after the Battle of Bull Run, in the first year of the 
Rebellion. Our army had been disastrously, disgracefully routed, and there was 
general gloom: the capture of Washington with the National archives and treasury 
seemed inevitable, and with it the overthrow of our Government. On the following 
Sunday the Rev. H. W. Bellows, one of our greatest pulpit and platform orators, 
preached the sermon in question to a great audience that hung upon his words. 
From that moment and throughout the four years of our titanic struggle I never 
despaired for the country. The eloquent preacher searched into the depths of the 
question of national life and strength, and appealed to the,calm judgment, faith, 
and manhood of his hearers. A brave heart himself, he infused his courage into 
the heart of every sympathetic listener. 

And now that I sit me down to survey the position of the Theosophical Society 
in the first half of its sixteenth year of activity, this old lesson comes back to me 
with force, and I feel the deepest regret that I lack the lofty power of Dr. Bellows 
to put into the hearts of all my colleagues the perfect confidence which many of us 
feel in the destiny of this remarkable movement. :1£ there be faint·heartedness 
in some quarters and doubt or despondency in others, it is merely because the 
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movement is not considered as an entity, but only viewed in fragments. There are 
hosts of men who are myopic as regards broad questions, and can see only what is 
close to the mind's eye. Others become pessimistic when looking through smoky 
mental spectacles. From the very beginning I have had to listen to prophets 
of evil crying: Woe to Theosophy! Woe to the Society! because A has resigned, 
B turned traitor, C reviled, or D died. Yet the Society grows stronger and 
stronger every year: new countries come under its influence, new Branches spring 
up, new books are published, and the public interest in Hindu, Buddhist, 
Zoroastrian, and other Ea~tern philosophies is ever deepening. What better proof 
is needed than the last year's record furnishes-my splendid success in Japan and 
Ceylon, my late tour throughout the United Kingdom, the year's returns of 
American work, the Pacific Seaboard Convention, the popular agitation in Great 
Britain following after Mrs. Besant's adhesion, the excellent Convention at 
Bombay, the doubling of our Permanent Fund, the joil}ing of the Head·quarters 
Staff by Dr. Daly and Mr. Fawcett, the sale of our books, notably of the .. Secret 
Doctrine" and .. Key to Theosophy," the striking success of Mme. Blavatsky's 
Esoteric Section? These are facts that are.culpably lost sight of by timid friends 
and brothers. Full of the best intentions and thoroughly convinced of the truth of 
the old philosophy, they should not jump to false conclusions because they do not 
properly inform themselves as to the progress of our work, and perhaps because 
they lack the excellent quality of persistent pluck. 

Viewing the theosophical movement, then, as a whole, I must honestly express 
my great satisfaction with the outlook. If it were a mere question of local activity 
or inactivity, we might say that we deplore the temporary reaction observable in 
this or that country, or in this or the other town; we might grieve over the effects 
of petty personal quarrels and misunderstandings, the decease of masterful workers, 
the defection of individuals once prominently active. But this is no local move· 
ment, it is confined to no city or country, no creed or race; it is essentially 
cosmopolitan and internationally evolutional. Its vitality, therefore, depends upon 
no one person, group or local organization. It is an influence provocative of a 
general stimulus of thought and awakening of conscience, the world over. It rests 
upon broad propositions not to be refuted or ignored. Yearly this fact comes into 
greater prominence; yearly our poor little personalities become more and more 
dwarfed, and our platform rises higher and higher. Look back fifteen years to the 
parlor coterie in New York who gave birth to the idea of such a Society as ours, 
and then glance at its outcome. Only thus may we estimate the progress achieved. 
What matters it, in making such a retrospect, that certain Branches or groups of 
Branches are for the moment lethargic, waiting like the Sleeping Princess for the 
kiss of the Delivering Rescuer? What matters it that the religious enthusiasm we 
created throughout India has been turned aside momentarily into the smoother 
and more flowery channel of politics? What matters it that for want of helpers 
about me, I have to leave India and some other countries to learn self-help and do 
the best they can, while I travel to new and far lands where the soil is ready 
for the sower, and the call most urgent for pioneers to start new vortices of this 
force: this force, whose potentiality is the spread of truth and the salvation of 
mankind from the abyss dug by those twin delvers, Ignorance and Superstition? 
If my colleagues should check off our register even scores of Branches which 
survive but in name-but do still survive so far as we have any official knowledge
and tell me that this or that remedy must instantly be applied, I can only admit 
the fact, while saying it is not vital since Theosophy stands. I can only point to 
the files of our Magazine and our official Annual Reports for evidence that I 
have said over and over again, in the strongest language, that, without men and 
means at my command, I cannot do what the simplest common sense shows to 
be indispensable. Take, as our nearest example, India, a vast country of 1,525,540 
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square miles in area, over which I have travelled several times, and organized 
Branches of our Society. What the Hindus need is constant overlooking, and 
what they most value is encouragement by representatives of the Head-quarters. 
We should have an Inspector to each Presidency, if possible a European, residing 
at the capital town, going periodically over the ground, stopping at least a week 
each time with each Branch, organizing courses of study, making new Branches, 
and, himself outside caste, being a sympathetic friend, brother, good counsellor, 
and blameless exemplar to all his spiritual wards, so to say, irrespective of social 
or religious considerations. The ideal of such a man would have to possess the 
following qualifications: a good education; eloquence as a speaker; force as a 
writer; a thorough sympathy with Indian nature; appreciation of its sweeter and 
nobler qualities, and belief in his power to arouse its higher potentialities; a 
familiarity with Indian history, with the leading features of the various national 
creeds, and with the meaning and relative value of religious and caste observances; 
an inclination to be perfectly neutral in political, sectarian, and all other questions 
outside the three declared" Objects" of our Society; a sincere love for the Indian 
races, so sincere as to make him-when he remembers his Cleveland Streets, his 
Excise Revenues, and his Divorce Courts-prone to forgive them for the many 
and manifest defects in their characters, resulting from generations of national 
despiritualisation and the ever increasing struggle for life; and make him to set 
himself, with brotherly love, to bring out what is good, and noble, and admirable 
in these races. Above all, he should have the talent of organization, and a great 
fund of patience and gentleness, accompanied with absolute unselfishness. I 
appeal to the whole body of enlightened Indians to say whether I have 
exaggerated in my description; whether this is not a portrait of the kind of 
man many expect me to supply. This granted, then, how am I to draw down 
from the sky five such persons? And where find the others of special adapt
abilities who are this moment urgently demanded for Ceylon, Burma, Siam and 
Japan ? 

All this, of course, applies to the ideal or, as one may almost say, the impossible 
man. But let no one imagine, because such gifted beings are as rare as the 
Udumbara flower, that this is an excuse for sitting idly by and doing nothing. Let 
us simply try to do as well as we can. Person after person has come out here to 
India and Ceylon, worked more or less well for a time, and retired in despair. 
Yet, all the same, each has done something, which is far better thjl.n never to have 
done anything. The one eternal, imperative word taught the neophyte is TRY. 
And to the Hindus I have only to say what I said in my first public address on 
Indian soil :-

.. If India is to be regenerated, it must be by Hindus, who can rise above their castes and 
every other reactionary inftuence, and give good example as well as good advice." 

.. Here is material for a new school of Aryan philosophy which only waits the moulding 
hand of a master. We cannot hear his approaching footsteps, but he will come; -as the man 
always does come when the hour of destiny strikes." 

.. It will be the work not of years but of generations to re-ascend the steps of national 
greatness. But there must be a beginning. Those sons of Hindustan who are disposed to 
act rather than preach cannot commence a day too soon. This 110111' the country needs your 
help." 

This is explicit enough, and after eleven years in India I simply reiterate it. 
Many have heeded me, have worked hard and well, have set the good example. 
Bombay in particular, once as lifeless and sadly supine as Madras and Calcutta 
are now, has become an active centre whose inftuence reaches even America and 
Europe through the publications of our Branch. Mr. Tookaram and others have 
.. tried" in sooth with all their hearts, and reaped blessed results. I ask and 
implore others to do likewise. to help themselves and help their countrymen with. 
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out waiting for me to find the ideal personages above mentioned. I myself am full 
of imperfections, I have scarcely any money at my command, I have a host of 
obstacles and difficulties to overcome. The movement spreads so swiftly as to 
have outgrown my ability to do it full justice. Formerly I could stop in India year 
after year, but now I am wanted in all directions. 

I go to a new country, a popular excitement follows, Branches spring up, books 
are enquired for, a manager is immediately needed to foIlow after me and organize 
the movement. Where can I find him? And, since I have nobody to travel, and 
superintend, and teach, and agitate during my absence, I may upon returning find 
Branches faIlen into torpor, indifference prevailing here and there, contemptible 
personalities at work under false masks of public devotion, and "reform" and 
"resuscitation" made watchcries by people who do nothing themselves. How 
crueIly unreasonable have not many been in their views of the situation and their 
strictures upon the Executive! The President's mistakes, the President's failures, 
the President's tbis and that; as though the President ever pretended to be 
infallible like them, or were not the chief of the most incongruous and unpre. 
cedented association of personalities ever formed for the pursuit of the highest, 
most difficult ideal ever conceived of! To" command the Channel Fleet or per
form the surgical operation for lithotomy", Sydney Smith's ideal difficulties, would 
be child's play in comparison with the successful performance of this other task. 

But, though India has been instanced, I do not wish to draw any invidious 
comparisons. 1£ there were as many difficulties to overcome in other countries, I 
doubt if the outlook there would be anything like as encouraging as it is here. I 
have, and have ever had, the most perfect confidence that the Hindus have the 
disposition and latent capability to redeem their national reputation. Other 
Europeans complain that they cannot get on with them: I never had the least 
difficulty. Perhaps my unwavering love for them may blind my eyes to their 
faults and deficiencies, but I think not. I believe they only want leaders-Native 
leaders. Nobody ever talked more plainly and boldly to them about this than I, 
because nobody ever had a more ardent desire to see them worthy of their ancestral 
renown. Let them help me to make a good working organization, and the moral 
and spiritual redemption of India will proceed swiftly and surely. Bombay and 
other towns have shown the way. With proper organization the National Congress 
has sprung up; without it, it will crumble to pieces. Yet it is ten times more hard 
to find men to perfect the Theosophical scheme than to find others to carry on the 
Congress work; for politics are comparatively a paltry affair, and tend to personal 
demoralisation. An astute politician would serve for that work, while a sort of 
saint is needed for the first named! The Hindus are disposed to give a most 
filial and unquestioning obedience to leaders whom they respect and whom they 
think love them and their country. Let us try to find such. 

Mr. Judge thinks the future centre of the Theosophical movement will be 
America; it may be so, but that depends upon the help that comes to us to put 
the Indian branch of the general movement upon the best footing. Let us wait 
and see. We have just met two almost irreparable losses in the untimely deaths 
of Pandit Bhashyacharya and of Charles Francis Powell, my beloved American 
colleague. Who volunteers to step into the vacant places, to trample upon self, 
and assume the heavy duties and responsibilities of this unpaid and heart-trying 
work? 

To sum up the Indian situation before turning our thought elsewhere, I may 
say that it is most encouraging as regards the persistent effect of our associated 
work upon the patriotic zeal and religious bias of the Indian peoples, and as to its 
tendency towards a coalesence of previously disunited castes and races. This 
tendency, begun by us, is now being enormously increased by the Congress move-
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ment. In the apathy of certain Branches, for example those of Calcutta, Madras, 
Poona, etc., etc., is shown the effect of insufficient leadership; which evil is 
remediable and, under the peculiar circumstances of Indian political administra· 
tion, liable to be remedied at any given moment. It is as unsafe to predicate the 
collapse of our movement upon the momentary torpor of any given Branch or 
Branches, as it is to count upon the indefinite continuance of the useful activity 
now seen in others, when the local leader or leaders may to·morrow be ordered 
away to some other station by their official superiors, leaving no worthy substitutes 
behind.· 

• • • • • • • 
As for Ceylon, I may say that the force of our movement was never so great or 

so increasing as it is now. Eleven new Branches have been formed within the past 
year, our vernacular semi.weekly organ, the Sandaresa, is rapidly increasing its 
circulation, our English one, the Buddhist, more than holds its own, the Women's 
Education Society has enrolled 800 Sinhalese lady Members, our English High 
Schools at Colombo and Kandy have each nearly 200 boy scholars, a girls' school 
has been opened by the W. E. S., at Wellavatte, about 30 other schools in other 
localities have been placed under our management, the Hindus and Buddhists of 
Trincomalee and, in fact, of the whole Island, are working together in full fraternal 
reciprocity, the Ceylon Section of the General Council has been formed and is now 
at work. Many shortcomings and defects are chargeable to the Sinhalese, but to 
me, who have worked with them since 1880, all the facts above enumerated seem 
full of bright promise for the future, The unfaltering sympathy ~nd aid of Suman· 
gala Maha Thero make this promise all the more cheering. 

The unanswerable logic of statistics will prove whether or not the views above 
expressed as to the general outlook of the Society's interests are too optimistic. 
With the single exception of 1883, when I was breaking new ground all over India, 
more Branches (29) were formed in 1889 than in anyone year before. Commencing 
with 1876, the yearly increment has been as follows; I, 0, 2, 7, 16, 24, 42, II, 17, IS. 
22,21, and 29. Up to the close of the year 1889, we had issued 207 charters; and, 
deducting eleven officially extinguished, we had a total of 197 living charters at the 
close of last year. A process of weeding out is going on, but appearances indicate 
that at least as many new Branches will be annually enrolled as will suffice to fill 
the gaps thus made. I am making some important changes at the Head.quarters 
in the hope of increasing the effectiveness of the small working staff; and have 
been greatly touched by the home greetings that have poured in upon me from 
every quarter of India since my return from distant wanderings. 

To sum up the situation in one sentence, I affirm that throughout the world the 
cause is prospering wherever there are self.helpful Branches and individual 
members, and languishing wherever there are not. So will it be to the end of our 
cycle, for so has it ever been with every cause from the very beginning of time. 

(The Theosophist.) 

CEYLON. 

"The Colombo Theosophical Convention" has put the Ceylon Section on a 
strong working basis, directed by native energy. The President· Founder, while in 
the island, opened a Girls' School under the" Women's Educational Society", 
which has been inaugurated and is flourishing under the auspices of our Sinhalese 
lady members. The Buddhist has since reported the opening of another girls' 
school under the same auspices. 

• For lack of space we are compelled to omit our President's review of the activities of 
the American and British Sections, and of our European Lodges. As, however, they are 
perfectly familiar to our readers, the omission may easily be filled in. 
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Our Sinhalese brothers send us a notice drawing attention to the Buddhis', a 
weekly English paper published at Colombo. Among its contributors are the High 
Priest Sumangala (one of the greatest living scholars in Pali and Sanscrit, and the 
most prominent leader of the Southern Church), His Royal Highness Chandrdat, 
Prince of Siam, Sir Edwin Arnold, Mr. A. P. Sinnett, Madame H. P. Blavatsky, 
Colonel H. S. Olcott, Dr. Franz Hartmann, Mudaliyar L. Comeille Wijesinha, 
and other great writers on its special subjects. It contains translations from the 
Pali, and articles explaining the true position of Buddhism and defending it from 
the attacks of its enemies, together with discussions of various points of the 
religion, and correspondence on subjects of interest to the Buddhists of the 
Southern Church. It is the organ of the Ceylon Section of the T. S. The 
subscription is Rs. 3 per annum in Ceylon or India, and lOS. per annum or its 
equivalent for other countries. Address: H. Dhammapala, Manager of The 
Buddhist, 61, Maliban Street, Col?mbo, Ceylon. 

JAPAN. 

The following communication has been received by the President from II The 
Ladies' Association", Shimochaya Macni, Nagoya, Japan:-

II Since you left this land half a year has already passed; during that short 
space what Japanese Buddhists have done is indeed wonderful. I thank you most 
respectfully for your kind exertions in arousing the Japanese Buddhists from their 
slumber: and they have formed a great many organizations in the interest of that 
beautiful and rational religion. 

II But all what they have done is for men, while there is nothing for the other sex. 

II We now determined to organize the Ladies' Association and to establish a 
Girls' School here at Nagoya, which you visited, for the purpose of producing good 
mothers, educated sisters, and cultivated daughters, for the sake of our beloved 
Nippon. And a magazine, named' The Moral Friend', is also to be published by 
our Association once a month. We have already induced 2 Princesses, 5 
Marquesses, 5 Countesses, 8 Viscountesses, 7 Baronesses, and many famous 
Buddhist priests, celebrated scholars, &c., to become honorary members, while 
common members are daily increasing in number. We are very glad to see that 
the time of restoring this beautiful religion to its former condition is near at hand. 

II May I ask you to allow yourself to become an honorary member of our 
Ladies' Association, also Mr. Dammapala; and to give us your advice about the 
best method of educating women. 

II Praying for your increasing prosperity and happiness, and trusting to be 
favored with a reply in the affirmative, 

.. I am, honored Sir, 
II Yours very truly, 

II M. altA, M(j'"'l,r." 
(The Theosophist.) 

ENGLAND. 

BRITISH SECTION COUNCIL. 

At a meeting of the above Council, held Itt 17 Lansdowne Road on the 26th ult., 
the following business was done :-

I. Address of the British Section to the American Convention. 
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2. Address of the British Section to the General Council, meeting at 
Adyar, India. 

3. Prospective plans relative to the organization and work of the Section. 
The Section was represented in Council by the officers and proxies as follows :-

H. P. BLAVATSKY, President. 

Blalllltsky Lodge-ANNIE BESANT, President. 

f COUNTESS W ACHTMEISTER. 

ISABEL COOPER· OAKLEY. 

Delegates 0/ Blallatsky Lodge W. KINGSLAND. 

I HERBERT BURROWS. 

COUNT BUBNA. 

Cambridge Lodge 
Dubl;" Lodge .. . 
Scottish Lodge .. . 
Lillerpool Lodge 
NtflIcastle Lodge 
West 0/ Engla"d Lodge 

G. F. ROGERS, Preside"t. 
G. R. S. MEAD, Prosy. 
MRS. GORDON, Proxy, 
MISS L. COOPER, Prosy. 
BARONESS DE PALLANDT, Proxy. 
A. W. COBBOLD, Prosy. 

F. L. GARDNER, Hon. Treasurer 0/ the Section. 

W. R. OLD, General Secretary. 

The Addresses of the Section to the General Council at Adyar, and to the 
American Convention, were adopted as read. They embodied the Activities of the 
Section during the past year, mentioning chiefty the publications of the T.P.S. i 
the work of the Corresponding Groups; and the progress of the Lodges; and 
concluded with some suggestions for the future working of the Section, and the 
expression of our fraternal regard and good wishes for our Fellow.Theosophists in 
the East and West. 

A scheme for the establishment of permanent British Headquarters in London 
was laid before the Council by Annie Besant, and was received with full sympathy i 
the official sanction of the Council being given for its execution as speedily as 
circumstances may permit. 

W. R. OLD, 

G",. Sec. British Section, T.S. 

A successful lecture was delivered by Annie Besant, F.T.S., in the Portman 
Rooms, Baker Street. on March 25th, on "The Sphinx of Theosophy n. We are 
glad to be able to able to add that some adhesions to the Society followed the 
lecture. 

At a lecture delivered by an anonymous" Orientalist ", who indulged in wild 
abuse of the Theosophical Society and of its founders, J. T. Campbell, F.T.S., 
effectively exposed the unworthy tactics of the lecturer. Our brother created so 
good an impression that a lecture hall has been offered to him without charge, to 
deliver a lecture in favor of Theosophy. 

On Friday, April 25th, a lecture on "The Soundness of Theosophy" will be 
delivered at South Place Chapel, Finsbury (near Moorgate Station, Underground 
Railway), by Herbert Burrows, in answer to two addresses on the Intellectual and 
Moral Unsoundness of Theosophy, which were lately given by Dr. Stanton Coit. 
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The chair will be taken at 8 p.m. by Annie Besant. All London Theosophists 
should make a point of attending and of bringing their friends. Admission free. 

The pamphlet by Annie Besant, entitled .. Why I became a Theosophist," has 
met with such wide approval, that we now have an "Adyar Edition" printed by 
the Theosophist, and an American reprint from the" Aryan Press ". Moreover, it 
has been translated into French, under the title" Pourquoi je devins Thcosophe ", 
by Mme. Camille Lemaitre, and we hear that translations into other languages 
are in hand. 

The Liverpool Lodge reports that" At our General Business Meeting recently held, 
the following officers were appointed :-President, Mr. S. G.P. Coryn; Vice· 
President, Mr. C. Savage; Secretary, Mr. R. Hill; Treasurer, Mr. Joseph Gardner. 
Mrs. Londini retires from office through bad health, and much to our regret. We 
all have in her a warm friend and worker." 

The3sophy in Sheffield.-On March 29th, Herbert Burrows, F.T.S., delivered a 
lecture in Sheffield on "Theosophy: its Meaning and Teachings". The Cutlers' 
Hall was hired, and the town well placarded with striking posters by a very earnest 
Sheffield Theosophist, Mr. C. Y. Barker, and the result of his efforts was very satis. 
factory. The hall was crowded with an audience which comprised Christians, 
Atheists, Matel:ialists, Secularists, Spiritualists, Clairvoyants, Mesmerists, &c., and 
a number of people had to be turned away from the doors owing to want of room. 
The chair was taken by Mr. Frank Dallaway, who was able to announce that a 
good Theosophical library had been formed in the town by Mr. Barker, and that 
Lucifer could be found in the municipal Free Library. There was but little opposi· 
tion to the lecture, and the audience, by their questions, showed themselves very 
eager for knowledge. The vote of thanks to Mr. Burrows was moved by an opponent 
and seconded by a gentleman who announced himself as a strong theologian, but 
who wished to express his obligations to the lecturer for the clear and lucid manner 
in which he had treated his subject. 

New(Ustle.on.Tyne.-Annie Besant, F.T.S., lectured to a large audience on 
.. What is Theosophy?" at Newcastle.on.Tyne, on March 30th. In the evening 
she met the members of the Lodge at a brother's house, and an interesting con· 
ference on matters Theosophical took place. 

THEOSOPHY IN ART • 

. The Secret Doctrine and Voice of the Silence have inspired our brother Theosophist, 
R. Machell, with the subjects of two magnificent pictures, which are to be sent in to 
this year's Academy. 

"The Birth of a Planet" is a large canvas 7 x 6, personifying the birth of a new 
planet from an old, just as the earth is described as the child of the moon in the 
Secret Doctrine. The whole conception is replete with mystic significance. In the 
foreground the mother planet is shown in a female figure, whose face, radiant with 
an expression of self.sacrificing love, portrays the pouring out of the life principle 
into the new planetary centre. The latter is shown by a younger female figure 
sporting in the waves of space with all the happy vigor of youth. The whole 
picture is suffused with aureoles and radiances of prismatic hues, and in the glory 
of the background, typifying the solar orb, is the shadow of the Caduceus of three 
serpents, whose intertwined bodies form the lemniscate.- Four circles of various 

• Vide Seertl DoeIriM, VoL I., 5500 
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radiance can be discerned to the right of the picture, which, with the glories of the 
SUD, the father, of the mother planet and of the child complete the mystic seven. 

The second picture is explained by the legend: .. That beam is thy life-guide 
and thy true Self, the Watcher and the silent Thinker, the victim of thy lower Self' '. • 
In the foreground is the figure of a maiden draped in Grecian robes of a light 
green hue, with a kerchief of the same color binding her hair_ There is a look of 
expectancy in her rapt gaze, as if she were straining her ear to catch the longed-for 
"Voice ". Behind is an imposing and majestic figure of passionless mien, who 
with the right hand holds the maiden's palm and with the left points onward. The 
aura of the angelic figure is marvellously worked out, and thrown into relief by the 
jagged rocks and crags which hem in the valley through which the .. pilgrim" 
treads. 

These are not the first mystic works from the brush of our gifted fellow-Theo
sophist. He has already exhibited a large canvas entitled the .; Dweller on the 
Threshold" at the Spanish Exhibition, and is now showing it at Oldham. It will be 
a pity if these beautiful tributes to Theosophy pass out of Theosophic hands. 

IRELAND. 

DUBLIN_ 

Our esteemed brother, Mr. F. J. Allan, has retired from office as Secretary to 
the Dublin Lodge Theosophical Society in favor of Claude F. Wright. Mr. Allen 
is compelled to this action mainly on account of other important work hitherto 
partially neglected through stress of Theosophical business. We congratulate the 
Dublin Lodge on the results of fourteen months' hard work done for Theosophy by 
Mr. Allan, and we must trust in Mr. Wright, the new Secretary, to fill his place 
with equal advantage. 

SPAIN. 

Our active brothers at Madrid have issued a pretty volume entitled" Then
sophia ", containing translations of some of the most important articles in our 
literature, suited to beginners. The pamphlet "Que es la Theosophia" has been 
sent to every university, library, and club in Spain; thousands have been distributed. 

SWEDEN. 

Theosophy in Sweden is making rapid strides, thanks to the untiring efforts of 
our Swedish brothers and sisters. The Stockholm Lodge has now 100 members 
enrolled, and is, next to the Blavatsky Lodge, the most active in Europe. The 
Lending Library is in constant requisition, and the Theosophical receptions held 
weekly by Madame Amelie Cederschiold are numerously attended by those who 
are anxious to gain some insight into Theosophy. The enquirers are becoming 
so eager for more knowledge that Miss Ellen Bergman has also an evening which 
she devotes to answering questions, and teaching those who know less than herself. 

The Swedes are not fickle, but faithful and true to any cause which they have 
at heart; and we may, therefore, look with all hope to a grand future for 
Theosophy in our country. 

• Vok, a/tlu Sil,,,,,, page 57. 
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AMERICA. 

The following list of Lodges is a striking proof of the spread of Theosophy in the United States. 

AMERICAN BRANCHES: THEOSOPHICAL SoCIETIES. 
- ----- --=-==-=-. -

PLACE. NAME. DATE OF PRESIDENT. SECRETARY. ADDRESS. CHARTER. 

ST. LoUIS Arjuna Theosophical Society 188z Albert J. Stiles .. Elliott B. Page P. O. Box 659 
NEW YORK Aryan T. S .•• 1883 William Q. Judge Dr. Horace A. Loomis P. O. Box 2659 
CHICAGO •• Chicago T. S. 1884 Stanley B. exton Miss Gertrude A. Piper 34 Walton Place 
SAN FRANCISCO Golden Gate Lodge .. 1885 Dr. Jerome A. Anderson Dr. Allen Griffiths .. Room 5, 13 Mason Street 
Los ANGELES Los Angeles T. S. 1885 Dr. C. W. Bush .. Miss Louise A. Off •• Collado Street, Station F. 
MALDEN .• Malden T. S ..• 1885 Sylvester Baxter .. Frank S, Collins 97 Dexter Street 
BOSTON •• Boston T. S ... 18!!6 Arthur B. Griggs Robert Crosbie 55 South Street 
CINCINNATI Cincinnati T, S. 1886 Robert Hosea .• Miss Annie Laws 100 Dayton Street 
CHICAGO .. Ramayana T. S. 1887 Dr. W. P. Phelon Edwin -/: Blood 463 S. Leavitt Street 
MINNEAPOLIS lshwara T. S. 1887 Dr. J. W. B. La Pierre James aylor 75 S. Ninth Street 
PHILADELPHIA •. Krishna T. Soo. 1887 Edward H. Sanborn {ohn J. L. Houston .• 902 Walnut Street 
ST. LOUIS Pranava T. S. 1887 Wm. H. Cornell Vm. Throckmorton .• 500 N. Commercial Street 
OMAHA .. Vedanta T. S. 1888 Dr. J. M. Borglum T. Richard Prater .• 205 Sheeley Block 
GRAND ISLAND, NEB ... Nirvana T. S. 1888 L. D. Proper Nathan Platt.. 
SAN DIEGO, CAL. Point Lorna Lodge 1888 Dr. John F. S. Gray Mrs. Anne J. Patterson 643 Sixth Street 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. Varuna T. S ... 1888 Dr. E. Kirchgessner Miss Emma L. Shannon 59 William Street 
CLEVELAND Dharma T. S. 1888 Wm. E. Gates .. Mrs. D. E. Gates 714 Harkness Avenue 
DECORAH, IOWA Isis Lodge 1888 Miss Therese Asseln Miss Clara Reum .. Box 901 
MILWAUKEE Brahmana T. S. 1888 Mrs. Julia Ford .. Mrs. Alice M. Wyman 421 Milwaukee Street 
Los ANGELES .. Satwa Lodge .• 1889 Samuel Calhoun Mrs. Angie F. Shaw .• Box 132 
BROOKLYN Brooklyn T. S. 1889 Col. H. N. Hooper John C. Tredway 72 Lafayette Avenue 
SANTA CRUZ, CALIF. Bandhu T. S. 1889 Dr. W. W. Gamble Mrs. Mary H. Bowman 
WASHINGTON, D.C. B1avatsky T. S. 1889 Chas. O. Pierson Goo. H. Baldwin 123 First Street, N.W. 
SAN t>SE, CAL. Excelsior T. S. 1889 Mrs. P. D. Hale Mrs. P. M. Gassett .• 351 N. Third Street 
SAN IEGO, CAL. Gautama T. S. 1889 Geo. H. Stebbins Mrs. V. M. Beane .. Box 1258 
KANSAS CITY .. Kansas City T. S. 1889 Hon. Henry N. Ess Chancy P. Fairman .• 1328 Grand Avenue 
FORT WAYNE .. Light T. S. 1889 (Private) .• .• 
OAKLAND, CAL .•• Aurora Lodge 1889 Miss Marie A. Walsh •• Henry Bowman 630 Ninth Street 
TACOMA, W. Too. Narada T. S ... 1890 Rev. W. E. Copeland .• John H. Scotford 744 St. Helen's Avenue 
STOCKTON, CAL. Stockton T. S. 1890 
GILROY, CAL. Oriental Club 1890 
MUSKEGON, MICH. Muskegon T. S. 1890 
Los ANGELES •• Sakti T. S. 1890 Dr. George Mohn Mrs. Julia B. Taylor. 
SAN DIEGO, CAL. Upasana T. S. 1890 Sidney Thomas •• .• Abbott B. Clark •• .. P. O. Box 1200 
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AMERICA. 

Bertram KeightIey is still doing yeoman service on the Pacific coast. It is diffi· 
cult to imagine where he gets the time to deliver so many lectures and addresses, 
and also to be at the continual service of the ubiquitous interviewer. 

The Sakti T. S., the third in Los Angeles, Calif, has offered the following 
tribute to Bro. Bertram Keightley . 

.. It was with deepest regret we saw our friend and brother Mr. Bertram 
Keightley leave Los Angeles . 

.. The few days he spent here won him a warm place in many hearts . 

.. The work he did here, which gave fresh impetus to the cause he loves so well, 
cannot flOW be estimated; the future alone can demonstrate the effect of his effort. 

t. While all the members of the Branches are sensible of the debt we owe Mr. 
KeightIey, the Sakti, the new Branch for which he was sponsor, have a deeper 
consciousness of fellowship, a greater gratitude, an impulse to earnest effort, that 
they may be worthy of what to them is an honor, that the Sakti, the first Branch 
organized by Mr. Keightley, may stand the t test of Theosophic interest', and be 
Theosophists, not merely members of the T. S . 

.. The satisfaction of those who have the interest of the cause at heart was 
increased by the respect Mr. Keighley inspired among those not in sympathy with 
Theosophy . 

.. The masterly way in which he presented so metaphysical a subject, as well as 
his logical reasoning, could not but command admiration and convince even the 
skeptical of his perfect familiarity with his theme. The readiness and clearness 
with which he answered all inquiries intelligent enough to merit consideration, and 
to many that were not he gave courteous replies, never failing in patience under 
any provocation, won for Mr. Keighley golden opinions. While we feel this a feeble 
acknowledgment of Mr. Keightley·s labors here, and no measure of our obligation, 
we are glad to show our appreciation of what he has done for Theosophy in Los 
Angeles . 

.. By order of Sakti Branch. 
.. DR. GEORGE MOHN, President • 
.. JULIA B. TAYLOR, Secretary." 

The Aryan T. S. is very active. The Theosophical ForulII is edited by Bro. 
Fullerton, who freely devotes his entire time and abilities to the work of the 
Society; at the headquarters in 132, Nassau Street, there is the circulating library 
founded and kept up by a member of the branch; the meetings are all public, and 
the Jlumber of persons present each Tuesday night seldom falls below fifty; the 
Aryan Press was founded by a generous donation made by one of its members; 
the "Iract Scheme began in this Branch and now includes sixty.six workers; one of 
its members has just given an order to the Path to donate two copies of the Key 10 
Theosophy to each of the members of the Branch for distribution . 

.. The Library of the Aryan T. S. now numbers over 300 books, and they circu· 
late freely among its members."-(The Path). 

That Theosophy is spreading rapidly in the United States is evidenced by the 
fact that in one week the General Secretary's office issued forty new diplomas. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for March is 
an excellent number. Foremost of all, 
the article of E. D. Fawcett entitled a 
"Talk with Sumangala ", which is reo 
printed in our present number, is to 
be remarked. The importance of the 
result of this remarkable interview with 
the venerable High Priest of Southern 
Buddhism cannot be over estimated. 
The editorial for this month is called 
"The Outlook", and is from the pen 
of our venerable President, whom 
we are sincerely glad to welcome back 
to the editorial chair. Perhaps the 
outlook may not appear very bright to 
an outsider, owing to the out.spokenness 
of the Colonel, who faithfully represents 
the bad as well as the good. The long 
list of "Activities" in the "Supple. 
ment ", however, will speedily remove 
this impression. Dr. Henry Pratt con· 
tinues his series of "Elohistic Teach· 
ings" giving us a thoughtful paper 
entitled" Through the Human to the 
Divine". "A Chat on the Roof" is 
amusing. It is sad to read of the state 
of affairs which has led to the inaugura. 
tion of the" Temperance Movement in 
Japan". The "so·called civilizi"g in· 
fluence of foreign coull/ries" is gradually 
substituting beer, wine and spirits for the 
mild national beverage SAke, which is 
brewed from rice and tastes somewhat 
like Malaga wine. The writer of this 
article, F. Sawai, says: "That we have 
so many Japanese who sink into habits 
of intemperance, is chieAy attributable 
to the decline of Buddhism, or to the 
corrupt use of the Doctrine in our 
society, and so at this time the new 
propounders of True Buddhism, or the 
members of the Shin·Shu Sect, must 
perform their duty in regard to the 
improvement of morality in the nation; 
and at present, the proposers of our 
Temperance Association mostly consist 
of the followers of Lord Buddha, and 
we believe that to them is chieAy due 
the progress of temperance in this 
country." "Christian Theosophy" is 
the title of a paper on an excellent 
lecture, by the Rev. G. W . Allen, upon 
.. The Relation of Christianity to 

Theosophy". The paper concludes with 
these words" (The ideas of Mr. Allen) 
speak for themselves, and demonstrate 
the possibility of an intimate union 
between Theosophy and the higher 
Christianity or true religion of Jesus • . 
. . The little that has come down to 
us of his teaching consists of his ethical 
maxims. We know, however, that he 
had a 'secret doctrine', which he taught 
only to his more intimate disciples, and 
it would be strange, indeed, if that 
secret doctrine should not have been 
Theosophy in its philosophical fulness." 
Weare glad to see the name of Rama 
Prasad appended to an article on "The 
Prophecy of the Bhagavata as to the 
future Rulers of India ". In the ninth 
and twelfth books of the Purana a list 
of kings "who it is said, will rule in 
India after Parikshit, in the Kaliyuga of, 
is given. The verification of this pro· 
phecy is worked out in a remarkable 
manner by the learned writer. 

A long review on "The Guide of the 
Perplexed" of Maimonides, by E. D, F., 
is also exceedingly interesting. 

The March Path opens with No. XV. 
of" Letters that have helped me",con. 
taining some useful reAections on sex. 
I< Theosophy in daily life" is the title of 
a practical paper, by Alexander Fuller. 
ton, in which he urges that it is the duty 
of a theosophist to protect the indl· 
vidual rights of a community by the 
suppression of aggressive impertinence 
and selfishness. "I can never believe," 
he says, "that the social ideal of 
Theosophy is where the public.spirited 
are speechless and muscleless 10 the 
presence of outrage, and where the 
selfish are given full liberty to trample 
everybody else into the mud. . • • 
A man has a bundle on the seat while 
passengers are standing. Are they to 
allow that invasion of the right of others. 
the appropriation to himself of property 
not his? By no means. If allowed to 
do so, he will do it again, and become 
a nuisance through life." We are 
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familiar with the teaching ... If a DIan 
smite thee on one cheek, turn to him 
the other also," and we have heard of 
II non.resistance to evil ". But we think 
that brother Fullerton has succeeded in 
showing that the meaning is, that 
although evil should not be returned for 
evil, yet .. inaction" is sometimes as 
culpable as wrong action, especially 
when the rights of the community are con· 
cerned. Katherine Hillard follows with 
a well written paper on .. Apfarent 
failure", in which she treats 0 .. the 
deceptiveness of that illusion which we 
call success, or of that other illusion 
which we call failure", with appropriate 
quotations from Browning and Walt. 
Whitman. Jas. M. Pryse contributes a 
thoughtful aticle on .. The impossibility 
of a unitary rule of conduct in the 
manifested world of duality". .. Take, 
for an instance, he writes, .. the doctrine 
of Karma. It includes both free.will 
and pre.destination, the ' pairs of 
opposites' for that subject. For if each 
individual reaps only the effects of 
causes set in motion by himself, and 
thus may create his own future, he 
evidently has perlect freedom of will, 
and his destiny is held in his own hands. 
But, again, since each thought and 
motive he has is the result of preceding 
thoughts and motives, and there again 
of others, he is evidently proceeding 
inevitably upon a line marked out in the 
beginning." 

The first number of Le Lotus Bleu, our 
new organ in France, after the address 
to the reader which was published in 
last month's" Activitie ", starts with an 
interesting article, by Eug~ne N us, on 
the .. Unknowable", which concludes 
with the words: II Therefore, like that 
honest ',Chauvin' who professed, though 
perhaps a little rashly, that the im· 
possitile is not French, let us maintain 
antil the new order of things, that in 
proportion as our curiosity is legitimate 
. . • the unknowable is not human." 
Under the title II Letters on Theosophy" 
we have Louis Dramard alive once 
more among us. What Theosophy 
might now have been in France had 
Dramard lived, is for those who knew 
him to say. Those who had not this 
good fortune may, in some measure, 
learn his worth from these letters, which 
breathe a spirit of true Theosophy. 
The rest of the number is taken up 
with translations from the .. Key to 
Theosophy"," Black and White Magic ", 
and .. Esoteric Buddhism", agreeably to 
one of the main objects of the maga· 
liD., which is to place these important 

books before the French public. There 
is no doubt that the Lotus Bleu will thus 
supply a long felt want. 

The February number, of the Buddhil' 
contains an interesting translation from 
the U magga J ataka and also rendering 
of the Tela.Katha.Gatha, a small poem 
of Pali stanzas, which may be attri· 
buted to the Elizabethan age of Ceylon 
Literature. The article .. Western 
Buddhistic Leanings" by thl" editor, 
A. J. Buultjens, is concluded. Hetraces 
these leanings in the Cartesian schools, 
and in the system of Spinoza ; in 
Glanvil's .. Scepsis Scientifica", a very 
rare work, and in the writings of 
Hobbes, Giordamo Bruno, and Thomas 
Campanella. There are also full 
accounts of E. D. Fawcett's takin, the 
Pansil or Five Precepts, and 0 the 
.. Colombo Theosophical Convention". 
The later numbers were unfortunately 
received too late for notice. 

The Problem 01 Life is a new maga· 
zine, published monthly, at San Fran· 
cisco, and edited by W. J. Colville, 
F.T.S .. It contains papers of interest, 
especially the editorials and articles on 
Nationalism. But its notices of .. Meta· -
physical" and .. Christian science" 
healing, and advertisements about the 
II Summerland" make it somewhat a 
mixture. 

The Buddhis' Ray, published by 
Philangi Dasa at Santa Cruz Cala., 
U.S.A., is still bravely battling for the 
teachings of Gautama. The most 
interesting contribution is a translation 
from the Pali, entitled .. The Dying 
Rahat's Sermon". 

The first number of The Transadio", 
of the Blavatsky Lodge of the Theosophical 
Society has been published by the 'f.P.S. 
It is the first instalment of a long 
promised treat to students of the Secr" 
Doctrine, being discussions on the 
stanzas of the .. Book of Dzyan" con· 
tained in that work. Additional expla· 
nations of the Kosmogenesis of the 
Esoteric Philosophy are given by 
H. P. B. herself. The discussions were 
taken down in shorthand, and are 
edited under the immediate supervision 
of the author of the Secret Doctrine. 
An appendix is added to No. I., con· 
taining several very interesting dis· 
cUssions on dreams, which throw quite 
a new light on this curious subject: the 
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occult teaching on the point is fully 
dealt with and many interesting facts 
are brought forward. In outward 
appearance No. 1. of The Transac
tions is of the same size as the T.P.S. 
pamphlets; it contains sixty-four pages, 
and its artistic light blue cover is 
very pleasing and attractive. The price 
for non-subscribers is IS. 6d. Enough 
matter remains for five more numbers 
on the same subject; but as it has to be 
very carefully revised and edited, and 
as only one or two of the hardest 
worked members of the Lodge are 
competent to undertake the task, they 
cannot be brought out very rapidly. 
Rule No. 16 of The Transactions of the LOll
don Lodge of the Theosophical Society, con
tains an excellent paper on .. Faith", by 
.. Pilgrim". It treats of right "Faith" 
as the highest reason, and demonstrates 
its necessity by quoting from Herbert 
Spencer's "First Principles", as show
ing .. how the ultimate ideas which 
Science has evolved naturally lead up 
to the wider conclusions of the Divine 
Science in which they are embraced ". 
In a short space" Pilgrim" touches on 
the great teachings of Theosophy in a 
masterly manner, and leads up to the 
rational and noble ethics of Brother
hood as taught in the Precepts of the 
Voice of the Silence. Speaking of the 
" Path", the writer says: "To few of 
us can human language even dimly 
picture what the stages and perils of the 
Journey are, but what human language 
can do has been done in the I Voice of 
the Silence .... 

The name of Hiibbe·Schleiden is so 
well known in Germany, that anything 
written by the learned professor IS sure 
of receiving respectful attention, and 
the title of his newly issued pamphlet. 
.. Jesus, a Buddhist?" will by itself 
arouse curiosity. Dr. Hiibbe-Schlei
den opens with some sentences from 
Schopenhauer, in which the great 

philosopher expresses his belief in the 
Hindu origin of the New Testament; 
and after calling the reader's attention 
to two works by Rudolf Seydel, "The 
Gospel of Jesus in its relation to the 
wisdom and teaching of Buddha", and 
"The Buddha-Legend and the Gospel 
Life of Jesus", our author proceeds to 
lay down three main points for consider
ation: the recorded facts, the doctrinal 
form, the doctrine itself. He draws from 
the close similarity prevailing the conclu
sion that Jesus was essentially a Buddhist, 
in fact an incarnation of Buddha, the 
.. Buddha of compassionate love", whose 
coming was prophesied of by the Asian 
saint. Dr. Hiibbe-Schleiden builds up 
his argument well, from the demonstra
tion of the similarity of the life-histories 
to the proof of the identity of the 
teachings. The second part of the 
tract is the" solution of the problem ", 
the explanation of the astounding like· 
ness. Since Buddhism is five centuries 
older than Christianity, no question can 
arise as to which was the original and 
which the copy; and the springing of 
Christianity from the Buddhistic fount 
is easily shown, the question of the 
title being changed to the affirmation, 
" Jesus, a Buddhist... The idea is not 
a new one, however, it has been hinted 
at by various writers, and may be found 
in Isis Unveiled, II, 123, and the state
ment accompanied by several other 
hints from esoteric traditions and teach
ings. Nevertheless, Dr. Hiibbe·Schlei
den's pamphlet in an excellent addition 
to all these proofs. 

We regret that pressure of space 
precludes mention of many other pub
lications of merit which have been 
received. It is also unfortunate that 
the Theosophist, Path, and Lotus Bleu, 
reach us just as we are going to press, 
so that we are forced to be a month 
behindhand in our notices of them. 
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OUR BUDGET. 

HEADgUARTERS BUILDING FUND. 

WE have received altogether, up to April nth, the following sums for the establish
ment of the European Headquarters of the Theosophical Society. 

A Theosophist 
Caroline Marshall 
Anon 
G. R. S. Mead 
Edith A. Bowring 
Kate E. Mills 
Harriette Raphael 
C. M. Johnston -
W. G. Wratton -
R. H. 
A Theosophist 
Jessie Connah 
E. A. Thomas 
J. (Halifax) - -
B. E. Edwards 
M. U. Moore-
E. A. Seale . 
Two Friends. 

! •. 4. 
10 0 0 

5 00 
10 0 0 

5 00 
5 00 
o 10 0 
I I 0 
o 10 0 
100 
100 

-20000 
I 0 0 

010 
05 0 
o 10 0 
200 
o 10 0 
o 10 0 

S. H. Old 
Old Clothes -
R. Stapley 
Emma E. Pinnock 
Count Bubna 
T. W. Wilson 
A Donor· 
G.Ouseley 
E. H.T.-
R, de T. Sneyd -
O. H. Duffel -

!.. 4. 
o 10 0 
060 

5 00 
I I 0 

5 00 
200 

- 10 0 0 
o 10 0 
100 

Colonel and Mrs. Gordon 
- Johnston· 

o 10 0 

I I 0 
10 0 0 
220 
200 

10 0 0 
F. T. S.· -
H. Kenneth Austin 
G. C. Beresford . 
Surplus of Lecture 

100 
3 I 6 

Friends who intend to contribute a brick to the structure will .. give doubly if 
they give at once". The work has begun, and it is desirable to complete it without 
iDcurring debt. 

LECTURE FUND. 

Mrs. Malcolm - £2 0 0 

If, in any case, provincial Theosophists are of opinion that a lecture in their 
neighborhood would be of service to Theosophy, they are requested to communicate 
with Herbert Burrows, 283. Victoria Park Road, London. N.E., to whom all 
contributions for the Lecture Fund should be forwarded. The local expenses of 
lectures, halls, printing, etc., should, if possible, be borne by local Theosophists, 
but the personal expenses of the lecturer will be paid from the Lecture Fund. 

J. A. Edwards 
Batavia - . 
Satwa T.S. 
O. R. 

LUCIFER FUND. 

- £0 16 4 
2 0 10 
082 
3 00 

Peter C. Mander· 
S. A. G. Barrett -
Four Melbourne Friends
Mrs. Gordon -

£0 5 3 
I 0 10 
ISO 
200 
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CHARLES FRANCIS POWELL. 

It is with feeling of great sadness that we have to announce the 
death of CHARLES FRANCIS POWELL, F.T.S., at the age of 47. 

On February 9th, the following telegram was received at Adgar: 
.. Brother Powell died peacefully, ten hours ago, of bilious diarrhM4". 

In repeating the sad news to our President, our veteran brother 
Mr. V. Cooppoosawmy Iyer, District Munsiff Oudge) of Ambasamu. 
dram, in the Tinnerelly District of Madras Presidency, after detailing 
the circumstances concludes with these words: "Thus quietly and 
without a pang did a good soul put off its mortal coil. There was no 
distortion whatever in the face. On the contrary, there was an air 
of sereDe calm which made a deep impression on us all." 

The body was cremated; the last services being rendered by the 
sorrowing members of the Branch, who all have a deep respect and 
affection for our departed brother. The Taluq magistrate and 
many Brahmans walked in the procession, thus giving the event 
almost the character of a Brahman ceremony. The ashes were 
sent to Adyar, and the unconsumed portion of the bones were 
buried under the channel of the river Tambraparni, as is the 
custom among Brahmans. 

Charles Francis Powell sacrificed everything that the world holds 
dear for the one great cause; he was untiring in visiting the Indian 
branches and in lecturing and organising. During a six months 
stay in Ceylon, he founded seven new Branches, and had just 
crossed over into Southern India for work among the branches 
there, when his useful existence was stayed by a fatal attack of 
dysentery. 

As the Path says: .. He contributed his time, his efforts, and at 
last his life, to the great cause of Theosophy. Who could do more? " 

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

We much regret that, in consequence of the great pressure on our space, 
we are compelled to hold over several articles that are in type. 

The circulation of LUCIFER has, we are glad to say, increased very 
rapidly during the last three months, but we have on hand a large quantity 
of the issues of September, October, and November, which we will sell for 
distribution at lOS. a dozen (13), the carriage to be paid by the purchaser. 

It is found absolutely necessary to raise, in future, the subscription price 
of LUCIFER, by the addition of postage. At the present time, subscribers 
obtain it for ISS. a year, post free, and as 2S. 6d. of this goes Jor postage. 
they pay Jor it only IS. old. per copy, a reduction greater than ts made on 
any other magazine. For the future. the annual subscripti01J will be I7s.6d .• 
but all subscribers now on the books will be supplied at the old rate until 
the expiry oj their subscriptions. The increase in price does not apply to 
members oj the Theosophical Society. 

A. BollMER, Printer, S4 Bouverie Street,!B.C. 
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Tiu Editors do not /wId themselves responsiblt for any opinions, fill/etk#' religitnts, 
philosophical 0' social, expressed;" signed arlicles. 

[H. P. B. BEING TOO ILL TO WRITE HER USU ... L EDITORIAL, THE FOLLOWING 
l'NPUBLlSHED ARTICLE, WRITTEN IW HER MORE THAN TWO YEARS AGO, IS SELECTED 
TO TAKE ITS PLACE.-.... 11.: 

arbmtgbts D1t tbt ~ltmtntals. 

~EARS have been devoted by the writer to 'the study of those invisible 
II-' Beings-conscious, semi-conscious and entirely senseless-called 

by a number of names in every country under the sun, and known under 
the generic name of "Spirits". The nomenclature applied to these 
denizens of spheres good or bad in the Roman Catholic Church, alone, is
endless. The great kyriology of their symbolic names-is a study. Open 
any account of creation in the first Purfma that comes to hand, and see 
the' variety of appellations bestowed upon these divine and semi-divine 
creatures (the product of the two kinds of creation-the Prakrita and the 
Vaikrita or Patima, the primary and the secondary) all evolved from the 
body of Brahma. The U,dhwa51'Ota only,. of the third creation, embrace a 
variety of beings with characteristics and idiosyncracies sufficient for a life
study. 

The same in the Egyptian, ehaldean, Greek, Phrenician or any other 
account. The hosts of those creatures are numberless. The old Pagans, 
however, and especially the Neo-Platonists of Alexandria knew what they 
believed, and discriminated between the orders. None regarded them from 
such a sectarian stand-point as do the Christian Churches. They dealt with 
them far more wisely, on the contrary, as they made a better and a greater 
discrimination between the natures of these beings than the Fathers of the 
Church did. According to the policy of the latter, all those Angels that 
were not recognised as the attendants upon the Jewish Jehovah-were 
proclaimed Devils. 

The effects of this belief, afterwards erected into a dogma, we find 
asserting themselves now in the Karma of the many millions of Spiritualists, 
----------------- --------------
• The U,dh"'''IFota, the Gods.so called because the bare sight of aliment stands to them, In place of eallD«; 

.. for there Is satisfaction from the mere beholding of ambrosia ", say. the commentator of the Vi.h .. " P"'''II4 
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brought up and bred in the respective beliefs of their Churches. Though 
a Spiritualist may have divorced himself for years from theological and 
clerical beliefs; though he be a liberal or an illiberal Christ\an, a Deist or 
an Atheist, having rejected very wisely belief in devils, and, too reasonable 
to regard his visitors as pure angels, has accepted what he thinks a 
reasonable mean ground-still he will acknowledge no other Spirits save 
those of the dead; 

This is his Karma, and also that of the Churches collectively. In the 
latter such a stubborn fanaticism, such parti pris is only natural; it is their 
policy. In free Spiritualism, it is unpardonable. There cannot be two 
opinions upon this subject. It is either belief in, or a full rejection of the 
existence of any" Spirits". If a man is a sceptic and an unbeliever, we 
have nothing to say. Once he believes in Spooks and Spirits at all-the 
question changes. Where is that man or woman free from prejudice and pre
conceptions, who can believe that in an infinite universe of life and being 
-let us say in our solar system alone-that in all this boundless space in 
which the Spiritualist locates his" Summer-land "-there are only two orders 
of conscious beings-men and their spirits; embodied mortals and dis
embodied Immortals. 

The future has in store for Humanity strange surprises, and Theosophy, 
or rather its adherents, will be vindicated fully in no very distant days. No 
use arguing upon a question that has been so fully discussed by Theosophists 
and brought only opprobrium, persecution, and enmity on the writers. 
Therefore we will not go out of our way to say much more. The Elementals 
and the Elementaries of the Kabalists and Theosophists were sufficiently 
ridiculed. From Porphyry down to the demonologists of the past 
centuries, fact after fact was given, and proofs heaped upon proofs, but with 
as little effect as might be had from a fairy tale told in some nursery room. 

A queer book that of the old Count de Gabalis, immortalized by the Abbe 
de Villars, and now translated and published in Bath. Those humorously 
inclined are advised to read it, and to ponder over it. This advice is offered 
with the object of making a parallel. The writer read it years ago, and has 
read it now again with as much, and much more attention than formerly. 
Her humble opinion as regards the work is-if anyone cares to hear it
that one may search for months and never find the demarcation in it 
between the" Spirits" of the Seance rooms and the Sylphs and Undines of 
the French satire. 

There is a sinister ring in the merry quips and jests of its writer, who, 
while pointing the finger of ridicule at that which he believed, had probably 
a presentiment of his own speedy Karma* in the shape of assassination. 

The way he introduces the Count de Gabalis is worthy of attention. 

II I was astonished one Remarkable Day, when I saw a man come in of a most 

• The work was pubUshed In ParIs In 1670. and In 1675 the author was cruelly murdered on bis way to 
Lyons from Languedoc his nadve country. 
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eDIted mien; who, saluting me gravely, said to me in the French Tongue but, in the 
accent of a Foreigner, ' Adore my son ; adore the most great God of the Sages; and 
let 1I0t thy self be puffed up u,ith Pride, that he sends to thee one of the children of Wisdom, 
10 COfIstitute thee a Fellow of their Society, alld make thee partaker of the wOllders of 
Omllipotellcy.' ... 

There is only one answer to be made to those who, taking advantage of 
such works, laugh at Occultism. "Servitissimo" gives it himself in his own 
chaffing way in his introductory" Letter to my Lord" in the above-named 
work. "I would have persuaded him (the author of Gabalis) to have 
changed the whole form of his work ", he writes, "for this drollingway of 
carrying it thus on does not to me seem proper to his subject. These 
mysteries of the Cabal are serious matters, which many of my friends do 
seriously study . • • • • the which are certainly most dangerous to jest 
with." Verbum sat sapienti. 

They are" dangerous ", most undeniably. But since history began to 
record thoughts and facts, one-half of -Humanity has ever been sneering at 
the other half and ridiculing its most cherished beliefs. This, however, 
cannot change a fact into a fiction, nor can it destroy the Sylphs, Undines, 
and Gnomes, if any, in Nature; for, in league with Salamanders, the latter 
are more likely to destroy the unbelievers and damage Insurance companies, 
notwithstanding that these believe still less in revengeful Salamanders than 
in fires produced by chance and accident. 

Theosophists believe in Spirits no less than Spiritualists do, but, as dis
similar in their variety as are the feathered tribes in the air. There are 
bloodthirsty hawks and vampire bats among them, as there are doves and 
nightingales. They believe in " Angels ", for many have seen them 

". . . . . by the sick one's pillow-
Whose was the soft tone and the soundless tread! 
Where smitten hearts were drooping like the willow, 
They stood between the living and the dead." 

But these were not the three-toed materializations of the modem 
medium. And if our doctrines were all piece-mealed by the" drolleries" 
of a de Villars, they would and could not interfere with the claims of the 
Occultists that their teachings are historical and scientific facts, whatever the 
garb they are presented in to the profane. Since the first kings began 
reigning" by the grace of God ", countless generations of buffoons appointed 
to amuse Majesties and Highnesses have passed away; and most of these 
graceless individuals had more wisdom at the bottoms of their hunches and 
at their fingers' ends, than all their royal masters put together had in their 
brainless heads. They alone had the inestimable privilege of speaking 
'ru,h at the Courts, and those truths have always been laughed at .••• 

This is a digression; but such works as the Count de Gabalis have to 
be quietly analyzed and their true character shown, lest they should be 

• Sub Mundanes; or the Elementaries of the Cabal: being the History of Spirits, reprinted from the 
Test of the AbW De Vl\1ars, Physlo-Astro-Mystic, wherein it is asserted that there are In existence on earth 
rational creatures besides man. 1886: Bath, Robert H. Fryer. 

13.A. 
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made to serve as a sledge hammer to pulverize those' works which do fIOt 

assume a humorous tone in speaking of mysterious, if not altogether sacred, ! things, and say what they have to. And it is most positively maintained 
that there are more truths uttered in the witty railleries and gascolfQtles of 
that "satire ", full of preeminently occult and actual facts, than most 
people, and Spiritualists especially, would care to learn. 

One single fact instanced, and shown to exist now, at the present 
moment among the Mediums will be sufficient to prove that we are right. 

It has been said elsewhere, that white magic differed very little from 
practices of sorcery except in effects and results-good 01' ba.d motive being 
everything. Many of the preliminary rules and conditions to enter 
societies of a.depts, whether of the Right or the Left Path, are also identical 
in many things. Thus Gabalis says to the author: "The Sa.ges will never 
admit you into their society if you do not renounce from this very present 
a Thing which cannot stand in competition with Wisdom. You must 
renounce all carnal Commerce with Women" (p. 27). 

This is a sine qua non with pra.ctical Occultists - Rosicrucians or 
Yogis, Europeans or Asiatics. But it is also one with the Dugpas and 
Ja.doos of Bhutan and India, one with the Voodoos and Nagals of New 
Orleans and Mexico,. with an additional clause to it, however, in the statutes of the 
latter. And this is to have carnal commerce with male and female 
Djins, Elementals, or Demons, call them by whatever names you will.t 

"I am making kllown nothing to you but the Principles of the Antient Cabal," 
explains de Gabalis to his pupil. And he informs him that the Elementals (whom 
he calls Elemellta"ies), the inhabitants of the four Elements, namely, the Sylphs, 
Undines, Salamanders, and Gnomes, live many Ages, but that their souls are not 
immortal. "In respect of Eternity • . . • they must finally resolve into nothing." 
••.• "Our Fathers, the philosophers," goes on the soi-disant Rosicrucian, "speak
ing to God Face to Face, complained to him of the Unhappiness of these People 
(the Elementals), and God, whose Mercy is without Bounds, revealed to them that 
it was not impossible to find out a Remedy for this Evil. He inspired them, that 
by the same means as Man, by the Alliance which he contracted with God, has 
been made Partaker of the Divinity: the Sylphs, the Gnomes, the Nymphs, and the 
Salamanders, by the Alliance which they might Contract with Man, might be made 
Partakers of Immortality. So a she-Nymph or a Sylphide becomes Immortal and 
capable of the Blessing to which we aspire, when they shall be so happy as to be 
married to a Sage; a Gllome or a Sylphe ceases to be Mortal from the moment that 
he Espouses olle of ou" Daughters." 

Having delivered himself of this fine piece of advice on practical 
sorcery, the " Sage" closes as follows: 

" No, no! Our Sages have never erred so as to attribute the Fall of the first 

• We speak here or the well-known aMitNt stllltd •• In the Sorcery or the Asiatics as In the Demonology of 
Europe. The Witch had to renounce her husband, the Wizard hIa marital rights over his legitimate hUJDall 
wife, as the Dugpa renounces to this day commerce with living women; and, as the New Orleans' Voodoo 
does, when In the exercise 01 hi. powers. Every KabaUst knows this. 

t The Jewish KabaUst of Poland and Galicia calls the female Spirit of N trglll, when bent on revenge, 10 IoU 
IItlp and to i"lu" iNto IIi", pow.r. The Mussulman Sorcerer a female Dji .. i; a Russian Koldoo .. a deceased 
Witch (l'J'~d",a). The Chinese maleficer has a female Houm In his house at his command. The abo". 
Intercourse's said to elve magie POIII"' and a Sup.""" Fore,. 
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Artgels to their Love of womm, no more than they have put Men under the Power 
of the Devil. • • •• There was nothing criminal in all that. They were Sylphs 
which endeavored to become Immortal. Their innocent Pursuits, far enough from 
being able to scandalize the Philosophers, have appeared so Just to us that we are 
all resolved by common consent utterly to Renounce Women; and entirely to give 
ourselves to Immorlalizing of the Nymphs and Sylphs" (p. 33). 

And SO are certain mediums, especially those of America and France, 
who boast of Spirit husbands and wives. We know such mediums per
sonally, men and women, and it is not those of Holland who will deny th~ fact, 
with a recent event among their colleagues and co-religionists fresh in 
their memory, concerning some who escaped death and madness only 
by becoming Theosophists. It is only by following our advice that they 
got finally rid of their spiritual consorts of both sexes. 

Shall we be told in this case also, that it is a calumny and an invention? 
Then let those outsiders who are inclined to see, with the Spiritualists, 
nought but a holy, an innocent pastime at any rate, in that nightly and 

\ 

daily intercourse with the so-called" Spirits of the Dead ", watch. Let 
those who ridicule our warnings and doctrine and make merry over them
explain after analysing it dispassionately, the mystery and the rationale of 
such facts as the existence in the minds of certain Mediums and Sensitives 
of their actfllll marriage with male and female Spirits. Explanations of 
lunacy and hallucination will never do, when placed face to face with the 
tmtleniable facts of SPIRIT-MATERIALIZATIONS. If there are" Spirits" capable 
of drinking tea and wine, of eating apples and cakes, of kissing and touching 
the visitors of Seance rooms, all of which facts have been proven as well as 
the existence of those visitors themselves-why should not those same Spirits 
perform matrimonial duties as well J And who are those" Spirits" and what is 
their nature? Shall we be told by the Spiritists that the spooks of Mme. 
de Sevigne or of Delphine --, --one of which authoresses we abstain 
from naming out of regard to the surviving relatives-that they are the 
actual "Spirits" of those two deceased ladies; and that the latter felt a 
" Spiritual affinity" for an idiotic, old, and slovenly Canadian medium and 
thus became his happy wife as he boasts publicly, the result of which union 
is a herd of .. spiritual" children !wed with this holy Spirit J And who is the 
astral husband-the nightly consort of a well-known New York lady 
medium whom the writer knows personally? Let the reader get every 
information he can about this last development of Spiritfllll (? I) intercourse. 
Let him think seriously over this, and then read the" Count de Gabalis ", 
especially the Appendix to it, with its Latin portions; and then perchance 
he will be better able to appreciate the full gravity of the supposed chaff, in 
the work in question,- and understand the true value of the raillery in it. 
He will then see clearly the ghastly connexion there is between the Fauns, 

• .. Su~KUDdaDee; or The Blementarles of the Cabala": with an Illustrative Appencl1x from the work 
.. DemoaIaUt," or .. Incubi and Succubi" J by the Rev. Father SInistrad, of Amando. The answer given 
Cp. 1331 bJ l1li aIlepd devil, to St. Anthou, respecdug the c:orporiet, of the Iucubl IIIId Succubi would do all 
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Satyrs and Incubi of St. Hieronymus, the Sylphs and Nymphs of the 
Count de Gabalis, the "Elementaries" of the Kabalists-and all those 
poetical, spiritual "Lillies" of the "Harris Community", the astral 
"Napoleons ", and other departed Don Juans from the" Summer-Land ", 
the" spiritual affinities from beyond the grave" of the modern world of 
mediums. 

Notwithstanding this ghastly array of facts, we are told week after week 
in the Spiritual journals that, at best, we know not what we are talking 
about. "Platon "-(a presumptious pseudonym to assume, by the bye) a 
dissatisfied ex-theosophist, tells the Spiritualists (see Light, Jan. I, 1887) 
that not only is there no re-incamation-because the astral" spirit" of a 
deceased friend told him so (a valuable and trustworthy evidence indeed), 
but that all our philosophy is proved worthless by that very fact! Karma, 
we are notified, is a tom-foolery. "Without Karma re-incarnation cannot 
stand ", and, since his astral informant" has inquired in the realm of his 
present existence as to the theory of re-incarnation, and he says he cannot 
get one fact or a trace of one as to the truth of it • • • ." this "astral" 
informant has to be believed. He cannot lie. For" a man who has studied 
chemistry has a right to an opinion, and earned a right to speak upon its 
various theories and facts .••• especially if he, during earth-life, was 
respected and admired for his researches into the mysteries of nature, 
and for his truthfulness."· 

Let us hope that the" astrals " of such eminent chemists as Messrs. 
Crookes and Butlerof-when disembodied, will abstain from returning too 
often to talk with mortals. For having studied chemistry so much and so 
well, their post mortem communications would acquire a reputation for in
fallibility more than would be good, perhaps, for the progress of mankind, 
and the development of its intellectual powers. But the proof is sufficiently 
convincing, no doubt for the present generation of Spiritualists, since the 
name assumed by the" astral control of a friend " was that of a truthful and 
honorable man. It thus appears that an experience of over forty years 
with Spirits, who lied more than they told truth, and did far more mischief 
than good-goes for nought. And thus the "spirit-husbands and wives .. 
must be also believed when they say they are this or that. Because, as 
" Platon " justly argues: "There is no progress without knowledge, and the 
knowledge of truth founded upon fact is progress of the highest degree, and 
if astrals progress, as this spirit says they do, the philosophy of Occultism 
in regard to re-incarnation is wrong upon this point; and how do 

well now, perhaps; "The blessed St. Anthony" having inqnired who he was, the little dwarf of the woods 
answered: "I am a mortal, and one of the inhabitants of the Wilderness, whom gentility, under its varied 
delusions, worships under the names of Fauns, Satyrs and Incubi" or " Spirits of the Dead .. might have added 
this Elemental, the vehicle of some Elementary. This is a narrative of St. Hieronymus, who fully belie.-ed In 
it, and so do we, with certain amendments. 

• The arguments and evidence brought to bear against the philosophy of the East are curious. Surely 
this is a good proof that the Occultists are right in saying that most of those" Spirits" are not even "lrIn." 
Spirits, but simply empty, senseless shells talking ... nsa only with the help of th. brains of the sitters and the 
brain of the mediulD as a connecting link. 
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we know that the many other points are correct, as they are without 
proof? It 

This is high philosophy and logic. "The end of wisdom is consultation 
and deliberation"-with "Spirits", Demosthenes might have added, had 
he known where to look for them-but all this leaves still the question, "who 
are those spirits "-an open one. For," where doctors disagree," there 
must be room for doubt. And besides the ominous fact that Spirits are 
divided in their views upon reincarnation - just as Spiritualists and 
Spiritists are, " every man is not a proper champion for the truth, nor fit 
to take up the gauntlet in the cause of verity", says Sir T. Browne. This 
is no disrespectful cut at" Platon ", whoever he may be, but an axiom. 
An eminent man of science, Prof. W. Crookes, gave once a very wise 
definition of Truth, by showing how necessary it is to draw a distinction 
between tndla and accuracy. A person may be very truthful-he observed
that is to say, may be filled with the desire both to receive truth and 
to teach it; but unless that person have great natural powers of 
observation, or have been trained by scientific study of some kind to 
observe, note, compare, and report accurately and in detail, he will not 
be able to give a trustworthy, accurate and therefore true account of 
his experiences. His intentions may be honest, but if he have a spark of 
enthusiasm, he will be always apt to proceed to generalizations, which may 
be both false and dangerous. In short as another eminent man of science, 
Sir John HerscheU, puts it, "The grand and, indeed, the only character 
of truth, is its capability of enduring the test of universal experience, and 
coming unchanged out of every possible form of fair discussion". 

Now very few Spiritualists, if any, unite in themselves the precious 
qualities demanded by Prof. Crookes; in other words their truthfulness is 
always tempered by enthusiasm; therefore, it has led them into error 
for the last forty years. In answer to this we may he told and with 
great justice, it must be confessed, that this scientific definition cuts 
both ways i i.e., that Theosophists are, to say the least, in the same box 
with the Spiritualists i that they are enthusiastic, and therefore also 
credulous. But in the present case the situation is changed. The 
question is not what either Spiritualists or Theosophists think personally 
of the nature of Spirits and their degree of truthfulness; but what the 
II universal experience ", demanded by Sir John Herschell, says. 
Spiritualism is a philosophy (if one, which so far we deny) of but 
yesterday. Occultism and the philosophy of the East, whether true 
absolutely, or relatively, are teachings coming to us from an immense 
antiquity: and since-whether in the writings and traditions of the East; in 
the numberless Fragments, and MSS. left to us by the Neo-Platonic 
Theosophists; in the life observations of such philosophers as Porphyry 
and Iamblichus; in those of the medireval Theosophists and so OD, 

ad i"ji"itum i-since we find in all these, the same identical testimony as 
to the extremely various, and often dangerous nature of all those Genii, 
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Demons, Gods, Lares, and "Elementaries," now all confused into one 
heap under the name of "Spirits"; we cannot fail to recognize 
in all this something "enduring the test of universal experience," and 
" coming unchanged" out of every possible form of observation and 
experience. 

Theosophists give only the product of an experience hoary with age; 
Spiritualists hold to their own views, born some forty years ago, and 
based on their unflinching enthusiasm and emotionalism. But let any 
impartial, fair minded witness to the doings of the " Spirits" in America, 
one that is neither a Theosophist nor a Spiritualist, be asked: ,,'What may 
be the difference between the vampire-bride from whom Apollonius of 
Tyana is said to have delivered a young friend of his, whom the nightly 
succubus was slowly killing, and the Spirit-wives and husbands of the 
mediums?" Surely none-would be the correct answer. Those who do not 
shudder at this hideous revival of medioeval Demonology and \Vitchcraft, 
may, at any rate, understand the reason why of all the numerous 
enemies of Theosophy-which unveils the mysteries of the" Spirit World" 
and unmasks the Spirits masquerading under eminent names-none are so 
bitter and so implacable as the Spiritualists of Protestant, and the 
Spiritists of Roman Catholic countries. 

"Monstrum horrendum informe cui lumen ademptum" • . . . is the 
fittest epithet to be applied· to most of the" LiUies ,. and" Joes" of the 
Spirit World. But we do not mean at all-following in this the example 
of Spiritualists, who are determined to believe in no other" Spirits" than 
those of the" dear departed" ones-to maintain that save Nature Spirits 
or Elementals, SheUs, or Elementaries, and "Gods" and genii, there are 
no other Spirits from the invisible realms; or no really holy and grand 
Spirits-who communicate with mortals. For it is not so. \Vhat the 
Occultists and Kabalists said all along, and the Theosophists now repea t, 
is, that holy Spirits will not visit promiscuous seance-rooms, nor will they 
intermarry with living men and women. 

Belief in the existence of invisihle but too often present visitants from 
better and worse worlds than our own, is too deeply rooted in men's hearts 
to be easily torn out by the cold hand of Materialism, or even of Science. 
Charges of superstition, coupled with ridicule, have at best served to breed 
additional hypocrisy and social cant, among the educated classes. For 
there are few men, if any, at the bottom of whose souls belief in such 
sllperhuma1& and supersensuous creatures does not lie latent, to awaken 
into existence at the first good opportunity. Many are those Men of 
Science who, having abandoned with their nursery pinafores belief in Kings 
of Elves and Fairy Queens, and who would blush at being accused of 
believing in witchcraft, have, nevertheless, fallen victims to the wiles of 
"Joes ", "Daisies ", and other spooks and" controls "; And once they have 
crossed the Rubicon, they fear ridicule no longer. These Scientists defend 
as desperately the reality of materialized and other Spirits, as if these were 
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a mathematical law. Those soul-aspirations that seem innate in human 
nature, and that slumber only to awaken to intensified activity; those 
yearnings to cross the boundary of matter that make many a hardened 
sceptic turn into a rabid believer at the first appearance of that which to 
him is undeniable proof-all these complete psychological phenomena of 
human temperament-have our modern physiologists found a key to them? 
Will the verdict remain "non compos mentis" or "victim to fraud and 
psychology .. ? &c., &c. When we say with regard to unbelievers that they 
are" a handful .. the statement is no undervaluation; for it is not those who 
shout the loudest against degrading superstitions, the "Occult craze" and 
so on, who are the strongest in their scepticism. At the first opportunity, 
they will be foremost amongst those who fall and surrender. And when 
one counts seriously the ever-increasing millions of the Spiritualists, 
Occultists, and Mystics in Europe and America, one may well refuse to 
lament with Carrington over the" Departure of the Fairies". They are 
gone, says the poet: 

• • . • .. They are flown, 
Beautiful fictions of our fathers, wove 
In Superstition's web when Time was young, 
And fondly loved and cherished-they are flown, 
Before the Wand of Science! • • • • .. 

We maintain that they have done nothing of the kind; and that on the 
contrary it is these" Fairies "-the beautiful, far more than the hideous
who are seriously threatening under their new masks and names to disanu 
Science and break its" Wand". 

Belief in "Spirits" is legitimate, because it rests on. the authority of 
experiment and observation, it vindicates, moreover, another belief, also 
regarded as a superstition: namely, Polytheism. The latter is based upon 
a fact in nature: Spirits mistaken for Gods, have been seen in every 
age by men-hence, belief in many and various Gods. Monotheism, on 
the other hand, rests upon a pure abstraction. Who has seen GOD-that 
God we mean, the Infinite and the Omnipotent, the one about whom 
Monotheists talk so much? Polytheism-once man claims the right of 
divine interference on his behalf-is logical and consistent with the 
philosophies of the East, all of which, whether Pantheistic or Deistic, 
proclaim the ONE an infinite abstraction, an absolute Something which 
utterly transcends the conception of the finite. Surely such a creed is more 
philosophical than that religion, whose theology, proclaiming in one place 
God, a mysterious and even Incomprehensible Being, whom " no man shall 
see and live" (Exodus xxxiii. 20), shows him at the same time so human 
and so petty a God as to concern himself with the breeches. of his chosen 
people, while neglecting to say anything definite about the immortality of 
their souls, or their survival after death I 

• ., And thou shalt make them linen breeches to cover their nakedness, from their loins eveD unto tbelt 
lbighs &hey sru.1l reacb" (S.rOdUl uviii, ~2, et Itqq). GoD a linendraper and a tailor II 
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Thus, belief in a Host and Hosts of Spiritual entities, dwelling on 
various planes and spheres in the Universe, in conscious inw,,-Kosmic Beings, 
in fact, is logical and reasonable, while belief in an extr,,-Kosmic God is an 
absurdity. And if Jehovah, who was so jealous about his Jews and com
manded that they should have no other God save himself, was generous 
enough to bestow upon Pharaoh Moses (" See I have mode thee " God to 
Pharaoh, and Aaron . • ••• thy prophet" Exodus vii. 7) as the Egyptian 
monarch's deity, why should not" Pagans" be allowed the choice of their 
own Gods? Once we believe in the existence of our Egos, we may well be
lieve in Dhyan Chohans. As Hare has it: "man is a mixed being made up 
of a spiritual and of a fleshly body; the angels are pure Spirits, herein 
nearer to God, only that they are created and finite in all respects, whereas 
God is infinite and uncreated". And if God is the latter, then God is not a 
" Being" but an incorporeal Principle, not to be blasphemously anthropo
morphized. The angels or Dhyan Chohans are the " Living Ones"; that 
Principle the" Self-Existent ", the eternal, and all pervading CAUSE of all 
causes, is only the abstract noumenon of the " River of Life", whose ever 
rolling waves create angels and men alike, the former being simply" men of 
a superior kind", as Young intuitionally remarks. 

The masses of mankind are thus well justified in believing in a plurality 
of Gods; nor is it by calling them now, spirits, angels, and demons, that 
Christian nations are less polytheistic than their Pagan brethren. The 
twenty or thirty millions of the now existing Spiritualists and Spiritists, 
minister to their dead as jealously as the modern Chinamen and the Hindus 
minister to their Houen,- Bhoots, and Pisachas-the Pagan, however, only to 
keep them quiet fr.om post-mortem mischief. 

Although these Gods are said to be "superior to man in some respects", 
it must not be concluded that the latent potencies of the human spirit are 
at all inferior to those of the Devas. Their faculties are more expanded 
than those of ordinary man; but with the ultimate effect of prescribing a 
limit to their expansion, to which the human spirit is not subjected. This 
fact has been well symbolised in the Mahdbhdrata by the single-handed 
victory of Arjuna, under the name of Nara (a man) over the whole host of 
Devas and Deva-yon;s (the lower Elementals). And we find reference to 
the same power in man in the Bible, for St. Paul distinctly says to his 
audience" Know ye not that we shall judge angels?" (I Corinth. vi., 3.,) 
and speaks of the astral body of man, the soma psychikon, and the spiritual 
body, soma pneumatikon, which" hath not flesh and bones", but has still an 
external form. 

The order of Beings called the Devas-whose variety is so great that 
no description of it can be attempted here-is given in some Occult treatises. 
There are high Devas and lower ones, higher Elementals and those far 

• The Ho,"" In Chi ..... I ... the 'teOlltl Soul. or human Vitality, the princlpl .... which animates the ghost" as 
explained by m1sa1onarles from China; simply the a.sJrtJI. Th Houen, however, I. as dlatInCl from the 
.. ADcestor" as the B Mot, are from the Piuls In India. 
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below man and even animals. But all these have been or will be men, and 
the former will again be reborn on higher planets and in other manvantaras. 
One thing may however, be mentioned. The Pitris, or our" lunar ances
tors," and the communication of mortals with them, have been several 
times mentioned by Spiritualists as an argument that Hindoos do believe 
in, and even worship "Spirits". This is a great mistake. It is not the 
Pitris individually that were ever consulted, but their stored wisdom collec
tively; that wisdom being shown mystically and allegorically on the bright 
side of the moon. 

What the Brahmans invoke are not "the spirits" of the departed 
/lllUStors-the full significance of which name will be found in Vol. II. of the 
"Secret Doctrine ", where the genesis of man is given. The most highly 
developed human spirit will always declare, while leaving its tenement of 
clay" nac/ra p,mmlvam "_,, I shall not come back "-and is thus placed 
beyond the reach of any living man. But to comprehend fully the nature 
of the "lunar" ancestors and their connection with the "moon" would 
necessitate the revelation of occult secrets which are not intended for public 
hearing. Therefore no more will be given than the few hints that follow. 

One of the names of the moon in Sanskrit is Soma, which is also the 
name, as is well known, of the mystic drink of the Brahmans and shows the 
connection between the two. A" soma-drinker" attains the power of plac
ing himself in direct ,apport with the bright side of the moon, thus deriving 
inspiration from the concentrated intellectual energy of the blessed ancestors. This 
"concentration," and the moon being a store-house of that Energy, is the 
secret, the meaning of which must not be revealed, beyond the mere fact of 
mentioning the continuous pouring out upon the earth from the bright side 
of the orb of a certain influence. 

This which seems one stream (to the ignorant) is of a dual nature-one 
giving life and wisdom, the other being lethal. He who can separate the 
former from the latter, as Kala/ramsa separated the ",ilk from the water, which 
was mixed with it, thus showing great wisdom-will /rave his ,eward. The word 
Pitri does mean, no doubt, the ancestor; but that which is invoked is 
the lunar wisdom esoterically, and not the" Lunar ancestor ". It is this 
Wisdom that was invoked by Qu-ta-my, the Chaldean, in the" Nabathean 
Agriculture," who wrote down" the revelations of the Moon". But there 
is the other side to this. If most of the Brahmanical religious ceremonials 
are connected with the full moon, so do the dark ceremonials of the 
sorcerers take place at the new moon and its last quarter. For similarly 
when the lost human being, or sorcerer, attains the consummation of 
his depraved career, all the evil Karma, and the evil inspiration, comes 
down upon him as a dark incubus of iniquity from "the dark side of the 
moon," which is a terra incognita to Science, but a well explored land to the 
Adept. The Sorcerer, the Dugpa, who always performs his hellish rites 
on the day of the new moon, when the benignant influence of the Pitris is 
at its lowest ebb, crystallizes some of the Satanic energy of his predecessors 
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in evil, and turns it to his own vile ends; while the Brahman, on the other 
hand, pursues a corresponding benevolent course with the energy 
bequeathed him by his Pitris. . Therefore, this is the true 
Spiritualism of which the heart and soul have been entirely missed by the 
modern Spiritualists. When the day of the full revelation comes, it will 
be seen that the so-called " superstitions" of Brahmanism and the ancient 
Pagans in general were merely natural and psychical sciences, veiled from 
the profane eyes of the ignorant multitudes, for fear of desecration and 
abuse, by allegorical and symbolical disguises that modern science has 
failed to discover. 

We maintain then that no Theosophist has ever believed in, or helped to 
spread" degrading superstitions," any more than has any other philosophical 
or scientific Society. The only difference between the" Spirits" of other 
Societies, Sects and Bodies, and ours lies in their names, and in dogmatic 
assertions with regard to their natures. In those whom the millions of 
Spiritualists call the "Spirits of the Dead," and in whom the Roman 
Church sees the devils of the Host of Satan-we see neither. We call 
them, Dhyan Chohans, Devas, Pitris, Elementals high and low-and 
know them as the "Gods" of the Gentiles, imperfect at times, never 
wholly. Each order has its name, its place, its functions assigned to it 
in nature; and each host is the complement and crown of its own 
particular sphere, as fIIan is the complement and crown of his globe; 
hence, a natural and logical necessity in Kosmos. 

H.P.B • 

. _ .. 

RESTRAIN, 0 ignorant man, thy desire of wealth, and become a hater of it in 
body, understanding, and mind; let the riches thou possessest be acquired by thy 
own good actions, with those gratify thy soul. 

THE boy so long delights in his play, the youth so long pursues his beloved, the 
old so long brood over melancholy thoughts, that no man meditates on the supreme 
being. 

WHO is thy wife, and who is thy son? How great and wonderful is this world: 
whose thou art, and whence thou comest? Meditate on this, my brother, and 
again on this. 

BE not proud of wealth, and attendants, and youth, since time destroys all of 
them in the twinkling of an eye; check thy attachment to all these illusions, like 
AI aya; fix thy heart on the foot of Brallma, and thou wilt soon know him. 

As a drop of water moves in the leaf of the Lotus: thus or more slippery, is 
human life. The company of the virtuous endures here but for a moment: that iii 
the vehicle to bear thee over land and ocean. 
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Oioutbairt. 
(CDfldIlllld frOf/l p. 106.) 

HR. DANIEL STOCKWELL, the old school teacher, arrived in good 
.!Xi. time to sit down with the Perkins' family and their puzzling guest, at 
dinner, which meal was, in common country fashion, partaken of at noon, 
or a little afterward. He had given his scholars a half-holiday. Upon 
entering the parlor he laid down a volume of Schopenhauer that he had been 
carrying and Gonthaire soon thereafter casually picked it up. It seemed to 
surprise him even more than the piano had, not as an abstruse work in 
difficult language, as Schopenhauer is apt to impress most persons, but just 
as a book. He turned it over and over, inspecting curiously its paper, 
print, and binding, evidently understanding what it was, but lost in wonder 
and admiration at the style of it. Possession of it appeared to establish the 
old teacher in his reverential regard as a man of learning. 

And, indeed, Mr. Stockwell deserved to be so respected. An old 
bachelor, singularly free from ambition and acquisitiveness, the only object 
of his life had been to learn. For more than thirty years he had taught 
the district school, cheerfully content with the humble employment since it 
gave him means sufficient to live and buy his books, and leisure enough for 
study and meditation. More than this he had not desired. The learning 
of several languages had been a necessity of his studious life, compelled by 
his desire to read books that were not translated into English, but for 
languages other than as mere vehicles for ideas he cared nothing and 
naught was more remote from his purposes than any intent to ever use 
them for conversation. Hence it was that while he knew much of foreign 
tongues, particularly such as were rare, and those mostly in their older 
forms, it was hard for him to catch their sense 'when spoken, or to frame in 
them his own thoughts. 

Yet, by continued and determined effort to understand the speech of 
Gonthaire, he made surprising, headway in it. As a whole, he knew it to 
be a language no longer commonly spoken in any land, but as it was uttered 
slowly and distinctly he caught in it words that he recognized as ancient 
forms of French, others that were Latin, some that he had a mere nodding 
acquaintance with, German, and not a few that were familiar as Gaelic 
and Celtic roots. Piecing these together and eking them out with quick 
apprehension, for he had a goodly wit in the solving of linguistic puzzles, 
he was not long in coming to an understanding of the stranger's speech, 
sufficient at least for practical purposes and of so much as he understood, 
he jotted down a translation. 
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" What in thunder does he say? " at length demanded the deacon, whose 
impatient curiosity would brook'restraint no longer. 

"He demands to know", answered the schoolmaster, smiling, "who 
hath bereft him of his good grey stallion? and robbed him of his knightly 
armor? and taken from him his trusty sword, and battle-axe, and dagger, 
and his golden chain ? II 

"Well! Dern my skin!" 
" And when you have answered him those easy questions, he fain would 

be informed by what damnable arts of sorcery he hath been brought hither? 
and how the noble lady Meroflede, his beloved mistress, hath been so 
enchanted that she hath forgotten him and the speech of her people, and 
hath learned a strange tongue and marvellous magic in music? II 

The amazement of the Perkins' family was overwhelming, but soon a 
glow of, righteous suspicion lighted up the Deacon's mind and prompted 
him to declare stoutly: 

"Whatever robbin' he may have suffered, before Seth found him in the 
bushes, of course I know nothin' of, but it's my candid opinion that he 
never owned any grey stallion iQ his life; and as for armor, and battIe
axes and the other jiggers he talks about, all that he knows of them he has 
doubtless picked up around some circus. The queer name he has given to 
our Penelope Ann, and his outlandish goin's on with her, are enough to 
satisfy my mind that he is crazy as a loon, and I do hope and pray that 
Jared C. Cheever, if he drops in this evenin'-as he mostly does-will take 
that considerate view instead of impulsively lammin' him." 

" It is not about a circus that he would pick up his strange speech", 
replied Mr. Stockwell, with a smile," and if there is justifiable apprehension 
of Jared's violence, I hope he may not come until I have learned the 
stranger's story at least. Pray be patient, and quiet, while I endeavour to 
do so." 

Again he listened to Gonthaire, causing him to speak slowly, often 
writing down strange words and calling a halt while he studied upon them 
and seemed to search his memory. At length he said to the Deacon: 

" A stranger story than his, hath no man told for true, and the wonder 
of it to me is, even more than the ancient tongue in which he tells it, that 
he talks of historical personages and events of long ago, as of matters 
within his personal knowledge. II 

"You don't say so! Just as I supposed. I knew from the first that he 
was cracked. Thinks he's Julius Ca!sar, or Queen Elizabeth, may be; like 
as not." 

"Oh! no. Not so bad as that. At least hear his story. This is what 
he says, as nearly as I can make it out." And he read :-

"Gonthaire am I; lord of Seurremont and liege of Gontran, King of 
Burgundy. Aforetime was my royal master Chilperic, King of Neustria, 
but his faithless queen, the base-born Fredegonde, when she compassed his 
assassination, did plan my death as needful to her peace, fearing my loyalty 
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to him. Then fled I, with my men-at-arms, to Gontran's court and he was 
pleased to shelter me. Her right to Ncustria's throne he cared not to 
dispute, but when she would have claimed me as her vassal, hoping so to 
get me in her power and glut her hate, he stoutly said her' Nay'. There
fore do I, in grateful love and loyalty, serve him unquestioningly. When 
the pretender Gondovald was, by the patrician Mammolus, at A vignon, 
betrayed to 11S, my hands did slay him, in my master's service, and doing 
so did well. But there was one named Chlodebert, a partisan of his, who 
thought to avenge him upon me and, seeking occasion, took me unawares 
and fell upon me, from an ambush, he and his men, to slay me. Surely, 
though they were five to one, in fair fight they had not vanquished me, for 
I am Gonthaire; but as we fought, the coward knave did use on me some 
crafty sorcerer's evil spell, and thenceforth knew I naught until this 
morning I awoke in this strange land and this ignoble guise. Harm from 
their weapons have I none, but hard bestead in every other way am I; for 
arms, and gear, and friends, and home, and love are all reft from me. Yea, 
even love, for though our tender passion had such magic power that it hath 
linked her destiny with mine and brought my Meroflede's form to this 
enchanted shore, my name and memory of my being are, by the accursed 
enchanter's art, from her sweet soul expunged, and my dear love now looks 
upon me with a stranger's sight." 

"Well! I'll be gol-derned" ! gasped Seth. 
"Laws sakes I Ef it don't sound just like play-actin ", exclaimed Mrs. 

Perkins. 
Penelope Ann said nothing, but looked very pityingly at the hapless 

stranger. Of course, she reflected, it was no concern of hers, but the 
lady Meroflede-whoever she might be-was to be envied for having a lover 
who loved her so. 

"Now, see here, Dan'l Stockwell ", broke forth the Deacon, in an 
argumentative tone, "that story won't hold water at all. It don't stand to 
reason that there could have been any such goin's on as he speaks of, in 
any part of the world, without the Boston Advertiser taking some notice of 
'em, and I'll take my solemn oath that no reports of such proceedings have 
appeared in its columns within thirty years past." 

"Thirty years! Why, man alive; didn't I tell you that the events to 
which he refers occurred thirteen hundred years ago? " 

" Oh! pshaw! That settles it. Find out, if you can, what asylum he 
has escaped from and we'll send for them to come and take him back." 

Plainly, the deacon was disgusted, and without more ado he and Seth 
went away to their farm work, which had been rather neglected that day, 
while Mrs. Perkins returned to her household duties. Penelope was still 
retained in the parlour, to continue her soothing impersonation of the lady 
Meroflede. Aside from the spicy novelty of such enthusiastically passionate 
adoration-which she had a guilty consciousness of receiving under false 
pretences-the girl began to find her rol6 rather monotonous. Mr. 
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Stockwell kept Gonthaire talking constantly, but did not trouble himself 
with interpreting to her much of what was said, and in the course of 
two or three hours she commenced to yawn slyly behind her hand and to 
wish for an opportunity to say something herself. 

At supper, the school-teacher said, with mischievous gravity: 
"I don't wish to make you uneasy, Mr. Perkins, but I think our friend 

is inclined t~ vehemently suspect you of being the vile enchanter who has 
worked him woe." 

" Great Scott! What makes him think that? " 
" Your more than Orientally barbaric display of boundless wealth." 
"What! " 
"Those massive gold ornaments on the mantel carry conviction to his 

mind that their possessor must be either a great king-which he sees you 
are not, as you have no court, retainers, army, and so on--or else a powerful 
enchanter, to whom the making of gold is but one of his most trivial and 
harmless. cantrips." 

Penelope and her mother chuckled, but the Deacon, with a look of stem 
determination on his face, arose from his place and silently left the dining
room. In a few moments he returned, bearing in each hand one of the 
gilded sheep, and, standing at the table facing Gonthaire, brought them 
together with a violent smash, strewing the supper with the fragments of 
their thin, fragile, gypsum bodies. 

Gonthaire sank back in his chair, white and actually trembling. When 
he could control his agitation, he spoke very earnestly and appealingly to 
the teacher who, with difficulty maintaining his gravity, reported to the 
Deacon. 

" That", he says, "knockg him out-or wordg to that effect. He 
recognize~ that no one but a most mighty magician could smash up gold in 
such fashion and he fully comprehends the awful significance of your 
warning that it is quite within your power to smash up him and the 
unhappy lady Meroflede, even as you smashed the gold sheep, if you take a 
notion to do so. But he humbly supplicates you to be merciful to her, 
whatever infernal fate you may have in store for him." 

Deacon Perkins sank down upon his seat and groaned. He could not 
have believed it possible, before, that an unbalanced mind might be capable 
of such fantastic and ingenious perversions. 

"When you've had your supper, Seth," he said determinedly, " hitch 
right up and go over for Dr. Butler, as quick as you can. I shall not 
attempt to get through the night under the same roof with this critter, 
unless I've got medical backing." 

Shortly after supper Jared C. Cheever called-"as he mostly did" in 
the evenings. Jared was a very spry, wide-awake young man, " clerking it" 
in an Adamsport store to get experience upon which to go into business for 
himself as soon as Penelope and he should be married, which they would 
be soon-with the full consent of all concerned. He brought news of the 
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wreck, in the preceding night's gale, of the three-masted schooner Penguin 
from Liverpool. Of all aboard her, only two men-the mate and one of 
the sailors-had reached the shore alive, they having floated in, clinging to 
pieces of the wreck. They were still at Adamsport, not much hurt, but 
pretty badly shaken up. After thorough discussion of that wreck and of 
others recalled to remembrance by it, Jared received in return the Perkins' 
quota of news, to wit, all about the crazy foreigner, Mr. Gone There, to 
whom he had already been introduced. It was deemed best to guard against 
possible surprises, by telling him a good deal concerning the man's strange 
hallucination about Penelope, though naturally, stress upon such points as 
might have stirred his jealousy, if he had any, was rather evaded. He 
looked as if he did not approve of it, but said little. For a long time he 
silently watched the stranger and listened to his queer talk with the teacher, 
vainly trying to catch even a word of it-but committed himself to no 
expression of opinion. 

Happily the warning symbolized by the fate of the two gold sheep had 
put a damper upon Gonthaire. He was afraid of angering the enchanter by 
manifesting his ardent love for Meroflede and resolutely restrained himself 
-all the while secretly scheming how he might rescue her and flee with her 
safely, or at least find some other powerful magician to advise him. 
Consequently, Jared saw nothing to excite him, as he might have seen had 
he come over earlier in the day. 

\Vhen Dr. Butler-short, stout, red-faced and positive-arrived, he 
brought with him, from Seth's representations, a pre-disposition to adjudge 
the man insane and was, of course, quickly satisfied that such was the fact. 

"There's no doubt it ", he said jocularly, "that he is, as his name 
suggests, 'gone there' ", and he tapped his forehead significantly. "But 
it is too late to do anything about sending him away to-night. I hardly 
think his mania is violent, or likely to take a homicidal tum before morning; 
still, we may as well guard against the possibility of his sloshing around 
with an axe, or something of that sort, by giving him a potion that will 
make him sleep like a log until morning. Then, upon some pretext, you 
can get him over to Adamsport and into the constable's hands, to be put 
where he belongs." 

After some discussion of ways and means for getting the potion where it 
would do most good, an ingenious plan was suggested, by Mrs. Perkins. A 
tray of glasses, filled with acidulous currant wine, was brought in and 
passed around to the company by Penelope. All partook of the so-called 
refreshment, with an air of enjoyment. Even Dr. Butler did so, though
remembering that he had tasted that home product once before-he was 
not able to wholly repress an initial shudder. Perhaps Gonthaire noticed 
that his wine was bitter and druggy, but he made no sign of so doing. 
Gall and aloes he would have taken from Meroflede's hand and drunk with 
rapture. He sank upon one knee before her, touched his glass to the one 
she held, and drank the treacherous liquid to the dregs. 

14 
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In half an hour Seth and Jared carried him up to the guest chamber 
and put him to bed. He would sleep, the doctor said, until nine or ten 
o'clock the next day, if undisturbed. 

" I've got to drive over this way pretty early to-morrow", said Jared to 
his prospective father-in-law, "and I'll get Squire Allen to come along 
to make eout the commitment, ef he sees littin', by the time the chap 
wakes up." 

Deacon Perkins heartily thanked him for his volunteered aid, and went 
to bed feeling that the load on his mind had been, at least partly, lifted off; 
but his slumbers were far from sound, for he could not quite expel from 
his memory Dr. Butler's sprightly conceit of the stranger" sloshing around 
with an axe". 

True to his promise, Jared re-appeared, only a little after" sum-up ", 
bringing with him the Squire ·and also two strangers-roughly dressed, 
sturdy, honest-looking fellows-whom he introduced as John Dolby, mate, 
and Joe Brittain, able seaman; survivors of the Penguin. In response 
to the big unspoken query in Deacon Perkins' countenance, the young man 
explained :-

"Well, Deacon; the long and short of it is just this. I made up my 
mind last that that chap in bed upstairs is a fraud and that he's playing the 
Perkin's family for all there is in his game-whatever it may be. I looked 
at his manners, outlandish; at his clothes, sailor cut; at his hands, tar. 
That settled it. I had dropped on him. And I've brought these two men 
over to identify and expose him if he is what I think, one of the men of the 
wrecked schooner Penguin, washed ashore and sailing under false colors. 
The Squire will have a commitment to make eout, I guess, and I'd bet a big 
apple on its being to the county jail. Neow, let's go upstairs and see if 
these men know him." 

He led the way, beckoning to the two sailor-men who followed him 
closely. Nobody interfered or protested. He was going about the affairin 
that authoritative business-like fashion which seldom meets with opposition 
except from very deeply antagonized interests, and none such were here. 
The other members of the party-which, by this time, had been increased 
by the arrivals of the schoolmaster and the doctor-went upstairs behind 
the sailors. 

With little noise they all filed into the big room where the man .lay 
tranquilly sleeping, and gathered about his bed. He was lying upon his 
back, his big left arm thrown up around his head, his broad shaggy breast 
bared, and the morning light full upon his face. 

" That's him I " exclaimed the sailor, at once. 
"Who?" demanded Jared C. Cheever. 
"Why, who should it be, but my messmate, Darby Dixon." 
" You are sure of it ? " 
"Sure I Would I be likely to know a marlin-spike if I was to see one? 
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or think it was a bloomin' church organ? Why me and him has sailed 
seven v'yages together.n 

" There can be no possible doubt about it, sir", added the mate corro
boratively. .. That is the man who signed the Penguin's articles as Darby 
Dixon. And I don't think he'll deny it, sir; if so be as he is in his right 
mind." So saying he laid a hand upon the sleeper's shoulder and gave him 
a shake, calling, " Hi! Darby! Wake up! Roll out!" 

The man opened his eyes and stared around, with a dazed expression, 
at the eight men's faces watching him; then suddenly the light of recogni
tion flashed over his countenance and he uttered a joyous shout of: 

" What! Joe! Alive! And you too, Mr. Dolby! " 
He made a bound from the bed to the floor, throwing his arms about the 

necks of his comrades and cried, in a voice trembling with emotion, while 
the tears welled up in his eyes: 

" Thank God you're alive, shipmates! I thought all. but me had gone 
down with the old hooker! " 

Then he shook hands energetically and effusively with both men and 
wound up his demonstration by asking .. a quid of 'baccy" from Joe, who 
was fortunately able to accommodate him. 

The voice of Deacon Azariah G. Perkins, in its severest tones, smote 
upon his ears, demanding: 

.. Is that the best excuse you can offer, sir, for the impudent deception 
you have practised here? " . 

" I! I practise any deception! What the devil's the matter with you, 
old man ? " retorted Darby, in surprise. 

" Oho! You can talk English now glibly enough, even profanely; but 
yesterday you made out that you couldn't understand a word of it:' 

"I did! Yesterday! \Vhy, man, I was wrecked last night." 
"No, Darby", interposed Joe, "It wor the night afore last that she 

went down." 
.. Then where have I been since? and how did I get here?" 
"You've been right here ", replied the deacon, .. passing yourself off for 

a Mr. Gone There -- " 
" Liege of Gontram, King of Burgundy 0', interpolated the schoolmaster, 

smiling. 
The man rubbed his brow thoughtfully and a troubled expression swept 

over his face. r. It seems to me ", he said slowly," as if I'd had a dream, 
something like that; but I can't remember it." 

"Oh! Ah!" sneered the deacon, sarcastically. "Dreamed it, eh? Did 
you dream also of making love to Penelope Ann, and calling her the lady 
May Roflaid? The which you did in the most violent and outlandish 
fashion." 

" Gentlemen", protested the man, speaking very earnestly and with 
manifest sincerity; "I seem to have been out of my head, for I hope I may 
go straight to. Davy Jones's locker this minute, if I know a word of wt I 
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you're talking about, barrin' that I feel as if I'd had a dream-but I can't 
think now what it was. As for my making love to any lady, or any other 
woman, even in a foreign por.t, beknownst to myself-why, here's my mess
mate Joe Brittan, who has sailed seven v'yages with me, and he'll tell you 
I ain't that sort of a man. He'll tell you that many's the time he hisself 
has said to me, that I didn't have no notion of a sailorman's natural 
privileges; and I've answered him that there weren't any woman in the 
world for me but my little Polly-God bless her I-who is safe and snug at 
home in Liverpool, with the baby on her knee this blessed minute. Ain't 
that so, Joe? " 

"Right you are, shipmate; true as preachin''', asseverated Joe 
solemnly. 

"The last thing I remember", continued Darby, "was when she struck 
and went down, and I went with her; and when I came up I grabbed hold 
of a spar or something floating, but hadn't strength enough left to keep it, 
and as the waves tore it from me, something fetched me a stunning crack 
alongside the head and thinks I 'I'm a goner, sure'; and the next I 
know'd I waked up here in bed, just now, with all of you about me. 
And that's the ghastly, ghostly, frozen truth, so help me God, as sure as 
my name's Darby Dixon." 

The good-hearted Deacon's severity vanished completely, for the man's 
sincerity and honesty were fully apparent to him, as to every one present. 
Cordially he grasped Darby's hand and, heartily shaking it, said: 

"I believe you, my man. You were out of your head a little, and I 
don't wonder at it, but even if you were, you acted the gentleman, did no 
harm at all, and we'll just call it all a dream that you unconsciously acted 
out, like a sleep-walker. But you're all right now, and mighty glad we all 
are of it." 

Dr. Butler offered scientific corroboration of the Deacon's view of the 
matter. He gave it as his opinion that: 

"The exposure, exhaustion and overwhelming sense of deadly peril 
during the wreck, and then that blow on the head, gave him such a mental 
shock that, when he was cast ashore and regained animal life-after a 
considerable period of suspended animation no doubt-he had temporarily 
lost control of his reasoning faculties, and all that remained of his mind, for 
the time being, were fragments of memory, that wove themselves into 
vivid hallucinations of actual existence. The memories were unques
tionably those of stories he had read, or heard, and it is rather fortunate 
that they happened to be of a kind that he could act out so unobjectionably 
in aNew England home." 

The schoolmaster, standing modestly in the background, smiled but said 
nothing. 

" I quite agree with you, Dr. Butler", remarked Squire Allen," and am 
heartily glad that, instead of having to commit an unfortunate man to an 
asylum, or a rogue to jail, I enjoy the pleasure of witnessing the natural 
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restoration to himself of one who is evidently a very honest and excellent 
fellow." 

Jared C. Cheever was none the less pleased than any of the others, with 
the happy tum of events and said so frankly. Indeed he felt that he 
deserved a good deal of the credit for it, Dr. Butler having suggested that 
it was do doubt largely in consequence of the mental shock engineered by 
him that the man's senses had been restored. Deacon Perkins's hospitality 
insisted that the entire party should breakfast with him and, descending to 
the parlour floor, they broke up into groups, conversing, while the table was 
set by Mrs. Perkins and her daughter. 

Penelope Ann, standing by the oven, waiting for the biscuits to brown, 
thought dreamily: 

"Of course, the poor fellow was crazy, but he did act real natural, just 
as a man in his senses might act if he had been raised that way and it was 
the fashion of the country he lived in. And I do suppose there was a time, 
somewhere, when men did go on so to the ladies they were in love with. 
Heigh-ho! Jared C. Cheever is awful nice, and will make a real good 
husband I do allow, if he don't set up to be too masterful-but-it must 
have been pleasant to live when ladies were loved as Gonthaire loved 
Meroflede.' 

Out on the porch, the old schoolmaster drew aside with him the squire 
and the doctor an~, holding a coat lappel of each, said, in a confidential 
tone, to them: 

.. Hasn't it occurred to you as somewhat strange, that the temporary 
suspension of his reasoning faculties should have endowed the man now 
known as Darby Dixon, with knowledge of a language that has not, in its 
concrete form as spoken by him, been anywhere the common speech of 
men within a thousand years? " 

.. H'm; ah! Well; yes ", the doctor assented hesitatingly," it would be 
rather extraordinary-if true." 

"That he did speak such a tongue is true, I assure you, upon my 
honor, for knowing the basic words of several languages to some extent, I 
made out to hold considerable conversation in it with him." 

" Oh! He no doubt picked it up somewhere, while going about the 
world as a sailor ", suggested the Squire, indifferently. 

" Let me remind you that it is not now a common speech anywhere. I 
doubt if there is one living, even among all the most learned men in the 
world, who can to-day speak it so fluently as this rude sailor did yesterday. 
Hence, I fail to surmise where he might have picked it up." 

.. Well, I don't see that it is a matter of any consequence, anyhow." 
" No? Perhaps not. Are you aware, Squire, that hundreds of millions 

of men believe in the re-incarnation of human souls, at intervals of from 
twelve to fifteen hundred years, and that the experiences of such corporeal 
personalities-successively suffered in all races and conditions of existence 
-are necessary steps for the elevation and perfection of the true indivi~ 
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duality, the immortal Ego? If that should be true, it might fetch it round 
just about right now, in point of time, for the soul that thirteen hundred 
years ago inhabited the body of the Gallic lord Gonthaire, to turn up again 
as the English sailor Darby Dixon." 

"In which latter personality, if I understand you rightly", said the 
doctor, " it is possible-under such extraordinary conditions as may, for the 
time being, suppress the distinctively personal consciousness-for the Ego's 
memories of its existence in the former personality to be temporarily 
awakened and vivified to seeming present reality. That is your idea, isn't 
it ? " 

"I have not said that it is my idea, exactly; but it seems to me a 
working hypothesis, worthy of serious consideration." 

"A preposterous and outrageous notion, Mr. Stockwell", exclaimed the 
Squire indignantly; "preposterous and outrageous! Utterly at variance 
with what we have heen taught to believe of the future state and, 
consequently, must be wrong." 

J. H. CONNELLY, FT.S. 

I~HEN we come to analyse and define the meaning of the word ONE 
~ we are confronted with apparently contradictory attributes of the 

term, for while ONE has a signification of separate individuality it 
means also the aggregation of quantity. ONE means sole, only, and yet 
unity implies harmonious plurality. Swedenborg says there is no such 
thing as ONE merely; the idea only arising from the unity of many things 
which form or seem to form a ONE. Absolutely, ONE is not a real quality 
of finite things, and is not imaginable. Indivisibility is applied by 
chemistry to the elements, but obviously in a merely theoretical manner, 
for not even an atom of an element is so minute as to have no parts. To 
have no parts would involve having no magnitude, like a mathematical 
point, which is also hypothetical, and can have no corporeal existence. 
The symbol I is used in mathematics, but it is a symbol of the super
natural, as surely as the symbol of the fourth or the nth power. ONE is 
not, strictly speaking, a number at all, but applies in its true sense to the 
Infinite, and therefore the unknowable on the natural plane. This truth 
receives embodiment or recognition, consciously or unconsciously agreed 
upon, in games of cards, in most of which the ace is not the lowest, but the 
highest in value, actually transcending not only all the num bers, but the 
very Kings and Queens. ONE transcends number as spirit transcends 
matter-or further it transcends number as the Divine transcends spirit. 
There can be only one ONE. That is, the Divine is not only ONE but the 
only ONE. Swedenborg puts it that" in Him in finites are distinctly one ". 
And because oneness implies this sort of plurality, the idea of a trinity, and 
even of many divinities, has found a place in men's minds. The conception 
starts from a truth though it wanders into error. Almost every heresy will 
lead us to the common soil of truth, if we track out its roots. If there had 
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not been some stratum of verity for it to start from, it could not have 
flourished. So, paradoxical as it seems, the roots of the U pas tree of 
" Gods many" are sustained by the immutable underlying truth that God is 
the only ONE. All phenomenals are items of a series, while the Divine is 
the unique. In man there is, apparently derived from a remote past, a 
widespread, a universal tendency, almost an instinct, to worship the unique 
in some form. It is just as conspicuous in the selfish man as in the unselfish, 
in the religious man as in the atheist, in the nomad as in the civilized 
modem. The essentials of this devotion to the unique glimmer through 
aU the ruling passions and guiding principles of human life, however 
protean the outward aspects. Those who in early time, or now in 
uncivilized countries, thought or still think that but one sun or one moon 
exists, have adored and still adore the sun and moon. On the other hand 
those who know that there are many suns and moons, those who worship 
themselves and are civilized, try to think, and not without success, that 
there is a uniqueness about that Self-God. They strive to be cleverer than 
others, to be sharper in business, to accumulate more money, to cultivate a 
more handsome exterior skin, and so on, Self is their God and so must be 
unique. In this case, of course, the heresy is not in the worship of 
uniqueness but in its appropriation. It is not wrong to excel, unless the 
motive of excellence is to exalt Self with the adorable quality of uniqueness. 
It would be easy to trace out the divers distortions of the worship of the 
unique in a thousand other forms, even down to the curious passion for 
collecting rarities and curiosities. And here again all the evil is in motives. 
There is no harm in being the possessor of a Mulready envelope, an orange 
cowrie, or a bath-white butterfly, unless the acquisition of these rarities is 
allowed to imbue the Self with the essential attributes of Divinity. The 
very same act may be evil to one, good to another, according to the motive. 
But even as we use the word "God", while the Divine is incapable of 
bein~ expressed in natural terms, so too while, strictly, ONE applies only to 
the lDfinite, it has a general though somewhat loose meaning on the 
phenomenal plane. It has in fact a sort of appearance of existence, just as 
a wave has an appearance of onward motion, though really there is none 
but only a series of successive upheavals and depressions. Further, while 
it is necessary, owing to the exigencies of the human mental organization, 
to assume that undulations are actually onward movement, so it is equally 
necessary, while we are on this plane, to hypothesize the existence of ONE 
in finites. But if, instead of recognizing the hypothetical character of 
this conception of unity, we come to look upon it as really and strictly 
applicable to finites, then arise such heresies as those alluded to above. 

ONE has its poetry, derived doubtless from its ultra-naturalness. How 
many a poem has been prompted by the idea of the "first" or the " last" 
of a series of events or things. And all the beauty and sentiment is surely 
derived from the symbolism of the Divine suggested by the bare idea of 
uniqueness. The" first night" has been woven into the very grandest of 
English sonnets by Blanco White. The" last man" has been immor
talized by Montgomery. Such topics owe their charm to their really sacred 
associations, their symbolism of the only ONE-the Alpha and Omega, the 
First and the Last. In one of our grandest blank verse poems the author, 
perhaps unconscious of the inspired significance of his thoughts, imagines 
at the commencement of his meditations that "the bell strikes one". 
Greatness, sentiment, solemnity, and every attribute of the Divine are 
suggested in the comprehensive idea of unity, which reaches downward 
to the unimaginable limits of indivisibility, and upward to the all· 
embracing inclusion of absolute infinity. 

CHARLES E. BENHAM. 
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~D1ttt of tbt 1nUus anb 1aUarus romudtb 
1nitb II ~piritnalism" . 

TT1HE movement known as Modern Spiritualism, and which during the 
eJl{g last forty years has made such a revolution in the world of thought, 

has given our sceptical age the kind of proof needed to reanimate the 
fast dying beliefs of humanity in an after life. In the first years of its 
advent, the powerful physical phenomena shattered the scientific belief in 
there being nothing in the universe but Matter and Force, and introduced a 
new factor, namely-Spirit. So far, Spiritualism has done immense good. 
Whether it be a movement caused by high and lofty Spirits, or owe its 
origin to the efforts of the Adept Guardians of humanity, its results so far 
have, in my opinion, been beneficial. 

But as a second phase of the Movement, developed later from the utter
ances of the Communicating Intelligences, and from inferences deduced 
from the phenomena taken as a whole, a philosophy has been built, and it is 
here that its weakness lies, here that many follies and fallacies have crept 
in, which, I think, are mainly the cause of its not obtaining wider 
acceptance amongst the educated classes. Not on the other hand that its 
philosophy is not immensely in advance of the religious teachings of the 
day; with all its illogical sequences Spiritualism may be credited with 
chasing into the limbo of obscurity some of the most repugnant doctrines of 
orthodoxy, such as eternal punishment, literal hell fire, universal depravity, 
and the installation of the tribal Jewish God as the Creator of the universe. 
So far it has done great good to humanity. But when it endeavors to 
reconstruct and build up a consistent spiritual philosophy worthy of our 
enlightened age, and of what we know of the glorious and stupendous 
universe of which our earth is but as an atom-then we see its weakness. 
Now, I have investigated Spiritualism for seventeen years. I am a fervent 
believer in its Higher Phenomena, and I wish for no better name than that 
of Spiritualist; nor will I ever leave the ranks of those whom I love and 
respect, though deeper Occult studies have made me also an Occul
tist. But, seeing the follies and fallacies daily growing up and 
obscuring this glorious Truth; knowing as I do how they stand in 
the way of its acceptance by the educated classes, I feel that in 
the interests of the cause itself they should be exposed; and, if so, the 
task had better be done by one who loves the cause and who has 
worked so long in the ranks, than by an outsider. The wick of Truth burns 
brighter when trimmed by honest criticism, and I consider that the one 
great duty of all spiritual students in this age, is to keep the Truth pure, 
and not to allow a Movement commencing as a revelation from a higher 
plane to dwindle down into a methodistical sect. There have been so many 
revelations. Often those who guard this Planet sought to lift man a step 
higher, and ever the forgers, the politicians and the ignorant have come in, 
polluted the pure stream, thus turning Spiritual Truth into its opposite. 
We must strive not to let this again occur. For these reasons I have taken 
upon myself the present unthankful task. In our Society. we have always 
hoped and encouraged the idea, that sooner or later all earnest students, 
whether Occultists, Spiritualists, or Theosophists, would unite in one grand 

• "The London Occult Society," 
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brotherhood, for teaching our race. Before this dream can be realized, 
however, the follies and fallacies of the Movement must be cleared away; 
then all will recognize Truth as one indivisible unity, and may unite 
in the maxim; "In essential things unity; in non-essential, liberty; in 
all, charity". 

With these preliminary remarks, let us to our task. In the present 
series of articles I will confine myself to the Movement in the United 
Kingdom, and after showing the follies and fallacies under consideration 
which are growing around it here, trust to conclude my series with an 
article on the Higher Phenomena and truer phases of the subject. 

I will briefly pass over the first few years of Spiritualism in England. 
It was a time of powerful physical phenomena, intense earnestness and of 
great and unjust persecution. The Davenports, Mrs. Marshall, and Mr. 
Home were the great mediums of those days. The reality of the physital 
phenomena is so generally accepted now that they need no description. 
There were no varied schools of philosophy in those days, no two interpre
tations. People, whether materialists or orthodox Christians, when they 
became convinced that the phenomena occurred, at once accepted the 
received theory and the explanations given by the Intelligences themselves, 
viz., that the phenomena were entirely produced by departed human spirits. 
The battle in those times was over the reality of the phenomena, not over 
their Causes; the world generally denying their existence and dividing 
Spiritualists into but two classes, dupes and knaves. This was a time when 
intense conviction on the one side, and bitter scepticism on the other 
obtained. This was before it paid to simulate phenomena; therefore the 
tricksters had not appeared, neither had rival editors commenced to carve 
out the movement into sects, nor so-called trance speakers, with one-sixth 
foreign influence and five-sixths of their own brains, commenced to form 
their utterances into creeds. 

We pass on then from this period to the next when such evidences of 
the seeds of corruption began to appear. To detail these at length and to 
give a correct account of them, I propose to glance through the literature 
and journals of the time, for in them may be found a fair sample and 
reflection of the movement in its various phases. To do this the most 
convenient way is to take them seriatim. The oldest and the widest cir
culated paper is the Medium and Daybreak. It was the first weekly paper of 
the Cause in England and dates from 1870, therefore we will give it 
precedence. 

The weekly issue of the Medium atlli Daybreak commenced on April 8th, 
1870, and the following lines occurred in its leader;-

" I make my debut entirely uninfluenced by preconceived notions on any 
point. . .. I can thus be the faithful servant of truth and humanity 
without bias in regard to isms and persons." 

\Vould that this glorious programme had been carried out! Very 
peculiar are the headings of some of the earlier articles in the paper. 
I will quote a few ;-

" Herne carried two miles", and" \Villiams carried through ceiling". 
In the issue for June 23rd, 1871, we are told that" Mr. Williams was 

levitated, a heavy fall was heard in the room above, and in less than two 
minutes Mr. \Villiams was outside the doors." 

On December 5th, 1873, we read that" Mr. Blank was carried from Mr. 
Guppy's house, 1, Morland Villas, Highbury, to 29, Kingsdown Road, 
Holloway-one mile and a half." 

In the issue for Nov. 23rd, 1873, we read in large type; "Remarkable 
and Instantaneous Transference of a sceptical gentleman from within a 
locked room to a distance of a mile and a half." 

On Feb. 6th, 1874 we are informed that" Mrs. Hollis and her spirit 
guide' Ski' were photographed by Mr. Hudson, the proof being sent home, 
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and being looked for it was found to have disappeared. 'Ski' stated that 
he had sent it to Mr. Plimpton of Ohio, U.S.A. He afterwards returned 
the envelope which was written in a crabbed hand, such as 'Ski' usually 
wrote on a slate ". "A baby carried by spirits" (March 13). 

We do not live in such startling times as these, the paper for the last 
few years being more devoted to vegetarianism, fruit growing, phrenology, 
and inspirational lectures. How are the mighty fallen! 

We also come upon such headings as the following:-
"How to push the Medium" (Jan. 30th, 1874). "Spiritualism in the 

Money Market" (Feb. 20th, 1874). "Shall Spirits become our Bankers? " 
"The System of Deposit Account" (May 14th, 1875). "The Physical 
Requirements of the Movement"; "Why the Spiritual Institution needs 
Money" (July 2nd, 1875). "The Appeal for Physical Requirements" 
(July 16th). "Mediumship and Money". 

Very early articles had appeared on organization, the first on Oct. 7th, 
1870, but in 1874 a movement began to unite Spiritualists in one big 
association to be called the British National Association. From the first 
the editor of the Medium was bitterly opposed to this effort, and many 
articles were written on the matter, such as: "vVhere the carcase is there 
will the eagles be gathered together"; "Letter to the Council from the 
Editor" (April 9th, 1875). These dissensions were much to be deplored, 
and from them many of the troubles of later times have arisen. The 
RoN.A.S. and its successor, the Spiritualist Alliance, may be credited with 
rescuing Spiritualism out of its illogical and chaotic condition and putting 
it before the world in a sensible and reasonable light. 

In consequence of the attacks of the Medium, the B.N .A.S. started 
another paper called the Spiritualist, as their organ. But dissensions again 
arose between the Society and the Editor, so that the Association had to 
issue a paper of its own, Light, an admirably conducted journal, to which 
every true Spiritualist will wish success. 

It has been said that professional Mediumship has degraded the Cause, 
but the squabbles of rival editors and journals have done far more to 
weaken it than any vagaries of professional Mediums, who with all their 
faults have succeeded in convincing the public of the reality of the 
phenomena, and who have been more often sinned against than sinning. 

The following lectures contain the most illogical statements:-
" The Forms of Spirits" (March 13th) ; "Concerning the Spirit World 

and what Men know thereof"; "The Location of the Spirit Spheres" 
(Tuly 24th, 1874); "Social States in Spiritual Life" (Tappan); "The 
Social and Political Government of Spiritual Life" (Aug. 13th, 1875); 
and especially Mrs. Tappan on " Marriage in Spiritual Life", in which she 
states that there is one eternal marriage, consisting of the two Souls in 
affinity, whether they have come together on earth or not, and that 
Spiritual love knows no change or end. 

The whole of the teaching in these trance discourses and also in the 
books of the time, viz., "The Arcana of Spiritualism ", and Hudson Tuttle's 
and Andrew J. Davis' works, all broadly teach that the Spirit Spheres are 
formed by Spiritual emanations from the Mundane Spheres, that these 
spheres circle the earth something in the shape of Saturn's rings, that the 
Spirit of man grows with his body and rises from it at death as an Essence 
from the grosser matter left behind; though how this is to be harmonized 
with the teaching found in the TU10 Worlds that life is immortal from the 
moment of conception, passes understanding; as surely little or any Spiritual 
part has then been built up to go alone. 

However, our simple Spiritualists often despise logic and leap over 
difficulties, which to minds formed of baser clay, seem insuperable. The 
Spirit, from the moment of conception, was immortal, no change, no 
reincarnation, either on this earth or on another. Wonderfull The chanCE 
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meeting of two persons of opposite sexes, the passing infatuation of a 
mom.ent, creates an immortal Angel out of matter. Theologians! close 
your Bibles, and let the Jewish God confess himself outdone. Here is a 
miracle of miracles. Let us reverently bow our heads before the 
Omnipotence of Man, be mute and pass on. 

A. T. TINDALL, A.Mus., T.C.L. 

(To be &o1ItitUlMl.) 

ftbt 1rthantir Ilbilosopbll. 
(Concluded f'om p. 125.) 

Gl IR M. M. WILLIAMS translates Ekam evaadvityam, as "there is only one 
J!iJ Being no Second". I would translate it " there is only one in-separable 

being". The Vedantic Theory having propounded that other exis
tences, if there are anf at all, are illusory, and not having taken upon itself the 
responsibility of provlDg or disproving either the existence or non-existence 
of other existences, but that of the Eternal, has most judiciously avoided 
every error of a dualistic theory, which seems to me as existing typically in 
Christianity, where the existence of Satan is admitted, and its Creation 
not explained. If Christianity admits, that Satan-evil-something con
tradictory to the essence of God exists, Christianity has to admit that the 
origin of evil, being not in the eternal purity, must have a separate existence 
of its own. It is either co-existent with Eternal purity, or evolved from it 
at a certain stage. Christianity also, as it looks upon the Eternal Principle 
as something creating with a desire and design, involves upon the Eternal 
Being and His theory, the explanation of all evil; and while attempting to 
explain it, must take recourse to that given by Zoraster and no other. Here 
it is clear, that in developing the Conception of Good and Evil, it has fallen 
short even of the theory, so intelligently propounded by Zoraster, a theory 
which is the nearest approach to clearness and truth, and only explained 
in all its completeness, by its sister Philosophy Vedantism. 

Sir M. M. Williams on the same page says something about modern 
Vedantism. Really speaking there is nothing like old and new Vedantism, 
as Christians have old and new Testaments. As I have so often attempted 
to explain above that Vedantism totally ignores the Association of the 
Conception of Brahma with the Illusory, I need not write anything more 
about this misunderstanding; and as I have also mentioned before the 
doctrine of Madhava, I need not speak again about that misunderstanding 
which also occurs. 

Page 7. In this page I find several hymns from Rig-Veda are mentioned 
as "thus translatable'. Putting aside the question of "how ~hey are 
translatable", I would think it most desirable to find out how theIr trans
lations must run, in accordance with my suggestions, and the Conception 
developed in Vedant Philosophy. 

Judging from Sir M. M. \VilIiam's point of view, and as to.how they are 
translatable, I may say, that Rig Veda, being so compe~dlous, any o~e 
hymn from it, cannot develop the whole and entire conceptIon of Vedanh~ 
Philosophy which is but the essence of Rig-Veda. I t~erefore deem It 
quite unnecessary to request Sir M. M. Williams to investIgate more, about 
the meaning of words. I would only request him to seek the line of 
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thoughts, because it is thoughts that the European nations want, and not 
the words conveying them. 

P,amti is not mentioned in Vedantism as a producer, in the sense Sir 
M. M. Williams mentions, but as the form of existence; and may therefore be 
attached as a belonging of Purusha, even though Vedantism does not asserl 
so in any distinct terms, nor does it similarly asse,t that the material world 
has an eternal existence. 

Linga and Yoni have not the gross physical meaning which Sir M. M. 
Williams is given to think. This is an idea bred in the imagination of 
certain Western Orientalists, and is perfectly foreign to the mind of the 
Vedantist. I t is as absurd as for a Vedantist to argue that the Cross in 
the minds of Christians falls under the same unspiritual explanation. 

Page 9. Just as the metal gold assumes the name of bangle, spoon, or 
ring with a dlstinct assumed form, but becomes nothing else but gold when 
melted, so Eternal Spirit as Christ or as Chrishna, is nothing else but 
Eternal Spirit. I do not expect a Brahmin to conceive anything more than 
this, and I wish a Christian could conceive as much, to understand the real 
doctrine of Christ, the Eternal Spirit. It was this clearness of head that 
enabled my Brahmins at Benares to join me in my prayers, when I 
explained to them that while praying to Christ they were invoking upon 
themselves the Consciousness of the Eternal and not the supposed deliver· 
ance from all sins as Christianity, as it now stands, misunderstood and 
misconstructed by the missionaries, preaches. They were surprised to learn 
that the Mahatma Christ was such a great Vedantist to the extent that he 
offered himself on the Cross, as Purusha Yaga, and were still more surprised 
to learn that the supposed followers of Christ, the so-called Christians, were 
the followers of his name and not his doctrine, because they believe that 
Vedantism is something alien to what Christ taught, and what he suffered 
for. Christ the Eternal Brahma felt no birth-no death. He felt in 
Him His Eternity only. Let missionaries teach what they may, a 
Brahmin know, what Christ the Vedantist, the Mahatma, the Jivanmukta, 
meant to teach. A Brahmin without the least hesitation or shame, pro
claims he is the follower of Christ, the Mahatma-Vedantist-Jivanmukta, 
and how ridiculous is it that Christians are ashamed to proclaim themselves 
Vedantists. May true Christianity warmly grasp the hand which Vedan
tism extends in friendship, and let both know that they are the Same. 
Vedantism longs to embrace her only offspring Christianity, so much dis· 
figured in Europe. The mother wants her offspring to be as beautiful as 
she is, and remove the scars, which misconception has inflicted upon her 
superb beauty. Let the daughter know her mother, and not forget her. 
Let there be no enmity between the parent and her offspring. Let illusion 
vanish. Let Christianity be as Christ preached it. 

Sir M. M. Williams mentions in the last paragraph, while referring to the 
Bible that" we are nowhere told, either in the Bible or Prayer Book, that 
having created material germs on the one hand, and the spirits of men on 
the other, He willed to endow these two distinct creations with an eternal, 
independent, separate existence, and an independent capacity for self
evolution". I believe it is said so in more than one place. The theory of 
creation that is mentioned to start with in the Bible, distinctly asserts that 
God willed the Creation desired in the words, let there be such or 
such a creation and it was created, man is created; and it also tells us the 
curious story of Adam, Eve, and Satan, and the forbidden tree, and God 
forbidding Adam to eat the fruit of the tree of knowledge, and Adam by 
the will with which God endowed him, or created him with, eats the fruit 
against the will of God. 

While closing my remarks upon the paper by Sir M. M. Williams, I 
need refer but to one paragraph. 

Page I I. Sir M. M. Williams says, "nor need I add that the varioua 
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Monistic, Pantheistic, and Dualistic theories, briefly indicated by me in this 
paper, are utterly at variance with the Christian Doctrine of a Personal, 
Eternal, and Infinite being, existing and working outside man, and outside 
the material universe, which He Himself has created, and controlling both, 
and in the case of human beings, working not only outside man, but in and 
through him." 

I can say with every degree of certainty that in my opinion from the 
Vedantic standpoint in view, Sir M. M. Williams has completely failed in 
carrying out his object of demonstrating (if it be his object) that the various 
Monistic, Pantheistic, and Dualistic theories, are utterly at variance with 
the Christian Doctrine. The doctrine preached by Christ and rudely 
outlined here and there in the Bible, was that doctrine of Monism, which 
existed thousands of years before Christ, in the far East-in India, and 
which is demonstrated clearly in the Vedantic Philosophy, and that the 
preaching of Christianity as it now stands, misunderstood and miscon
structed by the missionaries" embodies not only the germs, but the grown
up plants of Dualism and Pantheism, so much so, that a God who does 
not desire (because desire is a craving according to Vedantism), is spoken 
of as one who has a desire, and who designs, and who creates-quite apart 
from the Vedantic conception of a Ni'-guna-B,ahma, God above all desires 
-Self-conscious Eternal Spirit. If Christianity admits that God creates, I 
say he is a Creator of all the evils or else whence Satan and all his hosts. 
And if Satan is removed from the so-called Christian scheme, Jesus the 
Saviour must also disappear, for there would then be no Devil from which to 
save men. 

Vedantism says that it is blasphemy to say, that God creates with a 
desire. It says the Creation is in It. Any man with clear mental 
faculty would see the difference between the two conceptions, given by the 
phrases "God creates" and " Creation is in God ". 

In the end, I beg to convey to Sir Monier Monier Williams my thanks for the 
immense trouble which he has taken in attempting to develop the conception 
of Vedantism, in this European world, and I am quite certain if he persists 
in his attempts, he is fully qualified, not only to conceive the conception, but 
to propagate it, and thus render a very great service to the mental, moral, 
and religious philosophy of the European· world, which indeed is a world 
full of earnestness, and stands very greatly in need of the Vedantic 
conception of Eternal Brahma, which would open a new line of thought in 
this 19th Century, and in this country. 

U. L. DESAI, F.T.S., F.L.M. 

SET not thy affections on foe or friend j on a son, or a relation j on war or on 
peace j bear an equal mind towards all: if thou desirest it, thou wilt soon be like 
Vishnu. 

Day and night, evening and mom, winter and spring, depart and return I Time 
sports, age passes on, desire and the wind continue unrestrained. 

When the body is tottering, the head grey, and the mouth toothless j when the 
smooth stick trembles in the hand which it supports, yet the vessel of covetousness 
remains unemptied. 

So soon born, so soon dead I so long lying in thy mother'S womb! so great 
crimes are committed in the world! How then, 0 man, canst thou live IIf're helow 
with complacency ? 
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IT'1HROUGHOUT the world, numbers of honest intelligent men, 
~1(g reasoning logically from their premises, have been stranded on 

Materialism. 
True they stand upon a rock, in proud isolation, and, if their position 

were eternally tenable, they would have a right to refuse our pity and 
to demand our admiration. 

But, according to the order of nature" Man cannot live by bread alone," 
and, spiritually, their rock is utterly unproductive; consequently, however 
perfectly the human animal may be evolved, the sympathies, subjectivity, 
and ideation, which constitute a real manhood must, under such conditions, 
perish 6f sheer starvation. It is the truth-the whole truth and nothing 
but the truth-which can suffice for us, and it is because Theosophists 
think the premises of Materialism are only a part of the truth that 
they venture to question the conclusions of Materialists. 

The crucial problem is this. Is man, essentially, an Intelligence 
evolved by physical forces? or is he an Individuality, which assumes the 
human form, and which will survive when that personality is resolved into 
its physical elements? 

But first: \Vhat is a personality? Surely not the mere animal, but, 
rather, the synthesis of physical consciousness. 

Everyone feels that he is a Controller of forces which, within certain 
limits, are made to express his \Vill. Now where a limit exists, there must 
be a distinction. That which is within the bounds cannot be without them, 
and though our senses may be too obtuse to recognise the actual line of 
demarcation, the" I " can perceive the resistance of the" Not I ", so soon 
as the point is reached where it becomes effective. This experience being 
corroborated by that of others is something that we may well take 
cognisance of, and no fear of being thought "too superstitious" should 
deter us from the admission of a truth, however destructive it may be of 
our most cherished theories. 

\Ve have, then, a reasonably clear demonstration that there is a 
distinction of Persons, over and above our material organisms, and may 
proceed to inquire if such Persons are single or dual existences. If there 
is, as most people believe, a quality in man, our denial of it will not alter 
the fact, and there is no merit in, merely, differing from our neighbors. 
Our business is to observe facts, to apply such tests as are available, and to 
consider the evidence we can obtain in a candid and rational manner. 

The study, however, is beset with difficulties. Physical faculties can 
experimentalise only on material forms; consequently an essential Being 
must always elude their observation. So, for anyone to insist on having 
tangible evidence of intangible Existence, is as wise as saying he will not 
believe that a thing is black until he has seen that it is white. It is, in 
fact, demanding evidence which, if producible, would be utterly destructive 
of the possibility contended for; and this can be neither fair por 
reasonable. 

If essential Being does exist, it is only by pure deduction that we can 
obtain more than an intuition of it. Anyone therefore who will not 
cultivate his deductive faculty cannot possibly obtain a perception of what 
Theosophists maintain to be his Higher Self. He wilfully blinds the eye 
which Nature has provided for him, and must not complain if he cannot 
see things which are evident to others. 
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So far as Science can trace it, what we call life begins by the blending 
of two forces in a cell. The female absorbs the male, and thereby attains 
the power of vital evolution. 

It is a long time before our senses can determine the nature of the new 
Incarnation, but, from the first; its form has been determined, and it can 
be nothing but that. This predestination is not inherent in matter. The 
protoplasm which is absorbed would enter, indifferently, into any form. 
It has no care whether it develops a man or a mouse. It is restricted to 
the plane of animal life, but on that it has conditional freedom. Here, 
therefore, we see the manifestation of a force which no inherent property of 
matter will account for. -

Heredity can impart racial and parental characteristics, but, within 
them, there is a Being which never was and never can be anything but 
itself. At our earli~st possibility of observation this force always appears. 
It controls matter, and, therefore, cannot be derived from it. Though 
correlated to other forces it is not identical with them. It is positive within 
its own limits but only relative beyond them. It dominates all the forces 
which exhibit vital phenomena, and imparts to the matter it has appropri
ated a quality which distinguishes it from all other matter. If then we 
term this force "Egoity" we have a better warrant for our classification 
than scientists have for most of those which they have adopted. 

When Egoity has organised its habitation and matured its faculties we 
find it capable of observation and volition. By means of muscular con
tractility, sensations are transmitted through the delicate machinery which 
has been created, and end in molecular changes in the cerebrum. So far 
Physicists can trace the operation; but is it reasonable to assert that a mere 
change in the position of matter is Knowledge, or that muscular vibrations 
constitute Reason? Does such a theory account for what actually occurs? 
I write the word Devil, and a Gipsy, reading it, imagines a good Spirit, a 
Christian, an evil one, yet the material mutations, in both cases, were 
identical. How, then, were the ideas so different? Must not something 
have occurred beyond the range of physical observation, and are we not 
obliged to postulate a Knower, a Thinker, before we can understand the 
phenomenon? 

Again, at different times the same occurrence produces different emotions 
in the same individual. How do we account for that? 

Surely, the muscular contractions being indistinguishable, if Will were 
but the reaction of matter, there should be no difference in the result. How, 
then, are we to account for the discrepancy, if we deny the existence of a 
Willer? True, we can find no physical trace of such a Being; but because 
we have carried our observations to the utmost and have seen nothing but 
molecular mutation, are we to assume that the Finite has comprehended 
the Infinite, and that there is nothing further for it to learn; nothing that 
is learnable by it ? 

If this evidence seem inconclusive, there is still another argument which 
can be adduced; our power to commit suicide. 

There is a universal law that nothing in Nature is self-destructive. 
\Vhenever a change is effected in the form of matter, that change is due to 
the action of some Agent, inimical to the existing form or possessing a 
superior attraction for one of its constituents, and this results in the dissolu
tIOn of the Egoity, as, for instance, in the oxidation of a metal. Nothing 
therefore can ever be identical with the force which destroys it. 

Now only two sorts of life are possible; the mortal and the immortal, 
and clearly that which is the one cannot be the other. If, then, these two 
kinds of life exist, at the same time, in the same person, a dual Egoity 
must be admitted for him. 

There is not the least doubt that our physical life is mortal; nor will it 
be disputed that we can terminate it at will; or, in other words, our Egoity 
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can so use its potency as to sever its connection with matter. If, then, 
nothing is self-destructive, the true Egoity cannot be identical with that, 
the personality, which it destroys, and so our vital duality is demonstrated; 
while, if there.are but two sorts of life, the one which has power to destroy 
the other must be immortal. . 

There can be no collusion in the transaction. To the last the physical 
life endeavors to repair the injury inflicted on it, and to prolong its own 
duration j but the Egoity sternly refuses to continue the cohabitation of 
their tenement and, being the dominant force, its Will is certain to prevail. 

Consequently, if he adopted the materialistic theory, a Theosophist 
would find himself obliged to prove that his Being is anomalous, and out of 
harmony with universal law. As he is unable to do this he is quite logical 
in believing that he is, essentially, an Egoity which is distinct from and 
superior to physical life; consequently there is no reason why he should 
not survive the destruction of his carnal personality. 

This leads us to another and most important consideration. 
As we have seen, the Egoity appropriates matter and compels its 

correlated forces to express that which constitutes its true manhood. 
Now is it possible to imagine that this Egoity did not possess its special 

characteristics before it imparted them? 
If not, surely possession implies a Possessor; that is an anterior 

Individuality endowed with Will and Reason. 
Such being the case the logical inference is that this anterior Existence 

was in some form. 
That form could not be its present one, for we know, at that time, it had 

not even commenced its evolution. 
Clearly, then, the Egoity can clothe itself in different forms, at different 

times, and under different conditions. 
Now we have no conception of any form except as a limitation of space 

by matter, so, unless, our Reason is utterly at fault we are constrained to 
believe that the anterior form of the Egoity must have been a physical one, 
analogous to the present human body, but differentiated to harmonise with 
then existing conditions. 

Theosophists, therefore make a sound deduction, from well authenticated 
premises, when they conclude that a man's present Personality is only one 
of a long series of incarnations, through which his Individuality must pass 
before it can acquire the experience and purity which fit it for the higher 
sphere of spiritual life. Consequently a birth is not a debut on the physical 
stage, but a re-entry in a new character. 

The interval of negative existence which lies between two positive parts 
is an unknown quantity, but its duration is not very important. 

If any object to these conclusions, there are but two courses open to 
them. 

They may assert that each soul is a special creation by God; or they 
may assume that the same act which propagates the body procreates, 
simultaneously, the Soul. 

The first accuses the Creator of being an accessory, before the fact, in 
every fertile rape and adultery that is committed. This is so repugnant to 
our feelings of propriety and reverence that we may at once put it aside as 
untenable. 

The second conjecture is more plausible. Animal life begins by the 
interaction of two principles under determined conditions. The result is a 
reproduction of the racial form and of many of the characteristics of the 
parents. The child is long dependent on the vegetativeness of the mother; 
she being merely as a seed-bed to her offspring. Even after the fission has 
occurred, there is a close analogy between the young plant and the young 
animal; the great difference being that the plant is rooted in the earth, the 
animal in its own stomach. 
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Theosophists frankly accept this essential unity of life; nay, comparing 
animal with animal, they admit that as regards physical and mental 
endowments no radical difference is discoverable. . 

If, then, we regard only physical phenomena the position of Materialists 
is unassailable. Man is only a more intelligent animal; the perfection of 
physical faculties is his highest Being; and the dissolution of the body is 
the annihilation of the Soul. 

The weakness of this theory lies in its incompleteness. It ignores what 
most of us esteem as our higher life, and it does not account for much that 
we know does exist, though our senses are baffled in their quest of it. 

No one, for instance, has ever seen or handled an idea. Yet, before any 
physical object could appear, the idea of it must have been matured; the 
law of it must have been perfected. 

Then, who is not conscious of an Individuality absolutely his own; a 
will which can determine the period of its incarnation; and can 1:ast off the 
body as we discard unsuitable clothing when it becomes too offensive to us. 

The roots of this life are our thoughts, which ramify through Infinity, 
draw sustenance from Divine Ideation, and build up the Spiritual Man by 
assimulating the eternal substance of Truth. 

Theosophists believe that this Egoity has a choice between good and 
evil. That it elects an Ideal which it endeavors to become now, and which 
it will be, hereafter. 

If this Divinity is essential Truth, manifested by universal Love, the 
human monad may attain the divine joy of perfect harmony with All and 
cease to feel the wilfulness which creates the discord of Individuality. 

On the other hand, if the ideal is a perfected physical self, the possi. 
bilities of the Egoity are limited to physical life and must end when the 
sum of its incarnations is completed. 

It is therefore, only a potential immortality that Theosophy assures us. 
All, however, can realize it who will to work out their own salvation, by 
living for the good of others. 

Can any creed offer higher motives or demand greater purity of purpose? 

R. B. HOLT, F.T.S . 

• • I 

THE ASTRAL IN LONDON. 

Viscountess Maidstone writes to us (Pall Mall Gazette) as follows with 
regard to an occurrence which took place on the evening of the perform. 
ance last week, at Westminster Town Hall, of Sophocles' Antigone, in which 
Lady Maidstone took the title part ;-

Coming out of my dressing.room, I saw Mr. H. standing against the wall, opposite 
the door of the dressing.room. I went up, putting my hand out, and said, .. How 
do you do, Mr. H.? I am so pleased to see you here." He made DO reply, shook 
his head, and turned away. Knowing him to be a peculiar man, but never doubting 
that it was he (being a person of such strong individuality that he couldn't well be 
mistaken), I thought, " How funny!" and, hurrying on behind the scenes, I gave 
the matter no further thought. The following day a friend called, and in the 
course of conversation said, .. You will be sorry to hear poor H. is dead ". .. Im
possible", I replied; .. I saw him and spoke to him at the play last night ". "I 
can only tell you", was the answer, .. that he died on Thursday last" (the day 
before the performance) "and is to be buried to-morrow." 

.. The fact ", adds Lady Maidstone, "of the A ntigone being entirely based 
on the solemn rites of the sepulture, make the facts curiously significant. II 

16 
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an ethereal being (a lunar Dhyani as man), non.intelligent but super· 
spiritual; and correspondingly, on the law of analogy, in the First Race of 
the Fourth Round. In each of the subsequent races and sub·races. . .• 
he grows more and more into an encased or incarnate being, but still pre· 
ponderatinglyethereal. ... 

.. II Round. He (Man) is still gigantic and ethereal but growing firmer 
and more condensed in body, a more physical man. Yet still less intelligent 
than spiritual, for mind is a slower and more difficult evolution than is the 
physical frame. . . . 

.. III Round. He has now a perfectly concrete or compacted body, at 
first the form of a giant. ape, and now more intelligent, or rather cunning, 
than spiritual. For, on the downward arc, he has now reached a point 
where his primordial spirituality is eclipsed and overshadowed by nascent 
mentality. In the last half of the Third Round his gigantic stature 
decreases, and his body improves in texture, and he becomes a more 
rational being, though still more an ape than a Deva •••• (all this is 
almost exactly repeated in the third Root·Race of the Fourth Round) . 

.. IV Round. Intellect has an enormous development in this Round. 
The (hitherto) dumb races acquire our (present) human speech on this 
globe, on which from the Fourth Race, language is perfected and know· 
ledge increases. At this half.way point of the Fourth Round (as of the 
Fourth Root, or Atlantean, Race) humanity passes the axial point of the 
minor Manvantara cycle. . . • the world teeming with the results of intel· 
lectual activity and spiritual decrease" (vol. i, pp. 188, 189). 

The product of each Round, as a Round, is the perfect evolution of one 
of the principles of Septenary Man, so that when the Manvantara is over 
Septenary Man will stand perfect and complete. We are in the Fourth 
Round, the Round during which the lowest point is touched, and to which 
appropriately belongs the evolution of the Kamic principle. The next 
Round, the Fifth, will see the development of Manas, the Sixth the 
manifestation of Buddhi, the Seventh that of Atma. 

Let the student also note that as with the Rounds so with the Races on 
a single globe, each Ra.ce develops specially one principle, so that as the 
close of the smaller cycle of the globe in a single Round, the globe 
humanity shall touch its relative completion in the Seventh Race, its 
smaller cycle thus repeating the cycle of wider sweep of the Round. The 
Fourth Race, the Atlantean, developed the Kamic principle with its 
accompanying grossness of matter, the separation of the sexes having 
taken place in the Third Race; we are of the Fifth Race, and are 
developing the Manasic principle, as witness the widespread intellectuality, 
the immense strides of mentality. The Sixth Race will unveil the lamp of 
Buddhi, and from the Seventh the flameof Atmawill shine br,g \tty fort h. 

The cycle is repeated on a yet smaller scale in the individual man, the 
microcosm: his physical body is builded up, sex is perfected, his passions 
develop and hold sway, and then his intellect attains supremacy. In intra· 
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uterine life, yet once again, we trace growth along the same lines: at the 
commencement of the third month it becomes possible to distinguish sex 
(Gray); the convolutions of the brain, which are connected with intellect, 
begin to appear about the beginning of the fifth month (Longet, quoted by 
Dalton); development is sufficiently complete for independent external life 
by the seventh. And then? Well does the" Secret Doctrine" say: "On 
strict analogy, the cycle of Seven Rounds in their work of the gradual 
formation of man throughout every kingdom of nature, are repeated on 
a microscopical scale in the first seven months of gestation of a future 
human being. Let the student think over and work out this analogy. As 
the seven months old unborn baby, though quite ready, yet needs two 
months more in which to acquire strength and consolidate; so man, having 
perfected his evolution during seven Rounds, remains two periods more in 
the womb of Mother-Nature before he is born, or rather re-bom a Dhyani, 
still more perfect than he was before he launched forth as a Monad on the 
newly-built chain of worlds" (vol. ii, 257). 

We shall best progress now by concentrating our attention on one of 
the smaller cycles of evolution, that of our own earth, Globe D, during its 
period of activity in the Fourth Round. By studying the development of 
the first five of the Seven Races, light will also be thrown backward on 
the Kosmic evolution we have been considering, and we shall find the 
Macrocosm become more intelligible as we grow more familiar with the 
Microcosm. Two STUDENTS OF THE E. S. 

Note. These papers commenced in the March number. If any reader finds any 
point obscure, he or she is invited to send to the writers the question to which 
answer is desired. If such questions are sent to us, to the care of the Editor of 
Lucifer, 17 Lansdowne Road, Holland Park,. W., we will do our best to answer 
them or to obtain answers to them. -. 

BE STRONG. 

"What good our growing if we bear but leaves; 
Our hopes and longings are they all in vain; 
Will He who in the end counts in the grain 
Make aught of our unkempt and tear-stained sheaves? " 
Not this-but that the sense of duty shows 
The way of growing in the midst of pain, 
How tender shoots may yield the golden grain 
As later joys which spring from earlier woes. 
Then live and work in Hope, nor pause to sigh 
In useless longing for untimely rest; 
Make good thy day, forego the selfish quest, 
And night in peace will on thine eyelids lie. 
Life's not the slave of Time; do thou unbind 
Her flowerets sweet and strew them in the way; 
Then take thy burden in the heat of day, 
And live, while live you may, for ALL MANKIND I 

S. 
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of activity in each Round, and with each Round, the viscid becomes more 
and more solid; until, in the fourth Round, each globe touches its acme of 
solidity, and Globe D, our earth, being the midmost, reaches the densest 
solidity at the middle point of its active period in Round IV-the midway 
point of Manvantaric evolution. "Every Round (on the descending scale) 
is but a repetition in a more concrete form of the Round which preceded it, 
as every globe-down to our fourth sphere (the actual earth)-is a grosser 
and more material copy of the more shadowy sphere which precedes it in 
their successive order, on the three higher planes" (vol. i, p. 232). .. Every 
Round, as well as every subsequent globe, from A to G, having been, and 
still having to be, the arena of the same evolution, only repeated each time 
on a more solid material basis" (vol. ii, p. 256). 

Such is the general outline of the evolution: let us now return to our 
detail. 

We have seen Pralaya follow the period of manifestation on Globe A. 
When the dawn again begins to break, Globe B becomes the sphere of 
evolution, and on this globe, in regular succession, Class I to VII renew 
their pilgrimage. Class I passes swiftly through the six preliminary stages 
till it reaches the potential human, and wins in this a further step of 
progress. The other classes evolve, each more slowly than the one above 
it, in regular order. When the" life-impulse" is once more exhausted and 
the dusk of pralaya is descending on Globe B, we may describe the 
condition as:-

Class I 

" II 
" III 
" IV 

" V 
" VI 
" VII 

have reached the Potential Human, Stage 2. 

" " "Animal " 
" " "Vegetable" 
" " "Mineral " 
" " "Higher Elem., Stage 2. 

" " "Middle, Stage 2. 

" " " 
Lower 

" 
Once more after Pralaya comes Manvantaric dawn, and Globe C becomes 
the station of the Pilgrim. Here Class I passes swiftly from elemental 
up to potential human, and adds the third stage to those already acquired_ 
And so on, through Globes D, E, F, G, until when Pralaya comes to 
Globe G, Class I has reached what we may call Germ-Humanity, with a 
Rupa, however filmy and unsubstantial, the development of this First 
" Principle" or "Sheath" of Septenary man being the outcome of the 
First Round. And now, for Class I the experience of the sub-human 
groups is complete. In no subsequent Round do these Monads traverse 
the sub-human kingdoms: they have finished with the elemental, the 
mineral, the vegetable, the animal kingdoms, and henceforth their pil
grimage is only in the human. 

I t is very difficult to represent the progress made during the First 
Round, without falling into gross inacurracy, and yet one would fain convey 
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some definite idea, not too erroneous, of the evolutional stages. It is clear, 
from all we know of nature, that there are no sharp dividing classes between 
her kingdoms, and that one passes into another by insensible gradations. 
Bearing this in mind, in order to correct the sharp contrasts that seem to 
be implied in the use of numerals, if we take an evolving life as passing say 
from mineral to vegetable, we may figure it to ourselves as the increasing 
of the vegetable element and the decreasing of the mineral; and if we 
divide it into seven parts, the pure mineral would be mineral 7,and the 
pure vegetable would be vegetable 7, while transitional stages might be 

be fi d mineral 6 mineral 5 d gure as , ,an so on, the evoluting vegetable 
vegetable 1 vegetable 2 

replacing the retrograding mineral. Taking this nomenclature, clumsy as 
it is, as at least suggesting if not expressing a truth, we may then draw up 
the following table, as descriptive of the state of each globe in turn before 
Pralaya during Round I, and of the Monadic and Physical progress. The 
horizontal lines give the evolution: read vertically the condition of the 
globe is suggested. 

ROUND I. 
-- -' 
",.,; 
-c-
z'" ;,!:: GLOBE A. GLOBE B. GLOBE C. GLOBE D. GLOBE E. GLOBE F. I GLOBE G. 

..l~ 

I Man I •• man 2 man 3 man .. man 5 man 6 man 7 

2 I 
, 

Animal anima1 6 animal 5 animal 4 animal 3 animal 2 animal I 
··man I man 2 man 3 man 4 man 5 man 6 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Vegetable vegetable 6 vegetable 51vegetable 4 vegetable 3 vegetable 21Vegetable I 

"1 anima1 I animal 2\ animal 3 animal 4 animal 5 animal 6 
Mineral mineral 6 mineral 5 mineral4! mineral 3 mineral 2 I mineral I 
• •• vegetable I vegetable 21vegetable 3 vegetable 4 vegetable 51 vegetable 6 

I Higher Element:u H; E. 6 H; E. 5 ~. E. 4 I ~. E. 3 ~. E. 2 I ~. E. I 
I mineral I mineral 2 mineral 3 I mineral 4 mineral 5 I mmeral6 

IM·ddl EI tal M. E. 6 M. E. 5 M. E. 4 I M. E. 3 M. E. 2 II M. E. I 
lIe emen H. E. I H. E. 2 H. E. 3 I H. E. 4 H. E. 5 H. E. 6 

7 I Lower Elemental L. E. 6 L. E. 5 L. E. 4\ L. E. 3 L. E. 2 1 L. E. I 
M. E. I M. E. 2 I M. E. 3 M. E. 4 M. E. 5 , M. E. 6 

A similar treatment of Rounds 2 and 3 will show the position of each 
Class throughout and at the end of the sevenfold period of activity; and 
we may regard the classes at the point they have reached on Globe Gas 
the seed which is to spring up on Globe A of the succeeding Round. Thus 
Class II, commencing the Potential Human Stage at the beginning of 
Round II, completes it at the close; and so, in their relative measures, 
with each Class. If the student works out these successive stages he will 
find that on Globe D in the fourth Round, Class V is II inzoonised .. 
(animal), Class VI is II inherbised" (vegetable), Class VII is "inmetal· 
lised .. (mineral). The stages of the evolution of Man in the Rounds that 
are of the past are marked for us by a Teacher: 

" Man in the First Round and First Race on Globe D, our Earth, was 
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OR 

NOTES ON THE "SECRET DOCTRINE". 

III. 

l~E have seen the" Pilgrim" start on his long Manvantaric journey, 
~ with its forty-nine "stations", at each of which he performs 
manifold gyrations; for each stage of matter through which he has to 
pass-elemental, mineral, vegetable, animal-has its sub-stages, and 
sub-sub-stages, and so on through many sub-divisions, through each of 
which our Pilgrim must patiently work his way. At the end of the 
first Round we shall find our seven classes describable under the same 
headings as were used at the end of the first Globe in LflCif" p. 139. 
only each class will have then completed a stage, instead of a sub-stage. 
The intelligent student will have noted that this course of evolution implies 
that Class I travels with seven-fold rapidity as compared with Class VII ; 
and this is so. Class I has been through the seven stages during the 
period in which Class VII has only accomplished its passage through 
the first; Class VII taking as long to pass through a sub-stage as Class I 
takes to pass through a stage. 

When the evolution on Globe A has exhausted its first impulse, and 
the state described in Lucifer p. 139 has been reached, Globe A passes into 
Pralaya, and all life-manifestation sleeps. 

Pausing here for a moment, let us take a bird's-eye view of the country 
over which our Pilgrim has to pass, for an occasional glimpse of the whole 
makes more intelligible the details of the part. The Monad "shot down 
by the law of Evolution into the lowest form of matter" (vol. i, p. 246), 
climbs upward during three-and-a-half Rounds, •. e., till it reaches the 
midway Globe, Globe 0, for the fourth time. During all this time 
" matter" is solidifying into what we know as matter, but" all this, up 
to the Third Round, is formless, as matter, and senseless, as conscious
ness" (vol. i, p. 247). Not till the midway point is touched has matter 
reached material perfection, and physical man reached completion. Mean
while, on higher planes, a correlative evolution is proceeding, preparing the 
Inner Self as this the Outer. The" conscious, rational, individual soul 
(Manas) , the principle or the intelligence of the Elohim'" (vol. i, p. 247) 
must become fitted for the dwelling a-preparing for it. And so cc the Occult 
Doctrine teaches that while the Monad is cycling on downward into 
matter, these very Elohim-or Pitris, the lower Dhyan-Chohans--are 
evolving pari passu with it on a higher and more spiritual plane, descending 
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also relatively into matter on their own plane of consciousness, when, after 
having reached a certain point [that is, the midway point, on Globe D, 
in the fourth Round], they will meet the incarnating senseless Monad, 
encased in the lowest matter, and blending the two potencies, Spirit and 
Matter, the union will produce that terrestrial symbol of the' Heavenly 
Man' in space-PERPECT MAN" (vol. i, p. 247). These" lower Dhyan. 
Chohans ", who are the future intellectual principle in man, are variously 
spoken of as Manasa-Dhyanis, Solar Devas, Agnishwatta Pitris (vol. i, 
p. 181), the Hierarchy of Flames, the Sons of the Fire, the Kumaras, the 
"fashioners of the Inner l\lan" (vol. i, 86, 87). It is some of these who are 
"destined to incarnate as the Egos of the forthcoming crop of mankind. 
The human Ego is neither Atman nor Buddhi, but the higher Manas: the 
inteltectual fruition and the efflorescence of the intellectual self-conscious 
Egotism-in the higher spiritual sense. The ancient works refer to it as 
KaTaM SariTa on the plane of SutTatma, which is the golden thread on 
which, like beads, the various personalities of this higher Ego are strung" 
(vol. ii, p. 79). Thus in Perfect Man we have a "union" of "three 
streams" (vol. i, p. 181), the Monadic, the Intellectual, the Physical: it is 
the evolution of the Physical, brooded over by the Monadic, that we study 
in the first three and a-half Rounds; the Physical, building up by the 
Nature forces (see LucifeT, p. 140), the Monadic, the Lunar Monads or 
Pitris. 

The most developed of these Monads, our Class I, are they "whose 
function it is to pass in the First Round through the whole triple cycle of 
the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms in their most ethereal, filmy, 
and rudimentary forms, in order to clothe themselves in, and assimilate, the 
nature of the newly-formed chain. They are those who first reach the 
human form (if there can be any form in the realm of the almost subjective) 
on globe A in the First Round. It is they, therefore, who lead and 
represent the human element during the Second and Third Rounds, and 
finally evolve their shadows at the beginning of the Fourth Round for the 
second class, or those who come behind them" (vol. i, p. 174). "The 
Monads of Class II reach the incipient human stage only in the Second 
Round" (vol. i, p. 173), and th~ Monads of Class III only in the Third 
Round. In the middle of the Fourth Round" the' door' into the human 
kingdom closes" (vol. i, p. I73). and those Monads which, at this point, are 
"still occupying animal forms" "will not become men at all during this 
Manvantara" (vol. i, p. 182)-with an exception for which we need not 
here pause. There remains only to note in this general survey of the 
Pilgrim's Path, that the matter of which the globes and their inhabitants 
were composed during the first Three Rounds may fitly be termed" astral", 
the word astral implying "starry, shining, or pellucid, in various and 
numerous degrees, from a quite filmy to a viscid state" (vol. ii, p. 251). In 
each Round matter becomes more substantial than it was in the preceding 
Round. _ So also does each globe pass from filmy to viscid during its period 

16 ... 
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~bt ~ttttrs of Jobann ctsspar ~sbsttr. 
To THE EMPRESS MARIA FEODOROVNA THE WIFE OF THE 

EMPEROR PAUL I., OF RUSSIA. 

(Written in the yea, 1798, and translated from the origiltal autographs.) 

JOHANN CASPAR LAVATER, the famous Physiognomist, was the son of a skilful 
physician at Zurich and was born November 15th, 1741. As a child he was of a 
very lively imagination and gave himself up to silent reveries; while yet at school 
he believed that he had received direct answer to his prayers. Later on at Leipzig 
and Berlin he made the acquaintance of the scholars and theologians of Northern 
Germany, and on his return to Zurich was made deacon and subsequently first 
pastor of the orphan church there. Until he entered on his great physiognomical 
work, all his energy was devoted to the service of religion, although he also gained 
a sufficient reputation as a poet. His sermons were marked by such fine style, 
lively enthusiasm, and also by a certain mysticism which always characterized him. 
that they won large admiration even in foreign countries. His great work, entitled 
.. Physiognomical Fragments", was based on the theory that there was a close 
connexion between the internal man and the outward expression of the face. This 
won him such fame that his name was speedily known all_ over Europe. During 
the Swiss Revolution, he boldly opposed the new views and the Directory, being 
decided in this by the spectacle of the French Revolution which had thoroughly 
disgusted him. For this he was imprisoned in 1799, but was soon set at liberty and 
died in 1801 of a wound received while assisting the distressed at the capture of 
Zurich by Massena. In private life Lavater is said to have been one of the most 
virtuous and even saintly of men. 

In presenting a translation of these letters, of which onl, a few have previously 
seen the light, we are guided by a desire to interest those 0 our readers who may 
be orthodox Christians or Spiritualists. For although the opinions of Lavater are 
greatly in advance of the narrow theology of his times, and in many places he gives 
utterance to ideas of great sublimity, still no Theosophist or Occultist can agree 
with his theology, psychology, or spiritualism, which are throughout characterised 
by very material conceptions, and remiild us strongly of the .. Summer Land ", 
and the literal interpretation of St. John's Revelation. And now with regard 
to the letters themselves. 

In 1881, in Nos. 3 and 4 of the German journal, the Christian Reading, appeared 
a letter from the Director of the St. Petersburg Imperial Public Library to the 
authorities of the University of Jena, congratulating them on the occasion of the 
completion of the 300th year of the existence of its foundation, and concluding 
with the following words :-

" •••. We have collected some accidentally preserved pages belonging 
to the rich treasury of German literature, and have the honor to present 
them, as a jubilee offering, to one of the most active centres of German 
culture, traces of which are perceived in every place where science and 
learning are a care, and the remarkable monuments of which occupy the 
most prominent place in our Library, in whose name I now present the 
enclosed copies. 

"The St. Petersburg Imperial Public Library wishes the University of 
Jena success in its future undertakings, which have hitherto been so beneficial 
to science during the 300 years of its existence. 

"The Director of the St. Petersburg Imperial Public Library. 
(Signed) "BARON KORP. 

" Member of the State Council of the Secretariat. 
"P.S.-The copy of the enclosed was entrusted by the Council of the 
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Library to its chief Librarian, R. Meenoulof, who deems himself very happy 
to have had the good fortune of discovering, during the re-cataloguing of 
the private library of the Grand Duke Constantine Nicolaevitch, at Pavlovsk, 
this forgotten correspondence of Lavater." 

The above letter was prefaced by the following explanation:-The palace of 
the Grand Duke of Pavlovsk is the residence where the Emperor Paul 
passed the happiest years of his life. Later on it became the favorite 
residence of hIs late august widow, the never-to-be-forgotten-for her 
philanthropy and beneficence to suffering humanity-the Empress Maria 
Feodorovna. The palace library, which owes its existence to this august 
pair, contains a collection of most remarkable and choice works. Among 
other things a small packet was found there containing some autograph 
letters of Lavater, which have hitherto remained unknown to the bio
graphers of this famous man. These letters were written by him, at 
Zurich, in 1798. Sixteen years before, Lavater had the opportunity of 
making the acquaintance of the Grand Duke Pavel (Paul) Petrovitch and 
his wife, during their travels incognito, under the titles of the Count and 
Countess Severnoy (North), when they visited Zurich and Schaffhausen. 

From 1796 to 1800, Lavater sent his physiognomical discoveries to 
Russia and along with them letters, or rather fragments in the shape of 
letters, of a spiritualistic tendency, with the object of giving the best 
possible general conception about the state of the soul after the death of the 
body. Lavater allows that the soul of the dead can transmit its thoughts 
to a receptive and chosen mind (now called a medium), and thus com
municate with and write letters to the friends it left on earth, and give them 
an idea of its existence in the realm of the spirits. In his letters Lavater 
speaks of his religious convictions with great enthusiasm. The publica
tion of a few of these letters with the permission of the Grand Duke 
Constantine Nicolaevitch, will enable the public to become better 
acquainted with the sympathetic and lofty soul of Lavater. As to the rest, 
and the correspondence which contains his physiognomical observations, 
owing to their private nature and length they cannot be made public . 
property.-

Those now offered to the public we,e translated directly from the autograph lette,s 
at St. Petmbu,g.-[ED.] 

ON THE STATE OF THE SOUL AFTER DEATH. 

FIRST LETTER. 

General Thoughts. 

Highly revered Maria, of all Russias, 
Deign to absolve me from the obligation of giving you the title of 

" Majesty", with which the world honors you, but which does not accord 
with the sanctity of the theme chosen by me for my correspondence with 
you. I crave this liberty in order to have the opportunity of speaking 
in all sincerity and with all freedom. 

You want to know some of my thoughts about the state of the soul 
after death. However small is the knowledge of even the wisest and most 
learned of us-since none of those who were translated to these (to us) 
unknown realms, has returned thencet-nevertheless a thinking man, the 
disciple of Him who came on earth from a (to us) hidden world, can say 

• Thus only two or three of the Lawter lellln were sent for publication In 1881. the rest belne withheld. 
t And yet, according 10 Lavater. the duad have writllln letlers to their friends, whieb letters are translated 

farther on.-(En • 
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leave this world to-dar or to-morrow, restoring to the earth our mortal 
envelope, our souls wil ascend with the rapidity of lightning to the proto
type of all the loving ones, and we will be joined to Him in ineffable bliss. 

x. 
Neither I nor any other mortal can know what will become of our soul 

after the death of the body; meanwhile I am profoundly convinced that 
pure love must impart to our spirit, once it is liberated from its body, a 
limitless freedom and widen our existence. Love must give to it (Spirit) 
the possibility of an incessant enjoyment of God, and will present it with 
an infinite capacity of rendering happy those who are capable of tasting 
the highest bliss. 0, how ineffable is the freedom of spirits released 
from the bonds of their body. With what a radiant flight will be the 
ascension of those who love! \Vhat an endless knowledge, what a force of 
intercourse with others, becomes their bliss! What light in all their being! 
What life informs it! Radiant streams of bliss are poured to meet him 
(the Spirit) from every side in order to satisfy his lofty aspirations! 
Innumerable hosts of loving beings extend their arms to him! Harmonious 
voices emanate from these brilliant choirs, telling him: "Spirit of our 
Spirit, Heart of our Heart! Love outpouring from the source of love! 
Loving soul! Thou belongest to us and to all of us, and we all are thine! 
Each of us is thine, and thou belongest to each of us! Our God is Love 
and God is our love! Weare full of God and our love has found bliss in 
our mutual bliss." 

Is it possible that you, highly venerated Sovereign Lady, your noble 
and excellent Imperial Consort so inclined to good, and I after you, shall 
not each use all our efforts in order to prepare ourselves for the enjoyment 
of love by our acts, prayers, and sufferings, in order not to lose sight of 
Love, the God, and also of the Man who bowed his head on Golgotha. 

JOHANN CASPAR LAVATER. 

Ztlrich, 18 0 viii., 1798. 
God permitting, to be continued. 

(To bt cOfIt;lIutd ill allY cast.) 

.. _ .. 

As the bee, injuring not the flower, its color, or scent, flies away taking the 
nectar; so let the wise man dwell upon the earth. 

Like a beautiful flower, full of color but without scent, the fine words of him 
who does not act accordingly are fruitless. 

One may conquer a thousand thousand men in battle, but him who conquers 
himself alone is the greatest victor. 

Never in this world does hatred cease by hatred; hatred ceases only by love. 
This is an old rule. 

Not by birth does one become low caate, not by birth does one become a 
Brahman; by his actions alone a man becomes low caFte, by his actions alone a 
man becomes a Brahman. 
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llnubts. 
II SIT by my study window on a fair spring evening; before me lies 
'f smooth lawn and grass land, fringed and dotted with trees, the 

shadows of whose still leafless branches, cast by the sinking sun, 
stretch far across the bright green turf. Under the trees grow primroses, 
hyacinths, anemones, bluebells, and other flowers. Behind the house a 
garden; within it the carefully guarded promise of flower and fruit and 
vegetable. The silence is broken only by the sigh of a gentle breeze in 
the trees, and the songs of various birds . 

.. A refined and elevating surrounding," will be the verdict of those who 
are asked to consider' it. 

What is its cost?· Its price is the blood of the innocent; the condi
tions of its maintenance, endless and ruthless war. 

Let us inquire further. Within a hazel copse, at a small distance, is 
a burrow; in it dwells a colony of rabbits, perhaps half-a-dozen. They 
are creatures sensitive to pain, nervous, with ear and eye and nostril quick 
to give the alarm, with delicate tongue that distinguishes the poisonous 
herb, and permits it not to be eaten. Already the does are big with 
young, nay, already have young in many cases; before the autumn they 
will have brought into existence several .. sixes" or .. eights" of young 
ones. The oldest of these in tum will have bred; our small colony will 
have sent out many branches. There will not be less than eighty rabbits 
probably in my grounds. Their habit is to gnaw, nibble, and destroy leaf, 
stem, and flower; to burrow in the ground, and scratch it into little holes 
and heaps. 

Overhead in the trees dwell numerous squirrels; they live on nuts and 
fruit and the young shoots of trees. In the spring they often gnaw the 
rind from the leading shoots, either to exercise their teeth on something 
soft, or for the sappy pulp: the tree is often deformed, sometimes killed. 

The birds I have already mentioned; their habits are too well known to 
need description. \Vith the artificial abundance of fruits and seeds pro
duced by man, they also increase in numbers very rapidly. 

Now you know the secret of smooth lawn, and delicate flower, of 
symmetrical tree, and promise of fruit: it is the continuous and systematic 
suppression and slaying of all these creatures. Our peaceful scene is 
brought about by the arbitrary displacement of one form of life, to replace 
it by another. 

It is only by the" right" of being the most powerful and intelligent 
animal that man thus ousts every other living being that interferes with 
his plans. . 

Annexing the plain, the hill, the water, for his food supply, or for his 
pleasure ground, all living creatures that come in conflict with him for the 
possession of these are doomed. 

The apparently innocent bread we eat is won by a war everlastingly 
waged by steel-jawed trap or gun, by poison, by exclusion from feeding 
grounds and slow starvation. 

What then of many of us who begin to see 
" ••.• one changeless Life in all the lives, 

And in the Separate, one Inseparable"? 
What of our efforts at renunciation and abnegation of self for others, and 
how harmonise our lives with the given facts? Hard questions truly I 
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really consist in req.uirements which a reasonable and immortal spirit may 
honestly follow, desiring their satisfaction, without feeling thereat a burning 
shame in the presence of such reasonable and immortal spirits as he is 
himself? ' " 

II. 
The necessity felt by the soul to satisfy the spiritual impulses of its 

immortal sisters, and to give them an opportunity of profiting by the pure 
enjoyments of life; to breathe into them a conviction in the contmuation of 
their existence after death, thus participating in the accomplishment of the 
great plan traced by the highest WISDOM and LOVE; the success obtained 
by. s~ch a noble activity worthy of a man, and also the ceaseless 
longing for good; all this forms the qualities of the soul which give it the 
right to be received into the highest spheres, to enter into the circle of the 
loftiest, purest and noblest spirits. 

III. 
When we, highly revered Sovereign, have once received the conviction 

that the most natural and at the same time unavoidable necessity which is 
born in the immortal soul, the necessity in God and an impulse to approach 
Him the closer, and to resemble in everything the father of the invisible 
spirits, begins to predominate in us-O then, we need not fear in the least 
for our future existence, because the veil concealing from us the face of 
God is removed for ever. 

That which removed us from Him and prevented us from finding in Him 
enjoyment-i.e., our material body-is now thrown off. The veil which 
concealed from us the HOLY OP THE HOL~ES is rent by reason of the death 
of our matter. The Adored Being, whom we loved above all, acquires all 
the force of radiant beauty, a free ingress into our soul thirsting for joy 
and love. 

IV. 
The soul, in which the love for the Adored Being has firmly rooted 

itself after efforts to approach the Incomparable, resembles Him in the 
might of His beneficent love for humanity. Such a soul, separating itself 
from the body, without, of course, avoiding a certain progression, ascends 
rapidly and easily to the object of its highest adoration and infinite love to 
the one Holy and all-productive source in which it (the Soul) will find the 
consummation of all its aspirations. 

V. 
As no weak or diseased eye can look at the sun, likewise no unclean 

spirit still clothed with the mists of matter, the material propensities of 
which have not abandoned it even at the moment of its separation from 
the bodr' is able to bear the sight of the most brilliant sun of the 
spirits 0 this mysterious centre, a centre which spr:eads around itself that 
radiant light which begets in finite beings the consciousness of their 
infinitude. 

No one knows better than you, Sovereign Lady, that the good are 
attracted by the good, that lofty souls alone know how to enjoy the presence 
of other elect souls. 

He who knows life and men, who has been often placed under the 
necessity of suffering the presence of flatterers, of men without honor, 
cowards, weak, ever ready to attribute importance to the most insignificant 
word or smallest hint of those whose favor they are seeking; of these 
hypocrites who craftily attempt to penetrate into the thoughts of others in 
order to interpret them afterwards in their own way; he must also know 
that these gross and base souls are cowed by one single word, firm and full 
of dignity, by a single severe glance, which makes them deeply feel that 
they are recognized and valued at their worth. 
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o I how unbearable becomes for them the presence of an honest Dian 
No hypocritical soul can feel itself happy at the contact of an honest 

and energetic soul in the act of searching it. Every unclean soul, liberated 
from its body, must in virtue of its own nature hasten, as though goaded by 
an irresistible force, to remove itself from every bright and pure being, in 
order to conceal, as much as possible, from the latter its numerous vices, 
which it is unable to conceal either from itself or from others. 

VI. 
Even if it were not said in the Scriptures "The pure alone can see 

God ", even then all the above would be in the order of things. An unclean 
soul can neither enter into any relations with, nor feel any attraction to a 
pure soul. A soul which fears light, can certainly not be attracted to the 
source of light. Light destroying darkness, must of course become for it 
an all-devouring fire. 

VII. 
What are the souls then, highl'y revered Sovereign Lady, whom we may 

call unclean? I believe those In whom the aspiration to purification, 
correction and perfection, has not become a paramount feeling. Methinks 
that to this class we ought to add every selfish, vain and avaricious soul; 
those souls which have not learned to subject themselves to the lofty 
principle of self-sacrifice; those who have chosen their own selves as the 
objects of all their aspirations; those which look upon themselves as the 
aim, and all that surround them, as means to attain their desires; and those 
finally which would serve simultaneously two quite different masters. 

Such souls, after quitting their bodies, must find themselves in a state 
worthy of all pity, in a state of terrible contemplation of themselves, or, in 
other words, of feeling profound contempt for themselves; and on the 
strength of their own selfishness will be inevitably attracted into the 
dreadful company of pitiful and selfish souls, and, rejected by the universe, 
condemn themselves to eternal damnation. 

VIII. 
Selfishness begets moral uncleanliness, and that brings in its train 

suffering; every human soul carries in itself something which ever opposes 
selfishness, something opposite to it, pure and holy, and this is an innate, 
moral feeling. 

Without this feeling man would be incapable of any moral feeling or of 
any respect or contempt of himself; he would conceive neither of Paradise 
nor of Hell. This divine light which shines in him makes for him darkness 
unbearable; therefore tender souls which are the most imbued with moral 
feeling find themselves condemned to still greater and more acute 
sufferings if that moral feeling becomes subjected in them to selfishness. 

IX. 
It is from the sympathy and harmony that exist in man between himself 

and his inner tendencies that depend his purity, his aspiration to let into 
himself the light-his bliss, his heavens, his God! God will appear to that 
man in His similitude with him who knows how to love. God will appear 
as the highest love in the plurality of loving images. The degree of his 
bliss and his capacity of making others happy is subject to the degree of 
love that reigns in him. He who loves unselfishly will remain in unceasing 
harmony with the source of love, as with all those who drink from the 
same source. 

Let us then preserve in ourselves, Sovereign Lady, love in all its purity 
and our efforts will approach us to the most loving souls. Let us purify 
ourselves daily from the impurities of selfishness, and then, whether we 
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on the subject as much as is necessary in order to encourage, quiet, and 
warn us. 

For this once I will limit myself to the exposition of a few more general 
ideas concerning the proposed subject. 

I. 
I believe that as regards the state of a soul separated from its material 

body, its faculty of thinking and feeling must be entirely different from the 
state and faculty in which it found itself at the time when it was incarnated 
in, and united with, its material body. This difference must be at least as 
great as the one that exists between a newly-born babe and the still con
cealed fretus in the mother's womb. 

We are bound by matter, and the organs of our sensations are the 
instruments for the manifestations of our ideas and the aspirations of our 
soul. 

According to the difference which exists between the telescope, the 
microscope, and the spectacles, which help our eyes to perceive objects 
examined by us by the help of these media, so do the objects appear 
different. Our organs of sense are just as telescopes, microscopes, and 
spectacles for our present life. I believe that the objective world dis
appears entirely from the eyes of the Soul unfettered by matter, in the 
same way as it eludes our senses during sleep. 

II. 
Either the world which the soul preconceives in its material existence, 

must appear still more perfect to the soul when it is unfettered from its 
material surroundings j for if it remained a certain time without a spiritual 
body, then the material world would disappear from it. Or, as the soul is 
clothed in a spiritual body which has exuded from the material form, 
in such a case it appears to me very probable that this new body of the 
soul must inevitably change all its sensations. 

It is also very probable that with unclean spirits, their spiritual body 
remains for a certain time imperfect and little developed; therefore, to 
such (evil) souls the world must appear as through a dark glass. 

III. 
In pursuing on earth a certain object, acting in a certain sense, the soul, 

finding itself in constant struggle with its material tendencies, gets through 
the same purified, and acquires further riches by developing in itself organs 
which are the most necessary and correspond best to its nature, character, 
requirements, and strength. 

Thus the pure soul works out already here on earth the faculties of its 
spiritual body and organs which will be necessary for its existence subse
quently after the death of the material body. By the means of which 
(organs) it will have to continue its existence and manifest its sensations. 

This spiritual body of the soul, corresponding to its inner nature, can 
make it pure, loving, and capable of a variety of the most lofty outbursts of 
feeling, and the purest enjoyment and activity. 

IV. 
All that may be said of the state of the soul after death will be ever 

found based on the undeniable and general truth, .. As MAN HAS SOWN, so 
SHALL HE REAP": and there is no other axiom as simple and as clear, as 
suggestive as it is applicable to all cases. 

V. 
There exists one more general law in nature concerning the state of the 
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soul after the death of the body, a law closely bound and even identical with 
the above axiom; a law pertaining to all the worlds, all the states, as well 
to the physical, i.e., Material world as to the Spiritual, objective, visible, 
and abs~ract. II The like unites with the like", like objects mutually 
attract each other, unless they find themselves under the influence of causes 
which separate them. 

All the teachings about the state of the soul after death rest on this 
simple rule, which rule embraces in itself all that which is called judgment, 
punishment, blessing, and curse. 

In other words, if thou has sown good in thyself and around thyself, 
thou shalt belong to the congregation of those who have also sown good in 
themselves and around themselves. Thou shalt aspire after the friendship 
of those to whom thou hast been similar in the means of sowing good. 

VI. 
Every incarnated ,soul which is liberated, by the death of the body, 

from the fetters of matter will appear such as it is in reality. 
All the seductions and allurements which had prevented it from 

fathoming its own nature, from learning its own strength and weakness, its 
mistakes and errors, will disappear and the soul will feel an irrepressible, 
inner attraction to souls similar to itself, and to remove itself from those 
which are alien to it. 

Its own inner weight, as though obedient to the law of gravity, will 
,carry the soul into fathomless abysses (so at least it will seem to it). This; 
or else like a spark flying upward owing to its natural lightness, the soul 
will rapidly ascend into the radiant, ethereal and imponderable spheres. 

The soul decides for itself its own weight by its inner impulses; its 
inner contents direct it upward, downward or sideways; its moral, religious 
character gives it certain longings and directions peculiar to itself. 

The good one will ascend to the good; the necessity for good which he 
feels will attract him to them. 

The wicked one will precipitate himself hurriedly to the wicked: the 
fall of gross, blasphemous and infidel souls to souls like their own, will 
occur instantaneously, as rapidly as the fall of a heavy mass into an abyss 
when that which supports it is removed. For this once enough. 

JOHANN CASPAR LAVATER. 

With the permission of God, to be continued in a week. 
Zurich VIII. 1798. 

SECOND LETTER. 

Thoughts on the S4nu. 

I. 

. The requirements of the humal1 spirit during its period of imprisonment 
tn the material body remain the same subsequently when it is delivered from 
the flesh. . 
. Its highest bliss will consist in trying to find the possibility of satisfying 
Its spiritual aspirations. 

Its damnation will consist in the impossibility of realizing its material 
aspirations in a world less material than the world it quitted. 

Damnation consists in such unsatisfied desires. 
The realization thereof is the highest bliss. 
I would like to sal to every man and woman: II Study well your motives 

and call them by theIr right names I Put yourself the question: • Are they 
applicable to a less material world? Are they realizable in it? Do they 
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Yet let us not scheme to evade answering them. He who sits here and 
meditates, who strives to be one 

.. Whose equal heart holds the same gentleness 
For lovely and unlovely things," 

so far as he is concerned in this "fair" scene for selfish gratification 
is a tyrant, a mere human butcher. To many of us our life begins to 
appear as a long record of oft-repeated habitual crime, the sin of being 
concrete self. Our every action seems tinged with blood, sometimes animal, 
sometimes human animal, but always blood. 

Only by a consciousness of continual effort to strive towards the eman
cipation of all other entities from this concrete state, as well as oneself, 
does life seemed justified. Only so far as our "refined and elevating 
surrounding" truly works for that end, and stimulates to effort, or gives 
opportunity to the completest manifestation of life here, viz., man, to ris~ 
and free himself from all surrounding, can many of us feel its coet in blood 
justified. And we may then be able to say, "0, humble fellow beings 
whom we love, we offer you as an oblation, together with ourselves, for 
your kind and for ours; that being freed we may return and help you." 

A miserable sophisticated argument perhaps, and one which is offered 
with misgivings. A long way round perhaps, a futile effort, because, maybe, 
wrongly made, and coming dangerously near to bloody sacrifice and all its 
attendant horrors. 

We live now in such complicated surroundings, so far from that simple 
state which suffices for the highest of human life, that we are glad to try 
and utilize these conditIOns, fettered as we are. In endeavoring to do so, 
intelligence in us will often be marred by the lower desiring self, leading us 
into sophistries, and to false conclusions and illusive aspects of things. Yet, 
though we flounder on through almost endless mazes, if we are honest with 
ourselves, these will at length be passed. 

Who would not walk out and leave all behind him, and seek the Eternal 
Peace, unencumbered except by the bread and water and blanket of exis
tence, if, at the very first step, he did not find himself held by innumerable 
ties of duty to kin, to employed, or employer? Happy is he who can steer with 
steady hand and clear eye past all these rocks and eddies; who works ever in 
full conscious remembrance of the One, the Real, whose finite thought he 
is, both as mind and body, and yet with whom he knows himself to be 
identified-when the thing thought of, the thought, and the thinker, shall 
be combined in One. 

Think not, you who read this, that it does not apply to you; you live 
under precisely similar conditions. Only the external husk is changed for 
~u. & 

~---~ 
HABIT. 

Habit at first is but a silken thread, 
Fine as the light-wmged gossamers that sway 
In the warm sunbeams of a summer's day; 
A shallow streamlet, rippling o'er its bed; 
A tiny sapling ere its roots are spread; 
A yet unhardened thorn upon the spray; 
A lion's whelp that hath not scented prey; 
A little smiling child obedient led. 
Beware! that thread may bind thee as a chain; 
That streamlet gather to a fatal sea; 
That sapling spread into a gnarled tree; 
That thorn, grown hard, may wound and give thee pain; 
That playful whelp his murderous fangs reveal; 
That child, a giant, crush thee 'neath his heel. ANON. 
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Cfttltsiastital or; bristianitl1. 
V. 

tr1HE English church, however, in fact, is one only in name, and two of the 
iJIC9 three distinct parties into which she is now severed, and which are held 

together by threads, are pledged as irrevocably to the past as the Ultra· 
montane party among the Catholics, and must hasten her approaching dissolution. 

The follies of the present, like the crimes of the past, are a just result of that 
system of ecclesiasticism which has been a curse to the world, and of which both 
Roman and Protestant churches stand guilty at this hour. The record of those 
crimes is. far from being set forth in these pages, but the near future will bring 
them all into a searching light. They are no light ones. They were committed 
with every circumstance of deliberate and cold-blooded cruelty; they were 
committed in the face of the pure religion Christ gave to the world; they were 
committed by those who professed to be the guardians of . that religion; and 
they sacrificed the noblest among men. But for their firmness, civilisation 
would have been arrested, and the hypocrisy and fear engendered in those who 
lacked the courage to avow their opinions have inflicted a deep injury on our race. 

Such is the history of the "divinely-inspired" and .. miraculously-sustained 
churches ", and the Christianity of men. 

When one thinks of the innocent men and women, some of them reformers 
and workers for humanity of the most heroic type,-fastened to stakes in every 
country in Europe, and burnt alive, not seldom, by a slow fire, and sometimes after 
torture-who yielded up their souls in a crisis of bodily and often mental agony 
which no words can ever describe, the heart sinks at the long and awful story of 
human suffering! That innocent blood, though it has been shed in the past, has 
been crying to heaven from those days to these, and the hour of the Church is at 
hand. Such tortures as she inflicted were unknown, except in rare instances, even 
in the ancient civilisations of Greece and Rome, and while history lasts she will 
stand condemned, as sin must ever be. The power of a priesthood which has 
never understood the truths of the Spirit, and which has forgotten those principles 
of fraternity which are the basis of all that is living in religion, is rapidly on the 
wane. And as within forty years after the crucifixion of Christ one stone was not 
left upon another in the temple at Jerusalem, so in forty years from the coming 
year- there shall not be left, in a spiritual sense, one stone upon another within the 
churches of to-day. 

Well has a modern writer declared: .. If it be true Christianity to dive with a 
passionate charity into the darkest recesses of misery and vice, to irrigate every 
quarter of the earth with the fertilising stream of an almost boundless benevolence,· 
and to include all the sections of humanity in the circle of an intense and 
efficacious sympathy; if it be true Christianity to destroy or weaken the barriers 
which have separated class from class and nation from nation, to free war from its 
harshest elements, and to make a consciousness of essential equality and of a 
genuine fraternity dominate over all accidental differences; if it be above all true 
Christianity to cultivate a love of truth for its own sake, a spirit of candor and of 
tolerance towards those with whom we differ, then never since the days of the 
apostles has it been so vigorous as at present. and the decline of dogmatic systemr 
alld of Clerical influence, has been a measure, if not a cause, of its advance." 
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Most true. We ask, which is the truest Christian, Lloyd Garrison, the free· 
religionist, flying down the streets of Boston from a mob which the Church had 
helped to incite, because he was the fearless advocate of righteousness and justice. 
or the Ritualist who cuts a hole in a woman's apron because some .. sacramental 
wine" has been upset upon it, licks up fallen crumbs of bread, and prates of 
.. heresy" over a child's coffin? This so· called orthodoxy, this travesty of religion, 
kept up at the expense of millions of human lives in the past and millions of money 
in the present, which moulds the minds of the young when they are helpless, and 
builds more on a text or a passage .from the Fathers than on the laws of the 
universe which it ignores, which has degraded even the very central light of 
immortality by hideous superstitions and horrors-has done more to dishonor the 
work of truth than Atheism itself. Yet that work still lives and grows as the great 
inspiring power and the very breath of reform in every age. God's greatest 
teachers have ever been either persecuted or poor; they have never been divines 
or theologians; they have been without titles, or mitres, or sceptres; they have 
learned to love truth for its own sake, to wear the .. crown of thorns", and to 
disregard popularity and the opinions of men. And the only church of Christ, 
preserving the only true" succession ", has been the church of the martyrs for 
truth and liberty and reform. 

Intellect alone has never been a light to man as a great moral motive· power, 
else Greece or Rome of old would have inspired the world. and not Judza. It has 
been given through chosen instruments in advance of their age, who strenuously 
upheld the truths breathed into them from a higher sphere with heroic courage, 
and were as strenuously opposed. Not in the Parthenon, not in the Forum, have 
echoed the voices which have moved mankind, but by the hill·side of Bethany, 
over the lonely plains of India, in the deserts of Arabia-from the prison.walls, the 
criminal's dock, above the curses of the mob. Intellect is powerless without 
spiritual strength and inspiration, the strongest, the most unconquerable, and 
divinest force in man. And those great appeals to the human soul require 
renewal and illumination from age to age, or they fall to the level of the earthly 
thoughts of men. Especially is this true of the long.obscured light of Christianity. 

It was one of the dark sayings of Jesus, which probably none around him 
understood, that" strait is the gate and narrow is the way that leadeth unto life, 
and few there be that find it". What life? The immortal life of the kingdom of 
heaven, which he also taught us was within us, and which recoils from the gross 
life of the world. Some have indeed entered it through the earthly martrydom 
which he foretold would be the fate of his disciples, and which has been the fate 
of some of his truest followers in every age, outcasts of the churches though they 
were, and the terrors of human cruelty have only served to make the faithful spirit 
strong. .. These are they which came out of great tribulation, and have washed 
their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb; " in other words, who 
shared the martyr fate of Christ, and testified to truth at the price of their lives; 
who, like him, came down to perform some heroic mission for which suffering and 
oppressed humanity cried out, and which could only be accomplished in the mortal 
form. Men are redeemed and guided by these noble Christ.inspirations, and his 
spirit has been shared by every strong and true worker in behalf of righteousness 
and justice on this globe. Wherever one has sacrificed himself for human welfare, 
there has been the presence of Christ; in the market·place, with its awful pile of wood; 
in the medizval dungeon; in the torture·chambers of the priests; in the prisons of 
Rome and Naples; by the emancipator of the slave and of woman; by the 
spiritual teacher and the messenger of truth; and as the cry of .. heretic ", 
.. sorcerer", .. infidel", .. impostor", has been raised, he, who knew what it 
was to say, .. My soul is exceeding sorrowful-even unto death ", has drawn 
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near to the soul in anguish and welcomed his servant unto victory! The II sign 
of the Son of Man" has been THE CROSS. Who dares to deny that a noble life 
exalts and beautifies the spirit of man ?-that volume in which every action and 
every prevailing thought is recorded, and which becomes in each his rewarding or 
his accusing angel? None but those who teach the deadly error that a life of sin 
may be condoned by faith in the Jewish idea of a sacrifice to appease a Creator's 
wrath, and who understand nothing of the nature of the spirit either here or here· 
after. And these have persecuted, and persecute still, those led of the spirit; 
because as the Prophet of Nazareth said: "The!;e things will they do unto YOll 

because they have not known the Father nor me ". 
And now-approaching on this land, there appears the hour of destiny! Shall 

we welcome the light which has arisen to chase away the errors of the past, to 
illuminate the Scripture page, to explain the eternal principles of man's being, to 
point out to him The Pathway so clearly that it can no longer be misunderstood? 
Or shall we sink down into that materialism of church or science, apart and 
opposed and yet akin, which deals only with the external aspects of sacred 
writings or of nature, and is utterly blind to the spirit and powers within? Not 
long will the balance of probabilities and possibilities stand even, for within a very 
short time, it must incline to the one or the other. Let us hope that many souls, 
at this crucial period, may awake to the knowledge of a true religion of life, and 
thus become a leaven for good amid those who are struggling with and involved in 
the ignorance, poverty, distress, vice, and senseless fashions and follies of our age. 

The BROTHERHOOD OF MAN is the Gospel preached by Nazarene and Indian 
sage, and creates the life of lives! • Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the least 
of these, ye did it not to me '-the Christ· Spirit of Love-and in that divine 
balance both priests and creeds are' weighed and found wanting'. If light stream~ 
in upon the dark places of the earth, the wretched dens where womanhood is 
desecrated, and manhood Aung in the dust, where childhood is like old age, and 
old age is a Ihing death, and not only these, but the abodes of selfish luxury, and 
the gambling markets which thrive on the ruin of others, it will come, not from the 
pulpit, where platitudes and errors have so long been uttered, but from the voices 
which speak as none have spoken before, of the" reaping" and the" sowing", and 
of the Law which deals out destruction to men, organisations, and nations which 
violate fraternal feeling. Turning from the dark past towards the future, who will 
not do his utmost to hasten the dawn of a brighter day? 

S. E. G., F.T.S. 

A FRAGMENT. 
Friends all, nay, more than Friends, 
Brothers and Sisters mine, who thus have 

held with me, 
Through our brief span of Life: 
Grieve not that we must part. 
Once more my path lies through the Gates of 

Death; 
Alone I pass. nor bold it sad to leave you thus, 
Save that I know not bow or when. 
Our Friendsbip shall again be found. 
Yet we shall once again clasp hand in hand, 
And your glad recognitiou spring to know 

me still, 
A Brother. Have we not often met 
On tbis Earth's changing scene? 
ADd shall we not again be Friends and 

Brotbers? 
Each helping each on that long upward Path 
Through many a day of Life, 
Till E&rtbly Life be done. 

Ah i-now my senses close. 
But memory passes swiftly back; 
I know you once again, 
In Lh'es deep buried in the Past. 

Yes! Now I know why I have loved you 
thus: 

How helpful deeds in far back Lives, 
Have bound us each to each, 
With ties that conquer Death. 

But more than all our Bond is this, 
A mutual Vow, a Solemn Pledge, 
Each to his Higher Self, and each to all, 
In that Great Quest wbich still we hold. 

Brothers-I see the Light 
Hold fast the Quest 
Once more we meet 
Farewell ! W.K. 
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H). I'isian in a ~him." 
m LD Martha had been sent upon an errand by her employers to the 
l!I West-end house of the firm for which she worked. She had been 

detained until the shops in the fashionable quarter of the town were 
all shut, and the streets looked dull and deserted; for the night was cold, 
and snow fell at intervals in gusty showers. But the thinly clad and 
hungry woman seemed to be in no hurry to quit the dreary pavement. 
She had turned into a large square, and stood, with half-a-dozen other 
loiterers, near the steps of a grand house, the door of which was thrown 
wide open. Every few minutes a carriage drove up to the curb-stone, and 
elegantly dressed women passed into the hall and out of sight. The ladies 
did not interest Martha. i\nd she saw too many fine dresses in the course 
of her daily labor to care to look at these. But evidently there was some
thing in the house that attracted her attention, and kept her peering into 
the brightly-lighted space. Something that kept her gaze riveted, and 
made her unconscious, for the time, that she was wet, cold, and dinnerless. 
These people who were passing her, all unnoticed, had gathered to a feast; 
in the old woman's garret was the bottom crust of her last stale loaf, too 
dry and hard for the poor old teeth to bite, but capable of being soaked in a 
little weak tea, if she had been able to afford such a luxury just now, which 
she was not, being behindhand with her rent owin~ to illness. Why then 
did the silly old soul stand staring at the large whIte rug stretched before 
the blazing fire, as if such a vision of comfort and luxury had never before 
met her eyes? The fact was that that rug had bewitched the woman. She 
thought of the nights she had shivered through since winter set in, in her 
fireless home, till an almost insane longing to possess that soft, warm, pure 
white rug took hold of her. How she would roll her aching old limbs in its 
soft embrace. How little she would care that she had gone supperless to 
bed, if only, for once, she might shut out the piercing cold that blew in 
upon her from the hole in the roof. Wild thoughts of rushing into the 
house and imploring the tall footman, who stood so carelessly on the 
coveted treasure, to give it to her, or lend it to her just for a few short 
weeks, flew through her brain. 

She knew, in a dim way, that the man had no power to give her the 
thing she longed for. But, oh! it was so bitterly cold, the nights were so 
cruelly long, when every muscle and nerve were tortured with pain, that 
she could not reason, she could only make wild plans that she had no 
courage to carry out. At last, the voice and touch of a policeman who had 
been watching her, roused her from her dream, and she" moved on" as the 
guardian of the law requested. 

Martha had made a plan to walk the long miles that divided her East
end slum from the West-end house to which she had been sent, that she 
might save the 'bus fare that had been given her, so it was past midnight 
when she reached her garret. The house was dark and quiet, but a late 
watcher, a neighborly body, had kept the kettle over a few smouldering 
embers, that she might give Martha the chance of making a cup of tea, if 
she were so minded. A cracked teapot receiving the contents of the steam
ing kettle deceived the kindly neighbor, and enabled Martha to make a 
hearty slipper of crust soaked in hot water, after which frugal fare she felt 
both revived and warmed, and threw herself, still thinking of the warm, 
white rug, upon her bed. 
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But sleep did not come quickly to the weary woman, who had walked 
farther than her feeble health warranted, and now ached all over. The 
wind whistled, and the bright stars shone through the roof. The moon 
looking in through the .curtainless window-pane shed a divine radiancp. 
through the bare room. The unaccustomed glimpse into the fairyland of 
wealth and plenty upon which she had that evening feasted her longing 
eyes set her thinking. Into her mind came thoughts of her bitter child
hood, when a cruel and drunken father had kept her in a state of continual 
terror, more for the gentle, frightened mother, whom she idolized, than for 
herself. Memories of the temptations of her girlhood, the struggles of early 
womanhood, thronged through her brain. The old questionings awoke that 
had so often perplexed her in younger days, why some seemed born to toil 
and suffering, while others had all, and more than all. that heart could 
desire. Then the thought of the warm, white rug came back again, and in 
imagination she threw it over her narrow bed, and warmed her trembling 
limbs beneath its soft luxuriance, till tired nature asserted its just dominion, 
and the weary, toilworn woman slept. 

But hers was no dreamless sleep. The question of the brain had been 
too eager, and the longing of the soul to pierce the mystery of fate was to 
be satisfied. Away, far away, from the mean garret Martha travelled on 
the light wings of sleep. Travelled through ages, through distant lands. 
till she found herself living in a warm and pleasant clime, where fragrant 
scents filled the air, and soft breezes kissed the cheek; found herself living 
in a gorgeous palace, surrounded by obsequious courtiers, attended by 
willing slaves; saw herself young, strong, and beautiful; loved, flattered, 
and spoiled. Into her own heart she looked till she knew herself as she 
was in those distant days. Proud of her wealth, vain of her beauty, not 
un~onscious of the splendid talents with which nature had gifted her; and 
yet withal buried deep beneath the accpmulation of pride, vanity, and 
conceit she saw a divine spark of human sympathy which united her to her 
fellow men. And as she watched this spark, almost in wonder to see it 
there, she saw it quiver with a heavenly longing that it might fitly love and 
nobly serve its suffering brothers. Then she saw how the heaven~y powers 
noted the loving aspiration, and saw, too, how her fate was sealed. Long. 
she watched her former self, the bright, happy princess. Almost anxiously 
she saw how day by day flew by in light enjoyment, and no step was taken to 
relieve the burdens of her fellow men. Years rolled on and she saw herself 
passing beyond the view of earthly existence into the heaven of men that is 
entered through the portals of Death. Then a curious thing happened. 
Martha lost sight of her princess-self, but she entered into the little spark 
that had quivered with the divine longing for loving service. Quite to the 
centre of its beating heart she looked till she knew it was seeking a home 
where it could learn the secret of the needs of men. She saw it pass over 
the mansions of the wealthy. She knew it peeped into many a cottage of 
the poor. She felt it single out the heart of her gentle, loving. mother, from 
there to take its flight once more to earth-life,_ to learn by bitter experience 
how to enter with loving sympathy and helpful reverence into the woes of 
her struggling brothers. 

When the morning dawned and Martha awoke she knew that the ques
tion of the mystery of the diverse fortunes of men had received its answer 
in her vision of the night. K. E. M. 
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Ili.sti.s- ~llpbia. 
(Contit"ud.) 

(Translated and annotated by G. R. S. M., with additional notes by H. P. B.) 

~s perhaps many of our readers are unfamiliar with the general scheme 
of the Gnosis, and as the Pistis-Sophia presupposes a thorough 
knowledge of the outlines of this scheme, we are compelled to depart 

somewhat from our original plan and insert a resume of this sublime system. 
It is somewhat invidious to select any particular school, but perhaps that of 
Valentinus who flourished at the beginning of the second century A.D., will 
best serve our purpose. 

The following is translated from the Refutation of All Heresies (J) attributed 
to Hippolytus, Bishop of Ostia (Portus), who was put to death A.D. 222 ... 
There is, however, doubt as to the identification and date of this writer; 
but, be that as it may, he is the fairest and most accurate of all the Church 
Fathers and his Refutation is one of the most reliable chronicles of the 
Gnostic period that we possess. (2) 

After a most interesting review of the Pythagorean and Platonic systems 
of numbers and a comparison between these systems and that of Valentin us, 
in order to prove that the teaching of the latter was from the former 
philosophers and not of Christ, our author continues :-

" For them, the beginning of all things is the Monad, (3) ingenerable, 
imperishable, incomprehensible, inconceptible, the creator and cause of the 
generation of all things that are generated. (4) This Monad is called by 
them the Father. Now as to its nature there is a difference of opinion 
among them; for some declare that the Father is devoid of femininity and 
without a syzygy (consort, pair, or sakti) and solitary; whereas others think 
that it is impossible that from a single male principle, the generation of all 
things should be, and so they are compelled to add to the Father of All, in 
order that it (5) may be a Father, the syzygy Silence (Sige). But as to 
whether Silence is a syzygy or not, let them settle this dispute among 
themselves. (6) 

" In the beginning, says (Valentinus), naught was that was generat~d. 
The Father alone was, ungenerated, without space (or region), time, 
counsellor, or any other essence (or attribute) capable of being conceived 
by any means. It was alone, solitary, and at rest, itself in itself, alone. But 
since it had t~e power of creating (emanating rather), it seemed good to it 

(1) More generally known as the Philosophumella, Lib. IV. cappo 29 et seqq. 
(2) But even so, when it is remembered that we get the following ruume from 

the writings of an oppol/ent, it is evident that no partiality to the .. heretics" colors 
the exposition, and that we have the barest possible justice at the best. What should 
we have learned from the pen of a Gnostic! 

(3) See the Chart of the Pler6ma, appended to this paper. 
(4) Our author, with the usual materialising propensity of the ecclesiastic, thus 

makes the Valentinian System start from BrahmA, the creator or third Logos; 
in other words he starts from the Pleroma. Bythus or the Monad, on the contrary, 
is the First Vnmanifested Logos, the Potentiality of all Potentialities. 

(5) Although our author expresses By thus, or the Father, by masculine pro· 
nouns in his narrative, we prefer to follow Valentinus, who tells us that the Father 
was .. without attrIbutes n. We, therefore, shall use impersonal pronouns when 
referring to the Monad, and so \'indicate the teachings of the great Gnostic sage 
for all philosophical minds. 

(6) Tbat is the mystery of the First Unlllanifested Logos and Mulaprakriti. 
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at length to generate and produce that which was most beautiful and most 
pedect in itself, for it loved not solitude. For Love, said (Valentinus), 
was all, but Love is not Love if there is nothing to be loved . 

.. Therefore, the Father, solitary as it was, emanated and generated 
Mind and Truth, the Duad, which is the Lady and Beginning and Mother 
of all the lEons which they reckon in the Pleroma. And Mind and Truth, 
having emanated from the Father, possessing the power of generation like 
their parent, in imitation of the Father, emanated themselves also the 
Logos and Life. (I) And the Logos and Life emanate Man and the 
Assembly (ekklesia, Church). But Mind and Truth, when they saw that 
their own generations had become generators in their tum, gave thanks to 
the Father of All and offered it Ten ...£ons, the perfect number. For, said he, 
Mind and Truth could not offer the Father a more pedect number than this. 
For it was necessary that the Father which was pedect, should be wor
shipped with a pedect number, and the Ten is pedect because it is the first 
number of the plurality of digits. But the Father was more perfect still, 
because being itself ingenerable, alone through one and the first syzygy, 
Mind and Truth, it was able to emanate all the roots of all things which are . 

.. [30] And when the Logos and Life also saw that Mind and Truth had 
celebrated the Father of All (All. Father) with a pedect number. The 
Logos together with Life wished to worship their own father and mother, 
Mind and Truth. But since Mind and Truth were generable and had not 
their own fatherhood pedect, viz., the quality of being themselves 
parentless, the Logos and Life do not worship their own father Mind with 
a pedect, but with an impedect number, and offer their parents Twelve ...£ons. 

" Now, the following are the first roots of the lEons according to 
Valentinus: Mind and Truth, the Logos and Life, Man and the Assembly; 
Ten from Mind and Truth, and Twelve from the Logos and Life; eight.and. 
twenty in aI1.{2} These are called by the following names: Bythius and 
Mixis, Ag~ratus and Hen6sis, Autophyes and Hedone, Akinetus and 
Synkrasis, Monogenes and Makaria. These are the Ten lEons, which 
some derive from Mind and Truth, and others from the Logos and Life. 
Some again derive the Twelve of which we have been speaking from Man 
and the Assembly, and others from the Logos and Life; and the names 
they give these Twelve are-ParakIetus and Pistis, Patrikus and Elpis, 
Metrikus and Agape, Aen6s (Aeinous) and Synesis, Ekklesiastikus and 
Makariotes, TheIetus and Sophia.(3) 

"Now, the twelfth of these Twelve, and the youngest of the eight·and. 
-----~--------------------

(I) The verbs in this passage are singular, Mind and Truth being regarded as 
one duad. 

(:z) That is four sevens, three being still unmanifested even in the Divine Mind. 
(3) DECAD. DODECAD. 

..A.. 
8ythius Mixis 

(Bythus-likt) (Mingling) 

Ag~ratus 
J ... 

Hen6s1s 
(Unaging) (Union or Oneness) 

Autophy~s 
A 

Hedoii~ 
(Selj-e%istent) (Bliss) 

Akin~tus 
..A.. ..... 

SynkrABis 
(ImflWveable) (Mi%ing) 

Monogen~s 
..A. 

Makarla 
(Only-begotten) (Blessed IIesS) 

~-------~---------Pafllkletus PISTIS 
(Advocate or Comforter) (Faith or Co,ljidence) ,-:-______ ..A.... 

Patrlkus Elpis~ 
(Father-like) (Hope) 

Metrikus 
(Mother-like) 

Agap~ 
(Love or Charity) 

~------~---------Aen6s Syne~s 
(Everlasting or Everflowing) (Understanding) 

Ekklesiastikus ..A.------M-a-kariot~s 
(Ekklesia-like) (Happiness) _----..A... 

Theletu8 
(The Longed10r or Desired) 

SOPHIA 
(Wisdom) 
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twenty lEons,. Sophia by name, a female lEon, beholding the multitude and 
power of the lEons which had generated, returned to the depth of the 
Father and perceived that all the rest of the JEons, being in their nature 
generated, generated through a syzygy. But the Father alone generated 
without a syzygy. She, therefore, desired to imitate the Father and 
generate by herself without her syzygy, in order that she might per
form a work not inferior to that of the Father, being ignorant that 
the ungenerable, as it is fundamentally the beginning and root, and the 
deep and depth of all, could generate alone, whereas Sophia being 
generated and produced after many, could not possess the power of the 
ungenerated. For in the ungenerated, he said, are all things together, 
whereas in the generated tke feminine has tke power of emanating tke essence, whilt 
tke mascuiille has tke power of illformillg the essellCt emanated by tke ftmillitW. 
Sophia, therefore, emanated the only thing which she could, viz., a formless 
and uninformed (unwrought) essence. This is what, he said, Moses 
said: 'The earth was invisible and unformed.'(I) This is, he said, the 
good and Celestial Jerusalem, into which God promised to lead the sons of 
Israel, saying: 'I will lead you into a land flowing with milk and honeY.'(2) 

" [31] And so ignorance having been produced through Sophia, within. 
in the Pleroma, and formlessness also by the generation (production) of 
Sophia, tumult arose in the Pleroma lest the generations (progeny) of the 
lEons should in like manner become formless and imperfect, and 
destruction in no long time seize on the lEons. All the lEons, therefore, 
betook themselves to praying to the Father to stop the sorrowing Sophia. 
For she was bewailing and groaning because of the Abortion generated by 
herself; for thus they call it. Therefore, the Father taking pity on the 
tears of Sophia and giving ear to the prayers of the JEons, ordered an 
additional emanation. For it was not himself that emanated, but Mind 
and Truth which (emanated) the Christos and Holy Spirit for the 
informing and differentiation of the Abortion and for the consolation and 
appeasing of the complaints of Sophia. So that together with the Christos 
and the Holy Spirit there are thirty lEons.(3) Now, some of them think 
that ske (the Holy Spirit) is the thirtieth JEon, while others maintain that 
Sige co-exists with the Father, and that the lEons should be reckoned 
together with them. The Christos and Holy Spirit then, being after-emana
ted by Mind and Truth, immediately separated this formless Abortion of 
Sophia, which was generated by her alone without her syzygy, from the 
universal lEons, lest the perfect lEons seeing it should be thrown into 
confusion by its formlessness. In order then that the Abortion should not 
appear to the perfect lEons in all its formlessness, the Father again 
emanated additionally one JEon, the Staurus (Cross or Stock), which having 
become great, in as much as it was from the great and perfect Father, 
having been projected into the custody and stockade of the lEons, became 
the Horus (Boundary) of the Pleroma (Completion) having within itself an 

(1) Genesis i. 2. 
(2) Exodus xxxiii. J. 
(3) 30 = 2 X 3 X 5 and also 3 X 10; and J X (7 + 3). Now if we remember 

that jit·t is the nnmber of the Pentagram or ~Ian. we shall be able to see that 
the number 30 includes both Microcosmic and Macrocosmic numbers. If again we 
add to the Pie rom a the Father, we get 31. 

Now 777 = 343 + 434, = (7 X 7 X 7) + (2 X t X 31), = 73 + (2 X 7) 
(2~ X 7 + 3)· 

Also 777 = 7 X 102 + 7 X 10 + 7. 
Take the p01l)(rs to represent planes and apply them to the geometrical Figuces. 
Earnest esoteric students should take the hint and work out some of the 

marvellous permutations, combinations, and interchangeabilities of numbers and 
geometrical figures; but in this stupendous and l1Iind-bewildering task each //lust 
du his uum tllinkillg fur himself. 
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PISTIS-SOPHIA. 

the Thirty }Eons together. (I) Now, it is called the Boundary, because it 
boruuls the Hysterema (Incompletion, Inferiority) without, from the Pleroma; 
again, it is called the Participator, because It partakes of the Hysterema, 
and the Stake (or Stock), because it is fixed, without inclination and 
incapable of change (lit: without repentance)(2), so that nothing of the 
Hysterema should approach the £ons within the Pleroma. 

" Without, then, this Boundary, Stake or Participator, is what they call 
the Ogdoad, (3) which is the Sophia-Without the Pleroma, which the 
Christos, who was an after-emanation of Mind and Truth, formed and 
fashioned into a perfect £on, by no means inferior to those within the 
Pleroma. When" then Sophia-Without had been fashioned, the Christos 
and Holy Spirit, emanated from Mind and Truth, as they could not in like 
manner remain outside the Pleroma, ascended from her whom they had 
informed, to Mind and Truth within the Boundary, glorifying the Father 
together with the rest of the £ons. 

" [321 When, then, there was, so to speak, a unity of peace and concord 
among ill the £ons within the Pleroma, it seemed good to them, not only 
that they should have magnified the Father b)' their syzygies, but also that 
they should magnify him by the offering of fit fruits. All the Thirty 
lEans accordingly agreed to emanate one £on as the common fruit of the 
Pleroma, as the sign of their unity, unanimity and peace. Now the 
only common emanation of all the £ons for the Father is that which they 
call the Common Fruit of the Pleroma. (4) Thus it was done within the 
Pleroma. 

"So the Common Fruit of the Pleroma was emanated, viz., Jesus (for 
this was its name), the great High Priest (or Pontifex). (5) Now the 
Sophia without the Pleroma, missing the Christos who had informed her, 
and the Holy Spirit, was thrown into great alarm, lest she should perish, 
now that he who had informed and strengthened her, was removed. So 
she mourned and was in great distress, pondering who was her informer 
(fashioner); what the Holy Spirit; whither they had departed; who 
prevented them from being with her; and who envied the beautiful and 
blessed spectacle thereof. In these sufferings she betook herself to prayer 
and beseeching him who had abandoned her. (6) And as she prayed the 
Christos within the Pleroma and all the other lEons took pity on her, and 

(I) The Staurus or Cross (+) is the potentiality of the Positive and Negative, or 
Male and Female, forces in nature. They are also called the Participator, becaulie 
they share in the Creation Above, in an abstract sense, and in the Creation Below, 
in a concrete. In the abstract the + ceases and becomes the 0, and therefore is 
called the Boundary, for the Below is the Natural Creation of Sex, whereas the 
Above is the Creation of the Gods or of Mind; in other words, of the Pleroma or 
~lAHAT. We see also this Fall into generation, or the Substitution of the Natural 
for the Divine Creation, typified in the Myths of Saturn emasculating Uranus, 
Zeus, Saturn, and Typhon, Osiris. 

(2) .. Without repentance," i.e., unconsciously, the forces acting as a Law oj 
Nature. 

(J) N.H.-All in the Pleroma is reftected without. 
(4) For the whole Pleroma is a unity to those below. 
(5) The Bridge-maker, he who extends the ray to the worthy or withdraws it 

from the unworthy, he who builds the .. Bridge" between the Higher and the 
Lower Manas, viz. the Antaskarana. 

It is hardly necessary to point out that Jesus and Christ are distinct entities, 
in fact as we shall see later on there are no less than thr" Christs in the Gnostic 
scheme. 

Esoteric students will at once perceive that, from the Microcosmic standpoint, 
Jesus is the: Lower ~anas, the ray from the Higher Manas, even as, from. ~e 
Macrocosnuc standpomt, it corresponds to Manas, the ray from Mahat, ~e DIVlOe 
Mind. Jesus is ,JOt Christos, just as the Personality is not the Individuality. 

(6) Note also that her original syzygy is Thel~tus, the Desired or Longed-for. 
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sent out from the Pleroma the Common Fruit of the Pleroma, the syzygy 
of Sophia-Without and the corrector of her sufferings which she suffered, 
seeking for the Christos. So the Fruit becoming without the Pleroma and 
finding her in the first four afflictions, viz., fear, grief, helplessness and need 
(entreaty or prayer), set right her sufferings; but in doing so he perceived 
that it was not meet that those affections (or afflictions) which were of the 
iEons (or eternal) and peculiar to Sophia, should be destroyed. nor on the 
other hand that Sophia should be in such afflictions as fear, grief, supplica
tions and distress. Accordingly, as he was so great an .tEon and the 
progeny.of the whole Pleroma, he made her afflictions depart from her, and 
transformed them into substantial essences. And fear he made a soulish 
(animal) essence; grief, a material; distress, a dcemonial; and conversion 
(i.e. a turning to anyone for help) and prayer and supplication he made the 
path of return (way up), (I) and repentance and the power of the soulish 
essence which is called • right '. The Demiurge was made of fear. And 
this is the meaning of the scripture, he said, • The fear of the Lord is the 
beginning of Wisdom (Sophia) '. (2) For this (fear) was the beginning of 
Sophia's woes. For she was nrst in fear, then in grief, then in distress and 
thus betook herself to prayer and supplication. Now the soulish (animal) 
essence, he said, was fiery and was called the Place· of the Middle (or 
Mean), and the Hebdomad (3) and the Ancient of Days; of this essence 
was the Demiurge . 

.. Now the power of fire, he said, was twofold. For there is a fire which 
is all-devouring and which cannot be quenched and. . . . [a lacuna occurs 
here unfortunately J. From this kind of fire then, the soul is a mortal thing, 
being a sort of mean; for it is the Hebdomad and Pause. It is, however, 
below the Ogdoad, (4) where is Sophia. . . . and the Common Fruit of the 
Pleroma, but it is above the Hyle (Matter) of which is the Demiurge. (5) 
If, therefore, it (the soul) is assimilated with the above, viz., the Ogdoad, 
it becomes immortal and passes to the Ogdoad, which is, according to 
Valentinus, the Celestial Jerusalem, but if it is assimilated with Hyle, that 
is with material qualities, it will be destroyed and perish. (6) 

.. [33J As, therefore, the first and greatest power arose from the soulish 
essence . . . . [a lacuna occurs here J the image Diabolus, the ruler of this 
world: whereas Beelzebub is of the essence of the Dcemons which are bred 
of doubt (incapacity or distress), Sophia energizing from above, from the 
Ogdoad unto the Hebdomad. The Demiurge, they said, knows nothing at 
all, but is mindless and foolish, according to them, and he knows not what 
he does or operates. And as he knows not what he does, Sophia operates 
and strengthens all, and when she does so, he imagines that he is making 
the foundation of the world of himself: wherefore he began to say: • I am 
God and besides me there is no other '. (7) 

[341 .. The Valentinian Tetractys,(8) then, is the • Source containing the 
roots of sempiternal (lit. ever-flowing) nature', and Sophia that from which 
the soulish and material foundation (creation) was constituted. And 
Sophia is called Spirit; the Demiurge, Soul; Diabolus, the Ruler of this 
world; and Beelzebul, the (Ruler) of Dcemons. Such are their teachings . 

.. Moreover, there is a mathematical side to their doctrines; and they 
make the Thirty iEons in the Pleroma emanate again other iEons by 

(I) Antaskarana from another aspect. 
(2) Psalm cxi. 10. 
(3) See Fig. 7; The .. Seven It is in the middle. 
(4) Study Figures 3,7, B, 15 and lB. 
(5) See Fig. 9. The Horizontal diameter is above the greatest triangle of matter. 
(6) .Fig. 9. The triangles on whose bases are 4- Fires, are fourth in either series, 

and therefore have attained the tUnling point. 
(7) Deuteronomy iv. 35. 
(B) See the explanation of the figures. 
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analogy, so that the Pleroma should be collected in a perfect number. For 
like as the Pythagoreans divided into twelve, and thirty, and sixty; (I) so 
also they sub-divide the contents of the Pleroma. The numbers of the 
Ogdoad also are sub-divided; and Sophia who, according to them, is the 
Mother of All Living, and the Common Fruit of the Pleroma, emanated 
Seventy Logoi, (2) which are celestial Messengers (angels), dwelling in 
Jerusalem, which is above in the Heavens. For this (mundane) Jerusalem 
IS the Sophia without, and the Common Fruit of the Pleroma is her spouse. 
Moreover, it was the Demiurge who is the emanator of souls; for he is 
the essence of souls. According to them, the former is Abraham, and the 
latter the children of Abraham (3). The Demiurge then, made bodies for the 
souls from the material (hylic) and diabolical essence. This is as it was 
said: • And God shaped man, taking dirt from the earth, and breathed into 
his face (or appearance) the breath of life: and man became a living 
soul.' (4) This is, according to them, the inner man, the soulish (principle), 
dwelling in the material bodr' which is material, perishable, imperfect, 
fashioned from the diabolica essence. The latter is the material man, 
according to them, as it were an inn or habitation, at one time of the soul 
alone, at another of the soul and Dcemons, at another of the soul and 
Logoi, which are the Logoi from above scattered from the Common Fruit 
of the Pleroma and Sophia into this world, dwelling in a Cholc body (i.e. 
the body of .. dirt" or .. slime" above mentioned), whenever the Dcemons 
do not cohabit with the soul. This, he said, was what was written in the 
scripture: • For this cause I bow my knees unto the God and Father and 
Lord of our Lord Jesus Christ, in order that God may grant you that the 
Christos may dwell in your inner man " (5) that is the soulish and not the 
corporeal (man), • that ye may be strong to know, what is the depth " that 
is to say, the Father of All, • and the breadth', which is the Stake, the 
Boundary of the Pleroma, • or length', (or height), which means the 
Pleroma of the lEons. Therefore, he said: • the soulish (animal) man does 
not perceive those things which are of the Spirit of God; for he is 
foolish '. (6) Now foolishness, he said, is the power of the Demiurge: for 
he was foolish and mindless and thought that he himself was fabricating 
the world, being ignorant that it was Sophia, the Mother, the Ogdoad, (7) 
who operated all for the constitution of the world for him not knowing . 

.. [36J All the prophets, therefore, and law babbled (8) under the 

(I) 12 = 4 X 3, = 21 X 3: 60 = 12 X 5, = 3 X 4 X 5, = 22 X 3 X 5· 
Also 60 = (7 + 5) X 5, = (7 + 3 + 2) X 5, = (10 + 2) X 5· 
All of which may be applied to planes and principles. 
(2) 70 = 7 X 10, = 21 + 49, = 3 X 7 + 7 X 7. 
(3) See Cap. 36 infra, and compare the passages in the Bible where "father 

Abraham" and "the seed of Abraham" are spoken of, and perhaps quite a new 
meaning of these familiar phrases will present itself. C/. for "father Abraham" 
Mat. iii, 9; Luke iii, 8; i, 73; xvi, 24 and 30; 10hn viii, 39, 53, and 56; Acts vii, 
2; Rom. iv!.~, 12, and 16; and Jam. ii,. 21; an~ lor "se~~ of Abraham", Luke i, 
~5; John vw, 33 and 37; Rom. IV, 13; IX, 7; Xl, I; Gal. w, 16 and 29; and Heb. 
D,I6. 

(4) Genesis ii. 70. 
(5) Ephes. iii. 14, 16-18. 
(6) I. Cor. ii. 14. 

. (7) ~phia, ~e Ogdoad, is of ~ourse the reflection of the Pleromic Heptad plus 
Slge; VIZ., Sophia, #us the AbortIon, the Tetrad, and plus the Common Fruit, the 
spouse or syzygy of the Abortion, the Triad,; eight in all, the Ogdoad. 

Perhaps also by a careful study of the Figure, a raison d'itre for the nefast 
" Eighth Spbere" (which is not the moon) may be suggested. 

(8) The very word used of John the Baptist in John i. 37. Indeed the first 
chapters of Johll can only be interpreted by a Gnostic student; every verse bristles 
with techni~lities of the Gnosis; even the apparently most unimportant words are 
full of meanmg. 
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inspiration of the Demiurge, foolish know-nothings (inspired by) a foolish 
God, according to him. For which cause, said he, the Saviour said: • All 
who came before me are thieves and robbers', (I) and the Apostle: • the 
mystery which was not known to former generations '. (2) For none of the 
prophets, he said, spake about these things of which we speak; for they 
were not known: all things r a lacuna occurs here], inasmuch indeed as 
they were babbled forth under the inspiration of the Demiurge alone. 
When, therefore, the creation (or constitution) came to an end, and the 
manifestation of the So.ns of God, that is of the Demiurge, had thereafter 
to take place-the manifestation that had been hidden and in which, he 
said, the soulish man had been concealed, having a veil over his heart
.when, therefore, the veil had to be raised and these mysteries were to be 
perceived, Jesus was born through Mary the Virgin, according to what was 
written: 'the Holy Spirit (Ghost) shall come upon thee', the Spirit is Sophia, 
• and the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee', the Highest is the 
Demiurge, 'for that which shall be horn from thee shall be called holy'. (J) 
For he was not born from the Highest alone, as those who were constituted 
according to Adam, were constituted from the highest alone, that is the 
Demiurge. But Jesus the new man was born of the Holy Spirit, that is of 
Sophia and the Demiurge, in order that the Demiurge might make up the 
moulding and arrangement of his body, but the Holy Spirit provide the 
essence thereof, and he might be the celestial Logos from the Ogdoad, born 
through Mary . 

.. Now concerning this tenet there is a great questioning among them 
and it is the cause of schisms and dissension. Hence their doctrine is 
divided into two schools, of which one is called the Eastern and the .other 
the Italian. Now the Italian school maintains that the body of Jesus was 
soulish (animal), and it was because of this that the Spirit descended as a 
dove at his baptism, that is, the Logos of his Mother the Sophia-Above, 
and approached his soulish principle and awoke him frrnn the dead. (4) This is 
that which was spoken, he said: 'he who aroused Christos from the dead, 
will vivify also your mortal bodies', (s) that is to say, your soulish (bodies). 
For it is the 'slime' that came under the curse,' for earth thou art, and unto 
earth thou shalt return '. (6} The Eastern school,on the other hand, declares 
that the hody of the Saviour was spiritual: for the Holy Spirit, that is to say, 
Sophia and the power of the Highest, the demiurgic art, came upon Mary, in 
order that that which had been given by the Spirit to Mary, might be fashioned • 

.. [381 Moreover, he goes on to say, as the failures which pertain to the 
lEons wnich are within, had been rectified, and also those that pertain 
to the Ogdoad, viz., the Sophia-Without, so also those which pertained to 
the Hebdomad. (For the Demiurge was taught by Sophia, that he was 
not the one only God, as he imagined, and that there were no others besides 
himself, as he supposed; and so being instructed by Sophia, he understood 
that there was a higher. For he was instructed, and initiated, and taught 
by her the great mystery of the Father of the lEons, and he told it to no one; 
this is, he said, what he (the Demiurge) spoke to Moses: • I am the God of 
Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, and the name of God I 
have not declared unto them', (7) that is I have not spoken nor revealed the 
mystery, 'Who is God', but I have kept in secret with myself the mystery 
which I heard from Sophia). Since, therefore, the higher (mis-deeds or 
failures) had been corrected, by the same sequence it was necessary that 
those of our lower plane should also be set right. For this cause was born 
lesus the Saviour, through Mary, in order that the failures (or mistakes) 
Tlere should be set right; just as the Christos, who was after-emanated by 

(I) 101m x. 8. (2) C/. EPhes. iii. 9, 10; Rom. xvi. 25. (3) Luke i. 35. 
(4) ~he uninitiated were always called the" dead ". 
(5) Rom. viii. II. (6) Ge/lesis iii. 19. (7) Ezodus vi. 2, J. 
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Mind and Truth, set right the sufferings of Sophia. Without, that is of the 
Abortion. And so again the Saviour, born through Mary, came to set 
right the sufferings of the soul. There are, therefore, thr" Christs, viz., he 
who was after-emanated by Mind and Truth together with the Holy Spirit i 
and the Common Fruit of the Pleroma, the syzygy of the Sophia· Without, 
who is also called the Holy Spirit inferior to the first; and the third, he 
who was born through Mary for the correction of our human constitution. " 

Our author was right in comparing the Valentinian system with those of 
Pythagoras and Plato and in declaring that it had a mathematical basis. 
The GlIOsis at all times and in all countries has been based on n(dural laws, 
and the different branches of mathematical science are simply the methods 
of expressing these laws. To vindicate these sublime systems of antiquity, 
and to prove that they were based on something more than "supertitious 
imagination", some figures will now be given, and some hints to their 
explanation attempted. It must, however, be remembered that as such 
figures are infinite, and that the permutations and combinations of their 
properties, correspondences and qualities are equally infinite, no more than 
the roughest possible outline can be given in a short paper. As, however, 
in the sequel, reference will often be made to these figures, it is necessary 
for the reader to be put into possession of their general scheme at the 
beginning of our undertaking. It is hoped that by these figures students 
win be given the clearest possible proof that, as Plato said, " The Deity 
geometrizes" . 

CHART OF THE PLERc)MA ACCORDING TO VALENTINUS. 

FIrSt the • (Point), the MotUUl, Bythus (the Deep). the unknown and unknowable 
Father. Then the ~ (Triangle), Bytbus and the first emanated pair or Duad, 
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Nous (Mind) and its syzygy Aletheia lTruth). Then the 0 (Square), the dual Duad, 
Tetractys Of' quatlmla1'Y, two males n, the Logos (Word) and Anthr&pos (Man), two 
females, theIr syzygies, = Zo& (Life) and Ekklesia (the Church or Assembly), 
Seven in aU. The Triangle the Potentiality of Spirit, the Square the Potentiality of 
Matter; the Vertical Straight Line the Potency of Spirit, and the Horizontal the 

Potency of Matter. Next comes the Pentagram '*, the Pentad, the mysterious 
symbol of the Manasaputras or Sons of Wisdom, which together with their syzygies 

make 10, or the Decad; and last of all, the Hexalpha or interlaced Triangles ¢ 
the Hexad, which with their syzygies make 12, or the Dodecad. Such are the 
Contents of the Pleroma or Completion, the Ideas in the Divine Mind, 28 in all, for 
Bythus or the Father is not reckoned, as it is the Root of all. The two small 
circles within the Pleroma are the syzygy Christos·Pneuma (Christ and the Holy 
Spirit); these are after.emanations, and, as such, from one aspect, typify the 
descent of Spirit to inform and evolve Matter, which essentially proceeds from the 
same source; and from another, the descent or incarnation of the KumAras or 
the Higher Egos of Humanity. 

The Circle of the Pleroma is bounded by a circumference emanated from 
Bythus (the Point), this is called the Horus (Boundary), Staurus (Stock, Stake, or 
Cross) and Metzcheus (Participator); it shuts off the Pleroma (or Completion) from 
the Hyster~ma (the Inferiority or Incompletion), the larger from the smaller Circle, 
the Unmanifested from the Manifested. Within the Circle of the Hvster&ma is the 
Square of primordial Matter, or Chaos, emanated by Sophia, called the Ektr6ma. 
(or Abortion). Above this is a Triangle, primordial Spirit, called the Common 
Fruit of the Pleroma, or Jeslls, for to all below the Pleroma it appears as a unity. 
Notice how the Triangle and Square of the Hyster&ma are a 1'eflection of the 
Triangle and Square of the Pleroma. Finally, the plane of the paper, enclosing 
and penetrating all, is Sig~ (Silence) (I). 

SOME GENERAL HINTS TOWARDS AN EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES. 

In all the figures except Fig. 8 the great Hermetic axiom, .. As above, so below", 
is triumphantly shown forth, as also the idea of the Syzygy, pair or opposite. Let 
us begin with Fig. 8, remembering that the Point produces the Line; the Line 
the Superficies; and the Superficies the Solid. 

In this figure we have a symbol of Fire or Spirit. The vertical line, in the 
centre of the figure, is the subtlest Fire; this gradually falls into the shape of 
triangles, their vertical angles growing less and less acute, as their bases expand 
and at the same time rise to higher planes. Six planes or bases in all. and six 
triangles, with the point the seventh. The seventh figure generated from the 
point is the right.angled triangle. the most perfect. The more acute the angle 
the subtler the Fire, until it finally reaches the right angle, the balance or turning. 
point of all angles. 

Now let us takp. the central point of the whole figure and join it with the 
extremities of the bases of the triangles; we shall then find that with the point 
again we have a second series of Seven, viz., the point, two acute-angled. one 
right-angled, two obtuse-angled triangles, and the horizontal diameter of the 
Figure. These are the Rupa Planes, the first septenary being the seven fitf'Y 
Logoi, the second septenary the seven Globes on the four lower planes of the 
great septenate, &c., &c. Notice again the series of quadrilaterals formed by the 
intersection of the bases and sides of the triangles, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, the perfect 
number. Therefore starting from our perpendicular, or Spirit, we arrive by a 
series of angles through every variety of acuteness to the right-angled triangle, and 
pass from it through every variety of obtuseness to the horizontal diameter, 
Matter. 

This great fact may be more plainly seen in Figs. II-I8, where the same series 
is traced in rectangular quadrilaterals, of which the balance or turning-point is the 
Square. or course it must be remembered that 'only the perfect types are given, the 
intermediate types being infinite. For instance, to get from Fig. II to Fig. 12 an 
infinity of points are required; from Fig. 12 to Fig. 13 an infinity of lines; from 

(I) It is hardly necessary to point out the wonderful concordance of this system 
with that of the Secret Doctrine. The mysteries of the Higher and Lower Ego are 
presented, perhaps, almost too clearly. 
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Fig. 13 to Fig. l~ aa infinity of intermediate figures, &c., seven infinities and seven 
eternities in an. 

In these figures also it should be noticed that the Vertical has expanded and 
again decreased into the Horizontal, but in doing so has changed its direction, in other 
words the wheel has turned. In one of the following papers it is hoped to show 
the generation of the Svutica and its connection with these figures. 

Having now obtained our most perfect triangular figure, viz., the right.angled 
Triangle, let us proceed to trace the operations of a pair of these. In the series 
of figures 1·8, we notice the triangle of Spirit with its apex upward and the triangle 
of Matter with its apex downward. Let those who wish to understand the two 
Circles surrounding these triangles and gradually involving into one another until 
finally they became one (Fig. 7), remember the Caduceus, and think over what is 
said m the Secret Doctrine (vol. i. pp. 550 et seqq.), about the "lemniscate ", and also 
about the development of a germ.cell (vol. ii, pp. 117 et seqq.). 

These Triangles produce Squares by their intersection, and we get the 
following series of Points generated, 1,4, 9, 16, 25, 36 and 49, which is II, 22, 3', 4', 
5', 6' and 7'. 

Thus are the Forly nine Fires generated. 
At the fOtl"" stage the primal type of the spindle (X) is repeated, but as a 

dll4lity; in the two succeeding figures this duality is repeated but on a smaller 
and smaller scale until in Fig. 8, it disappears entirely. 

Let us now combine our previous figures and we obtain Fig. 9. All is generated 
from the Point (the First Logos). Thus from it we have six descending triangles 
and six spheres of matter, which together with the point make seven. So also with 
the fainter triangles and circles of spirit which ascend. And yet the two point!! of 
departure are es5elltially one in nature. The horizontal diameter is neither dark nor 
light, neither spirit nor matter, as is also the greatest circumscribing circle. 

Fig. 10 is an amplification of Fig. 7. It is the Pyramid unfolded, and the II Four· 
faced Brahm",the "four Maharabjas," etc., and all the quatemariesj it is also the 
ezpanston of the Tetractys. Notice the two series of three Squares each and the 
Point in the c~ntre, seven in all. Notice also that the Square of Twelve Fires is 
bounded by Triangles of Ten. The representation of the Pythagorean Tetractys 
was a triangle containing Un Yods. 

Our figure being a perfect type, if the comers are folded to the central point, the 
rll'es, or syzygies, coincide, and this process can be repeated until the whole figure 
disappears in the Point. But in nature the type is imperfect, and the Fires are at 
unequal distances, so that in folding over the four comers, the Solid Pyramid is 
formed, its spiritual axis and its material basal diameters varying with the propor. 
tion of spirit and matter in any manifestation. 

Fig. 7 will give us all our pairs, and initiate us into the mystery of Reftection. 
Thus we have 2 ones, 2 twos, 2 threes, 2 fours, 2 fives, 2 sixes, but only O1Je seven. 
Here then we have all the mysterious gnostic numbers; from I to 7, then 8, or the 
Ogdoad, 10 or the Decad, and 12 or the Dodecad. 

Much more, indeed, might be written j but, perhaps, enough has already been 
said to direct the attention of students to the mystery of the Forty·nine Fires, and 
give them a key to the comprehension of the hitherto hopeless obscurity of the 
Gnostic writers in the eyes of the moderns. 

(To be colltinwa.) 

THERE are eight original mountains, and seven seas-Brahma, Indra, the Sun, 
and Kisdra. These are permanent, not thou, not I, not this or that people. What, 
therefore, should occasion our sorrow ? 

hi thee, in me, in every other, Vishnu resides j in vain art thou angry with me, 
uot bearing my approach j this is perfectly true, all must be esteemed equal; be 
1J0t, therefore, proud of a magnificent palace. 

LET every dawn of momiog be to you as the beginning of life, and every setting 
SUD be to you as its close: then let every one of these short lives leave its sure 
record of some kindly thing done for others, some goodly strength or knowledge 
gained for yourselves. 
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«nnttrninll Itbatban. 
A FRAGMENT AND A VISION. 

l'1;tE had been talking in a desultory way over various problems of life 
~ and their attempted solutions, and I said :-

.. It is a pleasant dream for us who live yet on the earth that those we 
loved who have gone before us should still be able to keep watch and ward 
over us." 

CI Why call it a dream?" queried my companion, gently . 
.. Because", I said, .. we must needs think that the pure spirits pass 

away from all contact with the meanness and misery of this earth to a state 
of blissful rest, for a time at least." 

CI But there are those who have seen and talked with their beloved 
dead", she replied, with a strange gleam in her large serious eyes. 

CI You are not a spiritualist surely?" I said. 
CI No I" she answered, CI not in the common acceptation. It is beyond 

my power to believe that an immortal spirit could condescend to play 
vulgar tricks with tea-tables to amuse a Clapham circle at the bidding of a 
Yankee Medium, hired at so much an hour. Whatever these phenomena 
mean, I am confident they do not mean that, but I am equally confident that 
o1,1r dead friends are near us always, and if it is good for us to be so we are 
aware of their presence. That is to say, if it is good' for us we become 
sufficiently sensitive to perceive them, and if it is not good for us we do not, 
and in the latter case communications which cannot be made directly will 
never be made indirectly, least of all by a medium plying his trade for 
lucre, though sometimes perhaps the friendly aid of a hypnotizer may 
hpsten the sensitizing of our consciousness." 

.. But is it not a cruel theory, that would doom the emancipated spirit, 
while hastening to the rest and peace its earth-life has earned, to witness all 
the degradation, the sorrow, and the sin of this planet, especially of those 
whom it . loved so well while it was here? The rest of Devachan must 
pre-suppose that it knows nothing of this." 

CI Once I thought so too ", she said, slowly, .. I know better now. I 
hafle bun there." 

It ~as my turn to stare, and in truth I began to think that some strange 
hallucination must have clouded my fair friend's brain. But she went on 
quite calmly. 

" Yes I it was in a vision or dream of course, and it came when I was wom 
out by long nursing and anxiety or I suppose it would not have come at all. 
When the body is strong and vigorous one rarely gets beyond its control. 
You will remember when my dear baby boy was so terribly ill, some time 
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ago; he was just over three years old. I never knew clearly what was the 
matter, or what it was the doctors did; but I know they said that some 
lotion or other, or dressing, I forget what, must be applied to his back and 
chest which would be horribly painful, and they told me I had better keep 
away from the room, out of the house if possible-as if I could !-I told 
them my nerves were strong enough to bear anything (and so for the time 
they were) but no power on earth would keep me away from my boy; the 
reality of it was far worse than I expected-l suffered horribly, as you may 
fancy-but there was more afterwards, for some lotion had to be applied 
from time to time, the effect of which would be t~ renew all the pain on the 
poor little suffering body, and this I insisted on doing myself, for it was 
simple enough to do, and I got all my directions and the doctors left. A 
dreadful night that was you may be sure of weary watching, and trying to 
soothe the poor little mite to sleep; and at last as he seemed just passing 
into a quiet sleep came the time when I must apply that cruel burning 
lotion and wake all the pain again. But I had my work to do, and I did it 
with unfaltering hand. To my surprise and joy there was not a sign of 
wincing. 'Does it hurt badly, darling?' I whispered to him. 'Not one 
bit, mamma " he said, looking up with his brave blue eyes in my face; and 
I felt inclined to kneel down and thank God for this great mercy, for every 
pang on that poor weak body was a tenfold pang to me. But at that 
moment there flashed on my mind the parting words of the good old doctor. 
, If it doesn't hurt him very much, it will do no good, and nothing can save 
him-he must die'. I cannot express in words the sick despair of the 
thought. I had applied the lotion strictly according to orders, and it did 
not hurt him. Then the doom was sealed, and my flaxen· haired, blue·eyed 
cherub must be taken from me, no more to laugh his glad merry welcome in 
my eyes. Yet there was one more chance. After an hour I was to apply 
the lotion again. My little one had passed into a quiet sleep. I sat 
watching the clock with feverish eagerness. \Vould that hour never pass? 
At last the time came and' once more I applied the lotion, and what music 
to my ears then was that' long, low wail of agony! for it told me that the 
remedies were doing their work, and that my darling would live-as, thank 
God! he has lived to grow well and strong with all that cruel illness 
entirely conquered. I sat with him constantly; no hands but my own 
used that lotion, and I remember well how the pain it caused was a joy 
to me, and how by degrees I led the brave boy himself to understand how 
it was doing him good, till he bore it without a single cry, though the tears 
stood in his blue eyes with the pain of it. And at last the pain grew less 
each time, till we left off using it altogether, and then I suppose I collapsed. 
Anyhow the walls of the nursery seemed to rock and reel and then grow 
cloudy; and then I seemed to float far away, and the first thing I saw was 
my brother Jim-you remember poor Jim who went to Australia, and went 
to the bad-and he seemed to be drinking in a low bar with some vile 
companions, and I groaned in my heart as I thought of the careless 

17 
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handsome boy he had been before he left us. And then like a Bash my 
thought went back and I saw him as he was then; but I saw clearly now 
through and through him, and in that bright, careless nature I could see the 
dark spiritual poison-selfishness, and cruelty, and vice-brought over, as I 
believe, from some previous life, seething away out of sight like a hidden 
fever in the blood. And a still voice seemed to say: • That fever must 
work out before it can be cured-if it is thrown inwards it will be fatal'. 
Then again poor Jim came before me as he stood at the low drinking bar, 
and I saw his spiritual self, but, if I may use a physical analogy, the poison 
was no longer seething within, but was, as it were, an eruption covering the 
whole body. And again the still voice said: • Now it may be cured; 
would'st thou see more? ' and I assented; and my eye seemed to look into 
the future and I saw Jim with a smoking pistol in his hand, and a murdered 
man lying at his feet. • The crisis', whispered the voice. Then I saw him 
again, a hunted fugitive, dying a thousand deaths of agony, remorse, and 
terror, and by some intuitive perception I knew that every pain was a 
process of cure, till at last he stood on the scaffold and I could see the 
spiritual form purged from that foul poison, and I knew he left the world a 
better and nobler man than he came into it, notwithstanding all his crimes 
and degradation. Some evil Karma had worked itself out in those cruel 
years of Bying from justice. 

Then it seemed I passed deeper into trance, and the whole world 
seemed to me to lie before me like a great hospital, where I with other 
kindred spirits watched the gradual healing of the sin-sick souls. 'Canst 
thou bear to watch their cure?' said the voice once more. • Aye I if 
the cure be certain', I replied. • I can rejoice in the suffering which 
works a cure, but what if it do not-what if the soul be lost after all? I 
could not bear to watch wasted suffering.' • No suffering is wasted', 
the voice replied. • When the soul is beyond cure it is beyond feeling; 
it suffers not-in all the universe is no useless pang, all obeys the law 
of love.' I thought of my baby-boy, and felt I could rejoice over the 
pangs that brought such blessed results. • Wilt thou then', said the 
voice, • join this band of spirits-the divine nursing sisters of humanity, 
as I would call them, and help in the work of curing souls and purging 
them of their impurities and diseases by aiding the great law of Karma, 
or will you take the so-called rest of Devachan, where you will be deluded 
with the dream that your dear ones are all with you, though in actual 
fact they are at the very moment fulfilling their Karmic destinies in 
pain and sorrow on the earth?' I replied without hesitation: • Give 
me the real divine mercy of healing; let me have part in this grand work'," 

" Spoken like a true and noble woman", was my comment. " Whether 
your vision be true or a mere dream, it sounds higher, grander, than 
the sick fancies of sentimentalists." 

• • • • • 
J. W. BRODIE-INNES, F.T.S. 
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'ht ;lltaning of ~tparattb lift. 
A MATHEMATICAL STORY OF TvVO, THREE, AND FOUR 

DIMENSIONS. 

Tr1HE late editor of Knowledge, Mr. R. A. Proctor, was one of the ~ost 
ell(g prominent benefactors of humanity in recent times. For he popula-

rised modes of exact scientific thought in a way that few learned men 
of our day have been unselfish enough to emulate. \\Then the news of his 
death spread over the earth, thousands felt they had lost a valued friend 
and teacher. 

One of his best, and weIl-known, lectures was entitled" The Universe It. 
In order to carry his audience with him through so vast a subject in the 
short space of two hours or so, he adopted the expedient of as it were 
hanging earth, moon, planets, sun and stars upon a tree! Thus earth and 
moon corresponded to a twig; Saturn and its moons-a miniature solar 
system-to a small branch; the sun, planets, and solar comets, to a larger 
branch; and the stars of our galaxy-suns and planets, and systems of suns 
and planets-to the whole tree. Mr. Proctor here used the Law of Corres
pondence which exists throughout the universe, though he applied it to one 
only of the seven phenomenal modes of Being; namely, that of "Three 
Dimensions". And while his comparison would at least suggest some of 
the use and meaning of the gigantic separated life of the star systems, it is 
now proposed to examine the tree more closely, and read if possible some 
of the teaching it conveys about life in general, and human life in particular. 

First let us draw attention to the teachings and thoughts of another 
prominent scientist, perhaps the foremost living exponent of abstract Natural 
Philosophy-Professor P. G. Tait of Edinhurgh University-one of the 
authors of that profoundly thoughtful work" The Unseen Universe It. Not 
a session passes without Professor Tait referring to the possibilities of a 
fourth dimensional state of Being. Verbum sat sapienti. 

And before proceeding with our investigation let us remember that the 
foundation of the higher mathematies-the Binomial Theorem-is proved 
by showing that if true for allY dimension it mflSt be true for the next higher 
dimension; and then, finding it true for the third, we see that it must be 
true for the fourth, fifth, etc.; and thus find it is actuaIly an incontrovertible 
truth for any dimension, even if negative. 

N ow it is admitted by science that all " living" matter is more or less 
conscious; and this being so, let liS endeavor to narrow our consciousness 
down to the plane of a leaf, and then listen attentively to what occurred to 
a leaf on a giant tree that had weathered the storms of many centuries. 
This leaf had been conversing with another leaf on the strange fate which 
carried them on from night to day and back to night through a bright 
summer only to wither and die in the autumn, if not sooner destroyed by 
storms, or other calamities. Our leaves could only see what was of a green 
color like themselves, and of (practicaIly) TWO DIMENSIONAL modes 
of being. So that in the air around them they beheld myriads of other 
leaves who all appeared heirs to the same misfortunes, and fated to die. 

Leaf A inquired if there was any historical evidence to throw light on 
the matter, and leaf B replied that it had heard there was, but didn't 
believe much in historical evidence upon so momentous a question. It might 
have some value, but leaf B, for one, couldn't see it. Moreover leaf J1. 
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convinced there must be some meaning in its existence, sent its conscious
ness in radical lines hither and thither on its surface·; pondered on its 
shape; discovered learnedly on its sap life; and even stumbled on a 
probable law of evolution of leafy shapes, Yet the mystery of its own life, 
decay, and death remained a riddle. Some leaves too, were blighted earl,. 
in spring, while others near them outlived the summer. Leaf A thought 1t 
was all very unjust, not to say sad; and turning from a story of how one 
leaf could become immortal by merely believing that some other particularly 
well-shaped leaf had died, it resolved to find out the mystery for itself. 

Accordingly leaf A, finding the surface already well explored, essayed 
the task of directing its consciousness, keenly and persistently, all round its 
EDGE, at some little risk to its vitality. One day, when almost exhausted 
by this work, it was startled to perceive at one point on the edge something 
which seemed to recede from the leaf plane AT RIGHT ANGLES to it! 

In terror it approached leaf B, and to it communicated the astounding 
discovery. But leaf B replied that such a thing was quite outside the 
range of its investigations and could have no possible bearing on the 
meaning of leaf life; and besides it was probably a hallucination on A's 
part, brought about by the unusual direction it had compelled its 
consciousness to take; adding, moreover, with more force than courtesy, 
that it had better keep its discovery to itself if it didn't want to be thought 
a fool by the other leaves. 

Nothing daunted, however, our leaf determined to repeat the experiment, 
though it had seemed to lose itself in the previous attempt. Passing, with 
supreme concentration, through the peculiar feeling of loss of identity, it 
was amazed to find that its consciousness nevertheless became more vivid, 
and had, moreover, taken a definite direction! And it seemed now to 
remember something of past summers of leaf life-summers before it had 
been a leaf! Fa, its conscious life was now movillg down a twig. It then 
returned to tell the other leaves of this still more wonderful discovery. But 
it found them in many groups, eagerly discussing the problem of leaf life. 
Some held that when a leaf died it had a " spirit" which floated around 
somewhere in the air, and occasionally obliged a leaf more or less distantly 
connected with it by appearing in somewhat phantasmal form. Others 
held that death was an insoluble mystery, and that the best thing they 
could do was to arrange that all leaves should have an exactly equal share 
of sunlight-a foolish notion truly. Others held that they should think of 
each other and not of themselves; and though these were on the true road, 
yet when pressed for a practical explanation of how their plan disarmed 
Death of its terrors for each, they remained speechless-for they knew not. 
One leaf had said, "I am the way", but its meaning had become 
hopelessly misunderstood. There were many other creeds and dogmas 
ad Mllseam, and leaf A noticed a small group too, who thought that a belief 
in " Karma" and " Re-incarnation .. would certainly make them immortal. 

Saddened and weary our leaf resolved to carryon its researches 
considerably, for it found the others would not as yet listen to its tale of 
exalted consciousness and awakened memory. It came to a point, in later 
times, where another circular cross section of consciousness approached it, 
then touched, intersected and united with it ! 

It seemed now to live in the past and present of a great number 
of leaves of two kinds. It had quite lost its own especial life, but was able 
to perceive at the end of a smal1 twig the form of the particular leaf it had 
quitted. 

Afterwards came a more appalling change, yet similar to one that 
occurred on its first quitting the leaf. The united stream of life became 
absorbed in a much larger one, a main branch. 

And so it discovered with a delight beyond the capabilities of mediocre 
leaf language to convey, that although leaves did fade and seemingly die, 
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those who during life suceeded in removing their centre of consciousness 
from the leaf superficies into the more REAL and THREE DIMEN
SIONAL depths of the branch could perceive that the life was only drawn 
inwards, or into a higher state of being along a definite branch, with all the 
potentialities and aspirations for further development; and that death was 
but a change of precisely the same character which took place during the 
flight life of leaves, only that the casting off or abandonment of the leaf 
mode of existence was of much longer duration. Thus it saw that leaves 
had no cause to fear the winter. Then it saw, too, the proximate purpose 
of this separated leaf life-the growth and perfecting of the whole branch. 
It saw, too, that the electric thread of its own life was continuous, though 
not always in consecutive summers, and this led it to inquire into the 
deeper purpose of tree life. 

It found that the outward flowing day currents of branch life went in a 
spiral whirl which without changing its rotative direction flowed backwards 
at night. Then it seemed like a sun-derived suggestion from a higher and 
already existent mode of being that if this forward and backward motion 
could be combined with the simpler advancing rotative motion, the leaves 
would curve themselves into more or less complex flower forms; and that 
if after this point of development had been reached, the principle of rota
tion about an axis advancing along the central line at right angles to it, 
were further perfected, more or less spherical/mit shapes would be formed, 
THREE DIMENSIONAL, and containing within potentialities of infinite 
future development. 

Thus it saw that if the other leaves could all be induced to reverse their 
currents of life during the day, send their united life back into the tree, and 
again let it flow outwards, the tree would rise in the scale of self-created 
beings. But it noticed a small branch, which having perceived some of 
this, resolved to tum its own leaves into flowers and so look prettiet than 
the other branches. The consequence of the reversal of some of the 
whirling life currents in this branch-causing them to proceed in an 
opposite direction to similar currents in the other branches-was, that 
although some small flowers came, this branch, with all its dependent 
leaves. withered very soon. And our leaf at once comprehended that if it 
cherished a like purpose for itself, whether in narrow leaf life, or responsible 
branch life, Death was simply a scientific certainty. For if two ends of 
one shaft are desired to rotate in opposite directions, and the torsional 
resistance be less than the opposing rotative forces, the shaft must break at 
some intermediate point. Hence the flower and fruit life of a tree cannot 
be permanently developed till all the whirling life currents of the tree flow 
outward and inward in similar harmonic motion. 

The leaves uuitedly samJicetl their modes of being and consciously 
retreated into temporarily unknown regions to re-appear as flowers; these 
again sacrificed their modes of being and re-appeared as fruit. And there 
came a time when these changes occurred to one leaf during one summer, 
and the flowers were called blossoms. Again the ripe fruits sacrificed their 
lives, became detached and fell to mother Earth, that other trees might 
spring up in future times of even greater perfection, and lead ultimately 
through further sacrifices to higher modes of existence. 

Thus our leaf perceived very clearly that while it might become a 
magnificent tree bearing strange fruit in future. times, yet if it cherished 
such a desire at any stage of progress, it would risk becoming detached 
from the greater whole of which it ever formed a part, falling to earth not 
as ripe fruit, but as a withering branch or leaf, doomed to commence life 
again-if there was time left, in lower dimensional modes of existence. 

Returning to the original leaf state and consciousness it will be seen that 
while its form was sensibly Superficial, its displaced centre of consciousness 
bad only one kind of motion round its real centre-the point of junction 
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with the twig-and this kind of motion is usually called motion in a plane 
surface. That is, the form being two dimensional, the conscious motion was 
of one kind. But in the twig, the form being three dimensional, the conscious 
motion was of two kinds, circular and uniformly retreating at right angles 
to the former plane of the leaf. The conscious motion in the second case 
was quite like that in the first case, radial and rotative, but it had the 
abnormal attribute of receding at right angles from the familiar leaf plane of 
existence. And its first experience in doing so, be it remembered, was the 
recollection of former summers. And be it further noted that this was only 
attained by passing backwards concentratively through the point of attach
ment to the twig. 

Now the form of the human skull is globular or three dimensional, and 
within it is a certain magic point, by which it is connected to a remarkably 
real chain of consciousness in the realm of four dimensions. As with the 
leaves, so ordinary human skulls only see around them what is like them
selves: in this case three dimensional. And ordinary modes of waking or 
day-time skull-consciousness are of two kinds, forward and backward, and 
from side to side. These two notions must be stilled, and the conscious life 
pass through the point of attachment backwards by supreme concentration, 
before height and depth can be added to the consciousness, and the far 
more REAL empire of four dimensions be explored. 

The analogy to the tree is even more perfect, for the nearer the centre 
of the tree, the more the varied leaf life becomes united into one life. And 
thus we can see pretty clearly what is a strange but eternal fact, that in a 
much higher plane of Being the vast separated life of Humanity is but One 
Life. And again these planetary single lives unite in the controlling 
Spirits of their central orbs. And thus the Eternal Truth is reached that 
All Life is One, the apparent separation only occurring through lower 
and lower planes or modes of being, for the development and perfection 
of the Divine Idea through the present Day of Brahm. 

Thus the Universal Brotherhood of Humanity is not a new-fangled 
notion, but an eternal scientific fact, which anyone who stills the self
centreing currents of his lower nature by becoming universal in his sy,mpa
thies, and then making the experiment that leaf A made, can venfy for 
himself. It is not an easy task, but by following the lines laid down by 
Gautama Buddha, or Jesus, or Paul-it can be done; and he will himself 
accomplish the at-one-ment with his Higher Self, even as that in turn will 
in time become absolutely united with other Higher Selves and flow ever 
Godward. 

But he must make the experiment himself. No other can do it for him. 
And when the nations, the other leaves, shall have verified the truth of this 
experiment-it may be ere long-then will it be possible for the Human 
Progress to make a sudden leap onward-flower-like-to forms and lives of 
infinitely greater Beauty, Truth, and Love. than seems possible to anyone 
leaf at present. 'FRED. J. DICK. 

THE OLD ADAM. 

If all " ALL, then all must be 
Selfish Homogeneity; 
For though I crave nor life, nor pelf, 
In loving ALL I love myself. 

R. B. H. 
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~tbtn-~lIrth mtbtlIt. 

~N acquaintance of mine in the city, an elderly gentleman, has related 
to me the following account of an incident that happened to him 
during one of the earlier days of his existence. 1 may add that 

he is a gentleman of position, looked up to and respected in business, and 
in every way his word is to be relied on. The tale runs as follows: 

"When 1 was a boy 1 can recollect perfectly well my aunt coming to 
me one day relating how she had been present at a very interesting 
ceremony which had just taken place at the house of a friend of hers, Sir 
lohn Malcolm. This gentleman, who had just returned from his travels in 
~gypt, had hrought back with him many interesting souvenirs of the 
East; but perhaps the most attractive of all his collection was that of a 
real (I was about to say live, but just stopped myself), genuine mummy, 
and my aunt had been Invited amongst others to be present at the cere· 
mony of unrolling this Egyptian lady (I believe it was of the female sex). 
The ceremony passed off without any hitch, but the most interesting part 
culminated at the point when there was nothing more to unroll. When 
this stage was reached the onlookers found nothing extraordioory except 
that the hand of the deceased was seen to contain something which 
subsequent examination proved to be wheat, dried up and very parched 
wheat of the East. A small quantity of this was distributed to the friends 
present, and much to my delight my aunt presented me with her share of 
this interesting cereal. 

" As soon as 1 had satisfied my admiration and wonder by gazing at and 
pondering over these few grains of wheat, the idea naturally presented 
itself to me if 1 could get it to germinate and grow. This idea 1 very soon 
carried out, planting it in a suitable place. To my great delight In due 
time this wheat began to sprout and grow; and, to make a long tale short, 
when it was fully grown 1 found on enquiry that it was the famous seven
eared wheat of Egypt which we read of in ancient records, and the 
existence of which is doubted in the present materialistic age. Yes, there 
was the central ear, sturdy and upright, with its six fellow ears placed 
equidistantly around it on the same stem, a sight which we never see 
now-a-days; but truly enough there it was, and it became the talk and 
marvel of all who beheld it. It was wonderful to think that these few 
grains should have contained within them the germs of life these many 
thousands of years, only awaiting for suitable conditions to germinate. 

II 1 obtained from subsequent sowing more seed, which 1 gave to a 
neighboring fanner, who planted a row of it in the ground with the rest 
of his wheat; but unfortunately this seed was placed in a damp place; 
it rotted and was spoiled, and thus all my efforts to propagate were 
fruitless. Nevertheless the fact remains, and can be testified to by many, 
that there is such a thing as the seven-eared wheat of the East, and that 
ther had been amongst the privileged ones to testify to its genuineness and 
antiquity. " 

F. L. GARDNER, F.T.S. 
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There is no peace except where I am, saith the Lord-
Though you have health-that which is called healtq-yet without me it is only the 

fair covering of disease; 
Though you have love, yet if I be not between and around the lovers is their love 

only torment and unrest; 
Though you have wealth, and friends, and home, all these shall come and go-there 

is nothing stable or secure which shall not be taken away; 
But I alone remain-I do not change. 
As space spreads everywhere, and all things move and change within it, but it 

moves not nor changes, 
So I am the space within the soul, of which the space without is but the similitude 

and mental image; 
Comest thou to inhabit me, thou hast the entrance to all life-death shall no longer 

divide thee from whom thou lovest. 
I am the Sun that shines upon all creatures from within-gazest thou upon me, thou 

shalt be filled with joy eternal. 
He not deceived. Soon this outer world shall drop off: thou shalt slough it away 

as a man sloughs his mortal body. 
Learn even now to spread thy wings in that other world-the world of Equality

to swim in the ocean, my child, of Me and my love. 
r Ah! have I not taught thee by the semblances of this outer world, by its 

alienations, and deaths, and mortal sufferings--all for this? 
For joy, ab I joy unutterable.] 
He who is not detained by mortal adhesions, who walks in this world yet not of it
Taking part in everything with equal mind, with free limbs and senses unentangled
Giving all, accepting all, using all, enjoying all, asking nothing, shocked at nothing
Whom love follows everywhere, but he follows not it-
Him all creatures worship, all men and women bless. 
It is for this that the body exercises its tremendous attraction-that mortal love 

torments and tears asunder the successive generations of mankind-
That underneath and after all .the true men and women may appear-by long 

experience emancipated. 
EDWARD CARPENTER • 

•.. ~ ¢eP • 

ilttam llnamltbgt. 
m NE day in the year IM81 I was ransacking my brains to find out the 
l!J name of a mineral substance shown to me, which I could not identify, 

and yet I felt I knew what it was. I had called on a chemist at 
Forest Gate, and he had showed me some crystalline substance in a scrap 
of paper, believed he said to be a secret preparation, in use at some dyeing 
factory. The paper contained a handful of dirty crystals, which had 
apparently been once colorless and clear, but were then broken up almost 
to powder and mixed with much dust and foreign matter: they looked like 
the refuse from a drawer long in use for storing them. The chemist could 
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not make out what they were. I must here point out, that both the 
chemist, and I as a medical man, had alike been trained to recognise a 
very large number of crystals, minerals, and artificially prepared salts, and 
perhaps could identify a hundred of such all colorless. I was annoyed that 
I failed to recognize these crystals, and I went direct to London to a well· 
known professional chemist, and showed them to him; he was also unable 
to say even after a: scrutiny with a magnifying glass what they were, but he 
said they seemed familiar also to him: it was arranged that he should 
subject the substance to analysis, and I promised to call on him again next 
day. 

I worried myself about these crystals all the evening and went to bed 
still pondering over the problem; I soon dropped off to sleep however. 
Sometime in the night I awoke from a dream, in the course of which a 
man whose appearance I did not recognise, came up to me and said, "Your 
crystals are only Sulphate of Soda". I roused myself up thoroughly to 
make sure of remembering the dream next day, and then went to sleep 
again until morning. 

The afternoon following, I went to my friend the chemist and said to 
him, " I dreamed last night that the crystals we spoke of were only Sulphate 
of Soda", and he answered: " My assistant tested them last night and they 
are Sulphate of Soda and-dust ". I can only add that I had felt assured 
of the truth of the dream assertion, and experienced therefore no surprise 
when it was corroborated by the analyst: of course sulphate of soda is so 
common a salt to doctors, that in a clean state and with the crystals 
perfect-that is not crushed up, and unmixed with any other salt, any 
medical man or chemist ought to recognise them, being transparent 
colorless oblique prisms. 

W. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B., F.T.S. 

<t n r r t.5 P n n b t n r t. 

Regarding the operation of the law of Karma on beasts and other animals, 
there are numerous instances on record in our Shastras to show that a man can, 
by his Karma. become a beast in some future incarnation, and thus enjoy (?) the 
fruits of his Karma in that state. Some of our Hindu Occultists hold, therefore. 
that beasts in general have no Karma; it is only those among them which enjoy or 
suffer that have been men in some pre\iotls births. For if a man becomes ver\, 
sensual, selfish, and materialistic, his higher principles remain, so to say, passiv~, 
while his lower ones become very active and strong by his Ahankaram being 
centred in them. After his death, therefore, these lower principles are not 
dispersed into their natural elements, but go to form the body, life and soul of a 
beast, whose class or species is determined by the prevailing passions and desires 
of the dead man. Thus a very cunning man becomes a fox; a ferocious one, a 
tiger; a great meat·eater, a vulture, and sn on. Man is the Pindandam 
(microcosm), and every Jiva in the lower kingdoms symbolizes something within 
him. If he, therefore, centres his Ahankaram on any of his lower propensities, he 
cannot but become attracted to that which is the symbol of such propensities in 
him. . 

To become an animal is often but a step towards soul death, and gradual 
degradation brings on annihilation 10 some form or other. In connexion with 
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the above, readers are requested to study some occult teachings, or rather very 
suggestive hints, in the Theosophist for July 1886. 

Berhampur, Bengal. 
K. P. MUKHERJI, F. T. S. 

In reply to the above correspondence, we cannot do better than quote from the 
.. Five years of Theosophy", (p. 536), signed H. P. Blavatsky, to which we would 
refer our readers for fuller details. .. (The Hindu doctrine of Metempsychosis) has 
a basis of truth; and, in fact, it is an axiomatic truth, but only in reference to 
human atoms and emanations, and that not only after a man's death, but during the 
whole period of his life. The esoteric meaning of the laws of Manu (sec. XII, 3, and 
XII, 54 and 55), of the verses asserting that • every act, either mental, verbal or 
corporeal, bears good or evil fruit (Karma)', that • the various transmigrations of 
mm (not souls) through the highest middle and lowest stages are produced by 
their actions', and again that· a Brahman·killer enters the body of a dog, bear, 
ass, camel, goat, sheep, bird, etc.', bears no reference to the human Ego, but only 
to the atoins of his body, his lower triad and his fluidic emanations. It is all very 
well for the Brahmans to distort, in their own interest, the real meaning contained 
in these laws, but the words as quoted never meant what they were made to yield 
later on. The Brahmans applied them selfishly to themselves, whereas by 
• Brahman " man's seventh principle, his immortal monad, and the essence of the 
personal Ego, were allegorically meant. He who kills or extinguishes in himself 
the light of Parabrahm, i.e., severs his personal Ego from the Atman, and 
thus kills the future Devachanee, becomes a • Brahman·killer '. Instead of 
facilitating, through a virtuous life and spiritual aspirations, the union of the 
Buddhi and the Manas, he condemns, by his own evil acts, every atom of his lower 
principles to become attracted and drawn in virtue of the magnetic affinity, thus 
created by his passions, into the bodies of lower animals. This is -the real 
meaning of the doctrine of Metempsychosis. It is not that such amalgamation of 
human particles with animal or even vegetable atoms can carry in it any idea of 
personal punishment perse, for of course it does not. But it is a cause, the effects 
of which may manifest themselves throughout succeeding rebirths, unless the 
personality is annihilated. Otherwise, from cause to effect, every effect becoming 
in its turn a cause, they will run along the cycle of re·births, the once given 
imFulse exFending itself only at the threshold of Pralaya." 

It is needless, then, to add that the Eastern Philosophy countenances no 
belief in the trammigration of a man into any animal. Nature ever strives 
forward; according to the poetical expression of Eliphas Levi: .. The caterpillar 
becomes a butterfly, but the butterfly will never return to its primal state of a 
larva". [ED.] 
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i'ttbitlu s. 

l~E have received a short pamphlet entitled "Earth to Earth, Burial or 
~ Cremation by Fire ", by a Hygienic Physician, Nichols and Co., Hygienic 

Publishers, 23, Oxford Street. With regard to the first title it is proposed 
to bring in a Bill, embodying the following provisions: 

.. I. For burial in immediate and direct contact with the earth as the only legal mode of 
disposing of a dead body by burial . 

.. 2. For a limitation of time beyond which it should be illegal to keep a dead body 
unburied. say seventy-two hours, unless there is no appearance of the signs of decpmposition . 

.. 3. For the illegality of strong coffins, brick ~raves and vaults, and of all contrivances 
having for their effect to retard dissolution, and to confer on the dead a tenure, practically 
illimitable, of the soil which is necessary to the purposes of the living." 

Cremation is then strongly advocated, the arguments being evidently addressed 
to the orthodox, who are the greatest opponents of rational reform in this direction; 
the writer is probably already assured of the vote of the heretics, who have 
proverbially initiated every step in progress, the world over, 

In proving the permissibility of cremation on biblical grounds, our "Hygienic 
Physician" very pertinently puts the following conundrum to his orthodox objectors 
who maintain that" the resurrection of the body is thereby imperilled"; "What 
of martyrs burned for Christ's sake-are they raised? .. 

As well remarked by the writer, there are occult reasons why cremation should 
be an imperative necessity, and all Theosophists should gladly welcome and hasten 
the day when this .. purification by fire" will be an accomplished fact . 

.. H1ERO-SALEM " . 

.. THE VISION OF PEACE ... • 

Tr1HIS is in many respects a very remarkable volume, from its recognition of the 
ell(g fact that .what is may be developed into what might and ought to be, so 

rendering the individual .. perfectly happy and perfectly powerful": to give 
to each individual and to the family this high development, is the goal at which the 
author aims in this story. The problem of human life, and those relations of 
individuals that go to make up the family, are handled in a masterly way that shows 
deep thought, clear discernment, a philosophical grasp of the relations of principles 
and things, and straightforward loyalty to the highest convictions. It is a 
Herculean task to attempt to apply these principles to a story of to.day, and to 
utter them through the drama tis personte of a handful of living beings. The wonder 
is that the author has succeeded so well and accomplished so much. The story is 
sometimes overloaded, but the philosophy is never lame, while some of the 
characters are genuine creations whose nobility and profundity would do credit to 
the finished dramatist. 

The book has a special interest for students of Theosophy, both on account of 
the occult view that runs through it and which frequently comes unobtrusively to 

• "HI_Salem, The VIsIon of Peace ", by Mn. B. L. Muon. Boaton: J. G. C.ppIes aDd Co, 
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the surface, and because reincarnation is taken as a matter of course and without 
argument pro or con, and set in its proper place in the life of the individual. 

The first principle upon which the life of the individual proceeds is the equal 
and unqualified freedom of both man and woman, and this is the foundation of the 
family. When the individual has gotten rid of" fear, fighting, and desire "; when, 
from having ceased all attempts to constrain other lives, he has earned the right 
to his own personal freedom, he begins to realize his own capacity to transform 
what is into what may and ought to be '; in other words, to realize the possibilities 
of true manhood and true womanhood. When the individual has thus ceased to 
tyrannize over others, and has begun to restrain and to reform himself, he becomes 
possessed with a strong desire to help others, and this can only be done by putting 
them in the way of seeing for and helping themselves. To learn in order that one 
may teach, to rise that one may be worthy to help others up, is the principle of 
altruism, and the rapid unfolding of the powers of man under such an impulse is 
well shown in the progress of the story. Here is a glimpse of real occult power 
and the right way to use it. 

Daniel Heem, the hero of the story, is a fit representative of those later incarna· 
tions whom the church has always found troublesome; it being far easier to bum or 
crucify their bodies than to answer their questions or to endure the scorching light 
of their souls. The" age of science" and" christian civilization" understanding 
these souls born out of salson but little better, sequesters them in asylums for the 
insane. The sane man, according to a fair construction of the average standard, is 
one who looks thoroughly after his own interests. Hence, to ignore one's own 
personal advantages, or to be unduly solicitous about the well.being of others, is a 
mark of diseased mental power. In thus making sanity synonymous with that 
selfishness that leads inevitably to personal success, society is unconsciously sowing 
broadcast the seeds of insanity, of which selfis1mess is tbe root and branch. 
Egoism is the seed, selfishness the blossom, and insanity the fruit. In classing with 
these as insane the rarest individuals, who are simply in advance of their age, society 
shows itself incompetent to comprehend either class, though its treatment of the 
latter class has often driven them to real insanity. In the fostering care of home 
Daniel Heem solves the equation of life and leads forward to his own high plane 
his family and associates. It is Daniel's life and influence rather than his sayings 
that seem to bring about this result. Loyal to his wife, Althea Elvi, to the last 
degree, he evinces that loyalty by no restraint or domination. She never stands to 
him as in the possessive case, but as free to do and to be her best. Daniel's 
.. Lady of Life" proves to be his daughter Ethel. She alone comprehends him, 
and through his instructions, bestowed from earliest childhood, at last enters into her 
kingdom ~o possess it. Ethel's brother Robert is a typical character, representative 
of man's regard for woman, wherein with gallantry he woos, with chivalry he defends, 
and with slavery subdues woman; deceiving both himself and her till the aUJakeH· 
ing comes, when both realise that man never regards woman as an equal or a true 
companion till he has first conquered his own innate egotism. When woman can 
feel sure of her liberty, she will fill the measure of her humanity, and lead man 
with her to Divinity. 

To hang such weighty problems on the thread of narrative is a great under. 
taking indeed. The book is never tedious, never tiresome, but interesting and 
often fascinating. It is a book to hold one till the" wee sma' hours ": not like a 
romance, but for that truth, stranger than fiction, which broadens thought, clarifies 
vision, strengthens hope, elevates ideals, and encourages life. 

The book is in line with theosophical thought, and if its author fails to grasp 
the full·orbed truth of Occultism, she is surely far on the way to it, and has had 
glimpse& such as only the truest intuitions can Kive to one who is loyal to her 
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highest conviction of Truth and its beneficent use for the elevation of humanity. 
The book abotmds in wise sayings and quotable passages, but these can be left to 
the discriminating reader, as our space necessarily limits us here. . 

J. D. BUCK, M.D. 

CULTUS ARBORUM. 

Ti1HIS SIllaD volume of a hundred pages professes to be .. a descriptive account 
~1(g of Phallic Tree Worship" and is privately printed. A book on Phallicism 

privately printed is surely a bait sufficiently tempting for the lover of 
" curious literature"; we fear however that literary incubi will find too much ahout 
Tree Worship and too little about Phallicism to delay them long over the present 
exposition. We hope that the purity of treatment displayed in the CuUus Arborum 
sounds the death warrant of the old-school phallicism which reached its apex of 
ahsurdity in the dictum of Inman, that all straight lines were male, and all curved 
lines female, thus exhausting the subject and infecting all nature with t~e 
exhalation of his diseased imagination. 

The CuUus A rborum is a very handy compilation of the myths, legends and 
customs which centre round Tree Worship. In fact the book deals almost entirely 
with a recital of the exoteric and superstitious aspects of dendrolatry, and if any 
reasons are adduced for this almost universal cult, they are confined entirely to 
the primzval-man and nature-cult theories, and to the "first principles of a 
natural theology ". • 

It may be here interesting to quote what the author of the Secret Doctrine- has 
to say on Phallicists in general, and on Tree Worship in particular • 

.. Whether viewed as a metaphysical or a physical symbol. the Tree and Serpent. 
jointly, or separately, have never been so degraded by antiquity as they are now, in this 
our age of the breaking of idols, not for truth's sake, but to glorify the more gross matter. 
The revelations and interpretations in 'The Rivers of Life' would have astounded the 
worshippers of the Tree and Serpent in the days of archaic Chaldean and Egyptian wisdom; 
and even the early Saivas would have recoiled in horror at the theories and suggestions of 
the author of the said work. . . . . . 

Symbologists and Orientalists . . . . if told that the mode of procreation, which the 
whole world of being has now in common on earth, is but a passing phase, a physical means 
of furnishing the conditions to, and producing the phenomena of life, which will alter with 
this, and disappear with the next Root-Haec-would laugh at such a superstitious and 
unscientific idea . . . . . The universe of living beings, of all those which procreate their 
species, is the living witness to the various modes of procreation. in the evolution of animal. 
and human species and races; and the naturalist ought to sense this truth intuitionally, 
even though he is yet unable to demonstrate it. And how could he indeed, with the present 
mode of thought? The landmarks of the archaic history of the past are few and scarce, 
and those that men of science come across are mistaken for finger-posts ot our little era. 

Even so-called' Universal' (?) history embraces but a tiny field in the almost bound
less space of the unexplored regions of our latest, fifth Root-Race. Hence, every fresh 
sign-post, every new glyph of the hoary past that is discovered, is added to the old stock of 
information, to be interpreted on the same lines of pre-existing conceptions, and without 
any reference to the special cycle of thought which that particular glyph may belong to. 
How can Truth ever come to light if this method is never changed?" 

That Tree symbology is capable of a lofty and sublime interpretation instead 
of the dehasing and material signification in which "Phallicists" love to wallow 
with complacent grunting, is evident by the sequel of the above passage • 

.. In the beginning of their joint existence as a glyph of Immortal Being, the Tree and 
Serpent were divine imagery, truly. The Tree uw nversed, and its roots were generated in 

• Vol. I, P. "",. 
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HeaveD and grew out of the Rootle. Root of all-being. It. trunk grew and developed, 
croasiDg the planes of Pleroma; it shot out croaaway. it. lWturiaDt branches, first aD the 
plane of hardly differentiated matter, and then downward till they touched the terrestrial 
plane. Thus, the Asvattha, tree of Life and Being, whose destruction alone leads to 
immortality, is said in the Bhagavatgita to grow with its roots above and its branches 
below (ch. xv). The roots represent the Supreme Being, or First Cause, tbe LOGOS; but 
one bas to go beyond tbese roots to ""it, OMSel! with Krish,"" who, says Ariuna (xi), is 
greater than Brahman, and First Cause . . . . . the indestructible, that wbich is, that 
which is not, and what is beyond them. Its boughs are Hiranyagbarba (Brahmi or 
Brahman in its highest manifestation. say Sridhara or MadhusUdana), the bighest Dhyan 
Chohans or Devas. The Vedas are its leaves. He only who goes beyollll the roots shall 
never return, i.,., shall reincarnate no more during this' age' of Brahmi. 

It is only when its pure boughs had touched the terrestrial mud of the garden of Eden. 
of our Adamic race, that tbis Tree got soiled by the contact and lost its pristine purity; 
and that the Serpent of Eternity-tbe heaven-born LOGOS-Was finally degraded." 

It is to be regretted that the anonymous author of Cultus A. rb01'1lm has omitted 
from his lists. and reading. the one book which throws any real light on this 
interesting subject. 

~btOJopbitlIl ),tUbitieJ. 

THE EAST. 

DR. BOWLES DALY has delivered an effective lecture in the Theosophical Hall, 
Colombo. on Buddhism and Christianity. Dr. Daly said. we learn from the 
B'Uddhist. that .. he worked as a clergyman for some time. in the East End of 
London. He found that the spiritual wants of the people were not met by the 
doctrines of Christianity. The churches for the most part were filled by singing 
and ritualistic services; doles of food and coal tickets were given by some to 
procure good congregations. • . • • Dr. Daly stated that he renounced Christi
anity and came to the East to study Oriental religions-particularly Buddhism
because the philosophy of Buddha appeals more to common sense than the 
docrine of vicarious sacrifice, the keynote of the religion. of Christ. The backbone 
of Christianity is to throw all sins on the shoulders of the Founder. and sneak into 
heaven in a cowardly manner. The lecturer did not think this method either 
honest or manly. He would rather suffer for his own sins than purchase etemal 
happiness by so contemptible a method. But in Buddhism we find the excellent 
law of Karma. If one lives a bad life here. he takes a lower seat in the next; 
therefore to secure a higher seat he should live a good life. cultivate the gifts 

. he has. and finally secure Nirvana." The lecture was listened to with much 
pleasure and attention. 

Discoursing on Karma. the high priest Sumangala said that .. Gautama con· 
demned three doctrines as errors. It is false to say (I) that all events are ruled by 
the Karma of previous existences alone. or (2) that events occur solely by the 
providence of a Creator. or (3) by chance. For (1) would go against the doctrine 
of Free will: Fatalism. (2) would throw the responsibility of crimes on a God: 
Anthropomorphism (3) would make men indifferent to exertion: Materialism." 

Dr. Bowles Daly has visited and lectured at Wellawatta. at Panadura. and 
at Bentota. At the first-named place is a Buddhist Girls' School. which has beeD 
named. at Dr. Daly's suggestion. the .. Blavatsky School for Girls", 
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JAPAN. 

II Later advices (24th January) confirm what was said last month about the 
gratifying effect of Colonel Olcott's tour in Japan. Mr. Kanin Kobayashi, a 
well· known priest of the Hongwanji temple, at Nagoya, writes in high spirits about 
the present state of the public mind about Buddhism. 

"'It is incredible,' he says, • how many associations have sprung up to promote 
the interest of our beloved Buddhist religion. Not only this, but a great many 
papers and magazines have appeared as Buddhist advocates! Truly, considering 
the short period of but a year, what our brethren have done to the good of our 
country is quite astonishing, We can't hesitate to ascribe this great blessing to 
you. I, representing the Yamato Minzoku of 40,000,000, thank you with all my 
heart. Pray accept my best thanks. At the time you visited our country 
Christians and superstitious fellows tried to cause false reports to be spread, and 
even they went so far as to say that your visit was only for the sake of money and 
fame, It is true that one of our missionaries, called Cashday, staying at Shidsu 
Oka, declared publicly just before your arrival that there is no religionist by the 
Dame of Colonel Olcott. But the sound of salutation to you at Kobe Minato 
exposed his lie. He was impeached, blamed, and attacked by his japanese fellow 
Christians. Members began to desert him gradually, and he is left behind with 
the nickname of II the greatest liar in the w9rld ". Even the incredulity of Nippon 
jin began to lose faith in Christianity on the whole. It has now become a general 
opinion that Christianity is against and antagonistic to our nationality, and detri· 
mental to our country. 

II , It was just three years ago that we organized a Society called Hon Kyokwai 
here at Nagoya. It has been advancing favorably under the presidency of Prof. 
Nanjo, and now is standing upon a solid foundation, having about 5,000 members. 
The magazine regularly published in our Society goes to as many readers as 
4,500. It surely helps to stimulate them to improve their virtue and purify their 
own hearts. Indeed the condition of all Buddhist associations is very encouraging. 
A few days ago a great religious meeting was held here, the most celebrated 
priest from each sect being present i very interesting speeches were delivered. 
President Nanjo gave a lecture too. It was a quite remarkable thing that we 
could see them working hand in hand i the animosity hitherto too prevalent 
between all sects being turned away and pacified. I am very glad to say that 
we can hereafter work together. We can see our great work accomplished much 
sooner, I am sure, because unity is strength. Moreover, a Buddhist Ladies' 
Association is to be started as a sister of our Society, with the purpose of producing 
good mothers and wise sisters.' "-(The Theosophist.) 

ENGLAND. 

On April 25th, South Place Chapel, Finsbury, was comfortably filled for 
Herbert Burrows' lecture on II The Soundness of Theosophy". The lecture was 
an admirable one, and was listened to with great attention. At the close many 
questions were asked and answered, and a long discussion ensued. 

J. T. Campbell, F.T.S., lectured in the Assembly Rooms, Mile End, on May 
.. th, on Theosophy and its detractors. 

The American" Tract Mailing Scheme" has now taken form here in England, 
and will soon be disseminating Theosophical leaflets in this country. The sums of 
lIO and £5 have already been given by friends for the purchase of tracts, and 
it is hoped that all those who sympathize in this work will either contribute in time 
or money to keep in activity what may possibly prove a most valuable centre 
of Theosophical work. A committee is formed to carry out the plan, headed by 
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Mrs. Gordon,7, Nevem Road, Earl's Court, S.W., to whom all communications 
should be addressed. 

On Friday, April 18th, a new Lodge was opened at Brixton, under the presi. 
dency of H. A. W. Coryn. After some discussion it was decided to adopt the 
title of the .. Philaletheian Lodge of the Theosophical Society" for the new 
centre. For the present, the Lodge meets in a room of the Bedford Road Liberal 
Club, one minute's walk from the Clapham Road station, every alternate Friday, 
at 8.30 p.m. The next meeting is on May 23rd. Members of the Society and 
enquirers are cordially invited to these meetings, and it is hoped that the presence 
and collaboration of our London members will prove their practical sympathy 
with the new effort of their brother Theosophists. 

SWEDEN •. 

When the thought of constituting a branch of the Theosophical Society in 
Stockholm arose in the minds of some of its present members, nobody could have 
imagined that this idea would be embraced with so much interest that the number 
of the members would, in little more than a year, increase to nearly 100. Those 
members belong to different classes, trades, and professions. We have physicians, 
lawyers, officers, and soldiers represented among us. Several Freemasons have 
also Joined the lodge, one of them belonging to the highest degree of the order. 
Besides our ordinary meetings twice a month, one member of the council bas 
given monthly receptions, crowded with both Theosophists and non· Theosophists. 
Theosophical topics have been very eagerly discussed and new acquaintances 
have been formed. In order to facilitate the work of our President, who alone 
hitherto had the charge of the lodge, a committee, consisting of five persons, has 
been nominated to criticise and examine books and translations, and judge of 
their suitableness for our pamphlets or for discussion. The committee seems to 
work with great interest and zeal. At our ordinary meetings articles written by 
members and translations have been read, and such subjects as Karma, Reincarna· 
tion, Devachan, and the difference between Theosophy and the teachings of the 
so·called Christian Church, have been discussed. A great number of these transla
tions have been inserted in our pamphlets, whereof the thirteenth has just 
appeared, containing" Practical Theosophy" and" The Valley of the Quest ". 

Our lodge is consequently improving, thanks to the increasing numbers of its 
members and the activity of its work. We have, therefore, every reason to look 
hc;>pefully to. the future. A more tranquil period will, however, soon approach, 
people leaving town during June.September, the" dead season" of 01H" country; 
and all meetings will be suspended during those months. A. C. 

OUR LETTER FROM AMERICA. 

While a generally healthful activity prevails throughout the Theosophical 
Society in the United States, it offers little, just at the present time, to justify 
specialised remark. The membership of the organization increases numerically 
steadily, and with marked acceleration in the rate of growth. All the branches are 
larger than they were six months ago, and in a very considerable number of them 
-as, for instance, "Brooklyn ", N.Y.; "Aurora", Oakland, Cal.; and "Gautama", 
San Diego, Cal.-the increase of membership during the past year has been from 
100 to 300 per cent. In this, perhaps, the Society is only demonstrating the 
accepted fact that the growth of an order is like the accumulation of a fortune
the more one has the easier it is to get more. The second hundred are less 
difficult to gain than the first fifty, whether of dollars or adherents. But it is also 
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very apparent that the influence of example is a less potent factor in the enlarge· 
ment of Theosophic fields of endeavor, in this country, than the weight of popular 
interest in, and sympathy with, Theosophic knowledge and principles. The relaxa· 
tion of the old established creed·limitations and the liberalization of thought, even 
among the diametrically opposed schools of Materialists and Christian dogmatists, 
have been so marked here, that people at large have commenced to think for 
themselves with a freedom that but a few years since was almost unknown. And 
the more they think the more inevitably they come to accept the truths of the 
Wisdom.religion. Ample evidence is afforded that there are many thousands of 
persons in these United States, who, although not as yet enrolled upon the lists 
of the Theosophical Society, are truly Theosophists at heart. Other affiliations 
they still nominally have, sects and creeds yet retain some hold upon them, but 
their faces are turned toward the light, their feet set upon the path that leads 
to its source. Of inestimable service in spreading the knowledge necessary to give 
proper direction to this tendency has been the "Tract Scheme" put in operation 
at the office of the General Secretary. The admirable simplicity and effectiveness 
of the system have by this time had full demonstration. Seventy. four persons 
have taken active and persistent share in the work of distribution, and by far the 
larger part of the 130,000 leaflets experimentally printed at the. outset have 
already been circulated in such a way that their perusal has been pretty well 
assured. Considerable sums have been invested by others in tracts and copies 
of the" Wilkesbarre Letters n, which they have put in the hands of friends and 
acquaintances, outside the" tract scheme", and no less than 337 dollars have 
been contributed to defray expenses by those who could better spare cash than 
time or labor to aid the work. While Theosophic interest grew almost wholly by 
the local activity of the Theosophical Society Branches and was dependent upon 
them, it practically existed only in their respective circumscribed spheres, and its 
slow spread from each might be likened to the growth of new plants in a small 
circle about a parent stem, from the seeds dropped by it. But under this new 
method of systematic sowing of seed the field is covered with growing grain, from 
which an early and abundant harvest may be confidently predicted. Much general 
interest is felt in the coming Convention of the American section of the Theosophical 
Society which is held in Chicago, April 27th and 28th, and the importance of its 
proceedings and the character of the papers already known to have been prepared 
for that occasion, are deemed sufficient warrant for the issue of an extraordinarily 
large number of the reports, for use as "campaign documents". One of the ablest 
papers furnished in advance for the printers is by Dr. Jerome A. Anderson, of San 
Francisco, upon" Materialism, Agnosticism, and Theosophy". A discussion has 
been going on in the Aryan Theosophical Society (New York) upon the accuracy 
and COlTect significance of certain terms of necessarily common employment in 
Theosophical literature, especially" principles". The conclusion arrived at is that 
" sheaths" or "vehicles" would be more correct. This branch, by the way, was 
recently incorporated under the laws of the State of New York, and already 
possesses a fund of over 51,000, deposited in a savings bank, as a foundation upon 
which earnest and sanguine members see, with eyes of faith, a stately Society 
building, slowly but surely emerging from its present subjective to an objective 
condition. 

New York, April 18th, IBgo. ATLA . 

.. The Golden Gate Lodge of San Francisco has been unusually active in 
Theosophical Society work during the last two months. Mr. Bertram Keightley 
has spoken at the regular Sunday open meetings to large audiences, and the public 
press has teemed with Theosophical notices and reports. In fact, the Pacific 
coast has been alive with interest in Theosophy at many points. Six Charters in 
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California have been applied for since the beginning of ISgO, an Executive 
Committee formed to systematically carry on general Theosophical Society work 
of all kinds, print and disseminate Theosophical Society literature, form new 
Theosophical Society centres, organise new Branches, etc. The headquarters of 
the Executive Committee are already established at 13, Mason Street, San 
Francisco. Quite a large Theosophical Library is open to the general public 
without charge, and on some days twenty persons call for books and Theosophical 
Society information. Subscriptions are taken for Theosophical books and 
magazines." ALLEN GRIFFITHS, secretary. 

THE AMERICAN CONVENTION. 

We have very great pleasure in publishing extracts from the following private 
letter of Bertram Keightley which has just been received as we are going to 
press:-

"Chicago, April2gth, ISgo. 
" My dear H. P. B., 

"The Convention has been a splendid success; mainly I think owing to 
the new life and spirit of work which the E. S. has infused into the Society. The 
papers I send herewith will tell you about the Convention itself; but I want you to 
know how many sincere expressions of devotion to yourself and the Masters I have 
been charged to transmit. I cannot remember all the names, but mention espe· 
cially (here follow names). There are just dozens of others, and the vote to 
you (cabled by Judge) was most enthusiastic. This is, in the opinion of every one 
present, especially of Judge and Buck, much the best and most successful 
Convention we have held here, and the promise for the future is very gratifying. 

" There were crowds of visitors present at the open meetings. • •• One thing 
is plain; Theosophy has got real solid hold here in America, a hold that ~othing can 
shake. The tone of the Press is quite changed from ridicule and abuse to 
respectful attention, if not active interest; and above all many members are 
beginning to work in real earnest. 

" One thing struck me much: it is the cordial feeling of comradeship and brother· 
hood that animated the Convention. Everyone seemed to fraternize with everyone 
else, and the ball was kept rolling all the time. 

"Dr. Anderson of San Francisco asked me, in the name of all the Branches on 
the Coast, and especially from the E. S. members, to convey to you the heartiest 
and most cordial expressions of their gratitude and devotion. 

"The work is progressing there apace and they have organized. a Lecture 
Bureau and are going to work up the smaller towns and by degrees spread a 
network of Branches allover the country. I think they will succeed, as the soil 
and people form a regular hot·bed for Theosophy, and it takes root there and 
spreads like wild fire. 

"As ever, B. K." 

With such accounts pouring in upon us, of which the above is but a single 
specimen, we are fairly at a loss to understand the spirit which prompts some 
people to make it their chief business to reiterate on every opportunity such 
baseless slanders as that" In India Theosophy is • in articulo morlis'; in America 
it has been • killed outright' by ridicule and exposure of its pretences; and here 
in this country (England), its autopsy is being held, its obsequies are imminent, and 
its funeral oration already prepared". What good, we wonder, can come of such 
wholesale and unscrupulous misrepresentation? What worthy object served 
thereby? Do such misguided and shortsighted individuals imagine that they can 
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thus deceive the public with impunity? We hardly think so; for when the public 
learns the truth, which it can hardly fail to do, such denunciations will be simply 
called lies. 

In our next issue a full account of the Convention will appear. 

VERY QUEER NUMBERS. 

~ UMBERS are the oddest things! Take 37. If 37 be multiplied in turn by 
each of the figures in the arithmetical progression 3, 6, 9, • • . 27, each 
product is composed of a triple repetition of one figure :-

37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 
3 6 9 I2 IS 18 21 24 27 

III 222 333 444 SSS 666 777 888 999 

Another oddity is 142,857. Multiply this by 1,2,3,4,5,6, and every product 
will consist only of the figures 142,857, beginning with a different one each time, and 
then following in sequence. We have 142,857; 285,714; 428,571; 571,428; 714,285; 
857,142. When we multiply it by 7 we obtain 999,999. With 8 for a multiplier the 
product is 1,142,856, and taking the one from the beginning and adding it to the 6 
at the end, we recover 142,857. 

An American brother sends us the following: 
One of the most wondedul discoveries in science that have been made within 

the last year or two is the fact that a beam of light produces sound, says the 
A merican A rl Journal. A beam of sunlight is thrown through a lens on a glass 
vessel that contains lampblack, colored silk or worsted, or other substances. A 
disk having slits or openings cut in it, is made to revolve swiftly in this beam of 
light, so as to cut it up, thus making alternate flashes of light and shadow. On 
putting the ear to the glass vessel, strange sounds are heard so long as the flashing 
beam is falling on the vessel. 

Recently, a more wondedul discovery has been made. A beam of sunlight is 
made to pass through a prism, so as to produce what is called the solar spectrum, 
or rainbow. The disk is turned, and the colored light of the rainbow is made to 
break through it. Now place the ear to the vessel containing the silk, wool, or 
other material. As the colored lights of the spectrum fall upon it, sounds will be 
given by different parts of the spectrum, and there will be silence in other parts. 

For instance, if the vessel contains red worsted, and the green light flashes 
upon it, loud sounds will be given. Only feeble sounds will be heard when the red 
and blue parts of the rainbow fall upon the vessel, and other colors make no 
sound at all. Green silks give sound best in red light. Every kind of material 
gives more or less sound in different colors, and utters no sound in others. The 
discovery is a strange one, and it is thought more wondedul things will come from 
it. 

Mr. Keely is still at work, and is obtaining some remarkable results, judging 
from a report which reaches us from" the other side". He gave a wondedul 
exhibition, at New York, before Professor Leidy, president of the Philadelphia 
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Academy of Natural Sciences, and three or four others, of his II sympathetic 
transmitter", which is thus described in the Philadelphia Inquirer by a witness of 
the experiments :-

II There was a cupboard about thirty inches high, on which stood a cylinder of 
what looked like bron1:e, fitted with a concentric series of upright tubes one half 
inch in diameter, also of the same metal, surrounded at its base with a series of 
graduated hori1:ontal rods, solid and evidently of some resonant metal, and capped 
by a bell.shaped metal cup, in which appeared to be several tuning forks about four 
inches long, set parallel to each other. The cupboard door was open. Inside it 
appeared a curious. looking harp arid a glass ball, to which Keely put his ear every 
now and then to see whether he had hit the proper' sympathetic chord' on the 
resonant rods and on the harp. like instrument. 

II In front of the cylinder above mentioned was a brass spindle, which was set 
in motion by a cord wound around it and suddenly pulled. The cylinder was 
connected by a • silver and platinum " wire to a copper weight on which was placed 
a metal dish, and in the dish a magnetic needle. When the spindle had been set 
spinning, says the reporter:-

II Mr. Keely began striking the strings of the harp, and tentatively seeking with 
the other hand a responsive chord among the resonant rods on top of the cupboard. 
When what he called • B fiat' was touched on both rod and harp.string, the 
magnetic needle gave a shiver, distinctly visible to everybody, and began slowly to 
revolve from left to right. In a half minute it was going so fast as to be almost 
invisible. Keely didn't go near to it, but sat by the cupboard with his hands in his 
pockets. The spindle revolved all the while, and the echoes of the note came from 
the cupboard. 

II Mr. Keely said that the force already generated was suflici~t to keep the 
needle revolving at the rate of 120 revolutions a second for fourteen weeks. 

II When the observers had done admiring this production of motive force out of 
nothing, Mr. Ke~ly took two glass jars filled with water. In one he put a hollow 
copper globe loaded with nails, weighing altogether five pounds and six ounces, and 
in the other three brass balls of somewhat less weight. Wire connexions were 
made from the brass tops of these glass jars to the cylinder on his motive 
apparatus. TtJ.e spindle was whirled again and Keely again sounded the harp and 
the resonant bars. From this point the report continues:-

.. , What are you doing now?' asked Dr. Leidy . 

.. • I am trying', said Keely, 'to get the mass chord of that copper sphere full of 
nails '. The search for the mass chord continued on the' harp' and the resonant 
rods. A deep, clear note resounded from both at the same time, and at the instant 
it broke on the ear the heavy copper globe quivered as it lay at the bottom of the 
water, rolled over, and reluctantly, as it were, abandoning the ties by which gravity 
held it to the bottom of the jar, floated, at first slowly and then more swiftly and 
steadily, to the top of the jar, against which it impinged with an audible 
concussion. Dr. Leidy was asked this question: 

... Doctor, is it true that this unknown force, or what is here maintained as such, 
has actually before our eyes overcome the force of gravity with which we are all 
familiar?' And the answer, slowly, deliberately, was: • I see no escape from that 
conclusion' . 

.. In a similar manner the thre~ brass balls were made to rise to the surface and 
then descend half way and remain stationary at that point. There was more of the 
same sort, including the transmission of the force by a silk thread from one room 
to another • 

.. When it was all over, Dr. Leidy seems to have given the alleged discovery a. 
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rather startling endorsement. Here is the concluding sentence C:J,Qoting him) of the 
I"'l",rer',letter:-

.. 'You may announce to the world. on my authority. that John E. W. Keely has 
discovered a new and wonderful force.' .. 

The following paragraph is being widely circulated in America:-

.. • • •• The Inter Ocean recalls a prophecy printed by the Bavarian Allgemeine 
Zeit.",. in August, 1857, from a hermit, who said that Germany would have three 
Emperors in one year before the end of the century, which was verified to the 
letter. He missed one, at least, in the number of United States Presidents that 
were to die by assassination. which was remarkably close, to say the least. He said 
that when the twentieth century opened, Manhattan Island and the whole of New 
York City would be submerged. Cuba will break in two, and the west half find a 
watery resting place." 

~s we are going to press we hear of the unqualified success of the 
Chicago Theosophical Convention. Only one press cutting has as 
yet reached us-the following important leader from the 1"11,'·0",,,,: 

THEOSOPHY AND THEOSOPHISTS. 

Whatever aims at the discovery or expression of truth merits the candid and 
unprejudiced consideration of reasoning men. Individual dissent from a declared 
opinion does not carry with it the right to cast ridicule upon that opinion; nor are 
all things that we cannot indorse deserving of our contempt. When a new idea is 
bom into the world or an old one revised it behoves just and intelligent minds to 
view it with care lest an essential truth be lost to human enjoyment. There is 
just now meeting in this city a society that has engaged the serious attention of some 
excellent minds, though its principles seem not to be in accord with what the great 
majority of the civilised world accepts as the theory of life. Not altogether well 
understood by many who have attempted to discredit it, theosophy has gradually 
developed such strength in the last fifteen years that it can no longer be treated 
as a fad at which the unthinking may jest and gibe. Only grounds as reasonable 
and as logical as its own will serve as the basis of opposition, and they who are 
inclined to look upon the theosophist as in some way allied to the atheist, the 
infidel, and the materialist, will at least have to combat him differently. Parti· 
cularly at this time, when there is a great mental unrest throughout the world, 
when the uncertainty of many things long accepted as matters of faith perplexes 
the intelligence, and when men and nations are feverous with the strong desire 
of knowing, does theosophy seem to offer an inviting field for intellectual and 
moral experiment. There is so much in it that is purely rational, it exerts a 
peculiar fascination upon the inquiring mind; and we are apt to fall into sympathy 
with the philosophy that stimulates our faculties and sends them exploring new 
avenues that feed thought and delight fancy. 

Theosophy is popularly supposed to be but another name for Buddhism; it is 
really, to use the term of one of its supporters, "the philosophical re-incarnation .. 
of that archaic religion, by which we are to understand that it is upon a higher. 
more advanced plane. It was explained by one of the speakers in the first dar's 
session of the Theosophist Convention that there is nothing inconsistent With 
pure religion in the philosophy in which re)?resentatives of all prime faitJas have 
been able to find consolation, its cardinal prlDciples being indeed the very founda-
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tion of the Christian religion, as many contend. But, in the discussion of new 
problems, we are obliged to accept the premises, and in considering theosophy 
we must accept the definition of the term given by professed theosophists. One of 
the society says of it: .. Its cardinal doctrine is the absolute equality of human 
rights and the universal obligation to respect them. If my neighbor's possessions 
-of feeling, property, happiness, what not-are as much to be regarded as are 
mine, and if I feel that, I shall not invade them. If I perceive the true fraternity 
of man, if I am in accord with the law of sympathy it evokes, if I realize that the 
richest pleasure comes from giving rather than receiving food, I shall not be 
passively unaggressive, I shall be actively beneficent. In other words, I shall be 
a true philanthropist. And in being this I shall have gained the highest reach of 
happiness to self, for' he that loseth his life, the same shall save it '. You say that 
this is a Christian text? Very well; it is also the epitome of theosophy." 

Theosophy insists that we can be only that which we have willed to be and that 
no power above will thwart or divert us from the course of action to which we set 
ourselves. Hence it urges the putting away of selfishness as the first step toward 
giving power of development to the divinity within us. It postulates that the 
origin of all evil toward God, toward man, or toward self is self-love, a self-love so 
strong that it sacrifices everything rather than its own indulgence. To achieve 
Karma, for such is the name of the doctrine of pure justice, is to regenerate the 
world, a task too great for one life, man's development requiring more than his 
natural years; hence the theory' of re-incarnation enters into the theosophic 
philosophy. The followers of this church believe not merely that a man must be 
born again, but that he must be born many times again, passing through a gradual 
process of change from the lowest to the highest condition, the last change of all 
seeming to be a vanishing point. Whatever may be the individual opinion of the 
merits of theosophy it has for a time re-entered the thoughts of men as a moral 
science, and must be dealt with courageously and wisely. It may not be whiffed 
away by scorn, by contumely, or by laughter. It is not a fad; it is an absolute 
philosophy, however much of untruth may attach to it. Only: philosophically can 
it be reduced to its proper place in the province of thought, If reduced it is to be. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for April, after 
an interesting paper by H. S. O. on the 
history of the Buddhist Monastic Order 
in Lanka (Ceylon), with reference to the 
elevation of H. Sumangala Thero to the 
dignity and authority of Maha Nayaka 
(High Priest) of the Low Country of 
Ceylon, gives a very carefully written 
paper by E. O. Fawcett on .. Psycho. 
logy and Neo·materialism ". It sounds 
like the grinding of the flints of neo· 
philosophy into powder, and we hope 
that E. D. F. will some day mix this 
powder with the water of wisdom and 
construct a graceful edifice for wearied 
travellers withftint.cut feet to sojourn in. 
The first instalment of a paper on 
"Will and its relation to Conscience", 
by Ikbal Kishen Sharga, promises well. 
Rama Prasad concludes his article on 
the" Prophecy of the BhAgavata as to 
the future Rulers of India". According 
to his interpretation of the prophecy 
the rule of the M annas, or English, will 
cease in A.C. 2127. The translation 
of the .. Neralamba.Upanishad of the 
Sukla.Yajur.Veda" is concluded i its 
high philosophical excellence is evi· 
denced in the following catechumenical 
couplet. .. What is Naraka (hell)? It 
is the association with that which brings 
about this mundane (xistmce which is 
Asat (false)". In No. VI. of" Elohistic 
teachings ", Dr. Henry Pratt gi\'es a 
paper on the Christi ani and Chrestiani, 
but we do not think that the Gnostics 
would have quite agreed with all he 
says. The paper by P. R. Venkata· 
rama Iyer, on the .. Symbolism in 
• Yagna' ", is perhaps the most interest· 
ing of all for students of esoteric philo. 
sophy. "Yagna" means sacrifice, and 
our brother shows how the famous 
Animal, Vulture, Rajasuya, Horse and 
Nara Sacrifices, are the .. killing.out " 
of lower qualities, the passions and the 
rest. 

The Path starts its fifth year with the 
April number. Long life to our con· 
temporary and may its shadow never 
diminish! The first paper is by Alex. 
ander Fullerton who advocates in a 
most practical manner that Theosophy 
should be popularized. We next come 

to an engraving of the Head Quarters 
at Adyar which will DO doubt be gazed 
at with great pleasure and interest by 
all the readers of The Path, and also with 
a feeling of regret that a place of which 
we have all heard so much is so far 
away. The article by Dr. Buck on the 
practical and ethical conduct of a 
Theosophist is as excellent as all that 
comes from his pen. Two other papers 
to be noticed are "Responsibility for 
Right and Wrong Action", and" Means 
to the End n. 

Le Lotus Bleu continues its useful task 
of translating the" Key to Theosophy" 
and" Magic White and Black". Louis 
Dramard's letters are continued, and the 
paper on the .. Planetary Chain" by 
Guymiot sketches very clearly the 
general idea of the subject. There is 
no doubt that the Lotus Bleu is working 
on very practical lines and that it will 
do much towards placing the funda. 
mental concepts of Theosophy before 
the French public. But to do that it 
will have to abstain from retranslating 
old articles about Spiritism which have 
gone the round of all the Spiritualistic 
papers fifteen years ago. Theosophists 
are not interested in, nor are they con· 
cerned with, materialized spooks-be 
they even Katie King herself of Scien· 
tific·Spiritualistic memory. 

The Buddhist, vol. ii, Nos. 13'16, con· 
tains much interesting reading, espe. 
cially the translations from the Pali 
Scriptures. In the conclusion of his 
article on .. Nirvana n, D. C. Pedris, 
F.T.S. protests indignantly against the 
fallacy that Gautama's teachings" tended 
towards the most fatal and heretical 
Doctrine of a complete negation of 
Existence hereafter". A list of twenty. 
one Branches of the Ceylon Section 
T.S. is printed and from the activities 
published everybody must be convinced 
that our Buddhist brothers are rapidly 
learning the secret of that .. Self.help " 
which alone can make Theosophy sue. 
ceed. In Nos. 15 and 16, Dr. J. Bowles 
Daly's name figures prominently; our 
Ceylon members e\'idently pressed him 
into service as soon as his feet touched 
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the historic shores of Lanka. The 
addresses of Dr. Daly are characterized 
by a nsefnl simplicity of style and breathe 
forth a very practical spirit. his speeches 
being illustrated by incidents and anec· 
dotes drawn from a long personal ex· 
perience with the awful misery of the 
East End of our great Metropolis, and 
of the incapability of the State Church 
to grapple with it. Articles are still 
being written on the "Eating of Flesh" 
and we fear that casuistry is prominent 
in some of the arguments. For instance, 
to prove that Gautama allowed meat 
eating for his Bhikshus, the following 
text is qnoted :-" I permit the use of 
flesh and fish when it IS free from three 
objections, namely, that the killing of 
the animal has not been seen, has not 
been heard of, has not been suspected". 
Now leaving out of the question the 
authenticity of the teaching. we object to 
the casuistical interpretation that a 
Bhikshu can eat meat if he does not 
suspect that it has been killed "to pro· 
vide mut for him". Unless the Bhikshu 
is an idiot, he must know that an animal 
has bun killed-and that it matters not 
whether especially for him or not; if he 
eats it, he countenances "killing". 
Meat is not killed for any particular 
persm nowadays. In the great slaughter. 
houses of Chicago, animals are done to 

death by hundreds of thousands amidst 
the most revolting surroundings; they 
are slaughtered for meat.eaUng humanity, 
and every unit of this whole is respon· 
s:ble for his share, vicarious or other· 
wise, of this wholesale butchery. But 
why do our Buddhist brothers lay such 
stress on the texts? surely they are not 
Christians. and in so doing they directly 
disobey the teachings of the Tathagata. 
Let common reas:J1I guide us in this. and 
while avoiding extremes and urging a 
forced vegetarianism on laymen, still 
guard ourselves from countenancing the 
animalism of the present exaggerated 
form of carnivorism. 

The Theoso/lhical Forum is an excellent 
little pamphlet of twelve pages under 
the direction of W. Q. Judge, General 
Secretary of the American Section T. S. 
It consists of answers to questions 
which are often of a most searching 
and difficult nature, and of answers 
which reflect much credit on the editor 
and his staff. Copies are distributed to 
all members of the T. S. in the United 
State) and may also be purchased at 
The Path Office and at 2, Duke Street, 
Adelphi. Eleven numbers have already 
been issned and we can confidently pro· 
mise our readers an intellectual treat in 
their perusal. 

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

We 1'ueived from the P1'esi4ent.Founder, just in time for this month's 
issue, an inte1'esting article on the famous .. Barisal Gun". Unfortunately, 

on our reposting it to our printers, the postman delivered it in a wrong 

lette1'-box, and it did not 1'each thei1' hands until it was too late to set it up. 
It will appea1' in our next. 

It is found absolutely necessary to 1'aise, in future, the subscription price 
of LUCIFER, by the addition of postage. A t the present time, subscribers 
obtain it for 15S. a year, post free, and as 2S. 6d. of this goes for postage, 

~~~~~u*~~an~~~~~~~on 
any other magazine. For the future, the annual subscripti01' If/ill be 17s. 6d., 
but all subscribers now on the books will be supplied at the old rate until 
the expiry of their subscriptions. The increase in price does not apply to 
members of the Theosophical Society. 

A. BONIln, PrInter, 34 Bouverie StrHt, B.C. 
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The Editors do not hold themselves 'responsible lor any opinions, ftlhether religi01ls, 
philosoPhical or social, expressed in signed articles. 

I lack . In ~ritnrt . 
...... Commence research where modem 

conjecture closes its faithless wings" 
(Bulwer's Zanoni) • 

.. The flat denial of yesterday has become 
the scientific axiom of to-day" (Common 
Stnse Aphorisms). 

tr'1HOUSANDS of years ago the Phrygian Dactyls, the initiated priests, 
e) 1 {g spoken of as the "magicians and exorcists of sickness", healed 
diseases by magnetic processes. It was claimed that they had obtained 
these curative powers from the powerful breath of Cybele, the many
breasted goddess, the daughter of Ccelus and Terra. Indeed, her 
genealogy and the myths attached to it show Cybele as the personifica
tion and type of the vital essence, whose source was located by the 
ancients between the Earth and the starry sky, and who was regarded 
as the very fons vitte of all that lives and breathes. The mountain air being 
placed nearer to that fount fortifies health and prolongs man's existence; 
hence, Cybele's life, as an infant, is shown in her myth as having been 
preserved on a mountain. This was before that Magna and Bona Dea, the 
prolific Mater, became transformed into Ceres-Demeter, the patroness of 
the Eleusinian Mysteries. 

Animal magnetism (now called Suggestion and Hypnotism) was the 
principal agent in theurgic mysteries as also in the Asclepieia-the healing 
temples of lEsculapius, where the patients once admitted were treated, 
during the process of "incubation", magnetically, during their sleep. 

This creative and life-giving Force-denied and laughed at when named 
theurgic magic; accused for the last century of being principally based on 
superstition and fraud, whenever referred to as mesmerism-is now called 
Hypnotism, Charcotism, Suggestion, "psychology", and what not. But, 
whatever the expression chosen, it will ever be a loose one if used without 
a proper qualification. For when epitomized with all its collateral sciences 
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-which are all sciences within the science-it will be found to contain 
possibilities the nature of which has never been even dreamt of by the 
oldest and most learned professors of the orthodox physical science. The 
latter, II authorities" so-called, are no hetter, indeed, than innocent bald 
infants, when brought face to face with the mysteries of antediluvian 
II mesmerism". As stated repeatedly before, the blossoms of magic, 
whether white or black, divine or infernal, spring all from one root. The 
II breath of Cybele "-Aka-sa tattwa, in India-is the one chief agent, and it 
underlay the so-called II miracles" and" supernatural" phenomena in all 
ages, as in every clime. As the parent-root or essence is universal, so are 
its effects innumerable_ Even the greatest adepts can hardly say where its 
possibilities must stop. 

The key to the very alphabet of these theurgic powers was lost after 
the last gnostic had heen hunted to death by the ferocious persecution of 
the Church; and as gradually Mysteries, Hierophants, Theophany and 
Theurgy became obliterated from the minds of men until they remained 
in them only as a vague tradition, all this was finally forgotten. But at the 
period of the Renaissance, in Germany, a learned Theosophist, a Philo
sopher per ignem, as they called themselves, rediscovered some of the lost 
secrets of the Phrygian priests and of the Asclepieia. It was the great 
and unfortunate physician-Occultist, Paracelsus, the greatest Alchemist of 
the age. That genius it was, who during the Middle Ages was the first to 
publicly recommend the action of the magnet in the cure of certain diseases. 
Theophrastus Paracelsus-the "quack" and "drunken impostor" in the 
opinion of the said scientific II bald infants" of his day, and of their 
successors in ours-inaugurated among other things in the seventeenth 
century, that which has become a profitable branch in trade in the nine
teenth. It is he who invented and used for the cure of various muscular 
and nervous diseases magnetized bracelets, armlets, belts, rings, collars and 
leglets; only his magnets cured far more efficaciously than do the electric 
belts of to-day. Van Helmont, the successor of Paracelsus, and Robert Fludd, 
the Alchemist and Rosicrucian, also applied magnets in the treatment of 
their patients. Mesmer in the eighteenth, and the Marquis de Puysegur in 
the nineteenth century only followed in their footsteps. 

In the large curative establishment founded by Mesmer at Vienna, he 
employed, besides magnetism, electricity, metals and a variety of woods. 
His fundamental doctrine was that of the Alchemists_ He beli'eved that 
metals, as also woods and plants have all an affinity with, and bear a close 
relation to, the human organism. Everything in the Universe has 
developed from one homogeneous primordial substance differentiated into 
incalculable species of matter, and everything is destined to return 
thereinto. The secret of healing, he maintained, lies in the knowledge 
of correspondences and affinities between kindred atoms. Find that metal, 
wood, stone, or plant that has the most correspondential affinity with the 
body of the sufferer; and, whether through internal or external use, that 
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particular agent imparting to the patient additional strength to fight 
disease-(developed generally through the introduction of some foreign 
element into the constitution)-and to expel it, will lead invariably to his 
cure. Many and marvellous were such cures effected by Anton Mesmer. 
Subjects with heart-disease were made well. A lady of high station, 
condemned to death, was completely restored to health by the application 
of certain sympathetic woods. Mesmer himself, suffering from acute 
rheumatism, cured it completely by using specially prepared magnets_ 

In 1774 he too happened to come across the theurgic secret of direct 
vital transmission; and so highly interested was he, that he abandoned all 
his old methods to devote himself entirely to the new discovery. Hence
forward he mesmerised hy gaze and passes, the natural magnets being 
abandoned. The mysterious effects of such manipulations were called by 
him-animal magnetism. Thi& brought to Mesmer a mass of followers and 
disciples. The ntW force was experimented with in almost every city and 
town of Europe and found everywhere an actual fact_ 

About 1780, Mesmer settled in Paris, and soon the whole metropolis, 
from the Royal family down to the last hysterical bourgeoise, were at his 
feet. The clergy got frightened and cried-" the Devil"! The licensed 
"leeches" felt an ever-growing deficit in their pockets; and the aristocracy 
and the Court found themselves on the verge of madness from mere excite
ment. No use repeating too well-known facts, but the memory of the 
reader may be refreshed with a few details he may have forgotten. 

It so happened that just about that time the official Academical Science 
felt very proud. After centuries of mental stagnation in the realm of 
medicine and general ignorance, several determined steps in the direction 
of real knowledge had finally been made_ Natural sciences had achieved a 
decided success, and chemistry and physics were on a fair way to progress. 
As the Savants of a century ago had not yet grown to that height of sublime 
modesty which characterizes so pre-eminently their modern successors
they felt very much puffed up with their greatness. The moment for 
praiseworthy humility, followed by a confession of the relative insigni
ficance of the knowledge of the period-and even of modern knowledge 
for the matter of that-compared to that which the ancients knew, had not 
yet arrived. Those were days of naIve boasting, of the peacocks of science 
displaying in a body their tails, and demanding universal recognition and 
admiration. The Sir Oracles were not as numerous as they are now, yet 
their number was considerable. And indeed, had not the Dulcamaras of 
public fairs been just visited with ostracism? Had not the lucMs well nigh 
disappeared to make room for diploma-ed physicians with royal licences to 
kill and bury a piacere ad libitum? Hence, the nodding "Immortal" in his 
academical chair was regarded as the sole competent authority in the 
decision of questions he had never studied, and for rendering verdicts about 
that which he had never heard of. It was the REIGN OF REASON, and of 
Science-in its teens; the beginning of the great deadly struggle between 
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Theology and Facts, Spirituality and Materialism. In the educated 
classes of Society too much faith had been succeeded by no faith at all. 
The cycle of Science-worship had just set in, with its pilgrimages to the 
Academy, the Olympus where the" Forty Immortals" are enshrined, and 
its raids upon everyone who refused to manifest a noisy admiration, a 
kind of juvenile calfs enthusiasm, at the door of the Fane of Science. 
When Mesmer arrived, Paris divided its allegiance between the Church 
which attributed all kinds of phenomena except its own divine miracles to 
the Devil, and the Academy, which believed in neither God nor Devil, but 
only in its own infallible wisdom. 

But there were minds which would not be satisfied with either of these 
beliefs. Therefore, after Mesmer had forced all Paris to crowd to his halls, 
waiting hours to obtain a place in the chair round the miraculous baquet, 
some people thought that it was time real truth should be found out. They 
laid their legitimate desires at the royal feet, and the King forthwith com
manded his learned Academy to look into the matter. Then it was, that 
awakening from their chronic nap, the" Immortals" appointed a committee 
of investigation, among which was Benjamin Franklin, and chose soJhe of 
the oldest, wisest and baldest among their "Infants" to watch over the 
Committee. This was in 1784. Every one knows what was the report of 
the latter and the final decision of the Academy. The whole transaction 
looks now like a general rehearsal of the play, one of the acts of which was 
performed by the" Dialectical Society" of London and some of England's 
greatest Scientists, some eighty years later. 

Indeed, notwithstanding a counter report by Dr. J ussieu, an Academician 
of the highest rank, and the Court physician D'Eslon, who, as eye-witnesses 
to the most striking phenomena, demanded that a careful investigation 
should be made by the Medical Faculty of the therapeutic effects of the 
magnetic fluid-their demand fell through. The Academy disbelieved her 
most eminent Scientists. Even Sir B. Franklin, so much at home with 
cosmic electricity, would not recognize its fountain head and primordial 
source, and along with Bailly, Lavoisier, Magendie, and others, proclaimed 
Mesmerism a delusion. Nor had the second investigation which followed 
the first-namely in 1825-any better results. The report was once more 
squashed (vide" Isis Unveiled ", vol. i, pp. 171-176). 

Even now when experiment has amply demonstrated that "Mes
merism" or animal magnetism, now known as hypnotism (a sorry effect, 
forsooth, of the "Breath of Cybele ") is a fact, we yet get the majority 
of scientists denying its actual existence. Small fry as it is in the 
majestic array of experimental psycho - magnetic phenomena, even 
hypnotism seems too incredible, too mysterious, for our Darwinists and 
HEeckelians. One needs too much moral courage, you see, to face the 
suspicion of one's colleagues, the doubt of the public, and the giggling 
of fools. "Mystery and charlatanism go hand in hand ", they say j and 
"self-respect and the dignity of the profession", as Magendie remarks 
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in his Physiowgie Humaine, II demand that the well informed physician 
should remember how readily mystery glides into charlatanism ". Pity 
the "well informed physician" should fail to remember that physiology 
among the rest is full of mystery-profound, inexplicable mystery from 
A to Z-and ask whether, starting from the above" truism ", he should 
not throw overboard Biology and Physiology as the greatest pieces of 
charlatanry in modem Science. Nevertheless, a few in the well-meaning 
minority of our physicians have taken up seriously the investigation 
of hypnotism. But even they, having been reluctantly compelled to 
confess the reality of its phenomena, still persist in seeing in such 
manifestations no higher a factor at work than the purely material and 
physical forces, and deny these their legitimate name of animal magnetism. 
But as the Rev. Mr. Haweis (of whom more presently) just said in the 
Daily Graphic • • • • "The Charcot phenomena are, for all that, in 
many ways identical with the mesmeric phenomena, and hypnotism must 
properly be considered rather as a branch of mesmerism than as some
thing distinct from it. Anyhow, Mesmer's facts, now generally accepted, 
were at first stoutly denied." And they are still so denied. 

But while they deny Mesmerism, they rush into Hypnotism, despite 
the now scientifically recognised dangers of this science, in which medical 
practitioners in France are far ahead of the English. And what the 
former say is, that between the two states of mesmerism (or magnetism 
as they call it, across the water) and hypnotism "there is an abyss ". 
That one is beneficent, the other maleficent, as it evidently must be; since, 
according to both Occultism and modem Psychology, IIYPnotislH is produced 
by the withdrawal of the nervous fluid from the capillary nerves, which being, so 
to say, the sentries that keep the doors of our senses opened, getting 
aMsthesized under hypnotic conditions, allow these to get closed. A. H. 
Simonin reveals many a wholesome truth in his excellent work, ". Solution 
du probleme de la suggestion hypnotique ".ff. Thus he shows that while 
"in Magnetism (mesmerism) there occurs in the subject a great development 
of moral faculties"; that his thoughts and feelings" become loftier, and 
the senses acquire an abnormal acuteness"; in hypnotism, on the contrary, 
" the subject becomes a simple mirror". It is Suggestion which is the true 
motor of every action in the hypnotic: and if, occasionally, "seemingly 
marvellous actions are produced, these are due to the hypnotiser, not to 
the subject". Again...." In hypnotism instinct, i.e., the animal, 
reaches its greatest development; so much so, indeed, that the aphorism 
'extremes meet' can never receive a better application than to magnetism 
and hypnotism." How true these words, also, as to the difference between 
the mesmerised and the hypnotised subjects. "In one, his ideal nature, 
his moral self-the reflection of his divine nature-are carried to their 

---------------

• See Ihe review of his work iu &he Jou",'" '/11 .Il alI"t/i$/Ht, .II ai, J "i", IlIgo, fouuded Iu IIijS by Barou du 
Potet, aDd now edI&ed by H. Dorvllle, In Paris. 
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extreme limits, and the subject becomes almost a celestial being (un tinge). 
In the other, it is his instincts which develop in a most surprising fashion. 
The hypnotic lowers himself to the level of the animal. From a physio
logical standpoint, magnetism (" Mesmerism ") is comforting and curative, 
and hypnotism, which is but the result of an unbalanced state, is-most 
dangerous." 

Thus the adverse Report drawn by Bailly at the end of last century has 
had dire effects in the present, but it had its Kal'fna also. Intended to kill 
the" Mesmeric" craze, it reacted as a death-blow to the public confidence 
in scientific decrees. In our day the Non-Possumus of the Royal Colleges 
and Academies is quoted on the Stock Exchange of the world's opinion 
at a price almost as low as the Non-Possumus of the Vatican. The days 
of authority, whether human or divine, are fast gliding away; and we 
see already gleaming on future horizons but one tribunal, supreme and 
final, before which mankind will bow-the Tribunal of Fact and Truth. 

Aye, to this tribunal without appeal even liberal clergymen and famous 
preachers make obeisance in our day. The parts have now changed 
hands, and in many instances it is the successors of those who fought 
tooth and nail for the reality of the Devil and his direct interference with 
psychic phenomena, for long centuries, who come out publicly to upbraid 
science. A remarkable instance of this is found in an excellent letter 
(just mentioned) by the Rev. Mr. Haweis to the Graphic. The learned 
preacher seems to share our indignation at the unfairness of the modern 
scientists, at their suppression of truth, and ingratitude to their ancient 
teachers. His letter is so interesting that its best points must be 
immortalized in our magazine. Here are some fragments of it. Thus 
he asks:-

"Why can't our scientific men say: ' We have blundered about 
Mesmerism; it's practically true'? Not because they are men of science, 
but simply because they are human. No doubt it is humiliating when you 
have dogmatised in the name of science to say, ' I was wrong '. But is it 
not more humiliating to be found out; and is it not most humiliating, after 
shuffling and wriggling hopelessly in the inexorable meshes of serried facts, 
to collapse suddenly, and call the hated net a 'suitable enclosure', in 
which, forsooth, you don't mind being caught? Now this, as it seems to 
me, is precisely what Messrs. Charcot and the French hypnotists and their 
medical admirers in England are doing. Ever since Mesmer's death at the 
age of eighty, in 1815, the French and English' Faculty', with some 
honorab~e exceptions, have ridiculed and denied the facts as well as the 
theories of Mesmer, but now, in IBgO, a host of scientists suddenly agree, 
while wiping out as best they may the name of Mesmer, to rob him of all 
his phenomena, which they quietly appropriate under the name of 
, hypnotism', 'suggestion,' 'Therapeutic Magnetism,' 'Psychopathic Mas
sage,' and all the rest of it. Well,' What's in a name?' 

"I care more for things than names, but I reverence the pioneers of 
thought who have been cast out, trodden under foot, and crucified by the 
orthodox of all ages, and I think the least scientists can do for men like 
Mesmer, Du Potet, Puysegur, or Mayo and ElliotSOD, DOW they are gone, 
is to ' build their sepulchres '." 
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But Mr. Haweis might have added instead, the amateur Hypnotists 
of Science dig with their own hands the graves of many a man and woman's 
intellect; they enslave and paralyse freewill in their .. subjects It, turn 
immortal men into soulless, irresponsible automata, and vivisect their 
stnds with as much unconcern as they vivisect the bodies of rabbits and 
dogs. In short, they are fast blooming into .. sorcerers", and are turning 
science into a vast field of black magic, The rev. writer, however, lets the 
culprits off easily; and, remarking that he accepts "the distinction" 
[between Mesmerism and Hypnotism] "withqut pledging himself to any 
theory", he adds:-

"I am mainly concerned with the facts, and what I want to know is 
why these cures and abnormal states are trumpeted about as modern 
discoveries, while the 'faculty' still deride or ignore their great prede
cessors without having themselves a theory which they can agree upon or 
a single fact which can be called new. The truth is we are just blundering 
back with toil to work over again the old disused mines of the ancients; 
the rediscovery of these occult sciences is exactly matched by the slow 
recovery of sculpture and painting in modern Europe. Here is the history 
of occult science in a nutshell. (I) Once known. (2) Lost. (3) Redis
covered. (4) Denied. (5) Reaffirmed, and by slow degrees, under new 
names, victorious. The evidence for all this is exhaustive and abundant. 
Here it may suffice to notice that Diodorus Siculus mentions how the 
Egyptian priests, ages before Christ, attributed clairvoyance induced for 
therapeutic purposes to Isis. Strabo ascribes the same to Sera pis, while 
Galen mentions a temple near Memphis famous for these Hypnotic cures. 
Pythagoras, who won the confidence of the Egyptian priests, is full of it. 
Aristophanes in .. Plutus" describes in some detail a Mesmeric cure-KCl~ 
'If'pwra. '"" 87J Tij~ Ket/>aATti 1.4nP/tClTO, etc., 'and first he began to handle the 
head '. Crelius Aurelianus describes manipulations (1569) for disease 
'conducting the hands from the superior to the inferior parts'; and there 
was an old Latin proverb-Ubi dot01' ibi digitus, '\Vhere pain there finger'. 
But time would fail me to tell of Paracelsus (1462)" and his ' deep secret of 
Magnetism'; of Van Helmont (1644)t and his' faith in the power of the 
hand in disease '. Much in the writings of both these men was only made 
clear to the moderns by the experiments of Mesmer, and in view of modern 
Hypnotists it is clearly with him and his disciples that we have chiefly to 
do. He claimed, no doubt, to transmit an animal magnetic fluid, which I 
believe the Hypnotists deny." 

They do, they do. But so did the scientists with regard to more than one 
truth. To deny" an animal magnetic fluid" is surely no more absurd than 
to deny the circulation of the blood, as they have so energetically done. 

A few additional details about Mesmerism given by Mr. Haweis may 
prove interesting. Thus he reminds us of the answer written by the 
much wronged Mesmer to the Academicians after their unfavorable 
Report, and refers to it as "prophetic words". 

'" You say that Mesmer will never hold up his head again. If such 
is the destiny of the man it is not the destiny of the truth, which is in its 
nature imperishable, and will shine forth sooner or later in the same or 
some other country with more brilliancy than ever, and its triumph will 

-- -~- ----~-----

• This dale i. all error. I'aracelsu. was borll al Zurich ill IW3. 
t This is the dale of Vall Helmont's death; he was born in 1577 
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annihilate its miserable detractors.' Mesmer left Paris in disgust, and 
retired to Switzerland to die; but the illustrious Dr. Jussieu became a 
convert. Lavater carried Mesmer's system to Germany, while Puysegur 
and Deleuze spread it throughout provincial France, forming innumerable 
'harmonic societies' devoted to the study of therapeutic magnetism and its 
allied phenomena of thought-transference, hypnotism, and clairvoyance. 

" Some twenty years ago I became acquainted with perhaps the most 
illustrious disciple of Mesmer, the aged Baron du Potet.- Round this 
man's therapeutic and mesmeric exploits raged, between 1830 and 1846, 
a bitter controversy throughout France. A murderer had been tracked, 
convicted, and executed solely on evidence supplied by one of Du Potet's 
clairvoyantes. The J uge de Paix admitted thus much in open court. 
This was too much for even sceptical Paris, and the Academy determined 
to sit again and, if pClssible, crush out the superstition. They sat, but, 
strange to say, this time they were converted. Itard, Fouquier, Guersent, 
Bourdois de la Motte,'the cream of the French faculty, pronounced the 
phenomena of mesmerism to be genuine-cures, trances, clairvoyance, 
thought-transference, even reading from closed books; and from that time 
an elaborate nomenclature was invented, blotting out as far as possible the 
detested names of the indefatigable men who had compelled the scientific 
assent, while enrolling the main facts vouched for by Mesmer, Du Potet, 
and Puysegur among the undoubted phenomena to be accepted, on what
ever theory, by medical science .••. ." 

Then comes the turn of this foggy island and its befogged scientists. 
" Meanwhile ", goes on the writer, 

"England was more stubborn. In 1846 the celebrated Dr. Elliotson, 
a popular practitioner, with a vast clientele, pronounced the famous 
Harveian oration, in which he confessed his belief in Mesmerism. He was 
denounced by the doctors with such thorough results that he lost his 
practice, and died well-nigh ruined, if not heart-broken. The Mesmeric 
Hospital in Marylebone Road had been established by him. Operations 
were successfully performed under Mesmerism, and all the phenomena 
which have lately occurred at Leeds and elsewhere to the satisfaction of 
the doctors were produced in Marylebone fifty-six years ago. Thirty-five 
years ago Professor Lister did the same-but the introduction of chloro
form being more speedy and certain as an ancesthetic, killed for a time the 
mesmeric treatment. The public interest in Mesmerism died down, and 
the Mesmeric Hospital in the Marylebone Road, which had been under 
a cloud since the suppression of Elliotson, was at last closed. Lately we 
know what has been the fate of Mesmer and Mesmerism. Mesmer is 
spoken of in the same breath with Count Cagliostro, and Mesmerism itself 
is seldom mentioned at all; but, then, we hear plenty of electro-biology, 
therapeutic magnetism, and hypnotism-just so. Oh, shades of Mesmer, 
Puysegur, Du Potet, Elliotson-sic vos non vobis. Still, I say, Palmant qui 
flunlit ferat. When I knew Baron du Potet he was on the brink of the 
grave, and nearly eighty years old. He was an ardent admirer of Mesmer; 
he had devoted his whole life to therapeutic magnetism, and he was 
absolutely dogmatic on the point that a real magnetic aura passed from 
the Mesmerist to the patient. 'I will show you this', he said one day, 

• Baron du Polel was for years Honorary member of the Theosophical Society, Autograph leiters were 
received from him and preserved at Adyar. our Head-quarters. lu which he deplores the ftlppanl unscientific 
way In which Mesmerism (then on the eve of becoming the" hypnotism" of science) was handled .. pa, I,. 
cluJ,lata,.. du jou, ", Had he lived to see Ihe sacred science In Its full travesty as hypnotism. his powerful 
voice might have SlOPped its terrible present abuses and degradation Into a commercial Punch and Judy 
show. Luckily ror hilll. and unluckily rur Iruth, tbe greatest adept of Mesmerism III Europe of Ihls century
Is dead, 
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as we both stood by the bedside of a patient in so deep a trance that we 
ran needles into her hands and arms without exciting the least sign or 
movement. The old Baron continued: 'I will, at the distance of a foot 
or two, determine slight convulsions in any part of her body by simply 
moving my hand above the part, without any contact'. He began at the 
shoulder, which soon set up a twitching. Quiet being restored, he tried 
the elbow, then the wrist, then the knee, the convulsions increasing in 
intensity according to the time employed. 'Are you quite satisfied?' I 
said. 'Quite satisfied'; and, continued he, 'any patient that I have tested 
I will undertake to operate upon through a brick wall at a time and place 
where the patient shall be ignorant of my presence or my purpose. This', 
added Du Potet, 'was one of the experiences which most puzzled the 
Academicians at Paris. I repeated the experiment again and again under 
every test and condition, with almost invariable success, until the most 
sceptical was forced to give in.''' 

\Ve have accused science of gliding full sail down to the Maelstrom of 
Black Magic, by practising that which ancient Psychology-the most 
important branch of the Occult Sciences-has always declared as Sorcery 
in its application to the inner man. \Ve are prepared to maintain what we 
say. We mean to prove it one of these days, in some future articles, 
basing ourselves on facts published and the actions produced by the 
Hypnotism of Vivisectionists themselves. That they are unconscious 
sorcerers does not make away with the fact that they do practice the Black 
Art bel et bien. In short the situation is this. The minority of the learned 
physicians and other scientists experiment in "hypnotism" because they 
have come to see something in it; while the majority of the members of 
the R. C. P:s still deny the actuality of animal magnetism in its mesmeric 
form, even under its modern mask-hypnotism. The former-entirely 
ignorant of the fundamental laws of animal magnetism-experiment at 
hap-hazard, almost blindly. To remain consistent with their declarations 
(a) that hypnotism is not mesmerism, and (b) that a magnetic aura or fluid 
passing from the mesmeriser (or hypnotiser) is pure fallacy-they have no 
right, of course, to apply the' laws of the older to the younger science. 
Hence they interfere with, and awaken to action the most dangerous forces 
of nature, without being aware of it. Instead of healing diseases-the 
only use to which animal magnetism under its new name can be legitimately 
applied-they often inoculate the sllbjects with their own physical as well 
as mental ills and vices. For this, and the ignorance of their colleagues of 
the minority, the disbelieving majority of the Sadducees are greatly respon
sible. For, by opposing them, they impede free action, and take advantage 
of the Hypocratic oath, to make them powerless to admit and do much that 
the believers might and would otherwise do. But as Dr. A. Teste truly 
says in his work-" There are certain rmfortunate truths whicl, compromise those 
who believe in them, aull those especially who are so candid as to avow them publicly." 
Thus the reason of hypnotism not being studied on its proper lines is self
evident. 

Years ago it was remarked: "It is the duty of the Academy and 
medical authorities to study Mesmerism (i.e., the occult sciences in its 
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spirit) and to subject it to trials; finally, to take away the flSe and practice of it 
from persons quite strangers to the art, who abuse this means, and ma/:e it an object of 
l'lCre and speculation". He who uttered this great truth was "the voice 
speaking in the desert ". But those having some experience in occult 
psychology would go further. They would say it is incumbent on every 
scientific body-nay, on every government-to put an end to public 
exhibitions of this sort. By trying the magic effect of the human will 
on weaker wills; by deriding the existence of occult forces in Kature-forces 
whose name is legion-and yet calling out these, under the pretext that 
they are no independent forces at all not even psychic in their nature, but 
"connected with known physical laws" (Binet and Fere), men in authority 
are virtually responsible for all the dire effects that are and will be following 
their dangerous public experiments. Verily Karma-the terrible but just 
Retributive Law-will visit all those who develop the most awful results 
in the future, generated at those public exhibitions for the amusement of 
the profane. Let them only think of dangers bred, of new forms of diseases, 
mental and physical, begotten by such insane handling of psychi ' 
will! This is as bad on the moral plane as the artificial introduction of 
animal matter into the human blood, by the infamous Brown Sequard 
method, is on the physical. They laugh at the occult sciences and deride 
Mesmerism? Yet this century will not have passed away before they have 
undeniable proofs that the idea of a crime suggested for experiment's sake 
is not removed by a reversed current of the will as easily as it is inspired. 
They may learn that if the outward expression of the idea of a misdeed 
" suggested" may fade out at the will of the operator, the active iivillg germ 
artificially implanted does not disappear with it; that once dropped into 
the seat of the human-or, rather, the animal-passions, it may lie dormant 
there for years sometimes, to become suddenly awakened by some unfore· 
seen circumstance into realisation. Crying children frightened into silence . 
by the suggestion of a monster, a devil standing in the corner, by a foolish 
nurse, have been known to become insane twenty or thirty years later on 
the same subject. There are mysterious, secret drawers, dark nooks and 
hiding-places in the labyrmth of our memory, still unknown to physiologists, 
and which open only once, rarely twice, in man's life·time, and that 
only under very abnormal and peculiar conditions. But when they do, 
it is always some heroic deed committed by a person the least calcu
lated for it, or-a terrible crime perpetrated, the reason for which remains 
for ever a mystery. . . . 

Thus experiments in " suggestion" by persons ignorant of the occult 
laws, are the most dangerous of pastimes. The action and reaction of ideas 
on the inner lower" Ego", has never been studied so far, because that Ego 
itself is terra incognita (even when not denied) to the men of science. 
Moreover, such performances before a promiscuolls public are a danger in 
themselves. Men of undeniable scientific education who experiment on 
Hypnotism in public, lend thereby th~ sanction of their names to such 
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performances. And then every unworthy speculator acute enough to 
understand the process may, by developing by practice and perseverance 
the same force in himself, apply it to his own selfish, often criminal, ends. 
Result on Karmic lines: every Hypnotist, every man of Science, however 
well-meaning and honorable, once he has allowed himself to become the 
unconscious instructor of one who learns but to abuse the sacred science, 
becomes, of course, morally the confederate of every crime committed by 
this means. 

Such is the consequence of public" Hypnotic" experiments which thus 
lead to, and virtually are, BLACK MAGIC. 

I'trmttit jlott.5. 
THE POWERS AND PRIVILEGES OF MAGI. 

By DR. WYNN WESTCOTT, FRA. Ros.£ CRUCIS., F.T.S. 

n1HE title Magus was in common use among the Rosicrucians of 
eJIC9 Germany, and has been adopted by almost all Hermetic societies 
and fraternities of students of the schools of \Vestern Occultism, to denote 
one who has achieved a notable success in the doctrine and art of the 
Higher Magic. The word appears to have been originally an Asiatic one, 
and has been most distinctly traced to the Medes; it is related to the 
Sanscrit mahat-great, and Pehlevi magh-a priest. In Greek, we find the 
word Magos-a wise man, related to the verb mageuo to enchant. In the 
book of Matthew chap. ii. v. 7, the word Magoi occurs, and is translated 
" wise men ". 

In modern times the title Magus is given to the leaders of those Rosi
crucian Colleges which have been affiliated to the Masonic system: and 
it is also the title of a high, but not the highest grade of the still surviving 
non-Masonic Rosicrucian Order. Several years ago some French MS5. 
came into my hands from a correspondent; they had been in the possession 
of the late Eliphaz Levi, and I believe were in his handwriting; there was 
no claim from him to their authorship, and it is supposed that the asser
tions and dogmas which they reveal are derived from the· Count of St. 
Germain. I translated the MSS., which was written in very terse and 
somewhat enigmatic language, and I have altered the phraseology to make 
the clauses more comprehensible. The student of the Eastern Esoteric 
Wisdom Religion will detect the analogies with that system, and will be 
able to set aside what he deems to be exaggeration or distortion, and yet 
will find much to interest him in this manifesto of a metaphysical and 
psychic institution running on lines parallel to his own. There are twenty
two clauses, numbered by the letters of the Hebrew Alphabet from Aleph 
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to Tau, and distributed into three groups of Privileges, Greater powers, 
and Lesser powers of the Magi. 

THE PRIVILEGES. 

T. ALEPH. He perceives Deity, and is able to communicate with the 
Seven Spirits. 

2. BETH. He is beyond all suffering, and above all fear. 
3. GIMEL. He can influence celestial powers, and can bovern infernal 

ones. 
4. DALETH. He is the master of his life and future, and obtains power 

over the lives of others. 
5. HE. He cannot be overcome nor weakened by any ordinary 

human being. 
6. VAU. He knows the causes of events now present, of those that 

have past, and can foresee what shall be in the future. 
7. ZAIN. He knows the secret hidden from man by death, his next 

state, and of his future existence. 

THE SEVEN GREATER POWERS. 

8. HETH. He knows the secret formation of the Stone of the 
Philosophers. 

g. TETH. He knows the secret of the Universal medicine. 
10. YOD. He knows the laws which control the problem of perpetual 

motion; and the mystery of the quadrature of the circle. 
II. KAPH. He knows how nature converts dross into gold. 
12. LAMED. He can control ferocious animals, and charm the serpent. 
13. MEM. He possesses the Notary art, and the key to Universal 

Science. 
14. NUN. He can speak on any subject with learning and wisdom, 

without previous study and research into it. 

THE SEVEN LESSER POWERS. 

15. SAMECH. He can at a glance discover the secret thoughts in the 
heart and mind of any man or woman. 

16. AIN. He can compel a man or woman to be sincere with him. 
17. Pit. He can foresee such future events, as are not dominated by a 

higher adept than he himself is. 
18. TZADDI. He can give at will wise counsel, and efficacious aid to 

one deserving this assistance. 
Ig. QOPH. He is never miserable even in adversity. 
20. RESH. He never loves nor hates immoderately. 
21. SHIN. He possesses the secret of wealth, yet is never lavish nor 

impoverished. 
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These three series of Sevens are fitly completed by the Tau-final 
letter of the Hebrew alphabet. 

22. TAU. He can influence the elements of nature, cure maladies, and 
arrest dissolution. 

Additional Notes. 

The Western School of Occult Knowledge has many points of agree
ment with the \Visdom Religion. A very curious old Rosicrucian MS. 
passed through my hands a few years ago: it gave a new rendering to the 
initials I. N. R. I. the Christian meaning of which is known to all, and 
which has also several Alchemic significations, such as :-

Igne Nitrum Roris Invenitur (" By Fire the Nitre of the Dew is dis
covered "). 

Ia",,,,i,,, NOtIr Ruach Iabeshah; the Hebrew for (" \Vater ", "Fire ", 
II Air". " Earth It). 

Igne Natura Regenwando Integrat (" Nature renews, in Regenerating by 
Fire "). 

Igne Natura Renovatur Integra (" By fire Nature is renewed in its 
entirety"). 

The rendering I now for the first time publish is not a simple use of 
initials, but the straining of the symbol shows the greater desire of denoting 
the doctrine :-

INtra vos est Regum De I (" The Kingdom of God is within you "). 
This seems to me a clear acknowledgment of the Higher Self witilin a 

man, which, if the Man render himself sufficiently pure and spiritual, can 
communicate with Powers above him, and to him Divine. 

The same MS. also gave this reading:-

In Nobis Regnum Intelligentire (CO The Kingdom of the Intelligence is 
in Us)". 

From the same source comes also the following epigram :-

"Force arising in the North passes to the South. 
Intelligence arising in the South passes to the North. 
Initiation arising in the East passes to the \\' est." 

.t. 
eI,lo 

~ 
~'~ 
••• 
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I'ar-h1uar; nt, ~bt Itllsurits of tbt limalavas. 
(Continllld from p. 30.) 

l~HEN I came to my senses, I found myself in a cavern upon a bed of 
(fYfIJJ dry leaves, a block of wood burning a little way from my feet, 
myself wondering that a spark from the log had not set the dry leaves on 
fire and myself as well. I threw a glance around me, but nobody was 
there. \Vas the cavern inhabited? It must have been so. At the entrance 
I could see a bed of Rama Tulasi (Basitlicum album), evidently the result of 
human attention. None hut a man would have lighted the fire near my 
feet-prepared the rude bed upon which I lay; the man perhaps away for 
a while to look to the necessities of his forest life. I was not left long in 
suspense. Human footsteps rustled in the dry leaves in leisurely motion, 
an· I bef.Jre a minute passed I saw in front of me the figure of a Bava 
Yogi, all smeared with ashes. What a joy it was to look at that glorious 
forehead! The eyes scarcely moving or wandering about, the index of a 
concentrative mind given up to abstractions. I was not aIIowed to amuse 
myself long over that passive expression, for the Yogi, to my great surprise, 
accosting me by my name, asked me in a melodious voice, " Child, how do 
you feel? \ViIl you eat something after your eighty-four hours' sleep?" 
"Eighty-follr hours' sleep!" echoed I, "And where was I all the while? 
Upon this bed and near this fire! Please say where am I now? How far 
away from Har-dwar? \Vho saved me from death? \Vas I not locked in 
the embrace of death-my knees broken, a cobra twined round my neck, 
myself fainting?" And without waiting for his answer to any of these 
inquiries, I went on putting him a dozen more, and then stopped out of 
sheer exhaustion. 

The Yogi felt much interested by these series of questions, and answered 
me with a smile on his lips, "How do you say; you were locked in the 
embrace of death? Is the savior of your life, the same thing as death? " 

"\Vhat!" said I, " a serpent twined round my neck the savior of my 
life! " . 

" Listen, child! " said he, " I saw thee in Brahmaranya, in the vicinity 
of Har-dwar, as thou layest senseless, with a cobra twined round thy neck, 
hissing at a panther that was prowling round thee to feed on thy flesh. 
Had it not been for the serpent thou would long since have been converted 
into the tissues of a wild panther. As I passed by thee, I saw the danger 
of thy position and I brought thee down safe into this my cavern." 
" How", said I, "could you save me from my danger? \Vere not you 
afraid of the panther and the serpent? Oh! I have to thank you as the 
savior of my life, if I am really alive and this is no post-mortem dream." 

.. Afraid! dream!" ejaculated he, .. I might as well be afraid of myself 
and believe I am dreaming, even though it is but a very few years since I 
have felt the line of demarcation between dream and wakefulness. \Vhat 
people call dream in sleep, I call the dawn of wakefulness, and what they 
call wakefulness I call a dream. And again, why should I be afraid of 
10,000 serpents and tigers, if I breathe in them and they in me? Now 
here in my cavern you are for the last eighty-four hours, seventy miles 
away from Har-dwar, since I picked you up." 

" Am I seventy miles away from Har-dwar? And how many days did 
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it take you to bring me here, in this thick Himalayan forest? Surely there 
is no railway here? " 

" How many days? " said he, " and why not moments? It would have 
taken me an equal time to bring you here whether from Har-dwar or from 
the other end of the world. But stop this prattling. Do not you feel 
inclined to eat something? Say! what would you have?" 

I was confused beyond all description by the curious and mysterious 
answers that he gave me, and yet I could not make up my mind not to 
believe him. I requested him to give me something to eat which would 
appease my hunger and do me good. He went into a corner of the cavern 
and brought me a few roots, the like of which I never in my life had seen 
before. He peeled them for me, and gave me to eat, saying they would 
give perfect nourishment both to my body and mind. I need not enter into 
any further details of this my repast, save that I liked it. My meal 
over, I begged of him to give me some water to drink, and this, too, he 
gave me in a cup of leaves. How sweet and refreshing the drink was! 
Could it be the leaves that made it so? 

After this simple but substantial repast was over, I felt very much 
refreshed, and the intense curiosity that the Yogi had excited within me by 
his mysterious ways of speaking and the marvellous things that he said, 
stimulated me to put him further questions. 

" May I ask you, Guru Maharaja", said I, "whether you were serious 
when you said to me that you brought me here from Har-dwar in a few 
moments, and that you were not at all afraid of wild beasts and poisonous 
reptiles? I cannot comprehend at all what you desire me to understand, 
by saying you breathe in them and they in you." 

" Child", said he, "to give you a clear idea of these my expressions, 
means to expect one who does not know anything about elementary numerals 
to follow higher mathematics through aU their complexities. \\'ould not 
one of your ancestors who knew nothing about electricity, have been sur
prised to hear you say that you had means to communicate with your 
friends at the Antipodes, even as you are at a loss to comprehend how I 
could save you from danger and bring you here? A serpent! A panther! 
And what are they? \Vhy do they exist? Are they meaningless creations? 
Are they not the results and fulfilments of grand laws working to exhibit 
the relations of Maya (Illusion), to Para-Brahma (Eternal Existence); and 
of spirit to matter? Before Newton propounded the law of gravitation, 
working amidst suns, and moons, and stars, did it not bind man, animal!', 
and their belongings in this planet to the earth, and the respective Creations 
in each of the innumerable planets to them? Did apples then not fall to 
the ground because man did not inquire why? Did earth not revolve 
because man could not reconcile at first the idea of the revolution of the 
earth, with the fixity of the polar star? Oh rigidity of human mind! It 
can comprehend at last the perpetual motions and changes of positions 
of innumerable bodies through space, each millions of tons in weight, and 
would not pause to reflect, before not believing, how a boy a few quarters 
in weight could be brought to this, my cave, from Har-dwar. The laws 
that bind spirit to matter, to living organic existences, to light, heat, 
electricity, and magnetism, and numerous other manifestations of visible or 
invi&ible forces, known or unknown to science, do eXIst and do work, with
out caring a jot whether the objects they act upon feel their influence or not. 
\Vhen you put a stone in a sling and aim at a bird, does the stone know 
that it is under the influence of the combined forces of thy will, arm, and 
gravitation, or the resultant of these combined forces, when let loose, and 
though it strikes the bird, has it any power to perceive the aim for which it 
was let loose? So are these panthers and serpents, even thyself in a state 
of forgetfulness. They are so many living things, existing and evolving 
under the influence of certain definite laws as mere objective beings, work-
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ing their aim, but knowing it not with the same degree of lucidity. 
Living a life, but feeling it not with the same degree of consciousness. 
The only difference between you and the stone, or the panther and the 
serpent, is that they are objective creations, with no power to perceive 
their subject, while you, though objective, have in you a highly evolved 
germ of consciousness, to see thy subject-feel its identity in that germ, to 
assimilate thyself to it, to get over the forgetfulness, during which thy 
consciousness of the real is lost in the force and feeling of the unreal. 
However, I do not want to encourage in you a blind faith in my words. I 
ha ve an aim in bringing you here, which would be far from fulfilled, if I 
went on talking to you in a language, which though a language of conviction 
to me, would not be the same to you, a child of the 19th century to begin 
with. Suffice it forlou to know, that the fruit of the tree of knowledge is 
not forbidden, nor i eaten, brings any curse upon one who gets filled with 
it. And I am no Mara, if I tell you that as soon as you are better, I shall 
expect you to speak out to me your resolution, whether you seriously desire 
to eat the ripe fruit of the tree of knowledge; and your leaving home and 
coming to Har-dwar with a view to know hetter ahout yourself, was based 
upon no wavering curiosity. In the meantime, I will see that you enjoy 
your new surroundings, and that you may not feel lonely and wanting 
in anything, you will have a companion with you, who will look to your 
comforts. She will soon be here. I leave you for the present, but shall 
see you again, when you are prepared to give me a decisive answer, 
whether you really mean to study in these forests, instead of desiring 
to go back to your home in Valod. I knew your father, when he was alive." 

So saying, he left me abruptly, in a state of intense perplexity and 
curiosity of mind, to wait for a " she" in that cave, in a Himalayan forest. 
\Vho she was, whether young or old, I could scarcely imagine. 

Left to myself, alone, I began seriously to wonder whether this was no 
dream. \Vas I in some place of enchantment? The Bava Yogi accosts 
me by my name; says he brought me here from my dangerous position 
near Har-dwar, in a few minutes; knows why I.Ieft home and came to 
Hardwar; knew my father, when he was alive-the father whose likeness 
I saw above the waters of Nilganga at Har-dwar. Surely all this is too 
much to believe! \Vho would awake me from this dream? The log at my 
feet burns brighter and brighter as the heat of the sun raises violent 
breezes in these shady forests. The log cracks and emits sparks in 
response to the more free supply of air, and one of these sparks falls on the 
toe of my left foot. It settles there and I get up to brush it off, to alleviate 
the smart it caused me. The pain makes me feel it is not quite a dream, 
even though it may be something like it. The wind blows more and more 
violently. I hear the tremendous rnstle made by the waving of innumerable 
branches in that thick forest which drowned the melody of forest birds. 
Oh, how ominolls that noise is, deep in its solemnity, and terrifying. in its 
fierce whistling! Half afraid lest a few sparks more would set my rude bed 
on fire, weak as I was, necessity compelled me to no longer mind the injury 
to my knee; but to get up, and remove r.1y bed to a tolerably safe distance 
from the fire. vVhile engaged in this busy process for personal safety and 
comfort, I hear a tremendous crash near the entrance of the cave, the 
whole cave shaking as if in an earthquake. Issuing from the cave, I see 
the trunk of a full-grown Shekta (Cassia Taura), which had grown on the 
left side of the cave, lying uprooted, by the fierce winds. I said to myself: 
" It is terrible to be alone, in these storms, and to hear no human voice, 
but the howling of the winds, now and then modified into groans and 
moans. Who is that she, who comes not yet? " 

.. Here I am, guest", answered a female voice, from behind, peeping 
over my shoulder and saying, "Guruji has sent me here to make you as 
happy and comfortable as the provisions in our cave and the flowers and 
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fruits of our garden, can make you. You are but to ask, and you will have 
it. I am at your service till Guru Maharaja returns." 

Never did I hear words issue out of prettier lips, and with such 
sweetness and charm about them. A silver bell would not ring with more 
sweetness and harmony. Her stately figure corresponded exactly with the 
length of the syllables which she uttered, and if beauty was to be seen in 
a forest, a beauty to be my companion before the Bava Yogi returned, I 
could not have aspired to the company of a lovelier being. But how was she 
there? She, who would have graced a royal palace of the most powerful 
of the Oriental monarchs, the color and softness of whose skin reminded 
me of Champaka flowers? She in a forest, clad in white garments 
(Val-kal) prepared out of the barks of trees, her figure exhibiting more of a 
pious life, than a life ordinarily presupposed on the part of earthly beauties! 
The dimples on her cheeks where I almost imagined the light of the sun 
was reflected as if by a concave lens, showed that the skin was as trans
parent as china. How rosy and tender must be the flesh that lay covered 
beneath such skin! The little mouth, rimmed with thin lips, put to shame 
the little flower of lotus, which she bore in her breast. The lips scarcely 
parted till she, half enjoying my bewilderment at her charms, opened them, 
saying, "Guest, the wind is high, and the dust raised by them, has half
blinded my eyes; let us go into the cave! Guruji has instructed me to take 
care of you during your illness and to stay in this solitary place; and it 
would be a miserable failure of my duties to start with, if I let you stand 
thus, exposed to these forest winds." 

She said this, and I was bewildered the more at those charms, that 
spoke twice, now that, as the little mouth was open for a minute, I could 
see there two strings of pearls, one above the other, which I could scarcely 
make up my mind to call by the name of teeth. Could there be gelatine 
and carbonate and phosphate of lime in them? 

I answered falteringly, "This place is no longer a solitude to me. Now 
I would find any dark corner in this thick, extensive and ominous forest, 
peopled with innumerable charms and comforts, now that I know so sacred 
and superb a beauty as yourself, is a denizen in this forest." 

U. L. DESAI, F.T.S. 
(To be ronti,,"ed.j 

PATIENCE! 

Let no man think that sudden in a minute 
All is accomplished, or the work is done; 
Though with thine earliest dawn thou should'st begin it
Scarce were it ended with thy setting sun. 

What can we do? on whom the unbeholden 
Hangs in a night with which we cannot cope, 
What, but look Eastwards and with faces golden 
Speak to each other softly of a hope. 

.. ST. PAUL." E. MYERS • 

20 
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(t OUS rioDs tluibttst. 

Tr1HE most mysterious power in Nature is without doubt that which we 
~ 1 {g call Consciousness. It is quite distinct from Knowledge, as is evident 
when we examine into the silent activities of Nature. For we can trace its 
presence in the interaction of material atoms having no apparent know
ledge of, and yet acting accordingly to, definite and innate impulses. The 
main sweep of evolution in Nature must be the progress of some conscious 
power, because we find affinity to be the directing agent, and for this to act 
there must be a consciousness of some kind in the action. In man we have 
every atom of his physical body alive with intrinsic feelings which direct 
and change their mutual combinations, often into seeming inharmony, but 
always with a general prescience of a common end to be attained. In fact 
a great deal of the mystery which shrouds the necessarily superficial 
conclusions of science would fade away could we but bring the full 
meaning of this occult power to our actual knowledge. The present essay 
proposes to attempt this; and while so doing no claim is made to any 
special originality of thought, but merely to re-set truths of an older age 
in modem ideas. 

Let us begin with a definition of Consciousness and then proceed to 
explain its meaning and raison d'etre. 

Consciollsness ;s Truth in Mot;oll. 

To the thorough sceptic this definition will hardly seem to advance us 
much, for he will at once ask what is meant by Truth and where is it to be 
found? To answer this question we must plunge into the profound depths 
of metaphysical conception which we find in the bygone wisdom of the 
East, and notably in the Wisdom Religion. We must force our way 
through labyrinths of speculation until we reach the apex of thought, 
where the Infinite resolves into the details of a Universal Mind. To do 
this, we bind the changing forces of the intellect firmly together with a 
chain forged by modem science and called the correlation of forces; and we 
then behold the Universe as a mighty UNIT of manifestation. The logic of 
cause and effect necessitates a cause to this manifestation; while the 
attribute of universality with which it is endowed requires that both 
Cause and Effect should be one and the same essence. From this we 
argue that the one as cause differs from the other as effect in the same way 
that the appearance of a thing differs from the thing in itself. To us this 
glorious universe of Life is real, and we must assert that if it is but so in 
appearance, its cause must of necessity be a Reality. The appearance of 
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that which is real, is that of Truth, and here then we come upon that verity 
which figures in our definition. 

It is One, it is All, and is the cause of the All manifesting as a universe. 
Much has been said by other writers about this mysterious cause, but, 

at the risk of being accused of repetition, we must tackle the mystery once 
more. In the first place we will place it in its proper relation to its mani· 
festation, and, to be brief, we say that in a world of change that which is 
the Reality can never alter. This at once forces upon us the conception of 
a Truth which never changes and a universe whose genesis is change. The 
first, therefore, is to us passive, and because passive, latent. The latter is 
the former in its active state. But, because Truth is ever the same, its 
activity is only an appearance as the positive assertion of latent power. 
In our daily experiences we find that the external aspects of things are 
masks, covering the real springs of Life. So it is with the Universe taken 
as a whole, as well as with its countless component forms; it and all are 
but the outward appearance behind which lies the ever passive Truth. 

There is a popular saying which bids us seek Truth at the bottom of a 
well, hinting in this homely way at the impenetrable mystery which hangs 
around it. Philosophy by boldly approaching it discovers it to be a tangible 
darkness before which the mind shrinks, crushed out of self.recognition by 
finding it outside the circle of life altogether. 

How does the Reality become the matrix of the Universe? To this 
question there is but one possible answer, namely: 

It appears unto itself. 
A conception of what this means may be had by referring to our own minds 
and considering the production of a thought. For this purpose we must 
clear the mind of all consciousness and reduce it to a blank. In this way 
the Thinker annihilates, for himself, the world. Let now an idea waken 
into activity the mental coil, and we bring out of a seeming nothingness an 
embodied thought. This appearance in the mind of form in the shape of 
the complete mental representation of an idea, furnishes us with a good 
example of the appearance of the Reality as a formal universe. The 
Thinker is undisturbed, unchanged, and unmanifested; it and the Reality 
resemble each other in this respect, and both render visible that which was 
latent power. The mind is the same mind unchanged in potential; the 
Truth by its manifestation is still unchanged in truthfulness. Unchange. 
able, it must be passive or latent; because passive, it is non·existent from 
the point of view of a living being; and because of these characteristics it 
is not its manifestation. Yet because it is all, the manifested Universe 
is it. Because it is One so is its appearance. It is Truth of which the 
appearance is an apparent Truth from whence it is evident that the only 
possible result of manifestation must be an active consciousness of ~e1f as 
Truth apparent to itself which, as representing a universal unit means, 
ABSTRACT CONSCIOUSNESS, which is the characteristic both of the 
mind of man and of the reality which lies behind the Universe. 

20 A 
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We have now reached to the foundation of Life, and we will pause to 
assure our footing. In the first instance we were led to the conception of 
the Universe as a Unit of manifestation by the representations of science 
in its law of co-relation of forces. Metaphysics then became our guide and 
showed us the ultimate character of this Unit to be a universal conscious
ness. Falling again under the hand of science we shall combine the meta
physical with the God of matter" Energy", and call it the Substance of the 
Universe. It is this capacity, this power to manifest, that we must now 
inquire into. Abstract Consciousness forms the occult basis of phenomenal 
existence, and gives us a clear conception of an ideal pantheism in the per
vading influence of a universal conscience which permeates, with its passive 
substratum of potentiality, every possible form or shape, from the ethereal 
beings of the ideal plane, to the gross materials which make the heavenly 
bodies and densify into worlds. We now require the natural basis of life, 
and the appearance having been established, we ask what is the natural 
form which it takes? 

This we find in the following chain of reasons. The appearance is the 
change of truth from its passive to its active realisation. Change from a 
homogeneous infinity of rest results in absolute motion. Therefore the act 
of appearance of the One Reality is absolute motion. Pey contra, as absolute 
motion is only the apparent activity of Truth, all life is simply an illusion. 
As positive power veils with its activity its source, absolute motion must be 
the garment of Truth. But this latter being non-existent to life, can only 
be clothed in its appearance which we, have seen to be Abstract Conscious
ness. Therefore Abstract Consciousness is shrouded in absolute motion 
and the two together are to each other as a Universal Soul and its 
manifestation. They form by their union the phenomenal universe, lying 
behind the manifestation of finite forms as their foundation, cause and 
sustainer. 

Abstract Consciousness pervades with its appearance of reality every 
object we can see or touch. It does so through the power of motion. But 
we have still left undefined the spring of life. If we can say that it is made 
up of conscious motion, we have not thereby defined the impulse which 
shall free this spring and set it in movement. What we require is that 
same vitality which materialist thinkers of known ability have so skilfully 
been compelled to vouch for in the article of the April number of LtlCifer 
entitled" Kosmic Mind". It is the impulse to life, in the sense that it gives 
the first start to activities which, once in motion, develop the vitality of 
the laws within them. As a universal power, it is the same for every 
manifestation, from a God to a stone. In the beginning the predetermined 
intention on the part of the Reality-to appear, was the impulse which 
brought its appearance into being. We are obliged to predicate this much 
of a manifestation which exhibits the power of reason in the shape of man, 
whose reasoning potencies all help to make up the grand total or unit of 
manifestation. In other words this means that beyond the latent cause, or 
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one with it, there is a reason which we must call the Reason of reasons. 
Lying as it does outside the circle of life, it has no possible form and can 
never be appreciated in itself by a positive reason. But we may explain 
an appearance and thus get at the character of the dynamic power which 
lies in a first Cause. This we have shown to be the Self-realising-Self, 
which the development of our thesis permits us now to call a positive 
activity sprung from an impulse to self-consciousness. This is the 
form in which the Reason of Reasons appears. The Reality of this 
supreme reason appears as abstract consciousness active with absolute 
motion. In this impulse to self-consciousness we have the Germ of 
Life. In its simplest form of activity, life is just an effort to manifest 
itself to itself, careless and indifferent to anything outside of its own 
magic circle of self-dom. When latent, the germ has drifted into the 
unknowable realm beyond the manifested plane and lies .. perdu" as the 
Reason of reasons. But when positive it becomes the foundation of every 
appearance of reality though distinct from the appearance itself. It is the 
Reason of reasons ever endeavoring to realize its own meaning and, in 
its purity and singleness of purpose, resembles, when active, the flashing of 
a crystal looking-glass in which the act of reflection is one and universally 
the same, while the expansion of consciousness and energy which imme
diately follows (in scientific language we might say .. exudes from the 
germ "), differs with every change of life. The Will of Man owes the power 
which lies at its disposal, and which at the same time is the self which 
disposes of this power, to this impulse to the self-realisation of an abstract 
consciousness. This is that which comes to life in him as a consciousness 
of Self or CI I am I ", and is common to him as a man, an animal, a vege
table, a mineral, an atom of matter or an angelic Spirit. It is evidently 
first apparent as a blind force seeking the light of self-perception and from 
this it arises that we are often puzzled by the appearance of an apparently 
unintelligent energy, known to us as the law of necessity usurping the 
control of the Universe. 

Man, as a personified Will disposes of a certain amount of vitality which 
we may regard as abstract and as existing in itself. It is latent as the 
Reason of Life. It is active as the initial impulse to life. And as an 
impulse it merges into its manifestation as conscious activity. This 
Abstract Power represents the aggregate of atomic impulses to self-mani
festation in the physical body, each of which atoms, as will be shown in a 
future essay, is a concentrated idea possessing many possible interpreta
tions. So that if we, by some mechanical means, were to increase the 
sensitiveness of the nerves, fibres, etc. of the body, we should become more 
emotional, because our potential of sensibility would be heightened by the 
presence of a stronger impulse to conscious activity. 

The world of matter, with its successively developed four kingdoms of 
manifestation, is in all its many phases of activity an atomic evolution. 
The whole world and all upon it represents a unit of manifestation which 
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possesses a unit impulse towards the production of self. This determination 
to self-realisation is in its unit power the collective impulses of every atom; 
and as these change in obedience to the germ of life within them, and as 
their change is in the direction of the manifestation of self-consciousness, 
we are able to see why evolution has successively risen in the scale of 
conscious life; and we are able also from the same data to postulate a 
corresponding change in the Grand Impulse to Life which synthesizes our 
globe. And this change in the synthetic impulse must also affect, in a 
reflex manner, the general aspect of the earth and earthly life, bringing 
them together in their diversity of manifestation to a general level of 
conscious development, each degree of nature maintaining of course its 
own particular kind of consciousness. 

The more extended the consciousness, the greater will be its impulse to 
realization and this is true both of natural and animal consciousness. But 
in Man the impulses to action are synthesized within by an Ego which we 
may call the Thinker. To this, the real Ego, the acquisition of Knowledge 
comes in the shape of an increased impulse to self-realisation which re-acts 
on his inner being as increase of conscious life with all the attendant 
advantages which may be derived from the enlargement of the perceptive 
faculties. Knowledge enlightens the mind in a specific manner but, as we 
have shown, it also has the effect of increasing our vitality so that, as in 
many cases, the mind may actually consume the body. 

Invigorating our perceptive powers and enlarging and deepening our 
intellectual faculties will result in putting back the threshold of con
sciousness, and will, at the same time, increase the vitality of the real Ego. 

The changes and occurrences which happen to us in our daily life, 
furnish us with barometric readings of the state of pressure of the life 
impulse. These as occurrences are the operation of vitality as a blind and 
unintelligent power whose one effort is manifestation or " to acquire light". 
But when these same occurrences are looked at as accomplished facts, the 
energy of manifestation becomes a conscious one, which, by manipulating 
our own consciousness, we may also regulate, and thus indirectly effect the 
after-mentioned barometric pressure of the vital system. 

We have now explained the full meaning of our definition of con
sciousness. And to sum up what we have said we find that Active Truth 
is subdivided into three principal acts. The first is the appearance of the 
activity, or Consciousness. The second is the activity of the appearance, or 
Motion. The third is the impulse to this appearance and to its activity. 
It is the Creative Logos, the Reason of reasons, the source of consciousness 
born from the contemplation of Truth by itself, and of an activity con
ceived in the depths of the Unknown. In another essay we 'Yill trace the 
progress of this Universal Consciousness from its ethereal unity of essence 
through its successive condensations, until it reaches the degree of life which 
manifests as world-stuff on the physical plane. 

THos. \VILLIAMS, F.T.S. 
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~bt lari.sal (inn. 
II. 

[We reprint from the last number of the Theosophist an article on a most 
interesting and mysterious atmospheric phenomenon called the Barisal 
Gun, the discussion of which was begun in the Theosophist and LII&ift, for 
September, 1888, by Colonel Olcott.] 

Tr'1HOUGH nearly two years have passed since the Asiatic Society of 
ell(g Bengal issued a circular and organized a system of close scientific 
observation, the mystery remains as inexplicable as ever. Apparently it 
will ever remain so to those who confine their research to the theories and 
methods of physical science. If it is ever to be solved, it must be by the 
efforts of occult students working on the lines of the theory of the multiple 
constitution of all Nature. 

In the opening essay the several theories of men of science were passed 
in review, and all pronounced inadequate on scientific grounds. For the 
information of new subscribers who may not have seen what was before 
written, let me give a few facts. At the town of Barisal, on the banks of 
the Beeghaye River, and elsewhere in the Gangetic Delta, have been 
heard, sporadically, and without traceable cause, since time immemorial, 
loud detonations like cannon-shots. While at Barisal, I heard them 
myself one evening, and thought them a salvo of artillery, fired within the 
distance of a half mile or mile. The sound is like nothing else in Nature; 
it is neither a rumbling, a crashing, nor a roaring; hence neither like the 
sound of thunder, the sea beating upon a strand, the fall of forest trees 
or buildings, nor the effect of gusts of wind rushing into caverns or 
through rugged cliffs. They are like gun-fire and nothing else in the 
world. Like the roar of large ordnance, too, not like the ring of a 
howitzer" or a cannonade. I heard seven successive reports with brief 
intervals between, but they occur without any regularity, at different 
seasons of the year, at places widely apart in and about the vast alluvial 
plain of the Gangetic Delta, and coming from different points of the 
compass. 

Five theories have been offered to account for them: wz., I. Surf
beating upon the shore (sixty-five miles away as the crow flies). II. The 
breaking down of river banks (of alluvial soil, free from rocks, and only a 
few feet in height). III. The firing of bombs by natives (a childishly weak 
theory in view of the facts). IV. Subterranean or sub-aqueous volcanic 
or seismic agencies (a theory at variance with all the geographical features 
of the Delta). V. Atmospheric electricity (a theory based upon no 
observed facts and no recognized laws of electrical action). 
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The Asiatic Society, as above stated, duly issued a circular, and the 
Honorary Secretary has now kindly sent me the reported results. Fifteen 
forms were filled up and returned to the Secretary. The observations 
were made at Khulna, Barisal, Moyapore, Narainganj, Noakhali, Harispur 
and Daulat. None of the reports refer to the same day, nor to the same 
hours, while the same observer would hear the "guns" at dates consider
ably apart. These plainly indicate that the "guns" are not waves of 
sound travelling over wide areas, but heard at isolated places: hence going 
to discredit the theory that they are due to the beating of surf-rollers upon 
the beach of the Bay of Bengal. The reports agree as to there having 
been cloudy or rainy weather at the time the sounds were heard or during 
the previous twenty-four hours. They seem to be independent of the 
wind, being heard as well against as with it: in one case while a strong 
wind was blowing from S. W. the" guns" were heard from S.S.E., as they 
had been two days before when there was a light wind from S.E. 

All the observers, save three, negative the theory that the" guns" are 
due to electrical disturbance, and all, that they are dependent upon the 
state of the tides in the Bay of Bengal or in the rivers. In the case for 
electricity, Mr. Rainey says thunder was heard before and after the 
sounds; but the thunder came from the S.E., while the" guns" were 
from the S.W. Though one observer, Mr. Waller, heard more" guns" 
on four days about the middle of August than on all others together, during 
which period there was disturbed weather at the head of the Bay, yet it 
is also noticed that they were heard during a period of calm weather, which 
again militates against the surf-roar theory. A river-steamer captain gives 
his evidence strongly against the theories of the sounds being caused by 
the falling of the river-banks and by bombs-therein corroborating the 
opinion expressed by myself in the former article. 

Finally, the Committee of the Asiatic Society unanimously declare 
against the theories of volcanic action and of the action of tides upon 
the shoal called the "Swash of no-ground". They think the most 
plausible opinion thus far advanced is that the sounds may be "con
nected with the river banks, and that their frequent occurrence during 
two or three days immediately preceding the arrival of disturbed weather 
from the Bay of Bengal, may be attributed to the atmosphere being highly 
charged with moisture, and the comparatively calm weather which occurs 
at such times". Which, under favor be it said, is about as pretty a case of 
petitio principii as I ever met with. Though the "guns" have been heard 
since several hundred years, and were never connected either by the native 
farmers, boatmen or seamen, with bad weather in the Bay; though they 
have been heard at all seasons of the year, in fair weather as in foul, from 
the southward and northward, and over a wide stretch of the Gangetic 
Delta-we are now asked by the Committee to accept their theory above 
stated. For my part, I decline; and I find the view very reasonable of 
Babu Gaurdas Bysack, a member of the Committee itself, that the sounds 
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cannot be due to their transmission by the river banks, since there are 
many other river banks in other parts of the Ganges where similar sounds 
are fIlM' heard. 

One very curious fact crops up in these reports. Mr. Waller, riding up 
to his house and coming within fifty yards of the steps, did not luar tlu 
" guns ", while his bearer, standing on tlu steps waiting for his master, did luar tTum. 
Does this fit in with either of the physical theories under discussion? 

It is not my purpose to attempt any definite solution of this acoustic 
problem: I confine myself to the easy task of following the materialistic 
scientists through their speculative flounderings and showing their failure 
to come to any better hypothesis than the "superstitious" one of the 
" ignorant natives", viz., that the Bariffiil Gun is a phenomenon connected 
with the agency of elemental spirits (devatas). It is as valid a case for 
speculation as either of the others. At Barisal itself, the vortex of these 
phenomena, no change has been made in public opinion since the date of 
my previous reports, for Babu Aswini Kumar Datta, my learned corre· 
spondent, writes me under date of 23rd March: "We have not yet 
succeeded in finding out anything new about the Barisal Guns. All 
surmises and conjectures about them are known to you." 

It must be noted that a variety of puzzling atmospheric acoustical 
phenomena are heard in different parts of the world, some like the 
Barisal Gun, others quite different. From the (Calcutta) Statesman of 
lIth January, 1890, I take the following;-

"Various theories have been propounded from time to time to account for the 
phenomenon commonly known as the' Barisal Guns', but so far as we know, none 
of them can be said to offer a satisfactory explanation. It is well known that this 
mysterious booming is not peculiar to Barisal, but has been noted in Cochin China 
and in certain islands in the West Indies. There seems, however, to be some 
difference in the sound heard, some authorities stating that it seems to proceed 
from a thousand ./Eolian harps, others that the noise was like that of the bursting 
of a huge bladder or like the booming of guns at sea, and in some cases it was 
compared to a humming similar to that which a locomotive sometimes makes 
when blowing off steam. Travellers who have visited Trinidad have been much 
struck with these unaccountable sounds, and a correspondent who has devoted 
some attention to the subject refers us to some works in which the matter has been 
widely discussed, but with no definite results. In an account of his trip to Monos, an 
island near Trinidad, Charles Kingsley describes the peculiar sensation caused by 
an unearthly sound which, like those of the Barisal guns, was from seaward. He 
writes: • Between the howls of the wind I became aware of a strange noise from 
seaward-a booming, or rather humming. It was faint and distant, but deep and 
strong enough to set one guessing its cause. The sea beating into caves seemed, 
at first, the simplest answer. But the water was so still on our side of the island, 
that I could barely hear the lap of the ripple on the shingle twenty yards off; and 
the nearest surf was a mile or two away, over a mountain a thousand feet high.' 
He then mentions that on bathing the next day during a perfect calm, the same 
mysterious booming sound was heard, and it was generally ascribed to the drum 
fish, which we are told is almost as mythical as the Australian bunyip and • is 
answerable for a number of vague and inexplicable submarine phenomena '." 
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Of course, the interesting fact in all these observations is that the cause 
of the acoustic phenomenon is always a mystery; it cannot be traced to 
known physical causes. So that when we take them all into consideration 
with the Barisal Gun, the theory of the action of elemental spirits is 
strengthened, while that of physical action is much weakened. Only an 
Irish Echo could be expected to convert surf-beatings or slumping river 
banks into the sound of "a thousand }Eolian harps", or that of "a 
humming similar to that which a locomotive sometimes makes when 
blowing off steam". And not even the best echo ever heard by Lady 
vVilde, Douglas Hyde, or my friend \Villiam Yeats, could climb over a 
hill a thousand feet high, on a clear sunshiny day! 

One unanimous conclusion of the Asiatic Society's Committee is hard 
to understand: they think, as above stated, that the "guns" may be 
attributed to the atmosphere" being highly charged with moisture, and the 
comparatively calm weather which occurs at such times". But is it not 
true that reports of gun-fire are sharp and clear under a perfectly clear 
sky, but indistinct, and attended by a long-continued roll like thunder, 
when the sky is cloudy? And is not the rumble of thunder due to reflexion 
from the clouds? Now, since the Barisal Guns are not rumbling noises, 
but distinct booms as of cannon, what physical basis is there for the 
acoustic theory the Committee have put forth? It is affirmed as a scientific 
fact that during a shower of rain or snow sounds are greatly deadened. If 
the soil of the Gangetic Delta between Barisal and the Bay of Bengal were 
hard, dry and of a uniform character, and rested upon a continuous 
stratum of rock, then we might more readily accept the theory that the 
"guns" under discussion were explicable upon the theory of an echoing, or 
rather conduction, of the crash of surf-rollers upon the shore of the Bay. 
But the fact being that the whole vast plain is a deposit of alluvium of 
great depth, intersected by a network of rivers and rivulets zig-zagging 
about in every variety of curve, and leaving nowhere even a straight 
water-course or offering a foot of resonant hard dry ground, that suppo
sition seems in conflict with the known basis of acoustical science. Sir 
David Brewster tells liS, and all other experimentalists confirm him in 
saying it, that the difference in the audibility of sounds that pass over 
homogeneous and over mixed media is sometimes so remarkable as to 
astonish those who witness it. The insuperable difficulty in accepting the 
theory of echo in this case is that it does not fit in with the facts
atmospheric, geographical or geological. The breaking of surf on a shore 
is a fixed phenomenon, sure to recur with every repetition of the same 
conditions of weather in the Bay. If therefore, the" guns" heard at so 
many widely-separated points in the Delta, were due to the echo of the 
surf-booming transmitted between the banks of the many mouths of the 
Ganges, thty should always be htard at tht same places whtn thtre was /uavy 
weathtr at tht htad of tht Bay; and, as the surf-beating lasts as long as the 
stormy weather; there should be an unbroken succession of "guns" hea.rd 
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throughout that spell of weather. But this is not the case: quite the 
contrary; a single II gun" or a series of a half-dozen, more or less, may 
be heard at BarisaJ. or some other place, on one or more days in a given 
year, and not again throughout the whole twelvemonth; or they may be heard 
somewhere else and not there at all that year, though they had been in the 
previous one, or may be in the one following. Nature does not indulge in 
such vagaries. And what is a very strange and suspicious circumstance, 
the" guns" may be heard by one person and not by another a few yards 
off! Does this not go rather to support the hypothesis that the reports of 
the mysterious artillery are of an elemental spiritual origin, sometimes 
reaching the inner auditory sense of an individual who is momentarily 
sensitive to akasic vibrations, and heard only then by him? If not, then 
where is the fresh physical theory which will not break down under even 
so imperfectly close a study as we have given to the several tentative 
hypotheses recorded by the Asiatic Society of Bengal? The Committee 
place most value upon the report of Mr. Manson, an official who has lived 
many years in this Delta and heard the guns in August-October, 1875, in 
the Nokhali District in 1878-79, in the cold-weather season, and at Barisal 
in 1876, in the latter part of October. Mr. Manson favors the theory that 
they are echoes of masses of river-bank tumbling into the water or due to 
other local sound-producing causes. But the objection is, as above noted, 
that the II guns" come sporadically, in all times of the year, never 
regularly, never so as to be expected, nor invariably when masses of the 
river-banks erode-" as usually happens when the ebb is running out". 
The tabulated digest of returns from fifteen observations given in the 
Committee's Report, shows that the II guns" were heard five times during 
the ebb-tide, six times during the flood, three times at high tide, and once at 
half-tide. There appears, then, to be no necessary connexion between the 
" guns" and an ebbing tide-when the caving of the banks is most common. 
And so it is but too evident that I was strictly within bounds in saying at 
the commencement of my present article that, despite the Asiatic Society'S 
best efforts, the mystery of the weird Barisal Guns is as unsolved as it was 
before this research was begun, and as it has been within the three or four 
centuries that have slipped by since our present local traditions took their 
date. 

Having thus exhausted the subject on its physical side, I shall in a 
third and closing chapter discuss the subject in its relations with occult 
dynamics. 

H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 
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05bis1ln. 
[FROM A THEOSOPHIC STANDPOINT.] 

mNE of the leading minds of the day is, beyond dispute, that of Thomas 
l!J A. Edison, whose inventive powers have dispelled for ever the secrets 

of the darkness and the silence, and rendered it possible for the 
fugitive personalities of men to spE'ak even after death-a more agreeable 
and faithful perpetuation of their memory than the cold and expressionless 
tombstone. This arch-magician of inventive science captures and imprisons 
sound upon an innocent looking disc, where it remains in profoundest 
silence until some controlling will sets it free-a modern Ariel, to fly at the 
bidding of the master to the uttermost ends of the earth, in the dulcet 
tones of beloved voices long, perhaps, hushed in their last sleep, or in the 
strains of musical instruments which once were deftly manipulated by 
skilled fingers long since crum bled into dust. Here, indeed, is an annihilation 
of time and space, all brought about, after intense study and repeated 
trials and experiments, by the unremitting labors of one man's brain and 
fingers. Such an inventive genius as that possessed by Edison, is a 
diamond of the purest water, and the mind which it sways, as with the 
wand of a magician, radiates in potent and penetrative clearness like an 
electric beacon set on high. 

Mr. Edison does not court, but rather avoids, that admiring notice the 
public is prone to thrust upon those who transcend, in their own especial 
way, the common level. Nevertheless, one so distinguished by nature, as 
he is, above the mediocre majority, becomes a sort of public luminary, 
and thus passes measurably out of his own possession into that of the 
admiring world. It is impossible to read the smallest or most meagre 
accounts of him without being struck with the qualities of brilliant 
clearness, penetration, and subtle directness of mind he displays. He is 
said by his friend, George Parsons Lathrof' who gives us in Harper'S 
Magazine for February, a charming account 0 the inventor in private life, 
to possess marvellous powers of mentral concentration, "a ready and 
absolute control of his mental forces "-passing with rapid transition from 
subject to subject without loss of momentum and power.-" This explains, 
in part, his ability to carry in his mind all the minuti;e of numerous and 
diverse problems simultaneously; and to do an immense amount of 
intellectual labor and mechanical manipulation without breaking down. He 
does everything with the least amount of friction. He never stands in his 
own light nor deprives others of theirs. He is a centre of illumination, 
and his mind moves with the celerity and certainty of an electric current 
in the opening and closing of a circuit. The directness and unaffected 
simplicity of his mental operations are extended and applied to his bearing, 
his speech, dress, and manner of life. Owning now a luxurious home at 
Llewellyn Park, in Orange, New Jersey, he permits no social engagements 
to interrupt his main occupation; and he never seems happier than when 
work in his vast, well-appointed laboratory has kept him up all night, and 
his breakfast is brought to him there, to be eaten from a bench littered with 
parts of machines." What a delightful picture of cheerful, vigorous labor 
giving positive physical enjoyment, which it always does where the body 
harmonizes with the higher mind in the love of labor for the sake of its 
sJllendid triumphs, and its uses. 
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To those of us who look beneath the surface of life by that light the 
teachings of Theosophy have thrown upon the human subject, Edison will 
stand out prominently as one of the most remarkable products of evolution 
through repeated incarnations that the pre!'ent century has been blest with. 
According to our belief these peerless gifts of his had their beginning in 
some former life, were spiritually intensified in the fruitional rest of Devachan, 
and are now shedding the light of a glorious culmination of genius on the 
earth plane once more. One is continually struck with certain evidences of 
spiritfllll power in this brilliant personality. It is seen especially in that 
quality of self-concentration, which his friend describes as "literally 
startling", in his mental directness of purpose, his wonderful acumen, the 
certainty with which he pursues his experiments, sure of arriving at what 
he sees (with the third eye?) hidden behind the veils of Nature; vague 
adumbrations, until his daring and skilful brain slowly draws them forth, and 
his strong hand at length clutches, and transforms them by the aid of 
machinery into tangible facts of daily occurrence for the benefit of millions. 
The processes of such a mind viewed abstractly, without reference to the 
personality in which it is enshrined, are superbly magnificent. Such a 
mind literally glows with a light which is not of earth; but yet it is given to 
earth, at a time of great spiritual darkness, as if once more to reveal the 
transcendent powers of Spirit which may be manifested through one 
imperfect and limited personality, when that personality is fitted by 
evolution to receive them. 

Edison is one of those characteristic products of American nationality, 
which force their war through all obstacles, from the lowest rung of the social 
ladder to the very hIghest. Nothing can arrest these strong souls. They 
come from Devachan ready armed for the battle of life, and encased in the 
protective mail of that undaunted resolution, and fearless faith which over
come all opposition. They have a certain work to do, and they chafe 
within until it be accomplished, literally burning their way with an ardor 
which electrifies and sets on fire all who come near. Their work and 
their life are for humanity when humanity sorely needs it, and although the 
labor requisite to achieve their mission be of appalling dimensions, it fails 
to daunt their cheerful, indomital1le courage. In the history of their lives 
we can trace them steadily making their way upwards to the eminence they 
are destined to reach, until at length the magnificent sum total of the life 
challenges remark, and the genius descended from heaven is recognized by 
the acclamations of the million. 

Edison never had more than two months of schooling; but he had 
excellent tuition and training at home from a mother well qualified to give 
it. " Before he was ten years of age he had read several standard works of 
history and literature, and at twelve he was wrestling with Newton's 
Principia." At twelve he commenced selling newspapers to passengers on 
the Grand Trunk Railway. It was not long before his masterly mind 
began to display its powers by certain enterprising strokes of business in 
his humble calling, which would never have occurred to a mind less gifted. 
It is astonishing how even the small events as well as the great, and the 
most insignificant as well as important personages, all seem to fall in help
fully in the life of one born to success, as Edison appears to have been. 
The life is ready prepared by previous Karma, and the innate genius almost 
leaps to its end. An apparent leap-to the spectator, when all is over, and 
one forgets the strenuous efforts put forth to bound from point to point
for Edison's labors to achieve success have been enormous. But in such 
lives one seems to trace easily the bright Karma which must have been 
laid up in a former life, besides the treasures of good work amassed in the 
present. 

Not contented with the small profits derived from selling newspapers, 
the enterprising boy set up a newspaper of his own; which he wrote, set 
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up in type,. printed, and published himself. II The Grand Trunk Herald" 
was its title,and he sold a few hundred copies a week at three cents each. 
In the same II caboose" car where he produced his" Grand Trunk Herald," 
he began his first scientific experiments with a " small make-shift chemical 
laboratory ".-" His newspaper selling enterprise soon throve to such an 
extent that he had to employ four boy assistants, and he was able to turn 
into the exchequer of his parents about five hundred dollars a year." 
Meantime he was studying and qualifying to become a telegraph operator, 
stealing time from his other work. In a few years he secured his first 
engagement at Indianapolis. From this starting point his inventive 
faculties began to germinate, and soon bore fruit in the shape of an automatic 
YfCorder.-" It was that same rude automatic recorder," says Edison,
"that indirectly-yet not by accident, but by logical deduction-led me long 
afterwards to invent the phonograph. I'll tell you how this came about. 
After thinking over this matter a great deal, I came to the point where, in 
1877, I had worked out satisfactorily an instrument which would not only 
record telegrams by indenting a strip of paper with dots and dashes of the 
Morse code, but would also repeat a message any number of times at any 
rate of speed required. I was then experimenting with the telephone also, 
and my mind was filled with theories of sound vibrations and their trans
mission by diaphragms. Naturally enough the idea occurred to me: If the 
indentations on paper could be made to give forth again the click of the 
instrument, why could not the vibrations of a diaphragm be recorded and 
similarly reproduced? I rigged up an instrument hastily, and pulled a 
strip of paper through it, at the same time shouting, ' Halloo!' Then the 
paper was pulled through again, my friend Batchelor and I listening 
breathlessly. We heard a distinct sound, which a strong imagination 
might have translated into the original 'Halloo!' That was enough to 
lead me to a further experiment. But Batchelor was sceptical, and bet 
me a barrel of apples that I couldn't make the thing go. I made a draw
ing of a model, and took it to Mr. Kruesi, at that time engaged on piece
work for me, but now assistant general manager of our machine shop at 
Schenectady. I marked it four dollars, and told him it was a talking 
machine. He grinned, thinking it was a joke; but set to work, and soon 
had the model ready. I arranged some tin foil on it, and spoke into the 
machine. Kruesi looked on, and was still grinning. But when I arranged 
the machine for transmission, and we both heard a distinct sound from it, 
he nearly fell down in his fright. I was a little scared myself, I must 
admit. I won that barrel of apples from Batchelor though, and was mighty 
glad to get it." 

It is interesting to note that ideas relative to the same subjects appear to 
hover for years in the mental atmosphere, ere they take tangible form 
through some individual able to give them permanent existence on a lower 
plane. Since Edison's invention of the phonograph, it appears the idea 
had been given forth by various persons, more as a dream in the region of 
the fanciful,-a fact unknown, be it said, to the inventor, whose mind thus 
received the idea at first hand. Thus it happens that coming events photo
graph themselves upon receptive minds by the light of intuition, which is 
really spiritual insight. The eye of the Spirit reads in the astral light what 
might be, is to be, and eventually becomes in material life. It is said Edison 
dreams during sleep of his inventions. His emancipated soul works while 
its earthly vehicle rests, and even if the complicated machinery he has 
devised during sleep, evaporates into thin air when he awakes, it is more 
than likely these dream-ideas are destined to become embodied in a 
tangible shape, by dint of hard work, some day or other. 

The following is an interesting anecdote illustrating an idea which 
Mr. Edison's friend and biographer calls "ideal dreaming".--"One 
day at dinner he suddenly spoke, as if out of a deep reverie, saying 
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what a great thing it would be if a man could have all the component 
atoms of himself under complete control, detachable and adjustable 
at will. 'For instance,' he explained, 'then I could say to one par
ticular atom in me-call it atom No. 4,320-" Go and be a part of a rose 
for awhile." All the atoms could be sent off to become parts of different 
minerals, plants, and other substances. Then, if by just pressing a little 
push button they could be called together again, they would bring back 
their experiences while they were part of those different substances, and I 
should have the benefit of the knowledge.' "--Theosophists would be 
reminded by this of the power of the Adept to make himself infinitely 
small, or infinitely great. Perhaps he had been thinking of the labour 
attending the bringing forth and putting into working shape the inventive 
ideas with which his mind teams, and the ease with which they might be 
produced were his powers exercised upon a higher plane-did he possess, 
for instance, the power of the Adept to deal with diaphanous, or ethereal 
matter. Could he but know by a sort of personal experience, or conscious· 
ness, how the roses, or the minerals live whilst still in this body, what a vast 
amount of knowledge, what stores of hidden wisdom would be poured into 
his brain to enable him to master the intricacies and difficulties attending 
the successful manipulation of elements and substances essential to his 
work. A day-dream founded upon fact-the higher Ego flashing a ray of 
spiritual insight into the lower Manas, or mind open to its rays. Genius, as it 
is called, is the Higher Self in manifestation-be it displayed in what form 
soever of mental superiority it may take. It is the divine heritage, the 
God within, showing the strength of its foothold in man. It is an indication 
of the human entity's stage of spiritual progression; of the work the soul 
has accomplished in former lives. Mr. Lathrop says_CC In this large 
imaginative aspect of his mind Edison reminds me of men having creative 
musical, or poetic, or artistic, genius. The mingled abstraction and fire in 
their faces and eyes are noticeable in his, at times when he emerges from 
some private room in the laboratory where he has been engaged in deep 
inventive work." Behold here the humble, but human clay transfigured by 
the intense ardor of the supernal and immortal powers of the God within. 

Not yet the Spiritual Adept who creates or combines substances upon 
the plane of diaphanous matter, Edison reaches his end by his magnificent 
powers of invention in the locale of machinery-by mechanical science 
illustrating in visible, tangible shapes the infinite potencies enshrined in 
dense matter: drawing them forth with a magical command; moulding, 
training, and leading them obedient to the subtle action of mechanism to 
produce the effects his intuitive genius has seen to be possible. This power 
of the human mind to overcome the stubborn materials opposed to its 
creative will on the plane of matter, is infinitely grand, and the contempla
tion of its successful results, encourages, as well as excites that noble 
enthusiasm of labor by which man transforms his abode from a rude 
wilderness into a home of luxury and beauty: a world which gives back to 
him, at every step, a picture of the God-like, creative powers he has 
inherited. Powers to be brought forth through labor, for here, on earth, 
the eternal Spirit is shrouded, gyved, and manacled; embedded in clay; 
blind, and deaf to those myriad sounds, colors, forms, and possible com
binations of atoms, which were he to see, to hear, and to know by the use 
of his psychic senses and faculties, would render the labors of inven
tion unnecessary. From the use of these faculties must unnecessarily 
ensue an external change in his abode which would strike our present 
day minds as most extraordinary. It would be difficult to imagine our 
earth wearing a different aspect from that to which we are accustomed; 
with its surface seamed, scored, and excavated to make it yield up 
its hidden treasures, and produce at our insatiable, relentless demands, 
more and more of sensuous comforts and luxuries. \\' ere all our 
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monstrous as well as delicate, and subtle machinery which vibrates and 
palpitates around us like some gigantic life, with signs, groans and shrieks 
as of a monster in pain-were all this gone, we should be at a great loss to 
imagine what sort of a life we could possibly lead. Yet this will be the 
case in that far-off cycle to which humanity is advancing by snail-like steps 
of evolution. The life and doings of that "Coming Race" which Bulwer 
Lytton wrote of, as inhabiting the centres of the earth, producing everything 
and performing the most stupendous deeds by means of " Vril"-would be 
gross in comparison with the life of those spiritual beings we shall by that 
time (those of us who do not fail by the way) have evolved into-a more 
marvellous change than that of the chrysalis into the butterfly, we being 
now, comparatively, in that chrysalis state. 

Our great workers, our men of genius, every individual who feels the 
divine fire within, and gives it expression even in the humblest deeds of duty 
well performed, harmonising every atom of his being to the' God within,' 
is most certainly making the best steps he can at present towards that 
sublime climax of human perfection, and aiding in the momentum upwards 
of the whole human race. And here from the ranks of this army of workers, 
we may, I trust without offence, applaud with the admiring enthusiasm of 
loving and sympathetic brethren, the noble achievements of our brother 
Edison. 

This slight sketch cannot be better ended than by the following extract 
from Mr. Lathrop's most appreciative account of his friend's superlative 
excellencies.-" The above remark about the atoms recalls a statement 
which he once made to me regarding his conception of matter. ' I do not 
believe,' he said, 'that matter is inert, acted upon by an outside force. 
To me it seems that every atom'is possessed by a certalO amount of primi
tive intelligence. Look at the thousand ways 10 which atoms of hydrogen 
combine with those of other elements, forming the most diverse substances. 
Do you mean to say that they do this without intelligence? Atoms in 
harmonious and useful relation assume beautiful or interesting shapes and 
colors, or give forth a pleasant perfume, as if expressing their satisfaction. 
In sickness, death, decomposition, or filth, the disagreement of the com
ponent atoms immediately makes itself felt hy bad odors. Gathered 
together in certain forms, the atoms constitute animals of the lower orders. 
Finally they combine in man, who represents the total intelligence of all 
the atoms." 

" But where does this intelligence come from originally?" I asked. 
" From some power greater than ourselves." 
Here speaks the 'spiritual man,' who /mows truth intuitively; who sees 

by a superior prescience into the inward workings of things, and has never 
needed a teacher to point it out. He brought it here when he again 
assumed the flesh-it is innate from germs quickened long ago. Such 
persons have a magnetic affinity for the teachings of Theosophy-they 
cannot resist them. Without cavil, without hesitation, they step with the 
utmost ease into our Temple of Wisdom, as into a home long familiar to 
them. NIZIDA. 
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),n :Astral 'ropbtt. 
");1 VERY educated Englishman has heard the name of Genentl Yermoloff, 
a one of the great military heroes of this age; and if at all familiar 
with the history of the Caucasian wars, he must be acquainted with the 
exploits of one of the ~hief conquerors of the land of those impregnable 
fastnesses where Shamil and his predecessors have defied for years the skill 
and strategy of the Russian armies. 

Be it as it may, the strange event herein narrated by the Caucasian 
hero himself, may interest students of psychology. That which follows 
is a verbatim translation from V. Potto's Russian work" The "Var in Cau
casus ". In Volume II, chapter The period of YeTttwloff (pp. 829-30-31 and 
832) one reads these lines: 

Silently and imperceptibly glided away at Moscow the last days a110tted 
to the hero. On April the 19th, 1861, he died in his 85th year, seated in 
his favorite arm-chair, with one hand on the table, the other on his knee; 
but a few minutes before, in accordance with an old habit of his, he was 
tapping the floor with his foot. 
. It is impossible to better express the feelings of Russia at the news of 

this death than by quoting the obituary notice from the (Russian) Daily 
"Caucasus ", which did not say a word more than was deserved. 

"On April the 12th, at II! a.m., at Moscow, the Artillery General, famous 
throughout Russia-Alexey Petrovitch Yermoloff, breathed his last. Every Russian 
knows the name; it is allied with the most brilliant records of our national glory : 
Valutino, Borodino, Kulm, Paris, and the Caucasus, will be ever transmitting the 
name of the hero.-the pride and ornament of the Russian army and nation. We 
will not enumerate the services of Yermoloff. His name and titles are: a true son 
of Russia. in the full significance of the term." 

It is a curious fact that his death did not escape its own legend, one of 
a strange and mystical character. This is what a friend who knew 
Y ermoloff well, writes of him: 

Once, when leaving Moscow, I called on Yermoloff to say good bye, and 
found myself unable to conceal my emotion at parting. 

" Fear not ", he said to me, "we will yet meet; I shall not die before 
your return." 

This was eighteen months before his death. 
" In life and death God alone is the Master! " I observed. 
" And I tell you most positively that my death will not occur in a year, 

but a few months later "-he answered, "Come with me "-and with these 
words he led me into his study; where, getting out of a locked chest a 
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written sheet of paper, he placed it before me, and asked-" whose hand
writing is this?" "Yours," I said. "Read it then." I complied. 

I t was a kind of memorandum, a record of dates, since the year when 
Yermoloffwas promoted to the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, showing, as in 
a programme, every significant event that was to happen in his life, so full 
of such events. He followed me in my reading, and when I was at the 
last paragraph, he covered the last line with his hand. "This you need 
not read," htl said. "On this line, the year, the month, and the day, of my 
death are given. All that you have read was written by me beforehand, 
and has come to pass to the smallest details, and this is how I came to 
write it. 

"When I was yet a young Lieutenant-Colonel I was sent on some 
. business to a small district town. My lodging consisted of two rooms-one 
for the servants, the other for my personal use. There was no access into 
the latter but through the former. Once,late at night, as I sat writing at my 
desk, I fell into a reverie, when suddenly on lifting my eyes I saw standing 
before me across the desk a stranger, a man, judging by his dress, belonging 
to the lower classes of society. Before I had time to ask him who he was 
or what he wanted, the stranger said, ' Take your pen and write'. Feeling 
myself under the influence of an irresistible power, I obeyed in silence. 
Then he dictated to me all that was going to happen to me during my whole 
life, concluding with the date and hour of my death. With the last word 
he vanished from the spot. A few minutes elapsed before I regained my 
full consciousness, when, jumping from my seat, I rushed into the adjoining 
room, which the stranger could not by any means avoid passing through. 
Opening the door, I saw my clerk writing by the light of a candle, and my 
orderly lying asleep on the floor across the entrance door, which door 
was securely locked and bolted. To my question' who was it who has 
just been here? '-the astonished clerk answered, 'No one '. To this day 
I have never told this to anyone. I knew beforehand that while some 
would suspect me of having invented the whole thing, others would see in 
me a man subject to hallucinations. But for myself, personally, the whole 
thing is a most undeniable fact, an objective and palpable fact, the proof of 
which is in this very written document." 

The last date found on the latter proved, after the death of thp. General, 
to be the correct one. He died on the very day and hour of the year 
recorded in his own handwriting. 

Yermoloff is buried at Orel. An inextinguishable lamp, made of a 
fragment of a bomb-shell, burns before his tomb. On the cast-iron of the 
shell these words are wrought by an unskilled hand, "The Caucasian 
soldiers who served on the Goonib ... - The ever burning lamp is estab-

• .. Goonib" is tbe name of tbe iast strongbold of tbe Circassians, on which tbe famous M Nrid Sbamll tbe 
Priest-Sovereign of tbe Mountaineers was conquered and captured by tbe Russians, after years of a desperate 
.truggle. Goonib is a gigantic rock, deemed for a long time Impregnable but finally stormed and ascended 
by tbe Russian soldiers at an enormous sacrifice of life. Its capture put virtually an end to tbe war in tbe 
Caucasus, a .truggle wbich bad lasted for OVer sixty years, and assured its conquest. [Ed.~ 
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lished through the zeal and grateful love of the lower ranks of the Caucasian 
Army, who collected among themselves from their poor pittance (copeck by 
copeck, verily!) the needed sum. And this simple monument is more 
valued and admired than would be the richest mausoleum. There is no 
other monument to Yermoloff in Russia. But the proud and lofty rocks of 
the Caucasus are the imperishable pedestal on which every true Russian 
will always behold the majestic image of General Yermoloff, surrounded by 
the aureole of an everlasting and immortal glory. 

And now for a few words about the nature of the apparition. 
No doubt every word of General Yermoloff's concise and clear narrative 

is true to a dot. He was pre-eminently a matter-of-fact, sincere, and clear
headed man, with not the slightest taint of mysticism about him, a true 
soldier, honorable, and straightforward. Moreover, this episode of his life 
was testified to by his elder son, known to the present writer and her 
family personally, for many years during our residence at Tiflis. All this is 
a good warrant for the genuineness of the phenomenon, testified to further
more by the written document left by the General, bearing the correct and 
precise date of his death. And now what about the mysterious visitor? 
Spiritualists will, of course, see in it a disembodied Entity, a" materialized 
Spirit". It will be claimed that a human Spi,it alone could prophecy a 
whole series of events and see so clearly in Futurity. So we say, too. But 
having agreed on that poin't, we diverge in all the rest; i.e., while 
Spiritualists would say that the apparition was that of a Spirit distinct 
from and independent of the Higher Ego of the General, we maintain 
precisely the reverse, and say it was that Ego. Let us argue dispassionately. 

Where is the ,aison a'M,e, the ,ationale of such apparition of prophecy; 
and why should you or I, for instance, once dead, appear to a perfect 
stranger for the pleasure of informing him of that which was to happen to 
him? Had the General recognised in the visitor some dear relative, his 
own father, mother, brother, or bosom friend, and received from him some 
beneficent warning, slight proof as it would have been, there would still be 
something in it to hang such theory upon. But it was nothing of the kind: 
simply "a stranger, a man, judging by his dress, belonging to the lower 
classes of society". If so, why should the soul of a poor disembodied 
tradesman, or a laborer, trouble itself to appear to a mere stranger? And 
if the " Spirit" only assumed such appearance, then why this disguise and 
masquerading, such post-mortem mystification, at all? If such visits are 
made of a " Spirit's" free will; if such revelations can occur at the sweet 
pleasure of a disembodied Entity, and independently of any established law 
of intercourse between the two worlds-what can be the reason alleged for 
that particular "Spirit" playing at soothsaying Cassandra with the 
General? None whatever. To insist upon it, is simply to add one more 
absurd and repulsive feature to the theory of "Spirit-visitation ", and 

21 A. 
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to throw an additional element of ridicule on the sacredness of death. The 
materializing of an immaterial Spirit-a divine Breath-by the Spiritualists, is 
on a par with the anthropomorphizing of the Absolute, by the Theologians. 
It is these two claims which have dug an almost impassable abyss between 
the Theosophist-Occultists and the Spiritualists on the one hand, and the 
Theosophists and the Church Christians on the other. 

And now this is how a Theosophist-Occultist would explain the vision, in 
accordance with esoteric philosophy. He would premise by reminding the 
reader that the Higher Consciousness in us, with its sui generis laws and 
conditions of manifestation, is still almost entirely terra incognita for all 
(Spiritualists included) and the men of Science pre-eminently. Then he 
would remind the reader of one of the fundamental teachings of Occultism. 
He would say that besides the attribute of divine omniscience in its own 
nature and sphere of action, there exists in Eternity for the individual 
immortal Ego neither Past nor Future, but only one everlasting PRESENT. 
Now, once this doctrine is admitted, or simply postulated, it becomes only 
natural that the whole life, from birth to death, of the Personality which 
that Ego informs, should he as plainly visible to the Higher Ego as it is 
invisible to, and concealed from, the limited vision of its temporary and 
mortal Form. Hence, this is what must have happened according to the 
Occult Philosophy. 

The friend is told by General Yermoloff that while writing late in tlu 
night he had suddenly fallen into a revrrie, when he suddenly perceived 
upon lifting the eyes a stranger standing before him. Now that reverie 
was most likely a sudden doze, brought on by fatigue and overwork, during 
which a mechanical action of purely somnambulic character took place. 
The Personality becoming suddenly alive to the Presence of its Higher SELF, 
the human sleeping automaton fell under the sway of the Individuality, 
and forthwith the hand that had been occupied with writing ~or several 
hours before resumed mechanically its task. Upon awakening the Person
ality thought that the document before him had been written at the 
dictation of a visitor whose voice he had heard, whereas, in truth, he had 
been simply recording the innermost thoughts-or shall we say knowledge 
--of his own divine" Ego", a prophetic, because all-knowing Spirit. The 
" voice" of the latter was simply the translation by the physical memory, 
at the instant of awakening, of the mental knowledge concerning the life of 
the mortal man reflected on the lower by the Higher consciousness. All 
the other details recorded by the memory are as amenable to a natural 
explanation. 

Thus, the stranger clothed in the raiments of a poor little tradesman or 
laborer, who was speaking to him olltside of himself, belongs, as well as the 
" voice", to that class of well-known phenomena familiar to us as the 
association of ideas and reminiscences in our dreams. The pictures and scenes 
we see in sleep, the events we live through for hours, days, sometimes for 
years in our dreams, all this takes less time, in reality, than is occupied 
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by a flash of lightning during the instant of awakening and the return 
to full consciousness. Of iuch instances of the power and rapidity of fancy 
physiology gives numerous examples. \Ve rebel against the materialistic 
deductions of modern science, but no one can controvert its facts, patiently 
and carefully recorded throughout long years of experiments and observa· 
tions by its specialists, and these support our argument. General 
Yermoloff had passed several days previously holding an inquest in a 
small town, in which official business he had probably examined dozens 
of men of the poorer classes; and this explains his fancy-vivid as reality 
itself-suggesting to his imagination the vision of a small tradesman. 

Let us turn to the experiences and explanations of a long series of 
philosophers and Initiates, thoroughly acquainted with the mysteries of 
the Inner Self, before we father upon "departed spirits" actions, motives 
for which could never be explained upon any reasonable grounds. 

H. P. B. 

~bt Jollus anb 111llarus !ountdtb 1uitb 
II ~piritnlllism". 

(Concluded from .. LUCIFER" for May.) 

J; NO\V turn to the correspondence in Light in reference to Re·incarnation, 
'f which shews in a most painful manner the intense bigotry of the simple 

Spiritualist on this subject. I will quote from some of the many hostile 
letters. One in speaking of the wretched Buddhist doctrine of Nirvana, 
continues, "the aching craze to live ends and life glides into sinless, 
stirless, rest. The desire for life then is a craze. I plead guilty to that 
craze. Nirvana is not life; it is death and annihilation. It is a sickly 
and ignoble aream." And again, "the doctrine of Nirvana is a strange 
and unnatural one .... The contemplation of a dreary series of re·incar· 
nations is enough to sicken anyone out of existence." If the writer thinks 
this series of re·incarnations tiring, how much more tiring must be the eternal 
existence of the earthly personality! The difficulty of finding any logical 
philosophy to explain the enigmas of Spirit life without re·incarnation is 
shewn in a lecture delivered before the Spiritualist Alliance. Quoting from 
writings received mediumistically, the lecturer says substantially that spirit 
bodies have forms similar to earth bodies. There are mountains, valleys 
and landscapes which were it not for Spirits' will· power would be as great 
obstacles to travel as those on earth. They have hooks and collections of 
records. The Chinese writing resembles theirs more than any other kind. 
Asked to give an example or sketch of one of these written forms, the Spirit 
answered: " I would, but I may not". 

There are idiots in the Spirit world, but none hopelessly so. This may 
be true, seeing that the unseen world is recruited from humanity. I trust 
that some of our leaders and writers may not gravitate to this condition 
after death. They do seem near the confines of it now. Occupations arc 
of a similar character to those of earth. Asked if they accumulated wealth: 

c 
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" No. It is a sort of commonwealth." Here is good news lor our 
Socialists. If they cannot have things their own way here, 'tis but a little 
while and a Socialistic Paradise awaits them. The opponents of Re-incar
nation are fond of exhibiting its difficulties in a ludicrous light. They are 
ever talking of the mixed relationships the doctrine brings about; but they 
forget the vast intervals of time between each incarnation, and having 
imbedded in their minds the notion that earthly relationships are eternal 
they talk glibly of loss of memory and of annihilation of the personality. 
Let them consider a moment what would eternity be if all these relation
ships were everlasting, if the petty personalities of earth lingered on for ever 
unchanged. Can we not see that even in this short life we change, we 
tire? Because two people are drawn together by a youthful fascination and 
are married by a priest, is that union to hold good a million years hence? 
In the writer's opinion it would be well if half the present unions c'ould be 
annulled before this present life were over. Surely the most straitlaced 
moralist will allow death to grant a decree of divorce and not make 
marriage eternal I Will any contend that a woman with half-a-dozen 
children feels so acutely the death of her own mother, an old lady of eighty, 
as she would have done if her parent had died while she was a girl? Will 
the human being born a million years ago, when in the Spirit world have the 
same idea of its relationship to its parent as it had on earth? All changes, 
all passes away. Then our objectors, horror stricken, say we strike at the 
holiest affections of human nature. But what they do not realize is that 
behind all this there is a permanent individuality. That all these affections 
and desires are but an outward expression of certain innate qualities of the 
individuality, and that the actions caused by these leave a permanent 
impression on the Ego. The attraction of one being to another of the 
opposite sex may vanish, but this love faculty will broaden out to a higher 
and more universal kind of love. The half animal affection for two or three 
children will develop into a love for the whole race. As in material 
evolution, the personality withers, but the race grows more and more. 

In the early days of my investigations I attended many seances, 
especially the promiscuous seances held by London societies. These I 
believe to do little or no good. I belonged to the Marylebone Association 
of Inquirers into Spiritualism for about twelve years, and I do not think 
that the whole of that time one really good physical phenomena was 
obtained. Heaps of so-called trance speaking, table tiltings, a few raps 
now and then; but I never knew a case when a table moved witlwut 
contact, or when the trance speaking revealed any really important fact or 
test. I have seen good clairvoyance sometimes, and that is the most that 
can be said. 

It is amusing to see that the sitters generally expect certain phenomena 
from their regular medium, and if I myself, or any other occasional sitter, 
happened to be influenced they would try all they could to stop it; the 
regular medium goes through his regular performance, and it is not con
sidered good behavior to let any new phenomena be introduced to inter
fere with him. This is absurd on the face of it. Perhaps the medium is 
full of religious notions, and begins to propound some curious theory con
cerning Christ. If a control through a stranger controverts this, it is 
thought to be an undeveloped spirit, and the influence is checked. Another 
curious thing is that any spirit calling himself a relative is believed in at 
once, but if a spirit purports to be one of the great departed he is told he is 
a deceiver. Let me not be mistaken here. I have myself attacked those 
who too readily believe that the mighty dead come back; but I know that 
there is no more evidence for the one than the other. 1 have had both 
through my own mediumship, and know this to be so. Therefore the whole 
of this kind of phenomena wants careful study before any theory can be 
propounded with any probability of its accounting for the facts. While 
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considering this question of High Controls, I may mention that a gentle
man has given in the Medium a series of "Historical Controls ". One of 
the greatest wonders of the age is that scarcely any of our great folks die, 
however ignorant of or opposed to Spiritualism they may have been, but 
in a few days they come back again to talk to this gentleman. The list is 
too long to quote. Suffice it to say that Lord Beaconsfield and Dean 
Stanley are amongst the number. 

Some Spiritualists are very fond of holding circles to elevate and 
instruct undeveloped Spirits. I have often been amused to hear most 
ignorant people, fresh from their workshops and trades, while sitting at 
evening seances, deliver long lectures and advice to such spirits as Thomas 
Paine, Rousseau, Voltaire, and Shelley, whom these worthies thought must 
be degraded spirits, because, I suppose, they preached heretical doctrines. 
A gentleman also informed me that Byron had become a regular frequenter 
of his home circle; at first he was fiery low but (no doubt through the 
highly moral influence at this said circle) he was gradually rising. Is not 
this enough to make the grand old poet come back in propria persOtlll? As 
he once said of his critics, he knew a trick or two would tum their flanks i 
and I would that he could come amongst us, if but for an hour, to 
pulverize such humbug and conceit. Another absurdity is the utterances 
of many so called trance· mediums on science. I will give one or two 
quotations from the Medium. It is gravely stated that human spirits have 
returned from Jupiter, whereas Jupiter is well known to be incapable of 
supporting animal life. Another communication states that there are no 
males on Venus.- It is extremely difficult if such be the case to understand 
how the race is kept up. In another article the earth is stated to be 
formed in layers like an onion with a comparatively small central mass 
which being reflected on the sky produces the appearance which we call 
the moon. Having now reached the ultimate of absurdity, I will go on to 
another phase of the subject. 

There seems a great amount of folly attached to so·called Healing. I 
believe firmly in Mesmeric healing and in Clairvoyant diagnoses and 
descriptions, and in the power of the human will whether assisted by 
Spirits or not. There is however, a great deal of waving of hands and 
passes being made for a few moments by so-called healers and people 
declaring that they feel better; but I have never seen any real result 
obtained thus. I myself am a great sufferer from severe headache, and 
several prominent healers have tried to cure me but have never produced 
the least effect. What then shall we say when people say they can cure 
cancers, tumors, etc. ? I know a case of a friend of mine in which an 
attempt was made to cure cancer with, I regret to say, not the slightest 
result. I have been often relieved by my own Guide from these attacks 
in a mysterious way, and by an Indian Spirit making passes over me, but 
never by these so-called healers. 

There is a policy pursued by editors which I protest against. When a 
medium has been found tricking, and a false wig and white robes are found 
on him, our editors are fond of saying that the medium is blameless, that it 
is all deceiving spirits, that they brought these things into the seance room. 
I do not believe this for one moment. My own experience of mortals and 
spirits is that I would far rather trust the latter than the former, and I 
hope my Theosophical friends will forgive me for saying so. Whether I 
am exceptionally blessed I do not know; but whereas in my life I have 
been the victim of attacks from all quarters, and often the most venomous 
of these have come from people who prate the most of love, brotherhood, 

• We are afraid that this Is not a very strong argument. Although it Is very p!"obable that animal-life, 
ltIeillU IIIe h",", it, cannot be supported on Jupiter, still that planet almost certainly has an animal-life of It. 
own. It is also quite CODCI'lvable tbat nature can continue the race wltbout the distinct duality of sexes which 
DOW obtains; in the East it is taught that, mUlenlums ago, she did so procreate. and a study of the lower forme 
of life shows us organllms procreating under the same iaw.-lEDs.). 
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Christ-like spirituality, and the like, I have found the greatest help and 
kindness from the unseen side. \Vhether they are human spirits, or 
influences from Devachan, or some ray from the Mahatmas, or from my 
own Higher Self, or from all together, I have yet to find out; but whatever 
the influence calling itself my guide is, it has proved better than any 
earthly friend to me. Even while I write this I feel how impossible it is to 
express the love I have seen displayed, and it seems to me too sacred a 
matter to reveal to the world. There is another difficulty editors put in 
the way of investigators getting at the real truth. They will curtail and 
winnow out all the (to them) objectionable features of the phenomena or 
communications sent to them before they publish the same. This is with 
a view of making Spiritualism respectable and in touch with fashionable 
society and its peculiar code of right and wrong. So far has this gone that 
the young giant, far from looking like the Titan he is, is made to appear 
more like the weak-kneed monster of pantomine, easily conquered by any 
child warrior. The Mephistopheles of our time, raised by such a clatter of 
spells and enchantments, and dubbed by the clergy as the Anti-Christ of 
the latter days, sits down soberly attired in clerical garb, a very sancti
monious Stiggins. This is deplorable. Surely the unseen did not break 
in upon our Materialism to prop up society creeds and moralities. To me 
at least it has come in a different garb. I see in it a power which, unless 
again stifled by priestcraft, will revolutionise the world, not by violence, 
but by occult influence. It shall indeed thoroughly purge the floor and 
burn the chaff with fire unquenchable. It shall burn into social customs 
till we know what is vice, what virtue, not what society and the Church 
think to be so. It shall teach the selfish, whether rich or poor: "Ye must 
be born again". It shall teach the religious that there is no black 
magic so black as that raised up by the prayers and denunciations of 
bigotry. It will show who are the real criminals, the really degraded, the 
real projectors of crimes and vices. How often these will be found amongst 
the pious, the respectable, and the well-esteemed in this world! Disraeli 
says: "Ideas rule the world". Do not let us seek to cover up these new 
inspirations in the old worn-out garments of theology. Let us bring back 
Spiritualism to its primal meaning-the Science of Spirit. Let us hew 
down the overgrowths about it. Let us have no amalgam of Christianity, 
no masculine deity, no devotional services, no creedal limitations, mixed 
with it. Let us come back again to the solid rock of phenomenal facts 
which have been such a blessing to our age. \Vhen we have done this, 
and when all Spiritual students are content with being certain only about 
facts which they know and phenomena that they have proved, and cease 
to dogmatise on the theories which they have each built upon these facts; 
when they are content to work upward slowly, proving each step as they 
go, and not after a few weeks' investigation coming forward to expound the 
whole mystery of the universe; when they are content with truth alone, 
and do not each wish to make themselves leaders and fashioners of new 
sects; then we shall see the day when Spiritualists and Theosophists will 
join hand in hand, and the hoary wisdom of the East and the science of 
the West shall be blended in the one grand crucible of Truth, in which 
shall be produced that Divine Life Elixir which shall be for the healing 
of the Nations, and which shall confer upon us the priceless gift of 
Immortality. 

A. F. TINDALL, A.Mus., T.B.L. 

Editors' Nole.-We have gone out of our way to publish Mr. Tindall's 
" Fallacies", purely out of desire to oblige one whom we regarded as a 
friend. As every reader will see, his denunciations of certain" spiritual
istic .. aspects are still less fitted for Lucifer than arc his rather muddled 
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up and very unfriendly criticisms of what he pleases to call "The weak 
points in Theosophy", in the Agnostic Journal. Our critic is hard to please, 
however; and instead of recognising our courtesy, Mr. Tindall has taken 
us to task for mutilating his last article. This mutilation, let us say at once, 
consisted in cutting out two-thirds of his paper, which were only personal 
attacks against the Medium and Daybreak, its editor, and other Spiritualists. 
Mr. Tindall should surely understand that we cannot permit Lucife, to be 
used as a medium for such personalities. He complains that by so doing 
we have" greatly weakened • . . . the powerful criticism I (he) had 
intended". But even the little we have left seems to have called forth a 
counter-criticism of his" Follies and Fallacies" in Light, which has some 
very pointed things to say about their author. The editor of Light calls 
this paper" curiously inaccurate ", and we say that if it is half as inaccurate 
as are his" Weak Points in Theosophy", written probably as an offset to 
our "annihilation" of his article-then it would be inaccurate, indeed. 
Thus, we are told by the editor of Light that it is " almost unkind to quote" 
from his article. That 

We might pursue the criticism, but it is not worth while_ .. Minds formed of baser 
clay", and the general tone of comment on a subject with which the writer is 
obviously impedectly acquainted, are tempting- But no good end is gained by 
attempting to controvert statements such as those made by Mr. Tyndall. They 
are doubtless made in all sincerity, but without knowledge of facts. And we do not 
war with such criticism. We only protest against it, lest it should be regarded as 
true. 

This is precisely what we, Theosophists, say of Mr. Tindall's denuncia
tion of the" '\Veak points in Theosophy", in which there is no " knowledge 
of facts" whatever. But we shudder to think what would have been 
our mutual critic's fate, had we not mutilated his "powerful criticism" on 
Spiritualism! As it is, we are afraid our friend has placed himself between 
two stools, and has now to make the best he can of his uncomfortable 
position. 

~btnsnpbital Ciltanings, 
OR 

NOTES ON THE "SECRET DOCTRINE". 

IV. 

l~ E now fix our attention on the lowest of the four planes on which 
c.f't!iJ> is our planetary chain, on the terrestrial; and we commence the 
study of the evolution of globe D, our Earth, during its period of activity 
in the Fourth Round. Let us glance at the broad outlines ere we fill 
in the details. 

When for the fourth time globe D begins its period of activity, it has 
reached very considerable solidity as compared with its state during the 
previous Rounds, and it continues to densify until it reaches the mid-most 
period of its life, the lowest point of its cycle. Be it noted also that this 
lowest point of the fourth globe on the Fourth Round, is the lowest point 
also of the whole planetary chain, its deepest sinking into matter. That 
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point once passed, life begins its upward climb, never again to sink so 
low during the Manvantaric cycle. "Our Earth ..•• has to live . . •. 
through seven Rounds. During the first three, it forms and consolidates; 
during the fourth it settles and hardens; during the last three it gradually 
returns to its hrst ethereal form" (vol. i, p. 159). 

Seven Races of Men are to be evolved for the indwelling of the 
"Eternal Pilgrim"; these, in their physical frames-like their globe
densifying during the evolution of three and a-half Races, touching their 
densest point midway in the Fourth Race, and climbing up towards spirit 
during the latter three and a-half. "They commence with the ethereal 
and end with the spiritual on the double line of physical and moral 
evolution - from the beginning of the terrestrial round to its close" 
(vol. i, p. 160). Man, we are told, "in his gradual consolidation, 
developed pari passu with the earth. . . .. For the earth was in a 
com parati vely ethereal condition before it reached its last consoli
dated state; the archaic teachings, moreover, telling us that, during 
the middle period of the Lemuro-Atlantean Race, three and a-half Races 
after the genesis of man, the earth, man, and everything in the globe 
was of a still grosser and more material nature. . . .• The cycles that 
intervened since then, have already carried us onward, on the opposite 
ascending are, some steps towards our dematerialisation, as the Spiritualists 
would say" (vol. ii, p. 250). During this sinking from the ethereal to 
the grossly material, the Races evolve the lower Quaternary; Manas 
evolves fully only in the Fifth Race; Buddhi will appear fully only 
in the Sixth, and Atma will be revealed fully only in the Seventh. (The 
word" fully" is used only in a relative sense, relative to the Fourth Round. 
The perfect manifestation of Atma belongs to the Seventh Race in the 
Seventh Round.) 

These Seven Races are spoken of as Root Races; "Each Root Race 
has seven sub-races. Each sub-race has, in its tum, seven ramifications, 
which may be called branch, or family, races. The little tribes, shoots, 
and offshoots of the last-named are countless" (Vol. ii, p. 434, and see 
diagram on same page). A family race of our Fifth Race has an average 
life of about 30,000 years, giving approximately 210,000 to each of our 
sub-races, and 1,470,000 to our Race. But this is only a rough computa
tion of the time during which it may be said to be in possession of the 
earth; for Races, sub-races, and family races overlap each other's exist
ences, some of the Third and Fourth Races yet surviving, although our 
Fifth Race has swayed the destinies of Humanity for some 1,000,000 
years (consult vol. ii, p. 435). 

It may perhaps be wise to here remind the student of a pitfall into 
which he may unwarily stumble. Occasionally he will come across the 
statement that "the human race" has existed on earth for 18,000,000 
years. But he will blunder if he takes this as giving the date of the 
appearance of the First Race. It is the date of the midpoint of the 
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Third Race, when Manas first entered some of the human shells and made 
them Men (vol. ii, pp. 254, 255). Before this" the Inuer Man was not ", 
as the Stanza has it, and without this ¥an is not truly man. Beyond that 
18,000,000 years .. man, or his filmy image, may have existed for 300 
million years, for all we know" (vol. ii, p. 251), evolving through the First 
and the Second Races and the first half of the Third. 

The physical conformation of the earth yaries as the Races successively 
evolve. As there are Seven Races in the evolution of Humanity, so are 
there Seven Continents in the physical evolution of the globe. The first 
of these seven, .. the first terra firma on which the first Race was evolved ", 
is "the Imperishable Sacred Land", called imperishable because it "is 
stated never to have shared the fate of the other continents; because it 
is the only one whose destiny it is to last from the beginning to the end 
of the Manvantara throughout each Round" (vol. ii, p. 6). The whole 
earth was then" one vast watery desert" save for this land at the North 
Pole, "which crowns the North Pole like a skull-cap" and" is the only 
one which prevails during the whole Manvantara of our Round. All the 
central continents will emerge from the sea-bottom many times in turn, 
but this land will never change" (vol. ii, p. 400, 'IOte). "If, then, the 
teaching is understood correctly, the first continent which came into 
existence capped over the whole North Pole like one unbroken crust, and 
remains so to this day, beyond that inland sea which seemed like an 
unreachable ,,,irage to the few Arctic travellers who perceived it" (p. 401). 
[The student will find himself rewarded if he endeavors to trace the 
connexion between this land, and Mount Meru, and the "Solitary 
Watcher ".J The Second Continent is the Hyperborean, stretching south
ward and westward from the North Pole, comprising the north of Asia and 
Europe (vol. ii, p. 7). It embraced Greenland, Spitzbergen, Sweden, 
Norway, and the adjoining lands (p. 775). "During the Second Race 
more land emerged from under the waters as a continuation of the • head' 
from the neck. Beginning on both hemispheres, on the line above the 
most Northern part of Spitzbergen, on Mercator's Projection, on our side, 
it may have included, on the American side, the localities that are now 
occupied by Baffins Bay and the neighboring islands and promontories. 
There it hardly reached, southward, the 70th degree of latitude; here it 
formed the horse-shoe continent of which the commentary speaks; of the 
two ends of which one included Greenland with a prolongation which 
crossed the 50th degree a little south-west; and the other Kamschatka; 
the two ends being united by what is now the Northern fringe of the coasts 
of Eastern and Western Siberia. This broke asunder and disappeared" 
(vol. ii, pp. 401, 402). This portion of the earth had then no winter, and 
enjoyed an almost tropical climate. It was the II Land of the Eternal 
Sun", and portions left of it still yield to the geologist fossilised remnants 
of its former flora, fossils which bear witness to the time when Greenland 
bore the Magnolia and W aInut tree, and was the dwelling of the Second 
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Race (vol. ii, pp. II, 12). The Third Continent is Lemuria, in which 
was the" Sacred Himavat It, the Himalayan range, which then rose above 
the sea. It stretched acrOf>S the Indian Ocean to Australia, and northward 
included the remaining parts of the Second Continent, Sweden and 
Norway, Eastern and Western Siberia and Kamschatka; "it included 
the whole area of space from the foot of the Himalayas, which separated 
it from the inland sea rolling its waves over what is now Thibet, Mon
golia, and the great desert of Schamo (Gobi); from Chittagong, westward 
to Hardwar, and eastward to Assam. From thence it stretched south 
across what is known to us as Southern India, Ceylon and Sumatra; then, 
embracing on its way as we go south, Madagascar on its right hand and 
Australia and Tasmania on its left, it ran down to within a few degrees 
of the Antarctic Circle; when from Australia, an inland region on the 
Mother Continent in those ages, it extended far into the Pacific Ocean, 
not only beyond Rapa-nui (Teapy, or Easter Island) which now lies in 
latitude 26 S. and longitude I IO W." On the Atlantic side, Lemuria 
"extended in the shape of a horseshoe past Madagascar, round' South 
Africa' (then a mere fragment in process of formation) through the Atlantic 
up to Norway. The great English freshwater deposit called the Wealden
which every geologist remarks as the mouth of a former great river-is the 
bed of the main stream which drained Northern Lemuria in the Secondary 
Age." The Eastern portion of this "gigantic continent ...• has now 
wholly disappeared beneath the waters of the Pacific, leaying here and there 
only some of its highland tops which are now islands" (vol. ii, pp. 7, 401, 
402, 333, 323, 324)' Here dwelt the Lemurian Race, and on some of the 
fragments which yet remain dwell their deteriorated descendants to-day. 
The Fourth Continent is Atlantis, of which Plato's island was a remnant 
(vol. ii, p. 7). It was" a large continent, first divided, and then broken 
later on into seven peninsulas and islands. . • •. It covered the whole of 
the North and South Atlantic regions, as well as portions of the North and 
South Pacific and had islands even in the Indian Ocean (relics of Lemuria)" 
(p. 405). "The Atlantic portion of Lemuria was the geological basis of 
what is generally known as Atlantis. The latter, indeed, must be regarded 
rather as a development of the Atlantic prolongation of Lemuria, than as 
an entirely new mass of land upheaved to meet the special requirements of 
the Fourth Root Race" (p. 333). The" continent was formed by the 
coalescence of many islands and peninsulas which were upheaved in the 
ordinary course of time, and became ultimately the true home of the great 
Race known as the Atlantean " (p. 334). The Fifth Continent was America 
in point of time, but Europe and Asia Minor have received the name, since 
they were almost co-equal with America, and it is on them that the Fifth 
Race has arisen (p. 8). A mass of facts gathered from scientific text books 
in support of the existence of the Third and Fourth Continents, will be 
found in the" Secret Doctrine". 

On each of these Continents its l{acc is evolved in seyen different 
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groups, each group at its own centre, the seven groups forming the 
collective" Man" (see vol. ii, p. 177, 249). The relics of the Third Round, 
"projected into objectivity when terrestrial activity recommences", yield 
the" rough material" for the lower kingdoms (p. 731): while the Dhyan 
Chohanic impulse is "the inherent and necessary law of development ", 
lying" behind all minor agencies "-such as natural and sexual selection, 
correlation of gFowth, etc.-which impels to progress (p. 738). The 
Laurentian, Cambrian, and Silurian systems of geology contain the relics of 
the Third Round in their fossilised animals (p. 712); this will not seem 
surprising to the reader who remembers that" during the interim from one 
Round to another the globe and everything on it remain in statu quo " (note 
on p. 713). 

\Vhen the earth awakes from its pralayic sleep to tread its fourth cycle, 
the mineral kingdom is thus formed, and the vegetable is partly evolved ere 
Man appears: "Arrived on our earth at the commencement of the Fourth 
in the present series of life-cycles and races, Man is the first form that 
appears thereon, being preceded only by the mineral and vegetable 
kingdoms-even the latter having to develop and continue its further 
evolution through man" (vol i, p. 159). This Round is the especial Round 
of Humanity, so to speak. "Its Humanity develQPs only in the Fourth
our present round. Up to this Fourth Life-Cycle, it is referred to as 
• humanity' only for lack of a more appropriate term. Like the grub which 
becomes chrysalis a,nd butterfly, Man, or rather that which becomes Man, 
passes through all the forms and kingdoms during the First Round and 
through all the human shapes during the two following Rounds" (vol. i, 
p. 159)· 

And here let the student note how his path may be smoothed by re
membering the correspondences between the planetary and the terrestrial 
life-cycles: for the first three-and-a-half Races, as for the first three-and-a
half Rounds, man is "man" only by courtesy and by destiny. The Fourth 
Race, like the Fourth Round, shows man as " man". He also is forming 
and consolidating during the first three Races, with his globe, repeating on 
the small cycle the evolution of the large; during the Fourth Race he and 
it settle and harden; during the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Races, he and 
it gradually return to the ethereal form. Thus by knowing what we are 

. told as to the Rounds, we could well-nigh work out for ourselves the stages 
in the Races, these little \Vheels revolving like the large. 

In studying the evolution of Man on globe D it must ever be kept in 
mind that it is the one of the central truths of occult teaching that man's 
life is not confined to this world. As was well put in an article in the 
Theosophist of October, 1882: "The evolution of man is not a process 
carried out on this planet alone. It is a result to which many worlds in 
different conditions of material and spiritual development have con
tributed ". If this thought be realised, with all that it implies, the 
original failure of Earth to evolve him, and the gradual building up of Man, 
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as we know him, by the progressing entities who, lIS Man, are to progress 
further, will become intelligible. The" Lunar Pitris" who project their 
chhayas for the mould of his physical form, are but one set of these 
entities, and build themselves thus into man; the" Lords of the Flame" 
who bring the gift of Manas are but the Principles which become the 
re-incarnating Ego of Man; they seek, as man, their further progress. 
Earth alone cannot build man: the Pitris alone cannot complete him; the 
Sons of Mind alone cannot clothe him. All these must unite to evolve 
him, because man is one of the stages of the Universal Evolution of Life: 
all must he growing towards, passing through, or growing from the stage 
we know as "human"; and as the chemical elements might be poetically 
figured as combining first to form the simple mineral, then additional ones 
entering in to form the vegetable, then others again entering to produce 
the animal, so the varied life-forms of ollr universe enter one after another 
into the making of Man, until he stands, the perfect septenary, to progress 
upwards ever, in higher and higher stages of evolving life. 

ERE THE COMING OF MAN. 

Strange were the throes of Mother Earth through millions of years, ere 
yet she was ready to be the home of the human race. "From her own 
bosom" she evolved strange monsters, formed of the relics of the previous 
Rounds, monsters which writhed and fought in those dim formless ages, 
when earth was well-nigh as Chaos, and nature had but a 'prentice hand. Her 
efforts were a failure when she strove to produce man. No fit dwelling 
could she make for the Eternal Pilgrim, for him who needed more the 
physical coat of skin. An inclination of the earth's axis caused a deluge, 
and all the monstrous forms were swept away from an earth now ready for 

THE FIRST RACE. 

"In the first beginnings of [human] life, the only dry land was on the Right 
End of the sphere where it ;s motionless [the North Pole]. The whole earth was 
one vast u1atery desert, and the waters were tepid • • •• There man was born on 
the seven zones of tire immortal, the indestructible of the Manvantara" (vol. ii, 
p. 400). So says one of "the Commentaries" of the coming of Man. 
Here appeared the primordial human group, "born" under the Sun (vol. 
ii, p. 29), dwellings for the Monads awaiting incarnation. These dwellings, 
however, were but the astral forms, the chhayas, or shadows of the Lunar 
Pitris, projected by the latter to serve as the mould, so to speak, of physical 
man. It was" a luminous incorporeal form, over which, like the molten brass 
round the clay model of the sculptor, the physical frame of his body was 
built by, through, and from the lower forms and types of animal terrestrial 
life" (vol. ii, p. 112). These first men" were then simply the images, 
the astral doubles, of their Fathers, who were the pioneers, or the most 
progressed entities from a preceding though lower sphere, the shell of which 
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is now our moon" (vol. ii. II5). They were the seven primordial men, 
evolved by the seven Pitris, mindless, mere shells; for the .. Solar 
Angels ", the Lords of the Flame, elsewhere called the Agnishwatta, 
the Kumaras, .. would not yet create", i.e., the time had not yet 
come for Manas to incarnate in the human form. In the Hindu nomen
clature the Lunar Pitris who project their shadows are the Barhishad, full 
of creative fire; the Agnishwatta, who are without this creative fire but who 
hold in reserve the gift of Manas, the Spiritual Flame, are those who at 
first refuse to join in "the making of man". "Yet it is they alone who 
could complete man, i.e., make of him a self-conscious, almost a divine 
being-a God on earth. The Barhishad, though possessed of creative fire, 
were devoid of the higher Mahat-mic element. Being on a level with the 
lower principles-those which precede gross objective matter-they could 
only give birth to the outer man, or rather to the model of the physical, the 
astral man. Thus, though we see them intrusted with the task by BrahmA. 
(the collective Mahat or universal Divine Mind), the' mystery of creation' 
is repeated on Earth, only in an inverted sense, as in a mi1'J'o1'. It is those 
who are unable to create the spiritual immortal man, who project the 
senseless model (the Astral) of the physical Being" (vol. ii, p. 79). 

Thus we see formed this first quasi-human race, an ethereal sexless 
form, into which the "earth-spirits" before spoken of are to build the 
atoms of the more substantial body of the future. It is the commencement 
of the physical evolution of the present Round on our globe, the Monad 
brooding over the senseless shell, the form that was "like a roof with no 
walls, nor pillars to rest upon" (Commentary, quoted vol. ii, p. 57), and 
on which it could have" no hold ". This was all "the Fathers ", the Lunar 
Pitris, could do towards the making of man: they could fashion the" body of 
illusion", they could project the form, they could mould the shape: but not 
theirs to give the indwelling Mind that should inform the helpless shell, that 
Spark that hangs from the Flame, without which man's bodily frame is 
dark as the brute's, without which the Eternal Pilgrim could not enter 
the dwelling made for his reception. 

Two STUDENTS OF THE E. S. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

We have received the following questions, and append them with 
replies. 

Q. On page 2II of Lucifer YOll say: "It is some of these (Manasa Dhyanis) 
who are destined to incarnate as the Egos of the forthcoming crop of humanity." 
What would be the nature of this incarnation? Do you mean as an entirely 
separate and new race, having no connection with the race of Egos at present 
incarnated and evolving; or blending into one-ness with them, as the Higher Ego 
may be conjoined with the lower? Or, in other words, are these our higher Egos, 
already destined to incarnate in our future personalities? X. Y. Z. 

A. The incarnation is the passing of Manas into the Quaternary 
evolved for its reception; you will understand this when it is reached in the 
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account of the Fourth Round, and then the remaining part of this question 
will not need answering. 

Q. After passing through the middle globe D, is not the process carried out 
upon the ascending scale up to G, that of etherealising, or spiritualising matter; so 
that each globe and its inhabitants return into the "filmy, viscid, or pellucid" 
condition of matter? X. Y. Z. 

A. Certainly, the process is carried on up to G, as has been stated 
in the definition of a Round; the inhabitants climb the ascending are, but 
each globe passes into sleep until its period of activity recurs in the succeed
ing Round, and when its seventh period is over it dies. See the account 
given of the moon on page 172. 

O. Does man retain, in the rounds succeeding the present, a recollection of 
the human personalities he has passed through during this round (the 4th); or are 
they forever obliterated during the Pralaya ?-for it is evident that the higher he 
ascends in evolution, the more completely does the human identity become 
obliterated. X. Y. Z. '! 

A. We cannot venture on categorical statements as to the succeeding 
Rounds, but we may remind X. Y. Z. that at a certain stage of develop
mebt the individual, even now, can recall his past. Identity does not 
become obliterated, but rather accentuated, with progress; " separateness" 
is lessened, but individuality persists. 

Q. During the Pralayas, are the Egos passing through our chain of globes, 
supposed to be in Devachan-or what sort of condition would theirs be ? 

X.Y.Z. 
A. Devachan is the subjective state of the Ego between its incarna

tions, and has nothing to do with Pralaya, a word applied to the rest-period 
of globes, systems, or universes. We are not able to say what IS the 
condition of the Egos, though there are those who know. 

Q. Does the aggregate consciousness of all the cells in the human body 
constitute the consciousness we know as men, and is "The Unknowable" but the 
sum total of all the consciousnesses in it ? 

A. " Consciousness" is far more than the aggregate consciousness of 
the cells of the physical frame, though each cell is conscious on its own plane. 
In man consciousness rises to self-consciousness, and we have Manas, which, 
as you must see, if you read these articles, is something far other than 
the outcome of the body. If we could answer the second part of your 
question fully" the Unknowable" would be" the Known". See answer 
to N. D. K. 

Q. Is the term" Parabrahm" or the" Absolute" applied to the state of the 
"One Life" during a Maha-Pralaya only when all things are merged into 
homogeneous unity; or is the same term also applicable to any essence or principle 
during a Maha-Manvantara when the one life or ultimate reality is differentiated 
and presents various aspects? The word" absolute" is very often used in the 
.. Secret Doctrine". but nothing like a clear explanation of the term is given. It 
would be much better to know what idea or ideas are meant to be conveyed by 
this word. (I) 

It is said that" Parabrahm is without any relation to manifested being". It is 
only during a Maha - Pralaya that all "relation" would cease, but during a 
Manvantara, all the various difterentiations from the grossest to the highest must 
be related or connected one with the other, otherwise there would be no 
Universe. (2) However much for the sake of metaphysical disquisition it be argued 
that .. Parabrahm is out of all relation to. conditioned existence". such an 
argument could only be held correct if the term" Parabrahm .. were restricted to 
the state of the unknowable essence of all things during Pralaya only. If it were 
asserted that the same Parabrahmic essence of the Pralaya state exists somewhere 
even during the Manvantaras, then Parabrahm would at once come into 
.. relation" directly with its nearest emanations and indirectly with all the remoter 
ones. (3) 

A Maha-Manvantara, and a Maha-Pralaya are two forms or aspects of the 
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.. Be·ness or One Reality". These two are the necessary conditions of the Life of 
the" Reality" for the one could not be without the other. A Manvantara and a 
Pralaya are indissolubly linked and the" Reality" which is at the root of both, 
cannot but be in .. relation ., with both and the differentiations thereof. (4) 

.. Parabrahm " has been defined to be .. an eternal and periodical law, which 
causes an active and creative force (the logos) to emanate from the ever concealed 
and incomprehensible One Principle at the beginning of every Maha·Manvantara " 
(Key, page 62). Here the •. Eternal Law" and the" One Principle" appear as 
if they were different. but in reality they must be one, the "law" being a form of 
the existence of the .. Principle", and Parabrahm may be explained as the One 
Principle. whose law of existence or nature is such that it is continually subject to 
periods of activity and rest, and that in the beginning of its periods of activity it 
emits first of all a creative force (the Logos) which de\'elops the Vniverse. The 
contention urged here is. that in whate\'t'1' light the One Primal Reality may be 
\'iewed, the force of logic points to the conclusion that this .. Reality" is in 
.. relation" with the various manifestations of the L;nivcl·se. By merely naming it 
as the" Absolute" we cannot brt'ak lip the r('lation betw('en it and its emanations. 
or reflections, if you please. Either the Ahsolute ceases to be the Absolute during 
a ~fan\'antara; or if it is asserted to exist as the Absolute, it is in direct and 
indirect .. relation" with its manifestations. The Vniverse is said to come into 
existence by .. the Eternal Reality" casting a periodical reflection of itself on the 
Infinite Spatial depths" (Key, page 84). 

Is the Reality anything different from the" Spatial depths" or Space? If not, 
and if space or the Eternal Substance which fills it, is the only reality, what is it 
that casts the reflection? From what quarter does the reflection come, and upon 
what does it fall? (5) 

It is important to know whether during a Maha·Man\'antara there is anywhere 
in Infinity anything like the ~[aha Pralayic state of the Reality, or whether there 
is all along some sort or other of differentiation or manifestation going on in every 
point of space. (6) 

At the dawn of a Manvantara, the first differentiation is said to be the "Un· 
manifested or Impersonal Logos ". This in its turn emanates the second Logos. 
The first or unmanifested is said not to be able to manifest as it is the .. lord of the 
mysteries ", but we understand nothing by this vague expression. \Vhat is the 
function of the Unmanifested Logos, and wherein does it differ from the second 
Logos. (7) The Hindus call both' the llnmanife~ted and the manifested Logos
.. Ishwar" only. 

The second Logos is said to be spirit. matter or Purusha Prakriti. At page 15, 
vol. I, it is explained that cosmic ideation (spirit) and cosmic substance (matter) 
are two aspects of Parabrahm, (8) and Fohat links these two. Fohat is said to be 
the dynamic energy of cosmic ideation-the animating principle electrifying every 
atom of life. Now whence comes this Fohat? Is it spirit, or is it matter, or is it 
both. (9) 

At page 16, a summary is given to make the statements of the previous page 
" clearer". It is as follows: 

(I) The Absolute or Parabrahm. 
(z) The unmanifested Logos. 
(3) The second Logos, or Spirit.matter, Life. 
(4) Cosmic Ideation, Mahat or intelligence, the Universal World Soul, the 

Cosmic Noumenon of matter. 
The fourth and last enumeration is most confusing. If Cosmic Ideation at p. 15 

stands for spirit, why is it mentioned here as different from the 2nd Logos, and 
what has become of cosmic substance. and Fohat in this .. clearer" summary? and 
what is meant by calling the 2nd Logos spirit· matter and apart from Cosmic 
Ideation? (10) The great difficulty of every student of the Eastern doctrine is, that 
the root ideas remain as confused as ever in spite of the constant reading and 
collating of the different passages; and unless something like a clear exposition is 
given by the talented author of the" Secret Doctrine" in as plain language as pos· 
sible, witliullt rej"rence to allY system oj philusophy or religioll, the majority of the 
readers must despair of understanding the secret doctrine at all. 

N. D.K. 

It would need knowledge far greater than any human or Dhyan 
Chohanic knowledge, let alone our poor little store, to answer categorically 
all the difficulties of N. D. K. If an ant tried to explain to a brother ant 
the mental process of Newton, he would probably make rather a poor job 
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of it; but an ant is millions of millions of times nearer to a man than is 
man to the One Reality. We can only throw out two or three hints, and 
suggest to our correspondent that while we may dimly sense the Absolute 
we cannot apprehend, much less comprehend, it, and that, while we are 
torced to acknowledge it by the reason, any attempt to explain it involves 
us in hopeless self-contradictions. This is acknowledged in every philoso
phy, and is a hopeless difficulty, common to all, and lying in the very nature 
of things_ As well said by Dean Mansel: .. The Absolute cannot be 
conceived as conscious, neither can it be conceived as unconscious; it can
not be conceived as complex, neither can it be conceived as simple; it 
cannot be conceived by difference, neither can it be conceived by absence 
of difference; it cannot be identified with the universe, neither can it be 
distinguished from it". What is this but to say that "the Absolute" 
cannot be an object of thought at all, and that to attempt to reason about 
it is to become absurd? 

(I.) Every student of philosophy knows that no .. clear explanation of 
the term" can be given. \Vhen we say" Unknowable" we confess our 
inability to explain. 

(2.) "One with the other" yes, but not with the Absolute. Absolute 
implies withollt rdation ; all that has relation is relative. 

(3.) Parabrahm, the Absolute and the Infinite, cannot exist somewhere; 
the use of these localised phrases is entirely out of place. Nor can it have 
" nearest" or furthest. 

(4.) See (2.) The One Life is un-conditioned. The terms Manvantara 
and Maha-Pralaya must be thought of in relation to the manifested 
universe, not as conditioning the unconditionable. You would do well to 
note how cautiously guarded are all the phrases used of .. Be-ness" in 
the " Secret Doctrine". 

(5-) You are using a poetical phrase-which adumbrates a truth im
possible to express definitely, since our language is too clumsy-as though 
you were dealing with a looking-glass from a furniture-shop. In meta
physics you are in the realm of mind, not in that of extension, and you must 
try to accommodate yourself to its conditions; you might as well ask whether 
thought is square or round, as ask" from what quarter does the reflection 
come? ,. 

(6.) \Ve are told of periodically succeeding out-breathing and in-breath
ing; not of simultaneous out-breathing and in-breathing. How could these 
co-exist? 

(7.) They differ in the one being unmanifested, the other manifested. 
And see (2) and (3) on p. 16. 

(8.) Not cosmic but pre-cosmic as aspects: Parabrahm and Mulaprak
riti are the Vedantin terms. 

(g.) On "whence comes Fohat" see Lucifer, p. 56, line 4 from bottom, 
et seq. Fohat is both" spirit" and" matter," though not of our plane. 

(10.) The summary seems to us to be very clear: of course, since it only 
carries us to :'.Iahat it does not include Fohat, any more than a genealogi
cal tree when it stops at a man includes his grandson. You apparently 
forget that" Spirit" and" l\latter" are two aspects of substance in mani
festation, and that, united in the 2nd Logos, they differentiate further in the 
succeeding stage. Surely patient thinking will enable you to understand 
the" Secret Doctrine ". The most abstruse of subjects cannot be made as 
simple as a primer, and each student must do his own thinking. Personally, 
when a tangle seemed hopeless, we have found that resolute patient thinking 
has unravelled it. But we can only suggest to others the method of 
unravelling for themselves: we cannot straighten the tangle for them. 
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(Translated and annotated by G. R. S. M., with additional notes by H. P. B.) 

(Contimml.) 

[It is thought that it will greatly aid the reader and a key be given to 
students of Esoteric Philosophy by anticipating the following passage: 

[247] . . .. And when Andrew had said these words, the Spirit of 
the Saviour was moved in him, and he cried out and said: "How long 
shall I bear with you, how long shall I suffer you! Do ye still not know 
and are ye ignorant? Knew ye 'lOt, and do ye not understand, that ye are all 
Angels, lind all Archangels, and Gods ami Lords, and all Rulers,lI11d all the great 
Invisibles [248] , lind all those wllO perla in to the Midst lind to the Region of the 
Light, and all the great Projections of the Right, and all their Glory. That ye are 
from all, of your selves and in your selves in tllrn, from one Mass, and one Matter lind 
one Essence. And that ye are all from one Mixture; and by the command 
of the First Mystery, the Mixture is a necessity, until all the great 
Projections of Light and all their Glory have cleansed it. And they have 
been cleansing it not of themselves, but of necessity, according to the 
dispensation of one and the same Ineffable. Neither have they at all 
undergone sufferings, nor changes in the Regions, nor have they stript them
selves at all, nor poured themselves (1) into various bodies, nor have they 
been in any tribulation.] 

Commentary. 

I Metangizein-to pour from one vessel into another: metangismos was the 
technical term for metempsychosis or reincarnation among the pythagoreans. 
C. W. King, however, translates this passage: "nor transformed themselves into 
various figures"; but somata are animal bodies and nothing else, and metangizein 
and metangismos are technical words, used only in connexion with the Pythagorean 
metempsychosis, and frequently employed in Pistis-Sophia by Schwartze to denote 
reincarnation_ It is, therefore, difficult to understand how the author of The 
Gnostics and their Remains missed the correct translation. 

Augustine (Haer. 58), copying from Philaster, gives the name of Metangis
monitae to a certain sect of Heretics who, he avers. asserted that the Son was in 
the Father, as one vessel (angeion) in another. There is, however, no evidence to 
support this statement. 

'J,FTER these things, moreover, I looked down into the World of Men, 
and found Mary who is called my Mother after the body of Matter 

( yle); I spoke to her, moreover, in the form of Gabriel, (1) and when she 
had turned herself into the Height (sc. Pleroma) towards me, I implanted in 
her the first Power which I received from Barbelo, (2) the Body which I 
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wore in the Height. And instead of a Soul, I implanted in her the Power 
[14J, which I received from the Great Sabbaoth, the Good, (3) who is in the 
Region of the Right. (4) And the twelve Powers of the Twelve 
Saviours (5) of the Treasure of Light, which I received from the twelve 
Deacons (Ministers), who are in the Midst, (6) I brought into the 
Sphere of the Rulers, and the Decans (7) of the Rulers and their Ministers 
thought them the souls of the Rulers: and the Ministers conducted them. 
I bound them in the hody of your mothers. And when your time was 
full, they brought you forth into the \Vorld, no Soul of the Rulers 
being in you. And ye have received your portion of the Power which the 
last Supporter breathed into the Mixture (Kerosmos, see Table I.), which 
was blended with all the Invisibles, and Rulers, and lEons; once only was 
it blended with the \Vorld of Destruction, which is the Mixture: this 
(Power) I brought out from Myself, (sc. the Four-and-Twentieth Mystery) 
from the beginning, and infused it into the First Precept; and the First 
Precept infused a portion thereof into the Great Light; and the Great 
Light infused a portion of that which it received, into the Five Supporters; 
and the last Supporter received that portion and infused it into the 
Mixture. (8) [15J Such is the manner of all things which are in this 
Mixture, as I have told you. 

Commentary, 

(1) In the system of justinus (Phi/osophl/mena, v, 26), the first triad is described 
as consisting of two male principles and one feminine. The first male is called the 
Good and is attributed with universal foreknowledge: the second, the Elohim, is 
the father (collective) of all the creation or generation, without foreknowledge and 
blind. The third, the feminine principle, is also without foreknowledge, two
minded or undecided, bi-corporate or of two bodies, being figured as a virgin above 
and a viper below (astronomically the Virgo-Scorpio of the ancient Zodiacs), and 
her name is Eden or Israel. And mutual desire arose in the Elohim and Eden, 
and frolll this union were born twenty-four Angels, twelve called Paternal and 
twelve Maternal. Among the twelve Paternal is Gabriel. The twelve are, of 
course, the twelve signs of the Zodiac, &c., according to the key used. In the 
Talmud and the Kabala, Eden is called" The Garden of Delight .. , and held by the 
Church Fathers to figure Yoni after the commission of the first sin. The Gnostics, 
on the contrary, always explain the term in its most spiritual and metaphysical 
sense, treating of its cosmogonical and theogonical signification and ignoring its 
material and physiological explanation. 

In the Adversum Celsum (vi, 30), Origen with much verbiage and contempt treats 
of the" accursed diagram ,. of the Ophites, which his Gnostic opponent Ceisus had 
referred to. In it, Gabriel is the fourth of the" SWell ruling Daimons ", for we read: 
.. Moreover, Celsus asserted that the • fourth had the form of an eagle'; the 
diagram representing him as Gabriel the eagle-like." In ancient Astrology, Gabriel 
was said to rule uver the sign Taurus and the Moon. 

Now, the Egyptians, according to Plutarch (De [sid (t Osir.) assigned to the 
moon a male and a female nature (PhI/sill arsellothelllll). During the Lunus-Luna 
festival, at the Vernal Equinox, when the sun was in the sign Taurus, the men 
sacrificed to Lunus and the women to Luna, each sex assuming the dress of the other. 
The Hull (Taurus), moreover, among all the ancients was the symbol of generation, 
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and in the symbolism of the Mithraic Mysteries, the Initiate plunges a sword or 
scimitar into the throat of a prostrate Bull. Compare this with the Voice of the 
Sile1tce (pp, II and 12): .. Before that path is entered, thou must deslroy thy lunar 
body, cleanse thy mind-body and make clean thy heart. • . . . 

.. Before the 'Mystic Power' can make of thee a God, Lanoo, thou must have 
gained thefacuUy to stay thy lunar for", at will." 

When we collate all this with what is told us in the Secret Doctrine of the Pitris 
and their work in the formation of the lower man, and of the bi-sexual or 
androgynous nature of the early races, we shall understand why the Angel Gabriel 
the Daimon of the Moon, and the ruler of the sign Taurus, appeared to Mary at 
her conception; the Annunciation will resolve itself into far simpler terms than the 
accepted solution, and we shall have learnt something of the mysteries of the 
astral body. 

(2) In explaining this term, it will be interesting to see first of all what the other 
Gnostic systems say of Barbelo and then to examine the statements in Pistis-Sophia. 

We learn from Irenzus, Contra Haereses, that the Innominable Father was 
manifested to this" never-aging lEon in a virginal form" by the emanation of four 
beings, whose name expressed thought and life; and that she, at the sight thereof, 
conceived and gave birth to three like beings. 

Compare this with :-
.. (Then) the three (triangle) fall into the Four (quarternary). The radiant essence 

becomes Seven inside, Seven outside. The Luminous Egg (Hiranyagharba), which 
in itself is Three (the triple hypostases of Brah",d, or Vis""u, the three' Avasthas '), 
curdles and spreads in milk-white curds throughout the depths of Mother, the Root 
that grows in the Ocean of Life." (S. D. vol. i, 66). 

According to Epiphanius, one of the Ophitc schools taught that Barbelo was an 
emanation of the Father, and the Mother of Ialdabaoth (or according to some of 
Sabaoth), which is to say that Barbelo was identical with Sophia Achamoth, or 
Pistis-Sophia. She dwelt in the Eighth Heaven above: while her son insolently 
possessed himself of the Seventh and caused his mother much lamentation. This 
idea is the common property of all the Gnostic systems, the terms varying, the idea 
remaining constant. She is further said to constantly appear to the Archons, or 
Rulers, in a beautiful form, so that she may collect again her scattered power, 
stolen from her by the Demiurge, his Gods, Angels, and Daimons. 

According to Irenzus again, the ascent of souls terminated in the upper Region 
"where is Barbelo the Mother of the Living (or Lives)." 

Pistis-Sophia informs us that Barbelo is one of the Triad of the Invisibles, 
Agrammachamareg, Barbelo and Bdelle, in the Region of the Left (See Table I.), 
where is the Thirteenth lEon (pag. 359). She is twice called the Power (dynalllis) 
of the Invisible God; she is also the Mother of Pistis-Sophia and twenty-three 
other Emanations (Pagg, 49, 361). The Region of the Left is apparently called the 
Hyle (Matter) of Barbelo <pag. 128). 

Again, from Epiphanius, Adverslls Hllereses (26, II. 3), we learn that olle of the 
names of the Valentinians was BarbilitfE, and we are inclined to think with 
M. E. Amelineau in his Essai sur Ie GnosticislIIe Egyptien (Paris. 1887). that it was the 
name of the highest degree of their Initiation, in which the Adept became a perfect 
Pneumatic, or Illuminatus, a son of Immortality. The Hebrew derivation would 
give the meaning, Son or Daughter of God. We know, on the other hand, that 
with the Gnostics and especially the Docttae (Illusionists), who held that Jesus, the 
man, was entirely distinct from Christos, the Principle, and denied the facts of the 
miraculous conception, incarnation, death, and resurrection-the mother of Jesus, 
the man, was considered as low, as the mother of Christos, the Principle, was held 
in veneration by them. The latter was the" Holy Ghost" and regarded as female 
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by their schools. When we c-.lnsider, however, that esoterically there are seven 
aspects of the Sophia (the seven planes of wisdom), it will be easy to see that both 
the Church Fathers, unintentionally, and the Gnostics, intentionally, only gi\'e one 
out of the seven aspects. 

(3) In Pistis.Sophia there are three Sabaoths, that is to say three aspects of the 
power or principle hidden in this name. (I) The Great Sabaoth the Good, the 
U father" of the U soul" of Jesus (pagg. 14, 193): {2) The Little Sabaoth, the 
Good, called in the Kosmos Zeus (jupiter) (pag. 371), one of the Planetary Rulers: 
and (3) Sabaoth Adamas, Ruler over six of the twelve Archons (pag. 360), and also 
in the Lower World, one of the Archons which have the punishment of Souls, 
whose .. Receiver ", or subordinate, presents the Cup of Oblivion to reincar. 
nating souls. 

In some of th.e schools, it was taught that he who wished to be U Perfect" must 
ascend through the realms of the Rulers, and finally place his foot on the head of 
Sabaoth; and thus attain the Eighth Heaven where dwelt Barbelo. Sabaoth was 
said to have woman's hair, and was figured by some as an ass, by others as a swine. 
Here we should call to mind the red ass of Typhon in the Egyptian Mysteries; the 
descent of Bacchus to Hades on an ass in the .. Frogs" of Aristophanes (a 
burlesque on the Eleusinian Mysteries) ; the" Golden Ass" of Apllleius, and last but 
not least the entrance of .. Jesus" into ., Jerusalem" (the mundane Jerusalem, in 
other words, physical existence, see Lucifer vi, 235) on an .. ass." In every case 
these terms are from the Mysteries and none but the" Perfect" knew their secret 
meaning. To the multitude they have ever remained" abracadabra" and will 
remain so for all but the most determined students. 

Origen (Adv. Cels. vi, 31) gives the formulz of prayers recited by the Defunct, or 
Pneumatic, to the Planetary Rulers. These were probably part of the secrets of 
their outer initiation, and used by the Bishop of Auch to show that he knew their 
secrets even better than Celsus himself. The passage referring to Sabaoth runs as 
follows: .. They next come to Sabaoth, to whom they think the following should be 
addressed: '0 Governor of the fifth realm, powerful Sabaoth, defender of the 
law of thy creation, which is liberated by grace, through the help of a tlUJre 
powerful Pentad, admit me, seeing the faultless symbol of thy art, preserved by 
a stamp of an image, a body liberated by a Pentad. Let grace be with me 
o Father, let grace be with me ' ... 

(4) Perhaps it will not be without interest if, in explanation of this term, we 
translate a few lines from the Qllinque Libri adversus Haereses (Migne, '1' 5, col. 500, 
501) of Irenaeus, who was, perhaps, the bitterest of all the opponents of the 
Gnosis. The" holy II Father shall teach us the Knowledge he strove so vigorously 
to crush out of existence. 

In speaking of the Italian school of the Valentinians, Irenaeus writes :_U They 
declare that the Demiurge, having fashioned the Cosmos, made the Choic 
(Material) MaJl also, but not from this dry Earth, but from the invisible Essence, 
from the fluid and unsettled portion of the Hyle, and that he breathed into him the 
Psychic (or astral },faJl). And this is the MaJl which is born according to the 
image and likeness (sc. the Chhaya), the Hylic being according to the image, 
resembling but not of the same Essence with the God (the Pitris), while the 
Psychic Man was in the likeness: whence also his Essence, being from a spiritual 
emanation, is called a spirit of Life. It was afterwards they say that the Coat of 
Skin clothed him, which they declare is the body of fles~ perceived by the senses. 
• • • .. so that they derive the Soul from the Demiurge, the Body from the Earth 
(Choos), and the Fleshly Covering from the Hyle; but the Spiritual Ma,. (Anthropos) 
from the Mother of Achamoth (i.e., from Sophia·Above or Within, the Mother of 
Sophia.Without, or Pistis.Sophia). "Of these three, they say that thc Hylic, which 
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they also call the Left, must of necessity perish, in as much as it has in it no breath 
of incorruptibility; but the Psychic, which they designate the Right, being in the 
middle of the Spiritual and Hylic. goes in whatsoe\'er direction it may incline 
itself; whereas the Spiritual (.\Iall"s) has been sent forth. in order that. by being 
united with the Psychic here (i.e., emanating K"ma-lilanas). it might take Form and 
be instructed together with it (the Psychic or Kama-Rupa) by sharing in its existence 
or by conversion with it [,,"astrophe]).·' 

In the Pistis-Sophia the plane immediately below or inferior to the Treasure of 
Light is divided into three main Lokas or Sub-planes, the Right, the Left and the 
Middle. 

The duty of the Rulers of the Right is the forming, fashioning or bllildillg of all 
lower Spheres or Planes of existence, by bringing down the Light out of its 
Treasury and causing it to return thither again, thus in another sense, accomplish. 
ing the salvation of such souls as are fit to ascend to a higher plane. The Rulers 
of the Midst have the Guardi,,"ship of Human Souls. The Left called also the 
Region of Righteousness, is the Loka or condition towards which all ptl/itlllt souls 
tend, for it is here that the conflict between the principles of Light and Hyle, (i.e., 
differentiation) first commences. From the words in italics in the preceding para
graph, we can see the type of Brahm!, Vishnu and Shiva, the Hindu Trimurti or 
Trinity, revealing itself; the ideas of Creatioll, Presert'atioll, and D(structiol~ or 
RegelUration being very clearly shown forth. 

In the System of Valentin us (Lucifer, vi. 234), we read of "the power of the 
psychic or soulish essence which is called' Right' n. Sabaoth also who dwells in 
the Right is an aspect of the Demiurge and the Creator of Souls. 

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to give a provisiollary table of the 
Planes and Lokas according to the Pistis-Sophia. 

IQ 
< 1_ 

'III ... 
I 
I 
I 

I~ 
I~ 
It 
IE-o 

Table I. 

The Mystery of the Ineffable. I~ 
. .-

I Pneumatic or Spiritual Treasure of Light or Pleroma I Lumen or Light 
I 

Right I Midst Kerasmos or Mixture 
Left (The Loka of the thir- (sc.ofLumenandHyle) Psychic 

teenth JEon) " 
------.---- -T-h-e-T-w·-e-h-re-JE-o·n--s------ ----------- ~ 

Hylic or Sidereal Fate (Heimarmene) Hyle or Subtle Matter I ~ 

i Choic or Material 

Planes 
Vide S. D. I., 200. 

Sphere ,.. 

Firmament 
------! 

World (Kosmos) of men 

t Orcus Kosmos of Choos I 

Underworld Chaos (Gross Matter) 
Outer DarkneSS

I (Caligo Externa) 

Names Substances (Prakritis) 

(5) The Twelve Saviours are part of the contents of the Treasure of Light and 
are identical with the Dodecad of the Valentinian Pleroma (Lucifer, vi, 231, 237). 
The twelve Deacons are of course a manifestation of the primordial type of the 
Dodecad of the Pleroma on a Loka of another plane. 

(6) In the Valentini an System the MesOtcs, or Middle Region, is above the 
highest Heaven but below the Pleroma. It is especially the place of the Psychics, 
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as the Pleroma is of the Pneumatics. This is the proper place of Sophia. 
Achamoth. the Sophia. Without or Pistis·Sophia, who desiring the Light. fal!s 
from the Ogdoad into the Heptad. the highest Loka or Sub.plane of which is ruled 
by the Demiurge, the Self· willed One of the Pistis.Sophia. When she gains the 
Pleroma, the Demiurge will be exalted to the Middle Region. In other words 
when the Lower·Manas shall have become one with the Higher. those Kamic 
elements which follow the higher and impress thelilselves permanently in it. will be 
purified. 

(7) Over the Sphere (see Table I) lEV. rthe Overseer «(piskopos or bishop) of the 
Light, also called the First ~Ian (primus homo) who is one of the 6 great Rulers of 
the Right]. sets 5 great Rulers. or Archons, formed of the Light.powers of the 
Right; these are the Planetary Rulers, Saturn. Mars. Mercury, Venus and Jupiter. 
Below it are placed 360 other powers. or Decans; below them again, in the Region 
of the Air and corresponding in number, are 360 other Archons with 5 Rulers again 
over them. The lower 365 refuse to believe in the mysteries of Light and entire 
souls to sin. This apparent duality is a common characteristic of the Gnosis. 
Everything in nature is bad or good according to the nature and motive of man; 
at each moment of life, every man can choose the Left or Right. 

These numbers 360 and 365 occur in the systems of BardesanEs and Basilides 
and in the .'Eonology of other schools; sometimes they form part of the contents 
of the Pleroma. 

Matter in treating of the Gnostic schools of Egypt (Tom. ii, 34). tells us that 
the Tutelar Genii of each day were invoked against the nefast power of Typhon, 
the Egyptian Ahriman. These composed the third series of the gods of the 
Egyptian Pantheon. 

"These gods", he says. "are as little known by name. as the 360 Intelligences 
which made up the Abraxas of Basilides. The ancients classed them under the 
generic term Daemons. These Daemons, were grouped in classes round the 
Cosmic Deities, as they were called; that is to say, the gods which governed the 
visible world; they were its agents (Cosmocratores). just as their chiefs were those 
of the Super.celestial gods. Commissioned as they were to maintain the com· 
munication between the two worlds, they presided at the descent of souls from the 
higher regions to the inferior zone. and communicated to them during the present 
existence of trial and expiation. the gifts of divine life. They divided among 
themselves the 36 parts of the human body, and after their earthly career was 
finished, guided the souls in their return to the Supreme Being." 

(8) Although it is impossible at present to give a complete and detailed table 
of the almost interminable synonyms of the terms. used in the scheme of the 
Pistis.Sophia, we are compelled. at the risk of being thought tedious. to give some 
explanation of the strange nomenclature which meets us at every step. 

Below the Last Myslery in the t;pper World which we are inclined to make 
correspond with the Treasure or Pleroma, come the Grtat Light of the Impressioll 
(or Mark) of Light, divided into 5 Impressions of Light; the First Precept lor 
Statute), divided into 7 Mysteries; the Great Light (If Lights; the 5 Great SIIp/ortm 
(or Helpers), which conduct the Powers of Light into the lower regions. or planes; 
and last of all the Regioll of the I,,"eritallce of Lig/tt, where redeemed souls wiII 
dwell. 

Here we have 7 elements or principles and it is curious to remark how the 5 
Impressions (Clraraglllai; in some systems Charact(res), or ideas, are repeated as the 
5 Supporters, and the Great Light of the Impression of Light as the Great Light 
of Lights. 

Other ~upporters (parastillai) are mentioned as bclol1gin~ to the ~liddle Region, 
15 in number, whose names are quoted from a Coptic papyrus in the Bodleian. in 
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the work of M. E. Am~lineau already mentioned (p. 252). This papyrus contains 
three treatises apparently of the same school as the Pistis.Sophia, entitled .. The 
Mystery of the Letters of the Alphahet ", "The Book of the Gnosis of the Divine 
Invisible ", and" The Book of the Great Logos according to the Mystery." 

These repeated Fives and combinations of Five are according to the type of the 
Pentad, as shown in the Chart of the Valentinian Pleroma (Lucife", vi, 237). Five 
is the number of man; for of the perfect Septenary, the Triad. Atma·Buddhi. 
Manas, is to average humanity a ""ity. 

" Rejoice, therefore, in that the time is come that I should put on my 
Vesture (I). 

" Lo! I have put on my vesture and all power has been given me by the 
First Mystery. Yet a little while and I will tell you every Mystery and 
every Completion; henceforth from this hour I will conceal naught from 
you, but in Perfectness will I perfect you in all Completion, and all 
Perfectioning and every Mystery [16J, which indeed are the End of all 
Ends, and the Completion of all Completions, and the \Visdom (gnosis) 
of all \Visdoms, which are in my Vesture. Hearken! I will tell you all 
things which have befallen me. 

"It came to pass, when the sun had risen in the places of the East, a 
great flood of light descended, in which was my Vesture, which I placed in 
the Four·and·Twentieth !-.Iystery. And I found the Mystery on my Vesture, 
written in Five \Vords, which pertain to the Height. ZAMA ZAMA 
OZZA RACHAMA ()ZAI (2). And this is the interpretation thereof: 
• The Mystery which is without in the \Vorld, because of which the 
Universe was made, is all Evolution and all Progress; it projected all 
emanations and all things therein. Because of it every Mystery exists and 
the Regions thereof. Come to us (3), for we are thy fellow members. \Ve 
are all one with thee. \ V e are one and the same, and thou art one and the 
same. That is the First Mystery [17J, which was from the beginning in the 
Ineffable before it came forth therefrom; and its Name is all of us. 

" • Now, therefore, we all live together for thee at the last Limit (4), 
which also is the last Mystery from the Interiors. That also is a part of 
us. Now, therefore, we have sent thee thy Vesture, which indeed is thine 
from the beginning, which thou didst place in the last Limit, which also is 
the last Mystery from the Interiors, until its time should be fulfilled 
according to the command of the First Mystery. Lo! its time being now 
completed, I will give it thee. Come to us! For we (5) all stand by thee 
to clothe thee with the First Mystery, and all its glory by command of the 
same, because that the First Mystery, coming into manifestation, gave us 
two Vestures to clothe thee, besides the one, which we have sent thee, since 
thou art worthy of them and art prior to us and came into being before us. 
For this cause, therefore, the First Mystery sent for thee through us the 
Mystery of all its Glory, two Vestures. The first thereof is the whole 
glory of all the Names of the Mysteries and all the Projections of the 
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Orders of the Spaces of the Ineffable. [18] And the second Vesture 
therein is the whole Glory of the Name of all the Mysteries and all the 
Projections, which are in the Orders of the two Spaces of the First 
Mystery. And in this Vesture, which we have now sent thee, is the Glory 
of the name of the Mystery, the Revealer, which ·is the First Precept, and 
the Mystery of the five Marks, and the Mystery of the great Legate of the 
Ineffable, which Mystery is the Great Light; amI also the Mystery of the 
five Leaders, \\-ho are also the five Supporters. There is also in that 
Vesture the Glory of the Name of the Mystery of all the Orders of the 
Projections of the Treasure of Light, and also their Saviours, and also the 
Orders of (their) Orders, which are the seven Amens and the seven Voices, 
and also the five Trees, and also the three Amens, and also the Saviour of 
the Twins, which are the Child of the Child, and also the Mystery of the 
nine Keepers of the Three Gates of the Treasure of Light. There is also 
therein all the Glory of the Name, which is on the Right, and of those who 
are in .~he Midst; Moreover there is therein all the Glory of the Name of 
the great Invisible [19], who is the great Forefather, and also the 
Mystery of the three Triple Powers (6), and also the Mystery of the whole 
Region of them, and also the Mystery of all their Invisibles and of all that 
turn (7) in the Thirteenth of the }Eons, and the Name of the twelve }Eons, 
and of all their Archons, Archangels, Angels and all that turn therein; and 
every Mystery of the Name of all that turn in the Fate, and all in the 
Heavens, and in the Sphere, and also of their Firmaments and of all that 
are in them, and of all their Regions. (8) 

" , Behold, therefore, we have sent thee this Vesture, which no one has 
known from the First Precept downwards, because the radiance of its 
Light had been hidden therein, nor did the Spheres and all the Regions 
downward form the First Precept (know it). Make haste, therefore, 
clothe thyself with this Vesture. Come to us; for ever, until the time 
appointed by the Ineffable was fulfilled, we have been in need of thee, to 
clothe thee with the two Vestures by the command of the First Mystery. 
Lo, then, that time is fulfilled. Come, therefore, to us quickly that we may put 
them on thee, until thou fulfillest every Ministry of the Perfections of the 
First Mystery, appointed by the Ineffable. Come to us quickly, we will 
put them upon thee according to the command of the First Mystery; for 
the time that yet remains is very short. Thou art coming to us and wilt 
leave the World. Come, therefore; quickly shalt thou receive all thy 
glory, the glory of the First Mystery.''' 

Commel/tary. 

(x) It is curious and interesting to learn what occult ideas the Gnostics had of 
these Bodies or Vestures; for instance, in speaking of the Docetae, a generic name 
including those schools which maintained that the Body of the Adept was only an 
appearance or, in other words, a Mayavi-rupa, the author of the Phi/osophumtrJ4 
(viii, xo) in£onn~ us that they explained the mystery-drama of the Jesus as follows: 
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.. He went and washed in the Jordan (the mystic 'River' which stopped the 
Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt • which is the body' [v, 7]), and in doing so 
received the Type and Impression, in the water, of the body born from the Virgin, 
in order that when the Ruler (Archon) condemned his own (sc. the Ruler's) image 
(Jlizsma, i.e. the body) to death, viz., to the Cross (stauros; t,ide • Lucifer', \'i, 232 

tt seqq.), this Soul of his (Jesus') being nourished in the body, might not after putting 
off the body, and nailing it to the tree and by ,ts mea liS triumphillg over the P,':;,,;
pa/ities aud Authorities, he found naked, but might put on the body, which had been 
impressed in the water when he was baptized, instead of the fleshly body." 

The deep occult significance of this passage scarcely needs any pointing out to 
the student, the whole mystery of .. Birth" and "Baptism" is contained therein. 
Those alone who have bathed in the Cosmic stream will fully comprehend. 

(2) Compare the Secrtt Doctrine, vol. ii, 580: .. The five words (Pallchadasa) of 
Brahm! have become with the Gnostics the • Five Words' written upon the akAsic 
(shining) garment of Jesus at his glorification: ,the words ZAMA ZAMA nZZA 
P AXAMA nZAI, translated by the. Orientalists, 'the robe, the glorious robe of 
my strength'. These words were, in their tum, the anagrammatic blind of the five 
mystic powers represented on the robe of the • resurrected' Initiate after his last 
trial of three days' trance; the five becoming Set'f/I only after his death, when the 
Adept became the full CHRISTOS, the full KRISHNA,VISHNU, i.e., merged in Nirvana." 

(3) Compare the Secret Doctrine (vol. i, Stanzas v and vi, and pages 130, (31), 
where the Great Day" Be with us" is described as: "that day when man, freeing 
himself from the trammels of ignorance, and recognizing fully the non·separateness 
of the Ego within his personality-erroneously regarded as his own-from the 
l:NIVERSAL EGO (Anima Supra.Mundi), merges thereby into the One Essence to 
become not only one 'with us' (the manifested universal lives which are • ONE' 
LIFE), but that very life itself." 

In the Egyptian mysteries we also find the Day" Come to us" mentioned, and 
explained as " the day, when Osiris said to the Sun' Come'" (U Book of the Dead", 
xvii, 34,42). For a full explanation, read also U Secret Doctrine ", pp. 134, 135. 

(4) This corresponds to the Horos or Stauros of the Valentinian System. The 
Pistis·Sophia, however, is far richer in its esotericism, and there are many Limits 
or Laya centres (see Secret Doctrine passim), corresponding to each plane and sub· 
plane, even as there are several Pleromas. Compare also (ibid.) what is said about 
the Ring U Pass not ", and the Dhyani.pasa or U Rope of th~ Gods". 

(5) Notice the change of number. 

(6) Two mystery names of the three Triple Powers are mentioned (Jag. 361), 
viz., IpSANTACHOtlNCHAiNCHOUCHEOCH and CHAiNCHOOOCH; a Power emanates from 
the former upon Mars and from the latter upon Mercllry. In the same context, we 
are told that a Power from the Great Invisible resides in Saturn and from Pistis· 
Sophia, daughter of Barbelo, in V til us. 

(7) Or dwell: sc. the" Wheels" (c/. S. D.). 

(8) For the Regions, etc., see Table I. 

N.B.-With regard to the figures published in the last paper, it should be 
clearly understood that there is no up nor down, no top nor bottom, in reality. It 
has, however, been suggested that Fig. 8 would be preferable if reversed, so that 
the Point should be at the top. 

(To bI eo"tinlUd.) 
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~bt iittitts. 

11 THINK it is Niehuhr who says somewhere, that he who restores the 
'f dead past into heing is a real creator. The sleep in which the 
memories of a mighty nation have slumbered for centuries is now disturbed, 
and we are beginning to see the evidence of a mighty people arriving at 
a position in the earth's history higher than that of the Jews, and 
peradventure in their time and place scarcely inferior to that of the 
Persians. 

The Hittites of old have their pedigree and their position obscured by 
the reference to them in Genesis x, 15, where Heth is spoken of as a mere 
son of Canaan, who had been cursed in the preceding chapter. The intru
sive and tyrannical Jewish population were not content with driving out the 
previously existing civilizations of the land, but gave the dog a bad name 
after hanging him. \Ve see this spirit in Ezekiel xvi, 3. A daughter of 
Heth is an epithet equivalent to the word par;a1J, and the Hittites, like 
all races, may sink to the level of the Nephilim in Scripture. Partly 
mythological, and partly political, the hlood, and possibly the aspirations of 
the Hittite female, was concealed under the Hebrew tephilim; the memory 
of the past Hittite glories was entirely forgotten, and for aught that Biblical 
students or travellers have done to help us, there might as well have been 
absolute non-existence of the Hittite people. 

Now, however, we have changed all that. The mighty kingdom of the 
Hittites in its geographical extent seems to have infringed on Troy on the 
one hand, and shaken hands with Egypt on the other. The whole of Asia 
Minor seems to have been at one time under Hittite influence. They were 
far ahead of their neighbors in the arts of war, as in the arts of peace. Into 
the religion of the Hittites and into their nationality we are beginning to 
inquire, but it must not be forgotten that the memorials of Hittite inscrip
tions and traditions generally are very small and few, and that we are 
scarcely beginning to decipher the history of a nation which, when it is told, 
may reveal several histories more interesting than that of Solomon's temple, 
and more important than those of the impure Bedawi at Jerusalem, who 
basked under the shadow of the kingdom, around them, while they secured 
the patronage of their (tribal) God. The two sources of information before 
us are Hittite names and Hittite inscriptions. It may be conceded that 
the language of the Hittites was not Semitic, that it was not of the same 
family as the language spoken in various dialects by the Jews and other 
Semitic people. The great mass of the Hittite names that have come 
down to us arc clearly of a non-Semitic origin. 
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The real key to the interpretation of the Hittite remains has been given 
by Captain Conder. Speculators standing on Egypt may look towards 
Kaffraria for the tomb of their ancestory. Greek civilization may be 
derived from that of old Cyclopean monuments. Mexico and Peru may 
suggest prehistoric civilisations excelling the present race in certain 
abilities. The old (perhaps Atlantean) builders of Tia-huanuco, are an ex
ample. The Hittite race has found its relatives; it has found in the old 
Hyperborean race, ancestors. It was the Secret Doctrine (vol. ii, 7,) that 
had chosen" the name Hyperborean for the Second Continent, the land 
which stretched out its promontories southward and westward from the 
North Pole to receive the Second Race, and comprised the whole of what 
is now known as Northern Asia. Such was the name given by the oldest 
Greeks to the far off and mysterious region, whither their tradition made 
Apollo, the Hyperborean, travel every year." Lenormant had confused the 
Proto-Medic and Akkadian with the Ugro-Altaic languages, with Finnish, 
and less closely with Turkish and Magyar. It is the belief of Captain 
Conder that the Hittites are still represented in Syria, and Palestine, by the 
Turks, who are to be found even in the plains of Esdrrelon and of Sharon. 
These actual tribes are probably immigrants from the East, but the fact 
remains that we have to deal with a population that is essentially Mongolic 
in affinities. Anthropology has a far more remote connexion with mere 
Biblical Science, than with Theosophical teaching. We are beginning to 
know all about the Hittites, and what we do know confirms the idea, that 
the mighty people who lived during the Miocene period, when Greenland 
was a tropical land, left their impressions on Syrian history. But we are 
sent to .. far Cathay" for the relatives of the Hittite monarchs. This is not 
so absurd, when we consider the time during which the Hittites dwelt in 
the land. The old figures on the Ramesseon at Thebes give examples of 
what the Hittites were like. They all wore boots, the toes of which were 
turned up. They all had conical caps, probably of fur. Their dress was 
on the whole, a national costume, which has survived among the Hittites, 
who had settled in the warm valley of the Orontes; such boots or rather 
snow shoes, admirably adapted as they were for the snow-clad ranges of 
the Taurus, being wholly out of place in Syria. If we imagine that this 
ancient people left their traces in Palestine ages before the Canaanites were 
there; if we regard the Hittites as the boulder of a prehistoric population, 
with nothing whatever sui getur;s with the Perizzites, Jebusites, and 
Amorites, we see that the mystery of their long continuance in the place 
may be accounted for in the theory of their being an old race. The Kheta 
were among the early enemies of Egypt. Brugsch identifies them with the 
Hittites of Scripture. There were Hittite palaces on the borders of Egypt 
as early as the 12th dynasty. From the time of Tothmes II, a two hundred 
years' war had been carried on with the Hittites. A treaty of peace 
was at last made, which was engraved on a silver plate, the terms of 
which show the civilization of the H'ittite people. Subsequent wars with 
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the Hittites took place from the 12th to the 20th dynasty. if we tum to 
Egyptian history, the Hittites are of equal importance. They are men
tioned in the 19th century B.C., and perhaps much earlier. The wars of 
Tiglath-Pilezer, Assurdanipal, Shalmanezer, and Sargon, hear witness to the 
important part their empire played in the mighty state system of Asia. Yet 
if we knew of them by the Biblical account alone; if we accepted all that 
the Jews wished us to believe concerning the insignificance of the Hittites, 
we should have a false rendering of history. The writers of the Hebrew 
law, however, are at last found out. The Hittites were dwelling in the moun
tains around Hebron. According to Mariette, one of the Hyksos dynasty 
was Hittite. The Hyksos were at last driven out of Egypt, and according 
to Manetho's statement, returned to Jerusalem. As Conder has said, this 
statement throws light on one of the obscure statements of the Bible 
(Ezekiel xvi, 3). Ezekiel and the nobler Jews remained in captivity. 
The baser Jews remained in Jerusalem, and assumed that because they 
were inhabitants of the actual holy city they were therefore more noble 
and more the people of God than their brethren in exile. We also may 
notice as an article of dress the fingerless glove, which is still used by the 
peasantry, and is found in all cold countries. The Scriptures show that 
the Hittites did not belong to a Semitic race. The features are rather 
those of a northern people, and at the temple of Ibsambul the Hittites have 
a very Scythic character, with shaven heads and a single lock on the croWD. 
In Cappadocia, the Hittite type can still be recognized, and with regard 
to one of the priests sculptured at Poreez it is interesting to notice that 
some of the patterns on the priest's dress have not yet gone out of fashion 
among the Cappadocian peasantry. Scattered over the whole of Asia 
Minor, as far as the Euxine and the JEgean, are the relics of this great 
nation, and Solomon [his existence being assumed] "was not arrayed like 
one of these". 

Of the manner and customs of the Hittites we know; of course little, as 
twenty years ago their existence was unknown. But we have a few inscrip-

tions, some of which have an interest to Theosophists. The 0 has, accord

ing to Captain Conder, the phonetic value of the syllable an = God. The 

pentacle, or rather five-pointed star iff has the phonetic value to = down, or 

descend. The sign for nan is }t = protection, X in Cypriot. The 

Pramantha is not represented in the Svastika form, but is a log of wood, into 
which the firestick is inserted, while sparks are issuing from the log. It 
would be necessary for a competent Senzar scholar to go carefully over the 
work of Captain Conder, and it might be advisable not to attempt to read 
the inscriptions till the transliteration is accomplished. It is much to be 
regretted that we have so few inscriptions, and that the attempted transla
tions of Drake, Palmer, Burton, Hyde Clarke, Dunbar Heath, C. S. Wake, 
and myself, have aU proved miserable failures. How then can we read 
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Hittite inscriptions, I say? By accepting the theory of Captain Conder, 
that they are the products of a nation in which the prehistoric civilization 
of Northern Tartary has preserved a trace of the old Hyperborean race. 
The Hittites seem to have imported their Gods from Babylonia. We have 
Abargatis as a chief divinity, we have also the Ashtoreth of the Canaanites, 
and the Sun God of Babylon, the Baal of the land of Canaan, and the Attys of 
the Hittite. The Astarte of Phrenicia became the Artemis of the Ephesians. 
Our old friend Set, the God of the Jews, glares at us like Bottom, with an 
ass's head. The Amazons were all robed in Hittite costume, and armed 
with the double-headed axe. The dances they performed with shield and 
bow in honor of the Godde~ses of war and love, gave rise to the myths 
which saw in them a nation of women warriors. The old Egyptian treaty 
on the silver tablet, to which we have alluded, gives examples how the 
Hittite deities, who appear generally to have been each the patron of a city, 
had each a communal status. These deities, each of whom, no doubt, was a 
village Hampden, were not necessarily on speaking terms with the deity of 
the neighboring town; and each of these Teraphim was subordinate to the 

o = God. Since the date of the execution of this treaty a new religious 

redistribution of Seats has, of course, modified the position of these tribal 
Gods. It is in the arts of civilization that the Hittites seem to have 
particularly excelled. The earliest coinage was attributed to the Lydians, 
and we now know that the Hittite influence extended to Lydia. The 
Hittites were well acquainted with silver, and Professor Sayce has 
frequently drawn attention to their presence in the vicinity of silver mines. 
The bargain with the patriarch Abraham at Hebron, involved the earliest 
money transaction on record, and the shekel referred to in current money 
with the merchant was doubtless the forerunner of the coins with which we 
are acquainted. 

\Ve see here considerable progress in commercial, legal, and civil 
institutions with the Hittites. They used silver as the standard of value, 
balances for weighing it, and a regular recognized form of sale and con
veyances. They seem to have given standard weights to their neighbors, 
and it has been proved once that the Hittite Mina of Carchemi!;h continues 
to be the standard weight throughout Asia Minor, and used by the Greeks 
long after the break-up of the Hittite Empire; and if we can believe him, 
Schlieman has discovered in his excavations at Hissarlik silver blocks 
which served as a standard, according to which certain electron coins were 
struck. Repousse work was common. Hittite inscriptions unlike Assyrian, 
Phrenician, Greek, or Roman, are of cameo raised character, and doubtless 
those who carved them were persons of exalted taste, as these models are 
of the highest artistic complexity and beauty. All the inscriptions that may 
be assigned to Hittite origin begin from right to left, and proceed Bou
strophedon. If it had been brought into contact with the Greeks, we may 
have expected that they would have assigned it an equal position of 
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importance with the Persians or Egyptians. A Theosophist who con· 
templates its existence, may consider that the law of Karma has appointed 
the time for the unveiling of the monuments of the Hittite kingdom at the 
end of the cycle which has witnessed the fate of many equally mighty 
nations. 

C. CARTER BLAKE, DOCT. SCI., F.T.S. 

~bt ItUtts of Jobann ctaspar .abattr. 
To THE EMPRESS MARIA FEODOROVNA THE WIFE OF THE 

EMPEROR PAUL I, OF RUSSIA. 

{Writtetl in the year 1798, and translaled from the original autographs.} 

(Continlled from the Ma)' nllmber.) 

THE external conditions in which a soul, after leaving its body, will find 
itself placed, depend on its own internal state; to wit, all will appear to it 
in consonance with its own nature. The good will see everything that is 
good, the wicked will attract naught but the wicked. The loving souls will 
find themselves surrounded with loving spirits; the souls which hated will 
approach the fiends of Hate. Every soul will be reflected in Spirits akin 
to itself. 

A virtuous soul will become better in the midst of the most perfect 
Beings which it will find itself able to approach. A pure soul will become 
more- pure still through the sole fact of its incessant contemplation of 
Spirits still purer and more radiant than itself. A loving SOld will hecome 
more loving . . . . . 

Likewise, the vicious soul will hecome more corrupted through its contact 
with other wicked Beings. For if we find even on earth nothing more con· 
tagious and attractive than vice and virtue, hate and love; it stands only 
to reason that her.ond the threshold of terrestrial life, every moral and 
religious perfectibIlity becomes inevitably still more attractIve as every 
immoral and unclean feeling, more contagious. 

You, most revered Sovereign, will become the most loving in the midst 
of Beings full of love. 

All the remnants of vanity, selfishness, and neglect of the kingdom of 
God and His pre·ordinations will he engulfed, without leaving a trace, by 
this feeling of love, if it only predominates in us, this attribute which will 
find itself ceaselessly being purified in such relationship and touch with 
pure and loving Spirits. 

Rising by the power of that love in us, a love which we can develop so 
broadly when still on earth; purifying ourselves through contact with the 
love of those pure Beings which radiate on us the beams of their light, we 
will thereby only prepare and train ourselves gradually to the direct con· 
templation of the most PERFECT LOVE in the hereafter, lest by being too 
strongly dazzled we should be thrown back and thus prevented from fully 
enjoying it. 

But, highly revered Sovereign, how maya weak mortal, and how dare 
he attempt to explain to himself the nature of the contemplation of this 
embodiment of LOVE! Canst Thou, 0 inexhaustible Mercy, visibly 
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approach him, who from Thee alone draws love and that without appalling 
and blinding him? 

I believe that at first He will approach us invisible and unrecognized. 
Has not He acted ever in this way? \Vho, more than Christ sought to 

remain unrecognized? \Vho manifested in Himself the unsolved riddle of 
the unknown as He did? Who knew better to remain unrecognized, than 
He, in whose full power it was to manifest Himself; He before whom 
aU Heaven bowed; aye, He came to us under the guise of a modest 
carpenter and preserved till death the personality of a Nazarene, appearing 
at first in an incognizable fonn. He manifested Himself only subsequently. 

I sunnise that He will always preserve this mode of action, so well 
according with His nature, His wisdom and His love. Is it not as a 
~ardener that He appeared to ~fary while she was seeking for Him, 
despairing of ever findin~ whom she sought? Unrecognized at first, He 
allowed her to know Him only a few minutes later. 

Equally unbeknown He approached His two disciples, who full of Him 
went in search of their Master. He journeyed along with them for some 
considerable time. Their hearts hurned within them with a sacred fire; 
they felt the presence of a higher and a more divinely pure Being, but they 
did not recognize Him, "For their eyes were holden that they should not 
know him"; and they were opened only when He "hrake .. the bread, and 
also when they saw Him the same evening in Jerusalem. The same 
happened at the Sea of Tiberias, and when, radiant in all His glory, He 
appeared to Saul. 

How lofty and identical are all the words and manifestations of our 
Lord! .... 

All fonows an uninterrupted sequence which moves us on incessantly 
forward, bringing us nearer and nearer the goal; but that goal is not, 
however, the final one. Christ is the middle point, the chief motor, at times 
visible, at others invisible, in this great divine drama so strikingly simple 
and at the same time so terribly complicated; a drama which seems to 
never end, though it seemed complete and finished a thousand times over. 

In the life-drama of each of us who follows and bows hefore Him, He 
always appears at first unrecognized, Can Love refuse to manifest to him 
who adores It and which It loves-during the moment he most needs it ? 

Yes; 0 most humane of man, Thou shalt manifest Thyself to men in 
the form that is the most human. Thou shalt appear to the loving Soul I 
no' .... address. Thou shalt appear also to me, at first as unrecognized, but 
forthwith Thou shalt make Thyself known. \\'e shall see Thee innumerable 
times ever different yet ever the same; even more perfect in proportion as 
our soul will be perfecting itself and-never for the last time! . . . 

Let us then soar as frequently as we can toward this enchanting ideal, 
which, God permitting, I will try to explain more fully in my next letter, 
thus endeavoring to make it more realistic to You. This must now be 
done through the means of a communication from a departed Soul. 

(Signed with the usual assurances of respect) 
JOHANN CASPAR LAVATER. 

ZOrich, I 0 ix, 1798. 

FOURTH LETTER. 

In my last, I had promised YOU Highly Revered Sovereign Lady, to 
send you the letter of a dead man to a living friend of his. I did so in 
order that you should be offered the means of understanding the better 
my conceptions with regard to the post mortem condition of a Christian after 
the death of his body. I now take the liberty of enclosing the promised 
document in my present letter, for your inspection. You have to judge 

23 
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it from the standpoint already indicated by me; and to kindly give all 
your attention to the main subject rather than to the secondary details; 
though even these, as I have reasons to suppose, bear the stamp of truth 
upon them. 

For a clearer understanding of all that I shall have occasion to submit 
to YOU in the future in this form, I deem it necessary to add to it as a 
general conclusion a conviction of mine. And this is, that quite in
dependently of the universal and immutable law of condemnation and the 
highest bliss, every spirit, coordinately with his personal character,· not 
only moral and religious, but also individual and social, experiences after his 
terrestrial death, sorrows, and joys quite different from what other spirits do, 
and appertaining to himself only. A universal law is determined by the 
personality of every distinct being; i.e., it will produce in its particular 
applications different effects, as the same beam shining through colored 
glass regulates its direction and intensity of light in accordance with the 
degree and quality of the color of the glass, its protuberances and defects. 
Thus, I take the following for an unconditioned axiom: 

Notwithstanding that all spirits from the highest to the lowest and most 
suffering, are subject to the same simple law of affinity with, or repulsion 
from, the most perfect LOVE; nevertheless, it is the personal and separate 
character of each of them which places him in conditions of bliss or 
suffering entirely its own. Everyone among them suffers independently 
and quite differently from the others, and enjoys a bliss which belongs 
to no other. The material and the spiritual worlds, God and Christ, 
appear to each in a form in which they appear to none other but 
himself. 

Each Spirit has its own standpoint, personal to himself. God talks 
with each in a tongue comprehensible only to him. He communes with 
each separately, and grants to him a bliss which he alone is able to 
feel. 

This idea, of the truth of which I feel firmly convinced, serves as a 
basic one in all the subsequent letters from disembodied spirits to their 
friends on earth. 

I will remain quite content if my explanations will help YOU to under
stand how each Spirit, developing his personal character and ennobling his 
personality,t may prepare himself for joys and blissfulness entirely his own, 
as best fitted and peculiar to him. 

Nothing is sooner forgotten, as nothing is pursued with less steadiness 
than our conception of the bliss best fitted for us, or the possibility of pre
paring oneself to enjoy it. Therefore, do I feel sure, that YOU, wise 
Sovereign Lady, so worthy of respect, will not deem ,'ain this, my earnest 
prayer, that YOU should give your fullest and attentive consideration to the 
above idea, and that YOU should fathom it for the sake of YOUR own edifica
tion and personal elevation to God. God has placed Himself and the 
whole Universe in the heart of every man! 

Thus, each man represents a separate mirror reflecting the Universe 
and its, Creator. Let us endeavor then, highly reverenced Sovereign, to 
preserve this mirror in us, in the greatest purity, that God should see in it 
at every hour, the reflection of HIMSELF and of his divine creation. 

Zurich, ix, 1798. 
JOHANN CASPAR LAVATER. 

----- -- ----------

• Evidently, the great Swiss physiognomist was better acquainted with the nature of living men than with 
tbat of disembodied spirits, since be attributes to the latter personality of human characteristics I : Transl.· 
. t \vh:>t would La"ater, Wi!b such exalted.and lofty, though rather too anthr0p<?morphic ideas about 

d .. embo<hed souls, say, to the mane and often sensei" .... messa~e." from the !lpnit World through tbe 
modern professional medium. What would he think of the materializations of .. three·toed" Lillies, punch
and tea-drinkin~ John Kings and the rcot of the astral crew? Thus it seems, that Spirit-letters were known 
before modern Spiritualism was born.-[Trans.] 
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THE LETTER OF A DEFUNCT TO HIS FRIEND ON EARTH, 

C01lCnning the State Of the Disembodied Spirits. 

I. 
At last, my beloved one, I am permitted to partially satisfy our mutual 

desire and to communicate to thee something of my present condition. I 
can tell thee very little, this once. All depends on the way thou shalt 
profit by my ad vices. 

I am aware how great is thy desire to learn something of my present 
state, as of that of the disembodied Spirits in general; but it is no greater 
than my own wish to let thee know all that can possibly be revealed. 

In him who loved in the material world, the faculty of loving increases 
enormously as soon as he becomes a denizen of the immaterial world. 
Together with such love, the desire to notify those on earth whom he loves, 
and to let them know all that is permitted to he said upon the subject, 
increases in him in the highest degree. 

II. 
First of all I have to explain to thee how, Without touching pen or 

paper, I have the possihilityof writing, and of conversing with thee in a 
tongue quite terrestrial and human, which tongue in my present normal state 
I can no longer comprehend. This alone must serve to throw a ray of light on 
the idea, concerning the way thou hast to conceive our actual and normal 
conditions. 

III. 
Imagine then, that my present state differs from the one that preceded, 

almost as much as the state of the hutterfly carrying itself about in the 
air, differs from the state it was in while a grub. I now represent just 
such a grub, transformed, fre",d and having survived already two trans
formations. 'Ve soar over the heads of the good, as butterflies circle 
round sweet-smelling flowers. Invisible to you mortals, visible but to 
the very few, at any rate, our light radiates softly around the head of every 
good, loving. and true Christian.-

[The idea of the luminous aura that surrounds the heads of Saints is 
based on this verity. Akin to this light, the light supernal is attracted to 
it, as it is only through the former that beatitude is possible. ] 

No unclean Spirit will ever dare, nor could he if he would, approach 
this light. 

Plunging into the light that surrounds the heads of good and pions 
persons, we acquire the faculty of perceiving their Selves. \Ve see the Self 
as it is, in reality. 

Every ray that emanates from it becomes for us a word, often a whole 
discourse. 

\Ve reply to its thoughts, but the man is not aware that it is we, who 
answer him. 'Ve stimulate in him ideas, which without our influence 
could otherwise never have entered his head, though the receptive faculty 
and predisposition to accept them is the heirloom of his Soul. i 

Thus a highly worthy man, and one capable of receiving light becomes 
in this manner an obedient and useful agent for the spirit to whom he is 
sympathetic and to whom he is anxious to impart his divine light.: 

• Sectarian feelinlls even in Spirits.-[ Trans/.) 
t Such are the ways and the modus operand. of the Planetary Dhyanis aDd the NirmaoakAyas, but not 

quite those of disembodied spirits of ex·" personalities ". Yet, great and saintly, indeed, must be the man or 
"oman who becomes worthy of such visitants! As a general rule such an inRuence i. esercised on the lower 
self by one's own Ego, a SpIrit surely, yet nol "disembodied ".- ~ Trans/.; 

~ Which of Ihe/rolcssion'" medIums anow .. r this description? Is it the drunken sots and epileptics we all 
know, or have hear 0(, who are such" highly worthy" people ?-(Trlllls/.J 
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IV. 
I have found such a self, or rather a man, possessing around him the 

required light, whom I can approach, and through whose instrumentality 
I now can talk with thee. \Vithout his means I should have found it 
impossible to enter into any relations with thee, human, oral, visible, or 
subjective; in short, I should have been unable to write to thee. 

V. 
But through this means thou shalt receive anonymous letters from a 

man quite unknown to thee, but who feels a powerful attraction to hidden 
and spiritual subjects. 

I soar over, and light upon him, almost as the holiest of spirits lighted 
upon the holiest of men after His baptism.· 

I influence him, I suggest in him thoughts. He writes them under my 
inspiration; I guide him by the light of my rays. 

\Vith a light touch I cause the chords of his soul to vibrate, in unison 
with our two individualities. He writes but that which I desire him to 
write. I write through him, and all my thoughts become his thoughts. 
He becomes happier, freer, more animated, and richer in ideas. 

It seems to him thai: he lives and floats in a more radiant and blissful 
space. He moves on lightly as a friend led arm in arm by another friend, 
and all this culminates in thy receiving from me a letter. He who writes 
considers himself free, and he is indeed so. No compulsion is felt by, or 
weighs over him-he is free, as are free two friends going arm in arm, yet 
mutually leading each other. 

Thou must feel, however, that my spirit is inter·related with thine, 
since thou assimilatest that which I tell thee; thou comprehendest my 
innermost thoughts. For to is once, enough. The day on which I dictated 
for thee this letter is called by you on earth-IS, ix, 1798. 

(To be (on/hlllld.) 

EDITOR'S NOTE.-We are sorry to see that in this case, as invariably as in 
almost all such cases of" Spirit. writing ", the latter is so far inferior to what the 
" medium ", if at all intellectual, might write himself. Those who read Lavater's 
fvorks, ami are acquainted with his keen intel/ect and the beauty of his style, will feel 
surprised that he should send such a meagre " Spirit" production to a highly intel· 
lectual Princess-as food for religious thought! The several letters from the venerable 
MAKARIOZENAGATH-aS the" Spirit" signs his other epistles-are, however, more 
in consonance with Lavater's style, religious gush notwithstanding. 
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or; Drr tJ P Dub tUtt . 

. , . 
MISTAKEN NOTIONS ON THE" SECRET DOCTRINE ". 

Ever since the publication of the Secret Doctrine Students of Theosophy 
(outside the inner ring of Occult Sciences) have complained that the 
teachings contained in the work do not satisfy them. One, mentioning 
the lengthy and rabid abuse of it by an old, though really insignificant, if 
brutal, enemy, takes me to task for leaving a door open to such criticism 
by taking too little into account modern science and modern thought (l> ; 
another complains that my explanations are not complete; thus, he says :-

" For the last ten years, I have been a close reader of theosophical literature. 
I have read and re-read the Suret Doctrine and collated passages, and nothing is 
more disheartening than to find some of the best explanations on Occult points, 
just as they begin to grow a little lucid, marred by a reference to some exoteric 
philosophy or religion, which breaks up the train of reasoning and leaves the 
explanation unfinished. . .. \\-e can understand parts, but we cannot get a 
succinct idea, particularly of the teachings as to Parabrahm (the Absolute) the 
1st and 2nd Logos, Spirit, Matter, Fohat, etc., etc." 

This is the direct and natural result of the very mistaken notion that 
the work I have called the" Secret Doctrine" had ever been intended by 
me to dovetail with modern Science, or to explain" occult points". I was 
and still am more concerned with facts than with scientific hypotheses. 
My chief and only object was to bring into prominence that the basic and 
fundamental principles of every exoteric religion and philosophy, old or 
new, were from first to last but the echoes of the primeval "Wisdom 
Religion". I sought to show that the TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, like Truth 
itself, was O,le; and that, however differing in form and color, the foliage of 
the twigs, the trunk and its main branches were still those of the same old 
Tree, in the shadow of which had developed and grown the (now) esoteric 
religious philosophy of the races that preceded our present man,kind on 
earth. 

This object, I believe I have carried out as far as it could be carried, in 
the first two volumes of the Secret Doctrille. It was not the occult philo
sophy of the esoteric teachings that I undertook to explain to the world 
at large, for then the qualification of "Secret" would have become like the 
secret of " Polichinelle" shouted in the manner of a stage a parle; but simply 
to give that which could be given out, and to parallel it with the beliefs and 
dogmas of the past and present nations, thus showing the original source of 
the latter and how disfigured they had become. If my work is, at this day 
of materialistic assumptions and universal iconoclasm, too premature for 
the masses of the profane-so much the worse for those masses. But it 
was not too premature for the earnest students of theosophy-except those, 
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perhaps, who had hoped that a treatise on such intricate correspondences 
as exist between the religions and philosophies of the almost forgotten 
Past, and those of the modern day, could be as simple as a shilling 
"shocker" from a railway stall. Even one system of philosophy at a 
time, whether that of Kant or of Herbert Spencer, of Spinoza or of 
Hartmann, requires more than a study of several years. Does it not 
therefore, stand to reason that a work which compares several dozens of 
philosophies and over half-a-dozen of world-religions, a work which has 
to unveil the roots with the greatest precautions, as it can only hint at the 
secret blossoms here and there--<:annot be comprehended at a first reading, 
nor even after several, unless the reader elaborates for himself a system for 
it ? That this can be done and ;s done is shown by the " Two Students 
of the E. S." They are now synthesizing the" Secret Doctrine", and 
they do it in the most lucid and comprehensive way, in this magazine. No 
more than anyone else have they understood that work immediately after 
reading it. But they went to work in dead earnest. They indexed it for 
themselves, classifying the contents in two portions-the exote,ic and the 
esoteric; and having achieved this preliminary labor, they now present the 
former portion to the readers at large, while storing the latter for their own 
practical instruction and benefit. Why should not every earnest theosophist 
do the same? 

There are several ways of acquiring knowledge: (a) by accepting blindly 
the dicta of the church or modern science; (b) by rejecting both and starting 
to find the truth for oneself. The first method is easy and leads to social 
respectability and the praise of men; the other is difficult and requires more 
than ordinary devotion to truth, a disregard for direct personal benefits 
and an unwavering perseverance. Thus it was in the days of old and so it 
is now, except perhaps, that such devotiDn to truth has been more rare in 
our own day than it was of yore. Indeed, the modern Eastern student's 
unwillingness to think for himself is now as great as Western exactions 
and criticism of other people's thoughts. 

He demands and expects that his" Path" shall be engineered with all 
the selfish craft of modern comfort, macadamized, laid out with swift rail
ways and telegraphs, and even telescopes, through which he may, while 
sitting at his ease, survey the works of other people; and while criticising 
them, look out for the easiest, in order to play at the Occultist and 
Amateur Student of Theosophy. The real" Path 'f to esoteric knowledge 
is very different. Its entrance is overgrown with the brambles of neglect, 
the travesties of truth during long ages block the way, and it is obscured 
by the proud contempt of self-sufficiency and with every verity distorted out 
of all focus. To push over the threshold alone, demands an incessant, 
often unrequited labor of years, and once on the other side of the entrance, 
the weary pilgrim has to toil up on foot, for the narrow way leads to 
forbidding mountain heights, unmeasured and unknown, save to those who 
have reached the cloud-capped summit before. Thus must he mount, step 
by step, having to conquer every inch of ground before him by his own 
exertions; moving onward, guided by strange land marks the nature of 
which he can ascertain only by deciphering the weather-beaten, half-
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defaced inscriptions as he treads along, for woe to him, if, instead of studying 
them, he sits by coolly pronouncing them" indecipherable". The" Doctrine 
of the Eye" is Ina)/a; that of the "Heart" alone, can make of him an 
elect. 

Is it to be wondered that so few reach the goal, that so many are called, 
but so few are chosen? Is not the reason for this explained in three lines 
on page 27 of the" Voice of the Silence"? These say that while" The 
first repeat in pride • Behold, I /;now', the last, they who in humbleness 
have garnered, low confess, • thus have I heard'''; and hence, become the 
only" chosen to. H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. 

Having read with much interest in .. Theosophical Siftings" the article by 
Dr. Franz Hartmann on" Capital Punishment", I venture to ask your opinion on 
the subject. I have long been sure that it is both useless and wrong to put 
murderers to death-convinced by the same reasons which Dr. Hartmann puts so 
cogently. Moreover, I have often maintained that since two wrongs do not make 
a right, matters cannot be mended by killing the man who has taken the life of 
another. Hence I feel that should I be called to serve on a jury in such a trial, I 
must either declare my views at the outset, which might result in the choice of a 
.. hanging" juryman in my place, or serve with the intention of not convicting the 
accused of wilful murder, no matter how guilty he might be proved. If that course 
were only to result in keeping the criminal in custody for the rest of his natural 
life, my conscience would be clear; but, as it might easily set him again at liberty, 
I feel in a dilemma. Will you kindly say in your next issue what your opinion is, 
and help perhaps more than one. 

PUZZLED STUDENT. 

(\Ve are equally with yourself opposed to capital punishment, so that 
your difficulty becomes our own. In the first place the" head" only of the 
juryman has to decide whether or not the accused has committed murder, 
and this is all the so-called" law" requires of him. Practically, however, 
since the juryman has, or ought to have, a "heart ", the law neglects an 
important factor in the problem, for if it punishes murder with death, the 
juryman, in deciding for a verdict of guilty, of necessity becomES an 
accessory in a fresh murder. But the" heart" of the people is beginning to 
protest against this " eye for an eye" cod.e and is refusing to render evil for 
evil. Capital punishment is nothing but a relic of Jewish barbarity. So 
that we are of opinion that this feeling should be fostered by open protest 
on every occasion, and by a refusal to participate in such half-human 
proceedings. The true physician cures the disease, and does not kill his 
patient. But we are afraid that the murder-doctors are in the majority for 
the moment, so that we can only protest. [Evs.]) 

SEVEN EARED WHEAT. 

Mr. Gardner's letter is the first piece of real evidence we have respecting the 
mummy wheat, which some time ago occupied the attention of botanists. The 
whole subject has been thrashed out, and in fact, is thus described in the most 
popular encyclop~dia at my disposal: .. No good evidence of its origin has been 
adduced j in fact it is as good as proved to be impossible; and the same variety 
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has long been in general cultivation in Egypt and neighboring countries. The spike 
is compound, a distinguishing character by which it is readily known, but which is 
not altogether permanent."-Chambers' EncyclopfZdia, vi. 608. 

The interesting part of the matter is the number of ears of the wheat in 
Pharaoh's dream (Genesis xli,S); the features are exactly those which we may 
expect to find in Egypt. The com is exactly of the ordinary Egyptian sort, in which 
six ears are always beneath one-the one central ear. If any other sort of wheat 
had been dellcribed, it would indeed have been a miracle. The wheat described 
is the ordinary wheat of Egypt; even a mighty king like Pharaoh could have 
scarcely been able to dream of wheat he was never likely to have seen. The 

shebbolim t:lJ,:l~ of Pharaoh's dream must not be confused with the alulllllltm 

t:l~~SN sheaves or bundles of Genesis xxxvii,S. The story gets spoilt by being 
decanted into the language of the British ploughman. 

C. CARTER BLAKE, Doct. Sci., F.T.S. 

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS. 

Can any explanation be given, compatible with justice, as to why animals should 
suffer such terrible agonies as in a recent fire in the South of England, which 
destroyed SOUle stables with sixteen horses? Such incidents are not uncolllmon. 
These poor creatures have none of the consolation arising from the powerful 
instinct possessing almost all human beings, with regard to the temporary nature of, 
and a1.;o the suTt,it'ing torture and destruction, and therefore suffer the morc acutely, 
their consciousness being centred in the prcsent moment. I have read allusions to 
this subject, but in no casc has any clear and intclligible explanation been given, 
compatible with that justice which is the corner-stonc of Theosophy. Transmigra
tion is rejected, and even if it were true, it would not furnish a valid reason why 
creatures deprived of highcr principles should thus suffer, since responsibility 
ceases with such a severancc. And on the other hand, if we once admit the possi
bility of useless or ulldeserved suffering, we open the door to what would undermine 
the philosophic views of Karma so gladly accepted by thinking persons who have 
been saddened by realising the varied vicissitudes of life, and the tragic fate of 
countless human beings, year after year_ lVlry should a Irarmltss creature lit bl/rnt 
fllit'e, or vit'istcttd? Whatever light, in the plainest language, can be thrown on the 
mystery of pain in thc animal world, would be thankfully accepted by many, as 
well as by ENQUIRER. 

(Animals do not sufrer so keenly as human heings, and do not remember 
suffering, unless reminded by the sight of the instruments of their pain, as 
for instance when a thrashed dog sees a whip. Animals again are almost 
immediately reincarnated in higher animal organisms. S'ifftrillg, moreover, 
is the cause of knowltdge, so that the incarnating entity gains experience, 
although the organism is tortured to death. Again physical suffering is on 
the lowest and most Mayavic plane, so that the animals although often 
suffering tortures physically, are free from the deeper miseries, with which 
sometimes man, even supposing him in perfect health and in the midst of 
luxury, is crucified unceasingly. Indeed, when reflecting on such problems 
and on the awful horrors of vivisection, we may sometimes be inclined to 
feel more sorrow for the vivisector than for his pain-racked victim, for the 
awful pangs of remorse that sooner or later will seize on the former, will 
outweigh a thousand times the comparatively momentary pain of the poor 
dumb sufferers.-[EDs.J). 
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Rtbit1us. 

TI1HERE are several useful lessons which may be gathered from" A Lover of 
eJ 1 f9 the Beautiful ... • Qne of these is that he who is bent upon becoming a 

philosopher in the true sense of the word should not marry; his great pursuit 
should be to him his only love, and its law, as revealed to him, his only field 
of activity. 

Another lesson is, that we cannot take in hand another nature, and train and 
mould it to our own ideal. Each nature being, from the standpoint of many of 
the readers of Lucifer, the outcome of the complicated moulding and kneading 
of untold ages of experiences, pleasures, and sufferings, it cannot in our short 
lifetime entirely change its characteristics. 

The heroine of this tale, nurtured and trained upon love, marries, as it were 
through misconception, a man of middle age, a philosopher and idealist, who 
hopes to raise her to his own great altitudes, which to her seem utterly cold· 
blooded and lifeless; from this standpoint he marries her, and he fails disastrously. 

But the story must be read in order to be comprehended. It is more useful 
for what it suggests than what it works out. It is quite possible the writer did 
not intend the lessons we gather, but the story being a possible and a natural 
one, these are the two most prominent lessons we have gleaned from it. It is 
to be especially recommended to the young; to those who, bent upon a lifelong 
pursuit of divine philosophy, may thus save themselves from the pursuit of 
various false ideals. .. S ... 

Once more we welcome a volume from the pen of the gifted author of " Light 
through the Crannies" and once again we may congratulate the public, and Mrs. 
Emily E. Reader, on good work well and gracefully performed. 

In "Echoes of Thought .. • we have a volume of pretty poems, and a most 
happily' chosen title, for the .. Echoes" remind us of a fair and peaceful valley 
with the bright sunlight dancing over its fruitful fields, and the pure breezes of 
heaven making all glad within; while by the .. Thoughts" we are drawn to lift 
our eyes upwards and contemplate the grandeur and sublimity of the towering 
mountains, which have given the" echoes ,. birth. 

Where so many charming verses greet us it is difficult to single out any for 
especial notice, but perhaps from De Projundis may best be gathered the key 
note of the whole :-

.. Out of darkness into sunlight, 
All uDtrammelled, glad, and free 

I have passed from mystic twilight 
Into glorious certainty. 

I have cast earth's doubts behind me, 
As the swaddling clothes of youth, 

And I walk with nought to bind me 
In an atmosphere of Truth." 

-------
... A Lover of tbe Beautiful ", B)' Lad)' Carmanben, !\lac !\lilian and Co, 
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"A Voice from Hades" will be a great favorite with lovers of truth profound 
wedded to musical rhyme. Space forbids more than the quotation of the closing 
verse of this elegant little poem ;-

.. Oh! soul, wilt thou listen' 'Tis not for thee, 
This cadence of woe and misery; 
For thou art beyond and above the height, 
,V here is hope, where is life, and joy and light. 
In a haven of rest, shalt thou find thy part, 
And be wed to the soul, poor human l.eart.·' 

Echoes of Thought from Baby-land will be not the least welcome portion of the 
tasteful volume of which it forms a part, and the slightly comic touches will call 
up many a smile upon the lips of tender mothers. 

"The Pilgrims ", by Mr. Charles Fox, is best described by the words on the 
title page as "An Allegory of the Soul, a Progress from the Earthly to the 
Heavenly State" conveyed in slightly veiled satire on the common life of 
average humanity and the institutions of civilisation. Current religions, and 
the churches connected therewith, are the special targets for Mr. Fox's shafts 
of ridicule. From the Preface and closing words of this book, we see that its 
author at least, means well. X. 

THE BIOLOGY OF DAILY LIFE,· 

THE somewhat modest title of this unpretending-looking \'olume, containing little 
over one hundred pages, gives not the smallest indication of the series of startling 
shocks which await 01lT unprepared minds as we carefully follow the author's able 
presentation of his subject, Shocks, that is, if we have hitherto taken for granted 
that our doctors are our best friends, their science unimpeachable, and the familiar 
" druggist's II shop a necessary accompaniment of our present daily and social life. 

For we rise from reading Mr. Nevill's work with the bewildering conviction that, 
grail/inK his hypotheses-an attempt to give a few of which, will be made-to be 
correct. the conclusions he draws therefrom, if practically carried out. will lead in 
due course, to a complete revolution of medical science. and an almost total 
disappearance of chemists' shops-nay, even to that of the medical profession 
itself as it now stands constituted! Granting that these statements appear extra
vagant and even ridiculous, we maintain, nevertheless, that a careful study of 
Mr. Nevill's work will go far to convince every unprejudiced mind that there is 
indeed no escape from the deductions to be drawn from his arguments-if they are 
based upon careful and correct experiment and investigation. 

As. however, it is almost impossible within the limits of a short review, to do any
thing like full justice to the subject matter of this clear and well-written text-book 
on the Science of Health, we will endeavor briefly to present-in due order-a few 
of the hypotheses given by !vIL "evill, COlli mending to all who would judge of its 
merits fairly and fully for themselves a careful study of his work; therein they will 
find facts and arguments marshalled with singular ability and judgment, inas
much as Mr. Nevill lays many of olir best known biologists and chemists under 
contribution; Herbert Spencer, Huxley, Klein, and Koch being the first names out of 
many others that occur to us, whose works are quoted from by the author. Mr. Nevill 
clears the way for the understanding of the line of argument he adopts, by 

• ,. The Biology of Daily Life." By John Henry Napper Nevill, M.A., sometime a Student of Medicine in 
Trinity College, the Royal Colleg .. of Surgeons. and the Meath Hospital. Dublin. London: I\e,...., Paul, 
Trench, TrIlbner, and Co. (Limit.,q). 
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glvlUg some passages from Herbert Spencer's "Synthetic Philosophy" 011 the 
scope of Biology. This, he says, he does for two reasons:-

I. .. To present the reader with the fullest and clearest explanation obtainable, of the 
meaning of the words ' Biology' and ' Biological' ... 

2 ... To show what are those principles or conclusions of this science, which Herbert 
Spencer takes as fundamental or axiomatic, in constructing his system." 

And, he further gives, as the cause which led him, in the first instance, to the 
writing of his book, the following :-

.. Last March, a German professor of Chemistry wrote to me from a town in Saxony, 
asking for an • exhaustive and impartial' account of the system of Mr. Joseph Wallace. 
This set me to try and explain so far as I could (keeping carefully to the outside of the 
system itself) the connexion between Wallace's discoveries, and generally accepted scientific 
teaching in Chemistry and Biology." 

Here we have, of course, the" motif" of the work undertaken by Mr. Nevill. 
He commences with a short chapter upon "The Law of Interchange", a term he 
gives to the mutual dependence of the three kingdoms-animal, vegetable, and 
mineral; an acknowledged portion of which law he declares to be. that .. Animals 
draL.' directly or indirectly their whole sustenance from the organized lIIatter "Ii.'hich plants 
haile elaborated". This theory he very ably discusses for several pages, demon
strating at the same time the fallacy-so common in medical works-of treating 
biological processes from the standpoint of chemistry, and pointing out that the 
very existence of an organism depending, as it does, upon its power of assimilation, 
it necessarily follows that a distinction, based upon marked difference in the mode 
of assimilation must be a most important distinction. Such is, in fact, the distinc
tion between the vegetable and animal organisms described by Mr. Nevill in his 
chapter on the "Law of Interchange ". The corollary of all this being, to quote 
his own words, that:-

.. No subsulICe can be received into tl" animal body, as a portion of it. true strudure. ~f presellte,t 
to that body in an unorgallised state: alld, further, the more closely the food (as call1t,date for 
assimiialiull into the animal organism) call be prtstllted to that animal organism in th, exact 
state of orgallisatioll in whicl, it auled '" the t·egetable structure, the more fUlly will the law of 
illt"change be fulfilled." Again," all chemical processes", he says ... disorganise the tissues 
of plants or animals"; and the following will be found most significant, in this connection; 
.. If we attend to the full meaning of the teachings of eminent writers on medical jurispru
dence. to the medical evidence in trials for poisoning. as well as to the experience of the 
vast army of medical practitioners, in any standard summary, we shall find a complete 
agreement upon OIU point. We may express this in the short maxim, ALL MEDICINES 
ARE DRUGS; or, more accurately, all the mineral alld most of the vegetable mtdicilles ill (011'111011 

use are veritable drugs, i.e., tIIey do /lot pass e/ltirely out of tl" system." 

This theory is elaborated in Chap. iii. where Mr. Nevill deals fully with the drug 
question, and is occupied principally in pointing out the difference between" a true 
medicine" and a .. drug". He says further :-

.. All drugging is detrimental in two ways": .. First, it puts foreign, and therefore disease
producing material, into the texture of the body; and by so doing it also, sleolldly, strikes at 
the most fundamental law of organic life. viz., the law of COlltillUOUS ,hallge. This law may be 
expressed thus: The existell" of any organism deptlllis UPOIl its beill/( able to mailltaill a process of 
,hallge, ill contilluous adjustment fi.'it" its surroulldill.js. (See Herbert Spencer and other writers 
on Biology. passim.) Drugs are essentially illtractable, and do not lend themselves to a process 
of change. In their mildest and least harmful forms. they obstruct and dam the river of the 
water of 'physical life. Hut this is at the best. No language can convey an adequate notion 
of the miseries which drugs (whether introduced under the guise of food, drink, or medicine) 
have brought upon mankind." 

This, it must be admitted, is strong language, but, if justijied alld bor"e out by facts 
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-hardly, we should be inclined to say, strong enough. In Chap. iv, the" germ .. 
theory is dealt with in a masterly manner, the general tenor of the arguments being 
that the much.maligned Bacteria are not the caustS, but the cOl/comita,lIs of death; 
that they play the same part as the vultures, which, from their presence around a 
corpse so immediately after death, might suggest that they had killed the animal 
they were devouring. A discussion on red and white corpuscles and on Huxley's 
"protoplasm theory" follows; and then, having demolished the theories of others 
Mr. Nevill proceeds to construct his own. In Chap. vii. we find an acc:mnt of 
"the origin of diseases" and a four· fold classification of them as adopted by Mr. 
Wallace; of these we give merely the headings . 

.. First Form.-Simple inflammatory form, a ' fermentation' caused by leucocytes . 

.. Second Forl1l.-The same (first form) complicated by drugging, or any hindrance to 
Nature's efforts at expulsion, thereby compelling a reabsorption . 

.. Third Form.-The same (first form) complicated by stimulants of the Fusel oil type 

.. Fourth Foym.-The gouty habit." 

Mr. Nevill then concludes his remarkable little book with these most significant 
words:-

.. • . . How much of that strange restlessness, combined with a still more strange 
narrowness, and even crampedness of mind-like the fixed unfixedness of a monomaniac's 
ideas, which characterizes so much of what passes for scientific speculation-may be very 
easily explained as due to drugged brains.. . The general truth, that a drugged 
organism cannot heal itself, has been taught us, in the fact, acknowledged by every honest 
medical man, that no truly org,lI.i. d,sease is cllrable • 

.. But have we not had more than enough of that wretched lesson? Cannot we now tum 
to the converse truth, that nn limit call "" set to the C/rrabilit)' of disCl/sc-orgall;' as "ell as 
j.41Ictiolllll-il. 1111 ulldrttggr,{ 111 • .1 riglrtly1ed bodl'? 

.. To this Iact I can testify, from my own observation and practice. But once the fact is 
fully grasped, and when the study of these general truths, as illustrated throughout the 
living world, has woven into the conceptions of things, then we shall realize something of 
the enormous mischiefs which the disregard of nature's clear teaching has caused, and 
(happier and more useful result) the limitless advantages of attending to this teaching." 

We most heartily concur with Mr. Nevill in wishing that this happy state of 
things may speedily come about. Any system that will hdp us towards a return to 
simpler diet, and healthier modes of life-" pure living and high thinking "~annot 
but meet with a careful attention and study, at the hands of all true Theosophists. 

A. C. 
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~btnlinpbical Actibititli. 

THE EAST. 

THE President has issued a memorandum calling attention to the success which 
is attending the propaganda of Theosophy, and announcing a course of weekly 
lectures to be delivered at Adyar on Saturdays. E. Douglas Fawcett is to give a 
course of nine fortnightly lectures on "The Problem of the Universe in relation 
to Modem Thought ", reviewing the Western system of philosophy, investigating 
the genesis and evolution of the human mind, and showing the bearing of Theo· 
sophical teaching on these vast questions. The platform will be occupied on the 
alternate Saturdays by Dr. J. Bowles Daly, Mr. Richard Harte, and Colonel Olcott. 

The General COl/neil J[((t",g of the Theosophical Society at Adyar, Madras, 
which was fixed for May, 1890, has been postponed to December, the delegates 
from the Northern and Eastern Sections being unable to travel on account of the 
excessive heat in India, which is said to be exceptionally severe. 

In referring to the Wesak festival, which has become a Government holiday 
through the energy of the Theosophical Society, for" on the full moon day of the 
1I10nth of Wesak (May Jrd) 2"J..H years ago was born Priuce Siddhartha, Maya's 
Son, the Buddha of the present Kalpa "-the editor of the Bllddhist. while review
ing the past year, says: 

.. The past year has been one of great encouragement. Ten new branches of the Theo
sophical Society have been formed and incorporated. Several schools have been opened 
for Buddhist boys. The Women's Educational Society have opened three schools; the 
numbers of members have increased to 1,800. The noble order of the Sangha have dis
played greater energy and activity in joining with our Society in the work of strengthening 
the people in their ancient philosophy. Buddhist officials under Government, holding the 
high oath'e ranks of Mudaliyar and Ratemahatmaya, have been bolder in coming forward 
and working openly and honestly for the cause of their ancient religion. The noble example 
of strict impartiality set by the Governor of this Island, though it has aroused the indigna
tion of Christians, has enabled the subjects of this land to profess their national creed with
out fear of persecution. The missionary spirit is being roused throughout the country-and 
a closer spiritual union is spreading among the natiens who accept the Dharma of Buddha 
as the guide of their life to Nirvana." 

Out of the many notices of the Branches in Ceylon and their acth'ity. perhaps 
it will be interesting to select the following: 

.. The Moggaliputta Theosophical Society. Dikwella, is doing good work. They opened 
a Boys' School on the 2Jrd of March last. In commemoration whereof they gave alms to 
the poor. fed the . Buddhist Bikshus. and three days were spent in doing good work. The 
1st day's almsgiving was in memory of our late beloved brother Powell; the :md day's was 
in commemoration of the Theosophical Society; and the Jrd was the people's day." 

E S G I..\ S D. 

We are glad to be able to report great progress with our Head Quarters, for 
we determined not to await the completion of the necessary sum ere commencing 
operations. The large room which will be utilised as a read:ng-room, and, on 
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Thursdays, for the meetings of the Blavatsky Lodge, is finished, and now only 
needs its furniture. For that it will have to wait a little, for we do not intend to 
run into debt, and all the necessary building must be done before we begin 
furnishing. In this way the shells will all be complete and paid for. and the 
rest must be done as funds permit. 

The room which is being built for the work of the Esoteric section is almost 
complete; this is being made to open out of H. P. Blavatsky's study, so that the 
Head of the Section may have the work done there under her immediate super· 
vision. What was the double dining.room of the house is now the study and 
library of H. P. Blavatsky, while the old drawing. room is being divided into 
drawing.room and secretaries' writing.room. In this way every inch of space is 
being utilised. Each member of the staff has a private room-though some are 
rather small-furnished to serve as bedroom and workroom. 

It is hoped that residence at Head Quarters may be possible by the middle of 
july, and all are looking forward to this concentration of work as of the greatest 
help to the cause. At present so much time is lost in travelling from one place 
to another. but in future all the regular staff will be within touch of each other, 
and of their head. 

We are hoping that sufficient funds will quickly be sent in, so that we may 
bring the work to a conclusion. Some Theosophists have helped most liberally, 
bllt a large number have done absolutely nothing, and that is not as it should be. 
Within the next few weeks the necessary fund ought to be completed, and will 
be completed if each member feels his or her duty as the few have felt, and 
discharged, theirs. 

After the middle of july all correspondence addressed to Mme. Blavatsky, or to 
any member of the staff, must be directed to 19 Avenue Road, Regent·s Park, 
London, S.W. 

The Theosophical Publication Society is cosmopolitan in its constitution, and 
international in its field of action. It was originally formed in 1888, (under the 
name of the T. P. S.) for the purpose of supplying those who were already 
students of Theosophy and the occult sciences, with literature on these subjects in 
a cheap and available form, and at the same time awakening the general public 
to a sense of the absorbing interest and immense importance of Theosophy. With 
this double purpose in view. the Theosophical Publication Society has issued from 
time to time, and as frequently as possible, original essays explanatory of 
Theosophy, as well as reprints of articles of vallie buried in the back numbers of 
magazines. In the year 188g, the second volume of the Theosophical Publication 
Society took the name of the" Theosophical Siftings", and in june of the same 
year a lending library was formed for the use and benefit of the subscribers to 
the said journal. Now, in 18qo, the number of books in this lending library have 
augmented to 254 volumes. amongst them being many rare and valuable works on 
Theosophy and Occultism. Catalogues are sent post free to any address on 
receipt of rd. stamp, on application to Countess Constance Wachtmeister, Manager 
of the Theosophical Publication Society, 

Brighton.-Mr. Kingsland's work during the past few weeks has resulted in the 
formation of a new Branch of the Society in this town. The inaugural meeting 
was held on Sunday the 1st june, when it was decided to call the new Branch 
"The Brighton Lodge of the Theosophical Society". Mr. Edward Ellis, M.A. 
was elected President, and Mr. W. Siebenhaar, Secretary and Treasurer. The 
rules of the new Lodge were then considered and passed, being substantially the 
l'ame as those adopted by the Blavatsky and other Lodges. Mr. Kingsland, in 
presenting the Charter of Incorporation on behalf of the Council of the Theosophical 
Society, referred to the early history of the Society and its small beginnings in 
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1875, and to its subsequent growth and progress as being far more extensive than 
that which had been originally contemplated by the founders. This he attributed 
to the wide and varied interests which are included in the principles of Theosophy, 
so that whdher a man is attracted by one aspect of the subject or another, whether 
he study;: from a scientific point of view, or from a philosophical, or metaphysical 
standpoint, or from its relation to social problems or to religion, he cannot fail 
to find an answer to many problems which he has hitherto perhaps regarded as 
insoluble; presenting as it does a rational view of human life and progress, and 
collecting under one system all the isolated and apparently contradictory phases 
of human experience and evolution. Subsequently it was arranged to form a 
lending library for the use of members of the Lodge, and of others who might be 
interested in the subject, and to hold meetings of the Lodge on the first Sunday of 
each month to stlldy and discuss the" Key to Theosophy." 

IRELAND. 

Dubli" Lodge.-It is curious for an observer to note the effect that the present 
disturbance in religious thought has upon the little country once known as the 
"Isle of Saints". Curious, inasmuch as no nation in the world is at once so 
religious, so mystical, so intelligent, or so superstitious; endowed withal with a 
reckless "trust in God" that finds its expression in every sort of wildness, of idea 
and act, so long as all are of the same creed, the Devil, the Priest, and the Virgin, 
are found to be equally subjects for humor; but let an Irishman once believe that 
you seriously discredit the traditions of his Religion, and on that score at least, YOll 

can get no more fun out of him. The sappers and miners of the Theosophical 
Society-Spiritualism and Materialism-have left their mark here as in all other 
countries, though in a far less degree; and the effect has been amongst the 
masses, only to tighten the knot of their own religion; and, while generally it 
has been the habit to start" making one's sowl" about the age of forty, many 
seeing their brothers and sisters slipping away from the truth, have become 
religious devotees long before the time had arrived for them to turn their 
attention to "spiritual matters ". Hence, Freedom's pioneers in this land 
have perhaps somewhat helped bigotry; but anything which will make persons 
think of their "sowl" is deserving of praise. It will be readily understood, 
therefore, that the Theosophical Society here has to work upon somewhat 
delicate grounds; but bit by bit our Lodge is gaining more and more standing 
room. With the educated classes, the very novelty of a place in Dublin 
:where persons can meet to discuss matters religious, philosophic, and scien· 
tlfic, with absolute freedom and each from his own I'tandpoint, is attracting 
like magic. Some attend for the purpose of saving (hecause worth savin!-(l 
the ," set of liberal but benighted young persons" whilst others assist us 
because they consider that such tolerance and liberal·mindedness is worthy of 
support. Amongst a nation of orators, it is needless to say that there is little lack 
of rhetorical ability. At ollr public meetings speech after speech follow in brilliant 
sllccession, and the flow of discussion is often sustained until a late hour. There 
is seldom now a smaller attendance than forty.five persons; the last meeting 
numbered fifty, and we anticipate between sixty and seventy people next night, 
(june 4th), the last of the session, when a debate will be held on .. Theosophy 
and Socialism ", to be opened by a paper on the subject by :'\Ir. E. A. Neale. Our 
Lodge will then close its public meeting" I1ntil the 1st of October, when it will 
re·open with a conversazione, to which all visitors who have favored us with their 
attendance during the past session will be invited. The midsummer general meet· 
ing will be held toward the end of June, and at this, the section" into which the 
lodge divided itself for study this session, viz, .. Secret Doctrine", .. Socialism ", 
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" Hypnotism", "Positivism" will present their reports. Among the well.to·do 
classes, Theosophy is becoming more and more known and talked about. No 
doubt many fear to even allow themselves to think about such heretical doctrines, 
but these are persons who, if their intellect once asserted itself would outshine all 
in their work for the cause. Some time must yet elapse ere Roman Catholicism 
amongst the masses can be uprooted i but when the time does come, the Theo. 
sophical Society will have a band of workers now undreamed Of.-CLAUDE F. 
WRIGHT, Sec. 

AMERICA. 
Our brother, W. Q. judge, is organising a system by which valuable and 

interesting papers, read at a Branch meeting, may be circulated among the other 
Branches, .. particularly among those weak in membership or in capacity for 
originating discussion". .. He believes that the result of an organised and regular 
system of circulation will he three·fold: 1st. to greatly extend the range of the 
best and newest Theosophical thought i 2nd, to supply weak Branches with 
interesting matter for instruction and debate: 3rd, to promote the attractiveness 
in Branch meetings which will make them sought by intelligent outsiders. thus 
giving the Branches a status in their communities, and tending to increase both 
their growth and influence. Having secured the consent of the Executive Com· 
mittee to the plan, he now proposes to print from time to time on the Aryan press 
a selected paper, and mail a copy to each Branch. The number of papers issued, 
will depend upon the amount of attention he and his aids can spare from the 
constantly.increasing work of the office, and also upon the funds placed at his 
disposal by the Branches and individuals. While no certain periodicity can be 
pledged, it is thought that a bi.weekly issue will prove practicable." 

Mrs. Annie Wolf, President of the Krishna Branch of the Theosophical Society, 
in Philadelphia, is reported in the Oakland Daily Evening Tribune as being .. a 
\'oluminous writer 011 Theosophical and ~Ietaphysical topics, and is a very pleas. 
ing speaker ". She gave a successful lecture on the" Ethics of Theosophy" a 
short time ago, and pleaded for earnestness and practical work. Mrs. \Volf is at 
present in England. 

The Theosophical COIlt'tllticm held ill Chicago, April, 181)0. 

The Convention was called to order in the Assembly room of Palmer House, 
Chicago, at 10.30, April 27th, by William Q. judge as General Secretary. Dr. j. D. 
Buck was elected, temporary chairman, and Elliott B. Page, Assistant Secretary. 
On a ballot Dr. Buck was elected permanent chairman of the Convention. The 
delegates and proxies were received. All Theosophical Branches in the United 
States were represented except two. Many members were present from dis· 
tant parts of the country who were not delegates to the Convention. They 
showed the greatest interest in the matter, and many of them were new members 
taken into the Society since the last Convention. One of the delegates, Dr. 
Anderson, came especially for the Convention all the way from California, others 
arrived from Wisconsin, and still others from so far south as Kansas City. Brother 
A. B. Griggs, President of the Boston Theosophical Society, brought with him the 
new Branch pamphlet, which is an excellent model for Branches to use. It contains 
the Epitome of Theosophy. A copy was given to each person present, and was read 
with interest. Brother Bertram Keightley was received as delegate from England 
and representative of H. P. Blavatsky. The General Secretary then read his 
Report, which was accepted i and he then read communications to the Convention 
from the following foreign Branches and Sections: Great Britain, Russia, Greece, 
Switzerland, Spain, Belgium, Ireland, Liverpool, and West of England. 
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In the afternoon, a very large and intelligent audience was present, completely 
filling the room. Dr. Buck read his address, in which he showed that the world 
had never done anything for Theosophy, but that the latter, being the mani. 
festation of divinity in man, and thus at the bottom of all the great world religions, 
had done everything for the world. 

A communication was then read from H. P. Blavatsky by Brother B. Keightley, 
who was received with enthusiastic applause. In this letter, she reviewed the work 
done, and the progress made by the Theosophical Society in India, England and 
America. Concluding this congratulatory review, she continued: .. \\'hat oUhe com
ing year? and first a word of warning. As the preparation for the new cycle pro
ceeds, as the forerunners of the new sub-race make their appearance on the American 
continent, the latent psychic and occult powers in man are beginning to germinate 
and grow_ Hence the rapid spread of such mo\'ements as Christian Science, Mind 
Cure, Metaphysical Healing, Spiritual Healing, and so forth. All these movements 
represent nothing but different phases of the exercise of those growing powers, as 
yet misunderstood, and, therefore, but too often ignorautly misused. Understand, 
once for aU, that there is nothing' spiritual' or • divine' in any of these manifesta
tions. The cures effected by them are due simply to the unconscious exercise of 
occult power on the lower planes of nature, usually of Prana--or life-currents". 
Continuing, the letter asserted that the claim that these cures are effected by a 
healing process to the mind, means simply conscious or unconscious interference 
with the free mental action of the person treated, and that this is simply" Black 
Magic". After dilating upon the dangers in this direction, the letter refers to 
modem movements. Thus she writes; .. The Nationalist movement is applied 
Theosophy". In conclusion she said; "What I said last year remains true to-day, 
that is, that ethics of Theosophy are more important than any divulgement of 
psychic laws and facts. The latter relate wholly to the material and evanescent 
part of the septenary man, but the ethics sink into and take hold of the real man 
-the re-incarnating Ego. \\"e are outwardly creatures of but a day; within we 
are eternal. Learn, then, well the doctrines of Karma and Re-incarnation, and 
teach, practice, and promulgate that system of life and thought which alone can 
save the coming races. Do not work merely for the Theosophical Society, but 
through it for humanity. May Theosophy grow more and more a living power in 
the lives of each one of our members, and may the coming year be yet more 
full of good work and healthy progress than the one just closing, is the wish of 
your humble co-worker and fellow-member." 

Mrs. M. M. Phelon of the Ramayana Theosophical Society, Chicago, then read 
a paper entitled "The Narrow Path ". Dr. Buck then asked that Mr. Judge 
speak on Karma and Re-incarnation, and, the audience calling for him, he 
explained them at length. 

In the evening, about ISO of the delegates and members re-assembled, and 
proceedings began by an excellent paper from Dr. Anderson, of San Francisco, 
entitled" Materialism, Agnosticism, and Theosophy". Brother A. B. Griggs, 
moved the following resolutions, which were carried unanimously :-

Resolved. That this Convention deplores the absence, as it does the late severe 
sickness, of Madame H. P. Blavatsky, but needs no assurance that her thought 
is, and ever will be, with the cause of Theosophy and its workers in America. 

Resolvtd. That this Convention desires to express its allegiance and earnest 
loyalty to her as benefactor and guide, and recognises that through her efforts 
has come to it, and to the world, one of the mightiest impulses towards truth that 
have ever transformed despair into aspiration and hope. 

Resolved. That the substance of these resolutions be at once cabled to Madame 
Blavatsky by the general secretary. 

2" 
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Brother B. Keightley then read a paper upon "Practical Theosophy in Daily 
Life ", particularly intended for members. He thought it was commonly believed 
that Theosophy is unpractical and hazy, too addicted to metaphysics and useless 
speculation: urged that all who desire to become real Theosophists begin by 
realising it on the inner planes of being, Karma being kept in view, and then in 
dealings with others; advocated organised co.operation, and illustrated it in cases 
of Branch members and those at large; warmly endorsed the Tract Mailing 
Scheme; urged support to Theosophical magazines, now published at a loss; 
mentioned that sixty per cent of the subscribers to Lucifer were non.Theosophists, 
and argued that seeing a magazine in a branch library is not a substitute for per· 
sonal support of it, nor gives chance for close study; advised effort and unselfish 
work by Branches as such; favored open meetings; set forth the duty of Theo· 
sophical instruction to children, and made clear their Karmic claim to it. 

After the adjournment at nine o'clock, about fifty members met in the private 
rooms of the Palmer Honse for interchange of views and facts. There were also 
meetings of the Esoteric Section at different times. and much earnestness was 
shown. 

On the second day the delegates reassembled at 9.45. Dr. Buck took the chair. 
The Chairman read a paper on the" Pursuit of Pleasure". The following papers 
were then read by title, there not being time to read them in full: "Self is the 
Lord of Self", from California; II Theosophy, a Promoter of Altruism ", by Mary 
B. Horton; "Re·incarnation ", by Ch. L. H. Michelsen; "Hints to students of 
Theosophy", by Dr. T. Docking; and "What think ye of Christ"" by Elizabeth 
A. Kingsbury. All of the General Secretary's recommendations were then adopted, 
except that one suspending the initiation ceremony, and that was laid on the table 
until next Convention. A committee to submit amendments to the Constitution 
was appointed; being William Q. Judge, R. A. Parker, and A. B. Griggs. A vote 
of confidence in H. P. Blavatsky, Colonel Olcott, and William Q. Judge was then 
passed, and also a vote of thanks to Alexander Fullerton for his services. Brother 
Griggs then presented the new pamphlet of the Boston Theosophical Society 
which had been circulated in the Convention. Short addresses were given by 
Drs. Phelon, La Pierre, and Buck. The Convention then went into Executive 
Session, and elected the following members of Council for a year: General A. 
Doubleday, Elliott B. Page, Mrs. S. A. Harris, Judge O'Rourke, Allen Griffiths, 
R. A. Parker, Mrs. Phelon, W. S. Wing, Donald Nicholson, Lillie A. Long, 
Alexander Fullerton, john M. Wheeler, Dr. R. j. Nunn, George M. Stearns, A. O. 
Robinson, George E. Wright, Dr. Buck, john H. Scotford, Dr. Ammi Brown, W. 
Throckmorton, Dr. Q. J. Winsor, Louise A. Off, Mrs. Brainard, Mrs. Wyman, and 
and Mrs. Gestefeld. On motion the Assistant Secretary cast the vote of the 
Convention for William Q. judge as General Secretary and Treasurer. The new 
Executive Committee elected is, A. Fullerton, E. A. Neresheimer, Dr. Buck, A. B. 
Griggs, Dr. La Pierre, and General A. Doubleday. 

An animated talk arose here upon Brother Griggs inviting the Com'ention of 
1891 to Boston, he declaring Tremont Temple could probably be filled; but so 
many wanted Chicago that it was adopted. The newspapers took advantage of 
this discussion and said there was strife, but such was not the case, as all was 
harmonious, and in this matter quite full of humor. The question of a delegate to 
India arose, and Brother S. Thomas stated that he would perhaps go there, and 
the Convention directed the Executive Committee to give him credentials as 
delegate in case he should be able to go. The Convention then adjourned at 
I p.m. sine dit. 

A tt'legram of greeting was receivt'd from H. P. Blavatsky just after adjourn. 
ment. 
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The utmost harmony reigned during all the meetings, and great interest was 
shown. 

Berlram Keightley's Lectures.-Bertram Keightley reached Omaha, Nebraska, on 
March 31st, but was much broken down from overwork and his recent illness in 
California, and was laid up until April 6th. On the evening of that date he lectured 
in Unity Church upon a .. General view of Theosophy"; on the 8th he again 
lectured on .. Reincarnation"; and on the 9th visited Lincoln, Nebraska, where 
he held three meetings, and returned to Omaha to give a farewell lecture on 
.. Karma". Arriving at Sioux City, Iowa, during his stay there he gave three 
public lectures and three .. parlor talks", to use an Americanism. The lectures 
were entitled, .. Theosophy and the Theosophical Society"; .. Karma and Re· 
incarnation"; and the" Theosophic Conception of Evolution". Branches have 
subsequently been founded at Lincoln and Sioux City. Since then Mr. Keightley 
has given numerous lectures, both public and private, at Cincinnati, Chicago, 
Muskegon, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, etc.; in fact his later activity is quite on a 
par with his unflagging energy before his illness. There is no doubt that the tour 
of our brother, Bertram Keightley, has been an unqualified success, and that he 
has given quite a fresh impetus to Theosophy in the l:nited States. 

OBITUARY NOTICE. 

We greatly regret to announce the death, by accidental drowning. of E. D. 
\\'alker, F.T.S., author of one of our most invaluable works ... Reincarnation", a 
member of the Aryan Theosophical Society. New York City. This regret is 
intensified because, as is reported, Mr. Walker was compiling material for a 
companion work on .. Karma ".-The Path. 

SWEDEN. 

Since our last letter to Lllcifer, nothing of great importance has occurred in 
our Lodge. 

On the 19th of April the President had a large reception in his home for 
the members of the Theosophical Society and several other persons; and the 
Corresponding Secretary's last reception for the season was on May 18th. 

A very lively and interesting discussion was held at one of our monthly 
meetings on an article written by one of our younger members, entitled, .. Selfish. 
ness the Curse of Mankind." On this occasion a member of the Council expressed 
his sympathies with the ideas of Edward Bellamy, referring to the views pro· 
claimed in the said article. The grand ideas of this author on Sociaiism have 
so many analogies with Theosophy that they are sure to be embraced with the 
greatest interest. 

Many translations have of late been made by members. One, "The voice of 
the Silence ", has just been sent to us. At our meetings different translations 
have been read, e.g., "The Dweller ofthe Threshold" and .. Esoteric Christianity." 
In our last two publications, Mrs. Annie Besant's brilliant article, .. Theosophy for 
the profane", bas been inserted, among others. 

We have had the pleasure of receiving many valuable books for our Lending 
Library, which is open to members during the whole summer. 

A. C. 
24 A. 
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"<Going ~o anb lro in the 05arth." 
THE Rev. J. B. Bartlett has the following in The Boys' Own Pap". 

A GLIMPSE OF THE "FOURTH DIMENSION." 

"Take a strip of paper of any convenient length and breadth, bend it into a ring, 
ghing it a half twist on the way, and uniting the ends with gum. It will then 

~ _____ • appear as above. Now if you divide this 
ring lengthwise along the dotted line, what 
result will follow? At first sight it certainly 
looks as if you would produce two similar rings. 
Take a pair of scissors, and try! You will 
find, when you have cut through the length of 
the ring, that instead of having two you still 

possess one ring or band, but twice the length of the original one, and with a double 
twist or " kink" in it difficult to describe. On repeating the cut, you will, however, 
obtain two bands, curiously linked together, and inseparable. The experiment may be 
varied, with equally unforeseen consequences, either by commencing the first cut at 
a distance from the edge of the ring equal to one·third of its breadth, and continu
ing twice round until the band is divided, or by giving the paper an tIItire twist 
before gumming. 

"A little consideration will perhaps enable you to account for these singular 
results, the strangeness of which, I may add, has been thought to afford some sort 
of illustration of what is called the fourth dimensions-a condition of existence 
other than ours, with regard to which men of abstract science have recently 
indulged in some remarkable speculations bearing on the nature of the spiritual 
world. 

" For the information of those to whom such speculations are new I will brieRy 
explain that what we know as space is contained in three dimensions-viz., length, 
breadth, and heighth; and by these three dimensions all our movements are cir
cumscribed. But it is conceivable that another race of beings may exist who can 
move and see in a/ourtn direction (which we may describe as inwardness, but which 
is only known to us in theory). Such a condition of existence, although super
natural to us, yet may be normal and natural to spiritual beings. At any rate, the 
possibility of this fourth dimension has become a matter of speculation to certain 
able mathematicians, and the subject has even a religious value, as affording an 
answer to those who deny the existence of anything which is outside the sphere of 
sense and experience, by showing that the supernatural is not necessarily opposed 
to the convictions of the highest scientific minds." 

But why should Mr. Bartlett speak of the supernatural? Actions on planes other 
than our own are as natural as are ours on our plane. A bee might as well regard 
a man as supernatural. 

In a Catechism published some years for the instruction of young children, the 
following extraordinarily immoral teaching occurs; we print it, capitals and all, 
exactly as it stands: 

Q. If animals were possessed of a small share of reason in addition to instinct, 
would they be more serviceable to man ? 
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A. So. they would not. on the contrary they would be dangerous. 
Q. Why would they be dangerous? 
A. For example, the horse is sometimes treated with great cruelty; if he were 

possessed of reason he would be conscious of his own strength, and might, while 
smarting under pain, trample under his feet the person who used him ill. 

Q. Then what does this teach us ? 
A. That GOD. the St:PRE}lE GOVERSOR of the world, has done all things 

well. 
That .. God, the Supreme Governor ", deliberately plans this withholding of 

reason to make cruelty safe is, truly, admirable doctrine to instil into the mind of 
a child. 

The scientific mind Im'es to weigh the evidences in the scales of truth, and as 
we trust that the majority of our readers are possessed of this quality, we print the 
following evidence for and against the" compassing sea and land" fraternity. 

In the Christian Age of May 14th, we read: 

.. MISSIONS . 

.. BuJJhisIII.-Buddhism does not mean to give up the fight for life or surrender to Chris
tianity without a struggle. In Ceylon it is especially active, and there is in that island a 
positive' revival' of Buddhism, stimulated in part by the Theosophists. The priests copy 
the plans of the missionaries, and strive to counteract them by education and by the use of 
the press. They have been trying to wile away children from mission school!.. The latest 
movement among them is a proposed Hindu-Buddhist college, to counteract missionary 
colleges. They circulate the publications of the Buddhist Tract Society, the Buddhist Aid 
Association, and the Buddhist Theosophical Society. What forms of error these publica
tions spread may be inferred from a sentence from a criticism of an English book. It 
begins by stating that .. it is majestically true that Buddhism does not acknowledge the 
existence of an eternal and unchangeable persollaJ· God ". Buddhism is atheistic. In spite 
of this freshly awakened opposition, the work of the Lord prospers. Not long ago four 
Buddhist priests embraced Christianity. Native Christians have increased seventy per 
cent. during the last ten years. As one sign of progress, it may be mentioned that the 
circulation of Christian literature this year has been the largest ever known." 

In the Theosophist of May. Dr. J. Bowles Daly, in writing on .. The Situation in 
Ceylon", says: "The proportion of Christians to the whole population in Ceylon 
is not above 9 per cent. after centuries of missionary enterprise." 

From the above figures, we deduce that ten years ago the percentage of Chris
tians on the population was about 5'3. If we subtract the English and European 

'residents and eliminate the paper-converts, we come down to a reduced .. one or 
two gathered together". and are forced to the conclusion that the enormous sums 
of money expended on the Ceylon Missions have benefited no one but the" cloth". 
\\'e wonder, with great wondennent, how long the shadows of a" personal god -, 
and a .. physical Christ" will be taken for the .. LIGHT that Ughttth n'ery ~IAN that 
comtth ill to the WORLD." 

The evidence ofthe connexion between sound and colour is accumulating. \\'e 
now learn that M. Pedrous, a physician at Nantes, France, sees the colour of sounds, 
and states that human voices are red, blue, black, tan, slate, and all other colors. 

The following paragraph is of interest: .. There is said to be a Mexican plant 
which induces a sleep similar to, if not identical with, the hypnotic state. It is 
called by the nath'es, • the herb of prophecy', and under its influence the patient 

• The Ilallcs are ours. 
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is rendered insensible to ordinary things, but answers questions, and obeys com· 
mands. It is not stated whether the influence is obtained from an infusion of the 
herb, or simply by contact with its leaves and branches." 

From all sides items of news about hypnotism are coming in, and there is no 
doubt that it will playa larger and larger part in modern life as time goes on. We 
read in the Weekly Despatch: 

.. A new element in the law is that evolved in a case just concluded in Toledo where a 
man charged with forgery interposed the defence that the act was committed under the 
hypnotic influence of a woman who was co-defendant. His acquittal is not probably con
clusive evidence that the court and jury regarded his position as tenable, but it is neverthe
less a fact that this strange influence may be used with most disastrous results to the 
individual and greatly to the profit of the person who possesses it. It has been suggested 
more than once that it might be the agency for the detection of crime, and there is little 
reason to doubt that it may be made the agency for the commission of the most serious 
offences." 

The" influence of the moon" is scoffed at in Western lands, despite the fact 
that the tides are governed by it, that lunar periods mark the recurrence of many 
physiological phamomena, and that meat exposed to the moonlight rapidly becomes 
putrid. In the West Indies many cases are known in which a person, who has 
accidentally allowed the rays of the moon to fall on him while asleep, has found 
one side of his face distorted and discolored in the morning. The same danger is 
well known on every steamer which enters the tropics, especially in the Red Sea 
and Indian Ocean. Despite all this it is .. superstitious" in England, to avoid 
sleeping under the moon-rays. 

A .. Society of the Friends of Truth" has been founded at Athens, and has made 
the following regulations for the conduct of its members : 

.. I. This Society has been formed for the purpose of creating the habit of telling the 
Truth on every occasion . 

.. 2. Every member of the Society is supposed to aim at the formation of this habit. 
He therefore undertakes to speak at all times, and everywhere, nothing but the pure Truth . 

.. 3. As this is a difficult task in every day life, this Society shall enforce the following 
method in order to facilitate it . 

.. 4. Each member keeps a diary of all the occasions in which he either was compelled 
to tell a lie, or succeeded in telling the truth amidst difficulties . 

.. 5. In the weekly meetings of the Society, each member reads a summary of his diary, 
and then follows a discussion as to how in future lies may be avoided, and Truth spoken in 
spite of all difficulties . 

.. 6. The meeting must ne\·er be longer than one 11U",lred lIIi,"111S. The duration of 
speech is limited tofit·e minutes. Three members constitute a quorum." 

The members will find it difficult to carry out this programme amid the hypo
crisies of conventional society. bllt if they even approach their ideal, progress 
towards purity will be made. The secretary is 8. Doudoumiss, 17 Canning Square, 
Athens. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for May opens 
with a second contribution on .. The 
Barisal Gun", by H. S. 0., followed hy 
.. Kosmic Mind", by H. P. B., both of 
which articles are familiar to our readers. 
.. Striking Home" is the first contribution 
to an interesting story which. if we mis· 
take not, deals with the" black" side of 
Mesmerism. By far the most interesting 
paper for loyers of Aryan philosophy, 
however, is Part IV of the translation of 
.. Vedanthavarthikam", by B. P. :\aras· 
immiah, F.T.S.; the paper will well reo 
pay the closest possible study. and will 
fully maintain the reputation of The 
Th((>soPhisl which it has so justly earned 
in this department. The annotation is 
very full and useful. .. Sorcery in Sci· 
ence", from the pen of the late Dr. Anna 
Kingsford. deals with the horrors of 
vh-isection, and tortures the finer feel· 
ings of the sensitive reader by a recital 
of the fiendish barbarity with which the 
traitors to true Science have done to 
death the suffering brute creation. A 
very useful little paper also is .. The 
Se\'en Grades of Progress in Vedant." 
This is followed b\' the continuation of 
.. Will and its Relation to Conscience". 
by Ikbal Kishen Shargha. The last 
paper is by Dr. Bowles Daly on .. The 
Situation in Ceylon". 

THE PATH for !\lay opens with a 
charming little child story by Mrs. J. 
Campbell Ver Planck. the end of which 
hrings us face to face with a photograph 
of Colonel H. S. Olcott. The majority 
of the articles are of that practical 
nature which marks the contributions to 
The Path. as rna\' be seen b\' some of 
the titles; .. Closed or Open' Lodges " . 
.. H vpnotism-Mesmerism ". and" Theo. 
sophy in Daily Life". In a paper, en· 
titled" Misleading Terms", our brothers 
.. go for •. the loose expressions •• Soul .. 
and" Principle "; we thought. howe\·er. 
that the "Key to Theosophy " had 
settled the matter. The most powerful 
paper is .. Man's origin", by .. N ", a 
study from the" Secret Doctnne." "Oc· 
cultism: what is it?" and .. One of . the 

Signs of the Times" are both interesting 
contributions. 

The Bllddhist, Vol. II. numbers 17-20 
contains very interesting matter. both 
original. translated, and reprinted. The 
journal is imprm'ing with each week. 
and the larger space given to activities 
is a conclush'e proof of the work going 
on in Ceylon. under the auspices of the 
Theosophical Society. It would be in· 
teresting to see the statistics of the Blld· 
dhist Boys' and Girls' Schools fOllnded 
since the adyent of the Society. for a 
new one seems to spring lip every week. 

The Theosophical Forum, Numher 11. 
continues its useful work of answerill~ 
all sorts and conditions of questions 011 

theosophical subjects. We get answt'J'S 
to questions on the word" Om ", on the 
.. vital electric currents or agents of 
unconscious mint! ", on the" relation of 
the Theosophical Society to Nationalist 
Clubs, Woman Suffrage, labor organisa. 
tions. etc .... on the number of the Tatwas, 
on unmerited trials, etc., etc. The 
answers are invariably marked by good 
common sense. and cannot fail to gi\'e a 
health,' tone to the investigations of our 
U. S. Lodges. 

The l'rogrcssh,' Thi"kcr. of Chicago, a 
weekly raper. gi\·t's more than a quartt'r 
of its srace to a lecture by Professor 
Alexandt'r \\,ildt'r on .. Sell ent Symhols 
in I{t'ligion". The essay is a seholad\, 
production. and wen worth perusa\. . 

Nllmber 4 of VAnii Eg(l;'sle conta:.ns a 
very careful study on Capital Punish· 
ment. 

The Tocsi" is a monthly journal 
published at 9 Finsbury Chambers, 88 
J ,ondon Wa11. E.C., dealing with medical 
and allied subjects. That it is of a very 
heterodox, and therefore progressive 
character, may be seen by the fact that 
it opens its pages to articles on Dreams. 
Me s m e ri s m, Presentiments, Second 
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Sight, Somnambulic Clairvoyance, and 
Spiritualism. 

Theosophical Siftings, Vol. III, number 
5. Vivisection, an excellent and con· 
vincing pamphlet on a subject that 
appeals strongly to every Theosophist: 
it is high time that the claims of our 
animal friends upon our kindness and 
consideration should at least save them 
from the cruel tortures of the dissecting 
room. The perusal of the horrors per· 
formed in the name of science should 
awaken in all Theosophists an active 
sympathy on behalf of the helpless 
brutes. 

1"/l(osophical Si/ti"gs, Vol. III, number 
6. "Theosophy and Modern \\'orld 
Problems", and the "Rosicrucians". 
The former of these papers is from the 
pen of Mr. J. W. Brodie-Innes, and is a 
clear exposition of what, from his point 
of view, Theosophy" is not... From 
the point of view, however, of many 
Theosophists, Mr. Brodie-Innes is la
mentably in error; and it is, in any case, 
much to be regretted that he should 
identify his own individual views with 
Theosophy, and write as though he had 
authority to narrow down Theosophy 
to fit his idiosyncrasies. No member 
of the Theosophical Society has a right 
to commit the Society to any special 
views on politics or sociology. The 
remaining paper, .. The Rosicrucians ", 
is a concise and carefully written rcslllnc 
of the known history and teachings of 
that great and powerful secret societ\, of 
which one hears so' much but really 
knows so little; this paper IS of peculiar 
interest, as the great-grandfather of the 
writer was no less a personage than" 1m
perator" of the great Fraternitas. 

In the May magazines we note. for 
the guidance of our readers, the follow
ing articles: 

In The Tournai of Mental Science there 
is an intelligent and appreciative review 
of "The Philosophy of Hypnotism ", by 
Carl du Prel, translated from the Gel'-

man by C. C. Massey; a review of .. An 
Experimental Study in the Domain of 
Hypnotism ", by Dr. R. von Krafft Ebing, 
translated from the German by Charles 
G. Chaddock, M.D.; and lastly a review 
of "Die Rolle des suggestions bei ge
wissen Erscheinungen del' Hysteria und 
des Hypnotismus, Kritisches und Experi. 
mentelles", Von Dr. Armand Haeckel, 
Jena, I 88!!. 

The Dublill Review gives a thirty paged 
article on " Recent Works on Primitive 
Buddhism ", by Ph. Colli net ; also an 
article entitled .0 Cremation and Chris· 
tianity", where the object of cremation 
is discovered to be" the desire to remove 
or undermine one by one the external 
props which buttress up religious belief 
in the human mind". 

The Calcl/tta Ret'iel,' has an .. Intro
duction to the Study of Hinduism ", and 
the "Future of Indian Agriculture". 

The Atlantic Monthly has an article on 
" Augury". 

The Asiatic Quarterly asks 0' Would 
India gain by the extinction of European 
Government? " and discourses on " Edu· 
cation in India". 

The A ntiquary contains an article on 
"Holy Wells: their legends and super
stitions ". 

All the Year ROl/nd relates" Spanish 
Fables and Ghost Stories". 

\\'e are advised of the approaching 
publication of Fale alld Fortune, a monthly 
magazine devoted to Astrology and 
kindred sciences, the first number of 
which is to appear not later than July 
1st. The editor, writing under the 110m 

de pil/me of .. Sepharial ", is well-known 
in the Astrological world, and we are 
assured that he intends making the 
magazine everything that could be de. 
sired by an intelligent and truth.seeking, 
if curious and mystical, public. The 
whole of its pages will be open to the 
discussion and illustration of astral and 
other occult matters. The magazine is 
to be published by Foulsham and Co., 
.. Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C. 
Price 3d. Subscription: 3S' 6d. post free 
for twelve months. 

A. BONNa .. , PrInter, 34 Bouverie Slreet, E.C. 
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The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any opinions, whether religious, 

philosophical or social, expressed in signed articles. 

lliagno.5t.5 anb 'alliatiltts. 
" That the world is in such bad condition morally, is cOl/elusive evidence that none 

of its religions and philosophies, those of the civilized races less than any other, ""ve 
ever possessed the truth. The right and logical explanation of the subject, of the 
problems of the great dual principles-right and wrollg, good and evil, liberty and 
despotism, pain and pleasure, egotism and altTl,isnl-are as impossible to them now as 
they were 1881 years ago: they are as far from the solution as they ever were. " 
(From an Unpublished Letter, well known to Theosophists.) 

~~E need not belong to the Theosophical Society to be forcibly struck 
l:J with the correctness of the above remarks. The accepted creeds of 
the civilized nations have lost their restraining influence on almost every 
class of society; nor have they ever had any other restraint save that of 
physical fear: the dread of theocratic thumb-screws, and hell-tortures. 
The noble love of virtue, for virtue's own sake, of which some ancient 
Pagan nations were such prominent exemplars has never blossomed in the 
Christian heart at large, nor have any of the numerous post-christian 
philosophies answered the needs of humanity, except in isolated instances. , 
Hence, the moral condition of the civilized portions of mankind has never 
been worse than it is now-not even, we believe, during the period of Roman 
decadence. Indeed, if our greatest masters in human nature and the best 
writers of Europe, such acute psychologists-true vivisectors of moral man 
-as Count Tolstoi in Russia, Zola in France, and as Thackeray and 
Dickens in England before them, have not exaggerated facts-and against 
such an optimistic view we have the records of the criminal and divorce 
courts in addition to Mrs. Grundy's private Sessions II with closed doors "
then the inner rottenness of our Western morality surpasses anything the 
old Pagans have ever been accused of. Search carefully, search far and 
wide throughout the ancient classics, and even in the writings of the 
Church Fathers breathing such hatred to Pagans-and every vice and crime 
fathered upon the latter will find its modern imitator in the archives of the 

25 
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European tribunals. Yea," gentle reader", we Europeans have servilely 
imitated every iniquity of the Pagan world, while stubbornly refusing to 
accept and follow anyone of its grand virtues. 

Withal, we moderns have undeniably surpassed the ancients in one 
thing-namely, in the art of whitewashing our moral sepulchres; of 
strewing with fresh and blooming roses the outside walls of our dwellings, 
to hide the better the contents thereof, the dead men's bones and all 
uncleanness, and making them, "indeed, appear beautiful without". 
\Vhat matters it that the" cup and platter" of our heart remain unclean 
if they" outwardly appear righteous unto men"? To achieve this object, 
we have become past-masters in the art of blowing trumpets before us, that 
we "may have glory of men ". The fact, in truth, that we deceive thereby 
neither neighbor nor kinsman, is a matter of small concern to our present 
generations of hypocrites, who live and breathe on mere appearances, caring 
only for outward propriety and prestige. These will moralize to their 
neighbors, but have not themselves even the moral courage of that cynical 
but frank preacher who kept saying to his congregation: "Do as I bid you, 
but do not do as I do ". 

Cant, cant, and always cant; in politics and religion, in Society, com
merce, and even literature. A tree is known by its fruits; an Age has to be 
judged by its most prominent authors. The intrinsic m~ral value of every 
particular period of history has generally to be inferred from what its best 
and most observant writers had to say of the habits, customs, and ethics of 
their contemporaries and the classes of Society they have observed or been 
living in. And what now do these writers say of our Age, and how are 
they themselves treated? 

Zola's works are finally exiled in their English translations; and though 
we have not much to say against the ostracism to which his Nana and 
La Terre have been subjected, his last-La Bete Humaine-might have been 
read in English with some profit. With" Jack the Ripper" in the near 
past, and the hypnotic rage in the present, this fine psychological study of 
the modern male neurotic and" hysteric ", might have done good work by 
way of suggestion. It appears, however, that prudish England is determined 
to ignore the truth and will never allow a diagnosis of the true state of its 
diseased morals to be made-not by a foreign writer at all events. First, 
then, have departed Zola's works, forcibly exiled. At this many applauded, 
as such fictions, though vividly pointing out some of the most hidden ulcers 
in social life, were told really too cynically and too indecently to do much 
good. But now comes the turn of Count Lev Tolstoi. His last work, if not 
yet exiled from the bookstalls, is being rabidly denounced by the English 
and American press. In the words of "Kate Field's Washington" why? 
Does" The Kreutzer Sonata" defy Christianity? No. Does it advo
cate lax morals? No. Does it make the reader in love with that 
"intelligent beast" Pozdnisheff? On the contrary . • . •. Why then 
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is the Kreutzer Sonata so abused? The answer comes: .. because Tolstoi 
has told the truth ", not as averred" very brutally", but very frankly, and 
"about a very brutal condition of things" certainly; and we, of the 
19th century, have always preferred to keep our social skeletons securely 
locked in our closets and hidden far away from sight. \Ve dare not deny 
the terribly realistic truths vomited upon the immorality of the day and 
modem society by Pozdnisheff; but-we may call the creator of Pozdnisheff 
names. Did he not indeed dare to present a mirror to modem Society in 
which it sees its own ugly face? \Vithal, he offers no possible cure for 
our social sores. Hence, with eyes lifted heavenward and foaming mouths, 
his critics maintain that, all its characteristic realism notwithstanding, the 
"Kreutz" Sonata is a prurient book, like to effect more harm than good, 
portraying vividly the great imm()rality of life, and offering no possible remedy 
for it" (Vanity Fair). Worse still. "It is simply repulsive. It is daring 
beyond measure and without excuse; . . • the work of a mind . • • not 
only morbid, but . . • far gone in disease through unwholesome reflection .. 
(New York Herald). 

Thus the author of "Anna Karenina" and of the "Death of I van 
I1yitch ", the greatest psychologist of this century, stands accused of 
ignDl'ing "human nature" by one critic, of being" the most conspicuous case 
out of Bedlam ", and by another (Scot's Observer) called "the ex-great 
artist". "He tilts", we are told, "against the strongest human instincts" 
because forsooth, the author-an orthodox Russian born-tells us that far 
better no marriage at all than such a desecration of what his church regards 
as one of the holy Sacraments. But in the opinion of the Protestant Vanity 

Fair, Tolstoi is "an extremist ", because" with all its evils, the present 
marriage system, taken evm as the vile thing for which he gives it us (italics are 
ours) is a surely less evil than the monasticism-with its effects-which he 
preaches". This shows the ideas of the reviewer on morality! 

Tolstoi, however, "preaches" nothing of the sort; nor does his 
Pozdnisheff say so, though the critics misunderstand him from A to Z, 
as they do also ~he wise statement that "not that which goeth into the 
mouth defileth a man; but that which cometh out of the mouth" or a vile 
man's heart and imagination. It is not II monasticism" but the law of 

c01Iti,zence as taught by Jesus (and Occultism) in its esoteric meaning-which 
most Christians are unable to perceive-that he preaches. Nothing can 
be more moral or more conducive to human happiness and perfectibility 
than the application of this law. It is one ordained by Nature herself. 
Animals follow it instinctively, as do also the savage tribes. Once pregnant, 
to the last day of the nursing of her babe, i.e., for eighteen or twenty 
months, the savage squaw is sacred to her husband; the civilised and semi
civilized man alone breaking this beneficent law. Therefore, speaking of 
the immorality of marriage relations as at present practised, and of unions 
performed on commercial bases, or, what is worse, on mere sensual love, 

25.A. 
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Pozdnisheff elaborates the idea by uttering the greatest and the holiest 
truths, namely, that: 

"For morality to exist between men and women in their daily life, 
they must make pe,fect chastity thti, law." In progressing towards this end, 
man subdues himself. When he has arrived at the last degree of subjection 
we shall have moral marriages. But if a man as in our Society advances 
only towards physical love, even though he surrounds it with deception 
and with the shallow formality of marriage, he obtains nothing but licensed 
vice." 

A good proof that it is not "monasticism" and utte, celibacy which are 
preached, but only continence, is found on page 84 where the fellow-traveller 
of Pozdnisheff is made to remark that the result of the theory of the latter 
would be "that a man would have to keep away from his wife except once 
every year or two". Then again there is this sentence :-

" I did not at that time understand that the words of the Gospel as to 
looking upon a woman with the eyes of desire did not refer only to the 
wives of others, but especially and above all to one's own wife." 

" Monastics" have no wives, nor do they get married if they would 
remain chaste on the physical plane. Tolstoi, however, seems to have 
answered in anticipation of British criticism and objections on these 
lines, by making the hero of his "grimy and revolting book" (Scot's 
Observer) say:-

" Think what a perversity of ideas there must be, when the happiest, 
the freest condition of the human being, that of (mental) chastity, is looked 
upon as something miserable and ridiculous. The highest ideal, the most 
perfect condition to be attained by woman, that of a pure being, a vestal, a 
virgin, provokes, in our society, fear and laughter." 

Tolstoi might have added-and when moral continence and chastity, 
mistaken for "monasticism", are pronounced far more evil than "the 
marriage system taken even as the vile thing for which he (Tolstoi) gives it 
us". Has theO virtuous critic of Vanity Fai, or the Scot's Observe, never met 
with a woman who, although the mother of a numerous family, bad withal 
remained all her life mentally-and morally a pure virgin, or with a vestal (in 

. vulgar talk, a spinste,) who although physically undefiled, yet surpassed in 
mental, unnatural depravity the lowest of the fallen women? If he has not 
-we have. 

We maintain that to call "Kreutzer Sonata" pointless, and "a vain 
book", is to miss most egregiously the noblest as well as the most important 
points in it. It is nothing less than wilful blindness, or what is still worse 
-that moral cowardice which will sanction every growing immorality 
rather than allow its mention, let alone its discussion, in public. It is on 
such fruitful soil that our moral leprosy thrives and prospers instead of 
being checked by timely palliativeso It is blindness to one of her greatest 

• All the italics throughout the article are ours, 
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social evils of this kind that led France to issue her unrighteous law, prohibit
ing the so-called" search of paternity". And is it not again the ferocious 
selfishness of the male, in which species legislators are of course included, 
which is responsible for the many.iniquitous laws with which the country 
of old disgraced itself? e.g., the right of every brute of a husband to sell his 
wife in a market-place with a rope around her neck; the right of every 
beggar-husband over his rich wife's fortune, rights now happily abrogated. 
But does not law protect man to this day, granting him means for legal 
impunity in almost all his dealings with woman? 

Has it never occurred to any grave judge or critic either-any more 
than to Pozdnisheff-" that immorality does not consist in physical acts alone but on 
the contrary, in liberating one's self from all moral obligations, which such acts 

impose"? (Kreutzer Sonata, p. 32.) And as a direct result of such legal 
"liberation from any moral obligations", we have the present marriage 
system in every civilized nation, viz., men" steeped in corruption" seeking 
"at the same time for a virgin whose purity might be worthy" of them 
(p. 39); men, out of a thousand of whom" hardly one could be found who 
has not been married before at least a dozen times" (p. ,p) I 

Aye, gentlemen of the press, and humble slaves to public opinion, too 
many terrible, vital truths, to be sure, are uttered by Pozdnisheff to make 
the" Kreutzer Sonata" ever palatable to you. The male portion of man
kind-book reviewers as others~oes not like to have a too faithful mirror 
presented to it. It does not like to see itself as it is, but only as it would like 
to make itself appear. Had the book been directed against your slave and 
creature-woman, Tolstoi's popularity would have, no doubt, increased 
proportionately. But for almost the first time in literature, a work shows 
male kind collectively in all the artificial ugliness of the final fruits of civilisa
tion, which make every vicious man believe himself, like Ppzdnisheff, "a 
thoroughly moral man". And it points out as plainly that female dis
simulation; worldliness and vice, are but the handiwork of generations of 
men, whose brutal sensuality and selfishness have led woman to seek 
reprisals. Hear the fine and truthful description of most Society men ;-

"Women know well enough that the most noble, the most poetic love 
is inspired, not by moral qualities, but by physical intimacy . . . . Ask an 
experienced coquette .... which she would prefer, to be convicted in the 
presence of the man she wishes to subjugate, of falsehood, perversity, and 
cruelty, or to appear before him in a dress ill-made .... She would choose 
the first alternative. She knows very well that we only lie when we speak 
of our lofty sentiments; that what we are seeking is the woman herself, and 
that for that we are ready to forgive all her ignominies, while we would not 
forgive her a costume badly cut . . •• Hence those abominable jerseys, 
those artificial protrusions behind, those naked arms, shoulders and bosoms." 

Create no demand and there will be no supply. But such demand being 
established by men, it •.•. 

"Explains this extraordinary phenomenon; that 011 the one hand woman 
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is reduced to the lowest degree of humiliation, while on the other she reigns 
above everything . . . . 'Ah, you wish us to be merely objects of pleasure? 
Very well, by that very means we will bend you beneath our yoke', say 
the women" who "like absolute queens, keep as prisoners of war and at 
hard labor nine-tenths of the human race; and all because they have heen 
humiliated, because they have been deprived of the right~ enjoyed by man. 
They avenge themselves on our voluptuousness, they catch us in their 
nets" .... \Vhy? Because" the great majority look upon the journey 
to the church as a necessary condition for the possession of a certain 
woman. So you may say what you will, we live in sllch an abyss of false
hood, that unless some event comes down upon our head . . . . we cannot 
wake up to the truth" • . . . 

The most terrible accusation, however, is an implied parallel between 
two classes of women. Pozdnisheff denies that the ladies in good society 
live with any other aims than those of fallen women, and reasons in this 
wise: 

" If human beings differ from one another by their internal life, that ought 
to show itself externally; and externally, also, they will be different. Now 
compare women of the most unhappy, the most despised class, with 
women of the highest society; you see the same dresses, the same manners, 
the same perfumes, the same passion for jewellery, for brilliant and costly 
objects; the same amusements, the same dances, music, and songs. The 
former attract by all possible means; the latter do the same. There is no 
difference, none whatever." 

And would you know why? It is an old truism, a fact pointed out 
by Ouida, as by twenty other novelists. Because the husbands of the 
"ladies in good Society"-we speak only of the fashionable majority, of 
course-would most likely gradually desert their legitimate wives were 
these to offer them too strong a contrast with the detni-mondaines whom 
they all adore. For certain men who for long years have constantly 
enjoyed the intoxicating atmosphere of certain places of amusement, the 
late suppers in cabinets particuliers in the company of enamelled females 
artificial from top to foot, the correct demeanor of a lady, presiding over 
their dinner table, with her cheeks paintless, her hair, complexion and 
eyes as nature made them-becomes very soon a bore. A legitimate wife 
who imitates in dress, and mimicks the desillvolture of her husband's 
mistresses has perhaps been driven at the beginning to effect such a 
change out of sheer despair, as the only means of preserving some of 
her husband's affection, once she is unable to have it undivided. Here, 
again, the abnormal fact of enamelled, straw-haired, painted and almost 
.undressed wives and girls in good Society, are the handiwork of men
of fathers, husbands, brothers. Had the animal demands of the latter 
never created that class which Baudelaire calls so poetically Its fteurs d" 
mal, and who end by destroying every household and family whose male 
members have once fallen a victim to their hypnotism - no wife and 
mother, still less a daughter or a sister, would have ever thought of 
emulating the modem hetaira. But now they have. The act of despair 
of the first wife abandoned for a demi·mondaine has borne its fruit. Other 
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wives have followed suit, then the transformation has gradually become 
a fashion, a necessity. How true then these remarks: 

"The absence of women's rights does not consist in being deprived of 
the right of voting, or of administering law; but in the faCt that with 
regard to matters of affection she is not the equal of man, that she has not 
llu right to choose instead of being chosen. That would be quite abnormal, you 
think. Then let men also be without their rights. . • . . At bottom her 
slavery lies in the faCt of her being regarded as a source of enjoyment. You 
excite her, you give her all kinds of rights equal to those of man:,y. but she 
is still looked upon as an instrument of pleasure, and she is brought up in 
that character from her childhood .... She is always the slave, humiliated 
and corrupted, and man remains still her pleasure-seeking master. Yes, to 
abolish slavery, it is first of all necessary that public opinion should admit 
that it is shameful to profit by the labor of one's neighbor; and to emanci
pate woman it is necessary that public opinion should admit that it is 
shameful to regard her as an instrument of pleasure." 

Such is man,who is shewn in all the hideous nakedness of his selfish 
nature, almost beneath the "animals" which" would seem to know that 
their descendants continue the species, and they accordingly follow a 
certain law". But" man alone does not, and will not, know. . • . . The 
lord of creation-man; who, in the name of his love, kills one half of the 
human race! Of woman, who ought to be his helpmate in the movement 
of Humanity towards freedom, he makes, for the sake of his pleasures, 
not a helpmate but an enemy." ••.. 

And now it is made abundantly clear, why the author of the Kreutzer S01lata 
has suddenly become in the eyes of aIl1llcn-" the most conspicuous case out 
of Bedlam ". Count Tolstoi who alone has dared to &peak the truth in 
proclaiming the whole relation of the sexes to each other as at presellt, "a 
gross and vile abomination", and who thus interferes with" man's pleasures" 
-must, of course, expect to be proclaimed a madman. He preaches 
"Christian virtue ", and what men want now is vice, such as the old 
Romans themselves have never dreamed of. "Stone him to death "-gentle
men of the press. What you would like, no doubt, to see practically 
elaborated and preached from every house-top, is such articles as Mr. 
Grant Allen's" The Girl of the Future ". Fortunately, for that author's 
admirers, the editor of the Universal Review has laid for once aside" that 
exquisite tact and that rare refinement of feeling which distinguish him 
from all his fellows" (if we have to believe the editor of the Scot's Observer). 
Otherwise he would have never published such an uncalled-for insult to 
every woman, whether wife or mother. Having done with Tolstoi's 
diagnosis we may now turn to Grant Allen's palliative. 

But even Mr. Quilter hastens while publishing this scientific effusion, to 
avoid identifying himself with the opinions expressed in it. So much more 

• ThIs, only In .. &emi" civilised Russia, if you please. lu England she bas nol even the privilege of 
90tInc Jet. 
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the pity, that it has seen the light of publicity at all. Such as it is, 
however, it is an essay on the "problem of Paternity and Maternity" 
rather than that of sex; a highly philanthropic paper which substitutes 
"the vastly more important and essential point of view of the soundness 
and efficiency of the children to be begotten" to that "of the personal 
convenience of two adults involved" in the question of marriage. To call 
this problem of the age the "Sex Problem" is one error; the" Marriage 
Problem", another, though "most people call it so with illogical glibness". 
Therefore to avoid the latter Mr. Grant Allen ..•. "would call it rather 
the Child Problem, or if we want to be very Greek, out of respect to 
Girton, the Problem of Predopoietics". 

After this fling at Girton, he has one at Lord Campbell's Act, pro
hibiting certain too decollete questions from being. discussed in public: after 
which the author has a third one, at women in general. In fact his opinion 
of the weaker sex is far worse than that of Pozdnisheff in the Kreutzer Sonata, 
as he denies them even the average intellel.'l: of man. For what he 
wants is "the opinions of men who have thought much upon these subjects 
and the opinioll8 of women (if any) who have thought a little ". The author's 
chief concern being" the moulding of the future British nationality", and 
his chief quarrel with the higher education of women, "the broken-down 
product of the Oxford local examination system", he has a fourth and 
a fifth fling, as vicious as the rest, at " Mr. Podsnap and Mrs. Grundy" 
for their pruderie, and at the" university" ladies. What, then, he queries: 

. . . . " Rather than run the risk of suffusing for one moment the sensitive 
cheek of the young person, we must allow the process of peopling the world 
hap-hazard with hereditary idiots, hereditary drunkards, hereditary con
sumptives, hereditary madmen, hereditary weaklings, hereditary paupers to 
go on unchecked, in its existing casual and uncriticized fashion, for ever and 
ever. Let cancer beget cancer, and crime beget crime: but never for one 
moment suggest to the pure mind of our blushing English maiden that she 
has any duty at all to perform in life in her capacity as a woman, save that 
of gratifying a romantic and sentimental attachment to the first black 
moustache or the first Vandyke beard she may happen to fall in with." .•.. 

Such weakness for one" black moustache" will never do. The author 
has a "nobler," a " higher" calling for the " blushing English maiden", to 
wit, to keep herself in readiness to become a happy and proud mother 
for the good of the State, by several" black" and fair moustaches, in sequence, 
as we shall see, if only handsome and healthy. Thence his quarrel with the 
" higher education" which debilitates woman. For-

. . . . "the question is, will our existing system provide us with mothers 
capable of producing sound and healthy children, in mind and body, or will 
it not? If it doesn't, then inevitably and infallibly it will go to the wall. 
Not all the Mona Cairds and Olive Schreiners that ever lisped Greek can 
fight against the force of natural selection. Survival of the fittest is stronger 
than Miss Buss, and Miss Pipe, and Miss Helen Gladstone, and the staff of 
thc Girls' Public Day School Company, Limited, all put together. The 
race that lcts its women fail in their maternal functions will sink to the 
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nethermost abyss of limbo, though all its girls rejoice in logarithms, smoke 
Russian cigarettes, and act .tEschylean tragedies in most ;esthetic and archaic 
chitons. The race that keeps up the efficiency of its nursing mothers will 
win in the long run, though none of its girls can read a line of Lucian or 
boast anything better than equally-developed and well-balanced minds and 
bodies." 

Having done with his entree en matiere, he shows us forthwith whither he 
is driving, though he pretends to be able to say very little in that article; 
only" to approach by a lateral avenue one of the minor outworks of the 
fortress to be stormed". \Vhat this "fortress" is, we will now see and by the 
"lateral" small" avenue" judge of the magnitude of the whole. Mr. G. 
Allen, having diagnosed that which for him is the greatest evil of the day, 
now answers his own question. This is what he proposes for producing 
sound children out of sound-because unmarried-mothers, whom he urges 
to select for every new babe a fresh and well-chosen father. It is, you 
see-

"what Mr. Galton aptly terms 'eugenics' - that is to say a 
systematic endeavor towards the betterment of the race by the deliberate 
selection of the best possible sires, and their union for reproductive pur
poses with the best possible mothers." The other "leaves the 
breeding of the human race entirely to chance, and it results too often in 
the perpetuation of disease, insanity, hysteria, folly, and every other con
ceivable form of weakness or vice in mind and body. Indeed, to see how 
foolish is our practice in the reproduction of the human race, we have only 
to contrast it with the method we pursue in the reproduction of those other 
animals, whose purity of blood, strength, and excellence has become of 
importance to us." 

"We have a fine sire of its kind, be it stallion, bull, or bloodhound, and 
we wish to perpetuate his best and most useful qualities in appropriate 
offspring. What do we do with him? Do we tie him up for life with a 
single dam, and rest content with such foals, or calves, or puppies as 
chance may send us? Not a bit of it. We are not so silly. We try him 
freely all round a whole large field of choice, and endeavor by crossing his 
own good qualities with the good qualities of various accredited mares or 
heifers to produce strains of diverse and well-mixed value, some of which 
will prove in the end more important than others. In this way we get the 
advantage of different mixtures of blood, and don't throwaway all the fine 
characteristics of our sire upon a single set of characteristics in a single 
dam, which mayor may not prove in the end the best and fullest comple
ment of his particular nature." 

Is the learned theorist talking here of men and women, or discussing the 
brute creation, or are the human and animal kinds so inseparably linked in 
his scientific imagination as to disable him from drawing a line of demarca
tion between the two? It would seem so, from the cool and easy way 
in which he mixes up the animal sires and dams with men and women, 
places them on the same level, and suggests " different mixtures of blood" • 
We abandon him willingly his" sires ", as, in anticipation of this scientific 
offer, men have already made animals of themselves ever since the dawn of 
civilization. They have even succeeded, while tying up their" dam" to a 
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single" sire" under the threat of law and social ostracism, to secure for them
selves full privileges from that law and Mrs. Grundy and have as great a 
choice of " dams" for each single" sire", as their means would permitthem. 
But we protest against the same offer to women to become nolens volens 
""accredited mares and heifers ". Nor are we prepared to say that even our 
modern loose morals would publicly approve of or grant Mr. Allen the 
"freedom" he longs for, "for such variety of experimentation ", without 
which, he says it is quite" impossible to turn out the best results in the 
end fo, humanity". Animal humanity would be more correct, though he 
explains that it is " not merely a question of prize sheep and fat oxen, but a 
question of begetting the highest, finest, purest, strongest, sanest, healthiest, 
handsomest, and mo,ally noblest citizens to. We wonder the author does not 
add to these laudatory epithets, two more, viz., " the most respectful sons", 
and men "proudest of their virtuous mothers". The latter are not 
qualified by Mr. Grant Allen, because, perchance, he was anticipated on 
this point by the "Lord God" of Hosea (i. 2) who specializes the class 
from which the prophet is commanded to take a wife unto himself. 

In a magazine whose editor has just been upholding the sacredness of 
marriage before the face of the author of the K ,eutze, Sonata, by preceding the 
"Confession" of Count Tolstoi with an eulogy on Miss Tennant, "the Bride 
of the Season "-the insertion of " The Girl of the Future" is a direCt: slap 
in the face of that marriage. Moreover, Mr. G. Allen's idea is not new. It 
is as old as Plato, and as modern as Auguste Comte and the "Oneida 
Community" in the United States of America. And, as neither the Greek 
philosopher nor the French Positivist have approached the author in his 
unblushing r.nd cynical natu,alism-neither in the Vth Book of the Republic, 
nor" the \Voman of the Future" in the Catechism of the Religion of Positivism 
-we come to the following conclusion. As the name of Comte's "\Voman 
of the Future" is the prototype of Mr. G. Allen's" Girl of the Future to, so 
the daily rites of "mystic coupling" performed in the Oneida, must have 
been copied by our author and published, with only an additional peppering 
of still crasser materialism and naturalism. Plato suggests no more than a 
method for improving the human race by the ca,eful elimination of "nhealthy 
a"d defo,med child,en, and by coupling the better specimens of both sexes; 
he contents himself with the" fine characteristics" of a " single sire" and 
" a single dam", and would have turned a way in horror at the idea of "the 
advantage of different mixtures of blood". On the other hand the high
priest of Positivism, suggesting that the woman of the future" should cease 
to be the female of the man", and" submitting to artificial fecundation", thus 
become" the Vi, gin Mothe, witllout a husband ", preaches only a kind of 
insane mysticism. Not so with Mr. Grant Allen. His noble ideal for 
woman is to make of her a regular b,ood-ma,e. He prompts her to follow out 

" the divine impulse of the moment, which is the voice of N atur, within us, 
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prompting us there and then (but 1Iot for a lifetime) to union with a predestined and 
appropriate complemmt of our being", and adds: "If there is allY thing sacred and 
diville in man surely it is the internal impetus which tells him at once, 
among a thousand of his kind, that this particular woman, and no other, is 
now and here the one best fitted to become with him the parent of a suitable 
offspring. If sexual selection among us (men only, if you please), is more 
discriminative, more specialized, more capricious, and more dainty than in 
any other species, is not that the very mark of our higher development, and 
does it not suggest to us that Nature herself, on these special occasions, is 
choosing for us anatomically the help most meet for us in our reproductive 
functions? " 

But why" divine"? And if so, why only in man when the stallion, the 
hog and the dog all share this" divine impulse" with him? In the author's 
view "such an occasional variation modifying and heightening the general 

moral standard" is ennobling; in our theosophical opinion, such casual union 
on momentary impulse is essentially bestial. It is no longer love but lust, 

leaving out of account every higher feeling and quality. By the way, how 
would Mr. Grant Allen like such a "divine impulse" in his mother, wife, 
sister or daughter? Finally, his arguments about" sexual selection" being 
"more capricious and dainty in man than in any other species of animal", 
are pitiable. Instead of proving this" selection" " sacred and divine" he 
simply shows that civilized man has descended lower than any brute after all these 
long generations of unbridled immorality. The next thing we may be 
told is, that epicureanism and gluttony are "divine impulses", and we 
shall be invited to see in Messalina the highest ex em pIer of a virtuous 
Roman matron. 

This new" Catechism of Sexual Ethics "-shall we call it ?-ends with 
the following eloquent appeal to the "Girls of the Future" to become the 
brood mares of cultured society stallions :-

" This ideal of motherhood, I believe, under such conditions would soon 
crystallize into a religious duty. The free and educated woman, herself 
most often sound, sane, and handsome, would feel it incumbent upon her, 
if she brought forth children for the State at all, to bring them forth in 
her own image, and by union with a sympathetic and appropriate father. 
Instead of yielding up her freedom irrevocably to anyone man, she would jealously 
guard it as in trust for the community, and would use her maternity as a precious 
gift to be sparingly employed for public purposes, though always in accordance 
with instinctive promptings, to the best ad\'antage of the future offspring. 
. . . . If conscious of possessing valuable and desirable maternal qualities, 
she would employ them to the best advantage for the State and for her own 
offspring, by freely commingling tllem in various directions with the noblest paternal 
qualities of the men wiJo most attracted her higher nature. And surely a woman 
who had reached such an elevated ideal of the duties of sex as that would feel she 
was acting far more right in becoming the mother of a child by this 
splendid athlete, by that profound thinker, by that nobly-moulded Adonis, 
by that high-souled poet, than in tying herself down for life to this rich old 
dotard, to that feeble young lord, to this gouty invalid, to that wretched 
drunkard, to become the mother of a long family of scrofulous idiots." 

And now gentlemen of the Press, severe critics of Tolstoi's "immoral" 
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Sonata, stern moralists who shudder at Zola's " filthy realism ", what say you 
to this production of one of your own national prophets, who has evidently 
found honor in his own country? Such naturalistic articles as "The Girls 
of the Future", published in the hugest and reddest Review on the globe, are, 
methinks, more dangerous for the public morals than all the Tolstoi-Zola 
fictions put together. In it we see the outcome of materialistic science, 
which looking on man only as a more highly developed animal, treats 
therefore its female portion on its own animalistic principles. Steeped 
over the ears in dense matter and in the full conviction that mankind, along 
with its first cousins the monkeys, is directly descended of an ape father, 
and a bahoon mother of a now extinct species, Mr. Grant Allen must, 
of course, fail to see the fallacy of his own reasoning. E.g., if it is an 
"honor for any woman to have been loved by Shelley ..•• and to have 
brought into the world a son by a Newton ", and another" by a Goethe ", 
why should not the young ladies who resort to Regent Street at the small 
·hours of night and who are soaked through and through with such 
IC honors ", why should not they, we ask, receive public recognition and 
a vote of thanks from the Nation? City squares ought to he adorned with 
their statues, and Phryne set up hereafter as an illustrious example to 
Hypatia. 

No more cuttmg insult could be offered to the decent women and 
respectable girls of England. \Ve wonder how the ladies interested in the 
Social problems of the day will like Mr. Grant Allen's article! 

H. P. B. 

~-

WILL·POWER. 

NOTHING can resist the will of man, when he knows what is true and wills 
what is good. 

To will evil is to will death. A perverse will is the beginning of suicide. 
We can and should accept evil as the means to good, but we must never 

will it or practise it, otherwise we should demolish with one hand what we 
erect with the other. A good intention never justifies bad means. \:Vhen 
it submits to them it corrects them, and condemns them while it makes use 
of them. 

To earn the right to possess permanently, we must will long and 
patiently. 

The more numerous the obstacles which are surmounted by the will, 
the stronger the will becomes. It is for this reason that Christ has exalted 
poverty and suffering. 

To affirm and will what ought to be is to create; to affirm and will what 
should not be is to destroy. 

To do nothing is as fatal as to commit evil, and it is more cowardly. 
Sloth is the most unpardonable of the deadly sins. 
To suffer is to labor. A great misfortune properly endured is a progress 

accomplished. Those who suffer much live more truly than those who 
undergo no trials. 

ELIPHAS LEVI. 
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«an tbt otburcb ht fuformth? 
lT1HERE is evidently a great deal to hope for in connexion with 
eJl{g religious reform in England when the Church is leavened by such 
thinking as that expressed by the Rev. H. R. Haweis in the course of an 
article entitled" The Broad Church; or \Vhat's Coming?" in the June 
number of the Contemporary Review. This is a bold and unequivocal demand 
for an intellectual reform in the creeds and doctrines of the Church that 
may bring its formularies into harmony with "nineteenth century thought 
and feeling to. Mr. Haweis begins by facing two facts. "Intelligent men 
refuse to take orders. Intelligent men refuse to attend Church." These 
two facts, he says, dovetail into one another. Intelligent men will not sit 
in the pew because intelligent men will not stand in the pulpit. The 
utterances heard in church are obsolete, trivial, senseless. "The greatest 
proof of the essential truth of Christianity is that in spite of the twaddle 
talked every Sunday throughout England in the name of Christ, Christi
anity is stilI alive." We need not follow Mr. Haweis through his analysis 
of -the Broad Church. He argues that over every creed and formulary is 
written this motto: "It was true; it is true; it is true no longer"; the 
meaning of his paradox being, that any given dogma may once upon a time 
have been the best attainable expression for certain truths, that its essential 
idea may actually be true, while" it is true no longer" in the form of 
words formerly used, because the essential idea may now be apprehended 
better. The Broad Church policy is to embrace the old dogma in a 
discerning charitable spirit, quietly paring away its clumsy external 
expression, and bringing to light in new and more intelligent language 
whatever inner beauty and truth may reside in its interior meaning. \Vith 
part of his essay in which he discusses whether the policy of the Broad 
Church is " honest to, we need not be much concerned. It must be difficult, 
one would think, for an intelligent man to profess, eyen under the shelter 
of equivocal phrases, belief in the dismal caricatures of religious truth 
embodied in some of the stock declarations of the Church. But Mr. 
Haweis recognises that this is th~ case when he acknowledges that 
intelligent men are, if not in all cases at all events in many, debarred from 
entering the Church. As for those whose interior development has taken 
place since they entered, there is certainly much to be said for the theory 
that their highest duty is to struggle for the reform of the national institu
tion, in the midst of which they find themselves, rather than to. retire 
from it in fastidious disgust. Again, even for them the barest external 
conformity with creeds and declarations, which in their literal signification 
are little better than blasphemies in the sight of spiritual philosophy, must 
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be difficult, but there is great force in the reflection that a clergyman who 
becomes truly enlightened forfeits a great deal of his capacity for usefulness 
if he throws up his recognised position. And how is the Church to be 
transformed into a truly beneficent agency for the spiritualisation of the 
people, and to recover touch with the grand theosophic ideas which 
underlie its teaching, if all the best men as they rise above the level of 
the time-serving or unintelligent herd of mere professional clergymen 
should cut themselves adrift from the organisation? The question whether 
the Broad Church method, as now defined by Mr. Haweis, is honest or not, 
must remain, in fact, a problem for individual consciences in all cases. No 
one can safely be the judge of another's action in such a matter. 

Meanwhile, we may accept Mr. Haweis' own attitude as establishing the 
fact that good, earnest, and intellectual men may remain clergymen of the 
Church even with the official declarations of belief and the forms of the 
prayer-book as they now stand. And, this being the case, it depends upon 
the energy and the determination with which they are supported by 
intelligent public opinion, whether they will be enabled in the long run to 
bring popular religion into something like harmony with esoteric truth. 
The problem is full of interest for all theosophical thinkers, who may be 
eager to forecast the progress of events towards that ultimate acceptance of 
theosophic ideas by the cultivated western world to which we may all look 
forward. That result seems now to be reasonably assured. The thinking 
of the age has been colored by these ideas during the last six or seven years 
to an extent which makes it highly improbable that they will again be alto
gether lost by the world at large. They do not always present themselves in 
the costume of phrases with which profound Theosophists are familiar, but 
the essence of theosophic truth is penetrating literature to a very remarkable 
degree. Novelists and essayists, even newspaper writers sometimes, in 
these days, echo expanded and reasonable views of nature, the source of 
which they would be surprised to trace if they were enabled to do so. 
Theosophical writers worthy of the name will be equally glad to observe 
this, whether they get credit for having launched these ideas or not. It is 
relatively of little 'consequence whether the theosophical language of the 
future links the progress of mankind with the theosophic efforts of our own 
time. The all-important thing is that the spirituality of the race should be 
developed in harmony with a more correct view than popular theology has 
hitherto afforded of the laws which preside over its evolution. 

Now, it is conceivable that this might come to pass in either of two 
ways. The Church-the exoteric religion of the age-may remain what it is 
now, a corrupt mass of erroneous misrepresentation as far as the people are 
concerned, an association of pecuniary interests from the point of view of 
its priests, in which case it will fall more and more deeply into contempt 
with the wisest and best elements of the future generation, and be eventually 
broken up with violence when its incompatibility with the advance of 
spiritual science has become too glaring to be tolerated any longer i or it 
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will ally itself in time with healthy currents of spiritual enlightenment, 
enter on a path of real internal reform, under the influence of which it will 
keep abreast of the great esoteric movement, and thus finally metamorphose 
itself into something like the pure theocratic system which has sometimes 
prevailed in former ages of the world, when the priests have represented the 
most advanced spiritual knowledge of the period, and have commanded the 
real and sincere reverence of all other classes, by standing before the people 
as the visible embodiment of all that was noblest and best in humanity. 
Perhaps to recover touch in the past with a state of things like that, we 
should have to go back to a very early period of Egyptian civilisation. 
In none that can be called historic times has the priesthood represented 
more than a false pretence of playing this part. However, there is 
nothing inherently inconceivable in the idea. Theosophic convictions and 
enlightenment, adequately possessing the hearts and minds of some people 
among ourselves, are enough to put back all mere personal and worldly 
motives of action into a subordinate place. If we can indulge in so wild a 
dream as to imagine the majority of the clergy at some future time coming 
to think the pecuniary interests of the Church, the social prestige of belong
ing to it, the rank and worldly honors to which it may lead up for men 
who are skilful in courting fashionable caprices, considerations of secondary 
importance compared to spiritual progress and interests lying outside this 
present incarnate life, then it is perfectly possible that the Church might 
become the great theosophical organisation of the future. 

And this could of course be brought about without any surrender of its 
designation as the Church of Christianity. It is a common place of theo
sophic doctrine that in their essentials all the great religions of the world 
spring from the grand fountain of truth. Pure Buddhism is one presenta
tion of that truth, pure Christianity another. The disgusting materialism 
of modem church creeds as taught by the explicit language of the dogmas 
and accepted by the vast majority, is not Christianity at all. That is the 
very revolting garment into which the principles of Christianity have been 
thrust. It has disguised the true principles so terribly, and to that extent 
has invested the phrase" Christianity" with so many disagreeable annota
tions, that the form of religion is sometimes spoken of by theosophic 
writers with a bitterness appropriate only to the corruptions of the modem 
church. But there is no reason why Christianity should not remain ad 
infinitum the title of religion in the western world. By the time the unity 
of truth shall have been appreciated by its representatives, it will no longer 
be looked upon as the trade mark of an exclusive monopoly. With the 
Christianity of the West all the ideas that have been dropped out of the 
modem church creeds by the clumsiness or wilfulness of authorities wl:o 
have constructed them to suit the interests of their own trades union
could readily be imported from the East. There is no necessity whatever 
to accomplish the restoration of all important ideas that have thus been 
lost sight of by European nations for a while, at the expense of any 
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iconoclastic revolution that should involve the loss of that traditional 
sentiment of devotion which clings round the nomenclature of Christianity, 
for so many thousands or perhaps millions of good people in Europe and 
America. 

And that last thought seems to show that without any room for hesita
tion we must unmeasurably prefer to see theosophic progress accomplished 
through the agency of the Church if that be possible, rather than by means 
of a religious revolution. The interest to be safeguarded is that of the neces
sarily ignorant masses of the people. As far as persons of advanced culture 
are concerned, the' Church counts as a rule for simply nothing. They may 
be spiritualised to that extent that all the pleasures, attractions, occupa
tions, even what some people would think the necessaries of physical 
existence, are of no importance whatever compared with interior develop
ment, and yet may be attracted by no fibre of religious sentiment to any 
denominational church or sect. For them it would matter as little whether 
the Church was abolished as whether the last mirage seen in the desert was 
still visible. But if the Church clings to its evil ways till at last there is no 
reformation possible for it, then when the crash comes and it is forcibly put 
out of existence, an immense number of people will suffer a great shock, 
and be of opinion that somehow or other religion has been repudiated. 
Besides, all the while that we might imagine that crash approaching and 
growing inevitable, the influence of the Church on the hearts and minds of 
the people it still enslaved would be getting worse and worse. Whereas, if 
it entered on a real career of interior development and thoroughgoing 
reform it would by that hypothesis be carrying on the growth of its loyal 
subjects pari pass" with its own. There is no question about it; if the 
Church can be taught religion and rescued from its worldly debasements 
that is a result incomparatively more to be desired than its overthrow. 

Certainly its reformation would be a very great undertaking-but so is 
the self-conquest which each man has to perform in his own person before 
he can realise the potentialities of his nature. Not on that account do 
theosophic teachers argue-it is not worth while to attack so gigantic a 
task. There is more required undoubtedly than even that intellectual reform, 
the need of which is so sadly obvious to Mr. Haweis. A moral reform will 
have to be accomplished side by side with the other. The brains of the 
Church have been paralysed all these centuries because its conscience has 
been stifled. It has been primarily bent as an organisation on securing 
revenues and possessions, social influence and rank. It has handled 
doctrine merely because' that was the lever with which it worked in the 
attainment of its worldly ends. No doubt good men may have belonged to 
it in all centuries and have labored for others with self-sacrifice and 
devotion; but the individual merit of good priests is their affair-their 
Karma-the Church as a whole whether Roman Catholic or Protestant 
has labored for itself, and with very great success, having done extremely 
well from a business point of view. \Ve need not go into details at this 
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moment, but the intellectual reform of the Church will only have proceeded 
a very little way before its reformers will begin to perceive the necessity of 
reviewing its budget on principles in harmony with the moral dignity of 
an institution chiefly designed to teach mankind the vanity of mundane 
pursuits, and the foolishness of the self-indulgence that would fetter them 
to perishable ideals. Then, of course, the intellectual reform of the Church 
will never be a matter of recasting dogmas. The existing dogmas could 
not be replaced by any other set without paving the way for new com
plications in the future. A real Church-a vortex of spiritual knowledge 
and influence-can no more sum up its acquirements of knowledge in a 
cut-and-dried form of words than the Royal Society could do the same thing 
in regard to the truths of Nature on the physical plane. The Church must 
provide by its constitution for its own continuous growth, and guard itself 
from ever being fettered by forms of words, even though forms of words may· 
be inevitably required in its dealings with the people. One of the most 
wrong-headed absurdities of the Church organization as it stands, is that 
the clergy are requested to "subscribe" to more elaborate and fossilized 
professions of faith than those supplied for the use of the public. The men 
whose task it ought to be to develop and advance the knowledge of the 
Church towards the infinity of the Unknowable, are made to hamper them
selves at the outset by a hard and fast profession of belief which they are 
thus held evermore forbidden to cross beyond! In doing this they are 
forced to subscribe not to the knowledge but to the ignorance of their pre
decessors. 

However, without following the ramifications of the subject any further, 
we leave it for the present at the threshold where Mr_ Haweis stands, 
demanding in very eloquent and forcible language that the Church shall 
enter on the great work of its own salvation. There can be no doubt from 
any point of view that he has sounded the right note as regards the manner 
in which that salvation must be commenced. It is difficult to understand 
how the large numbers of cultivated men who somehow or other-in spite 
of Mr. Haweis' first fact, that" intelligent men refuse to take orders "-get 
themselves within the pale of the wonderful institution we are talking 
about, can bear the shame of being identified with declarations which 
insult intelligence so deeply as many of those which are set forth in the 
Prayer Book. QuestioQ them, and they answer: "No one takes the words 
in that literal way". But myriads do, fully understanding that the 
Church requires them to. And if they, the intellectual clergy, do not, so 
much the worse for them if they share in the wickedness of leaving them in 
that deceptive and misleading form. The intellectual reform of the Church 
is thus not only possible now that the intelligence of the cultivated class 
stands ready to support it: it is supremely urgent, whether it is or is not 
capable of saving the institution alive for the service of still more enlight
ened generations in the future. 

A. P. SINNETT, F.T.S. 
26 
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ijtbt ~rigin of Itan. 
I«ODERN anthropology in England dates from the 6th January, 1863, 
.I'X~ the foundation of the Anthropological Society of London. 

It had for its objects aims which were on all-fours with theosophical 
investigation. Let me briefly glance over what had been done before its 
time. We had a classification by Cuvier that divided man into three 
types, white, red, and black, which the popular compilers, and they were 
as frequent then as now, identified with the progeny of the three sons of 
Noah. Sem, Cham, and Japheth played their parts in the Cuvierian system. 
Though by the researches of B1umenhach, we had a Mongolian, a Malay, 
and an American race shoved in somehow or ~ther to complete our science, 
and to try to fit into some pigeon hole or other which should be discovered 
at some future time, the ternary classification of Cuvier, and the quinary 
classification of B1umenbach, were, on the whole, popular. In France the 
ternary was supreme. Even in the time of myoid master, Milne Edwards, 
the "official science" made the acceptation of a ternary classification 0 

man a compulsory article of belief for anyone who proposed to take a degree. 
Broc, an obscure man far in advance of his generation, had prepared a 

binary classification. Virey had given the ground, whereon such a classifi
cation might rest. 

In England, Dr. R. G. Latham, whose chief fault was no doubt that he 
rested his argument on the evidence of language alone, preferred what on 
the whole has been found to be a useful classification, making each race of 
man stand on its own bottom, and separate from other races. It was not 
exhaustive, but it taught men to think. 

When I look back at the history of the old Anthropological Society, 
founded by James Hunt, I can but look with feelings of pride on old victories. 
True, we lost our Founder, who, true to every manly instinct, died twenty 
years ago, fighting against materialism. True, we see that the workers of 
twenty-seven years ago, whom contemporary agnosticism damned with faint 
praise, accepted, adopted, and allowed to become extinct, are now a scanty 
number of veterans. Still, a good work was done, which has revolutionized 
European science, and taught people that the origin of man is a subject on 
which, some at least, dare to think. Then we had for a few years after 
the death of our Founder, a stagnation which was the precursor of the 
&6ava(Tta which appears to overshadow the Anthropological Institute. Still, 
those who love to record the deeds of their contemporaries, have a prolific 
task in modern Anthropology. The upward path of our science has been 
marked by gravestones. Hie cecidisse [(gatos; i/lie raptas aquilas. To those who 
waited with patience for an angel to move the sluggish waters of the pool, 
where those who were beneath its surface were drowned, and those who were 
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above it, were asphyxiated, 1888 gave a relief. For we hali in the Secret 
Doctrine, a ternary classification of man proposed which made idle all the 
speculations of the dreamers of the past generation, and placed our science 
on an accurate and solid basis. Let me briefly recall your attention to 
what that classification was. The annexed diagram wherein I have 
endeavored to draw the wood, not the trees, may enable my readers to 
understand the subject. It is however, practically impossible to estimate 
exactly the time at which the three races of man had their genesis. The 
Azoic rocks may unfold mysteries, like that which the Purbeck revealed in 
1858. We have not yet pierced into what Bacon calls "the dead beginnings 
of things", and our science shows a vague past, an uncertain present, and 
an improbable future. 
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Where did it live? 
Where is it now to be found? 
Where did it occur? 
We shall now see how the Secret Doctrine has shown us exactly the 

reverse of the Herbert Spencer and modern school of anthropology and 
psychology. The moderns have endeavored to illustrate the develop
ment of the case of what Hobbes has called the "nasty, brutish, 
savage" into all the beauties of art, the consolations of religion, 
and the resources of civilization. The Secret Doctrine on the other 
hand, has shown us what every man was like, not developed from an anthro
poid ape, but springing directly from a higher source of glorified 
humanity. "There are, or rather still were, a few years ago, descendants 
of these half animal tribes or races, both of remote Lemurian and Lemuro
Atlantean origin. The world knows them as Tasmanians (now extinct) 
Australians, Andaman Islanders, &c." (Secret Doctrine, vol. ii, 195). 

Early Lemurian man was androgynous. He possessed both qualities 
of sex. And it was so with the Lemurian, during the myriads of ages that 
they inhabited earth. And if we glance over the records of palreontology, 
we see that the beings that were produced" from the drops of sweat; from 
the residue of the substance: matter from dead bodies and men and 
animals of the wheel before, and from cast off dust" (Sec1'et Doctrine, 
vol. ii, 19), do not show any trace of division into sex. The existing 
Amphibia or Batrachia have marks which enable us to discriminate easily 
between the male and female. But if we look at the enormous series of 
individuals, reference to the specimens found in our national collection will 
show that we are unable to put our finger on any individual specimen, and 
say that" this is a male, or that a female". It is the same with the gigantic 
Icllth)losauri or Plesiosaur; (I forget the new ugly name by which Mr. 
Lydekker has labelled this old and well-known genus); alike in the flying 
serpent of the Lias or chalk, as with the early Eocene mammalia. I am 
aware that some of the fossils from the latest tertiary may be cited against 
me. Optat ephippia bos, and Bos trochoceros and longifrons will need a large 
horse shoe to cast a glamor over the rest of palreontological science. 
Besides, coming as they do, nearly in our day, they throw no light 
whatever on the fauna contemporary with the Lemurians who had passed 
away before their time. We may say that there is no proof whatever 
of separation into sex in palreozoic or in mesozoic time. Thus, 
the characters of the old Lemurians are clearly impressed on their 
descendants. Palreontology thus applies a test whereby we may quickly 
infer the Lemurian origin of any individual. A careful examination of the 
Secondary animals will show how they repeat the characters of Lemurian 
man. The manner in which some of the features of lower animals must 
have been preserved in the old type lent a peculiar aspect to the lineaments 
ot Lemurian man. He was circular and diaphanous. He possessed, like 
the T,uncatella, or "looping worm ", the power of locomotion from any point, 
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at any point, to any point. Otherwise their form must have resembled in 
great manner the first figure in Owen's Archetype and Homologies of the 
Vertebral Skeleton, on which I have commented in Lucifer (July, 1889). 
This plan contained within itself not merely the character of the existing 
Lemurians, but also those of the mesozoic Reptilia which pullulated 
throughout reons of time, when man was unlike existing man of the present 
day, but still the precursor of the ancestors of now existing races. Such 
primitive pattern was no mere archetypal abstraction, such as William of 
Champeaux might have had after a supper of underdone pork. Lemurian 
man must have had a membranous skeleton somewhat resembling that of 
Chimtnfl fIIOnstrosa (Huxley, .. Anatomy of Vertebrates, 8vo., Lond., 1864, 
p. 195). The hump of the dorsal region, the parial or imparial horns of the 
frontal, were integral parts of the Lemurian economy. And it may be said 
to those who accuse us of drawing an imaginary picture, that at the least 
we have anatomy on our side. The ideal archetype in a certain 
manner expressed the thoughts of the force that regulated the cosmic 
sequence of species. This force was a thinking, geometrising entity. The 
concept of a being including all attributes, such as the Lemurian, could 
always have occurred only to a Lord of Wisdom, which created" Sons of 
Will and Yoga". Of the races which were engendered by the Third Race 
from inferior animals, the progeny of the mindless and sexualised man, 
that are described in the Book of Dzyan, as certainly resembling the 
anthropoid apes, we have no information. The early records do not give 
us knowledge what sort of beings the huge she-animals were; but we may 
conceive that they were the types of animals that had been derived from 
the Lemurians themselves. The" astral form" of the early man had 
produced the whole series of animal creation. It is not necessary in the 
present place to revert to the speculations of geologists, who have advanced 
theories which are at variance with the dogmas of the Sec,et Doctrine, as the 
hypothesis of evolution, like that of Darwinism, is beginning to play itself 
out in England, as it has long done in Germany and America. In France, 
thanks to the opposition of Broca on the one hand, and Quatrefages on the 
other, it never took deep root. There is certainly a Darwinian spirit in 
existence. The authorised organs lead the way. They mount up into a sort 
of Olympus of their own creation, and these summon the whole universe of 
truth before them. It matters not what the subject may be. Anthropology, 
Biology, the Sec,et Doct,ine, on each and all they have their say, and pro
nounce judgment. Nothing is safe, however profound, however sacred. Like 
the harpies in Virgil, they pounce down upon the spoils, and defile the feast. 
A truly Satanic self-sufficiency is the appanage of the modern Darwinite. 
The tempter has once more coiled up under the tree of knowledge of good 
and evil, and offers of its fruits to the passers-by, saying, " Eat, ye shall be 
as Gods". And they do eat, and they really think they are as Gods. Dressed 
up in the conceit of Darwinism, they look upon themselves as the prophets 
of a new era. They regard Linnreus, euvier, and Owen, the great men of 
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the past, as mere children; while they themselves have risen as giants for 
the service of a younger day. They are preachers of a new science, masters 
of a new philosophy, teachers of a new scheme of education, poets of a 
new Iliad. They never deem it possible that they may be mistaken. They 
issue their own decrees and rules; and enshrine mediocrities on the present 
high altar of their deformed Pantheon. Tell such as these of an occult 
science, they laugh you to scorn. Tell them of the Book of Dzyan, they 
will tell you Darwin was a great man, and that their grandchildren will be 
greater still. Talk to them of the next world, they will talk to you of 
this; and extolling the age and glorifying the Zeitgeist, they extol them· 
selves. A severe spirit of criticism will think that the doctrines of 
Occultism are, on the whole, just as probable as the doctrines of Darwinism. 
The theory which assumes the finality of purely Darwinian speculation is 
directly at variance with the theory that gives us the origin of the Lemurian 
race of man. To reject the theory of ascensive development, while affirming 
the opposing theory of degradation, was the object of the Secret Doctrine, that 
used the word evolution in a sense entirely at variance with that of modern 
" biologists ". 

One of the popular terms of the day is "evolution", used in the same 
sense that the phrase "transmutation hypothesis" was employed in the 
earlier editions of Lyell's principles of Geology. What advantage was 
gained by using the word "evolution" in a sense exactly opposite to that 
of writers in the middle of the last century, and reversing the language 
that Haller on the one hand, and Buffon on the other hand employed, is 
uncertain. But the minds of people being once confused, a popular theory 
might be slipped in unawares. Owen, always endeavoring stare super antiquas 
vias, has tried to put the matter clearly. 

In the middle of the last century physiologists were divided as to the 
methods governing the plan of development. Haller, who was the leader 
of the evolutionists, contended that the new being pre· existed in a 
complete state of formation, needing only to be vivified by impregnation 
in order to commence the series of expansions and disencasings, culminating 
in the independent individuals. On the other hand, Buffon, the coryphceus 
of the epigenesists, held that both the germ and its subsequent organs were 
built up of juxtaposed molecules, according to the operation of a develop· 
mental force or nisus jormativus. Hunter, who thought he could see both 
principles at work together with a third may, for other reasons, be classed 
with the advocates of epigenesis. Owen, who in 1866 was in the middle 
of the whirlpool of discussions on the theory of evolution, says: "At the 
present day the question may seem hardly worth the paper on which it is 
referred to. Nevertheless, pre·existence of germs and evolutions are 
logically inseparable from the idea of the origin of species by primary 
miraculously created individuals." . 

Now, after this very clear statement, it can be scarcely imagined that a 
generation of writers should have arisen who put the words" evolution" 
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and" miracle" as flags of opposite camps. Others there be who sometimes 
employ the word evolution as equivalent to deriYation, sometimes as 
equivalent to the, or a, transmutation hypothesis, and sometimes as the 
equivalent of the Darwinian hypothesis of natural selection. \Ve have a 
right, therefore, to ask every person who insists on the use of the word 
" evolution" to define his meaning. 

Probably, many persons who are directly opposed to the Darwinian 
theories are still evolutionists in one sense of the word, and nevertheless 
may be firmly opposed to the theory of miraculously-originated life. A 
belief in the invariable sequence of law, that the world shows no trace of a 
beginning, no prospect of an end, that the Deity should be excluded from 
the creation, and the vision of Jean Paul Richter fulfilled, may be perfectly 
consonant with the opposition that was shown to the theory of Buffon and 
the French encyclopa!dists. Faith in the principle of evolution may be 
concomitant with the belief in the mechanical school of theology that was 
in vogue at the time of the Bridgewater treatises. I hope that enough has 
been said by Owen to induce every person who has ever used the word 
"evolution" to reconsider his mode of expression. The old master never 
employs vague words such as "biology" to darken counsel by words 
without knowledge. As Baden Powell well pointed out, the word PLO<; is 
never used to apply to an abstract conception of life in general, but merely 
to a concrete idea, governed by periodicity and other conditions of time, of 
the life-history of the individual. The word "biography" is found on a 
sound model; "hiology" is not. This error permeates much of our 
popular teaching; and in the common sense of 1890 the words" biology" 
and" evolution" may both go to what Owen calls the "limbo of all hasty 
blunders ". 

I cannot 6ive the history of a race which was the first known man on 
this planet. Cosmogonies of various dates and qualities have given various 
theories by which the aVr0x8ol'(<; of any given country are easily converted 
into the Sons of God. The Cyneta! who lived before the Celta! in \Vestern 
Europe have been identified with a "Turanian " or "Allophylian" people, 
but are more probably Atlanteans. The early surface of history is too much 
rubbed away to permit us to speculate whether they may not have 
contained Lemurian elements. The descendants of the Lemurian race are 
now only found in Australia, and onl) in the flat-headed" tapeinocephalic"· 
races of Australia. The HottentoL; of South Africa, probably of Lemuro
Atlantean descent, are widely sep::rated from the surrounding Negroes and 
Kaffirs. They must have broken off from the Lemurian stock at a very 
early period of the earth's history. But it is to the north that we have an 
indication: Scandinavia had formed part of ancient Lemuria, whose extent 
had stretched from the Indian Ocean to Australia. The mountain tops are 

• I think this word was coined by my late friend. Professor Bu~k. ] usc it as onc may slUell at a rose, 
witbout diminishing it. own"r', glory. 
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now buried beneath the Pacific. Mr. Wallace extends the Australia of 
tertiary periods to New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, and perhaps to 
Figi, and from its Marsupial types he infers a connexion with the Northern 
Continent during the Secondary period. In Lucifer (June, 1889), I have 
speculated on the possibility that the earlier known race of man, the 
Canstadt race, may have been a Lemurian, but quitn sabe? The" river-bed 
skulls" also showed a certain resemblance to the flat-headed races of 
Australia, and indicated that a Lemurian population existed in England at 
a period of time contemporary with early man. But the Lemurian race 
has now almost passed away. 700,000 years before the commencement of 
the Tertiary period, Lemuria, as a Continent, had been destroyed. A few 
hybrid races existed in the Tertiary, fewer still in the present age. Still, 
the few which still survive are so widely separated from each other that the 
old Lemurian type is only now preserved to us in species of men that are 
now rapidly passing away. A little more missionary enterprise, rum, and 
disease will send the last Lemurian where the last of the Tasmanian has 
gone to fulfil the Karma of past ages. " Gigantes autem super terram in diebllS 
illis .. (Genes. vi, 4). 

C. CARTER BLAKE, Doct. Sci., F.T.S. 
(Late Secretary to the A nthrojological Society.) 

~ll.sin!l.s . 
l~HO knows what a day may bring forth? Last night the rush of the 
(£V/i~ tempest, to-day the sun with warm kiss swells the sleeping buds. 
The morrow may again bring the eternal bow shining in the Heavens. 
We sow our life in the spring. Now is the harvest. Let us haste to gather 
in; "the time is short ", but" in due season we shall reap if we faint not ". 
" Arise! this is not your rest ", let Psyche stretch forth her wings and rise 
above transitory things. Let us sow beside waters where the dew of the 
spirit may fall; "he strong and of good courage". Do we not" desire a 
better country, that is a Heavenly"? the fatherland. Last night the wind 
was awake on the hills; a fitful, sighing wind, that rose and fell, and was 
hushed to sleep again with a weird melancholy, born of its own stillness, 
like a plaintive note struck on a long closed spinet. The sun went down 
like a low fire, burning at the verge of the world. Inside, the shutters 
rattled and shook, and down the wide chimney moaned the hollow voices 
of wandering spirits entreating to enter, some sobbing, some singing. 
" Whew-wow !" whistled the wind through the empty keyholes, gradually 
louder and louder, till it died off in a soft chromatic cadence through the 
gloom of the passages. A handful of rain was flung against the window. 
The cloud, hurried by the wind, had no more rain in it. In the dead of 
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night, in the midst of sleep, a voice whispered softly in the ear, .. Listen! " 
Again the spirit of air playing on the great lEolian harp. The low plaint 
moaned in little gasps that ran round the room. Light footfalls passed and 
repassed. A hand seemed to be moving everything. All the orchestra 
again at work, with lips to the keyhole in a quick succession of airy touches. 
The sighing calmed the mind, and lulled to sleep again. Towards dawn, 
awake again, the eerie voices hushed to whispers. A shaft of light through 
the closed blind threw a spray of ivy in a delicate grey shadow upon the 
pale green walls. The sky, still charged with wind, and the silvery light of 
a planet lingering towards its setting. A thousand miles of cloudland, 
coming up from the horizon and passing overhead without a sound. The 
wind works with such powerful ease, laying on her colors broadly with 
such a ready brush. Masses of sunlit vapor bearing down the alchemy 
of the skies to the very breast of earth. 

All things in nature bear a beautiful analogy to the powers deep-rooted 
in Humanity. Lie and listen to the whispering wind. vVhat would one 
not give to have freedom such as that? Why may we not? Only perfect 
purity of life can attain to perfect freedom. " When the former things are 
passed away, and all things have become new." When sin shall be no 
more, " At evening time it shall be light". Then" give to the wind thy 
fears. Hope and be undismayed." A time will come when the shadows 
fall apart, and the sweet west wind will play through the windows of the 
heart, which are opened to the day. "For the night is far spent, and the 
day is at hand." Then shall we find the philosopher's stone, the elixir of 
life which is within. It shall disclose to us the crystal well of purity, the 
only water worth drawing from. Humanity, like a tired child, will creep 
back to lie down by the quiet waters .of the crystal stream of life. Then 
only will humanity turn towards Divinity. Can good be, yet no giver? 
The stream may flow on, yet whence its source? surely from that deep well 
of hidden force, flows the diviner stream in man. 

" Peace! let me sleep in thy shadow; be still." The din of sleepless 
Babylon moans on. The restless waves thunder without ceasing on the 
surf-beaten shore. Humanity'S frail bark is ever dashed upon the shores 
of time, but deep down in the glassy depths no motion thrills through the 
ocean's bosom. To he still, to have that mental calm which is the ideal 
symbol of nature, which will help us to take cheerfully the tempest with 
the sunbeam. How shall we get it ? We must look within. It is the 
vestal fire burning ever on the altar of the soul. We must learn to walk 
through the world, living the internal mental life. To be calm like nature, 
without fear. To watch with equanimity the shadow creep over the sundial 
of life, this is reality, all the rest is but illusion. The life of the world is a 
stormy unrest, mental life is true happiness, the only thing that is so-all 
the rest is old and grey and a weariness. 

The great mountains rear their crests into the filmy sky. Lying in 
solitary grandeur under the solemn hush of evening, one lonely peak 
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towers fa~ up until it seems to touch the starry vault. II We may not 
travel upwards side by side." The higher the mental scale, the deeper, the 
more profound the loneliness. It is like the solitude of death, which we 
must face alone. To be brave, above all things to be true, is isolation, for 
it fixes an impassable gulf betwixt the world and the heart, which must 
from thenceforth furnish its own guests. To dare to be single-hearted, to 
have one aim in living, and that purity of heart and brotherhood of spirit. 
To maintain virtue of mind as well as of body. To live on patiently, 
knowing that one day our" eyes shall behold the King in his beauty". To 
II pray without ceasing" in the inner sense, having the mind's high aspira
tions attuned to the spiritual life, soaring, reaching ever upwards. As the 
towering mountain peak is capped with snow so shall we be crowned with 
the radiant coronal of life. "Take ye heed, watch and pray, for ye know 
not when the time is." When the long bright day dies slowly over the sea, 
watch by the light of the first lone star. Pray by the upward aspira
tions it draws into itself. Listen: when amongst the throng of hurrying 
footsteps in the din of a great city there may come the velvet footfall of 
peace! Let the door of the heart be ever on the latch, in the morning as 
in the evening. 

The giant oak stretches forth his branches to the tireless voice of the 
storm. A tree is such a perfect thing, so complete its shape, its structure, 

. its living breathing life, the birds that shelter in its branches. If we would 
be strong and lasting as the oak we must be patient and endure. Hold 
firm alike through the storm as through the sunshine, through adversity as 
through prosperity. Fix our heart roots deep down into these things which 
will endure. Which are not of this world, and therefore not ephemual. 

The lotus lolls upon the heaving bosom of the stream. Emblem of 
spiritual and physical nature, containing in its closed cup the perfect 
flowers, which when evolved they one day will become. Her long, lithe 
stalk reaches down through the water and embraces old mother earth. "I 
am the rose of Sharon and the lily of the valley," symbols of perfect purity. 
So sings Solomon to his higher self. Purer yet, and purer let us strive to 
grow in heart, until we too can sing " Lo! the winter is past, the rain is 
over and gone, the flowers appear upon the earth and the voice of the dove 
is heard in our land". Let us not tear the close-shut petals open, but trust 
to time to reveal the perfect calyces of gold. Strive to attain the higher 
self "until the dawn break and the shadows flee away". Then only can 
we sing with Solomon, "My beloved is mine and I am his; he feedeth 
among the lilies". 

The light of the bright world dies with the setting sun. The lustrous 
rays from the young moon's golden shell pour upon the dark world beneath. 
" Reflect the sunshine and thou shalt be bright." The night hath a thou
s.and eyes, and the day has but one. Learn of the gentle Queen of Night; 
she sways the tides and the heart of thee, the mystic sad capricious moon; 
her radiance is reflected from the King of day, the fire of life, the life-giving 
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principle, the generator of vitality. "Truly the light is sweet and a 
pleasant thing it is for the eyes to behold the sun." 

"He giveth his beloved sleep." \V'earied eyelids droop o'er heavy 
eyes. Bruised feet, with sandals loosed, may rest at last. The wandering 
wind ceases his even-song, and folds close his filmy wings. All things are 
hushed. Lo, health, new powers to the sick and the weary, Rest! "He 
giveth his beloved sleep!" oft-times or "ever the silver cord be loosed or 
the golden bowl be broken". Borne into dreamland "o'er moor and fen, 
o'er crag and torrent, till the night is gone; and with the morn those angel 
voices smile, which I have loved long since, and lost awhile". 

VIOLET CHAMBERS, F.T.S. 

Slobtm ).postlts anb ~stnbo-JRtssiabs. 
n1HERE has probably never been a period within our recollection 
eJIC9 more given to the production of "great missions" and missionaries 
than the present. The movement began, apparently, about a hundred 
years ago. Before that, it would have been unsafe to make such claims as 
are common in the present day. But the revelators of that earlier time 
were few and far between compared to those who are to be found now, for 
they are legion. The influence of one or two was powerful; of others, 
whose beliefs were dangerously akin to a common form of lunacy-next to 
nothing. All will recognize a wide difference between Anne Lee, whose 
followers flourish at the present time, and Joanna Southcote, whose halluci
nation long ago, and in her own day, excited smiles from rational people. 
The venerable Shaker lady, the" Woman" of Revelation XII, taught 
some truths amid confused ideas as to. their practical working. At least, 
in a rather loose age, she held up an ideal of pure living which must 
always appeal to the spiritual nature and aspirations of man. 

Then followed a period of moral decadence in the messianic perceptions 
and works. The polygamy taught and practised by Joseph Smith and 
Brigham Young has been one of the strangest features of any modern 
revelation or so-called religion. Zeal and martyrdom were both illustrated 
in these leaders of the blind-the one without knowledge, and the other 
worse than useless. It was a prophecy of more lawless prophets, and 
more disastrous followings. 

With the spread of the spiritualistic cult, the Messiah craze has vastly 
increased, and men and women alike have been involved in its whirlpools. 
Given, a strong desire to reform somehow the religious or social aspect of 
the world, a personal hatred of certain of its aspects, and a belief in 
visions and messages, and the result was sure; the" Messiah" arose with a 
universal panacea for the ills of mankind. If he (very often. she) did not 
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make the claim, it was made for him. Carried away by the magnetic 
force, the eloquence, the courage, the single idea of the apostle pro fe"" 

numbers, for very varied reasons, accepted him or her as the revelator of the 
hour and of all time. 

With burning indignation at the enthralment of womanhood in 
marriage, Victoria \Voodhull arose to proclaim freedom. The concen
trated forces within and around her withstood insult, calumny, and 
threats. What her exact utterances were, or what she meant herself, it is 
not easy now to discover. If she indeed preached free love, she only 
preached woman's damnation. If she merely tore down social veils, 
and rifled whited sepulchres, she did the human race a service. Man has 
fallen to so material a level that it is impossible to suppress sexual passion 
-but its exaltation is manifestly his ruin. Some saw in her teachings a 
way of liberty dear to their own sympathies and desires, and their 
weaknesses and follies have for ever dealt a death-blow to any real or 
imagined doctrine of free love, upheld no matter by whom. Victoria 
Woodhull grew silent, and the latest interpretations of the Garden of Eden 
and the fall of man, with which she has broken the silence, do not approach 
anywhere near in truth and lucidity to Laurence Oliphant's inspirational 
catches at the meaning of some of those ancient allegories in the book of 
Genesis. Blind as he was to the key of human life in the philosophy of 
reincarnation, with its impregnable logic, he gave some vivid side-glimpses 
of truth in his Scientific Religion. 

Yet Victoria \Voodhull should have her due. She was a power in the 
land, and after her appearance, which stirred up thought in the sluggish, it 
became more possible to speak and write on the social question, and its 
vast issues. So much plain-spoken and acted folly created a hearing for a 
little wisdom. 

After this, in the spiritualistic field, many lesser lights stood forth. 
Some openly advocated sexual freedom, and were surrounded by influences 
of the most dangerous order. The peace and happiness of many a home 
have been wrecked by these teachings, never more to return. They 
wrecked the weak and unwary, who reaped hours of agony, and whom the 
world falsely regarded as wicked. The crusade at last against these more 
open dangers of spiritualism became fierce, but although publicly denounced
an Oneida Creek never could become popular I-the disguised poison creeps 
about in underhand channels, and is one of the first snares the mediumistic 
inquirer into Spiritualism has to beware of. II Affinities" were to redeem 
the world; meanwhile they have become a bye-word. There is an UD· 
written history in Spiritualism which Done of its clever advocates will ever 
record •. Some of its latest Messiahs and their claims are ignored, and 
their names hardly mentioned, but we hear nothing of the hot-house 
process by which their abnormal condition was produced. Certain of these 
have been, verily, the victims of their belief-persons whose courage and 
faith in a more righteous cause would have won them lasting victory. And 
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certain of these are mad vortices in which the inexperienced are at last 
engulfed. The apotheosis of passion, from the bitter fruit of which man 
has everlasting need to be redeemed, is the surest sign of moral degradation. 
Liberty to love according to the impulse of the senses, is the most pro
found slavery. From the beginning nature has hedged that pathway with 
disease and death. Wretched as are countless marriages, vile as are the 
man-made laws which place marriage on the lowest plane, the salvation of 
free-love is the whisper of the snake anew in the ear of the modern Eve. 

No one denies that there are aspects of Spiritualism which have been 
useful in some ways. With this, however, we have nothing to do. \Ve 
are pointing now to the way in which it has accentuated a common 
illusion. 

The claims to final appropriation of the prophesied year 1881, the two 
witnesses, and the woman clothed with the sun, are so varied and diverse 
that there is safety in numbers. A true understanding of Kabbalistic 
allegory, and the s.ymbolic galleries and chambers of the Great Pyramid, 
would at once disperse these ideas, and enlighten these illuminations. To 
distinguish the white rays of truth from influx from the astral sphere, 
requires a training which ordinary sensitives, whether avowed spiritualists 
or not, do not possess. Ignorance emboldens, and the weak will always 
worship the bold. 

Some of these apostles denounce alike Spiritualism and Theosophy; 
some accept the latter, but weave it anew into a version of their own; 
and some have apparently arisen, independently of any other cult, through 
the force of their own or somebody else's conviction. 

No one can doubt the poetical nature of the inspiration of Thomas 
Lake Harris. He had an intellectual head and a heart for poetry. Had 
he kept clear of great claims, he would have ranked at least as a man of 
literary ability, and a reformer with whom other reformers would wish to 
shake hands. His poem on Womanhood must echo in every thoughtful heart. 
But the assumption of personal privilege and authority over others, and 
"affinity" theories, have stranded him on a barren shore. 

There is an avowed re-incarnation of Buddha in the United States, and 
an avowed re-incarnation of Christ. Both have followers; both have been 
interviewed and said their best. They and others like unto them have had 
signs, illuminations, knowledge not common to men, and events pointing 
in a marked way to this their final destiny. There has even been a whisper 
here and there of supernatural births. But they lacked the clear-seeing 
eye which could reduce these facts to their right order, and interpret them 
aright. Kings and potentates appear, and dreamers of dreams, but there 
is never a prophet or Daniel in their midst. And the result is sorry to 
behold, for each seems to be putting the crown upon his own head_ 

If Theosophy had done nothing else, it would have made a demand on 
human gratitude. in placing the truth and falsehood of these psychic 
experiences, unfoldments, or delusions as the case might be, plainly before 
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the people, and explaining their "ationale. It showed a plane of manhood, 
and proved it unassailably to a number of persons, which transcends any 
powers or capacities of the inspirational psychic who may imagine himself 
or herself to be a messenger to the world at large. It placed personal 
purity on a level which barred out nine-tenths of these claimants from all 
thought of their presumed inheritance, and showed that such a condition of 
purity, far transcending any popular ideal of such virtue, was the absolute and 
all-essential basis of spiritual insight and attainment. It swept the ground 
from under the feet of those poor men and women who had been listening 
to the so-called messages from the angels, that they were the chosen of 
heaven, and were to accomplish world-wide missions. The Joan of Arcs, 
the Christs, the Buddhas, the Michaels, were fain to see truths they had 
not dreamed of, and gifts they had never possessed, exercised in silence and 
with potent force by men whose names were unknown even to history, and 
recognised only by hidden disciples, or their peers. Something higher was 
placed before the sight of these eager reformers than fame: it was truth. 
Something higher than the most purified union between even one man and 
one woman in the most spiritual of sympathies, was shown; it was the 
immortal union of the soul of man with God. Wherever Theosophy 
spreads, there it is impossible for the deluded to mislead, or the deluded to 
follow. It opens a new path, a forgotten philosophy which has lived 
through the ages, a knowledge of the psychic nature of man, which reveals 
alike the true status of the Catholic saint, and the spiritualistic medium the 
Church condemns. It gathers reformers together, throws light on their 
way, and teaches them how to work towards a desirable end with most 
effect, but forbids any to assume a crown or sceptre, and no less delivers 
from a futile crown of thorns. Mesmerisms and astral influences fall back, 
and the sky grows clear enough for higher light. It hushes the cc Lo here I 
and 10 there!" and declares the Christ, like the kingdom of heaven, to be 
within. It guards and applies every aspiration and capacity to serve 
humanity in any man, and shows him how. It overthrows the giddy 
pedestal, and safely cares for the human being on solid ground. Hence, in 
this way, and in all other ways, it is the truest deliverer and saviour of our 
time. 

To enumerate the various cc Messiahs" and their beliefs and works would 
fill volumes. It is needless. When claims conflict, all, on the face of it, 
cannot be true. Some have taught less error than others. It is almost the 
only distinction. And some have had fine powers imperilled and paralysed 
by leadings they did not understand. 

Of one thing, rationally-minded people, apart from Theosophists, may 
be sure. And that is, service for humanity is its all-sufficient reward; and 
that empty jars are the most resonant of sound. To know a very little of 
the philosophy of life, of man's power to redeem wrongs and to teach 
others, to perceive how to thread the tangled maze of existence on this 
globe, and to accomplish aught of lasting and sPi"ituai benefit, is to anni-
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hilate all desire or thought of posing as a heaven-sent saviour of the people. 
For a very little self-knowledge is a leveller indeed, and more democratic 
than the most ultra-radical can desire. The best practical reformers of the 
outside abuses we have known, such as slavery, deprivation of the rights of 
woman, legal tyrannies, oppressions of the poor, have never dreamed of 
posing as Messiahs. Honor, worthless as it is, followed them unsought, for 
a tree is known by its fruits, and to this day" their works do follow them". 
To the soul spending itself for others those grand words of the poet may be 
addressed evermore :-

"Take comfort-thou hast left behind 
Powers that will work for thee j air. earth, and skies j 
There's not a breathing of the common wind 
That will forget thee-thou hast great allies j 
Thy friends are exultations, agonies, 
And love, and man's unconquerable mind! .. 

\\lith the advent of Theosophy, the Messiah-craze surely has had its 
day, and sees its doom. For if it teaches, or has taught, one thing more 
plainly than another, it is that the "first shall be last, and the last first". 
And in the face of genuine spiritual growth, and true illumination, the 
Theosophist grows in power to most truly befriend and help his fellows, 
while he becomes the most humble, the most silent, the most guarded of 
men. 

Saviours to their race, in a sense, have lived and will live. Rarely has 
one been known. Rare has been the occasion when thus to be known has 
been either expedient or possible. Therefore, fools alone will rush in 
" where angels fear to tread ". 

SPECTATOR. 

n1HE very interesting article entitled" the Ego and the Unmanifested 
ell{g Being" in the February number of Lucifer has led me to venture to 
place before the readers of this magazine certain considerations on the 
subject of the One Essence, which are not quite in accordance with the 
views expressed by the author of the above article, but which seem to me 
nevertheless worthy of consideration. 

The conception of the One Essence, which the mind endeavors to 
bring into a more or less definite compass, is in its very nature quite 
beyond our comprehension; still we must explain to ourselves in some 
way or other what we mean by the" Unknowable" in order that we may 
start fairly on the development of that which lies in the" Knowable ". 
Therefore I will endeavor to explain what seems to me to be meant by 
the idea expressed as the One Essence, the One Reality, the Truth, which, 
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as the Divine Unmanifested One, lies at the back of all manifestation as 
its root and afterwards its Cause; trusting that should my argument be 
deemed insufficient others will correct me. 

In the first place, whence comes the idea of this unmanifested 
subsistence? Do we not obtain it as a reflexion cast from the idea which 
our Reason gives to us of a Finite One embracing the Universe as a whole? 
I use the word Finite instead of the more general term Infinite, because, 
though we may call the Supreme Idea the Infinite One as having neither 
beginning nor end, yet if we call it ONE we distinctly realise the Universe 
as a definite and comprehensive unity whether manifest or otherwise. So 
that in explaining .this idea we admit that our first conception of the 
existence of a basis of universal Truth for the visible universe, is due to an 
opposing conception called up out of Space by the force of the ideal con
ception of a Finite Universal Unity. I see in fact that that which is 
universal can be finite as One, and yet universal; because the One is all
embracing. I acknowledge the existence of a fundamental opposition of 
ideas as a logical fact. The Universe exists as One, but there must neces
sarily have been first a something which in itself was all-pervading and 
attributeless, because infinite, and which acquired the quality of e~sten&e as OM. 

The mind having furnished me with a reflexion of itself in the infinite 
space, as shown by the conception of an infinite essence, a One Reality, or 
an unmanifested unity of latent Power, recognizes in this picture of the 
" Unthinkable" the mystery of its birth, and starts on its development 
of the Causes and Effects of positive existence from the shadow cast by 
the impenetrable veil of non-manifestation. "There is One unmanifested 
Essence which is the source of manifestation and the complete Truth "
thus conceiving, the Mind begins to develop positive consequences. The 
next question is the relation which exists between that which manifests 
and the manifestation, or the Essence and its appearance. 

That this Essence is homogeneous and universal is a logical necessity 
to the finite comprehension of this relationship. But while I admit this 
to be the case, I do not forget that this description of an Essence carries no 
comprehensible meaning which the mind may attach to the Essence itself, 
but only refers to its relation to that which the mind may grasp, namely 
the manifestation. Thus when talking of the Essence, I am really referring 
to the position, in my idea of the Universe, which the First Cause occupies 
to Infinity. 

To proceed then, we say that a homogeneous and universal Essence 
manifests; and it is evident that, because of these two qualities, which 
are indeed the negation of finalities, manifestation can only be movement 
(change) in the unmanifest from negative rest to positive Life. Thus the 
unmanifested one manifests as motion. 

Since the homogeneous moves it must do so as a whole; and therefore 
since the One Truth manifests, or moves, it discloses itself in all its 
Unity. 
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The first effect then which the mind appreciates is the reflexion of its 
negative ideal in space as positive power, which, being movement, is 
definite; and which, being the manifestation of Truth, may be called 
complete self-consciousness. From this I draw the definition of that 
underlying and connecting force by which finalities exist as a universe, and 
I call it universal Self-Consciousness, or Truth in motion. 

Thus the unmanifested manifests as motion which, because it is the 
essence of Truth, is Truth's self in motion; and because it is active 
Essence or Truth producing an effect, is consciousness. 

This self-conscious unity, this perfection of homogeneous power active, 
is the First Cause of positive Life, and itself is the effect of a yet anterior 
Cause, or the mystery of non-being. 

The next question which the mind tries to resolve is: "\Vhy does 
Truth manifest itself? Can Perfection be perfected?" In order to 
answer this question we must inquire into the real meaning to be 
attached to this kind of Perfection. Is not this First Perfection the 
perfect consciousness of the Unity of Truth, and the infinite power of this 
Unity? No effects are as yet produced by this power, or at least the 
Mind-for it is with mental conceptions which we have to deal-can 
appreciate none until it changes from the contemplation of Unity to that 
of its details. Perfect in its infinite power, is it necessarily conscious of its 
finite perfections? But let us seek the solution of this point by defining 
the difference between Consciousness and Knowledge. I hold that the 
first is illtlefinite Knowledge, and that this is a fit definition of universal unity, 
to which it corresponds as a definition containing a paradox. For a unit 
which is universal is similar to Knowledge which is indefinite. Have we 
not daily examples of what we call indefinable conceptions, or inexplic
able certainties, of which we are conscious but which, because we 
cannot explain them, we must admit that we do not know? On the 
other hand what is Knowledge? I define it as Definite consciousness. 
Thus while the perfection of the Unmanifested consists for us in the 
Manifestation of an indefinite consciousness or Power of Truth, and 
while the Perfection of the Manifested One, the First Cause, consists in 
the True and perfect consciousness of Self as One Infinite homogeneous 
Power, the perfection of self-knowledge on the other hand is absolutely 
wanting, as absolutely indeed as the completeness of its Perfection, and it 
is this perfection and its attainment which I conclude to be the object 
of evolution. I am, therefore, unable to agree with the author of the 
article in question that" Absolute is not' essentially result''', for I most 
decidedly think that it is. 

Now I will enter into another, and I think necessary, consideration, 
namely, the relation of the Essence to its movement, and eventually to the 
phenomenal world. 

It has been said that there is a gulf fixed between the Essence and its 
Manifestation. I think this way of looking at it .is misleading. Let me 
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explain by an example the relation which I consider lies between the 
essence and its motion, and therefore between the unmanifested reality, and 
every finite manifestation of itself, from the mighty universe to the atom of 
chemistry. 

Let Matter and Motion exemplify my meaning. Matter I define as 
concentrated energy. Motion is free Energy, or Matter in its subjective 
condition. In order to explain the relationship between subject and object, 
essence and the phenomenal world, let this way of looking at Matter be 
conceded as correct. Then it is evident that Matter and Energy are one; 
and yet that Energy is not Matter, though Matter is Energy. Thus 
Energy is the cause of Matter, and Matter the effect of Energy; and the 
cause is not the same as the effect, though the effect is the cause, when 
in a condition of non-manifestation. Thus the Essence of the One Reality 
is the cause of every and all manifestation. It is the cause only as a 
reflex ion of itself, just as we have seen the finite mind calling out of space 
the infinite ideal of un manifested subsistence. Therefore it manifests 
itself to the extent of its finite reflexion, cast into space by the activities 
of Formal Life. 

Its effect either as absolute motion which is the Manifested One, or as 
the finite activities of the phenomenal world, is not the thing in itself, any 
more than the effect of an action is the original action, or One is the same 
as part of one. But the cause is the effect in active and positive manifes
tation. 

Thus the Universe, and its contents from first to last, consists of degrees 
of consciousness. As a whole it represents the conscious Life of Truth ; 
the units composing this whole representing merely partial and finite 
consciousness. And the microcosm, the reflexion, and consequently the 
inverted image of this Mighty Unit of Self-Consciousness, is also a reflect
ing and conscious Ego. 

There is therefore no gulf between essence and phenomena in my 
opinion; for though I admit that the latter is not the former, yet the former 
is the latter; the phenomena being the positive expression of a latent effect 
hid within the homogeneous unity of the First Cause. 

Thus to sum up the results of our arguments, we have the Grand 
Paradox: The Perfect perfectible and the Unmanifest manifesting as 
phenomena without being itself manifested. \Ve have these phenomena 
formed of the very essence of Truth itself, and yet not one of them 
represents that to which its existence is due. Truly has it been said that 
existence is an illusion. 

THOS. \VILLlAMS, F. T. S. 
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ASTROLOGY AS A SCIENCE, 

),sunln!m as a ~ritnrt. 
(A PAPER READ BEFORE THE BLAVATSKY LODGE 

DEBATING SOCIETY). 

,l;N submitting the proposition that Astrology is entitled to a position 
'f among the sciences, I am conscious that in the mind of many the 

subject is associated with many forms of Divination and other 
unscientific methods of prognostication, and one half of my object will be 
attained when it is shown that Astrology is in no way dependent for its 
present comparative perfection on the ento"Tage of old women's tales and 
impossible associations with which, in the half-informed mind, it is usually 
connected. And yet in presence of such widespread bigotry and prejudice 
as is often shown towards Astrology, the work of discrimination is no mean 
task; for as Max Muller, the learned Orientalist, has said, "So great is the 
ignorance which confounds a science requiring the highest education, with 
that of the ordinary gipsy fortune-teller". 

Therefore, in proposing that Astrology is entitled to a position 
among the sciences, I shall submit in the first place that it has a mathe
matical basis; and secondly, that the conditions of a science have been 
followed in its development. 

Astrology was received into Europe through Claudius Ptolemy, the 
learned geographer and mathematician, who wrote in the early part of 
second century his immortal TetTabiblos. Since then the subject has been 
considerably amplified and illustrated by other writers down to our own 
day. And even Ptolemy complained that in his days, " the incompetency of 
unqualified persons who pretend to exercise it ", had brought Astrology into 
disrepute. 

But centuries before Ptolemy saw the light of day, Astrology in the East 
had reached a degree of perfection which, if we may trust the records within 
our reach, is certainly not yet attainable in the \Vestern world. 

Now it is not to be supposed that a superstructure, such as Astrology 
imports to be, can have been building through the centuries upon the 
basis of a mere conceit of the imagination, or such like insecure foundation, 
which would not stand the test of the plumb-line and level of science. On 
the contrary, I affirm that the celestial science is set firmly in the secure 
foundations of nature, and that the whole plan is but a presentation or 
model of certain well defined laws operating in and from the archetypal 
world; and just as all the handiwork of man is but a modification of 
natural products according to the laws of art, so Astrology as a science 
is but an extension in a specific mode of certain knowledge appertaining 
to the general laws of life, i.e., of generation, development, decline and 
death, and of the more cataclysmic effects resulting from the collision of 
contrary forces in nature. Pythagoras held it as a truth that all things 
were made after a type existing in the kosmic mind, and that all forms 
were but the expression of certain numbers existing in the soul of things. It 
is in the imperishable rock of numbers that the fadeless footprint of astral 
science was first set, like the mighty seal of an eternal compact made 
between Urania and the Law. 

It will be quite out of place, in this necessarily short paper, to detail 
the methods of prediction which the practice of Astrology entails; suffice 
it to say that the initial conception of the mathematical basis of the 
science is in the rule, that changes of the electric and magnetic interaction 
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of planetary bodies are due to certain angular distances formed between 
them in respect of a common centre. These angles, commonly known as 
aspects, are found to be "all the angles or complemental angles of any 
regular polygon that may be inscribed in a circle; the major aspects being 
those at which the superior metals crystallize". 

Now it is submitted that if there wen~ no special influence in these 
several angles or astrological aspects, then the calculations upon which 
predictions are made would be useless. But that there is a special 
magnetic and electric action set up between planetary bodies at these 
precise angles is beyond dispute, as I shall presently show. The question 
may be a difficult one so far as causation is concerned, but most of the 
sciences of which we are so proud are nothing more than "facts made 
evident to the senses, though inexplicable to us by reason". Indeed, the 
familiar names under which we classify natural phenomena are nothing 
less than veils to hide our ignorance of causes. 

If anyone should object that the distance of the planetary bodies of 
our solar system is too great and the Lodies themselves comparatively too 
small to exercise any interaction, I would remind them that the centripetal 
and centrifugal forces, known as attraction and repulsion, are not too weak 
to bind them like the atoms of one solid body to a common centre, which 
carries them through space continuously at the rate of about 846,888,000 
miles per year. . 

Now we know that the chemic action of light differs according to the 
angle at which it may be transmitted to certain bodies. Different angles 
produce different rates of atomic vibration, and these effects are registered 
by the eye as different colors. As Plato says" God geometrizes," and it is 
a fact that nature in all her departments is most successfully studied upon 
the principles of Geometry. 

Newton informs us in his Principia, that every atom exerts a direct 
influence on every other atom in the system to which it belongs, and what 
may be said of an atom as an integral part of a composite body, applies 
also to every such body or system on a larger scale. It does not appear 
that there is anything unscientific in this idea of a physical constitution; 
and if we regard man as a composite being, subject to limitations in time 
and space, is it not reasonable to suppose that the great theosophic fact 
of Human Inter-dependence is shadowed forth in the inter-atomic action of 
even the least of the material bodies to which man is related? 

Astrology recognizes that man is a composite Being consisting of body, 
soul, mind, and spirit; two of which (the body and soul) are formative, and 
two formless; the relationship existing between these instituting a septenate. 
But it was never taught, nor within my knowledge intended, that man was 
altogether under planetary influence, but only so much of man as is by nature 
beneath the stars, i.e., the forces which control and move them. The 
limitations set upon human existence in this world are those of time and 
space, imposed by the physical body through and in which he functions. 
It is this body with its informing principle, the animal soul, that brings man 
within the radius of planetary influences; and though the mind of man is 
not impelled, it is nevertheless (('11ditiOlud Ly thE.'!Oe limitations towards 
definite modes of expression, as the same force expresses itself variously 
when moving in different strings of a musical instrument, producing various 
sounds. If there were no inter-dependence between force and form, and no 
interaction between the mind of man and his body, then indeed it could be 
said that the planets do not exert a reflex action on the mind, disposing, 
though not impelling, towards a certain disposition; but while the fact 
remains that the mere quarter from which the wind may blow makes man, 
in harmony with his physical environment, to be either glad or gloomy, 
buoyant or depressed, the fact will remain that the mind of man is con
trolled by planetary influence in just such degree as his sense of happiness 
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is dependent on the health of his physical body and its environment; or in 
other words, in so far as he is the slave of his lower nature. 

And then is it not more reasonable to suppose that the exigencies of 
human life are controlled by regular laws rather than by the intervention of 
a capricious power so-called Divine? 

Requiting for knee-worship, prayer, and praise, 
And toil, and hecatombs of broken hearts, 
But fear, and self-contempt, and barren hope. 

And this leads me to the consideration of the question of Free \Vill, so often 
raised against Astrology, and, indeed, against any philosophy which imposes 
the necessity of an inviolable law as the moving power in life, in which 
.. Free \Vill in man" becomes almost" necessity in play". 

It is argued that as man is a responsible agent, endowed with free will, 
his course in life can in no sense he prefigured or predicted. But such 
a bald statement as this, in which the wish is more than" father to the 
thought", shows but a very imperfect conception of the nature of man, 
and of his limitations, his relationship to others, his necessities, his possi
bilities, and above all, of the true nature of free will. 

'Tis the nature of birds to fly 
And winnow the morning breeze; 
Of the mountain winds to sigh 
Mid the pinewood trees; 
Of the trees to fan their plumes 
In the noonday sun; 
And of all to sink to rest 
\\Then the day is done. 

And is it not in the nature of man to live under the necessity of his own 
finiteness; of humanity to be human? Where then comes in free will? 
I call that free will in man which determines his course of action under 
given conditions, and be it remembered that free will is not conceivable 
apart from conditions which admit of a choice of action. Now let it be 
supposed that much wealth be determined by the horoscope, or the 
disposition of the planets at the hour of birth, to a certain individual-and 
with wealth what things of sense are not our own ?-then let it be supposed 
that such a person is brought once in his lifetime face to face with the 
misery and awfulness of want in the lives of some fellow-creatures. Here 
then comes free will like a monitor of Life and Death, and with it comes 
the opportunity and the power to choose between the life of self and that 
of sacrifice. And all unconscious of the fierce struggle in that human heart 
the stars move on in· silence-scenes change, unhelped, unhindered-and 
the free will of one man may become the necessity of a thousand. 

" Eighty years hence it will not matter whether we have lived a peasant 
or a prince; but it will matter much if we have done our duty in one state 
or the other." These words of the Unitarian thinker, Stopford Brooke, put 
before us in one view the limitations of time, and the free will of man 
which is superior to all such limitations. 

I shall now call your attention to some proofs of the possibility of 
prediction, but first, though brie~y, it will be necessary to set down the 
rules of Astrology with regard to the angles formed between planetary 
bodies, under which human affairs are brought to a crisis. The angles, 
45°, goo, 135° and 180°, together with the conjunction of the extremely 
magnetic Saturn or the electric Mars, are held to be inimical both to 
health and fortunes. The angles 60°, 72°, 120°, and 144° with the con
junction of the temperate planets Jupiter and Venus, are shown to be good 
in all affairs of life. 

It is further to be noticed that an accidental evil cannot overcome a 
radical good, nor vice versa; so that it is from the Radix or Nativity that 
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we predict the course of life whether even or rugged; and temporary 
modifications are shown by the successive formation of the above-named 
angles by a mathematical process termed " Directing". 

Regarding the uniformity of cause and effect as shown by the celestial 
chart, the following instance will bear repeating as an authentic and 
striking example :-

In the newspapers of February 1820, the death of a Mr. Samuel 
Hemmings was noticed. He was born 4th June 1738 at the same time, 
and in the same place as King George III. He went into business in 
October 1760, when George III came to the throne; he married on 8th 
September 1761, the same day as the king; and finally, after other events 
in his life had resembled those of the royal personage, he died on Saturday 
Tanuary 29th, 1820, on the same day as his Majesty. "Coincidence ", I 
lancy one to say. Yes! coincidence of cause and effect truly! 

Guido Bonatus, the Italian Astrologer, predicted that the Earl of 
Montserrat would gain a victory on the field on a certain day and hour, but 
that the nobleman would receive a wound in the knee. The event came 
off, and Guido, who trusted his science, carried the bandages to dress the 
knee that was to be wounded. The victory was won as predicted, and the 
bandages were brought from the field on the Earl's wounded knee! 

Valentine N aibod of Padua predicted he would die at a certain time 
through violence; to avoid which, during the period of the evil" direc
tions ", he shut himself up with sufficient food, and barricaded the gates, 
doors, and windows, of his house, and resolved to continue thus till the evil 
time had passed. Some passing thieves, seeing the house so securely 
barred, imagined that some great treasure was there, and resolved to break 
in, which they did, and meeting Naibod, they barbarously murdered him. 
Thus his fears were realized even against his precautions. 

Michael Scott, who was patronized by the Emperor Frederic II, predicted 
that his patron would die at Florence, which afterwards happened. He 
also said that he himself would die by the fall of a stone, which accordingly 
happened, for, being one day at his devotions in the church, a stone fell 
from the roof, which gave him a mortal wound. 

Antiochus Tibertus delivered at the same time three singular predic
tions concerning himself, his patron Pandolfo Malatesta of Remini, and his 
friend Guido de Bogni. The latter was predicted to die by the hand of one 
of his best friends on an ill-founded suspicion; Pandolfo, after suffering 
great want, was to die in the common hospital at Bologna; while the fate 
the astrologer pronounced for himself was to lose his head on the scaffold! 
Guido was commander-in-chief of the army of the Italian Prince Pandolfo. 
Count de Beulivoglio, father-in-law of the Prince, warned Pandolfo in a 
letter that Guido was in league with the Pope. On learning this the Prince 
gave a great entertainment, to which Guido was invited, and, in the midst 
of the supper, was stabbed! Tibertus, who was present, being in great 
intimacy with the ill-fated man, was thrown into a dungeon and loaded 
with irons. From this confinement he effected his escape by the aid of the 
gaoler's daughter; and just as he was making off, orders came for his 
release, the Prince having found that the information concerning Guido 
was false. The attempted escape of Tibertus again renewed the suspicions 
from which he had already suffered, and when recaptured, the Prince gave 
orders for his execution before the prison gate the next morning. This was 
duly carried out upon the hapless astrologer. 

At a later date when the Duc de Valt:ntinois captured the city of 
Remini, Pandolfo made his escape and fled from place to place. 
Abandoned by friends and relatives, he was at last overtaken by a linger
ing disease at Bologna, and, as no one cared to take him in, he was carried 
to the hospital, where he dragged out his days in penury and pain, till he 
died there as the astrologer had foretold. 
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On the famous predictions of Lilly, the astrologer, which he made in 
1651 concerning the plague and the fire of London in 1665-6, I need not 
stay. They are recorded in his own edition, and may be read at the 
British Museum. 

Lady Davys predicted the death of \Villiam, Earl of Pembroke, on his 
birthday in the year 1630. Feeling so well on the evening of his birthday 
he said" for Lady Davys' sake I will never trust a female prophet again". 
He was found dead in his bed the next morning! ':' 

The predictions of the poet Dryden are yet another proof of the 
possibility of prediction. He predicted that at the ages of eight and twenty. 
three his son Charles would be in danger of death, and would die in his 
thirty-fourth year. At eight he was buried under a fallen wall; at 
twenty-three he fell from an old tower in the Vatican; and at thirty-three 
died by drowning at \Vindsor. 

As an illustration of the law of angles I have already referred to as 
forming the basis of astrological prediction, I may call the attention of the 
student to the nativity of Queen Victoria. Her uncle, King 'William IV, 
died in June, 1837. The Sun was then opposition to Uranus by direction. 
The Queen married on the loth of February, 1840, when the Sun was in 
conjunction with Venus by direction. The Duchess of Kent died in March 
1861 when the mid-heaven of the Queen's nativity was directed to a 
conjunction of Uranus. 

The death of the Prince Consort took place in December 1861. At this 
time the directions were: Sun conjunction Saturn; Moon semi-square 
Sun; Ascendant semi-square Venus and Ascendant semi-square Sun. 

If the reader will refer to the rules already given regarding the nature 
of the angles, it will be seen that the semi-square angle of 45° is evil-that 
the conjunction of Saturn is evil; that the opposition of any planet is evil; 
and that the conjunction of Venus is good. Applied to the above facts, 
they are found to correspond to the events in time and nature. 

If the reader should require further evidence as to the agreement of 
events in life with the arcs of Direction formed in a nativity, I can only 
refer him to the standard works on the subject of Astrology in general 
circulation. 

It may not be out of place here to give the evidence of one or two more 
such cases as our unscientific opponents prefer to call" coincidences" ; and 
from which we scientifically determine the existence of an astral law. 

In the Annual Register of 1776, p. 127, the case of twins is recorded. 
They were of opposite sex, and were born at the same time. They married 
on the same day, died together, and were buried in one grave. 

Two children were born on April 15th, 1879, the first at 5-10 p.m., and 
the second at 5-22 p.m. The former died on July 9th, 1881, and the latter 
three days afterwards. 

Here the twelve minutes difference in time of birth corresponds exactly 
to three days, at the rate of one day for a year of life, two hours for a 
month, or four minutes for a day, which is the measure of time used in both 
scriptural and modern Astrology. Thus Daniel's 70 weeks = 490 years. 
It is at all times easier to dispute than to disprove; and this no doubt 
accounts for the great deal that is said, and the little that is shown, against 
Astrology. There are thousands of persons in this country, who can attest 
the truth of Astrologic predictions from their own experiences, and yet all 
the science and learning of the world has not availed to produce a single 
case of a person gaining credit or fortune, or anything but trouble, sorrow, 
or ill-health, under the angles which astrologers have proved to be bad 
aspects; nor has it been shown that any person has ever died or had misfor
tune under" directions" or aspects which are good. Until a few authentic 

• Manual of Astrology. Raphael. Foulsbam aud Co. 
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cases of this nature are put on record against the thousands which any 
experienced astrologer can show to the contrary, persons who are in 
ignorance of the real facts of Astrology will do well to keep silence. 
Instances might be multiplied without end, but only to show that possibility 
of prediction is a scientific fact! And, if it is remembered that a competent 
knowledge of astronomy and mathematics is alone necessary for making the 
calculations on which the science of prediction rests, it will be a cause of as 
much wonder at regret that more public attention has not been given to the 
development of the subject among those who have both the time and ability 
for the purpose. 

In conclusion, I would point out that in all ages and nations great minds 
have thought it not beneath their intp.lligence to examine this science; and· 
only those who have never examined have thought it a great thing to take 
up pen against Astrology. 

The list of great names, among the votaries of this science, which I 
could bring before you would only add the weight of opinion, not proof, in 
favor of my proposition. I shall therefore content myself with a quotation 
from Du Bartas. 

I'll not believe that the Arch-architect 
With all these fires the heavenly arches decked 
Only for show; and with these glittering shields 
To amaze poor shepherds watching in the fields. 
I'll not believe that the least flower which pranks 
Our garden borders, or our common banks, 
And the least stone that in her warming lap 
Our mother earth doth covetously wrap, 
Hath some peculiar virtue of its own, 
And that the stars of heaven have none! 

... _ ... 

Ilisiis- ~Dpbia. 

SEPHARIAL • 

(Translated and annotated by G. R. S. M., with additional 1wles by H. P. B.) 

(Continutd.) 

" ,J;T came to pass, therefore, when I saw the Mystery of all these Words 
'f in my Vesture, that, in that very hour, I clothed myself therewith. 

And I became the brightest possible Light, and soared towards the Height, 
and came to the Gate of the Firmament. And all the Gates of the Firma
ment were shaken, one above the other, in turn, and all were thrown 
open together. And all the Rulers, Authorities, and Angels therein were 
disturbed together, on account of my great Light. And gazing on the 
Vesture of Light, with which I was clothed, they saw the Mystery, above 
which were their names, and feared exceedingly; [21] and all their Chains, 
with which they were bound, were loosed; and each one ceased in his 
Order; and all, bowing themselves before me, worshipped me, saying: 
'How has the Lord of the Universe changed us without our knowing' ? 
And they all sang Hymns together in the Interior of Interiors. Yet they 
did not see myself, but only saw the Light. 

" And having left that H.cgiun, I asccndcd into the First Sphere, shining 
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with the greatest possible Light, forty and nille· times exceeding the 
splendour, with which I shone in the Firmament. 

" And when I had come to the Gate of the First Sphere, its Gates were 
shaken and opened together of their own accord. So I entered into the 
Houses of the Sphere, and all its Rulers and all that turn therein, saw the 
great Light. And gazing on my Vesture, they saw the Mystery of their 
own Name therein, and were the more confused-rand did even as they of 
the Firmament J. t 

"[22] And having left that Region, I came to the Gate of the Second 
Sphere, which is the Fate.t [And its Gates were opened, and its Rulers 
and they which turn therein, did even as they before them, my Light being 
forty and nine times greater than in the Sphere.] 

"[23] Thence, ascending to the great lEons of the Rulers, I came 
to their Veils and Gates, clad in the most resplendent Light. These also 
were thrown into confusion, one above the other, in turn. And I entered 
to the lEons, clad in the greatest possible Light, forty and nine times greater 
than that, with which I shone in the House of the Fate. And all their 
Angels, lEons, Archangels, Rulers, Gods, Lords, Authorities, Tyrants, 
Powers, Sparks, Light.givers, Unpaired, Invisibles, Forefathers, and Triple 
Powers,S saw me, being the most radiant, limitless Light. And they were 
thrown into confusion, one above the other, in turn. And great fear fell 
upon them, when they saw my great Light. [24] And their great con· 
fusion and fear reached to the Region of the Great, Invisible Forefather 
(I) also, and of the three great Triple.Powers. And because of the 
great fear of their confusion, the Great Forefather himself, and the 
three Triple-Powers, ceased not to run hither and thither, in their 
Regions, because of the great fear in which they were, and, at the 
same time, they threw into confusion all their lEons, and all their Spheres 
and Orderings, fearing and being greatly troubled, because of my great 
Light, far different from the Light I had when living (lit. turning) on 
the Earth of Men, when the shining Vesture came upon me. For (the 
Earth) could not bear the Light, such as it is in its reality, else would the 
\Vorld be resolved and all, who dwell therein, together. But, in the Twelve 
lEons, my Light was greater than in the \Vorld among you, eight thousand 
and seven hundred times (2). 

" It came to pass, when all who turn in the Twelve lEons, saw the great 
Light, that they were confused, one above the other, in turn, and ran 
hither and thither in the lEons; and all the lEons, and Heavens, and their 
whole Ordering, were shaken, because of the great fear, which was in 
them [26] because they knew not tIle mystery, which was done (3). 

• Typical of the .. forty-nine fires" in the Occult doctrines. See the figures in Llldfer. 
No. 33. for May. 

t The passages in square brackets are the summarizing of long repetitions. 
: See Table I. in Lucifer. No. 34. for June. 
t Compare Lu:iftr. No. 32. p. 109· 
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" And Adamas, the Great Tyrant (4), and all the Tyrants, which are in 
all the }Eons, began to fight vainly againt the Light. And they knew not, 
with what they fought, because they saw no one but only the most 
exceeding Light. But when they began to fight against the Light, they all 
lost courage, one with the other, in turn, and falling down in the )Eons, 
became dead like the dwellers in the Earth, who are bereft of all breath. 
And I took a thi,d part from the Power of all of them, lest they should 
prevail in their evil doings; and lest-if perchance the men who are in the 
World, should invoke them in their Mysteries, which the transgressing 
angels brought down from above, for these magical rites are from those 
angels-(such evil practices) should be accomplished. And I changed both 
the Fate and Sphere, which are their Lords, and made them turned for six 
months towards the left, and for six months aspecting the right, accom
plishing their influences [26] for, by the command of the First Precept 
and of the First Mystery (5), lEU (6), the Watcher (or Overseer) of the 
Light, had placed them, facing the left, for all time, accomplishing their 
Influences and Actions." 

And when he had said these things to his disciples, he added: "He 
that has ears to hear let him hear". 

Now when Mary (7) had heard these words, which the Saviour said, 
having gazed into the sky with amazement,· for the space of one hour, she 
said: "Master, give commandment to me to speak openly". And Jesus 
answered with compassion, and said to her: "Speak openly, Mary, thou 
blessed one, whom I will perfect in all Mysteries, which pertain to the 
Height, thou, whose Heart is set on the Kingdom of the Heavens, more 
than the Hearts of all thy Brethren". 

Then said Mary to the Saviour: [27] "Thou sayest the words, I He 
that has ears to hear, let him hear', in order that we may understand thy 
conversation. Hear, therefore, my Master, I will speak the words openly, 
which thou saidest, to wit: I I have taken away a thi,d pa,t in the Power of 
the Rulers of all the }Eons, and have changed the Fate and Sphere, for 
thou didst deprive them of their power, and of their Ordainers of the 
Hour,t and Diviners, and those who show the men of the World all future 
things, so that they should not be able from this hour to foretell what 
should come to pass '. Concerning these words, my Master, the Power, 
which was in Esaias, the Prophet, spake as follows, and set it forth in a 
spiritual Parable, at the time, when he spake concerning the vision of 
Egypt: [28] I Where, then, 0 Egypt, where are thy Diviners and 
Ordainers of the Hour; where those whom they summon from the earth, 
and those whom they call f,om themselves? Let them, then, show thee the 
deeds, which the Lord Sabaoth will accomplish!' Thus, then, before 

• Or into the Ai, (A;'II) with inspiration. See Commentary (4) on Adamas ... the 
Middle Region of the Air ... 

t Horary Astrologers. 
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thou camest, was the Power of the Prophet Esaias prophesying for thee, 
that thou shouldest take away the Power of the Rulers of the }Eons, and 
shouldest change their Sphere and Fate, that they should not know 
anything thenceforth, from that hour. Of this very thing he said: 'Ye 
shall not, therefore, know what the Lord Sabaoth shall do': that is, no 
Ruler shall know the things, which thou wilt do henceforth, from this 
hour; which Rulers indeed are Egypt, (8) since they are the ineffectual 
Hyle, of which (the Power) in Esaias at that time prophesied, saying: 
• Ye shall not, therefore, know henceforth, from this hour, what the Lord 
Sabaoth will do', (to wit) concerning the power of Light, which thou didst 
take from Sabaoth, the Good, who is in the Region of the Right, which 
(Power) is in thy hylic body to-day.· For this cause, therefore, 0 Jesus, 
my Master, thou didst say to us: • He that has ears to hear, let him hear!' 
For thou wouldest known whose Heart is earnestly set on the Kingdom of 
the Heavens." 

And when Mary had ceased he said: "Well done, Mary, since thou 
art blessed before all women [29J who are on the Earth, for thou shalt 
be the Completion (Pleroma) of all Completions, and Limit of all Limits." 

Now when Mary heard the Saviour say these words, she rejoiced greatly, 
and came to Jesus, and bowed herself before him, and adored his feet, 
saying: "Master, hear me, and I will ask thee this word, for thou hast 
not yet spoken with us concerning the Regions into which thou didst go." 

And Jesus answered and said unto Mary: "Speak openly, and fear 
not; all things, which thou seekest, I will reveal to thee". And she said: 
" Master, will all those, who know the Mystery of the Magic of the Rulers 
of all the }Eons, and of those of the Fate and of the Sphere, as the 
Transgressing Angels taught them (if they invoke them in their Mysteries, 
which are evil Magic Rites for the hindering of good deeds), will they 
accomplish their ends now at the present time, or not? " 

And Jesus answered, and said to Mary: "They will not accomplish 
them, like as they accomplished them from the beginning, because I have 
taken the third part of their Power. But they will be in error (9) in the 
eyes of those, who know the Mysteries of the Magic of the Thirteenth 
lEon. (For the latter) will accomplish them finely, and exactly, [30J 
because I have not taken away their Power in that Region, according to 
the command of the First Mystery." 

And Mary said: II Master, surely the Ordainers of the Hour, and 
Diviners, will not show to men what will come to pass, henceforth, from 
this time?" And Jesus answerecl, and said unto her: II If the Ordainers 
of the Hour chance upon the Fate, and the Sphere, turned towards the 
left, according to their first emanation, their words come to pass, and they 
will say what ought to be done; but if they meet with the Fate, or 
Sphere, turned towards the right, they will not obtain any truth, since I 

• See Lllcijer, No. 34, p. 316. pag. I", 
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have changed their Influences, their Four and Three Angles, and their 
Eight Configurations (10); for these had remained turned to the left from 
the beginning. But now I have turned them six months to the left and six 
months to the right. \Vhosoever, therefore, shall chance upon their 
N umber, since the time when I changed them, so that for six months they 
aspect their left hand Parts, and for six their right hand Paths, [31J
whosoever shall observe them in this way, he shall know their Influences 
exactly, and shall announce all things, which they shall do. Likewise, 
also, the Diviners, if they invoke the Name of the Rulers, so that they 
light upon them when looking towards the left. All things, concerning 
which they shall ask their Decans, shall be told them exactly. But if the 
Diviners invoke their Names, looking towards the right, they will not hear 
them, as aspecting a different Configuration from their first position, in 
which lEU placed them, for some of their Names are turned to the left, 
and some to the right. If, then, they thus invoke them, they will receive 
no truth, but they (the Decans) will throw them into confusion, and 
threaten them with threatening, because they know not that they are 
turned to the right." 

[32] Now when Jesus had finished speaking, Philip sat and wrote all 
the words, which he had said (II). 

And Philip having asked, and received, permission to speak, said unto 
Jesus: "Master, on account of what Mystery, has thou changed them, and 
didst thou this unto them for the Salvation of the \\Torld, or not? " 

And Jesus answered: [33J "I have changed their Path for the Salva
tion of all souls. AMEN, AMEN, I say unto you, had I not changed their 
Path, they would have destroyed the host of Souls; the Rulers also of the 
}Eons, and of the Fate, and Sphere, and all their Regions, and Heavens, 
and JEons, would have spent much time, without being resolved (or set 
free); moreover also, the Souls would have continued a long time without 
this Region (the Kosmos), and the Number of perfected Souls, which will 
be recorded in the Inheritance of the Height by the Mystery, and will be 
in the Treasure of Light, would have been delayed in its completion. For 
this cause, therefore, I changed their Path, that they might be disturbed, 
and, in their confusion, lose the power, which is in the Hyle of their \\Torld, 
which they make into Souls, in order that both themselves, and the whole 
of their Power, might be quickly purified, and conveyed to (or evolved into) 
those, who are to be saved, and that those who are not to be saved, might 
be quickly resolved." 

And Mary said unto Jesus: [34] "Master, how is it that the Souls 
would have delayed outside this Region, and how will they purify them 
(the }Eons, &c.,) quickly?" 

And Jesus answered, and said to Mary: "Before I had revealed (my) 
Message to all the Rulers of the JEons, and of the Fate, and Sphere, they 
had been all bound by their own Chains, Spheres, and Seals, in the way, 
in which u:e, the Overseer of the Light, bOllnd them from the heginning: 
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each of them was remaining in his own Order, and each walked in his own 
Course. And when the time of the Number of Melchise~ec, the great 
Receiver of the Light (12), had arrived [35], he kept coming into the 
midst of the .tEons, and Rulers bound in the Sphere, and Fate, and took 
away their pure Light, for he took it from them, by throwing them into 
confusion. And he urged on their Partisan (SpoudasUn), who is over them, 
to turn their Circles quickly, and took away their Power, both the Breath of 
their Mouth, and the Tears of their Eyes, and also the Sweat of their 
Bodies. And Melchisedec, the Receiver of Light, purified those Powers, 
that he might carry their Light into the Treasure of Light, and the 
Ministers (LeitouTgo,) of all the Rulers (of the .tEons) collected the Hyle of 
the rest of them, and the Ministers of all the Rulers of the Fate, and of the 
Sphere, which are below the .lEons, received it, that they might make 
thence the Soul of men, and cattle, and reptiles, and beasts, and hirds, and 
send it into the world of men. The Receivers of the Sun, and of the Moon, 
also,-when they had observed the Heavens, so that they might see the 
Figures of the Paths of the .tEons, and the Figures of the Fate, and the 
Sphere, and that he (Melchisedec) had taken away the Power of their Light 
from them (the .tEons),-also prepared themselves to scatter it (the Light), 
until they should give it to the Receivers of Melchisedec. [36J (So) they 
carried the pure Light and their (the .tEons') hylic Evacuation (faewII) into 
the Sphere, which is below the .tEons (13), that they might make thence the 
Soul of men, reptiles, cattle, beasts, and birds, according to the Circle of 
the Rulers of that Sphere, and according to all the Figures of their revolu
tion, and cast them into the \Vorld of Men, and that the Souls might be 
made in that Region, according to the manner, which I have already told 
you. These things, therefore, they were accomplishing constantly, before 
their Power began to lessen, and weaken, in them, and they became languid, 
and powerless. But when they became powerless, so that their Light 
began to cease, and their Kingdom to be resolved, and the Universe to 
quickly continue (or complete) its evolution (evchmiuT); then, when they 
knew this by the circumstances, and the Numher of his Reckoning 
(Psephou) was accomplished, Melchisedec, the Receiver, began to come 
again, that he might enter into the midst of all the Rulers of the 
lEons, and of the Fate and Sphere, and disturbed them, in oreer to 
requicken their Circles. [37J Forthwith, they are compressed, that they 
may cast out their Power from themselves, from the Breath of their 
Mouth, from the Tears of their Eyes, and from the Sweat of their Bodies, 
and Melchisedec, the Receiver of Light, purified them (fa? the Bodies!) 
perserveringly, and bore their Light into the Treasure of Light; and all 
the Rulers of the .tEons, and the Rulers of the Fate and Sphere, surrounded 
the Hyle of their Evacuation (or error), that they might devour it, and not 
allow it to go so that Souls might be made in the \\'orld. They, therefore, 
dev(lUred their Hyle, in order that they might not become powerless, and 
languid, and their Power cease in them, and their Kingdom be dissolved; 
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but that they might linger, so as to delay the completion of the Number of 
perfected Souls, which will be in the Treasure of Light. Such things, then, 
they continued doing for two Circles." 

([38-42] Pagg. 23-26 are repeated with some slight variations, the most 
interesting being: II For this cause, therefore, I said unto you: 'I have 
shortened their Times, because of my Elect' (Cf. Matth. xxiv, 22; Mark 
xiii, 20). Otherwise, no Soul could have been saved. But I have shortened 
their Times and Pe~ods, because of the perfect number of Souls, which 
will receive the Mystery, which indeed are the Elect; for had I not done 
so, no hylic Soul could have been saved, btlt thiy would lmve prrishtd in the 
Fire, which is in the Fush of the Rulers.") (14.) 

COMMENTARY. 

(I) The Great Invisible Forefather stands at the head of the Hierarchies of the 
Left, the Region of Righteousness, and of the Thirteenth lEon. The great Power 
(or Dynamis) of this Invisible Deity is Barbelo, and next to it come the three 
Triple.Powers (cf. pagg. 19, 23, 41, and 183.) As we proceed, it will be seen how 
the Type of the Pleroma is impressed upon all the Planes and Lokas. In other 
words, as the States of Consciousness change, the Appearances of things change 
with them, while the Things in themselves, or Types, remain the same. See the 
Chart of the Valentinian Pleroma (Lucifer, No. 33, p. 237). 

(2) Eight thousand ani seven hundred times: oc/its millies c/ scplies centies (S). 
Setting aside the poor latinity of septies centies, it is difficult to relate this number 
with the previolls .. forty and nine times." The translation is evidently at fault, for 
we find ill the notes" (entits ( •••• decies millies P.)." This emendation, however, 
only seems to make matters worse. The translation in Migne is " huit fois mille 
fois et sept fois cent fois ", and, as usual, no comment or elucidation is offered. 
The probable solution of the difficulty is that, whatever the correct translation may 
be, it is either a vague expression meaning" many thousand times", just as in Latin 
the number of the Sacred Cycle, 800, became a loose term for any large number, or 
that it is a deliberate" blind". 

(3) Truly Aridya, or Ignorance (Nescience rather), is the root of all Nidanas. 
or the Concatenation of Cause and Effect (see S. D. sub voce.) 

(4) Adamas. On pag. 360, we read that six of the Twelve }Eons are ruled by 
Sabaoth Adamas, and six by labraoth. These Twelve lEons, in order to extend 
their power, persist in the Mystery of Intercourse. In this, however, they are 
opposed by lEU, the Father of the Father of Jesus, and thus labraoth and his 
Rulers are converted to the Mysteries of Light. lEU, therefore, exalts them to a 
higher Region and brings them into a pure A ir, into the Light of the Sun, amid the 
Region of the Midst, and of the Invisible Deity. Sabaoth Adamas and his Rulers, 
however, will not abstain from the Mystery of Intercourse; lEU, accordingly. 
confines them in the Sphere (of Fate ?), in number 1800 (360 X 5) and above them 
360 other Rulers, and above these again 5 great Rulers. Using the astronomical 
key, lEU is the Spiritual Sun, the father of the Physical Sun, which again is the father 
of the" inter· mercurial planet ". See Secret Doctrine II, 28, and Part I Transacti.JI!s 
of the Blavalsky Lodge, p. 40. 

The above description is taken from the fourth book or division of the Pistis-
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Sophia, which, R. A. Lil'sius thinks, .. has probably got by accident into the place 
where we now read it in the manuscript. It presents a simpler and older form of 
Gnostic doctrine, and was the work perhaps of a different author." However that 
may be, and as our effort is to understand the idUlS of the Pistis-Sophia, it will be 
sufficient to remark that the above description is given by Jesus to his disciples 
when he had brought them, in their Initiation, " into the Middle Region of the Air, 
in the Paths of the Way of the Midst, which is bdow the Sphere n, and that, by 
analogy, it helps greatly the understanding of the " Conversion of the Rulers n, 
which follows. 

A hint to the explanation of the word" Tyrant .. is given on pag. 76, where it 
speaks of "All the Tyrant Deities, which had not yet given up the purity of their Light." 
Compare also pagg. 25, 137, and 154, and also Lucifer, No. 34, p. 3IB, note (3). 

In the Gnosis of the Ophites, the term "Adamas" is of frequent occurrence, 
and in Philosophumena x, 9, we read that; "The Naaseni (a School ofthe Ophites) 
call Anthrl'.pos (the Man), the First Principle of the Universe (Archen Univer
sorum), and also the Son of Man, and divide it into three. For in it, they say, is 
an Intelligent, a Psychic and a Choic (Physical) Principle. And they call it Adamas, 
and think that the knowledge, which has it (Adamas) for its object, is the beginning 
of ou, being able to know Deity." From the above it is evident there are th," 
Adamantes, of which our Adamas is the lowest. 

In connection with these .. Tyrant Deities, which had not yet given up the 
purity of their Light ", and from which Jesus took a .. third pari of their Power ", 
and in explanation of what follows in the text, students should compare Stanza vi, 
sloka 5, of the Secret Doctrine (vol. i, pp. 191 et seqq.), .. At the fourth (Round, or 
revolution of life and being around' the seven smaller wheels '), the sons are told to 
create their images. One-third refuses. Two (thirds) obey." 

(5) The First Mystery. Jesus, who proceeds from the First Mystery (his Father), 
bears also himself the name of the First Mystery. The Hierarchy of the Emana
tions in the Treasure of Light, according to the first three books, consists of the 
Ineffable, called also the Deity of Truth, and the Inward of the Inward, and also of 
the Limbs (or Words) on the one hand, and on the other of the Mysteries of the 
Ineffable. At the head of all Mysteries stands the Mystery of the Ineffable or the 
First Mystery, called also the Only (Unicum) Word (or Logos) of the Ineffable. 
From this emanates the Only Mystery of the First Mystery, and thence Three, 
Five, and Twelve other Mysteries. 

(6) lEU is called the Father of the Father of Jesus, the Father of Jesus being 
the Great Sabaoth, the Good (see Lucifer, No. 34, p. 31B, note 3). The 
Region of lEU is the Right, and the titles of this Principle are the Overseer of the 
Light, the First Man, the Legate of the First Statute (C/. loco cit. p. 320, note B), 
and the Guardian of the Veil. See also note 3 supra. Seeing also that, in the 
fourth book, the Ineffable, to which Jesus addresses all invocations, is called the 
Father of all Fatherhood, we have three Fathers of Jesus, viz., the Ineffable, lEU, 

and the Great Sabaoth. For a further comprehension of these three" Fathers ", 
and three" Lives ", read Isis Unveiled, vol. ii, pp. 227 et seqq. 

(7) Mary, called also Mariham and Maria Magdalena (pag. IB2), must not be 
confounded with Mary, the corporeal Mother of Jesus. This Mary is by far the 
most intuitive (pneumatic), and the most prominent interlocutor of all the disciples. 

From the Philosophumena, V. 7, we learn that the School of the Naaseni 
claimed to have received their teachings from Mariamne, to whom" James, the 
brother of the Lord" had originally imparted them. Origen also (Adv. Celsum, V. 

62) speaks of a Gnostic school, which derived its teachings from Mariamne. 
Those who are curious to analyse the controversies on the three Marys, viz., 

Mary Magdalene, Mary the sister of Martha, and" 1:1 femme pecheresse ", as to 
whether they were three different personages or one and the same individual, 
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should refer to the list of authorities in .. Migne ", vol. xxiv, col. 541 and 542. 
Esoterically, however, Mary the Mother, Mary the sister of Martha and Mary 
Magdalene correspond to Buddhi, Mallas, and the lower Alanas. 

(8) Egypt. This passage is somewhat obscure, especially the last sentence, 
" Quae e:ldem SUllt .'Egyptlls .. (5.), which grammatically must refer to its antecedent, 
.. the things which thou wilt do". If. however, it is so canstrued, despair will seize 
upon our readers. We have, therefore, restored the idea of the Gnostic writer 
by a study of passages in the Phil,lsophulllena, of which the following is an 
example :-" This, said he, is what was written: • I have said, ye are all Gods, and 
children of tile Highest, if ye shall hasten to jlce out of Egypt, and crossillg tile Red Sea 
cOllie into the Wilderlless', that is, from the Intercourse (mixis) below, to that of 
Jerusalem Above; • but if ye again return to Egypt', that is, to the Intercourse 
below, • ye die like men' (Ps. 82, 6). For he said, all the inferior generation is 
mortal, whereas all that is generated above is immortal. For of Water' alone and 
Spint, the Spiritual (Man) is generated, and not thE: Carnal. The Lower (Man), 
on the contrary, is Carnal: this is, said he, what was written: • What is born of the 
Flesh is Flesh, and what is born of the Spirit is Spirit '. This is, according to them, 
the Spiritual generation. This, he said. is the Great Jordan, which, flowing down, 
and hindering the Exodus of the Children of Israel from Egypt (that is from the 
lower Intercourse; for Egypt is the body, according to them), was turned back, and 
mi/de to fl.'!.' upu'ard by Jeslls" (v. § Naaseni). 

(9) Hilt they will be ill error: .. Sed facient culpam in his • •• " (S.): .. Mais its 
feront la faute en ceux .•.. " (Migne), a mere echo of Schwartze, as usual! The 
passage before us is of the greatest possible interest, as showing the attitude of the 
Schools of Initiation to the Astrology of the Profane, and as containing the hint 
that the" Influence of the Stars" had to do with the Physical or Hylic Man alone; 
whereas, those who knew the mysteries of the Thirteenth /Eon, i.e., the Psychics 
(see Table I), were superior to such Influences. 

(10) Tlleir Four alld Three Angles. These are terms of the occult system of 
Astrology, founded on the type of the Triad and Quaternary, and correspond to 
the three higher and jOllr lower principles. making seven in all. In exoteric 
astrology they stand for the usual Trine and Square, the Eight Configurations 

being 0, 6., *, L, 8, 0, ~, ..)£.. 

(II) Philip." Epiphanius mentions (26,8) as books made use of by the Gnostics 
(the Ophites) the small and great QII(stiOllings of Alary, and (26, 13) a Gospel of 
Philip. Renan has recently (Marc Aurele, p. 120, sqq.) endeavoured to identify 
these Qllestionings of Mary with the book Pistis.Sophia ...• That moreo\'er which 
Epiphanius tells us of the contents of this Gospel oj Pllilip agrees right well with the 
whole tone and range of thought in the Pistis-Sophia" (Lipsius in Smith and 
Wace, Dict. of Christ. Biog., vol. iv, p. 413). The passage, however, quoted by 
Epiphanius, is not to be found in Pistis-Sophia, nor is the substance of the Question
ings of the same nature as the Interlocution of Mary, in our text; therefore we 
lIlust conclude, either that the pages missing from the Coptic MS. may contain the 
passage referred to, or, what is far more probable, that there existed different 
Commentaries on the original Oral Traditions. 

(12) Mdchisedec. In Philosopllumma vii, 36, we find mention of the" Melchise· 
de ciani ", who, the author says, owed the foundation of their School to Theodotus, 
a banker. The main feature of their teaching was that the Christ as descended on 
the man, Jesus, at his Baptism, but that Melchisedec was a heavenly power, higher 
than the Christos. That which the Christos was to do for men, Melchisedec did 
for Angels. This Melchisedec was without Father, or Mother, or descent, whose 

• Se. the Water of Space, 
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beginning and end were incomprehensible. See also Philaster (Hae,. 52), Pseudo· 
Tertullian (24), Epiphanius (55), and Eusebius (Hist. Ecc. v, 28), as quoted by 
Salmon (Smith and Wace, vol. iii, 888.) 

From the Pistis-Sophia (pagg. 292, 327-9, 337. 365), we learn that the three chie 
Deities of the Right, are leu, Zorokothora Melchisedec, and the Great Sabaoth, 
the Good. The office of Melchisedec, and of his Receivers, is to deprive the Rulers 
of their Light-Powers. and carry the Light back into the Treasure. For the occult 
significance of II Melchisedec" compare Sec,et Doctrine, I, 208 and 265, on the 
II Great Sacrifice" and II Silent Watcher". 

(13) Schwartze's translation is here almost hopeless, while Petermann's note 
makes the obscurity denser. Migne coolly omits it entirely, and Kostlin, in his 
digest (Bau, und Zelle,'s Theologische ]ah,biiche" 1854. pp. 1-104 and 187-196), makes 
the Receivers of the Sun and Moon responsible for another set of Souls. 

(14) Flesh of the Rulers. That is t 0 say, that the kama-manasic Entity would 
perish in the lower kosmic forces. 

(To be ro7lti7l"td.) 

ijtbtDSnp!Jv in ~pain. 

~T is certainly not an easy task to write about the birth and development 
'f of Theosophy in Spain, for the interest in it felt by our brother 

Theosophists must necessarily be somewhat forced, in that many of 
them know our country only by name, and consequently cannot adequately 
realise-as they might wish to do-the struggle which we have had to 
sustain here; a struggle which has not indeed even commenced, one may 
say; but which, we have a presentiment, will become formidable when the 
masses of the people, forgetting barren political questions and paltry 
personal interests, awake at last from the lethargy brought about by 
ecclesiasticism and the excessive reaction produced by past centuries
to a comprehension of, and an interest in, Theosophy; the day when they 
grasp the true import and grandeur of the sublime beliefs which we hold, 
and which alone can regenerate this ancient land of Spain, whose past is so 
fair! Two formidable difficulties at once present themselves, difficulties 
which must be surnlOunted. These are, firstly, religious fanaticism, and 
secondly, a profound indifference to all metaphysical, or even ordinary 
moral questions. This indifference in a people naturally so devout and 
simple in their customs, so capable of embracing high ideals-as history 
proves-so warmhearted and sincere, points to a unique cause, the long 
and complete sway obtained by clericalism over Spain; five centuries 
of fanaticism and intolerance on the one hand, and on the other the 
occupation of the country by the Moors, who, it is true, left as a legacy 
many of their virtues hehind them; but also many of their vices, which 
are not easy to obliterate. The reader must also take into account an 
important fact, one too often forgotten in treating of the question: the 
fact that Spain has not known the religious struggles which deluged 
Europe with blood principally during the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seven
teenth centuries, but which, in return, hastened moral progress and finally 
enabled Europe to throw off the yoke of Roman intolerance and dogma
tism. The very essence of the Reformation, the right of free thought, 
could find no development in Spain-stifled as it was in the very beginning 
by the Inquisition which, according to the defenders of the Holy Office, 
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ever constitutes one of its glories, as an act of patriotism towards the 
country! The Moors, who refused to accept Christian baptism, were put 
to death or banished from the country. The Jews suffered in like manner. 
Catholicism was all powerful, and remained so, up to the day when 
the Inquisition was abolished. The inevitable result of all this being 
that the natural reaction has brought about materialism and indiffer
ence in religious questions. The country is divided as follows: the 
masses, who believe but little in the miracles as taught by the 
Church - except in some mountainous provinces in the north of the 
Peninsula, where the clergy are sufficiently powerful to put a stop to 
all progress. These still hold a fanatic and turbulent population, always 
ready to plunge Spain into the horrors of a civil war, under pretext of 
defending religion against the attacks of infidelity and freethought. The 
peoFb everywhere, all over the country are altogether ignorant and without 
instruction, and quite content to go through the mechanical exercises of 
devotion, and narrow routine prescribed by their religion, without seeking 
for the essential spirit of what they are taught to believe; the men of 
science, when not ultramontanes, are nearly all materialists. The upper 
classes count for little in intellectual movements, and take, with but few 
exceptions, no part in the moral questions which occupy the attention not 
only of thinkers, but of all those whose hearts are open to noble aspirations 
and influences, and for whom altruism is not an impossible Utopia. This 
callous indifference to all that touches upon elevating and ennobling 
subjects, is nowhere more strongly accentuated than in the higher classes 
in Madrid. Their intelligence is a commonly accepted fact, but their 
apathy is most grievous. Talk to them of horses, bulls, of theatres and 
the rest, and on these topics they are at home, they know their ground, and 
here they are the equals of the most cultivated and refined societies in 
Europe; but do not attempt to engage their attention with any subject less 
superficial-they will not listen to you. To amuse themselves, this is both 
their duty and their pleasure, those delights which appeal most to the 
lowest side of human nature, being most in favor! If this description 
seems to the reader somewhat exaggerated, it may be confirmed by any 
sincere and truthful person who has lived at Madrid, and has been into 
the society to which the name of " Ie monde" is given. True it is that the 
special vices of this society are common to all countries, with slight varia
tions, and we must not omit to recognize, on the other hand, their many 
good qualities-as, for instance, their contempt for money, their generosity, 
courage, and above all a complete absence of that class pride, which renders asso
ciation with them so pleasant to strangers. One may safely assert that 
nowhere in Europe, or anywhere else, unless it be among the old families 
of Spanish origin in South America, does one find a society more simple, 
and easy to get on with, than in Spain, where hospitality" comes naturally". 
Foreigners who have not taken with them pre-conceived, and generaUy false ideas 
(for our country is one of the least known in Europe), know well that 
Spaniards can be fast and true friends. Naturally there are always 
exceptions to every rule. The love of country is, above all, extraordi
narily developed in Spain. What society here lacks, is intellectual 
culture; this is only too true, and is a very real evil. People read 
very little, except on matters relating to politics, which absorb eve?: 
one. Few persons know English-especially in the higher class-but If 
they read in that language at all, it is on sport and the light fashionable 
literature of the day. Leave this limited circle, and you will pass for 
one possessed of great learning, and become at once a solitary being, an 
" original". Outside this circle, in the world where the immense majority 
live, nothing has power to interest or arouse. In other respects people are 
very impressionable, especially in Madrid. But it would take an event of 
extraordinary and overwhelming interest to in any way attract their atteD-
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tion, even for a month. Under these conditions one can easily see in what 
position Spanish Theosophists find themselves, especially when one takes 
into account their number. It is true that no one had ever heard of Theo
sophy in Spain until a year or so ago; and indeed one does not mention it, 
except to those who one supposes have already heard of this great move
ment. Certainly Spanish Theosophists do not lack courage, and they are 
ardent workers in the cause; but the inculcation of it necessarily takes a 
form peculiar to each country. To speak of Theosophy in Madrid, seems 
to every Madrilene, admitting that he knows what it means, something 
inconceivable, impossible. Theosophy is so strange, so new, and, in addi
tion, comes to us from foreigners; and for most people the strange even if 
not actually unknown, is suspected; especially in religious matters, and 
among the so-called "bien pensants ". There are, nevertheless, thousands of 
unconscious Theosophists; but they dare not break with tradition, and what 
can one say to them! One must have to venture on this step a profound 
conviction, an abiding faith, in Theosophic doctrines; and that a man does 
not acquire without study (which they refuse), followed by deep reflection 
and aided by natural intuition. You tell them that Theosophy demands no 
blind faith, preaches no miracles; and you appeal to their reason-in 
default of spirituality-and obtain, in nine cases out of ten, this answer: 
"\Ve do not want a new ,eligion, we have already our own, which amply 
suffices for those who have faith". "But ", you reply, "Theosophy is not 
a religion in the sense you mean, neither is it Spiritualism, nor magtc, etc." 
\Vhereupon they at once accuse you of rejecting the inexplicable, the 
"mysterious unknown" of all religions, and of accepting Theosophy open
mouthed, which simply bristles with mysteries. 

The spirit of Catholicism, pushed to an extreme, which has reigned for 
so many centuries in the country, has produced a re-action in favor of a 
fatalistic materialism and of a despairing indifference a hundred times worse 
than the former. However, the little handful of Theosophists in Madrid 
do not altogether despair. They strive, with the means at their disposal, 
as best they can, untiringly and with patience; seizing every occasion that 
offers itself, however small, to sow the good seed-awaiting calmly and 
humbly yet joyfully-for the ripening; knowing well that the inflexible law 
of Karma will accomplish the fruitage of their labors. They do not ignore 
the gravity of the situation, the immense difficulties which meet them, or 
the fact that the moral condition of the country little fits it to receive the 
good seed of Theosophic truth; but paltry and personal considerations 
disappear before the Cause-that Cause which is everything, and for which 
they will work while breath is left them. They are obliged to proceed 
with great caution, and it may be but slowly, to work; for they know well 
that any mistake in the initial stage would prove most disastrous, and 
would retard the acceptation of Theosophy for many years. Discussions 
have to be avoided as much as possible; they take a very personal form 
in this country-the real point at issue being too often lost sight of. 
Avoiding these discussions as far as is possible, we must try to prove: 

Ist.-That Theosophy is not a religion (being itself the Synthesis of all 
religions, and human knowledge.) 

2nd.-That it is not the princiPal aim of Theosophy-as its enemies 
continually assert-to upset Christianity. 

3rd.-That the members of the Theosophical Society as such, are not 
Buddhists. 

4th.-That Theosophy is neither a branch of Spiritualism, nor of Free 
Masonry. A programme which in the present state of Spain will require 
years to establish! 

Several elementary works-articles from The Path, and from other 
Theosophical magazines, have been translated into Spanish and distributed 
by thousands throughout ·Spain and her colonies; the" Key to Theosophy" 
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is in process of being translated, and will be published as soon as possible 
-It is indeed a most excellent work, and indispensable for all who would 
learn what Theosophy really is; it will prove invaluable to us. 

Theosophists in Spain are yet but a handful, still they feel that the day 
is not far distant when their ranks will be very largely increased; in any 
case, they have sown the seed, and those who come after them will find the 
principal difficulties already overcome. Theosophy is in the air, in Spain 
as elsewhere, possibly even more so in Spain, though in a nascent and as yet 
indefinite form; for the country is striving towards that intellectual, moral, 
and spiritual progress, from which it has heen cut off for so many centuries; 
and this progress Theosophy alone can ensure. Spain is in the full process 
of Reformation, if only certain Theosophists born but yesterday are 
reckoned, while for their part, the Cause can count on their unwearied 
devotion and energy in the carrying out of their Theosophic duty. 

There is no doubt but that Theosophy would have had a far greater 
number of adherents here, had we implored, in the first instance, the 
help of the Free Masons and Spiritualists, and incorporated their sectarian 
beliefs with those of Theosophy; but we knew that the former are a bug
bear to the majority of people in this country, who condemn them severely 
as lacking the good name and high standing that their foreign brothers 
possess-and as to the latter, they are but of recent growth. Besides 
which, we felt that Theosophy must be revealed alone, pure, and free from 
all influences which could but compromise it, and retard its growth here 
in the first instance. We must graduaIly inculcate its sublime beliefs
showing, little by little, that it is indeed the great synthesis of all knowledge 
-both philosophical and scientific-and that only in this sense can Free 
Masonry and Spiritualism alike, find a place therein, as the wave forms 
a part of the ocean. On this understanding we can welcome them, but in 
the meantime we must in serving the cause, avoid all contact which could 
injure it. Let us work then, each in his appointed place, with all ou, might 
-with unshaken faith-awaiting with patience and certainty the result 
of our labors. The conflict we know will be fierce-mais la itlite, c'est la vie! 

(F,om ou, Mad,id co,respondent.) 

ligbt ~brDngb tbe «rannies. 
THE OAK AND THE BRAMBLE. 

TT1HE Oak tree said to the Bramble; "Why dost thou trail thy branches 
eJ 1 {s. along the ground and stretch thy arms above the sod as though thou 

wouldst embrace it ? Behold! he who would be worthy in the eyes 
of the Lord spreadeth forth his arms toward Heaven and darteth his roots 
into earth and draweth out nourishment therefrom. Yea, he stretcheth his 
branches towards the sky, and the rain and the dew nourish him; but thou 
hidest low in the shadow and raisest not thy head." 

Then said the Bramble: "La, I am little and of small account, and my 
trailing branches are more nearly allied to Earth than to the Sun and his 
broad over-arching Heaven. Therefore, love I to smell the fragrance of the 
rain mount from her bosom, and I cry to the great mother of whom I receive 
my daily food: 'Thou art fair. Yea, altogether lovely. I t is thy voice that 
speaks by the wood-dove, which mounts in the nightingale's song and 
descends in the melody of the lark.' So I gather up my store of thorny 
leaves and spread my tender blossoms over my face, and when the petals of 
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my flowers have fallen, I renew my fairness in the bloom of my fruitage. 
So that the eye of God may rest upon me, as on one who does her best to 
make the world a place of beauty and the heart of man glad because I 
render unto him the full reward of my labor. And if he is refreshed 
thereby and blesses me, I am blessed indeed." 

Then said the Oak: "Thou art of small discernment and hast a narrow 
manner of reasoning. How can God be pleased with thy frail blossoms, 
seeing that they fade and let their petals fall in a few brief hours? How 
can man bless thee by eating of thy fruit, seeing it gratifies his fleshly taste 
only for a moment? ,. 

And the Bramble answered: "I do my best. Thou hast no cause for 
complaint. Truly thy sturdy limbs will stretch towards Heaven long after 
mine have filled the cinder bed with dried-up ashes. Yet shall my memory 
and my children live like me the merry life of sweet content." 

Then said the Oak: "Truly, this is the very thing that chafes me so. 
Wherefore shouldst thou be so well content, when man eats of thy fruit and 
treads thee down into the earth, sparing not to burn thee as his fuel when 
he is cold? Thou shouldst be full of indignation at his injustice and spread 
out thy prickly leaves to tear at him when he would gather victual off thee. 
\Vherefore dost thou think thy spines and thorns were given thee, but to 
rend the hand of him who comes to rob thee? " 

And the Bramble answered: "Yea, so I do. For God who gave me life 
supplied my stems with that which should protect my offspring from attack, 
that my place might not be forgotten, but remembered as species by man. 
Therefore to God I render thanks and trail my lowly branches on the earth." 

And the Oak said: "Thou art too meek. Thy foolish content savors 
of sloth and idleness. Bestir thyself, spread thy branches upward. Yea, 
till they rest on me and climb by me towards a higher place. Thy clinging 
to the earth makes thee so mean that all thy neighbors scorn thee and the 
creature of the forest treads thee down without compunction." 

Then said the Bramble: "Yea, he treads me down, but rise I not again 
and what hurt seest thou upon me for his treading? There is no harm hath 
happened to my branches but that my heart with right good will hath 
mended. Therefore, kind neighbor, do not grudge that which is my due, 
a placid conscience. For 'tis better to be hurt a little than. be over proud. 
'Tis better to be crushed than crush a foe." 

And the Oak said: "Thy mean, poor spirit frets me. Hast thou not any 
courage left in thee that thou so humbly fawnest on the foot of thy 
oppressor? Wherefore should man come and pluck off thy hope of fair 
posterity, to gratify his palate? Yea, that only, SInce he needs thee not for 
nourishment while wheat and barley flourish in his fields." 

Then cried the Bramble bitterly: "What have I to do with thee, thou 
preacher to hot-headed malcontents? Hold up thine head to Heaven and 
court the lightning's flash. Send out thy branches and defy the wind. 
Gather thy strength of limb from the deep ducts of Mother Nature. Yet 
though thou be high as Hermon and wider than Charybdis, yet shall the 
wild swine feed beneath thy shadow upon thy cherished fruit. Yea, and 
grub at thy roots with their long snouts as striving to do thee hurt and 
cast thy pride upon the earth, of which thou art." 

Then said the Oak: "Darest thou twit me thus with my misfortune? 
Surely it is no fault of mine that loathsome things &helter themselves 
beneath my shadow, or seek to do me evil, for having all my vigor drawn 
upward by the sun? Surely I cannot keep my fruit from harm, although 
the loss thereof is pain unto me ? " 

Then said the Bramble: "Truly thou frettest with but little cause, for 
if thy head is pressing Heavenwards, what matter is it that thy root be 
desecrated by these unclean creatures? " 

Then said the Oak: "Art thou so blind that thou wilt not perceive that 
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my earth-nourished filaments supply me with vigor for the upward striving, 
and if by any chance they were withdrawn from earth then would my 
topmost branches fade and shrink under the warmth and sunshine which 
now are helping me in my strong efforts to gain a wider view? " 

Then said the Bramble: "Truly, then, thou hast good need to make 
much of thy earth-hidden fibres, for never saw I trunk of finer growth, or 
more aspiring branches. Thou art so fair and graceful that if I could envy 
anyone then would I envy thee." 

And the Oak answered: "Thou art mean and low, yet thy tongue hath 
a broad flavor of eloquence lying under it and thy wit plea seth me well. 
Therefore be not so tender of thyself, nor hug thine independence to thy 
heart so closely, and then thou shalt lap thy branches around my trunk, 
and look out merrily beyond this grovelling, mean existence to which thou 
art attached." 

Then said the Bramble: "Nay, my lord, for if I raised my branches 
from the earth, then would the swine feed also under me, and I should be 
uprooted from the earth, seeing that my roots burrow not deeply under 
ground like yours. And this thou offerest me in kindliness should thus 
destroy me." 

And the Oak said: "I have spread my favors out to thee in vain. 
Thy insolence is more than I can bear. Therefore lay thy ill-nurtured 
face upon the earth, a fit environment for worms and slugs, and though 
thou diest supplicating pity, yet will I answer thee only with scorn, because 
this day thou hast rejected all my overtures of friendliness." 

Then said the Bramble: "Thou and I are not of kin, yet God created 
both, and though thou hast failed to make me discontent, and art therefore 
indignant, yet will I pray thee that thou forbear to think so highly of the 
unattainable, and leave with scorn that t,ue but lowlie, knowledge which is 
free unto thee." 

And saying thus, the Bramble's tender blossoms sent out a flood of 
delicate fragrance, so that the Oak tree drank it in thirstily and cried: 
"Thou hast much virtue in thy secret cells of perfume, for all thou art so 
mean and poor in spirit that thou wilt not let the world judge of thy 
comeliness. " 

And the Bramble answered, "Told I thee not that He who made thee 
made me also, and He hath given to thee a wide reaching intellect, and to 
me a lowly heart. Therefore, let us not question of His working, but 
take that part He hath assigned us with grudging, for by dissatisfaction no 
creature ever yet was righted, but by content many reach Holiness." 

And the Oak answered, " Thou hast the voice of wisdom. How many 
years have I sought for this by spreading my branches skyward in humble 
petition. Yet never have I gathered from the rain or the wind half the 
knowledge that lies hidden in thy bosom, for thou leanest upon the arm of 
God and art content while I strove to gather vigor and perfect greatness, 
and yet thirsted for more and more as one that hath no strength." 

And the Bramble answered, " Thy striving must be well for thee, since 
God implanted it at thy life-centre. If thou moderate thy gasp of vision 
He will strengthen it. Yet because I have other work to do than gossip of 
these things, or try to teach others wiser than myself, my tongue shall 
rest." And saying thus, the Bramble shook the dew from off her leaves, 
and gathered perfume in her honey cells. 

E. E. READER. 
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~btD.sopbital Oiuaning.s, 
OR 

NOTES ON THE "SECRET DOCTRINE ". 

V. 

l~E have seen the inferior Pitris who possess an astral body within an 
~ ethereal form, projecting that astral-their chhaya-to form the 
mould for physical man, the "delicate model for the Nature Spirits of 
Matter to work upon" (vol. i, p. 225). We have seen the Monad descend
ing and brooding over the senseless shell-the II Double Dragon" as it is 
sometimes called-as Atma-Buddhi (see the Commentaries, as quoted in 
vol. ii, p. 57). We may regard this First Race, the" Sons of Yoga," as 
possessing but the Linga Sarira, the astral body, of man: II The Breath 
(human Monad) needed a form: the Fathers gave it" (Sloka, 17). The 
grosser body was moulded by the Earth forces through the first Three Races, 
growing denser and more compact as the ages revolved. Prana, the life
principle, the" electric fire", came to it from the Sun: "the spirit of the 
Earth called to his help the Solar Fire ...• the Breath needed the Spirit 
of Life: the Solar Lhas breathed it into its form" (Slokas, 16, 17). The 
Commentary has the same thought: II They were the shadows of the 
shadows of the Lords. They expanded. The Spirits of the Earth clothed 
them; the Solar Lhas warmed them" (vol. ii, p. log). This gift of physical 
life, of electric fire, by the Sun must not be confused with the higher gift of 
the "Solar Angels", who bring Manas to the making of man. We are 
here wholly on the physical plane, and are concerned only with the building 
up of the Quaternary. When the" Solar Lhas" had" warmed them ", 
" the Breaths had life, but had no understanding", and so they continued 
till the Third Race. Nor was even speech found among the First Race, 
mindless as it was on our plane (vol. ii, p. Ig8). II The Monads which 
informed these empty shells remained as unconscious as when separated 
from their previous incomplete forms and vehicles" (vol. ii, p. 80), and to 
an unconscious Monad and a mindless shell no speech was possible. (The 
reader is asked to remember here that the Monads are not "separate" 
entities, but rays from the One Universal Monad, which are conceived 
of by us as" separate" only because of our II avidya" or ignorance.) 

THE SECOND RACE. 

The Second Race, born under Brihaspati (Jupiter) on the Hyperborean 
CoDtinent, reproduced itself so far as the early portion of it was cODcemed 
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-like so many other forms of early physical life-by budding, or gemma
tion, followed by expansion. Those who have seen the process, say 
in the Hydra, will understand how naturally from a form so much less solid 
than the Hydra, such gemmation would occur. It is universal in the early 
jelly-like forms of living things, and in more highly developed and more 
complex forms it is still preserved in the earliest stages of their existence. 
The egg from which the human fretus is to be developed has its mulberry 
stage, and everywhere we find fission among the primitive stages of living 
things. The idea of this universal form of reproduction as being that by 
which the Second Race appeared seems ludicrous only because people think 
of it as applying to the complex organism we know as " man". But the 
beings of the Second Race preceded " man" by many a million years: they 
were on the path of evolution towards man, but those boneless viscid 
indeterminate forms had nothing of what we call human about them, 
although they were the seed out of which thousands of millenniums later 
man was to evolve. They were of "homogeneous substance", with 
U structureless albumen body" (vol. ii, p. 164), the very type for such 
reproduction, and in fact such beings, without organs, could only thus 
reproduce their kind. The physical form had to evolve gradually" from its 
ethereal, or what would now be called protoplasmic model", and this 
primeval humanity, we are told, "had at first an ethereal-or, if so pre
ferred, a huge filamentoid, jelly-like, form, evolved by Gods or natural 
'forces " which grew, condensed throughout millions of ages, and became 
gigantic in its physical impulse and tendency, until it settled into the huge 
physical form of the Fourth Race Man" (vol. ii, pp. ISO, lSI). Perhaps 
those who have ignorantly laughed at the " Secret Doctrine" will explain 
what method of reproduction, save fission or gemmation, was available for 
these jelly-like structureless creatures. Mindless still they were, but the 
first faint dawn of a yet far-off consciousness appeared in them, for we 
read of their endowment "with the first primitive and weak spark (the 
germ of intelligence)" (vol. ii, p. 165), and of their making" chant-like 
sounds, composed of vowels alone" (p. Ig8). 

As the Second Race was evolving, the First Race was disappearing 
before conditions unsuited for its continued existence: "when the Race 
became old, the old waters mixed with the fresher waters • • • • • the 
outer of the First became the inner of the Second" (Sloka 21). The 
.. men" of the First Race melted away, were absorbed into the firmer, 
though still viscid forms of the Second Race, becoming the lower 
principles of the evolving bodies (vol. ii, p. 121). The later Second Race, 
progeny of those produced by the First Race, are spoken of as "Sweat 
born" in the Commentary (vol. ii, p. II7), a poetical phrase for a form of 
reproduction which marks a step forward in evolution, but which may best 
be described in those with whom it was the characteristic type, the First 
Division of the Third Root Race. 
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THE THIRD RACE. 

The Third Race, which was to become really human, was evolved on the 
vast continent of Lemuria, the third of the great continents of the globe, 
and was significantly born under Lohitanga, the fiery-bodied Venns, or 
Sukra (vol. ii, p. 29)- As the physical shape condensed and hardened, it 
was no longer capable of gemmation: hence in the later Second and in the 
early Third Race reproduction consisted of the extrusion of a viscid cell, 
which by the process familiar to us as cell division without separation, 
grew into an oviform ball, developing-as does the spore of the plant
outside the body of the parent, into the mature form. As the Third Race 

• evolved, the spore-like cell, or .. drop ", acquired the characteristic 
properties of the animal egg, such as we still find among oviparous animals, 
and the developing Humanity, from being sexless or asexual, became 
gradually bisexual or hermaphrodite, evolving organs, hardening in tissue and 
producing bones, passing in fact through what the modem scientist would call 
the reptilian and avian stages. The change to oviparous reproduction and 
to the growth of the endo-skeleton, marked during the two earlier divisions 
of the Third Race, leads on to the complete separation of the sexes in the 
third division, there being developed first .. beings in which the one sex 
predominated over the other, and finally distinct men and women" 
(vol. ii, p. 132). In fact the Races passed, during millions of years, along 
the path of development now swiftly trodden by man in the early months 
of intra-uterine life: the cell gemmation, the cell mUltiplication, the asexual 
fcetal form, the growth of bones, the stage of hermaphroditism, the separa
tion of the sexes_ All these are familiar to every student of physiology: 
very strange, very wonderful, veiled in mystery as to causes although 
obvious as to effects j but no more strange, no more wonderful, no more 
mysterious, in the evolving Races than in the evolving individual. Nor is 
it irrational to speak of the Races as .. human". True," men, during the 
First and Second Races, were not physical beings, but merely rudiments of 
the future men" (vol. ii, p. 108). But are not the germ cell, the sexless 
embryo, the hermaphrodite fcetus, rightly described as human in that their 
goal is Perfect Man? Why then shall not the early stages of Humanity in 
the womb of Nature be recognised for what they are, and why should they 
not be named by their end, by the triumph towards which they are 
working, the building up of Man? 

With this separation of the sexes comes the critical point of evolution: 
man has become" opposite polar forces, an equilibrized compound of Spirit 
and Matter, of the positive and the negative, of the male and the female" (vol. 
ii, p. 8+). He has now reached his human form, though it be yet .. gigantic 
and ape-like": he has evolved" the vehicle of desire, or Kama Rupa" 
(vol. ii, p. 116), taking on, in his progress, animal passions and physical 
organs, thus entering the field of struggle in which he is to " become as 
Gods. knowing good and evil". thus acquiring the knowledge without which 
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perfection cannot be. Out of the sinlessness of unconsciousness, through 
the soil and the mire of evil, onwards into perfect righteousness, such was 
the path marked out for the feet of man. In this Third Race began the 
battle, some 18,000,000 years ago. For now the Quaternary is complete: 
the physical body has taken its shape moulded on the Linga Sarira; Prana 
vivifies it, Kama fires 'it, Kama the gift of Suchi, the Sun, the cc Drainer of 
Waters" (Sloka 17), the last thing that the lower Powers could bestow on 
evolving man. Over this now perfected fleshly tabernacle still brooded the 
cc Divine Pilgrim", awaiting the last touch which should unite the Quaternary 
with the Duad, the incoming of the Ego, that with one hand should cling to 
Atma-Buddhi, the Higher Self, with the other touch the Lower Self, and 
so knit the sundered together. This is the work of the cc Fire Dhyanis ", • 
the" Solar Pitris ", the Agnishwatta. The Esotericist speaks of these as 
the Heart of the Dhyan-Chohanic Body (vol. ii, p. 91), and they are the 
three classes of the Arupa Pitris, intellectual and spiritual, while the 
remaining four classes were corporeal, material and devoid of intellect 
(pp. 93 and 91). These are the cc one third of the Dhyanis" who were 
"doomed by the law of Karma and evolution to be reborn (or incarnated) 
on earth" (p. 93). Some, if not all of them, are alluded to as " failures" among 
the Dhyan Chohans: but "as these 'failures' are too far progressed and 
spiritualised to be thrown back forcibly from Dhyan Chohanship into the 
vortex of a new primordial evolution through the lower kingdoms", they 
cc do not pass through the three kingdoms as do the lower Pitris; nor do 
they incarnate in man until the Third Root Race" (vol. i, p. 188). Else
where they are spoken of as cc the Fifth Hierarchy-the mysterious beings 
that preside over the constellation Capricornus, Makara, or Crocodile", 
whose task it is " to inform the empty and ethereal animal form and make 
of it the Rational Man" (vol. i, p. 233). Yet again, they are" the celestial 
, Ancestors • (Entities from preceding worlds, called in India the Sishta)" 
who" step in on this our plane, as the Pitris had stepped in before them, 
for the formation of the physical or animal-man, and incarnate in the 
latter" (vol. i, p. 248). 

The gradual entrance on the scene of these Manasic entities is described 
in the 24th Sloka : 

cc The Sons of Wisdom, the Sons of Night, ready for rebirth, came down; they 
saw the vile forms of the First Third j 'we can choose', said the Lords, 'we have 
wisdom'. Some entered the chhaya. Some projected the Spar/;. Some deferred till 
the Fourth. From thei, own Rupa they filled the Kama. Tlwse wlw entered became 

Arhats. Tlwse wlw received but a spark remained destitute of knowledge j the spark 
burned low. The Third remained mindless. Thei, Jivas were lIOt ready. These 
were set apart among the Seven. They became nar,ow-headed. The Third we" 
ready. 'In these shall we dwell', said the Lords of the Flame" (vol. ii, pp. 18, 19). 

Here the student must note the phrases, "some entered", "some pro
jected the spark ". We are in the early part of the Third Race. Ere yet 
the sexes were separated, the incarnating cc Sons of Wisdom" who 
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" entered" produced by Kriyasakti the "Sons of the Fire-Mist" or the 
"Sons of Will and Yoga It. Of these the first is the. " Initiator ", the 
.. Great Sacrifice ",of whom here we cannot speak; and in these incarnated 
the highest Dhyanis .. to form the nursery for future human adepts" 
(consult vol. i, p. 207). Kriyasakti is "the mysterious power of thought 
which enables it to produce external, perceptible, phenomenal results by its 
own inherent energy. The ancients held that any idea will manifest itself 
externally, if one's attention (and will) is deeply concentrated upon it; 
similarly an intense volition will be followed by the desired result" (vol. ii, 
p. 173). The men thus formed are apart from the course of human evolu
tion; set apart ere yet the struggle had begun. They take no share save 
as guides, helpers, teachers, in the onward march; in past Manvantaras 
they had fought their fight; and they incarnate anew to help others, not to 
progress themselves. . 

On the other hand, the men of the Third Race who only received the 
projected spark, as they were scarcely ready, are the average humanity 
(vol. ii. 167), now fighting its way upward; while the third section, who 
were "not ready", the most backward of the Third Race, .. became 
narrow-headed" and are now the lowest human races, the Australian, 
the Bushmen, the least evolved South Sea Islanders. Of these the Australians 
are the only pure and direct descendants, the rest being mixed (vol. ii. 
p. 199, note). 

With evolving ages came the separation of the sexes, and still many 
of the "Lords of the Flame" held back from incarnation and many of 
the men were still left mindless. They dwelt among the rapidly increasing 
lower animals, and in their senselessness they prostituted their newly
evolved sexual powers, mating with the brutes around them, and breeding 
monsters, U a dumb race to keep the shame untold" (Sloka 32). Then 
they who had held back from incarnation saw the evil: .. The Amanasa 
[without Manas] have defiled our future abodes. This is Karma. Let 
us dwell in the others. Let us teach them better lest worse should 
happen." "Then all men became endowed with Manas. They saw 
the sin of the Mindless" (Slokas 34, 35). 

This incarnation of the " Lords of the Flame" marks the true beginning 
of Man, who is now the complete septenary-although the higher Triad 
is still latent, the full unfolding of Manas belonging to the Fifth Race, of 
Buddhi to the Sixth, and of Atma to the Seventh-and who has become an 
intellectual self-conscious being. In the early sub-races of the Third, 
man's language U was only a slight improvement on the various sounds 
in Nature, on the cry of gigantic insects and of the first animals", but 
in the latest Third articulate speech was developed, monosyllabic only, 
but still articulate, something more than mere emotional cries (vol. ii. p. 
198). This was the speech of "the • golden-colored' yellow-complexioned 
men, after their separation into sexes and the full awakening of their 
Ininds ". The yellow color here spoken of is II the color of the first solid 
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human race, which appeared after the middle of the Third Root Race
after its fall into generation II (vol. ii. p. 250); but the present yellow races 
(except the Australians) are descended from the early branches of the 
Fourth Root Race, and are of mixed Lemuro-Atlantean descent (vol. ii. 
p. 199, note). 

With the appearance of intellectual life came "material progress ". 
Ruled and taught by the" Sons of Will and Yoga ", the Lemurians built 
cities and founded the earliest civilisation, a civilisation whelmed under 
a flood, the memory of which gave rise to the world-wide traditions of a 
universal deluge. Two STUDENTS OF THE E. S. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

Q. The lower Quaternary is evolved in the first four' races, Manas in the fifth 
race. Now, what is the position of Buddhi towards the present humanity? During 
the sixth race I can understand that it will incarnate in some way in Manas, as 
manasa-putra now does in the lower quaternary. 

But what of the manasa-putras who are now undergoing incarnation in us, 
ourselves in fact; are we as manasa-putras at present unfitted to receive Buddhi, 
and only now preparing for its reception, as the lower quaternary did for manasa-
~n? . 

If this be the case we are" Buddhiless It, as the early races were" mindless It. 

Is this what it is to become " Dwija "-twice-born, when a Buddhi takes 
possession and illuminates Manas? S. 

A. The lower Quaternary is evolved during the first three Races, the 
physical body not being regarded as a "principle" in the real sense of 
the term. The Monad-Atma-Buddhi-as has been so fully explained, 
broods over this evolving Quaternary, but cannot come into contact with 
it until Manas enters and draws them into connexion. This month's 
article will, perhaps, make this clearer to you. Buddhi is latent in present 
humanity, but you cannot speak of it as " incarnating II in Manas: Manas 
is not fleshly. Further, Manas aspires towards Buddhi, Buddhi does not 
stoop to Manas. Buddhi will become active during the Sixth Race, but 
you do not seem to understand that the Monad is Atma-Buddhi. 

If you refer to p~ 167, vol. ii, "Secret Doctrine", you will see that it 
distinctly states that" those who were half ready", who received but a 
spark, constitute average humanity. Therefore it is incorrect to say that 
we are the Manasaputras. Weare the Pitris and received a spark from 
the Manasaputras. Those in whom the Manasaputras, as such, incarnate, 
do not belong to our average humanity. Dwija means an initiated one
or a being whose Higher Ego is active; the initiated Brahmins of old were 
called Dwijas. 
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ijtbt first ~ttp. 
II. 

! FEW remarks as to articles of diet which are best adapted for the mode of 
living suggested in a previous number of Lucifer, may not be without 
use. These remarks can only be made from the standpoint of a non-flesh 

eater, as the writer has well-nigh forgotten the experiences of flesh diet. 
We must start clearly remembering our motive. It is to have a body the 

efficient instrument of the higher mind-efficiently found in all respects, and as 
economically as possible. By economy is meant a careful use of the forces used 
for assimilation, which if taxed heavily must draw upon and disturb other centres 
of force. We have also to consider another point: the attraction of the mind 
brought about by food through taste, smell, &c. 

Starting, then, by asking ourselves what is necessary to sustain life, we find that 
with the normally constituted individual, a sufficiency, differing in the case of each 
individual, of wheatmeal bread, oat bread, rye bread, with a little boiled vegetable, 
or ripe fruit, or the simple equivalents of these in other products, and water, 
constitute all we need. All beyond, to be plain, is mere complication, dragging 
the mind down into useless considerations of cookery and taste gratification. He 
whose mind is set fixedly on high things, who bends not, and who is not stirred by 
anything external to his great subjects of thought, might eat things highly seasoned, 
sweet, or "enticing" in a multitude of ways, and stimulating, day by day if necessary, 
without retaining any memory of these, or having his mind crossed by any thought 
about them, until the time came for him to satisfy his necessities with them. Not 
so with him who makes his first unsteady wavering efforts at attaining a higher 
stage of consciousness. He needs to support his purpose with every prop he can 
devise for himself; these props are themselves the outcome of his effort. What 
then of his food? He cannot afford to have his mind distracted continually, at his 
stage of growth, by it. He therefore arranges that it be the simplest in flavor, and 
vary as little as possible, having regard to health: nourishing, but not unduly 
stimulating, not too bulky, nor too concentrated. Having little flavor, his food 
leaves no lasting impression on his mind; being about the same, meal after meal 
from day to day, he does not catch himself unconsciously meditating on his dinner. 
He feels hunger when his body aches for food, not when taste prompts. Such 
mildly tasted articles of diet are found amongst the grains, vegetables, and fruits, 
prepared as simply as possible. Grain seems to be in the most convenient form 
for assimilation when used as bread: it then contains about fifty per cent of water. 
Both fruit and vegetables containing from seventy-five to ninety-three per cent of 
water are too bulky to reckon upon as sustaining articles; they are invaluable on 
account of their corrective qualities. A large meal, consisting chiefly of vegetables 
and fruit, is possibly a losing transaction for the body; having then to deal with so 
much water and crude fibre for so little return. It would certainly be loss to our 
aspirant, who would find his thinking power dulled and lessened by it for twenty
four hours. Not so with a moderate meal of well-baked wheat bread (made from 
the meal if possible, not flour) and a little stewed ripe fruit without sugar or spices 
or a well boiled plain vegetable. It will satisfy all the requirements as to nourish
ment. bulk, and ease of assimilation. 

Where the taste is not stimulated, indigestion is not courted. For we then eat 
slowly and not too much. 
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"A dreary and monotonous diet ", some of my readers will say. "A remark 
the outcome of clinging to sense ", I can reply, .. and a sign that this article is not 
for them yet" • 

He who steadfastly progresses towards the Great Solitude, the Great Silence, 
does not see in anything that helps him thither either dreariness or monotony. 

As to body, he does nothing of himself, or for himself, but all of and for the 
SELF. S. 

TOLD BY HOBART PASHA. 

;:J; T was a close shave of losing the money 1-
'f I was home from Turkey on a six months leave; and deciding 

to take back with me some present or other for the Sultan's favorite 
wife, I thought, after racking my brains as to what I should get for her, of 
having a box of choice confectionery made up, each sweetmeat to be 
wrapped firstly in gold, and then in silver paper. It was a funny idea, I 
daresay, but it brought me a return which I little expected, and which, as 
I'll show, I narrowly escaped losing the benefit of. 

So I went to one of the biggest firms in London, and ordered the tasty 
and tasteful packet to be made at a cost of twenty pounds. You may say 
what you please about its being a wicked waste of money-perhaps it was 
-and no doubt I could have spent its value on a much more useful article, 
or to a better purpose; but the whim took possession of me, and I yielded 
to it, particularly as the Turks have such a sweet tooth; moreover, it's 
done now, and can't be undone. 

Well, it was finished, and a beautiful piece of work it was. The box 
was composed of rare and inlaid woods, with gold and silver satin linings, 
whilst inside lay the most delicious sweets, each of which was singly 
wrapped in folds of gold and silver paper; and I was soon upon my journey 
back to Constantinople, proud in the possession of my prize. 

I arrived in the city in due course, and in a few days was in audience 
with the Sultan; when, before taking my leave of him-having discussed 
various matters, naval and military-I handed His Majesty the little 
trophy I had brought from England for his dearest spouse. He merely 
bowed in acknowledgment, and I was in the open air once more, relieved 
of the burden which had often been a trouble to me during the voyage. 

\VeIl, I didn't think much more of the matter-save once or twice 
picturing in my mind's eye the favorite of the harem opening the casket 
curiously, unrolling the luscious II goodies" from their gold and silver 
wrappings, and then gratefully munching them, with a smile and a thought 
for me, perhaps; and I heard nothing of the incident until about a month 
afterwards, when one of His Majesty's servants entered my chamber, and, 
handing me a plain deal box of about six inches square, departed, saying 
not a word, except that he had been sent with the parcel by His Mightiness 
the Sultan of all the Turks. 

When this vassal of few words had gone, I opened the box cautiously, 
being unable to make out the meaning of so strange and paltry looking a 
present and its mysterious hearer. Fumbling within it for something 
tangible, I at last drew out a bundle of gold and silver papers-II nothing 
more ", as Poe says in II The Raven." 

What could it mean? I asked myself. The papers were actually those in 
which tny sweetmeats had been ,oiled I Then, with the suddenness of a flash of 
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lightning, I remembered my gift to the Sultan's wife! Had I insulted 
His Majesty, or his favorite, and he had shown his resentment of it in this 
manner? I thought a thousand different things, but without an answer to 
them all. I accused myself, and felt the blame, of being one of the biggest 
fools in creation; but that afforded no solution to the mystery, nor any 
satisfaction to my perplexity. At length, drawing a long breath, and com
forting myself as well as I could that the problem was beyond my powers 
to divine, I threw the rough wooden box into my waste paper basket, and, 
simply crumbling up the shining papers in my hand, they followed suit. 

Then I turned in my easy chair again, and tried once more to unravel the 
secret of so curious an incident; the silent, quickly departing visitor who 
brought the article-the thing itself of plain, coarsely-cut deal, stuffed with 
gold and silver papers-and nothing else. What did it mean, what did it 
threaten J I thought and thought again and again, but to no purpose; till at 
last, baffled and wearied of the subject, I set to my day's work by an effort, 
determined to banish the matter from my mind, if that were possible. 

And I was successful to an extent, for it hardly troubled me during the rest 
of the day; so, after despatching my usual business, I went out to dinner, and 
to a dance for the evening. 

The excitement and pleasure of a naval ball gave little opportunity for 
the intrusion of that morning's incident into my mind, and I returned home 
early on the next morning inclined for sleep and nothing else, as you may 
believe; so that I didn't ponder over the subject then. 

I went to bed, and soundly snored-as I always do-having given in
structions to my servant to arouse me at nine o'clock. 

I must have slept until about eight o'clock, when I awoke-not to a 
complete sense of everything around me, as one generally does, but in 
a kind of dose, half sensible and half unconscious-and as I lay with my 
eyes closed, I fell into a curious dreamy train of thought. Suddenly the 
subject of that deal box came into my mind! There, in the room below
and in the waste paper basket, just as I had thrown it-I could see it as 
plainly as if I stood looking at it; whilst just by its side lay the crumpled 
gold and silver papers. 

I opened my eyes, startled at the reality of my imagination. But even 
then I <:ouldn't shake it from my thoughts. I could see that box distinctly; 
and the papers strewn around it seemed to shine with an uncommon lustre, 
as though some strong reflected light were thrown upon them and the floor 
of the room, which, in my fancy, I could see as plainly as though I stood 
within it. 

I was now aroused to a complete sense of what and where I was; but 
so possessed was I with the picture of that haunting box and the crumpled 
papers, that I even pinched myself to know if I were really dreaming. 
Even then I couldn't kill the phantom of my brain. 

I looked at the clock on the bedroom wall. It had just gone eight; 
and, even as I looked, the hands seemed pointing downwards to the room 
below, whilst every stroke of the pendulum seemed saying, Box! Box! 
Box! 

Was my mind unhinged? Surely I was sober on the night before, and 
my family had never shown the slightest traces of hereditary madness. I 
was growing desperate; my forehead throbbed, for still that box lay 
palpably before my eyes. 

I heard sounds below. Someone was walking about the room. It must 
be my servant, cleaning out the apartment, I thought; and even as I did, I 
saw the fellow-as though I stood beside him-moving the furniture about 
and dusting it; till suddenly he bent, and picking up the box, with the gold 
and silver papers in it, he "eld them in his hands! 

My brain was wildly throbbing now-why, I know not, and never could 
tell-but I seemed to be held by some mysterious spell. 
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The sounds below continued, and seemed, in my fancy, to be growing 
louder and louder. I looked again at the clock-it was a quarter past eight 
-but no sooner had my gaze rested on the hands than they appeared to 
instantly tum downwards again, and to point straight, straight below, 
whilst the pendulum seemed to beat out more loudly than before, Box I 
Box! at every swing! 

This was intolerable; I could stand it no longer. "Curse the box", I 
said; "the Devil's in it." Far from that being the case, however, as good 
a genius as ever graced an Arabian Night must have prompted me-and I 
sprang from my bed. 

The clock now seemed to clash discordantly and wildly loud, as if it 
warned me to make haste. Make haste. Fo, what? I couldn't tell; but an 
uncontrollable impulse seemed to urge me to be quick. 

I rushed down the stairs, and, bursting into the room below, I saw my 
servant standing near the mantel-piece. The waste pape, basket was in his 
hands-he g,asped the box and the glitte,ing pape,s-and in anothe, second both file" 
on theji,e I 

I rushed forward to stay his arm-yelling like an Indian as I did so
but it was too late! I looked wildly at the shining papers; the fire was 
licking around them; the smoke was blackening them, and in a moment 
they would disappear in flame and ashes! 

A thought took hold of me as I stood gazing in mute astonishment; 
then, like a madman, in my frenzy I darted to the fire, fell upon my knees, 
and plucked the smouldering papers out! 

You laugh, do you, and think that I was a fool to indulge in such 
extraordinary antics ?-No doubt you do, but wait until I've told my tale
then let him laugh who wins, as the proverb has it. 

Dismissing the fellow from the room-aghast and speechless at the 
conduct of his master, who he thought, was mad, as he afterwards told me 
-I knelt upon the floor, and slowly unfolded the pieces of glistening tinsel 
one after another. And what do you think greeted my startled, scarcely
believing eyes? A bank note for a hundred pounds unrolled from each of the 
shining papers. Who now has the right to laugh? 

My fingers trembled as they revealed such an unexpected recognition of 
my trifling gift of a month before. I wandered to my room again as in a 
dream. The secret of that rough-cut box was told! 

A narrow escape? I should think it was. In another moment a small 
fortune would have vanished in the flames! What set me thinking, in my 
dose, and influenced me to awake and rush down stairs, will ever remain a 
mystery, at least in this life; though I believe that we shall see less dimly 
.. through the glass" in another. But there the fact remains; I felt an 
irresistible impulsion to act as I have related. 

As to my servant, I presented him with a good round sum for his luck in 
not having thrown the papers on the fire soone, than he did, singular as my 
reason may appear for doing so. Had he emptied the contents of that 
waste paper basket earlier-but never mind, he didn't, and I am all the 
richer for it. 

Yes, I can assure you, strange as it may be, the first thing that suggests 
itself to my mind, whenever I want to make a lady a present, is a box of 
sweets-and the memory of my adventure always reminds me that we can 
never tell when and how an action on our own part may be reco~ized; 
that it may be returned in two-fold, and at a time when we thought It quite 
forgotten. There is the scorched old box, and there are the edge-burnt bits 
of tinsel, in the honored place of all my furniture. They may look any
thing but attractive but in my own eyes they are beautiful. A memento of 
the times gone hy, and the history of a curious tale, lie silently but yet 
eloquently in that empty box without the sweets. 

JOSIAH MALLETT, F.T.S, 
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Imtarkablt Instanus of ~nsptttbtb J\,nimatiDn. 
mN reading an old work called the Wonderful Magazine I was struck by 
l!J the record of some remarkable instances of different persons who 

remained a considerable time under water without being suffocated, 
and I thought it might not be uninteresting to record such instances for the 
readers of Lucifer; when read in conjunction with the excellent work by 
Patanjali on the Yoga Philosophy they are especially interesting, as I 
conceive that they are admirable examples of what a person is capable of 
undergoing as regards suspended animation. They are as follows:-

Doctor Joel Langelot, in communicating this extraordinary account to 
the secretaries of the Academy of Sciences in Germany says--" I have 
seen at Tronningholm, where the queen of Sweden has a magnificent palace, 
a gardener about sixty-five years of age, and still pretty vigorous, who, 
eighteen years before, was imprudent enough to venture on some thin ice in 
order to assist a man who was drowning, so that he himself fell into the water 
eight ells deep in that part, and remained full sixteen hours under the ice, 
his body being in an erect position, before the place was discovered where 
he was . 

.. This man informed me that all his limbs first became stiff with cold 
and that he had afterwards lost all sensation till he felt his head struck 
violently with a crook by those who were searching for him; that as soon 
as he had been taken out of the water, a great bubble of air issued out of 
his mouth, which without doubt had kept him from being suffocated. and 
that his ears were filled with water; that they began by wrapping him up 
exactly from head to foot in a sheet. and that in this condition they warmed 
him gradually before a gentle fire. the Swedes knowing by experience that 
drowned persons are not recoverable when exposed too soon to the open 
air. 

" M. Tilasius. keeper of the Royal Library of Stockholm informed me of 
a still more extraordinary fact in a note under his own hand which I have 
subjoined to these observations. It is concerning a woman of his acquaint
ance who had continued three days under water. and whose life notwith
standing was saved much the same way as the gardener'S. 

"'But what was lately told me by Mr. Burman on his return to Stock
holm from his journey to West Gothland seems quite incredible. He says, 
that having by chance been to hear a funeral sermon on the death of an old 
gentleman of seventy. by name Lawrence Jona of the town of Boness and 
parish of Pithoria. the rector had assured the assembly that this person, 
having fallen at the age of seventeen into the water. was not drawn out till 
seven weeks after. and yet had the good fortune to be brought to life again 
in the same way as is practised in such cases in Sweden. 

"How must it be conceived that a man deprived of respiration could 
have preserved heat and vital spirit after so long a time in frozen water, 
which in Sweden abounds with nitre, as I myself have experienced. I confess, 
that notwithstanding the example we have of insects and some birds that 
remain in a torpid state during the winter, I can hardly believe the fact 
possible. Let it therefore be your business, gentlemen. you who make a 
particular profession of investigating and pointing out Nature in her opera
tions, to judge of this; and you will sensibly oblige me to let me know 
some time or other what you think of this phenomenon. Your decision may 
perhaps be of singular service to a great number of persons." 

29 
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Another note of Mr. Tilasius, Royal Librarian of Stockholm, says: "A 
woman of the province of Dalia in Sweden, by name Margaret Lasdotter, 
fell three different times of her life into water; the first time when she was 
yet very young she remained three days under water, but the two other 
times she had more speedy assistance. This woman died, aged 75, in 1672." 

" Dr. Langelot, in regard to drowned persons, relates three very extra
ordinary facts: He first speaks of a man who remained sixteen hours under 
water, his body erect and rigid from cold, and from whose mouth there 
issued a large bubble of air, as soon as he was taken out of the water; 
secondly of a woman who continued three days under water; and thirdly, 
of another man who had been seven weeks under water. He afterwards 
says that these three drowned persons, in whom neither motion nor sensation 
were perceptible, had notwithstanding been restored to life by the precaution 
that was taken of wrapping them up from head to foot in a sheet and 
warming them by a gradual heat, the Swedes having learnt by experience 
that those who have been for sometime under water are suffocated on being 
exposed too soon after they are taken out to a free circulating air; and Dr. 
Langelot concludes his account by exhorting the learned to communicate 
their observations to him on this phenomenon, and to explain how they 
conceive a man could live without respiration and preserve his natural heat 
in frozen and very nitrous waters such as those of Sweden." 

The above instances are interesting and worthy of note, and should be 
considered in recalling the accounts we have from India of the entombment 
of Yogis under the earth for extended periods, thus also illustrating the 
powers of endurance of the human frame. I should like one of our 
esteemed editors to throw if possible some light upon the subject, and 
would like to enquire whether the consciousness of such persons was not in 
a state equivalent to that of a dreamer or of one in Devachan; only I 
presume that in the case of suspended animation being undertaken know
ingly by a Yogi, that he would be conscious during the whole of the time, 
whereas in the case of another person who was accidentally placed in such 
a position that their consciousness would pass into a state equivalent to 
that of a Devachanee. I would also like to enquire whether the nitre in the 
water was a factor in the case. F. L. GARDNER, F.T.S. 

~bolution-A 19robltm. • 

rr! AN there he existence without cause; creation without process; 
~ evolution without supervision? Can anything originate, be formed 
and fashioned independently of agency, material, and constructive ability? 

Science postulates the preexistence of matter and force; claims that 
these have always existed; ever will exist; and that, acting and reacting 
on each other through the outcome of both, they are adequate to the 
production of all the phenomena of the universe. 

But then science has never been able to demonstrate the existence of 
matter and force in a free state, so to say, whether separately or in combina
tion. All its attempts to detect the constitution of the one, and follow the 
methods of the other have simply led to the discovery that the subjects of 
experiment, whatever that may be, are vehicles of constant change, which 
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by their successive metamorphoses, veil the ultimate element from the 
keenest perceptions of the investigator, and only enable him to deal 
with the products of transformation-themselves liable to yet further 
decompositions. 

The scientist believes in an ultimate atom and a molecular force. 
Thinks they are mutually dependent, the one on the other. But cannot 
decide whether force originated the motion of matter; was itself derived 
therefrom; or was due to some other cause. 

Thus the problem which science has, so far, failed to solve is the 
primary origin of the mutual relations of its accepted theoretical ultimates, 
matter and force. It cannot determine whether either, or which, of these 
mysterious principles preexisted; why interaction commenced between 
them; or How it originated. And yet to leave these questions unsettled, 
or to claim that matter and force have always existed, have always 
interacted, and that their mutual interaction will never cease, is to pass over 
the primary source and origin of the universe, and to admit that the mystery 
of Creation has wholly eluded its grasp. 

Religion affirms the existence of a God, who creates by the mere act of 
volition-directly or through the intervention of spirit on other agencies. 
And to maintain this position, it claims, by the occasional production 
through its ministers of unusual, irregular and abnormal phenomena, which 
it assumes to be supernatural, to establish the truth of its teaching-God 
thus witnessing on its behalf, as it would fain make believe. But all it 
really shows in this way is, that some individuals possess the power, upon 
occasion, of producing the unexpected by inducing unforeseen and unex
plained, though not inexplicable, natural or simulated natural action. And, 
since other individuals apart from its teaching produce similar or analogous 
phenomena of equal value to its own, while it has no further evidence to 
offer apart from the workings of nature, it fails to prove the existence of 
God, or to demonstrate the presence and action of spirit. So that religion, 
like science, has been foiled in its efforts to clear up the mystery of 
Creation. 

Reason sees in the phenomena of nature the results of functional 
action; and, as the earth is acted on by the sun and moon, as well as by 
the planets, and possibly by other stelhr bodies, with which the sun at 
any rate has relations-if only of association-it regards the universe as a 
functioning whole, inseparable from and dependent on that in which its 
functions are discharged-space. 

And, as the first and most obvious function of this functioning whole is 
circulation; and as circulation in nature always has relations to, and is for 
the well-being of that in which it takes place; reason very naturally 
concludes that the circulation of the universe is carried on with reference to 
and is for the well-being of space. 

Hence reason regards space as the primary source and comprehensive 
exponent of the functioning whole. 
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Reason cannot say what space is, cannot define it, any more than 
science can define matter and force, or religion God and Spirit. 

The fact is that the words Space, Matter, Force, God, Spirit, and so 
on, are so many conventional terms invented by man to enable him to 
discourse about and discuss the unknown in the hope of ultimately 
determining its relations and so bringing it down to comprehension or 
making it knowable. But reason knows that in the universe the existence 
of space, apart from any conventional designation, is a logical necessity; 
and that it is, as necessarily, infinite and boundless. 

But if infinite and boundless, then is space the Unknown of the 
unknown. 

While, again, through having no limits, it is outside the jurisdiction of 
number, weight, and measure, and therefore absolutely unknowable; 
although science, in its unconsidered and inconsequent utterance, talks of 
its three dimensions-as though that which has neither beginning nor 
ending, neither centre nor circumference, could have dimensions of any kind. 

Space is the container of all things. In it all live and move and have 
their being. Hence space preceded all things, or was the pre-existent of 
all the constituents of the visible universe. 

This is a logical induction. And in this way, by going back to first 
principles, reason is able to lead up to the conclusion that the first cause of 
the visible universe is to be sought in some action in that which man in his 
ignorance is pleased to term space. 

Now the circulation of the universe, itself evidently the agency and 
result of function and the source of yet further function, suggests that this 
action is the outcome of an unknown and possibly unknowable primary 
function which induces the secretion, excretion, or condensation of matter 
in a diffused and impalpable form. 

But the production of this matter was the result of action in space, or 
the outcome of the functional action of an active force: so that an active 
force acting in space originates, produces, or creates, matter therefrom; and 
the order of succession of the elemental principles which are the bases of 
the constituents of the universe is thus shown to have been that of space, 
and force, and matter: which are all concerned in producing the functional 
action of the functioning whole. 

But when this position is reached, the important- result is gained that 
creation is produced by process and is the outcome of function; so that, 
since each step secured by this process is due to a functioning action, the 
whole will follow the order of a functional evolution. 

It can thus be affirmed with reasonable certainity that, apart from the 
nature of its primary cause or incentive-whether volitional or other-the 
created universe is the outcome of a functioning action which itself is 
engaged in carrying on. 

Matter, as first formed in space by the unknown action of an un
recognised force going on therein, whether secreted, excreted, or produced 
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by simple condensation, brings with it from space certain passive forces 
which endow it with re-active properties and cause it to resist the action of 
the active force which has produced it and will, through its continued 
action and the induced re-action consequent thereon, gradually complete 
and perfect the initiated work of creation. 

Two classes of forces are thus seen to be working in nature. The 
active or generating, which initiate each successive operation; and the 
passive or resisting, which limit and control the initial generating action. 
And these distinctive forces, while and by working in opposition to each 
other on the matter through which they act, are the agents by which the 
operations of nature are maintained, carried on and perfected. Creation is 
by process. This is a truth which cannot be too much dwelt upon. Every 
made thing is made. Nothing can be called into being in the natural 
order without process; and, since created existence originates in and is 
maintained by the natural order, this process must be natural. 

A lump of clay could not be turned into a living man without 
process. Nature has but one process by which it could be so transformed. 
It would have to go through sundry decompositions and recompositions. 
To be submitted to organising influences, and passed through fashioning 
changes to animation by generation. The clay was itself originally 
produced by the action of the active and passive forces on the primary 
matter drawn forth from space. No other agents are discoverable. 
Hence the continuation of the work must be attributed to the continued 
action of the agents initiating it. This is the reasonable conclusion. 
And reason accepting this conclusion can see but one way of explaining 
the action by which the observed results, as manifested in the phenomena 
of nature, are produced. 

What if in these phenomena the active force producing the results 
has gradually clothed itself, is progressively clothing itself in organic 
forms? In such a clothing would it not commence with the simple cell ? 
And then of these build up, in passing through them, the several forms, 
through which it passes in succession, in an advancing order-thus 
producing the evolution of nature? In such a clothing might it not, 
would it not, during, by and through this evolution of form, and the 
uses it made of the successive forms, in its embodied passage through 
them, gradually individualise and personify a succession of potential living 
selves, while progressively developing and maturing in each instincts, 
appetites, and affections, aptitudes, faculties, and powers, physical, vital and 
intelligential, with the organs through which these act, until in man the 
culmination of the work was gained and the lump of clay transformed 
into the human being ? 

By such a process might not, would not, this active force acquire aspira
tions, intelligence, and affections, or be transformed into spirit, as the 
instinctive originator, and then as the intelligent producer and the intelli
gently developing evolver of the visible order of nature? 
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If spirit exists in an individualised state distinct from the forces of 
nature, it must have been individualised or created by process; by natural 
process ; by some such process as the above suggested. But if spirit be 
itself the outcome of evolution, a developed, a transformed force, does not 
the perception of the possibility of such a transformation point to the 
reasonable conclusion that a further transformation may have been 
provided for in the life of man, under which his matured spirit, if he so 
lives as to make this possible, will be converted into a living soul, to pass 
from his body at death as a being fitted to enter a renewed life in another 
state or order of existence? 

From such a point of view the question reason submits to science, as to 
the transformations of form in the passage of force through physical and 
physiological, through inorganic and organic evolution is-Are not the 
material forms through which active force passes in the evolutions of nature, 
so many matrices, by passage through which the seemingly dissipating force 
gathers itself up, and prepares for yet further advance? And is not the 
thus progressively individualising, and personifying, or transforming force 
gradually fitting itself for higher purposes-if not in the present in some 
other order of nature? 

Such a view would give its due import to the doctrine of evolution, and 
rescue it from the aimless and purposeless course in which science has, so 
far, hopelessly left it. 

HENRY PRATT, M.D. 

Qt 11 r r t.5 P 11 n b tnt t. 
I' . 

SIR MONIER WILLIAMS AND EASTERN RELIGIONS. 

TO THE EDITORS OF .. LUCIFER". 

88, Onslow Gardens, S.W., JUlie 24th, 1890. 
SIR,-My attention has been drawn to two recent articles on the Vedantic 

philosophy, published in Lllcijty(one in the April and one in the May number), and 
signed U. L. Desai, F.T.S. 

I am not a Theosophist myself, and am not a subscriber to Lllcijty, but I 
presume that the principles of Theosophy-whatever may be the true definition of 
that term-are inconsistent with literary dishonesty. 

I request, therefore, that you will take the earliest opportunity of expressing in 
your Magazine your condemnation of Mr. Desai's conduct in founding his two 
articles-no doubt published by you in ignorance of the circumstances-on a 
rough, uncorrected proof (marked in large capital letters PRIVATE AND 
CONFIDENTIAL) of a still unpublished paper of mine, which will hereafter 
appear in the Journal of the" Victoria Institute ". 

I may add that this uncorrected private proof was given to Mr. Desai and a few 
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others confo/mti(,zly. with the sole object of helping them to join more conveniently 
in the discussion which followed on the delivery of a paper, to which, as it ap
peared in the proof, I was not bound to adhere, and in point of fact did not adhere. 

I am, Sir, yours obediently, 
MONIER MONIER-WILLIAMS, 

Boden Professor of Sanskrit ill the University of Oxford. 

Victoria Institute, or Philosophical Society of Great Britain, 
la, Adelphi Terrace, London, w.e., June 17th, I&}o. 

SIR,-This Society held a meeting of its Members-which was attended by some 
visitors as guests-on the loth March. On that occasion one of its Members 
delivered an address, some rough proof copies of which were printed off for the use 
of those wishing to take part in the discussion. I send you the first leaf of one of 
these proof copies, and ask your attention to the first three lines in large printing, 
at the top of the first page. 

I am informed by the author of the address that one of those who-I know
came as a guest to our meeting has written two articles upon the address and that 
these articles have appeared in Lucifer. I would point out that the author of the 
articles in Lucifer has disregarded the following facts :-

I. That he came as a guest to our meeting. 
2. That he quoted from an .. unrevised proof" (so marked in large letters). 
3. That he made use of a document marked in large letters" PRIVATE AND 

CONFIDENTIAL" . 
I am sure you will acknowledge that such acts merit your most severe con· 

demnation. 
I am, yours faithfully, 

THE EDITOR OF THE SOCIETY'S TRANSACTIONS. 
The Editor, Lucifer. 

P.S.-The articles in Lucifer greatly misrepresent the author of the address, 
being founded on an .. unrevised proof", the corrections of which are great to 
bring it into accordance with the words uttered by its author. 

We have received the following in reply to our letter of enquiry :-

With reference to your letter of the 26th instant, I beg to remark that no 
scholar could ever be supposed to understand that a discussion on any philosophi. 
cal SUbject, and particularly one that embraces the religions of the Hindus and 
Parsis, and the Vedantic System, could ever be of a "private and confidential 
nature ". Moreover, as Sir Monier·Williams, at the close of this particular meeting, 
said that as he could not hear then what I was objecting (he being a little deaf), he 
would be glad to receive my views in a written communication, so that he might 
make a commentary upon them-this surely relieved me from the responsibility of 
regarding the meeting as of a private and confidential nature. And, indeed, even 
if I had not received this invitation, I could never have dreamed that a discuEsion 
of this nature was to be so regarded, seeing that it was not only open to nearly 
&1 my Hindu and Parsi brethren, but to others who were not members of that 
particular Society. 

If it be the opinion of Sir Monier-Williams, after his long career as an Oriental 
scholar, that Oriental philosophy should be lectured upon in private and con
fidential meetings, I can only say that I regard such a method as positively 
injurious to the giving of true conceptions of these philosophies to the earnest 
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European world, a world which is fond of truth and open commentaries, and not oE 
mysteries and uncorrected proofs. 

In conclusion, I may add that no true Hindu or Parsi likes to see his philosophy 
misunderstood; or to hear misconceptions of it presented to a European public, 
especially through the medium of an important Society. 

U. L. DESAI. 

(We regret if our correspondent has done Sir Monier-vVilliams 
any injustice, but we were not aware, until we received the above letters, 
that the meeting which gave rise to his articles was a private one. We 
took it for granted that it was one to which the Press were admitted in the 
ordinary way, and that the Professor's discourse and the discussion 
thereon were intended for the instruction of the public. Had we seen the 
circular before printing Mr. Desai's comments, we should not have pub
lished the article, however unfair we might think it to privately misrepresent 
great religions and deny to their adherents the right of correction. We can 
readily understand that our friend Mr. Desai could not imagine that the 
circular was to be regarded as private after the meeting, and can only 
express regret for the very natural error into which he fell.-[Eos. J) 

A GLIMPSE OF THE II FOURTH DIMENSION". 

Will some one kindly explain a little more fully than is done by the Rev. 
J. B. Bartlett, in the quotation from the II Boy's Own Paper" in the last number of 
Lucifer, what is the counection between the experiment with a twisted piece of 
paper, and the much involved question of the fourlh dimension? There is much 
food for reflection in the said remarks, but so far as one can see there is less than 
nothing of any scientific value. For instance, the twist in the paper which causes 
an illusive idea as to what will happen when it is cut, is very suggestive of the mental 
twist which is productive of so many illusive ideas in respect to the so called super
natural. The analogy may be carried into the fifth, sixth, or seventh II dimension .. 
according to individual fancy. In the meanwhile, and for lesser minds, a" two
dimensional" explanation will perhaps suffice. It is as follows :-Cut the strip of 
paper in half down the centre before you join the ends, you will then find that all 
that you accomplish in joining the ends as directed, is to unite one end of one half 
to one end of the other half, instead of to its own" alter ego". Result :-A con
tinuous strip, instead of two separate pieces. One may indeed trace some sort of 
analogy here, as to what may occur when we have a clear perception of four 
dimensional space; for undoubtedly we shall then find that much of the idea of 
separateness, produced by the aforesaid mental twist, has proved itself to be
an illusion! 

W. KINGSLAND, F.T.S. 

THE THIRD EYE. 

The subject of the Third Eye is brought before the World in a popular manner 
by the Trustees of the British Museum. In the newly published" Guide to the 
galleries of the Departments of Geology and Palreontology ", 8vo, 1890, price 6d., 
we have pictures on pages 64, 65, 6g, and 70. We find illustrations of the Frontal 
aspect of the cranium of Mastodonsaurlls giganteus (Jreger) Lower Keuper, Wiir
temberg, the frontal aspect of cranium of Capitosau,,"s robustus (Meyer) Lower 
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Keuper, Wiirtemberg. Frontal aspect of cranium of Metopias diagnosticus (Meyer) 
Lower Keuper, Wiirtemberg. Frontal aspect of skull of A,.chrzgosauf'lIs Dtcheni 
(Goldfuss) Lower Permian, Saarbriick. Frontal aspect of cranium of Actinodon 
at;f'Ostris Gordan sp.) Permian, Saarbriick. All these show the parietal foramen, 
transmitting the third eye. 

It is scarcely necessary to say that the teachings of the Stc,.et Doctrine will now 
become as cheap and common as last year's tomatoes. We find: 

" What sages would have died to learn 
"Now taught to village babes." 

Now, at least, it is to be hoped that the assailants of theosophical teaching have 
no excuse whatever for their real or affected ignorance. 

C. CARTER BLAKE, F.T.S. 

1t.tbit1u.s. 

KEELY'S DISCOVERIES. 

lT1HIS is a collection in pamphlet form of articles which have from time to time 
e>1(g appeared in various papers in America. It does not seem to really demand 

. or command very much attention, except as being a record of the various 
phases of the Keely controversy. To those who are interested in Keely's dis
coveries it will prove a useful little collection as showing what has been done, more 
especially as the opinion of Professor Leidy is appended to it. What seems to be 
missing is that, though Professor Leidy records his opinion, there is no statement 
in this little pamphlet of the grounds upon which he formed his opinion. It shows 
the" sweet reasonableness" of Keely's theories by drawing an analogy with elec
tricity and its production, and also disposes of the charge against Keely of 
preserving secrecy with regard to his discoveries by showing that such secrecy has 
never really existed. Professor Leidy's opinion has, however, done Mr. Keely a 
real service, for a Mr. Ward has been induced by the opinion and advice of 
Professor Leidy to hand over to Mr. Keely the sum of $5,000 wherewith to conduct 
his experiments, and has further secured to him by will a sufficient sum of money 
to render Mr. Keely independent of external assistance. Certain pertinent 
questions as to the amount of, and the liberation of, the energy of Mr_ Keely's force 
are put forward and answered satisfactorily, for the detractors of Mr. Keely ever 
appear to be under the impression that "sympathetic vibration" is a force 
governed by physico-mechanical laws only. Mr. Keely has entered a realm of 
nature which is governed by its own laws alone, and the greatest of Mr. Keely's 
difficulties has been that he has been forced to discover every step that he has 
taken by careful and dangerous experiment, and has had no assistance in his 
discoveries save his own intellect and his discoveries themselves. One of these 
questions had relation to the cost of production of the force, and this the pamphlet 
answers by saying, that after the first cost of the machine the force is inexhaustible 
and entirely without cost of production. It is here that Lucife,. is especially 
concerned. The force being universal is the property of all men alike, and the 
segregation of it for his own purposes by anyone individual is a sin against the 
Brotherhood of Man. Much more would this be the case if this force is to be used 
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as a weapon of offence against men themselves. Thus, from our standpoint, the 
Karma of such segregation would be very heavy, and it is with great interest that 
we are watching the various phases of Mr. Keely's failure and success. 

CHRIST AND KRISHNA.-

THE small octavo volume under review, consisting of 144 pages, is a reprint of 
certain articles which appeared in the National Reformer. In the first place every 
praise should be given to the author for his conspicuous industry in collating 
authorities, and for his manifest fairness in weighing the evidence in the scales of 
rationalism. But the Theosophist requires something more than this in treating of 
such subjects as have had the greatest effect on the world's history. The great 
world·tntths shrouded in the veils of mythology are living powers, and the dissec· 
tion of their dead outer forms can never reveal the life within. 

We, therefore, regret that the writer never takes a loftier flight in his investiga. 
tion than the solar· myth theory. True enough that every myth is susceptible of 
an astronomical explanation, but truer still that the great heart of antiquity beat 
in response to a deeper inspiration. 

Much space again is devoted to the speculations of Professor \\Teber, who pre· 
posterously claims that Greece was the instntctress of India-of India, the most 
tenaciously conservative of all countries! The question that ever arises with the 
\\'estern student who is not imbued with the patronizing benevolence of Western 
scholarship with regard to all things Eastern, is-in what estimation do the Hindu 
paudits themselves, who speak Sanskrit, hold the great self· made Western authori· 
ties on their ancestral scriptures? Even those pandits who are most imbued with 
Western education, shake their heads with a smile when such authority is hurled 
at their heads. 

It was not, however, to be expected that more than a comparative criticism of 
myths according to the present accepted scientific definition was to be attempted, 
and within these limits Mr. Robertson has done excellent work, and put the matter 
in the fairest and clearest light yet attained by the modern system of scholarship. 
In this respect Mr. Robertson is at his best in the conclusion, where he sums up the 
position with a frank disinterestedness which is admirable. 

NICHOLAS FLAMEL.t 

THE full title of this curious old book is .. Nicholas Flamel; His exposition of the 
Hieroglyphical Figures, which he caused to be painted upon an Arch in St. 
Innocents Churchyard in Paris: Concerning both the Theory and Practise of the 
Philosopher's Stone ", Which, we are informed, is .. faithfully and religiously done 
iuto English out of the French Copy, by Eim,lCus Urtmdus, quitsl, Vera t'(Tis 
enodullIlS ", 

The figures are interspersed in the letterpress in all the quaint originality of 
medizval woodcuts, and a page of figures familiar to the modem student by their re, 
production in Levi's works, faces the title page. Alchemistical bibliophiles are well 
acquainted with the strange story of Nicholas Flamel and Pernelle (or whatever 
else be the right orthography of the lady's name), his wife, about whom, however, 
more has been written in France than elsewhere, so that we find, even so far back 

--- - -- -----

• By John 1\1. Robertson; London: Frcethought Publi.hing Company, 6J. Fleet Street. E.C., JI!<,JO. Pricu 
Two Shillings. 

t Reprinted froUl tbe J~ EngU.h translation by Rubl. H. I'ryar, Balh. 
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as Ii6I. the Abbe Villain. with the Gallic" Scientific" mania thus early upon him, 
writing an .. Histoire Critique de Nicolas Flamel et de Pemelle sa Femme, par 
M. L. V., Paris ". The present reprint is prefaced with a sensible foreword by 
Dr. W. Wynn Westcott. In this preface the doctor tells us that Flamel 

.. in 1357 had unexpectedly offered to him for a trifle of two florins a curious old Hook, 
which he at once purchased. This slight event fixed the whole course of his life . . . . 

.. In the (present) fac-similE: Reprint-Flamel describes the • Book of Abraham' and 
its mystic contents; and then he describes and illustrates the meanings both theological 
and Alchemical of the Design and Hieroglyphics-which designs are alike capable of 
Rtt'eaJtnK and Rtl'rilillg the Secrets of Transmutation, 

.. The Frontispiece with its seven designs shows the three pictures of the 7th. !.fth, and 
21st pages, with the four pictures on the 4th and 5th pages of the 'Book of Abraham', 
and they are more instructive than the pictures of Flamel himself-which without this 
description are nearly valueless, their Religious meaning being so much more obvious than 
any other. Their special peculiarity consists of the colors allotted to the several parts, 
which it is not possible to reproduce." 

\\' e heartily concur also with Mr. Fryar in his notice" to the subscribers", when 
he writes: 

.. \Vhatever grounds may exist for believing that by Alchemy was meant the actual 
transmutation of the baser metals into gold and silver, it must be obvious to any who have 
carefully read upon the subject. that Theologically, Man was the subject, and his perfection 
by the attainment of spiritual (QlIs(ioUSlItSS, the object of Alchemy", 

To those, then, who subscribe to this view more than to any others we cordially 
recommend Flamel's book, and can promise the serious student many places where 
the veil is nearly parted. 

ECLECTIC MEDICALS. 

THE first Conference of the British Association of Eclectics and Medical Botanists 
has issued a report of its proceedings, in which it appears a strong protest was 
made against .. the claims recently set up by the duly qualified and registered 
medical men of this kingdom to make the practice of medicine a close monopoly". 
Mr. J. P. Dowling, the President of the Association, in a very able and inspiring 
address, referred to this attitude of the Apothecaries' Society towards Medical 
Botanists as .. intolerable assumption and arrogance". In his opinion the" State
protected mineralists", who claim a monopoly of public support, have usurped a 
power to which they have no more right, electively, than the herbalists. During 
the dinner which followed, the leamed President, who is an ardent Theosophist, 
enlivened the chat with some curious speculations on the inner life of plants, ideas 
and facts drawn from his study of Theosophy. Finally the following resolution 
was carried: .. That an Association of Eclectics and Medical Botanists be. and 
hereby is, formed for the purposes of Protection and Defence in respect of the 
Rights and Liberties of those who practice Eclectic and Botanic Medicine, and for 
the promotion of such other objects as accord therewith, and that the name of the 
said Association be known as • The British Association of Eclectics and Medical 
Botanists·... The meeting was in all respects a great success, members ha\'ing 
come at short notice from all parts of England. 
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THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN EUROPE. 

IN consequence of the receipt of letters from all the active Lodges in 
Europe, and from a large majority of the Unattached Fellows of the 
Theosophical Society, H. P. Blavatsky is reluctantly compelled to abandon 
the position which she originally took up at the foundation of the Society. 

NOTICE. 

IN OBEDIENCE TO THE ALMOST UNANIMOUS VOICE OF THE FELLOWS OF 
THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN EUROPE, I, H. P. BLAVATSKY, THE 

ORIGINATOR AND CO-FOUNDER OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, ACCEPT THE 
DUTY OF EXERCISING THE PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORITY FOR THE WHOLE OF 

EUROPE; AND IN VIRTUE OF THIS AUTHORITY I DECLARE THAT THE 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN LONDON, WHERE I 

RESIDE, WILL IN FUTURE BE THE HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRANSACTION 
OF ALL OFFICIAL BUSINESS OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN EUROPE. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

Let no one imagine~ that this reform in any sense suggests a separation 
from, or even to the loosening in any way of the authority of, my colleague 
at Adyar. Colonel H. S. Olcott remains, as heretofore, the President
Founder of the Theosophical Society the world over. But it has been 
found impossible for him at such a great distance to exercise accurate 
discrimination in current matters of guidance of the Theosophical Society. 
His functions including the official issue of Charters and Diplomas in 
Europe, errors in the selection of members to whom such Charters and 
Diplomas are issued (besides the minor evil of delay) have rendered it 
impossible that the system of government of the Theosophical Society in 
Europe should be continued as heretofore. In the issue of Lucifer for 
August, 1889, I made use of the following sentences:-

.. H. P. Blavatsky will always bow before the decision of the majority of 
a Section or even a simple Branch. . .. No more ... has the President
Founder the right of exercising autocracy or papal powers, and Colonel 
Olcott would be the last man in the world to attempt to do so. It is the two 
Founders, and especially the President, who have virtually sworn allegiance to the 
Fellows, whom they have to protect • ••• and not to tyrannize and rule over them. " 
(page 508). 

Therefore, owing to the issue of a Charter in ignorance of the actual facts, 
and the immediate protest made by all the active members of the Lodges, 
and their unanimous desire that I should exercise the Presidential authority 
over the Theosophical Society in Europe, bowing to the decision of the 
majority I have issued the above official NOTICE. To avoid even the 
appearance of autocracy I select as an advisory Council to assist me in the 
exercise of these functions, in addition to my three colleagues appointed by 
the President, viz.: Annie Desant, and Messrs. W. Kingsland and Herbert 
Burrows, Mr. A. P. Sinnett, President of the London Lodge, who has 
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cordially joined in this reform, Dr. H. A. W. Caryn, President of the 
Brixton Lodge, Theosophical Society, Mr. E. T. Sturdy, and Mr. G. 
R. S. Mead. H. P. BLAVATSKY. 

BRITISH SECTION. 

COUNC1L MEETING. 

At an Extraordinary General Meeting of the British Section Council, held at 
17, Lansdowne Road, on the 2nd inst., Annie Besant in the chair, the following 
Agenda was considered :-

I. To consider the necessitous question of amalgamating the British and 
Continental Lodges of the T. S., to form a European Section, under the Presi· 
dency of H. P. Blavatsky, on the instance of letters received from the active 
Lodges on the Continent. 

2. To receive, read, and if desirable to adopt, a motion made by Wm. 
Kingsland, for the better representation of the Section. 

Letters from the British Lodges to the effect of the first motion were read by 
the Secretary, and others from the Continental Lodges, addressed to H. P. B., 
were read by G. R. S. Mead, who explained that circumstances had arisen which 
made the proposal for amalgamation most imperative; and several reasons were 
adduced in favor of the Continental Lodges being directed from a European 
Centre and not from an Asiatic one as at present; stress was laid especially on the 
delay in obtaining Charters, and Diplomas, and answers to prf!ssing questions; the 
latter being, as an absolute fact, invariably directed to H. P. B. 

After some discussion, it was proposed by Dr. Keightley that a requisition, 
embodying the following views, be drawn up and addressed to the President of 
the Society :-

.. The Continental Lodges and unattached members having made an appeal to 
H. P. B. that they may place themselves directly under her authority, the British 
Section joins in their demand that the constitutional powers, at present exercised 
by Colonel H. S. Olcott in Europe, shall be transferred to H. P. B. and her 
Advisory Council, already appointed to exercise part of such functions in the 
l:nited Kingdom." 

This motion was seconded by A. W. Cobbold, and carried unanimously. Mr. 
Kingsland and Dr. Keightley were appointed to draw up the requisition. Mr. Kings. 
land then moved that for the better representation and more efficient working of the 
British Section, each Lodge should have a permanent representative in London, 
who might go by the title of Corresponding Secretary to the Lodge, and should be 
a person duly qualified to advise the Lodge on all matters of Theosophical teaching 
and of internal government. In addition to this, the Corresponding Secretary 
should be a permanent proxy for the Lodge on the Council of the Section, as it is 
not often that the provincial Lodges can send their President or delegate, and much 
delay and confusion occur in finding a proxy. It is not intended, however, that the 
Corresponding Secretary should take the place of the delegates provided for under 
the.rules of the Section, but that he should be the recognized proxy in the event of 
the ordinary delegates not being able to attend. This would not involve the 
alteration of any rules at present, but if adopted by all the Lodges, it might be 
found advisable to alter the Rules at the General Meeting in October so as to give 
an ex-officio seat on the Council of the Section to the Corresponding Secretaries, in 
addition to that held by the President of each Lodge. This was seconded by Mr. 
F. L. Gardner, and carried without dissent. 

To cover a difficulty which had arisen, and which was not provided for by the 
Rules of the Section, Dr. Keightley proposed that the disbursement of the moneys 
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of the Section should rest with a responsible committee consisting of the Secretary, 
Treasurer, and one Member of the Council, Mr. A. W. Cobbold being nominated 
as such, seconded by G. R. S. Mead, and carried unanimously. 

In reference to an appeal for a donation from the British Section to the Head 
Quarters at Adyar made by the President· Founder to the Secretary of the Section, 
it was proposed by Mr. Mead that as the funds of the Section would not at present 
permit of such donation being made, the Secretary should be directed to ask 
Colonel Olcott to devote some part of the Permanent Fund to meet the deficiency 
at Adyar. This was seconded by F. L. Gardner, and carried unanimously. 

The following persons were present on the Council. 

H. P. Blavatsky, Representative President. Blat.atsky Lodge: Annie Besant, 
President j Countess Wachtmeister, Mrs. Gordon, Herbert Burrows, Bertram 
Keightley, ddegates. Brighton Lodge: Wm. Kingsland, proxy. Brixton Lodge: 
A. J. Campbell, delegate. Cambridge Lodge: Dr. Keightley, proxy. Dublin Lodge: 
C. F. Wright, proxy. Liverpool Lodge: Miss L. M. Cooper, proxy. Newcastle 
Lodge: Baroness de Pal1andt, proxy. Scottish Lodge: G. R. S. Mead, proxy. 
West of England Lodge: A. W. Cobbold, proxy. F. L. Gardner, treasurer. W. R: 
Old, general secretary. 

,,, e append the following from the Secretaries of the British Section. 

Representations have been made to Madame Blavatsky by many Theosophists 
in Europe to the effect that it would give general satisfaction if she were formally 
recognised as the President of the Society in Europe. Some convenience would 
aUach to this arrangement, especially now that a commodious lecture room has 
been built in the grounds of the house where the Head Quarters of H. P. B. and 
her staff have just been established. This centre might very properly be regarded 
for the present as the Head Quarters of the whole Society in Europe; and now 
that many European branches of the Society have been formed, by persons having 
no actual acquaintance with the Head Quarters of the Society at Adyar, Madras, 
nor with Colonel Olcott, the President of the whole Society, it may be found more 
agreeable for the officers of such branches to correspond with a European rather 
than with an Indian central office. 

These and other considerations have induced Madame Blavatsky to acquiesce 
in the proposed organisation. She is willing to be regarded as President of the 
European Division of the Theosophical Society, and will give whatever advice, 
countenance and assistance may be required to any European branches which 
intimate their desire to fall in with the arrangement. She does not intend how· 
ever to encumber the European Division with any fresh code of new rules, nor to 
attempt the almost impracticable task of forming a representative council for its 
administration; subject to the well· understood principles of the Society, the 
Branches will in the future as in the past be responsible for the conduct of their 
own affairs. But, insofar as they may require touch with some central Head 
Quarters of the Society, in order that they may continue to feel themselves part 'of 
the great Theosophical movement as set on foot by Madame Blavatsky, in the 
first instance, she is willing, as regards the European branches, to constitute 
herself their chief. She is also willing to guarantee to all branches accepting her 
as chief, that true identification with the original impulse out of which the present 
Theosophical Society arose, which it is the aspiration of all branches correctly 
apprehending the purpose of their organisation to maintain. 

As H. P. Blavatsky is the first to cordially recognise Colonel Olcott as President. 
Founder of the whole Society, it is in some measure with the view of relieving 
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him from responsibilities which it is impossible for him to discharge conveniently 
at a great distance from Europe, that she now takes O\'er the duty of dealing with 
the affairs of the European Branches and Members, as far as they may require any 
official sanction or guidance in the proceedings. 

In carrying out this idea, Madame Blavatsky is enabled to state that she has 
the sympathy and approval of the following Presidents of European Branches:
Mr. A. P. Sinnett of the London Lodge, &c. &c.; M. A. Arnould of the Hermes 
Lodge, Paris; Dr. G. Zander of the Swedish Theosophical Society, Stockholm; 
M. E. Coulomb of the Societe Altruiste, Nantes; M.Otho Alexander of the Corfu 
Theosophical Society i Count Jose Xifre of the Spanish Theosophical Society, 
Madrid; Gustav Zorn of the Odessa Group; and all the Presidents of the Lodges 
of the British Section. 

As related above, there will be no formally constituted Representative Counc:I 
of the European Division, but in the transaction of any business that may arise. 
Madame Blavatsky will always seek the advice and counsel of the heads of 
branches who may be within reach, and of other leading Theosophists on whose 
judgment and discretion she may rely. 

W. R. OLD, } General Secretaries of the 
ARCHD. KEIGHTLEY. British Section Theosophical Society. 

THE EAST. 
INDIA. 

The Headquarters' Staff has been increased by the addition of Mr. S. E. 
Gopalacharlu, F.T.S., son of the late Pandit N. Bashyacharia; he will act as 
Recording Secretary and Treasurer vice Mr. T. Vijia Raghava Charlu, who has 
become the Manager of the Theosophist and Book Depot. 

The Theosophist Offices have been removed from the Main Building at Head
quarters to the West Bungalow, which was repaired and neatly fitted up for the 
purpose at private cost. This leaves the old office free for the exclusive use of the 
Recording Secretary, Theosophical Society, and prevents all confusion between the 
two departments of Headquarters' work. 

(The TheosoPhist.) 

CEYLOS. 

AT the unanimous request of the leading Branches to the Ceylon Section, Dr. J. 
Bowles Daly, F.T.S., is hereby detailed for duty in that Island as General Secretary 
of the Ceylon Section, and as such will represent the President· Founder and. in 
the absence of the latter from the Island, exercise the regular executive powers 
and fulfil the duties reserved to the President-Founder under the Constitution and 
Bye-Laws of the Ceylon Section. 

H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 
ADYAR, 231'd May, I&}O. 

ENGLAND. 

OPENING OF THE HEAD QUARTERS, 
AT 19, AVENUE ROAD, REGENT'S PARK, N.\V. 

On Thursday, July Jrd, 1890, the new meeting room of the Blavatsky Lodge of 
the Theosophical Society was inaugurated with a crowded meeting, the chair being 
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occupied by Annie Besant, at whose side sat Madam~ H. P. Blavatsky. Every 
seat, every inch of standing room, was occupied, and a number of late arrivals 
found themselves compelled to tand outside the windows and follow the proceed. 
ings as best they could. 

In opening the proceedings, Mrs. Besant mentioned that the new Room had 
been erected by voluntary subscriptions in connexion with the new Head Quarters 
of the Theosophical Society in Europe, at 19, Avenue Road, which will shortly be 
ready for occupation. Referring to the work already accomplished by the Theoso· 
phical Society, she emphasised the hope that the Hall would become a centre of 
Theosophical activity in all directions, a real home for all earnest members of the 
Society, where they will always be sure to find a cordial welcome, sympathetic 
companionship, and help and advice in their difficulties. Having alluded to the 
presence of representative visitors from America, Sweden, Belgium, and Spain, 
Mrs. Besant declared the Hall duly opened, concluding with the wish that it may 
prove a true centre of Brotherhood and study, and therefore of progress, where 
many will learn a truth that otherwise might have been hidden from them, and so 
enter upon that path of upward progress which it is the one aim of Theosophy to 
open to every child of man. 

Mr. A. P. SINNETT (who was very cordially received) pointed to the inaugura
tion of the new Hall as marking an epoch in the history of Theosophy in Europe, 
since this hall is the first building in Europe that has been erected specially to 
promote its study. After showing the paramount importance of individual exertion 
in causing the advance of Humanity, the speaker referred to the rapidly coming 
future when the hall now inaugurated would be looked back to as the centre and 
starting point of a movement of universal importance. Having enlarged upon this 
topic and pointed out the bearing of Theosophy upon human progress, Mr. Sinnett 
then spoke at some length upon an important question of the immediate future: 
the question, namely, whether the great oncoming spiritual evolution of Humanity 
shall be worked out in hostility to, or in conjunction with, the religions that 
already exist in the world. The speaker expressed great hopes that the latter 
would be the case, and pointed to various recent utterances of religious teachers 
as showing the awakening of a larger and truer insight into the needs of mankind. 
Such a solution, he asserted, would not only be in itself most desirable, but, from 
the Theosophical standpoint, should be the hearty wish of everyone desirous of 
helping human progress. The real task set before us, the speaker defined to be 
the work of purifying the intellectual conceptions of the world in regard to the 
laws which govern the spiritual progress of mankind. In concluding his address, 
which was several times interrupted by applause, Mr. Sinnett spoke of the very 
great pleasure it gave him to be present on an occasion of so much importance at 
the side of Madame Blavatsky, with whom he had been so closely associated for 
the last eleven years. .. It was in 1879", he said, "that I first had the pleasure of 
knowing her, and from that time to this the influence she has brought into my life 
has been one of ever growing and increasing force, one which can never come to 
an end. I only wish for all of you that the advantage you have gained in knowing 
her may lead to as much interior contentment with its results as has ensued in my 
own case, and I do not think that on an occasion of this kind, in a hall the existence 
of which is due to her influence and her energy, that I should like to put on the 
top of that wish anything of less importance, anything which is less calculated to 
move my own feelings and, I hope, to evoke a response from yours." Mr. Sinnett sat 
down amid loud cheers. 

Mrs. BESANT then called upon Mrs. Wolff, of Philadelphia, to speak as repre
senting the American Branches of the Theosophical Society. 

Mrs. WOLFF'S address dealt principally with the difficulties which have had 
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to be overcome in America, owing to misunderstanding of the real nature of 
Theosophy and the true purposes of the Society. She dwelt at some length on" the 
fact that many persons had joined the Society influenced by idle curiosity, or a 
desire to witness marvellous phenomena, but concluded by stating that matters 
were now on a sounder basis, and that the Society was growing in real strength 
and devotion. 

The Spanish delegate, on being called upon, not knowing English, em
ployed as spokesman Mr. Mead, who said: Mrs. Besant, Ladies and Gentle
men,-Perhaps Spain is one of the most difficult countries in Europe for the 

. introduction of Theosophy in an organised manner. Most of you are aware that 
at this moment in Spain there exists an extreme clericalism with an equally extreme 
materialism. The bark of Theosophy has to be steered between this Scylla and 
Charybdis, and the tiller requires careful management. If Spanish Theosophists 
had been willing to ally themselves with the Freemasons and Spiritualists, they 
would speedily have had a large Theosophical Society in that country on paper, 
but would certainly not have had a solid movement directed by real convic
tion of the great truths of Theosophy. We have, therefore, judged it 
better to refrain from any combination with existing societies for the present, 
until Spain has learnt in some measure what Theosophy is. To this end 
thousands of pamphlets have been printed and distributed among the universi
ties, schools. libraries and clubs of Spain and her Colonies. And though we shall 
have to wait for the harvest of the corn which will sprout from this seed, we shall 
eventually establish Theosophy in Spain on a foundation which can never be 
shaken; for the Spanish people are serious with regard to things which they hold 
sacred, and are loyal to a high ideal, as their past history has proven. I can, there
fore, give you every hope that though Theosophy will spread slowly in Spain, it 
v.;U spread surely; and we need not be too anxious about this, for Theosophy is 
for all time. 

The President called on Mme. de Neufville, as representing Holland and 
Belgium, and that lady said: Mrs. Besant, Ladies, and Gentlemen,-I have the 
pleasure to inform you that, although the Members of the Theosophical Society in 
Holland and Belgium are as yet but a handful, they have not been idle. We' have 
already translations of important articles in Theosophical journals and also of 
extracts from Theosophical works. These are being printed and will be widely 
distributed. Moreover efforts are being made, not without success, to get articles 
on Theos:>phical subjects into the public papers. Of the future we have every 
hope; for when once a centre is organized in Europe, whereby the scattered 
members and Lodges on the Continent can be put en rapport with each other, and 
help given to the efforts of individual members, Holland and Belgium will be found 
capable of responding to the call of the Theosophical Society, perhaps even more 
than other Continental countries. In the first place, the English language in which 
the major part of modern Theosophical literature is written, is widely undentood 
in these countries; and where there is an ignorance of English, existing works and 
translations in French can supply the lack of any native literature on the subject. 
We have, therefore, great hopes that with the help of our English and French 
brethren, we shall soon have a distinct activity in the Netherlands, which will 
speedily grow into a strong Theosophical movement, and give the world 
a new proof of this well known industry and seriousness of your friends the 
Dutch people. 

The President then called on one of the visitors from Sweden, Mdme. 
Cedersshiold, who said: Mrs. Besant, Ladies, and Gentlemen,-I have the great 
pleasure of informing you that although Theosophy was not known in Sweden two 
years ago, we have now a large and very active Lodge at Stockholm, numbering 
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upwards of one hundred members. Many translations of Theosophical works have 
been and are being made into Swedish, and although the Press of the country is 
severely silent about us, we are surely and steadily spreading Theosophical ideas 
by means of individual effort, which is by no means the least practical method to 
pursue. Visitors to Sweden may now see familiar Theosophical works on our book· 
stalls, and we have every reason to be satisfied with the victory Theosophy has so 
far gained in that country. For when it is remembered that the first adherents to 
Theosophy in Sweden had to depend on their knowledge of a foreign language for 
theirinformation on the subject, we may have very great hopes that now that we have 
translations of some of our best works on Theosophy, a rapid spread of Theo. 
sophical opinions will ensue. Moreover, seeing that the mind of the Swede is 
serious, and his heart faithful to a cause which he once espouses, in such a soil it 
cannot be but that Theosophy should take deep root, and I hope thE.' time is not far 
distant when your Swedish brethren will be able to return your courteous invitation 
to your beautiful new Headquarters by welcoming in their tum some of you to a 
Swedish Headquarters of the Theosophical Society. 

Mrs. BEsANT then called upon Mr. Bertram Keightley to give some account of 
his work in America, and the progress of the movement there. 

Mr. KEIGHTLEY began by defending the American Theosophists against the 
criticisms implied in Mrs. Wolff's address. Speaking of Theosophy in that country, 
he said that America presented the most fertile of fields for the seed of Theosophy, 
partly owing to the general and rapid breaking up of the old dogmatic sectarian 
barriers, and partly owing to the changes in the physiological organization of the 
people, caused by the intermingling of all the families of the European stock in 
preparation for the appearance of a new Sub.race. The influence of these causes 
is seen in the very rapid growth of the movement in America since 1886, and 
especially during the last twelve months, in which the Society has nearly doubled 
in numbers, both of Branches and members. Mr. Keightley then gave some 
account of his tour, referring especially to the great activity in Theosophical 
thought manifested on the Pacific Slope, and in conclusion stated that what had 
left the strongest impression of all upon his mind was the reality and closeness of 
the link which the Theosophical Brotherhood e~tablishes between persons of 
different nationalities, habits, and views of life. He said that landing in America, 
without the slightest personal acquaintance with anyone except Mr. Judge, 
he had felt himself throughout his stay as much at home, as much living 
with his own people, his own blood relations, as if he had remained at his own 
home-17, Lansdowne Road. 

Mrs. BEsANT, in her concluding address, said that, in listening to the speeches 
which had been delivered, she had found herself repeating again and again Mr. 
Sinnett's words about the great importance of this meeting as a starting point for 
new progress. "Where men and women are gathered together, made brothers 
and sisters by one great ideal, by one common hope, there where the thought is 
founded on Truth, where the intellectual basis is sound, so that the emotion will be 
guided along the right road, where such is the case there is not only hope, but 
certainty of a change in the World's aspect j for the forces that work for change 
are the forces at once of intellect and of enthusiasm, and where those are joined 
together as an animating spirit, progress is the inevitable result ...•• For so 
many, many years in the past she, who, though her voice be silent to· night, is the 
inspiring spirit of this gathering and of the Theosophical movement-(1oud 
applause)-seemed to struggle in vain j for so many years those who chose 
her and who sent her to bear their message saw her met only with difficulty, 
difficulty almost impossible to overcome j but at least to.night we may say 
to her that this Hall is some fruit of the work that has been so bravely 
and so patiently performed-(hear, hear,)-and that here at lea,st is a plat. 
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form that none can touch, a centre where none can interfere, where she can 
give those instructions that she alone is fitted to give in Theosophy, and where 
she will always find pupils anxious to listen to the teaching and to take advantage 
of this great opportunity that has come to us all. And we would fain hope that 
from this meeting some slight echo, at least, may sound in that far-off land to 
which all our eyes and all our thoughts are turned, telling those who have sent her 
hither thatweare not unmindful of the opportunity, that we are not indifferent to or 
careless of the message; that at least there is one here and one there, at least 
there are some present in this room to-night, who hope that in days to come and 
even now their feet may be set in the path that the Masters have travelled before 
them, and that in time, no matter after how long a struggle, or how many lives may 
intervene, there may be some who, starting here, may pass onwards through the 
centuries, until they too shall reach that crown which at present has only come to a 
few of our race." 

After pointing backwards to the successive Theosophical efforts which have 
closed previous centuries, the speaker alluded to the special responsibility falling 
upon everyone there on an occasion like the present, in that a choice was now 
laid before them which could not but have an incalculably great influence on the 
whole series of their lives to come. Referring to the strange position of the 
Theosophical Society, warmly welcomed by a few, treated with scorn and contempt 
by the many, hated with the intensest bitterness by others, she pointed out that 
the life of the Theosophist must be one of struggle, as are all lives in any way 
worthy to be lived, but above all that of the Theosophist. Between the hosts of 
materialism on one hand, and of those who tum the things of the spirit into things 
of sense, and degrade all that is loftiest into the crudest thoughts of anthropo
morphic religion, stand the Theosophists, equally opposed to both. But there is 
this difference between them and all other armies, that the enemies of to-day will 
be the friends of to-morrow, for in every human being around him, friend or foe, 
hostile or loving, the Theosophist recognises a brother. .. On each member of the 
Society falls a special duty, the duty nowhere in his or her life to be ever ashamed of 
acknowledging the Society to which they belong, always ready to own frankly the 
faith that is in them, never, coward-like, shrinking from a confession that perhaps may 
be the very word wanted by the stranger to lead him also into the path of thought 
and progress. Also on each falls the duty that the life shall be worthy of the 
creed, for no enemy can injure us provided we are true to that which we believe. 
(Loud cheers.) If we are frank in our speech and noble in our lives, our lives will 
preach Theosophy far more eloquently than any tongue can possibly do. To each 
of us living amongst many anxious to prove that Theosophy is no better than any 
other religion, to us there comes especially the duty to show that the higher creed 
means nobler life, and that the light which has shone on us from the East is a 
light which means service to Humanity as well as intellectual vision of the 
unseen." 

Passing on, Mrs. Besant emphasised the necessity for honest hard work in the 
cause of Theosophy and concluded by extending a cordial invitation to all present 
to attend the regular meetings of the Society in the new Hall_ .. To-night .. , she 
said, .. we only say to you that everyone who has tried what Theosophy means has 
found it to be a light and a help and a strengthener. Those of you who know 
little of it have no right to judge it, and we only ask that before you judge you will 
endeavor to learn, that you will put aside prejudice and listen to the voice of 
reason and of thought. We ask none of you to accept before you have investigated, 
but we also warn you not to reject unheard, lest in rejection of that which you do 
not know, you may have rejected the most precious jewel which mortal can find 
within his reach." (Loud and continued applause.) 
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After a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Machell for his services in decorating the 
panels of the Hall with appropriate emblematic paintings, the proceedings 
terminated amid enthusiastic congratulations to Madame Blavatsky. 

A full report of the proceedings will be issued as the next number of the 
.. Theosophical Siftings". 

A course of discussions on .. Theosophy in Relation to the Problems of Modern 
Life" commenced on July 10th in the New Hall, with an address by Herbert 
Burrows, dealing with the general aspect of Theosophy towards social problems. 
(This address will shortly be issued as a pamphlet in the T. P. S. series.) On 
July 17th the discussion will be on .. Education ", to be followed by: July 24th, 
.. Woman in Antiquity"; July 31st, .. Woman in Modern Society (civil and eco· 
nomic)"; Aug. 7th, "Woman in Modern Society (in the family) "; Aug. 14th, 21st, 
28th, .. Capital and Labor"; Sept. 4th, .. Philanthropy"; Sept. 11th, .. Treatment 
of Criminals and Lunatics"; Sept. 18th, .. Treatment of Animals (Vivisection, 
etc.) "; Sept. 25th, .. Theosophy and Ecclesiasticism". The discussions are held 
on Thursdays, at 8.30 p.m. 

In October, a series of papers will be commenced, dealing with Theosophy 
.. from the root up ". A syllabus of the course will shortly be issued to members. 

Cards of admittance to these Lodge meetings can be obtained from any member 
of the Lodge. 

It has been found that the continual influx of visitors to Mdme. Blavatsky 
seriously interferes with the work carried on at Hcadquarters. It has therefore 
been decided that on moving to Avenue Road she will receive only on Monday 
and Friday evenings. 

A meeting for enquirers is held every Monday evening at the rooms of the 
British Section, 7, Duke Street, Strand, at 7.30 p.m. 011 Tuesdays, at 8.30 p.m., 
there is a meeting at 345 Mile End Road, E. On Fridays, at 8,30 p.m., the Brixton 
Lodge meets at the Ferndale Liberal Club, Bedford Road (close to Clapham Road 
Station, L.C.D.R.). 

In the East End of London.-The progress of Theosophy in our Modern Babylon, 
enormous as it has been within the last few years, has yet wanted a centre in the 
poorer districts of our ever widening circle of distress; a centre through which 
might be reached some of Nature's sadder children, and by means of which some 
of the concretions of ignorance might be removed-thus allowing a few rays of 
Truth to lighten, in some measure, the darkness of the shadow. More than once 
have the more earnest of our workers tried to carry a little of the truths they had 
learned, into these distncts, and not wholly without success; but it remained for 
one of our East·End brethren themselves, to really lay the foundation stone of 
Theosophic activity there. 

Brother Chapman is not one of those to be overcome by ordinary or even 
extraordinary difficulties. Theosophists, as a rule, have the name for being gifted 
with a peculiar talent for turning apparent stumbling-blocks into stepping stones 
for more rapid progress; but ·our brother seems to have an extra share of the 
faculty. In the absence of more fitting place for holding meetings, he has turned a 
shed at the back of his shop (which until lately was used by him as an engine.house 
for conducting electrical experiments) into a small hall: which, painted, white· 
washed, furnished, and fitted up most artistically, is to be used as a library. It is 
called the Theosophical Lending Library (345, Mile End Road, E.), and is lighted 
by electricity and gas. 

The room was crowded on the night of the inaugural meeting. the 24th uIt., the 
chair being taken by Annie Bcsant, who opened the meeting with an address. 
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delivered with all her usual vigor. She gave a sketch of the Society's work from 
the time of its creation to the present year, and showed that by and through 
Theosophy alone it was possible to lift the world out of the-terrible mire of pain 
and misery into which it had fallen through sin and ignorance. Messrs. Old and 
Mead and Mrs. Cooper-Oakley then spoke, each taking one of three objects of the 
Society as the subject of his or her discourse. These were followed by a speech 
from Herbert Burrows, in which he gave his reasons for joining the Society; 
after which Mr. Kingsland said a few words, and the meeting terminated with a 
short summing up by Annie Besant. 

It will hardly be necessary for us to call upon those of our members who can to 
assist Mr. Chapman in his hard work. The rooms will be open every Tuesday 
evening, from 8-30, for the purpose of answering questions by enquirers, and 
Theosophists should attend. Those who have books and pamphlets to spare, would 
do well to present them to the library. 

The Tract Mailing Scheme.-The distribution of Theosophical leaflets by post and 
hand has been steadily progressing during the past month. Our plan has been to 
take certain Societies and professional men in the first instance, and notices are being 
inserted in .. Light" and other journals, to the effect that all applying to me will 
receive leaflets post free. Our funds are too precarious to enable us to follow the 
lead of our American brothers in their wide distribution, but we must hope that 
those interested will send to my address a few shillings or half-penny stamps to help 
on the movement. It must advance the cause of Theosophy and raise it in the eyes 
of the public, for the leaflets show the practical side of it, and how its teachings are 
applied to the necessities of our daily moral life. Such crude ideas are now abroad 
in connexion with the subject that the more people we can reach with even so 
small a part of our literature as that contained in the leaflets, the more will a 
reasonable view of our philosophy gain ground. Therefore, any friends who will 
send us help will be doing the cause a real benefit, and we may be sure some of our 
seed will fall on good soil. ALICE GORDON, 

7, Nevem Road, Earl's Court, S.W. 

Birmingham.-The "Metropolis of the Midlands" is slow to adopt new forms of 
thought, even- though it may be dissatisfied with those it has long since outgrown or 
worn threadbare. In this, the Radical city shows itself to have something of a Con
servative mind; and though its motto is .. Forward", it yet proceeds with caution. 
Theosophy is new to it, as to mGst other English centres of education and industry, 
and the formation of a Birmingham Lodge of the Theosophical Society is hard 
work all along the road. But the activity of Mr. Kenneth Austin and his colleagues 
has so far succeeded in forming the required nucleus of the Lodge; and a large 
room, in a central position, has been secured for two years, where the Members 
will meet for the discussion and study of Theosophic teachings. Members will 
have free access to the room throughout the day, and a library, started by a 
donation of books from the Countess Wachtmeister, will be at their disposal. Such 
facilities for open discussion of so vital a subject, and for quiet reading and study, 
should not fail to attract a large membership from among the sincere and intelligent 
in "the workshop of the world ". Communications should be addressed to S. H. Old, 
102, Hall Road, Handsworth, Birmingham. 

Lending Libraries.-We are glad to announce that the proposed Library of the 
Brighton Lodge has been opened and is under the care of the Secretary, Mr. 
W. Siebenhaar. 
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A Library has also been started at Bradford, under the direction of Mr. 
T. H. Pattinson. If non l'eJel't quam multos sed quam bonos libl'os legas, or quality 
not quantity in books, is advice to be followed, we are of opinion that our 
Theosophical Libraries have all the elements wherewith to turn out successful 
students. 

THE THEOSOPHIST for June opens 
with an excellent paper, on Bellamy's 
.. Looking Backward", by E. Douglas 
Fawcett. The" conclusion of the whole 
matter" is summed up as follows :-

" The merits of ' Looking Backward . are so 
patent as to require little or no indication. 
It cannot be said to have burst like a novel 
stroke of genius on the world. seeing that 
its ideas of an organised industrial army and 
of a thorough-going communistic Socialism. 
were already familiar enough. But its really 
admirable grasp of detail. and forcible pre
sentation of an economic issue in a lucid and 
popular garb. stamp it as a work of. signal 
ability and usefulness. Defects in Its ~x
position there certainly are. The questIon 
of Population-that burning topic of soci~
list and economic discussions generallY-Is 
ignored in a manner which detracts in no 
small measure from the comprehensiveness 
of the administrative scheme. Utopian. 
moreover. to a degree is the moral atmos
phere of the so miraculousl y re-organised 
United States ; no provision having been 
made for the necessary vicious and selfish 
elements. that Ahriman of individual' vile
ness'. which runs pari passu with the 
Ormuzd of individual • virtue' in any 
progressive civilization. And-the really 
vicious element apart-it is not stated how 
far the communistic form of politics can 
itself rest permanent." 

Dr. Daly next introduces us to the 
interior and contents of .. The Oriental 
Library at Adyar ". When will the 
happy day come for our pandit F.F.T.S. 
to project its treasures into the world 
in the form of translations! 

.. Francis Annesley" contributes a 
very kind-hearted paper on the" Enthu
siasm of Neophytes ". 

The Kumbakonam T.S. next gives us 
a translation ofthe "Varaha Upanishad 
of Krishna-Yajur Veda"; the translation 
is capital. Brahmagyanis is given as 
synonymous with Theosophists, and 
Brahmagyana, Brahmic Wisdom, with 
Theosophy. In the sentence, .. He who 

obtains mul'c"; cures all diseases", mul'
chi is annotated as :-
.. Either controlling of breath as applied to 
mind. or the consolidation of mercury, when 
mercury through its combination with some 
herb or drugs. loses its fluctuation and 
impurity and becomes fit to be taken as 
medicine. which. when taken by men, leads 
to many psychic developments. The first 
(viz.. breath) refers to the achievements 
performed by Yogis through Prana Yama. 
while the second (viz .. the consolidation of 
mercury) enables the Yogis to attain the 
same through the taking in of the consoli
dated mercury." 

This is most exceedingly misleading 
and far from instructive, if not positively 
dangerous; for anyone putting such 
recommendations into practice, would 
speedily be landed in the abysses of 
Hatha Yog. The Consolidation of Mer
cury means in reality the Concentration 
of the Mind, Dharalla, that" intense and 
perfect concentration of the mind uron 
some one interior object," spoken 0 in 
the Voice of the Silellce. This practice is 
the initial stage of Raj Yog, which alone 
can teach the science of SELF. .. The 
Ideal Life" by Dr. Henry Pratt is con
cluded. .. How to study Hinduism" is 
an interesting paper on the Hindu Scrip
tures, explaining how many and of what 
kind they are, translated from the 
Telugu of Mr. G. Sriramamurthy, F.T.S. 
In one place he says:-

"Thus does Veda prescribe both the 
Karma (ritual) and Brahma (spiritual) Codes. 
That part which establishes the ritual is 
called the Veda. and that which treats ot 
the spiritual, the Upanishad or Vedantam." 

The paper on "Simon Magns ", by 
Jules Dionel, is translated from La Revul 
Theosophique; but what on earth is the 
meaning of " Each one of us, of either 
sex-for we are Eons-may be the 
Simon of a Helen and, changing parts, 
the Helen of a Simon ". (!) Is the "lost 
sheep" to have sex? Or what? 
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THE PATH for June commences with 
a paper by Alexander Fullerton on a 
subject that often appears in its pages, 
viz., .. Theosophy in Daily Life". Bro
ther Fullerton has evidently carried a 
notebook. .. Notes on Devachan" are 
continued: but surely the" hoJy abode 
of Arhats-possessed by the Bodhi· 
satwas ", is not Devachan in the theoso
phical sense ofthe word! Would Arhats 
dally in a" fool's paradise"? We think 
not. .. The wise ones tarry not in plea
sure-grounds" of Maya. .. Brotherhood 
and Sex", by Harij, endeavors to put 
the marriage question on a sensible 
footing. William Brehon, in .. Much 
Reading, Little Thought", would confine 
the training of a youth in Theosophical 
literature to the Bhagavad-Gita, Upan
ishads and Secret Doctrine. We are afraid, 
however, that his pupils would be few in 
number. Brother Brehon's argument is 
right in theory; in practice, however, the 
majority of minds in this age avoid think
ing for themselves, so that surface
literature is a necessity, if they are not 
to be entirely starved_ We see that the 
controversy on the .. Seven-fold Con
stitution of man "has at last laid the 
.. Key" under contribution. .. Remem
bering the Experiences of the Ego in 
sleep" starts with the sensible words:-

"To many it seems puzzling that we do 
not remember the expenences of the Higher 
Self (? Ego) in sleep. But as long as we ask 
• why does not the lower self remember 
these experiences'. we shall never have an 
answer. There is a contradiction in the 
question, because the lower self, never 
baving had the experiences it is required to 
remember. could Dot at any time recollect 
them." 

Le Lotus Bleu completes its first 
volume in continuing its most useful 
work of translation_ Isis Unveiled, The 
Key. and Magic White and Black are all 
laid under contribution. The article on 
the" Finer Forces of Nature" of Rama 
Prasad, by J. L., is concluded. 

The Buddhist (May 16 and 23). Ex
tremely interesting is the column headed 
.. The To Kalon of Buddhism". A. D. J. 
cuts the ground from under the" anni
hilationists" by quoting from the MII;n
daprasna: 

... What think you. great king. if in a 

great confiagration certain flames vanish out 
of sight. can you point out the whereabouts 
of any of those flames?' • Impossible. 
my Lord'. answers the royal op~DeDt. 
• as the flame is become invIsible' . 
• Likewise theD, 0 king. is the state 
of our Blessed Lord, who entered 
into Paranirvana on the dissolution of the 
Skhandas, who has surmounted the moun
tain rock of Reincarnation. He cannot be 
pointed out. But with respect to this body 
of Dharma which is clothed with most 
egregious attributes. he can be shown, 
and this law was preached by the Lord," 
On page 382 we find the King insisting that 
because NIRVANA is not felt by the five 
senses, it has no existence. Here is then a 
hard nut for the annihilationists to crad·. 
The great Thera pronounces that, ' NIRVANA 
is, and it is perceptible to the Manas, tte 
candidate who walks reverently in the Noble 
Eight-fold Path sees and perceives the Sir.
less, Stirless NIRVANA, with the eye of 
Manas, when he has attained to the Rahat
hood'. Mark, my friends, that· to see and 
perceive' is to know, and to know is to 
become one with the knowledge." 

Other interesting articles to be noticed 
are .. Parabawa Sutta ", .. Citations 
from the teachings of Gautama Buddha", 
and .. Love" by J. K. Daji. Says the 
latter: 

.. Love working on the fourth plane may 
be distinguished as animal love or irrational 
selfishness; that on the fifth (Manas), as 
human love or polished selfishness; that on 
the sixth {Buddhi}, as angelic love or 
brotherhood; that on the seventh (Atma), 
as love divine". 

Theosophical Siftings, Vol. III, NO.7. 
Price sixpence. Have Animals Souls? 
by H. P. Blavatsky, and The Astral 
Light, by Louise A. Off. The fonner of 
these papers is vigorous and interesting. 
The author pleads for the .. brutes .. 
against the attacks of their meat-eating, 
vivisecting" elder brother", and clearly 
proves that the .. animal" possesses a 
share with man of the one Universal 
Soul. This article would be a useful 
one to lend to a .. Christian" friend that 
he might learn the real views of his 
.. Master" upon this most interesting 
and vital subject. The remaining paper, 
"The Astral Light .. , is a concise and 
well-timed summary of Theosophical 
and Occult teachings regarding this 
mysterious agent, the reflecting mirror 
of the Universe. 
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~titnrt anh tbt ~mtl lIadritu. 
m NE of the occult doctrines which has been most often laughed at by 
l!J the incredulous scientasters of the Press and popular platforms, is the 
assertion that electricity is an entity, having a substantial existence. 
How often have the wise critics poured scorn on the heads of Theosophists 
for believing such wild nonsense, in the face of infallible modem science, 
which had long ago proved (save the mark!) that electricity, like light and 
heat, was a form of energy! 

But in this respect, as in so many others, the Nemesis of Truth has 
overtaken our slanderers. In the latest, most throughly orthodox text
book on Electricity, by Professor Oliver Lodge, in the" Nature Series ", 
that "scientific authority" declares in the name of the most advanced 
science that electricity is not energy-whatever it may be-and upholds 
the doctrine that electricity is ETHER, or if not ether itself, then certainly 
a "form of its manifestation". The whirligig of time brings strange 
revenges, and the one now cited is but the fore-runner of many another 
case in which "orthodox" and" infallible" science will quietly appropriate 
occult teachings without one word of acknowledgment, teaching as facts 
the very doctrines which for years it has scorned as "unscientific char
latanry ". Ex uno disce omnes. 

OUR BUDGET. 

WE have to acknowledge the following further subscriptions for the Building 
Fund:-

£ s. 4. £ s. 4. 
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R. B. Holt . 2 0 0 J. Mackenzie. I I 0 
A. P. Sinnett . 5 0 0 W.L.L. 3 0 0 
K. E. Mills 2 2 0 Art Student 10 0 0 

~ L. Hope 2 0 0 Thos. Williams . 5 0 0 
luj-deh . 2 0 0 Zonolosa 100 0 0 

P.W.B. 5 0 0 A Theosophist 10 0 0 
R. Machell. o 10 0 H.L. 5 0 0 
No. 121 I 0 0 

£931 3 3 

ERRATA. 

In Nizida's article, printed in our last number, the following corrections should 
be made:-

Page 295, line 32, should read, .. Behold here the humble but harmonious and 
well-controlled form of human clay, transfigured ". 

Page 295, line 52, read" unnecessarily" for" necessarily". 
Page 296, line 2, for .. signs" read .. sighs". 

A. BOIIIIKa, PrInter, 3. Bouverie Street, E.C, 
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The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any opinions, whetller religious, 
philosophical or social, expressed in signed arlicles. 

'rourtss anb Gtulturt. 

"Mated with a squalid savage-what to me 
were sun or clime? 

I, the heir of all the ages, in the foremost 
files of time-

Not in vain the distance beacons. Forward, 
forward let us range 

Let the great world spin for ever down the 
ringing groves of change. 

Through the shadow of the globe we sweep 
into the younger day 

Better fifty years of Europe, than a cycle of 
Cathay" •••• 

TENNYSON. 

l~E, of the century claiming itself as the XIXth of our era, are very 
~ proud of our Progress and Civilization-Church and Churchmen 
attributing both to the advent of Christianity-" Blot Christianity out of 
the pages of man's history ", they say, "and what would his laws have 
been ?-what his civilization?" Aye;" not a law which does not owe its 
truth and gentleness to Christianity, not a custom which cannot be traced 
in all its holy and healthful parts to the Gospel." 

What an absurd boast, and how easily refuted! 
To discredit such statements one has but to remember that our laws are 

based on those of Moses-life for life and tooth for tooth; to recall the 
laws of the holy Inquisition, i.e., the burning of heretics and witches by the 
hecatomb, on the slightest provocation; the alleged right of the wealthiest 
and the strongest to sell their servants and fellow men into slavery, not to 
carry into effect the curse bestowed on Ham, but simply " to purchase the 
luxuries of Asia by supplying the slave market of the Saracens";· and 

• yu.. oj 1M S,,,,. oj EN"". """IIK 1M MitldU 11K" by H. H. Ha1Iam, LL.D., F.R.A.S., P.6r4. The 
aulhor 1Idds: "Tbls uade was not peculiar to Vwee. In England, It was very COUlDlOD, even after the 
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finally the Christian law~ upheld to this day in England, and called 
women's disabi/iti(s, social and political. :\!oreover, as in the blessed days 
of our forefathers' ignorance, we meet now with such choice bits of 
unblushing blaglll as this, "\Ve speak of our civilization, our arts, our 
freedom, our laws, and forget entirely how lar~e a share of all is due to 

Christianity" (Rose). 
Just so! "our laws and our arts ", but neither" our civilization" nor 

"our freedom ". No one could contradict the statement that these were 
won in spite of the most terrible opposition by the Church during long 
centuries, and in the face of her repeated and loud anathemas against 
civilization and freedom and the defenders of both. And yet, notwith
standing fact and truth, it is being constantly urged that even the elevated 
position (? !) of the Christian woman as compared with her "heathen" 
sister, is entirely the work of Christianity! \Vere it true, this would at 
hest be but a poor compliment to pay to a religion which claims to 
supersede all others. As it is not true, however-Lecky, among many 
other serious and trustworthy writers, having shown that" in the whole 
feudal legislation (of Christendom) women were placed in a much lower legal 
position than in the Pagan Empire "-the sooner and the oftener this fact is 
mentioned the better it will be for plain truth. Besides this, our 
ecclesiastical laws are honeycombed as has been said, with the Mosaic 
element. It is Leviticus not the Roman code, which is the creator and 
inspirer of legislation-in Protestant countries, at any rate. 

Progress, says Carlyle, is "living movement ". This is true; but it is 
so only on the condition that no dea.d weight, no corpse shall impede the 
freedom of that "living movement". Now in its uncompromising 
conservatism and unspirituality the Church is no better than a dead 
body. Therefore it did and still does impede true progress. Indeed, so 
long as the Church-the deadliest enemy of the ethics of Christ-was in 
power, there was hardly any progress at all. It was only after the French 
Revolution that real culture and civilization had a fair start. 

Those ladies who claim day after day and night after night with such 
earnest and passionate eloquence, at "\Voman's Franchise League" 
meetings, their legitimate share of rights as mothers, wives and citizens, 
and still attend "divine" service on Sundays-prosecute at best the 
unprofitable business of boring holes through sea-water. It is not the laws 
of the country that they should take to task, but the Church and chiefly 
themselves. It is the Karma of the women of our era. It was generated 
with Mary Magdalene, got into practical expression at the hands of the 
mother of Constantine, and found an ever renewed strength in every 

Conquest, to export slaves to Ireland; till In the reign of Henry II, the Irish came to a non-imponatioD 
agreement which put a stop to the practice." And then, In a footnote: .. WIlliam of Malmshury accuses the 
Anglo-Saxon nobility of selling their female servants, even when pregnant by them, as slaves to foreigners," 
This Is the Christian mode of dealing a. Abraham with Hagar with a vengeance! 

c 
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Queen and Empress" hy the grace of God ". Judean Christianity owe!: 
its life to a woman-une sublime hallucinee, as Renan puts it. Modern 
Protestantism and Roman Catholicism owe their illegitimate existence, 
again, to priest-ridden and church-going women; to the mother who teaches 
her son his first Bihle lesson; to the wife or sister who forces her hushand 
or hrother to accompany her to church and chapel; to the emotional 
and hysterical spinster, the admirer of every popular preacher. And yet 
the predecessors of the latter have for fifteen centuries degraded women 
from every pulpit ! 

In Lucifer of October, 1889, in the article" The \Vomen of Ceylon ", we 
can read the opinion of Principal Donaldson, LL.D., of the University of 
St. Andrews, about the degradation of woman hy the Christian Church. 
This is what he said openly in the Contemporary Review. 

"It is a prevalent opinion that woman owes her present high position to 
Christianity. I used to believe in this opinion. But in the first three centuries I 
have not been able to see that Christianity had any favorable effect on the position 
of women, but, on the contrary, that it tended to lower their character and contract 
the range oC their activity." 

How very correct then, the remark of H. H. Gardener, that in the New 
Testament" the words sister, mother, daughter, and wife, are only names 
for degradation and dishonor" ! 

That the above is a fact, may be seen in various works, and even in 
certain Wuklies. "Saladin" of the Agllostic gives in his last" At Random" 
eloquent proofs of the same by bringing forward dozens of quotations. 
Here are a few of these:-

"Mrs. Mary A. Livermore says: • The early Church Cathers denounced women 
as noxious animals, necessary evils, and domestic perils'. 

I' Lecky says: • Fierce invectives against the sex form a conspicuous and 
grotesque portion of the writings of the fathers'. 

" Mrs, Stanton says that holy books and the priesthood teach that • woman is the 
author of sin, who [in collusion with the devilJ effected the Call of man " 

.. Gamble says that in the fourth century holy men gravely argued the 
question •• Ought women to be called human beings? ' 

" But let the Christian fathers speak Cor themselves. Tertullian, in the following 
flattering manner, addresses woman: • You are the devil's gateway; the unsealer 
oC the forbidden tree; the first deserter from the divine law, You are she who 
persuaded him whom the devil was not valiant enough to attack, You destroyed 
God's image-man.' 

.. Clement of Alexandria says: • It brings shame to reflect of what nature 
woman is' • 

.. Gregory Thaumaturglls says: • One man among a thousand may be pure; 
a woman, never' . 

... Woman is the organ oC the devil.'-St, Bernard. 
I' • Her voice is the hissing of the serpent.'-St. Anthony • 
... \Voman is the instrument which the devil uses to get possession of eur souls.' 

-St, Cyprian. 
"'Woman is a scorpion.'-St. Bonaventure. 
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'" The gate of the devil, the road of iniquity.'-St. Jerome. 
'" Woman is a daughter of falsehood, a sentinel of hell, the enemy of peace.'

St. John Damascene. 
"'Of all wild beasts the most dangerous is woman.'-St. John Chrysostom. 
'" Woman has the poison of an asp, the malice of a dragon.'-St. Gregory 

the Great. 
Is it surprising, with such instructions from the fathers, that the children of the 

Christian Church should not" look up to women, and consider them men's equals"? 

Withal, it is emotional woman who, even at this hour of progress, 
remains as ever the chief supporter of the Church I Nay it is she again 
who is the sole cause, if we have to believe the Bible allegory, that there is 
any Christianity or churches at all. For only imagine where would be both, 
had not our mother Eve listened to the tempting Serpent. First of all 
there would be no sin. Secondly, the Devil having been thwarted, there 
would be no need of any Redemption at all, nor of any woman to have 
" seed" in order that it should" bruise under its heel the serpent's head" ; 
and thus there would be neither Church nor Satan. For as expressed by 
our old friend Cardinal Ventura de Raulica, Serpent-Satan is "one of the 
fundamental dogmas of the Church, and serves as a basis for Christianity". 
Take away that basis and the whole struggle topples overboard into the dark 
waters of oblivion. 

Therefore, we pronounce the Church ungrateful to woman, and the 
latter no worse than a willing martyr; for if her enfranchisement and 
freedom necessitated more than an average moral courage a century ago, it 
requires very little now i only a firm determination. Indeed, if the ancient 
and modem writers may be believed, in real culture, freedom, and self
dignity the woman of our century has placed herself far beneath the ancient 
Aryan mother, the Egyptian-of whom \Vilkinson and Buckle say that she 
had the greatest influence and liberty, social, religious and political among 
her countrymen-and even the Roman matron. The late Peary Chand 
Mitra has shown, "Manu" ~n hand, to what supremacy and honor the 
women of ancient Aryavarta had been elevated. The author of the 
" \Vomen of Ancient Egypt" tells us that " from the earliest time of which 
we can catch a glimpse, the women of Egypt enjoyed a freedom and 
independence of which modern nations are only beginning to dream". To quote 
once more from " At Random" :-

"Sir Henry Maine says: 'No society, which preserves any tincture of Christian 
institutions, is ever likely to restore to married women the personal liberty con
ferred on them by the Roman law'. 

"The cause of '\Voman's Rights' was championed in Greece five centuries 
before Christ • 

.. Helen H. Gardener says: 'When the Pagan law recognised her [the wife] 
as the equal of her husband, the Church discarded that law'. 

" Lecky says: 'In the legends of early Rome we have ample evidence both of 
the high moral estimate of women and of their prominence in Roman life. The 
tragedies of Lucretia and of Virginia display a delicacy of honor and a sense of the 
supreme excellence of unsullied purity which no Christian nation can surpass.' 
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.. Sir Henry Maine, in his' Ancient Law', says that' the inequality and oppres
sion which related to women disappeared from Pagan laws', and adds: 'the con
sequence was that the situation of the Roman female became one of great personal 
and proprietary independence; but Christianity tended somewhat. from the very 
first, to narrow this remarkable liberty', He further says that' the jurisconsults 
of the day contended for better laws for wives, but the Church prevailed in most 
instances, and established the most oppressive ones' . 

.. Professor Draper, in his' Intellectual Development of Europe', gives certain 
facts as to the outrageous treatment of women by Christian men (the clergy 
included) which it would be exceedingly indelicate in me to repeat, 

.. Moncure D. Conway say»: 'There is not a more cruel chapter in history than 
that which records the arrest, by Christianity, of the natural growth of European 
civilisation regarding women'. 

"Neander, the Church historian, says: 'Christianity diminishes the influence 
of woman'." 

Thus, it is amply proved that instead of an " elevated" position, it is a 
a degraded one to which Christianity (or rather "Churchianity") has 
brought woman. Apart from this, woman has nought to thank it for. 

And now, a word of good advice to all the members of Leagues and 
other societies connected with Woman's Rights. In our days of culture 
and progress, now that it is shown that in Union alone lies strength, and 
that tyrants can be put down only by their own weapons; and that finally 
we find that nothing works better than a "strike "-let all the champions 
of women's rights strike, and pledge them~elves not to set foot in church or 
chapel until their rights are re-established and their equality with men 
recognised by law. We prophesy that before six months are over every 
one of the Bishops in Parliament will work as jealously as themselves to 
bring in bills of reformation and pass them. Thus will Mosaic and Talmudic 
law be defeated to the glory Of-WOMAN. 

But what are really culture and civilization? Dickens' idea that our 
hearts have benefited as much by macadam as our boots, is more original 
from a literary, than an aphoristical, standpoint, It is not true in principle, 
and it is disproved in nature by the very fact that there are far more 
good-hearted and noble-minded men and women in muddy country villages 
than there are in macadamised Paris or London. Real culture is 
spiritual. It proceeds from within outwards, and unless a person is 
naturally noble-minded and strives to progress on the spiritual before he 
does so on the physical or outward plane, such culture and civilization will 
be no better than whitened sepulchres full of dead men's bones and decay. 
And how can there be any true spiritual and intellectual culture when 
dogmatic creeds are the State religion and enforced under the penalty of 
the opprobrium of large communities of" believers". No dogmatic creed 
can be progressive. Unless a dogma is the expression of a universal and 
proven fact in nature, it is no better than mental and intellectual slavery. 
One who accepts dogmas easily ends by becoming a dogmatist himself. 
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And, as Watts has well said: "A dogmatical spirit inclines a man to be 
censorious of his neighbors. . . .. He is tempted to disdain his corres
pondents as men of low and dark understandings because they do not 
believe what he does." 

The aboye finds its demonstration daily in bigoted clergymen, in priests 
and Rabbis. Speaking of the latter and of the Talmud in connexion with 
progress and culture, we note some extraordinary articles in Les Archives 
Israelites, the leading organ of the French Jews, at Paris. In these the 
stagnation of all progress through fanaticism is so evident, that after 
reading some papers signed by such well-known names of men of culture as 
F. Cremieux (Clericalisme et Jlulaisme), A. Franck, a member of the Insti
tute (Les Jllifs et I'Humanite), and especially an article by Elie Aristidc 
Astruc, "Gralld rabbin d, Ba)'ollne, grand rabbin hmwraire de la Btlgique ", etc.
(" Pourquoi nous restons Juifs ")-no one can detect the faintest trace of 
the progress of the age, or preserve the slightest hope of ever witnessing 
that which the Christians are pleased to call the moral regeneration of the 
Jews. This article (not to mention the others), written by a man who has 
an enormous reputation for learning and ability, bears on its face the proofs 
of what is intellectual culture, millus spirituality. The paper is addressed to 
the French Jews, considered as the most progressed of their race, and is 
full of the most ardent and passionate apology for Talmudic Judaism, 
soaked through and through with colossal religious self-opinionatedness. 
Nothing can approach its self-laudation. It precludes every moral progress 
and spiritual reformation in Judaism; it calls openly upon the race to 
exercise more than ever an uncompromising exclusiveness, and awakens 
the darkest and the most bigoted form of ignorant fanaticism. If such are 
the views of the ieaders of the Jews settled in France, the hotbed of 
civilization and progress, what hope is there left for their coreligionists of 
other countries? 

The article, "\Vhy we remain Jews," is curious. A. Astruc, the 
learned author thereof, notifies his readers solemnly that the Jews have to 
remain nO/ells vole1ls Jews, as not one of the existing religions could" satisfy 
the genius of the nation". "\Vere we forced to break with Judaism", he 
argues, "where is that other creed which could guide our lives?" He 
speaks of the star that once arose in the East and led the Magi to 
Bethlehem, but asks, "could the East, the cradle of religions, give us now 
a true creed? Never!" Then he turns to an analysis of Islamism and 
Buddhism. The former, he finds too dry in dogma and too ritualistic in 
form, and shows that it could never satisfy the Israelitish mind. Buddhism 
with its aspirations towards Nirvana, considered as the greatest realisation 
of bliss and" the most abstruse consciousness of non-being" (?) seems to him 
too negative and passive. 

\V c will 110t stup tu discu!;s this ncw phase of mctaphysics, i.e., the 
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phenomenon of non-being endowed with self-consciousness. Let us rather see 
the author's analysis of the two forms of Christianity-Roman Catholicism 
and Protestantism. The former with its Trinitarianism, and the dogmas 
of Divine Incarnation and Redemption, are incomprehensible" to the free 
mind of the Israelite"; the latter is too much scattered into innumerable 
sects to ever become the religion of the future. Neither of these two 
faiths" could satisfy a Jew", he says; therefore, the Rabbi implores his 
coreligionists to remain faithful to Judaism, or the Mosaic law, as this 
faith is the best and the most saving of a/l; it is, in short, as he puts it, .. the 
ultimate as the highest expression of human religious thought". 

This ultra-fanatical article has drawn the attention of several" Chris
tian" papers. One of these takes its author to task severely fo, his fea, of 
dogmas only because human ,eason is unable to comp,ehend them; as though, he 
adds, .. any religious faith could (ve, be built upon ,eason"! This is well said, 
and would denote real progressive thought in the mind of the critic, had 
not his definition of belief in dogmas been a bolla fide defence of them, which 
is far from showing philosophical progress. Then, the Russian reviewer, 
we are happy to say, defends Buddhism against the Rabbi's assault • 

•. We would have our honorable friend understand that he is quite wrong in 
undervaluing Buddhism, or regarding it, as he does, as infinitely below Judaism. 
Buddhism with its spiritual aspiration heavenward, and its ascetic tendencies, is, 
with all its defects, most undeniably more spiritual and humanitarian than Judaism 
ever was; especially modern Judaism with its inimical exclusiveness, its dark and 
despotic kahal, its deadening talmudic ritualism, which is a Jewish substitute for 
religion, and its determined hatred of all progress" (Nov. V,emya). 

This is good. It shows a beginning, at any rate, of spiritual culture in the 
journalism of a country regarded hitherto as only semi-civilised, while the 
press of the fully civilised nations generally breathes religious intolerance 
and prejudice; if not hatred, whenever speaking of a pagan philosophy. 

And what, after all, does ou, civilization amount to in the face of the 
grandiose civilizations of the Past, now so remote and so forgotten, as to 
furnish our modern conceit with the comforting idea that there never were 
any true civilizations at all before the advent of Christianity? Europeans 
call the Asiatic races" inferior" because, among other things, they eat with 
their hands and use no pocket-handkerchiefs. But how long is it that we, of 
Christendom, have ceased eating with our thumb and fingers, and begun 
blowing our noses with cambric? From the beginnings of the nations and 
down to the end of the XVIIIth centu5Y Christendom has either remained 
ignorant of, or scorned the use of, the fork. And yet in the Rome of the 
ClEsars, civilization was at the height of its development; and we know 
that if at the feasts of Lucullus, famous for their gorgeous luxury and 
sumptuousness, each guest chose his succulent morsel by plunging his 
fingers into a dish of rare viands, the guests of the Kings of France did 
the same as late as the last century. Almost 2,000 years rolled away, 
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between Lucullus and the Pagan Cresars on the one hand and the latest 
Bourbons on the other, yet the same personal habits prevailed; we find the 
same at the brilliant courts of Francois I, Henry I I, Louis XIII, and 
Louis XIV. The French historian, Alfred Franklin, gives in his interesting 
volumes La Vie privee d'autrefois du XII all XVIII siecies, les Repas, etc., a 
mass of curious information, especially as to the etiquette and the laws of 
propriety which existed in those centuries. He who, instead of using 
daintily his three fingers, used the whole hand to fish a piece of food out of 
the dish, sinned as much against propriety in those days, as he who puts 
his knife to his mouth while eating, in our own day. Our forefathers had 
very strict rules on cleanliness: e.g., the three fingers being de rigfleUr, they 
could be neither licked, nor wiped on one's jacket, but had to be cleaned 
and dried after every course" on the table cloth ". The Vlth volume of 
the work named acquaints the reader with all the details of the sundry 
customs. The modern habit of washing one's hands before dinner--existing 
now in truth, only in England--was strictly de rigueur, not only at the 
courts of the French kings, but was a general custom, and had to be repeated 
before every course. The office was performed at courts by chamberlains 
and pages, who holding in their left hand a gold or silver basin, poured 
with their right hand out of a similar jug, aromatic, tepid water on to the 
hands of the diners. But this was in the reign of Henry III and 
IV. Two centuries later, in the face of progress and civilization, we see 
this custom disappearing, and preserved only at the courts and by the 
highest aristocracy. In the XVlth century it began to fall into desuetude: 
and even Louis the XIVth limited his ablutions to a wet napkin. In the 
midst of the bourgeoisie it had almost disappeared; and Napoleon 1st washed 
his hands only once before dinner. To-day no country save England has 
preserved this custom. 

How much cleaner are the primitive peoples in eating than we are-the 
Hindus, for instance, and especially the Brahmans. These use no forks, but 
they take a full bath and change entirely their clothes before sitting down 
to dinner, during which they wash their hands repeatedly. No Brahman 
would eat with both his hands, or use his fingers for any other purpose 
while eating. But the Europeans of the eighteenth century had to be 
reminded, as we find in various works upon etiquette, of such simple rules 
as the following: "It is considered improper, and even indecent, to touch 
one's nose, especially when full of snuff, while eating one's dinner" 
(loc. cit.). Yet Brahmans are" pagans" and our forefathers Christians. 

In China, native forks (chop-sticks) were used 1,000 years B.C., as they 
are now. And when was the fork adopted in Europe? This is what 
Franklin tells us : 

Roasted meats were eaten with fingers as late as the beginning of this century. 
Montaigne remarks in his Essais that he more than once bit his fingers through his 
habitual precipitation in eating. The fork was known in the days of Henry III, 
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but rarely used before the end of the last century. The wife of Charles Ie Bel 
(1324) and Clemence of Hungary had in their dowry each one fork only; and the 
Duchess of Tours had two. Charles V (1380) and Charles VI (1418) had in their 
tablt· inventory only three golden forks-for fruit. Charlotte d'Albrey (1514) three 
likewise, which were, however, never used. 

Germany and Italy adopted the fork at their meals a century earlier 
than did the French. Cornet, an Englishman, was much surprised, while 
travelling in Italy in 1609, to find "a strange -looking, clumsy, and 
dangerous weapon called a fork", used by the natives while eating. In 
J651 we find Ann of Austria refusing to use this" weapon ", and eating 
together with her son (Louis XIV) with her fingers. The fork came into 
general use only at the beginning of our own century. 

Whither then shall we turn to find a corroboration of the mendacious 
claim, that we owe our civilization and culture, our arts, sciences, and all, 
to the elevating and benign influence of Christianity? We owe to it 
nothing-nothing at all, neither physically nor morally. The progress we 
have achieved, so far, relates in every case to purely physical appliances, 
to objects and things, not to the inner man. We have now every con
venience and comfort of life, everything that panders to our senses and 
vanity, but not one atom of moral improvement do we find in Christendom 
since the establishment of the religion of Christ. As the cowl does not make 
the monk, so the renunciation of the old Gods has not made men any 
better than they were before, but only, perhaps, worse. At any rate, it has 
created a new form of hypocrisy---cant; nor has civilization spread as much 
as is claimed for it. London is civilized, but in truth-only in the West
end. As to the East-end with its squalid population, and its desolate 
wildernesses of Whitechapel, Limehouse, Stepney, etc., it is as uncultured 
and almost as barbarous as Europe was in the early centuries of our era, 
and its denizens, moreover, have acquired a form of brutality quite unknown 
to those early ages, and never dreamt of by the worst savages or modem 
heathen nations. And it is the same in every Christian metropolis, in 
every town and city; outward polish, inward roughness and rottenness-a 
Dead Sea fruit indeed! 

The simple truth is that the word "civilization" is a very vague and 
undefined term. Like good and evil, beauty and ugliness, etc., civilization 
and barbarism are relative terms. For that which to the Chinaman, the 
Hindu, and the Persian would appear the height of culture, would be 
regarded by the European as a shocking lack of manners, a terrible breach 
of Society etiquette. In India the traveller is disgusted whenever he sees 
the native using his fingers instead of a pocket-handkerchief. In China, 
the Celestial is profoundly sickened at perceiving a European storing care
fully into his pocket the product of his mucous glands. In Bombay the 
Puritan English woman regards, suffused with blushes, the narrow space 
of bared waist, and the naked knees and legs of the native woman. Bring 
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the Brahmanee into a modern ball-room-nay, the "Queen's Drawing
room "-and watch the effect produced on her. Several thousand years 
B.C., the Amazons danced the Circle Dance around the" Great Mother," 
at the Mysteries; the daughters of Shiloh, bare to the waist, and the 
prophets of Baal divested of their clothes, whirled and leaped likewise at 
the Sabean festivals. This was simply symbolical of the motion of the 
planets around the Sun, but is now branded as a phallic dance. How then 
will future generations characterize our modern ball-room dances and the 
favorite waltz? \Vhat difference is there between the ancient priestesses of the 
God Pan, or the Bacchantes, with the rest of the sacred dancers, and the 
modern priestesses of Terpsychore? \Ve really see very little. The latter, 
nude almost down to their waists, dance likewise their "circle dance", 
while whirling round the ball-room; the only distinction between them 
being, that the former performed their dance without mixing with the 
opposite sex, while the waltzers are clasped in turn in the arms of strangers, 
of men who are neither their husbands nor their brothers. 

How unfathomable are thy mysteries, 0 sphinx of progress, called 
modem civilization! 

~bt ~pbinl of ~bto50pbl1. 
A LECTURE. 

Tr1HE Egyptian Sphinx will be familiar to every one of you, either by 
<2l1~ its pictured semblance, or possibly by the vision of its actual form; 
and to me, and I dare say to many of you, there has always been a certain 
fascination in that mighty Sphinx, so serene in its composure, so absolutely 
still, so impressive in that stillness, with, as it were, the wisdom of ages 
sculptured on its impassive face. Few I think can have looked at it 
without feeling the fascination of the mystery of its wise eyes and fast
locked lips; few can have seen it without dreaming fantastically whether 
questions addressed to it might not possibly win answer to many problems 
of the world. I have thought sometimes that that creed that to many 
is so strange; that creed which has come to us from the East but is not of 
the East only but of the thought of all climes and of all ages; that that 
thought of the world that we speak of now as Theosophy, has in itself 
much likeness to that sculptured Sphinx, so much promise of answer to 
mystery and so much silence in face of the questionings of the world
silence which has been profound for centuries, but silence which more 
recently has been broken. And to-night I am to try if it be possible to 
sketch for you something of what that Sphinx has to say of the world
questionings j to strive to give you in some fashion a rough answer, as it 
comes to some of us from the lips of the thinkers of the East. 
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Theosophy is so vast a subject, embracing as it does the whole of 
human life at once, a philosophy, a science, and a religion, that in dealing 
with it one can but sketch it in roughest outline, hoping only that even the 
outline may stir some thinkers to enquiry, and that by their own study they 
may fill in the details which necessarily in a lecture must be left untouched. 
To many of us, in whom the habit of study has grown through a lifetime 
given to it, to many of us it seems as though years of careful thinking 
would only bring us as it were to the threshold of the subject that I am to 
treat to-night. And if, to those who have given so long to study, to them 
still there are many problems left unanswered, many question!? to which no 
reply has come, then surely you can scarcely expect that with some of you 
to whom the subject may be absolutely new, you can scarcely expect that 
in the mere lecture of an hour there will not be many questionings rising in 
your own minds that the lecture will not answer; much that may seem 
puzzling; much that may seem impossible j for it is only by study, and 
years of study, that you can hope to grasp the explanation of even some of 
the problems that I am to set before you. 

To-night, then, in sketching my outline, I propose to try to present to 
you Theosophy first in what it says as to the Universe; then in what 
it says as to man and his destiny; and lastly in what it says touching human 
duty. Under those three heads I shall have more than enough to say, and 
in taking it in this fashion, with a sketch of the philosophy of the Universe, 
with a sketch of the destiny of the human race, with a sketch of the ethical 
system that is based upon the philosophy-in so dealing with it, I hope to 
succeed in leaving at least some coherent impress on your minds, something 
that perchance may win one here and there to go further into that which I 
can unfold to so small an extent. 

And now first then, as to what Theosophy tells liS as to the Universe, 
the view of the Universe that it puts before us, the line of thought along 
which it leads us when we face the vast problems of existence. To the 
Theosophist the Universe is but the outbreathing of the eternal and 
lwiversal life. Has it ever struck you how throughout Nature rhythm is 
everywhere found? if you turn to the lowest forms of animate life, to those 
small infusoria which only the microscope can enable you to study and to 
scrutinize; even there as you watch that speck of animated matter you will 
see the rhythm, the rhythm of the breathing, the olltbreathing and the 
inbreathing, which is part of the very life of that lowly form of existence. 
And just as you find rhythm is the lowest, so right through the universe 
similar rhythm is found: everywhere rising and falling,' everywhere 
expansion and contraction, everywhere the ebbing and the flowing, 
whether you look at worlds, or whether you look at atoms; 
and to the Theosophist this Universe as a whole pulses with the 
same rhythm that you find in its minutest portions. The outbreathing 
of the universal life is the Universe; the inbreathing is the disappearance 
of that Universe once again i and so through the endless ages of eternal life, 
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so through the whole of that eternity that stretches behind us and before 
us, we see the outbreathing and the inbreathing of the living, we see the 
formation and the disappearance of the Universes. But while we can study 
the Universe we cannot study the source of its periodical life i we cannot 
use words regarding that centre and source of all existence which shall not 
in the very using be self-contradictory and incomprehensible. We cannot 
speak of It as life, for life is but one of Its aspects, and It is All. We cannot 
speak of It as intelligence, for intelligence is but a phase, and It is the 
essence of everything. Before that Unknowable human thought can only 
be silent. Imagine some such infusorium, as I spoke of, trying to describe to 
its fellow infusoria the thinking and the arguments of intelligent man. 
You can guess how blind would be its gropings i you can imagine the 
follies and the self-contradictions that it would utter. Further than it is 
below us are we below the Centre and the Essence of Life i and before that, 
the Universal, we can but bow in silence, knowing that all our thought is 
but impertinence, and that any word of ours would be but audacity and 
not reality. And so from THAT, which in one of its aspects to us is life, the 
Universe proceeds. 

Think of this life, as for clearness you may imagine it, pulsing outwards 
through infinite space i imagine then this life differentiating itself, as it is 
put in our Theosophical philosophy, into seven stages or planes of 
existence i imagine it pulsing outwards through these seven stages, 
becoming more and more "material", as we call it, as it proceeds-the 
most ethereal of spirit at the innermost, the most material of matter at the 
outermost-and then you will grasp the first fundamental thought of the 
philosophy-this sevenfold plane of existence, and with the sevenfold plane 
of existence the sevenfold series of organisms fitted to inhabit each plane, 
and the sevenfold consciousness existing in each of these planes. Thus 
everywhere in your Universe you have this fundamental conception: Seven 
stages of existence, uttermost spirit above and uttermost matter below, and 
between those two poles of spirit and of matter stretch every kind of form 
of animated existence, each stage suitable to its inhal)itants, each series of 
organisms fitted for that plane of existence on which they live. And this 
notion of the sevenfold existence is not a mere dream. Has it never struck 
you how strangely this "seven" meets you e"erywhere? In light, which 
is one, you have seven colors, which united make the whiteness of the 
light. In the sound which is music you have seven notes in your scale, 
and your eighth is but a repetition of the first on a higher plane. And so 
throughout Nature you have the suggestion of this seven-stepped existence, 
so to speak i you have it in light and in color perceptible to the eye, as in 
sound to the ear i and you have it, we are taught, through the whole of the 
Universe, making one mighty unity with the sevenfold diversity of existence. 
When once you have grasped that fundamental notion, then simpler before 
you will stretch the idea of the different beings, each suitable to the plane 
of existence on which it lives; and then you will begin to realize that there 
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may be existence other than your own; that there may be intelligences 
under conditions that differ from those that surround you; that each stage 
of being will be suitable to its environment; that each will have a 
consciousness fitted to its own surroundings; and that if you are fitted to 
the world in which you are, this terrestrial matter which is the third of the 
planes that we know of, that so on other planes than yours are other lives, 
so in other stages than yours are other forms of consciousness, and those 
other lives and other forms of consciousness are not supernatural although 
they are superhuman, for they are all as natural as your own lives, living, 
thinking, as you live or think, but on a different plane, on a different stage, 
of conscious existence. Reaching then that point of thought, you will see 
the Universe evolving along these different lines. You will see what you call 
spirit gradually descending, as we phrase it, into matter and climbing 
upwards through matter to self-consciousness, and so reaching once more 
the goal from whence it came. So that to us all existence is a cycle, and 
the very object of existence is the gaining and the gathering of knowledge 
and of experience. Spirit becoming self-conscious through its union with 
matter, spirit becoming self-conscious as it descends through matter and 
climbs up from it once again. And so in treading that mighty cycle, so in 
passing through these various stages, it gathers up into one all knowledge 
and all experience, becoming pedect through the experience through which 
it passes, and taking back at the ending all that it has gained in the course 
of that pilgrimage of milleniums. And then, when that view of the Universe 
has worked itself into your thought, when you realize that you are part of 
this mighty whole, that your individual self is a portion of that evolving life, 
that your humanity is the very image in small of the Universe at large, that 
the evolution of humanity is the great object of this mighty cycling through 
eternity, then you have caught, as it were, the first glimpse of this great 
philosophy of life, you have taken your first steps on that path of knowledge 
which takes us so far onwards into the future, as well as gathers up for us 
all the treasures of the past. 

From this rough outline of this cosmical view, this view of the Universe 
as a mighty and evolving life through the seven stages, turn from that to 
man, the microcosm, who reproduces, as it were, in himself the very 
essence of this total evolution, the man sevenfold as the Universe is seven
fold, and each stage of the human life corresponding to a stage of the 
Universe. 

I need not weary you with the Sanskrit terms which are most familiarly 
used among us in dealing with the sevenfold aspect of man. I am taking 
the thing rather than the name, and am trying to clear your conceptions 
rather than to burden you with a difficult terminology. 

Think, then, of man as sevenfold in his nature; think of each of these 
aspects in man as corresponding to the aspects in the Universe. Think of 
the highest, the seventh aspect of all, as being the spark of the universal 
Spirit, as the very life of the life of the Universe in man, a spark from the 
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universal fire in the very centre of man's being, a pulse of the eternal life. 
And then, passing from that highest and most abstract part of man, think 
of the human spirit that is its vehicle, as you might have a lamp encircling 
the flame, the spirit which, in union with the eternal spark that I spoke of, 
and in union also with the highest mind in man, forms that upper triad of 
which the Theosophist so often speaks. The union of the divine element 
with the human spirit and with the loftiest mind forms the true individuality 
of the man, which existed in the past and will exist in the future. And then 
in conjunction with that higher trinity in man is the fourfold aspect of his 
lower life; the physical body that he has in common with the brute, and 
its astral counterpart; the life that animates that body, the mere animal 
life just as any brute may live; then the passions and the emotions and the 
lower intellectual faculties that you may find in your horse and your dog, 
as you find them in the man, the same in essence although not in degree. 
Thus you have this lower part of man; this physical life, with his emotions, 
with his lower intellect, with his physical body; there you get the lower 
and the trans~tory part of man, whose life is of the earth from which it 
comes, and which goes back to the earth and scatters when death at last 
touches him; scatters, not in a moment, but gradually disappearing, not at 
once, but not any the less certainly. For that which is eternal in man is not 
his physical body, is not his animal soul; it is that higher trinity I spoke of: 
the spark of the eternal life, the human spirit which is its vehicle, and that 

. highest and noblest intellectual portion which knits him to the divine, and 
which cannot perish but must endure for ever. 

And so, looking thus at man, you have our Theosophical conception 
of the human being. The higher trinity, the lower quaternary: and all 
man's life upon the earth is the attempt to evolve, to render perceptible, 
the Higher Self within him, and to conquer and hold in subordination the 
lower life that comes from earth, Here we come to that portion of our 
teaching which raises much of opposition from those who do not think, but 
only deride or scoff' at what they cannot understand. The Theosophist 
says to everyone of you: "In you, whether you know it or not, there 
resides this higher trinity which is part of your heritage as man. It is for 
you to evolve it if you wiII, and to render active what in most to-day is 
latent. But you can render it active if you will. Latent in you there is 
the glorious possibility, which belongs to every child of man, of conquering 
the lower and of evolving the higher, with all that that conquest and all 
that that evolution mean." These higher powers of what we call the Manas, 
or the mind in man, those powers, though latent in the majority, are 
beginning to show themselves in many of our own race and of our own time. 
Not as yet is the highest showing itself; not that spark of the everlasting 
life nor the very spirit in which it dwells; but the lower, the third of the 
trinity of which I speak, this higher mind of man is beginning to show 
itself in our present race, and signs of it are not awanting that everyone of 
you may discover. It is not in the normal that you must seek for informa-
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tion about these awakening powers in man; it is in the abnormal and not 
the normal that you must look for the further evolution. For it is only in 
those who are a little way ahead in their evolution that you will find these 
powers dawning, unless you can evoke them in the ordinary man by using 
certain artificial means which, by rendering the lower part of man quiescent 
and lethargic, will enable the inner self to shine more brightly forth. You 
may study, if you will, now as a recognised science the phenomena of 
Clairvoyance, that you get in connexion with the mesmeric and hypnotic 
trance; in the trance you will find some of these powers partially evolved, 
suggesting to you what they will be in the days to come, when their full 
development has been reached. 

Glance for a moment at some of the well-known hypnotic phenomena 
where the body being thrown into a state of trance, the lower quaternary 
is for a time paralysed. Your bodily organ of vision has been closed; your 
ears are deaf to every outside sound; all in you that is purely physical has 
been thrown to sleep, is helpless and unconscious; but it is when the 
physical is most unconscious that the psychical can best testify of its real 
existence, and it is when all the organs of the mind are dulled and helpless 
that the mind itself is able to manifest its supremacy. Then you can get 
vision without organ of vision; then you can get hearing without the organ 
of hearing; you can see hundreds of miles away, you can hear across a 
continent, you can converse across an ocean, for the mind knows no barrier 
of time or of space, and it can converse with other minds when once the 
lower life is made quiescent and still. And in your hypnotic phenomena 
you will find this vision, this mental activity, without bodily organ; or, if 
you like, you may exercise your mental perception under conditions where 
all bodily vision is impassible, as in the diagnosis of obscure diseases, the 
description of internal organs, as they have been described before medical 
men over and over again, the post-mortem examinations of the body 
testifying to the reality of the vision of the Clairvoyant. Here you are not 
dealing with what you may think merely fancies of the Theosophist; you 
are dealing with the testimony of the laboratory and of the dissecting room, 
that comes from men of science revered wherever civilization has made its 
way. You can go to Charcot or to Liebault, you can go to Heidenhain or 
to many other scientists in France or Germany, and they will give you the 
evidence of this abnormal exercising of the human mind, of this exercise of 
mental faculty without bodily organ, of this seeing without eyes, when it is 
the mind that sees, that perceives without bodily assistance. And you can 
go yet further, and to a person under such conditions you can project your 
own thought, so that the thought becomes visible and audible to him. You 
can take a blank piece of paper and on that paper throwing your own 
thought-image, the person you have hypnotized will see what you desire. 
He shall see, and your thought to him becomes material because he judges 
it mind to mind. Remember what I said as to the seven states of con
sciousness. Remember what I said to you about the seven planes of 
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existence. When you go to the fifth plane where the mind is working; 
when you pass from the third, which is your matter as you know it, to the 
fifth where the mind is in its own environment, and living in its own life ; 
there what to you is immaterial becomes material to it, for matter there is 
not identical with matter here, and that is visible and audible to the mind 
which is invisible and inaudible to the coarser senses of the body. 

And so we learn from this dry science of the lecture hall, from our 
\Vestern thought, we learn from this how the Occult Thought is justified by 
modern science; how that which has been taught for centuries in the 
Eastern schools is now becoming a matter of experience in the \Vestern 
hospitals; and if from that and from many another scientific proof of this 
real existence of thought and of mind, an existence other than we have 
known on our own earth, and within our own normal and daily life, if we 
once realize what that means, then Man's destiny will indeed unfold itself 
h:!fore us as something loftier than poets have chanted, something mightier 
than ever prophets have dreamed. For that which is abnormal to-day shall 
he general to-morrow; that which is only beginning to bud here and there 
amongst us shall blossom in a future, which is not far off as the time in 
Eternity is counted; and that which now can only be gained by careful 
study and by careful living shall after a while become the inheritance of 
every child who is born into our world and to a higher life. 

But if you would desire to prove for yourselves the reality of something 
more than hypnotism can give you; if you would desire to follow out your 
own evolution and try to climb upward beyond mind into spirit, into a plane 
of consciousness higher yet; then, indeed, it will only be by the constant 
conquest and subordination of the lower nature, until that which is done by 
the hypnotized person in trance and unconsciously is done by yourself with 
full consciousness of your doing, and without losing hold of yourself from 
the beginning to the ending. If this has to be done, it can only be done 
by rising for yourself and climbing upwards by your own endeavor. If 
there be intelligences on those higher planes, you cannot drag them down 
to you, you must climb up to them~ The consciousness that you would 
share with them must be the consciousness which is theirs, and not the 
endeavor to degrade them to your lower life; and that can only be done by 
uttermost effort, by perfect self-devotion, and by nobility of heroic life. 

If the athlete to climb a mountain-top must train himself for many a 
week and many a month, and then as he climbs must strain every muscle, 
must use every power of body, if he would reach the mountain-top that he 
covets to scale; do you think that if physical mountains can only be 
climbed by effort, it is without effort that these mountains of the mind and 
of the spirit can be scaled? For, mind you, as you climb upwards, fresh 
powers pass into your hands, and with wider knowledge comes greater 
power over Nature. The student of physical science gains fresh power to 
control Nature as he learns more of her secrets, and the student of psychical 
science also gains these natural powers which lie hidden from the majority 
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to-day, but are open to those who know how to study and how to 
attain. 

It is sometimes said: "There is too much mystery in your Theosophy, 
These powers that you are hinting at, these powers over Nature, why not 
throw them open to the world and let all men everywhere know how to 
learn and how to win?" Do you give your children dynamite to play 
with? Do you let your schoolboy play with poisons in the Laboratory? 
Do you not say that only with manhood's knowledge must come manhood's 
power, and that that which is potent for use and for service may also be 
potent for mischief and for destnlction of life? And so in the past as in 
the present. These higher natural powers can only be gained by those 
who are willing to work and labor for many a year of patient study and of 
constant endeavor. They come as an appanage of the development of the 
higher life; they come as the natural growth of the human being as he 
evolves upwards in this long climb; not followed for themselves, not gained 
for themselves, but only as the natural hlossoming of the higher humanity, 
which gradually grows within the men and the women who study and who 
live for others. For such powers bring with them vast responsibility; 
such powers bring with them ability for service, but also ability for mischief; 
and I ask you, would it be wise that they should be thrown everywhere 
amongst a people, men and women of the world, men and women of to-day, 
women who would lose their temper if their dress did not fit, or men who 
would swear if their coachman made them late for a dinner party; are 
those people to be entrusted with powers which with a thought are ahle to 
cure, but are also able to slay? Are those people to be trusted with ability 
which gives mighty power for salvation but power also for destruction, at 
the mere will of the evil desire? And so that side of Theosophy is not 
thrown open to the multitude, and when you hear talk of phenomena, and 
when you see foolish excitement from the people who desire to see some· 
thing wonderful, like a conjuring trick, then the answer is: Those powers 
are only interesting as signs of the growing spirituality, and they are not 
to be used for the amusement of a moment, nor as mere platform tricks to 
spend an hour in some fresh excitement. You will read of them, and they 
exist; but they exist only for those who are worthy to wield them; aye, 
for anyone of you, who is willing to go through the discipline, who is willing 
to give the time and have the patience for study. They are not super
natural, they are wholly natural; and they can only be won, as aU Nature's 
powers are won, by those who have patience to study, who have courage to 
investigate and to act. 

And from that side I point you to the light that there is in man's destiny; 
reminding you how it shows the time when man shall indeed be royal over 
Nature, because he is first royal over himself; that Nature shaH be his 
servant because he is his own master; having conquered himself, he 
conquers everything; and when that victory has been won, man's destiny 
will be perfect and complete. 

32 
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But you may well say: "How can life give time for such attainment, 
how can one brief life find space for the evolution of which you speak? .. 
No one life would be enough for such growth, nor in one brief human life 
is such attainment possible; but Theosophy teaches that it is not one life 
but many lives through which you pass. You who are here to-day are not 
here for the first time; far behind you stretches a vast human experience, 
and the abilities that you have, the faculties that you enjoy, the powers 
that you exercise, those are the trophies of your past victories, they are the 
signs of the fashion in which you have used the lives of the past. Not one, 
but many lives, come to e\'ery human spirit in its pilgrimage through Time 
and Space; not once, but often, does man renew his experience, gathering 
more of knowledge with every life, adding fresh pages of experience to the 
book of his existence, and so writing line after line of that human story 
which at last he will be able to read. So, we are taught, man is re-born 
according to the past which he has made by his own effort. \Vhat you are, 
Theosophy tells you, you have made yourself_ The life that you have and 
the powers that you exercise, that life has been moulded by your own past, 
those powers have been won by your own endeavors. For the ethics of 
Theosophy grow out of this view of man; the ethics of Theosophy 
tell you of a law that none can escape, of a destiny that none can 
avoid: that law of moral causation which is universal, and which moulds 
for each the life which his own previous existence has deserved. Accord
ing to that law of Karma, that law of ethical causation, to-day is 
the result and the fruit of the past. Your present is moulded by your 
past, your future shall be the outcome of your present. Shadows thrown 
upon a wall, Professor Draper tells us, leave an impress there, so that if 
you use the rightful means, you can evolve once more the shadow from the 
wall over which it has passed. If that he true of matter, shall it not also 
be true of spirit? and if the suitable means could evolve from the wall the 
shadow that your passing figure has cast upon it, shall not the shadow of 
your acts cast upon your character be evolved by the mighty alchemy of 
Nature and change it, and leave an impress that nothing can take away? 
And so we believe that men are born as they have prepared for themselves 
the life into which they come. And if you say to that, "\Vell, but look at 
the rich and the poor, look at the varieties of human circumstance, the 
varieties of human happiness. \Vould you tell us that all who suffer poverty 
have ill-used their previous existence, that the prosperous and wealthy are 
only reaping the reward of some past life?" Then we answer you: "In 
dealing with human life, you must look not only on the surface but below it. 
Theselives of yours are but moments in the great life through which you 
pass; each life but as an hour out of the many years of your pilgrimage 
through the ages. \Vhen you judge of wealth or of poverty, you must 
measure them in the scales of the eternal life, and not only in those of the 
transitory present. It may be that those who are most miserable and most 
poor, whose fate has flung them into some slum of this vast city, may there 
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be expiating only some trifling error, and by the self-denying of their living, 
by the glory of their charity to their fellows, by that nobility and unselfish
ness that you find more among the slum-dwellers than the palace-dwellers, 
it may be that they are moulding for themselves the most glorious future, 
and making progress more rapidly than they could dream of in their 
darkness now. And it may be that some wealthy man or woman, thrown 
into that position by some event of a previous life, it may be that in the 
selfishness that grows out of comfort, in the isolation that grows out of 
wealth, in the indifference to other lives that comes out of ease to one's 
self, it may be that they are losing, spiritually and mentally, far more than 
they are winning with their mere bodily ease, and they are further back in 
their pilgrimage by reason of the very ease of their daily life. For, mind 
you, the worst crime in man is selfishness; that which isolates him from his 
brothers, that which separates him from the common lot, that which puts 
him apart and separate, is oft-times the worst curse that can fall upon a 
human life. For if it be true, as we teach, that all men are brothers; if it 
be true that in this vast human family there is one great tie of brotherhood, 
that goes from life to life and from heart to heart; then I ask you, what 
can do more to degrade the whole life of man than to live in selfish and 
easeful isolation while others are in misery and wretchedness at your very 
doors? For think not that the poor suffer alone; think not that the brutality 
and the misery, the degradation and the crime of one part of London 
leave un poisoned the atmosphere of the rest. I spoke of the bearing of 
Theosophy on human conduct; the one message Theosophy brings to the 
Western \Vorld, is the message of brotherhood, a brotherhood which is 
blasphemed every day in this metropolis, and which is merely a word and 
an empty phrase in the mouth of most. But we who believe in this 
Universal Brotherhood, we recognize and understand that no progress in 
the spirit can be made unless there be self-devotion to the general goad of 
humankind. That any idea of progress by the intellect, that any hope of 
attainment by means of the mind, that those are but as dreams beside the 
progress that can be won by self-devotion to humanity, and the service that 
is done to our brothers when we sacrifice our own happiness to their good. 

And so the final message of Theosophy is one of ethics rather than even 
of philosophy or of science. It has its philosophy of which I have suggested 
to you some outline; it has its science of man to some points of which I 
have alluded; and I have suggested also the line of study along which we 
may go. But more vital than its philosophy, more essential than its science, 
is that ethical duty of brotherhood between all members of the human race, 
which sees misery only to relieve it, and suffering only to lighten the pang 
that it inflicts. And so it teaches us that none can rise alone; that the 
degradation of one is the degradation~of-all; that while some are miserable, 
none can be truly happy; that while there are poor to be succored, there 
ought to be no rich to waste; that while there is starvation on one side there 
ought to be no idle luxury on the other. And that message of brotherhood 
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is the one which is most wanted in our selfish \Vestern Civilisation; for here 
luxury has reached its highest point, here the purely material rules over 
men's minds more than it has ever ruled before. In this 19th century, in 
its race for wealth, in its triumphs of material science, in its pride of 
material advancement, here more than ever before in the world's history, 
has been wanted this message of brotherhood from man to man. And 
sometimes I have thought, in their far-off Eastern home, those whom we 
call Masters and Teachers, in that they are wiser by their study than we 
are, that they have broken what one of them has called the silence of 
centuries, because of the sore need of our Western World. We may progress 
in science and in wealth, we may progress in knowledge and in intellectual 
attainment, but useless is this, nay, worse than useless, mischievous, if it 
widen the gulf between rich and poor and makes more impossible the 
Brotherhood of Man. For together we must climb or together we must 
fall. No one of us can be saved by his own efforts unless his brother rises 
side by side with him. Our work is the work of a common salvation; our 
work here is the work of a common duty to common human need; and in 
doing that, in devoting ourselves to that, we shall be true Theosophists, 
working out the spirit of the Philosophy, and climbing upwards towards 
the Higher Life. 

And to you, who, for one brief hour this evening, have come from gayer 
scenes and brighter lives to listen to this message from the East, my last 
word to you, which is the central word, shall be this word of " Brother
hood". To be rid of selfishness, to win but to serve, to use your education 
to help the ignorant, to use your training to help the untrained, to use your 
voices to make articulate the sufferings of the voiceless; that is the command 
that Theosophy gives to the rich of the \Vestern World. And if you would 
learn its Philosophy, you must bear its moral yoke; if you would learn its 
Science you must accept its ethical teaching; for Ethics come before 
Science, and Duty comes before attainment. Accepting the one, the other 
likewise shall be yours, and then all together, not apart and individually, 
all as one vast family bound in bonds of love, we shall climb together that 
ladder of Humanity whose foot is set in the slime of animal life, but whose 
summit is lost in the eternal light-the ladder on whose rungs our feet are 
set to-day, but up which we cannot climb, save as we bear our brethren 
with us, and use our strength to help .their weakness and our powers to 
make their helplessness strong. 

ANNIE BESANT. 
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~bt ),tlanttans. 
~ T a period of time incalculably remote, and of which Geology has not 
/iJ~ fixed the precise period, man, who previously had been produced 
according to a pattern fixed by forces that have been defined in the Secret 
Doctrine, became of two sexes, and originated on earth on that Continent 
which we term Atlantis. To give the history of this race is beyond the 
power of science; to show a few of the scattered remnants that exist, and 
which illustrate what a mighty people once lived, will be the task of the 
future anthropologist, who, free from the prejudices of his boyhood, 
emancipated from the leanings to the hypotheses of a past generation, 
endeavors to hold on high the lamp of Theosophy, and to transmit to those 
who will soon follow him in the race, the lamp of truth. 

Ut quasi cursores, vitat lampada tradullt. Future generations will learn 
that the teachings of anthropology, stimulated into fresh life by the 
Secret Doctrine, are destined to throw a pure beam of radiant light on 
all our minds. 

Our own annals begin with the Kelts, if, indeed, we are entitled to call 
by that historic name the really separate nations, Belgian, Iberian, and 
Teutonic, whom the Roman writers recognize as settlers in Britain,
settlers among a really earlier family, our rudest and oldest forefathers, who 
may have been, as they thought themselves to be, the primitive people of 
the land. t But beyond the KEATal who occupied the sources of the Danube 
and the slope of the Pyrenees, and were known to Rome in later days, 
there was present in the mind of the father of Grecian history a still more 
western race, the Cynetae, who may, perhaps, be supposed to be the very 
earliest people of the extreme west of the continent of Europe. Were 
those people the first poor pilgrims from the East, whose footsteps we are 
slowly tracing in the valleys of Picardy and the south of England, if not 
on the borders of the lakes of Switzerland? Are the representatives of the 
Atlanteans still to be found among the Rhretic Alps and the Asturian cliffs, 
if not amid the wilds of Connemara, pressed into the mountainous recesses 
by the legions of Rome, the spear of the Visigoth, and the sword of the 
Saxon? Or must we regard them as races of an earlier type, who had 
ceased to chip flints before the arrival of the Saxon or Goth, or Kelt, or 
Cynetian ? These questions of romantic interest in the study of the 
distribution of languages of the families of man, are part of the large 
range of theosophical inquiry. Let us not expect or desire for them a very 
---------------

• Gallic or Belgian on the South-east coast; ;Iberian In South Wales. German at the (oot o( Lbe 
Grampians (Tacitus, Vita Agrlcolal). 

t Brltannl&l pars Interior ab Us IncoUtur, quO$ nalO$ In Insula Ipsa memoria prodilwn dicunl (C&IS&r V, U). , 
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quick, or at present a very definite settlement. Deep shadows have 
gathered over all the earlier ages of mankind, which, perhaps, still longer 
periods of time may not avail to remove. Yet let us not undervalue the 
progress of anthropological enquiry, nor fail to mark how, within the period 
to which our recollections cling, the revelations of early Egypt have been 
followed by a chronology of the ancient kingdoms on the Tigris and 
Euphrates, through the same rigorous study of language. Thus has 
Rawlinson added another page to the brilliant discoveries of Young and 
Champollion, Lepsius and Rosellini. It must not be forgotten that the 
Atlantean race possessed the third eye, on which I have spoken in the 
June, December, and July numbers of Lucifer (1889 and 1890). The 
Atlantean race lived long enough on the earth for generations of inferior 
animals to have been procreated from them, that would have consoled 
Shylock for the loss of his jewel, by giving him a whole" wilderness of 
monkies " at a period of time far remote. 

Atlantean civilisation left its imprint on Greece and Rome. The old 
structures of giants, which face the wayfarer at every spot in the Italian 
peninsula, were the works of people that did not represent mere poetical or 
mythological legends, but were the traditions of real people living at a 
period of time far remote. Perhaps we find traces of this population in 
Italy. The ancient Etrurians whom Plato makes Atlantean, were 
dolichocephalic, akin to the Lydians of Asia Minor. But Calori and 
Gatbiglietti, omitting my own insignificant evidence, have shown that a 
primitive Oscan type of skull existed of brachycephalic character, and so 
infer from other evidence that the peoples to which these races belonged 
claimed a vast antiqUIty. Those who remember the personal teachings of 
the late Rev. Pius Melia, D.D., who died a few years ago at an age far 
transcending that of ordinary men, can bear witness to the fact that in 
Magna Grrecia at the end of the last century mysteries were celebrated, 
belonging to religions which have long passed away. In Naples the 
Jettatura, though now a vulgar superstition, reveals the occult arts of the 
bygone Atlanteans. The fico and the euenlos. vulgar though they may be, 
are symbols that an initiate may comprehend and that he will not venture 
to explain. The antipathy of all Neapolitans to cod-fish is not a mere 
harmless craze, but dates from a period far more ancient than the Christian 
era when t. x. 8. v. ~. had a meaning known to those who kuew, and lWTl'/Ps had 
another signification than the popular one. In the Eastern provinces of 
Switzerland it has been shown that a former brachycephalic population 
existed in the Grisons. The folk-lore of this people, a subject on which I 
am incompetent to enter, shows traces of Occult customs. Here, again, 
we find an Atlantean element existing in the people who, as Beddoe has 
shown, were a race of vast antiquity, widely separate from the long-headed 
inhabitants of Switzerland. The position of the Basque races will always 
remain a qlttestio vexata for anthropologists. Their language is Mongolian, 
and in the days of Retzius, it was thought that they had some affinity with 
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the Finns. But the researches of the late Paul Broca convinced both him 
and myself that the population of Zaraus, a typical Basque village, 
exhibited no cranial characters that could not be seen in the modern 
Spaniards. The Cromagnon remains may be considered to belong to the 
Fifth Race. It is of course possible that the hint given in the Secret 
Doctrine (ii, 740) may bear fruit, but not of the kind expected by Dr. Bar
nard Davis or myself_ The vertical diameter of the orbits in the Cro
magnon skulls is most singular, and its interpretation must rest on a larger 
series of skulls than Reliquitr Aquitanictr shows. The researches of Mr. C. 
S. \Vake, as yet unpublished, on the Tuarik nation may produce the 
demonstration of a people ejusdem generis with the Kabyles or Guanches. 
It is certain that the \VUZUDl of these nomads contains occult symbols, and 
a comparison between it and the old Hittite, Cypriot and Palmyrene 
character may in theosophical hands reveal something of importance. Only 
a portion of t~e evidence is before me, and I cannot read all I see. The 
monuments at Karnak in Brittany may be Atlantean, or may be due to 
moraine action. Those at Abury and Stonehenge were, as Mr. Fergusson 
has decidedly shown, referable to the late period of Briton, or early period 
of Saxon civilization. The Druids, who may have inherited the tradition 
of early Atlantean civilisation, and perpetuated the magical and religious rites 
of their ancestors (Godfrey Higgins and Stukely being beneath our con
sideration), had absolutely nothing to do with Stonehenge or Abury. The 
inland population of China shows traces of AtIantean descent. It is this 
population that Huxley has indicated as something apart from the sur
rounding populations. One of the great problems of future anthropology is 
the physical character of this people. Of its skull-form we know absolutely 
nothing: and of its religion and language as little. Anthropology must 
wait, like the lover in the Spanish song: 

Con la boca seca 
Y la barriga vacilla. 

On Central Asian (call it Mongolian, Tartarian, what you will) civilisa
tion depends one of the most important problems of future anthropology. 
It was in the oligocene, a part of which was formerly called the miocene, 
period that the Atlantean race disappeared, during the great deluge which 
took place in which the whole Atlantean continent was destroyed. Tradi
tions of this deluge were embodied in the mythologies of many nations. 
The Jews were hardest on the facts by shortening the periods of the lives of 
the problematical patriarchs, and giving the diluvial legend (a perfectly 
true story) a Jehovistical interpretation in form. The wives whom the 
Atlanteans took to themselves were, of course, descendants of the previously 
existing Lemurian race, and perpetuated its characteristics. The monsters 
generated from the "mindless and narrowheaded" must have been an 
unholy wretched race, and we must not confuse them with the Hotn() ala/us 
or pithecanthropus of modern speculators, who would have confused the one 
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with the other. But the Atlanteans left more traces of their civilisation in 
the new world than in the old. It is just as we find the Eocene rocks of 
America yield more treasure to the palreontologist than the European 
rocks, so we find that the races of the new "'orld give us some traces of 
Atlantean ancestors. It is in the traditions of Mexico that we find the 
purest known form of the important story of Creation-the form, in fact, 
which has given the key of the entire mystery of mythology. Nor is this 
fact solitary, for we also find in this region more or less well preserved 
vestiges of other early symbolisms, and one especially which, as yet, has 
been found complete nowhere else. The cosmical legend of ancient Mexico 
lies at the basis of all the native traditions; and the true sequence of its 
events, distorted by some of the commentators, has been set to rights by 
the illustrious Humboldt, to whose great and judiciolls labors the students 
of American archreology are so deeply indebted.'" 

The four ages of Mexico are called in the native traditions suns, 
doubtless as being great solar periods, just as lunar periods are termed 
moons; and the designation would seem to have suggested the notion that 
not only man, but the sun itself, was destroyed in these catastrophes. As 
the story stands, then, the Mexicans believed that, besides the sun which 
now actually illumines the world, four others had existed in as many 
different ages, and had been successively destroyed, together with the 
greater part of mankind. The first of these ages was called Tlaltonatin, 
literally, sun of Earth, from flail;, earth, and tonat;", sun. It lasted 5,206 
years, and was terminated by terrific earthquakes and famine; for, as 
earth was the symbol of autumn, the season of fruitfulness, famine was the 
natural result of the close of the age of fruitfulness. The next· age was that 
of Tletonatin, the suu of Fire (tldl); its duration was 4,804 years, and its 
catastrophe a conflagration, which involved the whole earth, and even the 
sun itself. Ehecatonatin, the sun of the age of Air (ehecatl), lasted 4,010 
years, and terminated with fearful Hurricanes; and the fourth age, 
Atonatin, the sun of \Vater (aft), lasted 4,008 years, and ended in a 
universal deluge. Incidental facts show that the actual age is Tlaltonatin, 
the recommencement of the cycle, though I have not met with any direct 
statement to that effect. In each of these ages a single pair, a man and 
woman, were saved, ami became the progenitors of humanity in the 
succeeding period; while a certain portion of mankind was also, in each 
case, changed into some animal form, typical of the element represented. 
These types, however, belong to formations far later than the story itself. 

The most satisfaClory account of this curious legend will be found in 
Humboldt, who has carefully studied both the Spanish writers and the 
still surviving pictorial representations. (See the Vues de, Cordillieres, as 
above.) The Spanish writers have mostly confused the true sequence of 
the events, either through ignorance of the proper order to be observed in 

• VUlS diS Cordilli:r.:s, plate xxvi, fol. and tom. II. p. 118, etc., Svo. edition. 
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reading the MSS., or from attempts to make the story square with Christian 
traditions. The story will be found in Gomara, Hist. Gen. de las Indios, 
fol. cxix; in Boturini, Idea de una Nueva Hist. Gen., p. 3; in the Hist. des 
Chichimeques of Fernando d' Alva Ixtlilxochitl, published in the collection of 
Ternaux-Compans, tom. xii, p. 2; in Clavigero, Sto,io Antica tiel Messica,· 
lib. vi, p. 57; in Vetia, Hist. AI/tigna de Mejico, tom. I, cap. iv., p. 33; in 
the anonymous historian quoted by Gama, Descrip. Hist. of Ch,onol. de los 
Piedras, sec. 62, p. 9+; and in Lord Kingsborough, Antiqllitjes of Mexico, 
vol. vi, p. 172 (interpretation of the Codex Vaticanus, No. 3738). Torquemada 
alludes to it twice in the MOHarchia IlItliatUJ, lib. I, cap. xiv, and lib. VI, cap. 
xlh·. It is, of course, often referred to by recent writers, and has been very 
carefully considered by Mr. Gallatin (I quote for the moment from memory) 
in his elaborate memoir on Mexican civilisation, in the first volume of the 
T,ansactions of the Atue,ican Ethnological Society. A facsimile of the curious 
native picture of these four ages is given by Lord Kingsborough; and 
Humboldt also has a copy perfectly faithful, as far as all mythic purposes 
are concerned, though in a firmer and more artistic outline than the original. 
'Vhen we have a series of anthropological maps, construl.'ted on the plan of 
Spruner, illustrating the distribution of populations at various historical 
periods, Theosophy will be able to infer from the past what it may expel.'t 
in the future. 

The Zuni Indians of New Mexico give us an example how the 
traditions of Atlantis may be preserved. The work of Mr. E. G. Squier on 
Peru, gives us an idea of the importance of the Pre-Incarial monuments. 
The work of Bollaert, although untrustworthy, was probably the first that 
gave us an idea of Pre-Incarial or more properly Atlantean names. The 
races who made the great stone circles of Peru were on the whole im
migrants from the East. The evidence in support of this theory has been 
given us by Gay and Castelnau, and to a certain extent by D'Orbigny. 
Peru and Bolivia have given us traces of the stone circle builders. Brazil 
has not yet told its story, and its primreval forests may conceal relics of the 
greatest anthropological importance. In the Theosophist for May, 1888, I 
pointed out some of the facts observable in Central America. But the 
identification of these relics with those of an Atlantean race rests on a 
slender though firm foundation. The late Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg, in 
his Po pal Vllh, indicated the line of argument which may be followed, and 
though his argument was sneered at by anthropologists at the time, and 
has since passed into the" treasury of accepted truths ", it is evident that 
structures were created in South America that repeat in every character the 
megalithic monuments of Etruria or Agrigentum. Here again do we see 
monuments that might have been found in 

Lordly Volaterra: 
\\'here scowls the far·famed hold, 
Piled by the hands of giants 
,For Godlike kings of old. 
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And here do we see examples of a peculiar style of architecture. It has 
been erroneously stated that the principle of the arch was unknown to the 
builders of the prehistoric monuments of Peru. Mr. E. G. Squier has 
disproved this theory, and triumphantly shown that the Atlantean race 
possessed great wisdom and knowledge of all the principles of architecture. 
The races that appear to have in all cases made megalithic monuments 
composed of large masses of unhewn stone, which were fastened together into 
gigantic walls and structures of prehistoric importance, appear to have had 
but little affinity with the Aztecs of the later period, who represented in 
Mexico the Quichuas of Peru. It was the Toltecs and Chichimecs who 
represented the Aymaras, and who may have been the primreval Atlantean 
population, that made these monuments. As I have seen Aztecs in 
Nicaragua, they are muy mansos and tame enough to be entirely oblivious of 
the fact that ancient remains exist close to their dwelling places, which 
were the relics of old Atlantean peoples. Mr. F. Boyle, whose courage none 
will deny, has hinted that some of these Aztecs have preserved the blood
sacrifice tradition of their ancestors. I have made careful enquiry on the 
spot, but am unable to verify their tradition. The stone statues which 
were found in Nicaragua indicate the existence of a mighty people. 
Probably the last thing that would occur to the present population would 
be the idea of making a statue at all, and it is indeed difficult to conceive 
their present degradation. Nurtured on modern principles, without law, 
virtue, or shame, the existing population of Central America is at a far 
lower moral and social level than the old Atlanteans. The ancient history 
of Central America has to be told by the anthropologists of the future. 

If we look into our histories with a little of that scepticism which a 
clear-sighted criticism must naturally evoke, we shall soon see much that 
is not only unaccountable, but absolutely startling in its incongruity and 
extravagance. But perhaps, after all, the strangest thing about the matter 
is the easy faith with which the modern world, after so many experiences, 
still continues to accept the unproved tales of nations and times so utterly 
steeped in credulity as to have had a firm helief in the infinite absurdities 
of Greek and Roman Paganism or Hebrew legend. How can we reason
ably expect that men trained in such schools, and breathing so gross an 
atmosphere of illusion, should be dear-sighted and critical in matters of 
history? 

There is surely room for grave suspicion when we find that a history 
which can give us day and date for Romulus, the son of Mars, and which 
remembers the minutest details of the battle of the Horatii and Curiatii, 
which can tell us how the ambitious Tullia drove her chariot over the 
murdered body of her father, and how the son of the tyrant Tarquin over
came with words of terror the resistance of the chaste and proud 
Lucretia-it is surely suspicious that a history which can thus transmit 
so many pleasant tales and so many petty wars and domestic struggles, 
should be all but an entire blank as regards the great story of Etruria, 
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a story which might have ueea lost for ever had it not literally risen from 
the tomb before the astonished gaze of modern Europe. The early annals 
of Rome present to us an Italy almost the counterpart of the Palestine of 
the Book of Genesis-a country of petty states and kinglets, gradually 
yielding to the growing power of the youngest and feeblest of them all; 
and they present these things as contemporaneous with the mid-life of 
Etruria-a power which held half Italy in its grasp, and probably over
shadowed the remainder; a country of great cities, of which even the 
crumbling wrecks are still imposing, and which has left such vivid 
evidences of its wealth and refinement on the frescoed walls of its 
sepulchral chambers. But the history of Etruria gives an example of 
the tale of the Atlanteans. The giants have passed away-

.. New people fill the land, now they are gone, 
New Gods the temples, and new kings the throne." 

The past has gone beyond the call of historical records, and II the spider 
dwelIeth in the hall of the kings". The mighty, learned, bad race of the 
pre-oligocene period has left few relics. 

C. CARTER BLAKE, Doct. Sci., F.T.S. 

An Introductory Paper, read before the BlafJatsky Lodge. 

,J;N considering this subject we may divide it broadly into two sections: 
'f (I) The external, documentary, and historical evidence of the au
thenticity and authority of the various books, and the value of their claim 
to be what they are represented to be. (2) The esoteric meaning of the 
teachings themselves, and their connexion with the ancient II Mysteries ", 
the Secret Doctrine, or \Visdom Religion. 

The first part of the enquiry is one which has occupied the attention of 
many of our most learned scholars in the present century-not to go any 
further back. In Germany especially criticism and investigation have been 
carried out in a most exhaustive manner. Anyone, however, who attempts 
to analyse this mass of criticism in order to discover the truth has before 
him a task which may very well occupy the rest of his life-time. It is 
indeed a hopeless task, as those who have tried it know full well. Many 
persons will attempt it when first they become so fully aware of the 
inconsistencies of the Bible records and claims that they can no longer, 
with any show of reason, hold on to beliefs which they once accepted as 
dogmatically and infallibly true. Many struggle on with this task for 
years, and in the end become Atheists, Agnostics, Materialists-anything 
rather than Christians. 
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One cannot advance very far in a critical analysis of the New Testament 
without coming to the conclusion that much of it is spurious, unauthenti
cated, and unhistorical. When we have come to this conclusion we have 
three courses open to us. \Ve may accept broadly the life and teachings 
of Christ as a historical fact, and endeavor to compromise between the 
doctrines of the Church and the ethics of Christ. This is what some critics 
have endeavored to do, as, for instance, Renan, \V. R. Greg, and Matthew 
Arnold. In the second place we may reject altogether the historical value 
of the book, and everything that claims to be supernatural and superhuman 
therein; in which case we shall probably go over to pure Materialism, or
what is quite as likely-to the Devil (metaphorically). In the third place
and this is the peculiar privilege of the Theosophist-we may trace in these 
same books and teachings unreliable, mutilated, and unhistorical as they 
are, the same occult doctrine and method as we know to have been 
contained in the ancient "Mysteries"; the one source and essence of 
every exoteric religion. This belongs more particularly to the second 
division of our subject, but we must not pass by the first as being 
altogether unworthy of consideration and study. 

Considerable light can be thrown upon the historical portion of the 
subject from occult sources, which do not appear to have been available to 
modern critics. \Ve have many scattered fragments of such information in 
" Isis Unveiled" and the" Secret Doctrine ", as well as in other Theo
sophical works; and it should be our endeavor, in the first place, to 
collect these so as to form as consistent a theory as possible respecting the 
way in which the New Testament came to be what it is now, and the value 
of that part of the narrative which professes to be historical. If we cannot 
altogether settle questions as to authenticity, we should at least go over 
the ground, and note the points which are douhtful, and more especially 
those upon which light can be thrown from occult sources. In this con
nexion there appears to be much to be learnt from the" Book of Enoch ., 
(vide the" Secret Doctrine ", vol. ii, page 529). \Ve shall also have to 
compare certain events in the life of Jesus with similar events said to have 
taken place in the lives of other great teachers. \Yhatever position, there
fore, we may take up in respect to the New Testament, we should be able 
to give our reason for doing so from evidence a,"ailable to those with whom 
we may meet in controversy, and therefore, in the first part of our enquiry 
we should endeavor to formulate and consolidate as much as possible the 
external evidence bearing upon our conclusions. 

The second division of our subject will naturally bear a very close rela
tion to the first, for we shall seek to confirm our conclusions by evidence 
drawn from the internal or esoteric character of the teachings attributed to 
Christ. If we can succeed in tracing an esoteric meaning analogous to 
other esoteric teachings with which we are familiar, it will go very far to 
confirm the documentary evidence we may have been able to trace as to 
the derivation of these teachings from the "Ancient Secret Doctrine". 
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Here again we shall hope to elucidate many points which have no meaning 
for the ordinary reader, simply because, whatever knowledge he may have 
of the ancient religions, myths, and legends, that knowled~e is purely 
exoteric, and confined to the dead letter meaning. 

Modem criticism, dealing merely with the dead-letter of the sacred 
books of all ages, including the Bible, has shown these to be a mass of 
grotesque, incongruous, unscientific, and often repulsive and grossly 
immoral legends, with not the slightest claim to historical verity. It is no 
wonder that men tum from religion to science, from supernaturalism to 
materialism, under the pressure of modern criticism. They have no choice 
save to reject entirely the claims of the Bible, or to patch up some sort of a 
compromise as best they may; endeavoring to retain the deep-rooted idea 
of a personal Jehovah, and to amalgamate this in some way with a 
historical Christ. 

But Theosophists have another alternative. \Vhile accepting in the 
fullest manner all legitimate scientific and historical criticism of the mere 
text or narrative, they do not thereby feel compelled to throw the book 
away as utterly worthless. Neither are they obliged to apologise for the 
inconsistencies thereof, nor to compromise with the dogmas which have been 
built up by the Church, or to form a patchwork interpretation, each accord
ing to his own predilections or fancy. 

It is almost like repeating a truism to say that dogmatic religion and 
the authority of the Church are crumbling rapidly to dust. Now it has 
been more than once asserted that the object and mission of Theosophy at 
the present time, its raison d'etr, at this particular crisis of the world's 
history, is due to this very fact. The crumbling edifice of ecclesiastical 
religion threatens in its fall to carry with it all that remains of faith in the 
higher spiritual nature and destiny of humanity, and the work of Theosophy 
is to replace the old religion of dogma and priestcraft by a far nobler and 
truer spirituality than the world has known for many ages. This is not to 
be done by wholesale destruction of ancient sacred books and traditions, 
but by a revival of the spirit thereof, by making the hidden truth shine 
once more through the dead-letter. This is the work we have now before 
us in connexion with the New Testament. \Ve must show that it contains 
the same Divine Wisdom which we have learnt to recognise from other 
sources. 

W.K. 
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" Ye blind guides, which strain at a gnat and swallow a camel . . . ." 
" Why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, 

But considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? " 
MATTHEW VII. 

m H the virtuous indignation, the roaring tempest raised in the tender 
l!J souls of American and British philanthrophists at the rumor that 
Russian authorities in Siberia are not as tender as they should be towards 
their political prisoners! \'\That a hullabaloo of loud protests of .. indigna
tion meetings ", of gigantic gatherings to denounce their neighbors, while 
t~ey keep prudently silent about the same misdeeds at home. 

A monster meeting of some 250,000 men protested the other day at 
Hyde Park" in the name of civilization and humanity" against the brutal 
behavior of some unknown Russian officials and jailors. Now, one can 
readily understand and entirely appreciate the feelings of the masses., of the 
oppressed, the suffering poor and the hoi polloi in general. These being 
.. sat upon" from birth to death by the high and the wealthy of their own 
land, and having all, to a man, many a sore place in their hearts, must feel 
them vibrating with pain and sympathy with their brothers in sorrow of 
other countries. True, the energy expended at the said meeting might 
have been more usefully directed, perhaps, against local and colonial 
" Siberias " and .. Dead Houses"; but such as it was, the impulse being 
genuine, every Theosophist regarded it with respect. But that to which 
every member of the Theosophical Society ought to refuse that feeling of 
sympathy is the hypocritical cant in this matter of sundry editors who 
remain dumb in face of misdeeds at home, pouring all their wrath on the 
abuse of power and the brutality of Russian officers. This is enough to make 
an owl laugh in full daylight. That charges of cruelty should be brought 
forward, and leprous spots singled out on the body of Russia by England 
and America is a sufficiently curious piece of moral audacity; but that this 
attitude should be supported, and even enforced, by certain editors, instead 
of being passed over in prudent silence, makes one think of the wise adage 
.. whom the Gods would destroy they first make mad ". To the student of 
human nature a world of instruction is contained therein, and he feels 
thankful for this additional experience. 

Bearing in mind that Lucifer has nought to do with the political situation 
in all this affair, let the reader remember, that it has, on the other hand 
everything to do with its moral aspect. Having its mission at heart, to 
wit: to bring" to light the hidden things of darkness," it has naturally a 
good deal to say about drunken John and drunken Jonathan nodding so 
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frowningly at drunken Peter, and so gravely moralising at him as though 
they were themselves sinless. Here the writer speaks first of all as a 
Theosophist, and only secondly as a Russian; neither excusing Russia, 
nor accusing England and America, but simply throwing the full glare of 
the torch of truth on facts which no one can deny. And once this position 
established, the writer says: "How consoling and hopeful might have been 
for our growing society-that of the' Universal Brotherhood of Man '-such 
exhibition of the noblest and most human feelings, had it not been marred 
by a few antecedent facts ", of which presently. Even as the "protest" 
against Russian cruelty stands now, all such show of pious regard for 
Christ's command" love your enemies ", is spoiled by a disregard of that 
other injunction "thou shalt not be as the hypocrites are". Indeed, 
Europe might be asking now as of George Dandin in the comedy of Moliere, 
" Qui de MUS deux trompe-t-on ici ?" Could even a child be really deceived by 
such protists on the Continent? If all this display of indignation is likely to 
impress anyone eventually, it will be only those" inferior races" under the 
paternal sway and benevolent rule of their respective white rulers. Hindus 
and Mussulmen, Burmese and Singhalese, upon listening to the reverberating 
echoes of pious horror from the West, are as likely as not to contrast the 
ferociousness of Russian jailors and prison-houses with that of their own 
rulers, with the Calcutta "Black Hole" of famous memory, and the 
Andaman Islands; while the hapless and ever-kicked Negroes of the United 
States, the Red Indians dying of exposure and starvation in their frozen 
wilderness, and even some Chinamen who seek hospitality on the 
Pacific coast, may yet come to envy the lot of the "political prisoners of 
Siberia" .... 

But what imposing pictures! On the other side of the "pond" the 
pathetic eloquence of Mr. George Kennan the Siberian traveller, " who has 
just seen all this for himself, you see! "--drawing tears from the street-flags 
and forcing lamp-posts to use their pocket-handkerchiefs-without speaking 
of the colored citizens, Red Indians and Chinamen. On this side of the 
Atlantic, Mr. Quilter, the editor of the Universal Review, showing like fervor 
on behalf of the "oppressed "0 Mr. Adolphe Smith's" Exile by administra
tive order ", adorned by what Mr. Stead calls" a fancy sketch of the flogging 
of Madame Sihida" (?) ... gracing one of the last numbers of the Universal 
Review produces likewise its effect. Moved by a spirit of lofty chivalry, its 
editor issued, as all know, a circular to M.P's, peers, judges, heads of Col
leges and so on, to ask them" whether (a) the present system of Siberian 
exile by administrative order" was not" a disgrace to a civilized nation"; 

• Were this" Sagging" even proven-which it is not-still brutal and sickening as the fact would undenl
ally be, is It really any worse than the kicking hy the police of women already knockrd down by them; than 
the clubbing until mangled to death of men and crippled boys 1 And if one Is reminded that the alleged 
.. Sogging" took place (if It ever did) in the wilds of Siberia, probably hundreds of miles away from any civi
lized centre, to speak of, and the well- proven" kicking and clubbing" right in the midst of the most clvillzed 
city in the world, namely, In Trafalgar Square, It does _ as if It were a case of merely" 11K of one and 
haIf-a-dozen of the other ", 
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and (b), whether the above mentioned authorities do not" consider that steps 
should be taken to call the attention of her Majesty's Government to those 
outrages, in order that a diplomatic remonstrance should be addressed to 
the Czar"! 

As this pertains to the domain of politics, and we do not care to trespass 
upon forbidden ground, those anxious to learn something of the replies are 
recommended to read the excellent summary of this curious incident on 
page 489 of the June Review of Reviews; but we must quote a few lines from 
it, in which the reader will learn (I) that some of the authorities appealed 
to are of opinion that" exile in Siberia is •... a just and beneficent punish
ment .... much better for criminals than our own (British) convict 
system"; (2) that the outrage on Madame Sihida " does not rest upon unim
peachable evidence ", the sketch rec~lling to the writer's memory "an 
equally dramatic picture of a Polish prince chained in a convict gang to a 
murderer, a story which this prince's brother subsequently declared was 
false ". 

But that which cannot be disproved by any means is that other and far 
more legitimate agitation going on in England for long years, and now at 
its acme in this country, that for the enfranchisement of women, and the 
causes which mIlde it arise. Most Theosophists have read Mrs. F. Fenwick 
Miller's admirable address on the programme of the Women's Franchise 
League .; and many of our ThE'osophists belong to this League. And 
there are such as have declared that many women in England-even now, 
when many of the women's "disabilities" so-called, have been happily 
removed after centuries of penal servitude to their husbands - would 
gladly have consented to exchange places with "Madame Sihida", 
whoever she is-not as a political prisoner perhaps, bllt as a flogged u1o",an. 
\'Vhat is the horror of being flogged (where brutal force is used, thert is no 
dishonor but martyrdom), when compared with a long hfe of moral and 
physical slavery? Which of the female" serfs of sex" t in free England 
would not gladly exchange her position as a wife and mother, for that of a 
wife and mother in despotic Russia? Why, ladies and gentlemen, who have 
fought in the" Married \'Vomen's Property" agitation, for the" Custody of 
Infants' Bill ", and the right of woman as an independent individual and a 
citizen, instead of the thing and hex: husband's chattel that she was and still 
is-are you aware that in despotic" half civilised" Russia, the rights of 
women before the law are on a par with those of men, and in some cases 
their privileges far greater? That a rich woman marrying a man is, and 
has been, since the days of Catharine II., sole mistress of her property, the 
husband having no right to one penny without the wife's legal signature. 
That a poor girl, marrying a rich man, having on the other hand a legal right 
to his property during his life and to a certain portion after his death whether 

• The National Liberal Club, February 25th, I8g0. 
t .. Woman'. Rights as preached b)' Women ", b)' a .. Looker on" 
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he wills it or not, and also a right to the maintenance of herself and 
children whateve, she does?" Have you not heard that a woman holding 
property and paying taxes is obliged to give he, vote, whether personally or by 
proxy? And that so greatly is she protected by law that even a child bom 
between nine and ten months afte, tile husband's death is considered legitimate by law: 
simply because abnormally prolonged gestation does casually happen, and 
that the law states that it is 11J01'e consonant with the law of Christ to forgive 
nine guilty women, rathe, than wrong the tenth who 11J3y be innocent? Compare 
this with the laws of ff'ee England with regard to woman, who until about 
eight or nine years ago was simply a slave, with less rights than a plantation 
negro. Read again Mrs. Fenwick Miller's paper (loc. cit. supra) and judge. 
Everything went against her receiving a higher education, inasmuch as she 
was to remain all her life" under the tutelage of some man". She had no 
right to her husband's property, and lost every right to hers, even to every 
penny she eaJ'1Jed by her own labor, having, in short, no right to hold any 
property, whether inherited or acquired. A man deserting his wife 
for another woman, and leaving her and his children to starve, was not 
forced to support them, but had a legal right to every penny earned by 
his abandoned wife, as "the skill of her brain was not hers, it was her 
husband's ". No matter what he did, or whatever crime he committed 
against her, she had no redress against him, could neither sue him, nor had 
even the right of lodging a complaint against him. More: she had no 
rights as a mother, English law recognizing only the father and the child. 
Her children could be taken away from her, separated from their mother 
for ever, and there was no redress for her. Says Mrs. Fenwick Miller:-

The wife had in the eyes of the law simply no existence • • • • Even" within 
the last two years, seven judges in conclave have declared the law to be to-day 
that a married woman is in this respect still absolutely a slave, with no rights of free 
will in hersdf •••• Was this not slavery? •..• The woes and flight of the mulatto 
mother invented by Mrs. Stowe's genius set all England weeping j but English and 
Scotch mothers too-refined women, adoring mothers •••• -have seen 
their children tom from their embrace or have fled secretly and lived in desolate 
concealment with their little ones, as the only way to keep • • • • near their breaking 
hearts the darlings of their souls ••••• n 

Herbert Spencer seems to have said the same long ago, in these 
words: 

"Wives in England were bought from the fifth to the eleventh century, and as 
late as the seventeenth century husbands of decent station were not ashamed to 
beat their wives. Gentlemen (!) arranged parties of pleasure for the purpose of 
seeing wretched women whipped at Bridewell. It was not till 1817 that the public 
whipping of women was abolished in England." • 

Between 1817 and 1890 there are but a few years. But how many 

• If separated (not divorced), and the husband Is a pubUc ofliclal. a certain portion Is deducted from his 
salary and paid over to the wife. 

33 
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centuries old is English civilisation as compared to that of Russia, whose 
era of barbarism closed only with Peter the Great? 

Who, then, except men capable of taking such undue if legal advantage 
of their mothers, wives, and children, would not confess that there is far less 
cruelty even in the casual flogging of a woman, than in such a systematic 
oppression, the life-long torture of millions of innocent women and mothers 
throughout past centuries and to the present day? And for what reasons? 
Simply to protect the animal passions and lust, the depravity of men-the 
masters and the legislators. And it is the men of England who have 
refused, till forced in their last retrenchments, to abrogate such fiendish 
laws, and who still refuse to make away with many more as iniquitous, who 
call this solitary case of flogging "a disgrace to civilization"! And so it 
would be, if once proved, as are the heartless laws of England against her 
women. No doubt that of drunken, and therefore cruel, brutes among 
Russian jailors and prison officials there are plenty. But we trow no more 
than there are in other countries and probably less. And we would advise 
the editors who would agitate in favor of sending "remonstrances" to 
Russia, to first extract the beam from the eye of their own country and 
then only to turn their attention to the mote in the eye of their neighbor. 
For that "neighbor" is a country which protects at any rate her mothers 
and wives, while England lets her laws treat them simply as the goods and 
chattels of her men, and treats them as the dumb brutes of creation. If 
there ever was a real" disgrace to a civilized nation" it was the formation 
of numberless Societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals, before any 
one even thought of establishing a like Society for the protection of women 
and children, and the punishment of "wife-kickers" and wife-robbing 
rascally bipeds, such as are found in every class of Society. And why not 
rather turn the public attention to more than one" disgrace to a civilized 
nation", taking place on British soil and in American lands, e.g., to the 
revolting treatment by the Anglo-Indians of the millions of natives, from 
the highest Brahman to the lowest pariah, and the no less revolting attitude 
of the white Americans towards their black co-citizens, or the hapless Red
Indians? Cannibals inflict less torture on their prisoners of war than do 
the two cultured Christian nations in question on their colored Brethren 
of the "inferior" races. The former kill and devour their victims, after 
which these are at rest; while the whites of England and America act 
worse than Cains towards their black subjects and citizens: they torture 
them mentally, when not physically, from their cradle to their tomb; refus
ing them every privilege they have a right to, and then turning round and 
spitting on them as if they were so many toads. Look at the unfortunate 
Red Skin I Deprived of every inch of his ancestral land, crowded off into 
the sea, robbed of his supply of blankets and provisions, the Indian is left 
to freeze and starve by hundreds and thousands, which he proceeds 
to do amidst catacombs of Bibles, a prey unfit even for the prairie
buzzard .••• 
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But why go so far as to the colonies for our instances and proofs, when 
cases of repeated flogging of women, aye of young girls not out of their 
teens, necessitate" Royal Commissions" at home? CI Ruby, or How Girls 
are Trained for Circus Life ", by Amye Read, a shocker founded on facts as 
the author claims, has brought forth the following in the Saturday Review 
Guly 26th, IBgO): 

II ROYAL COMMISSloN."-Mr. Gainsford Bruce, Q.C., M.P., has promised that 
as soon as sufficient evidence can be obtained to justify such a step, he will call 
attention to the matter in the House of Commons, with a view of inducing the 
Government to advise Her Majesty to appoint a Royal Commission to enquire into 
and report upon the treatment of children whilst being trained to the business of 
circus riders, acrobats, and contortionists • 

.. MANCHESTER GUARDIAN" says :-" I Ruby', by Amye Reade. This book is 
notable on account of the charges brought by the authoress against a manager or 
managers in general of circuses. It is an indictment so tremendous that, if it can 
be proved, the authoress should not be content with representing a picture to 
harrow novel.readers. She should collect her proofs and lay them before the 
Public Prosecutor. Miss Reade asserts that in cases of contumacy girls of seventeen are 
rtriPPed naked by the circus-master and flogged by him till they are sick and faint and 
bleeding." 

Among the members of Parliament who have "allowed their names to 
be used as indication of their desire to assist the author in her • • • efforts 
to bring before the public the horrible cruelties", are Messrs. Gainsford 
Bruce, Jacob Bright, Sir Richard Temple, etc., etc. Now, CI Madame 
Sihida ", whatever she was else, was a murderess (political or not does not 
matter); but these unfortunate girls of seventeen are perfectly innocent 
victims. 

Ah, gentlemen editors, of the two cultured champion nations of 
Christendom, you may playas much as you like at Sir Charles Grandison 
-that union of the perfect gentleman and good Christian-but who will 
believe you? Your protests are only suggestive of the Christian ethics of 
to-day, and are an insult to the ethics of Christ. They are no better than 
a glaring instance of modem cant and a gigantic apotheosis of hypocrisy. 
In the words of Lermontoff, the Russian poet, all this comedy-

• • • • • II would be too grotesque, in truth, 
If it were not so heartrending I " 

Read rather Bertillon's Les Races Sauvages and Charles LQmholtz's Au pays 
us Cannibales-a French translation from the Swedish-if you would know 
what your friends accuse you of, while Russia is charged with her 
misdeeds only by her enemies, and those jealous of her growing 
power. Having just come across some reviews of these works, it is but 
right that our friends should have an idea of the charges published against 
England, or rather her colonies, and thus be given the means of comparing 
the Russian CI mote" with the British "beam" • We were just preparing 
to blush for the alleged misdeeds of the former, which misdeeds, if true, 

88 A 
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would not be excused by any Theosophist on the ground that the Anglo
Indians and the Americans do far worse at home as well as in their 
colonies-when we saw a Russian review of these works which made us 
long to read the works themselves. We had known for years-that which 
the whole world knows-in what a civilized and Christian way the English 
and the Americans treated-not their prisoners, political or others, but simply 
their most loyal subjects and citizens, harmless Hindus and other "black 
heathens", hard-working, honest negroes, and the much-wronged Red 
Indians. But we were not prepared to believe that which is published in 
the Races SaufJages of Bertillon and Au pays des Cannibales by the well-known 
Swedish traveller in Australia, Charles Lumholtz. 

Let us glance at the older work. Bertillon speaks of Tasmania, and 
shows that in 1803 there were still about 6,000 natives left, while just sixty
nine years later there remained of them but a legend, and a ghastly tale. 
In 1872 died the last of the Tasmanians. The country was swept out of 
its last nigge,. How did it come to pass. This is Bertillon's tale: 

To achieve such a brilliant result, the English did Dot stop before any kind of 
cruelty. They premised by offering £5 for the head of every adult, and £2 for 
that of every baby Tasmanian. To succeed in this chase after the miserable 
native the better, the English brought with them aborigines of Australia, the great 
enemies of the Tasmanians, and used them as blood hounds. But this method was 
found to work too slowly. Then a co,don was organised, or rather a band, selected 
from Colonists, and among the scum of the garrison ••.. and Arthur, the then 
governor of the island, was appointed as its chief. After this commenced a regular 
chase after the Tasmanian, as one finds in hunts after wild boars. . . . The natives 
were driven into deep water, shot, as if by accident; and those who escaped were 
poisoned with arsenic • • •• some Colonists going so far as to make a fine collection 
of their victims' skulls, and boasting of it •.. ". 

Now this may, or may not, be true; it may, or may not, be exaggerated, 
just as in the case of "Siberian flogging" and cruelty to political prisoners. 
As the latter charge comes to us from Russia's enemies and sensation-loving 
travellers, so the tale of Tasmania is told by the same kind of traveller, and, 
moreover, one of a nation not generally friendly to England. But here 
comes something more modern and trustworthy, a charge from a decided 
friend of England and the Australians, and one who says what he has seen 
with his own eyes, heard with his own ears-namely, Charles Lumholtz, in 
his work called in the French translation, Au Pays des Cannibales. We 
quote from an ample Russian review of the work, in the NOfJoyi V,emya, 
May 2 (14), 1890, No. 5,080. According to the latter, the" enlightenment" 
of the inferior races and the savage-islanders by the civilization-spreading 
Englishmen did not stop at the Tasmanians. This is from Lumboltz's 
revelation, and it is ghastly I 

There is a chapter in this work treating specially of the relations of the Englisb 
colonists with the natives, and what deadly terrible relations! The life of a black 
man is worth nothing, it seems, and his rights to existence are on a par with those 
of a wild beast. " To kill a native of Australia is the same as killing a dog in the 
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eyes of a British colonist," says Liimholtz. More than this: no dog will be so 
cruelly treated in Europe. Its life, unless dangerous to men, will not be taken 
away without any cause. Not so for the native of Australia, according to the 
evidence of the Swedish author, who shows that there are young men who make a 
point of hunting the blacks every Sunday in the neighborhood of their cities, 
systematically passing the whole day in that sport, simply for pleasure's sake. • •• A 
party of four or five horsemen prepares traps, or, driving the savages into a narrow 
pass, forces them to seek refuge on precipitous cliffs, and while the unfortunate 
wretches are climbing at their life's peril on almost perpendicular bare rocks, one 
ball after another is fired at them, making even those slightly wounded lose their 
hold, and falling down, break and tear themselves into shreds on the sharp 
rocky projections below .••• A squatter in Long Lagoon has become famous for 
the immense number of blacks he has poisoned with strychnine. And this is no 
single instance. A farmer from Lower Herbert confessed to the Swedish traveller 
that he was in the habit of burning the dead bodies of the natives-to get rid of 
them, in order to destroy a too palpable piece of evidence. But 1qis was only an 
extra precaution. For, although local law (on paper) punishes murder, it is in 
reality only the killing of white men which is called murder. English colonists 
have repeatedly offered to Liimholtz to shoot a few blacks, to get for him the 
native skulls he was in need of .••• Before law a black savage is entirely helpless. 
"Were I a native, I would kill every English colonist I met," said an exasperated 
Englishman, an eye-witness like himself, to our author. Another traveller, in his 
letter to Liimholtz, speaks of these British colonists as of .. the most disgusting 
caricatures of Christians," and adds: .. The English constantly throw stones at 
other nations for their behavior to conquered races, while no words can express 
the horror and the indignity of their own acts towards the natives of Australia". 

Thus, having swept off the face of the earth the unfortunate Tasmanians, 
the British colonists-

...... with a cruelty a tiger might envy, destroy to this day the Australian 
savages. When the first colony of the province of Victoria was founded, there 
were about 10,000 natives in that district. In 1871, their number fell to 3,000 ; and in 
1880 there were only about 800 left, in all. How many remain alive now we do 
not know; at any rate, the above cited figures show very eloquently that the 
civilizing influence of the enlightened mariners has born fruit and their handiwork 
is nearing its end." .. A few more years" says Liimholtz, "and the Australian 
aboriginal race will have disappeared from the face of the earth. The English 
province of Victoria, raised on the black man's lands, soaked through and through 
with his savage blood and fertilized with his bones, will blossom the more 
luxuriously for that •••• " 

The Russian Reviewer ends with a paragraph which may be taken as a 
tit-for-tat to the English editor of the Universal Review and his colleagues. 
We give a verbatim translation of it :-

.. Such is the soil on which that colonizing activity the English seem so proud of 
finds its vent. And it is this soil, furrowed in length and breadth by the brutal 
cruelty of the soulless English colonist, which proclaims loudly to the whole world 
that, to have right of throwing stones at other nations, it is not sufficient yet to be 
covered with an English skin. I t is also necessary that the British soul should 
not be as black as are the bodies of, and the soil wrenched from, the poor natives; 
and that the hapless savages should not be viewed by their conquerors as no better 
than the Egyptian mummies of cats; to wit: good only to serve as land-fertilizers 
for their masters' flourishing colonies." 
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And now we have done, leaving the detractors and self-constituted 
judges of Russia to their own refleCl:ions. We have lived in India and 
throughout Asiatic countries; and, as a Theosophist, we feel bound to say 
that nowhere have we found such a potentiality of cruelty and cant under 
the brown and black skins as under the white epiderm of the refined Euro
pean, save perhaps, in the class of the gariwalas, the bullock cart drivers. 
If the reader would learn the characteristics of this class he will be told for 
his edification what is that personage. The gariwala belongs to that specimen 
of humanity to which speech was given to conceal its thought, and which 
professes its religion only because it serves its ends. While offering divine 
honors and worship to the cow and the bull, and never letting any oppor
tunity of denouncing his brother gariwala to the village Brahman for 
disrespect to the (sacred) animals, he himself twists the tails of his team of 
oxen until tliese appendages of his Gods hang only by a few hairs and 
clotted blood. The gariwala, it is, then, who ought to feel a legitimate 
pride in finding himself acting on the same lines of whining cant as his 
masters-the barasaabs. And coming so near, in his own humble way, to 
the policy of the two most civilized and cultured nations of Christendom, 
the gariwala ought perhaps to be be promoted from the ranks of the inferio, 
to those of the superior race. 

We have but one word more to say. When Russia has as much said of 
her by her friends, as Lumholtz says of Australia, and others of India and 
America, then will every honest man and woman of Europe join in the 
indignation meetings and righteous protests against Russian atrocities. 
Until then the best advice one can give to the English and the Americans 
is very, very old: "JUDGE NOT THAT YE BE NOT JUDGED. For how 
wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye, 
and behold, a beam is in thine own ? " 

ONWARDI 

Cling to the flying hours and yet 
Let one pure hope, one great desire, 
Like song on dying lips, be set, 
That ere we fall in scattered fire 
Our hearts may lift the world's heart higher. 
Here in the autumn months of time, 
Before the great new world can break, 
Some little way our feet may climb, 
Some little mark our words should make, 
For liberty or manhood's sake. 

H. P. B. 

W. GOSSE. 
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~ali5manit _agit. 
11:?iHICH of our readers has not heard at some time or another of the 
~yjJ alleged influence of a Talisman, and who is there amongst us 

who is not ready and anxious to try his or her hand at obtaining 
such an instrument in order to possess some occult power? I am afraid that 
we must curb our impatience and permit any such signs and wonders to 
attach themselves to us of their own free will, as we progress upon the Path 
that has been trodden by those who have gone before us. The way is long 
and weary, and many are the heart burnings that we have to suffer in order 
to reach the much sought for goal. But we are told on reliable authority 
that there is only one way to attain self-liberation, and that is by self
renunciation. We are also told that Spiritual and Psychic gifts are only 
hand-maids of one's progress, that come naturally as we mount the ladder 
of knowledge: that they are simply the natural appanages of the Chela's 
advancement, not to be sought after for the sake of the power to work 
apparent miracles, but simply as aids to assist in the great work of Spiritual 
liberation and Self-freedom. 

In answering the question, "\Vhat is a Talisman?" I cannot do better 
than quote an extract from" Isis Unveiled It, Vol. I, p. 462: "A Talisman 
-in itself perhaps a worthless bit of metal, a scrap of paper, or a shred of 
any fabric-has nevertheless been imbued by the influence of that greatest 
of all magnets, the human will, with a potency for good or ill just as recog
nisable and as real in its effects as the subtle property which the iron 
acquires by contact with a physical magnet". 

Again in Christian's celebrated work on magic we find the following in 
chapter xi-" Another Doctor-' Theophrastus Paracelsus '-revived in the 
sixteenth century the ancient doctrine of Talismans, which he is alleged to 
have employed successfully in the treatment of disease and accidents that 
fall to the human lot. This medical teaching inspired by the Kabala, or 
the secret tradition of the Jewish Rabbis, shews itself as having been 
borrowed from the ancient occult sciences of Chaldea and Egypt. The 
Talisman of which the name (Tsilmenara) signifies an image, a figure, was 
the engraving of some emblem or symbol upon metals sacred to the Spirits 
of the Seven Planets. This Magical \Vork had to be executed on a certain 
day and hour before fixed upon; with sufficient firmness of will to draw 
down upon the Talisman the beneficent influence of the Planet to which 
the invocation was addressed for whatever purpose one wished, whether 
for health, or for any other supernatural protection. We owe to the cele
brated Paracelsus the most complete explanation of their Secrets, of which 
many persons of standing and rank admit the truthfulness, in fact quite as 
much as those of the Agnus Dei, of the medals spoken of as being miraculom:, 
and of the objects which possess a similar virtue by being the relics of the 
Saints." Christian then goes into details as to the making of these famous 
Talismans, also giving their objects and special applications; but one must 
not forget that the whole of the efficiency of a Talisman lies not only in its 
being made at a suitable time and place, but in the main fact that the 
person who makes it has a suitable will of sufficient power and efficacy. 

I do not doubt that nearly all of us have read Sir Walter Scott's famous 
novel" The Talisman", in which the Saracen Monarch cures the English 
King and others of their ailments and illnesses by the power of his Talisman, 
which is described in that fine tale of chivalry as being" a small silken bag 
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made of network twisted with silver, the contents of which the by-standers 
could not discover; being immersed in a cup of water he continued to watch 
it in silence during the space of five minutes; it seemed to the spectators 
as if some effervescence took place during the operation, but if so it instantly 
subsided;" this apparently was all that was requisite to form the draught, 
and the cure rapidly followed. At the end of this charming history we find 
it stated that this Talisman is still in existence, having been bequeathed by 
the Earl of Huntingdon to a brave Scottish Knight, Sir Mungo of the Lee, 
who still possesses it. But in a work, The Picture of Scotlalld, we have a 
different account; according to the Editor, Mr. R. Chambers, the author of 
\Vaverley obtained the materials for his work from the following narrative, 
which I think will be perused with interest by many of our readers to whom 
probably it is new matter :-

"One of the most remarkable charms now or very lately in use in 
Lanarkshire for the cure of illnesses in cattle, is a Talisman of great antiquity, 
still preserved at Lee, a gentleman's house in that country, and popularly 
known as the Lee Penny. The following is the account of how it came into 
his possession. Simon Locard of Lee accompanied the good Sir James 
Douglas to Palestine (in the xiv century) bearing the heart of King Robert 
Bruce enclosed in a locked case, on which account his name was changed 
to Lockhart, and he obtained for his armorial bearings a heart attached to 
a lock. Engaging in the \Vars of the Holy Sepulchre, this hero, who at 
the death of Douglas in Spain became the leader of the Mission, had the 
good fortune to make a Saracen of rank his prisoner. The lady of the 
Warrior came to pay his ransom and was counting out the money, when 
she happened to drop from her purse a small jewel, which she immediately 
hastened to pick up with an air of careful solicitude. Lockhart eagerly 
enquired the nature of the jewel, and learning that it was a medica tory 
Talisman, refused to deliver up his captive unless it were added to the sum 
previously stipulated. The lady was obliged to comply, and Simon brought 
it home to Scotland, where it has ever since continued in the possession of 
his descendants, perhaps the only existing memorial of the Crusades in this 
country. It is called the Lee Penny on account of its being set in the 
centre of an old English silver coin. Triangular in shape, it measures about 
the third of an inch each way and is of a dark red color, but perfectly 
transparent. The nature of the stone cannot be determined by lapidaries, 
being apparently different in all respects from any known in this quarter of 
the world. To the edge of the coin a small silver chain has been attached 
and the whole is deposited in a gold box which the Empress Maria Theresa 
presented to the father of the late Count Lockhart. 

"The Lee Penny did not lose its Talismanic property on being trans
ferred to a country of Christians. On the contrary it has been all along, 
even till the present day, remarkable for medical virtue. It is especially 
sovereign in the diseases of horned cattle. The mode of administering it 
is this :-Holding it by the chain, it is three times plumped down into a 
quantity of water, and once drawn round-three dips and_ a sweil, as the 
country people express it-and the cattle or others affected drinking this 
water, the cure is speedy and effectual. Even at this day, rife as the gospel 
is now said or supposed to be, people sometimes come from great distances 
with vessels which they fill with water charmed in the manner described, 
and which they take home in order to administer to their bestial. In the 
reign of Charles I the people of Newcastle being afflicted with the plague 
sent for and obtained a loan of the Lee Penny, leaving the sum of £6,000 
sterling in its place as a pledge. They found it so effectual, or were 
impressed with so high an opinion of its virtues, that they proposed to keep 
it and forfeit the money; but the Laird of Lee would not consent to part 
with so venerable and so gifted an heirloom. The laird of that time was a 
High Cavalier, and one of the charges brought against him by the party 
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whom he had to oppose, was that he effected cures by means of necromancy. 
One other remarkable instance of its efficacy is recorded. About the begin
ning of the last century, Lady Baird of Saughton Hall having been bit by 
a mad dog, and exhibiting all the symptoms of hydrophobia, her hushand 
obtained a loan of the Talisman; and she having drank and bathed in water 
which it had sanctified, got completely better. That this transaction really 
took ·place seems indubitable, for an ancient female member of the Lee 
family, who died lately, remembered hearing the laird who lent the Penny to 
Lady Baird describe how he and his dame had been invited to Saughton 
Hall and splendidly entertained in gratitude for the use of the Talisman. 
Being now visited by an incredible number of persons whose curiosity has 
been excited respecting it, Sir Charles M'Donald Lockhart, the present 
proprietor, has adopted the idea of keeping an album in which their names 
are recorded." 

The editor then goes on to discredit the whole history, suggesting that 
something else than the charm of the Talisman must have been the cause 
of the cures; also suggesting that the testimony was possibly defective, every 
circumstance unfavorable to the superstition being suppressed. I do not 
myself see that these are very strong reasons or cogent arguments to put 
forward, as we might just as reasonably say that probably there were no 
unfavorable circumstances in the case to report; it does not necessarily 
follow that there must be unfavorable circumstances in events of this kind. 
It is always thus amongst the materialists; any reason rather than the 
occult one is acceptable to their minds, and the more phenomena you give 
them the more they require. As an ounce of fact is worth a pound of 
reason, I may state here that I myself know personally of an instance some
what similar to that given above, in which a cure was effected by similar 
occult means; and as this is a personal matter, I may as well say that there 
was no other factor at work in the case except the occult one, and that the 
testimony is in no way defective; also there were no circumstances unfavor
able to the case to report, but it was a bona fide cure of a disease, purely 
by occult agency. 

I should like some of our Scotch brethren, or other well-read contributors, 
to throw, if possible, some light upon the above narrative, especially where 
it bears upon Sir Walter Scott's work j whether he really was inspired by 
the history, as Mr. R. Chambers suggests j also where the Jewel in question 
now is, and whether it is still in operation at the present day, as the work 
from which the above is extracted is an old one. 

F. L. GARDNER, F.T.S. 

MESMERISM. 

U LET me tell you this-in such knowledge as you have of this science which 
you call Mesmerism, you Western peoples have gone far wrong. Even in such little 
knowledge as you have of it there is great error, and in the despising of the science 
hy the great majority you are more wrong still. For how has it descended to you 
Westerns ?-from some hint of Paracelsus caught up and developed by some 
few charlatans and medicos besides. But in the East, what is its history? a con
tinuous handing down of the unbroken tradition from the time when men worked 
whatloU call miracles of curing by the laying on of hands, exorcised devils, as they 
calle it, perfonned much by the means of this same magnetic influence which, as 
your poet Shakspere says, is unknown to your philosophy. It is from these 
Eastern sources that it has been my fortune to receive the tradition, of which to 
the best of my belief the only exponent in Europe has been the Abb6 Faria, a 
vulgar poseur.-uThat Fiddler Fellow", by Horace Hutchinson.-Murray's MaKa
%ine, for July. 
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ijtbt OOtmlt ~ibt of Snmt ~btlll-b8J1 1}abits. 
;:J; T is a very difficult subject, this hidden side of everyday life. Difficult 
T that is, to present to a mixed public, because on the one hand it is 

necessary to keep clear of truths which have become truisms, and on 
the other, we have the Temple of Isis, and death is the award of all who 
profane it. Such fragments of Truth, however, as have been discovered 
during study and through research, it is one's duty to lay before all who will 
listen. 

The often made offer, "A penny for your thoughts", is as often 
answered by a truism or a lie. No one doubts the declaration that the 
day.dreams which replace thought are valueless; and to claim them as 
one's own is hazardous in these days of exact science and psychological 
research. It is ignorance alone which enables man honestly to call 
anything his own. Still less can these hazy fragmentary mind pictures, 
ill·defined reflections in a muddy pool, be claimed as individual property. 
They come to us as fleeting memories of the distant past, or dimly defined 
peeps into the future, jumbled together and confused with physical 
sensations. That giant Despair who pursued Faithful and his fellow
pilgrim, is often conjured up by the anarchical movements of a disordered 
liver; while More's Utopia seems common-place, and the Golden Age 
tarnished electro-plate and dull, as we lounge bathed in the still sunlight of 
a September morning. In rosy June we have perhaps been lulled into 
delicious indolence by the soft strains of sensuous music, or, stirred to we 
know not what of passionate ecstacy by some swelling full-toned chorus of 
Wagner. We have allowed ourselves to drift, helpless and will-less, open 
to receive every impression that harmonises with the motif of the music. 

Whatever note is next struck on the key-board of our brains will 
produce action about which we cannot reason, and which we can scarcely 
prevent, because the vibrations set in motion by the music were produced 
in spite of us. 

This was well known to the Temple Priests of India, Egypt, and 
Greece, as well as in the Christian Churches, from the earliest secret 
services in the hill country round about Nazareth, and the Catacombs 
outside Rome, to the gorgeous Cathedral services of to-day. We have 
music used as a means of bringing the worshippers into harmony, and very 
often as a means for preparing their minds to receive that which the 
officiating priest wished to convey. There are many cases on record of 
intellectually free men who have, even recently, been known to receive 
impressions while listening to the low chanting of white-robed choristers, 
swinging perfumed censers, which they would scornfully have thrust 
aside several days previously. 

We need not, however, seek in the Temples for thought impressions: 
we need but recline for a little while near some thinker, for our 
thoughts to take the color of his. Even in reading, many people, instead of 
approaching a book, full of thought which mingles with the printed 
thoughts and produces new thought of added power, pick up instead a few 
stray ideas and phrases which enrich their vocabulary for a few months, 
and pass away leaving no trace of permanent value. Witness the rapid 
spread of a new slang term; the ready adoption of such new words by 
people who have no reason for using one word in preference to another; 
people who have "caught on to" an idea, instead of understanding it, 
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whose use of scientific terms is varied by such expressions as "daisy", "tip
top", "blooming", "a frost", &c. Language is to this class of minds 
valueless; any words in daily use they appear to think good :enough for 
expressing reflected ideas, filling up space, or killing time. These useless 
terms and foolish ideas ought to be treated as are weeds, pulled out and left 
to dry up and perish utterly. But often we take up idly a foolish idea and 
play 'with it, adding a touch of color here, there a few fragments of detail; 
then, tired of it, we let it float away strengthened, to fasten itself to the 
mind of some other human atom, where it will, perhaps, take root and 
flourish, producing much bitter and unpalatable fruit. In the Bibles of 
men, we find constant reference to the fact that thoughts, with words, their 
expression, are very powerful, and that for them in the same measure as for 
action man is responsible. Not alone for evil thoughts, but for idle 
thoughts. It is not enough to pull up the thistles and ragworts; our land 
ought to be cultivated and planted with fruit trees and flowers, even if we 
cannot grow that great tree whose leaves are for the healing of the Nations. 

How often have the impressions produced by a few serious words, an 
eloquent couplet, or a glimpse of the dark side of life, been effaced for us 
by the enervating atmosphere of a drawing-room, in which perhaps 
shadowy thoughts alone dispute the solitude. Idleness is considered 
demoralising, and an idle head is capable of producing far more mis
chievous results than idle hands. Every thought which passes through 
our minds and escapes alive floats away as moral thistle-down, ready to 
take root in any vacant soil. Flower seeds and wheat seeds do not float 
about; they have to be sowed, or perchance a bird drops one; an effort is 
necessary in order to obtain that which is worth having, but the perfume 
of flowers is wafted a long way. On still evenings, round every rose and 
lily hangs a veil-like sweetness which almost screens the flower from view. 
And this is a fairly accurate picture of that thought which has cost some
thing, and which is beautiful, kind, and true. Everyone who draws near 
is conscious of an intangible something, in presence of which they feel 
more "themselves", a warmth under which they expand and utter ideas 
eloquently. 

The world is full of things maimed and disfigured by accidents; nine 
times out of ten these accidents occurred through want of attention to 
that which was being done-by want of concentration. An old nursery 
rhyme begins: 

" One thing at a time, and that one done well, 
Is a very good rule as many can tell." 

Punctuality one can hardly consider as an every-day habit, yet its 
occult side affects vitally everyone who studies science, and its common 
aspect enters into every detail of our common life. Slowly mankind is 
convinced that there is a "best" moment for each operation, action, or 
experiment, better than any moment which precedes or follows it. Punchl
ality ought to mean the taking advantage of the auspicious moment, and 
should imply an accurate knowledge of the result aimed at as well as of 
the forces to be brought into play; it would necessitate promptness of 
mind and technical skill in proportion to the magnitude of the undertaking. 

In handling delicate machinery, in the experiments of a chemical 
laboratory, it is necessary to act with precision. If experimental study 
of any occult science is undertaken, this power of pointed action is the 
first possession that has to be acquired. 

The would-be astrologer finds that minutes make a difference of years, 
so that accuracy is a sine qua non of true prediction. Seconds alter astro
nomical calculations considerably. Everyone knows that when 3 and 4 
are permitted to represent 6i rather than 7, mathematics ceases to be an 
exact science i its results are no longer to be depended upon. Many 
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people, most people, have very little leisure, or margin of time, between 
one piece of work and another. For these people the law of action laid 
down in the "Bhagavat Gita II is important. How can one piece of 
work follow another without friction unless each is begun and ended in 
proper-its own-time? To do this in entirety, with nicety, the mind must 
cease to be stirred by, or to reflect anyone study, or course of action, as 
soon as the act itself is temporarily complete. It is an impossibility to 
accomplish that which ought to be done, if each task has to be undertaken 
several times, as is invariably the case when the primary conditions are not 
exact. To walk into the gardens of Paradise is a simple enough matter 
if one goes through the open gate, but one beats in vain with weary 
hands on the massive walls after the warder's key has been turned at 
sunset. 

Every operation is simplified by being done when conditions are 
favorable; time, strength, energy, life itself, are wasted in the vain 
endeavor to overtake neglected work, or in a useless fight with natural 
forces which might have been made willing agents in accomplishing our 
pleasure. Who does not remember drearily waiting on board some steam
packet, in order that the tide may be pleased to permit a start; yet the tide 
ebbs and Bows with unfailing regularity. It is easy enough to boil a kettle, 
not, however, on a fire recently slacked down; geraniums are worth remov
ing to the shelter of the conservatory, but it must be done before an autumn 
frost has blackened them; an egg collector who wishes to fill his case does 
not search in last year's nests, nor wait until the process of incubation is 
nearly complete. 

For anyone who has ambition, who wishes to be someone, do some
thing, or go somewhere, punctuality in every particular is the only 
guarantee of success. Unless a man is to be relied on, his business engage
ments can never prosper. The owners of shallow minds often remark that 
the people who are always working have no time for anything-never get 
their work done. This is in a great measure the result of broad-pointed
ness in those they have to deal with. 

The amount of misery caused by holding over raw material until prices 
rise, or by keeping back money which has b~en fairly earned, would be hard 
to estimate. But it is a comparatively simple matter to realize that vast 
arrears of work, the long list of delicately organised cperatives worn out
done to death-and the hurried anxious faces we see crowding the 
thoroughfares, are due to the habits of unpunctuality which have obtained 
a foothold amongst us. This statement holds good in two directions; if a 
man who wishes to be, to do, or to know anything, allows a looseness of 
using time to master him, his chance of success is very small. The days 
of a man are three score years and ten, and it is well to remember that to 
live either in the past or the future is impossible; he who would live at all 
must live now. 

The breath of time which contains us is the only time which is ours, 
and if the now has always its own thought and act fulfilled, the future 
need never appal us; we meet it. armed with the habits of concentration 
and exactness which past pointed action has strengthened, free from a past 
forever left behind, its dead decently buried and quiet in their graves. It 
affects also other people, this habit of procrastination; our lightly wasted 
moments are often wrung from the scanty leisure of weaker human beings. 
Five minutes here and twenty minutes there do not seem much. True, but 
if taken from the play-time, or the time which ought to be for rest, of some 
over-tired worker, they mean ill health, sometimes death, before half the 
lesson of life is learnt. 

Our search for new pleasures requires a great deal of money. To work 
for this is disagreeable to us, so we must needs save it; we buy ready-made 
and cheap articles which look well enough and can be easily replaced i 
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someone had, however, to make them. "Girl labor", say the employers, 
"is the cheapest motive-force we can get; the girls would work for almost 
nothing; as it is they often faint from exhaustion_" People insist on having 
two coats, collars, brushes, for the cost of one; and so, these girls and 
women work from ten to fifteen hours a day; for food they have bread, and 
tea improperly so called, with spirits of some kind when they can get them. 
Their homes are stifling, filthy, and unventilated dens; their hard lives are 
embittered often by having to stand and wait until it suits someone to give 
them the work at which they toil. All this we know is evil, and we are 
going to put it right. Yes I but not" some day "-NOW. 

The night falls all too quickly, and in the grave no man can work. The 
past exists but as experience, or accumulated hindrances or possibilities 
for advance. The future exists only as the result of the present. The 
Eternal Now alone is ours. Each second is one brick in the bridge which 
is to span the great river that divides the land of Freedom from the desert 
-pictured so beautifully by Olive Schreiner, in "Three Dreams in a 
Desert" : 

" I saw a desert and I saw a woman coming out of it, and she came to the bank 
of a dark river; and the bank was steep and high. And on it an old man met her, 
who had a long white beard; and a stick that curled was in his hand, and on it 
was written Reason, and he asked her what she wanted; and she said' I am a 
woman; and I am seeking the Land of Freedom. • • . •• How am I to get 
there? • 

" He said, 'There is one way and one only. Down the banks of Labor, thro' 
the water of suffering' • • • • • . 

"She shaded her eyes with her hand; and she said, ' I will go'. • . • •• And 
she threw from her gladly the mantle of ancient received opinions she wore, for it 
was full of holes, 1 • • • • • and she stood there naked but for one white garment 
that clung to her. 

II And he said, • That you may keep. So they wear clothes in the Land of 
Freedom. In the water it buoys; it always swims.' 

II And I saw on its breast was written I Truth'; and it was white; • • • •• I I 
am ready; let me go'. 

'" No-but stay; what is that-in r.0ur breast?' 
"And she said, ' He is asleep, I will carry him to the land of freedom. He has 

been a child so long, so long I have carried him. In the land of freedom he will be 
a man. We will walk together there. • • •. He has lisped one word only to me 
in the desert-" Passion I" I have dreamed he might learn to say "Friendship" 
in that land.' 

II And Reason said, ' Put him down I .•... when you are in the water you will 
forget to fight, you will think only of him. Lay him down, he will not die; when 
he finds you have left him alone he will open his wings and fly. He will be in the 
Land of Freedom before you. Those who reach the Land of Freedom, the first 
hand they see stretching down the bank to help them shall be Love's. He will be 
a man then, not a child. In your breast he cannot thrive; put him down that he 
may grow . • • . .' And she laid him down on the earth, and I saw the hair on her 
forehead had turned white as mow, she had changed fromlouth to age. 

II And she stood far off on the bank of the river and sai : 'For what do I go to 
this far off land which no one has ever reached? Oh, I am alone I I am utterly 
alone! ' 

II And Reason, that old man, said to her, I Silence I What do you hear? ••• .' 
II And she said, • I hear the sound of feet'. 
" He said, I They are the feet of those that shall follow you. Lead on I make 

a track to the water's edge; where you stand the ground will be beaten flat by 
10,000 times 10,000 feet. Have you seen the locusts how they cross a stream? 
First one comes down to the water's edge, and it is swept away, and then another 
comes, and then another, and then another, and at last with their bodies piled up 
a bridge is built, and the rest pass over.' 

II She said, I And of those that come first and are heard of no more? their bodies 
do not even build the bridge.' 

II I And what of that? they make a track to the water's edge'. 
" And she said, ' Over that bridge who will pass? ' 
He said, I The entire Human Race', and the woman grasped her staff, and I saw 

her tum down that dark path to the river." 
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Unless life is to be for us but" an idle dream ", we will have to take 
each point of time and use it; defects must be counterbalanced, evil habits 
corrected, ignorance removed, NOW. Great and sweeping reforms are 
required in our social customs, but in so vast a seething mass of misery 
and evil where are we to begin to alter? At any point, for of life the 
centre is everywhere. As we find ourselves, we learn that we are 
in the mass of humanity as units, each in a separate case. This 
marks the point at which to begin. Idleness is evil, let us work. 
Hatred is evil, let us love; not one-which is but dual egoism-let us love 
all. Ignorance, selfishness, ambition, the answer is one; let us renounce 
them Now. 

Much has been said regarding the customs of a bygone age. Many men 
do not wish to give up the habits transmitted to them by their ancestors, 
utterly forgetful that a mummy is an unsightly object. There can be no 
value at all in any form apart from the living spirit which animates it. \Ve 
link ourselves fatally to a dead past by toiling to embalm the corpses from 
which the divine breath and the human life have Bed. Ages ago religion 
lived; the Gods were to men realities; to do them service was both 
pleasant and honorable. Men had labored six days; rest from the concerns 
of every day business was a boon. They dressed in holiday attire and 
crowded the temples. To-day, with thoughts still engrossed by their 
monetary affairs, they put on their Sunday best and fill their churches, to 
go through a performance which means to them little, but absence from 

, which forfeits their title to the respect of their neighbors. 
Long ago men isolated themselves by an effort of thought before 

approaching God; now they thrust their faces into their hats, or spread 
their gloved hands out, and stare between their fingers at one another. 
At one time man uncovered his head before woman in joint recognition of 
her physical weakness and less earthy nature, and woman bent before man 
as her lord and master. Now man raises his hat mechanically, and regards 
woman with affectionate and selfish contempt. Every day the rebellion 
of woman against her unjust servitude becomes stronger. Her determina
tion that all relics of the time when she was a personal possession must 
and shall be destroyed is over-mastering. Much has gone, much has yet to 
be reformed. Our lives-personal, domestic, and social-are disfigured 
and crippled by the fctters of that which is not. The poorest man is he who 
is owned by a title from which the meaning has Bed. When it was a 
customary pastime to sever the heads of one's acquaintance with axes or 
swords, stocks were of value; upright starched linen bands are an instru
ment of torture. When travelling was difficult and dwellings scattered, 
refreshments were welcomed by vistors; now dyspepsia is often their result. 
Futile attemps to keep up the old cumbersome customs of the feudal ages, 
during which a mass of retainers were part of the furniture, cause needless 
labor and abundant fatigue to the white slaves of the civilised, free, and 
glorious West. 

Liberty, personal liberty, and a free and independent life, are the 
constant cries of the rising race, but Liberty is impossible while the part 
holds us. If we move one inch beyond the beaten track its bony fingers 
are felt at our throats. A mass of evil, hideous, unnatural, and unwhole
some, has arisen out of mankind's past selfishness, ignorance, and greed; 
evil which it will take years of unremitting toil and patient earnest effort to 
even partially remove. Instead of which, by unthinking idle acquiescence 
in a thousand habits no longer useful to our life or progress, we add every 
day to the misery and wrong which surround us. Twenty things for which 
we do not care are ordered by us, because others with whom we associate 
have them. \Ve cannot pay for them, and so the least free class are kept 
in hopeless poverty to supply food for our vanity. 

Independence is for those who can earn the necessaries of life without 
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injury to their fellows, and not for those whose ambition is, in easeful 
idleness, to enjoy the fruit of other's toil. 

In Count Leo Tolstoi's "\Vhat to do" will be found a partial answer 
to the question-raised by such books as the Report of the Co:nmissioners 
into the life of some" Toilers in London "-what is the real cause of so 
much misery? We shall become convinced that whatever riches a man 
lays claim to beyond the real value of his work to the community, must 
have been at some time the product of robbery, and that though the 
remedy Tolstoi proposes seems an almost impossible one to apply-both 
because few of us are brave enough and because few of us possess estates 
on which to work, and unskilled labor loses in value every day-we must 
never forget that this misappropriated property ought to be regarded as a 
trust which we hold for the people, its rightful owners, which we are to use 
all our wisdom in applying for their benefit; especially in order to educate 
them, that is, to give them all the advantages of culture which we have 
gained while enjoying the result of their toil. Fortunate indeed are the 
few who can go into the fields and cause the earth to yield those things 
necessary to the physical man. Most men and women have, however, 
duties which must be fulfilled, ties which having been contracted cannot 
rightly be broken, and which make a new form of life impossible, but not a 
renewed life. It becomes possible for each individual, though unable to 
produce the necessaries of human existence, to avoid consuming more than 
a proper share-bearing in mind that many people possess neither beds, 
nor food nor clothing enough for health. It is possible for everyone to 
work, but not for most people to earn money. That we can get no work is 
an untrue statement of the case. We have perhaps a good education; 
there are many people who desire to learn, but cannot pay teachers. If all 
the work in our homes has been taken up by others, if there is not one 
overworked member whose work we can share, we can at least wait upon 
ourselves wherever those who serve us have scanty leisure, only remember
ing that if one takes away another's work, to provide him with right 
occupation for his leisure becomes a duty. Stepping outside our homes we 
reach our acquaintances. Do any of them lack time for study? Can we by 
sharing their labor make higher culture possible for them? I believe that 
many of the people now living comparatively useless lives will alter them if 
they realize the wrong they are doing. Here then is more work, for 
someone must collect facts-and then ?-write books? Books are for the 
most part left unread, except by the few; what then? Collect from these 
books all that is worth knowing and tell it to others in words and in actions. 
\Vhen no member of our households, no one of our acquaintances is over
worked, ignorant, oppressed, or too poor to purchase the help from books 
or teachers which we could give them, we may then, if we still have 
unoccupied time, go into the town or village which shelters us. And when 
there is neither man, woman, or child in our country who needs anything 
done for the supply of his necessities; when all are fed, clothed, industrious, 
cultured, good; it will be time enough to say, " I can find nothing to do It. 
Only, every fault that we recognize around us has to be sought in ourselves 
first, and there attacked; because it is impossible to reprove another for 
not working, while we ourselves are living in idleness; or for untruthfulness, 
if we lightly break our pledges the minute they become wearisome through 
our selfishness. 

An ideal nation is one in which each man and woman does his or her 
own duty. One person is under our control; his habits can be reformed, 
his faults corrected. 

It may not have been a thoughtless proceeding on the part of the Asiatic 
to cover his head with silk or linen, instead of the shady straw or palm leaf 
hat. The loss of magnetism which in damp weather becomes excessive, is 
checked at once by this slight protection. After the baths taken night and 
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morning, by the unfastening of the thoughts from worldly affairs, the 
clearing the mind so that the day was closed as though death were to 
replace sleep, the soul would be prepared and set free to take up a new 
form of life; should death linger, the morning's duties could be faced with 
serenity, and evil tendencies better kept in check, for having had the light of 
the "S1lpreme" poured in on them during the period of devotion or medi
tation. 

Almost the first feeling, a feeling which gradually grows stronger and 
more lasting, which one receives on studying different forms of life, different 
modes of nature's working, is one of sadness and responsibility. This is 
caused by the fear which becomes certainty-that life costs life. In the 
lowest kingdoms we study, the little lives are preying on their fellows or 
are b~ing destroyed by those in some higher order; and this continues, 
through more and more complex forms, until we reach humanity. Then 
this living at the expense of others ceases ?-IHs a thousand-fold increased. 
Before, we seemed to have monera, plants, and animals following the law 
of their nature; destroying, indeed, but only to sustain life. Except 
amongst the higher animals wanton destruction was rare. Man destroys 
life more carelessly the more civilised he becomes, and in greater abundance 
as his ideas and wants grow more complex, until his intelligence becomes 
O!1e of the factors of evolution, a means of displacing lower forms. Life 
cannot be taken with impunity, nor destroyed hap-hazard; but it is 
destroyed only to be transformed into higher organisms. But man has 
thrown law into disorder by his senseless slaughter of animals and men, 
whose life he has no right to take, and for which he has no lawful use. He 
retards progress, for the mouldering carcases can only be changed into 
lower forms of life, and their putrefaction causes many hideous diseases 
to spring into existence. Man has no right to destroy life, which he 
has not given and cannot restore, for his selfish amusement. Nor has 
he a right to throwaway his own life in idle dissipation, or in idleness 
which seems to him harmless. For his life as a whole has cost the 
lives of plants, insects, birds, and beasts innumerable; and the lives of 
many human beings have been lost or worn out in the endeavor to 
supply his whims, as well as his vital needs. Man, the crown of nature 
as we know her, costs much life essence; he becomes a dead loss when he 
throws away his magnificent powers, and degrades himself by com
pleting the devastation he made while endeavoring to gratify his lower 
instincts, by sacrificing his own soul, and the souls of others, in his useless 
reckless pursuit of excitement in some form. 

And this loss, this failure of man to fulfil his duty, has retarded progress 
upwards; it sees us to-day face to face with problems so vast as to seem 
almost impossible of solution, of waste so wide-spread as to threaten 
natural bankruptcy, and of a mass of crime and misery which millions of 
vicarious atonements would not blot out. 

There are two commandments in the decalogue which almost every man 
and woman has broken repeatedly, who lives in the 19th century. "Thou 
shalt not steal"; yet we take and keep food, clothing, and labor for which 
we give the race no fair equivalent. "Thou shalt not kill " ; but our mines, 
ships, trains, factories, and wars, cost the lives of tens of thousands of men, 
women, and children, for whom we offer no compensation, and by reason of 
whom cities become dens of vice and lands lie desolate. 

G. A. H. JOHNSTON, F.T.S. 
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PISTIS-SOPHIA. 

Ilistis- ~npbia. 
(TrallSlated a"d a"notated by G. R. S. M., with atltlitiolUll notes by H. P. B.) 

(Contilllltd.) 

.. ~ FTER this, I came into the Height, to the Veils of the Thirteenth 
A lEon.- And its Veils were drawn together of their own accord, 

and opened for me. And having entered the Thirteenth of the lEons, I 
found PISTIS-SOPHIA(I) below the Thirteenth lEon, alone, none of them 
turning near her. But she was sitting in that Region grieving and 
mourning, because they had not brought her to the Thirteenth lEon, her 
proper Region in the Height. She was grieving also because of the 
vexations, which the Self-willed One caused her, which is one of those Three 
Triple-Powers,t [43J whose Mystery I will tell you, if I shall come to 
speak of their Emanation. t 

.. And when PISTIS-SOPHIA saw me, changed into the most brilliant 
Light, she was in great perturbation; and gazing into the Light of my 
Vesture, she saw the Mystery of her own Name (2) therein, and the whole 
Splendour of her Mystery, in as much as she had been in the Beginning in 
the Region of the Height, in the Thirteenth lEon. So she began to sing to 
the Light, which is in the Height, which she saw in the Veil of the Treasure 
of Light. And it came to pass that, when she continued singing to the 
Light, which is in the Height, that all the Rulers looked on, being in the 
presence of the Two Great Triple-Powers and of her Invisible, paired with 
her, and of the Two-and-Twenty Invisible Projections,§ since PISTIS
SOPHIA, and her Syzygy, and the Two-and-Twenty other Projections made 
up the Four-and-Twenty Projections which the Great Invisible Forefather,1I 
and the Two Great Triple-Powers emanated." 

And when Jesus had said these things to his Disciples, Mary came for
watd and said: "Master, I have heard thee say that PISTIS-SOPHIA also was 
among the Four-and-Twenty Projections. How then was she not in their 
Region? For thou hast said: [44]' I found her below the Thirteenth 
lEon '." 

And Jesus answered, and said unto his Disciples: "When PISTIS-SOPHIA 
was in the Thirteenth of the lEons, in the Region of all her Sisters, the 

t See LlI&ife/ I, 32, p. log. Dote 6; and 34. p. 323, Dote 6. 
• See T&bl~(' .. LII&i!er VI, 34, p. 319. 

tOr, "An I shal1 tel1 you the Emanation of these, I will teU you a Mystery, 
how they were 'de." 

t Notice the rjledio1J of these as the Four-and-Twenty Hylic Projections, 1"6· 45, infra. 
II See LII&i!er, VI, 35, p. 3gB, note). 

34 
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Invisibles, which are themselves the Four-and-Twenty Projections of the 
Great Invisible-by the command of the First Mystery, she looked into the 
Height and saw the Light of the Veil of the Treasure of Light. And she 
desired to go into that Region, but could not come into it. (Nevertheless) 
she ceased doing the Mystery of the Thirteenth lEon, and began to sing to 
the Light of the Height, which she saw in the Light of the Veil of the 
Treasure of Light. And when she began to sing, the Rulers, which are in 
the Twelve lEons, to wit, all those which are in the lower pari, held her in 
detestation, because she ceased in their Mysteries, and wished to go into 
the Height, to be above them. And the Great Triple Power, the Self
willed One, which is the third Triple-Power, and turns itself in the 
Thirteenth lEon, the disobedient one, which refused to project the whole 
Purity of its Power, and to present a pure Light, at the time when the 
Rulers gave their Purity; [45] wishing to be Lord over all the Thirteenth 
lEon, and the lEons below it-this Great Self-willed Triple-Power 
followed the Twelve lEons in their rage and hate, and projected from itself 
a great Power with the appearance of a Lion,· and emitted also from its 
Hyle another multitude of Hylic ·Projections, very violent, and sent them 
into the Lower Regions, to the Parts of Chaos, that they might lay in wait 
for PISTIS-SOPHIA there, and take away her Power, for that owing to her 
desire to go to the Height, she was held in detestation by the Rulers, which 
stand, or remain, in their Mystery, which they do, and also by all the 
Guardians who are at the Gate of the lEons. 

" After this, by the Statute of the First Statute, t the Great Self-willed 
Triple Power kept persecuting PISTIS-SOPHIA in the Thirteenth lEon, that 
she might gaze upon the Lower Parts, and so see its Power of Light in 
that Region, which has the appearance of a Lion, and desire it, and come 
into that Region, so that they might take away her Light. So it came to 
pass that, after this, she looked from above, and saw the Power of Light 
in the Lower Parts, and knew not that it pertained to the Triple -Power, 
the Self-willed One, but imagined that it was from the Light, which she 
saw in the Beginning in the Height, which is from the Veil of the Treasure 
of Light; and she thought within herself: 'I will come into that Region 
without my Syzygy,: to take the Light, which the lEons of Light§ have 
procreated for me, that I may come to the Light of Lights, which is in the 
Height of Heights.' 

"Thus pondering, she went forth from her own Region of the 

• See Commentary ... I1dabaoth ", infra. 
t See Lucifer. VI. 34. p. 320. note 8. 
t Compare this with the Valentinian System (Lllcifer vi. 33, p. 232). where Sophia gene

rates .. without a Syzygy", and also with the Commentary on Ildabaoth infra. where 
I1dabaoth generates without a female, just as Sophia generated without a male. D,,,,ort lSI 
DellS j1lverslls. 

t Called also the" High .lEons" (Jag. 56), which are opposed to the" }£ons of the 
Rulers." 
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Thirteenth lEon, and entered- into the Twelve lEons. And the Rulers 
of the lEons kept pursuing her, and were enraged against her, for that she 
thought to enter into the Greatness. And issuing from the Twelve lEons, 
she came into the Regions of Chaos, and drew near to the Power of Light 
with the appearance of a Lion, in order that it might devour her. 
r 47J And all the Hylic Projections of the Self-willed One surrounded her. 
And the great Power of Light with the appearance of a Lion devoured the 
Powers of Light in Sophia; and (also) purified (or expelled) her Light and 
Hyle and devoured them. (Thus then) they cast her forth into Chaos. And 
in Chaos was the Ruler with the appearance of a Lion, of which the one-half 
is Flame, and the other half Mist, which is Ialdaba6th (3), of which I have 
spoken to you many times. Now when this was done SOPHIA was most 
exceedingly weakened. And the Power of Light with the appearance of a 
Lion endeavoured further to remove utterly the remaining Powers of Light 
in SOPHIA as well. And all the Hylic Powers of the Self-willed One 
surrounded her at the same time, and cast her down. But she, crying out 
exceedingly, called to the Light of Lights, which she saw in the Beginning, 
trusting in it, and recited this Repentancet as follows :-

II Preserve me, 0 Light, for evil thoughts have come upon me. I have 
gazed,O Light, into the Lower Parts. I have seen the Light in that Region, 
[48J thinking that I should come thither to take that Light. And having 
issued forth, I am turned about in the Mist: of the Lower Chaos. Nor have 
I been able to soar forth, to come into my own Region, because that I am 
cast down in all the Projections of the Self-willed One, and the Power with 
the appearance of a Lion has taken away my Light. I have cried for 
help, but my voice has not ascended in the Mist. And I have looked 
into the Height, that the Light, in which I have trusted, might aid 
me. And when I had looked into the Height, I sawall the Rulers 
of the many lEons. And gazing on me, they rejoice over me, 
although I do them no ill. But they hated me without a cause. And 
the Projections of the Self-willed One, which were afflicting me unjustly, 
when they saw the Rulers of the lEons rejoicing over me, understood that 
they would not bring me any help, and had confidence. And the Light, 
which I had not received from them, they took from me. Now, therefore, 
o Light of Truth,§ thou knowest that I did these things in my Foolishness, II 
thinking that the Light with the appearance of a Lion pertained to thee. 
The sin which I have committed is clear before thee. Let me no more be 

• AseeruW (5.) [' 1]. 
t M,tfJtWifJ: compare Llldjer vi, 33 p. 233, and notes I and 2, where the 5tauros is said to 

be incapable of change, or witholll reptllta"" (amltfJlIOetOS). Compare also Did. oj Christ, Biog. 
Vol. i, p. 38, art. II Adam ". 

t The" Outer Dukness II of Table I., CfJZigo Extmul. 
t The Treasure of Light is called the Region of Truth. 
H Compare Llldjer vi, 33, p. 235, "Now foolishness is the power of the 

Demiurge", 
34.&. 
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in want, for I have trusted in thy Light, even from the Beginning. Suffer 
me no more, 0 Lord, Light of Powers, to lack my Light. For it is because 
of thy inducement and Light, that I am thus cast down. And shame has 
covered me. [49] And because of thy Light, I am a stranger to my 
Brethren,- the Invisibles, and also to the Great Projections of Barbelo.t 
These things have happened to me,O Light, because I have envied thy 
Dwelling. And the wrath of the Self-willed One, which did not listen to 
thy command, to cast its own Power out of its Projection, has come upon 
me, because I was in its lEon, not doing its Mystery. And all the Rulers 
of the lEons were making sport at me. And I am in that Region, lament
ing, seeking thy Light, which I saw in the Height. And all the Guardians 
of the Gate of the lEons, which hold to their (the lEons') Mystery, kept 
seeking me and mocking at me. But I kept gazing into the Height, 
upwards, to thee, 0 Light, and trusted in thee. Now, therefore, 0 Light of 
Lights, TIwu art cast down: in the Mist of Chaos. If, therefore, thou wilt 
come to preserve me, great is thy mercy j hear me in truth, and preserve 
me. Free me from the Hyle of this Mist, that I may not be immersed 
therein, that I may be freed from the Projections of the Self-willed Deity, 
which cast me down, and from their evils j let not this Mist devour me, nor 
this Power with the appearance of a Lion. Let it not devour the whole of 
my Power entirely, nor let this Chaos hide it. [50] Hear me, 0 Light, for 
thy mercy is good, and look upon me, according to the abundance of the 
mercy of thy Light. Turn not now thy face from me, for I am exceedingly 
tormented. Haste thee, hear me, and preserve my Power. Preserve me 
because of the Rulers, which hate me j for thou knowest my affliction, and 
my torment, and my broken Power, which they have taken away from me. 
They who have set me in all these evils, are in thy presence. Deal with 
them according to thy will. My Power looks forth from the midst of 
Chaos and Darkness. I have waited for my Syzygy, that it might come 
and fight for me, and it came not. And I had waited that it might come 
and give me strength, and I found it not. And when I sought for Light, 
they gave me Mist: and when I sought for my Power, they gave me Hyle. 
Now, therefore, Light of Lights, the Projections of the Self-willed One 
have brought Mist and Hyle upon me. Let snares be set for them, and let 
them be ensnared. Recompense them, and let them stumble,§ that they 
may not come into the Region of their own Self-willed One. Let them 
remain in Darkness, so that they may not see the Light. Let them behold 
Chaos for all time, and look not into the Height. Bring upon them their 
punishment, and let thy judgment seize upon them. [lSI] Let them not 
come into their own Region, to their Self-willed Deity henceforth from this 

• In pag. 44. they are called Sisters. 
t See Lllrij'" vi. 34. p. 317. Dote 2. 

t Affligll'l • .. Thou art cast down" (S.); aQiigor • .. I am cast down .. (P.). 
§ Or ... may they give offence." 
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hour. For their Deity is impious, and thought that it had done these evils 
itself, not knowing that had I had not been humbled by thy Statute, it 
would not have prevailed against me; but when thou hadst humbled me, 
it pursued me the more and its Projections added grief to my humiliation, 
and took away the Power of my Light, and began again to be hostile to 
me, and afflicted me exceedingly to take away all my Light. On account 
of these things, therefore, in which they have set me, let them not ascend 
into the Thirteenth }Eon, the Region of Righteousness. And let them not 
be counted in the Lot of those, who purify themselves and their Light, nor 
of those who will repent quickly, that they may quickly receive the Mystery 
in the Light. Now, therefore, 0 Light, that which is in thee, is with me; I 
sing thy name in glory. May my Hymn please thee, even as the excellent 
Mystery, which pertains to the Gates of Light,· which they, who have 
repented, will tell of, and will purify its Light. Now, therefore, let all 
Hyle (Pl.) rejoice. [32J Seek ye all the Light. The Power of your Soul 
shall live, for the Light has heard the Hyle (Pl.), nor will it leave any, 
without purging them. Let all Souls and Hyle (Pl.), the }Eons and Hyle 
(Pl.) of all therein, praise the Lord, for the Deity will free their Soul from 
all Hyle, and they shall prepare a City in the Light. And all Souls, which 
it shall free, shall dwell in that City, that they may have a Lot therein. 
And the Souls of them, who shall undertake the Mystery, shall be in that 
Region. And they, who have undertaken the Mystery in his Name, shall 
be in the City'." 

And when Jesus had spoken these words, he said: "He that hath ears 
to hear, let him hear." And Mary coming forward again, said: "Master, 
my Dweller in the Lightt hath ears, and I hear in my Power of Light, and 
thy Spirit, which is with me, is sober (or free from passion) for me. [33J 
Hear, therefore, I will speak concerning the Repentance, which PISTIS
SOPHIA made, and all that befell her, which thy Power of Light 
prophesied concerning her, at that time, through the Prophet David, in the 
sixty-ninth Psalm, • Save me, 0 God, for the waters are come in unto my 
soul.' [34, 33J This is the solution of the Mystery of the Repentance of 
PISTIS·SOPHIA. [56,37] [And Jesus commended Mary for her interpre. 
tation, and narrates the Second Repentance of SOPHIA. [38J And Peter 
starting forward, cried out:J "Master, we will not suffer this woman to 
thus take our place from us, and allow none of us to speak." And Jesus 
answered and said to his Disciples: "Let him, in whom the Power of his 
Spirit is in ebullition, to understand what I say, come forward to speak. 
(Speak), then, Peter: I see thy Power in thee, understanding the solution of 
the Mystery of the Repentance, which PISTIS,SOPHIA uttered". [And Peter 
gave the interpretation thereof by reciting the seventy·first Psalm of 

• Compare supra, /IlU. 4S and 49, the" Gate of the .lEons." There are Nine Guardian 
of the Three Gates of the Treasure_of Ught. 

t Buddhi. 
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David, (v.v. 1-13), '0 God, my God, I have trusted in thee; let me not be 
afflicted with shame for ever.' [59, 60J And Jesus commended Peter and 
said:J "AMiN, AMiN, I say unto you, I will perfect you in all Completion, 
from the Mysteries of the Exterior to the Mysteries of the Interior, and I 
will fill you with: the Spirit: for they shall call you Pneumatics,· perfected 
in all Completion. Al'tdlN, AMiN, I say unto you, I will give you all the 
Mysteries of all the Regions of my Father,t and of all the Regions of the 
First Mystery, that what ye receive on Earth, may be taken to the Light of 
the Height, and what ye reject on Earth, may be rejected in the Kingdom 
of my Father in the Heavens." 

[61, 62J [Jesus then declares the Third Repentance of SOPHIA, which is 
explained by Martha, who is of a "perceptive Spirit ", from the seventieth 
Psalm. And Jesus commended Martha and said:J "Moreover PISTIS
SOPHIA proceeded to utter her Fourth Repentance, before the Power with 
the appearance of a Lion, and all the Hylic Projections which are with it, 
which the Self-willed One sent into Chaos, compressed her again. [63] 
She recited, therefore, this Repentance as follows: '0 Light, in whom I have 
trusted, hear my Repentance, and let my voice come into thy Dwelling
place. Tum not thy Image 0/ Light from me, but regard me for they are 
oppressing me. Haste thee, preserve me, at the time, when I shall cry to 
thee, for my time vanishes as vapour, and I am become as Hyle. They have 
taken away my Light, and my Power is dried up. I have forgotten my 
Mystery, which I performed in the Beginning. Because of the uproar of 
the fear and power of the Self-willed One, my Power has failed me. I am 
become like a separated Dremon (idios daiman) dwelling in Hyle, in which 
there is no Light, and I am become like the Counterfeit of the Spirit, (5) 
which is in the H ylic Body, in which there is no Power of Light; and I am 
become like as a Decan alone in the Air. (6) The Projections of the Self
willed One compressed me mightily. And my Syzygy said to itself: "In
stead of the Light, which was in her, they have filled her with Chaos ". 
I have devoured the Sweat of my own Hyle, and the Anguish of the Tears 
of the Hyle of my Eyes (7), that they, who afflict me, might not take what 
remains. [64J All these things, 0 Light, have been done to me by thy 
Statute and Order; and it is thy Statute that I am therein. Thy Statute 
brought me to the Lower Region, and I am come thither, like as a Power 
of Chaos. And my Power has waxed cold in me. But thou, 0 Lord, thou 
art Light for ever, and thou dost visit the afflicted -at all times. Now, 
therefore, 0 Light, arise, seek my Power and So~l. Thy Statute is 
accomplished, which thou didst decree for me in my afflictions. My Time 
is such that thou mayest seek my Power and Soul. This is the Time, 
which thou didst decree for seeking me, in that thy Preservers t have sought 

• See Table I. Llldfw. vi. 34. p. 319. 
t See Lwifw. vi. 35. p. 399. note 6. for the three Fathers of Jesus. and for the First 

Mystery. note 5. ibid. 
t They who fulfill thy decrees. 
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the Power in my Soul, because my Number is perfected, and that they may 
keep its Hyle also. Then, indeed, shall all the Rulers of the Hylic ..Eons 
fear the Mystery of thy Light, so that others shall put on the Purity of 
their own Light, because the Lord shall seek the Power of your- Soul. He 
has revealed his own Mystery, because he is about to regard the Repentance 
of those, who turn in the Lower Regions, nor has he disregarded thei" 
Repentance. This, then, is that Mystery, which is made the Type of the Race, 
flJhich has to be gefleratea, and the Race, which has to be generated, will hymn 
to the Height, because the Light has gazed upon it, from the Height of its 
Light: [8IJ] it will gaze into every Hyle, that it may hear the groaning of 
the bound, and free the Power of the Souls, whose Power they have 
bound, and place its Name in the Soul, and its Mystery in the Power." 

[86J And John came forward and having adored the Breastt of Jesus, 
asked and received permission to speak; and explained the Repentance 
by the one hundred and first Psalm. 

COMMENTARY. 

(I) Pistis-Sophia. The reader should ca!efully study the recital of the" Fall " 
of Sophia, as told in Philosophumena (Lucifer vi. 33, p. 231, et seqq.), and compare it with 
the allegorical drama of the text which follows. It will be noticed, in the note on 
page 231, that the first and last of the female lEons of the Dodecad, are respectively 
PISTIS and SOPHIA. The Soul was the one subject, and the knowledge of the Soul 
the one object of all the ancient Mysteries. In the" Fall" of PISTIS-SOPHIA, and her 
rescue by her Syzygy, JESUS, we see the ever-enacted drama of the suffering and 
ignorant Personality, which can only be saved by the immortal Individuality, or 
rather by its own yearning towards IT. In reading this portion of the Pistis-Sophia, 
the mysterious Duality of the Manas should always be remembered, and this 
key applied to every line. 

As Wisdom was the end of the Gnosis, so the pivot of the whole Gnostic teaching 
was the so-called" Sophia-Mythus." For whether we interpret the allegory from 
the macro- or from the micro-cosmic standpoint, it is always the evolution of 
MIND, that the Initiates of old have sought to teach us. The emanation and 
evolution of Mahat in cosmogenesis, and of Manas in anthropogenesis, was ever the 
study of the One Science. The dwelling of Sophia was in the Midst, between the 
Upper and Lower Worlds, in the Ogdoad. Below was the Hebdomad or Seven 
Spheres, governed by seven Hierarchies of Rulers. Truly hath" Wisdom built for 
herself a House, and rested it on Seven Pillars .. (Proverbs, ix, I.) ; and again: .. She 
is on the lofty Heights; she stands in the midst of tht Paths, for she taketh her seat 
by the Gates of the Powerful Ones (the Rulers), she tarrleth at the Entrances" 
(Ibid. viii, 2). Moreover, Sophia was the Mediatrix between the Upper and 
Lower Region, and at the same time projected the Types or Ideas of the Pleroma 
into the Universe. Now, why should Sophia, who was originally of a Pneumatic 
or Spiritual Essence, be in the Middle Space, an exile from her true Dwelling? 
Such was the great mystery which the Gnosis endeavoured to solve. Seeing again 
that this .. Fall of the Soul" from its original purity involved it in suffering 

• Notice the sudden bringing home to the hearers of the teaching; this sudden change 
of person occurs several times, and is one of the most powerful means for forcing the 
comprehension of the ideas of the Gnosis on the reader. 

t The other disciples adored the feet of J 85UI. 
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and misery, the object that the Gnostic teachers had ever before them, was 
identical with the problem of "Sorrow," which Gautama Sakyamuni set himself 
to resolve. Moreover, the solution of the two systems was identical in that they 
traced the Cause of Sorrow to Ignorance, and to remove this, pointed out the 
Path to Self-Knowledge. The Mind was to instruct the Mind: "self-analysing 
reflection" was to be the Way. The Material Mind (Kama-Manas) was to be 
purified, and so become one with the Spiritual Mind (Buddhi-Manas). In the 
nomenclature of the Gnosis, this was expressed by the Redemption of Sophia by 
the Christos, who delivered her from her ignorance (agnoia) and sufferings. It is 
not then surprising that we should find Sophia, whether regarded as a unity, or 
as a duality, or again as cosmic mind, possessed of many names. Among these 
may be mentioned the Mother, or All-Mother, Mother of the Living or Shining 
Mother; The Power Above; The Holy Spirit (all from the macrocosmic stand
point); and again She of the Left-hand, as opposed to Christos, He of the Right. 
hand; The Man-woman; Prouneikos or the Lustful-one; Matrix; Paradise; 
Eden; Achamoth; the Virgin; Barbelo; Daughter of Light: Merciful Mother; 
Consort of the Masculine One; Revelant of the Perfect Mysteries; Perfect Mercy; 
Revelant of the Mysteries of the whole Magnitude; Hidden Mother; She who 
knows the Mysteries of the Elect; The Holy Dove, which has given birth to the two 
Twins; Ennoia; Ruler; and The Lost or Wandering Sheep, Helena. In the 
Valentinian System, Sophia gives birth to the Christos .. with a Shadow." The 
above terms are taken from Smith and Wace's Dictionary of Christian Biography, 
art., " Sophia," where we read: .. In the Syriac text of the Acts published by Dr. 
Wright (Apocryphal Acts of Apostles, pp. 238-245) we find the beautiful Hymn of the 
Soul, which has been sent down from her heavenly home to fetch the pearl guardtd 
by the serpent, but has forgotten here below her heavenly mission till she is reminded 
of it by a letter from • the father, the mother and the brother,' performs her task, 
receives back again her glorious dress, and returns to her old home." 

(2) Name. The Name, which is no name, but a Sound, or rather Motion. The 
mystery of the Logos, Verbum and V;i.ch has ever been concealed in the mystery 
Names. These Names, in whatever tongue, or among whatever people, all repre
sent permutations of the" Ineffable Name." 

In this connection, the following passage from the Pistis-Sophia (pagg. 378, 379) 
is of great interest. Jesus, in explaining the Mystery of the Light of his Father, 
the Baptisms of Smoke and of the Spirit of the Holy Light, and the Spiritual 
Anointing, to his Disciples continues: .. Nothing, then, is more excellent than these 
Mysteries, into which ye inquire, unless it be the Mystery of the Seven Voices, and 
their Nine-and-forty Powers and Numberings (psephc'm), nor is any name more 
excellent than all of them, the N arne, in which are all N ames, and all Lights and 
all Powers. He, therefore, who shall depart out of the Body of Hyle· knowing 
that Name, no Smoke, t nor Authority, nor Ruler of the Sphere of Fate, nor 
Angel, nor Archangel, nor Power, shall be able to prevent that Soul; nay, if on 
quitting the World, a man shall speak that Name to the Fire, it shall be 
extinguished, and the Mist shall withdraw. And if he shall speak it to the Dlemons 
and the Receivers of the Outer Mist (Darkness), and to its Rulers, Authorities, and 
Powers, all shall perish, so that their Flame is consumed, and they cry out, • Thou 
are hallowed, the sanctified one, thou blessed one, of all them who are holy.' And 
if they shall speak that Name to the Receivers of Evil Condemnations, and their 
Authorities and all their powers, and also to Barbelo and the Invisible Deity, and 
the Three Triple-Powers, forthwith all will collapse in those regions, so that they 

• Not necessarily at death only, but during Samadhi, or mystic trance. 
t i.I., no theological delusion. 
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shall be compelled to dissolve and perish, and cry out: • 0 Light of every Light, 
which is in the infinite Lights, remember us also, and cleanse us.' " 

With regard to this passage, it is remarked in the Secret Doctrille (II, 570): .. It 
is easy to see what this Light and Name are: the Light of Initiation and the 
name of the" Fire-Self," which is no name, no action, but a Spiritual, ever-living 
Power, higher even than the .. Invisible God," as this Power is ITSELF. 

Compare also the Secret Doctrine, sub. voc., Oeao/wo, 1,68,71, 72,93 (Oi-Ha-Hoo); 
Manlrika-Sakti, I, 293; Kwan-Yill, I, 136; KU'an-Yin-Tien, I, 137, 138; Logos, II, 25; 
Hermes, II, 541, 542; Mystic names alld attributes, 1,352; Aditi-Vdch, 1,431; V4ch, 
Savitri, the mother of the gods and of alllivillg, II, 128; V 4ch, Dwasena, II, 199; and 
The melodious COU', II, 418. 

(3) IldabaOth or Ialdabaoth is identical with the Fetahil of the Codex Nazaraeus, 
the Demiurge of the Valentinian system (Lucifer, vi, 33), the Proarchos of the 
Barbelita: (Irenaeus, I, xxix, 4), the Great ArcMn of Basilides and the Elohim of 
Justinus, &c. Ildabaoth (the Child of Chaos) was the son of Sophia (AchamMh) 
in Gnostic Cosmogenesis, in other words, the Chief of the Creative Forces and the 
representative of one of the classes of Pitris. If we regard the Sophia-Above 
(Lucifer, vi, 33, pp. 231, et seqq.) as the Ak4sa, and the Sophia-Below (Acham6th) as 
its lower or material planes, we shall be able to understand why Ildabaoth, the 
material creator, was identified with Jehovah and Saturn, and so follow out the 
following allegory from Irenaeus (I, xxiii-xxviii). Ildabaoth the child of the Mother, 
Sophia, generates a son of himself, without the assistance of any mother, and his 
son a son in his turn, and he another, and so on until there are six sons generated, 
one from another. Now these immediately commenced to strive with their father 
for the mastery; and he in despair and rage gazed into the" purgations of matter" 
below; and through them begot another son, Ophiomorphos, the serpent-formed, 
the spirit of all that is basest in matter. Then being puffed up with pride, he 
stretched himself over his highest sphere, and proclaimed aloud: .. I am Father 
and God, and there is none above me." On this, his mother cried out: .. Lie not, 
Ildabaoth, for the Father of All, the First Anthr6pos (mall), is above thee, and so 
is Anthrop6s, the Son of Athr6pos." And Ildabaoth to prevent his sons attending 
to the voice, proposed that they should fashion a man. So the six of them made a 
gigantic man, who lay on the earth and writhed like a worm (the man of the first 
rounds and races). And they brought him to his father Ildabaoth, who breathed 
into him the" Breath of Life", and thus emptied himself of his creative power. And 
Sophia aided the design, so that she might regain the Light-powers of Ildabaoth. 
Forthwith the man, having the divine spark, aspired to the Heavenly Man, from 
whom it came. At this Ildabaoth grew jealous, and generated Eve (Lilith) to 
deprive Adam of his Light-powers. And the six" Stellars ", empassioned of her 
beauty, begot sons through her. Thereupon Sophia sent the serpent (intelligence) 
to make Adam and Eve transgress the precepts of Ildabaoth, who in rage, cast 
them down out of Paradise into the World, together with the serpent (fourth round 
and fourth race). At the same time, she deprived them of their Light-power, that 
it Ioight not come under the .. curse" as well. And the serpent reduced the world
powers under its sway, and generated six sons, who continually oppose the human 
race, through which their father (the serpent) was cast down. Now Adam and Eve 
in the beginning, had pure spiritual bodies, ti'hich gradually became grosser alld grosser. 
Their spirit too became languid, for they had naught but the breath of the lower 
world, which Ildabaoth had breathed into them. In the end, however, Sophia 
gave them back their Light-power and they awoke to the knowledge that they 
were naked. 

This suggestive allegory, wherein the creature became higher than the creator, 
can only be understood by remembering the identity of essence of that which is 
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evolved, with that from which it is evolved. Compare:" I have clothed myself in 
thee, and thou art my Vahan to the Day • Be with us', when thou shalt rebecome 
myself and others, thyself and me" (Secret Doctrine, I, Stanza vii, Sloka 7)' In this 
cycle of emanation that which is above becomes that which is below, so that 
we find in Pistis-Sophia that Ildabaoth is finally spoken of as residing in the 
.. Great Chaos which is the Outer Mist ", where, with his Forty-nine Dzmons, he 
tortures wicked souls (pag. 382). Moreover, the resemblance between Ildabaoth 
and Sabaoth Adamas (Lucifer, vi, 35, p. 398, note 4) is so close, that they are 
evidently to be regarded as aspects of the same power; the peculiar richness of 
the terminology of the Pistis-Sophia renders such correspondences a necessity. 

In the Chart of the Ophites of which Origen speaks in his Contra Celsum, there 
are two septenates of Planetary Rulers, a superior and inferior Hebdomad. Ilda
baoth is the first of the Superior Group, and Michael-Ophiomorphos at the head of 
the inferior. Now this Michael is called the" Lion-like", and is the son of Ildabaoth 
who is also represented as lion-headed. In the formulz of prayers for the 
.. Defunct ", the Soul, after having crossed the Rampart of Wickedness (phragmon 
kakias) , the dominion of Ophiomorphos, or our terrestrial plane, arrives at the 
Gates of Ildabaoth and utters the following adulatory address, which in truth seems 
little applicable to the nature of Ildabaoth. .. 0 thou, who art bom to rule 
with boldness, Ialdaba6th, first and seventh, 0 ruler, subsistent Logos of a pure 
mind, perfect work for Son and Father, bringing to thee the token of Life (marked) 
with the stamp of the type, I open the gate, which thou hast closed to thy ./Eon, 
the world, and pass by thy authority again in freedom. May grace be with me ; 
Yea, may it be, father." 

(4) Each of the Thirteen Repentances of Sophia is explained by a portion of 
Scripture, which though bearing a family likeness to the authorized texts, still differs 
essentially in spirit and frequently in terms. As, however, the reproduction of these 
Psalms would be too long a labour, we can only refer the student to them, hoping 
that the comparison of the orthodox text with the Elegies of Sophia will give him 
a clue to the right understanding of the mystery hymns, known and misunderstood 
as the Psalms of David. Moreover, seeing that the elegies, prayers, hymns, songs 
or repentances of Pistis-Sophia are mostly reiterated repetitions, some of them will 
be omitted and others shortened. 

(5) The Counterfeit of the Spirit (Antimimon pneumatos) is one of th~ principles in 
the formation of the Soul, in which fabrication, each of the five Planetary Rulers 
has his share. This work is completed by administering to the Soul the Drought 
of Forgetfulness, or Lethe-potion, which is brewed from the Sperm of Evil, and 
incites men to all material lusts ; this is the evil genius of man, a sort of spiritual 
substance surrounding the Soul. 

(6) Decan alont in the Air. Compare pag. 107, .. I am like as Hyle, which is 
sunken; they have driven me hither and thither, like as a Dzmon in the Air." 
The Middle Region of the Air is spoken of as in the Paths of the Way of the 
Midst, which is below the Sphere. For the term Decan, see Lllcifer, vi, 34, p. 320, 
note 7. 

(7) The Tears ••• of my Eyes. M. E. Am6lineau in his Essai sur Ie Gnosticisme 
Egyptien, p. 303, in tracing this idea through Egyptian imagery, writes as follows . 

.. Among the invocations addressed to the sun, or rather in the enumeration of 
his various transformations, we read the following: • He who creates the water, 
which issues from his interior, the image of the body of Remi, the weeper '. • Tears 
play an important part in the Egyptian religion', says M. Naville, in explaining this 
text, • and especially in that which concerns creation'. He then quotes several 
examples taken from unpublished texts from the tomb of Rameses IV, which we 
borrow from him. In one of these the God is prayed to as the • weeper'. and 
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asked to give life to the' king': '0 weeper, thou powerful one, high in the realms 
of Aukert, give life to the King'. • •• Hi! also receives this invocation: • 0 thou, 
he who forms himself by his tears, who hears himself his own words, who 
reanimates his soul, reanimate the soul of the King'. Finally in a famous text 
known as the text of the four races, men are thus addressed: • Ye are a tear of 
my eye in your name of Retu, that is to say in your name of men'. • •• This 
doctrine is still more clearly affirmed in a magic papyrus translated by Dr. Birch, 
where the tears of different Gods are represented as the matter from which issue 
flowers, incense, bees, water, salt, &c. 'When Horus weeps', says the papyrus, 
'the water which falls from his eyes, grows into plants, which produce a sweet 
perfume. When Su and Tefnut weep greatly, and water falls from their eyes, it 
changes into plants which produce incense. . •. When the sun weeps a second 
time, and lets water fall from his eyes, it changes into bees, which work. . .• 
When the sun Ra becomes feeble, the perspiration falls from his limbs, and changes 
into a liquid • • .• his blood changes to salt. When the sun becomes feeble, he 
sweats, water falls from his mouth and changes into plants '." 

Compare also the " Sweat-born" of the Secret Doctrine. 

(To 111 ",1dinw.j 

~bt1l51lpbital Qiltaning5, 
OR 

NOTES ON THE" SECRET DOCTRINE ". 

VI. 

THE THIRD RACE (Continued). 

l~E have taken a bird's-eye view of the life-cycle of the Third Race: 
~ we must now study its evolution in fuller detail. 

The Third Race divides itself naturally into three main groups, under 
which are classified the seven sub-races and their innumerable divisions. 
The first of these groups takes its rise in those spoken of last month as 
those into whom the" Lords of the Flame" "entered", ere yet the differen
tiation into sexes had come about. These, with the progeny produced by 
Kriyasakti-the " Sons of the Fire-Mist", or the "Sons of Will and Yoga" 
-make up the first and highest group. It is the men of this group who 
are alluded to in the traditions of every nation as " demigods", " heroes", 
and" rishis It, &c. To this group belong" the seven Rishis" of the Hindu 
allegory (vol. ii, p. 78), the sons of Vasishta-Daksha. It includes Nirmana
kayas from other Manvantaras, whom we see, "in all the Puranas, re
appearing on this globe, in the third ManfJantara, as Kings, Rishis, and 
heroes" (vol. ii, p. 94)' "They sacrificed themselves for the good and 
salvation of the Monads which were waiting for their turn, and which 
otherwise would have had to linger for countless ages in irresponsible, 
animal-like, though in appearance human, forms It (vol. ii, p. 94). These 
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are .. that third and holy race", consisting of those men who are spoken 
of as at the zenith of the race, who were "towering giants of godly 
strength and beauty, and the depositaries of all the mysteries of heaven 
and earth It. • • • .. The chief gods and heroes of the Fourth and Fifth 
Races, as of later antiquity, are the deified images of these men of the 
Third" (vol. ii, pp. 171, 172). This group is said to have inhabited" an 
island, which for its unparalleled beauty had no rival in the world. • • . 
This word, which is no word, has travelled once round the globe, and still 
lingers as a far-off dying echo in the hearts of some privileged men. The 
hierophants of all the Sacerdotal Colleges were aware of the existence of 
this island; but I the word' was known only to the Java Aleim (Maha 
Chohan in another tongue), or chief lord of every college, and was 'passed 
to his successor only at the moment of death. • • • There was no 
communication with the fair island by sea, but subterranean passages, 
known only to the chiefs, communicated with it in all directions" (vol. ii, 
p.220). 

Over against this loftiest group of the Third Race comes the lowest 
group, that of the" mindless", sometimes spoken of as .. the eighth race", 
because it went so far astray from the field of humanity, "the animal man" 
(vol. i, p. 650). We spoke of these on P.411 of last month's Lucifer, and 
we need only note in thi$ connexion that the semi-human group was rein
forced by later crossings of Lemurians and Atlanteans with these semi
human tribes, and that Esoteric Ethnology ascribes this origin for Tas
manians, Australians, Andaman Islanders, a hair-covered mountain tribe 
in China, the wild men of Borneo, the Veddahs of Ceylon, the Bushmen, 
Negritos, and some others (see vol. ii, pp. 195, 196, with the footnotes). 

It is to this group, in some of its lowest ramifications, that the Secret 
Doctrine ascribes the origin of the anthropoids. .. It is in the suddenly 
arrested evolution of certain sub-races, and their forced and violent diver
sion into the purely animal line by artificial cross-breeding, truly analogous 
to the hybridization which we have now learned to utilise in the vegetable 
and animal kingdoms, that we have to look for the origin of the anthropoids. 
In these red-haired and hair-covered monsters, the fruit of the unnatural 
conn~xion between men and animals, the I Lords of Wisdom' did not 
incarnate, as we see. Thus by a long series of transformations due to 
unnatural cross-breeding (unnatural I sexual selection '), originated in due 
course of time the lowest specimens of humanity; while further bestiality 
and the fruit of their first animal efforts of reproduction begat a species 
which developed into mammalian apes ages later. The Commentary 
explains that the apes are the only species, aDlong the animals, which has 
gradually and with every generation and variety tended more and more to 
return to the original type of its male forefather-the dark gigantic 
Lemurian and Atlantean" (vol. ii. pp. 200, 201, and footnote). As this 
question of relationship between man and the ape is one on which Esoteric 
and Exoteric Science seem to come sharply into conflict, it may be well to 
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delay on it for a moment. And first we must point out that no scientist 
speaks of man as "descended from the ape". That is a popular mis
conception. Darwin and his followers allege that" man" and the apes are 
descended from a common ancestor, that man" is the co-descendant with other 
mammals of a common progenitor" (" Descent of Man," p. 607, ed. 1875). 
Against this general statement Esoteric Science has nothing to say, but
different as he was from the "man" of the present-Esoteric Science 
speaks of that common progenitor as "man ", having in view the chief 
product evolved from him (see Lucifer, p. 409). Speaking of man in the 
Third Round, "almost exactly repeated in the third Root-Race of the 
Fourth Round ", a Mahatma describes him as in" the form of a giant-ape, 
and now more intelligent, or rather cunning, than spiritual". In the last 
half" his gigantic stature decreases and his body improves in texture, and 
he becomes a more rational being, though still more an ape than a Deva" 
(vol. I. pp. 188, 18g). This" giant-ape" is the" common progenitor ". 
Further, the Mahatma says: "The human fCEtus follows now in its trans
formations all the forms that the physical frame of man had assumed 
throughout the three Kalpas (Rounds), during the tentative efforts at plastic 
formation around the Monad by senseless, because imperfect matter, in 
her blind wanderings. In the present age the physical embryo is a plant, 
a reptile, an animal, before it finally becomes man" (vol. I, p. 184). On 
the details of the evolution there is clashing enough between the Eastern 
and the Western teachings; but as all the details are confessedly matter of 
hypothesis in the \Vest, as the leading evolutionists are at issue about them, 
and as new theories are being constantly put forward, the West cannot 
claim to dogmatise here over the East. All that Western Science lays 
down as essential, in order to explain undeniable facts, is the unity of origin 
of all mammals: all else is admittedly doubtful. The Eastern Science lays 
down the same postulate, and also traces, as it alleges with full knowledge, 
the details of the further evolution. And those who note how in point after 
point Western Science is approaching doctrines long taught by the Esoteric, 
will be content to possess their souls in patience amid the clash of warring 
tongues, waiting until fuller knowledge has brought about greater har
mony. The fundamental difference between the Esoteric and the Exoteric 
Science is not on the physical but on the mental evolution of man. They 
may join hands on the giant-ape form, and the cunning of the common 
progenitor: but to the Esotericist the mind is an informing principle; to 
the Scientist it is but a product of the brain. "Man is certainly no special 
creation, and he is the product of Nature's gradual perfective work, like 
any other living unit on this earth. But this is only with regard to the 
human tabernacle. That which lives and thinks in man and survives that 
frame, the masterpiece of evolution, is the ' Eternal Pilgrim', the Protean 
differentiation in space and time of the One Absolute' Unknowable' " 
(vol. ii, p. 728). 

The remaining group, consisting of "the last sub-races of the Third 
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Root-Race" (vol. ii, p. 765), is midway between the highest and the 
lowest, and, as the stock of our humanity, is of special interest to us. 
They were the "ancestors of the Atlanteans, • • • ape-like, intel
lectually s~nseless giants" (vol. i, p. 191), whose very senselessness made 
possible such an off-shoot as the. third group, and who were rescued from 
general degradation by their endowment with Manas. These were the 
first sexual, physical men, the date of whose appearance on our globe is 
put by the Esoteric Chronology 18,000,000 years ago. They are the root 
of our physical Humanity, of which the Fourth Race, the Atlantean, may 
be regarded as the trunk. Physical changes in the globe accompanied the 
changes in man, and the period of warfare began. Differentiation into sex 
meant struggle in lieu of harmony, and all physical nature sympathised in 
the altered conditions. 

" The eteJ'fla1 sping became constant change and seasons succeeded. Coltl forced 
men to build shelters and devise clothing. Then man appealed to the superior Fathers. 
The Nirmanakayas of the Nagas, the wise Serpents and Dragons of Light came, and 
the pecursors of the Enlightened. Divine kings descended and taught men "uneel 
and arts, for men could live no longer in the first land, which had become a white 
frozen corpse" (vol. ii, p. 201). 

It was under the guidance of this Highest Group of the Third Race 
that the later Third, or Lemurians, developed their civilization. They, 
.. under the guidance of their divine Rulers, built large cities, cultivated 
arts and sciences, and knew astronomy, architecture, and mathematics to 
perfection. This primeval civilization did not, as one may think, imme
diately follow their physiological transformation. Between the final 
evolution and the first city built many hundred thousands of years had 
passed. Yet, we find the Lemurians in their sixth sub-race building their 
first rock-cities out of stone and lava. One of such great cities of primitive 
structure was built entirely of lava, some thirty miles west from where 
Easter Island now stretches its narrow piece of sterile ground, and was 
entirely destroyed by a series of volcanic eruptions. The oldest remains 
of Cyclopean buildings were all the handiwork of the Lemurians of the last 
sub-races; and an occultist shows therefore no wonder on learning that the 
stone relics, found on the smail piece of land called Eastern Island by 
Captain Cook, are' very much like the walls of the Temple of Pachacamac 
or the Ruins of Tia-Kuanuco in Peru', and that they are in the Cyclopean 
style" (vol. ii, p. 317). Thus civilization slowly grew up among the 
Lemurians: some, we are told, led a .. nomadic and patriarchal life ", 
some builded cities and progressed in the arts and sciences: Easter Island 
belonged to the earliest civilisation of the Third Race ", and the strange 
statues there felt the touch of Lemurian hands. It is interesting to note 
that, approaching the subject from an entirely distinct point of view, 
Haeckel places primitive man in Lemuria: .. Probably Southern Asia 
itself was not the earliest cradle of the human race: but Lemuria, a 
continent that lay to the south of Asia, and sank later on beneath the 
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surface of the Indian Ocean" (" The Pedigree of Man," p. 73, Eng. 
Trans., 1883). 

It is to the Lemurians that must be referred the many traditions of the 
"one-eyed Cyclopes"; the" one eye" is the Wisdom Eye, the Third Eye, 
the Eye of Siva, which was in full activity at that period of human history, 
the two front eyes being fully developed only at the beginning of the Fourth 
Race (see vol. ii, p. 76g). The mythological three Cyclopes, sons of Heaven 
and Earth, are the last three sub-races of the Third Race. 

As the centuries rolled slowly on, the Lemurians gradually drifted apart 
into two well-defined and marked classes, the Sons of Darkness and the 
Sons of Light, between whom bitter antagonism was developed. As the 
decay of the race proceeded, the division became more and more marked, 
and simultaneously with the decay of the Third appeared the rising of the 
Fourth Race. Emerging from the ocean westwards and northwards were 
the beginnings of a new continent, the Atlantis of the coming Race, and as 
the Northern Lemurians spread westwards the first sub-race of the Fourth, 
the Lemuro-Atlanteans, were gradually evolved and spread from the 
Atlantic portion of Lemuria over the new land; losing, as time went on the 
characteristics of the parent stock, and developing the pure Atlantean type. 
"The Atlantic portion of Lemuria was the geological basis of what is 
generally known as Atlantis. The latter, indeed, must be regarded rather 
as a development of the Atlantic prolongation of Lemaria, than as an 
entirely new mass of land upheaved to meet the special requirements of the 
Fourth Root-Race. Just as in the case of Race-evolution, so in that of the 
shifting and re-shifting of continental masses, no hard and fast line can be 
drawn where a new order ends and another begins. Continuity in natural 
processes is never broken. Thus the Fourth Race Atlanteans were 
developed from a nucleus of Northern Lemurian Third Race men, centred, 
roughly speaking, toward a point of land in what is now the mid-Atlantic 
Ocean. Their continent was formed by the coalescence of many islands and 
peninsulas which were upheaved in the ordinary course of time and became 
ultimately the true home of the great Race known as the Atlantean" 
(vol. ii, pp. 333, 334)' 

Some of these Lemuro-Atlanteans, we are told, intermarried with the 
mindless race, and so entered on a path of rapid physical and psychical 
degeneration. Meanwhile vast seismic changes were in progress: the 
continent of Lemuria had broken up into smaller continents, and its 
immense extent "which once had reigned supreme over the Indian, Atlantic 
and Pacific Oceans now consisted of huge islands which were gradually 
disappearing one after the other, until the final convulsion engulfed the last 
remains of it" (vol. ii, p. 327). Volcanic action was the chief feature in 
this destruction, volcanic fires breaking up the continent and causing vast 
chasms, into which rushed the sea, submerging the scathed and ruined land. 
There can be no doubt that the traditions of a universal deluge found in the 
islands of Polynesia-the mountain tops of the highest Lemurian ranges-
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have their origin in these gigantic cataclysms, which separated these islands 
from the rest of the habitable world.* "The sinking and transformation of 
Lemuria beginning nearly at the Arctic Circle (Norway), the Third Race 
ended its career in Lanka, or rather on that which became Lanka with the 
Atlanteans. The small remnant now known as Ceylon is the Northern 
highland of ancient Lanka" (vol. ii, p. 332). Of this race there remained 
only the" animal men", a few scattered remnants that had escaped here 
and there, the Lemuro-Atlantean stock, and the Highest Group, that the 
earth-convulsions could not touch. The human stock, or seed, in the Hindu 
allegory, is saved by Vaivasvata Manu; "Lemuria is said to have perished 
about 700,000 years before the commencement of what is now called the 
Tertiary Age (the Eocene), and it is during this deluge also-an actual 
geological deluge this time-that Vaivasvata Manu is again shewn as 
saving mankind (allegorically it is mankind, or a portion of it, the Fourth 
Race, which is saved); so also he saves the Fifth. Race during the 
destruction of the last Atlanteans" (vol. ii, p. 313). 

This Vaivasvata Manu" figures as a generic character, under various 
circumstances and events" (vol. ii, p. 145), for he is "the primitive Root
Manu of our fourth human wave (the reader must always remember that 
Manu is not a man, but collective humanity)"; further, the name is 
applied as a racial term to the Root-Manu of the Fourth Root-Race, thus 
denoting one of the Minor Manus (vol. ii, p. 309). His varied appearances 
on the scene in Exoteric traditions and allegories need not therefore disturb 
the student. 

Two STUDENTS OF THE E. S. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

Q. Are our Monads an emanation of the Holy Spirit? By that I mean 
the totality of Gods, who form the Absolute, the One. 

A. We should avoid the term" Holy Spirit", because it conveys the 
idea of a Personal God. The Monads are sparks from the one Fire, the 
Universal Life (see Luciler, p. 138). 

Q. The entities that collectively form Atma, Buddhi, Mahat, are they 
these Monads? are our Higher Selves spiritual hierarchies, of whom we 
are only the reflection, the emanation? 

A. The Monad is Atma-Buddhi (see Lucifer, p. 138). Mahat is Kosmic 
Ideation (see Lucifer, pp. 56, 57). If you mean Manas, Manas is not the 
Monad, as you must surely see if you have read the" Gleanings" with any 
attention (note specially pp. 3II and 410). Certainly· our Higher Selves 
are a Spiritual Hierarchy, but you cannot call the lower quaternary an 
emanation from them. The building up of this has been very carefully 
described step by step. 

--------------------------------------------------
• The more widely spread traditions found elsewhere-as In Medco, India, AsIa Minor, &:c.-are traceable 

to the floods which destroyed AtJands. . 
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. 3. Ought any difference to be made between the Divine Ego and the 
Monad? May we not say that the Divine Ego is the resultant of the 
friction of our lives and of our experiences, and that this Ego is the real 
individual, since the Monad is given us from the universal reservoir and is 
therefore impersonal? 

4. The Ego is the Manas, and as our lives give it experience it is parily 
their resultant; but note that it is an independent entity, existing before 
incarnation. Do not confuse the Ego with the co Higher Self", which is 
Buddhi. The Ego is the individual, and you rightly say that the Monad is 
impersonal. 

cflnUs nn ~bt1lsOPbv anb 05bncathm. 
(The opening spuch 0/ a discussion at the Blavatsky Lodge, on J"ly 17th.) 

IT'THEOSOPHY claims to be the Science of Life, and must therefore 
ell(g have a direct bearing upon all those great problems which are 

agitating men's minds in these closing years of the 19th century. 
Among such problems, one of the most important, in its bearing upon the 
whole future of our race, as well as upon the next generation-to which 
will fall the task of carrying on the Theosophical movement till the last 
quarter of the coming century-is certainly that of Education. Hence it 
may not be amiss to call the attention of the readers of Luci/er, especially 
of those belonging to the Theosophical Society, to the bearing of Theo
sophical teaching upon this question. One fact alone need be pointed to 
in order to show how intimate and vital is the connexion between 
Theosophy as embodied in the present Theosophical movement and the 
whole subject of Education. In every phase of human history, it is the 
ideal current among the people of any race as to the purpose and meaning 
of human life on earth, which is the most potent factor in determining the 
character and guiding spirit of the education given to the young generations 
of that nation. The education received by the young exercises an influence 
in moulding their conceptions of life and duty, and thus reacts upon the 
ideals of their mature years, and so upon future generations. 

A passing glance along the galleries of human history may serve to 
illustrate this statement. 

The earliest educational system of which we have any record is that 
of ancient India, embodied in the caste system. Under this regime the 
nation was divided into four main classes engaged, respectively: the 
Brahmans, in spiritual, religious, and scientific studies and pursuits; the 
Kshatriya, or warrior caste, in the pursuit of arms, politics, administration, 
in short the conduct and management of the outer national life generally; 
the Vaisya, or merchant caste, in commercial pursuits; while the Sudra, or 
co out caste" class, embraced all not included in one or other of these three. 

This system, in one aspect, was an educational one, based upon a 
knowledge of the laws of Karma and Reincarnation. In accordance with 
these, it provided for the reincarnating Ego a determinate sphere of duties 
in accord with the Karmic affinities it had engendered in past incarnations. 
In each caste, the children were educated in accordance with the duties 
they would have to perform in adult life; the ideal expressing itself through 
the entire system being that each human being has his own specific sphere 
of duty to fill, a duty as necessary for the welfare of the nation as that of 

36 
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any other unit. The supreme ideal was that of duty, of national welfare 
on all planes, spiritual and intellectual as well as material. This, of course, 
applies strictly only to India in the days when it was still ruled by the 
occult hierarchy; though how deeply this ideal was impressed on the 
national mind may be judged from the language of the Bhagavat-gita.· 

Leaving India for Egypt, we know only that its educational system was 
very complete and played a most important part in the national life. 

In Greece, the division of education under the two heads of Music and 
Gymnastics, corresponded to, and expressed the nation's ideal of human life 
when that ideal existed in its purity. Perfect harmony and balance, whence 
result grace, beauty and truth, physical, intellectual and moral, was the 
goal of their striving, and this was the ideal which moulded the life of the 
race at its noblest and best. . 

For the Roman, Rome, her power and greatness, was the ideal to which 
life was to be devoted. Educated in the Forum and the Senate House, 
the palmy days of Roman history show us a series of heroic figures express
ing the national ideal in the life of the camp, the conduct of the state, and 
the sterner virtues of private life. 

Carried away by the torrent of reaction, against the corruption and 
materialism of the decaying Roman Empire, Christianity stamped upon the 
early centuries of our era the ideal of a selfish other-worldliness. A narrow, 
individualistic, unhuman ideal, exhibiting itself in the utter want of any 
true education characterising that period. 

But even such an ideal, rurely individual and tainted by selfishness as 
it was, was surely after al preferable to the baseness of the Mammon
worship, the making of Gold-getting the end, aim and object of life, which 
is so rapidly becoming the ruling spirit of our own age. It is this ideal, 
this utterly selfish and material conception of the purl>0se of life, this 
regarding of our existence here as having for its sole object pleasure and 
self-gratification, for the attainment of which money is the means-it is 
this spirit which is rapidly permeating the whole educational system of 
Europe, and especially of England. 

But Theosophy holds up before the men and women of this generation 
a new ideal, to impress which upon the spirit of our time is the real task of 
the Theosophical Society, the true object for which the Theosophical move
ment was set in motion. This ideal is the Universal Brotherhood of 
Mankind, conceived not as an arbitrary assertion, not on anyone plane of 
nature alone, but realised as a basic, fundamental fact in nature, on each 
and every plane, realised as implying the actual, real, solidarity of each 
human unit with all others, the inextricable interweaving of the pain and 
pleasure, the success and failure, the happiness and misery of each with all. 
It is to stamp this ideal in lines of radiant light on the consciousness of 
men that the Theosophical movement was called into existence, not to 
teach occult anthropology or to gratify curiosity concerning the hidden 
forces of nature. 

With such a mission before it, Theosophy must obviously have a direct 
and most important bearing upon education, some thoughts upon which 
may be of interest as suggesting lines of effort and of practical work to the 
earnest studen~, who desires to put his Theosophy into practice. 

First, then, the basic idea itself of Theosophy-the solidarity of the 
human race-demands with no uncertain accent universal education for 
all, men and women, rich and poor, alike. It requires that every human 

• The above statements and remarks must be understood to apply o7lly to the India of the earliest times, 
when the nation was still ruled by the occult hierarchy, and the caste system, Instead of belng a burden 
and an evil, as It is at present, was a sound and useful institution. To-day, It Is needless to say, the caate 
system is an almost unmixed evil, having degenerated into a mailer of pure superstition and lost all Its real, 
Inner significance. But the good that, even In decay, It I .... wrought may be seen in the fact that the higher 
castes in India represent, even now, almost the linest and highest types of Aryan humanity In point of intel
lect and spirituality. 
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being shall have the fullest opportunity, the largest measure of assistance 
that can be given, in developing himself, in actualising the potentialities 
latent in him as completely and harmoniously as possible. To secure such 
help and opportunity to all, should be the task of the nation, as representing 
its component units in their collectivity. Surely when Theosophy teaches 
so forcibly the vastly greater importance of the Mind over the Body, there 
can be no shadow of doubt for any Theosophist, that it is our bounden 
duty, individually and collectively, to work for the bringing about of a state 
of things wherein every human being shall have the fullest opportunity for 
harmonious mental unfoldment-harmonious, not only in and with himself, 
but even more in and with that Humanity of which he forms a part. 

Here we find at once a most vital prllctical lesson that Theosophy has 
to teach with regard to our present-day mode of education. It is the ideals 
which are stamped on the minds of the young, not only by the WOJ'ds of 
their teachers, but far more by the methods of education, by the living 
influence of the life at school, by the conversation and example of their 
elders at home-it is the ideals thus formed which practically mould and 
determine the character of our entire after-lives. From story-books, from 
fiction, still more from the biographies of those held up to us as "great" 
and "noble" men and women, our minds receive the impressions that 
later will color all our thought and action. But the whole spirit of modern 
education, of modern life, is deep dyed, through and through, with in
dividualistic ideals. The principle of" competition ", of the" struggle for 
existence", pervades every branch of education. With every year "com
petitive examinations ", and the preparations for them, become more and 
more the dominant idea in our educational institutions. The plan of 
"taking places" in class brings the same principle into the daily and 
hourly life of every boy and girl. The same ideal is held up before their 
eyes in the biographies of those whom they are incited to imitate. To be 
successful above one's fellows, to hold the first place, to succeed oneself, 
to conquer, surpass, out-do others in every department of human activity, 
is the goal for which each is urged to strive. This is not true emulation, 
for the object set before us is not to do one's uttermost that all may be 
benefited; but on the contrary that all others may stand on a lower step, 
beaten and conquered. Selfishness and individualism are thus inculcated 
by the strongest of all means, constant object-lessons, from our earliest 
days, till we learn to forget all about men in general, to think and work 
only for ourselves and those who directly form a part of our personal 
interests. Thus, in its leading ideal, its fundamental principle, its constant 
practice, modem education is distinctly anti-theosophical, and the tendency 
at present is to render it, with every day, more completely so. Against 
these false ideals, it is the duty of evelY Theosophist to strive with hand 
and voice. If we believe in Universal Brotherhood, then we should bring 
up all those, with whose education we have any concern, to work their 
best, to strive unceasingly after attainment, in order that not themselves 
only, but ALe MEN may be benefited. 

It would be easy to bring this home to children, to make human solid
arity a living fact in their consciousness, by rewarding the successful 
individual by some pleasure-a holiday or what not-given to all his school
mates. A child would thus feel and experience the fact that the real 
reward of his efforts and exertions comes to him through his fellows-not 
apart from them, as is now the case with our system of prize-giving. 

In brief; the leading idea of education from the Theosophical stand
point, should be to teach men to use their personalities"";.e., their physical 
.. selves "-as tools for the benefit of all, instead of, as now, teaching them 
to consider their personalities, their own selfish enjoyment and success, as 
the end and object of exertion, of study, of life itself. 

It is on this subject of the ideals inculcated upon children, theoretically 
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and practically, that Theosophy has the most direct bearing. For upon 
the ideal held up as the highest goal of attainment depend, obviously, the 
whole tone and spirit of education. But this is not all ; and the Theosophist 
has at least a word to say upon the general character of the methods 
adopted in our schools and colleges at present. 

The tendency of the day is to overload the memory with facts and 
details. Education is understood to be the cramming of the mind with 
facts, with other people's thoughts and theories-to be, in short, the cultiva
tion of the memory rather than of the mind proper. Such a method is con
trary, one would think, to the plainest common 5('nse, let alone to Theo
sophical teaching. Holding, as the latter does, that you cannot teach any
thing the germ of which does not already exist in the pupil's mind, a 
Theosophical educator would seek rather to draw out, than to put in; to 
foster and develop such germs of aptitudes and abtlities as were present in 
the pupil, and above all to strengthen and assist him in learning to think for 
himself. The machine-made knowledge of our present schools, the endless 
and meaningless array of facts, historical, political, scientific, &c., which 
our children have to commit to memory, Theosophy regards as not only 
useless, but as positively injurious. To begin with, of all this memory
knowledge there remains but an infinitesimal portion two or three years 
after the examinations are passed and done with. Then this overtaxing of 
the memory with idle and needless details and facts, lacking totally organic 
connexion, stunts the general mental growth and wastes the mental power 
which should have been used to promote the growth of the thinking facultly 
itself. Theosophy regards a harmonious, well-balanced development of the 
mental faculties, the growth and strengthening of the power of original 
thought, above all, the realisation of the actual, living, organic, unity of the 
human race, as the true ideal of education. "Knowledge", i.e., an acquaint
ance with lacts, is necessary indeed, but should be subordinated strictly 
to the power of assimilating those facts and understanding them. 

If we believe in Re-incarnation, it is obvious that what remains to us as 
the permanent acquisition distilled from each personal life, is-not a know
ledge of {acts-but the developed mental growth and power of understanding 
and deafing with them. Here again we see how the materialistic spirit of 
our age is at work in the enforcement of false conceptions of education, and 
another instance is before us of the crying need which pervades the world 
for the spread and teaching of Theosophical truth. 

BERTRAM KEIGHTLEY. 

RIGHT AND WRONG • 

.. Do not misunderstand me. It is not the function of the artist to preach morality, to 
inculcate virtue. The laws of art are proper to itself. And they are the laws of 
beauty. But the beautiful is of the intellect, not of the senses, which merely supply 
the artist with his raw material. The eyes are only instruments of vision through 
which the soul looks. lEsthetic enjoyment is the reflection of an inner light or 
splendor from our reason upon material objects. The end of the intellect, let me 
repeat, is truth. ' And in words which, though not Plato's, to whom they are often 
attributed, are as admirable as hackneyed, the 'beautiful is the splendor of the 
true'. Banish the ideal from the life of men, and by the operation of the inexorable 
law, COl'I'uPtio optimi pessima, men will sink below the level of the lower animals, 
and will love the abnormal, the monstrous, the deformed, for its own sake. Such 
is the natural fruit of that philosophy which rejects the only rational conceptions 
of Right and Wrong, and degrades to the region of molecular physics, conceptions 
properly appertaining to the domain of the organic and spiritual. Examples are 
not far to seek. And they are the sure signs of a decadent and effete civilization." 

WILLIAM SAMUEL LILLY. 
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DEATH OF SUBBA ROW. 

DEATH OF SUBBA ROW. 

IT is with the deepest possible regret and sorrow that we 
have to announce the "death" of our learned and gifted 
brother, T. Subba Row, B.A., B.L., on Tune 24th, at the 
early age of 33 years. There are few members of the Theo
sophical Society who have not heard of Subba Row, the great 
Vedantin scholar; few readers of the Secret Doctrine who are 
not familiar with his name, as the talented author of the 
Lectures 011 the Blragavaa Gita. And yet, with the exception of 
these lectures and his contributions to the pages of the 
Theosophist, as remarked in the latter journal, he has left 
scarcely any literary monument of his extraordinary ability. 

"Our great Vedantin," writes Colonel Olcott, "was of the 
Niyo~ caste of the Smartha (Advaita) Brahmans ", and 
practIsed as a Vakil (Pleader) of the High Court. Strangely 
enough he showed little promise in early years of his extra
ordinary philosophical ability, and it was not until he 
made the acquantance of H.P.B., H.S.O., and Damodar, 
in 1882, that he began to devote himself to metaphysics and 
Occultism. "I t was then as though a store house of occult experience, 
long forgotten, had suddenly opened to him ••• his stored-up 
knowledge of Sanskrit literature came back to him • • . 
and if you would recite any verse of Gita, Brahma-Sutras, or 
Upanishads, he could at once tell you whence it was taken, 
and in what connection employed." 

The cause of his death was a mysterious cutaneous disease 
which resulted in a terrible outbreak of boils, of so painful a 
nature that all sleep was denied to the sufferer. Karma has 
mysterious ways of working out its ends, which to the pro
fane must remain for ever unfathomable. We can only feel 
profound regret that such Karma has reached one by whose 
death Madras has been deprived of a giant-intellect, and 
India has lost one of her best scholars. 

May his next rebirth be speedy and his life-span longer, 
and, above all, may he be reborn in Aryavarta still. 

" Sit tibi tuTa levis." 

"cflarriagt, cfloraIuu, anh <tbristianitU H
• 

5b9 

• Extracts from an Arlicle by COUNT LEON TOLSTOI, publishltl in the " Uniwsal 
Review" for June 1890. 

.. • • • Many people condone in young men a course of conduct with 
regard to the other sex which is incompatible with strict morality. • • • 
This dissoluteness is pardoned principally because of supposed physical 

• The anlcIe from which &heM uttac:Cs are lakeD was wrI&_ b, ToII&ollu repl, &0 1DDWllll'abie IeUen lie 
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necessities. • • • It is not possible that the health of one class should 
necessitate the ruin of another, and in consequence it is our first duty to 
turn a deaf ear to such an essentially immoral doctrine, no matter how 
strongly society may have established or law protected it. • • • It is 
the duty of unmarried men who do not wish to live a life of infamy to 
practice such continence in respect to all women as they would were the 
female society in which they moved made up exclusively of their own 
mothers and sisters." 

.. A more rational mode of life should be adopted, which would include 
abstinence from alcoholic drinks, from excess in eating, and from flesh 
meat, on the one hand, and recourse to physical labor on the other. I am 
not speaking of gymnastics, or any of those occupations which may be 
fitly described as playing at work; I mean the genuine toil that fatigues." 

". • • Conjugal infidelity has become more common and is con· 
sidered less reprehensible" (than in former years). • • • .. The origin 
of this evil is twofold: It is due, in the first place, to a natural instinct; 
and in the second, to the elevation of this instinct to a place to which it 
does not rightly belong. . . • The evil can only be remedied . • . 
by educating men and women • . . to see in their animal passions foes 
to be conquered rather than friends to be encouraged." 

"Fashionable dress to.day, the course of reading, plays, music, 
dances, luscious food, all the elements of our modern life, in a 
word, from the pictures on the little boxes of sweet·meats up to 
the novel, the tale, and the poem, contribute to fan (this) sensuality 
into a strong consuming flame, with the result that sexual vices and 
diseases have come to be the normal conditions of the period of tender 
youth, and often continue into the riper age of full·blown manhood". . • • 
"The truth is that the whole affair has been exalted by poets and 
romancers to an undue importance. . • . People set it before them 
and strive after them, because their idea of life is as vulgar and brutish as 
that other conception frequently met with in the lower stages of develop. 
ment, which sees in luscious and abundant food an end worthy of man's 
best efforts. Now this is not right and should not be done. And in order 
to avoid doing it, it is only needful to realise the fact that whatever truly 
deserves to be held up as a worthy object of man's striving and working 
• . . is far above and beyond the sphere of personal enjoyment." 

"It is a most extraordinary thing, when you come to think of it: 
Malthusian theories can be broached and propagated; prostitution may 
be fostered and thrive (I cannot call by any other name such unions of the 
sexes as have not the birth of children for their object and justification); 
millions of children may be allowed to die every year of hunger and want; 
millions upon millions of human beings may be butchered in war; the 
State may strain every nerve to increase and perfect the means of killing 
the people, and look upon this as the main aim and object of its existence; 
all these things may be done under our eyes without striking us as in any 
way dangerous to humanity; but let some one hint at the necessity of our 
curbing our passions, and immediately the cry is raised that the human 
race is in danger. • • • Chastity and celibacy, it is urged, cannot 
constitute the ideal of humanity, because chastity would annihilate the 
race which strove to realise it, and humanity cannot set up as its ideal 
its own annihilation. It may be pointed out in reply that only that is a 
true ideal which, being unattainable, admits of infinite gradation in 
degrees of proximity. • • . Our conception of life is inseparably 
bound up with the conception of a continual striving after an unattainable 
ideal". . . . 

has received, a. be says, from tolal strangers, requestlnll bim to give iii, ow .. views on the subject handled In 
.. "fhl! ~eut~ur Sonata", and tbls ... id aruel .. is Irallslated frow the unpubU.bed MS., with Count To'. 
l'fIfWlmollo 
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'tHE LEiTERS OF JOHANN CASPAR LA VATER. Sii 

Ibt Ittttrs of Jobann otaspar labattr. 
To THE EMPRESS MARIA FEODOROVNA THE WIFE OF THE 

EMPEROR PAUL I, OF RUSSIA. 

(Writte" i" the yeaI' 1798, aJUl translated from the oyiginal autographs.) 
(Colltj"JU4 from th, JII'" ""mbw.) 

LETTER THE FIFTH. 
To which is appended a letter from the Spirit about his first contem

plation of God. 
Highly Revered Empress I 

One letter more from the unseen world. Henceforth, God permitting, 
such communications will be more frequent. 

This letter contains an infinitesimal fraction of that which might be said 
by a mortal of God, manifesting to, and being contemplated by him." 

God manifests simultaneously to billions of creatures and in millions of 
various forms. 

He wills and He multiplies for the benefit of His numberless creatures 
and embodies simultaneously for each of these separately. 

To you, 0 Sovereign, to your glorified spirit He will appear as he did 
to Mary Magdalene in the Garden of Gethsemane. When you feel for it 
the utmost need, and when you expect it least, then shall you hear coming 
from His divine lips your name" Maria"; and penetrated by the same 
feeling of the highest bliss as the Magdalene, you will answer His call, 
by saying as she did, " Rabbi!" Or else, filled with adoration as was the 
apostle Thomas, you will exclaim" My Lord and my God I" 

We hasten to penetrate the darkness of the night in order to reach light. 
We travel along thorny paths that lead to paradise and we have to cross 
the wilderness before we enter the promised land; we must bear the pains 
of birth before we can be regenerated and born into the one real life. 

May the Lord and the Holy Ghost be with you! 
JOHANN CASPAR LAVATER. 

ZOrich, 13 0 xi, 1798• 

LETTER II OF THE BLESSED SPIRIT TO HIS FRIEND ON EARTH, 
Coru;ey"ing his fiyst contemplatitm of God. 

1. 
Dear friend, out of a thousand things I would if I could tell thee, I will 

speak only of that one which must interest thee most: I have received for 
this special permission. Spirits do nothing without first receiving permission 
to do so. They live bereft of their free will, subject to the will alone of the 
Almighty.t They transmit His commands to billions of beings as they 
would to one, and give instantaneous and most varied answers to millions 
of His questioning creatures. 

' .... "for there sball no man see me (God) and live" (Exod. nxlll, 2O)-[£D.] 
t Surely such a state of laesponsIblUt)' is nolbinll to be CDvied nor desired. What ldnd of "liberated " 

Splrill are IheIe I-lED.] 
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II. 
Shall I be able to make you comprehend how I saw the Lord? Oh, it 

was by means entirely distinct from those which you mortals can imagine. 
After a number of visions, rules for guidance, explanations and hours of 
bliss accorded me by the Lord, I was once crossing a paradiasicalland in 
the company of twelve other Spirits, who had passed almost as many 
degrees of perfection as I had. Like unto an ethereal cloud we glided 
hither and thither in profound silence, united in an enchanting sympathy, 
and, as it seemed, unanimously filled with the same aspirations and soaring 
towards the highest goal. With every moment we felt ourselves uniting 
more and more with each other. As we moved on we felt sincerer, happier, 
freer, more capable of realizing our bliss. "Oh, how great and merciful He 
who created us! Glory to the Creator! We are the creation of Love! 
Glory to the Loving One! .••• " .. 

It was under the influence of such feelings that we continued our flying 
until we stopped close by a fountain. Here we felt as it were a feeble 
breath blowing on us. It was not in the similitude of man or Angel, yet 
that which was approaching us bore an image so closely human that it 
attracted our joint attention. A radiant light, like unto the light of pure 
Spirits, but not surpassing it, overshadowed us. • • • "It is one of our 
own ", we thought simultaneously. It vanished, and we suddenly felt as 
if we had lost something or someone. "What an enchanting Being", we 
said to each other; "what a royal bearing and withal what a child-like 
charm, what beauty and what a grandeur". 

As we were still under the influence of these thoughts a most ravishing 
form suddenly appeared, greeting us in a most friendly way. 

It did not resemble the preceding vision, but, like the latter, had like
wise in itself something infinitely majestic and at the same time inexpres
sibly simple. 

"Peace be with you, brethren and sisters!'J it said; and we 
answered in unison, "Peace be with thee, thou blessed of the Lord. 
Heaven reflects itself in thy face and the love of God shines in thine 
eyes." 

"Who are ye ?" t enquired the stranger. 
"We are the happy worshippers of Almighty Love ", we answered. 
" And who is that Almighty Love?" he asked with an incomparable 

charm. 
II Art thou ignorant of the Omnipotent Love? It we exclaimed, or 

rather 1 did, for all my companions. 
II I /mow IT It, quoth the stranger in still more enchanting tones. 
II Oh could we but be found worthy to see Him and hear His voice i 

but we do not feel ourselves yet sufficiently purified for a direct contempla
tion of the holiest purity! " 

In answer to this we heard behind us a voice saying:-
" Ye shall not call impure that which was cleansed by God! Ye are washed of 

every impurity! Ye are purified! Ye are justified by Jesus Christ and the Spirit 
of the living God ! It 

An inexpressible bliss penetrated us through and through, when, upon 
turning in the direction whence came the voice, we felt impressed to fall on 
our knees and worship the invisible interpreter. What happened further? 
Each of us heard simultaneously a name which he had never heard before, 
but which everyone of us comprehended and recognised as being his own 
new name. Instantaneously, with the rapidity of lightning, and like one 

• One would hardly recognize the genius and remarkable Intellect of Lavater In tbe above gusb, It II1Igb& 
be lOon, appropriate to sill" tMalelter with the nalll~ of Due of Geuer .. 1 Booth's" ArlJly"-[Eo.] 

t W .... such a qu~s&i<m U~C4"sary, whom cowlnll frow a Spirit and that, monlOver, of tho" God-man?" 
-[EII,J 
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man, we turned towards the adored interpreter, who, with the same 
eternally unfathomable charm, explained to us the above. 

"Ye have found that which ye have sought. He who sees me sees 
Omnipotent Love. I know all mine, and mine know me. I give my 
sheep life eternal and they will perish nevermore, and none will wrench 
them from My hand nor from My Father's hand: I and the Father are 
one." 

How describe the sweetness of that highest bliss in which we were 
plunged, when He who became with every second more radiant, beautiful, 
and enchanting, opening to us His arms, pronounced the following words, 
a sentence to ring for us in the eternity and which henceforth no power 
can obliterate from our hearts: 

" Come, ye blessed of my Father; and receive in heirloom the kingdom 
prepared for you since the world's creation"; and, having embraced us 
in one simultaneous, sweeping embrace, He disappeared. VoTe stood in 
silence, feeling ourselves bound for ever by the closest ties. We merged 
into each other, motionless, and experiencing the highest ravishment. 

The eternally inexplicable Being confounding itself with us, became 
our heaven, the essence of our existence, in its full signification. It seemed 
to us as if a thousand new lives had penetrated into us. Our preceding 
existence vanished from our memory, and we felt created anew, and 
realized a new existence. We tasted immortality, i.e., experienced the 
feeling of an infinite abundance of life and strength, bearing on them the 
seal of indestructibility. 

At last speech returned to us.· Oh, could I only impart to thee one 
sound of our blissful adoration I 

He is, and we exist through Him, and Him alone! He is, and His 
existence is-life and love; and he who has seen this lives and loves after 
seeing them emanating from His divine face and eyes, full of the loftiest 
bliss. 

We have seen Thee, all-powerful Love. Thou hast appeared before 
us in a human form. Thou art our Lord, our God. And yet thou wert 
neither man nor God, but God-man. Thou wert the One Love and art 
omnipotent by that love alone. 

Thou supportest us through thine omnipotence, that thy power, even 
softened by Thy love, should not crush us. Is it Thou, Thou glorified in 
Heaven? Thou art a sea of bliss, Thou art Omnipotence, Thou art the 
personification of love, Thou, who having incarnated once upon a time in 
a human frame, took upon Thyself the burden of the World, and bleeding 
to death wert nailed upon a cross and becamest a corpse. 

Yes, it is Thou-O glory of all beings I A Being before whom bows 
the whole Universe,t vanishing before Thee, 0 loftiest Love I 

In a single ray of thy light centres the life of all the worlds I 
And from a single breath of thine ignites the Universal Love. 
This, my friend, is only the smallest of the crumbs fallen to earth from 

the table abounding in the bliss which feeds me. Profit thereby, and more 
shall be given thee. 

Love, and thou shalt be loved. 
Love alone can be loved, love alone can aspire to the highest felicities. 
Love alone can give happiness, but only to those who also love 

themselves. 
What an eternity of bliss is contained in a single instant of the con

templation of Love, but again, only to those who can themselves love. 
o my beloved, it is only because thou lovest that I am permitted to 

• What kind of conception of Spi,it and Spirit. had the Veat Lavater, if he could accept all this P"J'!ioloKical 
description of post _rima emotions, as a 60114 fok narraUve of a disembodled BOul? A queer 'Spirit" this. 
lED.) 

t Thia, Wll'ear, II a alight eusgoraUoD of facts. The SplrllleellUi 10 forget the wllUODS of the" heathen ". 
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approach thee, to enter into communion with thee, in order to lead thee the 
more quickly toward the fountain of love. 

Love! God and Heaven live in thee, as they live in the image and 
heart of Jesus Christ.· 

This was written according to your terrestrial chronology in 13 0 
xi, 1798. 

MAKARIOZENAGATH. 

«orr tSp onb tntt. 

THEOSOPHY AND THE PROBLEMS OF MODERN LIFE. 

On the 3rd July was inaugurated the new meeting room of the Blavatsky 
Lodge j and on that occasion were set forth its use and purpose :-for the spread 
of Esoteric wisdom, and as the platform from whence H. P. B. can uninterruptedly 
give that instruction which she alone is qualified to do. 

The following week a syllabus was announced, partaking more of the nature 
of a debating society's programme than the fulfilment of the above objects, and 
calculated moreover to give to enquirers an inaccurate impression of the truths 
contained in Theosophy. 

It is against this syllabus we would remonstrate, humbly, but with the utmost 
sincerity, and in the hope that this letter may, be it ever in so slight a degree, 
advance the cause we mutually have at heart. R. E. S. 

A. R. 

[Our Correspondents forget that Right Living is as important a part of Theo· 
sophy as Right Thinking. The first object of the Theosophical Society becomes a 
sham if it is not praCtically carried out, and it is necessary that the attempts to 
carry it out should be very carefully considered, so that mistakes may be avoided • 
.. The Relation of Theosophy to the Problems of Modem Life" is surely a suitable 
subjeCt for discussion in a Lodge of the Theosophical Society. The subjeCts are not 
dealt with from the point of view of a debating society, at which they are debated 
generally on their merits: they are dealt with entirely from the Theosophical 
standpoint, and it is the application of Theosophical principles to the solution of 
pressing questions which is now being discllssed by the Lodge. So far, the 
discussions have been most interesting and most useful, and the full attendances 
show the approval of the Lodge. As already announced, a philosophical course 
will follow the present.-EDs.] 

THEOSOPHY AND EDUCATION. 

The golden phrase in Mr. Bertram Keightley's admirable address on the above 
subject on Thursday, July 17th, was that in which he expressed what is or should 
be the true formula of all education, viz: to prepare children, by the presentation 0/ 
high ideals, for the life they will be hereafter expected to lead. Is it possible to do 
this under the present system of school-life? The tendency of the discussion 
which followed Mr. Keightley's address was to show that it is not, especially so far 

• We are, Indeed, forced to suspect Ihe venerable Spirit MakarI<neoagalh of belDc Ihe d1s1ncaroated Spirit 
of a Melhodist preacher.-lED.] 
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as boys are concerned. The important question now is: Are we Theosophists 
prepared to do anything to better this state of things? All those who know any· 
thing of education practically, know also that the only way to effect much good, is 
to catch the children young. "Save the boy" must be the motto of the educa· 
tional reformer, but the difficulty is to rescue him before further mischief is done, 
in the present state of public opinion and in face of the prestige of our great public 
schools. The Kindergarten has already begun the work, girls and boys being there 
taught together on true principles of education. But the Kindergarten training is 
over when the children are seven or eight years of age, when they pass into the 
Intermediate Classes, and the separation of sexes begins. The boys go to their 
preparatory schools under a master, and the girls pass into the High Schools or 
some-private establishment. Both lose the benefit of the inftuence of the opposite 
sex, whether it be of their companions or their teachers. Now I should like to 
know why the plan of " mixed" education cannot be tried in England? Girls and 
boys associate together in their homes and in the holidays, when brothers and 
sisters often have their school-friends staying with them. The whole of their after 
life is to be passed, in the majority of cases, in the society of the opposite sex ; what 
then is the reason that during those few years of school-life, they should be deemed 
unfit companions? Boys, when they go away to school, become quickly brutalised 
and demoralised, and learn to despise their sisters and to rebel against" petticoat 
government" ! Girls, especially in boarding-schools, become frivolous, deceitful, 
fond of gossip and tale-telling, and when they leave school, are either painfully shy 
or absurdly infatuated with young men. Surely a more healthy and natural 
feeling would grow up were they educated together; the girls would acquire more 
robustness of character, the boys more gentleness and true chivalry. Of course· 
some of their sports and studies would be separate, but each would soon gravitate 
to his or her right place. For my own part, when mistress of a day-school, I 
always kept the little boys as long as possible, and was never happier than when 
I had two or three children of both sexes boarding with me. There was never any 
difficulty either in their games or their studies; how should there be, since it was 
Dame Nature's own arrangement? 

If Theosophists would be bold enough to make this new departure, I think much 
good might come of it. And if any response should be made to this suggestion, it 
might be possible to try something. There are many practical educators amongst 
us, and no nobler work could possibly be undertaken, for such a school would be a 
seed-bed for the young Theosophic Shoots, whose early inculcated principles would 
be swamped in schools where "chapel" is a daily routine and soon becomes a 
mockery. E. KISLINGBURY, F.T.S. 

ASTHMA AND BLOOD FUMES. 

Could either of our able editors afford me the information whether there is 
an occult explanation or otherwise of the fact that people suffering from asthma 
obtain almost imlnediate relief by the inhalation of the fumes arising from freshly 
spilled blood. The instances that have been brought under my notice have been 
with reference to the blood of animals, so that I do not know whether other blood 
would have a similar effect. But I was so much surprised to learn of this peculiar 
effect of freshly spilled blood upOn asthma, that I thought it might prove of interest 
to the readers of Lucij,r if the subject was ventilated through its columns. 

F. L. GARDNER. 

NEPTUNE. 

I. In the" Secret Doctrine" it is said that Neptutle dues /lot belong to the solar 
system, but is "mayavic". What is meant by this 'I Neptune was discovered 
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independently by two mathematicians, and not by the telescope direaly. It obeys 
the law of gravity, and produced perturbations upon Uranus, which led to its 
discovery. 

II. It is said somewhere in the "Secret Doarine" that the solar system is 
unique, and that throughout the universe there is nothing like it. Is this really so? 
As our sun is a star, it is reasonable to suppose that some of the other stars are 
centres of other solar systems. SIRIUS. 

I. The passage in the "Secret Doarine" so loosely referred to will be found 
in vol. i, p. 102. It runs as follows: "Neptune does not belong to it (our solar 
system), his apparent connexion with the sun and the influence of the latter upon 
Neptune notwithstanding. This connexion is mayavic, imaginary, they say." Notice 
that the supposed connexion is said to be mayavic, and not the faa of the existence 
of the planet. 

II. Every system is sui generis, as every planet.-[EDs.] 

a_a 

OUR BUDGET. 

" LUCIFER." 
The last statement under this head was in March, and carried the account up 

to January. The last entry was wrong, in consequence of £s being entered in 
error to the credit of Lucifer in the office accounts. The loss on the January 
number should have been £7 IS. 

£ s. d. 
Loss on February issue • 9 3 9 

" March issue- 10 0 3 
" April issue • 8 7 0 

" May issue- • 13 8 4 
" June issue • 7 9 1 

Further, payments have been made: under an advertising contract which has 
nearly expired, of £S 13S. 4d.; for the Lavater letters from St. Petersburgh, £S; 
and £4 for some literary work done by a Theosophist. 

Lastly, Lucifer has still to receive payment from America for copies sent there 
on sale, and has the sixmonthly volumes to sell, after the issue of the present 
number. Received: R. S. Benson, [I. The balance sheet for the year will be 
published next month. 

BUILDING FUND. 

Already acknowledged 
H. T. Edge 

£ s. d. 
931 3 3 

S 0 0 

£936 3 3 
Deeds have been drawn up vesting the Headquarters in the hands of Trustees, 

for the service of the Theosophical cause under the direaion of H. P. B. The full 
particulars, with names of Trustees, etc., will be published in our next issue. It is 
hoped that friends will now quickly complete the sum necessary to discharge all 
accounts. 

LECTURE FUND. 
A. J. w .. £0 s 0 

• In these Issues the cosl was Incrnsed by the In~on of diagrams, which oost In March III&. &I., 
and in May !s 111. gel. 
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REVIEWS. 

lttbitlus. 
I • I 

A PROTEST AGAINST AGNOSTICISM: 

THE RATIONALE OR PHILOSOPHY OF BELIEF.· 

Tr1HIS volume contains many striking and suggestive thoughts; but regarded 
e)l(g as a contribution to philosophical literature ClaD hardly be considered as 

satisfactory. The writer seems to hover between the extreme of ultra· 
idealistic metaphysic on the one hand, and the realism of the modem school 
of" modified materialism" on the other. Claiming objective validity for the laws 
of thought, even the formal rules of logic, we yet find the authoress speaking of 
" neurotic diagrams", and granting the real existence of the physical world. Com
bined with some display of philosophical learning, we yet find her reasoning and 
writing on the assumption of the actual existence of a personal, anthropomorphic 
deity, "in whose image man was made". Coupled with this, we find a theory of 
"spiritual attractions" between the sexes, somewhat after the style of the late 
Lawrence Oliphant, and the work concludes with the strange argument that there 
",,,st be a personal, self-conscious, infinite and omnipotent deity, because otherwise 
the human instinct of prayer would be "logically out of court". An argument 
this, which could be applied with equal validity to pro", the logically impossible, 
seeing that our luling' are very often contrary to logic. 

Whether such a work will do anyone good is a question; but it does contain, 
as already remarked, suggestive" points" and valuable thoughts. 

ESSAIS DE PHILOSOPHIE ET DE LITERATURE.t 

THIS little work, written in bright and charming style, with true French clearness 
of expression and lucidity of treatment, consists of essays on Education; the 
Experimental Method; the True Functions of the State; the Genius of the French 
and English nations; the Philosophy of Fashion; the Literature of the Future; 
William Pitt and Fox; concluding with Thoughts and Aphorisms. 

Concerning the first three nothing more need be said than they are superficial 
ap"fIIs of great subjects, which are dismissed in a manner too light and airy for 
things so serious. As the characteristic of the French geniu,! M. Sigogne seizes 
upon irony, as forming the basis, the substance, of a Frenchman's character, while 
to the Englishman he assigns humor, selecting Swift as its typical expression. 
Philosophising gravely and seriously about Fashion, utilising the historical and 
comparative method with a fine point of irony, he makes us smile, with a tinge of 
bitterness; sigh, half with contempt half with sorrow; at the folly and vanity of 
human life as we all see it around us. Juxtaposed to serious topics in true 
French, that is Voltairean style, we may learn from, as well as smile at, the empti
ness of a life devoted to Fashion. In strong contrast stands the essay on the 
Literature of the Future, destined, says the author, under the reflex action of 
Wagner's genius in music, to surpass all the past and to embody itself, most 
probably, in dramatic form. His study of the character of William Pitt is marked 
by a fairness and appreciative understanding of a national opponent worthy of 

• By P. F. Fitzgerald. London: Kepn Paul, Trench and Co. IBgo. 
t Par EmUe Sigogne. ParIs: Georges Cam!. IBgo. 
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imitation; but his sympathies are naturally and rightly far more with Fox than his 
rival. 

The character of the concluding chapter may be judged from the following 
specimens: 

.. The fear of death arises from our not knowing how to live." 

.. Each man is only a more or less obscured and incomplete manifestation of 
the human mind, which expresses itself completely in humanity; and the human 
mind is but an infinitesimal spark of the divine, the primitive cause, of which the 
universe is the effect." 

.. Far from fearing death, we should be curious to die." 
" Every epoch has its dominant illusion; once it was glory, honor; to-day it 

is wealth." . 
" I think, therefore I suffer." 

IN THE PRONAOS OF THE TEMPLE.-

WE are glad to announce a fresh work from the prolific pen of Dr. F. Hartmann, 
already so well known by his previous works to all Theosophists. Dr. Hartmann 
has always taken a great interest in the writings of the Rosicrucians, and his 
present work he gives as the result of his studies in this most interesting field of 
research. The full title of the work shows the scope of the doctor's enquiry. It 
is .. In the Pronaos of the Temple of Wisdom, containing the History of the True 
and False Rosicrucians: with an Introduction into the Mysteries of the Hermetic 
Philosophy". The first five chapters of the eight contained in the book, are 
devoted to the teachings of the Neoplatonists, Medizval Philosophers, .. Adepts" 
and Rosicrucian .. Orders". These difficult matters are treated in a simple and 
straightforward manner, and there is always something" to take away" with one. 
In dealing with the" Rosicrucians ", Dr. Hartmann puts himself outside the 
wearisome controversies with which we are so familiar, and declares that .. the 
true Rosicrucians, whether they still walk upon the earth in a visible form, or 
whether they inhabit the astral plane, are spiritual powers, such as are beyond the 
reach of examination of the externally reasoning historian or scientist ". The two 
concluding chapters are in the form of an appendix and" were originally intended 
to form the basis of a separate work entitled A Key to the Secret Symbols of the 
Rosicrucians". From them we learn about the Rosicrucian mles, jewels, symbols, 
duties, and secret signs. The interpretations, we are glad to see, are from the 
ethical stand point. A copy of the Smaragdine Table, a treatise on Alchemy and 
some Hermetic Axioms complete a very readable and interesting volume. 

LA THEOSOPHIE.t 

THE above work is by a writer, well known in France, the fa~ of whose member
ship in the Theosophical Society is sufficient to show that his treatment of the 
subje~ will be both able and fair. The dearth of works upon Theosophy proper 
in France is so great that even a produ~ion lacking in literary merit would be 
welcome; much more so then a volume like the present. It has two main divisions, 
the first containing a general sketch of the positions of modem science on the 
fundamental questions of the origins of the world, life, mind, etc. This part 
of the work is cleverly and brightly written, with more claim to accuracy 
than most popular presentations of such topics can boast. In six chapters 

• By franz Hartmann. M.D., Theosophical Publishing Society, 7 Duke Street, Adelphi, w.e., Occult 
PublishinK Co., Boston, Mass., U.S.A. 

t Par Saint Patrice (Baron Hardell Hickey). Paris: L. Sallvaltre, 12 BOlllevard HaussmanD. 
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the author shows the application of the great conception of Evolution to the 
Kosmos and man, sketching under the latter head, the evolution of religion, 
language, social institution and philosophy. Some hasty generalisations and 
one or two graver errors diminish the value of these chapters, but on the 
whole they form what to many of the pseudo-scientists. of to-day will be an 
appropriate introdud:ion to those which follow them. These last six chapters 
are devoted to the subjed: of Theosophy, which is very clearly and concisely dealt 
with, following strid:ly the lines of Mr. Sinnett's" Esoteric Buddhism n. Indeed, 
the first five chapters are virtually lucid summaries of that work, while the 
concluding chapter gives an outline of the history and organisation of the Theo. 
sophical Society, disfigured by very inferior reprodud:ions of portraits of Colonel 
Olcott and Madame Blavatsky. 

On the whole this work, in spite of its preserving and indeed exaggerating the 
too materialistic bias of .. Esoteric Buddhism n, is a valuable addition to Theo· 
sophical literature in French, and will be of service to the cause it is designed 
to aid. 

'« btosop bital J',ttibitits. 

THE EAST. 

CEYLON. 

OUR brother Dr. ]. Bowles Daly is setting the example of admirable work in 
Ceylon, one of the latest proofs of his practical enthusiaSm being the championing 
of the cause of the lepers at Colombo. We cut the following from the Ceylon Times 
of June 28th. It is prefaced by a note of the Doctor asking, in the face of the 
well· known Churchianity of the Ceylon Press, simply for fair play. The Times, 
thus challenged, prints our brother's appeal, at the same time protecting its 
orthodoxy with the declaration: .. We have no sympathy with and cannot under· 
take to listen to the chimerical and Will.of.the-wisp gospel of Theosophy n' We 
wonder what .. Christianity" would have said of Father Damien had he been a 
Theosophist! However, we are very content with the industry with which 
orthodoxy is hammering the nails into her own coffin. 

The Doctor's appeal runs as follows :-
.. Some weeks ago, I visited the Leper Asylum near Colombo. Several of the invalids 

came down to the beach to receive me, and I was conducted to their Hall. At first I 
noticed nothing offensive in the large group of men, women and children who surrounded 
me, numbering about 200; on closer inspection I perceived that the feet and hands of 
nearly all were closely swathed in cotton bandages. They were pleased to see me; none, 
however, offered to shake hands. The Doctor took me over the wards, which were all clean 
and well kept. 1 noticed one case of black leprosy; the fingers and toes had dropped off, 
and all the body was covered with black scales that even showed on his brown skin. For 
the most part they lose feeling in the extremities, will hold a hot object in their hands till a 
blister is raised; this immediately becomes ulcerated, and finally assumes a loathsome 
appearance. On entering the Hall, I requested them to sit round while I spoke to them. In 
doing so, I perceived a fine elderly man with a noble appearance, notwithstanding he was 
totally blind and had to hold a handkerchief constantly to his mouth to hide a terribl& Bow 
of saliva. This man was chief of the Lepers, for twenty-six years he has been a victim, 
during all that time he has led his aftlicted brethren in all good deeds, constituting himself 
their mend, father and religious adviser. I spoke to them of the precepts of Lord Buddha 
and exhorted them on the tenets dear to the heart of every true Buddhist. A solemn cry of 
SatIu I Sadu! uttered with clasped, uplifted hands was frequently interjected. There ran 
through this expression of encouragement a minor chord which touched me like the notes of 
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a violin. It spoke of sorrow bravely borne, so sad and yet so beautiful: the grim Isolation 
of their disease did not make them forget the balm of their beautiful faith, doubly dear 
coming from the lips of a European. I never addressed a more earnest audience. 
Suffering of every kind I have witnessed, both on the battle field and in the London slum, 
but never did my heart go out more warmly in sympathy than it did to those poor brothers 
and sisters, who are in the world but not of it. The Doctor assured me that no restriction 
was practised, they were free to come and go as they pleased. Some availed themselves of 
this liberty and went for a while, some returning on finding they were not wanted. Practi
cally, those who came remained till a higher summons recalled the spirit from its loathsome 
shell. Can any condition be more desolate, than to find that wife, sister, brother, child, 
, no one wants me '. ? 

.. I asked them to tell me how I could help them. They assured me that all their 
material wants were supplied by a beneficent Government and their good Doctor. There 
was only one thing they needed, and this they could only solicit at the hands of those who 
loved their religion and honored their great Teacher. Their little shrine was old and 
tottering; they wanted to restore it. Then they took me round and showed me the poor 
little place, which they built themselves lovingly and laboriously, picking the nicest stones 
from the shore and the bed of the river. The simplicity and piety of their devotion 
touched my heart. I promised to acquaint my friends in England with their request, and 
assured them that they should have a new shrine to make their offerings, and keep their 
hearts pure though their bodies were soiled with disease. Great credit is also due to the 
excellent medical officer, Dr. Meier. He is both largehearted and sympathetic, and his 
services ought to be substantially recognized by the Government . 

.. Since that visit, business called me to India. On my return, I find a petition reminding 
me of my promise. As the cause is urgent, I shall open a list for subSCriptions and appeal 
to the kind-hearted in the Island to help me to brighten the remaining days or months of 
those poor brethren so terribly blighted." 

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN EUROPE. 

The PRESIDENT FOUNDER, Colonel H. S. Olcott, has Sent the following order:-

Theosophical Society, Executive Offim. Adyar, Madras, Jllly 9th, IBgo. 

To SECURE A BETTER MANAGEMENT OF THE SOCIETY'S AFFAIRS THROUGHOUT 

EUROPE, THAN I CAN GIVE FROM THIS DISTANCE, I DO HEREBY DEPUTE TO MY 

CO-FOUNDER, H. P. BLAVATSKY, FULL AUTHORITY TO COME TO AN AGREEMENT 

WITH THE BRANCHES OF THE UNITED KINGDOM, GREECE, FRANCE, AUSTRIA, AND 

HOLLAND, AND THE NON·OFFICIAL GROUPS IN SPAIN, RUSSIA, AND OTHER CONTI

NENTAL COUNTRIES, FOR THE CONSOLIDATION OF THE WHOLE INTO ONE SECTION OF 

THE THEOSOPHICAL SoCIETY; AND TO TAKE THE GENERAL SUPERVISION OVER AND 

HAVE AS FULL MANAGEMENT OF THF SAME AS I COULD MYSELF. PROVIDED 

(I.) THAT THE FORMATION OF THE SAID SECTION SHALL BE AGREED TO BY 

THREE·FOURTHS OF THE WHOLE NUMBER OF BRANCHES AND NON·OFFICIAL 

GROUPS. 

(2.) THAT THE CONSTITUTION OF THE SAID SECTION SHALL FULLY RECOGNIZE 

THE THREE DECLARED OBJECTS OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY AND 

NO BYE·LAWS BE ENACTED IN VIOLATION OF THE SAME. 

(3.) THAT THE SAID EUROPEAN SECTION SHALL HAVE COMPLETE AUTONOMY 

TO THE SAME EXTENT AS THE AMERICAN SECTION. BRANCHES RECEIVING 

COPIES OF THIS ORDER ARE REQUESTED TO PUT THEMSELVES IN OFFICIAL 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH MADAME BLAVATSKY. 

H. S. OLCOTT, P. T. S. 

This prompt acquiescence in the wish expressed by the Theosophists in Europe 

will bind them yet more closely to the President Founder. 
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ENGLAND. 
Lomion.-The Lodge meetings at Headquarters during the last month have been 

very fully attended, and the discussions on the questions set down for study 
have been exceptionally interesting and instructive. The Lodge meets at 19 
Avenue Road, Regent's Park, every Thursday evening, at 8.30, and cards of 
admittance can be obtained from any member. 

Madame Blavatsky receives on Monday and Friday evenings only. During the 
day she is too closely occupied to see visitors, and the other evenings are given to 
Theosophical work. 

Any member of the Theosophical Society can share the common meals at 
Headquarters on payment of IS. for breakfast, lunch, or tea, and of IS. 6d. for 
dinner. Notice should, if possible, be sent to the Housekeeper beforehand. 
Resident Visitors can be admitted, if there is a room vacant, on payment of 308. 
a week into the Headquarters Maintenance Fund. 

A meeting for enquirers is held every Monday evening at the rooms of the 
British Section, 7 Duke Street, Strand, at 7.30 p.m. On Tuesdays, at 8.30 p.m., 
there is a meeting at 345 Mile End Road, E. On Fridays, at 8.30 p.m., the Brixton 
Lodge meets at the Ferndale Liberal Club, Bedford Road (close to Clapham Road 
Station, L.C.D.R.). 

A Lending Library has just been formed at Battersea under the charge of Mr. 
J. P. Dowling, II York Road, Battersea. A Lodge is also in process offormation in 
this district, and a class for study, meeting on Sunday evenings, has been commenced. 

The Countess Wachtmeister begs to acknowledge the gift of £5 towards her 
Library Fund from an unknown friend. The system she has hitherto carried out, 
and will hope to continue in the future, is the following j as soon as a nucleus 
of people interested in Theosophy is formed in any part of England, she at 
once forwards books to lay the foundation of a Lending Library, and she finds 
that the charging of the small sum of 2d. a week for the perusal of each book 
enables the purchase of more books, and the Library grows apace. From the 
same kind friend the Countess has received some rare and interesting books which 
will be added to the T. P. S. Lending Library, 7 Duke Street, and she begs to 
add the thanks of all the readers to her own to the unknown benefactor. 

The Press Department of the British Section, Theosophical Society is not as 
well served by the Fellows as it should be. Every Theosophist who sees, in any 
paper, any reference to matters Theosophical, is requested to immediately send a 
marked copy of the paper to Mrs. Cleather, 19 Gayton Road, Harrow·on·the-Hill. 
Each Fellow is asked to regard this as a personal duty, to be rigidly discharged. 

Many of our readers may have seen a scandalous libel, which appeared in 
several English newspapers, on Mr. Bertram Keightley, then absent in America. 
Mr. Keightley returned home to prosecute the libellers, and writs were issued 
against Captain Pfoundes and the papers that had inserted the libel. All of these 
papers, save two, have apologized, and have paid small damages to avoid further 
proceedings. These sums, amounting to between £250 and £300 will, after all 
legal costs have been deducted, be paid over into one of the Theosophical funds. 

It has alsa been decided to prosecute Professor Elliot Coues and the New York 
Sun for making and publishing the statement that Madame Blavatsky has been 
guilty of gross immorality. This falsehood is one among a mass of cruel and 
injurious statements, most of which are of a nature which admits of neither 
proof nor disproof, and many of which turn on questions of psychical experience 
on which no jury could be trusted to decide. This one lie, however, is entirely 
"on the exoteric plane ", and is not a matter of opinion but a question of fact. 
For the sake of the Society, which would be prejudiced by the slander, it has been 
decided to prosecute, and writs have been issued. As Madame Blavatsky is editor 
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of this journal, and as she is seeking legal remedy, nothing can be said here 
beyond this dry statement of facts. 

Manchester.-Persons who are interested in the special teachings of Theosophy 
are invited to communicate with the President of the Liverpool Lodge, Sydney G. P. 
Coryn, Halewood Mount, Southport Road, Freshfield, Liverpool, with the view of 
establishing a centre in Manchester for the reading and discussion of Theosophical 
literature and tenets. To such as have found theology as now taught, or religion 

. as at present practised, to be il)consistent in themselves; to such as are filled with 
a sense of the great importance of solving the problem of human existence; and to 
such as have failed to square their conceptions of Divine Providence and Justice, 
with the misery and suffering by which they are daily surrounded, we make a 
special appeal. It is to be hoped that such will not deny themselves, nor evade, 
the impartial examination of a philosophy which offers a solution of the most 
pressing questions which can beset the human mind. 

IRELAND. 
Dublin.-We are glad to announce that the habitat of the Dublin Lodge has 

been changed from Lower Leeson Street to more commodious premises at No. 105 

Stephen Street, South. We have to compliment the members of the Lodge upon 
the activity which has accentuated the need for further accommodation, and in 
expressing the hope that it will lead to a proportionate increase of active workers 
for Theosophy, we feel that we are only representing the intentions of those of our 
Fellows in Dublin who have not already had the fullest opportunity for united 
work. All official letters should in future be directed to the Secretary, at the 
above address. The office of secretary is now held by Mr. Fred. J. Dick, who has 
been appointed to fill this position, which had become vacant upon the return of 
Mr. C. F. Wright to the Head Quarters of the Society in London. 

AMERICA. 
Baltimo,e, Md.-A charter has been issued for a new Branch entitled HeJ'tIUI 

Council, Theosophical Society, President, Mr. Chas, F. Silliman; Secretary, Mr. Wm. 
H. Numsen, 18 Light Street. 

New O,leans, La.-A new Branch has been organised, to be known as the Vya» 
TheosoPhical Society, chiefty owing to the energy of Mr. Carl. F. Redwitz, formerly 
President of the Krishna Theosophical Society, Philadelphia. 

Keamey, Neb.-A Branch charter has been issued to the Theosophists of this city. 
THEOSOPHY FOR CHILDREN.-" The most severely felt want of Theosophy at 

this epoch is unquestionably a literature for children. We have absolutely nothing. 
This is in part because any fresh intellectual movement must of necessity address 
itself in the first place to adults, but in part, also, because the power to interest the 
young is of extreme rarity. It is incomparably easier to give a scientific lecture 
than to address a Sunday school. And yet Theosophy must have its com· 
prehensible side to a child, or else childhood must be handed over to either 
the orthodox or the nothingarians, Truth having later to make its way through 
careless indifference or over the debris of collapsed creeds. He who makes the 
content of Theosophy intelligible and winsome to a child does a service which it is 
hard to match and impossible to overrate. 

II The editor of the Path has the great satisfaction of being able to announce 
to American Theosophists that his honored co·laborer, Mrs. J. Campbell Ver 
Planck, has promised to add four more children's stories to the three with which 
she has already favored them. Those heretofore published in the Path are 'How 
the Christ·Child was born', Uanuary, 188g); • Fohat's Playground', Uanuary, • 
ISgo); and • Carlo's Game', (May ISgo). The four in contemplation are upon the 
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topics of Karma, Re-incamation, 'The Wonder Light', and (probably) Vniversal 
Brotherhood. It is intended that these seven shall be published in book form at as 
early a date as practicable, the work being done upon the Aryan Press, and the 
price being thereby made as low as is compatible with neatness and durability. 
Full particulars will hereafter appear. If Theosophists make a point of buying 
and circulating this little volume to such an extent that its cost shall be covered, it 
is further purposed to issue a second book by Mrs_ Ver Planck, the subject to be 
• The Adventures of an Atom', and the desiga an epitome of Theosophical 
teaching adapted to childhood in form and expression. Nor is this all. The same 
author has in view a Theosophical catechism for children, intended for home use 
and for the Sunday schools which will be the sooner established if they have some· 
thing to work with. If the Path exhibits signs of elation at this prospect, no one 
need smile. They will be entirely justified when the books appear." 

[Lucifer has also the great satisfaction and pleasure of announcing the above to 
his readers, and his feelings of elation are no whit less than those of the Path.] 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY CORRESPONDENCE STAPP. 
PREAMBLE; The great number of inquiries received by the General Secretary 

have shown the necessity for more attention being paid to this class of letters, 
whether from members of the Society or otherwise, than he or his immediate 
assistants have been able to give. To meet this, and at the same time to give to 
earnest, capable Theosophists the chance to do good work, it has been determined: 

Ist.-To organise a Correspondence Staff. 
2nd.-That the headquarters of the Staff shall be the address of the General 

Secretary, and that he shall keep a record of the Staff, and of the work. 
3rd.-That the General Secretary will give to the Staff-members from time to 

time, the names of peI'llOns who desire to enter on Theosophical correspondence. 
4th.-That the members of the Staff will correspond with such inquirers on 

Theosophical topics and no others, except in cases of private correspondence, and 
that postage will be paid by the inquirers and Staff-members themselves. 

sth.-That the paper used in this work shall be dated from the office of the 
General Secretary, and mayor may not be furnished by'him, as shall seem best. 

6th.-That the Staff-members may use, if they see fit, a nom de plume, in which 
case their names shall not be given to correspondents • 

.,th.-That the staff in beginning any correspondence shall disclaim any 
authoritative utterances. 

If you wish to enter iDto this please inform the General Secretary. 
WILLIAM Q. JUDGB, 

Gene1'al Seerda", T. S. 
[A simllar scheme is beiDg set on foot iD England.-EDs.] 

LIBEL BY DR. COUES AND" NBW YORK SUN ". 
In the New York Stiff of Sunday, July 19th, appeared an article by Dr. Elliott 

Coues of Washington, D. C., purporting to be an interview with a reporter, and 
consisting of voluminous and miDute attacks upon the Theosophical Society, 
Col. Olcott, Madame Blavatsky, and myself. The langnage is coarse and violent 
and the animus of the writer is so plaiDly disclosed, that it might as well serve as 
an ample answer to the attack. Inasmuch, however, as certaiD moral charges 
cannot be permitted utterance with impunity, I have brought suit for libel agaiDst 
both Dr. Coues and the Sun, and am awaiting instructions from Madame Blavatsky 
as to her own course. In the meantime it is proper to recall to members of the 
Theosophical Society, and not less so to others interested, the followiDg facts:-

1St. That Dr. Coues repeatedly threatened me in the time past that, unless 
made President of the American Section of the Theosophical Society, he would 
withdraw his own followers from the Section and break it up. 
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2nd. That in letters to Madame Blavatsky of Dec. 25th, 1888, April 16th, 188g, 
and April 17th, 188g, he assures her of his devotion and friendship, but in that of 
April 16th repeats the threat that unless made President he will withdraw his 
followers and break up the Society. 

3rd. That until June 22nd, 188g, Dr. Coues continued as a member of the 
Theosophical Society and as Acting-President of the local Branch in Washington. 

4th. That on that date he was, by a unanimous vote of the Executive 
Committee of the American section, expelled from the Theosophical Society for 
defamation of character and un theosophical conduct. 

His correspondence with Madame Blavatsky, together with other letters of like 
kind, was printed in a pamphlet on June 14th, 188g, and a copy of this pamphlet 
will now be sent to anyone enclosing a stamp to my address. 

WILLIAM Q. JUDGE 

P. O. Box 2659, 
New York. 

[The Path.] 

tr7HE rapid growth of interest in Hypnotism and the constant fresh dis
e> 1 C9 coveries made in this, the newest province of modem science, is evidenced 

by the appearance of the second part of Dr. Luys' article on the subject in 
the current Fortnightly. Dr. Luys gives a lucid sketch of .. Suggestion" illustrated 
with some very striking instances; but the most remarkable novelty would seem 
to be his discovery that in 35 per cent. of people on the average a peculiar state 
called" fascination" can be induced mtehanicaUy by the use of a revolving mirror. 
This state of fascination seems to be a juxtaposition of the basic hypnotic states of 
catalepsy and somnambulism. In the state of fascination, the patient is peculiarly 
receptive to .. suggestion" which may be made to operate automatically, subse
quent to his restoration to normal consciousness. 

The possibility of inducing such a state by purely mechanical means in so large 
a proportion of people, opens up new and alarming dangers in our present condition 
of social and moral disintegration-dangers even more terrible than those already 
frequently pointed out in Lucifer. 

Special interest also attaches to Dr. Luys' repeated and emphatic confirmation 
of Reichenbach's observation that persons in the" mesmeric" or hypnotic condition 
could perceive what he terms an II odic light .. radiating from the poles of a magnet. 
Thus modem science at last condescends II tentatively" to confirm one of the best 
known teachings of occult science-en attendant the time when it will be obliged to 
accept its fundamental doctrines as a whole. 

Attention must also be called to Dr. Luys' account of the transfer of such 
abnormal nervous conditions as hemiplegia, partial paralysis, hysterical contraction, 
etc. from the affiicted person to a .. sensitive", who on being re-awakened appears 
none the worse for the operation, while the sufferer is at least temporarily and often 
permanently benefited by it. But whether the non-appearance of bad symptoms 
in the sensitive can be taken to show that he is in reality none the worse for the 
operation, is a point upon which Occultism would have something to say. 

At the British Medical Association Meeting at Birminghaln, Dr. Norman Kerr 
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read a paper on Hypnotism to the Psychological Section. He accepted the 
phenomena as facts and then, in considering the question, .. Is hypnotism a 
desirable and justifiable remedy? .. he took up the following positions :-

.. I. Only a limited number of persons were susceptible. 2. The after effect was a 
disturbance of mental balance, a dissipation of nerve energy, and nerve exhaustion. 
Frequent repetition was apt to cause deterioration of brain and nerve function, intellectual 
decadence, and moral perversion. 3. Hypnosis was a departure from health, a deseased 
state. 4. Hypnosis was a true neurosis, embracing the lethargic, cataleptic, and somnam
bulistic states. Thus, if a disease were cured by hypnotism, this would be only by substi
tuting another disease. The suffering was sometimes temporarily assuaged by hypnotic 
suggestion, but the underlying disease was not necessarily cured by hypnotic an:esthesia, 
though evanescent oblivion might be secured, s. The lethal power of the morbid disorder, 
of which the pain was a merciful, if unwelcome, messenger, was in most cases increased. 
6. The dangers of hypnotism were very great. Each seance might bring the hypnotee more 
under the control of the hypnotist, ending often in the complete submission of the former 
to the will of the latter. A jelly-fish slavery, without mental or moral backbone, was 
infinitely worse than days of pain and nights of agony. There were many wrecked lives 
through mesmerism. 7. An elective and subtle activity, ending in disaster, might develop 
between operator and operated upon. 8. In the lethargic and cataleptic states criminal 
assaults had been committed by medical men, who had been convicted and punished. In 
the somnambulistic state subjects had been compelled by the operator's behest to commit 
crime. So serious were these evils that French surgeons had been prohibited from 
practising hypnotism in the army and navy. 9. It is not desirable that the control of any 
one's thoughts and actions should be in the keeping of a fallible fellow mortal." 

We cut the following from the Globe of July 29th, 1890:-

.. COLORED SoUNDS • 

.. Theophile Gautier, describing the effects of hashish, wrote, .. My hearing was 
prodigiously clear. I could distinguish the color of sound. Green, red, yellow, and blue 
sounds reached me in perfectly distinct undulations". Gautier was a poet, and those 
words of his may have appeared to many as the result of an overwrought imagination. He 
was, however, laboring under no delusion; colored sound is by no means a metaphor. It 
is, according to certain German savallts, an absolutely true physiological fact. The proportion 
of persons, they say, having the faculty of coloring sound is 10 per cent.-which seems to 
us to be an exaggerated number-and herein consists the phenomenon. For all who possess 
that faculty every audative sensation, noise, spoken word, or melody is represented by a 
distinct color. An indefiuite sound produces only an ill-defined, grey, sombre image, as in 
the instance of a cannon, which fired from afar causes only an unsatisfied sensation, devoid 
of color; but when the report is sharp, clear, and near, the color evolved becomes distinct. 
According to Dr. Baratoux, speech is represented by a uniform color for each person having 
the faculty of coloring sound, blue being the prevailing one, and then yellow and red
Green voices are scarce. The voice of a young girl conveys the impression of an azure 
blue, and that of a grown woman is of a violet tint. The speech of women with 
masculine voices produces a sensation akin in color to indigo. The tenor's voice is light 
chestnut, the baritone's is dark blue, and the basso's is quite black. The soprano's is 
bright red, and the contralto's is dark chestnut. As a rul~, low deep voices have a darker 
coloring than clear sharp voices. These are usually pale blue, while medium ordinary 
voices are yellow tinted. The color evolved by vowels is not uniformly the same. 
According to some German sava"ts the a is black, the i is red, and the 0 is white. Others 
say that the , is yellow, and that the" is either blue or green, according to circum
stances of pronunciation, 

., Musical instruments produce colored sensations of a particular kind. The sound of 
brass instruments is red: that of the clarinette is yellow: that of the violin and piano is 
blue; and that of the big drum is dark brown. The color evolved by the notes of the 
gamut played on any instrument is proportionately bnlliant or dull, according to the more 
or less high or low tones produced. In singing, the color evolved depends occasionally on 
the particular vowel used, as in do, ",lIIi,/a, sol,lll, si; and it is said that a distinguished 
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contralto always realised an azure-blue from do, a rose-color from rl, a bright yellow from 
mi, a deep blue from/a, a red from sol, a violet from la, and a coffee-brown from si. 

" It is assumed that the color evolved by the sight and sound of figures would enable 
certain persons to solve arithmetical problems by a combination of colors. It would be 
scarcely safe to entrust one's accounts to calculators of that kind. A specimen of the 
genus admits that zero conveys no distinct color to his mind, and that 2, to 2,000 produces 
in him the self same luminous colored sensation. The figure I suggests a black color, 2 a 
pearl-grey, 3 a yellow, 4 a decided grey,S a deep chocolate, 6 a pink, 7 a blue, 8 a red, and 
9 a white. 

" There are other peculiarities in connexion with the theory of color in sound still more 
singUlar than the foregoing. :For example, it is contended that every language can be 
characterized by a combination of colors P4lrtinent to itself. French is silver-grey, 
English is dark-grey, and German is mouse-grey. Languages spoken in the South of 
Europe are of brighter colors. Spanish is a mixture of carmine and yellow, with corus
cating tints and 'metallic sparkle', whatever that may be, and Italian is a mixture of 
yellow, carmine, and black, with soft tints of other colors to harmonize. Another believer 
in this theory assimilates Christian names to colors. John suggests a pale red, Joseph a 
dark blue, Louise a pale blue. Lucy suggests a yellow, and Marius, and all names ending 
in lIS, a green . 

.. Now, how shall we explain these phenomena? It is certain there is a close relation
ship between the senses which admits of their exercising an inftuence over each other. 
Color-hearing is evidently the result of a special condition of sensuous excitability. It 
should not, however, be considered a morbid symptom, although it xnay be considered as 
closely akin to psychical irregularity. A case is cited of a person on whom the sound of 
the letter 0 produced at one and the same time a sensation of suffocating heat, and of fear 
as of being thrown down a precipice. However it may be, there is no doubt that science 
justifies, up to a certain point, one of the pretensions of the school of 'impressionists', 
which maintains the association, under certain physical conditions, of sounds with light 
and color. But these too suggestive impressionists should bear in mind that those colored 
sounds are really exceptional effects, which the majority of people certainly fail to 
. notice." 

The above facts corroborate the experiments of Mr. Francis Galton, who, how
ever, carried his observations upon the interchangeability of the senses a stage 
further. For in his "Inquiry into Human Faculty", he gives a number of cases 
in which individuals associated not only sounds, but also numbers and geometrical 
forms with definite and invariable shades of color. Such observations are of 
interest from the Theosophical standpoint, as confinllilig the teaching concerning 
the senses, given by Madame Blavatsky in the Transactions 0/ the Blavatsky Lodge, 
Part I, pp. 37 and 38. They go even farther and distinctly suggest the real 
existence of a " sixth sense" which is the root of our present five, and which unites 
and synthesizes them all in one. For to this sixth sense, the deliverances of the 
lower five would naturally be interchangeable, and its own deliverances would of 
course tend to translate themselves into terms of one or more of the lower five • 

• • • 

SOLIDARITY. 

We are all members of one body, and the man who endeavors to supplant and 
destroy another man is like the right hand seeking to cut oft' the left through 
jealousy. He who kills another slays himself i he who steals from another defrauds 
himself i he who wounds another maims himself i for others exist in us and we in 
them. 

The rich weary themselves, detest each other, and tum in disgust from life, 
their wealth itself tortures and bums them, because there are poor in want of 
bread. The weariness of the rich is the distress of the poor. 

ELIPHA8 LBVI. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for July opens 
with an introduction to the series of 
lectures which E. D. Fawcett is giving 
at Adyar. The title is "Rationalized 
Mysticism" and the objects proposed 
are-"(a) to revive independence of 
thinking. neglect of which means a self
infticted injury. and (b) the tentative 
laying of the rational or inductive basis of 
mysticism". The latter object is quali
fied by the writer, who adds: "I say 
• mysticism', but mysticism if rationalised 
becomes in actual truth a spiritual phi
losophy or metaphysic ". Mr. Fawcett 
proposes to establish a philosophy of 
mysticism by the inductive method, 
which will be useful as supplementing 
theworkofDu Prel. Weshould,however, 
have been better sleased if the attempt 
had been initiate with less pretention, 
and with greater respect for methods of 
which Mr. Fawcett has had no experience. 
We therefore take exception to the tone 
of some of the writer's observations. As 
humanity must stand or fall together, 
too great an accentation of "indepen. 
dence " is, to say the least of it, unwise. 
Experience, however, will inevitably 
correct this attitude. In fact the writer 
seems to have a premonition of the" no 
man's land" to which he would thus 
propose to journey, when he says: " It 
is not every mind which can resolutely 
set before itself' truth for its own sake', 
and then proceed to strive cheerlessly 
against the tornado of sceptical mis
givings, or possibly eke out its spiritual 
life in the desert of a metaphysical 
agnosticism ". Rationalised physical 
sensation will not discover "truth 
for its own sake"; there is a third 
factor by which alone the" Heart Doc
trine" can be learned, and which can 
change self-reliance for SELp-reliance. 
Nevertheless we look forward with in
terest to the forthcoming lectures and 
hope that they will, at least, succeed in 
" defining the problem". 

"The Snake-Charmer's Song" is an 
interesting paper by " H. S. 0 .... on the 
Inantrams and rites used by Pambottis, or 
snake-charmers, Most of the informa. 
tion as to these mantrams is derived 

through Mr. K. Narayanswami Aiyer, 
F.T.S .• of Kumbakonam, from an old 
Tamil work called "Pambotti Siddha 
Padal ". This work is capable of a dual 
interpretation. Taken literally it applies 
to the charming of snakes. while from a 
higher interpretation. as our President 
says, "it may be read as one series of 
practical instructions to a neophyte en· 
tering the higher paths of Occultism". 

The excellent translation of the 
II Varaha - U panished of the Krishna
Yajur Veda ", by the Kumbakonam T. S. 
is continued. Mrs. Cotton contributes a 
paper on Cheirosophy or Palmistry. 
" Personal Experience of Scottish Second 
Light" is an interesting paper by I' W. 
Brodie-Innes. The translation 0 the 
"Vedantavartikam" by B. P. Naraslm· 
miah, is continued, and deserves very 
careful study, which will amply repay 
the serious student. Brother Dhunjibhoy 
Jamsetjee Medhora contributes a very 
learned paper on the" First Day of the 
Parsee Year ", which will be of great in
tere~'t to astrological or astronomical 
students. The most striking feature of 
this number of the Theosophist is an ex· 
cellently executed photograph of the 
founders by the Monochrome Company. 

THE PATH for July introduces us to 
a very powerful paper by Edward Mait
land against the horrors of vivisection. 
Under the title of .. The Modern Inqui
sition" the writer continues with great 
earnestness the campaign which he and 
his late colleague, the lamented Dr. 
Anna Kingsford, sustained against this 
legalised inhumanity. The article en
titled .. True Progress; Is it aided by 
watching the Astral Light?" is very 
opportune. The following questions and 
answers are worth repeating: 

... Has the Astral Light no power to teach, 
and, if not, why is it thus? And are there 
other dangers than what 1 have discovered ? 

.. . No power has the astral plane, in itself, 
to teach you. It contains the impressions 
made by men in their ignorance and folly . 
Unable to arouse the true thoughts, they 
continue to infect that light with the voice 
of their unguided lives. And you, or any 
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other seer, looking therein, will warp and 
distort all that you find there. It will pre
sent to you pictures that partake largely of 
your own constitutional habits, weaknesses, 
and peculiarities. Thus you only see a dis
torted or exaggerated copy of yourself. It 
will never teach you the reason of things, for 
it knows them not. 

.. 'But stranger dangers than any you 
have met are there when one goes further on. 
The dweller of the threshold is there, made 
up of all the evil that man has done. None 
can escape its approach, and he who is not 
prepared is in danger of death, of despair, or 
of moral ruin. Devote yourself, therefore, 
to spiritual aspiration and to true devotion, 
which will be a means for you to learn the 
causes that operate in nature, how they work, 
and what each one works upon.' .. 

"The Kali Yuga in Hindu Chrono
logy", is a carefully written and studious 
paper. A short contribution on " Prac
tical Theosophy" is sensible and to the 
point. .. Of Propounding Theosophy" 
is a paper dealing with the fact that the 
mind of every man differs from that of 
every other, and that, therefore, the 
methods of propounding Theosophy must 
be as varied as the minds of those to 
whom it has to be presented. 

Le Lotus Bltu, in addition to the con
tinued translations, contains some ex· 
tracts from Isis Unvtiltd, dealing with 
some of the phenomena of so-called 
spiritualism, an article entitled .. Le 
Maillet du Maitre" by J. L., and also 
some interesting notes by Guymiot. 

The Buddhist for June continues its 
programme, and manfully defends the 
ancestral faith of the followers of Gall' 
tama against all comers, and its mem
bership from missionary exploitation. 
The contributions are decidedly interest
ing, especially the" Excursion Notes" of 
Dr. J. Bowles Daly, who is making a 
useful tour round the island. 

Theosofie en de Theosofische Vereeniging 
is the title of ~ pamphlet publi .. ' " il\... 
Amsterdam by one of our. real ers, 

containing a translation of part of the 
T. P. S. pamphlet, entitled: .. Bertram 
Keightley's lectures in America", to
gether with some other matter. 

The TheosophiCilI Forum, No 13, con
tinues its useful work in answering lJ,ues
tions from all comers. So far slxty
four questions have been answered, and 
let us hope sixty.four misconceptions 
cleared away from the minds of the 
qllerists. 

Department of Branch Work, papers I 
and 2. This is a new departure inaugu
rated by brother William Q. Judge, and 
consists of :the pUblication of papers 
read at Branch meetings, copies of which 
are sent to every branch in the American 
section. The first two papers are re
spectively entitled, .. The Second and 
Third objects of the Theosophical So· 
ciety as Related to the First .. , by B. 
Keightley, and" Soul and Spirit ", by 
Miss Kate Hillard, both papers being 
read before the Aryan T. S. of New York. 
With the second paper is also published 
the substance of an address delivered 
by B. Keightley to the same branch on 
.. The Evolution of the Soul ". Both 
papers are of great interest. It is 
rumored that attempts are being made 
to import some of the loaves and fishes 
of our American brothers into Europe. 

Theosophical T,.act Series, NO.4. Our 
Bombay Fellows continue their good 
work by publishing" The Philosophy of 
Happiness" as their fourth pamphlet; 
its object being .. to show from an ex
amination of the nature of happiness, 
that true happiness lies in the practice 
of virtue and in that alone, and that the 
idea of being happy without being virtu
ous is a delusion and a snare". 

Weare gla'd to notice that Col. Olcott 
is printing and distributing what Le 
Lotlls Bleu would call Urages a pa,.t of 
articles in the Theosophist. 

- ~<>6P-

REALITIES. 

Life's more than breath, and the quick round of blood; 
'Tis a great spirit and a busy heart : 
We live in deeds, not years; in thoughts, not breaths, 
In feelings, not in figures on a dial; 
We should count time by heart-throbs-he most lives 
Who thinks most. feels the noblest, acts the best. 

A. BONNSR, Printer. 34 Bouverie St., Fleet St., E.C. 
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LUCIFER 
VOL. VII. LONDON, SEPT. 15TH, 1890' No. 37. 

The EdittwS do not hold themselves responsible lor any opinions, whether religious, 
Philosophical or social, expressed in signed articles. 

~bt Inal )..sptd of fili.sbom. 
II No doubt but ye are the people and wisdom 

shall die with you." 
JOB xii. 2. 

" But wisdom is justified of her children." 
MATTHEW xi. 19. 

;J;T is the privilege-as also occasionally the curse-of editors to receive 
'::f numerous letters of advice, and the conductors of LUCIFER have 
not escaped the common lot. Reared in the aphorisms of the ages they 
are aware that" he who can take advice is superior to him who gives it", 
and are therefore ready to accept with gratitude any sound and practical 
suggestions offered by friends; but the last letter received does not fulfil 
the condition. It is not even his own wisdom, but that of the age we 
live in, which is asserted by our adviser, who thus seriously risks his reputa
tion for keen observation by such acts of devotion on the altar of modem 
pretensions. It is in defence of the "wisdom II of our century that we are 
taken to task, and charged with "preferring barbarous antiquity to our 
modern civilization and its inestimable boons", with forgetting that "our 
own-day wisdom compared with the awakening instincts of the Past is in 
no way inferior in philosoPhic wisdom even to the age of Plato ". We are 
lastly told that we, Theosophists, are" too fond of the dim yesterday, and 
as unjus,t to our glorious (?) present-day, the bright noon-hour of the 
highest civilization and culture" II 

Well, all this is a question of taste. Our correspondent is welcome to 
his own views, but so are we to ours. Let him imagine that the Eiffel 
Tower dwarfs the Pyramid of Ghizeh into a mole-hill, and the Crystal 
Palace grounds transform the hanging gardens of Semiramis into a kitchen
garden-if he likes. But if we are seriously "challenged" by him to 
show" in what respect our age of hourly progress and gigantic thought"
a progress a triBe marred, however, by our H uxleys being denounced by 

1 
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2 LUCIFER. 

our Spurgeons, and the University ladies, senior classics and wranglers, by 
the" hallelujah lasses "-is inferior to the ages of, say, a hen-pecked 
"Socrates and a cross-legged Buddha", then we will answer him, giving 
him, of course, our own personal opinion . 

. Our age, we say, is inferior in Wisdom to any other, because it 
professes, more visibly every day, contempt for truth and jllSt;ce, without which 
there can be no Wisdom. Because our civilization, built up of shams and 
appearances, is at best like a beautiful green morass, a bog, spread over a 
deadly quagmire. Because this century of culture and worship of matter, 
while offering prizes and premiums for every "best thing" under the Sun, 
from the biggest baby and the largest orchid down to the strongest pugilist 
and the fattest pig, has no encouragement to offer to morality; no prize to 
give for any moral virtue. Because it has Societies for the prevention of 
physical cru~lty to animals, and none with the object of preventing the 
moral cruelty practised on human beings. Because it encourages, legally 
and tacitly, vice under every form, from the sale of whiskey down to forced 
prostitution and theft brought on by starvation wages, Shylock-like exactions, 
rents, and other comforts of our cultured period. Because, finally, this is 
the age which, although proclaimed as one of physical and moral freedom, 
is in truth the age of the most ferocious moral and mental slavery, the like 
of which was never known before. Slavery to State and flU" has dis
appeared only to make room for slavery to things and Self, to one's own 
vices and idiotic social customs and ways. Rapid civilization, adapted to 
the needs of the higher and middle classes, has doomed by contrast to only 
greater wretchedness the starving masses. Having levelled the two former 
it has made them the more to disregard the substance in favor of form 
and appearance, thus forcing modem man into duress vile, a slavish 
dependence on things inanimate, to use and to serve which is the first 
bounden duty of every cultured man. 

Where then is the Wisdom of our modem age? 
In truth, it requires but a very few lines to show why we bow before 

ancient Wisdom, while refusing absolutely to see any in our modem 
civilization. But to begin with, what does our critic mean by the word 
"wisdom"? Though we"have never too unreasonably admired Lactantius, 
yet we must recognize that even that innocent Church Father, with all his 
cutting insults anent the heliocentric system, defined the term very 
correctly when saying that "the first point of Wisdom is to discern that 
which is false, and the second, to know that which is true". And if so, 
what chance is there for our century of falsification, from the revised Bible 
texts down to natural butter, to put forth a claim to" Wisdom"? But 
before we cross lances on this subject we may do well, perchance, to define 
the term ourselves. 

Let us premise by saying that Wisdom is, at best, an elastic word-at 
any rate as used in European tongues. That it yields no clear idea of its 
meaning, unless preceded or followed by some qualifying adjective. In the 
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THE DUAL ASPECT OF WISDOM. 3 

Bible, indeed, the Hebrew equivalent Chohmah (in Greek, Sophia) is applied 
to the most dissimilar things-abstract and concrete. Thus we find 
" Wisdom" as the characteristic both of divine inspiration and also of 
terrestrial cunning and craft; as meaning the Secret Knowledge of the 
Esoteric Sciences, and also blind faith; the "fear of the Lord ", ,and 
Pharaoh's magicians. The noun is indifferently applied to Christ and to 
sorcery, for the witch Sedecla is also referred to as the "wise ftJOmatl of 
En-Dor". From the earliest Christian antiquity, beginning with 
St. James (iii, 13-17), down to the last Calvinist preacher, who sees in hell 
and eternal damnation a proof of " the Almighty's wisdom", the term has been 
used with the most varied meanings. But St. James teaches two kinds of 
wisdom; a teaching with which we fully concur. He draws a strong 
line of separation between the divine or noetic" Sophia "-:-the Wisdom 
from above-and the terrestrial, psychic, and devilish wisdom-the Sophia 
bny"~, l/Nx.'IC"fJ, &u.p.o",W8-qi (iii, IS). For the true Theosophist there is no 
wisdom save the former. Would that such an one could declare with Paul, 
that he speaks that wisdom exclusively only among them "that are 
perfect", i.e., those initiated into its mysteries, or familiar, at least, with 
the ABC of the sacred sciences. But, however great was his mistake, 
however premature his attempt to sow the seeds of the true aml eternal gnosis 
on unprepared soil, his motives were yet good and his intention unselfish, 
and the"/01e has he been stoned. For had he only attempted to preach 
some particular fiction of his own, or done it for gain, who would have ever 
singled him out or tried to crush him, amid the hundreds of other false 
sects, daily "collections" and crazy "societies"? But his case was 
different. However cautiously, still he spoke "not the wisdom of this 
world " but truth or the "hidden wisdom • . • • which none of the Princes 
of this World know" (I Corinth. ii.) least of all the archons of our modem 
science. With regard to "psychic" wisdom, however, which James 
defines as terrestrial and devilish, it has existed in all ages, from the days of 
Pythagoras and Plato, when for one philo$Ophus there were,nine sophistae, down 
to our modem era. To such wisdom our century is welcome, and indeed 
fully entitled, to lay a claim. Moreover, it is an attire easy to put on; there 
never was a period when crows refused to array themselves in peacocks' 
feathers, if the opportunity was offered. 

But now as then, we have a right to analyze the terms used and enquire 
in the words of the book of Job, that suggestive allegory of Karmic purifica
tion and initiatory rites: "Where shall (true) wisdom be found? where is 
the place of understanding?" and to answer again in his words: "With 
the ancient;s wisdom and in the length of days understanding" Gob xxviii 
12, and xii, 12). 

Here we have to qualify once more a dubious term, viz: the word 
"ancient," and to explain it. As interpreted by the orthodox churches, it 
has in the mouth of Job one meaning; but with the Kabalist, quite another; 
while in the Gnosis of the Occultist and Theosophist it has distinctly a third 
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4 LUCIFER. 

signification, the same which it had in the original Book of Job, a pre-Mosaic 
work and a recognized treatise on Initiation. Thus, the Kabalist applies 
the adjective" ancient" to the manifested WORD or LOGOS (Dabar) of the 
for ever concealed and uncognizable deity. Daniel, in one of his visions, 
also uses it when speaking of jahve-the androgynous Adam Kadmon. 
The Churchman connects it with his anthropomorphic jehovah, the" Lord 
God" of the translated Bible. But the Eastern Occultist employs the 
mystic term only when referring to the re-incarnating higher Ego. For, 
divine Wisdom being diffused throughout the infinite Universe, and ollr 
impersonal HIGHER SELF being an integral part of it, the atmic light of the 
latter can be centred only in that which though eternal is still indivi
dualized--i.e. the noetic Principle, the manifested God within each rational 
being, or our Higher Manas at one with Buddhi. It is this collective light 
which is the "Wisdom that is from above ", and which whenever it 
descends on the personal Ego, is found" pure, peaceable, gentle". Hence, 
Job's assertion that" Wisdom is with the Ancient," or Buddhi-Manas. For 
the Divine Spiritual" I," is alone eternal, and the same throughout all 
births; whereas the" personalities" it informs in succession are evanescent, 
changing like the shadows of a kaleidoscopic series of forms in a magic 
lantern. It is the "Ancient," because, whether it be called Sophia, 
Krishna, Buddhi-Manas or Christos, it is ever the" first-born" of Alaya
Mallat, the Universal Soul and the Intelligence of the Universe. Esoteric
ally then, Job's statement must read; "With the Ancient (man's Higher 
Ego) is Wisdom, and in the length of days (or the number of its re-incar
nations) is understanding". No man can learn true and final Wisdom in 
Olle birth; and every new rebirth, whether we be reincarnated for weal or 
for woe, is one more lesson we receive at the hands of the stern yet ever 
just schoolmaster-KARMIC LIFE. 

But the world-the Western world, at any rate-knows nothing of this, 
and refuses to learn anything. For it, any notion of the Divine Ego or the 
plurality ofits births is "heathen foolishness". The \Vestern world rejects 
these truths; and will recognize no wise men except those of its own making, 
created in its own image, born within its own Christian era and teachings. 
The only" wisdom" it understands and practises is the psychic, the "ter
restrial and devilish" wisdom spoken of by james, thus making of the real 
Wisdom a misnomer and a degradation. Yet, without considering her 
multiplied varieties, there are two kinds of even "terrestrial" wisdom on ollr 
globe of mud-thp. real and the apparent. Between the two, there is even 
for the superficial observer of this busy wicked world, a wide chasm, and 
yet how very few people will consent to see it ! The reason for this is 
quite natural. So strong is human selfishness, that wherever there is the 
smallest personal interest at stake, there men become deaf and blind to the 
truth, as often consciously as not. Nor are many people capable of recog
nizing as speedily as is advisable the difference between men who are wise 
and those who only seem wise, the latter being chiefly regarded as such 
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because they are very clever at blowing their own trumpet. So much for 
" wisdom" in the profane world. 

As to the world of the students in mystic lore, it is almost worse. 
Things have strangely altered since the days of antiquity, when the truly 
wise made it their first duty to conceal their knowledge, deeming it too 
sacred to even mention before the hoi polloi. 'Vhile the medireval Rosec,o;x, 
the true philosopher, keeping old Socrates in mind, repeated daily that all 
he knew was that he knew nothing, his modem self-styled successor 
announces in our day, through press and public, that those mysteries in 
Nature and her Occult laws of which he knows nothing, have never 
existed at all. There was a time when the acquirement of Divine Wisdom 
(Sapientia) required the sacrifice and devotion of a man's whole life. It 
depended on such things as the purity of the candidate's motives, on his 
fearlessness and independence of spirit; but now, to receive a patent for 
wisdom and adeptship requires only unblushing impudence. A certihcate 
of divine wisdom is now decreed, and delivered to a self-styled" Adeptus" 
by a regular majority of votes of profane and easily-caught gulls, while a 
host of magpies driven away from the roof of the Temple of Science will 
herald it to the world in every market-place and fair. Tell the public that 
now, even as of old, the genuine and sincere observer of life and its 
underlying phenomena, the intelligent co-worker with nature, may, by 
becoming an expert in her mysteries thereby become a "wise" man, in the 
terrestrial sense of the word, but that never will a mate,ialist wrench from 
nature any secret on a higher plane-and you will be laughed to scorn. 
Add, that no "wisdom from above" descends on anyone save on the 
sine qua non condition of leaving at the threshold of the Occult every aton~ 
of selfishness, or desire for personal ends and benefit-and you will be 
speedily declared by your audience a candidate for the lunatic asylum. 
Nevertheless, this is an old, very old truism. Nature gives up her inner
most secrets and imparts t,ue wisdom only to him, who seeks truth for its own 
sake, and who craves for knowledge in order to confer benefits on others, 
not on his own unimportant personality. And, as it is precisely to this 
personal benefit that nearly every candidate for adeptship and magic looks, 
and that few are they, who consent to learn at such a heavy price and so 
small a benefit for themselves in prospect-the really wise Occultists become 
with every century fewer and rarer. How many are there, indeed, who 
would not prefer the will-oJ -the-wisp of even passing fame to the steady 
and ever-growing light of eternal, divine knowledge, if the latter has to 
remain, for all but oneself-a light under the bushel? 

The same is the case in the world of materialistic science, where we see 
a great paucity of really learned men and a host of skin-deep scientists, who 
yet demand each and all to be regarded as Archimedes and Newton!? As 
above so below. Scholars who pursue knowledge for the sake of truth and 
fact, and give these out, however unpalatable, and not for the dubious glory 
of enforcing on the world their respective personal hobbies-may be 
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counted on the fingers of one hand: while legion is the name of the 
pretenders. In our day, reputations for learning seem to be built by 
suggestion on the hypnotic principle, rather than by real merit. The 
masses cower before him who imposes himself upon them: hence such a 
galaxy of men regarded as eminent in science, arts and literature; and if 
they are so easily accepted, it is precisely because of the gigantic self
opinionatedness and self-assertion of, at any rate, the majority of them. 
Once thoroughly analyzed, however, how many of such would remain who 
truly deserve the application of CI wise" even in terrestrial wisdom? How 
many, we ask, of the so-called CI authorities" and" leaders of men" would 
prove much better than those of whom it was said-by one " wise " indeed 
-" they be blind leaders of the blind"? That the teachings of neither 
our modem teachers nor preachers are "wisdom from above" is fully 
demonstrated. It is proved not by any personal incorrectness in their 
statements or mistakes in life, for CI to err is but human ", but by incon
trovertible facts. Wisdom and Truth are synonymous terms, and that 
which is false or pernicious cannot be wise. Therefore, if it is true, as 
we are told by a well-known representative of the Church of England, that 
the Sermon on tlu Mount would, in its practical application, mean utter ruin 
for his country in less than three weeks; and if it is no less true, as 
asserted by a literary critic of science, that "the knell of Charles 
Darwinism is rung in Mr. A. R. Wallace's present book",* an event already 
predicted by Quatrefages-then we are left to choose between two courses. 
We have either to take both Theology and Science on blind faith and trust; 
or, to proclaim both untrue and untrustworthy. There is, however, a 
third course open: to pretend that we believe in both at tlu same time, and say 
nothing, as many do; but this would be sinning against Theosophy and 
pandering to the prejudices of Society-and that we refuse to do. More 
than this: we declare openly, quand meine, that not one of the two, neither 
Theologist nor Scientist, has the right in the face of this to claim, the one 
that he preaches that which is divine inspiration, and the other-exact 
science; since the former enforces that, which is on his own recognition, 
pernicious to men and states-i.e., the ethics of Christ; and the other (in 
the person of the eminent naturalist, Mr. A. R. Wallace, as shown by Mr. 
Samuel Butler) teaches Darwinian evolution, in which he believes no 
longer; a scheme, moreover, whic/, has never existed in nature, if the opponents 
of Darwinism are correct. 

Nevertheless, if anyone would presume to call" unwise" or " false" 
the world-chosen authorities, or declare their respective policies dishonest, 
he would find himself promptly reduced to silence. To doubt the exalted 
wisdom of the religion of the late Cardinal Newman, or of the Church of 
England, or again of our great modem scientists, is to sin against the Holy 
Ghost and Culture. Woe unto him who refuses to recognize the World's 

• See .. The Deadlock o[ Darwinism". by Samuel BuUer. In the U to/Illnal Rtf/iN [or April, I!!go. 
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II Elect ". He has to bow before one or the other, though, if one is true, 
the other "",se be false; and if the II wisdom" of neither Bishop nor 
Scientist is "from above "-which is pretty fairly demonstrated by this 
time-then their" wisdom" is at best-" terrestrial, psychic, devilish". 

Now, our readers have to bear in mind that nought of the above is 
meant as a sign of disrespect for the true teachings of Christ, or true science: 
nor do we judge personalities but only the systems of our civilized world. 
Valuing freedom of thought above all things, as the only way of reaching 
at some future time that Wisdom, of which every Theosophist ought to be 
enamored, we recognize the right to the same freedom in our foes as in our 
friends. All we contend for is their claim to Wisdom-as we understand 
this term. Nor do we blame, but rather pity, in our innermost heart, the 
"wise men" of our age for trying to carry out the only policy that will 
keep them on the pinnacle of their II authority"; as they could not, if even 
they would, act otherwise and preserve their prestige with the masses, or 
escape from being speedily outcasted by their colleagues. The party spirit 
is so strong with regard to the old tracks and ruts, that to turn on a side 
path means deliberate treachery to it. Thus, to be regarded now-a-days 
as an authority in some particular subject, the scientist has to reject nolens 
wiens the metaphysical, and the theologian to show contempt for the 
materialistic teachings. All this is worldly policy and practical common 
sense, but it is not the Wisdom of either Job or James. 

Shall it be then regarded as too far fetched, if, basing our words on a 
life-long observation and experience, we venture to offer our ideas as to the 
quickest and most efficient means of obtaining our present World's universal 
respect and becoming an "authority"? Show the tenderest regard for the 
corns of every party's hobbies, and offer yourself as the chief executioner, 
the hangman, of the reputations of men and things regarded as unpopular. 
Learn, that the great secret of power consists in the.art of pandering to 
popular prejudices, to the World's likes and dislikes. Once this principal 
condition complied with, he who practises it is certain of attracting to 
himself the educated and their satellites-the less educated-they whose 
rule it is to place themselves invariably on the safe side of public opinion. 
This will lead to a perfect harmony of simultaneous action. For, 
while the favorite attitude of the cultured is to hide behind the in
tellectual bulwarks of the favorite leaders of scientific thought, and jurare 
.11 wrba magistri, that of the less cultured is to transform themselves into the 
faithful, mechanical telephones of their superiors, and to repeat like well
trained parrots the dicta of their immediate leaders. The now aphoristical 
precept of Mr. Artemus Ward, the showman of famous memory_II Scratch 
my back, Mr. Editor, and I will scratch yours "-proves immortally true. 
The" rising Star", whether he be a theologian, a politician, an author, a 
scientist, or a journalist-has to begin scratching the back of public tastes 
and prejudices-a hypnotic method as old as human vanity. Gradually the 
hypnotized masses begin to purr, they are ready for II suggestion". Suggest 
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whatever you want them to believe, and forthwith they will begin to 
return your caresses, and purr now to your hobbies, and pander in their 
turn to anything suggested by theologian, politician, author, scientist, or 
journalist. Such is the simple secret of blossoming into an "authority" 
or a " leader of men"; and such is the &ecret of our modem-day wisdom. 

And this is also the" secret" and the true reason of the unpoptlta,ity of 
LUCIFER and of the ostracism practiced by this same modem world on the 
Theosophical Society: for neither LUCIFER, nor the Society it belongs to, 
has ever followed Mr. Artemus Ward's golden precept_ No true Theoso
phist, in fact, would consent to become the fetish of a fashionable doctrine, 
any more than he would make himself the slave of a decaying dead-letter 
system, the spirit from which has disappeared for ever. Neither would he 
pander to anyone or anything, and therefore would always decline to show 
belief in that in which he does not, nor can he believe, which is lying to his 
own soul. Therefore there, where others see "the beauty and graces of 
modem culture", the Theosophist sees only moral ugliness and the 
somersaults of the clowns of the so-called cultured centres. For him nothing 
applies better to modern fashionable society than Sydney Smith's descrip
tion of Popish ritualism: "Posture and imposture, flections and genuflec
tions, bowing to the right, curtsying to the left, and an immense amount of 
male (and especially female) millinery". There may be, no doubt, for 
some worldly minds, a great charm in modem civilization; but for the 
Theosophist all its bounties can hardly repay for the evils it has brought on 
the world. These are so many, that it is not within the limits of this 
article to enumerate these offsprings of culture and of the progress of 
physical science, whose latest achievements begin with vivisection and 
end in improved murder by electricity. 

Our answer, we have no doubt, is not calculated to make us more 
friends than enemies, but this can be hardly helped. Our magazine may 
be looked upon as " pessimistic ", but no one can charge it with publishing 
slanders or lies, or, in fact, anything but that which we honestly believe 
to be true. Be it as it may, however, we hope never to lack moral 
courage in the expression of our opinions or in defence of Theosophy and 
its Society. Let then nine-tenths of every population arise in arms 
against the Theosophical Society wherever it appears-they will never be 
able to suppress the truths it utters. Let the masses of growing Material
ism, the hosts of Spiritualism, all the Church-going congregations, bigots 
and iconoclasts, Grundy-worshippers, aping-followers and blind disciples, 
let them slander, abuse, lie, denounce, and publish every falsehood about 
us under the sun-they will not uproot Theosophy, nor even upset her 
Society, if only its members hold together. Let even such friends and 
advise,s as he who is now answered, tum away in disgust from those whom 
he addresses in vain-it matters not, for our two paths in life run 
diametrically opposite. Let him keep to his" terrestrial" wisdom: we will 
keep to that pure ray" that comesfroIll above", froIll the light ofthe " Ancient". 
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What indeed, has WlSDOM, Theosoplria-the Wisdom "full of mercy 
and good fruits, without wrangling or partiality and without hypocrisy" 
(James iii, 17)-to do with our cruel, selfish, crafty, and hypocritical 
world? What is there in common between divine Sophia and the 
improvements of modern civilization and science i between spirit and the 
letter that killeth? The more so as at this stage of evolution the wisest 
man on earth, according to the wise Carlyle, is "but a clever infant 
spelling letters from a hieroglyphical, prophetic book, the lexicon of which 
lies in ete,nity ". 

Ito ijtolstoi anh his 'Olntrrltsiastiral 
«hrist ianitv.tf 

tr10LSTOI is a great poet, a great artist, a great thinker. All through 
€lICs his life, both heart and mind have been occupied by one burning 
question, coloring more or less with its painful pressure all his works. We 
feel its overshadowing presence in the "History of my Childhood", in 
" War and Peace", in "Anna Karenina", till at last it becomes the 
exclusive pre-occupation of his later years, which have produced such works 
as "My Confession ", "In what does my Faith Consist? ", "What shall 
we Do ? ", " Upon Life", and the " Kreuzer Sonata". This same question 
burns in the hearts of many, especially among !fheosophists i it is indeed 
the question of life itself. "What is the meaning, the purpose of human 
life? What is the final outcome of the unnatural, distorted and falsified 
life of our civilisation, such as it is forced upon each of us individually? 
What shall we do to be happy, permanently happy? How shall man escape 
the horror of inevitable death?" To these ever recurring questions, Tolstoi, 
in his earlier works, gives no answer because he had found none himself. 
But he could not rest contented, as do millions of others, weaker or more 
cowardly natures, without an answer, one at least satisfying to his own 
heart and intellect; and in the five last-named works is contained that 
answer. An answer, it is true, that will not content the Theosophist in the 
jfJTm in which Tolstoi gives it, but an answer in whose basic, vital thought he 
may find new light, fresh hope, stronger comfort. But to understand it, we 
must briefly trace the road by which Tolstoi reached the peace he has 
found; for unless we can jeci, as well as understand the inner process which 
led him thither, his solution, like every other solution of life's problem, 
must remain a dead letter, a merely intellectual word-conception, lacking 
all vital force and motive power; a mere speculation, not a living truth 
instinct with enthusiasm. 

• Iul_y b7 Raphael vou Koeber, Dr. Phial.; wIth lUI appeIlcilz by Dr. HQbbe SchIeldeD. Dr. jur: uto. 
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Like all thinking men and women of to-day, Tolstoi lost faith in 
religion early in life i for this loss of one's childish faith-inevitable in every 
life-is .not, as'a rule, the result of deep thought i it is rather the natural 
consequence of our culture and of our general experience of life. As he 
says himself, his faith vanished, he knew not how. But his youthful 
striving after ethical perfection survived for some ten years, to die out by 
degrees, finally disappearing utterly. Seeing everywhere around him 
ambition, love of power, selfishness and sensuality triumphant; seeing all 
that is called virtue, goodness, purity, altruism, scorned and flouted, failing 
to give either inward happiness and content or outward success; Tolstoi 
went the way of the world, did as he saw others do, practising all the vices 
and meannesses of the Ie polite world". Then he turned to literature, 
became a great poet, a most successful author, seeking ever, he tells us, to 
hide his own ignorance from himself by teaching others. For some years 
he succeeded in thus stifling his inner discontent, but ever more frequently, 
more poignantly, the question forced itself upon him: What am I living for? 
What do I know? And daily he saw more clearly that he had po answer 
to give. He was fifty years old when his despair reached its height. At 
the summit of his fame, a happy husband and father, author of many 
splendid poems full of the deepest knowledge of men and of the wisdom of 
life, Tolstoi realized the utter impossibility of going on living. Ie Man 
cannot imagine liJe, without the desire for well-being. To tIesi,e and attain 
that well-being-is to lifle. Man probes life only that he may improve it." 
Our science. on the contrary, investigates only the s/uuJqws of things, not 
their realities i and under the delusion that this unimportant secondary is 
the essential, science distorts the idea of life and forgets her true destiny, 
which is to fathom this very secret, not what to-day is discovered and 
to-morrow is forgotten. 

Philosophy tells us: Ie You are a part of Humanity, therefore you must 
co-operate in the development of Humanity and in the realising of its 
ideals i your life's goal coincides with that of all other men". But how does 
it help me to know that I live for that for which all Humanity lives, when 
I am not told what it is for which that fiery Humanity does lifle J Why does the 
world exist? What is the outcome of the fact that it does exist and will 
exist? Philosophy gives no answer. 

Scepticism, Nihilism, Despair-thither the thinking man is driven by 
such thoughts, if he seeks the last word of Wisdom in the Science and 
Philosophy of the schools. Such, too, is the ,eal, inner, mental condition of 
many an one, both without and within the Theosophical Society. 

In regard to this, the problem of life, Tolstoi divides men in general into 
four classes :-

U Some, young and feeble of intellect, live happily in their ignorance
for them the problem of life has, as yet, no existence. 

U Others know and understand the problem well enough, but turn pur
posely away from it, favored by fortunate surroundings which permit them 
to pass theu lives as it were in intoxication. 
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" The third group consists of those who know that death is better than 
a life passed in error and ignorance; hut they live on, because they lack 
the strength to put a sudden end to the fraud-life. 

"Finally, there are the strong and consistent natures, who grasp the 
whole stupidity of the farce being played with them, therefore put an end 
to this silly farce at one stroke." 

" I could do nothing," he says, "but think, think of the horrible position 
I was in. • • • My inner condition at that time, which brought me 
near to suicide, was such that everything I had hitherto done, everything 
I could still do, seemed to me foolish and bad. Even· what was most 
precious to me in life, what had so far drawn away my eyes from 
the cruel reality-my family and my art-even these lost all valQe for 
me." 

From this depth of despair he escaped at length. "Life is all," he 
reasoned, "I, my reason itself, are products of this general life. But at 
the same time Reason is the creator and the final judge of human life 
poper. How then can reason deny to the latter a meaning without denying 
itself and calling itself senseless? Hence I am only calling life meaningless, 
because I do not grasp its meaning." Convinced that Life has a meaning, 
Tolstoi sought this meaning among those who really live-the people. But 
there he again met disappointment, the bitterest of all, because here lay his 
last hope. For, among the people, he found only a solution of life's 
problem resting upon a conception of the universe which is cont,ary to 
,eason, and is based upon that blind faith he had long since cast aside. 

" I subjected," he tells us, "the dicta of my reason to a fresh examina
tion, and found that Reason did not suffice to answer my questions, 
because it does not bring into its reasoning the conception of the Infinite 
(Cause-less, Time-Jess, Space-less); because it explains my life, passed in 
Time, Space, and Causality, in terms of Time, Space, and Causality 
again: thus explaining it indeed with logical correctness, but only in terms 
of the same components, i.e., leaving its ultimate basis-with which alone 
we are concerned-unexplained. Religion, on the contrary, does the exact 
opposite: she knows no logic, hut does know the conception of the Infinite, 
to which she refers everything, and, to that extent, gives correct answers. 
Religion says: Thou shall live according to the law of God; the outcome 
of thy life will be eternal suffering or eternal happiness; the meaning of 
thy life, which is not annihilated by death, is union with the Infinite Deity. 
• • • The conception of the Infinite Deity, of the divinity of the Soul, of 
the relations of human actions to God: these are conceptions, which have 
been ripened in the hidden infinity of human thought, and without which 
there would be no life, and I too should not exist." 

" But what is God ? On what train of thought rests the belief in his 
existence and in the relation of man to him? If I am ", reasoned Tolstoi, 
"there must be a reason for my being, and a reason for that ground, and 
an ultimate reason, and this is God. I felt calmed; my uncertainty and 
the consciousness of standing orphaned in life vanished. But when I 
asked myself: What is God? H ow shall I act towards him? I found only 
banal answers that destroyed my faith again. . • • But that I have 
the conception of God in me, the fact and the fUcmily of this conception
of this no one can deprive me. Whence then this conception? Whence 
its necessity? This necessity is God himself. And I felt glad again. All 
things around me lived, and had a meaning. The conception of God is not 
indeed God himself; but the fUcessity of forming this conception, the 
craving for a knowledge of God, through which knowledge I live-that is 
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God, the living and life-giving God. • . • Live in the thought, thou 
art a manifestation of God, and then thy life will testify to the existence of 
God." 

Tolstoi had regained Faith, " the evidence of things not seen," and his 
religious faith expressed itself for three years in a life in strict conformity 
with the most stringent prescriptions of the orthodox Greek Church. But 
at last, finding the Church and the entire Christian community acting in 
direct contradiction to his root-conception of true Religion, he broke loose 
from orthodoxy and set out to determine what is True in Religion for him
self from the study of the New Testament. 

But before considering the conclusions he reached, let us examine for a 
moment, from the Theosophical standpoint, Tolstoi's fundamental position. 
His argument for the existence of an Infinite God as the necessary" ultimate 
ground" of human reason, is precisely one of the Theosophist's arguments 
for the existence of Kosmic or Universal Mind, and, as an argument, it 
proves nothing more. Influenced by \Vestern habits of feeling, he ascribes 
to the Universal Mind anthropomorphic attributes which it cannot possess, 
thus sowing the seeds of the strained and forced conclusions as to practical 
action which he subsequently arrives at. Fundamentally he is right j but 
in the effort to satisfy the demands of his emotional nature he falls into a 
quasi-anthropomorphism. For us, however, more importance attaches to 
the poignant picture he presents of the mental misery that tortures every 
honest thinker to-day, and to his pointing out of the road, the only road, by 
which an escape is possible. For starting from his basis we are led, if we 
reason carefully and closely, to the basic conclusions of Theosophical teach
ing, as will be seen later. 

To return to Tolstoi's religious unfoldment. Studying the Gospels, he 
came to find the kernel, the essence of Jesus' teaching in the Sermon on 
the Mount, understood in its literal, simple sense, "even as a little child 
would understand it". He considers as the perfect expression of Christ's 
law of Charity and Peace, the command, " Resist not evil", which to him 
is the most perfect rendering of true Christianity, and this command he 
describes as "the sole and eternal law of God and of men". He also 
points out that long before the appearance of the historical Jesus, this law 
was known and recognised by all the leaders and benefactors of the human 
race. "The progress of mankind towards good", he writes, "is brought 
about by those who suffer, not by those who inflict, martyrdom." 

Such is the essence of Tolstoi's religion; but we shall be better able to 
enter into its real meaning and appreciate his practical deductions there
from, after having examined, first, his doctrine of religious bliss, and second, 
his philosophy of life. 

I believe, says Tolstoi: (I) that happiness on earth depends solely upon 
the fulfilling of Christ's teaching j (2) that its fulfilment is not only possible, 
but easy and full of joy. Happiness, he teaches, is love towards all men, 
union with them, and evil is the breach of this unity. Love and unity are 
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the natural condition of men, in which all men find themselves who are not 
led astray by false teachings. 

These conceptions changed his whole view of life; all he had before 
striven for, all that counts for so much in the world, honor, fame, culture, 
riches, increased refinement of life, of surroundings, of food, of clothing, of 
manners-all this lost its value in his eyes, and in place of them he came 
to esteem what the World calls bad and low, simplicity, poverty, want of 
culture. But the real essence of his teaching lies in the conception of the 
Universal Brotherhood of mankind. 

For Tolstoi, Life means the striving of man after well being, after happi
ness, a happiness only to be attained, as we have seen, through the fulfilment 
of the commands of Jesus. Of these commands the deepest meaning is: 
true life, therefore also true happiness, consists-not in the preservation of 
one's personality, but-in absorption into the All, into God and Humanity. 
Since God is Reason, the Christian teaching may be formulated thus: 
subordinate thy personal life to reason, which demands of thee uncon
ditionallove for all beings.-

The personal life, that which recognises and wills only one's own " I ", 
is the animal life ; the life of reason is the human, the existence proper to 
man according to his nature as man. The crowning maxim of Stoic ethics: 
live according to nature, according to thy human nature, expresses the same 
thing. The teachings of the wisest law-givers: the Brahmans, Gautama 
Buddha, Confucius, Lao-Tze, Moses, all contain the same explanation of 
life, make the same demand upon the man. For, from the remotest times 
onwards, Humanity has ever been conscious of the torturing inner con
tradiction, wherein all who seek after personal well-being find themselves. 
As, unfortunately, there is no other solution of this contradiction except to 
transfer the centre of attraction of one's existence t from the personality, 
which can never be saved from destruction, to the everlasting All, it i.s 
intelligible that all the sages of the past, and with them also the greatest 
thinkers of later centuries, have established doctrines and moral laws 
identical in their general meaning because they saw more clearly than other 
men both this contradiction and its solution. 

It is not difficult to see wherein consists the basic contradiction of 
personal life. That which for man is the most important, that alone which 
he desires, that which-as it seems to him-alone really lives, namely his 
personality, is destroyed, becomes a skeleton, decays, does not remain 
" himself"; while that which he does not desire, which has no value for him, 
the life and welfare of which he does not feel, the whole outside world of 
struggling beings, that proves itself to be that which endures, which truly lives. 

With the awakening of the reasoning consciousness, which must occur 
sooner or later in every man, he becomes conscious of the gulf between the 

• Absolutely the same doctrine as that taught by Buddha. and all other lnltlates, Plato Included. It. fact 
recognised by Tolstol, though not given Its due significance by him. 

t Where Ih7 treasure Is, there will thy heart be also. 
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animal and the human life; he realises this more and more fully, till at 
last-on the highest plane of consciousness-the fundamental contradidion 
of life is recognised as only an apparent contradidion, pertaining solely 
to the sphere of animal existence, and the meaning of life, after which 
the personal man seeks in vain, is at last discovered. It is not discovered 
by logical dedudion, but intuitively. The spiritually awakened or re
generated man suddenly finds himself transported into the eternal, timeless 
condition of the life of pure IC Reason"," in which can be no more illusions, 
contradidions, riddles. • • . . The life of reason is, as the original and only 
true life, also the nonnal life of man: and man as such can only be called 
u living" in so far as he subdues the animal in him under the law of Reason; 
precisely as the animal only really lives when it obeys, nof only the laws 
of the matter which composes it, but also the higher law of organic life. 
• . . . When once it has been recognised that, in specifically human life, 
the primacy naturally belongs not to the personality, but to the Reason, 
there is nothing superhuman in following the natural law of human life 
and both regarding and using as a tool what is a mere tool of the true life
the personality. • . • • But it may be asked: Why then do we have a 
personality if we are to renounce it, deny it? In order that the per
sonality, like any tool, may serve merely as a means to an end-other 
answer there is none. The personality is nothing but the IC spade", that is 
given to the reasoning being to be dug with, to be blunted in that digging 
and then sharpened again, to be used up, but not to be cleaned and stored 
away. To use a tool as a tool is not to deny it, but simply to make it serve 
its proper purpose, i.e., Reason. 

This is Tolstoi's philosophy of life, identical in its basis with that of 
Theosophy. But lacking the universality of the latter, leaning too 
exclusively upon the corrupted and fragmentary dicta of but one Teacher 
of Wisdom, Tolstoi's philosophy fails to guide him in practice and, as a 
study of his work shows, lands him eventually in self-contradiction. This 
self-contradiction, however, being but of the surface, of the physical plane 
only, is of relatively small importance, contrasted with the real escape he 
has made beyond the delusions in which most of us live. 

Want of space renders it impossible to follow out into further detail the 
comparison between Tolstoi's views and those of Theosophy. Every reader 
of Lucifer can readily do so for himself, and we will only add that Dr. Von 
Koeber's essay, which has supplied the material for the above sketch, 
and of which it is mainly a summary, is worthy the careful study of every 
one who can read German. Of the Appendix, which Dr. Hubbe Schleiden 
has tacked on thereto, it must be said to show a want of appreciation and 
understanding of the true spirit and meaning of Tolstoi's thought and 
action, which seems to indicate the same misconception of the nature of 
real Umysticism ", that may be noticed in the same writer's other essays. 

• Meaning P\ato'~ .. Noetic UCe ". 
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ASTRONOMICAL GENERALIZATIONS. 

~STRONOMICAL geometry is the geometry of motion, or the science 
~ by which the mutual relations of the heavenly bodies are respectively 
determined as they pass on their several courses through space. 

Simple uncomplicated motion is unknown in astronomy. 
The motion of the moon round the earth seems to be simple in character 

until it is recognised that it traverses a continuously increasing arc of its 
orbit as it draws nearer to the earth, and an as continuously diminishing 
arc of the same as it recedes therefrom, in equal periods of time i which is 
read as an alternate increase and decrease in the rapidity of that motion. 
But even here a complication is present, for were the moon not varying the 
ratio of its motion it would necessarily describe progressively increasing 
arcs of its orbit in drawing nearer to the earth, owing to the progressive 
shortening of the degrees of longitude, under which it would pass from the 
one to the other in an as progressively shortening period- of time, or seem 
to move faster, reversing these relations during recession from the earth. 
Until the proportion of this apparent variation has been computed and allowed 
for, the actual ratio of the moon's motion cannot be accurately determined. 

This is a complication which affects all apparent progressively varying 
orbital motion in the solar system, and must be allowed for in any attempt 
to compute the exact rate of motion. 

But beyond this, another complication is added to the proper motion 
of the moon by the orbital motion of the earth i for the earth carries 
the moon with it, and so causes the latter to be constantly changing the 
position of its orbit in space. While if the sun be in motion a similar, 
an analogous, change is taking place in the position of the orbit of 
the earth and is transmitted to the orbit of the moon. And motion 
in the sun's centre of motion, and in any further centre of motion 
round which that centre might move would be, each in succession, 
transmitted to the several orbits affected thereby. And each and all of 
these several motions would be appreciable by their effects on the combined 
motion as measured on the circle of comparison-the relatively immoveable 
signs of the Zodiac. 

Observation shows that certain changes are regularly taking place 
in the mutual relations of some of the heavenly bodies, as these pass 
through space i and that certain principles seem to regulate them. 

These changes are the result of the complexity of the motions to which 
the bodies affected are subject, and of the conditions under which they are 
performed; while the principles which seem to regulate them point to 
certain controlling influences as concerned therein. 
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The facts of astronomy are the successive changes in position of the 
heavenly bodies. Its guides, the conditions under which these take place. 
Its aim, to determine the mutual relations, and, as far as possible, the 
nature and constitution of the several respective bodies, with a view to the 
discovery of the kosmical import of the whole. 

The rudimentary principles of the science of astronomy are found in the 
distinction between the earth as the centre of observation, as a centre of 
motion, and as a moving body. 

The elementary principles of the science of astronomy consist in the 
determination that the motions of the heavenly bodies are revolutions in 
space round centres of attraction. 

The generalizations of the science of astronomy reveal themselves as 
interpretations which lead to the discovery of the unknown through the 
extended application of principles governing the known. 

The earth is necessarily man's centre of observation. 
He has learnt, by interpreting the unknown through the known and so 

distinguishing the actual from the apparent, that his centre of observation 
is itself in motion j is itself the subject of very complex motions. 

The diurnal revolution of the starry heavens thus interpreted, tells him 
that the earth revolves upon its axis once during each such revolution. 

The progressive recession of the sun through the signs of the Zodiac, 
similarly interpreted, shows him that as and while the earth revolves upon 
its axis, it passes round the sun in space j one such complete circuit in 
recession of the solar body denoting a complete revolution of the earth in 
its orbit. 

The progressive recession of the moon through the signs of the Zodiac, 
interpreted in an analogous manner, shows him that it revolves round the 
earth; each lunation marking a single complete revolution. 

In this way he learns that the Zodiacal stars form a circle of comparison, 
to which other motions will in succession be referable. 

In studying the combined axial and orbital motion of the earth on this 
circle of comparison, the advancing student finds that, starting from con
junction with a given Zodiacal star, on returning to the same conjunction, 
at the end of a complete circuit of its orbit, it has made one more full 
revolution on its axis than the number of its solar days-this constituting 
and being the cause of, the difference between sidereal and solar time; and, 
as this is caused by the orbital revolution of the earth, he perceives that 
each revolution in space is marked by a revolution on the circle of com
parison j and thence infers that every revolution on the circle of comparison 
denotes a revolution in space of the centre to which such revolution is or 
may be referred-a very important generalization, as will appear in due 
course. 

In studying the orbital motion of the moon the advancing student notices 
that, while always directing the same face towards the earth, it presents 
each portion of its equatorial surface in succession to a given Zodiacal star, 
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as it would do were it simply revolving on its axis. But as it makes only 
one such revolution in each circuit of its orbit he sees that it has no proper 
axial motion, this revolution being simply a reflection on the circle of com· 
parison of its orbital passage round the earth-which, by a special attraction, 
probably of superior gravity therein, retains the same face always directed 
to the centre of gravity of the terrestrial system. This again is a very 
important generalization, as will also appear in due course. 

In this way, with the earth as his centre of observation and the Zodiacal 
stars as his circle of comparison, the advancing student has gained impor. 
tant principles which he seeks to generalize. 

He sees in the stability of the earth's polar axis, which always points 
towards the celestial north, the possible influence of some remote centre to 
which that axis is persistently directed. 

Granting this he perceives that, if the sun were describing an orbit in 
space, the diameter of that orbit would probably be sufficiently extensive to 
cause the earth's polar axis, as it passed with the solar system round that 
orbit, to appear to nutate to the polar star-as an intermediate body much 
nearer to the earth than the remote centre of its polar attraction. 

And then, granting that the sun does revolve in space, he further 
perceives that its revolution must be reflected by a revolution on the circle 
of comparison. 

Such a revolution he finds in the recession of the lunar nodes. Such a 
nutation of the earth's polar axis, associated with which is the oscillation 
of the lunar orbit. And, as the period of these three thus associated 
phenomena coincides, and, as such phenomena would be produced by the 
revolution of the sun under the conditions stated, he cannot but conclude 
that this period is the mark and measure of the period occupied by the sun 
in a single complete revolution round its orbit. 

In association with this terrestrial systemic cycle he notices an advance 
of the lunar apsides, which, owing to their moving in a contrary direction 
to, and so meeting the receding lunar nodes, make rather more than two 
revolutions in advance, as computed from the moving nodes, but only 
rather more than one when referred to the circle of comparison, during each 
cycle. 

This revolution he considers to be due to an influence emanating from 
the centre of the solar orbit, which causes the line of the lunar apsides 
always to point to that centre. And then he sees, in the difference in period 
between the full revolution of the apsides and the complete recession of the 
nodes round the circle of comparison, an analogous phenomenon to the 
difference between the sidereal and solar year, and is thus led to the 
conclusion that the centre of the sun's orbit is occupied by a stellar (solar) 
body, which is itself in motion, and revolving on an equatorial plane. 

This revolution would add another, an inconceivably vast orbit, to 
the already extensive orbit of the solar system, and widen the range of it 
motions in space in an equivalent degree. And now, searching for further 
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indications of its existence in the measure of the period of revolution of this 
thus conjecturally discovered equatqrial sun, he realizes that, moving under 
the conditions specified, it would cause a further and more extensive 
apparent nutation of the polar axis of the earth; an oscillation of the 
terrestrial orbit, that is, of the ecliptic, across the equator; and a recession 
of the terrestrial equinoxes-associated with which might be an advance of 
the terre·strial apsides. 

Such a cycle of phenomena would be inevitable in motion under such 
conditions-and such a cycle exists. 

Hence in this, the solar cycle, the advancing student finds the needed 
evidence of the existence, with the measure of the period of revolution, of 
the equatorial sun. 

But the study of the relations of this cycle leads him yet a step further: 
for he riow discovers that the terrestrial apsides advance on the retreating 
equinoxes in such a ratio that their full revolution is completed in a period 
considerably less than the period of the cycle. 

In this he sees a repetition of the relations in the terrestrial systemic 
cycle from which he has already learnt so much; and hence, interpreting in 
a similar manner, he very naturally concludes that the centre of the 
equatorial solar system is occupied by a stellar (solar) body, itself in motion. 

Of the motions of this centra! body he, so far, finds no further indica
tions. Now this would be the case if it were moving on a plane at right 
angles to the plane of the orbit of the equatorial solar system. That is on 
a polar plane. 

Hence he infers that this, which he would therefore term the polar sun 
is, with its whole system, moving on a polar plane. And as, so far, all 
systems so moving revolve round a central body, he further concludes that 
the polar solar system is revolving round such a body. 

This central body he therefore ventures to term the Central Sun. 
Further than this, with his limited means of enquiry, the advancing 

student cannot go; but his observations lead him to the conclusion that, 
owing to the alternations in distance from the Central Sun and from each 
other during the successive simultaneous revolutions of the several systems, 
the figure of the earth undergoes a secular change. As the recently 
observed variation in the latitude of places on its surface would seem to 
suggest; its polar axis alternately, though very gradually, lengthening and 
shortening; its equatorial diameter simultaneously contracting and expand
ing responsively-this, together with the oscillation in plane of the several 
orbits and the shifting relations of the terrestrial oceans, amongst which 
the tides are included, is simply a self-adjusting and compensating, or 
corrective, means by which the equilibrium, as well of the individual 
members as of the whole compound system, is preserved during the exten
sive and complex movements to which these members of the Kosmos are 
subjected. 

HENRY PRATT, M.D. 
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H 10r Ilnftd lustirt !tubs tbt mlorlh." 

m N a mean bed, in a long, curtain-partitioned room, a child, with a 
l!J beautiful though pale and delicate face, was lying. Her eyes were 
closed, and a happy smile played around the well-formed, expressive 
mouth. 

A stranger, used only to the dwellings of the rich, might have wondered 
at the contented, nay radiant, look upon the wan little face; for the old
fashioned, patch-worked, calico quilt, which covered the thin form, did not 
hide the great fact that the child was deformed. Signs of poverty were not 
wanting to show that those who made this room their home, had to struggle 
hard for daily bread. From the court beneath came the shrill cries of 
children, the brawling voices of angry mothers, and the rough voices of 
men. The air, that made its way in at the open window, was heavy with 
the odors of the stifling London slum, and crept up lazily to touch the 
cheek of the sick girl, as though weary with its burden. 

The furniture of the room, though poor and scanty, showed the presence 
of an active order-loving woman. All about was cleaned and well-arranged. 
Near the window, placed to catch the first rays of the dawn and the last 
streaks of evening's waning light, was a heavy sewing machine, that showed 
plainly enough the employment of, at least, one of the occupants of the 
room. In the opposite corner, placed slightly behind the head-line of the 
bed, so as to escape the notice of the invalid, some dozen empty fruit
baskets were piled one above another, and before them an old, well-washed 
coster's barrow stood on end. The mantelpiece was ornamented with a 
bright tin tea-pot; the photograph of a man with a weather-beaten face, 
in a sailor's hat and blue jersey-the dead father of the little girl-and a 
common yellow jug, filled with wild flowers and grasses tastefully arranged. 

A rough wooden box, converted into a table by the help of an old board 
and a piece of flowered chintz, stood near the bed, with a cup of cold tea, 
and two well-worn books, upon it. Bright prints from illustrated news
papers were fastened upon the blue-tinted walls, and the floor of the room 
shone with oak-stain and elbow grease. An air of comfort, even of refine
ment, revealed itself amidst the poverty of the place, and sorted well with 
the presence of the frail child. Bill, the coster, had learned from his father 
to keep things about him II ship-shape ", and took a delight in having all 
around" The Queen ", as he called his only, much loved sister, as neat and 
pretty as the means at his disposal allowed. And Bill was a prosperous 
coster with a pony and cart of his own, and a little fund in the Saving'S 
Bank, in case of need. Bill neither drank nor swore; and as for marrying, 
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he always declared he had never seen the girl that could hold a candle to 
his sister Polly. 

The entrance of a respectable, middle-aged woman, bearing a bundle of 
tailoring, was welcomed by the invalid with a glad smile, and the words: 

.. Mother, dear, what a long time they have kept you to-day. I'm afraid 
you are very tired ? " 

.. Eh, child, tired enough; but they don't care how long they keep you 
standing, or how tired you be." 

.. Poor Widow Wilson was there before you, mother, and she so weak 
and ill. She was worrying about her three mites of children. She locked 
them into her room before she started, and had no bread to leave with 
them, until she got paid for her work." 

Mrs. East paused, bonnet in hand, and turned round quickly: 
.. How do you know that?" she said. "Have you been wandering 

again? .. 
"I've been down to the workshop It, laughed the child, .. but I did not 

wander. I was there sooner than you. I looked into Widow Wilson's. 
The children were all right, making patterns on the floor with a bit of 
burnt stick. I wanted to tell her, but could not make her see me." 

"You would have frightened her to death if you had. She'd have 
thought you were dead and that it was your ghost she had seen. I can't 
think how you do it. Lying here all the while as still as a mouse, and as 
white as a sheet. My people never had those ways. You get them from 
your father's folk. Came of living so lonely like on that dull Cornish coast. 
and staring at the sea. Doctor says it's disease, and you can see so far 
because your body's weak. But I don't hold with that now. Your poor 
father was the strongest lad along the coast, and the Cornish men a'n't no 
way like the London linen props, and he had the seeing eye, now and 
again; not that it did him any good as far as I could make out, and his 
mother-that's your Gran'-has got the second sight. She saw the ship go 
down in which your father sailed, as plain as plain, and wrote to warn him 
not to go. But the letter came too late; I never got it till a week after 
they had left the docks. And she lost a good son, and I lost a good 
husband. There a'n't many such. But Gran' is as hale and hearty, though 
she's naught but a bag of bones, as a body need be. I wish Bill could save 
enough to take you down to Cornwall, may be your back would get strong 
down there." 

"And leave you all alone? I'm well enough, and very happy here." 
"Doesn't take much to make some folk happy then. I wonder if you 

would be happy if you had been standing in that hot shop for three hours, 
hearing the women grumble and curse at the loss of time and the hardness 
of the loss." 

" I was there, little mother. I'll tell you what I saw before Bill comes 
in while you get supper. Poor Bill doesn't like to think I see more than 
others. It makes him fear I'm not long for this world-silly boy! I wish 
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you had the I seeing eye'; you might be happy then, even at the workshop, 
for I Perfect justice ~ules the WfWld'. Things look quite different when you 
can see all round them. We are at school here, mother, and have to learn 
a new lesson. A lesson that will help us further on the road and make us 
happier in the long run. Though it seems dull and lonely, and as if we 
were deserted, while we are struggling with our hard task, we never are 
left alone a minute. It is just the same with us, as it was with Bill when 
he was at school. You used to make him take his book to the other end of 
the room, and draw the curtain, till he had learnt his lesson. You said it 
took him off his work to see you moving round. To him, when he had 
drawn the curtain, it seemed as though he were shut off and alone. He 
has told me so lots of times. But you were here, ready to help him, just 
the same, and you could have heard him, mother, if anything had been the 
matter, and he had called out. Bill goes behind the curtain now, to please 
himself, when he comes in from the night school, though he did not like it 
when he was little. If people could lift the curtain, when they liked, and 
look behind, they would never learn their lesson. Now, to-day, at the 
workshop, you were not alo~e. Standing close beside you was a beautiful 
being, strong and pure and good. It supported you in your fatigue, it gave 
you thoughts of Bill and me, to pass the time. It made you think of Gran' 
in her pre~ty cottage by the sea, and the happy times you had there when 
you were a housemaid at the hall. When you got vexed with the foreman 
for keeping you so long; when you listened to the girls cursing at their lot, 
and agreed that what they said was true, a grey shadow was thrown 
betwe~n you and your invisible friend. It was quite plain to me, that the 
thoughts of each person in that workshop were making for each a different 
kind of companion. Widow 'Wilson's mind was full of her children. She 
was silent and patient, though somewhat anxious and troubled. She had a 
thought in her head about some power that she kept saying was I An ever 
ready help in time of trouble', and of One who was I A Father of the 
fatherless '. And I saw a golden ray of light spread itself about her so she 
could not hear the curses, or feel the hot stifling air: and one glittering 
ray flashed out, like lightning through the sky, into the room where her 
children played. I followed it, I saw the eldest girl jump up, look round, 
catch up a broken mug, half full of water, and throw the water on the fire. 
The children had kindled it anew, in pulling out sticks to draw with. The 
girl knew there was no wood but that left for to-morrow. Then I looked 
again at Widow Wilson and saw that the golden light of peace had 
wrapped her in. 

II Near the workshop door stood Bullying Bess. She had come late, and 
was last in the row of waiting workers. She had been drinking. Tongues 
of fire were darting round her. Her throat was dry and parched; her head 
was hot and felt like bursting. She was in a rage at standing last. 
She did not care for the work that was awaiting her so much as the 
money she had to take. Her thirst was terrible. How I pity her. She 
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had a terrible monster by her side: a tyrant who hisses constantly in 
her ear 'Drink I drink! drink!' Hovering over her was her better Self, 
trying to beat off the demon. It would catch the creature by the throat 
and try to strangle him. It would call to Bess to rouse herself and come 
and help in the fight. It tried to wake recollections of her dead mother 
and her own childhood, made miserable by a drunken father. It asked if 
she wished to make the childhood of her baby as miserable as drink had 
made her own. But though she listened she would not fight. The better 
Self was pushed away. The drink-demon dragged her in its cruel clutches, 
and now she is soaking herself with gin." 

" Polly, what you are saying is horrible. 'Vhy would not Bess listen to 
you, months ago, when I brought her home that you might warn her what 
would come if she broke the pledge her poor mother persuaded her to take." 

" I cannot tell. Perhaps there is some lesson .for her to learn through 
drink, as I am learning mine through helplessness and pain. I only know 
what I see." 

"Well, life is a mystery, and it is hard for me to understand that justice 
rules the world, as you say, when we slave and slave, and the master 
swallows all the profits, and lives in grand style, while many a poor woman, 
who has no good son like our Bill to help her, sits and sews and starves." 

" I do not think, mother, you would be willing to change homes with 
the master if you could see what I have seen to-day." 

" Bless the child! 'Vhat have you seen? " 
" Well, they are going to have a grand dinner party to-night at his 

house, and he went away early, didn't he?" 
"Yes, that he did. I wondered what was up. For though he do grind 

others, there's no denying, he don't spare himself neither; but he does it 
to please himself, and that makes all the difference." 

"No, mother, he does not do it, altogether, to please himself. He can 
scarcely help it now. He has chained himself to two tyrants, and they 
drive him sometimes almost against his will.. He has let the demon of 
Greed and the demon of Selfishness get hold of him, and they push and 
hurry him along till he can't tell where he is going. They have bandaged 
his eyes and made him live in the dark, till he has lost the use of his sight. 
He is quite blind now. As he passed the women and girls in the shop this 
afternoon, he did not see how pale, tired, and anxious they looked. But he 
felt their silent anger and hate. And I saw how each black thought that 
ran through the minds of the women, as he passed them, fed the demons, 
and gave them renewed power. For the silent curses, the hard thoughts, 
went out like a dark damp cloud and settled upon him, and hung about 
him, making it impossible for his guardian-angel to reach his heart. And 
the cloud clung cold about him as he got into his brougham. It made his 
voice sound gruff and surly, as he said to the coachman' Home-and look 
sharp about it '. It sent a thrill of hurt feeling through the man, who had 
looked for a civil word, and made him whip the horse, when there was no 
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necessity. So the animal started with pain and dashed off, near:ly knocking 
down a little child. This made the coachman draw up suddenly, and gave 
him a fright, for he is a kind-hearted man and has children of his own. 
The shock angered him afresh, and he swore under his breath and whipped 
the horse again. Another injustice, which formed more dark clouds, till 
inside and outside, round carriage, horse and driver a heavy pall of evil 
influence travelled. Wherever it passed a deadly shiver ran through the air, 
nor did it once lift its cold weight all the way h~me. It met, and drove 
through many clouds as black or blacker than its own. The crowded 
streets are often filled with mere moving masses of varying darkness, lighted 
here and there by a ray of golden light surrounding a pure loving heart. 
These shades are the evil, selfish thoughts of men haunting the beings that 
gave them birth. \Vhen the master stepped from his carriage into 
the richly furnished hall, to the seeing eye, it was horrible. Evil 
thoughts hung heavily in the air. The master is a rich man, and his 
wife is a rich woman with money of her own, but they want to seem 
even richer than they are. Every two-shilling piece must do the work 
of half-a-crown, and the wife is killing her soul, and destroying her 
body, working with her brain as unceasingly as the hardest worked 
tailoress at the workshop with her fingers, to accomplish this self-imposed 
task. And, mother, her work kills more quickly than yours. It helps 
humanity less. It feeds selfishness, pride, and ambition more. The coat 
you make keeps some poor man warm; they will carryon your good work 
for you long after they have passed from your hands.' The money you 
earn clothes and feeds our bodies, and helps us to stay here as long as 
we can to learn the lesson which life must teach. Her work does no one 
any good, and the miserable creature knows it. Day after day she plans 
and contrives new decorations for the house, new toilettes for herself 
and children, new economies for the household. Day after day her 
guardian angel whispers unceasingly, 'What is the good of it all? What 
is the good?' And she hears the voice, and is sick and weary unto death. 
But she dare not stand and grumble and swear, as do the girls at the 
workshop. She must keep a smile on her face, and have a courteous 
answer ready for every one who speaks to her. For she wishes to be 
thought free from care, and a lady. You would pity her, mother, as much 
as poor drunken Bess, if you could see and hear what I have seen to-night. 
Her thought and contrivances for show are b~aring fruit. She has not 
toiled in vain. From the carpets on the floor, the furniture in the rooms, 
the pictures on the walls, the books in the cases, come forth sighs and 
moans of pain. The cries of disappointed hopes, of weariness, of suffering, 
given forth by the men and women who made them, are echoed again in 
low solos that tremble through the house. No health and happiness can 
abide there. No true joy. The servants are overworked, and the worst 
instead of the best of their human nature is called forth. Though they 
wear pretty dresses, smart caps, and embroidered aprons, though they put 
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on pleasant smiles, their aching limbs and rebellious hearts carry anxiety 
and hopeless sorrow wherever they go. In the kitchen, the cook is hot and 
worried, wasteful for want of time, unjust and cross to her assistants. The 
gluttony that • hurries her off her feet' moves her soul in protest, and she 
stirs <\isease into every dainty dish. In the nursery there is sickness, begotten 
of maternal vanity. Whooping cough has declared itself. The mother loves 
her babes, but she must trust them to a nllrse that she has hired for good 
looks and low wages, for her presence is wanted in twenty places at once, 
to-day. Death hovers over one little bed, but no one sees it. Tired, 
anxious, racked with neuralgia, and torn with fear, is the mistress of that 
household, as she meets the scowling master on the door-step with a forced 
and patient smile. If you could lift the curtain, mother, you would see 
more beauty in Ollr poor home, than in that grand house at Brixton. And 
here comes Bill with the harebells and the grasses he has gathered for me 
on Tooting Beck." K. E. M., F.T.S. 

-*-
COUNT LYOF TOLSTOI says in his book, .. My Religion tt, that when we 

ask a believer of whatever sect, a philosopher of whatever school, or even 
the" average" man, why he continues to lead a life in disaccord with his 
religious or philosophical ideas, a life, in short, which his theory condemns, 
he makes no reply, but begins at once to talk about things in general, about 
the State, commerce, or civilisation. They are one and all disgusted and 
humiliated at not possessing any doctrine with regard to life, for no one can 
live in peace without understanding what life really means. Count 
Tolstoi says further: .. I seek in vain in civilised society as it exists 
to-day for any clearly formulated moral bases of life. There are none. 
No perception of their necessity exists. On the contrary, we find the extra
ordinary conviction that they are superfluous; that religion is nothing 
more than a few words about God and a future life, and a few ceremonies 
very useful for the salvation of the soul according to some, and good for 
nothing according to others; but that life happens of itself and has no 
need of any fundamental rule, and that we have only to do what we are 
told to do. Or rather, we have only to do as others do, or to please 
ourselves so long as we hurt no one else." But may we not ask: Is it not 
just this state of mind, prevalent among the majority, as described by 
Count Tolstoi, which is the cause of a certain number of pious and even 
reasoning people holding on to religion as expressed by the Churches, 
because these stand at least as witnesses to the spiritual life? However 
unsatisfactory that expression, however feeble the arguments of preachers, 
the meaning behind these doctrines, these ceremonies, these vestments and 
altar-lights, is that there is a Light towards which we strive, that there is a 
rule by which we must live, whether we grasp its full meaning or no. It 
seems to me that it will need many years of theosophic teaching, and 
above all of theosophic living, to show the world that the Light is inde
pendent of the candlestick, and that the Sacrifice needs no material altar. 
In the ideas of a certain class of minds at present, no-church leads to 
libertinism, and religion without ritual means life without morality. It may 
be wise, therefore, to second the efforts of those who would introduce the 
leaven of Theosophy into theological teaching; all cannot be philosophers; 
tll" /wllli/zes, aut mentes. .. Milk for babes", and the rest in due order. 
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~trtngtb of OCbararttr. 
~N a comprehensive study of human nature, wherein it is sought to 
'f determine the meaning of life, and man's highest possible achievement, 
we must not only be governed by experience and guided by analogy; we 
must not only observe every fact and analyze every process; but we must 
supplement all these inductive processes by synthetic investigation, and 
proceed from universals to particulars. This two-fold method of induction 
and deduction enables the student to approximately, at least, round up his 
knowledge and prevents partial, hasty, and one-sided conclusions. In no 
other way can basic principles be discovered and correctly applied to the 
riddle of life. 

Man's bewilderment springs from ignorance, and his troubles arise from 
his own passions. We often hear it stated that man is the creator of his 
own fortune, be it good or ill, and the arbiter of his own destiny; and yet 
the full meaning of such a statement is seldom realized. 

The world's ideals generally beli~ all of these principles. People are 
seldom able to see beyond personalities to principles. This is not for lack 
of high ideals, but by reason of insincerity, in professing allegiance to one 
ideal, and in all practical concerns following another. 

Everywhere a lip-service is rendered to the non-resistance, the charity 
and the loving kindness of the" Man of Sorrows ", but in practical life a 
far different ideal is set up. It would indeed be a great gain to morality 
and to the highest ideals if everyone would declare openly his ideals and 
proceed boldly to follow them. It is true that such straight-forwardness 
would show many persons to be worse and some far better than their ideals. 
Each group, however, would then stand on its merits, and the world would 
be at no loss whatever to determine the measure of ban or blessedness of 
every man's code of ethics. Iconoclasts like Robert Ingersoll are a 
thousand-fold more friends to the Christian religion and the laws of 
Moses than those insincere individuals who profess allegiance with their 
lips and repudiate these things in every act of their lives. 

These remarks are not made in a carping spirit of criticism, but in the 
interest of the simple truth, which Theosophy, no less than genuine 
Christianity, is interested in promoting. 

Is it not a fact that the typical Christian, according to the ethics of the 
Sermon on the Mount, is at least regarded contemptuously throughout 
Christendom? He comes so far short of the world's ideals that he is pitied 
if not despised by the crowd. The genuine Christian resists not evil, and 
when he is reviled, reviles not again; and he is often considered the 
legitimate prey of the robbers of widows and orphans who imagine that • 
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they can despoil him with impunity. Such a Christian will be the last one 
to be credited by the masses with strength of character. He is not a terror 
to evil-doers. Gentle, kind, self-possessed, considerate of others, such an 
one is rather imperturbable and the world at large has little use for him. 
In the narrow sphere of his unobtrusive life, in the little circle who know 
him well, among the sick, the poor, and the distressed; such an individual 
is known and appreciated at his real worth. 

We come then to the real test of character. Is a man strong for 
good, or strong for evil? If the former, that strength will be of the 
gentler sort, and divested of all selfish or animal attributes. The reason 
why such attributes are not generally appreciated is because they belong 
to the subjective world, and make so little noise and so little show. There 
is a still deeper reason j and that is, that with a very large number of 
persons there is a feeling of hopelessness in the thought of achieving 
such a character, seeing how much self-denial it involves, even to 
relinquishing the" main chance in life". Such an individual is, therefore, 
a perpetual criticism on the greed and unworthiness of the average life, 
and rather than admit this and criticise and condemn self, it is found 
more easy and agreeable to affect to despise the ideal Christian. 

If, in determining strength of character, an individual who is strong in 
evil is put forward as a type, very few persons have the courage to 
disapprove. The noisy swagger of the drunkard, the pestilent bravado of 
the bully, the thoughtless ranting of the egotist, the venomed tongue of 
slander-these are indeed strong for evil, and it is of just these elements 
that the world has often created its heroes, fear being mingled with adula
tion. 

Just as muscular strength comes from physical training, and is perfected 
by exercise, even so with strength of character and moral force j these 
come only by effort at self-conquest. 

It is not only quality versus quantity of force involved, but in range 
of action and essential results, that self· conquest brings strength of charac
ter. It is impure gold precipitated in an alembic from which the dross 
has been refined away. 

As man climbs upward in the process of evolution, new vistas open 
to his vision, and new powers are unfolded at every step. \Ve are 
considering man merely as a centre of power, and not in relation to 
happiness or misery, rewards or punishments. 

As man passes over plane after plane in his upward march, exhausting 
the experiences of each plane as he ascends, he becomes master of that 
plane. In no single instance, however, is man master of the plane above 
him. Nothing less than experience and conquest determine power, and 
man is subject to, never master of, the untried realm. Man must there
fore not only work out his own salvation with fear and trembling, but 
step by step with heavy trial and bleeding feet must he climb toward 
perfection. No vantage gained is ever lost, for an experience once known 
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can never be as though it were not till man relinquishes his birthright, and 
by love of evil destroys himself. 

No greater mistake can be made than to despise the Christian ideal. 
Called by whatsoever name, it is the only road to power, and this power is 
not as a goal once for all attained. It is not the power to stand still, but 
the power to progress from height to height of being. Such an ideal is there
fore a motor, while power on the physical or animal planes alone mean 
stagnation and death. 

The true Theosophist and the ideal Christian are the same. Such an 
one is in the trend of the evolution of the life wave; he has found the line 
of least resistance and in working thus with nature becomes one with 
nature in knowledge and power. Step by step the illusion of Maya dis
appears. With no selfish motion and no ulterior design of his own, nature 
trusts him with her confidence and makes him observer of her choicest 
gifts. Silently as fall the rains and the dews of heaven such an one goes 
about his Master's Work. He knows no fear, for he has nothing to lose; he 
knows no anxiety, for he has nothing to gain. Persecution cannot daunt 
him, death cannot affright him, for his body is not he; and his soul is 
anchored in the Eternal, the deathless, the changeless. 

It would be sacrilege to contrast such a character with the world's ideal, 
and yet they have much in common, for sweet charity and tender pity 
descend along the line of past experience and so remember those in 
bondage as though bound with them. It points no finger of scorn, bears 
no sanctimonious countenance, and gathers not its robes as though holier 
than others. It rather says: "Come! we will do thee good; we are all 
brothers. Thou art the King's son; thy patrimony awaits thee. Enter 
into the joy of thy Lord." 

This is the line along which the Theosophical Society is working. 
Neither progress nor power has ever heen promised in any other way. 
This is true Occultism, true magic i the liberation of the Higher Self; the 
enthronement of the Divinity in man. 

Can there be any question as to what constitutes strength of character, 
and as to measure of power? This line of evolution involving thus the 
divine is natural. It is the struggle of a strong man against all his foes, 
the sons of Pandoo, on the planes of Kooroo-Kshetra, and he must indeed 
fight to the bitter end. He recognizes no enemy without, all are within; 
and having conquered these he is master of the field. He who conquers 
self is indeed greater than he who taketh a city, for he who wins this 
battle is lord over all things; at one with nature without, and God within. 

Here is the true meaning of life, and herein lies man's highest possible 
achievement. There need be no mistake and no bewilderment. He who 
relinquishes joy is near the end of sorrow, for he has found the Path of 
Peace. 

HARl], F.T.S. 
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~Plllllt.s Ittn1lltg tbt Roman OCatblllits. 
[The following curious old tale was sent to us by a respected corre

spondent, and, as it is vouched by names and dates, we have inserted it. 
lt is unnecessary to add that we wholly dissent from its teaching.-Eos.] 

MR. LIVINGSTON was a farmer in Pennyslvania. He was an 
• honest and industrious man, and possessed of considerable property. 

This property began to decrease in various ways; his barn was 
burned, his horses and cattle died. His losses continuing, he left 
Pennsylvania and settled near Smithfield, Jefferson County, Virginia, where 
he had as much trouble as before; his cattle died and even his clothes 
were cut to pieces. His household was frequently alarmed by strange 
noises in the house like horses galloping around; clothes were burned, 
money taken away, and a variety of strange things happened, until they 
determined to get some one to come to lay the ghost. They tried 
conjurers, preachers, etc., but to no purpose. At last Mr. Livingston had 
a dream, in which he thought he was climbing a high mountain, and had 
great difficulty in getting up. He labored hard by catching to roots and 
bushes, and when he reached the top, he saw a man dressed in robes (as he 
said) and heard a voice saying: "This is the man that can relieve you ". 
His wife heard him groaning in his sleep and called him. He told her his 
dream, and said he would go in the morning and find out who that man 
was. He went to Shepherdstown, where someone told him, it was a 
Catholic priest he was looking for, as they were the only ones who dressed 
in that way. He was then directed to go to "Retirement" (Mr. McSherry's 
place) where he would probably find one. Late in the evening of the 
same day, he went to " Retirement" to see the priest, but he was told that 
he was not there, but that there would be Mass in Shepherdstown on the 
following Sunday. When Mr. and Mrs. McSherry entered the church on 
the next Sunday, they found Mr. Livingston there, and as soon as the 
priest came out to the altar, Mr. Livingston was very much overcome, wept 
aloud and said: "This is the man I saw in my dream; this is the one who 
will relieve me ". When Mass was finished Mr. Livingston went to the 
priest and related his sad story, but the priest, the Rev. Denis Cahill, only 
laughed at him, told him it was only his neighbors teasing him, and that 
he must go home and watch for them. Mr. Richard McSherry and Mr. 
Minghini were present, and were moved by the old man's tears, which 
made them listen to him, and try to comfort him. After a great deal of 
persuasion, Mr. Cahill went to Mr. Livingston's house, accompanied by 
Mr. McSherry and Mr. Minghini. They each questioned the family, and 
finding they all told the same sad story, Mr. Cahill sprinkled the house 
with holy water, and before he left, a sum of money which had been taken 
away was found lying on the door-step between the priest's feet. After he 
said Mass the work of destruction ceased. Mr. Cahill visited them often 
and received several of the family into the church. They often saw a 
brilliant light at night in their house, and heard a voice speaking, which 
made them get up to pray. lt told them that the Blessed Virgin had a 
great deal of power, which she would use for poor sinners, and that they 
must sar: "Holy, holy, holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners". 
The vOice explained the mass and told them that one mass was more 
acceptable to God, than the whole world in sackcloth and ashes, that it was 
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a pure God, offered to God. On one occasion when Mr. Livingston and 
his family were sitting in one room, they saw a man in the midst of them, 
and as he was badly dressed and bare-footed, Mr. Livingston offered him 
shoes and some clothes, which he accepted, but said they were not needed 
where he came from. He stayed sometime instructing them in the 
Christian doctrine, telling them also that Luther and Calvin were lost, and 
that every soul that was lost through their teaching added to their torments. 
When he left, the family watched to see where he went, as they had not 
seen him enter, and when just in front of the house he suddenly dis
appeared. The family were often told to pray for the dead, and the voice 
would say: "I want prayers". 

One day Mr. Livingston was taken apparently very ill in one of his 
fields, and when one of his sons went to him, he told him that he had heard 
a scream from a soul in Purgatory, and that he was almost drawn double 
with fright, and that he was unable to get home. He said he never could 
forget that dreadful shriek. Mr. Livingston lived about four miles from 
" Retirement", in a little village called Smithfield, and he went to the 
McSherrys' very often to talk to them, as there were very few Catholics in 
the neighborhood. Mr. Livingston would go, and say he was sent by the 
voice to tell them different things. On one occasion Mr. Livingston went 
very early in the morning and told Mrs. McSherry that he was sent by the 
voice to tell her that her sister, Mrs. Mary Spalding, had died the night 
previous in Baltimore, and that she must have masses said for the repose 
of her soul. At that time the mail only came once a week, but the next 
mail brought a letter saying that Mrs. Spalding died on that very night. 
Many things were communicated to Mr. McSherry's family through Mr. 
Livingston from the voice. There was a Protestant lady who was very ill. 
Her husband was an Italian, a Catholic, and kept a boarding house at the 
Sulphur Springs. The voice sent word to this man (Mr. Minghini before 
mentioned) to send for a priest for his wife; this he refused to do, saying 
she had her own preacher, from whom she had already told him she could 
obtain no kind of help or comfort. Mr. Minghini said it was too far to 
send forty or fifty miles for a priest. Mrs. McSherry went to see the lady, 
and found her very well-disposed, and anxious to do what was right, and 
she repeated an Act of Contrition after Mrs. McSherry, seeming to be very 
fervent and very penitent. That night Mrs. McSherry had a dream, in 
which she saw a little infant with a little stick in his hand, sitting beside a 
large rock. The infant struck the rock, and in an instant the rock crumbled 
away. She said the dream made an impression on her, though she did 
not mention it to anyone; but in a short time Mr. Livingston came in, and 
told her she had had a vision, at the same time describing what she saw in 
the dream. He said that the rock was the representation of Mrs. Minghini's 
sins, which were melted away by the act of contrition, and the infant 
striking the rock was to convey the idea of the effect of contrition. Eve 
Livingston was a very pious Catholic, but some of the family were never 
converted. Mrs. Livingston-stepmother to these children-said she never 
would believe, and so far as we know, never did. Eve (the eldest daughter) 
went to a Protestant meeting once after she became a Catholic, and while 
there shed tears at the thought of the many souls who would be led astray 
by false teaching, not knowing anything of the Catholic Church. The voice 
said she had committed a great sin, as those people thought she was 
affected by what she heard there. 

There was a messenger sent to " Retirement", for the priest to go to see 
a sick woman. The priest's horse was generally kept in a small field near 
the house, called the" Spring Pasture". Immediately the horse was sent 
for, but could not be found anywhere. Mr. McSherry sent for one of his 
horses, which caused some delay; but directly after the priest started, his 
horse (" Old Bull") was seen quietly grazing on the hill side, and had not 
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been out of the pasture. The voice said that the horse was made invisible, 
because the woman had put off her conversion until her last moments, and 
that she was dead when the priest got there, which was true. Mrs. 
McSherry often told her children how pious her parents were. She had 
eighty masses said for the repose of the soul of her sister, Mrs. Spalding, 
and had the happiness of hearing through the voice that she and her 
parents were in heaven. The voice told Mr. Livingston that many persons, 
even priests, would not believe what he said, or that it even spoke, and 
would laugh at it, if so, he must cease speaking and not try to convince 
them. 

\Vhen Mr. Livingston left Smithfield to return to Pennsylvania he left a 
house and seventy acres of land to the church, and the voice said, that 
before the end of time, that spot would be a great place of prayer and fast
ing. In 1804, Mr. McSherry had some difficulty or difference with the 
priest, Mr. Cahill, and on that account did not go to confession. He had a 
severe spell of illness, in which his life was despaired of. The voice told 
Mr. Livingston to tell Mr. McSherry and his helpmate (for that was the 
name it always gave to Mrs. McSherry) that Mr. McSherry must humble 
himself and go to confession, and" touch Christ through the Church" and 
he would be cured. Mr_ McSherry obeyed, sent for the priest in the night 
(he was not expected to live through the night), made his confession, 
received Holy Communion, and after making his thanksgiving, he fell into 
a sweet sleep, from which he rose in the morning perfectly strong and well, 
but still pale and emaciated. Some of the servants on the place seeing him 
were exceedingly frightened, thinking it was his ghost, as they thought he 
was dying, and had not heard what had occurred during the night. On 
one occasion some children were playing in Mr. Livingston's yard, when 
some gentlemen passed, dressed in black. The children ran in to tell the 
family that some priests were coming. The voice spoke of the simplicity of 
those children, and said those men were ministers of the devil, whose hearts 
were blacker than their garments. They were preachers. The voice said 
that Mrs. Spalding, Mrs. McSherry'S sister, was detained in purgatory 
eight months for over-indulgence to her children. It often spoke of the 
trouble hanging over the world, and said that Mrs. McSherry would not 
live to see it, but her children would see famine, war, and pestilence. Mrs. 
McSherry asked Mr. Livingston to inquire of the voice of the soul of her 
confessor, who had been in eternity seventeen years. She expected to hear 
that he was crowned immediately after judgment, but the voice said that 
Father 1- was still in purgatory on account of carelessness in the manage
ment of some property belonging to some orphans, which property he had 
given over into the hands of another, without seeing that it was properly 
attended to. One night in a hard rain, a stranger asked to be allowed to 
stay at Mr. McSherry'S all night, and he was put in the room usually 
occupied by the priest, and in which the vestments were kept. Mr. and 
Mrs. McSherry knew that he was a Methodist preacher, but they never 
refused anyone hospitality. All during that night Mr. and Mrs. McSherry 
were kept awake by noises in the stranger's room, as if he were walking 
very briskly and hurriedly up and down the floor, with very heavy creaking 
boots. They were very much disturbed, and asked the stranger in the 
morning what was the matter with him, or if he was sick. He said no, 
that he had slept well the whole night. Early in the morning Mr. Livingston 
came to tell them that the voice said they had spent an uncomfortable 
night, and that God had permitted it, for they had harbored a minister of 
the devil. 

Mr. Livingston wished the voice to speak to a certain person, to induce 
him to change his life, but the voice said he was like Dives, and if he 
would not hear the church he would not listen to a voice from the dead. 
Mrs. McSherry was once greatly frightened on seeing the cradle, contaming 
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her infant son, William, rocked violently, no one being near it. She called 
Mr. McSherry who witnessed it also, and deterred her from- taking the 
child from the cradle, saying that God was more powerful than the devil, 
and that an innocent child would not be hurt. Mr. Livingston came to tell 
them that the voice said, the devil was trying to destroy that child, as he 
would one day be of service in the church, and an enemy of the devil. 
This child, Wm. McSherry, went afterwards to Georgetown College, and 
then to Rome, where he was ordained, and was later the Provincial of the 
Jesuits. Mr. Livingston and his daughter Charlotte were sitting together 
one night, when the voice spoke to them from a bright light in a corner of 
the room. It said that the devil had had designs on Charlotte all day, but 
was prevented by the innocence of a little child (a visitor) that she carried 
in her arms. Mr. Livingston's son Henry was twenty-one years old on the 
eve of harvest, and being told by his father to lead the workmen in the 
reaping, refused to do so unless his father would promise him harvest 
wages, as he was of age. He was soon after stricken with a pain in his 
knee, which caused him much suffering, and confined him to bed for 
eighteen months: after which time the voice said that he had satisfied the 
justice of God for his disrespect and disobedience to his father. 

Eve Livingston after her conversion .spent much of her time at Mrs. 
McSherry'S. She was always very devout. After her death, the voice said, 
she did not even pass through purgatory. Mrs. Livingston was always very 
prejudiced and bitter and remained so. Once on Thursday, having some 
soup left from dinner, she said she was determined to deceive the Catholics 
and give it to them on Friday. She put the soup in the cellar, which she 
locked, and carried the key in her pocket. On Friday when she went for 
the soup, the vessel had been washed clean, and filled with clean water. 
The voice said he had emptied the soup, that it was better to drink clean 
water than to violate the rules of the church by taking meat on Friday; 
and that if Mrs. Livingston did not submit to the teachings of the church 
she would open her eyes in hell. Mrs. McSherry often spoke of a visit that 
she and Mr. McSherry made to Mr. Livingston's. \Vhen they approached 
the gate it opened wide for them to pass through though no one was in 
sight, and the same thing occurred at the front door, which opened wide as 
they drew near. Mrs. McSherry was so frightened that she trembled 
exceedingly. The voice said he opened the gate and the door for them. 
One night a piercing shriek was heard, and the words" help, help, help ", 
so distinctly as to arouse the whole family. They asked what help they 
could give, and it answered, "prayers." It said it was in excruciating 
torments, and asked that something be held to that spot, and he would con
vince them. Immediately the form of a hand was turned on the shortgown 
(which had been held up) the strips of cloth left between the fingers, and 
the family saw a bright light, as of a flame of fire. Another time a similar 
shriek was heard, and help asked for as before. A shirt of Mr. Livingston's 
was handed to it, and a cross with the letters-I. H. S. were entirely 
burned out of it. The sufferer said that her name was Catherine Gorman, 
a relative of Mr. Livingston. Mrs. McSherry saw the burn~d articles, 
and was under the impression that they were taken to Conewago, Adam's 
Co. Penn. 

Mrs. McSherry described some dresses she saw after they were clipped, 
as being cut regularly in half moons, as if done by gauge or pattern. One 
new dress which she examined carefully, was cut so entirely that not a piece 
could be found large enough to cover a button mould. Some of these 
clipped articles were afterwards sent to Georgetown College, and some to 
the Sisters of Loretto, at the Barrens, Missouri. The family were ordered 
to keep the usual fast of Lent, and each night when they assembled for 
prayers, they were told to pray until the voice answered, "Amen ", or 
"Deo Gratias!" They were also ordered to keep another fast (or Lent as 
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they called it) in the fall of the year, in thanksgiving for their conversion to 
the true faith, and they were to pray every night, until the voice said 
"Amen I" Mr. Livingston once walked from Smithfield to Conewago and 
back, and the voice said it was with him step by step, the whole of the 
journey. 

Letter from Rev. A. D. Gallitzin to Mrs. George Dole, Martinsbury, 
Virginia :-

"Loretto, Cambria, Co., Pennsylvania, 
" April lIth, 1839. 

"My dear Child and Friend,-
" Oh I what pleasing recollections you recall to my memory! The 

happy days I spent in the family of Richand McSherry and his dear' help
mate' as the voice at Mr. Livingston's used to call her. Yes, my dearest 
child, in 1797, I think in September, I became acquainted with your 
parents, and very soon a most intimate friendship was formed. I remained 
in that part of the country, spending all my time at your father's house, or 
at Mr. Livingston's, from September until Christmas, when I had to return 
to Conewago, my residence. My view in coming to Virginia, and remaining 
there more than three months, was to investigate those extraordinary facts 
at Livingston's, of which I had heard so much at Conewago, and which I 
could not prevail upon myself to believe, but I soon got converted to a full 
belief of them. No lawyer in a Court of Tustice did ever examine and 
cross-examine witnesses more strictly than 1 did, all the witnesses I could 
procure. I spent several days in penning down the whole account, which 
on my return to Conewago was read with great interest, and handed about 
from one to another, till at last (when I wanted it back) it could no longer 
be found: in short it was lost, and I had unfortunately neglected to take a 
copy of it, and now after a lapse of forty-two years, you could hardly expect 
that I could bring back to my memory the whole ftlell connected histo,y of 
those surprising facts. I only remember a few detached facts, some of 
which may prove interesting to you. The first beginning of this business 
was a great destruction of property by clipping, burning, and removing, all 
done by invisible hands. 

Mr. Livingston applied first to his Lutheran minister for help, but he 
having candidly confessed his want of power, Livingston applied to Protes
tant ministers of various denominations some of whom promised relief. 
Among them was a Methodist preacher, who went to Livingston's house, 
accompanied by some of his congregation; here they began to pray and 
bawl, but were soon silenced and driven away by a shower of stones thrown 
among them by invisible hands. After trying ministers in vain old Living
ston applied to a conjuror in the South Mountains, who promised to banish 
the evil spirits if he (Livingston) would pay him a certain sum of money on 
the spot. Livingston very wisel, refused paying him beforehand, but 
promised him double the amount i he would perform the job. The con
juror would not agree. Poor Livingston went home much dejected, and 
in consequence of so many disappointments almost came to the conclusion 
that Christ had no longer any ministers on earth, and that those who 
pretended to be, were only imposters. He was determined henceforward 
never to apply to anyone of those, calling themselves ministers of Christ. 
A Roman Catholic peddler who happened one night at Livingston's house, 
tried to persuads him to send for a Roman Catholic priest, but Livingston 
answered very quickly, that he had tried so many of those fellows, he was 
not going to try any more of them. Your worthy father, Richard McSherry, 
was the one who overcome Livingston's obstinacy as far as to permit him 
to bring a priest to his (Livingston's) house. With a good deal ado, Mr. 
McSherry prevailed upon the Rev. Denis Cahill to attend at Livingston's. 
During his first visit, Mr. Cahill only said some prayers, and sprinkled the 
house with holy water. On his going away, having one foot already over 
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the door-sill, and the other inside yet, suddenly a sum of money which had 
disappeared out of the house (out of the old man's chest) was by invisible 
hands laid on the door-sill between the priest's feet, and besides the house 
for several days became quiet. After a while the noise and destruction 
beginning again, the Rev. Mr. Cahill made them a second visit, celebrated 
mass, instructed them, took them into the church and finally the work of 
destruction ceased. Being one day at a tea-party in Martinsburgh, an old 
Presbyterian lady, who was also invited, told the company, that having 
heard of the clipping that was going on at Livingston's, to satisfy her 
curiosity, she went to Livingston's house. Howeyer, before entering in, 
she took her new black silk cap off her head, wrapt it up in her silk hand
kerchief and put it in her pocket, to save it from being clipt. After while 
she stept out again to go home, and having drawn the handkerchief out of 
her pocket, and opened it, she found it cut into narrow ribbands. If any 
circumstances should come to my recollection, I shall communicate them 
to you. I am in possesion of two letters, which your pious mother wrote 
to one of her brothers, I think Samuel Lilly, which contain some very 
interesting facts and advice communicated by Mr. Livingston to your 
mother at the command of the Voice. However, I have no doubt, but the 
original must have been carefully preserved among your family records, and 
must be familiar to you; if not, let me know, and you shall have a copy. 
I remain very respectfully and affectionately, 

.. My very dear child, 
.. Your very humble servant and friend, 

.. DEMETRIUS AUG. GALLITZIN • 
.. To Mrs. Catherine G. Dole:' 

"My very dear and much respected Child,-

"Loretto, Cambria Co. 
" June 6th, 1839-

" In obedience to your request I send you copies of the two letters 
written by your dear Mother to your Uncle Samuel Lilly, in November, 
1796 or 1797. If I may judge by my own feelings, I think you will be 
strongly affected by the reading of them. Oh! how happy I would be if I 
could come to see you, but my age (nearly sixty-nine) and my pecuniary 
embarrassments forbid it. Since 1807, when the Government of Russia 
passed a decree against me, robbing me of the whole of my father's property 
in punishment for my turning to the Catholic Church, I have passed these 
last thirty-two years of my life in struggling to discharge my debts, which 
in 1807 amounted to $20,000, and are yet about two thousand. God grant 
in His mercy that I may live to see them all paid. To accomplish so 
desirable an object I am obliged to live very economically, and to avoid all 
superfluities. I well remember little Richard, and little Denis, one of them 
(Denis I think) met with a serious accident whilst I was at your parents' 
house. He fell backward into a kettle of boiling water, and scalded his 
little back most dreadfully, which gave your good Ma a great deal of 
trouble; does he rememher it yet? Mr. Livingston removed from Virginia 
to Bedford Co., Penn., about twenty miles from here, where he died in the 
spring of 1820. I had mass at his house repeatedly, and he continued to 
the last very attentive to his duties, but did not receive the rites of the 
Church in his last illness, which carried him off too quickly to afford any 
chance of sending for a priest. The children are all scattered away, and I 
believe care very little for the Church. I have a great number of your 
relations in my congregation, principally children of loseph Lilly deceased, 
your mother's brother, and I am sure that if you woufd undertake a journey 
to this place, you would find yourself quite at home, and what would 
surprise you more, you would find yourself altogether in a Catholic country, 

a 
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without any mixture of Protestants. Now, I have answered all your 
inquiries; I therefore conclude with assurance of the greatest respect and 
affection, with which 

"I remain, 
" My dear child, 

"Your most humble servant and friend, 
"DEMETRIUS AUG. GALLITZIN. 

II To MRS. GEO. DOLE." 

Letter written by Mrs. McSherry, to her brother, Samuel Lilly: 
"My dear Brother,-

"Scarcely had Sister Head gotten three miles from this house, 
when Mr. Livingston came expecting to find her here. He said the Spirit 
was talking all the night, meaning the last night Sister slept here. At first 
they saw a glittering light, sometimes in one corner of the room, and then 
in another, and then in an instant the whole house was in such a blaze of 
light that he declared he could not look at it. It told him to go to Richard 
McSherry's help-mate and tell her to be steadfast in prayer; that her 
parents were in great hope of going to rest soon. It also told him to tell 
me, and all the family, to throwaway all pride and vanity, and humble 
ourselves to the earth, as though we were in sackcloth and ashes. The 
spirit said that ruffles, fringes, flounces and tuckers and modesty pieces are 
all inventions of the devil. It forbids them to cut or curl their hair, saying 
that our Lord came meek and lowly, and now would we worms of the 
earth deck and adorn our sinful bodies-and then respecting what our 
Lord suffered for us, begging us in the humblest manner to tum our hearts 
to the Lord. It told them that many are now burning in hell for following 
the fashions of the world, who never will be relieved. He said we never 
would have heard this, but for our Mother's prayers-calling her the widow, 
Mary Lilly. 

" They saw plainly a hand and arm which struck the old man on the 
arm, and then vanished. 

" Your sister, 
"ANASTASIA MCSHERRY," 

AUTHORITIES. 

Dr. Carroll was very much surprised at the knowledge of the Catholic 
religion which he found in the Livingstons, and thought they had received 
their instruction from heaven. 

Father Gallitzin was of the same opinion. 
Fathers Brosius and Cahill thought likewise. 
Father Cahill afterwards returned to Ireland. 
As a mark of gratitude to God, 1\'lr. Livingston left his house and 

seventy acres of land to the Catholic church in Jefferson County, when he 
removed to Loretto, Pennsylvania, where he, one son, and one daughter, 
died. 

The following is a P.S. to a letter written by Father Gallitzin to Right 
Rev. Bishop Carroll, dated, "Conewago, Feb. 9th, 1800. 

" P.S.-Your Lordship has very likely been informed of the miraculous 
conversion of Mrs. Minghini, in Virginia, to which I was called on a 
Thursday, January 18th, and who departed this life the next Monday, 
January 22nd, provided with all the rites of the Church. The particulars 
of it, I shall relate to your Lordship, when I come to Baltimore. 

"My Lord, 
"Your most humble and obedient servant, 

"AUGUSTINB DB GALLITZIN." 
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From Miss Brownson's II Life of Father Gallitzin .. , page 123. 

"Dear Miss Whinnery,-

3S 

"I have copied this manuscript from' Retirement', at your request, 
and I beg of you, when you read the names of my grandparents, and my 
dear mother, to keep a kind thought for your friend. 

"Visitation Convent, \Vilmington, Del. 
" August 4th, 1889." 

II In Corde J esu, 
" St. M. Bernard Dole. 

fisiis- ~opbia. 
(T,anslaltd and annotated by G. R. S. M., with additional notes by H. P. B.) 

(Continued.) 

[87] It came to pass, therefore, when John had finished speaking these 
words to Jesus, that he said unto him: "'We)) said, John, the Virgin, thou 
who shalt reign in the Kingdom of Light ". And Jesus continued and 
said: II Thus then it came to pass. And the Projections of the Self· willed 
One were afflicting PISTIS,SOPHIA in Chaos and wished to take away the 
whole of her Light, and her Statute had not yet been accomplished for 
conveying her forth (completing her evolution) in Chaos, and the order had 
not yet come to me from the first Mystery, to aid her in Chaos. Where· 
upon she cried aloud, repeating her fifth Repentance,· and saying: 'Light of 
my Salvation, I hymn to thee in the Region of the Height and also in 
Chaos. Let my Hymn come into thy presence. [88] I am become like as 
the Rulers of Chaos, which have come into the Lower Darkness. I am 
become like a hylic Body, which has no one to help it in the Height. 
I am become also as the Hyle (Pl.) cast forth into Chaos, from 
which they have taken away their Power, which have not been 
preserved by thee, but have perished by thy Statute. Now, there· 
fore, they have placed me in the lower Mist, in the Darkness and 
dead Hyle (Pl.), endowed with no Power. Thou hast imposed thy Statute 
on me and on all things, which thou hast decreed, and thy Spirit has fled 
from me and left me. Moreover, also, by thy Statute, the Projections of 
my lEont did not come to my aid; nay, they held me in detestation, and 
kept themselves from me. Yet am I not utterly ruined, though my Light 
is diminished in me. And I have cried on high to the Light, with the 
whole (strength of the) Light that is in me, and I have stretched forth my 
hands to thee. Now, therefore, 0 Light, surely thou wilt not accomplish 

• The Soul, in passing through the different stages and planes of evolution, reaches a 
a middle point of balance in each, where the choice between the below and the above is 
given: doubt thus arises, and it is said to "repent ", 

t lEons and Projections represent various stages and degrees of emallatiOft. 
3A 
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thy Statute in Chaos? Nor will Redeemers come according to thy Statute, 
and arise in the Mist, to learn of thee? Surely they will not tell the 
Mystery of thy Name in Chaos? Surely they will not tell thy Name in 
the Hyle of Chaos, in which thou wilt not explain it? But I hymn to thee, 
o Light, and my Repentance shall come and take hold of thee in the 
Height. [89] Let thy Light come upon me, for they have taken my 
Light from me, and I am in afflictions because of the Light, from the time 
when they projected me. And when I had gazed into the Height towards 
the Light, and below at the Power of Light, which is in Chaos, I arose 
and came into the lower (Region). Thy Statute came upon me, and the 
terrors, which thou didst decree, threw me into confusion and surrounded 
me continuously. Like as waters they seized hold of me together, 
throughout all my time. And by thy Statute,- they did not suffer the 
Projection, my co-partner, to aid me, nor my Syzygy to preserve me from 
my distress '." 

And when Jesus had finished, Philip sprang to his feet, and laid down 
the Book, which he had in his hand. For it is he who writes all things, 
which Jesus had said and done. Philip, therefore, advanced and said unto 
him: [70] II My Master, surely I am not the only one whom thou hast 
charged to bear the care of the \Vorld, and write all that '/ile shall say and do, 
and hast not allowed me to come forward, and give the interpretation of the 
Mystery of the Repentance of PISTIS-SOPHIA?" And when Jesus had heard 
Philip, he said unto him: II Hearken, Philip, that I may speak to thee, 
in that to thee, and Thomas, and Matthew (I) has been given by the First 
Mystery the duty of writing all things, which I shall say and do, and which ye 

shall see. But so far the number of the words which thou hast to write, is 
not completed. \Vhen, then, it shall have heen accomplished, thou shalt 
come forward to reveal that which thou shalt desire. But now ye three 
shall write all things, which I shall say, alld do and Set, that I may bear '/ilitness 

of the Kingdom of the Heavens ". Then said Jesus to his Disciples: 
"He that hath an ear to hear, let him hear!" [71] And Mary arose 
again, and came into the midst, and stood hy Philip, and said to Jesus: 
"My Master, hearken, that I may speak in freedom. Thou hast said: 
• He that hath an ear to hear, let him hear'. Concerning that which thou 
didst say to_ Philip: • To thee, and to Thomas and Matthew, to you three 
has been given by the First Mystery the duty of writing all things 
concerning the Kingdom of Light, that ye may testify concerning tJum'. t 
Hearken, therefore, that I may reveal the solution of the \Vord, which thy 
Power of Light prophesied of old through Moses: • With two or three 
witnesses everything shall stand '. The three witnesses are Philip, and 
Thomas, and Matthew." 

And when Jesus had heard this, he said: II \Vell said, Mary. This is 

• AU)s IUrordi"g7.t0 law. 
t Notice the uncertainty of the pronouns in the sentences in italics and compare Lwci/If', 

VI, 36, p. 495, Dote, and jag. 74 infra. 
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the solution of the Word. Now, therefore, do thou, Philip, come forward, 
to reveal the interpretation of the Mystery of the fifth Repentance of 
PISTIS·SOPHIA. And afterwards, take thy seat and write all things, which I 
shall say, until the Number of thy Part (se. the division of the book), which 
thou shalt write in the Words of the Kingdom of Light shall be accom· 
plished. After this, thou shalt come forward and say what thy Spirit under· 
stands. [72] But now reveal the interpretation of this Repentance." [And 
Philip explained the Repentance of SOPHIA by reciting the eighty. eighth 
Psalm: "0 Lord, God of my salvation,1 cry to thee, day and night", [73] and 
after being commended by Jesus, he sat down and continued writing.] 

And Jesus continued in his discourse, and said to his Disciples: "Then 
did PISTIS,SOPHIA cry on high to the Light. It remitted her sin, in that 
she had quitted her own region and was come into the Mist. Thus, then, 
she recited her sixth Repentance: [74] 'I have trusted in thee, 0 Light, 
even though turning in the lower Chaos. Let every Power, which is in 
me, have confidence in the Light, though I am in the lower Chaos. Let 
them also have confidence in him, when they come into the Region of the 
Height, for he shall see and redeem us, and he has the great Mystery of 
Salvation (2). And he will keep all Powers from Chaos, because of my 
transgression, in that I have left my Region and am come into Chaos '." 
[76] [And Andrew explained this Repentance by the one hundred and 
thirtieth Psalm; "In the Depths, I have cried unto thee, 0 Lord ".] And 
Jesus said unto him: "Well said, Andrew, thou blessed one. This is the 
interpretation of the Repentance. AMiN, AMtN, I say unto you, I will 
perfect you in all the Mysteries of Light, and in all the Gnosis, from the 
Interior of Interiors, to the Exterior of Exteriors; from the Ineffable 
to the Mist of Mists; and from the Light of Lights, to the • of Hyle; from 
all Gods to Daemons; from all Lords to Decans; from all Authorities to 
Ministers; from the Creation of Men, to that of Beasts, and Cattle, and 
Reptiles; in that they shall call you Perfect, complete in every perfection 
(pleroma). [78] AMtN, AMiN, I say unto you, in that Region, where I shall 
be in the Kingdom of my Father, there shall ye be also with me. And 
when the Perfect number shall be completed, so that the Mixture 
(Kerasmos)t may be resolved, I will give order for them to bring all the 
Tyrant Deities, which have not yet given up the Purity of their own Light, 
and I will give order to the Fire of Wisdom (ignis sapiens},t which is crossed 
by the Perfect, to consume those Tyrants, until they shall have yielded the 
last Purity of their Light." 

[And Mary explained what Jesus had said by reciting a verse from the 
eighty. second Psalm, "God shall sit in the congregation of the gods to 
judge the gods."§] 

• A word is ommitted in the text. 
t See Table I., LUCIfer, VI., 34, p. 319. 
t Buddhi. 
+ "God ", the higher Triad, shall judge the" gods ", the lower Quatemary. 
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[77] And Jesus commended Mary, and continued: II It came to pass 
when PISTIS-SOPHIA had finished reciting her sixth Repentance concerning 
the remission of her Transgression, that she turned again to the Height, to 
see whether they would lead her upwards in Chaos. But not yet have they 
heard her, by command of the First Mystery. Therefore, does she again 
turn to the Height to see whether they had accepted her Repentance, and 
sees all the Rulers of the Twelve lEons mocking at her and rejoicing 
because her Repentance had not yet been accepted. Therefore she raised 
her face upwards towards the Height and recited her seventh Repentance: 
u 0 Light, I have raised my Power upwards to thee. They, which have 
taken away my Power, shall remain in the Mist: they shall not profit by it 
themselves, but it shall be taken from them. [78] 0 Light, show me thy 
Paths, and I shall be preserved in them: and show me the Region of thy 
going, that I may be set free in Chaos. As to my Transgression, which I 
have committed from the Beginning through Ignorance, lay it not to my 
charge, but preserve me by that same great Mystery of thine which remits 
sins, on account of thy great goodness, 0 Light, for good and righteous is 
the Light. Therefore will it show me my way, that I may be preserved in 
my Transgressions. And from the hylic Projections of the self-willed One 
will it take my Powers which have been weakened through fear of them, 
according to its own Statute, and will teach my Powers its own means of 
knowledge. For every Science of the Light is saving, and there are 
Mysteries for everyone who seeks the Region of the Inheritance thereof, 
and its Mysteries, on account of the Mystery of thy Name, 0 Light. To 
each one, who has confidence in it, the Light will give the Mystery he shall 
desire. His soul shall be in the Regions of Light, and his Power shall 
inherit the Treasure of Light. [79] Look upon me, 0 Light and save me, 
for they have taken away my name in Chaos." 

[80.82] [And Thomas came forward, and explained the Repentance by 
reciting the twenty-fifth Psalm: "0 Lord, I have lifted up my soul to 
thee, 0 God."] 

And Jesus continued: "It came to pass when PISTIS-SOPHIA had recited 
her seventh Repentance in Chaos, and the command had not yet come to 
me from the First Mystery, [83J to free her, and lead her upwards in 
Chaos, that I of ·my own accord, in compassion, without any commalfd,
brought her to a slightly less confined Region in· Chaos. And when the 
hylic Projections of the Self-willed One perceived this, they ceased to amict 
her for a little, thinking that she would be raised up entirely in Chaos. 
Now, when this was done, PISTIS-SOPHIA did not know that it was I who 
was bringing her help, nor did she know me at all, but she continued 
singing to the Light of the Treasure, and thought that it was it that was 
aiding her. Moreover she continued singing to it, thinking that it was the 
Light of Truth, and that it was because she had confidence in the Light, 

• Compare /ag. 99 ill/ra. 
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ascribed to the Truth of the Treasure, that she would be taken to a higher 
place, and her Repentance accepted. But the Statute of the First Mystery 
had not yet been completed, that her Repentance should be received. 
[84] But when the Projections of the Self-willed One understood that 
PISTIS-SOPHIA was not (entirely) exalted in Chaos, they returned again 
together, and began to afflict her exceedingly. Therefore, in that they had 
ceased to afflict her, and had again returned and excessively oppressed her, 
she recited her eighth Repentance, saying: 'I have set my heart on thee, 
o Light, leave me not in Chaos. Because of the Mystery of thy Name, 0 
Light, show me the way, and give me thy Mystery. Thou shalt free me 
from this Power with the appearance of a Lion, with which they have lain 
in wait for me, for thou art my Saviour, and I will give the Purity of my 
Light into thy hands. Thou art freeing me, 0 Light, with thy knowledge.' 

" And it came to pass that, when the Power with the appearance of a 
Lion understood that PISTIS-SOPHIA had not been entirely exalted in 
Chaos, [S6] that it came again with all the other hylic Projections of the 
Self-willed One,- ami oppressed PISTIS-SOPHIA anew. Thereupon, she cried 
out in the same Repentance, saying: 'Because of thy Statute, 0 Light, 
the Light, which is in me, is thrown ipto confusion, and so also is my 
Power and Mind (nous). The Num\>er of my Time is in Chaos.t And all 
the Powers in me are tossed about. I am impotent in the presence of all 
the Rulers of the lEons, which hate me, and of the Four-and-Twenty 
Projectionst, in whose Region I was. And my Brother, my Syzygy, teared 
to give me aid, because of the things in which they have set me. And all 
the Rulers of the Height considered me as Hyle, in which is no Light. I 
am become as hylic Power, which has fallen down from the Rulers, and 
they have said, "She is turned into Chaos". And after this, pitiless 
Powers have surrounded me, wishing to take away the whole of my Light. 
But I have trusted in thee 0 Light, and said, "Thou art my Saviour". 
[S8] Let Chaos cover the Projections of the Self-willed One'." 

[And Matthew came forward, and explained this Repentance, by reciting 
the thirty-first Psalm, "On thee, 0 Lord, have I set my heart§," [S7, 88].] 

[S9] And when Jesus had heard these words, he said: "Well said, 
Matthew. AM~N, I say unto you, when the Perfect NumberU shall be 
accomplished, and the Universe complete its evolution; I shall sit in the 
Treasure of Light, and ye also shall sit on Twelve Powers of Light, until 
we shall have have restored all the Orders of the Twelve Saviours into the 
Region of the Inheritances of each one of theni". And when he had thus 

• The Powers of the lower Quaternary. 
t Sc. The time of my evolution in matter. 
t There are four-and-twenty Projections above and four-and-twenty below. which 

together with Sophia. who is now above. now below. or with their synthesis. make up the 
Forty-II;II, Fires. 

t Desire. 
D Compare /a,g. 33 It Stqq. and nole I:Z LlUifl' vi. 35. pp. 397 and 400. 
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spoken, he said: "Know ye what I say?" And Mary came forward and 
said: "Master, thou didst speak to us formerly about this very thing in a 
Parable; I Ye endured trials with me: I will found a Kingdom (3) with you, 
like as the Father founded one with me, for ye shall eat and drink at my 
Table in my Kingdom, and ye shall sit on twelve Thrones to judge the 
Twelve Tribes of Israel." (5) He said unto her: .. \Vell said, Mary." 

And Jesus continued: .. It came to pass that when the Projections of 
the Self-willed One continued to oppress PISTIS-SOPHIA in Chaos, she 
recited her ninth Repentance, saying: 'Smite, 0 Light, them which have 
taken away my Power, and take from them the Power, which they have 
taken from me, for I am thy Power and thy Light. [90] Let their Power 
be as the dust, and let lEu,- thy messenger, smite them: and if they shall 
endeavour to come to the Height, let Mist cover them. Let them smite 
upon them so that they be turned into Chaos, and let lEU, thy messenger, 
pursue them to slay them with the lower Mist. Now, therefore, 0 Light, 
take its Purity from the Power with the appearance of a Lion, witiwut its 
knowing it (6). Thou shalt free me from them which have taken my Power 
and Light from me. For they have stood against me, [91] speaking a lie, 
and saying that I knew the Mystery of the Light in the Height, in which 
I trusted. And they constrained me, saying: I Tell us the Mysteries of the 
Light in the Height', which indeed I knew not. They have afflicted me 
with all these evils, and have deprived my Power of its Light. Save me, 
o Light. I know that thou wilt free me, because I was doing thy \\till, 
the Will of thee, from whom I was in my .tEon. I was working thy \\till, like 
as the Invisibles, which are in my Region, and like as my Syzygy. Free 
me from the Power with the appearance of a Lion, for I alone of the Invisibles 
am in this Region.t [92] Now, therefore, 0 Light, let not the Projections 
of the Self-willed One rejoice over me. For they were addressing me 
flatteringly with soft words,t demanding from me the Mysteries of the Light, 
which I know not. Now, therefore, save me that I may rejoice, for I long 
for the Thirteenth .tEon, the Region of Righteousness. [93] And I will 
say throughout all time, ' more and more shall shine the Light of lEu, thy 
messenger', and my tongue shall hymn to thee in knowledge of thee, the 
whole time, in the Thirteenth .tEon." 

[And James interpreted this Repentance by reciting the thirty-fifth 
Psalm, " Judge them, 0 Lord, which oppress me with wrong; fight against 
them that fight against me" [94.97].] 

[98] And when James had thus spoken, Jesus said: "\Vell said, James, 
well done. This is the interpretation of the ninth Repentance of PISTIS
SOPHIA. AMiN, AMitN, I say unto you, ye shall enter into the Kingdom of 

• See Lucifer VI. 35. p. 399 note 6. 
t The Lower Manas which is a ray from the Higher. 
~ The" words" of the Powers of the lower principles are the allurements and seductions 

of matter. 
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the Heavens, before all Invisibles, and all Gods, and all Rulers, which are 
in the Thirteenth lEon, and in the Twelfth }Eon; and not only ye but 
everyone who shall have performed my Mysteries ". And when he had 
thus spoken, he said unto them: "Know ye how I speak with you?" And 
Mary sprang forward again and said: "Yea, master, this is what thou 
didst say to us once on a time, that the last shall be first and the first last. 
The first, then, which were procreated before us, are the Invisibles, since 
they were before the Human Race, they, and the Gods, and Rulers. And 
the men who will undertake the Mysteries, shall enter before them into the 
Kingdom of the Heavens." 

And Jesus commended Mary, and continued: "It came to pass when 
PISTIS-SOPHIA had proffered her ninth Repentance, that the Power with 
the appearance of a Lion oppressed her again, wishing to take away her 
whole Light, and she again cried out to the Light, saying: [99] '0 Light, 
in whom I have trusted from the Beginning, for whose sake I have under
gone these great griefs, help me'. And this time they accepted her 
Repentance. The First Mystery heard her and sent me by its command.· 
I came to help her: I lead her upwards in Chaos, because she repented, 
and because, trusting in the Light, she undertook these great griefs 
and great dangers, and was deceived by the Self-willed Deity, nor 
was she deceived by anything else, save through the Power of Light, in 
which she trusted. Therefore was I sent by command of the First Mystery 
to help her secretly. Nor was I yet come into the Region of the }Eons at 
all, but I came through the midst of all of them, no Powers knowing it, neither 
those which pertain to the Interior of Interiors, nor those which pertain to 
the Exterior of Exteriors, but only the First Mystery alone. It came to 
pass, when I was come into Chaos to help her, that she saw me, inas
much as I was of an intelligent nature (noe,os, i.e., ",anasic), and shone 
exceedingly, and was compassionate towards her, for .1 was not self-willed 
like as the Power with the appearance of a Lion, which took away the 
Power of Light in SOPHIA, and oppressed her to take away the whole of it. 
Therefore did she see me endowed with greater Light than the Power with 
the appearance of a Lion, ten thousand times, and being compassio~ate to 
her, and she understood that I was from the Height of Heights, in whose 
Light she had trusted from the Beginning. Therefore PISTIS-SOPHIA had 
confidence, and spake her tenth Repentance, Saying: I Thou hast heard me, 
o Light. \Voe is me for my Dwelling-place is far off: and my Power is in 
Regions, which are not mine.' " . 

[And Peter explained the Repentance by the one hundred and twentieth 
Psalm [101] "I have cried unto thee, 0 Lord, when I was afflicted."] 

COMMENTARY. 
(1) For the" Gospel of Philip tt, see Lucifer vi, 35. p. 400, Note n. The Greek, 

• Compare pa,. 83 supra. 
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Latin and Syriac fragments which remain of writings called the Gospel of Thomas 
give but little idea of what the original Gospel or Gospels acrordillg to Thomas 
must have been to have been held in such respect by the followers of various 
schools of Gnosticism and even by some Church Fathers. The fragments are also 
called .. Acts of the Lo~'s Boyhood ", and are replete with the foolish and 
childish incidents which dl-e so frequent in the" Gospel of the Infancy". These 
fables, however, wete in such favour among Catholic readers, that the gospel was 
dressed up to suit orthodox taste by cutting out all heretical passages. Still, the 
Gnostic tendency of the fragments is shown by their strong Docetism, that is to say 
the theory that the appearance of the Christos as man was an illusion. That there 
was a philosophical gospel of Thomas is very evident by the nature of the citations 
from it, and by the many references to it, but that this gospel was the book that 
the Thomas of our text was commissioned to write, must for ever remain a 
mystery, unless some fresh evidence is forthcoming. 

There is a Gospel of Matthew called the" Book of the Infancy of Mary and 
of the Saviour Christ ", which purports to be a translation from the Hebrew by St. 
Jerome, and is probably the original on which the later" Gospel of the Nativity of 
Mary" was based. But such edited and re·edited fragments are certainly no more 
the authentic" Gospel according to Matthew" than is the text of the Synoptic of 
that name, and as certainly can never be placed in that philosophical category to 
which genuine Gnostic writings must always be ascribed. 

(2) Great Mystery of Salvation. This great Mystery is the Mystery of the 
Ineffable (Atma), or First Mystery, the Supreme Wisdom (Buddhi), from which all 
emanations proceed. It emanates from the Ineffable and is like unto it, being at 
the same time the Supreme Principle of the Forgiveness of Sins. See Table I. 

(3)' Kingdom of Heaven. Out of the many quotations which might be given to 
show what occult ideas the Gnostics held concerning this" Kingdom ", and how 
different was their view from the poverty·stricken orthodox conception of our own 
degenerate times, perhaps the following from the Gospel of the Egyptians will not be. 
the least interesting. In answer to the question, when will this kingdom come, it 
was answered: "When out of Two has been made One, and the Outward has 
become as the Inward, and the Male with the Female neither Male nor Female". 
Whence two interprete,tions of the many which cOllld be given, start immediately 
forward: (a) The unio~ of the Lower with the Higher Manas, of the Personality 
with the Individuality; and (b) The return to the androgynous state as will be the 
case in future Races. Thus this Kingdom may be attained by individuals now and 
by mankind in Races to come. 

(4) Thrones. .. They who are called in Theology • the Thrones', and are the 
• Seat of God', must be the first incarnated men on Earth; and it becomes 
comprehensible, if we think of the endless series of past Manvantaras, to find that 
the last had to come first (C/. pag. 98 infra), and the first last. We find, in short, 
that the higher angels had broken, countless reons before, through the • Seven 
Circles', and thus robbed them of their Sacred Fire (C/. tag. 76 supra); which 
means in plain words, that they had assimilated dUling their past incarnations, in 
lower as well as in higher worlds, all the wisddm therefrom-the reflection of 
MAHAT in its various degrees of intensity." Secret Doctrine, ii, So. 

(5) Israel. The meaning of this term will be made clear from the following, 
taken from the systems of the Naaseni (Ophites) and of Justinus as found in the 
Philosophumena. 

The Exodus of the Children of Israel from Egypt (i.e. the body) was hindered 
by the waters of the Great Jordan (the type of spiritual birth or generation), which 
were turned backward and made to flow upward by Jesus (v. 7). See LfIC'fw vi, 
35, p. 400, note 8. 
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Again the Sons of Israel crossed the Red Sea and came into the Desert (i.t., 
by parturition were born into the world), where are the gods of destruction and the 
god of salvation. The former are they which inflict the necessity of changeable 
birth on those who are born into the world. These are the Serpents of the Desert, 
and it was in order that the Sons of Israel might escape the bites of these Powers 
that Moses showed them the True and P(r/ect Serpmt (v. r6). 

In the system of Justinus the first triad consists of The Good Principle, the 
Elohim and Eden or Israel, the latter being considered as feminine and figured as 
a Virgin above and a Viper below; she is the Spouse of the Elohim. The passage 
of Isaiah (i, 3): .. Hear, 0 Heaven, and give ear, 0 Earth, for the Lord has 
"pokeD. • .. But Israel does not know me . . . .", is explained by saying that 
Heaven is the Spirit of the Elohim in man, Earth the Soul which is in man with 
the Spirit, Israel is Egypt (i.e. matter). (v, z6). Ct. also Lucifer vi, 34, p. 316, note I. 

It is abundantly evident from the above that the Tribes of Israel are the men of 
this world of matter. 

(6) In the passage of Jesus to the Height, the Powers of the different Regions 
exclaim one after the other, as he passes from plane to plane: .. How has the Lord 
of the Universe changed us without our knowing" (pag. 21). They are further 
(pag. 25) described as being in fear" because they knew not the Mystery which was 
done ". Sophia again (pag. 78) tells us that she has sinned" through ignorance ". 
From the comparison of such passages we are led to conclude that the triumphant 
ascension of Jesus, as the perfected Initiate, and the dramatic narrative of the 
repentant Sophia, are but two aspects of one and the same thing regarded, firstly 
from the point of view of the Individuality, and secondly from that of the 
Personality. 

(To hi cOldil"IId.) 

Itbana. 
~ E who seeks something higher in its own nature, not merely in degree, 
:El than what life can give or take away, that man has religion, though 

he only believe in infinity not in the infinite, only in eternity with
out an eternal; as if, in oppositlOn to other artists, he did not paint the 
sun with a human countenance but rounded off this to resemble the former. 
For he who regards all life as holy and wonderful, whether it dwells in 
animals, or, still lower, in plants: he, who, like Spinoza, by means of his 
noble soul floats and rests less upon steps and heights than upon wings, 
whence the surrounding universe-the stationary and that moving by law 
-changes into one immense Light, Life and Being, and surrounds him, 
so that he feels absorbed in the great light and wishes to be nothing 
but a ray in the immeasurable splendor: such a man has, and conse
quently imparts, religion, since the highest ever reflects and paints the 
highest even though formless behind the eye. . . . • Excite in the child 
the all-powerful perception of the whole, in opposition to the selfish percep
tion of the parts, and you then raise the man above the world, the 
eternal above the transitory ..••. At least two miracles or revelations 
remain for you uncontested in this age which deadens sound with 
unreverberating materials; they resemble an Old and New Testament, and 
are these: the birth of finite being, and the birth of life within the 
hard world of "matter". 

JEAN PAUL RICHTER. 
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Qt1un Utlnrlhs. 
,:.t AM only a little girl; but I would like to know something. I am full of 
'f perplexities; because there are so many curious things which I cannot 

explain to myself, and it is of no use to ask other folks about it; 
because they will not believe that I see and feel things which they cannot 
see. They say that all the little people who talk and play with me are 
nothing, and exist only in my fancy. Now I know they are no such 
thing; they are as real as I am myself; but I would like to know why 
other people want to dispute them away, and having been told that you 
know ever so much about such things-even more than our own family 
doctor-I made up my mind to write to you and to ask for an explanation. 

I have been asked when I saw them first; but this I cannot tell; for it 
seems to me that I have been acquainted with them all my life, and that I 
knew them before I became acquainted with my mother. It requires no 
effort of my will to bring me into the fairy world; it rather requires an 
effort when I am in the fairy world to make me come out of it into the 50-
called real world. These little people are not imaginary. I might just as 
well believe my mother to be imaginary; for they are visible and tangible 
to me, and when I begin to see them, the persons around me become 
transparent and fade out of my sight. Moreover, these people talk, ana 
although I never learned their language, I nevertheless understand very 
well what they mean to say. 

I remember, when I was about six years of age, I awoke one morning 
and saw them playing upon the coverlet of my bed; but the bedcover was 
gone, and in its place there was a very pretty forest with trees, flowers, 
mosses and ferns, and oh! ever so many mushrooms of various sizes and 
colors. There were lots of these little dwarfs, dressed in grey, and some 
seemed to be old, although they were little, for they had long grey beards. 
They were rollicking among the mushrooms and ferns, while out from some 
of the flowers there were looking the tiniest little ladies, and sometimes one 
or the other of these sprites of the flowers would soar in the air above the 
flower which she inhabited, as if to take a look at the world. Then her 
dress, which seemed to be made of gossamer and sprinkled with diamonds, 
would sparkle in all kinds of colors, and after a while she returned again 
into the chalice. 

When I grew up and learned to read, I came across some books and 
pictures which almost exactly described those little people; but when I 
told my mother about it she scolded me and sent for Doctor Schnecken
burger. He made me take some very nasty medicine and ordered me to 
eat flesh, which I dislike very much. They took the books away, and 
prohibited me from ever mentioning this subject again. 

Ever since then I have avoided speaking of the little people, but they 
have not left me. They are not always the same. Sometimes there are 
others, such as I did not see before, and then they will gather around me 
and look at me surprised, as if they had never seen such a little girl. One 
day one of these little men, who was much bigger than the rest, and of 
nearly my size, spoke to me. He was very beautiful and a prince; for he 
wore a costly dress and a golden crown upon his head, in which were set 
rubies and diamonds. He asked me to go with him over a field, upon 
which grew many beautiful flowers which seemed to be living, and from 
which issued musical sounds. 
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He said that I should tell him the name of each flower as we passed it 
on our way, and that if I named them all correctly, 1 would then become his 
bride. So we went on, and I was very much afraid that I could not name 
the flowers; for in fact 1 did not know the name of any of them; but, 
however, as we walked along, each flower we passed told me its name. I, 
therefore, named them all correctly; but just as he was about to give me 
his ring, 1 was called back into the outer world. 

Not long ago our family went to Salzburg, and we made an excursion to 
the Untersberg (I suppose that you have heard of that mountain). \Ve 
rested upon a little meadow to take some lunch which we had brought with 
us. There the prince of whom 1 have spoken, came to me and invited me 
to go with him into the mountain. 

There was a high wall of red rock in which 1 had not noticed any 
opening; but he showed me the entrance in it, which was big enough for 
anyone to see, if he would only open his eyes. I went in with my companion 
and 1 have no words to describe all the wonderful things we saw. We 
went through endless galleries and caverns. It was not at all dark in 
there; but everything was beautifully illumined; although 1 do not know 
whence the light came, because there was no sun to shine through the 
rocks. The walls looked as if they were made out of the most beautiful 
crystals and of all colors and hues. At last we came into a spacious hall, 
where a great assembly of people were collected, all in elegant dresses and 
as if they were getting ready to celebrate a marriage feast. 1 was actually 
afraid to enter, because I was wearing a grey tourist dress and I did not 
think it fit for mixing with such a festive crowd. 

Nevertheless they insisted that I should enter, and they said that I was 
the bride and was to to be married to the Prince Cravatu. 

In spite of my excuses and remonstrances 1 had to take a seat upon a 
golden chair next to the side of Prince Cravatu; for this was his name, as 
I was then informed. The tahle was splendidly decorated with flowers 
and ornaments; but to my astonishment there was nothing upon it to eat, 
except a large plate full of variously colored Easter eggs. There were 
red and white, yellow, blue, green, black and white, and orange colored 
eggs, and some showed a variety of colors; while there were also some 
which were unclean on the outside and had evidently not even been washed. 
\Vhile I was looking at the eggs, the prince made a speech, in which he 
said that he had saved me out of the clutches of an evil enchantress, who 
by her magic spells had kept me enchained in the land of dreams, 
and that I had now safely returned to myoid home. 

Thereupon the-minister of state arose, and congratulated me, and said 
that before the royal marriage could take place, it would he necessary that 
I should have my wisdom tested by selecting one of the eggs; the one 
which I considered the best. "For", he said, "it is well known, that in 
the land of dreams the people judge only by outward appearances, and we 
want no other queen except one who is wise." 

Then all the ladies and gentlemen present came forward and each one 
offered me his or her advice as to which egg I should select. Some said 
that only the red eggs were good and all the others rotten. Some said the 
yellow ones were the only ones fit to be eaten. I looked suspiciously at the 
one whose shell was covered with dirt; but all the people said that it was 
no good; as the shell was awfully hard and the dirt indigestible. 

\Vhile they were disputing about the quality of the eggs, it seemed to 
me as if I heard some tiny raps coming from the inside of each as if some 
living thing wanted to break the shell and to come out. 1 therefore asked 
to be permitted a short time for consideration before giving my decision, 
and this was granted to me. Right away the raps grew stronger and the 
shells one after the other broke, and out of each came a beautiful bird; hut 
these birds were all of the same kind and no difference could be detected 
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between them. Thereupon I told them that I did not care for any of the 
shells; no matter whether they were red or yellow, clean or unclean; that 
they were all necessary and good enough to serve as a shelter for the grow
ing bird; but that after the bird had crawled out the shell could be thrown 
away. 

This decision created universal applause. I was highly complimented 
by the Prince Cravatu and by the minister, who declared that now the 
marriage ceremony could take place. Just then I felt a tap on my shoulder 
and when I looked around to see what was wanted, I found myself upon 
the little meadow in the midst of my dreamland companions, and Prince 
Cravatu, the minister, and all the ladies and gentlemen had disappeared 
from my view. 

It was my mother who had tapped me on the shoulder and asked me 
whether I wanted a hardboiled egg; for we had brought some such eggs 
with us for luncheon. Our whole crowd was in a high state of excitement; 
for there had just been going on a very animated discussion about the 
respective merits of the various systems of religion. I was also very angry 
at having my marriage with Prince Cravatu broken up on account of such 
an insignificant cause, and I therefore answered her rather saucily that I 
did not care for any eggs in which the bird had been killed by the boiling; 
but that I wanted such a beautiful bird as had just crawled out of the eggs 
on the table of the Prince Cravatu. 

This answer of mine led to further interrogations and to an altercation; 
hecause I insisted that I had been in the Untersberg, and the others claimed 
that I had slept all the time. They would not believe me, and when we 
came home, I was locked up in my room as a punishment for my ill
behavior. I am still in prison, and the time passes away very slowly. I, 
therefore, made up my mind to employ it in some useful way. For t~is 
purpose I have now told you some of my experiences in fairyland, and I 
would ask you to he so kind as to tell me what you think about the eggs, 
and which of the two worlds is the real one? Are my companions in 
fairyland the products of my own fancy, or am I merely dreaming that I 
am imprisoned here by an evil enchantress; and if so, how long must I 
wait before I will be liberated again by the Prince Cravatu ? 

KATIE. 

OTHER LIVES AND OTHER WORLDS. 

COULD we obtain a closer view of some of the celestial bodies, we should 
probably find that they, too, teem with life, but with life specially adapted 
to the environment. Life in forms strange and weird; life far stranger to 
us than Columbus found it to be in the New \\Torld when he first landed 
there. Life, it may be, stranger than ever Dante described or Dore drew. 
Intelligence may yet have a home among those spheres no less than on 
the earth. There are globes greater and globes less-atmospheres greater 
and atmospheres less. And the truest philosophy on this subject is 
crystallised in the exquisite language of Tennyson :-

This truth within thy mind rehearse 
That in a boundless universe 
Is boundless better, boundless worse. 
Think you this mould of hopes and fears 
Could find no statelier than his peers 
In yonder hundred million spheres? 

Sir Robert Ball in "Tiu Story oj tlu Heallelf' ". 
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(Jur Jalltn Irtlbrtn. 
lT1HE origin of those animals that have formed the stock-in-trade of the 
Q)1C9 Zoologist, and have been classified by modern theorists according to 
the precepts of what they call " evolution" as the precursors as well as the 
ancestors of man, is a subject on which the Theosophist must think. He, 
who has not yet learned the difficulties of the problems affecting the human 
race, is unable to apply these problems to the life of the individual. Social 
improvement of the individual will never be attained till the history of the 
race is traced, and we have learned by bitter experience of the past to 
avoid dangers in the future. 

Simia quam similis tu,pissima beslia nobis were words that sprung from the 
lips of old Linnreus, and our knowledge of the modern relatives of the apes, 
whose pedigree ended where that of the real monkey began, has not in 
reality advanced much further than the knowledge of a hundred years ago. 
I was reminded of this in 1863, when we had ,~chauff~s of ancient" shaves ". 
concerning the pygmies and the yopv.>v\(U of Hanno. The history of the 
genesis of apes has been told from the" evolutionist" side. We have all 
the speculations against us ; all the popular feeling; all the blatant vocifera
tions. Modern Darwinism is like a Cheap Jack at a fair who undoubtedly 
attracts attention, but from what grade of thi~kers it is difficult to say. It 
has the advantage of being able to use words, which the student dare not 
employ. "Biology"," environment ", "scientist ", II evolution" are ready 
to its hand. Quid cum grammaticis ,hetoribusque mini? t The history of the 
Do-as-you-likes in Kingsley's" 'Vater Babies" is an example how the 
principle of natural selection works. 

The career of the Do-as-you-like nation, whose neglect of the physical 
laws conditional on their existence reduced them ultimately to gorillas, is 
no doubt familiar to many of our readers, and upon the supposition, there-

. fore, of their familiarity with the work, we feel bound to point out that the 
great flaw in the Darwinian theory, which Professor Kingsley, to a certain 
extent, we believe, advocated, is admirably illustrated in this passage. 
According to our interpretation, when the Do-as-you-likes had once ascended 
the trees, and the weaker individuals had been all eaten up by the lions, 
the felines would have had nothing to eat. They would consequently have 
been hungry, and unless their structure was modified to catch something 
else-and Professor Kingsley tells us of no other carnivorous or herbi
vorous animal, upon which to prey-they must in the long run have died of 
inanition. Then, when the lions were all dead, the Do-as-you-likes might 

• Anglo-Indian" Cup". 
t Martial Bp\p'ammata IX. 13. 
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have safely descended the trees, and the further transmutation of the 
scansorial man into the ape would have been rendered functionally 
unnecessary. Or, we are as much at liberty to suppose plasticity in the 
organization of the lion as of the man. The organization of the lion being 
slightly plastic, those individuals with the most powerful claws, and in 
whom the scapular arch was most mobile, let the difference be ever so 
small, would be slightly favored, and would tend to live longer, and so 
survive during the time of the year when the food was scarcest; they 
would also rear the most young, which would tend to inherit these slight 
peculiarities. The less scansorial ones would be rigidly destroyed. The 
consequence would be, that the lions would be transformed into leopards, 
or other climbing cats, and would ascend the trees and eat up the men, 
unless from the homines the smaller and lighter individuals were selected, 
who might have descended along the flexible boughs, as Friday did, when 
the bear pursued him, and so reached the ground in safety. Then, if there 
were any terrestrial lions left, the men would stand an equal chance of 
being devoured; or the scansorial lions might come down at leisure, modify 
their organization, and commence the game afresh. The" selective 
process" would thus bring us precisely to the point whence we started. 
The HOnlo sapiens of Linn~us, whom the learned Swede defined to be in its 
wild aboriginal state, fourfooted, mute, and hairy, and which, brought 
under the more civilised influences of clothing and social habits, expanded 
into the American, European, Arabic, African races-besides the monstrous 
varieties comprising the cretin of the Alps, the giant of Patagonia, the 
Hottentot, the short and pyramidal-skulled Chinese, and the flat-headed 
Indian of Canada-represented the idea which ollr ancestors formed of the 
human animal a hundred years ago. Linn~us, however, admitted a second 
species of man, as he deemed the Homo nodur"us, or Troglodytes. He con
sidered this animal to be white, always erect, the hands reaching the knees, 
concealing itself during the daytime, virtually blind, and accustomed to 
wander forth in the night for plunder. Although its language was an 
unintelligible hiss, the attributes of thought and reason are predicated by 
Linntrus of his Homo nodurnus, in which there is reason to believe that the 
characters of the chimpanzee and those of the white negro or Blafard were 
confusedly intermingled. The Swedish naturalist, however, while he thus 
misconceived the zoological character of the great ape from West Africa, 
appreciated in its true signification the systematic value of the other equally 
gigantic form of ape, which exists in the Indian archipelago, his Simia satYnls, 
and although he erroneously applied to this ape the term" chimpanzee", 
we recognise under this description the oran-utan of later writers. 

If the zoologist attempts to find in the feeble and vague sketches of the 
manlike apes which were given by the elder naturalists anything approach
ing to the accuracy of definition now essential to the systematic idea of 
species, he will be grievously disappointed. The work of Tyson: "A 
Philosophical Essay concerning the Pigmies, the Cynocephali, the Satyrs 
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and Sphinges of the Ancients, wherein it will appear that they were all 
either Apes or Monkeys, and not Men, as formerly pretended ", furnishes 
an example of those speculations by which our forefathers sought to 
identify the traditions of mythology with the forms of zoological life. We 
shall entirely pass over therefore the controversy, not capable of any 
practical determination, whether the animals which Hanno and his 
companions flayed, deposited in the Punic temples, and termed yopvllo.&, 

being of the feminine gender, were actually the same ape which is now 
termed "n'gina", or "n'guyla" (unde derivavit fide Burton "gorilla "), on 
the banks of the Gaboon. Some confusion seems tp have arisen in the 
minds of zoologists respecting the precise import and meaning to be 
attached to the word" n'tscheigo ,. or "engeco" applied to the chimpanzee. 
It has been alleged that this word is of native origin. Philological 
researches, however, cast doubt on this deduction. \Ve think the con
jecture very probable, that the early Spanish voyagers, who, under the 
Portuguese flag, visited the Gaboon in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
were eye-witnesses to the existence of two species of anthropoid apes. 
The larger was the n'gina, or gorilla; the smaller one, the species which 
we now name" chimpanzee", the Spanish sailor would term el chico, " the 
little one". The transition in the negro mouth from the diminutive el 
chico to engeco or "'scheigo is obvious. However this may be, we have the 
undisputed fact that in the year 1625, at the time of Battell, the distinction 
of the two apes into gorilla and chimpanzee was as marked as in the 
present day. 

It is highly creditable to the state of English knowledge that such a 
work as that of Tyson should have been published at the end of the 
seventeenth century; and the honor of the first monograph on the subject 
is due to this writer. Sixty years afterwards our Swedish neighbors, who 
had followed in the steps of Tulpius, Bontius, and Aldrovandus, revived 
the absurd statements of their predecessors and produced illustrative proofs, 
in which (for example) the Lucifer Ald,ovandi was represented with the 
finely-turned calves and graceful ankles peculiar to the human species. 
The same artistic laxity which gave to all the representations of the 
negro races of Senegal and Congo the physiognomy of Englishmen, 
Frenchmen, or Spaniards, equally prevailed in the figures presented of the 
anthropoid apes. 

The first living specimen, however, of a true anthropoid, whose aspect 
should have led the continental naturalists to consider the absurdity of the 
representations which they continued to publish for a century afterwards, 
was that which Tulpius pourtrays in 1641, from a specimen sent to 
Holland, as a present to Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange. Afterwards, 
in the time of Buffon, the progress of discovery, under the auspices of the 
French Government, enabled that great naturalist to study a living 
specimen of the chimpanzee, and about the same time an adult specimen of 
the gibbon (Hylobates lar) was described by him. The progress of our 
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knowledge of these great forms of life since that period has been vast, and 
numerous specimens enrich the museums of Europe. The Dutch natura
lists, Camper and Vosmaer, produced valuable memoirs on the oran-utan 
in I 778-9. Baron von \Vurmb was the first traveller who published 
accurate observations on the orR-n-utan in its adult state: he termed it 
pongo, adopting the name used previously for the African form, and 
derived from the nation (the Mpongwe) in whose vicinity the great black 
ape was first observed. Erroneous observations led some French Zoolo
gists to erect the pongo of Borneo into a genus distinct from the oran-utan. 
Later and more correct facts, ascertained by Owen, demonstrated the 
complete identity of \Vurmb's pongo with the adult oran-utan, and 
revealed to us the existence of a smaller Bornean form; while the progress 
of commercial and missionary enterprise in equatorial Africa has led to the 
discovery of those remarkable forms-the gorilla, the baldheaded ape, the 
kooloocamba, which have recently, through the labors of Dr. Savage and 
Du Chaillu, become even popUlarly familiar to us. 

The sum of our knowledge of the geographical distribution of the 
anthropoid apes may be epitomized in the following propositions:-

In Western Africa there are two species of Troglodytes, the gorilla 
(Troglodytes gorilla) and the' n'scheigo or chimpanzee (T. niger). Well
marked varieties of the second form have been obtained from the 
neighborhood of the Gaboon, one with a bald head, the nest-building 
n'scheigo m'bouve (T. niger var calrms), and one which in the shape of the 
ears and the frontal development, at first sight seems more than any other 
ape to resemble man (T. niger var. Koolocamba). 

In the Asiatic Archipelago are also found two distinct forms. The 
oran-utan (Pithecus satyrus) of which there are varieties termed "mias 
pappan II " mias rambi .. and others; this species is found in Borneo and 
Sumatra. There is also a smaller form in Borneo, the mias-kassar 
(Pithecus morio), differing from the larger species in the relatively small size 
of the canine teeth. 

At least eight or nine species of the long-armed ape or gibbon 
(Hylobates) have been discovered in Hindostan, in Transgangetic India, and 
the Malay Archipelago. The northern limit of the genus is vaguely 
defined. It has been sought to draw a parallel between the measurement 
of the crania of the anthropoid apes and the measurements of the skull in 
those races of mankind coincident with them in geographical distribution. 
Thus it is said that the chimpanzee is dolichocephalic (long-headed), so is 
the negro; the orang is brachy.cephalic (short-headed), so is also the 
Malay. 

To the transmutationist the hypothesis seemed captivating and probable, 
but unfortunately it is not confirmed by the test of comparison. When the 
adult skulls of the chimpanzee and oran-utan are compared, the African 
form is certainly longer than its Asiatic rival; but in order to form a just 
comparison the skulls of the young should be placed side by side. In the 
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young gorilla, chimpanzee and oran-utan, of the same age, the transverse 
diameter of the skull is proportionately equal, and if there is any difference 
in breadth, it is in favor of the gorilla, which is coincident in its geo
graphical distribution with whole nations of dolichocephalic or long-headed 
negroes_ 

The distribution of the fossil forms of monkey from which man may be 
supposed to claim a genetic relation, entirely baffles our attempts to 
associate the existing races of man with any of the species beneath him. In 
the Asiatic Archipelago, the land of the orang, no evidence whatevex: of 
any fossil monkey has yet been obtained; in Africa, the metropolis of 
chimpanzeedom, again the quadrumanous type of past ages is absent. 

At the antipodes, where the human race has reached its lowest level, 
whether by elevation or degradation, and where the besotted Australian 
savage grovels on, unconscious of most of those mental processes which 
have been thought to be distinctive of humanity, and where man's physical 
structure approaches nearest to that of the inferior mammals, no monkeys 
exist, either in a recent or fossil state. 

Such are the facts before us. A hundred years hence, and the gorilla 
may be as extinct as the dodo or the Noto,nis. Fallen man will then only 
exist in the horrible mulatto progeny of our Colonists, who perpetuate the 
moral vices of their miserable progenitors. Unfortunately, the colonists have 
been far more eager to extirpate the savage races than to conceal the 
atrocious "mixed breed", which has ruined the prospects of man in 
Central, probably in South America, and may vitiate India by the develop-
ment of the Eurasian race. • 

\Ve are beginning to see that Theosophy gives us a clue by which it may 
be recognized that however degraded a race may be, however removed from 
that standard of perfection which man in his typical state alone possesses, 
he holds yet within himself, like Maritorres, aquellas somb,as y Ie/as of the 
divine nature. 

"Still in our ashes live their wonted fires" and those, who trace out 
the small relics of a moral sense which the lowest savage presents, have 
need to pursue their investigations, guided by a higher light than science. 
As Christie has said :-

" The master heard j the praise be his alone j 
The truths I pen, his teaching has made known j 
All that is weak and worthless is my own." 

\Ve find, when we investigate the character of the lower animals, that 
many of the Amphibian forms, as e.g. the frog, reproduce an arrangement of 
muscles often thought to be specially characteristic of man. The pro
minent nose of man is repeated in the Nasalis monkey; his chin in the 
Siamang, his backward projecting cerebral lobes in the Ch,ysoth,ix. The 
skull dome of some of the American CebidtE presents the most singular 
resemblances to that of man. The Loris shows an absence of the extra 
interlocking processes (metapophyses and anapophyses) of the backbone. 

-14. 
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The typical Lemurs and the Indris have a more completely opposable and 
better developed thumb than any ape. Again, if we look at the typical 
genus Lemu, of the half-apes, we find the proportion in length of the 
thigh bone to the upper arm bone is nearer, as even as that of the largest 
toe to the backbone. In the slow Lemur (Nycticeus) the length of the shin 
bone bears a relation to 'that of the thigh bone more human th~n in any 
other species below man, whilst in' other kinds of half-apes we meet with a 
development of the anterior inferior spinous process of the ilium more like 
that of man than we find in any ape; also upper grinding teeth furnished 
with the" oblique ridge" as in man, and sometimes an almost equality of 
vertical development in the teeth and even an absence of any diastema. As 
St. George Mivart even says: "the lines of affinity between man and apes 
construct rather a network than a ladder. It is, indeed, a tangled web, the 
meshes of which no naturalist has as yet unravelled by the aid of natural 
selection. Nay, more, these complex affinities form such a net for the use 
of the teleological ,etia,ius as it will be difficult for his Lucretian antagonist 
to evade, even with the countless turns and doublings of Darwinian 
evolutions. " 

The liver of the Orang and Chimpanzee is not very different from 
that of man; but strange to say, in the gorilla, nearest to man, 
we meet with a very degraded liver, and one formed on a type which 
exists in the lower monkeys and the baboons, with the lobes subdivided. 
The mastoid process is undeveloped. When, however, we examine the 
basal portion of the skull in the large dog-headed baboons (CynocePhalus), we 
find that the mastoid proc~ss in size almost equals that of the gorilla. In 
all the skulls of Cynocephalus which we have as yet examined, a true 
" mastoid" process is more or less visible. In the mandrills (Papio) in 
which the weight of the head would II p,io,i seem to require an equal 
provision of osseous support for the muscular structure as in the Cynocephali, 
we have failed to detect any sign of the mastoid. \Ve have no doubt that 
those detailed investigations which zoologists will hereafter institute into 
the bony structure of the order Quaarumana, will recall to us many similar 
and unaccountable abnormalities of structure. Now it is absolutely im
possible to account for these facts on the "evolution" theory of Hackel, 
while they are intelligible on the ground of the Secret Doctrine. Reverse the 
pyramid, and try to balance it on its apex, and it will be sooner or later in 
the mud. Placed on its proper base, it becomes a monument of the wisdom 
and skill of its original formers, and its apex will point upwards to the ideal 
source of truth. The ascensive step has not helped us. The descensive 
step has proved itself to be in accord with more facts of comparative 
anatomy than the popular speculations, and we are now beginning to take 
stock of our knowledge, and see whether the probability is that the theories 
of natural selection may be inadequate to explain the genesis of Life. 
Structures like strong teeth or powerful claws, obviously useful in the 
'struggle for life, may well be supposed to have independently appeared and 
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been preserved time after time; but what characters could well be thought 
Ii priori less likely to be independently acquired than a more or less 
developed chin, such as man shares with the Siamang alone, or a slightly 
aquiline nose, such as that found in the Hoolock Gibbon, and often in the 
human species? Can either character be thought to have preserved either 
species in the struggle for life, or to have persistent1y gained the hearts of 
successive generations of female Gibbons? Certainly, seductive theories of 
this sort will never explain the arrangement of the lobes of the liver, or the 
presence of an oblique ridge on the grinding surfaces of the back teeth. 
These and other considerations have led to the promulgation of theories 
that are entirely at variance with any ascensive step in development. It 
was Buffon, who, years ago, first showed that the origin of species may be 
accounted for on the hypothesis that certain types have been developed in 
space, and that a slow process of generation has produced the modifications 
tending to the establishment of the existing species. The philosophy of 
re-incarnation may lead us to speculate that some at least of the cells that 
floated through the material organ that manifested the mind of Jean Louis 
Le Clerc de Buffon are now in the brain of H. P. B. More than a century 
has passed since the old master spoke in favor of a Degradation theory 
accounting for animal life. The Secret Doctrine has given us a degradation 
theory which has elements of probability in it. Those who know of the 
truth and accuracy of this doctrine are precisely those who are not hasty to 
disclose the source of their information and 

"Wear their heart upon their sleeve 
For daws to peck at." 

They choose to fight the battle on scientific grounds alone, and are 
perfectly ready to give a reason for the faith that is in them. But they 
are averse to fresh speculations, or to be embarrassed with theories, as 
Cobbett says "beastly new", breathing the spirit of the nineteenth century, 
based on ignorance and disseminated by fraud. That the coursers which 
impel the Secret Doctrine will ever run in the same shafts with the spavined 
hacks of our modern Darwinism is a speculation beyond the gaze of the 
wildest theorists. Yet there are those who having good, if not new wine 
before them, try to fit it into the dogmas of Darwinism. The bottle has 
become worn out since 1859, and leaks at every pore. The Secret Doct,ine 
rests on its own merits, not on the acceptance of somebody, or something 
else which somebody believes. This is the Key to the science whereon our 
real knowledge is based. This alkahest of science is given by occult know
ledge, and the Secret Doctrine will give us the clue to that which will be 
found to unravel the whole series of zoological and botanical investigation. 
One inscription is carved on the portals of modern science: "Remember 
to mistrust". 

There are those who remember that there have been fashionable crazes 
in favor of diverse systems, wherein in the words of Beaconsfield, ladies 
.. prattle of protoplasm in gilded saloons". The science of the past teaches 
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us something of the rash theories, the broken hypotheses, and the vain 
speculations which have marked the onward march of our sciences. There 
have of course been scientific men who, not content with holding the word 
"evolution" with dirty fingers, give us a theory which bases the genesis of 
man or his derivation from some unknown progenitor, some pitluca"thf'Ojos 
or Homo alalus, whose remains are not found in the geological strata beneath 
us, nor in the waters under the earth, and that we do not expect to meet in 
heaven. The appeal to the unknown and the imaginary is the modus 
operandi of the modern Darwinite. He appeals to what nobody can ever 
see to corroborate what nobody can possibly believe. The manner in 
which the teachings of the Secret Doctrine have been contrasted with one 
only, and that not the best, of the schools of "biological" thought is a 
melancholy chapter in modern science. 

It These be your Gods, 0 Israel!" A wide interval apparently exists 
between the lowest anthropoids of the latisternal division of the higher 
Catarrhini and the Mterkatzen which belong to a different type of Similr, 
and one which has a different pattern of cerebral convolutions. \Ve may 
conceive that the Simian stock, thrown off by the human type, divided into 
two families. The Platyrrhini, in spite of the extra molar tooth on each 
side, show a high cranial vault, and often repeat the characters of their 
human ancestors, who, a little more civilised and not much less fetid, 
represent Central America in Europe. The Half Apes (Lemuridte) repeat in 
themselves many human characters, and as for the A retopithee;ni, he who 
has watched the marmozet (Hapales jaeelius) chatter, rejects entirely the 
theory of natural selection. Their speech was not given to disguise thought. 
Every emotion is reproduced in the language of the ape. A future Bechstein 
may peradventure map out the speech of the apes. Their moral habits 
have been defined by Brehm in his Thier/eben. Darwin, who naturally had a 
chivalrous spirit, accepted all the rubbish that was told him, and printed 
anecdotes from Brehm that ought not to have been printed anywhere except 
in Tit Bits. And we have the same stale anecdotes presented to perpetuate 
the same absurd story repeated in our modern Darwinian literature. 
Stories which even Brisson, Gesner, or Aldrovandus would have rejected, 
stories which even Pontoppidan, Egede, or Denys de Montfort durst not 
have repeated, are retained by the modern Darwinite as proofs of the 
doctrine of evolution. That which is now rare, because it was always 
worthless, becomes a proof of the theories which since 1859 have been 
received by a generation that will accept any theory so long as it will save 
the trouble of the causation of specific form: 

"'Mid palates grown callous almost to disease 
Who peppers the highest is surest to please." 

The few and the discriminating teachers are gone, and the present teachers 
are satisfied when enough blunder at one time, if they only blunder in the 

.same direction. The spirit of criticism that distinguished the last genera-
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tion has entirely disappeared, and we have often a sort unfit to be educated 
into the higher science. For they do not care to learn except to pass an 
examination. 

I do not claim in any way infallibility or accuracy in this communica
tion. The information on which it is based is derived entirely from the 
fountain head on the subject. The Secret Doctrine (Oct., 1888) communi· 
cated knowledge which is gratefully accepted at least by one scientific 
teacher, who repeats the language of the old gardener in As you Like it: 

.. Master, go on, and I will follow thee 
To the last gasp, in truth and loyalty." 

C. CARTER BLAKE, Doct. Sc., F. T .S. 

CQntrit.s nub J\,u.siutr.s. 
I~E are asked by a "Subscriber" in America to "comment" upon a 
~ curious report in the Chicago Tribune, which he sends us. We do so 

the more willingly as it contains a very ingenuous, newly-invented 
" dodge" to detect the real nature of the" mango-tree growing", "boy and 
basket" performance and other like phenomena produced by Indian 
" jugglers", and an alleged "scientific" explanation of the same. The 
latter, however, is as old as the hills, and known to every Occultist, and 
has never been made a secret of. The heading of the article "IT IS 
ONLY HYPNOTISM"-(is it only that?)-pretends to let the cat out of the bag, 
and the" Chicagoan" interviewer seems very proud of this achievement of 
his countryman. But, to facts; let us see 

"How Indian Fakirs deceive those who watch them It. 
:Fred S. Ellmore, a Young Chicagoan, Demon.trate. the Truth of Hi. 

Theory at Gaya, India-Bango Tree., Babie., and Other ObJect. 
Created by the Fakir Shown to Be Creature. of the Imagmation
How a Clever Scheme Waa Worked . 

.. Nearly every traveller who comes back from India brings with him more or 
less marvellous stories of the performances of Indian fakirs or jugglers. No· one 
ever heard of one of these tales without being curious to know the explanation of 
the mystery. All sorts of theories have been offered, all of which are more or less 
unsatisfactory. It has remained for a young Chicagoan to furnish an explanation 
that explains and to present what must be accepted as absolute proof of the 
correctness of his idea. His discovery may attract attention in all parts of the 
world and he may become as widely known as the discoverer of electricity." 

Well, he might, no doubt, but for two trifling facts: (a) if what he has 
discovered had not been known in the East, for ages, by the Occultists as 
GUPTA MAYA or "Secret Illusion"; and (b) had not the Theosophical 
Society existed for over fifteen years to tell the "Ellmore" tale to every 
gobe-mouche inclined to believe in the miraculous and supernatural character of 
Indian, so-called "jugglery". It is over ten years ago that all such 
phenomena-the more wondrous and phenomenal, for being simply scientific 
and explicable on natural principles-were repeatedly charactenzed by the 
present writer, when at Simla, as "psychological tricks ", to the. great 
disgust of her over-enthusiastic friends. vVhat these psychological trICks are 
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in reality and the difference between them and "conjuring" will be 
explained further on. And now to the Tribune narrative. After stating 
every particular about Mr. Frederick S. Ellmore, describing his childhood, 
and college life, giving the color of his hair and the address and number 
of his family residence, the interviewer shows him, with a friend and class
mate, Mr. George Lessing--one " an enthusiastic photographer ", the other 
a clever artist and draughtsman-in the land of the Sacred Cow and the 
wily fakir. 

In talking to a Tribune man of his remarkable experience in India. ~Ir. Ellmore 
said: .. We had done West India pretty thoroughly, and had spent some time in 
Calcutta. From there we went North, stopping for a short time at Rajmahal and 
Dinapur. From the latter city we went south to Gaya, which we reached in July 
last. Lessing and I had frequently talked over the Indian fakirs and their 
marvellous performances, and had determined npon making a careful test of their 
powers. So we were constantly on the alert for some first-class juggler. One 
afternoon Lessing rushed into the room where I was taking a snooze and told me 
there was a fakir in front about ready to begin his performances. I was as 
pleased as he. N either of us had been able previous to this time to see one of 
these fellows, but we had arranged a little plan which we were to put into 
operation when opportunity offered. I had been impressed by a theory that the 
explanation of all their alleged snpernatural performances would be found in 
hypnotism, but I did not know just how to get at it, until Lessing proposed this 
plan to test my theory. While the fakir was going through his performances 
Lessing was to make a rapid pencil sketch of what he saw while I at the same 
moment would take a snap-shot with my kodaK . 

.. Being prepared to put this plan into operation we went out from our 
abode, and there found the fakir and a crowd of natives and one or two Europeans. 
The fakir was a queer-looking chap. His hair was long and matted and his beard 
hung low on his breast. His only decoration was a copper ring or bracelet worn 
about his right arm between the wrist and the elbow. His eyes were remarkable 
both for their brilliancy and their intense depth, if I may so term it. They seemed 
to be almost jet black and were set unusually deep in his head. When we 
stepped into the little circle about him those eyes took us in from sole to crown. 
He had spread upon the ground a coarse carpet of peculiar texture about four 
feet wide and six feet long. At his right stand a small earthen bowl, and across 
his knees lay a strange looking musical instrument • 

.. Having received the signal that all was ready he took the bowl in his hands 
and turned the contents-a reddish, sand-like mixture-out upon the carpet. He 
mixed it about with his fingers, apparently to show that it contained no concealed 
objects. Replacing the sand in the bowl he stood it in the centre of the carpet, 
several feet in front of his knees, and covered it with a small shawl, first placing in 
the mixture several seeds of the mango fruit. Then he played a weird air on his 
pipe, swayed back and forth, and as he did so, slowly took in each member of the 
crowd of the spectators with those marvellous eyes of his. The swaying and pipe
playing lasted two or three minutes. Then he suddenly stopped and raised one 
comer of the shawl. \Ve saw several green shoots two or three inches high. He 
replaced the shawl, played a little more on his pipe, and I could have sworn I saw 
the shawl pushed three feet into the air. Again he stopped and removed the 
shawl. This time there was a perfect tree, two feet or more in height, with long 
slender ftat leaves. Lessing nudged me and I took my picture while he made a 
skeleton sketch. While we were watching this creation of the queer old man it 
seemed to vanish before our eyes. When it was gone he removed the bowl and 
spread the shawl on the ground before him. Then there was more music and 
more swaying, more looking at the ground, and as we watched the dirty square of 
cloth he had placed on the ground we saw outlined beneath it some moving object. 
As we watched he grasped the shawl by each of two corners and snatched it from 
,the ground. Upon the spot where it had rested but a moment before, there sat 
the queerest dimpled Indian baby that I had seen in my travels. Lessing kept his 
nerve better than I did. I would have forgotten what I was doing if he had not 
reminded me. I took the picture and he made his sketch. The baby remained 
but a moment, before Mr. Fakir recovered it with the shawl, and drawing a knife 
cut and slashed at the spot where the infant sat. In another instant he threw 
away the shawl and there was nothing there • 

.• \Ve had scarce time to recover from our astonishment when the fakir drew 
fTom under his knee a ball of grey twine. Taking the loose end between his teeth, 
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he, with a quick upward motion, tossed the ball into the air. Instead of coming 
back to him it kept on going up and up until out of sight, and there remained only 
the long swaying end. When we looked down after trying to see where the ball 
had gone, we were all astonished to see standing beside the fakir a boy about six 
years old. He had not been there when the ball was tossed into the air, but he 
was there now, and at a word from the fakir he walked over to the twine and 
began climbing it, a good deal after the fashion of a monkey climbing a grape vine. 
As he was starting I got his range and made a picture of him, Lessmg at the 
same time making a sketch. The boy disappeared when he had reached a point 
thirty or forty feet from the ground, at least we could not see him. A moment 
later the twine disappeared. Then the fakir arose, rolled up his carpet, took the 
bowl away, and passed among the crowd soliciting contributions. . 

.. I had no facilities for developing the kodak films, and it was these Lessing 
took with him, as well as a thousand or more other negatives, to be developed. 
The fakir pictures with a few others, I received this afternoon. After the fakir's 
departure Lessing filled in his sketches and these he left with me. You'll see by 
comparing the ones Lessing made with the photographs that in no instance did the 
camera record the marvellous features of the performance. For instance, Lessing's 
sketch shows the tree grown from the bush, while the camera shows there was no 
bush there. Lessing saw a baby, and so did I, and he has got it in his sketch, but 
the camera demonstrates that there was no baby. Lessing's sketch of the boy 
climbing the twine is evidence that he saw it, but the camera says there was no 
boy and no twine. From which I'm compelled to believe that my theory is 
absolutely correct-that Mr. Fakir had simply hypnotized the entire crowd, but 
couldn't hypnotize the camera. I'm going to write an history of the affair and 
have copies made of the pictures and forward them to the London Society for 
Psychical Research. I have no doubt it will make good use of them." 

Nor have we any douht, upon this. The" S. P. R." is sure to make 
.. as good use" of the sketches, by Mr. Lessing, and the photographic 
pictures by Mr. Ellmore, as it has made of the hundreds of its seances with 
spiritual mediums, and thp. evidence furnished by the Theosophist: unable 
to trace the f:1ings to its much beloved" telepathic impact," it will brand 
the whole round of the above enumerated well-known" juggler" phenomena 
as prestidigitation, sleight of hand and conjuring tricks a la .. Maskelyne and 
Cook". For this is usually the only explanation given by the" learned" 
Society, of all that it does not understood and is incapable of under
standing. 

\Ve wish Messrs. Ellmore and Lessing joy, and must say a few words 
on the subject, for their further and personal benefit. 

First of all we ask them why they call the "juggler" a "fakir"? If 
he is the one he cannot be the other; for a fakir is simply a Mussul,mzn 
Devotee whose whole time is taken up by acts of holiness, such as standing 
for days on one leg, or on the top of his head, and who pays no attention 
to any other phenomena. Nor could their" juggler" be a Yogi, the latter 
title being incompatible with "taking up collections" after the exhibition 
of his pyschic powers. The man they saw then at Gaya was simply-as 
they very correctly state-a public juggler, or as' he is generally called in 
India, a jadoowalla (sorcerer) and a "producer of illusions", whether Hindu 
or Mohammedan. As a genuine juggler, i.e., one who makes us profeso;ions 
of showing the supernatural phenomena or Siddhis of a Yogi, he would be 
quite as entitled to the use of conjuring tricks as a Hoffman or Maskelyne and 
Cook. \Vell, the latter gentlemen, and all the" Wizards of the North" as 
well, are invited to repeat if they can, even such juggling phenomena as the 
above, clad, or rather unclad, as such jugglers are, and under the canopy of 
the heavens, instead of the roof and ceiling of a hall or a theatre. They will 
never be able to do so. And why? Because these "jugglers" are not sleight 
of hand conjurors. They are regular and genuine psychologists, me~· 
merisers endowed with the most phenomenal powers, hitherto unknown to, 
and quite unpractised in Europe, save in a few exceptional cases. And 
with regard to this point, basing our questions on the logic of analogy, if 
StICh phenomenal powers of fascitultion, as throwing glamour over audiences often number. 
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ing several hundreds and even thousands, are once proven to exist in simpl4 professUmai 
jugglers, who can deny the same polilers, Ollly twmty times as strong, in trained adepts 
in Occultism? This is the future nut for the Society for Psychical Research to 
crack-if it ever accepts Mr. Ellmore's testimony,which we doubt. But if it 
is acc~pted, what right will its members or the public have to doubt the 
claims made on behalf of great Yogis and learned adepts and" Mahatmas" to 
produce far more wonderful phenomena? The fact alone forsooth, that a 
whole audience sees a twine thrown into the air,- the end of which seems 
fastened in the clouds, a boy climbing up it, a baby under a basket, and a 
mango-tree growing, when there is, in truth, neither twine nor boy, neither 
baby nor mango-tree-may well give us the right to call it the greatest mental 
miracle possible; a "psychological trick" -true enough, but one never to be 
rivalled, nor even approached by a physical phenomenon, however astound- . 
ing. "It is only Hypnotism ", you say. Then those who say so, do not 
know the difference between hypnotism, which, at best, is only a pu;'ely 
physiological manifestation even in the hands of the most powerful and learned 
experimenters, and real mesmerism, let alone mahamaya or even the gupta
maya of ancient and modern India. \Ve defy all, and every one, from 
Charcot and Richet down to all the second rate hypnotizers, including the 
greatest physical mediums, to produce that with which Messrs. Ellmore 
and Lessing credit their" juggler". 

To those who are incapable of appreciating the all-importance of that 
psycho-spiritual power in man which the Tribune calls so ignorantly and 
so foolishly "hypnotism ", all we may say would be useless. We SImply 
refuse to answer them. As to those others who will understand us, we 
say yes; it is glamo"r, fascination, psychology, call it what you will, but 
it is not "hypnotism". The latter is an aberration produced on several 
persons in turn by another person, through contact, through gazing at a 
bright spot or manipulation; but what is it in comparison with the 
collective and instantaneous fascination produced on hundreds by one passing 
gaze of the" juggler" (ViJe supra), even though that gaze did" take in 
every man" .. from sole to crown ". No Theosophist who understands 
anything of Occultism, has ever explained such phenomena on any prin
ciple but that of magic-spell and fascination; and to claim for them anything 
else would amount to teaching supernaturalism and miracle i. t. an impossi
bility in nature. There is a host of Theosophists in England alone, who 
would testify any day that they have been taught for now many years 
that physical phenomena in India are due to glamour and the psychological 
powers of the performers. Yet no one in the Theosophical Society ever 
thought of claiming for himself the discovery and explanation of the mango 
tree mystery, as it is a teaching known for long ages, and now once 
more taught to all w/zo wa"t to know. 

Nevertheless, as said at the beginning of this article, we all owe a debt 
of gratitude to Mr. Ellmore and his friend, for their clever idea of applying 
to these tricks, the photographic test; as, no glamour (or, as the reporter 
makes Ellmore say, .. hypnotism ") could affect the camera. Moreover, 
both the young traveller and the Tribune reporter seem to have worked 
only for the Theosophical Society. Indeed, it is safe to prophesy that no 
one, including the Society for Psychical Research, will pay much attention 
to Mr. Ellmore's .. discovery "-since the latter, the erroneous name of 
hypnotism notwithstanding, is only a fact and a truth. Thus, it is the 
Theosophical Society alone which will benefit by having one more of its 
teachings corroborated by independent and undeniable evidence. t 

• Vide "Isis Unveiled .. I, 73 495, eI stq. 
t Additional corroboration 01 occult teachIng Is given In a pamphlet entitled "Materialism, Agnosticism, 

and Theosophj''' Issued by the Pacific Coast Committ .. /0' Thto,oploical Wo,k,: "In connectiou with this very 
polut (i.e., nebuial), some three years ago, Madame Blavatsky, that bile ""ire of both religion aDd science, 
dec1ared that if scientists could perfect instruments sufficiently powerful to ~,cmetrate these nebul., they 
would perceive the falsit)' of this .BBumption of the universal action of gravItation. It passed without notice 

But quite recently a Califomia liCicnlist has most uucxJ1CCtcdly confirmed this _wlngl)' Idle alate-
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[Our brother, W. \ilJynn \ilJestcott, desires to have our opinion on 
the following.] 

D REA 1\1 LAN D. By C. D. S. 
In the year 1887 I became acquainted through correspondence with 

a Dr. G---, of H--- C---, a physician, and clairvoyant. Our 
acquaintance soon ripened into more than friendship, we became brothers 
in heart and spirit, the affinity which existed between us was intense, 
we felt a longing desire to see each other. I invited the Dr. to visit 
me at \Veston.super.Mare, which invitation he accepted, continuing our 
almost daily correspondence in the meanwhile. On the 4th August, 1887, 
my thoughts were so intense all day about Dr. G---, that on retiring to 
rest about 10-30 p.m., I soon fell asleep whil~ thinking of him. \Villing to 
myself a determination, if possible, to obtain a description of his person, 
my will power succeeded, for on the following morning I was enabled to 
write to Dr. G--- as follows: "Dear Frater G---,-Last evening 
while asleep, I had a vision, and saw you most distinctly (spiritually); you 
appeared to me to be a person about 5ft. 6in. in height, I I stone in weight, 
long oval face with gray hair and beard, and sitting in your bedroom in a 
large armchair covered with black leather cloth; you had divested yourself 
of your coat and sat at a table, your arm resting thereon supporting your 
face, and apparently asleep from over-exertion. My spiritual form on floating 
into your room, became horizontal with your face, and I kissed your 
forehead; the touch instantly broke the spiritual affinity, and I awoke 
from sleep. Can you describe the cause of this most extraordinary 
vision? .... " On the loth August, 1887, the Dr. wrote me as follows: 
"Dear Friend,-Yours to hand, the description of my person is very 
accurate. I am 5ft. (ijin. high, lal stone weight, long oval face, going 
gray rapidly, this in the hair; while thinking deeply I sit as you say; I have 
no doubt you saw me, I felt languid next day, so I must have been away 
from my body; I have undertaken the cure of a gentleman at Nunhead, 
London, of Bright's disease and in diagnosing the condition of his kidneys 
my attitude would be such as you describe, I was looking at him from my 
bedroom, aud sitting in a large cushioned easy chair at the time I I p.m., I 
was also thinking of you, and fell into a profound sleep while doing so, etc., 
etc., etc., . • .." I immediately wrote to Dr. G---, asking again for his 
explanation of this most extraordinary sympathetic vision. On the 15th 
August, 1887, I received his reply, wherein he said: "In answering your 
question, I must say that I forgot in my last letter to explain how you 
were brought here. H---s, my spiritual friend and adviser, saw there 
was great affinity between thee and me, he also saw your desire to get a 
glimpse of me, and as you did not possess the gift of clairvoyance (like 
myself) he had no other alternative but to bring you here. The modus 
ope,anJi is as follows: If they wish to bring you bodily, they deprive you of 
consciousness, they then de-materialise your physical body, and reduce it to 
gaseous atoms, they then leave intact the attachment between the soul and 
de-materialised atoms, the latter follow the soul in its flight to where it is 
wanted, and by a magnetic pass the physical body is again restored to its 
natural conditions. But if they merely bring the soul (in sleep it is free of 
the body save the umbilical cord) the umbilical cord must be attached to 
the body and becomes attenuated according to distance. If the spiritual 
cord uniting the physical and spiritual bodies get severed, the soul cannot 
again return to its tenement, and physical death is the result. The last mode 
is the one practised upon you •.•.• Au revoi,; c,oyez tout a mon CtZu,. 

" Faithfully yours, 
"E. G---." 

ment. One o( tbe first results o( tbe inspection o( tbe heavens throuRh the great Uck telesccpe, we. Ih. 
cautious announcement by Pro(essor Holden tbat tbe arrangement o( mailer In many of the nrbu)", would 
seem to point directly to the conclusion that some other (orce tban gravitation was the acllve agent," 
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Letter fro", the Dreatner to W. W. Westcott. 
Care Frater, 

I do not think my seer-friend's theory of my vision the right one; 
let me give my adeptship's description of it. The vision might be active 
with the light of this world, but his explanation of my clairvoyant journey 
is far from the truth; there is no need for de-materialization whatever, even 
in the case of one not clairvoyant naturally. The Dr. sals that I was 
abstracted from the physical body and by the attenuation 0 the umbilical 
cord (or what corresponds to it in the spiritual body) I was carried into his 
presence and saw hi",. Now if I saw hi", at all it was by the spiritual eye, 
and this being so, I should not see his material body, but would see his 
spiritual bod)', which I cannot think was in the arm-chair, but was occupied 
elsewhere, just as mine is now in talking to you and trying to explain these 
things, as if I saw you face to face regardless of where I a", until the 
moment when my spirit returns again. Note this, the spiritual body does not 
correspond to the natural, which is born of connubium of fathers and 
mothers, but is in size and form and quality according to the degree of 
power attained by experience of wisdom and love in Heaven, and of truth 
and charity on Earth. I would therefore be unable to describe my best 
friend in the spirit-form unless simultaneously we were both in the spirit; 
but on coming back into the natural world I would instantly forget that 
form and remember his natural form. \\'hen I sleep I forget the forms of 
the world and see new forms, recognizing them as persons then in the flesh; 
but on waking I retain only the impression of having seen them, but do not 
remember them otherwise than in the natural or fleshly form; the reason is, 
that the spiritual life is the natural death, and the natural death the 
·spirituallife; then the memory of one closes as that of the other opens. This 
is true as to for"" only; principles remain the same, thus I may be a good 
man on earth, and the same principles would follow me, because they are 
motives or affections from which I live and which tnalu tne what I a",; my form 
here might be crippled or distorted, but it would not be otherwise than 
beautiful in the world of spirits, and in the celestial world more beautiful 
still and more powerful and greater in stature. I will now sum up in a few 
words. In my case (vision) I consider my spiritual eyes were partIally 
opened, and that the brain became impressed by thought sufficiently to 
remember the form conveyed. I did not see; it was spiritual attendants who 
saw the Doctor's spirit and projected the image upon my brain thrOllgh "'y 
",ind, and upon rewaking I received a corresponding physical impression. 
The spirits do not see the material body as we see it, but they see the 
spiritual body and can only receive the material form by reading it off the 
tnetn01'y of the man; but then it is only an imagination or thought with them, 
and not a reality as with us; the spiritual body is the one they see and feel 
and act upon. 

I trust my remarks in attempting to reason the matter will let you con
sider the subject yourself, then I would feel greatly obliged by your candid 
opinion as to which theory may seem to you the most reasonable, viz: the 
Doctor's or mine. 

251 6 190 • 

Your £rater in the Spirit of Truth, 
Chabrath-zereh-aur-bOker. 

ED. N oTE.-According to Theosofhical teachings, though the theory of the 
" dreamer" is far more philosophica than that of the" Seer "-yet, the latter is, 
also, philosophically incorrect. It seems rather disrespectful to contradict "a 
spiritual friend and adviser" of whatever description, but if the said personage 
insists upon his extraordinary modus operandi-then we are compelled to reiterate 
our old and never varying charge, namely that .. Spirits" knowing rarely, if ever, 
what they are talking about, wool.gather most of the time. And little wonder if the 
.. Dreamer" (paasionate affinity notwithstanding) refuses point blank to accept his 
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" affinity's II fantastic explanation. Let us analyze the latter: Spirits first deprive 
one of one's consciousness, then they dematerialize one's physical body (? !); after 
which they reduce it" to gaseous atoms ", leaving intact only the attachment (?) 
between the Soul and said atoms-like the grin between Alice and her Cheshire cat. 
But the atoms, we are told, follow the soul in its aerial ftight, to be found ready at a 
magnetic pass (by whom?) to be once more remateriallZed, &c., &c. This theory 
reminds one of the old Spiritualistic claim that a medium's body may be disintegrated 
by the Spirits and carried by them through walls to any distance, and rematerialized 
as easily. Mrs. Marshall, we are asked to believe, was so disintegrated, and carried 
three miles off from her bedroom and re·built and dropped on a table of a dark 
sMnee room. Occultism, however, denies such possibility. It teaches that no living 
creature, man or mosquito, can be so disintegrated and live. This may be done 
with ftowers and minerals, plants and other things which may be made to 
~ass through" solid" roofs and walls; but no living man or being can be dealt with 
m such fashion without death ensuing. This is what Occultism, backed by logic 
and common sense, teaches us, for it admits no such thing as a supernatural 
miracle. Nor has the" umbilical cord" anything to do with" Soul ", but only with 
the astral body (the" Double ") whenever the latter is projected outside the body. 

The explanation of the "Dreamer" is far more near to the teachings of 
Occultism, although the statement that it was not himself who saw but that the 
image upon his brain and through his mind was projected by "spiritual attendants" 
seems a new phrase which sounds very vague and unsatisfactory. The image of his 
friend, the Seer, was of course projected upon his brain and through his mind; but 
as the latter was his lou-,r phySIcal mind (Kama-manas) so the" projector" was his 
higher, or Spiritual mind (Manas proper). There is no need, indeed, of any 
.. S~iritual attendant ", man having always in him his own attendant, the reincar
natmg Higher Ego. Notwithstanding the pitying fting at him by his friend, the 
.. Seer ", who denies him any clairvoyance, the" Dreamer" must undeniably be a 
clairvoyant, to have seen, as he did, so vividly and so correctly, his" Frater G." 
The vision is very easily explained. He fell asleep thinking of his friend whom he 
had never seen in body, willing to see him, and thus passing immediately from the 
waking to the dreaming state. What wonder then, that his will stirred to powerful 
action by strong desire, his human mind (the lower Manas) being paralyzed, moreover, 
by the sudden sleep of the body, acted through the divine and omniscient .. Seer" 
instead of doing so through his uncertain, human principle of thought, which 
confuses and throws into confusion all it sees in sleep, upon awakening? 
" Kshetragna " (our Higher Ego), says Indian philosophy, is the embodied Spirit, 
that which knows all and informs at times our Kshetra (the mortal body). The case 
of the" Dreamer" was one of such special cases. He saw through and with the 
spiritual, all-seeing eye of his divine Ego. Impressing the sight upon its human 
sleeping, and therefore plastic and passive mind and memory, the latter 
remembered what the Ego had seen upon awakening. This is quite natural and 
no miracle is involved. 

COUPLETS . 

.. To halls of heavenly truth admission would'st thou win 
Oft Knowledge stands without, while Love may enter in." 

II Only the waters which in perfect stillness lie, 
Give back an undistorted image of the sky." 

II Despise not little sins; the gallant ship may sink, 
Though only drop by drop the watery tide it drink." 

" Before the eyes of men let duly shine thlHght 
But ever let thy life's best part be out 0 sight." 

"Would'st thou go forth to bless, be sure of thine own ground; 
Fix well thy centre first, then draw thy circles round." 

" One furnace many times will good and evil hold; 
Yet what consumes the chaff will only cleanse the gold." 

[II A Century of Couplets.] 
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~1l1tU «llustrbalibt ).Sputs of ~btllSDpbv. 

"The Universe is the combination of a thousand 
elements and yet the expression of a single 
spirit-a chaos to the sense, a Cosmos to 
the reason." 

ISIS, Vol. I, xvi. 

GZTANDING, as we do, at the junction of many varied lines of thought, 
i!iJ let us for a short while travel mentally along the conservative line, 
and see what lessons may be learned on our path. For much stress having 
been laid on the social aspect of the Theosophical Society, i.e., the 
" Brotherhood .. of Man, an idea seems taking root that our Society is 
mainly Socialistic in its teaching; and as it is contrary to the Spirit of 
Theosophy to have any particular form emphasized, it may not be out of 
place to compare its other lines and aspects in order to understand rightly 
the real meaning of this term in Theosophy. For if Theosophy is, as 
we believe it to be, the unity underlying all outward forms of thought and 
religion, then must it necessarily have its conservative, as well as its liberal 
and socialistic aspect. Moreover Theosophy, as such, must of necessity be 
markedly conservative, or it could not fulfil its function, that of handing 
down to the "few" of each race and generation the same Truths and 
Principles, carefully guarded, and shielded from the knowledge and gaze of 
the" many". And though, on the surface. the principle of "Universal 
Brotherhood", advocated by the Theosophical Society, would seem to be in 
contradiction with the idea of strict conservatism, if we examine a little more 
closely we find a fundamental difference between the idea of " Brother
hood", Theosophical and Occult, and the idea of Brotherhood as put forward 
by many leaders of Socialistic progress. For Brotherhood does not necessarily 
imply equality of position, nor equal division of property, but something 
more stable and unchanging, viz., equality, mental and spiritual. The 
former, while recognizing these differences, enforces kindliness and con
sideration to all men without distinction of race or sex; but it acknowledges 
as Brother, in the full sense of the term, only that man or woman whose 
mental and spiritual aspirations are the same; it postulates certain attri
butes, certain qualities, as an absolute necessity; without them, there can 
be no bond, but, given these qualities, there is perfect Brothethood between 
prince and peasant, employer and employed, rich and poor. 

By the latter it is taught that Brotherhood will come when wages are 
high, property equally divided, and a general dead level of class is reached. 
\Ve arp. distinctly told that until physical good and material comfort are 

reach of all men and women, it is useless to talk of, or aim at, 
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higher mental and spiritual developments. Therefore we are face to face 
with a distinct incompatibility and contradiction of doctrine, and it is 
essential that for right action we should arrive at some clear definition of the 
term Brotherhood, as used from the Theosophical standpoint and as one of 
the objects of the Theosophical Society. 

At present we run some danger of the general public labelling our Society 
as Socialistic in its tendencies; the term Brotherhood is often used for selfish 
ends, and though we know some few disinterested leaders of those principles, 
whose sole desire is to benefit humanity, still they are the" few" while the 
" many" seek only their own good and personal advancement; and when 
the storm cloud breaks and the evil day of revolution is upon us with all its 
attendant horrors, the few disinterested leaders will be swept away in the 
flood-tide of men's selfish desires and passions which they, with the best 
and noblest intentions, have helped to stir. The Brotherhood of Theosophy 
and that taught by Socialism connote totally different meanings, and as 
members of the Society, we must define clearly which Brotherhood is 
meant, whether that of this life and its material goods, or that of all the 
lives to come, and after thus discriminating we must take heed not to use 
the term lightly, so that the general political interpretation shall be dragged 
in, but point out where, when, and how, for us, begins the Brotherhood. A 
perfect equality of caste, birth, wealth, and even education might be 
reached, but the most complete socialistic system could never ensure 
mental and spiritual equality, and this alone would always cause many class 
distinctions. The elect in spirit must ever be far above those dull of mind, 
and those material and sensual in their tastes and desires. This conserva
tive element of distinction in spiritual classes is strongly marked in ancient 
religions and even in the teachings of Christ, which contain in some ways 
the most socialistic elements of any religion (except Buddhism) the world 
has known; and yet this Christianity is markedly conservative as to whom 
the spiritual gifts and knowledge should be imparted. "To you" said 
Jesus to his disciples" it is given to know the mysteries of the Kingdom of 
God, to them it is not given . . . • therefore speak I to them in parables 
(or allegories) because they seeing, see not; and hearing, they hear not; 
neither do they understand." Now if this be the basis, not only of the 
Christian, but the Egyptian and many other ancient religions, and above 
all the Pythagorean philosophy, ought we, who stand, so to speak, as a 
nucleus of recipients of the Esoteric Truths of the Ancient \Visdom Religion, 
ought we, nay dare we, say that we can give all, share all? Is it true to 
say that we are all Brothers, connoting in that term absolute equality and 
equal rights, knowing, as we Theosophists know, far better than many 
others, the reason why all men are not, nor in the ordinary sense will they 
ever be-Brothers-during our Manvantara ? From the Theosophical and 
above all the Occult stand-point, we find distinct limitations; for if our 
lives here are the outcome of our past lives, then are we reaping the 
fruits of our own deeds. Therefore, logically, it is not the grasping 
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wickedness of all hereditary landowners, which has produced the present 
sad differences, but they must be the result of our past actions; and 
given that the slums do exist, would they be so thickly inhabited were 
there no Karmic tendencies and no beings forced to inhabit them? We 
hold that we are reborn in exactly that set of conditions which we have 
ourselves produced; hence those who are poor and suffering have been so 
reborn for some Karmic purpose; and those who hold the responsible 
positions of landowners and governors are also working out a Karmic law. 
Therefore if all these fundamental existing distinctions and differences 
which range from pauper to prince, are the results of Karmic relations and 
arrangements, have we the right to judge them as all wrong, and tear them 
violently to pieces, trying by main force to share and share alike, when 
these very differences are the necessary accompaniments of slow growth 
and gradual evolution ? We are bound to ameliorate to the utmost of our 
power all sufferings and anomalies, entailed by the inevitable degradation 
of life under such conditions; but we shall find that something equivalent 
to slums will surely exist for those whose Karma necessitates such condit 
tions; if not, Karma cannot be the unfailing law we are taught it is; and in 
these fundamental teachings of Theosophy we find nothing Socialistic or 
revolutionary, but from first to last, all is law and all is order, arising out 
of inequality and diversity, the keynote of which was struck in those far·off 
ages when some beings were endowed with the full mind, and some had 
only a spark given to them. Then looking along the uphill road which 
stretches before us, we see that these differences must of necessity continue 
through the duration of our Manvantara. May we not then conclude that 
while every effort should be made to ameliorate and soften bad conditions, 
to help those who are suffering, and brighten all dark and sorrowful lives; 
yet, believing in Karma, it is impossible to accede to, or sympathise with, 
violent remedies, or sudden changes, for the sufferers are not struggling 
with blind Fate's cruel decree, but they are where they are, by the order of 
Nature's immutable laws; their sufferings being the resultant of their past 
lives, Let us take heed that our remedy be not worse than the disease, 
and that we do not start causes and become responsible for effects which 
may enhance the difficulties of subsequent evolution. 

We are nearing an all.important era in our world's history, both 
exoterically and esoterically. The timepiece of the ages records the hour 
which reminds us it is the exact cycle since the French Revolution con· 
vulsed Europe with its horrors; a sad lesson to those who prematurely 
force the gradual change and growth of existing conditions. A warning 
also that we may not lightly stir the passions of the masses without 
entailing terrible dangers, for we set in motion forces with which we may 
not know how to deal or pacify, and what real benefit has accrued to 
the French nation by that awful upheaval? and again the lesser one of '71 ? 
In eat;h of these sad tragedies we find the originators were the first martyrs, 
for they were devoured by that insatiable sphinx, a mob of howling 
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bloodthirsty beings blind with their fury and passions, by whom more 
was wanted than their leaders could give, and failing to answer their 
insatiable demands, death was the penalty they paid for their temerity; 
and what is the practical result to the French people of that terrible 
revolution in which they worked their will? \Ve see before us a nation fast 
falling to pieces-rotten to the core, immoral in life and literature, and their 
cycle will close, its page deeply marked with bloodshed, torture and 
suffering; a page where the mass of the guilty went free and the innocent 
suffered. Are there not slums to-day in Paris that exceed in crime and 
horror any that London can produce? truly Whitechapel is a pale shadow 
beside Menilmontant and other environs of Paris. Surely if those teachers, 
Gautama and Jesus, being aware of the great danger of furnishing an un
cultivated populace with the double-edge weapon of !mowledge which gives 
power, if they, left the inner corner of the sanctuary in the profoundest 
shade, who that is acquainted with human nature, can blame them? 
Looking back at these two epochs, does it not make us feel sorrowful 
when we see a people rushing in all good faith to their doom, as in our 
England to-day? 

Turn we to the esoteric cycle, one that to us as Theosophy is all
important, and surely we shall understand that the utmost caution is 
necessary; for are we not taught that the present time is a crucial one for 
Humanity? Once in every century for us also a" Cactus flower blooms" 
and to some little nucleus of mankind a precious opportunity is offered of 
working with and for those, who, working ever for Humanity, yet keep 
themselves aloof from the sweeping currents engendered by the rush and 
maelstrom force of men's passions let loose, and if we are submerged in 
those currents (living as Karma decrees in the very centre of a coming 
battle), and let the precious time pass by, then against us also will the door 
of another century close, and we shall find ourselves stranded, scattered, 
and broken up, like the leaders of the French Revolution were wrecked in 
the storm of their own raising. Therefore, let us learn this lesson from 
those whom we desire to serve; and let us stand, little band that we are, 
watchfully waiting the material course of events, ready to help and to 
serve-but not to lead-and not wasting the valuable time yet left us, 
careful only that we shall not let our work be swept away in the coming 
strife. 

ISABEL COOPER-OAKLEY. 

5 
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lteincarnation. 
Not by birth does one become low caste, 
Not by birth does one become a Brahman; 
By hiS actions alone one becomes low caste, 
By his actions alone one becomes a Brahman. 

wonder, when the cycling aeons of 
eternity 

Have cast the immortal germ of life 
to earth again, 

In what new shape the inexorable hand 
of Destiny 

Will clothe this subtile essence in the 
eyes of men. 

Will it be as one in whom the spirit of 
the Magian lives, 

That read on Chaldean plains the 
mystery of the stars? 

Or yet as one of those vast millions 
whom their country gives, 

Like Xerxes' host, a sacrifice in time 
ofwarB ? 

Perchance some exile in an Asian wild 
may be my lot, 

Some kiDg as barbarous as e'er swart 
Arric cursed j 

Some bookful hermit by his people and 
his time forgot, 

Some martyr to the truth the chosen 
Twelve dispersed. 

Who knows but what the spark of emu· 
lation that the name 

Stylites of the Pillar wakes within my 
breast-

That ragged Saint·-may blaze long 
ages hence into a flame 

Of mystic force like that the Incarnate 
Saget possessed ? 

May it not be that pride and passion, 
struggling as they do, 

The seat of mastership to win, if not 
put down, 

Will vex the soul that fain would rise
as the rapt Indian! knew-

With dread Ambition'S curse - the 
mockery of a crown? 

If so, may not some coming Nero be 
this soul of mine? 

Some Alaric belike, with Vandal hand 
uplift 

Against some sacred and mysterious 
temple, at whose shrine 

Some future vestal tends her fire and 
plies her gift. 

• 5t. 51meou. + Gautama Ibe Buddha. 

-YASIIl4 s.tt., 27. 

May not another Paris stir my heart 
with thoughts elate 

Of some fair Helen yet undreamt of 
and unknown? 

The heritage of some new love-lorn 
Anthony be my fate, 

Some star-eyed Serpent of the weedy 
Nile mine own? 

Might not in me the Thracian singer'S§ 
long-lost art revive, 

Or from my lips the Mantuan poet'sfl 
numbers flow? 

Might not these fingers paint a new 
Campaspe if they strive, 

And win her as Apelles did-if it be 
so? 

Such thoughts as these the Inner Self 
awakes betimes in me, 

Th' Eternal Pilgrim from the spheres 
of life beyond; 

Say on, thou quenchless spark! for I 
who am would learn to be, 

Throughout the ages, all that the 
Absolute planned. 

Thou speakest now in tones as full of 
music as the lute 

The Delian Apollo bore. I'll hear thy 
speech 

In silence as profound as that which 
fabulists impute 

To Pan, what time the Nazarene 
began to preach. 

Thou art thyself through all the myriad 
lives that thou hast led, 

Through all the years to come thou 
shalt be still the same. 

What though the body moulders into 
dust? thou art not dead; 

Thou art thyself! thou canst not die 
-except in name. 

Thou art thyself-the net result of all 
thy lives agone, 

And every several life its certain quota 
yields, 

To drag thee nearer to perdition than 
the former one, 

Or closer waft thee to the blest Nir· 
vanic Fields. 

* Gautama. I Orpheus. 
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Who knoweth what the Karmic law may 
not demand of thee, 

Before each tittle and each jot have 
had their due 1 

Or yet what consequence, far.reaching 
as eternity, 

From thine uncancelled deeds here· 
after may ensue 1 

What boots it if thy place be that of 
subject or of king 1 

We are the puppets and the toys of 
circumstance. 

What though we go unshod, or like that 
regal spendthrift- fling 

A fortune in our wine 1-all these are 
tricks of chance. 

What matters if the rags that Misraimt 
thrust on Joseph's kin, 

When chains and bondage held the 
chosen people fast, 

Be all thy earthly share 1 the soul that 
hath her lodge within 

May rise above the purpled Pharaoh's 
at the last. 

In countries yet unborn-an empire totter
ing to its fall 

Thy h~d may rule, like his whose 
eyes m wonder saw 

The fingers of a man come forth that 
wrote upon the wall 

Belshazzar'S doom in words that filled 
his breast with awe. 

The instincts of that later Roman t may 
be thine, who strave 

By tongue and pen to foster gluttony 
and ease; 

Or yet again, thou mayst eclipse in virtue 
them§ who gave 

Their nights to prayer, their days to 
labored ministries_ 

Thou yet mayst rival in the lust for 
empire-who can tell 1-

The son of Philip,1I him that smote 
fresh terror to 

Long-ravaged Ind, who crossed the sand 
to Lybia's oracle, 

And countless treasures in the lap of 
Ammon threw. 

A remnant of the martial fire the triple 
hundred. felt, 

Thy bosom may inherit in the time to 
be; 

Perchance a heart as soft as that young 
wife who piteous knelt 

Before stem Omar-· when he spake 
his harsh decree. 

Do thou, as did of old the Cappadocian 
martyr,tt slay-

Thy breastplate selflessness, and truth 
thy sword and shield-

The demoned error, heedless of what 
dragon guise it may 

Assume to cow thy soul and fright 
thee from the field. 

Be only this thy aim, that whatsoever 
duty bids 

Thou wilt perform, insensible to greed 
or gain, 

And thou shalt stand immovable as 
those grim pyramids 

That centuries hence shall dot the 
sl/If-same arid plain. 

Thou art thyself, I care not by what 
name thou mayst be known, 

The sum of all thy deeds thou art, I 
dare repeat; 

To climb the heights the Rishis clomb 
it rests with thee alone; 

Learn thIS and in the eight-fold pathU 
conduct thy feet. 

St. Georg' But. 

----1-

SPACE AND ITS DIMENSIONS. 

THE mere possibility of space of a fourth dimension is a serious considera· 
tion. We shall find on reflection that much, which on the hypothesis of 
three dimensions as the only conceivable, seems impossible, becomes easy, 
whilst the very foundations of the more exact sciences will be found to 
be simply subjective, having their bases merely in the limitations of the 
percipient Ego. In this direction be it remembered all science is slowly 
but surely tending. • • . • • 

If we exist in three dimensions only, while there really exist four or 
more dimensions, we are then, with reference to beings which exist in four 
dimensions, what lines and planes are in relation to us-mere abstractions. 

Journal of Science Vol. VII. Page 82. 

• Cleopatra. t EBYPt. * Aplclol Ihe EpIcure. t The Falhen. I A1ezander. 
W AI Ttiermopylae. •• The aecond Khalil. rt Sl. Georse. ** The ".y of R1Shteooaneli. 

SA 
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«ottespoubeute . 
••• 

HYPNOTISM. 

The much talked of, little understood, science of Hypnotism has once 
more been laid under contribution to furnishes the subject of a novel that 
may wile away an idle hour at this season, when the busiest brain claims 
a brief period of repose, and the most hard-working student permits himself 
the solace of leisurely wanderings in the domain of light literature. In Mr. 
Fergus Hume's story, Mordaunt uses the occult power of hypnotism for the 
attainment of his own base ends, and forces The Man with a Secret to reveal 
his hidden thought and intention to the frustration of his most carefully 
considered plans. The work in question should be read by those who are 
so constantly questioning the wisdom of keeping secret, from untried can
didates, the dangerous knowledge of practical occultism. We have here a 
vivid picture of black magic, and l'ee to what evil purposes the psychic power 
latent in man may be applied, when unrestrained by high moral principle. 
But there is another train of thought set in motion by such creations of 
fancy, as the novel under consideration. The glimmerings of knowledge, 
which havp. broken in upon a materialistic age, through the experiments of 
Mesmer, and the later searchings of Charcot and other Hypnotists, have 
become a source prolific of possible crime. This week has brought a case 
in point before the public notice. Mental suggestion was pleaded on behalf 
of a girl accused of infanticide, before the Assize Court of Rouen. The 
plea was accepted and the girl' acquitted. In this state of nescience the 
first demand must be for more light. Here we have the little knowledge 
which is a dangerous thing. How soon may we look for that fuller know
ledge which shall enable men to protect themselves from the action of a 
horrible, because unknown, force. \ViII absolute purity of life create an 
• aura' around a being, impenetrable to the influence of the malign power? 
I make suggestions in profound ignorance, in the hope that they may call 
forth response from the learned. It would be interesting to know, to pre
vent miscarriage of justice, whether one, accused of being an inciter to 
crime through hypnotic suggestion, could refute the charge and clear his 
character of the aspersion by himself submitting to hypnotisation. For 
instance, to take the most recent case that has come under notice, that of 
the girl Adolptine Vat mel, referred to above. The plea put forward on her 
behalf was that she unconsciously followed the suggestions of the father of 
the child, a shepherd named Bastid. Cannot those learned in the powers of 
hypnotic suggestion tell us whether it would have been possible to elicit the 
truth by' plunging the accused hypnotiser, Bastid, into magnetic sleep, 
and whIle in this condition cross-questioning him concerning his share in 
the foregone tragedy? Such momentous issues are at stake that the first 
thought, on closing the third volume of such a work as The Man with a Secret, 
must be the desire to know whether this" black magic" cannot be counter-
acted by .. white". K. M. 

THE BASQUES. 

Dr. Carter Blake in his article on the Atlanteans has" damned with 
faint praise" the old and worn-out theory, now rare, because it was always 
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worthless, of the identity of the Basques with the Mongolians. But what 
does my friend mean by "Mongolian"? Has he any knowledge of the 
languages of the interior of China, such as the Lo Lo? One thing we may 
be thankful for; he is free from the absurdity of calling them" Turanian ", 
as unmeaning a term as Aryan, Hamitic, or Semitic. I wish my stay in 
the Canary Isles had enabled me to attain more information about the 
Guanches. But the fact is that, thanks to missionary enterprise and 
liquor, this old race of Atlanteans is extinct. 

R. S. CHARNOCK, Ph. Dr., F.S.A. 
Late President of the London Anthropological Society. 

THE" SPOOK ". 

In Dr. Leech's Obliv;ad: a Satire, 8vo., New York, 1879, the following 
quatrain is .. attributed to Ovid" :-

.. Bis duo sunt homini; manes, caro, spiritus, umbra 
Quatuor ista loci bis duo suscipiunt 
Terra tegit camem, tumulum circumvolat umbra, 
Orcus habet manes, Spiritus astra petit ". 

Of course these lines form no real quotation from Ovid. At least I am 
unable to find them in any edition known to me. But whoever wrote 
them, did not he who thought them have ideas analogous to those of 
Theosophists on the Septenary Division of Man? If we substitute Prana 
(or Sthula Sarira) for carnis, Linga Sarira for umbra, Kama Rupa for manes, and 
Manas, or perhaps Buddh; for spiritus, we have sense given us. But the 
whole matter requires the guiding assistance of an occultist, who may 
be able to tell what this quaint old poet (whoever he was, and at whatever 
time he flourished) really meant. 

C. CARTER BLAKE, F.T.S. 

OR 

NOTES ON THE "SECRET DOCTRINE". 

VII. 

;:J; T is hard to realize in thought the vast periods comprised in the rise, 
~ maturity, and decay of each of the Root-Races of our globe; hard to 
realize the slowness with which each Race quitted the stage it had occupied 
so long. Even to-day, as we have seen, there linger on the earth a few far
off direct descendants of the Third Root-Race; even to-day there are 
among us some few of the AtIantean stock that have not been fused into 
the Fifth Race. The" destruction of Atlantis "-as it is termed-due to 
" successive disturbances in the axial rotation" of the earth, lasted 200,000 

years; the final remnant, Plato's famous island, disappearing within modern 
times. 

We have seen the Lemuro-Atlantean Race differentiating on the Atlantic 
prolongation of Lemuria, and slowly, very slowly, emerged the vast 
continent, the Fourth, "bridging the ocean between America and Europe" 
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(vol. i, p. 790). A mass of scientific evidence proving the existence of this 
Continent is given in the" Secret Doctrine ", vol. ii, pp. 790, II seq. So 
many lines of evidence converge that it is easy to see that science will soon 
be quite indignant with the ignorance of any who deny that this continent 
once stretched where now the waves of the Atlantic roll. To us, who are 
Theosophists, the special interest of Atlantean man lies in the fact that he 
stands as the apotheosis of matter, the most material of human incarnations: 
that it was in those days that" the heaviest Karma of our Fifth Race was 
generated": that the third eye ceased to function as physical and psychic 
passions overpowered the spiritual: that Humanity, reaching its full physical 
development in these, at the middle-point of the Atlantean period" the 
door was shut", and no fresh Monads, thenceforward, incarnated on our 
globe (see vol. ii, pp. 302, 303). The Atlanteans," the first progeny of 
semi-divine man after his separation into sexes" (vol. ii, p. 273), were in all 
external characteristics men as we know them now, save that they were 
gigantic in comparison with their Fifth Race descendants, passing along the 
same road as has been travelled by all plants and animals, the huge 
primeval organisms being now represented by comparatively diminutive 
types. Born of the less spiritual of the Third Race, the Fourth started on 
its career under unfavorable conditions. .. Endowed with divine powers, 
and feeling in himself his I nne" God, each [man of the Third Race] felt he 
was a Man-God in his nature, though an animal in his physical self. The 
struggle between the two began from the very day they tasted of the fruit of 
the Tree of Wisdom; a struggle for life between the spiritual and the psychic, 
the psychic and the physical. Those who conquered the lower principles by 
obtaining mastery over the body, joined the I Sons of Light '. Those who 
fell victims to their lower natures became the slaves of Matter. From 
I Sons of Light and Wisdom' they ended by becoming the I Sons of 
Darkness '. They had fallen in the battle of mortal life with Life immortal, 
and all those so fallen became the seed of the future generations of 
Atlanteans" (vol. ii, p. 272). But these Atlanteans themselves degenerated 
as the centuries rolled on. From their earliest tribes, we are told, they 
separated .. into the righteous and the unrighteous; into those who 
worshipped the one unseen Spirit of Nature, the ray of which man feels 
within himself-or the Pantheists; and those who offered fanatical worship 
to the Spirits of the Earth, the dark, Kosmic, anthropomorphic Powers, with 
whom they made alliance. These were the earliest Gibbon"" I the mighty 
men of renown in those days' (Gen. vi); who become with the Fifth Race 
the Kabiri"" Kabiri with the Egyptians and the Phamicians, Titans with 
the Greeks, and RAkshasas and Daityas with the Indian races" (vol. ii, 
pp. 273, 274)' Hence the title acquired by the later Atlanteans, belonging 
to this .. unrighteous race", of .. the wicked"; in the Commentaries 
Atlantis is spoken of as .. the abode of the wicked" (vol. ii, p. 401), and 
the Atlanteans "of the shadow" become the typical Black Magicians, the 
wrcerers, who were finally destroyed with the land they cursed. 
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The Atlantean is the type of intellect without spirituality, of terrestrial 
wisdom, of the triumph of Kama-Manas. He is the analogue of the 
Humanity of the Fourth Round, as described by a master: "Intellect has 
an enormous development in this Round. The (hitherto) dumb races 
acquire our (present) human speech on this globe, on which, from the 
Fourth Race language is perfected and knowledge increases. At this half
way point of the Fourth Round (as of the Fourth Root, or Atlantean race) 
humanity passes the axial point of the minor Manvantaric cycle . . • • the 
world teeming with the results of intellectual activity and spiritual decrease" 
(vol. i, p. IBg). The language of the Atlanteans became agglutinative, 
and then, in the most highly developed, passed on to its next stage: 
" While the' cream' of the Fourth Race gravitated more and more towards 
the apex of physical and intellectual evolution, thus leaving as an heir-loom 
to the nascent Fifth (the Aryan) Race the inflexional, highly developed 
languages, the agglutinative decayed and remained as a fragmentary fossil 
idiom, scattered now. and nearly limited to the aboriginal tribes of 
America" (vol. ii, p. 199). In color, the yellow of the Third Race darkened 
into "red-yellow (the red Indians and the Mongolians being the descen
dants of these), and finally into brown-white Races-which now, together 
with the yellow Races, form the great bulk of Humanity" (vol. ii, 250). 

We catch our clearest glimpse of the vast intellectual advances made 
by the Atlanteans in the astronomical knowledge handed down by them to 
their Aryan descendants. Asuramaya, the Atlantean, "as great a magician 
as he was an Astrologer and an Astronomer" (vol. ii, p. 50) stands, to the 
Occultist, at the very fountain head of astronomical knowledge. To him are 
ascribed various astronomical works, based on the records of the mysterious 
Narada, Narada whose name appears in close connexion with the Fourth 
Race, as with each other, but as to whom little information is given. He is 
spoken of in the Puranas, but the blinds are so complete that the reader is 
more likely to be led astray than to acquire trustworthy knowledge; thus, to 
take but a single instance: N arada visits Patala, the infernal regions; but 
Patala really means the Antipodes-Central America-as we find by collating 
the passage: "Some of the descendants of the primitive N agas, the 
Serpents of wisdom, peopled America, when its continent arose during the 
palmy days of the great Atlantis (America being the Patala, or Antipodes 
of Jambu-Dwipa, not of Bharata-Varsha)" (vol. ii, p. 182). And again 
H. P. B. points out that" Arjuna, Krishna's companion and chela, is said to 
have descended into Patala, the' Antipodes', and therein married UIOpi, a 
NAga (or NAgini rather), the daughter of the king of the NAgas "-adding 
in a footnote: "UIOpi has an entirely Atlantean ring about it. Like 
Atlantis, it is neither a Greek nor a Sanscrit name, but reminds one of 
Mexican names" (vol. ii, p. 214)' This would seem to suggest that it is in 
Central America that we may hope to find some traces of Atlantean civili
sation; and if it be from the Atlanteans that the Mexicans and Peruvians 
descended, the problem that has puzzled many a student of their strange 
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unique civilisations would be solved. It seems likely that as Atlantis was 
first populated as a prolongation of Lemuria, so the Fifth Continent would 
be first populated as a prolongation of Atlantis; and then, separated from 
the Eastern hemisphere by the destruction of Atlantis, would be left to 
develop along the lines traced by the Atlantean progenitors, revealing, 
when rediscovered by the East, the remains of its archaic civilisation. 

To return to Asuramaya, the pupil (?) of Narada, and his astronomical 
records. The origin of the Zodiac is hidden in these dark regions: the 
Zodiac, with its original ten signs, becoming twelve by the separation of 
Virgo-Scorpio into two-symbolising the separation of the sexes-and the 
addition of the sign later known as Libra (see vol. ii, p. 502, footnote). 
On this we read in "Isis Unveiled": "The true Sabean astrological 
doctrine secretly taught that within this double sign was hidden the 
explanation of the gradual transformation of the world, from its spiritual 
and SUbjective into the' two-sexed' sublunary state. . . . To make it 
clearer, the sign Virgo-Scorpio . . . . became simply Virgo, and the 
duplication, or Scorpio, was placed between Libra, the seventh sign 
(which is Enoch, or the angel Metatron, or Mediator between spirit 
and matter, or God and man). It now became Scorpio (or Cain), 
which sign or patriarch led mankind to destruction, according to 
exoteric theology; but according to the true doctrine of the Wisdom
religion, it indicated the degradation of the whole universe in its course of 
evolution downward from the subjective to the objective. The sign of Lilwa is 
credited as a later invention by the Greeks, but it is not generally stated 
that those among them who were initiated had only made a change of 
names conveying the same idea as the secret name to those 'who knew', 
leaving the masses as unwise as ever. Yet it was a beautiful idea of theirs, 
this Libra, or the balance, expressing as much as could possibly be done 
without unveiling the whole and ultimate truth. They intended it to imply 
that when the course of evolution had taken the worlds to the lowest point 
of grossness, where the earths and their products were coarsest, and their 
inhabitants most brutish, the turning point had been reached-the forces 
were at an even balance. At the lowest point, the still lingering divine 
spark of spirit within, began to convey the upward impulse. The scales 
typified that eternal equilibrium which is the necessity of a universe of 
harmony, of exact justice, of the balance of centripetal and centrifugal 
forces, darkness and light, spirit and matter" (" Isis Unveiled ", vol. ii, 
pp. 456, 457). Such were the thoughts which brooded in the minds of the 
designers of the Zodiac, and it was under such influences that Asuramaya 
the Atlantean, attained his knowledge of astronomy. "It is Asuramaya 
who is said to have based all his astronomical works upon these records 
[those of N arada] , to have determined the duration of all the past geological 
and cosmical periods, and the length of all the cycles to come, till the end 
of this life-cycle, or the end of the seventh Race" (vol. ii, p. 49). On his 
works are founded the calculations of the Brahmin Initiates, the astronomy 
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of Hindustan and thence of Egypt. Here is the explanation of that startling 
knowledge of astronomy among "the ancients" which has caused so much 
bewilderment among modem students. II There were giants in those days", 
in more senses than one. 

We have already noticed that the heaviest Karma of the Fifth Race 
was generated among the Atlanteans: until the close of the Third Race 
there had been no death. The" men of the Third began to die out. Till 
then there had been no regular death, but only a transformation, for men 
had no pmonality as yet. They had Monads-breaths of the One Breath, 
and as impersonal as the source from which they proceeded. They had 
bodies, or rather shadows of bodies, which were sinless, hence Karma/ess. 
Therefore, as there was no Kamaloka-least of all Nirvana or even 
Devachan-for the ' souls' of men who had no personal Egos, there could 
be no intermediate periods between the incarnations. Like the Phrenix, 
primordial man resurrected out of his old into a new body. Each time and 
with each new generation, he became more solid, more physically perfect, 
agreeably with the evolutionary law, which is the Law of Nature. Death 
came with the complete physical organism, and with it-moral decay" 
(vol. ii. p. 610). With this complete physical organism and its occupation 
by its divine tenant came also moral responsibility, and therefore the 
generation of Karma. For" in the case of the AtIanteans, it was precisely 
the spiritual being that sinned" (vol. ii. p. 302). Not content with using 
their intellect for the gaining of new experience, serviceable to their race, 
they followed" willingly the left Path", and went onwards to their destruc
tion. Some-the one third who" remained faithful "-moved from the 
lands fated to be submerged, and became the progenitors of the Fifth Root 
Race, some lingering on with the characteristics of their own Race until 
11,000 years ago. "The wise races had perceived 'the black storm 
dragons, called down by the dragons of wisdom' -and ' had fled, led on by 
the shining Protectors of the most Excellent Land '-the great ancient 
adepts, presumably; those the Hindus refer to as their. Manus and Rishis' 
(vol. ii. p. 425). Taking root again in Central Asia they produced the 
Turanians, the Mongols, the Chinese, and others. From these relics of the 
Fourth Race, their progenitors, the budding Aryan nations learned the 
elements of their civilization, "the hidden virtues of precious and other 
stones, of chemistry or rather alchemy, of mineralogy, geology, physics and 
astronomy" (vol. ii. p. 426). The unwise perished with the submerged 
continent of Atlantis; the last of the giant Atlanteans-on the Ruta and 
Daitya Island Continents-were overwhelmed some 850,000 years ago, 
towards the close of the Miocene age: the Aryo-Atlanteans disappeared 
with the last island of Atlantis-Plato's Atlantis-some II,OOO years ago 
only (vol. ii. p. 435). From the Ruta Atlanteans descended the Egyptians, 
with their marvellous civilisation, their scientific knowledge, their 
mechanical skill. And thus, while the floods that whelmed Atlantis have 
left behind them the traditions that tell, both in Western and Eastern lands, 
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of a supposed" universal deluge", the knowledge that made Atlantis great 
passed on to its children of the Fifth Race, that Race of which we are part, 
and before which still stretch many a thousand years. 

Two STUDBNTS OF THB E.S. 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS left over for want of Space. 

A STRANGE CUSTOM. 

~ATIONAL folklore, full of mysterious and often incomprehensible customs 
and pagan ceremonies, survives in Russia to this day as well as in other 
Slavonian countries, and even more so than in Ireland. One of the strangest 

of these customs is to be seen in the town of Alyoshki, in the government of 
Taurida (Crimea), Dnieprovsky District. The ethnographer, Aivamitzky, while 
making his learned investigations on the left shore of the Dniepre, came acro .. 
.. the strangest sight he had ever witnessed ". According to the Russian scientist, 
the weird ceremony of the wedding of the crawfish is still religiously observed by 
the orthodox Russian inhabitants of Alyoshki and the peasants of the district in 
general, and seems to have degenerated into a cult. This wedding takes place on 
the festival day of SS. Peter and Paul aune 29th). A male and female crawfish 
are caught in the river, after which the former is dressed in male attire, and the 
latter in a female dress, adomed with flowers and ribbands. The wedding of the 
two is then performed round a table in the middle of a room by a man chosen 
to represent a priest, and after the ceremony the newly-married couple are 
divested of their robes and allowed to return to their native river. Finally the 
guests headed by the .. priest .. drink whiskey, play on various instruments, 
dance, and make merry till late at night. The custom prevails among fisher
men and the population settled on the river shore; and they ezplain that it is 
done to propitiate the water God, and obtain thereby a greater abundance of 
fish, and, consequently-wealth. 

A PHYSIOLOGICAL FREAK OF NATURE. 

In the medical annals of Grotz (Austria), may be found the following statement. 
A certain Countess Koenigsdiser who lived at the beginning of the century, was 
afflicted with a remarkable idiosyncracy of a most painful kind, which might be 
doubted were it not for the unimpeachable testimony of all her friends and her 
next of kin, who would far rather conceal than divulge it. The fact is that this 
kind and amiable lady, the best of wives, and the mother of several sons and 
daughters, could not bear the sight of her children. This repulsion manifested 
itself physiologically not psychically, as some might think. She loved her children, 
but whenever one was brought to her, she went into a dead swoon and remained in 
a semi.cataleptic condition for hours. As this happened invariably, whether the 
children were infants or grown up, there remained but one means of avoiding 80 

painful a situation, namely to bring up the children away from their mother. 
One of the sons who had never seen his mother grew up and became an officer 

in the army. After an absence of long years from his native land. be returned 
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home, and his father tried once more to repeat the experiment. He introduced the 
son to the mother as a stranger, neither of them knowing each other. The 
Countess received him with great affability, but hardly had she time to put to him 
a polite inquiry, when she suddenly fell down pale and rigid, and recovered her 
senses only several hours after her son had left. Thus it was fully demonstrated 
that the case was of a purely physiological character and that psychic feeling 
had nought to do with it. Most probably, according to occult laws, it was a 
conflicting vital magnetism that was the cause of this strange phenomenon. 

SOUND COLOR. 

A correspondent of the Globe newspaper (London, August 19), writes:-
.. Many years ago I became acquainted with a lady in the United States who had a 

natural taste for blending colors; so much so that she was often asked to assist in choosing 
colors for furniture. carpets. curtains. dress. &c. Shortly after m)' acquaintance with thiS 
lady. I remarked that she expressed herself as liking or not liking an unknown person's 
name or a line of poetry. which to others seem well expressed. or a piece of music. &c. I 
became in time sufficiently intimate to ask her the reason why she disliked this or that 
name. word. &C. Her answer was. The color. What color. pray? I remarked; what has 
color to do with a word or name. She seemed astonished. and asked me. Why. has not the 
sound of every letter. and the blending of a combination of letters in a word. a color? I 
answered that I had never experienced or heard of such a thing. her reply being that as far 
back as she could remember in her childhood she always bad acolorfor all letters and works. 
and even for a whole page after she had read it. At that time I painted in oil-colors. I. 
therefore. first put down the alphabet. and asked her to give me the color of each letter. and 
under each I put the respective color in oil. many of these being a mixture of several others. 
In order to ascertain with certainty if the statement made was true and certain. I put away 
the paper for some days. and on calling again on the lady, I again asked her the colors of 
the letters of the alphabet, comparing them with my list. and found them repeated without 
an error. I then asked what color a certain word had, which she gave, and on mixing equal 
parts of colors forming the letters of the word the color given by her to the word would 
show ; these experiments I carried out on many occasions, and found them always correct. 
Music seemed to be judged by her when purchasing any new piece very much in the same 
way, as each note had a color which pleased her, or not. according to the combination of 
chords. Up to the time I questioned her as to this extraordinary gift. the lady thought that 
everyone had the same power. I also met a gentleman years after this. while travelling on 
a ~teamer in the East. who had the same gift. but the letters had different colors." 

CI THE 

" Who toil aright, for those 
Life's pathway, ere it close 

TOUCHSTONE." 

Is as the rose . 

.. The spires of wisdom stand 
Piled by the unconscious hand, 
From grains of sand . 

.. And pleasure comes unsought 
To those who take but thought 
For what they ought. 

If A bloom, a perfume rare, 
A deep-hid jewel fair 
For those who dare. 

If So who the race aright 
Loveth, a clearer sight 
Shall yet requite; 

CI And since he seeks it less 
An unsought happiness 
His toil shall bless." 

Then 1. "Though mind and brain 
Wither, and are in vain, 
And thought a pain: 

CI Though sorrow, like a thief 
Follow to rob belief 
And faith be grief: 

" Though my obedience show 
No fruit I here may know 
Save utter woe: 

"Though faith and strength decay; 
Yea, though the Truth shall slay, 
I will obey." 

[From" Songs of Two Worlds ". L. MORRIS.] 
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It!bi!1ns. -
HEALTH, HAPPINESS, AND LONGEVITY.-

1JNOTHER book on health! Yes, but the author assures us that it 
contains not .. the hobbies of a crank or the fantasies of a dreamer", 
but the result of long experience and observation. Happily, he does 

not set forth a new system of pathology to the confusion of our already 
overcrowded brains, but shows how health may be attained without 
medicine, and happiness without money, their joint result being longevity, 
by keeping a few simple rules of life. These the author classes under the 
heads of regularity, cleanliness, temperance, morality, and self-control. 
They are things which everybody knows, but very few habitually practise. 
Among the reforms most sternly advocated is cremation, its beanng on the 
health of cities being fully discussed; another is a pure water supply. 
Besides rules for health, Mr. M'Carty (F.T.S.) furnishes a list of mistakes 
to be avoided, and of what he calls" misconceivements". The book, 
besides containing much sound sense, also contributes not a little amuse
ment, thereby carrying out the author's injunction that we should indulge 
in frequent hearty laughter. Hurry is strongly deprecated, men should 
not live "for the sole purpose of catching trains". A needful warning in 
these days of haste and rush I 

QUE ES LA TEOSOFIA?· 
[WHAT IS THEOSOPHY?] 

A SPANISH work on Theosophy, conveying elementary information, is one 
of those pleasures that the spread of our science gives us. The peoples of 
the North have scarcely realised how the Spanish language is suited to 
convey scientific truth. Into the objects of an elementary book, we cannot 
enter in detail, yet one of the great masters of science was fond of telling 
us, how he did not disdain to go over every day the elementary trilles of 
his boyhood. The part of the work devoted to the constitution of man is 
very good. We regret that .. N emo " adheres to the old bad classification 
of the faculties of man into" body, soul, and spirit," and this taxonomy is 
not mended when these potencies are identified with the" Father, Son, 
and Holy Ghost," and with" Force, matter, and motion". We are afraid 
to follow" Nemo" into his comparison of these with the Hindu Trimurti, 
and still more afraid to correlate these three with the metaphysical division 
of man into "Will, Reason, and Emotion". This classification, quite 
worthy of a Bain or a Herbert Spencer, is put down as a·system which will 
lead the thinker to the Septenary arrangement. " We find the ternary 
division of man in the works of Confucius and in the Epistles of St. Paul," 
etc., etc. Now, whether St. Paul did or did not support this theory, St. 
James certainly condemns it, and denounces the psychic soul as .. earthly, 
sensual, and devilish ". When, however, .. Nemo" gets on the ground of 
Theosophy, he is able to give what is really a very good and clear, because 
short, explanation of the Septenary Division. We would like to see this on 

• By L. P. M'eany. SaIl Pranclaco: Canon and Co. 
• By Nemo. 8vo. Velasco (publisher), Madrid, 18ga. 
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a larger card, for the advantage of students, even though the diagram, 
which is a good one, is printed upside down. We hope that this little book 
will exercise its influence widely in Spain, unless the gente sin razon make 
Spanish Theosophy a mere dream, for the non-fruition of which they may 
console themselves in the words of their great poet, who was perhaps the 
first occidentalist to express the SUbjectivity of human conception: 

If Toda la vida es sueno 
Y los suenos suenos son." 

abtosopbiral 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

To THE THEOSOPHISTS OF EUROPE. 

Friends and Brothers, 
After fifteen years of persistent refusal to take office in the 

Society, I have at last been persuaded to assume the duties of the President 
of a new section of the Theosophical Society, to be known as " The Euro
pean Section". My reasons for this new departure are as follows :-

Firstly.-The acquirement of new and extensive premises in London, 
vested in the hands of Trustees for the Society, to serve as a real centre of 
Theosophical work: 

Secondly.-The pressing invitations of the vast majority of the working 
Theosophists in Europe: 

Thirdly.-The reason contained in the following official order, which has 
alreadr. been sent to all the Branches and non-official Groups in Europe, 
by Co . H. S. Olcott, P.T.S., my respected co-worker, who has so assiduously 
labored for our beloved cause for the last fifteen years. 

Theosophical Society, Adyar, Madras, 
Executive Offices. July 9th, 1890. 

To secure a better management of the Society's affairs throughout Europe than I 
can give from this distance, I do hereby depute to my co-founder, H. P. Blavatsky, 
fidl authority to come to an agreement with the Branches of the United Kingdom, 
Greece, France, Austria and Holland, and the non-official Groups in SPain, Russia, 
and other Continental countries, for the consolidation of the whole into one section of 
tIll Theosophical Society to be designated as the European Section; and to take the 
general supervision over and have as filII lnanagement of the same as I could myself. 
Provided :-

I. That the formation of the said Section shall be agreed to by three fonrths of the 
whole number of Branches and non-official Groups. 

2. That the constitution of the said Section shall fully recognise the three declared 
objects of the Theosophical Society, and no bye-laws be enacted in violation of the same. 

3. That the said European Section shall have complete autonomy to the same 
extent as the American Section. 

Branches receiving copies of this order, are requested to put themselves in official 
comspondence with M ada"., Blavatsky. 

(Signed), H .. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 
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I hereby beg to inform you that I have received letters of assent from 
all the active Branches and non-official Groups in Europe. 

I have, therefore, after calling to my assistance an advisory council. 
decided that the organisation of the European Section shall be as follows :

I. The British Section shall retain its present organisation. 
2. The Continental Branches shall be severally autonomous within the 

constitution and rules of the Theosophical Society. 
3. Contributions to the working expenses of the European Head

quarters and to the General Headquarters at Adyar shall remain voluntary 
as heretofore. 

4. The London Theosophical Headquarters at 19, Avenue Road. 
Regent's Park, N.W., shall be the Headquarters of the European Section. 
and shall serve for the issuing and cancelling of all Charters and Diplomas; 
for the transaction of all official business connected with the European 
Section; and for the transmission of all official documents to the general 
Headquarters of the Theosophical Society at Adyar. 

It is further proposed to gradualll organise a Staff of Corresponding 
Secretaries to answer the questions 0 Branches and individual members. 
and at the same time to put members, if they so desire it, into communica
tion with fellow students. 

Mr. G. R. S. Mead, who has already been in communication with many 
of you, is hereby appointed Secretary of the European Section. All com
munications and correspondence should be addressed to him at the Euro
pean Headquarters, at 19, Avenue Road, Regent's Park, London, N.W. 

As there will be no fixed sectional dues, to meet the expense of printing 
charters, diplomas and circulars, of postage and stationery, it is suggested 
to Branches and individual members that they should contribute sufficient 
to cover such expense, in proportion as they may avail themselves of the 
services of Headquarters. 

Miss E. Kislingbury is hereby appointed Treasurer of the Section, to 
take charge of such donations. 

In order to facilitate the drawing up of a revised list of the membership 
of the Society in Europe, the Secretaries of the Branches and Groups are 
requested to kindly send the names and addresses of the members on their 
lists to the Secretary, Mr. G. R. S. Mead, and to inform him whether the 
members hold diplomas of the Society, in order that those who are without 
such diplomas may receive them forthwith. Unattached members are also 
requested to forward the same information individually. 

It is hoped that the formation of the European Section is the beginning 
of the ascending arc of the evolution of the Theosophical Society in Europe, 
and that the day may soon dawn when each European country will have a 
section of its own. For were such a happy result to be achieved, and were 
the units of these sections to work together for the moulding of European 
thought, as only those who have a right conception of Theosophy can work, 
then should we surely have advanced a decided step in the direction of that 
ideal of Universal Brotherhood, which we have set before us as our first 
object. 

H. P. BUVATSKY, 

London, 25th August, 1890. 
PrISidMl 01 til, Etwol'a1l See,"", T.S. 
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ab!osopbical }.ctibiti!s. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

FRANCE. 

Pans.-The Hmnes Branch of the Theosophical Society has been dissolved 
and a charter has been issued by the President of the European Section to 
M. Arthur Arnould, the late President of Hermes and manager of the 
L, Lotus BUll, for the formation of a new lodge to be called L, Lotus, in 
memory of the good work which has been done in France under the 
auspices of that name. This is now the only branch of the Theosophical 
Society in Paris, as the provisional charter of a branch which was to be 
called the Sphinx has been withdrawn. All enquiries about the new 
branch and the Theosophical Society in Paris should be addressed to M. 
Arthur Arnould, 7 Rue Stanislas. 

ENGLAND. 

Blaflatsky Loag,. - The weekly discussions continue to attract large 
numbers of members and friends, despite the season of the year. 
Remembering the minute gatherings of this time last year, we are able 
to measure something of the progress made. 

Madame Blavatsky receives on Monday and Friday evenings only. 
During the day she is too closely occupied to see visitors, and the other 
evenings are given to Theosophical work. 

Any member of the Theosophical Society can share the common meals 
at Headquarters on payment of IS. for breakfast, lunch, or tea, and IS. 6d. 
for dinner. Lunch is at I p.m. Dinner at 6 p.m. on Wednesdays and 
Thursdays; at 7 p.m. on the other days of the week. Notice should, if 
possible, be sent to the housekeeper beforehand. Resident members can 
be admitted, if there is a room vacant, on payment of 30S. a week into the 
Headquarters Maintenance Fund. 

A meeting for enquirers is held every Monday evening at the rooms of 
the British Section, 7 Duke Street, Strand, at 7.30 p.m. On Tuesdays at 
8.30 p.m. there is a meeting at 345 Mile End Road, E. On Fridays, at 
8.30 p.m. the Brixton Lodge meets at the Ferndale Liberal Club, Bedford 
Road (close to Clapham Road Station, L.C.D.R.). On Sundays, at 7 p.m. 
there is a meeting at Stanley Hall, Cairns Road, Northcote Road, Battersea 
Rise. 

Opening of the East London Working Women's Club, 193 Bow Road, E.
On Saturday, August 16th, this club was opened, in the presence of 
Madame Blavatsky, Countess \Vachtmeister, Mrs. Cooper-Oakley, Mrs. 
Gordon, Miss Cooper, and many other members of the T.S. A gen
tleman, who desires that his name shall remain unknown, early in the 
present year placed £1,000 in the hands of Madame Blavatsky, to found an 
institution for the benefit of women in London. After much discussion it 
was decided to open a women's club and a home for working girls among 
the factory population of the East End. Annie Besant was deputed to see 
to the taking and fitting up of a suitable house, and the management was 
placed in her hands and in those of Miss Cooper. The house selected is 
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'one of the very large old·fashioned dwellings still to be found in Bow, a 
dining-hall has been erected at the back, and the premises fitted to suit 
their new purpose. 

The club was opened by a tea given to about fifty girls, who thoroughly 
enjoyed the meal set before them. Brief addresses were given by Annie 
Besant and Herbert Burrows, and the remainder of the evening was spent 
in inspecting the arrangements, singing, and dancing. Mrs. Raphael gave 
6s. to the club, and 2S. 2d. for a six months' subscription to Woman. Jack 
Raphael5s. For the purchase of Theosophical books Major Hand gave 
£1; Mrs. Ames 2S. Since then a subscription to LflCifer for the Reading 
Room has been received; Digby Besant has subscribed for the Daily 
G,aphic for six Jl!onths; Annie Besant supplies Punch and Judy. Subscrip
tions for other papers and magazines would be very welcome. Several 
friends have sent books, and more of these would also be welcome, as there 
are many bookshelves still empty. Books should be sent direct to the Club, 
addressed to the Librarian, Miss Besant, Working Women's Club, 193 
Bow Road, E. 

Theosophy and the P,ess.-The Westminster Gazette for August 2nd contains 
an interesting resume of the Debate on " Woman in Modern Society", held 
at the Blavatsky Lodge. Several papers, and among others, The Mancheste, 
Examine, and Midland Evening News, contain notices of a pamphlet by 
Mr. McIllwraith, entitled Theosophy critically examined professing to 
contain the whole matter in a nutshell. The Society Times for August 9th 
has an ably written and outspoken article by Miss K. Mills, F.T.S. on 
.. Matrimonial Problems." The good people of Birmingham are once more 
making enquiries concerning Theosophy, and H. K. Austin, F.T.S., gives a 
short and pithy explanation in the Bi,mingham Weekly Me,cury for August 9th. 
Vve note with pleasure that a Birmingham Theosophical Reading Society 
has been instituted. A discussion on Theosophy and Christianity has been 
proceeding for some weeks in the columns of the Echo. The issue of the 
Two Wo,lds for August 15th has an article entitled "Theosophical 
Definitions by an avowed Theosophist ". The article is based on a letter 
which appeared in the Bette, Way under the signature of a well-known 
Theosophist. The editor of the Two Wo,lds being an ardent spiritualist, it 
is needless to add that as our Fellow-Theosophist's letter dealt with the 
Theosophical explanation of the "dear departed ones", it met with 
anything but kind treatment. The Agnostic Jou,nal has always some 
reference to Theosophy in its columns. Mr. Stanley de Jastrzebskl, F.T.S. 
contributes to the issue of August 16th, an article on" Dogmatism and 
Theosophic Brotherhood", arising out of a long discussion "Theosophy 
under fire." The Review of Revi(ws for August devotes a column to the 
consideration of Mr. Grant Allen's Ideal of Womanhood, and Madame 
Blavatsky's protest, which would appear to be the only one of its kind 
which has found expression in print. The following words in Madame 
Blavatsky's article have been reproduced in numerous papers and 
magazines: "No more degrading insult has ever been offered to the 
respectable girls of England than that contained in Mr. Grant Allen's 
article". The Review of Reviews also contains an extract from the Dublin 
Review, with reference to the conversion of Christians to Buddhism and 
Kabbalistic doctrines. The opening by the Theosophical Society of the 
East-end Club for Working Women has been extensively noticed in the 
Press. Among other reports we may mention that of the Star which gives 
us a pat on the back and a "well done, Theosophy I" the Dauy Chronicle 
which devotes half a column, and the Daily G,aphic which has an interesting 
account with a sketch of the Dining Hall of the Club, from a drawing by 
Mrs. Lloyd, F.T.S. The Pall Mall Gazette, Court Jou,nal, and many other 
papers announce the establishment of a centre in Manchester for· the 
reading and discussion of Theosophical literature and tenets. A ludicrous 
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.error has appeared in several papers that 19 Avenue Road has been 
christened" Blavatsky Lodge", a mistake which has, however, been 
subsequently rectified. The Galignani Messenger of August 20th, and the 
Society Times of August 23rd, give interesting accounts of evenings at the 
Blavatsky Lodge, the former also containing information about the Society 
and the Headquarters. In the Midland Evening News for August 22nd, 
H. Coryn, F.T.S. has a letter dealing with Mr. McIllwraith's above
mentioned pamphlet. Mr. Coryn clearly shows that there is something 
more to examine in Theosophy than our critic imagines. Mr. McIllwraith's 
reply is contained in the Midland Evening News for 27th of August. "Gems 
from the East" is noticed in England of 23rd of August. The doings of 
our Chicago brethren come under public notice in the Globe of 25th August, 
and their resolution condemning Hypnotism, as a source of serious moral 
and physical evil, is published verbatim. The announcement of Dr. Bowles 
Daly's" conversion" to Buddhism is contained in the Pall Mall Gazette for 
August 27th, the Birmingham Daily Post of the 28th, and other papers. 

We have also received many papers and cuttings from the United 
States, the Continent, India and Ceylon, during the past month; the most 
important article in the Press is the" Recent Progress of Theosophy", by 
Madame Blavatsky, in the North American Review. H. P. B.'s photograph, 
and.9uotations from this article and from the" Mote and Beam" in last 
Lucifer, occupy two pages of the Review of Reviews for August. 

BirminghamLodge.-The resident members of the T.S.in Birmingham have 
been busily engaged during the past month in the formation of their Lodge, 
which is now in working order, and duly qualified by Charter from the 
President of the European Section. The Lodge has decided to meet on 
Thursday evenings, at its own room, 4 Holborn Chambers, Broad Street 
Comer; but members will have free access to the rooftl for reading and 
writing on all days of the week, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 10.30 p.m. 
The President - Founder of the Lodge is Mr. Kenneth Austin, C.E., and 
Mr. S. H. Old has undertaken the duties of Secretary. Three meetings 
were held during the last week in August, at which the leading tenets of 
Theosophy were illustrated and discussed with much animation. To all 
appearances the Lodge has a good outlook, and our heartiest good wishes 
will go with it. 

SPAIN. 

Our energetic workers in Spain have already distributed the whole of 
the first edition of 2,000 copies of "What is Theosophy", and 300 of the 
second edition of the same pamphlet; 1,000 of another excellent compila
tion, entitled" Theosophy"; 1,250 leaflets; 70 T.P.S. pamphlets. Copies 
of the Theosophist, Lucifer, Path, and Revue ThCosophiqllC have also been given 
away, making a total of 4,652 cuttings from the tree of Theosophy. This 
is " practical work". 

AMERICA. 
The Golden Gate Lodge Theosophical Society at San Francisco have removed 

to more commodious quarters and are holding a very interesting course of 
public lectures. "The object of these lectures", they say, "is to present 
the fundamental principles of Theosophy in a plain, straightforward 
manner, to disabuse the minds of all who entertain misconceptions of this 
philosophy, and to assist all who are searching for more light upon the 
problems of human existence, past, present, and future. A special feature 
of the lectures will he the answering of questions from the audience, upon 
the subject matter of the lecture at its close; such questions, together with 
free discussion, cordially invited, if kept within Theosophic or Non
Sectarian limits." The energetic activity of the Pacific Coast Theoso
phists is worthy of all praise and of keen emulation. 
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Tlu Los Angeles Branclus have united their Libraries, and with their new 
Headquarters in full swing are working steadily; lectures are being given 
both public and private. 

Tlu Cincinnati Tluosophical Soddy are opening a new Headquarters and 
Library under the active and ent!rgetic presidency of our esteemed col· 
league Dr. Buck, who has been lately lecturing in Milwaukee. 

Tlu Boston Tluosophical Society has established itself in commodious Head· 
quarters. The rooms are large and have electric light and all conveniences. 
They contain a large and fine Library. 

The Second Annual Ad b.teri", Convention of the Pacific Coast Branches 
of the Theosophical Society will be held September 13th and 14th, 1890, 
at A. O. U. W. Hall, Santa Cruz, California. 

There is no doubt that the establishment of permanent Headquarters 
and the holding of open meetings marks a decided epoch in the development 
of the Theosophical Society in America. 

AUSTRALIA. 

The members of the Hobart Branch have clubbed their private libraries 
together to form a common Branch library, and have now 168 volumes of 
Occult and Theosophical literature. The introduction of Theosophical 
conceptions to our puritanical or indifferent colonists in Tasmania is a 
difficult task; interest, however, is steadily growing and success must 
eventually crown the efforts of such unselfish and persevering Theosophists 
as are our small band of workers in the far away antipodes. 

INDIA. 

The Amrila Bazar Patrika in speaking of the monochrome picture of the 
Founders in Tlu Theosophist says :-

"To this Russian woman and American man India Ott'(S the rf.vit.uZ"oj htr ancient 
philosophy and religion. Before they came, almost all men educated in Western 
science and literature had become practically non-Hindus. On their arrival most 
men of this class have again adopted the philosophy and religion of their fore
fathers. They talk of miracles being performed by this Russian and American. 
We cannot conceit'e oj a Kreater miracle than this cont'ersion oj a vast continent withont 
apparently any serious efforts on their part." 

The President-Founder presided at a public meeting at Trichinopoly 
at the discussion of a scheme for founding a Nobles' College for the 
Madras Presidency. It is to be a sort of public school for the sons of 
princely and noble families, for whom such an institution is sadly needed, 
to rescue them from the abuses of the courts. 

JAPAN. 

Mr. J. Sawano, the Japanese Imperial Commissioner, who recently 
visited Adyar, writes to our respected President:-

" Many japanese who yearn after YOIl, come and ask me about the present 
condition 0 your Theosophical Society, and of your health. Some eagerly desire 
to go to India and study under you, and some without private means would be only 
too glad to perform any service in your houc;e or in the place only to be with yon 
and able to devote part of their time to acquiring knowledge." 

Whatever unkind critics may say, they must at least acknowledge that 
it was a plucky thing for one man to bring opposed sects of a great faith 
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to a mutual understanding. What if, say, a Chinese Christian had made 
Roman Catholicism and Protestantism jom hands I 

CEYLON. 

The Times of Ceylon publishes the following account of a meeting 
of the Women's Educational Society, in Colombo:-

.. It was resolved that measures be adopted to start a new venture in the shape 
of a journal for the Sinhalese women of Ceylon. Dr. Bowles Daly was present 
and addressed the meeting on the subject. I understand that early steps will be 
taken to launch the journal, which the society contemplates calling • The 
Sanghamitta '. It will be in the Sinhalese language, and edited, managed and 
worked by a staff of Sinhalese ladies, under the leadership and supervision of 
Dr. Daly. Colonel Olcott as chief adviser of the Women's Educational Society has 
full sympathy with the proposed venture and has promised his aid." 

National Buddhistic Fund. Our energetic colleague Dr. Bowles Daly 
evidently does not mean to let the grass grow under his feet in his proposed 
scheme for the Technical Education of Ceylon, as the following from our 
contemporary, the Buddhist, proves :-

.. The object is to provide Buddhist Schools throughout the Island, introducing 
a measure of industrial and technical education in order to give Sinhalese boys a 
better start in life. . .. A course of lectures is already arranged to commence in 
the Central Province, where a systematic visitation is to be conducted throughout 
the large towns and villages within the jurisdiction of the Kandyan Branch. After 
this it is decided to visit each Province in order according to convenience." 

Dr. Daly is to be Chairman of a Board of Directors for managing the 
Funds subscribed for this purpose, and the Branches of the Theosophical 
Society in the Island are exhorted to use every means to help forward the 
scheme, the plan of which II has been revised by the respected High Priest 
Sumangala". Dr. Daly, moreover, is fully qualified to carry the attempt 
to a successful issue, as he has made a thorough study of the subject in 
France, Germany, Switzerland and Austria. 

Much has been done already in the foundation of native schools where 
the pupils will not have to pass through the fire of the Christian Catechism, 
and The Buddhist announces the opening of new Buddhist Vernacular 
Schools at Piliyandala, Potupitiya, Pinidiyamulla, Ovitigale, Tebuwana and 
Paragahatota. 

THE SUBBA ROW MEDAL. 

H. P. B. has just received from India the Subba Row Gold Medal for 
the best original essays in Theosophical Literature for the lear 1888. It 
was a warded for the series of articles on the " Esotericism 0 the Gospels" 
which appeared in Lucifer. In the August Theosophist, the President
Founder suggests that it would be a fitting and .. practical way" to 
commemorate the death of our late learned brother, and "to prove the 
affection in which his memory is held among us ", to enlarge the fund so 
that an additional medal might be given annually. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for August 
commences with a paper on "Palmis· 
try: Its Oriental Phase ", by N. Chi· 
dambaram Iyer. It is followed by a 
long and sensible note by H. S. 0., with 
whose opinion we entirely concur. Our 
President rejects the "scientIfic basis" 
of palmistry, astrology, etc., and attri· 
butes the results to .. clairvoyance ", of 
which of course there are many degrees. 
The scholars of the Kumbakonam T. S. 
bring their translations of the" Varaha· 
Upanishad of Krishna·Yajur Veda" to 
a close in this number. It is of course 
intended only for ad\'anced students. 
The casual reader will make little of it, 
especially of the last contribution, which 
deals with "practical" Yoga, and the 
inexperienced student who attempts to 
practise Pranayam, the so·called .. reo 
straint of breath" literally. will speedily 
find cause to regret his "orthodoxy". 
The restraint of MimI by Mind does not 
require much posturing. That there is, 
however, a jewel within the locked 
casket is very sure, and we owe our 
thanks to our brothers of the Kumba· 
konam Branch for their excellent and 
clear translation, or in other words for 
the polishing of the casket for which 
we have still to find the key. Chapter 
three brings the .. hypnotic" story 
"Striking Home" to a successful conclu· 
sion. This is followed by a very excel· 
lent paper by P. R. Venkatarama Iyer, 
F. T. S., on the .. Symbolism in the 
'Chin·Mudra' ", that is to say, the 
joining of the thumb and index figure, a 
common peculiarity of human figures reo 
presented in the posture of " Samadhi ". 
This symbolises the circle of Deity or 
the joining of Jivatma and Paramatma, 
while the three remaining figures denote 
all" triads". In his interesting exposi. 
tion the author has incidentally intro· 
duced a beautiful legend of the disci. 
pIes coming to Lord Siva for the 
relieving of their doubts and findmg 
him in the posture of Samadhi. At the 
sight alone their doubts were at once 
dismissed and the problems of existence 
completely solved. .. The illustrious 
Sankaracharya humorously expresses 
the idea in the following strain :-

:' 'It is really a wonder. The Guru is young 

instead of being old. and the pupils are old 
instead of being young. The Guru was 
silent instead of teaching. and therefore the 
students were completely relieved of their 
doubts.' 

"A wonder, indeed; the process of 
teaching being quite contrary to the 
ordinary one. The Guru is ever young, 
because he has practically realized the 
'Chin·Mudra·, and the Chelas are old, 
being subject to the miseries of death 
and birth, owing to their ignorance of 
this symboL" 

.. Alpha" next writes a capital paper 
on "Missionary Illusions", which is 
followed by a learned description by 
S. E. Gopalacharlu, F.T.S., of the 
symbolism of a painting of Amitabha, 
some eight hundred years old. It 
was presented to our President by a 
Japanese Priest, during his memorable 
visit to fair Nippon. Mr. Douglas 
Fawcett's introductory lecture of his 
philosophical course is printed in this 
number; it is a well·written, ably com· 
piled sketch of the History of Philoso· 
phy, in which the main characteristics 
of the systems dealt with are clearly 
brought out; those who have not time 
to read the larger histories will find it
an admirable resume, while it will be 
useful to students as a guide to them in 
their own reading. We await with 
interest the more original work promised 
us in the following lectures. 

THE PATH for August introduces 
us to an excellent paper entitled, .. Theo· 
sophy the Religion of jesus" by Alex· 
ander Fullerton. Clearing the ground 
by weeding out self·contradictory claims 
of orthodoxy, the writer suggests that 
there should be no conflict between the 
Theosophist and the "thoughtful Chris· 
tian ". For" the Theosophist does not 
insist that he should abandon his God, 
his Christ, or his Church, but only that 
he shall inquire if his conception of them 
may not properly be enlarged, and also 
if he may not have omitted certain 
truths which all experience shows to be 
indispensable to a reformatory mission". 
The two most important of these omis· 
sions are the conceptions of Karma and 
ReillCa1'llatwlI. Now if Karma is the UD· 
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erring Law of strict Justice, the enlarge
ment of his conceptions by this new 
verity will inevitably compel the honest 
thinker to refrain from specializing any 
particular system of belief, if at any rate 
he wishes to practically realize his con
ception. We hardly think that .. Cadi" 
in his short paper on .. Stumbling Blocks 
in Words" is very happy in his remarks 
about .. Space" and .. Sat". He says: 
.. The moment we speak of 'Sat' or 
be-ness, we are forced to say that it exists 
somewhere, using the word 'some
where' in the abstrad: sense, and that 
• somewhere' is space". The statement 
.. Beness exists", is self-contradictory. 
Even the terms" to be " and" to exist" 
exclude each other, much more then is 
it illogical to predicate .. existence" of 
.. be-ness". For be-ness is no more exist
ence than non-existence, and the Space 
of the Esoteric Catechism is of course 
absolute Space. Be-ntss is the One, Syn
thesizing the Trinity of Being, Non
being, and Existence~the Three in 
One and the One in Three. In the 
excellent article on .. Evolution" which 
follows, by W. Q. J., our mysterious 
friend the Absolute tries to give Itself 
a conception of Itself by comparing 
Itself to a part of Itself (the Sun) and 
speaks of .. the Absolute rising above 
the horizon of consciousness from the 
subjective state". We wonder whether 
our learned brother has an "absolute
ness" in reserve. .. The Idyl of the 
White Lotus" is interpreted by .. H. A. 
V." in a very intuitional manner, his 
reflections thereon being based on an 
article in The Sphinx. That there is 
many a lesson which this exquisite 
allegory was meant to teach, is apparent 
to even the youngest student. Julius 
still continues his interesting "Tea 
Table Talks", touching on Dugpas, the 
Third Eye and Prayer. There is always 
food for thought and suggestion for 
refled:ion in this excellent department 
of The Path. 

The Buddhist in its late numbers has 
two very interesting papers on the 
Order of Bhikshunis or Buddhist Nuns. 
The widowed wife of Gautama, Yasod
hara, was one of the first Bhikshunis. 
During the great missionary activity of 
Buddhism, nuns were among the most 
energetic propagandists. Sanghamitta, 
the illustrious daughter of the pious 
King A80ka, establiahed aD order of 
DunS in Ceylon in B.C. 250. In A.D. 429 
the order was established in China by 
three Buddhist nuns, and three hundred 
Chinese ladies enrolled themselves in 
the Sangha. Many ladies of the highest 
rank are spoken of in the Mahavansa as 

having entered the sisterhood. For the 
last E"ight hundred years, however, the 
order appears to have ceased in Ceylon 
for no assignable reason: it is, therefore, 
suggested that an effort should again be 
made to afford women equal facilities 
with men for adopting the religious life. 
Judging by the marked success of the 
Women's Movement in Ceylon, we 
should not be surprised to see this 
suggestion taking practical shape at an 
early date. 

Le Lotus Bleu, No.6, is very readable 
and cannot fail to be widely appreciated . 
Three-quarters of its contents consist of 
translations, and it is in this very fact 
where is its excellence. Every one will 
agree that the writings of such Theoso
phists as Anna Kingsford, Damodar, 
A. P. Sinnett, Franz Hartmann, and 
H. P. B., are superior even in transla· 
tion to the original contributions of less 
experienced authors. France has not 
yet heard what Theosophy is, owing to a 
dearth of such translations and to the 
false scent which has lately been 
started by N eo-Christianism, Kabbalism, 
RosicrucIanism, Martinism, Psychism, 
Astrologism, Talismanism, etc. The 
Lotus Bleu is t~erefore the right maga
zine in the right place. 

The Theosophical Forum, Number 14, 
starts on its task of answering hard 
questions, by resolving one of great 
interest. .. What ", it is asked, "is the 
mental or spiritual law that brings 
into the Theosophic ranks so many 
• cranks' 'I" The answer while avoid
ing the responsibility of formulating a 
"law", gives some reasons. (I) The 
unconventionality and heterodoxy of 
theosophical conceptions and their 
strangeness to the Western world is a 
bond of sympathy with the unconven
tional in thought and habit. (2) A 
lnisconception of the cosmogenesis and 
anthropogenesis of Esoteric philosophy 
fascinates wonder-seekers. (3) Curiosity 
about the powers latent in man. ( .. ) An 
idea of being made the recipient of 
experiences and facts not otherwise 
obtainable. (5) Certain vague resem
blances between Theosophy and eccen· 
tric systems or notions already held. 
(6) Finally there are not a few men, and 
many women, in whom the spiritual is 
stronger than the intellectual. Such 
.. poorly-balanced" and "badly.educa
ted" are Theo~ophists at heart; but 
naturally exhibit their defects in the 
society as at home. (7) The respon
dent, however, shows clearly that if 
there are natural reasons for" cranks" 
to join the Theosophical Society. there 
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are equally strong reasons for great 
intellects and hearts to work for the 
Society: and that the .. rational, regu· 
lated and well.disposed " are certainly 
as yet in the majority. The truth of the 
matter is that as Theosophy is for all. 
the Society has no right to close its doors 
in the face of the merely ill.regulated 
and poorly.educated. If it had done so 
it would have been most "highly reo 
spectable" but a traitor to Theosophy. 
We have already overrun our space and 
can only add that the answers on the 
advisibility of using Sanskrit terms in 
our litc:rature, on "healing" and" Black 
Magic" and on .. Chastity", are sound 
common sense and make the Forum a 
valuable contribution to Theosophical 
literature. 

L'Antj.Egoiste commences its second 
volume in printed form, and we are 
delighted to see this froof of its success. 
It contains articles 0 interest and value 
dealing with such topics as" Utopians", 
.. The Bases of Altruism ", .. Materia· 
lism and Contemplation" and .. The 
Universal Religion". We regret that 
the last number has arrived too late for 
a fuller notice. 

T. P. S., vol. iii, number 10, price 3d. 
contains an able and valuable paper by 
Miss Katherine Hilliard on the Dream 
State. The article is based upon Du 
Prel's Philosophy of Dreams and is 
worthy of receiving the closest attention 
from our readers. The remaining paper 
in this number is by Bertram Keightley 
and is entitled .. Reasons why one 
should join the Theosophical Society" j 
this paper is. being reprinted as a leaflet 
for distribution and will be sold at 
7 Duke Street, Adelphi, at IS. per 100. 

.. Echoes from the Orient ... -A series 
of articles has been running in Kate 
Field's Washington, beginning with the 
January number of this year under the 
above title, and signed "Occultus". 
They deal with Theosophy in a style 
which has attracted many people who 
never read our literature, and are at the 
same time full of information and sound 
Theosophy. This will be believed when 
we say, as we now do on information 
from New York, that Occultus is our old 
friend William Q. Judge, who at the 
suggestion of Miss Field took that nom 
de plume. These" Echoes" are now 
being brought out in book form by The 
Path and will be sold at a price to make 
them accessible to all. In this advance 
notice we are not able to give further 
details. 

There is beyond any doubt a growing 

demand for Theosophy in the press, and 
in this direction lies a field of very 
practical Ii'ork for our literary members 
in the near future. Why should not our 
writers, who: can all spare as much time 
as our devoted and overworked General 
Secretary of the American Section, go 
and do likewise? We have read the 
" Echoes" carefully and can fully reo 
commend them to our readers as a clear, 
succinct and correct summary of Theo· 
sophical philosophy. We have never 
been able yet to satisfactorily express 
our admiration of the good work of 
W. Q. J. Words are too clumsy. 

The Golden Era Qf San Diego. Cala. 
continues its Department of Oriental 
Literature under the Editorship of Dr. 
Jerome A. Anderson, F.T.S. Our 
energetic brother. E. B. Rambo, con· 
tributes an excellent paper on .. The 
Great Study", the knowledge of" Self". 

The Bombay Branch has lately issued 
a Catalogue of the Books in their 
Library,. which contains nearly four 
hundred volumes. The books are 
grouped into classes. Class A includes 
those volumes which "promote the 
development of the faculty of right 
discrimination, which is the chief reo 
quisite for the study of higher sciences ", 
as the "Prefatory Note" informs us. 
The advice given as to the study of 
Oriental Philosophy is very good :-

.. The study of Oriental Philosophy is of 
the greatest importance to theosophists. but 
it is not so easy to grasp as a begtnner may 
believe. and our advice is that he should 
read little. and think much over it, so that 
he may assimilate a little of what he reads. 
instead of confusing himself with a large 
mass "Of materials which he could not 
digest. . .. With a view to prepare the 
mind to grasp this abstruse subject. we 
strongly recommend the study of Western 
Philosophy, which is comparatively super· 
ficial, and therefore better adapted for 
beginners. The same applies to the study 
of modern science." 

This is the advice of Hindus, to which 
we should pay attention, as presumably 
ther know more of the difficulties of 
their own literature than foreigners. At 
the same time we cannot help thinking 
that the student will have much to 
unlearn if he fully adopts the sug· 
gestion. 

Theosophy Critically Examined is the 
title of a small pamphlet which is free 
from the usual personal abuse poured 
uron the devoted heads of the defenders 
o ourlhilosophy. It takes up the usual 
gronn of" scientific" objection and is 
manifestly the eftort of a man who tries 
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to be (air. Time, however, will prove 
whether the ordinary .. positive method .. 
of research is the only way to know· 
leage. 

Translations of the Key to Theosophy 
are being made into French, German, 
Spanish, Italian and Greek. The 

Swedish translation is just going to 
press. The Epitome of Theosophy has 
appeared in Spain and is now being 
published in Greece, with additional 
notes and comments. There are also 
rumours of a new Theosophical monthly 
in Europe. 

I •• 

OUR BUDGET. 
LUCIFER FUND. 

Amount previously acknowledged. 
W. K ••.•.• 
H.L.N .••••••••••• 

• • £398 10·3 
100 
100 

£400 10 3 
The detailed balance·sheet of this fund is placed within each copy of this issue 

which goes to a subscriber. Any subscriber to the Fund who does not receive 
Luciftl', will be at once supplied with a copy of the balance·sheet on sending a 
stamped and addressed envelope to Annie Besant, Theosophical Headquarters, 
19 Avenue Road, Regent·s Park, London, N.W. The summary of the balance. 
sheet is as follows: 

Received in subscriptions as acknowledged in Lucifer. 
Net surplus on sales for March to July inclusive. 

Balance of Printing Accounts from Sept. to July 
Copy of Lavater's Letters • • • . • • • • 
Work done by a Theosophist. 

312 4 8 
5 00 

4 00 

541 II :I 

Postage •••••••• I 15 0----3:1:1 19 8 

Balance in hand 218 II 6 
The full balance sheet has been audited and found correct by F. Leigh Gardner 

and Herbert Burrows, who certify that they have seen the vouchers and accounts, 
and that the balance sheet is correct. The balance is at the London and South 
Western Bank. 

Sept. 8th, ISgo. 

HEADQUARTERS BUILDING FUND. 
IT was intended not to publish any balance·sheet of this Fund until the actual 
building and other work were completed; but as the work has taken much longer 
than was anticipated, it is thought well not to delay any further the pUblication 
of the accounts, as far as is yet possible. The audited sheet must wait till the 
accounts are complete. 

The burden of the undertaking, we regret to say, falls very unequally upon those 
who share its advantages. The members of the staff residing at Headquarters
who have all given up comfortable private homes and the freedom of mdividual 
dwellings, and some of whom have given up in exchange for mere board and 
lodging, appointments at which they earned their living-are those on whom 
also the chlef cost of establishing the new Headquarters falls. It will be seen 
below that more than half the monetary contributions come from them. In 
addition to this the members have each furnished his or her room, and among 
them have almost entirely furnished the two common rooms-the drawing-room 
and general workroom. Carpets, matting, and oilcloth, for the passages. offices, 
stairs, and drawing.room, have been purchased out of the fund, as have the 
fittings, hangings, matting, seats, etc., in the lecture-hall. The heavy expenditure 
has been on building the new rooms required for the work of the Society, altering 
the interior of the house to accommodate the very large .. family" of workers, 
relaying the drain-pipes, and building necessary sanitary accommodation; when 
we see the easy-going way in which other societies spend £3,000, £4,000 and 
£5,000, in establishing such a centre as is now owned by Theosophy, we may 
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rejoice in having done so much with the small Bum placed at our disposal The 
new rooms make it possible for large Lodge meetings to be held, for the immense 
correspondence to be dealt with efficiently by the secretaries, and for the daily
increasing business of the society to be done under business conditions. But I 
repeat that the Society, whose work makes it necessary that these rooms should 
be provided and the three secretaries maintained, ought not to allow the main 
cost of this provision and maintenance to fall on five or six persons, who give 
their time and work, as well as aU else they have, to the Society. They do not 
grudge what they give, but they do not think, when they have done their "ery 
utmost, that they should have to bear, in addition, a burden of debt in order to 
provide the accommodation needed by the work of the Society. 

Subscribed by resident members of staff • £528 I 6 
" " E. S. 
" fellows of the Theosophical Society 

• 271 18 9-
• 136 3 0 

• boo of this was placed in the hands of Madame Blavatsky 
to be used at her discretion. 

Paid by cheque on account of new buildings • • £460 0 0 
Paid by cheque on account of alterations, repairs, 

painting, papering • • • • • • • • • • 305 6 5 
Paid by cheque on account of new sanitary accom-

modation and water supply, and relaying 
drain.pipes. • • • • • • . . • . • • 113 4 6 

Paid by cheque for legal expenses, insurance of new 
premises and taking over small house as 
annexe • • • - • • . • . • • • • • 26 0 3 

Paid by cheque for printing and postage • • •• 2 3 0 
Paid by cheque for gas-fittings, bath.heating, 

£936 3 3 

carpets, wall-paper, furniture of annexe • • 96 5 I 
Expended by Madame Blavatsky on furniture of 

public rooms, etc., at wish of donor • • • • 100 0 o-II02 19 3 

Deficit £ 166 16 0 

The complete accounts of items prefaced by II on account of" have not yet been 
received from the builders, as the work is not finished. £20 is still due on the 
furnishing account. 

The Trust Deed has been enrolled, and the Headquarters are now held in trust 
for the purposes of the Theosophical Society under the direction of Madame 
Blavatsky. The number of Trustees is limited to fourteen: at present the 
following have accepted the Trust: Madame H. P. Blavatsky, Countess Wacht
meister, Mrs. Ida Candler, Annie Besant, Dr. Archibald Keightley, Bertram 
Keightley, G. R. Ker. 

The residents at Headquarters pay the rent and taxes to the Trustees, and bear 
the total cost of keeping up tbe establishment. 

The detailed balance-sheet will be submitted to professional auditors as soon 
as the accounts are complete. Vouchers for all the above payments may be seen, 
but it would be an unnecessary expense to audit an incomplete balance-sheet and 
then a complete one; so the above interim statement is submitted for the 
information of subscribers. ANNIE BESANT, TrUWIr",. 

BUILDING FUND. 
Already acknowledged 
Mrs. Raphael. • • 
M ••••• 
Major Hand • 
Mrs. Doolittle 

• £936 
I 

4 
5 
5 

£951 

3 3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

3 3 

ERRATUM.-On page 444, line 20, of August LNti/w, for sfrllggll read s'"",hlr,. 

A. BOIIIIER, PrInter, 34 Bouverie Street, E.C. 
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VOL. VII. LONDON, OCT. 15TH, 1890. No. 38. 

The Editors do not !wId themselves responsible for any opinions, whether religious, 
philosophical or social, expressed in signed articles. 

". • • • •• I made man just and right, 
Sufficient to have stood, though free to fall, 
Such I created all th' ethereal powers 
And spirits, both them who stood and them 

who fail'd, 
Truly, they stood who stood, and fell who 

fell •••• "-MILTON. 

.. . . • • The assumption that the mind is II 

real being, which can be A.cted upon by the 
brain, and which can act on the body 
through the brain, is the only one com
patible with all the facts of experience." 
-GEORGE T. LADD, in the "Elements 0/ 
Physiological Psychology". 

I. 

~ NEW influence, a breath, a sound-" as of a rushing mighty wind "
~ has suddenly swept over a few Theosophical heads. An idea, 
vague at first, grew in time into a very definite form, and now seems to be 
working very busily in the minds of some of our members. It is this: if 
we would make converts the few ex-occult teachings, which are destined to 
see the light of publicity, should be made, henceforward, more subservient to, 
if not entirely at one with modern science. It is urged that the so-called esoteric· 
(or late esoteric) cosmogony, anthropology, ethnology, geology-psychology 
and, foremost of all, metaphysics - having been adapted into making 
obeisance to modem (hence materialistic) thought, should never henceforth 
be allowed to contradict (not openly, at all events) " scientific philosophy". 
The latter, we suppose, means the fundamental and accepted views of the 
great German schools, or of Mr. Herbert Spencer and some other English 

• We say .. so-called", because nothing of wbat bas been glvcn out publicly or In print can any longer be 
&enDed UDlerie. 

7 
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stars of lesser magnitude; and not only these, but also the deductions that 
may be drawn from them by their more or less instructed disciples. 

A large undertaking this, truly; and one, moreover, in pedect con
formity with the policy of the medireval Casuists, who distorted truth and 
even suppressed it, if it clashed with divine Revelation. Useless to say that 
we decline the compromise. It is quite possible-nay, probable and almost 
unavoidable-that" the mistakes made" in the rendering of such abstruse 
metaphysical tenets as those contained in Eastern Occultism, should be 

frequent and often important ". But then all such have to be traced 
back to the interpreters, not to the system itself. They have to be corrected 
on the authority of the same Doctrine, checked by the teachings grown on 
the rich and steady soil of Gupta Vidya, not by the speculations that 
blossom forth to-day, to die to-morrow-on the shifting sands of modem 
scientific guess-work, especially in all that relates to psychology and mental 
phenomena. Holding to our motto, "There is no religion higher than 
truth ", we refuse most decidedly to pander to physical science. Yet, we 
may say this: If the so-called exact sciences limited their activity only 
to the physical realm of nature; if they concerned themselves strictly with 
surgery, chemistry-up to its legitimate boundaries, and with physiology
so far as the latter relates to the structure of our corporeal frame, then the 
Occultists would be the first to seek help in modern sciences, however 
many their blunders and mistakes. But once that over-stepping material 
Nature the physiologists of the modern "animalistic". school pretend to 
meddle with, and deliver ex cathedra dicta on, the higher functions and 
phenomena of the mind, saying that a careful analysis brings them to a 
firm conviction that no more than the animal is man a free-agent, far less 
a responsible one-then the Occultist has a far greater right than the 
average modern "Idealist" to protest. And the Occultist asserts that 
no materialist-a prejudiced and one-sided witness at best-can claim 
any authority in the question of mental physiology, or that which is now 
called by him the physiology of the s(tU/. No such noun can be applied to the 
word" soul", unless, indeed, by soul only the lower, psychic mind is meant, 
or that which develops in man (proportionally.with the perfection of his 
brain) into intellect, and in the animal into a higher instinct. But since the 
great Charles Darwin taught that "our ideas are animal motions of the 
organ of sense" everything becomes possible to the modem physiologist. 

Thus, to the great distress of our scientifically inclined Fellows, it is 
once more Lucifer'S duty to show how far we are at logger-heads with exact 
science, or shall we say, how far the conclusions of that science are 

• .. Animalism" Is quite an appropriate word to use (whoever Invented it) as a contrast to Mr. Trlor's tenD 
.. animism ", which he applied to all the .. Lower Races" of mankind who heli~e the soul a distinct entity. 
He finds that the words psyche, p ..... "'a. ""i,,,us • • pi,itus. etc., all belong to the same cycle of superstition In 
.. the lower stages of culture ". Professor A. Baln dubbing all these distinctions. moreover, as a .. plurality of 
souls" and a "double materialism ". This is the more curious as the learned author of " Mind and Body" 
speaks as disparagingly of Darwln's "materialism" In Zoo_ia. wherein the founder of modem Evolution 
defines the word .dea as .. contracting a motion, or configuration of the fibres which constitute the Immediate 
organ of Sense" tOO Mind and Body n, p. '90, Note). 
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PSYCHIC AND NOETIC ACTION. 91 

drifting away from truth and fact. By" science" we mean, of course, the 
majority of the men of science; the best minority, we are happy to say, is 
on our side, at least as far as free-will in man and the immateriality of 
the mind are concerned. The study of the IC Physiology" of the Soul, of 
the Will in man and of his higher Consciousness from the standpoint of genius 
and its manifesting faculties, can never be summarized into a system of 
general ideas represented by brief formuloe; no more than the psychology of 
material nature can have its manifold mysteries solved by the mere analysis 
of its physical phenomena. There is no special organ of will, any more than 
there is a physical basis for the activities of self-consciousness • 

.. If the question is pressed as to the physical basis for the activities of self
consciousness, no answer can be given or suggested. • .. From its very nature, 
that marvellous verifying actus of mind in which it recognizes the states as 
its own, can have no analogous or corresponding material substratum. It is 
impossible to specify any physiological process representing this unifying actus; 
it is even impossible to imagine how the description of any such process could 
be brought into intelligible relation with this unique mental power ... • 

Thus, the whole conclave of psycho-physiologists may be challenged to 
correctly define Consciousness, and they are sure to fail, because Self
consciousness belongs alone to man and proceeds from the SELF, the 
higher Manas. Only, whereas the psychic element (or Kama-manas)t is 
common to both the animal and the human being-the far higher degree of 
its development in the latter resting merely on the greater perfection and 
sensitiveness of his cerebral cells-no physiologist, not even the cleverest, 
will ever be able to solve the mystery of the human mind, in its highest 
spiritual manifestation, or in its dual aspect of the psychic and the noetic (or 
the manasic),t or even to comprehend the intricacies of the former on the 
purely material plane-unless he knows something of, and is prepared to 
admit the presence of this dual element. This means that he would have 
to admit a lower (animal), and a higher (or divine) mind in man, or what is 
known in Occultism as the IC personal" and the IC impersonal" Egos. 'For, 
between the psychic and the noetic, between the Personality and the Individuality, 
there exists the same abyss as between a IC Jack the Ripper ", and a holy 
Buddha. Unless the physiologist accepts all this, we say, he will ever be 
led into a quagmire. We intend to prove it. 

As all know, the great majority of our learned IC Didymi" reject the 
idea of free-will. Now this question is a problem that has occupied the 
minds of thinkers for ages; every school of thought having taken it up in 
turn and left it as far from solution as ever. And yet, placed as it is in the 
foremost ranks of philosophical quandaries, the modern" psycho-physio
logists" claim in the coolest and most bumptious way to have cut the Gordian 
knot for ever. Fot'them the feeling of personal free agency is an error, an 

• Physiological Psyclwwgy, dc., p. 545, by George T. Ladd, Professor of Philosophy In Yale University. 
t Or what the Ka ballsts call N <phcsh, the" breath of life". 
l The Sanskrit word .\1,." ... (Mind) Is used by us In preference to the Greek No ... (noitl") becau!Ie the 

laller word ha\ing been so imperfectly understood in philosophy, suggests no definite meaning. 

71.. 
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illusion, " the collective hallucination of mankind". This conviction starts 
from the principle that no mental activity is possible without a brain, and 
that there can be no brain without a body. As the latter is, moreover, 
subject to the general laws of a material world where all is based on 
necessity, and where there is no spontaneity, our modem psycho.physiolo
gist has nolens volens to repudiate any self-spontaneity in human action. Here 
we have, for instance, a Lausanne professor of physiology, A. A. Herzen, 
to whom the claim of free-will in man appears as the most unscientific 
absurdity. Says this oracle:-

" In the boundless physical and chemical laboratory that surrounds 
man, organic life represents quite an unimportant group of phenomena; 
and amongst the latter, the place occupied by life having reached to the 
stage of consciousness, is so minute that it is absurd to exclude man from 
the sphere of action of a general law, in order to allow in him the existence 
of a subjective spontaneity or a free will standing outside of that law"
(Psyclwphysiologie Generale.) 

For the Occultist who knows the difference between the psychic and 
the noetic elements in man, this is pure trash, notwithstanding its sound 
scientific basis. For when the author puts the question -if psychic 
phenomena do not represent the results of an action of a molecular character 
whither then does motion disappear after reaching the sensory centres ? 
-we answer that we never denied the fact. But what has this to do with a 
free-will? That every phenomenon in the visible Universe has its genesis 
in motion, is an old axiom in Occultism; nor do we doubt that the psycho
physiologist would place himself at logger-heads with the whole conclave of 
exact scientists were he to allow the idea that at a given moment a whole 
series of physical phenomena may disappear in the vacuum. Therefore, 
when the author of the work cited maintains that the said force does not 
disappear upon reaching the highest nervous centres, but that it is forthwith 
transformed into another series, viz., that of psychic manifestations, into 
thought, feeling, and consciousness, just as this same psychic force when 
applied to produce some work of a physical (e.g., muscular) character gets 
transformed into the latter-Occultism supports him, for it is the first to 
say that all psychic activity, from its lowest to its highest manifestations, is 
" nothing but-motion". 

Yes; it is MOTION; but not all " molecular" motion, as the writer means 
us to infer. Motion as the GREAT BREATH (vide" Secret Doctrine ", vol. i, 
sub voce)-ergo "sOfmd" at the same time-is the substratum of Kosmic-Motion. 
It is beginningless and endless, the one eternal life, the basis and genesis 
of the subjective and the objective universe; for LIFE (or Be-ness) 
is the fons et origo of existence or being. But molecular motion is the 
lowest and most material of its finite manifestations. And if the general 
law of the conservation of energy leads modem science to the conclusion 
that psychic activity only represents a special form of motion, this same 
law, guiding the Occultists, leads them also to the same conviction-
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and to something else besides, which psycho-physiology leaves entirely 
out of all consideration. If the latter has discovered only in this century 
that psychic (we say even spiritual) action is suhject to the same general 
and immutable laws of motion as any other phenomenon manifested in the 
objective realm of Kosmos, and that in both the organic and the inorganic (?) 
worlds every manifestation, whether conscious or unconscious, represents 
but the result of a collectivity of causes, then in Occult philosophy this 
represents merely the A, B, C, of its science. "All the world is in the 
Swara; Swara is the Spirit itself "-the ONE LIFE or motion, say the old 
books of Hindu Occult philosophy. "The proper translation of the word 
Swara is the current of the life wave", says the author of" Nature's Finer 
Forces" ,. and he goes on to explain: 

.. It is that wavy motion which is the cause of the evolution of cosmic undiffer
entiated matter into the differentiated universe • . . • From whence does this 
motion come? This motion is the spirit itself. The word alma (universal soul) 
used in the book (vide infra), itself carries the idea of eternal motion, coming as it 
does from the root, AT, or eternal motion; and it may be significantly remarked, 
that the root AT is connected with, is in fact simply another form of, the roots AR, 

breath, and AS, being. All these roots have for their origin the sound produced by 
the breath of animals (living beings) .•.. The primeval current of the live-wave 
is then the same which assumes in man the form of inspiratory and expiratory 
motion of the lungs, and this is the all-pervading source of the evolution and invo
lution of the universe • • • ." 

So much about motion and the " conservation of energy" from old books 
on magic written and taught ages before the birth of inductive and exact 
modem science. For what does the latter say more than these books in 
speaking, for instance, about animal mechanism, when it says:-

.. From the viFible atom to the celestial body lost in space, everything is subj«t to 
motion • • • • kept at a definite distance one from the other, in proportion to the 
motion which animates them, the molecules present constant relations, which they 
lose only by the addition or the subtraction of a certain quantity of motion."t 

But Occultism says more than this. While making of motion on the 
material plane and of the conservation of energy, two fundamental laws, or 
rather two aspects of the same omnipresent law-Swara, it denies point 
blank that these have anything to do with the free-will of man which belongs 
to quite a different plane. The author of "Psychophysiologie Generale ", 
treating of his discovery that psychic action is but motion, and the result of 
a collectivity of causes-remarks that as it is so, there cannot be any 
further discussion upon spontaneity-in the sense of any native internal 

• Tloe TllaJrDt/lisl, Feb. 1888. p. 275, by Rama Prasad, President of the M eerul Theosophical Society. As the 
Occult book cited by him says: "It Is the Swa,a that has given form to the ji,sI aecllmlliatioll' 01 tloe dil1isiolls 

. of the universe; the S .. a,a causes evolution and Involution; the SwaTa Is God, or more properly the G,eat 
PorII., Itself 1M aloesll .. a,a). The S .. a,a Is the manifestation of the Impression on maUer of that power whlcb 
In man Is known to us as lloe po.." ",II'cII lcllOflJS ilsell (mental and psychic consciousness). Ills to be under
atood that the action of ibis power never ceases. . • .. It Is unchangeable existence "-and tbls Is the 
.. MotIoa" of the Scientists and the universal B,.atll 01 Lil. of tbe Occultists. 

t .. AIIi_l 1i",11I1II'''II ", a t,eatise Oil t.,,.strial aNd aerial locomotion. By E. J. Marey, Prof. at the College 
of France, and Member of Ibe Academy of Medicine. 
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proneness created by the human organism; and adds that the above puts an 
end to all claim for free-will! The Occultist denies the conclusion. The 
actual fact of man's psychic (we say manasic or noetic) ilUlividll4lity is a 
sufficient warrant against the assumption; for in the case of this conclusion 
being correct, or being indeed, as the author expresses it, the collective 

hallucinatwn of the whole mankind throughout the ages, there would be an end 
also to psychic individuality. 

Now by II psychic" individuality we mean that self-determining 
power which enables man to override circumstances. Place half a dozen 
animals of the same species under the same circumstances, and their actions 
while not identical, will be closely similar; place half a dozen men under 
the same circumstances and their actions will be as different as their 
characters, i.e., their psychic ilUlividuality. 

But if instead of II psychic" we call it the higher Self-conscious Will, 
then having been shown by the science of psycho-physiology itself that will 
has no special organ, how will the materialists connect it with II molecular " 
motion at all? As Professor George T. Ladd says: 

II The phenomena of human consciousness must be regarded as activities of some other 
fo"n of Real Being than the moving molecules of the brai". They require a subject or 
ground which is in its nature unlike the phosphorized fats of the central masses, the 
aggregated nerve-fibres of nerve-cells of the cerebral cortex. This Real Being 
thus manifested immediately to itself in the phenomena of consciousness, and 
indirectly to others through the bodily changes, is the Mind (manas). To it the 
mental phenomena are to be attributed as showing what it is by what it does. 
The so-called mental 'faculties' are only the modes of the behaviour in con
sciousness of this real being. We actually find, by the only method available, that 
this real being called Mind believes in certain perpetually recurring modes: there
fore, we attribute to it certain faculties. • •• Mental faculties are not entities 
that have an existence of themselves • • • • They are the modes of the behaviour 
in consciousness of the mind. And the very nature of the classifying acts which 
lead to their being distinguished, is explicable only upon the assumption that a Real 
being called M i"d exists, and is to be distinguished from the real beings known as the 
physical molecules of the brain's nervous mass."· 

And having shown that we have to regard consciousness as a ""it 
(another occult proposition) the author adds: 

.. We conclude, then, from the previous considerations: the subject of aU the states 
of conscioustless is a real unit-beillg, called J/ind i which is of non-material nature, and 
acts and develops according to laws of its own, but is specially co"eiated with certain 
material molecules atld masses forming tile substance of the Brai"."t 

This II Mind" is manas, or rather its lower reflection, which whenever it 
disconnects itself, for the time being, with kama, becomes the guide of 
the highest mental faculties, and is the organ of the free-will in physical 
man. Therefore, this assumption of the newest psycho-physiology is 

• .. The higher _"'" or .. Ego" (Kslut,lfjlt4) Is tbe .. Silent Spectator ", and the voluntary .. sacrificial 
victim": the lower manu, its representatlve-a tyrannical despot, truly. 

t .. Elemellls 0/ p"Ylu."'gical Psychology. A treatise of the activities and nature of the mind, from the 
Physical and Experimental Point of View, pp. 606 and 613, 
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uncalled for, and the apparent impossibility of reconciling the existence of 
free-will with the law of the conservation of energy is-a pure fallacy. This 
was well shown in the" Scientific Letters" of "Elpay" in a criticism of 
the work. But to prove it finally and set the whole question definitely at 
rest, does not even require so high an interference (high for us, at any 
rate) as the Occult laws, but simply a little common sense. Let us analyze 
the question dispassionately. 

I t is postulated by one man, presumably a scientist, that because" psychic 
action is found subject to the general and immutable laws of motion, there 
is, therefore, no free will in man". The" analytical method of exact 
sciences" has demonstrated it, and materialistic scientists have decreed to 
"pass the resolution" that the fact should be so accepted by their 
followers. But there are other and far greater scientists who thought 
differently. For instance, Sir William Lawrence, the eminent surgeon, 
declared in his lectures· that :-

.. The philosophical doctrine of the soul, and its separate existence, has nothing 
to do with this physiological question, but rests on a species of proof altogether 
different. These sublime dogmas could never have been brought to light by the 
labours of the anatomist and physiologist. An immaterial and spiritual being 
could not have been discovered amid the blood and filth of the dissecting room. 

Now, let us examine on the testimony of the materialist how this 
universal solvent called the" analytical method" is applied in this special 
case. The author of the Psyclwpkysiologie decomposes psychic activity into 
its compound elements, traces them back to motion, and, failing to find in 
them the slightest trace of free-will or spontaneity, jumps at the conclusion 
that the latter have no existence in general; nor are they to be found in that 
psychic activity which he has just decomposed. "Are not the fallacy and 
error of such an unscientific proceeding self-evident?", asks his critic; 
and then argues very correctly that:-

" At this rate, and starting from the standpoint of this analytical method, one 
would have an equal right to deny every phenomenon in nature from first to last. 
For, do not sound and light, heat and electricity, like all other chemical processes, 
once decomposed into their respective elements, lead the experimenter back to the 
same motion, wherein all the peculiarities of the given elements disappear leaving 
behind them only • the vibrations of molecules'? But does it necessarily follow 
that for all that, heat, light, electricity-are but illusions instead of the actual 
manifestations of the peculiarities of our real world. Such peculiarities are not, of 
course, to be found in compound elements, simply because we cannot expect that 
a part should contain, from first to last, the properties of the whole. What should 
we say of a chemist, who, having decomposed water into its compounds, hydrogen 
and oxygen, without finding in them the special characteristics of water would main
tain that such did not exist at all nor could they be found in water? What of an 
antiquary who upon examining distributed type and finding no sense in every separate 
letter, should assert that there was no such thing as sense to be found in any 
printed document? And does not the author of .. Psycho-physiology" act just in 

• W. Lawrence. Lectures OD Comparative Anatomy, Phyalo\ocr, Zoolocr. and the Natural History of Man. 
8_ Loudon. 11148, p. 6. 
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this way when he denies the existence of free.will or self.spontaneity in malt, on 
the grounds that this distinctive faculty of th~ highest psychic activity is absent 
from those compound elements which he has analysed? .. 

Most undeniably no separate piece of brick, of wood, or iron, each of 
which has once been a part of a building now in ruins, can be expected to 
preserve the smallest trace of the architecture of that building-in the 
hands of the chemist, at any rate; though it would in those of a 
psyclwmete~, a faculty by the bye, which demonstrates far more powerfully 
the law of the conservation of energy than any physical science does, and 
shows it acting as much in the subjective or psychic worlds as on the 
objective and material planes. The genesis of sound, on this plane, has to 
be traced back to the same motion, and the same correlation of forces is at 
play during the phenomenon as in the case of every other manifestation. 
Shall the physicist, then, who decomposes sound into its compound element 
of vibrations and fails to find in them any harmony or special melody, deny 
the existence of the latter? And does not this prove that the analytical 
method having to deal exclusively with the elements, and nothing to do with 
their combinations, leads the physicist to talk very glibly about motion, 
vibration, and what not, and to make him entirely lose sight of the harmony 
p~oduced by ceriain combinations of that motion or the" harmony of vibrations"? 
Criticism, then, is right in accusing Materialistic psycho· physiology of 
neglecting these all.important distinctions; in maintaining that if a careful 
observation of facts is a duty in the simplest physical phenomena, how much 
more should it be so when applied to such complex and important questions 
as psychic force and faculties? And yet in most cases all such essential 
differences are overlooked, and the analytical method is applied in a most 
arbitrary and prejudict'd way. What wonder, then, if, in carrying back 
psychic action to its basic elements of motion, the psycho-physiologist 
depriving it during the process of all its essential characteristics, should 
destroy it; and having destroyed it, it only stands to reason that he is 
unable to find that which exists in it no longer. He forgets, in short, or 
rather purposely ignores the fact, that though, like all other phenomena on 
the material plane, psychic manifestations must be related in their final 
analysis to the world of vibration (" sound" being the subs"alum of universal 
Akasa), yet, in their origin, they belong to a different and a highe~ World of 
HARMONY. Elpay has a few severe sentences against the assumptions of 
those he calls" physico· biologists .. which are worthy of note. 

Unconscious of their error, the psycho.physiologists identify the compound 
elements of psychic activity with that activity itself: hence the conclusion from the 
standpoint of the analytical method, that the highest, distinctive speciality of the 
human soul-free-will, spontaneity-is an illusion, and no psychic reality. But as 
we have just shown, such identification not only has nothing in common with exact 
science, but is simply impermissible, as it clashes with all the fundamental laws 
of logic, in consequence 'of which all these so-called physico. biological deductions 
emanating from the said identification vanish into thin air. Thus to trace psychic 
action primarily to motion, means in no way to prove the .. illusion of free.will " 
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A.nd, as in the case of water, whose specific qualities cannot be deprived of their 
reality although they are not to be found in its compound gases, so with regard to 
the specific property of psychic action: its spontaneity cannot be refused to psychic 
reality, though this property is not contained in those finite elements into which the 
psycho.physiologist dismembers the activity in question under his mental scalpel. 

This method is "a distinctive feature of modern science in its endeavour 
to satisfy inquiry into the nature of the objects of its investigation by a 
detailed description of their development ", says G. T. Ladd. And the author 
of "The Elements of Physiological Psychology", adds:-

The universal process of "Becoming" has been almost personified and deified 
so as to make it the true ground of all finite and concrete existence. • • • •• The 
attempt is made to refer all the so·called development of the mind to the evolution 
of the substance of the brain, under purely physical and mechanical causes. This 
attempt, then, denies that any real unit· being called the Mind needs to be assumed 
as undergoing a process of development according to laws of its own. • • •• On 
the other hand, all attempts to account for the orderly increase in complexity and 
comprehensiveness of the mental phenomena by tracing the physical evolution of 
the brain are wholly unsatisfactory to many minds. We have no hesitation in 
classing ourselves among this number. Those facts of experience which show a 
correspondence in the order of the development of the body and the mind, and 
even a certain nect:ssary dependence of the latter upon the former, are, of course, 
to be admitted; but they are equally compatible with another view of the mind's 
development. This other view has the additional advantages that it makes room 
for many other facts of experience which are very difficult of reconciliation with 
any materialistic theory. On the whole, the history of each individual's experiences is 
such as requires the assumption that a real unit.being (a Mind) is undergoing a process of 
development, in relation to the changing condition or evolution of the brain, and yet in 
amwdance witl. a nature and lau's of its own" (p. 616). 

How closely this last" assumption" of science approaches the teachings 
of the Occult philosophy will be shown in Part I I of this article. Meanwhile, 
we may close with an answer to the latest materialistic fallacy, which may 
be summarised in a few words. As every psychic action has for its sub· 
stratum the nervous elements whose existence it postulates, and outside 
which it cannot act; as the activity of the nervous elements are only 
molecular motion, there is therefore no need to invent a special and psychic 
Force for the explanation of our brain work. Free Will would force Science 
to postulate an invisible Free-Willer, a creator of that special Force. 

We agree: "not the slightest need ", of a creator of "that special" or 
any other Force. Nor has anyone ever claimed such an absurdity. But 
between creating and guiding, there is a difference, and the latter implies 
in no way any creation of the energy of motion, or, indeed, of any special 
energy. Psychic mind (in contradistinction to mana sic or noetic mind) only 
transforms this energy of the "unit-being" according to "a nature and 
laws of its own "-to use Ladd's felicitous expression. The "unit-being" 
creates nothing, but only causes a natural correlation in accordance with 
both the physical laws and laws of its own; having to use the Force, it 
guides its direction, choosing the paths along which it will proceed, and 
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stimulating it to aCtion. And, as its aCtivity is sui generis, and independent, 
it carries this energy from this world of disharmony into its own sphere of 
harmony. Were it not independent it could not do so. As it is, the freedom 
of man's will is beyond doubt or cavil. Therefore, as already observed, 
there is no question of creation, but simply of guidance. Because the 
sailor at the wheel does not create the steam in the engine, shall we say 
that he does nQt direCl: the vessel? 

And, because we refuse to accept the fallacies of some psycho-physiolo
gists as the last word of science, do we furnish thereby a new proof that free
will is an hallucination? \Ve deride the animalistic idea. How far more 
scientific and logical, besides being as poetical as it is grand, is the teaching 
in the Kathopanishad, which, in a beautiful and descriptive metaphor, says 
that: "The senses are the horses, body is the chariot, mind (kama-manas) 
is the reins, and intellect (or free-will) the charioteer." Verily, there is more 
exact science in the less important of the Upanishads, composed thousands of 
years ago, than in all the materialistic ravings of modera " physico-biology" 
and" psychophysiology" put together! 

(To be colltillrud.) 

" How few thoughts in a hundred years! Millions of men, and not a 
hundred lines of poetry, not a theory of philosophy that offers a solution 
of the great problems, not an art of education that fulfils the conditions. 
In this delay and vacancy of thought we must make the best amends we 
can by seeking the wisdom of others to fill the time. • .. If we confine 
ourselves to literature, it is easy to see that the debt is immense to past 
thought. None escapes it. There is imitation, model, and suggestion to 
the very archangels, if we knew their history! " 

EMERSON. 

TRANSITION. 

I HAVE found, in talking with those mixed up with clerical life, that 
there is a certain undefined dread, a fear of "letting go", of losing the 
substance with the shadow, which makes them cling to the old formulas, 
lest one of these" little ones" should be scandalised. And there can be no 
doubt that reform must be in some places gradual, though in others it must 
and will burst with impetuosity the old barriers, and a new standard must 
be set up and a new life begun. It would be interesting to learn how far 
the example of Count Tolstoi himself has influenced others to come out of 
the old grooves, to defy public opinion, and to live a life in harmony with 
their own convictions. The world is waiting for a new revelation; it 
remains to be seen whether men will receive it or cast it out. 

E. K., F.T.S. 
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$!tit llisnlt of <@nr Inbian ~ork. 
W ADAME BLA V A TSKY and I are growing old-both· being about 
1X~ sixty-and at the best can work only a few years longer, whether 
in the tropics or elsewhere. When we are dead and gone, and when all 
momentary passions have died out, somebody will impartially sum up the 
nett results of our joint and separate labors for our fellows. Praise will 
be given in matters now made the excuse for detraction, and calm criticism 
take the place of present ridiculous and fulsome flattery. For us, it will 
make no difference; nor should it now, if we were not so imperfect, for the 
true and perfect altruist, having his thought bent upon doing for others, 
cares not a jot whether he be praised or blamed. 

As there are milestones in every life-journey, so there are stages in 
every public movement, whence its results may be judged. As to ours, it 
may be said that, prior to our arrival in India, we had done nothing beyond 
forming the first nucleus of the future Theosophical Society, and laying its 
triple-walled foundation in our declaration of the Society's policy and aims. 
Our first great block of work was India, to which Ceylon may be added; 
it being to the former what the pendant single drop is to the necklace of 
gems. Landing at Bombay in February, 1879, we have consequently been 
established in India more than eleven and a-half years: with what results? 
Why should we play into the hands of the future inimical biographer or 
historian by ignoring the facts which he will garble, and by suppressing 
favorable contemporaneous comment, the recording of which will make 
his scandalous work more hard and the refutation of his falsehoods by our 
friends more sure? It is so easy to put the truth on record while we are 
alive, and challenge its gainsaying. 

Our personal faults concern only our individual Karma, and neither of 
us, two human motes in the sunshine of human evolution, are of enough 
consequence to warrant either foe or friend to sit in judgment over us. As 
to the results of our actions, that is quite another thing: it is well worth 
the world's while to sum them up from stage to stage, for the benefit of 
future would-be altruistic workers. An unusually foul and malevolent libel 
against us having just been launched in New York on the Stygian sea of 
malice and lies, the moment is opportune for one of such retrospects. 

In another article (March Number) on "The Outlook ", I partially 
touched upon the Indian situation. I shall presently cite the opinion of 
one or two of the most conspicuous and influential journals of India. 
This country is so far away from our own native lands, and so utterly 
unknown to the general reading public of Europe and America, that the 
tendency of even our vYestern colleagues is to belittle our Eastern work. 
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What can I point to that will give them a means of comparison? Suppose 
we say the work of Wilberforce, Clarkson, Garrison and their party, 
is gradually undermining and ultimately overthrowing Slavery. True, 
our final results have not come as yet, but the proximate causes which 
will work them out have. We are only at the point where Wilberforce 
stood in 1807 when, after twenty years' hard work, he got both Houses 
of Parliament to adopt his measure to prevent further importation of 
negroes into the colonies. I look around and see a phalanx of branch 
societies existing, yet inert. Am I discouraged? Not in the least. To my 
experience, that simply means that they stand, like deciduous trees, 
waiting for the revolution of the seasons to start their sap and force out 
their foliage. It is the life sap that works Nature's forest miracle; and 
so, too, we have forced the sap of a new spring-time to rise in the 
ancient trunks of Indian Brahmanism and Buddhism, causing their 
hoary crowns to be once more covered with luxuriant leafage. Yet 
these religions, when fully resuscitated, will be as different from their 
immediate" forbears ", as the adult is from the youth; or, rather as the 
new personality with which the evolving human monad clothes itself 
differs from the decrepit body it shook off in its last previous reincarnation. 
The life is the same, the individuality identical, but the new corporeal 
investiture will differ from the old. Education, in the Western sense, 
is now confined to the Indian minority, and that minority is dominated 
.-hypnotized, if you like-by the majority; as the circle expands, 
so, proportionately, will increase the modification of exoteric Eastern 
religions. Ultimately, exoteric religion will be transfigured into esotoric 
doctrine; thus reverting to its primal aspect and vigor. Contemporary 
religions are but brutalizations of their primal types. And as the process 
of purgation is a very slow one, so will the ultimate effects of our Asiatic 
work be long deferred. Eleven years' college classes have now graduated 
since our first arrival, and each one has in its turn been influenced 
in the direction of higher religious thought by our literature, our 
addresses, and the appeals and work of the many societies and clubs 
-religious, social, literary, political and philanthropic-which, in the 
mounting of the life-sap, have sprung, directly or indirectly, out of the 
parent trunk of the Theosophical movement. It is as easy to trace each of 
them back to our initiative as for the evolutionist to prove the origin of 
species by observing the physical and mental characteristics transmitted 
from generation to generation. So that the foreign observer is to take 
note of the fact that the nett result of Theosophical work in India is 
not to be calculated from the number of active or passive Branches on 
the Headquarters' books: it must be gauged from the tone of Indian 
thought, the color of Indian aspiration, the nature and strength of Indian 
religious interest, the sympathetic or antipathetic character of Indian inter
tribal, personal and local, national and international, feeling; and from "the 
taste for ancestral literature: gauged in comparison with what existed 
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prior to the beginning of 1879, the date of our arrival and the commence
ment of our Indian labors. 

The results of such a survey are very encouraging, as showing the fact 
that our time and efforts have not been wasted. Yet, on the other hand, it 
is saddening to think how much more might have been done but for our 
paucity of means. It is hard for a publicist nearing the term of average 
human life to see before him the certainty that he must die with his 
potential work half done for lack of capital and working colleagues
especially so to the non-sectarian altruist, who appeals to the sympathies 
of none but the highest, broadest minded and most electic of mankind. 
By the beating of drums and flaunting of banners, the raising of party 
cries, and the appeal to sectarian sentimentality, the honest, humanitarian, 
yet ignorant, bigoted and eccentric Salvationist .. General" gathers 
a huge income, covers the earth with self-denying workers, and marshals 
his cohorts by thousands to parade his successes before a wondering 
public. We have no sect to foster, no one creed to promulgate, resort 
to no meretricious methods to ensure success. So we have hundreds 
to show as income where the others have their tens of thousands, 
and the Theosophical movement, unlike the Salvationist, spreads 
q~etly and undemonstratively over the whole globe. Its converts, 
too-if so clumsy a term be permitted-are to be found in the class 
occupying the highest, instead of the lowest, social degree. We gather 
in the Brahman of India, whom not even the ablest missionary, let" 
alone the shouting and frothing Salvationist, has been able to affect; 
the most learned monks and best educated laymen of Buddhist countries 
flock to our side: the boldest and clearest thinking persons of Western 
countries are reading our books and discussing our views; daily, 
recruits join us from the ranks of the Spiritualists, the Freethinkers, 
the Broad Churchmen, the Agnostics, and other brain-users. Like a 
subterranean stream, which follows the compact strata until it gets its 
outlet and becomes a visible river, the essential ideas of the hoary 
Aryan philosophies are running under the surface of contemporary 
thought, and filtering into all the crannies and crevices of social life. 
They crop out in the literature of all the advanced nations, inspire the 
orator, the preacher and the poet, console the world-weary and the 
heavy-hearted, and to many show a luminous pathway through the 
obscure future. The subtle power of Eastern thought is slowly leavening 
the world's mind and slowly educating the world's conscience. Is it 
not a grand and inspiriting fact to contemplate; and ought not we, two 
elderly people, to find recompense in it for much of our suffering and 
sorrow, an offset for what caitiff deserters, brutal libellers, smooth-spoken 
hypocrites, and ingrate beneficiaries have compelled us to bear? Our 
harvest is ripening, our work is showing satisfactory results. We may 
have few more years to count upon, but our seed has been sown, with 
both hands, broadcast over a wide field. If poverty must be endured to 
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the end, so be it: we shall do our best, as we have hitherto done it, and 
leave the squaring of accounts with Karma. If we are reviled, at least 
there are hundreds of good people who have learnt by intercourse to respect 
our motive, excuse our failings, and appreciate the importance of our work. 
If an idle, selfish world hates us, still we have at least the personal 
knowledge that we have labored for human progress and religious evo
lution. If baffled egoists turn to brutal vilification, yet we know that 
our Teachers and Masters, those whose co-operating agents we are, see 
us to the bottom of our hearts and find no disloyalty there. \Ve have 
still the strength for much more work, and ought to live to see still greater 
nett results from the Theosophical movement. We may be hampered 
for the means to realize our plans, but still we shall do something more 
for humanity than we have hitherto, for we shall always have our brains, 
our pens, and our voices. As for our bodily support we can count upon 
that, if not-for lack of time-from our own earnings, at least, then, from 
the brotherly love of some who would not see us starve. The achievements 
of the past and the results of the present warrant our feeling perfectly sure 
of the future. 

It is not we who are idly boasting that India's spiritual 
renaissance has begun through our efforts, it is the greatest Indians of 
India who are saying so. I quoted something to that effect from the 
Amrita Bazar Patrika in our August Supplement, and made some reflections 
thereupon. That great journal, in noticing what I then said about Theo
sophy in India, has added the following observations :-

.. They say that Theosophy is dead. If it is dead, it has done its work in India. 
Asia, Europe, and America. In India it has converted the perverted Hindus. In 
other parts of the world it has proved the existence of something which is not to 
be found in modern philosophy and science. Where is the intellectual man now 
who does not admit that there is something in Theosophy? This grand achieve
ment is the work of an old Russian lady and a poor American gentleman." 

Now I find the Indian Mirror of July 23rd bearing its testimony as 
follows: 

.. If Puna is the centre of general intellectual activity in India, Madras may 
well claim to be the Head-quarters of what may be phrased as theological activity. 
This has been noticeable ever since the Theosophical Society shifted its Head
quarters from Bombay to Madras on the suggestion of the late lamented Subba 
Row, the great Advaita philosopher of Southern India. They were all agnostics or 
secularists, anything but Hindus, the educated Madrasis, before Madame Blavatsky 
and Colonel Olcott went to reside among them. They had their Fr«thinktr 
newspaper, but a change came over the spirit of their dream. Freethought began 
to waver. Mr. Bradlaugh's followers began to regard theosophic teachings with 
attention, and to listen to the exhortations of the founders of the Theosophical 
Society and of Mr_ Subba Row with increasing respect_ They began to see that 
there was a great deal more of true science and philosophy in their national 
religion than they had hitherto thought possible. Then, the beauties of Hindu
ism began to be perceived and appreciated, and the study of the oldest and 
grandest Aryan religion in the world was revived. But the change. induced 
by the Theosophical Society, was more or less passive in its general character. 
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It affected individuals, or groups of individuals, possessed of more or less 
learning, and enjoying more or less leisure. But the change did not affect the 
masses in the same manner. The higher lessons of philosophy are 10llt on 
ignorant and tender minds, though, in justice to Colonel Olcott, it must be 
said that he has been making every effort to make his teachings understand· 
able of the people. There was thus a revival of Hinduism in Madras, as 
everywhere else in India, but a revival of a passive kind, leaving the revi· 
valists in an atmosphere of lazy and contented self· contemplation. But an 
incident in Missionary life in Madras, an incident relating to a public educational 
institution, gave an unlooked·for impetus, and force and character to the Hindu 
revival. Our readers may yet remember the rontretem;s a few years back in the 
Madras Christian College. In the absence of the Reverend Mr. Miller, the popular 
Principal of the College, in England, its Christian Professors had an unseemly 
row with a number of Hindu students, who struck in a body. The question was 
then generally asked, why should Hindu students depend for education on a 
Christian College, and run the risk of their faith being perverted by Christian 
Missionaries? It was at that time that Hinduism in Madras, from being passive, 
leaped into active and even aggressive existence. It is to this incident in the 
Rev. Mr. Miller's College that Madras owes the establishment of the Hindu Tract 
Society, the Hindu Preaching Society, and the Hindu Theological Institution. 
The Hindu Tract Society has now been in existence for nearly three years. In 
their first published Annual Report, the Committee of the Society said that the 
chief causes that contributed to its establishment, were .the spiritual influences 
that were at work among and around them. They had been moved by the exhortations 
of the 'famous Colonel Olcott'. B~t the Committee said, • we owe more to the 
activity of antagonistic foreign influences in our midst than to any other cause, 
for the formation of this Tract Society'. The chief objects of the Hindu Tract 
Society are (1) to examine into the foundation of any religion, forced upon the 
Hindus, and to defend Hinduism against the attacks of its opponents, (2) to uphold 
and advance the social order of the Hindu community, and (3) to support and 
promote the cause of morality and sound learning. These objects are promoted 
by the issue of thousands of short tracts on the plan of the Christian Missionary 
tracts. 

"The President of the Hindu Tract Society is Mr. Shivasankar Pandyaji, B.A., 
an ardent Theosophist. This gentleman is also the author of that excellent series of 
little Hindu books, published as' The Hindu Excelsior Series'. Mr. Pandyaji is 
all for Hinduism. He is the Principal of the Hindu Theological Institution, where 
lessons in philosophy, science, religion, sociology, and morals are given, all being 
based on Hinduism. Mr. Pandyaji's efforts are ably seconded by Dewan Bahadur 
Ragunath Rao (F.T.S.), and other active spirits of the Hindu Preaching Society. 

" In this matter of a national Hindu revival, Bengal and Bombay may well take 
a lesson from Madras. In Madras they are able to do all these things, because, if 
they have Christian missionaries to contend against, they have got active sympa
thetic European friends, the chief of them being Colonel Olcott, the value of whose 
services is simply incalculable. He and his colleagues •.•. have laid not only 
Madras, but all India, under a • debt immense of endless gratitude.' .. 

Among Hindus the highest in rank and influence are the Brahmans, 
among Brahmans, the highest-not religious ascetics and adepts, who out· 
rank all mankind, according to Hindu opinion-are the learned pandits. 
Among pandits, the highest are those of Benares, Nuddea, and Chidam
baram. For our Society to get the endorsement of these pandits is, there
fore, the clearest proof that could be demanded of the estimation in which 
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our share in the present renaissance of Hinduism is held by the most 
inflJ1ential class of Hindu society. That we have such an endorsement will 
not be denied upon reading the following excerpts:-

On the 30th November, 1880, at a meeting of the Sanskrit Samaja 
"(Society) of Benares, the late eminent Pandit Bapudeva Sastri in the chair, 
and all the most eminent pandits of Benares present, a resolution was 
unanimously adopted to the effect that, inasmuch as the interests of 
Sanskrit literature demand that there should be a fraternal union between 
the Sanskrit Samaja and the Theosophical Society, the latter being 
"sincerely devoted to this most worthy object and possessing facilities 
which it was desirable to secure," there should be a friendly union between 
the two bodies, and the Samaja should bind itself to lend all possible 
assistance in the premises. 

That our reputation had not suffered during the lapse of time, appears 
from the opinions expressed in formal resolutions adopted at a great 
convention (Mahamandala) of Sanskrit pandits at the sacred shrine 
of Haridwar, on the 30th May, 1887. They were as follows:-

II Resolved,-That this &bha unanimously records its appreciation of the un· 
selfish and efficient aid given by the Theosophical Society to the cause of our 
national religion during the past ten years throughout India, and in disseminating 
in distant countries a knowledge of the teachings of our holy sages. 

" Resolved,-That this Sabha earnestly recommends all Princes and others 
favorable to Hindu religion (Sanatano Dharma) to assist the Society as much as 
possible, and to make the Adyar Library as useful and powerful a national under· 
taking as its projectors intended that it should be." 

A few days ago, at a public meeting in Madras, Dewan Bahadur R. 
Raghunath Row, a Brahman publicist and reformer who is universally 
respected throughout India, said-I quote from the published report of the 
meeting-that" the idea to protect their own institutions, their religion, 
and traditions came to the Hindus" with our advent in India. Our public 
career has, therefore, been consistent throughout with our initial profes
sions upon arrival at Bombay, and I have yet to see the first hint 
that we have traded upon our reputation or influence for any personal 
advantage. We challenge our worst enemy and most bitter slanderer 
to produce a tittle of evidence that goes to prove that we have 
played the hypocrite, the charlatan, or the rogue. Yet all these we 
are said to have been by Western persons who know better, and by 
certain Western editors whose slanders are the more heinous in that 
they themselves have personal knowledge of my standing at home and 
the value of my public services. In the course of my life I have heard 
many falsehoods uttered and seen many libels printed against my poor, 
impetuous old colleague and myself, yet this most recent one, which has 
provoked the present article, excels them all in its inexcusable vulgarity 
and mendacity. Happily, there is the consoling certainty that, in the long 
run, truth will prevail and justice be done. H. S. OLCOTT. 
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AN ABSTRACT FROM "THE KEY TO THEOSOPHY "0 

\T'7HEOSOPHY-the Ancient \Yisdom Religion-is Divine Knowledge 
eJll9 or Science. The motto of the Theosophical Society, "There is no 
religion higher than truth". Its object to reconcile all religions, sects and 
nations under a common system of ethics, hased on eternal verities, which 
have been preserved among Initiates of every country; and among their 
disciples in those parts of the world where such topics have always been 
most valued, i.e., in India, Central Asia, and Persia. Theosophy is as old 
'as the world in its teachings and ethics. It is philosophy of those who 
suffer, and have lost hope of being helped ou of the mire of life by any 
other means. It teaches that all men have spiritually and physically the 
same origin. Mankind is one, and of the same essence, and that essence is 
one-infinite, uncreate, and eternal. Therefore, nothing can affect one 
nation or man without affecting all nations and all men. The root of nature 
is, was, and ever will be, one absolute essence, from which all starts, and 
into which all returns. 

Since the root of mankind is one there must be one truth which finds 
expression in all religions. To the secret nature of some part of this 
underlying truth, and to the knowledge thereof held hy Initiates, Christ 
referred in the words" To you it is given to know the mysteries of the 
kingdom of heaven" (Mark iv, II). 

Theosophy teaches that there are periodical and consecutive appearances 
of the universe from the subjective on to the objective planes of being, at 
regular intervals of time, covering periods of immense duration. As the 
sun arises every morning on our objective horizon out of its (to us) 
subjective and antipodal space, so does the universe, emerge periodically on 
the plane of objectivity, issuing from that of subjectivity. Whether by 
radiation or emanation the universe passes out of its homogeneous sub
jectivity on to the first plane of manifestation, of which planes there are 
seven. With each plane it becomes more dense and material until it 
reaches this, our plane, on which the only world approximately known or 
understood, in its physical composition by science, is the planetary. or 
Solar system. 

To turn from Theosophy to the Theosophical Society. One is the 
shoreless ocean of universal truth, love, wisdom, reflecting its radiance 
on the earth; the other is only a visible bubble on that reflection. 
Theosophy is divine nature, visible, and invisible, and its society human 
nature trying to ascend to its divine parent. 

However, the Theosophical Society is valuable as the storehouse of all 
8 
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the truths uttered by the great seers, initiates, and prophets of historic and 
even prehistoric ages. As a philanthropic and scientific body, for the pro
pagation of the idea of brotherhood on practical, instead of theoretical, lines, 
which idea is embodied in its creed "Loyalty and Truth" and its ritual 
" To honor every truth by use I " 

The foremost aim of the Theosophical Society is the relief of human 
suffering, under any or every form, moral as well as physical, the former 
being considered far more important than the latter. It must therefore 
inculcate ethics and purify the soul if it would relieve the physical body. 
It must seek and obtain knowledge of all laws of Nature and diffuse it. It 
must teach its members" to deal justly and walk humbly", i.e., the one 
Self must forget itself for the many selves. It must press home the fact 
that for every flower of love and charity man plants in his neighbor's 
garden a loathsome weed will disappear from his own. 

Theosophists regard man as composed of two rarts-the lower 
quaternary and upper imperishable triad. The first consisting of the 
Physical body. Life Principle, Astral body, and the seat of animal desire 
and passions, called in Sanscrit Kama-rupa; the latter of Mind (whose 
radiation links the Monad for the lifetime to the mortal man), Spiritual 
Soul and Spirit. 

The Spirit is the Divine essence (the" Father in Secret" of Jesus) 
without body or form; imponderable, invisible, and indivisible, that which 
does not exist and yet is. There is one real Man enduring through the 
cycle of life, immortal in essence, the Mind-man or embodied Conscious
ness. This is the thinking conscious Ego which gravitates towards the 
spiritual soul, and which reincarnates. It is this which gives us the 
memories of the soul, that we call reminiscence, and which is quite distinct 
and absolutely different from memory, which is a functioning of the physical 
brain. As each reincarnating Ego is furnished with a new body and a new 
brain, the experience of past incarnations not having been impressed upon 
this new brain cannot be remembered. To get convinced of the fact of 
reincarnation and past lives, one must put oneself in rappo,t with one's real 
permanent Ego. The spiritual Ego can act only when the personal Ego 
is paralysed. The spiritual 'I' in man is omniscient and has every know
ledge innate in it ; while the personal self is the creature of its environment 
and the slave of physical memory. It is this Ego, this "Causal Body" 
which overshadows every personality Karma forces it to incarnate into, 
and this Ego which is held responsible for all sins committed through and 
in every new body or personality, the evanescent marks which hide the 
true Individuality through the long series of rebirths. The warnings of 
conscience, premonition and intuition, and vague undefined reminiscences 
are the voice of the manasic Ego. 

Karma is the universal law of retributive justice which the experience 
of thousands of ages has proved to be absolute and unerring equity, 
wisdom and intelligence. In its effects it is an unfailing redresser of 
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human wrongs, a retributive law which rewards and punishes with equal 
impartiality. It is absolute Equity, which leaves every cause, great or 
~mall, to work out its inevitable effects. Jesus taught this Karmic law 
when he said with what measure you meet it shall be measured to you 
again. Therefore, Theosophists infer that man's present life is what it 
justly should be, to atone for the sins of the past life. One thing must be 
noted. Every atom is subject to the general law governing the whole body 
to which it belongs, and this brings into view the wider track of Karmic 
law. The aggregate of individual Karma becomes that of the nation to 
which the individual belongs. The Karma of nations is that of the world. 
The interdependence of Humanity is the cause of this Distributive Karma. 
It brings us back to the before-mentioned fact that nothing can affect one 
nation or man without affecting all other nations and all other men. 
Karma is the Law of readjustment which ever tends to restore disturbed 
equilibrium in the physical, and broken harmony in the moral world, and to 
preserve that balance in virtue of which the universe exists. Pain and 
suffering are results of want of harmony. The one cause of the disturbance 
of harmony is Selfishness. Karma gives back to every man the actual 
consequences of his own action and he will be made to atone for all 
suffering which he has caused, and will reap joy and gladness, the fruits 
of all the happiness and harmony he has helped to produce. Theosophists 
say with the Initiate St. Paul" Work out your own salvation, whatsoever 
a man soweth, that shall he also reap". Man plants and creates causes 
and Karmic law adjusts the effects. This law is, in the world of manifes
tation, absolute. As there can only be one Absolute, as one Eternal ever 
present Cause, Karma is one with the Unknowable of which it is an aspect 
in its effects in the phenomenal world. 

One word, in conclusion, concerning the state after death, called by 
Theosophists Devachan, and corresponding to the popular" Heaven" or 
" Paradise". This state is a mental condition analogous to, but far more 
vivid and real than the most vivid dream. Coming, as it generally does, 
between each reincarnation of the Ego, it is symbolized by the nightly 
sleep that follows in regular sequence the activities of day. Death is sleep, 
and Devachan a state of bright and happy dreams. 

IHN JEMIN (Persian) • 

.. I read on the porch of a palace bold 
In a purple tablet letters cast-

e A house, though a million winter's old, 
A house of earth comes down at last; 
Then quarry thy stones from the crystal All 
And build the dome that shall not fall '." 

K. E. M. 
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ijtht fifth I.att- ~gJ1pt. 

lT1HE great event which to us is the beginning of history is the advent 
~1(g of the Fifth Race of humanity. How it began is told in the 
Secret Doctnne (vol. ii, p. 21); where it began we do not know. The theory 
of a single protoplast for the last and most highly favored races of man was 
supported by the past generation of anthropologists, but modem Theo
sophy n'a pas besoin de cette hypothese. Into the method of genesis of the 
Fifth Race we shall not enter, as the Secret Doctrine has expounded it 
sufficiently, and as another page gives us the notes which two students 
of the E. S. have made, and which tell the story, as expounded by those 
who have the power of teaching. It is merely my duty to show to 
students what anthropology teaches respecting the origin of some of the 
races that came into existence, and now-a-days represent what is virtually 
the majority of the human race. 

First of all we have the negro. He is found most prominently in the 
West of Africa. Some of his characters appear to repeat those which 
Lemurian type before him have shown. Some of the tribes in Africa 
exhibit traces of a certain shading off into the Kaffirs or Zulus. This 
Kaffir type may be the degenerate descendants of the early Egyptians. We 
see in it an enormous resemblance to the customs of Egypt, as shown in 
the articles of dress and implements of cookery. It is the highly civilised 
Egyptian who has left descendants that perpetuate his customs, and to 
a certain extent, repeat his physiognomy. It was the argument of Professor 
Huxley, that although the Egyptians have been much modified by civilisa
tion, and probably by admixture, they still retain the dark skin, the black 
silky wavy hair, the long skull, the fleshy lips, and broadish alre of the 
nose which distinguished his remote ancestors, and which cause both him 
apd them to approach the Australian and the Dashyu more nearly than 
they do any other form of mankind. To a Theosophist, the idea that 
Egypt, with its mighty civilisation, should contain the descendants of the 
Lemurian race is sufficiently absurd. The chief argument in its favor 
is the fresco painting in the British Museum, of an ancient Egyptian 
fowler, who has glided in his light boat through the tall papyrus reeds and 
lotus stems to a swampy locality, the haunt of wild fowl. These he kills 
by a stick, which he is in the act of throwing at the startled fowl. The 
instrument calls to mind the boomerang, in its use, but is unlike it in 
shape; it seems to be a heavy, longish rounded tree branch or club, 
slightly bent in opposite directions; it may have been less effective than 
the flatter weapon, bent at the angle, which ensured its curved and 
retrograde course, through the flight of scared birds, as deftly flung by the 
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Australian native. But Sir Richard Owen urged that the resemblance had 
been perfect, and the old Egyptian convicted of the boomerang. If the 
hasty picking up a stick, accidentally so shaped, flung at a flock of birds 
unexpectedly flushed, followed by observations of its unlooked for course, 
suggested repetition of the experiment, so profound and complex an operation 
must be acquired by inheritance, by derivation from the race that once 
upon a time was blessed by an individual with brain equal to availing 
himself of such accident. Sir Richard Owen cannot use the fact of an 
ancient Egyptian using a stick to kill wild fowl as a satisfactory or 
sufficient sign of his descent from a remote ancestor of Australoid type. 

We have some evidence of the appearance of the early Egyptians. 
Mariette Bey has discovered a series of portrait sculptures in the form of 
statues of men who lived in the time of Phra Snefrou, the last king of the 
third dynasty, and the predecessor of Cheops, the first of the fourth 
dynasty, according to Manetho, and the builder of the great pyramid at 
Ghizeh. The close cropped hair, giving a probably deceptive idea of its 
being naturally short and crisp, but as it afforded the material for the 
protective and ornamental wig, it must have been longer and more flowing 
than in the negro race, to furnish the tiers of seemingly artificial curls in 
the wig of the male. We see in the statues the now vivid contrast to any
thing like the Australian type. The contrast between the early man, who 
transmitted a civilisation and ideas that in any cases were the inheritance 
of primitive truth, and the degenerate, squalid, and half-savage descendant 
of the Lemurians. The dental characters in the oldest known Egyptian 
skulls betray not the slightest anology between the ancient Egyptian and 
the Australians. The characters of the skull of the individual of the 
Fourth and Fifth Dynasties, are repeated in many Egyptian jaws of 
undetermined age with a very few minor modifications. Sir Richard 
Owen, at great length, has pointed out that the types of Australian skulls, 
variable though they may be among themselves, are variable in different 
directions to those variations presented by the early Egyptians. The 
hypothesis of Professor Huxley that the early Egyptians were a race cognate 
with the Dravidians is one that generations of anthropologists who wish 
to explain the theory of the genesis of the Egyptian race have held. The 
Secret Doctrine has however told us a more probable theory than that which 
merely explains the unknown by the unknowable. It has shown us how 
the civilisation of Egypt carried us back to a day far beyond that which 
Manetho conceived, and incapable of fitting into Hebrew chronology, and 
may afford a pasture from which Theosophists and anthropologists may 
gather the untold fruits of future science. The Secret Doctrine has given us 
one at least of the seven keys by which all the future glories of science 
may be unlocked to us. 

In what way this can be applicable to Egyptian mysteries has been 
hinted by Mr. James Bonwick in his "Egyptian Belief and Modem 
Thought" which has shown to us the identity of some of the Egyptian 
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ideas respecting the Septenary division of man with those of occultists. 
The light thrown on the Egyptian myths by occultism is one which I shall 
not venture in this place to dilate on at length. Suffice it to say that we 
have in all the ancient Egyptian records evidence of the presence of a body 
of persons amid the mass who were endowed with peculiar knowledge and 
were the repositories of secrets that they carefully guarded from the general 
public. It is a matter of extreme regret that our knowledge of Egyptian 
mysteries is in such a majority of cases from Greek models. 

The Greeks had a precise care not to communicate the truth with 
superfluous liberality to all people. What Herodotus (see the whole of 
Euterpe) learnt from Egyptian priests he prudently did not communicate 
to the readers of his history. But we have some evidence, that of Clement 
Alexandrinus and Apuleius, that the ancient Egyptians carried the rites of 
initiation to an extremely complicated state. But we notice that the evidence 
before us is merely of the latest Egyptian periods. We know absolutely 
nothing respecting the rites as practised in the earlier Egyptian ages. We 
are in ignorance of the customs of the early dynasties of Egypt i but we 
have evidence that each different Egyptian creed had its separate mysteries 
attached to it. We must necessarily remain ignorant of the ceremonies 
performed at the initiation into the mysteries. It is said that the pre
liminary ordeals through which candidates were obliged to pass previous 
to admission into the Egyptian mysteries were of a severe nature, and that 
Pythagoras was exposed to great personal danger. In the time of the 
Pharaohs, the Egyptians exhibited the most rigid reluctance to admit 
strangers to these holy secrets, and Pythagoras probably had a far more 
severe test than that given to natives of the soil. Wilkinson tells us that: 

.. During that part of the ceremony called epopteia, • inspection " the gods them
selves were supposed to appear to the initiated; and it was in order to discover if 
the candidates were sufficiently prepared for such a mark of their favour that these 
terrific preludes were instituted. Proclus thus describes them in his • Commentary 
on Plato's Republic': • In all initiations and mysteries the gods exhibit themselves 
under many forms, and appear in a variety of shapes. Sometimes their unfigured 
light is held forth to the view; sometimes this light appears under a human form, 
and it sometimes assumes a different shape'. In bis Commentary on the first 
Alcibiades he also says: • In the most holy of the mysteries, before the god 
appears, the impulsions of certain terrestrial dzmons become visible, alluring 
the initiated from undefiled goods to matter'. Apu1eius mentions the same 
extraordinary illusions. • The sun being made to appear at midnight, glittering 
with white light·; and it is supposed that Ezekiel alludes to similar scenes when 
speaking of the abominations committed by the idolatrous • ancients of the house 
of Israel in the dark, every man in the chambers of his imagery'. As the mysteries 
of Egypt were rigorously concealed from the public, the lamentable speculations 
which have been emitted by various writers are in all cases beyond serious 
criticism." 

We see that the great difficulty with regard to the Egyptian mysteries is 
the reticence which those persons who were initiated showed to reveal the 
pature of the mysteries. Where those only who were able to explain are 
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silent, we are naturally plunged into a difficulty from which it is impossible 
to extricate the enquirer, save by an examination of what similar mysteries 
were practised in the other countries. Wilkinson has ventured to interpret 
Egyptian mystery language by Greek thought. We would prefer to 
interpret it by Indian thought, or even try to throw a light on the mystical 
ceremonies of ancient Egypt from the esoteric teachings. For it is now 
clear that the traditions of Egypt must remain for ever and ever a sealed 
book to enquirers. We may hear something of the rites of initiation from 
the history and anthropology of other nations, but the Fifth Race Egyptians 
have left us but few records of how far they preserved that secret of 
communication with the unknown, which had been the inheritance of the 
old Atlanteans, and which was destined to expand into the religion of the 
future. The Egyptians possessed some of the secrets of religion. We see 
this in the hierarchical system in which everything from the lowest to the 
highest, fell naturally into seven grades. The Septenary division appears 
to have been the inheritance of ancient Egypt. But it is precisely in those 
races whose cranial conformation indicates a certain relationship with the 
skulls of the old Egyptians, and none whatever with the Australian race. 
We see in the Kaffir a repetition of the symbols of the old Egyptian. It is 
theosophical science that has given us the clue to the meaning of the 
symbolism that enables us to identify Kaffirs with Egyptians. But we had, 
according to other authorities, not one but several types in Egyptian 
craniology. It may surprise many to learn that after all the argument 
respecting the Hyksos people we have not a single portrait that we can 
confidently refer to the Hyksos people. Still what remains to us, leads us 
to infer that they had a remarkable type marked by an aquiline profile, 
enormous super-orbital ridges forming a great prominence above the nose, 
very high cheek bones and flat mouth. It has even been pointed out 
by Professor Flower with regard to the people called by Mr. Poole 
.. Northerners ", in the great development of the super-orbital ridges and 
the receding character of the forehead, they resemble a type recognized in 
the earliest known crania found in central Europe, which has received the 
name of "Neanderthaloid " because it reaches its extreme development in 
the famous skull discovered in the Neanderthal, near Bonn. It is 
extremely probable that these" Northerners" were descendants from a 
primitive European people which had crossed over to Africa, probably by 
the Straits of Gibraltar in prehistoric times. Secondly, the figure of the 
Hyksos monarch exhibited by Mr. Poole had certain Mongolian characters, 
especially in the breadth and prominence of the cheek bones, so much so as 
to suggest that the invasion and occupation of Egypt by the so-called 
" Shepherds" was one of the numerous instances in which some of the 
nomadic Tartar hordes of Central and Northern Asia have poured forth 
from their native lands, and overrun and occupied for a longer or shorter 
period the countries lying to the west and south of them. If this view can 
be maintained, the Hyksos invasion and occupation of Egypt would have 
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been only one of the series, of which the conquests of Attila, Tchinghis 
Khan and Timur, and the more permanent settlements of the Finns, the 
Magyars, and the Turks in Europe, are well known examples. But I have 
given facts elsewhere to prove that the Neanderthaloid race extended 
to Egypt. I have endeavored to show in the pages of Lucife, that 
the Neanderthal or rather Canstadt man was a Lemurian. A really 
Australian type in Egypt would baffle our analysis. But in point 
of fact the figures cited by Professor Flower are merely men of 
larger super-orbital ridges, and in fact, as they all are clad in helmets, 
we are unable to state whether or not they belonged to the 
tapeinocephalic division of man, on which I have already said much. 
Let us now contemplate for a moment what influences acted on Egypt or 
the oldest period of history known to us. We have a civilisation to the 
north, that of the mighty Hittite nation, which peradventure attained a 
rank equal to that of Egypt itself. In the N orth-West we have this 
mysterious population, that appears to be identical with that of the 
primitive population of Moghreb-el-Aksa, the present Morocco. Here we 
may meet with traces of those barbarians against which Egypt fought, but 
who are not in any way the ancestors of the deb,is of the descendants of 
the modern Egyptians. South of these, we have the mysterious Tuariks, 
possibly descendants of an Atlantean race, but in no way allied to the 
Mandingoes of Western Africa. Do not let us sneer at Mr. Rider Haggard, 
merely because he is a novel writer. There are passages in " She" which 
reveal a somewhat exhaustive acquaintance with modern anthropology. 
These Tuariks present an almost impenetrable problem to the modern 
inquirer. They certainly reveal traces of a primitive population, and it 
will not be for the anthropologist of the future to say whether or not they 
possess Atlantean elements. South-west and South of them again, the 
researches of Schweinfurth have shown us a nation of dwarfs, who appear 
distinct from the negroes around them, and appear to be the diminished 
descendants of a race who peopled a part of North-Eastern Africa when 
the Sahara was an arm of the sea or an inland lake. To the extreme South 
of the Egyptian Kingdom, lie the races of Kaffirland, that appear as I have 
shown to repeat Egyptoid characters. 

In Arabia we have a race whose Shemite nature is beyond all doubt, and 
who at the earliest period of history appear to have been sharply contrasted 
with the Egyptians. Though both races may be said to be dolichocephalic, 
the longheadedness of such skulls differs entirely on either side of the Gulf 
of Akabah. The Nabathean of Midian is extravagantly longheaded. So 
is the Egyptian. Yet no one would think of them belonging to the same 
group of man. It is a pity that the work of our travellers in Somali-land 
and in Abyssinia has told us so little of the cranial form of the natives. 
But how unsatisfactory a mere appeal to the imperfection of the record* 

• Darwin, .. Origin or Species ", passim. 
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may be, we see that we should have a type of human skull, which bears the 
smallest analogy with that of the Australians. 

We are, therefore, left by anthropology in a state of mind to accept the 
teachings of the Secret Doct,ine as to the genesis of the Egyptian branch 
of the Fifth Race. Whenever it existed, there was no antecedent popula
tion which had in any case, acted as its antecedent. The early Egyptians 
appear to have been entirely sui generis. They have no relation whatever 
to any other race before them in the annals of time. It is the probability 
that as research progresses, if work is only done by such skilful inquirers 
as (the late) Dr. Birch, Renouf, or Bonwick, we shall have a type of man 
shown to us analogous with those that Mariette Bey has described to us 
from the Third Dynasty. We have in these remains a race which shows 
no affinity whatever to the Australians. 

I intentionally say nothing here respecting the genesis of the Fifth Race 
in India, as the anthropological facts which should guide us in our in
vestigation are such as do not guide us very far. When the fact is that 
in spite of the researches of Dr. Shortt, of Chinglepur, and at a later date 
of Sir Joseph Fayrer, we are in the greatest possible ignorance as to the 
cranial contours, both of the Aryan and Dravidian races of India. Some 
valueless pictures by Dr. W. W. Hunter have shown us how the art of 
photography is not always the handmaid of science. The manner of 
interment adopted by the Brahminists and Buddhists is such, though in 
common with theosophical requirements, that cannot be said to promote 
the extensive acquisition of anthropological specimens. Still we may infer 
that the Hindoos of the four higher castes present a certain uniformity 
of appearance, which does not occur among those who are unquestion
ably Dravidian.· Their capacity is nevertheless more weak, but their 
dolichocephaly is nearly always the same. Six crania of Brahmins are 
in the Barnard Davis collection, now in the Royal College of Surgeons. 
They exhibit a cranial index of '75 in 97 Bengalee skulls, and in the Davis 
Museum, where the mean cranial index was in some from Cuttack, in which 
Dravidian elements certainly exist, it was reduced to '74, According to 
Broca,51 Egyptian skulls of the 4th dynasty gave a cranial index of '76. 
An Australian of the coast, according to Quatrefages and Hamy, gives 
cranial indices varying from '69 to '72; from the interior of '71 to '73' 
We see by this analysis how far the Australians, the Egyptians, and the 
Hindoos agree. We also see how the occurrence of a Dravidian race 
cannot be said to affect the general cranial average. As it is, however, 
we look in vain for any evidence of type resembling the Australians. 
True, we are, and we ever shall be, ignorant of the cranial characters of 
the early Fifth Race men of India, who inherited the mighty traditions of 
the gods, and were the originators of a system of philosophy that we are 
only beginning to comprehend. The history of the early Indian races 
cannot be told us. The moderns have searched for points of resemblance 
or of contrast with Dravidian or Soutllern races. The connexion which 
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they bear to the northern races of Thibet and China is work for the 
anthropologist of the future. As the tendency of all modem anthropology 
has been to annihilate the once fashionable Aryan theory, all hypotheses 
which gave to Bactria the origin of a mighty people, rested to a great extent 
on the old assumption of the philologists, that relationship of language 
implies relationship of race. This has now been disproved, and is rejected 
by the anthropologist. It has been observed by Broca that races have 
frequently within the historic period changed their language without having 
apparently changed the race or the type. The Belgians, for instance, 
speak a new Latin language; but of all the races who have mingled their 
blood with those of the autochthones of Belgium, it would be difficult to 
find out which has left less trace than the people of Rome. Hence he 
concludes that the ethnological value of comparative philology is extremely 
small. Indeed, it is apt to be misleading rather than otherwise. But 
philological facts and deductions are more striking than minute measure
ments of skulls, and, therefore, the conclusions of philologists have received 
more attention. It has been contended by Isaac Taylor and others that there 
is no such thing as an Aryan race in the same sense that there is an 
Aryan language, and that the question of late so frequently discussed as to 
the origin of the Aryans, can only mean-if it means anything-the ethnic 
affinities of those numerous races which have acquired Aryan speech, with 
the further question, in which of these races did Aryan speech arise, 
and what was the cradle of that race? The geographical centre of human 
history has been shifted away from Bactria towards Europe and may ere 
long settle down, as the Secret Doctrine has hinted to us, in another spot in 
Central Asia than that selected by Professor Max Muller. The late Dr. 
Latham asserted that no valid argument whatever had been produced in 
favor of the Bactrian origin of the Aryans. By-and-bye his views received 
the qualified support of Professor Whitney, and in 1868 appeared the first 
edition of Fick's Vergleichendes Worte,buch de, Itulogermanischen Sp,achen, with 
a preface by Benfey. Geiger in his work zu, Entwickelungsgeschiclate tlw 
Menschheit took the same theory. Cuno, Fo,sch#ngen-i", Gebieu tk, ttlu" Volker
Kunde, showed that a large portion of North Eastern Europe is now or has 
been in historical times occupied by Finns. Between Finnic and Aryan 
speech the relations are intimate and fundamental. The Finnish epic 
Kalevala really gives us the religious traditions of a nation to which 
occultism was familiar. But the death-blow to the theory of the successive 
migrations of Aryan tribes from the last was given by Johannes Schmidt 
in his pamphlet Die Ve,wandtschaftsverhiiltnisse de, Itulogerma"ische" Sprache". 
If the ancestors of the Aryan nations had one after another left the parent 
hive and had marched in successive or associated swarms from Central 
Asia to find new homes in Europe, it would be manifestly possible to 
construct a pedigree in the form of a genealogical tree, representing 
graphically the relationship and affiliations of the Aryan languages, and 
their connexion more or less remote, with the parent speech. For twenty 
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years philologists had occupied themselves in the construction of such trees, 
but no two of their schemes agreed. The Darwinian plan broke in the 
hands of the philologist, as it had long before broken in the hands of the 
zoologist. Schmidt showed that the method of representing the affinities 
of the Aryan languages by a genealogical tree must be given up. The 
relations were rather those analogous to waves caused by disturhances in a 
pond. He supposes that at some earlier period the geographical continuity 
of primitive Aryan speech was unbroken. At certain points in this circle 
local centres of disturbance arose and new linguistic formations or new 
phonetic variations began to manifest themselves and then spread like 
waves in every direction from the point where they originated, the dis
turbances growing feebler the further they extended, in the same way 
that concentric wave-circles arise when stones are dropped into still water, 
at parts more or less remote. These waves would spread in concentric 
circles round the centres of disturbance, till at length they interfere. 

As the Fifth Race began, it sl!ems to have laid its first eggs (so to speak) 
in Egypt and in India. But what of the New World? The probability 
is, that some of the early races of Central America, that trod close on the 
footsteps of the Atlanteans, were the originators of a civilization in the New 
World of which we can as yet hardly dream. It is not Uxmal or Palenque 
alone that shows us what some of these were like. The monuments of South 
America are almost virgin to us. We have only done a little work in Peru, 
and there is a mine of unexplored wealth in the whole of Eastern South 
America. Tarija, under the auspices of Gay and Castelnau, has shown us 
what may be done; and el campo de los gigantes, where primitive Atlanteans 
once battled with the Mastodon, may reveal gigantic work to the anthro
pologist, who, guided by the light of Theosophy, yearns for the discovery of 
fresh evidence on the history of early man. 

C. CARTER BLAKE, D. Sc., F.T.S. 

"Ye heavens, whose pure dark regions have no sign 
Of languor, though so calm, and though so great 
Are yet untroubled and unpassionate; 
\Vho, though so noble, share in the world's toil 
And, though so task'd, keep free from dust and soil! 
I will not say that your mild deeps retain 
A tinge, it may be, of their silent pain 
Who have long'd deeply once, and long'd in vain
But I will rather say that you remain 
A world above man's head, to let him see 
How boundless might his soul's horizon be, 
How vast, yet of what clear transparency! 
How it were good to live there, and breathe free; 
How fair a lot to fill 
Is left to each man still! " 

" A Summer Night". 
MATTHEW ARNOLD. 
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~bt lntnrt of Wlomttt. 
11fiOMANHOOD, to the non-theosophical thinker, must ever remain 
&Y;Y!J an enigma, and to the materialistic mind, a hopeless one. The 
average materialist entertains a more or less pronounced hope that physical 
science may redeem the world from most of its ills, and solve most of its 
problems, but for the darkness of the past he has no explanation consistent 
with the idea of justice. The fact that countless millions of the race have 
suffered, or perished, or been enslaved in their miserable conditions for 
ages, as the waifs and playthings of blind forces, in order that an elect few 
may some day, if the planet lasts long enough, reap a little enjoyment, 
scarcely strikes one as offering much security for the stability of the 
materialistic millennium. A palace can hardly be raised on a quagmire, nor 
can any higher race of man become evolved on our globe without the most 
radical changes in the current ideas of the nature of womanhood, changes 
wholly alien to the entire school of materialistic thinkers. The shame of 
the past has been the mud in which womanhood has been engulfed; 
whatever the base depths of human 1ife were, woman sank in the lowest, 
and for the reason that she was regarded as a purely relative being, whose 
supreme mission it was to produce offspring, good, bad, or indifferent, or to 
minister with or without the excuse of offspring to the gratification of the 
passions of men. The sex of a being thus regarded was necessarily her 
ruin, and hence, as far back as we can historically trace it, we mark the 
exaltation of the idea of manhood, the degradation of the idea of woman
hood, and the fall of both. No more emphatic proof of the requital 
following this limitation of womanhood to its sexual functions, or more 
vivid illustration of the natural disdain of such conditions existing in the 
human mind, can be furnished than this. 

The best ideal that the modern materialistic prophets place before us 
now, is an attempt to improve (?) the race through selected parentage, 
regardless of psychic considerations, and the action of the finer and more 
spiritual emotions. Utah and Oneida Creek have offered fair fields for 
such experiments, but we have never heard that the results have justified 
the price paid for them, or that scores of wives, or wives in common, have 
presented the world with anything better than a remarkable picture of 
indecency, cruelty, and folly. 

On all this Egvptian darkness the sole ray of light capable of dispelling 
it has been cast by theosophical truth alone. Un-illumined by this, the 
most progressive minds have frequently cherished opinions, and dis
seminated errors, in fatal opposition to every hope and all possibility of 
an improved order of things. It would be unfair to quote Tolstoi's old 
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ideas on the subject of womanhood, when his latest utterances have been 
in favor of celibacy and chastity, and therefore, inevitably, of a woman
hood at all events freed from all thought of her sex. Otherwise, no Turk 
in his harem could have held more restricted ideas of the life of woman 
than Tolstoi, in all other respects a remarkable and self-sacrificing reformer, 
once did, and as was justly remarked by the author of some recently
published lectures on his life,·" in supposing that women are capable of 
nothing else than to breed children, he was playing the part of those 
tchi1llJf11lik administrators with whom he was so justly angry when they 
presumed to decide what the people should be taught, and what they 
should not be allowed to learn". In his recent article on "Marriage, 
Morality, and Christianity ",t however, Tolstoi strikes, though not for the 
first time, a key-note. .. Marriage", he says,-the condition which pro
duces all this child-bearing he once thought was the sole duty of woman, 
.. is always a fall, a weakness, a sin ". But there is nothing new in this. 
Anne Lee preached this doctrine, and more than preached, practised it, 
over a hundred years ago. And she preached it with such effect that 
thousands of her followers still exist and flourish, and live in fraternal 
relations which more or less carry out the original Christian ideal. They 
work in a brotherhood for the common good, and hold their possessions 
in common. And, in avoiding the monastic rule of the separation of the 
sexes, they have, in truth, met the problem face to face. Whether they 
have solved it is another question. The karma of ages is not always 
disposed of in mere negation, even though it embraces the mental as well 
as the physical ·plane. Celibacy may be simply inaction in a certain 
direction, or a reservoir of new forces, and monks are numerous, and 
initiates few. Moreover the withdrawal from marriage has not heen always 
a withdrawal from all the influences of sex. 

Only in the light of re-embodiment is it possible to understand the 
question of sex fully, or, we might say, even at all. What, then, appears 
to the outer perception to be a woman is·simply a SOUL temporarily clothed 
in the garb of womanhood, the experiences of which have been earned by 
it, or are essential to its further development. The" sin" of physical 
marriage certainly does not originate souls and immortality. And even the 
bodily form owes its origin to a past dating far beyond all our present 
knowledge of history, and a past in which sex expressed itself under wholly 
different aspects from those we know. 

Here, at last, we begin to understand somewhat of human life, and its 
varied conditions. There has, in truth, never been any distinctly marked 
line between the sexes, or, rather, to put it in other words, many men are 
to be found in the ranks of women, and many women in the ranks of men. 
They are there for their own discipline rather than anything else, and no 

• "Count Tolstol, as novelist and thinker;" Lectures delivered at the Royal Institution, by Charles 
Edward Turner, English Lecturer in the University of St. Petersburg. London, Trtlbner and Co ... 888. 

t" Marriage, Morality and Christianity." Leon Tolatol. U"i,,,rslll Rtview, June, ISgo, 
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discipline could be more thorough. The contrast between, for instance, 
such personages as the Amazons of Salicia, who claim military service for 
the Emperor of Austria on the ground that they are .. more robust and 
more courageous than effeminate men", which is very likely the fact, or 
the rifle-carrying battalion of young women in Maine, U.S.A., and the 
timid, dependent little women who shrink from all active expression of 
themselves, and find their delight in the possession of a strong and 
protecting arm-furnishes all the real differences of sex in general physique, 
feeling, and character. And again, among men, the uncouth and hirsute 
Hercules, with coarse and knotted muscles and grating voice, differs no 
less decidedly from the smooth - skinned youth of refined and gentle 
manners, who finds his ideal of life in a clergy house, or in college, and 
is happy amid his chosen friends, and takes little or no interest in the 
society of women. The law of sex operates just as clearly in these 
instances as any other, and they are familiar to us all. The sweeping 
disabilities and restrictions therefore imposed on women as a " class", the 
variations of which have been so little understood, have, while always 
unjust and productive of deep wrongs, fallen more heavily than usual on 
those women, who possessing strong wills, energy of character, and marked 
intellectual power, felt themselves in all ages beings to whom wifehood or 
motherhood would always offer secondary attractions to the wider life 
which breathes throughout humanity. 

The true ideal in both sexes is realised in those exceptional but grand 
characters which possess the best and noblest qualities of both, and who 
have attained the spiritual equilibrium of duality. A greater power and 
dignity, a stronger individuality, and a broader expansiveness surround 
them, and they are invariably the trusted friends of both sexes, over whom 
they exercise an almost equal influence. It is never accompanied by an 
insignificant physique. We recognise the power of this dual condition 
from the plane of the Nazarene downwards, and it is undoubtedly destined 
to replace the halved condition of the average man or woman of to-day. 

Probably the least attractive, and most spiritually negative condition is 
that of the Hercules, and it is a singular fact that women generally appre
ciate a feminine man far more than a rough-hewn specimen of masculinity. 
This is due, probably, to the entire absence of all those more refined 
attractions to which women are extremely sensitive_ And there may be 
occult sources of repulsion in an unconscious association of certain physical 
conditions with corresponding moral qualities. It is also significant that 
the Hercules has never harmonised with the ideal of the angel, in which 
the higher feminine strongly prevails. It is impossible that purely physical 
strength could ever become a basis for the ideal of the human being; it 
presents, on the contrary, an antithesis to spiritual power, and approxi. 
mates to the merely brutal. Admired in the ring, it is smiled at by all 
who realise the true centre of power in man. 

All these individual and race phenomena, includi~g sex as it now 
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exists, have been produced by man himself. By the observance of higher 
laws he would have maintained the duality which is strength; by succumb
ing to the action of lower laws, he gradually fell into the divorced condition 
which belongs to the animal plane of our planet. 

Nature has no favorites. She who holds the scales of justice, so 
equally, 

.. That not a worm is cloven in vain; 
That not a moth with vain desire 
Is shrivel'd in a fruitless fire, 
Or but subserves another's gain", 

has never decreed that half of the human race should for ages endure 
slavery of the vilest kind, to the exclusion of the other half. She has 
never decreed that even one aspect of the civilised and monogamic 
marriage should be the sole experience of one set of individuals. The 
fate of one is the fate of each and all. The man who to-day desires to 
limit woman to a plane which gratifies his sensual instincts, only prepares 
a bitter cup which will return to his lips to-morrow. The ignorance, 
impulsiveness, and exclusiveness of sex, can only in this way, and in no 
other, be overcome. The man who desires justice for woman, has learnt 
his lesson; the man who endeavors to make her sex a prison-house has 
his to learn. No discipline is so stem and effectual as experience. It 
is stamped on the memory of the soul, if it be forgotten for the moment 
only, by the reason. And it influences as powerfully as if the memory 
were recalled in detail and in full. It is the secret of the intense bitter
ness which some souls know on finding themselves clothed in the form 
of womanhood 1 They have known in the past only its depths of darkness, 
and have aided in creating them, and its heights and possibilities remain 
unrecognised. Their unconscious remorse, which assumes the form of 
impatient rebellion against the artificial restrictions and limitations imposed 
on their sex, aids in rolling the wheel of the chariot forward which they 
once pulled backward. And they do it with an almost desp~ing feeling \. / 
in their present condition, that it must go forward, or life would be un
endurable. "With what measure ye mete shall it be measured to you 
again", and " as ye sow so shall ye reap", are truths whose interpretation 
could never be more emphatic than in cases like these. This is but the 
barest glimpse of that iron destiny of Nature awaiting souls who have 
mistaken the free gifts of life for inalienable personal possessions which 
should minister to savage lusts and desires. But for this exchange of 
experience in the sexual relationships, this check-rein on alternate tyranny 
or enslavement, the human race would long ago have been destroyed. 

The struggle in behalf of the attainment of duality, has become in 
various countries at this date more or less marked, although· it is too much 
on the external plane. Just now it assumes in womanhood a tendency to 
enter upon merely masculine and external enterprises and diversions, hut 
this is probably only a stage in the order of progress towards freedom. 
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\\'omen who exhaust their energies in shooting, hunting, cricket, driving, 
cycling, fencing, and boxing,. will unquestionably be followed by women 
who will co-operate with men in those occupations which offer a field for 
intellectual and moral activities. 

If a woman may exercise the functions of sovereignty, nothing but 
prejudice dehars her from taking a seat among those representatives of the 
people who make laws relating largely to the domestic well-being of all. 
" The best political speech I ever heard", said Lord Derby recently in the 
House of Lords "was made by a woman". The woman is the mother of 
a daughter distinguished for intellectual capacity. 

Like Tennyson in the "Princess", Ibsen has manifested the true 
seership of the poet in his drama of the" Doll's House ". 

" Beyond all you are a wife and a mother ", Helmed says. 
"That I no longer believe ", replies Nora. "I believe that above all, I 

am a human being-I, as well as you-or at least I will try to be one". 
That the SOUL, with its powers and vast possibilities, transcends sex and 

all the supposed" duties" relating to sexual functions, is a truth, however, 
which even a naturally expansive mind like that of Gladstone fails to 
perceive. No less have those womEn of intelligence, and it is to be 
presumed moral worth, failed to perceive it, who with their splendid public 
opportunities of striking a final blow for righteous freedom, have weakly 
submitted to the formula of a marriage service devised hundreds of years 
ago, by churchmen who despised womanhood, and who have called their 
friends around them to listen to their moral degradation. At the time, and 
very often afterwards" for love they pick much oakum ". The injury done 
to young boys and youths through hearing these services, and various 
passages from the letters of Paul read out authoritatively in churches~n-,. 
calculable, and gives to their ideas of the relations of the sexes an early and 
fatal bias. Probably the result of this ecclesiastical education culminated 
some years ago, when in a debate in the House of Commons on the 
Woman Suffrage Bill, a member triumphantly quoted the sixteenth verse 
of the third chapter of Genesis, and was vociferously cheered! To cheer a 
curse should seem even to Churchmen a very odd proceeding, and if the 
honorable members had been enlightened with regard to the real meaning 
of those particular chapters dealing with the fall and fate of our race, 
they might possibly have refrained from such a profound exhibition of 
ignorance. A priesthood, however, which does not understand the Scrip
tures, and consequently cannot teach anything to anybody, is responsible 
for such a lapse as this, and many other errors and their practical outcome 
as well. 

We prefer to regard woman as at least a human being, with the rights 

• These lighter amnsements are In faa far more adapted Cor the physical strength of women than the hard 
labor for starvation pay that has frequently been their lot. The drawers of heavy carts in Germany, the 
carriers of mortar up high ladders In France, are aU women, and many of the brick carriers and minErs in 
England are women who endure the most extreme toU for a lDere pittance. • 
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and responsibilities of one, including the right to decide whether she will at 
any time be a mother 0' not, and admit 0' resist the invasion of masculine impulses into 
Iter life. Until this right of holding under all circumstances, her person 
inviolate at her will, is admitted and conceded, there will be no turning
point in race improvement, or in general morality. The physical passion 
for woman has, as far back as history can point, and doubtless far beyond 
it, produced conditions which create every sort of sexual vice. The 
magnetic poison which fills the air of our streets, is alive with moral 
disease, which little short of a cataclysm can destroy. New conditions are 
necessary, before it will be possible for free men and free women to live. 
Unless hastened by violent methods the struggle upwards into Manhood 
will be disastrously prolonged. William Stead has truly declared: "The 
causes which have seemed to me to have most of Christ in them have been 
the cause of Woman and the cause of the Poor. The struggle against 
injustice the most foul, and of hardships compared with which those of 
men seem trivial, has had many vicissitudes, and is still far from being 
fought out." 

What then, in short, is the future of woman? Her future must and 
will embrace self-possession in marriage, until physical marriage and the 
causes which produce it, are effaced in the course of evolution. The 
woman of the future will be far less a child·bearer, than an intelligent 
co-operator with man in the common work and occupations of humanity. 
This co-operation will infuse the spirit of love and justice into all 
institutions and countries to an extent sufficient to destroy all desire for 
those appeals to the sword which still proclaim our barbarism. Passional 
love will be exchanged for the fraternal, and the woman of the future, with 
her developed intuition; will perceive the existence and usefulness of these 
potent finer forces of nature which are concealed from the eyes of the present 
race. She will inspire different feeling on the part of man, who will cease to 
regard her as the natural prey of his fleeting passions, and find far more 
profound satisfaction in the inspiration he will receive from her ennobled 
fonn,· and developed capacities. The marriage laws of to-day with their 
countless wrongs and abuses, and their inevitable correlative, prostitution, 
will be regarded as the .. husks which the swine did eat", the source of 
bodily decay, the cause of ceaseless toil amid the" thorns and thistles" of 
the earth, and the massive chain which has enslaved and held down true 
manhood. 

The extended knowledge and the proofs given of the process of re
embodiment will paralyse the masculine selfishness arising from the 
erroneous idea that physical manhood is a sort of freeheld possession to 
be held here and hereafter, which marks off certain souls from certain 
others known as women, and confers on them all sorts of superior rights 

• Tbe form or woman should transcend tbat or the statue of a Greek goddess, and tbe wretched caricatures 
or It in our day ODe sometimes sees, proclaim in their ungraceful aDdo'undlgnilied accentuations, like the case 
or tbe_HercuJea, "'_ tUSU"'. 
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and privileges, including the possession and submission of "wives". The 
principle of FRATERNITY will be extended to woman; she will be acknow
ledged as a noble sister, and the equal of her brother. No man in his 
senses would endeavor to create or to perpetuate claims for womanhood 
were he with certainty to perceive that he was only weaving that which 
would some day hold fast himself. And the knowledge of such certainties 
is fast approaching, until the words of the poet will be realised in a sense 
deeper even than his keen intuition dreamed, demonstrating with regard to 
" man" and "woman " that 

.. they rise or sink 
Together, dwarf'd or godlike, bond or free." 

In its best aspects the marriage of to-day may be a necessity, born out 
of the harvest of emotional hunger and thirst which man has sown; but its 
so-called happiness passes like a sun ray between stormy clouds, and the 
real outcome is only development arising from a certain experience of the 
play of the emotional and affectional nature. In its worst aspects, it is a 
terrible discipline and a profound fall, gradually tending to a climax every 
few thousand years in race corruption. When the cost has been counted, 
and the knowledge of the Power for which it has stood is at last perceived, 
it will cease to be the supreme institution of humanity. Yet man will live 
still, and woman will be free. 

S. E. G., F.T.S. 

COURAGE. 

THERE are who, bending supple knees, 
Live for no end except to please, 
Rising to fame by mean degrees: 
But creep not thou with these. 

They have their due reward; they bend 
Their lives to an unworthy end-
On empty aims the toil expend 
Which had secured a friend. 

But be not thou as these, whose mind 
Is to the passing hour confined; 
Let no ignoble fetters bind 
Thy soul, as free as wind. 

Stand upright, speak thy thought, declare 
The truth thou hast that all may share; 
Be bold, proclaim it everywhere: 
They only live who dare. 

" Songs of Two v.' orlds. " 
L. MORRIS. 
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«bt «rtalmtnl of J\,nimal.s; 
INCLUDING VIVISECTION, AND THE QUESTION OF 

VEGETARIANISM. 

A paper read bejfWe the Blavatsky Lodge. 

lT1HE treatment of animals, which is the subject for the discussion of 
eJIC9 to-night, is one which is open to consideration from several points. 
Naturally, the point upon which our discussion this evening will tum is 
the theosophical; but in order that we may understand the subject we 
shall be compelled to at least glance at the other and different opinions 
which are held by the world at large on the subject of the treatment of 
animals, and the place which the animal kingdoms occupy in the con· 
sideration of mankind generally. 

One difficulty which I have felt in arranging matters for your con· 
sideration, is that while it would seem that the theosophical view is on 
two main points at least in accord with those of the Vegetarians and 
Anti· Vivisectionists, the principal argument for that view is based on 
no sentimental ground, but on that essential fact which is the basis of 
the Theosophical Society-the Universal Brotherhood which really under
lies all Life and all Nature. In fact were it not for that principle I would 
almost go so far as to say that the general scheme of utility would lead 
me to the opposite conclusion to that which I shall presently lay before 
you. 

I can perhaps explain my meaning by dealing specifically with one 
of the main categories of the treatment of animals - the one specially 
mentioned on the notice-Vivisection. And while it would be out of place 
to enter into all the details of the controversy, I will ask your indulgence 
to some extent. 

As many of you already know, there are two main points upon which 
issue has been joined in the matter of vivisection. The opponents of the 
practice denounce in no measured terms and, in some cases at least, with 
an exaggeration which harms their deserving cause, the real and imagined 
cruelty of experimental physiology. The physiologists reply by urging 
the utility of the practice to mankind by the aid rendered to science and 
medicine, and, so far as possible, endeavour to minimise the charge of 
cruelty either by denial or by pleading the administration of anresthetics 
during or previous to the experiments. But, unfortunately for the phy
siologists, their opponents have obtained too great a knowledge of their 
practices. The charge of cruelty and torture has been brought home too 
closely to a number of them, and, in fact, a certain number of those who 

9A. 
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are most noted in the physiological worlel have admitted their knowledge 
of the tortures they inflicted and have openly declared that no physiologist 
with a true love of his science and art, in short, who was worth anything 
at all as an experimental physiologist, would for a single moment regard 
the pain he was inflicting as a hindrance to the discovery of which he was 
in search. To a large number of persons such an admission is absolutely 
damnatory, and from any point of view, save the absolutely utilitarian, 
rightly so. 

In the early days of physiology, before there were many data from 
which to argue, experimental physiology was very much in the position of 
the small boy who puts a pin into an india-rubber ball to see what will 
happen. But, as the anti-vivisectionists grimly say, an average has 
gradually been drawn from a very large number of experiments which 
were necessitated by the somewhat capricious varieties of action and 
reaction which exist in highly organised creatures. They urge, too, that 
such experiments are misleading, and that the gain to science is so slow 
that science may practically be said to be groping her way blindly; that 
the result has practically been that one man first performs an experiment 
of which he publishes an account; that another repeats the experiment and 
contradicts both his account and the conclusions drawn therefrom; and 
ultimately a third and, in fact, an unlimited number repeat and repeat 
with conclusions as varied as their number is large. Still admitting 
fo, the present-the position which is taken by the scientist and the 
theologian, and therefore probably by some antivivisectionists-that 
these experiments are useful to man in the treatment of disease, and that 
science does advance by their means, and that all nature is to be 
subordinated to the benefit of man, I must say that I fail to see that the 
number of experiments is to be urged with validity against the p~actice of 
vivisection. You will probably say that the number of postulates which I 
made is very large and with this I quite agree, and shall proceed to their 
further discussion later on. 

The physiologist urges in reply that on precisely the same grounds 
that he is to be debarred from advancing science by his experi
ments, the general public should be prohibited from sacrificing heca
tombs of animals to their pleasure and vanity, if not to their gluttony. 
Certainly it does not seem right that the same persons who inveigh 
so loudly against any form of experiment on a living animal should 
be at liberty to hunt a fox or hare, with dogs; or breed pheasants to be 
shot down in hundreds to provide sport for themselves or friends: or, in 
fact, to take an interest in preserving animal life in quantity in any way 
for the sole purpose of destroying it in some form or other, at their leisure, 
for their own amusement and that of their friends. \Vill any of the ladies 
who do so much work for the various societies which denounce vivisection, 
also denounce in as strong terms the use of feathers and fur as materials in 
dresses or hats? To their credit some of them do this, but not all, and to 
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be thoroughly consistent they ought not to touch one particle of flesh as 
food. 

On the other hand the physiologist says that with regard to the usually 
admitted rights of man over animals and other men he is perfectly content 
to remain in the same position. The lives of both men and animals are 
lavishly expended in war, and, to some extent, in capital punishment, 
with a view to the welfare of the State. Sport, with its sacrifice of 
animal life, is defended on the ground of the amusement it affords to t~ose 
who have nothing better to do and the health which it brings to those 
who are thereby driven to exercise of some kind or another in its pursuit. 
But by far the greatest sacrifice of ~ife is brought about in providing 
food for mankind, and on economic principles apart from those of 
gastronomy this sacrifice is defended on the ground of the energy thus 
supplied to man to use in his own pursuits. 

The physiologists assert as a principle apart from other considerations 
that if physiology is useful, it is a moral duty to press on the acquisition 
of such knowledge both for its own sake and for the fruits which it will 
surely yield, and they denounce as strongly as their opponents themselves 
any experiment on an animal which arises from a spirit of idle curiosity, 
and which is not undertaken as a means of philosophical enquiry. 
Certainly it would seem from the utilitarian point of view that if these 
experiments could be confined in the hands of persons imbued by such a 
spirit alone; it would be right to grant them the freedom to experiment 
which they are craving. 

But the utility of experiments is the great point in dispute. The 
physiologist goes so far as to assert that the progress of surgery and [to 
a lesser extent] medicine during the last fifty years has been due almost 
entirely to experimental physiology. The opposition stoutly deny this, 
and assert the exact contrary. They say that neither medicine nor surgery 
really owe anything to physiology, and that in all cases where a discovery 
seems due to physiology the result was plainly before the face of the 
experimenter, and that he could and ought to have formed his conclusions 
by his clinical and pathological observation. In fact they even assert that 
he performed his experiments after making the discovery. On the other 
hand Dr. Brunton draws a picture of a medical man before and after the 
knowledge of the action of various drugs which has been gained by experi
ment. He points out by an analogy, drawn from a railway guide, that 
knowledge is a very different thing from theory and from belief. You may 
believe that a train starts at a particular time on the theory that the state
ments found in Bradshaw have in other instances been found correct, but 
you do not know that it is the case unless you have been to the station and 
found that the train did really start at the time named. Thus, before 
experiment, you may consider on general lines that the action of a drug 
should be of a certain character, but until those results are actually seen 
you do not know that it is an actual fact. 
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We may now consider specially the cases in which useful discoveries in 
detail can be traced to experimental physiology. We find as a question of 
authority that the older leaders of the medical profession denounced the 
practice of vivisection, while the present generation of equally eminent men 
pronounce in its favour. We have Sir William Ferguson contrasted with 
Sir James Paget, and the battle rages with other great names arrayed on 
either side. 

I can only say that I have carefully looked into the literature of the 
subject, and that the conclusion which I formed was that it was a matter 
of special pleading on each side and that the process of minimising the 
value of results was a most prominent one. For example, Mr. Lawson 
Tait, who is probably the most eminent surgeon amongst those arrayed 
against the physiologists, disputes Sir James Paget's conclusions as to 
Surgery and Dr. Brunton's as to Pharmacology. It is next to impossible 
for the lay-reader to judge fairly on these questions, for it requires not only 
a knowledge of special detail but also that the judge should have seen for 
himself the various matters in dispute. I can only add that according to 
my judgment the various processes of repair-amongst others those of the 
union of bones, tendons, and nerves, of the grafting of pieces of skin on 
intractable ulcers to promote their healing-are deeply indebted to 
experimental physiology for the accurate knowledge which places them 
within the reach of practical surgery. As regards drugs, Dr. Brunton puts 
forward a long list of those discovered in more recent yeare. He urges the 
discovery of antiseptic surgery and the use of carbolic acid and its 
congeners as the greatest discovery of modern times. He further urges 
the increase in our knowledge of the disorders of the circulation, of fevers, 
and the drugs which enable medical men in an increasing number of cases 
to successfully combat these disorders. True, Mr. Tait disputes the value 
of carbolic acid in his own special branch of surgery, but he is certainly 
largely indebted to the principles of treatment inculcated by its discoverer, 
Sir Joseph Lister, for his success in his operations. He does not dispute 
the discovery of the use of chloral, but says that owing to the abuse of it 
by ignorant p~ople, the world would have been better without it. Pasteur's 
discoveries are also in dispute as to their value to men, but we are 
indebted to him and his fellow-workers for the way in which we can treat 
and, better still, prevent many of the zymotic diseases. Most certainly his 
previous discoveries have been of the greatest value to animals themselves, 
and this fact there is no one who has ventured in writing to dispu~e. 

Thus while I have not space, and, therefore, no inclination to detain 
your attention with all the pros and cons of the dispute as to the 
utility to man of the results of experimental physiology I can only 
lay before you the conclusion to which I personally have come after an 
attentive study of the literature of the subject. The conclusion is 
this. In many instances man is indebted to experimental physiology 
for a knowledge of physiology and pathology which enables him to 
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preserve life which would otherwise have been sacrificed. This know
ledge is due directly and indirectly to experiment, for even where the 
conclusion is not stated to have been due to experiment, it is impossible 
to say how far the experiments he has witnessed or read of may have 
influenced the mind of the observer in forming the conclusion. 

On the other hand there is the consideration that it would be much 
better to make a slower advance than to gain any knowledge at all by 
the means of a demoralising practice, and this argument would appeal 
with greater force to a Theosophist than to a Materialist or even to a 
sentimentalist. Similarly from the utilitarian point of view we ought to 
kill humanely any animal whose destruction is necessary to our own 
life, and this argument is urged by those opponents of vivisection who 
not only regard animals as bona fide fellow-creatures, but would yet allow 
the experiments by means of inoculation because they cannot dispute 
the value of vaccination as a preventative of small-pox. Their test is 
a remarkable one. They would not allow anyone to inflict on an animal 
any pain which a man would not undergo willingly for the sake of his 
fellow-men. They assert truly that there have been and still are cases 
of heroism among medical men in which they have inoculated themselves 
knowingly with disease in order that its progress may be carefully and 
intelligently watched, and that they have acted in a similar manner to gain 
a knowledge of drugs. They base their argument against the general 
practice of experimental physiology on the idea of the preservation of 
the quality of sympathy. These people would not admit any validity 
in the argument in favour of vegetarianism, for they assert the subjugation 
of the animals to man for his own purposes, among which ranks the 
question of food. They assert also that it would be as likely that the 
state should interfere in the matter of the food which people eat as that 
they should prevent the manufacture of alcohol and its being drunk, 
or prohibit the marriage of persons of unsound constitution. 

But there is another aspect of the question of vivisection which is more 
especially interesting to us, for it takes a wider view. What is to be its 
effect on humanity in general? There are not wanting those who declare 
seriously that there is an innate quality of cruelty in human beings which 
is obtaining satisfaction on the vivisection table. Of course there are only 
a limited number who can gratify their lust for the infliction of pain in this 
manner, but though the ar~ment seems slightly far-fetched there is a good 
deal to be said for it. Supposing that the practice of experimental physio
logy were to become prevalent to a much wider extent than it is at present, 
and that it was possible to place within the reach of everyone the means 
to perform any experiment he chose on a living animal. Is it possible for 
the mind to conceive the amount of suffering which would be thus inflicted 
by those who have neither the power, means, nor time to avail themselves 
of the opportunities afforded by so-called sport, and who would justify the 
barbarities inflicted by themselves on their victims as experiments per-
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formed in the name of science and whose cruelty would, at any rate at 
first, be pointed by their own ignorance. But save in the eyes of a very 
small minority of physiologists there is no desire to sanction the infliction 
of such an enormous mass of thoughtful cruelty which can be justified only 
by the prospect of ultimate benefit to man, this benefit being gained at the 
expense of untold agonies to his miserable fellow-creatures. 

Mrs. Kingsford went much further in her denunciation of the practice. 
She cited her own experience in the University of Paris, saying that in the 
examinations at that university any student who based his assertions on 
and supported his conclusions from experimental physiology, was nearly 
certain of rejection. She disputes the utility of Dr. Ferrier's deductions 
from his experiments on the brain, though later information has gone far to 
bring them into practice and render to operations on the brain a rank 
among the triumphs of modern surgery. But she also, among other 
people, asserted the difference between the nervous constitution of men 
and animals and the difference in their behaviour under operation and the 
action of various drugs. Besides thus disputing the entire value of experi
mental physiology she denounced the practice on the ground that no man 
had a right to inflict pain upon animals when such infliction caused fffOrtJl 
pain, to other people. Such a denunciation as this could only have 
weight on the ground that there was, as Mrs. Kingsford contended, 
absolutely no value in any of the experiments. If there were no 
use then there would be no raison d'etre for the experiment, and they would 
not be proceeded with or would come under the ordinary consideration and 
laws of cruelty to animals. But both Mrs. Kingsford and her friend, 
Mr. Maitland, went a step further in denouncing vivisection and the con
clusions drawn from such experiments as a geeper and more serious evil. 
In Mrs. Kingsford's words it led, and would still further lead," to the 
repudiation of the religious and sympathetic sentiments and of the doctrine 
of man's moral responsibility as superstitious and untenable". This argu
ment received support, for in his reply to her article, Sir W. Gull openly 
declared that the old idea of "vitality" as a force having been disproved, 
physiology had been elevated to the rank of a physical science by the 
exactness of its results and conclusions. Thus one part at least of Mrs. 
Kingsford's argument was admitted by her opponent, and Mr. Maitland 
has lately followed this up by declaring that the physicalization of life is 
part of a grand conspiracy on the part of materialism against the moral 
character of humanity. \Ve are here on ground which is verging towards 
that of Theosophy. This brings the question of vivisection and its results 
within the sphere of action of the law of national and racial Karma. 

Let me then recapitulate before I embark on the relation of the matter 
to Theosophy. From the ordinary point of view the animal kingdom is 
subordinate and subservient to man and may be used in his service in any 
well-calculated manner. The responsibility of so using animals lies with 
man and with the human race alone, since, even from a theological stand-
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point, the animals are under the dominion of man and are his servants. 
The animal kingdom is a part of the scheme of nature, and as such man, 
being the stronger by reason of his intelligence, is justified in making use 
of the weaker in promoting his own survival by any means in his power. 
From this point then vivisectional experiment is lawful if it can be shown 
to be useful. I have endeavoured to show that it can certainly lay claim to 
be useful. Do I then consider vivisection lawful and useful and therefore 
justifiable? I regard it as such to the materialist who knows no better. 
Would I then absolutely prohibit it? I cannot say that I would, for in 
regarding it as useful I can only leave it to the experimenter to be 
convinced of his error and endeavour to make him regard the practice as 
unjustifiable. I would make as stringent regulations as possible to prevent 
as far as possible any unavoidable cruelty. This only because if I were to 
prohibit vivisection I would even more stringently prohibit sport and any 
slaughter at all. The fact being that the world is not yet ripe for such 
regulations and we can only endeavour to minimise a black spot in human 
nature. Individually, I regard the infliction of torture as unjustifiable 
entirely; but I think no legal enactments will stop it until human nature is 
per~anently elevated, when it will come to a natural end. 

But how as to Theosophy? Is the animal world subservient to man in 
any such sense as to justify the infliction of cruelty for man's benefit? Most 
decidedly DOt. The Unity of Nature is so great and close that man has no 
right for his own selfish benefit to subject any part of it to pain. In so 
doing he destroys not only his own power of sympathy with animate 
nature but also with his fellow-men. He accentuates the sense of 
separateness entailed upon him by the physicalization of his corporeal 
life, and by his yielding to the principle of destruction he destroys all 
harmony in nature, and causes the predominant note in nature to be one 
of fear instead of love. How then is it possible that man can advance 
in spiritual qualities when surrounding himself with such an atmosphere 
of suffering and hate? Nay he even turns his regard away from all such 
considerations and by advice of materialism denies entirely that there is 
such a thing as spirit, and declares that life is only a force produced by the 
congeries of certain physical atoms. Is he then to be left to his own 
devices in dealing out pain on the ground of utility? Have we no right to 
interfere on the ground of the conspiracy against the moral character of 
the race? Is cruelty to be pract~sed without let or hindrance from us? I 
can only say that I do not see how it is to be stopped except by persuading 
people of the error of their ways. Better still, if the Theosophical Society 
could only show mankind what is meant by occult science, there would 
be no need for any of these experiments, for the secrets of the methods of 
manifestation of vital force and its polar opposite-disease, would become 
manifest to the eye and there could be no ground for their continuance. 
But that day is, I fear, far distant, and we can only go on persuading people 
and convincing them of the unity of manifested nature, and helping them to 
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obey universal laws instead of the desires and animal instincts of their own 
personality. Man prides himself on his superiority of intelligence. From 
the point of view of Theosophy I think it will be said that such use of 
intelligence is a degradation and not an advance, and can only end in 
intellectual death. 

Very much of the same argument applies to the question of the use of 
flesh as a food. In this case habit has a great deal to account for, together 
with the survival of the customs of more or less savage life. The 
principal point relied on by the flesh-eaters is that the anatomical character 
of man shows him to be among the Carnivora and not among the 
Herbivora. The vegetarians reply by showing that the anatomical 
characters found in man are not those of the Carnivora, and successfully 
combat the idea that vegetarians can not do the same work as flesh-eaters 
by reason of the lack of energy. There can be no doubt to those who study 
the subject that it is perfectly compatible with the possession of sound 
health to be a strict vegetarian. Of course I do not mean to say that 
persons who have been large flesh-eaters from their early childhood will 
not suffer to some extent in making the change, but they can with very 
little difficulty habituate themselves to the change of diet; and once that 
this is accomplished they will, if able to free themselves from prejudice, 
admit that they are all the better for the change. As regards the question 
of energy, there can be no doubt that so far as chemistry goes the balance 
is rather in favour of vegetarian diet. The chief constituent in animal food 
is the nitrogenous element. It is asserted that it is in a concentrated form, 
and that it is much more easy of digestion when in this form. Here again 
the question of habit plays a large part. Those who have become strict 
vegetarians find no difficulty in digesting food and deriving the necessary 
form of nourishment from it. The only point against it is that of the time 
consumed in eating it. The vegetable foods which contain the necessary 
amount of nitrogen are somewhat unpalatable, and it is also necessary to 
take a considerably larger quantity of these and other classes of nitrogenous 
food in order to supply the necessary amount. Physicians complain that 
vegetarians overload their digestive organs with quantities of food which 
remains undigested, and to some extent this is true. But on the other 
hand there is the undoubted fact that the greater number of people who 
have the means to do so, are in the habit of taking a far greater amount of 
food then is required to support the bodily life in full activity. 

Without going further on this point, I think it is quite reasonable to say 
that there is no necessity entailed on man, beyond that which he has 
forced upon himself by habit, to sacrifice animal life in order to provide 
himself with food. On the contrary, if the land which is given over to 
the fattening and rearing of animals were to be SUbjected to tillage in 
order to produce vegetable food, the serious questions of overcrowding, 
over-population, and starvation, and lack of labour, would go far to receive 
a solution. 
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But in reference to the relation of vegetarianism to Theosophy. Does 
Theosophy demand that its votaries shall be Vegetarians? Most certainly 
not in any way beyond their convictions. We are eminently reasonable 
in this as in other matters. If you convince yourself that you have no 
right to sacrifice animal life to your own gain and comfort-if indeed this 
is the fact-then you will be a vegetarian. But even here there is an 
exception. If by long engendered habit you are so habituated to flesh
eating that it is a matter of virtual suicide to you to entirely give up animal 
food you are then dealing with a higher law-one which refers to the 
condition of what for convenience we may call the life of your soul. You 
may not commit suicide. But with strict honesty you are then compelled 
to deal strictly with yourself. You cannot in this case relapse to flesh
eating unless it is really a deliberate injury to your life to be a strict 
vegetarian. To those who are undergoing a strict process of training towards 
occultism such a diet is an absolute necessity. Naturally, however, after 
you attain your possible limits of being trained you are at liberty and 
at a certain sacrifice to return if necessary to such food as is required. 
But, on the other hand, there are very few-and these only in view of 
certain necessary work to be performed-who would so return, for in their 
training they will have acquired a distaste amounting to absolute loathing 
for animal food. As to the reason of such prohibition I am unable to give 
the true reason. But, at any rate, the matter of all food is shown to be 
of the greatest importance by certain discoveries made by embryologists. 
It is well known that the command and character of the nervous forces 
connected with the life of the body is of the utmost importance in occultism. 
Consequently the discovery that the central canal of the spinal cord is 
originally a prolongation of the primitive intestine is of the utmost value 
to those who can take such hints and who know that these embryological 
vestiges have a most important bearing on questions of the hidden forces 
of the body. 

Thus the questions discussed in this short resume are resolved into two: 
(I) Is it lawful to kill at all? which has a direct bearing on vegetarianism 
and on vivisection. (2) Is it lawful for the sake of gain to men to inflict 
on animals a physical pain which may be the cause of moral pain to 
others? It would certainly seem that in the struggle which the animal man 
carries on equally with the animals themselves for the means of subsistence, 
that he may protect himself, and, provided he is not endeavouring to pass 
beyond and ma~ter the animal in himself, use their flesh as a means of 
food. As regards experimental physiology I regard the infliction of pain 
and torture as entirely unjustifiable, but I do not see how to prevent its 
being inflicted by those who know no better. The utility of the practice to 
medicine and especially to Preventive Medicine is regarded as a fact by 
those who are best qualified to judge and will continue to be so regarded 
until the facts of occultism and its methods of dealing with the vital 
forces come to be recognised. It is asserted that its utility is entirely 
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vitiated by the altered condition induced on the animal by pain and fear; 
but those who urge this argument forget that these are precisely the same 
conditions that humanity la bours under when suffering from disease, and that 
their behaviour under such conditions must of necessity prove a valuable 
guide when physicians attempt to alleviate these conditions in the human 
subject. Personally, I do not dispute that it is a demoralizing practice, and 
must tend to alter the character of the operator unless he is influenced by 
a pure desire to benefit his suffering fellow-men by his experiments. But 
to assert, as has been done, that all physicians must be regarded with 
suspicion both in hospital and private practice because, having made 
experiments on animals, they will certainly make experiments on their 
patients, is a libel on the medical profession which cannot be met seriously 
because it is, to those who know, a manifest" perversion of the truth" on 
the face of it. Any sensible man must be aware that when a drug is 
administered to any animal or man and the effect of it is observed, an 
experiment is being performed and no physician would be doing his duty to 
his patient if he did no so observe. Of course by this I do not assert that 
there are not black sheep to be found in the medical profession as well as 
in other conditions of life. But the man who, having seen a black sheep 
among a flock of white sheep, asserted that the entire flock was tinged by 
the colour of the one, would be regarded as either colour-blind and incapa
ble of correct judgment, or as a hallucinated fool. I write strongly, but I 
think that many will agree with me in thus treating an undeserved slur 
cast on a profession which has been regarded by so many as one of the 
noblest and most self-sacrificing paths in life that a man can follow. 

I may repeat here what I said a little time since: I do not believe that 
legal enactments will ever prove an efficient means of restraint for the cruel 
qualities found in the animal side of human nature, but I would strain 
every nerve to make such men see the error of their ways, and put a stop 
to all cruelty by convincing them that it is an absolute necessity for their 
own preservation to conquer the animal within them. 

In conclusion, then i from the point of view of humanna ture all know
ledge is relative. Man's progress is, therefore, relative: one is more 
advanced than another. To ordinary minds vivisection and flesh-eating, 
in fact the treatment of animals generally, is subordinated to their own 
gain. An advance is made by those who sympathize with suffering in any 
form, for they forbid any torture or cruelty whatever. But Theosophy is a 
further advance, for it gives the reason why these things are so, and by 
elevating human nature raises man to his proper position of real superiority 
over the animal within as well as around him. The cruelties inflicted on 
animals seem to the ordinary man a necessary part of the ordinary law of 
evolution; the Theosophist abhors them not only for himself but for others, 
bj:lcause he endeavors to act, and knows that they ought to act, in obedience 
to a higher light and law. 

ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEY, M.B., F.T.S. 
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~bt Itlttt.s of Jobann OCa.spar labattt. 
To THB EMPRESS MARIA FEODOROVN A THE WIFB OF THE 

EMPEROR PAUL I, OF RUSSIA. 

(Written in the year 1798, and traftSiated from the original auto{fJ'aphs.) 

(CoII&11ldtd from th, A ugust numb"..) 

LBTTBR THE SIXTH. 

HIGHLY REVERED SOVBRBIGN, 
Herewith enclosed one more letter from the invisible realm. 

May it be accepted by You as was its predecessor and be as saving to You. 
Let us appeal without cessation to the purest Love; let us enter into 

constant communication with this purest Love, manifested in man and 
manifested in Jesus Christ. 

Our future bliss, 0 revered Sovereign, is in our own power. No sooner 
are we permitted to comprehend, that LOVE alone is capable of giving us 
the highest enjoyment, and faith alone in the holy Love renovates in our 
hearts that love which makes us happy in the eternity, than our faith, 
develops, strengthens and getting purified, fills to the brim our faculty of 
loving. 

I have much more to communicate to You. I will try to hasten with 
the continuation of that which was begun for Your sake; and I will deem 
myself happy in having acquired the right to hope that I have succeeded 
in my attempt to occupy usefully and agreeably a few moments of Your 
precious life. 

I am, etc., 

ZURICH. 
JOHANN CASPAR LAVATER. 

LETTER III, OF THE DEFUNCT TO HIS TERRESTRIAL FRIEND. 

Of the relations existing between Spi,its and those whom they love on earlh. 

My Beloved! I have to warn thee first of all, that out of thousands of 
things, which moved by a noble desire of acquiring knowledge, thou 
wouldst have me tell thee, and which, in my tum, I would, if I could, 
inform thee about, the,e may be ha,dly one that I da,e mention,- as, in no way 
am I independent. My will, as I have already informed thee, is subject to 
the Highest Wisdom and the Highest Love; and my relations are based 
solely on the latter. It is this which animates our intellect and embodies 
for us Love. It is this, which, along with thousands of thousands of my 
fellow-participators in Its bliss, thus becomes more and more ennobling and 
enchanting, and attracts us to those still mortal, and propels us to enter 
with them into relations, agreeable to us, most certainly, yet withal very 
often darkened, as they are not invariably pure and holy. Know then 
from me certain of the laws which regulate these relations. 

• ThIs I. but In tbe order of things. Who Is tbere wbo can boast of having received from a communlcatlrg 
.. Spirit" any entirely new Information, never beard of before, yet correct and uspful to either science i.. 
pneraJ, or mankind 10 particular 1-ED. 
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I know not whether I will succeed in making clear to thee a grand 
truth, but which will, nevertheless, probably astonish thee in its reality. It 
is this: that our own bliss is often dependent-relatively of course-upon 
the moral status of those whom we had left on earth, and with whom we 
find ourselves in direct communication. 

Their religious feeling penetrates our being and their infidelity repels 
us.... We rejoice in their exalted and pure joys-i.e., their spiritual and 
unselfish joys. Their love makes our bliss, but likewise, we experience if 
not actual sufferings, at any rate a paucity of pleasure, whenever they 
allow themselves to be darkly overshadowed by sensuality, selfishness, 
animal propensities, or the impurity of their desires. 

Stop, my beloved, I pray thee before this word: 

" OVERSHADOWED". 

Every divine, radiant thought, containing in itself a luminous light, 
generates a ray in a loving mortal, but visible and comprehensible only to 
loving and radiant natures. Every kind of love has its own ray of light 
pertaining but to itself alone. This ray unites itself to the aureole that 
surrounds the Saints, making it still more luminous and beautiful to behold. 
The degree of the bliss and felicity we experience, is proportionate to the 
degree of the light and beauty of that ray. With the disappearance of 
love, disappears the light from that ray and along with it spiritual life-the 
element of bliss of those who love-as we are incapable of experiencing 
any kind of happiness without love. The man who separates himself from 
the latter is, in the full acceptation of the word, "darkened" overshadowed i 
he becomes more material, by becoming more substantial and terrestrial, 
and the shadows of night descend upon him. Life, or what is the same 
for us, human love, generates its share of life, often of the most radiant 
purity, in virtue of its identity with light and the magnificence of its 
natural composition. 

It is these qualities alone that give us the possibility of a close com· 
munion with mortals. Love is the most perfect of ties. Light attracts 
light. We find it impossible to influence morose or gloomy souls. All 
non.loving natures seem dark to us. The life of every mortal, his actual 
life, reflects the degree of the love in him. His light (aura ?) adapts itself 
to that love; and on that light (or aura) is based the possibility of our 
communing with him. Light is the essence of our aqd your nature, the 
mystery of which cannot be understood by any mortal. t 

We are attracted by this light, and attract it to ourselves; for it is the 
envelope (vehicle ?), the organ, the conductor, and the element of that 
primeval Force which creates all; light, in short, serves us as the means to 
define the characteristics of all beings. t 

The light of each being is united with his love. We illumine according 
to the strength of our love; we are recognised by the radiance peculiar to 
each of us, and we are attracted by all creatures as radiant and as loving 
as we are ourselves. By the action of the inexplicable motion, our rays 
being given a certain direction, we are enabled to generate in beings 
sympathetic to us, thoughts more radiant, and call forth in them feelings 
more elevated, and actions nobler and more exalted. We have no authority 

• We demur to the last proposition, while quite ready to awee with the first. The respective religious 
beliefs of their mediums ",,,.t .. penetrate", the communicating" spirits", if we are allowed to judJe by the 
results. While one II returning" a',gtl-gllide vouchsafes, say, to a Ro:nan Catbolic medium and audience the 
blessed truths of the immaculate conception and teaches reincarnation another U angel-control " will, in the 
presence of protestants and English Spiritualists, denounce the latter doctrine as .. unphilosophical heaiMn 
rubbish" and make high fun over the doctrine of rebirth.-ED. 

t And yet it Is pretty well known to Occultists and even many an advanced Kabalist, without mentioniq 
those who realize the true meaning of Alchemy and its transmutations.-ED. 

; It Is evident that the word" Ught .. is used for aura, or that radiant emanation from animate and Inani
mate objects which is called b,. Reichenbach OD. But the presence of such in living persons, at any rate. 
is well known even to good clairvoyants and sensitives, or mediums, who see It, though th,,. are rarely able to 
understand and analyze correctiylts corruscations.-ED. 
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to compel by, or subject to, our power any human being, whose will is 
entirely independent from our will.· The free-will of man is sacred to us 
and must not be interfered with. 

It is impossible for us to impart one single ray of our pure light to one 
who is a stranger to love. Such a man possesses no feeling, no organ 
through which he could receive anything whatsoever from us. The degree 
of love possessed by man depends-O, permit me to repeat this to thee, in 
every letter of mine !-on his faculty to receive the teachings, on his 
harmony with all the radiant Beings and their primeval prototype. The 
absence of light in him is produced by his disqualification to approach that 
prototype of all lights and radiant feelings. THE MAN JESUS radiating light 
and love was the luminous point which attracted to Itself incessantly the 
legions of the Angelic host. 

Beings, morose and gloomy in their natures; selfish characters and 
unloving souls, attract to themselves beings as morose, and gloomy, brutal, 
devoid of light, malicious and evilly inclined, and are poisoned by these the 
more; whereas, by their contact with good and loving spirits, the loving 
souls of men become the more pure, the more full of love. 

Jacob, full of pious feelings, dreamt of seeing the angels of God, rushing 
to him in crowds; while the dark soul of Judas gave the Chief of the 
Spirits of evil the right, nay, the power, to penetrate into the gloomy 
atmosphere of his hating nature, which was foreign to all love. The 
wandering spirits swarm there, where Elijah dwells, and the legions of 
dark spirits are attracted by dark souls. 

M V beloved, think well over what I just told thee. 
Thou shalt find plenty of landmarks of it in the Bible, which contains in 

itself the foundation of truths still untouched, and of teachings of the utmost 
i",porta1l&e about the relations existing between the mortals and the immortals, between 
lhe mate,ial wo,ld and the world of spi,it. 

It depends on thee alone, my beloved, to attract the beneficent influence 
of loving spirits, or to repel them from thee; in thy hands lies the powE!r 
to keep them near thee or force them to abandon thee. And thus doth it 
depend on thee, also, to make me happier or less happy. 

Thou hast now understood that every loving being becomes the happier 
whenever it meets with another being as loving as itself; and that the 
happiest and the purest among them, becomes less happy in proportion as 
love slackens in him whom he loves; that love, in short, opens other hearts 
to love, and that its absence creates often an impossibility to the access of 
love or any other good feeling. 

If thou wouldst bestow on me, who am already immersed in the highest 
bliss, a still greater happiness, then increase thy love; for thou wilt make 
me thereby fully radiant and sympathetic to all the happy and mortal 
beings. These will hasten to surround thee; their light will unite with thy 
light, and thine with ours. Their presence will make thee purer, more 
radiant and animated, more loving and-it may seem to thee incredible 
though it is absolutely true-they themselves, owing to the light radiated 
by thee, will also become more radiant and happy in their lives and 
through thy love more loving still. 

My beloved! there exist indestructible relations between that which you 
call the visible and the invisible worlds, and a constant communication 
between the denizens of heaven and earth, as a mutual beneficent correla
tion of each of these worlds to one another. 

Carefully reflecting upon this and analyzing this idea, thou shalt 
approach more and more its truth, realize its importance and its sacred-

• The IUIgc/-guidts and ,o"'rol. of the modem medium speak dlfrerently. \Vhat they demand of those 
whom they "ovenhadow" and break into, like a midnight burglar,is absolute passivity and flO el<erclse of fr<e 
wil1, u it II fatal to .pooks.-ED. 

• 
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ness. Forget it not I My terrestrial brother, tlwu livest objectively in a worM 
which still remains invisible for thyself. • 

Forget it not! and in the world of loving spirits there will be joy at this 
increase of pure and unselfish love. 

We are near thee, with thee, when thou believest us very far away. 
No loving creature is ever left isolated and alone. 
The light of love threads through the darkness of the material world, 

but to enter in it a less material realm. 
Loving and radiant Spirits are ever near love and light. 
Literally true are these words of Christ: "Where two or three are 

gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of them". 
Love attracts love, Love feels an insurmountable need of love. Love finds the 

highest bliss in communing with those who love and are loved. 
It is likewise undeniably true that a lack of love in us can pain (?) the 

Spirit of God, as a surplus of love will make it rejoice, in accordance with 
the profound meaning of these words: "A nd whatsoever tlwu shalt bind on 
earth, shall be bound in heaven: and u,hatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosr.a 
in heaven."· . 

You bind, by the absence of love, and loose by its presence. And this 
causes you to either approach us, or find yourselves still further removed 
from us. Nothing is better understood in heaven than the love of those 
who love on earth. 

Nothing is more attractive to those pure Spirits who belong to various 
degrees of perfection, than the love of the children of Earth. 

. All ye, who call yourselves mortals; know ye not that by the power of 
love ye can force heaven to descend on earth? Ye can enter with #5, the elect, 
into an endless and most close relation, if ye only open your souls to love, thus 
making them accessible to our influence. . 

I am often with thee, 0 my beloved I 
I love to find myself in the sphere of thy light, in the element of thy 

love. Allow me then to address to thee a few words more of affection and 
friendship. 

The light which streams from thee during those moments when thou 
thinkest with affection of those thou lovest, or those who suffer, becometh 
darkened when thou feelest angry; and then I feel compelled to turn away 
from thee, as no loving Spirit can bear the gloom of anger. 

Some time ago I was forced to leave thee. I lost thee, so to speak, out 
of my sight, and directed myself toward another of my friends, or rather, I 
was drawn to him by the radiance of his love. 

Having no means of his own to help a charitable family which had 
suddenly fallen into distress, and shedding tears, he was praying for it. 
Oh, how radiant appeared to me his terrestrial body! It shone like a 
sheet of lightning. Our Lord approached him and a ray of His Spirit fell 
across that light. What a bliss for me to plunge into that radiance, and 
penetrated all through with its light, to have been thus enahled to inspire 
his s0l11 with a hope of speedy relief. He seemed to hear an inner voice 
telling him from the innermost depths of his soul; .. Fear nought, have 
faith! Thou shalt soon taste the felicity of being enabled to help those for 
whom thou callest upon God." While he was raising himself with a 
gesture of happiness from prayer, I was instantly drawn to another 
radiant being, also in prayer. It was the noble soul of a virgin who 
appealed to the heavens in these words: .. 0 Lord, teach me to do Thy 

• Just so; only these words scarcely apply to Peter the Apostle. but rather to Ptltr the symbol of the 
mystery between Soul (tbe eartbly. /owtr manas) and Spirit (the Higher Manas or Ego) tbe CIorUtc>. within 
man. The" Spirit of God .. spoken about Is evidently pur" Higber Ego" tbe only divine Entity upon which 
act and react all the deeds of tbe terrestrial PersMUJiily. But tbls Is a tbeosophlcal teacblng with which 
too few are acquainted, to make of It a subject of any lengtby dlssertatlon.-ED. . 
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will !" Thereby I obtained the power of inspiring her with thought, 
which translated in words meant: "I may do well, perhaps, if I send to that 
charitable young man I know, some money that he could use to relieve 
some poor family in need of it". She seized upon the idea with childish 
rapture; and received it as she would an angel from heaven. Forthwith 
this pious and charitable soul collected a rather considerable sum of money, 
and wrote, sending the whole to him who had prayp.d, who thus received 
almost immediately after the money and the letter. Shedding tears of 
joy, penetrated with a feeling of deep and reverential gratitude to God, he 
directed his steps toward those he had prayed for, his faith strengthened 
with every step he took. I followed, experiencing the highest bliss, and 
bathing in his light. He approached the door of the house wherein dwelt 
the ruined family, and heard the pious wife asking of her husband: 
.. Shall God ever take pity upon us!" to which the answer was, "He 
will not abandon us, as we have not abandoned those in· need". As these 
words were pronounced, my friend, hardly able in his emotion to open the 
door, and almost losing his breath, burst upon them, saying-" No, He will 
not abandon you, as you have never forgotten the poor. Such is the law of 
Divine charity: God seeth the just and heareth them!" Oh the light of 
bliss that shone in the eyes of all, when after reading the letter, they lifted 
their eyes and hands heavenward! Hosts of spiritual beings hastened to 
approach them from every side. 

Oh, how rejoiced we felt! How, while glorifying the deity, we felt 
ourselves becoming more perfect and more loving. 

Thou, too, resumed thy radiance for me very soon. Once more I could, 
and dared, approach thee. Thou hast done three things to give me that 
right and make thee happy. Thou hast repented of thine anger; distressed 
by it, thou hast been seriously devising various means to crush it out of thy 
nature; thou hast sincerely begged the pardon of him whom thou hadst 
insulted, and wast thinking how thou couldst satisfy him. These noble 
impulses have restored peace in thy heart, lit in thine eye the glow of joy, 
and restored its radiance to thy body. This will enable thee to judge how 
well we know all that is being done by our friends on earth, how greatly 
we feel interested in their moral welfare, and of what importance it is for 
us in connection with our relations with them. And now thou must have 
realised thoroughly the nature of the union that exists between the visible 
and the invisible world, and also to what extent lies in your power to give 
us bliss or awe. a my beloved! if thou couldst only penetrate thyself 
with that grand truth, that pure love finds its reward in itself; that love 
begets love, and that the purest enjoyments, the most divine, are but the 
fruits of an absolutely purified love, how thou wouldst hasten to cleanse 
thine own love of all that is not homogeneous in it. Henceforth I will be 
unable to write to thee without returning to this subject. Nothing, save 
love, has any value. Alone that love can furnish us with an insight, clear, 
just, and profound enough to warrant our recognition of that which has to 
be known; it, alone, unveils to us that which is undeniable truth, holiness, 
and immortality. With a feeling of inexpressible joy we see in every 
being, mortal and immortal, animated with pure love, the reflection of 
God Himself, as surely as you see a sunbeam glittering in a drop of 
water. 

All those who love, in heaven, as on earth, are bound by that Love into 
one integral whole. No casualty can find room in this: it is on the degree 
of love that our perfection and our inner bliss depend. Thy love establishes 
thy relations with the Spirits who have quitted the earth; thy intercom
munion with them, their influence on thee, and the closeness of their union 
with thy spirit. My gift of prevision, which has never deceived me, points 
out to me that thou art at the present moment in an excellent frame of 
mind, thinking over a good deed. Everyone of your acts hears its own 

10 
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special seal, forthwith comprehended and valued at its real worth by the 
dematerialised Spirits. 

May the Lord help thee! 
I, Makariozenagath, wrote this. 
16 0 xii, 1798. 

THE END. 

EDITOR's NOTE. 

Two words with the unwary, who believe in the communion of dis
embodied spirits with mortal men. \Ve have translated the above letters 
fJerbatim in spite of their weary repetitions, and have laid them in all their 
goody-goodiness and gigantic gush before the readers of Lucifer. And now we 
ask: is there one sentence in them, that could be regarded as new or 
useful for mankind, or even for the mortal Empress for whose benefit they 
were written? Has the pious and Christo-gushing Makariozenagath given 
the smallest information on that bourne" from which no traveller returns ", 
added an atom of fresh information to the general knowledge of the world, 
or benefited thereby man, woman or child? \Vritten by Lavater, who was un
deniably a man of genius, and great scientific knowledge; one whose sincerity 
could no more be questioned than his horror of an honest man for any 
deception of that kind-what are we to think of these letters written by 
the spirit of a dead man to a friend on earth? How difficult is it for a mind, 
warped by theological prejudices, to exercise a right judgment, or vision, in 
the psychic experience of which it may be the subject! ,\Ve see this 
strongly in the case of Swedenborg who ruined what might otherwise have 
been true vision, by clothing everything he saw in this same miserable 
theological garb. So with the friend of Lavater; the moment he had 
experience of the realm beyond the five senses, he immediately thought 
himself with the God and angels of his imaginary heaven and worked in 
the details with his own preconceptions. It is curious how all these 
untrained psychics see each in the terms of his own religion or theory, and 
because they experience some new sensation, are straightway convinced of 
the absolute truths of their experience. \Ve know a dozen people who 
believe with all their souls that they have made the intimate acquaintance 
of Jehovah (!), and will tell you how he is dressed, even to the minutest 
details of his toilette; others again, a still more numerous class, who are 
the bosom psychic friends of Jesus Christ (! !); and so on. The" cruel, 
hard-hearted" world calls them "cranks" and Lucifer, little as he values 
the opinion of the many as a rule, must endorse its verdict, adding that the 
communications of the "dear Spirits" up to date must be roughly cata
logued under the heading of " flapdoodle ". 

" Weak people are incapable of sincerity." 
"It is more dishonorable to distrust a friend than to be deceived by 

him." 
" Man's chief wisdom consists in being sensible of his follies." 
"Most men, like plants, have secret properties which chance alone 

discovers." 
" Philosophy easily triumphs over past and future ills; but pesent ills 

triumph over philosophy." 
ROCHEFOUCAULD. 
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Ilislis- ~llpbill. 
(Translated anti annotated by G. R. S. M., with atlditional notes by H. P. B.) 

(Corlti"lUil.j 

~ND Jesus commended Peter, and continued: "It came to pass, when 
~ the Power with the appearance of a Lion saw me approaching PISTIS
SOPHIA, clad with the greatest possible Light, that it was the more 
enraged, and cast forth from itself a fresh multitude of exceedingly violent 
Projections. Whereupon PISTIS-SOPHIA spake her eleventh Repentance, 
saying: • Why does the Power of the Mighty one boast itself in evils. It 
bethought ill.elf to take away the Light which is in me, for all time, and 
like a sword cutting me they have taken away my Power. [102] I have 
chosen to descend into Chaos rather than to remain in the Rt:gion of the 
Thirteenth lEon, the Region of Righteousness. And they desired to take 
me by guile to devour my whole Light. Therefore shall the Light take the 
whole of their Light,· and all their Hyle shall be destroyed, and it shall 
take away their Light, and suffer them not to be in the Thirteenth lEon, 
their dwelling-place, nor their Name in the Region of those who shall live, 
and the Four and-twenty Projections shall see these things which have been 
done to thee, 0 Power with the appearance of a Lion, that they may fear 
and not be disobedient, but give the Purity of their Light, and they shall 
see them in order that they may rejoice and say: "Lo I a Projection, which 
has not given the Purity of its Light, that it might be saved, but boasts 
concerning it in the great Light of its own Power, because it did not 
project in the Power which is in it, and said, ' I will take away the Light 
of PISTIS-SOPHIA', which (Light) they will take from it.''' 

[And Salome explained the Repentance by reciting the fifty-second 
Psalm: .. \Vhy does the mighty boast of his own wickedness? ,. [103, 
104] 

And Jesus commended Salome and continued: "It came to pass after 
these things that I approached nearer to Chaos, (.ndowed with the greatest 
possible Light; to take away the Light of that Power with the appearance 
of a Lion. And as I was the greatest possible Light, it feared and cried 
on high to its Self-willed Deity, that it might help it.t And the Self
willed Deity looked forth from the Thirteenth ...Eon, and looked down into 
Chaos, in great wrath, [105] desiring to aid its Power with the appearance 
of a Lion. Whereupon the Projection with the appearance of a Lion, 
itself, and all its Projections, turned to PISTIS-SOPHIA, desiring to take 

• Karmic retribution. t Just as Sophia cried to the Light. 

10.&. 
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away all her Light. And when they began to afflict SOPHIA, she cried on 
high to the Height, to m!, to help her. And when she looked into the 
Height, she saw the Self-willed One in very great wrath, and in fear 
recited her twelfth Repentance, an accollnt of the Self-willed One and its 
Projections, as follows: ':\lay Mist come upon the Self-willed One, and 
may the Ruler of the Outer Mist remain at its right hand. [108] May the 
Receiver, the Purifier of Lights,. purify all lights which are in the Self
willed One and may he take them from them (the Projections). May their 
Names be removp.d from the Thirteenth JEon. Let them bring upon the 
Power with the appearance of a Lion, the sin which it has projected in the 
presence of the Light, in order that the iniquity (lawlessness) of the Hyle 
which it projected, may not be blotted out. Its sin shall always be in the 
presence of the Light forever. Nor shall they let the Projections see, in 
order that their Name may be removed in every Region, because they have 
not spared me. [107] They have chosen to descend into Chaos. There shall 
they be, nor shall they be brought on high from this hour. They have 
refused the habitation of the Region of Righteousness, nor will they t bring 
them into it henceforth from this hour. It hath clothed itself with Mist like 
as with a garment, and hath entered into it like as water, and entered into 
all its Powers like as oil. Let it be wrapped with Mist like as with a 
garment, and let it gird itself with Mist as with a girdle of skin for all time.: 
I am as Hyle which is fallen (I), they have driven me hither and thither like 
as a Dremon in the Air.§ My Power has been lost because I had no Mystery 
there and my Hyle has been bound on account of my Light, which they 
have taken away. Help me according to thy mercy.''' 

[108] [And Andrew explained this Repentance by reciting the one hun
dred and ninth Psalm, (vv. 1-27) : " 0 God, keep not silence of my praise ". 
[109,110] ] 

And Jesus continued: "It came to pass again after this, that PISTIS
SOPHIA cried on high to me in her thirteenth Repentance, saying: ' 0 Light 
of Lights, I have transgressed in the Twelve JEons, and come below them. 
Therefore have I recited twt/ve Repentances, one for each /Eon. Now, therefore, 
o Light, remit my transgression, for it is very great. Hear me hymning 
to thee, 0 Light of Lights, hear me reciting the Repentance of the 
Thirteenth JEon, the Region from which I have descended, in order 
that the thirteenth Repentance of the Thirteenth JEon may be fulfilled. 
[111] Because of such transgressions have I descended. Now, therefore, 
Light of Lights, hear me hymning to thee in the Thirteenth ...Eon my 
Region, from which I descended. Preserve me, 0 Light, in thy Great 
Mystery. Remit my transgression in thy remission, and give me Bap-

• Melchisedec; see Lucifer VI. 35. pp. 399. 400. notes 6 and 12. 

t That is the" Receivers of Light ". 
t Compare the" Pitri. evolving their Shadows" in Tht &erll Doel,i"t. 
t See Lwei/er. VI. 36• p. 498. note 6. 
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tism, remit my sins and purify me from my transgression. And my trans
gression is tlu Power with tlu Appearance of a Lion, which shall not escape thee 
for ever, for I have descended because of it, and I alone of tlu Invisibles, 
in whose Region I am, have transgressed. I have descended into Chaos. 
I transgressed before thee, in order that.thy Statute might be fulfilled.' .. 

[112J [And Martha explained this Repentance by reciting the fifty
first Psalm (vv. 1-4): "Have mercy upon me, 0 God, according to thy 
great mercy."J 

And Jesus continued: "It came to pass, when PISTIS-SOPHIA had said 
these words, that the time was fulfilled for them to lead her upwards in 
Chaos: and of myself, without the First Mystery, I produced a Power 
of Light" from myself and sent it into Chaos, to bring PISTlS-SOPHIA up 
from the deep Regions of Chaos into a higher Region, until the command 
should come from the First Mystery, to lead her upwards entirely in Chaos. 
So my Power of Light brought PISTlS-SOPHIA up to the higher Regions of 
Chaos. And when the Projections of the Self-willed One perceived it, they 
pursued her into the Height, wishing to bring her again into the lower 
Regions of Chaos. And my Power of Light, which I sent into Chaos to 
SOPHIA, was shining exceedingly. [113J \Vhereupon she sang a hymn and 
cried on high to me, saying: ' Save me 0 Light of the Height, for it is thou, 
to whom I sing. Thou has brought me to the higher Regions of Chaos. 
Let dark Mist come upon them, for they have taken council without thy 
Statute.' ., 

[114J And when Jesus had spoken these words to his Disciples, Salome 
came forward and said: "My Master, my Power constrains me to tell the 
interpretation of the words, which PISTlS-SOPHIA spoke. Thy Power pro
phesied of old through Solomon (2), saying: '0 Lord, I will manifest 
myself to thee, for thou art my God. Leave me no longer, 0 Lord, for 
thou art my hope. Thou hast given me my right t freely for nought, and 
I am preserved by thee. Let them fall that pursue me, and let them not 
see me. Let the Cloud of Mist and the Vapour of Air cover their eyes. 
Let Mist be upon them, and let them not· see the day, that they may not 
take hold of me. Let their counsel be impotent: let their own delibera. 
tion come upon them. They have designed a plan, let them be without 
one. The mighty have conquered them; and the evils which they have 
prepared, are fallen below them. My hope is in the Lord and I will not 
fear, for thou art my God and my Saviour'." 

[116J And Jesus commended Salome and continued: "It came to pass, 
when PISTlS-SOPHIA had finished speaking these words in Chaos, that I 
made the Power of Light, which I sent her, to help her, become a Crown 
of Light for her head, in order that from henceforth the Projections of the 
Self-willed One might not overcome her. And when the Crown of Light 
was upon her head, all the Hyle (pl.) in her were moved, and all were 

• C/. tagg· 42 , 43· t " thy judgment" (P.). 
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purified in her. They perished and were in Chaos, while the Projections 
of the Self-willed One gazed upon them and rejoiced. And the pure parts 
of unmixed Light in SOPHIA added their Power of Light to my Power 
of Light, with which her head was crowned_ It came to pass, when my 
Power surrounded the pure Light, which was in SOPHIA, and her pure 
Light mingled with the Crown of Power, that brilliant flame, that there
upon, so that the Projections of the Self-willed One might not take it from 
her, the Power of the pure Light in SOPHIA began to sing_ And hymning 
to my Power of Light, which is the Crown on her head, it sang a hymn 
saying: • The Light is a Crown to my head, nor shall I ever be without it, 
so that the Projections of the Self-willed One may take it from me. Though 
all Hyle (pl.) may be moved, [118] yet shall I not be moved, and though 
all my Hyle (pl.) perish, so that they remain in Chaos and the Projections 
of the Self-willed One see them, yet shall I not perish, for the Light is with 
me, and I shall be also with the Light.' " 

And Mary, the mother of Jesus, came forward, and said: "My son, 
according to the World, my God and my Saviour, according to the Height, 
bid me utter the interpretation of these words which PISTIS-SOPHIA said". 
And Jesus answered and said: "Thou also, Mary, who didst receive the 
Form, which is in Barbelo - according to Hyle, and didst receive the 
Likeness, which is in the Virgin of Light, according to the Height, thou 
and the other Mary, the blessed one,-truly was Mist made because of thee, 
and also there came forth from thee the Body of Hyle, in which I am, 
which I have purified and set in order. Now, therefore, I bid thee utter the 
interpretation of the words which SOPHIA spake." 

And Mary, the mother of Jesus, answered and said: "My Master, thy 
Power of Light prophesied of old through Solomon concerning these words, 
in his nineteenth Song, and said: • The Lord is above my head, as it were 
a Crown, nor shall I be without him. [117] They have woven for me a 
Crown of Truth. And he has made thy branches to flourish in me, for he 
desired not a withered crown, and one that flourished not, but thou livest 
above my head and dost flourish. Thy fruits ale full and perfect, they 
are full of thy salvation.' " 

And when Jesus had heard the words which his Mother Mary spake, he 
said unto her: "Well said, well done, AMtN, AMiN, I say unto you, they 
shall bless thee from one end of the Earth to the other, for the Pledge 
(parathek~) of the First Mystery hath dwelled with thee, and by that 
Pledge all the inhabitants of the Earth, and of the Height, shall be pre
served, and that Pledge of thine is the Beginning and the End." 

And Jesus continued: "It came to pass that as soon as PISTIS-SoPHIA 
had finished her Thirteenth Repentance, that the Statute was fulfilled, the 
Statute of all the afflictions with which they had disgracefully oppressed 
PISTIS-SOPHIA for the fulfilment of the First Mystery, which is from the 

• Compare Lruifer. vi. 34. p. 317. note 2. 
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Beginning, and that the time was come for them to set her free in Chaos 
and bring her on high out of all Darkness. For her Repentance was 
accepted by the First Mystery, and that Mystery itself sent me a great 
Power of Light from the Height [1l8J that I might aid PISTlS-SOPHIA, and 
bring her upward in her Chaos. And having gazed into the Height of the 
lEon, I saw the Power of Light which the First Mystery sent me, that I 
might aid SOPHIA in Chaos. It came to pass when I saw it proceeding out 
of the lEons and coming to me (for I was above Chaos) that another Power 
of the Power of Light went forth from me also to help PISTlS-SOPHIA. 
And the Power of Light which came forth from the Height, from the First 
Mystery, descended on the Power of Light which went forth from me and 
the two meeting together became a great Stream of Light." 

And Mary, starting forward again, said: "Thy Power of Light 
prophesied of old in the eighty-fifth Psalm (vv. 10, II): 'Mercy and Truth 
are met together, Righteousness and Peace have kissed each other. Truth 
hath flourished out of the Eal th, and Righteousness hath looked down from 
Heaven '. l\lercy then is the Power of Light which came forth from the 
First :Mystery, the Mystery which heard PISTIS-SOPHIA, and pitied her in 
all her afflictions. [119J Truth also is the Power which went forth from 
thee, in that thou didst set free Truth to go and help her in Chaos. 
Righteousness again is the Power, which went forth from the First 
Mystery, and directed PISTIS-SOPHIA; and Peace is the Power which went 
forth from thee, in that it will proceed against the Projections of the Self
willed One, to take away their Lights from them which they have taken 
away from PISTIS-SOPHlA, which means that tlwu wilt assemble them in Sophia, 
that thou mayest make them at peace with her Power. Truth also is the 
Power which went forth from thee when thou wert dwelling in the lowe, Regions 
of Chaos. For this cause did thy Power say through David: 'Truth hath 
flourished out of the Earth', because thou art in the lower Regions of Chaos. 
'Righteousness also hath looked down from Heaven', this indeed is the very 
Power which came forth from the Height, from the First Mystery and 
entered into SOPHIA." 

And when Jesus had commended Mary, Mary the Mother, also came 
forward and said: [120J "Concerning this word, thy Power once 
prophesied when thou wert a child, before the Spirit (Pneuma) came to thee, 
when thou wert working in the vineyard with Joseph. Coming from the 
Height, the Spirit entered into my house, like unto thee; and I knew it 
not, but thought that it was thou. And the Spirit said to me: 'Where is 
Jesus, my brother? I will go to meet him '. And when it said this, I was 
in doubt and thought it was a phantom, tempting me. And I took it and 
bound it to the foot of the bed, which was in my house, while I went to you 
in the field, to thee and Joseph, and found you in the vineyard, where 
Joseph was giving thee the vine-poles. And it came to pass that, when 
thou hadst heard me narrating this to Joseph, understanding the word thou 
didst rejoice and saidest: '\Vhere is he that I may see him? Nay rather, 
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I will await him in this place: And when Joseph heard thee saying this, he 
was distressed [121J, and coming together we entered into the house and 
found the Spirit tied to the bed. And we gazed upon thee and it, and found 
it like to thee. And that which was bound to the bed was loosed; and 
embracing thee it kissed thee, and thou didst kiss it, and ye became OM. This 
then is the word and its interpretation. Mercy is the Spirit which came 
from the Height, from the First l\lystery, which came to the Race of Men, 
and sent its Spirit to remit the Sins of the whole World, that they might 
receive the Mystery and inherit the Kingdom of Light. Truth also is the 
Power which dwelt in me, when I had come forth from Barbelo, and which 
became a hylic Body, and preached in the Region of Truth. Righteousness 
is thy Spirit, which brought the Mysteries from the Height to give them to 
the Race of Men. Peace also is the Power which dwelled in thy hylic 
Body, according to the World, which baptizes the Race of Men, until it 
should make them strangers to sin, and at peace with thy Spirit and with 
the Projections of Light. Truth again is thy hylic Body which germinated 
from me according to the Earth of Men, and heralded the Region of Truth." 

[122J And when Jesus had commended his mother, the other Mary 
came forward and said: "Mercy is the Spirit which came upon thee in 
order that thou shouldst receive Baptism from John. Mercy is the Spirit 
of Divinity which came upon thee, in pity for the Race of Men; it descended 
and met the Power of Sabaoth, the Good,- which is in thee, (the Power) 
which preached the Region of Truth. [123J Peace also is the Power 
which is in thee, of SabaMh, the Good, which baptises and remits sins to 
the Race of Men and makes them at peace with the Sons of Light." 

And Mary, the Mother, came forward and said: '" Mercy and Truth 
have met each other.' I am Mary thy mother, and Elizabeth, the mother 
of John, is she whom I met. Mercy then is the Power of SabaOth which 
is in thee. That which came forth from my mouth is thou: thou didst 
pity the whole Race of Men. Truth also is the Power in Elizabeth, which 
is John, who came and preached the Way of Truth which is thou, which 
he preached before thee. 'Mercy and Truth have met each other.' This 
is thou, my Master, when thou didst meet John on the day when thou 
wert to undergo Baptism. Moreover, thou and John, are Righteousness 
and Peace, which kissed each other. 'Truth hath flourished out of the 
Earth, and Righteousness hath looked down from Heaven " which is the 
time when thou didst mint:ster to thyself. Thou wert the form of Gabriel, t 
thou didst look down upon me out of Heaven; thou didst speak with me ; 
thou didst germinate from me. This is Truth, which indeed is the Power 
of Saba6th, the Good, which is in thy hylic Body. This is the' Truth 
which flourished out of the Earth'." And when Jesus had heard these 
words which Mary, his Mother spake, he said unto her: "Well said, well 

• See LucifIY. vi. 34. p. 318. Dote 3. 
t Ibid. Dote I. . 
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done. This is the· interpretation of all the words, concerning which my 
Power of Light prophesied of old through David the Prophet. 

[A lacuna occurs in the M.S., and the following most interesting passage 
unfortunately stands without introduction or conclusion.] . - - - - - -[126] These are the Names which I will give from the Infinite down-
wards. Write them with a Sign that the Sons of God may show them 
forth from this Region. This is the Name of the Immortal AAA 000, 
and this is the Name of the Voice, which is the Cause of the Motion of the 
Perfect Man, I I I. And these are the interpretations of the Names of the 
Mysteries. The first is AAA, and its interpretation is 414141. The second 
is M M M, or 000, and its interpretation is AAA. The third is 'It 'It 'It, and 
its interpretation is 000. The fourth is 414141, and its interpretation is 
NNN. The fifth is ~~~, and its interpretation is AAA. The inter
pretation of the second - is AAAA, AAAA, AAAA. The interpretation of 
the whole Name (3). 

• • - - - - -
COMMENTARY. 

(I) Compare pagg. 102 and 107; "I have chosen to descend into Chaos", 
"They have chosen to c,lescend into Chaos". If these different terms are referred 
to their correct .. principles" in man, no confusion will arise. The Self-willed one 
is the root of the Kama principle, or principle of desire, and its projections are of 
the same nature as the mysterious Tanhas of the Buddhist philosophy. The 
reRection of Manas, "alone of the Invisibles ", gravitates to Kama and so becomes 
the Lou'e" Manas. Truly our .. transgressions" are this "Power with the 
appearance of a Lion". 

(2) Odes 0/ Solomon. In Pistis-Sophia there are five fragments, known to the 
orthodox as the Pseudo-Salomonic Odes. They were the first portions of our text 
translated from the Coptic, a version being attempted by Woide, and published by 
Munter in 1812: Champollion wrote an article in Millin's Magasin Encyclopedique 
(I8I5, ii, 251) on the opuscule of Woide: and Matter notices them in his Ristoi"e 
(ii,348). As, however, no valid argument is brought forward to justify the con
temptuous prefix "pseudo", we are content to believe that they were just as 
canonical in their time as many another scripture which has since been put on the 
"codex expurgatorius", to suit the whims and prejudices of beneficed ignorance. 

(3) A few notes from the system of Marcus (Philosophumena vi, 39 seq. and 
Irenzus, Contra Raereses I, 14) on the letters and numbers of the Greek alphabet 
will, perhaps, throw some light on the obscurity of the text. The school of this 
famous teacher is said to have distributed the letters among the members of 
Anthropos, the celestial man, (called in the Kabbala Adam Kadmon, the type of the 
Macrocosm) as follows :-

Letters. 
A-O 
B-'It 
r-x 
~-(J 

Members. 
Head 
Neck 
Shoulders and Arms 
Breast 

Numbers. 
1-800 
2-700 
3-600 
4--500 

• i.,., the sixth, for BMildhi is either the sizth or the SICQnd principle, or mystery. 
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E-Y Diaphragm 6~00 

Z-T Abdomen 7-300 
H-l Pudenda 8-200 
8-P Thighs 9-100 
I-II Knees 10-80 
K-O Tibiae 20-70 
A-a Ankles 30-60 
M-N Feet ..• 40-60· 

The product or synthesis of the Twelve Members is the Son, Christos or Jesus, 
the Thirteenth. Six are above and six are below and the thirteenth, or balance, in 
the centre. Pistis.Sophia is in the Thirteenth £on, and Jesus in his passage to the 
Height turned six of the £ons to the Right and six to the Left. 

The sevell VOK'tlS are the seven Heavens; A is the first, 0 is the last, and I is the 
fourth or Mid·Heaven. See the diagram in the Secret Doctrine vol. i, 200. 

The 24 letters are divided into Nine Mutes which pertain to the Father and 
Truth, so·called because they are ineffable and incapable of being sounded or 
spoken: Eight Semi·vowels or half·sounds, pertaining to the Logos and Life, 
because they are midway between the Mutes and Vowels and receive the 
Emanation from above and the Reversion from below; and Sevm Vowels or Sounds, 
pertaining to Man and the Assembly, for the Sound of the Voice gave all things 
Form.t In which classification the trichotomy into the arllpa or formless planes, 
rupa or planes of form and the intermediate division, which is neither rupa nor 
arupa, is plainly discernible. 

In order that the reader may not confuse the above nomenclature of the 
.lEonologyof the Marcians with that of the Valentinians, as given in Lucifer vi, 32, 
we insert the scheme of the primordial dual Tetractydes of Marcus, which is as 
follows:-

~l·ArrMtos or Ineffable containing 7 elementS) 
i! tl Sige " Silence " 5 " _ "4 
-~ -~ ~ b Pater "Father " 5 " 
~ A ietheia "Truth " 7 " 

'tl ijLOgOS " Word " 7 " 
g Col Zoe " Life "5,, 
~.s A nlhropos" Man "5,, 
~ Ekklesia " Assembly 7" 

Which together with the Christos 

To return to the letters, the nine mutes are:
Hard. 

Labials ••• II 
Gutturals 
Denials .•• 

K 
T 

Soft. 
B 
r 
~ 

)=24 
=49 

Aspirate. 
II' 
X 
(it 

and the eight Semi·vowels A P, M N, l Z, a 'It, so that the three classes of mutes, 
Semi·vowels and Vowels fall naturally into the type of 3, 4. and 7. 

We shall now be able to throw some light on the text, keeping in mind the 
diagram of the Secret Doctrine already referred to. A A A, 0 0 0, I I I. are the 
unmanifested arupa planes, seons or emanations, and also the njne mules of Marcus. 

• N.D.-Tbe signs for the numbers 6, go, and goo are not found In the known Greek alphabet. 
+ See the description of the .. Eldopbono" 10 the .. Tbeosophlcal and Mystic Publlcations" «If this IDCIDth 

under the T~1IhI. 
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This triple triplicity, in another aspect, becomes the famous I A n of such frequency 
on the Gnostic gems, and in its permutation A I n represents Spirit (A) linked to 
Matter (0) by Mind (I). These three are probably the Mysteries of the Ineffable 
and the Seven which follow are the Mysteries of the First Mystery, though later on 
we read of Seven Mysteries of the Ineffable. .. The first is A A A and the 
interpretation is cI> cI> cI> ": turning the letters into figures and neglecting the noughts 
and reduplication, we resolve it into .. the interpretation of 1 is 6," or in other 
words the revealer, or manifester, of the first and greatest mystery, corresponding 
to alma, is the fifth principle, or immortal Ego of man. .. The second which is 
M M M or 0 () 0 and its interpretation is A A A." Now n or III is often found on the 
gems in straight lines, thus W, which is the reverse of M or~the usual sign 
for Water or" Matter" in symbology. By r,eferring to the Table of the members of 
the Celestial Man of Marcus, it will be seen that M is the opposite pole to A, as 
is also n, when the letters are" unfolded". If this folding of the letters is taken 
to represent one spiral of evolution, in the next spiral M and N would be on the 
same plane as A and n and we should have four letters abreast, or on one plane. 
M and n would then be interchangeable and their interpretation would be A • 

.. The Third is 'It 'It 'It, and its interpretation is 0 0 O. The fourth is cI> cI> cI>, 
and its interpretation is N N N." Now 'It = 700 and 0 = 70, cI> = 600 and 
N = 60; therefore, as 10 is the .. radix" of numbers, 70 interprets 700 and 
60, IJOO, as every higher plane interprets the lower. "The fifth is ~ ~ ~, and its 
interpretation is A A A." In other words the interpretation of 4 is 1, just as that 
of n or 8 is also 1, for whether we count by threes or sevens, the fourth and the 
eighth will always be the first of the next class, plane, degree, emanation, or 
whatever we choose to call it. The next mystery, approaching the end of the cycle 
of evolution, differentiates the original triple triad into a triple quaternary, and 
having thus added to its experience returns into the silence of the Great Name. 
When the key of the seven planes and principles has been understood, it will be 
easy to place the seven on the lower four planes of a higher septenary, as in the 
diagram in the S. D., and then we shall see how the type of the three highest 
aruill planes is reflected in the seven planes of the lower four • 

• 14'oosi> ,. ~ • 

PLEASURE. 

" Oh! righteous doom, that they who make 
Pleasure their only end, 

Ordering the whole life for its sake, 
Miss that whereto they tend. 

" While they who bid stern duty lead, 
Content to follow, they, 

Of duty only taking heed, 
Find pleasure by the way." 

R. C. TRENCH, Archbishop. 
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~bt ~tattS of ctnn.srionsmss. 
A PAGE FROM AN OCCULT NOTEBOOK. 

"When the eyes that are beneath are closed, 
Then the eyes that are above are opened." 

Orphic Mysteries. 

~BOUT two years ago· we discussed the character and sequence of the 
/tiJ~ ninet states of consciousness as they are taught by a certain school of 

Occultism in Southern India. As a tentative measure, a comparison 
was made between this classification and certain doctrines as to states of 
conscIOusness put forward in Theosophic writings; a more deliberate con
sideration of the subject has led us to believe that the comparison, though 
in the main correct, requires to be altered in certain particulars. To 
illustrate the comparison and to make the necessary corrections, we shall 
be compelled to draw up tables of these states, and of certain of their 
qualities, so that we must from the very commencement give up all pre
tensions to literary style and form, and seek only scientific accuracy in the 
various regions of occult physics and chemistry which we enter. 

We must begin by tabulating the nine states, and their Sanscrit names; 
they are as follows :-

Sanscrit. 

t· Jagrat .. . 
JAGRAT... Swapna .. . 

Sushupti .. . 

{ 
Jagrat .. . 

SWAPNA... Swapna .. . 
Sushupti .. . 

{ 
Jagrat .. . 

SUSHUPTI Swapna .. . 
Sushupti .. . 

Literal meaning. 
Waking consciousness. 
Dreaming. 
Dreamless sleep. 
Waking dream. 
Dreaming dream. 
Dreamless dream. 
Dreamless waking. 
Dreamless dream. 
Dreamless dreamless. 

That is to say, there are three groups of states: the waking group, the 
dreaming group, and the dreamless group. 

Each of these groups is divided into three phases. Thus, the waking 
group is divided into three: the waking phase, or ordinary waking con
sciousness i the dreaming phase, or ordinary sleep, witli dreams i and the 
dreamless phase, which is sound sleep, without dreams. So with the 
second and third groups. . 

The waking, dreaming, and dreamless element of each group may 

• T~"jlJ, January, 1889. 
t There are UtlI" ata&ea of consc:10UIDeIS, and 11/10 of unconsc:10usneu.-[EDII. 
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perhaps be best described as the active phase, the passive phase, and the 
neutral phase of these groups. 

In the first group, for example, waking consciousness is the active 
phase, because in it we have the positive feeling of acting on the outer 
world; of working upon our surroundings, and producing positive and 
active results. In fact the waking world is characterized by what Krishna 
would call "the illusion of action". We have called dreaming the passive 
phase, for we are in dreams the passive recipients of impressions from the 
objects of our dreams which are now positive to us, so to speak, instead of 
being negative to us, as the objects of consciousness in the waking world 
are. It makes no difference to this argument that we ourselves, or rather 
our own images often take an active part in our dreams; for we never, even 
when dreaming, identify ourselves with this counterfeit presentment of 
ourselves, but look on it as something separate and external of which we 
are passively conscious. The dream state is characterized by the" illusion 
of inaction". As in dreamless sleep neither of these illusions is present, 
it is a neutral state. 

This triple classification runs through the whole of nature; for example, 
bodies may be positively electrified, negatively electrified, or unelectrified; 
bodies may be paramagnetic, diamagnetic, or non-magnetic. These various 
states of magnetism and· electricity are correlated with the states of 
consciousness we have mentioned, as are similar states of all the forces of 
nature-the occult forces as well as the rest; in fact the phenomena 
which are possible in any of these states of consciousness and the whole 
character of each state depend entirely on the combination of the phases 
of force which are correlated to that state. But for the present we must 
drop this fascinating branch of enquiry, which, however, is fully worked out 
in the Occult schools. 

The two higher groups have each a positive, or active phase, a negative, 
or passive phase, and a neutral phase. Before assigning to them their 
places in the order of nature, we had better explain a little more fully the 
domain of each of the three great groups. 

The first group, with its three phases of waking consciousness, dreaming, 
and dreamless sleep, belongs to life in this world. 

The second group is the group of death, but still belongs to this world, 
as it is the group of the phenomena of death between two incarnations in 
this world. 

The third group does not belong to this world, and yet is related to 
it; for it is the group of the world beyond death which is passed through 
in connexion with the life of this world and its evolution. 

Here a caution is necessary. These nine states of consciousness do not 
exhaust the universe. They do not even exhaust the planetary chain to 
which we belong. Instead of nine states we should have to write ninety 
times nine, and even then we would be within the limits of the varieties of 
consciousness within our own system, much less the whole uui verse. This 
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caution applies equally to what we shall have to say of occult chemistry 
and the ethereal elements. 

The three phases of the second group-to return to where we broke off 
-are the three states of death, active, passive, and neutral; that is, the 
state we reach first, on leaving this world, which has been called 
Kama Loka, or the World of Desire; then the passive heavenly 
world which folIows-Devachan, the world of Heavenly Dreams; 
and, thirdly, the neutral state which follows Devachan, and precedes 
re-incarnation. 

The first phase of the third group, the active phase, is the period 
which elapses after the wave of life has left one planet of the chain 
and before it has re-incarnated on another planet. The second, the 
passive phase of the third group, is the period of negative consciousness, 
passive rest, and dreamy receptivity between two planetary rounds. 
The third phase of the third group, is the dreamless quiescence, and 
suspension of all activity between two Manvantaras, or planetary 
periods of seven rounds. It is not Nirvana, but it is the outer garment of 
Nirvana. 

To sum up: the first group is the group of life on a planet: the second 
group is the group of death on a planet; the third group is the group of 
ultra-planetary existence. 

Group I., Life on a planet has three phases: waking, dreaming, and 
dreamless sleep, or active, passive, and neutral. Group II., Death on a 
planet has three phases: waking death, or Kama Loka; dreaming 
death, or Devachan; and dreamless death, or the unconscious period after 
Devachan. Group III., Ultra-planetary life has three phases, that between 
two planets, that between two rounds, and that between two Manvantaras. 

A table will illustrate this more clearly: 

GROUP. PHASE. 

Group I. The active or f I. Waking 
positive group: life on 2. Dreaming 
a planet ... . 3. Dreamless 

Group II. The passive {4' Waking 
or negative group: 5. Dreaming 
death on a planet ... 6. Dreamless 

Group III. The neutral {7' Waking 
group: ultra-planetary 8. Dreaming 
existence . . . . . . . . . 9. Dreamless 

CHARACTER. 

\Vaking life on a planet. 
Dream life on a planet. 
Dreamless sleep on a planet. 
Kama Loka consciousness. 
Devachanic consciousness. 
Period after Devachan. 
Period between two planets. 
Period between two rounds. 
Between two Manvantaras. 

A key to the nature of the Kama Loka, and the consciousness 
hetween the two planets, is placed in the hand of the student by their 
analogy with waking life, of which they are passive and neutral sides, 
respectively. 

Similarly, a key to the consciousness of Devachan and the period 
between two rounds, may be found in their analogy with dreaming in sleep; 
and it will help students to understand the period after Devachan, and the 
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death beyond death between two Manvantaras, which is the garment of 
Nirvana, if they remember its relation to dreamless sleep. 

Before proceeding to analyse the constituents of these states of 
consciousness, we must briefly recapitulate a certain doctrine, on the right 
understanding of which depends the fruitfulness of further enquiry in this 
direction. This is the doctrine of emanations, which we can only sketch very 
briefly at present: students who wish to study that doctrine more at length, 
may be referred to a former article on the subject·, or to certain chapters 
in the "Secret Doctrine ", published about a year and a half after the 
article in question was written. 

The doctrine of the emanations begins with imagining the formless, 
nameless Reality, Parahrahm, unchangeable through all eternity, or rather 
beyond time, and above eternity, as it is beyond and above space. With 
it rests its first emanation, which is in a sense no emanation, but rather the 
positive realisation of the negative Parabrahm-the Logos, or the Congeries 
of the Logoi. This pseudo-emanation of the Logos, is called in the East, 
Mahat: it is the plane of pure, spiritual life. 

From Mahat proceeds the emanation of ether, or, Akash. It is the 
plane of sound, or, to speak more philosophically, it is the potentiality of 
infinite variety of sound. 

From ether, or Akash, proceeds the emanation of Fire; it is the plane 
of light and color, or, as before, the potentiality of an infinite variety of 
colors. 

From Fire proceeds the emanation of Air; it is the plane of extension, 
and corresponds to the sense of touch and heat, the cause of extension and 
expansion. 

From Air proceeds the emanation of water; the plane of molecular 
motion, fluidity, and corresponding to the sense of taste. 

From \Vater proceeds the emanation of earth, the extreme pole of the 
manifested universe, and of materiality. It is on this plane that we are 
situated during our present life. 

In this plane, the lowest, as in all the higher planes, all the five objec
tive elements--earth, water, air, fire, and quinta essentia, or ether are repre
sented; all these elements on all the planes further contain the element of 
spirit corresponding to the Logos, on the plane of Mahat j without this 
element of spirit, not one of these elements could be manifested or could 
exist. This ever-present element of Spirit is the cause of all evolution and 
emanation, universal as well as particular. 

In the plane of earth, as we have said, all the elements are represented; 
but these elements are not in their pure forms j they are all compounded 
with earth; and are of the earth earthy. Moreover each of these elements 
contains the potentiality of all the others: the real formula for any element 
is tremendously complicated, but we may give an approximate idea of 

• Vidt" Tide ot Life" in P"'" for April and May, 1888. This was written in July, 1887. 
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their character by an illustration. Let us take the element of water on 
this plane, and suppose it made up of twelve parts; of these five will be of 
the element earth, as the compound we are considering belongs to the 
plane of earth; three more will be of the element water, as we are 
dealing with a form of water; the other third wiIl be composed of one
part of each of the other elements, air, fire, ether, and spirit. Let us 
illustrate this. 

Water on this earth plane is made up thus: 

" Earth, earth, earth, earth, earth; water, water, water; air; 
fire; ether; spirit." 

It is owing to the presence of these diverse elements that any known liquid 
is capable of affeCting the senses of sight, touch, taste, and sllleIl at the 
same time. The formula we have given does not apply to any particular 
liquid; the aCtual formulas are vastly more complicated. To determine 
the occult formula of any particular substance, and thereb, to learn the 
secret of its creation, as modem chemistry can create many of the hydrQ
carbons by applying a formula, we must consider the charaCter of every 
element that enters into it. For example, take the substance called bisul
phide of carbon; occult chemistry would set about creating or " precipi
tating" it as follows: hold in your mind that you require an element on 
this plane; this furnishes the five parts of earth to the compound; then 
add the idea of liquidity; this supplies the three parts of water in our 
general formula; then add the idea of the peculiar smeIl of the substance, 
supplying the pure element of earth, in that particular modification which 
corresponds to the required smell, for the pure element contains the poten
tiality of infinite variation; in faCt this is what is meant by calling it an 
element. Further must be added the charaCteristic taste and colour, the 
capacity for sound, which correspond to the other faCtors of our formula; 
let these all be combined in the mind, and only one thing is necessary to 
make the element appear from the plane of thought to the material plane, 
to make it come into objeCtive existence, or "precipitate It, to use the 
modem phrase; the one thing needful is to infuse the element of spirit. 
But this one thing is the secret of the Creator; of the Logos; and therefore 
it is that to create an element, the chemist must use previously existing 
material, as also does the adept, though the material he works with is on 
another plane. This long discussion of the elements is necessary to shew 
that from their exceedingly complicated nature, they are not inadequate to 
supply the wide range of sensations of every sense, and to compose the 
infinite variety of nature, on all the nine planes of consciousness we have 
mentioned, and on the endless planes we have only hinted at. 

Returning to the emanations. In each emanation are contained all the 
elements, the elements of each being peculiar to that emanation. On the 
plane of earth for example we have terrestrial or earthly ether, fire, air, 
water and earth. We may as well complete the table for all the planes, 
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only premising that each element we mention is vastly more complicated, 
that is, varied, than the formula we have given above:-

PLANE. 
PARABRAHM. 

Mahat 
Ether .. . 
Fire .. . 
Air 
Water 
Earth ... 

ELEMENTS. 

Spiritual ether, fire,- air, water and earth. 
Ethereal ether, fire, air, water, and earth. 
Fiery ether, fire, air, water and earth. 
Aerial ether, fire, air, water and earth. 
Watery ether, fire, air, water and earth. 
Earthy ether, fire, air, water and earth. 

This really means that on each of these planes there is the possibility of 
five kinds of sensuous perception, or that there are five senses on every 
plane, each of which will respond to innumerable varieties of sensation, 
within the limits of that plane. 

The characteristic of the plane of earth is solidity, not expansiveness, 
hut resistance to muscular effort; in fact, rigidity and permanence. This 
rigidity and lastingness are the characteristics of waking life, based as it is 
on the emanation of earth. These qualities apply to the manifestations of 
the other elements on the earth-plane, so that we have fixity of color, 
taste, sound and smell in the objects of waking consciousness. Of course 
we do not pretend to describe comprehensively the world we live in with 
its myriad beauties by these few adjectives; no dry, scientific definition can 
ever do more than isolate and determine one or two specially selected 
qualities. 

The characteristics of the water plane are fluidity, flux and flow, 
change and intermingling. On that plane, therefore, we have colors, 
tastes, sounds and forms interflowing, changing, passing and transforming 
themselves incessantly. 

It is much more difficult to characterize the air-plane; but the fullest 
consideration has led us to attribute to that plane heat as well as expansion, 
which are correlated as cause and effect. This would lead us to such 
characteristics as motion, transmutation of qualities and a series of 
interactions and transfusions between different elements. 

The characteristics of the fire-plane would seem to be that all the 
qualities of taste, smell, hearing and touch, considered as sources of pleasure, 
would be raised to the same pitch of power and universalness as the sense 
of color possesses even on this earth, the sense of color being in the same 
proportion raised to an unearthly splendor. 

Of the plane of ether, and the spiritual world of Mahat it is difficult to 
speculate usefully i we can only guess that in the former the elements as 
we know them will be raised to an intense activity, and will produce sense
illusions of unparalleled magnificence, while in the latter they will be 
transmuted, and receive a new and transcendental value. 

We do not know if the inference we are about to draw has ever been 

• Rightly understood, the objec:t of !be religious adoration of the Par_a, 

11 
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anticipated; but, at any rate, let it stand for what it is worth. It is, that, 
if the world of waking life be the plane of earth, the lowest of the emana
tions, in the Indian Upanishads, then the next emanation, the plane of 
water, may be the region of dreams-the second of the nine states of con
sciousness we have analysed. Its qualities of fluidity and transformation 
strongly support this conjeCture, for what Byron said of one Dream is 
charaCteristic of all dreams universally and incessantly: 

" A cbange came o'er the spirit of my dream." 

We are led by analogy to conjeCture that the Air-plane, so-called, may be 
the field of Kama Lokic experiences; the transmutation of qualities we 
have postulated for it agreeing well with the transmutation of Karmic 
qualities which is attributed to Kama Loka. 

We have omitted the condition of dreamless sleep, as, being neutral, it 
has no external world: this also applies to the period after Devachan; thus 
reducing the nine states to seven, and thus shewing the conneCtion between 
this classification and the Septenary one. If Kama Loka be life on the 
air-plane, as we have supposed, then analogy would lead us to place 
Devachan on the plane of fire, or more properly, color; what we have 
said of the power and universalness of the pleasure-producing qualities on 
that plane tends in this direCtion. 

As we have already said, the period after Devachan has no outward 
world, so that we may suppose the planes of ether and Mahat to be the 
fields of the two rest-periods between planets, and between rounds. The 
last neutral period, after a Manvantara, has to do with no objeCtive plane; 
the Nirvana of which it is the garment, and which is the reward of all who 
have wisely reaped the fruit of the Manvantara, has to do with no objeCtive 
world, but with the subjeCtive Logos. 

Though these are only speculations, it may be interesting to illustrate 
them by a table. 

10. 

9· 
8. 
7· 
6. 
5· 
4· 
3· 
2. 
I. 

Table of supposed relations between the states of consciousness 
and the emanations. 

STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS. EMANATIONS, OR PLANES. 

Nirvana ... Logos 7· 
Period between two Manvantaras (neutral) 
Period between two rounds Plane of Mahat 6. 
Period between two planets Plane of Ether 5· 
Post-devachanic period (neutral) 
Devachan Plane of Fire 4· 
Kama Loka Plane of Air. 3· 
Dreamless sleep ... (neutral) 
Dreaming Plane of Water 2. 
Waking life Plane of Earth I. 

Before dropping this part of the subject, we would ask our readers to 
remember that we have pointed out that everyone of the planes, or 
emanations contains all five elements, together with spirit; and that the 
possibilities Qf these planes are not limited to the element we have 
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designated them by; this is only the dominant element of that plane, and 
not the only element on it. 

So far this occult chemistry is purely materialistic; when we resume 
the subject, we shall show its connection with subjective transcendental 
idealism, and spiritual philosophy. 

C. J. 
(To be continued.) 

lar-b1uar; or, ijtbt _vsttrits of tbt limalRJ1u. 
(Cofililfllld from Vol. VI, p. 281.) 

~ S I spoke she lifted her tiny head, as though she did not understand 
~ me fully when I told her how supremely happy I felt in her company 
even in a dark and threatening forest, and shyly entered the cave. 

The cave, at the entrance of which I had been previously lying on a 
bed of dry leaves, proved to be but the ante-chamber to a gigantic grotto 
hewn out of the rock by the tremendous efforts either of men or nature, 
the magnitude of which I could never have conceived by the mere inspec
tion of its exterior. My guide led me on along a path illuminated here 
and there by penciled rays, which peeped through holes and fissures in the 
arched vault above. The path crept between two steep walls, exhibiting 
on either side at regular intervals entrances curtained with wild reeds. 

We had walked on thus for about two minutes, when the path iuddenly 
widened and the steep walls abruptly ceased. Then opened to my view a 
circular plain bordered by two small hills, whose approaching sides, with a 
wide concavity between, left an area of about four hundred yards open to 
the full light of the sky above; a narrow streak of water. flowing by the side 
of the left rocky eminence, watered the fresh green grass which carpeted 
the plain. My companion, who had hitherto led me in silence, here 
stopped and, turning towards me, said: 

" Guest, how would you like to play with my little deer? " 
" Why", I asked, "where are they? " 
II Guruji brought me four from the forest to play with. You see those 

nets of Kadamba (Camssa CayaMa) on your right, a little up the hill; they 
always hide themselves underneath their cool shade during the warm part 
ofthe day, and sit there chewing the delicious leaves. Come, and we will 
call them out and play with them i they are pretty little things, young, and 
very nimble." 

Saying which, and beckoning me to follow her, she ran towards the 
covert. The deer with their pointed ears uplifted, leaped up to welcome 
their mistress. In the twinkling of an eye, they all sprang out of the 
covert and with instinctive impatience dashed towards her; which of the 

llA 
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four touched her first no one could tell. The little animals danced around 
her with fond caresses, and quick as were their steps, hers were quicker, 
as she turned from one to another. She looked at me as though inviting 
me to join her in playing with her pets, but when I attempted to approach 
them, they all darted from me, and one of them, catching hold of the skirt 
of her Val-Kal (garment) compelled her to follow. They stood a few yards 
away from me enjoying their success, she laughing merrily. 

Presently the maiden, half afraid that she had neglected me too much, 
approached me with a coaxing laugh, and complaining of the unfriendly 
conduct of her playmates in running away from me, promised to show me 
another pet that would be less shy and obstinate. 

" But are not you hungry, Guest?" she asked: "wait a minute, whilst 
I put these little ones in yonder enclosure, and then I shall present you 
with some choice fruits, brought this morning from our garden. I plucked 
them all with my own hands, and Mali lifted me to some of them that I 
could not reach. Then, I am going to read a few Slokas to you, which 
Guruji has carved in his grotto." 

Saying which, she ran off followed by her pets, and opening the gate of 
a small enclosure, shut them all in, tying each to a peg in the ground. 
She returned quickly, and then led me to a lane on the other side of the 
plain, just opposite the one from which we had emerged. It was much 
darker, so she led me by the hand, cautioning me not to knock my head 
against the stone walls. 

"Before we proceed further", said she, "we shall pass a short time 
here. Let us sit down on this plank, and I will bring you the promised 
fruits, which are in yonder basket, hanging on the branch of Agasta (Agasl4 
G,,,ndijlor,,). Please also take this book." 

I took it from her, but hardly had I unfastened the string with which it 
was tied, than she returned with the basket, and told me to choose from its 
contents the ripest and the best. Surely never in my life was I so 
voraciously greedy; and even though I was very careful to see that she had 
her proper share, I was not afraid to finish them, having assured myself 
that her appetite had been fully appeased. The repast completed, she took 
the book from my hands, and asked me to listen to the following: a com
position which, she said, Guruji had dictated to her, and which she had 
almost entirely committed to memory. 

I assented, and she began :-
" Knowing that SOUL, who is wise, undecaying, young, free from desire, 

immortal, self-existent, satisfied with the essence (of good, or blessedness), 
and in no respect imperfect, a man does not dread death." 

"Without hands or feet, he grasps and moyes; without eyes, he sees ; 
without ears, he hears. He knows whatever is knowable, but no one 
knows him. Men call him the great, primeval Purusha (Man or Spirit)." 

" Knowing that Lord, the Brahma which is beyond that, the Supreme, 
the vast, hidden in the bodies of all creatures, the one envelope of tlte 
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universe, men become immortal. I know that grand Purusha of sunlike 
lustre, beyond the darkness. I t is by knowing him that a man overpasses 
death; there is no other road by. This whole universe is filled with 
this Purusha, to whom there is nothing superior, from whom there 
is nothing different, than whom there is nothing either minuter or 
vaster, who stands alone, fixed like a tree in the sky. That 
which is above this world is formless, and free from suffering; they who 
know It become immortal; others encounter pain. Purusha is the Great 
Lord; he is the mover of existence; he rules over this purest state (of 
blessedness) he is light, he is undecaying. Without hands and feet, he 
grasps, he moves; without eyes he sees, and nears without ears. He knows 
whatever is to be known; and no one knows him; men call him the great 
primeval Purusha, minuter than the minutest, greater than the greatest; 
the Soul dwells in the heart of this Creature. He who is devoid of grief, 
beholds by the favor of the Creator this passionless (Soul), this great one, 
this Lord. I know this undecaying, ancient one, the Soul of All things, 
from his universal diffusion omnipresent, whom the expounders of the Vedas 
declare to be incapable of birth, eternal." 

"None hath grasped him above, or across, or in the middle. There is 
no similitude of him, whose name is the great renown. His form is not 
perceptible by vision; no one sees him by the eye. Those who through 
heart and mind know him abiding in the heart, become immortal." 

"Some wise men, deluded, speak of Nature, and others of Time (as the 
cause of all things). But this great power of God (acting in the world) 
is that whereby this wheel of Brahma is made to revolve. For he by 
whom the universe is eternally enveloped, who is the knower, who is the 
maker of time, who is possessed of excellent attributes and omniscient: 
ruled by him this creation, which is to be thought of as earth, water, fire, 
air, and ether, revolves." 

"We know him who is the great and supreme Lord of Lords, the 
supreme Deity of Deities, the Master of Masters, the adorable God who is 
Sovereign of the World. There is in him no effect or instrument. Noone 
equal or superior to him is beheld. His supreme power is declared in 
scripture to be various; it is the natural action of his knowledge and force. 
There is not in the world anyone, who is his master or ruler; nor is there 
any indication of such. He is the cause, the Lord of the Lords of creation; 
no one is the producer of him or his master. He is the one God hidden in 
all beings, all pervading, the inner soul of all beings, the superintendent 
of all acts, who dwells in all beings, the witness, the observer, the only one 
and without qualities, the one who is independent among many inactive 
souls, who develops in various manners the one seed." 

"The wise who behoid him abiding in themselves, they alone, have 
eternal joy. The eternal among the eternal ones, the conscious among the 
conscious ones, who alone amongst the many dispenses the objects of 
desire~knowing that cause, the God who is to be apprehended through the 
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Sankhya and Yoga systems, a man is freed from all bonds. There to reveal 
him no sun shines, nor moon, nor stars, nor do those lightnings gleam, much 
less this fire. It is through his shining that all else shines; by his lustre 
the universe is illuminated." 

W. L. DESAI, F.T.S. 
(To bt COftli,,,ud.) 

tttbitlus. 

THE WONDER-LIGHT AND OTHER TALES FOR 
CHILDREN." 

" J) TELL you my dear sir, your Theosophy is impracticable. You will 
'f never succeed in explaining it to the people or to children." How 

often have we had to indignantly refute this accusation by entering 
into a long argument to show that "Theosophy is for all times and all 
men" I But this expenditure of energy will in future be saved us by a 
simple recommendation to our objectors to read" The Wonder-Light ". 
Your reviewer is not a child, but he has read the seven beautiful tales of 
Mrs. Ver Planck with as much delight as ever a child could. In fact we 
think that many readers of the pretty volume, which our" Aryan Press" 
has turned out in so workmanlike a manner, will be found among those who 
would fain regain" the child state they have lost". 

The stories, some of which have already appeared in the Path, have the 
following titles: How the Christ-Child was Born, Fohat's Playground, 
Carlo's Game, The Wonder-Light, Bubbles of the Breath, What the 
Fountain Said, Rahula's Inheritance; and the authoress has succeeded in 
exposing all the fundamental conceptions of Theosophy in the simplest but 
yet most charming mannt:r. It is a booklet with a pure healthy tone, from 
beginning to end, a large-minded, large-hearted, brave little volume. Best 
of all, it is entirely free from the mawkish inanity of the trash with which 
most of our children are fed or rather poisoned. Entertaining and 
wondrous to the child as its revelations of nature-working must be, it is not 
the product of mere imagination, but is based on the soundest laws of 
occultism. It will make even the child "great", and teach it to strain its 
ears to hear the story of that "past ", the memory of which our crass 
ignorance has used every means to crush out of the child-vehicles of the 
eternal Ego. These seven blossoms from the tree of Theosophy are 
dedicated to H. P. B. and are, we rejoice to know, not the last we shall hear 
of" Carlo ". Any profit which may be made by the sale of the book will be 
given for theosophical work. Copies can be obtained at the Theosophical 
Publishing Society, 7 Duke Street, Adelphi, W.C. 

ROSES AND RUE.t 

Of the many good things which have come from "Saladin's" pen, 
perhaps his weekly At Rand()l1J in the Agnostic 'lournal, are the most 
characteristic and lDstructh'e. "Roses and Rue" IS a collection of these 

~ By Mrs. J. Campbell Vcr Planck, F.T.S. New York: Till Pal", 132 Nassau Street, 1&go. 
t 81 W. Stewart Ross. London: W. Stewart and Co., 4' Farringdon Street, B.C. 
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"Random Notes and Sketches ", a blend of that scathing criticism of the 
foibles and follies of the past and present for which the author is so well 
known, and of that feeling" which makes the whole world kin". At one 
time, Mr. Ross strikes chords of harmony with the touch of a hand that 
holds the pen, now of a sweet-singing poet, now of the enthusiastic 
antiquary and folklorist, who loves the "banks and braes" across the 
" border" as only a Scot can; at another he smashes into fragments 
superstition, intolerance, and ignorance with the sturdy iconoclasm of an 
Ingersoll, or the" wire-drawn" diction of a Carlyle, whom by the way, 
unjustly we think, he calls "that disturbed compound of sheet-lightning and 
dirt ", though fully agreeing with his famous judgment on the populace of 
these islands of being "mostly" •.•• Yet there always lurks back of the 
writer's professed agnosticism a sturdy and strong mysticism, which makes 
his two-edged weapon of wit and wisdom a beneficent instrument for that 
surgery which the present diseased body of humanity so sadly stands in 
need of: and this declared heterodoxy and strong independence of the 
writer, which while it falls short of the high ideal of Theosophy, still 
possesses sublime intuitions and a rugged, though indefinite, mysticism of 
its own, will make the book welcome to every Theosophist. 

The subjects dealt with are so various that we can only give one 
example of the author's style and one quotation to show that the 
agnosticism of Mr. Ross is not by any means incompatible with the 
gnosticism which Theosophy has taught us to reverence. In speaking 
of "Sentiment", the destroyer of the" Book", as such, writes:-

.. Many a Bible I have seen is to me holy from the sanctity of its social and 
domestic associations. _ . • There is a touch of human nature in the scrawled 
statement on the fly-leaf to the effect William Cowan is the son of Andrew Cowan, 
by his wife, Elspeth Glendinning, that I fail to find in the statement, and Eliad 
begat Eleazer, and Eleazer beg-at Matthan_ Observe the Biblical drama/is personrz 
were great in the way of • begat '; from which fact you may infer either that they 
were androgynous, or that they had so little respect for woman-their chattel
that they refused to give her a particle of credit even in the direction of pro-

• pagating the race." 

Where we see that though Saladin holds a "brand for destruction" in one 
hand, in the other he carries a "hammer for construction", for he points to the 
filthy sore of primitive Judaism which has had so much to do with the past 
and present degraded state of women in the diseased body of Christendom. 
In another place he says:-

.. I cannot say that I rejoice in a constitution in which no God is recognised. I 
regard it as gross recognising of husks and an ignoring of kernels. God is the fact 
of existence, and a State blind to this fact is in an embryonic stage of psychic 
development, even if its commerce buried the wharfs of the globes with mer
chandise, and although in every zone its conqnering standard fluttered over 
batteries of dull cannon and phalanxes of flashing steel. In a cosmos, or rather a 
chaos of illusion, or Maya, there is nothing approximately true but our highest 
yearnings, and nothing true but GOD. I care little for the science which is merely 
the codification of the succession of phenomena, and the laws which, by generaliza
tion, are based thereon. Science proper deals not with successions of phantoms, 
but with the awful, and, to the multitude, the inexplicable, if not indeed to them 
the non-existent, Real which lies behind these mere shadows of a shadow flitting 
fitfully over the landscape of a dream. At this stage, in the evolution of our race, 
there is a rudimentary sixth and seventh sense in addition to the five physical 
senses; and the spacial and timal limitations; and the cradle which nurses, the 
bread which sustaIns, and the grave which decomposes, wiJI satisfy no longer as 
they have done in the undeveloped and barbaric past. Men have, in the past, 
knelt before the Effigy: but they now stand erect before the slowly unveiling 
Reality of Existence." 

There is much more to notice, but our space is short. Briefly," Roses 
and Rue" will make you laugh loudly and smile grimly: will make you 
serious and at times profoundly sad: will make you smell the sweet heather 
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of the highlands and the stench of the slum: but, best of all, it will always 
make you think. 

THE FINDING OF THE GNOSIS.* 

A very small volume of very great pretentions; entirely devoid of 
intelligibility and written in that lawless verse and barbarous verbiage 
which the "dear spirits" alone can fabricate. Weare sorry to pain the 
writer, if he or she is honest, but protest with loud voice against the 
desecration of the "Gnosis", that mighty name of old, by such "mirific 
omnificosity", to plagiarise from the word-tinkering of the writer. We 
have waded through "magnificats, grandifics, impellent yeas, Would-Bes, 
earth-mixes, puresomes, soothfastnesses, volititioned, realdoms, &c.," (for 
we do not wish to "amplificate "), mixed together with a sufficiency of 
" behoovings" and we are profoundly sorry that the ranks of the" certified" 
are increased by another volunteer. Why do these new-born psychie 
babes cry so loud? Such speak of the "Gnosis", yet know not the name 
of Sige. 

"GEOMETRY IN RELIGION." t 
" Geometry in Religion" is a book of about one hundred pages, which 

will amply repay the most careful study. The author aims at an entirely 
new presentation of scripture history and chronology, from a consideration 
of architectural monuments and astronomical epochs. In the preface to his 
work, the author says :-" I found that both the historical and the dogma
tical parts (of the Bible) were built up after the Egyptian pattern, although 
the Accad Theology forms the basis of worship". He finds also that" the 
prophetical books have been arranged according to the predictions of older 
systems, and have reference to the events in the great Celestial Year ", i.e. 
the Solar year, of over 25,000 years, the time required for the complete 
precession of the Equinox. In his opening chapter the author shows that 
the Mosaic Law is a transcript from Egyptian sources, that Israel is one 
with Ijirael (Sons of Ra), and that the Genealogy of the House of Judah 
has been made to correspond with that of the Kings of Egypt. Starting 
with the assertion that " Religion is based on time measure", the author 
proceeds to demonstrate what constitutes the basis of the measurement of 
time, and leads to the conclusion that the "Solar year" of 25,929 years, 
consisting of a day and a night of 12,960 years each, is the basic cycle of 
prophecy and of Biblical chronology. A variety of notes are brought to 
bear upon the subject in different directions, most of which are highly 
interesting, apart from the particular bearing they have upon the central 
object of the work. The book, which is illustrated by diagrams and tables, 
is evidently the production of a mason, and this may be the reason for the 
suppression of his name. 

ECHOES FROM THE ORIENT.: 

We have already announced the genesis of this work in our September 
issue and can only repeat, on reading it through again, that it is very well 
done indeed. W. Q. J. has very cleverly popularised the Secret Doctrine by 
keeping out of his series of papers such hard terms as are not to be "under-

• Boston: Occult PublishIng Co., 1890. 
t Author'S name not stated; E. W. Allen, 4, Ave Maria Lane, E.C. * A Broad Outllnp of Theosophical Doctrines, by Wllllaw Q. Judge, New York: The P41h, 132, N_a 

Street, lligo. . 
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standed of the people". The book appeals to thinking and intelligent men 
and women of all classes and touches on all the fundamental doctrines of 
Theosophy. It should have a large reading public, especially in the 
United States, for the people of which country it was especially:written. 
Its usefulness, however, we are convinced, will have a far wider area than 
this, for it is concise, clear and inexpensive. Copies may be obtained from 
the Theosophical Publishing Society. Theosophical literature is becoming 
so voluminous, that it will be soon necessary to classify our publications 
under heads. A few years ago there were no introductory works on the 
subject; but now every month gives us a wider and wider choice. The 
little volume is dedicated to H. P. B. 

A NEW PSYCHOLOGY.· 

There is much that is interesting in this little book, but perhaps that 
which interests us most, from a theosophical point of view, is the exhibi
tion of impotence which we see here displayed by that system of philoso
phical argument which proceeds from the Particular to Universals, when an 
honest attempt is made by cultured capacity to fashion it into a ladder, by 
which to mount to the unsubstantial conceptions of what the author terms 
a state of the Absolute Unconditioned, and which therefore represents for 
us the mystery of the U nmanifested One. The key note of the book is 
struck on page 22, where we find it stated that consciousness depends 
fundamentally on physical structure. It is, in fact, a product of form, and 
not, as we hold, the builder of form. 

Starting from a material Ether which, because an infinite :number of 
forms can be reflected by a given portion in the same time without 
interfering with one another, is called spirit-substance, the author reaches 
up to the Absolute, which is both absolutely conditioned and unconditioned, 
thus arriving at the apex of Indian mysticism. Yet does the odor of the 
earth still hang about him: for what does he find in his passage through 
the Ether of Physical Science? He comes upon the Ego, which he finds 
to be the polarised resultant of the action of the sympathetic system of 
nerves. But these ganglionic centres draw their activity from the cere
bellum, the seat of animal life, and Theosophy recognises in this Ego, the 
parent of "the selfhood" of the Rev. George Jamieson's philosophy, the 
Lowe, Self, the ruler of the sympathetic nerves, the child of Sense and 
Great Empiricist. Thus inverting the order of things and placing Self on 
the lower plane of life, it is natural that he should find that consciousness is 
the phenomenon of matter, a conclusion which, if true for all planes, places 
substance as the noumenon of Spirit. But this is the natural result of 
working from below upwards without having previously devolved from 
above below. The mind is first instructed by matter and, like fire from 
flints, strikes the light of knowledge from the shapes of the Mother 
Substance, and material forms become the exciters of consciousness, which 
in turn becomes the phenomenon of matter. Will falls a victim to the 
material fiend. and we find it a product of physical action and devoid of 
any self-determining principle. It is only rescued from the chains of that 
insidious law, yclept" the Law of Necessity", by the sudden appearance 
of Morality in the shape of a face drawn "from the knowledge of the 
rights of every conscious creature". Nevertheless, Prometheus was not 
more securely chained to his rock of coarse matter than is the Selfhood, 
whose will is void of power to initiate its own activity. The most dramatic 
idea of the book is the truly miraculous emergence from out unconditioned 

... An Aim at Universal Science." By Rev. George Jamieson. D.O. Andrew Elliot, Edinburgh, lSgo. 
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substance of a beneficent and all-wise Selfhood, the arguments used 
showing, as in fact the whole book shows, the difficulties attending on those 
who attack the Universals of Philosophy from below before first tracing 
Universals in their transit from the Realms of the Formless One to the 
Finalities of Form. 

-
or; orr tsp onh tntt. 

_'1 

THE STONE AGATHODCEMON. 

The fact may seem to be proven that >..,00" and cx/Jl.,. "stone and serpent" 
are homonymous. We have an example of this in the name given to the 
highly poisonous snake of Africa, the "rock snake ". The equally 
homonymous relation on the other hand between" bread" (aprov) and 
"fish" ('XOw) is manifest. The significance of these expressions is clear, 
and they are in all ways in relation with each other. But we see in 
St. Matthew (xii. 9) the two terms used pair by pair. The first 
phrase and the second mean one and the same thing, and the use of 
different names to convey the same idea is a mere blind to the candidate 
who uses a double phrase to express what the initiate holds as one. We 
come next to the celebrated passage (St. Matthew xvi. 18). This has 
proved a stumbling block to controversialists. The Roman expounder 
makes the supremacy of St. Peter depend on this text. The Protestant 
controversialist, who IS usually less versed in Syriac than in Greek, loses the 
idea of a calembou" and is perhaps unnecessarily afraid of this text. But it 
becomes plain enough when seen through occultist spectacles. It is to be 
taken on the same lines as the text of Proverbs viii. 23. The idea was to 
express the use of the word MOO'> or ".,,"'4'>, an idea which would be supreme 
if the dodekha-hedrad (or its head), was naturally regarded as the highest 
power next to the 0 The controversialists of the Middle Ages have 
wasted time by elevating as a banner, or destroying as a Nehushtan, what 
other folk can read without any difficulty whatever. A careful investigation 
of such passages as this will throw a light on the meaning of these texts 
which will be of the deepest importance to scholars of every creed. The 
evidence before us interprets the celebrated passage, St. Luke xxiv. 43,* 
where the words apTOV and 'XOw are used in juxtaposition in a way that is to 
this day intelligible to the lowest Jew of every nationality. He wishes to 
destroy the evidence of the existence of a good spirit, and substitute some 
wicked incantation. It is the object of these remarks to infer that the 
meaning of certain words was designedly concealed in early records by a 
complicated system of blinds, to which alone the Gnostics possessed the 
key; and that the hidden significance of some of the expressions can only 
be given by those who are more versed in the language of the Initiates than 
myself. It is for me to indicate that something can be done; for others to 
indicate what shall be done. 

C. CARTER BUKE, F.T.S. 

• ""Ip'ov is according to the Revised Version spurious, and in any case was only used as 
a blind. 
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THEOSOPHICAL ACTIVITIES. 

~btosopbital J\ttibitits. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

THE PERMANENT FUNn 

" The President-Founder, in the September number of the TheosoPhist, 
ayparently objects to the wording of a resolution, adopted by the Council 
o the British Section, in their session of July 2nd, and embodying a sugges
tion with regard to the conversion of the " Permanent Fund" into a means 
of Theosophical activity. 

As I am responsible for having brought forward this motion, I beg to 
state that I have again brought forward a motion of the same nature at 
the Council meeting of October loth. It is as follows :-

" That the Council of the British Section of the Theosophical Society 
instruct their delegate to the Convention at Adyar, in December next, 
Mr. Bertram Keightley, to bring forward a motion at that Convention, 
that the question of the continuance of the Permanent Fund be carefully 
considered, with a view to converting it into a means of Theosophical 
activity, and that this be done as speedily as possible ". 

The reasons for this motion are as follows :-
fl. The Branches of the Indian Sections of the Theosophical Society, as 

a whole, are more inclined to adopt a contemplative than an active mode 
of existence. 

b. The President-Founder has repeatedly stated that the only way of 
keeping them in activity is by means of travelling lecturers constantly 
visiting the Branches, and thus bringing them into personal contact with 
Headquarters. 

c. Such a scheme has hitherto been impracticable, owing to lack of 
funds. 

d. Now the Society possesses a fund, called" The Permanent Fund ", 
with a fairly considerable capital, but producing an interest so inadequate 
for any practical work, that it might as well be non-existent. 

e. This capital would speedily supply the President-Founder with the 
necessary monies for the travelling expenses of two or three lecturers, and 
enable him also to start a scheme for the mailing of interesting leaflets and 
pamphlets to all the members of the Theosophical Society in India. 

f. In this way new Ii"fe would be infused into the Branches and the 
expenditure of the so-called" Permanent Fund" would speedily be replaced 
by new contributions. 

g. It is evident that if the activity of the Theosophical Society were to 
cease in India, the Permanent Fund and even the Headquarters itself 
would become entirely useless, whereas the conversion of this savings' 
bank into a fund for Theosophical work would give the required impetus to 
make India as active as the other Sections, and support itself as the others, 
from hand to mouth may be, but still working and alive. 

Finally, there can be little doubt but that any attempt to endow the 
Society will sound its death-knell, for it would at once put us on all fours 
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with Sectarian bodies; such at any rate is the opinion of at least nine 
members out of ten in the vVest, according to the experience of our oldest 
members at the London Headquarters. 

G. R. S. MEAD, 
Sltl'ttary 0/ til, EIII'O/III& SKtW1J T.B. 

ENGLAND. 

Blavatsky Lotlge.-The annual general meeting of this lodge was held on 
Tuesday, 30th September, in the Lecture Hall, Theosophical Head
quarters,19, Avenue Road, Regent's Park, N.W., when the election of 
officers, revision of rules, etc., for the ensuing year took place. The 
Secretary_read the following report on the progress of the lodge :-

"The past year has, without doubt, been that which has finally estab
lished this lodge as the most influential in Europe. Some time before it 
was able to avail itself of the hall in which its meetings are now held, a 
marked increase had taken place in the rate of addition to its roll of 
members, and the number of visitors had been much larger than formerly: 
and now, since the headquarters have been established, the meetings 
average an attendance of over 100. At the inaugural meeting of the new 
lecture hall there were upwards of 250 persons present. 

" The system of introducing visitors by special card signed by a member 
or an associate, adopted of late, has been found to work perfectly. A visitor 
is permitted admission to the lodge meetings three times, after which, if he 
desires to continue his attendance, he must join either as a member or as 
an associate . 

.. During the first part of the year the lodge occupied itself with the 
study of the' Key to Theosophy', portions of which work were read and 
dis:cussed at each meeting; this course extended from November 1889 to 
June 1890. Since Tune, and up to the present date, 'Theosophy in its 
relation to the Probfems of Modern Life' has been the subject of considera
tion, this series of discussions, now concluded, provoking most spirited and 
interesting debates. A syllabus was drawn up and widely circulated. 

"Arrangements have been made to deliver, during the coming session, 
a series of papers dealing with I Theosophy from the Root Up '. 

"Theosophical activities in London spring almost entirely from the 
efforts of this Lodge. Since last year, some of its energetic members have 
founded an active little lodge at Brixton, and established centres at Duke 
Street, Mile End and Battersea, which are all personally conducted by 
members of the lodge; Mile End and Battersea being in a fair way to have 
lodges of their own." 

The Report of the Hon. Treasurer showed a balance of £1 os. &l. on 
hand, the contributions to the lodge being voluntary. The following is a 
copy of the account :-

BLAVATSKY LODGE. 

September, IBgo. £ $. d. 
To receipts from voluntary 

contributions • • . 14 6 0 

£14 6 0 

Postages 
Printing ••. 
General charges • 
Balance in hand. • 

£ $. d. 
2 II 6 
8 7 6 
26 4 
108 

[I4 6 0 

The account of the "Transactions" Fund was also laid on the table. 
This was a fund started to enable the lodge to print its transactions, during 
the time it was receiving instruction on the Secret Dace,ilU from Madame . 
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Blavatsky. The first part has already been issued, and a second is in 
hand. 

Annexed is a copy of the account :-

"BLAVATSKY LODGE TRANSACTIONS" FUND. 

£ s. d. 
To receipts from members. 159 6 6 
To credits from sales •• I:Z 2 6 

By amounts paid for steno· 
grapber •. 

Printing • • • • 
Postages • • • • 
Balance in band 

£ s. d. 

74 19 6 
33 4 6 
33 8 

60 I 4 

b7I 9 0 

The reports of these Transactions consist of twenty-four large longhand 
folios, four of which have been already printed. 

It was proposed by Dr. Keightley and seconded by Mr. Holt, "that 
these accounts be adopted". Passed unanimously. 

The following officers were elected 1890-91 :-P,esident, Annie Besant; 
Vice-P,esident, William Kingsland; Secretary, Claude F. Wright; Assistant
Secreta,y, Sydney V. Edge; T,easu,er, Countess Wachtmeister. 

In addition to the above, for Council :-Mrs. Cooper-Oakley; G. R. S. 
Mead, (Sec. Eu,opean Section); W. R. Old, (Sec. British Section). 

The following were elected as delegates to the British Section Council 
for the coming year :-Countess Wachtmeister; Mrs. Cooper-Oakley, 
Herbert Burrows, Major Hand, J. M. Watkins. 

Two slight alterations in the rules were made. 
CLAUDE F. WRIGHT, Hon. Sec. 

Visitors to the Lecture Hall of the new Headquarters of the Theo
sophical Society in Europe on the evening of Saturday the 6th ult. had the 
pleasure of hearing a most instructive discourse by Dr. and Mme. Ie 
Plongeon on the" Discoveries among the ruins of Yucatan". A lecture 
by the authors of" Mayas and Quiches" could hardly fail to excite interest 
among members of the society; consequently there was a good attendance. 
The address was delivered by Mme. A. Ie Plongeon principally from notes, 
which she read at length. The lecturer opened with a description of 
Mexico and Central America. Rich were these parts in fields of research 
for antiquaries, by far the most interesting being that peninsular named by 
Spanish invaders" Yucatan ", now one of the Mexican states. They had 
originally been induced to visit the district to seek corroboration of con
clusions arrived at by the doctor during his antiquarian researches in Peru 
and at the British Museum as early as the year 1862, and on arriving were 
pleased to find their anticipations more than realized, for it simply teemed 
with specimens of archeological interest. The difficulties expenenced in 
prosecuting their researches were enormous, but they have been rewarded 
by being able to place before the world more than one re~ord of the cities 
of this ancient country. Mme. Ie Plongeon gave a short and concise 
sketch of the history of the Mayas, their customs and their language, 
showing the connexion between the latter and that of the Hindus and other 
Eastern peoples in a very striking manner. Much interest was evinced in 
the fact of the firm belief of the inhabitants in Re-incarnation; one of 
them, indeed, having told Dr. Ie Plongeon that he had been one of their 
kings, owing to his resemblance to a statue discovered in the ruins of an 
ancient pyramid. In their Troano M.S. is manifested belief in elementals 
and the personified forces of nature. The work contains something of 
geology, mythology, and history; and one chapter has distinct reference to 
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the lost Atlantis. Upon the conclusion of Mme. Ie Plongeon's reading, the 
doctor added a few words in answer to various questions put to him by 
those present. 

The judgment of the assembled Theosophists was that although these 
discoveries were of the greatest interest, still the conclusion arrived at by 
the discoverers erred on the side of claimin~ too much. Evidence and 
experience shows the futility of tracing the development of peoples and 
traditions from one particular historical root. We are afraid that" Maya tt 
will never prove the universal solvent of all anthropological, mytholOgical, 
and philological puzzles. 

A course of discussions on "Theosophy from the Root up tt has com
menced on Thursday evenings, at 8.30 p.m. The following syllabus has 
been issued :-

OCT. 9 & 16 ... Introductory: Theosophy and its Evidences. 
The permanent element: The general nature of the evidence: proof 

of physIcal and of psychological phenomena: more ways to truth than the 
five senses: the teachers: the attitude of the student. Evidence from 
history: evidence from world.religions: evidence from experiment: evi
dence from analogy: Occultism. 

COIIS,,1t .. Secret Doctrine", vol. i, introduction, pp. xvii-xlvii. .. The Key to Theosophy". 
pp. 7-15: pp. 25-27; pp. 288-300• 

OCT. 23 & 30 ... The Unity of the Universe. 
The Absolute: the Conditioned: Periodicity: the Outbreathing and In

breathing: Manvantaras: Emanation: the Logoi: " the Seven": Fohat: 
Involution and Evolution. 

COlISlIlt .. Secret Doctrine", vol. i, pp. 14-24, 55, 56, 63, I06-II3: vol. ii. pp. 308, 309. 

Nov. 6 & 13 ... The Septenary in Nature. 
The seven planes of Being: sevenfold Consciousness: The reftexion of 

this in material Nature, as shown by science, and in Man. 
COIIS"lt .. Secret Doctrine ", vol. i, pp. 139. 292, 293, 334. Vol. ii, pp. 590"641. 

Nov. 20 & 27 ... The Solar System and the Planetary Chains. 
The place of the Solar System: Suns: centres of activity: a Planetary 

chain: its rhysical evolution: relation of chain to chain: dead worlds: 
the place 0 our earth. 

COIIS"lt .. Secret Doctrine", vol. i, pp. 138, 149, 152-181. .. Key to Theosophy" pp. 
84-87,88,89. 

DEC. 4 & I I. .. Rounds on a Planetary Chain. 
Meaning of the term: the Iife·succession : elemental, mineral, vegetable, 

animal, human kingdoms: tracing the First Round: Man during the First, 
Second, Third, and Fourth Rounds. 

COIIS"lt .. Secret Doctrine ", vol. i, pp. 176, 177, 188, ISg. 

DEC. 18 ... The Earth and its Races (4th Round). 
Position of our earth in the cycle of evolution: analogy between Rounds 

and Races: General view of the seven Races. 
COIIS"lt .. Secret Doctrine", vol. i, pp. 188, ISg' vol. ii. Preliminary Notes. 

JAN. 8 & IS ... History and Development of the Five Races on Earth. 
The First Race and the Pitris: The Budding off of the Second Race: 

The Three Groups of the Third Race: The Lemurlans: The AtIanteans : 
The Fifth Race. 

COlISlIlt .. Secret Doctrine", vol. ii, pp. 86-4]6. 

Members interested in the study are recommended to read the references 
given before coming to each Meeting; and they will render a service to the 
Lodge if they would prepare a few questions on tlu subject of the evening. 

Letters for the Editors of Lucifer should be sent to the Theosophical 
Headquarters, 19 Avenue Road, Regent's Park, London, N.\V. 

The following list of subscriptions given on the opening night to the 
library at the Woman's Club, Bow, is handed in by Countess Wacht-
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meister :-Mrs. Ames, 2$. i Mrs. Raphael, IS. i Countess W., {I i Major 
Hand, {I; Mr. Chidester, 2S. 6d.; Mr. Edge, 2S. 6d.; Mr. Miller, IS. i Mr. 
Holt, 2$. 6d.; Mrs. Hunt, several Books, one subscription to T.P.S. 

Birmingham.-On Nov. 28th, Mr. H. K. Austin is to read a paper on 
cc Theosophical Ideas" at the Birmingham and Midland Institute. The 
Birmingham Lodge meets at 14 Broad Street Corner at 8 p.m., on the 
Thursday evening in each week. 

THEOSOPHY AND THE PRESS. 

The issue ot the Glasgow Hwald of September 1st contains a short but 
interesting account of the Headquarters at Avenue Road, as do also the Echo 
and Hastings Chronicle for the 2nd and loth September respectively. The 
opening of our East-end Club (in addition to the papers mentioned last 
month) is noticed by the Women's Gazette, Schoolmistress, Society Times, Lady, 
Glasgow Herald, Northern Whig, and Birmingham Daily Gazette. In the 
columns of the Midland Evening News for 3rd and 9th September is the 
continuation of a discussion between Dr. Coryn, F.T.S., and Mr. M'Illwraith 
on the subject of the last-named gentleman's pamphlet "Theosophy 
Critically Examined". The articles entitled "Echoes from the Orient" 
which have for some time past been appearing in a well-known American 
weekly, Kate Field's Washington, and which are from the pen of W. Q. Judge, 
are now concluded, and a fresh series of articles headed" Notes on Esoteric 
Buddhism" is now appearing. These papers, as stated, are intended by the 
author (who signs himself B. L. A.) as a primer of the subject reduced in 
the main from Mr. Sinnett's interesting work. Madame Blavatsky's recent 
article in Lucifer, "The Mote and the Beam ", dealing with the subject of 
Russian and British barbarism appears to have attracted considerably the 
attention of the Press. The Scottish Leader of September 6th has two 
columns on the subject, and the Review of Reviews gives a page to a like 
consideration. This latter paper has also a summary of Madame Blavatsky's 
recent article in the North A merican Review on the" Progress of Theosophy", 
together with a very excellent portrait of the foundress of the TheosophIcal 
Society. The Sunday Times for September 7th also deals with the Russian 
and British barbarism question and its succeeding issues contain corre
spondence on the same subject. The Weekly Herald for September 19th has 
also something to say on the SUbject. Miss K. Mills, F.T.S., contributes an 
able and forcible article to the Society Times for September 6th entitled 
"Humanity's Claim on Women ", in which she points out that it is to 
the teachings of Theosophy and to the powerful support of the Theo
sophical Society that woman must look for the fulfilment of her claim 
to equal rights and liberties as a human being. In the Star of September 
8th and the Home News of the 12th are notices of the recent lecture 
at Headquarters given by Madame Le Plongeon. The Society Times 
for September 13th has a short article "What Theosophists are 
Doing ", showing the work done by the Society during the past few 
months. Under the heading "How Lunatics are Made ", the Star 
gives an epitome of the Blavatsky Lodge discussion on the" Relations 
of Theosophy to the Treatment of Criminals and Lunatics" including 
Dr. W. Westcott's remarks on the subject. A publication which rejoices 
in the name of Ariel also mentions the discussion. The Umpire for 
September 21St, after noticing the above-mentioned article in Lucifer, gives a 
short account of Theosophy in general. The worthy contributor to this 
eminently respectable paper appears to be in considerable difficulties on the 
subject of the" Astral Body". In the Agnostic Journal for September 27th 
appears an article by Lord Queensberry entitled "Personal Immortality". 
The writer appears unable to grasp the distinction between individual and 
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personal consciousness, arguing from the materialistic standpoint that there 
can be no consciousness without brain power. Short paragraphs and 
correspondence appear in numerous other papers, notice of which want 
of space compels us to omit. 

FRANCE. 

We take the subjoined from Le Lotus Bleu. 

In the New York Daily Tribune of September loth, we read the following 
paragraph: 

"THE ARYAN THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY DETERMINES TO DEFEND ITS 
"REPUTATION IN THE COURTS. 

"The second fall meeting of the Aryan Theosophical Society, at No.8 
Union Square, last evening, was full of interest not only to the large 
number of members present, but also to the visitors, who listened with 
rapt attention to the discussions. W. Q. Judge, president of the New 
York branch of the Society, acted as chairman. After the secretary had 
read the minutes of the last meeting, and Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Griscom had 
been elected members, Mr. Judge announced that a new branch of the 
society had been established in Jamestown, N.Y. This increased 
the number of branch societies in the United States, he said, to 
forty-three . 

.. Mr. Judge then called for the resolutions in reference to the publica
tion in the New York Sun on July 20th.· They were submitted for the 
consideration of the society at their last meeting. The resolutions were 
first amended, and were then passed unanimously without discussion. 
They read as follows: 

" 'Whereas, A most gross and false aspersion upon the moral character 
of the members of the Aryan Theosophical Society was mad"! by the New 
York Sun of July 20th, in an article purporting to be an interview with Dr. 
Elliott C. Coues, of Washington; and, 

" 'Whereas, The vindication of the good name of the society 
demands either a voluntary formal retraction of these charges by the 
Sun, or else compulsory damages through process in the courts of law; 
therefore, 

" 'Resolved, That it is the conviction of the members of the 
Aryan Theosophical Society that the society, as such, should seek its 
vindication. 

" 'That it is the sense of the society that all necessary legal measures 
should be taken upon the said libel in the Sun against the Aryan Theo
sophical Society, and also such as shall lead to retractions; and that the 
trustees should take action to that end, as shall be advised as proper by 
competent legal advisers. 

" 'T3at the trustees are hereby directed to draw from the reserve fund 
Ssoo to be applied to the expenses of the legal proceeding already begun 
by W. Q. Judge on said libellous matter, or those to be instituted under 
these resolutions. 

" 'That the Aryan Theosophical Society takes this occasion to renew 
the expression of its unabated confidence in the founders of the Theosophical 
Society, Colonel H. S. Olcott and Madame H. P. Blavatsky, as well as 
in its own president, William Q. Judge, and gratefully attributes no small 

• A scandalous article by Dr. E. Coues (a member expelled by the General Council for open and secret 
Intrigues. chicanery and calumnies against the founders of the Society and Mr. Judge), who thoa thoucht to 
revenge himself on his judges. Two separate suits have already been brought In the courts of Ne .. York and 
Waahlngto~ by two of the persona mentioned, each clalmlng 50,000 dollars. The Aryan Theosophical SocIety 
Is now biinl'DC a third suit. 
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part of the growth of the society and the edification of its members to their 
devotion, sincerity and blamelessness of life.' 

"After listening to the reading of a chapter from the new edition of the 
• Bhagavad " which will be published in a short time in New York, the 
members devoted the latter part of the evening to the discussion of 
'Evolution '. The leaders in the discussion were Mr. Judge and Mr. 
Pryse, both of whom read papers. The president of the society explained 
the meaning of Evolution from a theosophical point of view and showed 
the relation between the theories of Herbert Spencer and those of the 
philosophers of India. The discussion of the same subject will be continued 
at the meeting on next Tuesday. After the adjournment of the meeting 
the new library of the society was opened to the members." 

To ALL THE MEMBERS OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN FRANCE. 

In view of the above quoted paragraph, the undersigned takes this 
occasion for addressing all the members of the Theosophical Society in 
France, who are serious and honourable Theosophists, men and women 
who endeavor to adapt their lives to their professed beliefs, in order to 
give them a few details which may be of service to them. 

In London, as well, another suit of the same nature will shortly come 
up for trial. This has been brought by one of the members at Head 
Quarters against a certain individual, who, once a member of the society 
but now for a long time without the slightest reason an enemy, has 
become an amateur adherent of the same band of conspirators, all 
expelled members, who are bound together to attack, without truce or 
cessation, the honor of our society and its founders. I t would appear 
that for nearly eighteen months back, some ex-members in America and 
at London have actively corresponded together with this object in view, 
and with the intention of endeavoring to ruin the Theosophical Society 
by dishonoring its founders and foundress, by incessant calumnies and 
infamous lies, which they spread in an underhand manner amongst the 
public. They are assisted in this, to our great shame, by one of our 
most active members in France, who has once or twice crossed the Channel 
for this hOlWrahle purpose, bringing with him others (ex-members also) 
whom he has introduced to our enemies in London. Vain efforts! For 
Karma does not seem propitious to them. A suit, which was brought 
against me in July 1889, on some pretext or other, by one of these 
unhappy persons, with noisy preparations, from which great hopes were 
entertained, has ended, some three months ago, in a deplorable fiasco! On 
the very day of the trial, before the assembled court, witnesses and public, 
the counsel for the plaintiff, having read a certain letter written by his 
client, which was once in my possession, refused point blank to proceed 
further and witJul,ew the suit just as the case was about to begin! But every
thing, even theosophical patience, has an end. For the six years during 
which this state of affairs has lasted-the first halloo of this shameful and 
unmerited reputation - hunt being shouted by the London Society for 
Psychical Research in 1885-1 have never sought to obtain redress through 
the courts of law. In fact, the objects pursued by the members of the 
Theosophical Society, and the methods of the law do not agree well 
together. I have kept silence in every case of defamation (save in one 
single instance), refusing to answer such cowardly attacks save by a con
temptuous silence. But this is no longer possible, seeing that this very 
silence seems to have lent new strength to my enemies. But now that I 
have just accepted the responsible office of President of the entire Euro
pean Section of the Theosophical Society, and the President-Founder has 
transferred in my favor all his rights over the members of our Society in 
Europe, it is my first duty to protect the reputation of her who is at 

l~ 
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the head of the Theosophists; to prove that the shameful calumnies 
spread about her by certain ambitious members and revengeful ex-members 
of our Society cannot stand the light of day and truth before a jury; and 
finally to remove these members and separate them for ever from the 
Society, by requesting them to send in their resignations, or else, in case 
of refusal, expelling them publicly. 

As I have a quiet conscience, I fear no one. It is evident that if 
Colonel Olcott and myself have not been afraid to expel publicly from the 
Theosophical Society a scholar of note, and a man as wealthy and of as 
great a scientific and intellectual reputation as Dr. Coues, for intrigues 
and calumnies, we should not hesitate a moment to do the same with 
every other member who deserved such, treatment. In fact, a member 
who, forgetting the most simple duties of an honorable man, and the first 
of the three fundamental rules of our Statutes, spends his time in intriguing 
against his brothers in Theosophy, and in endeavoring to befoul the 
reputation and honor of the leaders of this Society, by his tittle-tattle and 
by lies unworthy of a gentleman, can claim no place in a fraternity com
posed of honorable men and women. 

I conclude by announcing that, as I have in my possession all the docu
ments which prove that we have in our midst Tudases who do not blush to 
put on paper and over their full signatures die most shocking calumnies 
against myself, I advise them to withdraw from our ranks quietly. Other
wise I should have the disagreeable duty of announcing their expulsion 
publicly, and then summoning them before the tribunals of France, to 
prove, if they can, the accusations which they have allowed themselves to 
bring for now almost two years against the undersigned. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY, 
Presid",t of tlte Eflropean Section of tit, T/J,osoj>1Ii&al Soriny. 

London, Sept. 23rd, 1890. 

SWEDEN. 

The Swedish Branch of the Theosophical Society began its new 
campaign with the first meeting of the lodge on September 14th. The 
president greeted the audience with a few hearty words of welcome and 
asked them particularly to bear in their minds the great importance of 
an incessant work for the cause of Theosophy, but first of all to work for 
their own improvement, to cultivate the spirit of brotherhood in their 
hearts, to open them to the cry of suffering humanity, and to kill 
indifference, for indifference of every kind is like a stagnant water killing 
life and activity, and finally he hoped that the subtle plants of our work 
would grow up and bear fruit during the next year. As this first meeting 
was the opening one of the season no discussion took place, but the 
members were informed by the president of the establishment of the 
European Headquarters in London, and the Corresponding Secretary read 
an account of her sojourn in London, delivered the greetings from Mme. 
Blavatsky and her friends to the Swedish Lodge, and gave a short descrip
tion of the inauguration of the new headquarters, the theosophical club at 
the East-end, etc., etc. The second meeting took place on the 28th of 
September, and was very well attended. A paper on the difficult subject 
of "Free will" was read, and will be further discussed in N ovem her • 
A paper on" Alchemy" was also read bya member. The subject of the 
necessity of having a theosophical monthly was discussed, and is to be 
taken up at our next meeting, after the committee has given its opinion. 
Our pamphlets have hitherto contained translations, mostly from scientific 
papers, but this monthly would be for articles of every kind, letters, 
personal experiences, and questions and answers. A. C. 
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INDIA. 

BERTRAM KEIGHTLEY'S TOUR. 

A public meeting was held in Bombay at the Framji Cowasji Hall, on 
}\Ionday the 7th inst. at 5 p.m. when Bertram Keightley delivered an 
address on" Theosophy in Europe and America Of. 

The Chairman, Dr. Bhalchandra Krishnaji, introduced the lecturer as 
an earnest and active Theosophist working with :\ladame Blavatsky for the 
last seven years, who had lately paid a visit to America and delivered a 
number of public lectures in connection with the Theosophical Society at 
different places, and had come to India to promote the cause of Theosophy 
in this country. ":'Ilr. Keightley", he said, "has not been inactive during 
the few days he has been in India. He has delivered a number of useful 
addresses at daily meetings of the Bombay branch." 

The lecturer began by explaining the meaning of Theosophy. He then 
observed that a few years ago there were only three sleeping branches in 
Great Britain, but now there are a number of active branches, that Theosophy 
has been making a steady progress there and at a steadily increasing rate, 
that Theosophists in England organised a puhlishing company that has 
done an immense amount of work, that English theosophical works are, 
at present, quite enough in number and in intrinsic worth to constitute a 
separate library by themselves, whereas a few years ago there were only 
two such works available to the general public, that some active members 
there have determined not to allow a single attack on the society to pass 
unnoticed, and that such a course has secured for it the respectful consider
ation of the English press, some influential organs being now favorably 
inclined towards it. He then described the position of Theosophy in 
America, which he said was also satisfactory, and was steadily improving 
there being as many as forty active branches. on that side. Some think, 
he observed, that the Theosophical Society has achieved its object in India, 
but that was a mistake. Caste. prejudices and caste distinctions have not 
died away in India, brotherly feeling amongst all Indians has not yet been 
established, and until that is done there is undoubtedly a good deal for the 
Theosophical Society to do; and even after that much is achieved, much 
more will still remain to be done in the direction of promoting the 
Universal Brotherhood, Aryan wisdom, and spiritual development. At the 
close of the lecture the chairman informed the audience that the lecturer 
would be happy to reply to any questions that might be put to him in 
connection with Theosophy. A number of interesting questions followed, 
such as:-

What is the Theosophical conception of God? 
Do you believe in a personal God? 
What is the Vedantic idea of Karma? 
Is Karma mentioned in the Bible? 
What is re-incarnation ? 
Why don't you believe in the probability of a man being born with 

the body of a brute in his next incarnation, if his Karma be bad? 
What is the distinction between soul and consciousness? 
How do 'you distinguish between spirit and matter? 
The audience was remarkably sympathetic and the lecturer's replies 

were well appreciated. At the end of the proceedings the lecturer 
reminded the audience, that, for the views expressed, he was personally 
responsible; that they were the results of his studies, and that the Theo
sophical Society had no particular dogmas to enforce upon its members. 
He believed most of his brothers would agree with him in the views 
expressed, nevertheless, he wished it to be distinctly understood that they 
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were not binding upon members, and that any member might differ from 
him, if he thought fit to do so; the main motive of the Theosophical 
movement being to furnish a broad universal platform for brotherly 
work. 

The daily meetings of the branch held during Mr. Keightley's stay in 
Bombay were well attended. The first of them was held on Monday, the 
1st inst., at 5.30 p.m., when Brother Keightley explained the importance of 
brotherhood from various points of view. He pointed out very forcibly and 
distincUy that the first object of the Society is of the most vital imp<lrtance, 
and that it cannot he ignored with impunity by mystic students and by 
persons pursuing the third objeCt, since the best safeguard against the 
dangers to which th~y are exposed during the infancy of their spiritual 
growth is earnest, aCtive, unselfish work in the cause of humanity. After a 
very instruCtive discourse on brotherhood, spiritual development, and 
praCtical theosophic work, members were asked to put questions. A 
number of questions were put on that and subsequent occasions, most of 
them referring to difficult passages in " Secret DoCtrine", " Light on the 
Path", and " Key to Theosophy". The questions which seemed to interest 
the brothers most were "Devachan and Kama Loka", "Free Will and 
Karma ", "The Infinite and the Finite ", "Eternity", and the "Fourth 
Dimension ". J. K. DAJI. 

Geni,al Secreta,y, Bombay Section of the 
Theosophical Society. 

12th September, 1890. 

Brother Bertram Keightley, F.r.S., reached Ahmedabad on Sept. 13th, 
and was received at the station hy Brother N. D. Khandalvala and others. 
On the evening of the 13th instant he gave a public lecture at the Hunabhai 
Institute on "Theosophy". This was the first lecture on the subject in 
this city and was very largely attended, the hall of the institute being quite 
full. Brother Keightley very lucidly and eloquently explained some of the 
main principles of Theosophy and the objects of the Theosophical Society. 
His discourse was listened to with great attention. He dwelt on several 
of the misconceptions regarding Theosophy and the Society, and from the 
questions that were asked him at the end of the lecture it seemed that the 
audience appreciated his explanations. Brother Khandalvala, who pre
sided on the occasion, ably summed up the lecture. On the next day 
several gentlemen called to see Brother Keightley, and discussed with him 
several Theosophical topics.-From a Hindu Co"esponde1lt. 

A branch of the Society was inaugurated on August 6th at Cooch 
Behar, under the presidency of the Maharaja. 

The President-Founder intends to publish the works of the late 
T. Subba Row, if there is a sufficient demand for them. The price will 
be Rs. 2. 

CEYLON. 

Doctor Daly, assisted by Messrs. Buultjens, B.A., Dhammapala, and 
Abraham Perera, is hard at work organising a scheme of theosophical 
activity on a large scale. Schools continue to be founded and societies °to 
be formed. 

AMERICA. 

Charters have been issued to the" Seattle T.S., No. I" of Seattle, 
Washington Ter., and to a branch at Jamestown, N.Y. There are now 
forty-three branches in the United States. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for Septem. 
ber opens with a description and some 
remarks on the Eidophone by the Editor 
under the title .. Mrs. Watts Hughes' 
Sound. Pictures ". Fine powder is 
scattered on the drum of the instru· 
ment, and the vibration of the voice 
causes a miniature storm among the 
particles, which on subsiding leaves the 
atoms grouped in regular ~eometrical 
figures, the same note always producing 
the same configuration. Here we have 
a school·room demonstration of one of 
the greatest occult truths - viz., that 
"sound" is at the root of manifestation, 
or, in other words, that the" Word" or 
.. Logos", the first· born , is that .. by 
which all things are made". As above, 
so below. S. E. Gopalacharlu follows 
with some interesting notes on Indian 
and Buddhist Rosaries, of which there 
is a complete collection in the Adyar 
Library. The paper concludes with an 
important quotation for the students of 
symbolism from the .. RudrAksha J AbA· 
lopanishad ". The K umbakonam T. S. 
have made a most excellent selection in 
their new contribution, and provide us 
with scholarly translations of the .. Kai· 
vallya. Upanishad of Krishna· Yajur. 
Veda ". We are strongly tempted to 
quote from it, but it is so magnificent as 
a whole, that selections would be in· 
vidious. This is followed by the .. Am· 
vithabindu· Upanishad of Khrishna· 
Yajur·Veda",from which.we must quote 
the opening lines to show that the Upper 
and Lower Manas is not altogether the 
.. invention" of the T. S.:- . 
.. Ow.-Manas (mind) is said to be of two 
kinds. the pure and the impure. That which 
is associated with the thought of desire is 
the impure one. while that wbich is without 
desire is the pure one. To men tbeir mind 
alone is tbe cause of bondage or emancipa· 
tion. That mind which is attracted by 
objects of sense tends to bondage. while that 
which is not so attracted tends to emanci· 
pation. Now. inasmuch as a mind without 
desire (or sensual objects leads (one) to 
salvation. therefore an aspirant after eman· 
cipation should render hIS mind free from 
a1lloogiog after material objects." 

.. Higher Science" is the title of a paper 
in which .. D." seeks to unite the three 
objects of the Society into one mode of life, 
with considerable success. This idea is 
worked out more thoroughly and practi. 
cally in the next paper, which is are· 
print of one of Bertram Keightley's 
addresses to the Aryan T. S., entitled 
.. Objects of the Theosophical Society" ; 
it is characterised by sound common 
sense. 

Under the heading of .. Adyar Lec· 
tures ", we have three papers, the first 
by Dr. Daly on .. Clairvoyance ". It is 
an interesting compilation, but deals 
with nothing beyond physico. psychic 
clairvoyance, the possession of which is 
more frequently a curse than a blessing. 
Under the heading of .. A Few Rules for 
Exercise", physical methods are recom· 
mended. E. D. Fawcett, in .. Modern 
Philosophy from Kant to Herbert Speno 
cer", belauds the young thought of the 
West at the expense of the ancient 
philosophy of the East, places Fichte 
and Hegel on the highest throne of 
wisdom, and informs us that he is in· 
debted to Louis Figuier (!) for his origi. 
nal conviction as to the re·birth doctrine. 
He concludes by assuring us that the 
.. doctrine of Karma and Re·birth pales 
into insignificance" before the .. larger 
problems as to the conditions of experi. 
ence or perception". But the doctrines 
of Karma, Reincarnation, and the Eter. 
nal Ego in man are inseparable, and 
mutually complementary. The third 
lecture is by Mr. Harte on" Hypnotism"; 
it contains a great deal of information in 
a small space, and makes a very readable 
paper. We, however, take exception to 
the contention of the lecturer "that 
whatever might be the dangers of hypo 
notism, its benefits were far greater". 
Curative Magnetism, yes, by all means; 
but not mechanical hypnotism, and the 
accompanying paralysis of the higher 
mind. This number completes the 
eleventh year of the Theosophist, and we 
wish our first·bom many happy returns 
of the day for its next number, and that 
it will receive that support from the 
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learned members of the T. S. in India 
which it has always deserved. 

THE PATH for September, first of 
all, contains tbe conclusion of Alexander 
Fullerton's paper on .. Theosopb.y the 
Religion of Jesus", and thu~ ter!DIIlI;tes 
an interesting and suggestive lnq\ll~y. 
The mystical philosophy of true ChrIS· 
tianity however, cannot be understood 
from the garbled version of the ortho· 
dox New Testament; the rest of the 
evidence has yet to be laid before the 
public when its light will cause the 
shado~s to flee away. .. The Lion in 
the Path" is a very practical paper by 
.. Jasper N iemand ", depicting those 
periods of depression which unerringly 
attend the footsteps of any student who 
really endeavors to practically follow out 
the teachings of Theosophy. The reason 
of such depression is not far to seek. 
All progress is spiral, each cycle has a 
zenith and a nadir; therefore, he who acts 
with Nature and the law lIIust folloli' the 
path of the law. Mrs. Campbell Ver Plank 
next contributes a thnlling tale called 
.. The Sentient Dagger", which must be 
read to be appreciated. .. Hit the 
Mark" is a short but excellent paper by 
.. William Brehon" on that wonderful 
passage in the" Mundaka Upanishad ", 
which uses the simile of the bow and 
arrow to explain the exercise of right 
.. contemplation ". .. OM is the bo~, 
the Self is the arrow, and Brahman IS 
called its aim." "A. P. Ril" writes from 
Bangkok about .. Personalities". It 
would be well if we could do without 
them, it is true. But unfort~ately 
.. vehicles" are necessary for mamfcsta. 
tion in the present stage of evolution. 
.. Devachan" is a sensible paper by W. 
Q. J. in answer to some enquiries. May 
our stay in .. Indra.loka" be. as sh?rt as 
possible however, IS our desire! Tea 
Table Talk" announces the discovery 
of a baby occultist of four ~ears, w~o 
owns a .. Pillikatuka ". We Will not diS· 
close what a Pillikatuka is, under the 
price of the September number of the 
Path, which we will send to any mortal 
who wishes to read one of the prettiest 
baby tales we have ever met with. 

Le Lotus Bltu continues to be tbe link 
between the best Theosophical litera· 
ture and the French public, by translat· 
ing important articles and books.. Of 
course this is not orthodox for a reView, 
but it is the most practical work for the 
moment, especially as an offset ~o a 
review which, pretending to devote Itself 
to Theosophy, has merely exploited 
theosophical teachings for the benefit of 

.. neo.magism .. of all kinds •. We have 
in the present number translations of the 
well. known article on .. Practical Occul· 
tism ", and from the" Key" by H. P. B., 
a passage from Dr. B~ck's "Study ?f 
Man ", a long contribution from" MagiC 
"'hite and Black", and a continuation 
of the" Posthumous Letters .. of Dram· 
ard, the founder of our first lodge in 
France. .. Egoism", and .. Life, ~d 
Duty", are the titles of two. onglD~ 
contributions which reflect credit on their 
authors. We have great hopes that ~is 
brave little cffort will shortly grow mto 
an important magazine, for already it is 
a success. 

The Buddhist, in its recent numbers, 
contains a sensible paper by Col. H .. 5. 
Olcott on the .. Life of Buddha and Its 
Lessons", in which he writes: .. His 
law is in harmony with the voice of 
Nature, and the evident equilibrium of 
the universe. It yields nothing to im· 
portunities, or threats, can neither be 
coaxed nor bribed by offerings to abate 
or alter one jot or tittle of its inexorable 
course." It should not, however, be 
supposed that this law is an e~pressio.n 
of .. Fatalism ", for man contams or IS 
in his highest nature this law itself. 
.. The Buddhists of Ancient America ", 
is a paper by the editor of the Buddhist 
Ray, putting forward the theory that 
Buddhist monks visited America by the 
Aleutian Islands. The evidence adduced 
is entirely insufficient and unreliable. 
How many theories have been put for· 
ward to account for the ancient civilisa· 
tion of Central America! The other 
day we heard that Osiris was born in 
Yucatan, and that the Greeks, Egyptians, 
and the rest got their alphabet from the 
same locality. A" common ancestor" 
is a philosophical hy~othesis, but to say 
that olle of the sons IS the father of the 
rcst is absurd. The translation of " a 
collection of practical and moral pre· 
cepts and maxims in Sanskrit verse, at· 
tributed to the great Indian sage, 
Vyasa", is continued through the August 
numbers. This is one of a series of 
books which have been taught to the 
young in the schools ofthe monks from 
time immemorial in the island, and is of 
the highest excellence. The other trans· 
lations and papers are all interesting, and 
the Buddhist shows healthy signs of pro· 
gress. 

TheoSOPhical Siftings, Vol. 3, No. II, 
price 3d., contains original papers OD 
Re·incamation, the Tarot Cards, and a 
reprint from Lucifer of Mr. Kingsland's 
article .. Theosophy and Dognla ". The 
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former of these articles is a most useful 
contribution to an exceedingly interest· 
ing subject, and should be widely and 
carefully read. In reply to the argu· 
ment so often urged against the doctrine 
of Re-incarnation, viz., that one has no 
memory of a previous existence, our 
author writes, "Hypnotism will prove 
that the consciousness of the waking 
man does not show him in anything like 
the true range of his memory, or of his 
powers, and inasmuch as Hypnotism 
proves that both are existent in hitherto 
undreamed of perfection, may we not 
venture to suggest that some other pro· 
cess so far unknown to us might bring 
into consciousness the immeasurable 
ranges of past lives? ". Students of the 
Tarot Cards will find the brief paper 
on this subject full of interest. 

A new edition of the Bhagavatl Gittl, 
based mainly upon the Wilkin's edition, 
is now being printed on the Aryan Press. 
It is not a new translation, but a select 
tion from existing translations, the aim 
being greater correctness and lucidity. 
The price will be 75 cents, cloth. 

Light, the best organ of the Spiritual. 
ists in this country, has been very 
sedate lately and gives less room to 
original matter than usual. To judge 
by its records there is little stirring in 
the spiritualistic world, and phenomena 
seem to be less powerful and frequent 
than in the palmy days of spiritualism. 
Nevertheless, the journal is very ably 
conducted by its energetic and devoted 
editor" M.A., Oxon ... whose "Jottings" 
and "Notes" are always full 0 interest. 

A FANTASIA. 

The wood lent its plaintive voice to the strings; 
The harp with liquid sweetness throbbed; the surf 
With a sound too low to disturb, rolled in ; 
The breath of a warm afternoon, scarce felt, 
On its noiseless pinions wafted the hum 
Of the myriad lives that live in the light 
Of a hot summer sun-to die so soon-
And bore my rapt soul afar from those haunts 
In which strive and sweat the hardworking throng; 
As on an ebb tide is carried to sea 
The float and the drift. Through open portals 
The varying sound of vibrant brass, and drums, 
And ever· restless strings, and mournful wood, 
Reached to the soul, peering forth, half afraid, 
And with their suggestions helped its dim sight. 
The mists first luminous grew, then away 
Slowly rolled. Veil after veil lifted up; 
The home of the Gods, the vast Sumeru, 
Grand and portentous, with pinnacle, dome, 
And turret and tower, loomed on the sky; 
Effulgent; resplendent with dazzling light, 
And roofs of gold; bejeweled here and there 
With crystal gems, pellucid lakes that shone 
Like diamonds, shooting out a living light; 
While the aurora, a crown round its head, 
Gleamed on the veil after veil left behind. 
With rapturous gaze, entranced I beheld 
The regents of earth. From the whirl of waves 
Which on the shores of this drear life resound, 
Made free, they dwell serene. Far off is heard 
Now loud, now low, the wails, the cries of men; 
The sobs, the moans, the shrieks; the floods of tears ; 
Born up like tones from restless violins, 
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From shrilling flutes, and low-complaining horns, 
Upon the wings of strings, and brass, and wood. 
Awake, at last I see. Behold! Below, 
And far beneath are spread the busy scenes' 
Enacted in the world. Like some broad map 
Spread out it lays. And figures moving round, 
And going in and out; cold clinging mists, 
Or sun-light warm; razed fields, or thriving crops; 
Emergence here, depressions there; a glare, 
A driving rain; the lightning's blaze, the gloom 
Of moonless nights; the glow of astral light 
From Luna pouring down; majestic threads 
From Jiva pendent in a silver flow; 
All, in an ever-changing scene, depict 
That taking place within the realms here ruled. 
Awful, unmoved, majestic, calm, they sit
These once wayfarers on the secret path, 
But now that path become, by conquer'd sin, 
By vice subdued, by woe endur'd; attuned 
To every slightest throb of human grief; 
Responsive to each pulsing thrill; alert 
The tense and living strings-the neophytes
To make in tuneful harmony vibrate, 
That haply from the sounding board, the mass 
Of men, may be brought forth, some grander tones. . . ~ . . . . . 
The loud finale ringeth out-once more. 

• • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
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Tile Edittws do not /wid themselves responsible fo, a"y opi"io"s, whetht, ,eligious, 
PhilosoPhical, 0' social, exp,essed i" signed arlieles. 

". • .• The knowledge of the past, present, 
and future, is embodied in Kshetrajna (the 
• Self')."-OccuU Axioms. 

II. 

mA VING explained in what particulars, and why, as Occultists, we 
]PI disagree with materialistic physiological psychology, we may now 
proceed to point out the difference between psychic and noetic mental 
functions, the noetic not being recognized by official science. 

Moreover, we, Theosophists, understand the terms "psychic" and 
.. psychism" somewhat differently from the average public, science, and 
even theology, the latter giving it a significance which both science and 
Theosophy reject, and the public in general remaining with a very hazy 
conception of what is really meant by the terms. For many, there is little, 
if any, difference between "psychic" and "psychological", both words 
relating in some way to the human soul. Some modern metaphysicians 
have wisely agreed to disconnect the word Mind (j;neuma) from Soul 
(psyche), the one being the rational, spiritual part, the other-psycht-the 
living principle in man, the breath that animates him (from a"ima, soul). 
Yet, if this is so, how in this case refuse a soul to animals? These are, 
no less than man, informed with the same principle of sentient life. the 
ruPhesh of the 2nd chapter of Genesis. The Soul is by no means the Mind, 
nor can an idiot, bereft of the latter. be called a "soul-less" being. To 
describe, as the physiologists do, the human Soul in its relations to senses 
and appetites, desires and passions, common to man and the brute, and 
then endow it with God-like intellect, with spiritual and rational faculties 
which can take their source but in a supe,sensible world-is to throw for 
ever the veil of an impenetrable mystery over the subject. Yet in modern 
science, .. psychology" and "psychism" relate only to conditions of the 

• See Ltlei/w for October, Editorial, Part I. 
13 
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nervous system, mental phenomena being traced solely to molecular action. 
The higher Me tic character of the Mind-Principle is entirely ignored, and 
even rejected as a • superstition' by both physiologists and psychologists. 
Psychology, in fact, has become a synonym in many cases for the science 
of psychiatry. Therefore, students of Theosophy being compelled to differ 
from all these, have adopted the doctrine that underlies the time-honored 
philosophies of the East. What it is, may be found further on. 

To better understand the foregoing arguments and those which follow, 
the reader is asked to tum to the editorial in the September LNCifer 
(" The Dual Aspect of Wisdom", p. 3), and acquaint himself with the 
double aspect of that which is termed by St. James in his Third Epistle 
at once-the devilish, te"est,ial wisdom, and the "wisdom from above". 
In another editorial, II Kosmic Mind" (April, IBgo), it is also stated, that 
the ancient Hindus endowed every cell in the human body with conscious
ness, giving each the name of a God or Goddess. Speaking of atoms in the 
name of science and philosophy, Professor Ladd cans them in his work 
" supe,sensible beings". Occultism regards every atom - as an " independent 
entity" and every cell as a "conscious unit "_ It explains that no sooner 
do such atoms group to form cells, than the latter become endowed with 
consciousness, each of its own kind, and with f,ee-will to act withi" the limits 
of law. Nor are we entirely deprived of scientific evidence for such 
statements as the two above named editorials well prove. More than 
one learned physiologist of the golden minority, in our own day, moreover, 
is rapidly coming to the conviction, that memory has no seat, no special 
organ of its own in the human brain, but that it has seats in every organ of 
the body. 

" No good ground exists for speaking of any special organ, or seat o( 
memory," writes Professor J. T _ Ladd. t "Every organ indeed, every area, 
and every limit of the nervous system has its own memory" (p- 553 
loco cit.). 

The seat of memory, then, is assuredly neither here nor there, but 
everywhere throughout the human body. To locate its organ in the 
brain is to limit and dwarf the Universal Mind and its countless Rays 
(the Manasa put,a) which inform every rational mortal. As we write for 
Theosophists, first of all, we care little for the psychophobian prejudices of 
the Materialists who may read this and sniff contemptuously at the mention 
of "Universal Mind ", and the Higher Me tic souls of men. But, what is 
memory, we ask. "Both presentation of sense and image of memory, are 
transitory phases of consciousness," we are answered. But what is Con
sciousness itself ?-we ask again. "We cannot define Consciousness," Professor 
Ladd tells us_t Thus, that which we are asked to do by physiological 
psychology is, to content ourselves with controverting the various states of 

• One of the names of Brahm! I. """ or .. atom ". 
+ Professor of Philosophy at Yale University. * .. Elements of Physlologlcal Psychology." 
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Consciousness by other people's private and unverifiable hypotheses; and 
this, on " questions of cerebral physiology where experts and novices are alike 

ignorant ", to use the pointed remark of the said author. Hypothesis for 
hypothesis, then we may as well hold to the teachings of our Seers, as to 
the conjectures of those who deny both such Seers and their wisdom. The 
more so, as we are told by the same honest man of science, that "if 
metaphysics and ethics cannot properly dictate their facts and conclusions 
to the science of physiological psychology . . . . in turn this science cannot 
properly dictate to metaphysics and ethics the conclusions which they sha!l 
draw from facts of Consciousness, by giving out its myths and fables in the 
garb of well ascertained history of the cerebral processes" (p. 544). 

Now, since the metaphysics of Occult physiology and psychology postu
late within mortal man an immortal entity, "divine Mind ", or Nous, whose 
pale and too often distorted reflection is that, which we call "Mind" and 
intellect in men-virtually an entity apart from the former during the period 
of every incarnation-we say that the two sources of "memory" are in 
these two " principles". These two we distinguish as the Higher 
Manas (Mind or Ego), and the Kama-Manas, i.e., the rational, but earthly or 
physical intellect of man, incased in, and bound by, matter, therefore 
subject to the influence of the latter: the all-conscious SELF, that which 
reincarnates periodically-verily the \VORD made flesh I-and which is 
always the same, while its reflected" Double ", changing with every new 
incarnation and personality, is, therefore, conscious but for a lire-period. 
The latter "principle" is the Lower Self, or that, which manifesting 
through our organic system, acting on this plane of illusion, imagines itself 
the Ego Sum, and thus falls into what Buddhist philosophy brands as the 
"heresy of separateness ". The former, we term I~DIVIDUALITY, the latter 
Personality. From the first proceeds all the noetic element, from the second, 
the psychic, i.e., "terrestrial wisdom" at best, as it is influenced by all the 
chaotic stimuli of the human or rather animal passions of the living body. 

The" Higher EGo" cannot act directly on the body, as its conscious
ness belongs to quite another plane and planes of ideation: the "lower" 
Self does: and its action and behaviour depend on its free will and choice as 
to whether it will gravitate more towards its parent (" the Father in 
Heaven ") or the "animal" which it informs, the man of flesh. The 
" Higher Ego ", as part of the essence of the UNIVERSAL MIND, is uncon
ditionally omniscient on its own plane, and only potentially so in our terres
trial sphere, as it has to act solely through its alter ego-the Personal Self. 
Now, although the former is the vehicle of all knowledge of the past, the 
present, and the future, and although it is from this fountain-head that its 
"double" catches occasional glimpses of that which is beyond the senses of 
man, and transmits them to certain brain cells (unknown to science in their 
functions), thus making of man a Seer, a soothsayer, and a prophet; yet the 
memory of bygone events-especially of the earth earthy-has its seat in 
the Personal Ego alone. No memory of a purely daily-life function, of a 
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physical, egotistical, or of a lower mental nature-such as, e.g., eating and 
drinking, enjoying personal sensual pleasures, transacting business to the 
detriment of one's neighbor, etc., etc., has aught to do with the" Higher" 
Mind or EGO. Nor has it any direct dealings on this physical plane with 
either our brain or our heart-for these two are the organs of a power 
higher than the Pe,sonality-but only with our passional organs, such as the 
liver, the stomach, the spleen, etc. Thus it only stands to reason that the 
memory of such-like events must be first awakened in that organ which was 
the first to induce the action remembered afterwards, and conveyed it to 
our .. sense· thought ", which is entirely distinct f'om the "supe,sensuotls" 
thought. It is only the higher forms of the latter, the supe1(onsciotls mental 
experiences, that can correlate with the cerebral and cardiac centres. 
The memories of physical and selfish (or personal) deeds, on the other hand, 
together with the mental experiences of a terrestrial nature, and of earthly 
biological functions, can, of necessity, only be correlated with the molecular 
constitution of various Kamic organs, and the II dynamical associations" of 
the elements of the nervous system in each particular organ. 

Therefore, when Professor Ladd, after showing that every element of 
the nervous system has a memory of its own, adds :-" This view belongs 
to the very essence of every theory which considers conscious mental 
reproduction as only one form or phase of the biological fact of organic 
memory "-he must include among such theories the Occult teaching. For 
no Occultist could express such teaching more correctly than the Professor, 
who says, in winding up his argument: II Vve might properly speak, then, 
of the memory of the end-organ of vision or of hearing, of the memory of 
the spinal cord and of the different so-called • centres' of reflex action 
belonging to the cords of the memory of the medulla oblongata, the cere
bellum, etc." This is the essence of Occult teaching~ven in the Tantra 
works. Indeed, every organ in our body has its own ",emo,y. For if it is 
endowed with a consciousness" of its own kind ", every cell must of neces
sity have also a memory of its own kind, as likewise its own psychic and 
noetic action. Responding to the touch of both a physical and a metaphysical 
Force,· the impulse given by the psychic (or psycho-molecular) Force will act 
from without within; while that of the noetic (shall we call it Spiritual-dyna
mical 1) Force worksf,om within without. For, as our body is the covering 
of the inner" principles ", soul, mind, life, etc., so the molecule or the cell 
is the body in which dwell its" principles", the (to our senses and compre
hension) immaterial atoms which compose that cell. The cell's activity and 
behavior are determined by its being propelled either inwardly or out
wardly, by the noetk or the psychic Force, the former having no relation to 
the physical cells proper. Therefore, while the latter act under the unavoid
able law of the conservation and correlation of physical energy, the atoms 
-being psycho-spiritual, not physical un;ts~t unde, laws of thei, own, just as 

• We fondly trust this very tlfU&itlftifie term will throw no .. Anlmallst' Into hysterics 6eytnul recovery. 
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Professor Ladd's "Unit-Being", which is our" Mind-Ego", does, in his 
very philosophical and scientific hypothesis. Every human organ and each 
cell in the latter has a key-board of its own, like that of a piano, only that 
it registers and emits sensations instead of sounds. Every key contains 
the potentiality of good or bad, of producing harmony or di~harmony. This 
depends on the impulse given and the combinations produced; on the 
force of the touch of the artist at work, a .. double-faced Unity", indeed. 
And it is the action of this or the other" Face" of the Unity that determines 
the nature and the dynamical character of the manifested phenomena as 
a resulting action, and this whether they be physical or mental. For the 
whole life of man is guided by this double-faced Entity. If the impulse 
comes from the .. Wisdom above ", the Force applied being noetic or 
spiritual, the results will be actions worthy of the divine propeller; if from 
the" terrestrial, devilish wisdom" (psychic power), man's activities will be 
selfish, based solely on the exigencies of his physical, hence animal, nature. 
The above may sound to the average reader as pure nonsense; but every 
Theosophist must understand when told that there are M anasic as well as 
Kamic organs in him, although the cells of his body answer to both 
physical and spiritual impulses. 

Verily that body, so desecrated by Materialism and man himself, is the 
temple of the Holy Grail, the Adytum of the grandest, nay, of all, the 
mysteries of nature in our solar universe. That body is an lEolian harp, 
chorded with two sets of strings, one made of pure silver, the other of 
catgut. When the breath from the divine Fiat brushes softly over the 
former, man becomes like unto his God-but the other set feels it not. It 
needs the breeze of a strong terrestrial wind, impregnated with animal 
effluvia, to set its animal chords vibrating. It is the fum.'l:ion of the 
physical, lower mind to act upon the physical organs and their cells; but, 
it is the higher mind alone which can influence the atoms interacting in 
those celis, which interaction is alone capable of exciting the brain, viti the 
spi1Ul1 .. centre" cord, to a mental representation of spiritual ideas far beyond 
any objects on this material plane. The phenomena of divine consciousness 
have to be regarded as activities of our mind on another and a higher 
plane, working through something less substantial than the moving mole
cules of the brain. They cannot be explained as the simple resultant of 
the cerebral physiological process, as indeed the latter only condition them 
or give them a final form for purposes of concrete manifestation. Occultism 
teaches that the liver and the spleen-cells are the most subservient to the 
action of our .. personal" mind, the heart being the organ pa,. excellellu 
through which the .. Higher" Ego acts-through the Lower Self. 

Nor can the visions or memory of purely terrestrial events be trans
mitted direcUy through the mental perceptions of the brain-the direct 
recipient of the impressions of the heart. All such recollections have to be 
first stimulated by and awakened in the organs which were the originators, 
as already stated, of the various causes that led to the results, or, the direct 
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recipients and participators of the latter. In other words, if what is called 
.. association of ideas" has much to do with the awakening of memory, the 
mutual interaCtion and consistent inter-relation between the personal 
"Mind-Entity" and the organs of the human body have far more so. A 
hungry stomach evokes the vision of a past banquet, because its aCtion is 
refleCted and repeated in the personal mind. But even before the memory 
of the personal Self radiates the vision from the tablets wherein are 
stored the experiences of one's daily life--even to the minutest details
the memory of the stomach has already evoked the same. And so with all 
the organs of the body. It is they which originate according to their 
animal needs and desires the elel'lro-vital sparks that illuminate the field of 
consciousness in the Lower Ego; and it is these sparks which in their tum 
awaken to funCtion the reminiscences in it. The whole human body is, as 
said, a vast sounding board, in which each cell bears a long record of 
impressions conneCted with its parent organ, and each cell has a memory 
and a consciousness of its kind, or call it instinCt if you will. These im
pressions are, according to the nature of the organ, physical, psychic, or 
mental, as they relate to this or another plane. They may be called 
.. states of consciousness" only for the want of a better expression-as 
there are states of instinCtual, mental, and purely abstraCt, or spiritual 
consciousness. If we trace all such .. psychic" aCtions to brain-work, it 
is only because in that mansion called the human body the brain is the 
front-door, and the only one which opens out into Space. All the others 
are inner doors, openings in the private building, through which travel 
incessantly the transmitting agents of memory and sensation. The 
clearness, the vividness, and intensity of these depend on the state of 
health and the organic soundness of the transmitters. But their reality, 
in the sense of trueness or correCtness, is due to the .. principle" they 
originate from, and the preponderance in the Lower Manas of the noetic 
or of the phrenic (" Kamic ", terrestrial) element. 

For, as Occultism teaches, if the Higher Mind-Entity-the permanent 
and the immortal-is of the divinp. homogeneous essence of .. Alaya
Akasa ",. or Mahat,-its reflection, the Personal Mind, is, as a temporary 
" Principle", of the Substance of the Astral Light. As a pure ray of 
the" Son of the Universal Mind ", it could perform no functions in the 
body, and would remain powerless over the turbulent organs of Matter. 
Thus, while its inner constitution is Manasic, its "body", or rather 
functioning essence, is heterogeneous, and leavened with the Astral Light, 
the lowest element of Ether. It is a part of the mission of the Manasic 
Ray, to get gradually rid of the blind, deceptive element which, though 
it makes oC it an active spiritual entity on this plane, still brings it into 
so close contact with matter as to entirely becloud its divine nature and 
stultify its intuitions. 

• Another name for the universal mind. 
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This leads us to see the difference between the pure noetic and the 
terrestrial psychic visions of seership and mediumship. The former can 
be obtained by one of two means; (a) on the condition of paralysing at will 
the memory and the instinctual, independent action of all the material organs 
and even cells in the body of flesh, an act which, once that the light of the 
Higher Ego has consumed and subjected for ever the passional ~ature 
of the personal, lower Ego, is easy, but requires an adept; and (b) of being 
a reincarnation of one, who, in a previous birth, had attained through 
extreme purity of life and efforts in the right direction almost to a Yogi
state of holiness and saintship. There is also a third possibility of reaching 
in mystic visions the plane of the higher Manas; but it is only occasional 
and does not depend on the will of the Seer, but on the extreme weakness 
and exhaustion of the material body through illness and suffering. The 
Seeress of Prevorst was an instance of the latter case; and Jacob Boehme 
of our second category. In all other cases of abnormal seership, of so
called clairaudience, clairvoyance and trances, it is simply-mttliumship. 

Now what is a medium? The term medium, when not applied simply 
to things and objects, is supposed to be a person through whom the action 
of another person or being is either manifested or transmitted. Spiritualists 
believing in communications with disembodied spirits, and that these can 
manifest through, or impress sensitives to transmit " messages" from them, 
regard mediumship as a blessing and a great privilege. We Theosophists, 
on the other hand, who do not believe in the" comm union of spirits" as 
Spiritualists do, regard the gift as one of the most dangerous of abnormal 
nervous diseases. A medium is simply one in whose personal Ego, or 
terrestrial mind, (psuche), the percentage of "astral" light so per
ponderates as to impregnate with it their whole physical constitution. 
Every organ and cell thereby is attuned, so to speak, and subjected to an 
enormous and abnormal tension. The mind is ever on the plane of, and 
quite immersed in, that deceptive light whose soul is divine, but whose 
body-the light waves on the lower planes, infernal; for they are but 
the black and disfigured reflections of the earth's memories. The un
trained eye of the poor sensitive cannot pierce the dark mist, the dense 
fog of the terrestrial emanations, to see beyond in the radiant field of the 
eternal truths. His vision is out of focus. His senses, accustomed from 
his birth, like those of a native of the London slums, to stench and filth, 
to the unnatural distortions of sights and images tossed on the kaleidoscopic 
waves of the astral plane-are unable to discern the true from the false. 
And thus, the pale soulless corpses moving in the trackless fields of " Kama 
loka ", appear to him the living images of the" dear departed" ones; 
the broken echoes of once human voices, passing through his mind, suggest 
to him well co-ordinated phrases, which he repeats, in ignorance that their 
final form and polish were received in the innermost depths of his own 
brain-factory. And hence the sight and the hearing of that which if seen in 
its true nature would have struck the medium's heart cold with horro" 
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now fills him with a sense of beatitude and confidence. He really believes 
that the immeasurable vistas displayed before him are the real spiritual 
world, the abode of the blessed disembodied angels. 

We describe the broad main features and facts of mediumship, there 
being no room in such an article for exceptional cases. We maiotain
having unfortunately passed at one period of life perSOtUllly through such 
experiences-that on the whole, mediumship is most dangerous; and 
psychic experiences when accepted indiscriminately lead only to honestly 
deceiving others, because the medium is the first self-deceived victim. 
Moreover, a too close association with the" Old Terrestrial Serpent" is 
infectious. The odic and magnetic currents of the Astral Light often incite 
to murder, drunkenness, immorality, and, as Eliphas Levi expresses it, the 
not altogether pure natures" can be driven headlong by the blind forces 
set in motion in the Light "-by the errors and sins imposed on its waves. 

And this is how the great Mage of the XIXth century corroborates the 
foregoing when speaking of the Astral Light: 

"We have said that to acquire magical power, two things are necessary: to 
disengage the will from all servitude, and to exercise it in control • 

.. The sovereign will (of the adept) is represented in our symbols by the woman 
who crushes the serpent's head, and by the resplendent angel who represses the 
dragon, and holds him under his foot and spear; the great magical agent, the dual 
current of light, the living and astral fire of the earth, has been represented in the 
ancient theogonies by the serpent with the head of a bull, a ram, or a dog. It is 
the double serpent of the caduuus, it is the Old Serpent of GelUSis, but it is also 
the bra::en serpent of Moses entwined around the tau, that is to say, the generative 
lingha. It is also the goat of the witch·sabbath, and the Baphomet of the Templars; 
it is the Hyle of the Gnostics; it is the double·tailed serpent which forms the legs 
of the solar cock of the Abraxas: finally, it is the Devil of M. Eudes de Mirville. 
But in very fact it is the blind force which souls (i.e., the lower Manas or Nephesh) 
have to conquer to liberate themselves from the bonds of the earth; for if their 
will does not free • them from this fatal attraction, they will be absorbed in the 
current by the force which has produced them, and ruill return to tlu ulltrtll and 
elernal fire'." • 

The "central and eternal fire" is that desintegrating Force, that 
gradually consumes and burns out the Kama-rupa, or "personality", in the 
Kama-loka, whither it goes after death. And verily, the Mediums are 
attracted by the astral light, it is the direct cause of their personal "souls" 
being absorbed "by the force which has produced" their terrestrial 
elements. And, therefore, as the same Occultist tells us : 

.. All the magical operations consist in freeing one's self from the coils of the 
Ancient Serpent; then to place the foot on its head, and lead it according to the 
operator'!; will. • I will give unto thee', says the Serpent, in the Gospel myth, • all 
the kingdonls of the earth, if thou wilt fall down and wor~hip me'. The initiated 
should reply to him, • I will not fall down, but thou shalt cronch at my feet; thou 
wilt give me nothing, but I will make use of thee and take whatever I wish. For I 
am thy Lord and Master! ' .. 

• .. DOglne et Ritual de la Haute ;\Iagie," quoted ill .. lsis Unveiled ", 
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And as such, the Personal Ego, becoming at one w~th its divine parent, 
shares in the immortality of the latter. Otherwise ..•. 

Enough, however. Blessed is he who has acquainted himself with the 
dual powers at work in the ASTRAL Light; thrice blessed he who has 
learned to discern the Noetic from the Psychic action of the "Double
Faced" God in him, and who knows the potency of his own Spirit-or 
"Soul Dynamics". 

11 arahus from cflatnrt. 
"THE WILD GREEN CATERPILLAR." 

" I BELIEVE everything I am told," reiterated the Caterpillar. 
"Then I'll tell you something else," cried the Lark j "for the best of my news 

remains behind. You will one day be a butterfly yourself." 
.. Wretched bird," exclaimed the Caterpillar, "you jest with my inferiority

now you are cruel as well as foolish. Go away. I will ask your advice no more." 
.. I told you, you would not believe me ", said the Lark-nettled in his tum • 
.. I believe everything that I am told," persisted the Caterpillar, "that is

everything that is reasonable to believe. But to tell me that butterfties' eggs are 
. caterpillars, and that caterpillars leave off crawling and get wings, and become 
butterfties !-Lark, you are too wise to believe such nonsense yourself, for you 
know it is impossible." 

"I know no such thing", said the Lark warmly. "Whether I hover over the 
cornfields of earth, or go up into the depths of the sky, I see so many wonderful 
things, I know no reason why there should not be more. 0, Caterpillar, it is 
because you crawl, because you never get beyond your cabbage leaf, that you call 
anything impossible." 

.. Nonsense!" shouted the Caterpillar j .. I know what is possible, and what is 
not possible, according to my experience and capacity as well as you do. Look 
at my long green body and these endless legs, and then talk to me about having 
wings and a painted, feathery coat. Fool!" 

"And fool you! you would-be wise Caterpillar!" cried the indignant Lark. 
"Fool, to attempt to reason about what you cannot understand! Do you not 
hear how my song swells with rejoicing as I soar upwards to the mysterious, won
derful world above? 0 Caterpillar, what comes to you from thence receive, as 
I do, upon trust." 

" That is what you call "--
.. Fuitl.", interrupted the Lark • 
.. How am I to learn faith?" asked the Caterpillar. 
At that moment she felt something at her side. She looked round-eight or 

ten little green caterpillars were moving about, and had already made a show of 
a hole in the cabbage leaf. They had broken from the BuUerfties' eggs ! 

Shame and amazement filled our green friend's heart, but joy soon followed; 
for, as the first wonder was possible, the second might be so too. "Teach me 
your lesson, Lark," she would say; and the Lark sang to her of the wonders of 
the earth below and the heaven above. And the caterpillar talked all the rest of 
her life to her relations of the time when she should be a Butterfty. 

But none of them believed her. She, nevertheless, had learned the Lark's 
lesson of faith, and when she was going into her chrysalis grave, she said: 

"I shall be a Butterfty some day." 
But her relations thought her head was wandering, and they said, "Poor 

thing". 
And when she was a Butterfty, and was going to die again, she said: "I have 

known many wonders-I have faith-I can trust even now for what shall come 
Dext ! " MRS. GASKELL. 
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(Translated and annotated by G. R. S. M., with additWnal nqtes by H. P. B.) 

(Coldi"IUIl.) 

SECOND PART OF PISTIS-SOPHIA. (1) • 

• • • • • • • 
[126J And John also came forward and said: cc Master, bid me also 

tell the interpretation of the words, which thy Power of Light prophesied 
of old by David ". And Jesus aI!swered and said to John: cc To thee also, 
John, do I give order to tell the interpretation of the words, which my 
Power of Light prophesied through David: 'Mercy and Truth have met 
each other; Righteousness and Peace have kissed each other; Truth hath 
flourished out of the Earth, and Righteousness hath looked down from 
Heaven '." And John answered and said: "This is the word which thou 
didst say to us once on a time: 'I came forth from the Height and came 
into Sabaoth, the Good, and embraced the Power of Light which is in it'. 
Now, therefore, Mercy and Truth have met each other. Thou art Mercy, 
which they sent from the Regions of the Height from thy Father, the 
First Mystery, Looking-within, which sent thee to have compassion on the 
whole World. [127J Truth also is the Power of Sabaoth, the Good, 
which clove to thee, the Power which projects itself to the Left. Thou art 
the First Mystery, Looking-without; and the little Sabaoth, the Good,::: 
received it,t and projected it into the Hyle and Barbelo, and preachedt the 
Region of Truth in all the Regions of those which pertains to the Left. 
That Hyle of Babelo, therefore, serves thee as a Body to-day. • Righteous
ness and Peace have kissed each other '. Righteousness is thou, who 
didst bring all Mysteries from thy Father, the First Mystery, Looking
within, and thou didst baptize the Power of Sabaoth, the Good, and 
didst come into the Region of the Rulers, and gavest them the Mysteries 
of the Height, and they became righteous and good. Peace also is the 
Power of Sabaoth, which indeed is thy Soul, which entered within into the 
Hyle of Barbelo, and the Rulers, all the Intelligences of the ...Eon of 
Jabraoth§ made them (? themselves) at peace with the Mystery of Light. 
, Truth hath flourished out of the Earth'. This is the Power of Sabaoth, 
the Good, which came forth from the Region of the Right, and came into 
the Region of those, which pertain to the Left; it came into the Hyle of 

• Compare LflCijw vi, 34. p. 318. Dote 3-
t Se. The Power of Sabaoth, the Good. 
t This is the speaking forth or emanatioD of the WON. 
t See LflCijw. vi, 35. p. 3gB. Dote 4. 
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Barbelo and preached to them the Mysteries of the Region of -Truth. 
, Righteousness hath looked down from Heaven t. Thou art the First 
Mystery, Looking-without; thou hast come from the Spaces of the Height 
and the Mysteries of the Kingdom of Light, and thou hast come upon the 
Vesture of Light,· which thou didst receive from Barbelo, which (Vesture) 
is Jesus, our Saviour, on which thou didst descend as a Dove" (2). And 
it came to pass, when John had uttered thp.se words, that the First 
Mystery, Looking-without, said unto him: "Well said, John, beloved 
Brother". 

And the First Mystery continued: "It came to pass then, that the 
Power came forth from the Height, which (Power) I am, since the Father 
had commissioned me to preserve PISTIS-SOPHIA in Chaos. I, therefore, 
and the second Power, which went forth from me, and also the Soul, 
which I received from Sabaoth, the good, came (together) the one bringing 
the other in tum, and became a single flood of Light, showing itself as 
the brightest possible Light. I summoned Gabriel from above, from the 
}Eons, and also Michael, by the Command of my Father, the First 
Mystery Looking-within; I gave them the Stream of Light and made 
them descend into Chaos, [129] to help PISTIS-SOPHIA, and carry off 
the Powers of Light, which the projections of the Self-willed One took away 
from her, and taking them from them, give them to PISTIS-SOPHIA. And 
when they led the Stream of Light from above into Chaos, it shone 
exceedingly in the whole of Chaos, and was extended in all its Regions. 
And when the Projections of the Self-willed One saw the great Light of 
that Stream (of Light), they fell into fear one after the other, and the 
Stream of Light drew forth from them all the Powers of Light, which 
they took from PISTIS-SOPHIA; nor did the Projections of the Self-willed 
One dare to seize the Stream of that Light in the Chaos of Darkness; nor 
did they seize it by the art of the Self-willed One, which rules over the 
Projections. And Gabriel and Michael brought the Stream of Light 
into the Body of Hyle of PISTIS-SOPHIA and infused into her all the 
Lights of that (Power), which they had taken from her; and her whole 
Body of Hyle received the Light. Moreover, all the Powers in her received 
the Light, they received their own Light and ceased to lack it: for they 
received their own Light, which theyt took from them, because theyt gave 
the Light to them from me. And Michael and Gabriel, which ministered 
to me, brought the Stream of Light into Chaos, to give them the Mysteries 
of Light: [130] to them was entrusted the Stream of Light; that which 
I gave to them, I brought into Chaos. And Michael and Gabriel took 
no Light for themselves from the Lights of PISTIS-SOPHIA, which they took 
from the Projections of the Self-willed One. And PISTIS-SOPHIA became 
Light entirely, and the Powers of Light also in her, which the Projections 

• See LllCif" vi, 32, p- 3, note 3, and vi, 34, p_ 321. 
t 5,_ the Projections. ~ S,. Gabriel and Michael. 
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of the Self-willed One had not taken away, became blithe again and were 
filled with Light; and the Lights which they cast into PISTIS-SOPHIA, 
vivified her Body of Hyle, in which is no Light, but which will perish, 
or perishes; and they set in order all her Powers, which were to be freed, 
and gave them a Power of Light. They became again like as they were 
from the Beginning. They were also raised up in their perception of the 
Light, and all the Powers of the Light of SOPHIA knew themselves in turn 
through my Stream of Light, and were preserved by its Light. And when 
the Stream of Light had taken away the Lights from the Projections of 
the Self-willed One, which they took from Pistis-Sophia, [131J it brought 
them unto her, and turning ascended in Chaos." 

When, then, the First Mystery had thus related to his Disciples what 
had happened to PISTIS-SOPHIA in Chaos, he said unto them: "Know ye 
how I speak unto you?" And Peter came forward and said: "Master, 
concerning the interpretation of the words which thou hast spoken, thy 
Power of Light prophesied of old through Solomon in his odes. 'The 
stream came forth and became a great and wide river. It engulphed them 
all, and when it poured over the temple, they could not hold it in their 
enclosures and structures, nor could the arts of those who held them (sc. the 
people), take hold upon it. It was conducted over the whole earth, and 
seized upon them all. They that dwell on the dry sand, drank of it. Their 
thirst was assuaged and vanished when they had received the draught from 
on high. Blessed are the ministers of that draught, to whom has been 
entrusted the water of the lord. They turned away their dry lips. They 
who had remained free, plucked up courage: they strengthened their souls, 
infusing breath into them, lest they should die; they raised up their fallen 
limbs: they gave strength to their own boldness and gave light to their 
own eyes, for all of them knew that they were in the lord, and were saved 
by the water of life for ever.' Hearken, therefore, Master, I will utter the 
word in boldness as thy Power prophesied through Solomon. [132]' The 
flood came forth and became a great and wide river'; that is the Flood of 
Light spread out in Chaos, in all the Regions of the Projections of the Self
willed one; and again, 'it engulphed them all, it poured them over the 
temple'; that is, it drew all the Powers of Light from the Projections of 
the Self-willed One, which they had taken from PISTIS-SOPHIA, and cast 
them into PISTIS-SOPHIA again. 'The enclosures and structures could not 
contain it '; that is the Projections of the Self-willed One could not hold 
the Stream of Light in the fenced places of the Darkness of Chaos: and 
again, 'they conducted it over all the earth, and it filled all things; 
that is, when Gabriel and Michael had poured it over the Body of 
PISTIS-SOPHIA, it brought to her all the Lights, which the Projections 
of the Self-willed One had taken from her, and her Body of Hyle 
became Light. 'They which dwell in the dry sand drank of it'; 
that is, all things in PISTIS-SOPHIA which had before been robbed 
of their Light, received their Light again: and the word 'their 
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thirst was assuaged and vanished'; [133J that is, her Powers ceased 
to lack their Light. C They gave them a draught from on high'; that is, 
they gave them Light from the Stream of Light, which went forth from me, 
the First Mystery: and also C blessed are the ministers of that draught'; 
which is the word thou didst speak, C Michael and Gabriel performing 
their ministry, brought the Flood of Light into Chaos and also conducted 
it upwards. They will give the Mysteries of the Light of the Height to 
those to whom the Flood of Light has been entrusted'. Again, I they have 
turned away their dry lips'; and that is, Gabriel and Michael have not 
taken for themselves any of the Lights of PISTIS-SOPHIA, which they have 
wrested from the Projections of the Self-willed One, but they have poured 
them into PISTIS-SOPHIA. 'Those who were free, received strength in me' ; 
that is, all the other powers of PISTIS-SOPHIA, which the Projections of the Self
willed One took not away, were exceedingly endowed with strength and filled 
with Light by their own Co-pariner of Light. [134J And again, ' they have 
vivified the Souls, infusing their breath, lest they should die'; that is, 
when they had infused the Light into PISTIS-SOPHIA, they vivified her body 
of Hyle, which they had previously robbed of its Lights, the body which 
was to have perished. And again, c they set up the limbs, which were 
fallen, or so that they should not collapse'; which is, when they had 
induced into her her Lights, they set in order all her Powers, which were 
to have been destroyed. And again, • they gave strength to their bold
ness'; that is, they received back again their Light, and became as they 
were formerly. 'They gave Light to their eyes'; which is, they received 
perception in the Light and knew the Stream of Light, which pertains to 
the Height. Ano again, C all of them knew that they were in the Lord' ; 
that is, all the Powers of PISTIS-SOPHIA knew themselves in turn through 
the Stream of Light. C They were preserved by the water of life for ever' ; 
which is, they (the Powers) were preserved through the Stream of the 
whole Light. And again, c the Stream of Light drew them all, and drew 
them over the temple'; that is, when the Stream of Light had received all 
the Lights of PISTIS-SOPHIA, [l36J and when it had torn them from the 
Projections of the Self-willed One, it infused them into PISTIS-SOPHIA, and 
turning quitted Chaos and ascended into the Perfection, for tllou ari the 
temple.- This is the interpretation of all the worlis which thy Power of 
Light spake through the Ode of Solomon." And when the First Mystery 
heard the words which Peter spake, he said unto him: "\Vell said, Peter; 
this is the interpretation of the words which were said." 

And the First Mystery continued in his conversation and said: "I~ 

came to pass, therefore, as I had not yet led PISTIS-SOPHIA upwards out of 
Chaos, because they had not yet given me command from my Father, the 
First Mystery, Looking-within, that thereupon, when the Projections of the 

• And, therefore, Jesus and IVlry lIIall, ill 0111 of his PrillcipllS, is PISTIS-SOPHIA. PISTIS

SoPHIA is the "P",tg,lIt .. P"sollality " . 
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Self·willed One knew that my Power of Light was taking away from them 
the Powers which they took away from PISTIS-SOPHIA, and that it had 
infused them into PISTIS-SOPHIA, and when they saw her clothed with 
Light, as she was from the Beginning, they were enraged with PISTIS
SOPHIA, and cried on high to their Self-willed One to come and help them, 
that they might again take away the Powers in SOPHIA. And the Self
willed One in the Thirteenth }Eon, sent from the Height another great 
Power of Light, descending into Chaos, like to a Flying Arrow, to help its 
Projections, [138] in order that they might take away the Lights of 
SOPHIA again. And when that Power of Light had descended, the Projec
tions of the Self-willed One, which are in Chaos, compressed PISTIS-SoPHIA 
and gained confidence exceedingly, and pursued her again with great terror 
and disturbance: so some of them compressed her, one of them changed 
itself into the shape of a Great Serpent, another into that of a Basilisk, 
with seven heads, and another into that of a Dragon; and also the First 
Power of the Self-willed One with the appearance of a Lion, and also all 
the rest of its Projections, in great number, kept re-inforcing one another, 
and afflicted PISTIS-SOPHlA, and again brought her into the lower Regions 
of Chaos, and again threw her into great confusion. And it came to pass 
that when they did this, she fled from before them. and came into the 
higher Regions of Chaos: but the Projections of the Self-willed One 
pursued after her and threw her into great confusion. It came to pass 
after this that there looked down out of the Twelve }Eons, Adamas, the 
Tyrantt which also was wrath with PISTIS-SOPHIA, because she wished to 
come to the Light of Lights, [137] which is above all of them. And 
thereupon Adamas saw the Projections of the Self-willed One afflicting 
PISTIS-SOPHIA, to take away all the Lights in her. And it came to pass 
that when the Power of Adamast had descended into Chaos to all the 
Projections of the Self-willed One; it came to pass when that dlemonial 
Power (daimonion) had descended into Chaos, that it overthrew PISTIS
SOPHIA; and the Power with the appearance of a Lion, and the Serpent, 
Basilisk and Dragon shapes, and also all the rest of the numerous 
Projections of the Self-willed One, surrounded PISTIS-SOPHIA together, 
wishing to take away her Powers again, and afflicted her exceedingly and 
threatened her. Thereupon she cried again to the Light, and sung, saying: 
'0 Light, thou didst help me. Let thy Light come to me, for thou 
art he who takest me to himself, and I come to thee, 0 Light: for thou art 
he who dost preserve me from the Projections of the Self-willed One and of 
Adamas, the Tyrant, and thou shall free me from all their hard threats'. 
And when PISTIS-SOPHIA had said this, [138] then again by the command of 
my Father, the First Mystery, Looking-within, I sent Gabriel and Michael 

• Previously she had made no effort to escape them. 
t See Luei/tr vi. 35. p. 398. note 4. 
~ Previously called the Power of the Self-willed One. 
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and the greatest of the Streams of Light, to help PISTIS-SOPHIA, and I 
commanded Gabriel and Michael, to bear PISTIS-SOPHIA in their hands, so 
that her feet should not touch the lower Mist, and I ordered them, to guide 
her in the Regions of Chaos, in which they were to lead her upward. It 
come to pass, therefore, that when these Angels and the Stream of Light, 
were descending towards Chaos, and all the Projections of the Self-willed 
Deity and the Projections of Adamas saw the Stream of Light sending 
out its limitless Light, that they feared and let go PISTIS-SOPHIA, and the 
great Stream of Light surrounded her on every side, on the left and right and 
on all sides, and restored the Crown of Light to her head. It came to pass, 
therefore, that when the Stream of Light had surrounded PISTIS-SOPHIA, 
that she had confidence exceedingly, (nor did it cease to surround her on 
every side); nor did she fear the Projections of the Self-willed One, which 
are in Chaos; nor the other new Power of the Self-willed One, which 
it sent down into Chaos, like as a Flying Arrow; [139J nor yet because of 
the Power of the dremonial Power, or of Adamas, which came forth from 
the ...Eons. And also by the command of myself the First Mystery, 
Looking-without, the Stream of Light which surrounded PISTIS-SOPHIA 
on all sides, shone with exceeding brilliance, and SOPHIA remained in the 
midst of the Light, and the Projections of the Self-willed One could not 
again change their appearance, nor could they stand because of the shock 
of the great Light of the Stream, which crowned her head. And of all the 
Projections of the Self-willed One, a great multitude, fell on her right hand, 
since she was the greatest possible Light, and another host on her left, 
nor could they approach PISTIS-SOPHIA at all for the great Light, but they 
all fell one above the other in turn. They came leading one another in 
turn, but could not do any evil to PISTIS-SOPHIA, because she trusted in 
the Light. And through the command of my Father, the First Mystery, 
Looking-within, I also descended into Chaos, being the greatest possible 
Light, [140] and directed my attack against the Power with the appearance 
of a Lion, which was a very great Light, and took away the whole of the 
Light in it, and suppressed all the Projections of the Self-\Villed One, so 
that they should not come into their own region, to wit, the Thirteenth 
}Eon, from that time forth. And I took away the Power which was in 
all the Projections of the Self-willed One, and all fell in Chaos, powerless, 
and I led PISTIS-SOPHIA forth, turning on the right hand of Gabriel and 
Michael; and the great Stream of Light went against them, and PISTIS
SOPHIA gazed upon her enemies, for I took away their Power of Light from 
them, and led PISTIS-SOPHIA forth out of Chaos, treading underfoot the 
Projection of the Self-willed One with the appearance of a Lion, and those 
with the shapes of a Serpent, Basilisk with Seven Heads, and Dragon. 
I made PISTIS-SOPHIA to remain standing upon the Projection of the 
Self-willed One with the appearance of a Basilisk with Seven Heads 
(3), which is stronger than them all in his evil doings; and I, 
the First Mystery, stood upon it, and took away all the Powers in 
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it, and destroyed all its Hyle, so that no seed from it should arise 
from this time forth ", [141, 142] [And James came forward and 
recited the ninety-first Psalm.] .. This is, my Master, the interpretation of 
the words which thou hast spoken. Hearken, therefore, I will tell thee in 
boldness. C He that dwelleth under the protection of the high one, shall 
be under the shadow of the god of heaven'; that is, when SOPHIA took 
confidence in the Light, she was under the Light of the Stream of Light, 
which issued in the Height from thee: and again, • I will say unto the 
lord, thou art he who taketh me to himself, and my place of refuge is my 
god, I have put my confidence in him'; which is the very word which 
PISTIS-SOPHIA sang, [143] C thou art he who taketh me to himself, and I 
come to thee '.. • My god, I trust in thee, thou shalt preserve me from 
the snare of the hunters and from their hard speech'; which is the same as 
PISTIS-SOPHIA said; • 0 Light, I trust in thee, for thou shalt free me from 
the Projections of the Self-willed One, and of Adamas, the Tyrant; thou 
also shalt free me from all their hard threats': and again, c he shall make 
a shade for thy breast, and thou shalt have confidence under his wings', 
that is, PISTIS-SOPHIA is in the Light of the Stream of Light, which came 
forth from thee, and persevered in her confidence in the Light, which is on 
her left hand and on her right, which are the Wings of the Stream of Light.t 
• Truth shall surround thee, like a buckler', that is the Light of the Stream 
of Light, which surrounds PISTIS-SOPHIA on every side, like a buckler: 
and again, • he shall not fear the terror of night', which is, PISTIS-SOPHIA 
did not fear the terrors and disturbances, into which they had thrown her 
in Chaos, which is • night'. [144]' He shall not fear the arrow flying by 
day'; that is, PISTIS-SOPHIA did not fear the Power which the Self-willed 
One sent from the extreme Height, which came into Chaos like as a 
Flying Arrow. Therefore did thy Power of Light say: • thou shalt not 
fear the arrow flying by day', because that Power came forth from the 
Thirteenth lEon, which indeed is the Lord of the Twelve JEons, and the 
Light for all the lEons. This is why there is mention of the • day', He 
shall not fear the thing walking in mist'; that is, PISTIS-SOPHIA did not 
fear the Projection with the appearance of a Serpent, which caused terror 
to PISTIS-SOPHIA in Chaos, which is the 'Mist'. 'He shall not fear the 
destruction and dremonial Power at mid-day'; that is, PISTIS-SOPHIA did 
not fear the dremonial Projections of Adamas, the Tyrant, which cast down 
PISTIS-SOPHIA in great destruction, which came forth from Adamas, from 
the Twelfth lEon. [146] Therefore, was it said, 'He shall not fear the 
dremonial destruction at mid-day'. 'Mid-day', because it came forth from 
the Twelfth lEon, which is the mid-day. And also it issued from Chaos 
which is 'Night', and Night issued from the Twelfth JEon, which is 
between the two. Thus was it spoken, because the Twelve JEons are in 

------------

• Compare /IIU. 17-19. .. Come to us." 
t The Dove. 
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the midst between the Thirteenth lEon and Chaos. ' A thousand shall faU 
at its left hand and ten thousand at its right, and they shall not come nigh 
it '; that is, when the Projections of the Self-willed One, in exceeding 
number, could not stand before the great Light of the Stream of Light, a 
multitude of them feU at the left hand of PISTIS-SOPHIA, and a multitude at 
her right, nor could they approach her, Ie mould he,. 'But thou shalt gaze 
upon them, and see the recompense of sinners, for thou, 0 Lord, art my 
hope'; that is, PISTIS-SOPHIA gazed upon her enemies, which are the 
Projections of the Self-willed One, which aU fell one above the other. 
!l46] Not only did she behold them in this (distress), hut thou also again, 
my Master, 0 First Mystery, didst take away the power of Light, which is 
in the Power with the appearance of a Lion, and also thou didst take 
away the Power of all the Projections of the Self-willed One, and also in 
that Chaos thou didst prevent them from coming to their proper Region, 
henceforth, from this hour. But not only did she behold them collapsed, 
one on the other, in turn, but also saw the penalty with which they were 
recompensed. Just as the Projections of the Self-willed One thought to 
take away the Light of SOPHIA from her, so didst thou recompense and 
repay them, and took away the Power of Light, which is in them, in place 
of the Lights of SOPHIA, who trusted in the Light of the Height. As thy 
Power of Light spake through David; 'thou hast made the height a place of 
refuge for thee: no ill shall approach thee and no plague come nigh thy 
dwelling', which is, when PISTIS-SOPHIA trusted in the Light and was 
being oppressed, she hymned to it; [147] and the Projections of the Self
willed One did her no evil, nor could they mould her, nor approach her at 
all. And again, 'he gave commandment to his messengers concerning thee, 
that they should keep thee in all thy ways, and bear thee in their hands 
lest at any time thou shouldst dash thy foot against a stone'; that is, thou 
didst charge Gabriel and Michael to guide SOPHIA in all the Regions of 
Chaos, until they should lead her on high, and to bear her in their hands, 
so that her feet should not touch the lower Mist, and those which pertain 
to that Region might seize upon her. 'Thou shalt tread upon the serpent 
and basilisk, and upon the lion and dragon; because he trusted in me, 
I will preserve him, I will overshadow him, because he has known my 
name'; which is, when PISTIS-SOPHIA directed her path upwards iri Chaos, 
she passed over the Projections of the Self-willed One, over those which 
have the appearance of a Serpent, and of a Basilisk with Seven Heads, and 
over the Power with the appearance of a Lion, and that with the appear
ance ::>f a Dragon, because by having confidence in the Light, she was 
saved from them all. This, my Master is the interpretation of the words 
which thou hast spoken." And it came to pass, when the First Mystery 
had heard these words, that he said; "Well said, James, thou blessed 
one:' 

14 
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COMMENTARY. 

(I) It should be remarked that the Coptic text which is known as the PISTlS· 
SoPHIA, has no general title, and begins without an inscription. There are four 
divisions, se~ions or books, the three last bearing titles. The first and second 
treat mostly of the drama of PISTIS,SOPHIA, the second bearing the title in the 
text. The two last each bear the inscription" A Portion of the Prayers (? teucMn) 
of the Saviour"; the third continues the narrative of the instru~ion given to the 
disciples during the eleven years after the .. Resurre~ion ", and the fourth differs 
so much from the others that some of the critics suppose it to be the work of 
another author, and consider that it contains a .. simpler and older form of gnostic 
do~rine". 

(2) Dove. See Lucifer vi, 32, p. log, note 3. In the system of Marcus (Philos. 
vi, 47), the Dove is said to correspond to A and n, for the explanation of which 
see Lucifer vii, 38 p. 145, note 3. In the system of Cerinthus (Philos. vii, 33), we 
read: .. Cerinthus, who was practised in the training of the Egyptians, said that 
the world was not made by the first God, but by a certain power which was 
separated from the authority which was over the universe, and it knew not the 
deity which was over all. He laid down, moreover, that Jesus was not born of a 
Virgin, but that a son was born to Joseph and Mary like all other men, but that he 
was more righteous and wise (than the rest). And after his baptism, the Christos 
descended upon him from the principle which is absolute over all,· in the form of • 
dove, and then he preached the unknowable father, and perfected his powers; but towards 
the end, the Christos flew away from Jesus; and Jesus suffered and rose again, 
whereas the Christos remained untouched by suffering, for it was essentially of a 
spiritual nature." The Christos is the glorified individuality, i.e., Manas.Taijasi, or 
the Higher Manas with the glory of Buddhi upon it, whereas Jesus is the perishable 
personality ofthe Lower Manas. 

It will be useful in this conne~ion to compare what the .. Secret Do~rine" 
says of .. the mythical white swan, the swan of Eternity or Time, the Kal.ha,"" " 
(1,78). Hansa or .. Hamsa is equal to • a-ham-sa', three words meaning' I am 
he' (in English), while divided in still another way it will read' So-ham', 'he (is) 
I '-Soh am being equal to Sah, 'he' and aham, 'I', or ' I am he '. In this alone 
is contained the universal mystery, the do~rine of the identity of man's essence 
with God essence, for him who understands the language of wisdom. Hence the 
glyph of, and the allegory about, Kalahansa (or hamsa), and the name given to 
Brahma neuter (later on, to the male Brahm!) or ' Hansa.Vahana', he who uses 
the Hansa (or bird) as his vehicle', The same word may be read' Kalaham-sa' 
or • I am I ' in the eternity of TIme, answering to the Biblical, or rather Zoroastrian 
, I am that I am ' ... 

Again in the" Voice of the Silence ", we read: .. Saith the Great Law :-' In 
order to become the knower of ALL SELF,t thou hast first of SELF to be the 
knower.' To reach the knowledge of that SELF, thou hast to give up Self to 
Non-Self, Being to Non-Being, and then thou canst repose between the wings of 
the GREAT BIRD.t Aye, sweet is rest between the wings of that which is not born, 
nor dies, but is the AUM throughout eternal ages "§ (p. 5). 

• .lIlb II .. , .. I. Ioola .uthntti ••• 
t .. The Tatwagyanee Is the • knower' or discriminator of the principles In nature and In man; and 

AI",agya",,: the knower of ATKAN or the Universal ONE SELF". 
: .. Kala Hamsa. the' Bird' or Swan. Says the NIJda-Bj,," U,."isluul (Rig Veda) translated by tbe 

K .. tII1>allo1l4'" TII.osophic.' Society. • A Yogi who bestrides the Hamsa (i •••• thus contemplates on Aum) is 
not affected by Karmic Inftuence or crores of sins'. And again' The syllable A Is considered to be hs (the 
bird Hamsa's) right wing. U.llS left. M. hs tall. and the Ardha-matra (half-metre) is said to be Its bead .... 

, .. Eternity with the Orientals has quite another signification than It has with us. It ltands generaIJ, Cor 
tbe duration of a Kalpa or a period of 4.330.000,000 years ". 
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It is evident from the above that the Dove is a symbol of the" Higher Self" 
of man. 

Readers of the Theosophist will find some very interesting additional information 
in the excellent article of Mr. C. Kotayya, on the" Hindu Theory of Vibration", 
in the Odober number. 

(3) Basilisk with seven heads. The Logoi or .. Saviours" of all nations are repre
sented as treading on the head or heads of a serpent or dragon, or as transfixing 
the monster with their several weapons of power. This represents the conquest of 
Spirit over Matter (the" Old Serpent" or the .. Great Deep "), which by spiritual 
transmutation finally becomes subservient to the divine will of the glorified Initiate, 
and the" Gods" or powers of nature, are conquered by the divine .. Rebel", the 
Asura, the" Dragon of Wisdom ", who fights against the Devas; i.e., the activity 
of Manas triumphs over the passivity of pure spirit. Krishna crushes the seven
headed serpent Kalinaga. Hercules lops off the heads of the Hydra, the water 
serpent: the Egyptian Orante treads upon the serpent, while his arms are extended 
on a crucifix, and Horus pierces the head of the Dragon Typhon or Apophis; the 
Scandinavian Thor smashes the skull of the snake with his cruciform hammer, and 
Apollo transfixes the Python, &c.. &c. All this signifies from one aspect the 
extension of the planes of consciousness and the corresponding domination of the 
planes of matter (symbolically, water) of which there are fundamentally seven • 

.. Like the Logoi and the Hierarchies of Powers, however, the • Serpents' have 
to be distinguished one from the other. Sesha or Ananta, • the couch of Vishnu' 
is an allegorical abstraction, symbolizing infinite Time in Space, which contains 
• the germs and throws off periodically the efflorescence of this germ, the manifested 
Universe; whereas the gnostic Ophis contained the same triple symbolism in its 
seven vowels as the One, Three, and Seven-syllabled Oeaohoo of the Archaic 
doctrine; i.e., the One Unmanifested Logos, the Second Manifested, the Triangle 
concreting into the Quaternary or Tetragrammaton, and the rays of the latter on the 
ffIIItmal plane." (5. D. i. 73-) 

Thus while Kwan-Shi-Yin or Avalokiteshwara in Chinese symbology is crowned 
with seven dragons and bears the inscription, .. The Universal Saviour of all Living 
Beings" (5. D. i. 471), the seven-headed Basilisk of the text of course typifies a lower 
and material aspect of this type of emanation of the universe, and not the primordial 
spiritual serpent with its glory of seven rays, or seven vowels. As there was 
a higher Hebdomad of seven supreme planetary spirits or }Eons, so there was 
a lower Hebdomad. The Ophites allegorised this by saying that the Serpent, in 
punishment for teaching Adam and Eve (the 3rd race) to rebel against Ialdabaotb 
(the spirit of the Earth or gross matter), was cast down into the lower world and 
produced six sons, i.e., had to incarnate in the bodies of the early races. In almost 
all the systems, the common postulate of ancient astronomy that there were seven 
planetary spheres and an eighth. (that of the fixed stars) above them, was taught 
in various allegorical garbs, all shadows of the esoteric truth of the seven 
states of matter, the seven Globes of a Planetary Chain, the seven Principles in 
man, &c., &c. 

The doctrine of the seven heavens is plainly set forth in an interesting 
apocryphal book called the" Ascension of Isaiah" which undoubtedly dates back 
earlier than the second century A.D., and was frequently quoted with approbation 
up to the time of St. Jerome. It is marked by strong docetic tendencies, and 
belongs to the Judzo-coptic school. After long silence it was brought into notice 
by Bishop Laurence in 1819, who published the Ethiopic MS., the only codex 
extant, with a Latin and English version. Further light was thrown on this 
interesting relic by the work of A. Dillman (Leipzig, 18n), who compared the 
Bodlein MS. with two others which were brought from Magdala after its capture in 
1868. In this treatise a curious vision of the prophet is described. An angel of 

14A 
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the seventh heaven conducts the spirit of Isaiah through the seven heavens. In 
the firmament (sc. the earth) he sees Sammael (Satan) and his hosts engaged in 
internecine conflict. In the first is one sitting on a throne (Vahall or vehicle") and 
angels on the right and left glorifying. Isaiah is told that this adoration is in 
reality offered to the Father in the seventh heaven and to his Beloved. In the 
second the same is seen, but on a scale of greater magnificence, and the prophet 
is again prevented from worshipping by the words: "Adore not, neither 
the angel nor the throne which are in the six heavens till, I have shown 
thee the seventh heaven." Thus were the third, fourth, and fifth heavens 
shown each surpassing the other in magnificence. In the sixth there was no 
throne, neither "'as there any division of kft and right, but all in equal glory were 
praising the Father, his Beloved (Christ) and the Holy Ghost. Finally in the 
seventh, he sees the Father and" the Lord God, Christ who is called in the world 
Jesus," and the angel of the Holy Spirit. There are all the Justt worshipping the 
three, while Jesus and the Holy Ghost worshipped the Father. Later on we read 
of the descent of Christ through the seven heavens and firmament prior to his 
incarnation. (See Diet. of Christ. Biog.) For a fnll comprehension of this vision 
compare the diagrams in the Secret Doctrilll (i. 153 and aoo). 

Now although the seven·headed serpent is found sometimes above and some· 
times below the figure of the God or Initiate in symbology, and again has 1,3,5,12, 
or 1,000 heads, yet in reality there is no confusion. For as the I, 3, 5, and 7 
primordial planes have their own sub.stages of emanation, so are the groupings 
and Hierarchies reflected each in the other. Therefore each plane is septenary 
and every pair of planes represent an upper and lower Hebdomad. 

It is also interesting to notice with regard to the Thirteenth ..Eon and PISTIS· 
SOPHIA standing on the seven.headed Basilisk, that in the Mexican tradition there 
are thirteen serpent Gods. 

(To hi eOllti,,,ud.) 

I •• 

P ROVERBS-TU RK ISH AND PERS I AN. 

"Oh square thyself for use: a stone that may 
Fit in the wall, is left not in the way." 

" Each man has more of four things than he knows; 
What four are these ?-sins, debts, and years, and foes." 

" Be bold to bring forth fruit, though stick and stone 
At the fruit·bearing trees are flung alone." 

" The lily with ten tongues can hold its peace; 
'Vilt thou with one from babbling never cease?" 

"Thy word unspoken thou canst any day 
Speak, but thy spoken ne'er again unsay." 

"Oh babbler, could'st thou but the cause divine, 
Why one tongue only, but two ears, are thine!" 

" The sandal tree, most sacred tree of all, 
Perfumes the very axe which bids it fall." 

• Every principle and plane Is tbe veblcle of tbe nezt superior one: thus tbe TI",me of Satan (tbe earth) 
Is said to be the Footstool of God. 

+ Tbat Is the .. Perfect" or initiated: tbose Gny,,"i. who bave either attained tinal freedom, or can pus 
Into tbe Turya State of Samadbl. 
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.J)N an essay entitled" A Conscious Universe" I have endeavored to show 
':f that the Universe in its first condition is the appearance of Truth as 
Homogeneous Consciousness. 

Space is the only word which properly describes this unit-manifestation. 
For this term is at once indefinite as applying to that which is universal; 
and definite as the positive expression of the matrix of worlds. The Great 
Void in which the countless stars sweep as they circle in the dance of Life 
is an Abstract Consciousness, and is the sustaining power of those stupen
dous Thoughts which in the course of time have crystallised into planetary 
forms. As a unit-manifestation, it represents an act of meditation without 
an object. For that which meditates, being universal, cannot be separated 
from its objective i and as abstract consciousness is non-existent with 
reference to the positive plane, it robs its object of all reality, leaving it an 
airy nothing, an undefinable conception realising itself as the appearance 
of Truth, and hiding under this mirage of the Real, the true meaning of 
non-being. Conscious of itself both as subject and object this act of 
comprehensive self-perception is the first and only one of REAL LIFE. 

The next deals with the world of illusion and separates the meditator 
from its meditation. This is the sequel to the birth of conscious life, which, 
when once it has become positive, drops its relation to the reality in favor 
of that which it bears to the appearance, and, ceasing to be conscious of 
Infinity pe, se, becomes so only as represented by itself. It changes !com 
a state of infinite abstraction to that of a definite cogniser of its own 
activity, with the accompanying realisation of itself as Space and Time. 

We now come to the last act in the threefold drama which establishes 
the Existence, on the positive plane, of the underlying and to us non
existent Cause. I t is the perception, by the one Consciousness, of 
finalities; for motion has appealed to abstract consciousness as the object 
of its thought. By this act we have the sundering of the subject, and 
Space become!i differentiated into units of formal Energy. representing 
different degrees of consciousness. In this way the immensity of the 
heavens is converted into a Universal Mind, held in a conscious state of 
vitality by its component ideas, which form a gradation of reflections of the 
One Self on its own existence-stretching from the perfection of Absolute 
Motion, or I, to that of Perfect Rest or the Abstraction of Self, as o. 

I think that we may find a parallel to this in the action of the mind of 
Man. When his attention is aroused by some exterior object, he is first of 
all aware of a power to think within himself, which, as simple energy of 
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potential thought and unconnected with the objective thought, is an abstract 
reality. Then this indefinite energy becomes definite consciousness, and, in 
this second stage towards a finite perception, is conscious of itself as a given 
quantity of energy, equal and opposite to that of the incitement exercised 
on it by the object of perception. To put it in another way; the latent 
mind is in a state of abstract consciousness, the first awakening from which 
to a concrete perception of things external is preceded by a conception of 
Self as an active power equal in perceptive strength to the conscious 
vitality of the thing perceived. [N .B.-I hold everything (however devoid 
of I,ee consciousness it may be-as is the case with inorganic matter) to 
owe its existence to an act of consciousness. Only in inorganic matter this 
action is absorbed in simply being, whereas organic matter possesses 
definite amounts of comparatively I,ee consciousness, for consciousness is 
Life on our plane.] This parity of consciousness is the cause of the 
blending of every action of life with its corresponding law, the latter being 
the perceiver of the act which, as its appearance, is outside of it. 

We will now enter into a detailed account of these three great phases 
of consciousness, beginning with a prologue. 

PROLOGUE. 

The whole theory of the Universe seems based on the following suppo· 
sitions, which, from their reasonableness, amount to certainties. Because the 
Universe is manifested, there must be a manifestor. Because manifestation 
is an act, this latter must be impelled to action. Because an action is the 
realization of an impulse, it must be the positive expression of latent force. 
To this is added the self·evident fact that law guides the impulse and is 
amenable to the analysis of Reason, and that Reason must therefore be an 
innate quality of the First Impulse. Now since that which is innate in an 
impulse is its cause, we are driven to the conclusion that the Manifested 
Universe is impelled to manifest by a latent impulse, in obedience to the 
mandate of a Reason; which, being such for a First Impulse, is a supreme 
Reason of Reasons. 

Having stated the general idea on which the following considerations 
are based, I will endeavor to construct a detailed development of the three 
First or Over· Planes of the Universe, premising that to be properly under· 
stood they should be viewed by the light of the arguments advanced in the 
essay entitled" A Conscious Universe ". 

PUSES. 

The threefold act of the One Consciousness has taken place in space, 
and therefore we must now consider what effect it will produce as the 
Creator of a Universe. .\lthough Space is abstract consciousness, yet, 
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since it is the home of phenomenal life, it appeals to us more as a Universe 
than in its real nature of self-realisation. And if we would understand 
anything of the mystery of evolution of life from life, and universe from 
universe, we must resort to the method of dividing Space into planes of 
existence. But these must also be planes of conscious activity, and, as 
they proceed naturally one from the other without break of continuity and 
according to reasonable law, their existence is neither fanciful nor arbitrary; 
whilst their comprehension is of the first importance to the right under
standing of how to pierce the heart of the World in order to blend human 
life with the splendour of the Conscious ONE. 

THE ONE SOURCE. 

The source of these planes is, as has been already said, the One Con
sciousness; and as the Universe gradually unrolls in obedience to the first 
impulse to manifest, of the Reason of Reasons, it displays a new plane of 
existence at every tum. The unit-manifestation is the great formative power, 
because the force to which it owes existence is centralized in Self, in the 
perception of Self as One (see" A Conscious Universe to). The force thus 
centralized becomes the essence of form, and emanates the first plane. It 
(the impulse to manifestation) concentrates through active self-perception 
into the appearance of Truth, which, lighting up the consciousness of the 
One, turns it into a Space of real light, and the universe becomes self
enlightened. This etherial effulgence has not the perfect purity which 
belongs to the phenomenon of abstract consciousness realising itself as One, 
because it is due to the action of opposities consequent on the One subject 
sundering itself into object and subject. 

THE FIRST PLANE. 

Space on this plane therefore appears as a great homogeneous light 
which illuminates the form of an abstract consciousness, or that which is 
limited only by metaphysical limits as One manifested. 

Now this Form is Consciousness as One which, under the light of self
realisation, becomes the realised impulse to manifestation. So that the 
next plane of thought is the consciousness of the act of manifestation as the 
ONE "becoming" and the ONE "become", or the Impulse in its positive 
and negative condition. Conceived in the realms of non-being, it is 
impelled to an outer sphere where it bursts in passive self-consciousness of 
its act, as the appearance of positive Life whose form is the swing from 
o to I, or a simple vibration. Lost in its manifestation, it, by an act of 
self-destruction manifests this Form of motion. And the death of action is 
the birth of Life, the dawn of a new existence glowing with light of self
appreciation. The vitality of the impulse as an act realising itself, is 
turned into light illuminating Space (or itself as object). And the impulse 
having now become an active cause (for it is a homogeneous light irridescent 
as an effect) manifests as a duality on the positive plane, or as subject 
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and object. The first, a light, falls on the act of self-destruction and 
discloses it as the form of the deed; and by reflection this latter casts its 
shadow on infinite translucent Space, the shadow of that infinite and formal 
Consciousness or Wisdom typified by the Ophite Serpent, which we in a 
more prosaic age call by a more definite name-a Vibration. 

The subject considered in its character of centralizing power, fixes this 
form (a vibration) in the consciousness of the Universe, from whence it 
reflects back as the Author of Being; becoming at the same time the 
object of the self-reflection of Light. 

From this springs the second plane of consciousness. For the abstract 
Perfection of perfect homogeneity which characterises the Light of Self
consciousness pure and simple on the first plane, gives place to a definite 
meditation on and comparison of suhjective and objective being, which 
I take to be a necessary result of the foregoing development of conscious 
action. 

We have seen that from another point of view this Abstract Light of 
the first plane becomes a centralizing power, because characterised as 
realised self-perception; the activity of manifestation being centred in Self 
by the innate nature of its consciousness. Now a centralized Power con
centrated into a form or object of conscious perception seems to me a 
definition of ethereal substance, and therefore in laying out the first Plane of 
Existence the Conscious ONE has clothed itself with Divine Substance 
pregnant with Potential Action, as latent vibration concentrated into a 
" something t· through the power of Conscious Being. So that the activity 
of consciousness produces from itself the Substance of its Thought. 
However metaphysical this conclusion may appear, and therefore, in itself 
unsubstantial, it is surely not more so than the daily and hourly experiences 
of each one of us, who, while thinking through and by the aid of physical 
matter, yet evolves from his own power of perception the intangible 
realities of pictorial ideation. 

COROLLARY. 

We may conclude from what has just been said that, generally speaking, 
consciousness when active is so as a destroyer of its Cause of Action. And 
that because it is identical with its impulse, latent consciousness or con
sciousness in a passive state is best described by the word Impulse. So that 
the human mind when in a state of repose as when man is so to speak 
oblivious, is really in a condition of suppressed impulsifJuuss, which we call 
sensitiveness. This conclusion concerning the nature of mental activity and 
of powers of perception furnishes us with a key to the right knowledge 
of more than one practical problem connected with the interaction of 
Man and Nature, while it also forms the basis for successful enquiry 
into the effects of mental rest and its correct application to the nervous 
system. 
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PROLOGUE TO PLANE II. 

The Light of the first plane discloses to the consciousness of the One 
Manifestor the form of the impulse in obedience to which it manifested, 
namely-the Vibration. In this way the Vibration is an actual objective 
fact of the positive plane. But the light which discloses it in its passive 
existence as Form, is itself the realised potentiality of the impulse. So 
that we have the Form of Power manifested by the Power which bore the 
Form, and the vibration vibrates with light, or as light. 

Before descending to the second plane we must not forget that the ONE, 
the Vibration and the Light, are all three aspects of one consciousness, 
which bursting into light on the first plane, falls into the second in a shower 
of rays filling the Universe with the Sound of individual life, and wrapping 
the whole in the dead brilliance of potential fire and flame on the third 
plane. 

PLANE II. 

I have said that the first plane is the parent of the second as vibratory 
light. Now it is evident that this is really the appearance, which the 
Conscious ONE apprehends as the realisation of itself by itself. But the 
light disclosing the vibration causes it to become objective to its conscious
ness, and thus the ONE apprehending itself as a definite form of motion, 
pervades this form with its consciousness, and realises it in its infinite sub
divisions of progress from its centre 0 to its limit as 1. But because it is a 
Universal Consciousness, it is aware only of universals, so that the infinite 
subdivisions of Self realised in the first case become aspects of the 
Universal ONE through the operation of the second, for they must be 
universal. 

In the first case, the One Consciousness becomes separated into a 
progrt.ss of infinite divisions. In the second, each of these must be 
universal. The subdivisions are those of itself as Space (or Consciousness), 
by Time (or action); for activity in Space becomes Time. And this act of 
subdivision may be called the energy of perception meditating on the 
appearance of vibratory motion. 

But as each of this apparently infinite number of combinations of Space 
and Time are equal to One as aspects of the Conscious Unity, the energy 
which animates them is in every case equal-as representing the sum of 
their dual natures-but different in the proportions which Space bears to 
Time in each individual combination. So that as the one factor increases, 
the other must diminish. But we surely may assume a vibration of 
consciousness to be a tlwught I If so, then each of these differently con
stituted vibrations gives us not only a different measure of the Impulse (or 
Fit'st Impulse), but also a different idea. Combining these two characteristics, 
we find that the first Conscious act of Manifestation on the second plane 
unfolds the whole inner history of the Impulse, laying it out in the 
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Universe as a vast effort at Ideation. In passing gradually from a state of 
Rest to that of Activity, the Universal Conscience lays itself out in degrees 
of consciousness. 

Now we have shown how the Impulse, on completion, becomes self
realised consciousness as one homogeneous light. The same act therefore 
which produces this (the first plane), discloses the existence of a gradation 
of Conscious perception on the second plane. Each of which is both an 
idea and a ray of the ONE LIGHT, for each is self-consciousness (or light) 
separate and distinct from the one, yet equal to it. The Universe now assumes 
a double character. It is Thought Manifested, and it is MOIUm converting these 
thoughts into Divine Substance. The latter is the starting point of the visible, 
whilst the former is the Life of Worlds. The Universal Substance must be 
considered as Space differentiated into vibrations, where the amplitude, or 
relative quantity of Space, varies directly to the rate of vibration, or Time, 
but in which each is potentially equal to one. Thought, or Divine Ideation, 
becomes a living body of Divine Substance, where every living part repre
sents a universal idea individualised as a distinct aspect of the one. So 
that every ray of light represents an individual activity and a definite 
degree of consciousness. This is expressed as being the ratio of the Aspect 
(Space as ideal activity) to one, or the" Divine Ratio", which, for brevity, 
I shall in future name it. 

The nature of a Ray of Primordial Light is therefore a conscious 
vibration, whose light (or self-perception) is an Aspect of the One, depend
ing on the ratio which Space and Time (or amplitude and rate of vibration) 
bear to one another for its distinctive personality. But the ratio which this 
definite distinction bears to the Universe as a whole, confers individuality on 
each ray; a most important consideration-for here we have differentiation 
in what we may call the First Essence of the Phenomenal Universe, 
resulting in crowding space with a host of distinct individual conscious 
entities, which, in their collective individuality represent Space itself, and 
by their Personality confer on Space its peculiar property of dimentional 
values. In dealing with these first conceptions however, and for this 
second plane where Personality is more an attribute of the ideal than a 
separate existence-the word Ray, a colorless and indefinite term fitted to 
the objectivity of a plane beyond the comprehension of a finite mind, is a 
more suitable title than a name bearing with it mental qualities drawn from 
the observation of life on this plane. 

Thus we see that on the second plane Space becomes split up ioto a 
host of intelligent entities. They are rather Forces endowed with innate 
intelligence than Persons. On this plane, their birth place, they are cold 
Rays, a peculiarity which is due to their Abstract Nature as Divine Ratios; 
but as will be seen presently, they become objective on the third plane 
through the reflex action of this same Divine Ratio, which, starting from 
the Individual to the ONE, flows back from the ONE to the Individual 
in a stream of vital Fire. 
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COROLLARY. 

The two varying constituents of an individuality are therefore Space or 
Consciousness, and Time or Rapidity of Life, compared to the Vibration of 
a Unit Apprehension which serves as a common measure. It is therefore 
evident that as the first increases, the latter decreases, and that a maximum 
energy or I, is found with a minimum of consciousness or 0 (Zero). On the 
other hand, when absolute motion manifests the vibration as I, conscious
ness is entirely absent, having become changed into action. 

LIGHT AS SOUND. 

If we look at the differentiated individualities of the second plane only 
as separate vibrations such as we have already described, the analysis of 
their characteristics leads us to an interesting conception. In the first 
place, as aspects of one vibration they must all repeat it in some shape or 
other; and they have a common standard by which to measure themselves. 
But as we have seen, each has a characteristic rate of vibration, differently 
manifested. While by the differentiation of Light into rays, we have a 
progressive scale in which Consciousness as Space gradually withdraws 
into itself as self-realisation, proceeding until the visible energy of the one 
act has dwindled to a condition of perfect rest, and consciousness has lost 
itself in the Real. The amplitude of vibration changes at each gradation 
or individual arrestation of the consciousness upon itself. If we start from 
the beginning of the impulse and trace its progress the other way, the effort 
to realise grows, until its full manifestation is reached as absolute motion. 
Thus on this subjective plane, the amplitude is visible only by its activity 
and not as a distinctive of Space, and thus seems to be non-existent according 
to our physical notions of what constitutes a Thing. It nevertheless ;s
exists in the vibration as its root or conscious individuality, of which the 
definite activity is only the manifested appearance. These ideas may be 
better explained by an example borrowed from physics. Take a pendulum 
and let it swing across ever widening spaces in the same given time. The 
Energy manifested by each swing increases, because the rate of vibration 
remains the same, and it has therefore to cover more space in the unit 
time. This increase represents the different individual changes of Light, 
as rays, through the effect of the Divine Ratio which forces each to repro
duce the ONE in relation to itself. And because such increase repeats the 
original vibration as its aspect, it must be in every way its octave pitched 
to a different intensity. Therefore the birth of the Sons of Light different
iates the Universe into octaves of the impulse or base note; and space is 
filled with Sound. Since these octaves are the result of the light of self
realisation or self-enlightenment, then Light, due in the first instance to a 
vibration or impulse which may be called a key-note, proceeds to strike out 
of itself one long drawn cry, colored by the presence of its octaves; the 
highest of which merging into nothing as the One Reality in a state of non-
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being, and the lowest embracing all the others as the full expression of the 
activity of the One Consciousness-motion changed into Space, or objec
tivity ejected from its subjectivity. 

HUMAN AND ETHEREAL CONSCIOUSNESS. 

The vibration in its greatest amplitude is Consciousness in its condition 
of non-being; it is the ONE clothed in the full mystery of Perfect Truth. 
It becomes least conscious when most full of vital activity for Space. The 
matrix of positive Truth then appears only as motion, the other function of 
manifestation being concealed by it entirely. This proves logically the 

. inherent quality of blindness which characterises Force, while at the same 
time showing the intimate connection between it and form. For as the 
mighty madness of an Infinite motion sinks by transitions into the deep 
calm of the waking Truth of All, the Universe of Space emt:rges little by 
little into waking life; growing in Form until the middle point is passed 
where sleep overtakes the \Vorld, and till, sinking under the weight of an 
ever-growing consciousness of Form, the Universe at last knows itself as 
ONE, and like a sudden flash of light Form disappears in conscious, 
glowing Truth. 

Man, the highest symbol of evolution, reverses the order of this relation
ship of consciousness to Space and Time. For being in a state of pro
gression towards supreme Wisdom, he is ever endeavoring to knit into his 
consciousness more and more of the energy of the first impulse. 
Whereas the First One receding in its successive devolutions from this 
point, aims at the knowledge of the finite, which is the starting point of 
planet-bearing life. Man, as a future God, reverses the cyclic movement 
of development; and while the Devas live through their perception of the 
Universe and a consciousness of their individual relation to it as a whole, the 
human Ego lives by being conscious of finalities and of his own position 
with regard to other conscious manifestations of finite causes. 

THIRD PLANE. 

We now come to the third and last of the three over-planes, the planes 
synthesized by the single idea contained in the word Consciousness. It is 
complementary to the second, and may be said to be the reflex action 
aroused by the activity of the individuality in each Deva. For that of the 
Conscious ONE is represented on the second plane by individually 
differentiated rays, which exist because they realise themselves as a ratio of 
conscious life to the One consciousness; making Divine Ratios of self
conscious identities, and causing the One to see itself as a single collection 
of many aspects. This knowledge constitutes a third phase or plane of 
thought, for, vitalised by a host of ideas it conceives itself as a u",-ted 
whole, instead of a homogeneous one as is the case on the first plane; while 
it differs from the conscious attitude assumed on the second plane, where it 
conceives itself in a multitude of different and separate aspects. It becomes 
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in fact on the last plane, a Universe alive with Godlike thoughts, which as 
rays of light acting with various degrees of Consciousness, are individual 
Egos. I will now show how and why this third plane must follow from the 
other two. 

We must remember, in the first place, that we are dealing with three 
fundamental expressions of consciousness, each of which is supposed to 
proceed naturally from the other, and to be its complement, so that the full 
state of Conscious Activity necessary to create, externally and objectively, 
may finally unroll itself-from its passive Perfection of Subsistenc~ to a 
Positive Perfection of Existence. On the first plane we have seen a 
Universal Consciousness awakened to a Perception of itself as an existing 
ONE. On the second we see the necessary extension of this activity of 
Perception in the comparison which must follow hetween its + and - one
ness, which, as we have seen, results in differentiating itself into conscious 
and active entities-each individually distinct, yet representing in itself the 
thoughtful energy of a Universe. The third and last result which follows 
on the awakening of the Conscience of the Universe must be a Perception 
of itself as the Thinker, the convertion, by the action of the first Plane of 
Consciousness upon the second, of Rays into Thoughts; the re-action from 
which effect causes the Universal One to be conscious of itself as a Mind 
on the third Plane. So that on the first Plane we have the appearance of 
Truth converted on the third Plane into a Universal Mind, while the second 
Plane lies between the two, and represents the activity of individual life. 

Now each ray of the second Plane is a current of conscious Perception 
starting from itself and ending in the Universal One, for it represents, as 
has been already shown, a Divine Ratio. The homogeneity of the first 
Plane thus becomes a synthetic centre of mental Power on the third Plane. 
The Consciousness of the ONB flows back therefore into each individual 
Idea, as being at the same time the Individual Idea and the Synthesis of 
all possible Ideas. Thus the Ray, colored with its own shade of Light, is 
enveloped in a Beam from the Central Sun, and thus the Individualised 
Idea becomes inseparable from every other Idea. For, as the heam of 
sunlight synthesises in itself every possible shade of color in the Sun, so 
does our metaphorical beam hold latent every possible aspect of Conscious
ness. Each forms a distinct and opposite duality, the Ray being a current 
of energy centralising towards the Universal One of the first Plane, while 
the Beam forms a current radiating from the central Power outwards; both 
are equal because universal. Yet how different from each other. For the 
vitality of the third plane comes from the existence of the second, and 
(similarly) the vitality of the Beam is due to the individuality of the ray it 
encloses; while, since it is conscious energy, it is plastic as Divine Sub
stance, and consequently receives into itself the impress of the peculiar 
character of the ray pervading it when it becomes the Aura of the Ray. 
In other words each ray shrined in a Universe renders it peculiarly distinct 
from other Rays and Universes. Or we may look at it from another point of 
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view and say that each Idea is enveloped by a universal mind, which it 
informs with Individual activity. The mind receptive to the influence of 
the Ray is, according to our definition of quiescent mentality, in a state of 
latent Potentiality-universal in its capabilities. So that Space is now 
ready to burst forth into countless \Vorlds, each a complete Universe in 
itself, and each the Home of a Divine Being or Supreme Conception i to 
the activity of which or whom is due its existence. How this comes about 
concerns the development of the four under Planes. 

The third plane is therefore a Universal Mind animated by individual 
consciou((' conceptions which have been called Rays, and which through 
their connection with the one mind become Beams of Light or Potential 
Flames; for a flame is the result of the united action of Rayon Beam. 
As the mind of man is the centre of manifestation for individual character, 
so is this third plane the centre for the activities of the Divine Beings of 
the second plane. Any manifestation on this third plane must carry with 
it the presiding characteristics of the vitali sing Ray. If we consider it as a 
plane or universe of countless varieties of latent energies, the activity of 
anyone of them will at once compel it to centralise around its individual 
activity on the second plane, from which it would receive its hall mark as 
belonging to a particular ray while still remaining one with the Universe. 

THE THIRD PUNE AS FIRE. 

H we return to the analysis of the vibration of light and sound on the 
second plane, we see that each ray of light vibrates at a different amplitude. 
On the the third plane these various vibrations are collected into one, and 
while synthesised, they do not loose their individuality. So that we have 
one medium-the substance of the first plane-vibrating in different degrees 
of energy (see the example of the pendulum already given). But this is the 
definition of one medium at different temperatures i for heat is defined as 
the increasing of the vibration of an atom in such a way that the amplitude 
of its swing is affected, while the rate of its vibration is constant to a given 
time. Should this latter change, the substance undergoing the action of 
heat changes to a fresh constant or state of existence; for the amount of 
energy, computed in units of Time, represents the real individuality of a 
substance of which its form is but the appearance. On the second plane 
the different vibrations of the one consciousness are distinct. The one 
universal Thinker perceives itself to be the thought in each separate case. 
But on the third it realises itself not only as the thought, but at the same 
time itself as the Thinker of the thought. By so doing it co-relates the 
universe of ideas. This action on ideals must necessarily take effect on the 
Divine Substance manifested on the first plane and underlying all action. 
And therefore the co-relation of thought passes naturally into that of the 
ethereal Substance by which they are represented, so that the Divine 
Entities of Plane Two become animated by Divine Fire-are in fact 
Fires enveloped in Potential Flame on the third plane. Arguing from a 
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purely material point of view the Beam, the source of synthethk action, 
becomes a flame, saturating with its fiery breath the cold ray of 
individual Light by which it is especially vitalised, and in return 
for which vitality of individual Life, warms it into a Fire. In speak
ing thus broadly of fire and flame, it must not be forgotten that we 
are dealing only with Principles entirely subjective to Life, as we person
ally understand it, and that the gross animal vegetable and mineral heat of 
the physical plane, resembles its ethereal counterpart only in its subjective 
aspect of Law, and not as an objective producer of material phenomena. 
Heat is moreover evidently latent on these planes, because any e'ffective 
manifestation of it at once becomes objective to it, and in fact has to do 
with the production of other and lower, because succeeding, planes of 
consciousness. Fire and Flame are merely essential on the Over Planes, 
and their objective manifestation concerns the production of the four under 
planes of Consciousness. 

This concludes my attempt to sketch the Over Planes of a Conscious 
Universe. As they are only perceptions of Universals, they are entirely 
subjective to finite minds. Thus their details remain for many of us merely 
empty words which logic orders into groups so that we may obtain bearings 
which may keep us on our proper course in the great and noble quest for 
Truth. 

Think of them as we will, we can only realise these Over Planes as 
Consciousness. And this one word expresses all we know of their actual 
effect upon us during our lives upon this Earth. 

THOS. WILLIAMS, F.T.S. 

THE USES OF PAIN. 

Thv heart must learn the littleness of life, 
As lived by those, that know not its deep snares; 
Whose destination is but as the moth's 
That falls into the flame quite unawares. 
Thy heart must learn that naught may bring it rest; 
Nor pleasures. fame; nor women, wine. nor gold. 
Which drown the soul within their gloomy depths 
And make it bear but grief and pain untold-
Thy heart must learn that deep within it burns, 
A light of purest and most hallowed flame; 
It is Thy Self i thy Highest Self, 0 man; 
Thrice happy he, who goes to whence he came! 

And hast thou learned the lesson 'mid despair. 
That robbed thy life of joy and hope's sweet balm, 
And brought a raging storm, where former calm 
Made life a pleasure free of grief and pain ?-
Then look thou up i yea, and thine eye shall see 
A sign that pours new strength into thy heart, 
That evermore from thee shall not depart ; 
For thou hast earned it through thy misery. 

GEO. FALUNSTHINE. 
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ijtalismanit 

~ FTER reading an article you recently published under the above 
/8)~ heading and in accordance with the suggestion at the end of the 

said article, I have made enquiries and elicited the following from a 
correspondent relative to the incident of the Lee Penny; I may add that 
my correspondent is alive now, and the events are fresh in his recollection. 
" As for its strange and most interesting history and the way it came into 
the possession of the Lee family, I have no reason to doubt the truthfulness 
of the account given by Robert Chambers in his pictures of Scotland. I 
ha ve known about it myself for nearly three score years, and have conversed 
about it with old servants of the Lee family, and never heard the slightest 
whisper of doubt on these points, nor yet as to the incident relating to 
the Newcastle people borrowing it on the terms stated, nor the incident 
regarding Lady Baird of Saughton Hall. As to the genuineness of its 
curative virtues, I am not so sanguine, but I am a strong believer in hope
fully using plain curative means. I say hopefully, because it is a recog
nised truth that the imagination has a great influence on invalids. Many 
facts are recorded in proof of this. It may be said that this does not apply 
to cattle. Certainly not, but it applies to those in charge of them, and 
causes them to use the means perseveringly; I was one of a small 
company who visited the Castle on 12th June 1861 for the purpose of seeing 
the • talisman' and tasting water that had got the prescribed • three dips 
and a sweel.' The man in charge went behind the door and applied the 
charm to the water in one tumbler and another was not so charmed. He 
set them down on a table before us, and first let us taste another tumbler of 
pure water, and then asked us to taste the other two and point out the one 
that had got the dips; the majority of our company after tasting both, pointed 
out the right one. Some might say that the man in charge put something 
into the water. Anyone who knew Peter Cume, for that was his name, 
would never for one moment entertain such an idea. Peter was a plain, 
honest man, and quite above doing such a thing. Now in reply to the 
question whether the Talisman is now much used for curative purposes, I 
even to-day made enquiry as to that, and was told that its fame was not 
so great as it once was. This I think may be accounted for by the 
fact that the present Laird of Lee, Sir Simon M'Donald Lockhart, is an 
officer in one of the regiments of the guards, which are stationed in or 
about London; and only his mother, Lady M'Donald Lockhart, and his 
sister, Miss M'Donald Lockhart, and a niece, Miss Mott, occupy Lee 
Castle. It may be easily understood that they will not encourage crowds 
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to visit them for the purpose of seeing the jewel. Lady M'Donald Lock
hart is a very old lady, and like others' advanced in life, prefers quietness 
and retirement, still, I never heard of any respectable party calling to see it 
and being refused. It is always kept at Lee Castle except at times when 
the family are away, when, for safety, it is deposited in a safer place in 
suitable custody. I may add in conclusion that some few years ago a 
lady from England, who was afflicted with rheumatism in her limbs, came, 
used the charmed water and was cured." 

Thus far my correspondent. I will add a few lines myself and then 

finish. 

Lee Castle is situated in the Vale of Clyde a few miles below Lanark, 
about twenty-seven miles from Glasgow, and is famous on account of the 
celebrated family or race of people who have owned it from a remote period 
of Scottish history_ Its approach is very fine, and the grounds contain some 
of the grandest trees in the country, one of these being of great antiquity 
and belonging, it is believed, to the original Caledonian Forest. At Lee 
Castle no money was ever taken from those who came to be cured, and no 
words were permitted to be spoken when dipping the talisman in the water. 
A few years after the stone was returned from Newcastle, a complaint was 
raised by a gentleman, named Hamilton, against Sir James Lockhart of 
Lee, " anent the superstitious using of ane stane set in silver for the curing 
of diseased cattel ". An investigation was accordingly held by the Synod 
of Glasgow. (You understand that the Synod is the highest Court in the 
Church of Scotland except the General Assembly.) Well, the Synod of 
Glasgow came to the conclusion that Sir James Lockhart be permitted to 
use the " Penny" under certain safeguards, and exempted him from the 
crime of sorcery, the penalty of which at that time was death by burning. 
That the reverend Court were believers in the mysterious medicinal pro
perties of the" Penny" is attested by the following document: 

"The Assembly having inquerit the manner of using thereof, and 
particularlie understude be examination of the said Laird of Lee and 
otherwise, that the custom is only to cast the stone in some water, and give 
the diseased cattel thereof to drink, and that the same is done without 
using evil words such as charmers use in their unlawful practises, and con
sidering that in Nature there are monie things seen to work strange effect, 
quof no human wit can give a reason, it having pleasit God to give unto 
stones and herbes a special virtue for the healing of monie infirmities in man 
and beast, advise the brethren to surcease their process, as quarm, they 
perserve no ground of offence: and admonishes the said Laird of Lee in 
using the said stone, to take heid it be usit hereafter wt least scandal that 
possibly may be." 

So far as I can learn no one can say a word about where Sir Walter 
got his idea of the Talisman. 

F.T.S. 
16 
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~bt It1uisb lttprtstntatibt _aiia, tbt 
ot bristian _ass. 

rofHRISTIANITY is an offspring of Judaism. The relations of the 
~ Israelite to Jehovah prefigure, and are reproduced in, the relations of 
the Christian to Christ. The Jewish sacred writings are the Christian Old 
Testament. The Jewish psalter is the Christian psalm book. The Jewish 
custom of reciting, singing, or chanting devotional exercises daily, at stated 
hours, is continued in the manner of celebrating or saying the Divine Office 
by the more ancient Christian Churches and the several religious orders at 
duly regulated intervals. The Jewish usage of blessing, breaking, and 
devoutly partaking of bread and wine daily, in common, at the commence
ment of the family meal, was observed by the early Christians, whose 
habitual breaking of bread is repeatedly mentioned in the New Testament, 
and was the precursor of the devotional grace before meals. In all these 
things Christianity is debtor to, is the counterpart of Judaism. Is it likely 
that this passing over of the one into, this reappearance of the one in, the 
other, this absorption, this adoption of so much of the old by the new, 
would have been kept within these limits? 

The history of the Jews is a history of passing over. Their designation 
" Hebrews", taken from a remote ancestor-was this because of the 
suitahleness of its meaning ?-signifies "pilgrims", "wanderers", "passers 
over". Their forefather, Abram, migrated or passed over from Chaldlea 
to Canaan. His descendants went down and passed over into Egypt, 
where they were reduced to bondage. When their deliverance was about 
to take place the destroying angel passed over their firstborn and slew the 
firstborn of their oppressors. Through the slaying of the firstborn of Egypt 
they passed over from the bondage of Mitzraim to the freedom of Canaan. 
This sparing and passing over was commemorated by them as the Pass
over. Hence their peculiar and distinctive feast, commemorating the 
heginning of their independent existence as a nation through this sparing 
and passing over, was called " The Passover". 

But while and by passing from the servitude of Egypt they passed 
under the bondage of the Law. 

The founders of Christianity were Jews. 
As Jews they were born under the bondage of the Law. 
Their ancestors had not been able to free themselves from the physical 

bondage of Egypt. They were unable to free themselves from the spiritual 
bondage of the Law. 
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Jesus determined to deliver them from this bondage. 
For the ten commandments of the decalogue he substituted the two 

commandments of love. 
For the bondage of the Law he substituted the freedom of the Gospel. 
Into this freedom his followers passed. 
The Passover of the Jews in Egypt was due to the sacrifice of a lamb

a lamb for each household-whose blood was sprinkled on the lintel and 
doorposts of the sacrificer's house; and each house whose entrance was so 
sprinkled was passed over by the destroying angel. Thus runs the narrative. 

This lamb was called " The Lamb of God". 
The Passover of the Christians was consummated by the taking of the 

life of Jesus, who submitted to an ignominious death rather than renounce 
the teaching of his life-that man is the son of God, and should suffer no 
intervention between himself and his Divine Father-and thus secured 
spiritual freedom to such of his followers as so valued it. 

Hence Jesus, thus slain at the Paschal season, was likened to the 
Paschal lamb, and so came to be called" The Lamb of God ". But to 
those who so likened him the meaning of the sacrifice must have been 
identical. 

Now the blood of the Lamb of God slain in Egypt was in no sense 
shed as an expiating or atoning sacrifice. Sprinkled on the entrances of 
their houses it served to distinguish the obedient and innocent children of 
Israel from the disobedient and guilty Egyptians. The innocent were 
spared through it, the guilty punished. 

When Jesus delivered himself into the hands of his enemies he is 
reported to have said of his followers, "If ye seek me, let these go their 
way". Those who so wrote must have believed that he gave himself up to 
secure the freedom of his followers. As a fact his followers were spared
left free-when he was taken. The doctrinal analogy here is significant. 

Either Passover, whether of the Jew or the Christian, had its proper 
commemoration. 

The celebration of the Passover was obligatory on all Jews. 
The proper celebration of the Jewish Passover could only take place 

within the precincts of the holy city, Jerusalem. 
Each intending celebrant previously selected a lamb, and, placing his 

hands upon its head, dedicated it as his Passover. This lamb was then 
known as, and upon occasion called, the Passover of the dedicator. 

On the day appointed for the celebration each celebrant, personally or 
by representative, took his Passover to the temple and slew it in the pre
scribed way, that its blood might be sprinkled on the altar. After this 
each took the body of the Passover-his" Body "-home, to be roasted as 
commanded; and at the close of the festive meal distributed its flesh to all 
present, that they might take and eat thereof. 

This celebration could only take place at Jerusalem, as already stated. 
But the keeping of the feast was obligatory on all Jews, as previously 

16.A. 
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mentioned. Hence there was a common celebration observed by all the 
children of Israel not in the holy city. This was known as the feast of 
unleavened bread-the celebration of the Mazza. 

The celebration of the Mazza was in this wise. 
Immediately before the feast the celebrant selected a Mazza - an 

unleavened bread-and set it apart for, and dedicated it as, his repre
sentative Passover. 

This Mazza, representing the body of the slain Paschal lamb-of the 
lamb which should have been slain and eaten at Jerusalem, but could not 
be slain and eaten here-was folded in a napkin and conveyed to a place 
prepared for the purpose, where it was hidden away. There it remained 
till the close of the festive meal. Then the celebrant fetched it from its 
concealment and, solemnly breaking it, distributed the fragments to all 
present-a fragment to each - who reverently took and ate thereof
partook thereof with him - as the representative Paschal body - the 
" Body" of the celebrant. 

The Christian commemoration was also a celebration with a Mazza, 
and thus came to be designated the" Mass". 

There the celebrant, at first the head of the family (or most dis
tinguished person present, at his invitation)-whose office, after the service 
became a congregational communion and the gathering together ecclesias
tical and "Catholic", had the designation and attributes of a priesthood 
imputed to it-dedicated or consecrated the representative Mazza, and 
at the close of the festive meal-afterwards converted into a solemn 
religious service-formally broke, partook of, and distributed the fragments 
to all present, who were thus partakers with him of the representative, of 
his representative Paschal body~f his " Body": through which par
taking all entered into, and thus bore witness that they were in communion 
with each other. 

The ritualistic ceremonial of the Good Friday Mass, or "Mass of the 
Presanctified" as it is termed in the Church incongruously called" Roman 
Catholic ", distinctly points to this origin, as well of the Mass as of its 
designation, for a consecrated Mazza is reserved on the previous day, and, 
enveloped in a napkin, is solemnly borne to a place duly prepared for its 
reception (and quasi-entombment-thence commonly spoken of as the 
sepulchre); from whence it is reverently fetched at the appointed time, 
and consumed by the priest with due ceremonial. 

The ritual observance of the Mass confirms the thus indicated origin. 
The priest washes his hands before the consecration as does the Jewish 

celebrant before the dedication. 
With the edge of the paten he indents the Mazza he is about to 

consecrate, to ensure a clean fracture at the formal breaking thereof, 
as does the Jew_with the edge of the patena the bread he is about to 
bless. 

He mingles water with the wine in the prescribed manner of the Jews. 
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He extends his hands over the Mazza and wine he is about to conse
crate, as does the Jew. 

He raises his eyes to heaven in invoking the eucharistic blessing, as 
does the Jew. 

He reverently elevates the consecrated Mazza, and then the conse
crated wine, as does the Jew. 

He reserves consecrated Mazzas at the daily Mass for other com
municants; as does the Jew the few fragments of the blessed bread at the 
daily common meal or communion, which are left on the table to be 
partaken of by any who may arrive late: but he consumes the whole of 
reserved Mazza at the Mass of the Presanctified, as do the Jews the whole 
of the representative Mazza at the Paschal Mass. 

Before the withholding of the cup from the laity it was passed round 
at the daily Mass, as at the Jewish daily communion. At the Jewish 
Passover and Paschal Mass each had his own cup; as tradition says was 
the case at the first Christian Paschal Mass: and each Jew sprinkles some 
of the wine, as representative blood, with the finger~ while all stand and 
chant the solemn commemoration of the Exodus. 

There are also certain divergencies hardly less significant in teaching 
value, since they would have necessarily followed the substitution of a 
sacramental for a social communion, the conversion of commemorative 
elements into the accidents of an underlying divine Presence; for, besides 
the withholding of the cup from the laity at the daily communion, the 
Paschal commemoration, as represented by the Mass of the Presanctified, 
is not a communion service in any sense of the word; and even at the 
Mass which has taken the place of the daily communion, and superseded 
the breaking of bread of the New Testament, priest and people do not 
partake of the one bread, for the priest himself consumes the whole of the 
Mazza, which he formally breaks, and most generally communicates others 
with unbroken Mazzas reserved from some previous Mass: and even so, 
only communicates a select few of those present instead of giving to all, so 
that the symbolism of the act disappears in the so· called and decidedly 
miscalled Catholic communion; while the worship of a mysterious Divine 
Presence in the consecrated elements has been substituted for it. 

Combined with these points of agreement and divergence there is 
a singular mingling of the ceremonial of the Jewish daily breaking of bread 
with that of their Paschal celebration or Mass in the Roman ritual of the 
Christian Mass: for-

While the Jew mingles water with the wine in the ceremonial cup of 
the Paschal celebration only, the priest mingles water with the wine he is 
about to consecrate, at every Mass throughout the year-

While to the Jew three cups are obligatory at the Paschal feast or Mass 
only, the cup of each being replenished by a server, three cups are enjoined 
on the priest at every Mass throughout the year, of which the second and 
third, replenished by the server, are taken as ablutions-and 
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While by the Jew the Mazza is only used during the Paschal week, and 
only at the first celebration of the feast as a Mass, in the Roman Church it 
is used at every Mass and all the year round. 

The daily communion of the early Christians, repeatedly spoken of in 
the New Testament as the breaking of bread, was not a sacramental 
observance. It was the act of sanctifying an ordinary meal. Of those pre
sent, the blessing and breaking of the bread and blessing and passing 
round of the cup, was always the act of the head of the household or guest 
of the highest dignity. Hence the import of the Scriptural record of the 
apostolic breaking of bread from house to house: for the teachers of the 
people always had the place of honour given to them at their visitations, 
and, thus becoming the accredited breakers of bread, came in the end to be 
regarded as a special order of higher rank. But that in those days this 
was merely an office of courtesy inherited from Judaism is shown by the 
act continuing to bear its distinctive Jewish designation-the breaking of 
bread. 

Afterwards, when the priestly function was usurped and submitted to, 
the family breaking of bread by the head of the household or the guest of 
highest rank, acting at his invitation as his representative, was merged 
in the congregational breaking of bread by the priest, and then the familiar 
act had a sacramental character imputed to it, and, because all present had 
to partake of the consecrated elements, only the sacramentally qualified 
were permitted to be present, the unqualified being dismissed with the 
warning lte, miss/J est, "Go, it is the Mass ", which then preceded instead 
of closing the mystic service. 

The sacramental imputation, engendering an ever-increasing reverence, 
caused a yet higher character to be attributed to the consecrated elements, 
which were thus made the occasion and subject of so much devotion, until 
-from being the representatives of the body and blood of the Paschal Lamb 
for which they had been substituted, to prevent the shedding of whose 
blood they had been used-they came to be regarded as, and were at 
length dogmatically declared to be, the body and blood of him whose 
innocent blood had been shed upon the cross. And then those who had been 
excluded fram the Mass, because not sacramentally qualified to partake of 
the divinized elements were commanded to be present, to worship the 
consecrated Mazza and wine of which the consecrator alone was to 
partake. 

But although the celebrant had changed his character, although 
certain mysterious consequences were dogmatically imputed to his official 
acts, although the familiar breaking of bread had become the ceremonious 
celebration of the mysteries, the Christian Mass must have remained what 
it was intended to be-a commemoration of the Passover at the last supper. 

This Mass, as celebrated by Jesus, can have no other meaning than the 
one imparted to it by him. 

Jesus was a Jew. 
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Those who celebrated this Mass with him were Jews. 
This Mass-this way of celebrating the feast of the Mazza, of unleavened 

bread-must have been familiar to all Jews. 
The only novelty about it was the celebration in Jerusalem. 
By so celebrating the Passover there Jesus broke, passed over the 

Law. 
By giving this celebration as a commemoration of himself as then acting, 

he made it the celebration of this, of his Passover-of his deliberate 
passing over the Law. 

The words of dedication, of consecration, must have been familiar to all 
Jews. 

Hence, when placing a fragment of the broken Mazza-the breaking of 
which then and there represented the breaking of the Law-before each of 
those present he said, "Take, eat, this is my body", they must one 
and all have understood him to mean, This is, this takes the place of my 
Paschal body. This is the" Body" of my passover. 

He could not have conveyed any other meaning by these words. 
Could not have had any other meaning in his own mind while uttering 
them. To have so acted, so spoken without declaring that he acted and 
spoke in a sense other than the act and words naturally bore, would 
have been consciously to mislead and deliberately to deceive his followers. 

HENRY PRATT, M.D. 

THE THOUGHTS OF MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONINUS. 

(Translation-GEORGE LONG.) 

All those things at which thou wish est to arrive by a circuitous road 
thou canst have now, if thou dost not refuse them to thyself. And this means, 
if thou wilt take no notice of all the past, and trust the future to providence, 
and direct the present only conformably to piety and justice. Conformably to 
piety, that thou mayest be content with the lot which is assigned to thee, 
for nature designed it for thee, and thee for it. Conformably to justice, 
that thou mayest always speak the truth freely and without disguise, and 
do the things which are agreeable to law and according to the worth of 
each. And let neither another man's wickedness hinder thee, nor opinion, 
nor voice, nor let the sensations of the poor flesh which has grown about 
thee; for the passive part will look to this. If then, whatever the time 
may be when thou shalt be near to thy departure, neglecting everything 
else thou shalt respect only thy ruling faculty and the divinity within thee, 
and if thou shalt not be afraid because thou must some time cease to live, 
but if thou shalt bear never to have begun to live according to nature, then 
thou wilt be a man worthy of the universe which has produced thee ...• 

The spherical form of the soul maintains its figure when it is neither 
extended towards any object, nor contracted inwards, nor dispersed, nor 
sinks down, but is illuminated by light, by which it sees the truth, the 
truth of all things and the truth that is in itself. 

Have I done something for the general interest? Well, then, I have 
had my reward. Let this always be present to thy mind and never stop 
(doing such good). 

~OOgL 
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Jottings 
# 

m Jubia. 
,l,T is by no means my intention to make these .. Jottings" other than 
'f their name implies. No system, no consecutive order will be followed, 
but I fancy a few brief thumb-nail sketches may interest some, at least, 
of the readers of Lucifer, and tend to promote the cordial mutual interest 
and help between East and West, which the Theosophical Society has 
already done so much to bring about . ..... 

In Bombay, the majority of our active members belong to the Parsi 
community, the most liberal and energetic section of the Indian people 
both in thought and action. But they owe much to our Brother, Tookaram 
Tatya, whose disinterested devotion and splendid work, in rendering acces
sible both the classical and medireval treasures of mystic lore that exist 
in Sanskrit and the vernacular languages of India, is beyond all praise. The 
Bombay Branch meetings would be a treat to any lover of keen intellectual 
discussion on metaphysical and philosophical subjects; and the acumen 
and quick insight into such problems displayed by young men amon,g the 
Hindus, who come there as enquirers and listeners, would make most 
cultured and thinking Englishmen wonder. True, much of such discussion 
is .. unpractical": and I had often to drag back to the solid ground of 
practical realities discussions which tended to lose themselves in the 
waste spaces and misty depths of the limits of human thought, that region 
where words become mere counters, and even the best devised metaphysical 
terminology tends rather to mislead than to enlighten . 

••• 
A new scene-Surat-the first point d'appui of the western invasion of 

India that has now culminated in the British Empire in the East. A 
quaint town, Hindu within and without in character, less Europeanised 
far than Bombay and other places; the funny pill-boxes that call them
selves shops, the picturesque crowds of light, dark, and black-skinned 
men and women, in their bright colors and classical draperies, form a 
picture that will long dwell in my memory. But I will describe in 
detail a meeting of the Theosophical Society Branch there; for it is so 
utterly different from anything we are familiar with in the 'Vest, that 
an attempt, however imperfect, must be made to paint a word picture 
of a scene that the brush of an artist would delight to trace . 

••• 
Imagine a two storied house, built somewhat in the old Pompeian 

style round a square central court, or rather well, for it is too small to 
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call a court in earnest. Above, this is open to the sky, and the way 
to the upper story is a narrow flight of stone steps projecting from 
one wall of the well. The roof is' flat, but upon it is built a single 
room, some twenty feet square, with four door-windows opening on the 
cardinal points, its roof being dome shaped. Here is where the President 
of our Surat Branch sits to study and meditate, and here was held 
the first meeting of the Branch that I attended. When I arrived, the 
sun had set some two hours and the rapid gloom of an Indian night 
shrouded everything around_ I was met at the entrance, which is a lofty 
portico supported on tall smooth-plastered white columns, by Mr. Trivedi 
and his friends, two of them holding candle-lamps, somewhat like those 
used by travellers in railway carriages for better light in reading. The 
light falling on the dusky faces, the bright eyes, white and colored dresses 
and various turbans, and flashing back from the white stucco walls, made a 
picturesque, but withal somewhat weird and uncanny scene . 

....... 
Ascending the stairs, we entered the room on the roof, and within a few 

minutes, I found myself in one comer of the room, the entire floor being 
filled with cross-legged figures, half visible in the dim light of a single 
candle-lamp burning in the middle of the floor, besides a long thin stick of 
incense slowly smouldering away on its tiny brass stand. After my address 
the President asked if I had any objection to their proceeding with their 
usual exercises, and I then found that the Branch (which originally was a 
separate society known as the" Sanatan Dharma Samaj" created by Mr. 
Trivedi for the revival of true moral teaching in India on the basis of 
Universal Brotherhood) meets regularly every evening for ethical and philo
sophical discussion and instruction from its President. At these daily 
meetings it is their habit to chant a series of slokas in Sanskrit, inculcating 
ethical principles and maxims and invoking the higher powers to aid them 
in living according to the principles of Universal Brotherhood. I assented 
gladly, and the entire room soon began to vibrate with the peculiar rhythm 
of Sanskrit chanting. The flame of the candle danced in responsive vibra
tion to the sounds, though the voices were low and subdued, and strange 
thrills seemed to course through me. Circles of blue aura shot with gold 
formed and dissolved in the open space round the lamp, and the light 
smoke of the incense wreathed and coiled itself into shapes which seemed 
somehow to have a meaning. As the chanting rose and fell one's mind 
seemed gradually to be caught in the music and the rhythm, it grew calm 
and peaceful, and though I could not understand one word, there was no 
inclination of the attention to wander or of the mind to occupy itself with 
other thoughts. The chanting lasted half an hour or more: the time 
seemed to have fled by enchantment . 

..... 
This Surat Branch of ours, by the way, is doing admirable work by 
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distributing ethical literature in the vernaculars, as well as in maintaining a 
free vernacular school of over one hundred boys in which, besides the usual 
subjects of a thorough vernacular course of teaching, special stress is laid 
upon the teaching of ethics on the broadest basis of Brotherhood, and in 
the form of poetical maxims well calculated to take deep root in the minds 
of children. ..".. 

In judging of the work which the Theosophical Society-or rather, 
its two Founders-has accomplished, one must look not only within but 
even more outside the actual circle of the Society itself. For in many 
ways the influence of the Society is felt and shown under forms that other
wise would escape our reckoning. Among such I give a prominent place 
to the growth of "Sabhas ", or Associations for various purposes through
out India. The principle of co-operation had found little application in 
India-from the native side at least-prior to the advent of the Theo
sophical Society. Now Sabhas are springing up in all directions, and very 
many of them owe their existence to the example of the Society, not to 
mention the fact that the active management of a large proportion of them 
is in the hands of the members of the Theosophical Society. Such, for 
instance, is the "Sanmarga Samaj" of Bellary, before which I had the 
pleasure of delivering two lectures a short time ago. Its rules and objects 
appended hereto"" show sufficiently the source of its inspiration, and prove 
how much good the Theosophical movement is doing in India in these 
indirect ways. . .... 

The moving spirit, the active worker, and inspirer of all that is done in 

• BELLARY SAN MARGA SAMAJ (established in April, ,887). Objects.-The adoption and promotion 
of such measures (Vide Appendix A) as will improve the material, moral, and spiritual condition of tbe people, 
and with this view. (I) The diffusion of useful knowledge among the people; (2) the practice of virtue and the 
Inculcation of it to others; (]) the promotion of social and economical reforms (Vide Appendix C). 

Appendix A.-The measures adopted and the institutions maintained at present to promote the objects of 
the Samaj are :-(1) Free Sanskrit School, open to all free of charge every morning and evening; (2) The ex
position of the Bhagavad Geeta every Sunday evening; (]) Moral teaching In schools, and distribution of 
prizes to pupils tbereln; (4) Public moral and spiritual preaching; (,s) Publication and distribution of moral, 
spiritual, and social tracts and papers on treatises of a similar nature; (6) Fortnightly lectures on moral. 
spiritual, social, and economical subjects In the Samaj Hall. 

Appendix C.-Principles of the Samaj. The following are adopted as principles of the Samaj and every 
member is requested to endeavor to tbe best of bis power, to secure them: Moral-{I) The discontinuance of 
obscene songs and jests on marriage and other festive occasions; (2) The discontinuance of nautches on such 
occasions and in temples; (]) The better treatment of women in delicate health: (4) The discouragement of 
the promiscuous bathing and washing of clothes of men and women in exposed places; (5) The disuse of 
spirituous liquors and intoxicating drugs; (6) The discountenance of litigation and the settlement of differences 
by arbitration; (7) The discouragement of gambling; (8) The discouragement of indiscriminate cbarity. 
Soclal-(I) The promotion of interdining among the different divisions of the same caste; (2) The promotion 
of Intermarriages among the different divisions of the same caste where interdinlng Is allowed; (]) The pr0-

motion of female education; (4) Tbe encouragement of the use of sbawls, umbrellas, and shoes by wonlen ; 
(5) The promotion of intercourse among ladies of different castes; (6) Tbe better treatment of widows; (7) The 
messing together of tbe male and female ml'mbers of a family; (8) Discouragement of women eating on the re
fused leaves of their husbands. Economical-(r) The discouragement of marriages witbout the means of subsist
ence; (2) The curtailment of marriage and funeral expenses; (]) The discouragement of the passion for 
jewellery, and particularly of jewels for children; (4) The improvement of agriculture and the conservation of 
manure; (,s) The revival or tbe development of the manufatluring and otber Industries; (6) The promotion of 
technical education; (7) Tbe promotion of joint-stock enterprise; (8) The discouragement of running into 
debt. Health and sanitary-(I) The prevention of early marriag ... ; (2) The securing of healthy homes and 
well-trained children; (]) Promotion of sanitary Improvements. N.B.-Tracts and pamphlets in English and 
vernacular on the above principles contributed by members for publication will be received by the Sec:retar,o 
anel submitted to the Committee for approval. 
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the Sanmarga Samaj is an earnest and devoted Theosophist, Mr. R. 
Jagannathiah Gam, who was converted from blank Materialism some 
years ago, through the influence of Theosophy. But he is also most ably 
seconded in his philanthropic work by the President of the Bellary 
Municipality, a man who is in all but name a Theosophist, and soon I 
trust will be numbered in our ranks as an active member of the 
Theosophical Society. 

• •• 
Passing Gooty-where the Society has a Sanskrit school, thanks to the 

generosity of two of its members, Messrs. Srinevasa Rao and Kesava 
Pillai-and CUdappah, where we have also a Branch, let us pass on to 
Adyar, the head-quarters of the Society . 

•• • 
Drawbacks there doubtless are to the situation of the head-quarters, 

such as its distance (7 miles) from Madras, and the fact that Madras itself 
is far from being as active a centre of the national and intellectual life of 
India as either Bombay or Calcutta. But none the less Adyar is in itself 
a pedect Paradise; standing in extensive and well-kept grounds, surrounded 
with magnificent trees, palms, peepul, fig, mahogany, etc., it overlooks on 
one side the wide expanse of a tidal river, in the middle of which lies a 
large island. Over the tree tops can be seen the distant ocean, on which 
the moon sheds her silvery rays, that glitter through the luxuriant foliage in 
the calm evening air. The buildings themselves are all tinted a uniform 
terracotta color, the traditional hue of a yogi's robes, and, seen from a 
distance nestling among the green trees, produce a harmonious effect, in 
pleasing contrast to the stained and discolored hue of the white cement 
with which most Indian houses are covered. 

The main building consists of two stories, but the upper covers only 
a small part of the whole, being composed only of two large rooms and 
their usual bath-rooms, etc. It would add greatly to the effect of the 
building, as seen from the approach across the bridge, if a room could be 
added above, forming a third story. A roof supported on arches filled 
in with the open tile work, which I shall describe presently, would be a 
most welcome addition; but, alas I the Theosophical Society is poor, and 
such an addition would cost at least iIOO, and no generous soul has yet 
been found to contribute that amount. 

On the ground floor is first the splendid open hall wherein the Con
ventions are held, in shape a Thor's hammer, supported on masonry piers, 
the spaces between which are filled in with semi-circular tiles of brick so 
arranged as to form a most graceful design, and while admitting both air 
and light freely, yet to exclude the ardent rays of the sun. The floor of 
the hall is still, for the most part, of simple brick, but some day we hope to 
have it all paved with marble, like the vestibule of the house itself, which 
forms the handle of the tall, and like the passage, just erected, which 
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conneCts the main building with the Adyar Oriental Library. The latter 
is a lofty, well-proportioned building, entered through splendid doors of 
carved wood, a present to the Society from an Indian Prince. Within, 
the walls are covered with books, MSS., and palm leaf books on three 
sides. The end opposite the entrance door is formed of a lofty screen, also 
of carved wood, which shuts off a small room in which hang behind 
curtains the portraits of the Masters. 

Besides the main building there are two detached bungalows. The 
one nearest the entrance gate now contains the President's private office 
and that of the Theosophist. The further one contains two rooms, now 
occupied by two Hindus, who are preparing themselves here for a tour 
through some of the Branches. 

Our dining room is in a detached building, where is also the kitchen, 
store-room, etc.; and there are several other small buildings in various 
parts of the grounds, one of which has been fitted up as a kitchen for 
the Brahmins, who either stay here or attend our meetings. 

It is a lovely place for a colony of student-workers, as anyone would 
say who had spent a moonlight evening on the roof of the main building, 
discussing metaphysical questions, Hindu folk-lore and religion, and the 
weird stories of magic and spooks, which are still largely current among 
the peoples of Hindostan. B. K. 

THE THOUGHTS OF MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONINUS. 

How plain does it appear that there is not another condition of life so 
well suited for philosophizing as this in which thou now happenest to be. 

In the same degree in which a man's mind is nearer to freedom from all 
passion, in the same degree also is it nearer to strength; and as the sense of 
pain is a characteristic of weakness, so also is anger. For he who yields to 
pain and he who yields to an~er, both are wounded and both submit ••.• 
Consider how much more pam is brought on us by the anger and vexation 
caused by such acts (acts which disturb us) than by the acts themselves at 
which we are angry and vexed. 

Neither in writing nor in reading wilt thou be able to lay down rules for 
others before thou shalt have first learned to obey rules thyself. Much 
more is this so in life. 

See what things are in themselves, dividing them into matter, form, 
and purpose. 

How can it be that the Gods, after having arranged all things well and 
benevolently for mankind, have overlooked this alone, that some men, and 
very good men, and men who have had most communion with the divinity 
•••• when they have once died should never exist again, but should be 
completely extinguished? 

But if this is so, be assured that if it ought to have been otherwise the 
Gods would have done it. For if it were jtlSt it would also be possible, and if 
it were according to nature, nature would have had it so. 

From mr. mother (I learned) piety, beneficence and abstinence, not 
only from eVlI deeds, but even from evil thoughts; and further, simplicity in 
my way of living far removed from the habits of the rich. 
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«bt Girtat )'ttn.str. 
m EAR the bottom of the descending passage of the great pryamid, set 
IX into the solid masonry, may be seen a white stone upon which are 
rudely engraved certain hieroglyphics. Upon washing away the dust of 
ages, upon either edge of the tablet there was found an outline of the 
sacred cow. On the right hom of each was the red comb of the cock, and 
on the left horns a bunch of peacock feathers. By pressure here and there 
along the margin of the tablet a yielding point was at length found and the 
tablet swung slowly into the passage, revealing a rude sarcophagus. The 
coffer c()ntained a mummy, bearing on its blackened surface the same 
emblems found on the tablet, and a small roll of papyrus gave the following 
explanation. 

During the construction of the great pyramid there continually hung 
upon the steps of the workmen one who came at last to be known as the 
Great Accuser. Vanity sat upon his brow like a crown of peacock feathers, 
and he claimed to be of higher caste than any of the real workmen, and 
that by divine right he should be placed over them and at the head of the 
Temple. He was repeatedly informed that every avenue was open to him, 
and that in the Order of the Pyramid he was highest who served best. The 
Great Accuser engraved many tablets and wrote many scrolls, reminding 
the reader in every line of his own greatness and God-given mission to lead 
and to command. Nothing came amiss to him, for he claimed that 
genius such as his had many needs, and so it really seemed. In early 
youth he had been under instruction of the II brothers of the shadow", and 
had become Grand Master of their art, whose motto was II suppressio veri, 
suggestio falsi". Steeped to the very lips in lechery and lying, bold and 
shameless in his daily life, knowing every sinuosity of sin, he could the 
better accuse the innocent and paint to the last vulgar detail his own 
debaucheries while falsely charging them on others. He made no conceal· 
ment of his vices, but shamelessly gloried in them. If thousands only 
spoke his name, he cared not whether fame or infamy trimmed the lamp that 
fed his vanity. He forced his way into the courts of the temple, donned the 
robes of the high-priest, and substituted Bacchanalian rites for the sacred 
fire of Truth that flickered and went out in his presence. When women, 
lured ignorantly to his snares, protested their allegiance to hymeneal altars 
and refused the sacrifice, he roared with laughter, and praised their virtue 
in the "tests of initiation". Scorning the execration he had won, he 
determined to be crowned hierophant. "Give me your suffrages", he 
cried, II ye scum of all the earth. I, only I, am fit to lead and rule. 
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Refuse my wish, balk my high ambition, and I will blast ye all, and hurl 
stone from stone of your old pyramid." 

The pyramid rose, pile upon pile, till into its mighty mass were wrought 
the secret art, the music of the spheres fixed in stone. Patiently the 
workmen toiled, leaving all gates ajar, that the poor deluded soul might 
enter, if he would, knowing well the outcome of their toil, and that none 
could be refused, even at the eleventh hour, who knocked in the right way. 

It was then that his mission as the Great Accuser grew upon the 
would-be hierophant. Alike to him were youth and age, man or woman, 
friend or foe. Turning to the record of his own dark soul he hurled the 
filthy fragments broadcast, massing the residue of venom on those to whom 
he had often knelt in homage and lauded to the skies, and whose only sin 
consisted in refusing him suffrage when he sought the crown of hierophant. 
Rule he could not, not even himself; then ruin dire! If not fame, then 
infamy! So he became the Great Accuser, making each step of his, as 
deeper in his moral mire he sank, an accusation against another. 

Here the papyrus was defaced by time, and no more was learned. 
Tradition says that every age, when man seeks higher knowledge, is 

thus beset by those who play at fast and loose: demanding all for self, and 
bent on rule or ruin, they become at last the Great Accuser; the karmic record 
of their lives, distorting, like a crooked mirror, every shape, and changing 
even the face of an angel into a filthy image of his own. Karma-Nemesis 
never slumbers, and never dies. Just as the name of Judas goes down the 
corridors of time as one of the twelve apostles, even so when the pyramid 
is completed, a peacock's feather engraven on stone in a dark recess 
preserves the lasting record and the awful Karma of the Great Accuser. 

Know ye not that it was written by one of old, "\Vhosoever shall fall 
upon this stone, shall be broken, but upon whomsoever this stone shall 
fall, it shall grind him to powder". And again, "He who would be 
greatest among you let him be the servant of Truth". 

VERITAS SWARA, F.T.S. 

THE ANGRY TREE. 

IN Australia there grows a species of acacia commonly called the" angry tree". 
It reaches the height of 80 feet after a rapid growth, and in outward appearance 
somewhat resembles a gigantic century plant. One of these curious plants was 
brought from Australia and set out in Virginia, Nevada, where it has been seen by 
many persons. When the sun sets the leaves fold up, and the tender twigs coil 
tightly, like a little pig's tail. If the shoots are handled the leaves rustle and move 
uneasily for a time. If this queer plant is removed from one pot to another, it 
seems angry, and the leaves stand out in all directions like quills on a porcupine. 
A most pungent and sickening odour, said to resemble that given off by rattle. 
snakes when annoyed, fills the air, and it is only after an hour or so that the leaves 
fold in their natural way. 
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t:'fROM ancient times belief in the magical properties and talismanic 
r~ virtues of gems and crystals has been prevalent, especially in the 

East, the source of mystic wisdom. But in these days to credit 
anything in Nature with occult virtue is held to be a foolish thing, and the 
practical moderns see no "power to charm ,. in precious stones, save by 
their commercial value. So that a jewel once venerated by the Magi of 
old, as a talisman possessing wondrous power, is to-day for the world at 
large a valuable ornament, and nothing more. Therefore, let us search 
for ourselves the lore of the past, and learn the mystic virtues that precious 
gems possessed in vanished ages. 

The Diamond first shines forth. It was held in peculiar veneration hy 
the ancient Romans: fastened on the left arm it banished all nocturnal 
terrors and was a safeguard against insanity. Moreover, it was held to 
possess the power of counteracting the effects of poisons and detecting 
their presence by becoming dim and moist. This belief continued to a late 
period, but diamonds (probably pulverised) are enumerated as being among 
the poisons administered to the unfortunate Sir Thomas Overbury by the 
infamous Earl and Countess of Somerset. A quaint old writer says: II He 
who carries the diamond upon him, it gives him hardihood and manhood 
and keeps his limbs whole. It gives him victory over his enemies if his 
cause be just: keeps his wit good, preserves him from sorrow and strife 
and the illusions of wicked spirits." But the diamond must be given 
freely, "without coveting or buying", in order to possess these virtues in 
their full force: furthermore, it loses its talismanic power by reason of the 
sins of him who bears it. More than one famous diamond has been 
regarded as the guardian of the ruler of that country to which it be
longed; and the Koh-i-noor now in the possession of the English Govern
ment is looked upon in this manner by the natives of India, who see in its 
transfer the downfall of their ancient monarchy. The diamond is under 
the influence of Mars, and should, correctly speaking, be set in fine steel, 
iron being the metal of that planet. 

The Moonstone is not a diamond, though the late Wilkie Collins so 
declared in his weird novel of that name; hut is a beautiful, though not 
rare stone, peculiar to Ceylon. It was held in veneration on account of 
its lunar attraction, and Pliny describes it as "shining with a yeJlow 
lustre", also, as containing an image of the moon, which daily waxed and 
waned according to the state of that luminary. 

The Amethyst was esteemed by the topers of ancient Rome and Greece 
from a belief that it was a remedy against drunkenness: it was also thought 
to sharpen the husiness faculties of merchants and, like the diamond, to 
counteract the effects of poisonous drugs: and he who possessed one was 
able to capture birds and beasts easily. 

The Sapphire, sacred to the Sun, and called the stone of stones, cured 
boils, restored weak sight, extinguished fires, mended the manners of its 
wearers and made the melancholy cheerful. Until the time of " ye dreadful 
fire" of London there was, ill old St. Paul's Cathedral, a famous sapphire 
presented by Richard de Preston, citizen and grocer, which cured infir
mities in the eyes of all who resorted to its virtues. The stone, however, 
perished with the cathedral. 

Till C",stal has been famous through all time for the visions beheld 
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in it by clairvoyants. A Beryl was the most favorite medium, for Aubrey 
tells us in his "Miscellanies" that "A Berill is a kind of crystall that 
hath a weak tincture of red in it, wherein magicians behold visions. When 
Sir Marmaduke Langdale was in Italy, he went to one of those who did 
show him a crystal wherein he beheld himself kneeling before a crucifix. 
He was, at that time, a Protestant, but afterwards became a Roman 
Catholic." Rosetti in his weird, magnificent, ballad, "Rose Mary ", sets 
forth the awful powers of the spirits of the Beryl, the stone that is :-

"Rainbow·hued through a misty pall, 
Like the middle light of the waterfall." 

Dr. Dee said of his famous crystal (now in the Ashmolean Museum at 
Oxford), that it "was brought to him by the angels of God, and that the 
form of it was round and large". There are crystal-seers even in these 
practical days, and the present writer has many psychic friends who behold 
visions in gems and crystals, or even spheres of common:glass. 

The Ruby, when bruised in water, relieved weakness of the eyes and 
helped disordered livers: if the four comers of a room, house or garden, 
were touched with it they would be preserved from lightning, tempests, 
or worms: it dispersed foul air and kept lovers' faith unbroken, and when 
worn it was impossible to hide it, as it would show through the thickest 
covering. 

The Topaz stopped bleeding and possessed marvellous powers of emitting 
light. One was presented to a monastery by the noble Lady Hildegarde, 
wife of Theodoric, Count of Holland, and this stone was said to send 
forth so brilliant a light, that in the chapel where it was kept prayers 
were read without any other lamp. The virtues of the topaz increased 
or decreased according as the moon was new or old, and when cast into 
boiling water, it at once deprived it of heat. 

The Pearl was greatly venerated in the early ages for its occult virtues. 
They were said to be brought forth by boiling the gem in meat, when it 
healed the quartan ague. Bruised in milk, and taken internally, it was 
good for ulcers and cleared the voice. The Greeks and Romans believed 
that pearls were formed from the dew of heaven falling into the open shell 
of the oyster during the breeding season, and they wore crowns of them 
as amulets. 

The Emerald was held to have the power of blinding serpents who gazed 
on its lustre; but it strengthened the human sight, and the ancients were 
never tired of looking at their rings if this gem was set therein. The Holy 
Grail, of the Arthurian legends, was said to have been a chalice formed of 
a single emerald used by the Redeemer at his last supper. Brought from 
heaven by angels, it was preserved by Joseph of Arimathea, and is yet 
believed to be on earth, angel-guarded, but visible only to the entirely pure. 
Among the virtues ascribed to emeralds was that of proving if lovers kept 
troth or no. In allusion to this belief, L. E. L. has written: 

"It is a gem which hath the power to show 
If plighted lovers keep their troth or no : 
If faithful, it is like the leaves in spring; 
If faithless like those leaves when withering." 

The Empress Josephine wore only emeralds after her divorce from Napoleon, 
and was painted in them by Isabey. An emerald set in copper should be 
an appropriate love token, as both gem and metal are under the influence 
of the planet Venus. 

The Turquoise was also good for the sight, and was thought to be "a 
cheerer of the soul"; furthermore it diverted the evil of any fall that might 
happen to its wearer. It grew paler as its owner sickened, lost its color 
entirely at his death, but recovered it when placed on the finger of a new 
and healthy possessor. Suspended by a string within a glass it told the 
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hour by striking against the side: and he who possessed one believed that 
he might fall from any height without injury, as the stone attracted to itself 
the whole force of the concussion. 

The Opal was not regarded by the ancients as the bringer of misfortune; 
on the contrary it was believed by them to possess the virtues of every gem 
whose color appeared on its prismatic surface. It also conferred the gift 
of invisibility on its wearer, and was invaluable for the sight: hence the 
name "opal" or "eye-stone". It is the matter-of-fact modems who regard 
'this gem as ill-omened. A Russian who meets with one when purchasing 
goods will buy nothing more that day, looking on the opal as "the evil 
eye ". The French dislike this stone as being unlucky, and lately, a friend 
of the present writer, who is a learned physician and occultist, ascribed 
certain misfortunes that had befallen him to his having come into possession 
of a beautiful opal ring, till one of the stones breaking he had them removed 
and replaced by pink coral, whereupon his ill luck ceased. 

The Carbuncle anciently (believed to be produced in the head of a 
species of fox) had the same power of emitting light as the topaz; and 
the Garnet produced discord between lovers, but preserved the health and 
spirits. 

Agate, Coral and A fnber are among the gems of inferior value, possessing 
mystic virtues. Powdered agate mixed with water was believed to be an 
antidote to snake poison; and storms could be averted by burning agates. 
Coral beads are worn in India as amulets; and the Italians to this day 
fasten little coral branches round the necks of their children and horses, 
to neutralise the effects of the " Malocchio" or evil eye. It has ever been 
held a charm against witchcraft, and to protect the wearer from tempests 
and robbers. 

Amber also was worn by children as a chaml, and by adults as a pro
tection against insanity; suspended from the neck it cured the ague. 
The Shah of Persia carries about him a cube of amber, supposed to have 
fallen from Heaven, and believed to have the power of rendering him 
invulnerable. Amber, ground up with honey or rose oil, was formerly 
a specific against deafness or dimness of sight. Tacitus describes the 
amber gatherers as a sacred nation, worshipping the mother of the Gods, 
called Hertha. 

The Onyx in the Middle Ages was believed to expose its owner to the 
assaults of demons, hideous dreams at night and law suits by day. The 
Crysolite, on the contrary, expelled phantoms, and brought all kinds of 
good fortune. 

The Loadstone was formerly set in wedding rings, being indicative of 
love's attraction. Armed with this wondrous mineral, a man might walk 
freely among reptiles, as they had then no power to harm him. Paracelsus 
and other mystics have written extensively upon the marvellous virtues 
of the loadstone, both as a curative and a magnet. 

The Jacinth and tlte Bloodstone also possessed extraordinary properties. 
The former cured fever and dropsy, banished evil fancies, restrained 
luxury, and rendered its wearer victorious, powerful, and agreeable; while 
if set in gold, those virtues were greatly increased. The latter, if wetted 
in cold water, was invaluable for the cure of wounds, and was used by 
the West Indians for that purpose. 

The ancient writers mention many stones the very names of which are 
unknown in our day, that in past ages were held to possess miraculous 
powers: but they were either altogether fabulous, or if they existed, were 
so rare as to have heen unknown save to very few. Thus, the Bezoar stone, 
said to be procured from the kidneys of a wild animal found in Arabia: 
the Toadstone growing in the toad's head; the Snaktstone and many others all 
possess this apocryphal origin, being most probably ordinary mineral 
substance under other names. The early Christians bestowed religious and 
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emblematical significations upon precious stones, probably with a view to 
ridiculing the occult virtues ascribed to them by ancient philosophers. 

The following are the gems and metals under the influence of the seven 
chief planets :-

Saturn Onyx Lead 
Tupiter Cornelian Tin 
Mars Diamond Iron 
Sun Sapphire Gold 
Venus Emerald Copper and Brass 
Mercury· Loadstone Quicksilver 
Moon Crystal Silver 

Among the ancients, rings or talismans formed of each stone and metal, 
with certain ceremonies, at the times when their respective ruling stars were 
strongest, were venerated as possessing all the virtues of the planets under 
which they were formed. 

THERESA. 

[The above is of course the superstition of the occult tradition. 
Comparative study in this field of research has yet to be attempted, when 
it will be proved that there is a true scientific basis in the widespread 
belief in the virtues of the" tears of the Gods" .-EDs. ] 

1;ar-biuar; or, ~bt 1t1lsttrits of tbt limalqu. 
(Co"ti,,1IIIl from p. IS8.) 

" ,J;T is the maker of all things, knows all things, is self-originated (or the 
'f Soul and the Source), the creator of time, endowed with excellent 

attributes, the lord of Pradhana (rudimentary matter), of the embodied 
spirit, and of the Gunas (three qualities), the cause of liberation from the 
world, of the world's continuance, and the bondage which it involves. 
Glory to It, which is first the creator of the universe, next its upholder, and 
finally its destroyer; glory to It in this three-fold character. As water 
falling from the sky, though having but one flavor, assumes different 
flavors in different bodies, so It, associated with the three qualities 
(Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, or Goodness, Passion, and Darkness), assumes 
three states (those of creator, preserver, and destroyer), though Itself 
unchanged. Immeasurable, It measures the worlds; desiring nothing, It 
is the fulfiller of desires; unconquered, It is a conqueror; utterly indis
cernible, It is the cause of all that is discerned. Though one, It from one 
or another cause assumes this or that condition; Its variations are 
compared to those which crystal undergoes from the contact of different 
colors. It is known as abiding in our hearts, and yet as remote; as free 
from affection, as ascetic, merciful, untouched by sin, primeval. and 
imperishable. It knows all things. Itself unknown; sprung from Itself (or 
self-existent). It is the source of all things. It is the lord of all, Itself 
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without a master; though but one, It assumes all forms. It is declared to 
be that which is celebrated in the seven Sama Hymns; to be That, which 
sleeps on the waters of the seven oceans, whose face is lighted up by the 
God of seven rays (Fire), and which is the one refuge of the seven worlds. 
Knowledge which gains the four classes of fruit (virtue, pleasure, wealth, 
and final liberation), the division of time into four yugas (ages), the 
four-fold division of humanity, all these things come from It, the four
faced. Yogins (devout contemplative men), with minds subdued by 
exercise, recognise It, the luminous, abiding in their hearts; and so attain 
to liberation from earthly existence. It comprehends the truth regarding 
Itself, It is unborn, and yet becomes born; It is passionless, yet slays Its 
enemies; It sleeps and yet It wakes. It is capable of enjoying sounds and 
other objects of sense, of practising severe austerity, of protecting Its 
creatures, and of living in indifference to all external things. The roads 
leading to perfection, which vary according to the different revealed 
systems, all end in It, as the waves of the Ganges flow to the ocean. For 
those passionless men whose hearts are fixed on It, who have committed to 
It their works, It is a refuge, so that they escape further mundane births. 
Its glory as manifested to the senses in the earth and other objects, is yet 
incomprehensible; what shall be said of Itself, which can be proved only 
by tile authority of scripture and by inference. Seeing that the remem
brance of It alone purifies a man, the rewards of other mental acts also, 
when directed towards It, are thereby indicated. As the waters exceed the 
ocean, and as the beams of light exceed the sun, so Its acts transcend our 
praises. There is nothing for It to attain, which it has not already attained. 
Kindness to the world is the only motive for Its birth and for Its actions." 

Here she suddenly stopped and appeared to listen to something. I was 
so much absorbed in what she was reading, that I scarcely noticed the 
sweet music before she attracted my attention to it by her attitude of 
a listener. It was a delicious, charming music, flowing from a grove which 
was at a short distance from where we were sitting; though I could not 
see any human being, the voice seemed to emanate from the branches 
of the nearest tree in the grove. 

" Do you hear the music, guest?" she asked. 
" Yes", answered I. .. \Vho sings? " 
"I do not know, but I have often heard that music emanating from the 

same grove, but on my running there to find out the person I have 
invariably failed. It is so strange, and whenever I asked Guruji what it 
meant, he would only smile at my curiosity and say it is music by an 
unknown spirit, whom you cannot see before you have learnt the practice 
of DAyan. You can hear the sound, but not see the form." 

" And is it really a fact-can I go and see if I find anyone? " 
"No ", she said, impatiently, "do not. Once I had a sorry experience 

of it. The music deluded me from one tree to another, until I got 
quite • • . • but the music is sweet. You hear what it sings? " 

16.A. 
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"Yes, I do. Every syllable is distinct and well pronounced, even 
though coming from a distance," and as I was saying this the following 
lines were distinctly heard by me: 

" Upon these airy regions flying 
Down I look to learn and laugh, 
Every new life seems a secret, 
Surely I know always half 
All the knowledge, all the wisdom 
I sought once and I seek now, 
Half forgotten, half forgetting, 
Fly above and wonder how. 

The world is vexed by death; decay 
The frames of mortals wears away. 
Do I not note the circling flight 
Of those still robbers, day and night, 
With stealthy tread, which hurrying past 
Steal all our lives away at last? 
When well I know how death infests 
This world of woe, and never rests, 
How can I still, in thoughtless mood, 
Confide in future earthly good? 
Since life with every night that goes, 
Still shorter, and yet shorter grows, 
Must not the wise perceive how vain 
Are all their days that yet remain! 
\Ve, whom life's narrow bounds confine, 
Like fish in shallow water, pine. 
\Vhile men on other thoughts are hent
Like those on gathering flowers intent
As lambs by wolves are snatched away, 
They fall to death a sudden prey, 
Before they yet the good have gained 
For which they every nerve had strained. 
No moment lose; in serious mood 
Begin at once to practise good ; 
To-morrow's task to-day conclude; 
The evening's work, complete at noon; 
No duty can be done too soon. 
\Vho knows whom death may seize to-night, 
A!ld who shall see the morning light? 
And death will never stop to ask 
If thou hast done, or not, thy task, 
'While yet a youth, from folly cease, 
Through virtue seek for calm and peace, 
So shalt thou here attain renown, 
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And future bliss thy lot shall crown. 
Death interrupts the futile dreams 
Of men who, plunged in various schemes, 
Are thinking; • This or that is done; 
This still to do; that just begun.' 
As torrents undermine the ranks 
Of stately trees that crown their banks, 
And sweep them downwards to the main, 
Death tears from earth those dreamers vain. 
While some are all on traffic bent, 
And some on household cares intent, 
Are fighting hard with pressing need, 
And struggling wives and babes to feed, 
Or with some other ills of life 
Are waging an incessant strife; 
Death these hard toiling men uproots, 
Before they yet have reaped the fruits 
Of all their labor, all their thought, 
Of all the battles they have fought. 
Death spares no class, no rank, nor age, 
He carries off the fool, the sage, 
The knave, the saint, the young, the old, 
The weak, the strong, the faint, the bold. 
As soon as men are born, decay 
And death begin to haunt their way. 
How can'st thou, thoughtless, careless, rest, 
When endless woes thy life infest; 
When pains and pangs thy strength consume
Thy frame to dissolution doom? 
Forsake the busy haunts of men, 
For there has death his favorite den. 
In lonely forests seek thy home, 
For there the Gods delight to roam. 
Fast bound by old attachments' spell, 
Men love amid their kin to dwell. 
This bond the sage asunder tears; 
The fool to rend it never cares. 
Some do advise, that I should please 
With sacrifice the deities. 
Such rites I disregard as vain; 
Through these can none perfection gain. 
Why sate the Gods, at cruel feasts, 
With flesh and blood of slaughtered beasts? 
Far other sacrifices I, 
Will offer unremittingly; 
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The sacrifice of calm, of truth, 
The sacrifice of peace, of ruth, 
Of life serenely, purely spent, 
Of thought profound on Brahma bent. 
Who offers these, may death defy, 
And hope for immortality. 
But once I thought that I should wed, 
And sons should gain to tend me, dead, 
By offering pious gifts, to seal, 
When I am gone, my spirit's weal. 
N ow I shall ask no pious zeal 
Of sons to guard my future weal, 
No child of mine shall ever boast 
His rites have saved his father's ghost. 
Of mine own bliss I'll pay the price, 
And be myself my sacrifice." 

As the two last lines met my ears the scene at the Ganges-the 
being standing above the waters-occurred to my memory, and impatiently 
I asked my fair companion: "Do let me go to that grove; perhaps I may 
see-know-recognize he who sings this, a being whether of this world 
or the next-the Sound is so familiar, could he be my .... " And with 
these words, in a moment I was on my feet and rushed towards the grove, 
my fair companion running after me with the book in her hand half closed. 

U. L. DESAI, F.T.S. 
(To be ,o"t;,,/Ud.) 

THE THOUGHTS OF MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONINUS. 

I learned from my great grandfather not to have frequented public schools, 
and to have had good teachers at home, and to know that on such things 
a man should spend liberally. 

Begin the morning by saying to thyself, I shall meet with the busy
body; the ungrateful, arrogant, deceitful, envious, unsocial. All these 
things happen to them by reason of their ignorance of what is good and 
evil. But I, who have seen the nature of the good that it is beautiful and 
of the bad that it is ugly, and the nature of him who does wrong, that it is 
akin to me not only of the same blood or seed, but that it participates in 
the same intelligence and portion of the divinity. I can neither be injured 
by any of them, for no one can fix on me what is ugly nor can I be angry 
with my kinsman, nor hate him. For we are made for co-operation, like 
feet, like hands, like eyelids, like rows of the upper and lower teeth. 
To act against one another then is contrary to nature; and it is acting 
against one another to be vexed and turn away. 

The soul does violence to itself when it is overpowered by pleasure or 
pain. 

Let the duty which is in thee be the guardian of a living being. 
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Afrit an Jfiagit. 
By TAu-TRIADELTA. 

1a EFORE we enter into the subject of the occult art as practised on 
.m the West Coast of Africa, it will be well to clear the ground by 
first considering for a moment what we mean by the much-abused term 
"Magic ". 

There are many definitions of this word; and, in byegone ages, it was 
simply used to designate anything and everything which was" not under
standed of the vulgar". It will be sufficient for our purpose to define 
it as the knowledge of certain natural laws which are not merely unknown 
but absolutely unsuspected by the scientists of Europe and America. 

It is a recognised fact that no law of Nature can be-even for a single 
moment-abrogated. When, therefore, this appears to us to be the case
when, for instance, such a universally known law as that of the attraction 
of gravitation seems to be annihilated, we must recognise the fact that 
there may be other laws at present unknown to Western science which 
have the power of overriding and suspending for the time being the action 
of the known law. 

The knowledge of these hidden laws is what we understand by the term 
occult science, or magic. And tMre is no other magic than this, and never has 
been, at any period of the world's history. All the so-called" miracles" 
of ancient times can be and are reproduced at the present day by magists 
when occasion requires. An act of magic is a pure scientific feat, and 
must not be confounded with legerdemain or trickery of any kind. 

There are several schools of magism, all proceeding and operating 
on entirely different lines. The principal of these, and on whose philo
sophy all others are founded, are the Hindu, the Thibetan, the Egyptian 
(including the Arab) and the Obeeyan or Voodoo. The last named is 
entirely and fundamentally opposed to the other three: it having its 
root and foundation in necromancy or "black magic", while the others 
all operate either by means of what is known to experts as "white magic ", 
or in other cases by " psychologizing" the spectator. And, a whole crowd 
of spectators can be psychologized and made at the will of the operator 
to see and feel whatever things he chooses, all the time Leing in full posses
sion of their ordinary faculties. Thus, perhaps a couple of travelling fakirs 
give their performance in your own compound or in the garden of your 
bungalow. They erect a small tent and tell you to choose any animal 
which you wish to see emerge therefrom. Many different animals are 
named in rotation by the bystanders, and in every case the desired 
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quadruped, be he tiger or terrier dog, comes out of the openin~ in the 
canvas and slowly marches off until he disappears round some adjacent 
comer. Well, this is done simply by "psychologizing", as are all the 
other great Indian feats, such as "the basket trick", "the mango tree", 
throwing a rope in the air and climbing up it, pulling it up and disappear
ing in space, and the thousand and one other similar performances which 
are" familiar as household words" to almost every Anglo-Indian. 

The difference between these schools and that of the Voodoo or 
Obeeyah is very great, because in them there is a deception or want of 
reality in the performance. The spectator does not really see what he 
fancies he sees: his mind is simply impressed by the operator and the 
effect is produced. But in African magic, on the contrary, there is no will 
impression: the observer does really and actually see what is taking place. 
The force employed by the African necromancers is not psychological 
action but demonosophy. 

White magists have frequently dominated and employed inferior spirits 
to do their bidding, as well as invoked the aid of powerful and beneficent 
ones to carry out their purposes. But this is an entirely different thing: 
The spirits which are naturally maleficent become the slaves of the magist, 
and he controls them and compels them to carry out his beneficent plans. 
The necromancer, or votary of black magic, is, on the contrary, the slave of 
the evil spirit to whom he has given himself up. 

While the philosophy of the magist demands a life of the greatest 
purity and the praCtice of every virtue, while he must utterly subdue and 
have in perfeCt control all his desires and appetites, mental and physical, 
and must become simply an embOdied intelleCt, absolutely purged from all 
human weakness and pusillanimity, the necromancer must outrage and 
degrade human nature in every way conceivable. The very least of the 
crimes necessary for him (or her) to commit to attain the power sought 
is al.'"tual murder, by which the human victim essential to the sacrifice 
is provided. The human mind can scarcely realise or even imagine one 
tithe of the horrors and atrocities aCtually performed by the Obeeyah 
women. 

Yet, though the price is awful, horrible, unutterable, the power is real. 
There is no possibility of mistake about that. Every petty king on the 
West Coast has his" rain·maker n. It is the fashion among travellers, and 
the business of the missionaries, to ridicule and deny the powers of these 
people. But they do possess and do actually use the power of causmg 
storms of rain, wind, and lightning. \Vhen one considers that however 
ignorant and brutal a savage may be, yet that he has an immense amount 
of natural cunning, and his very ignorance makes him believe nothing that 
cannot be proved to him, no "rain·maker" could live for one year unless 
he gave repeated instances of his powers when required by the king. 
Failure would simply mean death. And the hypothesis that they only 
work their conjurations when the weather is on the point oJ change is only 
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an invention of the missionaries. The native chiefs are, like all savages, 
able to detect an approaching change of weather many hours before it 
takes place. And is it at all likely that they would send for the rain-maker 
and give him sufficient cattle to last him for twelve months, besides wives 
and other luxuries, if there were the slightest appearance of approaching 
rain. 

I remember well my first experience of these wizards. For weeks and 
weeks there had been no rain, although it was the rainy season. The 
mealies were all dying for want of water; the cattle were being slaughtered 
in all directions; women and children had died by scores, and the fighting 
men were beginning to do the same, being themselves scarcely more than 
skeletons. Day after day, the sun glared down on the parched earth, with
out one intervening cloud, like a globe of glowing copper, and all Nature 
languished in that awful furnace. Suddenly the king 6rdered the great 
war drum to be beaten, and the warriors all gathered hurriedly. He 
announced the arrival of two celebrated rain-makers, who would forthwith 
proceed to relieve the prevailing distress. The elder of the two was a 
stunted, bow-legged little man, with wool which would have been white 
had it not been messed up with grease, filth and feathers. The second was 
rather a fine specimen of the Soosoo race, but with a very sinister expres
sion. A large ring being formed by the squatting negroes, who came-for 
some unknown reason-all armed to the teeth, the king being in the centre, 
and the rain-makers in front of him, they commenced their incantations. 
The zenith and the horizon were eagerly examined from time to time, but 
not a vestige of a cloud appeared. Presently the elder man rolled on the 
ground in convulsions, apparently epileptic, and his comrade started to his 
feet pointing with both hands to the copper-colored sky. All eyes followed 
his gesture, and looked at the spot to which his hands pointed, but nothing 
was visible. Motionless as a stone statue he stood with gaze rivetted on 
the sky. In about the space of a minute a darker shade was observable in 
the copper tint, in another minute it grew darker and darker, and, in a few 
more seconds developed into a black cloud, which soon overspread the 
heavens. In a moment, a vivid flash was seen, and the deluge that fell 
from that cloud, which had now spread completely overheard, was some
thing to be remembered. For two days and nights that torrent poured 
down, and seemed as if it would wash everything out of the ground. 

After the king had dismissed the rain-makers, and they had deposited 
the cattle and presents under guard, I entered the hut in which they were 
lodged, and spent the night with them, discussing the magical art. The 
hut was abQut fourteen feet in diameter, strongly built of posts driven 
firmly into the ground, and having a strong thatched conical roof. I 
eventually persuaded them to give me one or two examples of their skill. 
They began singing, or rather crooning, a long invocation, after a few 

-minutes of which the younger man appeared to rise in the air about three 
-feet from the ground and remain the.re unsuspended, and floating about. 
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There was a brilliant light in the hut from a large fire in the centre, so 
that the smallest detail could be distinctly observed. I got up and went 
to feel the man in the air, and there was no doubt about his levitation. 
He then floated close to the wall and passed through it to the outside. 
I made a dash for the doorway, which was on the opposite side of the hut. 
and looked round for him. I saw a luminous figure which appeared like 
a man rubbed with phosphorised oil; but I was glad to rapidly take 
shelter from the torrents of rain. When I re-entered the hut, there was 
only the old man present. I examined the logs carefully, but there was 
no aperture whatever. The old man continued his chant, and in another 
moment his comrade re-appeared floating in the air. He sat down on the 
ground, and I saw his black skin glistening with rain, and the few rags 
he wore were as wet as if he had been dipped in a river. 

The next feat was performed by the old man, and consisted in several 
instantaneous disappearances and reappearances. The curious point about 
this was that the old man also was dripping wet. 

Following this was a very interesting exhibition. By the old man's 
directions we arranged ourselves round the fire at the three points of an 
imaginary triangle. The men waved their hands over the fire in rhythm 
with their chant when dozens of tic-polongas, the most deadly serpent in 
Africa, slowly crawled out from the burning embers, and interlacing them
selves together whirled in a mad dance on their tails round the fire, making 
all the while a continuous hissing. At the word of command they all 
sprang into the fire and disappeared, The young man then came round to 
me, and, kneeling down, opened his mouth, out of which the head of a 
tic-polonga was quickly protruded. He snatched it out, pulling a serpent 
nearly three feet long out of his throat, and threw it also into the fire. In 
rapid succession he drew seven serpents from his throat, and consigned 
them all to the same fiery end. 

But I wanted to know what they could do in the way of evocation of 
spirits. The incantation this time lasted nearly twenty minutes, when, 
rising slowly from the fire, appeared a human figure, a man of great age, a 
white man too, but absolutely nude. I put several questions to him, but 
obtained no reply. I arose and walked round the fire, and particularly 
noticed a livid scar on his back. I could get no satisfactory explanation 
of who he was, but they seemed rather afraid of him, and had evidently
from the remarks they interchanged-expected to see a black man. 

After the appearance of this white man, I could not persuade them that 
night to attempt anything more, although the next night I had no difficulty 
with them. A most impressive feat, which they on a subsequent occasion 
performed, was the old custom of the priests of Baal. Commencing a 
lugubrious chant they slowly began circling around the fire (which said fire 
always is an essential part of the proceedings), keeping a certain amount 
of rhythm in both their movements and cadences. Presently, the move
ment grew faster and faster till they whirled round like dancing dervishes. 
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There were two distinct movements; all the time during which they were 
gyrating round the circle, they were rapidly spinning on their own axes. 
With the rapidity of their evolutions their voices were raised higher and 
higher until the din was terrific. Then, by a simultaneous movement, 
each began slashing his naked body on arms, chest, and thighs, until they 
were streaming with blood and covered with deep gashes. Then the old 
man stopped his erratic course, and sitting down on the ground narrowly 
watched the younger one with apparent solicitude. The young man 
continued his frantic exertions until exhausted Nature could bear no more, 
and he fell panting and helpless on the ground. The old man took both 
the knives and anointed the blades with some evil smelling grease from a 
calabash, and then stroked the young man's body all over with the blade 
which had .done the injuries, and finished the operation by rubbing him 
vigorously with the palms of the hands smeared with the unguent. 

In a few minutes time the young man arose, and there was not the 
slightest trace of wound or scar in his ebony skin. He then performed the 
same good offices on the old man with the same effect. Within ten minutes 
afterwards they were both laid on their mats in a sweet and quiet sleep. 
In this performance there were many invocations, gestures, the circular 
fire, and other things which satisfied me that some portion, at all events, of 
the magical processes of West Africa had been handed down from the days 
when Baal was an actual God, and mighty in the land. 

J\,ntitnt Ratts. 
m F the various native races found in Central and South America, the 
l!J Maya is certainly the most interesting as well as the most ancient. 
The remarkable ruins of edifices erected by their remote ancestors make 
the peninsula of Yucatan (Mexico) a most attractive spot for archreologists; 
and those deserted old cities are now more easy of approach than they were 
a few years ago, because the hostile Indians are not carrying on as active 
a war as formerly. Anciently that land must have been densely populated; 
more than forty cities can yet be traced, and in nearly all there are walls 
elaborately decorated with sculptures, inscriptions, and ornaments. Some 
of the structures are of vast antiquity, and must have perished long since 
had they been erected in a less lasting manner. Strength and grandeur 
were what the architects evidently aimed at. All the beautifully-carved 
exterior decorations were coated with fine stucco as hard as the stone itself. 
This has preserved many fine works of art. Stored away in the city of 
New York Dr. Le Plongeon has several large cases full of perfect moulds 
of fine sculptures. With those moulds, the photographs, and measure
ments which we have taken, we have it in our power to build in any part 
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of the world a Maya temple; and, with the needful protection, could bring 
from the ruins art treasures enough to fill a large edifice-treasures that 
we have unearthed and again concealed to save them from mischievous 
hands, for the whites and half-breeds (meztizos) are destructive, much more 
so than the pure-blooded Indians, who generally respect antiquities, 
particularly statues, which they commonly call "enchanted people ", 
owing to a belief, which many have, in reincarnation. They say: II You 
white people may think as you please-as for us, we know that we must 
again return to live on the earth." 

It is by no means easy to make the Maya Indian talk of his belief; he 
and his fathers have been too often flogged for daring to have any except 
that in Christian dogmas. Old rites, that they cling to, have to be per
formed in secret,. to avoid reproof and punishment. Moreover, it pains 
them to see the customs of their forefathers derided. They believe in a 
future state not only for themselves, but for other forms of animals. This 
is made manifest by the fact that at the time of the conquest they placed 
with the remains of their dead certain food to pacify the souls of the tzomes 
-small hairless dogs whose flesh was much relished, and which were accord
ingly fattened for the table. 

The Mayas delight in II magic ", but, owing to the efforts of Romish 
priests, their science now seems to be reduced to peering into a crystal, and 
often pretending to there see things that they have really learned from other 
sources. If any have true power they keep it well hidden. They refuse 
to kill creatures found in the old ruins, however venomous, saying that 
they belong to the lord of the old house, and that he walks about his 
domains every night. The ancient Maya MSS. which we have partly 
translated, reveal the fact that the ancients believed in the power of 
elementals, and personified all the forces of nature. The mammoth 
appears to have represented the God of the ocean; and that great creature 
was certainly one of the emblems of deity. A conventional form of the 
mammoth face is the principal ornament on the old edifices. May not the 
elephant worship in India be an outgrowth of mammoth worship in 
America?- In the Ramayana we read that Maya, a great warrior, 
conquered the Dekkan (Southern India). But on this subject of the 
Mayas, their language, religion, architecture, etc., there is so much to be 
said, and thought, that many a volume would not contain it all. 

ALICE D. LE PLONGEON • 

•••• 

"Every book is good to read which sets the reader in a working mood. 
The deep book, no matter how remote the subject, helps us best." 

EMERSON. 

• We would rather II&Y that It II the other way about. The Aryan Hindu \a the Iaat oIrahOOl of the firlIl 
.ub-race of the lifth Root-race wblch 1& now the dominant one.-[ED.]. 
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~bt ~tbttt atmtbtrs of «orta. 

" \11HE First Wonder is a certain hot mineral spring near a place called 
ell(g Kin shantao, the healing properties of which are believed to be 

miraculous. Its virtues are in constant request, and so great are 
they that they have, never failed in efficacy within the memory of man. 
No matter what disease may afflict the patient, a dip in these healing waters 
will prove as sure a cure as the bath in Jordan did to leprous Naaman • 

.. The Second Wonder is also connected with water. There are two 
springs situated at a considerable distance from each other; in fact there is 
almost the breadth of the entire peninsula between them. These have two 
peculiarities-when one is full the other is empty: and the Coreans seem to 
believe that somewhere deep in the bowels of the earth there is a mysterious 
tide which ebbs and flows with marvellous rapidity at stated intervals of 
time, filling one spring whilt: it empties the other. But the strangest part 
of the phenomenon is, that the water is so strongly sweet that whatever is 
cooked in it. no matter how bad it may be of itself, immediately acquires 
a delicious taste. 

" The Third is called the Cold Wind Cavern. There is a cave some· 
where in the mountains in which a mysterious wind blows perpetually-a 
wind so cold as' to pierce to the very bones, and so strong that the most 
powerful man is unable to stand against it. 

" The Fourth Wonder is the ineradicable forest. There is a large grove 
of pine trees, that sprout again directly they are cut down. It matters not 
what injury is done to the root-nothing will avail to destroy it, but up it 
will sprout again in no time, like a phrenix from its own ashes . 

.. The Fifth Wonder is more wonderful still. This is the floating stone; 
and a temple has been reared in its honour called the Fou Shih Miao. In 
front of the temple stands, or appears to stand, the extraordinary stone. 
It is of great bulk, and a sort of irregular cube in shape. To all appearance 
it is resting on the ground, and perfectly free from all supports on any side. 
But if two m~n standing at opposite ends of it hold each the opposite ends 
of a thread, they will find themselves able to pass the thread under the 
stone without encountering any obstacle! I n other words the stone is 
actually hovering a little way above the earth. 

"The Sixth Wonder also consists of a stone, but a stone of a more 
practically useful nature. It is called the warm rock, and forms the sum· 
mit of a hill upon which there is a pavilion, or kiosque, for the benefit of 
travellers. Here they may rest and pass the night. However cold the 
weather may be, there is no stove nor any need for one. The stone on 
which the rest·house stands, diffuses its wonderful and benign warmth 
through every room in it, and the poorest may bask in its comfort. 

"The Seventh Wonder is a drop of the sweat of Buddha. Around the 
large temple where it is enshrined, for thirty paces square, not a blade of 
grass will grow; there are no trees, no flowers; the very birds and animals 
desert it, instinctively recoiling from profaning with their footfalls a plot of 
ground so holy." 

The above is extracted from the Family Hwald; but I thought it might 
prove of interest to your readers, so have ventured to forward it for your 
columns. F. L. G. 
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Atalanta 1ugitns: or ~trrtt.s of cflainrt. 
OF MICHAEL MAIER. 

FIFTY EMBLEMS. 

(An English Version.) 

[Michael Maier was perhaps the greatest Rosicrucian Philosopher, Theosophical 
Alchemist, Kabbalist, and Student of Nature w!wse works are /mown to us. 

These fifty plates, and the epigrammatic descriptions of the"" supply to the
ADEPT w!w !wlds the CLANCULA, a C(JfIJplete view of the system of tlu 
Universe, the essential unity of all things, the possible transmutations of matter, and 
the highest form of Theosophy able to be conceived by earthly mortals • •••• Quod 
Scis N escis, 1886.] 

I. The Wind carried it (him) in its Belly. 
2. The Earth is its Nurse. 
3. Go to the Woman washing clothes, and do thou likewise. 
4. Join the Brother to the Sister, and hand them the Cup of Love. 
5. Place a Toad on the woman's Breasts, that it may suck, and the Woman 

may Die, and that the Toad may become fat on Milk. 

6. Sow your Gold in the white leafed Earth. 
7. A Bird is made flying from the Nest, which falls into it again. 
8. Take an egg, and strike it with the fiery sword. 
g. Enclose an old Man with a Tree in a dewy house and on eating the 

FruIt, he shall become a Youth. 

10. Give Fire to Fire, Mercury to Mercury, and it sufficeth thee. 
II. Whiten Latona, and tear up the Books. 
12. The Stone which Saturn, having devoured for Jove the son, he has 

vomited out, and it is placed upon Helicon, as a monument for men. 

13. The Brass of the Philosophers is dropsical, and requires to be washed 
seven times in the river, as the Leprous Naaman was washed in Jordan. 

14. This is the Dragon devouring its own tail. 
IS. The work of the Potter consisting of dry and wet, teaches thee. 
16. This Lion has not the wings which the other Lion has. 
17. The Fourfold Globe rules this Work of Fire. 
18. The Fire loves to ignite, not to make gold, but the gold. 
19. If thou slayest one of these Four (elements), the whole will be suddenly 

dead. 
20. Nature teaches Nature, so that it may subdue Fire. 

~OOgL 
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21. Make a circle, out of a male and female, then a square within it, then 
make a circle within it and have the Stone of the Philosophers. 

22. The white letul being obtained, do the work of women, that is cook, 
(boil). 

23. It rained gold, when Pallas of Rlwtles was born, and when Sol had 
intercourse with VIfIfIS. 

24. The wolf shall eat the king, and being burned shall restore the king 
to life. 

25. The dragon does not die, unless it be slain along with its brother 
and sister, which are Sol and Ltlna. 

26. The fruit of htlman science is the tr" of life. 
27. He who endeavors to enter the rose gartien, without the key of the 

philosophers, is like a man trying to walk without feet. 

28. The king is bathed sitting in Laconicus (vapor bath), and is freed 
from black bile by Pha""t. 

29. As a Salamander lives in fire, so is the slone. 
30. The sun needs the moon, as a cock does the hen. 
3.1. The king (Due""h) swimming in the sea, crying with a loud voice: 

.. Whoever shall rescue me, shall have a great reward". 

32. As coral grows under water, and hardens in air, so is the slone. 
33. The Hermaphrorlite like a dead man, lying in darkness, needs the 

fire. 
34. It is conceived in water, and born in air, and being made red, it 

walks upon the waters. 
35. As Ceres was accustomed to keep Triptolentls in the fire j and Thetis, 

Achilles j so is the artificer of the slone. 
36. The stone is thrown upon the earth, and elevated on the mot4ntains, 

and dwells in the air, and is nourished in the rifJer, this is the mercury. 

37. Three suffice for the magistery, the white fJapor, this is water i the 
green lion, this is the Brass of Herm:s and the fetid water. 

38. Rebis, like Hermaphrorlitus, is born from two mountains, Merctlryand 
Vellus. 

39. CEdipus having overcome the Sphynx, and having killed his father 
Laius, takes his mother to wife. 

40. From two waters make one, and this shall be the Water of Holiness. 
41. Adonis is killed by a Boar, Venus running to him tinges the Roses 

with bloorl. 
42. Nature, Reason, Experience, and Study are chemical changes, the Guide, 

Staff, Spectacles, and Lamp. 
43. Hear the loquacious Vulture, which by no means deceives thee (I am 

the Black, White, Citrine, and Red). 
44. Typhon kills Osiris with pain, and by his arts scatters his parts, but 

Isis collects these gloriously. 
45. The Su and its sharlow complete the work. 
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46. Two eagles assemble, one from the East, one from the West. 
47. The Wolf from the East, and the Dog from the West have each 

bitten the other. 
48. The King becomes ill by drinking Wate,s, and is cured by taking 

medicines. 
49. The Philosophic Infant, like Orion, knows Ih,ee fallun. 
50. The D,agon destroys the Woman, and she him, and both are bathed 

in Blood. 
Finis de secretis Natu'll. 

The end of the Secrets of Nature. 

W. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B. 

Ilrngrt.s.s in "atinuali.sm. 
;J;N Boston, something over two years ago, a number of ladies and 
'f gentlemen, several of whom are members of the Theosophical Society, 
organised the Nationalist reform movement. Of the first year's officers 
for the Boston club-president, secretary, treasurer, and a majority of the 
executive board were Theosophists. Within a year from the date of 
organisation of the first club, branches were scattered over the co~ntry 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, the circulation of the Nationalist magazine, 
started by members of the Boston club, was increasing at a rate that even 
exceeded the expectations of its enthusiastic founders; and to many it 
seemed as though the structure of the old social order, so weak -in places, 
must succumb to the rising tide of new thought. As the waves of this new 
thought rose higher and gathered strength, large numbers of enthusiasts 
were drawn into the tide, most of them expecting within a few months, 
or short years at the most, to see a regenerated world in place of the 
present dark age and rule of Mammon. 

The tide rose and rose, and many an honest soul borne along on its 
crest, forgot that tides that rise also fall, that ebb must follow flow. Finally, 
the nationali!tic waves began to roll back, and then in their wake came 
the reaction which is so familiar an experience to the earnest Theosophist. 
All this was natural and expected by those who understood that action 
and reaction is a universal law. 

But with the first indications of a receding tide and the possibility of 
a waning interest, the disturbed forces of self· interest in the social world 
came down in a storm of rage and hatred. On all sides the religious and 
secular journals began to denounce" the new fad". For a time it rained 
a deluge of " inspired" editorials, reviews and speCial articles without 
number. Many of the orthodox clergymen found that they no longer could 
remain silent upon a question of such vital interest to the wealthy among 
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their parishioners and as suddenly discovered that the Nationalists were 
tempting Providence. These meddlesome visionaries were attempting to 
disturb the natural order of things. As a consequence, the voice of many 
a prominent Christian clergyman was raised against the declared purposes 
of the new reform, and with an energy and animus out of all proportion 
to the small value set on the possibility of nationalism becoming more 
than a passing fad. 

Thus it happened that in many Christian pulpits, and in the columns of 
the religious and secular papers, vials of wrath were uncorked upon this 
"new ism", and for once the defenders of the various creeds united in a 
common cry against the" designs" of the Nationalists, so clearly expressed 
in their club constitution and declaration of principles. 

The constitution of the club states that" The object of this club shall 
be the nationalization of Industry and thereby the promotion of the 
brotherhood of humanity," and the declaration of principles, in its first and 
last paragraphs, thus explains this object . 

.. The principle of the Brotherhood of Humanity is one of the eternal 
truths that govern the world's progress on lines which distinguish human 
nature from brute nature." 

.. The present industrial system proves itself wrong by the immense 
wrongs it produces: it proves itself absurd by the immense waste of 
energy and material which is admitted to be its concomitant. Against this 
system we raise our protest: for the abolition of the slavery it has wrought 
and would perpetuate, we pledge our best efforts." 

Comment seems unnecessary. Is it to be wondered that the living 
spirit has fled from the Conservative Christianity of to-day? 

It also happened that the corporation presidents, promoters of trusts, 
syndicates and other forms of legalized robbery, likewise agreed quite 
unanimously with the majority of the clergy. Nationalism was not a 
thing to be desired. They too were indisposed to tempt providence. 

Thus it came to pass that the vicars of God and the rich man witnessed 
to the fact that the cycle of Kali Yug is not yet run. For many this was an 
unexpected revelation, though not to the Theosophists interested in the 
movement, some of whom believe that the feast of Belshazzar is about to 
be enacted on a gigantic scale in our modern civilization, and that the hand 
which will write on the wall is already becoming visible. But whether or 
not this may be so, the advocates of the doctrine of laisseT faiTe, or let well 
enough alone and don't tempt providence, were the means to accomplish the 
very end sought by those who entered into the nationalist movement from 
Theosophical grounds. The Theosophists did not expect to revolutionize 
present social conditions. They had no desire to attempt to re-arrange or 
to equalize by physical force the unequal and obviously unjust status of our 
vaunted civilization, well knowing that the causes for these conditions of 
harmony lie deep beneath the physical plane of being, and only can be 
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reached by opening the mind of the individuals which form that civilization 
to a deeper wisdom that at present is taught in our schools. 

What the Theosophists expected was to use the enthusiasm aroused by 
Mr. Bellamy·s book, "Looking Backward ", as a means of sowing broad
cast the idea of universal brotherhood and the organic unity of all mankind. 
In the accomplishment of this work, preacher and Dives alike came to their 
aid. For months the doctrine of brotherhood and the nationalization of 
industries was labored over in nearly every paper and pulpit in the 
country. The end is not yet. It does not matter that the most of this 
labor was adverse criticism. Seed has been planted, much of which in 
distant time must bear a bountiful harvest. Thoughts lie dormant, sprout, 
and grow, as do seeds and plants in what we are pleased to call the natural 
world. Thus does opposition sometimes work for the very end it opposes. 
So also, says an old occult doctrine, does everything return to its source, 
the significance of the circle, as priest and plutocrat may discover, when 
too late, of their efforts to retard the mighty wheel of social evolution. How 
strange that the lessons of history, like the past experiences of the individual, 
so plain to be read, should be ignored until the hand of Fate has written the 
judgment in fiery letters and the day of reconsideration is past. 

But the nationalist movement still lives. Efforts have been made to 
side·track it, to make it a tail to the kite of other organizations, to turn 
it into a political machine, to do anything with it rather than hold 
it as an educational factor until the powerful leaven contained in 
the first of its declaration of principles has thoroughly permeated our 
Western thought. The press has misrepresented its aim and purpose 
from beginning to end, priest and preacher have anathematized it, pluto
crats supposed their henchmen had buried it in a potter's field-but it 
still lives. And the first result of the educational work of the Nationalist 
club is that an increasing number of those who are a part of the busy life of 
the world are coming to recognize the critical importance of the closing 
years of the present century, from both its spiritual and physical aspects. 
In the rush and hurry of life little real thought has been given to the 
changes of the past fifty years, changes unparalleled in the known history 
of the world, not only pe,. se, but in their far reaching effects upon our future 
civilization. To the Theosophist who is a student of ethnology and social 
science there is a world of meaning in thp.se facts and from them a strong 
light is thrown upon the great problem of existence. Much is revealed con
cerning the law which rules over the destinies of nations and which ultimately 
must bring harmony out of all the discords. Perhaps, when more fully 
explained, the mystery of the human race, in the relationship of the units 
composing it, will be found to be as simple as the budding and growth of 
the most elementary forms of protoplasmic matter, and that the death of an 
individual is only the apparent death of a cell in that organism which, in 
its unity, is the race. We look upon ourselves as separated human beings 
and our race as merely a collection of such separate units, with no well-
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defined organic unity for the mass. Sir Edward Arnold says: II The lowest 
living thing, the Protamreba, has obviously never died. It is a formless 
film of protoplasm which multiplies by simple division, and the specimen 
under any modem microscope derives, and must derive, in unbroken 
existence, from the amreha which moved and fed forty &lons ago." The 
latest discoveries in the field of micro-organisms seem to show conclusively 
that the physical organism is but a co-operative body of protoplasmic cells, 
each with a psychic life of its OWO, hut which in tum goes to make up the 
physical life of the individual. Let the individual carry this reasoning one 
.step further in his own relation to the rest of humanity, and he finds a self
evident scientific reason for believing in the brotherhood of the race. 

It is this line of thought which the Theosophists, who have interested 
themselves in Nationalism, have endeavored to emphasise, and thus to 
make of the reform an educational factor which should bring out and 
develop the idea of brotherhood. So long as this Theosophical infusion 
into Nationalism of the doctrine of universal brotherhood runs in the life 
of the new reform, so long will this virile strength in the movement carry 
it irresistibly onward toward final victory. 

The first period of reaction has past, and there is already a mysterious 
revival of interest unexplainable to those who do not go below the surface 
in the study of Nature's finer forces. 

Says Laurence Gronlund in the concluding chapter of his new book. 
II Our Destiny": "Nationalism makes this world a real one, but pre· 
paratory to another; makes selfishness satanic, individualism a delusion, 
and will teach us that while unlikeness is a necessary condition for indi
viduality, for being useful in the world, it is our common humanity that 
entitles us to the divine regard". And further on he declares" that each 
person is an eternal, integral part of humanity; that the fibrE'S of each 
C self' are, and will be eternally, intertwined with those of posterity and 
our ancestors". He closes this excellent Theosophical chapter and the 
book, exclaiming, "Ah, such a brotherhood will be divine' What friend· 
ships it will give rise to' What influences for good it will possess' What 
love for good and noble manhood it will breed' " 

J. RANSOM BRIDGE. 

A man that looks on glass 
On it may stay his eye; 
Or if he pleaseth, through it pass, 
And then the heaven espy. 

GEORGE HERBERT • 

.. There is no self-delusion more fatal than that which makes the 
conscience dreamy with the anodyne of lofty sentiment, while the life is 
grovelling and sensual."-LowBLL. 

17.6. 
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~be Itnsit of tbe ~oul. 
What wondrous music whispers in the Soul !
Perpetually vibrating; like the murmur of the breeze 
Thro' the dark nodding fastnesses of forest trees;
Or like the everlasting, deep-voiced tone 
Of the great Ocean's varying harmonies, 
When restless billows roll. 
By day and night its mystic chant 
Is never done ;-
But hastes to haunt 
Our footsteps thro' the heated strife-
(Like echoes of the conflict) in the Battle-field of Life. 
And, in those breathing-moments-when the mind 
Reposes in the brief, refreshing balm 
Of philosophic calm-
We still can hear it ling'ring in the mind. 

Oh were it mine, the pow'r to tell 
The secret of this silent, yet distinguishable spell ;-
So strange the melodies that strike the countless strings, 
And thrill the senses, of our complex nature;-
So potent is the influence which, unbidden brings 
Our Inmost Being from its darksome flesh-wrapp'd cell, 
And wanders with It thro' the Present, Past, and Future ;
That all the Universe at length appears to be 
Reverberating in a chord of Sympathy! 

Whence is this Music? For it lives 
As surely as the Life which prompts the ear 
To catch at ev'ry passing sound ;-
(For all the pleasure, hope, or pain it gives)
It speaks to us as surely as the lip, 
Which, as the cadence swells and falls, is bound 
In mute astonishment and awe,-nay even fear ;
Whilst Reason yearns to trace Its Authorship. 

I can but hope that God is whisp'ring thus, 
In these mysterious melodies, to us ;-
It seems, to me, akin to that great wave 
Of Harmony when roaring tempests rave 
O'er land and sea; or when the summer days 
Arouse the hum of sentient Nature's praise;-
It is a part, methinks, of that Vast Voice 
Which bids Creation bend in homage or rejoice ;
Which sounds thro' Space, in every form of life, 
And sings in joy, or wails in Death and Strife;-
In ev'ry dead and living thing this Music rings a note;
However near, seen or unseen; felt, or howe'er remote. 

Thus do I d,eam?-
Does Fancy lead astray 
My thoughts to such a theme, 
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And mock me with the fond, illusive scope 
Of contemplation born of such a hope ?
No, no; these reveries obey 
The instincts of a truth I feel j
Experience prompts my tongue to tell 
Of Revelations strange as real-
The Soul's own Moral Heav'n and Hell! 

Imagination could not tune the chords 
I can but feebly answer to in words ;-
Which often fill my eyes with helpless tears, 
At what my listening, questioning Spirit hears: 
No, no; in Nature dwells a secret song, 
That wakes our slumb'ring sense of right or wrong ;
I never hear the anger of the gale, 
Shrieking on mountain-tops, or moaning in the vale ;
I never hear the surges' ceaseless sigh-
(As if for mercy for their writhing agony)-
I qever hear the babbling of the brook, 
Half-hidden in some shaded, moss-grown nook;-
I never hear the rustling of the leaves, 
Or the wind's whistling frolic round the eaves;
I never hear the droning of the bee, 
Or the lark's long, aerial ecstacy;-
Without my Soul responds in melody, 
Of indescribable affinity. 

II. 
And hark; how softly steals the Music in 
The Soul, when far from all the world's wild din, 
We wander o'er a moorland height, 
And view the distant, fast-unfolding sight ;-
Or rock upon the bosom of the Sea, 
Alone with God and His Immensity !-
What murm'ring melodies then fill the air;-
What haunting h"armonies of praise and pray'r;
What thoughts, what mem'ries, what unspoken words, 
Find fit expression in those changing chords ;-
What vivid piClures burst upon the gaze, 
That long-forgotten RecolleClions raise; 
\Vhat hopes, what aspirations seize the brain, 
At every echo of the soothing strain!-

Yes, in those hours of welcome peace-
Given as in compensation for the broil 
Of Life's hard toil ; 
When grateful meditation finds release 
From Duty'S callous summons for the day; 
And Earth's engrossing pleasures and necessities, 
Fail, for the while, to exercise their sway j
When all our worldly agonies 
Of Lust, and Pride, and meaner Hate
(Which we ourselves so oft create 1)-
Flee from the heart, like Night before the Morn, 
And Reason, undefil'd, with Hope surveys, 
A world transform'd, and Man himself new-born, 
And God adored in Universal praise:-
Then in such hours of blissful rhapsody, 
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The soul is thrilled with mystic melody, 
And Love and Praise take warm possession of the breast; 
Love for the Loving Heart who fills our own ; 
Praise to the Mighty Voice whose solemn tone 
Is echo'd in the Ocean'li fathomless unrest; 
Love for the Master ArchiteCt, 
Whose boundless plan are time and space; 
Praise to the Giant Hand who could ereCt 
The snow-capp'd peak, the yawning cliff, the quarried hill : 
Love for the Watchful Father, whose benignant Face 
Frowns in the storm, and smiles when all is still :
Praise _to the Wondrous Wisdom who could dye 
The panoramic pageant of the sky ; 
And, with an equal-love for beauty, trace 
The iridescence of the butterfly: 
In truth, for ev'ry objeCt which we see, 
The Soul has some responsive melody; 
Nay, more, the Spirit is in sympathy 
With ev'n the UflSU" World of Mystery I 

III. 
Or when, in close seclusion, we would woo 
Uninfluenc'd Thought; and with the Searching Eye 
Of Self-Examination, calmly look into 
The wayward workings of our wilful nature, 
And lay unshrinkingly expos'd to view 
Their ev'ry faithful and unfaithful feature, 
With stern impartiality; 
Then is the music weird and deep, 
And rouses startled Conscience from her sleep, 

We feel our darkest secrets are reveal'd to God, 
And shrink beneath His sad admonitory gaze ; 
Whilst Mem'rr swiftly leads us thro' Time's gloom, 
In many a thnce-accusing phase-
Till Life's imperfect pilgrimage has been re-trod
And ev'n th' imagin'd outlines of the Future 100m 
Upon th' expansive Mirror of the mind; 
What wild, chaotic cadences then find 
Their answer in Repentance, Shame, and Fear; 
Till guilt heaps up a load we cannot bear; 
And Justice coldly calls on Conscience to produce 
The kecord of our lengthy Life's misuse ! 
Reproaches grimly follow fast, 
At recollections of the Past; 
And sighs, in silent anguish, prove 
Remembrances of fruitless love; 
Remorse reminds us of the hour 
When Error held us in its pow'r ; 
And vainly would we now forget 
Sin's hateful never-ransom'd Debt; 
Still does the mournful Music roll 
Like mumed dirges in the Soul ;-
Till to our Maker, humbly we confess, 
And ask forgiveness for our wantonness. 
Then suddenly the Spirit's strivings cease; 
A sweet, ethereal calm pervades 
The Mind; and both with God and Man 
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We feel to be at peace. 
The Earth's own picture quickly fades 
Before Hope's bright, bewitching ban; 
And with a kiss from smiling Comfort, we 
Are wand'ring in a Paradise, it seems, 
Of rapturous dreams; 
And Fancy holds Her dazzling Sov'reignty. 

What wondrous visions pass before the eye; 
Arise from nothing, and to nothing die; 
What aims are realis'd, what Fame and Might 
Are gain'd in Vict'ries won-without a fight! 

In rev'ries such as these the World is doubly fair, 
The Sun has never shone before with half the glory ; 
No Night-the horrid emblem of despair, 
Has enter'd into dreams so gay-so transitory' 

Unutt'rable emotions then arise, 
Responding to a change of Melody; 
Some sudden recollection fills 
The bosom with ecstatic thrills ;
Forsooth another dims the eyes 
With honest tears;-
As one by one forgotten places, 
And dearly-Iov'd, departed faces, 
Crowd the Kaleidoscope of Memory ;
So tender are the tunes the Spirit bears! 

And, as the mind reviews the varied piCtures of the Past, 
Where Folly's Phantoms seem to peer thro' ev'ry shifting scene
Resolves for greater good, and pray'rs for strength, 
Steal in the yearning bosom; till at length 
The burdens of our fretfulness are cast 
To Earth-where many a vow has been 
Imprisoned-and the Soul takes wings 
Beyond this Sphere of worldly things. 

Another life seems open'd to our gaze;-
The Spirit, from its shackles shaken free, 
Despises Sin's seduCtive slavery;-
And Wisdom's pure refleCtions scan the road, 
Where, had we not been blinded by the blaze 
Of Power, and Pride, and Passion, we had trod 
Throughout the Byegone's irrecoverable days. 
Then new-sworn Reclamation urges fast 
To compensate for all the failings of the Past. 

IV. 
N or even as we sleep-

. When, it would seem, 
The Spirit sometimes peeps behind 
Those Shadows which enfold our own 
Existence-does that Music's tone 
Forget its faithful guard to keep;
But, sounding on thro' many a dream, 
It strikes the senses of the Mind; 
And murmurs melodies we hear 
Still echoing in the wakening ear. 
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How oft have truths, have warnings, flash'd 
Upon the slumber-wand'ring brain;
When recolleCtions, hopes and fears, 
Have come to us, in smiles and tears, 
As, on awakening, come again?- . 
(Those musings, which in spite of Disappointment's pain, 
We, in full-conscious contemplation, love to clasp)-
Or when Night's brooding phantasies have dash'd 
Our day-dreams from our fondling grasp?-
Indeed, in sleep, my tongue has been unloos'd 
In eloquence and fervor quite unus'd 
To wakefulness; my heart has felt 
Emotions such as seldom dwelt 
To cheer or chide me thro' the day; 
Such visions in my dreams I've seen, 
So bright, so awful, sad and gay; 
I've heard such sounds, such deeds I've done; 
I've known such love, such fame I've won; 
That Fancy'S PiCture-Land has been 
More wonderful and real to me, 
Than this World's actuality! 

V. 
Yes, in each human Soul that lives, 
This Harmony for ever strives 
To make its message understood ;
But whilst our faculties obey 
.. This muddy vesture of Decay ", 
We can but indistinCtly hear 
The melodies that else would bear 
Our hopes above this earthly Sphere 
Of spiritual disquietude. 
Did we but hear the Voice aright 
That speaks to us by day and night, 
Conscience would count most worldly joys 
As but the tawdry, tinseU'd toys 
That tempt us-like a child at play 
Upon a sunny summer's day-
To clutch at ev'ry glitt'ring prize 
In vague, soon-satisfied surprise; 
Whilst Time and Opportunity, 
Unmindful of our long delay, 
Sink from our sight, like clouds at sea, 
Below th' Horizon of Futurity. 

And Wisdom, sought of God, would know 
That Hope, in Virtue, finds its rest, 
Not here, in fierce Self-Interest-
Where Life's experiences attest 
That Sin and Death for ever brood 
In whatsoever thing is good, 
And Wealth and Want are one to \Voe
But whence th' Eternal Love descends, 
Like sunshine on a troubI'd sea, 
And works inscrutably its ends-
If ev'n in seeming contrariety. 
Then should we keep our Spirits' confliCt in control, 
To hear God's Voice of Comfort in the Music of the Soul. 

J. REDDJE MALLETT. 
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lttbitiu .5. -
EASTWARD: 

OR A BUDDHIST LOVER.'" 

Tr1HIS work~wing to the author's unfamiliarity. with Eastern people 
eJl(g and their respective religions-though of a somewhat artificial con-

struction to the average well informed Orientalist, must, nevertheless, 
and we trust will, prove extremely interesting to the general profane 
reader. It will no doubt aid in bringing before a large section of the 
public, otherwise unreachable, some of the problems which everyone with 
the slightest pretensions to seriousness will have to face in this latter end 
of the nineteenth century. It is mischievous to destroy without con
structing; and if " eternal damnation", the horrors of "hell fire" and the 
rest of the ghastly paraphernalia of Calvinism and" Eldership" have to go 
by the board, it is well to replace them with new and higher ideals. 

The present book is an effort in that direction; and gives us under the 
attractive form of a novel, in which perhaps for the first time in the history 
of modern literature, the original feature of Sinhalese lovers is largely 
displayed, an extremely readable volume on the whole. The style is 
elegant, often pathethic, and the descriptions of places and Western people 
always graphic. The whole tale is based on one of the most crying evils 
and abuses of the age, missionary enterprise in "Heathendom ", and 
Protestant dead-letter forms of soul.killing orthodoxy in American 
Christendom. Three adult schoolboys in a theological university of 
Jansenville, three future reverends-two of whom are Sinhalese redeemed 
from Buddhism and rejoicing in the utterly non-Sinhalese names of Thien
Gah and Kyn-Dhwen, and the third an American, are the chief heroes; and 
several grown-up school-girls open to flirtation and ready for elopement, 
the heroines. But the chief heroine is pretty Faith Whitney, the daughter 
of an infidel father. There is a thread of mystic interest running through 
the book by the introduction of the latter, which from first to last is the 
most attractive and the best sustained character of all. The girl is a natural 
born seer, and the phenomenal incidents attributed to her, though in their 
outcoming results too crudely spiritualistic, will, no doubt draw many a 
reader's attention to the external signs of the grand fact of the reality of 
subjective states of consciousness and of a true science of the soul. The 
casual sketches of country" Elders" and various orthodox fanatics are 
excellent and true to life; while their "meetings" and religious services 
form an admirable background to set forth some of the eternal truths 
which the old Eastern faiths have retained in common, and which are so 
high, so grand, and so philosophical, whenever brought in contrast with the 
darkest dogmas of Western Orthodoxy. The novelistic elements of 
" Eastward" render the crude truth more palateable to those who 
habitually shrink from a direct statement of fact; and wishing the author 
well as we do, we hope that the class to whom such facts will the most 
appeal, may not notice the important errors of detail made; but no theoso
phist, conversant at all with Eastern literature, can fail to do so, and he 
will deplore to find in a novel otherwise so interesting and well written that 
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no more than the average American journalist does the author know the 
vital difference between a Sinhalese and a Hindu, between the sacred books 
of Buddhism and those of Brahmanism. Thus, when finding the reviewer 
in the Chicago Tribune of Septemher 27, 1890, gravely devoting a column to 
"a Hindu writer over the signature Rukhmabai" (author of " Married in 
the Cradle" in the New Review) and mistaking her for a man, we can only 
smile: no American, unless he has lived in India, is bound to know that 
the final syllable bai in a name denotes a woman, and is never found in a 
man's name. But when we read in a carefully written novel that an 
average Sinhalese boy reads his sacred Buddhist books in Sanskrit, and that 
these books are works pre-eminently Indian, which for a Sinhalese Buddhist 
would be heresy, then the mistake becomes very important. Indeed, on 
page 194 of the work under review we read: "He (Kyn-Dhwen) turned 
• • . . to examine his father's books •• . . the BllagafJad Gila, the 
Upanishads, and other sacred books of his people ". Now the fact is that 
(a) the sacred books of the Buddhists are all written in Pali, and (b) with 
the exc~ption of some priests and Oriental scholars few Sinhalese ha ve ever 
heard of the Bhagavad Gila and the Upanishads, the Esoteric Doctrine of the 
Hindl4S, nor do they know Sanskrit. Again, when Kyn Dhwen giving Faith 
Whitney an inkling into the "fundamental doctrines of that (Buddhist) 
faith" (philosophical system, rather), is made to say on page 142, that 
these" doctrines" are: .. First-a belief in One creative Power or Spirit
universal, all-powerful, unapproachable; rarely named, but when spoken, called 

OM '," surely the author may be suspected of knowing absolutely 
nothing of Buddhism, at any rate of the Sinhalese. In Ceylon even small 
boys, unless enticed into missionary schools, will repeat their proverbial 
motto, ' There is no Creator, nor is there any creation or creature '. They 
believe in no God, whether personal, or even impersonal, as the Parabrahm 
of the Advaiti Vedantins, or the .. Om" of the Vaishnava and other 
Brahmins. A single glance into the BlIddhist Catechism is sufficient to show 
the mistake. 

To close. Had the gifted author made of Kyn-Dhwen a Hindu, a 
Ganga Lal, or a Krishna Swami, or replaced the Bhagavad Gila and UPa1fi
shads with Tripitaka and the Suttras, then there would be no necessity for 
such criticism. As" Eastward: or a Buddhist Lover" stands, however, it 
was impossible to review it in Lucifer-an organ of the Theosophical 
Society-without noticing the prominent blunders that disfigure an other
wise charming novel. 

"NElLA SEN" AND "MY CAUSAL DEATH n •• 

Mr. J. H. Connelly has done good work in giving the public the two 
stories which bear the above titles. They may be briefly described as 
"Occultism made easy". It is just such clear and simple illustrations of 
the practical working of certain laws on the moral and physical planes that 
the general reader needs as an introduction to the study of the profounder 
doctrines of Eastern philosophy. 

In the first story, "Neila Sen," a young Sinhalese maiden stands as a 
type of future humanity. The grand teachings of Buddha and Christ, as 
interpreted in the light of the Ancient Wisdom Religion, have taken root 
in her mind till the temporal bathes itself in the eternal. Amidst the trials 
of life which must of necessity befall a heroine, she remains steadfast and 
unmoved, yet withal very lovable and human. Intuition she has 
been taught to trust as the voice of the Higher Ego, and it serves 
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her as a shield and buckler in danger. The part it plays in the 
human economy she endeavors to describe in these words when warned 
by this higher sense of approaching danger in the person of an evilly
disposed man: "I cannot help dreading and loathing the man. . . • 
I know that my feeling is true. It is, I suppose, perception by a 
sixth sense, that, if we cultivate it, is truer to us than the other five to 
which we are accustomed to give our confidence. All are endowed with it, 
to a greater or lesser degree, in childhood; but as we grow older it is 
generally lost, as any function is by disuse. Older persons teach us that 
we must not trust to it, that it is not politic to manifest its possession; and 
when we distrust and conceal it, no longer is it true to us. So gradually it 
fades away. But, in truth, it is the only sense of the soul. The other five 
are all of the body. And it is sad and wrong that we do not nourish and 
develop it. We would all try to live better if we did know that others 
could look at our soul as we looked at theirs." A lighter element comes in 
through the graphic picture of American life, into which the girl is thrown 
by an endeavor to recover property left by her deceased father. Like a 
star shining through the darkness, the sweet purity of her mind sends its 
radiance around. "To her there was no hidden sense or double meaning 
in the words of the Bhagavat Gita: 'Let the motive be in the deed, and 
not in the event. Be not one whose motive for action is the hope of 
reward. Depend upon application, perform thy duty, abandon all thought 
of consequence, and make the event equal, whether it terminate in good or 
evil. The action stands at a distance inferior to the application of wisdom. 
Seek an asylum, then, in wisdom alone, for the miserable and unhappy are 
so on account of the event of things.''' Any writer who can embody such 
thought in the living guise of fiction as attractive as that which lies before 
us, is doing valiant service to the cause of humanity. 

"My Causal Death" is chiefly interesting from the realistic war it 
brings before us the possible effect, good or bad, of the mirror at midmght 
experiment with which students of occultism have already become familiar 
through the pages of the Theosophist. It is a grave question whether the 
danger, which must arise from giving detailed accounts of experiments 
that any ignorant man or woman can carry out in the present state of all 
but universal ignorance of the laws which underlie these manifestations, is 
not too great to cover the possible good which may come with the increase 
of knowledge. But for those who believe that no price is too great to pay 
for an insight into the world of reality, for a knowledge of the "Thing-in
itself" of Kant, the pages of "My Causal Death" will prove most 
fascinating. 

Already acknowledged 
Mrs. NorderHng . 
J. Morgan, jun. • 
Mrs. Kilburn 
Loan .•.. 
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There has been received "for the maintenance of Head Quarters", Mr. and 
Mrs. Sonstadt, [2; Mdme. de Neufville, [I; Mdlle. Obreen, [I. These sums 
have been placed to the paying off of the mortgage on the house. 
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EUROPEAN SECTION. 

BRITISH SECTION COUNCIL MEETING AT EUROPEAN 
HEADQUARTERS. 

The General Council of the British Section held its annual meeting on 
October loth, the following persons being present as representing the 
different Lodges, or holding ex officio seats upon the Council :-H. P. Blavat
sky, President European Section; Annie Besant, President Blavatsky Lodge; 
Countess Wachtmeister, Mrs. Cooper-Oakley, Herbert Burrows, J. M. 
\Vatkins, Major W. H. Hand, Delegates Blavatsky Lodge; G. R. S. Mead, 
Delegate Scottish Lodge; C. F. Wright, Delegate Dublin Lodge; A. Besant, 
Delegate Newcastle Lodge; Dr. A. Keightley, Proxy Liverpool Lodge; H. 
Kenneth Austin, President Birmingham Lodge; A. J. Campbell, Delegate 
Brixton Lodge; S. V. Edge, Delegate WiSt of England Lodge; Wm. Kings
land, Delegate Brighton Lodge; F. L. Gardner, Treasurer of the Section; 
W. R. Old, General Secretary. 

The reports of the Lodges and that of the Treasurer being read and 
adopted, the business arising out of the General Report of the Section was 
next dealt with. The necessity of bringing the outlying members of the 
Section into closer contact with Headquarters, and with the work of the 
Section generally, was urged by the Secretary. To meet this need, it 
was decided that a paper to be called the Vahan, and to include the 
Theosophical news of the current month, should be issued free of charge to 
members of the Section, and to all others, including Associates of the 
Lodges, at twopence a copy. The production of this paper -was entrusted 
to Mrs. Cooper-Oakley, Wm. Kingsland, and the General Secretary. 

A motion was brought forward by the Countess Wachtmeis'er to provide 
for the better co-operation of the working members of the Section by 
holding half-yearly conferences at the Headquarters of the Section. The 
motion was adopted. 

A motion to provide for the representation of the newly organised 
European Section on the British Section Council, was included in the 
agenda; and it was decided that the Secretary of the European Section 
shall hereafter hold an ex officio seat on the Council of the British Section. 
The delegation to Bertram Keightley of full powers to represent the 
British Section at the General Convention of the Theosophical Society at 
Adyar in December next, was confirmed by the Council. The motions to 
be brought forward by him on behalf of the British Section will appear in 
the full official report of the Council which is now in preparation for the 

press. . 1 . f h d . " f h S . L 11 h' Specla notIces 0 t e propose new actIvItIes 0 t e ectton 10 ow tIS. 
October 31st, 1890' W. R. OLD, 

GelUral SImla", British Sediolt T. S. 

NOTICE. 
Rule 3 British Section Code, December 18th, 188g, is now altered to 

give the Corresponding Secretaries of the Lodges resident in London an 
ex officw seat on the Council, in addition to the officers therein mentioned. 

By order of the Council. W. R. OLD, 
October 17th, 1890' G"",.al Stern.". 

~OOgL 
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THE II VAHAN." 

This is the title of a Theosophical pamphlet which is to be issued 
monthly from the II H. P. B." Press. The first number will appear on 
1st December, 1890. 

It is specially designed to meet the requirements of members of the 
British Section who are not in touch with anyone of its Lodges. To these 
II unattached members" it will be sent free of charge; and each of the 
Lodges will also receive a sufficient number to supply its members with 
copies. 

To Branch Associates and others it will be supplied at 2d. a copy, or 
4S' per year, post free. 

The scope of the pamphlet, consisting of eight pages, will include a 
review of some of the Theosophical publications and a brief digest of 
leading matter in Lucifer, the Path, and the TheosoPhist; in addition to 
questions and answers on problems of common interest to Theosophists, 
and notes upon current activities. 

Generally, it will aim at supplying information to members and others, 
to whom, for various reasons, a large amount of the now extensive literature 
of the Society is often inaccessible. 

The" VAHAN" will be on sale at the Theosophical Publishing Society'S 
Office, 7, Duke Street, Adelphi. Subscriptions and orders should be dire~ed 
to the General Secretary, British Section, 19, Avenue Road, St. John's 
Wood, London, N. W. 

THEOSOPHICAL WORKING-MEMBERS. 

Half-Yearly Conference. 
It is proposed to hold a half-yearly Conference of the working members 

of the T. S. Three days will be devoted to this purpose in the winter 
holidays, during the second week in January; and three days in the summer 
holidays, during the last week in June. Those members who are unable to 
meet their own expenses will have free board at Headquarters during those 
days. Inexpensive rooms in this neighborhood can easily be procured. 

At these Conferences, plans will be discussed for the furtherance of all 
practical work during the following six months; and working members are 
freely invited to take part in the discussions, and to put forward their own 
views as to the best methods of serving the cause of Theosophy both within 
and outside of the Society. The main object of the Conference is that all 
the working members should have an opportunity of uniting and co-operat. 
ing as fully as possible. 

All members desirous of availing themselves of this invitation to attend 
the First Conference, are requested to give notice to the Secretary of the 
British Section not later than December 31st, 1890, so that a programme of 
activities may be arranged, and other necessary provisions made. 

W. R. OLD, 
Gmwlll S~'tllry Britis" S,etiOfl T. S. 

THE LATEST THEOSOPHICAL EFFORT. 
THE" H. P. B." PRESS. 

To Members of the Branches in the European and British Sections. 
For some time past it has been evident that our work in the West could 

be at once considerably forwarded and lightened by the establishment of a 
printing office at the London Headquarters. Most of our members are 
working as hard as they can, and no effort is being spared to spread Theo-
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sophy and disseminate its literature, and as a result the Society is growing 
rapidly; but at the same time the labor is increasing so enormously that 
without this aid, neither our purses nor our backs will be able to stand the 
extra strain. 

In order to meet the difficulty, then, a prominent member here has 
advanced the sum necessary to purchase a press and sufficient type to com
mence work. The cost has been about £100, the press being similar to the 
.. Aryan ", run by our energetic New York brethren. It is worked by a 
competent practical printer, a Theosophist, who, devoted to the Society, 
has given up his employment and offered his services for the purpose. Our 
friend is Mr. Jas. M. Pryse, who, having alreadl made the" Aryan Press" 
a success, is now proceeding to do the same kind office for the" H. P. B. 
Press ". 

It is evident that with proper support from the Branches, the success of 
the enterprise is assured. We have been told that at the present stage of 
progress, it is our individual duty to assist and back up any proposition that 
may be advanced with the object of assisting the movement, that "every 
sincere effort for Theosophy will bear good fruit, no matter how inappro
priate it may appear in the eyes of those members who have set themselves 
and everybody else only one definite plan of action". Therefore the 
attention of all members is directed to the scheme. 

All orders from Branches and members will be executed at the cost 
price of composition, paper, and presswork, the charges amounting to little 
more than half the ordinary retail price. 

In this way Branches can have papers printed, and notices, tracts, and 
brochures prepared for distribution. Tickets, circulars, note-headings, 
envelopes, etc., will be printed quickly, cheaply, and well, the object aimed 
at being to assist as much as possible the Branches in their work. 

The press is the very best of its size that can be procured, and arrived 
from the United States a few weeks ago. 

Donations from members will be gladly accepted, as the press is in
tended for the benefit of the Society and not for individual profit. For the 
present it will be under the direction of the undersigned, to whom cheques 
and money-orders should be made payable and all enquiries directed. 

CLAUDE F. WRIGHT, 

19, Avenue Road, Regent's Park, 
London, N.W. 

PRIZE ESSAY. 

In the pamphlet entitled "Theosophy the Religion Qf Jesus", by 
Alexander Fullerton, F.T.S., page 3, we read: .. between the Jesus of the 
Churches, and the Theosophist, there is a gulf-though perhaps, not more 
so, than between the Jesus Christ of the Churches, and the Jesus of the 
Gospels: but it is with the Jesus of the Gospels that the true comparison 
must be made ". 

A member of the E. S. offers the next two volumes of LII&iflr as a prize 
for the best essay. entitled" A comparison between the character and acts 
of the Jesus of the Gospels, and the conception of Jesus Christ exemplified 
by the orthodox Established Church of England of the nineteenth cen~ 
tury ". 

Any member of the British Section may compete; essays, identified by 
a motto, should be sent to Q. S. N., care of the Countess Wachtmeister. 
7, Duke Street, Adelphi, London, \\l,C., before January 1st, ISgt. The 
Prize Essay will be printed in Lucifer; the judges will be guided in their 
selection by accuracy, style, and clearness of demonstration; the essays 
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must not exceed sufficient matter for six pages of Lucife" and must be 
written to convince Christians, and must studiously avoid giving any 
avoidable offeDl;e. Madame Blavatsky has selected \V. Wynn Westcott, 
M.B., Annie Besant, and G. R. S. Mead, B.A., to act as judges. 

LIBRARY AND PROPAGANDA FUND. 

On the 1st November, 1889, having received from some kind friends a 
few small sums, which I was told I might spend in any way best suited to the 
spread of Theosophy, I conceived the idea of forming a Library and Pro· 
paganda Fund. Lending libraries have thus been formed in various parts 
of Great Britain, and pamphlets, leaflets, and books distributed wherever 
the soil seemed fertile enough to receive the good seed. 

Only seven years, we are told, remain in this cycle when active Theo· 
sophical work will be of real effect, and it seems to me to be the duty of all 
those calling themselves members of this Society to make strenuous efforts 
to keep the ball of activity rolling. Those who are rich, but who are 
prevented, owing to various causes, from taking a forward step in the 
movement, can do enormous good by supporting with generous donations 
the efforts of those working members who are only too eager and anxious 
to use every moment of their lives in the service and for the extension of 
the Cause of Theosophy. 

A vast field is open before us, and many are the plans and projects for 
the spreading of Theosophical truths which are discussed at Headquarters, 
but which have to be laid aside simply for want of funds, the handful of 
devoted workers there being no longer able to cope with the ever increasing 
calls on their resources, although they devote everything they have to the 
movement. It seems so selfish to keep all this knowledge to ourselves, 
while it might benefit the whole world, if we could only circulate it as 
widely as it should be during these remaining seven years. The true 
spirit of Theosophy is self·sacrifice and ,enunciation. It is not the thought of 
one's own progress which is the essential part of Theosophy, but the true 
Theosophical spirit is the trying to awaken in others that divine spark 
which in so many is still slumbering. 

CONSTANCE WACHTMEISTER. 

BALANCE· SHEET OF LIBRARY AND PROPAGANDA FUND. 

DR. . £ s. d. i' CR. £ s. d. 
Donations ... ... ... 70 19 10 II Leaflets and Books ... ... 64 2 5 
Sale of Photos of H. P. B.... 31 7 31

1 
Balance on hand Oct. 28, '90_3_8_4_8 

boa 7 I II ;;;i£_I_O:Z __ 7~_I 

BUVATSKY LODGE.-The weekly discussions have been well attended 
during the last month, and great interest is being shown in the course 
entitled" Theosophy from the Root up". 

The Librarian of the Working Women's Club, at Bow, gratefully acknow
ledges the following: An anonymous parcel of two years of the A ,gosy 
(unbound), etc.; several framed photographs and some books from Miss 
K. E. Mills; some books from Mr. Gardner; and the monthly contribution 
of Lippincott and Cornhill magazines from Mrs. Watkin. Mrs. James has 
sent to Countess Wachtmeister £2 for the Library. The 3d. dinners were 
commenced on October 30th, 47 women Leing present. 
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SPECIAL NOTICE. 

Theosophists throughout the country are particularly requested to look 
carefully through any local paper they may come across for any notices or 
remarks relating to Theosophy. These should be at once cut out, and 
forwarded to Herbert Coryn, 153 Acre Lane, Brixton, London, S.W. The 
matter will involve small trouble, and be of considerable service to the 
Society. 

THEOSOPHY AND THE PRESS. 

Mrs. Besant's· recent visit to Ireland is the chief topic of Theosophical 
interest in the" Press Cuttings" of the past month. The following papers 
(among others) give notices and reports: Star, Belfast Morning News, 
South London Press, Echo, Scottish Leader, and Freeman's Journal. A certain 
amount of correspondence-a necessary outcome of a lecture-is to be 
found in the columns of the Irish Times, Commonwealth, and other papers. 
A discussion has been proceeding in the South London Press of 27th Septem
ber, and 4th and lIth ultimo on Theosophy and its relation to modem 
social problems, including a criticism of Mrs. Cooper-Oakley's recent article 
in Lucifer" Some Conservative Aspects of Theosophy". The Manchester 
Guardian of 1st October, and recent issues of the Home News and Pall Mall 
Gazette, have notices of the formation of the European Section of the Theo
sophical Society. In the Agnostic Journal of 4th October we find a letter 
from Madame Blavatsky, well worth reading as a concise and clear state
ment on the subject of personal and individual consciousness. This letter 
was in answer to one from Lord Queensberry, referred to in the last issue 
of Lucifer. A further letter from his lordship on the same subject appears 
in the Agnostic Journal of 23rd ultimo. An issue of the New York World 
of some weeks back, contains a description of Headquarters, and of several 
prominent Theosophists. The article in question is a kind and sympathetic 
one, but is tainted with a somewhat vulgar and personal tone, unfortunately 
too common in American articles of this description. The account has 
been copied in several" Home" papers including the Table and the Dubli" 
Evening Telegraph. The Westminster Gazette of 4th October, has a cheery 
article on our East End Club. There is generally something of Theosophic 
interest to be found in the Society Times, and the issue of October 18th 
contains a short article by S. G. P. Coryn, F.T.S. on" Alchemy" and a 
few words on .. Signs of the Times ,. followed by the well-known initials 
" K. E. M." Theosophy appears to have recently mounted the steps of 
an Irish pulpit, for the Belfast News Letter reports, at some length, a sermon 
preached on the subject by the Rev. Dr. Hanna of Belfast. We would 
only add that the sermon in question presents an entirely false idea 
of Theosophy based on the conception of a personal God. A batch of 
American magazines and newspapers have come to hand recently, and also 
some -Indian newspapers, containing lengthy notices of Theosophy and the 
work of the Theosophical Society. 

IRELAND. 

Mrs. Annie Besant arrived in Ireland on the evening of the 2nd Odober 
for her promised leduring tour, and the same night met a large gathering 
at a conversazione in the rooms of the Dublin Lodge. Over ninety persons 
accepted invitations, and a good deal of interest was aroused in Theosophy 
amongst the strangers by a short account of the work of the Society given 
by Mrs. Besant, and also by Mr. Herbert Burrows, who accompanied her 
on her Irish tour. 
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On Friday, the 3rd October, Mrs. Besant delivered her first lecture in 
Ireland in the Ancient Concert Rooms, Dublin, selecting as her subject, 
"Why I became a Theosophist ". The hall was comfortably filled, the 
audience numbering between 600 and 700 persons. The closest attention 
was given to the lecture, which dealt with Mrs. Besant's progress from 
Materialism to Theosophy, and the applause was hearty and frequent. At 
the close of the lecture a number of questions were asked, some of them 
being keen and to the point, and eliciting deeply interesting replies; while 
others were just as wide of the subject. A gentleman, his mellifluous 
brogue indicating that he had recently arrived from Kerry, felt curious to 
ascertain if the spirit which animates a Moonlighter to-day might possibly 
fill the body of a policeman, who would put a bullet in him, forty years 
hence. Mrs. Besant pointed out that the subject they were discussmg was 
a serious one, and replied to the question by stating that after leaving a 
body the consciousness lay dormant for perhaps hundreds of years, before 
entering another. She added, and her observation was loudly applauded, 
that she sincerely hoped that before hundreds of years were over Ireland 
would be beyond all need for such persons as those mentioned. In 
reply to a question as to the brotherhood of man, she said that doctrine was 
put forward before 1800 years ago, when it was taught by Christ, by the 
founder of Buddhism, who advocated it 2,400 years ago. An inquisitive 
individual in the back seats asked Mrs. Besant as to her feelings with 
regard to Christianity now as compared with the time she was a Materialist, 
and she replied that she did not feel as bitterly now against Christianity as 
at the time it robbed her of her child and broke up the whole of her life. 
She was then the subject of persecution, and there was always a great deal 
of bitterness and resentment against cruel treatment. But she grew out of 
that before she came to Theosophy. 

Of the deep admiration won by Mrs. Besant from all who heard her the 
best proof comes from the Freeman's Journal, the paper which attacked the 
society so viciously on the occasion of Colonel Olcott's visit to Dublin 
twelve months ago, but which gave a most friendly description of Mrs. 
Besant and of her lecture. 

The visit has had a most excellent effect upon the Dublin Lodge. 
Towards the close of the last Session the average attendance was from 
forty to forty-five. The attendance at each of the three open meetings held 
since Mrs. Besant's visit numbered over sixty-five. But it is in the style 
of the meetings that the greatest change is shown. Visitors no longer come 
so much to attack Theosophy as to enquire into the various phases of the 
subject, and several of the visitors have joined as associates in order to 
study the questions more deeply. The papers read at the three meetings 
referred to were: (I) "Theosophy and its Ideals ", Mr. H. M. Magee; 
(2) "Families or Individuals", Miss G. A. H. Johnston; and (3) "Some 
Thoughts on the Secret Doctrine ", Mr. Fred. J. Dick. A good programme 
has been provided for the session, and as it has had so good a start, the 
results of the winter's work in Dublin will doubtless be very satisfactory. 

FRANCE. 

Serious differences having arisen between the Bureau of the late Hermes 
Branch in Paris, and M. Encausse (Papus), the Bureau appealed to the 
President-Founder in Council in a lengthy document against the conduct of 
M. Encausse. The President-Founder referred the case, with his advice 
on the subject, to the Council of the European Section. M. Encausse 
having no reply to make to the Council but puerile boasts and threats of 
attacking the Society, his expulsion from the Society has been forced upon 
the Council, and is hereby notified. 

G. R. S. MEAD, 
lJ«y,tfll'7 EwrojMrt Smiml. 
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AMERICAN SECTION. 

THEOSOPHICAL HEAD'QUARTERS IN AMERICA. 

j\ very practical and excellent scheme has just been inaugurated by 
some of our friends in the American Section . 

.. The plan proposed is to secure a house in New York which, when altered 
inside at minimum cost, would give a hall which the Aryan Theosophical Society 
could rent for its meetings, and that might be always open for Theosophical uses, 
whether for meetings or interviews and reading rooms, where also the Path, 
General Secretary, and the Aryan Press. might secure quarters ..... In time 
greater benefits and results will follow without doubt, as many members have 
offered to work for the Society already, but cannot be used, because of the 
smallness of present quarters. In the permanent headquarters there could be 
rooms for daily use for conversation and inquiry upon Theosophical subjects. 
where members could attend any evening. Many members have expressed their 
intention of being in attendance. All tho:l best Theosophical magazines might be 
on the tables, and a reading library should be made a feature, as well as a more 
extended circulating library than the one now in operation. It has been shown by 
experience that many visitors and enquirers have been unable to meet with those 
whom they desired to see, because the present headquarters could not be kept 
open at night." 
The amount required is stated to be $50,000 which it is proposed to raise 
by means of a "mortgage to Trustees selected for the purpose and 
representing all sections of the American Division of the Society, then to 
issue bonds for ten dollars at a very low rate of interest ". Such a 
practical and excellent scheme, we are sure, will meet with the fullest 
support of our energetic co-workers in the American Section, and the 
benefits which will result will be even greater than are at present 
anticipated, if at least we may judge by the advantage gained by the 
establishment of our own European headquarters. 

THE SECOND AD INTERIM CONVENTION OF THE PACIFIC COAST BRANCHES 
has been held at Santa Cruz, California. The proceedings were of a very 
interesting nature as showing the earnest work done by the Theosophists 
of the" Far West ". We are sorry that we have not space for an account 
of the proceedings, but the following report will speak for itself. . 

SECOND REPORT OF THE PACIFIC COAST COMMITTEE FOR 
THEOSOPHIC WORK. 

This year the Theosophical Society on the Pacific Coast has sprung 
from childhood into vigorous youth; nine new Branches have been 
organised, viz :-The Oriental, of Gilroy; Sakti, of Los Angeles; Upa
sana, of San Diego; Eureka, of Sacramento; Stockton, of Stockton; 
Narada, of Tacoma; Aurora, of Oakland; Triangle, of Alameda; Seattle 
No. I, of Seattle. Central Headquarters for the Coast were established 
in San Francisco, February g, I8go, and since that date local head
quarters at Tacoma, Washington; Los Angeles and San Diego. 

The Pacific Coast Committee published a full report of organisation and 
work up to June 3, 1890' At that time, three months after its inception, 
1,500 names had been inscribed on the register, and thirty towns assigned 
to individuals for tract distribution. A systematic scheme for Tract 
Mailing is utilised by the committee, whereby the largest amount of work 
may be done with the least expenditure of time, work, and money. 

From June 3rd, to September 1st, propaganda has been active. Nearly 
300 names have been added to the register, forty more cities and towns 
assigned to branches and individuals. One member has taken upon 
himself to supply Arizona. The Los Angeles Headquarters have New 
Mexico, and already eleven towns in that Territory have received 
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assorted leaflets. Besides this work in New Mexico, the Los Angeles 
Headquarters with scant resources and few workers, have accom
plished much, holding meetings in East Los Angeles, etc., open meet
ings at Headquarters three evenings every week; they also have taken 
active measures towards the instruction in Theosophy of the children and 
youth. 

San Diego Headquarters, only just established, bids fair to equal Los 
Angeles in zeal. 

Tacoma has given us the" Globe Letters ", a clear outline in a few 
pages of the fundamental teachings of Theosophy. Public meetings are 
held every Sunday, and efforts are being made to establish a Branch at 
Olympia. 

The Pacific Coast Committee has supplied Pasadena and Wheatland; 
and is now mailing leaflets to Portland, Oregon. It will require between 
10,000 and 15,000 leaflets and as many envelopes to supply this city alone. 
Beside the above work the Pacific Coast Committee have mailed to every 
name enrolled on the register the foHowing leaflets: "Materialism, 
Agnosticism, and Theosophy", "Why one should become a Theosophist ", 
and a catalogue of books graded for a reading course. It has donated 2,000 
leaflets, \Vilkesbarre Letters, etc., to each of the local Headquarters. 

Thus the work progresses, yet it is a mere beginning. Remember, the 
Pacific Coast comprises eight States and territories, and the duties of the 
Pacific Coast Committee extend over this large field. Whether the 
Committee succeed or not in diffusing the truth over the entire Coast 
depends upon the help given by the different Branches. If every Branch 
would assist by a regular monthly contribution, as well as by personal 
effort, very much more work might be done. V\'ork is now standing idle 
for lack of means. Friends and members are urged to send to head
quarters any article pertaining to Theosophy, that may appear in the· 
local papers. 

LECTURE BUREAU.-This branch of the work, though scarcely formed 
has been quite active. A course of eight public lectures upon the funda
mental teachings of Theosophy has been given in San Francisco and 
Oakland, on Sunday evenings. A new series of ten lectures began 
August 31st, and is now in process. 

Audiences are large and increasing. Lectures have also been given in 
Los Angeles, Stockton, Sacramento, Santa Cruz and San Jose. Members 
of the Committee, while travelling on business in Oregon, Washington, 
Nevada, and California, have done propaganda work, holding meetings, 
distributing leaflets, etc. 

J. A. ANDERSON, M.D. 
Chairman. 

The activities as reported in the October Path are very encouraging. 
Resolutions of confidence in the founders, owing to the attack of the Sun 
newspaper are universal; new Headquarters for branches are announced and 
lecture lists are frequent. It is remarked that the result of the Sun attack, 
followed by Mme. Blavatsky's article in the No,th A me,ican Review, has brought 
much additional work for the General Secretary's Office in answering the 
questions of enquirers. 

The Santa C,uz Daily Sentinel devotes a column to an interview with 
Count Axel Wachtmeister. son of the Countess Wachtmeister, who has at 
present broken his travels round the world by a stay in California. The 
bulk of the interview consists of a description of H. P. Blavatsky, whom 
the Count speaks of with courteous enthusiasm. It is useful to have the 
legends about personalities occasionally checked by facts, especially 
in the United States, where the extremes of exaggeration and mis
representation have lately been triumphant. 
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INDIA. 
BERTRAM KEIGHTLEY'S TOUR. 

On Sept. 15th Bertram Keightley lectured to a large audience at Baroda, 
and is reported at length in the Bombay Gazette of the 19th. The lecture 
was given "by permission of his Highnessthe Gaekwar", who was present, 
together with the officers of state, and" was much struck by the lecture ". 
On Sept. 19th the delegate of the European and British Sections delivered 
another public lecture at Poona to a crowded hall, and the POOtUI Observer 
devoted a column to an interview with him. On Sept. 24th he again 
lectured at Bellary, in the Hall of the Sanmarga Samaj, and was trans
lated into Telugu. We next find him lecturing at Gooty, Sept. 26th, and a 
notice of this in the Madras Times. The lecture was delivered "to a 
crowded audience in the Gooty Sanskrit School", which is supported by 
members of the Theosophical Society. This was followed by another 
lecture on the" Essence of Religion". Cuddapath was next visited and a 
lecture given which was much appreciated, and Adyar reached on Sept. 
30th. It is arranged that Bertram Keightley should meet the President
Founder on his return from Colombo, whither he has gone on a visit to the 
Branch, at Tinnevelly, and accompany him on a tour round the Branches of 
Southern India. We have received several reports of lectures, one a trans
lation from the leading Gujerati daily, the Jam-e-Jamslud, which are unfor
tunately too long for our available space. 

CEYLON. 

" In view of the approach of the time for holding the Fancy Bazaar in aid of 
the Colombo Theosophical Society, we avail ourselves of the opportunity to 
recapitulate briefly the objects of the Society, and to record the work which this 
miSSIon has been carrying out with success. 

" The object with which this Branch of the Parent Society was established in 
1880 by Col. H. ,S. Olcott, President, Theosophical Society was the promotion of 
Buddhism. 

"(a) by guarding it from the attacks of those who profess other religions; 
"(b) by strengthening Buddhists in their faith, and in the practice of Buddhist 

morals; 
"(c) by spreading and teaching of Buddhist doctrines. 

"These objects are carried out by the establishment of the Sa1'asavisandaresa. 
an unsectarian Buddhist semi.weekly which is now the most popular and widely 
circulated of the many vernacular periodicals. To meet the wants of our English 
speaking brothers, the Buddhist was started two years ago, as a weekly magazine, 
the organ of the sO!lthern church of Buddhism. The Sandaresa has subscribers in 
India, Burmah, the Straits, Cambodia. ~ueensland, etc., while the Buddhist is 
taken in by many of the leading BuddhIsts in England, France, Germany. and 
America. and has a good circulation in India, Japan. etc. Both periodicals are 
issued by the Buddhist Press belonging to the Theosophical Society. This Press 
also issues thousands of popular religious tracts, which are distributed gratis or 
sold at a low price . 

.• An English school was started in 1886. so that the Buddhist boys may receive 
their education away from the proselytising influence of Christian missionaries. 
The school has been registered as a grant.in.aid, and is annually inspected by 
Government. The boys receive a fair education in secular subjects, and are also 
taught the elementary principles of Buddhism. The highest class prepares for the 
Cambridge Local examination, while some of them tackle such subjects as 
trigonometry, mechanics, and hydrostatics. There is a boarding establishment 
in connection with the school, and here six Japanese gentlemen, and one Burmese, 
are studying English. Pali, and Sanskrit with a view of entering the Priesthood. 

"The Society has, moreover, the management of about twenty.five schools in 
different parts of the Island" while many other schools have requested the Society 
to take up the management. Members of the Society are instrumental either in 
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opening up new schools or in visiting schools already opened. There is no doubt 
that in the futute, the entire educational system of the Buddhists throughout the 
Island will devolve upon the Colombo Society, which will thus have the 
opportunity of training up the rising generation in harmony with the national and 
religious instincts . 

.. Another important feature of the work is the systematic lecturing tours 
undertaken by European Buddhists in various parts of the Island. Colonel 
H. S. Olcott, Messrs. C. W. Leadbeater, and C. Powell have been visiting nearly 
all parts of the Island. At present Dr. J. Bowles Daly is engaged in an extended 
tour through the Central Provinces of Ceylon. These lectures are largely attended 
by thousands of Sinhalese men and women in the different villages, to whom the 
message of brotherly sympathy and love carried by educated Europeans is ever 
most welcome. 

II A library of religious and scientific works was established in 1885 for the older 
members, and a school library was started this year to meet the tastes of the boys 
attending the Buddhist English school . 

.. Moreover at head-quarters a room has been set apart for the Vihara, where 
devotees may offer flowers before the image of Gautama. This, of course, is not a 
blind bowing down to wood and stone, but is a religious act of reverence to the 
memory of the Sage. 

II Every Saturday evening there is a regular Bana-preaching by a Buddhist 
monk; H. Summangala, the head of the Buddhist church, and many other learned 
monks, have preached here and expounded the words of the Lord Buddha. 

II We should not omit mention of the rise and successful growth of the Women's 
Educational Society-a spontaneous product of the Theosophical movement, and 
which has roused the earnest enthusiasm of over 1,000 Sinhalese ladies; with noble 
devotion Mrs. Weerakoon has gathered around her a faithful band of her country
women, and they have undertaken to help the progress of the girls of Ceylon 
spiritually and intellectually. A European or American lady would be of immense 
help to the Society, which this year will open a large boarding school in Colombo. 

II To enumerate all the activities of the Theosophical Society in detail would 
take up too great a space. Suffice it to say that more than once the Society has 
sent relief to sufferers from famine and sickness, especially during the Bengal 
famine, and to the starving villagers about Hanwella: that the Buddhist six 
colored flag has been introduced into general use, that through the exertions of the 
Society the Wesak Day has been recognised as the National Buddhist holiday, 
that the Buddhist Temporalities Ordinance has been made law, and that a 
Buddhist registrar of marriages has been appointed for Colombo, whose office is at 
headquarters. The upstairs rooms are also ma(Je use of for temp()rary lodgints 
by the Buddhist monks, and by members coming to the town from other parts of 
the world. 

II WHAT REMAINS TO BE DONE. 

II The above are the chief fields of labor in which the Society works; with 
larger funds and more laborers, the scenes of activity could be increased tenfold. 
The headquarters at Maliban Street, Pettah, was bought in 1885 for Rs. 6,000, and 
improvements cost another Rs. 2,000. Already about Rs. 4,500 have been paid off 
from the proceeds of Fancy Bazaars and from donations and subscriptions. A 
further sum of Rs. 3,500 remains to be paid. The work of the printing establish
ment has increased, and is increasing year to year. A new press is wanted, and 
the extension of this branch of work is felt to be very necessary. The Buddhists' 
English school requires larger premises, and a better staff of masters to keep pace 
with the increase of boys, and in order to compete with the other schools of 
Colombo. The average attendance here is about 150 boys. It is felt that one or 
two scholarships should be given to be competed for by the boys. The village 
schools where more than 2,000 boys are taught, require visitation and help. At 
present the burden of supporting the schools is borne chiefly by the villagers. 

II HELP WANTED • 

.. Seing then that the Society does pedorm the useful and substantial work, 
which has been briefly sketched above, we have much pleasure in calling upon 
sympathising friends for help. In previous years the committee of the Fancy 
Bazaar have received aid from foreign countries, especially from London, 
California, Japan, Siam, the Straits, and Australia. Articles from foreign countries 
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are much appreciated and sell very well. We make this present special appeal to 
our brothers and sisters in Europe and America to send useful little articles. or 
donations, for the Fancy Bazaar, in aid of the Colombo Buddhist Society. 
Packages should be addressed to W. F. Wijesekera, Esq., Secretary of the Colombo 
Theosophical Society, 61 Maliban Street, Pettah, and should reach his hands 
before December zoth. Their receipt will be duly acknowledged in these 
columns." 

(The Buddhist). -
THE THEOSOPHIST for October 

starts its new volume with Col. Olcott's 
article, .. Nett result of our Indian 
Work ", which appeared in last month's 
Lucifer. S. E. Gopalacharlu next writes 
the first contribution to a very interest· 
ing and opportune paper on .. Women 
in Ancient India ". Confining his at
tention to the Vedic and Epic periodF, 
he shows how woman was held in the 
highest estimation. The writer tells us : 
.. In the household women assisted their 
husbands at the sacrifices and prepared 
the Soma.juice". Sometimes the wife 
.. would teach her husband's disciples 
in the absence of her lord". There 
were many Rishis among the fair sex. 
.. The unjust" and inhuman custom of 
suttee finds no sanction in the Rig 
Veda, and subsequent writers twisted 
and interpolated the passage (x, 18'7) 
to yield the required interpretation". 
Professor Alexander Wilder's article on 
.. The Serpent" from the Progressive 
Thinker which has already appeared in 
the Agnostic Journal, is reproduced with 
some valuable notes by Mr. Gopala. 
charlu. It is unnecessary to add that 
the article is a thoroughly scholarly one 
as is every thing that comes from that 
well·known and now veteran pen. A 
short article fonows by F. A. Brodie 
Innes on .. Some Dangers in Modem 
Education" that will well repay perusal. 
The article entitled .. The Religious 
Aspects of the Early Tantras" intro
duces us to some first class black 
magic and tells us how this "spiritua
lism" of the East differs from the 
.. spiritualism" of the West. The 
paper, which is a scholarly one, is by 
K. Chakravarti, The paper of P. R. 
Venkatarama Iyer on the "Symbolism 
in the • Holy Thread'" is exceedingly 
interesting. II Upanithan means one 

that is drawn near; and the holy 
thread is known as BrahmA-Sutram, 
i.e., the Cord of Brahm: or, in other 
words the cord or energy by which 
Brahm ties to itself all those who would 
come to it." As this .. Thridandhi ", 
or triple thread, signifies the correlation 
and inter-relation of the three cosmic 
triads, and from another aspect is 
the link between the lower and higher 
mind, the article will prove of very 
great interest to students of occult 
symbolism. In the continuation of 
.. Vedantavartikam" by B. P. Nara
simmiah, there are some useful passages 
on Agami, Sanchita and Prarabdha 
Karma. H. J. Mendis follows with the 
first part of a translation of the 
"Subhasita ", a Sinhalese book of 
Buddhist maxims. Some are quaint, 
some are excellent, all are worth 
thinking over. The most important 
article of the month is that of C. 
Kotayya on "The Hindu Theory of 
Vibration as the Producer of Sounds, 
Forms and Colors ". Starting with the 
concrete example of the eidophone 
experiments of Mrs. Watts Hughes, and 
supporting his arguments by quotations 
from Rama Prasad's Finer Forces, the 
Surd Doctrine, Voice of the Siltnce, and 
Lucifer, the author treats his subject in 
a masterly fashion, adding much in
teresting information. This clear and 
convincing paper, which is to be con
tinued in a second essay, should be read 
by all students of esoteric philosophy, 
and deserves wide publicity. The 
number closes with an abstract of Mr • 
Fawcett's lectures on Mind and Body, 
in which there are signs of the critical 
making way for the constructive. Mr. 
Fawcett still, however, emphasizes the 
superiority of modem thought over 
ancient, without in any way taking into 
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consideration the fundamental difference 
between the methods of the two. The 
ancients studied the scimce of mental 
states, the moderns philosophize on the 
analysis of their appearance. Such a 
sentence as .. Pythagoreans and other 
rude thinkers" is somewhat surprising I 
Altogether the TheosoPhist of this month 
is the best that has appeared for some 
time. 

THE PATH for October rejoices us 
by opening with a paper by a Hindu, 
Vinayak C. Lonkar, in which he com
pares the Bhagawatgita, Tripitaka and 
Theosophy, contending that .. Theo
sophy is the union of these two excel
lencies together", which he takes as 
representatives of the Brahminical and 
Buddhist schools. The writer says 
truly that .. The esoteric teachings of 
Buddha were expressly. intended to 
embody the general principles of 
morality keeping the esoteric basis, 
but at the same time he intended to 
avoid scientific details which he left for 
the higher esoteric circle" . The" Turn 
of the Wheel" is a pretty story of 
Indian life showing the ups and downs 
of the cycle of births, by Bryan Kinna
van. "The form of beauty" which 
appears in the vision is made to say: 
"It is the ignorance of it (the fruit of 
action) that hurts thee. Thou art 
bound in thy future. This present birth 
of thine is to allow thee to make the 
Karma for thy next birth better in the 
end, but which will be ever dark and 
painful if not now ameliorated. In this 
present is thy future. Potential now 
lies the effect in what cause you make." 
This is followed by some valuable 
warning against popular errors about 
Karma and the Sevenfold Constitution 
of Man, and by a strange incident from 
the life of Cagliostro as recounted by 
Talleyrand. In the next paper Mrs. 
J. Campbell Ver Planck essays a very 
difficult task and contributes the first 
Lesson of .. A Theosophical Cate
chism ", for the use of children. In 
this undertaking which literally bristles 
with difficulties, the accomplished 
authoress gives the rocks of dispute as 
wide a berth as possible, and shows 
how healthily children might be taught. 
.. N. P." follows with some notes on 
the much-talked of and tittle understood 
Astral Light, preceding a chapter from 
the new edition of the .. Bhavagad 
Gita" with a short but salutary preface 
by the editor, which lovers of psychism 
and phenomena should mark well. The 
usual quantum of interesting "Tea 
Table Talk" completes a very readable 
number. 

The Buddhist for September contains 
so many excellent things for lovers of 
"Nirvana and the Law" that selection 
would be invidious, while space forbids 
sufficient quotation to make any notice 
of particular points understood by the 
ordinary Western reader. Suttas and 
J Atakas continue to be translated and 
capable papers contributed. In fact 
the selection of translations for this 
month is the best that has as yet 
appeared. In a courteous and mild 
fashion our contemporary is quietly 
paralyzing the trade of the Padres. 
We cordially recommend it to students 
of the simple teachings of the Southern 
Church of Buddhism. 

The Theosophical Forum, No. 16 .. goes 
for" a Simon Pure who objects to 
tobacco. Fame is said to be the "last 
infirmity of noble minds", and perhaps 
tobacco may be said to be the .. last 
infirmity" of their bodies, at any rate, 
in the case of some prominent Theoso· 
phists. Perhaps the fact that so many 
members of the Society are students 
and writers may have something to do 
with it; anyhow the fact remains that 
smoking is not "taboo" in our ranks 
and no one seems the worse for it. 
Our" capnophobe" friend seems to be 
.. straining out the gnat and swallowing 
the camel ft. Supposing after all that 
tobacco is a " microbe killer" ! 

In the next answer, when we read: 
.. Above everything else an Adept is 
symmetrical. • All steps are necessary 
to make up the ladder', says Light on 
the Path ", we should remember that 
this quotation is very close to the page 
which mars that othewise excellent little 
treatise, and which has led many a 
student wrong. 

The Golden Era, San Diego, Calif., 
continues its department of " Oriental 
Literature" with great success. Dr. 
Jerome A. Anderson and Mrs. S. A. 
Harris, both prominent members of the 
Theosophical Society on the Pacific 
Coast, contribute excellent papers, the 
article of the former being entitled 
" After Death, What? " and that of the 
latter " Reincarnation" • 

Htl Rozekruis,· a Dutch Magazine 
devoted to Occult Science, Magnetism, 
Symbols, Theosophy, etc., has been 
started by Dr. L. L. Plantenga, a 
military doctor. Holland has until 
recently heard but little of occultism 
except through the Spiritualists. There 

• Amsterdam: B. Haanstra, Singel 242. 
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is perhaps hardly a country where 
spiritual and material views are more 
hostile to each other. The task, 
therefore, of preparing the Dutch 
public for an impartial study of occult 
teachings by a philosophic and scientific 
method, free from everything that smacks 
of religious dogma, is one that deserves 
the sympathy of all students of occul· 
tism. The editor has rightly judged that 
better than give original articles of little 
value, would be to cull from foreign 
publications that which could have a 
special interest to the Dutch public, and 
acquaint them in the most direct and 
clear manner with the results of occult 
studies made in larger countries. He 
intends to accept original articles if 
they are of real importance to the 
science. We regret that his gleanings 
seem to have been almost entirely 
confined to French publications. As 
the title-page of his magazine announces 
that Theosophy will be dealt with in its 
columns, we may expect that the ex
tensive literature published bX our 
Society during the last years wdl not 
remain without being noticed in future 
numbers. Otherwise the editor might 
find himself behind Reviews not devoted 
to occultism, such as .. De N ieuwe Gids", 
in which Dr. Van Eeden is giving a 
thoroughly common-sense criticism of 
Mr. Sinnett's" Esoteric Buddhism ". 

We have received several copies of a 
small quarterly magazine of a spiritual. 
istic tendency which hails from the 
.. Hub of the Universe ". We should 
not notice it, were it not that the 
Editor has put to sea under false 
colors by calling his venture Occultism 
and Theosophy, while its inspiration 
seems mostly to be derived from a 
medium who is advertised on the last 
page. As they say that .. imitation is 
the sincerest form of ftattery", we are 
by no means distressed by such head
lines, as the letterpress invariably de
clares them to be wholesale plagiarisms. 
After previollsly declaring its indepen
dence of all things now known as .. Theo
sophical ", it holds out a bait to the 
unwary. It professes .. to explain as 
far as possible the higher phenomena 
of spiritual life . . . . and point the 
way, and give the key for the develop
ment of the spiritual man as against all 

illusions, and teach absolute peace 
under all conditions ". We M"e heard 
of those who were comforted by tbe 
word" Mesopotamia". 

The Scierdijic E"id"," of tlte Esi,",," 
of tltt Soul, is an excellent pamphlet by 
Dr. Jerome A. Anderson. It is .. an at
tempt to present in as comfact and brief 
a form as possible' a resume of facts and 
deductions therefrom, to be found in 
Du Pre!'s' Pbilosophy of Mysticism '." 
It is published at the cbeap rate of '1.00 per hundred, and is one of the 
series of pamphlets wbich are being 
mailed broadcast all over the Pacific 
Coast by our energetic fellows in the far 
West. 

L'A."U-Egoiste contains, among other 
interesting matter, a sensible paper en
titled: .. Consid6rations sur la Re
chercbe de la Patemit6 ", and a curious 
psycbological contribution with the title 
.. Les Ondes du Soi, Rherie Psychique 
et Litt6raire ". 

Tlltosophical Sift'"gs, Vol. 3, No. 12, 
price threepence, has a thougbtful and 
interesting paper by Dr. Franz Hart
mann, on .. Cremation ". This subjed 
demands tbe attention of all those who 
have the future pbysical welfare of their 
race at heart, as in the near future the 
method of disposal of the dead promises 
to be a matter of vital importance. 
Anotber paper in this number of Sift;"g. 
is .. The power to Heal", in which a 
much needed warning is given to those 
who rush heedlessly into the pradice of 
Mesmeric and other Psychic metbods 
of Healing. __ 

Theosllphical Siftings. Vol. 3, No. 13, 
price threepence, contains articles on 
.. National Karma ", by Kate.E. Mills, 
and a reprint from Lucifer on .. Atlantis". 
Miss Mills' striking paper deals with the 
subjed of social inequalities, contains 
statistics not new, but nevertheless terri
ble and startling in the dark pidures 
they present to the reader. The writer 
impresses upon each one of us the duty 
of striving our utmost to relieve and 
mitigate the sufferings of those unhappy 
ones who lie around the base of our 
social system. 

--- --- - -~ ~~----~-------------

A. BONUJt, PrInter, 34 Bouverie Street, B.C. 
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The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any opinions, whethe, religious, 
philosophical or social, exp,essed in signed articles. 

" Hope without action is a barren undoer .... 
FELTHAM. 

"From the lowest depth, there is a path to 
the loftiest height." 

CARLYLE. 

NE year more at its eleventh hour. A grain of sand on the i brink of eternity, preparing to fall and disappear in the fathom
less Sand-dial of Father Kronos, the cruel measurer-in space and 
time. One fortnight more, and 18go-the year welcomed by the 
teeming millions of the civilized lands, as it now seems but yesterday, 
will be replaced with the last stroke of midnight by 18g1. The Old 
Year that was born amongst us, that grew so rapidly beside us, 
became adult, mature, and has now aged-has lived its life, while we, 
mortals, have lived but a portion of ours. And now (for many of us), 
the two will soon become things of the Past. 

And what hast thou given us, or left us to remember thee by, 0 
year 18go? Not much, in truth, save evil, disappointment and sorrow. 
Born in the lap of Dame "Influenza," thy days have rolled on-as 
those of thy predecessors have, and as the days of thy successors will, 
we fear-in the mephitic atmosphere of political and personal strifes, 
and also, alas, of very unseemly squabbles among Theosophists. Men 
have lived thee through, 0 departing year, as usual, more in envy and 
bitter hatred of each other than brotherly love; and the sister nations 
-again, as usual-have passed thee in arrogant glorification of self, 
in vilification of others, and perhaps, in a trifle more lying and bitter, 
international slanders. Thus, thou art dying as thou hast lived: in 
the loud din of mutual condemnation, of unexpected exposures, the 

I 
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crash of gigantic fortunes, the ruin of great reputations, and in a 
pandemonium worthy of all the Evil Spirits and U goblins damn'd" of 
our glorious age of pretentions to righteousness, and skin-deep civili
zation. • . • Good bye, OLD YEAR, good bye; thou blessed by so 
few and cursed by so many I 

Woe to us, men and races born in the tail-end of the present 
and most dreadful cycle I Mystics and Theosophists, think that the 
world will be living for the next decade over a volcano. For the 
year 1891 is the eldest son of the last Septenary in the said cycle. 
On February 17th next, will commence the last series of seven years 
which will close the first cycle of 5,000 years of Kaliyuga-the " Black 
Age" of the Hindu Brahmins. Thus, in truth, neither the blessings 
nor the curses of men can influence~ let alone alter, the Karma of the 
nations and men which they have generated in their respective Pasts. 
But people are blind to this truth. They see the decrees of retributive 
sentences carried out in the marshalling of public events, but refuse, 
nevertheless, to comprehend their true causes. U Oh," they cry out, 
U it is the immorality and untruthful nature of Mr. A that has caused 
this new public scandal. It is a calamity brought, through the 
hypocrisy of A, on B, and C, and D, and thus, through them, it is 
affecting a whole nation I We righteous men had nought to do with 
all this. Ergo, our plain duty is now to vilify A, agreeably. to our 
pharisaical social code, to express our holy horror of him, and wash 
our hands of the rest." Oh, you dear private and political 
vipers! Has it never struck you, that if the nightmare of a dreaming 
goose, causing the whole slumbering flock to awake and cackle-
could save Rome, that your cackle too, may also produce as unexpected 
results? That if A, or B, or C,-better think at once, of the whole 
alphabet-has broken a commandment or two, it is simply because, 
like all of you, he is the product of his times and century. But don't 
you know, that the building of a nest by a swallow, the tumbling of a 
dirt-grimed urchin down the back-stair, or the chaff of your nursery 
maid with the butcher's boy, may alter the face of nations, as much as 
can the downfall of a Napoleon? Yea, verily so; for the links within 
links and the concatenations of this Nidanic* Universe are past our 
understanding. 

Every transgression in the private life of a mortal, is, according to 

• Nit/tmas, or the concatenation of causes and effe~ts, in the Eastern philosophy. 
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Occult philosophy, a double-edged sword in the hand of Karma; one 
for the transgressor, the other for the family, nation, sometimes even 
for the race, that produced him. If its one sharp edge cuts him badly, 
its other edge may, at a future day, chop into mincemeat those morally 
responsible for the sins of their children and citizens. One Cain
nation is made to bite the dust, while its slaughtered Abel-sister 
resurrects in glory. . . . • 

" He that is without sin among you, let him cast the first stone" 
-at the guilty. These words appear to have been said in vain, as 
even Christian law sneers at their practical application. "Heathen" 
Theosophy alone tdes to remember, in our modern day, these noble 
words addressed to one caught in adultery: "And Jesus said unto 
her, Neither do I condemn thee; go and sin no more; " and alone, 
again, bows in deep reverence before the divine mercy and ~uddha
like wisdom of this judgment. But then we are only infidels and 
" wretched atheists." Yet this is the key to the seeming "contradic
tions" in our teachings: we accept and try to follow almost every 
injunction of Christ-whether the latter be historical or ideal-while 
feeling the greatest contempt and irritation against that which is now 
called Christianity but is simply unadulterated Pharisaism. 

Prophecy is at a discount in our times. Prophets, both 
Christian and Heathen, have fallen off in grace. They stand low in 
the estimation of society, and are out of touch altogether with that 
portion of mankind which calls itself "cultured." If the soothsayers 
are no longer stoned by order of the Sanhedrims of our civilized 
nations, it is because they are no longer believed in. But who is, in 
our modern day of Didymi? The city Augurs "on the Stock 
Exchange" are, perhaps, the only prophets Society now bows to. For 
the chief Temple wherein our races worship, is the temple of Mammon 
and his evil imps; and if his High-priests-the Bulls and Bears
are listened to, it is only because all know that they prophesy 
but those events which they have themselves carefully prepared, 
set going and thus "made to pass." To these soothsayers too, 
methinks, the Karmic tail-end of 1890 was not entirely propitious. But 
let them go. In the good old days of the preceding Yugas, however, 
it does seem as if our earliest Aryan ancestors-whose eldest 
descendants are now contemptuously included among the "inferior 
races "-knew and foresaw clearly, the moral state in which civilised 
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mankind would be, in the present era.* For see what is 
prophesied in the P"ranas, generally, and in the VishtJu Purana, 
especially. The following is an abridgment from the fourth volume 
of the latter (Wilson and Fitz Ed. Hall). 

In those days there will be reigning otIer the earlh, Kings of churlish spirit, 
of violent temper, addicted to falsehood and wickedness. They iN authority will iNflict 
death on women, children and cows, (the sacred animal); they will seize upon the 
property of their subjects and BE INTENT ON THE WIVES OF OTHERS; they will 
be of limited power, and will often rapidly rise and fall; their lives will be siwrl, 
thei, desires insatiable, and they will displa)· but liHle piety • • • the world will 
be wholly depraved. • • Wealth alone will confer rank; wealth will be the onl)· 
source of devotion; passion the sole bond of union between the sexes / falsehood the only 
111eans of success in litigation / and women objects merely of sensual gratification. [Has 
the Prophet caught a glimpse in the astral light of the KREUTZER SOSATA of 
Tolstoi, we wonder!] The Brahmanical thread (or the priestly array) will akl1Ie 
constitute a Brahman / dishonesty will be the universal means of success; impudeNCe 
and presumption will be substituted for learning / liberality will be devotion; a maN, if 
rich, will be alone reputed pure • • . fine clothes will be dignit),. • • Amidst all 
castes, he who is the strongest will reign over the earth. '. • The people, unable to 
bear the neavy load of taxes, will take refuge beyond the seas, amongst the valleys of 
the ",ounta;ns • • • etc., etc., etc. 

The last sentence looks very much like a prophecy regarding the 
immense wave of European emigration. However it may be, no 
modern critic could depict more accurately the present state of things. 
Is it not verily, "as it is written ,.? Are not most of our Kings of 
"churlish spirit," some addicted to falsehood, cruelty and wickedness? 
Are not our Royal and Imperial Highnesses, and Kings, only too truly 
"intent on the wives of others"? And which 'of them is a genius, 
since the days of King Arthur, and the good old kings in the Fairy 
Tales? Does not wealth in" our day, confer rank" much sooner 
than real merit; and craft and cunning, false evidence and cant, 
ensure the best success, before both courts and juries? Outward 
form alone constitutes in nine cases out of ten, a " man of God .. a 
priest or clergyman. Women are to this day-in England, before the 
law at any rate-merely the goods and chattels of their husbands, and 
mere objects of lust but for only too many. Slanders-private or 

• In Vis/lIlu and other Pu/-4nas, (the former being surely pre-christian) the 
description of the evils of Kalij·"gfl applies most evidently to ou." present period. It 
is stated in lhem (a) that the" Black Age" will last J ,200 elit';ne years, (i.t'., 432,()()(> of 
the years of mortals); and (6) that the state prophesied for our world will happen 
to:mz,d Iht end ullhe fi,st half of the first" year" of the Kaliyuga. Now as we kno\v 
frOlD the teachings of occult science that one of the secret sub.cycles or II years of the 
Devas" lasts about 12,000 of our common years, this brings the calculation to the end 
of this first cycle of 5,000 years since the present Yuga commenced 3,103 rears R.C., 
between the 17th and ~8th of Februarr. 
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public-are rarely, if ever, save in cases of blackmail, directed 
against wealthy men; thus, the rich alone have a chance of being 
II reputed pure" as the prophet has it. But what of the poor man, of 
one who has no means of going to law for redress: in England, for 
instance, where justice is the most expensive thing in the Kingdom, 
and where it is sold in ounces, and Vaid in pounds-what ot him? 
And what of one, who, besides being poor, is falsely accused, of that 
which he can no' more disprove than his enemy can prove-with the 
handicap, moreover, against him, that while slander and bad reports 
require no proofs to be eagerly believed in by charitable Christians at 
large, he can no more disprove the charge-say, of having murdered 
his mother-in-law in a dream-than he can pay his" costs" in court? 
For, does not the smallest law-suit generally equal three fires and a 
successful burglary? How is one so situated, to protect and vindicate 
himself? In the eyes of the whole world, save of his friends, he 
stands accused of everything his traducers can invent, and thus he 
remains at the mercy of any blackguard who owes him a grudge. 
And oh, the terrible helplessness, and the mental agony of the victim, 
especially in lands of blessed freedom of speech and press, such as 
England and America! Do what he may, the slandered man will go 
down into his grave with a name left dragging in the mud of calumny ; 
and the inheritance of his children will be the opprobrium attached to 
that name. 

Blessed are the deaf, the dumb and the blind, for they will not 
hear themselves traduced and condemned; not in this world of 
sorrow, at any rate. 

But how far was the Puro.nic prophet right when foretelling among 
other things that II presumption will be substituted for learning," in 
this, our "black" Age? 

Something might be said upon the subject, but silence is in some 
cases golden. Were truth always declared and spoken, life would 
become very soon not worth living for the sincere man. Moreover, 
Dr. Koch, of Berlin, has just caused a lightning rise in the stocks of 
science, and it would be rather dangerous now to take the latter to 
task for its" presumptions." Nevertheless, there's always" balm in 
Gilead." The year 1890, has carried off a considerable number of 
victims, especially among royalty and the "upper ten," and its 
sudden and mad changes of weather have nigh driven frantic the 
legions of gouty and rheumatic humanity. But the past year, now 
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happily dying, has redeem.!d its sins by bringing forward a new 
benefactor of men, in the shape of a Neapolitan professor. This 
favoured mortal has just found out that growing old, with its gradual 
weakening of organisms and final decrepitude, is not in the 
programme of human life at all (nor of animal either); and that 
perennial youth, from birth till death, is really the lot of all that lives 
and breathes-even during Kaliyuga. That which causes decay and 
old age is-again a bacillus, you see, and the professor has just 
discovered this cunning microbe. 

The Lord love him-not the bacillus, but the professor, of course I 
Just fancy the magic effects of this new " grandest discovery" of the 
age! One has but to invent and prepare a lymph suited for the 
complete destruction of the monster, inoculate oneself with it and
remain young for ever. This particular lymph is not yet prepared, 
nor has anyone, so far as we have heard, begun to work at its 
invention. Yet, we have no doubt-in view of the lightning speed of 
the progress of applied science, that the new lymph will prove a 
terrible rival to Dr. Brown-Sequard's "elixir of life," which, we are 
not sorry to hear, is fast coming to grief. At any rate it is sure to 
give a point to some of our bottled insecticides, the" unparalleled 
flea-catchers" and the like. The latter is also warranted to kill 
"instantaneously." You have but to catch your flea, say the instruc
tions, imprison it by dropping it delicately with thumb and finger into 
the bottle (like King Solomon's djin), cork it up, and-our acrobatic 
enemy has lived! But the triumphs of chemistry can never parallel, 
Jet alone surpass, those of modern bacteriology. We may imagine the 
roaring popularity of the new lymph-when ready. No more grey 
hair, shaky teeth with their widowed gums, bleared eyes, deafness, 
and what is more important still-no more wrinkles. The modern 
Ninon de Lenclos of fashionable society will be able to dispense with 
her daily prayer, "Oh Lord, grant me the favour of confining my 
wrinkles to my heels!" Every grandmother will have the privilege 
of marrying as a "blooming and blushing bride" her own grandson's 
school-fellow; nor will any more weeping maidens have to be 
sacrificed to the purse and title of noblemen in their dotage. No 
decrepit frames will meet our eye-as the one that so impressed the 
Prince of Kapilavastu, Gautama, that it became the first step that led 
him to his Buddhaship. Like the Homeric Gods and the heroes of 
the golden age, we will live and die in the full rosy bloom of youth, and 
"sweet sixteen" will be no longer at a premium. Truly, where are the 
"seven sciences" of the pre-christian ages, when compared to our 
seventy-seven sciences of modern times. And what shall we 
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say of the latter, after Pope has declared, even of the former, 
that-

" Good sense, which only is the gift of Heaven; 
And though no science, fully worth the seven? ,. 

Withal, Science applied or pure is a mighty power in our times: 
especially applied Science in its experimental garb, whether dealing 
with microbe or practical cannibalism. If it has destroyed r~ligion, 
it has on the other hand established and guided civilisation, which it 
is now carrying even into the heart of the darkest continents. 
Therein, its practical observations of comparative "cruelties "-as 
between Siberia and Africa-have been especially successful. Let us 
make obeisance to "Modern Research." 

To destroy old age may be truly glorious; yet we, Theosophists, 
at any rate many of us, would rather decline the offer. Eternal youth 
is an alluring, but dangerous gift. Youth is quite long enough as it 
is, to allow each mortal to spin a Karmic web vast enough to 
cover the span of several successive lives with a dark veil of 
sorrow. 'Ve agree with the Greek chorus in CEdipus, that the 
Jtappiest fate for man is not to be born at all, while the second 
best is to die-no sooner he sees the light. Sophocles was a 
wise man in advising mankind to lament rather than rejoice over 
every new birth. He, whom the Gods love, dies young, Menander 
tells us. At any rate, old age is less dangerous and more respectable 
in every country than youth, a defect of which, luckily, man is very 
soon cured. Progress toward old age is the first approach to the 
secure haven of life, for everyone; and, as Bruck has it, it is far from 
being an evil. The wave of every individual life, he says, rises out of 
the sea of Being to return to its parent source once more; and in 
exceptionally healthy people the vital functions become weakened 
gradually, and without being noticed. A happy old age carries us 
insensibly, as on a ship, away out of the current of life. We do not 
ourselves sense the motion, but feel as if the shores were moving and 
passing before us, until we reach unawares the Ocean of eternal 
sleep. • • • 

Just so; and the "Ocean" ii preferable to the " Sea of Being" 
or Life. Life is certainly, and at its best, "but a walking shadow" ; 
and short as it may be, each mortal will find, one day, that he has 
lived too long. With most of us 

• • • • • • "It is a tale 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury. 
Signifying nothing. • . • ." 
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With everyone, without exception, life is as full of pains and sorrows 
as a bramble-bush of thorns. An undesirable thing, at best. 

"But this is Buddhist pessimism I" we hear the reader say. 
Not at all. No more Buddhist than Christian; and quite as Biblical 
as Buddhist. For, see for yourself. Does not Jacob complain to 
Pharaoh of the sorrows of life, when asked his age? If And Jacob 
said • . • the days of the years of my pilgrimage are an hundred 
and thirty years; few and evil have the days of the years of my life 
been, and have not attained unto the days of the years of the life of 
my fathers in the days of their pilgrimage." And Joshua, the son of 
Sirah describes life from the beginning to its end as one uninterrupted 
wave of sorrow! In his view, wherever we look we find but cares, 
fear, dangers, broken hopes and then-death. Do not the long-suffering 
Job, and the much-married King Solomon, depict life under the same 
colours? Life is a series of hard trials for the If Soul"; a new 
initiation of the Ego into a nett mystery, every time IT incarnates. 
Believe me, reader; the luckiest ticket man can draw in that never 
ceasing, dark Lottery called human life, is, an--empty ticket. 

Since happiness is but a dream on earth, let us be resigned, at 
least. To do this, we have but to follow the precepts of our 
respective great and noble Masters on earth. The East had her 
Sakyamuni .Buddha," the Light of Asia"; the West her Teacher, 
and the Sermon on the Mount; both uttered the same great, because 
universal and immortal, truths. Listen to them :-

If Crush out your pride," saith the One. "Spe:tk evil of no one, 
but be thankful to' him who blames thee, for he renders thee service by 
showing thee thy faults. Kill thine arrogance. Be kind and gentle 
to all; merciful to every living creature. Forgive those who harm 
thee, help those who need thy help, resist not thine enemies. Destroy 
thy passions, for they are the armies of Mara (Death), and scatter 
them as the elephant scatters a bamboo hut. Lust not, desire 
nothing; all the objects thou pinest for, the world over, could no 
more satisfy thy lust, than all the sea-water could quench thy thirst. 
That which alone satisfies man is Wisdom-be wise. Be ye without 
hatred, without selfishness, and without hypocrisy. Be tolerant with 
the intolerant, charitable and compassionate with the hard-hearted. 
gentle with the violent, detached from everything amidst those who 
are attached to all, in this world of illusion. Harm no mortal 
creature. Do that which thou wouldest like to see done by all others." 

"Be humble," saith the Other. Resist not evil, "judge not that 
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ye be not judged." Be merciful, forgive them who wrong thee, love 
thine enemies. Lust not; not even in the secresy of thy heart. Give 
to him that asketh thee. Be wise and perfect. Do not as the 
hypocrites do; "but, as ye would that men should do to you, do ye 
also ~o them likewise." 

Noble words these. Only how far are they practicable, in the 
Nineteenth Century of the Christian era, and the tail-end of the 
Brahmanical cyc1e? Alas I While a Protestant Bishop was opposing 
these precepts, consequently his Master, here in England, by showing 
the impossibility of any civilised State carrying them out in practice
(civilisation first, and Christianity afterwards ?)-a French journalist of 
note was doing the same across the Channel. Reviewing the 
Buddhist Lectures of Professor Leon de Rosny, of Paris, M. Anatole 
France makes his readers feel that it is a Forlorn Hope, indeed, to 
think that the present generations of Europe will ever attempt to carry 
out the noble commandments of either Christ or Buddha; and hence 
that true Theosophy is doomed to be, for the present, a failure in its 
practical realization. 

"Ah me I" he w,ites, II If He did live, as I fi,mly believe He did, Sakyamuni 
was the most perfect of men. 'He was a Saint! '-as Marco Polo exclaimed, afte, 
hea,ing his histo,y. Yea, he was a Saint and a Sage. But this kind of Wisdom is 
not suited for the eve, active European ,aces, for the human families that a,e so 
strongly possessed by life. T he Sovereign panacea discovered by Buddha as a remedy 
against the Universal evil, will never do for our tempe,amen~s. It demands 
renunciation, and what we want ;s to acquire i it teaches tiS to desire nothing, and 
lust and desire are stronger ;n us than life. As a final rewa,d, we are prOfnised 
Nirvana, or absolute Rest, when the tlwught alone of such a rest creates a feeling of 
horror in us. No,. Sakya M un; Buddha has not come for· tiS, nor can he save tIS 

-whatever M. de Rosny may do or say! .. 

No; He cannot. But no more can Christ, as it seems. 
Buddha was not alone in offering the remedy of " personal indifference" 
to the allurements of this world, or care for the self of matter, as a 
panacea against the world's evils, its sins and temptations. The 
" Kingdom of God" of Jesus, is but another name for" Nirvana." His 
injunctions to take no thought for the morrow, nor as to what we 
shall eat, drink, or clothe our body with, but to live, as "the fowls of 
the air and the lilies of the field" are but another version of the 
teachings of Buddha (Vide Matth. vi. 24-34 and vii. et seq.). Both the 
Masters tried to impress their followers with the idea that "Sufficient 
unto the day is the evil thereof"; but so far, the Buddhist laymen 
alone, have tried to follow the injunction, while the Buddhist c1ergy 
have done S0 literally, and do so to this day. 
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Many and great are the reforms enacted in this age; and yet, as 
year rolls after year, each bringing some new light, each speeding 
the wheel of progress and civilisation, no new reform seems to affect or 
alter the old man. It is a 

FORLORN HOPE 

indeed! Let us then say good bye to the Old Year and reproach him 
no longer. Let us neither curse nor bless him; but saying" Sufficient 
unto the year 1890, is the evil thereof," let Karma dispose and take 
care of the coming 1891. 

FROM THE 

,rotrtptit.s of Imnhlitbns. 

i s we live through Soul, it must be said that by the Virtue of this we 
live well; just as because we see through the eyes, we see well 
through the virtue of these. 

It must not be thought that gold can be injured by rust, or virtue by 
baseness. 

We should betake ourselves to virtue as to an inviolable temple, in 
order that we may not be exposed to any ignoble insolence of soul with 
respect to our communion with, and continuance in, life. 

We should confide in Virtue as in a chaste wife: but trust to Fortune 
as to an inconstant mistress. 

It is better that virtue should be received accompanied with poverty, 
than wealth with violence; and frugality with health, than voracity with 
disease. 

An abundance of nutriment is noxious to the body; but the body is 
preserved when the soul is disposed in a becoming manner. 

It is equally dangerous to give a sword to a madman and power to a 
depraved man. 

As it is better for a part of the body which contains purulent matter to 
be burnt than to continue in the state in which it is, thus also it is better 
for a depraved man to die than to live. 

We shall venerate Divinity in a proper manner if we render the 
intellect that is in us pure from all vice as from a certain stain. 

A temple indeed should be adorned with gifts, but the soul with 
discipline. 

As the lesser mysteries are to be delivered before the greater, thus also 
discipline must precede philosophy. 

The fruits of the earth indeed are annually imparted, but the fruits of 
philosophy at every part of the year. 

As land is especially to be attended to by him who wishes to obtain 
from it the most excellent fruits, thus also the greatest attention should be 
paid to the soul in order that it may produce fruit worthy of its nature. 
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[The following article expresses the views of many members of the Theosophical 

Society, who feel strongly.that it is time that some protest should be made against the 

constant petty criticisms levelled at H.P.n. As co·editor, I put in the article, which 

has not been submitted to H.P. B., nor will she see it until the magazine is issued; so 
she is in no sense responsible for its appearance.-ANNIE BESANT.] 

~N the 17th day of last month, the Theosophical Society completed 
'Yit the first fifteen years of its existence, and can look back over a 
youth tempestuous indeed, but marked by continuous growth. When first, 
in New York, the two" Founders" of the infant Society enrolled their 
earliest members, a profound sadness must have lain at the heart of the one 
who realised all that was meant by that primary step. "The last quarter 
of the century!" Not for the first time had that cry been sounded in 
the Western World, but all the previous attempts had but stirred the 
waters and had-failed. Was this nineteenth century effort to pass into 
Hades with its predecessors, bearing only the wreckage of shattered hopes, 
of broken forces? Was this dawn to darken into night instead of morning, 
and leave the twentieth century to grope in darkness with none to guide? 
Or were there, scattered through the \Vest, enough of the students of the 
past to awake at the summons from the Orient, students in whose hearts 
the occult fire was smouldering, waiting but the" breath" to make it burst 
forth in flame? Only when the knell of the century has sounded will the 
answer to such questionings be fully heard: still is the lot hidden, save 
from the eyes that pierce beyond the veil. It "lies on the knees of 
Osiris," and it will fall thence into the lap of fail'lre or of triumph, as they 
keep faith or break it, who form the working brotherhood of the Theo
sophical Society. 

The seed planted in America has grown there to a tree with widely 
spreading branches.* In India, the Society quickly made its way, and 
thanks to the energy, the eloquence, and the devotion of Colonel H. S. 
Olcott, the co-founder and President, branches sprang up in every direc
tion, the ancient literature was enthusiastically studied, schools were 
founded where knowledge untainted by Christianity could be gathered by 
the young, and India, waking from the sleep of centuries, felt herself to be 
once more a nation, a nation with a mighty past, and with the possibility 

• An early draft of the constitution of the T. S. lies before me, and shews that, in its 
inception. membership of the T. S. involved much heavier obligations than are now required 
from accepted candidates. The fellowship had three sections and each section had three 
degrees. For the highest, the conditions were severe, and could only be taken by those 
ready to devote their whole lives to occultism. 
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of a glorious future. While all this rush of new life thrilled along the veins 
of Hindustan, the heart of that life throbbed steadily on, the fount of the 
circulating energy, though the limbs and the organising brain were more 
prominent in the eyes of the world. That heart was H.P.B. Indifferent 
to the exercise of authority, careless of external show-even to the shocking 
of those tight-fettered by social conventions-willing to efface herself if 
thereby her mission might the better prosper, there she was, the source of 
the occult forces which alone could sustain the Theosophical Society. 
Ready to prove the reality of those as yet little known powers of Nature, 
the effects of which are as marvellous to the cultured European as are 
electrical phenomena to the Central African, she performed experiment 
after experiment for the instruction of those who personally sought her. 
But she steadily refused to vulgarise her mission by any kind of general 
"performance of phenomena," which could only gratify curiosity and serve 
no useful purpose. 'When urged to "show her powers" merely to con
vince the general crowd, who cared nothing for Theosophical teaching but 
only desired to gratify their idle love of the man·ellous: when told that 
thus she might win credence and establish her authority, she merely 
shrugged her shoulders, and, with the indifference of the trained occultist, 
answered that they might believe or not as they chose; let them say she 
was" a fraud;" what did it matter? For the real student she had an 
inexhaustible patience, willingness to prove, readiness to explain: for the 
idle curiosity-hunter a careless" Oh, it's nothing I psychological tricks, 
maya, what you please." 

With many of the Brahmins she came into direct collision. Sent to 
teach to the world at large many of the doctrines which had been 
jealously preserved as the treasure of a privileged minority, she struck 
them on their tenderest point, their pride in the possession of knowledge 
hidden from the vulgar crowd, their sensitive jealousy lest their holiest 
should be profaned. Knowing that she was speaking truth, they often 
contradicted her in public, while in private they hotly protested against the 
desecration of their sanctuaries. Physically a subject race, conquered by 
the material force of the aggressive West, they retired the more into the 
strongholds of their intellectual pride, looking with unutterable contempt 
on the foreigner who could subdue their bodies, but who, in his ignorance 
of the secrets of Nature, was but a barbarian in their haughty eyes. That 
he should rule in India was well, since India had forsaken her ancestral 
wisdom and was unworthy to be free: but that he should catch a glimpse 
of that mental and spiritual realm of which they were citizens-nay, such 
intrusion should be resisted to the last, and the very existence of such a 
realm should be kept secret, lest he should find a gate that might let him 
in. That this Russian teacher had her knowledge from the sages they 
reverenced, they were unable to deny: but they resisted her publication of 
the teachings as their ancestors had resisted the teachings of Gautama, 
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the Buddha. Not for the "common people" were even the crumbs of 
the" Divine Wisdom." 

Nevertheless, despite all, her influence steadily grew, and the Theo
sophical Society struck its roots far and wide. Then came the bitter and 
unscrupulous attack of the Christian missionaries in the famous Coulomb 
forgeries, forgeries some of them so transparent that they could not have 
deceived an intelligent child, others ingeniously concocted of the half
truths that "are ever the blackest of lies." 

And here, I venture to say, a mistake was made, a mistake in tactics 
as well as a failure in loyalty. An examination held promptly and on the 
spot proved the falsehood of the calumnious accusations, and exposed the 
nefarious artifices by which evidences had been fabricated. So far, so 
good. But then, instead of closing up round the assailed Teacher and 
defending to the utmost her position and her honour, the fatal policy was 
adopted of attempting to minimise her position in the Society, of arguing 
that the teaching remained impregnable whether the teacher was or was 
not trustworthy. It was a policy of expediency, not of principle, it being 
thought wise to ignore attacks rather than to refute them, and to lay 
stress on the inherent strength of the philosophy rather than to continually 
vindicate its exponent. Suffering from acute disease, and always 
too doubtful of her own judgment in mere exoteric matters, in questions 
of policy and expediency, to trust to it against the advice of men 
of the world, H.P.B. allowed herself to be put aside, while the Society was 
exalted at the expense of its Founder, and left it to go its own way in 
Hindustan. When sufficiently recovered from almost fatal illness, she 
recommenced her work, but in Europe not in India, confining her activity 
to the Western World. 

The effects of her presence quickly became manifest. Where was the 
occult heart, there was cen[red the life of the Society, and in the West, on 
every side, appeared signs of new vitality. How the Theosophical move
ment was spread through Western lands it needs not here to relate. The 
" Theosophical Activities" in every number of Lucifer tell the tale so that 
he who runs may read. 

This rapid growth has been due primarily to H.P.B.'s personal 
presence, secondarily to the formation of the Esoteric Section of the 
Theosophical Society. Into this, those only are admitted who accept 
H.P.B. as their teacher in Occultism, recognising her as the messenger of 
that Brotherhood who are the real Founders of the Theosophical Society. 
This Section embraces most of the most active workers in the Society, and 
as they base their activity on their philosophy little of it is wasted in 
running after false scents. There is a certain fringe of people who come 
and go, who enter from curiosity and are disgusted when they find only 
hard work; who seek for "powers" and are angry when they find only 
~lf-denial; who enter thinking Occultism an easl and exciting study, and 
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break under the tension to which they find themselves subjected. But 
the centre of the Section is steadily solidifying, and it encircles H.P.B. 
with evergrowing trust-founded on lengthening experience-with ever
increasing love, gratitude and loyalty. 

Now touching the position of H.P.B. to and in the Theosophical 
Society, the following is a brief exposition of it, as it appears to many of us: 

(x) Eithe, she is a messenge, from the Maste,s, 0' else she is a f,aud. 
From this dilemma there is no escape. If she does not come from 

Them, bringing their message, doing their work, executing their commis· 
sion, her whole life is a lie. From beginning to end, she has claimed 
nothing as her own, everything as from Them. Those who are in daily 
contact with her, know how she continually refers to their decision, speaks 
in their name. No third course is open to us: there are only these alter· 
natives, the mission is either real or fraudulent. 

(2) In eithe, case the Theosophical Society would have had no existence without 
he,. 

The folly of trying to separate the Theosophical Society and H.P.B. 
lies in this fact. Without H.P.B. no Theosophical Society. All the 
Westerns who know anything of Theosophy have learned from her or from 
her pupils. Col. Olcott, as he always recognises, obtained through her 
his introduction to the work. Save for her, he would be a well-known 
American Spiritualist, not the President of the Theosophical Society. So 
with Mr. Sinnett, so with Mr. Judge, so with each and all. Many have 
obtained independent evidence afterwards, but for all she has been the 
portal through which they have passed into the occult world. Nor is the 
fact that the existence of the Theosophical Society is due to her the only 
proof of the hopelessness of the attempt to rend the twain apart. For just 
as it owed to her its inception, so now it owes to her its vitality. \Vhere 
she is, there, evident to all eyes, is the centre of energy: and where she 
is not physically, there the progress is in proportion to the loyalty shewn 
towards her. Unfair criticism of her, ungenerous carping at her, slackness 
in defending her against attack from outside, wherever these are found 
there also quickly follow stagnation, decay, death. . 

(3) If she is a f,aud, she is a woman of wonde,ftd ability and learning, giving 
all the credit of these to some pe,sons who do not exist. 

As to the ability and learning, these are not challenged by her enemies. 
They sometimes say that her knowledge is ill-digested, that she arranges 
her materials badly, that she is misty, involved, self-contradictory. But 
that she possesses an extraordinary fund of varied information, bearing on 
out-of-the way topics, and. obscure philosophies, is admitted on every hand. 
If she be a fraud, why is she such a fool as to invent imaginary Teachers, 
fathering on them her knowledge, and so gaining from every side abuse and 
slander, while she might have gained creQit, to say nothing of money, by 
the .simple and natural course of giving out her own as her "wn? Can 
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anything more insane be imagined than for a Russian woman of noble 
family, married to a high official, to go out into the world on a wild-goose 
chase after imaginary Teachers, and having acquired a mass of recondite 
knowledge at great cost and suffering, to throwaway all the credit of 
acquiring it, to ascribe it to non-existent persons, to face slander, abuse, 
calumny, instead of utilising it in a more common way, to remain an exile 
from her own country, to be poor and despised where she might be wealthy 
and honoured? If anyone can produce, outside Bedlam, a lunatic more 
mad than H.P.B. must be if she be a fraud, I should be grateful for 
the honour of an introduction. 

(4) If H.P.B. is a true messenger, opposition to her is opposition to the Masters, 
she being their only channel to the Western World. 

This proposition scarcely needs argument to sustain it: it is self
evident; she alone is in direct and constant communication with the 
trans-Himalayan Adepts. They chose her, and presumably they can 
manage their own business. Once accept the philosophy, you must accept 
her; accept her and you cannot stop short of the full proposition as stated 
above. And here let me make a suggestion to those who rashly and 
superficially judge H. P. B., and complain that she is hasty, that she 
"shuts up" enquirers, that she repels would-be disciples. H. P. B. 
varies with the people who come to her. To the person who veils mere 
curiosity under polite forms and false courtesy, she will be abrupt, sharp, 
repellent. The hostile feeling masked under smiles, finds itself pierced by 
a keen sarcasm, or knocking itself against a wall of ice. But to the honest 
enquirer she is patient and gentle to a rare extent, and only her pupils 
know of a patience that has no limits, a strength that never falters, an 
insight that never errs. In fact, H. P. B. herself is the test of the 
members, and when they begin to grumble at her, they would do wisely to 
analyse themselves. I sometimes think of a test dropped into a solution, 
precipitating some substance therein contained. "What a horrid liquid 
it must be so to dirty that beautifully clear fluid," cry the ignorant. If 
the substance had not been present, it would not have been precipitated 
by the test, and if enquirers and members are honest, they will find 
themselves attracted, not repelled, by H. P. B. 

(5) If there are no Masters, the Theosophical Society is an absurdity, and there is 
no use in keeping it up. But if there are Masters, and H. P. B. is thei, messenger, 
and the Theosophical Society their foundation, the Theosophical Society and H. P. B. 
cannot be separated before the world. 

This is the conclusion of the whole matter, the decision on which 
must guide our policy. I see on some sides a disposition to temporise, to 
whittle away the Esoteric Teachings, to hastily twist them into accord 
with temporary hypotheses of Science, in order to gain a momentary 
advantage, perchance a fuller hearing. This is not wise. Already some 
such hypotheses, opposed to occult teachings, have been thrown aside by 
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more advanced scientific thought, and have been replaced by other 
hypotheses, more nearly approaching the occult views. There is no need 
to hurry, nor to try to pour the archaic doctrines into new bottles, ere 
those bottles have been tested. The Secret Teachings have stood many 
thousands of years, and have been the source from which the stream of 
progress has flowed. They can venture to stand on their own basis for a 
few years more, till Science crosses the dividing line it is tentatively 
approaching with each new discovery. 

To the members of the Theosophical Society, I venture to say a word 
of pleading. Hut a few years stretch before us ere the century expires, a 
century whose close coincides well-nigh with the close of a cycle. As the 
sands of those years are running through the hour-glass of Time, our opportu
nities are running with them; it is "a race against time," in a very real sense. 
If the members care at all for the future of the Society, if they wish to 
know that the Twentieth Century will see it standing high above the strife 
of parties, a beacon-light in the darkness for the guiding of men, if they 
believe in the Teacher who founded it for human service, let them now 
arouse themselves from slothful indifference, sternly silence all dissensions 
over petty follies in their ranks, and march shoulder to shoulder for the 
achievement of the heavy task laid upon their strength and courage. If 
Theosophy is worth anything, it is worth living for and worth dying for. If 
it is worth nothing, let it go at once and for all. It is not a thing to play 
with, it is not a thing to trifle with. Ere 1891 sees its earliest dawning, 
ere 1890 falls into the grave now a-digging for it, let each Theosophist, and 
above all let each Occultist, calmly review his position, carefully make his 
choice, and if that choice be for Theosophy, let him sternly determine that 
neither open foes nor treacherous friends shall shake his loyalty for all time 
to come to his great Cause and Leader, which twain are one. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 

----~~~-----

" WHERE?" 

I stood where robed priest did chant, 
In mournful notes, a solemn prayer; 

Where swelI'd majestic organ-tones, 
And fragrant incense fiU'd the air; 

Where all resplendent altars shone 
In light than earthly· light more fair: 

I lowly bow'd and tried to pray: 
My soul refus'd its duty: " Where,

W llere shall I seek my God?" I cried: 
An angel answer'd my despair: 

" Erect a temple in thy lleart, 
A nil worship thy Creator tllere I " 

REAVEL SAVAGE, LL.B., F.T.S. 
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44 ~bt ~mptrnr'.5 $lt1u «lotbt.s." 
~ 

~~ T is the fashion of the day to seek in myths, legends, and fairy stories 
d!C some fundamental and underlying truth, which may serve to rescue 
them from the charge of mere trivial absurdity, and place them on 
the higher level of instructive allegory. We are all much indebted to Mr. 
Andrew Lang, and other workers on those lines, for what their researches 
have already done in this direction, and for the flood of light which has 
recently been shed on many of those household tales and legends, which 
our infant minds received so readily, and have retained so faithfully. 

And far deeper still is our sense of gratitude to those who, for 
purposes of real instruction, have sought to unfold the meaning of much 
that was obscure and bewildering in Eastern Symbolism, and thereby to 
open our understandings to the reception of unsuspected truth; every 
day, indeed, it becomes more and more apparent how potent an instrument 
allegory has always been in the world's history for the purpose of at once 
concealing and conveying lessons of a profound natural and spiritual 
significance. 

Now in the instance to which I am about to allude, I am quite aware 
that some will be of opinion that I am straining a point, and imputilJg 
motives to my author which he was quite innocent of entertaining. But 
the charge of fanciful interpretation notwithstanding, I cannot help 
thinking that the originator of the story entitled "The Emperor's new 
clothes," whoever he may have been-for I hardly know whether Hans 
Andersen is to be regarded as the author or the collaborateur merely
had some moral to convey for those who could read between the lines: or, 
at least, that the story itself was suggested to his mind by the evidence of 
what he saw around him. Whatever may have been its history before it 
came to us in its present form, I know not; nor is it a matter of much 
moment. What is of concern is that we should learn to deduce and 
appreciate the argument it embodies. Satirical, nay, almost cynical, as 
it appears when viewed in the light of an allegory, no one, I think, can 
fail to see how very true it is to nature. 

The story runs as follows: Many years ago there lived an Emperor 
who cared so enormously for new clothes that he spent all his money upon 
them. In the great city in which he lived it was always very merry; every 
day a number of strangers arrived there. One day two cheats came: they 
gave themselves out as weavers, and declared they could weave the finest 
stuff anyone could imagine. Not only were their patterns, they said, 
uncommonly beautiful, but the clothes made of the stuff possessed the 

2 
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wonderfurquali~y that they became invisible to anybody who was unfit for 
the office he held, or was incorrigibly stupid . 

.. Those would be capital clothes! " thought the Emperor. . 
and he gave the two cheats a great deal of cash in hand, that they might 
begin their work at once. 

As for them they put up two looms, and pretended to be working; 
but they had nothing at all on their looms. . . . . 

" I should like to know how far they have got on with the work," 
thought the Emperor: "I will send my honest old Minister to the 
weavers." • . . 

Now the good old Minister went into the hall where the two cheats 
sat working at the empty looms . 

.. Mercy preserve us I" thought the old Minister. .. I cannot see 
anything at all." But he did not say this. • • . • 

" Do you say nothing to it?" said one of the weavers. 
"Oh it is charming-quite enchanting! " answered the old Minister, 

as he peered through his spectacles. "Yes, I shall tell the Emperor that 
I am very much pleased with it." 

"We are glad of that," said both the weavers, and then they named 
the colours, and explained the strange pattern. The old Minister listened 
attentively, that he might be able to repeat it when the Emperor came. • 

The Emperor soon sent again, despatching another honest statesman 
to see how the weaving was going on. He fared just like the first • 

.. I am not stupid! " thought the man,-it must be my good office for 
which I am not fit. It is funny though, but I mllSt nIIt let it be noticed." So 
he praised the stuff which he did not see. 

All the people in the town were talking of the gorgeous stuff The 
Emperor wished to see it himself while it was still upon the loom. . 

"\Vhat's this?" thought the Emperor. "I can see nothing at all!" 
• . . . "Oh, it is very pretty," he said aloud. . . • . All the 
Courtiers looked and looked, and saw nothing; but, like the Emperor, they 
said" That is pretty," and counselled him to wear those new clothes for the 
first time at the great procession that was presently to take place. 

* * * * 
So the Emperor went in the procession, and everyone said .. How 

incomparable are the Emperor's new clothes." . . . • 
"But he has nothing on " a little child cried. "But he has nothing 

on" said the whole people at length. . • . . The Emperor thought 
within himself, "I must go through with the procession." And the 
chamberlain held on tighter than ever, and carried the train which did not 
exist at all. 

And never, perhaps, was the truth of this satire more evident than 
now. In these days of conflicting doubts and false securities, of empty 
forms and vain pretences, of'pseudo·sensationalism and barren agnosticism, 
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when men, who have long lost all faith in the efficacy of the teachings of 
the Church, or of dogmatic Christianity generally, and know that such is 
the case with them, still call themselves members of a community with 
whom they can have no sort of sympathy, and still continue to worship
outwardly, at least-a personal and anthropomorphic God, whose very 
existence they regard as exceedingly problematical, we find in our story 
a very faithful representation of such, in the mental attitude of those who 
made pretence to believe in that which had no existence. Surely this is 
a course of action at once undignified and harmful, naught but a poor kind 
of fetish· worship without the sincerity attaching to such, and rightly 
deserving the caustic denunciations of a Carlyle. . 

But besides these, there is another class of persons who, while aimly 
conscious that the popular religious systems of the day do not confer any 
true knowledge of man, or at all accurately define the relation in which 
he stands, either to his environment or to the transcendental world of 
which he is a subject, are yet afraid of questioning their authority, or 
of seeking to arrive at any solution of such problems, however partial, 
outside the pale of that which they have been taught to recognize as 
revealed doctrine. Such questionings are stifled, regarded as pre· 
sumptuous or unlawful, and finally relegated to the limbo of unattainable 
knowledge which it would be hopeless and dangerous to pursue. They 
would have us believe that they are content to remain as they are, 
"finished and finite clods, untroubled by a spark "; and from constant 
suppression of all desire of progressive knowledge, and persistent adhesion 
to some stereotyped form of belief that their reason tells them is insufficient 
to satisfy their demands, end by becoming so indeed. They sought rest, 
and they have found it. But it is the rest of stagnation. Fearful of 
entertaining, and unwilling to exercise their reasoning faculties in the 
examinations of those feelings of doubt and dissatisfaction, which assail 
everyone at some time or another; refusing even to recognise their 
existence, they have thrown logic to the winds, and succeeded in a great 
measure in persuading themselves, and deluding others into the belief, that 
such feelings never did exist, or if they did that they have lost their power. 
In the words of Matthew Arnold, "they believe that they believe,"-and 
believing so live on. Nor is fear the only agency which works to bring 
this about. Other causes, no less powerful, combine to effect a like result. 
They have been admirably epitomized by the poet Cowper:-

.. Some to the fascination of a name 
Surrender judgment, hoodwink'd. Some the style 
In(atuates, and through labyrinths and wilds 
Of error lead them by a tune entranced; 
While sloth seduces more, too weak to bear 
The insupportable fatigue of thought, 
And swallowing therefore without pause or choice 
The total grist unsifted, husk and all." 
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What else is this than what Professor Drummond would denominate 
II parasitism." It is almost an axiom that man can, by dint of persevering, 
persuade himself to believe almost anything; and I make no doubt that if 
the courtiers in the story had persisted in their endeavour to dispute the 
evidence of their senses they would, in the end, have succeeded by a 
process of self-hypnotism in creating the desired phantasmagoria. 

I have called the story a satire. Let anyone look around him, with 
unprejudiced eyes, and I think he will agree with me. What sadder 
spectacle can be conceived than men in search of the truth, and seeking to 
find it where it is not. Many give up the search altogether, and boldly 
announce that if it exists at all, it is only in some inaccessible region, and 
that therefore it is pure folly to waste further effort in its discovery. 
This at least is honest. Others, like our poor courtiers, pretend that they 
have found it, or are in sight of it; and this pretension must be kept up at 
all hazards, despite the conviction in many minds that it is merely some 
will-of-the-wisp that is deluding their senses, and leading them they 
know not whither. And, strangest fact of all, by refusing to exercise 
their discriminative faculties, others again have honestly, and quite 
unconsciously, deluded themselves into the belief that for them the search 
is at an end, since they have found that which they were seeking. 

It is well-nigh hopeless to do anything for these latter. Rooted 
conviction like this it is generally impossible to shake. But for those 
others who are beginning to suspect that the cause of their failure to 
perceive the truth arises from the fact that they are all the while turning 
their backs upon it and seeking it where it never was and never will be, we 
would say, that the honest and persistent seeker, if he looks deep enough 
into his own heart, may find it there revealed. He may send a ray of 
intelligence into the depths. of his own soul, which will illuminate its 
hidden treasure, and discover the germ concealed therein, .. which 
awakened to consciousness will grow into a Sun that illuminates the whole 
of the interior world wherein everything is contained." And truth having 
thus awakened knows that it alone is, and that all else is delusive. 

M. U. MOORE, F.T.S. 

SELFISHNESS is truly the seed of every vice and evil known to the human 
soul, and in itself an invocation of the heavy penalty of Karmic law, 
irrespective of the fruits that spring from it in action and that have their 
own recompense. 

J. H. CONNELLY in Nei/a Sell • 

.. IF we take the good we find, we shall have heaping measure." 

EMERSON. 
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Ili.sti.s- ~Dpbia. 
(Tr,,,sslaled aM anllOltrted by G. R. S. M., wilh additional IIOtes by H. P. B.) 

(Cotdinuetl.) 

[148] And the First Mystery again continued in his conver~ation 
and said to his Disciples: "It came to pass when I had brought PISTIS
SOPHIA upwards in Chaos, she cried out again, saying: 'I have been 
preserved in Chaos and freed from the bonds of Mist. I have come to 
thee, 0 Light, for thou wert Light on every side for me, preserving and 
helping me. And thou didst prevent the Projections of the Self-willed 
One, which are fighting against me, by thy Light, and they were not able 
to approach me, for thy Light was with me, and was preserving me by 
thy Streams of Light, for they oppressed me and took away my Power 
from me, and cast me into Orcus (pl.), (1) deprived of my Light. I was 
like as heavy Hyle before them. And afterwards the Power of the Stream 
came to me from thee preserving me. It shone on my left hand and on 
my right, and surrounded me on every side, so that no part where I was, 
was without Light, and thou didst cover me with the Light of thy Stream, 
and didst purify in me all my evil Hyle (pl.), and I was above all my Hyle 
(pl.) because of thy Light and thy Stream of Light. This it was which 
exalted me, and took me from the Projections of the Self-willed One, which 
were compressing me. [149] And I trusted in thy Light, and also in the 
pure Light of thy Stream; and the Projections of the Self-willed One, 
which were oppressing me, were removed from me, and I became Light by 
thy great Power, for thou dost preserve me for ever.' This is the 
Repentance which PISTIS-SOPHIA spake, when she was proceeding upwards 
in Chaos, and when she had been freed from its bonds." 

Thereupon Thomas came forward and said [150]: "Thy Power of 
Light prophesied of old through Solomon, the son of David, in his Odes i 
'I am loosed from my bonds. I have fled to thee, 0 lord, for thou wert 
on my right hand protecting me; and preserving and helping me, thou 
didst prevent them that were fighting against me, nor did they become 
visible; for thy face (appearance) was with me preserving me by thy 
gra::e (beauty). I am laden with dishonour before the multitude, and they 
have cast me forth. I was as lead before them. Thou hast given me a 
power to help me, for thou hast set lamps on my left hand and on my 
right, so that nothing around me should be without light. Thou didst 
shelter me under the shadow of thy mercy, and I was placed above the 
&Oats of skin. (2) Thy right hand has exalted me, and thou hast removed my 
weakness from me. I am made strong by thy truth, and purified by thy 
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righteousness. They that fight against me, are removed from me, and I 
have been justified by thy goodness, for thy rest is for the eternity of 
eternity.' This, then, my Master, is the interpretation of the Repentance, 
which PISTIS-SOPHIA spake when she was preserved in Chaos. Hearken, 
therefore, I will speak in freedom." 

[151-153] [Thomas then compares the Hymn of SOPHIA and the Ode 
of Solomon, sentence by sentence, and is commended for his interpretation.] 

And the First Mystery continued and said to his Disciples: .. And 
PISTIS-SOPHIA continuing, sang to me saying: [154] • I sing this hymn. on 
high to thee. By thy Statute, thou hast brought me forth from a high 
JEon, which is above the Heaven, and thou hast led me down into the 
lower Regions j and again by thy Statute, thou hast freed me from the 
lower Regions, and of thyself thou hast taken away the Hyle there, which 
is in my Powers of Light and I have seen it, and thou hast also dispersed 
from me the Projections of the Self-willed One, which were oppressing me, 
and were hostile to me, and thou hast given me Authority so that I should 
be freed from the bonds of the Projections of Adamas, and thou hast 
smitten the Basilisk with the seven heads. Thou hast cast it from my 
hands and set me above its Hyle. Thou hast caused it (the Hyle) to perish, 
so that its Seed should not rise again henceforth from this time, and thou 
art the one who wast with me, giving me power in all these (afflictions), 
and thy Light surrounded me in all Regions, and of thyself, thou didst 
render all the Projections of the Self-willed One impotent, for thou didst 
take away the Power of their Light from them and didst direct my path 
to lead me forth from Chaos, and thou didst transfer me from the Hylic 
Darkness, and didst take all my Powers, whose Light they had taken, from 
them. [155] Thou didst infuse into them pure Light, and to all my 
Limbs, which had no Light, thou didst give pure Light from the Light of 
the Height, and thou didst direct their path for them, and the Light of 
thy Fo,,,, has become my Life, void of Destruction. Thou hast brought 
me upwards above Chaos, the I~egion of Chaos and Destruction, so that 
all the Hyle (pl.) might be dissolved, which are in that Region, and that 
all my Powers may be renewed by thy Light, and thy Light be in them all. 
Thou hast set the Light of thy Stream in me. I am become purified 
Light.' This is the second hymn which PISTIS-SOPHIA spake." 

[And Matthew, having asked and received permission to speak, 
answered and said:] .. Thy Power of Light prophesied of old in an ode of 
Solomon: • (He it is), who brought me down from the lofty regions above 
the heaven, [156] and led me upwards in the regions, which are in the 
lower foundation j who took away there these things, which are in the midst, 
and taught me them; who scattered my enemies and my adversaries, who 
gave me authorityi: over the bonds so that I might loose them j who smote 
the serpent with the seven heads from my hands. He set me above his 

• In the further explanation this term is changed to .. wisdom" (SoJAUr). 
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root, that I might pluck up his seed; and thou wert with me, helping me, 
in every region thou didst surround me with thy name.* Thy right hand 
has made to perish the venom of him who speaketh evil. Thy hand hath 
made smooth the way for them that have confidence in thee. Thou hast 
redeemed them from the tombs, and thou hast transferred them from the 
midst of the corpses. Thou hast taken the dead bones, thou hast clothed 
them with a body, and to them who stir not themselves, thou hast given 
the energy of life. Thy way has become free from destruction, and by thy 
form, thou hast led thy leon into destruction, that all might be loosened 
(dissolved) and become new, and that thy light may be doubled for them 
all. Thou hast built up thy wealth through them, and they have become 
a sacred dwelling.' This then, my Master, is the interpretation of the 
hymn which PISTIS-SOPHIA spake. Hearken, therefore, I will tell it openly." 
[[157-160] Matthew then further explains the Hymn of SOPHIA, by com
paring it with the Ode of Solomon, sentence by sentence, and is commended 
for his interpretation.] 

And the First Mystery continued: "Then SOPHIA continuing in this 
Hymn, said: • I will say thou art the Light from on high, for thou hast 
freed me and brought me to thyself, nor hast thou suffered the Projections 
of the Self-willed One, which are my foes, to take away my Light, 0 Light 
of Lights; I sing on high to thee. Thou hast freed me, 0 Light; thou 
hast led my way on high in Chaos; thou hast freed me from those which 
descend into the Mist." [161] And Mary came forward and said: .. I 
will tell the interpretation of the words which she (SOPHIA) spake, but I 
fear Peter, for he threatens me and hates our kind." And the First 
Mystery said unto her: "None shall prevent whomsoever it may be who is 
filled with the Spirit of Light, from coming forward and uttering the 
interpretation of the things which I say." Mary, therefore, answered and 
said: .. Concerning the interpretation of the words which PISTIS-SOPHIA 
spake, thy Power of Light prophesied of old through David: • I will exalt 
thee, 0 lord, for thou hast received me to thyself, neither hast thou made 
my enemies to rejoice over me. 0 lord, my god, 1 have cried on high to 
thee and thou hast preserved me. O. lord, thou hast led my soul upwards 
in chaos. Thou hast preserved them that descend into the pit." 

[1651] And the First Mystery having commended Mary, said to his 
Disciples: "Then PISTIS-SOPHIA continued in this Hymn and said: • The 
Light has become my Preserver, and has turned my Darkness into Light, 
and has cleft the Chaos surrounding me; he has girded me with Light:" 
And Martha came forward and said: .. My Master, thy Power prophesied of 
old through David concerning these words: • The lord has become my 
helper, he has turned my grief into joy. He has rent my sackcloth and 
girded me joy.''' And the First Mystery commended Martha and said: 
" And PISTIS-SOPHIA continued and said: 'Sing my Power to the Light. 

• Sc. the Light. 
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Forget not all the Power of the Light, which it hath given thee, and all the 
Powers which are in thee: sing to the Name of its Sacred Mystery, which 
remits all thy transgressions, for it preserves thee from all the afflictions of the 
Projections of the Self-willed One, [163] which are numbered for Destruc
tion, for he has given thee in his mercy a Crown of Light, while he 
preserved thee, and filled thee with pure Light, and thy Beginning shall be 
new as an Invisible of the Height.' Thus sang PISTIS-SOPHIA: and slu WtlS 

set f'" and REMEMBERED all tke evil deeds which I Iuld done to her." And Mary 
came forward again and said: "Concerning these words thy Power of 
Light prophesied through David: 'Praise the lord, 0 my soul: let all that 
is within me praise his holy name. • • . . • thy childhood shall be 
renewed like as an eagle's.' That is, SOPHIA shall be as the Invisibles, which 
are in the Height. Therefore he said 'as an eagle's,' because the habi
tation of the eagles is in the Height, and they are invisible also in the 
Height. [164] That is, SOPHIA shall shine as the eagles, like as she was 
in her very Beginning." 

And the First Mystery continued and said: "Bearing PISTIS-SOPHIA, 
I brought her into the Region, which is below the Thirteenth lEon, and 
gave her a new Mystery of Light, which does not belong to her own lEon, 
the Region of the Invisible, and I also gave her a Hymn of Light, so 
that the Rulers (of) the lEon. should not overcome her henceforth from 
this hour; and I set her in that Region, until I should come and bring her 
into her Region in the Height. It came to pass, therefore, when I had set 
her in that Region, she again sang this Hymn as follows: 'With confi
dence I have trusted in the Light, and recalling my memory, it has heard 
my Hymn. He has brought my Vlay out of Chaos and the lower Mist of 
Hyle, and leading me upwards, he has set me in a lofty and strong lEon; 
he has set me in a path leading to my Region, and has given me a new 
Mystery, which belongs not to my lEon, and has given me a Hymn of 
Light. Now, therefore, 0 Light, all the Rulers shall see what thou hast 
done with me, so that they may fear and have confidence in the Light." 
[165] And Andrew came forward and said: "My Master, this is what 
thy Power of Light prophesied of old concerning her through David: 
, With tarrying I waited for the lord. He gave heed unto me and heard 
my prayer. He led my soul from the pit of distress and the mire of the 
mud; he has set my feet upon a rock and directed my goings. He has 
cast into my mouth a new song, the praise of our god. Many shall see it, 
that they may fear and hope in the lord." 

And the First Mystery, after commending Andrew, continued and 
said to his Disciples: "These are all the things which befell PISTIS-SOPHIA. 
[166] It came to pass when I had brought her into the Region, which is 
below the Thirteenth lEon, that I was about to approach the Light in order 
that I might depart from her and she said unto me: 'Light of Lights, thou 
art going to the Light, in order that thou mayest depart from me, and Adamas. 
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the Tyrant, will know that thou hast departed from me, and he will know that 
there is no one to preserve me. He is again coming to me in this Region, 
he and all his Rulers, who hate me, and the Self-willed One also will give 
strength to his Projection with the appearance of a LiOD, in order that all 
may come together and oppress me, and take away the whole of my Light 
from me, so that I may become impotent and be again deprived of my 
Light. Now, therefore, Light of Lights, take away the Power of their 
Light from them, so that they may be not able to oppress me hence
forth from this hour.' And when I had heard these words, which 
PISTIS-SOPHIA spake, I answered and said unto her: I My Father which 
projected me, has not yet given me command to take away their Light 
from them, but I will seal the Regions of the Self-willed One and all its 
Rulers which hate thee, so that thou mayest have confidence in the Light: 
and I will also seal the Regions of Adamas and his Rulers, so that they may 
not have the Power to fight with thee, until their time has been completed, 
and the hour arrives for my Father to give me commandment to take 
away their Light from them.' [167] And afterwards I again said to 
her: • Hearken, I will tell thee the time, when these things which I tell 
thee, will come to pass. It will be when three Times have been completed.' 
And PISTIS-SOPHIA answered and said unto me: 10 Light, how shall I 
know, when the three Times shall he, in order that I may rejoice and be 
glad, in that the time has drawn nigh, for thee to lead me to my Region; 
when also I shall rejoice in that the time is nigh for thee to take away 
the Power of Light from all of them which hate me, for I have trusted in 
thy Light?' I And I answered and said unto her, I When thou shalt see 
the Gates of the Treasure of the Great Light, which is opened in the 
Thirteenth lEon, which is in the Left,-when they shall open that Gate, 
three Times shall have been fulfilled.' And SOPHIA answered again and 
said: 10 Light, when shall I know, while I turn in this Region, that that 
Gate is opened? • And I answered and said unto her: I When they open 
that Gate, they who are in all the lEons, shall know because of the great 
Light, for it shall be in all their Regions. Lo, then, I have ordained it, 
that they should not venture against thee in any evil, until three Times 
are fulfilled. But thou shalt have the power of going into their Twelve 
lEons at what time thou mayest wish, and of returning [168] to come into 
thy own Region which is below the Thirteenth lEon, in which thou now 
art; but thou shalt not have the power of entering within into the Gate 
of the Height, which is in the Thirteenth lEon, that thou mayest come into 
thy Region, from which thou didst come forth. Nay, then, when three 
Times are fulfilled, the Self-willed One with all its Rulers shall oppress thee 
again, to take away thy Light from thee, being enraged with mee, thinking 
that thou art suppressing its Power in Chaos, and that thou hast taken 
away its Light from it. Therefore, will it be enraged with thee, in order 
th!!t it m~y take thy Light from thee, and send it into Chaos, and impart 
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it to that Projection of his, in order that it may have power to issue from 
Chaos and come into its own Region. These will Adamas help; but I will 
take away all their Powers from him; I will give them to thee and come 
to take them. Now, therefore, when they oppress thee at that time, sing 
on high to the Light, and I will not delay to aid thee; nay, I am coming to 
thee quickly from the Regions which aTe below tiue i and I am coming 
to their Regions; I will take away their Light from them: and I am 
coming to this Region, in which I have set thee below the Thirteenth lEon, 
until I shall seek again thy Region, whence thou hast come forth.' [169] 
And it came to pass, when PISTIS-SOPHIA had heard these words, which I 
spake unto her, that she rejoiced with great joy. And I, leaving her in the 
Region, which is below the Thirteenth lEon, came to the Light and 
departed from her." 

Thus had the First Mystery spoken to his Disciples concerning all the 
things which had bf'fallen PISTIS-SOPHIA, and was seated on the Mount of 
Olives narrating them. And he continued and said unto them: .. It came 
to pass after these things, when I was sitting in the World of Men, sitting 
beside the way, which is this place, that is the Mount of Olives, before 
they had sent my Vesture to me, which I had placed in the Four-and
twentieth Mystery from the Interior, which is also the First from the 
Exterior, which same is the great Uncontainable, in which I shine forth; 
and I had not yet come into the Height to receive my two Vestures also; 
when I was seated with you in this place, which is the Mount of Olives, 
the Time was fulfilled, when I told PISTIS-SOPHIA that Adamas would 
oppress her with all his Rulers. It came to pass, therefore, when that 
time was come, [170] that Adamas gazed forth from the Twelve lEons, 
peering down into the Regions of Chaos. He saw his own DlI!monial Power, 
which is in Chaos, utterly deprived of its Light, for I had taken its Light 
from it; and he saw that it was dimmed and had not the power to come 
to its own Region, which is the Twelve lEons: so Adamas again 
remembered PISTIS-SOPHIA and was exceedingly enraged with her, thinking 
that it was she who was oppressing his Power in Chaos, and had taken 
away its Light from it. So he was greatly enraged, and casting wrath on 
wrath, emanated from himself a Dark Projection, and also another uncouth 
(Projection) of evil Chaos, that he might throw PISTIS-SOPHIA into 
Confusion therewith. And he created a Dark Region in his own Region, 
in which to oppress SOPHIA j and assembled the hosts of his own Rulers. 
They pursued after SOPHIA to drag her into the dark Chaos, which he 
created, and to oppress her in that Region, so that the two Dark 
Projections which Adamas had emanated might throw her into confusion, 
until they should take away all her Light from her j and that Adamas 
might take away the Light of PISTIS·SOPHIA, and give it to the two 
unrelenting Projections, that they might take it into the great lower Chaos, 
which is the Mist [171], and cast it into their own Power of Mist, which is 
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the Chaos, (to see) whether perchance it might come to its own Region, 
because it was Mist as much as possible, since I had taken away its 
Power of Light from it. 

"It came to pass, therefore, when they had pursued after PISTIS
SOPHIA, that crying out again, she sang on high to the Light, for I said 
unto her: 'When they shall oppress thee, sing on high to me, I will come 
quickly to help thee.' It came to pass, therefore, when they began to 
oppress her, and I was sitting among you in this place, which is the Mount 
of Olives, that she sang on high to the Light, saying: ' Light of Lights, I have 
trusted in thee; preserve me from all these Rulers which are pursuing me, and 
aid me, lest they should take my Light from me, like as (did) the Power with 
the appearance of a Lion, for neither have I thy Light, nor the Stream Light, 
to preserve me. Moreover Adamas is enraged against me, saying: "Thou 
didst suppress my Power in Chaos." Now, therefore, 0 Light of Lights, 
if I have done this and suppressed it, if I have done any injustice to that 
Power, or if I have oppressed it, like as it oppressed me, may then all 
these Rulers which pursue me, take away my Light, and send me away 
empty, and may my foe Adamas pursue my Power, to take it, and take 
away my Light from me, and infuse it into his dark Power, which is in 
Chaos, and set my Power in Chaos. [172] Now, therefore, 0 Light, 
raise me up in thy wrath, and exalt my Power above my enemies, which 
have risen up against me at the end. Haste thee, restore me, according as 
thou hast said: 'I will help thee.''' 

And when the First Mystery had finished, James came forward and 
recited the seventh Psalm (vv. 1-6). 

[173] And the First Mystery commended James and continued: " It 
came to pass that when PlSTlS-SOPHIA had finished the words of this 
Hymn, that she turned round to see whether Adamas would turn back 
with his Rulers, so that they should come into their own lEon, and she 
saw them pursuing her, and turning said unto them: 'Why do ye pursue 
me, saying that I have no help so as to be preserved from you? Now, 
therefore, the Light is the Judge and Strong: yea he has been long
suffering until the time when he said unto me "I come to aid thee," 
neither shall he cast his wrath upon you for all time, but this is the time 
of which he told me. Now, therefore, if ye will not turn back and cease to 
pursue me, the Light will prepare his way and set in order all his Powers; 
yea he has prepared his way to take your Lights from you arid ye shall be 
dim. And he has generated his Powers to take away your power from 
you, so that ye may perish.' And when PISTIS-SOPHIA had said this, 
gazing into the Region of Adamas, [174] she saw the Dark Region and the 
Chaos which he generated, and also saw the two Dark and very cruel 
Projections, which Adamas had emanated, to seize on PISTIS-SOPHIA and 
take her down into the Chaos which he generated, that they might oppress 
her in that Region and throw her into confusion until they should have 
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taken her Light from her. Thereupon PISTIS-SOPHIA feared and cried out 
to the Light, saying: 'Lo, 0 Light, Adamas, the Doer of Injustice, is 
enraged and has generated a Dark Projection, and also another Projection 
of Chaos, and has generated a third Projection also of Chaos, and 
has drawn himself up (in battle array). Now, therefore, 0 Light, as 
for the Chaos which he has generated, that he might cast me into 
it, and take away my Power of Light from me, take thou it from 
him; and as for the plan which he has devised, to take away my Light, 
let them take it from him; and as for the injustice, which he uttered for the 
taking away of my Light, take thou all of his.''' 

[175] [And Martha came forward again, and recited the seventh 
Psalm (vv. 11-16)]. 

[176] And Jesus continued in his conversation and said to his 
Disciples: " It came to pass, therefore, after all these things, that carrying 
P,STlS-SOPHIA, I led her into the Thirteenth A!:on, being the greatest 
possible Light-for there was no limit to my Light-, and entered into 
the Region of the Four-and-twentieth Invisible, and they (the Invisibles) 
were disturbed with great perturbation, and having regarded, they saw 
SOPHIA who was with me, and recognised her, but myself they did 
not know, who I was, but thought that I was some Projection of the 
Region of Light. It came to pass, therefore, when SOPHIA saw her fellow 
Invisibles, that she rejoiced with great joy and was exceeding glad, 
and wished to show them the wonderful things which I had done 
concerning her below in the World of Men (lit., Earth of Humanity) until 
I had freed her. Ascending into the midst of the Invisibles, she sang to 
me in the midst of them, saying: [177] 'I will praise thee, 0 Light, in 
that thou art the Saviour, and thou art the Redeemer for all time. I will 
utter this Hymn to the Light, in that it has preserved and freed me from 
the hand of the Rulers, my enemies, and has set me free in all the Regions, 
and in the Height, and in the depth of the Chaos (pl.), and in the A!:ons of 
the Rulers of the Sphere; and when I had come forth from the Height, I 
.wandered in the Regions in which there is no Light. I was not able to 
turn myself back into the Thirteenth A!:on, my habitation, because there 
was no Light in me, or Power; my Power was utterly affiicted. And the 
Light preserved me in all affiictions; I sang to the Light. It heard me 
when they oppressed me, it shewed me my way in the Creation of 
the A!:ons, in order that it might lead me to the Thirteenth A!:on, my 
dwelling-place. I will praise thee, 0 Light, for thou hast preserved 
me; and thy wonders in the Race of Men. When I was deprived of my 
Power, thou gavest Power to me, and when I was deprived of my 
Light, thou didst fill me with pure Light. I was in the Mist and 
the Shadow of Chaos. I was bound with the hard bonds of Chaos, in 
which is no Light, because I have provoked the Statute of the Light; 
I transgressed, and made wrath the Statute of the Light, in that I went 
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forth from my Region. [178] And when I had descended, I lacked my 
Power and was without Light, and no one helped me; and when they 
oppressed me, I sang on high to the Light, and it preserved me from 
all my afflictions, and also severed all my bonds. It led me forth from the 
Mist and the afflictions of Chaos. Thou hast broken the lofty Gates of the 
Mist, and also the hard bolts of Chaos, and when they oppressed me, I 
sang on high to the Light; it preserved me from all my afflictions. 
Sending thy Stream, thou didst give Power to me, and didst free me from 
all my afflictions." 

[179-181] [And Philip came forward and explained the Hymn of 
PISTIS-SOPHIA by reciting the one hundred and seventh Psalm (vv. 1-21)] 

(3)· 

COMMENT ARY. 

(I) Orcus. The Underworld (see Table 1., Lucifer, No. 34, page 319) has 
three divisions, arcus, Chaos and the Outer Darkness. In the allegorical 
descriptions of the fate of sinning souls, in other words, the fate of the 
lower principles after death, we are informed that in arcus (lit., a prison or 
enclosure), souls are tormented with Fire, in Chaos with Fire. Darkness 
and Smoke; and in the Cali go ExterM with added Hail, Snow, Ice, and cruel 
Cold. This would make these three lokas represent the states of matter 
corresponding to Kama Rupa (Body of Desire), Linga Sa,ira (Astral Body) 
and Stula Sari,a (Physical Body). Therefore, when we read: II they cast 
me into arcus deprived of my Light," we naturally can understand that 
the Kama principle would of necessity dull the Light of the spiritual 
principles and deprive them of their power. 

(2) Coats of Skin. This term was universally understood by the 
GnostIcs to mean the Physical Body. As said in Isis Unveiled (I., 149), II The 
Chaldean Kabalists tell us that primeval man, who, contrary to the 
Darwinian theory, was purer, wiser, and far more spiritual, as shown by 
the myths of the Scandinavian Bur, the Hindu Devas, and the Mosaic 
• Sons of God,'-in short, of a far higher nature than the man of the 
present Adamic race, became despi,itualised or tainted with matter, and 
then, for the first time, was given the fleshly body, which is typified in 
Genesis in that profoundly significant verse: • Unto Adam also and to his 
wife did the Lord God make them coats of skin, and clothed them." (See 
page 107, .. girdle of skin.") 

Pistis-Sophia. With page 181 of the Coptic codex, we come to the con
clusion of the incident of the Repentant Sophia. The 139 pages which deal 
with the subject demand the closest attention of the student of Esotericism, 
for not only have we here a history of the II pilgrimage" of the Soul, but 
also a description of the degrees of Initiation which correspond both to the 
natural degrees or states of consciousness, and to the cycles of human 
evolution. We will now endeavour to review this Pilgrimage of PISTIS
SOPHIA, following the path of her II transgression" or desire for Light, 
through her 13 Repentances, or Changes of Mind (.fleta-najae, changes of 
the NOIts or Manas), until her restoration to the Thi,teenth .i'Eon, her proper 
region or plane. 

To attain to the knowledge of r .ight, or the Logos, the soul has to 
descend into Matter or Hyle. Hence PISTIS-SOPHIA, desiring the Light, 
descends towards its Reflection from the Thirteenth ...Eon, through the Twelve 
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}Eons, into the depths of Chaos, where she is in dangf'r of entirely losing 
all her own innate Light or Spirit, of which she is continually deprived by 
the Powers of Matter. Having descended to the lowest depths of Chaos, 
she at length reaches the limit, and the path of her pilgrimage begins to 
lead upward to Spirit again. Thus she reaches the Balance; and still yearn
ing for the Light, rounds the turning-point of the cycle, and changing the 
tendency of her thought or mind, recites her penitential hymns or Repent
ances. Her chief enemy who, with his false Light, has drawn her down 
into Chaos, is Ildabaoth, the Power with the appearance of a Lion, the Kama 
" principle ", the false" Light" in Chaos, which is assisted by the 24 Hylic 
or material Projections, or Emanations, the reflections of the 24 Supernal 
Projections, the co-partners of PISTIS-SOPHIA, 48 in all, which together 
with that power or aspect from which the whole may at any time be 
viewed, make 49.':' Thus then she first utters 7 Repentances. At the 
4th of these, the turning-point of a sub-cycle, she prays that the Image 
of Light may not be turned from her, for the time was come when the 
i{epentance of " those who turn in the Lowest Hegions " should be regarded, 
.. the mystery which is made the Type of the Race." (4th Round). At the 
6th the Light (Upper Manas) remits her transgression, in that she quitted 
her own Region and fell into Chaos; but the command had not yet come 
from the First Mystery (Buddlzi) to free her entirely from Chaos. Therefore 
at the conclusion of her 7th Repentance, where she pleads that she has 
done it in ignorance through her love for the Light, Jesus, the Initiate on 
the objective plane and the Light on the subjective plane, without the COM

mand of the First Mystery (i.e., the power of ..llanas alone without Buddh,) , 
raises her up to a slightly less confined Region in Chaos, but SOPHIA still 
knew not by whom it 'was done. At the 9th Repentance the First Mystery 
partly accepted her prayer and sent Jesus, the Light, to help her secretly, 
that is, without the powers of the }Eons knowing it; then did PlSTlS-SOPHIA 
recognise the Light. Her next 4 Hymns are sung knowingly to the Light, 
and are of the nature of thanksgiving, and of declaration that Karmic justice 
shall shortly overtake her oppressors, while she prays to be delivered from 
her" transgression," viz., the Kamic Power with the appearance of a Lion. 
After the 13th Repentance. Jesus again, of himself, without the First Mys
tery, emanated a brilliant Power of Light from himself, and sent it to aid 
SOPHIA, to raise her higher still in Chaos, until the command should come 
to free her entirely. t N ext follows a description of the Light-powers which 
should be closelr compared with the description of the 3 Vestures in the 
opening pages 0 the Codex. Then while SOPHIA pours forth hymns of joy, 
the Power becomes a Crown to Iter head, and her Hyle or material propensi
ties begin to be purified, while the spiritual or Light-powers which she has 
still retained, join themselves with the "Vesture of Light" which has 
descended upon her. Then was the Statute fulfilled, and the First Mystery, 
in its turn, sent forth a great Power of Light, which joined with the first 
Power emanated by the" Light," and became a great Stream oj Light. this 
Power was the First Mystery itself Looking-without (BlIddhi-Manas) on its 
own plane and the" glorified" Initiate in this terrestrial sphere. It came 
forth from the First Mystery Looking-within (A tma-Buddhi) , or" the Father_" 
When then this is accomplished, PISTIS-SOPHIA, the [.ower .7Jfanas, is purified 
again, and her Light-powers are strengthened and filled with Light, by 
their own co-partner of Light, that Syzygy, without whom PISTlS-SOPHIA 
in the beginning thought she could reach the Light of Lights, and so fell 
into error. Still she is not even yet entirely freed from the bonds of ~1atter. 
for the higher she rises, the stronger are the Powers or Projections sent 

• Compare the list of 25 Tatwas (24 + I or from another aspect 5 " 5) in the article 
entitled .. The Hindu Theory of Vibration" in the November Tluosophir/. 

t There are, therefore. 3 degrees of Chaos. 
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against her, who proceed to change their shapes, so that she now has to strug
gle against still greater foes which are emanated and directed by the strong
est and subtlest Powers of Matter. Thereupon, PISTIS-SOPHIA is surrounded 
entirely with the Stream of Light and further supported on either hand by 
Michael and Gabriel, the "Sun" and ";\100n." The" Wings" of the 
.. Great Bird" flutter, the" Winged Globe" unfolds its pinions, preparatory 
to its flight. For is not the Infinitude of Space, "the nest of the Eternal 
Bird, the flutter of whose wings produces life?" (S.D. II. 293). Thus the 
last great battle commences. The First Mystery Looking-without, directs 
its attack against the" cruel crafty powers, passions incarnate ,. and causes 
PISTIS-SOPHIA to tread underfoot the Basilisk with the seven heads, destroy
ing its Hyle, "so that no seed could arise from it henceforth," and casting down the 
rest of the opposing host.* Thereupon PISTIS·SOPHIA sings triumphant 
Hymns of Praise on her being loosed from the bonds of Chaos. Thus was 
she set free and remembered. Yet the Great Self-willed One and Adamas, 
the Tyrant, were not yet entirely subdued, for the command had not yet 
come from the First Mystery, Looking-within the Father. Therefore does 
the First Mystery, LOOking-without, seal their Regions and those of their 
Rulers until 3 times are completed. That is until the completion of the 
7th Round (for we are now in the 4th) when humanity will pass into 
the interplanetary Nirvana. 'J his Nirvana, however, is a state outside of 
space and time, as we know them, and therefore can be reached now and 
within, by very holy men, Narjols and Arhats, who can attain to the highest 
degree of the mystical contemplation, called in the East Samadhi. For 
then shall the" Gates of the Treasure of the Great Light" be opened, as 
described in our text, and the Nirvanic heights be crossed by the" Pilgrim" 
(cf. pagg. 169-181). 

(To be continued.) 

Jjvpnotism, 
AND ITS RELATIONS TO OTHER MODES OF FASCINATION. 

~~rE are asked by" H. C." and other Fellows, to answer the several 
~"fP queries hereafter propounded. We do so, but with a reserva

tion: our replies must be made from the standpoint of Occultism alone, no 
consideration being given to such hypotheses of modern (another name for 
« materialistic ') Science, as may clash with esoteric teachings. 

Q. What is Hypnotism: how does it differ from Animal Magnetism (or 
Mesmerism) ? 

ANs. Hypnotism is the new scientific name for the old ignorant 
« superstition' variously called 'fascination' and' enchantment.' It is an 
antiquated lie transformed into a modern truth. The fact is there, but the 
scientific explanation of it is still wanting. By some it is believed that 
Hypnotism is the result of an irritation artificially produced on the periphery 
of the nerves; that this irritation reacting upon, passes into the cells 
of the brain-substance, causing by exhaustion a condition which is but 
another mode of sleep (hypnosis, or hupnos); by others that it is simply a 
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self-induced stupor, produced chiefly by imagination, &c., &c. It differs 
from animal magnetism where the hypnotic condition is produced by the 
Braid method, which is a purely mechanical one, i.e., the fixing of the eyes 
on some bright spot, a metal or a crystal. It becomes 'animal magnetism • 
(or mesmerism), when it is achieved by 'mesmeric' passes on the patient, 
and for these reasons. When the first method is used, no electro-psychic, 
or even electro-physical currents are at work, but simply the mechanical, 
molecular vibrations of the metal or crystal gazed at by the subject. It is 
the eye-the most occult organ of all, on the superficies of our body-which, 
by serving as a medium between that bit of metal or crystal and the brain, 
attunes the molecular vibrations of the nervous centres of the latter into 
unison (i.e., equality in the number of their respective oscillations) with 
the vibrations of the bright object held. And, it is this unison which 
produces the hypnotic state. But in the second case, the right name for 
hypnotism would certainly be ' animal magnetism' or that so much derided 
term' mesmerism'. For, in the hypnotization by preliminary passes, it is the 
human will-whether conscious or otherwise-of the operator himself, that 
acts upon the nervous system of the patient. And it is again through the 
vibrations-only atomic, not molecular-produced by that act of energy 
called WILL in the ether of space (therefore, on quite a different plane) 
that the super-hypnotic state (i.e., ' suggestion,' &c.) is induced. For those 
which we call' will-vibrations' and their aura, are absolutely distinct from 
the vibrations produced by the simply mechanical molecular motion, the 
two acting on two separate degrees of th(' cosmo-terrestrial planes. Here, 
of course, a clear realization of that which is meant by will in Occult 
Sciences, is necessary. 

Q. In both (hypnotism and animal magnetism) there is an act of will in the 
operator, a transit of something from him to his patient, an effect upon the patient. 
What is the 'something' transmitted in both cases J 

ANS. That which is transmitted has no name in European 
languages, and if we simply describe it as will, it loses all its meaning. 
The old and very much tabooed words, 'enchantment,' 'fascination,· 
'glamour' and 'spell,' and especially the verb 'to bewitch,' expressed 
far more suggestively the real action that took place during the process of 
such a transmission, than the modern and meaningless terms, 'psychologize' 
and 'biologize.' Occultism calls the force transmitted, the 'auric 
fluid,' to distinguish it from the' auric light;' the' fluid' being a corre
lation of atoms on a higher plane, and a descent to this lower one, in the shape 
of impalpable and invisible plastic Substances, generated and directed by 
the potential Will; the' auric liglJt,' or that which Reichenbach calls Od, a 
light that surrounds every animate and inanimate object in nature, is, on 
the other hand, but the astra] reflection emanating from objects; its 
parti.cu]ar colour and colours, the combinations and varieties of the latter, 
denoting the state, of the gunas, or qualities and characteristics of each 
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special object and subject-the human being's aura being the strongest 
of all. 

Q. What is tlu rationale of' Vampirism' J 
ANS. If by this word is meant the involuntary transmission of a 

portion of one's vitality, or life-essence, by a kind of occult osmosis from one 
person to another-the latter being endowed, or afflicted rather, with such 
flamp;rizing faculty, then, the act can become comprehensible only when we 
study well the nature and essence of the semi-substantial 'auric fluid' 
spoken of just now. Like every other occult form in Nature, this end
and exoslllOsic process may be made beneficent or maleficent, either uncon
sciously or at will. When a healthy operator mesmerizes a patient with a 
determined desire to relieve and cure him, the exhaustion felt by the 
former is proportionate to the relief given: a process of endosmose has 
taken place, the healer having parted with a portion of his vital aura to 
benefit the sick man. Vampirism, on the other hand, is a blind and 
mechanical process, generally produced without the knowledge of either 
the absorbe" or the vampirized party. It is conscious or unconscious 
Mack magic, as the case may be. For in the case of trained adepts and 
sorcerers, the process is produced consciously and with the guidance of 
the Will. In both cases the agent of transmission is a magnetic and 
attractive faculty, terrestrial and physiological in its results, yet generated 
and produced on the four-demensional plane- the realm of atoms. 

Q. Under what circumstances is hypnotism' black magic' J 
ANS. Under those just discussed, but to cover the subject fully, even 

by giving a few instances, demands more space than we can spare for 
these answers. Sufficient to say that whenever the motive which actuates 
the operator is selfish, or detrimental to any living being or beings, all 
such acts are classed by us as black magic. The healthy vital fluid im
parted by the physician who mesmerizes his patient, can and does cure; 
but too much of it will kill. 

[This statement receives its explanation in our answer to Question 6, 
when showing that the vibratory experiment shatters a tumbler to pieces.] 

Q. Is there any difference between hypnosis produced by mechanical fIIeans, such 
as reflolfling mi1'1'01's, and that produced by tlu direct gaze of the operator (fascination) J 

ANS. • This difference is, we believe, already pointed out in the 
answer to Question I. The gaze of the operator is more potent, hence 
more dangerous, than the simple mechanical passes of the Hypnotizer, 
who, in nine cases out of ten, does not know how, and therefore cannot will. 
The students of Esoteric Science must be aware by the very laws of the 
occult correspondences that the former action is performed on the first 
plane of matter (the lowest), while the latter, which necessitates a well
concentrated will, has to be enacted, if the operator is a profane novice, on 
the {Mlrih, and if he is anything of an occultist on the fifth plane. 

Q. Why should a bit of crystal or a bright button, throw 01U FerSfM i"to tlu 

3 
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hypnotic state and affect in no way another person ~ An A nsu'er to this urou/d, we 
tllil/h, sollie ",ore iI,an one perplexity. 

ANs. Science has offered several varied hypotheses upon the subject, 
but has not, so far, accepted anyone of these as definite. This is because 
all such speculations revolve in the vicious circle of materio-physical 
phenomena with their blind forces and mechanical theories. The' auric 
fluid' is not recognised by the men of Science, and therefore, they reject it· 
But have they not believed for years in the efficacy of metallotl",apeuty, the 
influence of these metals being due to the action of their electric fluids or 
currents on the nervous system? And this, simply because an analogy was 
found to exist between the activity of this system and electricity. The 
theory failed, because it clashed with the most careful observation and ex
periments. First of all, it was contradicted by a fundamental fact exhibited 
in the said metallotherapeuty, whose characteristic peculiarity showed (a) 
that by no means every metal acted on every nervous disease, one patient 
being sensitive to some one metal, while all others produced no effect upon 
him; and (b) that the patients affected by certain metals were few and 
exceptional. This showed that • electric fluids' operating on and curing 
diseases existed only in the imagination of the theorists. Had they had 
any actual existence, then all metals would affect in a greater or lesser 
degree, all patients, and every metal, taken separately, would affect every 
case of nervous disease, the conditions for generating such fluids being, 
in the given cases, precisely the same. Thus Dr. Charcot having vindi
cated Dr. Burke, the once discredited discoverer of metallotherapeuty, 
Shiff and others discredited all those who believed in electric fluids, and 
these seem now to be given up in favour of' molecular motion,' which now 
reigns supreme in physiology-for tlu time being, of course. But now arises 
a question: "Are the real nature, behaviour and conditions of • motion' 
known any better than the nature, behaviour and conditions of the 
• fluids' ?.. It is to be doubted. Anyhow Occultism is audacious enough 
to maintain that electric or magnetic fluids (the two being really identical) 
are due in tluir essence and origin to that same molecular motion, now transformed 
into atomic energy,· to which every other phenomenon in nature is also 
due. Indeed, when the needle of a galvano-or electrometer fails to show any 
oscillations denoting the presence of electric or magnetic fluids, this does 
not prove in the least that there are none such to record; but simply that 
having passed on to another and higher plane of action, the electrometer 
can no longer be affected by the energy displayed on a plane with which it 
is entirely disconnected. 

The above had to be explained, in order to show that the nature of the 
Force transmitted from one man or object to another man or object. 
-------- ---- ----

• In Occultism the word atom has a special significance, different from the cne given 
to it by Science. See editorial, P,)'dlli: 4~d A'oe/i,' Ar!:o". in the two Jast numbers. 
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whether in hypnotism, electricity, metallotherapeuty or 'fascination,' is 
the same in essence, varying only in degree, and modified according to the 
sub-plane of matter it is acting on ; of which sub-planes, as every Occultist 
knows, there are seven on our terrestrial plane as there are on every 
other. 

Q. Is Science entirely wrong in its definition of the hypnotic phenomena ? 
ANS. It has no definition, so far. Now if there is one thing upon 

which Occultism agrees (to a certain degree) with the latest discoveries of 
physical Science, it is that all the bodies endowed with the property of 
inducing and calling forth metallotherapeutic and other analogous 
phenomena, have, their great variety notwithstanding, one feature in 
common. They are all the fountain heads and the generators of rapid 
molecular oscillations, which, whether through transmitting agents or direct 
contact, communicate themselves to the nervous system, changing thereby 
the rhythm of nervous vibrations-()n the sole condition, however, of being 
what is called, in unison. Now' unison' does not always imply the same
ness of nature, or of essence, but simply the sameness of degree, a similarity 
with regard to gravity and acuteness, and equal potentialities for intensity 
of sound or motion: a bell may be in' unison with a violin, and a flute 
with an animal or a human organ. Moreover, the rate of the number of 
vibrations-especially in an organic animal cell or organ, changes in 
accordance with the state of health, and general condition. Hence 
the cerebral nervous centres of a hypnotic subject, while in perfect unison, in 
potential degree 'and essential original activity, with the object he 
gazes at, may yet, owing to some organic disturbance, be at the given 
moment at logger· heads with it, in respect to the number of their respective 
vibrations. In such case no hypnotic condition ensues; or no unison at 
all may exist between his nervolls cells and the cells of the crystal or metal 
he is made to gaze at, in which case that particular object can never have 
any effect upon him. This amounts to saying that to ensure success in a 
hypnotic experiment, two conditions are requisite; (a) as every organic or 
, inorganic' body in nature is distinguished by its fixed molecular oscilla
tions, it is necessary to find out which are those bodies which will act in 
unison with one or another human nervous system; and (b) to remember 
that the molecular oscillations of the former can influence the nervous 
action of the latter, only when the rhythms of their respective vibrations 
coincide, i.e., when the number of their oscillations is made identical; which, 
in the cases of hypnotism induced by mechanical means, is achieved 
through the medium of the eye. 

Therefore, though the difference between hypnosis produced by 
mechanical means, and that induced by the direct gaze of the operator, plus 
his will, depends on the plane on which the same phenomenon is produced, 
still the 'fascinating' or subduing agent is created by the same force at 
work. In the physic31 world and its material planes, it is called MOTION; 
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in the worlds of mentality and metaphysics it is known as WILL-the 
many-faced magician throughout all nature. 

As the rate of vibrations (molecular motion) in metals, woods, crystals, 
etc., alters under the effect of heat, cold, etc., so do the cerebral molecules 
change their rate, in the same way: i.e., their rate is . raised or lowered. 
And this is what really takes place in the phenomenon of hypnotism. In 
the case of gazing, it is the eye-the chief agent of the Will of the active 
operator, but a slave and traitor when this Will is dormant-that, uncon· 
sciously to the patient or subject, attunes the oscillations of his cerebral 
nervous centres to the rate of the vibrations of the object gazed at by 
catching the rhythm of the latter and passing it on to the brain. But in 
the case of direct passes, it is the Will of the operator radiating through his 
eye that produces the required unison between his will and the will of the 
person operated upon. For, out of two objects attuned in unison-as two 
chords, for instance-one will always be weaker than the other, and thus 
have mastery over the other and even the potentiality of destroying its 
weaker 'co-respondent.' So true is this, that we can call upon physical 
Science to corroborate this fact. Take the' sensitive name' as a case in 
hand. Science tells us that if a note be struck in unison with the ratio of 
the vibrations of the heat molecules, the flames will respond immediately 
to the sound (or note struck), that it will dance and sing in rhythm with 
the sounds. But Occult Science adds, that the flame may also be extinpishul 
if the sound is intensified (Vide' Isis Unveiled,' Vol. II., pp. 606 and 607). 
Another proof. Take a wine-glass or tumbler of very fine and clear glass; 
produce, by striking it gently with a silver spoon, a well-determined note; 
after which reproduce the same note by rubbing its rim with a damp 
finger, and, if you are successful, the glass will immediately crack and be 
shattered. Indifferent to every other sound, the glass will not resist the 
great intensity of its own fundamental note, for that particular vibration will 
cause such a commotion in its particles, that the whole fabric will fall in pieces. 

Q. What becomes of diseases cu,ed by hypnotism i a,e they ,eally cured 01' flr, 
they postponed, 0' do they appeal' in another fOl'I1' J A re diseases Ka,ma; and, if so, 
is it right to attempt to cure them J 

ANs. Hypnotic suggestion may cure for ever, and it may not. All 
depends on the degree of magnetic relations between the operator and the 
patient. If Karmic, they will be only postponed, and return in some other 
form, not necessarily of disease, but as a punitive evil of another sort. 
It is always "right" to try and alleviate suffering whenever we can, and 
to do our best for it. Because a man" suffers justly imprisonment, and 
catches cold in his damp cell, is it a reason why the prison-doctor should 
not try to cure him of it ? 

Q. Is it necessary that the hypnotic 'suggestions' of the operatOl' shtntld be 
spoken J Is it not entntgh for hi", to think them, and may not even HE be igno,ant 01' 

unconscious of the bent he is impressing on his subject ? 
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Ass- Certainly not, if the rapport between the two is once for all 
firmly established. Thought is more powerful than speech in cases of 
a real subjugation of the will of the patient to that of his operator. But, 
on the other hand, unless the • suggestion' made is for the good only of 
the subject, and entirely free from any selfish motive, a suggestion by 
thought is an act of black magic still more pregnant with evil consequences 
than a spoken suggestion. It is always wrong and unlawful to deprive a 
man of his free-will, unless for his own or Society's good; and even the 
former has to be done with great discrimination. Occultism regards all 
such promiscuous attempts as black magic and sorcery, whether conscious 
or otherwise. 

Q. Do the motifJe and character of the operator affect the result, immediate or 
remote; 

ANs. In so far as the hypnotizing process becomes under his operation 
either white or black magic, as the last answer shows. 

Q. Is it wise to IlJ'pnotize a patient not only out of a disease, but 0111 of a habit, 
such as drinking or lying; 

Ass. It is an act of charity and kindness, and this is next to wisdom. 
For, although the dropping of his vicious habits will add nothing to his 
good Karma (which it would, had his efforts to reform been personal, of his 
own free will, and necessitating a great mental and physical struggle), still 
a successful • suggestion' prevents him from generating more bad Karma, 
and adding constantly to the previous record of his transgressions. 

Q. What is it that a faith-healer, when successful, practises upon himself; 
what tricks 's he playing with his principles and with his Karma; 

Ass. Imagination is a potent help in every event of our lives. 
Imagination acts on Faith, and both are the draughtsmen who prepare 
the sketches for Will to engrave, more or less deeply, on the rocks of 
obstacles and opposition with which the path of life is strewn. Says 
Paracelsus: "Faith must confirm the imagination, for faith establishes the 
will. • . Determined will is the beginning of all magical operations. • . • 
It is because men do not perfectly imagine and believe the result, that the 
arts (of magic) are uncertain, while they might be perfectly certain." This 
is all the secret. Half, if not two-thirds of our ailings and diseases are the 
fruit of our imagination and fears. Destroy the latter and give another 
bent to the former, and nature will do the rest. There is nothing sinful or 
injurious in the methods per se. They turn to harm only when belief in 
his power becomes too arrogant and marked in the faith-healer, and when 
he thinks he can will away such diseases as need, if they are not to be 
fatal, the immediate help of expert surgeons and physicians. 

H. P. B. 
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1amilits anb Inbibibuals. 
"Let not him that putteth his hand to the plough look backwa,ds, tlwugh the 

ploughshare cut through the flower of life to its foundations, tlwugh it pass O'eI' the 
graves of the dead and the hearlhs of the living." 

<!::!. 

"How you awake the sleeping sword of war; 
We charge you in tile name of God, take hee:J : 
Fo, never two such Kingdoms did contend, 
Without much fall of blood; wlwse guiltless drops 
A,e everyone a woe, a sore complaint, 
'Gainst him, wlwse w,ongs give edge unto the swords 
That make such waste in brief mo,tality."-SHAKsPEARE. 

I T is fairly certain that every manifestation of matter has two aspects, 
Q!!; so far separate as are the two sides of a triangle; neither of these two 
lines can, by itself, enclose anything, yet both together express an 
Idea, they give form to a Truth; Man sees one or other of these lines and, 
unable to trace it to the clouds, where it is over-shadowed by Reality, and 
where its companion line joins it, he worships it, follows it up, and stoutly 
denies the existence of any other line, unaware that he is thus destroying 
all possibility of his creations having substance, or of their being otherwise 
than flat and imperfect representations of the Truth he wishes to convey. 

Thus life appears, manifested again and again in the famili~r forms of 
a unit and groups of units, a single cell and compl~x organism, Individual 
and Family. 

Observe the familiar crystals which owe their beautiful form to an orderly 
arrangement of tiny atoms of matter, the displacement of any of 
which would have resulted in one of those flaws which obscure the rays of 
otherwise faultless diamonds, or mar the pyramidal form and destroy the 
polarity of what ought to have been perfect pieces of quartz. 

Scientific observers affirm, and the microscope may be made to 
verify their statements, that to each substance when undergoing 
crystalization, a different form appears to belong, salt and snow, sugar and 
starch, each has distinct and beautiful star shapes peculiar to itself. 

Again it is believed that the cells in vegetable tissue had originally one 
common form which was gradually modified as the structure of the plant 
grew more complex. One recognizes the propriety of the leaf cells of a 
rose tree grouping themselves round the organs of generation and secreting 
an attractive colouring matter, as well as dispersing a subtle sweet odour, 
but it occurs to no one, that the rose has any cause of complaint because its 
stem remains thorny, and its branches never wear the leaves of a Spanish 
chestnut; more than that, it would be considered very unreasonable if it 
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proposed such a change and be very likely told that the long beautiful 
chestnut leaves would look as thoroughly out of place on a little rose tree 
as would the sharp thorns of a sweetbriar, if transferred to the stem of a 
purple violet. 

Examination of one of those low forms of the animal kingdom whose 
members propagate themselves by fission shows that the cells multiply 
themselves to replace those destroyed by any chance mutilation which is 
not fatal, and leaving aside their special function, accomplish the good of 
the whole. 

In the case of the" little lives ", the leucomaines, the producers, 
according to modern science, in human beings of hideous diseases and death 
itself, it is a disregard of the community which causes such ruin, as it is the 
absence of oxygen in some of the cells which is the immediate cause of the 
mischief, the impoverished cells preying on their fellow cells until the 
damage is irreparable. 

Everyone knows something of the life history of bees and ants. 
Who has not seen little brown ants carrying up to the sunlight their big 
unwieldy pupa children and presently hauling them down again, solicitous 
perhaps for their complexions. The united eftorts of the colony are called 
into play should one of their number find an apple or otherwise desirable 
article of diet which he is unable to bring into the common store room. 
The bees also, in order to ward off the death's head moth, on honey stealing 
intent, will leave off their honey gathering until their joint labour has 
created a barrier of wax past which the unwelcome giant cannot force his 
way. The poor much maligned wasps work in concert to build a 
wonderful paper-like nest or an underground chamber in which the common 
family is reared. 

Without searching the records of the naturalist, without wandering in 
the depths of primlEval forests, the same instincts of citizenship can 
be found amongst birds. Wander across the fields when the harvest is 
golden and observe the solitary wood pigeon arching his rainbow-tinted neck 
in the sunlight or swaying backwards and forwards on the topmost branch 
of some tall fir-tree; he is the sentinel of the watch set by a flock of 
perhaps thirty or forty ring-doves, who are feasting right merrily in a 
neighbouring wheat field. Throw a handful of broken bread on a snow
covered garden path; only two birds are in sight, a dull-eyed sparrow 
with feathers fluffed out to protect his feet from the piercing cold, and a 
starling perched high up on a leafless poplar tree; they have flown away, 
scared perhaps by the scattered fragments? Perhaps! But in less than 
five minutes there are twenty starlings and a dozen sparrows pecking in the 
snow where the crumbs fell. All through the spring time, the starlings fly 
in groups to look for food or gather in the evening for some concerted music. 
Most of the other bird groups break up in the spring time: the instinct for 
propagating their species has overtaken them, and as with men, it has the 
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power of awakening jealousy and suspicion, and of separating individuals 
from their fellows. With birds, however, this obtains only during five or six 
months of the year. 

Swallows never seem to lose the habit of association; their nests are 
built close together, they repair to common hunting grounds and make 
common cause in trouble and danger. Should some half-finished nest fall 
to the ground it is soon replaced by the joint efforts of many swallows. It 
is recorded on authority that an intruding sparrow, which took possession 
of the newly completed nest of a house-martin, was built up in its self
selected tomb by the whole community of swallows, when the repeated 
efforts of the rightful owner failed to eject it. 

It would be useless to go through all the volumes of Natural History 
contained on the library shelves; every one will from personal experience 
add to the facts offered. This should go far to convince fair-minded folk 
that, though often diverted from its course or half overwhelmed by the 
brute force through which it works, a strong feeling or instinct of association, 
of co-operation, sympathy aud unity, permeates the kingdoms of nature 
below man. And above him? It is impossible to describe the course 
through which has flowed the "Tide of Life" since it first reached the 
visible boundary of the unfathomed mystery. Poets and dreamers in all 
lands and in all ages have tried to clothe it in words and failed. But 
search in the earliest records of any great religion, it reveals glimpses 
of two beliefs, beliefs more or less clearly expressed. 

The one tells of countless groups of intelligences, above and beyond man, 
working in concert to accomplish the inevitable law. The motive power in 
these beings appears sometimes as the creator, again as the preserver or 
destroyer, but always as Spirit, the unique, conjointly with multiform 
matter, the dual aspect of That which IS. 

The other hints of little known schools of wise men, brotherhoods in 
which the individual sacrifices himself willingly for the welfare of the 
multitude, and in which the advancement of each is sought by all. Now 
and again a voice from these invisible Brothers reaches human hearing. 
A great teacher has come forth, and standing amidst the sons of men, 
reminds them of their former glory, of the heights to which they must turn 
their faces and scaling them win again their heritage, if they would not 
sink back and down semi-living brutes; warns them of that change which 
must overtake and destroy even the most lasting of their evanescent 
treasures, or pityingly commands them: "I say unto you, love your 
enemies, do good to those that hate you, visit the prisoners, outcasts, 
orphans, judge not, and be ye merciful, but beyond all, through all, love 
with your whole hearts, serve with all your strength, seek with every 
breath, the God of whose presence within you are dimly aware." With 
no uncertain sound come the voices of these great Teachers: "The 
kingdom of heaven is like unto a pearl of great price which a man having 
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found goeth straightway and selleth all that he hath and buyeth it. This 
is my commandment that ye love one another. He my servant is dear 
unto me, who is free from enmity, who is the friend of all nature, merciful, 
exempt from pride and selfishness, the same in pain and pleasure, patient 
of wrongs, contented, constantly devout, of subdued passions, and firm 
resolves, and whose mind and understanding are fixed on me alone." 
There is no wavering or doubtful sound in these sentences, far into the 
night one might linger quoting like passages, or many which inculcate 
directly or indirectly the Unity which underlies all things and the deep
rooted brotherhood of men. On everyone's lips to· day are the words 
socialism and human rights, almost everyone has a new remedy to propose 
for the seething, well.nigh desperate condition of Europe. This condition 
has been mainly brought about by Ignorance regarding, or wilful neglect 
of, the great laws which govern Families and Individuals; men have seen 
one side only of the triangle. In India the castes glorified the rights of 
family, and during many decades peace and justice flourished j but, like 
all half-truths, this system had to perish, one amongst its resultant evils 
being the lack of responsible individuals. In Corsica and with the Scottish 
clans this exclusive feeling of family sanctity was productive of much evil, 
murder was done again and again to avenge the death of a kinsman, even 
to wipe out a fancied insult. 

To-day in the 19th century, in Europe and in its child, America, men 
bow before the great Idol they have set up and cry" G¥eat Aklne is the 
Individual. To him alone we owe aught~" 

Mazzini, the Italian, warns his countrymen that evil will quickly overtake 
those who prate of rights, and forget that the first right of mankind is to do 
his duty. Where? The English Prayer-book says: "In that state of Life 
unto which it shall please God to call me." Bhagavat says: "Our own 
duty, not another's." The Theosophist says: "All the duties which are ours 
as inhabitants of a country, as members of a family, as men and women, 
knowing that they are those selected by past action." 

The French revolution contains an awful warning of the crimes into 
which men and nations rush when their battle cry is: "My Rights I " 
" Absolution from all duties! II 

No form of socialism or communism can last which ignores the grouping 
of men into families, of families into states, states into nations, and nations 
into a great solid brotherhood of Humanity. It is only necessary to study 
the condition of the emancipated slaves of the West Indies to become con
vinced that a revolution, whether accompanied with bloodshed or not, will 
never conduce to the upward progress of men. It was once said that no 
greater punishment could be laid on average humanity, than to transfer it 
unchanged, to the dwelling-place of God, there to spend eternity in praise 
and worship j and yet this heaven is the hope of men in all countries. Is it 
not evident that DO Leader who taught men to aspire, ever believed that 
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they could reach the dwelling. place of the Gods before passing through the 
fire which transmutes base metal into gold? Are the men of to-day so 
much wiser than them of old time that they dare contend that they have 
the power to make of men saints and heroes by robing them in white, or 
crowning them with bay leaves? If this were true, the fortunes of the 
flax-spinner and the garland-weaver would have been made long ago. 

Brahma-Vishnu-Siva, the personified Life and Force, was always three
fold, creator, preserver and destroyer; those men are blind who would 
disturb this order of working; it is necessary to create in those who are 
led-either for good or evil, whether by willing and wise leaders, or by men. 
who remain wilfully ignorant of their responsibility,-in those who are led 
it is necessary to create a love of duty, of wisdom, of self-sacrifice, before 
daring to confer on them power, freedom and self-government. Men can 
only create a quality in others by calling it to active life in themselves. It 
has become a need also to preserve, not hares and pheasants, but all that 
which is good and noble, which conduces to human perfectness, which 
raises men over the brutes, and refines the vessel which holds the spark of 
heaven-lit fire. These treasures will not be preserved by men who have 
not learnt their value; destruction is necessary, but men surely do not 
desire a cataclysm or a deluge; it is better to pull down prison walls than 
to blow them up with dynamite, and build with them shelters for men, 
instead of producing a heap of ruins in which wild beasts make their dens. 
Are men blind and deaf and senseless that they perceive no warning in the 
mutilated statues of Ancient Greece? Do the burnt libraries of Alexan
dria, the sacred palm-leaves blazing under soldiers' half-cooked rations in 
India, or the rivers of blood which flowed in Paris the beautiful, just 100 

years ago, teach them nothing? 
The Theosophist ought to know that all true reform begins over-head; 

he knows that men are links in a chain. That as water finds its level, so 
from above comes to men all that is worth having, in proportion to the 
readiness with which they let their stores flow downwards. Theosophists 
will have to be taught to see that man is not alone his own creator but also 
the accumulation of his own surroundings. What folly then to waste 
precious years in trying to force laws into a hotbed-growth, to force a 
distribution of material things. Raise, educate, humanize the men, and 
unjust laws will die out; show by the example of appreciation what things 
are of permanent value and beauty, and a more deadly blow will have been 
dealt the world of shams than was ever struck by the guillotine. 

Two great principles ought to be the moving spring of families and 
individuals in their mutual relations, viz., their duty to those of whom they 
are the head, and their duty to those larger groups of which they are units. 
It ought to be the care, recognized and fulfilled, of every family to foster 
the development of each of its members, to provide for its needs and its 
aivancement to a more responsible position as soon as sufficient progress 
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has been made; but no less should each member of a group sink his 
individuality in his membership, never losing sight of the fact that he is 
of importance only in so far as he is a useful member of his own family, 
and that his ambition ought to be-to make that family a unit of more 
value to the State. His own education, in all senses of that word, ought to 
trouble him only in so far as the more command he gains over the powers 
of nature, focussed in himself, so much the better will he be able to advance 
the welfare of his body politic: he will no longer be a 'prentice hand, but 
will pass through the various grades, until the stone-mason becomes a 
sculptor, or the agriculturist a statesman. Not even a cursory glance is 
needed to convince minds that these qualities of altruism and impersonal 
ambition are almost wholly wanting in the civilized West in this our 
century. Are our states, institutions, colleges, and trades governed by the 
desire to advance as far as possible the well-being of the units composing 
them? Do these units make serious and conscientious efforts to profit by 
the modes of improvements open to them, and to advance the utility of the 
institution by which they live? And never can these principles be 
recognised as true by State or college, while the spirit of irreverence and 
selfish disregard for others is unchecked, while old age is treated with 
disrespect, and each member of a family tries to push his own interests, to 
start well equipped, careless if his ambition has unduly pinched those less 
strong than himself. While children are permitted to grow up without 
the spirit of religion, without a due sense of their responsibility to their 
country, and to those socially and by necessity their inferiors, it will be 
useless to hope for the attainment of exceU,m" as wise men measure it. 

There is yet another reason why Theosophists ought to be prepared 
for failure. In searching for parallel cases amongst families, they can 
scarcely fail to observe that it is not the same members of a family who 
work and who enjoy life thoroughly. In some families the Ideal is so far 
Natural, that the little children sport in unconstrained happiness; those 
members who have attained adolescence work, and find in renewed work 
their recreation, while instruction comes from those who have grown old 
in labouring for the others, whose passions have burnt out and whose eyes 
are clear and fearless. 

More commonly far, however, one finds in families the same inequality 
which prevails at present in the larger world; all their lives some of the 
members toil and toil to produce conditions favourable to pleasure, but 
they cannot, even if liberty of action and leisure be theirs,-they cannot 
attain that condition of buoyancy without which pleasure is a mockery; 
while their brothers and sisters, often their seniors, as men count age, will 
not work except on severe compulsion and will return light-heartedly to 
their games as soon as the hated task is done. In the family some never 
regard work as a duty, nor feel degraded when served by others, nor do 
those who serve lose self-respect or the sense of freedom when proferring 
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service. All this is perfectly natural, the pairs of opposites are a necessity 
of the present condition of knowledge, all experience has to be gained 
and cannot all be gained simultaneously, nothing will ever alter men but 
the burning brighter or more feebly of the light within. Nothing is really 
of use which does not tend directly or indirectly to increase that light, 
and nothing is valueless which serves to protect it, or cleanse the vase 
in which it is concealed. 

Those who love truth will have a long hard fight before ignorance and 
illusion are conquered. Therefore it is well to attack real foes only, so that 
no strength need be wasted and no offence unnecessarily given. Truth. 
lovers cling to the watchwords Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity; let them 
retain these watchwords but let them never be accused of falsifying them. 
Liberty I Dare men degrade the name of freedom by taking swords and 
cannon, and, while pitching shells into the houses of their fellow-men, or 
stabbing them to the death, invoke the aid of Liberty? Dare men offer 
wine to a possible drunkard, or line streets with ale houses, saying that in 
a free country man has a right to destroy himself and his descendants, 
should he leave any, by imbibing alcohol, and yet deny him the right to 
spring off Westminster Bridge, or place a revolver against his temples? 
Equality I An you will, let children have an equal education; let strong 
men share the burden of work or risk losing the esteem of those whose 
respect they value j let the women of our country, whether they are of the 
socially higher or of the humbler, aye the lowest classes, receive equal 
respect as women, though we cannot give to earnest and frivolous equal 
value as members of the great human family. Fraternity! No one surely 
calls it an act of brotherhood to leave little children unguarded in a con
fectioner's or druggist'S shop, or a saw-mill ? 

Things move to all appearance in cycles j when men were first driven 
out of Eden they had to toil, or die j when the wheel of birth reached a 
point still lower, the strong compelled those less powerful to toi~ while they 
themselves explored the regions of mind. 'I hey now pay the penalty: for, 
having discovered the unity of men, a resistless power impels them to toil 
ceaselessly to procure for others a passage into that temple whose veil was 
rent before them. To-day cultivated men and women are toiling with head 
and hands for no reward but the knowledge that others will think them 
fools, but for the certainty also that they are doing right. 

Two motives only seem strong enough to bear the strain put upon them 
by the contest with evil-Love and Duty. Men can, and do deny them
selves much luxury, happiness, even life itself, for the sake of those they 
love. They will persevere in destroying all faults which the awakened sense 
of duty condemns as injurious to their children, those with whom they are 
in contact, or their race. Love and Duty. These are the keys which great 
teachers have ever placed in the hands of average humanity, and the gate 
which they open is the gate of the garden which has in its centre the tree 
of Knowledge and of Life. G. A. H. JOHNSTON, F.T.S, 
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~ llrtam anb its InttrprttatiDn: ~ llialDpt. 
FIRst F. T. S.-VVhat you tell me is very curious~ Six months ago 

and you would have laughed to scorn the idea that there was anything in 
psychism but madness or indigestion, yet now-

SEcoNDF. T. S.-Aye, now I have discovered that I myself am psychic; 
at least I have had experience, which would lead me to suppose so! 

Nonsense! Indigestion! 
I am never troubled with it. 
Cranium poorly furnished! 
Perhaps, but as craniums go 'tis well enough. 
Then you are mad. 
So are we all, and those the maddest who think themselves the sanest. 
You are flying in the face of all authority. It has been definitely 

settled that a theosophist and especially a psychic, must be one (or all) of 
three things. 

Hem I what are they? 
He must be ill, a fool, or mad. 01.1 beg your pardon, there is a fourth 

thing he can be: a knave. 
Ill, fool, mad, or knave! A pretty quartette and 'tis hard to decide 

which is the most complimentary epithet of the four. 
Or which of right belongs to you! 
TomeI 
Yes, are you not a Theosophist? 
And you? 
Likewise, but I am not a psychic. You are both psychic and 

theosophist and consequently doubly damned. 
Indeed! 
I have it on good authority, 
Well! well! you see I am resigned. But a truce to jests! Is it not 

singular that this sensitiveness of mine to things of another plane, should 
have come upon me so suddenly and as it were, unasked for, and to me, 
an unromantic, sceptical materialist. 

Materialist no longer. 
True, I have been forced to see the error of my ways, but can you 

explain the anomaly? 
No anomaly, and easily explained. You were psychically sensitive 

from your birth. You gained the gift-a two-edged sword by-the-bye
in some former incarnation. The last probably. 

Strange that for twenty years I never knew it, and now I cannot, do 
what I will, forget it or be unconscious of it. 
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During those twenty years it was latent, buried under a thin veneer 
of materialism and positiveness. That veneer worn away and it awakes 
into activity. 

But what awoke it? 
I will tell you. You became acquainted with me; through me with 

Theo:K>phy, and the latter set working the mystical elements in your own 
nature which responded irresistibly, and in spite of your intellectual 
prejudices, to the touch of a kindred stimulus. You are not alone. Many 
are those who have joined the Theosophical Society, or who have not 
joined the Society but have made acquaintance with its literature, who 
through that connection have discovered undreamt-of qualities or gifts, 
upon the mystical or esoteric side of their natures. So with you. 

I have had some strange dreams lately, which have caused me a good 
deal of thinking in order to explain to myself their meaning, for meaning 
of some kind I am convinced they have. They were not ordinary dreams, 
though I should be puzzled how else to define them. They were remark
ably realistic, far more real and vivid even in my recollection than the 
objects I see around me at present for instance. I wonder if you can help 
me to interpret them, you certainly ought to be able to do so, if anybody 
can. 

I doubt that, my intuitional powers being, I am sorry to say, of the 
feeblest; but what makes you have that impression? 

Simply this. I dreamt I saw, or rather I did see-:rou; in fact you 
dominated a series of three visions I have had, which appear to be mutually 
explanatory of each other if one only had the key to their symbology. 

They were symbolic then? 
I judge so. 
Very likely. Psychic messages are often given indirectly by aid of 

symbols as every medium is a ware. 
Tell me, have you ever influenced me psychically and was it really you 

whom I saw in your astral body? 
I know not. I should imagine that it could be myself. As for 

influencing you consciously, I would not do it on any account: it would 
be sorcery, my friend. 

But I saw you, it was you, and nobody but you. 
Hum I 
Heavens I the fellow is sceptical, on what he himself has eloquently 

and unanswerably proved to be possible many a timein my hearing. Then 
I was the sceptic. We have changed roles. It is odious conduct in you, 
that it is. I perceive that it would be useless to relate to you what I have 
both seen and heard in the land of shadows and of dreams. I could not 
have believed it. 

Not so fast, please. I do not doubt that the incident of your dreams 
actually took place on the astral plane, and that they have an occult 
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meaning, worth digging for; but I do doubt that you saw my astral body. 
Such an occurrence would be possible, but most improbable. 

If not you, whom did I see then? 
My image! 
How? 
My silhouette and yours and everybody's, living or dead, is indelibly 

imprinted upon the astral light, there to be seen by any clairvoyant who 
happens to come across it. If the clairvoyant knows no better he takes 
the shadow for an apparition of the individnal himself. 

But you moved, lived, nay, you spoke to me! Could a silhouette, as 
you call it, do that? 

Not of itself, but temporarily saturated with a portion of your life 
principle it might. 

But the life principle is not intelligent and you had intelligence of the 
highest order written on your face, \Vhen you thus appeared before me. 
You might have been a God. 

Precisely. Your Higher Ego it might have been, which you uncon
sciously clothed with my outward semblance, finding my portrait for that 
purpose in the astral light or in your waking recollection of me. 

I am incredulous. 
It has been scientifically proved that the two halves of the brain may 

work independently of one another, and even hold a (mental) dialogue 
as if belonging to two separate bodies. This occurs in certain diseases 
during which the patient feels himself to be somebody else, who is not 
himself at all. In your case the one half of the brain would be you, the 
other half being engaged meanwhile in projecting your alter-ego on the 
astral light, and dressing it up with the figure and features of your 
humble servant. 

And that is the whole explanation, is it ? 
I do not say so, but it is my explanation of the matter. 
'Tis ingenious, but vague I 
Because the full explanation could not be given to you or the world, 

supposing that I knew it. 
Why? 
It would involve the revelation of several details, respecting the 

mode of action and interaction of the seven human principles which are, 
and will remain, secret. 

But I have not yet told you my dreams. 
I am listening. 
You will play the .£dipus for me and explain me the riddle, will 

you not? 
If I can, and if it is worth expounding. 
You shall hear. I dreamt that you stood in front of me
A moment. How did I Jook ? 
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As you are now, but more brilliant, more majestic. You smiled, 
and mentally commanded me to follow you. I obeyed, and immediately 
found myself in thick darkness. I groped for something to guide 
me. A hand-your hand-was placed in mine, and I felt a magnetic 
thrill pass through me at your touch. Suddenly, I stumbled against a 
stone. It was the first of a winding staircase which, still holding your 
hand, I commenced to mount. Up and up! I thought the staircaSe 
would never end. Every now and then I fen, or rather, should have 
fallen, had you not pulled me into balance again. It was pitch dark. I 
was getting frightfully tired, and ready to sink and die from sheer weari
ness on the stones, when we reached the top. It . was dark there too, but 
all weariness fen from me as if by magic. Graduany a dim half-light 
crept over us and showed me that we were in a narrow, tortuous passage, 
through which-you let go my hand at the top of the stairs-we threaded 
our way somewhat quickly, you leading, and occasionally glancing back at 
me with an encouraging smile. Presently, you turned off to the right, 
through a door, and into a chamber. I followed. The room I had entered 
was oblong in shape and very lofty. Opposite the door, in the other wall 
of the chamber, were a couple of large windows, through which I could see 
a fleecy expanse of sky. There was an immense fireplace in the room, in 
which was blazing an equally immense fire. It was bare of furnitur:e with 
one exception. This was a massive marble table, situated directly under 
the windows. When I entered, you had already placed yourself by this 
table. You glanced and smiled at me, and then gazed fixedly at three 
objects upon the table. I approached them, and saw that they were a 
skull, a dirty white wooden cross, and a statuette, apparently of gold. I 
looked at you for an explanation of the mystery, but you continued gazing 
steadily at the table and at the objects upon it. I say at the objects, but 
you glanced more particularly at one. It was llu skull. I understood 
instantly what you wanted me to do. I took it up in my hands. You 
lifted your eyes from the table and stared meaningly into the fire. Again I 
understood, and threw the ghastly emblem of mortality into the centre of 
the flames. Your eyes immediately reverted to the table, and set them 
intently upon the cross. I repeated what I had done with the skull and 
threw that into the flames also. Now your eyes covered llu statuette. I 
seized it and was just on the point of sending it after the skull and the 
cross, when-

Why do you pause ? 
Imagine my surprise on finding that I held in my hands, a most 

beautifully carved golden image of myself. Myself in shining gold! I 
had cast the two former objects into the fire without compunction, 
indeed I was rather glad to see them bum, but this I was rather loth to 
let go. It was so pretty that it seemed a saCrIlege to drop it into the fire. 
I wished to keep it. 1 looked full in your face asking you if I might, but 
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I was startled at the rigid sternness of your features. I was troubled, and 
threw the statuette at once into the flames. Once more I lifted my eyes to 
yours. What a transformation! You were smiling instead of frowning, 
smiling as angels must smile, and the radiance of that smile pierced like a 
shaft of glorious light through the darkness of my soul. It was but for a 
moment. The next instant you, the table, the chamber, everything had 
vanished and I was awake I Yet I can say with Byron: 

"I had a dream which was not al/ a dream." 
You can. 
Now, sir, interpret. 
It is said by Poe that "It was well said of a certain German book 

that • er lasst sich niche lese,. '-it does not permit itself to be read."* 
There are some dreams, and those the most mystical and spiritual, 
which do not permit themselves to be unravelled. This does not imply 
that they are devoid of meaning, but that the meaning that they have is so 
elevated above the plane of material thought, that to express it in words 
which are the essential symbols of that material thought, is to drag it from 
its spiritual level, and practically to ruin it. 

Your remarks have doubtless a depth in them greater than the well of 
Democritus, but I am no diver, physical or mental. I must positively 
decline to take a header into the waters of your occult metaphysics. 
Embody the dream in words,-but I have done that. What does it mea". 
I cannot grasp it i I come for help to you who ruled my dream. 

I? Have I not already informed you that it was your own Higher 
Ego whom you disguised with my physical or rather astral apparel, and 
that before you had had the courtesy to ask my permission. 

All right. We admit that. Proceed. 
But I do not know if my interpretation of your vision is the true one. 

There are so many ways of interpreting a dream like yours which will 
differ according to the mental and physical idiosyncrasies of the interpreter. 

Very well. Give me your interpretation. 
I judge that the darkness which you described in the beginning of 

your dream, was symbolic of the mental darkness which confronts the 
candidate for occult truth at the Threshold of his journey. This darkness 
must be dissipated by the candidate himself. He must win his way to the 
light alone. None can help him. But if he call upon his Higher Self, 
as a chela for his guru, he will assuredly be heard, and by that Self be led 
into the dawn and then into the day. 

What did the staircase symbolise? 
The ascent to a higher plane. 
And my stumbling? 
Evidently the falls that the student must expect to have in his upward 

passage to it. 

• .. The Man of the Crowd." 
4 
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Good. Now for what took place in the chamber? 
There were three objects on the table which you threw into thefire. 

These were
A skuU-
The symbol of the memory of evils wrought in the past. It has to 

be killed. What is done is done. It is useless and weakening to 
anticipate their Karma by dwelling upon them. That is simply to act them 
again on the mental plane and imprint fresh pictures of them on the astral 
light. If you have skeletons in the cupboard-and who has not ?-shut 
the cupboard doors close and forget them. It is an occult maxim "look 
not behind or thou art lost." Translated into the symbology of your dream 
the maxim would run, "Throw your skull into the fire." 

But the cross--wooden and of a dirty· white colour? 
Religion. The dirtiness of the cross symbolised the present impurity 

of religion. The student of the Sacred Wisdom must belong to no 
religion or sect. His aim should be the Truth, apart from its incomplete 
presentments to men in particular forms. As for the image of yourself-

Ah yes, the little golden image. That puzzles me tremendously. 
How so ? It was yourself. 
Undeniably, but-
You have two Selves, a Higher and a Lower, have you not? 
And the image-
Was your Lower, personal Self. Our personality is apt to be sweet 

to us. It is selfishness, and it is easy to be selfish, difficult to be 
self-sacrificing. "Number I" is as precious as gold in the sight of 
the majority. "Never mind Number I," says Occultism. "Destroy your 
sense of personality,--crush it as you would a reptile under your foot
and blend yourself with the ALL. The Lower Self is a Self of insularity, 
the Higher is a Self of diffusion, including all other Selves. You cannot have 
consciousness in both. Raise it from the Lower into the Higher." 

And all that was in my dream! It was a message to me and I could 
not read it! 

The language was strange to you. 
But as I said, I had a series of three dreams. I have only told you 

the first. 
Meditate on the other two, on the lines I have used for this one. 

Analyse them Theosophically. Then you will understand. 
jASTRZEBSXI. 

-----~~~---

" HERDER has only one thought, that is the entire world." 
" LAW alone can give us freedom." 

"THB Master shows himself in limitation." 
GOETHB. 
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~bOltllbts lltt ~atnrt. 

~HERE are moments in the sweet stillness of early morning, when' 
~ strange and novel thoughts flow in upon the soul and when the 

harmonies of nature produce symphonies of music so sweet and wild, 
and withal so exquisite, that the spirit of the privileged beholder is stirred 
to its most mysterious depths and thrills with new and inexpressible 
emotions. The magic of evening is eminently soothing; it lulls the spirit, 
tired out with the trials and worries of a long day; its influence partakes of 
the nature of a narcotic, which, for the time, supplies a balm that 
smooths over the pains and big realities of the active life battle. It sleeps 
on the soul of the weary one, as moonlight sleeps on the surface of a calm 
lake, wakening only the lightest and most pleasurable ripples of reflection; 
but it can never II trouble the waters," nor call into action those energies 
that lie in the deeps, as the wind-storms do, racing over the ocean waters; 
neither can it awaken those highest energies-" noble longings for the 
strife "-the nobler will-potencies, which, in a lofty mind, cannot fail to be 
evoked by the wondrous freshness, vigour, novelty, and almost unearthly 
loveliness of an early morning scene. 

As the darkness of the night slowly merges into the first streaks of the 
sunrise lights, the beholding spirit seems to leave ita own plane of con
sciousness and to enter that of the surrounding nature-life, to commune, 
indeed, with the potencies which, above and behind all natural phenomena, 
render them beautiful, mysterious or weird. Then, too, we seem to be in 
perfect sympathy with the" unknown" (not the" unknowable ") which gives 
to all such beautiful scenes their wonderful liCe and high spirituality. 
Then it is that the spirit understands intuitively the expressive voices of 
the trees, and is more susceptible to the sweet cadences of the song of the 
stream as it rushes along over the pebbles; playfully springing up to kiss 
the leaves of some low-hanging bough or to carry from them some message 
bOl"l\.of night's lightest breeze and purest dew to old father ocean, away 
in the far distance, under the glare of the noon-day sun-to that grand old 
ocean whose murmur, too, at such a time has a deeper significance than 
usual and to the spirit rightly attuned will, in smothered roars along the 
lone shore, disclose something of" what is unknown." It is at this hour of 
early morning that one may seem to hear faint echoes of the weird 
whisperings in which the forms of nature converse during the great 
silences of the night. 

High up among the wild mountains such a scene to a sensitive spirit 
~ill be one of awe, power and indescribable grandeur. As, one byone, 
the dark giants rearing up into the unmeasured depths of the sky first 
catch a glimmer of the returning light and, as the winds, that all the long 
night through have slept on the cold solitudes of inaccessible ice-fields, 
begin again to breathe along the still, shadowed slopes, where myriads of 
pines point, like long fingers, heavenward, imparting to all they touch an 
indescribable sense of aloofness and strong beauty, of "power apart and 
inaccessible" which belongs not to the softer characteristics of the great 
midday heats-as these morning airs stir the wild grasses and pass from 
one rocky monster across intervening valleys in deepest slumber to others 
more distant still, a new sense thrills through us and we participate, as far 
as may be, in the life throbs of the great nature spirits by whom we are 
surrounded; we are raised aloft to their cool heights of repose, and almost 
gain an entrance into that spiritual and far more bealltiful world of which 
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our own is but an imperfect reflection-an image, distorted and to pass 
away. 

By the greater power that lies around us on such an occasion we are 
enabled, perhaps some of us for the first time, to comprehend the exquisite 
beauty that lies in the c.om~ined poetry and music of the wind amo~g the 
pine boughs and the majestic power freed by the cataract, the crashmg of 
rock-falls or the thunders of the snow slides. 

"These are the voices of the mountains; 
Thus they ope their snow lips 
And speak to one another 
In the primreval language lost to man." 

But another poet gifted with far deeper insight into the real essence 
and nature of things on beholding some such scene of wildness, exclaims :-

" Spirit of Nature I here! 
In this interminable wilderness 
Of worlds, at whose immensity 
Even soaring fancy staggers, 
Here is thy fitting temple. 
Yet not the lightest leaf 
That quivers to the passing breeze 
Is less instinct with thee: 
Yet not the meanest worm 
That lurks in grayes and fattens on the dead, 
Less shares thy etern.ll breath." 

The poet who gave birth to the above lines had a passing glimpse of 
a great truth, one that can only be appreciated and therefore thoroughly 
enjoyed by the Theosophist. 

Ae-ain the same sweet singer says :-
" Spirit of Nature I No I 

The pure diffusion of thy essence throbs 
Alike in everv human heart. 

• co • • 0 

Thine the Tribunal which surpasseth 
The sn01ll of human Justice, 
As God surpasses man. 
Soul of those mighty spheres 
Whose changeless paths through heaven's deep silence lie: 
Soul of that smallest being, 
The dwelling of whose life .. 
Is one faint April sun-gleam." 

He elsewhere says that 

"Every heart contains perfection's germ," 

but the whole truth in all its grandeur with the marvellous evolution of 
life from its source through all forms back again to the beginning had not 
dawned on his mind. 

So again, we find that this poet, who writes so beautifully about one 
like ~imself, creating. "Jor~s more real than liying. man,". n~ver really 
perceived that" form IS dluslve, and that the realIty IS a pnnciple which 
is independent of form." 

Nevertheless he has glimpses of highest truth; as for instance when 
he expresses the inexorable justice of the Karma which every man is'slowly 
and surely weaving for himself and his future, even as he has in the past 
brought about his present condition and circumstances. 

" And all.sufficing nature can chastise 
Those who transgress her law, she only knows 
How justly to proportion to the fault 
The punishment it merits." 

He never fully realised, though, the full meaning of the word he was 
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so fond of using and which represented what he justly worshipped without 
ever comprehending that he was worshipping in reality, not the highest, 
but only the shadow of the highest-NATURE. He saw through a gla~s 
darkly, and only in part did he grasp the great Truth that, as the author 
of" Magic, \Vhite and Black" puts it-" Nature has the same organisation 
as man, although not the same external form." 

ALGERNON BLACKWOOD. 

lEbtDSDpbv flub OCrdesiastidsm. 
(A Paper read before The Blavatsky Lodge.) 

~ 

~~ N considering the question as to the relation between Theosophy and 
d!1, Ecclesiasticism it might appear at first sight that the two are so 
utterly opposed in principle and in practice, that little remains to be said 
unless we open up the whole question as to first principles. But to do 
this, to exhibit the principles upon which that which is known as 
Theosophy is based, in contrast with those principles which have resulted 
in, and which are upheld by, our modern ecclesiastical system; to do this, 
and then to put forward the arguments which as Theosophists we should 
use in support of our particular opinions, is evidently beyond the scope of 
our efforts to-night. No doubt the question of first principles is the most 
important one; for we as Theosophists deal with principles, and leave the 
outward forms to take care of themselves. But though to-night we may 
touch incidentally upon fundamental principles, we must be content to do 
so only as bearing upon some practical questions which I shall bring before 
your notice, as to the relation between modern Theosophy and ecclesias
tical Christianity; as to our influence as Theosophists upon the Christian 
Church of the future. 

I have said that Theosophists deal with principles and leave the 
outward forms to take care of themselves, and in saying this I have struck 
the keynote of the essential difference between Theosophy and Ecclesias
ticism, between the methods of the Theosophical Society and those of the 
church. The Theosophical Society knows no distinction of race, creed, 
sex, caste, or colour; it welcomes all who have recognised the broad 
principle of the Brotherhood of Humanity, and having recognised this 
principle have been able to break through those artificial distinctions 
which separate communities, classes, and individuals. The church on the 
other hand is essentially and necessarily exclusive and intolerant; its first 
requirement as a condition of membership is a profession of belief in the 
authority of a dogma. Theosophy recognises the difference between a 
principle and the form which is but a temporary expression of that 
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principle. It recognises to the fullest extent the fact which may be plainly 
discerned on every side in the realm of nature, and in every age in the 
history of humanity, that all forms are impermanent, that they are ever 
being modified and remodified, that they have their birth, maturity, and 
death; while the principle which underlies them remains the same. Thus 
Theosophy, dealing with the religions of .the world, is tolerant towards 
every form of faith, and deals only with the fundamental principle which 
finds an expression in such a variety of forms under different external 
conditions: the principle which leads the human to look upwards towards 
the divine. Ecclesiasticism on the other hand is essentially a matter of 
forms and formulas; the church has no raisOII d'etr" save as the 
representative of a special and particular form of religion. 

Theosophy includes Ecclesiasticism in its generalizations, can regard 
it from an impartial standpoint, and assign to it its due place among other 
religious phenomena, including the various forms which Theosophy itself 
has assumed in different ages. 

But Ecclesiasticism cannot thus regard itself as a mere temporary 
phenomenon. It considers itself as the one and only divine authority, the 
outcome and representative of God's dealings with the human race from 
the foundation of the world to its final consummation. Ecclesiasticism is 
based essentially on the principle of supernatural authority; Theosophy is 
based on natural law in the spiritual world. Ecclesiasticism is the offspring 
oftheology, Theosophy of pantheology. Ecclesiasticism relies upon dogma, 
Theosophy upon reason and experience. 

These then are the poles; in these respects Theosophy and 
Ecclesiasticism are as wide apart as it is possible to separate them. 
There can be no compromise between the two; either Theosophy 
must become ecclesiastical, or Ecc1esiasticis~ must become theosophical: 
the great question for us to decide is as to which it shall be; 
shall we as Theosophists so leaven the thought of the age that the church 
will be bound to conform to the demand which we make for a recognition 
of our principles i or will Theosophy be subject to the same process of 
degradation which has followed other religious reformations, and become a 
mere exoteric religion of creeds and formulas? This I take it is the main 
question, the point of practical interest as between modern Theosophy and 
modem Ecclesiasticism, to which we must confine our attention to-night. 
The question is a narrower one even than might appear at first sight; for 
observe that the fundamental principles in respect to which Theosophy 
stands opposed to Ecclesiasticism, being so to speak the opposite poles of 
all that is related to the religious element in human nature, have existed 
and must continue to exist so long as the phenomenal world of duality 
exists. Modern Ecclesiasticism is the outcome of certain principles, of 
certain tendencies in human nature, which have produced numberless 
forms of sacerdotalism and exoteric religion in past ages; and which will 
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doubtless do the same for ages to come; for we are only in the fifth race of 
the fourth round. and moreover in the cycle of Kali Yuga. Modem 
Theosophy also is merely one of a great variety of forms which have 
appeared on the surface of human history, as an indication or expression 
of that deep current of spiritual knowledge which has been preserved 
uncorrupted from the earliest ages, though unknown and unrecognised as 
to its nature and source. Yet it is from that source that all that is 
spiritual in the history of the world has originally proceeded. We are 
accustomed to claim for Theosophy that it is the root of all the great 
World Religions; that exoteric religions are merely corruptions and 
differentiations of the esoteric Wisdom Religion, or Theo-sophia. But 
we must observe that what we now call Theosophy in this sense, 
i.e., those esoteric doctrines which have thus been corrupted, are 
themselves merely temporary forms representative of higher truths and 
wider knowledge. The real spiritual source is something of which our 
modem Theosophy is merely one of a number of exoteric representations. 
Beyond Theosophy lies Occultism, and beyond that again-who shall say 
what? 

N ow it is necessary to point this out because it has an important 
bearing on the question we are considering, the more immediate question 
as to the relation of our modem Theosophy to modem Ecclesiasticism. It 
is necessary that we should take the widest possible view of both in their 
connection with human history and evolution, if we would understand the 
forces which are at work in each case; we must understand our own 
position as Theosophists in relation to the spiritual forces of the world, as 
well as the position of the church or of exoteric religions in general. 

Bear in mind then that Modem Theosophy-by which I mean those 
writings and teachings which are now called theosophical, and which has 
the Theosophical Society as a representative body-is but one of a number 
of revivals or impulses which have been sent out from the centre of the 
world's spiritual vitality, and have found an expression in various ways on 
the objective plane of history. It is a very important revival no doubt; 
so far as we who are living in the midst of it can see, it must take rank 
with the Gnosticism of the early centuries, with those teachings which 
afterwards became corrupted into ecclesiastical Christianity; and, as I 
shall presently point out, there are many resemblances between the 
present age and the early centuries of our era. It is for us to determine 
whether our revival shall share the same fate as that, whether we shall be 
able to permanently divest Christianity of its ecclesiastical garments, and 
re-instate the original teachings, or whether our movement will share the 
same deteriorating and hardening process which we trace in the formation 
of those creeds and dogmas which now go by the name of Christianity. 

The question is therefore comparatively a narrow one, but it raises 
the most important points of practical interest to those who are seeking to 
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aid the work of the Theosophical Society and the spread of Theosophical 
principles. 

Let us glance then for a moment at the phenomena of the Christian 
Church, at that system of Ecclesiasticism which professes to derive its 
authority from the person and teachings of Jesus of Nazareth, though in 
reality it is pagan in all its forms and ceremonies. To those of us who 
have really grasped the principles of Theosophy, and that profound history 
of human evolution which the Secret Doctrine discloses, the whole history 
of Ecclesiasticism, from its rise nigh upon two thousand years ago to the 
present day of its decline, is but a very small and comparatively insigni
ficant cycle in the history of the fifth Race. It is a phenomenon, a phantom 
even, a materialised spook, posing for a brief time in the seance room of 
human ignorance, as a divine and heaven-inspired messenger. As 
Theosophists we take Ecclesiasticism, along with other exoteric religious 
phenomena, as the last and lowest expression of man's spiritual instinct. 
It corresponds to the physical world of matter, to the phenomenal world of 
forms which most people call1'eal, as being the plane on which alone they 
are self-conscious, but which we have learnt to regard as the most unreal 
and illusive, as being the furthest removed from the spiritual centre which 
is the only reality. The world of form, the physical material plane, is the 
plane of illusion, because it is subject to conditions of time and space, of 
birth and death; and where birth and death operate, where all is subject 
to change and decay, there we say is no reality, but only a reflection, an 
illusive shadow. The spiritual reality which we seek lies far above the 
change and flux of human thought and physical life, and so we regard all 
external forms of religion, all temporary modes of thought, including our 
own theosophical doctrines, not as permanent realities, not as dogmas, but 
merely as limited and conditional expressions of a higher spiritual reality. 
The danger-nay, the inevitable tendency-is for this to be lost sight of. 
Just as mankind as a whole has lost sight of its spiritual origin, knows of 
the spiritual world only by vague report, and traditional hearsay, so it is 
the inevitable fate of all that is spiritual to descend into material forms, 
and lose its original purity in the world of gross matter, whether physical 
or intellectual. In the history of every religion, of every great spiritual 
revival, we trace this process, and there is no more terrible example than 
the corruption of the pure teachings of Jesus into that ecclesiastical system, 
whose history, written in fire and blood and unmentionable crimes, is the 
blackest and foulest in the long record of human evolution. 

To us, therefore, Ecclesiasticism appears as the final expression 
of that materializing process which is ever at work, the centrifugal 
principle of the universe operating on the religious element or spiritual 
instincts of humanity. Theosophy stands so much higher than Ecclesias
ticism, that we can always trace the latter back to a source which is 
purely Theosophic. The teachings of Jesus are the purest form of 
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Theosophy, and the same is the case with the teachings of Buddha and 
other great religious reformers; but they have all become overlaid and 
incrusted with traditions and customs which have well nigh obliterated 
their original purity and universality. 

Whatever, therefore, may be the claims which Ecclesiasticism makes, 
whatever may be the strength of its authority or its hold upon the masses, 
we can have no doubt as to its ultimate fate; it must follow the inevitable 
law of decay and death. And who can doubt that it has already had its 
day, that it has topped the highest point of its cycle and· is now passing 
down on the descending arc. The principles which gave rise to it will 
reappear in some new form, for they are deeply rooted in human nature; 
let us beware, however, lest that new form should be the re-materialization 
of those Theosophic principles which we are now endeavouring to teach 
the world. 

The day of the temporal power of the church is past, the days of 
church and state are numbered, and soon the church will be left to 
depend entirely upon its own inherent vitality to fight the battle with the 
accumulating forces of science and reason. Has it life and force enough to 
do this? Can the. authority of its creeds and dogmas be maintained in 
face of the world's intellectual progress, or will they be yielded one by 
one, as in the past, until the last trace of all that constituted the authority 
which it wielded has been wrested from it? 

And observe, as one of the signs of the times, that these questions are 
not merely being asked by independent thinkers and writers outside of the 
church. Some of the most thoughtful men in the church itself see plainly 
that unless the old methods, the old theology, can be reconstructed and 
brought into line with modern thought, its days are numbered. The great 
question of the day in this matter is this: can the church shift the basis of 
its authority without bringing the iVhOle structure down in ruins? Or as 
Professor Drummond so ably puts it: "we must exhibit our doctrines, not 
lying athwart the lines of the world's thinking, in a place reserved, and 
therefore shunned, for the Great Exception; but in their kinship to all 
truth and in their Law-relation to the whole of Nature." For it is clearly 
seen that if the church cannot do this, its fate is already sealed. The 
authority which men demand to-day is no longer the same as that which 
held in the early days of Christianity, or even at the commencement of 
the present century, and which the church so successfully wielded in 
grasping the temporal power and dominating the thought and effort of 
centuries. The authority of the supernatural in past; the age when a 
miracle could be supposed to prove a dogma is gone; the literary 
documents and historical evidences of the church are no longer regarded as 
outside the scope of scientific and literary criticism. The authority which 
is required now-a-days is the authority of natural law, the test demanded is 
that of experiment and induction. Can the church carry her cherished 
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traditions and dogmas through these opposing influences; can she show 
the authority which is demanded; can she stand the scientific test, and 
show that her dogmas are based on natural law? I think the answer to 
this question must be emphatically-No! For observe, that although the 
necessity is recognised by many men within the church itself. and although 
something has already been done to meet the demand, yet these men are a 
very small minority, and moreover the attempt is very insignificant and 
apologetic when placed in contrast with the results arrived at by indepen
dent thinkers. No doubt the old theology has been very largely modified 
by the influence of the age: the doctrine of Hell for instance has been 
very widely repudiated. But we are sometimes told that not one essential 
doctrine has been touched, or even modified by the controversies of the 
past fifty years; by which I believe we are intended to understand that the 
central doctrines of the church with regard to the personality and mission 
of Christ remain unaltered. Now this is undoubtedly true inside the 
church, but it is not true outside of it. The net result of modern criticism 
has been to divorce entirely the intellect of the age from the old theology. 
" Intelligent men refuse to take orders; intelligent men refuse to attend 
church," are the two facts which are plainly discernible by all who 
do not close their eyes. Of course we do not claim by this that there 
are no intelligent men in the church. The church has representative 
men of vast intellect and profound learning; bllt they belong to a past 
generation. What is the rising generation of clericals, we must ask? 
What are the men who now enter the church, and who will be the repre
sentative men in twenty-five or fifty years' time? Do they represent the 
intellect of the age? How many of them understand the demand which 
the age is making in respect to the Articles of Religion to which they 
subscribe? 

But apart from this we must observe, that although some apologists 
within the church are endeavouring to place the old doctrines on a new 
basis; are endeavouring to retain the old doctrines, and infuse into them a 
sanction derived from the culture of the age; the verdict of that culture is 
emphatically that no such compromise is possible; that new wine cannot 
be put into old bottles; that the doctrines themselves are obsolete and 
worn out. 

What I place before you for consideration is this: whether the age 
has not already pronounced its verdict, whether the theology of the 
supernatural is not already dead. Mind, I say the theology, not the religion 
derived therefrom. The exoteric religion and forms of worship may live 
on, long after the doctrines from which they originated have ceased to 
exist in the thought of the age. Do not be misled into thinking that the 
church will rapidly lose its influence. We who live and move in the 
atmosphere of advanced thought are perhaps too liable to over-estimate 
the immediate effect and influence of the higher and wider principles which 
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we have been able to assimilate. But the great mass of mankind is still 
either unable or unwilling to decide these questions for themselves, and 
will cling to old and accepted doctrines as the safest or easiest course. 
However absurd may appear to us the orthodox Christian doctrines in 
reference to a personal God, and the so-called" plan of salvation," we 
must not shut our eyes to the fact that these ideas-obsolete as they now 
are in the region of modern thought-have still a tremendous hold and 
influence upon the masses. Look for instance at the Roman Catholic 
church, the inflexible representative of the old theology. Its influence 
to-day is widespread and powerful; nor can we altogether class its 
devotees as ignorant and superstitious. Such a man as the late Cardinal 
Newman, a man whom we must credit with splendid intellectual power, 
and a profound desire for truth, can be pointed out as against anything we 
may say respecting the intellectual status of Roman Catholic devotees. 
No doubt it has appeared an extraordinary thing to many that such a man 
could become the champion of such a system i but I do not think that it 
is altogether inexplicable in view of the doctrine of re-incarnation and 
Karma. It is quite evident from what we know of his early thoughts and 
tendencies that he was a religious mystic by birth. The influences 
generated in his past incarnation were too strong to be overcome, and we 
may easily imagine him to have been one of those religious ascetics of the 
early or medireval ages, who were such absolute devotees to the church, 
and whose whole life was one continued self-torture for the sake of the 
dogmas which had laid such a hold upon their life. Such a Karma as this 
would generate, would appear inevitably to give a bias which would 
reassert itself in many succeeding incarnations. Can it be that we have a 
clue to this in his devotion to the old Saint, Philip Neri·, who lived 300 
years ago? 

In looking broadly at this question as to the continued influence of the 
church, it has often appeared to me that this factor of Karma comes 
largely into operation in connection with the rebirth in the present century 
of hundreds and thousands, who may have been closely associated with 
the great current of Ecclesiasticism any time during the past fifteen 
centuries or so. Looked at from one point of view the history of the 
church has been the history of a terrible psychic whirlpool or vortex, into 
which millions of souls have been drawn by their Karmic affinities and 
swept away i or tossed hither and thither among the innumerable eddies, 
as helpless as withered leaves. There is a passage in the "Voice of the 
Silence" which bears on this. "Behold the Hosts of Souls, watch how 
they hover o'er the stormy sea of human life, and how exhausted, bleeding, 
broken-winged, they drop one after other on the swelling waves. Tossed 
by the fierce winds, chased by the gale, they drift into the eddies and 
disappear within the first great vortex." And even thus appears to us 
that psychic current known as Ecclesiasticism. \Ve watch it down the 
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course of ages, and knowing what it is that gave it birth, we stand aside 
and let it pass; for our eyes are fixed upon a light which shows a broader 
nobler way, a fuller and diviner purpose than that which moulds the little 
world of sects and creeds. But still the current is strong and swift; and 
as the wheel of birth and death turns round, these souls will reappear 
again and yet again upon the surface, until their individual and collective 
Karma being exhausted, the current fails and dies away, and the history of 
Ecclesiastical Christianity becomes in its turn an ancient legend. 

There is another modern phenomenon which shows how strong the 
current is still: I refer to the Salvation Army movement. There is no 
doubt as to the strength and power of this latest revival; and it is inter
esting to us as showing the hypnotic influence which may be exercised by 
one man, who knows how to make use of certain psychic currents, though 
he may not know the real nature of the power he wields. 

We must study universal laws and principles if we wish to understand 
the phenomena of religious emotionalism in all its varied forms. If we do 
not wish to be swept away on one or other of the great currents which 
produce these phenomena, we must swim against the tide and not with it. 
It is ~o easy to drift down these currents, to go with the crowd. And observe 
that this applies to the Theosophical movement as much as to any other 
exoteric stream of thought. The current flows from and not towards its source. 
The spiritual influences which water the earth are like the rain from 
Heaven, which having fallen upon the thirsty ground, collects in rills and 
streams and rivulets; these uniting form tributaries and rivers, which 
sweep at length in mighty volume until they reach the sea, and are 
swallowed up at last in an indistinguishable chaos of waters. And 
Theosophy as a mere exoteric movement must follow the same law. At 
present it is so much nearer to the source, in that it has not yet become a 
matter of creed and faith; it is not yet confined to one channel by the 
limits of dogma and authority. Let us guard against this being done as 
long as possible; but I would not have you close your eyes to the princi
ples which must operate in the history of the Theosophical movement as 
in all such cases: to the materializing process to which every spiritual 
influence is subject, when it enters this world of forms; only let each one 
s~e to it that he does not help that process. We must use the stream as a 
means to reach its source, not as a mere method of passing easily through 
life. For if we merely drift down the current in this present life, we shall 
reappear at some lower point in our next incarnation, and so the stream 
will bear us along down the course of centuries, until it sweeps us in utter 
helplessness into the great ocean which swallows every human effort; 
wherein every system and creed and faith is lost in dark oblivion, and 
lea ves to begin all over again the cycle of our initiation. Beware of the 
broad and easy way. It is still true that many are called but few are 
chosen. It is so easy to be a conventional Christian to-day; and when 
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it becomes easy to be a conventional Theosophist, then beware of 
Theosophy. The broader the stream, the nearer it is to the sea in which 
its identity will be lost. And so it is with ecclesiastical Christianity to-day. 
It is a broad and powerful stream, but it has nearly run its course; and it 
is far removed from that spiritual source from which it started i from the 
pure teachings of Jesus of Nazareth. 

W. KINGSLAND, F.T.S. 

(To be concluded.) 

"For while one saith, I am ;of Paul; and another saith, I am of Apollos; are ye not 
carnal? Who then is Paul, and who Is A olios, but ministers through whom ye believed ? 

NnJI TlSla"",,/. 
I 

"Be humble, if thou wouldst attain unto wisdom."-Vo,ut!ftA,Si/,,,u. 

~HE Theosophical Society welcomes to its fold people of every nation, 
'®: and of every school and creed in religion and philosophy, and asks 
of none the acceptance of any dogma or the adoption of any hypothesis. 
It is new and unfashionable, at least in the West; and those who join it 
must be prepared to meet the ridicule of science and the opposition of the 
church; hence the membership will largely consist of men and women of 
independence of thought and fearlessness of expression, men and women 
with courage to stand up for their convictions. This alone is enough to 
make it certain that differences of opinion and of statement will arise, and 
that great forbearance and something more than toleration will be necessary 
if the practice of universal brotherhood is to prevail. The danger is 
increased by the wide difference in training and in modes of thought among 
those who here come together for co-operation. 

Investigation shows that many of the disputes and factions which dis
figure the history of philosophy grow from and largely consist of a difference 
of meaning attached by different writers and speakers to words in common 
use. This has been so often remarked that it seems almost superfluous to 
recur to it i but unfortunately the literature of Theosophy shows too plainly 
that it is often overlooked. Of the hundred thousand words in the English 
language only very few writers use five thousand; each sect in religion and 
each school in philosophy has its pet words and its peculiar phraseology; 
and the writings of one sect or school are not wholly intelligible to followers 
of another, until the vocabulary employed, and especially the meaning 
attached to technical terms, is mastered. 

Theosophical literature has many new technical tenns, and many old 
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ones used in new or unusual senses, derived from diverse languages, and coined 
or adapted by writers of different kinds and degrees of culture. To illus
trate, take the term ast,al light, not new in fact, but so rarely used hereto
fore as to be new to a large majority of readers. It comes from mediaeval 
times, when the corpuscular theory of light prevailed, and was an appropriate 
t:!rm to represent a subtle state of matter, similar to the hypothetical ether of 
modern science. But the word light now gives the average hearer an idea 
of undulations in matter, and is not taken to be the name of a substance or 
entity at all. What conception will such an one gain, on being told that the 
astral light contains a record of all that men think and do ? How can he 
imagine it as clInStjtuting-not merely djsclosing-a picture gallery? Or if he 
first meets it as a translation of Akasa, what impression will he receive of the· 
signification of the Hindu word? Will he not inevitably understand it to 
mean a mode of motion, and not a state of matter? 

Again, suppose one has studied modern physics just far enough to learn 
the use of the word element in chemistry, and is left to suppose, as he can 
find good authority to suppose, that ancient philosophers considered earth, 
water, fire and air to be elements in the same sense. How long would it take 
him to understand the teachings of Rama Prasad about the tlltf/as , Does 
it not almost involve a re-learning of his own tongue? When it dawns upon 
him that the sto;cne;1I of Aristotle have nothing in common with the elements 
of modern physics, I suspect he will imagine himself in a new world. 

Let me not be understood as saying that the corpuscular theory of 
light, etc., underlies the teachings of Occultism in Theosophy. Perhaps 
neither this nor the undulatory theory is wholly true, or wholly false. It 
is the fashion of the day among physicists to resolve heat, light, etc., into 
modes of motion; nay, Professor Crookes, in pursuit of II radiant matter," 
expresses the distinctions between solids, liquids and gases in terms of 
motion. It need not cause surprise if some learned doctor of science 
should gravely enunciate the proposition that matter itself is merely a 
mode of motion. On the other hand, a reaction has already commenced, 
and the doctrine of II substantialism," so-called-i.e., that heat, light, etc., 
and pre-eminently sound, are substantial entities--has a large following 
among men who call each other learned. 

With all this confusion of tongues in the discussion of physics, it were 
strange indeed if those who undertake to discuss and to teach metaphysics 
should fail to show even greater diversity in the use of language; and the 
utmost care must be exercised if one would not fall into mere verbal 
quibbling. 

There is a still deeper cause of much difference of opinion and of much 
mutual misunderstanding among us. This is the immense reach an<~ the 
wonderful involution of the subjects discussed. Every lock has seven 
keys, and every key may be turned in seven different manners, we are 
told. It follows as the night the day, that persons who suppose honestly 
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they are talking about the same thing, are often really handling different 
keys or turning the same key in a different manner. Take Akasa again for 
an example. Akasa is mentioned above as if it were only a state of matter, 
but in some of its uses it concerns an entity far other than anything that 
can properly be called material. Let us compare a few expressions about 
it, taken at random from the" Secret Doctrine II and other standard works. 

The Eternal Parent, Space-or its robes-is the source from which 
Akasa radiates. 

Ether-the gross body of Akasa, if it can be called even that-will 
cease to be hypothetical. 

Ether is one of seven aspects of Akclsa. 
Electricity, the ONE LIFE at the upper rung of being, and astral fluid 

at its lowest. 
Space (Akasa, or the noumenon of ether) has one quality, sound. 
Akclsa • • cannot be the ether of modern science. Nor is it astral 

light. 
The astral light is identical with the Hindu AHsa. 
The soul of the astral light is divine; its body is infernal. 
Some of these references appear incongruous, and even contradictory; 

but collect a mass of such quotations, and analyse and arrange them, and 
an intelligible and consistent doctrine" will appear. The purpose of this 
paper is accomplished, if it is shown that the last thing to do is to call 
statements necessarily partial into judgment as if they were exhaustive, 
and then condemn them as illogical and contradictory. Meanwhile it must 
always be borne in mind that mistakes may exist, even in our most valued 
and most reliable works. For us there is no infallible pope, and no 
infallible scripture. Indh'idually, I may as a Christian accept the Gospels 
as the inspired Word of God; as a Theosophist, I have no right so to quote 
it. My theosophical brother, who is a Brahmin, may place the same 
estimate on the Bhagavad Gita; but he can quote it to me only on its 
merits as displayed in the internal evidence of its contents. In the 
Universal Brotherhood no one speaks with authority. The highest Guru 
does not ask belief on the ground of his own knowledge, but tells the 
Lanoo to look for himself and to call nothing known which he cannot see to 
be true. The highest wisdom is as thoroughly an exact science as is 
geometry; we are enjoined to go forward no faster than we are able to 
make sure our footing. We may find it useful to take much for granted, 
as the algebraist assumes the value of the unknown quantity, but we must 
ever preserve a clear-cut distinction between what we know and what we 
take on trust, and be careful to transfer into the former category only what is 
established by unquestionable evidence. Doing this, we shall be slow to 
assert our convictions dogmatically, and shall be ever ready, not merely to 
tolerate, but to hold in respect every expression of opinion by others. 

G. A. MARSHALL, F.T.S. 
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iltbt JRagitttl ~pbnrisms of atngtnins Ilbilalttbts. 

This is the Primal Truth, 
This' is the Ultimate Truth. 

I. The Primordial Point existed before all things; not the Atom, 
even Mathematical, but Diffusive. 

The Monad was Explicit. 
The Myriad was Implicit. 
Light existed, and so also Darkness; Principle, and the end of Principle; 

All things and Nothing; it existed, and was also non-existent. 
2. The Monad moved itself in the Dyad, and through the Triad the 

Faces of the Second Light were produced. 
3. Simple Fire existed uncreated, and beneath the waters clothed 

itself with a garment of the Multiplied Created Fire. 
4. He looks back upon the Superior Fountain and has sealed the 

inferior, of a reduced type, with the Triple Countenance. 
5. The Unity has created One, and the Trinity has distinguished it 

into Three, it becomes even a Quaternary, a connexion and a medium of 
Reduction. 

6. Water at first shone forth from visible things; the Female of the 
Incubating Fire, and the Pregnant Mother of things having form. 

7. The interior was porous and various with its coverings; whose 
Belly was the Revolving skies and the inseparable Stars. 

8. The Separating Creator divided this into vast Regions, as the 
offspring was produced, the Mother disappeared. 

g. The Mother indeed brought forth Shining Sons, flowing over the 
earth of Chai, Life. 

10. These generate the Mother in the Newest forms, whose 
Fountain singeth in the Miraculous Grove. 

I I. This is the Foundation of wisdom, be thou who thou canst, thou 
Steward of the Mysteries, and Discloser. 

12. He is the Father of the Whole Creation, and the Father is 
generated from the Created Son, by the living analysis of the Son. 

Now thou hast the highest Mystery of the Generating Circle: He is 
the Son of the Son, who was the Father of the Son. 

G lory be to God alone. 

Translated/rom 'hi original Latin by W. Wynn Westcott, M.B., 
Quod scis neseis. 
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PROBLEMS OF LiFE!:. 

Ilroblmts of lift 
FROM "THE DIARY OF AN OLD PHYSICIAN." 

By N. I. PIROGOFF. 
(Translated from the Russian by H. P. B.) 

I. 
TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE. 

~ VERY cultured man in Europe and America is more or less familiar 
~ with Doctor Pirogoff's name. And our readers perhaps may 

remember what was said of this eminent Russian surgeon and 
pathologist in LUCIFER of April last-in the editorial" Kosmic Mind." 
Some quotations from his posthumous Memoirs were brought forward, to 
show how closely the views of a great man of science approximated to the 
occult teaching!; of Theosophy: e.g., his ideas on the universal mind, 
"infinite and eternal, which rules and governs the Ocean of Life," and 
also on that bugbear of the materialists-the existence in every organism, 
as also outside, in Kosmos, of a distinct Vital Force, independent of any 
chemical or physical process. It was likewise stated, that the posthumous 
publication of Doctor Pirogoff's Diary had raised a stir of amazement 
among the Russian public, and-among the Darwinists and Materialists, his 
ex-colleagues-quite a storm of indignation, as our eminent surgeon had 
hitherto been regarded as an "Agnostic," if not an out-and-out Atheist of 
Buchner's School. 

Since then we have heard it said that a few lines quoted from a man's 
writings proved nothing, and that the Theosophists had no right to affirm 
that their views had received corroboration at the hands of such a well
known man of science. Therefore, it has been decided to make lengthy 
selections from the two volumes of Doctor Pirogoff's Memoirs, and to publish 
their translations in LUCIFER. Of course the complete Diary cannot be 
translated, in order to satisfy the sceptics. Nor is it needed: as it is amply 
sufficient, in order to prove our point, to translate only those pages which 
contain the writer's intimate thoughts upon the great problems of men. 
These, consisting of detached fragments, it is intended to publish in a short 
series of articles. Moreover, an autobiography in the shape of a private 
diary, interspersed with anecdotes about events and people belonging to a 
foreign country, would interest an English reader but little. All this is 
attractive to those only who are familiar with the names mentioned, and of 
whose country the author was for over a period of thirty years the pride 
and glory. Hence only such pages of the" Diary" as bear upon what we 
call theosophical and metaphysical questions, or which are of a philo
sophical character will be translated. The value of such pages is 
enhanced tenfold for us, as having been penned by a man of science, whose 
great learning was recognised by all Europe, and whose famous achieve
ments in surgery have been so appreciated, that some of them have become 
authoritative even in England,* always so backward in recognising foreign 
-and especially Russian-merit. 

Before proceeding with our selections, it may not be out of place, 
perhaps, to say a few words about the author. 

N. I. Pirogoff was born in November, 1810, and died in the same 
month of the year 1881. Having passed the best years of his youth in the 
University of Dorpat, the very hotbed of German freethought during the 

• E'G" the operation on the tarsus of the foot, called" the Pirogoff Operation." 
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years 1830-60, he was filled, as he himself confesses, with that proud spirit 
of all-denial, embodied by Goethe in his Mephisto. "\Vherefore," he 
writes, in describing his state of mind in those early days, " wherefore, 
and to what ends need we suppose the existence of a Deity? What can it 
explain in cosmogenesis? Is not matter eternal, and should it not be so? 
Why then this useless hypothesis which explains nothing?" 

Elsewhere, however, probably years after, treating on the same 
subject, he writes in a different stram :-" Though it was a great heathen
der grosse Heide-(as Goethe was called), who said that he talked of God only 
with God himself, yet I, a Christian, following his advice, also avoid 
talking of my intimate beliCf and convictions even with those nearest and 
dearest to me: the holy to the holy." 

This accounts for the amazement experienced by those who knew 
Doctor Pirogoff most intimately, when on reading his posthumous Diary, 
they found that he had been an opponent of religion only in its forms, in its 
church and dogmas; but that ever since his thirty-ninth year he had found 
what he had craved for: namely, faith in an abstract, almost unreachable 
ideal, absolutely outside every form and ritualism. His writings show him 
to be a most profound mystic and philosopher. 

Four years after his death, Doctor Pirogoft's widow and sons gave his 
papers to be published, and the two volumes from which the following 
pages are translated were printed at the end of 1887. The first volume 
contains in full the unfinished" Diary of an Old Physician," and ends in 
the middle of a sentence, interrupted by death. An epigraph on its title 
page explains that the late author wrote it "exclusively" for himself, "yet 
not without a secret hope that, perchance, others might read it too, some 
day." "The perusal of these posthumous papers leads one to think," adds 
the Russian publisher in his Preface, "that this last work of the author was 
connected in his thoughts with his early public writings, as he added to 
his diary, etc., a sub-title already used by him some twenty years before, 
in heading his philosophical essays, namely, I The Questions (or Problems) 
of Life.''' But as the latter, collected in volume II, are almost all of a 
social and educational rather than of a metaphysical character, it is not 
proposed to treat of them for the present. 

ON A UTOBIOGRAPHIES.* 
5TH NOVEMBER, 1879. 

Why are there so few autobiographies? \Vhy such a mistrust of them? 
Surely everyone will agree with me that there is no subject worthier of 
attention than acquaintance with the inner nature of a thinking man, even 
though he has done nothing to distinguish himself in social life. 

There is a profound interest for us in the comparison of our own concepts 
with those that guide our fellow-man in his life-journey. Noone denies this; 
yet it is an old habit with us to learn all we can about others, through others. 
More is believed of what is said of a man by another man, than of what 
his own actions suggest. This is juridically true; and there are no other 
means of finding out a juridical, i.e., an outward fact. Even the modem 
physician is guided in his diagnosis by objective symptoms, that which 
he himself sees, hears, and senses, rather than by what his patient tells 
him. 

• Th~ beadings are added by the translator to separate the philosophical subjects herein 
treated. 
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Besides mistrust, there are, I think, other reasons for the scarcity of 
autobiographies. There are too few people ready to write them. Some have 
no time, while alive; others find little interest in, and would rather not look 
back and recollect, their past; others again-and these are among the most 
thoughtful-believe that having published other works, there is no need to 
write about themselves; there are also those who have really nothing: to 
say of themselves, as there are others who will do it for them. Finally, 
many are deterred from writing their lives through fear and all kinds of 
other reasons. Very naturally, in our day of scepticism, confidence in 
open confession has decreased still more than in the times of Jean Jacques 
Rousseau. It is with a smile of distrust that we read now his bold state
ment (which I so much admired, once upon a time) :-" Que I" trompette du 
jugement dem;", sonne quand elle voud,,,, je viend,ai, ce lithe a la main, devant Ie 
Souverain Juge, It je di,ai: voila ,e que je fais, ce que je filS, ce que je pensais." 
But a modem autobiography need not be a confession before the Sovereign 
Judge; nor has the Omniscient any need of our confession; yet no more 
ought a modem autobiography to be a kind of juridical act, written in 
accusation or in defence of self, before the social tribunal. It is not 
external truth alone, but the unveiling of all the inn" truth before one's 
own self, and with no object of self-condemnation or self-justification, such 
must be the aim of the autobiography of every thinking man. It is not 
the reader he has to acquaint with his personage, but first of all to make his 
own consciousness familiar with himself. And this means that the 
autobiographer has to make plain, through the analysis of his own actions, 
their motives and objects, the latter being but too often profoundly hidden 
in the innermost recesses of his soul, and, therefore, incomprehensible even 
to himself, let alone to all others. 

But now, a query: is the autobiographer able to speak the truth 
about his, and to him, past motives? Can he appreciate at its true value 
that which once guided his actions? Can he feel certain that his concepts 
were such as he describes them, and not of another kind, at that given 
moment of his existence? 

I believe that these questions must be solved variously in accordance 
with the faculties, character, and individuality of each writer. For one sure 
of himself without any vanity, there must exist also a firm conviction that 
it was just such a view and no other, that guided him when he perpetrated 
this or that action. And if I feel sure that he speaks the truth, concealing 
nothing, what more, then, can I expect? Should, then, a man who would 
learn the motives of my actions, and my ideas at the time when I did them, 
believe others and himself more than he should myself? He, or anyone 
else, can judge of the inner mechanism which propelled my actions, only 
by those same actions, or the evidence of other persons; and any opinions 
formed, by our deeds and second-hand testimony concerning the hidden, 
inner mechanism of the former, demand a certain conformity and must 
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admit of no contradictions; though indeed we all know by experience that 
very often our deeds contradict our own conceptions, beliefs and convic
tions. Very frequently too, our grandest deeds are called forth by the weak· 
est motives, and inversely i therefore in our case even conformity of testi
mony cannot be always a guarantee for the real inner truth. 

How can that critical analysis of our own acts and motives, so difficult 
even for ourselves, be said to be more accessible to others, who are entirely 
unfamiliar with our inner mental life? 

Very true, it does happen sometimes, that a stranger, a heart-reader, 
may guess better and more correctly than we can ourselves why we have 
acted so and not otherwise at some given moment of our life. It is true 
again that none of us is a judge of himself; but to discover the motive of 
our actions, a motive ~ unknown to ourselves, can be done only in two 
cases: firstly, when we dissemble and remain secretive before our own" I"i 
and secondly, when we have done something in a moment of forgetfulness 
or of irresistible impulse, and without having ascertained, beforehand, that 
which was taking place within us, at the time, and without one single 
introspective glance. And supposing the principle that no one can be his 
own judge be true, still it is so only so far as external truth is concemed
juridical truth; a magistrate or an attorney-general, can of course expose 
a hypocrite or a liar more easily than the latter would do so himself. But 
with regard to the inner truth, when we are neither hypocrites nor liars, 
there can be no better or more competent judges than we ourselves. Thus 
the whole question depends on that issue: who is the writer, who lays open 
before us his inner, soul-life; and an opinion on this, to say the least, is as 
difficult to form, as the opinion of a stranger, who undertakes the duty of 
laying open, before the world, the inner life of some public character. Even 
if the latter has been, at times, confessedly to all, a h}pocrite and a liar, 
this does not at all prove that he has ever been such. There are cases in 
our lives so fertile in contradictions, that it is precisely a liar and a hypo. 
crite who, at certain moments of his life becomes more capable of speaking 
the truth about himself than any other people who had known him only 
externally, as he appeared. There is no more contradiction in this, than 
there is in the fact, that a base man is sometimes capable of the noblest 
deed, and that the most honest of men commits at times the basest of actions. 

For whom, and why do I write all this? Upon my conscience-at 
this moment only for myself alone, out of some unaccountable inner 
necessity, though without the least desire of keeping secret from others 
that which I write. Though I have the idea of writing about myself for 
myself, and have determined not to publish this during my life, yet I have 
nothing against other people reading these memoirs when I am no more. 
And this-with my hand on my heart-not because, while I am still 
living, I dread criticism, or being laughed at, or not read at all. No I 
though I have, no small share of vanity, and do not remain inS(!Qsible to 
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the world's praise, yet my amour propre is more of an inner than of an outer 
kind. 

Moreover, I am an egotistical self-devourer*; and therefore, dread 
myself, lest the description of my inner state, read in the hearing of all, 
should be mistaken by me for vanity, for a desire to pose for originality, 
and that all this should in its turn damage that inner truth I would fain 
preserve in its greatest purity in these memoirs. As a self-devourer, 
however, I know that it is impossible to be absolutely sincere with oneself, 
even when living within, and with, that Self, on absolutely open-hearted 
terms. Occasionally and without any apparent cause for it, one is beset 
by thoughts so base and foul, that, at their bare appearance, as they 
emerge from the secret chambers of one's soul, one feels burning with 
shame, and almost persuaded at times that these thoughts are not one's 
own, but are suggested by someone else-by that basest of beings that 
lives in each of us.t It is, as the Apostle Paul said long ago, one does 
not want to do evil, but does it unwittingly. A grand truth, this! And it 
is our thoughts, our mental states that bring it out most prominently. 
One does not want to think foully, and yet one does it-and woe to him 
who does not guard himself from it in the very beginning, who fails to 
perceive and catch himself in so doing and thus stop in time. 

Thus, as so many others, I cannot, however strongly I may desire it, 
either in the past or in the present, turn my inner life inside out before me. 
With regard to the Past, I am of course unable to guarantee before 
myself that my concept of things was at a certain moment of my life, just 
as it seems to me now. And, in connection with the present, I cannot 
swear that I have succeeded in. catching the chief feature, the real esse of 
my present concepts. This is a difficult affair. One has to trace the red 
thread through all the entangled bundle of doubts and contradictions, which 
arise every time when one seeks to make the guiding thread more clear. 

And here I am, wishing to examine for myself and through myself, 
my life; to make up the sum of my aspirations and world concepts (in the 
plural, as I had several such) and to analyze the motives of my past 
actions. But stop I Stop at the start! Do not I dissemble with myself? 
Do I really wish to write but for myself? Even if I have decided to leave 
that which I have written of myself, unpublished during my lifetime, do I 
not, nevertheless, desire that it should be read some day by certain persons, 
say, for instance, by my children and a few friends. My wife will be sure 
to read this. And if I have no such desire, I still create thereby a cause 
for posing, for concealing this and the other, and for colouring facts before 
those nearest to me. This is the first thought that enters a self-absorbed 
cannibal's head. 

• In the sense of self-absorption or seif-engrossment. 
t The thoughts of the /uw,r ulf or .. personality," a being distinct from us, truly; the 

indweller of the man of flesh and but too often the sorry shadow of the /r//e and higher 
Self and Ego I [ Tra"s. ] 
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It is but right it should be so. As long as this is kept in view. there 
is hope for an efficient counteraction. Self-devouring, alone. would never 
allow me to lose sight of myself during this work with myself; and if I 
watch, I shall notice and catch myself tripping, and so will stop and allow 
no opportunity for any dissembling or secretiveness. However, I know before
hand that I do not wish to be cynically sincere, even with myself. Cleanli
ness is not only for show. It is better to lay aside. without touching them 
and subjecting them to analysis, our cynical actions in life-better, for 
one's own sake i otherwise, one might find oneself in the sewers of the soul, 
and by unclosing them, contaminate even that which it is most desirable to 
leave immaculate, and as pure as it is in reality. All of us have quite 
enough mud at the bottom of our souls; and if by descending to that 
bottom we once stir it up, it will become well-nigh impossible even for our
selves to distinguish the clean from the unclean. But, if it was such 
cynicism and soul-filth that was the motive of any action, that had in
fluenced all our after.life, then we have no choice, and we are forced to 
descend even into these very sewers. 

But. am I able to write about myself-for myself? 
One query more-what are the conditions for this? 
The chief condition is, a full sincerity with oneself. 
One thing only can I say, and it is, that I have never been secretive with 

myself; for there are people who are less sincere with themselves than 
they are with others. I do not belong to the latter category, though it did 
happen, that I confessed certain things to myself, only after having been 
frank about them with others. It is when talking openly to others about 
things done, that one begins to better realize that which takes place within 
myself; and it is often possible to learn it well, only when discussing 
oneself with another person. And it so happens that one feels ashamed 
to confess to oneself that which weighs on the soul, and one a voids it, until, 
as if by chance (though not all by .. chance," either), as in some fit of 
cynical sincerity, one blurts out to another person that, which one had 
hitherto so carefully concealed even from oneself. 

The Diary then, which I am now writing, is destined, in every case of 
insincerity with myself, to occupy the place of such a spontaneous confes
sion. or a conversation with a second person; the paper replaces the latter : 
a writing, even one's own, feels more objective than a mental dialogue with 
oneself. We become bolder before ourselves, when we write, and the 
process. moreover, keeps thoughts in order. preventing them from wander
ing and scattering on every side. While writing, the main thought becomes 
like unto a thread, and it spins out easier from the brain, than it does 
during our mental reflections alone. 

Hence in this Diary, I hope to be as sincere, yea, and far sincerer even, 
with myself, than in my most hearty effusions, even with those nearest and 
dearest to me. (To be ClJntinued.) 
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1ram H tJrbt ttnbaiJ]at of agmar libawam." 
(The Astronomer-Poet of Persia -lIth Century.) 

Alike for those who for TO-DAY prepare, 
And those that after some TO-MORROW stare, 
A Muezzin from the Tower of Darkness cries, 
" Fools! your Reward is neither Here nor There." 

Why, all the Saints and Sages who discuss'd 
Of the Two Worlds so wisely-they are thrust 
Like foolish Prophets forth; their \Vords to Scorn 
Are scatter'd and their Mouths are stopt with Dust. 

Myself when young did eagerly frequent 
Doctor and Saint, and heard great argument 
About it and about: hut evermore 
Came out by the same door where in I went. 

With them the seed of Wisdom did I sow, 
And with mine own hand wrought to make it grow; 
And this was all the Harvest that I reap'd-
"I came like \Vater, and like \Vind I go." 

Into this Universe, and Why not knowing 
Nor Whence, like Water willy-nilly flowing; 
And out of it, as \Vind along the \\'aste, 
I know not Whither, willy-nilly blowing. 

What, without asking, hither hurried Whence? 
And, without asking, Whither hurried hence! 
Oh, many a Cup of this forbidden Wine 
Must drltwn the memory of that insolence! 

Up from Earth's Centre through the Seventh Gate 
I rose, and on the Throne of Saturn sate 
And many a knot un raveI'd by the Road; 
But not the Master·knot of Human Fate. 

There was the Door to which I found no key; 
There was the Veil through which I might not see: 
Some little talk awhile of ME and THEK 
There was-and then no more of THEE and ME. 

Earth could not answer; nor the Seas that mourn 
In flowing Purple, of their Lord forlorn; 
Nor rolling Heaven, with all his signs reveal'd 
And hidden by the slave of Night and Morn. 

Then of the THEE IN ME who works behind 
The Veil, I lifted up m} hands to find 
A Lamp amid the Darkness; and I heard, 
As from Without-CO THE ME WITHIN THEE BLIND! " 

'Tis but a Tent (the Body) where takes his one day's rest 
A Sultan to the realm of Death addrest ; 
The Sultan rises, and the dark Ferrash 
Strikes, and prepares it for another Guest. 

~OOgL 
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And fear not lest Existence closing your 
Account, and mine, should know the like no more; 
The Eternal Saki from the Bowl has poured 
Millions of Bubbles like us, and will pour • 

When You and I behind the Veil are past, 
Oh, but the long, long while the World shall last, 
Which of our Coming and Departure heeds 
As the Sea's self should heed a pebble-cast. 

A Moment's Halt- a momentary taste 
Of BEING from the Well amid the Waste
And Lo! the phantom Caravan has reached 
The NOTHING it set out from-Oh, make haste! 

Would you that spangle of Existence spend 
About THE SECRET-quick about it, Friend! 
A Hair perhaps divides the False and True 
And upon what, prithee, does life depend? 

A Hair perhaps divides the False and True; 
Yes; and a single Alif were the clue-
Could you but find it-to the Treasure-house, 
And peradventure to THE MASTER too ; 

Whose secret Presence, through Creation's veins 
Running Quicksilver-like eludes your pains; 
Taking all shapes from Mall to Mahi; and 
They change and perish all-but He remains; 

A moment guess'd-then back behind the Fold 
Numerst of Darkness round the Drama roU'd 
Which, for the Pastime of Eternity, 
He doth Himself contrive, enact, behold. 

I sent my Soul through the Invisible, 
Some letter of that After-life to spell : 
And by and by my Soul return'd to me, 

, 

And answer'd, " I myself am Heav'n and Hell ,. : 

Heav'n but the Vision of fulfill'd Desire, 
And Hell the Shadow from a Soul on fire 
Cast on the Darkness into which Ourselves, 
So late emerg'd from, shall so soon expire. 

Weare no other than a moving row 
Of Magic Shadow-shapes that come and go 
Round with the Sun-illumin'd Lantern held 
In Midnight by the Master of the Show; 

But helpless Pieces of the Game he plays 
Upon this Chequer-hoard of Nights and Days; 
Hither and thither moves, and checks, and slays, 
And one by one back in the Closet lays. 

The Ball no question makes of Ayes or Noes, 
But Here or There as strikes the Player goes; 
And He that toss'd you down into the Field, 
He knows about it all-HE knows-HE knows! 
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The Moving Finger writes; and, having writ, 
Moves on: nor all your Piety nor Wit 
Shall lure it back to cancel half a Line, 
Nor all your tears wash out a Word of it. 

And that inverted Bowl they call the Sky, 
Whereunder crawling coop'd we live and die, 
Lift not your hands for It for help-for It 
As impotently moves as you or I. 

'With Earth's first clay They did the Last Man knead, 
And there of the Last Harvest sow'd the Seed: 
And the first Morning of Creation wrote 
What the Last Dawn of Reckoning shall read. 

And this I know: whether the one True Light 
Kindle to Love, or Wrath-consume me quite, 
One Flash of It within the tavern caught 
Better than in the Temple lost outright. 

(From Fitzgerald's Translation.) 

All things created Speak of him only 
Came out of chaos, As " Taou "-Perfect Reason; 
Before heaven and earth were Thus in one word 
Naught but deep silence Including his attributes: 
Reigned o'er a void He, the all-Powerful, 
Of endless immensity- He, the all-Knowing, 
Dead, for no breath The all-Pervading 
Of life had yet breathed there, Ever Existent. 
Then He, the infinite, Infinite, Boundless, 
Perfect, Immutable, N ear-yet, so far off. 
Moved through this nothingness,- Man's laws are earthly, 
He, the Creator, Nature's are Heaven-born; 
The Mother of all things, Yet one and both come 
I, in my ignorance, Alike from Great Taou, 
Knowing no name for him, The law to himself-

The centre of all law. 
CONFUCIUS (Alexander's Trans.) 

TRUST thyself I Every heart vibrates to that iron string. Accept the 
place the Divine Providence has found for you, the society of your 
contemporaries, the connexion of events. Great men have always done 
so, and confided themselves childlike to the genius of their age, betraying 
their perception that the Eternal was stirring at their heart, working 
through their hands, predominating their being. And we are now men, 
and must accept in the same spirit the same transcendent destiny; and 
not pinched in a corner, not cowards fleeing before a revolution, but 
redeemers and benefactors, pious aspirants to be noble clay plastic under 
the Almighty effort, let us advance and advance on chaos and the dark I 

EMBRSON. 
I 

" If you would escape vexation, reprove yourself liberally and others 
sparingly." 

CONFUCIUS. 

• 
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Rtbit1u.s. 
-:0:-

CONFUCIUS, THE GREAT TEACHER.* 

m NDER this heading, we have in a little over three hundred pages, the 
~ result of researches commenced more than forty years ago. A very 

difficult, and to most readers, "dry" subject has been handled in such 
a way, as to make the book exceedingly interesting from beginning to end. 
The short glimpses we are allowed of Chinese poetry, make us feel that the 
author has translated very skilfully, and created a wish for more. 

To the student of other systems of religion, it becomes evident that, 
either the old teaching which Confucius revived was common to all, or, that 
these different systems continually modified each other; the former of these 
suppositions is probably the most held. The birth signs, amongst which 
" ctlestial strains" must not be omitted, are suggestive, taking into considera
tion those relating to the birth of Christ, and Buddha. An interesting 
question, as to certain animals being extinct or fabulous, is raised by the 
author, which will have especial attraction for students of "The Secret 
Doctrine." The account of Confucius learning Music also will not be without 
suggestion. " . . . the value of music had, however, no claim to 
originality. It belonged to a tradition almost as ancient as the empire; for 
so far back as the days of the Emperor Shun, even birds and beasts were 
said to have been brought into subjection through its influence." And 
again Confucius says: "It is impossible for a vicious man to be a good 
musician." 

That Confucius had an esoteric doctrine which he taught only to the 
well-tested of his disciples is highly probable; speaking of the Yih-King, 
General Alexander says, . . • .. it is still regarded by the Chinese 
literati as the arcanum of all Knowledge; and some of them even assert 
that, to the initiated, there is no modern scientific invention which is not to 
be found in it." 

The book is well worth reading, and will serve as a useful introduction to 
deeper study, for some, and convey suggestive hints to others. "S:' 

FRANCIS BACON verslls PHANTOM CAPTAIN SHAKESPEARE.t 

I HE object of this work is, according to the preface, to re-inforce the 
evidence in favour of Mr. Donnelly'S Baconian theory of the author

ship of Shakespeare's plays. Our author begins by constructing from 
Bacon's works what might be called a Baconian mind j and shows how it 
finds its faithful reflection in Shakespeare's plays. He then institutes 
parallels between Rosicrucian literature and Lord Bacon's writings, so as 
to illustrate how the poetic language and bright imaginings of the 
playwright are but the garment of Rosicrucian thought. In the last 
chapter Bacon, as a Rosicrucian, looms upon us from the distant past as a 
true mystic who in his Atlantis had intuitions of other races and times which 
in'our day have been put into clearer language in the Stcret Doctrine; while 

• OJ Major-Gen.-ral G. G. ALEXANDER, C.B. 
Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubuer & Co., Limited. 

t By W. F. G. Wigstone. 
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throughout the book the profound meaning which naturally fell to the 
words and phrases of Shakespeare's plays when traced back to an origin 
in the ideas of Fludd, Bacon, and Thomas Vaughan, are of great interest. 
Indeed these meanings, wound from the rhythm of Shakespearean verse into 
the solid wisdom of Baconian lore, should prove equally interesting to the 
lover of and believer in the bard we knew before Donnelly and \Vigstone 
came to disturb our faith. as to those that see in him only a "Phantom 
Captain Shakespeare." How far our author has succeeded in disproving 
the existence of the Poet in favour of that of the Philosopher the public 
will be able to judge. 

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL.* 

J* R. Charles A. Watts presents us with a readable 72 pages in the 
:" h new Annual, not however that we agree with the Agnostic position 

in any degree or recognise such a profanation of the term Gnostic 
as contained in the sentence" the orthodox Gnostic or Christian theist." 
Every shade of Agnosticism is represented and definitions of the term 
given, varying from the Huxleian dictum" Agnosticism says that we know 
nothing of what may be beyond phenomena," to the advanced philosophy 
of Saladin, who writes: "I recognise no Agnosticism that is in doubt as 
to 'whether there is a God or not,' and' whether the soul is immortal or 
not.' The basis of the Agnostic philosophy is psychic Monism; its 
process is unitary devolution, the converging of all, the unification of all, 
with the Pan-theos." To notice especially one or two of the papers; Mr. 
Samuel Laing's" An Agnostic View of the Bible" is built entirely on a false 
basis as regards the central position. though his criticisms as far as they 
go are useful and a thorn in the orthodox flesh. 'J he paper by R. Bithell, 
B. Sc., Ph. D., is interesting as giving the "Fundamental Theses of 
Agnosticism." They are said to be:-

1. The foundation of all certainty is a FEELING OR SENSATION. 
II. When our attention is directed to our feelings, it gives rise to 

CONSCIOUSNESS; and any feeling or sensation on which our attention is 
steadily fixed is a FACT OF CUNSCIOUSNESS. 

III. The facts of consciousness, when accumulated and stored by the 
memory, constitute KNOWLEDGE. 

IV. All KNOWLEDGE IS RELATI\'E: it is the perception of the 
relations between our personal consciousness and the universe. 

V. BELIEF is the trust we place in our judgment on matters concerning 
which our knowledge is incomplete. 

VI. FAITH is the name we apply to those beliefs that are so strong as 
to enlist the co-operation of the will. 

The second thesis of this five-sense philosophy is especially remarkable: 
when, however, we are conscious of being conscious, things seem rather 
mixed. The author of "Agnosticism and the Church of England" 
discredits his judgment and information by thejumbled and false statement, 
"those dark sisters, humanity-negating Theosophy and Spiritualism ,. ; 
this is hardly "Agnosticism" in one sense. though perfectly so in 
another. The rest of the Annual among other things contains a review of 
Lux Mundi and two papers entitled Is Agnosticism Sound, in the second of 
which Saladin telescopes the views of Dr. Carus as set forth in the first. 

°1891, L:mdon: W. Stewart & Co., Farl'ing<!on Street, E.C. 
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A PHENOMENAL IDENTITY.* 
This novel may be briefly characterised as a school-girl's day-dream of 

theosophy. It is doubtless not meant for serious criticism, but only for 
romantic young people ofa mystical tendency. The stem actuality of the 
matter gives place to an imagined creed dished up with all that is beautiful, 
learned and wealthy. The rings formed by the stone thrown into the 
world-pond fifteen years ago, are indeed widening out and getting towards 
the shallows I 

THE RIG-VEDA-SAMHITA. 

~ MOST important work has just issued from the press by our learned 
~ brother Tookaram Tatya, the managing director and moving spirit 

of the Bombay Theosophical Publication Fund. It is no less an 
undertaking than a new edition of the" Rig-Veda-Samhita " with the well
known Bhashya or Commentary of Sayanacharya. The undertaking has 
been one of very great difficulty but has happily been brought to a successful 
issue. I t offers the following advantages which make it by far the best 
edition that has yet appeared. 

(a) It has been divided into eight volumes, each comprising an 
Ashtaica, so that the size of each is handy; it has been printed on superior 
paper with type specially cast for it; and withal, the price has been fixed 
at the very low figure of Rs. 50 (about £3 ISS.) per copy, i.e., only 
Rs. tit per volume, exclusive of postage. 

(b) The Samhita and Pada texts of the Veda as well as the text ofthe 
Bhashya have been carefully collated with manuscripts obtained from the 
Pandits of Benares, Poona, and Ratnagiri, and also from the Libraries of 
the Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society, and the Deccan College, Poona. 

(e) Copious notes have been given to illustrate the meaning of the 
Bhashya, from the Aitereya and Taiteriya Brahmanas, Nirukta, Mimansa, 
and other works, as also to point out the va,itZ leet;ones. 

(d) To the main work are added Sutras of Panini, Unadi, and Phit 
Sutras, Brihadrigvidhana and the Pisishishtha, which are essential for a 
clear comprehension in many places and are, therefore, appended for 
convenience and reference. 

The work is indeed a marvel of cheapness and both on this account 
and for its other advantages of text and reliable native scholarship, should 
rapidly find its way into the shelves of all Sanskrit scholars and public 
libraries. When it is remembered that the original price of Professor Max 
Muller's edition was £12 and that it now fetches nearly twice as much, it 
will easily be seen what a boon Mr. Tookaram Tatya has conferred on 
lovers of Sanskrit learning. 

The Rig-Veda is probably the oldest known scripture in the world, and 
the fountain head of all Sanskrit literature and Aryan religions. "It places 
before us a picture of the ideas, religious and moral, the feelings and 
customs, of the early Aryan seers, thinkers and philosophers of India, • • • 
and fills a vacuum in the history of the world which no other work does." 
We have, therefore, as lovers of all that is great in Aryavarta, very great 
pleasure in announcing this generous undertaking on which a large sum of 
money has been expended by ·our patriotic and theosophical brother, to our 
readers, and in solicitating them to make the fact widely /mown among their 
learned f,iends; and, as theosophists, in adding that .. the profits realized 
from tne sale of this work will, as in the case of similar other series, be 
devoted to the Bombay Theosophical Society's Fund for the publication of 
original Sanskrit texts and their translations, together with those of other 
popular Marathi and Hindi works of eminent Sadhus." 

Orders may be addressed to Mr. Tookaram Tatya, Managing Director, 
The Bombay Theosophical Publication Fund, Bombay. 

• By Chancie de Witt: The Minerva Pub. Co .• New York. 
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ibtll.sopbital ~tibitit.s. 

INDIA. 

Surat.-" On the 16th October a girls' school was opened in Surat, under 
the management of the Sanatan Dharma Sabha Local Branch of the T.S. 
There were 51 girls present, and the number of pupils is expected to shortly 
reach 100, for the movement is much appreciated in the high caste quarter 
of the city, where the school is situated." Our truly theosophical and phil
anthropic members of the Surat Branch also conduct a boys' school, now 
numbering 140 pupils; and in other respects, as described by Bertram 
Keightley in his last month's" Jottings in India," are doing really good 
work. "Besides the course of subjects, as laid down by Government for 
primary schools, there is daily imparted to the boys, for one hour, a system 
of moral instruction based on the precepts and ethics of Sana tan Dharma. 
The girls' school just opened is to be conducted on the same plan, everything 
sectarian or dogmatic being carefully excluded from the teachings." 

We cordially endorse the words of the correspondent to the Theosophist, 
Brother C. L. Peacocke, of the Vth Bomb. Lt. Inft., who writes: "I think 
that many dormant and wealthier branches might take example from these 
their poorer brethren in Surat, and try to make their membership in the T_S. 
more than a name." 

Nagpur.-" The Central Provinces and Berar News and Railway Gazette 
devotes over two-and-a-half columns to a report of the fifth annual meeting 
of the Nagpur Branch of the Theosophical Society. The report is very 
encouraging, and the branch evidently means work. The feature of the 
meeting was the address of Dr. Tehangir Khurshedjee Daji, General Secre
tary of the Bombay Section. The learned and amiable doctor spoke in his 
usual felicitous way, and laid great stress on the realisation of the Society's 
'First Object '-universal brotherhood." Mr. T. Herbert Wright, F.T.S., 
spoke enthusiastically of the work in America and England, and urged native 
gentlemen not to be outdone by the West in activity, and presented the 
Branch Library with a handsome gift of books, to the value of Rs. 157. 
"Mr. C. V. Nayadu, too, late Vice-President of the Cambridge Branch, 
spoke in much the same strain. Perhaps the most interesting speech of the 
evening was by a Mahomedan, as it illustrated what Brother Daji had said 
in his address, that all religions are at one in their bases. The report says: 

.. Moulvie Abdul Nubhee. an aged pensioned Mahomedan gentleman and a staunch 
advocate of the doctrine of the • Sufis,' who had specially come down from Kamptee to 
attend the Anniversary. on being introduced by the Chairman. addressed the audience in 
Hindustani, and said that every man must work out his own salvation. i.e .• Mukti which 
could only be attained by a thorough realisation of the higher states of consciousness 
connected with the three Shariras (bodies) known as the • Sthula,' • Sukshma,' and 
. Karana.' II 

Bellary.-" Mr. 1. P. Bhaskura Rajoo, Secretary of the Cowl Bazaar 
Progressive Union, of Bellary, writes to say that Brother R. Jagannathia, the 
founder of the Bellary Sanmarga Samaj, has been lecturing on Theosophy, 
for two consecutive Sundays, to very interested and appreciative audiences, 
at the Union Hall in Bellary." We are exceedingly glad to notice this use
ful work. Native pundits and lecturers are, we believe, far more capable of 
carrying on our Indian programme than any but very exceptional Westerns. 
Such men as our President-Founder who really love India, are rare. Ceylon 
has learnt to help itself, why should not India learn to do as much ?* 

• The quoted inforlQatioll is from the TIIIDIOP"isl. 
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Bertram Keightley's Tou,.-Bertram I\eightIey joined the President
Founder, on the latter's return from his Ceylon visit, at Tinnevelly and 
accompanied him to Ambasamudram, where they met with a most 
enthusiastic welcome from the member of the Branch, who had festooned 
the Albert Victor Hall with floral decorations in honour of the visitors. 
Both on their arrival gave lectures in the open air, which were translated 
into Tamil, sentence by sentence. This Branch is very active and its 
members meet every day in the reading-room, which is furnished with an 
excellent TheosophlcaJ and general library. The following evening the 
President delivered an admirable address to a large audience and was 
followed again by Bertram Keightley. On their return to Tinnevelly both 
again lectured, the" Hindu College being literally crammed" ; the Colonel's 
lecture was especially good and was much appreciated. At Madura the 
same programme was repeated to a crowded audience, and an earnest 
appeal was made for the revival of Hindu literature and learning. So 
successful was the earnest enthusiasm of the President-Founder that, on 
the proposal of the Zemindar, who was in the chair, a subsCription list 
was opened for the Adyar Library, and generously supported. The 
Colonel thence returned to Adyar, and Bertram Keightley went on to 
Kumbakonam where he met with an enthusiastic reception by the members 
of the Branch, whose name is so well known for their translations of the 
Upanishads and Puranas in the Theosophist. The next morning at 7.15 a.m., 
he lectured to a good audience, and again in the evening at 8.30 to a much 
larger one, both lectures being delivered in the Town Hall. 

CEYLON. 

The Opening of the Buddhist GMs' School. 
The Buddhists of Ceylon have taken a new departure. Hitherto their 

energy had been directed towards the welfare of the boys, for whom no less 
than forty schools had been opened within recent years under the auspices 
of the Theosophical Society. But it had been long ago pointed out by Col. 
Olcott that the Sinhalese girls should have a school of their own, where 
they might be brought up in harmony with their religious and national 
instincts. This idea was zealously worked up by a devoted Buddhist lady, 
Mrs. Weerakoon, and a band of her countrywomen, who with praiseworthy 
activity organised the Women's Educational Society, now numbering over 
1,800 members. Within one year this Society opened four girls· schools, 
the Blavatsky School at Wellewattewith above 100 children in dailyattend. 
ance, and the Girls' Schools at Kandy, Gampola, and Panedura. 

The Society has been active in a quiet, unobtrusive way without any 
aid or encouragement from Government, so that but few know anything of 
the good work being done. 

The opening of the school at Tichbourne Hall was celebrated with great 
eclat. The spacious grounds were tastefully decorated with evergreens, 
ferns, and festoons. A square pandal was run up at the entrance with the 
motto" From daughter to wife, from wife to mother." Inside, bouquets of 
flowers and garlands adorned the walls. 

Over four hundred Sinhalese ladies had their seats in the Hall, mostly 
members of the Women's Educational Society, and the grounds were 
crowded with Buddhists from Colombo and the neighbouring towns. 
Altogether there were over a thousand present. Among others we noticed 
Colonel H. S. Olcott, P.T.S.; Hon. P. Ramanathan, C.M.G.; and Miss 
Ramanathan; Dr.;. Bowles Daly, LL.D.; the Venerable H. Sumangala, 
Head Abbot; an the Reverend Heyantudure, Vice-President of the 
Vidyodaya College; Mudaliyar's L.C. Wijeshina, Tudor Rajapakse, and 
Siriwardena; Pandit Batuvantudave; A. E. Buultjens; Mr. and Mrs. 
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Simon Fernando; Mr. and Mrs. U. D. S. Gunaskera: Mr. and Mrs. De 
Abrew; Mr. and Mrs. D. N. Tillekeratne; Mrs. Livera; Mrs. Weerakoon: 
Messrs. \Vijeyesekera, Gunawardene, Dhammapala; the Editor of the 
Bauddha Bandu, etc., etc., etc. 

The proceedings began by Pansil being given by the Head Abbot, D. 
Sumangala. The Venerable monk then spoke in the highest terms of the 
work of the \V.E.S., and wished it every success. 

Mrs. \Veerakoon, the President of the W.E.S., then addressed the 
meeting, and gave a sketchy history of the Female Education Movement 
among the Buddhists. She thanked Mrs. Rajapakse, Lama Ettena, Patron 
of the Society, for her generous support, and Colonel Olcott and Mrs. 
Susan A. English, of America, for their sympathy and services. Miss 
M. E. D. Silva, the Assistant Secretary, next read a report of the work 
done, giving statistics of Branches, Schools, etc. 

The Chairman read letters from his Excellency the Governor, and 
from the Director of Public Instruction, expressing regret at being unable 
to be present, and sympathising with the Educational Movement. 

Hon. P. Ramanathan, in his speech, expressed his profound admiration 
of the good work being carried on by his countrywomen for elevating their 
sisters. They were doing their work without any help from Government. 
The women of England and America would be proud to hear of their noble 
undertaking. . He concluded by expressing his strong regard and friendship 
for Colonel Olcott, who had been labouring in Ceylon during the past ten 
years, and had endeared himself to all. The hone gentleman sat down 
amidst applause. 

Dr. Daly next addressed the meeting and dwelt on the benefits of 
female education. He was followed by Mudaliyar, L. C. Wijesinha, 
Pandit Batuvantudave, the Editor of the Bauddha Bandu, and Mr. A. E. 
Buultjens. 

The School was then declared open, and it was designated the 
" Sanghamitta .. School in honour of Princess Sanghamitta, one of the 
heroines of Buddhism, who introduced that religion to Ceylon. The 
proceedings terminated by the chanting of the Jayamangala Gatha. 

Wekada School.-On the 21st inst. Colonel Olcott visited the School and 
delivered an address to an audience of about five hundred Buddhists. 
After the speech a sum of Rs. 1,500 was raised towards the School Fund. 

Nugegoda School.-The Buddhists of this village have at last awakened 
to a sense of their duty, and taken their children from the hands of the 
missionaries. A school-room has been put up, and on the opening day, 
Colonel H. S. Olcott, Dr. Daly, A. S. Buultjens, and a party of the 
Theosophists went over there at the invitation of the School Committee, 
and the Colonel opened the School. The collection towards the School 
Fund realised on the spot was Rs. 350. \Ve wish the School all success. 

Ratnapura School.-The Ratamahatmeyas of this District are evidently 
not friends of education, if we may judge from their lack of interest in their 
own school. The energetic Secretary of Ratnapura T.S. deserves credit 
for the pains he is taking about the School. There are eighty-two boys at 
present. 

Kandy Buddhist Mission.-Missionary Lecturers are sent out from time 
to time from the Kandy Branch of the Theosophical Society to preach from 
village to village. G. Dharmapala of the Kandy Mission is now on tour 
and has been lecturing at about thirty different places in Kurunegala, 
Polgahawella, Balapituja, Galle, Matara, Dickwella and Tangalla. He 
will continue his tour in the Ratnapura District. Our Buddhist brothers 
should do all in their po:wer to help the work of the Branch by receiving 
the delegates, and making arrangements for bringing together a good 
audience.-The Buddhist. 
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EUROPEAN SECTION. 

ENGLAND. 

The Thursday evening meetings of the Blavatsky Lodge are markedly 
successful at the present time, and the discussions on Theosophical 
teachings are attracting audiences of a most thoughtful character. As our 
readers know the first of this series of discussions was opened on October 9th 
by the President of the Lodge, who dealt with the subject generally, showing 
the general nature of tb e evidence for Theosophy, and the proofs offered and 
demanded. Dr. Keigh tIey followed on the succeeding evening with a 
review of the evidences from history, religions, and experiment, thus com
pleting the introductory sketch of "Theosophy and its Evidences." An 
admirable paper from G.R.S. Mead began the definite exposition, and 
dealt with the Unity of the Universe: his was the difficult task of helping 
the commencing student to obtain some idea of what is hinted at in the 
term "Absolute," and to reach some conceptions, however hazy, of the 
primal manifestations of the Eternal Life. Then came Mrs. Cooper-Oakley, 
still in the realm of metaphysics, but dealing with conceptions not quite so 
abstract, telling in wonderfully clear fashion of the Logoi and the Seven, 
as of Fohat, a concept that gave rise to much bewilderment. On the 6th 
November, Mr. Kingsland opened the section, " The Septenary in Nature," 
with the logical coherence which always makes him pleasant to listen to; 
this portion of the subject was concluded on the following Thursday by 
Mrs. Cleather, in a paper which won general praise for its lucidity and 
admirable arrangement of materials. "The Solar System and the Planetary 
Chains" occupied the evenings of Nov. 20 and 27th, W. R. Old, as the best 
astronomer in the Lodge, being told off to explain the Solar System. The 
complicated subject of the Planetary Chains gave Mr. Mead an opportunity 
of reading one of the best papers of the course, and the discussion was kept 
up far more vigorously than is usual. The 4th and 11th of December were 
devoted to the study of "Rounds on a Planetary Chain," the opening of 
the discussions falling to the lot of Mrs. Besant. 

The Lodge has commenced a series of conversaziones, to be holden on 
the first Tuesday of every month, to which all members and associates are 
cordially invited. It is hoped thus to give opportunities to members of 
making friends with each other, and so promoting that spirit of fellowship 
which should be characteristic of true Theosophy. 

The Working Women's Club at Bow is proving a great success. It has 
now over 150 names on its books, and it is a pleasant sight to see the girls 
in the evening, reading, playing games, singing, quite happy as at home, 
safe from the dangers of the streets. Mrs Lloyd, the matron, has her 
hands more than full, as she not only has to superintend everything, but is 
constantly in x:equest to play accompaniments to songs. The cheap meals 
are a great comfort to women whose wages are so low as are those of our 
East End sisters, and the midday meal of meat and two vegetables for 3d. 
is well attended. Those whose means will not stretch to so luxurious a 
repast can have a pint of soup and a thick slice of bread for Id.-a dinner by 
no means unsatisfactory on a sharp frosty day. The large dining hall 
generally sees about ISO visitors a day, between breakfast, dinner and tea. 

Theosophists would do useful service by sending short articles, suitable 
for insertion in newspapers, on Theosophical topics, to the Baroness de 
Pallandt, 36, Bryanston Street, Hyde Park, W. 

THEOSOPHY AND THE PRESS. 

The issue of Light of November 1St contains several items of 
Theosophic interest, including reviews of the October numbers of LtlCif,.,. 
and Th# Th#osophist. In the Glob, of the same date is a letter from the 
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General Secretary of the British Section, pointing out the distinctions 
between Theosophy and the Hatha Yoga system practiced by a certain 
Psycho-Religious Society. The Week~ Review gives a column to a notice 
of the October number of Lucifer, and an epitome of the chief articles 
therein. The columns of the Women's Penny Paper of 1st November and 
succeeding dates contain discussions on Women and Theosophy, arising 
from an article in the October number of Lucifer, "The future of Woman." 
The Star (which is generally posted up in Theosophical news) contains a 
short account of the recent Reception at Headquarters, as do also the Western 
Mercury and Society of 6th and 15th November respectively. The Woman's 
Tribune (America) of November 8th has an article by Miss Mills, F.T.S. 
who also contributes to the Society Times of the same date a short paper 
entitled" Thought, the Performer." The November issues of this last named 
paper are rich in Theosophic matter and include articles on "The Power 0 
Right Action," "The Romantic Love," "The Basic Hypothesis of 
Theosophy," &c. The Agnostic Journal of November 8th and succeeding 
issues contain a series of articles by Jastrzebski, a well-known contributor 
to those columns, entitled "Theosophy on the Defensive," which will 
doubtless be read with much interest by enquirers. Recent issues of the 
daily evening paper, The Echo, contain some correspondence arising from 
Sir L. Griffin's remarks on Theosophy, &c. The Western M(I1'ning News and 
the Manchester Guardian of November 12th, the Pall Mall Gazette of the 13th, 
and the Court Journal of November 15th, contain paragraphs on matters 
Theosophical, the first named a notice of LUCJjer, the three latter an 
announcement of the" Vahan," In the Commonwealth of November 13th 
is the continuation of a discussion on Theosophical Tenets in general. An 
amusing account of the Blavatskr Lodge discussion, "The Septenary in 
Nature," is inserted in thE: Star 0 November 14th, followed by a short letter 
of explanation and rectification from Mrs. Cleather, the opener of the dis
cussion. A periodical, The Tablet, has a paragraph on Dr. Bowles Daly, 
F.T.S., and his work among the Buddhists of Ceylon. Judy, the well
known comic paper, has a short poem" To those about to age" dealing with 
the" Yoghi Shastra," the rhythm where of is weak and the wit much differen
tiated. The Newcastle Week{y Chronicle of November 22nd, under the 
heading" Notes and Queries" has two contributions on dreams, one from 
" F .B.O.," based on an article on the subject in a recent number of Lucifer. 
The Week~ Review of November 29th, notices the last issue of" Theosop~'lcal 
Siftings." 

SWEDEN. 

The Society has now decided to publish a Theosophical Monthly, 
whose first number will appear next month, containing translations from 
English. and several original articles. The price is 3Kr. a year. We hope 
that this monthly, treating as it will of various matters of interest, will do 
a good deal for the spread of Theosophy in our country. Three thousand 
copies of the first number will be distributed gratis. Our last meetings 
have been very interesting, and the long discussion on "free will " is now 
closed, several members contributing to it with papers. A translation of 
Mr. Alexander Fullerton's article, ., The Mission of Theosophy" (from The 
Path) was read by a member. The first Branch of our Swedish society has 
now been established in Gothenburg. The officers are as follows: 
Preside"t: Mr. Torsten Hedlund. Vice-President: Miss E. Westerlund. 
Secretary: Mrs. Helen Sjostedt. Treasurer: Mrs. Linda Larsson. All 
these persons are already members of the Stockholm Lodge, and we hope 
that their earnest work for Theosophy will bear good fruit. Thanks to a 
donation of English books from Countess Wachtmeister, they are able at 
once to begin with a Lending Library. 

6 
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Our ordinary drawing room receptions, given by two members, have 
begun, and are always very well attended. A.C. 

AMERICA. 

Ci"ci""ati T.S. promises a very active future, under the presidency of 
our excellent brother Dr.J. D. Buck. Notices of a new head-quarters, and 
a long list of lectures and other signs of active propaganda take up a page 
of the Path. 

Light T.S., Fort Wayne, Ind., has secured a large and central room 
for Branch work and head-quarters. 

The Brooklyn T.S. is not content with one evening a week for Lodge 
Meetings, but has added another for closer study of Theosophy. This is 
an excellent example; co-operative study and intercourse between members 
are the corner stones of the solidarity of the T.S. 

The Chicago T.S. has opened its autumn meetings in a new Hall. 
The Los A"geles T.S. have a set of commodious new rooms. 
In the 19 days from November 3rd to November 22nd, the General 

Secretary issued 4 Charters to new Branches and received applications for 
2 others. The former are the "East Los Angeles T .S.," East Los 
Angeles, Calif; the "Die Deutsche Theosophische Gesellschaft," the 
first German Branch in the United States and located at Philadelphia, Pa.; 
the "Siddartha T. S.," Vicksburg, Miss.: and the" Vishnu T. S.," 
Pittsburg, Pa. The latter are the" Keshava T. S., Boulder, Colo.," and the 
"Willamette T. S," Portland, Oregon. The" Vishnu" is the 47th Branch 
on the American roll. 

The Count Wachtmeister has visited San Diego, Calif., and delivered 
an address to a meeting in the Unitarian Church. About 300 were present. 
the largest audience ever assembled in San Diego for Theosophical 
purposes. At a reception given to the Count, he charmed the guests with 
his musical skill, and accounts are coming East of it and of him. 

The Theosophical Headquarters and Library of the Pacific Coast have 
been forced by growth to seek larger rooms, and are now at 103, Park 
A venue, San Francisco. The next course of public lectures on Theosophy 
has been announced, 9 in number, and including very varied topics. 

In November Path the General Secretary invited Theosophists to send a 
Christmas gift to Adyar. In less than two weeks he received $200, one 
cheque being for $150, and the sum was forwarded to Col. Olcott on the 
11th. In the past three months the General Secretary has sent to Adyar 
$867 and the total" remittances there during th(past two years. including 
fees and dues, have been $3372! 

The very great need for a cheaper edition of Esoteric Btuidhism has at 
last been met by its issuance in the "Occult Series" of the John \V. 
Lovell Publishing Co. The former edition is $1.25; the latter is $1.00 in 
cloth and So cents in paper. . 

-----~~~---

" Study, without reflection, is waste of time; 
Reflection, without study, is dangerous." 

"The wise have no doubts, 
The virtuous no sorrows, 
The brave no fears." 

CONFUCIUS. 
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IN a leader of the Pall Mall Gazette of November 25th, headed: 

ARE WE CRUEL AS A NATION? 

SOME THOUGHTS BY THE WA.Y ON THE REA.R-GUARD ATROCITIES. 

the writer, treating of the late African exploration scandals, says: 
.. Though the African stories are the heaviest blow dealt against the reputation of 

the Anglo-Saxon race for humanity since the publishing of' Uncle Tom's Cabin,' there 
is, or appears to be, this difference between the floggings and kidnapping on the Congo 
and the cow-hiding and kidnapping in Tennessee-that whereas the inbred cruelty 
uf the Southern planters was the result of a savage system, the atrocities of the 
rear-column were isolated, single, sporadic outrages, confined to a single camp." 

He then proceeds to ask the ominous question: But is this really the 
case ? And relates a ghastly anecdote of which a young Englishman is 
the" hero," taken from the second volume of the journal of the brothers 
Jules and Edmond de Goncourt, and concludes as follows: 

"By itself the anecdote might be dismissed as a study in morbid mental anatomy. 
But ranged with the Jameson story it goes to strengthen the inference that there exists 
in the English character a strain of latent cruelty which is not sufficiently allowed for 
when we give our countrymen a free hand in new territories. Our innate love of 
bullying, repressed but always present in English schoolboys as a class, in favourable 
surroundings develops into ferocious cruelty for cruelty's sake. The deeds of the old 
buccaneers are probably the most wantonly ferocious of any recorded in recent history. 
These men, though largely recruited from other maritime nations, and from the blacks 
of Africa and the West Indies, were in the main Englishmen. Their captains, distin
guished above the rest for cruelty, were nearly all of British stock. Horrible as was 
the Spaniards' treatment of the Caribs, these Indians could be armed and trusted to 
fight to the last gasp for their Spanish masters rather than run the risk of capture by 
the buccaneers. The cruelties IDflicted by the latter after taking a settlement are 
almost incredible. Death by burning and torture was the usual fate of the prisoners; 
and it is related of one of the captains that he cut out and ate the heart of a Spaniard 
who refused to betray the place of the buried valuables of the community. But if 
these are ancient tales-not so very ancient, as history shows-what shall we say of 
the brutal bullying which still flourishes in public schools? Is this the training to 
make gentle masters of subject races? Quite recently in one of the best public 
schools in England a boy was roasted before a fire till the skin peeled off his back; 
and it is certain that were the present double supervision of masters and monitors 
relaxed our big boys would make the weaker ones' lives too miserable to be endured. 
Schoolboy bullying is a purely British institution. It is without a parallel on the 
Continent; and yet we refuse to believe that the instincts of the boy recur in the man. 
IC we do not, and dispense with that supervision of the rule of our countrymen abroad 
which we do not remit in the case of our boxs at home, we may look to a repetition of 
the Congo scandals with tolerable certainty. ' 

Of the past indeed it may be said: "Look not behind or thou art 
lost": but of the present, and thereby of the future, what? It is hardly a 
question of pitting one Western nation against another in this for they are 
all tarred with the same brush more or less. But what is important is that 
just as he who cannot recognise his own faults, is the least wise; so, that 
nation which is the most self-satisfied about its morals and qualities, has 
least claim for wisdom among its sister nations; especially if it exaggerates 
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and waxes piously indignant over the faults of the rest of the family, and 
shuts tightly its eyes to its own. Now there is no doubt whatever but that 
the most piously self-contented race in the world is the Anglo-Saxon stock: 
the slimy virus of Puritanism has still to work its way out of the system 
of our national body. We are among nations the" unco' guid," and the 
more intellectual we become, the less aware we are of our self-admiration, 
as the subtle disease strikes in from plane to plane. 

Are we cruel as a nation? YES: physically, psychically and mentally 
we are cruel. Weare selfish and unjust right through and therefore must 
in the nature of thin~s be cruel. Now how can this be changed? 
Educate! Educate! I 1 he children are our salvation. Just as the student 
of occult nature can imbue the new atoms of his body which momentarily 
replace the old ones, with less vicious tendencies and thus regenerate 
himself by moral Alchemy and attain the" Elixir of Life," so can a nation 
work its own regeneration by educating the new atoms 'of its national body, 
its children. Thus the writer of the article has put his finger right on the 
diseased spot. True it is that bullying is not so flagrant as it was, but it 
is still popular j and a "fellow" still thinks it a legitimate amusement j in 
fact a reward of virtue, for was he not" ragged" when he was a " junior" 
and so has won the prerogative in his turn with suffering. Thus the weary 
round goes on, and hate breeds hate j unfeelingness and animalism breed 
their like unceasingly, and the finer sentiments and intuitions are crushed 
out of all our children and replaced with a Spartan cruelty in which they 
ignorantly glory, rejoicing to place themselves 0[1 a a par with the 
retrograde animalism of the Red Indian. "The child is father to the 
man," and the early habits of thought and feeling continue throughout life. 
Oh the pity of it I When will the mind of the nation, its parents, guardians 
and preceptors, be strong enough to influence its millIn', when? Do you 
want proof of this reasoned ferocity? Then read the following cutting 
from Tiu Standard of November 19th: 

"EXTHAORDINARY SURGICAL OPERATION NEW YORK, NOV. 18. 

"In the Charity Hospital in New York a portion of a living dog's forelf'g has been 
grafted in a boy's leg to take the place of a bone which is wanting. The two are 
bound together, and the youth and dog lie side by side in one of the hospital cots. In 
ten or twelve day", if the dog's limb unites with the boy's, the operation will be com
plete, and the last links of flesh by which the dog is connected with the boy will be 
cut. The dog is a black spaniel, and was' placed under anresthetic,;." 

We sometimes hear it said of communities that they have" No backs 
to be thrashed and no souls to be damned": but lluy have, and when the 
rock descends it breaks them to powder. The proofs are only too 
abundant. The rock is already swaying: let us not shout too loud or we 
may bring it on our heads I 

The theorems of philosophy are to be enjoyed as much as possible as if 
they were ambrosia and nectar. For the pleasure arising from them is 
genuine, incorruptible and divine. They are also capable of producing 
magnanimity; and though they cannot make us eternal beings yet they 
enable us to obtain a scientific knowledge of eternal natures. 

If vigour of sensation is considered by us to be an eligible thing, we 
should much more strenuously endeavour to obtain prudence j for it is as 
it were the sensitive vigour of the practical intellect which we contain. And 
as through the former we are not deceived in sensible perceptions so through 
the latter we avoid false reasoning in practical affairs. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for November 
opens with the President's account of the 
foundation of the T.S. It propos of the 15th 
anniversary of the Society. This is fol
lowed by a translation of the famous 
"l\laitrayo-Upanishad of Sarna Veda" by 
the Kum6a11onalll T S., whose painstaking 
and scholarly work has now become quite 
a feature of the Tlzeosophi .• t. Those who 
fail to conceive of what is meant by Atma, 
should carefully study "Adhyaya III." 
Among other gems of occult lore we may 
select, "The Contemplation of the Ta/7JJllS 
is the transcendental method, that of 
the Shastras the middling, and that of 
the Mantras the lowest" . • • and "For 
one who longs after Salvation, the wor
ship of idols made of stone, metals, gems 
and earth, leads to rebirth and enjoyment 
(&&. of material existence). Therefore the 
ascetic should perform his own heart
'lIIOrsnip and relinquish external worship 
in order that he may not be born again." 
Seven "Tamil Proverbs" are next ex
plained in a very clever and intuitional 
paper by P. R. Venkatarama Iyer. The 
popular belief is that 2,000 years ago there 
were 18 brotherhoods of adepts in the 
Tamil country presided o\'er by 18 
Sadhoos, and that these used to meet in 
the hills of the Tinnevelly district. The 
object of these brotherhoods was to popu
larise Esoteric truths and bring them 
home to the masses, Hence it is that 
Tamil" contains a larger number of popu
lar treatises in Occultism, Alchemy, &c., 
than even Sanscrit •..• so that even in 
these degenerate days, esoteric philosophy 
is ringing in the bazaars and streets of the 
Tamil country; to those that can raise 
the symbolic veil and can understand the 
grand truths, I wisdom crieth in the 
streets' ;" and indeed the seven proverbs 
which are given as examples, fully bear 
out the statement. Professor Alexander 
Wilder's article on the" Serpent" is con
cluded, and Brother C. Kotayya contri
butes his second paper on the" II indu 
Theory of Vibration," which should be 
studied in conjunction with the learned 
papers on " Nature's Finer Forces" which 
appeared in Volume IX. In the conclu
sion of paper on the "The Religious 
Aspects of the Early Tantras of the 
Hindus" the author, K. Chakravarti, puts 
forward some arguments against" anthro
pomor{'hism" and "materialism" in re
ligion 10 favour of the so-called "Athe
ists" as against the "Deists," declaring 

that no proof of the existence of soul 
exists; with what object however it is 
difficult to see. E. D, Fawcett next reo 
views an interesting pamphlet by Dr. 
Saltzer on Buddhism and Positivism; the 
treatment of the pamphlet will, in its 
turn, no doubt, be interesting to those 
who compare the terms of Western 
thought. Those, however, who have an 
idea of the fitness of things, after reading 
Dr. S.'s companson between Buddha and 
Comte, will go in dread of meetin~ such 
head-lines as Sankaracharya fl. Smith, or 
Plato V. Jones. Mr. Gopalacharlu next 
concludes his essay on "Women in An
cient India," showing how the reform of 
Buddha endeavoured to restore women 
to their original status in the Vedic and 
Epic period, and how Brahminism again 
gained the upper hand and finally all pos
sibility of reform ceased with the Moham
medan conquest. "Man's Conquest over 
Nature ,. is an excellent paper by our re
spected brother Dr. Buck, written with all 
his customary force. The condensed reo 
port of Mr. Fawcett's Lectures 011 " The 
Evolution of Deity" deal with the con
ception of the" Absolute" and conclu
sively prove, at any rate for the student 
of the Vedanta and the reader of the 
Upanishads, the insufficiency of Western 
thought in this direction. . 

THE PATH is headed by a capital 
paper by William Main on "Evolution 
and Involution" which shows that the 
writer is a diligent student of the S~cret 
Doctrine; the circle dance of the Three 
Graces, Purusha, Prakriti, and Fohat is 
traced intelligen tly in its outline. "Japan
ese Buddhist Sects" deals with a brief 
description of twelve ofthechief Buddhist 
sects in Japan: it is a practical little expo
sition which will be useful to general 
readers. "Eusebius Urban" follows with 
a common-sense paper, entitled "Which 
is vague, Theosophy or Science?" The 
paper of course deals with the theories of 
Science and not with its obser\'ations and 
"mechanical manipulations" in which it 
is naturally supreme. Deductions drawn 
from the observation of olle sroenth only 
of the factors at work must necessarily be 
va~ue. Miss Kate Hillard is the next 
writer, who gives us another of her many 
admirable papers, treating of " Recogm
tion after Death" and disposing of the 
materialistic views of the Spiritualists by 
philosophical arguments based on the 
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analysis of the "man" as distin~uished 
from the" animal" in the" Key,' ::\Irs. 
J. Campbell Ver Planck's" Theosophical 
Catechism" deals with three of the princi
ples of Theosophy, viz., "That there is one 
universal eternal principle of Being or 
Life, from which proceeds all that exists. 

. • The absolute universality of the law 
of periodicity, or action and reaction, ebb 
and How ..•.. The identity of all souls 
with the oversoul." The wording of the 
second doctrine would seem beyond the 
cerebral capacity of even an infant Sankara· 
charya, but then, perhaps, "grown-ups" 
require some coaching as well. Bro. 
Fullerton's paper on " The ReincarnatlOg 
Part of Us" is coloured with the pigment 
of the G.A.O.T.U., which shows that Le 
Principe Create"r of the" Grand Orient" 
is not accepted even by otherwise philoso
phical minds. The puzzle about the differ
ent kinds of memory which is brought for
ward in this paper, is disposed of in our 
last editorial on II Psychic and Noetic 
Actions." The number concludes with 
some more information about the II Pilla
katuka" derived from baby lips. We 
have read nothing more charming than 
these baby utterances and hope they will 
often put in an appearance in "Tea Table 
Talk," 

Tkeoso/,hica/ Siftings, Vol. 3, No. 14, 
p'rice threepence, contains articles on 
rhe Mayas, and on It Individuality and 
Personalitv." The former of these is a 
reprint o(a Lecture gh'en at the Blavat
sky Lodge by Mdme. Le Plongeon, wife 
of the famous Central American explorer. 
The article is a most interestin~ and 
valuable one, the authoress givlOg a 
charming description of the marvellous 
discoveries made by her husband and 
herself, placing before the reader cities 
and races of vast antiquity. The con
cluding paper of this number will be 
welcomed by Theosophists in general. 
In many minds the relation of the 
Individuality and the Personality has been 
the source of much confusion. Here the 
distinction betw(;en the two is in simple 
language made perfectly clear. The 
article is an excellent one and will well 
repay most careful reading. 

The Buddhist. We are more than ever 
convinced of the worth of this industrious 
journal, which lies in the fact that it gh'es 
us the views of the Buddhists themselves 
about Buddhism. This is principally 
brought about by translations from the 
Pali, the Singhalese as a body repre
senting the Southern Church which 
occupies itself principally with the 
ethical teaching of their great Master. 
Aphorisms, proverbs, scripture-stories 

crowd every page. One of the most 
charmin~ of the Suttas in the October 
number IS called the "Dhaniya Sutta," 
and is of an amabrean character like the 
shepherd songs in the Eclogues of 
Theocritus and his imitator Virgil. 
Dhaniya is a cowherd owning large 
herds of cattle. .. One night after hiS 
day's work was finished and his cattle had 
been placed under shelter, it began to 
rain heavily. As he lay down after his 
dinner, he, through inordinate joy, began 
to sing stanzas." Buddha hearing and 
wishing to lead him in the path of 
Nibbana (:oJirvana). answers him verse 
by verse. We cannot refrain from quot
in~ the first four stanzas to show the 
beauty of the conception. 

.. I. I have finished my meal j I have 
collecud the milk j I am living peaceably on 
the bar.ks of the Mahi, surrounded by my 
wife and children j my house is roofed, the 
file is kindled. Rain on now, 0 cloud! if 
you will. Thus said the cowherd Dhani}'a. 

II 2. I am free from anger. free from stub
bornness j I am hving for a night on the banks 
of the Mahi ; my house is roofte,s, the fire is 
extinguished. Rain on now,O cloud! if you 
will. Thus said Bhagavi. 

.. 3. There are no musquitoes j the cattle 
are roaming on ground covered with rich 
grass j the cattle are able to endure the 
coming rain. Rain on now,O cloud I if you 
will. 

.. 4. My raft is bound together, and well 
made j having crossed the ftood (of existence) 
and swum through it, I have arrived at the 
other shore j there is no further use for the 
raft. R:lin on now, 0 cloud! if you will. 
Thus said Bhagavi." 

Those who want a new ethical 
philosophy to cope with the misery of 
the poor and suffering, something that 
will make them soar abo\'e the im
permanence and appearance of things, 
have they far to seek? Most of us ha\'e 
heard of the wise judgment of King 
Solomon, those, however, who would like 
to see it in its Buddhist dress should read 
the "Ummagga Jataka," There are 
also Egyptian, Thibetan, Chinese, South 
Indian and Mussalman versions, of the 
same world-story which cannot fail to 
interest al1 students of comparative reo 
ligions. Lovers ofthe" Paramita Paths" 
should study the stanzas translated by 
H. J. Mendis on "The Importance of 
Shiia." 

Le Lotus Bleu besides the usual transla
tions contains two interesting and original 
pal?ers, "Matiere et Divinite" and 
" Etude sur l'Inde." 

DtportmentOJ Branch If',,rk, Paper No. 
7. gh'es us a very creditable paper by 
Miss E. B. Hooper on" Evolution and In-
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volution," illustrated by diagrams. This is 
a study from the Secret Doc/rine and steers 
far wider of mistakes than the lucubrations 
of many older heads. 

Le Bouddhisme Eso/Jrifjue (Paris: 
Librarie de I' Art Independant; II, rue de 
la Chausce d'Antin, II, 1890. Price 
3 fro 50.) A translation of Mr. A. P. 
Sinnett's well known work by one of our 
most hard-working French theosophists, 
Mme. Cam iIIe Lemaitre, has just appeared. 
We are especially glad to welcome the 
placing of this new stone in the founda
tion of the future edifice of Theosophy 
in France. It is by such translations alone 
that we can hope for a real introduction 
of Eastern Esotericism into Europe, so 
that every effort in this direction must 
be regarded as most excellent work. The 
sub-title of Posilivis/1le Hindou, however, 
is not a very happy choice. Buddhism is 
1101 Positivism, and Esoteric Buddhism is 
not only not Positivism, but not even 
Buddhism. Esoteric Brahminism or 
Zoroastrianism, &c., would be equally 
applicable to the system expounded in 
the letters written to Mr. Sinnett. 

We have received a copy of a pamphlet 
entitled II The Practice of Altruism" with 
the sub-title of" Universal Brotherhood," 
from Bombay. A member of our active 
and energetic Branch there, has had 
5,000 copies struck off for free distribution. 
It is a reprint of a lecture delivered by 
Dr. A. Keightley at the third annual 
convention of the American Section of 
the T. S. This is excellent work. 

TIle Vahan is an exceedingly welcome 
publication. For eighteen months the 
American section has set us the good 
example of the Theosophical Forum, which 
has gone monthly to every member of the 
Section gratis. The American Section 
and its subscription are both larger than 
the British Section, but the latter, for all 
that, is not going to be outdone in activity. 
So in its usual utopian fashion, with a 
smaller membership and smalIer subscrip
tion, it has broken out into a fortDlghtly 
II Vehicle for the Interchange of Theoso
phical News and Opinions," which is sent 

free to every member on the books. The 
effort deserves the co-operation and sup
port of every member of the Section who 
IS in a position to aid it. Branch news 
and questions are required and every 
effort will be made to convince the mem
bers that the "Vahan" is essentially 
their vehicle of interchange of news and 
opiDlons. The first number contains a 
short article by H. P. B. appealing to the 
" working members" and warning them 
of the "Close of the Cycle." This is fol
lowed by interesting items of news, liter
ary and scientific, with short accounts of 
the various II activities." 

The Theosophical FortI"" No. 17, in its 
first answer tackles the question of Deva
chan, and we congratulate the editor on 
his common-sense view of the subject. 
We had better learn the root states of 
matter first before prying too closely into 
the" critical states." Q. lxxxii. ought to 
have been waste papered. The next 
question deals with emotions and the ele
vating effect of the best music. From 
one point of view every principle has its 
"emotions," the different aspects of the 
One AfotiOlI, and each again has its reflec
tion on our lowest terrestrial plane. But 
then this is not the meaning of the word 
emotion as commonly employed. All that 
is ordinarilv called II emotional" should 
be suppressed, for it goes no higher than 
the aDlmal human. The next answer is 
hardly clear in its terminology. The 
" General" is the" Higher Ego." Atma 
in Esotericism is out of all relation to 
finiteness and personality. Exoterically, 
that is to say in the Upanishads, &c., it is 
so used. 

The Golden Era of San Diego, Cala., con
tains an exceedingly good paper by Dr. 
Jerome A. Anderson, F.T.S., on Evolu
tion; it deals with that very abstruse and 
difficult subject, the "Emanation of the 
Universe" down to man; and that, too, 
in a mOl\t encouraging manner. We hope 
that it will have a wider field of cilcula
tion than that of the magazine. If it 
should be re-edited, it would be well to 
give the designation "Causeless Cause" 
to Parabrahm rather than" First Cause." 

----~~~-----

" ALL choice implies loss." 
" MAN is the only interest to man." 

" To act according to thought is troublesome." 
"THE best government is that which teaches us to govern ourselves." 

GOETHE. 
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ij!btllsopbitttl Itnbing librarits. 
THEOSOPHICAL Lending Libraries are to be found at the addresses given 
below. The list of books and terms on which they are lent will be sent by 
the respective librarians on application. 

Brighton. Mrs. S. I. Chase, 14, Stamford Road. 
Dublin. The Secretary, Dublin Theosophical Society, 105, Stephen's 

Green, South. (Books issued to Members and Associates 
only.) 

Edinburgh. A. P. Cattanach, 67, Brunswick Street. (Monday is the most 
convenient day for enquirers.) 

Liverpool. J. Hill, 17, Great George Street. (Books issued to Members 
and Associates only.) 

London. Theosophical Publication Society, 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, 
W.C. 

Philalethean Lodge, 153, Acre Lane, Brixton, S.W. Librarian, 
H. Coryn. (Open to Members and Associates.) 

East London Theosophical Library, 345, Mile End Road, E. 
Librarian, F. G. Chapman. Reading Room open every 
evening free. Meetings every Tuesday, except the first of 
the month. 

J. P. Dowling, II, York Road, Battersea. The Librarian is 
present every day except Thursday, from II to 3 and 6 to 9. 
Sundays II to 2. 

Merthyr Tydjil. Theosophical Free Library, 18, Park Place. Librarian, 
E. M. Thomas. 

Newcastle-on-T)·ne. F. Bandon aIding, 30, Hartington Street. 
Sheffield. C. J. Barker, 503, Intake Road. 

BUILDING FUND. 

Already acknowledged 
N. Allan .•.•. 
A Theosophist (to repay loan) 
A Theosophist . 
L.J.W ........ . 

£1097 14 9 
25 0 0 
50 0 0 

150 0 0 
I I 0 

Less loan repaid . . . . . . . . 
1323 15 9 

50 0 0 

£1273 15 9 
The complete balance sheet will be submitted to the Council at the next meeting, 

and wiII then be audited and printed. 

ERRATUM.-November Lucifer " article, "The Over Planes, &c.," page 204, line 
5 from top, VitpJ activity in Space, should be Vital Activity. In Space, tile matrix., &1&. 

WOXKIf'S PRlJlTlIfO SoCIKTY, Lmited, nb Great CollCIIC Sheet. Westminster. 
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The Editors do not /wid themselves responsible for any opinions, whet"er religious, 
philosophical or social, expressed in signed articles . 

.. 0 ye Lords of Truth who are cycling in eternity 
• • . save me from the annihilatio~ in this 
Region of the Two T",ths." 

EgvptilJtI .. RitNal of the Dead." 

I. 

~ HAT the world moves in cycles, and events repeat themselves o therein, is an old, yet ever new truism. It is new to most, 
firstly, because it belongs to a distinct group of occult aphorisms in 
partibus infidelium, and our present-day Rabbis and Ph:trisees will 
accept nothing coming from that Nazareth; secondly, because those 
who will swallow a camel of whatever size, provided it hails trom 
orthodox or accepted authorities, will strain and kick at the smallest 
gnat, if only its buzz comes from theosophical regions. Yet this 
proposition about the world cycles and ever-recurring events, i!) a very 
correct one. It is one, moreover, that people could easily verify for 
themselves. Of course, the people meant here are men who do 
their own thinking; not those others who are satisfied to remain, from 
birth till death, pinned, like a thistle fastened to the coat-tail of a 
country parson, to the beliefs and thoughts of the goody-goody 
majority. 

We cannot agree with a writer (was it Gilpin?) who said that the 
grandest truths are often rejected, "not so much for want of direct 
evidence, as for want of inclination to search for it". This applies 
but to a few. Nine-tenths of the people will reject the most over
whelming evidence, even if it be brought to them without any trouble 
to themselves, only because it happens to clash with their personal 
interests or prejudices; especially if it comes from unpopular quarters. 
We are living in a highly moral atmosphere, high sounding-in words. 
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Put to the test of practice, however, the morality of this age in voint 
of genuineness and reality is of the nature of the black skin of 
the" negro" minstrel: assumedJor show and pay, and washed off at 
the close of every performance. In sober truth, our opponents
advocates of official science, defenders of orthodox religion, and the 
tlltti quanti of th'e detractors of Theosophy-who claim to oppose our 
works on grounds of scientific" evidence", "public good and truth", 
strongly resemble advocates in our courts of law-miscalled of justice. 
These in their defence of robbers and murderers, forgers and adulterers, 
deem it to be their duty to browbeat, confuse and bespatter all who 
bear witness against their clients, and will ignore, or if possible, 
suppress, all evidence which goes to incriminate them. Let ancient 
Wisdom step into the witness-box herself, and prove that the goods 
found in the possession of the prisoner at the bar, were taken from 
her own strong-box; and she will find herself accused of all manner of 
crimes,Jortunate if she escape being branded as a common fraud, and 
told that she is no better than she should be. 

\\That member of our Society can wonder then, that in this our 
age, pre-eminently one of shams and shows, the "theosophists'" 
teachings so (mis-) called, seem to be the most unpopular of all the 
systems now to the fore; or that materialism and theology, science 
and modern philosophy, have arrayed themselves in holy alliance 
against theosophical studies-perhaps because all the former are based 
on chips and broken-up fragments of that primordial system. Cotton 
complains somewhere, that the "metaphysicians have been learning 
their lesson forthe last four (?)thousand years", and that" it is now high 
time that they should begin to teach something". But, no sooner is 
the possibility of such studies offered, with the complete evidence into 
the bargain that they belong to the oldest dodrine of the meta
physical philosophy of mankind, than, instead of giving them a fair 
hearing at least, the majvrity of the complainers turn away with a 
sneer and the cool remark: "Oh, you must have invented all you say 
yourself! " 

Dear ladies and gentlemen, has it ever occurred to you, how truly 
grand and almost divine would be that man or woman, who, at this 
time of the life of mankind, could invent anything, or discover 
that which had not been invented and known ages before? The 
charge of being such an inventor would only entitle the accused to the 
choicest honours. For show us, if you can, that mortal who in the 
historical cycle of our human ~ce has taught the world something 
entirely new. To the proud pretentions of this a~e, Occultism
the real Eastern Occultism, or the so-called Esoteric Doctrine-
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answers through its ablest students: Indeed all your boasted know
ledge is but the reflex action of the by-gone Past. At best, you are 
but the modern popularisers of very ancient ideas. Consciously and 
unconsciously you have pilfered from old classics and philosophers, 
who were themselves but the superficial recorders-cautious and 
incomplete, owing to the,terrible penalties for divulging the secrets of 
initiation taught during the mysteries-of the primreval Wisdom. 
Avaunt! your modern sciences and speculations are but the rechauffe 
dishes of antiquity; the dead bones (served with a sauce piquante of 
crass materialism, to disguise them) of the intellectual repasts of the 
gods. Ragon was right in saying in his Ma~onnerie Occtlite, that 
" Humanity only seems to progress in achieving one discovery after the 
other, as in truth, it only finds that which it had lost. Most of our 
modern inventions for which we claim such glory, are, after all, things 
people were acquainted with three and four thousand years back. * Lost 
to us through wars, floods and fire, their very existenc'e became 
obliterated from the memory of man. And now modern thinkers 
begin to rediscover them once more." 

Allow us to recapitulate a few of such things and thus refresh 
your memory. 

Deny, if you can, that the most important of our present sciences 
were known to the ancients. It is not Eastern literature only, 
and the whole cycle of those esoteric teachings which an over-zealous 
Christian Kabalist, in France, has just dubbed "the accursed sciences" 
-that will give you a flat denial, but profane classical literature, as 
well- The proof is easy. 

Are not physics and natural sciences but an amplified reproduc
tion of the works of Anaxagoras, of Empedocles, Democritus and 
others? All that is taught now, was taught by these philosophers 
then. For they maintained-even in the fragments of their works 
still extant-that the Universe is cum posed of eternal atoms which, 
moved by a subtle internal Fire, combine in millions of various ways. 
\Vith them, this "Fire" was the divine Breath of the Universal 
Mind, but now, it has become with the modern philosophers no better 
than a blind and senseless Force. Furthermore they taught that 
there was neither Life nor Death, but only a constant destruction of 
form, produced by perpetual physical transformations. This has now 
become by intellectJ!al transformation, that which is known as the 
physical correlation of forces, conservation of energy, law of continuity, 
and what not, in the vocabulary of modern Science. But" what's in 

o The le.lrned Belgian Mason would be nearer the mark by adding a few more 
ciphers to his four thousand years. 
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a name", or in new-fangled words and compound terms, once that the 
identity of the essential ideas is established? 

Was not Descartes indebted for his origittal theories to the old 
Masters, to Leucippus and Democritus, Lucretius. Anaxagoras and 
Epicurus? These taught that the celestial bodies were formed of a 
multitude of atoms, whose vortical motion existed from eternity; 
which met, and, rotating together, the heaviest were drawn to the 
centres, the lightest to the circumferences; each of these concretions 
was carried away in a fluidic matter, which, receiving from this rota
tion an impulse, the stronger communicated it to the weaker con
cretions. This seems a tolerably close description of the Cartesian 
theory of Elemental Vortices taken from Anaxagoras and ~ome 

others; and it does look most suspiciously like the "vortical atoms" 
of Sir W. Thomson! 

Even Sir Isaac Newton, the greatest among the great, is found 
constantly mirroring a dozen or so of old philosophers. In reading 
his works one sees floating in the air the pale images of the same 
Anaxagoras and Democritus, of Pythagoras, Aristotle, Timreus of 
Locris, Lucretius, Macrobius, and even our old friend Plutarch. All 
these have maintained one or the other of these propositions, (I) that 
the smallest of the particles of matter would be sufficient-owing to 
its infinite divisibility-to fill infinite space; (2) that there exist two 
Forces emanated from the Universal Soul, combined in numerical 
proportions (the centripetal and centrifugal" forces ", of the latter 
day scientific saints) ; (3) that there was a mutual attraction of bodies, 
which attraction causes the latter to, what we now call, gravitate and 
keeps them within their respective spheres; (4) they hinted most 
unmistakably at the relation existing between the weight and the 
density, or the quantity of matter contained in a unit of mass; and (5) 
taught that the attraction (gravitation) of the planets toward the Sun 
is in reciprocal proportion to their distance from that luminary. 

Finally, is it not a historical fact that the rotation of the Earth 
and the heliocentric system were taught by Pythagoras-not to speak 
of Hicetas, Heraclides, Ecphantus, &c.,--over 2,000 years before the 
despairing and now famous cry of Galileo, "E pur, se muove"? Did 
not the priests of Etruria and the Indian Rishis still earlier, know how 
to attract lightning, ages upon ages before even the astral Sir B. 
Franklin was formed in space? Euclid is honoured to this day
perhaps, because one cannot juggle as easily with mathematics and 
figures, as with symbols and words bearing on unprovable hypotheses. 
Archimedes had probably forgotten more in his day, than our modem 
mathematicians, astronomers, geometricians, mechanicians, hydro-
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staticians and opticians ever knew. Without Archytas, the disciple 
of Pythagoras, the application of the theory of mathematics to 
practical purposes would, perchance, remain still unknown to our 
grand era of inventions and machinery. Needless to remind the 
reader of that which the Aryans knew, as it is already recorded in the 
Theosophist and other works obtainable in India. 

Wise was Solomon in saying that " there is no new thing under 
the Sun"; and that everything that i8 " hath been already of old time, 
which was before us "-save, perhaps, the theosophical doctrines 
which the humble writer of the present is charged by some with having 
" invented". The prime origin of this (very complimentary) accusa
tion is due to the kind efforts of the S. P. R. It is the more 
considerate and kind of this" world famous, and learned Society" of 
" Researches", as its scribes seem utterly incapable of inventing 
anything original themselves-even in the way of manufacturing 
a commonplace illustration. If the inquisitive reader turns to the 
article which follows, he will have the satisfaction of finding a curious 
proof of this fact, in a reprint from old Izaak Walton's Lives, 
which our contributor has entitled" Mrs. Donne's Astral Body". Thus 
even the scientifically accurate Cambridge Dons are not, it seems, 
above borrowing from an ancient book; and not only fail to acknow
ledge the debt, but even go to the trouble of presenting it to the public 
as nell' original 11Iatter, without even the compliment of inverted commas. 
And thus-all along. 

In short, it may be said of the scientific theories, that those which 
are true are not new; and those which are new-are not true, or are 
at least, very dubious. It is easy to hide behind .. merely working 
hypotheses", but less easy to maintain their plausibility in the face 
of logic and philosophy. To make short work of a very big iubject, 
we have but to institute a brief comparison between the old and the 
new teachings. That which modern science would make us believe, 
is this: the atoms possess innate and immutable properties. That 
which Esoteric, and also exoteric, Eastern philosophy calls divine Spirit 
Substance (Purusha Prakriti) or eternal Spirit. matter, one inseparable 
from the other, modern Science calls Force and Matter, adding as we 
do (for it is a Vedantic conception), that, the two being inseparable, 
matter is but an abstraction (an illusion rather). The properties of 
matter are, by the Eastern Occultists, summed up i~, or brought down 
to, attraction and repulsion; by the Scientists, to gravitation and 
affinities. According to this teaching, the properties of complex com
binations are but the necessary results of the composition of elemen
tary properties; the most complex existences being the physico-
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chemical automata, called men. Matter from being primarily 
scattered and inanimate, begets life, sensation, emotions and 
will, after a whole series of consecutive "gropings ". The 
latter non-felicitous expression (belonging to Mr. Tyndall, forced the 
philosophical writer, DelboeuC- to criticize the English Scientist in 
very disrespectful terms, and forces us in our turn, to agree with 
the former. Matter, or anything equally conditioned, once that it is 
declared to be subject to immutable laws, camwt " grope". But this is 
a trifle when compared with dead or ina1limate matter, producing 
life, and even psychic phenomena of the highe~t mentality! 
Finally, a rigid determinism reigns over all nature. All that 
which has once happened to our automatical Universe, had to 
happen, as the future of that Universe is traced in the smallest 
of its particles or "atoms ". Return these atoms, they say, to the 
same position and order they were in at the first moment of the evolu
tion of the physical Kosmos, and the same universal phenomena will 
be repeated in precisely the same order, and the Universe will once 
more return to its present conditions. To this, logic and philosophy 
answer that it cannot be so, as the properties of the particles vary 
and are changeable. If the atoms are eternal and matter indestruct
ible, these atoms can never have been born; hence, they can have 
nothing illnate in them. Theirs is the one homogeneous (and we add 
divine) substance, while compound molecules receive their properties, 
at the beginning of the life cycles or manvantaras, from within without. 
Organisms cannot have been developed from dead or ina1limate matter, 
as, firstly, such matter does not exist, and secondly, philosophy 
proving it conclusively, the Universe is not" subjected to fatality". As 
Occult Science teaches that the universal process of differentiation 
begins anew after every period of M alta-pralaya, there is no reason to 
think that it would slavishly and blindly repeat itself. Immutable laws 
last only from the incipient to the last stage of the universal life, 
being simply the effects of primordial, intelligent and entirely free 
action. For Theosophists, as also for Dr. Pirogoff, Delboeuf and many 
a great independent modern thinker, it is the Universal (and to us 
impersonal because itzfinite) Mind, which is the true and primordial 
Demiurg. 

What better illustrates the theory of cycles, than the follov\'-ing 
fact? Nearly 700 years B.C., in the schools of Thales and Pythagoras, 
was taught the doctrine of the true motion of the earth, its form and 
the whole heliocentric system. And in 317 A.D. Lactantius, the 

o In the Rtvue Phi/osopllique of 1883, where he translates such "groping!" by 
atOIl1/tlllmts successi(s. 
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preceptor of Crispus Cresar, the son of the Emperor Constantine, is 
found teaching his pupil that the earth was a plane surrounded by the 
sky, itself composed of fire and water! Moreover, the venerable 
Church Father warned his pupil against the heretical doctrine of the 
earth's globular form, as the Cambridge and Oxford "Father Dons" 
warn their students now, against the pernicious and superstitious 
doctrines of Theosophy-such as Universal Mind, Re-incarnation and 
so on. There is a resolution tacitly accepted by the members of the 
T. S. for the adoption of a proverb of King Solomon, paraphrased for 
our daily use: "A scientist is wiser in his own conceit than seven 
Theosophists that can render a reason". No time, therefore, should 
be lost in arguing with them; but no endeavour, on the other hand, 
should be neglected to show up their mistakes and blunders. The 
scientific conceit of the Orientalists-especially of the youngest branch 
of these-the Assyriologists and the Egyptologists-is indeed 
phenomenal. Hitherto, some credit was given to the ancients-to 
their philosophers and Initiates, at any rate-of knowing a few things 
that the moderns could not rediscover. But now even the greatest 
Initiates are represented to the public as fools. Here is an instance. 
On pages 15, 16 and 17 (Introduction) in the Hibbert Lectures of 1887 
by Prof. Sayce, on The Ancient Babylonians, the reader is brought face 
to face with a conundrum that may well stagger the unsophisticated 
admirer of modern learning. Complaining of the difficulties and 
obstacles that meet the Assyriologist at every step of his studies; after 
giving "the dreary catalogue" of the formidable struggles of the 
interpreter to make sense of the inscriptions from broken fragments of 
clay tiles; the Professor goes on to confess that the scholar who has to 
read these cuneiform characters, is often likely" to put a false con
struction upon isolated passages, the context of which must be 
supplied from conjecture" (p. 14). Notwithstanding all this, the 
learned lecturer places the modern Assyriologi41t higher than the ancient 
Babylonian Initiate, in the knowledge of symbols and his own religion! 

The passage deserves to be quoted in toto: 

"It is true that many of the sacred texts were so written as to be intelligible 
only to the initiated; but the initiated were provided with keys and glosses, many of 
Dlltick ar~ in our hands (?) . . • We can penetrate into the real meaning of 
documents which to him (the ordinary Babylonian) were a sealed book. Nay, more 
than this, the researches that have been made during the last half-c~ntury into the 
creed and beliefs of the nations of the world both past and present, ha')/' gillen us a clu~ 
to the interpretation of these documents Dlhiclt rven 11t~ ini/iat~d priests did not possess." 

The above (the italics being our own) may be better appreciated 
when thrown into a syllogistic form. 

Majo-T premise: The ancient Initiates had keys and glosses to their 
esoteric texts, of whick they were the INVENTORS. 
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Minor premise: Our Orientalists have many of these keys. 
COllclllJJion; Er!lo, the Orientalists have a clue which the Initiates 

themselves did not IJ088e88! ! 
Into what were the Initiates, in such a case, initiated ?-and 

who invented the blinds, we ask. 
Few Orientalists could answer this query. \Ve are more 

gt!nerous, however; and may show in our next that, into which our 
modest Orientalists have never yet been initiated-all their alleged 
"clues" to the contrary. 

(To be continued.) 

ARts. lhmnt'.s ).sttal 11 DbJ1. 

TURNING over the pages of Walton's Lives the other day, I came 
1~ upon the following very interesting account of the apparition of a 
living person appearing to another person at a distance :-

A t this time of Mr. Donne's and his wife's living in Sir Robert's house, 
the Lord Hay was by King James sent upon a glorious embassy to the 
then French King Henry the Fourth; and Sir Robert put on a sudden 
resolution to accompany him to the French Court, and to be present 
at his audience there. And Sir Robert put on as sudden a resolution to 
subject Mr. Donne to be his companion in that journey. And this desire 
was suddenly made known to his wife, who was then with child, and 
otherwise under so dangerous a habit of body, that she professed 
an unwillingness to allow him any absence from her; saying "her 
Divining Soul boded her some ill in his absence", and therefore desired 
him not to leave her. 

This made Mr. Donne lay aside all thought of the journey, and really 
to resolve against it. But Sir Robert became restless in his persuasions 
for it, and Mr. Donne was so generous as to think he had sold his liberty 
when he received so many charitable kindnesses from him, and told his 
wife so, who did therefore with an unwilling-willingness give a faint consent 
to the journey, which was proposed to be but for two months; for about 
that time they determined their return. 

Within a few days after this resolve, the Ambassador, Sir Robert, and 
Mr. Donne left London, and were the twelfth day got all safe to Paris. 
Two days after their arrival there, Mr. Donne was left alone in that room 
in which Sir Robert and he and some other friends had dined together. 
To this place Sir Robert returned within half-an-hour; and as he left, so he 
found Mr. Donne alone, but in such an ecstacy and so altered as to his 
looks, as amazed Sir Robert to behold him; insomuch that he earnestly 
desired Mr. Donne to declare what had befallen him in the short time of 
his absence. To which Mr. Donne was not able to make a present 
answer; but after a long and perplexed pause, did at last say, " I have 
seen a dreadful vision since I saw you; I have seen my dear wife pass 
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twice by me in this room, with her ~air hanging about her shoulders, 
and a dead child in her arms: this have I seen since I saw you ". To 
which Sir Robert replied, " Sure, Sir, you have slept since I saw you, and 
this is the result of some melancholy dream, which I desire you to forget, 
for you are now awake ". To which Mr. Donne's reply was, "I cannot be 
surer than I now live, that that I have not slept since I saw you; and I am 
as sure that at her second appearance she stopped, and looked me in the 
face, and vanished". Rest and sleep had not altered Mr. Donne's opinion 
the next day; for he then affirmed this vision with a more deliberate and so 
confirmed a confidence that he inclined Sir Robert to a faint belief that the 
vision was true. It is truly said that desire and doubt have no rest; and 
it proved so with Sir Robert, for he immediately sent a servant to Drewry 
House, with a charge to hasten back and bring him word, whether Mrs. 
Donne was alive: and if alive, in what condition she was, as to her health. 
The twelfth day, the messenger returned with this account-that he found 
and left Mrs. Donne very sad and sick in her bed; and that after a long 
and dangerous labour, she had been delivered of a dead child. And upon 
examination it proved to be the same day, and about the very hour, that 
Mr. Donne affirmed he saw her pass by him in his chamber. This is a 
relation that will beget some wonder; and it well may, for most of our 
world are at present possessed with an opinion that visions and miracles 
are ceased. And though it is most certain, that two lutes being both 
strung and tuned to an equal pitch, and then one played upon, the other, 
that which is not touched, being laid upon a table, at a fit distance, will 
(like an echo to a trumpet), warble a faint audible harmony, in an'swer to 
the same tune, yet many will not believe there is such a thing as a 
sympathy of souls. 

The last clause of this quotation seems to me particularly interesting. 
On reading it my " Divining Soul" at once informed me that I have seen 
something remarkably like it elsewhere,-in the "Proceedings of the 
Society for Psychical Research" (flide Procs. S.P.R. vol. i, Pt. I, pp. 32, 
62, etc.). 

Sure enough, on turning to these interesting documents, there was the 
identical illustration, but without any note of its source and woefully 
worsened in the translation. For where Izaak Walton wrote: "two lutes 
warbling a faint audible harmony ",-the adaptors ofthe S.P.R. cannot soar 
beyond: two tuning forks humming in unison; and in their pages the 
old Angler's" sympathy of souls" is metamorphosed into "a suggested 
mode of reciprocatory psychical interaction". 

This is in itself an interesting psychical phenomenon. The question 
at once arises whether the theorisers of the S.P.R. came to consider this 
illustration and explanation of apparitions as their own through some pro
cess of fully developed "veridical hallucination ", or by the unconscious 
cerebration of the right hemisphere of the brain? 

Of course the intellectual position of the members of the S.P.R. 
precludes the possibility of what they themselves have called "conscious 
collusion, (or of such imbecility as would take the place of deceit)". After 
mature consideration, I am inclined to consider this a case of archeo
telepathical impact, acting upon the molecules of their cerebral organs of 
receptivity, and thereby producing a collective" veridical hallucination ". 

C. J. 
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ijtbtosnplnl anh its ~bibtntts. 

~ 0 more difficult work could be proposed, perhaps, to any body of tll people, than the understanding of Theosophy and the effectual 
carrying on of its propaganda. Its philosophy is more abstruse than that 
of Hegel, while it is also far more subtle, and many of its evidences 
require so much study and self-denial ere they can be estimated, that they 
will certainly remain hidden from the majority; not because they are in 
themselves incomprehensible, but because average, easy-going people have 
not the capacity of working them out. Yet the ethical teachings rest 
finally on the philosophy, and those who cannot, or will not, study the 
philosophy are reduced to accepting the ethics by themselves. These can, 
indeed, be shewn to be useful, by that most potent of all arguments, the 
argument from experience; for they are most effective in promoting 
morality, i.e., in inducing social happiness. On this utilitarian ground 
they can be taught, and can there hold their ground against any rivals in 
the same field. There they can use the conditional, but not the categorical, 
Imperative: the categorical remains veiled; the ultimate authority can be 
found only on the metaphysical heights, and those heights can be scaled 
but by the strenuous efforts of the patient and undaunted student. Each 
such student can, indeed, bear his testimony .to what he has seen and 
known, but to all, save himself, his evidence remains second-hand. Per
sonally won, it remains a personal possession, priceless indeed to him, but 
of varying value to those who hear it from him. Not on such evidence can 
Theosophy base itself in its appeal to the cultivated intelligence of the 
West, intelligence trained in the sceptical habit, and cautiously guarding 
itself against unproven assumptions. Nor let it be forgotten that the West 
has, in its own eyes, this justification: that it has freed itself from the 
bondage of superstition, and has won its intellectual victories, by the wise 
use of scepticism and the prudent suspension of judgment until assertion 
has been demonstrated to be truth. 

It is then necessary, if Theosophy is to make its way in the West, and 
to give to it the much-needed basis of the scientifically spiritual, that 
Theosophists should present to the indifferent, as to the enquirer, sufficient 
prima facie evidence that it has something valuable to impart, evidence 
which shall arouse the'attention of the one class, and attract the other into 
the investigation of its claims. The evidence must be such as can be 
examined at first hand by any person of ordinary intelligence, and it need 
not seek to establish anything more than that Theosophy is worth studying. 
Let the study be fairly begun, and the student capable of mastering its 
initial·difficulties, and its acceptance is certain, though the period of that 
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full acceptance will depend on the student's mental characteristics and the 
type of his intelligence. As Madame Blavatsky says: "Once that the 
reader has gained a clear comprehension of them [the basic conceptions on 
which the Secret Doctrine rests], and realised the light which they throw 
on every problem of life, they will need no further justification in his eyes, 
because their truth will be to him as evident as the sun in heaven "
(" Secret Doctrine", vol. i. p. 20). In order, however, that the study may 
be begun, this p,ima facie evidence must be given, and these basic concep
tions of Theosophy must be roughly outlined. Only when this is done, 
can anyone decide whether or not it is worth while to enter on the study 
and the deeper evidences of Theosophy. 

The value oj this evidence is a point to be decided e,e se,ious study is commenced. 
Often, in our Lodges, when the members are engaged in a consecutive course 
of study, a casual visitor, admitted by courtesy, will get up and suddenly 
ask, "What is the evidence on which Theo!lophy is based, and of what use 
is it?" as though a passer-by, dropping in and listening to a teacher 
instructing a mathematical class on the theory of equations, should 
suddenly challenge him to prove the use of numbers and the rationale of 
the algebraical signs. In any science, save that of Theosophy, a person 
who expected a class of students to stop, while the reasons for their study 
were explained to a stranger who knew nothing of their subject, would be 
recognised as taking up a foolish and irrational position: but in Theosophy 
we are always expected to break off our work in order to prove that we are 
not fools for doing it. And if we show any unwillingness to do this, it is at 
once taken for granted that our position is unsound, and that we are afraid 
of investigation. As a matter of fact, we have not time to justify ourselves 
to each successive visitor who may be led by curiosity to obtain from a 
member an introduction to our Lodge meetings; and it is the purpose of 
this paper to present, once for all, some of the evidences which have 
determined us to seek in Theosophy the light which, elsewhere, we have 
failed to find. 

The word" Theosophy" sometimes leads people wrong at the outset, 
giving the idea that the" Wisdom-Religion "-as it is sometimes called
postulates a personal, and therefore a limited deity. This is not the case . 
.. Divine Wisdom, Theosophia, or wisdom of the Gods, as Theogonia, 
genealogy of the Gods. The word Theos means a God in the Greek, one of 
the divine beings, certainly not • God' in the sense attached in our day to 
the term. Therefore, it is not • Wisdom of God', as translated by some, 
BUT Divine wisdom, such as that possessed by the Gods "-(" The Key to 
Theosophy" p. 1). The name is not ancient, dating only from the third 
century, being used first by Ammonius Saccas and his school. But the 
teaching itself dates back many a thousand years, unchanged in its main 
features; taught to-day in England to truth-seeking students as it was 
taught when Buddha wandered over Indian plains, or earlier still, when 
ancient Rishis guided their chelas along the path which leads to Wisdom. 
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Theosophy regards the Univ"erse as a transitory manifestation of 
Eternal Existence, the summer.day flower of an eternal unknown Root. 
That Root is the One Reality, the only Permanent among the myriad 
and fleeting phenomena which surround us on every hand, and among 
which we ourselves are numbered. From that Unity proceeds all diversity; 
into that Unity all diversity again returns. It is manifested in the atom 
as in the man, in what is spoken of as the non·living as well as in the living. 
It," the infinite and eternal Cause-dimly formulated in the 'Unconscious' 
and' Unknowable' of current European philosophy-is the rootless root of 
'all that was, is, or ever shall be "'-(" Secret Doctrine," vol. i. p. 14). 

Periodically the aspect of the Eternal Existence that we call Life 
radiates as source of the manifested Universe, the Universe being but "the 
variously differentiated aspects" of the One Life. Thus, to the Theoso
phist, the most differentiated forms are essentially one: "matter" and 
" spirit" are but the two poles of the one magnet, inseparable, not think
able as existing apart from each other. To use clumsy phraseology, spirit 
is the One Life in its early manifestations, matter is the One Life solidified: 
the objective Universe .. is, so to say, held in solution in space, to 
differentiate again and crystallise out anew" during a period of mani
festation. 

The "spirit", the" divine soul" in man is a spark of the One Life, 
undifferentiated from its parent Fire, and therefore alike for every human 
being; it is the fate of this" spark" to win self-consciousness by passing 
round the cycle of forms, and in man reaching and finally periecting self
consciousness; the fully human stage once reached, all further progress is 
a matter of personal endeavour, of conscious co· operation with the spiritual 
forces in Nature: "the pivotal doctrine of the Esoteric philosophy 
admits no privileges or special gifts in man, save those won by his own 
Ego through personal effort and merit throughout a long series of metem
pyschoses and reincarnations "-(" Secret Doctrine" vol. i. p. 17). This 
" pilgrimage of the Ego" is the central idea, so to speak, of Theosophy: 
this gaining of self-consciousness is the very object and outcome of the 
Universe: for this it was manifested, for this it exists, groaning and 
travailing in pain to perfect and bring forth the self-conscious spirit. 

This bald statement must suffice as to the teachings of Theosophy, for 
it is not the purpose of this paper to expound Theosophical ideas, but to 
set forth some prima facie evidence that Theosophy is worthy attention. 
Let us then turn to the evidence, and ere dealing with it in detail, let us 
consider the general nature of the proof that may be fairly demanded of 
anyone who is willing to study Theosophy, if it can be shown to him that 
the study is likely to be fruitful. 

Evidence must, speaking generally, be congruous with the position 
which it is sought to demonstrate. The aspect of the subject under 
consideration must govern the nature of the evidence to be submitted. 
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Problems of physical life must be demonstrated by physical evidences: 
problems of intellectual life must be demonstrated by intellectual 
evidences: and if there be the spiritual life which Theosophy posits, it 
must be demonstrated by spiritual evidences. That the proof must be 
suited to the subject is taken for granted, save where the spiritual is 
concerned: to seek to prove to a blind man the existence of colour by 
holding up coloured objects before his unseeing eyes would be considered 
absurd; but any suggestion that there may be spiritual eyes which are 
blinded in some, and that the use of those spiritual eyes may be needed for 
the discernment of certain classes of verities, is scouted as superstitious or 
fraudulent. Every psychologist recognises the difference between the 
Object and the Subject \\Torld, and in studying the subjective he knows 
that it is idle to demand objective proof. The methods suited to the 
extended world are not suitable to the un extended : but a proof addressed 
wholly to the reason is none the less cogent because it has neither form nor 
colour. And, in verity, to the trained intellect the purely intellectual proof 
has a certainty higher than that of any which appeals to the senses, 
because the senses are more easily to be deluded than the intellect, where 
the latter has been strictly trained and disciplined: so where the spiritual 
intelligence has been duly evolved and trained, it speaks with a certainty 
as much above that of the intellect, as the intellect speaks with a certainty 
above that of the senses; it judges the conclusions of the intellect as the 
intellect judges those of the senses, and utters the final word on every 
question presented for adjudication. 

The" average man" is apt to regard a physical demonstration as the 
most convincing that can be given: it appeals to the senses, and "I 
must believe the evidence of my senses" is a phrase that often drops from 
the lips of the slightly instructed person. One of the early lessons learned 
by the student of physiology is that the senses are very easily deceived, 
and are subject to various illusions and hallucinations. An instructive 
illustration of this fact was given by the ingenious Americans who saw the 
famous "basket·trick" performed by a wandering Indian: one of these 
gentlemen drew what he "saw", while the second photographed the 
various stages of the scene. The artist's drawing shewed the well·known 
succession of startling events, the camera shewed nothing. The senses 
had been led astray by "glamour", and their testimony was unreliable. 
Still, for demonstrating physical facts, physical experiments are the most 
satisfactory, and, with certain precautions, may be taken as trustworthy 
proofs. 

But physical phenomena are not relevant as proofs of intellectual and 
spiritual truths. No physical" miracle" can demonstrate a moral maxim. 
The doctrine, .. Love your enemies, do good to them that _hate )OU", is 
neither more nor less true because Buddha and Jesus could, or could not, 
cure certain diseases by means not understood by their followers. The 
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demonstration of a problem in Euclid is in no way assisted by the teacher 
being able to levitate himself, or to draw across the table to his hand 
without contact a box of mathematical instruments. He might be able to 
perform these feats and yet make a blunder in the working out of his 
demonstration; and he might be totally incapable of such performances, 
and yet be'a competent mathematical teacher. Mathematical and logical 
proofs need no physical phenomena to accredit them: they stand on their 
own ground, are tried by their appropriate tests. Many people cannot 
follow a mathematical proof; it is impertinent to dazzle them into 
acquiescence by the display of some irrelevant physical ability; if they 
cannot appreciate the force of the demonstration, they must either suspend 
their judgment on the conclusion, or accept it at second-hand, i.e., (in 
authority. They will be very foolish 1f they dmy the conclusion because 
the evidence for it is beyond their grasp; but they are perfectly justified in 
withholding their belief where they cannot understand. If some important 
line of action depends on their acceptance or rejection of the conclusion, 
then they must make their own choice between acting on authority or 
suspending action until able to understand: the responsibility is theirs, 
and the loss of non-action, if loss follow, is theirs also. The propounder of 
the proposition may fairly say: .. This is true: I cannot make the proof 
any easier for you than I have done. If you cannot see it, you only can 
decide whether or not you will act on my assurance of its truth, Such 
and such consequences will follow your rejection of the conclusion, but I 
have neither the right nor the power to enforce on you action founded 
on that which I personally know to be true, but which you do not 
understand." In Theosophy, the student will often find himself in such a 
dilemma: he will be left free either to proceed, accepting the authoritative 
conclusion provisionally or fully as a guide to action, or to decline to 
proceed, until the steps as well as the conclusion lie plainly before him. 
He will never find himself driven; but if he always stops until he has 
personally demonstrated a conclusion, he will often find himself losing 
what he might have gained by fearless confidence in teachers oft-times 
proven. 

For after all the student of Theosophy is only advised to follow the 
methods adopted by pupils in every other science. It is not the blind faith 
of the religionist in propositions that cannot be verified that is asked from 
the Theosophical student: it is the reasonable trust of a pupil in his 
master, the temporary acceptance of conclusions every one of which is to 
be demonstrated the moment the pupil's progress makes the demonstration 
intelligible. The study carries the pupil into the physical, the intellectual, 
the spiritual worlds, and in each the appropriate tests and proofs will 
be forthcoming: as physical proofs are out of court in the intel
lectual world, so physical and intellectual proofs are not available 
in the spiritual. But here again Theosophy demands nothing differ-
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ing in kind from that which is freely granted to our logicians and 
mathematicians by the physicists; as the former are unable to grant to the 
latter experimental physical evidences, so the spiritual adept is unable 
to grant to the logician and the mathematician proofs couched in 
their special intellectual forms. Not therefore is his science superstition, 
nor his knowledge folly: he stands in the realm of the Spiritual, as secure, 
nay even more secure, than they stand in "the realms of the Reason and of 
the Material. He can justify himself to them in their own worlds, by 
shewing in the Material that he knows more than the physicist of the 
powers latent in matter, and in the Rational by shewing that he knows 
more than the intellectual giants as to the workings and capacities of the 
Reason; but in his own sphere he is judged of none; he answers but to his 
Conscience and his Destiny. 

The words" Teachers", " Masters", " Adepts", imply that Theosophy, 
like all other philosophies and sciences, has its authoritative exponents: 
these form a Brotherhood, consisting of men and women of various nations, 
who by patient study and purity of life have acquired exceptional, but 
wholly natural, powers and knowledge. The Hindus speak of them as 
Mahatmas, literally co Great Souls "-great in their wisdom, great in their 
powers, great in their self-sacrifice. They are the custodians of a body of 
doctrine, handed down from generation to generation, increased by the 
work of each. Into this body of doctrine, this vast collection of 
cosmological and historical facts, no new statement is allowed entrance 
until verified by repeated investigations, reiterated experiments by different 
hands. This forms the" Secret Doctrine ", the" Wisdom-Religion ", and 
of this, from time to time, portions have been given out, and have been 
made the basis of the great philosophies, the great religions, of the world. 
By these we may essay to track our road through history, gaining, as we go, 
the evidence for the existence of this body of doctrine from ancient down to 
modern times. We will seek (a) evidence from history; (b) evidence from 
world-religions; then we will glance at (c) the evidence from experiment; 
and (d) the evidence from analogy. Thus may we hope to shew that 
Theosophy is worthy the attention of the thoughtful, and so perform the 
duty placed in our hands. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 

(To be conclflded.) 

-----~~------

"MAN'S highest virtue always is as much as possible to rule external 
circumstances, and as little as possible to let himself be ruled by them. . • 
. • • . All things without us-nay, I may add all things within us
are mere elements; but deep in the inmost shrine of our nature lies the 
creative force, which out of these can produce what they were meant to be, 
and which leaves us neither sleep nor rest, till in one way or another 
without us or within us, this product has taken shape." 
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Ilistis - ~opbia. 
(T,anslated and annotated by G.R.S.M., with additional notes by H.P.B.) 

(Continued.) 

It came to pass, therefore, that after all these things, Mary came 
forward again and adored the feet of Jesus and said: "Master, be not 
wrath with me questioning thee, for we seek every thing in earnestness and 
steadfastness. For thou hast said to us of old: • Seek and ye shall find; 
call and they shall open to you: for everyone that seeketh, shall find, and 
to everyone that calleth within, they shall open.' Now, therefore, 
Master, who is he whom I shall find? Or who is he, whom I shall call? 
Or who is he who hath the power of revealing the words on which we 
question thee? [18a] Or who is he that knoweth the power of the words 
which we search out? For in understanding (Nous lit., Mind), thou hast 
given us the understanding of Light, and thou hast given us the highest 
perception and science. Therefore, is there no one in the World of 
Human-kind, nor in the Height of the .lEons, who has the power of 
revealing to us the words which we search out, except thyself alone, who 
knowest all and art perfect in all, for I search them not out as the Men of 
the World, but we seek in the Science of the Height, which thou hast 
given unto us, and we seek also in the Region of that perfect research 
which thou hast taught us to use. Now, therefore, Master, be not wrath 
with me, but reveal to me the word which I shall ask thee." And Jesus 
answered and said: "Seek on what thou wilt, and I will reveal to thee in 
earnestness and steadfastness. AMiN, AMiN, I say unto you: I will 
reveal it to thee with joy." 

[183] And when Mary had heard the words which the Saviour said, 
she rejoiced with great joy, and becoming exceeding joyful, said to Jesus: 
, Master and Saviour, how are the Four-and-twenty Invisibles (I), and of 
what Type are they; of what appearance are they: or of what appearance 
is their Light?" And Jesus answered and said unto Mary: "What is 
there in this world which is like unto them? Or what is the Region in 
this world, which is like unto them? Now, therefore, to what shall I liken 
them? Or what shall I say concerning them? For there is nothing in this 
world with which I can compare them, nor is there any Form (eidos SC.1Upa) 
in it, which can be likened to them. Indeed there is nothing in this 
world, which is (even) like to the Heaven. AMiN I say unto you, 
every Invisible is nine times greater than the Heaven and the Sphere, 
which is above it, and the Twelve .lEons, as I already-told you on another 
occasion. Again there is no light in this W orId superior to the light 
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of the Sun. AM~N, AM~N, I say unto you: the Four-and-Twenty 
Invisibles are of a more excellent Light than the light of the Sun in this 
World ten thousand times, as I have told you before on another occasion; 
[184] fo, the Light oj tlu Sun, in its t,ue form, is not in tMs Region, since its 
Light traverses the many Veils of the Regions, but the Light of the Sun, 
in its true form, which is in the Region of the Virgin of Light, * is of 
greater radiance than the Four-and.twenty Invisibles, and the Great 
Invisible Forefather (P,opato,) , and also the other great Triple-powered 
Deity+ ten thousand times, as I have already told you on another occasion. 
Therefore, Mary, there is no Form in this World, nor any Light, nor any 
Shape like to the Four-and-twenty Invisibles, with which I may compare 
them. Yet a little while and I will lead thee and thy Brethren, thy 
Co-disciples, into all the Regions of the Height, and I will bring you into 
the three Spaces of the First Mystery up to the Sole Region of the Space 
of the Ineffable. And ye shall see all its Forms in reality without 
Similitude. And when I have brought you into the Height, ye shall see 
the Glory of those who pertain to the Height, and ye shall be in the 
greatest wonderment, and when I have brought you into the Regions of 
the Rulers of the Fate, ye shall see the Glory in which they are, and 
compared to the greatness of their extraordinary Glory, ye shall consider 
this World as the Mist of Mist, [185] and when ye gaze below into the 
World of Human-kind, it shall be as a speck of dust before you both 
because of the enormous distance with which it is separated from it, and 
of the gigantic fashion with which it transcends it. And when I have 
brought you into the Twelve JEons, ye shall see the Glory in which they 
are, and because of their great Glory, the Region of the Rulers of the Fate 
shall be considered by you as the Mist of Darkness, and shall be like a 
speck of dust before you, both because of the enormous distance with 
which it is separated from it, and of the vast fashion with which it 
transcends it, as I have already told you on another occasion. And when I 
have brought you to the Thirteenth lEon, and ye see the Glory in which 
they are; the Twelve lEons shall appear to you as the Mist of Darkness, 
and when ye have gazed at the Twelve JEons, it (the Region) shall be like 
a speck of dust before you, because of the enormous distance with which it 
is separated from it, and of the gigantic fashion with which it transcends it. 
And when I have brought you to the Region of the Midst, ye shall see the 
Glory in which they are, and the thirteenth lEon shall appear to you like 
the Mist of Darkness, [186] and ye shall gaze forth into the Twelve JEons, 
-and all the Fate, and all the Ordering, and all the Spheres and all 
their Orders shall be like a speck of dust before you, because of the 
enormous distance with which it is separated from it. And when I have 
brought you to the Region of those who pertain to the Right, ye shall see 

• In the Region of the Midst: see Lwif" No. 34 .• Table I. For the true light of the sun. 
compare See. Doct., II, 240. 

t These belong to the Thirteenth .lEon. 
2 
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the Glory in which they are, and the Region of those who pertain to the 
Midst, shall be considered by you as the Night which is in the World of 
Human-kind, and when ye look forth into the Midst, it shall be as a speck 
of dust before you for the enormous distance, with which the Region of 
those of the Right, is separated from it_ And when I bring you to the 
Land of Light, which is the Treasure of Light, so that ye may see the 
Glory, in which they are, the Region of those which pertain to the Right 
shall appear to you as the light of mid-day in the \Vorld of Human-kind, 
when the sun looks not forth, and when ye shall have gazed into the 
Region of those which pertain to the Right, it shall be as a speck of dust 
before you for the enormous distance with which it is separated from the 
Treasure of Light. And when I shall bring you to the Region of the 
Inheritances of those who have received the Mysteries of Light, so that ye 
may see the Glory of the Light in which they are, the Land of Light shall 
be considered by you as the Light of the Sun which is in the World of 
Human-kind, [187] and when ye shall have gazed into the Land of Light, 
it shall be considered by you as a speck of dust because of the enormous 
distance, with which it (that Region) is separated from the Land of Light, 
and of the magnitude with which it transcends it. * 

[And when Jesus had finished, Mary came forward and asked for 
permission to question further] ; and Jesus answered and said unto her: 
" Search on . _ . 1 will perfect you in every possibility and perfection 
from the Interior ~of Interiors to the Exterior of Exteriors, from the 
Ineffable to the Mist of Darkness, that they may call you perfections 
(Pler6mata) , perfected in all knowledge_ Now, therefore, Mary, ask on 
what thou art in search of, and I will reveal it to thee with great rejoicing 
and great joy." It came to pass, therefore, when Mary had heard these 
words which the Saviour said, that she rejoiced with great joy and said: 
Ie Master, surely the Men of the World who have received the Mysteries of 
Light, will not be superior to the Projections of the Treasure? [188] For 
I have heard thee say that: 'When I have brought you into the Region of 
those who receive the Mysteries, the Region of the Land of Light will be 
considered by you like a speck of dust because of the vast distance, by 
which it is separated from it, and because of the great Light, in which it is, 
which is the Land of Light of the Treasure, the Region of the Projections: 
surely, then, my Master, the Men who receive the Mysteries, will not be 
superior to the Land of Light in the Kingdom of Light?" And Jesus 
answered and said unto Mary: "Excellently, indeed, dost thou search out 
all things in earnestness and steadfastness; hearken then, Mary, I will 
speak with thee concerning the Accomplishment of the lEon and the 
Completion of the Evolution of the Universe.t Such would not be so, had 
I not said unto you: 'When I have brought you into the Region of the 

• See Table I., /or. cit. 
t Eve&tio: ascent or consummation. 
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Inheritances of those who shall receive the Mystery of Light, the Treasure 
of Light, [189] the Region of the Projections, shall be considered by you 
like a speck of dust and merely as the light of the day sun '. It has been 
said, then, that this shall be at the time of the Accomplishment of the 
Consummation of the Universe. The Twelve Saviours of the Treasure 
and the Twelve Orders of each of them, which Orders are the Projections 
of the Seven Voices and of the Five Trees, shall be with me in the Region 
of the Inheritances of Light, reigning as Kings with me in my Kingdom. 
Each of them shall be King over its own Projections. Each of them also 
shall be a King according to its own Glory: great according to its 
greatness and small according to its smallness. And the Saviour 
of the Projections of the First Voice shall be in the Region of 
the Souls of those who receive the first mystery of the First Mystery 
in my Kingdom. And the Saviour of the Projections of the Second 
Voice shall be in the Region of the Souls of those, who have received 
the second mystery of the First Mystery. In like manner also, the 
Saviour of the Projections of the Third Voice shall be in the Region of the 
Souls of those who receive the third mystery of the First Mystery in the 
Inheritance of Light. [190] And the Saviour of the Projections of the 
Fourth Voice shall be in the Region of the Souls of those who receive the 
fourth mystery of the First Mystery in the Inheritances of Light; and the 
Fifth Saviour of the Fifth Voice of the Treasure of Light shall be in the 
Region of the Souls of those receiving the fifth mystery of the First 
Mystery in the Inheritances of Light; and the Sixth Saviour of the 
Projections of the Sixth Voice shall be in the Region of the Souls of those 
receiving the sixth mystery of the First Mystery; and the Seventh 
Saviour of the Projections of the Seventh Voice of the Treasure of Light 
shall be in the Region of the Souls of those receiving the seventh mystery of 
the First Mystery in the Treasure of Light; and the Eighth Saviour, 
which also is the Saviour of the Projections of the First Tree of the 
Treasure of Light, shall be in the Region of the Souls of those receiving 
the eighth mystery of the First Mystery in the Inheritances of Light; [191] 
and the Ninth Saviour which is also the Saviour of the Projections of the 
Second Tree of the Treasure of Light, shall be in the Region of the Souls 
of those who receive the "inth mystery of the First Mystery in the 
Inheritances of Light; and the Tenth Saviour, which also is the Saviour 
of the Projections of the Third Tree of the Treasure of Light, shall be in 
the Regions of the Souls of those who receive the tenth mystery of the 
First Mystery in the Inheritances of Light; likewise also the Eleventh 
Saviour, which also is the Saviour of the Fourth Tree of the Treasure of 
Light, shall be in the Region of the Souls who receive the eleventh mystery 
of the First Mystery in the Inheritances of Light, and the Twelfth Saviour, 
which also is the Saviour of the Projections of the Fifth Tree of the 
Treasure of Light, shall be in the Region of the Souls of those who receive 
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the twd/tll mystery of the First Mystery in the Inheritances of Light (2). 
[192] And the Seventh Amen (? Se\'en Amens) and the Five Trees and 
the Three Amens, shall be on my right hand, reigning as Kings in the 
Inheritances of Light: and the Saviour, the Twins, which are The Child 
of the Child, and also the Nine Guardians shall remain also at my left 
hand, r<!igning as Kings in the Inheritances of Light, like as they are also 
in the Treasure of Light: and the nine Guardians of the Treasure of Light 
shall be more excellent than the Saviours in the Inheritances of Light, and 
the Twin Saviours shall be more excellent than the Nine Guardians in 
the Kingdom; and the three Amens shall be more excellent than the Twin 
Saviours in the Kingdom, and the Five Trees shall be more excellent than 
the Three Amens in the Inheritances of Light (3). And lEU and the Guar
dian of the Veil of the Great Light and the Receivers of Light and the 
two Great Leaders (Proegoumenor), and the Great Sabaoth, the Good, shall 
be Kings in the First Saviour of the First Voice of the Treasure of Light, 
[193] which (Saviour) shall be in the Region of those receiving the first 
mystery of the First Mystery. For b:u and the Guardian of the Region of 
those who pertain to the Right and Melchisedec, the Great Receiver of 
Light, and the Two Great Leaders emanated from the Select Light, 
which is exceedingly pure, of the First Tree up to the Fifth Tree. This lEU is 
the Overseer of the Light, who first emanated in the pure Light of the 
First Tree; the Guardian also of the Veil of those who pertain to the 
Right emanated from the Second Tree, and the Two Leaders emanated also 
from the pure and selected Light of the Third and Fourth Trees in the 
Treasure of Light. And Melchisedec also emanated from the Fifth Tree. 
Sabaoth also, the Good, whom I have called my Father, emanated from 
lEU, the Overseer of the Light: these six, therefore, by the command of the 
First Mystery, the last Supporter caused to be in the Region of those who 
pertain to the Right for the Regulation (Oikonomia) of the Assembly of Light, 
which Light is in the Height of the lEons of the Rulers, and in the Worlds, 
and in every Race, and in those of each of which I have told you the function 
appointed to it in the Emanation of the Universe. On account, therefore, 
of the loftiness of this function, they shall be Brother Kings in the first 
mystery of the First Voice of the Treasure of Light, [194] and they shall 
be in the Region of the Souls of those who receive the first mystery of the 
First Mystery (4). And the Virgin of Light and the Great Leader of the 
Midst, whom the Rulers of the lEons call the Great lAO, * according to the 
Name of the great Ruler who is in their Region, he and the Virgin of 
Light and her Twelve Ministers~ in which ye receiv~d Form, and from 
which ye received the Power, shall be also all of them Kings. And the 
First Saviour of the First Voice in the Region of the Souls of those who 
shall receive the first mystery of the First Mystery in the Inheritances of 

• See Lucifer No. 3z, pag. 12, note (6). 
t Ibid. pag. 14. 
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Light, and the Fifteen Supporters of the Seven Virgins of Light, which 
are in the Midst (5) shall emanate forth from the Regions* of the Twelve 
Saviours and the rest of the Angels of the Midst, each according to his 
Glory, that they may be Kings with me in the Inheritances of Light; and 
I shall there be King over all of them. All of these things, then, which I 
have said unto you, shall not be at this time, but at the Accomplishment 
of the lEon, which is the Dissolution of the Universe and the total 
Completion of the Numberingt of the Perfect Souls of the Inheritances of 
Light. [195] So then, before the Accomplishment, these things of which 
I have spoken, shall not come to pass, but each one of them shall be in its 
own Region, in which it has been placed from the Beginning, until they 
have completed the Numbering of the Assemblyt of Perfect Souls. The 
Seven Voices, and the Five Trees, and the Three Amens, and the Twin 
Saviour, and the Nine Guardians, and the Twelve Saviours, and they of 
the Region of those which pertain to the Right, and they of the Region of 
the Midst, shall remain each in the Region in which they have been placed, 
until all have completed their evolutions; viz., the perfect Numbering of 
the Souls of the Inheritances of Light. And all the other Rulers which 
repented, shall remain also in the Region in which they have been set, until 
they have all completed their evolution, the Numbering of the Souls of 
Light. All (the Souls) shall come, each at the time when it shall receive 
the Mystery, and they shall pass to all the Rulers who have repented, 
and shall come into the Region of those who pertain to the Midst, and they 
who pertain to the Midst shall baptise them with the Spiritual (Pneumatic) 
Unction, and shall seal them with the Seals of their own Mysteries; so 
shall they pass within those which pertain to all the Regions of the Midst; 
and they shall pass within the Region of those which pertain to the Right, 
and within the Region of the Nine Guardians, and within the Region of 
[he Twin Saviour, and within the Region of the Three Amens and of the 
Twelve Saviours, [196] and within the Five Trees and Seven Amens, 
each offering them the Seals of their own Mysteries, and they shall come 
within them all, so that they may come within the Region of the 
Inheritances of Light. Each shall remain in that Region who receives the 
Mystery proportionate to it in the Inheritances of Light. Briefly then and 
once for all, all the Souls of Human-kind, which shaH receive the Mysteries 
of Light, shall first,- come to all the Rulers, which have repented, and shall 

• In which the Saviours now are; viz., in the Treasure of Light. 
t See Seeret DoctrilU, Vol. I, p. 171, 1st para. As said in the article on .. Roman 

Catholicism and Christianity". the tradition of the Church is that the number of the elect is 
identical ,,!ilh that of the" Fallen Angels ", whom they Tep/ace. Again the Suret Doctrine, 
especially Vol. II .. gives exhaustive evidence of the identity of the" Fallen Angels" with 
the incarnating Egos of Humanity. Verb. Sap. 

t Congregatio: St. Ekk/esia (the Church) the seventh and last of the primordiailEons of 
Valentin us. See Lucifer No. 33. p. 231. and also p. 238 in the explanation of the Chart of 
the Pleroma according to this master of the Gnosis. 

~ i.e., before the lEons. &c. 
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first come.to those who pertain to all the Regions of the Midst, and to those 
who pertain to the whole Region of those who pertain to the Right, and 
they shall first come to those who pertain to the whole Region of the 
Treasure of Light; briefly and once for all, they shall come first to those 
who pertain to all the Regions, and first to those who pertain to 
all the Regions of the First Statute and shall be within them all, 
to pass into the Inheritance of Light, up to the Region of their appointed 
Mystery so that each may remain in that Regio~ who receives a 
Mystery proportionate to it: and so also those pertaining to the Region of 
the Midst and to the Right and also to the whole Region of the Treasure, 
each in the Region of the Order, in which they have set it from 
the Beginning, until the Universe should complete its evolution, 
each of them having performed its proper Regulation, in which 
they have set it, on account of the Assembly of Souls, which have 
received the Mystery by reason of this Regulation, [197] that 
they may seal all the Souls, which shall receive the Mystery, 
passing within them to the Inheritance of Light. Now, therefore, Mary, 
this is the matter which thou searchest out in earnestnes!' and steadfast
ness. Now, then, hereafter let him that hath an ear to hear, hear." 

COMMENTARY. 

(I) Four-and-twenty-Invisibles of the Thirteenth '£011. Compare Table I. 

TABLE II. 

LEFT OR THIRTEENTH lEON. 

The Great Invisible FOREFATHER, whose Syzygy is BUBELO. 
The Two Great TRIPLE POWERS, which emanate 24 INVISIBLES 

(including PISTIS-SOPHIA and her Syzygy, she being the lowest Projection 
of all). 

THE SELF-WILLED ONE, the third great Triple Power. 

TABLE III. 

THE 
1St 2nd 3rd 4th sth 6th 7th 8th 9th lOth nth 12th ~ ___________________ ~r-______________ ----J 

SA VIOURS of th, 12 PROJECTIONS Of ORDERS· of th, 
1St 2nd 3rd 4th sth 6th 7th 1St 2nd 3rd 4th sth 

VOICE. TREE. 
Shall be ill th, Rlgioll of th, SOULS whith havl fl(tivlIl th' 

1St 2nd 3rd 4th Sth 6th 7th 8th 9th loth nth 12th 

MYSTERY oj th, FIRST MYSTERY 

(3) Though the careful student of this stupendous system may seD~ 
the umty of the scheme which underlies such manifold multiplicity, yet It 

• Each Saviour has 12 Projections or Orders just as Jesus has 12 Disciples. 
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is exceedingly difficult, without being excessively prolix, to point out all 
the correspondences. To all below it the Treasure of Light is a unity; and 
its Orders, Projections, &c., in other words its Hierarchies, have but one 
influence. Therefore, when the contents of the Treasure are mentioned 
at an earlier period of instruction, as on pag. 18, they are simply stated 
without order. But now, a further veil is withdrawn, and the Treasure 
becomes the Inheritance of Light: this will be when the· Evolution of 
Cosmos is completed, and by analogy at the end of a Round, or of seven 
Rounds, or again in Initiation when the plane of consciousness called the 
Treasure is reached by the neophyte. Then, just as Jesus in his passage 
to the Height (pagg. 25 to 37) turned six of the ...Eons to the Right and 
six to the Left, so will the Initiated enter into the Treasure and with their 
higher consciousness perceive its differences; thus will there be a Right 
and Left even in that which was previously supposed to be beyond such 
division. The Ordering of the Inheritance then presented will be as 
follows :-

RIGHT 
Superior) 

J.. 

7 Amens 
(or Voices) 

5 Trees 

3 Amens 

TABLE IV. 

INHERITANCE OF LIGHT. 

} 

Twin Saviours. 
~ 

LEFT 
(Inferior) 

T ___ .A~ __ 

{ 
12 Saviours 

9 Guardians 
of 

3 Gates 

This table is arranged in parallel columns to show the correspondences 
and arrows placed to mark the superiority and inferiority of the Orders. 
The Twin Saviour finds its prototype among the Mysteries, which are 
mentioned further on in innumerable classes and divisions, for the Twin 
Mystery is one of the Mysteries of the First Mystery which is said to be 
either Looking-within or Looking-without. This is the Mystery of the 
Dual Manas. As every Region or Plane has its Gates and Veils, so has 
the Treasure its 3 Gates; in other words its 3 Sub-planes. These corres
pond to the three Yoga States of Jagrat, Svapna and Shushupli, the so·called 
waking, dreaming and dreamless-sleep states of consciousness.* We thus 
see that the classification of the lower planes as shown in Table I, is pushed 
further back or within on to higher planes of consciousness, as the Disciples 
are taught further mysterie!l. 

TABLE V. 

(4) Ordering of the RIGHTt in the Inheritance of Light. 

~~~ ~:~i~s:rthe Veil ) °a:ee;~:;J j ~~~ T~~ 
The two Great Leaders from the' {3rd .. 

SELECT LIGHT 4th .. 
MELCHISEDEC, the Great Receiver of the 5th " 
The Great SABAOTH, the Good } who emanated { lEU (the Father of the 
(the Father of the Soul of Jesus) from Father of Jesus) 

• See the article" States of Consciousness," LlJ&ijer, No. 38. 
t See Table I., and compare with Table 11. 

t Viz., that which is the Light of the Treasure for all the lower planes. 
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These all shall be Kings in the Region of the First Saviour, i.e., ofthe 
First Mystery of the First Voice of the Treasure of Light. 

TABLE VI. 

MlDST. 

The Little 1A6, the Good, called in the }Eons the Great 1A6. 

The Virgin of Light 
J 7 Virgins of the Light 

15 Supporters-l 12 MiOlsters 

lTo be continued.} 

-----~~-----

" ARE we not married to our consciences, which is far more disagreeable 
than a woman can be ? " 
"I NEVER mind the thought of death: our spirit is indestructible in essence 
and Nature is bound to give me another casing for it." 
" I AM always happy, but not for others." 
"""HAT would be the use of culture if we did not try to control our natural 
tendencies? It is a great folly to hope that other men will harmonise wi th 
us. I have never hoped this. I have always regarded each man as an 
independent individual, whom I have endeavoured to study, and to 
understand with all his peculiarities, but from whom I had a right to 
demand no further sympathy. In this way I have been enabled to converse 
with every man; and thus alone is produced the knowledge of various 
characters, and the dexterity necessary for the conduct of life. For it is in 
a conflict with natures opposed to his own that a man must collect his 
strength to fight his way through life." 
" WHO is the happiest person ?-he whose nature asks for nothing that the 
world does not wish and use? " 
"How can a man learn to know himself? By reflection never, only by 
action. In the measure in which thou seekest to do thy duty shalt thou 
know what is in thee. But what is thy duty? The demand of the hour," 
" A MAN is not little when he finds it difficult to cope with circumstances, 
but when circumstances overmaster him." 
" IT is clear that to seem well·bred, a man must actually be so. It is also 
clear why women are generally more expert at taking up the air of breeding
than the other sex: why courtiers and soldiers catch it more easily than 
other men." 
"No man would talk much in Society if he were conscious how often he 
misunderstands other people." 
"A MAN'S manners- are a mirror in which he shows his likeness to an 
intelligent observer," 
"\VORDS are good: but they are not the best. The best is not to be 
explained by words. The spirit in which we act is the great matter. 
Action can be understood, and again represented by the spirit alone. No 
man knows what he is doing, while he acts rightly, but of wh .. t is wrong 
we are always conscious." 

GOETHE. 

• Not to be confused with the Fh·e Great Supporte .. , but an L<J'f'C1 of Ibem on a 10,.· .. plane. 
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-av.sibt ,fiott.s in ~bto.snpbiral Inbia. 
A PURANIC PERFORMANCE. 

~ 

~ MAG INE yourself in a large whitewashed barn, with high pitched 
<w. lofty roof, whose brown teak beams and rafters look almost black 
against the walls, which are broken on all four sides by numerous 
doors and windows. On the floor lies a cotton carpet in broad bands of 
blue and white, from the roof a lamp hangs down in the centre, while 
others are placed on low stands at each side. At all the doors and 
windows cluster dark forms, half revealed by the flashes of lamp light, 
showing that the verandah running round the entire building is crowded 
with spectators. On both sides of the hall itself, some half dozen rows of 
men sit on the carpet with their feet tucked away under their thighs, 
mostly wearing white muslin or cotton cloths, with here and there a narrow 
stripe or two of colour at the edges. The turbans too are mostly white, 
with only a gold stripe run through them, though three or four are made of 
rich dark silk, shot with gold and purple and yellow. Manifold too are 
the forms which this headgear takes, plain circular, oval, horned, with 
the horn sticking out either at the side or back, and so on through 
wondrous intricacies of shape and form. Not all, though, wear turbans. 
The heads of some are bare, showing the crown shaven close as far back as 
the line of the ears, but with long black hair behind, either hanging loose 
or, more usually, gathered up into a knot at the back of the head. Looking 
along these lines of strongly marked and highly intelligent faces from the 
top of the hall, sit four men likewise crosslegged on the floor, two of them 
with their backs supported against the wall. These two are Europeans, 
though not of the ruling Anglo-Indian class, nor sympathising with them 
in their attitude towards India and its peoples. Beside each sits a Hindu 
friend who will now and again whisper brief explanations of the per
formance which is about to take place. 

* * .~ 

The opposite end of the room is 'Occupied by the performers, or rather 
the performer and his acco'lIpanists, a regular Hindu orchestra, tom-tom, 
cymbals, gourd pipe and vina. The last is a tremendous guitar with two 
or three strings, the neck some six feet long, terminating in a huge bowl
shaped sounding board, at least fifteen inches in diameter by twelve inches 
in depth. Its music is monotonous, forming a continuous undertone on 
two or three intervals, which all seem to lie in the compass of a single note 
of our music. The cymbals and pipe play the part of treble instruments, 
while the tom-tom gives the bass and marks the measure. 

* * * Seated a little in front of the musicians is the chief perforn:er, a tall 
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fine stalwart man, his hair thickly streaked with grey, wearing a white 
loin cloth, which when standing erect he allows to hang down round each 
leg like Turkish trousers. From the waist up he is nude, except for a white 
and gold scarf crossed over the left shoulder, or hanging loose on his arm. 
In one hand he holds a bundle of metal plates, like a palm leaf MS., 
but with rings attached to them which he clashes together castanet 
fashion when chanting impassioned passages or nearing a climax in his 
declamation. 

'" * * The music begins-a strange fiat rhythm, gradually quickening; the 
cymbals and tom-tom warm up to their work, the gourd pipe sends a few 
shrill notes fiying like arrows through the foggy mass of dull sound, and 
the prelude winds up with a crash, quite in accordance with European 
ideas of a " grand finale". Remember though that this is p.cka, orthodox 
Hindu music, strictly in accordance with the prescriptions of the Shastras 
and duly appropriated according to rule, to the hour of day-or rather night. 

* '" After a moment's silence, the l:ader rises, takes three steps forward 
and begins in Tamil a highly spiritual and philosophical introduction to 
the theme of the Pura.na. He speaks very fast, much louder and in a 
higher key than we U!le' in the West, throwing an amount of fiery energy, 
changes of- voice and tone into his very metaphysical discourse which 
seemed strange to one accustomed to think of philosophy as essentially a 
subject for " calm" discussion. 

'" '" ... 
Setting out with an impassioned invocatory hymn to Saraswati, the 

act01' (for such indeed he is) explained that the Supreme Being, who is 
also the Immutable Law, periodically incarnated in special forms for the 
accomplishment of particular purposes in certain crises of the world's 
history-the doctrine of Avataras in short. But not only are there such 
special avataras as Rama, but in very truth every sentient being is a 
manifestation of the Supreme and one wit" it. Hence all this apparent 
difference, strife, pain, clash of interests, &c., is but external; within, 
all are one. Let us therefore recognise and realise this fact and escape 
from the pain of separated life. This theme he worked out at some 
length, illustrating it with historical examples and many quotations in 
Sanskrit, Hindustani, Telugu and Tamil. These quotations he chanted 
to accompaniment, supported sometimes by his second, the man with the 
vina. From these general topics, which however gave him scope for a 
good deal of effective declamation and gesture play, the actor passed on to 
show how the story of Rama illustrated and exemplified these abstract 
truths. 

* * 
Thus at last he got launched o*n his actual subject; rolling out the 

grand Sanskrit Slokas and rendering them into fiuent and picturesque 
Tamil for the benefit of his audience. The story is a most touching and 
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pathetic one but too long to repeat here. It afforded, however, ample 
scope for a display of the varied and admirable metrical capacities of 
Sanskrit, and revealed to me a wealth of rhythm and strange effects of 
sound combinations such as I had never dreamed of. 

**'1< 
We were at Ambasamudram, the village where Mr. Powell, our 

late fellow worker, died, and to the members at which place all true 
Theosophists the world over owe a deep debt of gratitude for their striking 
demonstration of the power of Theosophical Brotherhood to overcome the . 
prejudices and barriers of race, caste and creed. To us, too, they were as 
kind and thoughtful as for brothers by blood, and not only for this, but far 
more for their work for the T.S., the branch at this place, and especially 
its two leaders, deserve special mention. 

I< * * One day then, while there, a strange visitor came to pay his respects-
a wandering devotee. No fat, sleek, sanctimonious begging friar, with 
rubicund countenance and portly paunch, but tall, lean, emaciated, till 
every rib showed, marked in the eleven prescribed places with vibhuti 
(sacred ashes) according to Vedantic rite, wearing round his neck and as a 
crown on his head strings of yudraksha beads, he formed with that far 
away, distant look in his eyes, a perfect historical picture. 

* '" * His particular form of devotion (bhakti) consisted in ceaselessly 
wandering through the length and breadth of India from one sacred spot 
to another, burning incense in every temple he came to. For this purpose 
he carried about a highly elaborate apparatus made in brightly polished' 
brass. On the top of a hollow staff of brass some four feet six inches high 
was supported a square tray, its rim ornamented with little statuettes of 
various divinities, and having the regulation four bulls or vahans at its 
corners. In the centre rose a graceful vase, lotus shaped, full of 
burning coals in which to place the incense. Round this central cup, the 
outlying petals were pierced with holes to receive the ends of thin sticks 
of incense which, when lighted, formed a crown of fiery perfume-breathing 
sparks round the central altar of incense. From the four corners of the 
tray hung by brass chains various elaborately decorated utensils, incense 
box, fire tongs, incense spoon, &c., &c. The hollow staff itself formed the 
box in which these thin and brittle incense sticks were carried. 

* * * The man himself was nude except for the langouti, not even wearing 
the customary scarf. Not be,ing a Brahmin but a Sudra by caste, he of 
course wore no sacred thread, and was, so far as we could learn, entirely 
ignorant of philosophy or learning. A simple religious devotee, he had 
devoted his life and fortune to this particular bhakti, for he did not beg or 
even accept alms, but supported himself and found his incense from his 
own property. Of such simple, honest devotees India can still show many. 

B. K. 
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ijtbellSop!Jv aub 05tdesia.sfirlsm. 
(A Pape, ,ead before TJu Blavatsky Lodge.) 

( Concluded. ) 

But we must recognise another factor which will continue to carry the 
church along, a factor which is stronger even than all the others, viz., 
the power of vested interests. The church has a great pecuniary stake; 
and money is now the universal standard and omnipotent power. The 
church is enormously wealthy; the whole ecclesiastical system is one of 
money, from the Lord Archbishop down to the comfortable country 
living. Where would the whole system be if there were no monetary 
value attached to its offices, if the church had followed the example and 
precepts of the lowly teacher of Nazareth who said: "Whosoever would 
be first among you shall be servant of all," and himself set the example 
by washing the disciples' feet. Alas! for that single solitary life of worse 
than wasted effort. It fills one's heart with inexpressible sadness to think 
that the outcome of that noble example of love and Universal Brotherhood 
is that church whose history is one of the blackest criminality; which has 
waded through seas of blood. and established its dogmas and influence by 
tortures and cruelties, which find a legitimate parallel in the doctrine of 
Hell. And if the age of fire and blood is now happily past, do you think 
that it is because the church lacks the will, or only the power. The spirit 
of bigotry and intolerance is as strong as ever; it is only held in check by a 
stronger power outside the church; and if the church of Rome could regain 
the temporal power, as indeed she still hopes to do, who is there who doubts 
that she would again use those methods of enforcing her authority with 
which she has ever been associated? And if we turn to the Church of 
England, we find the same spirit there, manifesting itself in a thousand 
acts of intolerance towards other sects, and towards the profane world. 
We hear much of the triumph of the Cross in all ages, but the methods 
by which that triumph has been secured have been the same in all times, 
whether it has been in fanatical crusades against the II infidel," in the 
persecution and murder of "heretics," or by gunpowder and rum among 
the" heathen." Ah! the pity of it, that the Cross of Christ should ever 
have come to be associated with such triumphs. 

Do not let me be misunderstood here. I am not saying that 
Christianity has not been a powerful and beneficent influence ~in the 
lives of many; I am not denying that the orthodox doctrines have been 
and are to-day a source of refuge from the trials and conflicts of this world, 
which it would be more than cruel to take away from some minds. I am 
not saying that there are no true Christians within the church; that there 
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are not those who are working for humanity with a devotion inspired by 
their Christian ideal, which will put us to shame; or that there are not 
those within the church who are swimming back against the stream, and 
endeavouring to draw their inspiration from the original source. But 
what I am saying is, that that ecclesiastical system which is supposed to 
have originated from the teachings of Jesus, and to have been founded by 
the Apostles, has been and is opposed in all its principles to the teachings 
of the Master it acknowledges; that it has been and is an insult to that 
great teacher before whom we all bow in reverent affection, to call our 
Ecclesiastical System the Christian Church. Its doctrines, and dogmas, 
and ceremonials, and priesthood, are not what Christ taught, but a mere 
rechauffe of so-called heathen philosophies and symbolism, with all that was 
philosophical obliterated and defaced. Time is too short for me to enter 
into this question now, but one who has the key which the Secret Doctrine 
supplies has no difficulty in recognising this. Nor does it even require 
such a key, and I may quote one passage bearing on this from Professor 
Draper's "History of the Conflict between Religion and Science." He 
says: 

" As years passed on, the faith described by Tertullian was transmuted 
into one more fashionable and more debased. It was incorporated with 

. the old Greek Mythology. Olympus was restored, but the divinities passed 
under other names. The more powerful provinces insisted on the adoption 
of their time-honoured conceptions. Views of the Trinity, in accordance 
with Egyptian traditions, were established. Not only was the adoration 
of Isis under a new name restored, but even her image, standing on the 
crescent moon, reappeared. The well known effigy of that goddess with 
the infant Horus in her arms, has descended to our days in the beautiful, 
artistic creations of the Madonna and Child. Such restorations of old 
conceptions under novel forms were everywhere received with delight. 
When it was announced to the Ephesians that the Council of that place, 
headed br Cyril, had decreed that the Virgin should be called 'The 
Mother 0 God,' with tears of joy they embraced d:e knees of their 
bishop; it was the old instinct peeping out; their ancestors would have 
done the same for Diana." 

The doctrines and dogmas which were thus early established by the 
Christian church, and which have so long dominated the Western world, 
are bound to continue their influence and authority over certain portions 
of the community, long after they have been rejected by those who are in 
a position to exercise an independent judgment. We may perhaps be told 
that the reformation established the authority of the Bible as against that 
of the church, and that the appeal of modern Christianity is directly to the 
inspired Book. Granted, so far as the Protestant Church is concerned; 
but this still leaves the question quite an open one as to whether the 
theology and practices of the Protestant Church are in conformity with 
the teachings of Christ; and moreover the fact must not be overlooked 
that the canon of authority to which they appeal was established by the 
early church Fathers and Bishops for their own purposes. The canon of 
authority to which Protestants appeal is quite as much the authority of 
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Ecclesiasticism as it would be if to-day they were to appeal directly to the 
Church of Rome respecting the authority of the Pistis-Sophia. 

If Jesus were to come amongst us to-day, what would be the reception 
he would meet with at the hands of the church? Would he not as 
heretofore be a despised and persecuted outcast? \Vhom would he 
denounce as the Scribes and Pharisees of to-day? \Vhat would he have 
to say to such a piece of ecclesiastical business as the prosecution of the 
Bishop of Lincoln; or to the question of the Reredos in St. Paul's 
Cathedral? 'Were he to use the same words of uncompromising hostility 
towards the sectarians of to-day; to insist as before on the purity of the 
inward motive, and show the same contempt for outward forms, what 
chance of a hearing would he obtain in any of our Christian temples? 
And would it not be we Theosophists who would be the first to recognise 
and gather round him; we Theosophists who are certainly regarded with 
the greatest abhorrence by the religionists of to-day; yet who can claim 
to come nearest to the great Master in all our teachings. \Ve are regarded 
as the worst of heretics, and supposed to be infidels and atheists and all 
that is most opprobrious in the orthodox dictionary. Yet who is there 
among us who has not learnt through the teachings of Theosophy to love 
and reverence the great Master as we were never able to do before, when 
we had no other clue to his life than that which the church supplied, and 
which we had long since rejected. We have caught something of that 
enthusiasm of humanity which he represented, and have found ourselves 
drawn closer and nearer to that sublime ideal which as pure Christianity 
is also pure Theosophy. 

Let us see to it as Theosophists that we are not misunderstood in this 
matter of the relation between Theosophy and Christianity, as apart from 
Ecclesiasticism. Having declared in no uncertain voice our detestation of 
that which now passes for Christianity, let us boldly claim that it is we 
who have the best right to be called Christians. We have been called 
" Esoteric Buddhists," and we are not ashamed of the title; but let it be 
clearly understood by those who would use this term as an opprobrious 
one, that we are also Esoteric Christians. It would I believe tend very 
greatly to set us right in the eyes of the world, and would draw a great 
number of professing Chrij;tians into our ranks if some scholar among us 
would write a book entitled" Esoteric Christianity," somewhat on the lines 
of Mr. Sinnett's" Esoteric Buddhism," for it is that book which is mainly 
responsible for our association in the world at large with the religion of 
Buddha. Now although this is quite right in the East where Buddhism is 
the popular religion, it tends very greatly to falsify our position in the 
West, where Christianity is the basis of all religious ideas. 

If we are to influence and reform the Christian church-using that term 
now to include the general~body of professing Christians-we must do so as 
Christians and not as Buddhists. And it is worth while our trying to do 
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this. Why should we not lay hold of that great and powerful organisation, 
and make it Theosophic? Setting aside the Church of Rome, why should 
we not mould the Protestant faith of the coming century, and prevent the 
energy of the church, which,is now:running to seed in all sorts of sects 
and divisions, from being wasted and dissipated? 

In a very valuable contribution to this subject in the July number of 
Lucifer, Mr. Sinnett puts the question thus: "If we can indulge in so 
wild a dream as to imagine the majority of the clergy at some future time 
coming to think the pecuniaJ;y interests of the church, the social prestige 
of belonging to it, the rank and worldly honours to which it may lead up 
for men who are skilful in courting fashionable caprices, considerations of 
secondary importance compared to spiritual progress and interests lying 
outside this present incarnate life, then it is perfectly possible that the 
church might become the great theosophical organization of the future." 

Can this be done? If we could so leaven that powerful organization 
with our principles, as to turn the whole weight of its influence over the 
masses into Theosophical channels, what a vast and far reaching reforma
tion would be effected. And this I believe can be done, but we must do it 
as Christians and not as Buddhists; we must base our principles on the 
Bible which everyone knows, and not on the Bhagavad-Gita, which is an 
unfamiliar and unintelligible book among Westerns. And if we succeed 
in doing this, then the history of the Theosophical movement of the 
nineteenth century will be the history of the greatest religious reformation 
the world has ever seen. 

But while stating my conviction that this can be done, I must qualify 
the statement somewhat lest I should be misunderstood. I do not mean 
that the church will become gradually merged in the Theosophical Society, 
nor that the Theosophical Society should become merged in the church. 
It is possible even that the term Theosophy, and the Theosophical Society 
may die out. Names and terms are of no importance, save in so far as 
they affect principles and if we can infuse our principles into the religious 
organizations of the West, it will not matter whether the churches of 
the future be called Christian or Theosophic. 

Nor can we suppose that such a reformation as Theosophy aims at in 
the religious world, will carry with it the whole of the Christian church. 
Some portion will still cling to the old authority and the old ritual. The 
Roman Catholic Church survived the protestant reformation; the 
Protestant Church will survive the theosophic reformation. You must 
kill the principles which give rise to Ecclesiasticism before it can become 
extinct; but as far as we can see, those principles are still so strong in 
human nature, that the danger is lest Theosophy should be merged into 
Ecclesiasticism, rather than the contrary. The idea of the church as being 
the representative of a particular form of religious faith is deeply rooted. 
Moreover the church is the authority to which the unthinking portion of 
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the community looks in matters of religion. The masses must have a 
creed; will have a creed at all hazards. They will either make it for 
themselves, and form a number of fanatical sects, or they will allow others 
to do it, and become the slaves of a despotic hierarchy, as in the case of 
the Christian church. There is no more terrible example in history of 
this fatal tendency in human nature to materialize the spiritual, and of the 
degradation which results therefrom, than the history of the rise and 
progress of Ecclesiastical Christianity. And do not let us deceive 
ourselves by thinking that because the world is now some few centuries 
older, and because we are now entering upon a new cycle of intellectual 
progress and material prosperity, that therefore this tendency has been 
uprooted for ever. We who study the course of human evolution in its 
cyclic progress through millions of years, and have learnt the general 
principles of analogy on the lines of which that evolution proceeds, cannot 
doubt but that the world has still many dark cycles to pass through, as 
dark or perhaps darker than that from which it is just emerging. 

The founders of the Christian church were wise men in their day; 
they pandered in every way to the popular prejudices, and to the love of 
ritual which survived in the shape of pagan ceremonies, the meaning 
of which had long been forgotten. And so it is to-day, whether you take 
the policy of such a man as General Booth, resulting in the coarse and 
vulgar methods of the Salvation Army, or the highly refined and sensuous 
ritual of the High Church party. R.:ligion must still be a matter of forms 
and formularies for many a cel~t:lry to come, and if Theosophy ever 
becomes a religion, ever achieves a popular success, it will be on these 
lines. 

But who is there among us who will consent to see Theosophy thus 
degraded? Are not our whole efforts directed towards preventing 
Theosophy from being mistaken for a creed? Do not let us close our eyes 
however to the possibilities of the case. The number of those who can 
really understand the principles of Theosophy are few, very few. Within 
the Society itself there is even now a tendency to associate the term with a 
certain set of doctrines; and if Theosophy becomes the creed of the future, 
it will do so because this element will prevail. We do not aim at this now, 
it is far removed from our objects and principles; but who shall say what 
may be the case in fifty years' time? Looking at it indeed in the light of 
history, I am almost bound to the conclusion that Theosophy will suffer 
the same process of materialization as we find in the case of every other 
fresh influx of spirituality into the world. There are many points of 
resemblance between the present age and the first centuries of the 
Christian era, and if the splendid efforts of Paul, the Apostle Initiate, 
could not prevent this materializing process at that time, whRt will be 
able to do it now? Then as now the intellect of the age had killed the 
superstitious simplicity of the old faith; then as now there were many 
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faiths and many philosophies, but the practical creed was materialism, and 
an accentuated selfishness. The pure ethics of Jesus, and the whole 
philosophy of St. Paul could not take root in such an age. They survived 
just so long as Christ's words held true that his followers should be 
persecuted and despised, and when in the 4th century Christianity became 
the popular religion, and the church dominated the ~politics of the age, 
that was not the triumph, but the downfall of the cross. And we to-day 
stand in the place of the early Christians. \Ve draw our inspiration from 
the same source as they did. St. Paul's Epistles are addressed to us 
to-day as Theosophists; to us belongs the glorious liberty of that Gospel 
which he preached. It is we I say again who have most right to be 
called Christians, for to us it is given to understand that "wisdom in a 
mystery" which Paul proclaim~d, even the mystery of the divine Christos, 
which dwelleth in every man, and by which alone the world is 
redeem~d. 

History repeats itself; what then shall be the history of the Theoso
phical revival of the nineteenth century? Will the life which Jesus lived, 
and Paul preached, and Theosophy teaches, be accepted by the world 
now? is the world now, after 1900 years, prepared to accept it, or 
fitted to receive it? I am bound to confess that whether we look at the 
state of the Christian church, or at the condition of society around us, 
there does not appear to be any hope of giving an affirmative answer. 

What does all this demand for a reform of religious ideas amount to ? 
What is the real position of the church in face of the science and criticism 
which has alienated the culture of the age? Will the church-does there 
appear to be the slightest chance of the church, accepting a religion of life 
and conduct, apart from its treasured theological dogmas, apart from its claim 
to supernatural authority? Can the church-does the church wish ta
re-establish its doctrines on the basis of the authority in natural law which 
is now demanded? If we take the so-called Broad Church movement, 
and the writings of the so-called advanced men within the church itself, 
what does it all amount to? Simply this, that it is a forced advance, a 
reluctant retreat rather; brought about by external pressure, not by 
internal vitality. It comes from no inner apprehension of things spiritual, 
it throws no new light on the life and teachings of Jesus. Take for 
instance such a book as Lux Mundi, as the latest word of the advanced 
party. The book represents a phase of thought, a certain intellectual 
position in the transition from the old orthodoxy to modern freedom of 
thou~ht, which has long since been passed by independent thinkers; and 
although the book may no doubt be called a3vanced when viewed in relation 
to the general position of the orthodox church, it is far in the rear in 
relation to the position occupied by writers and thinkers outside of the 
church. And then look at the storm of protest which has been raised 
against it in clerical circles, and judge therefrom what amount of 

3 
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probability there is that the church will effect the reform in her creeds and 
dogmas which the age demands. 

No, the church can not be reformed; it will continue-perhaps for 
several centuries-to represent' a religion of dead formularies; its position 
is exactly analogous to the old Pharisaism of the Mosaic law; and while 
men cry for bread, it will continue to offer a stone. 

But if we take the church in the broader sense of the term, not the 
ecclesiastical system merely, but to include all sects and denominations; if 
we take it in the sense of the exoteric religion of the \Vest, then the 
prospect is somewhat more hopeful, though still limited. There is a 
spiritual revival to-day; there is a demand for a new faith, for a larger 
measure of hope, for a deeper and fuller answer to the problems of life 
than either the church or science can give. 

And it is for us Theosophists to give this answer. Our work and 
mission will have failed if we do not give it to those who need it. 'What
ever may be the outcome of our efforts on the world at large, whatever 
may be the future history of Theosophy, whether it become a world 
religion, or whether it be classed merely as a revival of Gnostic Christianity, 
our immediate work and duty are plainly defined, and with the rest we are 
unconcerned. 'Ve can, I believe, so leaven the thought of the day, so 
utilize the religious energy outside of the ecclesiastical establishment that 
the churches of the future will become virtually Theosophic, though per
haps not in name. The name does not matter, the principle is everything, 
but as I have pointed out before, we must accomplish our work by showing 
the basis of our teachin~ in the life and teachings of Jesus of Nazareth; by 
showing that our ethics are his ethics, our standard of life his standard of 
life, our love of humanity his love of humanity; and also by showing the 
deep and fundamental relation between our doctrines of man's spiritual 
nature, and that spiritual mystery of the Ch,isios, which, becoming 
associated with the teachings of Jesus, gave him the appellation of Jesus 
the Christ. 

This, as I understand it, js our mission to the Christian world to-day; 
this the relation between Theosophy and Ecclesiasticism. 

W. KINGSLAND, F.T.S. 

----~~~-----

"HATRED and ill-will confine the spectator to the mere surface of what he 
sees, let him be ever so acute; but when great perspicacity is associated 
with kindliness and love, the observer mar pierce beyond the mere shell of 
men and of the world, and under happy mfluences may hope to solve the 
highest problems." 
"HE in whom there is much to develope will be later in acquiring true 
perceptions of himself and of the world. There are few who possess at 
once thought and the capacity of action. Thought expands but slackens: 
action animates but confines." 
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SEEKING THE HIGHER EGO. 

"~uking tbt 1iigbtt ~gD." 

"I~rE read continually in the Upanishads, the New Testament, 
~y.:; Bhagavad Gita, the Chinese Scriptures and elsewhere, that the 

light is to be sought and found within ourselves. (I) What do they all 
mean? (2) How is this light found? (3) How may it be supposed to 
manifest itself when found? 

Of so profound a subject only a mere outline can be given. Let 
us take the first of these questions. Physical man bases all his 
activities upon sense-perception, and upon what is then, to him, the 
legitimate gratification of all sensation. Under these conditions he finds 
himself involved in the most deadly strife with all other creatures, all are 
bent upon attaining the same end, the desire does not decrease with 
attainment, but immediately seeks other and wider ground, and the field, 
practically, is limited. Thus the strife may become more subtle, but not 
less fierce. It is just at this point that reason comes in. What is reason? 
It is the activity on the lowest plane of the true Ego, the man within. It 
is the first guide of physical, animal man. At first, it holds but slight 
control, man acts often blindly, the creature of the sensations and impulses 
of the moment, making but little effort against the influence of these. 
Afterwards, as reason secures its sway, man begins to act with calculation 
and foresight; but all this has only made him a more deadly foe to the rest 
of living things. He organises and controls but to slay or betray; there is 
no difference to him between friend and foe, beyond what may serve his 
interests. Treachery is his great characteristic and he only keeps faith 
when it suits him. With the further growth of reason the" virtues" begin 
to appear: they are the result of enlightened self-interest; without them 
there can be no society or friendship. 

At this stage also another factor appears: it is conscience. What is 
conscience? It is that mysterious faculty which silently points the road, 
always by what we know; it never instructs, it draws up and arranges our 
knowledge of "right" and of "wrong," limited as it is; and is always on 
the side of what then appears "right." Hence it is given to us as the 
highest faculty of the mind. It presides over reason; for all reasoning is 
merely data for it. It is all we know of the Higher Ego. 

This then is the light to be sought, and we are brought to our second 
question ;-How? The conditions of its activity are silence and seclusion, 
and also the highest ratiocination of which the mind is capable centred on 
the most exalted subjects upon which light is sought. Concentration and 
perseverance are necessary, and the constant habit of self-criticism, and 
courage to fulfil the judgments of this silent president. It will not pass 
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higher judgments until those already given are fulfilled. It never revokes, 
and it never forgets, although the mind through which it is reflected may. 
This concentration and abstraction cannot take place whilst there is great 
activity of the sense life; hence simplicity of life, and absence of pleasure. 
Seeking on the outer plane, and also indifference to pain, have always 
been pointed out as necessary. Then the mind gaining proficiency in this, 
and becoming more and more accustomed to lay bare quickly all it knows, 
for judgment to be declared, and evincing ever-growing willingness to obey 
and see, finds itself at length one with that monitor, it draws no distinction 
between them. As at sunset on a tranquil sea, the golden light above 
cannot be separated from that below; and when it vanishes, it takes all 
its glory with it. 

And now for the third question :-How may it be supposed to manifest 
itself when found? The reply is obvious; the mind instantly, like a 
lightning flash, distinguishes between what, to it, is " right" and "wrong", 
" good" and" evil." The Light is flashed upon every proposition instantly. 
The man with small understanding becomes wise; the intellectual man 
becomes a giant of judgment. They both become unflinching and invincible, 
each according to his capacity. Moreover where the mind is greatly 
withdrawn from the pursuits of the world, and brought diligently to bear 
upon all those many subjects, with which it, as it were, paves for itself 
"the path of rectitude;' throwing aside all those cobblestones which do not 
suit its purpose, although they may appear ornamental, even of gold itself, 
the progress to enlightenment is extremely rapid; for that upon which the 
mind is entirely bent is soon acquired.-" He necessarily becomes that 
on which his mind is fixed. This is the eternal mystery." (Anllgita.) 

But for most men the letting go of the innumerable threads which bind 
to the changing and perishable, is so hard a task, that the fixing of the 
mind, so relieved, upon the permanent and immutable, progresses slowly 
indeed. 

"S." 

"FOOLS and sensible men are equally innocuous. It is in the half fools 
and the half wise that the great danger lies." 
"THE moral sentiment of what is called the world is made up in great 
measure of ill-will and envy." 
II IF the Eternal is with us every moment we do not heed the fleeting." 

GOETHE. 
Do not investigate the name of God because you will not find it. For 

everything which is called by a name receives its appellation from that which 
is more worthy than itself. For every cause of existence to a thing is better 
than that thing so far as the one is cause and the other effect; thus also that 
which gives a name to anything is better than the thing named, so far as it is 
named, i.e., so far as pertains to its possession of a name. In the nominator is 
the cause, and the name the effect, so that it is one person that calls and 
another that hears. Who is it therefore that has given a name to God ? 
God, however, is not a name to God, but an indication of what we conceive 
of him. SEXTUS, the p,tllagl1l'ea,,_ 
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INDIA AND HER YOGIS. 

Inbia anb Itt tOllis. 

m OFTEN find in the West that those persons who do not believe in 
~ the occult powers of man, refuse to admit that there are men in India 
who by their self-sacrifice, devotion, and knowledge of occult science, 
possess wonderful powers and are capable of controlling the hidden 
forces of nature; while, on the other hand, there are others who consider 
that every Indian, especially if he is a Hindu, must possess such 
mystic powers, or knowledge of the occult science, as though it were his 
birth-right. I could give instances of persons of the latter description if 
I chose, but I do not find any particular use in so doing. No instance, 
however, is necessary of the former description of persons, as even the 
"Sanscritist", Professor Max Muller, is notoriously not an exception. 

I want to say a few words about the Indian Yogis for the information, 
if not the benefit, of both these classes of persons. If any Western 
questions my authority, then my only reply is that I know my religion, my 
philosophy, and the powers oj my philosophers better than any European, no matter 
who he be, can possibly expect to lmow or understand. While I say this 
about the Europeans, I know there is no necessity to say anything about 
the Indians, because it is an article of faith with them, especially if they 
are Hindus-to which nation I myself belong. I have also knowledge of 
the Mahomedans, who, with the exception of perhaps a few persons, all 
believe in the powers of Fakirs to perform what they call Kdramat. 

While I speak of the Hindus and their philosophers and yogis, I 
cannot refrain from expressing my great sorrow and deep grief to find them 
so idle, careless, de\'oid of energy, and perfectly heedless of their own 
interest and well-being. Has anybody ever seen such a state of affairs as 
that the descendants of the greatest of the great, both in godly life, know
ledge of Philosophy, and the most perfect wisdom attainable by the human 
race, should be so ignorant of their valuable bequest, the priceless Treasury 
left by their ancestors, so callous and indifferent in their own affairs, so 
eager and earnest to grasp at everything that is European, however unreal 
that may be? But this is not all: the worst is, that they have become so 
short-sighted, nay blind, that they are not only incapable of judging 
between a friend and a foe, but whenever a friend, from pure disinterested 
motives and simply with the view of doing good to them and to humanity 
in general, has taken upon himself the trouble to rouse them from their deep, 
unnatural and unhealthy sleep, then instead of appreciating the nobleness 
and kindness of his action, he is rewarded with foolish indifference and mad 
carelessness. It is contrary to the nature of the Hindus so to do, and 
therefcre I attribute this unnatural conduct of my countrymen to nothing 
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else but the godless English education and bad influence of "'estern 
civilisation, which makes them forget their own, while the loss is not 
supplied by a better substitute. The land is thus left to grow weeds. But 
I do not wish to say much on this point, as I have a mind to address 
myself separately to my countrymen, and try my best to rouse them from 
their deep lethargy, their unnatural slumber, that has confined their 
spirit and paralysed the energy of their mind. I believe it is now high 
time that they should show the signs of their wakefulness and act with 
redoubled vigour and energy, to compensate their past losses and undo the 
mischief that they have ignorantly done to the cause of their own spiritual 
welfare. 

Now, as to the practical philosophers of true wisdom-the Yogis of 
India-it is not my intention to write all I know about them simply to 
satisfy the idle curiosity of the general public; in fact I had no desire to 
write anything at all on the subject, but I have now no choice left, and 
therefore I shall only judiciously select one or two instances and mention 
them without giving any particulars for their identification. Those who 
will believe me are welcome to do so; those who will not are equally 
welcome. 

There is not the least doubt that there are real yogis still living in 
India; so also there is not the least doubt that there are hundreds, nay, 
thousands, of persons who are either self-deluded yogis, perfectly delighted 
in seein, the Tatwas and mistaking them for the real thing, or deceitful 
impostors earning their living by false professions. Some of them have 
lately become the curse of our Society, as they have become the cause of 
the death of many a fine rash youth, who blindly followed their instruc
tions in the hope of acquiring true wisdom. Notwithstanding all these, 
there is not the least doubt that real practical wise men, i.e., real yogis, do 
still exist, though very rare, and most difficult to find out, as they always 
hide themselves and take the utmost care not to reveal themselves to the 
public; because they know full well that the first question that any man 
would put them now-a-days would be either to beg for riches, rank, or 
honour, for which they do not care themselves, nor think it their duty to 
confer on others, or a request to show some Aloukik Slulkti, i.e., wonderful 
powers, which of course they will never show, or even admit that they 
know, to anybody save the very fortunate. There is another reason that 
makes them hide themselves far off in the caves of old Himalaya, i.e., cow
killing, for the blood of the cow pollutes the earth to such a degree, that 
the country where such blood is spilt is bound to lose its pure spiritual 
atmosphere and engender one suitable for gross, materialistic, sensual and 
selfish desires. 

You do not find a real yogi in every Sad/III, neither do you know under 
what lamb's skin the lion is concealed, and therefore it is the watch-word 
amongst the Hindus that you should serve the Sad/IUS with all your might, 
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and without trying to know whether one is good or bad, and you will find 
your guide one day. So also the common saying is Gisko SadhU mila wo tUf' 
giya, i.e., whoever has found a real Sadhu is saved. However much an 
unbeliever a Hindu may be, he will never venture to distrust or deny the 
hidden and mysterious powers of a real yogi. One may doubt whether 
this man or that has the mysterious powers, but he will never say that 
none has, or that none can have them. 

On the other hand, as to those in Europe who consider that every 
Hindu, as it were, is acquainted with the knowledge of what is known in 
the Shastras as SamMavi Vidya (Gupta Vidya) or secret knowledge, I can 
simply point out their mistake by mentioning that very, very few people, 
I mean of the English-educated Hindus of the present day, knew the name 
even of this branch of philosophy, before Theosophy was established in 
India, while the old Pundits who are well versed in Sanscnt literature, 
confined themselves to logic, grammar, literature, metaphysics, astrology, 
etc. Nobody cared to unearth the Yog philosophy, or devote his time to its 
study, because they thought that as the key was lost, so nothing could be done 
in Kallyuga. The fact is, that as there is no longer any regular school of 
Yog philosophy amongst the Hindus, the key to the real understanding of 
the meaning of such mysterious and allegorical expressions is lost, and the 
times being changed, the mind of the Indian youth has been directed 
towards the acquirement of English knowledge, and to gradually appreciat
ing, imitating, and finally apeing all that is English, except the virtue and 
spirit of cohesion that has made Englishmen the dominant race. My 
countrymen can now give you a list of the names of almost all English 
authors of renown, but they do not know the names of their own Shastras. 
They can tell you the contents of a penny paper in England, but they do 
not know whether Patunjali Shiva-sanhita and Vishntl PUf'an are similar books 
or treat of different subjects; or what is the difference between Bhagbutgita, 
Gf'imut-Bhagbut and M ohabhaf'ut*. And I believe most of them will be proud 
of their ignorance, with the idea that in proportion as they are ignorant of 
their own philosophy or Shastras, so have they become anglicised, and that 
this is a good certificate of their having received a liberal education; for 
they have now become more civilised, and risen above the merits of their 
ancestors, who were the authors of sllch works as I have mentioned above. 
Does this not show that they have a right to call their "fathers fools"? 
And so they have become wise, and their wisdom consists in losing their 
diamonds and running after cut-glass. This shows that the Hindus as a 
body, especially those who come to England, are not the persons who 
know much of the philosophy of the Hindus. To understand the real 
meaning of the ancient books is not an easy thing. They are unmeaning to 
the ordinary reader; like as when the Western Sanscrit scholar, Professor 

• These words are spek according to the Bengali pronunciation. [ Eds.] 
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Max Muller, speaks of Siva's drinking Bhang (siddhi*) in order to attain the 
true wisdom. What a miserable want of knowledge! and yet he ventures to 
explain things that he does not understand, cannot understand, and will 
never be able to understand, however great a professor or philologist he may 
be. I said it is very difficult to understand the real meaning of these 
philosophers, unless there is a teacher who could explain the true meaning 
and unlock the Treasure with his golden key. Add to this that all of these 
books are written in the Sanscrit language, that very few of them are 
translated into other Indian dialects such as Bengali, Gujrati, etc., and 
that there are really very few persons amongst the English-speaking class 
(the Pundits excepted) who can read and understand such works in 
Sanscrit, and then you will be able to conceive whether it is likely that 
every Hindu, especially those corning to England for any purpose, can 
know much about the sublime, mysterious, hidden, and now almost lost 
philosophy of the Yoga. I have already said that there is now no school, 
and those who do know simply hide themselves for r{'asons, some of which 
are stated above. 

I may also mention here that it is a well-known characteristic amongst 
the Hindus, that no boy will ever reveal his Guru's name, or even admit so 
much as that he has a Guru, who has extraordinary powers. No, a 
thousand times no I This he will never do even to his own relations, much 
less to his neighbours or other countrymen. And as regards the Westerns, 
he would go any length to deny the facts on the supposition that it is a 
greater sin to reveal the clue, or even the fact of the existence of such 
secrets, to a mlecha, i.e., one who eats all meats that are prohibited, and who 
never takes or uses water on certain occasions, than to incur the risk of 
speaking what is not true. Those who are unacquainted with the features 
of the native character in such respects, will perhaps jump at once to the 
conclusion that because a native (Hindu) denies having acquaintance with 
any such Guru, or does not reveal anything about his own Master, that there 
is no real Guru or yogi, as I may say, who possesses any such powers. 
The Hindu, especially if he is a Brahmin, will never reveal the abode, if 
such there be, nf a true yogi, or say one word about him to a European. 
On the contrary, he considers it his religion to protect the purity of his 
saints by concealing their existence from the knowledge of the persons 
who are the real enemies of the yogis. 

Now to give a few instances. A very great friend of mine, who 
belongs to a very goon family of the high caste Brahmins in Bengal, left his 
house, in spite of all sorts of comforts, and became a Sadhu. I saw 
him in one of the distant countries of India, very far from Bengal. 
Subsequently my friend went in search of the yogis to know more of the 
Yog philosophy. For months he was in the Himalayas, especially near 

• Bha/lg is exoterically a strong intoxicant; but in esoteric symbology it stands for one of 
the siddhis or occult powers. But a Western Sanskritist may be well pardoned for being 
ignorant of the difference. lEns.] 
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the Hurdwar Hills. After a long time, when he came back to my place on 
one of his wandering tours, I asked him whether he had seen anything 
strange or found anyone possessing extraordinary powers. In reply he 
smiled and said, that the seeds have not died out, the sparks can still be 
seen in places not accessible to ordinary human kind. He said that when 
he first took his seat in one of the most secluded defiles of Himalaya on 
the Hurdwar Hills, he saw so many serpents all round about him that he 
did not know what to make of them, but they never injured him; big and 
black poisonous snakes they were, but as they came so they went away. 
He was on one side of the hill, while on the other side, covered with 
forests of beech trees, no human abode could be there, no human foot could 
tread there, for the main stream of the Ganges fell from an enormous 
height at that spot, and flowed so rapidly that the force of the current 
and the velocity and speed of the water were very fierce. It was not 
possible for any living being to cross that stream and go to the other side 
of the hill. However, on that same side and quite near the trees on the 
bank of the sacred river, a figure could be seen after midnight (if I 
remember rightly) sitting near the fire-a big fire, too-his back towards 
the side of my friend, long matted hair hanging down to his knees. So 
calm and inspiring were surroundings that it was something unspeakable 
and indescribable. My friend said that figure was seen regularly till early 
morning; but during the day no trace of the fire, no work, no sign of any 
hut, in fact nothing could be seen save trees and mountains. Some time 
after he questioned a hill-man and spoke to him about the phenomenon, or 
whatever it was, and in reply he heard that the figure was that of a very 
great yogi; that nobody knew where he lived, whence he came, or whither 
he went; no living being could reach the other side, but such persons 
could go wherever they liked. My friend spoke of other incidents, but I 
do not wish to multiply cases. For many reasons I am unwilling to do so, as 
after all, I too, happen to belong to the same family of Hindus 
that are so un desirous to let their secrets out;* especially from the fear that 
some people in England might perhaps take a fancy to introduce the play 
of a " Hindu Yogi" into one of the theatres of London, just as the play of 
"Mahomet" was recently attempted by some of the Anglo-Indian friends 
of Islam. However, I make a difference: that the deserving must possess 
these facts, it matters not who they are, or what they are; but the undeserv
ing can have none, even if they be the highest of the Brahmins; because the 
Yoga philosophy knows no caste or creed, no wealth or poverty, but the 
one all-sacrificing principle: Kill thyself, if thou wishest to save thyself, 
and do good to others if thou wilt do good to thyself. 

A BRAHMI!'. 

• Our friend is not to be persuaded to put on paper what he told us persona\1y: he 
provokingly breaks off just where he became most interesting. His verbal account was far 
more actual if less picturesque than the above. LEDs.] 
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ilrobltnls of lift 
FROM "THE DIARY OF AN OLD PHYSICIAN." 

By N. I. PIROGOFF.* 

(Continued from the December Number.) 

II. 
ON A-fEMORY AND CONSCIOUSNESS. 

~ SECOND condition for becoming a truthful autobiographer is good 
~ memory. For a person with a bad memory, however witty and 
mentally sane he may be, there can txist no past. Such an individual may 
be a profound thinker, even a genius, but he can hardly avoid being one
sided, as, in any case, clear and fresh sensation of past impressions is 
unthinkable without a good memory. But, there are two kinds of memory, 
I believe: one, a general memory, more ideal, more universal, and the 
other a special and more technical one; such as the memory for music, for 
colours, numbers, figures, etc., etc. The former (the general memory) 
though it has been rejected by some, is precisely the one that retains the 
various kinds of impressions received throughout our life, and the events 
lived over by everyone of us. A very profound thinker, and a man full of 
genius, may have a strongly developed special memory, and lack almost 
entirely the other. 

My memory is of the former order and was in days of yore very acute. 
And now, in myoid age, as in the case of other old people, it is the past 
that appears to me the clearest, not only in its events, but in the personal 
sensations experienced by me. I feel almost sure of making no mistake in 
the correct description of my thoughts and feelings at the various and most 
remote epochs of my life. Yet the recollection of my past sensations and 
the convictions and ideas resulting therefrom, may, after all, not be of that 
kind which I have termed" general memory". It may be only special or, 
so to speak, technical memory; and it is not everyone who is endowed with 
it. Furthermore the memory or recollection of one's personal sensations 
demands culture (training), as it is only culture which can generate in us 
and develope self-absorption. To the development of this quality, attention 
-centred on one's sensations and their further evolution-must be added. 
In general, we remember well only that to which our attention has been 
called. Attention, thus, is the first attribute of memory, although neither 
attention nor memory is always conscious ;-yet the former is rarelyother
wise. On the other hand, me;l"lOry-the special or technical memory
frequently acts quite Ilnconsciouslyin us. We remember a good many things 

• Translated from the Russian, bv H. P. B. 
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and often pay great attention to them (involuntarily and unawares to our
selves). When suddenly recalling certain things, how very often a genuine 
feeling of surprise arises in us that we have preserved them in our memory! 

It is extremely difficult to realise how certain sensations and recollec
tions, not only of past events in general, but even the minute feelings which 
we experienced during long by-gone events--how they can remain stored 
in our brain, as they do, almost for a life-time! The brain, like all our 
other organs, is subject to a constant change of substance, the particles of 
its tissues being steadily replaced by new ones. We must suppose that 
during the process of this change of one substance into another, the old 
atoms impart to the new ones the same vibrations that moved them, when 
experiencing various impressions connected with the past. Thus, the 
plastic, soft brain-stuff of the child, during the process of its solidification 
and changes of its physical properties, continues to retain the imprints of 
its earliest sensations and impressions, thence to pass them on to our con
sciousness; and this it does still more vividly and clearly in our old age 
than during our manhood. Does not this speak rather in favour of a theory 
of mine (rather a mystical one, I confess), that the atomic, or molecular 
oscillations (which it is absolutely necessary to postulate in sensations) 
take place, not in the visible and ever-changing cells of the brain tissues 
alone, but also in something else besides; in a more subtle, ethereal 
element, which, interpenetrating the atoms, passes through them, and 
is impervious to all the organic changes ?* 

Very remarkable, also, are the unconscious sensations, which may, c.r 
may not, remain latent in our memory. All our inner life consists of inces
sant sensations-whether conscious or unconscious; of feelings ever acting 
upon and agitating us, brought from without, and generated within. 
From the beginning of our being to the end of our life, our organs and 
tissues bring to, and retain in us, a large mass of such sensations, which, 
in their turn, receive their impressions, some from the external world, 
others from their own innermost being. We do not feel our organs. When 
looking at an ohject, we do not think of our eye. Noone during his normal 
state knows anything of his liver, nor even of his ever-beating heart. But 
there is not an organ that fails to furnish with its special contingent of 
sensations the general organism it belongs to, and which is composed 
of these organs. Not one of these, as a part of the whole, can avoid 
incessantly notifying the latter of its presence. It is, then, this endless 

• This is a purely occult teaching. Our" memory" is but a general agent, and its 
.. tablets". wlth their indelible imp'ressions, but a figure of speech: the "brain-tablets" 
serve only as a upadhi or a vahan (basis, or vehicle) for reflectmg at a given moment the 
memory of one or another thing. The records of past events, of every minutest action, and 
of passing thoughts, in fact. are really impressed on the imperishable waves of the 
ASTRAL LIGHT, around us and everywhere, not m the brain alone; and these mental pictures, 
images, and sounds, pass from these waves via the ronsciousness of the personal Ego or Mind 
(the lower Manas) whose grosser essence is astral, into the" cerebral reflectors ", so to say, of 
our brain, whence they are delivered by the psychic to the sensuous consciousness. This 
at every momeut of the day, and even during sleep. See" Psychic and Noetic Action ", in 
Lru:ifer. Nov •• 1890. pp. 181 and 182. [TRANSL.] 
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series of sensations from within and from without-regulateli, 110 doubt, 
in a certain way, and therefore, rather a collectivity of sensations-which is 
our " I" during our earthly life·time. What is, or would be, that "I" 
separated from this collectivity of feelings, is something which no one could 
represent to himself. But there is no reason why he should refuse to admit 
the possibility of the existence of a sentient P,inciple, yet experiencing none 
of ou, sensations. Thus, while one " I " is based on experiment and obser
vation, the other has to be accepted on logic, and the third may be 
postulated on faith. * The Cartesian cogito, e,go SU"', might be replaced by 
the more correct words: sentio, e,go sum, as the sentence" I feel my , I '" may be 
uttered without any thinking. The feeling-II I am ", II I exist ", is not the 
product of the action of a thought, but that of a sensation, the result of a 
feeling, not of an idea. True, the infant when drawing its first breath, 
upon entering the world, does not formulate the words II I exist ", though 
unquestionably, when drawing breath for the first time, it experiences 
(unconsciously) something entirely new to it. Nor, again, is the conscious 
feeling of existence which develops gradually in a child the product of 
thought, any more than is the other. It is simply only a more regulated, 
and a firmer sensation brought to him by his organs from the outside 
world and from within himself. 

The Cartesian II I ", due to reasoning, is quite another affair. Never
theless, and long before we pronounce the suggestive words, II I," and" I 
am ", we have the time of reaching and realising through our sensations 
and mental representations (not due to thought, anyhow) our self-sentiency, 
and of manifesting it. Thus, the conscience of our" I " comes to us uncon
sciously, and we do not reach it through a thinking process. For, the 
conscience of existence is not the prerogative of human nature alone, but 
we share it in common with the whole animated world. How could an anima 
defend itself, seek for its food, and struggle for life, had it not within itself 
the consciousness of its individuality? But the full comprehension of 
one's own" I" or personality, the Slim, in short, or the" I am ", can, of 
course, manifest only in a being like man, i.e., in one endowed with speech 
and the faculty of uttering mentally syllabic sounds, and of combining these 
same words, mentally, again. These two faculties and thought are the 
same thing. Without a "word," there can be no thought; without a 
th0ught-no II word." Sensation and representation are transformed in our 
brain into a thought or an idea, only through the syllabic sounds of words. 
There is no need that the faculty of arranging words out of sensations 
should absolutely go hand in hand with the faculty of speech, i.e., of pro
nouncing words. A deaf and dumb person thinks in his own way and can 

• .. Faith" is but the misapplication of an illner intuition. The latter shows to us 
unerringly a general truth, in this, or that, universal proposition, which the former proceeds 
to objectivise and disfigure, according to the canons of our objective plane. Intuition is 
divine. but faith is human.-[TRANsL.] 
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understand others, though deprived of the faculty of uttering words. * He 
replaces them in his head by signs, akin to syllabic sounds; and the 
sensation necessary to stimulate this faculty into activity is furnished him, 
not of course by the organ of hearing, but by that of sight and other organs. 
For, besides the organs of sensation-in both animal and man-not only 
the consciousness of individual existence, but also the sensation of the 
agreeable and the disagreeable, the affections and passions, are stimulated 
by all the other organs. t The collectivity (ensemble) of sensations, furnished 
to us by all our organs (both those which do not, and those that do commu
nicate with the outward world, with the non-Ii), is that which we call 
existence, the gist of which, as of everything else in this world, is unknown 
to us. 

We find the above very graphically expressed in the books of old 
anatomists: 

.. Cor ardet, loquitur pulmo, fel promovet ira, 
Splen rudere faeit, cogit amare jecur." 

In our day, when observations are proving that the actions of our 
organs of sense, espec~ally those of the eye, can be explained in no other 
way than by accepting unconscious (instinctual) cerebration, it is no longer 
a matter of doubt that we attain to a fully conscious, grammatical" I am," 
only through a long process of unconscious cerebration preceding the latter. 
But even this fully conscious action of thought has its unconscious logic, 
which demands absolutely and fatally, that we should think in such, and 
not in any other way, with moreover, and fortunately for us, a full inner con
viction that our thought enjoys freedom. But in fact, it is absolutely free 
only in lunatics; and even in them this freedom-in other words the cerebral 
jumble-is most probably dependent on various abnormal sensations of 
personal existence, generated by the disease of organs.". 

But an attempt to convince oneself and others that our thought and 
will are indeed never free, is also a kind of insanity, in its way. 

There is nothing to be done against the reality of sensations. If we 
are all hallucinated, then hallucination can no longer exist for us: but 
who, in this case, can show us that we are self-deceiving ourselves? There 

• We are not quite sure what Professor Pirogoff meant here by" word ". It must be in 
a mystical sense.-[TRANSL.] 

t See" Psychic and NOi!tic Action" part II, in Ltu:iftr, Nov., rSgo. 
t Eastern Phllosophy-occult or exoteric-does not admit of an " I" separate from the 

Universe. objective or subjective, material or s~iritual-oth\lrwise than as a temporary 
illusion during the cycle of our incarnations. It 15 this regrettable illusion, the .. heresy of 
separateness" or personality. the idea that our .. I " is distinct in eternity from the Universal 
EGO. that has to be conquered and destroyed as the root of selfishness and all evil, 
before we can get rid of re-births and reach Nirvana.-[TRANsL.) 

, Lunacy. or loss 0/ mind. as it is very suggestively called. is explained in Occultism as 
being primarily due to the paralysis of the higher functions in Kama-Manas. the physical 
mind-and. in cases of incurable insanity. to the reunion of the superior portion of the lower 
with the Higher DivineEgo. and·the destruction, in consequence. of An/askarana. the medium 
of communication. an event which leaves alive in man only his animal portion, whose Kamic 
mind lives henceforward on the astral plane.-[TRANsL.] 
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might be a possibility of proving it, if there were only one organ of sense in 
us hallucinated, for then all the other organs could correct the mistake. 
But what can be done when all our sensations, in everyone of us, lead us 
to the conviction that our thoughts and our will are free, and when all the 
foundations of life have already been shaped on this idea? To stubbornly 
persist in conviucing oneself and others of the contrary, might, in this case, 
lead the persuading sage to allow his own thought and will so much 
freedom, as to make him quite fit and ready for a lunatic asylum himself. 
It is only with abnormal sensations that we are able-and even that with 
great difficulty-to struggle and hold our own; with regard to our normal 
sensations, however meaningless they may appear to us, the least 
struggle may become fatal. 

Of late there have appeared among our young society men, those who 
will not hear of "enslaving their thought", even so far as to make them 
admit that two and two make fOllr. .. My thought is free ", they declare. 
" If I choose to, I will accept such or another mathematical axiom; if 1 do 
not choose to do so-there it goes!" and so on. The idea that an 
unbridled licence of thought and will is a terrible disease, from the develop
ment of which every man, who would not end by suicide or folly, has to 
guard himself, seems to have never so much as entered the head of these 
gentlemen. Everyone of us must be free enough to choose for himself such 
or another view of the Universe, but having once chosen a concept, he has 
to adhere to it; at any rate until he has found a better one to replace it 
with. 

The establishment of a certain modus vivendi is necessary, not only for 
the harmonious union of families, societies and nations, but likewise for 
peaceful union with oneself; and this can be achieved only through a 
certain and more or less well-defined world-concept. 

I do not believe that any thinking man has ever succeeded in allowing 
himself to be guided throughout his whole life by one and the same con
ception; but I feel certain that all our intellectual life is finally summed up 
by the working out-if it were only for one's daily use-of some final 
concept of life, of the Universe, and of self. It is true that a constant work 
of this kind is in the way of the establishment of a status quo. Nevertheless, 
it stretches without a break, like a red thread throughout the whole hundle 
of existence, and never ceases to guide, and more or less. to rule, over aU 
our actions. Of course doubts and wavering are unavoidable during such 
a " working out"; but they are by far less trouhlesome than those which 
weigh down the man who believes that stopping at something definite 
means the breaking of the freedom of thought and will. 

In the present examination of my life I will describe the several 
theories on the Universe and Man that I had accepted at different periods 
of my existence, holding to them for a greater or a shorter time; and I hope 
also to elucidate to myself why I have accepted them. For the present, 
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however, I must try to work out for myself the views on which I have, as I 
believe, finally settled. I have to analyse that portion of my present ideas, 
which relates to rr.y actual concepts on the foundations of our being. 

I can no longer settle my thought on the ever restlt:ss and eternally 
living atoms of space. My mind falls flat, and finds itself in a condition 
from which there is no isc;ue whatever in either of these two cases: 
(a) whenever it attempts to conceive the world-atoms as infinitely divisible 
and formless: or (b) as indivisible and having a certain form. The 
particle of matter; the infinitely divisible, the moving and the formless, 
self-becoming, owing to chance alone; conditioned or limited, quiescent 
and now having form-all this appears so incongruous to my mind that I 
am unable to accept the hypothesis.* Nor can my thought linger long on 
atoms fractioned into granules, pellets, mathematical pointst and what not 
else. If the Universe is literally filled with impermeable atoms-meaning 
by impermeable that they have preserved the chief property of substance
and that they have, meanwhile, to be in incessant motion, "here then, in 
what (space) and how, does this motion take place? My weak intellect 
while performing its analysis of substance, dividing and decomposing its 
atoms (particles) is unable to rest on them. It passes on finally, insensibly 
and involuntarily, to something else, having all the negative properties of 
matter_ My mental analysis brings me fatally to the necessity of accepting 
outside these atoms something permeable and interpenetrating everything 
and everywhere, indivisible, formless, ever in motion, and by these very 
properties imparting, moving, accumulating, and scattering the atoms; 
shaping thereby, the forms of substance and penetrating into them and 
through them, assuming (nestling, so to say, in them), if even only tem
porarily, this or another aspect, according to which form of matter it is 
penetrating.t 

Carrying my analysis of the organic substances and of myself further, 
I involuntarily put myself the que:;tion: whence this faculty of the organic 
world to sense and to perceive its existence? Its fundamental atoms, 
however J may represent them to myself, will nevertheless, ever remain for 
me, infinitely divisible, impermeable, and so forth, i.e., having such proper
ties as are unable to explain to me their faculty of sensing and being 
conscious of themselves. It is evidently necessary to allow, that from ages 
upon ages innumerable, there have existed atoms endowed with these 

• Occult philosophy teaches that atoms. so called. are not of this earth but belong to 
quite a different plane. both of matter and consciousness. But. vide illfra note.-[TRANsL.] 

t The atomic theory is on a par only with the undulatory theory of light. which neces
sitates the material agency of Ether. Hence. we are told by the physicists that the lIypo
tlletical agent called the ether of space is both elastic ... of extreme tenuity and absolutely 
imponderable". Nevertheless this agent is made to perform functions which, if it has to 
remain the transmitter of light. would make it endowed to the highest degree with the 
properties of an absolutely liard body. This is eXlUt. mathematical science.-[TRANsL.] 

t If we understand correctly this .. something permeable and interpenetrating" all and 
everywhere. it is Allasa, whose lowest form is the Ether of Space. the latter, however. being 
considerably different from the" hypothetical agent" or mediu1ll of Science.-[TRANsL.] 
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faculties, which, through their accumulation into one whole, formed sentient 
and conscious organisms. My mind does not accept the idea that the mere 
grouping of atClms into certain forms (e.g., the cerebral cells) could make 
them eo ipso capable of sensing, desiring and conceiving, unless the faculty 
of sensing and consciousness were already innate in such units. * 

It is this principle or " Beginning", ·this element of feeling, of will and 
consciousness, the most fundamental element of bting-a principle, without 
which the Universe would have no existence for us-it is this, which my 
mental analysis is looking for beyond the limits of atoms. And it searches 
for it in that, which it recognises through necessity as existing outside of 
the particles of matter, and having all the negative faculties-i.e., contrary 
to those of the molecules-and without which, even the positive faculties of 
matter would remain non-existing for us. 

This abstract creation of mental analysis-as abstract as are the atoms 
themselves-based on the natural faculty of the mind to carry its functions 
outside itself, must likewise contain in itself the fundamental and negative 
property of the substantial particles (or atoms)-an independent principle 
of life with its chief attribute: the capacity for sensing and self-conscious
ness, only of course different from that capacity in us mortals. 

I conceive-no, it is not a conception, but a vision-and this vision 
represents to me a limitless, incessantly rolling and waving ocean of life, 
formless, containing in itself the whole Universe, penetrating all its atoms, 
continually grouping them, then decomposing their combinations and 
aggregates, and adjusting them to the various objects of being.t 

In whichsoever series of my limited mental representations I may class 
this Fountain Head of sensation and self-sentient life-to that of Forces, 
or of the infinitely attenuated substances-it will still represent to me some
thing entirely independent and distinct from that matter, which is known to 
us through its sensuous properties, i.e., pertaining to sensuous investiga
tions and observations. I have no other means of investigating this source 
of sensations and of my conscious" Being ", save that capacity of sensing 
received by me from that same source. And too we can only then investi
gate and know anything fully, when we find ourselves higher than, and 
superior to, the object to be known. But the property of our mind, to 
search for aim and design, cannot fail to perceive such a designment in the 
phenomena of life. There is nothing rational and continuous thought out, 
or discovered, by our intelligence that is not to be found, cut and dry, so 
to speak, in the Universe that surrounds us. It is useless to say that our 
organism is a machine ;--quite the opposite, for every machine ever invented 

• Precisely; and this is the chIef argument of Theosophy. The chasm between mind 
and matter is an impassable one, as Mr. Tyndall and all the other Agnostics and Material
ists are bound to admit. No theory of evolution or .. heredity" will ever cover or explain 
the mystery.-[TRANsL.] 

t The Occultists and Theosophists call it .. the One Life". the triplr manifested 
Deity or the three Logoi-the one pole of which is negative. the other positive-and the 
whole circumference and central roint-univer1Oal mind and the atom. The latter are 
both abstractions, yet the only Reahty.-[TRANsL.] 
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by man is nothing but an impression taken from objects and apparatus, and 
various engines already existing in nature and in our organisms. 

Organic nature is all the more striking to us, in that the Beginning, or 
the source of life, has adjusted all its mechanical and chemical processes 
to the various aims and objects of existence. And if our mind cannot fail 
to find a design in the manifestations of life and a creative faculty in the 
various types according to definite forms, then that same mind can no more 
fail to perceive in this itself-i.e., reason and intelligence. Thus our intel
lect has to accept of necessity an infinite and eternal Mind, which rules the 
Ocean of Life. (To be continued.) 

33€ 

The Taou which can be described in words, is not the everlasting 
(infinite all-pervading, all-creating) Taou. 

The Name, which can be named (or spoken), is not the everlasting 
name (of the Infinite) Taou. 

For unnameable is (the great first Cause) the Maker of Heaven and 
Earth. 

Whilst He who can be named is but the Mother (The Creator) of all 
(those) things (of which our senses are cognisant). 

Hence he who would obtain a knowledge of this great mystery (of 
spiritual being), 

Must keep himself free from carnal desires. 
For he who gives way to passion, will not be able to see beyond the 

limits imposed by his senses. 
Yet both (spirit and matter) issue from the same source, 
Though they exist under different names. 
The origin of both is equally obscure, for great is the obscurity 
Which enshrouds the portals, through which we penetrate to these 

mysteries. 
" He who would enter in eternal peace 

Must free himself from all seductive thoughts. 
For every being in a human form, 
Has to accomplish a fixed destiny, 
And we but watch the changes as they pass; 
For each in turn takes on him some new shape, 
And each in turn reaches his primal state; 
In other words, arrives at final rest, 
Having fulfilled the law which ruled his fate, 
And so becomes immortal. He who knows 
Of this, is one enlightened-far removed 
From him who has no hope to guide his acts, 
For the enlightened by the Faith upheld 
Move calmly onward, all they see around 
They look upon with sympathy and love 
As part of their own being; and each act 
Is based on justice and the rule of right; 
But he who follows Justice-as a King 
Stands o'er his fellows, ever moving on 
With measured footsteps Heavenward, thro' the paths 
Which lead him onward to the blessM goal-
To where he sinks to final rest in Taou: 
Ever immortal, in eternal Peace. 

(Laou-tsze, translated by 
Major-General ALEXANDER, C.B., in "Confucius.") 

4-
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Roman ,«atbnlirism anb ~btn5npbv. 
~ii5 EFLECTING on the suggestion made by Mr. W. Kingsland in his 
~ admirable address on "Theosophy and Ecclesiasticism", that 
possibly Cardinal Newman might have been a re·incarnation of St. Philip 
Neri, one or two thoughts have occurred to me. As a member of the 
congregation of the Oratory founded by St. Philip, and introduced into 
England by Father Faber, Cardinal Newman would naturally have a 
special devotion towards that Saint in common with his brethren, just 
as the Jesuits have for St. Ignatius, or the Carmelites for St. Theresa or 
St. John of the Cross.* Again, it is to be remembered that Saints are 
supposed to be those who have gained the victory over self, and have 
attained the Buddha state j according to Catholic doctrine, they have no 
purgatory, but pass at once to the regions of highest bliss j therefore, even 
from the Theosophist standpoint, they cannot re-incarnate, or if they did, 
they would not have to pass through a long struggle in their search for 
truth, but would perceive it from the beginning of the full age of reason, 

But, going over some of Newman's more mystical writings, it is 
remarkable how near he comes to the teachings of Theosophy. For 
instance when he says, referring to recollections of his childhood: "I 
used to wish the Arabian tales were true: my imagination ran on 
unknown influences, on magical powers and talismans. •. I 
thought life might be a dream, and I an angel and all the fi.lor/d a 
deception, my fellow-angels, by a playful device. concealing themselves 
from me, and deceiving me by the semblance of a material world." 

In a sermon preached on Michaelmas Day of 1831, called" The 
Ministry of Angels ", Newman combats the "scientific spirit" of the 
age, and asserts the working of spiritual forces in nature. The following 
extract is not too long for the expression of his idea :-

II There have been ages of the world in which men thought too much of angels, 
and paid them overmuch honour, honoured them so perverst'ly as to forget the 
supreme worship due to Almighty God, This is the sin of a dark age, but the sin of 
what is called an educated age, such as ours now, is just the reverse; to account 
slightly of them, or not at a\1; to ascribe an we see around us not to their agency, but 
to certain assumed laws of nature." .. \Ve know", he goes 011, "that it is the spirit 
in man and belst which makes man and beast move; but reason te\1s us of no spirit 
t'xisting in what is ca\1ed the natural world to make it perform its ordinary duties. 
Or course it is God's will which sustains it a\1, so does God's will enable tiS to move 
also. Yet this does not hinder that, in one sense, we may be truly said to mot'e 
ourselves. But how do the \vind and \vater, earth and fire move? Now here 
Scripture interpose~, and seems to te\1 liS that all this wonderful harmony is I he work 

• "Fortheir Saint's honour is their own,"-Ma""u"" 
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of angels. Those events which we ascribe to chance, as the weather, or to Nature, as 
the seasons, are duties done to that God who maketh His angels to be winds, and His 
ministers a flame of fire. For example, it was an angel which gave to the Pool of 
Bethesd~ its medicinal quality; and there is no reason why we should doubt that 
other health·springs in this and other countries, are made such by a like unseen 
ministry. The fires on Mount Sinai, the thunders and lightnings, were the work of 
angels; and in the Apocalypse we read of the angels restraining the four winds. 
. . . • . • . Thus as far as the Scripture communications go, we learn that the 
course of Nature, which is so wonderful, so beautiful, and so fearful, is effected by the 
ministry of those unseen beings. Nature is· not inanimate; its daily toil is intelligent, 
its works are dutits. I do not pretend to say that we are told in Scripture what 
~1atter is; but I affirm that, as our souls move our bodies, be our bodies what they 
may, so there are spiritual intelligences which move those wonderful and vast portions 
of the natural world which seem to be inanimate; and as the gestures, speech, and 
expressive countenances of our frie~ds around us, enable us to hold interc<?urse with 
them, so in the motions of universal Nature, in the interchange of day and night, 
summer and winter, and storm, fulfilling His word, we are reminded of the blessed 
and dutiful angels. Every breath of air and ray of light and heat, every beautiful 
prospect, is, as it were, the skirts of their garments, the waving of the robes Of those 
whose faces see God in heaven." 

I t would not be difficult to find parallel passages in the "Secret 
Doctrine ", manifestly that in which occur the words " we admit of nothing 
inanimate in nature ". 

Referring to the animal creation, he bids men reflect 
"That we are undeniably taking part in a third world, which we do indeed see, 

but about which we do not know more than about the angelic hosts-the world of 
brute animals; can anything be more marvellous and startling, unless all were used 
to it, than that we should have a race of beings about us whom we do but see, and as 
little know their state, or can describe their interests or their destiny, as we can tell 
of the inhabitants of the sun or moon? It is indeed an overpowering thought, that 
we familiarly use, I may say hold intercourse with, creatures who are as much 
strangers to us, as mysterious, as if they were the fabulous unearthly beings, more 
powerful than man and vet his slaves, which Eastern super&titions (sic) have invented. 

. . • We do not know whether they can sin or not, whether they are under 
punishment, whether they are to live after this life. • • • . Is it not plain to our 
minds that there is a world inferior to us in the scale of beings, with which we 
are connected, without understanding what it is?" 

It need not seem wonderful to us that with such strong intuition as 
this, Newman should have found a home in the only Church which gives a 
certain corroboration to many of these ideas, especially those concerning 
the hierarchies and their influence on the workings of nature and on the. 
spiritual souls of men. While still outside the Catholic Church, he began 
to feel that it was better to believe too much than to reject all, considering 
the way which the age was taking, if the choice lay, as it seemed to him to 
do, between these two. Doubt and unbelief were chilling, and in many 
cases freezing out. all religious aspiration, leaving men in utter gloom and 
darkness as regards spiritual truth, or as others phrased it, in the "dry 
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light of scientific certainty". Newman's studies in theology had shewn 
him the uncertainty of interpretation of the Bible records, and the wide 
divergence of creeds built up on this foundation without any acknowledged 
authority. Not only this, but the )pectacle of the prosperous and com
fortable Anglican establishment struck him in unfavourable contrast with the 
ascetic life so largely practised in the I~oman Church. In the last chapter 
of" Loss and Gain ", his criticism of the lives of certain ministers, bishops 
and deans, with" nothing to make them clergymen but a black coat and a 
white tie ", their immediate object being to" make themselves comfortable, 
to marry, to have a fair income ", &c., is severe in the extreme. 

Another Catholic doctrine in which one sees the traces of the old 
Wisdom-religion is the limitation in the number of re-incarnating souls. 
The Church teaches that the places once held by the fallen angels have to 
be filled by those who have attained to the highest sanctity during their 
life on earth, so that their number may be complete. 

The Secret Doctrine says: "For the Ego (the 'Higher Self' when 
merged with and in the Divine Monad) is Man, and yet the same as the 
OTHER', the Angel in him incarnated, as the same with the universal 
MAHAT ". The Kumaras, the" Angels ", became men, that they might 
re-become II Sons of God". The difference is in the method, the end is 
virtually the same. Also the rise and fall of the Great Breath, causing 
not only cyclic action in the Kosmos, but presumably those alternating 
states of exaltation and depression so well known to sensitive souls, and 
expressed in Catholic parlance by the terms" abundance of grace ", and 
II spiritual desolation"; only the Catholic attributes these states to the will 
or caprice of a Divine Personality, whereas the Theosophist regards them 
as the workings of a spiritual law. The mystical writers speak frequently 
of the" superior" and" inferior" sides of the soul, corresponding to our 
upper and lower Manas. In a work entitled "Christian Patience" by the 
late Bishop Ullathorne, these expressions frequently occur. St. Theresa 
describes the soul in an allegory as a fortress with six outward enclosures, 
one within the other, the central keep being the abode of the highest or 
most spiritual part, which must be carefully guarded from attack. 

The more one studies the mystical Christian writers, St. Bernard, St. 
Theresa, and especially St. John of the Cross, the more one is struck with 
the similarity of their ideas with those of Theosophy or even Occultism; 
the difference is in the phraseology, which every student can transbte into 
his own language. The study of Theosophy, when sufficiently diffused, 
must have the effect of reconciling the various creeds and religions of the 
world, and the sooner their votaries leave off accentuating their points of 
difference, with the object of showing that they themselves are in the right, 
the sooner will this desirable end be brought about. 

E. KISl.INGBURY, F.T.S. 
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EXOTERIC AND ESOTERIC SOUND. 

05Ioltrit anh 05.5ottrit ~DUnh. 
PART I.-SOUND. 

"I~rHAT is the cause of Sound? This question will at once seerr. 
~v:' ridiculous to even the most superficial student of Science. Sound 

is caused by vibration, I shall be told. This being so, the next question 
is: What vibrates? To this again I am answered that vibration takes 
place amongst the particles which sound. After having been given ocular 
proof of this by various experiments, I ask how sound is propagated from 
the vibrating particle to my ear, and I am then enlightened as to the 
wave theory of the atmosphere and many interesting details are added 
concerning the behaviour of the wave in different mediums and under 
different circumstances of temperature, &c. To complete my instruction 
I am now taken through a course of interesting experiments on different 
vibrating materials, the net result of which is to leave me with a perfect 
picture of vibrations and waves under almost every conceivable aspect. 
If I now venture to repeat my first question slightly altered to: \Vhat is 
Sound? I shall have my attention recalled to the vibration of, say, the 
prong of a tuning fork, I shall be reminded of what 1 have been shown, and 
I shall be told to listen, keeping both my ears and mind intent upon the 
note, and then the sound I hear will be entirely explained by what I know 
of the theory of and experiments in vibration. It would seem, therefore, 
that sound proceeds from the vibration of the tuning fork, is taken up by 
the atmospheric waves which eventually reach my ear, where the dis
turbance is presently carried on by the auditory nerves, and conducted to 
tht: mind. This is what would appear to be the case according to the 
present theory of Sound, but as a matter of fact it only seems to be so, and 
the assertion that Sound proceeds through the air is misleading. The 
vibration by which Sound manifests its presence does undoubtedly pass 
through the air from the tuning fork to my ear, but there is absolute silence in 
the vibration and in the atmospheric ""dulation. The sound which we hear is in 
ourselves and not in the vibration which has been set up. This appears to 
me so evident that having called attention to the fact I should feel that an 
apology were due to my reader were it not equally certain that we get into 
the habit of attributing sound to the wires and rods and pipes whose 
sonorous harmonies we listen to with so much delight, but which, para
doxical as it may seem, are muteness itself. Indeed, this beautiful world 
of ours is wrapt in the most profound silence on this plane where the 
coloured glories of Dame Nature's outward garb express in brilliant hues 
the sleeping music of another sphere. The sigh of the wind as it passes 
over the smiling fields in Spring time, the howling blast tearing at the 
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bosom of the mighty ocean in savage glee, the chirp of the cricket, or the 
report of a gun-none of these are heard in this world. They are all modes 
of motion, active amongst themselves and silent as the grave. 

And yet to us these mute activities of life are full of Sound. And not 
only does their music thrill us to the very centre, but it comes from these 
same noiseless vibrations, thus maKing Silence the mother of Sound. 
How are we then to explain this apparent contradiction? On the one 
hand we find that this activity lets in upon us a something which is more 
than itself, which is in fact quite distinct from motion, namely Sound. On 
the other it is inaudible. Well, if we are to explain the meaning of silence 
WI1hout and music within, we can do so by observing in ourselves how the 
auditory nerve passes the vibration which strikes the ear to our conscious· 
ness, where we recognise it as Sound. At the point where it originates 
(say at the end of a tuning fork) we have simply the IICtivity of the note, or 
act of manifestation j whereas its sound, the thing which manifests in the 
act, and which lies hidden in it, becomes vivid to our consciousness. 
From what we know of the relation of Sound to motion, I do not think it 
will be contested that the former is always present at the back, so to speak, 
of the latter. For theoretically no movement, however slight, but by the 
third law of motion constitutes a vibration. This must produce a corres· 
ponding undulation in the surrounding air, which has only to be repeated 
with sufficient rapidity, or to be produced with enough force, for us to hear 
it. And in these two distinctions we have perhaps, another besides the 
generally accepted version of the difference between noise and music. For 
while it has been demonstrated that the former is due to uneven pulsations 
and the latter to even ones, may we not also hold that the first is a com
plete vibration or action and re-action both active j while the latter is half 
a manifested vibration, a simple motion, giving rise to its completion in 
the kind of re·action expressed in the third law of motion. Thus since 
activity is ubiquitous the Song of Life is no mere poetic allegory but a true 
and beautiful reality, from the harmonies of which there is no escape save 
in Death alone. Nature, as she evolves her fateful work, sings with every 
motion of her changing moods j but that song is not intoned by the gross 
material garment of her acts. 

Both observation and reason seem to assure us that Sound is not in the 
air or in the vibrating body j but that we have here only motion, which 
we perceive when it has developed in our mind or conscience. We know 
in fact that we hear the feeling (if I may so express myself) which the 
agitation of the air, or of the transmitting medium, has produced upon the 
ear. As we are not concerned in this article with the why and the how of 
this perception, I will not enter into a discussion of the methods put in 
use for the change of motion without into sound within us by our sense of 
hearing, but confine myself solely to the nature of Sound .. Now, if the ",i,.a 
heard, then Sound would appear solely as thought. But the reverse is 
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what takes place. We become aware of definite mental differences in our 
states of consciousness without the intervention of definite ideas. Now this 
exactly describes the action by which we hear a Sound and, because of the 
absence of defined thought in a musical note and the presence of feeling, 
together with the fact of our appreciating it only on the mental plane, I con
clude that music is the expression of action in consciousness; noise, because 
of the incomplete character of its vibration, is the partial expression of the 
same. And, as the expression of conscious activity by sound discloses to 
us the feeling produced on the psychic plane by the forms of matter whose 
vibration we sense on the physical plane, Hearing is really only Feeling, 
felt on another plane to that on which it was generated. 

It will be noted that Mind and Consciousness appear here as being 
distinct from one another, but this separation is merely for the purpose of 
analysis; as it is evident that though Sound does not accompany thought, 
yet consci::msness or the thinking principle is the iame as the consciousness 
which hears. When moving with thoughts, these activities emit no 
sound, while when there is action as simple "consciousness of motion 0' 
we hear, or in other words, feel this activity. To what is this difference 
of manifestation due? In the first case movement is initiated within the 
consciousness; in the second motion from without appeals to consciousness. 
Reversing the order of things we find thought (or conscious motion initiated 
on its own psychic plane) projecting itself into this world as noise (as in 
speech); while motion which projects itself from this world onto the psychic 
plane becomes there sound and music. I conclude from this that sound 
only takes place for us when motion is either projected from the plane of 
consciousness into this world, or vice versa. This brings us to the question 
of the origin of Sounds. Undoubtedly those which are developed in the 
Mind are primarily due to the so-called sounding body. Passing from this 
body through the air, a definite movement is propelled into the ear. And 
here by the mechanical arrangement of the inner ear, the material vibra
tion is translated from the plane of physical life to the psychic plane. Now 
if motion is the alter Ego of Sound, as this transformation of it indicates, 
then at the emitting body and in the transmitting medium we have con
sciousness translated to the physical plane as Motion, which is the reversal 
of what takes place at the sensory nerve. The consciousness of matter is 
macrocosmic and that of man is microcosmic, so that in the sounding 
body we have the consciousness of our material world manifesting in the 
motion of the objects and particles which compose it. Their vibrations 
are connected to the expression (as Sound) of their meaning by Man, who 
lives at once on the psychic and on the physical plane. We feel the 
influence of music as a vague and potent Presence filling us with a con
sciousness of the Power which has evolved out from the World, the pro
duct of the war of opposing forces. We drink in with every note the inner 
consciousness of those feelings which caused the earthly forms to shape 
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themselves (their Karmic records) and we thus acquire an added sympathy 
with mundane life which strengthens the chains that bind the soul to all 
the loves and passions of our earthly state. For we must not forget that 
the music and the Sounds which we are able to hear have all reached a 
certain density of vibratory force before producing the sensation of Sound. 
We only hear the comparatively coarse vibrations flung frorr. formulated 
matter, which drag into this worldly sphere a fictitious and illusive con
sciousness born of the activity of Forms and Shapes-a Psychic Con
sciousness, lord of th~ Astral Plane. 

It will be seen from what we have said that sound is the manifester 
of activity on the psychic plane. That motion here breeds music there. 
Thus, if we suppose ourselves assisting at a concert, we have our eyes 
fixed on the orchestra and we imagine that we are watching them make 
music. But while our eyes are connecting us with the movement of the 
physical objects before us, our ears have transported us into the invisible 
and psychic plane. We see musicians actively employed in setting the 
air of the concert room into a maze of silent eddies and undulations. But 
not a sound comes from their violins; the French horn is mute, the drum 
thunders without noise but, though cheated by the eye into believing that 
they are making music on their instruments, they and we are listening 
to the song of our own consciousness sung to each one of us within 
ourselves. Thus by the sense of hearing we are transported from the 
concert room with its eternal silence and aerial vibrations into the invisible 
but not alas I the Spiritual world. Our music is the music of externals, 
it is personal and psychic: the noetic song of our higher being is unheard 
by the bodily sense and appreciated only by the soul. 

THOS. WILLIAMS, F.T.S. 
(To be C01fti"rud.) 

THE growing good of the world is partly dependent on unhistoric acts; 
and that things are not so ill with you and me as they might have been, is 
half owing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden life and rest in 
unvisited tombs. 

GEORGE ELIOT. 

" THE moral condition of the world depends upon three things: Truth, 
Justice and Peace." 

As the Axis to the Sphere, 
God in matter doth inhere; 
Flesh of man the garment is, 
That enfolds thy soul and His. 
Stone and metal, flower and tree, 
Shroud the hidden Deity; 
Each and all, in man we find, 
Mirror of the eternal Mind. 

RABBI HILLEL. 
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IS THEOSOPHY PANTHEISM t 

).5 arbtD.5npbl1 Ilantbti.5m? 
I. PROCESSION OF PRINCIPLES BEGINS IN TIME. 

~ HIS question was incidentally discussed in my article" About the Ego 
®. and the Unmanifested Being" (Lucifer, Feb., 1890), and answered in 
the negative. The conclusion drawn from Mr. Thos. Williams' thoughtful 
and, though brief, weighty chapter, headed" The Grand Paradox" (Lucifer, 
July, 1890), tend to a contrary view, albeit the question itself is not formally 
posited by him. I propose in this paper, to endeavour to make myargu
ment a little clearer. 

If we stop at the" sum total of possibilities", Pantheism is the logical 
outcome. But if the outcome is seen to be illogical, we cannot stop there, 
and, to my understanding, this is ipso facto disproof of Pantheism. A doc
trine based on impersonality is not thereby pantheistic; it is incompatible 
with the plural. A doctrine grounded on personality is not therefore mono
theistical; it is inconsistent with the singular. One gives GOD; the other 
Gods, or ought to. If we attribute "impersonality" to a state the actuality 
of which is indi.iduality, we are in PANTHEISM. If we attribute "person
ality" to a state of which nothing can be predicated, we are in THEOLOGY. 

But to avoid confusion, seeing that the word has been variously inter
preted, let its definition stand thus: PANTHEISM is the doctrine which teaches 
that the Eternal is the sum total of possibilities. The word eternal is also ambigu
ous, as vouched for by the definitions given in dictionaries, and the use 
made of it in current literature. So far as it occurs to me, unchangeable (or 
changeless) is the synonymous expression requiring the least qualification. 
It does not suffice, for example, to define "eternal" as without beginning or 
end of existence. FORCE has not the essence of the unchangeable,. and must 
therefore be, essentially, without beginning or end, while we know from expe
rience that, formally, it begins and ends, and therefore is not eternal, although 
it be enduring, and this is Time, to which relativeness is confined, as not 
being compatible with Eternity. Eternity is not Ti1lU in any sense whatever, 
the latter being the abstract idea of Motion involving change, as manifested 
in phenomena. Hence the word "eternal" is properly applicable only to 
what is absolutely changeless. 

Now, the Eternal is not the cc First Cause"; nor is ita "cause", inasmuch 
as it is beyond relativeness. On the other hand, a First Cause absolute, as 
indicating the terminus of relativeness, would not be an " effect". This has 
been the Gordian knot of Philosophy-the conception of a First Cause abso
lute. For inasmuch as absolute, it must be unchangeable; and in that it 
is cause, it must have an effect, and having an effect it cannot be unchange
able-a contradictio in adjecto. An effect must partake more or less of the 
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essence of its immediate cause (though not of a remote cause, for the essence 
of any cause is changed in its immediate effect, which only partakes of that 
essence, but is not that essence). Consequently, a cause must commu"icate its 
essence in order that there be an effect. But if an essence (whether" thought" 
or .. substance") is communicated, that essence is subject to change. Hence, 
that essence is not unchangeable, is not eternal. Ergo, the so-called ABSO
LUTE is an illogical conception. Cause and effect are interdependent, and 
have no locus standi out of relativeness. It follows that the First Cause is 
not the ultima ratio, and consequently is also an "effect", and being so, it is in 
Time, not in Eternity. 

The First Cause is the reason of all principles, which are its powers; 
but, as an actuality, may be reduced to the two higher principles, which are 
inseparable, and it is because they are so, that they are never absolutely 
potential. This is' an effect of the non-absolflteness of the equilibrium of the 
three Modes of Force (which are identical with all principles manifested, 
whilst principles in potentiality are powers of the Modes, which Modes, as 
such, are never potmtial, but in equilibrium when unmanifested). 

Therefore, the First Cause (actuality of the Dual principle) is not an 
"effect" of the Eternal, but is the effect of that (the lIOn-absoluteness of equili
brium) which is itself. Now, this" cause" (the said actuality, etc.,) which 
is identical with the "effect" (the said non-absoluteness, etc.,) is not an 
.. effect" of the Eternal-for being changeable it does not partake of the essence 
of the Unchangeable. And yet for all this, the Eternal is the ultima ralw of 
that non-absoluteness of the equilibrium, without being a "cause" (quoad 
dejin.). It is not Necessity-for Necessity is in the First Cause-but a 
necessary postulate. The Eternal is undefinable, but I define the other thus: 
THE FIRST CAUSE is the only cause w"ich is its own effect. 

It is the First Cause that constitutes the" sum total of possibilities" 
at the beg;",,;ng of a cosmic period; and which, at its end, is .. essentially 
result" (see my former article, Sec. 11., and Mr. Williams', pag. 385, as to 
this expression), for the resultant of -a period is the power of that which 
follows. In a word, the First Cause is perfectible (viewed under the light of 
Maya), whilst the Eternal is not, as being that which ever abides unchanged. 
The mistake-and a very general one it is-lies in identifying the First 
Calise with" The Absolute", so-called. The Absolute is supposed to signify 
the state where Subjectivity and Objectivity are merged, phenomena being 
non-extant, while THE ONE is, and is alone in its oneness. 

The postulating such a state implies that THE ONE is the ultimate 
essence of things. If so, this Thing-in-ltself, although Reality and Actuality, 
as such, is otherwise Potentiality; that is to say, the state in question is 
eternal in regard to the Thing-in-Itself, and potential as relating to things. 
This is a contradiction in terms and denies Eternity. That which is Changl
less admits of no two aspects. All analogies are within Time. H, then, the 
Absolute is a potential state, how can it assume the actual state independently 
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of another cause? And, following up this view, an endless series of causes 
is called for. It is in vain we seek its solution in a Procession of princi. 
pIes, or in Emanation, which is the same thing. The First Principle, First 
Hypostasis, or First whatever we call it, is a begging of the ques
tion. If this" First" of causes, after lying dormant from" Eternity", as 
some have it, or " for a period", as others put it, comes to think, or will, 
etc., that manifestation shall commence or be resumed-whether in the 
sense of creation or evolution-whence comes the cause of that thought, 
will, etc., which emerges gradually or suddenly, as the case may be? Or, 
if it is Law, which is Necessity, is this not making the unconditioned con
ditioned? For Schopenhauer well says, that since necessity is dependent 
on condition, absolute necessity is a cont,adictio in adjecto (Quad,. Root, etc., 
§49); and long before him, we have it from Plotinus, that "God is not 
subject to necessity; he constitutes, in relation to other beings, Necessity 
and Law" (Enneads VI, 8 §IO). Even as presented by the last mentioned 
philosopher-who ascribes to his ONE or First Hypostasis, the ete,nal act of 
emanation, leading to the Second (Intelligence), and this to the Third 
(Universal Soul), whence (from its inferior potency) proceeds" matter "
though he may nct appear to beg the question as to ,causes, he is forced 
thereto as to attributes, and this is only removing the difficulty. The First 
Hypostasis, says he, has no attribute that may be expressed; and yet, after 
showing that thought, etc., is needless to it, he attributes thought to it, but 
"differing from that of Intelligence ". Then he makes the Second Hypos
tasis " perfect", but less so than the First, and the Third holding the third 
tkgree of Perfection, as if perfeclion (beyond good, better, best) were subject to 
degree! (See his Enneads, principally the Vth, L. I, and VIth, L.7). The 
truth is that his First Hypostasis is ,.ot eternal; an attribute is irrecon
cilable with the Changeless. 

An eternal state (quoad defin.) cannot logically be assigned to a cause, since 
a cause communicates its essence; whilst the doctrine of Emanation, howso
ever formulated, necessarily implies that the First Principle does transmit its 
essence; and Philosophers may assert it if they please, but they do not show 
that the first principle of procession is an eternal state. Why, the very 
word" principle" radically involves the notion of something that develops! 
Hence, the error is, not in the doctrine of Emanation itself, which is sound 
and non-pantkeistic-but in the scope given to it by the Schools, which, 
whether sound or unsound, bases the doctrine on Pantheism. 

Once the mind grasps the fact that there is a state beyond the 
first principle of procession-that Emanation commences in, and is limited to, 
Time-the so-called Absolute, Monism, and Pantheism disappear from the 
scene, without leaving or raising the necessity of a personal God. That the 
conception has been grasped, and not only since the teachings of Oriental 
Theosophy were introduced into the West, is certain; and was lucidly put 
forth by Kant in the 7th Sec. of the 3rd Chap., Book 2, Div. 2 of his Trans. 
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""'""tal Logic (headed: Ultima" end of tlu rl4t",al diakctu of H""",n Rt4S0n). 
He therein shows that the transcendental cause of phenomena should be 
contemplated as a ,egulatifJe influence (Geb,auch), not as a CMCStit"tifll 
principle, and that one of the errors (for he points out others) of regarding 
it in this light, is ignafJ4 ,atio (otherwise a'g"ment"m ignawm) which is tanta
mount to Fatalism. Kant uses the word principle (P,inciP) , as well 
as Gebrauch (literally custom, use, etc.), in reference to the regulative idea; 
both, and no less the free translation influence, are inadequate terms, but the 
other expression, "constitutive principle", is perfectly correct, a principle 
being the initial condition of a thing constituted. ~owever this may be, 
the fundamental idea of that distinction is quite clear, namely, that a 
plunomenon, however far removed from us, does not partake of the essence 
of the Regulative Influence, i.e., the latter does not communicate its 
essence, and therefore is not 4 principle. V. DE F. 

(To be continued.) 

Be cheerful also, and seek not external help, nor the tranquillity which 
others give. A man must stand erect, not be kept erect by others. 

If nothing appears to be better than the deity which is planted in thee, 
which has subjected to itself all thy appetites and carefully examines all 
the impressions, and as Socrates said, has detached itself from the persua
sions of sense and . . . . cares for mankind---if thou findest everything else 
smaller and of less value, give place to nothing else. 

How much trouble he avoids who does not work to see what his 
neighbour says or does or thinks, but only to what he does himself, that it 
may be just and pure. 

In the morning when thou risest unwillingly let this thought be present
I am rising to the work of a human being. Why then am I dissatisfied if 
I am going to do the things for which I exist, and for which I was brought 
into the world? Or am I made for this, to lie in the bed-clothes and keep 
myself warm? 

I am composed of the formal and the material; and neither of them 
will perish into non-existence, as neither of them came into existence out of 
non-existence. Every part of me then will be reduced by change into 
another part of the universe, and so on for ever. And by consequence of 
such a change I too exist, and those who begot me go on for ever in the 
other direction. For nothing hinders us from saying so, even if the universe 
is administered according to definite periods. 

Such as are thy habitual thoughts, such also will be the character of 
thy mind. . 

In one respect man is the nearest thing to me, so far as I must do good 
to men and endure them. 

Reverence that which is best in the universe; . . . . and in like 
manner reverence that which is best in thyself. 

Let it make no difference to thee if thou art cold or warm if thou art 
doing thy duty, and whether thou art drowsy or satisfied with sleep. 

MARCUS AURELIUS ANToNINus. 
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). (!Criticism Ott a (!Critic. 
Professor Max Muller in the New Review and in the Sanskrit Critical Journal. 

"Criticise criticism only." 

"I~rE are glad that Professor Max Muller has noticed us in the 
~lp January number of the New Review, as we thus have the oppor

tunity of returning the compliment to the learned philologist, for whose 
labours in the" Science of Language" we have always had a profound 
respect, while at the same time reserving to ourselves our own opinion as 
to his competency to deal either with the records or matters of Aryan 
religions or philosophies. The article in question is entitled "Christianity 
and Buddhism", and while we can congratulate neither religion on its 
treatment by the Professor, we sincerely sympathise with the former in 
that the championship of the well-known Orientalist has left her in so 
sorry a predicament. We shall perhaps at some later date have a few 
words to say on this subject, pointing out the utter ignorance of even 
elementary symbology displayed in the paper. At present, however, we 
have only to notice the first paragraph, and enter a slight protest in the 
name of the native pandits in general and of the Sanskrit and Pali 
scholars of the T. S. in particular, who are by the way sufficiently numerous 
in India and Ceylon. 

The paragraph runs as follows:-
"Who has not suffered lately from Theosophy and Esoteric 

Buddhism? Journals are full of it, novels overflow with it, and oh! 
the private and confidential letters to ask what it all means. It is 
nearly as bad us the Anglo-Jewish craze and the Original Home of 
the Aryans. Esoteric Buddhism has no sweet odour in the nostrils of 
Sanskrit and Pali scholars. They try to keep aloof from it, and avoid 
all controversy with its prophets and prophetesses. But it seems 
hard on them that they should be blamed for not speaking out, 
when their silence says really all that is required." 

Emile Burnouf did speak out, however, and the readers of the Revue 

de Deux Mondes know what he said for Theosophy. Another eminent 
Orientalist also accepted the hospitality of Lucifer'S pages lately, and 
Professor Max Muller must now pay the penalty of refusing to listen to 
Harpocrates, and of taking his finger from his lips. 

From this introductory paragraph, we learn the interesting fact that 
the Professor's calm is being somewhat disturbed and that in order to 
overawe a questioning public, he is endeavouring to hide himself in the 
cloak of scholarship, with its ever-changing hues, and to step onto the 
lofty pedestal of patronising Western Orientalism. 

Now the English-speaking public is notorious for its love of fair-play, 
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and is gradually waking up to the fact that it is systematically and 
studiously kept in ignorance of many things, which prevent it forming a 
just judgment, and thus is proportionately growing righteously indignant. 
\Ve, therefore, consider it our duty to let the public see both sides of the 
picture, by giving further publicity to a criticism of our critic. This we 
do both on general principles, following that ideal of Justice which is the 
cardinal tenet of Theosophy; and also in particular, because one of the 
Objects of the Theosophical Society is to get learned native gentlemen to 
instruct the \Vest on the Eastern systems of religion, philosophy and 
science, and so remove the misconceptions that \Vestern scholars have, 
consciously or unconsciously, instilled into the minds of their less instructed 
fellow-countrymen. This criticism, on a Sanskrit poem written by the 
Professor, is reprinted by permission from the Sanskrit C,itical Jou,nal, and 
is instructive not only for the reasons given above, but also because of the 
information which it contains on the Vedas and the manner in which the 
Hindus view these hoary relics of the past. 

The translation of the poem and criticism run's as follows :-

THE POEM. 
I. 

Oh friends, sing forth the praises of that wonderful great fish, whose 
name is Laksha, and who is beloved by many people. 

2. 

After he had grown strong in the sea, and had been well preserved in 
the rivers, he came back to us a welcome guest. 

3· 
May that fish (Laksha) who is to oe praised by modern poets as well 

as by those of old, bring hither towards us the goddess of happiness, 
Lakshmi! 

4· 
Come together and look at him, how red his flesh, how beautiful his 

shape, how he shines like silver! 

5· 
When the fish has been well steeped in sauce such as emperors love, 

full of sweetness and delight. 
6. 

Then indeed we long for him here at this congress, the lovely one, a 
joy to look at, meant to be eaten by men and women. 

THE C R I TIC ISM. 

THE MATSYA SUKTA. 

(I.) The Matsya Sukta is a poem of six stanzas by Professor Max 
Muller in praise of a fish called Salmon, or in Germany Laksha. 

After going through the above, it struck our mind at the first sight 
that our learned professor has made it a parody of a Vaidic Sukta, for the 
purpose of pleasing his friends. If our supposition be correct, we 
congratulate the professor on his success, but regret at the same time that 
the Vedas, the most sacred works of the Hindus, upon which the Hindu 
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religion is chiefly and originally based, have been ridiculed in such a 
childish manner by a great and good man like Professor Max Muller, who 
is generally regarded as a great admirer of the Vedas, and a chief defender 
of Hinduism: for a parody or mockery like this might lower the Vedas in 
the estimation of the Hindus, who have held the Vedas in the highest 
respect from times immemorial. 

(2.) The Hindus consider the Vedas as ever existing with the 
Almighty himself, and as not composed by any being. The Hindu 
philosophers too, after long and earnest discussions, have established the 
same truth with regard to the Vedas. The ancient sages like Valmiki, 
Vasishta and Vyasa, etc., who were Rishis in the true sense of the word, 
and probably much better acquainted with the Vedas than a Rishi of this 
iron age, used a new style of language called Laukika or the language of 
men, quite different from that of the Vedas, for the purpose of keeping the 
purity of the Vedas unalloyed. By doing this they have strictly prohibited 
common men from corrupting the Vedas by interpolation of such parodies 
or joking poems of their own. It is evident that a parody like this lowers 
the Vedas, the original spring of the Hindu religion,-an unbearable thing 
for a Hindu. 

(3) On the other hand if the professor has seriously intended by this 
to show how vast is his command of the Vaidic languagf', and how deser
ving he is of the title (Rishi) which he has assumed, then the whole thing 
is quite absurd as well as highly inappropriate, and his whole attempt in 
this is an entire failure. . 

(4) For instance, we first take the name of the poem, Matsya Sukta. 
The word Sukta is a purely Vaidic technical term, meaning a collection of 
Mantras, generally used in addressing a particular deity, so that it is quite 
absurd to use this very word in the sense of a common poem, though it 
might be a collection of stanzas treating of the same subject. The stanzas 
\fritten by Professor Max Muller cannot in any way be considered 
Vaidic Mantras, for as we have already said, according to the Hindu 

. Sastras, the Vaidic Mantras are not creations of any existing being. 
Professor Max Muller is of course well acquainted with the fact, but still 
he calls his poem a Sukta. \J\.'hat greater absurdity can there be than this? 

(5) A Vaidic Sukta has, first, a deity or the. subject matter of which it 
treats; second, the metre in which it is written; third, the Rishi by whom 
it was first seen; and fourth, Viniyoga, or its use in a particular religious 
ceremony. Our professor full owing this, also heads his poem with its deity 
the fish Laksha, its metre Gayatri, and its Rishi the professor himself; 
but he forgets to mention the last and most important thing, the Viniyoga, 
which is without doubt a great defect, for without knowledge of the 
Viniyoga a Sukta is thoroughly useless. 

(6) In fact the deity, metre, and Rishi, &c., belonging to a Sukta, are 
aU Vaidic technicalities. The deity never means a subject matter treated 
of in a common poem, but only what has been treated of in a genuine 
Vaidic Sukta. Does the poem under review belong to an original Veda, 
Ric, Yajus or Saman? If not, then what right has its author to call its 
subject matter by the name of a deity? We shall be highly obliged if the 
author will kindly satisfy us with any authority. 

(7) Metres are of two kind, Vaidic and Laukika. The Vaidic Metres 
are chiefly confined to the Vedas while the Laukikas are only for use in 
common poetry. So each of the Metres, Gayatri, &c., has duplicate forms 
entirely differing from each other. The chief characteristic of the Vaidic 
form of a Metre is the accent mark of its words, i.e., each word in it must 
be marked with its proper accent, for it is said in the Bhashya of Panini 
that a word without proper accentuation kills the utterer just like Imira 
S:ztnl. It is evident from the above that a Vaidic Metre cannot be used 
in common poetry, and even in the Vedas every word in it must be marked 
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with its proper accent m:trks. But Wl! are sorry to see that Professor 
Max Muller, the great Vaidlc scholar of the day, has violated this rule 
by using the Vaidic form of the Gayatri Metre in his own poem, and more
over has not marked his words with their proper accent marks. \Vonderful 
inappropriateness, indeed! 

(R) Now regarding the Rishi, the Rishi of a Sukta means the first seer 
of a Sukta, or one to whom the Sukta was first revealed in its complete 
form. For according to the Hindu Sastras, though the Vedas are ever 
existing, they have occasionally disappeared at the time of Pralaya or 
deluge. And at the beginning of the new creation they were again partly 
revealed by the will of God to the internal eyes of some particular men 
who were called Rishis. There are a good lOany Rishis in the Vedas. 
It must however be understood here that in every creation the Vedas are 
revealed to the same men only. So no new Rishi can occupy a place in 
the Vedas. Now we lOayask the favour of the professor's supplying us 
with his authority for calling himself a Rishi, while already knowing that 
his poem can never be reckoned as an original part of the Vedas? 

(9) Moreover the poem indicates neither any extraordinary skill on the 
author's part, nor any uncommon scholarship in Sanskrit learning; but on 
the other hand it shows his deficiency in modern Sans!,rit grammar. The 
author has written not only in the Vaidic style, hut has kept through
out the Vaidic grammatical construction of words, which is not only 
strictly prohibited to a modern poet, but is also considered asiidhu 
or incorrect. So the words Purbhebhih, &c., though they might be 
correct according to Vaidic grammar, cannot he used by a modern 
poet, for none but the Rishis had the privileges of using such forms 
of words. The Rishi.;;, according to the Hindu Sastras, are of two kinds; 
1st, those to whom the Mantras of the Vedas were originally revealed: 
2nd, those who, being Brahman by caste, are remarkable for learning, 
asceticism, truthfulness and profound scholarship in the Vedas. As no 
Vaidic Mantra has ever been revealed to the Professor, the poem under 
review is of course, not a Vaidic Mantra, neither is he a Brahman by caste. 
Thus it is evident that he has no right to use such forms of words in his 
composition. The famous poet Bhababhuti, it is true, followed occasion
ally the Vaidic style in his writing, but he carefully kept to the modern 
grammatical construction throughout. So the modern poets are bound to 
observe always the rules of modern grammar, otherwise their writings 
cannot be considered s(idhu or correct. 

(10) In conclusion we may point out that no extraordinary scholarship 
is to be found in the poem, for the poem consists of six stanzas or eight 
lines only, but even in these few lines, passages from the Rigveda are 
borrowed without the slightest alteration, as would appear from the 
passages quoted below from the poem as well as from the Rigveda, placed 
side by side for comparison. * 

. (I I) For a Sanskrit poet nothing is more discreditable than to borrow 
passages from another's works. Besides such words as adMufa purupiya, 
&c., are repeated in Mantras of the same metre (Gayatri) in the Rigveda, 
see the Rics: sahasamput,o adbhuta, so nobody feels the least difficulty in 
picking them up. Thus we see in the poem the author's own words are 
very few and these too do not indicate any capital security in the author. 
In our opinion a poem like this is not a creditable performance, even if it 
comes from the pen of an ordinary Sanskrit scholar. 

(12) Lastly it struck us very much to see that the word Lakshmi is 
translated as goddess of happiness. Anyone having the least acquaintance 
with Sanskrit literature knows very well that Lakshmi is the goddess of 
wealth or fortune, and not of happiness. 

• For instance stanza three, the gem of the whole poem, is word for word the same as 
the verse cited from the Rigveda.-[EDs.] 
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(13) After alrthe poem is full of inconsistencies and absurdities, which 
the readers will easily find out; for instance in the third stanza, the fish 
Laksha is said to be praised by modern poets, as well as by those of old 
times. Here Rishi is translated into a poet, which is absurd. Again in 
India neither the Rishis of modern nor of ancient times were acquainted 
even with the name of the fish. How then could it be praised by them? 

And now a query and a remark to conclude with :-
Query: Supposing a prominent Hindu pandit had parodied one of the 

Psalms of David, and used it to describe a debauch; we wonder what the 
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge and the other associations of 
the Church Militant would have said. Yet this is but a feeble comparison, 
for the rhythm of the Davidic hymns of initiation is irretrievably lost, 
thanks to Masoretic desecration, whereas the swara of the Vedas is still 
preserved. This is the particular desecration that the Hindus have to 
complain of in the professor's poem; not to mention a hundred other 
things which can only be understood by the reverent mind of the student 
of esotericism. 

Remark: We are content to leave our scholarship in the reliable hands 
of native gentlemen, and we prefer Bhatta Pulli to Oxford. 

[At the last moment of going to press we learn that paragraph 7 is 
founded on a mistake of the European copyist, who forwarded a copy of 
the pamphlet to the writer of the criticism. The accent marks are found 
in the onginal. EDs.] 
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1}abit. 

I HABIT. It seems a simple matter. We speak and think of it 
. lightly, and rarely stop to consider what is really involved therein. 

And yet we should think it serious enough if we only realised what 
the acquisition of habit meant in truth. \Ve all know ourselves to be, to a 
large extent, creatures of habit. The fact has passed into a common 
phrase, and like most other truisms of this nature its profound significance 
has been consequently overlooked, and it has come to be regarded as a 
truism and nothing more. Just because it is such an everydayexpre&sion 
we do not think it worthy o( serious consideration. A little thought, how
ever, should speedily convince us to the contrary. If we are creatures of 
habit, and who will deny it, what that habit is becomes of fearful import
ance. For here another consideration steps in. We are not only creatures of 
habit, but, what is of equal importance, creators of habit. Creators, that is to 
say, of the master who is to influence our lives either for good or evil. Man 
may thus, in a very real sense, be called his own creator. Consciously or 
unconsciously he IS the agent who shapes his own destiny, either in har
monious accordance with, or in opposition to, the universal evolutionary 
law. And he does so mainly, in the first instance, by the acquisition of 
habit. It is a recognised fact that certain habits-notably a craving for 
alcoholic stimulants-once acquired, pass in great measure beyond our 
control: our free-will in this direction-that power within us which enables 
us to adhere to such and such a course of action, to elect to do this rather 
than that-is henceforth paralysed, and when once this is brought about we 
become the slaves of some master passion, the passive instruments of some 
domineering force, resistance to which we feel to be none the less impossi
ble because, like Frankenstein, we are haunted by a monster of our own 
creation. 

It is often asked, what there is in the nature of habit which renders it 
so important a factor in the determination of our lives: why it is that we 
lose the power of controlling our actions by repeatedly allowing free play to 
those impulses of our lower nature? Undoubtedly it is so. Every impulse 
whether followed by an act or not, but more certainly in the latter case, has 
a tendency to repeat itself, the inclination to do so growing stronger with 
every such act of repetition until the nominal agent becomes little more 
than a mere automaton, and can hardly, in strict justice, be held responsi
ble for consequences which he is powerless to avert, or practices which have 
become to him as a second nature. Such a person can scarcely be called 
wicked, in the strict sense of the term: he has merely abandoned of his 
own free-will that divine faculty of self-control, which is the natural inherent 
birthright of man, the" Ions et Clrigo" of all possibility of future development, 
without which spiritual regeneration, either for the individual or the race, 
becomes a clear impossibility. Without it, indeed, all progressive develop
ment must be at end, for those habits of life which aim at immediate grati
fication must of necessity unfit the mind for the prosecution of distant aims 
requiring perpetual self-denial and effort. 

And now an enquiry presents itself. Does the mere surrender of such 
effort adequately account for the mastery which habit is acknowledged to 
hold over us? In other words, does the absence of self-control afford a 
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necessary and sufficient explanation of the mysterious power of what is 
known as the force of habit? Of course it may be taken for granted that 
without such a refusal to exercise the prerogative of right judgment no habit 
could ever come into existence at all, much less acquire the mastery which 
obtains in such cases, and which common consent would be the last to 
deny. But this furnishes us with no explanation, properly so-called. It 
merely indicates the condition under which it came into being. lust as the 
setting of the sun has the positive result that the weaker beams 01 the stars, 
before lost in the stronger light, become manifest, and this setting is there
fore the condition of their manifestation, so the abdication of the exercise of 
self-restraint is nothing more than the withdrawal of that safe-guard without 
which we become susceptible of the influence of habits, which, if left to 
themselves, lose no time in asserting their command. 

It is all very well to say that every impulse has a tendency to repeat 
itself. That is a matter of exp2rience, and so far verifiable. But this 
hardly explains why it should be so. Positive science, as far as I am 
aware, has never condescended to enlighten us on this question, which, 
considering its importance both from a psychological and ethical stand-point, 
is to say the least strange. While acknowledging the fact that habits do 
grow in proportion as their demands are satisfied, the nature of such growth 
has never been made the subject of genuine enquiry. It may be noticed 
here that the question is by no means set at rest by the assertion that the 
blunting of the moral sense, which necessarily follows the acquisition of 
evil habits, facilitates the performance of such actions by the gradual 
removal of those impediments which otherwise would make us pause. That 
is a mere truism, and throws no light on the point in hand. For quite 
independently of the fact that the moral sense is in many cases not at all 
concerned in the matter, and that others are directly sanctioned by it-since 
we are here more especially considering the genesis and evolution of those 
habits which men call evil-this assertion leaves quite unexplained the 
remarkable fact that the claims of self-interest, using the word in its lowest 
sense, are no less over-ridden. Every sort of consideration, it would seem, 
is thrown to the wind. Everything mllst give way before the dictates of that 
imperious master whose will henceforth is law; while the poor instrument, 
for he is nothing else, stands idly by, sometimes as a careless spectator, 
sometimes wringing his hands over the ruin that has been accomplished, and 
that which he foresees must in the course of events be hrought about. The 
torrent has grown too strong to resist: he must resign himself to be carried 
whither it lists. 

It would be curious to learn exactly what solution ofthe problem is offered 
by the conceptions of ma terialistic science. Unless we are to consider all per!'ons 
in this state of thraldom as mentally insane, which from this point of view 
would mean victims of some particular form of brain disease, it becomes 
impossible to account for the otherwise inexplicable mastery which habit 
assumes. Passing by the unsatisfactory nature of such an assertion, which 
is obviously far from meeting the requirements of many specified forms, we 
ask what causes such a desire to origmate? How comes it that, by submit
ting to the appeals of our lower nature, such a brain-affectation is induced? 
I am not now contending that in certain cases the brain necessarily remains 
throughout altogether unaffected by such indulgence. That would be an 
assertion directly opposed to known facts, since it is notorious that madness 
is in many instances so occasioned. (According to the" Insurance Guide 
and Handbook" of a few years ago, more than a tenth of the total number 
of cases of madness are attributable to drunkenness alone.) But to argue 
that because every habit must in some way or another, directly or indirectly, 
affect the organism of the brain, therefore the seductive force of habIt, 
which is its leading characteristic, is due in its entirety to molecular disor
ganisation, seems confounding the cause with the effect. 
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\Vhat explanation then can be given which will mee~ the exigencies of 
the case? If I have stated the question with sufficient clearness, the diffi· 
culty is seen to consist r.ot so much in accounting for the establishment of 
habit, as in accounting for its grflwth when established. \\'e are active 
agents in the setting up of habit, in the majority of cases at all events: we 
may not foresee whither it may lead us, hut, except in cases of congenital pre· 
disposition, we are not forced into its adoption, But once firmly established 
a change is effected. From active agents we become passive mediums: 
our actions are no longer under our control. If it is contended that in all 
this we are dealing with anomalous cases which cannot be brought under 
anyone head, the answer is that though such extreme instances are fortu· 
nately of rare occurrence, we have no reason to suppose that they are 
essentially different from those whose characteristics are less marked. The 
difference that exists is one of degree only, not one of kind. 

It is strange that for generations we have been accustomed to make use 
of the phrase, growth of habit, without at all considering what such a 
phrase really implies. As is the case with many such metaphors, a great 
truth here appears in metaphorical disguise. The word growth can· 
not strictly be applied to a lifeless abstraction without some underlying 
reason, and we have good cause to believe that such a reason exists. Quite 
apart from mere theory, we have the support of circumstantial evidence to 
show that thoughts and sentiments are not empty abstractions, mere modes 
of mind as generally conceived, but substantial entities, so to speak, which 
reside in man's inner world, and which influence 'him either for good or 
evil. But though they have no appropriate life of their own, such elemental 
forms-creations of the thought of man-his own self indeed, are kept alive 
by the life· power of him who gave them birth, and their yitality continues 
as long as they can derive support from that source. .. The lower self", 
says Dr. F. Hartmann, "is composed of a great many' I's', of which each 
one has his peculiar claim. They are the semi·intellectual forces of the 
soul, that would rend the soul to pieces if they were allowed to grow. and 
which must be subdued by the power of the real master, the superior 1-
the Spirit." 

It is not my purpose here to attempt any vindication of the philosophy 
of the theory here briefly indicated, even were I competent to do so, which 
is very far from being the case. That has been amply done elsewhere by 
those who are entitled to speak with authority. If it is nothing more than 
a theory, it possesses this merit at least, that it affords a possible and 
reasonable explanation of much that otherwise is hopelessly perplexing: 
and, what is more to the purpose, it serves a practical end, not only by 
indicating the nature of the danger which self.mdulgence entails, but also 
by exhibiting more clearly than would otherwise be possible, the lines along 
which delivery becomes attainable. 

I have mentioned above the feeling of helplessness which is experienced 
by those subject to the influence of passion. A feeling at once so universal 
and so well defined cannot be regarded as a mere illusion, but must be the 
product of some existing cause. What that cause is, in other words why 
such a feeling exists, becomes now apparent, and indeed is seen to follow 
as a necessary corollary. The annihilation of passion is an impossibility; 
and that not only because the principle of life, unconditioned in its existence, 
must be regarded as indestructible; but also because, if passion be driven 
away, some other influence takes its place. But though this is the case, 
such accumulated energy may be transformed into other modes and channels 
of action, and such transformation is constituted a veritable "delIS tX 
machind;" by whose means equilibrium may once more be effected, and 
freedom restored. 

But this can result only if we substitute some lofty ideal in its place; 
otherwise the cha~ge may bring with it no improvement, and the last state 
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may be worse than the first. Mrs. E. B. Bruwlling has expressed the same 
truth in "Aurora Leigh"-

.. And yet because a man sins once, the sin 
Cleaves to him in necessity to sin, 
That if he sins not so to damn himself 
He sins so to damn others with himself." 

This principle of transformation may serve to illustrate the force of the 
common remark, that the greatest sinners sometimes turn out the greatest 
saints. The very capacity to sin presupposes and includes a correlative 
activity in an opposite direction if once the current is reversed. Only by 
painful experience of the consequences of evil did man's reason grow, and 
.. to him that overcometA" is the hope made sure. 

And this explains also why religious enthusiasm, however ~udicrous its 
aspect may be and often is-witness the deplorable tomfooleries of the 
5alvation Army-not unfrequently brings with it a very marked change for 
the better, a determination to lead a new life, and an entire suppression of 
evil habits before seemingly ineradicable. It is to be noticed here that if 
only an enthusiasm can be aroused, it matters little, as far as the result is 
concerned, that such enthusiasm is entirely mistaken in its fancied interpre
tation of matters transcendental, and utterly bereft of reason or logic. For 
those whose minds are not capable of embracing or responding to any 
higher conceptions its immediate result may be, and doubtless often is, 
productive of much good, But it would be a grievous error to conclude 
that therefore the d~trines it embodied were any the less illusive or 
grotesque. 

" Earth's fanatics make 
Too frequently heaven's saints." 

Happily for those who turn in disgust from these perversions and distor
tions of the truth, a philosophy and science at once consistent and far-reaching, 
and now passing through its incipient stages, is at hand. Its knowledge is 
penetrating deeply into the mind of man, and will continue to do so as time 
goes 00. Its facts may be established by experimentation, as in every other 
science, since, as Descartes well observes, "Our knowledge of the soul is 
more intimate and certain than our knowledge of the body" i and much that 
for science so far has remained a teTTa incognita receives new and unex
pected interpretation. 

I have endeavoured to exhibit a case in point. Though the subject is 
one that admits and, from its importance, is entitled to far graver and more 
mature consideration than is here attempted, the purpose of these few 
lines will be accomplished if I have succeeded in any way in drawing 
attention to the fact that here is a problem which science, with all its 
boasted knowledge, has failed to elucidate, and which, indeed, may almost 
be said to lie beyond its range, so long as it is content to extend its progress 
only on the old dead level. "The first condition", says Du Prel in his 
" Philosophy of Mysticism", "of the evolutionary capacity of science is that 
we should conceive progress otherwise than as mere breadth. True pro
gress is always in the depth i whereas every generation imagines that it 
leaves to its successors only the task of extension on the same level." And 
the solution of questions such as these, which deal with matters beyond the 
physical plane, must entirely depend on the extent to which such a deepen
ing process is carried on. 

It is high time that a check should be given to the growing materialism 
of the day, by rousing man to a knowledge that there are provinces in nature 
which only the soul can explore i that he is the sole arbiter of his destiny 
which he can make or mar according to the decrees of his will. It is high 
time to supplement the partial and superficial discoveries of science, and by 
the development of other and finer instincts to extend the range of know· 
ledge in a new and a more vertical direction. 

M, U. MOORE, F.T.S. 
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lIrtam. 
" When Huddhi is absorbed in Agnyana (nescience, or acth·ity in matter) then it 

is that the wise term it sleep. • . . . . When Buddhi is in full bloom, then it is 
saId to be in Jagrat (waking state) . . . • • In this universe the mundane 
existence. which is an ocean of sorrow, is nothing but a long dream, the longest 
illusion of the mind, and the longest lived reign of fancy."-V ARAHA UPANISHAD. 

The azure dome of golden, cloudless noon 
Was filled with bridal bells and scent of flowers, 
As from the altar lpd I forth my bride 
To shelter in my father's ancient Hall. 
My purse string, swelled by happiness, had burst 
And spilled the gold in Misery's sad lap, 
While, from my lightsome heart went out a love 
That hid the vileness of her draggled robes. 
" 0 Life", I thought, "how grand a sovereign thou 
To give us moments such as this! " 

But hark I 
From out the inmost silence of my soul 
I heard a voice intone" Thou art a dream". 
I looked on my beloved lily bride-
.. If dreams like this be dreaming, let me dream fl. 
Another June had come-another noon-
When up the aisle we passed again-we twain
But, she was borne by strong, strange hands--
A still, cold thing-nor blush nor smile-but prone 
Beneath sweet flowers she last year walked upon. 
And I, in desolation wrapped, was led 
Behind the trailing scents; nor heard the toll 
Of belfry music, nor the priestly chant-
My senses lost in one great sense of blank. 
As when the lights go out in crowded hall 
So black the world seemed with my heart-light gone. 
Then sudden, through my grief, I heard again 
The far-off voice I once had heard before-
" Thou art a dream". From agonizing depths 
I cried-" If this be dream, 0 let me wake 1 " 
Respondent to that prayer a veil seemed rent, 
And on my vision, introspective grown, 
A soft and domed light o'erspread my view, 
And held me rapt in expectation's thrall. 
" 0 Light, from Darkness springing, art Thou dream? " 
Thus questioned I. The same clear tone, now near, 
Replied-" The Light is vesture of The Lord, 
And thus is also dream". II And Thou", I cried, 
" Who knowest Dream to be, must surely know 
The waking after dream. I pray Thee tell 
Hath she, who silent lies, awakened now?" 
II 'Tis but a change of dream". the soft voice breathed. 
II When changing comes for me, shall ours inblend?" 
• Thou so shalt dream, until that dream thread breaks." 

II 0 Thou, who countest all the changing dreams, 
'\That a,t Thou?" "As the Voice I, too, am dream; 
But as the One Great I, behind The Word, 
I am the Sleepless One who never dreams, 
Once knowing Me, all dreams shall cease for thee." 
II 0 Lord, my days and nights shall be one prayer-
Let me awake I" MAR.Y FRANCES WIGHT, F.r.S. 
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-:0:-

RAJA-YOGA. 
~ 

~"t T is with great pleasure that we take up our pen to notice the second c! edition of the interesting and lucid work of our learned brother, 
Professor Manilal Nabhubhai Dvivedi, B.A. The present edition 

is enriched by the entire recasting of the two introductions and by the 
addition of many valuable notes, to the two texts which form the back-bone 
of this most valuable exposition of the Vedantic science of Raj Yog. These 
texts are the Vakyasudhd, or Philosophy of Subject and Object, by 
Bharatitirtha, and the Apa,okshdnubhuti by Sri Sankaracharya, to whom 
also the former treatise is sometimes ascribed. The latter is headed 
with the English title "Direct Cognition", with a sub-title "Of the 
Unity of Jiva and Brahma". As it has been the fashion so far in the 
West for theosophical students to fly to the difficult aphorisms of 
Patanjali for their information on the Raj Yog, with the result that 
nine out of ten of them have arisen from their reading as wise as when 
they sat down, or rather as ignorant; or if they understood anything, 
misunderstood it, owing to their mistaking the allegorical utterances of 
the sage, who employed the technicalities of Hatha Yog (or physical Yog) 
to expound the mysteries of the true mental and spiritual concentration 
(Raj Yog) , for so many cut and dried recipes for the attainment of 
Moksh. As we say, this strong meat has hitherto proved too indigestible 
for those who are as yet babes in the subtleties of Eastern metaphysics and 
occult treatises, it is therefore thought advisable to recommend most 
strongly the study of Professor Dvivedi's translation and commentaries 
as being the best introduction so far extant to this most difficult and 
sublime science. We shall therefore give the book a more careful 
consideration than would ordinarily be accorded to it, in order to point 
out its merits to theosophists. 

In the first introduction our learned author surveys very briefly the 
results of the enquiries of ancient philosophers in the West, starting from 
Thales and Pythagoras, and then touches on modern philosophical 
speculations. He next deals with the conclusions of modern science, 
contrasting them with the Advaita or Vedantic position, demonstrating the 
impregnable position of this marvellous system of non-dualism and its 
independence of the passing speculations of either the materialist, 
physicist or physiological-psychologist. For, he says, "the Adwaita-theory 
IS not at all wedded to any particular cosmology; it is free to accept any 
explanation of the phenomenal provided you always admit the reality of 
the ever-present and all-pervading eternal noumenal." He then proceeds 
to enunciate the Vedantic position as follows:-

The Advaitin "takes the material universe as it is and:lt once questions himself 
what the objects around him are? He concludes that as consciousness can ne\'er 
transcend itself, and as objects ale only perceptible by a series of changes reflected in 
and through this very consciousness, the nature of the thing p~, se can never be 
known. That it is, is a fact beyond dispute, what it is beyond certain name and form, 
it is difficult or impossible to say. It is absurd to think of existence without 
consciousness or thought, and all objects, or even prime matter, is a compound of 
thought and being. Again but for thought, MatteI' will be nowhere, inasmuch as it 
will never "e. Thus thought is the only reality in the ever changing drama of name 
and form in and through which the inscrutable Being called Matter alw:lys re\'eals 
itself. The whole universe is thus one though', one life, all and ever one-Advaita, 
without a second. The word thought is however misleading. It implies change, and 
is therefore not what is the essence of all. That wherein and whereof everything is 
known to be ever immutable, one and unique. It is the very substance of all change 
and all negation. It is the being, the life, and as sustaining all and everything it i. 
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called Branma. This is the sum and substance of the main principle of the Vedanta. 
To live that life of unity and 10\'e, to know no distinction in the eternal and unique, 
is the re;11 Rd)il-)·"gd." 

Again, in speaking of the" Unknowable" with which our '''estern 
ears have been so much afflicted lately, he says:-

"That, howe\'er, which cognises itself and the unknowable is not at all unknown 
or even unknowable. It is the \'ery essence of Consciousness, and is ever unique and 
one. It is the real and e\'er present all,pen'ading Absolute. The unknowable is a 
wrong WOI d to express this idea, for it expres~es something entirely opposite. The 
Ahsolute is all Sat which me;\Os more than a predicate of mere existence; it implies 
real conscious existence, a reality entirely wanting in the Unknowable of European 
philosophy." 

In his second introduction our author draws attention to the fact that 
there is a .. consensus of philosophic opinion in favour of those who look 
upon the universe as transitional in character, and therefore as something 
not worth relying on," and tells us that .. all the principal schools of Aryan 
philosophy differ from one another simply in their attitude towards this one 
eternal truth." He then proceeds to give an understandable sketch of the 
main tenets of these six Darshanas, which will prove of the first utility to 
any student beginning the difficult task of tackling Hindu philosophy. 
Hf're as in the rest of his work the Professor is clear, concise and 
interesting, and should receive the thanks of all those who examine these 
six Koshas or sheaths but to learn how to extract the two-edged sword, 
the seventh, the Esoteric Doctrine represented exoterically by the Bhaghavat 
Gila, an incomprehensible writing for all but the initiated owing to its 
anthropomorphic" blinds." 

Not by any means the least interesting is the answer Dvivedi gives to 
those who query the usefulness of intricate metaphysical discussion. 

It The mind of man," he says; It has been ever trying with varied success to obtain 
happiness-that which is good, or the Good. Our enquiry divides itself at the begin
ning into two minor issues, first whether there is any evil as such in the world, and 
secondly if there is, how to account for its presence and gel rid of it. If e\'il emanates 
from God, he can hardly be good and omnipotent at the same time, Aryan philosophy 
holds that in the nature of the Itodhead there is no e\'j) wh;ltever, but what accrues as 
such to men is from causes set in action by themsel\'es or by the law of Karma. The 
V(danlin maintains that we raise idle distinctions between happiness and misery and 
the like only so long as that ignorance which is the cause of this dream of the world, 
has not been suppre~sed. Evil arises from individuality or more properly limitation. 
The Upanisnads emphatically say: • that which is limitless is happiness, there is no 
happiness in limitation.' Having thus seen that in the nature of things there is no 
evil, we are confronted by the querv, what is happiness? In the objective world, 
everything is overshadowed by fatality; and so also in the subjectio.·e world of the 
mind, Happiness could hardly rest in lh'ing according to the dictates of our senses 
or even the impulses of our mind. That absolute happiness, that complete bliss, in 
which not a single particle of any contrary feeling could find place, is impossible unless 
we r~alis~, and live the life of universal Bralzllla. Such happiness, says the J?~danli", 
commences in knowledge-knowledge of one's own self-and its communion, \\'e 
might say, with the so-called universal essence." 

After distinguishing the noble wisdom of Spiritual Vedantism which 
admits that Ollly as expedient which is good, from the belly-philosophy of 
modern Utilitarianism, which (by a strange" reversal," familiar to those 
acquainted with that .. Light" which reflects only the "earthly sensual 
devilish wisdom from below") imagines, that only ;s good which is expedimt
our interesting Shastri proceeds to tell us how the term BROTHERHOOD 
connotes two entirely different meanings with the Monotheist and 
Vedantin, and in so doing strikes the key-note of the utility of the 
Theosophical Society in the West, and thus points out the work we have to 
do before our First Object can be anything else than an Idea in the Divine 
Mind. Thus he writes :-
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.. Look upon your neighbour as your brother is the loud cry of the :\Ionotheist 
or Deist; but the Vedanta rationally teaches to look upon all:ls self (atmarlat sarva). 
It follo\\'s as a natural consequence that one who thus lives in Brahllla and of Orahm." 
breathes as it were in conformity with the universal breath ofintelligent nat ure,and hardly 
collects any store of causes capable of producing pleasure or pain. In other words, 
the la", of Karma does not bind an ascetic who thus identifies his individuality with 
the universal totalit~·. When the indh'idual is lost in the All, tLe microcosm becomes 
so much attuned to the macrocosm that it forgets the idea of separateness and Ih'es in 
eternal joy and peace, as a part and member of the whole," 

Towards the end of this introduction, in prefacing his remarks on the 
different stages of Raj Yog, the professor distinguishes the school of 
Siinkaracharya from that of Patanjali as follows:-

"The Vedantic process of attaining this state of Bralzma generally described as 
Raja-;·oga is purely mental, and deals entirely with rules for restraining the mind. 
5ankarach:irya, the advocate of the Vivarl.mitla (i e., the theory of Illusion as referred 
to the ~\'olution of the Unh'erse), while accepting the cosmogony of the SallNJ'u (viz., 
of Kapila who left everything to the workings 01 nature,JfultlpraNrili) and the }'cJJ:a of 
Patanjali, considerahly impro\'ed upon either. He abolished the idle distinction, 
between inseparable Purush" and PrtlNrili as an incon\'enient bar in the way of any 
action for 11Ioltslza as such, and declared that the whole universe is all Parusha or 
Bra/mlO. Further perceh'ing tbe inability of physical r oga towards the annihilation of 
the milld, he set up the practice "fmental }'oga as both practical and easy, According 
to his teaching it ",ill be pure moral cowardice on the one hand to shrink from one's 
duties in life, as it will be sheer unmanliness on the other to be engrossed in, or 
unnerved by, the good or evil results of necessary functions." 

We shall not touch upon the actual system as revealed in the slokas 
of the two treatises, or upon the clear and simple exposition of the text in 
the notes of our learned Brother, further than to say that after struggling 
with such texts as the Sankya philosophy, Patanjali, or the Upanishads, 
it is quite a treat to read the flowing translation of Professor Dvivedi, 
and a great pleasure to follow the easy sequence of thought and the simple 
and yet impressive manner in which this magnificent system of the blessed 
sage, Sri Sankani.ch8rya, unfolds itself. And yet it is difficult to refrain 
from quoting two or three slokas to show the value of the work to which 
we have so strongly drawn attention, and its declared aversion to Hatha 
Yog practice. In explaining the fifteen stages of the Yog, it is said:-

II 116. That one, having converted his internal eye into one of pure knowledge 
should view the whole of this transitional unh'erse as Bralzma, is the real concentra
tion of the eye (Driltstlzili), and not that wherein the eye is fixed on the tip of the 
nose, 

., 117. Or, the fixing of the eye (i.t., vrilti) on that in which the triad of the seer, 
sight and seen, is reduced to unity, is the real concentration, &c. , • . • . 

.. 119-120. The expUlsion of the phenomenal from consciousness is the real 
rulzalta (blowing out the breath retained in the lungs); and the condction 'I am 
IJralzma' is the real puralta (the drawing in of the breath) ; and then the immovable 
concentration on that ,'ery conviction is the real kumblzalia (the retention of the breath 
in the lungs for some time). This is the real course of Pr4n4J'dma for the enlight
ened, whereas, for the ignorant it consists in torturing the nose." 

All of which shows by its plainess of teaching that in those days in 
India the teachers were not obliged to hide their wisdom in vague 
utterances, but could afford to speak plainly because of the greater 
knowledge which lay beyond. 

Very clear and apposite also are the remarks ofthe writer on Karma, 
when in commenting on the term prtirabdha, he says:-

It The question occurs . • . if there is unity everywhere, what is it that 
go\'erns the lot of Individuals? The one answer to this is Karma. Karma means 
action, more properly that law of causation which explains the being of individuals. 
As the cause so the effect; this is the universal rule having no beginning and no 
explanation. Karma is as good a law of nature as this, and establishes and maintains 
that effects are always t he consequences of pre\,iolls causes. This, not onl~' on the 
physical, but the mental and moral planes ali well. The Jaw has no beginning and nu 
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end. It may Sc'CIII stranoc to many whclI 1 say it has no end; but the law of the 
consen'ation of energy and of the indestructibility of matter will at once justify the 
remark. Though the course of Karma never ce;lses, one who centres himself in 
Alman, takes his stand on the firm rock of Itno'tl.'kd/{~, is never affected by it. This 
comes to what I have often said belore. The course of nature never ceases, MoisJuJ 
or the highest bliss consists in va.sanaksha)'a, i.e., the destruction of the sense of 
separateness. Karma or causation binds that wilkh has many forms, and not that 
which is always one, and therefore the law of laws, the Karma of Karmas. Let it be 
distinctly understood then that K,lrm" aA'cets the material and cognate planes, it has 
no power over the sphere of Almll or the Spir itual. 

" For convenience and explanation Karma is divided into three kinds. Sanchita 
is that collcction of causes which are not yet ripe for fruition. Pr.rabdha is that part 
of sanckila which regulates the course of a life·time. And KriytUll4114 is that which is 
done in and through prlirabdkll. 

"When one is fully enlightened, Sanchila and Kri):a",ana do not affect him, 
inasmuch as his i,(norancc identifymg the real Ego with the material (Sllruld.) or, 
mental (sukskflla) shell is thoroughly destroycd. Prarabdha will continue till death 
inasmuch as it is the law of one life-time: but the effects of its workings will leave 
no impression. Hence though e"en the enlightened are not free from the action of 
prarabdh", 110 karma of whatl!\'er description, affects them in any way." 

The book is headed with the dedication" To the service of those who 
know and help those who wish to know", and ends with the wholesome 
words:-

" And indeed what avails mere words and mere show. It is the heart that shuuld 
feel, it is the mind (the lower mind) that should die, The crucifixion of the Christos 
within is the re.tl salvation of the man. You must die in order to live and play the 
phrenix of old; no hypocrisy, no physical tortures will avail you." 

With such an able and sound-minded exponent therefore, we have 
every confidence in recommending Professor Manilal Nabhubhai Dvivedi's 
Raja Yoga, not only to the real students of occultism in the T.S" who alone 
will fully understand its spirit and application, but also to every member 
of the T.S. who wishes to make a safe start in the dangerous paths of the 
Yoga philosophy.* 

NATURE'S FINER FORCES.* 

Two years ago a series of articles appeared in the pages of the 
TheosoPhist under the above title, and were received with such favour that 
the author was awarded the Theosophist gold medal. He has since been 
persuaded to revise his original eight essays and add seven new ones and also 
a full translation of the Sanskrit text on which his learned papers to a large 
extent were based. The treatise thus translated is said, at the end of one 
of the MS., to be the eighth Book of the Sivagama or .. Teachings of Siva ". 
We may characterise the book, as it now stands, as a most excellent 
sermon preached on a very poor text, for the Sivagama is lant,;, to the nth 
term. The ordinary Western book-skimmer on opening the book and 
perusing the mantrams of " The Science of Breath" will wonder into what 
strange country he has got, and will simply throw it aside as an Eastern com
plementtothe musty tomes on Judicial Astrology, Cheiromancy, Geomancy, 
&c., &c., that the Western enquirer generally flies to under the delusion that 
he is on the track of occult secrets. Moreover, the physiological colouring of 
some of the verses is by no means encouraging and will probably frighten 
away some readers. We regret on the whole the publishing of this trans-

• Copies may be ordered at Duke Street. 
• The full title is .. The Science of Breath and the Philosophy of the Tatwas (trans

lated from the Sanskrit) With Fifteen Introductory and Explanatory Essa)'s on Nature's 
Fint'r Forces", by Rama Prasad, M.A .• F.T S., The Theosophical Publishing Society. 7. 
Duke Street, Adelphi. w.e.: Heeralal Dhole, 127. Musjid Bari Sc. Calcutta: Path P.O. 
Box 2659. New York: price, 35. 6<1. 
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lation for the above reasons, and also owing to the ignorance that obtains in 
the West on such books, and to the danger of some II practical" students 
endeavouring to literally translate this science into act. F':'r woe to them 
if they do. Hatha Yog is as far removed from Raj Yog as Mount Meru from 
PaUla, and consumption, mediumship, and worse will alone reward their 
efforts. As our brother wisely says in the convenient glossary appended: 
The Tantra " is a class of treatises on the science of the human body and 
soul. They comprehend a good deal of Yoga. The language which they 
use is highly symbolical, and the formulre of their faith are little more than 
algebraical expressions without, at present, any available key". The 
difference between the practiser of Raj (" King ") or mental Yog, and Hatha 
(" Sun and Moon ") or physical, or rather psycho. physical Yog, is that the 
former contends that V,itti, the Mind power, controls P,ona or the Life 
currents, whereas the latter holds the exact opposite. With these words 
of warning we will address ourselves to the excellent essays which PJeface 
this II debateable land ". Of them we cannot speak too highly; they will 
prove a new revelation to our scientifically inclined readers and demon
strate conclusively the impregnable basis of ancient Aryan Science, which 
did not neglect the psychic and mental data which the modern scientific 
world must acknowledge ere long and so enter upon an entire II Reformation ,. 
of its methods and hypotheses. The whole science of the Tatwas is 
founded on that which is termed II Vibration" or " Motion" and opens up 
possibilities which the readers of the Secret Doct,ine alone at present can 
foresee. Perhaps it may be thought that the exposition is somewhat 
II materialistic" compared to the sublime metaphysical heights the 
Theosophic student is forced to face, but this will speedily pass away as 
the reader accompanies the author in his magnificent progress from the 
lower to the higher Koshas (principles, or sheaths), for our pundit 
uses the Vedantin nomenclature. The first series of essays deals with the 
Tatwas, their forms and motions, and with the Body and Life currents. 
The theory is worked out in a most comprehensible manner and will be of 
immense assistance to students who are already familiar with the correspon
dence between the Vedantic and Esoteric classifications, and have also 
studied intelligently the tables of Creations, Elements, Saktis, &c.in the Secret 
Doct,ine. In this section there are interesting pages on the post mo,tem states of 
consciousness of the lower principles up to the Manomaya Kosha, i.e., 

. the lower Manas, the vehicle of volitions and feelings. The student 
must, however, be careful not to take it all as gospel. With page 88 we are 
introduced to the most interesting portion of the book, dealing with Mind, 
Soul and Spirit, the Manomaya, Vignanamaya and Anandamaya Koshas, or in 
our own nomenclature the lower and upper Manas and Buddhi. 

The author recognises II Reminiscence" or II Intuition" in the follow
ing sentence :-

" Axiomatic knowledge is not inferential in the present, though it has no doubt 
been so in the past i in the present it has become native to the mind". 

Interesting too and salutary to those of our members, if there be any, 
who are still floundering in spiritualism, are many passages; we doubt very 
much whether an impartial study of the book would not entirely drive the 
theory of II spirits" out of the head ot every intelligent II spiritualist" that 
remains. 

The scientific basis of apparitions, reflections in the Astral Light, 
" The Cosmic Picture Gallery", Psychometry, &c., &c., in fact a perfect 
theory of II psychic vibration", is clearly defined; and what is most inter
esting is that our learned author is not putting forward a hypothesis 
evolved from his own inner consciousness, but simply restating for an 
ignorant public the ancient science of Aryavarta, giving chapter and verse 
for his assertions whenever necessary. For instance, of the state called 
Devachan he writes :-
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• f With every action the colour of the mind changes, and ont: colour may take 
so deep a root in the mind as to remain there for ages upon ages, to sa} nothing of 
minutes, hours, days, and vears. Just as time takes ages to demolish the impressions 
of the physical plane, just as marks of incision upon the skin may not pass away in 
even two decades, so again it takes ages to demolish the impressions of the mind. 
Hundreds and thousands of years might thus be spent in Dnlachan in order to wear 
away those antagonistic impressions which the mind has cflntracted in earthly life 
By antagonistic impressions I mean those impressions which are not compatible with 
the state of lrIoltsha and have about them a tinge of earthly life." 

With regard to the said state of Moksira or Niroa"a, in order to once 
more remove the errors fosteled in the \Vestern mind by interested mis
conception, it is useful to notice the following: 

The Subject (Paf"06f"ohma) is in Ihis first state of evolution, known as SAT, 
the fountain-head of all existence. The I is latent in this state. Naturally enough, 
because it is differentiation which gh'es birth to the I. Bt;t what is this Slate? 
:\Iust man be annihilated before he reaches this state of what from the standpoint of 
man is called 11;",0110 or pOf"onil'7lollo' There is no reason to suppose that it is tbe 
state of annihilation any more than a certain amount of latent heat is annihilated in 
water. The simple fact is that the colour which constitutes the ego becomes-latent 
in the spirit's higher form of energy. It is a state of consciousness or knowledge ul1f'e 
self, not r.ertainly destroying it." 

And again:-
.. It is enough to show that there is no annihilation anywhere in the Universe. 

1\';r1'alla simply means the extinguishment (which is not extinction) of the 
phenomenal rays." 

In quoting a passage from the ChhaMogva {Jpanishad, Mr Rama 
Prasad finds occasion to criticise and correct the translation of Professor 
Max Muller, at the same time taking grave exception to the famous 
philologist's views with regard to the Shastras in general and the Chhandogya 
Upanishad in particular; adding that .. These remarks could never have 
fallen from so learned a man had he known and understood something of 
the ancient Science of Breath and the Philosophy of the T atu1as ", a 
truism that is the common property of the learned in India and esoteric 
students in the \Vest. His criticism leads him to the translation of SAT 
and ASAT, as .. that-in-which-is" and" that-in-which-is-not ". May the 
time soon come when the Upanishads may have an English interpretation 
from the more reverent hands of native scholars! 

In writing of the Vijnana or the" knowing" mind, the Higher Ego, he 
says: .. From every point the tatwic rays of the mental ocean go to every 
point, and thus every point is a little picture of the universal mind. 
This is the individual mind." 

The essay on Memory is also full of interest; but most instructive of 
all are the excellent papers on YOKa, which introduce us to an interesting 
septenary classification. Premising his remarks with the information that 
Prana and Manas may be either .' fortunate" or "unfortunate ", and 
that: .. Those manifestations are fortunate which are consonant with our 
true culture, which lead us to our highest spiritual development, the 
summum bonum of humanity. Those that keep us chained to the sphere of 
recurring births and deaths may be called unfortunate "-he arrives at the 
following classification: 

.. I. The gross body (sthl1la sarira). 
2. {The unhappy prana. 
3. The unhappy mind. 
4. {The happy prana. 
5. The happy mind. 
6. The Soul (vijnana) 
7. The Spirit (ananda)". 

Yoga is the power of the soul", i.e., the Higher Manas, he con. 
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tinues, and adds, .. Nature herself is a great Yogi, and humanity has been 
and is being, purified into perfection by the exercise of her sleepless will." 

\Ve have already overstepped our space, Lut cannot refrain trom 
remarking that one or two passages contain a key to the Upanishads. 
For instance when the" four Atmas" are spoken of and described, the 
mystery of this puzzling generic term is somewhat revealed, and again 
the information that the .j mind" is the "sacrificer" will throw much 
light on many passages that otherwise would he hopeless. On the whole 
Mr. Rama Prasad's book is an important contribution to scientific theoso
phical literature, and our only regret is that he has not made it plainer that 
Prana is inferior to Manas, and so relieved the minds of inexperienced 
students entirely from all doubts, even though they be Mlechchas. 

THE BHAGAVAD GITA.· 

WE congratulate our friend and colleague, W. Q. ludge on his pocket 
edition of tile Gita, and pronounce it after outside ana inside inspection a 
triumph of the .. Aryan Press". The reason for the appearance of this 

'edition will be seen from the following quotation from the preface. 
"The only cheap edition of the BIzagavad Gila hitherto within the range of Theo

sophical students of limited means has been one which was published in Bombay by 
Brother Tookeram Tatya. F.T.S., whose efforts in that direction are entitled to the 
highest praise. But that was simply a reprint from the first English translation made 
one hundred years ago by Wilkins. The great attention of late bestowed on the poem 
hy nearly all members of the Theosophical Suciety in America has created an impera
tive dem lnd for an edition which shaH be at least free from some of the glaring typo
graphical mistakes and blind renderings so frequent in the Wilkins' reprint. To meet 
this demand the present has been made up. It is the result of a careful comparison of 
all the English editions and of a complete retranslation from the original, wherever 
any obscurity or omission was evident in the various renderings consulted. 

II The making of a commentary has not been essayed, because it is believed that 
the BIzagavad Gila should stand on its own merits without comments, each student 
being left to himself to see deeper as he advances. The publisher of this edition holds 
that the poem can be read in many different ways, each depending on the view-point 
taken, e-c., whether it is considered in its application to the individual. or to cosmo
genesis, or to the evolution of the Astral world, or the Hierarchies in Nature, or to 
the moral nature, and so on. To attach a commentary, except such an one as only a 
sage like Sankaracharya could write, would be audacious, and therefore the poem is 
given undisfigured." 

With all of which we agree, barring the stricture on .. typographical" 
errors, which have never disturbed our equanimity ill our Indian publica
tions, perhaps owing to our knowledge of the great difficulties to be sur
mounted in that country. 

As our Sanskrit Pundit has not yet reported his opinion, we cannot 
venture on a criticism of the correctness of the version. But taking it as 
a whole, it should prove both useful and successful for the purposes con· 
templated. The price, however, seems still a little too high. It should be 
remembered that the Bhagavad Gild, is the most commentated and recom
mentated work in India, and that hardly any two native scholars agree in 
their treatment of this monument of Esotericism. 

---'~~---

If a thing is difficult to he accomplished by thyself do not think it is 
impossible for man; but if anything is possible for man and comfortable to 
his nature, I think that this can be attained by thyself also. 

• The Path. 132. Nassau Street, New York, and Theosophical Publishing Society, 7, 
Duke Street, w.e. 4s.6d. 
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~btosopbital ~dibitits. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

ENGLAND. 

The Blavatsky Lodge discussions have bt>en attended by large 
audiences during the month i the chief speakers have been Annie Besant, 
\V. \Vynn \\'estcott and \V. Kingsland. The next ten discussions are to 
be opened by Annie Besant. 

Lectures on Theosophy will be delivered by Annie Besant at St. 
Nicholas Club, 8u, Queen Victoria Street, on January 15th; at Bedford 
Park Club on January 17th; at Steinway Hall, on January 24th i at 
Croydon on January 27th; at South Place Institute on February 22nd. 

Chiswick.-Under the direction of Mr. F. L. Gardner and Mr. W. 
Kingsland, a series of fortnightly meetings have been commenced at Chis
wick. On Saturday evening, the 6th December, the first meeting was held 
at Mr. Gardner's residence, where about thirty enquirers met together and 
listened with great interest to an address delivered by Mr. Kingsland, 
setting forth the origin and scope of Theosophy, and the aims and objects 
of the Theosophical Society. 

The second meeting of the series was held at the same place on 
the 20th Dec., when Mr. Kingsland lectured on .. The Unity of the 
Universe and the Septenary in Nature". This was followed on the 
3rd Tan. by a lecture on" The Laws of Correspondence and Periodicity"; 
so that the three lectures cover the whole of the preliminary ground, or 
first principles in natural law upon which Theosophy is based. The object 
of these lectures being to give enquirers a real insight into the basis of 
Theosophical teachings, so that they may decide for themselves as to 
whether the subject is worth pursuing. Mr. Kingsland has very wisely 
made it his duty to avoid in the first instance any of the more doctrinal 
aspects of Theosophy, which usually prove the greatest stumbling-blocks 
to those who have scarcely passed beyond the orthodox range of ideas in 
religion or science. He pointed out very clearly in the first lecture that 
before Theosophy can be compared with the orthodox or other conceptions, 
it is necessary to be sure that it is really understood what are the first 
principles upon which Theosophy stands. It is open for anyone to lay 
down whatever premises he may choose, and his subsequent deductions 
may be perfectly logical as based upon those premises; but the objections 
which arp. usually brought forward against Theosophy from the orthodox 
stand-point, are due to the fact that the doctrines of both orthodox science 
and orthodox religion are derived from quite a different set of premises, or 
first principles, than those of Theosophy. If then an enquirer cannot 
understand and accept the principles, based on natural law, not on authority 
from which Theosophy is derived, it is quite useless to attempt a demonstra
tion of the truth of reincarnation and Karma, for these will be judged of 
from the orthodox premises, with which they are in direct antagonism. If 
a man cannot accept the axioms of Geometry, it is useless for him to 
proceed to a study of Euclid; neither can the higher problems be studied 
before the elementary ones have been mastered. The lecture, which was 
listened to with the deepest interest, was illustrated by numerous diagrams. 
and one or two practical experiments. 
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The Countess Wachtmeister, with her well-known liberality, has sent 
a donation of some of the best Theosophical works, including the" Secret 
Doctrine", to form the nucleus of a lending library in connection with this 
new centre of activity. Mrs. Besant has also arranged to lecture at the 
Bedford Park Club, Chiswick, on the 17th Jan., by invitation of the 
committee. 

SCOTLAND. 

The Scottish Lodge.-At the Lodge meetings during December, Section 5 
of " The Key to Theosophy" has been very carefully read and discussed: 
most of our members have studied [he portion to be read beforehand, and 
come prepared with notes and questions. As the majority are members of 
the Christian Church considerable interest centred on the discussion of 
this Section. As firmly as Madame Blavatsky we reject the idea of an 
extra-cosmic or anthropomorphIc God, but we hardly understand the 
expression, " the God of Theology "-we conceive Theology to be an exact 
science, though many calling themselves theologians are very unscientific, 
but so are many calling themselves Biologists or anything else. A Hebraist 
gave an explanation of the root meaning of the Tetragrammaton ;";" as 
understood by learned Jews, pointing out how the anthropomorphic and tribal 
interpretation came to be accepted by the masses of the Jews, and its 
obvious falseness. The fine definition of the Absolute on page 65 was 
recognised as an excellent expression in words of the Christian conception, 
the falseness of the popular idea of the word "creation" being explained 
and illustrated. The kind of prayer described on pages 67 and 68 was 
considered by all [resent to be exactly that which was intended by and 
formed the ideal 0 the Christian Church. To the question whether it was 
the kind understood and practised by all or even the majority of professing 
Christians, it was answered that the profession of Christianity, or outwardly 
joining the Church, could no more give spirituality than becoming a Fellow 
of the T.S. A man who is and wilfully remains an exoteric materialist, 
can never understand the prayer of the Christian Church or the esoteric 
doctrines of Theosophy, and such are certainly the majority of members of 
the Church, probably also the majority of exoteric members of the T.S. 
Thus the/rayers for the Victory of Armies are purely exoteric, and though 
often use in churches, are no part of the teaching of The Church, as can be 
readily proved. 

The definition of Christos on page 71 and note at foot of page 67 was 
shewn to be in accordance with authoritative teaching of the Christian 
Church by quotations ancient and modern, though constantly misunderstood 
by exoteric Christians and misrepresented by self-constituted interpreters. 

The conception of Jesus as independent and separate from him who 
prays was shewn to be absolutely at variance with Church teaching, 
belonging to certain small and unimportant sects. The Christian Church 
teaches not a blind but a reasonable faith, and the true possessors thereof 
are not fanatical. The Christian, like the Theosophist, looks for help to the 
Divine Spirit, the God in him-well termed his Higher Self. 

Two doctors, with considerable Eastern experience, gave interesting 
racial particulars showing that statistics of crime were no fair criterion of 
the difference between Buddhists and Christians. We never met with any 
such thing as dooming every non-Christian to perdition, so cannot comment 
on it. The expression may have been used in some wild revivalist harangue, 
or by a fanatical Roman priest, assuredly it is no doctrine of the Church. 
Neither is a doctrine of the Church that a new soul is created for every new
born baby, though probably many or most exoteric Christians, too ignorant 
or indolent to study the subject and understand the teaching of the Church, 
may hold this view. 

Hence the missionary story quoted on page 76 simpl)' shows that the 
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missionary (whose name by the way is not given, though that of the 
Buddhist priest is) was wholly unfit for his office, indeed must have been 
an litter and irredeemable fool. It was shewn from ancient records and 
from the writings of great scholars that" an eye for an eye", &c., was not, 
at the time the command was given, crllel or sanguinary, but the inculca
tion of equity and justice as against the barbarous vendetta previously 
existing. For a more highly cultured people at a later stage Christ substi
tuted the law of Altruism, "Resist not evil '., &c. It was admitted on all 
hands that the strictures contained in this Section were well deserved, that 
multitudes of professing Christians exactly fulfilled the description. That 
some even .vho had enlightenment and esoteric knowledge did not live up to 
it. All agreed that the false types and ideas of Christianity so mercilessly 
exposed should be uprooted, but also that when this was done the result 
would be the pure Church of Christ, such as most of us belong to and 
desire to see triumphant. 

So much for Lodge work. 
Our sub· section studyin~ Palmistry and Astrology has been working 

hard, devoting itself especially to the inner and mystic meaning of the 
sciences rather than the mere fortune-telling. 

Another sub-section, embracing some who are not yet members of the 
Lodge, and under the charge of one of our most earnest members, is 
studying the esoteric interpretation of the Gospels, and comparing them 
with other Eastern writings for fuller elucidation. 

Next year we expect to receive considerable help from a learned 
Egyptologist who has lately joined us, and who has promised to give us 
illustrations from the Ritual of the Dead, &c., of the subjects under 
discussion. 

[May we suggest to the learned President of the Scottish Lodge the 
writing of a paper on what he considers the real teaching of the Christian 
II Church" for the pages of Lucifer. The Christianity he speaks so feel
inglyand revert:ntly of appears to us to be rather the Gnosticism of the 
grand Heresiarchs who" perverted the true doctrine", according to ortho
doxy, and whose" damnable heresies" were to he suppressed wherever 
found, for the .. greater glory" of the said" Church ". If the views of 
our brother are not "heretical" in the eyes of modern Christendom, then 
we are prepared to resign our own heretical editorial chair. In the event 
of such a paper being written we shall endeavour to controvert several of 
the above statements.-EDs.] 

AMERICA. 

During the month of November no less than six charters were issued 
from the General Secretary's office. The" Tract-mailing Scheme" is 
proving a gigantic success. The extraordinary number of 238,000 pam
phlets have been distributed up to date. 

AUSTRALIA . 

.llelbou,ne.-We are very pleased-to announce that a Charter has been 
applied for from Adyar by a group of hard-working Theosophists in PataIa, 
we mean the Antipodes. The formation of this Branch is chiefly owing to 
the energy of Mrs. Elise Pickett, who has been reading papers and lectur
ing to interested audiences. The future branch has already a reading-room 
and library. The latter promises to be a great success, one of the members 
having most generously expended a large sum of money on books, besides 
presenting the Lodge with his own library of Theosophical literature. 
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INDIA. 
II The President-Founder hereby declares that, from and after the 

1st January, 1891, the present four Indian Sections shall be merged 
into one, to be called the 'Indian Section of the Theosophical Society', 
with its Headquarters at Adyar. 

" H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 
"Mr. Bertram Keightley is hereby appointed Inspector-General of 

Indian Branches. As occasion offers, Mr. Keightley will visit our 
Branches, report upon their condition, and revive their activity as far as 
practicable. The General Secretaries of Sections are requested to 
cordially co-operate with him for the accomplishment of the important 
object in view, and I personally recommend him to our members and the 
general Indian public as a sincere friend of India, a well-wisher of the 
Hindus, and a true-hearted gentleman and theosophist. 

" H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S." 

BERTRAM KEIGHTLEY'S LECTURES. 
(The Theosophist.) 

Returning to Adyar for a short time, Bertram Keightley is again on 
the move. At Tichur, Nov. 29th, he lectured on the" Revival of Hindu 
Spirituality and the T.S." to a large audience, among whom were the 
First Prince of Cochin and his brother. The following day he lectured 
twice, at 7 a.m. and 4 p.m., on the same topics. At Palghat, the Hindu 
Middle Class School was the scene of another lecture, followed by one on 
the next day in the Hindu College on the" Progress of Theosophy in the 
West and its bearing 01' J ndia ". At the Chitoor Hindu School House 
our Delegate lectured to a large audience on "Theosophy and Hinduism ", 
his speech being translated into Malayalim by the Dewan; and on the 
next day spoke on II Karma and Rebirth as scientific truths ", a lecture 
which was repeated on his return to Palghat. At Coimbatore a large 
audience assem bled to listen to Bertram Keightley, the Dewan from 
Palghat and the Munsif of Chittoor coming from their respective towns on 
purpose to be present. 

CEYLON. 
The T ke(lsophist publishes a list of upwards of 40 schools in Ceylon 

conducted by the Theosophical Society. 
We have received the following appeal, which we publish with very 

great pleasure and every good wish for its success. 
REVERF.D :\IADAME, 

I write at Col. Olcott's suggestion, as one of the organizers of the Women's 
Educational Society, to call your particular attention to "The Buddhist's" report of 
the opening of the Girls' High School on thl:! 18th ult. We hardly need Col. 
Olcott's assurance that the English lady members of the Theosophical Society will 
feel an interest and sympathy for this effort of some of the leading women of ceylon, 
to elevate the condition of their sex. I am happy to say that the movement has 
taken hold upon the public sympathy and that the Colombo High School starts under 
the happiest auspices. 

We ha\'e engaged a Burgher lady of good family as 'Principal and educated 
Sinhalese ladies as Assistant Teachers. The Society is supported by five hundred 
subscriptions and the Colombo High School is aided by a guarantee from a wealthy 
Sinhalese lady (Mrs. S. de A. Rajapakse) for the rent. We have an accumulated 
fund of about Rz,ooo. This, of course, is a beggarly triRe to rich Europeans, but 
we do things here on a "erv economical basis. 

The object of this letter is to ask YOll to be good enough to lay our case before 
the readers of Luciftr and the members of the T.~. and try to get us a well 
qualified lady to come out and take the chief management of the Hil!h School and a 
general superintendence O\'er our other Girls' Schools, founded and to be founded. 

Beyond the chance of doing good and such recompense as the deep gratitude of the 
Sinhalese women may afford, we could offer the lady no inducement to come out. 
She would ha\'e to give herself to the work as a missionary does-that is, from love 
to the cause she espouses. The Society could give her comfortable quarters in a 
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pleasant house, situated amidst beautiful tropical scenery; her board ;and washing, 
a second class passage out, and a small sum monthly as pocket money. Of course, 
the lady should be an earnest Th.:osophist with a sympathy for Buddhism. A 
professed Christian, huwever liberal-minded, would naturally be suspected by our 
people as a sort of missionary in disguise. The lady should ha\'e no prejudice of 
colour, nor be predisposed to treat Asiatics a~ an inf-:rior race. 

The average tempcr:lture of the air in the Island is 80 to 81 degrees, and 
Europeans find it more bearable than t.he climate of Indb. 

I have written a letter of similar import to our Mr. Judge of New York. 

7, Brownrigg Street, Cinnamon Gardens, 
Colombo, Ceylon. 

I am, very sincerely yours, 
PETER DE ABREW, F.T.S. 

The Second Annual Convention of the Ceylon Branch of the T.S., 
held at Kandy, proved a great success. Thirteen branches were 
represented by delegates, and the General Secretary, Dr. Bowles Daly, 
presented a most encouraging report, from which we append such extracts 
as our space permits us to print. The report opens with a brief historical 
retrospect, and then passes a glowing eulogy on MJme. Blavatsky, who, 
" like all the purest and noblest benefactors of Society, has had to undergo 
the baptism of fire, out of which she has come triumphant, and, if possible, 
more loved and revered than ever". 

He then proceeds ;-

"Of the President Founder I need say less, as his genial presence is well known to 
all present, while his truthful and self-denying character is respected by all who know 
him. • • • • . By his influence with Lord Derby, the Secretary of State for tbe 
Colonies, he checked the persecution of the Buddhists by the Catholic Community, 
besides procuring for the people a National Holiday. He further secured the 
appointment of a Buddhist Registrar of marriages; as well as paving the way to the 
latelv enacted Buddhist Temporalities Act. In his recent mIssionary tour through 
Japan, one of the most dramatic e\'ents in modern History. he instituted a more 
intimate fellowship between the two great Branches of Buddhism, known as the 
Northern and Southern Churches: and as a rallying point suggested a Budcbist fiag 
now accepted by all Buddhists, and so popular that it has become an artIcle of 
commercial value. 

For the last ten years the Theosophical Society has been more or less acth'e in 
its operations. It has established the Sanda,.esa, now in its tenth year, and having a 
wider circulation than any other Native paper, also the Buddhist, an English weekly, 
dealing mostly with thoughtful articles on the national religion. Since 1880 over 
90,000 publications on Buddhism, have been issued by the Theosophical Society and 
distributed widely through the island. Buddhist missionaries have visited and 
delh'ered addresses in most of the towns and villages, rousing the people"from apathy, 
and revivmg an interE'st in the ancestral faith. The result has been the establish
ment of several schools giving education to over ten thousand children. In 1880 the 
number of Buddhists receiving education at the hands of Christians amounted to 
27,000, in 1889 this number is reduced to 16,582, showing the force of the present 
activity and at the same time disclosing the large number still to be reclaimed from 
the narrow and degrading superstitions of Christianity. 

As I have been appointed Mana~er of the present schools existing under the 
Society, it is unnecessary to say that With my other duties I cannot attend to this impor
tant work without the assistance of Sub-Managers and Inspectors to see that the 
instructions laid down in the Code be observed, qualified te~chers appointed, and 
order and punctuality enforced. I suggest then that a Committee be formed to con
sider the subject and to act with me as a Bureau of Education. 

Here I deem it expedient to warn Buddhist parents that Christian schoc-Is are 
mainly opened not with a view of affording secular education to their children, but 
solely as proselytising agencies for pen'erting the minds of Buddhist children from 
the pure and liberalising tenets of the Tathagata to the narrowing influence of a 
decaying faith. I therefore can on all Buddhists to withdraw their children from 
Christian influence. 

The suicidal policy of sending Buddhist children to Christian schools gives tbe 
missionaries an annual grant of Rs. 46,263, for the impure purpose of perversion. 
The number of Christian children attending Christian schools does not exceed 7,237 
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procuring a grant o£ Rs. 20,191, while the added number of Buddhists gh-es them a 
total of Rs. 66,454. Further comment is unnecessary to a mind of the meanest 
capacity. Hencetorth parents who send their children to Christian schools must be 
regarded as renegades to the faith and apostates from the national religion. 

After pointing to various matters observed during a recent tour, Dr. 
Daly proceeded:-

Throughout my tour I have found the people uniformly courteous, kindly, hos
pitable and obliging, a more tractable or docile people does not exist in all Her 
Majesty's dominions. Successive conquest!! have however sapped the national 
character of much of its strength, lo\"e of country and pride in ancestral tradition are 
much needed, and instead. an imitation of European manners, costume and vices is 
largf!ly in the ascendant. The Sinhalese are an imitative race and only too ready to 
follow an example, whether pernicious or otherwise. The ill-advised act of the 
Government in introducing and legalising the drink traffic in order to add to the 
revenue is bearing terrible fruit, even among the remote villages of the interior, 
where the vice of drinking has now become common. 

The state of education in the Kandyan Province is very unsatisfactory. There 
are absolutely no industries in the villages, and only the most primiti\"e agricultural 
implements are in use. Lace and mat-making are attempted in a few places, but the 
designs are inferior and the workmanship inadequate. The chiefs, with a few brilliant 
exceptions, are indifferent to education and totally neglectful of the wants of the 
people. 

It is also a matter of much regret that the Government official in his periodical 
visits should nat take up his residence at the Rest-houses, scattered extensively 
through the country, and provide for his own wants, instead of locating himself in 
houses of the chiefs and KorAlas, frequently iII.adapted to the visit of a European. 
The expensive decorations and preparations for his comfort are not borne by the 
chief or the headman but by the villagers, who are obliged to contribute every 
requisite necessary for a European table. Officials are allowed travelling expenses 
which are ample for this purpose. It is to be hoped the new Governor will put a 
stop to this form of extortion, so discreditable to an English gentleman. I regret also 
to be obliged to add that some of these officials in excess of their duty are using 
their office to proselytise and force Buddhists to abandon their religion in favour of 
Christianity. 

The most unprecedented effort of the Society has been resen-ed for the present 
time in the establishment of a series of Girls' Schools. The first of these I have had 
the honour of naming after our revered teacher, Madame BI;\\·atsky. The second, 
called after the Princess Sllnghamitta, was established in Colombo, and opened by 
the President-Founder under the most distinguished auspices. Other schools have 
been founded in Kandy, Gampola and Panedura, in the interests, and entirely through 
the action of the Women's Educational Society; Hon. P. Rama Nathan, c. M. G., 
gracefully testified to the value of this work in the following words: 

It He felt that at any risk, he ought to testify by his presence to-day the deep 
sympathy and profound admiration he held forthe Women's Educational Society and 
for their present work. He thought it would not be exaggeration to say that he 
could well have afforded to travel hundreds of miles on the chance of hearing so 
beautiful an address as that of ~Irs. Weerakoon, and of seeing the most respectable 
ladies of Ceylon binding themselves together for the elevation of their sex. Neither 
in his time nor that of his father or grandfather had Ceylon seen such a sight. It was 
full of promise for the future of the l;inhalese people and what lent additional import
ance and dignity to the thing was that these dear ladies had done their work in 
silence and modesty without public clamour. In f;lct, so quietly, that outside the 
immediate circle of their friends no one suspected what was going 011. Even the 
Educational Department, it appears, did not know of it. He could not expres~ his ad
miration strongly enough. Only that morning the Hon. Abdul Raheman had told 
him that before any such scheme as this for a Girls' School could be carried out in his 
community the Government hOld to be appealed to, to bring women teachers from 
Bombay and to guarantee the school expenses for two years. What had these 
Buddhist ladies asked for or gotten from the Government? What help had they 
besought? Nothing. He knew what the women of England would think of them. 
How proud they would be of their Sinhalese sisters." 

Dr. Bowles Daly concluded by stating that a native weekly paper 
would shortly be published, as native interests were much neglected. 

May 1891 prove a propitious year to Sinhalese Theosophists. 
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Oioing «0 anb Jro. 
IN RE·G IANTS. 

~J ~ HE giants of old are a fiction-say the wise men of the modern West. 
Whenever the hones of an alleged gigantic race of men are found, 
and speedily made a pretext for the glorification of verse I, chapter 

vi. in the ,evealed Book-there invariably comes a euvier to crush the 
flower of superstition in the bud, by showing that they are only the bones 
of some Dinothe,ium giganteum of the family of tapirs. The" Secret Doc
trine" is a fairy tale and the races of giants that preceded our own, a figment 
of the imagination of the ancients, and now-of Theosophists. 

The latter are quite willing to admit that the occasional appearance of 
giants and giantesses from seven to nine feet in our modern dar' is not a 
complete proof. These are not giants in the strict sense 0 the term, 
though the scientifically demonstrated tendency to ,eve,t to the o,igi"," type, is 
there, still unimpaired. To become a complete demonstration of this, the 
skeleton frames of our modern Goliaths and the structure of their bones, 
ought to he proportionate in breadth and thickness to the length of the body 
and also the size of the head. As this is not the case, the abnormal length 
may be due as much to hypertrophic causes as to ,.,ve,sion. 

To all such problems one answer has been constantly given, " time will 
show" (See Vol. II. Secret Doct,ine, p. 277 et seq.) "If the skeletons of the 
prehistoric ages have failed so far (which is positively denied) to prove the 
claim here advanced, it is but a question of time." And now it is believed the 
time has come and the first proof is very satisfactory. \Ve quote from the 
Galignanj's Messenger of June 21 and 23, 1890, the news of the following find, 
from an article headed" Giants of Old", which speaks for itself:-

Giants figure so often in our legends and the most ancient histories of the world 
that it has been a serious question whether d race of gigantic men has not existed at 
some remote period of time-for example, during the quaternary epochs of the large 
mammals, the mastodon, mammoth. and so on-and whethec the type may not have 
lurvived into later times. • . . The giants, like the greater quadrupeds, would be 
exterminated, Our oldest human fossils, however, such as the Neanderthal and Cro
Magnon skulls, do not indicate an extraordinary stature. Yery tall skeletons ha\'e, 
no doubt, been found in some dolmens and barrows, but they are supposed to belong 
to the bronze age race, which is still an clement of the European population. M. G. 
de Laponge has recently made a discO\'ery which tends to re-open this question. At 
the prehistoric cemetery of Castelnau, near Montpellirr, which dates from the eras of 
polished stone and bronze, he found last winter, among many crania, one of enormous 
size, which could only belong to a man very much over :I metres (6ft. 6in.) in height, 
and of a morphologic type common in the dolmens of Lozere. It was the skull of a 
healthy youth about 18 years of age. Moreover, in the earth of a tumulus of ,'ast 
extent, containing cists of the bronze age, more or less injured by superposed sepul
chres of the early iron age, he found some fragments of human bones of a most abnor
mal size. For instance, part of a tibia 0.16 metre in circumference, part of a femur 
0.13 metre in girth, and the inferior part of a humerus twice the ordinary dimensions_ 
Everything considered. M. de Laponge estimates that the height of this subje('t must 
have been about 31 metres (I1ft.)-that is to say, a veritable giant. according to the 
popular notion. He mllst ha,·e lived during the quaternary period or the beginning of 
the present, but whether he was an instance of hypertrophy, or one of an extinct race 
of giants, it is impossible as yet to say. Singularly enough, tradition fixes !he cavern 
of a giant very near the spot in the cavern of Castelnau where the bones have been 
taken from the tumulus. 

" Hypertrophy "-extending over the" length, breadth, and thickness" 
of the body, crowned, moreover with a head. or cranium" of enormous 
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size "-looks suspiciously like an empty pretext to make an exploding 
theory hold out a little longer. It is well that science should be cautious, 
but even the forty "Immortals" in all the majesty of their academical 
slumbers, would be laughed at were they to attempt to make us believe that 
the abnormal size of the Russian child-giantess, the six-and-a-half footer, 
aged nine, was due to chronic dropsy! 

THE criminal use of hypnotic suggestion has come largely to the front in 
the Eyraud-Bompard trial at Paris. The evidence given by Professor 
Liegeois of the famous medical school at Paris, was particularly interesting. 
He related the case of a woman whom he had hypnotised, and to whom he 
had made the suggestion that she had seen two tramps steal £20 from a 
lady, and he told her to go to a magistrate and lay an information. She 
did so, and gave an exact description of the two men, repeating her state
ment on several subsequent occasions. The professor also gave the 
further following evidence: 

"There is a case of a dentist in Paris who, in a state of hypnotism, was seen to 
steal things out of a broker's shop. Further experiments were made upon him, and he 
was known to commit thefts in his normal state, having no reason whatever for doing 
so, which were suggested to him while in a state of hypnotism. An eloquent· preacher, 
who had often heard of hypnotic' suggestion " experimented on a young man who was 
a good subject, telling him to go and steal a certain thing and bring it to him. The 
young man did exactly as he was told. On another occasion, acting under directions 
given him in the same state, the same person astonished the congregation by commenc
ing in a loud voice to read the Gospels. A third time he was sent to steal and was 
caught in the act. An officer in barracks suggested to a hypnotizable bugler that he 
was a sub-lieutenant. The bugler at once went to the colonel to announce his promo
tion, to the astonishment of the colonel, who said, 'The man is mad I Take him to 
the infirmary'. When the bugler awoke some hours later he remembered nothing 
whatever about it, and his adventure caused much amusement among the officers." 
Dr. Liegeois wished to show the jury some photographs of a hypnotizable person to 
whom it was suggested that he had received a severe burn, and this so entered into his 
system that in thirty-six hours marks appeared on the body as if the burn had really 
taken place. The President: 'I cannot allow that; it is quite irregular '. Dr. 
Liegeois then went on with his narration of cases, citing one which occurred at 
Vouziers more than half a century ago, where two murders were committed by a man 
in an hypnotic state, who was declared irresponsible for his actions. 

There is no doubt that the general publication of the details and 
methods of hypnotic suggestion has brought society face to face with a very 
serious peril. Many persons will probably think that, after all, there is a 
good deal to be said for the ancient plan of keeping secret knowledge which 
placed in the hands of unscrupulous persons control over the subtler forces 
of Nature. 

The Indian Mirror, commenting on the brutal attack made in the 
columns of the National Review by Mr. Lionel Ashburner on Hindu widows, 
quotes a letter received from a Hindu correspondent, resident in London, 
who says:-

"There is one thing more I tell you, that after long and patient research, I have 
found for a fact that these Theosophists are the real friends of India, and that in spite 
of all sorts of abuses; poured upon them,there is much truth in their doctrine, because 
they follow our Vedanta and Upanishads-the true philosophy of our religion and 
existence. India wilJ do well to help their movement, not by money, but by friendly 
co-operation. Theosophy alone can put an end to the Missionary existence in India, 
and make the Hindus in reality what they now are only in name. I do not belong 
to the Theosophical Society, but I have a great sympathy for it." 
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~Jlstit Ilnblitations. 
THE THEOSOPHIST for Decemoer 

IS headed with a paper by Col. Olcott on 
the Buchanan II prophecies" that ap
peared some months ago in the Arena, 
with some remark~ on psychometry. 
Bertram Keightley writes on the work 
of the Society in II the \Vest ". Dr. 
Jerome A. Anderson's article on "Kama
loka, Devachan and Nirvana," is reprinted 
from the Golden Era. The most useful 
contribution is 'the translation' of the 
" Pingala Upanishad of Sukla-Yajur 
Veda". One or two papers seem to 
have got into the Theosophist by mistake. 

THE PATH for December appro
priately opens with a Christmas story by 
Mrs. Ver Planck. It is well written and 
contains a lesson of noble self-sacrifice 
and forgiveness. \Ve are keeping our 
eyes wide open for tales of this nature, 
and rejoice as we notice the stream ot 
Theosophy thus trickling down the rocks 
of the Intellect onto the shore whose 
sands are lapped by the waves of popu
lar feeling. o. Fifteen Years Ago" gives 
some interesting facts about the founda
tion and growth of the Society. The 
second part of "Japanese Buddhist 
Sec!s" next follows. The author intro
duces his concluding sentences with 
these words: ". . . it must bl! plain 
to anyone who may read this, that 
there is in fact very little difference 
between any of the sects of which I h~\"e 
been permitted here to speak, and that 
their existence is due to the fact that 
Buddha did, as all know well, teach in 
many different ways, so that he might 
make an entry into the many different 
kinds of minds which men possess ". 
"The Basis of the Manifestation of 
Law" is a sensible contribution and 
points out the absurdity of the II in
organic dead matter" postulate. Hut 
most important of all is W. Q. Judge's 
"Shall we teach Clairvoyance ", with the 
?an{fer signal sub:title," A Note ofW~rn
mg • We cordially endorse the article 
and strongly commend it to the notice 
of many we know of in the far West. 
A thoughtful paper, I. Theosophy and 
the Theosophical Society", and an in. 
structh'e vision in" Tea·table Talk" com
plete another good number of the Palh. 

THE BUDDHIST.-Themo&t interest
ing paper in the late numbers of our 
contemporary is one on II Karma and 
Absolution ", by D. C. Pedris. It is 
important as a contrast drawn by Ii 

Buddhist between his own philosophy 
and the general belief of the West. The 
article opens as follows :-

II There lies a wide gulf between the 
Buddhist doctrine of Karma and the 
Christian teaching regarding the dis
pensing of reward and punishment. In 
proportion to that difference, the moral 
control exercised on human actions must 
each of them necessarily bear an adequate 
degree ill respect of such difference. 
Karma, according to Buddhism and other 
eastern schools of Philosophy, is an in
violable natural law, which controls the 
lives of all sentient beings of the universe, 
and which in its turn is not gO\'eroed by 
any superior force or being. As long as 
thoughts and actions last, so long will 
their result!> or Karma prevail. The 
least thing moved in space has a certain 
effect on the particles floating therein; 
the slightest'motion in wa:er gives rise to 
ripple after ripple until the force thereof 
is expended; the gentlest sound, sends 
forth vibrations producing sound some
where; and the very smallest thought 
has al~o its tendency to disturb either the 
thinker or the object I hought of. The 
further such research is extended, the 
application of the Karmic law to human 
actIOns will prO\'e to be as true and 
natural as the laws of attraction and 
gravitation are. Then, when it is known 
by man that all his thoughts and actions 
have certain tangible or perceptible effects 
and that these effects have a rebounding 
tendency, or that they remain registered 
in his Manas-skanda, to cleave to him in 
whatever condition he may be hereafter, 
a lasting and powerful impression of awe 
and veneration must be the natural result 
created in his mind. He, who is morally 
convinced of the inevitable danger of cer
tain thoughts and actions and of the reo 
ward which awaits him throu~h certain 
others, must be more deeply Impressed 
in mind than another who entertains no 
such belief. The Christian doctrine of 
absolution of sins is total cancellation 
of the past-whether there be crimes of 
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the blackest type or not-by an act of 
momentary repentance, which places the 
wretched moral leper on a par with the 
most exalted saint. It is appalcnt from 
this fact, that the votaries of Christianity 
rely more upon supernatural magic, to 
ease themselves of a life burden of ugly 
sins, tha ... IIpon an unchequered course of 
pure moral life." 

Le Lotus Bleu, No. 10, .:ontains the 
conclusion of J. Lemaitre's readable and 
careful article on " Matter and Divinity". 
Some extracts are given from the Voice of 
IIle S,1enu; but the rhythm has not been 
preserved and it looks strange in its 
French garb. In the rest of the number 
the useful work of translation is well 
continued. 

Deparlment of Branch Work. The 
American Section supplies its Lodges 
with a short but excellent paper by Dr. 
J. D. Buck in the ninth number of this 
serie!', entitled" Light and Life ". The 
Doctor sums up by saying: 

".This is not fine spun philosophy, transeendenla 
and without use or value. It is simply a logical deduc
tion from every experience of our lives.. How can one 
s)'111pathise with suffering who has never suffered I 
Again I say, we know only that whioh we have exper· 
ienced, and we have become a part of and for ever 
involved in that which we have experieneed. Man's 
power to experience is without limit, and this could not 
be the case if the elements, the very substance and force 
of all nature, were not latent and potential in him." 

The Theosophical Forum, No. 18, has 
some interesting answers on Kamaloka, 
Memory and the practice of Hypnotism. 
"W. Q. J.", whenever he undertakes an 
answer, invariably goes straight to the 
point, whereas" A. F." generalises and 
endeavours to t.ke the questioner into 
the realm of "Rationalism" pure and 
simple. Lecky is excellent but not an 
authority sans reproche for the Theoso
phist. Rationalism as a rule generally 
makes it "so much the worse for the 
facts ", if they do not fit. How strange 
again it is that Theosophical Students 
are always puzzling O\'er "}Iemory" I 
The puzzlement of the materialist is un
derstandable, for he admits nothing but 
the body and its "products". The 
Theosophist, however, who learns that 
every principle, as every atom in the 
physical body, has its own memory, is 
not exactly in the same predicament. 

The Vahan, No.2, is headed by an 
interesting little" paperette " on bacteria 
et hoc genus omne, by Major W. H. Hand. 
Under" The Enquirer" heading, there are 
some answers to questions about the 
" Cycle fl. No. 3 begins wlth an open-

hearted paper by the Countess of Wacht
meister, giving the simple narrative of 
her acquaintance with H. P. B., and how 
she learnt to appreciate her work and 
mission. It is marked throughout with 
a tone of deep sincerity, "Should :\Ien 
Wear Long Hair?" is a reprint from the 
Theosophist of 1884, and may perchance 
induce some of our members of the mas· 
culine persuasion to think twice before 
handi.:apping nature with a razor. The 
"tread on the tail of my coat" para
graphs, otherwise "The Enquirer" 
column, give very sensible answers to 
the queries propounded. 

TEOSFISK TIDSKRIFT, a Theo
sophical Journal, has made its appearance 
in Sweden and eight numbers are to be 
issued during the year, This Journal is 
the property of the Swedish Branch of 
the T .S. and the Editor is the Haron 
Victor Pfeiff, and the Managing Secretlry 
Axel Zetterstein; it is under the super
visiC'ln of a committee of the Members of 
the Stockholm LOdge. 

The Magazine opens with a short 
account of the Theosophical SOciety, 
stating its aims and objects, then follo\\'s 
a slight sketch of the "Wisdom Religion", 
showing how it is contained in the New 
Testament as well as in the Seent Doc
trine. The second article is a translation 
from Lucifer of the lecture given hy 
Annie Besant called the "Sphinx of 
Theosophy". Bertram Keightley's lec
ture, delh'ered at the Blavatsky Lodge 
in August, 1890, on the .. Education of 
children from a Theosophical point of 
view", is likely to provoke much atten
tion in Sweden, where the question of 
education is considered of vast import
ance and has so much care and labour 
expended on it. 

"Know Thyself" is a short poetical 
effusion by Victor Pfeiff, describing how 
God is to be found within man, and that 
it is only by seeking the divine that 
the human being can arrive at the know
ledge of his true self. 

The Journal finishes with sketches of 
Theosophical Acth'ities in different parts 
of the \vorld, which will be read with the 
greatest interest by our Swedish co
workers, who have shown so much zeal 
in advancing the cause of Theosophy, 
A glance at the numerous translations 
from Theosophical works advertised on 
the cover of the Journal give a slight 
idea of the steady perseverance and 
indefatigable activity of our Swedish 
brothers and sisters, and we wish them 
every success during this new year 1891. 
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BUILDING FUND. 

The Balance Sheet 01 this Account is now guing to the printers to be issued with 
a full report of what has been do~~, the subscr}{ltion list" the, detail~d it.ems of 
expenditure, and the copy of the I rust Dc:ed. I he follOWing IS a resume of the 
Balance Sheet. 

RECI£IPTS. EXPENDITURE. 

Already acknowledged 
F. Montoliu 
Anon. 
X. 
Dy error in addition of 

July acknowledgments -

less donation to H.P,B. for 
special purpose 

£ s. d. 
1,273 IS 9 

1 14 0 
100 

50 0 0 

10 () 0 

100 0 0 

Receipts 
Expenditure 

Deficiency 

Paid on account of building 
lecture hall, wing to 
main building, connecting 
cO\'ered pa~sages, out
hOllses, la\'atories, repair
ing drains and plumbing, 

£ s. d. 

and alterations - 993 .. 6 
Plumbing and gas-fitting - 72 Jl I 

:\Iinor alterations 49 II 3 
Furr:ishing and fittings ISS 2 0 
Printing, postage, law costs 

insurance, &c. 18 u 6 
Sundry labour 3 2 5 

( 1236 9 9 
I29Z .. I) 

£55 IS 0 

£1,292 .. 9 

We have examined the accounts and vouchers, and certify that this statement is 
correct. 

Deumher 18th, 1890. 
ESl'lMATED LIABILITIES. 

To completing cost of building 
" " "" alterations 
" " "" fittings 

Deficiency as above 

EDWARD T. STURDY. 
WILLIAM KINGSLAND. 

£ s. d. 
206 I 7 

30 6 I 
30 I 9 

266 9 5 
5S IS 0 

£31 2 4 S 

Of the sums acknowledged abO\·e £n8 IS. 6d. have been given by resident 
members of the staff, leaving £458 8s. 3d. as contributions from members of the 
Society, plus the special gift of £100. 

RECEIVED SINCE AUDITING OF BALANCE SHEET. 

Mrs. Wilkinson 
V. de F. 
Three Theosophists 

10 0 0 

z 7 7 
50 0 

(17 7 7 

EDITORIAL NOTlCE.-It appears thai one or 171.'0 readers I",ve lalun Ihe refermu _ 
p. 471 10 the II Black Hole" of Colcutta, as though tlte Eltglish had tluu lortured t.V 
I ndillns. No sue" implication lI'as intmded" the !JIa,,,, joT the mnlJiguil)' musl lail on ",~. 
as the prool-Teadi1lK is my duty, and I did not notice tlte omission of I/'( explanatory 
u·ords. AN!'>IE BItSANT. 

WOliall's PRUfTIIiG 5OCIRTY. Limited. ,,6 Great College 5t_t. Westminster. 
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The Edit01's do not hold themselves responsible for any opinions, whether religious, 
philosophical 01' social, expressed in signed arlicles. 

~bt lIahtl of ~abtm ~bmtgbt. 

Go to, let us go down and there confound their 
language that they may not understand 
one another's speech . 

Gl1U$is xi. 

II. 

~AVING done with modern physical Sciences we next turn to 
.G) Western philosophies and religions. Every one of these is 
equally based upon, and derives its theories and doctrines from 
heathen, and moreover, exoteric thought. This can easily be 
traced from Schopenhauer and Mr. Herbert Spencer, down to 
Hypnotism and so-called "Mental Science". The German phil
osophers modernize Buddhism; the English are inspired by 
Vedantism; while the French, borrowing from both, add to them 
Plato, in a Phrygian cap, and occasionally, as with Auguste Comte, 
the weird sex-worship or Mariolatry of the old Roman Catholic 
ecstatics and visionaries. New systems, yclept philosophical, new 
sects and societies, spring up now-a-days in every corner of our 
civilized lands. But even the highest among them agree on no one 
point, though each claims supremacy. This, because no science, no 
philosophy-being at best, but a fragment broken from the WISDOM 
RELIGION-Can stand alone, or be complete in itself. Truth, to be 
complete, must represent an unbroken continuity. It must have no 
gaps, no missing links. And which of our modern religions, sciences or 
philosophies, is free from such defects? Truth is One. Even as the 
palest reflection of the Absolute, it can be no more dual than is 
absoluteness itself, nor can it have two aspects. But such truth is not 
for the majorities, in our world of illusion-especially for those minds 
which are devoid of the noetic element. These have to substitute for 

I 
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the high spiritual and quasi absolute truth the relative one, which 
having two sides or aspects, both conditioned by appearances, lead our 
" brain-minds "-one to intellectual scientific materialism, the otber to 
materialistic or anthromorphic religiosity. But even that kind of 
truth, in order to offer a coherent and complete system of something, 
has, while naturally clashing with its opposite, to offer no gaps and 
contradictions, no broken or missing links, in the special system or 
doctrine it undertakes to represent. 

And here a slight digression must come in. \Ve are sure to be 
told by some, that this is precisely the objection taken to theoso
phical expositions, from Isis Uti veiled down to the Secret Doctr;"e. 
Agreed. \Ve are quite prepared to confess that the latter work, 
especially, surpasses in these defects all the other theosophical works. 
We are quite ready to admit the faults charged against it by its critics 
-that it is badly arranged, discursive, over-burdened with digressions 
into by-ways of mythology, etc., etc. But then it is neither a philoso
phical system nor the Doctrine, called secret or esoteric, but only a 
record of a few of its facts and a wi!ness to it. It has never claimed to 
be the full exposition of the system (it advocates) in its totality; (a) 
because as the writer does not boast of being a great Initiate, she could, 
therefore, never have undertaken such a gigantic task; and (b) because 
had she been one, she would have divulged still less. It has never 
been contemplated to make of the sacred truths an integral system for. 
the ribaldry and sneers of a profane and iconoclastic public. The 
work does not pretend to set up a series of explanations, complete in 
all their details, of the mysteries of Being; nor does it seek to win 
for itself the name of a distinct system of thought-like the works of 
Messrs. Herbert Spencer, Schopenhauer or Comte. On the contrary, the 
Secret Doctrine merely asserts that a system, known as the WISDOM RELI

GION, the work of generations of adepts and seers, the sacred heirloom 
of pre-historic times-actually exists, though hitherto preserved in the 
greatest secrecy by the present Initiates; and it points to various corrobor
ations of its existence to this very day, to be found in ancient and modern 
works. Giving a few fragments only, it there shows how these explain 
the religious dogmas of the present day, and how they might serve 
Western religions, philosophies and science, as sign-posts along the 
untrodden paths of discovery. The work is essentially fragmentary, 
giving statements of sundry facts taught in the esoteric schools-kept, 
so far, secret-by which the ancient symbolism of various nations is 
interpreted. It does not even give the keys to it, but merely opens a few 
of the hitherto secret drawers. No new philosophy is set up in the Secret 
Doctrine, only the hidden meaning of some of the religious allegories 
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of antiquity is given, light being thrown on these by the esoteric 
sciences, and the common source is pointed out, whence all the 
world-religions and philosophies have sprung. Its chief attempt is to 
show, that however divergent the respective doctrines and systems of 
old may seem on their external or objective side, the agreement 
between all becomes perfect, so soon as the esoteric or inner side 
of these beliefs and their symbology are examined and a careful 
comparison made. It is also maintained that its doctrines and 
sciences, which form an integral cycle of universal cosmic facts 
and metaphysical axioms and truths, represent a complete and 
unbroken system; and that he who is brave and persevering 
enough, ready to crush the animal in himself, and forgetting the 
human self, sacrifices it to his Higher Ego, can always find his way to 
become initiated into these mysteries. This is all the Secret Doctrine 
claims. Are not a few facts and self-evident truths, found in these 
volumes-all the literary defects of the exposition notwithstanding,
truths already proved practically to some, better than the most ingenious 
"working" hypotheses, liable to be upset ar.y day, than the unexplainable 
mysteries of religious dogmas, or the most seemingly profound philoso
phical speculations? Can the grandest among these speculations be 
really profound, when from their A lpha to their Omega they are limited 
and conditioned by their author's brain-mind, hence dwarfed and 
crippled on that Procrustean bed, cut down to fit limited sensuous per
ceptions which will not allow the intellect to go beyond their enchanted 
circle? No" philosopher" who views the spiritual realm as a mere 
figment of superstition, and regards man's mental perceptions as 
simply the result of the organization of the brain, can ever be 
worthy of that name. 

Nor has a materialist any right to the appellation, since it means 
a "lover of \Yisdom ", and Pythagoras, who was the first to coin 
the compound term, never limited \Yisdom to this earth. One who 
affirms that the Universe and Man are objects of the senses only, 
and who fatally chains thought within the region of senseless matter, 
as do the Darwinian evolutionists, is at best a sophiap"obe when not a 
philosophaster-never a philosopher. 

Therefore is it that in this age of Materialism, Agnosticism, 
Evolutionism, and false Idealism, there is not a system, however 
intellectually expounded, that can stand on its own legs, or fail to be 
criticized by an exponent from another school of thought as materia
listic as itself; even Mr. Herbert Spencer, the greatest ofall, is unable 
to answer some criticisms. Many are those who remember the fierce 
polemics that raged a few years ago in the English and American 
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journals between the Evolutionists on the one hand and the Positivists 
on the other. The subject of the dispute was with regard to the 
attitude and relation that the theory of evolution would bear to 
religion. Mr. F. Harrison, the Apostle of Positivism, charged Mr. 
Herbert Spencer with restricting religion to the realm of reason, for· 
getting that feeling and not the cognizing faculty, played the most 
important part in it. The II erroneousness and insufficiency" of the 
ideas on the" Unknowable "-as developed in Mr. Spencer's works
were also taken to task by Mr. Harrison. The idea was erroneous, he 
held, because it was based on the acceptation of the metaphysical 
absolute. It was insufficient, he argued, because it brought deity 
down to an empty abstraction, void of any meaning.- To this the 
great English writer replied, that he had never thought of offering his 
" Unknowable" and Incognizable, as a subject for religious worship. 
Then stepped into the arena, the respective admirers and defenders 
of Messrs. Spencer and Harrison, some defending the material meta
physics of the former thinker (if we may be permitted to use this para
doxical yet correct definition of Mr. Herbert Spencer's philosophy), 
others, the arguments of the Godless and Christless Roman Catholicism 
of Auguste Comte, t both sides giving and receiving very hard blows. 
Thus, Count d'Alviella of Brussels! suddenly discovered in Mr. H. 
Spencer a kind of hidden, yet reverential Theist, and compared Mr. 
Harrison to a casuist of medireval Scholasticism. 

It is not to discuss the relative merits of materialistic Evolutionism, 
ot of Positivism either, that the two English thinkers are brought 
forward; but simply to point, as an illustration, to the Babel-like 
confusion of modern thought. While the Evolutionists (of Herbert 
Spencer's school) maintain that the historical evolution of the 
religious feeling consists in the constant abstraction of the attributes of 
Deity, and their final separation from the primitive concrete concep
tions-this process rejoicing in the easy-going triple compollnd of 
deanthropomorphization, or the disappearance of human attributes-the 
Comtists on their side hold to another version. They affirm that 
fetishism, or the direct worship of nature, was the·primitive religion of 
man, a too protracted-evolution alone having landed it in anthropo
morphism. Their Deity is Humanity and the God they worship, 

o As the above is repeated from memory, it does not claim to be quoted with 
verbal exactitude, but only to give the glst of the argument. 

t The epithet is Mr. Huxley'S. In his lecture in Edinburgh in 1868, 0. tJu 
Pllysical Basis of Life, this great opponent remarked that Auguste '1Comte's philosophy 
in practice might be compendiously descrlbed as Catkolit:ism ',"litIS ChrisJia"ily,and 
antagonistic to the very essence of Science ". 

t Professor of Ecclesiastical History at the University of Brussels, in a philoso
phical Essa)' 011 t/ze religious meanillg of Ike " Unlmf1tlJa~/e." 
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Mankind, as far as we understand them. The only way, therefore, of 
settling the dispute, is to ascertain which of the two II philosophical" 
and II scientific" theories, is the less pernicious and the more probable. 
Is it true to say, as d'Alviella assures us, that Mr. Spencer's 
II Unknowable" contains all the elements necessary to religion; and, 
as that remarkable writer is alleged to imply, that II religious feeling 
tends to free itself from every moral element" j or, shall we accept 
the other extremity and agree with the Comtists, that gradually, 
religion will blend itself with, merge into, and disappear in altruism 
and its service to Humanity? 

Useless to say that Theosophy, while rejecting the one-sidedness 
and therefore the limitation in both ideas, is alone able to reconcile the 
two, i.e., the Evolutionists and the Positivists-on both metaphysical 
and practical lines. How to do this it is not here the place to say, as 
every Theosophist acquainted with the main tenets of the Esoteric 
Philosophy can do it for himself. We believe in an impersonal 
II Unknowable" and know well that the ABSOLUTE, or Absoluteness, 
can have nought to do with worship on anthropomorphic lines; 
Theosophy rejects the Spencerian II He" and substitutes the imper
sonal IT for the personal pronoun, whenever speaking of the Absolute· 
and the II Unknowable". And it teaches, as foremost of all virtues, 
altruism and self-sacrifice, brotherhood and compassion for every living 
creature, without, for all that, worshipping Man or Humanity. In the 
Positivist, moreover, who admits of no immortal soul in men, believes 
in no future life or reincarnation, such a II worship" becomes worse 
than fetishism: it is Z oolatry, the worship of the animals. For that 
alone which constitutes the real Man is, in the words of Carlyle, II the 
essence of our being, the mystery in us that calls itself' I '-.... a 
breath of Heaven; the Highest Being reveals himself in man". This· 
denied, man is but an animal-" the shame and scandal of the 
Universe", as Pascal puts it. 

lt is the old, old story, the struggle of matter and spirit, the 
II survival of the unfittest," because of the strongest and most material. 
But the period when nascent Humanity, following the law of the 
natural and dual evolution, was descending along with spirit into 
matter-is closed. We (H umanity) are now helping matter to ascend 
toward spirit; and to do that we have to help substance to disenthral 
itself from the viscous grip of sense. We, of the fifth Root Race, are 
the direct descendants of the primeval Humanity of that Race; those, 
who on this side of the Flood tried, by commemorating it, to save the 
antediluvian Truth and Wisdom, and were worsted· in our efforts by 
the dark genius of the Earth-the spirit of matter, whom the Gnostics 
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called Ildabaoth and the ] ews ] ehovah. Think ye, that even the 
Bible of Moses, the book you know so well and understand so badly, 
has left this claim of the Ancient Doctrine without witness? It has 
not. Allow us to close with a (to you) familiar passage, only interpre
ted in its true light. 

In the beginning of time, or rather, in the childhood of the fifth 
Race, "the whole earth was of one lip and of one speech", saith 
chapter Xl of Gmesis. Read esoterically, this means that mankind 
had one universal doctrine, a philosophy, common to all; and that 
men were bound by one religion, whether this term be derived from the 
Latin word relegere, "to gather, or be united" in speech or in thought, 
from religens, "revering the gods", or, from religare, "to be bound 
fast together ". Take it one way or the other, it means most undeni
ably and plainly that our forefathers from beyond the "flood" 
accepted in common one truth-i.e., they believed in that aggregate 
of subjective and objective facts which form the consistent, logical and 
harmonious whole called by us the Wisdom Religion. 

Now, reading the first nine verses of chapter XI between the 
lines, we get the following information. Wise in their generation, our 
early fathers were evidently acquainted with the imperishable truism 
which teaches that in union alcne lies strength-in union of thought 
as well as in that of nations, of course. Therefore, lest in disunion 
they should be "scattered upon the face of the earth", and their 
\Visdom-religion should, in consequence, be broken up into a thousand 
fragments; and lest they, themselves, instead of towering as hitherto, 
t.'trough knowledge, heavenward, should, through blind faith begin 
gravitating earthward-the wise men, who" journeyed from the East ", 
devised a plan. In those days temples were sites of learning, not of 
superstition; priests taught divine 'Wisdom, not man-invented dogmas, 
and the ultima thule of their religious activity did not centre in the 
contribution box, as at present. Thus-'" Go to " they said, 'let us 
build a city and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven, and let us 
make a name'. And they made burnt brick and used it for stone, and 
built therewith a city and a tower". 

So far, this is a very old story, known as well to a Sunday school 
ragamuffin as to Mr. Gladstone. Both believe very sincerely that 
these descendants of the" accursed Ham" were proud sinners whose 
object was like that of the Titans, to insult and dethrone Zeus-] ehovah, 
by reaching" heaven ", the supposed abode of both. But since we find 
the story told in the revealed· Scripts, it must, like all the rest in them, 

o A curious and rather unfortunate word to use, since, as a translation from the 
J.atin reue/are, it signifies diametrically the opposite of the now accepted meaning in 
English. For the word "to reveal" or "revealed" is derh'ed from the Latin rl:l-lillre, 
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have its esoteric interpretation. In this, Occult symbolism will help 
us. All the expressions that we have italicized, when read in the 
original Hebrew and according to the canons of esoteric symbolism, 
will yield quite a different construction. Thus: 

I. If And the whole earth (mankind), was of one lip (i.e., proclaimed 
the same teaching~) and of the same words "-not of If speech" as in 
the authorized version. 

N ow the Kabalistic meaning of the term If words" and If word " 
may be found in the Zohar and also in the Talmud. If Words" 
(Dabarim) mean" powers", and ward, in the singular, is a synonym 
of Wisdom; e.g., "By the uttering of tm words was the world 
created "-(Talmud If Pirkey Aboth" c. 5., Mish. 1). Here the 
If words" refer to the ten Sephiroth, Builders of the Universe 
Again: If By the Word, (Wisdom, Logos) of YHVH were the Heavens 
made" (ibid). 

2-4. If And the man* (the chief leader) said to his neighbour, ' Go 
to, let us make bricks (disciples) and burn them to a burtling (initiate, 
fill them with sacred fire), let us build us a city (establish mysteries and 
teach the Doctrinet) and a tower (Ziggurrat, a sacred temple tower) 
whose top may reach unto heaven'" (the highest limit reachable in 
space). The great tower of Ncbo, of Nabi on the temple of Bel, was 
c::llled " the house of the seven spheres of heaven alld earth", and "the 
house of the stronghold (or strength, tagimut) and the foundation stone 
of heaven and earth". 

Occult symbology teaches, that to bum bricks for a city means 
to train disciples for magic, a "hewn stom " signifying a full Initate, 
Petra the Greek and Kephas the Aramaic word for stone, having the 
same meaning, viz., "interpreter of the Mysteries", a Hierophant. 
The supreme initiation was referred to as "the burning with great 
burning". Thus, If the bricks are fallen, but we will build (anew) with 

If to re\"eil ,. and not to rn'eal, i.e., frolll re If again" or .. back" and velare .. to veil', 
or to hide something, from the word velum or "a vail" (or \"cil). a cover. Thus, 
instead of ul1vailing, or rn'ealillg, Moses has truly only" reveiled" once more the 
Egypto-Chaldean theological legends and al1egories, into which, as one" learned in all 
the Wisdom of Egypt" he had been initiatt:d. Yet Moses was not the first revealer 
or rcrJeileY, as Ragon well obsen-es. Thousands of years before him Herm('s was 
credited with ,-eiling over the Indian mysteries to adapt them for the land of the 
Pharaohs. Of course, at present there is no longer classical authority to satisfy the 
orthodox philologist, but the occult authority which maintains that Originally the 
word rcve/are meant to "\"cit once more", and hence that revelation means' the 
throwing a ,-eit O\'er a subject, a Milld-is posith'ely oyerwhelming. 

o This is translated from thc Hebrew original. "Chief-Ieadcr" (Ra6-lIfag) meaning 
literally Teacher-Magician, M,lster or G'uru, as Daniel is shown to have been in 
Babylon. 

t Some Homeric heroes also when thcy are said, like Laomedon, Priam's 
father, to have built cities, were in reality cstablishing the AI)'Suries and introducing 
the Wisdom-Religion in foreign lands. 
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hewn stones" of Isaiah becomes clear. For the true interpretation of 
the four last verses of the genetic allegory about the supposed "con
fusion of tongues" we may turn to the legendary version of the Yezidis 
and read verses 5, 6, 7, and 8 in Genesis, ch. xi, esoterically:-

"And Adonai (the Lord) came down and said: • Behold, the 
people is one (the people are united in thought and deed) and they have 
one lip (doctrine) '. And now they begin to spread it and 'nothing 
will be restrained from them (they will have full magic powers and 
get all they want by such power, Kriyasakti,) that they have imagined'. " 

And now what are the Yezidis and their versien and what isAd-onai? 
Ad is "the Lord", their ancestral god j and the Y ezidis ar~ a heretical 
Mussulman sect, scattered over Armenia, Syria, and especially Mosul, 
the very site of Babel (see" Chaldean Account of Genesis "), who are 
known under the strange name of "Devil-worshippers". Their 
confession of faith is very original. They recognise two powers 
or gods-Allah and Ad, (or Ad-onai) but identify the latter with Sheitan 
or Satan. This is but natural since Satan is also "a son of god"* 
(see Job I). As stated in the Hibbert Lectures (pp. 346 and 347), Satan 
the "Adversary", was the minister and angel of God. Hence, 
when questioned on the cause of their curious worship of one 
who has become the embodiment of Evil and the dark spirit of the 
Earth, they explain the reason in a most logical, if irreverent, manner. 
They tell you that Allah, being All-good, would not harm the smallest 
of his creatures. Ergo, has he no need of prayers, or burnt-offerings 
of the "firstlings of the flock and the fat thereof". But that their 
Ad,or the Devil, being All-bad, cruel, jealous, revengeful and proud, they 

U It is commanded in Ecclesiasticus XXI, 30, not to curse Satan, "lest 
one should forfeit his own life." Why? Because in their permutations 
"the Lord God", Moses, and Satan are olle. The name the Jews gave 
while in Babylon to their u:o/eric God, the substitute for the true Deity 
of which they never spoke or wrote, was the Assyrian Moslu" or Adar, the 
god of the scorching sun (the "Lord thy God is a consuming flame" verily I) 
and therefore, Mosheh or Moses, shone also. In Egypt, Typhon (Satan) the 
red, was identified both with the red Ass or Typhon called Set or Seth (and 
worshipped by the Hittites) and the same as EI (the Sun god of the Assyrians and the 
Semites, or Jehovah), and with Moses, the red, also. (See Isis UlIv. Vol. II. 523-24.) 
For Moses was red-skinned. According to the Zohar (Vol. ~I. p. 28) B sirr ti' 
Moshe" soomaq, i.e., "the flesh of Moses was deep red", and the words refer to the saying) 
" The face of Moses was like the face of the Sun" (see Qa""alah by Isaac Myer p. 93). 
These three were tI,e threi aspects of the manifested God (the substitute for Ai" Suph 
the infinite Deity) or Nature, in its three chief Kingdoms-the Fiery or Solar, the 
Human or 'Vatery, the Animal or Earthy. There ne\'er was a Moshe" or Moses, 
uefore the Captivity and Ezra, the deep Kabalist; and what is no";\' Moses had 
another name 2,000 years before. Where are the Hebrew scrolls before that time? 
~loreover, we find a corroboration of this in Dr. Sayee's Hi6/Jert uclures (1887). 
Adar is the Assyrian" War God" or the Lord of Hosts and the same as Moloch. The 
Assyrian equivalent of Mosheh (Moses) is lI-Idsu, the "double" or the Utwin ", 
and Mtisu is the title of Adar, meaning also a "hero". No one who reads carefully the 
said Lectures from page 40 to 58, can fail to see that Jehovah, MAsu and Adar. with 
several others-are perlnutat;olls. 
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have, in self-preservation, to propitiate him with sacrifices and burnt 
offerings smelling sweet in his nostrils, and to coax and flatter him. 
Ask any Sheik of the Yezidis of Mosul what they have to say, as'to the 
confusion of tongues, or speech when Allah "came down to see the city 
and the tower which the children of men had builded "; and they will 
tell you it is not Allah but Ad, the god Sheitan, who did it. The 
jealous genius of the earth became envious of the powers and sanctity 
of men (as the god Vishnu becomes jealous of the great powers of the 
Yogis, even when they were Daityas); and therefore this deity of 
matter and concupiscence confused their brains, tempted and made 
the" Builders" fall into his nets; and thus, having lost their purity, they 
lost therewith their knowledge and magic powers, intermarried and 
became "scattered upon the face of the earth". 

This is more logical than to attribute to one's" God", the' All-good, 
such ungodly tricks as are fathered upon him in the Bible. Moreover, 
the legend about the tower of Babel and the confusion of speech, is 
like much else, not original, but comes from the Chaldeans and 
Babylonians. George Smith found the version on a mutilated frag
ment of the Assyrian tablets, though there is nothing said in it about 
the confusion of speech. "I have translated the word' speech' with 
a prejudice," he says (Chaldcan account of Genesis, p. 163), " I have 
never seen the Assyrian word with this meaning". Anyone who 
reads for himself the fragmentary translation by G. Smith, on pages 
I60-163 in the volume cited, will find the version much nearer to that 
of the Yezidis than t() the version of Genesis. It is he, whose" heart 
was evil" and who was "wicked", who confused "their counsel", 
not their " speech", and who broke "the Sanctuary • . • which 
carried Wisdom", and" bitterly they wept at Babel". 

And so ought to "weep" all the philosophers and lovers of ancient 
Wisdom j for it is since then that the thousand and one exoteric 
substitutes for the one true Doctrine or lip had their begin
ning, obscuring more and more the intellects of men, and 
shedding innocent blood in fierce fanaticism. Had our modern 
philosophers studied, instead of sneering at, the old Books of Wisdom 
-say the Kabala-they would have found that which would have 
unveiled to them many a secret of ancient Church and State. As 
they have not, however, the result is evident. The dark cycle of Kali 
Yug has brought back a Babel of modern thought, compared with which 
the "confusion of tongues" itself appears a harmony. All is dark 
and uncertain; no argument in any department, neither in sciences, 
philosophy, law, nor even in religion. But," woe unto them that call 
evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for 
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darkness", saith Isaiah. The very elements seem confused and 
climates shift, as if the celestial" upper ten" themselves had lost their 
heads. All one can do is to sit still and look on, sad and resigned, 
while 

" The slack sail shifts from side to side; 
The boat untrimm'd admits t!le tide; 
Borne down adrm, at random toss'd, 
The oar breaks short, . • • the rudder's lost:' 

----~~~-----

THE conscience of a man governed by his passions is like the voice of a 
shipwrecked sailor drowned by the tempest. 

I F you speak well of yourself you will be distrusted 
If you speak evil, you will be taken at your word! 

"VE perceive more readily that anyone is in the wrong, wht!n it is ourselves 
whom he wrongs. 

OUR experience consists rather of illusions lost than of wisdom gained. 

Do not even think of d')ing what ought not to be done. 

CHOOSE rather to be strong in soul than in body. 

BE persuaded that things of a laborious nature contribute more than 
pleasure to virtue. 

EVER\, passion of the soul is most hostile to its salvation. 

IT is difficult to walk at one and the same time in many paths of life. 

PYTHAGORAS said-It is requisite to choose the most excellent life: for 
custom will make it pleasant. \Vealth is an infirm anchor, glory is still more 
infirm: and in a similar manner the body, dominion, and honour. For all 
these are imbecile and powerless. \Vhat then are powerful anchors? 
Prudence, magnanimity, fortitude. These no tempest can shake. This 
is the law of God, that virtue is the only thing that is strong: and that 
everything else is a trifle. 

ALL the parts of human life, in the same manner as those of a statue, ought 
to be beautiful. 

A STATUE indeed stands on its basis, but a worthy man on the subject 
of his deliberate choice ought to be immovable. 

FRANKINCENSE ought to be given to the Gods, but praise to good men. 
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OComwnts lln H tbt ~btllSllpbical ~odtt!l 

anb Jj.\l.lt" 
[I gladly give room to the protest which follows. It is wiSe and timely, 

and may, perhaps, ward off worse than" petty criticisms of H.P.B." 
Needless to say that Mrs. Besant's article would not have appeared had 1 
seen it before publication. But I may point out to Mr. Patterson that 
much of his protest, however true, is not exactly aimed at what Mrs. 
Besant wrote. She did not say that the T. S. taught any particular 
doctrines, but merely expressed her own view that the position of one who 
belonged to the T. S. and ungenerously carped at the pioneer who 
founded it was illogical. This is clearly a matter of opinion, and 
Mr. Patterson puts the opposing view. One has but to read the new 
II Constitution and Rules of the Theosophical Society" for 1891 (in the 
Supplement of the January Theosophist), to find in Article xiii. 2, that" no 
Fellow, Officer, or Council of the Theosophical Society, or of any Section 
or Branch thereof, shall promulgate or maintain any doctrine as being that 
advanced or advocated by the Society"; and, whatever we do, we have to 
abide by the Rules of the T. S. Mrs. Besant would have done more wisely 
to have called her article "Comments on the E. S. of the Theoso
phical Society and H.P.B.", she would then have been on the safe side; 
for a member of the E.S. who receives instructions emanating from the 
Masters of the Occult Philosophy, and doubts at the same time the 
genuineness of the source, or the honesty of the humble transmitter of the 
old esoteric doctrines-lies to his own soul, and ;s untrue to his pledge. He 
cannot be honest and remain in the E.S., in such a case. But then, the 
Esoteric Section, its qualification II of the T.S. " notwithstanding, does not 
represent the latter, and in future it will drop the additional words altogether. 
From the very beginning its second rule stated, that the II Esoteric Section 
has no official or corporate connection with the Exoteric Society" (see Llmfer of 
October, 1886). Henceforth it will be called" the Esoteric School of 
Theosophy", simply. Meanwhile, 1 thank our brother, Mr. Patterson, for 
giving me this opportunity of expressing my feelings.-H.P.B.] 

~ 

~~ N the December number of Lucifer in an article entitled" The Theo-
&. sophical Society and H.P.B." there are the following statements:-

" The following article expresses the views of many members of the 
Theosophical Society who feel strongly that it is time that some protest 
should be made against the constant petty criticisms levelled at H.P.B. 
As co-editor 1 put in this article, which has not been submitted to H.P.B., 
nor will she see it until the magazine is issued; so she is in no sense 
responsible for its appearance.-ANNIE BEsANT. 

"Now touching the position of H.P.B., to and in the Theosophical 
Society, the following is a brief exposition of it as it appears to many of 
us:-
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"(r). Either she is a messenger from the Masters, or else she is a 
fraud. 

"(2). In either case the Theosophical Society would have no 
existence without her. 

"(3). If she is a fraud she is a woman of wonderful ability and 
learning, giving all the credit of these to some persons who 
do not exist. 

"(4). If H.P.B. is a true messenger, opposition to her is opposition 
to the Masters, she being their only channel to the Western 
World. 

"(5) If there are no Masters, the Theosophical Society is an 
absurdity, and there is 110 use in keeping it up. But if 
there are Masters, and H.P.B. is their messenger, and the 
Theosophical Society their foundation, the Theosophical 
Society and H.P.B. cannot be separated before the world. 

"If the members care at all for the future of the Society, if they wish 
to know that the twentieth century wiIl see it standing high above the 
strife of parties, a beacon·light in the darkness for the guiding of men, if 
they believe in the Teacher who founded it for human service, let them 
now rouse themselves from slothful indifference, sternly silence all 
dissensions or petty follies in their ranks, and march shoulder to shoulder 
for the achievement of the heavy task laid upon their strength and courage. 
If Theosophy is worth anything it is worth living for and worth dying for. 
H it is worth nothing, let it go at once and for all." 

On these last grounds let us stand. If it is worth anything it is worth 
living for and dying for; and worth working for and worth writing for, and 
worth taking some risks for; and at the risk of incurring misunderstanding, 
and at the risk of hurting the feelings of those whose feelings should not 
be hurt, this article is written and some exception taken to that just quoted 
from. For it does seem as though its author, through her impetuous 
kindness and loyalty, had allowed her judgment to be partially influenced 
by her feelings. And although there are few The~sophists who will 
disagree with her in most of her issues, yet there seems to be a little grain 
of erroneous opinion in them from which a large and poisonous growth 
may spring. If this is so, it is only true brotherliness to point it out. 
lt lies first in the statement that: "If there are no Masters the 
Theosophical Society is an absurdity and there is no use of keeping it up". 
And again in another statement which says: "Once accept the philosophy 
you must accept her (H.P.B.) ". May not much harm be done by the 
holding up of such views? May they not tend to keep many out who 
would be benefited by being in; and for whom the Society was largely 
founded? Are not the statements in their iiature somewhat dogmatic? 
Have we not still in our natures some of that intolerance which forcing 
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rather than leading, persecuted in the name of righteousness? For there 
are subtle transformations possible in our characters, which will bring the 
old faults out in new guises, and we are none, not one, quite free from 
intolerance. The churches have creeds; but applicants for admission are 
usually given to understand that they need not be fully accepted; and they 
seldom are. The Theosophical Society has no creeds, but its members 
seem scarcely able to avoid making them in spite of all efforts to the 
contrary. And watchfulness as to the Theosophical movement must lead 
those who believe in the Masters to see how strenuously they and their 
mouth-piece H.P.B. are working against the development of them. If this 
Theosophical movement is to be carried on successfully through the three 
or four generations of the first seventy-five years of the coming century, we 
must be very heedful. What do the Constitution and the bye-laws of the 
Society, what does the application for admission into it tell us? Not one 
word as to belief. They simply contain provisions which tend to guarantee 
liberty and cultivate tolerance. Is it not contrary to their spirit to say: 
II Once accept the philosophy you must accept her"? Accept what 
philosophy? The Society has none. Not long since an earnest student 
searching for Truth, but not one of our members, asked if we were not 
Jesuitical. Was her position not well taken? It was, if we as a Society 
have a philosophy. We constantly cry out we have no creeds, no dogmas, 
no beliefs, and we almost as constantly, or at any rate very frequently, 
unintentionally give the lie to this. 

And why speak of the Society as an absurdity without Masters? Are 
its objects, especially the first, nothing? If those objects were even 
partially lived up to, and again let us say" especially the first ", would no 
good come of it? Most certainly, and it is perhaps this good which the 
Masters are seeking, rather than the acceptance of any philosophy, or any 
recognition of themselves. * 

Even a recognised authoritative leader may be dangerous. H.P.B. 
herself is always inculcating self-reliance, and discouraging any 
dependence upon others, herself included. She understands that the 
true alchemist seeks to have men throw their opinions into one common 
melting pot, knowing that they will take out all of the Truth which they 
put in, and some of their errors transmuted. It is the real change of base 

. metals into gold. 
If the Society has an authoritative leader, beliefs will be accepted 

simply on authority, and a belief thus accepted is almost of 
necessity perverted. Look at the doctrines of Karma and Re
incarnation. Many regard it as quite heterodox not to accept them; 
and yet the first is often made a fetish of, and both are by many crudely 
understood; the one often being looked at in a way to make of it a positive 
fatalism, the other a kind of personal resurrection. This comes from 

• Our Brother, Mr. Patterson, is quite correct.-[H.P.B.J 
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reliance upon certain persons or b:>oks accepted as authority. Such reliance 
is against the presumable wish of the Masters. \Ve must seize on our own 
truth and digest it ourselves: and if we do we cannot so pervert it. 

A true servant should try not simply to obey, but, if possible, to 
intuitively grasp the wishes of the one served. In the article referred to 
in this paper it is said that H.P.B., is " willing to efface herself if thereby 
her mission might the better prosper". And would she not say: "First 
Humanity and then the Theosophical Society, and last myself"." Referring 
to the Coulomb scandal it is said: "But then, instead of closing up 
around the assailed Teacher, and defending to the utmost her position and 
her honour, the fatal policy was adopted of attempting to minimise her 
position in the Society". True, perhaps; but how best could she have 
been defended? An ill·planned sortie is, of course, unwise. There may 
be a hidden enemy in wait, and we are told that the powers of darkness are 
very active, vigilant and cunning. \Ve may, in ill-advised movements he 
simply following out their hypnotic sugge,;tions j and any statement which 
does not tally with the exact truth is an ill-advised sorlie. And when it is 
said that: "If there are no Masters, the Theosophical Society is an 
absurdity, and there is no use in keeping it up ", a mis-statement is made. 
Let us by all means close round our teacher, but as she would have us; 
not as we ourselves might like. And to do this we must remember that 
we must lead, not force, people to the truth. \Ve must do it with all 
tenderness, all gentleness, all patience, all sweetness. vVe must present 
our views for the weak ones, not the strong ones. Not in the way of 
temporising, but by giving out those truths which are most needed. \Ve 
must try to understand that we are now to learn to be true shepherds 
when our time comes, and while being schooled must bear in mind that it 
is the lost sheep we are to save. The honest materialist, the honest 
agnostic, the honest spiritualist, the honest christian-scientist, the honest 
dogmatic christian, may be an honest disbeliever in H.P.B. and the 
Masters, and an honest member of the Theosophical Society too, provided 
he is enlisted in the cause of humanity. t Let us hold the doors wide open; 
let us set up no unnecessary barriers, and let us wait outside until the last 
one has entered. vVe can thus best serve, thus best defend. This is not a 
policy of silence j it does not prevent our using pen and voice in defence 
of our beloved leader j but it should prevent making belief in her a 
qualification, even if an unwritten one, for membership in good standing in 
the Theosophical Society. There are now many good members who are 
doubters on this point. Don't let us drive them away by intolerance. 
Perhaps they are under a dark illusion cast by the Brothers of the Shadow. 
But to force them will not help them, and do no good to anyone. If, 

• Most decidedly so; such has been always my principle. and I hope it is that of my 
friend and colleague, Col. H. S. Olcott. our President.-[H.P.B.] 

t I have repeated these words for years: it is my sll,eo~YI"d (111S'U.'" to enquirers who 
ask me whether belief in the MASTERS is obligatory in joining the T.S.-[H.P.B.] 
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metaphorically speaking, we slap the face of anyone who may speak 
disrespectfully of H.P.B., we will not help her reputation but rather 
strengthen the calumniator in his attitude. Our line of defence cannot be 
well chosen if it does harm. And it will do harm if made in such a way as 
to make a belief in any person or philosophy a criterion of good standing. 
Let us stand shoulder to shoulder; let us strengthen those ties which we 
are forming for this and the coming incarnations; let us by all means be 
grateful to her from whom so much has come to us and the rest of humanity, 
but let us for the sake of others be judicious. Let us make disbelievers in 
H.P.B., disbelievers in Karma, disbelievers in Re-incarnation, disbelievers 
in the Masters as welcome, or more welcome, into the Society than ethers, 
provided always they wish to form the nucleus of a universal brotherhood. 

All this is said earnestly and sincerely, but .with some trepidation, the 
higher plane of carelessness not having been attained, and indifference to 
others' opinions not having been acquired. But when so prominent a 
member of our Society as the author of "The Theosophical Society and 
H.P.B." propounds what appears to some of us dangerous doctrine, we 
have no right to be silent. 

H. T. PATTERSON, F.T.S. 

-----~~~---

IF anyone will give his mind to these sentences he will obtain many things 
worthy of a man and be free from many things that are base. 
THE -perfection of the soul will cC'rrect the depravity of the body, but the 
strength of the body withou~ reasoning, does not render the soul better. 
HE who loves the goods of the soul will love things more divine, but he who 
loves the goods of its transient habitation will love things human. 
IT is beautiful to impede an unjust man: but if this be not possible it is 
beautiful not to act in conjunction with him. 
IT is necessary to be good rather than to appear so. 
THE felicity of a man do~s not consist either in body or in riches but in 
upright conduct and justice. 
SIN should be abstained from, not through fear, but for the sake of the 
becoming. 

DEMOCRITUS. 

" A STONE becomes a plant; a plant, all animal; an animal, a man j and 
man-a god:' (Hermetic Axiom.) 
"AT the beginning of every Manvantara (life-cycle) the natural tendency of 
every Deva (god) is manward. A Deva drops its essence into the body of 
a plant and becomes a stone; from the rocky womb, it creeps into the moss 
and plant; thence Karma carries it into an animal, and there it remains, 
until united with Alaya's light, after which the animal blooms into thinking 
man. It is tbe latter who furnishes every new Manvantara with intelligent 
and wise architects and builders." . . • (Esoteric Cosmogenesis of the 
East.) 
"This is unscientific," says the Darwinian. 
" This is heretical," echoes the theologian. 
u It is, nevertheless, a fact," puts in the Occultist. 
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,iltil- ~llpbia. 

(Translated and annotated by G. R. S. M., u!itk additional notes by H.P.B.) 

(Continued. ) 

It came to pass, therefore, when Jesus had finished saying these 
words, that Mary Magdalene came forward and said: "Master, my 
In-dweller of Light hath an ear, and I comprehend all the words which 
thou hast said, viz.: 'All the Souls of Human-kind, which shall receive 
the Mysteries of Light, shall enter first within iuto the Inheritance of 
Light before all the Rulers which shall repent, and before those which 
pertain to the whole Region of the Treasure of Light.' Concerning, then, 
my Master, the word which thou once on a time saidest to us: 'The first 
shall be last, and the last first'; the' last' are the whole Race of Men, 
which shall come first within into the Kingdom of Light; so also they 
which pertain to all the Regions of the Height, are the' first.' ,,* [198] 
And it came to pass that when she had ceased saying these words, that the 
Saviour was greatly astonished at the revelations of the words which she 
said, for she was pure spirit entirely. And Jesus answered again and 
said unto her: "Well, said, 0 spiritual and pure Mary, this is the inter
pretation of the word." And Jesus continued and said unto his Disciples: 
"Hearken, I will speak with you concerning the Glory of those which 
pertain to the Height, how they are according to the way in which I spake 
to you of them up to this very day. Now, therefore, when I shall have led 
you to the Region of the last Supporter (I) which surrounds the Treasure 
of Light, and when I shall have led you to the Region of that last Supporter, 
so that ye may see the Glory in which it is, the Region of the Inheritance of 

. Light shall appear to you like as a mere city of the 'Vorld compared to the 
greatness in which the last Supporter is, and compared to the great Light 
in which it is; and after this I will tell you also of the Glory of the 

.Supporter which is above the Little Supporter. But I shall not speak 
with you concerning the Regions, which are above all the Supporters: 
[199] for there is no kind of language for them in this World, nor any 
similitude, which is like unto them, that I may compare it with them, nor 
quality, nor Light like unto them, that I may express them, not only in 
this W orId, but also none in those which pertain to the Height of 
Righteousness from their lower Region upwards. Therefore, certainly, 
there is no means of explaining them in this W orId." . It came to pass that 
when Jesus had finished saying these words to his Disciples, Mary 

• For the reason of this, compare Lucifer. No. 39. p. 19S, note 3. 1st. para. 
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Magdalene came forward and said unto Jesus: "Be not wrath with me, 
Master, searching out everything 1n earnestness and steadfastness, so that 

. my Brethren may preach it among Human-kind, in order that they may 
hear and repent, and be saved from the harsh condemnations of the evil 
Rulers, and come into the Height and inherit the Kingdom of Light, in 
that, my Master, not only are we compassionate among ourselves, but WI 

are also compassi(lnate towards tlu whole Human Race, that they may be saved 
from all the harsh condemnations. Now, therefore, Master, it is for this 
reason that we search out all things in earnestness, that my Brethren may 
preach them to the whole Race of Men,. [200] lest they should come 
into the hands of the harsh Rulers of the Mist, and that they may be 
presenoed from the harsh Receivers of the Outer Darkness." [And 
having received permission, she said:] "Master, by how much is 
the Second Supporter greater than the First Supporter, and by what 
distance is it separated.from it; or how many times is it ot greater Light 
than it ? " And Jesus answered in the midst of the Disciples and said 
unto Mary: "AMtN, AMtN, I say unto you, the Second Supporter is 
removed from the First by a vast distance which is immeasurable, both 
with regard to the highness upwards, and with regard to lowness, with 
regard to depth and with regard to length and breadth. For it is enor
mously apart from it by a vast distance which is not to be measured with 
nderence to Angels and Archangels, to Gods and all Invisibles; [201] and 
it is as much greater as it possibly can be in a measure, which cannot be 
numbered by comparison with Angels and Archangels, with Gods and all 
Invisibles; and it is of greater Light than it exceedingly, in a manner to 
which there is no measure, there is no measure of the Light in which it is, 
no measure of it compared to Angels and Archangels, to Gods and all 
Invisibles, in the manner in which I have told you already on another 
occasion. In like manner also the Third Supporter, and the Fourth, and 
the Fifth, each is immeasurably greater than the next, and of greater 
Light and separated from it by a great distance, which cannot be measured 
in terms of Angels and Archangels, Gods and all Invisibles, according to 
the manner in which I have already spoken to you on another occasion: 
yet will I also tell you the Type of each one of them in its proper Emana
tion." And Mary continued and said unto Jesus: "Master, of what Type 
in the last Supporter will those be who receive the Mystery of Light?" 
And Jesus answered and said unto Mary in the midst of the Disciples: 
"They that receive the Mysteries of Light, when they have issued from 
the Hylic Body of the Rulers, each shall be in his Order, according to the 
Mystery which he has received. [202] They that receive a sublime 
~Iystery, shall remain in a lofty Order, while they who receive the lower 
Mysteries, shall remain in lower Orders: in a word, of whatever Region 
each shall have received the Mystery, he shall remain in its Order in the 
Inheritance of Light. It was concerning this that I formerly said unto 

2 
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you: • In the Place where is your Heart, there also shall be your 
Treasure '; which is, each shall remain in the Region whose Mystery he 
shall have received ". 

[And John having asked and received permission to speak], answered 
and said unto Jesus: .. Master, surely each will not remain in that Region 
of which he shall have received the Mystery, without the power of going 
into the Orders which are above it, or into the Orders which are below it? " 
[203] And Jesus answered and said unto John: .. Well, indeed, do ye 
search out all things in earnestness and steadfastness; now, therefore, 
John, hearken, and I will speak with thee. Everyone receiving a Mystery of 
Light shall remain in the Region whose Mystery he shall have received, 
but without the power of going into the Height into the Orders which are 
ahove it; so that he who receives the Mystery in the First Statute,* has 
the power of going into the Orders which are below it, which are all the 
Orders of the Third Space, but he has no power to go into the Height into 
the Orders which are above it. And he who shall have received the 
Mystery of the First Mystery, which also is the Four-and-twentieth 
Mystery, and also the Head of the First Space toward the Exterior, he 
too has the power of going into all the Orders which are without it, but 
not of going into the Regions which are above it or of traversingt them. And 
they who shall have received the Mystery in the Orders of the Four-and
twenty Mysteries, each shall come into that Region whose Mystery he 
shall have received, and shall have the power of traversing all the Orders 
and Spaces, which are without him, but not of coming into the Orders 
which are above him, or of traversing them. [204] And he who shall 
have received the Mystery in the Orders of the First Mystery, which is in 
the Third Space,t has the power of going into all the Orders which are 
below him, and of traversing them all, but not of going into the Regions 
which are above him or of traversing them. And he who shall have 
received the Mystery in the First Trispiritual (T,ipneumatos) which extends 
over the Four-and-twenty Mysteries in their series, which extend to the 
Space of the First Mystery, the Region of which (Mysteries) I will tell you 
in the Emanation of the Universe-he then who shall have received the 
Mystery of that Trispiritual, has the power of descending into all the Orders 
below him, but not into the Height to those above him which are all Orders 
of the Space of the Ineffable. And he who shall have received the Mystery 
of the Second Trispiritual, has the power of going into the Orders of tlte 
First Trispiritual and of traversing all of them, and the Orders of their 
Orders, but not of going into the Orders of the Height of the Third 
Trispiritual. [205] And he who shall receive the Mystery of the Third 
Trispiritual, which pertains to the Three Trispirituals and Three Spaces, 

• See Tables VII. and VIII. for all that follows. 
t /'erlllStrare-to traverse or inspect thoroughly. 

t Or the First Space withi", 
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in their series, of the First Mystery, but has no power to go into the 
Height into the Orders which are above him which dre the Orders of the 
Space of the Ineffable. (2) And he who shall have received the Absolute 
Mystery· of the First Mystery, the Ineffable, which also is the Twelve 
Mysteries, in their series, of the First Mystery, which extend over all the 
Spaces of the First Mystery-he then who shall have received that Mystery, 
has the power of traversing all the Orders of the Three Spaces of the 
Trispirituals and the Three Spaces of the First Mystery, and all their 
Orders j he has also the power of traversing all the Orders of the Inherit
ances of Light, from the Exterior to the Interior, and from the Interior to 
the Exterior; from the Above to the Below, and from the Below to the 
Above; from the Height to the Depth, and from the Depth to the Height; 
from the Length to the Breadth, and from the Breadth to the Length: 
[206] in a word, he has the power of traversing all the Regions of the 
Inheritances of Light, and of remaining in whatever Region he shall desire, 
in the Inheritance of the Kingdom of Light. AMEN, I say unto you, in the 
Dissolution of the Universe, that man shall be King over all the Orders of 
the Inheritance; and he who shall have received the Mystery of the 
Ineffable, that man ;s myself.t That Mystery knows the Reason of the 
existence of the Mistt and of the Light; of the Mist of Darkness and of 
the Light of Lights; of the Chaos (Pl.) and of the Treasure of Light; of 
the Judgments and of the Land of Light and Region of the Inheritances 
of Light; of the Punishment of Sinners and of the Rest of the Kingdom of 
Light; of Sinners and of the Inheritances of Light; [20'1] of the Impious 
and of the Good; of the Judgments of Punishments and of all the Projec
tions of Light; of Sin and of the Baptisms and Mysteries of Light; of the 
Fire of Punishment and of the Seals of Light, so that the Fire should not 
harm them; of Anger and of Peace; of Blasphemies and of Hymns of 
Light, and also of Prayers of Light; of Reviling and of Blessing; of 
Depravity and of Flattery; of the Killing and of the Revh'ing of Souls; 
[208] of Adultery and Fornication and of Purity; of Intercourse and of 
Continence; of Pride and Boasting and of Humility and Gentleness; of 
Weeping and of Laughter; of Slander and of Right Conversation; of 
Readiness to hear and of Disregard; of Murmuring and of Simpleness and 
Lowliness; of Sin and of Purity; of Strength and of Weakness; of the 
Disturbance of the Body and of its Proper Use; [209] of Poverty and of 
Wealth; of the Wealth of the World and of Servitude; of Death and of 
Life." 

• Alltla".tes mllStmoIJ. 

t Compare Bnagaf)Q(/-gtla, Book vii. 
oo • • • • • • stayed on me, 
oo Taking me as their utmost blessedness, 
oo They are not ' mine', but I--ewll I ",,'seq I .. 

(S/IIIg C,I,sIUlI.) 
t Lit .. .. wherefore the Mist has been made. &c." 
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It came to pass that when Jesus had finished saying these words to 
his Disciples, they rejoiced with great joy and were glad. And Jesus 
continued in his conversation and said: "Hearken, then, further, my 
Disciples, I will speak with you concerning the whole Understanding of 
the Mystery of the Ineffable. The Mystery of that Ineffable knows the 
Reason of the Existence of Unmercifulness and of Compassion; of Destruc
tion and of Eternal Increase; of Reptiles and why they must be destroyed; 
[210] of Wild Beasts and why they too must be destroyed; of Cattle and 
Birds; of Mountains and the Precious Stones in them; of the Hyle of 
Gold and the Hyle of Silver; of the Hyle of Copper and the Hyle of Iron 
and also of Steel; of the Hyle of Lead and of Glass and of Wax; of 
Grasses and Plants and of all Hyle (Pl.); of Waters and Lands and all 
th~ngs therein, and also of the Earth; [211] of Seas and Waters and of 
the Wild Denizens of the Seas; of the Hyle of the World and why it must 
be utterly resolved." 

And Jesus continued, and said unto his Disciples: "Further, then, my 
Disciples and C~mrades and Brethren, let each of you be sober in that 
Spirit which is in him, that ye may lend ear and comprehend all the words 
which I shall say unto you, for henceforth from this time I shall proceed 
to speak with you concerning all the Understanding of the Ineffable. That 
Mystery knows the Reason of the Existence of the \-Vest and East; of the 
South and North. Still further, my Disciples, listen and continue to be 
sober, that ye may hear the whole Understanding of the Mystery of the 
Ineffable. That Mystery knows the Reason of the Existence of Human
kind i of the Burning Heat and of the Mild Breeze; of the Stars and 
Clouds; [212] of the Depth and why the Water comes over it; of the 
Dry Land and why the Rain comes thereon; of H unger and Abundance; 
of Hoar Frost and Healthful Dew; of Dust and Delightful Refreshment; 
of Hail and and Pleasant Snow; of the West Wind and the East \Vind; 
of the Heat of the Height and also the Waters; of the East \Vind and the 
South \Vind and the North Wind; of the Stars of Heaven and also the 
Disks of the Light-givers and the Firmament and all its Veils; [213] of 
the Rulers of the Spheres, and the Sphere and all its Regions; of the 
Rulers of the .tEons, and the .tEons and their Veils; of the Rulers of the 
lEons of the Tyrants, and the Repentant Rulers; of the Ministers 
(Leitou,goi) and Decans; of the Angels and Archangels; of Lords and 
Gods; of Rivalry in the Height and of the Lack of Rivalry: of Hate and 
Love; of Dissention and Reconciliation; of Avarice and the Renunciation 
of all things [214] and of the Love of Possessions: of the Desire of 
repletion and Satiety; of those with and of those without a Syzygy"'; 
of Impiety and the Love of Deity; of the Light-givers and the Sparks; 
of the Triple-Powers and Invisibles; ofthe Forefathers and the Pure Onest ; 

• Sc., the Paired and Unpaired of pag. 2. 

t Eilikri",is, the same as the Ungenerated (Aglflrllioi) of/ago 2. 
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of the Great Self-willed One and those faithful to hi~; of the Great Triple
Power and the Great Forefather, the Invisible; [215] of the Thirteenth 
lEon and the Region of them that pertain to the Midst; of the Receivers* 
of the Midst and the Virgins of Light; of the Ministers (Dial«moi) of the 
Midst and the Angels thereof; of the Land of Light and the Great Receiver 
of Light; of the Guardian of the Region of them which pertain to the 
Right and their Leaders; of the Gate of Life and Sabaoth, the Good; 
of the Region of them that pertain to the Right and the Land of Light 
which is the Treasure of Light; of the Projections of Light and the Twelve 
Saviours; of the Three Gates of the Treasure of Life and their Nine Guar
dians; [216] of the Twin Saviours and the Three Amens; of the Five 
Trees and the Seven Amens; of the Mixture which was not yet manifested, 
and why it is purified." 

And Jesus continued and said unto his Disciples: "Be sober still, my 
Disciples, and let each of you bring the Power of the Perception of Light 
for him&elf, in order that ye may give ear in earnestness. For henceforth 
from this time I will speak with you concerning all the Region of the 
Truth of the Ineffable and of the manner in which it is." . 

And it came to pass that when the Disciples heard these words which 
Jesus said that they gave way and were entirely at a loss. And Mary 
Magdalene came forward and bowed herself at the feet of Jesus, and 
adored them, and crying out with tears said: "Have mercy upon me, 0 
Master, otherwise my Brethren have heard, but failed to grasp the words 
which thou dost speak unto them. Now, therefore, Master, concerning 
the Understanding of all the things which thou hast said are in the Mystery 
of the Ineffable, [217J I have heard thee saying unto me: • Henceforth 
from this time, I will begin to speak with you concerning the whole 
Understanding of the Mystery of the Ineffable'. Surely then thou hast 
not yet drawn nigh to the accomplishing of that word? On account of 
this, therefore, in listening they ha ve failed, and have ceased to perceive the 
manner in which thou speakest to them on account of the words thou usest. 
Now, therefore, Master, if the understanding of all these things is in that 
Mystery, who is the man in the World who has the power to understand 
that Mystery and all its Knowledges and the fashion (type) of all these 
words, by reason of 'which thou hast said them?" And it came to pass 
that when Jesus had heard these words which Mary said, he understood 
that his Disciples were beginning to fail to comprehend the teachings. 
Therefore he said unto them, strengthening them: "Grieve not, my 
Disciples, concerning the Mystery of the Ineffable, thinking that ye will 
not understand it. AMtN, I say unto you, that that Mystery is yours and 
everyone's who shall give ear to you, so that they renounce this world and 
all its Hyle, and also all evil thoughts therein, and all the cares of this 
lEon. [218] Now, therefore, I say unto you: Whosoever renounces the 

• Par(l,llmptores: this would be better translated by the term .. Overtakers". if such a 
word were permissible. 
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whole of this World and all therein, and submits himself to the Divine 
Deity, to him this Mystery is easier than all the Mysteries of the Kingdom 
of Light; it is more expedient to know it than (to know) all these, and it 
is more clear than them all. He who enters into the understanding of 
that Mystery, shall renounce the whole of this World and all the cares 
therein. On account of this, then, I once said unto you: 'Come unto me 
all ye that are oppressed with cares and are labouring under their weight, 
and I will give you rest, for my burden is !ight and my yoke is gentle'. 
Now, therefore, he who will receive that Mystery will renounce the whole 
World and the cares of all the Hyle therein. Therefore, my Disciples, 
grieve not, thinking that ye will not understand that Mystery. AMiN, I 
say unto you, it is more serviceable to know that Mystery than all 
Mysteries; and AMiN, I say unto you, that Mystery is yours and everyone's 
who renounces the whole world and all the Hyle therein. Now, therefore, 
hearken, my Disciples and Comrad~s and Brethren, I will impel you to the 
understanding of the Mystery of the Ineffable. [219] These things I say 
unto you, for I am come to give yon every understanding in the Emanation 
of the UniverSe, in that tiu EmtUUJtitm of tiu Universe is its undentllMing. 

COMMENTARY. 

(I) To understand the position of the Five Supporters in this marvellous 
system of iEonology, the student should refer to pagg. 17 and 18. It is 
there stated that the three Vestures, that is to say the three Buddhic Robes, 
or the three grand degrees of Initiation, are endowed with the following 
characteristics respectively. 

I. The Glory of all the Names of the Mysteries and of all the 
Projections of the Orders of the Spaces of the Ineffable. 

II. The Glory of all the Names of the Mysteries and of all the 
Projections of the Orders of the two Spaces of First 
Mystery. 

III. The Glory of all the Names from that of the Mystery, the 
Revealer, which is called the First Precept do.wnwards to 
them of the Firmament. 

We are also told in pag. I and elsewhere more elaborately, that the 
First Mystery surrounds or comprehends 

The First Precept. 
The 5 Impressions (Tyies or Rudimeflts). 
The Great Light of Lights. 
The 5 Supporters. 

Rays of this Light of the Treasure of Light reach down to the 
World of Men, for they are the intelligences, or Light Powers, of all the 
planes below the Treasure, down to the terrestrial. These Orders may be 
figured by a series of concentric circles, the centre one representing the 
Treasure, the next the Last or Little Supporter surrounding it, and so 
on with spheres of ever greater diameter, typifying ever expanding 
states of consciousness. 

The above category from the First Precept down to the 5 Supporters, 
gives a key to the numbers 5, " and 12 (5+7) which will prove of great 
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assistance in the comprehension of the classification of the Mysteries and 
corresponding states of consciousness which follow. The Great Light is 
the reflection and Upadhi of the First Precept or First Mystery, and the 
5 Supporters, reflections of the 5 Impressions, 12 in all. These correspond 
to the 5 Subtle and 5 Gross Elements which, together with the 2 unmani
fested elements, make up 12. Perhaps the following quotation from 
Professor Manilal Nabhubhai Dvivedi's Monism or Advaitism? will make 
it clearer:-

"The Amla;ta begins with examining the di\'isions of PYI/Nril" and clearly demon
strates, perhaps for the first time in the field of ancient Indian Rationalism, the 
truth that the five elements-Akdsa, Vdyu, Tt'jlls, jala, Prit/w;-al'e but fi\'e slates.of 
PraNr;I; derivable from one another. From Ak:isa, whose specific mark is S'lbda 
which, by the way, we render not by sound but by dijferenlialion, pro(;(!eds Vayu 
(gaseous matter) with its specific mark SparStl (touch) super,added to the original 
SaMa; dijferenliatilln in Vayu leads to TfjllS (heated matter) with its specific JIlark 
Rupa (form, heat, light) superadded to SaM a and Sparsa; from Tejas, jala (liquid 
matter) with its specific mark Rasa (taste) ; al~d from jllla, Prit/w; with its specific 
mark GtlIullza (smell). Thus the five Ttl1lllldlras· and the fi\'e Bhulast of the SdnMJ'a 
are reduced to AUsa, the all-pervading potential form (ether) of original matter 
(Mula-praler;tl}." 

Now we are taught that a ne~ element evolves with every Root Race, 
and as we are two-thirds through the 5th Root Race, the fifth element of 
the seven is now in the course ot its evolution. We have thus a key to the 
understanding of the" Amens and the 3 Amens; to the 5 Trees, 12 
Saviours, &c., and the corresponding Mysteries. It must also be remem
bered that the explanation of the elements above quoted, is only their last 
reflection on the visible, material plane of matter. Their psychic, spiritual 
and divine prototypes a're of a nature that cannot be described in words, as 
we can see by the terminology of rable VIII. 

TABLE VII. 

THE ORDERS OF THE INHERITANCES OF LIGIH OR THE MYSTE1UES OF THE FrRST 

MYSTERY (LOOKING WITHOU1'). 

M;'ster;es or Slates of Cons&;ousness. Spa&es or Planes. 

ard. Trispiritual 

~ tnd. II a Spaces 
1st. II 

H{ 12 Mysteries 1st Space towards the Interior 
12 

" 1st Exterior 
(1rJ a series starling from fhe 24th IIpwards) " " 

First Statute. ard Space 

(To be continued.) 

-----~~~---

• Rudiments. t Elements. 
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Is ibtosoplJv Ilmttbttsm? 
II.-THE ETERNAL. 

~ HE Thing-in-Itself is a postulate made by REASON, which can affirm 
~ nothing thereof, except negatively; for every new expression given to 
the postulate must be equal to the first expression, that is to say, must be 
employed as a sylfOtlym, not as an attribute; and every synonym, as well as 
the first expression, must be qualified, inasmuch as, being slaves to relative
ness, we are not free to utter that which is non-relativeness (or what Sages 
called THE INEPPABLE) by what does not exist in speech, i_e., an unqualifotl 
word. The terms used by me so far, have been qualified (" Eternal", 
II Unchangeable ", one qualifying the other, without predicating, since there 
is reciprocity), or the expression contains its own qualification (" Thing-in
Itself", in itself being the qualification of tlu'ng). Anyone of the three may 
be taken as the first expression of the postulate; then it would stand thus, 
for instance: the Eternal = the Thing-in-Itself = the Unchangeable; or 
we may say: "the Eternal is the Thing-in-Itself" (or, at option, II is the 
Unchangeable ") or reverse the terms twofold. Hereby we synonymize, 
we do not predicate; each new affirmation remains the same postulate. 

But Mind is not governed by Reason alone. IMAGINATION cannot be 
withheld, and will endeavour to pry into Reason's postulate. The 
Unchangeable will be differently conceived, and the same concept, by 
different minds, may be variously expressed; and admitting that the con
cept could make any advance toward the truth, the rendering of the concept 
will never be otherwise than inadequately worded, and call for a new 
qualified synonym to translate some idea involved in the concept, by a 
vocable. That is, relation must be abstracted from the meaning of any new 
symbol, although the sub-idea is based on an unknowable kind of relation 
(co-existence oj relativeness and non-relativeness, postulated by Reason). For the 
co-existence is posited as a necessil,)', involving a relation which is non
relation. If, for instance, the concept of Imagination be that of a Centre 
which, without being at the centre of any thing is the unapproachable Centre 
of every possible centre; such Centre is not a centre in the ordinary 
acceptation, and is qualified by the word unapproachable. It is simply a new 
synonym. And if, to word the indefinable relation-or, relation-not-a
relation-of Centre with centres, we use the term Influence, it is not influ
ence in any of its accepted senses, but another synonym brought in for 
help·. Such an influence is not a subjective operation-just as, in genuine 

• If instead of a postulate, we make it an attribute, and say: .. The lnfiuence of the 
Eternal" (etc.), the case alters altogether. This would be placing it in Time, and yield 
Pantheism. 
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Virtue, example (the operation) is not a subjective operation-nor is the 
Influence an objective operation (as example is, in unalloyed Virtue). But 
while, in the case of Virtue, the effect (of example), if any there be, is defi
nite and like unto its source i in the other case the effect·not·an-effect is 
indefinite and has nought in common with the Influence. 

This effect-not-an-effect is CHANGE, which, if it were the effect of another 
cause than itself, would make Relativeness the tlltima ratio (i.e., Non
relativeness would be Relativeness), which is reductio ad absurdum. In a. 
word, the unknowable state postulated, while not itself Necessity, is neces
sary to the Knowable. Reason asks how Change can be, without something 
else? Reason answers, "something else" can only be the Ch~ngeless. 
And Reason adds, that the Changeable is necessarily co-eval with the 
Changeless, in that the latter is Non-relativeness (another synonym). 

All that can be predicated has for its basis the First Cause, whose 
states are two; one inactive, the other active, the latter having a twofold 
aspect. I will call them its non-modal state, which is pure Consciousness, and 
its modal state, which is subjecti-vity and objectivity. The non-modal state 
is inactive, because the Modes of Force, here, are in equilibrium; and Con
sciousness, when not objectivizing, is not a "force". The modal state is 
active, because, here, the Modes are free-Consciousness centralized and 
objectivizing as a "force "-and Motion is their necessity, in that it is 
inherent, or they are Motion itself in their objective aspect. Their action 
is characterized at one time by its centre of consciousness, at another by its. 
dynamic centre. * During the first and last phases of a cosmic period, the 
state is lIOn-modal, with a variable vestige of the modal. The other phases of 
the period are modal states, and incompatible with the non-modal, when a 
definite line of Evolution is contemplated. But as the lines are sundry, and at 
various stages of development at a given moment of time, such states will 
co-exist with the modal states of other lines, so long as the former are at 
their first phase.t 

Now, in a modal state, that develops or decreases proportionately with 
the evolution or involution of its activities, that is, with the manifestation 
or exhaustion of the Modes' powers-all knowledge is based on experience, 
either actual or derived (this kind of knowledge is called by the Orientals, 
Avidya, i.e., Nescience). There is none whatever about a state unconnected 
with experiences. But there is either faith, doubt, or disbelief respecting such 
a state. These are the effects of Reason, or Imagination, or Intuition, etc. i 
and none of the latter, however high the intuition is, are effects of that 
state, albeit they may be effects of some more lofty modal state. They 
manifest themselves, as effects of Reason, Intuition, etc., because the Unknow-

• This does not mean that such a centre is ulIConscious, far from it; but Consciousness 
is otherwise conditioned there, than at the base of the phenomenon. The two centres may 
be defined as the two poles of Will. 

t This is for Ivolution of the modal state. Reverse the statement for the IllSt phase, 
whic corresponds to the fag-end of dissolution of a universe, or involution of that state, 
which is evolution of the non-modal. 
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able exists. This is the unaccountable relation between the relative and the 
non-relative, in regard to the Modes, considered as causal or subjective 
actualities, their objective processes being effects of the latter. 

In the non-modal state-where Modes are unmanifested, the three 
Forces being equal to one another-faith, doubt, disbelief have no existence. 
This purity of Consciousness is SUPERLATIVE WISDOM (Atma-Vidya·), which 
means KNOWLEDGE that the Eternal is unknowable; therefore ceriainty of such 
a state. It is the culmination of Bliss, where Resistence and Attraction 
are unknown; for, both having the same essence, are equally involved in 
the unmanifested Modes. This is the PARANIRVANAOf Eastern Philosophyt. 
This wisdom of the Paranirvanic state is likewise no "effect" of the Eternal; 
it is so simply (for tis) because the Eternal is. Such is the unutterable relation 
between the relative and the non-relative, in respect of pure Consciousness. 
But, whereas centralized Consciousness is a causal state, producing effects, 
pure Consciousness produces none; nay, it is a passive state, to be cen
tralized by the causal state.::: 

\Vhat remains free, of the Modes, at the end of a cosmic period, is 
signified by a vestige of the modal state. This is an effect of the threefold 
mode of Force, whereby no equilibrium, however perfect in itself, can be 
absolute, that is, embrace the Modes in their IlItalit)'. And this is so, not in 
consequence of a cause foreign to itself (the Changeable, or Forces), but 
because there is something else that is not itself. This is the unpronounceable 
relation between the relative and the non-relative, as concerns the Modes 
in their objective aspect, their subjective action being the alterant cause mani
festing a new period. I have thus pointed out the three aspects of this mysteri
ous and incomprehensible relation-not-a-relation, namely, those connected 
with the two subjective states of Avidya and Vidya; and the objective 
aspect identified in the law of non-absolute equilibrium. 

At the close of a cosmic period the vestige in question manifests Resist
ence and Attraction, because the Modes are not at one as to the involution of 
their state in the vast equilibrium. At the opening of the following period, 
Attraction alone is manifested (Resistence being potential), because the 
Modes are in united harmony, concerning the involution of the non-modal 
state into theirs. In either case, the non-modal is the passive state, neither 
acting nor reacting. Under the former phase, attraction,. signified by 

• There are different degrees of Vidya; see Se&ret DodrilU. vol. I, pag. 168, It fassim 
But pure Consciousness signifies, of course, a plane having 110 degrees. 

t It is the only state in which the Ego is quite rid of Maya. All others corresponding 
thereto are partial riddances. being subnirvanic states, more or less actualized by time and 
space. Paranirvana is neither in Eternity nor in Time, that is, its reality (pure Conscious
ness) is not in Time and Space. but it is subject to them both. 

: The idea of R'''' Consciousness, which some minds appear to find difficulty in admit
ting, is no supposition of mine. One quotation will suffice: .. The supreme spint (param
alma), different from Prakriti and its modifications, having for its essential characteristic 
pure consciousness, is unparticled. manifests this infinity of reality and unreality-the under
lying essence of the notion' I, I '-manifests itself," etc. (Vitl. THE Crest-J,m 0/ JVisdo., by 
Sankaracharya, §137.) 

,r Not attraction as we understand the word, but rather Will. 
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two of the Modes, resistance by another, has for its object their own state 
(superether dissolving into ultra-superether, effect as to this state i con
currently with a freeing of consciousness and equilibrating of modes, effect 
relatively to the other state) i whilst under the latter phase, attraction, 
signified by the three Modes, has for object the Modes deadlocked (so to 
say) by equilibrium, and the effect is a freeing of the latter and a central
izing of pure consciousness, etc. Action and reaction are in the modal 
state alone-whether considered subjectively or objectively-whatever be 
its development or reduction. This is the seat of Mahamaya (general illu
sion) and of Maya (more individualised illusion). The development of the 
Modes, at the expense of the non-modal state (which is the seat of their 
powers) i and the inverse operation, or ascent of consciousness at the 
expense of the modal state (where it bides in duress), ;s all the wfWk of the 
Modes themselves, while appearing to be the effect of alien powers. 

As the modal state waxes stronger, advancing in its activities, pure 
Consciousness does not decrease in Wisdom, its level as such remaining the 
same, but that level grows less and less embracing, that is, the latent centres 
of egoity forming it as a whole, are gradually and successively actualized
not as units, this is a much later manifestation; but, during the first phase, 
by a sevenfold group of units i a group = one plane of consciousness, or a 
Cosmic Ego. At the other extreme of the period, the aspect is inverse: 
as the modal plane slowly decreases, by involution in the non-modal state
the powers of manifestation having been more and more expended in 
phenomena-the last-named state (Wisdom from its very first appearance) 
progresses only in the sense of universality, that identical plane of Conscious
ness maintaining itself from first to last-that is to say, purl consciousness 
has but one level, and no degrees. This is "merging in the bosom of 
Brahma ", or the identification of self thereto. 

(To be continued.) 

" It is not best in an inglorious ease 
To sink and dull content, 
When wild revolts and hopeless miseries 
The unquiet nations fill ? 

* * * 
Nay, best it is indeed 
To spend ourselves upon the general good i 
And, oft misunderstood, 
To strive to lift the knees and limbs that bleed. 
This is the best, the fullest meed. 
Let ignorance assail or hatred sneer 
Who loves his race he shall not fear i 

V. DE. F; 

He suffers not for long, 
\Vho doth his soul possess in loving, and grows strong." 

LEWIS MORRIS. 
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~lottrit anh ~501trit "ounh. 
PART II . 

.. THE SHINING \\TORD OP GOD." 

Q--:;~ 
~rn E~ us now enqui~e into the e~tericism o~ ~oun~ and ask, .. What 
~-, IS sound accordmg to the Wisdom RehglOn?' Those who have 

studied the" Secret Doctrine" know that Light is the underlying power of 
the Universe. It is the Light of Truth because it is the Self Consciousness 
of the One Reality. At the same time this Light is the act of self· 
perception and is therefore motion in its highest abstraction. From the 
Light comes the Word, which is the same as saying from Motion comes 
Sound. This, as it stands at the head of a transcendental system of 
philosophy unequalled by the profoundest musings of modern thought, 
might pass us by like a breath of air leaving no definite impress behind 
it, if it were not for the fact that we can find in ourselves a counterpart of 
this cosmic manifestation. We are here brought face to face with a 
metaphysical mystery in its material development. For while we are 
told that the substratum of Sound is Light (or motion), we find that 
practically in this world the substratum of Sound is Life. Light pro
jects itself outward and downward in Sound (as the Word differentiating). 
Life soars upwards in music (as the evolution from the lowest differentiation 
of the word). And while noting the effect which motion has upon the sense 
of hearing, while in fact sensually luxuriating in the refined and delicate 
feelings which represent the eternal movement of the Breath of the 
Unknown on this lowest of all planes (for such is abstract motion and 
the power to move), we may faintly realise something of the beauty of 
the Divine Music which Light flashes from above into the Spiritual Soul 
of Man. For we are told that as below so is it above, only reversed in 
order of progression. 

Sound is spiritually objective to Light (as motion), whilt:! on the 
physical plane motion is objective to sound, for it takes from it its meaning 
or raison d'elre. 

The Wisdom Religion teaches us that the Unknowable Reality is, in 
the beginning of manifestation, the Light of Self-conscious Perception; 
from this proceeds the \\lord or Creative Logos. Now there is a subtle 
distinction between Infinite Light and the Definite Word, which is well 
illustrated by comparing Sound to Speech. In this latter we have Sound 
as the basis of words, while in the Infinite Light, Sound or the expression 
of motion which eventuates this Radiance, underlies the Creative Logos 
or Word made manifest. 
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Then there is this difference between speech and musical sounds. These 
latter are definite and as such proceed from the \Vord, the Creative Logos, 
or macrocosmic conscience, while Speech, which may be defined as sounds 
with personal meanings attached to th~m, represents to us the characteristics 
which belong to the Unmanifested Logos; for both are the expression of 
conscious individuality. Let us now refer to the seven planes, a diagram of 
which is to be found in the " Secret Doctrine", Vol. I. Three of these are 
Arupa or formless, and four are Rupa or formal. The Creative Logos 
sweeps through the three Arupa planes as Sound, which expresses the 
motion of conscious light in scintillating harmonies. In the four formal 
planes, of which two are objective to the other two, Sound is divorced from 
motion and the Light of Formless Infinity is extinguished by this act of 
separation. Space overtaken by darkness is now defined by shapes and 
shadows and their relative dimensions. But the slightest movement in 
the siderial world causes a flash of light to brighten up the depths of 
darkness, while in the physical world motion awakens music from her 
psychic sleep and for the moment re)Jnites the consciousness of Life 
to Form. 

Space is the visible shape which the consciousness of the Universe 
takes, and its discords and harmonies are the Activities which animate it. 
Sound becomes the expression of the formative agent on the subjective 
planes and the formation and transformations of the material world fills 
this other sphere with ceaseless symphonies, a parallel to which meets 
us as we stroll through the fragrant fields on a midsummer day and listen 
to the hum of life which eddies round us. 

In evolution from below upwards Sound is the expression of life on 
higher planes. It no longer creates but completes creation and gives 
voice to the silent energy of earthly things; and this is what we hear when 
Sounds are heard. This brings us back to our original contention 
that Sound is heard on Earth only in the consciousness of living beings. 
Music is its language and when roused by material forms (such as strings 
and pipes, &c.), music is the wordless language of the soul of things which 
develops in Man the inner feelings of a mundane life, the passions which 
animate the body of the World. Great Masters of harmony such as 
Beethoven and \Vagner recall to us perhaps a memory of the feelings 
which have led llS to evolve towards the perfect Man out from those 
distant ages when the monadic breath brooded in senseless agony over 
the unformed clay. Music speaks to us of earth-born life and belongs to 
the three great streams of evolution which flow from the lunar and the 
Solar Gods. The surge and volume of the Gregorian chant may per
chance tell us of the progress of a Soul from Form to Form but never of 
the Spiritual life beyond. Earthly Music is in fact the product of the 
placing of the Lower Manas of Man in contact with the animal soul of 
the W orId. Tuos. W lLLlAUS. 
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Ilrnblmts nf lift. 
FROM uTHE DIARY OF AN OLD PHYSICIAN." 

By N. I. PIROGOPP.* 

(COfItimud /'0111 the January Number.) 

III. 

ON ATOMS OF THE UNIVERSAL MIND. 

November 21. 1879. 

~~ BEGAN my diary on November the 5th, and to-day, November 21St, 
&. I resume it again after a few days' interval. 

I write for myself, and will not read over again what is already written. 
Therefore, there may be in the latter a number of repetitions, of half 
explained ideas; perchance of contradictions and inconsistencies. Were I 
to set myself to correct this, it would be a proof for me that I am writing 
it for others. 

I have confessed that I had no wish to keep my ""moi,s secret for ever: 
those persons, however, who will feel interested in acquainting themselves 
with my innermost life will be little troubled by such repetitions. They 
will prefer to know me as I am, and study the real man with all his repeti
tions, and even inconsistencies. 

Hence I will busy myself to-day once more with my World-contem
plation, and by repeating over again my present views, I may, perhaps, 
elucidate them the better. 

And now I put to myself again the question: what is it, in fact, that 
forces me not to accept the atoms of matter as my concept of the Universe? 
Why not regard them as something final, eternal, infinite, self-dependent, 
consequently absolute and allowing of no other existence? 

The atoms of matter are, viewed as a beginning, something just as 
abstract as the universal Life-Principle which I imagine. Why then 
admit of two abstractions when one will do? \Vhy not say, that these 
atomic particles have always existed, and, along with all other properties of 
matter, have always been capable of sensing, and of consciously perceiving 
themselves? For where, and by whom were ever found in the 
Universe sensation and consciousness without the presence of matter? 
Who of us has ever known himself, and could think without a brain? And 
why should not matter, endowed with other properties, be able to sense 
itself, to know and think? If we cannot admit this, is it not simply because, 
owing to our ignorance, inexperience and shortsighted reasoning, 

• Translated from the Russian, by H. P. B. 
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we have limited too much and too arbitrarily our views about the pro
perties of Substance? and having done so, we have forced ourselves to 

admit the actual existence of an imaginary (psychic) principle, invented, 
moreover, by-ourselves. 

Such were the questions that, at one time of my life, I had put to 
myself, and answered them all in the affirmative and to my own satisfaction. 

This is an undeniable fact : no consciousness and thought without a 
brain; and these syllogistic arguments-according to well-known and 
generally accepted lines of thought: cum hoc, ergo propter hoc-appeared to 
me so natural and so unanswerabltl, that they did not allow me a shadow 
ofa doubt. 

But this same mind of mine, which had accepted so unquestioningly, in 
those days of old, ideating-and conscious brain-atoms, came gradually to per
ceive itself, not only in itself, but in the whole universal life. And then my 
reason could not fail to see, that its chief phenomena-ideation and creation 
-manifested in full accordance with the laws of design and causation, 
as clearly in the whole universal life, without any participation of brain 
matter. Is it not passing strange, that thought emanating from the brain, 
should find itself there, where no individual brain has ever been discovered 
by our senses. 

It is this discovery by my brain ideation of the universal ideation, 
common to, and in concordance with, the laws of causation and of design
ment in the creative faculty of the Universe, which is the cause why my 
mind could not feel satisfied with the atomic theory: with those sentient, 
self· conscious, ideating atoms, which act only through their same selves 
and without the participation of any other higher principle of thought and 
consciousness. The creative faculty of our mind, and its natural aspira
tion to conform itself in its productions to aims and plans traced beforehand, 
cannot fail· to discern in each of its actions the difference between thought 
and purpose, and the means and material which serve to carry out the two 
former. 

Thought and purpose, caught, so to speak, in the nets of the material 
-whether on a canvas by means of the painter's brush, or in 
the marble of the sculptor, or on the paper covered with the signs and 
words of the poet-live from that time forward; their own life, for long 
centuries, compelling the canvas, the marble and the paper to communicate 
from one generation to the other the creations contained in them. Thought, 
on penetrating into the brute material, makes of it its organ, capable of 
generating and developing new thoughts in the spectator and reader. 

If this is an indisputable fact, then no less indisputable for me is the 
conviction that the Supreme Universal Thought, having selected the 
Kosmos for its organ, interpenetrating and grouping the atoms into a 
certain form, has likewise shaped my brain into an organ of my ideation. 
Indeed, it (the brain) can be compared to nothing better than a musical 
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organ, the chords and keys of which are set in constant vibration from 
without, while someone touching, examining and listening to these vibrations, 
and thus setting chords and keys in motion, combines out of these 
oscillations a harmonious whole. This" some one" attuning "9' organ 
into unison with the universal harmony, becomes my "I ".* And 
then, the laws of the design and causation of the actions of universal 
ideation, become also the laws of my " I ", and I find them within myself, 
passing their manifestations from without, within myself, and from 
myself back into infinite nature.t 

Sensation, consciousness, thought (quite unthinkable processes without 
the vibrations of atoms which form our common sensorium), cannot consist 
of motion and vibrations only, unless these reach something that relates to 
them, as the eye relates to light, and the ear to sound-vibrations; that is to 
say, something which can receive these vibrations in order to transform 
them into something else, and then, acting independently, communicate them 
to the outside world. Are not these atomic vibrations of the organ the very 
essence of our "I"? To accept the above means to me to admit in 
Substance such an immaterial and abstract property, that would have no 
sense-relations to matter, endowed with this property. Heat, light, 
electricity, as effects produced by the motion of particles, have all direct 
and immediate relations to our senses, and the capacity of acting directly 
through these vibrations on the concatenation and affinity of the atoms ;t 
and sense and thought again searching out in nature, light and heat and 
electricity, and being by their nature purely subjective, become in their 
turn objective, not in a direct way, but through the mediation of other 
forces, in acting upon substances. 

Life, force, motion, and thought are, in my conception, ideas so 
closely linked together, that I cannot imagine the one without thinking of 
the others. In Life, we have motion, force and thought; in Thought
motion and force; and in Force-motion and thought. From this collective 
or associated conception of life, that soil which we are accustomed to feel 
under our feet is entirely absent. It has nothing concrete or objective 

• Or, as the Occultist would call it, the" Higher Ego". the immortal Entity, whose 
shadow and reflection is the human Manas, th:. mind, limited by its physical senses. The 
two may be well compared to the Master-artist and the pupil-mUSician. The nature of 
the Harmony produced on the" organ", the Divine melody or the harsh discord, depends 
on whether the pupil is inspired by the immortal Master, and follows its dictates. or. breaking 
from its high control, is satisfied with the terrestrial sounds produced by itself conjointly 
with its evil companion-the man of flesh-on the chords and keys of the brain-organ 
-[TRANSL.] 

t Had the eminent writer of the" Diary" studied for years the theosophical and occult 
literature of the Eastern philosophies, he could not have come into closer harmony of 
thought with esoteric mysticism. His was a purely natural idealism, however, a spiritual 
perception of eternal truths. that no scientific sophistry could destroy or even blunt 
-[TRANSL.] 

l Physical Science, it seems, gives the name of .. atoms" to that which we regard as 
particles or molecules. With us .. atoms .. are the inner principles and the intelligent. 
spiritual guides of the cells and particles they inform. This may be unscientific, but it is a 
fact in nature.-(TRANSL,] 
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about it. Nor could a conception of cosmic life, in general, be concrete or 
purely objective j for it is a fotio", though to us, unavoidable and 
inevitable, as such a life exists, and we too exist, think and act within its 
vortex, inconceivable to us in its gigantic proportions. But then, even 
our objective investigations, which seem to us based upon such a firm 
foundation, are, in fact, only the investigations of our subjective thought j 

as otherwise they would be void of all sense and not worthy of the name. 
It is true that in all such investigations, our thought constantly finds for 
itself a material lining or a canvas on which it shapes for itself designs 
out of the substantial material at hand. 

When exploring or analyzing an abstract conception about cosmic life, 
we are unable to master the voluminous substance used by it for its 
manifestations, while our investigation of its individual phenomena 
makes our conceptions of the world-life fragmentary, one-sided, and often 
false. One thing only is indisputable to an impartial and far-seeing 
observer j the continuity, the causation, the plan and thought in every 
phenomenon of the world-life. This means nothing else than the coinci
dence of our thought and aspirations in the research of aims and causes with 
what we discover in the world-life. 

Thus, an unavoidable conviction seizes hold of me, that my brain (and 
alsolmy whole self) is only the organ of the thought of the world-life, just 
as pictures, statues, and buildings are the organs and the stores of the 
artist's thought. 

For the substantial manifestation of the world-thought, an apparatus, 
composed according to a definite plan, of atoms grouped in a certain way, 
was needed. This became my organism j while the cosmic or world 
consciousness became my individual consciousness through a special 
mechanism containt:d in the nervous centres. How this came to pass, of 
course neither I, nor anyone else, can tell. But one thing is for me in
dubitable: my consciousness, my thought and that innate aspiration of my 
mind to be ever searching for aims and causes, cannot be something 
detached, a unit having no connection with the world-life, and a something: 
complete, that gives the finishing touch to the Universe, and has nothing 
higher than itself. 

Finally, the most desperate empiricism, which neither admits, nor 
wants to know anything save facts and sense-perceptions, has to be 
guided, in the end, by an abstraction, that is to say by thought, and we 
see, that not only not a single sense-perception, based upon unconscious logic, 
can do without it, but that also sense perceptions alone, without a conscious 
and guiding thought, may be fit, perhaps, for an Epicurean empiricist, but 
can certainly never do for an observing err.piricist and investigator. 

Everything in the thinking Universe leads to abstract ideas. All our 
mental representations and concepts, however much they may be based on 
facts and sense-experience, become pure abstractions, so soon as they are 

3 
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subjected to a mental analysis. And not to so subject them, does not rest 
with us. It is this corrosive analysis which transforms substance into 
force. All that which we regard as the characteristic of substance, is 
transformert by our mental analy!>is into something existing outside of that 
substance which is subject to our senses, i.e., again and once more into a 
force or a substance, opposed to Substance. 

The atoms accepted by our mental analysis as the foundation of matter, 
are transformed by it either into mathematical (and thus, ineo immaterial) 
points, or into centres attracting to themselves other atoms; or again, 
into infinitely small, therefore infinitely divisible, magnitudes. In both 
cases substance ceases to be that which it appears to us. It loses its 
sensuous existence (sensuous as subjected to our senses) and becomes, in 
other words-force. Just so; a force, for having decomposed it into 
atoms, we can no longer regard it as quiescent and inactive; and by 
allowing it action, we endow it with the chief attribute of force (vir., 
action). In order not to deprive substance of its most characteristic 
properties, we have to trace a limit to the mental analysis which decom
poses it; e.g., if, by carrying on our analysis infinitely, we thus allowed to 
matter infinite divisibility, then we would, as I just said, transform it into 
force or into something invisible and intangible, outside of the perception of 
our senses, and deprive it thereby of its other chief properties-impermea
bility and weight. On the other hand, to limit mental analysis, by refus
ing to carry it to the end, means to mistake for substance, not the last 
product of the analysis-atoms, but only their agglomeration or congeries; 
and in this case, we have to allow the possibility of the formation of 
matter out of an accumulation of force. Nor do I see a logical impossibility 
in accepting this final result of my mental analysis of matter. Very true, I 
do not know what may be a force manifested outside of matter; but then 
again, I do not see anything in substance, subjected to mental analysis, 
except a manifestation of that same force; and all the properties of sub
stance are in my eyes, such manifestations. So, for instance, substance 
would become as permeable as force, did not its particles (i.e., its accumu
lation of atoms) hold together by cohesion, without which primeval force, 
there would not exist the smallest particle of substance, and the infinitely 
divided matter would disappear from our world of sense. But the force 
which manifests to my senses through the properties and motion of matter 
could still exist without being necessarily in the form of agglomerated 
atomic particles. How far, after the dispersion of matter, it would remain 
entitled to the name of substance-meaning by the latter, to what extent 
it would remain perceptible to our brain-thought-this, I am not prepared 
to say. Yet, convinced as I am that beyond my brain-thought there exists 
another, and a higher thought-World or Universal Ideation-I believe 
that this Thought Substance would still continue to exist, and act in that 
World Thought. And this Thought, and the Force which acts through it, 
are just that which constitute Cosmic Life. 
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Yes; life, for me, is a collective conception. I have already said it: 
life is an intelligent, illimitably acting force, ruling all the properties of 
substance (i.e., its forces), aspiring, moreover, and tending incessantly 
toward a certain object, namely the realization and support of being. * 

The simple, empirical definition of life, by Bichat and others, is very 
correct: life, according to it, is summed up by the collectivity of functions 
counteracting death-l'ens,mble des fonctions qui resistent a la mort. 

Indeed, in a living organism, a!: in the whole living realm of being, all 
the vital functions are directed toward the conservation of life and the 
counteraction of decay. The mistake, or rather the incompleteness of this 
definition, lies in that it is not the vital functions of the organism per se that 
aspire to, and reach more or less that object, but something else in them, a 
ruling principle, intelligent-since it aspires toward an end, preserving 
continuity in all the functions of the organism, namely-LIFE FORCE. t 

All the mechanical actions of the organic arrangements and apparatuses, 
all the chemical processes, the whole process of the organic development, 
all is continuous, everywhere we find thought, plan, and the aspiration to 
realize, preserve and support life. The mechanism of the organisation of 
the organs, the chemism of various functions, &c., all this, the more we 
investigate and the more we subject it to the analysis of the senses, the 
clearer it shows in the ingeniousness of its formation, causation and design. 

But that which directs the mechanical and chemical processes of the 
organism toward its aims, that remains, and will remain for us the real and 
the primordial Force, though for ever hidden to our sensuous perceptions . . 

December 2, 1879. 
A few days have passed since I conversed with myself. ·Whether I 

shall be able to catch the thread of my argument without reading over what 
I have written, or not, matters little. I do not pretend to the title of a 
philosopher, and write but for myself. 

That which once seemed the greatest absurdity to my mind, which 
was somewhat given to empiricism and that which strengthened it in me
was the proposition that thought can exist without an organ to generate it. 

No; Brain-thought is inadmissible without a brain.t But then, even 

• Useless, we believe, to draw the attention of our theosophists to the purely occult 
and metaphysical speculations in the above pages.-[TRANSL.] 

t The bugbear of the modern materialist: that independent Entity denied so 
vehemently by eXMt Science and still believed in. and accepted by, the greatest Scientists, 
such as Dr. Pirogotf, who prefer truth even to-Science.-[TRANSL.] 

: Precisely so; but then Occult philosophy reconciles the absurdity of postulating 
in the manifested Universe an active Mmd without an organ, with that worse absurdity, an 
objective Universe evolved as everything else in it, by blind chance, by giving to this Uni
verse an organ of thought, a .. brain". The latter, although not objective to ollr senses, is 
none the less existing; it is to be found in the Entity called KOSMOS (Adam Kadmon, in the 
Kabbalah). As in the Microcosm, MAN, so in .the Macrocosm, or the Universe. Every 
.. organ" in it is a sentient entity, and every particle of matter or substance. from the 
physical molecule up to the spiritual atom, is a cell, a nerve centre, which communicates 
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World Thought is only the product of Brain-thought. Where can we find 
its manifestations without the latter? And that is just the trouble, as I say, 
viz., that the same feeling which convinces us of our existence, is inseparable 
from that other conviction-the existence in the Universe, through its 
manifestations, of a World Thought or Universal Ideation. And thus the 
same mind which persuaded me of a design and purpose in our vital func
tion:; and which antecedes them, sees the same design in the work of the 
universal functions. In other words, our own mind, in whatever way it 
may have been trained by empiricism or idealism, cannot fail to perceive 
the presence of thought and reason outside of itself, just in the same 
manner as it gets convinced of the presence of substance in its own 
organism and also outside of it. One of these two things: either it (our 
mind) has to regard all that which exists outside of itself as an illusion, or 
else the sentient existence of the Universe-the whole of that which is the 
" not I "-must be as undeniable to it, as is its own existence. To protect 
myself from insanity and the lunatic asylum, it becomes necessary for me 
to accept the latter proposition.· And this leads us to a further and an as 
unavoidable admission; the actual existence of a cosmic as well as of a 
brain thought, of a higher and Universal Thought. Its constant manifes
tation in the Universe that surrounds us, is the more unquestionable to us, 
as all that manifests in our mind, all that it invents, all, in short, it can 
think out, exists already and is in the manifestations of the Universal 
Ideation.t 

Of course it is far easier to a mind, trained in empiricism, to 
conceive itself as a simple function of the brain. In practical life an 
empirical intellect may, without any difficulty, choose such a view, flawless 
in appearance, and based on unquestionable facts. The unavoidable result 
of such a view, of coune, is that a universal design, conformity and creative 
faculty according to a definite plan, are hut the products of our own minds, 
a function of our brain. And this once accepted, we shall have to admit 
also this other result -viz., that the brain itself, which finds through its 
function (mind) a plan and design in the organization of our universe, does 
so only because it happens to be so organized, that the atoms which 
constitute the brain, have, under the influence of external conditions, come 

with the braill-st.if or that substance on the plane of divine Thought in which the prime 
ideation is lIroduced. Therefore. was lIIall prod"tld ill til' illlag, of God-<lr Divine Nature. 
Every cell In the human organism mysteriously corresponds with a like .. cell .. in the 
di vine organism of the manifested universe; only the latter .. cell" assumes in the 
macrocosm the gigantic proportion~ of an intelligent unit in this or that .. Hierarchy" of 
Beings. This, so far as the differelltiat,d, divine Mind is concerned, on its plane of ideation. 
This eternal or ABSOLUTE TUOUGHT-lies beyond and is, to us, inscrutable.-[TRANsL.} 

• Vedantic philosophy explains and reconciles the difficulty in a most philosophical 
manner, by showing both the .. I" and the universe an illusion. Naturally we cannot 
separate the two, both having to stand or fall together.-[TRANsL.] 

t Evidently the great Eastern and philosophical teaching of .. non-separateness ", 
recJnciling the two propositions. was unknown to Dr. Pirogoff. Still his philosophical 
Pantheism is most remarkable.-[TRANsL.] 
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to group themselves accidentally, and by mere chance, in such manner and 
no other. Furthermore, we shall have to allow, that it might have been 
also, otherwise. The outcome of all this is something very strange: if both 
design and plan are fathered upon the universe by my brain, and if this 
brain itself, as everything else in the world, is but the product of a fortui· 
tous combination of atoms, a certain form of the grouping and composition 
of which has resulted in that the operation of Ithe external world upon them 
produces sensation and ideation; if, I say, we have to admit all this as an 
ultimum refugium of the mind, then all that which I attribute to the creative 
faculty of universal thought and life, must also be the. work of chance? It is 
fortuitous-since there is no first principle to act designedly, intelligently and 
rationally. It is fortuitous, I say, even in the presence of those numberless 
legions of various forms and compounds, into which by means of 
their own properties the atoms of matter have grouped themselves 
together, as also the atoms of the brain; at first, of course, in some other, 
more primitive type; and then, changing and becoming more complex under 
the influence of external conditions, the now acting organ of ideation and 
sensation was formed. 

Thus, chance is the first principle of the creative faculty; it is from 
the combination of its actions with the co.operative forces-generated 
likewise, in the beginning, through blind chance-that the bastard, called 
by us the Universe, has come into being. 

In such a conception of the Universe as this, it is, of course, of first 
necessity that we should recognize blind chance as the mightiest of forces. 
But I will give my views upon chance further on, if I may presume that 
this fair unknown is as much known to me as to those who ascribe to it such 
a first-rate importance. 

There is, however, even in this concept, a grain of truth. 
In investigating nature even on the most empiricfl methods, that is to 

say trusting only to those facts which we get through our external senses, 
we still do nothing more, in reality, than transfer our ideation and mental 
faculties, in general, to the external world; inversely, we cannot analyse our 
own" I", otherwise than by making of it an external object, that is to say, 
by transferring it outside of ourselves. But while accepting this as an un
questionable fact, yet with the views I hold, I cannot agree, at the same 
time, with the idea, that the design in cosmic organization, discovered in it 
by my reasoning powers, is no better than something that I myself have 
fathered upon Kosmos, arbitrarily or otherwise; i.e., that it is something 
not quite as real or as unque:ltionable a fact as my own being. 

But, the difference between my conception of the universe and the 
empirical view is shown nowhere better or clearer than in the fact, that 
the mind which regards itself as simply a function of the brain, views as 
the greatest nonsense and absurdity the opposite conviction, i.e., the 
existence of another, of a primordial and intelligent, vital Principle; one 
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that is n.!ither functional nor organic, which is independent of the grouping 
of atoms and the action of forces, and is itself that which organizes and brings 
into activity the atomic forces; and the instrument or organ of whose 
manifestations is the whole Universe. Thence, our brain· mind discovering 
itself-or that tendency peculiar to it, to design and creation, which is its 
natural property-outside of itself, does so for the very reason that it, itself, 
is only a manifestation of the Higher or Universal Mind.* 

(To be continlUd.) 

APOPOMP<EUS. 

ApoPoMPCEus.-A name given by the Jews to the scape-goat, which when 
loaded with all their maledictions on its head, was driven away into the 
desert.-Quotation. 

As forth into the wilderness, of old, 
With all their sins and failings on its head, 
The men of Jewry drave, with visage dread, 
The unresisting brute: even so, behold I 
The weight of all mine errors manifold, 
By long-enduring time and custom bred. 
Would I cast off, and harbour in their stead 
Those dim-seen purposes of loftier mould. 
Away! away! into the desert flee, 
Thou apopomp, encumbered with the load 
Of mine iniquities! nor ever more 
Do thou retrace thy wayward steps to me, 
But let me walk in that more perfect Road 
That leads to LIFE ETERNAL, I implore! 

ST. GEORGE BEST. 

" How seldom, friend, a good great man inherits 
Honour and Wealth, with all his worth and pains; 
It seem a story from the land of spirits 
'Vhen any man obtains that which he merits 
Or any merit that which he obtains." 

" For shame, my friend! renounce this idle strain: 
\Vhat would thou have a good great man obtain? 
\Vealth, title, dignity, a golden chain, 
Or heap of corses which his sword hath slain? 
Goodness or greatness are not means but ends. 

" I lath he not always treasures, always friends, 
'rhe good great man? Three treasures-love and light, 
And calm thoughts equable as infant's breath; 
And three fast friends, more sure than day or night, 
Himself, his Maker, and the Angel Death." 

COLERIDGE. 

• Precisely so; and therefore. Occult philosophy teaches us that the human mind (or 
lower Mallas) is a direct ray or reflection of the Higher Principle. the Noitic Mind. The 
latter is the reincarnating Ego which old AI·yan philosophers call Ma7lasaJIltI •• the" Sons 
of Mind" or of .I/ahat. the Universal Cosmic Mind. In the Hindu Purinas (see VishlUl 
PllrclllJ) Mahat is idel1tical with Brahmll.. the creative God. the first in the trinitarian group 
(I·rim",'i) of Brahma. Vishnu and Siva.- LTRA:oISL.] 
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J5 "'pitit a Rigbtfnl ~tacbtr? 
[The reader must remember that the words .. Spirit" and .. God" are used in the 

Kabalistic sense.-Eos.] 

C!:::!. m T is a common (exoteric) belief, reaching back to the infancy of faith, 
Q¥. that" God" teaches man through" Spirit". It is true, and this also 
from time immemorial, that the very existence of Spirit has been and is 
called in question by some: but it is equally true that faith in overruling 
Spirit is the primary incentive to religion; and that assurance of the 
teaching of Spirit is the groundwork of doctrinal belief. 

That individual spirits have communicated with man through indi
vidual men is the subject of historical evidence, let that evidence be worth 
what it may; and it is probably worth as much as any tradition we possess. 
That they have sought to teach man through specially chosen men is the 
common claim of so-called Holy Scriptures. While that the action of 
Spirit in regard to man is still persistently carried on is the basis of the 
several religions of mankind. 

And yet, however far-reaching this action of Spirit in regard to man 
may be, those who have studied that action through its effects are aware 
that its general characteristic is instability; and that this characteristic 
pervades the entire range of Spirit action. 

But if so, then the action of Spirit is not the action of God: for the 
general characteristic of Divine action, according to human conception, is 
stability. "Unchangeable as God" is the aspiration of man. "Change
able as Spirit" is the witness of history. By what right does that which 
is changeable identify itself with that which is unchangeable? 

The existence of individualized Spirit cannot be so demonstrated as to 
satisfy the requirements of science, though there is, perhaps, a tendency in 
the present day to admit its occasional action as a form of undefined 
force. 

Spirit, as spirit, is thus unknowable of man. God also is absolutely 
incognizable; and in this respect, though in this respect only, can be 
likened unto Spirit. And it is because Spirit, like God, is incognizable of 
man, that Spirit has been taken for God by man. 

If God be the " Creator" of man; if God created man by natural 
process, and placed him in a natural world, that he may acquire knowledge 
in a natural way, through the experience of a natural life, then is the 
teaching of God a teaching through nature. 

But if the teaching of God is a teaching through nature, then should 
God have occasion to communicate with man to guide him in the uses he 
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makes of his natural life, the channel of such communication would be a 
natural channel, just such a channel as is found in the natural conscience, 
through which a suggestive guidance could be carried on. 

Spirit cannot communicate with man through nature. To do so would 
be to identify itself with nature and so veil its spirit identity. Its attempts 
at communication are always made from without. It comes confessedly 
from another state, another phase or plane of being, another world-a 
world with which the world of nature is in antagonism: and it seeks to 
draw man from "the experiencing" of the uses of life to a knowledge 
counter to nature, and in opposition to its teachings. 

That is to say, the unknown" God ", working through nature, is 
opposed in his workings by an unknown " Spirit", working against nature. 

Can Spirit, teachmg, working under such conditions, be a Divine 
agent? 

When man first becomes aware of the presence and attempted action of 
Spirit, he shrinks from the unnatural contiguity with feelings of awe and 
alarm. That is to say, God, acting through nature, warns him to shun a 
dangerous and deadly influence. 

Should man, actuated by curiosity or any other motive, disregard the 
Divine warning thus given, and subject himself, more or less, to the 
influence of Spirit, he is easily persuaded that the phenomena submitted to 
him have a Divine origin i that theirs is a sanctifying influence, capable 
even of making holy the ground whereon he treads i that the awe inspired 
thereby is due to the actuating presence, which then claims to be Divine, 
or at least to be discharging a Divine Mission. 

This mission is a teaching mission. 
Through the teaching thus given Spirit claims to be God. 
By this teaching it impresses man with the belief that the nature he 

has received from God is a fallen nature-the effects of a fall from which 
it seeks to lift him. That is to say, it claims that the work of God in man 
has, so far, been a failure-a failure from which it invites man to escape by 
raising himself, from the natural state in which God has placed him, to a 
spiritual condition, for which nature wholly unfits him, and which can only 
be reached in its fulness by a subversion of the natural order. 

But man has no knowledge of God save through the natural order. Is 
wholly ignorant of the Divine intentions in his regard, save as they are 
unfolded to him through his natural life. Knows only this, that life is a 
use, a use provided by God-a use which Spirit condemns and seeks to 
reduce to its smallest proportions i and thus learns that Spirit is working 
from without against the work of God, which is a work carried on from 
within i and so learning sees that before accepting the teaching mission of 
Spirit he must submit for consideration the preliminary question-Is Spirit 
the Divine Teacher? Is it a rightful teacher of man? 

HENRY PRATT, M.D. 
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THEOSOPHY AND ITS EVIDENCES. 

~btOSDpbl1 anh its 05bibttttts. 
(Concluded from p. 367.) 

PART II. 

~AKING up our investigation at the point at which we left it last 
'@.: month, we have to seek evidence for the statement that a body of 
doctrine exists, which has been secretly handed down from generation to 
generation, and has been the basis of the great philosophies and religions of 
the world. 

As to the existence of such a Secret Doctrine, no doubt was felt in the 
ancient world. What were the famous " Mysteries", whether in India, in 
Egypt, in Greece, or elsewhere, but the unveiling to the selected few of the 
doctrines so carefully hidden from the outer world? As said Voltaire: "In the 
chaos of popular superstitions, there existed an institution which has ever pre
vented man from falling into absolute barbarity: it was that of the Mysteries". 
So Dr. Warburton also: "The wisest and best men in the Pagan world are 
unanimous in this, that the Mysteries were instituted pure, and proposed 
the noblest ends by the worthiest means". These Mysteries, we learn from 
Cicero, were open only to the upright and the good: "An Initiate must 
practise all the virtues in his power: justice, fidelity, liberality, modesty, 
temperance." Originating in India in pre-Vedic times, the Mysteries wer~ 
there, as later in more Western lands, reserved as the reward of virtue and 
wisdom: "Resignation; the act of rendering good for evil j temperance j 
probity; chastity j repression of the physical senses; the knowledge of the 
Holy Scriptures; that of the superior soul (spirit) j worship of truth j 
abstinence from anger "j such were the virtues exacted from all candidates 
for initiation. They are the ten virtues prescribed later in the Institutes of 
Manu, and" No one who has not practised, during his whole life, the ten 
virtues which the divine Manu makes incumbent as a duty, can be 
initiated into the Mysteries of the Council ". In Egypt the same strict 
rules of conduct were inculcated: ere the neophyte could become a 
" Khristophoros" and receive the sacred cross, the Tau, he must know and 
observe the rules:" never to desire or seek revenge j to be always ready to 
help a brother in danger, even to the risk of his own life; to bury every 
dead body; to honour his parents above all; to respect old age and protect . 
those weaker than himself: to ever bear in mind the hour of death, and 
that of resurrection in a new and imperishable body". The very names 
of the great Initiates of Greece are eloquent as to the intellectual and moral 
heights attained "by these mighty men of the elder world: Pythagoras, 
Thales, Democritus, Euclid, Solon, Plato, Archytas--these, with others 
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like Apollonius of Tyana, Iamblichus, Porphyry, give us some idea of the 
stature of the Initiate of old. 

Now, it is beyond doubt that in ancient time the distinction between 
exoteric and esoteric teaching was strictly observed. In Buddhism we find 
the" doctrine of the Eye" and the" doctrine of the Heart", and we read 
how Gautama, the Buddha, entrusted the secret teaching to his disciple 
Kasiapa, and how Ananda preached abroad the doctrine of. the Eye, while 
the " Heart .. was left in the possession of the Arhats-the Masters of the 
Hidden Wisdom. Pythagoras divided his students into two classes, for the 
reception of his doctrines thus classified. Ammonius Saccas had his 
"higher doctrines", and those who received them were bound by oath 
not to divulge them to the outer world. The" Books of Thoth", in the 
keeping of the Initiates of Memphis, were the treasury from which 
Pythagoras and Plato gathered their intellectual riches, and Thales and 
Democritus culled their knowledge. At Sais, Lycurgus and Solon were 
trained in the principles of legislation, going back to their own land as 
Initiates, to lay the legislative foundations of ancient Greece. In the 
Hebrew nation are manifold traces of the same traditional hidden wisdom; 
Abraham, its founder, was a great astronomer and arithmetician, according 
to Josephus, who also claims as a reference to him the passage in Berosus about 
a Chaldean "skilful in the celestial science"; and the great Jewish scholar 
Maimonides claims that the true meaning of the Hebrew Scriptures is 
esoteric. "Whoever shall find out the true meaning of the Book of 
Genesis ought to take care not to divulge it. This is a maxim that all our 
sages repeat to us, and above all respecting the work of the six days. If a 

. person should discover the true meaning of it by himself, or by the aid of 
another, then he ought to be silent; or if he speaks, he ought to speak of it 
but obscurely, in an enigmatical manner, as I do myself, leaving the rest to 
be guessed by those who can understand me." Origen deals with the Old 
Testament in similar fashion: "If we hold to the letter, and must under· 
stand what is written in the law after the manner of the Jews and common 
people, then I should blush to confess aloud that it is God who has given 
these laws; then the laws of men appear more excellent and reasonable". 
And again: "\Vhat man of sense will agree with the statement that the 
first, second, and third days, in which the evening is named and the 
morning, were without sun, moon and stars, and the first day without a 
heaven? \\'hat man is found such an idiot as to suppose that God planted 
trees in paradise, like a husbandman? . . . . • I believe that every 
man must hold these things for images, under which a hidden sense lies 
concealed". Paul speaks in like manner, saying of the two sons of 
Abraham: "which things are an allegory: for these are the two cove· 
nants "; and going on to show that Hagar was Mount Sinai and Sarah 
"Jerusalem, which is above". The Zohar denounces those who read the 
sacred writings in their literal sense; .. \\' oe be to the man who says that the 
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Doctrine delivers common stories and daily words. . • • Therefore we 
must believe that every word of the Doctrine contains in it a loftier sense 
and a higher meaning. The narratives of the Doctrine are its cloak. The 
simple look only at the garment, that is, upon the narrative of the Doctrine; 
more they know not. The instructed, however, see not merely the cloak, 
but what the cloak covers." 

The Essenes, we learn from Josephus, only admitted candidates 
into their order after a prolonged probation, and then bound the 
successful neophyte by "tremendous oaths" "that he would not 
(among other things) "discover any of their doctrines to others, no, not 
though anyone should compel him so to do at the hazard of his life". 
Jesus is said to have reserved his special teaching for his chosen disciples: 
"Unto you it is given to know the mystery of the kingdom of God; but 
unto them that are without, all these things are done in parables". Paul, 
who, using a well-known metaphor, calls himself a "a wise master bUilder", 
says that he and his fellows II speak wisdom among them that are perfect ", 
i.e., that are fully initiated, and describes this wisdom as II the wisdom of 
God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom". Clemens Alexandrinus says 
that II the mysteries of the faith are not to be divulged to all", and speakmg 
of hiding "in a mystery the wisdom spoken, which the Son of God [the 
Initiate] taught". Mme. Blavatsky says in II Isis Unveiled": II Among the 
venerable sect of the Tana'im, or rather the Tananim, the wise men, there 
were those who taught the secrets practically and initiated some disciples 
into the grand and final mystery. But the Mishna Hagiga, 2nd section, 
says that the table of contents of the Mercaha I must only be delivered to 
wise old ones'. The Gemal'a is still more emphatic: I The more important 
secrets of the Mysteries were not even revealed to all priests. Alone the 
Initiates had them divulged·." 

It would be easy to multiply testimonies to the existence of this body 
of doctrine, at least down to the fourth century A.D. The triumph of the 
illiterate exoteric side of Christianity then swamped it, so far as Europe 
was concerned, and we only catch glimpses of its continued transmission by 
the occasional divulging of secrets of nature-" great discoveries "-by wise 
and learned men who, by the ruthless persecution of the Churches, were 
compelled to hide their lights carefully under bushels. But wherever in the 
Middle Ages we hear of "alchemists", II magicians", " atheists", "learned 
heretics", from whom impulses came towards rational learning, towards 
the investigation of nature, we shall generally find, on investigation, that 
they have some connexion with the East, whither had retreated for safety, 
under the tolerant rule of Buddhism, the guardians of the Hidden Wisdom, 
to be in security until the storm of Christian persecution had exhausted 
itself by its own fury. 

The knowledge of physical nature was indeed part of the instruction 
received during preparation for the higher initiations. The wonderful 
astronomical calculations of the Hindus, their zodiacs, their cycles, are 
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matters of common knowledge. In the fifth degree of the Egyptian 
neophyte, he was instructed in ehe,,,ia, chemistry, including alchemy; in the 
sixth he was taught astronomy. The knowledge of Pythagoras on the 
globular form of the earth and on the heliocentric system, was imparted to 
him during his preparation for full initiation. So were the secrets of 
alchemy to Democritus of Abdera. The extraordinary life of Apollonius 
of Tyana-the Pagan Christ as he has been called-is familiar to all 
students. He also passed through the discipline of the Mysteries, the 
supposed II journey to India", related by Philostratus, being but an alle
gorical account of the neophyte's experience as he treads II the Path ". As 
" Master", he was at once teacher and healer, like others of the Brother
hood, and it is curious to find Justin Martyr, in the second century, asking: 
II How is it that the talismans of Apollonius have power in certain members 
of creation? for they prevent, as we see, the fury of the waves, and the 
violence of the winds, and the attacks of wild beasts; and whilst our Lord's 
miracles are preserved by tradition alone, those of Apollonius are most 
numerous, and actually manifested in present facts, so as to lead astray all 
beholders" • A strange testimony from an opponent, although A pollonius 
worked no "miracles ", but only utilised purely natural powers, which he 
understood, but which were unknown to the people around him. Is it 
without significance that the disappearance of the Mysteries coincides with 
the beginning of the intellectual darkness which spread over Europe and 
deepened into the night of ignorance of the eighth, ninth, and tenth 
centuries? Is there nothing strange in the contrast between the literary, 
scientific, and philosophic eminence of Hindustan, Persia, Chaldea, 
Egypt, Greece, and the arid waste of the early Middle Ages? The dead 
letter triumphed over the living spirit; the crust of dogmatic religion 
hardened over philosophy and science; the exoteric symbol took the place 
of the esoteric truth; and the latter-though hidden unregarded as is its 
image, the heart in the human body-the very Heart of civilisation and of 
knowledge, whose unfelt beatings alone circulated the life-blood in the veins 
of human society, that Heart was paralysed in Europe, and the paralysis 
spread to every limb of the body politic and social. Yet from time to time 
a throb was felt: Roger Bacon, the marvellous monk who mastered mathe
matics and astounded Europe by his chemical discoveries, who made gun
powder and predicted the use of steam as a motor, drew his knowledge 
from his study of the ancients. Paracelsus came back from his captivity in 
Tartary a learned physician and" magician ", curing, as at Nuremberg, 
II incurable" cases of elephantiasis, laying in Europe the foundations of the 
practical use of magnetism in curing disease, writing on medicine, botany, 
anatomy, chemistry, astronomy, as well as on philosophical doctrines and 
" magic". He was the "discoverer" in Europe of hydrogen, and it is 
asserted that a knowledge of oxygen is also shewn in his writings. Van 
Helmont, his follower and disciple, is described by Deleuze as creating 
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"epochs in the histories of medicine and physiology"; and indeed from 
Paracelsus came the great impulse that started medicine, chemistry and the 
study of electricity and magnetism on the lines along which such triumphs 
have been won in modern times. Closely interwoven with his wonderfully 
suggestive theories on these sciences were his philosophic teachings, teach
ings which are fundamentally identical with those of Theosophy. His 
language and his terminology, adapted to the conditions of his times, may 
often prove misleading and disconcerting j but if his ideas are studied, rather 
than the dialect in which he clothes them, it will be found that he was in 
possession of true knowledge and had been instructed by the wise, passing, 
as Madame Blavatsky says, in "Isis Unveiled ", "through the true 
initiation" . 

It may be said the proofs of the existence of a great body of philo
sophic and scientific doctrine in the past, demonstrate nothing as to its 
existence in the present. That is so j but if it admittedly once existed; if 
it was taught in schools held in temples and handed down for thousands of 
years from generation to generation of hierophants j if glimpses of its 
continued existence can be caught in Medireval Europe j is it likely, is it 
reasonable to suppose, that it disappeared wholly in the course of a few 
centuries after enduring through millenniums, that the long succession of 
faithful men came suddenly to an end, leaving no inheritors, that the vast 
mass of accumulated knowledge, so loyally guarded, so carefully cherished, 
suddenly went down into nothingness, all the garnered experience of 
humanity vanishing like the " baseless vision of a dream .. ? 

It is this body of doctrine that we assert is in the hands of the Masters 
of Wisdom, heirs of the great Hierophants of the Past, and that we allege. 
is still to be reached by those who are strong enough to take on themselves 
the old obligation of the Neophyte: To KNOW j TO DARE j TO WILL j 

AND TO KEEP SILENT. 

The study of comparative mythology has done much to prove the 
assertion of the Theosophist, that the great world religions have, as basis, 
the same occult truths. The Kosmic Trinity, the "Father-Mother-Son ", 
with its correspondence, the human trinity, Atma-Buddhi-Manas, and its 
reflection on the material plane-so brutalised in the comparatively modern 
degradations of phallic worship-is the "Church's one foundation", by 
whatever name the" Church" may be called. As Dr. Hartmann puts it : 

" The doctrine of the Trinity is found in all the principal religious 
systems: in the Christian religion, as Father, Son, and Spirit j 
among the Hindus as Brahma, Vishnu and Siva; the Buddhists 
[Vedantins, A.B.] call it Mulaprakriti, Prakriti, and Purush j the Persians 
teach that Ormuzd produced light out of himself by the power of his word. 
The Egyptians called the first cause Ammon, out of which all things were 
created by the power of its own will. In Chinese, Kwan-shai-yin is the 
universally manifested Word, coming from the un manifested Absolute by 
the power of its own will, and being identical with the former. The Greeks 
called it Zeus (Power), Minerva (Wisdom), and Apollo (Beauty). The 
Germans, Wodan (the Supreme Cause), Thor (Power), and Freia (Beauty). 
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Jehovah and Allah are Trinities of Will, Knowledge, and Power; and 
even the Materialist believes in Causation, Matter, and Energy ". 

The subject is too familiar to be enlarged on; it is the stock in trade, 
these myriad trinities, of every student of religions. Note further how 
these trinities always spring from OSE, and mystically continue One. 
The Persian Trinity has as its forerunner Boundless Time-and-space. 
The Hindu are but aspects of the supreme Brahma. The Vedantin has 
Parabrahm, the Absolute. whereof Mulaprakriti is as a veil. The Greeks 
had Kronos, greater than Zeus. ·The trinity is ever the creative aspect 
of the ONE. Even in Christianity. with its uncompromising anthropo
morphism. the Son is "begotten" by. the Spirit "proceeds" from. the 
" Father"; although outside time and space relations. there is yet a 
gleam of the idea of the original undifferentiated One. 

Again. in all religions " God" incarnates. Theosophy teaches of the 
" Pilgrim" incarnating throughout countless cycles. the divine entity 
which is the human Self learning its lessons of experience in the school of 
the universe. This Self was the Khristos. crucified in matter. and by its 
voluntary sacrifice redeeming the lower selves from animality, saving 
such part of the personalities as could assimilate themselves to it. and 
weaving these into its own immortality. In the Mysteries this pilgrimage 
was dramatically shewn in the person of the neophyte passing his initiations. 
until at last. stretched cruciform on ffoor or altar of stone, he lay as dead, 
to rise as the Hierophant, the Sun-Initiate. the" risen Khristos ". or Christ. 
In many a form this story has been related as religious dogma. but whether 
Mithra, Krishna, Bacchus, Osiris. Christ, the varying name has been but 
new label for old truth. Whom they ignorantly worship, him 
declare we. 

The symbols of the creeds are but esoteric glyphs. used in modern times 
without understanding. The tau. or cross; the waters of baptism; the 
ringed light round head of saint; the serpent, whether of light or darkness, 
image of God or devil; the virgin Mother. clothed in the sun and the 
moon about her feet; the archangels and angels; the recording angels and 
the book of life. All. all. from the Hidden Wisdom of the Sacred College. 
legible in their entirety only to the trained eye of the Seer. 

Whence all this similarity if there be no identity of origin? When 
the Theosophist finds the ancient symbols decorating the sacred places of 
antagonising modern creeds. each claiming them as exclusively its own. is 
it wonderful that he sees in all the creeds branches from a common stem. 
and that stem the truths taught in the Mysteries, known to have been once 
established and revered in all the countries now possessed by the rival 
faiths? 

The evidence by experiment is chiefly valuable to those who have 
conducted or seen the experiments. but there is an accumulating mass of 
this evidence available at second-hand to those who have no opportunity of 
carrying out direct personal investigations. The power of conveying a 
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thought from one brain to another at a distance, without any of the ordinary 
means of communication j the obtaining of knowledge by clairvoyance or 
clairaudience, which knowledge can afterwards be verified j the power of 
making an object appear and disappear at will, so far as onlookers are 
concerned j the power of projecting a simulacrum to a distance, being seen 
and heard by persons there present, and bringing back information which 
can subsequently be found to be correct j the power of moving articles 
without contact j of rendering an object immovable j and so on, in well
nigh endless variety. Then, more easily accessible than the above, are the 
phenomena obtainable by the use of mesmerism and hypnotism, with the 
separability of consciousness from brain-action, the immense stimulation 
of mental faculties under conditions that would a p,iori negate any exercise 
of them, the reducing of brain-activity correlated to the augmenting of 
psychic activity. Experiments of this sort are useful as helping to establish 
the independent existence of the Intellectual and Spiritual Self, as an 
entity joined to, but not the mere outcome of, the physical body. They 
are useful also as demonstrating that the consciousness of the individual is 
far wider and fuller than the ordinary consciousness of every-day life, that 
memory covers a far larger field than the remembered of our usual active 
mind. But, above all, the result of pursuing this line of study, the con
sideration of these obscure and little understood phenomena, will be a 
growing desire to find some theory which will draw them into rational 
relationship with the rest of a universe of law, which will correlate them, 
and present them as the normal working of natural causes. This great 
service to the intelligence is done by Theosophy, and, accepted only as a 
working hypothesis, as a temporary guide in experimentation, it will be 
found to speedily justify its hypothetical acceptance, and will be seen to be 
verified by its alignment with facts. 

The evidence from analogy needs, of course, to be worked out in detail, 
step by step, and it is impossible to do more here than hint at the kind of 
use to w~ich this tool may be put. Let us take as example (a) the seven
fold planes of the universe, and (b) the doctrine of re-incarnation. 

(a) In studying the material world of which we are a part, we find the 
constant emergence of the number seven: split up a beam of white light, 
and we find the seven colours of the spectrum j take the musical scale, and 
we have seven distinct notes in progression, and then the octave j take the 
periods of gestation, and we find them occupying set numbers of lunar months, 
i.e., of multiples of seven j take fevers which run a definite course, and 
we find that course to be a multiple of seven j crises of madness shew this 
recurring seven j the moon marks its stages in sevens, and has served as 
the basis for our seven-day week j and so I might go on, for a page or two. 
All these sevenfold periods can scarcely be matters of mere chance, mere 
coincidence j in a universe of law they are surely likely to be the outcome 
of some deeply-seated principle in nature j reasoning by analogy, the seven-
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fold division is likely to exist in the universe as a whole, even as in its parts. 
Beyond this, for the moment, we may not be able to go, for the bearing out 
of the analogy by the observation of facts on the cosmic planes is work 
beyond the faculties of the ordinary man as at present developed; it is 
claimed that there are men so highly evolved that they can observe on the 
higher planes as we on the lower, but we are not now concerned with 
proofs that can only be obtained by years, nay by.lives, of patient endurance 
and study. 

(b) Once again, in studying the material world, we note the frequent 
co-relation of the relatively permanent and the transitory. A tree will last 
for a century, putting forth yearly its crop of leaves, leaves which wither as 
the finger of autumn touches them; the leaves pass, but the tree endures. 
So the fern stem or the bulb will send up year by year its seasonal growth 
of frond or flowers; the seasonal growth perishes with the season, but the 
plant dies not. Tree and plant live through their periods of manifestation, 
giving birth to innumerable lives, the outcome of the central individual. So 
is it, Theosophy teaches, with man. As an individual he endures through
out his period of manifestation, putting forth the leaf-crop of innumerable 
personalities, which die while he remains. But, it may be said, the leaves 
perish: they do not revive when the breath of the spring-tide awakens 
nature; they are rotting in the ground, and it is their successors, not they, 
that cover the tree with its glory. So, in very truth, is it with the personali
ties likewise; they perish, and for them there is no resurrection. But just 
as the leaves, living their life through spring and summer and autumn, 
gather from air and draw up from soil substances which they fashion into 
materials for the growth of the parent-tree from which they spring; and 
just as these elaborated materials are drawn from them by the parent, and 
the virtue and the use of them are over ere they are cut off by the keen 
knife of winter's frost: so does the personality gather knowledge and 
experience from its contact with the world, and transmute these into forms 
that can be drawn from it into the individual which endures; so that when 
the knife of death severs it from the parent trunk, all that it has gathered of 
true materials for the growth of the Ego shall have passed over into its 
keeping, each life ere it perishes thus adding its quota of nutriment for the 
Man who does not die. 

In this fashion, did time and space permit, I might continue, gathering 
hints of the unseen from the seen, catching whispers of the Eternal Mother, 
musical with the truths hidden beneath her veil. But this paper is intended 
to incite to study rather than to teach the student, to sy.ggest rather than to 
convince, to win audience for Theosophy rather than to expound its 
doctrines. Science tells us how a myriad cords may be stretched and 
mute,' as a note of music comes pulsing through the empty air, making 
motion where there was stillness, sound where silence reigned. Here and 
there, as if in answer, from among the many silent past whom the music 
swells unheeded, will sound out a note in harmony, in rhymth responsive to 
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the master-tone. It comes from those few cords that have the same 
vibration.frequency, and that are therefore set throbbing as the note peals 
by them, and give it back in music deep and melodious as its own. That 
all do not answer lies not in the fault of the note as struck, but in the 
incapacity of the strings to vibrate in unison. And so among human souls 
in every generation, many will remain dumb as the organ-note of Theosophy 
thrills out into the silence, and for them it will die away unheeded into 
empty air. But one, here and there, will feel the throb of the music, and 
give back in clear full resonance the chanted tone. For such the note is 
sounded, the call is given. Let those who can hear, respond. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 

" So we inherit that sweet purity 
For which we struggled, failed, and agonised 
With widening retrospect that bred despair. 
Rebellious flesh that would not be subdued, 
A vicious parent shaming still its child, 
Poor anxious penitence, is quick dissolved; 
Its discords, quenched by meeting harmonies, 
Die in the large and charitable air. 
And all our rarer, better, truer self, 
That sobbed religiously in yearning song, 
That watched to ease the burthen of the world, 
Laboriously tracing what must be, 
And what may yet be better-saw within 
A worthier image for the sanctuary, 
And shaped it forth before the multitude 
Divinely human, raising worship so 
To higher reverence more mixed with love
That better self shall live till human Time 
Shall fold its eyelids, and the human sky 
Be gathered like a scroll within the tomb 
Unread for ever." 

From" 0 may I join the choir invisible." 

" A great idea is as an eagle'S egg, 
Craves time for hatching; while the eagle sits 
Feed her." 

" If thou wilt call thy pictures eggs 
I call the hatching, work. 'Tis God gives skill, 
But not without men's hands: he could not make 
Antonio Stradivari's violins 
Without Antonio." 

" Stradivarius." GEORGE ELIOT. 
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~be Ibta Df Itt-birtb.o 

~ 

~"'t N this small volume Miss Arundale has made an important addition to 
J!( the English literature of a subject which is attracting yearly more 

attention and interest. The translation of Mr. Karl Heckel's treatise 
is in itself good service; but it must be admitted that this part of the book, 
valuable as it is from the historical and literary point of view, leaves much 
to be desired, which the translator, in an interesting introductory essay, 
and in notes, has done her best to supply. And this essay is itself 
supplemented by a Preface by Mr. Sinnett, marked by his customary 
lucidity and force. 

If we accept the dictum that the essential nature or idea of anything 
is only to be learned from its history-though, perhaps, the truth rather is 
that the history can only be really understood from the idea-we must be 
thankful for the historical sketch which occupies so much of the original 
treatise. Mr. Heckel shows Lessing to have been not quite correct in his 
assertion that the idea of re-birth presented itself with immediate 
spontaneity to the consciousness of thinking man. But the development 
of a doctrine is sufficient evidence of its germinal antecedence, nor is it 
difficult to see the essential connection of the doctrine in question with 
~very religious philosophy which has grasped the idea of the evolution of 
the universal spirit in human consciousness. The possibility of this 
evolution depending on renunciation of the Individual Will, neither the 
persistence of the latter, nor even its tendency to any special mode of 
manifestation, can be contingent on a duration not determined by itself. 
Its organic conformations, that is to say its means of contact with the 
environment or sphere of objectivity to which it tends, are subject to laws 
and conditions of duration which are no measure of the subjective 
tendency. The internal principle remaining the same, unaffected by the 
external change, must be repeatedly urged to reconstruction; nor can any 
supposition be more gratuitous and unscientific, than that, because the 
universe is wide, there is no constancy of direction in the craving \\'ill. 
The philosophy of Re-incarnation is entirely missed unless the spontaneity 
of the action is understood. \Ve are not to suppose the soul-we use the 
term provisionally-blown about from sphere to sphere of manifestation by 
the action of a force other than its own, or no~ generated (as its Karma is) 
by itself. It is an enduring affinity with earth life, or with some special 
feature in it, that is the operative cause of re-incarnation. And the idea 
of re-birth here may be greatly disliked-as hy many it is-without that 
fact affording any evidence of a true eradication of the attractive tendency. 
Our self-consciousness is neither deep enough nor comprehensive enough for 
any of us to be able to say that his specific Upadami.-his " clinging" to a 
particular mode of existence-has passed away. Meanwhile we are apt to 
mistake disgust-especially ethical disgust-of the world as we know it 
for a complete failure of its power over us. The answer to those who 
profess indisposition to be re-born here is simple :_U Very well, if 
that indisposition is really as deep as you imagine it to be, you have 
nothing to fear; for you alone are' the builder of the house', and can have 
no embodiment in any sphere that is not cognate to your will. But do not 
mistake a temporary disrelish or a partial satiety for extinction of the 
nature which is the source of appetite." For what is true of the supreme 
and final consummation of Moksha, is true also of every distinct stage of 
spiritual evolution. As the great deliverance is liberation from all the 

• .. The Idea of Re-Birth." By Francesca Arundale. Including a Translation of an 
Essay on Re·lncamation by Karl Heckel. With a Preface by A. P. Sinnett. London, 
Kesan Paul, Trench, Triibner &: Co., 1890. 
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attachments of desire which bind the soul to any external sphere in which 
desire must seek its !'atisfaction, so is any promotion to other spheres 
contingent on the extinction of those special forms of desire, of that 
particular nature in us, which attracts us to this world as our appropriate 
home and pasture. We have to understand the ground of Re-incarnation 
in elective affinity. It is an application to psychical affairs of the general 
law of attraction of like to like. The doctrine postulates that the cause of 
all manifestation or ohjectivity is in the will. \Ve must here conceive will 
far more deeply than as act or faculty of conscious volition. It is the 
radical fact underlying all nature, universal and particular. Originally 
behind nature, as being the creative urgency of spirit for self-representa
tion, it enters into its own object thus constructed, working in that, and 
seeking to display all which is still" potential in it by further objective 
differentiation. It has two poles or modes of action, which may be 
termed indifferently positive and negative, centrifugal and centripetal, 
expansive and contractile. The life of anything is in the centrifugal force 
of the will; its substance, stability, or self-assertion is in the centripetal. 
The contention, or opposite tendencies, of these two forces are said by 
Jacob Bohme to result in a third form or motion - a "whirling", 
"anguish", or "wrath "-and it is our consciousness of this third form 
which has been described as " the wrath of God" in us. But we have not 
now to pursue these ultimate abstractions further, except to note in passing, 
that deliverance from the" anguish" of the self-centred will is always by 
the spring or emergence of a new form of the will, a will of liberation from 
the "anguish" -a will to renounce or negate the first will. This renuncia
tion is not, however, a return to pure subjectivity or spirit; it constitutes 
another principle of the soul, whereby the will of the anguish, or first 
principle, is appeased or quenched for consciousness, and upon the ground 
of the dark centre of nature or the individual is established the divine 
evolutionary freedom of the second principle, the "Logos" in God and 
Man. It will, of course, be understood that temporal process and the 
dynamics of Will are to be predicated 'only of manifestation; in the 
eternal they are only logical moments, or principles of co-eternal sub
sistence, prior or successive not in time but in order. But the self
consciousness of phenomenal man belongs to the form of time, and it is 
just this form of time which breaks up the integrity of consciousness, and 
is an apparent separation of principles which are noumenally united. 

The will of Egoity, given over to its inherent tendencies, would 
develope these into all we can imagine of diabolical and infernal. But the 
soul is partially and provisionally saved from this by participation of 
external nature, as it would be saved altogether and perfectly by the 
divine nature. Whether we conceive the origin of human individuality in 
nature from the point of view of evolution or from that of devolution, as 
nature come to conscious differentiation through organic forms, or as a 
grosser embodiment taken on by imagination from a finer one, the result for 
our purpose is the same, a new sensibility attaching the will to an external 
sphere of influence. To be in any part of nature is to belong to it by 
participation, and this participation is a modality of the will, which no 
mere privation of a re-actionary basis can radically dissolve. Such a basis 
or body is only an external means or connection; but the nature which has 
been taken on by the will is not detached from it by any force alien to the 
will itself-the deeper will of renunciation. Nor is that will of renunciation 
exercisable in any condition of involuntary privation; it is only in the 
presence of the object of desire that desire can be truly eradicated. There 
is no conquest otherwise than through temptation. No one dies a natural 
death to the world by undergoing the natural death of the body. Doubtless 
there is a periodicity in the cravings of the acquired nature for objective 
re-expression and satisfaction, analogous to that which we observe in our 
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appetites here, and in our alternations of rest and waking, and we have 
even statements measuring the durations of this periodicity in terms of our 
own time. "'e need not lay stress on such calculations in ignorance of 
their transcendental data; enough for the present if we can get a clear idea 
of the application of some general principles to the question at issue. We 
cannot, it is true, at all definitely trace the incarnating process; but then 
neither do we even know how will-force is communicated to the muscular 
apparatus in the simplest of our physical actions. \Ve can only make a 
general appeal to the principle of the convertibility of forces, and to the 
philosophy which sees in all forces the special forms of \\,ill in Nature. 
And those who have made a study of occult phenomena will be at no loss 
for facts illustrative of the formative power of will, when vehemently 
urged, and projected through the medium of its natural form in the 
imagination. Nor is it necessary to attribute to the incarnating will all the 
work of organisation, which in the order of nature may very well be done 
for it, up to the point at which it can attach itself to the plastic embryo of 
the mere human animal, as its informing principle or soul. In short, if once 
we see that the law of attraction requires the return of the soul to an 
appropriate sphere, and weigh the reasons for considering the scene of its 
past experience as such a sphere, we shall be little disposed to set up our 
ignorance of processes as an objection. Probably no unprejudiced mind 
will deny the application to the soul of a principle so universal as that of 
attraction, and very little observation and reflection are needed to satisfy us 
that the life of most of us here is generative or confirmatory of deeply
seated affinities with the world in which our will is so active and our 
consciousness is so immersed. 

It may not have escaped notice, that sometimes in the foregoing 
remarks the words "will" and "soul" are used indifferently.. Their 
respective use, however, marks the distinction between very different 
schools, each of which claims to be in accord with the conception of 
Re-incarnation in the Buddhist philosophy. It seems we are to appro
priate the term, Palingenesis, to the doctrine of which Schopenhauer is 
the most distinguished \Vestern exponent, that of the persistence and 
re-emergence of the individual will with its specific qualities and ten
dencies, but not clothed with consciousness except in the incarnate state
its" idea". Metempsychosis, on the other hand, associates consciousness 
indissolubly with the individual will, and is the doctrine of the re-incarnat
ing soul. The due discussion of this question would demand a volume of 
metaphysics. Miss Arundale claims the authority of the Buddhist Church of 
Ceylon for the persistence of consciousness, through a "clinging" (Upadti.nti.) 
to the Skandhas, or "attributes sensible and intellectual". It is hardly 
worth while raising the question whether the authority she cites, following 
Mr. Sinnett, quite bears out this contention. There is not, in Buddhism, 
any more than in Christianity, a consensus of orthodox opinion on meta
physical doctrines. Northern and Southern Buddhism represent widely 
divergent tendencies of thought, the forme, being generally more favourable 
than the latter to the recognition of transcendental consciousness. The 
attempt to extract definite order and meaning from the statement to which 
we most naturally turn for authoritative information-the Buddhist" chain 
of causation" from birth to birth-is nearly madqening; and we can here 
only suggest a single consideration of abstract metaphysics as applicable to 
the solution of the problem. The individual process is the cosmic process 
writ small. The return of the will upon itself is not the negation of 
consciousness but the true finding of itself in consciousness. 
The going forth of the will, its centrifugal tendencl' waits ever 
on the centripetal moment for the sensibility of itsel. The life of 
consciousness is the life of creative energy which has reached a term, and 
re-acts upon itself. In an infinite expansion there would be no self-con-
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sciousness. \Ve may be philosophically certain that the coming of Nature 
to consciousness in her higher organisms denotes the upward or return 
movement of her cycle. In the microcosmic representation of that cycle in 
individual man, we have consciousness, indeed, in the centrifugal movement, 
but that is because the individual centrifugal movement has found its 
term in the developed organism which is subject to the predominant 
centripetal movement of the nature to which that organic expression 
belongs. But when the individual will in its cycle has reached the 
temporal term of its out-put and its proper centripetal tendency draws 
it back upon itself, this compression or reaction is much more distinc
tively self-consciousness than that which was struck out in the course 
of organic activity. For as in the predominantly centripetal movement 
in the cosmic cycle the self-consciousness of nature is the harvest of the 
centrifugal seed and growth-time, but retains only the pure resultant 
of her unconscious history, analogy dictates a similar conclusion 
in the case of the individual. Clarified from the accidental ingredients 
of objective life, there remains only the consciousness of appropriation, 
of an added nature of the self. But that the psychical elimination 
of what is non-essential is not immediately consequent on the physical 
catastrophe of death, will be easily understood. The objective 
memories, for instance, will endure as long as the interest of the will, not 
now fed by contact, retains its grasp upon them. The growth of a pure 
self-consciousness, only possible by removal of all that distracts it, is a 
psychical process of digestion and excretion, and is probably of very different 
duration-as we measure time-in different cases. Its completion would be 
a knowledge of the real affinities of the will, and therefore we need not 
suppose re-incarnation to be a blind tendency of a will unconsciously 
motived. It is, on the contrary, conceivable even as a deliberate act of self
prescription, or at least as willing assent of the soul to the necessities of its 
Karma. Readers of Du Prel's " Philosophy of Mysticism" may remember 
with what ingenuity, and support from analogies of somnambulism, that view 
is there presented. 

But from such considerations we must turn to a view-so far but 
slightly indicated-of the relation of our subject to the only interest of man 
which is entitled to be called religious, the evolution in him of a conscious
ness and will progressively more approximate to the divine foundation of 
his being. And in the attempt to reach a partially definite conception of 
this evolution, it will be impossible to avoid encountering the question of 
what is meant by " freedom" in any evolutionary process, of the sense in 
which any will can be said to be "free", when we are regarding the 
emergence in consciousness of principles reconstructive of its character. 
Upon this question the present writer appears to be at variance with lead
ing exponents of the philosophy of spiritual evolution in the Theosophical 
Society. But in this controversy it often turns out that variance is rather 
apparent than real. And at any rate the subject has an inexhaustible 
interest for every metaphysical mind. 

The ideal of religion is freedom of divine manifestation. Not only 
Christianity, but every religion worthy of the name, teaches the ideal 
identification of man with a principle, or, as it is sometimes expressed, a 
" spark", or " seed", of divinity in him; and for Christians, at least, that 
divinity is definable as the" will of God", the will which is not individually 
self-regarding, but which operates spontaneously from the principle of 
universal love, and in the form of universal wisdom. But whether we speak 
of the actual-or, if anyone prefers, the apparent-condition of man and 
nature as a "fall ", or as immersion in Maya or a cosmic fiction, the 
problem of religion is equally the ext,icatioll of a true consciousness from the 
false consciousness which has been super-induced. This extrication is its 
freedom of manifestation. Now that is a question of consciousness; not of 
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the speculative consciousness, reversing in moments of philosophic thought 
the vulgar conceptions of reality, but of the consciousness which springs 
spontaneously from the spiritual life, as a: natural and unobstructed expres· 
sion of the divine will. The spontaneity of any consciousness whatever 
depends upon a naturing or substancing of the will, an organic facility of 
its expression conceivable as a texture of ideal lines of least resistance. 
Organism in its perfection enables will to act automatically, and whenever 
we find will consciously active with a sense of effort, it is about some pur
pose or expression which its psychical organism does not sufficiently serve. 
\Vhen this first process has been facilitated by frequent use, it results in 
the marking out of fresh organic lines along which will can in future pass 
without labour. All habit is establishment of such invisible, or ideal lines 
of direction. And this system of lines of least resistance, is the real truth of 
substance. "All will ", says Bohme, " brings itself into a substance" for the 
manifestation it necessarily desires. In material nature it is the same, 
nothing being ultimately discoverable as " matter", so far as we can distin
guish that at all from force, than just those constant directions of force, which 
are its "laws". As the physical forces are to the will (of which they are 
the elementary aspect or equivalent), so is "matter" to the substance of 
the will. Thus the medium of force, whether physical, or the will-force we 
call spiritual, is just the line which force has originally beaten down for 
itself, the path itself has made; so that speaking as at present, psychically, 
whether we use the term substance, or organism, or habit, we mean the 
same thing, the objectification or manifestation of the will in man. That is 
its freedom, and any state of will is free in man when it is "born" in himas a 
nature, that is, when it has worked out for itself this organic facility of mani
festation, of which corporeity is the ultimate expression. The lower princi
ples of man are already in this freedom, but the divine principle and its \'Irill 
are not free in him, not being born or" natured ", but only conceived; even 
this conception, therefore, being for us only a truthoffaith, but not oftheknow
ledge of consciousness. It is this faith upon which religion insists, when she 
urges self-identification with this ungrown germ; and nothing can be more 
palpably and perversely inconsistent with this self-identification 'with a 
principle whose will is thus confessedly shut up in the constraint of germi
nal subjectivity, than the dogma of a freedom only applicable to the con
summation of the human process. If the doctrine of spiritual regeneration 
had not become a mere figure of speech in the Church, there would never 
have been substituted for the great natural truth of evolution a tenet which 
obscures the whole problem of religion, The false thesis has consequently 
been met by the equally false antithesis which makes phenomenal necessity 
a sufficient account of the whole matter. According to this view, the per
sonal character is a fixed and final quantity, so that, if it were also a known 
quantity, the individual reaction on any stimulus of circumstances, in other 
words, the whole conduct, could be predicted with certainty as circumstances 
arose. Nor could we object to this conclusion, if we admitted its premise. 
But with an evolutionary will behind the established character, a will whose 
first act of manifestation is a denial of the will of that chlrt"acter, the whole 
reasoning is upset, but certainly not in the interest of an undetermined 
liberty of choice. Such a "freedom of indifference", as it has been well 
called, a power of choice by a mere abstract faculty of will without any 
definite quality to determine its attraction-and that in the empirical order 
wherein no "cause" can be original-is now in course of abandonment by 
most metaphysical thinkers. Moreover, even if conceivable, conduct so 
determined would still have no more ethical significance than conduct deter
mined by tossing up a halfpenny. Every determination is from a principle, 
every will is the will of a principle. The will of man has no unity as a 
faculty, except in the moment of exercise, and then its action testifies to the 
prevalence for the n:cmcnt, according to its character, of one or another 
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principle in his composite consciousness and nature. If man were a single 
principled being, with consequently a single will, that will would be perfectly 
~ree, subjectively, for there would be in him no contrariety of tendency, no 
Inner obstruction to spontaneous self-expression, or uttering (outering). He 
w~>uld be free by the very necessity of his simple nature. That is the case 
wlth the lower animals, who experience no subjective constraint, and with 
whom necessity and freedom are the same. But constituted as we are, 
there is a strife of distinct principles and therefore of distinct wills. 

But it is supposed ,that man has a will other than the wills of his 
constitutive principles, a will which, belonging to neither of them, is yet 
elective between them, and that herein consists his "freedom". -This 
illusion is simply due to the inconstant prevalence of one or other of the 
principles, and to the necessary self-identification for the moment with the 
one which is for t.he moment in power. If it should be suggested that this 
very inconstancy of dominion as between the constitutive principles is itself 
an argument for all arbitrary election between them, the answer is to be 
found in the exceelling subtlety and changeability of the ideal ingredients 
of consciousness, as modified by the circumstances of each occasion of 
determination. These, or a resultant of these, combine more readily now 
with one, now with another, of the conflicting wills, and in that combination 
form the" motive" of the eventual determination. Then, again, it may be 
urged, that as we must conceive a human being as in some sense a unity, 
at least as the synthesis of his component principles, it is proper that there 
should be a unitary will, and that this must be judicial and decisive, 
whereas the wills of the principles are spontaneous. Here will is conceived 
merely as volition, as ill actu, without a basis or a principle. What is 
contemplated is simply the resultant determination already sufficiently 
explained by what we discover in analysis, and this resultant is converted 
into a cause and regarded as the uncaused will of the individual. As 
already said, such a will could have no moral quality, no quality at all, 
because ex hypothesi it is not a principle of determination, but a pure arbitrium. 
It does not save human responsibility, for it is itself beyond all appeal. 
Immediately you bring ethical language to bear upon it, the fallacy is 
exposed, for any moral predicate at once converts it from the hypothetical 
liberty of choice into a real prillciple of choice, a state of the individual, 
whereby he tends to self-identification with one or other of the 
conflicting principles of his constitution. Such a state is at once seen 
to be already a determination of the Ego of consciousness, not a deter
mination of itself by itself, but a modification which could only originate 
from a deeper level. Only by abandoning the stratification of principles in a 
vertical order, and the restriction of the term" Ego" to consciousness at 
any given stage of development, can we make the will of the Ego the 
agent in evolution; and even then it would express the very reverse of a 
free election between opposite determinations, as it would be identical with 
the evolutionary energy itself of the deeper principle which it raises to 
consciousness. And we drop the idea of evolution altogether, if we 
attribute temporal freedom to a will which could thus dispense with 
process. But a freedom of manifestation the attainment of which is the 
very end and explanation of the life-process is not an actual freedom 
within it. Perfect man is free, but imperfect man is man in the making. 
In this process, the self of consciousness is not the principle seeking 
realization, but as yet unrealized, in consciousness; and therefore it 
is that the evolution of that principle appears at first as alien, as a law to the 
conscious self, and determination in accordance with that law to be an act of 
voluntary obedience. But every such determination is in fact a moment of 
evolutionary force or power, and in the very act of determination the 
higher principle establishes itself, so far, as the self of consciousness; and 
thus it is that determiI1ation in accordance with reason and the moral law, 
against the Spoll~:;'lleous tendencies of the apparent self which is thus 
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invaded from within, is recognisable as self-identification v.ith the universal 
principle to which reason and the moral law are referable. The perfect, 
unhindered, spontaneity of that principle in us would be our complete 
at-one-ment v.ith it. Only the Universal \Vill in us, as the deepest and 
inmost ground of our being, can make intelligible those early forms of 
our consciousness of it, which appear as Conscience and the sense of 
moral Obligation. And as we can will nothing except in the degree in 
which the principle of a will is active in us (however deficient our formal 
consciousness of it may be), it follows that our" Freedom ", which is but 
another word for our Atonement-our freedom, in the sense of unobstructed 
manifestation of our divine original or ground, is of pogrtss;(I( attainment, and 
demands conditions impossibly comprised in any experience limited by 
external causes. 

"The idel.l of Re-birth " has thus two pillars which sustain and necessi
tate it: the spontaneolls tendency of the will to any sphere of manifestation 
in which it may be found (" Where the treasure is there v.ill the heart be 
also "), and the use of such sphere in furthering the evolution whereby any 
state of the will is discovered to be non-essential and surmountable. The 
explanation of this use is nearly obvious. The true self of us all, the 
Universal \Vill or Principle in us, cannot attain realisation-its" freedom "
in consciousness, until the contingency, the non-reality of the individual 
perversion, which meanwhile passes for the self, is known. But this non
reality is not given in the mere consciousness of it as defect or fault. On 
the contrary, this moral consciousness is just the illusion which makes a 
reality of sin, and of the self of sin. Just as little, however, or rather far 
more dangerously less, is the non-reality of the sinful self given in an intel
lectual apprehension, like the present, which enables us to assert this non
reality as a proposition. A thousand times preferable is the naivest accept
ance of sin as real by a Methodist preacher or a captain in the Salvation Army, 
to a philosophy which mistakes a truth of the intellect for an exoneration of 
the will. For only in the affirmation of the will lies the verification of the 
intellect. Only then is sin unreal to me when I have proved its unreality 
by an act of freedom from it. And therefore is the stage of action so indis
pensable to the evolution which discovers truth behind illusion, and being 
behind appearance. Thus it is that the very desire of the will, drawing it 
back to the sphere which engendered it, offers again and again opportunity 
to the will of renunciation. Nor is that all. The mere self-consciousness 
of a subjective state can never attain the intensity of self-judgment which is 
only possible when the will in action has flung out a representation of itself, 
and when the individual is confronted with the out-birth of his nature. The 
agent in this judgment is always, though under many disguises, a deeper 
being in him which has hitherto seemed mere inactive participation in the 
moral development of his environment, but which he now appropriates as 
his own principle in energy. The incarnation on which, for its own gratifi
cation, the proximate will insisted, has exposed it to the influence of what
ever in the environment is adapted to kindle a force at variance with it. 
Ever watchful for its opportunity of emergence, the deeper will to deny the 
will most proximate to consciousness is stimulated to equality of develop
ment with the higher levels of moral attainment in the world. The uncon
scious tendency of all moral development is to the ultimate ideal of 
universalisation of the will which is proclaimed by all great religious 
teachers, but which, by a necessary process of accommodation, soon sinks 
to the conception of a rule or standard of conduct, though as a revelation it 
always remains at hand for progressively practical assertion. Now it is 
evident that on the one hand the attraction of any world for the incarnating 
will, and, on the other hand, its use in bringing to energy and conscious
ness a deeper will in denial of the first, depend on its being neither too 
~ood for the one purpose, nor too bad for the other. I am here equally 
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because I like it-(however my superficial self-consciousness may think 
the contrary)-and because it is good for me to be here. There is, indeed, 
the third, and relatively very rare case, in which the completely liberated 
will, manifesting as a Buddha or a Christ, incarnates to raise the spiritual 
level of a world, by re-publishing and re-exemplifying the ideal end of 
existence. " Salvation in the Church" means nothing more than exposure 
to the rays of this communicated influence, in asocial environment which 
has appropriated it most distinctly and immediately, and which has provided 
the representations of it best adapted to elicit recognition and excite 
aspiration-an efficacy not to be denied to external ritual, symbolism, and 
religious art . 

In re-actions against externality, in all iconoclasm, whether its hostility 
is directed to images or concepts of the mind, or to material embodiments 
of an idea, there lurks a fallacy of spiritual independence in a sense 
contradicted by all analogies of growth in nature. Sun, moisture, soil, are 
all external to the acorn, but it would remain an acorn for ever if it could 
turn from them with vain imaginings of its arborific potentialities. And so 
a dormant spirituality needs for its excitation a cognate principle in energy. 
And when, for instance, we are told, as so often now, that the whole truth 
of Christianity is the Christ in ourselves, we are constrained to add, 
borrowing the form of a famous supplement to another proposition, "except 
Christianity itself". The Christ in ourselves would have no chance of 
emergence but for the revelation which became a vitalising power from 
without, a revelation given to the world, says the Bhagavad-Ghita, as often 
as its spiritual level falls below what may be assumed to be the lowest 
average required for the uses of incarnation. 

The world regarded in this two-fold aspect, as a sphere the most 
attractive to the wills of its inhabitants, and as a school most appropriate 
for the negation of those very wills which brought them, for the most part, 
to it, is thus seen with moral certainty to be the necessary theatre of 
individual life till its attraction is exhausted by accomplishment of its 
disciplinary purpose. Nothing, if we consider it, can be more beautiful 
than the economy of this arrangement, whereby the very spontaneity of the 
egotistic will provides the conditions of renunciation and exaltation. 

The doctrine of Re-birth is therefore a necessary consequence in every 
religion which teaches the liberation of the Will from the bonds of 
individuality, as the ideal end of human existence. That this ideal is that 
set up by Christ and by his great successor, St. Paul, and is circumstantially 
typified in the whole career of the former, there can be no possible doubt. 
On the other hand, there can be no more certain proof of the early 
obscuration of this ideal in the history of the Christian Church, than its 
explicit repudiation of a conception so indispensably consequent. The 
single human life could only be conceived as eternally critical upon 
dogmatic suppositions, which had grown up in substitution of the pure and 
original revelation. A Theosophist of the Eastern school might say that 
Christianity lapsed from the dignity of a religion when it mistook Devachan 
for Nirvana, exalting and eternal ising the spiritual result of one objective 
life-time. That this mistake is largely responsible for various perversions 
of the Christian revelation, besides necessitating a total misrepresentation 
of human freedom, there can be little doubt. The spiritual situation had to 
be logically saved, on the one hand by a revival ofthe false idea of sacrifice as 
substitutionary instead of as typical or representative, and on the other hand, 
by postulating a freedom of evolution, instead of the evolution of freedom. 

The doctrine of Re-incarnation in itself belongs, it is true, in the first 
instance, rather to psychology-in the most comprehensive sense of the 
term-than to religion, for the latter is more concerned with the ideal to be 
attained than with questions of time and opportunity. Nor would the 
supreme interest of religion lose by exaggerating the importance of a single 
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moment of experience, or by the "foreshortening" of spiritual processes 
wnich is so characteristic of its statements, were it not for the reaction of 
despair inevitably ensuing from comparison of the magnitude of the demand 
with the unequal powers of response in unequal stages of development. 
From this embarrassment sprang a whole doctrinal system intended to 
obviate it, but offering new difficulties to advancing intelligence. These 
conceptions were like the cycles and epicycles by which it was attempted to 
torture geocentric astronomy into conformity with nature. Evolution 
through re-incarnation was a factor indispensable to solution of the spiritual 
problem; in its absence the consummation must be per saltum. Now though 
it is quite true that an evolutionary process may be accelerated by suitable 
agencies-and this may as well happen in the soul of man as in the plant 
which springs into abnormal growth by the application of Akasa-an 
equality of germinal capacity, at least, must be presupposed, if the special 
agency is to be equally available for every individual in a single life-time. 
Such equal capacity would he equal proximity of the spiritual principle to 
the consciousness of each and all, so that equally favourable conditions of 
growth-the same environment-would be equally efficacious in each and 
all. But this supposition is altogether rebutted by our experience of man· 
kind. Moreover, due exposure to the quickening agency is itself a question 
of environment, and here, too, we find the same or even greater inequality. 

In the foregoing attempt to represent the most abstract grounds of 
the belief in ke-incarnation, and of the connection of that belief with 
Religion, the writer has advisedly abstained from associating it especially 
with any particular system which happens to have developed the idea in its 
own way. In his opinion, however consequent such developments may be, 
they rather confuse than elucidate the conception on a first presentation, to 
say nothing of the necessary limits of a paper like the present. Nothing, 
for instance, beyond the barest allusion, has been said of the great law, or 
force, of Karma, at least under that name, or by way of distinct recognition. 
In what has been said here, the force of specific attraction, conditioning the 
individual at re-birth, has been seated rather in the acquired constitution of 
the will, than in any" action" in the objective sense. And Karma as the 
operative cause of Re-birth has again to be distinguished from the other side 
of the conception, or perhaps rather its development, which contemplates it 
as a law of moral equivalence or requital, and asserts a self.acting efficacy 
of the moral law, in exact correspondence to that which obtains in relation 
to physical laws and man's observance or neglect of them. A great and 
characteristic interest of the idea of Karma is its realisation of spiritual 
force as an agency not less operati ve in the dispensation of human 
circumstances, than is physical force in physical relations. It introduces 
science into the moral order,' with as much confidence, and with as little 
dependence on any special interposition of what is understood in 
the \Vest by Providential Government, as is conceded among ourselves 
to physical order. It is a magnificent generalisation, and undoubtedly 
completes the logic of Re-birth. But in its aspect as the operative cause of 
Re·birth the force of Karma has perhaps been recognisably included in what 
has been said. in this paper of the attractive affinities engendered in the will. 

The absence of any express reference to objections commonly urged 
against Re-incarnation may seem to some a more important omission. 
These objections are well brought together, and severally answered, by Miss 
Arundale in her excellent essay, which, with her translation of Mr. Heckel's 
treatise, forms perhaps one of the best introductions to the suhject in English 
literature at present. But it has been thought better to confine this paper 
to such a presentation of several positive grounds for the belief, as in itself 
contains the reply to some objections due largely to misconception. The 
most popular and frequent objection-the want of memory of former lives
is, as usual, that which least survives adequate reflection. For it takes no 
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account of the sifting of consciousness, or of the uses of experience. That 
which is most transient, phenomenal and external, is regarded as the most 
real, and as bound up indissolubly with the very identity of the individual. 
It is not considered that memory, even within one organic condition, offers 
only a minute residue of all that has passed through consciousness since 
infancy, that withdrawal from direct contact with an environment must 
mean gradual effacement of all which the interest of the will has not most 
intimately appropriated, and that even of what adheres, the spirit rather 
than the form will ultimately remain. It is just this extract of the essen
tial from the accidental that marks the transition from the consciousness of 
a personality which is the mere centre of circumstances, to that of a relatively 
abiding individuality, storing the harvests of its successive seasons. The 
events and external relations of earthly life are but the husks of the grain; 
they have no longer an interest for the will, and therefore no longer a place 
in the memory, when the grain is extracted. They have already gone from 
memory before the- conditions of re-birth are fulfilled; but even were it 
otherwise, the totally new interests and circumstances of a new incarnate 
existence would offer no definite link of association for recognisable repro-

. duction of impressions belonging to an entirely different context of experience. 
Nor is the objection from the facts of heredity at all more formidable. 

The deeply-seated difference in the characteristics of many, perhaps most, 
children of the same parents is a fact more worthy of attention in relation to 
this question, than are the inherited traits. The believer in Re-incarnation 
is not concerned to deny heredity, because none of its observed facts pene
trate so deeply into the structure of character, as to afford any valid pre
sumption that the whole individual differentiation can thus be accounted 
for. No one but a materialist can assert that the supposition of physical 
propagation of a complete human being is less hypothetical than our view. 
The properties of any matrix must modify the resultant product in its own 
order. The plant is not unaffected by the quality of the soil in which its 
seed was sown, and the influence will be naturally more observable as the 
organic scale is ascended. Every ground or matrix is a basis of reaction, 
and the more the basis is differentiated, the more distinctly apparent will 
be the effect of its reaction. Nor can any idea be more cognate to a spiritual 
philosophy, than that which regards the joint product of the male and 
female principles of a lower order-and in their junction at the physical 
extremity only the physical or animal principles of the parents can be con
sidered-as itself the matrix of the formative principle of a higher order. 

In answering other objections, Miss Arundale has found occasion for 
vindicating "the Idea of Re-birth" in some of its broader features. She 
has done this so admirably, and also so succinctly, as to add much to the 
value of the volume she has given to the public. Mr. Heckel's essay, well 
rendered into English, gains much by association with the expositions of 
the translator and of Mr. Sinnett, and perhaps a recommendation of the 
book is hardly necessary to readers of Lucife,. Now and then a statement 
occurs in a form which seems to the present writer open to objection, as 
when" the Ego" is spoken of (p. 70) as standing with a power of choice 
between the influences of the principles above and below it. Enough has 
been said above to indicate the point of disagreement here, which certainly 
cannot be dismissed as an unimportant detail, as nothing has been more 
influential in postponing recognition of the great truth of spiritual evolution 
than the doctrine of an arbitrary freedom. 

In conclusion it may be said that no one who, from an independent 
standpoint, has come to a just conception of the general grounds of belief in 
Re-incarnation, can fail to see the importance of studying the question in 
connection with the great religious philosophy of which it is a vital tenet. 
And to such a study, perhaps, no better introduction, in a small compass, 
can be found than the volume which has given occasion to this article. 

C.C.M. 
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ijtbt ~olbtn ctbain of ljonttntS. 
THAT IS 

A DESCRIPTION OF NATURE AND NATURAL THINGS. 

How and from what they are generated and how they are destroyed again, and 
what that Subject is which generates, destroys, and regenerates things. 

Franck/urt anti Lep;ic, li23. 
Translated from the German by SIGISllt:lW BACSTROlI, }I.D., 1797. 

Revised from the unpublished }ISS. hy THO:\U.S HENRY P.HTINSON, F.T.S. 

OF THE GENERATION OF THINGS. 

CHAPTER I. 
What Nature is. 

Nature comprehends the invisible and visible creatures of the whole 
universe. \IVhat we call nature especially is the universal Fire or ANIMA 

MUNDI, filling the whole system of the universe; and therefore it is a 
universal agent, omnipresent and endowed with an unerring instinct, 
which manifests itself in Fire and Light. It is the first creature of Divine 
omnipotence. 

Anima Mundi as used here does not mean animal life-principle, 
manifested or otherwise; but the cause of what we understand as the 
universal life principle. 

CHAPTER II. 

How all tllings proceed therefroln. 

Thus God created first the invisible Fire and endowed it with unerring 
instinct and a capacity to manifest itself in three principles. 

I. In its original most universal state it is perfectly invisible, 
immaterial, cold, and occupies no space; in this tranquil state it is of no 
use to us, yet in this unmoved state it is omnipresent. 

2. In its second state it is manifested by motion or agitation into 
Light. In this state it was separated out of Chaos, when God said, 
"Let there be Light, and there was Light ". Yet it is still Cold. When 
gently moved and agitated it manifests Warmth and Heat, as is the case in 
all frictions, and in fermentations of moist things. 

3. When collected in a sufficient quantity and violently agitated it is 
manifested as a burning Fire. This continues burning as long as it is 
agitated, and has a fit subject to act upon. When that fails it returns to 
its first state of tranquil universality. In the character of Burning Fire it 
manifests Heat and Light. 

Thus we say in its primary universal state it is perfectly invisible and 
immaterial. 
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In its second state of manifestation it is visible as Light. 
In its third state of Heat and burning Fire it is visible, hot or 

burning, and becomes somewhat material; as it occupies room or space 
whilst in this state .. 

You have now seen 3 distinct powers of the Universal Spirit. But it 
possesses still more, and even some inconceivable powers. 

We have told you the Universal Spirit is endowed with an unerring 
instinct. Working by the most simple and nearest way, it has also, besides 
its already mentioned conspicuous qualities, 2 occult powers, viz., 
attraction and repulsion, and these two powers are inconceivably great. 

We see various instances of it in Thunder and Lightning, in 
Earthquakes, Hurricanes and in the surprising effects of gunpowder. 

When God created this universal Fire he gave it a power to become 
material, that is to become Vapour, Humidity, Water and Earth, 
although that fire in its own universal nature is and remains centrally the 
same. Thus you see the beginning of the 4 Elements. Burning Fire, 
Vapour and Humidity, mixed with cold Fire, constitutes atmospheric Air, 
which still more condensed becomes Water, and Water becomes Earth. 
Originally it was but one element, Fire. 

This universal Fire becomes a vapour of immense extent, which by 
further inspissation becomes chaotic Water, and out of this Water the 
Creator separated the Light, that is separated (01' sub-divided) the universal 
invisible Fire into Light. Thus we see that invisible Fire manifested in two 
principles-Light and Humidity. Therefore out of Light and (chaotic) Water 
God has created all things. 

Water was the first condensation of the universal Fire, which never
theless in its centre was and remains Fi1'e, full of life and activity, and the 
more so as it was assisted (01' equilibrated) by its equal the Light, separated 
out of it as much as was necessary for the creation of all immaterial and 
material Beings, and in succession of time, for their maintenance. 

Of the separated Light we have spoken before. 
We have now to consider its first Body, Humidity. Water differs in 

regard to its Density (or sub-division) ; if rarefied to a certain degree it consti
tutes Air, that is a predominance of Fire above Water. But if condensed to 
a certain degree it becomes Humid \Vater, or Humidity predominating 
over Fire; nevertheless in Both lies concealed the universal Fire or Spirit of 
the universe. 

As soon as the Air gets deprived of this universal Fire, which animates 
it and renders it elastic, it becomes immediately putrid, and thereby declines 
(precipitates), becomes Humidity, Earth and Solid. It is the same case with 
Water, when deprived of Fire or of animated Air, it becomes putrid and 
condenses still further and becomes Earth. 

God has ordained it so that the Universal Spirit, by means of Humidity 
should work all things, because Humidity mixes easily with everything, by 
means of which the Spirit can soften, penetrate, generate, destroy and re-
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generate all things. This Humidity or Water is the Body, the vehicle. 
But the Spirit or Fire is the operator, the universal agent, the Ani",. • 
Spiritus MI.ndi-the all-working spirit and power of God; the universal 
Germ, the genuine agent, the only agent and fabricator of all natural things. 

The universal Fire fills that immense space of the universe between the 
Heavenly bodies, and as it has a power to become material, it generates a 
subtle vapour or invisible Humidity, its first passive principle. It causes 
therein a gentle reaction, and a most subtle fermentation takes place uni
versally, and by this reaction the universal acid is everywhere generated, 
which we can call nothing else than a most subtle incorporeal Nitre; it is 
inwardly fire and outwardly cold. 

Thus this spiritual Nitre or universal Acid we call the second invisible 
change of the universal Fire generated out of chaotic invisible Humidity; and 
as this approaches the atmosphere of the Heavenly Bodies it become~ 
gradually more and more material, until it meet an alkaline passive princi
ple whe'rein it fixes itself and forms native Nitre, so that from universal 
spiritual Nitre it becomes material Nitre. 

Thus we say not without good reason that the Solar Rays of light are 
nothing else than a most subtle spiritual Nitre which gradually becomes 
more and more nitrous as it approaches the Earth, but Sea Salt in the 
ocean, animating the atmosphere with fire or life, and thereby giving 
elasticity to the air and life and preservation to the water. 

~'e see between the Firmament and our Earth continual Vapour, 
Clouds, and Fogs, which ascend like a transpiration of the Earth; and are 
sublimed upwards by the central heat of the Earth. 

This chaotic Water and Vapour, contain.and are the first matter of all 
things, and although this appears very simple before our eyes, yet it is two
fold, as it contains Fire and Hltmidity. The invisible in the visible-the 
Fire or spirit is the agent and the \Vater the mother or parent. 

Whosoever wishes to arrive at the fountain of Secret Wisdom, let him 
study this well and let him go with the central point of truth to the circum
ference, and for ever imprint on his memory, that from Fire and Water, 
or Spirit enclosed in Humidity, all things in the world are generated, 
preserved, destroyed, and regenerated. 

\.vhoever comprehends this will find no ?ifficulty in analysing natural 
things. He may easily volatilize the fixed-and fix the volatile: a putrid 
subject he may convert into a pleasant smelling one; out of poison he 
may make a salutary medicine, because he knows that all things proceed 
from one root, and return to that root. The distinction is external, 
and regards only the modification of the matter, which is more or less 
digested or fixed. Therefore the philosophers say that thei, mattn- is in all 
things. Yet they select subjects wherein the universal spirit is more 
abundantly contained, and more concentrated and thus easier to be obtained. 
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Volatile Spirit of 
EARTH incorporeal. 

EARTHY acid spirit 
corporeal. 

Fixed EARTHY Spirit
ual Alkali corporeal. 

Primary substance 
of all Bodies. 

Regnum Animale. 

Regnum Vegetabile 
sive Acidum. 

Regnum Minerale. 

Pure concentrated 
Fixed EARTHY 

tincture, Extractum 
chaoticum. 

o 
~ 
(ill) 
e 
~ 
e 
~ 
~ 
~ 

P,n,e! ,oncont,at,d 9 
universal Quintessence. ~ 

CHAOS CONFUSION. 

Spiritual incorporeal Nitre containing the 
uniyersal Fire without a Basis or 

alkaline Body. 

Nitre, or corporified Spiritus Mundi in 
earth. 

Sulphur~. Nature, Male. 

Sea salt or corporified Spiritus Mundi in 
\Vater ~ and salt. Nature, Female. 

Nitre and salt united. 

The most volatile. 

Between Volatile and Fixed. The 
mediator. 

Fixed. The volatile spirit is here 
downwards. 

The unfermented tincture. . 

Fermented and specified with Gold or Sun. 
Lapis philosophorum. 

EXPLANATION OF THE GOLDEN CHAIN OF HOMERUS. 

o Me< th, ,hao, i, divided, a Vola til, Fi" i, repmt,d. 
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This is named spiritus mundi. Dew, Hail, Rain, Snow, and all 
that which comes from the atmosphere are its faithful com
panions. 

Here is hidden the volatile essence of the \Vorld from the upper 
regions, when it descends into the lower; out of which it takes 
a body and appears visible and palpable before the eyes. 

Nitre is known to the whole world, but where is he that can 
enumerate all its virtues? There is that in Nitre which can 
fabricate all things. 

The lower regions are subject to it. 
The upper regions cannot be without it. 
Nitre is the Father of all things in nature. It causes the Founda-

tion of the Earth to tremble. 
Its power has been given to it by the Creator. 
Its dominions are over the skies, the earth, and the sea. 
It is the ADAM of all things, out of which the EVE originates. 
The end will be obtained when the earth has been fertilised; 

when Adam has been fixed, and does no longer fulminate, and 
when Eve sits by his side. 

Sun and moon, the motion of the Earth, and the ocean moving, 
continually convert Adam and Eve. 

Through heat and cold, and the tides of the sea, the earth resus
. citates that which is rained, common salt and Alkali, feeding the 

children of nature with its Blood. 

\Vhen the Male and Female meet a perfect Fruit is engendered. 

The volatile animal kingdom demonstrates this. 

The vegetable Hermaphrodite, which is between volatile and 
fixed, shows also whence it proceeds. 

The fixed Earths, Stones, Flints, prove that they belong to the 
nitre and salt. Air, water, and earth demand the active principle 
from nitre alone. 

When now the noble sperm of the Earth or World has been fixed, 
and from vapour and water has been converted into a fixed 
earth, then is accomplished that which the wise esteem most. 

The volatile must become fixed, and from vapour and humidity 
must become earth and a dry Red Blood. Then it is the 
treasure of the world and the highest blessing. 9 A periect perlection which expel, poverty and d;""se. 

(To be contintled.) 
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fttbit1us. 
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE MAZDAYASNIAN RELIGION*. 

~~rE are glad to notice that the translator of Dr. Casartelli's disser
"-'Y:Jv:' tation, La Philosophie religieuse dZI Mazdeism~ sous les Sassanides, 

whereby he gained his Doctorat at Louvain University in 1884-, 
has added some corrective notes to his excellent translation of the D.>ctor's 
treatise. Dr. L. C. Casartelli, who is also a Catholic priest, throughout 
his work labours under the strange delusion that Mazdeism is largely 
indebted to Judaism and Christianity for all that is best in it. Whenever 
he makes a confident statement on this point, his Parsee translator is 
immediately busy with a refutation, supported either by texts from the 
Avesta and other ancient writings, or by quotations from Western 
scholars who hold opinions exactly the reverse of those of the Louvain 
graduate. There are also many other points on which the translator 
picks up the author and corrects his translation of Pehlevi texts or 
misconceptions of the philosophy. We however think that there still 
r('mains much to be done, especially in the latter direction, and shall 
endeavour to point out one or two misconceptions which an elementary 
knowledge of symbology should have easily avoided. In spite of these 
blemishes, however, much remains that will be of great interest to the 
student of Esotericism and of support to the argument of Theosophy as 
to the unity of all religions. 

In the outset but scant justice is done to the primal spiritual postulate 
of the Mazdean system, that" Boundless Time ", Zrvan Akarana, which 
connotes the Parabrahm of the Vedantin and the Ain Sopk of the Kabbalah, 
the Absoluteness; while on the contrary the Dualism of the religion is 
unduly accentuated. This draws from the Translator a long note beginning 
with the paragraph :-

II It is a well-known fact and it is proved by many distinguished savants, 
both European and Zoroastrian, that the leading feature of the theology of 
the original or Zoroastrian Mazdeism, as contained in the A vesta and 
especially in the Gai.thai.s, was strictly based on Monotheism . . .. 

A View, by the way, which has been strongly defended even in the 
Occident by Dr. West and others. 

In describing the Wisdom Doctrine, which is the common property of 
all Eastern religions and to be found in the Avesta equally with the rest, 
Dr. Casartelli follows Spiegel in his effort to set down its origin to the credit 
of the West, and quotes largely from the Sapiential Books of the Old 
Testament. If there is one thing that is certain it is that the Wisdom
religion and the Sophia-my thus have always come by the way of the East. 
However it is not to be supposed that a man will ever find the root of the 
tree of the W orId Religions by keeping his eyes fixed on some particular 
branch or branchlet. 

The frequent recurrence of the number 7 in the Mazdean System is 
remarkable. For instance we read of 7 continents; 7 days of creation; 7 
great mountains, the principal off-shoots of Alburz, the Mazdean Meru; 7 
metals produced from the limbs of the first man, Gd.y6",art i q. kinds of 
liquid; 7 senses, &c. This has, however, escaped the notice of the author. 

• The Philosophy of the Mazdayasnian Roeligion under the Sassanids, translated from 
the French of L. C. Casartelli by Firoz Jamaspji Dastur Jamasp Asa; Bombay Jehangir 
Bejanji Karani, 17 and 18, Parlii Bazaar, 1889. 

5 
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Again in dealing with the A",esofpantls, * the F"afliiha"s and F"aflfJShis, not the 
slightest elucidation is offered and the entire puzzlement of the scholars on 
the subject is frankly admitted. The Amshaspends are esoterically the 
7 Primordial Emanations, or Logoi, of their synthesis Auhar",aza who 
II dwells in the eternal or endless light in the place of Auharmazd" and 
which is .. clearly distinguished from the created light of the world" (p. 
26). The Ferouers or Fravashis are the Reincarnating Egos of Humanity 
and are said to be equal in number to the Drujs or Demons (p. 93).t At the 
end of the world each Warrior-Fravashi combats and overcomes his twin
demon. All of which is perfectly clear to the student of Esotericism, who 
will also see the same idea underlying the mystery of A harman, the syzygy 
of Ailharmazd, and the synthesis of the Demons, who are identical with 
the Asu,as of the Pura.nas. Speaking of the Mazdean Satan, Dr. Casartelli 
writes:-

" If he deprives a man of his wife, his children, his whole terrestrial wealth, nay 
even his life, he does not consider it as a great misfortune; but if he succeeds in 
carrying off his soul and in ruining it, he considers it indeed a great wrong that he 
has done him" (p. 64). 
So that perhaps after all the devil is not so black as he is painted. 

Very far from the truth is our learned Pehlevi scholar in his remarks 
on the frequent allusions to rain in the Mazdean scriptures and the reverence 
with which it was regarded by the followers of the Avesta doctrines. Of 
course the reason of this reverence must be attributed to natural causes. It was 
simply because the populace was largely engaged in agricultural pursuits! But 
then what can you think of a superstition which actually believed that the 
seeds of all things came down in the rain!! Such is the tone of the Doctor's 
remarks. Perhaps such an explanation inaysatisfy the limited comprehension 
of a solar-mythologist; it will not however content the student of occult 
symbology. Rain and Water correspond to the ether of space and to the 
astrat ocean that surrounds the earth. This contains the types or II seeds" 
of all that grows on the bosom of our Mother Bhumi. Bllt setting aside 
occult science, for ignorance of which an orientalist may perhaps be 
excused, the author might at least have found, even from his own notes, 
some more reasonable explanation of the peculiar reverence for rain which 
obtained in the Sassanian cosmology. 

In the category of the 14 kinds of Water, called by the" general name 
of .l{ayci .. (p. 114), we read of the" 'Vater in plants ", of "Animal seed ", 
"blood ", &c. We may compare this with the different kinds of Fire, of 
which II five . . . are known", these were" diffused through the six sub
stances, that is to say the works of the six periods of creation" (p. 116), which 
together with the seventh creation, the" day of rest", complete the 7 mystic 
Fires. The 5 correspond to the 5 known elements, the remaining 2 being 
still latent, like the senses. These are given as follows :-

"(l) The fire Berezi-sar,ang shines near the Lord, Atiharmazd. It seems to be a 
spiritual fire which is incorporated in the various forms of material fire, especially 
like three souls in the three sacred fires. • • • 

II (2) The fire Vohiifr)'an dwells in the bodies of men and animals and feeds upon 
water and solid food. 

" (3)' The fire Un·,Jz;sl is the fire which is found in plants. It feeds upon water 
and has no other food. 

"(4) The fire VJzisl is the lightning which dwells in the clouds . • • This 
fire has no need either of food or drink. 

"(5) The fire yplnist is the common fire of the world which consumes food but 
not water. 

"The fire Vd.hrdm, the sacred fire of the Mazd<lyasnian altar, is associated with the 
fire last mentioned. As we have seen, this fire is rather an incarnation of the celestial 

• It is to be regretted that the French transliteration has been retained throughout. 
t Because the Drujs are the lesser .. Mapases ... 
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fire. It has three bodies or principal centres • • • The three souls of the celestial 
fire lodge in these three corporeal fires, all of which form the entire body of the fire 
Valzni",." 

Again, speaking of the Mystic Trees, the GtJkarl, the source of 
all medicines, is said to grow out of the earth, whereas the White Hom 
"which will furnish man with immortality at the time of the resurrection, is 
spoken of as being in the ocean, or the sea with the wide shores", esoteri
cally Space. And, we might add, that the one grows with its roots in the 
earth, the other with its roots in heaven, twin-trees, one the reflection of 
the other and both within every man. From all of which we may perceive 
that perhaps the superstition is not so absurd, for: " the water or sap in 
the plants circulates like the waters of the earth, or like the blessings 
which the righteous utter, or which come back to themselves" (p. Il9), 
and as "blood" is under the same law, therefore it follows that the Maz
dean initiates knew both of the "circulation of the blood" and, more 
important still, of the cyclic and karmic law. 

Those who have read Berosus and of the" Monsters terrible and bad" 
of the stanzas of the Book of Dzyan, will find some interesting items in 
corroboration of the existence of intermediate and monstrous types in the 
first arc of primordial evolution. \"l e read of gigantic three-legged asses, 
of tree fishes and ox fishes, &c., &c. But more interesting still to the 
student of fhe Secret Doctrine is the description of the Mazdayasnian anthro
pogenesis. 

" The human race is not only descended from the primeval man, Glly(}mart,jrolll 
!I'/zOIll I11I me/als art a/so derilJed, but it has also passed through a r'egtta6le (.I:islell" 
before heing constituted in its present state. 

U Man was in fact the work of the sixth epoch of the creation. ACtharmazd formed 
Gliyomart, a solitary male being, from the earth. He was 71..hilt', IJri//i,rnt-/oolling IlS tl" 
sun. He had three characteristics, viz., life, speech, and mort alit) . Thejirst 171.'0 were 
communicated to him by ACtharmazd, the last is owing to the influence of Aharman. 
The whole of mankind has inherited these characteristics by its descent from Gll.yomart. 

"He and the primeval ox were the only living beings on the earth during the 
first 3,0000 years. Both of them Ih'ed in peace and happiness till the commencement 
of the millenillm of the constellation of Lihrat. Then Aharman attacked and 
overwhelmed them with e\'ils during 30 yearst, and at length put them to death. 
GAyomart, while succumbing under the blows of his adversary, predicted that man
kind would be born of him. Then he lJequeal/ud /lis lJod,.~ very justly to Aharman .... 

"Gli.yomart while dying dropped his seed, which was purified by the liKht of lite 
sunil. Two-thirds of it were absorbed by the earth. Forty years after,.it produced 
two human beings under the form of a plant, ha\'ing onlv one stem, IS lea\'es, and IS 
years of age. These two beings, MAshya and MAshy6i (otherwise MatrO and MatrO
yau), were united logether <II Ihe lIIiddlc§, in such a manner that it was impossible to 
know which was the male and which the fem,lle. It was not either known if they 
possessed reason. Then they passed from the vegetable form to the human one; the 
r~lsoning faculty . . . which is the soul, spiritually entered into them.oo 

.. We give below the comments of Windischmann on this curious legend :-tt 
". The plant with a single stem is the type of the unique origin of the two sexes, 

or Gf their original insepal ableness. The stem is aged fifteen years, for .this is the 
perfect age assigned to GAyomart himself. It has fifteen leaves, for an equal number 
of human races inhabited the K':s/Illtzrs.tt The plant appeared for forty years, for that 
is the normal age of generation in the Var.,~ Mli.shya and MAshyOI were twins, like 

• Three Rounds. Here" man .. stands for the future physical man and the" primeval 
Ox" or Bull. for the ever developing potential nature.' 

t Symbolizes separation of sexes. 
Sandhyas among the Hindus. This signifies the third Root Race of the Fourth Round. 

, Chhaya. II The Egg-born. § Hermaphrodite . 
•• Separation of sexes; incarnation of Manasaputra. 

tt Windischmann. Zor. Stud .• pp. 214. 215. tt Continents. " The" Ark". 
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Yama and Yami in the Vtdas, like Yima and his sister in the BU1I-tltlttsll, which 
derh'es its information from more ancient sources.' 

H Another p\;tnt was formed resembling this one: it produced ten races of mon
strous and fabulous men, as the Cynocephalus, winged men, men hl\;ng tails and 
others; but all of them were the issues of the seed of Gflvomart. Those' of the 
forests ha\'ing tails and hairy bodies '0 are undoubtedly the great quadrumana, like 
the gorilla of Africa (?) Besides other cases of rehltionship between men anti tiome 
inferior animals were admitted. The Pehlevi "ersion of the VtnditlQd also at>serts th.lt 
'all that which appertains to the monkey (K,iJ;il) is precisely like (that which 
appertains to) man.' Elsewhere the monkey, hear and negro are grouped together as 
dtg,adtd 1IU/II'lIl ,aas,I.',Hled/rom flu il/f~r(Ollr$': 6rta'ull 111(1/ tllIIl tT,il spirilst-den, 
dnijs and pariks "(pp. 129-131). 

Further on we are told that Mli.shya and Mashyoi when they first 
obtained their soul, "covered their bodies with grass (giyli.h), and had no 
need of food but drank only water"; afterwards they killed a sheep, and 
having discovered fire by frictioll, they roasted it. .. On this very occasion 
they covered themselves with garments of skin "t. All of which is a plain 
simple statement of fact to the student of scientific mythology.§ 

Page 145 gives us an intt:resting piece of information and another 
proof of one of the contentions of the esoteric doctrine, for we read: "The 
age of reason has no fixed limit; it varies between 7 and 8 years, for before 
this age' sin does not take root''', or as we should say individual Karma 
does not operate. 

Under the heading KlwCttikdaf, the author tries his best to convict the 
Mazdean scriptures of sanctioning incest! This pious libel brings his 
translator down upon him in an excellent note, where he conclusively proves 
that the meaning of the avestaic term qutUtvadatha cannot even by the most 
elaborate imagination of prejudice be twisted into any such meaning. It 
simply means a " a giving of oneself, a giving in relationship, self-dedica
tion, devotion ". As an epithet of the Mazdayasnian religion, it means 
"bearing relationship with God" and as an attribute generally means 
"devout ". In other words it is descriptive of spiritual Yoga and occult 
powers. But what can you expect of the religious mind of the West, which 
believes literally in the 700 wives and 300 concubines of King Solomon! 
The same charitable accusation is brought against Arda-i Viraf, the most 
holy of all the Dasturs, who restored the Mazdayasnian traditions to their 
original purity. This most holy man is said to have had his seve" sistlTS to 
wife, whereas the meaning is, that the Dastur had achieved complete 
mastery over his seven" principles". 0 Shades of holy ascetics, into what 
evil times have the narratives of your great deeds fallen! 

Space will not permit us to make more than mention of the wonderful 
world mountain Alblirz that surrounds the whole earth and is pierced with 
360 openings, and of the mundane egg; of the two Maidens that meet the 
Soul at death, the personifications of his good and evil deeds, and of the 
Cinflat Bridge which unites this world with that beyond the grave and is 
situated on the" peak of judgment ", which is in the middle of the World 
and a part of the Alblirz; of the Heavens and the Hells, of which latter 
Viraf says the worst is 0" the earlh, and of the end of the World. Under the 
last heading we read :-

" At last comes the millenium of SoshyAns, the last prophet. During this epoch 
the appetite will gradually diminish and men will desist at first from eating meat and 
lastly they \Viii live upon water. . . . . 

" All this regeneration will be accomplished under the direction of the prophet 

• The" Race of crooked red-hair covered monsters going on all fours ", (S.D. II. 19.) 

t Animals. 
: This refers to the gradual consolidation of the bodies of primitive men, and to the 

incarnation of the Flames, or MaruJSajutra, the reincarnating Egos, 
§ N.B,-The Italics are our own. 
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Soshy"ns, who will have assistants, certain Illen an.! women who have been preservl'd 
from death in the mystical regions, like that of AfrA.n Vej, the reminiscence of the 
primitive country of the Aryas, whiCh has become a sort of otJicina genl;um for the last 
ages. This country s:ems to be in KIzvalliraf, on the shores of the ocean. It contains 
the Var or tbe enclosure formed and gO\'erned by Yim i it is under the earth and is 
one of the abodes of these immortals." 

Which is simply a reference to the" imperishable land" and the" race 
which never dies" of the Secret Doctrine. 

Finally we would ask the author: (a) how, if, as he says, the Mazday
asnian religious writers were most strongly opposed to Christianity, 
Judaism and Manichreism, they could at the same time owe the most 
spiritual portions of their system to the two former religions: and 

(b) If he cannot escape from the horns of this dilemma, is he prepared 
to endorse the statement where he says :-

" Among all otber non-Christian religions, the Mazdayasnian religion can justly 
boast of having the soundest, the highest and the most reasonable system of ethics." 

(c) If so, what was the source of this religion, if not the one stream of 
initiation that has ever watered the earth? 

THE YOGA SUTRA OF PATANJALI.* 

OUR learned brothers Tookaram Tatya and M. N. Dvivedi have laid 
us under a fresh obligation, the one by publishing, the other by 
producing this new edition of the immortal work of Patanjali. Without 
doubt it is the best edition yet presented to the English reading 
public, and will be welcomed by every Theosophist acquainted with one or 
another of the already existing translations and commentaries. Following 
the good example of the arrangement by brothers 'Judge and Connelly, it 
dispenses with the annoying brackets of Govindadeva Shastri's translation. 
But this is the least of its merits, for not only are the improvements in 
translation numerous, but the annotations of our learned professor follow 
with unvarying regularity each aphorism, written in an excellently clear 
style which will render the difficulties of the text, already considerably 
modified by Dvivedi in his translation, within the comprehension of every 
careful student. 

The professor points out a fact that \Vestern students are not 
sufficiently aware of, viz., that the study of Patanjali assumes an intimate 
acquaintance with the evolutionary system of the Sankh)'a philosophy of 
Kapila, which may be rendered as the numbering or analysis of the 
universe. The Yoga system adds the conception of [swara, or god. 
but whether Patanjali intended this term to connote a personal or 
impersonal deity is still a matter of dispute among the learned, in fact· 
adhuc sub judice lis est. On page 94, Professor Dvivedi drops a useful hint 
in saying: "What Patanjali calls mind throughout is called P,ak,iti by 
Kapila "; this is a veritable Ariadne's thread which will lead the steadfast 
enquirer to a remarkable discovery, for if the key to the apparently 
materialistic "atomism" of the Sankh)'a is once grasped, it will translate 
itself into the most spiritual and occult metaphysics the mind can conceive. 

Generally speaking the annotation of this translation contains a large 
Dumber of useful aids and suggestions for the student of occultism, 
especially with regard to reincarnation and the independent action of the 

• Translation. with Introduction. Appendix, and Notes, based upon ~everal authentic 
Commentaries, by Manilal Nabhubhai Dvivedi, sometime Professor of Sanskrita. 
SimalaMsa ColIl'ge: Publisht'd by Tookaram Tatya, for the Bombay Theosophical 
Publication Fund, 1890. 
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mind, The idea of the supreme state attained by the Yogis is also well 
explained. It is called, in the Yoga-Sutra Kaivolya and is "a state in which 
there is entire cessation of all desire, and when the nature of the essence 
of all consciousness is known, there is no room for any action of the mind, 
the source of all phenomena". It is defined in the text as "the power of 
the soul centred in itself", and further explained by the translator a~ "not 
any state of negation or annihilation as some are misled to think". And 
he adds, "The soul in Kaivalya has its sphere of action transferred to a 
higher plane. This our limited minds cannot hope to 
understand. " 

It is impossible for all except the finest Sanskrit scholars to pass a 
sufficient criticism on the translation of the aphorisms, although a 
comparison with other translations will easily place Dvivedi's in the 
front rank, both from the point of view of philosophy and com
prehensibility. We shall, therefore, only remark on a few of the most 
salient points in the notes, • ..,hraddha, which is translated by that scape
goat of a word" faith ", is thus explained: 

"Faith is the form and the pleasant conviction of the mind as regards the 
efficacy of ""ga. Truc faith always leads to energic action, which again, by the 
potcn.:y of its vh'idness, calls to mind all previous knowledge of the subject. This is 
energy which leads to proper discrimination of right and wrong." 

In commentating on the" Word of Glory", the Pranava, the mystic 
Word OM, and its repetition, the annotator says: 

II japa means repetition, but it should be accompanied by proper meditation on 
the meaning of the words or syllables repeated. The best way IS MJ1UlSa, i.t., mental, 
such that it never ceases even during work, nay, evcn in 1Ilecp," 

Verb, s.t. sap.! The 40th and following aphorisms of Book II. deal 
with" purity" and it is interesting to remark how these spiritual sciences 
of old insisted on " mental" purity as of the first importance. How little 
has the solitary hint, "he that looketh on a woman to lust after her, hath 
committed adultery already with her in h;s heart", been understood by the 
\Vest! And how desperately we need the knowledge of such elementary 
fads of Eastern occultism, and the Gllpta Vidya, is known but too well and 
miserably by all Western students. The" unco' guid" scowl at Tolstoi, 
when he points to the knot that is choking them; still they will Ita ve to get 
their fingers on it some day if they do not wish to be "cast out into the 
swine ", 

The very difficult and obscure aphorisms IX, et seq. Book IlL, are 
explained more intelligently than heretofore. After explaining Nirodlsa 
as meaning "the interception of all transformations, or thought and 
distractions", and further elucidating that these distractions are not 
those ordinarily understood, but" the distraction which is still there (sc., 
in the mind). in the form of Samprajndta or conscious Samadhi, the result 
of Samyama" (i.e., the union of the three processes: Dharanti, contemplation, 
or "the fixing of the mind on something external or internal "'; Dh)'iina, the 
making of the mind one with the object thought of; and Samtidhi, the 
forgetting of this act and the becoming one with the object of thought)
he says: 

" The moment the mind begins to pass from one state to the other (sc., from 
conscious to so-called II unconscious" trance), two distinct processes begin, f'iz., the 
slow but sure going out of the impressions which distract, and the equally gradual but 
certain rise of the impressions that intercept, When the intercepting impressions 
gain complete supremacy, the moment of interception is achieved, and the mind 
transforms itself into this intercepting moment, so to speak. It is in the interval of 
this change that the mind may droop and fall into what is called la)'a or a state of 
passive dulness, leading to all the miseries of irresponsible mediumship." 

He reiterates this 'warning' again in another passage when saying: 
" Mere passive trance is a dangerous practice, as it leads to the madness of 
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irresponsible mediumship "; and again in describing the four Yoga states, 
he says: 

"When the Yogin passes from the first state and enters the second, his danger 
begins. He is ell rapport with those regions that are not amenahle to ordinary "ision, 
and is therefore open to danger from beings of that realm, good, bad, and indifferent. 
These are called Dtvas-powers of places, ;.~., powers prevailing over various pla':e's 
or forces, such as residence in heaven, company of beautiful women, &c. • , • . 
But besides these temptations, either seen or unseen, there may be various other 
ways, both physical as well as spiritual, in which the aspirant may be worried, 
frightened, or anyhow thrown off his guard, and tempted or ruined. The only 
remedy for all this mischief is supreme non-attachment, which consists in not taking 
pleasure in the enjoyment of the temptations, as well as not taking pride in one's 
power to call up such. A steady calm will carry the Yogin safe to the end. If this 
cannot be done, the very evils from which the YoKin seeks release would harass with 
redoubled strength." 

Oyez, Oyez, ye psychics I 
In annotating the XVII. aphorism of the same Book, Professor 

Dvivedi gives us a very interesting exposition of the Splwla doctrine. 
II Spllola", he says, .. is a something indescribable which eternally exists apart 

from the letters forming any word, and is yet inseparably connected with it. for it 
rn'eals (S/,Ilottl, that which is re\'ealed) itself on the utterance of that word. In like 
manner the meaning of a sentence is also rtvt'a/ed, so to speak, from the collective 
sense of the words used." 

So also with nature sounds, cries of animals, &c. By a knowledge of 
the TatwfIS and the practice of Samyana, the yogin can sense all sounds; this 
is one of the Siddkis or " powers latent in man". 

The appendix contains some selections from the Hathafradipikd which 
deals with the practice of Hatilavidyd, that is Hathayoga, of which the less 
said the better. The diet recommended, however, may be useful to 
Vegetarians. It is: "wheat, rice, barley, milk, gllee, sugar, butter, sugar
candy, honey, dry ginger, five vegetables (not green), oats and natural 
waters ". This puts us in mind of another interesting passage in the notes 
on aphorism XXX. Book II., which enjoins forbearance from five evils, 
and is almost identical with the Buddhist Pansii. The word himsa is 
translated, for want of a better term, " killing", and thus explained: 

"It means the wishing evil to any being by word, act, or thought, and 
abstinence from this kind of killing is the only thing strongly required. It ob\'iously 
implies abstinence from animal food, inasmuch as it is ne\'er procurable without direct 
or indirect Rimsa of some kind. The avoidance of animal food from another point 
of view is also strongly to be recommended,OIs it always leads to the growth of 
animality to the complete obscuration and even annihilation of intuition and spirituality. 
It is to secure this condition of being with nature and ne\'er against it, 01' in other 
word!> being in love with nature, that all other restrictions are prescribed." 

This is further explained in the note to aphorism XXXV., where it is 
said: . 

" The abstinence here implied is not the merely negative state of not killing, but 
positive feeling of universal love. , . . . \Vhen one bas acquired this confirmed 
habit of mind, even natural antipathy is held in abeyance in bis presence i needless to 
add that no one harms or injures him. All beings, men, animals, birds,-approach him 
without fear and mix with him without reserve." 

Finally, if anyone raise the question "cui bono; what good can such 
books do to us Westerns"; they will not have far to seek. We have 
already heard threatening rumours that some of our best minds, who have 
been fed solely on the intellectual husks of modern research, have raised 
the cry, "there is no scientific basis, no raison d' etre for ethics; all such 
unscientific garbage is hysterical emotionalism". The ancient soul-science 
of Aryavarta gives such objectors the" lie direct". As well stated in our 
thoughtful and learned pundit's introduction: 

"A system of ethics not based on rational demonstration of the universe is of 
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no practical value. It IS only a system of the ethics of individual opinions and 
individual convenience. It has no activity and therefore no strength. The aim 
of human existence is hal)piness, progress, and all ethics teach men how to attain the 
one and achieve the other. The question, however, remains, what is happiness and 
what is progress? These are issues not yet soh'ed in any satisfactory manner by the 
known systems of ethics. The reason is not far to seek. The modern tendency is to 
separate ethics from physics or rational demonstration of the unh'erse, and thus 
make it a science resting on nothing but the irregular whims and caprices of 
individuals and nations. 

"In India, ethics have ever been associated with religion. Religion has ever 
been an attempt to solve the mystery of nature, to understand the phenomena of 
nature, and to realise the place of man an nature. E"ery religion has its philosophical 
as well as ethical aspect, and the latter without the former has, here at least, DO 

meaning. If e\'ery religion has its physical and ethical side, it has its psychological 
side as well. There is no possibility of establishing relations between physics and 
ethics, but through psycholo;,:y. Psychology enlarges the conclusions of physics and 
confirms the ideal of morality." 

This" missing link" will be found everywhere in Manilal Nabhubhai 
Dvivedi's book, and we are delighted to congratulate both him on his work, 
and also those who will be fortunate enough to be persuaded to study this 
valuable contribution to Theosophical literature. 

THE BLOOD IS THE MAN.'" 

THIS weird story derives its inspiration from a conceit that has been several 
times already employed by the compilers of " shilling shockers ". A dying 
man is resurrected by the transfusion of blood from the veins of another. 
The result is a change of personality. The inevitable Doctor who dabbles 
in the occult, certain tragic incidents of a "vendetta" colouring, and.a 
general ",ise-en-scene of names, countries, and times that no one has ever 
heard of before, or wishes to hear of again, fill 100 stout pages of pica type, 
and may wile away a quarter of an hour with sufficient excitement for some 
people. The general craving for mystery is producing an over supply of 
such books. It is, however, strange that the caterers for the popular 
appetite offer such poor fare, when they might serve up such gorgeous 
banquets of horrors for a very small outlay of reading in the limitless fields 
of medireval magic and witchcraft. 

----~.~~~---

SAADI. 

And where is Saadi now? 0 Golden-mouth! 
Who swept the heart-chords of this world at will ; 
Thy song is ringing thro' the ages still, 

Thy memory revered from north to south. 

Thy perfect Soul knew not the cost of sin, 
The clutch of Dharma, Kamaloka's kiss, 
Nor dull Devachan with its aimless bliss; 

Nirvdna gaped to suck thy Spirit in. 

Our life's the nobler for thy having been, 
The happier for thy messages of love; 
Charmed by thy power the unhappy strove 

To build a niche within the dim Unseen. 
CHARLES MACKAY OLIVER, F.T.S. 

• \V. Lawton-Lowth: The Bancroft Company. San Francisco. 
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tJtbtllsapbiral ~dibitits. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

ENGLAND. 

The second course of Thursdaye\'ening discussions at the Blavatsky 
Lodge opened on Jan. 22nd. The following is the syllabus:-
JAN. 22.-The Constitution of Man. I. Man as a septenary; his relation to the seven planes 

of Being: the Trinity and the Quaternary: the building up of the physical man; 
the .. Lives"; the physical consciousness: .. death." 

JAN. 29.-11. The astral body: meaning of the term: astral forms: the relation of the 
astral body to the physical: .. apparitions": .. spirits"; .. death." 

FEB. 5.-111. The Life-Pnnciple; its relation to the One Life: The Kamic Principle; 
passions and desires: Kama-Riipa: the .. spook"; .. death." 

FEB. 12.-IV. The" Mind": the Higher and Lower Mind: the Ray: Kama-Manas; the 
personal and individual .. 1 "; the battle-ground of life. 

FEB. 19.-V. The" Mind"; Reason and Intelligence; Ratiocination and Intuition: 
Perception, Memory, Judgment: Brain-Mind; genius: persistence of the In
dividual. 

FEB. 26.-VI. Separability of mental consciousness and brain: mental activity and phys
ical lethargy; senses other than .. the five"; clairvoyance: creative power of 
imagination: domination of fixed ideas. 

MAR. 5.-VII. AtmA-Buddhi; the Higher Self; glimpses of" the god within"; the phys
ical, the psychical, the spiritual; the oneness of Humanity in its- permanent 

_ element: the final triumph of the self-conscious Spirit. 
MAR. IZ.-Rei,uarnation. I. Meaning of term: metempsychosIs: what it is incarnates and 

reincarnates: when and why; the object: the pursuit: the spoils of victory. 
MAR.I9.-Rein{arnalion. II. The proofs: .. innate ideas": .. hereditary transmission": 

.. organised experience": family likenesses and divergences: precocity; rapidity 
of acquirement; intuitions; argument from justice; vexed problems of life: 
wide-spread nature of belief. 

MAR. z6.-Karma. Meaning of term: "laws of nature": cause and effect; fatalism: 
character and destiny: poverty and wealth; the choice of the Ego: the object of 
its pilgrimage: .. good" and .. bad" conditions. 

The discussion is opened each evening by Annie Besant, the President 
of the Lodge. 

Chiswick.-The recent efforts which have been made in this district, 
have resulted in the formation of a Lodge, which was formally inaugurated 
on the loth Jan., when the following officers were elected. President, W. 
Kingsland; Vice-President, A. A. Harris; Secretary, Treasurer and 
Librarian, F. L. Gardner. Open meetings of this Lodge are held every 
fortnight, on Saturday evenings, at 8 o'clock; at 37, Barrowgate Road. 
On the intermediate Saturday evenings the members meet for the study of 
the Secret Doctrine. 

"The Problems of Life and Death" was the subject of Annie Besant's 
lecture, on Saturday afternoon, Tan. 24th, at the Steinway Hall, Portman 
Square. The Hall, notwithstanding the most inclement weather, was well 
filled by the public, comparatively few Theosophists being present. We 
leave the press to speak about the success of the lecture. Says the Star 
and other papers :-

.. Mrs. Besant lSave an extraordinarily eloquent lecture on Saturday in the Steinway 
Hall on "The Problems of Life and Death". She understands, as so very few good speak
ers do, the beauty of rhythm in a sentence, and the force that is gained by the reiteration of 
some particular word. She has evidently trained herself in the same school of oratory as 
John Bright, and has gone to the same source of literary and poetic inspiration-the Bible. 
"rhc one central belief upon which she laid stress was the eternity of life. • It is death,' she 
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said •• not life that is the hal1ucination.' The spirit alone is eternal. • If the brain decay 
and the body die.' she exclaimed •• shall not the spirit find some new instrument?' In this 
Theosophic faith. Mrs. Besant said. was • an inner fount of serenity'. and to those who had 
once held it • life could never be the same again.' • 

.. Only second in importance to this faith in the eternity of the spirit Theosophy main
tained the truth of the' brotherhood of man'. Mrs. Besant recognised now as before the 
necessity for mutual helpfulness. with the added obligation that Theosophists' out of their 
own fount of calmness should bring calmness to those around them'. The lecture was 
listened to throughout with the utmost attention by an audience which included many 
thoughtful and cultivated people." 

The Eclw says:-
.. It almost takes away one's breath to find Mrs. Besant arguing against the Material

istic position. and rebuking the absolute scepticism of Professor Huxley. but this is actually 
what took place at the Stein way Hall on Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Besant argued that· The 
real life of man resided in self-consciousness, and it was that alone that was permanent. while 
all else was transitory. It was this self-consciousness partially separated from the body that 
was met with in the hypnotic state. It was clear. therefore. that this inte11igence need not 
perish when the body perished, as it functioned more freely when it was even partially 
divorced from the flesh. Death, then, became a mere change. and not a blow which 
destroyed life.' EsoteriC Buddhism is not Orthodoxy. but it has stronger affimties with 
Orthodoxy than Materialism." 

The impressions that the reporter of the Daily Chronicle noted down were, 
that 

.. She compared human life to the flight of a bird from the dark of night into a 
brilliantly-lighted hall and back again. All religions had been more or less an attempt to 
tum that darkness into light, an attempt to escape from the hard conditions of daily life. 
always reaching upwards with the design of making life itself more precious by throwing on 
the darkness that encircled each grave some light which might make it less sad for those 
who were left. Even the natural religions gave expression to man's yearning for a life 
beyond the grave. All these religions had striven to solve the mystery of death, it being 
believed that if this should be explained life would be a problem less hard of solution. In 
every man's life there was a period when he passed out mto the desert alone, and faced in 
solitude the problems of life and death. The materialistic position that one never found 
• mind' apart from 'matter', and from a specialised form of matter, was a strong one. 
But if we looked to nature, we were struck with one pregnant fact, which seemed to suggest 
that Materil1lists had begun at the wrong end. Having rejected the materialistic position, 
Mrs. Besant said that public attention had been called more and more of late to a body of 
evidence which scientists must take into consideration. and some of which had been placed 
before the public in connection with the spiritualistic movement. Professor Huxley had a 
perfect right not to believe, but he had no right to deny where knowledge had not preceded 
denial. Let them turn to another development of purely modern science which could not 
be explained upon a materialistic basis-hypnotism, Applying this to the higher qualittes 
of reason and inteJligence, it was found that memory and the reasoning faculties could be 
so stimulated as to give a fresh insight into life. The real life of man resided in self
consciousness, and it was that alone that was permanent. while all else was transitory, It 
was this self-consciousness partially separated from the body that was met with in the 
hypnotic state. It was clear, therefore. that this intelligence need not perish when the 
body perished, as it functioned more freely when it was even partially divorced from the 
flesh. Death, then, became a mere change, and not a blow which destroyed life. Life was 
the one thing permanent in the midst of change." 

Will Theosophy ever leaven the Churches, is a question which is often 
asked by earnest Theosophists. The Churches do not come to Theosophy 
but Theosophy has begun to go to the Churches. On Sunday, January 
25th, Herbert Burrows lectured before the members of the Rev. F'leming 
Williams' Congregational Church at Stoke Newington. To a deeply 
interested audience he spoke on the present position of churches 
and creeds, the need for agreement rather than difference, and for 
synthesis rather than analysis. He explained the chief Theosophical ideas. 
and traced the fundamental conceptions of man and the universe as spiritual 
in their essence, as the connecting link between all the world religions, 
showing how in Christianity this conception had exoterically become 
materialised j and concluding with a strong appeal to those present to look 
beneath the surface and search for that spiritual truth which alone can 
form the basis of the real brotherhood of man. The Rev. Fleming 
Williams, who presided, said that rarely had he been so profoundly 
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interested. The transparent honesty of the lecturer's public life was well 
known to all present, and was a guarantee that his views had been thought 
out with ·earnestness of purpose and singleness of heart. In view of tht" 
exceeding importance of the subject he recommended that there should be 
no discussion then, but that all should carefully think the matter over so 
that a discussion might be taken at some future date. The Star, in noticing 
the lecture, says:--

.. The Theosophical lesson which Mrs. Desant taught the West-enders on Saturday was 
repeated to North Londont:rs on Sunday afternoon by Herbert Burrows. For the first time 
Theosophy found a hearing in a church. The Rev. Fleming Williams is essentially a live 
all-round man, and he has institut.m at his church at Stoke Newington a series of Sunday 
afternoon conferences, which are remarkable for their broadness and catholicity of spirit . 

.. Mr. Burrows was invited to open one of these conferences, and he chose for his 
subject' The Spiritual in all Religions', treating it from the Theosophical standpoint. A 
large audience listened with the closest attention to the lecturer's exposition of his new 
belief. The most eager interest was shown in his account of his passage from Materialism 
to Theosophy, and to a spiritual conc.:ption of man and the universe, and also in the narra
tive of how Mrs. Besant and himself had little by little gained the new light during their 
work together in the East-end." 

Mrs. Besant lectured also on Jan. 15th to the Christo-Theosophical 
Society, on "What is Theosophy?" and on Jan. 17th, at the Bedford 
Park Club, to a crowded audience, her subject being: "Theosophy in 
relation to the occult side of nature". Tan. 27th found her at Croydon, 
explaining Theosophy to an uncomfortably full meeting of the Socratic 
Society, connected with the Free Christian Church. 

THEOSOPHY AND THE PRESS. 

Among the late Press Notices of Lucifer we remark in the Review of 
Reviews a lengthy extract from the article" Magic Rainmakers in Africa ", 
and this article is also noticed and quoted from in the Weekry Revieu' of 13th 
Dec. Mr. Stead's recently issued Portraits a"d Autographs contains excellent 
likenesses of Madame Blavatsky and Mrs. Besant, and in the Review of 
Ret'iews for January and the Scottish Leader are short extracts from the 
principal artIcles in the December number. The Western Morning News of 
January 13th and the Literary World of January 16th (which gives the 
definition of Hypnotism, from H.P.B.'s article), The Evening News and The 
Newcastle Chronicle also contain short notices. Our East-End Club for 
Working Girls, and its doings, are, among other papers, noticed by the 
Newcastle Chronicle, The Queen, Evening News, East LOlldon Observer, Dairy 
Chr01licle, Mistress a"d Maid. Accounts of Blavatsky Lodge Meetings are to 
be found in the columns of the Star for various dates. The Birmingham 
Post has a short paragraph describing the January Conversazione at Head. 
quarters. The Society Times, as u!'ual, has a number of articles on Theosophy 
and kindred matters contributed by Theosophists, among which may be 
noticed "The Teachings of Theosophy", "A Plea for Theosophy", 
"Theosophy as an Aid to Morality", &c" &c. Mr. Jastrzebski's series of 
articles" Theosophy on the Defensive" is continued in the issues of the 
Agnostic Jourllal for January 3rd and loth, and is concluded in the issue of 
January 17th. A series of papers in reply, entitled" Theosophy at Bay", 
IS commenced in the succeeding number. The Birmingham Gazette of 2nd 
January devotes a column to a review of Miss Arundale's hook, "The Idea 
of Re-birth ". There are numerous paragraphs in the papers this month 
relating to Mrs. Besant and her work, the more important being those in 
the Star, Bristol Mere/try, Newcastle Leader, Woman, and the American Chicago 
Tribune. The Woman's Penny Paper has of late given some attention to 
Theosophy, and we notice discussions in its columns on "Theosophy and 
Christianity", "Women and Theosophy". The London correspondent of 
the Umpire informs the world that" Theosophy as a social factor is as dead 
as }Estheticism, or the Dodo" ! 
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The following papers also contain short articles, notices and correspond
ence on Theosophical subjects: Tablet, Liverpool Mercury, Athentnlm, Light, 
Sunday Times, Glasgow Herald, Kensington News, West Middlesex Standard, 
West London Observer, F"eeman. 

SCOTLAND. 

The Scottish Lodge.-The new year was opened with a special meeting. 
The first subject for discussion being "Psychic Currents" in connection 
with the present epoch, its hopes and fears, dangers and ways of meeting 
them. After noting the cyclic periods, e.g., the light which radiates from 
the East in the closing years of each century, and the approaching close of 
the first cycle of the Kali Yug, an analogy was drawn between psychic 
currents, and the currents of magnetism manifesting in the arrangement of 
steel filings on a membrane stretched over a magnet, the filings being com
pared to human beings under the influence of currents. The psychic 
currents were distinguished into the dispersive and the centralizing, and 
their effect illustrated, the former sweeping all that is worthless to outer
most darkness, the latter collecting and intensifying all that is worth keeping. 
The power of man to place himself in connection with one or other of these 
was insisted on, and the fault known as" short-circuiting" was illustrated 
in the tendency to form little groups, apart and separate from the great 
spiritual life of humanity. 

The next item was a very interesting lecture on mechanical modes of 
hypnotism by a physician of great eminence and experience, who exhibited 
various apparatus used for the purpose, including Dr. Luys' revolving 
mirrors. In pointing out the dangers of hypnotism the learned lecturer 
used almost the identical terms employed by Madame Blavatsky in Lucifer 
for December, but without having read her article. 

At the next meeting section six of the" Key to Theosophy" was com
menced. The relations of the principles there laid down, with the Gnos
ticism of the early centuries of the Christian era, and the connection of the 
latter with Persian Dualism; Manichreism, and the doctrines of the Hussites 
and Lollards were bnefly sketched. 

The President then gave a short address on the septenary nature of 
man, embodying in .the simplest and clearest possible language the most 
elementary teaching of the See"et Doet"ine, by way of introduction to the 
latter half of this section. 

Referring to the friendly editorial note to our last report in Llteifer, 
we notice that the remarks are treated as though proceeding from the 
President alone. They are, however, a summary of the opinions of the 
Lodge after long and close discussions, lasting usually from two and a-half 
to three hours at each meeting. 

SWEDEN. 

The great pressure on our space prevents us from printing at length 
the Annual Report for 1890, made by the council of the Swedish Branch of 
the Theosophical Society. The following extracts will interest our readers: 
-During the second year of its existence the Swedish branch of the Theo
sophical Society has shown a slow but steady growth. 

In the first issue of the" Teosofisk Tidskrift", appears an article by 
Mrs. Annie Besant, called" Theosophy and H.P.B. ", which everybody 
ought to read and take to heart. 

At the end of 1889 seventy-two members were inscribed, sixty-six of 
these are still members, and forty-one new ones have been inscribed during 
1890. At the end of 1890 the number of members was consequently a 
hundred and seventy-sixty-nine settled in Stockholm, thirty-six in the 
country, and two in America. Of these members, sixty-six are men and 
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forty-one are women. During the eighteen meetings of the year, many 
important questions have been discussed, among others on: "The idea of 
God ", " The link of union between the doctrines of Luther, as they are now 
promulgated, and Theosophy", and on "Free will". The Society has 
published six pamphlets and a translation of the" Key to Theosophy" by 
H. P. Blavatsky. A catalogue of the Society's library and a list of its 
members was published April 1St. On September 28th it was resolved to 
publish a Theosophical Magazine, to appear eight times during the year. 
An issue of four thousand copies was published and distributed in December. 

On the 14th December it was decided that the Society hereafter 
should receive guests to their meetings who could continue to follow the 
proceedings of the Society, without inscribing themselves as members. 
Three new paragraphs were added to the rules, which settle the relations 
between the general Swedish branch and future lodges in the country towns. 

G. ZANDER, President. 

SPAIN. 

Mad,id.-A lecture on Theosophy, entitled" Una fase del moderno 
Renacimiento oriental: la Teosofia novisima" was delivered on January 
20th, by Senor Gomez Baquero, at the" Ateneo" which, as our corres
pondent informs us, may be styled "the brain of Spain, composed of 
scholars and writers, politicians, artists and journalists, in a word, of the 
intellectual life of Spain ". The lecture has been widely and favourably 
noticed by the leading papers of the capital and peninsula. This is the 
first occasion on which Theosophy has found voice on the platform in 
Spain, and we are glad to be able to say that the lecturer thoroughly 
interested his audience in his presentation of the synthesis offered by it. 
The 1m parcial, a leading liberal journal, speaks of Theosophy as containing 
"the purest, the most sublime, and the most elevating system of ethics". 

AMERICA. 
We have not much news from our American brethren this month; but 

we notice the delivery of a number of lectures under the auspices of various 
branches of the Theosophical Society, among them one at Philadelphia by 
Mr. Judge. The latter gentleman has issued an appeal to the fellows of the 
Indian Section, urging them to systematically and determinedly carry out 
the second object of the Society, by sending to the \Vest translations of 
Sanscrit and Indian vernacular works bearing on the fundamental doctrines 
of Theosophy. 

It is with pleasure we see that the Gautama Lodge has been using the 
.. Theosophical Gleanings", published in these pages, and that the study of 
the" Secret Doctrine" has become easier in consequence. The Upasana 
Branch has started on the same plan. 

Brother McBride of Light Theosophical Society has been just appointed 
Judge of the Supreme Court of Indiana. 

INDIA. 

[Selections from the Supplement of the " Theosophist".] 

FIFTEENTH CONVENTION AND ANNIVERSARY OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, 

At the Head-quarters, Adyar, Madras, December 27th, 28th, 
and 29th, 1890. 

The General Convention opened at noon on December 27th with the 
address of the President-Founder, who was most enthusiastically received. 
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Colonel Olcott, after welcoming the delegates to Adyar, and alluding to 
his work, gave a report of the progress of the Society. Sixty-two new 
branches had been chartered, 84 Theosophical publications, some of them 
of a most important character, were issued from the press in 1889 and 
1890. The Adyar Library, Oriental Section, now contains 2,848 works and 
1\1SS., 418 of which are Chinese, 272 Japanese, and 10 Thibetan. The 
President then sketched the financial position of the Society, and from this 
went on to speak of his intended retirement as follows: "In the December 

. number of the Theosophist I printed a paragraph announcing my determination 
to relinquish office and withdraw into private life. Five years ago to.day, 
I asked to be relieved, that some better man might be elected in my place. 
The history of my life proves that I have been ever actuated by the feeling 
that I would not linger in any place where I was not wanted, or where I 
had out-grown my usefulness. I felt that the time had come for me to with
draw from this Presidential office. My constitution has undergone heavy 
strains from my eleven years' public work in the tropics and my nervous 
system has been weakened. Things worry me that did not before, and the 
cares and troubles of my unique position bear me down. I have been 
~lDable to find time for rest and relief from mental strain. Night and day 
the burden of anxiety has pressed upon me more and more a'S the expansion 
of the Society has increased, and as calls have been made upon me to open 
up fresh fields for theosophical activity, India has stood quietly by, seeing 
me continually more and more pressed for help, without volunteering to give 
it, and, because I was not importunate in begging, let me shift as I could 
for income and helpers. Friendly words and pleasant compliments I have 
had in plenty, but little more. But for my American compatriots-I repeat 
the question-where should I have been? So that, with old age approach
ing, my health weakened and my mind distressed by ever-augmenting 
worries and responsibilities, I felt that I had earned the right to rest, and that if 
I did not get it, I should soon break down. So I announced my decision, as 
above stated. No sooner had my paragraph appeared, and my friends been 
privately informed in advance, than letters, telegrams, and protests from 
Branches came pouring in. From some of the best men in America, from 
friends in Europe, and from all parts of Asia, came one universal supplica
tion that I should not withdraw. One of the chief men in India at once 
sent in his resignation; a letter from America warned me that hundreds 
there would follow suit. One and all, without a single exception, prophesied 
that the collapse of the Society would be the consequence if I persisted. 
Not a single man or woman realised my true position, or gave me god-speed 
into my longed-for retirement. In casting about for my successor, I thought 
that the proper person would he my co-founder and intimate friend, Mme. 
Blavatsky, and informed her of my determination to resign in her favour. 
Besides the fact of our having founded the Society together, and the indeli
cacy, therefore, of my placing anybody as President over her, I had a still 
stronger reason. The Esoteric Section has now grown into a compact body, 
which includes more than a thousand of the most intelligent, active, 
unselfish and devoted among our Fellows. Each of them is bound by a 
solemn pledge to obey her orders in all their Theosophical duties. * Evidently, 
then, the transfer of the presidential functions to my eminent colleague 
would put her in a position to accomplish for the Society infinitely more 
good than she can now, or than I could, who have no claim of authority 
over the Fellows, and no pledged body of disciples. So, to reconcile every
thing, and promote in the highest degree the best interests of our movement, 
I asked Mme. Blavatsky to take the office of President. Her answer, thrice 
reiterated by letter and cable, was a refusal, coupled with the declaration 
that if I resigned she should quit the Society and withdraw Mr. Keightley 

• Always, however, within the limits of the Rules and the sam/w" of UlllSNIIICI.-lEDS.] 
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from India: I was needed in my present office, and she would not go on 
without me. The gist of the whole matter is this, then: if I persist in 
retiring now I must take the responsibility of breaking up this grand, world
covering Society, or of whatever loss might befall in the withdrawal of a 
large number of most respectable colleagues, to say nothing of Mme. 
Blavatsky's own resignation. If I stop where I am, and as things now are, 
I have the prospect of breaking down, or even worse. But my life-work is 
not yet finished. I have books to write that can better be written by me 
than by another, because of my personal experience. One great block of 
my plans-a religious pact of the Buddhist nations, and the unification of 
the two schools of Buddhistic Philosophy-is but just begun. And then, there 
is that child of my brain, that hope of my heart, the Adyar Library. If I 
succumb, who will make it the power and the blessing to the world it ought to 
be? A large part of the chance for the revival of Sanskrit Literature and 
the consequent spiritual resuscitation of Indian and enlightenment of 
modern thought, depends upon the full development of the scheme of the 
Adyar Library. I wish to live for that; that alone is ideal enough for one 
man. So this is what I have decided upon. I shall withdraw for a suffi
cient time from active official work to recuperate my strength and rest my 
mind. My resumption of responsibility will depend upon the course of 
events, and it rests with my colleagues when that shall be. Meanwhile I 
place the Presidency" in Commision ", hereby appointing Tookaram Tatya, 
of Bombay, Norendro Nath Sen, of Calcutta, Navroji D. Khandalvala, of 
Ahmedabad, and \Villiam Q. Judge of New York, as President's Com
missioners; to have and exercise all powers and prerogatives remaining to 
me (save jurisdiction over and management of the Buddhistic department 
of our work, which has always been distinct from the general work of the 
Society, and which nobody is familiar with or could properly manage besides 
mysel!) until this day twelvemonth, or such other time as I may see my way 
to wholly or partially resuming active duty. This act to have effect from 
the 1st of April next, or sooner if I can make the requisite arrangements. 
Should I die, meanwhile, ample provision has been made in the Code of 
Revised Rules just enacted by the General Council of all the Sections of 
the Society, for such a contingency. Mr. Keightley's appointment as 
General Secretary of the consolidated Indian Section takes effect from the 
1st of lanuary, and I bespeak for him the loyal and unstinted support of 
every ndian Branch. His plans have my entire approval, and they must 
inevitably result in great good for this country. 

" And now, I pray you, be convinced of one thing, viz., that I have no 
intention of returning to my country or to Europe to settle down. Asia is 
my home and my paradise; here let me live and die." 

The Recording Secretary's report then followed, and mentioned that 
circulars had been sent out to all Indian Branches, containing questions 
as to their working. In the middle part of the current year (1890) 
fresh circulars were sent to those branches that reported want of 
activity in them, asking (1) what they thought the reason of decline 
of interest in Theosophy due to; (2) whether political agitation had 
anything to do with such a decline; and (3) what remedies they sug
gested. Out of 93 branches circularized, 51 uniformly replied by saying 
that decline of interest was due mainly to transfer, owing to exigencies of 
the public service, of devoted Fellows of the Society, who are Government 
servants: that it was not due to political agitation; and that the best 
suggestions they could offer were that Inspectors should be appointed to 
visit the Branches at short intervals and lecture for their benefit; and that 
the Head-quarters should frequently communicate with them. 

Mr. Kotayya had, in compliance with these suggestions, visited the 
Branches of Southern India, while the President-Founder, and Messrs. 
Keightley and Harte have also made various tours. 
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After the financial and branch reports had been given, the following 
letter from the learned Indian Sanskritist author, Professor Dvivedi, was 
read by the Secretary:-
GENTLEMEN, 

It is over four years since the day when our respected and beloved President-Founder 
performed the very noble ceremony of declaring open the Adyar Oriental Library. The 
results of the institution will. no doubt. be as far-reaching and universally beneficent as the 
idea of it. which has been conceived in the true spirit of universal brotherhood. originally 
intended. The endless topic of its inexhaustible advantages and benefits-individual, 
national. and universal-has well-nigh been exhausted by our worthy President-Founder 
in his Inaugural address of 1886. It is now for us to see how far these aims and objects 
have been actually realised. and what remains for those interested in the revival of ancient 
literature to accomplish. And. the remark may be permitted. it is difficult to conceive not 
so much who are. as who are not. interested in such a revival. For such a revival means 
national regeneration. and moral and spiritual progress. not of any particular nation or 
community. but of the whole world. It has repeatedly been observ.:d by intelligent and 
thoughtful men. h~re and abroad. that the ancient learning of India deserves a place. and 
perhaps the topmost one. even in the republic of modem advancement and research. 
None. but one whose eyes are entirely blinded by materialism. could fail to see the immense 
influence which the revival of Sanskrit literature has exercised on comparative philology 
and mythology. and therefore on the historical development of religion and metaphysics in 
general. And indeed the claims of ancient wisdom for recognition at our hands have been 
very well put on as neutral a ground as possible by our large-minded President-Founder. 
He says ... if the ancient books are as valuable as some allege. the sooner we prove it the 
better: if they are not. we cannot discern the fact too speedily". Either way a careful 
study of these books is extremely useful. to say nothing more. 

What we want at present therefore is such a thoroughly permanent footing for the 
library and its works as will ensure permanence to its future well-being and activity. The 
work before the institution is two-fold: the coll~tion of fresh books and MSS. and the 
translation and publication of important works into English and subsequently into the 
several vernaculars. This is a question of funds. and competent co-operation. The library 
as it stands at present is unprovided for. though the work above alluded to. is just the one 
without which the original object of the institution cannot be said to be fulfilled. It is 
therefore the duty of every native of India. from the richest prince to the poorest peasant, 
to contribute his mite towards this national work. It is truly national. inasmuch as it is a 
work. nay the work, most essential for national regeneration. accompanied with moral and 
spiritual exaltation. It is in fact the only way to polish into nicety the various rough 
ends and angularities of the dead-letter creeds of superstition and ignorance. The idea of 
universal brotherhood which we all cherish. cannot have a better way prepared for its 
actual realisation than the work before the Oriental Library. These certainly are ends, 
practical ends. worthy to be striven for, and the duty of every true son of India lies plaIn 
before him. 

It will not here be out of place to give an outline of a scheme for carrying out the said 
work. Our estimates should naturally be very modest and moderate to begin with. The 
whole work must be placed under the definite superintendence and guidance of a 
thoroughly competent English and Sanskrit scholar, who should combine in himself the 
duties of Director of the Oriental Library and Superintendent of the Translation and 
Publication Department. He must have at least one competent Sastree to assist him. and 
to serve as general referee in matters of difficulty. Both these should be assisted in the 
work of looking after the library. doing sundry translations. examining proof sheets. and 
serving generally as copyists. clerks. and librarians. by at least two competent men. 

It is intended that the Director and Superintendent should add to the stock of books 
and MSS. every year. as the funds at his disposal permit. and as the Councd of the 
Library sanction. But besides this what he should chiefly attend to is translations of 
important Sanskrit works into English. He may. however. from time to tim.e. invite 
competent specialists to take up translations of different Sanskrit works into English. 
arranging with them. from the funds at his disposal. the terms of their honorarium. which, 
however. we do not expect any gentleman serving so noble a national cause will ever 
condescend to accept. 

When the English translations leave the press. the Director should arrange to have 
them translated into the Tamil. Marathi, Guzaratl. Hindi. and Bengali vernaculars, and 
published through eminent book-houses in the several provinces. 

The expenditure for maintaining an establishment of this kind and for keeping up the 
Library would be about Rs. 5.000 per annum. or an amount equal to the interest on a 
hundred thousand Rupees at 5 per cent. The sale of the Library's publications would. in 
time. be able to supply some considerable item. but this cannot. however. at present be 
counted upon; for WIth the increase in the income. there will be proportionate mcrease in 
the calls on the activity of the Library and th"refrom increase in the expenditure on 
account of staff, etc. 

The direction in which the energies of the said staff may be engaged for a number of 
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years to come. may briefly be indicated. A large stock of Sanskrit works has been brought 
to light, published, translated, annotated, or edited. But the Darshana literature, as well 
as the Tantraliterature, is still, on account of its internal difficulties. a sealed book for 
Orientalists. But these exactly are those phases of thought which. with the Puranas, all 
of which are not yet translated, represent the metaphysical and moral aspect of Indian 
philosophy. Not only that. but they are most important in bringing about that moral and 
spiritual progress which we are aiming at. 

Translations of important works are not all that we require. We require elementary 
manuals and easy catechisms. after the system of Western scholars, to familiarize the 
rising generations with the sublime truths of the higher learning. These ought to be attended 
to. It may not be out of place to hint at the most burning necessity wbich at the present 
moment exists for a catechism of the Advaita. on the lines of Col. Olcott's Buddhist 
Catechism. The necessity is felt not only in Theosophical circles, but throughout India 
and the civilized world, for the Advaita, besides being the groundwork of the sublime 
edifice of Theosophy, is at the same time an easily accessible form of that universal Truth 
which is present in all formal religions of the world. The late lamented Mr. T. Subba Row 
contemplated some such thing as an Advaita Catechism, and he was best fitted to do it, 
with the depth of thought and richness of Intellect that he possessed. All the same, the 
necessity for such a book is daily pressing upon us. and it behoves any gentleman in our 
midst. who may be qualified to take up the work, to come forward. and undertake it. 

These few remarks fully explain the scope. utility. and emergency of what the Library 
has to attend to. It is all a question of funds and we earnestly invite all to contribute 
towards this grand work of national regeneration. MANILAL N. DVIVEDI. 

Addresses from the European, British and American Sections, from the 
Odessa group, the Swedish and Ionian Branches, were then read, and were 
followed by the report of the Ceylon Section, read by Dr. Bowles Daly. 
He said: There is every reason to be satisfied with the work done here 
during the past year. The sectional work during the absence of a General 
Secretary has been conducted by H. Dhammapala, assisted by Mr. 
Buultjens and others. Branches were visited in the Western Province 
and some schools organized by the native villagers. In the month of March 
I visited the Island on my way to India. During a few weeks' stay I visited 
some of the more important towns, delivering addresses in several places. 
The presence of a European seemed to inspire the people with energy and 
resolution to prosecute the work already begun. 

Thousands of cheap publications have been issued by the Buddhist 
Press. The introductory Catechism by Mr. Leadbeater has had a very 
wide circulation. The Olcott Catechism has been used only in the higher 
classes of the schools, 28,000 Sinhalese copies having been circulated in the 
Island. 

The Christian missionaries are unusually active; they are using every 
effort to deprive the Buddhists of the opportunities of educating their 
children. . . 

The Second Annual Convention of the T.S. was held on the 8th and 
gth of November last at Kandy. The W. E. Society, under the leadership 
of Mrs. \Verakoon, is pushing on its operation. Five girls' schools are now 
opened within the year. From August to 14th December I was engaged on 
a lecturing tour in the Central and Sabaragamawa Provinces. Received a very 
friendly welcome in every village and town; visited from 70 to 100 places; 
delivered about 120 lectures and addresses on Buddhism, Theosophy, Occult 
learning, Condition of Christianity in large towns in England, showed the 
importance of industrial and technical education. The money collected 
after lectures amounts to Rs. I,gIl-gO. Sold Rs. 300 worth of books. . 

The social condition of several of the villages was very low; drinking, 
gambling and idleness very prevalent. The people in every instance hailed 
with acclamation my proposal to introduce industrial schools. The want of 
technical education is very much felt. 

I am glad to be able to report that the heads of the Government in 
Ceylon have given me their assurance of sympathy and support in developing 
the schemes of industrial and technical education. I have virtually pledged 
myself to the Public Instruction Department to comply with and support the 
scheme of Government education. 

6 
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Mr. Tokusawa then delivered the following address, on behalf of the 
Kioto Theosophists and the Buddhists of Japan:-

BRoTHERs,-My presence, and that of this Buddhist Priest, Mr. 
Kozen Gunaratne, indicates the influence which your Society, through the 
President, has acquired in our distant country. With my little smattering 
of English, It is impossible for me to describe all that Colonel Olcott has 
done there. The effect of his tour through Japan last year has been so 
great and so lasting, that the current of pubhc opinion has been actually 
turned in the opposite direction. The letters and newspapers received 
weekly at Colombo by myself and compatriots prove what I have just 
stated. It is wonderful that one man could have done so much. \Vhen I 
think of the condition of my religion three years ago I feel inclined to 
shudder, because it was then at its lowest ebb. The more I reflect upon 
these evil times, the more inclined I am to bless the Theosophical Society 
and Colonel Olcott. A comparison between the state of Buddhism then 
and now justifies what I say. Some of you may know that Buddhism was 
introduced into Japan in 70 A.D., and it appealed so strongly to the senti
ments of the people that it soon acquired widespread influence, and finally 
became the national religion. 

But, unfortunately, some centuries later the Portuguese missionaries 
arrived and persuaded some Buddhists to change their creed, and Chris
tianity gradually acquired power in the land. Especially was this the case 
during the last 30 yt!ars, when Buddhism was trampled under foot by the 
missionaries, for till quite recently the more educated of our people regarded 
Buddhism and its priests with contempt. A few staunch followers of the 
Lord Buddha's doctrine tried to counteract the influence of the Christians, 
but it was in vain. It was at this dark moment that the Buddhists came 
to hear of the work of Colonel Olcott, and asked his aid and sympathy. 
Therefore, last year, Mr. Noguchi was sent to this country to persuade 
the Colonel to go to Japan and make a lecturing tour through the whole 
country. This, I am happy to say, he did, and his success was far beyond 
our most sanguine expectations. Buddhism took life again, and Buddhists 
began everywhere to undertake the revival of their ancient faith. Among 
the most conspicuous effects of this revival are the three Buddhist Univer
sities and various Colleges now about to be instituted; and the establish
ment of about three hundred periodicals advocating and defending 
Buddhism. 

You, no doubt, know all about Colonel Olcott's historic mission to 

lapan-how he went there, escorted by Mr. Zensiro Noguchi, and 
aboured for nearly five months in our country for the renovation of 

Buddhism. By his fiery eloquence and earnestness he aroused the sleep
ing Buddhists and rut new life into religion. 

The spread 0 materialism and scepticism was checked; the insuf
ficiency of Christianity for our wants was shown; and the truth of 
Buddhism vindicated. A reaction of a most marvellous character has-as 
1 have remarked-set in in favour of Buddhism. The founding of many 
Buddhist schools, Buddhist newspapers and religious journals are the 
visible results of the Colonel's mission. Imperial Princes and Princesses 
have begun to take a prominent part in Buddhistic education and propa
ganda. An Imperial Princess has become the patroness of the Buddhist 
Women's Society of Nagoya, which was founded soon after he had 
lectured in that city and in consequence of his tribute to woman. An 
Imperial Prince has become President of the" Dasa Sila Society"; a body 
founded for promoting the observance of the ten precepts of Buddhism ten 
years ago, but which, owing to the strong opposition of the Christian and 
sceptical classes, had died out. After the Colonel's mission it has been 
revived and is now working. The people now look to the Colonel as their 
benefactor, and to many he is almost their father. The Christians have 
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ceased to be so aggressive as before: their converts are inventing a new 
form of their faith. Yes, the mission of Col. Olcott to Japan will be 
recorded in history. The Japanese will ever remain grateful to him and to 
his Society, and I hope, Brothers, you will always take a kindly interest in 
our people. 

On the second day of the Convention the constitution and rules of the 
Indian Section were discussed and passed; and it was then moved and 
seconded, and unanimously carried by acclamation, that the appointment 
of Mr. Bertram Keightley as General Secretary, made by the President
Founder, should be ratified by the Convention. Mr. Keightley, in 
accepting the office, sketched the lines on which he proposed to carryon 
the work. He said he would make it a sine qllti non that he should be 
provided with two Assistant Secretaries to reside with him, who were 
required to be educated and intelligent men, with some taste for philosophy 
and metaphysical thought, and whose duty it would be to communicate 
regularly with the Branches and keep touch with them. It was his plan 
that press copies of letters written to the Branches should be kept for his 
reference, and for this purpose he would divide the correspondence with 
all the Branches between his two Assistants, and made them, so to speak, 
his eyes and ears. Besides that, it would also be part of their work and 
of his own duty to keep in communication with scattered and unattached 
members, whose help would be of great importance to him so far as their 
time would permit. The second branch of his scheme was to print and 
circulate to every member of the Indian Section gratis every month a 
pamphlet of 12 pages (duodecimo) consisting of questions and answers on 
topics of Theosophical interest. In doing this, he would make free extracts 
from the "Theosophical Forum", but, broadly speaking, it would deal 
with any questions of interest bearing on Theosophy in any sort of way 
that might be sent him. In this work, he looked to unattached members 
helping him very particularly. In the pamphlet he wished to give as much 
of Hindu thought as of 'Vestern thought, and he would send it to 
Mr. Judge, who would make use of the matter about Hindu thought there. 
In tne case of the members of Branches, the required number of copies 
would be sent to the Secretary for distribution, and in the case of ur.· 
attached members they would be sent direct to them from the Head
quarters. His third scheme of work was to prepare and issue for all 
Branches in India a paper or papers which might be read at Branch 
meetings, once a month at least. This was the American scheme, and 
such paper would be a pamphlet of sixteen or twenty-four pages uniform 
in size with the new paper, and would be issued only to Secretaries of Branches 
and not under any circumstances to the individual members. The object was to 
give an inducement to the members of a Branch for attending its meetings, 
to afford a stimulus to scattered members to form a Branch, to assist in the 
work of the Branch, to furniSH materials to Branches for study and dis
cussion, and to attract outsiders. Those were the three lines of work he 
proposed to initiate. Another part of the work would be to get up lecturing 
tours and visitations by the Provincial Secretaries, and such inspectors as 
Mr. Kotayya. About 3000 rupees a year would be necessary for carrying 
on the work of the General Secretary's office. 

On the third day of the Convention the reports of the Finance, Adyar 
Library, and Property Trust Committees were read and discussed. When 
all these had been disposed of, Mr. Tookaram Tatya rising said that he had 
a resolution to propose, to which he felt sure there would be no opponents. 
Such eminent services as had been rendered to this country by the 
Founders, he considered to be altogether beyond acknowledgment; but he 
felt that, for the sake of this Society, some permanent memorial of those 
honoured personages should be preserved at Head-quarters. As he under
stood that a bust of Col. Olcott was at present being made by public 
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subscription, he would move that a copy of Col. Olcott's bust should be 
procured, and a companion bust of Madame Blavatsky made, and that 
these two busts should be placed in the Adyar Library, as memorials of 
the Founders and an honour and ornament to the Library itself. 

This motion having been seconded by Mr. Mehta, gave rise to some 
discussion; none of the speakers opposed the object of Mr. Tookaram's 
motion, but there was a unanimous feeling that if it were adopted, the fact 
should be made perfectly clear to the Fellows and to the public that these 
busts were in no way intended to represent all the Society'S recognition to 
the Founders for the services they had rendered. Mr. Tookaram Tatya 
having vehemently disclaimed any such intention, and it having been 
understood that the honour done by the placing of the busts in the Library 
was rather to the Society than to the Founders, the motion was carried 
unanimously. -

On the motion of Mr. Keightley a Committee was appointed to 
consider the best way to meeting the expenses of Colonel Olcott's respite 
from the cares of office, during which time it was the wish of the Society 
that he should have all that might be necessary for rest and recreation in 
whatever part of the world he might select. 

This Committee reported at the evening session of the same day as 
follows: "That, in our opinion, it is our duty to provide liberally for 
Colonel Olcott's needs during the furlough which his present state of health 
has rendered necessary. We therefore recommend that a subscription list 
be opened by the Assistant Treasurer for this purpose, and that all Fellows 
of the Society and a.ll well-wishers of the President-Founder be urgently 
requested to send in, without further solicitation, any sums they may wish 
to subscribe for the purpose." 

The report of this Committee having been adopted, a resolution to 
the above effect was unanimously passed by the Convention. 

The proceedings of the Convention terminated with a most hearty 
and enthusiastic vote of confidence and loyalty in Madame H. P. 
Blavatsky. 

----~~~-----

" In vain Remorse and Fear and Hate 
Beat with bruised hands against a fate 
Whose walls of iron duly move 
And open to the touch of love. 
He duly feels his burdens fall, 
Who, taught by suffering, pities all." 

WHITTIER • . 
Give no more to every guest, 
Than he is able to digest, 
Give him always of the prime, 
And but little at a time; 
Carve to all but just enough, 
Let them neither starve nor stuff, 
And that you may have your due, 
Let your neighbour carve for you. 

DEAN SWIFT. 

Ie Tubal must dare as great beginners dare, 
Strike form's first way in matter rude and bare, 
And, yearning vaguely toward the plenteous quire 
Of the world's harvest, make one poor small lyre." 

"The Legend of Jubal." 
GEORGE ELIOT. 
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AND 

_U'lrtic 'nblicatillu.s. 
THE THEOSOPHIST for January 

starts with an instructi ve paper by the Pre
sident-Founder, entitled "The New Reli
gious Cycle in India". Colonel Olcott con
trasts the present position of two famous 
societies which preceded the 1'.5. in India. 
These indigenous societies were the 
Brahmo 5amaj and the Arya Samaj, and 
the object of both was the revival of the 
religious spirit of the Hindus. The Arya 
Samaj, which was then inspired by the 
lamented and learned Pandit Dayanand 
5araswati, was well disposed to the T.5., 
although its sectarianism could not be 
expanded into the catholic platform of 
Theosophy, and is still an active society 
working for the regeneration of Indian 
thought and the revi val oCthe spirit of the 
Vedic religion. The Brahmo 5amaj on 
the other hand had departed almost 
entirely from the lines of its illustrious 
founder Rajah Ram Mohun Roy, who was 
a Theosophist born before his time. It 
had crystallized into a sect, or rather three 
sects, aping the externals of Christianity, 
and under the leadership of. Keshub 
Chunder Sen was violently opposed to 
the 1'.5. This foreign element could 
naturally find no permanent soil in India, 
and has now brought about .the disinte
gration of the Samaj, which is in a mori
bund condition. As the editor of the 
Illdian Mirror remarks, however the 
original spirit of the Veda Samaj of' Ram 
Mohun Roy, who worked with all his soul 
for the spreading of the Braillnagn)'an, the 
S~nskrit equivalent for Theosophy, has 
remcarnated in the 1'.5., which is the 
most striking factor of" the ne\v religious 
cycle in India". There is, howe.ver, still 
much to be done, for, as the Colonel says, 

II The ocean of Sanskrit learning has 
not yet been sounded by modern plummet, 
only a few pearls have been recovered 
from the banks near the shore. The true 
and only sounding-line is the golden 
strand of Esoteric meaning that runs 
throughout the scriptural texts and philo
sophical teachings." 

Mr. Fawcett in a revie\v of Romanes 
tries to persuade us that he is really 
pro~ld of .. his hypothetical" ape-like pro· 
gem tors. However everyone has a 
right to his own personal God. "Human 
Character" is a paper by the late Mrs. 
Cotton, reco~mending tbe comparative 
study of PhYSiology, Phrenology, Cheir. 

osophy. Graphology, and Astrology. The 
sensible views of the authoress make her 
sudden death the more regrettable. The 
notes by "A.K." on "The Spiritualists 
in Congress" are interesting. Under the 
heading H The American 5ection of the 
Theosophical Society". Bertram Keight
ley enthusiastically reviews the past SIX 
months of "ctivity in the U.S. as read in 
the pages of the Path, and holds the 
Section up to the Hindus as a worthy 
example to follow i we cordially endorse 
the views of the writer. Very useful and 
instructive is the paper entitled" Hindu 
Theism ", which consists of selections 
from the texts of various sacred books of 
the Hindus cited in a series of articles by 
Babu Raj Narain Bose, which appeared 
in the early numbers of the Theosophist. 
This is a most useful paper. The Kum
bakonan 1'.5. continue their good work 
with translations of the "Atma-Bodha 
Upanishad of Rig-Veda" and the II Skanda 
Upanishad of Krishna YajurVeda". Both 
are most excellent. The notes on "The 
Practice of Pranayama Yoga" are incor
rect, and we are afraid that the advice 
given in the last paragraph will never 
bring the enquirer within a thousand miles 
of hearing the" Voice ofthe Silence". 

THE PATH for January commences . 
with one of the best articles on esoteric
ism that has appeared in it for some time, 
entitled" Mount Meru ". We are glad to 
see that it is to be continued. It traces 
the analogy between the symbolism of 
Mount Meru and Man, and collects some 
of the hints which are scattered through
out the Secret iJoctrille and The Voice 0/ the 
Silmce. "Where the Rishis were" is a 
suggestive paper by Bryan Kinnavan, evi· 
dently inspired by the narrative of the 
Destruction of Atlantis as told in the COIII

mentaries quoted in Volume II. of the 
first above· mentioned book. Mrs. Ver 
Planck !ollows with Lesson III. of her 
II Theosophical Catechism". It deals 
mostly with the Life Principle and Karma, 
and will be most useful. II Swinging 
Round the Cycle" is a paper tracing the 
recurring assertion and denial of similar 
ideas under various aspects. It is marred 
by a rehash of the sexual doctrine 01 
S)'mjmeumala, that" twin-souled" dogma 
that has led to so much absurdity. The 
occult germ of this superstition bas been 
already explained (Ibid. Vol. I. p. 574). 
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"Hidden Hints in the Secret Doctrine" 
is a collection of some "ery useful notes 
by W. Q. J. This is followed by a good 
paper over the signature of .. Harij " 
on " Discernment and Criticism" and the 
number concludes with the usual interest
ing paper entitled" Tea Table Talk" . 

THE BUDDHIST is noticeable for a 
"ersion of the" Dharmadwaja Jataka ", a 
birth story of a former life of Buddha, 
showing how the great Bodhisat counter-· 
acted the opposition of a malicious enemy 
by' his heroic acts and four great virtues. 
'1 he writer, Chandra Mitra, prefaces the 
Jataka by a short history of the deterior· 
ation of the originally simple and moral 
life of the Sinhalese bv the introduction 
of "the sensual enjoyments and material 
pleasures of the· West, miscalled ch·j)jza· 
tion" and of the re\'ival of Buddhism 
under the auspices of the T.S. The Bud
dhists are protesting not only in their 
own papers, but also in the general press, 
against the injustice of the Government 
Grants-in-aid being almost entirely mono· 
polised by missionary institutions. A 
writer in the Ge)'/Oll bldefmdmt says :-

" I have t,lken the trouble to count up 
the total numbel' of Grant.in-aid Schools 
for 1891-and there are in all 1,000. Of 
these only 18 Buddhist schools receh'e 
any grant at all . . • 

.. Until "cry lately the Government 
undertook the education of the pcople 
directly; but some 10 years ago a very 
large number of Government Schools 
were closed and as the Buddhists had at 

. the time no organised body, the work 
naturally fell into the hands of the mis
sionaries. This was a se,'ere blow upon 
the Buddhists, for in those schools prose
lytising was as much the am) a~ secular 
education. Buddhist boys were compelled 
to attend the Christian chapels, as at St. 
Thomas' College,and they were also pun
ished for attending such religious festi
"als as the Wesak. Boys who had entered 
Christian schools as Buddhists came out 
after their course of education as Chris
tians-or rather as nominal Christians
havinl; been subjected to baptism and con
firmatIOn. I ha,'e myself witnessed a 
string of school-boys of about 13 or 14 
led by the missionary to the font for 
baptism at the hands of the bishop. These 
were the children of Buddhist parents, 
and in after years I have seen them as 
Buddhists again, or as Indifferentists and 
Agnostics." 

The following remarks on the subject 
are made by a Roman Catholic contem
porary of the Buddhist:-

Of Had Protestants entered the field 
. merely as educators, having no other end 
in view than to impart instruction to the 

people, they would have acquired a title 
to the people'~ gratitude, but to them 
education was'a means to an end; their 
real object was to impose upon the un
suspecting natives their particular reli. 
gious tenets, using instruction as it were 
the sugar "'ith which the pill was coated. 
By this means the sects have got a few 
converts, many of them hypocrites; but 
the rest are dissatisfied and frequent the 
padiri's school because no other is avail· 
able. The moment a school is opened in 
which they can get the knowledge they 
want without the religious teaching tbey 
want not, no wonder they leave the padiri 
for the Buddhist teacher." 

ORIENTAL DEPARTMENT, AME
RIC'\~ SECTIOX: "Some Customs of 
Aryavarta" is the title of an interesting 
article br Swami Bhaskara Nand Saras
wati, 1".'1.5., occup\"ing the major part of 
the first pamphlet of the new .. Oriental 
Department' of the Americ'ln Section, 
which has just been inallgurat~d by our 
indefatigable colleague, W. Q. Judge. 
This practical and instructive series is in
tended to create a more general interest 
in Oriental subjects, not only among the 
members of the T.S. but also among the 
public. That it will be a success is shown 
by the f.lct that the D"ily T,.ibu"e of New 
York has reprinted it almost in full. If 
we mistake not, this effort will pruve the 
germ of a banyan tree of Theosophic in
terest in the U.S., and we wish it most 
cordially every success. 

le Lotus Bleu, in addition to the usual 
tmnslations has some interesting posthu
mous notes of L. Dramard on II lJorality 
and Pantheism" and a paper on TI Atoms 
and Radiant Matter fl. 

TI,e TluosojJn;c.11 Forum, No. 19, is an 
interesting number, not the least credit
able answer is the reply to the question: 
" Is not Theosophy simpl)' the teaching 
of Jesus Christ; that IS to say, did 
Christ teach anything that Theosophy 
contradicts? " The mysterious injunc
tion, II Resist not evil," is objected to ; 
it certainly is a difficulty. We surely 
have no right to be more unjust to 
ourselves than to others; for pcrfe::t 
justice to all is the Law. •• Resent" 
would certainly be a better word than 
II Resist," but the Gre"k will not stand 
the strain, no matter what force IS put 
upon it. 

The Vahnll, Nos. 4 and 5 •. are noticeable 
for the article .' Theosophical Skeletons" 
and some notes on the Rig Veda. There 
can be no doubt of its general utility . 

TIle Prtlsnolltlrtl is the title of a new 
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paper after the style of the Forum and 
Vahan which will be issued gratis to all 
Fellows of the T.S. in India. It is lhe 
creation and under the auspices of our 
eneq~etic co-worker, Bertram Keightley, 
who IS inaugurating his accession to office 
at Adyar by some very practic'll new 
departures. It will be conducted on the 
principle of question and answer, and a 
preliminary set of questions has been sent 
to numbers of competent Fellows, so that 
the answers may be made .nore vahiable. 
This is another step in the right direction, 
and "The Garland of Questions and 
Answers" has Ol1r most sincere good 
wishes. 

TeoSQjisk Tidskrift. Our Swedish 
.. Theosophical Journal" for January 
contains among other interesting matter, 
an article on "The Wisdom Religion" by 
E. B. and also translations of "The Tid;11 
\Vave" by H. P. B. and" The Theosophi
cal Society and H.P.B." by Annie Bes:mt. 
The acti\'ities are well arranged and the 
whole undertaking is distinctly useful. 

Theosoplzic,,1 Sifting~: vol. 3, Nos. 15-16, 
price sixpence, is entitled "Keely and 
Science." This pamphlet summarises 
the latest developments of Keely's 
theories and discoveries, and contains 
many deeply interestin~ and suggesth'e 
passages from Keely s letters upon 
those vibratory forces which he has dis
covered and is now attempting to control 
and utilise. 

Theosophical Siftings: \'01. 3, No. 17, 
price threepence, opens with a kindly 
"New Year's Greeting" to those who 
have the welfare of the Theosophical 
Caube at heart. There is also a valuable 
paper by W. W. Westcott, 1\1.8., ad
dressed to .. enquirers into Theosophy and 
Practical Occultism ", in which the writer, 
after givin~ a concise sketch of Theo
liophical Allns and Doctrines, earnestly 
warns the untrained student of the 
dangers which threaten those who enter 
heedlessly into occult pursuits. Particular 
stress is laid upon the folly of dabbling 
in Hypnotism. The number concludes 
with an interesting though somewhat 
erroneous paper on the life llnd teachings 
of the ~reat Gnostic Heresiarch" Simon 
Magus '. --

Tr.l1Isaclions oj Ike Blal/alsk}' L"dge, Pt. 2, 
has at length appf'llred and resumes the 
interesting and instructive discussions on 
the Stanzas of Vol. I. of the Secret Doctrine 
which occupied the Lodge for the first 
six months of 1889. In it wi\l be found 
some valuable hints on the Astral Light, 
Elementals, Genesis of Planets and the 
Hierarchies. The number is slightly 
smaller than Pt. I, and the price for non
subscribers is IS. Students orthe Esoteric 

Philosophy as outlined in the Surd Doc· 
trine wi\l find the" Transactions II indis-
pensable. -' --

H)'ckellill TeoSQjim is the Swedish title 
of the Key to Theosophy. It is an excellent 
translation, and the press work and bind
ing reflect great credit on Swedish taste 
and workmanship. 

THEOSOPHICAL PUBLICA TIO~S 
IN HOLLAND. 

We have before us a bundle of pamph
lets in Dutch, printed by J. A. Meeuwis
sen, Amsterdam, and headed: 

I. Wat is de beluliCllis der TluoSQphie t 
(What is the meaning of Theosophy?) by 
H.A. V. 

2. De noodzakeli./'klltid der Re;1lcartltltu • 
(The necessity of Reincarnation.) 

3. lVilt/rom of lut matlmam is zich aan It' 
stlliltll hi} tie TlltoslIpllisdlt Vtreenigi1l/: 
(Why one should join the Theosophical 
Society), by B. K. 

4. Practische Tluosophie (Practical The
osophv.) 

s. De Theosl!/ische Sjinx (The Sphinx of 
Theosophy), by Annie Besant. , 

These are all most excellent selections 
for translation, and will form a firm ground 
work for Theosophy in the Netherlands. 

lId Westen door Oostt'r5cll licht Bese/l
enen- Tllt(lsophisdu ~Iengt'lillfm, ~ 3 pages, 
(The Eastern light shining upon the 
West, Theosophical Miscel\anies) contains 
in a popular form a summary on various 
subjects connected with Theosophy, 
mainly translations, viz: 

1. lIt:! geluugm bij slervendm (The 
Memory of the dying) by H. P. B., from 
Lucifer. 

2. De magllelise/1t slroom (The magnetic 
current), from the Spanish. 

3. DI! Wi/(The Will), from the Spanish. 
4 .•• Em Btngaalsche 1i./'gerill door em 

Fakir .t:tlellld" (A Bengal tigress subdued 
by a Fakir), " Isis Unveiled." 

S. Godsditllstslelsel m misdaad (Reli
gious Systems and Crime), extracted from 
the Theosopllisl. 

6. Projdie (Prophecy), from "Saklz,,,a 
~luni's placc itl hislorr," foreshadowing a 
series of frightful disasters indicative of 
the close of an era and the commence
ment of a new one. 

7. Boeddhistische Gebodm (Buddhist 
Commandments), contain the 10 beautiful 
vows of Gautama's followers. 

To this are added a few golden pre
cepts, a short mention of the objects of Ihe 
Theosophical Socie~y (p. 41), and a list of 
all the places in the world where the 1'.5. 
has a branch. 

These publications are due to the un
flagging energy and devotion of Mme. 
H. de Neuf\'i1Ie, whose generosity and 
industry are beyond all praise. 
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ijtbtosnpbital Itnbing librarits. 
THEOSOPHICAL Lendin~ Libraries are to be found at the addresses given 
below. The list of hooks and terms on which they are lent will be sent by 
the respective librarians on application. 
Brightolt. l\hs. S. I. Chase, q, Stamford Road. 
LJllblm. The Secretary, Duhlin Theosophical Society, 105, Stephen's 

Green, South. (Books issued to Members and Associates 
only.) 

Edinburgh. A. P. Cattanach, 67, Brunswick Street. (~onday is the most 
convenient day for enquirers.) 

LilJtrpool. J. Hill, 17, Great George Square. (Books issued to Members 
and Associates only.) 

LOnd01I. Theosophical Publication Society, 7. Duke Street, Adelphi, 
W.C. 

Philalethean Lodge, 153, Acre Lane, Brixton, S.W. Librarian, 
H. Coryn. (Open to Members and Associates.) 

East London Theosophical Library, 345, Mile End Road, E. 
Librarian, F. G. Chapman. Reading Room open every 
evening free. Meetings every Tuesday, except the first of 
the month. 

J. P. Dowling, II, York Road, Battersea. The Librarian is 
present every day except Thursday, from lIto 3 and 6 to 9. 
Sundays I I to 2. 

Mer/h)'r T}'dfil. Theosophical Free Library, 18, Park Place. Librarian, 
E. M. Thomas. 

Newcastlt.on.T.-""e. F. Bandon Oding, 30, Hartington Street. 
Sllljfitid. C. J. Barker, 503, Intake Road. 

OOnr Ilnbgtt. 
BUILDING FUND. 

Deficiency from last account 
RECEIVED. 

Per H. P. B. 5 dollars . . 
Balance of Stein way Hall lecture 
L. J. W. 
E . . ... . . 

£r 0 0 
I 18 10 
100 

10 0 0 

Deficiency 

LECTURE FUND. 

£304 16 10 

13 18 10 

{290 18 0 

Hon. Mrs. Malcolm .. ... ... ...... £2 0 0 

Thh. fund is for the purpose of meeting the cost of London lectures and of paying the 
expenses of lecturers from London to the provinces. All donations should be sent to 
HERBERT BURROWS, 283, Victoria Park Road, London, N.E., Tr,asu,.lI'. 

EDITORI A L OnCE. 
We draw lhe special ollu,li()11 0/ our r{fldfrS 10 Ihe/at! thai Ille Edilcr ojTnrE (pu61isllLd l), 

Jlfrssrs . Soynmscheill 6- Co., P(/I'rl/os/~r quare, L Ol/dUlI, E.C . p, iu r/.) has pr"miud /0 Uue, I 
in Ihe jorlhcomill.t Jlla" ch "umber (/1/ al I;cI~ by A ntdi Dun"/, ~n",led" TII~ C.;rt:al Marl/'S A'ut of 
Ihe Psychical R~rea"h Stkitl), ", dta/h'g tvllh lite /I Hodgsoll Repor/" ollac~"'g .lIme. DlaN/S!:;-, 
r NJIfJed by Mr. FrallR Podmore In a recml arllclt. ~I e aSR OU' /rze.ds 1o Jf1fIe Me 'u.''Id,s/ pItH;""tI)' 
10 Ihis Ontloullcemml. . 

ERRATUM.- January number, page 4I4, line 6 from bottom, read Lochs for Loksha. 

WO"&/I'S PRI/ITING SOCIITV, Limited. 218 Gr~at College St=I, W.Mmin,ler. 
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The Editor does not hold herself rtsponsible for any opinions, whether religious, 
philosophical or social, expressed in signed articles. 

ijtbe JAlessings of ~nblidt!l. 

WELL-KNOWN public lecturer, a distinguished Egyptologist, 
said, in one of his lectures against the teachings of Theosophy, 

a few suggestive words, which are now quoted and must be answered:-
" It is a delusion to suppose there is anything in the experience or 

wisdom of the past, the ascertained results of which can only be 
communicated from beneath the cloak and mask of mystery. 
Explanation is the Soul of Science. They will tell you we cml1Jot hat'e 
their kllowledge without living thcir life. Public experimental 
research, the printing press, and a free-thought platform, !'tave abolished 
the need of mystery. It is no longer necessary for science to take the 
veil, as she was forced to do for security in times past," etc. 

This is a very mistaken view in one aspect. "Secrets of the purer 
and profounder life" not only may but must be made universally 
known. . But there are secrets that kill in the arcana of Occultism, and 
unless a man l£ves the lIfe he cannot be entrusted with them. 

The late Professor Faraday had very serious doubts whether it 
was quite wise and reasonable to .give out to the public at large certain 
discoveries of modern science. Chemistry had led to the invention 
of too terrible means of destruction in our century to allow it to fall 
into the hands of the profane. \Vhat man of sense-in the face of such 
fiendish applications of dynamite and other explosive substances as are 
made by those incarnations of the Destroying Power, who glory in 
calling themselves Anarchists and Socialists--would not agree with us 
in saying :-Far better for mankind that it should never have blasted a 
rock by modern perfected means, than that it should have shattered 
the limbs of one per cent. even of those who have been thus destroyed 
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by the pitiless hand of Russian ~ ihilists, Irish Fenians and Anarchists. 
That such discoveries, and chiefly their murderous application, ought 
to have been withheld from public knowledge may be shown on the 
authority of statistics and commissions appointed to investigate and 
record the result of the evil done. The following information gathered 
from public papers will give an insight into what may be in store for 
wretched mankind. 

England alone-the centre of civilization-has 21,268 firms 
fabricating and selling explosive substances.· But the centres of the 
dynamite trade, of infernal machines. and other such results of modern 
civilization, are chiefly at Philadelphia and New York. It is in the 
former city of "Brotherly Love" that the now most famous 
manufacturer of explosives flourishes. It is one of the well-known 
respectable citizens-the inventor and manufacturer of the most 
murderous .. dynamite toys "-who. called before the Senate of the 
United States anxious to adopt means for the repression of a too free 

trade in snch implements, found an argument that ought to become 
immortalised for its cynical sophistry :-'; My machines ", that expert 
is reported to have said-" are quite harmless to look at; as they may 
be manufactured in the shape of oranges, hats, boats, and anything 
one likes. Criminal is he who murders people by means of 
such machines, not he who manufactures them. The firm refuses to 
admit that were there no supply there would be no incentive for 
demand on the market; but insists that every demand should be 
satisfied by a supply ready at hand." 

That "supply" is the fruit of civilization and of the publicity 
given to the discovery of e"ery murderous property in matter. \Vhat 
is it? As found in the Report of the Commission appointed to 
investigate the variety and character of the so-called "infernal 
machines", so far the following implements of instantaneous human 
destruction are already on hand. The most fashionable of all among 
the many varieties fabricated by Mr. Holgate, are the" Ticker ", the 
"Eight Day Machine", the" Little Exterminator". and the" Bottle 
Machines". The" Ticker" is in appearance like a piece of lead, a 
foot long and four inches thick. It contains an iron or steel tube, full 
of a kind of Ifunpowder invented by Holgate himself. That gun
powder, in appearance like any othCi!r common stuff of that name, has, 
however, an explosh'e power two hundred, times stronger than common 

• Nitro.glycerine has found its way even into medical compounds. Physicians and 
druggists are vying with the Anarchists in their endeavours to destroy the surplus of 
mankind. The famous chocolate tablets against dyspepsia are said to con tam nitro
glycerine I They may save. but they can kill still more easily. 
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gunpowder; the" Ticker" containing thus a powder which equals in 
force two hundred pounds of the common gunpowder. At one end of 
the machine is fastened an invisible clock-work meant to regulate the 
time of the explosion, which time may be fixed from one minute to 
thirty-six hours. The spark is produced by means of a steel needle 
which gives a spark at the touch-hole, and communicates thereby the 
fire to the whole machine. 

The" Eight Day Machine" is considered the most powerful, but 
at the same time the most complicated, of all those invented. One 
must be familiar with handling it before a full success can be secured. 
It is owing to this difficulty that the terrible fate intended for London 
Bridge and its neighbourhood was turned aside by the instantaneous 
killing instead of the two Fenian criminals. The size and appearance 
of that machine changes, Proteus-like, according to the necessity of 
smuggling it in, in one or another way, unperceived by the victims. It 
may be concealed in bread, in a basket of oranges, in a liquid, and so 
on. The Commission of Experts is said to have declared that its 
explosive' power is such as to reduce to atoms instantly the largest 
edifice in the world. 

The "Little Exterminator" is an innocent-looking plain utensil 
having the shape of a modest jug. It contains neither dynamite nor 
powder, but secretes, nevertheless, a deadly gas, and has a hardly 
perceptible clock-work attached to its edge, the needle of which points 
to the time when that gas will effect its escape. In a shut-up room 
this new" vril" of lethal kind, will smother to death, ncarly i1lstalltaneollsly, 
every living being within a distance of a hundred feet, the radius of the 
murderous jug. \Vith these three "latest novelties" in the high 
season of Christian civilization, the catalogue of the dynamiters is 
closed; all the rest belongs to the old "fashion" of the past years. It 
consists of hats, porte cigars, bottles of ordinary kind, and even ladies· 
smellirrg bottles, filled with dynamite, nitro-glycerine, etc., etc.,
weapons, some of which, following unconsciously Karmic law, killed 
many of the dynamiters in the last Chicago ret'o/utio71. Add to this the 
forthcoming long-promised Keely"s vibratory force, capable of reducing 
in a few seconds a dead bullock to a heap of ashes, and then ask 
yourself if the Inferno of Dante as a locality can ever rival earth in 
the production of more hellish engines of destruction! 

Thus, if purely material implements are capable of blowing up, 
from a few corners, the greatest cities of the globe, provided the 
murderous weapons are guided by expert hands-what terrible dangers 
might not arise from magical Ocelllt secrets being revealed, and allowed 
to faU into the possession of ill-meaning persons! A thousand times 
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more dangerous and lethal are these, because neither the criminal 
hand, nor the imlllat/'rial, invisible weapon used, can ever be detected. 

The congenital blacl~ magicians-those who, to an innate propensity 

towards evil, unite highly-developed mediumistic natures-are but too 
numerous in our age. It is nigh time then that psychologists and 

believers, at least, should cease advocating the beauties of publicity 
and claiming knowledge of the secrets of nature for all. It is not in 
our age of "suggestion" and" explosives" that Occultism can open 
wide the doors of its laboratories except to those who do live the life. 

H. P. B. 

" \VE are always the martyrs of our own faults." 

" DO not be proud of ha ving borne your misfortune. Could you ha \'e 
done otherwise? " 

" SUFFERING is our most faithful friend. It always returns. Often it 
changes its garb, and even its countenance; but we soon recognize it by its 
cordial and intimate embrace." 

" DO not complain of your suffering; it teaches you to succour others:' 

" SUFFERING is sensitive and clairvoyant. Happiness has firmer nerves, 
but not so true an eye." 

" A BEAST seeks solitude in pain. Man alone makes a parade of his 
misery." 

" EVERYOne of our actions is rewarded or punished; only we do not 
admit it:' 

.. AFTER death the boJy dissolves into atoms; why should the soul 
remain one? Perhaps it also forms a thousand essences which spread 
through space." 

" THERE is a repulsive goodness, as well as an attractive wickedness." 

" You cannot teach people to speak your language unless you can speak 
theirs." 

" "'HAT you find agreeable in one person is insupportable in another
which is it that blinds you: sympathy or antipathy? .. 

" FOR a number of years you are afraid to trust to your own observation 
hecause it differs from that of others." 

" PEOPLE refuse to believe what is opposed to the laws of nature; but 
do they understand the laws of nature? .. 

" COMPARISONS spoil impressions, as resemblances spoil faces," 

" By dint of writing much on the works of others, people end by fancy
ing themselves superior to them. But for the conviction that Jesus is God, 
preachers would find him of mediocre intelligence." 

CARMEN SYLVA, Thoughts 0/ a Qtlttn. 
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...... 
~ HERE are certain bereavements which one would prefer to bear in 
® silence, since words are too poor to do them justice. Under such 
an one the members of the Theosophical Society, and I, especially, arc 
now suffering. Our loss is too great for adequate expression. Ordinary 
friends and acquaintances may be replaced, even in time forgotten, but 
there is no one to replace Helena Petrovna, nor can she ever be for
gotten. Others have certain of her gifts, none has them all. This 
generation has not seen her like, the next probably will not. Take her 
all in all, with her merits and demerits, her bright and her dark moods, 
her virtues and her foibles, she towers above her contemporaries as one 
of the most picturesque and striking personages in modern history. 
Her life, as I have known it these past seventeen years, as friend, colleague 
and collaborator, has been a tragedy, the tragedy of a martyr-philanthropist. 
Burning with zeal for the spiritual welfare and intellectual enfranchisement 
of humanity, moved by no selfish inspiration, giving herself freely and 
without price to her altruistic work, she has been hounded to her death-day, 
by the slanderer, the bigot and the Pharisee. These wretches are even 
unwilling that she should sleep in peace, and are now defiling her burial urn 
in the vain hope of besmirching her memory-as the Roman Catholics have 
those of Cagliostro and St. Germain, her predecessors-by their mendacious 
biographies. Their scheme will fail, because she has left behind her a 
multitude of witnesses ready to do justice to her character and show the 
purity of her motives. None more so' than myself, for, since our first 
meeting in 1874, we have been intimate friends, imbued with a common 
purpose and, in fraternal sympathy, working on parallel lines towards a 
common goal. In temperament and abilities as dissimilar as any two 
persons could well he, and often disagreeing radically in details, we have 
yet been of one mind and heart as regards the work in hand and in our 
reverent allegiance to our Teachers and Masters, its planners and 
overlookers. \Ve both knew them personally, she a hundred times more 
intimately than 1, and this made the rupture of our relationship as 
unthinkable a question as the dissolution of the tie of uterine brotherhood. 
She was to me a sister in a peculiar sense, as though there had been no 
period of beginning to our alliance, but rather a psychical consanguinity 
which dated from anterior earth-lives. She was pre-eminently a double
selfed personality, one of them very antipathetic to me and some others. 
Her almost constant ill-health and the want of touch between herself and 
modern society made her irritable, unquiet and of ten-I thought-unjust. 
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Hut she was never communplace. I loved her for the other, the higher 
self, which was also the most mysterious. One seeing us together would 
have said I had her fullest confidence, yet the fact is that, despite seventeen 
years of intimacy in daily work, she was an enigma to me to the end. 
Often I would think I knew her perfectly, and presently discover that there 
were deeper depths in her self-hood I had not sounded. I never could find 
out who she was, not as Helena Petrovna, daughter of the Hahns and Dolgo
roukis, whose lineage was easy to trace, but as .. H.P.H.;' the mysterious 
individuality which wrote, and worked wonders. Her family had no idea 
whence she drew her exhaustless stream of curious erudition. I wrote and asked 
her respected aunt the question, soon after the writing of" Isis Unveiled .. 
was begun. but she could afford no clue. Madame Fadeyef replied: 
.. 'Vhen I last saw her "-some five years previously-" she did not know, 
even in her dreams, the learned things you tell me she is now discussing". 
I helped H.P.B. on that first of her wonderful works, .. Isis," and saw 
written or edited every page of the MSS. and every galley of the proof
sheets. The production of that book, with its numberless quotations and 
its strange erudition, was quite miracle enough to satisfy me, once and for 
all, that she possessed psychical gifts of the highest order. But there was 
far more proof than even that. Often and often, when we two were 
working alone at our desks far into the night, she would illustrate her 
descriptions of occult powers in man and nature by impromptu experimental 
phenomena. Now that I look back to it, I can see that these phenomena 
were seemingly chosen with the specific design of educating me in psychical 
science, as the laboratory experiments of Tyndall, Faraday or Crookes are 
planned so as to lead the pupil seriati", through the curriculum of physics or 
chemistry. There were no Coulombs then above the mud, no third parties 
to befool, none waiting for jewelry presents, or Yoga powers, or special tips 
about the short cut to Nirvana: she merely wanted my literary help on her 
book; and, to make me comprehend the occult laws involved in the 
moment's discussion, she experimentally proved the scientific ground she 
stood upon. More things were thus shown me that have never been 
written about, than all the wondrous works the public has read about her 
having done in the presence of other witnesses. Is it strange, then, that all 
the humbugging tales and reports by interested critics, about her trickery 
and charlatanry, failed to shake my knowledge of her real psychical powers? 
And what wonder that I, who have been favoured beyond all others in the 
Theosophical Society with these valid proofs; who was shown by her the 
realities of transcendental chemistry and physics, and the marvellous 
dynamic potencies of the human mind, will, and soul; who was led by her 
into the delightful path of truth which I have ever since joyfully trodden i 
and who was made personally to see, know, and talk with the Eastern 
Teachers-what wonder that I have loved her as a friend, prized her as a 
teacher, and evermore keep her memory sacred? Living, I might quarrel 
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with her, but dead, 1 must only bewail her irreparable loss, and redouble 
my exertions to push on our joint work. 

This seems the proper moment to answer many questions as to what I 
think about the Patterson-Coulomb-Hodgson cabal against my dear friend. 
The hostile papers are rechauffing ad nauseam those funeral baked meats. 
Wherever I lectured in Australia there were ~uck-rakes to ,stir up the 
freculent compost. I say, then, that I do not consider the charges proven. 
More than that nobody can go, unless he should have the gift of reading 
the innermost consciousness of the accusers and accused. On the very 
day when the charges against her were first published in the Times, she
then in London-wrote that paper an indignant denial. I have seen no 
proof since then to support the contrary. The alleged letters to Mme. 
Coulomb were never shown her or me; the Coulombs stand self-impeached 
as to honesty of character; Mr. Hodgson's report evinces his dense 
ignorance at the time of psychical and mediumistic laws and the 
indispensable rules of spiritualistic research, even of the commonest rules 
of legal evidence; the elaborate Nethercliff analysis of the Koot Hoomi and 
H.P.B. letters is a farce to the experienced psychologist, and moreover was 
completely nullified by the contradictory analysis made by the equally 
noted sworn expert of the Imperial High Court of Berlin; and H.P.B:s 
life and labours distinctly give the lie to the injurious suppositions put forth 
against her. Finally, we have the convincing fact of her having exhibited 
weird psychical powers since her childhood, and especially while in New 
York, after the autumn of 187.+0 in the presence of many unimpeachable 
witnesses. I do not hesitate a moment. under the above circumstances, in 
accepting her simple denial in place of the most elaborate guessing and 
sophistical special pleading of her detractors. I may have been hypnotised, 
as alleged, but, if so, I do not know it. 

Much has been made out of the fact that she did not go into Court to 
vindicate her character against the palpahle libels of the Missionary and 
allied parties. For this she is not to blame: quite the contrary. But for my 
vehement protests she would have dragged the adversaries into the Madras 
Courts as soon as she got back from Lendon, t'ia Cairo, in 1884' A friend 
had offered her Rs. 10,000 to cover the expenses. It was then barely a 
fortnight before the time for the Annual Convention of our Society-
December 27th, 18!:!4-and I insisted upon her waiting until a Special 
Judicial Committee of the Convention should advise her as to her proper 
course. We were-I told her-the property of the Society, and bound to 
sink our private preferences and selves for the public good. She was 
stubborn to that degree, that I had to tlmaten to quit my ntficial position before 
she would listen to reason. The Convention met, and the case was referred 
to a Committee composed of Hindu Judges and other legal gentlemen of 
high official and private standing. They unanimously reported against 
H.P.B.'s going to law; for une reason, hecause there was hut the shadow 
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of a chance of getting justice from a prejudiced Anglo-Indian jury, in any 
case involving questions of Eastern religious science (Yoga), or the existence 
of (to process-servers) inaccessible Mahatmas; and, for another, because 
neither a favorahle nor unfavorable verdict would be likely to change the 
opinions of those respectively who knew, and did not know the truth about 
psychical powers (Siddhis), and her possession of them; while, finally, the 
most sacred feelings of Hindus and Buddhists were sure to he outraged by 
the rihald banter of counsel when cross-examining the witnesses as to 
matters of personal knowledge or belief. The Convention adopted 
unanimously the views of the Committee, and H.P.B. was forced to yield 
to the majority and nerve herself up to hear the consequences. The 
outrageous Salem Riot case, which was then fresh in the public memory, 
gave great weight to the Committee's decision in the present instance. 
Though restrained, H.P.Ii. was not convinced, and but for the constant 
opposition of her hest friends, would have gone into Court at several later 
stages of the controversy, when the grossest personal insults were used as 
hait to entice her into the trap set hy her enemies, whose bitterest spite 
has ever been against her personally. She chafed like a caged lioness, and 
thus aggravated her physical ailments, viz., a form of Brighfs disease, an 
affection of the heart, and a tendency towards apoplexy. The climate 
enfeebled her, and the worry was killing her so fast that her medical adviser 
at last gave me the following certificate: 

•. I hereby certify that Madame Blavatsky is quite unfit for the constant excitement 
and worry to which she is exposed in Madras. The condition of her heart renders perfect 
quiet and a suitable climate essential. I. therefore. recommend that she should at once 
proceed to Europe and remain ina temperate climate. in some quiet spot. 

(Signed) MARl' SCHAXLlEB. 

M.B. and B.Sc .• London." 

Dr. Scharlieb privately warned me that H.P.B. was liable to drop 
down dead at any moment in one of her paroxysms of excitement. I 105t 
no time after that-you may believe-in sending her away to Italy in the 
most unobtrusive way possible. Dr. Scharlieh's husband superintended 
her embarkation, providing the stretcher upon which she was carried, and 
arranging with the captain of the French steamer for hoisting her aboard 
from the small boat, in an invalid chair hung in slings. This was the 
pretended fli/{ht from Madras to escape being cited as a witness in a case 
then pending-for which calumny the Rev. Mr. Patterson, of the Scottish 
Mission, made himself responsible in print. Since that day our dear friend 
never saw India again in the body. From then until the day of her death 
she was under constant medical care, most of the time extremely ill and 
suffering. Twice or thrice I urged her to come out for at least one cold
weather season; she was willing, but her physician, Dr. Mennell, positively 
refuse~i consent, alleging that she would most probably die at sea. In 
January and February, 1885, she had been at death's door, and twice within 
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a month I had been summoned back from Rangoon to receive her last 
wishes. 

On the 21st March, 1885, she addressed the General Council, insisting 
upon their granting her permission to retire from office, saying: "My 
present illness is pronounced mortal by my medical attendants, and I am 
not promised even one certain year of life ...... I leave with you, one and all, 
and to everyone of my friends and sympathizers, my loving farewell. 
Should titis be my last word, I would implore YOI/ all, as you have regard for the 
i"elfare of mankind and yo"r own karma, to be trlle to the Society and 1I0t to permit it 
to be overtl"own by the enemy. 

" Fraternally and ever yours, in life and death, 
(Signed) H. P. BLAVATSKY." 

And yet, despite her horrible physical state, she worked on at her 
desk twelve hours a day, year in and year out. The monuments of her 
literary industry between 1885 and 1891 are" The Secret Doctrine", "The 
Key to Theosophy", The Voice of the Silence", "Gems from the East ", the 
several volumes of her new magazine Lllcifer, her contributions in Russian 
and French to continental magazines, a great bulk of unpublished MSS. for 
Vol. 111. of the "Secret Doctrine", and her Esoteric Section, or private 
school of instruction in occult philosophy and science, which, at her death, 
numbered between one and two thousand pledged and enthusiastic pupils. 
Is this charlatanism, this tireless labour of brain and soul to collate and 
spread knowledge for the profit of others? If so, let us pray for the evolution 
of many charlatans. Does any unprejudiced person believe that one who 
could sl)ow such self-sacrifice and display such encyclop<edic learning, 
would stoop to the petty and profitless trickery outlined in the insinuations 
and charges of her accusers? For pity's sake, let the dead lioness lie in 
peace, and seek a more ignoble carcase upon which to vomit. 

It is amazing, the shallow falsehoods that have been-nay, are at this 
very hour of writing being-circulated against her. Among them, perhaps 
the wickedest are charges of immorality,':: because the fact is-as a surgical 
certificate of an eminent German specialist proves-that she was physically 
incapable of indulging in such conduct, and of being a mother. This 
disposes of a number of vile stories to her prejudice. But nobody who had 
passed one day in her company could entertain the least sllspicion of her 
feeling like other women in these matters-if there were ever a sexless 
being, it was she. Nor did she ever, in the years of our acquaintance, 
drink a glass of any kind of liquor. She smoked incessantly, no doubt, 
after her national Russian fashion, and she used strong language, and was 
eccentric to a degree, in most things of a conventional nature j but she was 
neither thief, harlot, drunkard, gambling-house keeper, nor anyone of the 
other dozen criminal things she has been recklessly charged with being, by 
a set of scurvy writers not worthy of cleaning her shoes. Her day of 

• Damnable calumnies which have been most widely circulated by conservative 
(!I papers. 
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vindication is not yet COllie, nor am I, long her most close friend, the Attest 
one to do her impartial justice. Yet it will come, and then the hand which 
pens the verdict of posterity will undoubtedly write her honoured name, not 
down among the poor charlatans who stake all upon the chance of profitless 
renown, but high up, beside that of Abou Ben Adhem, who loved his 
fellow men. 

Upon receiving at Sydney by cable-and otherwise-the news of her 
sudden death, I cancelled my New Zealand and Tasmanian tours and 
took passage by the next steamer for Europe--on board which I am 
writing this with a heavy heart and stumbling pen. I have arranged by 
cable for a special "meeting of the General Council at London, at which 
the future plans of the Society will be determined. \Vhile it will be 
impossible for us to replace H. P. B. by anyone this side the Himalayas, 
yet the work will go on as to its general lines without a moment's break. 
I have anticipated her death too many years to be discomfited and dis
heartened by it, now that the bolt has fallen. \Ve had each our department 
of work-hers the mystical, mine the practical. In her line, she infinitely 
excelled me and every other of her colleagues. I have no claim at all to 
the title of metaphysician, nor to anything save a block of very humble 
knowledge. Even though not another page of mystical teaching should be 
given, there is quite enough to afford this generation key after key to 
unlock the closed portals of the hoary temple of truth. The thirsters after 
novelty may be downcast, but the real mystic will lack nothing which is 
essential. 

PostscriptulIl.-Colombo, JIlIU lOtll. Upon arrival, I get the full 
particulars of our direful catastrophe. H. P. H. hreathed her last at 2.25 

P.M. on Friday, the 8th May; sitting in her hig arm-chair, her head 
supported by her dear friend Miss Laura Cooper. her hands held by 
Messrs. Wright and Old, members of her staff. Her devoted and unselfish 
physician, Dr. Z. :\-Iennell, had left her hut ahout an hour hefore, convinced 
that she would recover. Then~ had heen a sudden reaction, and, after an 
ineffectual struggle for breath, she passed out into the shadow-world
the vestibule of the world of light and perfect knowledge. Her remains 
were, at her request, cremated at Woking, near London, in presence of a 
considerable number of her and the Society's friends. The ashes were 
recovered after a brief delay of two hours. and are to be preserved in a 
silver urn. The London press teemed with articles, mostly of an unkind 
and personal character, yet all agreeing in the acknowledgment of her 
personal greatness. The Birmil/gham Gazette of May 12th puts the case thus 
sententiously: "Mme. Blavatsky was either a'woman of most transcendent 
power with a mission almost divine, or she was the most shameless 
charlatan of the age ". We, her intimates, do not hesitate to place her in 
the first category . 

.. If she were an impostor," says the B.G .• "and deliberatdy an impostor. no words 
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can express the abhorrence with which her impiety and· mendacity must be regarded. If 
she were not an impostor. but· a messenger from the ;\Iasters·. the world. as it awakens to 
the truth. will ever regret that it refused to receive her. and that to the last it ridiculed 
her doctrines. and suspected her motives. In :\Ime. B1avatsky"s life there is no black spot 
to be detected by the microscope of the critic. She did good deeds. She preached purity 
and self-denial. She taught that virtue was excellent for virtue's sake. Her philanthropy 

was well·known. and her beneficent labours for the East End slaves have been acknow

ledged and appreciated. So far as personal example could testify. she was a woman worthy 
of admiration. But the moment her religion was considered. and more specially the means 

taken to prove its righteousness and its divine inspiration. confidence was shaken." 

This is the crux: let posterity judge between her and her detractors . 
.. :';0 doubt" -continues the same paper-" these people are in sincere belief. \Ve are 

loth to call Mme. B1avatsky a schemer. a fraud. and an impious romancer. \Ve prefer to 
think that she laboured under hallucinations. and that in a desire to do great good she was 
led to trickery,. subterfuge. and deceit. It is not wonderful that she obtained a following: 
it is only deplorable. 

a 0 ceo 0 ~ 0 

.. There is only one redeeming feature in the Theosophic movement. It aimed at 

making man regard his life as precious. and as worthy of purification: and it endeavoured 
to lead the human race to regard themselves as one community. united in the great effort 
to learn their relationship to each other and to their ~laker." 

\Ve need not quarrel about theological terms, since our critic concedes 
that we follow aims so noble as those abo\'e defined. Only a truculent 
bigot would deny us this justice. 

Our private advices from London relate that letters and telegrams of 
condolence came pouring in. My experience in Australia and here at 
Colombo, has heen the same. I gratefully thank all friends for their 
kindness. Our Buddhist schools in Ceylon were closed for two days as a 
mark of respect, and after my lecture on .. Australia ", at Colombo, on the 
evening of the 12th June, I took promises of subscriptions to the amount of 
Rs. 500 towards it .. Blavatsky Scholarship Fund ", the interest upon which 
is to be devoted to the support of two Buddhist girls attending our schools. 
Some thought of putting up memorial tablets, but I considered this the 
better plan. It is what I myself should prefer, and I am sure she would 
also. \Vhat are grand tablets or statues to this tired pilgrim who has gone 
out from our sight into the presence of the KNOWERS? Let her memorial be 
the golden precepts she has translated from the Mystic Volume. Let the 
mourning disciple weep-not for her death, but for what she had to suffer 
in life, in body and soul, unjustly or justly, as her Prarabdha Karma may 
have worked it out. She knew the bitterness and gloom of physical life 
well enough, often saying to me that her true existence only began when 
nightly she had put her body to sleep and went out of it to the Masters. I 
can believe tha t. from often sitting and watching her from across the table, 
when she was away from the body, and then when she returned from her 
soul-flight and resumed occupancy, as one might call it. When she was 
away the body was like a darkened house. when she was there it was as 
though the windows were brilliant with lights within. One who has not 
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seen this change, cannot understand why the mystic calls his physical body, 
a " shadow". 

H.P.B.'s enthusiasm was a quenchless flame at which all our 
Theosophists lit their torches, an example which stirred the sluggish blood 
like the sound of a war trumpet. 

Finished is thy present work, Lanoo. \\'c shaH meet again. Pass on 
to thy reward. 

H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 

Mtbat Jj. p. It bib for ntt. 
'-~,.9,(-' 

~;){ y fir~t introduction to H. P. B. took place at an important 
~.y(l. 
.......-("~~~ mceting of the London Lodge T. S. in Mr. Hood's rooms in 
Lincoln's Inn, where shc suddenly and most unexpectedly made her 
appearance, having come over at a moment's notice from Paris in 
obedience to that voice whose commands were ever her absolute law. 
From the time when I first looked into her eyes, there sprang up within 
me a feeling of perfect trust and confidence, as in an old and long-tried 
friend, which never changed or weakened, but rather grew stronger, 
morc vivid. and more imperious as close association taught me to know 
the outer H. P. Blavatsky better, Not that I could always understand her 
motives and actions; on the contrary many a night has been spent in 
pondering. in anxiously seeking a clue-that could not be found. But. 
however puzzled, I could never look into her eyes without feeling sure that 
"it was all right somehow", and again and again the feeling was justified
often months or even years afterwards-when the turning of some corner 
in the pathway of my own inner growth gave a new and more extended 
view of the past, and made its meaning so clear and obviolls that instinc
tively the thought rose in the heart, "\Vhat a blessed fool I must be not 
to have seen that ages ago", 

H. P. B., huwever, was very slow indeed to interfere with anyone's 
life, to advise or even to throw light upon its tangled skein-in words at 
least. When we first met, I stood at the parting of two very different life
roads; repeatedly did I ask her guidance and direction; well did she know 
that any words she spoke would be gladly, eagerly followed. But not one 
hint even could I extract, though she was acquainted in detail with all the 
facts. Seeing, at last. that I had no right to force upon another the 
responsibility for my own life-the first lesson she ever taught me-I 
decided on adopting the course which duty to others seemed to point out. 
All was settled, every preparation made, trunks and boxes packed for 
departure to enter on a new line of life. I was in the act of bidding her 
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farewell at midnight; she stopped me with the words, "If you do so and 
so (i.e. follow the course I had decided upon) the consequences will be 
thus" (i.e. disastrous to myself and others). \Ve parted; by morning I 
had decided to act upon her warning, did so, changed the whole ten our of 
my life, and stand to-day in my present position. Looking back over the years 
that have fled since she uttered those few words, I see clearly that her 
warning would have heen fulfilled with the certainty of fate, had I not 
heeded her voice; and though, since then, my debt of gratitude to her 
guiding and saving hand has grown like a mountain avalanche, yet I look 
back to .those few minutes as perhaps the most decisive in my life. 

But the debt owed to H. P. B. on this and similar scores is small 
compared with other items in the long account, which even the faithful and 
devoted service of many lives will fail to balance. 

Born with the sceptical and scientific spirit of the closing 19th century, 
though brought up in the truest sense religiously, thought and study early 
dissolved away every trace offaith in aught that could not be proved,especially 
faith in any future such as is taught by creeds and churches. Entering on life 
with no surer guide than the" constitutional morality" innate and educated 
into almost every child born of parents such as mine; with a sentimental 
admiration for altruism and unselfishness drawn from the example and 
lovin~ care of home surroundings, which the relentless logic of a hopeless 
matenalism was slowly gnawing away; what would have been the 
probable outcome? Surely a slow descent into utter selfishness and self
absorption. From this fate H. P. B., by her teaching, her experimental 
demonstration, above all by the force of her daily life, saved me as she 
saved many another. Before I knew her, life had no ideal worth striving 
for-to me at least-since the ultimate blank destruction to which material
ism must point as the final outcome of the world-process, chilled each 
generous emotion or effort with the thought of its perfect uselessness; left 
no motive to strive after the difficult, the remote, since death, the all-devourer, 
would cut short the thread of life long ere the goal be reached, and even 
the faint hope of benefitting generations yet to come sank into ashes before 
the contemplation of the insane, idiotic purposelessness and meaninglessness 
of the whole struggle. 

From this enervating paralysis, crushing all real inner life and tainting 
each hour of the day, H. P. B. delivered me and others. Do we not owe 
her more than life? 

Yet further. Every thinking or feeling man finds himself surrounded on 
all sides by terrible problems, sphinxes threatening to devour the very race 
unless their riddles are solved. We see the best intentioned efforts do harm 
instead of good; blank darkness closes us in; where shall we look for light? 
H. P. B. pointed out to us the yet dim star shining down the pathway of 
time, she taught those who would listen to seek within themselves its ray, 
pointed out the road to be travelled, indicated its sign posts and dangers, 
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made us realise that he who perseveres and endures in self-forgetting effort 
to help humanity holds in his hands the clue to life's tan~led mazes, for his 
heart and mind alike grow filled with the wisdom that is born of love and 
knowledge, purified from all taint of self. 

This H. P. B. caused many to realist; does she not deserve all our 
devotion? 

How can I write of my own personal relations with, or feelings towards 
H. P. B.? \\"ith her in Paris;' constantly seeing her at the Arundales' in 
London; at the Gebhards' in Elberfeld; again in London before her 
departure for India in the autumn of I~R+; I took up the thread i.n Ostend 
in 11-187. Thenceforward working daily and hourly at her side. striving to 
help, however feebly, in her noble work. I left her only at her express 
command to go on "foreign service"; for she never suffered personal 
affection or feelings to weigh one straw in the balance when the good of the 
Cause was concerned. 

\\'riting thus after so many have spoken of her, there remains little 
upon the surface for me to record, and I cannot express aught of the feeling 
and consciousness that lie helow. None but her own equal could ever give 
a true picture of our leadt'r, whether as 100'ing friend, as wise teacher, as 
more than mother to us all; stem and unbending when need arose; never 
hesitating to inflict pain or use the surgeon's knife when good could be 
wrought thereby; keen.sighted, unerring to detect hidden weakness and 
lay it bare to the sight of her pupils-not by words, but almost tangibly; 
forcing by daily, hourly example whom she loved to rise to the level of her 
own lofty standard of duty and devotion to Truth; H. P. B. will ever 
occupy a unique place in our hearts and minds, a place ever filled with that 
ideal of human life and duty which found expression in her own actions. 

One marked characteristic of her life, hoth as a whole and in detail, 
was a marvellous singleness of heart and purpose. She was above all else 
the Servant of Man; none came to her with a sincere, honest appeal for 
help and failed to get it; no enemy, no one even who had most cruelly 
and wantonly injured her, ever came to her in need and was thrown back. 
She would take the clothes off her back, the bread from her mouth, to help 
her worst, her most malicious foe in distress or suffering. Had the 
Coulombs ever turned up in London between 1887 and 1891 in distress 
and misery, she would have taken them in, clothed and fed them. To 
forgive them she had no need, for anything approaching hatred or the 
remembrance of personal injury was as far from· her nature as Sirius from 
the earth. 

Thus she bore her heavy burden, the Karma of the T.S. and all its 
members good and bad, in ill-health, physical pain, utter exhaustion of 
brain and body, working day and night for the Cause to which she had 
vowed her life. A spectacle this not often to be seen, and more seldom 
still finding an imitator. Few, but those who enjoyed it, realise how great 
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was the privilege of close aSSociatIOn with her in her work; to me it 
stands as the greatest of hoons, and to deserve its resumption at some 
future time shall be the purpose of my future. Most keenly I feel how little 
I profited by the grand opportunity in comparison with what might have 
been gained in power and knowledge to serve humanity; but each of us can 
assimilate only according to his preparedness, and what lessons we can 
learn depends on our own fitness, not on the favour of our teacher. There
fore let us strive unceasingly to he hetter prepared when next that teacher 
comes amongst us. 

Many are the tributes of gratitude, love, and devotion that H. P. B:s 
departure has called forth. From circumstances mine comes to stand 
among the last and btiefest; hut it is in deeds not words that her life must 
blossom and bear fruit in her pupils. She left us the charge " to keep the link 
unbroken ", to hand on to others the help she gave so freely to ourselves. Let 
us up and be doing, Brothers, for the time is short, the task mighty, and our 
Teacher's nohlest monum£'nt will h£' the growth and spread of the light she 
brought to the world. 

BERTRA"I KEIGHTl.EY. F.T.S. 

Jt. 11. It 
(Read at tlu COnf1tntion of tilt Ellropean S(diOIl Of the T.S., ~l' the Spanish de[el(ate.) 

~HE Foundress of the Theosophical Society; the Initiate in Divine 
®: \Visdom; the noble woman, who with incomparable self-sacrifice and 
courage, gave up her position, her fortune, her comfort, and even her 
country, in her love for humanity, for the sake of spreading the Eternal 
Truth-is dead. The Theosophical Society, which sorrows over this irre
parable loss, has just received a terri hie hlow, and it is not within my power to 
measure, at present, the consequences entailerl hy the death of its Teacher 
on the Society. 

My desire is more modest. I wish only to speak of the links which 
united me to H.P.B., and of the mighty influence which her high-souled 
individuality exercised upon me, on my method of thought, of feeling, 
and also on my views of moral, intellectual and material things-in fact on 
my whole life. I regret indeed being obliged to write from such a personal 
standpoint, but I think that, perhaps, an analysis of my present moral 
condition may be useful and analogous to that of many of my brothers here 
present, who like myself were honoured by the personal acquaintance of 
H.P.B. It will have, at any rate, one great advantage: that is, my words and 
experiences are based on personal knowledge, and not on hearsay, and when 
we are considering moral and even spiritual questions, there is, I think, only 
one sure criterion-personal experience. In the remarkable article published 
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on the 15th June, in the Rtvitw of Reviews, Mr. A. P. Sinnett well says: 
" She dominated every situation in which she was placed, and she had to be 
either greatly Im'ed or greatly hated by those she came in contact with. She 
could never be an object of indifference." 

Now in my opinion this statement is very correct, and I have no doubt 
that my brothers here present will agree with me. When first I came to 
London with the sole aim of meeting and knowing H.P.B., whose gifts had 
made a profound impression on me, I realised that I was going to make the 
acquaintance of the most remarkable person of this age: remarkable alike 
for the depth of her knowledge and for her vast wisdom. It was no mere 
curiosity, but a feeling of all-powerful attraction which drew me to her, a 
feeling sui generis, which can only be explained on an occult basis. The 
reality was beyond my utmost expectation; I felt that the glance of 
H.P.B. had penetrated and destroyed the personality that I had been up to 
that moment: a process, new, strange, inexplicable, but most real, effectual 
and undeniable, was accomplished in the innermost recess of my moral and 
spiritual nature. The transformation took place, and from that moment the old 
personality, with its ideas, tendencies, and prejudices more or less ingrained, 
disappeared. I shall not try to explain this seemingly startling fact, which 
like all others is based on the great law of Karma; but never will it be 
erased from my memory. Every time I saw H.P.B., my affection, loyalty 
and admiration for her increased. To her lowe all that I know, for both 
mental tranquillity and moral equilibrium were attained on making her 
acquaintance. She gave me hope for the future; she inspired me with her 
own noble and devoted principles, and transformed my everyday existence 
hy holding up a high ideal of life for attainment; the ideal being the chief 
object of the Theosophical Society, i.e., to work for the good and well being 
o{humanity. 

Her death was a hitter grief to me, as to all those who are working for 
the common cause, Theosophy, and who having known her personally, have 
contracted a debt of undying gratitude towards her. 

I have lost my Friend and Teacher, who purified my life, who gave me 
back my faith in Humanity, and in her admirable example of courage, self· 
sacrifice, and disinterestedness, and virtue, I shall find the strength and 
courage necessary for working for that cause which we are all bound to defend. 

May her memory be blessed! 
• These, dear brethren and friends, are the few words which I wished to 

say to you, greatly desiring to declare before you all that I shall never 
forget what lowe to H. P. B1avatsky. 

Let enemies and materialists explain, if they can, the power and 
attraction of H.P.B., and if they cannot, let them be silent. 

The tree will be known by its fruits, as actions will be judged and valued 
by their results. 

(Translatta from the Spanish.) 
Jos~: XIFRE. 
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~RULY the character of H. P. B. was a many-sided one, 
~ and many of those sides have been ably depicted by the various 
friends and followers who have given us thei~ impressions of her; but none 
of them have represented her as she invariably appeared to me, namely, the 
very essence of loving affection. 1 am well aware that this is not the view 
that is commonly taken, but everyone must speak of her as they 
found her, and my experience since my first sight of her at a meeting of 
the Society for Psychical Research, in Mr. Oscar Browning's rooms at 
Cambridge in (I think) 1884, till my last interview with her about two years 
since, has been one of the most unvarying affection. She always 
received me with an embrace and words of endearment-never parted from 
me without kindly expressed wishes for my welfare. If she had been my 
own mother, she could not have been kinder. She may have had a rough 
side to her nature, but 1 always had the benefit of the very smoothest side, 
a side that 1 shall always remember her hy, with the deepest gratitude and 
affection. 

A little incident happened while she was at Maycot, which may be 
interesting. One night she was taken seriously ill; I was then staying in 
London with Mrs. Duncan, who has strong powers of magnetic healing. 
She went to see H. P. B. and afforded her some relief, but when she came 
back in the evening she said she thought her very ill, and as she had no 
female with her but her maid, 1 started off early the next morning, and 
arrived to find H. P. B. (who had been almost in a state of collapse the 
previous evening), sitting at her desk writing, as well as possible. I had 
come prepared to stay and nurse her, but finding I was not wanted for that 
purpose, 1 would not stay long to disturb her work. However she seemed 
unwilling 1 should go, so I stayed talking till twelve. Just behind her chair 
there hung on the wall a cuckoo clock which began to rattle before striking, 
as is the custom. 1 looked up. H. P. B. said, "Oh, it is only that crazy 
cuckoo ". Then it struck up to five, when H. P. B. said impatiently, 
looking half round at it, "Oh, shut up ", and it never uttered another 
sound. H. P. B. gave a short" H'm ", as much as to say, "Yollr noise is 
stopped ", and quietly went on talking. All seemed so natural and 
unimportant that I thought nothing of it till 1 arrived at Mrs. Duncan's 
house, when at lunch some one said apropos of my having spent the morning 
with Madame Blavatsky: "And did you see no phenomena?" 1 said, 
.. No, of course I did not", when all of a sudden the thought flashed across 

:l 
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me " \'\Thy, yes, I did ", and then I told them what had happened. Of course 
a sceptic, full of the theory of trickery on H. P. B,'s part, would say: "Oh, 
of course cllckoo clocks are always getting out of order; she knew it only 
struck five when it ought to strike twelve, and cunningly waited the proper 
time to say, . shut up' "-hut I know hetter, and I do not even believe it 
was done with the object of showing me a specimen of her powers; she 
simply felt annoyed that the noise should interrupt the conversation, and so 

stopped it, just as we should command a noisy child to be quiet or leave 
the room. 

Some years after I rcdatcd tbis incident before H. P. B. at 
Lansdowne Road, and she nodded her head when I asked her if it was not 
true that she stoppell the clock by occult means, and said. " Of course". 
never placed the least importance in phenomena for their own sake, and I 
never asked H. P. B. for even the smallest evidence of her power. 
:\1 y personal remembranc(' of her will always he that of the kindest 
and most affectionate. as well as rt·\'cf(·d. friend. 

C .. \. PASSI~GHUI. 

Prr,,,dmt West of £I/:;/al/d Brandl. 

" IF we are created in the image of God, we must also be creators." 

" \VHEN a man loves his children with an excess of passion, be sure 
that he is not happy." 

" PERHAPS the great sensibility of women proceeds from the magnetism 
in their system. They are living compass needles, always tending towards 
their pole: but the deviations arc frequent." 

" YOUR wife has brought dishonour into your family. Perhaps when 
you married her YOll were the first to dishonour her," 

"A WOMAN is stoned for an. action which a perfect gentleman may 
commit with impunity," 

"\VE find women unjust because they are impressionable; but im
pressions are often juster than judgments. It is the story of the judge 
and jury," 

.. A WmIA!'I not understood is a woman who does not understand," 

"\\'ITH real humility one cOllld not he jealous. Any diminution 111 
atfection would be attributed to one's own fault," 

" THEIn: is but one happiness: 
Duty. 

There is but one consolation: 
Worth. 

There is but one delight: 
The heautiful." 



abt JJtatrut of Ilanit 

FROM A THEOSOPHIC POINT OF VIEW. 

NE of the most interesting things in the history of intellectual ~ 'to' development, is .to note the manner in which certain ideas crop up 
here and there in different ages and different countries, seemingly without 
connection, and yet bearing the marks of unmistakable family likeness. 
And as the summits of the highest mountains resemble each other closely, 
and in all countries the towering pinnacles of snow and ice catch the first 
gleams of sunrise upon their dazzling brows, and glow with the rose of 
sunset long after the lower world is dark, so it is with the greatest minds. 
They rise above the general level of the race, to receive the first glimpses of 
the eternal light, and in all countries and all ages, \Visdom is their common 
portion. Especially is this to be noted of the seers of the world, of thosE'! 
who use their spiritual insight rather than their intellectual olltsight, and of 
these was Dante--as he himself said of Aristotle-" master of those who 
know". Dante is said to have belonged to the Order of the Templars, to 
that body of men acknowledged hy all to have been reared in the utmost 
refinement and culture of the day, men imbued, through their travels and 
residence in the East, with much of its mystic learning and hidden secrets. 
The religion of the Templars has long been known to have been no tissue 
of childish absurdities and superstitious practices, but to represent that 
advanced thought which in an age of persecution it was most necessary to 
conceal. Rightly considered, says \Vilcke (the great German authority on 
the subject) their secret doctrine was nothing more than Protestantism in 
general and rationalism in particular. But we are told that the Temple 
signified the Wisdom-religion, handed down in secret from remote 
antiquity, and even Ozanam, the principal Roman Catholic writer upon 
Dante, declares that the plan of the Divine Comedy closely follows the outlines 
of an initiation into the Egyptian mysteries. 

However this may be, it is at least true, as Ozanam says further, that 
"mystics, by a certain divine intuition which they had no leisure to verify, 
often had a presentiment of certain natural laws whose complete revelation 
was reserved for subsequent ages. In mysticism a great power 
was given to the heart over the mind, and the imagination held the keys of 
the heart; thence a real need, a constant habit, of allegorical expressions and 
legendary allusions. Contemplative, ascetic, symbolical, such has mysticism 
ever bee~, and it has left its triple seal upon the philosophy of Dante." 
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Science has found in that philosophy, the germ of many of the most 
modern ideas in physiology, more than a hint of the laws of gravity and 
attraction, a foreknowledge of a western continent, and a theory of morals 
far in advance of Dante's age. He was accused of heresy many times, as a 
GhibeIline and a Templar, both before and after his death, and Cardinal 
del Poggetto was with difficulty restrained from exhuming his lately buried 
remains and having them publicly burned as those of a heretic. 

Many authors, English, French, Italian, have held similar views as to 
Dante's secret connection with the Templars, and about 1835, Vecchioni, 
President of the Supreme Court of Naples, tried in vain to be allowed to 
publish a book on the Divine Comedy. in which he proposed to show that a 
treasure of primitive wisdom had been handed down by the Egyptian priests 
who transmitted its secrets to the initiated alone, by means of a secret lan
guage; that this language passed with the mysteries into Greece, was 
employed by the early poets, and then adopted by the philosophers, 
especially by Plato; from Greece it was transmitted to Italy, and handed 
down to the time of Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio, who used it in their 
works; and finally, that the Divine Comedy was arranged after the plan of a 
Taletes, or initiation to the mysteries, ending in the Eposis or vision of the 
Divine. This secret language, or rather conventional use of language, was 
taught by grammarians, Grammar being the first of the seven mystic sciences 
known as the Trivium and Qlladrivillm, and defined as tile art of expressing It 
thing with two meanings. 

I have no time to go into the history of heresy in the Middle Ages, but 
it is a significant fact, that Catharism, generally identified with the religion 
of the Templars, is said to be derived, not from a Greek, but from an Indian 
word, the name of a river and of a people. The Brahminical white thread 
was used as a girdle by both Catharists and Templars. 

Loiseleur, the great French authority on the Templars, says that they 
believed in a Divine Spirit, as opposed to the organiser of matter and the 
creator and preserver of the world, and that they were closely connected 
with the sect of the Enchetes or worshippers of Lucifer. Here we recognise 
the old opposition of Spirit and Matter, and the dawning recognition of the 
formula Demo" est DelIS inversus. Heckethorn, in his Secret Societies of all Ages, 
speaking of the Catharists, says that in their chivalric orders, the degrees, 
at first three, afterwards became seven, and at the time of their presumed 
fusion with the Albigenses, the Templars, and the Ghibellines, thirty-three. Vv'e 
know, at least, that Dante was a Ghibelline, and thirty-three, the number of 
the degrees in Masonry, is the number upon which he bases the structure 
of the Divine Comedy. "The statutes of the Catharists closely resembled 
those of the Templars ", continues Heckethorn, "and their clothes were of 
the same three colours with those of Beatrice, and the three circles in 
Paradise," i.e., red, white and green, the colours of the Trinity. 

The idol Baphomet, that the Templars were accused of worshipping, 
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represented the head of an old man with a flowing white beard, undoubtedly 
identical with the Ancient of Days or the White Head of the Kabbala, a 
symbol of the Deity. The name signifies the baptism of wisdom, and corres
ponds to the Abraxas of the Gnostics, often represented under the same 
figure, surrounded by four stars, and beheld as the sun. Dante uses Cato 
in the Banqlut as a symbol of the Deity (Banq. iv. 28), and describes him 
in the Purgatory, c. I., as an old man with a long white beard, surrounded by 
the four consecrated stars, which shone so brightly upon his face that the 
poet beheld him as the sun. 

One of Dante's French critics speaks of the Pagan characteristics of 
the Inferno, ofthe many occult elements of the Purgatorio, where we have all 
the tests of initiation, both ancient and modern, of the many heretics and 
heathen in the Paradiso, of the fact that Virgil and Statius, Dante's guides, 
are both pagans, and that St. Bernard, to whom is given the part of third 
hierophant, or high priest, was the compiler of the rules of the Templars. 

Many authors, as I have said before, have pointed out the resemblance 
between the course of the Divine Comedy and the old initiations, but we must 
not forget that, while to the profane these mysteries represented the story of 
a hero's descent into hell and subsequent ascension into heaven, and to the 
scientist the progress of the sun through the signs of the Zodiac, to the 
more enlightened they typified the regeneration of the soul. The Masonic 
initiation for instance, exoterically represents the murder and resurrection 
of Hiram, the architect of Solomon's Temple, and the assassins slay him at 
the west door, because the sun sets in the west. They are twelve in number, 
to correspond with the signs of the Zodiac, and they bury the body and 
mark the spot with a sprig of acacia (emblem of immortality) to typify the 
new vegetation to follow the sun's resurrection. The body of Hiram is 
discovered on the seventh day, to symbolise the renewed life of the sun in 
the seventh month, and can only be brought to life by "the lion's grip", 
because the sun's full strength is attained when he enters Leo (July). 

This is the astronomical key, but we are told that to all significant 
myths, the keys are sevetl. We are also told that the building of 
Solomon's Temple typified the acquirement of the Secret vVisdom, and 
that this is why it is said to have been reared without sound of hammer or 
axe. All initiations follow the same general lines. Beginning with the 
death of the old man, they symbolise re-birth, accompanied by the baptism 
of Lethe, or the forgetfulness of evil, and Eunoe, or the reception of good, 
followed by resurrection, or ascension to the higher life. The neophyte's 
entrance to the new life is almost always made through a narrow crevice, 
from which the initiate emerges, as from the gates of birth. Such passages 
still exist in the old crypts of many cathedrals, as well as in the Great 
Pyramid, and when Dante leaves Hell, he emerges through a narrow 
crevice in the rock, from which he first beholds the stars. 

The Freemasons of to-day proudly claim descent from the Templars, 
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and there are many singular coincidences in Dante's poem with portions of 
the Masonic symbolism. It would take tuo long to go through the whole 
story of the regeneration of the soul, which Dante himself tells us to be his 
subject, its mystical sense; "the passage of the holy from the slavery of 
present corruption to the liberty of the eternal glory". Some of the most 
striking resemblances, however, are found in the description of the gate of 
Purgatory, led up to by three steps, at whose top stands an angelic warder 
with a naked sword, to demand of the poet who he is, and where is his 
escort. In fact, the whole description of his passage through the seven 
circles of Purgatory, with its two baptisms, and the vision of the glorified 
Beatrice, or Divine Wisdom, at the end, corresponds most closely, as has 
been said, to the old Taletes. So in the Paradise, with its voyage from 
star to star, there are many symbols recalling the l\lasonic temple with its 
starry roof. Reghellini (who wrote a book on Masolrry as the resldt of the 
Egyptian religions) was so impressed by these resemblances, that he declared 
Dante an initiate of the Kabbalistic and Rosicrucian orders. King, in his 
book on The Gnostics and their Remains, says that the 18th canto of the 
Purgatory is "replete with the profoundest symbolism, which the Frt:e
masons claim for their own". It is enough to speak of Dante's use of such 
symbols as the. imperial eagle, the mystic ladder, the rose and cross, the 
pelican, the supper of the Lamb, the three pillars of Faith, Hope, and 
Charity; of symbolic colours, letters, and geometric figures-the point, the 
circle, the triangle, the square; the trampling of crown and mitre under 
foot by the neophyte; the invoking of Divine vengeance on the destroyers 
of the Temple; the choice of St. Bernard, organiser of that Order, as High 
Priest; to confirm these statements. 

To all these coincidences in the Divine Comeay, the other works of 
Dante's great trilogy, the Vita Nuova (or New Life), and the Convito (or 
Banquet) supply even more ample confirmation, and it seems to me strange 
that anyone familiar with the character of the man, his age, and his 
studies, could fail to see the mystical element to be the uppermost in all. 
Lest this should be missed in the New Life, in spite of his efforts to make 
it plain, Dante wrote The Banquet, a philosophical work in prose, especially 
intended to explain and corroborate his other works, and he also wrote to 
Can Grande a much-neglected letter about the Divine Comedy, in which he 
tells him that this book, like all other books, can be understood, and ought 
to be interpreted, in four ways, the literal, the allegorical, the 'floral, and the 
mystical; and moreover he is careful to inform us that the literal is not 
necessarily the historical, but may be only" a beautiful fiction ". 

The Vita Nuova, or story of Dante's New L'fe, has been too much 
studied from the historical point of view, and the Beatrice of that" beautiful 
fiction" considered as a real person. Of course, there is no time to go 
fully into this much-vexed question; suffice it to say that we know that a 
Beatrice Portinari existed, but we have only the authority of Boccaccio for 
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her identification with the Beatrice of Dante, who nowhere names any 
family or any place in his book; that Boccaccio is an exceedingly untmst" 
worthy chronicler, and all his dates (which are very few) are at variance, 
either with' Dante's, or with history, while all Dante's dates in the Vita 
Nuova are mystical combinations of the number g. The usual number of 
degrees in the secret societies is 33, the number Dante uses in the Divine 
Comedy. In the media!val associations at least, these degrees were denoted 
by a series of odd numbers, and when the man was born again and rose to 
the new life, these numbers were called years. The third degree, for 
instance, was called the gth year. Dante's story of his New Life describes 
his meeting Beatrice (the" giver of blessings ") for the first time when he 
was nine years old, and though he sees her often after that, it is nine years 
before their secof!d meeting, when for the first time he hears her speak. Now 
in the third degree, the neophyte (then said to be "i"e years old) .. beholds 
the light", symbolised by a fair woman, with whom he is said to fall in love . 
.. Beholding the light" consisted in seeillg the sacred symbols and hearing 
them explained. The two mystic baptisms of Lethe and Eunoe signified 
purification, or death to sin, and manifestation, or rebirth in purity. Manifes
tation was performed in two ways, by showing the symbols to the neophyte, 
and by explaining their meaning to him, and was therefore the same 
process as .. beholding the light", or .. falling in love with Madonna ". 
This ocular inspection and oral instruction were called "the eyes and 
mouth" (or smile) of Madonna, and constituted her first and secol/a' beallty. 

In his New Life, as I have just said, Dante at the age of nine, sees 
Beatrice, and nine years later, hears her speak. And when he meets her in 
Purgatory, after her death, she wears a veil, through which he can only see 
her glorious eyes, and then she throws it off, and he discovers her second 
beallty, her smile, "the splendour of the living Light Eternal", .. Not in 
mine eyes alone is Paradise ", says Beatrice to him, further on. 

In the Ballqllet Dante explains that by the eyes of his lady he means the 
demonstrations of Wisdom, and. by her second beallty, her smilJ, that 
intuitive conviction whereby we perceive \Visdom as without any veil. 

Such' mystical dates as Dante uses all through the New Life occur in 
almost all the writings of the medireval poets, and these coincidences, if 
they are nothing more, are very striking. The Holy \\-'eek is almost 
always made the turning-point of their lives and of their loves, As Dante 
chooses it for the time of the Commedia, so Boccaccio takes it for the 
DecamerCln, and dates his mystical work Filocopo on Holy Saturday, He 
first meets his Fiammetta "in a temple", on Holy Saturday, while 
Petrarch meets Laura" in a temple" on Good Friday, at .. the first hour 
of the day"; she is born on Good Friday, and she dies on Good Friday, 
"at the first hour of the day", Camoens and several of the Troubadour 
poets describe themselves as falling in love on Good Friday, and their 
ladies, like Laura, all die on Good Friday, many of them, like Laura and 
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Beatrice, .. at the first hour of the day". The degree already described 
as "beholding the light" or" falling in love with Madonna", was given 
at "the first hour of the day", and when the light was withdrawn again, 
in the last degree, it was said to disappear, or " Madonna died ", at "the 
first hour of the day". 

KATHERINE HILLARD, F.T.S. 

(To be concluded.) 

THE Secrets of Initiation are, by their very nature, inviolable; for the 
frater who knows them can only have discovered them of himself. He has 
found them while frequenting well-instructed lodges, by observing, com
paring and judging the doctrines and the symbols. Rest assured then, that 
once he has arrived at this result, he will preserve it with the utmost care. 
and will not communicate it even to those of his fraters in whom he has 
confidence; for. since any frater has been unable to discover the secrets for 
himself, he would be equally unable to grasp their real meaning if he re
ceived them only by word of mouth. 

TI,e Secrets of initiation, by J. J. CASANOVA, 1725. Fra.R.C. 

IN an important article in the Times on " Literary Affairs in India ", there 
appears the following testimony to the value of the work of the Theosophical 
Society in that country. After speaking of various works successfully 
undertaken, it proceeds: 

All this gives but a \-ery imperfect idea of the literary acth'ity displayed by native 
students. In the Madras Presidency a number of Sanskrit texts have been publIShed, 
but, as most of them are printed with Telu~u letters, they are of less use to European 
scholars. A branch of the Theosophical Society, under Colonel Olcott, is doing some 
really useful work in publishing Sanskrit texts, more particularly the Vedas, with their 
native commentaries; and it does credit to the editor that, when he reprints English 
editions, he does not suppress the names of the scholars who were the first to con
stitute, with the help of MSS., a correct text of these ancient writings. What a 
difference there is between a real editio princtps and any later edition of the same text 
has been seen during the last months in the constant ftow of criticism poured aD the 
newly-disco\'ered text of Aristotle's Constitution of Athens. The editor had spared 
no pains, and he had receh'ed most valuable assistance. The whole performance was 
most creditable; and yet in how many places had the real lI'riting and the real 
meaning been misapprehended. Repiints of public texts cum ['arielale Itclitm",t aim 
nolis variorum may be very meritorious and useful, but they cannot be compared for 
one moment with first editions. The labour that has to be bestowed on these is 
infinitely greater, and the dangers that have to be met require a scholarship, or a 
kind of generalship, which is almost extinct among Greek and Latin scholars. It was 
disgraceful, therefore, that some publishers in India should have been allowed to 
reprint texts which had been edited with great labour from imperfect MSS. by 
European scholars, without a word of acknowledgment. No doubt, in cases where 
every mi'take and every misprint had been reproduced by the Indian pirate. this was 
actionable; but. what is still worse, it was ungrateful and disloyal to the best friends 
that India has had in England. We trust, therefure, that the good example set by tbe 
native scholars attached to the Theosophical Society will in future he followed by all 
scholars, whether in India or elsewhere. 
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(A Pape, ,ead befoTe the BlafJatsky Lodge, T.S.) 

~HE members of the Blavatsky Lodge of the Theosophical Society 
® are all to some extent students of philosophy and religion, and 
although they are associated into a Lodge chiefly to master the SeC1'et 
Doct,ine, which has been expounded to them in so learned and yet so 
interesting a manner by Madame Blavatsky, yet some portion of their time 
and attention may with advantage be spent in a comparison between the 
Secrd Doct,ine and other ancient theologies, faiths and philosophies. 

Being fully persuaded of the good to be thus derived, I have been 
desirous oftaking advantage of any opportunity that has fallen in my way, 
of calling attention to the dogmas of the old Hebrew Kabalah. I had the 
good fortune to be attracted to this somewhat out.of-the-way and recondite 
study, at an early period of my life, and I have been able to spare a little 
time in subsequent years to collect some knowledge of this Hebrew reli
gious philosophy: my information upon the subject has been kept up by 
my membership of more than one of the present day Rosicrucian Societies, 
in one of which I have been Prremonstrator of the Kabalah; and in these 
studies I have had the advantage of the kindly help of my friend, Brother 
MacGregor Mathers, who is well known in London as the Translator and 
Editor of three books of the ZOhaT, which is the chief storehouse of Kabalis
tic doctrine. Yet the Kabalistic books are so numerous and so lengthy, and 
so many of them only to be studied in Rabbinic Hebrew and Chaldee, that I 
feel to-day less confident of my knowledge of the Kabalah than I did ten 
years ago. 

I had the honour last year of delivering a lecture to this Lodge on the 
far-reaching scheme of the development of Man, with especial relation to the 
first three Root Races of mankind in the Fourth Round, as taught in the 
Secret Doctrine. It was then suggested that with the descent of Mind into 
the well-developed material Man of the mid-point between the third and 
fourth Races, there ensued an incarnation of some truly great Minds who 
brought down to the nascent humanity the Wisdom of the more spiritual 
beings who possessed a mental grasp of the knowledge of the Worlds, and of 
the true history of the Origin and Destiny of man. Theosophists suppose 
that this teaching has formed the basis of the" \Visdom Religion" which 
has been preserved in every age until now. \Ve believe that Adepts have 
existed in many lands through all the centuries of change, juvenescence 
and decay of races and nations: we doubt not that much of the primeval 
knowledge has failed to be assimilated by the successors of these sublime 
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teachers; but on the othn hand then' lIlay han' heen a coincident rear
rangement of facts and notions, hy means of which a clear stream of the 
truth concerning the origins of human religions and hUlllan knowledge has 
reached even down to our own tillle, and that sOllie glimpses of the Secret 
Doctrine still existing in the fastnesses of Central .\sia ha\'e heen offered for 
our acceptance. To such as hold this helief, the existence of other systems 
of religious philosophy which are fOllnd to present points of similarity to the 
Secret Doctrine is explained by the suggestion that they come from the 
same ancient stock, at some period of the history of man which may he 
unknown to liS; and that lapse of time, and remoteness of dwelling of the 
custodians of the similar, hut more or less divergent, systems will explain 
at once the similarity and the differences, especially if we suppose that the 
descent of the diver~ent system has heen marred by the failure, at some 
period, of the possessors to attain such a stage of moral, mental and 
spiritual purity, as to enahle them to continue to draw inspiration from the 
fountain-head. The connectiun with the true source once broken, the 
gradual decadence of a philosophy is easy of conception. 

Whether there ever existed such a nexus between the Primary Kabalah 
and the \Visdom Religion may never be known, but a study of Kabalistic 
books does show that a gradual degradation has been going on in the 
philosophy since media'val times. Some of the writings of the latest Rabbis 
sadly differ from the purer and more ancient treatises. \Vhatever may hc 
the origin of this philosophy, it is undeniahle that the most ancient Rabhis 
did claim a prehistoric date for its conception: and being Hebrews, who no 
doubt were prominent in the study and the practice of the Exoteric Law of 
Moses, they claimed for it as distant an origin as they allowed to man 
himself. They asserted its origin to be from Adam himself, the first human 
being of their cosmogony, and they asserted that he was instructed by 
angels sent by the Deity, whom they exoterically described as Jehovah 
Elohim, he who they said put the Soul into Man, and made him a living 
and thinking being. Here then we have a parallel. The Secret Doctrine 
suggests that the earliest thinking men were taught hy Solar Spirits of 
sublime order, the Rabbis said that their Kabalah, their esoteric doctrine 
-in contrast to their Pentateuch, their exoteric religion-was given to their 
earliest man by angelic beings coming from their Creator. 

It must be confessed that the origin of the Kabalah is lost in the mists 
of antiquity; no one even professes to demonstrate who was its author. or 
who were its earliest teachers. Considcrahle evidence might be adduced to 
show that its roots pass back to the Hebrew Rabbis who flourished at the timc 
of the Second Temple. Of its existence before this time I know of no evi
dence. One of the chief books, the Sether Yetzirah, is ascribed to Abraham: 
but modern criticism, which is hardly disposed to grant the existence of 
Abraham, does not of course assent to this ascription. 

It has been suggested lhat the captivity uf the Jews in Babylon led lu 
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the formation of this philosophy by the effect of Chaldean lore and dogma 
acting on Jewish tradition. No doubt in the earliest stages of its existence 
the teaching was entirely oral, and became varied by the minds through 
whom it filtered in its course: there is no proof that any part of it was 
written for centuries after; and it was kept curiously distinct both from 
the Exoteric Pentateuchal Mosaic doctrine. and from the ever-growing 
Talmudic commentaries. The Mishnah and Gemara. which form the Talmlld, 
seem to have grown up in Hebrew theology without combining with these 
recondite doctrines of the Kabalah. In a similar manner we see in India 
that the Upanishads, an esoteric series of treatises. grew up alongside the 
Brahmal/as and the Pllrdnas-exoteric instructions designed for the use of the 
masses of the people. 

\Vith regard to the oldest Kahalistic hooks still extant, a fierce contro
versy has raged among critics for the last century. The critics of course 
all unite in denying the asserted era of each work, and all unite in proving 
that the assumed author is the only possible person who. could not have 
written each one in question. But these critics show the utmost divergence 
of opinion the moment it becomes necessary to fix on a date or an author: 
so much more easy is destructive criticism, than the acquirement of real 
knowledge. 

Let us take a rapid glance at the extant literature on our subject. By 
common consent the oldest treatise' is the Sfpller Yetzjrah, or "Book of 
Formation ", attributed to Abraham the Patriarch. This is a most curious 
philosophical scheme of creation, drawing a parallel between the origin of 
the world, the sun, the planets, the elements, seasons and man, and the 
twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet, dividing them into a Triad, a 
Heptad and a Dodecad; three mother letters A, M, and Sh, referred to 
primeval Air, \Vater and Fire; seven double letters referred to the Planets 
and the seven-fold division of time, &c., and the twelve simple letters referred 
to the months, zodiacal signs, and human organs. 

Modern criticism tends to the statement that the existing ancient 
versions were compiled about A.D. 200. The Sepher Yetzirah is mentioned 
in the Ta/muds, both of Jerusalem and of Babylon, and is written in the 
~eo-Hebraic language, like the Mishnah. 

\Ve must next consider the Zohar, or "Book of Splendour ", a collec
tion of many separate treatises on the Deity, Angels, Souls, and Cosmogony. 
This is ascribed to Rabhi Simeon ben Jochai. who lived A.D. 160, who was 
persecuted and driven to live in a cave hy Lucius Aurelius Verus, co-regent 
with the Emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. Some considerable portion 
of the work inay have been arranged by him, and condensed by him from 
the oral traditions of his time: but other parts have certainly been added 
by other hands at intervals up to the time when it was first published as a 
whole by Rahbi Moses de Leon, of Guadalajara in Spain, circa 1290. 

From that time its history is known. Printed editions. have heen issued in 
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Mantua, 1558; Cremona, 1560:- and Lublin, 1623; these are the three 
famous Codices of the Zohar in t~e Hebrew language. For those who do 
not read Hebrew, the only practical means of studying the Zoha1' has been 
the partial translation into Latin of Baron Knorr von Rosenroth-published 
in 1684 under the title of Kabbala Denudata-until the English edition of the 
treatises-Siphra Dtztllioutha or "Book of Concealed Mystery"; Ha Ura 
Rabba, "Greater Assembly"; and Ha Ura Sula, "Lesser Assembly"; 
translated and edited by MacGregor Mathers, and published by Redway. 

These three books give a fair idea of the tone and style and material of 
the Kabalistic Book of the Zoltar, but they of course do not include a view 
of the whole subject. 

Other famous treatises are: 
"The Commentary on the Ten Sephiroth ", by Rabbi Azariel ben 

Menachem, 1200 A.D.; "The Alphabet" of Rabbi Akiba; the "Book of 
Enoch"; "The Palaces, Pardes Rimmonim, or Garden of Pomegranates" ; 
" Otz ha Chiim, or Tree of Life"; "Rashith Ha Galgulim, or Revolutions 
of Souls"; and especially the writings of the famous Spanish jew, Ibn 
Gebirol, who died A.D. 1070, and was also called Avicebron. 

The teaching of the Kabalah has been considered to be grouped into 
several schools, each of which was for a time famous. I may mention:
The School of Gerona, 1190 to 1210, of Rabbi Isaac the Blind, Rabbi 
Azariel, and Rabbi Ezra. The School of Segovia, of Rabbis Jacob, Abulafia, 
Shem Tob, and Isaac of Akko. The School of Rabbi Isaac ben Abraham 
Ibn Latif. The School of Abulafia and Joseph Gikatilla. The School of 
Zoharists of Rabbis Moses de Leon, Menahem di Recanti, Loria and Vital. 

But in the main I may say that there were two opposing tendencies 
among the Kabalists: the one set devoted themselves entirely to the 
doctrinal and dogmatic branch: the other to the practical and wonder
working aspect. The greatest of the wonder-working Rabbis were Isaac 
Loria, who died in 1572 ; and Sabbatai Zevi, who curiously enough became 
a Mahommedan. Both of these departments of Occult Rabbinic lore have 
still their living representatives, chiefly scattered individuals; very rarely 
groups of initiates are found. In Central Europe, parts of Russia, Austria, 
and Poland, there are even now Jews, known as wonder-working Rabbis, 
who can do strange things they attribute to the Kabalah, and things very 
difficult to explain have been seen in England, at the hands of students of 
Kabalistic rites and talismans. 

The commentaries, many series deep, overlaying each other, which 
even now exist in connection with the old treatises, form such a mass of 
Kabalistic lore as to make it an impossible task to grasp therp: probably no 
man in this country can say what doctrines are not still laid up in some of 
these works; but in the main it may be stated that the Kabalah indicates 
philosophical conceptions respecting Deity, Angels, and beings more 
spiritual than man, the human Soul and its several aspects or parts; con-
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cerning pre-existence and re·incarnation, and the several worlds or planes of 
existence. 

Then the practical Kabalah teaches the relations between letters and 
numbers and the modes of their inter-relation; the principles of Gematria, 
Notaricon, and Temura; the formation and uses of the divine and angelic 
names as amulets; the formation gf Magic Squares; and a vast fund of 
allied curious lore, which, with the Tarot, formed the basis of Medireval Magic. 

For those who do not wish to read any Kabalistic work as a whole, 
but rather to glean a general view of the Philosophy, there are two standard 
works, one in English by Dr. Ginsburg, a very complete and concise 
resume of the doctrines; and one in French by Adolph Franck, which is 
more discursive and less thorough. These works should be read by every 
beginner. 

Many points of the teaching of the" Secret Doctrine" are not at all 
touched on by the Hebrew system, or are excluded by differences of a 
fundamental nature: such are the cosmogony of other worlds, or of our own 
in earlier Rounds, than the present (unless the destroyed \Vorlds of Un
balanced Force refer to these); the inviolability of law, as Karma, is not a 
prominent feature; and the number of rehirths is limited generally to three. 
Some small part of the Kabalistic doctrine is found in the TalmMd, but in 
this collection of treatises there is a grossness that is ahsent from the true 
Kabalah and the Esoteric Eastern system: such are the theories of the de
basement of men into animal forms; and of men reborn as women, as a 
pu,.ishment~: for earthly sins in a previous life: see Rabbi Manasseh in the 
Nishmath Chiim, or " Breath of Lives ". 

But it must be remembered that many of the doctrines to which we 
may justly take exception are limited to the teachings of but a few Rabbis: 
and that the differences between the doctrines on a given point are some· 
times very great; as is shewn by a comparison of the books of the Rabbis 
of different eras and schools. Some of the Kabalistic teaching has also 
never been printed nor published, and has been handed down even to this 
day from master to pupil only: there are some points, not found in any 
Hebrew Book, which I myself have received in our Rosicrucian and G. D. 
Hermetic Lodges; and I may not therefore be able to supply chapter and 
verse for all I may say about the Kabalah, or for all that I may answer in 
response to your questions. An attentive study of some of these old 
mystical Hebrew Books discloses the existence of intentional" blinds", to 
use H. P. B:s expression, when it is intended to confine certain dogmas to 
certain students fitted to receive them, and to preserve them from pro· 
miscuous distribution. 

W. WYNN VVESTCOTT, M.B., F.T.S. 
(To be c,ntinued.) 

• If not as punishment. yet the majority of female lives are harder to bear than male 
lives; possibly male and female Jives are alternate. and complementary to each other. 
each supplying needful experiences. 
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THE ESOTERIC CHRIST. 

(2) His SlIbstana. 

(Continued. ) 

~~ ET us, for ilIu~tration, insti~~te an analogy b~ substituting for the 
~:::, terms ConSCIOusness, Spmt, and God, their noblest and most 

appropriate analogue in the physical universe, namely, Light, and 
supposing this to be the sole, original. self-subsistent, positive being, 
the suhstance of all that is. Let us think of it as subsisting 
primarily in absolute plenitude, but unmanifest, as invisible light, 
and homogeneous, but becoming manifest, and for that purpose 
evolving from itself a substantial medium whereby to radiate and 
differentiate of itself into the manifold spheres, modes, conditions, and 
specialisations requisite to form a world exteriorly cognisable; a result 
which is readily conceivable of as attainable though differentiations of 
polarisation occurring in this medium. And let us further suppose the world 
thus made of light, to be peopled with b~ings similarly constituted, who, by 
virtue of their representing an evolution from the inorganic to the organic, 
are possessed of faculties wherewith !o cognise themselves and the 
substance of which they are constituted. 

Let us suppose, moreover-what also is easily conceivable-that 
although light is in itself one and uniform and perfect in lustre and hue. 
being absolutely colourless and pure, yet when thus submitted to conditions, 
it appears under manifold hues and degrees of brightness, and is capable of 
shading away. and even of disappearing altogether, and giving place to utter 
darkness-a darkness which, as the nt'gation of light, would in the case 
supposed he the negation of being, and consequently the extinction of the 
entity concerned. Nor would the possibility of an event so terrible neces
sarily imply defect, either in the substance or in the constitution of the 
existence in view. For it is conceivahle of as occurring through the incor
rigible wilfulness of the subject-individual, in cherishing a preference for 
darkness to light and therein for non-being to being. Rather would the 
absence of such a possibility of self-extinction involve a limitation fatal to 
the perfection of a world designed to manifest the infinite. 

To continue our analogy. In a world thus constituted the grade of 
any individual would necessarily depend upon his readiness and ability to 
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appropriate and to assimilate himself to the substance of his being in its 
purest and highest modes, this being the best evidence he can gh'e of his 
respect and affection for his source and sustenance. And it is no far-fetched 
conception to sllppose that according as he strove to de\'elop himself and 
others in the same direction, hy aspiring ever towards more and higher 
light, he might find himself gradually but surely reconstituted, and a new 
selfhood built up in him, of modes becoming ever finer and more tenuous of 
the substance of his existence, compared with which his former and original 
self, which had been constituted of its lower and coarser modes, seemed to 
him altogether gross and unworthy, so that he should be eager to shed it as 
having become a clog upon him. And this process of sublimation may 
fairly be conceived of as continuing until he has become altogether sublimed, 
and is one in condition, as well as in suhstance. with the whole of which he 
is now an individuate part, his capacity for power and intelligence enhanced 
in proportion to the exceeding tenuity of their vehicle, and having in him
self the power of light eternal. 

~or need we-to complC'te our analogy-think of the seeker in so 
arduous a quest-the seeker. that is, after the perfect light-as left to his 
unaided knowledge and exertions. For, call the substance of existence 
what we may--Light, Consciousness, Spirit, or God-taking care only that 
it be some name which implies its sufficiency to account for all the pheno
mena of existence-that substance, being original and self-subsistent, is 
necessarily divine: and didnity is necessarily indefeasible. From which 
it follows that there must inhere, even in the lowest modes to which, for 
creative purposes, it has been projected, a capacity of reversion to its 
original divine condition, which capacity, from being latent while in the 
inorganic state, becomes a positi ve tendency, when, through the agency of 
life, it attains the organic state. It is conceivable that from this tendency, 
let us say at once, of Matter to revert to Spirit-or, to speak with exactitude, 
of Substance to revert from its artificial, material and molecular, to its 
original, spiritual and non·molecular condition-there arises, first, the 
evolution whereby is Creation, or the elaboration of the world physical and 
physiological; and next, the Involution whereby is Redemption, or the 
elaboration of the world spiritual and substantial.· 

Let this but be so, and so far from man being left to pursue unaided an 
uphill course, in seeking to hecome reconstituted of the higher clements of 
his system, he has the aid and support of those elements themselves, 
because hy virtue of the quality of their inherency they tend in the same 
direction. \Vherefore all that he has to do, after once his will is set in the 
upward way, is to heed the impulses which flow to him from them in the 
voice of his own intuitions, and detaching more and more his affections from 

• The assumption of the materialists that the quantity of matter in the universe is in· 
variable. is here set aside as wholly gratuitous. being founded on the assumption no less 
gratuitous that there is no Divine Will. of which matter is the product and to which it is 
subject. For the mystic all force is. ultimately. Will-Force. 
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the outer and lower which may yet seek to detain him, throw their weight 
also on the ascending side. The law which governs ascent and descent in 
the natural world is what it is only because it is the law of the spiritual 
world-the law, this is, of gravitation. Man's spiritual level is according to 
his spiritual density, and it lies within the power of his own will to determine 
the degree of this. 

Now, this reversion of Suhstance from the material to the spiritual 
condition, and the generation thereby of the man spiritual and substantial 
within the man physical and phenomenal, represents the arrest of the cen
trifugal and outgoing force of the human system-which, if continued 
unchecked, would be dissipated and lost in space-and its return as the 
centripetal and ingathering force towards its centre in completion of the 
entity concerned, as a system, and therein its redemption and perpetuation. 
But these forces, or rather modes of force-for as there is but one suh
stance, so also is there but one force, since" He that worketh is One "
are as masculine and feminine to each other, being respectively as will and 
love. From this it follows that there is a twofold reason why the man 
spiritual and substantial is said-as he is said-to be "the son of the 
woman ". He is constituted of the feminine element of existence, namely, 
substance, and his elaboration occurs through the operation of the feminine 
mode of force. the centripetal or love mode. Now, as already said, the 
man spiritual and substantial who is thus engendered is the Esoteric Christ. 

v. 
(3) His Nativity. 

The analogy whi(:h has just been elaborated at so great length is, for 
the mystic, no mere analogy, but literal truth. We are beings made of 
light, inhabiting a world of the same material, and only through our own 
defect of perception is there any darkness in ourselves or in the world. 
This defect of perception, moreover, is not of material or of structure, but of 
condition j for it comes of our being depolarised from our proper centre. 
And that by which we are, and alone can be, redeemed from this condition 
is the operation within us of the principle of which the product is the new 
interior selfhood just described, a selfhood all luminous and all percipient, 
that which mystically is called the Christ within. Only by this interior 
operation, and not by aught occurring without. nor by proxy and 
vicariously, can such result be attained. 

In this new and interior selfhood, from Chaos we become Kosmos; 
and whereas before we were blind, now we see. Or, to apply another 
formula for the same process, told as of the universe, the Spirit of God
the Divine Energy within us-has moved upon the face of the waters of 
God-the Divme Substance within us, the substance of our own souls j 
God speaks-that is, finds expression-and thenceforth there is light; and 
we are no more darkness and a void. And under the co-operation of the 
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II Seven Spirits of God" the elaboration of the new selfhood proceeds to its 
consummation in the man made wholly in the image of God; each" day" 
in the week of his creation representing the work of one of these divine 
potencies. 

Or, to take another Scripture rendering of the same supreme process 
of regeneration-this time told as of the race. The whole earth of the 
human nature in us is corrupt and it is high time that the rule of the flesh 
be destroyed to make way for the rule of the Spirit, of darkness for that of 
light. Wherefore the Divine Energy moves upon the face of the waters of 
man's soul, and the result is light. For forthwith the earth in us is covered 
with a flood of intuition, the soul's own restored perceptions and recollections 
of the essential divinity of humanity. And upon this flood, as in an ark
his own Kosmic system-man, with all the principles, at once fourfold and 
seven-fold, of human nature, with the animals-types of his qualities and 
affections, high and low-are upborne to the summit of Ararat, the summit, 
that is, of spiritual attainment-a new man, being" regenerate of Water 
and of the Spirit"; while everything merely fleshly in him is overwhelmed 
and drowned. 

Or, as in get another Scripture rendering of the same process-this 
time told as of a special individual but no less applicable to the general, 
and valuable only so far as it is applicable to the general, seeing that the 
particular is of account only as illustrative of the universal-the Divine 
Energy under its name of Holy Ghost-by which is denoted Deity active 
as distinguished from Deity passive-overshadows, or moves upon the face 
of the waters of, the Soul of the Man destined to serve as tHe finished type 
of Man regenerate. \Vhich Soul, as an indivi.4uated portion of the f 

11 ~ne Sub~tanc~ or .. '~~t:~" of ~p_~e, is ~ fi~st:M-;;-ia~~t, 
Virgin, because purified from all taint of materiality, and restored therefore 
to its original condition. And of these two, as Father and Mother, is 
engendered the new interior selfhood, the Christ Jesus within, at once Son ( 
of God and Son of Man. vVhile the man without, in whom such process r 
occurs, is, in virtue of his being the vehicle of the Christ and of its manifes· I 
tation to the world, called a Christ. I 

And, as if expressly in order to preclude all possibility of doubt or 
misapprehension-though unavailingly, for materialising "priests bore 
rule" in the Church" and the people loved to have it so "-the doctrine of 
the esoteric nature and universal applicability of the process of the 
Christ, was enunciated by the typical subject himself of it, in terms which, 
while not dramatic like the story of his own nativity, are yet symbolical, 
but nevertheless unmistakable in their meaning. For the declaration of 
Jesus to Nicodemus, "Ye must be born again of \Vater and the Spirit ", is 
no other than a declaration of the necessity to every man, as the condition 
of salvation, to be reborn as he himself is said to have been born; Virgin 
Mary and Holy Ghost being identical terms with pure Substance and 

3 
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divine Spirit, and implying the man's own so1l1 and spirit restored to their 
original divine condition. And regeneration is, no les!j than generation, a 
vital process. The difference is of plane only. 

The precise point in the man's evolution at which this new birth takes 
place, and the manner of it, are describable in this wise. That .. Man is 
alive only so far as he feels", is true of each kingdom of his nature, body. 
mind and soul. Hence only when the perceptive point of his consciousness, 
or "one life ", has moved into any of these kingdoms, is he "born" and 

~ IY\.'I.A. ~. t'W4 alive in respect of such kingdom. The impulse which moves this point is 
the \Vill, his Spirit or .. Father ". Passing on from the body to the mind, 
from being man physical and physiological merely, it makes him also man 
mental and intellectual. Passing inward and upward into the soul, it 
makes him from being these only, man spiritual also and substantial, and 
therein consubstantial with divinity, ;.nd as this man in him is Christ, it is 
of this operation of the Spirit in the soul, that Christ is begotten in the 
Man, in due time to be born, or manifest in and to him, which interior birth 
is the Nativity of Christ. All of which processes. though expressed in 
terms physiological, are purely spiritual and refer to the inner. It is for the 
man in whom the Christ is thus born and manifested, in due time to 
manifest him to the world, which he does by means of his life in the world. 

{I 

VI. 

(4) His Divim:t),. 

\Ve come to a doctrine which serves, perhaps, more than any other to 
afford a crucial proof at once of the corruption of religious truth hy ortho· 
doxy, and of the limitation of thought by the free-thinkers, so-called, whu 
have taken upon themselvcs not only to denounce orthodoxy, but to renounce 
all that orthodoxy claims to represent. Granted that according to the 
orthodox definition the doctrine is an absurdity, and worse even than an 
absurdity, a hlasphemy, and that the original fault lay with the sacerdotalists, 
it was none the less incumhent on those who claimed to represent free 
thought and the revolt against orthodoxy to have made every endea\'our to 
ascertain what precisely is the truth which sacerdotalism has suppressed by 
pcrverting it to its own ends; and this if only for the reason that an~ 
is never confuted until it is explai!1..eLL~ ,,'hereas, so far from~g this. 
tl1e-Agnosti-;;srha~~lavishly 'acc~l;ted the orthodox definitions, and, on the 
strength of the obvious falsehood of this, have pronounced against the 

• .. We shall abolish the priests by explaining them." was the proud boast of a re
doubtable leader of the school, John Morler. ~Iany years have elapsed since Its utterance. 
an:! in not one jot or tittle has It been fulfilled. The Agnostics have heaped unmeasured 
ridicule and abuse upon dogma. but have not explained it. Nor can they, consistently with 
their profession of ignorance and inability to know. ever expect to explain it. Since in order to 
explain. it is necessary first to know: and in order to know. it is necessary first to have an 
organon of knowledge: and Agnosticism disclaims both knowledge and organon. To be con
sistent they should refram from denial no less than from affirmation: since denial i.; but 
affirmation of the contrary. And of aflirmation in this sense they are profuse. 
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doctrine itself. And they ha\'e done this in face of the no less obvious 
probability that just as sacerdotalism had compassed the crucifixion of the 
person of Christ, so would it compass the crucifixion of the doctrine of 
Christ. Instead, therefore, of turning their backs with contempt upon the 
sacerdotal phalanx, they should haY(' faced it, and. piercing its lines, have 
penetrated to the heart of its position, and only when they had mastered its 
secret have presumed to judge it. Doing this with a thought really free, 
and strong and courageous as thought can alone be when impelled by th.:: 
perfect love that casts out not only fear hut prejudice. they would have 
found that so far from the doctrine of the divinity of Jesus Christ being 
either what orthodoxy has made it, or Agnosticism has supposed it-a 
•• barrier to the expansion and progress of the human min'd "':'-it is founded 
indefeasibly in the nature of existence, is recognisahle as self-evident and 
necessary, and represents the annihilation cif all barriers whatsoever to 
man's expansion and progress. For thus rectified and transformed, it 
exhibits itseif as the doctrine, not of the exclusive divinity of anyone man, 
but of the potential divinity of hUl'l1anity at large. 

This is because in all cases, and not merely in some one special, unique 
and exceptional instance-for there are no such instances, the divine order 
heing above all things orderly-the man substantial who is begotten within 
the man phenomenal, of the operation of the spirit in the soul, is, in virtue 
of their divinity, himself divine, and, being dh'ine, is God. For spirit and 
soul, or energy and suhstance, in their original because pure, and pure be
cause restored to their original, condition, are God, and having these two 
for his Father-Mother, he-their resultant or " Son "-is also God. And 
inasmuch as he represents and is the man himself reconstituted of the 
<li\'ine constituents of his system, restored to their divine condition, and 
thereby regenerated, he represents and is at once the realization of the 
man's own divine potentialities, and is an individuation of God, and is God. 
For, as God is pure spirit, so is pure spirit God. And it is not the less God 
hecause individuated as in the human soul; or because, when thus indi
viduated, that soul is invested with a human hody. 

This, then, is the whole doctrine, simple, intelligent and self-evident, 
of dh·ine Incarnation. \Vherever, whenever, and in such degree as there 

II is a pure soul and spirit in a human hody, there is God incarnate. And 
that the spiritual individuality thus constituted is said to be, and is, in a 
special sense, the Son of God, is because his relationship with God is not 
mediate, through matter, and therein indirect and remote, but is immediate 
and direct, owing to his heing the product of the divine essence itself, in its 
divine, because original,. pure condition. 

Now that which orthodoxy has done is to mistake the physical vehicle 
of the Christ, the exterior and fleshly selfhood of the man Jesus, for the 
spiritual content of that vehicle, its i~terior and substantial selfhood, or 

• TIt, Noble PRtil. by F, J, Gould. being No, V, of" Stepping Stones to Agllosticism ", 
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Christ.Jesus within; and to apply to the former the description intended for 
and true only of the latter. 

The attainment of this condition hy the man in respect of his essential 
constituents, is at once the cause and the consequence of the unity and 
divinity of the \Vill which pervades his system. In him, one will, and that 
the divine Will, attracts and rules the whole man. And whereas there can 
he hut one divine \ViII in the universe, and wherever that \Vill is, there is 
God, the aspirant to Christhood receives at the hands of his initiator
himself a passed master of the Higher Alchemy-this admonition :-" The 
\ViII of God is the alchemic crucible . . . Cast thyself into the V\'ill of God, 
and thou shalt become as God. For thou art God, if thy will be the divine 
Will." Only when the lower self with its will has been crucified to the , 
death is this unification accomplished. The veil of the temple of the ex-
terior selfhood is then rent from top to hottom, and the man passes within 
the holy of holies of his own regenerate selfhood, to be evermore" one with 
the Father ". 

To deny the divinity of this, the Esoteric Christ Jesus, and the possi. 
hility of divine incarnation as thus defined, is, then, to deny at once to 
original Being the power of self·individuation, and to derived heing the 
possihility of purity in soul and spirit. It is, moreover, to set at nought 
the indefeasible definition of evolution as the manifestation of inherency, by 
placing an arhitrary limit to the process, and therehy withholding it from 
its due fulfilment in. the realization of Divinity. Doing this, Agnosticism 
combines with Orthodoxy to interpose an impassable barrier hetween God 
and man, between-that is-man and his own highest. For such a harrier 
is interposed equally by the doctrine, which instead of making Christ the 
highest human, relegates him to a category other than the humal1; and by 
the doctrine which denies his divinity altogether. 

It remains to be seen whether, now that the true definition has been 
given, Agnosticism will continue to hold out against the doctrine. 

EDWARD MAITLAND. 

(To b( contit/,ud.) 

------~~~--------

"IT is not sufficient to observe men; it is necessary to feel them in 
their heart." 

" SEEK consolation only in immortal things; in nature, and in thought." 

"THE power of doing a good action is happiness enough." 

"EACH deception detaches you from earth, from men, and above all 
from yourself; these are so many stages in a mortal malady." 

CAR~EN SYLVA. 
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[A paper read before the Convention of the European Section of the T.S.J 

~ Y intention is to lay before this Convention, in the short space allotted 
~ to me, and therefore very briefly, the sketch of a \Vestern field for 
theosophical industry which is practically inexhaustible for many genera
tions. I refer to the fragments of religion, philosophy and mythology which 
have come down to us from the initiated ancients, and which, when not 
entirely suppressed, have been most infamously misinterpreted. I conceive 
that this is one of the most important tasks before our Society in the \Vest, 
and one of far more value than the study of the mysticism of individuals, 
such as that of Boehme or Swedenborg. 

The following are some of the main sources of our information with 
regard to the arcana of initiation, the old secret of antiquity and the great 
mystery of to-day. 

1. The Orphic and Homeric Hymns, the Sibylline Prophecies, and 
other ancient fragments of a similar nature-all chants of initiation and 
psalms of the mysteries. 

2. The grand Homeric and Hesiodic Epics; which our Gnostic 
ancestors, a past .incarnation of the Theosophical Society of to.day, have 
already interpreted to some extent as portraying the mysteries of the soul 
and its earthly pilgrimage. 

3. The Ionian School of Greek Philosophy, headed by the sage 
Thales, who wrotc nothing himself, like so many other great teachers, but 
whose ideas left an indelible impress on his immediate posterity. 

4. The vast treasures of the Pythagorean and Platonic Philosophy, 
with their incentive to the reconstruction of a true science of mathematics. 
For we read that the philosopher Eucleides collected his XIII books of 
geometry simply to enable his disciples to comprehend the two remaining 
books, which dealt with the properties of the" Platonic Solids ", the cube, 
pyramid, &c., those mystic symbols of man and the universe. The first 
and outer degree of the Pythagorean School of initiation were called the 

" Mathematicians ". 
5. Then we have the Greek Plays, the exoteric representations of 

the Mystery Dramas, and a world of wisdom is to be learned from a proper 
interpJ;"etation of, say, "The Prometheus Hound ", or the" Ion ", or even 
from the Aristophanic burlesque of the mysteries, as contained in the 

comedy of the" Frogs". 
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o. Then again, the direct references tu the mysteries have to be 
carefully collected and re-edited by more revere:lt .mll competent hands 
than have as yet essayed the task. 

7. The ~eo-platonic School also is an important item in our 
category, and the study of the Eclectic Philosophy of such master-minds 
as Ammonius Saccas, Plotinns, Porphyry and jamblichus, can add much 
to our theosophical knowledge. and so rehahilitate them once more in tht· 
public credit, from which tlwy are so unjustly ostracised by the orthodox 
tyranny of modern scholarship. 

8. Under the general head of Gnosticism, again, we have an enor
mous body of mystic literature, some of quite priceless valne. 1\0 one can 
thoroughly understand the NfW Testament who has not acquainted himself 
with the terminology of these early schools of initiates, the real Christians 
of the first centuries of our era. :\Iany of the expressions in the Net" 
[estamellt, now translated as ordinary commonplace words, are purely 
technical terms of the stupendous system of the Gnosis, which has so far 
completely haffied the scholars, but which is sufficiently understandable to 
the Theosophist who will take the patience to master the terminology; for 
the true Gnosis is Theosophy. 

9. The next important body of teachings is that known as the 
Hermetic Philosophy, said to have been inspired by Hermes, the Thrice 
Great. This, the parent source, together with its multifarious progeny 
among the alchemical writings reaching down to nearly our own day, is in 
itself an only too vast field of research. 

10. Next we have the mysterious Kabbala, its methods and inter
pretations, without which the Old Testament must ever remain a sealed book 
to the \V cst. 

I I. Tnen there is an enormOllS body of apocryphal and heretical 
gospels, testaments, and writings of all kinds, of the very existence of which 
the public is in most Cdses sublimely ignorant. This is also an immense 
field for investigation, there being upwards of 1,000 of such writings. 

12. Then we have the Eddas of the Norsemen, and the Knlevala of 
the Finns, the communings of our Scandinavian ancestors with the Frost 
and Storm Gods, and the story of their rest frolll labour in the house of 
All-Father. There is much also of interest to he gleaned concerning the 
Druids. 

J 3. And last, but not least. the folk lore ami fairy legends of all 
our European nations. veiling a world of wisdom, and only waiting the 
lifting of the veil to teach liS, " face to face and without a parable ", about 
the nature of the soul and the state after death. 

So much for first-hand sources of information, the rough material, so 
to speak, which has been shaped and reshaped, arranged and rearranged, 
by a host of scholars of more or less reliability. These have, with infinite 
pains and labour, prepared the materials, and, in the majority of cases, used 
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them either to bolster up the dead-letter narrative of the Old Testamellt, or 
to construct a pseudo-scientific fane sacred to the Solar Myth theory, which 
is the highest deity of their scientific pantheon. 

Our second-hand sources of information are also very extensive, and 
include the works of such men as Bryant, Faber, Dupuis, Godfrey Higgins, 
Bunsen, Kenealy, Dunlap, \\'ylder, and the phallicizing enthusiasts, Payne 
Knight, Inman, Hargrave Jennings, Forlong, and their copiers, who have 
endeavoured to debase the grandest conceptions of the human mind to the 
le\'cl of their own unclean imagination, the Augean stables of which the 
strong stream of theosophical interpretation alone can purify. 

Such is the field of investigation before the theosophical scholar in the 
\\'est; a vast one indeed, as all will admit, and a hopeless task if the 
analytical and specializing methods, so far adopted, are to he continued. 
Fortunately, however, there is another and more hopeful method. or late 
years, unconsciously enough perhaps, the tendency has been to. synthesize 
such studies, so that we have works on comparative religion, comparative 
mythology, comparative folk-lore, &c. 

To employ a simile, the workmen have hegun to sort out the materials 
for the architect; they have cut and shaped the blocks and stones, although 
in ignorance of the design of the building. For the wisest of them have 
long known tha,t such splendid blocks of hewn stone were to secure some 
higher purpose than either to huttress up the bulging walls and gaping sides 
of the fast collapsing ruin of the Jewish myth, or even to construct the 
modern Solar Myth conventicle, for which only a seventh portion of the 
materials is required, and those not of the best. 

The huilders, then, are waiting for the architect; and the architect is 
Theosophy, the ~laster-Mason of the Temple of \Visdom of the nineteenth 
ami twentieth centuries, as it has been for all time. 

H. P. B. has given us once more the plan from the Grand Lodge itself, 
and those of us who are apprentices ha ve our work cut out before us for many 
a long year to come. Those two great works of hers, Isis Ulweiled and the 
Secret Doct,ille, provide the intelligent student with detailed instructions. 

She herself has opened some of the doors of the sanctuary of the Great 
Architect, so that we may enter some of its chambers, and has left the keys 
of others within our reach. In other words, the work of the theosophical 
schular of the present and the future is one of interpretation, and therewith 
the rendering of tardy justice to the pagans and heretics, the reviled and 
rejected pioneers of progress in every country and era of our \Vestern 
world. 

Perhaps some une lllay say: .• \Vhy go to the musty old tomes and 
conceptions of the ancients, instead of developing our own spiritual intuitions 
directly within ourselves? " 

The answer is not far to seek. Because our environment to-day un
aided is incapable of awakening these recollections within us, ami therefore 
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we must have recour~e to a mental and artificial environment, by recalling 
to our minds the actual surroundings and thoughts of our wise old ancestors, 
which their degenerate descendants have so busily endeavoured to remove 
from the face of the earth. And we have an example before us. For has 
not the life work of our great teacher, H. P. Blavatsky, dealt largely with 
these same musty volumes of antiquity? 

" The task" therefore, .. of Theosophical Scholars in the \Vest ", is one.of 
interpretation. So shall the Theosophical Society become the Hermes of 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the true messenger of the gods. 

G. R. S. MEAD, F.T.S. 

------~~~~~-----

Is Professor l\lax Muller a believer in Reincarnation? 
has been taken of his significant words: 

Little notice 

In our longings for the departed we often think of them as young or old, we think 
of them as llIan or woman, as father or mother, as husband or wife. E"en nationalitv 
and language are supposed to remain. and we often he,lr expressions, .. Oh, if the souis 
are without all this, without age, without sex, without national character, without 
e,'en theil' n:lti,'e language, what will they be to us?" The answer is, they will reallv 
be the same to us as they were in this life. Unless we can bring ourselves to belie\"e 
that a soul has a beginning, and that our souls sprang into being at the time of our 
birth, the soul wlthin us must have existed before. 

" Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting; 
The soul that rises with us, our life's star, 

Hath had elsewhere its setting, 
And cometh from afar." 

But however cOO\'inced wc may be of the soul's eternal existence, we shlll always 
remain ignorant as to how it cxistcd. And yet we do not murmur or complain. Our 
soul on awakening here is not quite a stranger to itself and the souls who as our 
parents, our wives and husb.lI1ds, our children and aliI' friends, ha,'e greeted us at first 
as strangers in this life, but ha,'e become to us as If we had known them for ever, 
and as if we could ne,'cr lo,e them again. If it were to be so again in the next life, if 
there alsu we should meet at first as strangers, still drawn together by the same 
mysterious love that has drawn us together here, why should we murmur or complain? 
Thousands of ye.trs ago we read of a husband telling his wife, .. Verily a wife is not 
dear that you may love thc wife: but that you may lo\'c the soul, therefore a wife is 
dear." WJ13t does that mean? It means that true love consists, not in 100'ing what is 
perishable, but in discovering and IU\'ing what is eternal in man or woman. 

As Theosophy tightens its grip on the leading minds in \Vestern lands, 
literature will become more and more tinctured with its spirit, and men's 
thoughts will become leavened with it without their own knowledge. After 
awhile we shall not see even in a comic paper such a skit as the following 
s~nt us from the Book fOY A II : 

FIRST I.ITTLE BOY: "}ly pa's a ~lethodist: what's yours?" Second little bov: 
.. Mine's a Theosophist." "Theosophist? What's that? .. .. I don't know." .. \Vbv 
don't you ask your pa ?.. "I did; but from the w"y he looked I guess he duesnrt 
know either." 
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~ NQUIRERS attracted to Theosophy by its central doctrine of the 
~ Brotherhood of Man, and by the hopes it holds out of wider know
ledge and of spiritual growth, are apt to be repelled when they make their 
first attempt to come into closer acquaintance with it, by the to them 
strange and puzzling names which flow glibly from the lips of Theosophists 
in conference assembled. They hear a tangle of Atma-Buddhi, Kama
Manas, Triad, Devachan, Linga Sarira, and what not, and feel at once that 

; ~ for them Theosophy is far too abstruse a study. Yet they might have be
come very good Theosophists, had their initial enthusiasm'not been quenched 
with the douche of Sanskrit terms. In the present series of papers the 
smoking flax shall be more tenderly treated, and one Sanskrit name at a 
time shall be the most that shall be flung in the face of the enquirer. As a 
matter of fact, the use of these terms has become general among Theo
sophists because the English language has no equivalents for them, and a 
long and clumsy sentence has to be used in their stead, if the idea is to be 
conveyed at all. The initial trouble of learning the names has been pre
ferred to the continued trouble of using roundabout descriptive phrases
" Kama", for instance, heing shorter and more precise than the lobse 
"the passional and emotional part of our nature ". 

Man, according to the Theosophical teaching, is a sevenfold being, or, 
in the usual phrase, has a septenary constitution. Putting it in yet another 
way, man's nature has seven aspects, may be studied from seven different 
points of view, is composed of seven principles. Whatever words may 
be used, the fact remains the same-that he is essentially sevenfold, an 
evolving being, part of whose nature has already been manifested, part re
maining latent at present, so far as the vast majority of humankind are 
concerned .. M",n's consciousness is able to function through as many of 
these aspects, on as many of these planes, ~ha~ Qeel,1,already evplved in 
him into activity. A" plane" is merely a condition, a stage, a state j so 
that we might describe man as fitted by his nature, when that nature is 
fully developed, to exist consciously in seven different conditions, in seven 
different stages, in seven different states j or, technically, on seven different 
planes of being. To take an easily verified illustration: a man may be 
conscious on the physical plane, that is in his physical body, feeling hunger 
and thirst, the pain of a blow or a cut. But let the man be a soldier in the 
heat of battle, and his consciousness will be centred in his passions, his 
emotions, and he may suffer a wound without knowing it, his consciousness 
being away from the physical plane ami acting 011 the plane of passions and 
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!'lIIotions: when the excitement is over, consciollsness will pass back to the 
physical. and he will .. feel" the pain of his wound. Let the man be a 
philosopher, and as he ponders over some knotty prohlem he will lose all 
consciullsDl~SS of bodily wants, of emotions, of love and hatred; his con
sciousness will ha ve passl'd to the plane of intellect, he will be ., abstracted", 
i.e., drawn away frolll considerations pertaining to his hodily life. and fixed 
un the plane of thought. Thus maya Illan lin: on these sevetal planes, in 
these several conditions, one part or another of his nature heing thrown 

. into actiYity at any given time; and an understanding of what man is, of 
his nature, his powers, his possibilities, will he reached more easily and as
similated morl' usefully if he is studied along these clearly defined line!', 
than if he be left without analysis, a mere confused hundle of qualities anti 
states. 

It has also been found convenient, having regard to man's mortal anti 
immortal life, to put these seven principles into two groups--one 
containing the three higher principles and therefore called the Triad, the 
other containing the four lower and therefore called the Quaternary. 
The Triad is the deathless 'Part of man's nature, the ., spirit" of Christian 
terminology; the Quaternary is the mortal part, the "soul" and the 
"body" of Christianity. This division into" body, soul, and spirit" is 
used hy Paul, and is recognised in all careful Christian philosophy. 
although generally ignored by the mass of Christian people. In ordinary 
parlance" soul" and" hody", or "spirit" and" body", make up the man. 
and the words" soul" and" spirit" arc used interchangeahly, with much 
confusion of thought as the result. This looseness is fatal to any clear 
vicw of the constitutioll of man. and the Theosophist lllay well appeal to 
the Christian philosopher as against the casual Christian non-thinker, if 
it be urged that he is making distinctions difficult to be grasped. No 
philosophy worthy uf the name can he stated even in the most elementary 
fashion without making some demand on the intelligence and the attention 
of the would-he learner, and carefulness in the use of terms is a condition 
of all knowledge. 

PRINCIPLE I, STHULA SARIRA, THE PHYSICAL BODY. 

The physical body of man is called the first of his seven principles. 
as it is certainly the most obvious. Built of material molecules, in the 
generally accepted sense of the term, with its five organs of sensation
the five senses-its organs of locomotion, its brain and nervous system, 
its apparatus for carrying on the various functions necessary for its 
continued existence, there is little to be said about the physical body in so 
slight a sketch as this of the Constitution of :\lan. \\' estern Science is 
almost ready to accept the Theosophical view that the human organism 
consists of innumerable .. Lives ", which build up the cells. H. P. 
Blavatsky says on this: "Science never yet went so far as to assert with 
the occult doctrine that our bodies, as welJ as those of animals, plants, and 
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stont's, are themselves altogether built up of such beings [bacteria, etc.j : 
wh1ch, except larger species, no microscope can detect. Th(' 
physical and chemical constituents of all being found to. he identical. 
chemical science may well say that there is no difference between tht· 
matter which composes the ox and that which forms man. But the 
Occult doctrine is far more explicit. It says: Not only the chemical 
compounds are the same, but the. same infinitesimal im'isible lives compose 
the atoms of the bodies of the mountain and the daisy, of man and the ant, 
of the elephant and of the tree which shelters him from the sun. Each' 
particle-whether you call it organic or inorganic-is tl life. Every atom 
and molecule in the U ni verse is hoth life-givilzg and deatll-givillg to that 
form" (Secret Doctrille, vol I. p. 261). The microbes thus "build up the 
material body and its cells ", under the constructive energy of vitality 
-a phrase that will be explained when we come to deal with "life". as 
the Third Principle. When the" life" is no longer supplied the microbes 
"are left to run riot as destructive agents", and they break up, disin
tegrate. and so the hody goes to pieces. 

The purely physical consciousness is the consciollsness of the cells and 
the molecules. That which is called by physiologists "unconsciolls 
memory" is the memory of this physical consciousness, unconscious to liS 

indeed, until we have learned to transfer our hrain-consciousness thither. 
What" we .~~ ~ot wh~t til~ ~elis -feel; t1~;-pain of a wound is feli-by 
the brain-consciousness, acting. as before said, on the physical plane. 
The consciousness of the molecule. as of the aggregation of molecules w(' 

call cells, leads it, for instance, to hurry to the repair (If damaged tissues. 
action of whicll the brain is IIlIconscious, and its memory makes it repeat 
the same act again and again, even when it has become unnecessary. 
Hence, cicatrices on wounds, scars, callosities, &c. 

The death of the physical body occurs when the withdrawal of the 
controlling life-energy leaves the microbes to go their own way, and the 
many lives, no longer co-ordinated, scatter from each other, and what we 
call" decay" sets in. The body becomes a whirlpool of unrestrained, un· 
regulated lives, and its form, which resulted from their correlation, is 
~«:.S.tr~~dby tJleir e~uberant individual energy. .. Death" is but an aspect 
of Life, and the destruction of one material form is hilt a prelude to the 
building up uf another. 

l'R1NCIl'LE 11. .. · Lll\CA S.\[{IRA, THE ASTRAL BODY. 

The Astral Body, the Etht!real Body, the Fluidic Body, the Double, 
the \Vraith, the Doppelganger, the Astral Man, such are a few of the many 
names which have been given to the second principle in man's constitution . 

• Some writers speak of Lillga Sarira as the Second Principle. and" Life" as the third: 
others of .. LIfe" as the second and Linga as the Third. The numbers are of no importance. 
since there is no .. order" in intermingling principles; the important division is between 
the Triad and Quaternary, the Mortal and the Immortal Man. 
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The best of all the names is that of Ljllga Sarira, uecause this term desig
nates the second principle only, whereas the other names have been used 
somewhat generally to describe bodies formed of more subtle matter than 
the matter which affects our physical senses, without regard to the question 
whether other principles were or were not involved in their construction. I 
shall therefore use this name throughout. 

The Linga Sarira is formed of matter rarer or more subtle than the 
matter which if; perceptible to our five senses. This matter is called astral 
matter, as resembling that which fills space, and it is the state of matter 
which is just beyond our" solid, liquid, and gas ", and is characteristic of 
the" astral plane" immediately succeeding the" material plane", or the 
generally accepted objective universe. To this astral plane belong what are 
ordinarily called clairvoyance, clairaudience, many hypnotic phenomena
material enough, though manifesting in matter which is in a finer state of 
division than that which we can feel and see. 

This Linga Sarira is the exact double or counterpart of the physical 
body to which it belongs, and is separable from it although unable to go 
very far away therefrom. When separated from the physical body it 
is visible to the clairvoyant as an exact replica thereof, united to it 
by a slender thread. So close is the physical union between the two that 
an injury inflicted on the Lillga Sarira appears as a lesion on the physical 
body, a fact known under the name of .. repercussion ". A. D'Assier, in 
his well·known work-translated by H. S. Olcott, the President-Founder of 
the Theosophical Society, under the title of " Posthumous Humanity "
gives a number of cases (see pp. 51-57) in which this repercussion took 
place. 

Separation of the Linga Sarira from the physical body is generally 
accompanied with a considerable decrease of vitality in the latter, the 
Linga Sarira becoming more vitalised as the energy in the body diolinishes. 
Col. Olcott says in a note in the book just mentioned (p. 63) :-

"When the Double is projected by a trained expert, even, the body 
seems torpid, and the mind in a' brown study' or dazed state; the eyes 
are lifeless in expression, the heart and lung actions feeble, and often the 
temperature much lowered. It is very dangerous to make any sudden 
noise, or burst into the room·, under such circumstances; for the Double 
being by instantaneous reaction drawn back into the body, the heart 
convulsively palpitates, and death even may be caused." 

In the case of Emilie Sag~e (quoted on p. 62-65), the girl was noticed to 
look pale and exhausted when the Double was visible: "the more distinct 
the Double and more material in appearance, the really material person was 
proportionately wearied, suffering and languid; when, on the contrary, the 
appearance of the Double weakened, the patient was seen to recover 
strength." This phenomenon is perfectly intelligible to the Theosophical 
student, who knows that the Linga Sarira is the vehicle of the Life
Principle, or Vitality, in the body, and that its partial withdrawal must 
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therefore diminish the energy with which this principle plays on the 
physical molecules. 

Clairvoyants, such as the Seeress of Prevorst, state that they can see 
the ethereal arm or leg attached to a body from which the physical limb has 
been amputated, and D'Assier remarks on this:-

•• \Vhilst I was absorbed in physiological studies, I was often arrested 
by a singular fact. It sometimes happens that a person who has 
lost an arm or leg experiences certain sensations at the extremities of the 
fingers or toes. Physiologists explain this anomaly hy postulating in the 
patient an inversion of sensitiveness or of recollection, which makes him 
locate in the hand or the foot the sensation with which the nerve of the 
stump is alone affected. I confess that these explanations 
seemed to me laboured, and have never satisfied me. vVhen I studied the 
problem of the duplication of man, the question of amputations recurred 
to my mind, and I asked myself if it was not more simple and logical to 
attribute the anomaly of which I have spoken to the doubling of the human 
body, which by its fluidic nature can escape amputation" (loc. cit. 
pp. 103, 104). 

The Linga Sarira plays a great part in" spiritualistic" phenomena. 
Here again the clairvoyant, seeing on the astral plane, can help us. A 
clairvoyant can often see the Linga Sarira oozing out of the left side of the 
medium, and it is this ethereal double which often appears as the 
"materialized spirit", easily moulded into various shapes by the thought
currents of the sitters, and gaining strength and vitality as the medium 
sinks into a deep trance. The Countess \Vachtmeister, who is clairvoyant, 
says that she has seen the same" spirit" recognized as that of a near 
relative or friend by different sitters, each of whom saw it according to his 
expectations, while to her own eyes it was the mere double of the medium. 
So again H. P. Blavatsky told me that when she was at the Eddy home
stead, watching the remarkable series of phenomena there produced, she 
deliberately moulded the "spirit .. that appeared into the likenesses of 
persons known to herself and to no one else present, and the other sitters 
saw the types she produced by her own will-power, moulding the plastic 
astral matter of the medium's Linga Sarira. 

Many of the movements of objects that occur at such seances, and at 
other times, without visible contact, are due to the action of the Linga 
Sarira, and the student can learn how to produce such phenomena at will. 
They are trivial enough: the mere putting out of the astral hand is no more 
important than the putting out of the physical counterpart, and neither 
more nor less "miraculous". Some persons produce such phenomena 
unconsciously, mere aimless overturnings of objects, making of noises, and 
so on; they have no control over their astral Double, and it just blunders 
about in their near neighhourhood, like a baby trying to walk. For the 
Linga Sarira is without consciousness, and is senseless on the physical plane 
when temporarily divorced from the physical organs of sensation. 

This leads us to an interesting point. The material centres of sensatIon 
are located in the L inga Sarira, which may be said to form the bridge between 
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the physical organs and the mental perceptions; impressions from the physical 
universe impinge on the material molecules of the physical body, setting in 
vihration the constituent cells of the organs of sensations, or our" senses". 
These vibrations. in their turn. set in motion the finer material molecules 
of the corresponding organs' in the Linga Sarira, or the centres of sensation, 
the inner senses. From these vibrations are again propagated into the yet 
rarer matter of the lower lIIental plane. whence they are reflected back until, 
reaching the material molecules of the cerehral hemispheres, they become 
our" brain consciousness". This correlated and unconscious succession is 
necessary for the normal ;action of "consciousness" as we know it. In 
sleep and in trance, natural or induced, the first and last stages are generally 
omitted, and the impressions start from and return to the astral plane, 
and thus make no trace on the brain-memory; but the natural psychiC, the 
clairvoyant who docs not need trance for the exercise of his powers, is ~ble 
to transfer his consciollsness from the physical to the astral plane without 
losing grip thereof, and can impress the brain-memory with knowledge 
~ained on the astral plane, so retaining it for use. 

II Seeing in the astral light" is a phrase often met with, and one which 
may ha"e puzzled the casual enquirer. It means just this exercise of tht> 
inner senses, or senses located in the Linga Sarira, an exercise which-in the' 
present stage of human e"olution-is a natural gift with a few, and a latent' 
possibility in everybody. 

" Death ,. means for the Linga Sarira just what it means for th€' 
physical body, the breaking up of its constituent parts, the dissipation of its 
molecules. The ,'ehicle of the vitality that animates the hodily organism 
as a whole, it oozes forth from the hody when the death-hour comes, and is seen 
hy the clairvoyant as a violet light, or violet form, hovering over the dying 
person, still attached to the physical hody by the slender thread before 
spoken of. When the thread snaps, the last hreath has quivered outwards. 
and the hystanders whisper, " He is dead ". 

The Linga Sarira remains in the neighhourhood of the corpse, and is 
the" wraith ", or "apparition ", or "phantom ", sometimes seen at the 
moment of death and afterwards by persons near the place where the death 
has occurred. It disintegrates slowly payi passu with its physical counter
part, and its remnants are seen hy sensith'es in cemeteries and churchyards 
as violet lights hovering over graves. Here is one of the reasons which 
render cremation preferable to burial as a mode of disposing of the physical 
envelopes of man; the fire dissipates in a few hours the molecules which 
would otherwise be set free only in the slow course of gradual putrefaction, 
and thus quickly restores to their own planes the physical and astral 
materials, ready for use once more in the building up of new forms. 

ANNIE BRSANT. F.T.S, 

(To be continrud.) 
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FROM .. THE DIARY OF AN OLD PHYSICIAN ". 

(Colltintud from the Jllly Nllmber.) 

VIII. 

OX THE IXDUCT/VE ANIJ DEDUCTIJ'E JIETIIOIJS. 

17th and 18th February, 1880. 

~ft; A:\1 well'aware that my world-concept is not hased on that inducth'e 
.1. method which is demanded in our day. from every seriously thought-out 
speculation. But that's just where the trouhle is, as on these lines we have 
either to renounce any conception of the universe at all, or use for 
its foundations generalizations so common that they hecome pure 
abstractions. I was never destined to be a positivist; it is beyond my 
power to command my thought to abstain from going there where it 
immediately loses its way. Thus, I feel bound in my world-concept to hase 
myself on that which. to me, seems to he beyond any doubt or cavil, even 
if it he more of an abstraction than a fact. These kinds of ahstractions 
seem to me as undeniable as my own existence; to them I attribute 
universal unity and design; a general plan of creation; universal thought; 
force independent of suhstance; substance which, when mentally analysed, 
gets transformed into something eluding our senses-in other words, into 
force also; a principle (or force) of life, penetrating substance, yet 
independent of it as well as of physical forces, which it guides designedly 
toward the self-conservation of substance. raised by that principle to the 
degree of organisms and species. Accepting all these as undeniable axioms. 
how could I have worked out a different world-conception? \Vhether it is 
ever proved by science or not that the higher animal types, forms, and we 
ourselves, have developed, under the influence of external conditions and 
forces, out of lower forms, and these, in their turn, out of primordial 
organic protoplasm, makes no difference and can alter in nowise my 
conce~s; whether life on this earth has developed in this or another way, 
the principle of a unity of design in its creation loses nothing by it, and it 
is inadequate to make the presence of universal Thought and of a Life
Principle in the universe appear thereby doubtful. 

-- ---- -------------
• Translated from the Hussian by H.P.B. 
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I cannot acquire the conviction-though I am unable to demonstrate 
this by facts-that our brain can be the only organ of thought; that 
everything in the universe, save that organ, is thoughtless and senseless, and 
that human thought alone should impart to the universe a meaning and an 
integral harmony. With such a one-sided view the importance of the brain 
would seem to me very strange; for it comes to this: in the whole cosmos it 
is our brain alone which senses external impressions without sensing itself, 
and serves as a test of manifestation for some I, which recognises no 
s:>lidarity with the source of its origin and act5 as if the latter had nought 
to do with it. This is why I regard as far more probable this other theory, 
that this very hazy and very strange f of ours is carried into the brain, and 
develops in it, together with the sensations produced from external 
impressions brought to it; in other words the question may be asked: may 
not our I come from the outside, and may it not be universal Thought 
itself * which finds and uses the brain as an apparatus, cleverly constructed 
ad hoc by life-force, and designed by the latter as an embodiment and 
individualization of the Universal Mind? In such ca£e the brain would be 
but a cleverly constructed net for the containment and the manifestation in 
personal form of that cosmic mind. 

In every case this apparently fantastic conjecture seems to me more 
probable than that other hypothesis, put forward by the school of 
materialists pur sang, which teaches that our thought depends on brain 
phosphorus. However much fish and peas I may eat (by Moleschott's 
advice) never shall I consent to give away my I into the durance vile of a 
product accidentally extracted hy alchemy from urine. If in our concep
tions of the universe it be our fate to he ever falling into illusions, then my 
illusion has, at least, the advantage of being very comforting. For it shows 
to me a rational universe and the activity of the forces working in it, 
harmonious and intelligent; as also my I, not the product of chemical and 
histological elements but an embodiment of a general Universal Intelligence, 
which I represent to myself, as I did many times hefore, acting with free will, 
in accordance with the same laws which are traced by it for my OVlIl mind, 
but exempt from that restraint which trammels our humanly conscious 
individuality. 

February 20th and 21St, 1880. 

But what about my autobiography? \Vell, writing for myself, it is of 
more importance to me that I should Illake clear to my mind what I am, 
and only then follow it by tracing out how much and in what way practical 
life has helped to make of me what I am now; that is to say, by what 
means I have arrived at accepting my actual world-concepts, my religious 

• This is precisely what occult philosophy claims; our Ego is a ray of the Universal 
Mind. individualized for the space of a cosmic life-cycle. during which space of time it gets 
experience in almost numberless reincarnations or rebirths. after which it returns to its 
Parent-Source.-[TRANsL.) 
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and moral convictions. Therefore I had to ascertain and explain to myself, 
first of all, how I view the surrounding universe, in what light I look upon 
myself, and what kind of man I take myself to be, what I believe in, that 
which I have my doubts about, what I like and dislike. All my past, all 
that I have lived through is interesting to me, but only in so far as it can 
explain to me my development in the process of mental evolution, and of 
moral being. To arrive at such results in my life-history, I have not only 
to recall long bye-gone days, but to endeavour to be constantly sincere with 
myself; and both are far from being easy. 

There was a time when as a boy of eighteen I kept my diary, portions 
of which are still preserved by my wife; but there is little in it I could use 
now. I find in it for instance, that I had no idea of living over thirty 

which shows that I was often in a gloomy disposition in those 
days N or is it easy for me to determine how far I can be 
sincere with myself; and this is more difficult than it really appears. 
There are events in one's life, the chief and secret motives of which it is 
impossible to explain unless one is absolutely frank with oneself; and 
meanwhile it is just in such cases that one is at a loss to determine if one is 
frank or not. There are motives so deeply enshrined in the secret places of 
our I, that it becomes almost hopeless to drag them out to the surface of 
the Soul, however much we may desire to do so. Instead of these there 
appear others more comely; but when they come to be examined one feels 
that there lurks, in the very depths of one's being, stubborn and unyielding, 
another motive, misty and hazy, and what is worse, resembling in nothing 
any of those that swim instead of it upon the surface. And this happens 
in cases quite different from those in which reason and caution prohibit 
sincerity with other persons? Not at all; and I maintain that it is far more 
difficult to be frank with oneself than with others-perchance, because such 
sincerity is necessary only in critical and serious cases. It happens also.that, 
in very truth, one is unable to decide what had been really the cause of such 
or another action committed, and finds it still more difficult to see why in 
doing it one's appreciation of it was quite different at that time. The very 
analysis of, and enquiry into the actions of our I, demand a great deal of 
experience and training. It is doubtful whether anyone who has 
busied himself a good deal with the analysis of the thoughts and 
feeling of other people, acquires thereby the faculty of correctly analyzing 
himself. 

The query-is it a normal function at all to analyze oneself-still 
remains for me an open question. A single-hearted man appears, lives, 
thinks, acts, without having any need of analyzing his I. He is so 
constituted, and has so constituted himself, that his thoughts and deeds have 
to be what and as they are, not otherwise. The psychic process in such a 
man may be compared to a clock wound up once for all for the term of his 
life. The pendulum moves equally, accurately and regularly. There is no 

4-
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need to open it to examine its mechanism. nut" Cannibalism "':' is quite 
another thing. " Cannihalism .. is, I am inclined to think, a pathological 
product, although it is on this faculty that the profound injunction of the 
sages-" Know thyself "-is based. 

Guided by this rule one has to hid goodbye to single-heartedness, as the 
r~nding in twain and the duality of soul become unavoidable. \Vhen our 
I becomes at the same time subject and object, the strife between the 
observed and the observing principles is close at hand. It is that d.uality 
that I disapprove and regret in myself, though it has played, perchance, a 
considerable part in my self-training and self-control. Without the duality, 
i.e., without self-observation and self-analysis, I would have been perhaps 
far worse than I now consider myself to be. Yet it has been a great 
hindrance to me in my professional practice, having been the means toward 
the development of combativeness and opposition. This spirit of opposition 
has always manifested in me as strongly in the analysis of the actions and 
opinions of other persons as of my own. 

I could never take a one-sided view of anything. \Vhenever I come 
into contact with anything new for me I proceed forthwith to get a glimpse 
of its opposite side. It was perhaps a suggestive fact that I was born with 
a squint in my left eye. But this twofold view of things, while being 
occasionally useful, is pernicious in its action, inasmuch as it deprives me of 
the means of hitting the mark,. of quickness and concentration. I have 
experienced it, to my regret, more than once during my life. On the other 
hand that faculty has preserved me from heing injudiciously led away, by 
showing to me at once the bad side of things that fascinated me. Moreover, 
it has proved very useful to me in chronic cases, when there is sufficient 
time before acting to weigh and judge a thing or an action from its different 
standpoints. 

Strange and incomprehensible~ is this faculty of our I to rend itself in 
twain. I could not certify, meanwhile, whether it is our individual I or 
something else in us which has that strange faculty. What I know 
by experience, however, is, that neither of the two opposite frames of mind 
(the joyful and the gloomy) has ever taken completely hold of me; 
it has always seemed to me as if one of my I's was rejoicing while the 
other felt miserable, and kept analyzing the cause of the other's joyfulness. 
Thus with regard to actions in which passion or fascination was concerned, 
everything depended on the degree of their intensity: the I which was 

• This term was adopted in Russian literature at one time to denote selfish and unchari
table persons, ever ready to tear their neighbours to shreds. A" Cannibal" is one who eats 
up and devours, metaphorically speaking, hIS own kind.-[TRANsL. J . 

t Perchance it would appear less" strange and incomprehensible", were the scientific 
psychologists to look into that doctrine of occultism which shows in man two Egos (two 
aspects of the same divine principle), the higher, or Individuality, and the lower, or 
Personality, in other words, the divine and the animal man. It is these two that during our 
lifetime are in incessant struggle, the one trying to gravitate heavenward, the other dragged 
down by its animal nature to the earth earthy.-[THANsL.J 
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carried away hrought hastily forward its motives; the other, the restraining 
I, gave as rapidly its reasons to the contrary; and the first generally 
prevailed, but acted only when its motives and reasons were laid before 
some third" I", and hy him found more potent and conclusive than those 
of the restraining Ego. To a pyschologist, all this, of course, will appear 
arrant nonsense/' The I of every person is an indivisible unit; and the 
feeling as though two or several quite different Egos were acting in me, is 
again one of my illusions. From the very day we begin to be self-conscious 
and to our la5t hour we are clearly cognizant of our I; and this, however 
much we may alter during the course of our lives, in character, habit!', 
modes of life, and so on. \Ve feel the changes in us and acknowledge 
them; in the meantime we are quite conscious that these changes have not 
changed us into other persons. 

FtlW1uJry 23rd and 27th, 1880. 

Just so; our I is an integral entity, indivisible and ever identical 
during the whole of our life. It is only lunatics, and even not all of these, 
who do not probably realize the identity of their present with their past I. 
\Vhence then, the illusion which makes us believe that we can think and 
feel in two or more different ways simultaneously, and not only differently 
but in complete contrast, one feeling counteracting the other and one 
thought chased by another thought? 

Firstly, we may he erring as to time; between one sensation and another 
sensation, one thought and another, there must always be 'a certain int.erlude 
of time, however short it may be in reality and however imperceptible to 
our senses. 

Secondly, the illusion is produced by and depends on the fact that our 
I is able to come into contact, so to say, simultaneously with several organs, 
each having its own set of functions, differing from each other: that same I, 
moreover, being, as it were, woven out of contrasting sensations. 

What is it then, finally, this protean I? Is it only a personal pronoun? 
Or is it again, but an illusion? I believe we shall have to distinguish 
between the two aspects of our I. One of its aspects is no more than the 
feeling or the sensation of its individual being, a property which all the 
animal species have in common. In its other aspect and along with this 
sensation there exists in it, moreover, a more or less clear conception of 
itself, i.e., of its personality. It is this conscious cognizance of the inherent 
feeling in us, of our individual being, i.e., of our personality, which is 
precisely the human I, expressed by the personal pronoun, by adults in 
the first, by children in the third person. Even the animals express 

* \Ve do not see why. To the materialistic psychologist. i.~ .• physiologist) the whole of 
Dr. Pirogoffs world-concepts will appear .. nonsense" of course; but the metaphysician 
and the theosophist will afplaud almost every word he says; regretting only that men of 
such profoundly intuitiona nature should be so rare among the men of science. \Vhat 
scholar with a reputation to lose would have such honesty and frankness ?- rTRANSL. J 
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the sensation of their being in sounds; only with them it is always 
expressed in connection with a feeling of either pleasure or pain. 

I would compare our I in its connection with sundry psychic faculties 
with a musician playing simultaneously on several instruments; sweeping 
over them by means of various movements of the body he is enabled to 
give harmonious concerts. The I, woven out of the most varied sensations, 
has the faculty of touching lightly and simultaneously the elements of the 
different portions of the brain and of stimulating psychic functions, 
bringing at times the activity of these organs into unison, and at others pro
ducing an intolerable cacophony for itself as for others. In whatever way we 
may localize the different pyschic faculties in various portions of the brain, 
sensation and the conscience of being, i.e., our I, cannot be localized. In order 
to perform without breaking the law of harmony some mental piece, the I 
(or consciousness) has to touch simultaneously the organic elements which 
preserve in themselves the impresses of external impressions (i.e., of 
memory) and the convolutions of the brain which serve as organs of speech, 
as also the organs of imagination and reason, never yet discovered by the 
modern localisators-the psycho-physiologists. This the I must do, 
because we cannot cerebrate and reason without calling forth into action 
our memory, our reasoning faculty and imagination, or fancy. It is by this 
faculty of our I to bring into action, simultaneously or in,succession, with 
the shortest intervals and without interfering with its own integral nature 
(without dividing itself)-different organs of sensation and various psychic 
faculties, tha.t I explain to myself its apparent duality, so finely expressed 
by the Apostle Paul in one of his epistles. Not only between our wish or 
will and our action, but even between the early germs of our own thoughts, 
sensations and desires, it is but too easy to perceive in us contradictions 
and a two-fold nature. 

Quite recently I was in a bad humour (after great pain produced by 
stomach catarrh), and though feeling very angry, yet never ceased 
to observe how, while displeasure against certain persons was filling 
my heart, the germ of a thought contained already excuses in 
their favour; I was ready to abuse and at the same time to 
excuse them, even to reproaching myself with injustice. Does it not mean 
that my I, while penetrating into the midst of the dirty sensations carried 
by my diseased organ (the intestinal canal) into my imagination, had not 
plunged deep enough into my angry feelings to get drowned therein, 
leaving memory (with its certain agreeable associations concerning those 
persons) and reason in full activity. 

What is our I, woven as I have said out of our sensations, without or 
bereft of these sensations-ignoro et ig'lOrabo. We physicians and naturalists 
who have devoted ourselves from early years to sense-experiments on dead 
and living organisms and organs, get so accustomed to life bound up with 
olganic elEments, that we end by viewing it as an effect instead of as a 
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cause. Through one trifling puncture in the medulla oblongata, we put an 
end instantaneously to a life full of health and vital powers. How can we 
physicians be accused then, even if we do conclude that life stops like unto 
a clock-work mechanism at an injury done to one of its springs? Is it not 
a natural deduction that our life is nothing else than a motion regulated by 
organic mechanism? The key to the mechanism lies in that point of the 
medulla oblongata, which has, therefore, to be referred to as the life knot
nalul vital. At the moment when we are born into the world the machine 
is wound up, and the first manifestation of our mechanism is the motion of 
breath. If we do not regard as the outside world of the human fret us, the 
uterus which contains it for nine months, then its first communication with 
the external universe consists in the movements of its chest. After this 
what can be to us our I, minus sensations and disconnected with the organs 
which receive and convey them to IT ? To those who devote themselves to 
the study of organic nature these careful investigations prove abundantly 
that the same laws and forces that act in the inorganic world act in the 
organic. Are we not fully authorized thereby to conclude that all that 
which we observe in the animal organism, relates, as in inorganic 
bodies, to the properties and functions of the material elements which are 
the compound of that organism's parts and organs? 

---;~9~---

Testimony comes from the II/diall M,rror to the usefulness of the 
Theosophical Society in India: 

Some months ago, we said that the Theosophical Society had fulfilled its mission. 
That was true in the sense that it had awakened the Hindus to a knowledge of their 
ancient religiOUS, philosophical, and literary treasures, and spread the rel'elation to 
Europe and America. It is true that for some time past, '1olably after the Coulomb 
scandal, and Madame Blavatsky's retirement to Europe, Theosophical efforts in India 
became less and less active each day, and the more so, as people began to be more and 
more engrossed in the Congress politics. But the reaction has come sooner than 
could have been anticipated, and the thirst for religion has become all·powerful with 
the advent of the new cycle. The period of renewed activity of the Theosophical 
Society h,lS also come. The Hindus cannot do b;!tter than watch carefully the pro
ceedings of the Theosophical Society, and rea:! its numerous publications with dili
gence. Above all, the monumental works of ~hd;lme Blavatsky should receive the 
most serious attention of all Hindus. This lady has received but little gratitude from 
the people of India, and, we regret to say, el'en fr;)m mlny Hindu members of her own 
Society. After the wretched forgeries of the miserable Coulombs, Madame Blavatsky 
was deserted by half-hearted and ignorant Theosophists, who were such only in name. 
Her immense sacrifices in the cause of India were forgotten. She did well to wash 
her feet of this ungrateful country. And yet she is working tor us in England. and 
she has quite recently sent another Englishman, Mr. Bertram Keightley, to work as 
unselfishly as herself and Colonel Olcott, in the cause of Hindus and their ancient 
religion. But let us have ~1adame Blavatsky herself back among us. She is very 
needful to us at the present time, to instruct and guide the bewildered Hindus with 
her incomparable knowledge of their religion, as understood and taught by the 
ancient Rishis. Even the most orthodox Pundits, including those of Benares, hal'e 
admitted her claim to such knowledge. The wisdom of Madame Blavatsky would 
guide us out of many difficulties. 

The wish comes too late I 
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~bt mntt otbnrrb of otbrist, ~lnttrir aub OD.snttrir. 

VI.-THE SILENCING OF THE VOICE OF THE CHURCH. 

l.~WE have seen that, as with a living 'body, so with an Association the 
"'YiJV" spirit or life-monad manifests itself in and through material parti

cles, or cells, or human units, gathered from and partaking the character of 
its environment, and that the greater or less adaptibility of the visible body 
to the needs and impulses of the monad depends on the law of Karma. The 
two aspects of this law must also be kept in view, the Karma to which the 
monad is subject on entering its material body (in the case of a human being 
that which was earned in a prior incarnation) and that which it generates 
and reaps in the continuance of its present material existence. It would be 
rash to attempt to trace the prior history of the animating spirits of A~so
ciations-it is enough to assume that somehow or other they come under 
the same Karmic law as human beings, and have not necessarily earned in 
their present incarnation (if I may use the word) all the results they reap. 

If the law of Karma be true at all it must be true, exactly in so far as 
applicable, to every independent or semi-independent existence, to the cell 
therefore, as much as to the body which is built up of cells, and to the 
Association composed of human beings as much as to the several human 
beings composing it. This, which seems elementary, leads irresistibly to 
the next proposition. 

XI I.-SUBSECTIONS AND DEPARTMENTS OR BRANCHES OF THE CHURCH 

HAVE, so FAR AS ORGANIZED, A SEMI-INDEPENDENT EXISTENCE, AS ASSOCIA

TIONS WITHIN THE PARENT ASSOCIATION, LIKE THI<: ORGANS OF THE HUMAN 

BODY; THEIR ORGANIZATION OR GOVERNMENT CORRESPONDING TO THE NERVE

GANGLIA GOVERNING THE HUMAN ORGANS, AND LIKE THESE SEMI-INDEPEN

DENT, CAPABLE OF SUSTAINING LIFE, BUT NOT OF INITIATING ACTION IN REGARD 

TO THE PARENT ASSOCIATION. 

Demonstration.-This proposition ",;th regard to Associations is the 
necessary corollary of what has gone before. Every Association, however 
small, has a separate existence qlui Association, and a certain modified 
autonomy to the extent of regulating its own affairs as such Association. 
Each Asso'ciation is however a part of some greater Association, a race or 
nation it may be, and finally a part of humanity itself, to whose general 
laws its own autonomy is necessarily subject, and hence it is only semi
independent. In the living human body the nerve-ganglia governing 
different organs are to a considerable extent automatic, that is to say, they 
act without the conscious interference of the central will, though not in 
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opposition thereto, and they sometimes re-act, by a reflex action, to ex
ternal stimuli, without conveying the impression of that stimulus to the 
central consciousness, yet the central consciousness and the central will can 
generally, to some extent at least, know and control their action. Thus 
these ganglia are semi-independent and the correspondence is practically 
complete. ,;, 

Notes and IlIlIstrations. 

I. A good examp.le of the semi-independent organ ruled by its own 
ganglia is to be found in the respiration. For the most part it goes on 
perfectly unconsciously; we know that we breathe but we pay no heed. 
The instant however that the attention is directed to it, we become con
sciously aware of it, and we can then to a certain extent regulate and even 
for a time inhibit respiration .. 

2. In the human body these semi-independent ganglia in the normal 
and healthy state are only executive, carrying out the dictates of the 
central will to nourish the body, to throw out waste products, to repair 
waste, to avoid danger, to prevent or destroy separateness in its molecules, 
&c. This duty the ganglia in the healthy state perform without troubling 
the central authority, so to speak. \Vhen separateness of molecules causes 
a failure to cast out waste product (to take one example) the semi-indepen
dent but loyalleucocytes rush to the rescue, but the result is inflammation 
and pain, and the central consciousness is at once informed of the mutiny.!' 
Similarly a semi-independtnt ganglion may fail to do its duty, may become 
partially or wholly separate, and thus disease may occur. 

3. The analogy holds for every association. Thus the business of a 
State is carried on by Departments, each of which is semi-independent, to 
the extent that in the healthy normal state it does its own work without 
troubling the central authority, but the object of that work is the good of the 
whole State. Suppose what is called corruption to be present in any de
partment, this means that the heads of that department and possibly all 
connected with it, are using for selfish ends and for their own benefit the 
powers entrusted to them for the general good of the State. This is 
separateness, and in time produces a feeling of discomfort so wide-spread 
that the central will is compelled to strive to cast it out. The period longer 
or shorter before the central will comes into operation depends on the 
strength, vitality, and health of the Association or State. t 

4. In the Church, looked upon as an Association, there are Depart
ments, Sub~ections a.nd Branches, each organized and therefore semi-inde-

• Readers of LUCIFER will find an interesting note on p. 358, as to the semi-independent 
brain in the throat. 

t Sutton's Gmera/ Palizolog)" p. 127. 

: What is termed mortification (or really corruption) of a part of the human body is 
precisely analogous to this. Corruption of the body politic is a most apposite term. 
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pendent. By the original constitution, as we have seen, the see of every 
Bishop was such a Subsection, and looking for the moment upon these sees 
as units, we get a conception of the Church as a homogeneous multicellular 
organization as to which the notes and illustration to Proposition IV 
(ante, p. 211), are exactly applicable if we now take germ-cells to represent 
sees instead of human beings. In the process of development, as we have 
also seen, the central authority was lodged in an {Ecumenical Council (see 
Prop. V, p. 212) whereat all the Bishops represented their own sees. 

\Vithin the sees the organization, as already demonstrated, constituted 
in itself an association. And thus the whole Church in its normal and 
healthy state forms an association consisting of semi-independent organic 
associations with one central will, consciousness, and power of expression 
(or living voice) each of the constituent associations (sees) being in its turn 
composed of human beings (like semi-independent cells) organized by the 
division of labour into various departments fulfilling various functions. 
(See first four propositions.) 

5. As the constituent elements of the Church are drawn from its 
environment (see Prop. IX, p. 405), so are the constituent elements of the 
sees which form the Church, and as these are local and racial in their con
stitution, their elements necessarily vary, and thus differentiation in the 
character of the sees themselves will necessarily result, and this differentia
tion may be the source of disunion and schism, which has been shewn 
to depend on Karmic laws. (See Prop. X, p. 405.) 

XIII. EVERY BRANCH OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH PARTAKES OF THE 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT FROM WHENCE ITS MEMBERS ARE 

DRAWN. 

Demonstration.-This is really an extension of Prop. IX, and the same 
demonstration applies. If the body of a man born and kept continuously 
in the heart of a great city differs from that of a man born and kept con
tinuously in a mountainous region, an association of slum-dwellers will be 
different from an association of mountaineers. 

Notes and Illustrations. 

I. This difference early made itself felt in the Church. The quick 
spread of the doctrines of Christianity was in the first instance largely 
due to the unification of thought and the partial physical or organic unifica
tion of the civilized world under the Roman Empire.':: \\'hen that Empire 
fell in two, the influence of the environment on the sees comprising the two 
parts began to be prominently visible. There were two leading spirits 
regulating the thought of the world at that time, in the \Vest Roman Law 
and in the East Greek Philosophy. The Advocates of Rome, who were the 
profoundest thinkers of the \Vest, were the precursors of the Latin theolo-

• See Ong~:t Lib. II. .\dv. CelsulD p. 7f.). ed. Cantab. :Mosheim, Eccl. Hist. Book I. 

Part I, Ch. I, ~ 3. 
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gians. Similarly in the East the Sophists were the precursors of the Greek 
fathers. * The political jealousies and animosities following the split of the 
Empire were also reflected in the Church. These divisions as above shewn 
were Karmic, and were of the nature that in a human body we should 
call hereditary. Thus if we regard the visible body of the Church, the 
association of human beings (ohserve carefully I do not here say anything of 
the animating spirit which is the real individuality and substance of the 
Church) as being sprung from two stocks, the Greek and the Roman, it will 
naturally in that outward, visible body partake somewhat of the charac· 
teristics of both its parents. In the physical man the material brain is 
hereditary, but the monad which uses and thinks by means of that brain 
has nothing to do with the earthly parents. Yet the hereditary quality of 
the brain may largely influence the way in which the human consciousness 
regards the spirit or monad animating it. Thus working out the analogy, 
we find in Eastern and in Western early theology two widely differing ways 
of regarding the animating spirit of the Church-the Holy Spirit as it is 
called. t Into the nature or merits of these different views it is needless to 
enter here, suffice it that they differed, and that the difference was due to 
the hereditary and Karmic influences of the visible and material body in 
which the spirit of the Church was incarnated. 

2. Another Karmic influence, also hereditary, arose from the domi
neering habit of Rome, fostered through centuries of physical mastery of 
the known world. Just as a man born from a long descended aristocratic 
house finds it difficult to conceive that all men are brothers; so to the 
Roman or \Vestern branch the theory that Rome must be the seat of the 
supreme authority appeared so natural that any other doctrine looked 
absurd and forced. Yet the constitution of the Church, as we have seen, 
vested the supreme authority in <:Ecumenical Councils, and no Council 
generally regarded as <:Ecumenical has ever admitted the Roman theory. 

3. These elements, along with political and other jealousies, intensified 
the discussion, and in 1054 Leo IX. formalJy excommunicated Michael 
Celularius and the entire Eastern Church. This being the act of a pontiff 
and not of an <:Ecumenical Council was of course not the act of the Church; 
therefore was invalid as an excommunication, but was in fact a severance 
of the Eastern and Western branches. 

4. After this date there were intercommunications and frequent 
attempts at reconciliation,: e.g., between Gregory IX. and Germanus, and 
under Innocent IV. and Clement IV., the negotiations at the Council of 
Lyons, 1274, and at the Council of Florence when John Palreologus and 
Joseph the Patriarch of Cortstantinople came to Italy. All, however, were 
fruitless. 

• See St anley's East. Cit., chapter 1. Also Ffoulkes' Lh,islmdOlll's Divisions • 

t The contro\'er~ies as to the" Filio'lue Clause." 

: See Ffoulkes, Vol. ii" chap. 1-3, 
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XIV. As IN THE HUMAN BODY, 1(0' THE CONNECTION 0(0' A ~I::RV I:: 

CI':NTRE WITH THE BRAIN BE INTERRUPTED THE ORGANS GOVERNED BY THAT 
• 

CENTRE MAY CONTINUE TO LIVE, BUT ARE NOT SUBJECT TO THE CONTROL 

OF THE BRAIN; SO IN THE CASE OF THE CHURCH THE INTERRUPTION OF 

THE CONNECTION UI-:TWEEN EAST AND \VEST LEFT BOTH BRANCHES ALIVE, 

BUT PARALYZED TEMPORARILY THE CENTRAL AUTHORITY AND THE POWER OF 

ORGANIC EXPRESSION OF THE WHOLE CHURCH. 

Demonstration.-Each branch had the three orders wherein, as we have 
seen, the life principle resides, each therefore has Apostolic succession, and 
is alive; but since owing to their differences neither will attend a council sum
moned by the other, an <Ecumenical Council is for the present impossible, 
and as this is both the central authority and the voice of the Church, both 
are for the time suspended and the two hranches have to grow in their own 
way, passing merely local ordinances, until a common platform can be agreed 
on. So long as there is the life principle in both this remains possible, 
therefore we can only say the authority and the voice are temporarily 
paralyzed. 

XV. \VHEN THE ANGLICAN CHllRCH DIVIDED I'ROM THE ROMAN 

THERE WAS NO POWER OF EXCOMMUNICATION (SAVE FROM THE ROMAN 

COMMUNION, i,e, NOT FROM THE CHURCH), THEREFORE THE ANGLICAN 

BRA!'(CH IS A LIVING BRANCH OF THE CHURCH IF IT HAS THE ApOSTOLIC 

SUCCESSION WHICH IS ITS LIFE. THIS IS PURELY A HISTORIC QUESTION. 

Demonstration.-This is self-evident as a corollary of the previous pro
positions. The historic evidence is well summarized in Haddan on 
Apostolic Successioll. 

Notes and Illustrations. 

I. \Vc have thus arrived at three branches of the Catholic Church, 
whose division is Karmic, for the branching off of the Anglican follows the 
same principles as that of the Greek; each one with the principle of life and 
growth in it, each semi-independent, yet each an integral part of the whole, 
the lack of communication between them rendering general authority and 
outward expression dormant for the time, till the principle of growth re
unites them. 

2. The analogy to a human body will be obvious to any physiologist. 
For example, if a man's spine be injured he may entirely lose all sensation 
in and all power over his legs, yet the legs are alive, they are nourished by 
the same blood and vital force as the rest of his body; they have moreover 
a semi-independent life and conscious action of their own, for if the soles of 
the feet be tickled the legs will be jerked away, though the man himself be 
utterly unconscious of the action or its cause. The phenomena of hypnotism 
afford many other good examples. 

3. The propositions contained in this part of the subject of course 
depend entirely on the view that the government and power of expression 
of the Church is vested in the Bishops assembled in CEcumenical council. 

I 
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It is right to mention here that three other theories have been put forward: 
1st, the ultra-protestant, that no form of government was instituted by the 
Founder or by the Apostles. This was strongly supported by the historian 
Neander, and the reasons against it are well set forth in the translations of 
his works by Rose and Morrison. The broadest argument against this 
theory is that the authority for the life history of the founder is tO,be found 
in the books collated by the Church in the fourth century, at which time 
unquestionably episcopal government, as we now have it, was fully accepted. 
The collection of books could not then militate against the constitution 
which was derived from the same authority. 2nd, the Presbyterian theory, 
that the government resided in, and was by the original constitution handed 
down by Presbyters and through the presbyterate. This theory was first 
started by the Alexandrian Church and supported in England by Richard 
Cartwright. The authorities cited under prop. VII. seem sufficient refu
tation. 3rd, the Roman theory, which has been already considered. And 
here be it noted that even in Roman communion itself the Papal claims 
ha ve been resisted by the J ansenists, the Port Royalists, and by Bossuet, 
St·. Cyran, De Sacy, Arnauld, Pascal, and many others. The theory I have 
endeavoured to substantiate is the one supported by the entire Eastern 
Church and by a continuous school of the most learned Anglican divines, .:: 
the chief difficulty being that acknowledged by Mr. Gladstone, that it 
made the Church silent for thirteen centuries. Theosophists and Occultists 
however will find little difficulty in accepting the proposition that a mystical 
and occult body which is in possession of occult teaching may give out a . 
certain 'amount of teaching and then for a long time remain in absolute 
silence till the proper period recurs. 

+. This of course assumes' for the moment that the Church is such an 
occult body. The evidence on this head will come later. It was necessary 
in the first place to dispose of the objections drawn fr0111 the material pre
sentment and the visible form of the Church, I have accordingly somewhat 
elaborated the propositions and arguments dealing with the visible form of 
the Church's material body, finding that by far the largest amount of 
fallacies and misrepresentations arise here. In the next paper I propose to 
trace somewhat further the analogy in the Church to the Seven Principles 
of man, with a view of working out the more esoteric side of the question. 

J. \V. BRODa; INNES, F.T.S. 

(To be continued.) 

• See the works of Bishop Bilson, also the Scottish Bishop Sage, in the work agaiast 
Gilbert Rule. al50 Bishop Cotterill's Celusis of Ih, (7,u"II. 
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1ragllttnts frnm an Inbian Slntt ~nnk. 
HOW TO ESCAPE DEATH. 

(1~ 
)"R EA TH, it seems to me, has a close connexion with our sexual 
~ instinct. 1 will try to show how Kama Deva, the god of Klima, 
has many names, such .. s l\Ilira, Makara Katu, Pancha Va.na, Madana, 

&c. 
Now Ma.ra may also mean the Killer (from Mri, to die). Makara Ketu 

means one having the sign of Maka.ra, the five-handed or the Pentagon. 
It is a curious fact that the Pninayama Yogis use the Pentagon enclosed 
in a circle as their symbol. Pancha Vana means one with the five arrows, 
the chief arrow being named Marana (causing death). Madana is from 
Mada. Mada is composed of two letters Ma and Da, and means that 
which intoxicates; it is the opposite of Dama (composed of Da and Ma); 
Dama is a Yoganga (limb of Yoga) and means restraining the senses, 
celibacy being its essential part. 

In astrology the same house is assigned to the Planet of Love and the 
Planet that kills. 

It is said in our Shastras that the Kumaras never die.~' 
All Tapas (self-sacrificing effort for spiritual progress, the principal 

object aimed at being liberation from birth, disease, decay and death), our 
Shastras say, is based on 13rahmacharya or celibacy, as Dharma on Daya 
(doing good, or goodwill to all living creatures). 

On the subject of " How to Escape Death ", our Shastras are clear and 
almost the same in all (at least those that I have read). Jiva means our 
Ego; Jivanam (Life) is derived from Jiva. Chit means Consciousness; 
Chatana means life. The meaning is clear; -in order to escape from death 
we must transfer our consciousness from Ollr life to our Ego, or in other 
words, we must learn and practise, while still in this life, to live as pure 
Egos, so that the Seer may exist in his own real Self as Patanjali says. 
If we can but withdraw at will our Ahankaram (feeling of "I ") from our 
body to our Inner Self, we will never feel the pangs of death. 

The occult practices of Pranaytima Yogis are said to prolong Prana, or 
life, much beyond its ordinary term, they taking advantag-e of this long time 
to proceed on the Path of spiritual progress. 

The secret of conquering death was known to our Aryan Adepts long 
ago, who were initiated into such mysteries by Higher Beings, such 
as the Incarnations of Vishnu or Shiva . 

• The K umaras are entities who preserve absolute chastity. : Eu. 
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The first Incarnated Teacher, it is said, was Yagna (meaning Sacrifice), 
an Incarnation of Vishnu. 

It was forbidden to reveal the teachings to any unless they were 
asked for directly, exceptions being only made in the case of sons and 
disciples. In other cases the teacher must appear as if he is completely 
ignorant of what he actually knows. 

Of those that enquire, no hope of any change for the better is to be 
expected from (I) the proud, (2) the sorrowful, (3) the unreflecting, and (4) 
the ungrateful. 

SOME HINDI PROVERBS. 

These proverbs are composed of sweet sounding words arranged in 
metre, the ends rhyming. Most of them have accents on every alternate 
syllable. They are sometimes sung to the tune of a one-stringed harp, 
called Ektara. 

I. "Hari, like light in flint, is in everyone; it is the steel of the 
Guru of Wisdom (Gnanam) which draws Him out." 

2. "How can Bhakti':: be found in this world when three words make 
everyone roll over, viz., Dumri (a small piece of copper coin, meaning 
money), Chamri (skin, meaning beauty), and Pat (belly, meaning food and 
drink." . 

3. "There are five jewels-the best in this world-viz., the company 
of a pious man, Hari KathM, kindness, humility, and doing good to others." 

4. "When the Elephant goes out, a thousand dogs begin to bark; 
the devotees need not be anxious because the world speaks ill of them."! 

5. "If truth is told, one is struck, while lies charm the world. Milk 
is carried from door to door, while spirit is sold sitting in one place. The 
thief is liberat.ed while the innocent is bound (kept in bondage) and poor 
travellers are hanged. These are thy glory, 0 Kali Yuga! I feel sorrow, 
but smile too at the same time." 

6. "The milk of the cow goes to feed the dog, while her own calf 
remains hungry. The wife's brother is fed sumptuously, while the father 
remains hungry. His own wife does not get a man's love, while the maid
servant steals his heart. These are thy glory, 0 Kali Yuga! I feel sorrow, 
but smile too at the same time.'" 

7. "Why art thou lying down? Rise and be devoted to Hari; the 
day is coming when thou shalt have to lie down at full length for a long 
time." 

• Bhakti has no eq,uivalent word in English, the nearest approximate is Love in its 
higher and comprehensive signification. 

t Hari is he who removes or takes away every kind of misery; the Logos or Para
mAtma in one of its three aspects. KathA is word. 

t The Elephant never minds the barking, and goes on unmoved in the same measured 
pace. 

~ The injustice and cruelty of feeding a dog at the expense of the calf would not be 
apparent, I think, to the Western reader, It is the first :duty of a Hindu to feed his aged 
parents and respect them. 
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8. "My Father is nirguna, my Mother is saguna. \\"hom to praise, 
wllom not to praise? The balance is heavy on both sides."':: , 

9. "Everyone rememhers while in affliction; none remember while 
in comfort; should a man rememher while in comfort, affliction would 
never come."t 

There are several other similar to the ahove; the authors of many of 
these are Dadu, Tulsi Das and other devotees. The couplets are easily 
rememhered, and have in many instances a deep significance. I have 
selected them at random, not knowing whether they would be appreciated 
by the \Vest. Among us Hindus they are held in great esteem by the 
high as well as the low. 

SUTTEE. 

Every individual, as well as every nation, has a l\lantra or root word 
peculiar to his or its life and growth; that word stamps the whole individual 
life and Karma with its distinguishing mark, and all manners and customs, 
all usages, all prevailing ideas, unless very transient or forced from 
outside, cannot be rightly understood and appreciated unless we come to 
know and understand the import of this Mantric word, this basic colour of the 
mosaic work, this key-note to the tune. The :\Iantra of Madame Blavatsky's 
life may be said to he Yagna or Sacrifice, that of the writer Struggle, that of 
the English Mon Droit, that of the U.S. Americans Advance, and lastly, that 
of the ancient Hindu nation -Svadharmn, meaning the Law or Religion 
peculiarly its own. If anyone wishes to examine and judge of our ancient 
customs without taking into his consideration our Svadharma, he would 
surely fail, like many of his most fair-minded predecessors, to understand 
rightly and justly our present national life and that of bye-gone days. 

Sulteeism is regarded, and rightly regarded, by every enlightened 
European as a barbarous and inhuman practice which every Hindu ought 
to be ashamed of. But the fact is that no Hindu, unless he is only so in 
name, while in fact he is a renegade, regards Sutteeism in the same 
light as do the foreigners. I do not speak of the abuse of the practice 
(what has not its abuse peculiar to it ?), but of real Sutteeism prevalent 
in India, as still to be found in the Mdhabhdratam and, ~he PUTands. 

Only about half a century ago, Lieut.-Col. W. H. Sleeman, of the 
Bengal Army, was an eye-witness to a suttee; he thus describes the event. 
I quote his own words:-

"On Tuesday, 24th November, 1829, I had an application from the 
heads of the most respectable and most extensive family of Brahmans in 
the District, to sl,lff'er this old widow to burn herself with the remains of 
-------------

• The Father is Iswara, the Logos or Paramlltma. The ~lother is MahllmAyA. the 
Light of the Logos, or :\dyA Sakti the Original Force. the transcendental origin of matter. 
The Gunas are three. t·;8., Sattva. Rajas and Tamas, Nirguna-devoid of attributes; 
saguna-with attributes. 

t Remember what? The name of Hari. the teachings of Guru. &c. For the word 
.. remember" substitute" pray". and the meaning would be of the orthodox Christian type, 
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her husband, Omed Sing Oppuddea, who had that morning died upon the 
banks of the Nerbudda. I threatened to enforce my order, and punish 
~everely any man who assisted; and placed a police-guard for the purpose 
of seeing that no one did so. She remained sitting. hy the edge of the 
water without eating or drinking. The next day the hody of her husband 
was burnt to ashes in a small pit of about 8ft. square, and 3 or 4ft. deep, 
before several thousand spectators who had assembled to see the suttee, 
All strangers dispersed before evening, as there seemed to be no prospect 
of my yielding to the urgent solicitations of her family, who dared not 
touch food until she had burned herself, or decla'red herself willing to 
return to them. Her sons, grandsons, and some other relations, remained 
with her, while the rest surrounded my house, the one urging me to allow 
her to burn, and the other urging her to desist. phe remained sitting upon 
a bare rock in the bed of the Nerbudda, refusing every kind of sustenance, 
and exposed to the intense heat of the sun by day, and the severe cold of 
the night, with only a thin sheet thrown over her shoulders. On Thursday, 
to cut off all hope of her being moved from her purpose, she put on the 
DhuJia, or coarse red turban, and broke her bracelets in pieces, by which 
she became dead in law, and for ever excluded from caste. Should she 
choose to live after this she could never return to her family. Her children 
and grandchildren were still with her, hut all their entreaties were 
unavailing; and I became satisfied that she would starve herself to death 
if not allowed to burn, by which the family would be disgraced, her miseries 
prolonged, and I myself rendered liable to be charged with a wanton abuse 
of authority. 

"On Saturday the 28th, in the morning, I rode out ten miles to the 
spot, and found the poor old widow sitting with the dhujja round her head, 
a brass plate before her with undressed rice and flowers, and a cocoa-nut in 
each hand. She talked very collectedly, telling me that' she had deter
mined to mix her ashes with those of her departed husband, and should 
patiently wait my permission to do so, assured that God would enable her 
to sustain life till that was given, though she dared not eat or drink.' 
Looking at the sun then rising before ner over a long and beautiful reach 
of the Nerbudda river, she said calmly, 'My soul has been for five days 
with my husband's near that sun-nothing but my earthly frame is left; 
and this I know you will in time suffer to be mixed with the ashes of his in 
yonder pit, because it is not in your nature or your usage to wantonly pro
long the misery of a poor old woman.' • Indeed it is not, my object and my 
duty is to sa ve and preserve them; and I am corne to dissuade you frem 
this idle purpose, to urge you to live, and to keep your family from the 
disgrace of being thought your murderers.' 'I am not afraid of their ever 
being so thought; they have all, like good children, done everything in their 
power to induce me to live among them; and if I had done so, I know they 
would have loved and honoured me; but my duties to them have now 
ended; I commit them all to your care and I go to attend my husband, 
Omed Sing Oppuddea, with whose ashes on the funeral pile mine ha ve 
been already three times mixed.' 

" This was the first time in her long life that she had ever pronounced 
the name of her husband, for in India no woman, high or low, ever pronounces 
the name of her husband. 

" \Vhen the old lady named her husband, as she did with strong em
phasis, and in a very deliberate manner, everyone present was satisfied 
that she nad resolved to die. 'I have', she continued, 'tasted largely of 
the bounty of Government, having been maintained by it with all my large 
family in ease and comfort upon our rent-free lands; and I feel assured that 
my children will not be suffered to want; but with them I have nothing 
more to do, our intercourse and communion here end. My soul is with 
Omed Sing Oppuddea and my ashes must here mix with his: Again 
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looking to the sun, ' I see them together', said she, with a tone an'a (.Qunten
ance that affected me a good deal, 'under the bridal canopy! ' 

" I tried to work upon her pride and her fears. I told her that it was 
probable that the rent-free lands by which her family had been so long 
supported might be resumed by the Government, as a mark of its dis
pleasure against the children for not dissuading her from the sacrifice; that 
the temples over her ancestors upon the bank might be levelled with the 
ground, in order to prevent their operating to induce others to make similar 
sacrifices; and lastly, that not one single brick or stone would ever mark 
the place where she died, if she persisted in her resolution. But if she 
consented to live, a splendid habitation should be built for her among these 
temples, a handsome provision assigned for her support out of these rent
free lands, her children should come daily to visit her, and I should 
frequently do the same. She smiled, hut held out her arm, and said, 'My 
pulse has long ceased to beat-my spirit has departed-and I have nothing 
left but a little earth that I wish to mix with the ashes of my husband- I 
shall suffer nothing in burning; and if you wish proof, order some fire and 
you shall see this arm consumed without giving me any pain '. I did not 
attempt to feel her pulse, but some of my people did, and declared that it 
had ceased to be perceptible. 

" Satisfied myself that it would be unavailing to save her life, I sent 
for all the principal members of the family, and comented that she should 
he suffered to burn herself, if they would enter into engagements that no 
other member of their family should ever do the same. This they all agreed 
to, and the papers having been drawn out in due form, about mid-day, I 
sent down notice to the old lady, who seemed extremely pleased and 
thankful. The ceremonies of bathing were gone through before three, while 
the wood and other combustible materials for a strong fire were collected, 
and put into a pit. After bathing she called for a pawn (betel leaf) and ate 
it, then rose up, and with one arm on the shoulder of her eldest son and the 
other on that of her nephew, approached the fire. I had sentries placed all 
round, and no other person was allowed to approach within five paces. As 
she rose up, fire was set to the pile, and it was instantly in a blaze. The 
distance was about ISO yards; she came on with calm and cheerful counten
ance, stopped once and casting her eyes upward said: • Why have they 
kept me five days from thee, my husband: On coming to the sentries her 
supporters stopped-she walked once round the pit, paused a moment, and 
while muttering a prayer threw some flowers into the fire. She then walked 
up deliberately and steadily to the brink, stepped into the centre of the 
flame, sat down, and leaning back in the midst as if reposing upon a couch, 
was consumed without uttering a shriek or betraying one sign of agony." 

Thus ended the life of one of the jewels of Hindu females about whom 
our poets love to sing. India, the cradle of spiritual love and devotion, has 
witnessed many stich scenes of her heroic daughters, nor can anything that 
may be said and done by the civilized West weigh much with a true 
Hindu in lessening his .high regard for the Hindu ladies and the custom of 
Suttee. 

Say the Vedas-the spirit after being freed at death from its body, is 
taken first to the Adityas (the spirit of the sun) and then to the other planets 
in succession. The Pretadeha (Kama Rupa) is formed gradually and is 
complete on about the tenth day (perhaps this is the case with the ordinary 
death of a Brahmin). 

The lady, says the author, lived without food or drink for the five days 
intervening; such facts, however, are still not uncommon in India. 
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Our Shastras sanction the practice and absolve the' Suttee from the 
sin of suicide, which is very great in other cases. No one, except a wife, is 
allowed to die an unnatural death for the sake of another dead, and the 
next best thing which a Hindu widow should do is to live the life of 
Brahmacharya i.e., celibacy (with some ascetic observances for subduing 
the flesh). Now a nation, everything ahout which hangs on /non d,oit, may 
think it monstrous and cruel not to re-marry OlIr widows; not so, however, 
with a nation with Svadharma for its Mantra. It is very easy for a Hindu 
to forget his own national Mantra and adopt another far easier to him; but 
it is very difficult for one not a born Hindu to adopt the Svadharma in one 
birth; just as horses, as ~'lid the Hindu prime minister of Akbar to his 
illustrious master, may easily become like asses, but asses never horses. 

I do not, however, speak this in disparagement of other nations; it 
would be presumptuous and ridiculous, in these degenerate days of ours, to 
hoast of our fancied superiority over other nations; I am only comparing 
the different Mantric words to which each nation tries to live up. 

THE HINDU TRINITY. 

The Hindu Trinity are named Brahma (male), Vishnu and Shiva; they 
all emanated from One, named differently in different books (the Shastras). 
Brahmli represents Kriya Sakti; Vishnu, Ichha Sakti; and Shiva, Jnllna 
Sakti in Nature (Kriya=lVIotion; Ichha=Vlill; Jnana=Divine Wisdom). 
They also correspond respectively to the three Margams or Paths. viz., 
Karma, U pllsana or Bhakti, and J 0I1nam, represented by the Limbs. the 
Heart, and the Head of man. These Margas are, however, like the legs of 
a stool and one cannot succeed by exclusively following one of the three. 

Karma Yoga, Bhakti Yoga and Jnana Yoga are more or less dependent 
on one another and cannot be entirely separated. Karma has.two aspects. 
Pravritti and Nivritti, represented hy the two sets of Saptarshis-both sons 
of Brahma. Vishnu incarnated as Nara Narayana, being hon~ of Dharma 
(Divine Law) and Murti (Figure or Image). Subsequently Nara separated 
from Narayana and became our present Humanity. One of the names of 
Arjuna is Nara, as may he seen in Subha Row's discourses on the Git,;, and 
Narayana is but another name of Sri Krishna. The final union of Nara 
with Narayana, after the wanderings and sufferings of the former, is men
tioned in S,imat Bhagvatam in the allegory called the story of Puranjana 
(the producer of bodies). 

The name of Durga, the consort of Shiva, means the Path of Suffering; 
she is the female aspect of J nana Sakti, the Power of \Visdom. She is 
Haimavati, golden coloured, while Kali, who issued from her body, is dark 
blue. As for the colours of the other deities, Brahmi is hlood red; Vishnu. 
indigo and golden; Shiva, pure white and very bright. 

Brahmo.'s wife is named Savittri, and represents Mantra Sakti, or the 
Power residing in Mantras. Vishnu's wives are two: Sri (beauty and 

5 
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dignity and happiness), and Sarasvati (Vlich, the power of words and 
language). 

The two principal killers of giants are Vishnu and Durga; that means 
that in order to overcome passions and temptations a man must follow 
either Bhakti Marga in its male aspect (without desire for beauty, dignity, 
or happiness), or Jnana Marga in its female aspect. Durga lies in every 
man in deep sleep as a serpent with three-and-a-half coils, and is named 
Kundalini. In her progress upward when roused, she becomes Kama 
Kala, and last of all Chit Kala; the mysteries connected with this peculiar 
Sadhana are never revealed in full to any but the accepted chelas; outsiders 
only being supplied with symbolical substitutes often differing from one 
another. 

Vishnu also holds this world in space as Ananta the Endless, and is 
represented in our Purltnas as the Hydra with a thousand heads. The 
whole Kosmos floats like an egg in the waters of Klirana or Cause. 

Both Shiva and Vishnu are eternal, merely merging themselves in the 
One during cosmic Pralaya, while a Brahma is born and dies during every 
cosmic manifestation. It is also said that a progressed entity of a previous 
creation can, if found worthy of It, become a Brahma, the creator of the 
following creation. 

Rudra, the destroyer, must not be confounded with Shiva. Rudra was 
horn from Brahmli the creator, and is Nilalohita or violet in colour. 
The Rudras are Eleven and are named differently. Shiva or Shankara, 
however, presides over them, as Vishnu over the Adityas or suns, and 
Brahmlt over the ten Prajlipatis or the Lords of Creation. 

KALI PRASANNA MUKERJI, F.T.S. 
Berha",pttr. 

The Church Rtformer for August, referring to the interview with Annie 
Besant in the Pall Mall Gazdte, says:-

"Our comment is simply this-for the moment, granting everything, assuming 
that there is no deception or seIr-deception. how is any single human being the better 
for al\ this? It is well that we ~hould all have cups and saucers-it may be well 
that some people should be deprived of their cigarettes. But how will the world be 
the better if their cups and saucers are made in a moment by the will of a Mahatma 
instead of being made by the girls and men in Hanley? And what is the good of 
being able to get messages from ;\lahatmas thousands of miles away when there are 
excellent men and women here in London of ordinary flesh and blood with plenty 
to tell us well worth our hearing, and whom we can help with Ollr words and deeds." 

The integration of an object is interesting merely as an experiment 
illustrating a law. Thus a science teacher, instructing a class on electricity, 
will light the gas with his finger: ought he to be jeered at for doing this, 
on the ground that gas can be perfectly well lighted with a match? As to 
the Mahatmas, would anyone be so foolish as to refuse to talk, say, with 
Huxley, Martineau, or \\'estcott, to say nothing of Jesus, Plato, or 
Gautama-Buddha, on the ground that they could at any time converse 
with the excellent Mr, and Mrs. Smith next door? 
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H. P. B. AND THE S. P. R. 

F,f1m a Pa,s;'s point of view. 

[The following letter, received some little time ago, will interest our 
readers. It was written before the departure of H.P.B.-ED.] 

DEAR MADAM AND SISTER, 

I have read in "Time" for 'March last, your very able and interesting 
article anent the Psychical Research Society and H.P.B., from which I 
learn what is already known to Fellows in India, that the enemies of H.P.B. 
and of the Theosophical Society, both within and outside its ranks, are 
renewing their futile efforts to wreak their personal vengeance on, and to 
hamper them in their humane and philanthropic work. 

If H.P.B. has many loyal and devoted friends and admirers in some 
of the most gifted and intellectnal men and women in the world-the 
Psychical R. Society, and all its malevolence, inherent and inspired, not
withstanding-the cau!'e is plain to even the most superficial observer. 
Few that know her will deny that, regarding her in the light of her varied, 
extensive, and deep learning, and rare intellectual endowments, her prodigious 
and marvellous industry, notwithstanding her physical ailments and in
firmities, her heroic courage and integrity of purpose in standing undaunted 
by the Society and its work, a duty assigned to her by her Masters-those 
benefactors of the human race-in spite of all the obloquy and hatred to 
which she has been condemned by the evil nature of men; whether we 
regard the purity of her aims and motives, her self-sacrificing devotion, the 
loftiness and sublimity of her teachings, from whatever point of view she 
may be regarded, she cannot but strike the observer as a marvellous 
phenomenon of the century. 

If the P. R. Society was guided in its labours by any sincerity of 
purpose, and not misled in its researches by the malevolence-inspired and 
inherent-of its memhers, it might have existed to some purpose, and might 
have been able to achieve some notable results in the domain of psychical 
research; and in the Theosophical Society it would have found its most 
helpful and efficient co-labourers. But from the way it has been going 
about its work, it would seem to be either ignorant of the real method, or 
that, assuming its name only as a mask, its object is to stifle enquiry in the 
field of its research, and to scare away and instil scepticism in the minds of 
the votaries of the science. I am like thousands of Fellows of the Society 
in India, an ardent admirer and devoted student of the philosophy of which 
H.P.B. is such an able expounder, and for the edification of the P. R. 
Society, and her many unscrupulous enemies, I shall give reasons why I have 
believed in her and not her detractors and calumniators. 
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1 have been ever since I was a young man, unconsciously to myself, 
a student of Theosophy, and among other problems which engaged the 
thoughts of my early years, were such questions as the immortality of the 
human soul, God, the di\"ine retributive justice, and the ultimate triumph 
of truth and justice over tyranny and wrong. heaven and hell, re-incarna
tion, &c. I pondered over these problems in my own way-and while 
pondering. sometimes meeting with psychical experiences which added zest 
and stimulus to thought-till in the teachings of the Theosophical Society, 
which I joined at the age of forty. I found that light and conviction which 
were powerful enough to at once set at rest the ardent longings of my soul. 
as well as to dominate my thoughts and life. I became a Fellow towards 
the close of 1883. and ever since, notwithstanding my very scanty leisure, 
its literature has been my sale study and delight; and the more I have 
studied and thought, the more I have learnt to admire and appreciate 
H.P.B. and her true position in the Society. as the source of its vitality, 
and as the sale fountain of that literature which alone can assuage the thirst 
of spiritual souls. and furnish the key to thE! mysteries of life, nature, God. 
Let the P. R. Society know that this is the true secret of the reverence and 
gratitude with which H.P.B. is regarded by all thoughtful and ardent souls, 
and that to expect to estrange them from their loyalty to her would be as 
futile as to expect by throwing dust at the sun to darken its effulgence. 

Among other frantic efforts of the enemies of H.P.B., is an attempt to 
prove by calumnies and lies that the Masters, whose accredited agent she 
professes to be, do not exist. Every loyal soul which has set itself in all 
sincerity and devotion to seek for light in this direction. has, 1 have no 
doubt, found its enquiries effectually answered by personal experiences. 
But when I know for a fact of their existence from personal experience, I 
should be unworthy of all for which 1 am indebted to them and H.P.B., if 
I kept quiet in the face of calumnious lies. So let the P. R. Society note 
the following for their edification, if that be their purpose. 

In 1873, I learnt in the course of one of my psychical experiments of 
the existence of Master K. H., and had a demonstration of his knowledge 
and power by certain predictions which he then made of events in the 
course of my life, which came true, exactly as foretold by him, in 1883. 
He also foretold, in connection with certain events, the names of certain 
persons of w hose existence I was not then conscious, but whom I came 
to know ten years later, exactly as predicted. Is it in the power of the 
P. R. Society, in the face of this testimony, to tamper with my loyalty and 
devotion at any rate to H.P.B. and the Society? 

And now from personal knowledge I am in a position to endorse 
every word of what you say regarding H.P.B.'s character. I met her on 
two or three occasions at Bombay, and once at Adyar Headquarters, where 
I stayed for several days, and the opinion which I then formed from very 
close personal observation was, that she was a high-born and accomplished 
lady, extremely candid and out-spoken and impulsive, utterly guileless, and 
innocent as a child. 

As I write this under a strong sense of justice, I shall be glad if you 
will make any use you like of this letter, by which the cause of truth and 
justice can he best served. 

I remain, 
Dear Madam and Sister, 

Yours faithfully and fraternally, 
PHEROZESHAW RUSTOM)1 MEHTA, F.T.S. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. soy 

THE SANGAMITTA GIRLS' SCHOOL. 

BROTHER AND SISTER THEOSOPHISTS, 

You will all, I am sure, read with great sorrow the sad news that 
comes to us from Colombo, and your sympathy will go out first to Miss 
Kate Pickett's poor bereaved mother, who had but a short time before 
cheerfully given up her heloved daughter to the work which both had so 
much at heart. You will realise further what a heavy loss has been 
sustained by the founders of the Sangamitta Girls' School, who have had 
from the beginning to struggle against want of funds, want of sympathy 
from those amongst whom they are working, and whom they desire to 
henefit, and who, after persevering in the face of so many difficulties, had 
at last the consolation of receiving a willing and devoted worker in their 
cause, only to lose her again as soon as found. In the words of my Ceylon 
correspondent: "Our hearts are bleeding for the mother and for ourselves". 

At such a time as this it seems to me that it would only be a brotherly 
act to do what we can to relieve our Sinhalese sisters from some of the 
weight of trouble with which they are burdened, frolll that portion which is 
removable, namely, the want of funds to carryon the School. In a recent 
letter Mr. Peter de Abrew says: "I have my grave doubts of continuing 
the school, owing to want of support. . . Mrs. Weerakoon is conftned 
to her room through ill-health brought on by over-exerting herself in the 
cause, being obliged to go daily from door to door begging for help to carry 
on the work." 

An American lady, Mrs. Higgins, has promised to go out to Colombo 
and superintend the teaching, but the Women's Educational Society have 
not yet been able to raise the money to pay her passage. A number of 
appliances necessary for the school-work are still needed, and I have 
succeeded in getting from Mr. de Abrew a list of their wants; maps, 
copy-books, pens, pencils, and materials for needlework are among the 
things most urgently required, and these I am proceeding to purchase for 
them in time to send out by our brother Mr. Bertram Keightley, who is 
returning to India this month. 

\Vill anybody help me? When I last appealed in LUCIFER for the 
Sangamitta Girls' School, I received £4 lOS., which I made up to £5, and 
sent out in May last. But what is this among so many? Let the £5 
stand, if you will, for the five loaves, the two fishes are still wanting. It 
will be a grievolls pity to let this noble attempt of our Sinhalese sisters to 
raise and benefit their sex fall to the ground, for the want of a little 
~uhst~ntial support, and I sincerely hope that this appeal will not go forth 
m vam. 

Sllbscriptions can be made payahlt· to me, the \Vomell's Educational 
Society of Ceylon having appointed me their Treasurer in Europe. 

II) •• \vl'nue Hoad, 
Regent's Park, N.\\'. 

EMILY KISLINGllURY, F:r.S. 

NOTE.-I most 'heartily approve and endorse the above statement and 
appeal. The ladies who have begun the movement in question deserve the 
admirati()n and aid of every woman who honours her sex. 

H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 
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lEbtllSllpbital J\diltitits. 

INDIAN SECTION. 

The President-Founder returns to Madras viti San Francisco and 
Yokahama, for the purpose of holding a Council of High Priests of the 
several Japanese Buddhist sects as the necessary supplement to the 
Councils he has already held in Burma and Ceylon, at which his draft of 
the principal tenets of Buddhism was accepted and signed. His intention 
is to reach Adyar by the middle of December, to prepare for the Convention, 
and to be ready to receive Annie Besant, who hopes to arrange matters so 
as to be present. 

P. R. Venkatramaiyer, Assistant Secretary of the Indian Section, 
reports that" the work has become quite active and encour:tging", and also 
mentions the visits of many distinguished gentlemen to the Headquarters. 

T. S. Ganapathi Iyer, another of the Assistant Secretaries, gives a 
good report of the tour of Mr. C. Kottaya Garu who has visited Hyderabad, 
Secundarabad, Balarum and \Varangal. \Ve find brother Kottaya lecturing 
on "Sivarajayoga ", " Karma and H.ebirth ", "The Mode of Interpretation 
of the Hindu Shastras", "The Latent Powers in Man", "Prayer at 
Heart ", "Evolution and Involution of the Universe ", .. Chitra Gupta, the 
Divine Notary", .. The Objects of the Theosophical Society", and 
" Idolatry". 

The Allahabad Branch are going to undertake the task of translating 
some of the Shastras. The Kumbaconam Branch, in addition to the trans
lation of the Upanishads, are undertaking other work. K. Narayanaswami 
Aiyar, the Secretary, has translated Vasudeva Manam, an Adwaita Compen
dium, and Hamanuja Aiengar, B.A., is translating Kalki Purtina. Some 
members of the Mozufferpore Branch intend to "translate the Zohar 
of Tulsidas, or the sayings of Kabir, into English". The Secretary 
of the Calcutta Theosophical Society reports that Babus Balai 
Chand Mullick, Khiroda N. Chatterjee, Baroda Kanto Mozumdar and Dr. 
Rukhal Chundra Sen are willing to undertake the translation of Sanskrit 
works into English. Professor M. N. Dvivedi, we are glad to announce, 
has completed the translation of the Mandl4kyopanishad. 

CEYLON SECTION. 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE, 

London, 25th July, 1891. 

I have to announce with heartfelt sorrow, the accidental death by 
drowning, at Colombo, on the 25th June ult., of Miss Kate F. Pickett, 
F.T.S., late of Melbourne, but more recently Principal of the Sangamitta 
Girls' High School, in Colombo. Our noble-hearted, self-sacrificing young 
sister had but just begun her work for the \\lomen's Education Society in 
Ceylon, and was looking joyfully forward to the coming of her venerable 
mother to join and help her. Our grief is shared by the whole Sinhalese 
nation, who paid her the honour of a cremation, conducted on the ancient 
royal scale, over six thousand persons assisting and showing every sign of 
respect and love. 

(Signed) H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 



THEOSOPHICAL ACrIViTIJ:.:S. 

The President, on June 12th, being then at Colombo, issued the 
following order: 

"Application having been made to me for the restoration of the 
charter of the Ceylon Section, I consent to the same, upon the condition 
that at least seven branches apply within the next seventeen days to Mr. 
H. Dhammapala, 61, Maliban Street, Colombo, whom 1 hereby reinstate 
as Assistant General Secretary, vice }Ir. \Veerasekara, who retires to 
devote himself to the management of our Buddhist Press and journals, and 
to the preliminary work of the Buddha Gaya Society. It will be under
stood that in case the Section is revived, the Rules and Bye-Laws will be 
strictly enforced by Dr. Daly, who will resume his appointment as General 
Secretary. " 

CEYLON LETTER. (Fran! OilY OU'II ('orres/ondml.) June, 1891. 

Early this month a monster meetmg was held at the Oriental College, presided over by 
the High Priest Sumangala, to consider what steps should be taken to practical1y carry out 
Mr. Dhammapala's suggestion of founding a Buddhist !\Ionastery at Buddha-Gaya, the 
site of the sacred Bo-tree (ficus rdl.l(lo.'aj under which Prince Slddhartha Gautama, the 
founder of Buddhillm, attained Buddha-hood, and of sending a few Buddhist monks to the 
place to attend to the many pilgrims who visit the site. The place is now in ruins and it is 
owned by a Hindu. The suggestion of our good brother was wel1 entertained at the meet
ing, and accordingly a Board of Management was appointed with Colonel Olcott as Director, 
Chief Abbot H. Sumangala as President, Mr. Wm. de Abrew as Treasurer, and Mr. H. 
Dhammapala as Secretary. 

The Idea is an excellent one, and the acquisition of the site by the Buddhists was first 
suggested by Sir Edwin Arnold. The present scheme has the heartiest support of a 
Siamese Prince, and several other wel1·to-do Buddhists from Siam, Japan, Burmah, and 
other places. 

Mr. Bertram Keightley, M.A., General Secretary of the Indian Section, arrived here 
during the second week of the month, to meet the President-Founder, Colonel Olcott, on his 
return from Australia. While awaiting the President he visited Kandy. and the "buried 
cities" of Anuradhapura, and other places of interest, and he returned shortly before the 
Colonel arrived at Colombo by the P. and O. " Massilia ". A week before his arrival the 
President-Founder apprised the Women's Educational Society that a young lady, in the 
person of MillS K. F. Pickett, was coming out to the Island to help the Women's .\Iovement, 
and that she would arrive a day or two before himself. The \Vomen's Educational Society 
in the meanwhile made grand preparations to give Sister Pickett a fitting reception at iu 
Headquarters, Sangamitta Girls' Boarding School at Tichborne Hall. The place was 
prettily decorated with ferns and flowers, and the approaches to the bungalow adorned with 
festoons of the graceful cocoa-nut palm leaf. On the day she was expected to arrive the 
ladies of the SocIety and several others assembled at the school, ready to welcome her, and 
proceeded in a long train of carriages to the landing jetty. The" Massilia ", with Colonel 
Olcott on board, also entered the harbour, and a party went aboard the two steamers to 
bring ashore the President-Founder and Miss Pickett. The landing being over, and greet
ing exchanged between the visitors and members, the large party entering their carriages, 
formed into a long procession, and escorted Miss Pickett to Tichborne Hall "fa the T.S. 
Headquarters. Arrived at Tichborne Hall, Miss Pickett was handed a beautiful bouquet 
of roses by a little girl of the Sangamitta Girls' School. The place was filled with the 
members of both the Theosophical and Women's Educational Societies, and Colonel Olcott 
introduced the young lady to the memb~rs of the Society, and spoke a few words. He said 
that Miss Pickett had volunteered her services to the Women's Educational Society, and 
ltad come to do all that she could to further the cause of Buddhism and female education, 
..md asked all present to give Miss Pickett all the help she required.to carryon the laudable 
object of the Society. The J"yam'lIIKtlla was then chanted, and the party adjoumed 
upstairs. 

Miss Pickett is an excellent young lady, a member of the T.S., and a staunch Buddhist. 
She had received the Ptln.<i1 from Colonel Olcott at Melbourne, and now that she had com" 
to a Buddhist country she desired to take the Pallsil from our venerable High Priest 
Sumangala. A public meeting was announced for the function, dnd on that occasion the 
Theosophical Headquarters at Maliban Street was Iitera1\y crowded; it was simply a sea 01" 
heads, hundreds had to be turned out for want of sitting-nay-standing accommodation. 
Everybody wanted to see the ceremony and to hear Colon,,1 Olcott's lecture on Australia. 

After the ceremony was over, the Jimu oj C'y/on says: 

"Colonel Olcott, whu wa.r.;, received with loud chc:crs, ~id that, before he went into the subjt.'ct uf his Jeclun:-
Australia-he had a very plea~1.nt duty of handing over to :\[i ... s Picken the plc~ent which !'onmc ~inh'L~ese ladic:;o had 
desir~t him 10 a, .. k her to receh'e :LS tokens of lo\·c. The a.rticlcs wcrC then prc~ntc:d (Colonel Olcott gil ing the 
name of each donor). Miss Picken retu,:-ning tha.nks to her Sinhalese c()-rc:ligioni~t$ and si'31Cb for their tribuu: of 
atTcction to her. 
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.. ('"l .. lId C Ik"l1 t111.:11 pll'l'c •. dnl I .. ~kh\l'r hi .. il'l'tUll, /.:i\ 11l}t ;, \err IIIh,-·tl·"ljn~ ,u:,,:ounl 01 Ausu;dl';l, and illu~a 
Hatlli/.! tht, -'UJ;jll't h~ mc.lIl:, of ;t lar~e lIlap Ilnd 1I111'1cJ1H:I1t-. lit Will, &c •• u~d by tilt Ah(lfjl.!jnc~. Hl'"cCI!u'luded h,l'> 
1('('IUI" l,~ 1I1aklng a pathl'lh' Il'h:l1.;'IICC ttl hi~ latc c,,:iLaguc ~1.uJallll· )lla\a:,ky. wh."" p1acl.· in .11,,' Socu:t)' he .... ·utI 
110' ... d, cuu'd till. The' kcllllCI h.lt! hc.,t,t1 :t!'lketl I,y tll.lIIY Sinh3;(':-t: Buddh''''h. pt·I"-..IlIlally and by letter, what was 
Ill\' ht .. 1 W;I~' to IlCrp'tuah- II.P.U ..... 1II'~nln:-y in ('t'ylon, an,l hl' 11I'1\1lo:hl \l was til IIIUlhl tWI) :-.c:hol;lr .. hips fllr twn 
Bu.l,thi .. 1 J.:lrl .... nanH'd alt~r tht, dCI..'l',!'oCtl 1.,t\\'o To do Ihi .... l fUIl!l wuu:d han' tu be ral:-'<""1. and he would ~l;U't the 
fUll I b~' 1.:.11 lin;,: tur .... uh,\·np!i"n ... froUl Iho'(.··l'rt! .... ·llt and YlII:1II;':: tn conlrihlttc. llllt-. with amount .. 1H1lcd fl'.l.lily 

l..'amt' in lilt tll(' Hhv lhky Sdlol.lr ... hil' Fuud, :tl1l1 a !<oUtn IIf l1l'atly I{KoQ wa~ prI!11li"l.'!I"· 

I mournfully drop the curtain here and announce with deep regret the death of ~tiss 
Pick elt whose body was lound in the well opposite Tichhorne Hall. on the morning of the 
25th inst. The I(reatest excitement prevailed. and the police were immediately mformed. 
The h)dy was taken out of the well and the Coroner and Inquirer of Deaths of Colombo 
and the Judicial Medical Officer held an inquest and /,,,,1 I/I,,"/~III examination. The pro
ceedings of the enquiry . .xc .• will be found in the (",:r/oil ;"d'/"l/d".1 01 the 26th June. 18<)1. 

The proceedings were carefully watched by Bro~. A. E. Huultjens. Dhammapala. and 
Peter de Abrew. A verdict of .. found dro\\llcd .. \\as returned. Alter the enquiry and the 
post mur/clI/ examination. the body \\as lovingly taken chaq::e of by the members of the 
Women's Educational Society. A meeting was immediately called. and arrangements were 
made t'J cremate the remains of the deceased. The Venerable lIigh Priest Sumangala sent 
word Irom his !\lonastery that the cremation should take place on the 2ith inst. (:'aturday). 
and therefore the remains were kept till then. most lovingly watched both I1Ight ana day by 
the Boarding School girls and the members of the \V.E.S. The body was draped in a 
beautiful shroud. and it was placed in an encasement of jackwood with silver furniture. 
(In the lid of th .. coffin was engraved-·' Kate Pickett. F.T.S .. Lady Principal Sangamitta 
(;irls' School. Died June 25th. IS,)1. Aged Z4 years."' The body was ·'Iying in !>tate·· for 
two days in the hall of the Institution. and thousands of people came in streams to take a 
last look. 

The funeral took place on the Z7th inst.. at j.~o p.m. Precisely at that time. the pall 
hearers. Bros. Bowles Daly. A. E. Buultjens. Peter de Abrew, R. A. :\Iirando, L. B. 
:\Iahal,(edna. D. U. Tillekeratne and 1.. W. :\Iendis. solemnly walked up the hall to the death 
chamber and removed the coffin with the remains of the deceased young lady to the hearse. 
drawn by a pair of horses. which was waiting at the entrance to the hall. The "orl;g, was 
h .. aded by native musicians with muffled drums. playing the native' dead march'. then 
came the banner of the W. E. S .. with the S"",...,II.·" done in red on a white ground. Then 
the boys of the Buddhist English School. followed by some women with baskets of fried 
wheat. 'white as snow·. which was strewn all along the road as the funeral wended its way. 
Th.:n came the hearse, decorated with silver paper leaf. It was immediately followed by 
the members of the 'Vumen·s I·.ducational Society, the members of the Theosophical Society, 
an,1 the Buddhists of Colombo. numbering from 5.000 to 6.000 persons. All who attended 
the funeral were dressed in spotless white. The road leading to the crematoriuDl was 
spread with a layer of white sand. 

The chief mourners were :\Irs. O. 1.. G. A. \\"eerakoon. the President ofthe \V. E. S. with 
the members of the Society and the members of the T.S. The funeral procession wended 
its way a distance of nearly three miles. with all those who attended it. following the 
.01'1;'" on foot. It is not customarv in the East for women to follow funerals; but the deep 
love to Sister Kate made the m~mbers of the \V.E.S set custvm aside. and see her 
remains to the last. with bleeding hearts and visible signs of grief. The crematorium was 
erected on the site where Re\·. :\1. Gunanande's remains were cremated. The funeral pyre 
was in the form of a square. and it was stacked with combustible materials and wood to a 
height of nearly ten feet. At its centre was an aperture to receive the coffin. On the four 
sides of the pyre were erected four arches. and the top was covered with a white cloth. 

\Vhen the hearse drew up alongside the pyre. the pall-bearc;rs removed the coffin and 
solemnly placed it 111 the aperture, opposite \\hich nearly <JO yellow-robed monks were 
awaiting to assist Rev. Gnanissara. the ufficiating priest of the funeral ceremony. Mounting 
a raised platform on the side."f the pyre, Re\·. Gnanissara gave l'ansil to the large gathering 
and immediately followed it with a pathetic funeral oration. This over. the funeral chant 
was rendered by the assembled monks. Bro. Weerasekera poured the water out of a 
kettle and made the responses. Dr. Bowles Daly tht!n stepped on to the platform and 
spoke a few words. He was followed by Brother Dhammapala, who made a stirring address 
and read out the following letter. which the deceased had written and sent the day beforel 
h"r sad end to be translated and put in the· Sanderesco' the organ of the Theosophical 
Society and the Buddhists of Ceylon: 

To THE BUDUHlSTS Ot' COLOMBO. 

/J,,,r Brotl"rs and .~i'I'rs. 

I take this opportunity of thanking you for the \'ery great kindness you 
have shewn in well;oming me to Columbo. So many kindly faces have greeted me. so many 
han,:s han· heen outstretched. that I could not do otherwise than feel that I have come 
amongst friends. 

It rna) seem strange to you that I should come from such a distant land as Australia. 
to join you as a Buddhist. and you may wish to know whence I derived my knowledge of 
the beautiful truths of Buddhism. It was through the Theosophical Society. through their 
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publications and also through our beloved President. This Society is doing noble work in 
spreading day by day the grand doctrines of " Reincarnation ,. and" Karma". which are 
destined to revolutionize the world as soon as their living reality is grasped by the mass of 
humanity. 

I have come. as you know. to help in the Educational )lovement. and as I have given 
up my home and my country for the sake of your children. I am sure YOll will do all in your 
power to help me in my work. There can be no need to point out to you the very great im· 
portance of this movement. the great benefit in having your children weB educated without 
runlllng the risk of their religion being tampered with. and I feel assured that you require 
only to know that we are in want of help. to give it most generously and gladly. The 
School is not self-supporting yet. and until such time as it is. donations will be most gladly 
received. I may say that just now there are many things of importance to be done in the 
school so that those who wish to help would do double service in doing so at once. Those 
of you who.-all give are privileged in ha,·ing such a worthy object for your generosity. 

I fell certain that this appeal will not be in vain and that you will not aBow it to be said 
that the Buddhists of Ceylon were backward in helping a movement for the advancement lOf 
th<lir children. 

Thanking you in anticipation for the help that is sure to come, 
I am, 

Fraternally yours, 
K. F. PICKJ::TT. 

~angamltta Girls' SchooL 
(l,lt~I'-P, i1ldpa1l 

Mrs. Weerakoon, Mrs. Don Carolis and !\Irs. \Vm. de Abrew, with visible signs of grief. 
set fire to the pyre, which was soon ablaze, burning the mortal remains of Kate Pickett, who 
during the brief period of fourteen days re!.idence in Colombo, won golden opinions from 
all, and who was loved by all. Her modesty and amiability, coupled with her rare qualities 
and gifts, made her a friend to the many whose acquaintance she formed, and her sudden 
and sad death came like a shock to her friends. Our heartfelt condolences are with the 
deceased young lady's mother who, by the way, was written to a couple of days after 
Miss Pickett's arrival to come to Ceylon and take up residence with her daughter tu 
matronize the establishment. \Ve cannot venture to send her consolation when our own 
hearts are bleeding: our lips cannot frame any words of comfort when we are in grief. May 
the blessings of the TRIPLE GEM be with her always. 

Bros. Gunawardena, de Abrew, Dhammapala and Mahagedna, have lovingly collected 
the ashes of our deceased sister and have placed them in an urn, to be sent very likely to 
Adyar, the Headquarters of the Society. 

SlliHALA PUITRA. 

The above account shuuld be sufficient tu disprove the idea of suicide, 
set floating by the European opponents of Buddhism in Ceylon. 

A "native Christian minister" sends to the Methodist Times frolll 
Ceylon a wail of despair over the progress of Buddhism and Theosophy ill 
that island. Vve give his opening words as they stand, though how a 
religion with live followers can be dead, passes our comprehension. 

Though Buddhism is not a living religion, its followers in Ceylon are quite alive at this 
moment. It is not true that Buddhism is fast dying out in Ceylon. It would be more 
correct to say that it is reviving, or rather, that it has been roused. In the matter of zeal 
and earnestness in the cause of their religion the Buddhists, to say the least, are not second 
to Christians. Some would can this their death struggle, but it is a mighty struggle never· 
theless. The Buddhists have extended their educational policy, opened new schools, both 
English and vernacular, started a \Vomen's Educational Society, established girls' boarding
schools: they possess pnnting-presses, a tract·society,lay preachers who go about preaching 
the religion of Buddha, strengthening the people in their ancestral faith, warning them 
against what they call the traps of the" heathen "-meaning the Christians. To add to 
this, they have now some eloquent female lecturers, whose duty more especia\1y it is to work 
among their Buddhist sisters and to stir thcm up to active exertion on behalf of their 
religion. But what may bt:: still more surprising to English readers is that they have 
.. Buddhist Suuday-schools", .. Buddhist carols", and even " Buddhist class-meetings". 
In fact, they have borrowed everything from Christians except their living religion itself. 

Now, to account for this revival of the national religion III Ccylon is not difficult. It is 
sufficiently plain that this quickening began chiefly with the advent of the so-called Western 
Buddhist. It is now several years since Colonel Olcott and ~Iadame B1avatsky first 
arrived in Ceylon and introduced what is called Theosophy among the Buddhists, What 
Theosophy rea\1y is, is now well known. The word itself is manifestly a misnomer. 
Practical Theosophy is nothing more or less than Atheism, or rather irreligion, bound, 
therefore, by natural ties to every atheistic creed. The Theosophists profess themselves to 
be friends 01 every rehgion, but they are the enemies of one, namely, Chnstianity, This, then, 
is their common meeting point. The Buddhists, then, hailed the advent of Colonel Olcott 
as that of a second Buddha. He was soon followed by other Theosophists from England 
and America. They at once set themselves tu organise branches of the Theosophical 
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Society in different parts uf the island, and to collect funds for the purpose of establishing 
schools. The nuddhists took readily to all this; for that was what they had long wanted
the white-face to lead them. They had all this while been practically without a head, 
without one to teach them method and discipline, one who could bring the influence of 
\Vestcrn civilization to bear upon an effete Oriental religious syst.!m. . _ There 
happened to be a shrewd Buddhist here and there. such as the late !'.Iagittawathi priest, a 
well-known Buddhist controversialist, who raised his voice against the folly of placing 
implicit confidence in every man who hails from Europe or America with a garb of a 
Buddhist. But the vast majority were in favour of the Theosophists, and consequently 
they prevailed. Subscriptions oe."an to flow in freely, and large sums were collected. It is 
probable the donors do not quite know what has been done with the large funds collected; 
nor. perhaps. are they particularly anxious to know it. At this same time Colonel Olcott, 
with the aid of the High Priest Sumangala and a pleader in the courts of Colombo, who is 
an atheist, prepared a " nuddhist catechism". which is now being used in Buddhist schools. 
The great attention paid by the Christian missionaries to school work has naturally led the 
Buddhists to increase their exertions in the same direction. \Vhenever they want to open 
new schools they take care to select their sites as close to existing Christian schools as 
possible. They have succeeded in doing much harm to Christian schools 10 this manner, 
by drawing off from these children of Buddhist parents. Of course the teachers of these 
Buddhist schools have almost 10 every case obtained their education in Christian schools. 
And it is worth while to note that the headmasters of both the English High Schools 
possessed by the Buddhists are young men who graduated from the missionary colleges in 
Ceylon. It is not likely that this opposition will continue to harm Christian schools long. 
because intelligent Buddhist parents must come to see, sooner or later, the superiority of 
the education imparted in Christian schools to that of their own in every respect. But 
stiJI the writer cannot help expressing a regret that the mission schools have not, generally. 
been of greater service in spreading the Gospel of Christ among the heathen. The employ
ment of ungodly teachers has no doubt, among other things, had to do with this unsatis
factory result in the case of many schools. 

The writer finishes a long article with the cry, "Brethren, pray for 
us". It is evident that the" poor heathen" is more than a match for the 
unassisted Christian! 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 
EXECUTIVE ORD~;RS. 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, 

PRESIDENT'S OFFICE, 

Londoll, July 17th, 1891. 

The death of H. P. Blavatsky necessitates certain changes, among 
which are the following: 

1. The office of Corresponding Secretary remains vacant, until some 
future time when a successor may be chosen" by the unanimous vote of 
the Sections in favour of a specified individual" (vide Art. IV., Section 4 of 
the Revised Rules of the Theosophical Society). 

2. The name of H. P. B. disappears from Charters and Diplomas, 
and henceforth they will be signed by the President alone, and be counter
signed by the official who registers the same on behalf of the Headquarters 
of any Section of the Society. His endorsement to read as follows: 

" Registered and delivertd, this ......... day of ......... _ .. 18 .. . 

General Secretary ............ Section." 
3. The above regulation will take effect from the date of its reception 

by the officials concerned. 
H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 

London, July 27th, 1891. 

As the survivor of the two principal Founders of the Theosophical 
Society, I am called upon to state officially the lines upon which its work 
will henceforth be prosecuted. I therefore give notice-

I. That there wiII be no change in the general policy, the three 
declared objects of the Society being strictly followed out, and nothing will 
lJe permitted which would conflict with the same in any respect. 
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2. The Society, as such, will be kept as neutral as heretofore, and as 
the Constitution provides, with respect to religious dogmas and sectarian 
ideas; helping all to understand and live up to their best religious ideals, 
and pledging itself to no one more than another. 

3. The untrammelled right of private judgment and the absolute 
equality of members in the Society, regardless of their differences in sex, 
race, colour, or creed, are re-affirmed and guaranteed as heretofore. 

4. No pledges will be exacted as a condition of fellowship, save as 
provided in the Constitution. 

5. A policy of open frankness, integrity, and altruism will be scrupu
lously followed in all the Society's dealings with its members and the 
public. 

6. Every reasonable effort will be made to encourage members to 
practically prove, by their private lives and conversation, the sincerity of 
their Theosophical professions. 

7. The principal of autonomous government in Sections and Branches, 
within the lines of the Constitution, and of non-interference by Head
quarters, save in extreme cases, will be loyally observed. 

I invoke the help of my Guru and my colleagues to make the Society a 
power for good in the world. 

(Signed) H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S., 
SllTVjvillg CO~FOUluleT of the Theosophical Society. 

The following notice has been sent to all Presidents of Branches :-
At the recent Convention of the T.S. in Europe, at which all parts and 

sections of the Society were represented, a very large number of letters and 
telegrams were received, urging that steps should be taken to establish 
some permanent memorial of the life and work of our revered and beloved 
teacher, H. P. B., which should be worthy of our affection and of the 
gratitu?e we owe her for her ceaseless and unselfish labours in the cause of 
humamty. 

In response to this universal desire, the Convention' unanimously 
adopted the following resolutions: 

I. That the most fitting and permanent memorial of H. P. B.'s life 
and work would be the production of such papers, books and translations, 
as will tend to promote that intimate union between the life and thought of 
the Orient and the Occident, to the bringing about of which her life was 
devoted. 

2. That an " H. P. B. Memorial Fund" be instituted for this purpose, 
to which all those who feel gratitude or admiration towards H. P. B. for her 
work both within and without the T.S. are earnestly invited to contribute 
as their means will allow. 

3. That the President of the Theosophical Society, together with the 
General Secretaries of all Sections of the same, constitute the Committee of 
Management of the Fund. 

4. That the Presidents of Lodges in each Section be a Committee to 
collect and forward to the General Secretary in their respective Sections, 
the necessary funds for the purpose. 

The plan thus suggested has been carefully considered by the Council 
of the T.S. and meets with their unanimous approval, and we now appeal 
to you to make a sustained and energetic effort among the members of your 
Branch, as well as among all those of your friends and acquaintances, who 
appreciated H. P. B.'s labours, to assist in collecting a sum which shall be 
worthy of the Society and of the objects to which it is to be devoted. 

'liVe hope that every member of the T .S. in the world will contribute, 
according to his or her means, to this noble work; no sum, however small, 
is too little to find a place in this memorial of universal gratitude; none, 
however large, is too great for so important and unique an occasion: for the 
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love and gratitude of each must be measured, not by the amount given, but 
by its proportion to the means of the giver, and by the spirit in which it is 
given. All SlllllS collected should be forwarded as follows, and will be duly 
acknowledged in the magazines of the Society. A list of the names of the 
donors, and of the amounts contributed, should accompany each remittance. 

In India, Burma, Ceylon, and the Far East, to the General Secretary 
I ndian Section T.S., .\dyar, l\Iadras, India. 

In America, to the General Secretary American Section T.S., P.O., 
Box 2659, l'ew York City, U.S.A. . 

In Europe, to the Geueral Secretary T.S., 17 and 19, Avenue Road, 
Hcgent's Park, London, ~.\\'., England. 

In .\ustralasia, to Dr. A. Carroll, General Secretary Australasian 
Section T. S., 6 (top floor) Victoria Arcade, Elizabeth Street, Sydney, 
:-.; .S.\\'. 

Yours fraternally, 
H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 
\VILLIAM Q. JUDGE. 
HERTRA~I KEIGHTLEY. 

G. H. S. MEAD. 

A. C .... RIWLL. 

The following subscriptions have he en promised: 
H. S. Olcott - 20 o 0 

u 0 W. Q. Judge, 
Bertram Keightley. 
Annie Hesant ' 
.lose Xifre 
G. R. S. Mead 
Hon. Mrs. Malcolm 
W.R.Old 
F. L. Gardner 
Mrs. Gardner 
T. A. Duncan, 
A. L. Cleat her 
M. C. Londini, 
A. L. Doolittle 
L. H. Rogers, 
M. E. Tippets
R. B. B. Nisbet 
O. P., (20 frs.) 
N. H. Dalal -
C. :\Iarshall 
A. Wastall 
R. B. Holt 

o 0 
o 0 

2 0 0 

100 

o 0 
I 0 () 

o 10 0 

() 10 0 

I n U 

100 

o 0 
n () 
I) 0 

o 0 
o 0 

o 0 
o 0 

10 0 

o 0 

\\T. Kingsland 
F. J. :\liller 
E. T. Sllll'd,' 
C. H. Hal\' -
J. :\iorgan 
.\. C. Lloyd 
W. Linds;l\' 
:\1. Haig , 
:\lrs. :\Ic Dnuall 
Vienna Lodge -
Herbert Burrow~ 
Miss Reen~s -
:\1. -
:\1. Shrotf 
Prof. :\1. X. O"iwdi 
D .. \. Courmes 
Lord Pollingtoll 
.-\ . .1. W.-

o 0 

u 5 0 
I 0 0 

100 

0 U 

o 10 0 
I 0 

o 10 0 

~ 0 n 
I .. 0 

o 10 0 
o 10 0 

10 U I 

100 

o 0 
o 0 

o 
o 0 

/67 I I II 

.\: 20 frs. 

The first Annual Convention of the European Section of the T.S. was 
a most successful function. Headquarters was crowded to the utmost 
limits of its capacity, nearly 100 people sitting down to meals in a large 
tent erected for their accommodation. The business meetings were 
attended hy delegates from Spain, France, the Netherlands, Germany_ 
Sweden, England, Scotland, and Ireland, while Bro. Judge from America, 
and Bro. Keightley frollI India brought the greetings of their respective 
SectIons. The Convention unanimously elected G. I{. S. Mead as the 
first General Secretary of the European Section, and LUCIFER may be per
mitted to wish him a long and useful term of office, and many an opportunity 
of serving those ;\[asters who are the true Founders of the T.S. The first 
Executive Committee of the Section consists of Dr. Zander, Herr Eckstein, 
Senor Xifre, Countess \Vachtmeister, \\'illiam Kingsland; Treasurer, E. 
T. Sturdy; Auditors, F. L. Gardner, Herbert Burrows. W. R. Old 
was elected as Librarian of the Headquarters Library. The proceedings 
have been printed, and copies have been sent to all Branches and unat· 
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tached members. A great meeting presided over by Col. Olcott, was held 
to wind up the Convention, in the Portman Rooms, and speeches were 
delivered by Col. Olcott, A. P. Sinnett, Herbert Burrows, Bertram 
Keightley, Wilham Q. Judge, and Annie Besant. 

The Treasurer of the European Section acknowledges the following 
Subscriptions to the European Convention: 

£ s. d. 
Amount already acknowledged 76 .. 0 

Proceeds of foreil{n notes .! III i 

Anderson, J. \V. 
Dalzell, A. 
Day, n. 

79 0 i 
o 10 0 
o 10 0 

o IR 0 

E.T.S. 
Burrell, A. L. 
Proceeds of Com'ent ion :\Icals 
Johnson, F. J 
}liIevsky, T. 

£ s. d. 
o 10 0 

I I 0 

16 15 0 

o 10 0 
o 0 

(iF.:'IO~:RAI. FUN" OF THF. E"ROPK\S 5EC1'IO:'IO. 

C s. d. 
H.P.8.perW.Q.J. - 20 0 0 

H.P.R. l.\~KET. 0 

:'Ileufville, ~Iadame de 0 0 

E. 0 0 
Ham. 1. 1. 0 :I 6 
Osthen', E. 0 10 0 
H.A.V: J 0 

Fullerton, A. I 0 
lfitC'hell, Isabel }I. 0 12 0 

Gebhilrd, R. 
Gebhard, :\irs. G. 
Gebhard, G. . 
Eckstein, F. 
:\Iathev, Junr., F. L. 
Ver Pianck, :\irs. C. 

C s. d. 
o 0 
o 0 

1 0 0 

o 16 II 
200 
n 8 0 

£11 11 5 

o A bronze cilsket has been kindly offered hy a Swedish artist of well·known ahility, 
and accepted. It is proposed that any balance of the H.P.B. casket fund remaining 
after the incidental expenses are paid, be carried to the H.P.II. Memorial Fund, which 
promises to be a permanent fund, and is opened in this issue of LIIClFEK. Any 
subscriber that ohjects to this propositilln will kindly notify the Treasurer. 

EDWARD T. Sn'RDY, Trt'QslIrer. 

A League of Theosophical Workers has been formed, to carryon in 
organised fashion all kinds of propagandist and charitable work, that may 
tend to the spreading of the Theosophical ideal. The President is the 
Countess \Vachtmeister; Vice· President , Miss Etta Muller; Secretary, 
Mrs. Cooper-Oakley. Three members of the T.S. can form a Branch ot 
the League, and we hope to be ahle to report satisfactory progress next 
month. 

A Swiss Theosophist, who does not desire his name to be mentioned, 
has given £1,200 to the Theosophical Society to be disposed of as follows: 
£100 to the Headquarters at Adyar; £100 to the Headquarters at London; 
£100 to the Headquarters at New York; £100 to the European Section, to 
print the report of the Convention, meet the expenses of the Portman Rooms 
public meeting, and any other unpaid Convention expenses. the balance to 
be at the disposition of the Section; £100 for some special printing in 
which he takes an interest; and the balance of £700 to he banked in the 
names of Annie Besant, G. R. S. Mead, and himself, to be used, if possible, 
for propagandist work in France, and if not, for the same general object 
elsewhere. 

ENGLAND. 

Headqllarters. An act of munificence by a Theosophist-who, like the 
Swiss Fellow above-named, will not allow his name to be mentioned-has 
lifted a considerable burden off Headquarters. The lease of 19, Avenue 
Road, purchased for £1,600 in 1883, was given to H. P. B. in 1890 by the 
then owner, and by H. P. B.'s wish was at once vested in the hands of 
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Trustees, so that the house might be made available for the work of the 
Society, under her own immediate control. The lease was burdened with 
a mortgage, on which £545 IS. 9d. remained unpaid, the responsibility for 
this remaining with the donor of the lease. Of this, £139 4S' IOd. was paid 
off during the year by the following donations: H. P. B. £10; Ida Candler, 
i 24 lOS. 2d.; A. Keightley, £29 9s. 7d.; A. Besant, £68 16s. 100: small 
donations £6 8s. 3d.; leaving £405 16s. lId. still due. A cheque for this 
amount was given to A. Be!.ant last month, and paid by her to the mort
gagees, thus releasing the property. The trustees now hold, until 1905, a 
house valued and taxed in the parish rate-books at £200 a year, at an 
annual rent of £50. 

lt is the fate of active Theosophists to be scattered over the face of the 
globe, instead of remaining comfortably together, and the Headquarters 
staff has a limb torn off it for the benefit of India, in the person of Sydney 
V. Edge. Our brother Edge, who has been doing excellent work here, and 
in connexion with the Battersea Centre, sails early in this month with 
Bertram Keightley for Adyar, where he will join the Headquarters'staff 
and help the General Secretary of the Indian Section in the responsible 
work that is now going forward. If we are any judge of character, Brother 
Edge, in spite of his years, will prove a greater success in India than many 
older men. Our most hearty good wishes go with our friend and fellow
worker, and we congratulate the President-Founder upon his acquisition. 

Another grievance we have is, that not only does India take off one 
of our workers, but America reclaims its own in the person of \Villiam 
Q. Judge, whom we had comfortably assimilated as a working member of 
the staff. He sailed for New York on August 6th, in the" City of Paris;' 
carrying with him the warmest good wishes of all who met him here, and 
from those of us who had the privilege of working with him the most 
grateful thanks for strong help rendered in a time of sore need. 

Blatvatsky Lodge. The meetmgs during the month have all been 
crowded, despite the hot weather, the enjoyment of those present being 
much enhanced by the help rendered by Colonel Olcott, \V. Q. Judge, and 
Bertram Keightley. The openers of the discussions were Annie Besant, 
W. Q. Judge, H. S. Olcott, H. Burrows, G. R. S. Mead, and on August 
6th, Bertram Keightley. 

\V. Q. Judge and Annie Besant addressed a very large public meeting at 
Norwich on July 28th, and Annie Besant lectured three times at Newcastle
on-Tyne. It is hoped that a Lodge will shortly be formed at Norwich; 
meanwhile information can be obtained from l\1r. Selby Green, 67, New
market Road. 

To help in the expenses of the lectures given by \V. Q. Judge and A. 
Besant, the latter has received :-A. J. \V. 5s. A friend, £1 IS. Comtesse 
d'Adhemar, [.I 17s. F. L. Mather, jun. £5. 

One hundred and twenty-five girls were taken into the country by Mrs. 
Lloyd, matron of the Bow Club, at the end of last month. The expenses 
were £ I I 3s. IOd., and the greater part of these were contributed by the 
BIavatsky Lodge. Princess Christian sent 5S. 

Brixton.-The Philalethean Lodge has issued the following syllabus: 
A.-THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN. 

AUG. 7TH.-" According to the Gnostics and Neo Platonists." 
2IST.-" According to the Kabala and Jewish Esotericism:' 

SEPT. 4TH.-CI According to Pythagoras." 
18TH.-" According to Plato." . 
25TH.-CI According to the Secret Doctrine." 

B.-THE DEVELOPMENT OF MAN. 
OCT, 2ND.-" The general process of evolution; rounds and races; time 

periods; the globe before the advent of mall," 
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OCT. 16TH.-" The first two races to the middle of the third." 
30TH.-" The third and fourth races." 

Nov. 13TH.-" Fifth race. Modern Anthropology." 
27TH.-II The Future of Humanity." 

Battersea.-The \Vachtmeister Lodge, meeting at Stanley Hall, Cairnes 
Road, was opened on July IHth by Annie Besant, accompanied by several 
members of the Headquarters staff. It has issued a syllabus of lectures as 
follows :-
JULY 12TH.--" Theosophy and Self.respect." S. V. Edge. 

IgTH.-II Theosophy and Modern Science." 
H. A. W. Coryn, M.R.C.S. 

26TH.-" Theosophy and Occultism." S. E. G. Coryn. 
AUG. 2ND.-" Reincarnation." B. Keightley, M.A. 

gTH.-" Karma." C. H. Baly. 
16TH.-" Cremation." W. R. Old. 
23RD.-" The Mystical Basis of Christianity. G. R. S. Mead, B.A. 
30TH.-" Practical Theosophy." R. A. MacheU. 

SEPT. 6TH.-" Individuality and Personality." Miss E. Kislingbury. 
13TH.-" Life and Death." Dr. A. Keightley. 
20TH.-" Man and his Seven Principles." C. F. \Vright. 
27TH.-" Theosophical Concepts of Evolution." Mrs. Cooper-Oakley. 

OCT. 4TH.-" Universal Brotherhood." E. T. Sturdy. 
lITH.-" Hypnotism: its Use and Abuse." Countess Wachtmeister. 

Chiswick. Brother Bertram Keightley visited us last month, and 
delivered an instructive address on the characteristics of the Hindu races 
and the work of the Theosophical Society in India. The meeting was well 
attended by members and visitors, and an interesting discussion followed 
the address. The Lodge continues to add to the number of its members. 

Tooting. A lending library was formed on July 15th, and application 
as to rules, etc., may be made to Mr. Joseph Deedy, 3, Carter Villas, 
Hereward Road. 

Charters have been issued during the month to the Battersea, Man
chester I and Croydon Lodges. 

IRELAND. 
Dublin Lodge.-The Lodge meets at 3, Upper Ely Place, on alternate 

Wednesday evenings, at 8.15. The September and October meetings are 
as follows :-
SEPT. 2.-" Root Ideas of Theosophy." H. M. Magee. 

16.-" 'Without Distinction of Caste." G. A. H. Johnston. 
30.-" Buddha and Christ." D. N. Dunlop. 

OCT. 14.-The BhagavatGita. F.1. Dick. 
28.-" Eastern Hints on Self-study." E. T. King. 

There is a class on the Secret Doctrine on 'thursdays; a class on the 
Key to Theosophy on Mondays; a Conversational Meeting on alternate 
Wednesdays; and the Lodge is open to friends and enquirers on Saturdays. 
So our Dublin brothers are showing no lack of activity. 

SCOTLAND. 
Scottish Lodge. The Annual General Meeting of the Lodge for 

business purposes took place on Saturday the 18th Tuly. An attend
ance of twenty-one proved that our members are fully alive to the 
importance of careful attention to the affairs of the Lodge. Mr. F. 
D'Evelyn, the excellent and painstaking Secretary of the Glasgow 
centre, was present as a delegate from that centre; next year we hope 
we may welcome him as delegate from a chartered Lodge in full work. 

In accordance with our rules the office bearers all vacated their offices at 
this meeting, offering themselves for re-election. The President having been 
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unanimously re-elected, nominated the retiring Vice-President to be Vice
President for the coming year. The Secretary and Treasurer and the Librarian 
were then re-elected. :\Ir. Cattanach, the Librarian, continues to fill the office 
of sub-secretary for enquirers not belonging to the Lodge, and his name and 
address will be published as heretofore as the public office of the Scottish 
Lodge_ 

The President then briefly informed the Lodge of the results of the 
Annual General Convention at the European Headquarters, Avenue Road, 
and sketched the salient points of the Constitution of the Theosophical 
Society as then settled. This Constitution was considered eminently 
satisfactory, and the Lodge expressed great satisfaction at the consideration 
which its position, work and past history had received. It was resolved 
that the Secretary be instructed to send a minute to Headquarters 
embodying this feeling. 

The programme for the winter sessIOn was then discussed and many 
valuable suggestions were made. 

In accordance with a special request, the President then gave the 
translations and explanations of some Sanscrit words in the "Key to 
Theosophy" not previously discussed, the explanations being for the most 
part condensed from the" Secret Doctrine ". 

A short discussion on the relations of Karma and Freewill, arising out 
of a question, closed the meeting. 

SPAIN. 

Barcelona.-Our brother Roviralta desiring to carry out the wishes of 
our President, Colonel Olcott, will organize the Meetings in the following 
way in order to study Theosophy. Each Member, in turn, will take some 
one pre-arranged Theosophical subject, and at the next meeting will give an 
address upon this selected point; thc rest of the members will then make 
any observations, questions and objections that occur to them, and take 
part in the discussion which will follow on the chosen subject. If it is 
sufficiently important, it can continue over several meetings. Brother 
f{oviralta will take care that the subjects shall not bc too difficult at first, 
but the choice of a subject will rest with the memhcr who will speak at 
the next meeting. 

Brother Roviralta will speak at the first meeting on the" Constitution 
of Man ": Brother Prats will take" Re-incarnation". The system which 
has been arranged by Brother Roviralta has been unanimously approved 
of hy the Group. It must not be forgotten that though some of our 
members and brothers are studying English, the rest do not know it, 
although they intend to learn it. 

VINA. 

AMERICAN SECTION. 
Hfadqltartfrs, New York.-The effect of H.P.13,'s departure upon the 

American Section has heen hy no means what was hoped hy the enemies, 
or feared by the friends, of the T.S. So far from paralysis or c\'en dismay, 
there seems to have heen a stimulus to both energy and growth. At this 
season of each year the Branches are usually quiescent, and few members
at-large join. Yet since the General Secretary's Report to Convention was 
prepared on April 15th, no fewer than 114 Diplomas have been issued. 
From that date to this (July 22nd) just fourteen weeks have passed; we have 
had an average, therefore, of eight diplomas per week. Moreover, four new 
Branches have been formed: thc Gray's Harbor T.S., Hoquiam, W.T., 
chartered May 4th; the" H.P.B." T.S., N.Y. City, chartered June 26th, 
the Springfield T.S., Springfield, ~lass., chartered luly loth, and the St. 
Paul T.S., St. Paul, Minn., chartered July 21st. There are now fifty-six 
Branche~ on the American Roll. . 

A. F. 
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AUSTRALASIAN SECTION. 

General Secretary: Dr. Carroll, 6, Victoria Chambers, Elizabeth Street, 
Sydney. The following branches have been formed and have appointed 
their Secretaries: Brisbane, J. S. H. Schmidt, Leichardt Street. Sydney, 
T. W. Willans, 6, Victoria Chambers, Elizabeth Street. Melbourne, Mr. 
E. Pickett, Peel Street, Kew. Adelaide, J. Mackenzie, Registered Letter 
Department, Post Office. Wel/ington, J. St. Clair, 12, Grey Street. Hobart, 
E. Ivey, Liverpool Street. ToofIJoomba, Secretary, care of J. H. \Vatson, 
Petrea. 

\Ve have received the most encouraging reports of the activities of this 
new Section. The General Secretary, Dr. Carroll, and the Assistant 
General Secretary, Mr. T. \V. \Villans, are both men of enormous activity 
and will not permit the grass to grow under their feet. A very comfortable 
house has been leased for the Headquarters in the best part of the city, and 
the Assistant Secretary is there all day on Tuesdays, \Vednesdays and 
Thursdays. Our Australian brethren are thinking of publishing a Theoso
phical magazine of their own, to be called the Aurora Australis, dedicated to 
science, religion and philanthropy. 

This new activity will doubtless be attended with success, as both Dr. 
Carroll and several other members have already had experience in journalism. 
The first steps of the New Section are being carefully supervised by the 
doctor, who is endeavouring to keep the investigations and studies of the 
members on rigid scientific lines, and to keep the" psychic babies" in 
check. The staff are planning all kinds of activities and are arranging for 
correspondents in foreign countries. A type writer is employed, and one 
of the lady members is learning type writing so that the work may all be 
done by Theosophists. 

ltebu1ns. 
THE DEVIL'S VISIT.'" 

FOUR hundred and forty-eight pages of verse, good, bad, and indifferent, 
and mostly the last, as far as scansion is concerned. The Devil pays a 
visit to a bachelor's chambers, and spends the evening in an easy chair dis
cussing cigars, " Veuve Cliquot", and things in general. The bachelor, 
being a newspaper man, reports the" interview" after the manner of his kind. 
The Devil turns out to be a man of the world, and a well-informed and 
entertaining companion. The Ingoldsby Legends, Butler's HI/dibras, Letters 
from Hell, and Goethe's incomparable creation, Mephistopheles, make us 
familiar with the" Nick" of The Devil's Visit. The dwellers in Hell are re
ported to be all " good fellows" and the pleasantest of comrades; those of 
Heaven, under the control of" Pete''', are decidedly slow coaches, while 
those who are rejected by both the infernal and supernal companies of the 
elect are divided among the purgatorial planets, by a wise arrangement 
that provides a natural remedy for the various human pests that torment 
the long-suffering majority. The lawyers are all relegated to their own 
place, and have to practise on themselves. So with the Chadbands, 
and Evangelical and other nuisances: 

• Excelsior Publishing House, New York, 1891. (Anonymoull.) 
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There is a good deal of common sense in the versification of the author, 
hut the tone is never more serious than that of the Horatian philosophy. 
The philosophy of the man of the world, and of the" good-fellow" type, is 
very pleasant, but in reality is merely a plausible excuse for laziness of 
character, and" demnition " shallow to the true gentleman. 

THE ASIATIC QUARTERLY REVIEW.':' 

NUMBER three of Volume II. (second series) of The Asiatic Quarterly Ret'eiw, 
in addition to its political and linguistic papers, with which we have nothing 
to do, has two especially interesting articles, entitled, " Rabies Africana, 
and the Degeneracy of Europeans in Africa", and "The Truth about 
Morocco ". The first named paper, in speaking of various classes of 
" hypocrites " who are" making a good thing" out of the" Dark Continent ". 
says :-

.. They maintain that they have annexed Africa in order to save the poor blacks from 
their primeval barbarism. Indeed! and how do the Great Powers begin their task? Big 
words are of course not wanting. . \Ve bring European culture to the negroes: It is still 
a question whether this culture would be an unmixed blessing in Africa. As a matter of 
fact. we bring them r.uropean vices, brandy, bad guns, and gunpowder. Four-fifths (say 
ninety-nine per cent.) of the entire European importation into the negro lands of Africa, 
consist of an abominable beverage, which out of very shame, is called' rum '. The great 
African dealer, \Voermann, openly admitted in the German Parliament that this stuff was 
exclusively prepared for the negroes, as nn one would dare to offer it to the most degraded 
European pauper. Some Powers have attempted to prohibit the importation of this brandy. 
Should this prohibition ever be carried out in earnest, the interest of many pretended en
thusiasts for Africa would cease, and the phrase regarding the introduction of European 
culture would no longer be ho!ard." 

\Ve feel little inclined to curtail our quotes from this slashing article 
by Max Nordau, not that his arguments or facts are new, but that they can 
never be too often repeated. They are concrete examples of a great pro
blem which we Westerns must sooner or later solve: "Is European civili
zation a blessing to non-Europeans, even if it be a blessing to Europe (?!) ? '1 

The Asiatic Quarterl), is clearly of the opinion right through that it is not, and 
LUCIFER is with it in every atom of its nature. 

But to quote once more from" Rabies Africana ", and for the benefit 
of intolerant self-righteousness. 

" , We preach Christianity to the negroes.' This argument of the Hypocrites always 
makes a great impression. There are, however. a series of facts' which greatly weaken its 
effects. . 

" :\fissionary activity was successful on Africa before the European Powers threw them
selves on that quarry. Besides, Christianity is not the only faith which can raise the negro 
to a higher civilization, \Ve have incontestable evidence that great negro tribes have 
reached a comparatively high culture without the least European influence, without mission
aries. without Christianity, by their own efforts only. The French Captain BISGER, known 
by his explorations in \Vestern Soudan, was the first European who reached Kong, the 
capital of a country bearing the same name, and inhabited solely by negroes. Let him give 
his observations in his own words :-' There is in Kong an Imam, or religious Chief, who, in 
addition to religious administration, has also Public Instruction under his supervision. This 
Public Instruction has made grtat progress in the country; in Kong itself, there are few men 
who cannot read or write.' (This is more than may be said of some districts of Ireland and 
\Vales.) 'All can write Arabic, and comment on the Koran. They are, however, by far 
not so bigoted as the Peuls or the Arabs; all know that there are three great religions, 
which they call the three paths; the paths of l'Iloses, Jesus, and Muhammed. The Kong 
people consider the three religions as of equal value; because they lead to the same God, 
and because in everyone of them there are men who deserve every esteem, therefore, they 
say, there is no reason to hold that anyone of them is better than the others.' Thus speak, 
according to Captain BISGER, supposed savages, who, the hypocrites argue, should be 
annexed by European States to he educated to civilization. The savages :;eem rather capable 

• The Oriental Institute, Woking. 
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to give lessons of toleration and wisdom to more than one of the European nations who want 
to civilize them." 

" The Truth -about Morocco" is written by one who was Editor of the 
Morocco Times for SIX years. It is a reply to an article on " Morocco" by 
Dr. Cust, and we hope the learned doctor is not over-sensitive as to his 
reputation for accuracy. The" late Editor" is a warm supporter of the 
Moors, and bravely champions them against the panderers to popular pre· 
judice. Speaking of the European and British" cad ", he says:-

.. \Vere a Moor to behave in England as many Europeans do in Morocco, he would soon 
be ducked in a horse-pond by the maddened mob . . . But whatever else a Moor may, 
or may not be, he is a born gentleman . . . Graceful and polite, he is equally at his 
ease before the Sultan and his officials, or a beggar saint. Far from being unc1vilized, he 
lives a highly decorous and sociable life on Oriental principles; and his every action is just 
as much governed by unwritten rules of etiquette, as that of the Bond Street man of 
fashion." 

The present number contains also an interesting sketch of the Oriental 
Institute, and a report of the progress of the ninth Congress of Orientalists. 

THE SYMMETRY AND SOLIDARITY OF TRUTH/' 

UNDER the sub-title" Philosophy, Theology and Religion, Harmonious and 
Interdependent ", the authoress, with sufficient courtesy to Atheists, Agnos
tics, and such-like, attempts to refute their onslaught on dogmatic Christi
anity, and to prove the philosophical necessity of the existence of a 
Personal God, and that the Christian scheme is the best and only one. As 
the writer, however, seems to know little, if anything, of other systems 
of religion, and as we find page after page of the book are scored with our 
marks of interrogation, of exclamation, we shall not trouble to touch on the 
details of an argument which is fundamentally weak and generally uncon
vincing. The main crux of the authoress is her inability to grasp in any 
way the" conception of the absolute ", for she takes Mansell as an authority, 
and in traversing some of the Dean's statements, thinks that the question 
is settled, and the Personal God fallacy placed on a sound and logical basis. 
According to Eastern ideas, the Absolute is synonymous with the All. 
According to Mansell and other Westerns, all that is not Relative is 
Absolute. vVhen vVestern philosophers have shown that anything short 
of the All can be Absolute, then they may begin to dogmatize on the 
Relative and Absolute. All that can be philosophically stated is that: The 
Relative exists because of the non-Relative; Finitude because of Infinity, 
&c., &c. But if we wish to be free from the" pairs of opposites" and this 
eternal duality, we must think of the Absolute as including both Relativity 
and non-Relativity, Finitude and Infinity, &c. This being so, the Christian 
philosopher may take his choice as to whether he will separate a part from 
the whole and call it the All-good, and that too from his own miserably 
confined and myopic purview, or let his soul expand into some greater and 
more fitting concept, where with bowed head he refrains from dogmatizing 
as to good and bad, knowing that wisdom will teach him to find good where 
he now finds nought but evil, and evil in what he now deems all-good. 

There is no" Personal.God .. except the Higher Ego in Man, the Christ
principle. But the Ego is not the All. The" Gods" are not Deity. Let 
us compare the reverent and cultured East with the blatant and half
educated West, let us look on that picture and on this. The one is always 
ready to tell you that God is this, that, and the other, a common, vulgar 
deity that all can describe, and they best who have least learned; the otller 
whispers " No! No! It cannot be said ". 

• By ;\Iary Catherine Irvine. Williams and Norgate. 1885. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for July is pre

laced bv H. S. O:s editorial on H. P. H., 
entitled" H.P.S:s Death ". It is a strong 
and sturd\' declaration of love, respect 
and loyalty to his colleague of se\'enteen 
years, and our great teacher. This is 
followed by the Addre~s delivered at the 
Cremation and by the leader in the Vti/lIlII, 
entitled" The Departure of H. P. B. ". 
Bertram Keightley's lecture at the Adyar 
Convention, on" Theosophy in the West" 
i~ the next paper. .\s its name suggests, 
it is a history of theosophical activities In 
the West, princip,llly in England and 
. \merica. Dr. Henrv Pratt contributes a 
paper, dealing marnly with the meta
physics of cosmogenesis, under the title 
"Elohistic Mysteries ", and sub-title, 
.. The ~lystery of Causation ". He com
mences as follows :_H ~Ian knows nothing 
about • God', absolutely nothing. This 
is a fundamental truth." This, however, 
depends entirely upon what we mean by 
,. God," .. man,' and H knowledge." The 
Doctor is somewhat inclined to write his 
pieces in a hopeless key, and we should 
like to see him take a brighter view of 
things occasionally. Of course the normal 
man, as known, is painfully ignorant of 
Deity, and even of the definition of the 
problem of Deity. But if man is an 
entity capable 01 infinite progress, it is 
unwise to set limits to knowledge, much 
more to utterly deny aoy possibility of it. 
W. S. Beale's short paper on" Jealousy" 
is sensible, and we are glad to see a new 
and serious contributor to the pages of 
TIlt 1"/II'OSOP'list. K. N"araY.lI1swami lyer 
writes a \'ery interesting paper on "\Vhen 
is Retrogression of :\Ian Possible". That 
is to say, interesting to students of East
ern Occultism ; the ordinal y rea,ler will 
of course consider it superstitious non
sense. He starts by gi\'ing a complete 
denial to the interested lie of certain 
missionary agitators, who tell us that the 
Hindus belie\'e in the transmigration of 
the souls of men into ahimals. He divides 
retrogression into two kll1ds-permanent 
and temporary, and classes the case of 
.. soulless men" under the first category. 
Even these, however, he says, do not be
come animals, "since they have developed 
into more than bea~tl; through their 

period of e\'olution,and cannot find scope 
for the gratification of their desires in the 
life of a beast ". For what their fate is. 
and what kind of a thing a AIanusn)'./ 
(man) e",u'"an'" may be, we must refer 
our readers who have an interest in ele
mentals, to our brother's learned paper. 
\Ve next come to two exceedingly in
teresting papers, under the heading, H Re
ligious and other Notes on Queensland 
Aboriginals". They are notes by t \VO very 
competent authorities, \·iz., -,\. ~Ieston, 
F.T.S .• and the Hon. :\Ir. Hodgkinson. 
The former gentleman was associated 
with one of the races since childhood . 
" st udying their customs, speaking some of 
their languages, and using their weapons' : 
the latter was leader of the Government 
Scientific Exploring Expedition of 
1889. Colonel Olcott, in an lI1troduction, 
sJleaking .. of the merciless extirpation of 
dark races by the conquering white", 
sal'S :-" From what I have learnt on the 
spot from Ih'ing witnesses and current 
histories, I am inclined to belie\'e that mv 
own Anglo· Saxon race are as de\'i\ishly 
cruel upon occasions as any Semitic, 
Latin or T .. rtar race ever was." The 
"Two ~Iembers of the Kumbakonam 
T.S. ", continue their translations with a 
version of the" Yoga-Chudamani Upan:
shad of Sama-Veda", J 01:,,-CIIU",'1II.1I/; 
meaning" The Crest-jewel of Yoga ". It 
is en~irely del'oted to the art ofpr.may,,,,,a, 
.md IS 01 course only useful to those who 
know the key of RllJil- Y<lga. S. E. Gopala
charlu concludes the magazine part of 
the July number with Section Y. of his 
" Sandhya\'andana, or the Daily Prayers 
of the Brahmins;' ent itled "The Prana\'a," 
in which he deals with some of the mean
ings of the sacred syllable .-\ UM, and 
shows us the almost infinite permutation 
of signific .. tion that the mystical Aryans 
ha\'e gil'en to the symbol of the higher 
triad. 

THE PATH for July commences with 
a paper on "Karma and Free Will", by 
Annie Besant. Our old friend, William 
Brehon, then shows \'ery distinctly tlmt 
in judglllg of Karma, the narrow persoOil1 
standpoint is quite inadequate. In ,II1S\\"(I" 

to the l)lIe~tion : "Is Poverty nad KaJ lIIol • 
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he points out the vulgar misconceptions 
about poverty, and shows the absurdity 
of that test of good and bad Karma, which 
is" founded entirely upon a man's p'urse". 
" If we regard all conditions of hfe", he 
writes, " as experiences undergone by the 
Ego for the purpose of development, 
then even po\-erty ceases to be • bad 
Karma.' Strength comes only through 
trial and exercise. In poverty are some 
of the greatest tests for endurance, the 
best me",ns for developing the strength of 
char,\cter which alone leads to greatness. 
These Egos, then, whom we perceh'e 
around us, encased in bodies whose en
vironment is so harsh that endurance is 
needed to sustain the struggle, are volun
larily, for all we know, going through 
that difficult school so as to acquire 
further deep experience, and with it 
strength." James H. Connelly com
mences a story, entitled "Calling Ara
minta Back". It is written in his well
known and witty style, and we look with 
anticipation to the next number of T/u 
P"t/I, when ~Ir. Flitters, a devotee of the 
.. Su mmer-land ", is to evoke the shade of 
the dead Araminta, the wife of John 
Blodgett, whom they II filed away in a 
stone pigeon-hole ". William Q. Judge 
follows with a capital paper on .. , Spirit' 
~laterialisations ". Starting with some 
scathing remarks on the Spiritualist 
worship of Corpses, he proceeds to 
demonstrate the occultist's view of such 
phenomena out of the mouth of one of 
their own mediums, whom he a\'ers 
was used by the mind of a living man in 
this Instance. The process of materia lisa
tion was thus described by the supposed 
" spirit": ,. The Electrical particles 
in a dark room are in a quiet con
dition ; they are collected by us, and laid 
upon one another until we have made an 
electrical form (still unseen). We then 
take magnetism from the medium, or 
from the sitters in the circle, and with it 
coat this electrical form. After that the 
form is used by the' spirit " who steps 
into it and uses it as a form . . . An· 
other way is this: \Ve gather these par
ticles to which I have referred, and, going 
into the astral light, we reHect upon them 
the face of some spirit, and thus are
Hected image of a spirit is seen. Or, 
again, we collect these particles into a 
sheet or plane surface, take chemicdls 
from the atmosphere \\'Ith which to coat 
them o\'er, and then (at the request of 
the sitters) reAect upon this surlace a 
face, and you see the features of the 
deceased or other person." Farewell, a 
long f,lrewell to the .. dear departed". 
"Liltle Jim" and " Nellie" are '. reAec· 
tions .. after all, the shadows of shadow
dom, which is no doubt one of the 

divisions of the famous "cloud-cuckoo
land" of Aristophanic wit. The medium 
goes on to tell us : "It is very rarely in 
cases of materializations that over two or 
three forms are used for the whole 
number of reporting spirits. Really, 
what would be the use in building house 
after house for everyone who wishes to 
110 into it for some special purpose?" 
We have already quoted beyolld the due 
limits of our space, and must send our 
readers to the Pal/, for the rest of W. Q. 
).'s most interesting article. In a paper 
on "The Solidarity of the T.S." Brother 
Fullerton says: "The Theosophical 
Society does not hold to a collection 
of doctrines as revealed by God, but as 
ascertained by man with the powers God 
has given him." God has given JIlan 
powers. What God? Is God distinct 
from man? If so, is God limited, &c., &c. ? 
\Ve know a friend who pas~ed a theo
logical examination by writing the word 
God with a very large G, but as he after· 
wards himself confessed, he really knew 
nothing of the subject. "Tea Table 
Talk" is headed with a photograph of the 
.. Pillakatuka girl". It is a bright little 
face; but did she really say all that is 
attributed to her? 

THE BUDDHIST reprints the review 
of Arnold's Ligl'l of Ihe World from 
LUCIFER, and the editor promises to give 
a Buddhist's ideas on the subject shortly. 
We shall in that case be glad to return 
the compliment of a reprint to our Sin
halese brother. Among other articles of 
interest is the reprint of a leader in 
1Iu: ill"/zr,,l/a on H.P.B. It concludes as 
follows: .. To the gencmlity of Indians, 
Madame Blavahiky's loss will cause grief, 
as that of a generous, large-minded lady 
who worked herself to death ill finding 
out the truth, and who helped in no small 
degree, ill conjunction with Colonel 
Olcott, to revive the study of the 
ancient religious systems of India, and 
to create for them a symp'athetic 
interest in foreign countries. fhis in 
itself was no light task, and had it not 
been for her indomitable will and encrgr 
it could npt have been accomplished.' 
The Wesak festi\'al, which through the 
exertion of our President-Founder has 
now become a public holiday, was cele
brated with even greater enthusiasm than 
usual, the decorations being of the gayest 
description, and the Buddhist Aag, ·vhich 
our President also brought into existence, 
being displayed on every temple and 
almost every house. The most interesting 
article is one by our brother Dham map<lla, 
entitled" Buddha-G'lya and its surround
ings." Buddha-Gaya is the most saci ed 
spot in India for the Buddhist, .. lor there 
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the'Sun of Righteousness' rose to en
lighten the Prince of Kapila\'astu while 
He was seated under the Great Bodhi 
Tree," After the extirpation of the Budd
hists by the ~lahommedan fan"tics in the 
13th century, the shrine remained de
solate, until it was occupied by a wander
ing Sai,-ite ascetic "nd his followers, who 
allowed it to rot "nd deca\", After the 
Adyar Com'ention, Dhamnlap,il", accom
panied by one of the J;lpanese Buddhist 
priests who were brought by Colonel 
Olcott to Ceylon to study l'ali "nd 
Sanskrit, paid a \'isit to Gaya. And there 
the inspir~tion came to them to place 
the shrine once more in the custody 
of Buddhis~s, and found there a }lonastic 
Institution. Their plan IS meeting with 
every success; an appe"l is being made 
to the Buddhist world and help is already 
promised from Siam, Japan, China, Burma, 
Chittagong, Cambodia, Ass,lm, and Cey
lon. The /Juddhist ~ays "On the 31st 
of May a I"rge and influential meet
ing was held in the Vidyodaya College 
Hall, under the presidency of the High 
Priest Sumangala )laha Xayaka Ther", 
who spoke enthusiastically of the scheme; 
and De\'amitta Thera re-echoed the senti
ments of the High Priest, and strongly 
supported the mo\'ement. The celebrated 
Pandit Batu\'antuda\'e ,,1100 ad,'ocated the 
cause most eloquently. A Society was 
immediately formed under the designation 
of the lluddhagaya :\laha B6dhi Society. 
The High Priest Suman gala was elected 
President; Colonel Olcott was nominated 
,IS Director and Chief Adviser." 

\Ve h"ve received four more copies of 
the Buddltist and so must 1l1i1ke our notice 
longer than usual. Dr. H"rtmann gh'es 
an interesting paper showing the identity 
between the philosophy of SdlOpenhauer 
and Buddhism. The June number re
prints" Christi;ll1ity a Failure," by Ouida. 
1-1. Dhammapala writes on .. Burma and 
Buddhism" in a most instructive series of 
papers. The account of the Cremation 
from the Vlil,all and the address "re re
printed and also the protest that was 
made in the press. Several other papers 
on H.P.B. also find space. These 1,Ist 
four issues of the Budd/,i.'t are care
fully arranged and edited, and a great 
improvement is manifested both in choice 
of subjects and style. The papers by H. 
Dhammapala are especially de:;erving of 
mention, and should be read by those in
terested in the Prtljllll Pt/rlllllitlls. 

LE LOTUS BLEU continues the 
translation of Tlu: Voice ,if II,c SilCllL'C. 
There are several serious mistakes in it, 
which we hope will be rectified if the 

translation is to ;Ippear in book form. 
H. P. B:s article" Cosmic }lind " is con
cluded (in translation), and the ,-er
sions of the Kcyand Hartmann's .JIt/giL', 
JlltteR tllld White, make up the rest of the 
number. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL FORU;\I, 
No.2;, continues its useful work of 
solving problems for beginners and other~. 
The last issue insists strongly on the fact 
that Dcn\chaln is a state or condition, and 
not a locality or place. The question of 
absorption or expansion is again explained 
in relation to JVirv,IIl(/. One querist 
objects to the theory that a ;\Iaterialist. 
that IS one who has persistently refused 
to entertain a thought of a subjecth'e 
state of existence, will ha\'e no conscious 
interlude between two incarnations. The 
answer squarely meets the objection and 
disposes of it as follows :-" A man denies 
that he has a body: he stan'es it and it 
will die. .:\ man denies that he has a 
mind: he gives it no food and it withers 
awa\" A man denies that he has a soul; 
he j'efuses it sustenance and it becumes 
extinct:' \\'e should rather say" atro
phied ", lor he gets another body, mind 
and soul, in each and e\'ery case, although 
he withers up those he has. 

THE V.\HAN has re-incarnated into 
a new personality. Instead of being 
published fortnightly, it is to appear once 
only in the month, but its size and shape 
have been doubled, and it is fair to look 
upon. The literary and scientific notes 
have disappeared, and six out of the eight 
pages are cevoted to Questions and 
Answers. The programme of the VIi/1I11l 
is to be " practical" ; and the first num
ber of its second series carries out the 
programme creditably. The subscription 
for readers who are not members of the 
European Se..:tion is reduced from oJS. to 
2S. 6d.pcr <l1mUIII, in the hopes of making 
the co Vehicle" <IS useful as possible. 
,lIt,etc (oirtllte csto.' 

THEOSOPHICAL SU<TIXGS Vo!., 
oJ, 1\"0. 9, consists of a translation of a 
magnificent article by H. P. B., entitled, 
"Alchemy in the Xineteenth Century", 
which was originally published in La 
RCf'IIC TI,,;osoplliqllc. It is ullquestionably 
the best article on Alchemy that we have 
met with, and \ve are glad to see it in the 
Siflillgs, so that we may refer enquirers 
about Alchemy to a reliable and e<lsily 
obtainable source of information. The 
article was originally written to combat 
the strange olla /,odrida of neo-magism 
and the rest which was serving to amuse 
the Parisian public of the time. Every
body was •• maitre" ,IIIU .. mage ", and 
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Eliphas Le"i was their prophet! H. P. B. 
smashes the temple, the idol and the 
priests to pieces with relentless logic and 
with th'lt knowledge of occultism which 
at once dwarfed to nothingness the puny 
conventicles of her pigmy opponents. 
The notice to this effect should ha"e 
been placed in a more prominent position. 
Without it, the majority of English readers 
will miss the real force of much of it. 

ORIE~TAL DEP'-\RT~IE~T: .tIme
r;c"" Stctim,. Xumber:; contains much of 
interest. First of all ,;'e h;l\'e the trans
lation of HtlS/dmaltlli." a treatise called 
after a sage of that name. and treating of 
"Atlmi the only reality". The transla
tion is by our ;-espected brother Dona 
Sath Gangali. Then comes some explana
tion of" The Goddess Kali", which is 
followed by a fine protest against the 
undue prominence given by the West to 
•• F.\CT~" (the phenomena of existence), 
m'er Clltlittlllralll. Intelligence or rather 
l:onsciousness (the 1/01t1lUllOU or reality). 
ThiS and also the following short transla
tion, entitled Blltllil; ,tlarKtl, in the form 
of question and answer between Guru 
and Chela. is by our ('ontributor, Kali 
Prasanna ~Iukherji. K. L. Banerii con
cludes with a "Defence of Asceticism" 
by translating jtlti Panc!ltlNalll, five stanzas 
on Asceticism, written by the great 
teacher, Sankaracharya. The proofs of 
this number have not been read with 
sufficient care, and the Bengali translitera
tion is suffered to remain where it would 
have been well to change it. 

DEPARTMENToFBRAl\:CHWORK. 
This Department of the American Section 
supplies us in Paper 18 with two excellent 
expositions on "Intuition ". Both are 
thoroughly common-sense views of the 
subject, and will do goud educath'e work 
in the Branches where they are studied. 
The second paper takes tlie case of the 
late Laurence Oliphant and his connec
tion with the Lake Harris commullitv as 
one of its" Intuitional Problems", -and 
c1earlv demonstl ates the inconsistency of 
one "'ho boasted of his right intuition. 
It also contains the following definitions 
of Intuition from the i'eifecl TVtl)·, which 
deserve requoting. .. Intuition is that 
mode of the mind whereby,afterexercising 
itself in an outward direction as Illlellect, 
i 11 order to obtain cognition of pheno
mena, it returns tow;mls its centre as 
Intuition, and, bv ascertaining the essen
tial idea of the filct apprehended thn.ugh 
the senses, completes the process of its 
thought"; and again, "The Il)tuition is 
that operation of the mind whereby we 
are enabled to gain access to the interior 
ilnd permanent -region of our nature, and 

there to possess ourselves of the know
ledge, which in the long agcs of her past 
existences the soul has made her own." 

Paper ]'1;'0. I9, by John ~L Pryse, is one 
of the most interesting studies we h;ln' 
seen for some time. It is entitled 
"~Iystical California", and deals with the 
psychic propensities of the inhabitants of 
that well-favoured country. The climate, 
mixture of races, and the fact that the 
mountain peaks of a submerged continent 
speckle the" Italy of America ", all tend 
to make the theory that it is the cradle of 
a ne,w sub·race. - The once submerged 
peaks of Atlantis, testified to by the 
granite strata, which are crumb/illg from 
age, bring the Atlantean race and its 
em'ironment before the mind's eye of the 
writer, and aided by the testimony of the 
strange experiences undel-gone by sensi
tives among his personal friends, who tell 
of giant spooks, he suggests that .• perhaps 
these same elementals will act in the 
c,lpacity of race SNallclhtls for the new 
sixth sub-race ", The paper concludes 
with a warning against taking the present 
chaotic state of psych ism in California. 
the ploughing and manuring of the soil. 
for real spiritual ad,-ancement. 

THE SANM.\RGA BODHINI is the 
weekly organ of the Sanmarga Samaj of 
Bellary, a society founded by some of our 
Theosophists, and which we noticed in 
our April issue. In referring to the 
credibility of the Coulombs whom news
paper men have resurrected from their 
obscurity, the editor quotes the following 
pregnant sentence from a letter of Mme. 
Coulomb to H.P.H.: "I may have said 
something in my rage, but I swear on all 
that IS sacred for me that I ne,'er said 
fraud, secret passages, traps. nor that 
my husband had helped you in any 
way. II my mouth has uttered these 
words, I pray to the Almighty to shower 
on Ill" he"d the worst maledictions III 

~atuie." The issue of May I6th pub
lished the life of H.P.B. from ,lIm ami 
nrc/111m 0/ tI,e TiIllC, and the warm-hearted 
editurial from the ilItlclras ,lIai!. 

THE SPHI~X for August gi"es the 
place of honour to the article we men
tioned last month, .. The Theosophical 
Society in India and H. P. B1avatsky", 
from the pen of Dr. Franz Hartmann. 
\\'e can only reiterate our appreciation of 
the article. Dr, Julius Stinde writes on 
.. Forbidden Things", the things to deal 
wherewith is to be regarded as a fool or a 
knave, despite all the babble a!lOut our 
free thought and free speech. An 
interesting paper follows on a work of 
Bernstein's on .. Hypnotism, suggestion, 
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and PS\'chotherapeutics"; "ii1uggestion " 
i .. defiiled as the process by which .a 
though~ may be implanted in the br,lIn 
or removed fr,)m it, and it is defended as 
a useful method of he.1ling in th~ hands 
uf the physician; hypnotism is a c~)Ildition 
of extreme recepti\'ity to suggestion, and 
can be used to put the patient into the 
best state for treJtment. It is argued that 
that suggestion often heals, that it C;1I1 

alleviate where it cannot heal, and is in 
any case harmless. With this conclusion 
we cannot agree, for a person who has 
been made sensi!i\'e is as open to evil 
suggestions itS to good, and. may easily 
becume the prey of a deliherately wicked 
hvpnotiser. An article on :\lesmer is 
fullowed by an account of a spiritualistic 
seance, with the questions addressed to 
the" spirit" and the answers given, none 
of which are of a nature to throw any 
clear light on "the other side", A pleas
ing \'agueness characterises these utter
ances when they pass beyond the powers 
of the embodied spirits. Then we ha\'e 
a warning through a dream, a trance 
oration, and a numb~r of short papers, 
making an interesting number. 

TIle Llf~ and WriliJlKs of H. P. BlaT'al,k!-. 
\Ve have received a copy of the lectures 

delivered under this title b,' W. J. Col
ville at Boston, which we noticed in our 
last issue. The pamphlet is a very appre
ciui\'e one, and the writer makes a brH'e 
effelrt to reconcile ~piritualism and The:>
sophy. Wf! .Ippreciate such efforts, but 
surely the stre:llnlet and the ocean do not 
meet on equal terms! . 

lit? Koinonia is the title of the weekh' 
journal of the" Social League", a Societ}· 
founded some five months back at Athens 
on a basis of the Humanitarianism of 
Comte, advanced Socialism and Altruism. 
We hear also that it is tinged with Theo
sophy, owing to the presence of some of 
our members among the founders. The 
le~end of the Society, of which the two 
first words [,)I'm the title of the paper, is 
" Society can and ought to be raised and 
reformed ". The numbers since the first 
issue (April q) contain moderate and 
sensible articles. From Greece we have 
also received copies of the Ephim~ri.~ of 
Athens and the 1l'Irmoniu of Smyrna, 
containing long articles on the T.S. and 
H.P.B. 

TIlt. GII}~rtli lVi/ra and TIle Gujual 
Darpau print the protest that was i,;sued 
against the scandalous attacks that have 
appeared in the press against H.P.B. 

eem Inbgd. 
BUILDING FUND. 
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II lias bun duitkd Ilrat I sllall l,is;t'India during Ih~ comillg a'inur, in ()rti~r /(I malu 
.1 Il!ctllrillg 10111' u'illt IIII' Presidtllt-Foundt'r, visil our LO'~I[~s Ih~r~, and attelld the Com'~nlil'l/. 
I shail Irope 10 /1/ake (I,quail/I(ma u'illr /1/a~1' ,lour Illdillll FelloTlls, alld so slrenglhell 
Iltl! lies be/;I'teJI India alld Europe. Iltopl! 10 be able 10 giT'~ fuller pllrliculars n~xl m,Jllt/,. 

In tile SePlmlb~r ;"<Sllt, Iht }irsl I/umhtr 0/ ollr neT/.' Volllm6- Volum~ IX.-II'ill 
appear a IOIlK tllld mosl .'IIIatslill;: arlide /I'om lire pell (1/ II. P. BlaT'aISk)', mlilkd, 
.. Tlu Subsllwli,,1 Naillre of Mag1/dis11l D~lIlol/slr,'led ". Tltis u'illlu succuded br olltn' 

. papers from IIu: ,lIS S. left b)' Ira ill my cltarg~, so Ihal LUCIFERJ IICr ourn lllclgazin~: a,ill b~ 
IIblt for a c01/sit/emblt lilllt 10 com~ 10 rC/;a/'d ils FOll1lda tiS beill;; stili ils I~ading c,mlribulol'. 

I T'mlllre 10 tlsk /lumbers ami frt~1/dS of Ihl! 1:S. 10 bri1/g LUCIFER lolhe atlmtion of 
Englislr-I'tadillg ptople "II OT'er lite a'Or/d, so Ihat ils cirmlation ma)! be illcr~aud. Tlte 
series if dell/enlary 1II'Iides on Tluosophical doctrilll!s, c011lmnzud ill t/u presenl issue, 
under lIlt! tille of" Tlu Sn'en Prillcip/~s of Jfall," u,ill bc succeed~d by olluTS, drali/~1! 
with Rc-inct/I'nalion, Ktlrllla, find othrr imporl(l1It Irutlls. -

lVtlltwt' aU'tlilillg publicllliMI SOllie inler~stillg pllpers nad alllt~ ConvC1llitJn of the Europ~an 
Scction if Ihe 1:S., alld "Iso tI T'I!I:Y ill/portant arlidc Ullt 10 Ll'CIFER b)' Rall/tl Pmsad, Ihe 
I,'arlltd ami tlble tllIll,or if "iValure's Fillcr Forcts", dealing u·ilh Karma Ilnti Rt-illcarnatioll. 

IVe arl! flsked to IlIlnOUIIU (and to requesl AmericllIl tIIld Auslmlitl11 papers to copy 
lite notice) Ihe m(lrril~"c of EDITH Al.ICE BtrRROWS, onlv dllu;;hter of Herberl Burr,,';., 
F.r.S., to JA){R,; ~IELVIX oj GI,zsgo111. Herbert Burr,'TlIs :1.lill n0111 ;oin the stail at tIlt 
London Headqu"rkrs. 

ERRA'I'.\.-Jlfllt' Il1/mber, p. 352. :\farshall, :\frs. C. £1 inslttld tl IS. 

Jill)' ""I1/.~er, p. 409. aipEO'tS illst~ad (f alcpEpt<; 
-------- --------------------

WOll."·S PRlaTI"G SoCIETY, l.imited, Ha Greal Colleie SIre"', Westminster. 
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The Editor does not hold herself responsible for any opinions, whether religious, 

philosophical or social, expressed in signed arlicles. 

~ur ~intb llnlutru. 
The crown of the Reformer and the Innovator 

is a crown of thorns. 

~ LL is indeed but one eternal Now-Past, Present and Future 
~ being but "three clumsy words", "miserable concepts of the 
objective phases of the subjective whole". ., The Past time is the 
Present time, as also the Future, which, though it has not come into exis
tence, still is", say the Scriptures containing the Prasanga Madhyamika 
teachings. Says a MASTER: "The Present is the child of the Past; 
the Future, the begotten of the Present. And yet, 0 Present Moment! 
knowest thou not that thou hast no parent, nor canst thou have a 
child; that thou art ever begetting but thyself? Before thou hast 
even begun to say, 'I am the progeny of the departed moment, the 
child of the Past,' thou hast become that Past itself. Before thou 
utterest the last syllable, behold! thou are no more the Present, but 
verily that Future. Thus are the Past, the Present,. and the Future 
the ever-living Trinity in One-the Mahamaya of the Absolute IS." 
And yet though this be true, and Time but a succession of states 
of consciousness, we mortals are apt to note recurring anniver
saries and tQ feel a certain thrill of remembrance or of anticipation 
when some date of an event, memorable as a landmark on life's high
way, reminds us, in however Mayavic garb, of what we call our Past. 
And so with this issue of September, 18g1, LUCIFER reaches his ninth 
birthday, to find himself orphan as men count orphanhood, but knowing 
that the author of his being is only behind the Veil; looking backwards 

1 
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2 LUCIFER. 

over a chequered Past, forward into a Future that his eyes are not keen 
enough to scan. 

On September 15th, 1887, Helena Petrovna Blavatsky sent out into 
a hostile world the first issue of LUCIFER, with the declaration that 
"It is to bring light to the' hidden things of darkness '; to show in 
their true aspect and their original real meaning things and names, 
men and their doings and customs; it is finally to fight prejudice, 
hypocrisy and shams in every nation, in every class of Society, as in 

. every department of life". None can say that that declaration was not 
carried out to the very letter by the Founder of the magazine, its chief 
Editor. Sometimes weaker souls complained that the lion's roar 
sounded somewhat too loudly for ears accustomed only to the porr of 
the drawing-room cat; sometimes a cry was heard that the lion'~ paw 
struck somewhat too heavily. But never a one was heard to say that 
the King of the Desert shrank before danger of any kind, or smote one 
weak or helpless creature, or gave blow from malice or from personal 
greed. . 

For nearly four years the clear brain that planned, the brave heart 
that inspired, the firm hand that guided, were LUCIFER'S strength and 
life. Many a storm beat in his face, but the force behind drove him on 
un quailing. Turning neither to right hand nor to left for fear or 
favour, seeing friends and helpers whirled away from his side by the 
tempest, but always finding new comrades coming to him through the 
storm, during those years he battled bravely on, secure in the strength 
that had its roots deep where no foe could reach. Not for men's 
praise but for Humanity'S service he had girded on his armour, and he 
knew with a certainty that no denial could avail to shake, that his 
mission was from Those Who sit serene above the jars and turmoils of 
Western life. And now that his guidance on the physical plane has 
fallen into weaker hands, his mission remains the same, and his courage 
is unbroken, because nothing but his own treachery can rend the tie 
that binds him to his Founder and to Those Whose Messenger she was. 

The choice of the name LUCIFER was characteristic. It was a name 
to scare the goody-goody, with its popular connotation of brimstone 
and lurid flames of hell. But the choice was carefully considered and 
deliberately made. 

"What's in a name?" asked H. P. B. in the opening sentence of her 
first editorial. "Very often there is more in it than the profane is 
prepared to understand, or the learned mystic to explain. It is an 
invisible, secret, but very potential influence that every name 
carries about with it and' leaveth wherever it goeth'. Carlyle thought 
that 'there is much, nay, almost all, in names'. 'Could I unfold the 
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influence of names, which are the most important of all clothings, I were 
a second great Trismegistus', he writes. The name or title of a 
magazine started with a definite object, is, therefore, all important; for 
it is, indeed, the invisible seed grain, which will either grow' to be an 
all-over-shadowing tree' on the fruits of which must depend the nature 
of the results brought about by the said object, or the tree will wither 
and die. These considerations show that the name of the present 
magazine-rather equivocal to orthodox Christian ears-is due to no 
careless selection, but arose in consequence of much thinking over its 
fitness, and was adopted as the best symbol to express that object and 
the results in view." 

. H. P. B. realised to the full the "preconception and aversion to 
the name of LUCIFER ", and saw that its adoption meant" a long strife 
with public prejudice". But such strife was a part of her public duty. 
" If one would fight prejudice, and brush off the ugly cobwebs of super
stition and materialism alike from the noblest ideals of our forefathers, 
one has to prepare for opposition. 'The crown of the reformer and 
the innovator is a crown of thorns', indeed. If one would rescue 
Truth in all her chaste nudity from the almost bottomless well, into 
which she has been hurled by cant and hypocritical propriety, one 
should not hesitate to descend into the dark gaping pit of that well. 
No matter how badly the blind bats-the dwellers in darkness, and the 
haters of light-may treat in their gloomy abode the intruder, unless 
one is the first to show the spirit and courage he preaches to others, he 
must be justly held as a hypocrite and a seceder from his own 
principles. " 

Such was the spirit in which the first number of LUCIFER was 
sent out, and such, in however smaller measure, is the spirit in which 
the forty-ninth number sees the light. To be faithful to a great ideal, 
to be loyal to a great trust, to commit all faults rather than those of 
hypocrisy and cowardice, such is the resolve of the present editor. 

The position of LUCIFER in the intellectual world is clear and 
intelligible enough. He is opposed to Materialism, as offering but a 
partial view of man and the universe, and as starting from the wrong 
pole-making" spirit" the product of" matter", instead of its evolver 
and moulder. He offers a philosophy of hoary antiquity, but new in our 
modern West, based on the researches of Sages and Seers, trained to 
the highest point of evolution yet touched by man, and verifiable anew 
by each successful student of the ancient iore. He offers a science· 
which treads avenues of research unknown to the Western World, and 
explores realms of the universe which the West either denies or marks 
as unsearchable by man. He offers a religion which outrages neither 
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the intellect nor the conscience, one which satisfies the longings of the 
heart while justifying itself at the bar of the reason. And while to the 
public he thus comes with his hands full of gifts of priceless value, he 
bends low to whisper in the ear of the patient, aspiring seeker after 
the Hidden \Visdom: "There is a road, steep and thorny, beset with 
perils of every kind, but yet a road, and it leads to the very heart of the 
Universe: I can tell you how to find those who will shew you the 
secret gateway that opens inward only, and closes fast behind the 
neophyte for evermore. There is no danger that dauntless courage 
cannot conquer; there is no trial that spotless purity cannot pass 
through; there is no difficulty that strong intellect cannot surmount. 
For those who win onwards there is reward past all telling-the power 
to bless and save humanity; for those who fail, there are other lives in 
which success may come." 

And now, for the ninth time, the Light Bringer, the bright, the 
Morning Star, starts on a fresh cycle of endeavour. His motto is 
.. Loyalty to the Masters and Their Messenger," whatever betide, let 
who will desert Them or betray. He exists-as do the Theosophist in 
India, and the Path in America-to help the Society They founded, to 
keep before the eyes and minds of men the reality of the spiritual life, 
and to aid in bearing forward, across the threshold of the Twentieth 
Century, that Ark in which the destinies of humanity for its first 
seventy-five years are shrined. 

--)1<--

Though thou loved her as thyself, 
As a self of purer clay, 
Though her parting dims the day, 

Stealing grace from all alive; 
Heartily know 
\\"hen half-Gods go 

The Gods arrive. 

EMERSON. 

The Gods in forlll are many, not in thollgllt. 

EURIPIPBli. 
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(Written by a MASTER OF \VISDOM.) 

[This article ap~ in an earlr number of LUCIFER, long out of print. Many will be 
glad of the opportunity of reading it. J 

~ 

~~ T is divine philosophy alone, the spiritual and psychic blending of man 
all with nature, which, by revealing the fundamental truths that lie hidden 
under the objects of sense and perception, can promote a spirit of unity and 
harmony in spite of the great diversities of conflicting creeds. Theosophy, 
therefore, expects and demands from the Fellows of the Society a great 
mutual toleration and charity for each other's shortcomings, ungrudging 
mutual help in the search for truths in every department of nature-moral 
and physical. And this ethical standard must be unflinchingly applied to 
daily life. 

Theosophy should not represent merely a collection of moral verities, 
a bundle of metaphysical ethics, epitomized in theoretical dissertations. 
Theosophy must be made pra.ctical; and it has, therefore, to be disencumbered 
of useless digressions, in the sense of desultory orations and fine talk. 
Let every Theosophist only do his duty, that which he can and ought to do, 
and very soon the sum of human misery, within and around the areas of 
every Branch of your Society, will be found visibly diminished. Forget 
Self in working for others-and the task will become an easy and a light 
one for you. 

Do not set your pride in the appreciation and acknowledgment of 
that work by others. \Vhy should any member of the Theosophical 
Society, striving to become a Theosophist, put any value upon his 
neighbour's good or bad opinion of himself and his work, so long as he 
himself knows it to be useful and heneficent to other people? Human 
praise and enthusiasm are short·lived at best; the laugh of the scoffer and 
the condemnation of the indifferent looker-on are sure to follow, and 
generally to outweigh the admiring praise of the friendly. Do not despise 
the opinion of the world, nor provoke it uselessly to unjust criticism. 
Remain rather as indifferent to the abuse as to the praise of those who can 
never know you as you really are, and who ought, therefore, to find you 
unmoved by either, ever placing the approval or condemnation of your 
own INNER SELF higher than that of the multitudes. 

Those of you who would know yourselves in the spirit of truth, learn 
to live alone even amidst the great crowds which may sometimes surround 
you. Seek communion and intercourse only with the God within your own 
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soul; heed only the praise or blame of that deity which can never be 
separated from your true Self, as it is verily that God itself, called the HIGHER 
CONSCIOUSNESS. Put without delay your good intentions into practice, never 
leaving a single one to remain only an intention-expecting, meanwhile, 
neither reward nor even acknowledgme~t for the good you may have done. 
Reward and acknowledgment are in yourself and inseparable from you, as 
it is your INNER SELF alone which can appreciate them at their true degree 
and value. For each one of you contains within the precincts of his inner 
tabernacle the Supreme Court-prosecutor, defence, jury and judge-whose 
sentence is the only one without appeal; since none can know you better 
than you do yourself, when once you have learned to judge that Self by the 
never-wavering light of the inner divinity-your higher Consciousness. Let, 
therefore, the masses, which can never know your true selves, condemn 
your outer selves according to their own false lights. 

The majority of the public Areopagus is generally composed of self
appointed judges, who have never made a permanent deity of any idol save 
their own personalities-their lower selves; for those who try in their walk 
in life to follow their inner light will never be found judging, far less 
condemning, those weaker than themselves. What does it matter then, 
whether the former condemn or praise, whether they humble you or exalt 
you on a pinnacle? They will never com prehend you one way or the other. 
They may make an idol of you, so long as they imagine you a faithful 
mirror of themselves on the pedestal or altar which they have reared for you, 
and while you amuse or benefit them. You cannot expect to be anything 
for them but a temporary fetish, succeeding another fetish just overthrown, 
and followed in your turn by another idol. Your \\' estern society can no 
more live without its Khalif of an hour than it can worship one for any 
longer period; and whenever it breaks an idol and then besmears it with 
mud, it is not the model but the disfigured image which it has created by 
its own foul fancy and endowed with its own vices, that Society dethrones 
and breaks. 

Theosophy can only find objective expression in an all-embracing 
code of life, thoroughly impregnated with the spirit of mutual tolerance, 
charity and brotherly love. Its Society, as a body, has a task before it 
which, unless performed with the utmost discretion, will cause the world of 
the indifferent and the selfish to rise up in arms against it. Theosophy has 
to fight intolerance, prejudice, ignorance and selfishness, hidden under the 
mantle of hypocrisy. It has to throw all the light it can from the Torch of 
Truth, with which its servants are entrusted. It must do this without fear or 
hesitation, dreading neither reproof nor condemnation. Theosophy, 
through its mouthpiece, the Society, has to tell the TRUTH to the very face 
of LIE; to beard the tiger in its den, without thought or fear of evil 
consequences, and to set at defiance calumny and threats. As an Association, 
it has not only the right but the duty to uncloak vice and do its best to 
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redress wrongs, whether through the voice of its chosen lecturers or the 
printed word of its journals and publications-making its accusations, 
however, as impersonal as possible. But its Fellows, or Members, have 
irulioUlually no such right. Its followers have, first of all, to set the example 
of a firmly outlined and as firmly applied morality, before they obtain 
the right to point out, even in a spirit of kindness, the absence of a like 
ethic unity and singleness of purpose in other associations or individuals. 
No Theosophist should blame a brother, whether within or outside of the 
Association; neither may he throw a slur upon another's actions or 
denounce him, lest he himself lose the right to be considered a Theosophist. 
For, as such, he has to tum away his gaze from the imperfection of his 
neighbour, and centre rather his attention upon his own shortcomings, in 
order to correct them and become wiser. Let him not show the disparity 
between claim and action in another, but, whether in the case of a brother, 
a neighbour, or simply a fellow-man, let him rather ever help one weaker 
than himself on the arduous walk of life. 

The problem of true Theosophy and its great mission are: first, the 
working out:of clear .unequivocal conceptions of ethics, ideas and duties, 
such as shall best and most fully satisfy the right and altruistic feelings in 
men; and second, the modelling of these conceptions for their adaptation 
into such forms of daily life, as shall offer a field where they may be applied 
with most equitableness. 

Such is the common work placed before all who are willing to act on 
these principles. It is a laborious task, and will require strenuous and 
persevering exertion, but it must lead you insensibly to progress, and leave 
you no room for any selfish aspirations outside the limits traced. • . • . 
Do not indulge personally in unbrotherly comparison between the task 
accomplished by yourself and the work left undone by your neighbours or 
brothers. In the fields of Theosophy none is held to weed out a la'ge, Plot of 
gTOIIM than his st'ength arul capacity will pe,mit him. Do not be too severe on 
the merits or demerits of one who seeks admission among your ranks, as 
the truth about the actual state of ·the inner man can be only known to 
Karma, and can be dealt with justly by that all-seeing Law alone. Even 
the simple presence amidst you of a well-intentioned and sympathising 
individual may help you magnetically. . . . You are the free volunteer 
workers on the fields of Truth, and as such you must leave no obstruction 
on the paths leading to that field. . 

The deg,ee of success 0' failllYe a,e the larulma,ks the Maste,s have to follow, as 
they will constitute the ba,rie,s placed with you, own hands between yourselves a"d 
those whom you have asked to be you, teache,s. The nea,e, you approach to the goal 
contemplated the shorte, the distance betu1een the student and the Maste,. 
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~ ATERIALISTS who arraign the Occultists and Theosophists for 
!~ believing that every Force (so called) in Nature has at its origin a 
substantial NOUMENON, an Entity, conscious and intelligent, whether it 
he a Planetary (Dhyan Chohan) or an Elemental, are advised to fix their 
attention, first of all, on a far more dangerous body than the one called the 
Theosophical Society. \\'e mean the Society in the U.S. of America 
whose members call themselves the Substantialists. \Ve call it dangerous 
for this reason, that this body, combining in itself dogmatic Church 
Christianity, i.e., the anthropomorphic element of the Bible-with sterling 
Science, makes, nevertheless, the latter subservient in all to the former. 
This is equivalent to saying, that the new organization, will, in its fanatical 
dogmatism-if it wins the day-lead on the forthcoming generations to 
anthropomorphism past redemption. It will achieve this the more easily 
in our age of Science-worship, since a show of undeniable learning must 
help to impart additional strength to belief in a gigantic human god, as 
their hypotheses, like those of modern materialistic science, may be easily 
built to answer their particular aim. The educated and thoughtful classes 
of Society, once set free from ecclesiastical thraldom, could laugh at a St. 
Augustine's or a "venerable" Bede's scientific data, which led them to 
maintain on the authority and dead letter of what they regarded as 
Revelation that our Earth, instead of being a sphere, was flat, hanging 
under a crystalline canopy studded with shining brass nails and a sun no 
larger than it appears. But the same classes will be always forced by 
public opinion into respecting the hypotheses of modern Science-in what· 
ever direction the nature of scientific speculation may lead them. They 
have been so led for the last century-into crass Materialism; they may be 
so led again in an opposite direction. The cycle has closed, and if Science 
ever falls into the hands of the Opposition-the learned "Reverends" and 
bigoted Churchmen-the world may find itself gradually approaching the 
ditch on the opposite side and be landed at no distant future in crass 
anthropomorphism. Once more the masses will have rejected true philosophy
impartial and unsectarian-and will thus be caught again in new meshes of 
their own weaving, the fruitage and results of the reaction created by an 
all-denying age. The solemn ideal of a universal, infinite, ali-pervading 
Noumenon of Spirit, of an impersonal and absoillte Deity, will fade out of 
the human mind :once more, and will make room for the MONSTER-GOD 

of sectarian nightmares. 
Now, modern official sci{'nce is composed-as at present-of 5 per 
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cent. of undeniable axiomatic truths and facts, and of 95 per cent. of mere 
speculation. Furthermore, it has laid itself open to endless attacks, owing 
to its numerous mutually contradictory hypotheses, each one as scientific, 
in appearance, as the other. On the other hand, the Substantialists, who 
rank, as they boast, among their numbers some of the most eminent men 
of Science in the United States, have undeniably discovered and accumu
lated a vast store of facts calculated to upset the modern theories on Force 
and Matter. And once that their data are shown correct, in this conflict 
between (materialistic) Science and (a still more materialistic) Religion
the outcome of the forthcoming battle is not difficult to foresee: modern 
Science will be floored. The Substantiality of certain Forces of Nature 
cannot be denied-for it is a fact in Kosmos. No Energy or Force without 
Matter, no Matter without Force, Energy or Life-however latent. But 
this ultimate Matter is-Substance or the Noumenon ·of matter. Thus, the 
head of the golden Idol of scientific truth will fall, because it stands on 
feet of clay. Such a result would not be anything to be regretted, except 
for its immediate consequences: the golden Head will remain the same, 
only its pedestal will be replaced by one as weak and as much of clay as 
ever. Instead of resting on Materialism, science will rest on anthropo
morphic superstition-if the Substantialists ever gain the day. For, 
instead of holding to philosophy alone, pursued in a spirit of absolute 
impartiality, both materialists and adherents of what is so pompously 
called the .. Philosophy of Substantialism" work on lines traced by 
preconception and with a prejudged object; and both stretch their facts 
on the Procrustean beds of their respective hobbies. It is facts that have 
to fit their theories, even at the risk of mutilating the immaculate nature 
of Truth. 

Before presenting the reader with extracts from the work of a 
Substantia list-those extracts showing better than would any critical 
review, the true nature of the claims of .. The Substantial Philosophy"
we mean to go no further, as we are really very little concerned with them, 
and intend to waste no words over their flaws and pretensions. Neverthe
less, as their ideas on the nature of physical Forces and phenomena are 
curiously-in some ,espects only-like the occult doctrines, our intention is to 
utilize their arguments-on Magnetism, to begin with. These are 
U1Uln5We,ahle, and we may thus defeat exact science by its own methods 
of observation and weapons. So far, we are only aquainted with the 
theories of the Substantialists by their writings. It is possible that, save 
the wide divergence between our views on the nature of the .. phenonema
producing causes "-as they queerly call physical forces-there is but 
little difference in our opinions with regard to the substantial nature of 
Light, Heat, Electricity, Magnetism, etc., etc., perhaps only one in the 
form and terms used. No Theosophist, however, would agree to such 
expressions as are used in the New Doctrine: e g., "If its principles be true, 
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then every force or form of Energy known to science ",ust be a substantial 
Entity". For although Dr. HaU's proofs with regard to magnetic fluid 
being something more than "a mode of motion" are i"efutable, still there 
are other "forces" which are of quite a different nature. As this paper, 
however, is devoted to prove the substantiality of magnetism-whether 
animal or physical-we will now quote from the Scientific A,ena (July, 
1886) the best arguments that have ever appeared against the materialistic 
theory of modern Science. 

"To admit for one moment that a single force of nature, such as 
soutld, ligM, or heat, is but the vibratory motion of matter, whether that 
material body be highly attenuated as in the case of the supposed ethe" 
less attenuated as in the case of air, or solid as in the case of a heated bar 
of iron, is to give away to the rank claims of materialism the entire analogy 
of nature and science in favour of a future life for humanity. And weU do 
the materialistic scientists of this country and Europe know it. And to the 
same extent do they fear the spread and general acceptance of the 
Substantial Philosophy, knowing full well that the moment the forces of 
nature shall be recognised and taught by the schools as real substantial 
entities, and as soon as the mode-of-motion doctrines of sound, light, 
heat, etc., shall be abandoned, that soon will their materialistic occupation 
ha ve gone for ever . . . . . . 

" Hence, it is the aim of this present paper, after thus reiterating and 
enforcing the general scope of the argument as presented last month, 
to demonstrate force, pe, se, to be an immaterial substance and in no sense 
a motion of material particles. In this way we purpose to show the 
absolute necessity for Christian scientists everywhere adopting the broad 
principles of the Substantial Philosophy, and doing it at once, if they hope 
t.o break down materiali~tic atheism in this land or logically to defend 
religion by scientific analogy, and thus prove the substantial existence of 
God as well as the probable substantial existence of the human soul after 
death. This they now have the privilege of doing successfully, and of thus 
triumphantly re-enforcing their scriptural arguments by the concurrent 
testimony of nature herself. 

" \""/ e could select anyone of several of the physical forms of force as the 
crucial test of the new philosophy, or as the touch-stone of Substantialism. 
But to save circumlocution and detail of unnecessary explanation as much 
as possible, in this leading and paramount demonstration, we seJect what 
no scientist on earth will question as a representative natural force or so
called form of energy-namely, tIlagnetis",. This force, from the very simple 
and direct manifestation of its phenomena in displacing ponderable bodies 
at a distance from the magnet, and without having any tangible substance 
connecting the magnet therewith, is selected for our purpose, since it has 
well proved the champion physical puzzle to modern mode-of-motion 
philosophers, both in this country and in Europe. 

" Even to the greatest living physicists, such as Helmholtz, Tyndall, 
Sir William Thomson, and others, the mysterious action of magnetism, 
under any light which modern science can shed upon it, admittedly affords 
a problem which has proved to be completely bewildering to their intellects, 
simply because they have, unfortunately, never caught a glimpse of the 
basic principles of the Substantial Philosophy which so clearly unravels the 
mystery. In the light of these principles such a thinker as Sir William 
Thomson, instead of teaching, as he did in his opening address on the five 
senses before the Midland Institute, at Birmingham, England, that 
magnetism was but the molecular motion, or as he expressed it, but the 
'quality of matter' or the 'rotation of the molecules' of the magnet, 
would have seen at a glance the utter want of any relation, as cause t() 
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effect, between such moving molecules in the magnet (provided they do 
move), and-the lifting of the mass of iron at a distance. 

" It is passing strange that men so intelligent as Sir William Thomson 
and Professor Tyndall had not long ago reached the conclusion that 
magnetism must of necessity be a substantial thing, however invisible or 
intangible, when it thus stretches out its mechanical but invisible fingers 
to a distance from the magnet and pulls or pushes an inert piece of metal! 
That they have not seen the absolute necessity for such a conclusion, as 
the only conceivable explanation of the mechanical effects produced, and 
the manifest inconsistency of any other supposition, is one of the astounding 
results of the confusing and blinding influence of the present false theories 
of science upon otherwise logical and profound intellects. And that such 
men could be satisfied in supposing that the minute and local vibrations 
of the molecules and atoms of the magnet (necessarily limited to the 
dimensions of the steel itself) could by any possibility reach out to a 
distance beyond it and thus pull or push a bar of metal, overcoming its 
inertia, tempts oue to lose all respect for the sagacity and profundity of the 
intellects of these great names ·in science. At all events, such manifest 
want of perspicacity in modern physicists appeals in a warning voice of 
thunder tones to rising young men of this country and Europe to think for 
themselves in matters pertaining to science and philosophy, and to accept 
nothing on trust simply because it happens to be set forth or approved by 
some great name. 

" Another most remarkable anomaly in the case of the physicists to 
whom we have here referred is this: while failing to see the unavoidable 
necessity of an actual substance of some kind going forth from the poles 
of the magnet and connecting with the piece of iron by which to lift it and 
thus accomplish a physical result, that could have been effected in no other 
way, they are quick to accept the agency of an all-pervading ether (a 
substance not needed at all in nature) by which to produce light on this 
earth as mere moti{ln, and thus make it conform to the supposed sound
waves in the air! In this way, by the sheer invention of a not-needed 
material substance, they have sought to convert not only light, heat, and 
magnetism, but all the other forces of nature into modes of motion, alld 
for no reason except that sound had beell mistaken as a mQde of motion by previolls 
scientists. And strange to state, notwithstanding this supposed ether is as 
intangible to any of our senses, and just as unrecognised by any process 
known to chemistry or mechanics as is the substance which of necessity 
must pass out from the poles of the magnet to seize and lift the bar of iron, 
yet physicists cheerfully accept the former, for which no scientific necessity 
on earth or in heaven exists, while they stolidly refuse to recognise the 
latter, though absolutely needed to accomplish the results observed! \Vas 
ever such inconsistency before witnessed in a scientific theory? 

" Let us scrutinize this matter a little further before leaving it. If the 
mere' rotation of molecules' in the steel magnet can produce a mechanical 
effect on a piece of iron at a distance, even through a vacuum, as Sir 
\Villiam Thompson asserts, why may not the rotation of the molecules of 
the sun cause light at a distance without the intervening space being filled 
up with a jelly-like material substance, of 'enormous rigidity', to be 
thrown into waves? It must strike every mind capable of thinking 
scientifically that the original invention of an all-pervading 'material', 
'rigid', and 'inert' ether, as the essential cause of light at a distance 
from a luminous body, was one of the most useless expenditures of 
mechanical ingenuity which the human brain ever perpetrated-that is, 
if there is the slightest truth in the teaching of Sir William Thompson 
that the mere 'rotation of molecules' in the magnet will lift a distant 
bar of iron. Why cannot the rotation of the sun's molecules just as easily 
produce light at a distance? 

by 
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"Should it be assumed in sheer desperation by the mode-of-motion 
philosophers that it is the etl,er filling the space between the magnet and 
the piece of iron, which is thrown into vibration by the rotating molecules 
of the steel, and which thus lifts the distant iron, it would only be to make 
bad worse. If material vibration in the steel magnet, which is wholly 
unobservable, is communicated to the distant bar through a material 
substance and its vibratory motions, which are equally unobservable, is it 
not plain that their effects on the distant bar should be of the same 
mechanical character, namely, unobservable? Instead of this the iron is 
lifted bodily and seen plainly, and that without any observed tremor, as if 
done by a vibrating 'jelly' such as ether is claimed to be! Besides, such 
bodily lifting of a ponderable mass is utterly incongruous with mere tremor, 
however powerful and observable such tremor or vibration might be, 
according to every principle known to mechanics. Common sense ought 
to assure any man that mere vibration or tremor, however powerful and 
sensible, can pull or push nothing. It is impossible to conceive of the 
accomplishment of such a result except by some substantial agent reaching 
out from the magnet, seizing the il'On, and forcibly pulling and thus 
displacing it. As well talk of pulling a boat to the shore without some 
rope or other substantial thing connecting you with the boat. Even Sir 
William Thompson would not claim that the boat could be pulled by 
getting up a molecular vibration of the shore, or even by producing a 
visible tremor in the water, as Dr. Hamlin so logically shewed in his 
recent masterly paper on Force. (See Microcosm, Vol. V., p. 98). 

" It is well known that a magnet will lift a piece of iron at the same 
distance precisely through sheets of glass as if no glass intervened. The 
confirmed atheist Mr. Smith, of Cincinnati, Ohio, to whom we referred 
in our papers on Substantialism, in the Microcosm (Vol. III., pages 
278, 311), was utterly confounded by this exhibition of the substantial 
force of magnetism acting at a distance through impervious plates of glass. 
When we placed a quantity of needles and tacks on the plate and passed 
the poles of the magnet beneath it, causing them to move with the magnet, 
he saw for the first time in his life the operation of a real substance, exerting 
a mechanical effect in displacing ponderable bodies of metal in defiance of 
all material conditions, and with no possible material connection or free 
passage between the source and termination of such substantial agency. 
And he asked in exclamation, if this be so, may there not be a substantial, 
intelligent, and immaterial God, and may I not have a substantial but 
immaterial soul which can live separately from my body after it is dead? 

" He then raised the query, asking if we were certain that it was not 
the invisible pores of the glass plate through which the magnetic force 
found its way, and therefore whether this force might not be a refined 
form of matter after all? He then assisted us in filling the plate with 
boiled water, on which to float a card with needles placed thereon, thus to 
interpose between them and the magnet the most imporous of all known 
bodies. But it made not the slightest difference, the card with its cargo 
of needles moving hither and thither as the magnet was moved beneath 
both plates and water. This was sufficient even for that most critical but 
candid materialist, and he confessed that there were substantial but 
immaterial entities in his atheistic philosophy. 

"Here, then, is the conclusive argument by which we demonstrate 
that magnetism, one of the forces of nature, and a fair representative of 
all the natural forces, is not only a real, substantial entity, but an absolutely 
immaterial substance :~: thus justifying our original classification of the 
entities of the universe into material and immaterial substances . 

• This is a very wrong word to use. See text.-H.P.B. 
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"I. If magnetism were not a real substance, it could not lift a piece of 
metal bodily at a distance from the magnet, any more than our hand could 
lift a weight from the floor without some substantial connection between 
the two. It is a self-evident truism as an axiom in mechanics, that no body 
can move or displace another body at a distance without a real, substantial 
medium connecting the two through which the result is accomplished, other
\\;se it would be a mechanical effect without a cause--a self-evident 
absurdity in philosophy. Hence, the force of magnetism is a real, 
substantial entity. 

"2. If magnetism were not an immaterial substance, then any practically 
imporous body intervening between the magnet and the attracted object 
would, to some extent at least, impede the passage of the magnetic current, 
which it does not do. If magnetism were a very refined or attenuated 
form of matter, and if it thus depended for its passage through other 
material hodies upon their imperceptible pores then, manifestly, some 
difference in the freedom of its passage, and in the consequent attractive 
force of the distant magnet should result by great difference in the porosity 
of the different bodies tested, as would be the case, for example, in forcing 
wind through wire-netting having larger or smaller interstices, and 
consequently offering greater or less resistance. \Vhereas in the case of 
this magnetic substance, no difference whatever results in the energy of its 
mechanical pull on a distant piece of iron, however many or few of the 
practically imporous sheets of glass, rubber, or whatever other material 
body be made to intervene, or if no substance whatever hut the air is 
interposed, or if the test be made in a perfect vacuum. The pull is always 
with precisely the same force, and will move the suspended piece of iron at 
the same distance away from it in each and every case, however refined 
and delicate may be the instruments by which the tests are measured." 

The above quoted passages are positively unanswerable. As far as 
magnetic force, or fluid, is concerned the Substantialists have most 
undeniably made out their case; and their triumph will be hailed with joy 
by every Occultist. It is impossible to see, indeed, how the phenomena of 
magnetism~whether terrestrial or animal--can be explained otherwise than 
by admitting a material, or substantial magnetic fluid. This, even some of 
the Scientists do not deny-Helmholtz believing that electricity must be 
as atomic as matter-which it is (Helmholtz, .. Faraday Lecture "). And, 
unless Science is prepared to divorce force from matter, we do not see how 
it can support its position much longer. 

But we are not at all so sure ahout certain other Forces-so far as their 
effects are concerned-and Esoteric philosophy would find an easy objection 
to every assumption of the Substantialists--e.g., with regard to sound. As 
the day is dawning when the new theory is sure to array itself against 
Occultism, it is as well, perhaps, to anticipate the objections and dispose 
of them at once. 

The expression "immaterial Substance" used above in connection 
with magfUtism is a very strange one, and moreover, it is self-contradictory. 
If, instead of saying that" magnetism .'. is not only a real substan
tial entity but an absolutely immaterial stlbstanc,", the writer should have 
applied this definition to light, sound or any other force in its effects, we 
would have nothing to say, except to remark that the adjective 
,. supersensuous" would have been more applicable to any force than the 
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word" immaterial ".~: But to say this_of the magnetic fluid is wrong, as it 
is an essence which is quite perceptible to any clairvoyant, whether in 
darkness-as in the case of odic emanations-or in light-when animal 
magnetism is practised. ~eing then a fluid in a supersensuous state, still 
",atter, it cannot be "immaterial ", and the expression becomes at once as 
illogical as it is sophistical. With regard to the other forces-if by 
"immaterial" is meant only that which is objective, but beyond the range 
of our present normal perceptions or senses, well and good; but then what
ever Substantialists may mean by it, we Occultists and Theosophists 
demur to the form in which they put it. Substance, we are told in 
philosophical dictionaries and encyclopedias, is that which underlies 
outward phenomena; substratum; the permanent subject or cause 
of phenomena, whether material or spiritual; that in which pro
perties inhere; that which is real in distinction from that which is only 
apparent-especially in this world of maya. It is in short-real, and the one 
real Essence. But the Occult sciences, while calling Substance the 
nounrenon of every material form, explain that nDUminon as being still matter 
-only on another plane. That which is noumenon to our human percep
tions is matter to those of a Dhyan Chohan. As explained by our learned 
Vedantin Brother-T. Subba Row-Mulap,ahiti, the first universal 
aspect of Parabrahma, its Kosmic Veil, and whose essence, to us, is 
unthinkable, is to the LOGOS "as mat~rial as any object is material to 
us" (Notes on Bhag. Gita). Hence-no Occultist would describe Substance 
as " immaterial" in esse. 

Substance is a confusing term, in any case. VlTe may call our body, 
or an ape, or a stone, as well as any kind of fabric-" substantial". There
fore, we call" Essence" rather, the material of the bodies of those Entities 
-the supersensous Beings, in whom we believe, and who do exist, but 
whom Science and its admirers regard as superstitious nonsense, calling 
fictions alike a "personal" god and the angels of the Christians, as they 
would our Dhyan Chohans, or the Devas, "Planetary Men ", Genii, etc., 
etc., of the Kabalists and Occultists. But the latter would never dream of 
calling the phenomena of Light, Sound, Heat, Cohesion, etc.-" Entities," 
as the Substantialists do. They would define those Forces as purely 
immaterial perceptive effects-without, of substantial and essential CAUSES 

-within: at the ultimate end of which, or at the origin, stands an 
ENTITY, the essence of the latter changing with that of the Elementt 
it belongs to. (See" Monads, Gods, and Atoms" of Volume I 

• The use ofthe terms" matter, or substance existing inslli",sntSlUIlIs conditions" or • 
.. supersensuous states of matter" would avoid an outburst of fierce but just criticism 
not only from men of Science, but from any ordinary well educated man who knows the 
value of terms. 

t Useless to remind again the reader, that by Elements it is not the complJllflli air, water 
and earth, that exist present to our terrestrial and sensuous perceptions that are meant
but the II<IHm,,,,,1 Elements of the ancients. 
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.. Secret Doctrine", Book II.) Nor can the Soul be confused with 
PORCES, which are on quite another plane of perception. It shocks, 
there(ore, a Theosophist to find the Substantialists so un philosophically 
including Soul among the Forces. 

Ha ving-as he tells his readers-" laid the foundation of our argument 
in the clearly defined analogies of Nature ", the editor of the Scientific Arena, 
in an article called" The Scientific Evidence of a Future Life", proceeds 
as follows :-

" If the principles of Substantialism be true, then, as there shown, 
every force or form of energy known to science must be a suhstantial entity. 
We further endeavoured to show that if one form of force were conclusively 
demonstrated to be a substantial or objective existence, it would be a clear 
departure from reason and consistency not to assume all the forces or 
phenomena-producing causes in nature also to be substantial entities. But 
if one form of physical force, or one single phenomenon-producing cause, 
such as heat, light, or sound, could be clearly shown to be the mere motion 
of material particles, and not a substantial entity or thing, then by rational 
analogy and the harmonious uniformity of nature's laws, all the other 
forces or phenomena-producing causes, whether physical, vital, mental or 
spiritual, must come within the same category as nonentitative modes of 
motion of material particles. Hence it would follow in such case, that the 
soul, life, mind, or spirit, so far from being a substantial entity which can 
form the basis of a hope for an immortal existence beyond the present life, 
must, according to materialism, and as the mere motion of brain and nerve 
particles, cease to exist whenever such physical particles shall cease to 
move at death." 

SPIRIT-a "suhstantial Entity"!! Surely Substantialism cannot 
pretend very seriously to the title of philosophy-in such case. But let us 
read the arguments to the end. Here we find a just and righteous attack 
on Materialism wound up with the same un philosophical assertion! 

.. From the foregoing statement of the salient positions of materialistic 
science, as they bear against the existence of the soul after death, we drew 
the logical conclusion that no Christian philosopher who accepts the current 
doctrines of sound, light and heat as but modes of molecular motion, can ever 
answer the analogical reasoning of the materialist against the immortality 
of man. No possible view, as we have so often insisted, can make the 
least headway against such materialistic reasoning or frame any reply to 
this great argument of Haeckel and Huxley against the soul as an entity 
and its possible existence separate from the body, save the teaching of 
Substantialism, which so consistently maintains that the soul, life, mind and 
spirit are necessarily substantial forces or entities from the analogies of 
physical science, namely, the substantial nature of all the physical forces, 
illCluding gravity, electricity, magnetism, coheswn, sound, light, heat, etc. 

" This impregnable position of the Substantialist from logical analogy, 
based on the harmonious uniformity of nature's laws and forces, forms the 
bulwark of the Substantial Philosophy, and mu!'tt in the nature of things 
for ever constitute the strong tower of that system of teaching. If the 
edifice of Substantialism, thus founded and fortified, can he taken and 
sacked by the forces of Materialism, then our labours for so many years 
have manifestly come to naught. Say, if you please, that the armies of 
Substantialism are thus burning the bridges behind them. So be it. We 
prefer death to either surrender or retreat; for if this fundamental posicion 
cannot be maintained against the combined forces of the enemy, then all is 
lost, Materialism has gained the day, and death is the eternal annihilation 
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of the human race. \Vithin this central citadel of principles, therefore, we 
have intrenched ourselves to survive or perish, and here, encircled by this 
wall of adamant, we have stored all our treasures and munitions of war, 
and if the agnostic hordes of materialistic science wish to possess them, 
let them train upon it their heaviest artillery . 

"How strange, then, when materialists themselves recognize the 
desperateness of their situation, and so readily grasp the true bearing of 
this analogical argument based on the substantial nature of the physical 
forces, that we should be obliged to reason with professed Sub
stantialists, giving them argument upon argument in order to prove to 
them that they are no Substantialists at all, in the true sense of that 
term, so long as they leave one single force of nature or one single 
phenomenon-producing cause in nature, out of the category of substantial 
entities! 

"One minister of our acquaintance speaks glowingly of the ultimate 
success of the Substantial Philosophy, and proudly calls himself a 
Substantialist, but refuses to include sound among the substantial forces 
and entities, thus virtually accepting the wave·theory! In the name of all 
logical consistency, what could that minister say in reply to another 
, Substantialist' who would insist upon the beauty and truth of 
Substantialism, hut who could not include ligM? And then another 
who could not include heat, or electricity, or magnetism, or gravity? 
Yet all of them good "Substantialisls" on the very same principle 
as is the one who leaves sound out of the substantial category, 
while still claiming to be an orthodox Substantialist! 'Why should 
they not leave life-force and mind-force and spirit-force out of the list 
of entities, thus making them, like sound-force (as materialists insist), but 
the vibration of material particles, and still claim the right to call 
themselves good Substantialists? Haeckel and Huxley would then be duly 
qualified candidates for baptism into the church of Substantialism. 

"The truth is, the minister who can admit for one moment that sound 
consists of but the motion of air-particles, and thus, that it is not a 
substantial entity, is a materialist at bottom, though he may not be 
conscious of the logical maelstrom that is whirling him to scientific 
destruction. \-Ve have all heard of the play of ' Hamlet', with the Prince 
of Denmark left out. Such would he the scientific play of Substantialism 
witl! the sound question ignored, and the theory of acoustics handed over 
to Materialism. (See our editorial on 'The Meaning of the Sound 
Discussion', The Microcosm, Vol. V., p. 197.) .. 

\Ve sympathize with the "Minister" who refuses to include Sound 
among" Substantial Entities ". \Vc believe in FOHAT, hut would hardly 
refer to his Voice and Emanations as" Entities", though they are produced 
by an electric shock of atoms and repercussions producing both Sound and 

Light. Science would accept no more our Fohat than the Sound or Light
Entities of the" Substantial Philosophy" (?). But we have this satisfaction, 
at any rate, that, once thoroughly explained, Fohat will prove more 
philosophical than either the materialistic or substantial theories of the 
forces of nature. 

How can anyone with pretensions to both a scientific and psychological 
mind, speaking of SOIlI and especially of Spirit, place them on the same 
level as the physical phenomena of nature, and this, in a language one can 
apply only to physical facts! Even Professor Bain, "a monistic 
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ANNIHILATIONIST", as he is called, confesses that "mental and bodily 
states are utterly contrasted ,.,':: 

Thus, the direct conclusion the Occultists and the Theosophists can 
come to at any rate on the prima facie evidence furnished them by writings 
which no philosophy can now rebut, is-that Substantial Philosophy, 
which was brought forth into this world to fight materialistic science and to 
slay it, surpasses it immeasurably in Materialism. No Bain, no Huxley, 
nor even Haeckel, has ever confused to this degree mental and physical 
phenomena. At the same time the "apostles of Materialism" are on a 
higher plane of philosophy than their opponents. For, the charge 
preferred against them of teaching that Soul is " the mere motion of brain 
and nerve particles" is untrue, for they never did so teach. But, even 
supposing such would be their theory, it would only be in accordance with 
Substantialism, since the latter assures us that Soul and Spirit, as much as 
all " the phenomena-producing causes" (?) whether physical, mental, or spiritual 
-if not regarded as SUBSTANTIAL ENTITIES-" must come within the same 
category as non-entitative (?) modes of motion of material particles". 

All this is not only painfully vague, but is almost meaningless. The 
inference that the acceptance of the received scientific theories on light, 
sound and heat, etc., would be equivalent to accepting tile SOll[ motion of 
moleCllles-is certainly hardly worth discussion. It is quite true that some 
thirty or forty years ago Buchner and Moleschott attempted to prove that 
sensation and thought are a movement of matter. But this has been 
pronounced by a well-known English Annihilationist "unworthy of the name 
of 'philosophy'''. Not one man of real scientific reputation or of any 
eminence, not Tyndall, Huxley, Maudsley, Cliffor,d, Bain, Spencer nor 
Lewis, in England, nor Virchow, nor Haeckel in Germany, has ever gone so 
far as to say :-" Thought IS a motion of molecules ". Their only quarrel 
with the believers in a soul was and is, that while the latter maintain that 
soul is the cause of thought, they (the Scientists) assert that thought is the 
concomitant of certain physical processes in the brain. Nor have they ever 
said (the l'eai scientists and philosophers, however materialistic) that thought 
and nervous motion al'e the same, but that they are "the subjective and 
objective sides of the same thing". 

John Stuart Mill is a good authority and an example to quote, and thus 
deny the charge. For, speaking of the rough and rude method of 
attempting to resolve sensation into nervous motion (taking as his example 
the case of the neroe-vibrations to the brain which are the physical side of the 
light perception), "at the end of all these motions, there is something which 
is not motion-there is a feeling or sensation of cololl, ". • he says. Hence, 
it is quite true to say, that" the subjective feeling here spoken of by Mill will 

• The Substantialists call. moreover, Spirit that which we call mind-(M'anas). and 
thus it is Soul which takes with them the place of ATMA; in short they confuse the 
vehi~le 'with the [)rivtr inside, 
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outlive even the acceptance of the undulatory theory of light, or heat, as a 
mode of motion ". For the latter is based on a physical speculation and the 
former is built on everlasting philosoPhy-however imperfect, because so 
tainted with Materialism. 

Our quarrel with the Materialists is not so much for their soulless 
Forces, as for their denying the existence of any "Force-bearer", the 
Noumenon of Light, Electricity, etc. To accuse them of not making a 
difference between mental and physical phenomena is equal to proclaiming 
oneself ignorant of their theories. The most famous Negationists are to-day 
the first; to admit that SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS and MOTION "are at 
the opposite poles of existence". That which remains to be settled 
between us and the materialistic IDEALISTs-a living paradox by the 
way, now personified by the most eminent writers on Idealistic philosophy in 
England-is the question whether that consciousness is only experiencd in 
connection with organic molecules of the brain or not. \Ve say it is the 
thought or mind which sets the molecules of the physical brain in motion; 
they deny any existence to mind, independe~t of the brain. But even they 

do not call the seat of the mind" a molecular fabric", but only that it is 
"the mind-pri"ciple "-the seat or the organic basis of the mamfesting mind. 
That such is the real attitude of materialistic science may be demonstrated 
by reminding the reader of Mr. Tyndall's confessions in his Fragments of 
Scimce, for since the days of his discussions with Dr. Martineau, the 
attitude of the Materialists has not changed. This attitude remains 
unaltered, unless, indeed, we place the Hylo-Idealists on the same level as 
Mr. Tyndall-which would be ahsurd. Treating of the phenomenon of 
Consciousness, the great physicist quotes this question from Mr. Martineau: 
.. A mall can say • I feel, I think, I love'; but how does consciousness 
infuse itself into the problem?" And he thus answers: .. The passage 
from the physics of the brain to the corresponding facts of consciousness is 
unthinkable. 'Granted that a definite thought and a molecular action in 
the brain occur simultaneously; we do not possess the intellectual organ, 
nor apparently any rudiments of the organ, which would enahle us to pass 
by a process of reasoning from one to the other. They appear together, but 
we do not kfJoUJ why. Were our minds and senses so expanded, strengthened 
and illuminated, as to enable us to see and feel the very molecules of the 
brain; were we capable of following all their motions, all their groupings, all 
their electric discharges, if such there be; and were we intimately acquainted 
with the corresponding states of thought and feeling, we should be as far as 
ever from the solution of the problem, • How are these physical processes 
connected with the facts of consciousness?' The chasm between the two 
classes of phenomena would still remain intellectually impassable." 

Thus, there appears to be far less disagreement between the Occultists 
and modern Science than between the former and the Substantialists. The 
latter confuse most hopelessly the subjective with the objective phases of 
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all phenomena, and the Scientists do not, notwithstanding that they limit 
the subjective to the earthly or terrestrial phenomena only. In this they have 
chosen the Cartesian method with regard to atoms and molecules; we hold 
to the ancient and primitive philosophical beliefs, so intuitively perceived 
by Leibnitz. Our system can thus be called, as his was-" Spiritualistic 
and Atomistic ". 

Substantialists speak with great scorn of the vibratory theory of 
science. But, until able to p,ove that their vie~s would explain the 
phenomena as well, filling, moreover, the actual gaps and flaws in the 
modern hypotheses, they have hardly the right to use such a tone. As all 
such theories and speculations are only provisional, we may well leave 
them alone. Science has made wonderful discoveries on the objective side 
of all the physical phenomena. \Vhere it is really wrong is, when it 
perceives in matter alone-i.e., in that matter which is known to it-the 
alpha and the omef(4 of all phenomena. To reject the scientific theory, 
however, of vibrations in light and sound, is to court as much ridicule as 
the scientists do in rejecting physical and objective spiritualistic. phenomena 
by attributing them aU to fraud. Science has ascertained andp,oved the exact 
rapidity with which the sound-waves travel, and it has artificially imitated 
-on the data of transmission of sound by those waves-the human voice 
and other acoustic phenomena. The sensation of sound-the response of the 
sensory tract to an objective stimulus (atmospheric vibrations) is an affair of 
consciousness: and to call sound an " Entity" on this plane, is to objectivate 
most ridiculously a subjective phenomenon which is but an effect after all
the lower end of a concatenation of causes. If Materialism locates all in 
objective matter and fails to see the origin and primary causes of the 
Forces-so much the worse for the materialists; for it only shows the 
limitations of their own capacities of hearing and seeing-limitations 
which Huxley, for one, recognizes, for he is unable on his own confession 
to define the boundaries of our senses, and still asserts his materialistic 
tendency by locating sounds only in cells of matter, and on our sensuous 
plane. Behold, the great Biologist dwarfing our senses and curtailing the 
powers of man and nature in his usual ultra-poetical language. Hear him 
(as quoted by Sterling" Concerning Protoplasm ") speak of "the wonderful 
noonday silence of a tropical forest", which" is afte, all due only to the dullness 
of ou, hea,ing, and could our ears only catch the murmurs of these tiny 
maelstroms as they whirl in the innumerable myriads of living cells which 
constitute each tree, we should be stunned as with the roar of a great city". 

The telephone and the phonograph, moreover, are there to upset any 
theory except the vibratory one-however mate,ialistically expressed. Hence, 
the attempt of the Substantialists " to show the fallacy of the wave-theory 
of sound as universally taught, and to outline the substantial theory Of 

acoustics ", cannot be successful. If they shew that sound is not a mode of 
motion in its origin and that the forces are not merely the qualities and 
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property of matter induced or generated in, by and through matter, under 
certain conditions-they will have achieved a great triumph. But, whether 
as substance, matter or effect, sound and light can never be divorced from 
their modes of manifesting through vibrations-as the whole subjective or 
occult nature is one everlasting perpetual motion of VORTICAL vibrations. 

H.P.B. 

A CURIOUS STORY.-Mr. Dunstan, naturalist, who has recently re
turned from Central America, where he spent nearly two years in the 
study of the flora and the fauna of the country, relates the finding of a 
singular growth in one of the swamps which surround the great lakes of 
Nicaragua. He was engaged in hunting for botanical and entomological 
specimens, when he heard his dog cry out, as if in a/{ony, from a distance. 
Running to the spot whence the animal's cries came, Mr. Dunstan 
found him enveloped in a perfect network of what seemed to be a fine rope
like tissue of roots and fibres. The plant or vine seemed composed entirely 
of bare interlacing stems, resembling, more than anything else, the 
branches of the weeping willow denuded of its foliage, but of a dark, nearly 
black hue, and covered with a thick viscid gum that exuded from the pores. 
Drawing his knife, Mr. Dunstan endeavoured to cut the animal free, but it 
was only with the greatest difficulty that he succeeded in severing the 
fleshy muscular fibres. To his horror and amazement the naturalist then 
saw that the dog's body was blood-stained, while the skin appeared to have 
been actually sucked or puckered in spots, and the animal staggered as if 
from exhaustion. In cutting the vine the twigs curled like living, sinuous 
fingers about Mr. Dunstan's hand, and it required no slight force to free the 
member from its clinging grasp, which left the flesh red and blistered. 
The gum exuding from the vine was of a greyish-dark tinge, remarkably 
adhesive, and of a disagreeable animal odour, powerful and nauseating to 
inhale. The native servants who accompanied Mr. Dunstan manifested 
the greatest horror of the vine, which they call "the devil's snare ", and 
were full of stories of its death-dealing powers. He was able to discover 
very little about the nature of the plant, owing to the difficulty of handling 
it, for its grasp can only be torn away with the loss of skin and even of 
flesh; but, as near as Mr Dunstan could ascertain, its power of suction is 
contained in a number of infinitesimal mouths or little suckers, which, 
ordinarily closed, open for the reception of food. If the substance is 
animal, the blood is drawn off and the carcass or refuse then dropped. A 
lump of raw meat being thrown it, in the short space of five minutes the 
hlood will be thoroughly drunk off and the mass thrown aside. Its voracity 
is almost heyond belief. 
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arbt ~rtat lttnnnriatinn. 
~HE object of the present paper is to put forward as clearly as possible 
'®: the ideal of self-sacrifice that Theosophy teaches-an ideal which is 
certainly new to the West of to-day, and which none of us is at present 
capable of fully understanding. 

To comprehend this ideal, even in some slight measure, it is necessary 
to understand the theory of human progress that Theosophy puts forward, 
and to have some idea of the purpose of evolution and the object of 
attainment which the true Theosophist sets before him. 

Let us then start from the point at which we have now arrived in the 
cycle of evolution. We find that apparently man is the crowning work of 
Nature, and that he is the effect or product of a line of causes which 
stretches back into the infinite past. As the books of ancient wisdom tell 
us," The stone becomes a plant; a plant, an animal; and an animal, a man ". 

Moreover in the human kingdom we see that men differ from one 
another in very marked degrees, so that we have in humanity itself a ladder 
of evolution from the lowest savage to the highest sage. Now, we all of us 
have some general idea of what the lowest savage is like and are agreed 
upon his place in the cycle of evolution, but all of us are not agreed upon 
the nature of the highest sage, especially in the West, where the so-called 
utilitarian and economic criterion is tending to reduce every ideal to a 
commercial basis. In the mind of the Theosophist, however, there can be 
no doubt as to the nature of those whom the heart of the world has ever 
considered its greatest, no matter in what clime or age. What matters the 
passing opinion of an aggressive minority which flatters itself that the 
physical intellect is the only tribunal of judgment - simply because it 
happens to be the strongest force in an ephemeral phase of material 
evolution, that will have its day and die! Modern Materialism and 
Agnosticism, the progeny of sense-indulgence and superstition, are surely 
not competent to decide the fate of a spiritual humanity! 

No; the great world-heart has decided this question in no faltering 
voice, and throughout the ages has given its allegiance to those great 
Saviours of humanity who have pointed out the Way to mankind by the 
example of lives of unceasing self-sacrifice for their suffering fellows. The 
Buddhas and Christs are the world's greatest, no matter what the 
worshippers of protoplasm and energy may say. 

Thus, then, we see in Humanity as commonly known to us a line of 
evolution stretching from the most backward of savages to the Christ-man. 
Between these two points of evolution comes the main body of Humanity, 
ordinary men and women like ourselves. Clearly enough, then, the path of 
progress for all of us to tread is that which leads to the state of perfection 
exemplified by such types as the Buddha and the Christ. 
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For what right has any man to lay down a limit to human evolution, 
and simply because he has only arrived at a certain point of development, 
deny that any further advance is possible? Surely such dogmatism is 
unwise? For if we believe in justice and that all may advance along the 
same path of progress, surely we have a sufficient part of the \Vay marked 
out and even within view which we have yet to traverse. I mean that the 
lives of the great world-teachers point to what we too some day may be, 
"if equal justice rules the world". For we believe that the Christs and 
Buddhas are perfected men and not the miraculous product of a lawless 
deity. The student of Theosophy can see the possibility of such develop
ment by the help of the doctrine of rebirth, and therefore views such fore
runners of a perfected humanity as those who have garnered up the 
experience of many lives, men who pave "shortened the times" by 
refusing to drift along in the sluggish stream of normal evolution. But 
how does the \Vestern world of to-day explain the fact of the existence of 
these great teachers? To say that they are" Sons of God" is no answer, 
since all men are" Sons of God". "Heredity"?! Does Heredity account 
for a Buddha or a Christ?! No, neither religion nor science can give an 
answer. Theosophy alone with its doctrine of reincarnation can give any 
satisfactory reply. 

It would seem then that our future evolution must be directed towards 
the realization of the ideal which has been manifested to the world in the 
lives of the great Saviours of Humanity. \\-e must, therefore, enquire 
into the nature of this evolution. \Ve find hoth Gautama and Jesus des
cribed as being endowed, on the one hand with enormous powers and know
ledge, and on the other with the greatest self-sacrifice and compassion. 

Let us first deal with their knowledge and powers, for it is in this 
direction that the evolution of humanity will tend. 

The path of knowledge is in other words the expansion of con
sciousness, or rather of self-consciousness, which, as those who have followed 
this path testify, is accompanied by the acquirement of those powers which 
the world calls "miraculous". Theosophy, on the contrary, asserts that 
there is nothing miraculous or supernatural either in the extension of self
consciousness or in the attainment of these powers, but that both the one and 
the other are in the direct line of the evolution of humanity, which depends 
upon rigid scientific laws. It is said, moreover, that man is not bound by 
any necessity of drifting on in the main stream of evolution, but that every 
individual, if he choose to try, may surge ahead and attain "now and 
within" the development that the normal man will only reach in the 
course of many thousands of years. And, if we consider the question 
patiently, we shall see that there is nothing unscientific nor irrational in 
such a hypothesis. Space and Time, it will be admitted, are, as every
thing else in the world, comparative terms, and if we consider that from a 
scientific and philosophical point of view, every atom of space has the 
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potentiality of all space, and every moment of present time contains in it 
both the past and future, what reason have we for denying to the atom, man, at 
every moment of time, the possibility of rising to higher and higher things? 

N ow this expansion of consciousness includes a development of the 
subtle senses which open up to the inner man new worlds, peopled with 
their inhabitants, and interdependent the one with the other. The sub.
jective becomes the objective, with a still more subtle subjectivity beyond, 
which can become again objective as a still more spiritual consciousness is 
attained to by the striver after freedom. But all these states of conscious
ness, and all these planes and worlds of being, are intimately correlated, 
each plane standing to the next below it in the relation of cause to effect 
and vice versci. Thus, as a man proceeds on this path of spiritual evolution, 
or development, he is enabled to trace the causation of events from plane to 
plane, to trace back appearances to realities, and dive within the nature 
of things. To the spiritual eye of the seer causes become objective. This 
does not mean that they appear in the same material forms as do their 
effects on this physical plane of consciousness, but that they become 
objective to the seer in their own appropriate fashion. 

Thus the adept sees not only the physical man but also the hidden 
and concealed man within each physical shell that imprisons a human soul. 
And so he can see our hidden motives and secret vices; the good we would 
do, but cannot because of our garments of flesh, and the aspirations which 
are ever being debased by our lower animal nature. 

A man, then, that takes his destiny consciously into his own hands, has 
at once to set about the conquering of new worlds, the approaches to which 
are guarded with the,utmost care and set about with almost insurmountable 
natural difficulties. It is indeed a case of taking the Kingdom of Heaven 
by violence. \Ve have to struggle on alone, and hew for ourselves a path 
into the inmost recesses of Nature wherein she keeps her jewels of wis
dom. It is a hand-to-hand struggle with the guardians of Nature's 
secrets, who have the strictest orders to let none pass unless they are either 
furnished with the signs and pass-words of purity or are warriors of 
approved valour. 

It is impossible to give anyone an idea of what the inner planes of 
consciousness are; they must be experienced to be comprehended. More
over, they are exceedingly numerous and extended, as may be imagined 
when our present objective plane of consciousness and all its contents is 
said to be the most confined of them. It is a passing through worlds within 
worlds; in fact, a condensing into a few lives of the whole future experience 
of humanity in its long pilgrimage along the cycle of normal evolution 
which, we are told, must continue for many millions of years still. The 
attainment to this state of advancement and to this expansion of con
sciousness is known by various names, of which the most familiar to the 
West is that most misunderstood term Nirvana. 
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The Nirvanic state of co~sciousness is the most complete realization 
of bliss and freedom from suffering, that the mind of man can conceive. 
This does not mean the day-dream of the mystic or the imaginings of a 
he::avenly rest, but an actual state of consciousness such that the most 
perfect of men and of sages can imagine none higher. It is a freedom that 
transcends the wildest dreams of the religionist. No words are capable of 
expressing what the bliss of Nirvana must be. It has formed the burden of 
the grandest literature of the world, and been sung of by the greatest 
bards and sages, but each has owned his utter inability to convey the 
slightest conception of its stupendous reality. 

Surely it is not a small thing to change the company of men for that of 
the gods and to transcend even the gods themselves: to be free from the 
chains of matter and reach a firm resting-place from the tempestuous and 
relentless billows of the ocean of existence, and to rest in an ever-present 
assurance of immortality! 

Nirvana is the highest heaven of all heavens, transcending all concep
tions of Paradise that the human mind can conce::ive, surpassing the most 
exalted imaginings of human experience. It is not a mere heaven such as 
is the ideal of men who have no experience beyond that of their five senses, 
but a state that transcends the conception of those who have developed the 
full consCiousness of many planes of existence beyond that of the physical 
universe. 

No one that has not attained unto it can know what it means; no one 
who has not gained his freedom can know what this freedom signifies. It 
is not a thing to be made little of, not a thing to be despised, for it is a 
great fact in nature that attracts the greatest among men and at which they 
must inevitably arrive if they are to be perfected. 

Such is the culmination of the evolution of our humanity; such is the 
goal which each individual of that humanity may attain. 

Thither have come, and now are coming, the great ones of the earth, 
scaling the heights with incredible effort, toil and suffering. And when the 
prize is won, they become possessed of the sum total of knowledge possible 
to he obtained in this cycle of evolution, and gain the wisdom of a Buddha 
or a Christ. 

So far the exoteric teachings of Religion: but the teacher of the 
" Secret Doctrine" has a further word for the pupil, and whispers: 

.. Can there be bliss when all that lives must suffer? Shalt tlrou be 
saved and hear the whole world cry?" 

Thus on the threshold of ~irvana a .. great choice" has to be made, 
and the triumphant gainer of liberation may renounce his freedom, and 
remaining without his" Father's house", cast himself once more down into 
the prison of matter, self-condemned to suffer again and still more keenly
because of the full sense of freedom that has been realized-for the sake of 
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helping a thankless humanity that will spurn, reject and crucify him if he 
ever shows his compassion openly. 

Xone of us can have the slightest conception of what this" great re
nunciation .. means. Look at the worship paid to one whom the \-Vest 
believes to have suffered on the cross for three short hours, thereby taking 
away the sins of the whole world! Surely not so great a price to pay for 
so much! Do we not know of many before and many since who, as matters 
of history, have suffered longer and more cruelly for less? But what is 
such suffering compared to <Eons and <Eons of mental and bodily woe, unknown, 
unappreciated, unrecognized by men, so that there may be ever waiting and 
watching friends and brothers to aid those toiling pilgrims of humanity who 
tread the path of self-consciousness and by their right aspiration makt: it 
possible for direct help to be given. 

These are the real Saviours ofthe world, who ceaselessly toil for humanity, 
fostering all the aspirations that arise in the human heart and averting as 
far as possible the direful calamities which without their merciful interven
tion would overwhelm mankind, 

No mortal writing has ever chronicled their lives, no mortal book has 
ever told the history of these" Kirvanasgained and lost for man's liberation ", 
None but the highest Initiates know the nature of these divine men who have 
consummated the greatest sacrifice that man or God can make. 

Nowhere in the sacred books will you find any clear teaching on this 
subject, one of the most sacred mysteries of the wise. But if you once 
seize hold of the idea, then the holy writings of the East and even of the 
\Vest will yield quite a new meaning, and all previous ideas will be dwarfed 
into insignificance beside this stupendous ideal. \Ve, who are members of 
the Theosophical Society, are more fortunate even than those who have 
been born in a land where the sacred books that treat of man's spiritual 
evolution are read and taught to children, in that we have been given the 
very key to the sublimest teaching of the Orient in those priceless" Frag
ments from the Book of the Golden Precepts ", three of which H.P,B. has 
translated for us and" Dedicated to the Few", There, all that I have 
tried to explain, is treated of in a manner and diction worthy of so exalted 
a theme, and to that book I would refer every earnest student of Theosophy. 

H.P.B. dedicated it to .. The Few", because she had little hope that 
in the West" The Many" would understand it for long years to come. 
But I think that all Theosophists will understand the ideal of self-sacrifice 
that H.P.B. has been the means of teaching us, for it lies at the very root 
of Theosophical ethics. 

But do not let any of us think that we have to do nothing for humanity 
until we have reached A';rvana. For rest assured that if we were to reach 
the Nirvanic state of consciousness simply by withdrawing ourselves from 
humanity, we should certainly choose to pass into Nirvana, II where the 
silence dwells ", to enjoy our own selfish spiritual bliss. For nature never 
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makes leaps, and if we would do any great thing we must begin to practise in 
little things. If we would hold before us the" Great Sacrifice" as our ideal, 
then we must begin with little sacrifices. Our whole lives must be made up 
of acts of self-sacrifice. If we would transcend the limits of our lower 
personal and selfish selves, and become one with the great SELF of humanity, 
it must be by a continuous abnegation of this lower personal animal to which 
we are at present bound hand and foot by our ignorance . 

There are two paths which lead to Nirvana, the selfish and the unselfish; 
the" open" and the "secret ". A man can attain to the knowledge and 
bliss of the N irvanic state, by exaggerating his personal consciousness 
until it reaches the N irvanic plane. Such an one is called in contempt by 
Buddhist teachers, a "rhinoceros", the symbol of a selfish and solitary 
animal. Such Buddhas follow the "Doctrine of the Eye". They gain 
knowledge but keep it for their own selfish advantage, in order that it may 
gain them this bliss at the expense of their fellows. They are called Buddhas 
because they have attained to the Buddhic state of consciousness, that is to 
say, obtained final enlightenment, or all the normal knowledge and experi. 
ence that this planet can offer them. 

Those Buddhas, on the contrary, who sacrifice themselves, self
immolated on the altar of service to others, are called "Buddhas of 
Compassion", and although lower in rank, in that they must exist on a 
plane of consciousness that is in relation with humanity and not on one 
entirely beyond it like the N irvanic plane, yet mllst they be regarded as 
immeasurably higher in compassion and mercy. These are said to follow 
the " Doctrine of the Heart". 

And this is the doctrine which the Theosophical Society is 
endeavouring to bring before the world. It is not a Utopian theory or an 
impracticable teaching, but one that can be put into practice every hour of 
the day. In all that we do, in all that we utter, in all that we think, we 
can practise self-sacrifice, and learn to look upon ourselves as mere 
instruments to be used by the higher part of our nature for doing as much 
good as possible to the world. This does not mean to say that we should 
with cringing piety call ourselves" weak vessels" unable to do anything of 
ourselves; but that we should act powerfully and strongly from the higher 
part of our being which is our true Self, and subordinate the lower parts :;0 

that they may serve us in order that we may serve others. 
In conclusion I would say that with such a lofty subject it is difficult 

to know where to begin and where to end, what to say or what to leave 
unsaid. \IV ords are too weak to convey the idea, and it is certainly 
incapable of what are called proofs. If the soul of the West has no chords 
to vibrate in response to the striking of this keynote of humanity, then, 
indeed, is the music of the spheres dead for us; and we must be content 
with the jingling of our money bags, the rattle of our steam engines and 
the roar of our artillery. G. R. S. MEAD, F.T.S. 
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~ GLANCE at the doctrines of the Kabalah may be most suitably 
~ commenced with the consideration of the ideas of the Divine. 

I must premise that although these Kabalists were Hebrews--teachers 
of the Pentateuchallaws and dogmas to the people as an Exoteric Religion 
-yet their Esoteric conception of Godhead has nothing, or next to nothing, 
in common with the God of Genesis or other part of the Old Testament. 
The supreme being of the Kabalah is found to be demonstrated after two 
manners; at one time the Inconceivable Eternal Power proceeding hy 
successive emanations into a more and more conceivable existence; formu
lating his attributes into conceptions of \A'isdom, Beauty, Power, Mercy 
and Governance; exhibiting these attributes first in a supernal universality 
beyond the ken of all spirits, angels and men, the WorId of Atziluth; then 
formulating a reflection of the same exalted essences on the plane of the 
Pure Spirits also inconceivable to man, the \Vorld of Briah; again is the 
reflection repeated, and the Divine Essence in its group of exalted attributes 
is cognisable by the Angelic Powers, the Yetziratic W orId; and then 
finally the Divine abstractions of the Sacred Ten Sephiroth are by a last 
emanation still more restricted and condensed than the latter, and are 
rendered conceivable by the human intellect; for Man exists in the Fourth 
\Vorld of Assiah in the shadow of the Tenth Sephira-the Malkuth or 
Kingdom of the W orId of Shells. 

Small wonder then at the slightness of the ideal man can form of the 
Divine. 

At other times we find the metaphysical abstract laid aside, and all 
the wealth of Oriental imagery lavished on the description of their God; 
imagery although grouped and clustered around the emblem of an exalted 
humanity, yet so inflated, so extr<ivagantly magnified, that the earthly 
man is lost sight of in the grandeur and tenuity of the word painting of the 
Divine portrait. Divine anthropomorphism it may be, but an anthropo
morphism so hazy by means of its unapproachable grandeur, that the 
human elements affording the bases of the analogy quite disappear in the 
Heavenly Man of their divine reveries. 

Permit me to afford to you an example of one sublime deific dream . 
.. In this conformation He is known: He is the Eternal of the Eternal 

ones; the Ancient of the Ancient ones; the Concealed of the Concealed 
ones, and in his symbols he is knowable although he is unknowable. White 
are his garments, and his appearance is as a Face, vast, and terrible in its 
vastness. Upon a throne of flaming brilliance is He seated, so that he may 
direct its flashing Rays. Into forty thousand worlds the brightness of his 
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skull is- extended, and from the Light of this brightness the Just shall 
receive four hundred worlds of joy and reward in the existence to come. 
\Vithin his skull exist daily thirteen thousand myriads of worlds; all draw 
their existence from Him-and by Him are upheld. From that Head 
distilleth a Dew, and from that Dew which floweth down upon the worlds, 
are the Dead raised up in the lives and worlds to come." 

The God of the Kabalah is " Infinite Existence": he cannot be defined 
as the "Assemblage of Lives", nor is he truly "the totality of his 
attributes". Yet without deeming all Lives to be of him, and his attributes 
to be universal, he cannot be known by man. He existed before he caused 
the Emanations of his essence to be demonstrated, he was before all that 
exists is, before all lives on our plane, or·the plane above, or the \Vorld of 
pure spirits, or the Inconceivable existence; but then he resembled nothing 
we can conceive, and was Ain Suph, and in the highest abstraction Ain 
alone, Negative Existence. Yet before the manifest became demonstrated, 
all existence was in him, the Known pre-existed in the Unknown Ancient 
of the Ancient of Days. 

But it is not this dream-like aspect of poetic phantasy exhibited in the 
Kabalah that I can farther bring to your notice. Let us return to the 
Philosophic view of the attributes of Deity, which is the keynote of the 
whole of the doctrine. 

The primary human conception of God is then the Passive state of 
Negative Existence AIN-not active; from this the mind of man passes to 
conceive of AIN SUPH, of God as the Boundless, the Unlimited, 
Undifferentiated, Illimitable One; and the third stage is AIN SUPH AUR 
-Boundless Light, Universal Light - ".Let there be Light" was 
formulated, and "there was Light n. The Passive has just put on 
Activity: the conscious God has awaked. Let us now endeavour to 
conceive of the concentration of this effulgence, let us formulate a gathering 
together of the rays of this illumination into a Crown of glorified radiance, 
and we recognise KETHER- the First Sephira, first emanation of Deity, 
the first conceivable attribute of immanent manifested godhead. The 
devout Rabbi bows his head and adores the sublime conception. 

The conscious God having arisen in his energy, there follow 
immediately two further emanations, the Trio subsiding into the symbol of 
a radiant triangle. CHOKMAH, \Visdom, is the name of the Second Sephira; 
BINAH, Understanding, is the Third Sephira-the Supernal Triad is 
demonstrated. 

Then follow CHESED, Mercy; and its contrast GEBURAH, Severity; and 
the reflected triangle is completed by the Sixth Sephira TIPHERETH, 
Beauty: considered as a triangle of reflection with the apex Below. The 
third Triangle may be considered as a second reflection with the apex 
below; it is formed of the Seventh, Eighth, and NinthSephiroth NETSACH, 
Victory; HOD, Splendour; and YESOD, Foundation. 
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Finally, all these ideals are resumed in a single form, the Tenth 
Sephira MALKUTH, the Kingdom - also sometimes called TZEDEK 
Righteousness. 

Almost as old as the Kabalistic doctrine of the Sephiroth, or 
Emanations, is the peculiar form in which I have combined them. it is the 
form of the symbol of the Heavenly Man in one aspect-or of the Tree of 
Life in another aspect. 

This diagram resumes Rll Kabalistic ideas, and is an emblem of their 
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views on every subject. Every· deific conception can be there 
demonstrated; the constitution of the Angelic Hosts, the principles of 
Man's Nature, the group of Planetary Bodies, the Metallic elements, the 
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Zigzag flash of the Lightning, and the composition of the sacred 
Tetragrammaton. 

i1~':L --''''"--------- iJC::lM 

Ji"~t,r.I 
This Decad of Deific Emanations is to be conceived as first formulated 

on the plane of Atziluth, which is entirely beyond our ken; to be reproduced 
on the plane of pure spirituality Briah ;to exist in the same decad form in 
the \Vorld of Yetzirah or the Formative plane; and finally to be sufficiently 
condensed as to be cognizable by the human intellect on the Fourth Plane 
of Assiah, on which we seem to exist. From our point of view we may 
regard the Tree of Life as a type of many divine processes and forms of 
manifestation, but these are symbols we use to classify our ideals, and we 
must not debase the divine emanations by asserting these views of the 
Sephiroth are real, but only apparent to humanity. 

For example, the Kabalah demonstrates the grouping of the Ten 
Sephiroth into Three Pillars; the Pillar of Mercy, the Pillar of Severity, 
and the Pillar of Mildness between them : these may also be associated 
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with the Three Mother Letters, A, M, Sh, Aleph, Mem and Shin. Then 
again by two horizontal lines we may form three. groups and consider these 
Sephiroth to become types of the Three divisions of Man's Nature, the 
Intellectual, Moral, and Sensuous (neglecting Malkuth the material body) 
thus connecting the Kabalah with Mental and Moral Philosophy and 
Ethics. By three lines again we consider a single group of the Sephiroth 
to be divisible into Four Planes, corresponding to the Four Planes upon 
each of which I have already said you must 'conceive the whole Ten 
Sephiroth to be immanent. By a serits of Six lines we group them into 
Seven Planes referable to the worlds of the Seven Planetary powers, thus 
connecting the Kabalah with astrology. To each Sephira are allotted a special 
title of the Deity, an especial Archangel, and an army of Angels; connecting 
the Kabalah with Talismanic Magic. To show the close connection 
between the old Kabalistic theology, and the Lower Alchemy, each 
Sephira becomes the allegoric emblem of one of the metals: and there is a 
special Rabbinic volume named ASCH METZAREPH entirely concerned with 
Alchemy; its name in English meaning is .. Cleansing Fires ". 

These Ten Sephiroth are thought of as being connected together by 
Paths, or \Vays of Wisdom, twenty-two in Number, shown thus on the 
Diagram; they are numbered by means of the letters of the Hebrew 
Alphabet, each of which, as is well-known, being equally a letter and a 
number. The 22 Paths, added to the 10 Sephiroth from the famous 32 

\Vays of Wisdom, which descending by successive Emanations upon Man, 
enable him to mount up to the Source of Wisdom passing successively 
upward through these 32 paths. This process of mental Abstraction was 
the Rabbinic form of what the Hindoo knows as Yoga, or union of the 
human with the divine by contemplation and absorption of mind into a 
mystical reverie. 

The Human Soul is again conceived of as distributed through several 
distinct forms of conscious manifestation related to these Ten Sephiroth: 
the precise allotment which I have received I am not at liberty to disclose; 
but the several Kabalistic treatises give several groupings which are all 
relevant one to the other, the most usual one being a triple division into 
Nephesh, the Passions referred to Malkuth; Ruach the Mind, Reason, and 
Intellect referred to the group of six Sephiroth lying around the Sun of 
Tiphereth; and Neshamah the spiritual aspirations associated with the 
Supernal Triangle. 

Frequently quoted Kabalistic words are: - ARIKH ANPIN, Macro
prosopus, the Vast Countenance which is a title of the Crown
Deity supreme. ZAUIR ANPIN, Microprosopus, the Lesser Countenance 
is the central Tiphereth; a conception that has much in common with that 
of the Christian Christ, the Son of God. Binah is the Supernal Mother
Aima. Malkuth is the Inferior Mother, the Bride of the Microprosopus. 

The Four Letters Yod, He, Vau, He, or as we say IHVH, of the name, 
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we call Yahveh, or Jehovah, are allotted and distributed among the 
Sephiroth in a peculiar manner: so that even if to some Jewish Exoteric 
teachers "Jehovah" is the name in especial of the so-called Passive 
Principle, or Female aspect of Binah - and that this did at times 
degenerate into the worship of the Groves-yet this stigma does not attach 
to the Kabalistic conception of the Tetragrammaton, that dreadful name 
of Majesty which might never be uttered by the common people, and whose 
true pronunciation has been for many centuries confessedly lost to the Jews. 

Time will not permit me to extend much farther this paper on the 
doctrines of the Kabalah; but I may say that the teachings include the 
following dogmas. 

(I.) That the supreme Incomprehensible One was not the direct 
Creator of the World. 

(2.) That all we perceive or know of is formed on the Sephirotic type. 
(3.) That human souls were pre-existent in an upper world before the 

origin of this present world. 
(4') That human souls before incarnation dwell now in an upper Hall, 

where the decision is made as to what body each soul shall enter. 
(5.) That every soul after earth lives must at length be so purified as 

to be reabsorbed into the Infinite. 
(6.) That two lives are taught, by many Rabbis, to be necessary for 

all to pass; and that if failure result in the second life, a third life is 
passed linked with a stronger soul who draws the sinner upward into purity. 

(7.) That when all the pre-existent souls have arrived at perfection, 
the Fallen Angels are also raised, and all lives are merged into the Deity 
by the Kiss of Love from the Mouth of Tetragrammaton - and the 
Manifested Universe shall be no more. 

This short summary of the Kabalah is necessarily very imperfect, 
omitting altogether many points of great importance, and is no doubt 
tinctured by my own personal views, which it is very difficult to eliminate 
from such an essay. But I hope I have succeeded in making you under
stand that the system is a serious and consistent attempt at a philosophical 
scheme of the constitution of a universe and its creation, and one of too 
important a nature to be set aside with the contempt of modern criticism, 
which is but too apt to condemn as folly ~ny teaching which it does not choose 
to stamp with its seal of orthodoxy. Many of its doctrines are of course 
insusceptible of proof, many run counter to the prejudices of public opinion, 
but these are not reliable evidences of error. Much of the system may he 
erroneous, but if this be so, there is no standard by which it can be fairly 
judged-unless indeed there be yet the WISDOM RELIGION within our 
attainment, and unless the "Secret Doctrine" of our honoured teacher 
in this Institution be the demonstration of that Wisdom; for I am not 
prepared to accept its condemnation at the hands of any other tribunal. 

W. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B., F.T.S. 
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PRISCIPLE III, PRASA, THE LIFE. 

v~ LL .universes, all worlds, all men, all brutes~ all vegetables,. all 
~ mmerals, all molecules and atoms, all that ts, are plunged 10 a 
gr~at ocean of Life, Life Eternal, Life Infinite, Life incapable of increase 
or of diminution. This great ocean of Life is called JIVA; the universe is 
only Jiva in manifestation, Jiva made objective, Jiva differentiated. Now 
each organism, whether minute as a molecule or vast as a universe, may be 
thought of as appropriating to itself somewhat of Jiva, of embodying in 
itself as its own life some of this universal Life. Figure a living sponge, 
stretching itself out in the water which bathes it, envelopes it, permeates it ; 
there is water, still the ocean, circulating in every passage, filling every 
pore; but we may think of the ocean outside the sponge, or of the part 
of the ocean as appropriated by the sponge, distinguishing them 
in thought if we want to make statements about each severally. So 
each organism is a sponge bathed in the ocean of Life Universal, of Jiva, 
and containing within itself some of that ocean as its own breath of life. 
I n Theosophy we distinguish this appropriated life under the name Pra"", 
and call it the Third Principle in man's constitution. 

To speak quite accurately, the "breath of life "-that which the 
Hebrews termed Nephesch, or the breath of life breathed into the nostrils of 
Adam-is not Prana only, but Prana and the Fourth Principle conjoined. 
It is these two together that make the" Vital Spark" (Secret Doctrine, 
\Y 01. I., p. 242, note), and that are the" breath of life in man, as in beast or 
insect, of physical, material life " (ibid, note to p. 243). I, is" the breath of 
animal life in man-the breath of life instinctual in the animal" (ibid, diagram 
on p. 242). But just now we are concerned with Prana only, with vitality, as 
the animating principle in all animal and human bodies. Of this life the 
Linga Sarira is the vehicle, acting, so to say, as means of communication, 
as bridge, between Prana and the Sthula Sarira, or physical body. 

Prana is explained in the Secret Doctrille as having for its lowest sub
division the microbes of science; these are the "invisible lives" that build 
up the physical cells (see ante, p. 483); these are the" coun.less myriads of 
Ih'es" that build the "tabernacle of clay", the physical bodies (Secret 
Doctrine, Vol. I., p. 225). "Science, dimly perceiving the truth, may find 
bacteria and other infinitesimals in the human body, and see in them but 
Qccasional and abnormal visitors to which diseases are attributed. Oc. 

3 
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cultism-which discerns a life in every atom and molecule, whether in a 
mineral or human body, in air, fire, or water-affirms that our whole body 
is built of such lives, the smallest bacteria under the microscope being to 
them in comparative size like an elephant to the tiniest infusorium .. (ibid, 
note to p. 225). The" fiery lives" are the controllers and directors of these 
microbes, these invisible lives, and "indirectly" build, i.e., build hy con
trolling and directing the microbes, the immediate builders, supplying the 
latter with what is necessary, acting as the life of these lives: the 
"fiery lives", the synthesis, the essence, of Prana, are the" vital construc
tive energy" that enables the microbes to build the physical cells. One of 
the archaic Commentaries sums up the matter in stately' and luminous 
phrases: "The worlds, to the profane, are built up of the known Elements. 
To the conception of an Arhat, these Elements are themselves collectively a 
divine Life; distributively, on the plane of manifestations, the numberless 
and countless crores':' of lives. Fire alone is ONE, on the plane of the One 
~eality.; on that of manifested, hence illusive, being, its particles are fiery 
lives which live and have their being at the expense of every other life that 
they consume. Therefore they are named the DEVOURERS. . Every 
visible thing in this Universe was built by such LIVES, from conscious and 
divine primordial man, down to the unconscious agents that construct 
matter. From the ONE LIFE, formless and uncreate, proceeds the 
Universe of lives." (Secret Doctrille, Vol. I., pp. 249, 2:;0.) As in the 
universe, so in man, and all these countless lives, all this constructive 
vitality, all this is summed up by the Theosophist, as PRANA. 

PRINCIPLE IV, KAMA, THE DESIRES. 

In building up our man we have now reached the Principle sometimes 
described as the Animal Soul. It includes the whole body of appetites, 
passions, emotions, and desires, which come under the head of instincts, 
sensations, feelings and emotions, in our \Vestern psychological classifica
tion, and are dealt with as a subdivision of Mind. In \Vestern psychology 
Mind is divided-by the modern school-into three main groups, Feelings, 
Will, Intellect. Feelings are again divided into Sensations and Emotions, 
and these are divided and subdivided under numerous heads. Kama 
includes the whole group of "Feelings ", and might be described as 
our passional and emotional nature. All animal needs, such as hunger, 
thirst, sexual desire, come under it; all passions, such as love (in its lower 
sense), hatred, envy, jealousy. It is the desire for sentient existence, for 
experience of material joys-" the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, the 
pride of life". This Principle is the most material in our nature, it is the 
one that binds us fast to earthly life. "It is not molecularly constituted 
matter-Iea~t of all the human body (Stkula Sal'ira)-that is the grossest of 

• A crore is ten millions, 
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all our 'principles', but verily the middle principle, the real animal centre; 
whereas our body is but its shell, the irresponsible factor" and medium 
through which the beast in us acts all its life" (Secret Doctrine, Vol. I., 
p.260). 

United to the lower part of Manas, as Kama-Manas, it becomes the 
normal human brain-intelligence, and that aspect of it will be dealt with 
presently. Considered by itself, it remains the brute in us, the" ape 
and tiger ,. of Tennyson, the force which most avails to keep us bound to 
earth and to stifle in us all higher longings by the illusions of sense. 

Kama joined to Prana is, as we have seen, the "breath of life ", the 
vital sentient principle spread over every particle of the body. It is, 
therefore, the seat of sensation, that which enables the centres of sensation 
to function. We have already noted that the physical organs of sense, the 
bodily instruments that come into immediate contact with the external 
world, are related to the material centres of sensation in the Linga Sarira, 
the inner senses (ante, pp. 485, 486). But these organs and centres would 
be incapable of functioning did not Prana make them vibrant with activity, 
and their vibrations would remain vibrations only, motion on the material 
planes of the body and the Linga Sarira, did not Kama, the Principle of 
sensation, translate the vibration into feeling. Feeling, indeed, is con
sciousness on the Kamic plane, and when a man is under the dominion of a 
sensation or a passion, the Theosophist speaks of him as on the Kamic 
plane, meaning thereby that his consciousness is functioning on that plane. 
For instance, a tree may reflect rays of light, that is ethereal vibrations, and 
these vibrations striking on the outer eye will set up vibrations in the 
physical nerve-cells; these will be propagated as vibrations to the physical 
and on to the astral centres, but there is no sight of the tree until the seat of 
sensation is reached, and Kama enables us to perceive. 

During life, Kama, as such, has no form or body. But after death it 
takes form as an astral body, i.e., a body composed of astral matter, and is 
then known as Kama Rupa, Rupa being the Sanscrit name for a body, for 
anything having form. (The force of the objection to speaking of the Linga 
Sarira as the astral body will now be seen; any body formed of astral matter 
is an astral body, but its properties will vary with the Principles with which 
it is informed. Very little knowledge is, therefore, given of the nature of 
any entity, when it is spoken of merely as an astral body.) The Kama 
Rupa possesses consciousness of a very low order, has brute cunning, is 
without conscience-an altogether objectionable entity, often spoken of as 
a .. spook". It strays about, attracted to all places in which animal desires 
are encouraged and satisfied, and is drawn into the currents of those whose 
animal passions are strong and unbridled. Mediums of low type inevitably 
attract these eminently undesirable visitors, whose fading vitality is re
inforced in their seance-rooms, who catch astral reflections, and play the 
part of "disembodied spirits" of a. low order. Nor is this all: if at s~ch 
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a seance there be present some man or woman of correspondingly low 
development, the" spook" will be attracted to that person, and may attach 
itself to him or to her, and thus may be set up currents between the Kama 
of the living person and the Kama Rupa of the past person, generating 
results of the most deplorable kind. 

The longer or shorter persistence of the Kama Rupa depends on the 
greater or less development of the animal and passional nature in the dying 
personality. If during earth-life the animal nature was indulged and 
allow~d to run riot, if the intellectual and spiritual parts of man were 
neglected or stifled, then, as the life·currents were set strongly in the Kamic 
direction, the Kama Rupa will persist for a long period after the body of 
the person is "dead". Or again, if earth-life has been suddenly cut short 
by accident or by suicide, the link between Kama and Prana will not be 
easily broken, and the Kama Rupa will be strongly vivified. If, on the 
other hand, Kama has been conquered and bridled during earth-life. if it 
has heen purified and trained into subservience to man's higher nature, 
then there is but little to energise the Rupa, and it will quickly disintegrate 
and dissolve away. 

There remains one other fate, terrible in its possibilities, which may 
hefall the Kamic Principle, but it cannot be clearly understood until the 
Fifth Principle has been dealt with. 

THE QUATERNARY, Ol{ FOl'R LOWER PRINCIPLES. 

Diagram of the Quaternar).,. trallsitory and 71l(wtal: see 
"Secret Doctrine ", Vol I .• p. 242. 
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\Ve have thus studied Man, as to his lower nature, and have reached 
the point in his path of evolution to which he is accompanied by the brute. 
The Quaternary, regarded alone, ere it is affected by contact with the Mind, 
is merely a lower animal; it awaits the coming of the Mind to make it Man. 
Theosophy teaches that through past ages man was thus slowly builded up, 
stage by stage, Principle by Principle, until he stood as a Quaternary, 
brooded over but not in contact with the spirit, waiting for that Mind 
which could alone enable him to progress further, and to come into conscious 
union with the spirit, so fulfilling the very object of his being. This reonian 
evolution, in its slow progression, is raced through in the personal 
evolution of each human being, each Principle which was in the course of 
ages successively incarnated in the races of Man on earth, appearing as part 
of the constitution of each man at the point of evolution reached at any 
given time, the remaining Principles being latent, awaiting their gradual 
manifestation. The evolution of the Quaternary until it reached the point 
at which further progress was impossible without Mind, is told in eloquent 
sentences in the archaic stanzas on which the Secret Doctrine of H. P. 
Blavatsky is based (breath is the spirit, for which the human tabernacle 
is to be builded; the gross body is the Sthula Sarira; the spirit of life is 
Prana; the mi,ro, oj its body is the Linga Sarira; the vehicle of desires is 
Kama) : 

"The Breath needed a form; the Fathers gave it. The Breath needed 
a gross body; the Earth moulded it. The Breath needed the Spirit of 
Life; the Solar Lhas breathed it into its form. The Breath needed a 
:\lirror of its Body; '\Ve gave it our own " said the Dhyanis. The Breath 
needed a Vehicle of Desires; ,It has it'. said the Drainer of \Vaters. Bllt 
Breath needs a Mind to embrace the CniYcrse; '\Ve cannot give that', 
said the Fathers. 'I never had it', said the Spirit of the Earth. 'The 
form would be consumed were I to give it mine', said the Great Fire ... 
Man remained an empty senseless Bhuta .. (phantom). 

And so is the personal Man without }Iind. The Quaternary alone is 
not Man, the Thinker, and it is as Thinker that lIoIan is really Man. 

Yet at this point let the student pause, and reflect over the human 
constitution, so far as he has gone. For this Quaternary is the mortal part 
of man, and is distinguished by Theosophy as the Persollality. It needs to 
be very clearly and definitely realised, if the constitution of man is to be 
understood, and if the student is to read more advanced treatises with 
inteIIigence. True, to make the Personality hlIInall it has yet to come 
under the rays of Mind, and to be illuminated by it as the world by the 
rays of the sun. But even without these rays it is a clearly defined entity, 
with its body, its ethereal double, its life, and its animal soul. It has 
passions, but no reason: it has emotions, but no intellect: it has desires, 
but no rationalised will; it awaits the coming of its monarch, the !\[ind, 
the touch which shall transform it into MAN. 
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PRINCIPI.E V, MANAS, THE THINKER, OR MINV. 

\Ve have reached the most complicated part of our study, and some 
.thought and attention are necessary from the reader to gain even an 
elementary idea of the relation held by the Fifth Principle to the other 
Principles in man. 

The word MANAS comes from the Sanscrit word man, the root of the 
verb to think; it is the THINKER in us, spoken of vaguely in the West as 
" Mind ". I will ask the reader to regard Manas as Thinker rather than as 
Mind, because the word Thinker suggests some one who thinks, i.e., an 
individual, an entity. And this is exactly the theosophical idea of Manas, 
for Manas is the immortal individual, the real" I ", that clothes itself over 
and over again in transient personalities, and itself endures for ever. It is 
described in the Voice of tile Silmce in the exhortation addressed to 
the candidate for initiation: "Have perseverance as one who doth 
for evermore endure. Thy shadows [personalities] live and vanish; 
that which in thee shall live for ever, that which in thee knows, 
for it is knowledge, is not of fleeting life; it is the man that was, 
that is, and will be, for whom the hour shall never strike" '(p. 31). 
H. P. Blavatsky has described it very clearly in the Key to Theosophy: "Try 
to imagine a ' Spirit', a celestial Being, whether we call it by one name or 
another, divine in its essential nature, yet not pure enough to be one with 
the ALL, and having, in order to achieve this, to so purify its nature as 
finally to gain that goal. It can do so only by passing individually and 
personally, i,e" spiritually and physically, through every experience and 
feeling that exists in the manifold or differentiated Universe. It has, 
therefore, after having gained such experience in the lower kingdoms, an~ 
having ascended higher and still higher with every rung on the ladder of 
being, to pass through every experience on the human planes. In its very 
essence it is THOUGHT, and is, therefore, called in its plurality Manasaputra, 
, the Sons of (universal) Mind '. This individualised 'Thought' is what we 
Theosophists call the the real human EGO, the thinking Entity imprisoned 
in a case of flesh and bOlles. This is surely a spiritual Entity, not Matter,~: 
and such Entities are the incarnating EGOS that inform the bundle of animal 
matter called mankind, and whose names are Manasa or 'Minds'" (Key 
to Theosophy, pp. 183, 18+). 

This idea may be rendered yet clearer perhaps by a hurried glance 
cast backward over man's evolution in the past. \Vhen the Quaternary 
had been slowly built up, it was a fair house without a tenant, and stood 
empty awaiting the coming of the one who was to dwell therein. The 
M anasaputra (the sons of Mind), spiritual entities, lofty intelligences, at this 
point came to this earth, and took up their abode in the human Quaternary, 
in t he mindless men. This was the incarnation of the Manasaputra, who 

• That is, not Matter as we know it, on the plane of the objective universe. 
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became the tenants of the human frames as then evolved on earth, and these 
same Manasaputra, re-incarnating age after age, are the Re-incarnating 
Egos, the Manas in us, the persistent Individual, the Fifth Principle in 
man. 

The multiplicity of names given to this Principle has probably tended 
to increase the confusion surrounding it in the minds of many commencing 
students of Theosophy. Manasaplltra is what we may call the l)istorical 
name, the name that suggests their entrance into Humanity at a certain 
point of evolution; Manas is the ordinary name, descriptive of the nature of 
the Principle thus designated; the Individual or the" I ", or Ego, recalls the 
fact that this Principle is permanent, does not die, is the individualising 
Principle, separating itself in thought from all that is not itself, the Subject 

in \Vestern terminology as opposed to the Object; the Higher Ego puts it 
into contrast with the Personal Ego of which something is to be presently 
said; the Reincarnatillg Ego lays stress on the fact that it is the Principle 
that re-incarnates continually, and so unites in its own experience all the lives 
passed through on earth. There are various other names, but they will not 
be met with in elementary treatises. The above are those most often en
countered, and there is no real difficulty about them, but when they are 
used interchangeably, without explanation, the unhappy' student is apt to 
tear his hair in anguish, wondering how many Principles he has got hold of, 
and what relation they bear to each other. 

\Ve must now consider Manas during a single incarnation, which will 
serve us as the type of all, and we will start when the Ego has been drawn
by causes set a-going in previous earth-lives-to the family in which is to 
be born the human being who is to serve as its next tabernacle. (1 do not 
deal here with Re-incarnation, since that great and most essential doctrine 
of Theosophy must be expounded separately.) The Thinker, then, awaits 
the building of the" house of life" he is to occupy, and now arises a 
difficulty; himself a "spiritual" entity, living on a plane far higher than 
that of the physical universe, he cannot influence the molecules of gross 
matter of which his dwelling is builded by the direct play upon them of his. 
own subtle and most ethereal particles. So he projects part of his own 
substance, which clothes itself with astral matter, and permeates the whole 
nervous system of the yet unborn child, to form, as the physical apparatus 
matures, the thinking principle in man. This projection from Manas, 
spoken of as its refl~xion, its shadow, its ray, and by many another descrip
tive and allegorical name, is" the LOWER MANAS, in contradistinction to the 
HIGHER MANAs-Manas, during every period of incarnation, being dual. 
On this, H. P. Blavatsky says: .. Once imprisoned, or incarnate, their (the 
Manasa) essence becomes dual; that is to say the rays of the eternal divine 
Mind, considered as individual entities, assume a two-fold attribute which 
ill (a) their essential, inherent, characteristic, heaven-aspiring mind (higher 
Manas), and (b) the human quality of thinking, or animal cogitation, 
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rationalised owing to the superiority of the human brain, the Kama.tending 
or lower Manas" (Key to Theosophy, p. 184). 

\Ve must now turn our attention to this Lower Manas alone, and see 
the part it plays in the human constitution. 

It is engulfed in the Quaternary, and we may regard it as clasping 
Kama with one hand, while with the other it retains its hold on its father, 
the Higher Manas. Whether it will be dragged down by Kama altogether 
and be torn away from the Triad to which by its nature it belongs, or 
whether it will triumphantly carry back to its source the purified ex
periences of its earth·life, that is the life-problem set and solved in each 
successive incarnation. During earth-life, Kama and the Lower Manas 
are joined together, and are often spoken of conveniently as Kama-Manas. 
Kama supplies, as we have seen, the animal and passional elements; the 
Lower Manas rationalises these, and adds the intellectual faculties; and 
so we have the brain-mind, the brain-intelligence, i.e., Kama-Manas func
tioning in the l>rain and nervous system, using the physical apparatus as its 
organ on the material plane. 

As with a flame we may light a wick, and the colour of the flame of the 
burning wick will depend on the nature of the wick and of the liquid in 
which it is soaked, so in each human being the flame of Manas 
sets alight the brain and Kamic wick, and the colour of the light from that 
wick will depend on the Kamic nature and the development of the brain
apparatus. If the Kamic nature be strong and undisciplined it will soil the 
pure Manasic light, lending it a lurid tinge and fouling it with noisome 
smoke. If the brain-apparatus be imperfect or undeveloped, it will dull the 
light and prevent it from shining forth to the outer world. As was clearly 
stated by H. P. Blavatsky in her article on "Genius": .. \Vhat we call 
, the manifestations of genius' in a person are only the more or less success
ful efforts of that EGO to assert itself on the outward plane of its objective 
form-the man of clay--in the matter-of-fact, daily life of the latter. The 
EGOS of a Newton, an lEschylus, or a Shakspere are of the same essence 
and substance as the EGOS of a yokel, an ignoramus, a fool, or even an idiot; 
and the self-assertion of their informing gmii depends 011 the physiological 
and material construction of the physical man. No EGO differs from another 
EGO in its primordial, or original, essence and nature. That which 
makes one mortal a great man, and of another a vulgar silly 
person is, as said, the quality and make-up of the physical shell or 
casing, and the adequacy or inadequacy of brain and body to transmit 
and give expression to the light of the real, inner, man; and this aptness 
or inaptness is, in its turn, the result of Karma. Or, to use another simile, 
physical man is the musical instrument, and the Ego the performing 
artist. The potentiality of perfect melody of sound is in the former-the 
instrument-and no skill of the latter can awaken a faultless harmony out 
of a broken or badly made instrument. This harmony depends on the 
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fidelity of transmission, by word and act, to the objective plane, ot the 
un spoken divine thought in the very depths of man's subjective or inner 
nature. Physical man may-to follow our simile - be a priceless 
Stradivarius, or a cheap and cracked fiddle, or again a mediocrity between 
the two, in the hands of the Paganini who ensouls him" (LUCIFER for 

:\ovember, 1889, p. 228). 
Bearing in mind these limitations and idiosyncrasies':' imposed on the 

manifestations of the thinking principle by the organ through which it has 
to function, we shall have little difficulty in following the workings of the 
Lower Manas in man; mental ability, intellectual strength, acuteness, 
subtlety-all these are its manifestations j these may reach as far as what 
is often called genius, what H. P. Blavatsky speaks of as "artificial 
genius, the outcome of culture and of purely intellectual acuteness ". Its 
nature is often demonstrated by the presence of Kamic elements in it, of 
passion, vanity and arrogance. 

The Higher :\Ianas can but rarely manifest itself at the present stage 
of human evolution. Occasionally a flash from those loftier regions lightens 
the twilight in which we dwell, and such flashes are what the Theosophist 
alone calls true genius; "Behold in every manifestation of genius, when 

comiJi,ud with virtue, the undeniable presence of the celestial exile, the 
divine Ego whose jailor thou art, 0 man of matter". For Theosophy 
teaches "that the presence in man of various creative powers--called 
genius in their collectivity-is due to no blind chance, to no innate qualities 
through hereditary tendencies-though that which is known as atavism 
may often intensify these faculties-but to an accumulation of individual 
antecedent experiences of the Ego in its preceding life and lives. For, 
omniscient in its essence and nature, it still requires experience, through its 
personalities, of the things of earth, earthy on the objective plane, in order to 
apply the fruition of that ahstract experience to them. And, adds our 
philosophy, the cultivation of certain aptitudes throughout a long series of 
past incarnations must finally culminate, in some one life, in a blooming 
forth as genius, in one or another direction" (LUCIFER for November, 
1889, pp. 229-230). For the manifestation of true genius, purity of life is an 
essential condi tion. 

Kama-Manas is the Personal Sdf of man; we have already seen that the 
Quaternary, as a whole, is the personality, "the shadow", a.nd the Lower 
Manas gives the individualising touch that makes the personality recognize 
itself as .. I ". It becomes intellectual, it recognises itself as separate from 
all other selves; deluded by the separateness it feels, it does not realise a 
unity beyond all that it is able to sense. And the Lower Manas, attracted 
by the vividness of the material life-impressions, swayed by the rush of the 
Kamic emotions, passions and desires, attracted to all material things, 

-- -------.-- - --------------------
• Limitations and idiosyncrasies due to the action of the Ego in previous earth-lives. 

be it remembered. 
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blinded and deafened by the storm-voices among which it is plunged-the 
Lower Manas is apt to forget the pure and serene glory of its birthplace, 
and to throw itself into the turbulence which gives rapture in lieu of peace. 
And be it remembered, it is this very Lower Manas that yields the last 
touch of delight to the senses and the animal nature;· for what is passion 
that can neither anticipate nor remember, where is ecstacy without the 
subtle force of imagination, the delicate colours of fancy and of dream? 

But there may be chains yet more strong and constraining binding the 
Lower Manas fast to earth. They are forged of ambition, of desire for 
fame, be it for that of the statesman's power, or of supreme intellectual 
achievement. So long as any work is wrought for sake of love, or praise, 
or even recognition that the work is .. mine" and not another's; so long as 
in the heart's remotest chambers one subtlest yearning remains to be 
recognised as separate from all; so long, however grand the ambition, 
however far-reaching the charity, however lofty the achievement, Manas 
is tainted with Kama, and is not pure as its source. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 
(To be continlud.) 

----;;;:=ai!l'~'----

THE MAHATMAS AND WESTERN POVERTY.-Those who feel so sure 
that the Mahatmas are doing a wrong to mankind by refusing to use their 
knowledge of natural laws for the production of material wealth for the 
relief of misery, would do well to reflect on the results produced in medireval 
Europe when it was known that gold had been produced by occult means. 
" Public curiosity was stimulated to the highest pitch; experiments were 
made reckless of consequences, and the spirit of avarice, bursting forth 
expectant, absolutely raged." Then came "a spurious brood of idlers, 
luring on the public credulity . . . men of all ranks, persuasions, and 
degrees of intelligence, of every variety of calling, motive, and imagination, 
were, as monomaniacs, searching after the Stone ". Alexander Sethon 
complained that he was hunted like a criminal: "They who have not a 
knowledge of this art imagine, if they had, they would do many things: I 
also thought the same, but am grown circumspect by experience of many 
dangers and the peril of life. I have seen so much corruption in the 
world, and those even who pass for good people are so ruled by the love of 
gain, that I am constrained even from the works of mercy, for fear of 
suspicion and arrest. I have experienced this in foreign countries, where, 
having ventured to administer the medicine to sufferers given over by 
physicians, the instant the cures became known a report was spread about 
of the Elixir, and I have been obliged to disguise myself, shave my head 
and change my name, to avoid falling into the hands of wicked persons, 
who would try to wrest the secret from me, in hopes of making gold. I 
could relate many incidents of this kind which have happened to me. 
\Vould to God that gold and silver were as common as the street mud; we 
should not then be obliged to fly and hide ourselves, as if we were accursed 
like Cain." (" A Suggestive Enquiry into the Hermetic Mystery", pp. 36, 
50, 51.) One can imagine the frightful outburst of greed, envy and hatred 
that, in our corrupt and grasping society, would follow any effective exhibi
ticn of the power of a Mahatma to produce wealth. 
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~ HE address delivered to the Physical Section of the British Associa
~ tion by Professor Oliver Lodge at Cardiff, constitutes one of the 
most important utterances of recent years connected with the preparation 
of the public mind for theosophic thinking_ There are more avenues of 
approach than one to theosophic conclusions. A pure ardour for spiritual 
conditions of consciousness will in some cases suffice to illuminate the path 
of esoteric study; in others the broad logical coherence of esoteric 
ideas concerning human evolution will afford the only solace possible 
to quivering sympathies in torment at the sight of human suffering 
all around us, unexplained, unintelligible, and, without esoteric interpreta
tion, purposeless and futile. But it would be a great mistake for any 
persons concerned with the enlightenment of this generation, to overlook 
the fact that the biggest obstacle in the way of the great majority of people 
in our time with regard to the appreciation of esoteric teaching, is that 
profound incredulity in regard to all alleged events or possibilities lying 
outside the domain of mere physical causation, which has rooted itself in 
the minds of the most cultured classes during the nineteenth century. 
Whether the magnificent achievements of physical research during that 
period, in themselves very often sufficient to satisfy the thirst for knowledge, 
or the unsatisfactory conceptions of conventional religion are most to blame 
for the result, the state of things we have actually to face is that for the 
most part the most highly cultivated minds of our time are all but incapable 
of assimilating a belief having reference to natural occurrt!nces which bring 
forces of the psychic or physical planes into operation. We all know that 
this incredulity provokes something like angry resentment on the part of most 
persons concerned with physical science, when evidence, no matter how 
satisfactory in itself, is offered to them with a view of establishing any law 
of super-physical nature. The spiritualists have suffered most from this 
attitude of mind on the part of the scientific world generally, and the 
torrent of scornful abuse directed against them by some representatives of 
that world, and re-echoed with ribald delight by their foolish jackals in the 
newspapers, has overwhelmed not only the charlatan and impostor, who 
of course have played a large part in the literature of spiritualism, but also 
hundreds and thousands of good and earnest people, terribly misled, 
perhaps, by the experiences they have encountered, but none the less eager 
in the pursuit of knowledge through new openings and experiments, whom 
the scientific world ought long ago to have taken under their protection and 
guidance, instead of hounding on the ignorant herd at large to stone them 
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with obloquy and the missiles of ridicule and contempt which have taken 
the place of the harder stones in use at early periods of the world's history. 

It has often been our province in these pages to combat erroneouS 
conclusions which the spiritualists have reached concerning the phenomena 
on which they have endeavoured to build a philosophical system, but the 
errors into which they have fallen afford no excuse whatever for the 
scientific world (which ought to be pursuing the truth, wherever that can 
be found) for holding obstinately aloof from the deeply interesting 
experiments with which the spiritualists have been concerned. One or two 
great scientific men, as we all know, have handled this terrible subject, 
have found that in real truth the familiar laws of physical causation are 
amongst those which are only impinging on this plane of matter. They 
have realized that there is, close in our neighbourhood, a realm of invisible 
intelligence, and that this realm is in some capricious way armed with powers 
by means of which it can translate its thought into manifestations within 
our cognizance. But whenever isolated men of 5cience have come to such 
conclusions they have always been either repudiated by their colleagues at 
large, or, if they were too great and important in other lines of research to 

. render this possible, theirlgreatest work has been treated as an aberration of 
genius, a mono-maniacal weakness to be ignored by their friends and 
apologized for as far as possible. 

N ow at last Professor Lodge has spoken out in a tone that ought to 
have been employed long ago by the leaders of science, and he has boldly 
taken the opportunity of doing this when surrounded by the greatest scien
tific assemblage of the year in England, and when his utterances, occupying 
the important position that he does, are bound to be noticed far and wide 
within, as well as without, the limits of the scientific world. He has 
declared that it is but a platitude to say that ollr conscious aim should 
always be truth, and that it would be a great pity if the too complete 
absorption of our attention in the knowledge that has already been acquired, 
and in the fringe of territory lying immediately adjacent to it, were to end 
in our losing the power of raising our eyes and receiving evidence of a 
totally fresh kind; of perceiving the existence of regions in which the same 
processes of enquiry as had proved so fruitful might be extended with 
results at present incalculable, and perhaps wholly unexpected. Of course 
he handles actual examples in psychic enquiry with great reserve, and he 
speaks of thought-transference as a subject which must be enquired into; 
while the truth of course is that enquirers in this department, working in 
strict accordance with the methods of modern science. have established the 
fact of thought-transference as a principle in nature far more conclusively 
than Mr. Stanley has established the fact of the existence of the Congo 
Forest. However, the important task which Professor Lodge had to 
perform, and has performed so magnificently, was not that of rehearsing 
specific evidence, but of rebuking the narrow-minded bigotry to which 
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orthodox science has been in these latter times so terribly a prey, and of 
stating the case into which it has been their bounden duty to enquire in 
succession to those who have accomplished such enquiries already, but 
whose authority so far has not been sufficient to render the multitude willing 
to accept the great gifts they have been bringing to the common store of 
knowledge. The relation of life to energy is a topic in reference to which 
Professor Lodge throws out some important ideas, warning his brethren not 
to be too much content with their present range of experience: 

" By what means is force exerted, and what, definitely, is force? I can 
hardly put the question here and now so as to be intelligible, except to 
those who have approached and thought over the same difficulties; but I 
venture to say that there is here something not provided for in the orthodox 
scheme of physics; that modern physics is not complete, and that a line of 
possible advance lies in this direction .... 

Following up this Professor Lodge shows within the next two sentences 
that he has the courage of his new convictions: 

" And if there is a gap in our knowledge between the conscious idea of 
a motion and the liberation of muscular energy needed to accomplish it, 
how do we know that a hody may not be moved without ordinary material 
contact by an act of will ? .. 

As he justly says, if the conservation of energy were upset by the 
theories concerning psychic action on matter, which the spiritualists have 
been chiefly concerned with bringing into Western notice, that indeed 
would be a formidable obstacle in the way of taking them for what they 
seem, but, says Professor Lodge, nothing that we know is upset by the 
discovery of a novel means of communication, perhaps some more im
mediate action through the ether. And then in half a dozen words he 
gives utterance to the sublimely reasonable truth which of course has been 
asserted, and re-asserted, and emphasized a hundred times in theosophic 
literature :-

" It is no use theorising; it is unwise to decline to examine phenomena 
hecause we feel sure of their impossibility. We ought to know the universe 
very thoroughly and completely before we take up that attitude." 

As regards the conservation of energy, if only the self-styled philo
sophers of our physical age had not obstinately shut their eyes to the 
facts of nature conflicting with their pr~-conceived ideas, they would have 
seen in truth that on their own hypothesis the conservation of energy, as 
they have understood it, was not the invariable law they imagined. With 
the infinite varieties of experiment open to them they discerned the con
servation of energy operating "through the domains of mechanical, electrical, 
chemical and other forces, and on evidence which is really insufficient to 
establish that idea which they rightly attain by an illogical leap, they 
realized the conservation of energy as a universal law of nature. If nature 
was really limited by the barriers they set up, and he only forces with 
which she had to deal, those perceptible to the five senses, the conservation 
of energy would /lot be one of her principles. For it would then be violated 
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whenever will power provokes a mechanical result, as we, who have studied 
these things, have long since known that it can, though the idea is revealed 
for the first time to assembled science at Cardiff, and the listeners gasp 
with surprise, and hardly know how to deal with the innovating thought. 
The real law is that the conservation of energy embraces other planes of 
nature besides those on which the physical senses perceive it in operation; 
but with the mysteries of energy in its relations to the spiritual plane we 
have very little as yet but a dim and imperfect consciousness. 

The whole region, Professor Lodge thinks, in which mind acts 
directly on mind, and possibly mind even on matter, is " unex
plored territory", and in view of the magnificent service his present 
address is calculated to do to the great cause of truth:s advance 
we may forgive him the expression, absurd as it will seem to 
those who know something of the explorations to which that territory 
has been subjected. But in the noblest spirit of anxiety to push forward, 
he calls on his brethren of science that they shall free themselves from" the 
disgrace of jogging along accustomed roads, leaving to outsiders the work, 
the ridicule, and the gratification of unfolding a new 0 region to unwilling 
eyes". 

If the attitude of mind which Professor Lodge has reached could 
become that of the European world of science in general, the change would 
be immeasurably important in the direction of favouring the general 
acceptance of theosophic teaching. However reasonable ~nd coherent that 
teaching may be, however sublime its ethical code, everyone who knows 
anything about it at all knows that it must involve the recognition, as facts in 
nature, of principles against which the hard incredulity of the physical 
intellect, trained in conventional methods of research alone, is always 
fiercely at war. And as regards the great bulk of moderately educated 
humanity in Europe, if it may not be quite true to say that they leave the 
scientific world to do all their thinking for them, it is certainly true that as 
a body they will never venture to think in opposition to the dictates which 
the scientific world may issue. They will venture, it is true, to go to 
church and to make professions of belief although the scientific world may 
withhold its countenance from these proceedings, but the scientific world 
has its own attachment °to decorum, even when its principles may be a little 
strained in maintaining the worship of that idea, and the world at large 
knows that its professed thinkers will, for the most part, be very tolerant of 
its mere lip-service to the great rival orthodoxy with which science is in the 
same relations as those maintained by Voltaire when he lifted his hat to -the 
procession of the Host, "N ous nous saluons, rna is nous ne parlons pas". 
Once let the word go forth that even in the atmosphere of the highest 
science, revelations of new truth concerning humanity need not any more 
be scouted out of notice because they involve new revelations concerning 
Qatural forces as well, and the largest possible results may be expected 
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from the attention which will then, so to speak, be payable by the world 
at large to modern observers of ancient esoteric wisdom. We are very far 
from suggesting that a true theosophist is made as soon as a new enquirer 
into the wonders with which the first inauguration of theosophy was 
associated, has possessed himself with the belief that the records of these 
represent real events, and indicate new lines of enquiry along which truth 
may be pursued. But in so far as it is one, at all events, of the great 
principles of theosophic teaching that human consciousness trained in the 
right way, may, without waiting for whatever illumination lies beyond the 
grave, acquire direct cognizance of nature's more exalted regions, and of 
the wisdom, not to speak of the beatitude, which has to do with the 
spiritual plane, it is of primary importance to break down the miserable 
and forlorn materialism which hugs the grovelling superstition-more 
ignoble, almost, than the wildest vagaries of medireval fancy-that its own 
senses can reach out and embrace the totality of things, and that when the 
organism which controls them is dust, the thoughts to which they give rise 
will vanish like yesterday's shadow from the wall. The blindness, the 
superstition of science, in spite of its glories and its achievements, constitute 
the heaviest burdens which this generation has to carry. They are so 
nearly entitled, these ardent devotees of nature whom we call the great 
scientists of the age, to be regarded as the worthiest of her worshippers. 
The patience, the precision, the industry, the beauti.ful imaginative intellect 
to which modern science in its highest manifestations gives rise, cannot be 
admired, as one of the human faculties, too ardently or too cordially. But, 
as we. say, the bigotry with which these qualities have hitherto been found 
compatible, has been a terrible obstacle in the path of what may be called 
scientific happiness, for there is something quite pathetic in the gloominess 
of the nihilism which the modern scientific view of things engenders. This 
came out very strongly in a touching phrase at the end of Dr. Huggins' 
address as General President of the British Association. After describing 
the achievements of modern astronomy in connection with new instruments 
of research now brought to bear on that department of science, ,j Happy are 
those ", he says, "who are yet on the Eastern side of life's meridian ". 
For them there were possibilities of increasing knowledge in the future 
which for such magnates of science as himself, close to the Western horizon, 
there seemed no longer any hope. This miserable belief, that the intellec
tual treasures of a learned life-time vanish at the end of all as the brain 
that stored them dissolves in the earth, is undoubtedly held by scientific 
men at large, and is a bitter sarcasm on the theology in the midst of which 
their real inner convictions have been formed. Certainly, it is first of all 
in t,he interests of our generation at large that we welcome Professor Lodge's 
demonstration with enthusiastic pleasure, but if only its spirit will enter 
into the hearts and minds of his illustrious brethren generally, it should be 
they themselves who would foremost in the race appreciate the magnificent 
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possibilities held out hy theosophic teaching to the mind which is already in 
tune with, at all events, one great department of nature, and in the training 
of this school has acquired the faculties which, whcn once directed to others, 
may lead with a rapidity their possessors little foresee to other than 
intellectual results of a sublimity bcyond their present imaginings. 

\Ve are far as yet, of course, from the date at which the bigotry of 
science will be altogether broken down. The great majority of Professor 
Lodge·s brethren will feel their amour propre offended by the prospect of 
having to follow in the footsteps of untrained explorers in the domain of 
psychic phenomena. They will hang- hack from all enquiry themselves, 
and take refuge in the departmentalism of science, declaring this new 
research to be out of their own "province, whatever that may specially be. 
And to a certain extent they will be justified in taking that line. Science 
is altogether too enormous an undertaking for anyone man to work him
self at more than one branch; but the electrician hears what has heen 
done by the metallurgist for example, and takes mental note of the results: 
the astronomer is not indifferent to the researches of the chemist, though 
he may not endeavour to advance thcse himself: and if it becomes possible 
now for men of scientific eminence, without forfeiting general esteem, t 0 

work at psychic enquirr and get their results r~cognised in the general 
parliament of knowledge, that is all we need desire. By degrees the dignity 
and supreme importance of that branch of science which has to do with the 
forces and phenomena of the higher planes of Nature will be felt by the 
intellectual world generally, when that perception is no longer impeded by 
the scornful denial on the part of scientific men at large, that any know
ledge is obtainable along that road. 

And then science may enter on a new phase of its career, with very 
little suspicion of the momentolls issues for the world that turn on thc spirit 
in which it will carry out its all-important research. The thcosophist 
who has profited by the messagc that has come to us during the last ten 
years will know that the investigation of Nature with adequate courage 
and ability, hut without any higher moti,"c than the worldly advantage and 
power which the control of astral forces may put within our grasp, led, 
during the life of the last great rac!::, to spiritual deg-radation and suffering, 
rather than to true cosmic progress. It is possible that again some 
consequences of the same sort may be repeated. It is 1I0t possible that the 
Atlantean catastrophe will be exactly repeated, and the race as a whole be 
crushed, so to spe:lk, under the weight of its own achievements, by getting 
itself absolutely opposed to the principles of infinite perfection. The fifth 
race will assuredly come to a better end, because it is necessary to the 
fulfilment of the general design of human evolution that it should. On 
human instrumentality it is true, Nature will rely in working out the 
design, but if A or B does not do the necessary work, C or D will. None 
the less, at any given moment, it rests with the leaders of thought and th~ 
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teachers whom the world respects, to give the necessary impulse, or, by 
leaving this ungiven, to retard progress, and for a time to entan~le its 
general design. 

~ow if the Scientists of a near future, when the asttal plane is recognized 
as one of the legitimate departments of research, fail to leaven their under
taking with the spirituality of aspiration which Theosophy teaches, they 
will be dragging the higher knowledge-to that extent-down to lower 
uses, instead of elevating the desires of humanity to the level of the higher 
knowledge. \Ve touch on this possibility, however, rather because it will 
no doubt present itself to the minds of a good many anxious thinkers 
already engaged on psychic enquiry by the light of Theosophic teaching, 
than because it is a danger which need seriously impair the satisfaction we 
ought to feel at the great step in advance which Prof. Lodge has accom
plished. No activities in life are free from risks, but those of us are not the 
least likely to meet with accidents, who are the most timid in reflecting on 
the perils they may perhaps encounter. So with the elevation of human 
knowledge and requirements to the level of those realms of Nature of 
which physicists have hitherto known nothing, but into which one of them 
at all events is pursuing his way and encouraging others to follow. Of 
course there are risks to be encountered there, but it is merely in reference 
to the precise nature of these that the modern scientific world is ignorant. 
\Vithout knowing the way in which they are to be circumvented, the 
aptitudes of the highly educated classes in the present day for assimilating 
lofty motives, is shown by the wonderful altruism which so often colours 
the most depressing and gloomy philosophie~ of materialistic thinking. 
Assuredly this ready inclination of current aspiration towards high ethical 
standards will operate with psychic explorers of the coming epoch, as a 
rule, if not in every case. \Ve are not in the least afraid of, or for, our 
fellow students of Nature in this respect, though as yet they have not 
linked their ethics with their science, as they will be able to do when they 
get on a little further. 

A. P. SINNETT. 

LOOK for the warrior, and let him fight in thee. Take his orders for 
battle and obey them. Obey him not as though he were a general, but as 
though he were thyself, and his spoken words were the utterance of thy 
secret desires; for he is thself, yet infinitely wiser and stronger than thyself. 
. . . He is thyself, yet thou are but finite and liable to error. He is 
eternal and is sure. He is eternal truth. \Vhen once he has entered thee 
and become thy warrior, he will never utterly desert thee, and at the day of 
the Great Peace he will become one with thee.-Light on the Path. 

'+ 
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ESOTERICISM IN GAJENDRA MOKSHAM. 

"There is a Logos in every Mythos." 

~ S the works on "Esoteric Doctrine" are generally written in the 
~ Sanskrit language and that too in the garb of allegories much 
disguised, one has to exercise his thinking faculty and imagination to no 
ordinary extent in unravelling the mystery. Unless one has first mastered the 
Sanskrit language and then obtained the benefit of the instruction of a Guru, 
one cannot understand to its full extent the truth that lies under the 
various and seemingly contradictory mythological fables. Sanskrit has 
fallen into disuse, and the number of students of that language has 
gradually dwindled down. Knowledge of the "Esoteric Doctrine" has 
always been confined to a favoured few-the Chelas of a Guru. 
Owing to this neglect of the sacred language, very few suspect that there 
is any secret meaning underlying these Puntnic, so-called, myths. Very 
few outside the Sanctuary ever attempt to know the truth, and still fewer 
trouble their heads to find a Guru. 

Fortunately a new era has dawned upon our beloved India for the past 
thirteen years, and the result is a rapidly increasing desire for a knowledge 
of Adh)'utma Vidyci (Brahma Gnanam). India may perhaps become once 
more the active centre of the Archaic \\'isdom-Religion; to her may, in 
time, resort many a \Vestern Pythagoras, or Yavana Charya, as in ancient 
days. Already many \Vestern Students of Occult Science are living 
amongst us, and they may be harbingers of the coming mighty change. 

Gajendra Moksham is one of the Episodes of Sri BhcigafJata; it is a very 
popular epic poem, extensively read in India by young and old, and it 
forms a text-book for young students in all the elementary vernacular 
schools. As an increasing body of people is now eager to know the 
invaluable spiritual treasures lying buried deep in our Purcinas, I believe a 
few notes on ~the Episode of Gajendra Moksham, discovering its occult 
meaning, will not be out of place. I propose therefore to give first an 
abstract of the Episode, and then a few illustrative notes, to serve as a 
mere hint to help young investigators in the studies of our Sacred Books. 

This Itihllsa occurs in the 8th Skandha or chapter of Srimat BluigafJata* 

• Sri Blrtigaflab, or Srimtll BI"l.lIafltl!a,: otherwise known as the BMlftlf'ala P"rd"a, and so 
called because it sings the praises of the Blessed One, BItti~Qflala, or Vishnu, is the most 
popular of all the Pllr07lilS in India, and has been translated into almost every vernacular of 
the country. Its popularity is due to the fact tha.t it «ontains the storr of Krishna. in i'$ 
tenth chapter.- [EDs. J 
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To understand its esotericism, it is absolutely necessary that one should 
know at least the outlines of the Episode, so that the correspondences that 
crop up every now and then may be easily detected and understood. To 
narrate it then in brief: 

In pursuance of the sapa (curse) of a certain Rishi, Parishchit 
Maharaj" was doomed to die from the bite of a snake at the expiration 
of seven days from the time he was cursed. The Maharaja sat down 
in a palace built on, or supported by, one pillar planted in the Ganges, 
fully prepared to meet death calmly, since the curse was inevitable and 
the effect of death could in no way be blotted out, and engaged in profound 
spiritual contemplation. Having heard of this, several Rishis resorted to 
him, to console and to entertain him with the recital of certain sacred and 
divine texts from Srutis and Purtinas, t and to find out a sure and short way 
for his spiritual development and Mukti. One of the sages known as Suka 
relates to him Srimat Bhilgavat, of which Gajendra Moksham, meaning literally 
"salvation attained by Gajendra (lord of elephants)", forms an episode. 

All my Hindu readers are fully familiar with the custom in vogue in 
Indian towns and villages, even to this day, of the Pandits, Purohitas or 
better Pauninikas, reading the P,minas at night at appointed times 
in conspicuous places, and expounding the exoteric meaning to the 
assembled multitude that gathers on such occasions. By calling this to 
mind, the imagination will vividly depict the scene I am now portraying. 
The story has two aspects, the historic and the so-called fabulous, or the 
exoteric and the esoteric. Both aspects are considered unreal by the 
unimaginative or the modern scientific mind. \Yith its historic aspect we 
have very little to do now. \\'c have not at present in our possession 
sufficient records to substantiate all the statements that we should have to 
make in corroboration of the narrative from its historic aspect. As I have 
only to do with its esoteric side, I can undertake no responsibility whatever 
as to its historical truth, except to narrate the episode in all its main 
features as given in the Epic. 

Suka Maha Rishi, then, addresses Parishchit thus. "During the time 
of the fourth Manu Tcimasa, brother of Uttama, and while the Sovereigns 
Ketu, Pruthu and Nara were reigning over the earth (of these three 
Sovereigns, Ketu the first had ten powerful sons), and while S,ityaka, Hari 
and Vira, with Trisikha at their head, were ruling over the divine Lokas 
(worlds) one Har; was born of Harimadha and Harin;. This Harimadha 

• He was the direct descendant of the Pandava family. which played so prominent a 
part in the wars of the Mahdbhdrata.-[EDs.] 

t .. The common name for Ithe Br.fhmallf' literature is Srllti • • hearing'. i.e •• that wluch 
is subject of hearing. subject of exposition. of teaching. by which name their learned and 
consequently exclusive character is sufficiently intimated. In accordance with this we find 
in the works themselves frequent warnings against entrusting the knowledge contained in 
them to any profane person."- Weher. Hisi. I"d. LIt. 

The Brdhma"as are that part of the Veda intended for the guidance oflthe • Brahmans' 
in the use of the hymns of the Mantra. 

The P.r4-as contain the mythological legends and tales of the Hin<lUli.-[EDs.] 
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was said to have been very milch attached to his wife Hanni. All those 
who are very fond of their wives can easily conceive the blind attachmen 
of Hari",adha to his wife. Harini may have been indescribably beautiful 
or intellectually endowed to justify her husband's passionate fondness. 
Who knows the real reason? H ar':, the fruit of their love, then assumed 
the sovereignty over all the worlds, both the upper and the lower Lokas. 
This all-merciful, illustrious and mighty Hari disentangled one Gajendl'a 

or the lord of Gajas (elephants), from the tenacious and fatal grasp of a 
Makari (crocodile), and protected him from danger of imminent death." 

On hearing so far, Parishchit's curiosity was very much pricked, and he 
expected the narrative would he all the more interesting in its details. So he 
enquired of the Rishi how it happened, and requested the Sage to describe 
all the particulars relating thereto. "0 Rishi", he said, "I am all 
attention, the story gratifies me milch, please proceed further". 

Thereupon Suka continues the narrative thus. "In a certain fearful forest 
there lived a Gajendra (elephant monarch), who was the Sovereign of all the 
elephants that lived \\-ithin the limits of the forest. He was youthful, 
strong-huilt and unrivalled in prowess. It added much to the strength and 
permanency of his sovereignty that everyone of his retinue was as powerful 
and strong of limb as his Sovereign. This Gajendra was roaming freely 
here and there, without let or hindrance or opposition from anyone 
within the confines of the forest. There were none, in fact, in that region 
more warlike than, or as mighty as, himself to hope for any success in 
waging war against Gajendra. The Gajendra's roamings were especially 
confined to the valleys of the huge mountain close by called T,ikUta, 
which is situated in the ocean of Nectar. This mountain has three 
beautiful, and naturally well-decorated peaks. It is five YOJanas in length 
and five in breadth, or five yojanas square, and it has ever illuminated all 
the three Lokas by its lustre. Of these three peaks, one shines like polished 
iron, the other like cleaned silver, and the third like burnished gold, and 
all these three abound with various precious gems, carelessly scattered 
here and there. These mountain valleys are overgrown with gigantic trees 
of all species, creepers of all sorts and hues, and thick bushes that would 
strike awe into the mind of any that happened to visit these regions. 
Innumerable and violent streamlets flow constantly down the mountain, 
and to crown this natural beauty, Kinna,as (DevIl Gnanas) hover over it in 
their Vimanas or chariots. 

II On a certain occasion, afier grazing upon the luxuriantly grown moss 
to their heart's content, all the elephants, headed by their lord Gajendra, set 
out for a certain pond at a distance, to quench their thirst. Leaving his 
retinue and his wives behind on the bank, the Gajendra went into the 
water and quenched his thirst. But before he rl!traced his steps, a Makari 
in the pond caught a firm hold of the feet of the sovereign beast, who 
struggle.! his utmost to extricate himself from the grip of the Makari, but 
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all to no purpose. The crocodile is proverbially mighty while in water. The 
struggle between these two antagonists was carried on very vigorously for 
a very long time. One is mighty on land, and the other in water; the 
struggle between them should certainly be fearful. As time wore on the 
elephant was gradually emaciated, and the crocodile gathered strength 
proportionately. It is impossihle to conceive the miserable state of the 
Gajendra. Neither words, pen nor brush can depict his condition. Who 
can imitate Nature effectively? Perhaps a cultivated, analytic and 
skilfully discriminating eye-wItness can conceive to some extent the heart
rending horrors of the s~ene. As his courage was damped, and there was 
no help at hand, Gajendra began to implore God for assistance. He cried 
and prayed for months and years, but all was ineffectual. 

" His sorrow-stricken wives on the bank were more affected than ally
one else, and even they, alas! were mere lookers on, being powerless to 

render their lord, the Gajendra, any assistance. Being bound down by 
sympathy and conjugal affection, they could not depart thence leaving their 
lord behind in such an awful plight. These poor creatures were benumbed 
with fear, and rivet ted to the spot, and more petrified as it were, the longer 
they looked upon the protracted struggle between Gajendra, their husband, 
and his antagonist, the Makari. At last his prayers were heard by the all
merciful Paramtitma, who hastened to go to Gajendra's relief. Suddenly 
Mal;la Vishnu left J<ykuntum, without telling a word of his mission to his 
dear partner, Laksllmi. He was unmindful of everything, even of his wife, 
whom he always holds with his hand. He cares more for his deserving 
Bhaktas (devotees) than for Lakshmi. He was therefore unconscious of the 
grasp of his wife; but Laksllt"i, Sash", Sallkha, CIUlkrum, Kaumodaki and 
Kadjam, and all his usual paraphernalia, went with him'::' At such a rush, 
the D,vas were very much surprised, and were looking on the spectacle 
from their Vimanas (vehicles or cars), being stationed in the Antarikshum or 
Akas. Vishnu came to the spot and amidst such a scene, his Chakrum 
(Disc) severed the head of the blood-thirsty Makari from his body and 
saved the exhausted Gajendra. Then a shower of flowers fell fast and 
thick, and the whole mid-air reverberated with the sound of the Devas' 
praises. The Makari then assumed his original and true form of a Gandharua, 
prostrated to Sri Maha Vishnu and went away to his Loka, being blessed 
by NaTflyana. Gajendra, the true and paramabhtlkta, then attained the 
Sarupya state or Mukti." 

The narrative immensely interested Parishchit Maharaj, who being 
very anxious to get at the entire truth, questioned the Rishi as to how it 

... Vishnu's wife is Lakshmi or Shri. the goddess of fortune. his heaven is Vaikuntha. 
and his vehicle is the bird Garuda. He is represented as a comely youth of a dark olive 
colour. and dressed like an ancient king. He has four hands; one holds the Panchajanya. a 
Shankha or conch-shell; another the Su-darshana or Vajra-nabha. a chakra or quoit 
weapon: the third. a gada or club called Kaumodaki: and the fourth. a Padma or lotus. 
He has a bow called Sh!mga. and a sword called Shri-vatsa and the jewel Kaustubha. and 
011 his wrist is the jewel Syamantaka."-Dowson. Llass. Diel. H",d. My/n.-CEDS.] 
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happened that a Gandharva should be born of a Makari and through what 
cause; who was Gajendra in his antenatal state, what was the cause of 
the protracted struggle between them, and requested Suka to disclose the 
further particulars. Suka thereupon continued the thread of his narrative. 
Gajendra was the Sovereign of a country called Dravida in his former birth, 
and he was known by the name of IndradyulHna. On a certain occasion 
when he was engaged in deep contemplation, seated on the top of a huge 
mountain, Agastya Mahamuni paid him a visit. As the Rajah did not pay 
him due respect, and did not even honour him by getting up from his 
seat, as is customary at the approach of the learned and wise, the Rishi 
was annoyed, and the result of the misbehaviour of the Rajah brought 
down upon his head the Rishi's crushing curse. Indradyumna was cursed to 
be born of a stupid elephant in his next birth. A Gandharva named Hoo 
Hoo was metamorphosed into a crocodile, by the virtue of Rishi Devala. 

Suka then,wound up the narrative by saying that the wise should never be 
dishonoure~ nor slighted. 

Before I begin :my notes, I would warn the young investigators of this 
mysterious science to note certain principles which should be constantly 
kept in view. If they neglect these, they will fail to understand the truth. 
It should be borne in mind that the" Esoteric Doctrine" is the only true 
Science, fully verified in its details, and admirably systematized. There is 
no law either on the physical or the spiritual plane that is not the outcome 
of this grand system. It IS comprehensive in every respect and as such 
every question, either physical, moral or spiritual, can safely be referred to 
the canons of this Science for right discussion, and final judgment. For 
ages it has been administering justice, and there is no case on record of any 
department wherein justice was partial, judgment withheld, or opinion 
warped or tainted. This is my conviction, and I ask no one to believe it 
without due examination and verification of the statements. The" Esoteric 
Doctrine", I have to state, has a particular mode of expression coined for 
itself, and all statements should be reduced to that form, like certain 
syllogisms in Logic, before they can be rightly interpreted and understood. 
Remember what Jesus did when he spoke to the public j he spoke in 
parables to the multitude. I shall throw some light on Gajendra Moksham 
by explaining its esotericism, so that the allegory of the episode may be 
understood. But my readers cannot expect more than hints from me, the 
details must be worked out by every one by the favour and assistance of 
his Guru. 

R. JAGANNATHIAH, F.T.S. 

Founder of Bel/ary Sanmarga Satl,aj, Editor of" San11larga BodMni ". 
Bellary, bldia. 

(T be concluded.) 
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FROM A THEOSOPHIC POINT OF VIEW. 

(Concluded from page 464, Vol. III.) 

~ ANTE then begins the story of his New Life by saying that he was 
nine years old when first the glorious lady of his mind appeared 

before his eyes, even she who was called Beatrice (the giver of blessing) 
by many who did not know it to be her name. She was not quite nine, and 
when he saw her, the spirit of life, which hath its dwelling in the secretest 
chamber of the heart, trembled violently, and said to him (in Latin) " Here 
is a deity stronger than I, who, coming, shall rule over me". And the 
animal soul, dwelling in the lofty chamber whither all the sensitive spirits 
carry their perceptions, was filled with wonder, and speaking more espe· 
cially unto the spirits of vision, said: II Your beatitude hath now been made 
manifest unto you.. And Love many times commanded me to go 
in search of this very young little angel", continued Dante, "wherefore 
many times in my childhood did I go in search of her, and saw her to be 
of such noble and praiseworthy bearing, that certainly to her might be 
applied these words of the poet Homer, 

• She seemed not the daughter of mortal man, but of God· ... 

Nevertheless, it was nine years to a day after their first meeting before 
Dante ever heard her speak, and then she only saluted him as she passed 
him in the street. It is after this second meeting that the poet's love 
makes such havoc with his bodily health, that his friends, noting his weak· 
ness, ask him: "By whose help has Love done this?" "I looked in their 
faces smiling", says Dante, II and spake no word in return". And then, 
seeing Beatrice across a church one day, he notices a gentle lady midway 
between them, and makes, in his pretended devotion to her, a " screen" for 
his love to Beatrice, by this means keeping his secret for some months and 
years. Now the love of a boy of 18 or 20, whose only demonstration had 
been one salutation to his lady in the street, scarcely needed such conceal· 
ment, and yet when this lady left the city, Love named to him another 
" screen", and this second pretended devotion was so well enacted that 
people gossipped of it, and accused him of vicious conduct, so that when 
next Beatrice met hiru, she denied him her most sweet salutation, in which 
lay all his beatitude. 

Passing over his glimpse of Beatrice at a wedding (where none but 
"",rried ladies were wont to go) and the account of the death of her father 
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(the only realistic incident in the book), we come to Dantc's mention of his 
severe illness, on the ninth day of which he has a vision of Beatrice as dead, 
in many respects like the vision of her in Purgatory. Following this dream, 
comes his description of his last meeting with Beatrice in life, as she passes 
by him preceded by that lady Joan, whom he compares to St. John, going 
before the True Light, saying, " I am a voice crying in the desert: prepare 
ye the way of the Lord ". And then Dante declares that Beatrice should 
be called Love. 

The narrative of the New Life abruptly breaks off soon after this, with 
the news of the passing away of Beatrice, which news comes to Dante as 
he is writing a sonnet in her praise. ," This happened", he says, "at theftrst 
hour of the ninth day of the nillth month (according to Syrian reckoning) 
of that year of the thirteenth century in which the perfect number (ten) was 
nine times completed". And one reason why /line plays so conspicuous a 
part in her history, he tells us, is, that all the nine heavens were in the 
most perfect harmony at her birth, but .. the more subtle and infallibly true 
reason is, that she was a miracle whose S(lte root was the blessed Trinity". 

At this point the story of the Ballqllct comes in (as Dante said he 
intended that it should) to help out and corroborate the New Life. In both 
books the idea is the same, and it is a curious fact that neither in them nor 
in the Divine Comedy (except once where the rhyme necessitates it) does the 
poet ever use the word death in connection with Beatrice. Two years after 
she had heen made" a citizen of the Eternal Life ", Dante says in the Vita 
Nllova, he first beheld at a window a gentle lady, who so comforted him with 
her pitying glances, that he thought of her with too much pleasure. By 
this gentle lady, he tells us in the Banquet, he meant Scholastic Philosophy, 
and for the next two years and a half he devoted himself to this branch of 
learning. 

But in spitc of its attractions, and those of the active life of soldier and 
statesman that soon followed, the love of his first ideal was still latent in 
the soul of the poet, and as the Banquet proceeds, Dante shows us how far 
beyond all science and all morality is the Divine Philosophy or Eternal 
\Visdom, which is full of all peace, and whose dwelling-place is that Quiet 
HeavC1l where the soul is at rest with the Supreme. So at the end of the 
New Life he has a vision, about the lIinth hour, of the glorified Beatrice, 
clothed in that sanguine raiment in which she first appeared to him, and 
seeming as young as when he first saw her. And remembering the past, 
he grieves to think that he has ever been led aside by any other love, and 
all his thoughts return to centre upon their first beatitude. And he has 
another vision of Beatrice receiving homage "beyond that sphere of widest 
range ", the Primum Mobile; that is, within the Quiet Heaven of Divine 
\Visdom and Peace. And after that other vision embodied in the Divine 
Comedy, he resolves to say no more of this blessed one till he can Olore 
worthily treat of her. 
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\ Y hen Danle next illeets Beatrice, on the sUillmit of the l\lount of 
Purgatory (in that terrestrial Paradise, explained by the Fathers of the 
Church to mean the contemplative life,) she says to him with kp.en irony, 
"How didst thou deign (being lost in the pride of learning) to cOllle unto 
this Mount?" And turning to her attendant Virtues, she continues: "Not 
only by the influence of the stars at his birth did this man receive great 
intellectual power, but also by special gift of Divine grace did he become 
such in his new life that everything good was possible to him. I revealed 
myself to him in his youth, and for some time led him with mc in the right 
way, but as I ascended from flesh to spirit, and beauty and virtue 
increased in me, I became less dear to him, and he turned to pursue those 
false images of good that never fulfil their promises. The law of 
justice would be violated, should he pass Lethe without tears and repent
ance:' And when he has repented, confessed, and undergone the double 
baptism of water and fire, Beatrice leads the poet upward from heaven to 
heaven, until St. Bernard guides him to the final Vision of the Divine. 

In the New LIfe, the Banquet, and the Divine Comed)!, the dl'scriptions of 
Beatrice are almost identical with those of Wisdom in the various books of 
the Bible and the Apocrypha, which Dante was so fond of quoting, and he 
identifies Beatrice continually with Love, with \\"isdoll1, and thereforc with 
the Logos. In the New Life he declares her to be identical with Love, and in 
the Banquet he writes: "vVherefore it is written of this eternal Love which 

is Wisdom, 'He created me from the beginning before the wClrld, and I 
shall never fail'. (Eccles. xxiv. g.) And in the Proverbs of Solomon 
(viii. 23) she, \Nisdom, says, • I was set up frolll everlasting'. And in the 
beginning of the Gospel of John her eternity is openly declared." 

From these and many other passages quoted or assimilated by Dante, 
we see the deep hold that the Gnostic ideas had taken upon his mind, and 
the close resemblance that his Wisdom (here and in many other places 
identified with the Logos and the Second Person of the Trinity) hears to 
that spiritual intuition, or secret Knowledge of Divine things, common to 
mystics of all ages. The highest Good, beyond which there is nothing to 
aspire to, Dante tells us, is that blessedness (or beatitude) which follows 
the exercise of the soul in contemplation';'. He has a vision of this beati
tude as a child, he loses it for awhile in the busy whirl of the active life, 
the pursuits of the world, the cares of the state and the family, the duties 
of the soldier, the studies of the poet, the artist, the musician, and the 
scientist (for the many-sided Dante was all these), but at last the vision of 
the higher life, as he had seen it when a boy, came back to him, and he 
returned to the love of Divine vVisdom, that" splendour of the living Light 
Eternal". 

"And thus it appears", says Dante, in the Banquet," that our beatitude, 
that is, this felicity of which we are speaking, we may first find imperfectly 

• Identical with the .. Concentration" of Patanjali. 
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in the active life, that is, in the exercise of the moral virtues, and then 
almost perfectly in the contemplative life, that is, in the exercise of the 
intellectual virtues; which two operations are unimpeded and most direct 
ways to lead us to the supreme beatitude that cannot be obtained here. 
below." 

The schoolmen of Dante's time, who based their philosophical specula
tions upon the system ot Aristotle, defined the intellect as the capability of 
receiving abstract ideas, the possibility of understanding, in short, and therefore 
this was called the" possible intellect". It was compared to a mirror, and 
ideas to the reflections therein, and Aristotle was the first to recognise that 
as this faculty bore the same relation to pure conceptions that the sense of 
sight does to visible things, it was necessary to admit also the existence of 
an active principle which should stand to this in the relation of light to the 
sense of vision. This principle Aristotle called the "Active Intelligence", 

and in the union of this with the Possible brtel/ed, is consummated, he said, 
the act of pure comprehension. This Active Intelligence is universal, 
immortal, perpetual; "the intellectual life through her is the greatest 
beatitude to which man can aspire; indeed, it marks him more than man, 
divine". So that Dante was following his Master closely when he wrote: 
"In every noble soul is its own virtue, and the intellectual and the divine", 
and again in the Banqllet, when he speaks of mi,ul as "that culminating and 
most precious part of the soul, which is Deity". (Banqlut iii. 3.) 

Dante then, in identifying Beatrice with the Logos, with" that eternal 
Love which is Wisdom", identifies her with that principle that Theosophists 
would call Bllddhi, or Spiritual \Visdom, the vehicle by which the Supreme (or 
Atma) enters into and illuminates the mind of man. For to Dante, who 
followed closely the system of Aristotle, ideas corresponded to things' seen ; 
the intellect to the sense of sight; and the intelligence or intuition (" that 
most precious part of the soul which is Deity") to the light by whose aid 
alone the sense of sight can perceive visible things. "In every noble soul 
is its own virtue, and the intellectual, and the divine," and so (while reali
sing that all such divisions are but varying aspects of the Consciousness, 
not different entities), Dante divides the soul into life, which is one in all 
things (corresponding to Prana),. into feeling, which includes desire and 
passion (corresponding to Kama),. and into reason (or ,'\1anas) which he 
divides into the higher and lower, the imaginative and creative, and the 
reasoning or logical faculties. "And thus ", he says, "the soul partakes of 
the Divine nature in the form of sempiternal Intelligence" (which we should 
call Buddhi) , "because the soul, by virtue of this sovereign power, is so 
ennobled and set free from matter, that the Divine Light, as in the angels, 
can shine through her". "And this Divine 'Wisdom", says Dante, quoting 
from the Book of the Wisdom of Solomoll, "is the brightness of the Everlasting 
Light (or Atma), the unspotted mirror of the majesty of God ". 

There could scarcely be a closer parallel with the theosophic ideas than 
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this, and many more such passages could be cited, both from Dante's prose 
and his poetry. No less significant is that chapter of the Banquet (iv. 21) 

wherein he explains the conditions necessary to growth in spiritual know
ledge as they have been so often explained to us, the absoluteness of the law 
that when the vessel is ready, it will be filled, and that if some are made to 
honour and some to dishonour, as 5t. Paul says, it is because they have made 
themselves fit for such various use. If a man purify his soul, " he shall be a 
vessel unto honour, sanctified, and meet for the master's use, and prepared 
unto every good work". (2 Tim. ii. 21.) 

" And if it happen ", says Dante, "that by the purity of the receiving 
soul the intellectual virtue be absolutely separate and free from any cor
poreal shadow, then the Divine goodness multiplies in that soul, as in a 
thing worthy to receive it; and further, it multiplies in the soul endowed 
with this intelligence according to her capacity of reception. And some 
are of opinion that if all these powers should co-operate in the production of 
a soul according to their most favourable disposition, the Deity would 
descend upon that soul in such fulness that it would be almost another God 
incarnate." (Banq. iv. 21.) 

Not all the poetry and philosophy of mysticism embodied in Dante's 
New Life, however, were sufficient to convince the world at large that it was 
the history of a soul that he was writing, and not that of a lover, and so in 
the Banquet (begun even before the New Life was finished, and left uncom
pleted at the poet's death), he tried to be even more explicit. In the first 
part he declares his object in writing the Banquet to be twofold; firstly, to 
set forth certain teachings which he could give in no other way; and 
secondly: to clear himself from the infamy of being held subject to such 
passion as those who read his Callzon; (lyrics) might consider to possess him, 
whereas not-- passion but virtue was their moving cause. "And I say that 
Love held discourse within my mind, that it might be understood"that this 
Love was born of the noblest part of our nature, that is, of Truth and Virtue, 
and also to exclude any false opinion of me, by which my love might be 
suspected of being a sensuous delight". "By my lady", he says 
again, "I always mean that Philosophy treated of in the preceding 
Canzone "-that is, Philosophy identified there with Wisdom, "which 
exists above all in God, because in Him is supreme \Visdom, and supreme 
Love, and supreme Power, which cannot exist elsewhere, except as it pro
ceeds from Him. Therefore the Divine Philosophy is ofthe Divine Essence, 
because in Him can be nothing added to His Essence; and she is most 
noble, because the Divine Essence is most noble: and she exists in Him 
perfectly and truly, as it were by eternal wedlock." 

Therefore I think, we may conclude, from Dante's own words, that his 
Beatrice was the light of Divine \Visdom first made manifest to him in his 
youth, then for a a time obscured by the shadows of the world, to shine out 
more clearly than ever as he neared the end of his mortal pilgrimage. He 
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spent the last nineteen years of his life in loneliness and exile, occupied with 
his greatest work, the Divine Comedy, and writing at the same time the 
Banquet, a prose exposition of his philosophy, full of hints as to the hidden 
meaning of his symbolism,. so often and so grossly misunderstood. To a 
man whose thoughts continually soared above the earthly plane, whose very 
features bore such marks c.f profound study and profound sorrow, that the 
Florentine women pointed at him as he passed, and said: "There goes the 
man who has seen Hell "; to a regenerated soul who had chosen the con
templative life as his beatitude, what need was there of earthly ties? 
There is no occasion, I think, to stigmatise the wife of Dante as unworthy 
of him, because he did not send for her to join him in his exile: he had 
become a wandering ghost, wrapped in visions of another world, long before 
his body was laid to rest in the ancient city of Ravenna. 

"And since God is the source of our soul", says the great poet and 
seer in his latest work, .. and has made it like unto Himself, therefore this 
soul desires above all things to return to Him. And because her 
knowledge is imperfect, because she has neither experience nor learning, 
things of little value seem great to her, and therefore she begins by first 
desiring them. \Vherefore we may see that one desirable thing 
stands before the next one to the eyes of the soul, almost like a pyramid; 
for at first the smallest thing hi-des all the rest, and is, as it were, the point 
of the ultimate subject of desire, which is God, standing at the base of all." 
(Conv. iv. 12.) 

"Therefore" (says Dante again, in his hook on the Monarcll)') "the 
ineffable Providence of God proposes to man two aims; the one the beati
tude of this life, which consists in the operation of his peculiar faculties, and 
is reprt!sented by the terrestrial paradise: the other the beatitude of the 
eternal life, which consists in the fruition of the Divine aspect, to which 
human goodness cannot ascend if not aided by the Divine light, and this is 
what is meant by the celestial paradise. To these two beatitudes, as to 
diverse conclusions, we must arrive by different ways." And again, in the 
Paradiso: 

.. All natures, by their destinies diverse, 
Tend more or less close to their origin; 

Hence they move onward unto different ports 
O'er the great sea of being; and each onc 
With instinct gIVen it, which bears it on ". 

KATHARINE HILLARD, F.T.S. 
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~ HE story of the life of Laurence Oliphant, rich in event, full of 
~ adventure, in some aspects unequalled in this present century, is 
'---" told by his relative Mrs. Oliphant in two volumes, well worth the 

attention of all who are interested in human nature in general, and in the 
delightfully fresh, brilliant example of human nature in particular, whose 
writings have fascinated the literary world during the last fifteen years. 

But to those interested in the deeper problems of nature, and especially 
to Theosophists, the glimpses of his inner spiritual life will appeal most 
strongly. It is this aspect only, so far as possible, that I shall touch upon. 
Here I venture to record my opinion that Mrs. Oliphant has performed 
well and delicately a very difficult task. Not herself a sharer in his views, 
or even with a pretence of being able to penetrate them in any degree, her 
affection and admiration for the man, her recognition of the unselfishness of 
his motives, her sympathy with his standard of life, have enabled her to 
place before us an impression of his mind, which makes it possible for those 
whQ have studied him through his books, and who have a clue to the 
influences at work upon him, to fill in the gaps and to find great interest in so 
doing. It is true that the gaps are large, especially so far as the history of 
his connection with Harris is concerned. 

Laurence Oliphant was from his earliest years a "Pupil of Life", the 
" Darling" of adoring parents of cultivated minds and strictly Evangelical 
views. His father, to whom he was devotedly attached, confessed his 
religious backslidmgs to Laurence when the latter was ten years old; his 
mother sought for and encouraged a religious introspection that would have 
wrecked a mind less vigorous and lively. In the first letter quoted, after 
describing how" \Ve generally have what we call larks at night. There 
are two boys here that are very passionate, and we like of course to teaze 
them,'· he goes on to detail his besetting sins, some of which raise an echo 
in the hearts of all who remember their childhood. "One of them is 
my not saying my prayers as I ought, hurrying over them to get up in the 
morning because it is so late, and at night because it is cold." The" Eye 
of God" took the usual gigantic proportions to Laurence that it does with 
any sensitive child who pictures its hideous unwinking stare. 

As years went on, he confessed to finding the strain of religious thought 
hard to bear, and hard to cultivate in his busy life, and he discovered his 
great failing to be "a flexibility of conscience, joined to a power of adapting 
myself to the society into which I happen to be thrown ". His letters 
abound with references to his fluctuating religious condition; this busy 
roving life. putting him in touch with all sorts and conditions of men, opened 
his eyes to the hollowness of orthodoxy, to the distance that Christians have 
travelled from the ideal set forth by Christ. The worldliness of the 
.. worldly-holies ", the "humbug" of the missionaries, are brilliantly 
satirised in " Piccadilly", and he at length openly burst the "strait bonds 
of his mother's belief", and for some years, he tells us, lived in open 
infidelity. 

But it is a curious fact that when religion became again his chief and 
absorbing interest, when he fervently desired truth, and to investigate the 
evidences of religion, and while the practical result of his investigation 
made, perhaps, his chief fame, his religious thought was the least remark. 
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able thing about him. Laurence Oliphant was no metaphysician. He 
yearned for the" Fountain Head ", longed "hopelessly to be assimilated 
with the Creator", but this fountain-head and this Creator were no other 
than" God the Father ", God as a Person. God as a loving Friend was the 
limit of his imagination, and the evidence he seeks is all from good church
men. He was a Scotchman, and like so many Scotchmen was naturally 
psychic; he was honest, practical, but not, in my opinion, independent
minded in religious matters. It is well to bear this in mind in passing on to 
the turning point of his life-the Harris episode-also the main point of 
interest of the book. 

It is at this point that probably a difficulty arises for an outsider-by 
outsider I mean one who is not a Theosophist-in putting his finger upon 
the radical difference between Laurence Oliphant's mysticism and 
Theosophy; especially if they have only read the vulgar outpourings of the 
daily press within the last few months, which might lead him to believe that 
it were possible to put Madame Blavatsky and Lake Harris side by side 
as guides and prophets, and that their claims were identical. It is difficult 
to convey in a few words the abhorrence with which the bare idea would be 
treated by Theosophists, and the entire falsity of such an idea. I am 
not going to discuss the question of :\lr. Harris's honesty and motive; 
he certainly preached altruism and the practical following out of Christ's 
teaching: so far, but only so far can it be said that he and Madame Blavatsky 
are at one: the means to reach this goal differ as widely as the two poles, 
and it is this difference that I want to make clear, though indeed I hope 
it is self-evident to all who take the trouble to enquire for themselves. 
Madame Blavatsky held as the one vital principle that man must develop 
himself by dint of conscious effort, by listening to the voice of the "God 
within", the divine voice which alone could enable him to discern true 
from false visions, that unselfish labour for others in the world was the 
only preparation for entrance to the Path leading to eternal truth. The 
only authority she claimed was that of the Wisdom of the Ages, of which 
she was the faithful agent and mouthpiece, and which she was bound to 
present to the world that it might receive it if it would. Obedience to htrself 
she would have none of; personal attachment to herself she always earnestly 
deprecated. 

Something of what Harris held can be gathered even from the few 
quotations I shall make from Laurence Oliphant's words, which represent 
him-and I am sure faithfully-as holding absolute sway over the minds, 
wills and affections of his disciples in a manner degrading to all man's higher 
instincts; natural ties were ruthlessly broken, and" probation" carried out 
far away from its sphere, i.e., everyday life. "Harris serises the slightest 
coldness towards himself directly, and this stops everything ", says Laurence 
Oliphant-a single phrase, sufficient in itself to convince all who knew 
Madame Blavatsky that no comparison is possible. 

Laurence Oliphant belonged to the class of Christian Spiritualists, 
though he repudiated Spiritualism as he repudiated Theosophy. He con
demned warmly, so Mrs. Oliphant tells us, .. all manifestations, as not only 
vulgarities and impertinences, so to speak, but attempts to debase and lessen 
a new revelation of life and truth, and dangerous in every way to those who 
thus opened communications between their own spirits and the most debased 
inhabitants of the unseen world". So far Theosophy entirely agrees with 
him, but what was this new revelation of life and truth? It would take too 
long to give here even a resume of his creed, as set forth in " Sympneumata ,. 
and" Scientific Religion ", but the point is-how was it revealed to him? 
Through Harris' breath-Harris claiming to have communication by word 
of mouth with "our Lord Jesus Christ "-through being knit into Harris' 
organism, thus binding all disciples together mysteriously and internally, 
and" the physical phenomena resulting multiplying the breath 
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of Christ descending directly into the organisms of men, to meet the invading 
force from below, makes known its presence also by physical sensations of 
a blessed life-giving character, conveying with irresistible force the con
sciousness that Christ is actually descending with power and great glory a 
second time". 

\Vhat is this but mediumship and Spiritualism? As practised in after 
years by himself and his wife, it was the cause of sad mental and physical 
degeneracy, and more than probably was the cause of the death of both. 

That this regeneration by means of Harris' breath, and that Harris 
and his system would perplex and probably distress his wife, even though 
she was "one of them", is proved by many expressions in his letters to her 
before marriage. Alice Oliphant must have heen very charming. " Clear
headed, yet an enthusiast", able, spiritual, and intuitive. But for her own 
assurance that she could not read "Esoteric Buddhism ", I should have 
hazarded the conjecture that had Theosophy come in her way she would 
have enquired into it, for Theosophy would have cleared much that distressed 
her, and would certainly have reinstated her in her own convi.:tion that no 
good result could follow the surrender oi her conscience into another's 
keeping. Her struggle with herself and her true instinct, on this head, is 
pathetically recorded in her letter to Harris, announcing her allegiance to 
him: "One only thing has been a terrible pang to me, the giving over of 
my own judgment in questions of moral judgment to any human authority. 
[t is so absolutely new and incomprehensible an idea to me that any outer 
test can supplant, without risk to itself and to me, the inner test of my 
actions that my conscience affords . . . . that when I decided to shut 
my eyes and leave the seeing to you-I felt as though I were putting out 
the one clear light that had been given me for my guidance." \\That 
suffering was entailed upon her by the putting out of this light no one but 
herself and her husband knew: they were too nohle to stone their idol 
after his fall. 

But to return to my criticism of Laurence Oliphant as a Spiritualist. 
That he was one cannot, I think, be gainsaid, nor that Spiritualism distorted 
all his theories of life. It does not alter the fact that his ideal was a lofty 
one, nor that he lived up to that ideal as few men have done, counting no 
sacrifice too great for the cause he had emhraced. To" live the life", to 
carry out Christ's precepts, to "work for its own sake, . . not .for 
the salvation of self but the regeneration of Humanity" to "1l11ke a 
solidarity of holiness," by means of which the spirit of Christ should be 
communicated to the world, was his aim, and what flaw does Theosophy 
find here? This is the true spirit of Theosophy. Laurence Oliphant did 
much good in his generation. "No efforts-not the smallest .. 
can vanish from the world of- causes. . The enemies he slew in the 
last battle will not return to life in the next birth that will be his" (Voice 
of the Silence). 

C.M., F.T.S. 

Worship, but name no name! blind are those eyes 
Which deem the unmanifested manifest, 
Not comprehending Me in My True Self, 
Imperishable, viewless, undeclared. 
Hidden behind My magic veil of shows 
1 am not seen at all. Name not my Name! 

SIR EDWIN ARNOLD i" The Light of the World. 
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limna anb fuintarnation 
AS APPLI ED TO MAN. 

(Being two papers rtad before the Mee,,,t T.S., by RAMA PRASAD, M.A., F.~.S., 
ret';s(d and enla'Ked fo, tlte Press.) 

~HE suhject before us is of so vast and varied a range, that it is l"\ impossihle to do it even a small amount of justice, in two papers like 
_/ these. which howsoever long must still he too short for the Im

portant subject of Karma and Reincarnation. This is my only excuse for 
the rather unusual length of these papers, which will no doubt be some
what of a strain upon the kind patience of my readers. 

The Laws of Karma and Reincarnation are to my mind absolutely 
necessary for the explanation of the present phenomena of human life. A 
full and comprehensive view of the life of man, as it has been, is, and is 
bound to become in future, leaves no doubt as to the truth of these all
pervading laws. "Ve therefore divide the sul)ject into three heads 
naturally. Under the first head we register the various and multifarious 
phenomena of life, which make up the sum total of human existence, 
together with the laws which govern birth, preservation, and death; under 
the second head we discuss the genesis of our present human life; and 
under the third, what we learn from the past and the present of our life
manifestations, leads us on naturally to the future. Thus before we can 
hope to understand the doctrine of Karma and Reincarnation we must take 
a comprehensive view of 

1. \Vhat we are now; 
2. What we were in the past, and how we have become what we 

now are; and 
3. \Vhat we are bound to become in future and how. 
The answer to these questions in brief is this:-
1. "Ve are now such beings as live entirely in and by Karma. Our 

life is nothing more than a bundle of Karmas (actions). 
2. Our life begins with Karma, and we have become what we are 

by Karma. 
3. We are bound to develope yet further along the same lines of 

development on which we have been proceeding in the past, and this 
development is to take place by Karma. 

The Law of Karma may then be enunciated as follows:-
1. Human life is nothing more than a bundle of certain actions. 
2. Present actions are always the uniform consequents of past actions, 

and are in their turn bound to become the invariable antecedents of other 
consequents. This is the Law of Karma. From this is drawn a corollary. 

COR.-Human life is eternal. 
The facts of incarnation and reincarnation are found to be the necessary 

results of the Law of Karma. But before proceeding further, let me enunciate 
the Law of Reincarnation also. 

1. Incarnation means the manifestation of life in gross matter. 
2. The conditions of the manifesting life must always be consonant 

with the gross matter wherein it manifests. 
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3. Reincarnation means a change of the sum total of the conditions 
of the manifesting life, and thus a change of the gross body. 

I shall now proceed to explain and egtahlish thege laws. 
Human life, as we see it, is divided into two sets of experiences. 
I. Physical experiences. which consist in the manifestations of what is 

called our physiological self-the prcz,lalllaya koslla. 
2. Mental experiences, which consist in our cognitions, emotions, 

wills and desires. 
These physiological and mental manifegtations are object" of obsen'a

tion, and so are their laws. Nobody can deny them. 
Our physiological experiences may be classified with ancient Indian 

philosophers under five heads :-
I. Pr(lna :-This is that manifestation of life which draws at,mospheric 

air from without into the system. 
2. Apamr :-This is that manifestation of life which throws out of the 

system things which are not wanted there. 
3. Vyana :-This is that manifestation of life which keeps the gross 

body in its particular state of preservation. 
4-. SIIIntlna:-This is that manifestation of life which draws food and 

drink into the system, and distributes its essence all over the body. 
5. Ud(ilza:-This manifestation of life consists in all movements of the 

human body, or its various parts, from its state of rest or action. It 
also means the tending of life in general towards an escape from the present 
gross body. 

There is no manifestation of human life which does not fall under one 
or other of these heads. Upon the manifestation which is called Vyana. 
depend all other manifestations. Unless the anatomical systems of the 
human body were preserved, the other manifestations would evidently he 
nowhere. \Vithout bone. muscle, nerve, vein, hands, feet, eyes, ears, nose. 
tongue, &c., there would be no life-manifestations. Vytllla therefore is the 
most important, inasmuch as it is the hasic manifestation of human life. 

This important manifestation of life, in the very act of maintaining in
tact the anatomical systems of the human body, consumes it; and the 
external forces of nature help it in this consumption. The necessity there
fore arises of replacing these lost materials, and this is done by the life
manifestations known as Samana and Prana. 

It is needless to further specifically describe these manifestations. All 
that is necessary to see is that these manifestations, each and all o( them, 
are motions of one kind or other, along certain well-marked lines. 

\Ve learn then from observation that life is a certain force, acting in the 
gross human body, and manifesting itself in various acts and states, that is. 
performing all the functions of the human body, with which all of us are 
more or less familiar. But the questions now arise: Whence has this force 
come into the gross hody? \Vhat is the nature and constitution of this life
force? To answer th~se questions at once, let me tell you that the human 
life-force has its source in the sun, and that its constitution is of the solar 
ethers of PRANA. In Sanskrit, while we give the name of Pnina to the 
individual life-force, we give to the sun the name of Paraprana, the upper, 
higher (macrocosmic) Pnilla. But I need not quote here the authority of 
Sanskrit philosophy. It is a well-known fact that the sun is the source of 
all earth-life. If you study the phenomena of individualized life, you will 
find them to be identically the same with all those that the solar forces· 
perform in external nature. Take for example the important function of 
breathing. \Vhy do you draw a certain amount of atmospheric air into 
)our lungs? A vacuity is produced there, and air rushes in. \Vhy is 
vacuity produced? Because the lungs tend to and do expand, for without 
expansion there can be produced no vacuity. Now why is expansion 
produced? By the effect of some one of the five tatu'as, which as YOll know 

S 
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are different modes of motion, and ha"e a certain degree of heat as their 
inseparable accident. 

This then is the explanation of the phenomenon of breathing. A certain 
amount of tatwic heat causes the lungs to expand, a vacuity is produced 
and air, of course, rushes in. Xow, see what the sun does in external 
nature. All of you are familiar with the part which the sun plays in causing 
the monsoon. The sun heats a cutain portion of atmospheric air, expands 
it so as to produce a vacuum, and air rushes in from other portions of 
atmospheric space to fill it in. Is not this portion of the phenomenon in 
external nature quite identical with inspiration? The effect being the 
same, the calise too must be the same, and what other conclusion follows 
naturally from this, but that the pulmonary power of our constitution is 
solar in its nature? ' 

Let us again analyze all the acts which constitute the phenomena of 
eating and digesting. 'Ye take a certain piece of the edible substance into 
our hand. The muscles of our fingers move in a certain familiar way, and 
arrange themseh'es round the substance so as to constitute the act of 
holding. Now what is motion? The muscles of your fingers expand or 
contract, and motion along the lines of expansion or contraction results. 
You may take it as a general rule that all physiological motion-all the 
movements of your body and its ,'arious parts-are in general the results of 
muscular contraction or expansion, or more strictly speaking of muscular 
tatwic vibration. \\'hat is it that you do in putting the edible substance 
in your hand into your mouth? \\'hat is it that you do in chewing? What 
is it that you do in swallowing? \\'hat is it again that happens in your 
stomach when your food is digesting? All is the result of muscular tatwic 
motion, or in more common language, of muscular expansion and contrac
tion. The movements of your eyes, your face, your feet, your tongue, all 
are the results of muscular expansion and contraction. Even the keeping 
up of the form of your gross body is the result of motion. 

If you now turn to external nature, YOIl will find that all those move
ments of nature which we call external life are the result of some sort of 
expansion or contraction along variolls and varying lines, and that they are 
the result of solar life. 

Professor Roscoe has somewhere remarked that physiology is nothing 
more than the chemIstry and physics of the human body. This means that 
the life-principle in man performs the same functions which the solar forces 
of light, heat, chemical action, &c" perform in external nature. This is a 
,'ery ,'ast subject, and I must needs drop it here. But if you study and 
compare the phenomena of individualized human life with solar life as it 
manifests itself in our planet, you will find hoth to be identically the same. 
As the ancient philosophers used to say, the microcosm is an exact picture 
of the macrocosm. l\lan is a little universe in himself. 'Ve come then to 
the conclusion that all the phenomena of human life are motions of some 
sort, and that the sources of all these motions are identically the same as 
the various solar powers. The individual life-principle is in fact a picture 
of the sun. The principles of Uni,'ersal Causation and Uniformity of 
Nature which are now universally recognized. point to the same cause 
when the effect is the same. 

'Ve have now arrived at a "ery important point. 'Ye have in fact 
established that the life-principle of man is a lIlaterial body. Those of you 
who are accustomed to call gross matter only by that name, will be sur, 
prised to see this assertion made. "A wonder for once", you wiII perhaps 
think. "'\"hat we have all our life been accustomed to recognize as force 
is now termed matter." A little reflection will however show you that this 
is a hard fact in nature. All force is in fact material. Light is a mode of 
motion. Of what? Of til(' ,'ery rarefied matter, which science now 
recognizes as luminiferous ether. 'Yhat is heat? A mode of motion. Of 
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what? Of ether of course, but with this difference, that light is inv;iriably 
constituted by a greater number of vihrations per second than heat. 
There is only a difference of planes bdween the two forces. What is 
chemical action? \Vhy, simply a particular manifestation of light and 
heat, and therefore only a mode of motion of ether. What is electricity? 
\Vhat is magnetism? Both, without a shadow of doubt, are different 
modes of motion. Statical electricity becomes dynamical only while 
changing its present conditions and environments into others. Of what 
then are these two forces the modes of motion. Of nothing else evidently 
bllt of matter, and that, too, ethereal matter. 

Now that substance of which all these forces are the modes of motion, 
is called by Sanskrit philosophy-the Vedanta-Pnina. This Pnina is a very 
rarefied material substance, and it fills a!l. space. Prana performs all those 
functions which modern science assigns to luminiferous ether and more. 
Thus Pnina is said to be a component whole of five ethers-the luminiferou.~ 
of course, but along with it the soniferous--rikrisa, the tangiferous-vaJ·/I. 
the gustiferous---flpas, and the odoriferous-pr;/hil';. 

According to the Indian philosopher, light, as well as sound, touch. 
taste, and smell, are all different modes of motion of this substance, the 
Pnina which fills all space. This Pnina in connection with our planetary 
life assumes four progressive states of existence. 

1. Solar, the suns being the highest centres of Pnina. 
2. Lunar and Planetary. This is solar Pnina reflected, and has pro

perties different from the sun. Planetary Pninas differ from each other, on 
account of the difference of distance and the absorption of certain spectral 
rays on different planets to the exclusion of others .. 

3. The atmospheric Prana, which changes vapour into rain water, and 
which in its luminiferous aspect shows itself as electricity. 

4-. Terrestrial Pnina, whose motions are now known as magnetism. 
There is nothing in the cause which will not be present in the effect, and 
hence every earthy product must have more or 'less of all these descriptions 
of Pnina. 

That the Sanskrit philosophers recognized all this. a quotation coming 
further on will clearly establish. Here let me ret~rn to the subject in hand. 
Heat, light, electricity, magnetism, chemical action, and all other forces 
whose working constitutes life, are different modes of motion of a rarefied 
etherial material substance which fills all space, which is the component whole 
of five ethers, and which is found on earth existing on four different planes. 

Our life-principle then is material, and all our actions and states are 
modes of motion of this material body. As this material life-body of solar 
ethers moves, the motion manifests itself in gross matter, the gross physical 
body is born, lives and dies. As I have already told you, this life-body is 
an exact counterpart of the gross body. A little reflection will show you 
that the external form of the gross body, too, cannot but have its source 
in the life-principle. For what is the external form of the gross body? A 
longer or shorter stature, a more or less bulky body; a proportion of vary
ing lengths and breadths of the various parts of the body constitute what 
is called its form. If you analyze the phenomenon, the whole of it comes to 
this; the external body grows (moves) to a certain extent in length and 
breadth, and so do the various parts of the body in varying proportions, 
along different lines. It is these growths along various lines combined that 
give you the idea of what is called form. . 

It is from this evident that the external body, with all its various and 
varying qualities, and all its acts and movements, is an effect of the sun. 
The life of man is an ethereal body of matter, an exact counterpart of the 
external body. Its higher form of motion serves to govern the gross body. 
The mode of this government is determined by the various directions along 
which it tends to move in various degrees and proportions. 
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Having arrived so far, look a little around yourselves. You will find 
that no two human beings are exactly alike in their acts and appearances, 
although the substratum of these acts and appearances is the same in all 
of them. E very human life-body is in its constitution different from 
another. It has different tendencies to act and move no doubt; but it has 
also a dlffermf form, and a different period of active manifestation, i.e., a 
different length of life. For whence otherwise the difference of form and 
length of life in a gross body? As we have already seen, even the form of 
the external body is a complex notion resulting from the various parts of 
the hody growing to a certain extent along certain lines, and death simply 
means the passing of the present-life lines of motion into the ciMsa state for 
the time being. 

It is not hard to understand that what we call our life is in fact a 
hody of the ethers of Pnina, ju~t as our external body is made of the 
MahaMutas which form the gross vesture of our mother earth. The import
ant question, however, which now arises is this: Can and does this life
body survive without the gross body which for some time is its habitation; 
or does it lose its form and actiom., and dissolve into chaos with death? 
In order to answer this question we must first answer another. \\le have 
seen that the form of our external body is caused by our individualized life
hody, for otherwise there would be no difference uf form between two gross 
bodies. The earth, or terrestrial matter of which the external bodies are 
formed, is just as formless comparatively as Prana appears to be. \Vhence 
then the different ideas of generic, specific and individual types? Did in 
fact these types exist btforl actual incarnation into their various gross 
vestures, or what ? 

Now every effect mllst have a cause. "No being out of non-being" 
(na sato t.;dyate Mat.o), says the Bizagavad Gila. Besides the antecedent must 
always have all the elements of the consequent phenomenon; the cause 
Illust be adequate. Solar spatial Prana must then possess in itself the 
generic, specific, and individual types of our earth. Every human or other 
body must have pre-existing determinate lines of life-motion hefore they 
can show themselves in gross matter. In simpler words, our life-bodies 
must have eXIsted before actual incarnation. But they of course existed 
potentially, as compared with actual earth-life. \\"ithout the pre-existence 
of these solar types the forms of earth-life would be simply impossible, for 
where otherwise would he the adequate cause? But Pnina appears to us 
to be formless. There appear to he no typical life-bodies in the ocean of 
Prana. Can l'nina be moulded into any forms? \\'hence do they come 
into the formless ocean of Prana. which fills all space? A little reflection 
will make it plain that Pnina can be moulded into forms. You know that 
Pnina is matter just as the gross matter you are familiar with, and all 
matter can be moulded into forms. The only thing that is necessary is a 
higher form of motion, which will determine the direction and extent of the 
various lines of motion which constitute form. This higher form of matter
for higher motion mllst always li,"e in a higher ~tat(' of matter-is known 
as manas, mind, or thought-matter. Thoughts are the various forms of this 
mental matter which imprint forms upon solar matter. Before however 
rising higher, you must make yourselves sure of the existence in the ocean 
of ethereal matter which fills all space of life-forms, the type of the genera, 
species and individuals of our planet. The capability of Pnina carrying 
into it invisible forms and imprinting them elsewhere upon sensitive matter 
is now a well-known fact. Hence do we come to the conclusions that: 

I. The life force of the human constitution is none other than indi
vidualized solar matter. 

2. Every existing form has a pre-existing type in the ocean of solar 
matter which fills all space and which Sanskrit philosophy calls Prana. 

And now comes the question, Are these pre-existing life-bodies 
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destroyed or dissolved into chaos with death? "Matter is indestructible " 
says modern science, "\Vhatever is being can never pass into non-being ", 
says the ancient Indian philosopher. It would be absurd to suppose that a 
thing which existed before birth would be destroyed with death. Solar 
matter is and remains there; the lines and motion which determine form are 
there. They cannot be destroyed. All that can be done is the lengthening 
or shortening of these lines of action as an effect of active life, and thus a 
change of external appearance as the effect of the change of proportion 
which the lengthening or shortening of various lines must necessarily entail. 
In simpler words no life-body can be destroyed or dissolved; it can only 
change its form. Hence the human life-body survives after death; in 
what state we shall see further on. 

r To be COlltillued.) 

SINCE we say that this universe was fashioned conformably to that 
paradigm of it (the intelligible world), it is necessary that every animal 
should by a much greater priority exist in that world. And if the being of 
that world is all-perfect, it is necessary that it should be all things; and 
that the heaven which is there should be an animal, and should not be 
destitute of the stars which exist in this sensible heaven. It is likewise 
requisite that the very subsistence of the intelligible heaven should consist 
in this. It is also manifest that the earth which is there will not be 
destitute of life, but will be much more vital (than this sensible earth), and 
will comprehend in itself all such pedestrious and terrestrial animals as the 
sensible earth is said to contain. Plants, likewise, established in life, will 
evidently be there, and also the sea and all water in life, and an ever
abiding -stream. All aquatic animals likewise are there. The nature of 
the air, too, is a portion of the intelligible uni\'erse; and the aerial animals 
which it contains are analogous to the intelligible air. For how is it 
possible that things which subsist in a vital nature should not be vital? 
Since we find this to be the case with terrestrial natures. Hence, how is it 
possible that every animal should not necessarily be there? For as each of 
the great parts (of the intelligible universe) is from necessity, such, also, is 
the nature of the animals in these parts, in whatever manner it may 
subsist. The heaven, also, which is there, subsists intelligibly. All the 
animals, likewise, which are in the sensible heaven are there. N or is it 
possible they should not be there; for if it were posssible, they would ha \'e 
no (sensible) subsistence. He, therefore. who en<luires whence these 
animals derive their subsistence, enquires also whence the heaven which is 
there originates. But this is the same thing as to enquire whence animal 
is derived, And this, again, is to inquire whence all life and all. intellect 
originate. For in the intelligible world there is not any indigence nor any 
defect; but all things possess a plenitude, and as it were an exuberance of 
life. 

Purrll\l;S, .'lweI/tit Hook of Ilze Sixth J:.'lIIltnd. 
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arbt Obsottrir otbrist. 
IV. 

THE ESOTERIC CHRIST. 

(5) His /11llHaClllate Mother alld place ill the Trilli~l'. 

~ H E restoration thus effected of Christ to his true place as the spiritual 
~ Selfhood of Man regenerate, involves, as will have been seen, the 
like restoration of his Virgin" Mother" to her true place as the soul of such 
man, and of his" Father ", the Holy Ghost, to his true place as the 
energising Spirit of such soul. Of the orthodox presentation which has 
degraded the Virgin l"lary from the spiritual plane to be, in conjunction 
with the Holy Ghost, the physical mother of the human vehicle of Christ, 
and Christ himself to be the vehicle instead of its spiritual content-ofthis 
presentation the least that can be said. is that it involves a confusion of 
planes so gross as to throw the gravest doubts either upon the competency 
or upon the good faith of those who are responsible for it. \Vhatever the 
explanation, the effect of such falsification of the import of the mystic 
" Man" and" \Voman .. of Scripture, has been to pervert a truth purely 
spiritual into an idolatrous superstition, by substituting as the objects of prime 
concern, persons for principles, things for processes, events for states, types 
for realities. By means of it the way of redemption has been fatally 
obscured, and the system which it was the express object of Jesus to over
throw-the system vicarious, materialistic, in a word, sacerdotal- reinforced 
and perpetuated. 

In view of the rectification now made, the stupendous fabric of super
stition reared upon the confusion of planes just exposed, and represented by 
the term" Mariolatry", dissolves into its component parts, while the terms 
employed in its construction, relieved of their false gloss, resume their 
original, true, and altogether reasonable sense. "Mother, Spouse and 
Daughter of God", " Ever Virgin", " Conceived without Sin". "Queen of 
Heaven", " Star of the Sea "-are all strictly applicable to that which in 
original Being is called Substance or the" \Vaters", and in derived being 
is called Soul, and is the feminine principle of being, purely spiritual in its 
nature, and having no relation to the physical or physiolobricaI. Being such 
she is worthy of all worship, since that alone is true religion which consists 
in the culture of the Soul: and only through the culture of the Soul does 
she become qualified to be the" mother of God ,. in man. Conceived without 
sin herself in that, as pure soul, she is constituted not of matter but of 
divinity, she in her turn conceives and hrings forth without cca8ing to he 
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virbrin, because neither in herself, in her spouse, nor her offspring, is there 
any taint of materiality, and that which alone defiles the soul is materiality. 

Not that it has always been so with her. In the initial stage of her 
evolution, as Eve, she yielded to the seductions of the sense· nature to 
which she found herself allied; partook of the forbidJen fruit, and losing 
her purity, became" mother" of man degenerate. But now, through the 
suffering entailed by experiences undergone, she has regained her original 
purity, and-become virgin as to matter-is fitted to be mother of man reo 
generate. But, be it specially noted, in all this there is no question of, no 
allusion to things physiological or even historical. It is of the Soul-not of 
a Soul-that we are speaking; and the man of whom the soul is the mother, 
is not the man physical but the man spiritual-the character; that of which 
the man physical is the vehicle, and which finds expression through him; 
that which, in the case of the man regenerate, becomes substantialised as a 
divine personality, constituting him at once man and God. 

That in her recovered state of purity she has but one son, is for the 
same reason that he is called the only begotten SOil of God. The offspring 
of pure spirit and pure soul is always the regenerate selfhood. And no 
individual soul can produce more than one such son, since the man and his 
soul are one. But be such souls and such sons many as they may, the 
former is always Virgin Mary and the latter is always Christ·Jesus, being 
so·called in the day of their initiation. For it is the mystical title of the 
man spiritual, not the name of the man physical; and it denotes the order 
of those who, from being sons of man only, become by regeneration sons of 
God. Of this order the historical Jesus is an instance and a type. 

We have already exposed one striking instance of confusion of planes 
in the formulation of Christian doctrine, and the disastrous effect thereof. 
vVe have now to expose another instance of the same. It relates to the 
Trinity, and the position of the regenerated Selrhood and his ~Iother in 
regard to it, the right understanding of which is essential to the comprehen· 
sion of the Christ. 

According to the orthodox presentation, Christ is the incarnation of the 
second person in the Trinity of the Godhead of original unmanifest Being. 
This is the" Son ", the first person bt'ing called the Father, and the third 
the Holy Ghost. Seeing that the terms" Father ,. and" Son ., involve the 
idea of spouse and mother, and that the masculine involves the idea of the 
feminine, as thus presented the statement is obviously incomplete. 

It is incomplete and also incorrect; but the esoteric definition supple
ments, complements and corrects it. For it carries back the conception of 
which the orthodox doctrine is the expression, to an earlier stage in thought, 
where the whole mystery reveals itself as follows: 

Every unity, invisible or visible, spiritual or material, necessarily 
comprises the duality we have termed Force, or Energy, and Substance. 
They are respectively that which operates and that which is operated upon 
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or in; that which makes visible and that which IS made visible. They arc 
by their nature, respectively, of positive and negative, or masculine and 
feminine potency; and personified, they are as He and She. And whil e 
they are one in repose, in activity they are twain. 

But for them to become manifest or visible, they mllst evolve a third 
clement, their resultant, or product of their mutual interaction; this alone 
it is which is manifest or visible: and according to the plane of activity, is 
called their expression, word, manifestation or manifestor. Calling them 
Father and Mother, this is their Son (strictly, their son-daughter, as partaking 
the nature of both parents). And while in the "lower triangle" of the 
visible world the three are force, substance and phenomenon; in the" upper 
triangle" of the world of pure Spirit, or original Being, they are spirit, 
substance, and manifestor, a further proc~ss being necessary for manifesta
tion. Only, through the evolution of its trinity can any entity become 
manifest, and the three are not three entities but one entity. 

Thus defined the doctrine of the trinity appears as representing an 
essential conditioll of Being, without which it can neither be nor become 
manifest. And no unity can either subsist or exist, can either be in itself 
or become apparent, which is not also a duality and a trinity. There can 
be no energy without substance, no substance without energy, no energy 
and substance without their resultant expression; and no resultant ex
pression without energy and substance. From which it follows that in some 
mode, the trinity of Father, Mother and Son is inherent in all being. 

This is the idea underlying and implicit not only in the ecclesiastical 
and orthodox trinity, but in the whole system of thought which controls the 
sacred religions and scriptures of antiquity, Christianity included. In using 
the terms Father and Son, orthodoxy implies also spouse and lllother
implies, that is, the feminine element of substance. But instead of express
ing her it merges her in the Father,. and-treating as a unity the duality 
thus constituted-makes this the First Person, puts the Son in the second 
place, and completes the triad by taking into the Godhead that principl(' 
which, proceeding from the Father-Mother through the Son, represents 
Deity emerging from passivity into activity. This, the third person of the 
orthodox trinity, the Holy Spirit or Ghost, is-like the Son-also of dual 
potency, comprising both Father and l\Iother, and it is of his energy amI 
substance that all things consist, the substance being, by force uf the divine 
will, projected into conditions amI limitatiuns and made exteriorly cognis. 
able as matter. ,\s the lower triangle of exis/mcc, the universe is the mani· 
festation of the upper triangle uf pure Bei1lg, and serves as a mirror to 
reflect the attributes and qualities of the divine original, and is, according 
to its plane, the image and counterpart of God. While, in virtue of its 
consisting of the" three persons" which are respectively as father, mother, 
and son-force, substance and phenomenon, and being itself a unity, the 
universe also is a trinity in unity. And whereas its energy and substance 
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are divine, being those of God, although not in the condition of God, the 
inherency of the universe is divine, is divinity. From which it comes that 
evolution, as the manifestation of inherency, is accomplished only by the 
realisation and manifestation of divinity. 

This, however, involves the production of yet another entity, also a 
trinity, and comprising the three :l.spects, energy, substance, and expression, 
or Father, Mother and Son. But not as represented in the unity of man 
physical. Inherency being divine, it is not realised by the evolution of man 
physical. The goal is attained only in that which is divine in condition as 
well as in form, that which is not only in the image of God, but is God, by 
reason of its substance being in the condition of God. True, it is in man 
that evolution reaches this its climax; but not in man physical, only in 
man spiritual. The regenerated human selfhood is at once the unity and the 
trinity in which these conditions are fulfilled, its "three persons" energy, 
substance (or soul), and expression (or word), or Father, Mother and Son, 
being respectively the Holy Ghost, Virgin Mary, and Christ-Jesus (within). 
Such is the trinity of the divine Humanity whereby Evolution is accom
plished and creation redeemed and crowned. And whereas in the trinity 
of the Unmanifest, the Son is called AdonaF file Lord, so in the trinity of the 
manifest, his counterpart and correspondent is called our Lord. 

~ow, in representing the return of creation to God, and the culmina
tion of evolution, this state-Christ-is attained by ascent from below and 
not by descent from above. \\'herefore, in placing Christ originally in the 
trini ty of the U nmanifest, and identifying him with the Son, Adonai, in that 
trinity, orthodoxy has failed to distinguish between the two trinities, that of 
God in manifestation and that of God in God's self, and has in consequence 
confounded them. This becomes further evident when it is considered that 
the" Father" of the Christ is not" God the Father" at all, not, that is, 
the" First Person" of the Godhead of original being in its state of passivity 
and prior to manifestation: but God as Holy Ghost, and after procession 
through the Son, Adonai, into activity, and when operative in the human 
soul, having worked up thereto through creation from the "lower parts of 
the earth" to which as the divine energy and substance he had previously 
descended for the double purpose of creation and redemption. and therein 
for the " generation of the Christ ". 

Ell\' .\IW ~I.\ITL.\N ll. 

( To be cOIII/l/1ud.) 

• Adonai is the Hebrew equivalent of and substitute for the unpronounceable Jehovah. 
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VIIL-THE SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF THE CHURCH. 

~~ 

~T:~ N considering the character of a friend we recognize at once that to 
,! blame him for a hasty word uttered in pain or sickness as though it 
were a deliberate opinion would be unjust. Far more so to blame him for 
unavoidable weakness, illness, or deformity. \Ve know (or we feel intui· 
tively) that this all belongs to the lower principles, in fact to the house our 
friend, by his Karma, is compelled to live in, not to himself. 

In speaking of the Church, justice requires that the same distinction 
should be kept in view. But so far is this from being the practice of the 
opponents of the Church that usually fragments of the heresies of Calvin, 
Luther, or some other, perhaps directly contrary to Church teaching, are 
solemnly put forward as being taught by the Church, and as solemnly 
refuted. Among misrepresentations of this nature too numerous to men
tion the following may serve as examples. 

(a) "The Church teaches faith in a pe,sOIlal God. Personality implies 
limitation, consequently the denial of infinity. Therefore the Church 
teaches faith in a finite God." A very little study of authorities is enough 
to refute this, the fallacy of which lies in the second preluiss, wherein those 
who advance this argument attach thei, OWlI interpretation to the word 
" personal"; an interpretation which was carefully excluded by the 
authentic voice of the Church, as the records of <Ecumenical Councils 
fully show. The use of the word" personal·' coupled with the idea of 
infinity ought to have suggested that it was used in some sense other than 
that connoting limitation, and ought to have called for some careful inquiry 
as to what this sense was. But objections of this class are usually made 
either in ignorance or wilful mala jides, and historic investigation is the last 
thing the objectors desire. 

( b) Another misrepresentation of a similar kind is, "The Church 
teaches vicarious atonement. This means that an angry God has to be 
appeased with some sort of suffering, and takes an innocent victim rather 
than none at all. Therefore the Church teaches faith in a God who is less 
just than man." Here again the second premiss contains an interpretation 
utterly at variance with authentic Church teaching. Derived from the 
heresies of Calvin and his school, which the Church has condemned, but 
pushed to an extreme of blasphemy which even Calvin would have repu· 
diated, it now represents no school of Church teaching. 

(c) The great bulk of the statements of the opponent~ of the Church as 
to what is commonly called .. Everlasting Punishment ··-th(; l~leas which 
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are so vigorously criticized having in many instances been actually con
demned by the Church, a fact which the objectors either suppress or 
are ignorant of. Honest seekers after truth may however with advantage 
study the true etymology and meaning of the words translated" everlast
ing ", and also note that the terms are applied to the place or state of 
P"'galUJII, not to the duration of a monad's stay therein. Space does not 
permit me here to follow out this part of the subject, interesting as it is. I can 
however promise the diligent student, who really desires to learn what the 
Church has to teach, that he will find these teachings very different from 
what outsiders represent. But he who enquires merely that he may have a 
handle to criticize will also infallibly find what lie seeks. 

XVI.-THR CHURCH LIKE THE INDIVIDUAL MAN HAS ITS HIGHER OR 

1!oI!oIORTAL, AND ITS LOWER OR MORTAL PRINCIPLES; THE l'ORMER BEING A 

TRIAD, THE LATTER A QUATERNARY, ASD THESE FORM SEVEN PRINCIPLES 

ANALOGOUS TO THOSE OF MAN. 

Demonstration.-It has already been shown that the Church has an 
outward visible organic body which is a living entity, having a living voice 
capable of declaring the 'EKKAljUUW'T'KOv <PpOv'/flu, or mind of the Church, and 
by this living voice it has been declared that the Divine Spirit came into 
that material body on the Day of Pentecost. This being the Church's 
declaration as to itself is sufficient demonstration for members of the Church. 
For those who are not members only two other theories are possible, either 
(a) the Church never had any immortal spirit infused into it, and was 
analogous to the popular conception of the beasts that perish; or (b) the 
Church having had an immortal spirit or higher principles has lost its con
nection therewith and become soulless, as some men are said to be. In 
either of these cases opposition tu or criticism of the Church would be alike 
illogical. If there is no higher principle there is nothing to reform, it would 
be as wise to try and reason with a congenital idiot. The only logical 
course would be to leave it, with as much kindliness as may be, to decompose 
when its Karma is worn out. Opposition to ur criticism of the Church 
implies therefore (albeit often unconsciously to the critics) the recognition 
of a guiding spirit. 

N.B.-Of course it is only a guiding spirit that is here postulated, 
nothing of the nature or character of such spirit is within this proposition. 

If then there be a material body wherein a spiritual individuality is 
manifesting, these must, according to ordinary classification, involve seven 
principles, and according to the most elementary principles these must be a 
quaternary and a triad. 

N ntes alld I ll"st,atiolZs. 

I. The counter-propositions are Protean in their character, and can 
hardly be distinctly focussed into a categoric negative. It is said that our 
demonstration applies equally to every association. This is absolutely true; 
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as true as it is that the Seven Principles equally gu to make up the lowest 
criminal and the highest saint, or the wisest ~laster. Are we for that to 
refuse to listen to the ;\laster? If we can learn to recognize the voice of the 
Spirit in the personality we ha ve learned much. The demonstration then, so 
far as relates to the Church, comes to this :-There exists a visible organised 
association, the reason for whose existence is the promulgation of certain 
teaching. Like a· material human teacher, it has a physical body and a 
guiding spirit. The physical body is necessary for communicating to those 
now in Earth-life the teachings which are put forth by the guiding spirit. 

2. It follows from this that either the disciple or the critic, either for 
purposes of learning or of argument, should regard the Church as they 
would regard a human teacher, and should in the first place ascertain very 
carefully what the teaching is, and bring intuition to bear in order to 
recognize under the outward form of the words, the character and doctrine 
of the guiding spirit. Should they fail to do this the disciple misses the 
instruction he might have gained, the critic lays himself open to the charge 
of deliberate and conscious duplicity. The postulate is that the guiding 
spirit speaks through the material organism of the Church "s a wllole as 
distinctly and clearly as the imperfection of a material vehicle allows. But 
it has never been postulated that the guiding spirit speaks through anyone 
member of the Church or any group of members less than the whole. 

3. If we listen to a human teacher, and hear a few truths, very ele
mentary it may be, but as much as he considers his hearers are for the time 
able to assimilate; not even his bitterest opponent, if actuated by common 
fairness, would go so far as to say that the teacher was ignorant of every
thing except what he taught in his inaugural lecture. Yet this vcry thing 
is constantly said of the Church. On the assumption that, as an ecclesia 
doce/ls or teaching Church, it ga ve out at once and all in a lump as it were, 
all the learning which the guiding spirit had to cOllllllunicate to hUlllanity, 
and seeing that there are mysteries in the Zohar and the Kabbala and 
other works unelucidated as yet in the Christian Ch urch, we are told that 
the Jews veiled their learning in mystery and the Christians never knew it. 
A very little calm and unprejudiced thought should surely indicate that the 
very reason which made the ancient Jews carefully veil such knowledge as 
\vas revealed to thelll, and made the Chaldcans, Egyptians and others hide 
their wisdom frolll all but those who, successfully passing difficult tests and 
submitting to arduous training" were held worthy to participate in the 
greater mysteries, would naturally restrain the Ecc1esia Docens from at once 
throwing open to the whole world the whole arcana of Divine Wisdom. 

+. To judge fairly of a human teacher we should first ascertain his 
own thought of himself, what his commission to teach is, and what subjects 
he can give instruction on. \Ve have then two classes of questions to solve 
for ourselves. (I) \Vhether such knowledge be for the benefit of humanity 
or worth comm unicating at all. (2) \Vhether the teacher himself fulfils his' 
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own theory of his commission. These being answered in the afiirmative we 
then proceed to analyze the teaching. Now looking at the Church in this 
way, its theory distinctly is, as has already heen demonstrated, that its 
commission to teach arises from the inspiration, or guiding, or occult 
direction of a Spirit. (It is practically impossible to attach any qualifying 
adjective to the Spirit without offending against the terminology of some 
school of transcendental philosophy; it may, however, perhaps he postulated 
that what the early Christians, without raising any question, called th(· 
Spirit of God, did in fact mean a Spirit whose ohject and whose power was 
to promote the ultimate and hig~est good of humanity.) The Church then 
regards itself merely as the vchicle for giving material utterance, perceptible 
by all humanity, to the teachings of this Spirit. (Just as a man's hody may 
he regarded as the vehicle for giving material expression to the Monad 
incarnated therein.) The instruction to be given hy such means w(mld 
then he, not any secret or arcane mysteries, to be carefully guarded from 
the mass of mankind for the sake of their own safety, hut such truths as all 
men might learn with benefit to themselves, the only condition, the only 
test, and the only training being the humility necessary for a disciple (the 
devotion to one's Guru, of the Eastern sages) without which no knowledg(, 
is attainable at all. It is obvious that in the present state of humanity's 
ad"ancement only a certain comparatively small amount of teaching can 
he fully and puhlicly given out in clear and definite words. Variolls teachers 
and schools of teachers may differ as to the amount, but all agree that it 
must he limited, and that fuller knowledge mllst depend on arduous training. 
The amount of teaching then which the Church has put forward is 
precisely that amount which the Church as a teacher considers can 
safely, for the benefit of humanity, be publicly promulgated. 

5. To use an analogy which may appeal to some Theosophists: if a 
letter receivec1 from a Mahatma indicates certain cyclic periods as regulating 
terrestrial events, but withholds the exact figures of the cycles, a critic 
putting his own construction on such letter, attempting to formulate a 
prophecy thereon, and then when the prophecy failed to come true de
nouncing the letter as a swindle or asserting that the Mahatma must be 
ignorant of the figures withheld. would be notoriously unfair and prejudiced. 
The history of the <Ecumenical Councils, wherein the voice of the Church 
speaks clearly, is, in fact, very lil<e the teaching of a Mahatma. First we 
ha,'e a definite short statement of doctrines formulated and put forth. Then 
the imperfections of the human instrument manifest themselves as mis
understandings and misconceptions arise, and the want of more clearly 
definite language is felt. Then further and fuller explanations are given, 
misconceptions are shewn to be such hy reason and authority, and a new 
statement issued. At last, for the time, the teaching ends. And lest there 
should be any doubt of this, the separation of the East and West and 
silencing of the voice of the Church Catholic shows c1istinctly that there 
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can be nothing more of authority set forth by the Spirit animating tIlt' 
Church till the next cyclic period (spoken of as the Re-union of Chris
tendom). \Ve are thus left in no doubt as to when the Church speaks ami 
when not, and misconception on this point is wilful. 

6. After the demonstrations of preceding propositions the identification 
cA the principles of the lower quaternary need not be difficult. The 
individual memhers of the Church correspond to the cells, or perhaps hetter 
to the molecules of the human body. \\"ith regard to the collective entity 
of the Church these are its Stllllla Sharira. The esprit dt corps, the bindin~ 
force which holds them together, is the Prana of the Church. (;-';ote that as in 
the human body there is a Prana or life of the cell, semi-independent and 
conceivably conscious, which unites the molecules, and these themseh'es 
have a PraTra of their own, so the collective Pralla of the Church is not tllf' 
Pralla of indi\'idual congregations, still less the Pralla of individual church· 
men, but is a uniting force constituting a distinct entity of the whole 
Church.) The ideal form or conception of the Church, the form so to speak 
into which Pralla unites the menlbers, is the Lillga Sharira, and this like the 
astral of the human being, when looked at apart from its StJm/a ShariYa or 
outward visible form, is to a large extent plastic, and may be moulded by 
him who contemplates it (just as the astral of a Yankee medium may appear 
in the form of a Russian General, or of the enquirer's grandmother), and many 
misconceptions of the Church arise from mistaking this astral form. 
moulded by the imagination of him who sees it, for the actual visible 
Church. (As though one should take the phantom form of the seance-room 
for the medium's own personality.) Finally, all action and thought and 
desire of the Church as a living body which spring from or belong to its 
material and lower principles constitute its Kama Rupa, its body of desire. 
All the ambition, political diplomacy, and lust of power which disgraced tIlt' 
medireval Church, all thoughts and actions which spring from the 
., temporalities", helong to this principle. Just as in a man the material 
gratification of his bodily appetites may weaken and suppress for the time 
his higher and spiritual powers. This is the" self" of the Church, the 
fertile source of most of its corruption. Such is the material instrument 
through which the '€KKA.'f1ULUfTTtk·QV CPpOV11pu, the mind of the Church, 
corresponding to the incarnating monad, expressed itself in an outward 
perceptible and human manner. If it be objected that a teacher should not 
ha\"e these human defects, the answer is that they are an intrinsic part of 
the system, which is based on the belief in a teaching-spirit assuming a 
human instrument in order to speak as man to man, the ultimate object 
being the re·uniting in each individual man of the incarnating ~fonad (the 
Sutratma of Eastern writers) with what is known as the Higher Self-this 
operation being termed the Atonement, At-one-ment, or making at one 
what before was separate. 

7. The object and the destiny of the Church is to make its outward 
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visible form the exact reflection of its spirit, uniting thus its CppOl'WIU 

(answering perhaps to the Lower :Vlanas) with its Higher Self and 
perfecting its own atonement as an entity, and also to make e\'ery 
individual member a microcosmic reflection of itself, his personality 
uniting with and becomiJlg merged in his Higher Self and his atonement 
accomplished. 

8. To the conceivable counter-proposition that the Church has lost 
altogether the connection with its Higher Self and hecome as it were 
soulless, there is no convincing answer to those who are not members of 
the Church. 'Ve are told that soulless personalities may, indeed do, exist. 
~Ien and women who have finally and for ever lost contact with their 
Higher Selves. There may be associations in like plight. But assuming 
there are, it is absurd to revile or to oppose them. They must crumhle 
away as soon as the Karmic forces which hold them together are exhausted. 
To a member of the Church such a counter-proposition is merely ludicrous, 
he needs no more a demonstration of the Spirit guiding the Church than he 
does of the existence of the sun at noonday. He knoflls it, and that is 
enough. 

J. '\T. BRODa: INNES, F.T.S. 

(To be continlled.) 

tubulus. 

OVTLI~ES OF A CATECHISM OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE. 

A clue to the HiKI/Cr ThillkinK. C011sisti1tK of Questiolls a1ld Answers 
"bout lIIatters which are of the hiKhest importa1lcc to eUI')'olle alld which 
may be made clear to el'eryolle, provided that he ha7.·e a desire for true 
kn01dedKe. Deri'/'ed from tlte 01lly al/thmtic sources and composed '/£'ith the 
help of a Brahmi1l. DOlle illio Germa11 by" HATYA KAllA NARA" (Seeker 
of Wisdom). 

Such is the announcement on the title-page of a little pamphlet, which, 
notwithstanding this somewhat pretentious declaration, makes a fair 
attempt to reduce to simplicity the great prohlems of self-knowledge, self
consciousness,. divine wiIl, unity. and other philosophical concep;ions. 
Beneath almost every answer is an explanatory note of an argumentative 
nature; whether this is intended for the teacher of the Catechism, or for 
the pupil after he has learned the simple answer by heart, we are not told; 
but it rather tends to destroy the simplicity of the plan as first projected, 
if not to darken the knowledge it is intended to elucidate. Here is a 
specimen: 

Q. What am I? 
A. I am I. 
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It would be difficult to find a more appropriate answer to this question, for I am 
not" my hody", 1I0r my "understanding ", nor" my spirit ". All these are thing' 
which belong to me, but arc not" myself ", In order to know what man is in his'real 
being, one must first learn to know this real being in itsclf. 

Q. What is this" I " ? 
A. A power for which I can find no intellectual conception, for it is 

far beyond the possibility of hUJllan thought. 
One feels that one is, and one therefore needs no further proof. I am, not because 

[think, but I can think, because I am. The consciousness of onc'" own existence is 
independent of,and ex.lltecl aho"e the functions of thought. It is a power which is ill 
ourseh'es, and we ourseh'es are in this power, hence we know that we are. 

Q. \Vhat is the name of this power? 
A. Self-consciousness. 
It is then explained that hy Self-consciousness is intended that which 

is ordinarily understood hy this word, and so on after every definition. which 
seems rather to prove that deep metaphysical subjects do not lend them
selves to the categorical question-and-answer form. Neither can they be 
reduced, to our thinking. to the level of the lowest intelligence, but the 
intelligence must be raised until it is able to cope directly with such 
problems as those of Life and Bt:ing .. For many years advanced educa
tors of the young have struggled to get rid of such aids to learning as 
Manf(nall's Questions. Child's Guidt to Kllowledge, and Brfu1er's Catechism oj 
Science, but (r'Torem expellas jura;, fallUII IIsque rtcllrret, the tendency of the 
human mind is to run into Catechisms. Undoubtedly such writings have a 
use, but their usefulness is rather for those who make than for those who 
read them. 

But let liS follow the writer a little further. 
Q. \\That is the seat of the divine Consciousness in man? 
A. The will of Unity within him. 
If the whole body of man were the seat of self· consciousness, his body would 

also be self-conscious in its various parts. If it had its seat in all parts of the mind, 
the whole mind would he self'conscious and capahle of cognising all ideas and remem
branet's at one and fhe ~ame time. 'Ve know, howe,'er, by experience that this is 
not the case under our present conditions, hut as the light of the sun illuminates onl\" 
one portion after anotl.er of the earth's surt:lce during its re"olution, so can we onl,' 
awaken in the mind by means of the light from within some onc idea or recollectioil 
at a time, and in like manncr we gOl'ern our bodi(s. 'Ve know that this power IS a 
"Will ", becacsc it depends IIpon our ,'olition, whether we admit this or that activity 
to function in the hody or the mind. ' 

The use of the German word" Geist" throughout this passage rather 
complicates the meaning, we have therefore translated it by milld instead 
of spirit, as it seems intended to represent the intellectual faculties. 

The threefold nature of the will is next propounded, under the heads 
of \\TiIl, Volition, and Action; in Self-consciousness consists the freedom 
of the will, for it is then no longer the slave of irresponsihle passions, self
consciousness heing the manifestation of Unity in the \Vhole. By Unit\" 
the writer seems to mean the same as the" One Life" in the Stcrrt Doctri,,;, 
for he defineR" God" as the .. Unity of the \Vhole, and therefore All in 
All ", adding that it is only when the divine will is manifested through 
divine wisdom in man, that God can be known in man, and man can 
know himself. The crown of all wisdom is love, and this can only h(> 
attained by loving God in all things and all men. 

All who can read German will do well to peruse this little book, in 
which they may find some light thrown on the difficult suhjects treated of; 
but we can hardly say, as is claimed by the writer in the preface, that the 
explanations are always either" Short" or "Simple ". We are, however. 
willing to admit that, as he suggests, the fault may be in ourselves and not 
in his explanations. 
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CESAR'S COLUMN.':: 

THE author of Atlantis, Ragnarok and The Great Cryptogram, appears in a 
new light in ClIsa,s Column. He makes his debut as a novelist, and dis
closes it in the castle-in-the-clouds sort of love story that gives the 
orthodox flavouring to the novel, and in the brusqueness and unnaturalness of 
many of the incidents and situations. But he essays a fierce and stormy 
theme that might well rip to shreds the sails of the ordinary pleasure boat 
novel. It is no less than a description of the events that will transpire 
in 1988, if the present" civilization" continues, and is a complete antithesis 
to Bellamy's Looking Backward. Like all who essay a prophecy of the 
state of affairs in the future and the" march of science ", Mr. Donnelly 
brings no fresh factor into the field, and apparently has not the ghost of 
an idea that any discovery will occur of a nature to overturn and revolu
tionize the whole thought and action of humanity. We have simply a 
description of the evolution of the present scientific, sceptical, selfish, 
irreverent and calculating age, with its accompanying increase in the wealth 
and luxury of the rich, and the poverty and misery of the poor. Money is 
the king and god. The plutocracy are the tyrants of the world, and 
bribery is their chief minister; everything is under their heel, until at last 
the pent-up hate of the starving and down-trodden multitudes bursts forth 
in every country of the world, and the wild beast once let loose, total 
destruction follows. The canaille first of all sweep the rich off the face of 
the earth, and then turn on their own leaders and finally on themselves, so 
that chaos and black night alone are left to watch the mouldering corpse of 
.. modern civilization ". 

It is a horrible tale that is told: not told very artistically nor very 
realistically, but horrible enough as it is. The merit of the book however, 
is not so much in the tale, which is thrilling enough for those who have never 
thought of the hell that the fiendish passions of the human animal can only 
too easily create if once let loose, as in putting before the public in an easily 
understood form the present disturbing elements in society and pointing out 
the putrid sores that cover the body of our civilization and which are only 
hidden by the gaudy garments of an illusive progress. 

In his preface the author says, and says well;-
.f I seek to preach into the ears of the :.ble and rich and powerful the great truth 

that neglect of the sufferings of their fellows, indifference to the great bond of brother
hood which lies at the back of Christianity, and blind, brutal, amI degrading worship 
of mere wealth, must-given time and pressure enough--eventuate in the o\'erthrow 
of society and the destruction of ch·ilization. . . • The world, to day, clamours for 
deeds, not creeos; for bread, not dogma; for charity, not ceremony; for 100'e, not 
intellect:' 

One of the best chapters in the book is a description of a working men's 
meeting ",ith the speeches delivered. There the whole matter is put in a 
nutshell and the causes which will lead to the inevitable collapse of society 
as at present constituted are shown simmering away in a chaldron of despair 
and hate. 

\Ve are glad to welcome Mr. Donnelly among the prophets of woe, for 
there is grave need of such warning notes, and the present trumpet blast 
may do something to wake the thoughtless middle classes from their respect
able sleep, and the selfish plutocracy from their luxuriant slumbers . 

• By Ignatius Donnelly. F. J. Schulte & Co., Chicago, ISg1. 
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'arbtosopbital }.dibitits. 

INDIAN SECTION. 

The Tinnevelly T.S. report that they are willing to undertake the 
translation into English of any Tamil works the General Secretary may 
think fit to name. 

The Berhampore T.S. are engaged upon the translation of short 
philosophical pieces from the Shastras. 

The Ambasamudram T.S. report that Messrs. Neelakantamier and 
Balakrishnier are compiling a list of Tamil works on Voga and Mantras. 
Mr. Madanasami Row is engaged upon the transcription of the DhanurvidJ'a 
and Gatnana Galjka Slzastra. The Secretary, Mr. R. Subhiah, also reports 
that "libraries are said to exist in many villages, and ~1r. Parthasarathy 
Naidoo has been requested to find out, in conjunction with Messrs. Samoo 
Iyer and Subba Iyer, of Kallidaikurichi, what rare manuscripts could be 
had for copying purposes from any of the above libraries". 

\Ve sincerely hope that such good promises will be carried out and 
such excellent resolutions put into practice. If all our Eastern Branches 
would get their learned members to translate, and then discuss the transla
tion in the Branch, and after revision send it on to Headquarters, the 
Indian Section would speedily prove itself one of the most valuable factors 
in our great Theosophical movement, and would attract the attention and 
co-operation of the best of the \Vestern Orienta lists. What with the 
" H. P. B. Memorial Fund" and the Western" Oriental Department ", 
there is a wider field of activity than ever opening up in this direction. 

The supplement of the Theosophist contains five pages of messages frolll 
the Branches of the Indian Sections or resolutions on the Departure of 
H. P. B. 

CEYLON SECTION. 
During this month, two new Buddhist schools were opened, one at 

\\!ekada near Panadura, and the other at Ambalangoda further south on 
the sea coast. Both these schools were opened under the happiest auspices, 
and the functions were attended by a contingent of workers from the 
Colombo Headquarters. The" Blavatsky School .. for girls at \Villawatta, 
a thriving village on the seaside close to Colombo, has been noted by 
Government for a Grant-in-aid. 

Before this is in our readers' hands, we hope that Mrs. Higgins, of 
Boston, U.S.A., will have started for Ceylon, to take the Principalship of 
the Sangamitta Girls' School. 

Mrs. Higgins, who was unanimously elected as Principal of the Sanga
mitta Girls' School, has been placed in a somewhat invidious position in 
America by the notices speaking of Miss Pickett as Principal. The follow
ing letter written to her by Col. Olcott explains the matter :-

" I have received your letter enquiring about the Ceylon appoint
ment, and see that Mr. de Abrew failed to define accurately my 
instructions. The facts are very simple. For years past, as you know, 
we have been trying to find a lady of the right sort for the W. E. 
Society of Ceylon, and I have always been looking out for one while on my 
travels. I found such a one in Miss Pickett at Melbourne, and her 
mother consenting freely, brought her to Colombo and installed her as 
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Lady Principal ell attendant your arrival-about which I had no knowledge 
whatever until my return from Australia to Colombo. I at once arranged 
matters thus :-You were to be Gel/eral Directress of the work of the \V. E. 
Society, superintending all their schools, and advising them about all their 
work. You would also be the special Principal of one of the High Schools 
-Colombo and Kandy-and Miss Pickett of the other. You being the 
elder would naturally be her superior officer . 

.. The above arrangement stands unaltered, and the money for your 
passage will be sent for you as soon as it can be raised. . .. So 
give yourself no uneasiness, dear l\ladam, about your appointment." 

EL'ROPEAN SECTION. 

ENGLAND. 

The President-Founder on his return from his visit to the schools of 
hypnotism at the Salpetriere and ~ancy, spent a week at Headquarters and 
then left to pay a short visit to Sweden to form the acquaintance of our 
energetic brethren of the Scandinavian Peninsular, previous to his departure 
on September 16th, for New York, San Francisco and Yokohama. I 

During the past month the General Secretary's office has heen exceed
ingly busy in answering enquirers and issuing diplomas. Though no fresh 
charters have been issued, there are quite a number of centres with 
sufficient members to send in a request to become chartered branches. 

A startling impulse has been given to the Theosophical movement by 
the way in which the press has taken up Annie Besant's statement that she 
was in direct comlr.unication with the Masters. The Daily Chrol/ide has 
devoted several columns daily to the discussion that has arisen, and the 
European Headquarters have heen flooded with enquiries. The point of 
:\nnie Besant's statement was that she had received letters from the same 
person in the same writing as those rec ived by H. P. Blavatsky, and that 
as she had received these letters since H.P.B.'s departure it was clear that 
the latter had not committed the forgeries charged against her. 

The anniversary of the opening of the \Vomen's Club at Bow, founded 
hy the T.S., was celebrated by a tea and entertainment given to the 
members by a few Theosophists. The girls enjoyed themselves immensely. 

The Countess \Vachtmeister has giv.en another proof of her unflagging 
energy by inaugurating a public reading-room for Theosophical literature. 
The premises are the old British Section rooms at Duke Street, which are 
still unoccupied. The idea is to make this the headquarters of the T.P.S. 
Lending Library, and to throw it open for the use of the public at a small 
charge. It is intended to open the Library on October 1st., and we hope 
to be able to give fuller details in our next issue. vVe are also informed 
that a new Branch of the T.S. is being formed, and that it will hold its 
meetings at the same address. 

DONATIONS TO THE GENERAL FC~D OF THE EUROPEAN 
SECTION. 

Passingham. Mrs. 
Nicholson, R. W. :~ 
"E."· 
Bowring. Miss E. A. -
S G. P. C. 
Jussawala, D. D. 
Bureau. Mme. Goze (frs. 301 
Knopf, Dr. S. (frs. 50) -

£ s. d. I 

1 0 0 Dowling, J. P. 
1 5 0 D'Evelyn, F. W. 
2 10 0 Cobbold, A. W, 
I I 0 
o I 0 

I 0 0 

£ s. d. 
o 10 0 

05 0 
o 15 0 

£8 7 0 

And frs.80 
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H. P. B. !\IE~IORIAL F{j~D. 

Amounts already subscribed or 
promised !frs. 20 ) -

Alrutz. Herr S. 
"'achtmei!.ter. Countess -
Godfrey. Mrs. 
Geary.EJ. -
Woolf, W. H. -
Walsh. :Miss 
Knopf. Dr. S. (frs. 241 
Wright. T. Herbert 
Green, Thos. 
Williams. T. 
Williams, Mrs. -
Williams. Thos. 
Bowring. :Ioliss E. A. 
Ker. J. R.-
I. O. ard M. A.
Figaniere. Visconde de 
Harber, :Iofrs. M. 
Green, Henry S. 
Pascal, Dr. (frs. 15) 
Alexander, O. -
Menclao. Prof. Pasquale -
Rombotti. A, 

£ s. tl. 

6j II 0 

100 

5 00 

05 0 
o 10 0 • 

Zervos. G. 
Chikas, G. 
H.A. V. 
W. L. L. lper H. A. V.) -
Terrell. :Mrs. I. -
Raphael. Harriet 
Hunt. :Iofrs. 05 0 

026 I Clarkson. F. c.-
Queah. James lper Tlrt()50phi5t 

I 0 0 office) 
I 0 

o 5 
o I \\'ratten, \V. G. 

05 0 
o 10 0 

o Cobbold. A. W.
Cobbold. :Iofrs. :Iofills -
Immerzeel. :lome. 
:Iofeuleman. :Iolme. 
Obreen. :Iofme. -
\\,indust. :Iofrs. -
:Iolan. :Iofme. de -
Xeuf\"ille. :Iolme. de -

5 00 
; 0 0 

05 0 

5 00 
o 15 0 
100 

o 10 0 

05 0 

05 0 

£ s. d 
05 0 

05 0 
10 0 0 

j 0 0 
o 10 0 
o 10 6 
55 0 
o :z 6 

I 16 0 
o 10 0 

I 0 0 

o 0 
o 0 

I 0 0 

o 15 0 

200 

o of 0 
200 

£126 16 6 

And irs 59 

SANGAl\lITTA GIRL~' SCHOOL FUKD. 
1&)1. ReCEIPTS. 1891. 

£ s. d. I 

May. Mrs. Mak.olm - 2 0 0 May 2j. 
Mr. Bickerton - 2 10 0 

E. K.- 0 10 0 I July. 
July 18. Viscount PoJlington - I I 0 .. 30 . Miss Muller 2 2 0 

Countess \Vachtmeister 0 10 0 

Aug. 4. J. M. Parson son 0 10 0 

II. H. Dalton- 0 5 0 

It. Cross - 10 0 0 

C. A. E. 3 j 0 
:Ioliss I. o 10 0 

H.A.V. 2 0 0 

W.L.L. - 2 0 0 I 

E, K.- 4 0 0 

£31 I 0 

E. KISLINGBUR\", TrillSllrer to S.G.S. Fund in Europe. 

EXI'ESDITURE. 

Donation per :Iofr. do! 
Abrew -

Materials and Imple
ments for Xeedle
work 

Writing paper. &c, 
with heading -

~lagic lantern. clocks. 
bell. atlases. &c .• per 
H. Keightley -

Packing and carriage 

Cash balance sent to 
Colombo 

£ s. d. 

5 00 

8 14 0 

I :z 6 

') 10 3 
180 

{2s 14 9 

5 6 3 

£31 1 0 

Audited and found correct. 

H. S. OLCOTT, for the WE.S. 

The Blavatsky Lodge still reports very crowded meetings, and its pro
ceedings have been noticed at length in nut it few of the daily papers. 
The Lecture Hall at Headquarters is found to be too small for the accom
modation of all the members and visitors, and there are serious proposals 
for enlarging the building. 

Tile Brighton Lodge on August 9th was visited by our brother \V. 
Kingsland, their Corresponding Secretary, and by the Countess 'Vacht
meister. Mr. Kingsland delivered an ahle address on "Theosophy in 
relation to Modern Thought", and the Countess made a very pertinent 
speech on the necessity of propaganda. l\Iany visitors were present, and 
an animated discussion followed. Dr. King has presented the Library with 
.. Phantasms of the Living ". 

Norwich now possesses a Theosophical centre, organised by Mr. Selby 
Green, 67, Newmarket Road, since the "isit paid to that town by Annie 
Hcsant and Willialll <.J. Judge. 
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IRELAND. 

Dl/bUII Lodge. At a special meeting the Balance Sheet for 18'10, and 
the prospective balance sheet for 1891, were submitted, and various business 
items were discussed. At the regular Lodge meeting that followed, "Root 
Ideas of Theosophy" were discussed. 

BELGIUM. 

Montigny-le-Tilleul has forwarded five applications for membership to 
European Headquarters and forms a new Theosophical centre in Belgium, 
which is under the guidance of our respected brother 1\,lons. M. A. 
Oppermann. 

FRANCE. 

Arrangements are being pushed forward for the formation of a centre 
for active work in Paris. It is to be independent of all Branch organiza
tion, and will consist of a library, reading-room, and secretary's office, where 
all information can be obtained. Our French review, Le Lotus Bleu, is to 
he enlarged, and various pamphlets and leaflets arc to be widely circulated. 
The centre is to be in the charge of our old contributor, 1\'lons. E. Coulomb 
(Amaravella). 

AMERICAN SECTION. 
The General Secretary of the Section, our friend and colleague, 

William Q. Judge, left New York on September 8th, to pay his long promised 
visit to the Branches of the Pacific Coast, and also presumabiy to preSide 
over the Ad Interim Convention of the Pacific Coast Branches which is to 
be held this month. The Branches of the Coast are so far removed from 
the American Headquarters, that it has been found necessary, in addition 
to the General Convention which has previously met at Chicago or Boston 
to hold a Convention in California as well: and the present Congres& will 
be the second of these Conventions. \\'e look forward with pleasant 
anticipation to the results of our tireless brother's tour, and con
gratulate the members of the Far \Vest on their chance of making the 
personal acquaintance of their General Secretary and Vice-President. 

-*--

'at btnsnp bital 
AND 

~tlstit Ilnhlitatinus. 
THE THEOSOPHIST for August is 

prefaced by an account of the President
Fuunder's doings in Australia under the 
title, .. Our Australian Legacy: a Lesson". 
We have already reported the main inci
dents of this eventful tour in the" Acti\'i-

. ties" of the last two or three months. 
G. R. S. Mead contributes a study from 
the Secret Doctril/(, entitled .. The Plane
tary Chain ", in which among other in
teresting things he introduces a new 
goddess called" Sucona ", or can it only 
be a printer's error for Latona? The 
paper of K. Naranyanswamy Iyer in the 
July Theosophist, .. When is Hetrogression 
of Man Possible?" has promked two 
criticisms. Both critics, howe,-er, seem to 
u~ to have treated the writer of the paper 

somewhat harshly. K. D. K. refers very 
pertinently to H. P. B.'s famous article of 
the" Transmigration of the Life Atoms" 
in Vol. IV. of the TIU:(Jsopllist, and contri· 
butes some "ery sensible remarks, with a 
knowledge of which, huwe\'er, we had 
already credited the writer of the original 
paper, and attributed his obscurity merely 
to Ihe fact of his treading on very esoteric 
ground, rather than to an ignorance of 
elementary theosophic knowledge. H. 
Nilakuntha S'lstri is the second critic, but 
lays himself open to as much objection as 
the writer he criticises by such statements 
as "Gandhan'as ha"e a closer connection 
with female rather than male bodies, be· 
cause females arc better singers than 
males ". This is ,,,llilltr'I1Il with a ,'en-
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geance. The" he.wenly churisters " have 
their correspondences on earth, it is true, 
the Manushya class included, but the 
vocali1.ation of females or males in 
the ordinary sense has little to do 
with them. The preparers of the 
heavenly" Soma - juice" for the gods, 
the imbibers of melody, who drink 
of the Goddess of Speech (Vdcl,), as the 
Vis/mit Pur/ilia tells us, ha\'e little to do 
with the comparative merits of male or 
female singing. Still the astral bodies 
of men may have something to do with 
astral tlerJels, especially in the case of 
adepts, who, as the Rosicrucian philoso· 
phers inform us, "m~rry" the Sylphs 
and the Undines in order to gh'e them 
"immortal souls ". \Vhat the" philoso
pher" does with knowledge, the" soulless 
man" rna,' have to do in another fashion 
by necessity. "Transmission of Will 
Power ", by J. E. B., is a somewhat extra· 
ordinary account of a series of experi
ments in meslllerism whereby mental 
suggestions without the slightest \'estige 
of communication by any other means 
were immedidtely :Icted upon by a sensi
tiv.... \Ye recommend the paper to the 
careful consideration of the Facultv of La 
Salpetriere. The next article is interest
ing to astrolugers and will afford them 
ample details for comparing the \Vestern 
and Eastern s\"Stems; it is called Of Nadi 
Granthas ", .md is from the pen of Y. S. 
R. Next COf.les "A Short Synopsis of 
Yoga", by P. X, It is curious how the 
generality of writers on Yoga seem to bid 
a long farewell to common sense. \Ve 
recommend P. N. to contemplate un his 
definition of lJrel/llllclc/ltlr)'cl, and see 
whether he is capable of raising a blush 
in se!f-excuse. The formation (,f "the 
Buddha Gaya :\Iahabodhi Society" for 
restoring Buddha-Gaya to the Buddhists 
gives S. E. Gopalacharlu the opportunity 
of writing on .. Vandalism on Buddhist 
Shrines ". This is followed bv tweh'e 
pages of tl'an~lation by the industrious 
members of the Kumbakonam T.S, The 
Upanishads selecled are the "Mandala 
Brahmana Upanishad of the Sukla· 
Yajur.Veda" and the "Dhyana.Bindu 
Upanishad of the Sama-Veda". \Ve won· 
der whether our Hindu brethren luwe 
evel' he:trd of a certain person, yclept 
Bowdler, and would commend that excel
lent person's method for adoption on 
occasion. \Ye hope, however, when the 
scries is completed to see them all 
printed in one book with a digest (md 
l'ommentary. In closing our summary of 
the August T/uosoP/lisl we cannot refrain 
f,am congmlulating our Hindu brothers 
at Headquarters on the creditable way 
they h'l\'e produced the mag:tzine in the 
absence of the General Secretary. 

• I 
THE PATH for August opens with a 

most excellent article by Jallper Niemand. 
It is headed with words of comfort from a 
source that the real wurkers of the T. S. 
have learned to Im'e and reverence. The 
heading run~ :-

.. 'b~l{rati'ude is not one of our fOil/is: 
We alro"J's help /Ilose who l/rlp us. Tact, 
discretion and zeal are more titan er'cI' 
1/Ceded. Tlu Ilumblest worker ;s seC1l and 
Ile/peti. .• 

Coming as this message does after the 
dep,lrture of H, P. B" this public testi
mony (private testimony indeed has not 
been wanting) to the care that is taken of 
our work will come as a cheering ray of 
assurance to the Theosophists. In his 
article, Jasper Nlcmand, in calling on all 
to work, points to .. a Theosophical 
erlucation" as the crying need of the 
times. All membel's of the Society who 
wish tu help on the work should educ:tte 
themselves, so that they may be ready to 
exp:ain clear! v to the overworked business 
man and others the fundamental ideas of 
Theosophy, especially" in their bearings 
upon daily hIe and its inexplicable, 
haunting sadness and misery". Above all 
we req u ire " to lir'c Wllelt il'e know". .. It is 
better to know a little very thoroughly,and 
promptly say that we know no more 
(which always placates an enquirer and 
inspires confidence in our sincerity), than 
to seek to impress others with the wide 
range of our thought." W. Q. J. follows 
with .m article on the same lines with the 
heading" Are we Deserted?" it is a 
well argued paper to the effect that if the 
~lasters aided in the e\'olution of the 
T.S" as H. P. B. has always claimed, then, 
being such as they are, it would be absurd 
to suppose that that help has ceased 
merely because H. P. B.'s physical body 
is no more. J. H. Connelly concludes hIS 
interesting story, entitled "Calling Ara
minta Back", and manages to weave 
into it some useful remarks on spirit
ualistic phenomena, and once more 
sounds that note of warning which it 
is the duty of every Theosophist to keep 
ever Vibrating. This is followed by a 
very instructi\'e paper by the Rev. \V_ E. 
Copeland, F:r.S., in which he draws a 
.. Historical Parallel" between the slate 
of the early Christian communities after 
the death of the founder of that religion 
and the present state of the T .S., after the 
death ofthe greatest of our public founders 
and teachers, and submits that for the 16 
ye:lrs of the T.S. we have more to show 
than the Christians for their first six.teen 
years. The fol\o\\'ing paper by our friend 
and colleague J. D. Buck, IS a tribute to 
the spirit of loyalty that animates the 
London Headquarters' Stafl: "Tea Table 
Talk" is given up for this month to the 
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"League of Theosophica: Workers" and 
presents us with four and a half pages of 
a description of good and hcnest slum 
work. It is brimful of suggestions and 
will give many valuable hints to our 
European League. William Blehon con
cludes the number with a short article 011 

"Methods of Theosophical Work". 
The friends of the" Pilhlkatuka girl" are 
aghast at our wistful "did she rca/~I'''. 
We withdraw a\l suggestions that the 
hri\liancy of the gem owes anything to 
the cutter. 

THE BUDDHIST has not much of in· 
terest in the last numbers that we ha,"e 
received. Its columns are mostly taken 
up with hand to mouth matter connected 
with the movement in Ceylon and its 
struggle wil h the Padres. Professor 
Monier WIIIiams is quoted in support 
of the contention that the term" priesls" 
as applied to the Sangha or Order of 
Bikshus is misleading and incon eel. The 
incumbent of the Boden Chair in his 
latest work writes: .. True Buddhism has 
no ecclesiastical hierachy, no clergy, no 
priestly ordination; no divine revelation, 
no ceremonial rites, no worship in the 
proper (priestly) sense of these terms. 
Each man was a priest to himself in so 
far as he depended on himself for eternal 
Sanctification." But why "was" and 
not" is" a priest to himself, for e\"identl." 
Buddhism is not dead but verv much 
ali,"e just now? Buddhists shouid, how
e,'er, remember that in proportion as the 
West becomes acquainted \\"lth all that is 
best in the system of their great teacher, 
so will their falling ofr in the practice of 
these precepts meet with disapproval 
and condemnation. The Christian who 
believes !Iiterally in the Old Tesllll/lfIll 
and follows the commands of the Lord 
God which incite him to aggressive in
tolerance, is more conslstcnt in his 
c, pietv " than those who prefer a selfish 
lethargy to carrying out the commands of 
their Tathiigata. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL FORC'~I, 
~o. 26, de,"otes a long answer from the 
pen of its editor to the question :-" In 
the attempt by beginners to practise 
meditation, shall we throw our thoughts 
out to the Supreme Good, or shall we try 
to realize the God in ourselyes?" After 
a patronising pat on the head to those 
who are child-like enough to follow the 
.teachings of al1 the great initiates of al1 
time on this point, viz., that knowledge 
of the Se(f within is the only path of 
right contemplation, the editor proceeds 
to invent a new method all to himself in 
the following words: "Hut he would be 
a ,"err complacent person who expected 

to find within his own being the finest 
and highest of al1 possible human merits. 
enless endowcd with unsurpassed con
ceit, he would not look within to ascer
tain the utmost reach of man's intel1ect 
or knowledgc, or sentiments, or power, 
or endurance. Sttll less would he do so 
for the farthest range of moral purpose or 
spiritual II1tuition. How much les, for a 
survey of the Infinite. the Almighty ~ 
Certainly the germ of a god-like nature is 
within 111m, but it is not in germs Ihat we 
study a complete cl"olution : we turn to 
the perfected whole. If we wish to in 
any way realise the sublimity of Dil"inily, 
our first impulse is naturally to an out
look on the limitless withollt, not to an 
inlook on the limiled within." 

\\ e ha,'c seldom seen so many fal1acies 
huddled togcther. Lca"ing aside the 
question that the answer is diametric.llly 
opposed to the teachings of H.P.B. and 
of her Teachers, we should like to know 
how we ha,'c an" cognition at all of the 
objectil"e uni"er~e e:\cept by our own 
inner nature. The ohjectil"e uni,-erse is 
1I1alla, and matter of the lowest degree: 
it is the se,"enth and lowest plane of the 
manifested universe. )Ian, on the con
trary, and by man we do not mean his 
lower personality only, but the full se,'en
principled man, is the cognizer and knower 
of not t'nly the ohjective seventh plane of 
the universe, but also of the six subjectin' 
planes. True knowledge, therefore, is 
knowledgc of this cogniser or knower, 01 
the Higher Ego first, and finalh- of the 
Atm:l, the SELF. Thc "witliout" is 
limited by five-sense perception, the 
" within ,. alone is limitless. If the con
tent offivc-sense c()n~ciousness is Dil"init ,', 
then thc protests of Theosophy against 
Materi,dism and Agnosticism are imper
tinent. \Ve hope no readers of the ForulII 
will, therefore, adopt this new recipe for 
"right contemplation ". We ha,"e thus 
one more proof of t he famous H orat ia II 
adage QUill/do qlle bOllllS dormi/llt //OIlleJ"IIS. 

for the rest of the answers arc excellent. 

THE '"AHA~ for this month seems 
to be suffering from an indigestion of 
"copy", and can only succeed in answer
ing threc questions in six pages. \" (' 
should rccommcnd the Vdhan in future 
to shorten the answers and increase th .. 
number of questions. A "ariety enter
tainment is the most popular in t!test" 

.fitl de sil:de days. 

THE PR.\SNOTTARA, Nos. 5,6 and 
7, which we hal"e only just recei,"ed, con
tinues the attempt of ~olving some verI" 
abstruse and occult problems. The object 
in view appears to be principally to lind 
oHt whilt the SIItI<lrtls sa~- on the variou~ 
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subjects propounded. This at any rate is 
useful, though not very com'incing to the 
Western reader. The problems set for
ward for solution are such as: the length 
of the Del'achanic period, what deter
termines sex in rebirth, elementals, caste 
system, fasting on full and new moon 
days and on the elel'enth day, the meta
morphoses of men into animals and stones, 
asceticism, omens, &c. Many of the 
answers are beside the mark, but here 
and there we find a hint that is a \'olume 
of explanation in itself. There is a chlrm
ing childlike simplicity about some of the 
replies that is quite refreshing to a mind 
tired and worn,out with the d~/irillm 
Ircmens of "mechanical manipulation" 
aad commercIal ideals. Still we must 
remember that the Shaslras are, like all 
other scriptures, poison or nectar, accord
ing as they are taken literally or wisely 
interpreted. Illtel' alia it may be remarked 
that although the SI,astras may say so, 
Rishis do not ., curse" either gods or 
men, and that 60,000 years of De\'achan 
is a little too tedious. The IJItrnasaputra 
are said to ha\'e been "cursed" to be 
reborn, hut, as H.P.B. says, this was no 
curse at all, but rather a fulfilling of 
Karmic law. And again a I'ery good rule 
is to remember that in numbers, cyphers 
are generally" blinds" in esotericism. 

THEOSOPHICAL SIFTIXGS, Vol. 
i\'., No. 10, contains the public speeches 
delh'ered at the Portman Rooms, in con· 
nection with the recent COnl'ention. The 
speakers were Colonel H. S. Olcott, 
A. P. Sinnelt, Herbert Burrows, Bertram 
Keightley, William Q. Judge, and Anme 
Besant. The subjects dealt with are a 
general view of the Theosophical mo\'e· 
ment; the connection of modern Theo· 
sophy and ancient Initiation; the reb, 
tion of Theosophy to Science i Karma; 
Reincarnation; and a concluding speech. 
The rrice is 6d., and it will be a very 
usefu pamphlet to place in the hands of 
enquirer~. 

ESTUDIOS TEOSOFICOS improves 
with each number, and we heartily con, 
gratulate the editor and contributors on 
their choice of subjects for translation and 
original articles. This Theosophiclil 
review appears fortnightly and is doing 
excellent work. Our literary members 

in Spain are evidently exceedingly well 
read in our literature and are using great 
tact in their propaganda. 

BRANCH ,,"ORK: Paper No. 20 of 
the Americ:1I1 Section is entitled ./ Krishna 
the Christ", and is as full of quotations 
as a sermon. Paper No. 'I of the Indian 
Section is a reprint of a paper read before 
the London Lodge T.S. by M. M. C., with 
the title, "On the Higher Aspect of the 
Theosophic Studies". It is a good papel , 
but hardly calls for reprinting in our 
present oay of theosophical study, when 
there is so much good original matter 
procurable. 

A SHORT THEOSOPH ICAL 
GLOSSARY has been compiled Il\' 
Annic Besant and Herbert Burrows, to 
meet a want long felt by beginners, who 
find difficulty with our Theosophical 
nomenclature. The two· page introduction 
is an attempt to gh'e a short digest of 
Theosophical conceptions, and the 
twelve·paged little pamphlet can be pro
cured for the modest slim of Id. 

H.P B.: IN MEMORY OF HELENA 
PETROVNA BLAVATSKY. The 
memorial articles in the June, Juh' and 
August numbers of LUCIFER hal'e' been 
collected into a large pamphlet of some 
hundred pages, and can be procured from 
the Theosophical Publishing Society, at 
a cost of IS. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY is the title of:1 24 
pag!" pamphlet in Spanish by Ollr 

colleague "Nemo ". It contains an 
account of the life and work of H.P,B., 
and contr,lsts her pure teachings on 
Occultism with the neo.magism, &c., that 
obtains ill France, and exposes the tactics 
of the leaders of that mo\'ement. The 
pamphlet is designed fur the purpose of 
protecting Spain from all such cabals and 

. mystification, and pointing out the 
enormous difference between "Occult· 
ism" and the" Occult Arts ". 

Annie Besant's article on "Theosophy 
and the Law of Population" has been 
printed in pamphlet form, and has already 
obtained a large circulation. The price 
is Id. 

-*-
EDITORIAL NOTICE. 

Wi·I,Ollt! mltch pleasure in almollncillg tl,at a.'ith the OctolJer nUlI/lJer a series 01 papers 
011 the" Surd Doctrine", will IJe commmced IJyour well Imolcn cOlltrjIJulor MR. CH.\.S. 
JOHNSTON. 

We wish 10 draw the special allmtioll of all memlJers and frimds of fIle Theosophical 
Soci(!~v to tllc puIJ/ictltioll 0/ tile mClI/or;al nrfletts from the June, July alld August issues of 
llu's magazine n.~ a pampMcf, ;1.';lh portrail of Ii.P.B. This 1t'SlimollY /0 the 'II.',)r/l, of 
H.p.n. should find its place ill lIre /iIJrar,,v oj crlery TheOSOphist. 

WO"B~'S PRIJ.Tllffi ~OCI£TY, J,imited, 21B Grlllll Colleee Street. Westminster, 
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The Editor does not hold herself responsible for any opinions, whether religious, 

philosophical or social, expressed in signed articles. 

'Otbtosopbt! anb Qtbristianitv. 
~ 

~ t..;RI~G the last month all the press of England seems to have 
~ turned itself into a missionary of Theosophy; in London the 
Daily Chronicle-the paper that among the great London dailies is the 
one most devoted to matters that interest the workers-opened its 
columns day after day from August 3Ist until October Ist-to a free 
discussion on Theosophical questions; the other London papers 
followed suit at a respectful distance, and the whole provincial press, 
from the great provincial journals to the smallest country rag, joined 
in the hurly-burly, until there can scarcely be a man or woman in the 
country, who takes the smallest interest in public affairs, but must 
have heard at least that Theosophy exists. Many that sat in darkness 
have seen the shining of a great light, and from among the curious: 
excited, jeering, shouting thousands have come out an earnest, joyous 
few, who amid this deafening hubbub have caught the thrilling whisper 
which is Sound and Soundlessness in one. To many a far-off hamlet 
and to many a home whither no Theosophical teaching could pene
trate, the loud-mouthed Press has gone, and words either of attack or 
of defence have struck the note which needs but to be sounded to 
make response in those that are ready. So are being gathered in 
those who will carry the work of the Society far on into the Twentieth 
Century j those whose Karma has brought them to the point at which 
open the inner senses, which see the Light that to fleshly eyes is 
Darkness, which hear the Sound that to fleshly ears is Silence. 

In the controversy that has raged so wildly a question has arisen 
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that demands calm consideration and careful answer: "What aspect 
does Theosophy bear to Christianity?" It is a question that each will 
inevitably answer in his own way, according to his mental position, his 
prejudices, and his knowledge. The answer given in the ensuing 
pages is in no sense official; as editor of LUCIFER, I am morally 
r~sponsible for unsigned articles as well as for my own, but the 
Theosophical Society is in no sense responsible either for LUCIFER or 
its editor. LUCIFER and its editor exist to serve the Theosophical 
Society, as the body in which the Theosophical Idea is incarnated at 
the present time, but they must take the sole responsibility of the views 
they present to the world. 

Now the Theosophical Society has no creed. It is not Christian 
nor Buddhist; it is not Theistic nor Atheistic; it is not Materialist 
nor Spiritualist. It embraces men of all creeds and of none. Does 
anyone recognise the Brotherhood of all men? Then to him its doors 
are flung widely open, and the clasp of Brotherhood is offered. None 
may challenge his right of entry nor bid him stand aside. 

But THEOSOPHY is a body of knowledge, clearly and distinctly 
formulated in part and prochi.imed to the world. Members of the 
Society mayor may not be students of this knowledge, but none the 
less is it the sure foundation on which the MASTERS have built the 
Society, and on which its central teaching of the Brotherhood of Man 
is based. Without Theosophy Universal Brotherhood may be pro
claimed as an Ideal, but it cannot be demonstrated as a Fact, and 
therefore Theosophists are needed to give stability to the Theosophical 
Society. 

Now by Theosophy I mean the "Wisdom Religion ", or the 
" Secret Doctrine", and our only knowledge of the Wisdom Religion 
at the present time comes to us from the Messenger of its Custodians, 
H. P. BLAVATSKY. Knowing what she taught, we can recognise 
fragments of the same teachings in other writings, but her message 
remains for us the test of Theosophy everywhere. As we learn, we 
verify some of its more elementary portions, and so-if need be-we 
may increase our confidence in the Messenger. Also, it is open to 
every student only to accept as he verifies, and to hold his judgment 
in suspension as to anything that does not approve itself to his reason, 
or as to all that he has not yet proven. Only, none of us has any 
right to put forward his own views as " Theosophy", in conflict with 
hers, for all that we know of Theosophy comes from her. When she 
says" The Secret Doctrine teaches", none can say her nay; we may 
disagree with the teaching, but it remains" the Secret Doctrine". or 
Theosophy; she always encouraged independent thought and criticism, 
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and never resented difference of opinion, but she never wavered in the 
distinct proclamation" The Secret Doctrine is" so-and-so. 

N ow she laid down certain distinct propositions as "fundamental", 
and anything that clashes with these is not Theosophy. 

I. An Omnipresent, Eternal, Boundless, and Immutable PRIN
CIPLE, on which all speculation is impossible, since it transcends the 
power of human conception, and could only be dwarfed by any human 
expression or similitude. It is beyond the range and reach of thought. 
It is the One Reality, appearing under the two aspects of Spirit and 
Matter in the manifested Universe. 

2. The eternity of the Universe in toto, universes manifesting and 
disappearing in accordance with the law of periodicity. 

3. The identity of the Human Spirit with the Universal Spirit, 
and the obligatory pilgrimage Of the former round the cycle of In
carnation, passing through all elemental forms and acquiring in
dividuality. The pivotal doctrine of the Esoteric philosophy admits 
no privileges or special gifts in man, save those won by his own Ego 
through personal effort and merit throughout a long series of metem
psychoses and reincarnations. (See Sec~et Doctrine, vol. i., pp. 14,15, 17.) 

I might select many other points authoritatively laid down as part 
of the Wisdom Religion, but these will suffice for the special purpose 
I have in hand, namely to define the position of Theosophy towards 
Christianity. 

The next matter to decide is the meaning of the word " Christi
anity ". If by Christianity nothing more is meant than the teachings 
of JESUS on brotherhood, forgiveness of injuries, non-retaliation, 
poverty, self-sacrifice, purity of thought, equal stringency in sexual 
morality for man and woman-then indeed Theosophy finds nothing 
to quarrel with in Christianity. But it points out that this lofty and 
pure morality is not distinctively Christian, but is the morality con
stantly reproclaimed by all Initiates who come forward as Teachers at 
any peri'od of the world's history. It is not the appanage of one 
religion, it is the glory and the foundation of all. Said the BUDDHA: 
"A man who foolishly does me wrong, I will return to him the 
protection of my ungrudging love; the more evil comes from him, the 
more good shall go from me ". "Hatred does not cease by hatred at 
any time; hatred ceases by love; this is an old rule." Or LAO-TSZE : 
" The good I would meet with goodness. The not good I would meet 
with goodness also. The faithful I would meet with faith. The not 
faithful I would meet with faith also. Virtue is faithful. Recompense 
injury with kindness." Or MANU: "By forgiveness of injuries the 
learned are purified". What is there in any Scripture nobler than 
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this declaration of KWHAN-YIN: "Never will I seek, nor receive, 
private individual salvation-never enter into final peace alone; but 
for ever, and everywhere, will I live and strive for the universal 
redemption of every creature throughout the world". Or, to quote 
the BUDDHA once again: "Crush out your pride. Speak evil of no 
one, but be thankful to him who blames thee, for he renders thee 
service by showing thee thy faults. Kill thine arrogance. Be kind 
and gentle to all; merciful to every living creature. Forgive 
those who harm thee, help those who need thy help, resist 
not thy enemies." Surely with all these, and myriads more, 
testimonies before it, Theosophy, the root of all that is true in exoteric 
religions, may well endeavour to vindicate the essential unity of reli
gions in these matters of deep morality, and Theosophists may well 
echo the complaint of their great Leader, gently reproaching a 
Christian Society for limiting" , the Mysteries of the Divine Truth' to 
one single and the youngest of all religions, and Avatars to but one 
man". In very truth part of the mission of Theosophy in Western 
Europe seems to be to vindicate the teachings of JESUS against the 
Church that bears his name. As our Teacher wrote, in 1890: 

" , He that is without sin among you, let him cast the first stone' 
-at the guilty. These words appear to have been said in vain, as even 
Christian law sneers at their practical application. 'Heathen' Theoso
phy alone tries to remember, in our modern day, these noble words 
addressed to one caught in adultery: 'And Jesus said unto her, Neither 
do I condemn thee; go and sin no more'; and alone, again, bows in 
deep reverence before the divine mercy and Buddha-like wisdom of this 
judgment. But then we are only infidels and 'wretched atheists'. 
Yet this is the key to the seeming' contradictions' in our teachings: 
we accept and try to follow almost every injunction of CHRIsT-whether 
the latter be historical or ideal-while feeling the greatest contempt 
and irritation against that which is now called Christianity, but is 
simply unadulterated Pharisaism.·' 

Hitherto religions have excommunicated and ostracised each 
other: Theosophy comes forth as a peacemaker, saying, "Sirs, ye are 
brethren; why do ye wrong to each other?" All great temples have 
one and the same foundation, but this unity of moral teaching is 
overlaid by the differing and often repulsive superstructure of ceremony 
and creed. 

Again if " Christianity" be the esoteric meaning of the allegorical 
teachings of JESUS, who spake not to the multitude save in parables, 
Theosophy has no quarrel with it. But alack! Christians are the 
first to denounce the translation of his exoteric saying!i into esoteric 
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truths. The" Father in Heaven" is a well-known esoteric phrase for 
the HIGHER SELF, but the exoteric Christian insists on turning it into 
a personal Deity. "Pray to thy Father in Heaven", in the Initiate's 
mouth is a direction to meditate on and aspire to the HIGHER SELF. 
"The Son of God " is a title assumed by all Initiates, implying the 
assimilation of the EGO and the HIGHER SELF, as does the sentence, 
"I and my Father are one". "I am the Way" again is a common 
phrase, the GURU being saluted by the Chela with the words, "Thou 
art the Path" ; or again, the disciple is told: "Thou canst not travel 
on the Path before thou hast become that Path itself". CHRIST is the 
title given to all triumphant Initiates who have passed the symbolical 
crucifixion and have become the anointed Masters of all nature. The 
.. kingdom of heaven" is the peaceful spiritual realm wherein dwell all 
who have reached the Inner Brotherhood, and it is " taken by violence", 
through the struggles and trials of chela ship, by those who succeed in 
passing through the final tests, and so in manifesting the HIGHER EGO, 
the CHRIST within them. 

Only a very small, indeed a numerically insignificant body of 
Christians, would for one moment allow the correctness of this Theoso
phical reading of their familiar phrases; "the Church-the deadliest 
enemy of the ethics of Christ "-as H.P.B. called it in these pages last 
year, would incontinently denounce all such rendering and declare it 
anathema. 

Now it is against Christianity as historically taught by the 
Christian churches that H.P.B. always set her face, and there are 
certain doctrines enunciated in the official documents of the churches 
which are in flat contradiction with the fundamental teachings of the 
Wisdom Religion. These may be held by members ofthe Theosophical 
Society, but they cannot be held by the Theosophist. 

Let me take as an illustration the allied doctrines of vicarious 
atonement and salvation by faith. Ecclesiastical Christianity teaches 
that men's sins may be gotten rid of, and the penalties due to them 
remitted, by repentance and faith, the sinner being pardoned for the 
sake of JESUS, who has borne the punishment due to the guilt of men, 
and receiving the gifts of the Spirit for his sake. This doctrine is still 
held by the immense majority of Christian people, and is incorporated 
in the formularies of all the historical Churches, though repudiated 
by the Broad Church School. But it is in direct and flagrant 
contradiction with "the pivotal doctrine of the Esoteric philo
sophy", which admits no privileges or gifts for man "save those 
won by his own Ego through personal effort and merit". According 
to one theory, the saint is made by the grace of God ; accordin~ to the 
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other, he is slowly built up by his own efforts through many 
incarnations. 

Now this divergence of moral teaching is of the most immense 
importance to the progress of the race. The strenuous and long
continued efforts necessary for the solid building up of a noble character 
will not be undertaken and persisted in if men are taught to look 
without themselves instead of within themselves for the necessary strength. 

The" forgiveness of sins" is part of the creed of all the churches, 
but Theosophy proclaims Karma, the inviolable Law, the perfect 
Justice, by which every evil deed, as well as good, works out its 
inevitable result. Too stern a law to suit the silken-clad nerveless 
ethics of the Nineteenth Century; too rigid and too impartial an order 
to suit those whose ideas of their Deity make him resemble themselves, 
easily accessible to judicious flattery and to be won by gifts of abject 
repentance and of fulsome praise. Theosophy is of vigour somewhat 
too virile for the languid platitudinarians of our time. 

The doctrines of everlasting rewards and punishments-" heaven .. 
and "hell "-are totally incompatible with Theosophy, which teaches 
that man returns to earth-life again and again, until he has exhausted 
all life's lessons and has evolved to human perfection, or has dropped 
out of the progressing race for this Manvantara. The periods between 
these recurrent incarnations are spent in rest-as night follows day and 
is spent in physical rest-brightened by dreams, i.e., by the action of 
consciousness in a subjective state. This" Devachan ", subjective and 
transient, is the only Theosophical analogy of heaven, and from it the 
Self comes back to the school of earth. "Hell" is an allegorical word 
expressive of suffering on earth, the sorrow which" dogs the heels of sin". 

The Pauline teaching of the subjection of women is, again, in 
antithesis to the complete equality of the sexes, as taught by Theo
sophy. The human Self is sexless, and incarnates successively in male 
and female bodies during the long cycle of incarnation, gathering 
human experience· in both alike. In one life a man, in another a 
woman, once more a man, and so on, life after life. Only thus 
can the Human Being be built up, the full stature of Humanityevolved. 

Theosophists have it in charge not to whittle away the Secret 
Doctrine for the sake of propitiating the Christian churches that have 
forgotten CHRIST, any more than they may whittle it away for the 
sake of propitiating Materialistic Science. Steadily, calmly, without 
anger but also without fear, they must stand by the Secret Doctrine as 
she gave it, who carried unflinchingly through the storms of well
nigh seventeen years the torch of the Eastern Wisdom. The condition 
of success is perfect loyalty; let the churches climb to the Wisdom 
Religion, for it cannot descend to them. 
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~bt ~i!lbtb ambtt. 
BY AN "UNPOPULAR PHILOSOPHER". 

(Written in 1889.) 

~UST back from under the far-reaching shadow of the eighth wonder of 
~ the World-the gigantic iron carrot that goes by the name of the 
Eiffel Tower. Child of its country, wondrous in its size, useless in its object, 
as shaky and vacillating as the Republican soil upon which it is built, it has 
not one single moral feature of its seven ancestors, not one trait of atavism to 
boast of. The architectural Leviathan of 1889 is not even-in the question 
of usefulness--on a par with the New York statue of Liberty, that-would
be rival of the ancient Pharos. It is simply one of the latest fungi of 
modern commercial enterprise, grown on the soil of cunning speculation, in 
order to attract numberless flies-in the shape of tourists from the four 
points of the world-which it very conscientiously does. Even its 
splendid engineering does not add to its usefulness, but forces even an 
"unpopular philosopher" to exclaim, " Vanitas vanitatum; omnia vanitas ". 
Shall modern civilization still lift its nose and sneer at its ancient and elder 
sister ? 

The wonders of the world, the seven marvels of the Pagans, will never 
be replaced in our days. M. de Lesseps' admirers may look contemptuously 
back on the causeway built by Dexiphanes, three centuries before our 
conceited era, but the astral atoms of himself, as those of his son, Sostratus 
the Cnidian, may rest undisturbed and need feel no jealousy. The archi
tecture of the marble tower of Pharos erected" to the gods, the Saviours, 
for the benefit of sailors" has hitherto remained unrivalled, in the public 
good derived from it, at all events. And this we may say, despite the 
creation of the Long Island statue of Liberty. 

For verily, all the wonders of our age are destined to become but the 
ephemera of the century that is slowly approaching us, while they 
remain but the dreams and often the nightmares of the present era. All 
this will surely pass away and be no more. A seismic breath in Egypt may 
occur to-morrow and the earth will then" open her mouth" and swallow 
the waters of the Canal of Suez, and it will become an impassable bog. 
A te"emotos, or worse still a succussatore, as they are called in South 
America, may lift the Long Island with its" Liberty" and toss them both 
a hundred feet high in the blue air, but to drop them 0 wn, covering their 
watery grave with the never-drying salt tears of the Atlantic Ocean. Who 
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can tell? " Nun Deus prfZvidet ta"tum sed et divi"j i"ge"i. vi,i" saith sly Cicero 
in his De Divi~tione, treating of cosmic phenomena. And the same thing 
threatens Lutetia that was, or Paris that is, and our own British Isles. No; 
never has God predicted as much as has the divine intellect of man; surely 
not. Nor would Cicero's feelings change, had he ever read the War 
Cry in his day or entertained a couple of Adventists. And what would be 
Cicero, after all, in the presence of a modern Materialist? How would he 
feel? I asked myself. Would he confess himself non-plussed, or would he 
remark-as Job did to the new philosopher, his persecutor-" Hast thou not 
poured (modern) wisdom out as milk and curdled it like cheese", enough to 
show us what it is ? 

\Vhere are ye, 0 relics of the departed Pagan glories! Shall we 
suspect in you solar myths, or hope that we see a reincarnation of the 
hanging gardens of Babylon in the glass and iron whale and its two 
gigantic glass umbrella sticks named the Crystal Palace building? 
Avaunt such insulting thoughts. The restless eidolon-if any be left-of 
haughty Semiramis can still admire her work in the astral gallery of 
eternal images, and call it "unparalleled". The Mausoleum of Artemisia 
renlains unrivalled by that of the proudest raised only "to the gods of the 
Stock-Exchange, the Destroyers of mutual capital". 

Fane of the Ephesian Diana, what temple shall ever equal thee in poetry! 
Modern statues, whether equestrian or pedestrian, that nowfill the halls of the 
French Exhibition, which of you ("an ever put to blush the astral eidolon of 
the Olympian Jupiter by Phidias? To which of the sculptors or painters of 
our proud era shall a modern Philippus of Thessalonica address the words 
spoken to the divine Greek artist: "0 Phidias, either the God has 
descended from heaven on earth to show himself to thee, or it is thou who 
hast ascended to contemplate the God !" 

"No doubt but we are (not) the people, and Wisdom was (not) born 
with us ", nor shall it die with us, let us add. 

* ~,,~ 
Long rows of pottery and bronzes, of cunning weapons, toys and shoes 

and other wares are daily inspected by admiring crowds on the Exhibition 
grounds. Well, the "unpopular philosopher" would unhesitatingly 
exchange all these for a glance at the collection of Mr. Flinders Petrie 
now to be viewed at Oxford Mansions. Those unique treasures have been 
just exhumed on the site of the Kahun, of the twelfth dynasty. Between 
the industry of the XIXth century A.D., and that of the XXVlth B.C. (accept. 
mg, to avoid a quarrel, the chronology of the modern antiquarians and 
excavators) the palm must be awarded to the latter, and it is easy to show 
why. All these weapons, domestic and agricultural implements, foreign 
weights, necklaces, toys, coloured threads, textiles, and shoes, now on view. 
have that unique feature about them that they carry us back to the days of 
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Enoch and Methuselah, on the authority of Biblical chronology. The 
exhibits, we are told, relate to the twelfth dynasty 2,600 years B.C., if we 
have to believe archceological calculations, i.e., they show to us what kind of 
shoes were worn 250 years before the deluge. The idea alone that one may 
be gazing at the very sandals that have, perhaps, dropped from the feet of the 
first Grand Master and Founder of Masonry, Enoch, when" God took him", 
must fill the heart of every Masonic believer in Genesis with reverential 
delight. Before such a grand possibility, into what pale insignificance 
dwindles down the pleasure of inhaling the smell of Russian leather, in the 
shoe gallery at the Paris Exhibition. No believer in "godly Enoch, the 
first born of Cain-Seth-Jared ", Khanoch the Initiator, no true Mason 
ought to run over to gay Paris, with such a treasure within his reach. 

But we have still the Pyramids of Egypt left to us to admire and 
unravel-if we can. The pyramid of Cheops is the sphinx and wonder of 
our century, as it was that of the age of Herodotus. We see only its 
skeleton, whereas the "Father of History" examined it with its outer 
coating of immaculate marble. It was defiled, however, with the record of 
I ,600 talents'~ spent only in radishes, onions and garlic for the workmen. 
Let us pause, before we turn our olfactory organ from the emanations oJ 
such unpoetical food. For with the ancients was wisdom, though it 
passeth now our understanding. Let us hesitate before we pass judgment 
lest we should be caught in our own craftiness. The said onions and 
garlic may be as symbolical as the Pythagorean beans. Let us humbly 
wait till better understanding descends upon us. QI~ien sabe? The 
beautiful outer casing of both the pyramids-of Cheops and Sen-Saophis
has disappeared, engulfed in the palaces of Cairo and other cities. And 
with them are gone inscriptions and engraved records and cunning 
hieratic symbols. Does not the" Father of History" confess his dislike to 
speaking of things divine, and does he not avoid dwelling on symbology? 
Let us seek light and help from the great learned Orientalists, the 
artificers of Greek Speech and Akkadian Lampesuk. We have hitherto 
learnt many a strange story. Perchance we may be yet told that these 
" radishes, onions and garlic" are but so many "solar myths" and-blush 
for our ignorance. 

*"',~ 
But what was the fate of the last of the Seven Wonders of the World? 

\Vhere are we to look for the relics of the brazen giant, the Colossus of 
Rhodes, whose mighty feet trod upon the two moles which formed the gate 
of the harbour and between whose legs ships passed full sail, and sailors 
hurried with their votive offerings? History tells us that the chef d'(ZufJre of 
the disciple of Lysippus, who passed twelve years in making it, was 
partially destroyed by an earthquake 224 B,C. I t remained for about 894 
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years in ruins. Historians are not in the habit of telling people what 
became of the remains of the six wonders; nor that every great nation 
possessed its seven wonders-witness China, which had its Porcelain 
Tower of Nankin,* now, as says a writer, only "found piece
meal in walls of peasants' huts". Yet it is rumoured in some old 
chronicles that the poor Colossus was sold to a Jew. 

~: 

* * Queer volumes may be found at times in the shops of old Russian 
dissenters at Moscow. One of such is a thick infoglio in the Slavonian 
language called, "The acts, clerical and lay, from the Chronicles of 
Baronius, collected in old monasteries; translated from the Polish and 
printed in the metropolis of Moscow, in the year of the Lord 1791 ". In 
this very curious volume full of archaic facts and statements, historical and 
long forgotten records beginning with the year I, one can read under the 
year A.D. 683, on page 706, the following:-

"The Saracen ha ving destroyed and despoiled the Roman land 
ceaseth not his wicked depredation even on the sea. t Their leader 
Maguvius, strong and terrible, returneth to Rhodos the island, marcheth to 
the brazen idol, whose name was Colossus (sic), the idol exalted as the 
seventh World-\\ronder, and which stood over the Rhodos harbour. His 
height was twenty-and-one-hundred feet (stopa)t Soil-covered and moss
grown was the idol since its upper part fell to the ground, but he had 
remained otherwise whole to that very day. Maguvius overthrew the 
trunkless legs and sold them with the ,est to a Jew. Sad was the end of that 
world wonder." 

And elsewhere the chronographer adds that the jew's name was Aaron 
of Edessa. He is not the only one to volunteer the information. Other old 
writers add that the Jew having broken up the Colossus, with the help of 
the Saracen warriors, into pieces, loaded goo camels with them. The 
value of the brass material reached £36,000 English money in the 
Eastern markets. Sic t,ansit glo,ia ,,,undi. 

,~ ~,,~ 

Before the Jew and the Mussulman, moreover, the Rhodians themselves 
are said to have received large sums of money from pious donors to repair 
and put up the Colossus anew. But they cheated their gods and their 
fellow-men. They divided the money, the honest trustees, and put an end 
to legal enquiry by throwing the blame on the Delphic oracle, which had 
forbidden them, as they averred, to restore the Colossus from its ruins. 
And thus ended the last of the Wonders of the old Pagan world, to make 
room for the wonder of the Christian era-the ever-speculating, money
making Jew .. There is a legend in Slavonian Folklore-or shall we say a 

• Gutzlaff, Hist. Cltilla, Vol. I. p. 372. 
t The original of this passage being written in old Church Siavonian can hardly be 

translated in all its originality. which is very queer. 
t Some classics give it only lOS feet or 70 cubIts. 
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prophecy?-that after the lapse of untold ages, when our globe will have 
become decrepit and old through wear and tear, underground speculation 
and geological zeal, this "best of the worlds possible "-in Dr. Pangloss' 
estimation-shall be bought at auction by the Jews--broken up for 
old metal, pounded into a formless heap, and rolled into balls as shares. 
After which the sons of Jacob and Abraham will squat around the sorry 
relics on their haunches, and hold counsel as to the best means of 
transferring it to the next Jewish bazaar and palming off the defunct globe 
on some innocent Christian in search of a second-hand planet. Such 
is the legend. 

* :~ :~ 

Se non e veTO e ben tl'ovato. At any rate the prophecy is suggestive even 
if allegorical. For indeed, if the Colossus of Rhodes could be sold for old 
brass to one Jew with such facility, then every crowned Colossus in 
Europe has reason to tremble for his fate. Why should not every 
Sovereign thus pass, one after the other, into the hands of the Jew in 
general, since they have been in that clutching grasp for some time already? 
If the reader shakes his head and remarks on this that the royal Colossi 
are not made of brass, but occupy their respective thrones" by the Grace 
of God" and are" God's anointed "-he will be meekly told that as " the 
the Lord giveth, so the Lord taketh" and that he is "no respecter of 
persons ". Besides which there is somehow or somewhere Karma involved 
in that business. Few are those Potentates who do not find themselves 
head over ears--golden thrones and breadless subjects-in deht with one 
or other king of Jewry. After all, the" Lord ", by whose grace they are all 
enthroned, from the late King Soulouk to the latest Prince of Bulgaria, is 
the same El-Shadai, the omnipotent, the mighty Jehovah-Izabaoth, the 
god whom they, or their fathers-which is all one to him "to whom a 
thousand years are as one day"-have unlawfully carried off from his 
" Holy of Holies" and confined in their own altars. The sons of Israel 
are, in fact and justice, his legitimate children, his "chosen people ". 
Hence it would only be a piece of retributive justice, a kind of tardy Nemesis, 
should the day come when the Jew, claiming his own, shall carry off as 
old material the last of the kings, before he proceeds to paint afresh, as 
new goods, the globe itself. 

H. P. B. 
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1jtat, ~Dll1tb anb otnn.5riou.5ltt.5.5 
OR 

THE WILL OF FIRE. 

~ EFORE entering on the subject of this article, I wish to explain the 
~ object which I have in view in treating physical appearances in the 
way I have done in "Exoteric Sound" (LUCIFER, Jan. 15th), and in the way 
I propose to do now. 

Science has sought to eliminate the human element as much as possible 
from scientific considerations, in order to find a purely mechanical basis 
devoid of any admixture of human feeling, on which to reconstruct tht· 
fabric of the Universe. Its splendid achievements in the present century 
have fostered this hope. But when we leave the practical and enter on the 
domain of theory, when in fact we endeavour to find causes for the effects 
which have been so cleverly classified by the methods at present in use, the 
results are bewildering in the extreme. Theosophy, on the other hand, 
says that we ought to retrace the path which has been leading us from the 
centre to the periphery of natural life, and seek in the inner nature of man 
himself for an explanation of those causes whose physical effects the 
intellect of the age has learnt so well how to manipulate, and it is in the 
endeavour to carry out this idea that these articles have been written. 
The method followed is to bring the knowledge acquired by modern 
scientific investigation to the bar of human consciousness, and by the 
infusion of human feeling into the mechanical structures of Nature, to 
endeavour to connect them with the invisible causes which have given 
them their birth. The word consciousness used here by me applies to that 
mental power of perception which lies at the back of the senses. Meta
physically it is the abstract result of the Will to Be. Physically it is 
abstract Feeling. I have used the words material plane and physical 
plane as denoting the same plane of existence, namely, that of our visible 
world, and psychic plane to denote that of the mental world. 

The Sensation of Heal. 

As a sensation, heat is a feeling only, and is therefore a perception of 
the human consciousness. For this reason there must be an intimate con· 
nection between the two, necessitating the presence of the one when the 
other is active. But the phenomena of heat are the same both for Man 
and Nature, and therefore we may infer that in both cases it manifests 
the presence of a Conscious Power. Modern Science helps us to prove 
this inference in a very satisfactory manner, for we are told that no effort 
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of mental consciousness takes place without the evolution of a correspond
ing amount of heat in the brain, so that the necessary interdependence of 
heat and consciousness in Man is undoubted. 

In Nature Science tells us that no change takes place except in 
obedience to laws, and that no law is active without the evolution of an 
equivalent amount of heat. Now a law is imperative and its formulation 
in matter is at once the necessity for change and the guiding power of its 
direction. So that the heat which represents, according to Boule's law, 
the work done in matter, is really representative of the conception on the 
material plane of the formula of the law. Surely there is no difference 
between the cause of heat in the matter of the brain when a thought is 
conceived, and that which we find in Nature when a law becomes 
objective. Both must be due to the activity of consciousness, and heat 
must be its physical counterpart. 

Heat and Will. 

We know that when heat is felt, consciousness is roused to action. 
Now, this activity is evidently psychic, because it represents that conscious 
effort to perceive, which ends in physical feeling, so that (working on the 
psychic plane to produce the sensation of heat) it must be the counterpart of 
the material energy working on the plane of matter to produce heat. To 
make the position of the two opposite forces clearer, let us trace the 
successive steps by which we become aware of heat. Let a hot wave of 
the transmitting medium touch us. It rouses our consciousness, which 
turns upon itself and thus doubles hack on to. the wave as a sensation of 
heat (compare the afferent and efferent nerves). There can be no doubt 
that this is the progress of the sequence of cause and effect. The wave 
represents the cause; its effect is a psychic activity which brings conscious
ness from a latent to a positive condition; making it the author of that 
perceptiDn which we call heat. Heat, therefore, is as I have already said, 
the physical counterpart of consciousness, and it is also the object of the 
efferent perception; just as on the psychic plane consciousness is the object 
of the afferent impulse roused in it by the so-called wave of heat. This 
wave is made in the transmitting medium by the vibration of a generating 
cause, as for instance, the activity of the particles in a glowing piece of 
coal with the corresponding agitation which they produce in the surround
ing air. The vibration in the coal generates its own temperature; in other 
words, work has been developed on the material plane by the macrocosmic 
consciousness; now this change of temperature we can only perceive in the 
direct ratio of its power to rouse our own perception of it; and it is in 
answer to this that human consciousness generates that feeling in the body 
which we call the sensation of heat. In fact, I conclude that our percep
tion is the measure of the interaction of .the consciousness of the World on 
that of Man. With some alterations to suit the changed relations between 
cause and effect, this reasoning applies equally to the productiop of animal 
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heat in a physical body, but I wiII not complicate unnecessarily the general 
simplicity of this theory by enlarging upon it. 

Now that I have explained the progress by which heat becomes a 
known reality in the objective world, let me call particular attention to a 
most interesting point, namely, that heat, as the objective counterpart of an 
impulse which has its use in latent perceptive power and its completion 
in positive perception, therefore becomes the replica of an activity 
which can only he characterised as having its whole energy consumed in a 
perception of itself. This, as has been shown by various philosophers, is 
the distinctive feature of the Will to Be of inorganic matter, and the \Vill 
to Live of organisms. I take it for granted that what I mean will be 
understood when I say that the Will of Schopenhauer (with obvious restric
tions, as it applies only to the psychic and not to the Spiritual Will), or the 
Swu.ra or great Breath of Esotericists (the Cllfrent of the Life \Vave), is repre
sented in a physical form by the energy of heat, an assertion based on our 
finding that heat is the action of consciousness reflecting upon itself. It 
may seem odd to talk of a mental reflection as if it were a physical one. 
But have we not seen that the mind rouses the physical sensation of heat, 
and that this has the effect of a natural force, the replica of its supernatural 
activity on the psychic plane. As a copy its cause of existence should be a 
reflection. just as this is the nature of its psychic motion. And because as 
heat it is in the objective realm of natural law, this reflection becomes a phy
sical one. It is the same with heat generated in organic or inorganic hodies, 
which is in every way a physical force reflected from motion on the psychic 
plane. The great difference between this view of the nature of heat and 
that generally accepted is this. I take heat to be nothing in itself apart 
rom the amount of consciousness roused either in Man or Nature, while I 

believe that it is generally regarded as having its own separate existence, and 
as being hot in itself quite apart from Perceptive Action. \Ve have now 
arrived at two definite conclusions with reference to heat and its real signi
ficance in the natural phenomena of the world. (1) He<;lt is never present 
except as the exponent of conscious activity. (2) V.ie recognise it to be the 
manifestation of that physical energy which is the cause of life and change. 
In this sense it is the Current of the Life Wave, the \Vill to Be. Having 
thus generalised the meaning of heat, we must study its inner nature and 
endeavour to answer the several questions which await solution, in order 
that we may have an all-round grasp of our subject. But before proceeding 
with this investigation, I will notice generally some of the questions to 
which heat, viewed along the line of thought I have pursued, is, I believe, 
the key. 

Heat the Producer of Planets. 

We know that the world was at one time incandescent, and that the 
matrix of the solid earth was but a glowing centre of Heat in Space. This 
Heat is the reflection of conscious activity, and the work done, which has 
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evolved it, is the objective projection of consciousness upon itself. In other 
words, a simple Self Perception has burnt itself into Space, that homo
geneous something out of which the Universe is made. This simple 
appearance of the heat of an awakening consciousness is paralleled in our 
own experience by the evolution of heat in the brain under the action of 
conscious activity; and the reality of this resemblance becomes more 
apparent when we are told that every atom of what science calls planetary 
stuff is raging according to the impulse of imperative law, and that there
fore the work done in producing this fiery centre is due, as in cerebral heat. 
to psychic causes. In fact I do not see how it is possible to avoid giving a 
conscious initiative to law which, because of its imperative character, is 
subjective to its materi,alisation. 

If laws govern the production of planets, this burning spot in Space 
which afterwards becomes our solid world, must be the result of activity in 
a Perceptive Medium, which would bear the same relation to earth matter 
which consciousness does to the brain. 

The law of co-relation of forces requires that the units which measure 
the sum total of heat evolved in this first effort at planetary production 
should be all collected in one whole, and the relation of each to their sum 
total must be a psychic conception or law, whose formula represents a 
conscious unity. This synthesis is measured in Space by the full quantity 
of heat evolved, and on the psychic plane by an Idea, or unit of Conscious 
Power, whose unfolding we watch to this day in the progress of natural 
evolution. By what has been said of the relation of heat to 'Vill, the activity 
of this Idea is a definite force of 'Vill, and the objective work it does is visible 
in the heat produced on the plane. But'Vill is an Energy whose unique 
direction is always towards self-perception, so that its reflection on the 
material plane is that of work directed into its own centre. But this is the 
distinctive characteristic of the effect of gravity, which is therefore common 
to every atom composing our globe, because it is the result of the impress 
of the nature of \Vill (an impulse to self-recognition) in all its agglomeration 
of partial activities.' And the rotary motion round a centre which animates 
heavenly bodies is the mechanical expression of the main impulse of the 
'Vill animating the synthetic Idea enfolding those minor impulses whose 
action is represented by gravity. 

This, then, is a rough sketch of the causes and effect which produce 
the laya centre of our world. 

The next act in the drama of evolution is evidently Materialisation 
which, because the first Act is the working of Self on itself, is based on the 
opposition of forces. This, I venture to think, is the true characteristic of 
the molecule, and I shall give more precise details of it further on. At 
present let us confine ourselves to this acknowledged fact: that out of 
nebulous formlessness the solid earth gradually emerges. The solidification, 
etc., is simply the form of the work done by the Will whose energy of 
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action is shown by the heat of the laya centre. The minor impulses which 
make up the main impulses of the Will gradually die out in Realisation, 
and the full consciousness of the acrion or its Form takes the place of its 
activity or heat. Allegorically, we may say that a continuous life current 
flows round the world like a ceaseless tide, its impulses constantly 
returning on themselves, like the forward rush and back wash of the waves 
of the sea, leaving behind them formal counterparts of their psychic 
meaning. The heat at present in the earth (Solar heat is of course 
discounted) represents the residue of the activity of the main impulse; the 
formation and forms of the earth give us the amount of heat which has 
died into Realisation as objective ideas, while that heat which is radiated 
represents the ratio of each minor impulse to the major ~mpulse, and is the 
activity of the co-relating Law, or the animator of the psychic counterpart 
of material Forms in the invisible world. So that we may say that 
primarily the loss of heat in the world is due to its re-absorption in the form 
of its work, and that therefore the cooling of the earth is proportional to the 
amount of work accomplished by the Will towards its solidification. 

Every form represents a given amount of the initial activity of the \Vill 
which we have seen reflecting as heat in the matrix of the world, and for 
this reason everything material may be destroyed by heat, this destruction 
implying that a reconversion into that quantity of the world's will equal to 
the objective measure of the activity of consciousness which produced it. 
Things burnt re-enter the fluid current of the Will which animates the 
world, and that they re-appear in another shape, is due to fresh realisation 
amongst the minor impulses. 

Let us take another point in the earth's career as a cooling planet, 
namely, the appearance of organic life upon its surface. Can we find a 
reason for this appearance in questioning heat? In the first stages of the 
world, when as a fiery globe it whirled across the firmament, its native heat 
must have been superior to that received from the Sun. In the course of 
ages a time must have come when the effect of solar heat began to over
power the earth's natural warmth. That is to say, the reflection of earthly 
consciousness began to feel the animating influence of the Solar Conscious
ness, and the \Vill of the latter to act on the Will of the former. Now this 
is the essence of reproduction as we see it exemplified in vegetable and 
animal life, and we may assume that at this stage organic life was born 
on to the earth. I will put this into the form of a general definition: 
Organic life is the result of the main impulse of the Solar \rVill acting on 
that of the Earth's \Vill. The result of this psycho-material action is the 
vitalisation of the Monad. 

This Monad cycling onward, eventually calls our attention to two 
facts. First the evolution of cold-blooded animals, then that of hot-blooded 
ones. Does our knowledge of heat explain why this should be? I think it 
does, as follows. 'Vc find underlying the progress of animal development, 
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a continuous growth in the nervous system. Now the nerves, J take to be 
the channels of communication between the consciousness of the Monad and 
that of the Sun and Earth. Along these lines run the perceptions roused by 
the solar and worldly "'ills, ~nd they resemble therefore the lines of least 
resistance, to the Monadic \\Till, spoken of by C. C. M., in his article on the 
.. Idea of Rebirth" (LUCIFER, February 15th). Monadic evolution is typified 
in the progress of animal development; and the successive additions to the 
nervous system, which make the real character of advancement in the 
scale of animal life, are successive paths beaten out by the Monadic WilI 
under the constant incitement of the other two inferior Wills, an incitement 
which is not confined to the material plane, but takes place also on the 
psychic plane. Now it is evident that the greater the facilities for the 
interaction of the \VilIs, the more heat will be generated in the body as the 
result of the activity of the Monad's Consciousness. This agrees with known 
facts, namely, that with a rudimentary ganglionic system, we have a want of 
life and heat in the enveloping matter or body. While the higher we go in 
the complexity of nerve development, the greater the heat produced in the 
body and the more intense the animal life. 

I have now said enough to indicate the vast field for research which 
opens out to us in this study of Heat as \Vill Power, and I must now return 
to the subject matter of our inquiry. By comparing Heat with Sound, I 
hope to give to the former a more distinct character and to plOve one or 
two interesting things. 

THos. WILLIAMS, F.T.S. 

(To be continlleli.) 

--~~~---

IT is stated in an American paper that Joe Jefferson, the actor, has 
made an interesting find on the summer place which he has purchased near 
that of ex-President Cleveland at Buzzard's Bay, Massachusetts. In laying 
out the grounds the workmen dug up the skeleton of a man that filled them 
with astonishment from its great size. A workman lay down by it, 
however, and it was estimated that it must have belonged to a man at 
least six feet six inches in height. 

A most peculiar thing was brought to light, however, when the skull 
was taken to Mr. Jefferson and by him examined. It was like ordinary 
skulls, only larger, except that it had, as far as could be seen, no place 
where the eves had been. There was one hole in the centre of the forehead 
that might have once served for one eye. This led Mr. Jefferson to believe 
that he had. perhaps, discovered the skeleton of a Cyclops. 
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arbtll.511pbV aub ~ttnlti.5m. 

~HEOSOPHY, in its ideal sense of Divine Wisdom, is identical with 
®: real Occultism as distinguished from the Occult Arts. But in treat
ing of Theosophy as contrasted with Occultism, in the ordinary meaning 
given them by students of Theosophy, a more limited signification 
must be assigned to the term. H.P.B. in her famous article on" Practical 
Occultism" (LUCIFER.. May, 1888) gives the following definition of a 
Theosophist :-

"Any person of average intellectual capacities, and a leaning toward 
the metaphysical; of pure, unselfish life, who finds more joy in helping 
his neighbour than in receiving help himself; one who is ever ready to 
sacrifice his own pleasures for the sake of other people; and who loves 

. Truth, Goodness and Wisdom for their own sakes, not for the benefit they 
may confer-is a Theosophist." 

That is to say any man, whether a member of the T.S. or not, who 
endeavours to be moral, just and unselfish, and who at the same time 
exercises his reason in matters of belief, may be said to be deserving of the 
name of Theoosphist. He may even be the follower of some exoteric creed 
or the disciple of some particular school of thought, but if he is large-minded 
and large-hearted enough not to let his sectarian views warp his love for 
humanity, he is deserving of the title of Theosophist. 

But this does not in any way constitute him an Occultist; for the 
Occultist is one who learns how to consciously distinguish good from evil. 
He is not a man of theory but one of practice. He does not act on intuition 
and blind faith alone; he must be something more than merely good; he 
must be wise. The contents of his consciousness are something more than 
his five-sense perceptions plus the deductions he draws from them by his 
reason, and such vague ideas and intuitions as he may possess. Neverthe
less no man can be a real Occultist without first being a Theosophist, and 
this is why morals are so strongly in!'isted upon in all systems of religion. 
To be wise, a man must first be good and compassionate to all. The 
wicked can gain some kl/owleage, it is true; but they can never have wisdom. 

It is this Wisdom that lies at the root of all evolution and is the reason 
of what is called" creation ", and the ultimate goal of perfected manhood. 
In all the world-scriptures it is the same. The Schools of the Gn6sis or 
Wisdom in the early centuries of our era taught that" the Emanation (or 
Evolution) of the Universe was the Knowledge thereof". Genesis also com
mences with the words" In \Visdom the Elohim (or Great Creative Powers) 
fashioned the substance of the Heavens and the Earth "-such at any rate 
is the interpretation of the learned Rabbis who wrote the Targum of 
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Jerusalem, and surely they knew more of their own religion than the orthodox 
who prefer the mistranslation, .. In the beginning"! So again the first 
chapter of the Johannine gospel opens with the words" In the beginning 
was the Word". But the word translated "beginning" is a technical 
term of the Gnostic philosophers (to whose school, as the best biblical 
scholars are agreed, the Gospel according to John must be assigned), and 
the meaning of it is Wisdom. And again in the Rig Veda (X. 129) we read: 
"Desire first arose in IT which was the primal germ of mind; (and which) 
sages, searching with their illtellect, have discovered in thei, heart to be th~ 
bond which connects entity with non-entity". Here" Desire" is Wisdom • 
.. that all embracing desire for universal good, (Divine) love for all that 
lives and feels, needs help and kindness, the feeling of infinite tender com
passion and mercy", which is the supreme reason of" creation ", as H.P.B. 
so well explains in her yet unpublished Theosophical Glossary. 

I have been led away into this digression in order to show how the ideas 
of compassion and wisdom are identical, and how real wisdom and knowledge 
of the great fvlly of the universe can never be attained by the selfish or 
unjust man. 

Now the Occultist is one who treads this path of unselfishness, justice, 
and true ~nowledge. A man cannot be really just if he is ignorant. 
\Vhat may appear just for a limited number is often unjust when the 
welfare of a larger community has to be considered, and what appears just 
for that community may be unjust to the other communities which together 
with it form a nation. And so also, apparent justice to a nation may 
be injustice to humanity: and apparent justice to humanity, injustice to the 
Gniverse. And thus we can easily see that the supposed .. cruelty" of 
nature is only a delusive appearance created by the ignorance of minds 
than can only view an infinitesimal fraction of the whole problem. There 
is no " cruelty" in nature. Nature works for the good of all creatures, of 
all that lives; aye even of the rocks, for their life too is seen by the Eye 
of Wisdom. 

N ow the Occultist, seeing that the Spirit and Body of all men are one 
with the Spirit and Matter of the Universe, desires to make his Mind also 
at one with the Great Mind or World-Soul, for he knows that it is mind, and 
mind alone, which really separates him from the rest. Proposing this goal 
to himself, a radical change comes over him. \Vith the blessing" Peace 
to all beings" ever in his mind, he silently expands his spiritual nature 
until it overflows the confines of the love of the individual, family, race or 
even of humanity, until that within him which had been one of the constituent 
drops, expands into the Ocean of Compassion and Wisdom that embraces 
all nature. How then is it possible for any but the very, very few to tread 
the path of Occultism? Husbands and wives, parents, fathers and mothers, 
patriots, humanitarians of different kinds, all think their love of the best 
and noblest, and look upon such divine compassion for all beings as cold 
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and unsympathetic. How is it possible for men and wcml.n who think they 
find in their loves an expression of their highest instincts, to regard these 
merely as subtle spells that dwarf their power of growth? And yet a 
dwarfing of spiritual growth it is; and none under such a spell can be 
Occultists. Now with men, as above said, the great principle of separation 
is the Mind. The mind keeps even the greatest lovers and firmest friends 
separate. The mind of man dictates the form and fashion of his faith or 
convictions. But no one who allows his mind to be warped by an exoteric 
creed or philosophy can be an Occultist. The Occultist to be just to all 
beliefs must be free from all. Tuning his own mind to the harmony of the 
Great Mind of the Universe he perceives the hidden secrets of nature, so 
that those things that are speculations for ordinary mankind become facts 
of consciousness and realities for him, and so also for all those who have 
trodden the same path of a liberated and perfected humanity. How can 
such an one then subscribe to this or that faith, or allow his mind to be 
crystallised into this or that mould of man-created thought. He who 
cramps his mind within the limits of any dogma, is to the Occultist 
as unwise as the Chinese woman who takes pleasure in deforming her feet 
and squeezing them into slippers of half the natural size, or the European 
woman who ruins her own health and that of her offspring by deforming her 
body with tight-lacing. 

I t will thus be seen that if we regard the Theosophical Society as a 
training school for teaching the ABC of Occultism, the attempt of the 
earnest student to practically carry out the First and Second Objects of 
the Society and to live a Theosophic life will constitute a preliminary 
trainIng which will fit him to approach with profit first of all the theoretical 
and then the practical study of the Third Object. 

Under the First Object of establishing the nucleus of a universal brother
hood would fa"ll the development of that love and compassion that can 
embrace all men without distinction of race, sex, class, creed or caste. 
Under the Second would come the process of freeing the mind from 
prejudice and preconception in matters of religion, philosophy and science. 
And both of these would be preparatory to the proper study of the Third 
Object, which deals with the undiscovered laws of nature and the psychic 
powers latent in man. 

The latter study may be conveniently classified under two heads, (a) 
Theoretical and (b) Practical Occultism. But before any attempt is made 
to deal with these two aspects of Occultism, I must insist upon a great 
distinction being made between real spiritual Occultism and Occult Arts 
or Magic. 

Under the heading of Magic and the Occult Arts fall such arts and 
sciences as hypnotism, mesmerism, ceremonial magic, astrology, physical 
alchemy, the use of spells and enchantments, necromancy, chartomancy, 
cheiromancy, gp.omancy. and a thousand and one other mantic arts, physical 
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and astral clairvoyance and clairaudience, psychometry and ern almost endless 
list'which any well-read person in the subject can fill up at his own pleasure. 
A man need not be moral to practise any of these things. Any psychic- • 
that is, one who has an organism sensitive in any degree to the influences 
of the next, 'plane of .matter to our own-can blossom into a creditable 
psychometer, chartomantist, cheiromantist or any other mantist, or into an 
astrologer or astral seer. And even if a person is by no means psychic he 
may become a very powerful hypnotist or mesmerist, or even a great 
physical alchemist or ceremonial magician and enchanter, ifhe is taught the 
right methods or discovers them for himself. And here I am at present at 
no pains to convince sceptics of the truth of those arts, but write for those 
only who know that they exist and are true arts. But what is to be noted 
is that the greatest villains on earth, provided they are psychic and in 
possession of the secret, can p~actise such things with success. It is because 
of this that all such arts have been guarded with the greatest secrecy in 
the past; and are to a very great extent still kept very secret. But some 
of the Occult Arts are beginning to be known, especially hypnotism and 
mesmerism, and it is an imperative necessity to point to the dangers that 
menace society by placing the knowledge of such things in the hands of 
the unscrupulous and immoral. 

Let any man of a serious and compassionate nature study the science of 
hypnotism and see the awful force of suggestion on a hypnotised subject, 
and then say whether such a power of not only moral life and death but ev'en 
of physical life and death should be placed in the hands of any man, or what 
is worse, reserved to the medical faculty merely as such? This faculty that 
denies in toto the Occult Arts and is beginning to amuse itself with experi
ments in the most dangerous of all known sciences, tell us either that a 
suggestion can be removed as easily as suggested, or that the moral sense 
of the subject will enable him to resIst a suggestion to commit a crime even 
in the hypnotised state. But this is not true; for a suggestion is a mental 
seed planted deep in the unresisting soil of the psychic nature of the lower 
mind of man, which will blossom forth into act as soon as the right train of 
circumstances or suitable surroundings present themselves. The public 
do not yet know the awful scourge to society that an unscrupulous man 
of strong hypnotic will can be; the respectable and sceptical public do not 
know the ease with which their young daughters, who are the most sensitive 
of all to hypnotic influences and suggestion, can be led willing victims to 
their ruin by unscrupulous knaves; they do not know how comparativt::iy easy 
it is to make them sign their wills in favour of a hypnotic adventurer, or tell 
a chance acquaintance where they keep the key of their strong-box. And 
yet hypnotism is not the most potent of the Occult Arts by many a degree. 
There are powers that can be used to sway nations as well as individuals, 
and all within the reach of a moral leper with strong enough will, all 
attainable by the human animal who is iudeed a million times more 
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powerful for evil than the most savage of the animal or reptile kingdoms 
proper. 

But none such are Occultists; they may be magicians and practisers of 
the Occult Arts, but none are fit to untie the shoe-latchet of the true 
Occultist, whose heart throbs in response to the pulsation of the Ocean of 
Compassion and whose mind vibrates in unison with the great harmony of 
the Intelligent Universe. 

How many are those who think they are students of Occultism simply 
because they can cast a horoscope and see a picture in the Astral Light, or 
psychometrise the contents of a letter, or hold their breath a little longer 
than other people, or even investigate "spooks" at first hand! And yet 
they are not within a thousand leagues of the portals of the very infant 
school of Occultism where the" children " learn the letters of the elements 
and spell out the mant,as of the universe. But few will " become as little 
childn:n ", few care to enter the school in the lowest class of the" innocents". 

The normal product of nineteenth century conceit and selfishness con
siders himself fit for the highest form of the school, if not indeed to be its 
instructor, and so if he believes in Occult Science at all he wants to read all 
the books of the Science and enter on practical experiment before he has 
even learnt the letters or the theory. 

To return then to the theoretical side of real Occultism. This is to be 
learnt either from an Occultist or discovered from books. Happy are those 
who find a teacher, for teachers are few. and though they may be willing 
to teach can seldom find pupils ready or willing to submit to the discipline 
necessary before even theoretical knowledge can be imparted to them. 
Much, on the other hand, can be learnt from books; but the study is one of 
enormous difficulty and of no avail unless the spiritual intuition of the 
student is developed by the purification of desire and the habit of mental 
concentration. But even the theoretical side of Occultism is for only the 
few. It is only for those who have no divided interests; it is not for the 
doubters, not for the lazy, not for the fearful or vacillating. Once the 
desire for Spiritual Knowledge and the possibility of realising it presents 
itself to the mind, there is no further impetus wanted. The mind hence
forth becomes "one-pointed" and moves steadily onward, attracting to 
itself by natural selection all the preliminary knowledge necessary. The 
man has become self-conscious; is awake and intelligent and regards his 
fellows as persons still in a dream or under the hypnotic influence of the 
senses. But even he can do nothing practical with safety until he finds a 
teacher: but find him he will when he is ready. 

What the practical part of Occultism is H. P. B. has nowhere 
distinctly stated in her public works. If she had it would no longer have 
been "occult", but we do know that the real spiritual secrets are of such 
a nature as to be incommunicable in words. In the article on "Practical 
Occultism" to which I have already referred, H. P. B. does not say what 
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Practical Occultism is; but only gives "an approximate idea of the 
conditions under which alone", even when a teacher has been found, "the 
study of Divine \Visdom can be pursued with safety". For this purpose 
she selects I 2 precepts from a treatise of 73 on practical instruction, of which 
the chief points are as folIows :-

The place chosen for instruction must he entirely free from malignant 
influences of every kind, physical, mental and moral-a somewhat difficult, 
if not almost unattainable, place to find in any large city. 

Before the student is given any practical instruction" face to face" he 
must acquire preliminary instruction in a group of fellow-students, and no 
further instruction will be given lin less the candidate has thoroughly 
purified his mind, and is "at peace with all, especially with his other selves", 
that is to say with his fellow-students. Such students must be united" as 
the fingers on one hand ", and if the rejoicing or sorrow of one finds no 
echo in the hearts of the others, then the proper conditions are absent, for 
the disciples arc like the strings of a lute, which differ in texture and 
tension, but which must be tuned into proper accord before the hand of 
the Master can evoke from them the nature harmonies, which enshrine the 
words of Wisdom. 

Moreover, all the vain things of the world have to be utterly 
renounced; and how much that the world thinks great and noble and its 
highest seems a vain and empty delusior. to the calm and spiritualised 
mind of one who has set his feet in the path of true Occultism! 

Then again-and this is perhaps one of the most difficult things for a 
Western to understand-though the heart of the neophyte must" throb in 
response to all that lives and breathes", yet must he isolate himself 
physically from all contact with others. His hedding, drinking-cup and 
bowl must be touched by none but himself. This explains the reason of 
the isolation practised by the Brahmins, their refusal to touch another's 
hand, their throwing away of a glass out of which a non-Brahmin has drunk. 
It also explains the begging bowl of the Buddhist Bikshu, and the words 
of Jesus, " \Vho touched me, for I perceive that virtue has gone out of me? ., 

"His mind also must remain blind to all but the universal truths in 
nature"; and lastly, he must touch no animal food, no wine, spirits, or nar
cotics, and above all must be absolutely chaste, hoth physically and mentally. 

Such, then, being the conditions, it is high time for members of the 
T.S. not to mention Occultism in the same hreath with the Occult Arts, and 
when they hear of people who can cast a horoscope, or even evoke an 
elemental, they should refrain from instantly dubbing them Occultists, for 
the said amateurs of magic may be people who could not get through an 
examination in ordinary respectability, much less pass with honours the 
searching tests of the occult moral laws. 

Those who understand the theosophical distinction between the Person
ality and Individuality-between the impermanent and semi·animal com· 
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puunu that makes up t:1C average man, and the undying spiritual man 
within that personality-which, in the vast majority of cases, is disregarded 
and refused recognition-will easily see the difference between true Occultism 
and the Occult Arts. Occultism pertains to the higher triad in man, to the 
divine Individuality that persists through the whole cyle of rebirths, whereas 
the Occult Arts are attainments of the Personality, of the lower psyche 
or soul, which has well been called "the earthly, sensual and devilish to. 

Mind I do not say that because a man studies the Occult Arts that he is, 
therefore, "earthly, sensual and devilish", but I do'assert that a thoroughly 
depraved and abandoned person can make just as much advance in the 
lower aspects of these arts as the honest and unselfish student. But all of 
these arts are simply the lower reflections of the One True Occult Art that 
pertains to the Higher Triad in man; once the" Eye of Shiva to, the organ 
of spiritual vision, uncloses, then all th~se arts are useless. There is a 
Spiritual Sense, which is One, and which can be called spiritual clairvoyance, 
spiritual clairaudience, or by any others of the occult faculties or arts 
with the prefix of "spiritual to, and yet it is one. So that the Occultist may, 
as far as a technical knowledge of the Occult Arts goes, be as one" having 
nothing, but yet possessing all things". 

To conclude then, Occultism is not Theosophy in the ordinary sense of 
the word, much less is it the Occult Arts, for an earnest Theosophist is far 
nearer the path of Occultism than the dabbler in "les sciences maudites to. 
There is another thing also that the obtrusive spirit of the age, which would 
thrust its grimy and offensive person into every sanctuary, would do well 
to remember. Occult \Visdom is no harlot that loves to display her charms 
to the first comer; she is, on the contrary, a chaste virgin, and he who 
would win her must do so by unselfish love and compassion, and not with 
the heat of passion. Let us bear in mind the inscription at Sais in ancient 
Eb'Ypt, which told the worshippers at the shrine of Isis: "I am all that 
hath been, and is, and shall he; and my veil no mortal hath hitherto raised .'. 

And why has no " mortal" raised the veil of spiritual nature? Simply 
because he must become" immortal" and conquer death before he can z:end 
the Veil of the Temple of Nature in twain. In other words he must live in 
the consciousness of his immortal Self and he at one with it, even as 
" Jesus" was at one with his" Father to, and the" Heart" of Buddha was 
at one with Bodhi, the Ocean of Spiritual Love. 

But though we cannot all be Buddhas and Christs in one birth-for 
the sacred books tell us that from the time that the heart begins to long for 
spiritual freedom, seven births at least must be lived through l?efore the 
goal IS reached-still we can all prepare for the journey. We can make 
our garments white; that is to say we can make pure our garments of mind 
and desire, of sense and flesh, so that in another birth we may have a fit 
tabernacle for the indwelling Spirit of Love, our Higher Self, to manifest 
itself to the world. G. R. S. MBAD, F.T.S. 
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THE EXPERIENCE OF AN ASTRAL TRAMP. 

~HE incidents upon which my story turns happened in the summer of 
~ 1886. I was then living in the northern suburb of one of our large 
manufacturing towns. For some years' past my leisure time had been 
entirely occupied with research in almost every phase of Western occultism; 
in short, I had little taste for anything but the mystical. I haunted the 
second-hand bookshops during the day in search of curious literature, and 
when successful in finding some old worm-eaten tome, more fusty than a 
charnel house, my h0meward footsteps after the day's work were swift and 
airy as these of Mercury when acting as special messenger to the gods in 
convention assembled! 

Needless to say I burned the candle pretty evenly at both ends, 
frequently retiring to bed in the morning twilight with my mind full of 
thoughts and my brain still at high pres~ure on the track of some clue to 
the problem in hand. Under the abstracting influence of this fascinating 
study I rapidly developed a phase of absence of mind which ran very close 
at times to hallucination of an interesting character. On one occasion, the 
servant being absent from the house, I had been asked to go into one of 
the cellars and draw some ale from a barrel for the use of a brother whom 
Paul might, in a lenient mood, have counted among the" men of years" to 
whom strong drink was allowed. I took a key from a basket, and proceeded 
with jug and candle in hand to the cellar. Placing the candle on the barrel 
so that it gave me the light I needed, I drew a generous jugful and re
turned to the room where supper was already in process, placed the jug 
upon the table, and put the key into the basket upon the sideboard. I took 
my place at the table in the midst of a profound silence, and following the 
eyes of all those present I saw to my amazement the key-basket in the 
middle of the table quietly discharging from its meshes what was un

deniably "table-beer"! Amid much laughter from my friends, excited 
Ilo doubt by my own evident astonishment, I arose in confusion of mind to 
prove that a trick had been somehow played upon me, but on looking at 
the sideboard 1 found only a dry jug with a key in it! To this day I do 
~()t understand how it was that I saw the jug filling under my very eyes, 
~or Why it did not change into a key-basket sooner than it did. Someone 
bas suggested that it was a case of temporary hallucination, and that I 
covered the basket with the "thought-form" of the jug which I had in 
my mind. 
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On another occasion I was undressing for bed, and when half way 
through the process conceived the idea that I was getting up, and uncon
sciously commenced dressing, only correcting my impressions of time when 
I emerged from my room upon the darkness of the house. I then dis
covered that I been deluded even as to the nature of the light in my room, 
which, although gaslight, I had been quite willing to regard as daylight 
when the idea of dressing came to me. 

These incidents, which were by no means the only ones of the kind 
that occurred to me at the time of my narrative, will serve to show that my 
researches in occultism (?) were in active process, but not as yet completed I 
In fact, the more interesting my studies became to me, the more interesting, 
as a subject of serious study, did I become to those around me! But let 
me introduce you to my "den". There it is! A bedroom and study in one 
you see; the curtain and screen in the centre forming the necessary division 
which, in a normal case, might have also served to divide the day and the 
night, the hours of labour from those of rest-but to me it was a mere 
arbitrary distinction, a line that might easily be overstepped, and often was. 
In the further half of the room you will see, by drawing aside the screen, 
my library on the right hand side, and my writing-table on the left; there 
in the corner is a celestial globe, a planisphere, and other paraphernalia of 
astral research; by the table is my lamp-stove, at which I make my tea or 
coffee when the nights are cold, or ~hen I find I want a harmless stimulant. 
That's all, I think. Those things? Well, yes, I didn't intend you to see 
those, but under the circumstances there's no harm in telling you that they 
are the identical things which gave me the opportunity of telling the facts 
which follow. 

It was on the night of Wednesday, the 4th of August, 1886, that I sat 
alone in my room thinking of a hint I had received upon a problem then in 
my mind night and day, and wondering why I could not get a clue which 
would enable me to complete what would be p,oof of conclusions already 
arrived at by intuition. I was convinced that S- knew all about it, and 
could have told me; indeed, might have done so, but that my too evident 
eagerness dtdeated its own end. I was thinking thus when my younger 
brother entered the room and said-" Are you disengaged now? I came a 
few minutes ago and saw you talking to some one, and so I waited till he 
had gone. Can you tell me what this means? "-handing me a book and 
marking a passage. I answered him somewhat briefly, and saying that I 
was busy, wished him good-night, and so he left the room. "Talking to 
someone," I repeated; what could he mean? No one had been in my 
room during the evening to my knowledge I I thought for some time, and 
then let the matter drop. After all it was comforting to know that I was 
not the only dreamer in the house, and that if hallucinations were bad 
things, certainly delusions were not much better I I leaned back in my 
chair and resumed my thinking, until at last I became feverish and restless. 
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cc Thinking, thinking, all day and all night; of what use is it? I have 
thought in every direction and can find no clue; it is of no use; and yet 
what is there of any use in a matter like this except thought? .. Thus I ran 
on in my hopeless discontent, and my eyes rested for a moment upon a 
crystal ball which stood upon a tripod at the back of my table. Something 
in its form or brightness, or perhaps the happy conjunction of both in per
fection, caught my eye, so that I remained watching it with critical appre
ciation for some moments. A sudden thrill of joyful hope ran through my 
heart as the thought flashed upon me-" Try the crystal!" I had not used 
my crystal for some time past, and the idea coming at the extremity of my 
efforts seemed to open out another and possibly a successful line of investi
gation_ Eagerly I reached down a planetary ephemeris and noted the 
course of the moon. It was in the 9th House of my nativity, conjoined to 
the planet Mars and in evil aspect to Saturn and Venus, which were also 
conjoined. "Bad-very bad ", I thought, " and it does not look much like 
success; but as the moon is increasing in light, and in the House of visions 
and in an aerial sign, perhaps out of this collision of contrary forces I may 
get the lightning flash of truth; who knows? At all events I'll try." And 
so thinking I laid down my book, and setting aside my papers I took up the 
crystal, dusted it, and set it upon the stand. 

The night had advanced, and all in the house had retired to rest. I 
lit my stove and made some tea, which I drank without milk or sugar, my 
mind all the while running on the subject of my research_ I sat for some 
time thinking of my forthcoming experiment, and then rose to make the 
necessary arrangements. I brought out from its corner a stand some three 
feet high, to which I fixed a circular top, on the black enamelled surface of 
which were inscribed in gold letters certain names and symbols supposed to 
be efficacious in the use of the crystal, according to Trithemius and others. 
On the table thus prepared I set the crystal \\'ith its stand, a candle upon 
either side of it to equalize the light, and then, everything being ready, I 
noted the time-it was just past midnight-and turned out the gas. It was 
a curious thought that then occurred to me. There was I, in the latter 
half of this enlightened century, close upon the very heart of the most 
prosaic centre of mechanical industry in the world, calmly turning out the 
gas and practically groping in the superstition of the dark ages in search of 
truth! One thing at all events was satisfactory; I had never persuaded 
anyone to follow me, and if I went astray and got lost the fault would be 
my OV'lIl, and I was willing to take the consequences. 

Seated before the crystal, I continued gazing at it for some minutes. 
Then it became clouded by a white mist, which slowly disappeared, reveal
ing what appeared to be a clear but starless sky, from which flashed forth 
DOW and then small lights like meteors or falling stars. A cool wind was 
playing over my face and neck and seemed to stir my hair. Suddenly a 
peculiar sickly sensation came over me ; my brain grew hot and throbbed 
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rapidly beneath my temples; a cold shiver ran down my spine; my heart 
jumped, faltered, and stopped; my sight failed, and nothing but silence and 
darkness seemed to be, and I was somehow absorbed in them. 

Ages seemed to roll by while I, an atom, wedged in between those im· 
penetrable walls, motionless and senseless, waited for something to happen 
-my anguish of mind was indescribable! 

At last thought came to my rescue. Was I dead or alive? I did not 
know. Where was I? I could not tell. 'V here did I come from? Stars, 
meteors, cool breeze, dark sky, white clouds, crystal ball-ah! Nothing 
more? Crystal ball! Remember that! Crystal ball, crystal ball! I clung 
to that idea as a child will cling to its mother in the darkness; I followed 
it as a bloodhound will follow the trail; it was as if my very being lay in 
that single thought! What was that?! Something was giving way in the 
darkness! there was a rushing like a terrible cyclone through a mountain 
forest, and then a mighty crash as if the universe had fallen in upon itself! 
Then silence; followed by the soughing of a warm and gentle wind which 
fanned my cheeks and eyelids. I heard myself moan-a long, low, weary 
moan, as if a winter wind were belated and lost in a wilderness. Then a 
pale light seemed to penetrate the darkness, and far, very far away, I could 
see what appeared like the breaking of the daylight, a few silvery streaks 
which widened, united and grew till the light became all but brilliant, and 
in the midst of that broad belt of light I saw the figure of a man apparently 
in the act of devotion. Then a power seemed to catch me up and carry me, 
with indescribable swiftness, towards that figure in the light. As I came 
nearer I saw and felt that the figure was like myself, was myself! and a cry 
of exultation escaped my lips. 

A few minutes sufficed to assure me that I was in my room and seated 
before the crystal as if no change had ever taken place. The candles, from 
which I took my first measure of time, clearly showed that I had not been 
long unconscious; my watch showed seven minutes past midnight. I 
remembered that I had commenced my sitting at midnight and knew that I 
had spent at least five minutes in gazing at the crystal. Could it be 
possible that I had passed through an eternity of mental torture in so brief 
a time? It was so at all events, if the record of two burning candles and 
that of an honest chronometer could be accepted as evidence! Shaking off 
the chilly sensation that supervened, I was in the act of rising from my 
chair when the thought came upon me that my experiment had failed! I had 
not discovered the clue of which I was in search; indeed, I had temporarily 
forgotten it, and had moreover suffered unexpected and all but unbearable 
experiences in the attell1pt to find it. I resumed my seat with a sense of dis
appointment and shame, and for a time sat thinking. The more I thought 
the more my courage returned, and my determination to go forward with 
the quest grew stronger. Should I try the crystal again, and perhaps suffer 
further agonies; or should I tax my thought and cling to the idea in my 
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mind until it yielded to my importunity, and revealed what I was in search 
of? I was deliberating on this point when the door of my room quietly 
opened wide. I waited, but as no one entered I rose, went to the screen, 
and drew it aside. All was still, so still that I could hear the chirping of 
the crickets in the kitchen below stairs on the other side of the house. There 
was no wind stirring, but what else could open the door thus, even if 
imperfectly latched? I took a candle and went out into the passage. 
Everything was quiet, the doors leading from the passage to the bedrooms 
were all shut. I returned softly, closed the door, and sat the candle on the 
table, before which I sat down. The events of the night filled my mind, 
and beneath them lay the thought of a secret as yet unearthed. My brain 
was abnormally active, and the effort to isolate myself for a fresh spell of 
thought upon the subject nearest my heart, was again and again obstructed 
by the sense of a dread darkness and silence which seemed to hang around 
me like the memory of a nightmare. The walls of my room seemed to 
press heavily upon me; my breathing grew difficult. I felt that I needed 
fresh air and space in which to breathe and think and move. I looked at 
my watch, it was after one o'clock; I decided to go out and walk off the 
impressions which seemed to gather round me. \Vith this purpose in mind 
I lapsed into a dreamy half-conscious state and may have remained so for 
some minutes before recalling my intention, when I immediately rose, and 
going quietly from the room, descended to the hall, where in the darkness I 
felt for my hat; then having drawn the bolt and chain of the front door, I 
passed out, closing the door behind me. 

The night was cool and moist and very still, while the far off stars 
blinked tearfully behind a veil of mist. I walked rapidly. Passing the old 
church, and the wood, and the open fields, I made my way by a sharp 
descent to where the river bends to the service of an old mill, and turned at 
last along a lane to the left which crossed the river by means of a foot
bridge. There I stopped and leaned against a tree whose branches 
overhung the water. It was a moonless night, and only a faint starlight 
diffused itself upon the obscure scenery around me. How cool an d 
refreshing it was to stand there after my rapid walk and listen to the 
sipping of the water at my feet! That river and I seemed to be the only 
living creatures in the world; and I was the less happy of the two, because 
the more uncertain and the more lonely. The river knew its course and 
followed it, whether amid the secluded woods or in the open fields, by quiet 
farms or through busy towns; by day as by night it flowed without ceasing; 
and from the hillside where it had its birth, to the place where it joined the 
commonwealth of waters on their journey to the sea, as brook and stream 
and river, it stretched its full length along; and it was one, uninterruptedly 
one, and could be traced from its beginning to its end, and understood. But 
I ? I shivered; perhaps at the thought of my own inscrutability-or 
perhaps I had cooled too rapidly. I turned to continue my walk, and 
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ralslDg my eyes, saw close before me the figure of a youth. Somehow I 
was not surprised; I did not start, nor '<lid I wonder even for a moment 
how or why he was there; but it was evident to me that he wished to 
speak. I regarded him attentively. He was of my own height, rather tall, 
and slenderly built. The obscure light made his features somewhat undes
cernible, though what could be seen of them was attractive rather than 
otherwise; and his eyes, wherein the uncertain light seemed to find a focus, 
were bright and penetrating. "What do you want?" I asked: merely for 
the sake of opening a conversation which, from our respective positions, 
appeared inevitable. 

" Nothing ", he replied, "I have found you". 
" Found me ?" I questioned. " Why did you seek for me ? .. 
"You called me,", was the brief but amazing reply. 
"Who are you then?" I asked. 
"I am yourself, your unremembered self. I was in sleep when you 

called me, but I heard you, and have come a long way, a very long way to 
find you; and now I have found you I am happy, inexpressibly happy, and 
I will never leave you; oh let me stay with you for ever! " He said this 
rapidly and leaned forward so that our faces almost touched, and the fire of 
his eyes seemed to burn into my own. What had I heard? Was I 
dreaming? I stood for a moment almost stunned, gazing into those eyes 
whose light seemed to penetrate me through a~d through. Then the place 
seemed to whirl round me; I felt myself lifted from my feet and thrown to 
the ground. 

\Vhen I regained consciousness, I was lying upon the floor of my room. 
My body, overspread by a clammy perspiration, was cold and stiff, but with 
an effort I partially raised myself and looked around me to ascertain my 
position. I was lying with my head towards the door. The cold twilight 
was creeping in through the Venetian blind; the candles on the table were 
still burning, and, as I could see at once, had not been burning long; the 
chair in which I had sat-it seemed only ,a moment since-was overturned; 
the door was shut. I felt dazed and giddy, hut with an effort I got up, 
stumbled to the window and hastily drew up the blind. The hazy morning 
light filled the room. I looked at my watch and found that it was nearly 
three o'clock. What had I been doing, and what brought me on the floor, 
were questions that I asked myself as I picked up the chair and flung 
myself into it. 

Then the memory of all that I had passed through came back to me, 
one fact after another beating in upon my brain in swift succession; the 
awful silence and the darkness, and all that agony of mind, followed by 
the crashing thunder of some mighty devastation; the far-off dawn and the 
strange aerial flight towards the spectre of myself; the fever of thought 
and feeling that succeeded; all the details of my passage from the house, 
and the swift walk through the night air to the lane hy the river i the rest 
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beneath the willow, the reverie, and then, the mysterious youth! All passed 
through my mind with that distinctness which marks the most wakeful 
impressions and with that consciousness which distinguishes between such 
impressions and our most vivid dreams. And again those bright eyes 
seemed to look into mine through the misty light. Involuntarily I leaned 
forward and blew out the candles. "Yourself, your unremembered self"
I seemed to hear it all again-" and I will never leave you!" A strange 
weird feeling overcame me; I glanced nervously around. And yet, shall I 
be understood if I say, I was deliriously happy! 

It was quite evident to me that I should have to endure till the morn
ing had advanced some hours, for no one would be astir till then, and I 
longed to see some human being, something which could move and think 
and feel as I; an animal, anything that would give me a sense of the world 
in which I was. But most of all I longed for the broad daylight, and the 
touch of some hand that was familiar to me; and as I looked out of the 
window, watching the growing of the day, I planned some excuse for going 
early to my mother's room. At last the morning came. I heard the 
servant descend the stairs, and then began to prepare for my morning 
ablutions. When I was dressed again I went out, and was about to enter 
my mother's room, when I heard the servant in the act of opening the front 
door. An idea occurred to me. I went quickly downstairs and watched 
her release the chain and draw the bolt. She looked at me curiously as I 
passed out into the garden-plot before the house; my appearance at that 
hour was an occurrence ~ithout precedent in her experience. When I had 
stood a minute watching the birds flying about in the 60ft sunshine, I 
returned to the house and took the opportunity, ,,,hile passing through the 
hall, to note that my hat was in its usual place upon the rail. Just then 
the servant came to sweep the hall-floor, and I noticed that there were no 
dirty foot-prints upon it; yet this was not curious perhaps, for certainly if 
I had unconsciously taken the trouble to bolt and chain the door upon my 
return, I should at least have wiped my feet, if only as a matter of habit. 
The further I pursued my enquiries, however, the more certain was I that 
I had not left the house that night. And yet my walk to the river was no 
dream; every detail was fresh in my memory, and the daylight only made 
them more certainly real to my consciousness. Nevertheless it was of all 
experiences the most mysterious I had ever passed through. I was hope
lessly perplexed as to the true nature of the occurrence, and it seemed as if 
one mystery was only replaced by another. I went to my room and occu
pied myself till breakfast time in making a memorandum of the events of 
the night, and when I at leng~h joined the family at the breakfast-table no 
one remarked anything unusual, nor could they know how dream-like they 
all appeared to me and yet how glad I was to be thus dreaming. I was glad 
to find they were ignorant of anything that had happened, and determined 
to keep the matter secret. I went to my business as usual, but during the 
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day I felt ill, and called upon the doctor, who told me I was suffedlli{ frum 

a nervous affection of a peculiar nature, and prescribed entire rest and 
change of air. 

On reaching home I went to my room· The associations which were 
called to my mind by everything around me were uncanny, and I felt that 
I could not get any rest there till I had regained health and strength in 
some degree; so I arranged to sleep in a room on the other side of the 
house. While preparations were in process for giving me some refresh
ment, I sat upon the edge of the bed. The declining sun threw its golden 
light upon the wall before me, and as I sat watching it I remarked that it 
gave to the simple design of the wall paper a peculiar beauty. I had 
remained thus for a few moments I suppose, when all at once I felt a strange 
tingling sensation in the top of my head. It increased and burned intensely. 
I put up my hand to still the pain. Then, suddenly, it was as if my head 
had been split open and hot sand poured into it which ran through my whole 
body and out at my feet. I fell from the bed upon my knees and cried like 
a child. For two days I suffered from violent hysteria and then hyperres
thesia developed. This affected my sight in a peculiar manner. Every
thing I looked at was present to my sight in all its detail with microscopic 
clearness, and the effect upon my system was extremely irritating. But the 
most extraordinary effect was that during the night-time, when the room 
was dark, I could see everything clearly as if each object stood in a light 
of its own which blended with that of things adjacent; so that the room 
appeared to be filled with a soft bluish phosphorescence. I remained in this 
state for about a fortnight and then rapidly recovered. 

When I look back at that period of my life, it seems at once the most 
horrible and the most happy; horrible, because of the insecurity which 
seemed to beset my sense of individual existence, for somehow I seemed to 
have suffered a division of myself into three separate beings, between 
which my consciousness wavered; and happy, for as I then felt, and after
wards knew most certainly, I had discovered the secret which I was in 
search of; "myself, my unremembered self"! But to-day I am wiser because 
of that experience, and I have found that happiness does not lie in the 
memory of the past, but in the life which now is, with all its golden possi
bilities, in our very hands. 

SEI'HARIAL. 
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February 29th and Marcil lSt, 1880. 

~ T is indeed difficult for the scientific empiricist who has aclQpted the 
ti, inductive method of investigation, to avoid the illusion which represents 
to him as impossible the existence of a conscious, intelligent life outside of 
organism and without the sense.stimulating organs. Nevertheless, this 
illusion is founded on a view and judgment of the individual phenomena of 
life, which, however it may seem apparently indisput4ble and attractive, is 
still only superficial and one-sided. . 

The PRINCIPLE which lives in liS, that which senses and realizes the 
sensations, cannot be itself the organ, that is to sayan object; nor can it 
be, by its very nature, the subject, or a being apart from the organ (not in 
a grossly material sense, of course); and, as a matter of fact, it cannot 
have any of the properties that are subject to our perceptions such as 
belong to organ~zed beings. Closely linked with the organic elements, 
without which its sensuous manifestations would be impossible for us, with 
the destruction of that link it ceases to be the object, or rather an object 
for our sensllous investigation. But who can represent to himself the 
possibility of sensation, that of clearly comprehending and realizing 
that which he senses (hence thinks of and reasons about) without being at 
the same time conscious of himself, being, so to speak, his own subject? By 
breaking or discontinuing the connexion of this subjective, sensing, self
conscious principle with the organic elements, we only destroy its 
objectively individual manifestation, hence that of life also, but not the life
principle. As to the question to what degree it can preserve its individuality, 
in other words its individual (personal) image after the destruction of the 
binding organic union, this is quite another thing, and in its very nature 
DO less profound a problem; I may treat of it from my own standpoint 
elsewhere. 

A theory in apparent contradiction with the idea that sensation and 
cerebration must be always conscious, has settled itself of late in modern 

• Translated from the Russian by H .P.B. 
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science. It is trLe, that judging from many facts it becomes difficult to 
deny in certain cases unconscious feelings and cerebrations. I t is not 
always easy to seize the substantial difference between these forms of 
sensation and cerebration and those we call conscious. Here are facts. It 
is probable that the organism of the fretus senses unconsciously: most of 
the reflex actions are based on unconscious sensation conveyed to the motor
nerves. The interior organs no doubt, transfer from themselves various 
kinds of sensations; but these are unconscious and are generally manifested 
only by reflex actions. The impressions communicated to us by the senses, 
by sight especially, from the outside world, produce in us correct represen
tations of objects only, as it were with the help of unconscious cerebration, 
acquired by experience. Many movements of the body, also, are accolll
plished unconsciously. But in all these phenomena, classed under one 
name of unconscious sensation and cerebration, we must understand, firstly, 
only our organic receptivity, or the faculty of the tissues being stimulated
a faculty which would, perhaps, be better described as sensibility, without 
which the tissue could not be excited by stimulus, nor transfer it to the 
centres for the stimulation of the reflex. Secondly, a whole series of 
organic sensations (starting from the interior organs), though presented to 
our consciousness less clearly and definitely than external impressions con
veyed to it by our senses, acts still on comciousness indirectly, by exciting 
at one time fancy, at another desires, stimulating our passions and other 
reminders of themselves: therefore such sensation cannot be called 
altogether unconscious. Thirdly, and finally, there are many fully con
scious perceptions, which are so evanescent as to disappear almost 
instantaneously from the circle of our conscious activity and are not 
retained by memory.~: Sometimes, as during those moments when our 
attention is engrossed and centred on some one subject, such sensations 

• This scientific statement will never be accepted by an Eastern Occultist, for he would 
say that nothing that takes place, no manifestation however rapid or weak, can ever be lost 
from the Skandhi, record of a man's life. Not the smallest sensation, the most trifling action, 
impulse, thought, imprt"ssion, or deed, can fade or go out from, or in the Universe. \Ve 
may think it unregistered by our memory, unperceived by our consciousness, yet it will still 
be recorded on the tablets of the astral light. Personal memory is a fiction of the physio
logist. There are cells in our brain that receive and convey sensations and impressions, 
but this once done, their mission is accomplished. These cells of the supposed" organ of 
memory" are the receivers and (01lt'l)'t1S of all the pictures and impressions of the past, not 
their relainers. Under various conditions and stimuli, they can receive instantaneously the 
reflection of these astral images back again, and this is called memory, recolleclion, rememhance: 
but they do not preserve them. \Vhen it is said that one has lost his memory, or that it is 
weakened, it is only a faron de parler; it is our memory-cells alone that are enfeebled or 
destroyed. The wmdow glass allows us to see the sun, moon, stars, and all the objects 
outside clearly; crack the pane and all these outside images will be seen in a distorted way; 
break the window-pane altogether and replace it with a board, or draw the blind down, and 
the images will be shut out altogether from your sight. But can you say because of this, 
that all these images - sun, moon, and stars-have disappeared, or that by repairing the 
window with a new pane, the same ",ill not be reflected again into your room? There are 
cases on record of long months and years of insanity, 01 long days of fever when almost 
everything done or said, was done and said unconsciously. Yet when the patients recovo::red 
they remembered occasionally their words and deeds and very fully. l. '''CONSCIOUS cerebra· 
tion is a phenomenon on this plane and may hold good so far as the personal mind is 
corcerned. But the Universal Memory preserves evt:ry motion, the slightest wave and 
feelins that ripples the waves of differentiated nature, of mllll or of the Universe,- [TRANSL.J 
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are not remarked at all, or reach our consciousness only hy glimpses; as 
for instance sundry physical wants during hard mental work. 

,"'ith regard to unconscious cerebration, in the absence of which we 
could not explain many of the functions of our senses, e.g., the calculation 
of distances by the eye, the correct appreciation of objects seen from all 
sides, perspective, etc., even here it is only apparent; for this seeming 
unconsciousness is, in many cases, only the result of habit and experience. 
That which in the early days of our life we have learned to recognise owing 
to conscious, gradual and practical experience, having become familiar to 
us in after life, may often seem to he taken in by our senses unconsciously, 
aDd we make use of the fruits of that acquired knowledge without thinking 
that the latter is due only to long practice. It is but natural that a mental 
appreciation of things which has become for us a matter of everyday habit, 
should cease in time to be regarded as a mental appreciation at all, but 
appear on the contrary something quite evident, not necessitating the 
slightest exercise of thought. To know that two amI two make four is not 
generally regarded by us as necessitating an expenditure of cerebration; it 
appears to us as evident as a chair or a table before onr eyes, the correct 
appreciation of which objects has demanded of us at one time of our life as 
much mental study as that 2 + 2 = 4. Moreover, we have to remember 
that even fully conscious thoughts and perceptions remain such occasionally 
for a very short period; the glimpses of thought that pass through our 
consciousness are, at times, so rapid that they can he compared to flashes 
of lightning without any exaggeration. Nevertheless, notwithstanding 
their evanescent nature, many among these, unnoticed as they were, remain 
in our memory, inciting us to actions; in such cases, those thoughts them
selves that have served them as motives may appear to us unconscious. It 
also happens that our attention, being all absorbed in some occupa
liun, does not take note at all of either actions performed or the thoughts 
that guide the latter, though neither of them are unconscious. In 
order to solve conclusively the question of the consciousness or the uncon
sciousness of our perceptions, thoughts and opinions, it is necessary that we 
should first learn to transform our subjective I into the object of a constant 
and incessant observation of that subject, by itself. 

But such an intenl'e and one-sided activity of our attention to the con
scious and the unconscious in us, is evidently abnormal, so that even the 
results of such observation can hardly be regarded as trustworthy or 
fir for control. It i3 staleJ that ] Jhann Nliiller became almost insane 
during such a self-watching. He had determined to note the precise 
Illument, in himself, of the transformation of the waking into the sleeping 
state; in other words, he had undertaken to catch himself in the passage 
from consciousness to unconsciousness. But we cannot step out from 
the magic circle, however great our efforts and desire to determine with 
better exactitude our subjective individual meaning. In its general 
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features it is identical in all humankind, and has, moreover, many 
a feature in common with the subjectivism of other animals. But the 
resemblance is manifested objectively only in three ways: through 
the voice (sound), speech (articulated words), and motion-direct and 
reflected. All our experiments and observations of the phenomena of the 
sUbjective individual being of men and animals have no other criterion. 
But if all these, the important knowledge acquired through them, 
notwithstanding, are untrustworthy, doubtful, two·faced and contradictory, 
how much more so the sciences which may have been acquired by purely 
subjective observations! 

FROGS AND CHI~AMEN. 

OPES your ears, ye kind, praiseworthy Societies for the protection of animal life 
and welfare; you shall not be put to the blush by the" heathen Chinee ". And you, 
ye reckless and impro\'ident gardeners and nurserymen, by remaining blind to the 
yeoman services rendered you by the insecth'orous toads and frogs, and allowing your 
sons and heirs to instit ute periodically crusades against these interesting batrachians, 
you show yourseh'cs far below your Brethren, the Celestials, on both the mtellectual 
and moral planes-not to mention the art of scientific gardening. In China where the 
usefulness of frogs in the fields and in gardens, both floral and vegetable, is a thing 
recogni~ed ages ago, these intercsting amphibians are under the protection of law. 
To remind the population of this fact, gO\'ernlllental orders are occasionally issued and 
distributed, ill which the destruction of frogs is threatened with heavy penalty. 
Finding in the CardcII ,JIcssm.lt,r one of such Ulases, we reproduce it. The prose 
poetry of the redaction of this official document-fathered upon Ning-Po, Governor 
of some unpronounceable province, is very remarkable. In this again we are compelled 
to award the palm of superiority to the Chinese, over the English legal documents. 
Not for one moment would we think of comparing the dry, commaless, and incom
prehensible legal twaddle of the British or any other European lawyer to the mellifluous 
and fatherly expotation of the philobatrachian Ning-Po. Here it IS :-

"Our fields and gardens are inhabited by frogs. Though but diminutive 
creatures. they are, nevertheless, not unlike human beings in their external form, and 
e\'en in their moral nature. Thus, they preserve during the course of their life, a 
strong attachment to the land of their birth, while during the weariness of the dark 
'nights, they gratify your hearing with their melodious vocalizationll. Moreover, they 
preserve your future crops, by devouring grasshoppers, and are, thereby, entitled to 
your gratitude. Wherefore, then, should you emerge on dark nights from your 
abodes with lanterns and murderous weapons, in order to catch these useful and 
innocent beings? :'.lost undeniably, when boiled with rice and spices, they offer a 
delicate dish. But why flay them previously alive? This is cruel and sinful. Hence
forth this custom is forbidden by the law, and it becomes illegal from this date, to 
either sell or buy frogs, under the threat of severe penalty." 

How beneficent it might be for the animal kind, were the Western vivisectors, 
the children of our heartless model'll ch'i1ization, to be sl!nt from time to time to the 
Chinese province under the sway of the benevolent and poetic Governor Ning-Po! 
Should not Europe and America-England especially-extend their protecting hand 
to annex thiS Eden of the frogs; to make it triply Edenic through the additional 
blessing of Christian civilization, with its-vivisection, I\'nching, rum, and fraternal 
feeling for" inferior" races? • 
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it OST Theosophists have attained to the conception of nature as a 
" great unit consciousness, the world-soul, Milhat or Brahma. Since 

there is no existence but itself, and since therefore nothing could be put 
into it from outside, whatever elements emerge from it in the course of 
evolution must have lain in it from the first, potentially, as undeveloped 
seeds. Before the cycle opens they exist as the U nmanifested Logos, the 
prefiguring Ideal; when it closes, the Idea has become one with its realisa
tion. On a smaller scale the Unmanifested Logos is comparable to a man's 
ideal of himself, and the subsequent evolution of the world-soul we can 
picture as the man realising or becoming his ideal. And in the spring of 
every lifetime he fashions a new ideal, higher than any before, and in his 
old age he has moved up into the realised fulfilment. So passes the world
soul in successive dramas of the universe on to higher and higher ranges of 
life and consciousness, realising always its Ideals. Shall we regard this 
world-soul as consciousness or matter? If we say that it is consciousness, 
then in passing from its first unmanifested Ideal through the lower 
kingdoms of nature, up to the divine trans-human realisation at the close, 
in making this circuit it is at every point up to the last, hindered, though 
decreasingly, from full manifestation of itself. Thus, while in the mineral 
stage, it cannot manifest in vegetable life. What prevents it? \Ve see it pre
vented, and the prevention we call matter. Ascending the scale, we see it 
decreasingly prevented from full manifestation, and the increasing mani
festation from the mineral to the spiritual kingdoms we call increasing 
plasticity or diminished grossness of matter. Matter is the most abstract 
of our ideas; it is an idea which we throw out upon nature to account to 
ourselves for the·limits which we perceive to be set to the manifestations of· 
Mdhat, the One Life and Consciousness and Motion which shines more or 
less completely through more or less completely plastic matter. Shining 
through mineral matter as the forces of science, through the infinitely more 
plastic matter of brain it is enabled to exhibit itself as thought. Matter is 
our preception of the Law that limits the manifestation of the world-soul to 
fixed grades. But viewing matter after the unthinking fashion of the 
materialist, we must suppose it as either conscious or not conscious. It is 
usual to regard it as not conscious in the lower kingdoms, but as conscious 
in the upper animal and human kingdoms. In this case it must at a certain 
point have evolved consciousness from itself; or the consciousness must have 
descended upon it, which latter supposition implies the denied deduction that 
consciousness did previously and therefore can exist apart from matter. 
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There remains the alternative that matter produced consciousness. Then 
there must have been previously a rudiment of consciousness, or seed, 
which is our contention; but this being denied, it follows that matter, 
having no rudiment or seed of consciousnsss, nevertheless produced it. 
This, besides involving the doctrine of special creation with the additional 
absurdity ot unconscious matter instead of God as the creator, is also 
without meaning. It is verbiage clean of idea. For to suppose conscious
ness arising in matter where formerly it was not, because of, and out of the 
mere complexity of material structure, is evidence of as Iowan intellectual 
level as to debate how many angels can stand on the point of a pin. But 
without going back to origins, we must accept one of two alternatives: that 
matter and consciousness both exist, or that matter is an illusion. If 
matter is an illusion, then we have no longer need to ask concerning it 
whether consciousness can exist apart from it, but whether consciousness 
can exist apart from or above that illusion. To forestall the argument we 
may say that according to Theosophic Philosophy the whole end of evolu
tion is to raise consciousness above the illusion of matter, an illusion which 
before the commencement of evolution the world-soul had not yet produced. 
Mind is that form of consciousness that deals with the illusions of matter j 
Spirit is that higher consciousness which is above the illusion. 

Suppose a chemist is asked, What is Chlorine? Answering strictly he 
would say, that when he turns his attention to Chlorine there arises in him 
the idea yellow, the ideas represented by the term gas, the idea of a bad 
smell, and some other ideas, and that when all these ideas arise in his con
sciousness vividly, he is conscious of a collective idea. This causes him to 
say that Chlorine is before him. Knowledge, then, arises from the process 
of putting ideas together in consciousness, and the particular synthesis in 
the example is all that the chemist knows of Chlorine. If vivid, he says 
Chlorine is before him. If faint, he regards it as the memory of Chlorine. 
And vividity and faintness is the only difference between the admittedly 
subjective memory, and the supposedly objective gas. Even this distinction 
disappears in the real hypnotic state, for subjective and illusionary ideas 
have then all the vividity that they have when due to what we call an 
objective source. It remains therefore to enquire whether there can be 
among the potentialities of man a plane of consciousness upon which the 
term objective has no meaning. 

When we speak of matter, we speak really of our ideas concerning it. 
Whether there be an abstract" It " which produces and prompts the ideas 
is an old problem in philosophy, but it is plain that this" It ", if postulated, 
is an idea in our own consciousness. And all similar postulations of 
"ultimate reality" are strictly within the sphere of our ideation. We 
know llO orange by the ideas, yellow, smell, weight, roughness. It will not 
do to say that an orange is abstract matter possessing those qualities, and 
that the qualities excite the ideas. For" abstract matter" is an idea, 
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equally with the qualities, the whole thing being within the sphere of our 
ideation. It is said that" matter-in-itself" is not knowable by us. But 
"matter-in-itself .. is an idea we have formed, and to suppose it as existing 
without ourselves ideating is to suppose the grin without the cat. We can 
neither know, suppose nor hypothecate anything except ideas. Directly we 
suppose anything not idea, the thing supposed marks only the birth of a 
new idea. 

As Theosophists we therefore hold to our philosophy, that one vast 
consciousness pervades everything or is everything, a consciousness of 
which men are the self-cognisant foci. The ascending kingdoms of nature 
are its ideas, evolving each upon each. It is the Oversoul of Emerson, JifJ4, 
Mdllat, the One Life stream, the stream being a stream of ideas. In man it 
has attained its highest idea, but through man it has an infinite further ascent 
before it. In the mineral kingdoms the idea is that which in OIU conscious
ness is the idea of force j in the next kingdom it is the richer idea of vegetable 
life j in animals it is the idea present in us as desire j in man this one con
sciousness moves as mind: mind in its ideal state is the Higher Ego j 
whilst Buddhi and Atma are conditions of consciousness awaiting that Ego 
when its ray has detached itself from Kama. 

The time-dishonoured hypothesis of the antagonism of consciousness 
and matter is outworn for us. The forces of nature, the changes in 
vegetable life, the complexer activities of animals, the movements of mind, 
are known in no other way than as changes in our consciousness, nor are 
they any other thing than the universal consciousness in the advancing steps 
of its manifestation. "I ", says Krishna, " am the Ego which is seated in 
the heart of all beings ", or, if one might reverently amplify, the ultimate 
ideal possibility as also the source of the individual minds of men, 
KshetTajna. For he also says, "I am the seed of all existing things. In 
my body now behold the whole universe, animate and inanimate. I am 
Time matured." And, regarding him as the Higher Ego and Arjuna as 
the Lower, the latter, when in the 11th chapter he is initiated into the full 
knowledge and vision of the former, says, " Thou art the first of Gods, the 
most ancient Spirit; thou art the final supreme receptacle of this universe j 

thou art the knower and that which is to be known, and by thee is this 
universe caused to emanate". 

Man therefore is so far the highest attainment of the immanent ali-con
sciousness. He may rightly say in his deepest and clearest meditation, when 
he has forgotten his local environment, his limited personality, his earth
self, "Truly, as the universal consciousness of Space with all its self.pro
duced containments, I am the universal and eternal cogniser. That which 
happens is change in me j I produce and I know the changes, and I am 
that which is changed." This" I .. is the all, outside of it there is nothing, 
for that thing which we think of as outside is only a thought which is 
inside. This is the great illusion, to suppose as outside that which took rise 
and remains inside. To surmount it is the task of those who would ktfOw. 

H. A. W. CORYN, F.T.S. 
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~ ~nranit AlltglltJ1. 
ESOTERIC[S~1: [N GAJE~DRA MOKSHAM. 

" There is a Logos in every 1\1 ythos." 

(Concluded.) 

~ S I have said already, the Doctrine has a systematic mode of treat
~ ment for every problem. Gajendra Moksham must be treated in the same 
manner. The laws of Evolution and Im'olution are herein beautifully 
unfolded. The Sruti says that Evolution commences from the One Name
less, and in due course the one manifests in many. To give a literal 
translation of the Sruti :-from S,edha, Sabala was evolved; from Sabala, 

Avyaktam; from Avyaktam, Mahat; from the latter Ahankdram; from A han

karam, Panchatanmdtras; from Panchatallmatras, PaltchamahiibJultas; and from 
Panchamahithhutas, Sakalam Jagat (the whole worId).~: 

• For a partial explanation of the Sruti and what follows, we refer our Western 
readers to the following quotation from the Visishtadu.alla CaleclllSm. by our lamented 
brother. N. Bhashyacharya. Pandit of the Adyar Library . 

.. Q. Is 11,,1 Para"raltmalll said 10 !It formlns and eoltlllr/. ss ("rlt;a) f 

.. A. Yes. It is shapeless. formless and colourless. because it is omnipresent. all
pervading and infinite. but it can take upon itself. by its own will. any form or body (which 
is finite) • ot the colour of the sun'. . . . . . . . . . 

"Q. Is sitch a bod:" maltr;al f 
.. A. It is not composed of ordinary matter. It is composed of SUDDASATWA. a 

peculiar intellectual substance . 
.. Q. Of wit", liSt is "/leh a ho,/I" 
.. A. The contemplation of an Impersonal Deity being impossible. this body is taken 

by Iswara (the Logo> or SELF) to facilitate the contemplation of Yogis . 
.. Q. Wh,,1 i5 A.'"'' f 
.. A. Achit is threefold. It is Time (Kala). Nature (Jlulalr"lIrill) and SUDDASATWA 

(intellectual substance) . 
.. Q. 1\ hal ;s "illt f 
.. A. Time i~ said to be the cause of all changes. it is eternal. universal and uncondi

tioned. Conditioned time (Khand"kala) is not eternal. and 1S reckoned by the rotation 
and revolution of planets. as hours. days. yugas and kalpas . 

.. Q. 11';'''1 ;5 Nalure , 
"A. Nature is the material basis (upAdAna kArana) of the universe. just as clay is the 

upAdlina k~rana of a. pot, and as such forms the body of the individual soul Uivatma). and 
of everything else in the Cosmos. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.. Q. /i.v 'fl.';'''' na II'S ;s.ll '"''" 4 called III the Scrtplttru f 
"A. It is called Prakriti. Pradhlna. Mulaprakriti. AVYAKTA and ~fA.ya. 

. . . . . . . . It is the centre of the three Gunas (qualities). ~atwa. Rajas and 
Tamas; with these attributes it produces all manifestations. 

"Q. Whal d"ts II firsl evokt .~ 
"A. MAHAT (intellect). 
" Q. 1\ hal IS t1 0"·411 ji om Maha!.' 
" A. AHANKAHA (egotism) which is threefold. viz .• Satvikahankara. Rajasahankara, 

and Tamasahankara . 
.. Q. Ex,;laill Ih4 Nature of ,I{tln"l and .4;'alt~",a. 
"A. I must explain by a simile. They correspond to the various conditions of matter. 

Just as clay dug out of the earth undergoes many changell before it is made into a pot. so 
matter undergoes many changes before the material univerllJ comes into existence. 

"Q. W hal is produced ji 0111 .!j'alt.iJ:a"altllar~ ! 
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Again, by virtue of the law of Involution or Layam, the many will 
ultimately be reduced to One. To discuss this subject now is beside the 
purpose. 1 shall therefore begin with Jiva and apply the law of Evolution 
and Involution to the process by which Jiva has deflected from Paramtitma, 

and ultimately reunited or merged in It, as related in the Itihasa. I shall 
for the present say that Jiva started into existence from Paramtitma. 
Gajendra is here Jiva, and while he, in the fourth stage or principle (See 
Mr. T. Subba Row's able lectures on Bhagavad Gita, in the Thellsophist for 
February and March, 1887), was contemplating on the SuddJza Atma, Agastya 
or Guru approached him to guide him. The Chitanyam now in the Jiva 
condition, took no notice then of the ~recepts of the Guru, hence he was 
degraded into the physical plane to be born of a Gaja or a stupid elephant, 
or as Jiva in the Aha"ktira condition. Ahankdra is called stupid as being 
characterised by Tamo Guna. The Precepts or Srutis being twisted and 
misinterpreted, became the Karma (Makar;) of Jiva, with which he had to 
struggle in the pond. This occurs during the time of the fourth Manu, 
Tdmasa or Ahanktira, who is the brother of Uttama, or Buddhi, and Ketu's 
(Manas') ten sons. These ten are the powerful Dasendriyas or ten passions . 

.. A. (I) The mind. . . . . . . . 
(2) The five organs of sense. . • . . . 
(3) The five organs of action.. . . . . 

The second class are faculties of perception corresponding respectively with the five 
:senses . 

.. Q. n'4at is /)loduud fi 0111 Tamasa4a"kara! 

.. A. . . . The PANCHATANMATRAS (the five subtle elements) which may be ta~en 
as the essences containing the attributes of the five gross elements (PANCHAMAHABHUTAS). 
The Panchatanmatras are: sound, tangibility. visibility. taste or sipidity. odour. These 
produce the five elements . 

.. Q. W4at ar~ Ilu fif" ,/~~lIts ? 
•• A. (II Ether (aUsa). . . . (2) Air (vayu). (3) Light. heat or fire (agni). 

(4; Water (ap). . . . (5) Earth (prithivi) . 
.. Q. Whflt IS protillud fi om Raja5flnalllara t 
.. A. Rajasahankara aids both Satvikahankara and Tamasahankara-matter (Prakriti) 

and )'Iahat. by the will of Iswara (the L06osl. to produce everything." 
And later on it says :-
.. Q. IrnallS SUDDASATWA? 
.. A. It is a substance not subject to the qualities of matter. . . . . . . . 

Out of this Suddasatwa are formed the Vaikuntaloka (the heaven of Vishnul and the 
bodies of lswara and Muktas when. of their own free will. they take bodies upon themselves. 
It is intellectual in its nature. but yet not being Ego (Chit) It is included in Achit . 

.. Q. Wnal is Cl1I/ ? 

.. A. It is Jivatama and is not material. It is eternal, not produced by anything else. 
and different from Achit or Iswara. The Jivatma in each individual is different from that 
in another. It is pure. blissful (anandamaya). atomic (anu). intellectual, immutable. the 
centre of intellect. the ego (subject to Karma till it attains Moksha). subordinate (sesha) to 
Parabrahmam. Until it attains ;\Ioksha (final liberation. Nirvana) it cannot exist without 
Prakriti. Every particle of Prakriti contains Jiva and is the sarira (body) of that Jiva 
which it contains. Every [iva has the Supreme Spirit as Sariri (or centre). Parabrahm 
pervades every Jiva as wei as every particle of matter. Jiva is of three classes . 

.. Q. P/~a.te 'Ie pia; .. Ihl three ,Iassls oj 7ifJa . 

.. A. They are : 

(I) Nityas who permanently enjoy supreme Bliss (Nityananda. Brahm:inanda) 
and are never subject to matter or Karma. They are omniscient and dwell in Vaikuntaloka. 
They are Ananta. Garuda. Vishvaksena. etc . 

. 2) Muktas who have attained Moksha (supreme bliss) and who are thus freed 
from all miseries and from the bondage of matter and have become omniscient. 

(31 Baddhas (bound) who are subject to Karma and to the miseries arising from 
connection Wlth matter. They are devas. human beings. animals. etc." 

See for a further elucidation S,crtl Docll';'''' I, 522.-LEDS.] 
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The three sovereigns on the earth are Viswa, Taijasa and P,ajna; the three 
kings that presided over the divine Lokas or Astral planes are the three 
Gunas, Satwa, Rajas and Tamas, and Logos or P,attagatma is at their head. 
The scene of the event is rightly placed in a pond, which is Samsa,a~: with 
Maka,i or Karma therein, in the vicinity of a huge mountain, Tnkuta with 
its three lustrous peaks. The Ka,ma in Samsa,a is no doubt as powerful 
as Maka,i in the pond. The simile is certainly very apt and striking. 
This mountain is the second stage or principle from above in the order of 
Evolution, and the fourth from below in that of Involution, and it is located 
in the Sutha,asi or Ocean of Nectar, meaning thereby Pa,amatma. It is 
called Trikuta on account of its three peaks, Vi,at, Hi,anyaga,bha and 
A fJyakTitat. It is five yojanas in height and five in breadth, that is, it is 
composed of the five Tatwas. This can well be realised by a knowledge of 
Panchika,ana or quintuplicationt. It is natural to expect trees, creepers, 
bushes and streamlets on a mountain, as our experience demands it. The 
mountain in its three lower aspects is known successively as Swa'ga, 
Marlya and Patala or Sthula, Sukshma and Ka,ana!!. The innumerable 
streamlets that run down the mountain are so many Sabdas (words)§ that 
concern the physical and the astral planes. The DefJas or Ind,iyas have 
their play through and over the Vimanas stationed, or hovering over, the 
mountain in the Anta,iskskan,~r. Being hurled down from the heights of 

• ,spltsd.ra is the cycle or wheel of re-birth or re-incarnation. Kd.ma. in all its 
aspects. is called SIIIt .• ara-/fI,ru. the teacher of Saltsara.-[EDs. J 

t Compare the Table in Dvivedi's J!oltism or Adrmihsm. which may be condensed 
and explained as follows ;-

SI"Ies. /ltdirlid.al. CosmIc. 
Turiyi Brahma Brahma 
Sushupti Prajna Iswara (Logos) 
Svapna Taijasa Hiranyagarbha (.\lulaprakriti) 
Jagrat Jiva Virat (Viswa) (Cosmos) 

The~four yoga states are given in the Voice of Ilu Silmu as seven. and correspond to the 
!flobes of a planetary chain. states of consciousness and principles. as given in the di~am 
In the Secr,I /Joclrin •• I., 200. At the end of the 4th or 7th Path comes the" Great ChOIce". 
They correspond to the principles Atma. Buddhi. Manas and Lower Manas.-lEDs.J 

! We again refer our readers to the Visis"'adwa/~a Cal,cllism . 
.. Q. ",nal is Vyaslll; Sr;sllii (sb"ial c"talinlt or raillt ... It'ollillOlt) 1 
.. A. Vyashti Srishti is the evolution that results from the combination in regular pro

portion (PANCHIKANANA of the five elements after they have come into existence. Without 
such combination no individual evolution can take place, and by this evolution. aided by 
Karma. are produced the various bodies in the universe. . , . ."-[EDS.] 

II In general the Iri-Iola or three worlds are heaven. earth and hell. but other 
classifications give seven. Of these seven, the first three are destroyed at the end of a 
Kalpa or" Day of Brahma ", the last three at the end of a hundred" Years of Brahmi" 
that is. the lifetime of the Universe, .. The fourth loka is equallr permanent. but is unin
habitable from heat at the time the first three are burning." Al these corres~nd to the 
seven principles in man and to the permanent and impermanent principles In him, the 
principles of the Individuality and of the Personality. When the lower three principles 
are burning with the passion of objective life, spiritual life is impossible for the yogi, The 
SIIIula, Sillisilma and Karana /Jtllas are respectively the gross. subtle and causal vehicles of 
man's consciousness.-[EDS.] 

§ SABDAS are allegorically" Sounds" or .. Words .... the utterances of the Logos 
or \yord. Metaphysically they ,are the seven primal differentiations of mind. and 
phYSically of matter.-(EDs.] 

~I The Altlaralsllilm is exoterically the firmament between heaven and earth. and 
esoterically the planes of the Astral Light. the lower planes of Akisa.-[EDS.] 
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purity, the Monad or Jiva, su called in the lower stages, began to roam here 
and there in the vicinity of this mountain, being caught up in the trammels 
of Vishayas or passions. For a very long time. Jiva lived in this mire of 
ignorance and stupidity. Being at last wearied of the Vishayabhojas, or 
enjoyment of the fruits of passion, and wishing to rise again to his former 
abode of purity, Jiva begins to perform Satkarma (good Karma), as the only 
means of deliverance. But when gone far into it, he finds it difficult to 
extricate himself from its clutches, as a man benighted in a thick forest 
loses his way, and is hopelessly lost when overclouding adds more to the 
darkness and strikes more bewilderment into his heart. Whenever Makari 
loosens its hold a little, Gajendra tries to come out of the pond, but Makari 
forges new fetters to bind him faster than before. Satkarma has a charm 
to the people and their interest becomes the more heightened the more 
enticing become the Karmic actions they perform with a hope of obtaining 
Swargabhojams. The Monad at last fully resolves to fight out the battle 
of life successfully, as even Satkarma is not sufficient to secure Moksham 
for him. "The study of several Sastras and the worship of several gods 
are all ineffectual without Gnanam. Without A tmapanam, M ukti cannot 
be attained by any other Karmic (religiou~) actions, such as, performance 
of numerous Acharas (Satkarmas), giving 'mountains of gold in charity, 
performing thousands of sacrifices, bathing in all the sacred streams (all 
over the world) and the like" says Garbha Gita. Jiva consequently 
falls back upon PaTa BTahma or the Causeless Cause, as nothing else is 
real and nothing else can save him from perdition. The PaTa Brahma 

unmanifested cannot now be comprehended by us, as our brother Mr. T. 
Subba Row has said, and we ought therefore to confine ourselves to PaTa 
Brahma-manifested in the fourth stage, and in its downward manifestations, 
that is, the Cosmic and the Solar systems. Readers who have studied and 
who remember the four principles as sketched out so ably and clearly by 
Mr. T. Subba Row in his much-thought-out lectures on Bhagavad Gita, 

which I have referred to before, will find no difficulty whatever in under
standing this. I purposely here abstain from giving any elaborate explana
tions on these principles, as they have been already fully explained 
consistently, and with the utmost clearness by our well-informed brother, 
who was an advanced Chela and who had tolerably mastered the Secret 
System of the Doctrine in its various aspects. These principles are also 
called Vasudeva, Sun-Ke,shana Pradyumna and Aniruddha (vide verses 125 to 
130), Vishnu Yamila. In Kapila Devahuti Samvada in Bhagavata these are 
termed Vasudeva Vyuha, Sunkershana Vyuha, Pradyumna Vyuha and Aniruddha 

Vyuha*_ See Brahmopanishad for further information. I may here ind-

• By the light of the explanations already given. and remem~ring the key of 
the seven principles as expounded in our theosophical literature, the Sanskrit terms which 
follow can with little difficulty be sorted out to their corresponding principles, It is only 
necessary to recollect that the whole of the mystical literature of India has but one object. 
viz,. the revealing to man the mystery of his own being and the nature of the psychic powers 
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dentally remark that these principles should be classified not as four but as 
five, but the fifth or the highest is not or cannot become a subject of our 
ordinary understanding, hence it is generally left out of this category. Mr. 
Subba Row has said so much clearly, but indirectly. Jiva is only a ray of 
the Logos or Iswara which is caught up by Avidya or Asurinamakaprakriti, 
and transferred to the three lower Lokas or manifestations of Prakriti. 

\Vhen the Jiva works again upward, it gets rid of the bonds of the lower 
principles, and then it merges itself in Iswara, though this is a clumsy way 
of expressing it. The T"ikllta with its three peaks is only a symbol of the 
place where the three rivers Gunga, Yamuna and Saraswati (not those 
described in our school geography) fall, or the three Nadis Ida, Pingala and 
Sushumna join, and the mountain itself in its three lower aspects is known 
as Virat, Hiranyagarbha and Avyakrita as I have already said. It is a maxim 
with the adepts that one cannot become an adept in one age or birth, and 
Jiva or Gajendra had consequently to fight for a thousand or many years 
for Mukti. \Vhen Jiva has rightly and fully realised the true meaning of 
Mahavakyams or transcendental phrases, he is at once transformed to his 
original entity by Vishnu's Chakram or Divya Gnallam. The Makari is the 
Mahavakyam in its disguised form, and it casts off the garb at once.as no 
longer required, for the Jiva has passed beyond the three UPadhis or the 
three lower Lokas, Bhur, Bhuvar and Swarlokas. 

Para Brahma, is, as Sri Krishna says in the Bltagavad Gita, above all 
things, and It has no Samballdha or relation whatever with any thing either 
manifested or unmanifested. And in this sense, it is rightly said that Maha 
Vishnu is unconscious of the hold he has on Lakshmi, or Prakriti. As 
Prakriti is, as it were, in the bosom or Sumlidltanum of Para Brahma, it 
is natural enough to say that Lakshmi went with Maha. Vishnu, as the rays 
will always follow the sun. I hope my readers will not confound this with 
the idea of a personal God, which is simply unphilosophical and inconsis
tent in the opinion of the true Adwaitees. 

Now, Parishehit Maharaj is Suddha Jiva, who is engaged iq Adhyatma
vieharam or Brahma Vidya. He hears of the bOdha of Suka Maharishi or 
V deh and gets himself absolved from all physical bonds. Dcham or body is 
composed of seven dhdtllS (sapta dhdtus), such as blood, nerves, bones, etc. 
" Sapta dJuittl ]v!aytlm pil/dam " says the sruti, and Parishchit was cursed to 
die at the end of seven days bitten by a snake, which means that spiritual 
life will put an end to his physical existence when he .investigates and 
understands thoroughly that these are destructible, and therefore unde
sirable. After the investigation of these seven, and a clear perception of 
the inutility of them, Jiva then passes beyond the three lower principles. 

With these few hints which are especially meant for beginners in t~e 

latent in him; and this will render the paper of our brother J agannathiah of the gteatest 
interest and importance to the patient student. The whole allegory describes the struggles 
of the soul in the meshes of matter and its freedom by the attainment of Brahma Vidya or 
'Visdom, the Knowledge of Brahma. the true SELF.-[Eus.] 

by 
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study of Occult Science, those who desire more light will, I hope investigate 
further, and find out correspondences for the remaining symbols. "There 
is a Logos in every Mythos ,. is a saying with the Adepts, and it is 
pregnant with a world of meaning to a thoughtful mind. 

NAMASTAI. 

R. JAGANNATHIAH, F.T.S. 
Founder of Bellary Sanmarga Salllaj, Editor oj .. Sanmarga Bodkill;' , 

Bellary, India. 

). ~t.5.5Dlt af Jl ain. 
BUT is that justice in a Loving Law? 
Are not all equal in the purer Sight 
Of Those that watch us? Shall the suffering earned 
By past transgression of that Law Dh-ine 
~leet with unequal mercy? Shall some claim 
The" loving chastening of a Father ,.? Some 
Lie hopeless, quivering, and yearn, unloved 
Through years of miscry, uncomforted, 
For one kind word. one smile of sympathy 
To lighten all the blackness of their lives? 
Oh! iny poor brothers, sisters_ How can I 
Arrogate to myself a special love 
Or make a virtue of necessity, 
With pious self.congratulation drawn 
From aught that can be Separate from the Whole i 
Nay let me tr.cc the torture to its source, 
Learn the hard lesson, and possess my soul 
In yaticnce_ For what glory does it show 
If be buffetted for mine own fault 
To take it patientlv? But if withal 
Thou canst not tnice the fault, or cause remote 
Adown the ages-bravely grasp thy pain I 
And hold it close to thee with courage high, 
Saying, .. I have deserved, I will atone ", 
Nor coward shrink, nor moan! And if I take 
My share with others of the Great World Pain, 
Shall I not learn the secrets of all hearts? 
To suffer and to bear with all who mourn, 
To touch with tender hand each well· known wound, 
To know how best to ease each aching limb, 
And soothe the agony that dumb eyes tell ? 
Yea, let me suffer to the utmost pang 
!hat I may learn to help you in your need, 
I hat I may show you how the knife cuts clean, 
How the fire burn~ away corruption, how 
The raging fe\'er dies away at Dawn, 
.And the delirious visions of sick brains 
Are nought but Shadows in the clearer Light. 
The nights of agony that seem so long 
Are moments only in th' Eternity 
Which bears us onward to.the perft'cting 
Of lhat potential Life not yet Divine 
But still .. Becoming" as the ages roll. 
What matter how we suffer so we learn? 
So that we grow together heart to heart 
Into that Unity of Brotherhood, 
The perfecl Harmony of Silent Sound 
Which blends diversities in one Vast Chord. 

The J.}isc'-ples.-M. H. KING, 
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ijtbt In.stabilitlJ of tbt II Rorb" . 

~ 

~~ F speech is silver and silence golden, then is the accumulated experience 
d!l of man, of which this proverb is the condensed expression, opposed 
to the glorification of the" Word". 

If the Babylonian confusion of tongues put a stop to the work in the 
attempted execution of which it is said to have occurred-the building of a 
tower, or organization of an ecclesiastical and doctrinal system, by the 
instrumentality of which presumptuous men proposed to gain and give 
access to the heavenly mansions: then did the earliest experience of man
kind, as transmitted by this parable, show-that dialectic change was 
already recognised as fatal to the construction and perpetuation of a beaten 
path, or authoritative teaching, by following which man was to ensure his 
heavenward course; that the instability of the word was, even in those 
early days, held to be the great doctrinal subverter. 

The spoken word is as fleeting as the breath which gives it utterance. 
That breath, the type and vehicle of the spirit which seeks expression 

through it. 
To give a measure of stability and persistency to spirit, it needs 

materialization, incarnation or clothing in a body. 
To give to its equally subtle minister, speech, similar properties, some 

form of embodiment is as necessary, the type in this being but the 
reproduction of its antitype. 

By process of generation the embodiment of spirit was accomplished, 
and it was incarnated in the human or made flesh; and, clothed in personal 
form, was caused to abide upon the earth in a state of temporal stahility 
and persistency. 

By the conversion of the spoken into a written tongue, the embodiment 
of speech was effected, and the word incarnated or made flesh; and, 
clothed in ideographic, hieroglyphic, or alphabetic forms, was causp.d to 
dwell with man in a state of apparent stability and persistency. 

But just as in the incarnated spint the temporal stability was only 
temporary, the acquired persistency only transient; so in embodied speech 
the imputed stability and persistency were only apparent and not real-the 
stability only in semblance, the persistency but in form-the meaning 
ultimately passing from the framework of the one, just as the spirit passes 
from the body of the other, in due course; for the embodied word is as 
liable to the loss of its original significance as is the body to part with its 
spirit, on the dissolution of their temporary union. 

It is a characteristic of speech that it is constantly undergoing dialectic 
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change. That spoken words change their meaning. That words written 
previously to a change in meaning are subsequently thereto read through 
the changed meaning. That documents of a sufficient antiquity are mis
read, misinterpreted and misunderstood, even by those speaking what they 
suppose to be the same languagE:; while to people using the same tongue 
but in different grades of life, or in different parts of the same country, the 
same words used in the same way often convey different meanings. 

Hence the written word is apt to become a misleading guide-a guide 
which only too frequently follows instead of leading those who think to find 
guidance in it; and then, through the diverse meanings accruing to it and 
the fluctuating ideas associated with these, it becomes the accredited pro
moter of varying traditions, and, through these, the accredited imparter of 
opposing doctrines: for there is a singular affinity between the articulate 
breathings embodied in the written word and the spirit incarnated in the 
living man-the one being as fleeting as the other, as subject to the control 
of the several influences brought to bear upon it. 

Speech was at first reflective-the impulsive reflex expression of the 
impressions made by natural objects and affections on the organs of sense, 
and only hecame conventional as its scope was extended. 

The written word was at first figurative-a delineated representation 
of ideas flowing from analogous impressions, and only became alphabetic as 
it was found necessary to render its defining power more precise. 

The symbolic followed the reflective, the parabolic, the conventional 
form of speech; man seeking in each to give a fuller ex pression to his ideas 
and gain a greater facility in perpetuating them. But the germs of 
instability were quite as much inherent in the ideas of man as in the modes 
by which he has sought to express and transmit them: for there is no 
branch of knowledge, no received doctrine in which successive changes 
have not been constantly taking place, the views of one generation being 
gradually replaced by those of another-the figures, symbols and parables 
invariably ending in transmitting a teaching other than that committed to 
them by their devisers. 

The fact is that, strive as he may, man can in no way conquer the 
instability of his present state and condition. 

His conception of the events of his own life and of the influences 
which determined th:!m, changes with advancing years. 

The traditions he receives and relies on are transformed as they pass 
from one to another. 

He builds monuments which endure for ages, like the pyramids, but 
fail to indicate the purpose for which they were constructed. 

He designs symbolical narratives like the signs of the Zodiac, which 
cease to impart the knowledge committed to their keeping. 

He frames systems of writing which melt one into another, until the 
method of the earlier disappears in that of the later, with that which it 
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was designed to transmit; and which sometimes so entirely supersede each 
other that the language of the earlier records is read as though it had been 
that of t~e later interpreters, with a complete perversion of sense. 

He devises sciences and religions which similarly pass into and 
succeed each other, with the transforming doctrines whose changing or 
developing teachings they embody and confuse-in all this seeking and 
thinking to secure the stability and persistency which the conditions of 
nature render impossible. 

But in so building, designing, framing and devising, he constructs 
instruments through which he hopes to lead and bind the intelligence of 
his descendants; and his want of success in this, for he always ends in 
becoming a blind leader of those he has made blind, shows that the 
instrument through which" God" works-N ature-is stronger than all that 
opposes it, and ultimately thwarts and overthrows the designs of the 
Opposer; and as this instrument consistently works here by inducing want 
of harmony in thought, confusion of idea, and transformation of speech, the 
question which arises is: can the word, whether spoken or written, whether 
uttered or embodied-can the word, working through fleshly mediums, or 
itself made flesh, transmit doctrine with certainty and so be looked upon as 
an enduring, a trustworthy teacher? 

HENRY PRATT, M.D. 

Pain can never daunt us more, once we know its meaning, 
Nothing can be "cruel ", but lies and wasteful spite: -
Fierce though the rays which dazzle us in gleaming, 
'Whl) would have suns dimmer, or paralyse the light? 

Suffering is growth; without it we arc stunted, 
All that we need is an opened heart to know; 
Pain shall not cease and pangs shall not be blunted
But rather turn to sunbeams, as we expand ,lOd grow. 

For we shall be changed,-the message soundeth ever, 
We shall awake-into fuller life and light; 
We shall discern at last that pain is but the lever 
Liftillg sufferers up to see a yet undreamt-of sight. 

Sorrow wedding joy shall make the heavens quiver, 
Mothering a wholeness beyond the good we know: 
We shall rejoice even where we used to shiver, 
Learning that pain is not and never was our foe. 

In our baby ignorance the bud of life is swelling, 
When we are ready we shall live in larger truth; 
Now if we will we may feel the life-spring welling, 
Now if we will we may feel the thrills of youth. 
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ibt ~tbtn frindpb.s of ~an. 
(Continued 170m p. 42) 

MANAS IN ACTIVITY. 

~~rE have already seen that the Fifth Principle is dual in its aspect 
~'i(:J during each period of earth-life, and that the lower Manas united 

to Kama, spoken of conveniently as Kama-Manas, functions in the brain 
and nervous system of man. \Ve need to carry our investigation a little 
further in order to distinguish clearly between the activity of the Higher 
and of the Lower Manas, so that the working of the MimI in man may 
become less obscure to us than it is at present to many. 

Now the cells of the brain and nervous system (like all other cells) are 
composed of minute particles of matter, called molecules (literally, little 
heaps). These molecules do not touch each other, but are held groupeo 
together by the manifestation of the Eternal Life that we call attractioll. 
Not being in contact with each other they are able to vibrate to and fro 
if set in motion, and, as a matter of fact, they are in a state of continual 
vibration. H. P. Blavatsky points out (LUCIFER, October, 1890, pp. 92,93), 
that molecular motion is the lowest and most material form of the One 
Eternal Life, itself MOTION as the" Great Breath ", and the source of all 
motion on every plane of the universe. In the Sanscrit, the roots of the 
terms for spirit, breath, being, and motion, are essentially the same, and 
Rama Prasad says that" all these roots have for their origin the sound pro
duced by the breath of animals "-the sound of expiration and inspiration. 

Now the Lower Mind, or Kama.Manas, acts on the molecules of the 
nervous cells by motion, and sets them vibrating, so starting mind
consciousness on the physical plane. Manas itself could not affect these 
molecules; but its Ray, the Lower Manas, having clothed itself 'in astral 
matter and united itself to the Kamic elements, is able to set the physical 
molecules in motion, and so give rise to "brain·consciousness ", including 
the brain·memory and all the other functions of the human mind, as we 
know it in its ordinary activity. These manifestations, "like all other 
phenomena on the material plane . must be related in their final 
analysis to the world of vibration ", says H. P. Blavatsky. But, she goes 
on to point out, "in their origin they belong to a different and a higher 
world of harmony". Their origin is in the Manasic essence, in the Ray; 
but on the material plane, acting on the molecules of the hrain, they are 
translated into vibrations. 

This action of the Kama-Manas is spoken of by Theosophists as 
psychic. All mental and passional activities are due to this psychic energy, 

4-
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and its manifestations are necessarily conditioned by the physical apparatus 
through which it acts. We have already seen this broadly stated (ante, 
pp. 40, 41) and the rationale of the statement will now be apparent. If the 
molecular constitution of the brain be fine, and if the working of the speci
fically Kamic organs (liver, spleen, etc.) be healthy and pure--so as not to 
injure the molecular constitution of the nerves which put them into commu
nication with the brain-then the psychic breath, as it sweeps through the 
instrument, awakens in this true Eolian harp harmonious and exquisite 
melodies; whereas if the molecular constitution be gross or poor, if it be 
disordered by the emanations of alcohol, if the blood be poisoned. by gross 
living or sexual excesses, the strings of the Eolian harp become too loose or 
too tense, clogged with dirt or frayed with harsh usage, and when the 
psychic breath passes over them they remain dumb or give out harsh dis
cordant notes, not because the breath is absent, but because the strings 
are in evil case. 

It will now, I think, be clearly understood that what we call Mind, or 
Intellect, is, in H. P. Blavatsky's words, "a pale and too often distorted 
reflection" of Manas itself, or our Fifth Principle; Kama-Manas is "the 
rational, but earthly or physical intellect of man, incased in, and bound by, 
matter, therefore subject to the influence of the latter"; it is "the Lower 
Self, or that which manifesting through our organic system, acting on this 
plane of illusion, imagines itself the Ego sum, and thus falls into what 
Buddhist philosophy brands as the' heresy of separateness'." It is the human 
PERSONALITY, from which proceeds "the psychic, i.e., 'terrestrial wisdom' 
at best, as it is influenced by all the chaotic stimuli of the human or rather 
animal passions of the living body" (LUCIFER, October, 1890, p. 179). 

A clear understanding of the fact that Kama-Manas belongs to the 
human Personality, that it functions in and through the physical brain, 
that it acts on the molecules of the brain, setting them into vibration, will 
very much facilitate the comprehension by the student of the doctrine of 
Re-incarnation. That great subject will be dealt with in another volume 
of this series, and I do not propose to dwell upon it here, more than to 
remind the student to take careful note of the fact that the Lower Manas is 
a Ray from the immortal Thinker, illuminating a personality, and that all the 
functions which are brought into activity in the brain-consciousness are 
functions correlated to the particular brain, to the particular Personality, 
in which they occur. The brain-molecules that are set vibrating are 
material organs in the man of flesh; they did not exist as brain-molecules 
before his conception, nor do they persist as brain-molecules after his 
disintegration. Their functional activity is limited by the limits of his 
personal life, the life of the body, the life of the transient Personality. Now 
the faculty we speak of as " memory" on the physical plane depends on 
the rf.sponse of these very brain-molecules to the impulse of the Lower 
Manas, and there is no link between the brains of successive Personalities 
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except through the Higher Manas, that sends out its R.y to successively 
inform and enlighten them. It follows, then, inevita"ly, that unless the 
consciousness of man can rise from the physical and Kama-Manasic 
planes to the plane of the Higher Manas, no memory of one Personality 
can reach over to another. The memory of the Personality belongs to the 
transitory part of man's complex nature, and those only can recover the 
memory of their past lives who can raise their consciousness to the plane 
of the immortal Thinker, and can, so to speak, travel in consciousness up 
and down the Ray that is the bridge between the personal man that 
perishes and the immortal Man that endures. If while we are cased in the 
man of flesh, we can raise our consciousness along the Ray that connects 
our lower with our true Self, and so reach the Higher Manas, we find there 
stored in the memory of that eternal Ego the whole records of our past 
lives on earth, and we can bring back those records to our brain-memory 
by way of that same Ray, wherethrough we can climb upwards, to our 
" Father ". But this is an achievement that belongs to a late stage of 
human evolution, and until this is reached the successive Personalities 
informed by the Manasic Rays are separated from each other, and no 
memory bridges over the gulf between. The fact is obvious enough to 
anyone who thinks the matter out, but as the difference between the 
Personality and the immortal Individuality is somewhat unfamiliar in the 
\Vest, it may be well to remove a possible stumbling-block from the 
student's path. 

Now the Lower Manas may do one of three things: it may rise towards 
its source, and by unremitting and strenuous efforts become one with its 
.. Father in Heaven ", or the Higher Manas-Manas uncontaminated with 
earthly elements, unsoiled and pure. Or, it may partially aspire and 
partially tend downwards, as indeed is mostly the case with the average 
man. Or, saddest fate of all, it may become so clogged with the Kamic 
elements as to become one with them, and be finally wrenched away from 
its Parent and perish. 

Before considering these three fates, there are a few more words to be 
said touching the activity of the Lower Manas. 

As the Lower Manas frees itself from Kama, it becomes the sovereign 
of the lower part of man, and manifests more and more of its true and 
essential nature. In Kama is Desire, moved by bodily needs, and \VILL, 
which is a faculty of Manas, is often led captive by the turbulent physical 
impulses. But the Lower Manas, "whenever it disconnects itself, for the 
time being, from Kama, becomes the guide of the highest mental faculties, 
and is the organ of the free-will in physical man" (LUCIFER, October, 1890, 
p. 94). But the condition of this freedom is that Kama shall be subdued, 
shall lie prostrate beneath the feet of the conqueror: if the maiden Will is 
to be set free, the Manasic St. George must slay the Kamic Dragon that 
holds her captive. for while Kama is unconquered, Desire will be master 
of Will. 
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Again, as the Lower Manas frees itself from Kama, it becomes more 
and more capable of transmitting to the human personality with which it 
is connected, the impulses that reach it from its source. I t is then, as we 
have seen, that Genius flashes forth, the light from the Higher Ego stream
ing through the Lower ~lanas to the brain, and manifesting itself to the 
world. So, also, as H. P. Blavatsky points out, such action may raise a 
man above the normal level of human power: "The Higher Ego", she says, 
"cannot act directly on the body, as its consciousness belongs to quite another 
plane and planes of ideation; the' Lower Self' does; and its action and be
haviour depend on its free·will and choice as to whether it will gravitate more 
towards its parent (' the Father in Heaven ') or the 'animal' which it 
informs, the man of flesh. The Higher Ego, as part of the Essence of the 
UNIVERSAL MIND, is unconditionally omniscient on its own plane, and only 
potentially so in our terrestrial sphere, as it has to act solely through its 

. aIte, Ego-the Personal Self. Now, the former is the vehicle of 
all knowledge of the past, the present and the future, and . it is 
from this fountain-head that its 'double' catches occasional glimpses of 
that which is beyond the senses of man, and transmits them to certain 
brain-cells (unknown to Science in their functions), thus making of man a 
See" a soothsayer and a prophet" (LUCIFER, November, 1890, p. 171). 
This is the real Seership, and on it a few words must be said presently. It 
is, naturally, extremely rare, and precious as it is rare. A" faint and 
distorted reflection" of it is found in what is called mediumship, anel of this 
H. P. Blavatsky says: .. Now what is a medium? The term medium, 
when not applied simply to things and objects, is supposed to be a person 
through whom the action of another person or being is either manifested 
or transmitted. Spiritualists, believing in communications with disem
bodied spirits, and that these can manifest through, or impress sensitives 
to transmit messages from them, regard mediumship as a blessing and a 
great privilege. We Theosophists, on the other hand, who do not believe 
in the '.communion of spirits' as Spiritualists do, regard the gift 
as one of the most dangerous of abnormal nervous diseases. A 
medium is simply one in whose personal Ego, or terrestrial mind, the 
percentage of astral light so preponderates as to impregnate with it his 
whole physical constitution. Every organ and cell thereby is attuned, so 
to speak, and subject to an enormous and abnormal tension ,. (LUCIFER, 
November, 1890, p. 183). In such cases, the astral covering of the Lower 
Manas, to which we have already alluded, has really overpowered the 
Manasic Ray, and the latter, instead of shining through it, is dulled and 
but broken beams struggle through. These, illuminating the dim regions of 
astral and psychic shapes, fall now on one, now on another, lending them 
deceptive colour and reality, misleading alike the medium and those who 
look to him for guidance. 

To return to the three" fates" spoken of above, anyone of which may 
befall the Lower Manas. 
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It may rise towards its source and become one with the Fathe, in Heaven. 
This triumph can only be ga:ned by many successive incarnations, all 
consciously directed towards this end. As life succeeds life, the physical 
frame becomes more and more delicately attuned to vibrations responsive to 
the Manasic impulses, S\... that gradually the Manasic Ray needs less and 
less of the coarser astral matter as its vehicle. "It is part ofthe mission of 
the Manasic Ray to get gradually rid of the blind deceptive element which, 
though it makes. of it an active spiritual entity on this plane, still brings it 
into so close contact with matter as to entirely becloud its divine nature and 
stultify its intuitions" (LUCIFER, November, 1890, p. 182). Life after life it 
rids itself of this" blind deceptive element ", until at last, master of Kama, 
and with body responsive to Mind, the Ray becomes one with its radiant 
source, the lower nature is wholly attuned to the higher, and the Adept 
stands forth complete, the" Father and the Son" having become one on all 
planes, as they have been always" one in heaven ". For him the wheel of 
incarnation is over, the cycle of necessity is trodden. Henceforth, he can 
incarnate at will, to do any special service to mankind; or he can dwell in 
the planes round earth without the physical body, helping in the further 
evolution of the globe and of the race. 

It may partially aspi,e and partially tend downwa,ds. This is the normal 
experience of the average man. All life is a battle-field, and the battle 
rages in the Lower Manasic region, where Manas wrestles with Kama for 
empire over man. Anon aspiration conquers, the chains of sense are 
broken, and the Lower Manas, with the radiance of its birth-place on it, 
soars upward on strong wings, spurning the soil of earth. But alas! too 
soon the pinions tire, they flag, they flutter, they cease to beat the air; 
and downwards falls the royal bird whose true realm is that of the higher 
air, and he flutters heavily to the bog of earth once more, and Kama 
chains him down. 

When the period of incarnation is over, and the gateway of Death 
closes the road of earthly life, what becomes of the Lower Manas in the 
case we are considering? 

Soon after the death of the physical body Kama-Manas is set free, and 
dwells for awhile on the astral plane clothed with a body of astral matter. 
From this all of the Manasic Ray that is pure and unsoiled gradually 
disentangles itself, and returns to its source, carrying with it such of its 
life experiences as are of a nature fit for assimilation with the Higher Ego. 
Manas thus again becomes one, and it remains one during the period which 
intervenes between two incarnations. The Manasic Ego, united to Atma
Buddhi-the two highest principles in the human constitution, not yet 
considered by us-passes into the Devachanic state of consciousness, resting, 
as we rest in sleep, from the weariness of the life-struggle through which 
it has passed, wrapped in blissful dreams, coloured and peopled by the 
experiences of the earth-life thus closed. These are carried into the Manasic 
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consciousness by the Lower Ray withdrawn into its source. They make the 
Devachanic state a continuation of earth-iife, shorn of its sorrows, a completion 
of the wishes and desires of earth-life, so far as those were pure and noble. The 
poetic phrase that" the mind creates its own heaven" is truer than many may 
have imagined, for everywhere man is wi.at he thinks, and in the Devachanic 
state the mind is unfettered by the gross physical matter through which it 
works on the objective plane. The Devac:hanic period is the time for the 
assimilation of life-experiences, the regaining of equilibrium, ere a new 
journey is commenced. It is the night that succeeds the day of earth-life, 
the alternative of the objective manifestation. Periodicity is here, as 
everywhere else in nature, ebb and flow, throb and r~st, the rhythm of the 
universal Life. This Devachanic state of consciousness lasts for a period 
of varying length, proportioned to the stage reached in evolution, the 
Devachan of the average man being said to extend over some fifteen 
hundred years. 

Meanwhile, that portion uf the impure garment of the Lower Manas 
which remains entangled with Kama gives to the Kama-Rupa (rupa is form 
or body, therefore Kama-Rupa is merely the Kama Body) a somewhat 
confused consciousness, a broken memory of the events of the just closed 
life. If the emotions and passions were strong and the Manasic element 
weak during the period of incarnation, the Kama-Rupa will be strongly 
energised, and will persist in its activity for a considerable length of time 
after the death of the body. It will also show a considerable amount of 
consciousness, as much of the Manasic Ray will have been overpowered by 
the vigorous Kamic elements, and will have remained entangled in them. 
If, on the other hand, the just closed earth-life was characterised by 
mentality and purity rather than by passion, the Kama-Rupa, being but 
poorly energised, will be a pale simulacrum of the person to whom it be
longed, and will fade away, di~integrate and perish before any long period 
has elapsed. 

The" spook" already mentioned (see LUCIFER, September, p.p. 35, 36) 
will now be fully understood. It may show very considerable intelligence, 
if the Manasic element be still largely present, and this will be the case with 
the Kama-Rupa of persons of strong animal nature and forcible though coarse 
intt:llect. For intelligence working in a very powerful Kamic personality 
will be exceedingly strong and energetic, though not subtle or delicate, and 
the "spook" of such a person, still further vitalised by the magnetic 
currents of persons yet living in the body, may shew much intellectual 
ability of a low type. But such a " spook ,. is conscienceless, devoid of good 
impulses, tending towards disintegration, and communications with it can 
work for evil only, whether we regard them as prolonging its vitality by the 
currents it sucks up from the bodies and Kamic elements of the living, or 
as exhausting the vitality of these living persons and polluting them with 
': .. tral ('onnexions of an altogether undesirable kind. 
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Nor should it be forgotten that, without attending seance-rooms at all, 
living persons may come into objectionable contact with these Kamic 
" spooks". As already mentioned, they are attracted to places in which 
the animal part of man is chiefly catered for; drinking-houses, gambling 
saloons, brothels, all these places are full of the vilest magnetism, are very 
whirl-pools of magnetic currents of the foulest type. These attract the 
" spooks" magnetically, and they drift to such psychic maelstroms of all 
that is earthly and sensual. Vivified by currents so congenial to their own, 
the Kama-Rupas become more active and potent, impregnated with the 
emanations of passions and desires they can no longer physically satisfy, 
their magnetic currents reinforce the similar currents in the live persons, 
action and reaction continually going on, and the animal natures of the 
living become more potent and less controlled by the will as they are 
played on by these forces of the Kamic world. Kama-Ioka (from loka, a 
place, and so the place for Kama) is a name often used to designate that 
plane of the astral world to which these "spooks" belong. and from this 
ray magnetic currents of poisonous character, as from a pest-house float 
out germs of disease that may take root and grow in the congenial soil of 
some poorly vitalised physical body. 

It is very possible that many will say, on reading these statements, 
that Theosophy is a revival of medireval superstitions and will lead to 
imaginary terrors. Theosophy explains medireval superstitions, and 
shews the natural facts on which they were founded and from which they 
drew their vitality. If there are planes in nature other than the physical 
no amount of reasoning will get rid of them and belief in their existence 
will constantly reappear, but knowledge will give them their intelligible 
place in the universal order, and will prevent superstition by an accurate 
understanding of their nature, and of the laws under which· they function. 
And let it be remembered that persons whose consciousness is normally on 
the physical plane can protect themselves from undesirable influences by 
keeping their minds clean and their wills strong. We protect ourselves 
best against disease by maintaining our bodies in vigorous health; we 
cannot guard ourselves against invisible germs, but we can prevent our 
bodies becoming suitable soil for the growth and development of the germs. 
Nor need we deliberately throw ourselves in the way of infection. So also 
as regards these malign germs from the astral plane. We can prevent the 
formation of Kama-Manasic soil in which they can germinate and 
develop, and we need not go into evil places, nor deliberately encourage 
receptivity and mediumistic tendencies. A strong active will and a pure 
heart are our best protection. 

There remains the third possibility for Kama-Manas, to which we 
must now turn our attention, the fate spoken of earlier as "terrible in its 
consequences, which may befall the Kamic Principle". 

It ma)' /weak away from its source, made one with Kama, instead of with the 
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Higher Manas. This is, fortunately, a rare event, as rare at one pole of 
human life as the complete re-union with the Higher Manas is rare at the 
other. But still the possibility remains and must be stated. 

The personality may be so 'strongly controlled by Kama that, in the 
struggle between the Kamic and Manasic e~ents the victory may remain 
wholly with the former. The Lower Manas ~y become so enslaved that 
its essence may become, as it were, frayed th~-:rrer and thinner by the con
stant rub and strain, until at last persistenf' yielding to the promptings 
of desire bears its inevitable fruit, and the slender link which unites the 
Higher to the Lower Manas, the .. silver thread that binds it to the 
Master", snaps in two. Then, during earth-life, the Lower Quaternary is 
wrenched away from the Triad to which it was linked, and the Higher 
Nature is severed wholly from the lower. The human being is rent in 
twain, the brute has broken itself free, and it goes forth unbridled, carrying 
with it the reflections of that Manasic light which should have been its guide 
through the desert of life. A more dangerous brute it is than its fellows of 
the un evolved animal world, just because of these fragments in it of the 
higher mentality of man. Such a being, human in form but brute in 
nature, human in appearance but without human ruth, or love, or justice 
-such a one may now and then be met ·with in the haunts of men, 
putrescent while still living, a thing to shudder at with deepest, if hopeless, 
compassion. What is its fate after the funeral knell has tolled? 

Ultimately, there is the perishing of the personality that has thus 
broken away from the Principles that can alone give it immortality. But 
a period of persistence lies before it. 

The Kama-Rupa of such a one is an entity of terrible potency, and it 
has this unique peculiarity, that it is able to reincarnate in the world of men. 
It is not a mere .. spook" on the way to disintegration; it has retained, 
entangled in its coils, too much of the Manasic element to permit of such 
natural dissipation in space. It is sufficiently an independent entity, lurid 
instead of radiant, with Manasic flame rendered foul instead of purifying, as 
to be able to take to itself garment of flesh once more and dwell as man 
with men. Such a man-if the word may be indeed applied to the mere 
human shell with brute interior-passes through a period of earth-life the 
natural foe of all who are still normal in their humanity. With no instincts 
save those of the animal, driven only by passion never even by emotion, 
with a cunning that no brute can rival, a deliberate wickedness that plans 
evil in fashion unknown to the mere frankly natural impulses of the animal 
world, the re-incarnated Kama-Rupic entity touches ideal vileness. Such 
soil the page of human history as the monsters of iniquity that startle us 
now and again into a wondering cry, .. Is this a human being?" Sinking 
lower with each successive incarnation, the evil force gradually wears 
itself out, and such a personality perishes, separated from the source of life. 
It finally disintegrates, to be worked up into other forms of living things, 
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but as a separate existence it is lost. It is a bead broken off the thread 
of life, and the Immortal Ego that incarnated in that personality has lost 
the experience of that incarnation, has reaped no harvest from that 
life-sowing, Its Ray has brought nothing back, its life-work for that birth 
has been a total and complete failure, whereof nothing remains to weave 
into the fabric of its own eternal Self. ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 

(To be continued.) 
3+E 

LA MORALE DU BOUDDHISME-, 
THIS short pamphlet of 24 pages, 8vo, contains much food for thought, and 
is a statement of Buddhist ethical philosophy, written by an enthusiast, who 
nevertheless reserves to himself an extensive right of selection and criticism. 

M. de Rosny considers the interblending of philosophy with ethics in 
the Buddhist system as its " weak side", and further laments the existence 
of an esoteric teaching, or rather that Buddhism should have had recourse 
to " Esoterisme ". In other words, if we interpret the professor aright, the 
existence of a scientific and philosophical basis of morals is a thing to be 
deplored, We have always, on the contrary, been led to believe that this 
was precisely the" strong side" of Buddhism, for failing this we are thrown 
back on the" ipse dixit" of the moral teacher. The philosophy of Bud
dhism gives the intellectual authority for its ethics, and the esoteric doctrine 
gives directions for the practical scientific demonstration, not only physical 
but also psychical, of the intellectual and ethical teachings. 

On the other hand, M. de Rosny writes with. great force, and tells 
the readers of his pamphlet much that is desirable to know concerning the 
precepts of the Tathagata, and clears away many misconceptions. In 
Buddhism, he writes, " Science and Love are the two essential factors of 
the Universe ", and continues:-

.. Bien que l'Amour et la Science soient les deux coefficientsessentiels dans Ie dog. 
matisme bouddhique, ils ne Ie sont a titre egal qu'a la condition de se compltlter I'un 
l'autre. de se confondre en quelque SOl te, de devenir une seule et mlime chose. J usqu' 
11 leur complete unification, I'Amour n'est qu'un vehicule a I'aide duquel I'litre peut 
obtenir la Connaissance, mais I' Amour n'est pas la Connaissance elle-meme. Si I'litre 
ne possede pas ce vehicule, et jusqu' ace qu'il l'ait acquis, it est condamne a suh'ft: 
la cbalne des transmigrations dont il ne parvient 11 se delivrer qu' apres avoir fait dis
paraitre non seulement toutes les entra\"es resultant de sa condition corporelle, mais 
encore Ie souvenir, les reminiscences de ces entraves." 

Later on the professor says quite correctly that the law of the universe 
is eternal progress, but that the only true progress is moral progress. 
This is a grand truth that Theosophists should never weary in propagating; 
eternal progress is t he destiny of man, not eternal rest; and if further that 
progress must be a moral progress, then the law of spiritual manhood is 
eternal activity in well-doing. 

Needless to say that the President of the first International Congress 
of Orientalists puts one more nail into the coffin of that now fast disintegra
ting lie that Nirvana means annihilation. All Buddhist teaching shows 
Nirvana to be something to be attained by continuous effort. Effort means 
activity j annihilation, inactivity; from which premisses naught but the logic 
of a lunatic asylum can draw the conclusion that Ni1'Vana is annihilation. 

It is to be hoped that La M01'ale du Bouddhisme will be widely read in 
France, and by the French-reading public; cheap hand-books on Eastern 
religions and philosophies are what the public want, and are the most 
acceptable presents that the learning of our Orientalists can make to the 
less instructed public. 

• By Leon de Rosny: Georges Carre, Editeur, 58 rue Saint-Andre-dea-Arts, Paris, 
'1191: pric:e So centimes, 
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~n <0ntline of tbe "~ead lIodrim". 
[IN these. papers an attempt will be made to give a clear account of 

the theory of life and development contained in Madame Blavatsky's 
Secret Doctrine, based on stanzas from the Book of Dzyan. As it is 
impossible within the limits to which we are restricted to bring forward all 
the arguments in support of these theories, and as no partial statement 
would be adequate, no attempt at argument will be made. Readers who 
may be inclined to accuse us of too dogmatic assertion of unproven facts, of 
"handling worlds and pebbles too freely", will kindly remember that this is 
simply the outline of a doctrine the proofs of which they must· seek for in 
the doctrine itself. As these papers may subsequently be reprinted, any 
criticism or discussion of them will be very welcome. ~'] 

I. 
SUMMARY. 

Universal Night. The absorption of the Universe into latency j in 
its scientific, philosophical, and religious aspects j the Trinity in Unity. 
The Absolute. 

The Secret Doct,ine begins by contemplating the Universe as with
drawn from its condition of manifestation into the latent state in which it 
sleeps during the recurring periods of Universal Night, when time is 
absorbed in eternal duration. 

For us, time is registered by the motions of the sun and stars j by the 
earth's rotation, marking out the day from sunrise to sunrise j by the 
waxing and waning of the moon j by the earth's yearly journey round the 
sun j and by that greater year that the pole traces out among the constella
tions in the slow Precession of the Equinoxes. 

But when, at the evening of each universal day, the earth and the moon 
have faded to pale shadows, and with the sun and planets, one by one have 
melted back into the common source from which they sprung j when all the 
stars, the clocks of the universe, have become invisible, then time, as we 
know it, ceases, and vanishes into the bosom of eternal duration. 

Even in the world of manifestation, Time has an uncertain, erratic 
life.' In the waking world, minute drags after minute, with the stiff 
rigidity of dense matter j solid forms remain unchanged, or impercep-
tibly unchanged, for hours or ages. . 

In the world of dreams-as real to itself as the world of day 
-minutes and hours have more fluidity j image succeeds image, melting, 
coalescing, transforming, with a rapidity that would be startling in waking 
life, but seems quite natural in the dream-world, where an hour of day may 
be an age of dream. 

In those clearer worlds to which spiritual vision penetrates, long vistas 
of being are concentrated into a moment j past and future draw nearer each 

• Criticisms may be sent under cover to the EdItor, marked .. Outline of the Secret 
Doctrine". 
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other, and a "thousand years are as one day". In the highest world of all, 
where vision becomes divine, all the lives of all beings are perpetually 
visible; for the transformations of time have no existence there, and the in
finite past and the infinite future have become blended in the'Eternal Now. 

\\'hen the Universe from manifestation in objective life has sunk back 
gradually through all the planes of being into this highest divine world, 
then the time that we know is at an end, vanished and absorbed into eternal 
duration. 

\Vhen the worlds have thus faded away in each evening of the 
universe, and the boundless realms of space, frolll the lowest material plane, 
through the planes of dream and vision and spiritual sight, to the threshold 
of the highest divine world, are left without visible inhabitant, eitPler man', 
angel, or demigod; then, in the decrepitude of time, space too becomes 
transformed; there is no longer height, nor breadth, nor depth, for there is 
no longer anything to measure by these attributes; then Space is trans
formed into Being, independent of the dimensions of space. 

\Vhere are all the inhabitants of Space, from the lowest world to the 
highest, from the human and sub-human to the angel and demigod? 
Where 'ire the manifold worlds in which they lived and moved and had 
their being? 

To answer this we must ask, what are these worlds, and in what 
consists the life lived in them by man, and angel, and demigod. 

Looked at from one point of view this life, whether of man, angel, or 
demigod, and these worlds in which they live, consist of an endless series of 
pictures and images, whether appearing outwardly through the senses, or 
inwardly in the mind; passing unceasingly before the Consciousness, which 
takes note of image after image, and pictu{e after picture, observing all 
as a "disinterested spectator". 

Between these two, Consciousness, the disinterested spectator, and the 
incessant world of sensations, of images and imaginings that pass before it, 
a great gulf is fixed; Consciousness remains unchanged on the one side, and 
the infinite picture-world unfolds itself unceasillgly on the other. In this 
panoramic world of images, space adheres as an attribute, and time adheres 
as an attribute; space refers to the extent of the image, and the portion of the 
whole panoramic world it fills; and time refers to the durability of each 
image or impression, as compared with other images more fleeting or more 
sustained. Time and Space therefore, as being but a part of the panorama, 
the unceasing picture-world that passes before Consciousness the disin
terested spectator, cannot logically be attributed to the Consciousness which 
observes them as external to, and different from itself. 

This is expressed by saying that Consciousness is eternal, that is, 
quite independent of and outside time; and also independent of and outside 
the dimensions of space; or in the words of the UPanishad, Consciousness is 
the Ancient" smaller than small and greater than great". 
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Thus, from this point of view, we are led to divide the Universe into 
two entirely different though related powers, on the one side Consciousness
eternal and free from the bonds of time and space, and on the other the 
endless panorama of pictures, images and perceptions, appearing either 
outwardly through the senses, or inwardly through the mind; between 
these two, Consciousness, and the objects of Consciousness, a great gulf is 
fixed, which is bridged over by the magician Perception. 

Before the disinterested spectator, Consciousness, stretches a veil or 
film of images and sensations more permanent and more closely adhering to 
Consciousness, than the vast mass of pictures and images that pass by, in 
the endless panorama of the worlds; through this veil or film the other 
images and pictures are seen, and from it they receive a more or less per
manent colouring and temper. This veil that adheres to Conscious
ness is the personality: the bundle of feelings, thoughts and desires that 
make up the per!;onal life. 

And though Consciousness is a disinterested spectator, this adherent 
film of personality is, on the contrary, intensely interested in the panorama 
of pictures that pass before it, and receives from them, or attributes to them, 
alternate sensations of pleasure and pain, heat and cold, bitter and sweet, 
longing and satiety, love and hate-the"pairs of opposites" which make up 
the sum of the feelings and sensations that fill the life of the personality. 

This condition of things, the Consciousness as disinterested spectator 
of the ceaseless panorama of pictures, with the personality as a veil 
between, is repeated on all the planes. But as life rises from the lower 
and more material to the higher and spiritual planes, changes 
appear. The veil of personality becomes gradually more luminous and 
lucent, till at last it stretches as a hardly visible, transparent film between 
consciousness and image, and-no longer subject to the" pair of opposites", 
pleasure and pain, love and hate, longing and satiety, but rather receptive 
of the single essences of which love and hate, pleasure and pain, heat and 
cold, are but the positive and negative poles-the purified and cleansed 
personality begins to partake of spiritual and divine nature. 

Along with this ennobling of the personality, a change passes over the 
panorama of life on the higher planes or ranges of being. What had seemed 
on the lowest ranges to be a mere chaotic hurtling of images, an erratic 
lawless passage of sensations, with no order or relation to the Consciousness 
to which they were presented, is seen on the higher ranges of life, to be an 
orderly procession. a steady progress full of disciplinary, educational value. 

And on the divine plane, it becomes apparent that the power that 
marshals and compels these images, these elements of discipline and 
development, is not foreign or isolated from Consciousness, but is rather the 
eternal Will wedded to Consciousness, the expression of that Self of which 
Will and Consciousness are the eternal twin powers. These will-directed 
elements of discipline which on the lower planes are apparently chaotic and 
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at random, on the higher planes draw closer and closer to the Conscious
ness, and on the highest divine plane they are seen as not foreign to 
Consciousness, but partaking of its nature, and subject and object become 
united in one divinity which is neither of them, and is yet both of them. 

\Vhen throughout all the worlds the" pairs of opposites", pleasure and 
pain, love and hate, longing and satiety, have, after the interval of ages of 
manifested life, become gradually drawn together, and have coalesced into 
those single essences of which they are but the negative and positive poles; 
when throughout all the worlds the images and pictures, the elements of 
discipline-in which the spiritual Will, the twin-brother of pure Conscious
ness, expresses itself-have gradually drawn closer and closer to Conscious
ness, the film between them growing ever purer and more pellucid; and 
when at last throughout all the worlds the twin-brothers Consciousness and 
Spiritual Will (in which all manifestation has been absorbed) become once 
more one, then begins that true life which is veiled under the name of 
Universal Night. 

This re-union of the" pairs of opposites ", their slow re-absorption into 
spiritual \Vill, the divine parent of all manifestation, and the re-union of 
Will and Consciousness, with the disappearance of all life as we know it-in 
reality the beginning of true life-this is the second element (or the 
second, metaphysical aspect) of the mystery that is called the Nights of the 
Universe. 

There is yet a third side to this subject. Linked with Consciousness 
on every plane and range of being is a sense of moral life, an aspiration 
to, and dim perception of, higher and diviner life above, and a sense of 
relation with and obligation to, the cognate lives around us. 

On the lower range of being these two moral perceptions are dim and 
clouded. 

As life rises higher and higher, entering deeper and deeper into the 
divine power that was first only dimly felt above, side by side with this 
upward growth is an outward growth by which the boundaries, which had 
at first seemed hard and impassible, between us and the cognate souls 
around us, begin to soften and melt away; and at last on the great day, 
when we become one with the divine soul above us, we have also hy the 
same growth become one with the cognate souls beside us; and, though 
still knowing our own existence in the divine, we are no longer conscious of 
any distance between our own souls and the souls of our fellow-men-then 
no longer men, but divine beings, at one with us, and at one with the divine. 

This great at-one-ment, or atonement, that brings about the union of 
all humanities into one divine life, forms the last and highest aspect of the 
mystery of the consummation of life which ushers in that true being, that 
real life, which only human blindness calls Universal Night. This gradual 
growth to perfect fulfilment of our obligation and relation to the human 
around us, in morals, and to the divine above us, in religion, forms the 
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third aspect of the mystery of the ever-recurring Nights of the 
Universe. 

In reality these three aspects, these three categories of being, or the seven 
aspects into which they may be divided, are not separate, isolated natures, 
and their gradual unfolding does not constitute three different and distinct 
processes; all three are but phases, aspects, or facets, of the one B~ing 
in the evolution and involution of which consists the life of the universe. 

When this trinity in unity is unfolded, expressed and manifested, the 
universe passes to Universal Day. 

\Vhen the trinity in unity coalesces, unites and is re-absorbed, 
universal day gives place to universal night. In this universal night, 
there are no separate existences, no separate lives, no separate attributes; 
time, space, subjectivity, objectivity are no longer; from the standpoint of 
our thought there is nothing, because nothing is separate from the eternal, 
infinite All. 

But behind this Universal Being which alternately expresses 
itself in manifestation, and re-absorbs itself into latency, there is another 
deeper mystery, so profound that human reason almost refuses to grasp it 
at all. This is the mystery of the Absolute. 

As underneath the lump of metal, that in the jeweller's hands takes 
many shapes, now melted to liquid, now hardened to solid, the mind 
conceives a certain quantity of gold, a quantity which remains unchanged, 
and which the mind regards abstractly as unchanging and unchangeable, 
even though the lump be separated into many pieces, or alloyed with other 
metals, or even powdered to dust and scattered on the face of the earth; 
so behind this evolving and involving universal life, which alternately expands 
and contracts in universal day and night, thought perceives the necessity of 
another universal being, the sum of the powers and forces of this (as the 
gold is the sum of the substance in the jeweller's hands) and partaking 
neither in the evolution or involution of this, but remaining eternally 
changeless, motionless, attributeless, in the everlasting mystery of absolute 
Being. 

The Abstract Unity, which contains within itself the potency of 
all life, but which has no life because it is all life ; which contains within 
itself the potency of all consciousness, but has no consciousness because it 
is the totality of consciousness; which contains within itself the potency of 
all good and beauty and truth, but which is neither good nor beautiful nor 
true because it is absolute goodness, beauty and truth; which contains 
within itself the potency of all motion, all sound or colour and sensation, 
but is without motion, sound, colour or sensation ; which contains within 
itself the potency of all attributes, but is without attributes because it is 
the totality of all attributes; this is the Absolute: the unknown and ever 
unknowahle God. C. J. 

(To be continued.) 
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VIII. THE SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF THE CHURCH. 

(Continued.) 

XVII. THE CHURCH TERMS THE SPIRIT WHICH GUIDES AND ANIMATES 

IT THE "SPIRIT OF CHRIST". THUS ACCORDING TO THE DOCTRINE OF THE 

CHURCH, THE SPIRIT OF CHRIST IS ITS HIGHER SELF OR TRIAD, THE 

VISIBLE CHURCH IS THE BODY OF CHRIST. 

Demonstration.-That this was the primitive Church's thought of 
itself is clear from the words of St. Paul, who called the Church "the body 
of Christ", adopted as authoritative by the Church when the Canon of 
Scripture was settled. It has been adopted and carried on by Catholic 
theologians of all ages." N .B.-The truth of the dogma depends on 
altogether different lines of argument, all that is covered by this demonstra· 
tion is that there is an informing Spirit or Higher Self in the Church, anu 
that the Church by its living voice calls this the Spirit of Christ. 

Notes and Illustrations. 

I. It would be utterly impossible here to enter on a disquisition of all 
the various ideas, noted and con-noted, in the word Christ, and in the 
ancient mystic Christus or Chrestos, whether the same or not, the various 
Gnostic conceptions, the possible connection near or remote with Krishna 
of the Hindoos. Anyone who enters on this wide field of speculation 
should be prepared to go right through with it, and study the etymology 
and history both of the name and the idea through the cosmogony and 
mythology of every great race which has yet lived on the earth, tracing 
also the inter-relations of these races, their language and philosophy. 
Short of this a partial knowledge must certainly land him in a fallacy. 

2. Without entering on this, the following will probably not be con
tested. All historic 'religions have assumed a higher state to which in
dividuals should aspire, and an endeavour on the part of the best of 
mankind to attain such state themselves and help others to attain it_ This 
postulates (according to most ~ystems) a spirit or a force of some kind in
ducing such effort. This spirit or force in some cases, and by some nations, 
received the na~e of Christos (or some equivalent), and was also termed 
the Path and the Purifier. Accepting this system and this nomenclature, 
the force which anywhere in any country induced men to strive after 
re-union with the Higher Self, might be called the Power of Christ (or the 

• For authorities see Klt!e, Hutoirl! des Dogml!s Chreti,,,r. 1-76. Mohler, Symbolih. 
vol. ii., p. 7. 
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Christos). The source of the illumination of those prophets, seers, initiates, 
masters, call them what you will, who gradually revealed the mysteries of 
knowledge, and taught the path whereby the Monad must seek re-union, 
might be called the Inspiration of Christ, the re-union, or at-one-ment. 

3. Such being the prior history of the working of this Spirit or Force; 
a group of men earnestly desiring this object (viz., the finding of the Higher 
Self) by all mankind, and desiring to distribute world-wide the best know
ledge they possessed of the path thereto, therefore ex-hypothesi, being 
moved by what has been called the Christ-Spirit, were led to the idea of 
forming an Association as a human vehicle for the promulgation of the 
knowledge they were anxious to impart, in order that, as the Spirit had 
been held before to speak occasionally through a prophet, or seer, or 
master; and as the individual Monad assumes human personality, and 
manifests itself thus to other men, so this Spirit actuating then, might have 
a constant visible human medium, whereby men might speak to men and 
convey the words of the Spirit. 

4. Nothing as yet is postulated with regard to the historic Christ or 
to Jesus of Nazareth, save that the teachings promulgated by (or ascribed 
to) the latter, were adopted as the ethical code of instruction. All we yet 
reach is that the Spirit of striving after union with the Higher Self, called 
by a certain school of thinkers Christos, or Christ, was believed by them to 
urge or direct them to form a society for the propagation of teaching tending 
to that end, and to promise occult guidance to such society; and that they 
conceived the relation between the society and the guiding spirit corres
ponded to that between the higher and lower principles in man. 

S. It is this mode of promulgation of the teaching of the path to union 
with the Higher Self which constitutes the essential feature of the Church 
of Christ. It does not deny that the Spirit may work in other ways among 
other peoples and races, but asserts that it does in fact work in this 
particular way in the Church. 

IX. CONCLU~ION-THE OBJECT AND MISSION OF THE 
CHURCH. 

At the outset of this concluding paper I wish to say that in all that has 
preceded my object has been not to bring forward any speculations as to 
what the Church ought to be, but, seeing that in the beginning of the 
Christian era certain men formed an association which still exists, to set 
forth as clearly as I could, and with such selection from the authorities as 
space permitted, the objects they set before themselves and the thought 
they had of the spirit which induced them to associate, and which animated 
their association. Obviously this is a very different work from the beautiful 
and valuable papers of my friend, Mr. Maitland. He and the lamented 
Mrs. Kingsford, by rare intuition and psychic powers of no ordinary degree, 
have apprehended and revealed much of the highest spiritual import con-
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cerning the mystic Christos, and the correct interpretation of many obscure 
glyphs and symbols. But whether or not these were in the contemplation 
of the primitive Church we have no clue. My work is strictly historic, 
theirs is spiritual, the work of the prophet in fact. Hence there should be 
no dispute between us, for our work is to be judged by wholly different 
standards. But assuming (I) that my historic facts are all accurate. 
(2) That the primitive Church correctly gauged the spirit which animated 
it. (3) That Mrs. Kingsford's intuition and psychic visions were clear and 
absblutely free from Maya or Astral illusion, then the result should be 
absolutely identical, the two lines of enquiry should converge. 

In the last paper the lower quaternary of the seven principles of the 
Church was traced out. It would be profitless speculation to attempt to 
distinguish accurately and sharply the principles of the Higher Triad from 
one another, inasmuch as the Church has never by authoritative utterance 
attempted to do so. It is however clear that this Triad considered together 
forms the Higher Self of that entity called the Church (or to put the same 
thought into the language of the Church, forms the Church Triumphant, 
wherewith the Church Militant or visible association of human beings is 
seeking union) and it has been indicated by distinguished theologians, such 
as St. Hilary of Poitiers, Gratry, and Bishop Forbes in our time, that the 
metaphysical, intellectual and moral aspects of this Higher Self correspond 
with the three higher principles. 

Briefly recapitulating the position, we see that the Church is a living 
composite entity, composed of living human units, as the human body is 
composed of living semi-independent cells. That this entity has its own 
organic life and has evolved its own constitution and rules of being, placing 
its life-principle in its continuous succession of three orders of the priesthood, 
and that the continuous existence of these to the present day is historically 
proveable. That its right to evolve such a constitution is that possessed by 
every association to formulate its own rules and laws, neither more nor less, 
and to expel all who refuse to be bound by those laws. That it has an 
organic voice, by means of which certain definite declarations were made, 
after which the voice became silent. That all such declarations must 
necessarily be accepted by all members of the Church, but that all other 
points are matters on which they may lawfully differ. That by that voice 
the Church has declared its theory that an animating and guiding spirit 
entered into its material body at the day of Pentecost, and that the union 
of the spirit and the body was the same as that of the higher and lower 
principles of man. 

Having cleared the ground to this extent we may see now what, according 
to the theory of the Church, was the object of this incarnation, if I may use 
the word, and what was the nature of the spirit animating the material 
body. The conception of the founders of the Association may be formulated 
thus. It was a Spirit of God, i.e., of the highest power of good of which 

5 
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they could formulate any conception. It was a Spirit which from the begin. 
ing had occasionally manifested and revealed itself to man in various ways. 
It was a Spirit which spoke to men through the human organs of Jesus of 
Nazareth. All this may be gathered from St. Paul's words, adopted by the 
Church, " God who at sundry times. and in diverse manners spake to our 
fathers by the prophets hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son ". 
The last word indisputably referring to Jesus of Nazareth, whatever inter· 
pretation may be placed on St. Paul's use of the word" Son". The Church 
subsequently by its authoritative voice adopted the account of Jesus of 
Nazareth set forth in~the four Gospels. 

The teachings of Jesus therefore as given therein are, by the Church's 
theory, the declaration of the nature of its animating spirit. And here 
observe it is the teachings as given, not as interpreted by any individual or 
school, however learned. In some cases the Church has given authoritative 
interpretations, in most case the teachings are simply left as they stand, 
and in this latter case it is lawful for Churchmen to differ, but not to set up 
any man's interpretation as a positive rule which others must accept. 
The neglect of this plain precept has caused more trouble in the Church 
than probably any other violation of first principles. 

There is, however, one point which stands out conspicuously in the 
teaching of Jesus, and this is the Law of Love-love for all nations and 
all men. Hitherto most, if not all, of the great historic religions of the 
world had been exclusive and national, or racial, generally also exclusive 
inter se, an inner circle of masters or initiates, and an outer crowd of more 
or less ignorant devotees. Such had been notoriously the case with the 
Jews, whose religious intolerance and exclusiveness were almost beyond 
parallel. Perhaps it was for this very reason that the first founders of the 
Christian Church were Jews; perhaps from reaction, perhaps from some 
instinctive striving to work off their racial Karma. At all events the 
original scheme was a universal brotherhood of spiritual equals, all teaching 
and helping one another by the power of the same Spirit. The Jewish 
converts, though captivated by the idea, were loth to give up their cherished 
exclusiveness; some of them, accordingly, strove to enforce circumcision 
and the law of Moses on Gentile converts, and others by ingenious manipu
lation of the learning of the Gnostics to affect to possess wisdom from a 
secret source peculiar to themselves, whose authority they were bound not 
to disclose, and thus they strove to destroy the newly enunciated principles 
of brotherhood by constituting themselves an inner circle pretending to 
esoteric wisdom. The Church's answer to the first of these positions may 
be found in St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, that to the second in his 
Epistle to the Colossians, and here be it said that this was the Gnosticism 
originally condemned by the Church, and the reason was its opposition to 
the Law of Brotherhood. Bishop Lightfoot's Introduction, and Bishop 
Moorhouse's Dallgers of tile Apostolic Age, give very ably the historical as 
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well as the doctrinal authorities for this position. If then the Spirit 
animating the Church had previously communicated with mankind through 
the instrumentality of Prophets, )'Iasters, or Initiates, of various races and 
nations, at various times, it is not only natural, but essential, that the bulk 
of the teaching formulated or adopted by the Church should have been put 
forth before in some form or other hy the manifestation of the same Spirit. 
It was somewhat as though a learned man, having taught isolated facts to 
individuals, should at length call all his scholars together and expound to 
the class his philosophy as a whole. The novelty of teaching, so far, is the 
synthesis of previous revelations and the universal brotherhood. The 
novelty of method, according to the theory, is that the Spirit which pre
viously only made esoteric revelations to, or through, chosen human 
mediums, should henceforth express itself in an outward, perceptible, and 
human manner, should speak as man to man, and should suffer and work 
after the manner of men, in order to lead them to find, and seek re-union 
with, their higher selves. Hitherto the Spirit had spoken from a higher 
plane, urging, commanding, threatening in various ways. according to the 
nature of the hearers, and with this same end in view; now the spirit is to 
descend and animate matter in order to show how the re-union is practically 
to be attained, to set forth not only the end but the means. This also had 
been shewn before, in various precepts of the Hebrew Prophets, in the 
Hindoo system now known as Raja Yoga, and in the wisdom of many 
another land and race. Henceforth, in an easy and comprehensible form, 
this method was to be the rule of life of the new universal brotherhood, 
taught openly to all. 

This Spirit then may perhaps in modern language be indicated as that 
which from the beginning of humanity urged men to strive to raise their 
consciousness out of the material, to get rid of separateness, to kill out the 
self; but seeing that the human Monad is cast into a material body, and 
may not by overt act quit it, but must use it for discipline, so as Bishop 
Moorhouse tersely puts it, "the will to live is to be conquered not by the 
will to die, but by the will to love". Such being its object, this Spirit 
must be always opposed to the will of the lower principles, or what is 
sometimes called the animal soul. Since then the IVlonad must have been 
put into its material envelope for the purpose of its own growth and 
progress, the object of the Spirit we speak of is to subordinate the lower to 
the higher nature, and its method of attaining this is by exercises on all the 
planes of being, by asceticism, by contemplation, by ceremonies which have 
distinct psychic effects in either reducing the strength or purifying the 
nature of the bodily :wants, &c., but all with one object, to re-unite the 
Monad cast into matter with its Higher Self while yet imprisoned in the 
flesh. 

There are some who say there is no such Spirit as we speak of, other 
than the Higher Self in each individual man-as well say there is no 
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magnetic current but that which is in the needle of each compass. The 
Higher Self of every man manifests to that man himself, and to all who 
can perceive in him the workings of the Higher manifested in the Lower 
principles, the nature of the general guiding Spirit or Over-soul of humanity, 
the former being a microcosmic exhibition of the latter, which again is 
itself a manifestation of the Cosmic Over-soul or Higher Self of the Universe. 
Just as the great magnetic currents sweep from the Equator to the Pole, 
and the tiny magnetized needle makes the direction of the current manifest 
at a particular place and time. 

This animating Spirit then, whose purpose is re-union of humanity 
with its Higher Self, has characteristics or attributes on the metaphysical 
plane not to tie directly expressed or comprehensible in words, but which, 
dimly perceived by or revealed to seers and initiates of old, took the form 
of certain glyphs or symbols, whereof each nation and race, indeed each 
man, saw more or less of the meaning according to their spirituality. The 
glyph was there, its interpretation was cosmic and its truth absolute on all 
planes, but the grossly.materialistic man could see only a gross, perchance 
an anthropomorpic meaning, while the psychic dreamer, perchance in 
vague intuitive perceptions of the spiritual meaning, lost sight of the fact 
that there was a physical and material interpretation also true. Such 
glyphs are for instance the doctrine of the Virgin-born and all the symbolism 
of the Cross, and a moment's consideration shows the reason of all the 
varying interpretations thereof, each of which is true to the interpreter, 
save where he denies the truth of other interpretations. 

This being the Church's theory, or doctrine, it sees nothing surprising 
in the recurrence of the same glyphs or symbols at various periods of the 
world's history. On the contrary it would naturally expect such to occur 
wherever the said Spirit manifested itself, and by the interpretation put 
thereon it judges the character of those to whom the manifestation is made. 
Just as the form of the shadow of a straight wand indicates the character of 
the ground it falls on. 

According to the Church's theory, this Spirit (the time having come 
for it to enter into material form and speak as man to man) did so, first by 
(so to speak) a microcosmic method animating a human form, just as the 
Monad animates the ordinary man, and thus becoming in outward visible 
form the historic teacher known as Jesus of Nazareth. A double function 
was hereby fulfilled, the glyphs or symbols whereby the animating Spirit 
had been previously known to seers and initiates were visibly shown, and 
the teaching of the Law of Love, i.e., the desirability of re-union with the 
Higher Self, the altruism and destruction of self and affirmation of brother
hood connected thereby, and the means of attainment thereof by exercise 
and discipline on all the planes, wa!' taught as man to man. Yet the 
theory is that this human life of Jesus of Nazareth is not a story once 
enacted jlnd forever done with i but a microcosmic reflection in visible 
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physical form of what the Spirit which animated him for the time of his 
mortal life has been doing from the beginning, and is still doing on the 
spiritual plane. Striving and suffering perpetually in order to bring about 
the union of humanity with the Higher Self of humanity. 

The Church lays down no dogma as to how this is. Questions as the 
IJI4mteT of the Atonement are not matters of faith as required by the Church. 
Gregory Nazianzen numbers speculations as to the sufferings of Christ 
"among those things on which it is useful to have correct ideas, but not 
dangerous to be mistaken". A quotation which those who affirm boldly 
what the Church teaches thereon, would do well to lay to heart. 

The Church does affirm that in his human body Jesus of Nazareth was· 
a man like other men, and that the Spirit which animated that body was 
Very God. It is of course the easiest of subterfuges to deny this by framing 
a definition of man which excludes such a union, or equally a definition of 
God. But such subterfuge is too transparent to be either honest or convin· 
cing. Yet this Christ-Spirit (as we may now call it without fear of 
misunderstanding) is not the final end and object of worship, those who 
make it so pervert the system of religion embodied in its teachings. The 
Father is the end (analogous in this sense to the Parabrahm-the absolute 
supreme). For when the union of humanity with its own Higher Self is 
accomplished, the Kingdom of Christ is come, and then the Spirit of Christ 
is to deliver up the Kingdom to the Father, and all things are to be absorbed 
in that Universal Father (the great in.breathing), the idea of an extra
cosmic God being quite opposed to all Church teachings. So then, having 
condensed, as it were, into a single vivid picture the glyphs and symbols of 
its perpetual metaphysical attributes, the Spirit of Christ seeking the 
At·one-ment of Humanity reincarnated itself in the mystical body composed 
of human beings, thenceforth to be known as the Church of Christ, therein 
to strive to teach and to suffer for humanity until their final atonement or 
reunion with the Higher Self is accomplished. 

Only the barest, baldest (and in many respects a faulty) account of these 
great doctrines has been possible here. Properly it is no part of my sub
ject, which was merely, as indicated in the first paper, to set forth what the 
Church is and how its authoritative teachings may be found. 

Tltat these papers will produce much effect even on the bulk of those 
who have had the patience to read them I do not for one moment anticipate. 
That the mis-statements and perversions of truth in regard to the Church, 
whether wilful or merely careless or ignorant, will be diminished by one 
single statement, I do not hope for, nor that one of the misrepresentors will 
become more truthful, or take the pains to investigate; for liars will lie to 
the end of time and partizan controversialists will adopt in speech or in 
writing the lies that suit their purpose, and the ignorant masses will swallow 
and repeat them, and so the final perfection and reunion of Humanity with 
the Divine will and must be retarded and the Spirit of Christ must suffer and 
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strive on. Yet if among my readers there he hut one or two that love the 
Truth for its own sake, and who desire to follow the Truth wherever it may 
lead, no matter though their prejudices and their foregone conclusions and 
even their most cherished antipathies have to go by the board, genuine 
Theosophists in fact: to them I say, Seek out the truth concerning the 
Church, do not take anyone's word for it at second-hand, mine or anyone 
else's; the original records are available, see how the Church was founded and 
for what end, how it adopted the canon of Scripture we have now, and how 
consequently that canon now rests on the Church's authority, not on the 
question of who did or did' not write the various books. See what the 
authoritative voice of the Church is and what its declarations have heen, 
and you will then discover that there actually exists an occult society whose 
object is the Universal Brotherhood of Humanity, the Perfection of the 
Human Ego, and its reunion with its Higher Self, the killing out of all 
Personality, all Self, all Separateness, in fact all the Curse that rests on 
Humani,ty since the Fall of the Monad into the grossness and separateness 
of matter. A society moreover which has and is prepared to impart the 
means whereby this may be accomplished: which offers to every man 
born into the world the teaching to enable him to reach his own Higher 
Self, and therewith the far more priceless privilege of aiding in the regenera
tion of humanity. For this and no other and no less is the claim, the 
object and the mission of the Church of Christ. 

Granted that from the outside it looks uninviting, that looking from 
without one sees Pharisaic hypocrites of vile lives pretending to be mem
bers, doctrines burlesqued or mis-stated, jealousies, intolerance and bigotry, 
and these things disincline you to investigate further-consider one 
moment, can any initiation be won without a test or a trial? If this first 
trial disconcerts you, you cannot get what is promised. I speak from 
experience, and all true Churchmen will endorse the statement, the promise 
is neve, broken. The door ::;tandb open though you must stoop to enter it, 
but what the Church really is, and the real value of its teaching and train
ing, can only be known from inside. Even in a material Temple the rough, 
unsightly stones are outside, the glory of gilding and colour is within-it 
is folly to stand outside and say that glory does not exist. Those who are 
within know better; those who are without, if they are deterred from enter
ing by such protestations, have not yet come up to the level of the first 
initiation. 

It will be noted that no authorities have been cited for the position 
advanced in this paper, the reason being not that there are none, but their 
enormous number. The present paper is indeed the synthesis of what 
might be a number of papers expounding so far as possible the real teach
ings of the Church, and everyone of such papers might be shewn by the 
most conclusive and con"incing authorities to represent the Church's 
a::tual authoritative voice. My only object in this paper has been to lift 
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one tiny comer of the veil, in the hope that perhaps a few seekers after 
truth might be moved to enquire further into what IS really meant and 
taught by the" True Church of Christ". 

J. W. BRODIE INNES, F.T.S. 
[THE END.] 

THE EFFECTS OF INDIAN HEMP. 
THE effects produced by taking Indian Hemp have been put on record by competent 

observers, and the Rosln/al Gault, has given some interesting extracts on this subject. 
The reader will see that the early experiences of the drug-eater are delightful; but per
sistence in the habit ruins the health, and makes the" unwary an abandoned wreck". 

Mr. Bayard Taylor says that some time after taking the drug, .. The sense of limitation 
-of the confinement of our senses within the bounds of our own flesh and blood-instantly 
fell away. The walls of my frame were burst outward and tumbled into ruin; and without 
thinking what form I wore-losing sight even of all idea of form-I felt that I existed 
throughout a vast extent of space. The blood, pulsed from my heart, sped through 
uncounted leagues before it reached my extremities; the air drawn into my lungs expanded 
into seas of limpid ether, and the arch of my skull was broader than the vault of heaven. 
Within the concave thai held my brain were the -fathomless deeps of blue; clouds floated 
there, and the winds of heaven rolled them together, and there shone the orb of the sun. 
It was-though I thought not of that at the time-like a revelation of the mystery of omni
presence. It is difficult to describe this sensation, or the rapidity with which it mastered 
me. In the state of mental exhilaration in which I was then plunged, all sensations as 
they rose suggested more or less coherent images. They presented themselves to me in 
a double form; one physical, and therefore to a certain extent, tangible; the other 
spiritual, and revealing itself in a succession of briIliant metaphors. The physical feeling 
of extended being was accompanied by the image of an exploding meteor, not subsiding 
into darkness, but continuing to shoot from its centre or nucleus-which corresponded to 
the burning spot at the pit of my stomach-incessant adumbrations of light that, at last, 
finally lost themsdves in the infinity of space . 

.. My curiosity was now in a way of being satisfied; the spirit (demon, shall I not rather 
say?) of hasheesh had entire possession of me. I was cast upon the flood of his illusions, 
and drifted helplessly whithersoever they might choose to bear me. The thrills which ran 
through my nervous system became more rapid and fierce, accompanied with sensations 
that steeped my whole being in unutterable rapture. I was encompassed by a sea of light, 
through which played the pure harmonious coloars that are born of light. While 
endeavouring, in broken expressions, to describe my feelings to my friends, who sat looking 
at me incredulously, I suddenly found myself at the foot of the great Pyramid of Cheops. 
The tapering courses of yellow limestone gleamed like gold in th~ sun, and the pile rose so 
high that it seemed to lean for support upon the blue arch of the sky. I wished to ascend 
it, and the wish alone placed me immediately upon its apex, lifted thousands of f<:let above 
the wheat fields and palm groves of Egypt. I cast my eyes downward, and to my astoni&h
ment saw that it was built, not of limestone, but of huge square plugs of cavendish tobacco! 
Words cannot paint the overwhelming sense of the ludicrous which I then experienced. 1 
writhed on my chair in an agony of laughter, which was only relieved by the vision 
melting away like a dissolving view; till out of my confusion of indistinct images, 
and frag'lllents of images, another and more wonderful vision arose. I was moving 
over the desert, not upon the rocking dromedary, but seated in a barqut;, made of 
mother-<>f-pearl and studded with jewels of surpassing lustre. The sand was of 
grains of gold, and my keel slid through them without jar or sound. The air 
was radiant with excess of light, though no sun was to be seen. I inhaled the most 
delicious perfumes, and harmonies such as Beethoven may have heard in dreams, but never 
wrote, floated around me. The atmosphere itself was light, odour, and music; and each 
and all sublunated beyond anything the sober senses are capable of receiving. Before me. 
for a thousand leagues, as it seemed, stretched a vista of rainbows, whose colours gleamed 
with the splendour of gems-arches of living amethyst, sapphire, emerald, topaz, and ruby. 
By thousands, and tens of thousands, they flew past me, as my dazzhng barge sped down 
the magnificent arcade; yet the vista still stretched as far as ever before me. I revelled in 
a ~suous elysium which was perfect, because no sense was left ungratified. But beyond 
all, my mind was filled with a boundless feeling:of triumph. :\1y journey was that of a 
conqueror-not of a conqueror who subdues his race either by love or by will, for I forgot 
that man existed-but one victorious over the grandest, as well as the subtlest, forces of 
nature. The spirits of light, colour, odour, sound, and motion were my slaves, and having 
these I was master of the universe. The fulness of my rapture expanded the sense of time; 
and though the whole vision was probably not more than five minutes in passing through 
my mind, years seemed to have elapst'd while I shot under the dazzling myriads cf f2.inb"", 
arches'" 
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lift anh lltatb. 
C!::! I T may perhaps seem that thought on the subject of Life is superfluous, 
~ and that it is so familiar that everyone knows all about it. But it can 

easily be seen that such thought as this is very shallow and turns 
away satisfied from a very superficial examination of that which has proved 
the deepest of all problems to the student of nature. When we look back 
at history we see that there have been pessimists in all ages who have 
asked of themselves and others the question whether life was worth living, 
and that they have found themselves forced to reply in the negative unless 
they had discovered for themselves some clue as to the why and wherefore 
of existence. One of the chief difficulties has been to know the meaning 
of life as it is, and to most people life as we know it appears to have no 
meaning at all. Life is, and we have to live without apparently having any 
choice in the matter. Then comes another question: if we have to live 
shall we not get the best we can out of life, and devote ourselves to the 
search for happiness and enjoyment? The result inevitably is that we are 
brought up sharp by circumstances which apparently are as equally not of 
our choosing as the very fact of life. Then we begin to perceive that life 
(and we in it) is limited and conditioned by circumstances which are a part 
of that life. Consequently we then have to see what these circumstances 
mean. To the materialist or Agnostic, who regards this particular existence 
as the only one, with nothing beyond it on either side, living becomes a 
death-struggle with the forces which counteract those functions which we 
call life. Thus if they devote all their energies to carrying out their 
.. creed", self-interest logically is the main factor in life. But as a result 
it has been seen that the good of the individual cannot be separated from 
that of the nation, or race, or even family, and the interest of the individual 
has been merged in race-progress. Thus a species of altruism has been 
enforced on selfish people, although it takes its origin in self-interest, and 
is merely an enlargement of the individual to the race of which he forms a 
part. To the Theosophist who has had the advantage of learning about 
the law of Karma, or cause and effect as applied to the Law of Re
incarnation, the problem of life as we know it assumes a very different 
aspect. He learns that, logically considered, he lives because he chooses 
to live, and that the circumstances of his life are of his own making, and 
therefore of his own choosing also. Further, he learns that his thoughts 
and ~ctions in what may be called the moral world are the factors which 
largely determine his condition in the physical. His view of life thus 
becomes enlarged, for he sees that he has both a past and a future as well 
as a present, and that from the point of view of life or existence the three 
are one. 

From such considerations, then, it is evident that the problem of life 
has & new and greater interest, and it is therefore profitable to see whether 
there may not be some new considerations also as to the manifestation of 
life-the force by reason of which we exist in the physical world. 

Without entering into the details of biological knowledge, ther~ are 
certain very familiar phenomena of daily occurrence around us which are 
exhibited in natural objects. To these phenomena it has been found con
venient to give the names" Life" and" Death". So accustomed are we 
to these phenomena, that unless attention -is paid to them death is regarded 
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by many as the opposite of life, in the same way that black is said to be the 
opposite of white, night of day, positive of negative. But on considering 
these" pairs of opposites", as they are called, we may see at once that 
these phenomena resemble the phenomena exhibited by the poles of a 
magnet, and that they are manifestations of one force under different con
ditions. The magnetic force is one, but it is displayed at the two poles of 
the magnet by the production of very similar but still different phenomena. 
If the magnet be placed under a sheet of paper covered with iron filings, 
these filings will take up different positions and form different curves in the 
lines on which the force is exerted, according as they are opposite to the 
positive or the negative poles of the magnet. Day is succeeded in point of 
time by night, and night again by day, but we know that this is only due to 
the position of the earth relatively to the sun, and that it is the presence or 
absence of the light radiating from the sun which determines for us whether 
it is day or night. In fact, at the North pole there is "day" for six months 
of the year, and a similar period of time can be assigned to the" night". 
Negations and affirmations are opposite states of our mental phenomena 
about something, but it is only we ourselves who differ, and not the thing 
in itself. Thus, while all these" opposites" exist, there is in every case 
one underlying basis for them, in which they inhere, and of which they are 
conditions. Therefore, also, we are forced to the conclusion that the pair 
of opposites known to us as .. life" and "death" are but the alternate 
phenomena in point of time of continuous existence. In other words, as 
opposed to existence or life, there is really no such thing as death, but only 
a change of conditions for manifesting life, to which state it has been found 
convenient to give the name of " death". . 

But one thing is very plain when we consider the matter: all the re
sources of science have not been able to tell us how or why these states 
change and alternate. We see the fact that they do: we know that men 
and women are born to life, and that deaths occur in large numbers every 
day. We also know of the existence of certain bodily organs of more or 
less delicate structure, and we know that upon their remaining in normal 
condition depends the condition of health or disease. In the attempt to 
solve the problem, science fell back on the explanation that life was due to 
the interaction of the cells composing the body and its organs, and rejected 
the older idea that there was a vital force which manifested pheonmena 
through the body. At the same time it is very hard to say why the second 
explanation of interaction is better than the idea of vital force. If life be 
due to the interaction of the cells of the body, it is difficult to know why 
nature ever undergoes the change called death, for the cells and the organs 
are still present in the dead body, though the phenomena called life have 
disappeared. But probably the cause of the rejection lay in the fact that in 
submitting all phenomena to physical and tangible te!>ts, science rejected 
the idea of a vital force which could not be so subjected, as one of the 
superstitions engendered by ignorance and priestcraft. But there are now 
many who consider that vital force manifests phenomena through physical 
objects while belonging itself to a different category of forces. In somewhat 
the same way we talk about electricity, and judge of its effects on the physical 
plane in cable, telephone and dynamo; but although we can measure and 
calculate upon certain effects under certain conditions, we do not know at 
all what electricity itself is. We can put its effects to physical tests, and to 
some extent the same can be done with the phenomena of life-action, but 
the force itself eludes our observation. That life belongs to a higher 
category of force than even electricity is shown by the fact that heat and 
electricity are phenomena of the action of life-force. 

Although research into the constitution of the bodies of animal and 
plant has been deeply pursued, it was not until an early date in this century 
that microscopical research showed that these bodies were composed of 
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myriads of cells of certain well-defined types, but displaying many varieties. 
Further, it was found that these cells had in common certain features. 
These features were in the end found to be modifications only of one 
substance, which received the name of protoplasm. Also, it was found 
that protoplasm when alive was endowed with one property only-" irri
tability". Thus with the discovery and naming of protoplasm there came 
the conclusion of research to a large number, for they denied the existence 
or meaning of anything but protoplasm and its" irritability", and forgot 
that they could no more explain the presence or absence of irritability than 
they were able to explain life as a whole. They had only dug down to the 
cell and its special manifestation of life, but where the life came from, or 
how it departed, they did not know. And although chemistry has been 
called in and has analysed protoplasm, no one has yet succeeded in 
synthetically manufacturing protoplasm from so-called inorganic material; 
nor, simple though it may seem, has anyone succeeded in again endowing 
a cell with irritability once that this property has departed from it. I do not 
here speak of the" vital functions" of growth, multiplication and nutrition. 

Nevertheless, thanks to the study of the cells of the body, it has been 
found that under certain conditions the most active protoplasm in them 
undergoes certain changes of shape until it splits up into minute pieces, 
from each of which a fresh cell may grow. These pieces strongly resemble 
the germs which are to be found in the air and all round us, although this 
does not mean to say that they are identical. Still, thanks to the study of 
these germs, we are enabled to approach somewhat nearer to the narrow 
boundary which separates the phenomena known as life from those known 
as death. VVe are aware that from the single embryonic cell once vitalised, 
whether of plant or animal, under appropriate conditions, there grows the 
mature body, ready to manifest the phenomena of life. And we know that 
all the complicated organs and structures are but modifications, specialised 
from the homogeneous protoplasm of the embryo-cell amid its various 
environments under the guidance of" intelligent" life-force, to meet the 
circumstances under which that life-force is to be manifested. Although, 
at first sight, it does not seem that there is any reason why the manifesta
tion of life-force once started in the embryonic cell should ever end, we 
know that the organism after a certain period, during which it attains 
maturity, undergoes a retrogressive c..hange, and finally the vital phenomena 
are no longer manifested through it. But although as a single organism it 
has ceased to manifest life, its components are neither dead nor inactive. 
In fact, the ultimate constituent of the body-the protoplasm-is found to 
be more active than ever. But it has changed its method of action. Instead 
of being an agent of construction and formation, it is now an agent of 
destruction or change of form, and the energy locked up at one tIme in the 
body and its cells is transferred to the use of nature at large. 

Now a very large number of those germs to which reference has been 
made require oxygen for their maintenance and development, and if not 
oxygen some form of nutriment which is necessary to their existence. 
When this nutriment is not supplied to them they break up the constituents 
of their home in chemical fashion, and having obtained all that they require 
let the economy of which they formed a part, or were the unwelcome 
guests, proceed as best it can. In the same way, physically speaking, the 
germs and cells of the body, when no longer supplied with nutriment, draw 
upon the chemical constituents of their weaker brethren in the animal 
economy, and thus the cells, in place of being constructors, become the 
destroyers and transformers of themselves, and, through themselves, of the 
physical organism. In fact, life-force is one and homogeneous like the 
original cells of the body through which it manifests, and the cells when 
pervaded by this force become alternately formers or transformers, according 
to condition. 
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But even now we are not much advanced. The question arises: Where is 
the origin of this force which we see in nature in cells and organs, alter
nately using these cells and organs as agents of construction and destruction 
on the physical plane? All things on the earth are compelled to draw the 
materials for their physical bodies from that of the physical earth they 
inhabit. Thus the earth has been compared to a great animal which stands 
somewhat in the relation to its inhabitants as the" host" in zoology does to 
the" parasites" which draw their sustenance from it. The question is only 
referred one step further back, and again a step when we reflect that the 
earth draws her forces from the sun, without which the earth could not 
continue to support life. Thus the sun is the source of life so far as the 
solar system including the earth is concerned. But again we are confronted 
with the question: \Vhere does the sun get its forces from? Here again 
the sun is but the transmitter from the universe beyond and we are forced 
again to the conclusion that what we know as life is a Universal Force, 
which pervades and belongs to the universe as a whole and not to anyone 
part in any especial nature. Thus as science has been driven to accept the 
existence of ether as the only possible means of explaining the attraction 
and repulsion of the celestial bodies-in fact of the phenomena of their life 
and existence-we may also by analogy argue that life is a force which acts 
as universally as this unproven ether, even if we do not conclude that the 
two are aspects of one and the same thing-Universal Force. Just as the 
ether is said to penetrate every physical atolll so does life-force penetrate. 
Really, whether it be ether or " life", everything is bathed in an ocean of 
life just as a sponge floating in the sea is penetrated through and through 
with water. It is the Ocean of the One Life- -the universal Tiva as it is 
called in the Orient, though it is by some called Prana when, like the water 
within the sponge, it is specially modified when manifesting in the body of 
aaimal or plant. 

Again, when we consider the constitution of bodies we wonder what it 
is which holds them together. The force of cohesion, as it is called, is the 
workman in this case, but the very assertion of such a force unites with our 
knowledge of facts and equally implies the force of disruption. Now we 
know that bodies when similarly electrified are driven apart, and in exactly 
this way we can consider that bodies or cells when, by floating in the ocean 
of life, they have absorbed too much life, are driven apart-they have in 
short become too highly charged with life and a process of adjustment has 
to take place or they will be .driven apart and the death of the organism 
will ensue. Thus the universal Jiva is everywhere, but without union with 
matter it cannot manifest. If united with the matter of the bod\' we then 
know it as " life". The cells of the body becoming tab highly charged 
are driven asunder, and life losing hold of the organism as a whole still 
inheres in its ultimate constituents which now live for themselves and 
become destroyers of the order that was. Every day of our life we have to 
undergo the process of adjustment in sleep, otherwise, as in the case of 
insanity from insomnia, a very speedy close is brought to our physical life. 
And in the process sleep is truly shown to be the twin-brother of death. 

There is also another consideration on life which lllay be urged. We 
know that worlds are held together by the force of cohesion, by what is 
called the interaction of " matter" which is ponderable and" matter" which 
is imponderable. This" imponderable matter" it is which proceeds from 
the sun and orders the planets in their courses. If then it produces life in 
animal anJ plant and orders the worlds, it produces its varions phenomena 
by reason of its amount relative to the "ponderable". In short, again, 
life is universrd and exists as such in rock and stone, as a force, as it does 
in animal and plant. 

Thus, in view of the consideration that life is universal we mavadd 
another point, and that is that life and consciousness are co-extensive: As 
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we know life, or as we in our ordinary state define life and consciousness, 
they may, perhaps, not seem to be so. We have what is called our personal 
consciousness in which the physical body is especially prominent, but to 
assert that consciousness is solely confined to the physical body would be 
to deny facts which are obvious to nearly all. If we consider matters in 
the light thrown on them by Theosophy we may see them more clearly. 
First of all there is what we may call. the life and consciousness of the 
terrestrial body, producing what has been called direct consciousness, a 
faculty which man shares with the animal kingdom in general. Then we 
find them manifesting through what St. Paul calls the celestial body, pro
ducing the faculty of self-consciousness, or the quality which enables man 
to study himself in relation to the source of life and consciousness. Finally 
we have the spiritual soul or spirit, which is the consciousness and percep
tion of life and consciousness as they really are, as universal forces and 
powers apart from any vehicle of manifestation_ Thus, though in essence 
both life and consciousness are universal and imperishable, it would not be 
right to say that their manifestation as; personal consciousness is continuous_ 
We know that physical matter undergoes change and that what we are 
accustomed to call the personality of man is thus destroyed. But it does 
not by any means follow that nothing remains. Indeed on the analogy of 
the Law of the Conservation of Energy this would not take place. But 
the energy becomes correlated and transformed, and though personal con
sciousness and life may come to an end the effects survive. The various 
states of consciousness would seem to be marked off by the more or less 
material basis in which life manifests and the removal of the limitations 
means the entrance on the various states of consciousness. Thus the 
so-called post-mortem states, such as Devachan or Kama Loca, which have 
been discussed in theosophical literature, are only supersensuous conditions, 
which may be and are more or less realized by man focalizing and center
ing his consciousness away from normal material conditions in that in which 
he lives and moves and has his being. 

Thus from the point of view of the conservation and correlation of 
energy it would follow that" where the treasure is there the heart is also". 
In other words, so long as life is devoted to obtaining physical conditions, 
so long will it inhere in those conditions. Incarnation will necessitate 
re-incarnation until the effects of the desire for life on the physical plane 
are worked out or until the evolutionary progress which can be made there 
is accomplished. Incarnation follows incarnation as soon as the correla
tions of the life-force on the various planes have been effected. Thus it is 
necessary, if we are to know the meaning of life, to distinguish between life 
manifesting as life and life manifesting as death. Life being a universal 
force, and universal in its action, has a meaning above our personal life and 
what we may do with it for ourselves. It is a universal property of which 
we have made ourselves the trustees by virtue of the very fact that we live. 
The nearer we get to our own origin the better we can understand life, and 
most certainly to the individual soul which is consciously allied to the 
universal spirit and to life, there is no such condition as "death ". 

ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEY, M.B., F.T.S. 
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Oimts from tbt tlpanisbabs. 

OM! Having settled down in a pure place let him, being pure himself, 
and firm in goodness, study the truth, speak the truth, think the truth, and 
offer sacrifice to the truth. Henceforth he has become another; by 
obtaining the reward of Brahman his fetters are cut asunder, he knows 
no hope, no fear from others as little as from himself, he knows no 
desires; and haying attained imperishable, infinite happiness, he stands 
blessed in the true Brahman, who longs for a true man. Freedom from 
desires is, as it were, the highest prize to be taken from the best treasure 
(Brahman). For a man full of all desires, being possessed of will, 
imagination, and belief, is a slave, but he who is the opposite is free. 

* * * * 
When a man, having freed his mind from sloth, distraction, and 

vacillation, becomes as it were delivered from his mind, that is the highest 
point. 

* * * * 
That happiness which belongs to a mind which by deep meditation 

has been washed clean from all impurity and has entered within the Self, 
cannot be described here by words; it can be felt by the inward power 
only. 

* ... * '" 
Mind alone is the cause of bondage and liberty for men; if attached to 

the world, it becomes bound; if free from the world, that is liberty. 

* * '" 
He who is the person in the sun, I am he. 

'" '" * 
"0 Saint, this body is without intelligence, like a cart. To what 

supernatural being belongs this great power by which such a body has been 
made intelligent? Or who is the driver? What thou knowest, 0 Saint, 
tell us that." 

Praj<1pati answered and said :-
"He who in the Sruti is called 'standing above', like passionless 

ascetics amidst the objects of the world, he, indeed, the pure, clean, 
undeveloped, tranquil, breathless, bodiless, endless, imperishable, firm, 
everlasting, unborn, independent one, stands in his own greatness, and by 
him has this body been made intelligent, and he is also the driver of it. . . • 

"That Self which is very small, invisible, incomprehensible, called 
Purusha, dwells of his own.will here in part; just as a man who is fast 
asleep awakes of his own will. And this part (of the Self) which is entirely 
intelligent, reflected in man (as the Sun in different vessels of water). 
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knowing the body (Kshetrajiia), attested by his conceiving, willing, and 
believing, is Prajapati (lord of creatures), called Visva. By him, the 
intelligent, is this body made intelligent, and he is the driver thereof." 

* * 
In the beginning Prajapati (the lord of creatures) stood alone. He 

had no happiness, when alone. Meditating on himself, he created many 
creatures. He looked on them and saw they were, like a stone, without 
understanding, and standing like a lifeless post. He had no happiness. 
He thought, I shall enter within, that they may awake. Making himself 
like air (vayu), he entered within. Being one, he could not do it. Then 
dividing himself five-fold, he is called Pn1.na, Apana, Samatna, Uda.na, Vyana. 

* * * * 
There is indeed that other different one, called the elemental Self 

(Bh~tatma), who, overcome by dark and bright fruit of action, enters on 
a good or bad birth: downward or upward is his course, and overcome by 
the pairs he roams about. And this is his explanation: The five 
Tanmatras (sound, touch, form, taste, smell) are called Bhuta; also the 
five Mahabhutas (gross elements) are called Bhuta. Then the aggregate 
of all these is called Sarira, body. And lastly he of whom it was said that 
he dwelt in the body, he is called Bhutatma., the elemental Self. Thus his 
immortal Self is like a drop of water on a lotus leaf, and he himself is 
overcome by the qualities of nature. Then, because he is thus overcome, 
he becomes bewildered, and because he is b~wildered, he saw not the 
creator, the holy Lord, abiding within himself. Carried along by the 
waves of the qua-lities, darkened in his imaginations, unstable, fickle, 
crippled, full of desires, vacillating, he enters into belief, believing" I am 
he," .. this is mine"; he binds his Self by his Self, as a bird with a net, 
and overcome afterwards by the fruits of what he has done, he enters on a 
good andlbad birth; downward or upward 1S his course, and overcome by 
the pairs he roams about. 

• • • • 
Because time is imperceptible by sense, therefore this, (the 

progress of the sun, &c.) is its evidence, and by it alone is time proved to 
exist. 

Time ripens and dissolves all beings in the great Self, but he who 
knows into what time itself is dissolved, he is the knower of the Veda. 

* 
He who has his senses hidden as in sleep, and who, while in the cavern 

of his senses (his body) but no longer ruled by them, sees, as in a dream, 
with the purest intellect, Him who is called Pranava (Om), the leader, the 
bright, the sleepless, free from old age, from death, and sorrow, he is 
himself also called Pranava, and becomes a leader, bright, sleepless, free 
from old age, from death, and sorrow. 

MAITR.!VANA- UPANISHAD. 

(From Max Millur's Translatitm.) 
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INDIAN SECTION. 

The Indian Section is busily arranging for Annie Besant's prospective 
lecturing tour. It has sent out a notice to all members signed by the 
following well·known names:- ' 

R. Ragunath Rao. 
P. Shrinivasa Rao. 
Udharam Mulchund. 
Tookaram Tatya. 
N. D. Khandalavala. 
Harisingji Rupsingji. 
Pherozeshaw R. Mehta. 
A. D. Ezekiel. 
K. M. Shroff. 

Bhalchandra Krishna. 
Norendronath Sen. 
Pandit Gopinath. 
Dinanath Ganguli. 
C. L. Peacocke, Lieut., R.A. 
D~rahji Dossabhoy. 
J. S. Gadgil. 
Jehangir K. Daji. 

A new Branch has been formed at Ludhiana, Punjab, under the auspices 
of our brother Rai B. K. Laheri, who was lately in England, and is well
known to the members at Headquarters there. Our energetic and enthu
siastic brother is having the Key translated into Hindi and Urdu. 

The Ranc," B,anch sends in a good report, and so also does the Poona 
B,a"ch. We heartily congratulate the latter on the acquisition of their old 
president, our respected 'brother Khan Bahadur N. D. Khandalavala, who 
has been absent from Poona some five years. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

ENGLAND. 

The BlafJatsky Lodge held its annual meeting 'on Saturday, October 
3rd, in the Lecture' Hall at Headquarters. The officers elected for the 
forthcoming year were as follows :-P,esident, Annie Besant; Vice-P,esident, 
Herbert Burrows; Secreta,y, Claude F. Wright; Assistant Secreta,ies, 
Thomas Green and J. C. Scobie; Treasu,e" E. T. Sturdy. Addi
tional members for Council :-the Countess Wachtmeister, Mrs. 
Cooper-Oakley, W. R. Old (Assist. Sec. Eu,op. S.), Major Hand. Delegates 
to serve at the Annual Convention of the European Section :
Herbert Burrows, T. Green, J. C. ScobIe, Mrs. Cooper-Oakley, Major 
Hand, R. A. Machell, O. Hintze, P.W. Bullock, Jas. M. Pryse. Owing to 
the overcrowded Thursday meetings, it was proposed and carried that two 
meetings a week should be held, on Thursdays for associates and visitors, 
and on a night to be decided by the Council a Lodge meeting for members 
only. Voluntary subscriptions are to be stilI in force, although the financial 
condition of the Lodge was reported as the reverse of encouraging. The 
expenses of the Lodge are very heavy, but it was thought best to still trust 
to the generosity of members. 

The new syllabus is as follows:-

Oct. 1.-" Reincarnation." Annie Besant. Oct. 8.-" As ye Sow, so 
shall ye Reap." Herbert Burrows. Oct. 15.-" Theosophy and Woman." 
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Miss Muller, B.A. Oct. 22.-" Religions and Religion." G. R. S. Mead. 
Oct. 29.-" Priesthoods; True and False." Annie Besant. Nov. 5.
" Theosophical Conceptions of Compassion and Affection." Mrs. Marshall. 
Nov. 12.-" Some Misconceptions about Theosophy." Herbert Burrows. 
Nov. 19.-" Free-Masonry." Dr. Wynn Westcott. Nov. 26.-" Civilisa
tion; True and False." Isabel Cooper Oakley. Dec. 3.-" Heaven and 
Hell." Mrs. A. L. Cleather. Dec. 10.-" The Bhagavad Gita." E. T. 
Sturdy. Dec. 17.-" Theosophy and Art." R. A. Machell. Dec. 24.
"The Law of Cycles." W. R. Old. Dec. 31.-" The Christ Myth." G. 
R. S. Mead. 

At one Thursday meeting, although admission to the Lodge can only 
be had by ticket, as many as a hundred people had to be turned away, much 
to the regret of the Staff. But necessity is necessity, and "no more stand
ing room .. is the limit of the Lecture Hall. An overflow meeting was 
arranged in the Library. 

Chiswick Lodge.-Mrs. Besant lectured at the Vestry Hall, Turnham 
Green, under the auspices of this Lodge, on Friday evening, the 2nd inst., 
the title of the lecture being" Theosophy and the Problems of Life". The 
hall will seat between four and five hundred, but long before the time seven 
hundred had managed to gain admission, the arrangements for reserving 
seats having completely broken down owing to the crush and the fact that 
ticket holders had to be admitted by the same doors as those who were 
paying for admission; the platform was invaded, and even the window 
ledges outside the hall were taken possession of. The chair was taken at 
8.30 by Bro. Kingsland, who in his opening remarks asked the audience to 
disabuse their minds of anything they might have read in the Daily ChToni&le, 
or have heard of elsewhere on the subject of Theosophy, and confine their 
attention to the particular aspect which Mrs. Besant would present that 
evening. Mrs. Besant, who spoke for more than an hour with great energy, 
and who was frequently applauded and carried her audience with her on 
almost every point, dealt with the subject of Theosophy in its relation to 
social conditions and individual progress, and pointed out specifically the 
applications of the doctrines of Reincarnation and Karma. The questions at 
the close of the lecture were very numerous, and the answers were well 
received. The Daily Ch10nicle gave a good report of the meeting next 
day. 

The Croydon Lodge is the direct outcome of a lecture delivered by Mrs. 
Besant to the "Croydon Socratic Society" in January last. A nucleus was 
formed in the first place by a kind donation of books from the Countess 
Wachtmeister. The library acted as a connecting link between those 
interested in the subject, and in May last the first meeting was held to hear 
Mr. Johnson, of Brixton, expound Theosophy, the interest then shown in 
the subject resulting in the formation of a lodge. During its three months' 
existence good progress has been made. and attendance at the meetings has 
doubled. A good syllabus of lectures has been provided for three months. 
Mrs. Besanfs second lecture in Croydon in the large Public Hall was 
crowded beyond standing room, and has done much to stimulate public 
interest. The report of the lecture in the ObStTfJeT has been printed as a 
leaflet for distribution. We had also a full Lodge when the General 
Secretary lectured on the" Theosophical Movement ". 

The Lodge has adopted the system of holding private meetings for 
study, and the interchange of ideas amongst members. They will be held 
at fortnightly intervals, alternately with the open nights, and the Key to 
Theosophy will be first taken up. The general tone of the branch is healthy, 
its members showing an increasing interest, and a marked tendency to 
discourage phenomena-seeking. The Lodge has to acknowledge its great 
indebtedness to the Brixton Lodge for its help and sympathy. 
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THEOSOPHICAL ACTIVITIES. 

The BOfm,emouth Centre is reading the Key to Theosophy and discussing it 
chapter by chapter. 

The FTotne Centre meets for discussion every Sunday morning, and 
addresses are delivered on Theosophical subjects. Literature and 
pamphlets are distributed and lent, and letters written to the local papers. 

The Folkestone Centre has been very busy since Annie Besant's lecture in 
the Town Hall, and arranged a meeting in the Masonic Hall, where G. R. 
S. Mead lectured on Reincarnation to an appreci~tive audience. 

A Public Reading Room was opened on October 1st at 7, Duke Street, 
Adelphi, \V.C., by the Countess \Vachtmeister. It will be open to the 
public daily from I I a.m. to 6 p.m., Sundays excepted. Admission is 2d.; 
and the subscription is lOS. for 12 months, 6s. for 6 months, 3s. 6d. for 3 
months, and IS. 6d: for I month. 

The new reading room will pave the way to much activity; nearly 
every evening already is filled up with prospective meetings and classes .. 
A new Lodge is to be formed, to be called the" Adelphi Lodge", which 
will hold its meetings in the Reading Room on Monday evenings. 

The League of Theosophical Workers has already five Branches, and has 
had to print a leaflet of its own to report its activities. A debating class 
and elementary classes are being formed. A working man's club and a 
"Creche" for children are in embryo. A sewing class, mothers' meetings, 
correspondence and reading circles are also in course of formation. A 
labour bureau and servants' registry free of fees have been started at the 
East End Club. Quantities of food and clothing have been sent to 
Workington in Cumberland, where 5,000 men are out of employment owing 
to a failure of the iron works. 200 girls were taken for a trip to the country 
from the Bow Club, and though rain fell steadily the girls thoroughly enjoyed 
themselves. The trip cost £18 2S. 6d., and the expenses were met by 
subscriptions from friends and a very small payment from each of the 
girls. 

An East End member is informed by an inmate of one of the largest 
London Workhouses that he read one of our leaflets to some of his fellow 
inmates and that it excited the greatest interest and enquiry. In con
sequence of this a member of the Headql1arttrs Staff has visited the Work
house, has been warmly welcomed, and is arranging for a weekly visit. 

THE PREss.-Press cuttings pour steadily into the General Secretary's 
office at the rate of about a thousand a month, and bear testimony to the 
enormous interest and curiosity of the public. Every degree of opinion is 
expressed from appreciative leaders to virulent and abusive letters, which 
are mostly anonymous. On the whole, the attention of the public is 
thoroughly aroused, and enquiries keep pouring in. The correspondence in 
the Daily ChrOflicle ran from August 30th to October 1st. 

Annie Besant has had monster audiences at all of her lectures, the 
halls being packed beyond standing room. Since September 15th she has 
lectured at Croydon, Brixton, Milton Hall (twic.e), Folkestone, South 
Shields (three times), AthenCEum Hall (Tottenham Court Road), Chiswick, 
St. James':; Hall, and Glasgow (three times). 

SCOTLAND. 

Glasgow.-A Theosophical Book Exchange is being started in order to 
s~imulate and facilitate the circulation of Theosophical literature, and pro
VIde all Theosophical students, but especially fellows of the Theosophical 
Society, with facilities for obtaining and disposing of books, etc., by 
exchange or sale and purchase. 

Any person wishing to buy, sell, or exchange Theosophical literature is 
invited to send particulars to Mr. F. W. D'Evelyn (25, Holyrood Quadrant), 
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who will endeavour to provide a buyer, or exchanger, or a seller of the 
books wanted, as the case may be. 

In sending lists of books for disposal, the author's name, title, publisher, 
date, published price, condition and price (or exchange) wanted should be stated. 
In the case of lists of books wanted, the title and author's name will suffice, 
unless any particular edition is required. In the case of exchanges, if indi
vidual books are to be exchanged for certain other individual books only, 
particulars should be clearly stated, and correspondents are requested to 
price their books so as to include postage. Exchanges or sales will be 
effected directly between correspondents, or through Mr. D'Evelyn, as may 
be most convenient. 

SWEDEN. 

Previous to his leaving the European Headquarters on his 
journey home via the United States and T apan, the President
Founder paid a short visit to Sweden. He went oy Hull and Goteborg 
to Stockholm, and returned viti Copenhagen, Hamburg, Bremen, 
and Flushing. The Colonel reports that he found the Swedish Branch 
even more commendable than he had supposed, full of zeal, good feeling and 
earnestness. The three days of his visit were naturally very busy: on 
September 8th he attended a meeting of the Branch, and on the 9th 
lectured in the Hall of the Academy of Sciences. H.M. the King, who is 
probably the most cultured of European monarchs, and who presided over 
the last Congress of Orientalists, through the intervention of the American 
ambassador, granted Colonel Olcott a special private audience and con
versed with him for about an hour on Theosophical and cognate subjects. 
Our Swedish members gave the President a most hospitable welcome and 
we hear of suppers, conversaziones and farewell dinners. 

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM. 

The Dutch-Belgian Branch reports that it has its hands full of work, and 
has had to modify its Rules to meet the increased strain. The officers for 
the ensuing year are: President, Mme. H. Neufville; Vice-President, 
Mme. Meuleman; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. Fricke. Fortnightly 
meetings are held for members only, and on the alternate weeks there are 
'meetings for visitors. One ofthe members, who wishes to remain unknown, 
has provided a sum to start a small Theosophical monthly in Dutch, chiefly 
for publishing the translation of The Key. League work is also being 
actively taken up by the Lodge. 

FRANCE. 

Le Siege F,a1lfais has got a capital local at Paris, consisting of a Secre
tary's office, a reading-room, and a bed-room for the accommodation of 
Theosophists passing through Paris. Le Lotus Bleu, as we have elsewhere 
remarked, is immensely improved. A library is established, and the books 
of the T.P.S. are on sale. Tirages a part are being struck off, and everything 
is going forward most busily. All we want now is the ungrudging 
co-operation of our French members, who will find the Secretary, Mons. E. 
Coulomb, our old friend and fellow-worker, worthy of their confidence and 
approbation. The address is 14, rue Chaptal. 

SPAIN. 

The' Barcelona Group, we are glad to learn, are manifesting oratorical 
faculties. The following lectures have been given: "The Constitution of 
Man", by Bro. Roviralta; "Reincarnation", by Bro. Prats; "Element
aries ", by Bro. Cembra no i "Theosophy and Socialism ", by Bro. Ferrer. 
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The Mad,id G,oup have completed the translations of M,. Isaacs, by 
Marion Crawford, The Bhagavad Gita (American Edition), and" Letters 
that have helped me ", from the Path. The translation of the Sec,et 
Doctrine has been commenced, and the group is beginning a course of study 
in the Key. Bro. Florencio Pol has published and distributed in Galicia an 
admirable leaflet entitled Luz (Light). 

J ost XIPRE:. 

AMERICAN SECTION. 

Our friend and colleague, W. Q. Judge, is working hard on the Pacific 
Coast, and the Pacific Coast Committee send us the following :-

Thursday and Friday, September 24th and 25th, Mr. Judge will 
spend in San Francisco; Saturday, 26th, he will visit Oaklan ; Sunday, 
27th, he will lecture in Oakland at Fraternity Hall, Washington Street, 
near 13th, 3 p.m., and in San Francisco at Odd Fellows' Hall, cor. 7th and 
Market Streets, 7.30 p.m., subject of the lecture for each place being: 
"Theosophy-What it is and What it is Not ". Monday, 28th, he will 
lecture in San Francisco, at Irving Hall, 7.30 p.m. Subject: .. Reincar
nation ". Tuesday, 29th, he will visit and lecture in Alameda; Wednes
day, 30th, he will reach Santa Cruz, remaining there until Friday, Oct. 2nd, 
and giving one or more public lectures. Friday, 2nd, he will arrive in 
Gilroy, remaining until Saturday afternoon, lecturing one or more times in 
the interim, and then leaving for San Jose. Saturday afternoon and Sunday 
forenoon, 3rd and 4th, he will spend in San Jose, lecturing Sunday forenoon 
in that city. He will then leave the same afternoon for San Francisco, 
arriving in time to lecture at Odd Fellows' Hall, 7.30 p.m. Subject: 
"Karma and Ethics ". Monday, 5th, he will lecture before the Progressive 
Thinkers' Association, at Berkeley. He will leave San Francisco Tuesday, 
Oct. 6th, at 8 a.m., arriving in Sacramento same day, remaining until 
Thursday and giving one or more lectures. Thursday, 8 a.m., he will leave 
Sacramento for Stockton, remaining there until Saturday, loth, lecturing, 
etc. Saturday, loth, he leaves for Los Angeles direct, arriving in that city 
Sunday, 11th, in time to lecture in the evening. From Sunday, Oct. 11th, 
!o Saturday, Oct. 17th, he will remain in Los Angeles, lecturing there, and 
m Ventura, Pasadena, Anaheim and Villa Park, etc., as the local Com
mittees may arrange. Saturday, 17th, he leaves Los Angeles for San 
~iego, and remains in the latter city until the 23rd, visiting San Bernar
~no in the interim. Sunday, Oct. 24th, he will be en ,oute for San Fran
CISCO, and by stopping over one train will have an opportunity to lecture in 
Fresno, if desired. Sunday, Oct. 25th, he will give his last lecture 
on the Coast, in San Francisco, at Odd Fellows' Hall, the subject being: 
" The Inner Constitution of Man". 

The Blavatsky T.S. have established a permanent Headquarters on the 
lines of the Headquarters at London and Dublin. Several members have 
b:,~~ed together to take a house; and accommodation is to be provided for 
VISItIng mem bers and speakers. 

The Path reports two losses to the Society through death. Mrs. Alice 
M. Wyman, Secretary of the B,ahmana T.S., of Milwaukee, and Dr. John 
S. F. Gray, President of the Point Loma Lodge, T.S., San Diego, Calif., have 
left us. The body of Mrs. Wyman was cremated. Both members were 
held in the highest esteem by their respective Lodges, an esteem that was 
won by their nobility of character and compassionate natures. 

We regret to see that The Path copies an absurd statement from the 
Ceylon local press. Bertram Keightley is reported to have taken pansil and 
beCome a convert to the exoteric religion of Buddhism. This is entirely 
lmtrue; as Bertram Keightley himself informed us, he took pains to avoid 
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the ceremony when the late Miss Pickett received pansil, as he suspected 
that the press would seize the slightest opportunity to report him a Buddhist. 

Immediately on the arrival of Colonel Olcott at New York he was 
interviewed by the representatives of the press' at Astor House. The 
results of these interviews appear in the columns of the principal news
papers of the city, with the usual eccentric and hysterical headlines that 
the American press loves so well. 

The League of Theosophical Wo,ke,s has an ample list of activity to report, 
and the newspapers have given very favourable notices of its good deeds. 
Some of the items are as follows :-a picnic into the country for forty boys; 
six working girls sent to the country for two weeks; League restaurant; a 
s1Dging class, and two domestic libraries. In addition there are other acts 
of kindness that cannot be placed under distinct headings. There are now 
seven Leagues. 

THE ORIENTAL DEPARTMENT. 
The Path writes as follows about this important department: 
"This Department of our work was set on foot in the U.S. with the 

object of bringing about a closer union between the East and the West, by 
giving our American members a more complete knowledge of India than 
they could otherwise obtain. The example has been followed in Europe, 
where the new European Section has started a similar activity. 

"In order to make the work more uniform, the European Conven
tion directed its Secretary to endeavour to have the American Oriental 
Department act in concurrence with the European, and this will no doubt 
be done. As the General Secretary here has been enabled to secure the 
services of a pundit in India, it will be easy to transmit to Europe paper 
matrices of the matter set up here, and the Blavatsky Press can cast metal 
stereos so that the two issues may correspond. 

" As the Adyar Oriental Library is gradually growing in importance, 
that may also be regarded as a part of our Oriental Work. and it is purposed 
to utilise it as much as possible. Indeed, if circumstances had permitted it, 
the pundit secured for us would have resided there, so that it might be made 
the central office for this branch of the Society'S activity. But all this will 
come in time. With such great distances between us it is difficult to 
perfect our system quickly, and racial difterences of method have also delayed 
us slightly in the beginning. As time goes on, all defects will be corrected 
and greater efficiency acquired. 

"Nor should our members judge the Oriental Department by the issues 
already published, for they have been necessarily hurried and somewhat 
imperfect in form. Indeed, there are so many difficulties to overcome that 
some time must elapse before everything will be running smoothly. Our 
funds as yet Will not permit the employment of an American with the 
ability and time to thoroughly examine each issue so as to find and correct 
every error in style, fact, or transliteration and translation of words. As 
the General Secretary's entire time is already engrossed, as well as that of 
his staff, mistakes will creep in because of the ease with which words in a 
foreign language, carelessly indited, may be misunderstood. But as we 
have not yet claimed to be Orienta lists, any slurs cast upon the Depart
ment can be easily passed aside. Time, which proves all things. will prove 
this enterprise to be of use and value, or will show the necessity of giving it 
up. The latter contingency is not regarded as possible. 

"W. Q. J." 
Prof. Manilal N. Dvivedi, with whose name our readers are so familiar, 

has been engaged as the Pundit of the Department. The European 
Section has united with the American Section in this desire to introduce 
the thought of the East into the West, and arrangements are now completed 
for reproducing Prof. Dvivedi's articles by means of stereos. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST for September 
starts with a digest of the report of the 
last Convt>ntion of the European Section. 
Rama Prasad continues his papers on 
II Astrology" by contributing a very 
curious theory which will scare our philo
logists. He contends .. that every word 
bas its origin in the sun, and that the 
connection of a word with its sense is a 
solar act ". The iliea is naturally startling 
to the West; but students of Eastern 
science who know of the splzola and sdlJda 
doctrines will understand the contention 
of our learned brother. E. T. Sturdy 
follows with a carefully thought-ollt paper 
entitled II Three Aspects of the Theoso
phical Movement" ; he deals with it in 
India, Europe and America, and takes a 
glance also at Australasia. C. R. Shrini
\'asayangar shows in II What are we her., 
for?" that if we want to escape the 
necessity of passing through every ex
perience at first hand, we should extend 
the area of our experience by cultivating 
sympathy for others. The II Tejo-Bindu 
Upanishad ofthe Krishna-Yajur Veda" is 
one of the most magnificent that has yet 
been translated. Its key-note is the 
one-ness of all things,and the refrain of the 
grand spiritual prean is II I am Brahm ". 
Dr. Carter Blake defends the methods of 
the pioneerll of Anthropology ag-dinst the 
present school, and showl> how the teach
ings of the Secret Doctrine must eventually 
revolutionise this science. The next 
paper, "Relationship between Australians 
and Indians in Religion and Race" by 
Dr. A. Carroll, A.M., the energetic 
General Secretary of our new Australasian 
Section, is one of solrd value, written by 
an authority. It shows the knowledge of 
a wealth of facts and evidence of much 
study and research. Among much of in
terest we select the following :-Metem. 
psychosis is believed in by the Australians 
as by those in Asia. The llDcient songs 
D~W sung by Australian tribes over 1,500 
miles of country are not changed by all 
the varying dialects over these distances. 
so that one verse causes the elders to take 
it up and continue it in exactly the proper 
words, although they have lost their 
meaning and cannot translate them." 

Can no one make a collection of these 
poetical relics of the Lemuro-Atlanteans ? 
The paper by A. Nilakanta Sastri on 
" The Signs of the Zodiac" is one of the 
most suggestive studies of esoteric cor
respondences we have seen for a long, 
time. The relations of the tweh'e to the 
se\'en and the "ecret of Subba Row's 
quadruple division are clearly shown. 
The symbolism of "Om" is treated of, 
and tne whole paper is one of the greatest 
possible interest for students of esotericism. 
The number is completed by the conclu
sion of the artic1eofNakur Chandra Bisvas 
on "Tulsi Das". 

THE PATH for September first in
troduces us to a paper on "The Allegory 
of the Cup" by Katharine Hillard, in 
which Rabelais' Shrine of the Divine 
Bottle .. and the Eucharist and Graallegends 
are laid under contribution. The next 
paper, "One of Many", is a humorous 
sketch, giving a concrete example of the 
ignorance that aspires to "adepts hip" 
before it has learnt the rudiments of 
decency. It is by our esteemed colleague 
A. Fullerton, and will serve as a useful 
object lesson. W. Q. J. continues his 
instructhoe " Hidden Hints" in the Secret 
Doctrille, and E. T. S. writes thoughtfully 
on "Love". Harij contributes his con
cluding paper on the" Loss of the Soul", 
thus completing an interesting series of 
articles on an obscure but very important 
subject. Sree Kali Prasanna Mukopadhy
ana contributes some facts as to conscious 
existence after death and before birth, 
gleaned from the lips of children. "Tea 
Table Talk" is very interesting, and deals 
with the strange fact that the T.S. is 
stronger by the departure of "H.P.B." 
instead of weaker. It has taught all the 
le~son of self-reliance. Speaking of re
cehoing communication from the Masters, 
X. says, "When a plant is mildewed, 
devoured, broken, growing awry, the 
head-gardener or some one of his autho
rised assistants comes to its aid, or some 
few especial plants, doing especial service 
in the garden, may receive especial stimu
lus, such as would injure others. But 
when a plant is following all the actual 
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laws of growth, it requires no readjust
ment, it does not hear from the gardener, 
who knows it is doing well. In the East 
the Guru or Teacher is called Re-adjuster. 
And He may communicate with some 
sub-centre already established, which sub
centre is to glve out the help thus 
extended to those working in the same 
line." 

THE BUDDHIST prints an interest
ing communication from a II Seshwara 
Sankhya" (a follower of the Sankhya 
philosophy from the deistic point of view) 
with comments thereon by the editor. 
The point at issue is as to the real mean
ing of certain terms used in Sankhya 
philosophy and also in Buddhism. The 
BuddhIst editor contends" the terms and 
phrases he (Gautama) borrowed from 
Brahmanism were applied by him in dif
ferent senses from those in which they 
had been originally used, in order to adapt 
them to and harmonize them with the 
system of moral philosophy which he 
brought out by tbe unaided force of his 
intellect ". The keenest criticism that 
Buddhism has had to face is that of the 
Hindu Pandits, but we hope that if con
troversy again arises it will be some· 
thing more than a war of words. The 
Buddhist reprints Mr. Stead's part of the 
.1 Character Sketch" on H.P.B. from the 
Rroinv of Rroinvs, and H.P.H.'s article on 
If Civilization, the Death of Art and 
Beauty" from LUCIFER. 

LE LOTUS HLEU for September 
appears in an entirely new shape and 
covt:r. Under the management of our 
old friend and colleague, E. Coulomb 
(Amara vella), the magazine ha~ suddenly 
doubled its importance and worth. II La 
Tbeosophie; ce qu'el\e est et ce qu'elle 
n'est pas" is an article of solid worth, 
and written with all the fire and elegance 
of Amaravella. We hope that it will be 
reproduced in pamphlet form and widely 
distributed. .. I.e Mou\'ement tbeoso
phique" is also an article of worth and 
will gh'e the readers of Le Lotus Bletl a 
capital idea of the present position and 
scope of the movement. Dr. Hartmann 
has an interesting article on .. Crema
tion ", which was delivered in the form of 
a lecture before the Vienna Scientific 
Club. A cafital digest entitled II Intro
duction a l'etude de la Doctrine Sec
rete ", by II Un Disciple ", completes the 
best number of Le Lotus Bleu that has 
yet appeared. The new cover is not an 
entirely happy choice, but exteriors after 
all are not essentials. 

THE FORUM, No. 27, is departing 
from its calm judicious spirit, and we regret 

to see its pages monopolized for' he airing 
of private fads. The views of all Theoso
phIsts should have a fair chance in its 
pages. 

THE VAHAN, though covering fami
liar ground, is interesting. Some people 
may think that the questions occasionally 
deal with subjects of insufficient sub
limity; but that is just the province of 
the Vtihan. People want to hear more of 
Theosophy in everyday life, and are often 
supremely indifferent to the abstruse and 
recondite enquiries that our metaphy
sicians delight in. 

THEPRASNOTTARA,No.8,isaweak 
number, the majority of the answers being 
below the average. The tendency to use 
the Shttstras literally is to be most sternly 
deprecated. 

THEOSOPHICALSIFTlNGS,Vol.lV., 
No.1 I ,presents its readers with some more 
information about II Keely's Discoveries ". 
Mrs. Bloomfield Moore is the compiler 
and devotes most ot the space at her dis
posal to a panegyric on her conception of 
I. God ". This is to be regretted, for the 
public desire to hear about .. Keely's Dis
coveries ", and as the editor of the T.P.S. 
remarks, II Keely is certainly dealing with 
a subtle force, but neither he nor humanity 
are any nearer to the solution of the pro
blem of deity simply ,·on that account". 
It is a relief to turn to what Keely says 
himself, but still we must confess our in. 
abtlity so far to sufficiently understand 
him in his interesting themes. Among 
other things Mr. Keely tells us what elp.c
tricity is, but the nomenclature batHes us. 
Here is the secret :-" Electricity is the 
result of three differentiated sympathetic 
flows, combining the celestial and terres
trial flows by an order of assimilation 
negatively attracth'e in its character. It 
is one of Nature's efforts to restore attrac
tive differentiation." 

ESTUDlOS TEOSOFICOS translates 
the II Dialogue on the Constitution of the 
Inner lJan", by H.P.B., from the early 
numbers of LUCIFER. 

PAUSES, Vol. I, No. I, presents us 
with yet another theosophical magazine. 
It is the child of our industrious and 
energetic brethren of Bombay and es
pecially of the indefatigable activity of 
our colleague, C. L. Peacocke. The cover 
is light blue with a large seal of the 
T.S. in dark blue and the word" Pauses" 
running diagonally across the centre in 
ornamental letters composed of serpents. 
It states its object as follows, viz., "to 
supply men and women with material for 
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thought, and to guide into a fitting 
channel those \"ague aspirations to know 
the why and wherefore of the great pro
blems of life and nature, which assail 
during the PAUSES that occur after a 
surfeit of work or amusement". The 
contributions are partly original and 
partly reprints, the press work is de
cidedlyabo,"e the average for India, and 
on the whole we mav congratulate our
selves on a most useful and sensible 
addition to our magazine list. 

BRANCH WORK, INDIAN SEC. 
TIOX : Paper 8, is a careful summary 
by ·'C. L. P." on II The Septenary Con
stitution of Man". 

THE NEW CALIFORNIAN still keeps 
up a distinctly theosophic character and is 
almost entirelv filled wirh contributions 
by members of the T.S. In particular we 
notice two capital articles on "Theoso· 
phy and Spiritualism" by Allen Grif
fiths, and on "Reincarnation" bv Dr. 
Jerome A. Anderson. • 

THE ROSE GARDEN, under the 
auspices of Mrs. Ida Arnold Budd, con
tinues its pleasant task of instructing 
children in the a h c of Theosophy, by 
reprinting H.P.B.'s translation ofTolstoi's 
charming story onlartuin Avdyeitch, en
titled" Where Lo\"e is, there God is 
also .. , and other simple tales and poetical 
extracts. The address of the Editor is 
removed from El Paso, Texas, to Apar
tado Postal 71, San Luis Potosi, Mexico. 

THEOSOPHY AND ITS EVI
DENCES, price 3d., by Annie Besant, 
has reached Its eighth thousand, and is 
proving its utility by its rapid sale. 

THE MAHABHARA TA is being 
translated into English by Pratapa Chan. 
dra Ray, C.I.E. We have reeehoed a copy 
of Part LXVII. and await the rest of the 
series for review. Meanwhile we beg to 

inform our readers that copies are to be 
obtained from the llanager of tbe 
Dita"ya Bharata Karya1.laya, I, Raja 
Gooroo Dass' Street, Ca\cutta, but are 
unable to inform them of the price. 

IXEXISTENCIA DE LA MATERIA: 
II The non·existence of matter, and essence 
and "ital processes of Absolute Being", 
is a 24 page pamphlet, 8"0, in Spanish, by 
our Brother D. Florencio Pol. It is not 
technicalh' Theosophical, but leads up to 
our position from a Christian and scien
tific point of view. Senor Pol believes 
that all space is force, and looks upon 
deity as a unh"ersally diffused cosmic 
force. "The Absolute Substance is in
telligent and spiritual; and while it 
manifests its infinitenells by the absolute 
infinity of the exactly spiritual modes, we 
are not able, without abandoning the idea 
of its absolute infinity, to substract from 
this law phenomenal matter." The writer 
is exceeding courteous to everybody, 
though not "ery accurate in his meta
physics. 

1878 to 1891 (A Fragment of Auto
biography), by Annie Besant. This is the 
title of the lecture delivered at the Han 
of Science, and which was the immediate 
cause of the pre~el1t excited controversy 
in the public press. The publishers are 
the Theosophical Publishing Society; it 
is printed 011 the" H.P.B. Press ", and the 
price is 2d. 

The Al:noslic Annual reaches us so late 
that we can only notice the fact that the 
articles from Prof. Huxley and Dr. 
Momerie should suffice to give it a wide 
circulation. Prof. Huxley's article will 
give a rude shock to the cruder type of 
unbelievers who, out of the fulness of 
their ignorance, deny the possibility of 
events which are unusual; Prof. Huxley 
contents himself with demanding evidence 
for the happening C'f an event, and with 
declining to believe until he obtains it. 
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DONATIONS TO THE GENERAL FUND OF THE EUROPEAN SECTION 

£ s. d. £ s. 
Wastall, A. o 10 0 Kilburn, Mn. 0 5 
Neufville, Mme. de - I 3 0 Opperma!ln, :\01. A. - 10 0 
S. G. P. C. 0 2 0 Bright, Mis!! E. I 0 
Bruce, Mrs. L. - I I 0 Green, H. S. 0 10 
Bowring, Miss - o IS 0 Hawkins, Mrs. - I 0 
Bradford Lodge I 0 0 Hardmg, Miss - I 0 
Sturdy, E. T. - o 10 0 
Mead, G.R.S. - o 10 0 

( 
£20 I I 

Scott, Mrs. o IS 0 ! 
E. T. STURDY, 

Treasurer. 

SANGA:\oIITTA GIRLS' SCHOOL FUND. 

Amount already acknowledged -
W.G.W.-
Finch, G. R. 

£ 
31 

5 
10 

s. 
I 

0 
0 

d. 

I 
£ 

0 S. E. G. (FaL) - 0 

0 
0 £46 

E. KISLINGBURY, 

s. 
2 

3 

TreasurlT. 

H.P.B. MEMORIAL FUND. 

£ s. d. 
Amounts already subscribed or 

promised (frs. 59) - - 126 16 6 
Norderling, Mme. - 0 10 0 

11M." 2 0 0 
Putz, Mrs, 
Birger, A.
X. 
Montigny-Ie-Tilleul Group 
Williams, Mrs. -
Crossley, Mrs .. 

o 10 0 

050 
03 0 
080 
2 10 0 

5 00 

Kilburn, Mrs. -
S. E. G. (Fal.) -
Musgrave, G. -
Thomas, E. M. 
Gordon, Mrs. -
K. S.-
Van Notten, Mme. 

G, R. S. 

£ s. 
0 5 
0 3 
0 2 
0 2 
I 0 

5 0 
0 4 

£145 0 

MEAD, 
Secretary. 

HEADQUARTERS' BUILDING FUND. 

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
167 3 6 Deficiency from last account -

Surplus from Lecture at St. George's Hall 16 II 4 
Part surplus of Croydon lectures, sent by 

Croydon Lodge - 3 3 0 

Half surplus of Brixton lectures, sent by 
Brixton Liberal Club - 2 7 0 

Surplus from Folkestone lecture - 4 7 6 
Half surplus of Chiswick lectures, sent by 

Chiswick Lodge - 9 0 0 
D. A. Courmes I 0 0 

Deficiency 

36 8 10 

£130 14 8 

ANNIE BESANT, 
Treasurn-. 

N.B.-In all cases in which "part" or "half" surplus is given, the 
remainder has been retained by the Lodge or Club for its lccal fund. 

WOlla.'. PUllnlfO SoCIETY, Limited, U8 Grest Colleco Street. Westminster. 

by 

d. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

d. 
6 

6 

d. 
0 
6 
6 
6 
0 
0 
6 

6 

I 



L U elF E R. 
VOL. IX. LONDON, NOVEMBER 15TH, 1891. NO·5!. 

The Edit01' does fUJt Mid he,self responsible fo, any opinions, whethe, ,eiigi011s, 

philosophical 01' social, exp,essed in signed articles. 

_vstitism, 'mnu anb ! aist. 

~ YSTICISM! It is a word that includes within its sweep the 
~ noblest aspirations and the wildest dreamings of mankind
the yearnings of man after Ideal Perfection, the wallowings of man in 
the foulest mire of psychic imaginings. Than the true Mystic there 
is no loftier type; than the false Mystic there is no baser possibility. 
The height or the depth of human nature lies in the one word. 

For the Mystic belongs not to the physical plane: for good or for 
evil he has quitted the safe and homely haunts of human life. He has 
stepped aside from the common roads of men, and has passed into a 
strange and unknown country. Out of the Hall of Ignorance into 
which he was born, the ignorance in which his race still dwells un
knowing, he has crossed into the perilous Hall of Learning, where 
indeed are to be gathered many'" blossoms of Life, but under every 
flower a serpent coiled". Will he pass through it to the " Hall of 
Wisdom, the Hall which lies beyond, wherein all shadows are un
known, and where the light of Truth shines with unfading glory"? 
Or will he linger in the Hall of Learning? The warning sounds out 
clearly: 

"This Hall is dangerous in its perfidious beauty, is needed but 
for thy probation. Beware, Lanoo, lest dazzled by illusive radiance 
thy soul should linger and be caught in its deceptive light. 

"This light shines from the jewel of the Great Ensnarer. The 
senses it bewitches, blinds the mind, and leaves the unwary an 
abandoned wreck." 

I 
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One condition is imperative for all who would enter the Hall of 
Wisdom, who would learn the lessons of the Higher Life. 

" That which is uncreate abides in thee, Disciple, as it abides in 
that Hall. If thou wouldst reach it and blend the two, thou must 
divest thyself of thy dark garments of illusion. Stifle the voice of 
flesh, allow no image of the senses to get between its light and thine, 
that thus the twain may blend in one." 

False Mysticism remains in the Hall of Learning, entangled in 
the coils of the serpent of evil, dazzled by the false delusive glow of 
the Lower Astral Light. True Mysticism dwells in the Hall of 
Wisdom, in the pure and serene radiance of the light of truth, borne 
up to heights of knowledge by the soaring pinions of the Dragon 
of Wisdom, and leaving far below all image of the senses, all echoes 
of the voice of flesh. 

N ow there is one clear distinction between true and false Mysticism, 
and it lies in the idea above suggested. True Mysticism is pure, calm, 
untouched by earthly desire; false Mysticism is hot, passionate, 
sensuous, filled with various delights. White as the snow-capped 
mountains is the one; gorgeous as tropical valley is the other, filled 
with vivid-hued flowers and strong, rich fragrances that make men 
swoon. 

In all times and in all places false Mysticism has been the parent 
of eroticism, and many are the sects of Christians who have lost their 
way in this luxuriant jungle of the senses, and have been drugged to 
sleep by the poison-dropping branches of this ancient Upas-tree· 
How many have sung the Song of Solomon, translating its sensuous 
images into so-called spiritual, but really psychic delights, and revel
ling in the passionate language, suited indeed for the marriage-song of 
an Eastern monarch, but wholly inappropriate to express the longings 
of the intellect for union with the spirit, of MANAS with ATMA-BuDDHI. 

There is a certain danger at the present time that Theosophy, on 
the mystical side of its philosophy, may be assailed in ignorance by 
the uninstructed, or in malice by the evilly-disposed, as though it had 
aught in common with this false Mysticism, which deifies sex, glorifies 
sexual emotions, and transferring them to the psychic plane renders 
them tenfold more alluring and a hundredfold more dangerous than 
they are on the physical plane to which they properly belong. In 
ignorance or in malice, Theosophy may be confounded with the school 
based on the teaching of Mr. Thomas Lake Harris, the school of 
which the late Laurence Oliphant was one of the most brilliant 
adherents. Those who have read "Scientific Religion" and "Sym
pneumata" will have felt how subtlely sensuous are the ideas that 
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pervade both; and those who know anything of the practical side of 
Laurence Oliphant's teachings will need no words of mine to make 
them realise the deadly nature of the food offered to-heaven save the 
mark I-the human spirit. Those who let themselves be led by such 
a guide would surely reach the most Kamic divisions of the psychic 
plane, peopled by the foulest images that the human mind could 
conceive. 

But it is best to judge the school by the writings of its founder, 
and T. L. Harris has placed within the hands of the public quite 
sufficient of his teachings to enable us to judge of their drift. In a 
book " Privately Printed", and audaciously entitled "The Wisdom of 
the Adepts-Esoteric Science in Human History ", we may read Mr. 
Harris' views of higher states of being than our own, and from such 
reading we rise with an overpowering sense of nausea, almost inclined 
to take a dose of Zola in order that a frank animality, which is by 
comparison clean, may wash away the far worse filth of a hideous 
psychism. The keynote is the" Divine-Human Twain-One ", alias 
male-female, and in harmony with this we are introduced to a 
"celestial man of the earth's first Golden Age ", or a Deva. This 
Deva is a compound of a man and a woman, and he remarks: 

.. Behold one lor an illustration; a man, yet a woman, a woman but a man. Now 
when you df'scribe man according to his constitution, the woman of me laughs and is 
pleased; and she delights that a man should be delineated, seeing that he is made in 
the likeness of the Lord God. Now when a man is pleased, he takes dehght from the 
form and style of his wife: he explores her beauties and is enraptured, because he 
obsen·es in her cons tit ution the likeness ofthe Lady of God. This is well." 

This is exceedingly ill, and I do not propose to quote Mr. Thomas 
Lake Harris' words at any length; it will be enough to convey the 
sense, more or less. After this exordium a "Deva-ess" evolves from 
the Deva, both being undraped, and the Deva explains that God dwells 
in him in the form of manhood to his wife, and dwells in her in the 
form of womanhood to him, and so on. Devachan is "a state of 
involved delights", and the whole description is full of diseased 
sensuality; man is made man in the" structure of the spiritual person
ality and of its spiritual soul", and woman woman, so that Devachan 
becomes a highly coloured paradise of the Moslem type, "hymeneal 
festivals ", "exquisite embraces ", well deserving the stern comment 
passed on the description by a Master, "unclean and false utterly". 

\Ve are then given an account of the" educative processes of the 
Illuminate, the Secret Fraternity", and find them to be of the sort 
that might be surmised from the preceding pages. The hierophant is 
a" "man-woman", and there are the Divine Mdn and the Divine 
Woman, the Husband Truth and the Wife Truth; then the neophyte 
is ecstacised and enjoys" hitherto unfelt delights ", "blissfu. pea~~ " 
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"Womanhood of God", and what not. And so on, up to Nirvana (!) 

there is the male-female, till we seem to be in the midst of a sensual 
orgy, and are sickened and disgusted with the degradation of noble 
thoughts and the besmearing of lofty ideals. 

The training of the priests is as loathsome as the rest of it, with 
the houses of God with their" Bowers of Love-the-Lord" for bridal 
pairs, and ceremonies that might more fitly find description in a French 
novel on demi-m01,de life than in a book that pretends to deal with 
spiritual things. Naturally indeed does T. L. Harris attack the" cold Of 

Adepts of India, for those lofty and serene spiritual Intelligences have 
nought in common with his ecstacies of psychic lust; "the source of 
the origination of the psychic germ is the nuptial chamber of the 
Bridal Word. \Ve are formed to live in God, as lover-loveress, 
husband-wife: in this one-twain ness we are made the ever-living 
bridal temples of the Infinite. We are in-nuptialised into God; we 
are thence out-nuptialised into humanity." Always this mania for 
dwelling on the sex-idea; no thought that does not centre in sex, 
revolve round sex. 

Other works of Mr. Harris are full of the same poison. His 
descriptions of life in other spheres are mere descriptions of sexual 
pleasures. We read of a "Sister-Spirit" who is, of course, entranc
ingly lovely on physical lines, who offers to lead a brother 

" Where Beauty sits in grO\'es of asphodel, 
And weaves for hearts of love Joy's hyacinthine spell". 

The light is of course" roseate"; for we learn from Ouida that ladies 
of this type always affect rose-coloured curtains. The planet Mars is 
" an Eden of conjugal affection", and we are introduced to a "blessed 
pair", a "fair-haired girl" and her bridegroom "splendour-eyed". 
Mr. Harris would make a fortune as a writer of novels for nursemaids: 
a splendour-eyed young man would indeed fulfil the dreams of the 
female breast. The further descriptions of Mars would be somewhat 
too highly coloured, I fear, even for the novel. The planet Jupiter is 
no more respectable; Mercury is given over to a school of Love, and 
if Mr. Harris be a true seer, any unlucky creature who is conscious of 
being something more than an embodied sensual appetite will find 
no place in the universe where he can rest. Everywhere he will have 
dinned into his ears warblings and sighings, till he will long for annihi
lation as the only escape from lust that is naked and not ashamed. 

I have been driven into this investigation of Mr. Thomas Lake 
Harris' theories by an attack made upon them by Dr. Stanton Coit, 
who, by some carelessness of phrase led some of his congregation to 
imagine that Theosophy and Mr, Harris had something in common. 
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I wrote to Dr. Stanton Coit a note of enquiry, asking if he'had so mis
represented Theosophy as to connect it with eroticism in any way: 
before receiving my note he had-hearing the complaint made to me
sent me the following: 

DEAl!. Mas. BIlS.\NT,-1 have been reported to you, so a friend informs me, as 
having said in a recent lecture that "the Theosophists taught and practised 
indecency". I never said any such thing, even of Laurence Oliphant (on whom I 
was lecturing). I said I believed. that he and Mrs. Oliphant were perfectly pure, and 
that their doctrine would probably never lead to any outward immorality: but I 
maintained that it was wrong to interpret the deity and the spiritual emotions in 
terms of sex. 

Please feel at liberty to use this letter to refute the false report, if there is any 
tendency for it to spread. 

With the sincerest esteem, 
Yours truly, STASTON COlT. 

It is obvious to anyone who knows anything of Madame Blavatsky's 
writings and of Theosophical teachings, that their whole tendency is 
towards the destruction of the sex-instinct instead of towards its deifi
cation. All Eastern training in Occultism has asceticism for its keynote 
(the dangers of the psychic plane being so well known), and 
this fact has been levelled against it as a reproach. Those who knew 
H. P. Blavatsky while she was with us, know how ruthlessly she 
trampled on the slightest indication of transferring sex to the astral 
plane, while she would have gazed in speechless contempt at anyone 
who would have ventured to bring the idea into the realms of " spirit". 
Her distaste for" psychism "was largely based on the fact that emotion 
enters into it, and the Kamic element is strong, so opening the way to 
the befouling of the mind with sense-impressions. Cold, calm, severe, 
is the Mysticism of the East, for it seeks the Higher Ego and the 
Spirit, which are sexless, and it regards sex as a mere temporary 
expression on the physical plane of the "pairs of opposites", an 
expression that will disappear when the present physical phase is over 
and done with. The true Mystic is a human bein~, apart from sex, 
having risen above sex to the planes where sex is not. 

False Mysticism dwells on the pyschic planes only, revelling in 
the impure sensual images that there abound, drugged and poisoned by 
the emanations of passion and of sexual desires-far more mischievous 
than mere physical acts and frankly animal instincts. True Mysticism 
dwells on the mental and spiritual planes alone, leaving far below the 
impulses that belong to the bodily and Kamic natures of man. One 
dwells in the red light of Kama, the other in the pure white light of 
spirit: and whenever the student, in his searching after truth, comes 
across thoughts and images that bring sex into Mysticism, there let 
him feel. sure that he is on the wrong road, that he is followlOg a 
Will.o'.the-Wisp that will lead him into morass and death, instead of 
the star that shines overhead, his guide to the one true Life. 

• 
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orbiut5t ~pirit5. 

~HE following notes have been collected partly from an old work by a 
~ French missionary who lived in China for over forty years; some 
from a very curious unpublished work by an American gentleman who has 
kindly lent the writer his notes; some from information given by the Abbe 
Hue to the Chevalier Des Mousseaux and the Marquis De Mirville-for 
these the last two gentlemen are responsible. Most of our facts, however, 
come from a Chinese gentleman residing for some years in Europe. 

Man, according to the Chinaman, is compost!d of four root-substances 
and three acquired" semblances". This is the magical and universal occult 
tradition, elating from an antiquity which has its origin in the night of time. 
A Latin poet shows the same source of information in his country, when 
declaring that :-

Bis duo sunt hominis: manes, caro, spiritus, umbra; 
Quatuor ista loca bis duo suscipiunt. 

Terra tegit carnem, tumulum circumvolat umbra, 
Oreus habet manes, spiritus astra petit. 

The phantom known and described in the Celestial Empire is quite 
orthodox according to occult teachings, though there exist several theories 
in China IIpon it. 

The h"",an soul, says the chief (temple) teaching, helps man to become a 
rational and intelligent creature, but it is neither simple (homogeneous) nor 
spiritual; it is a compound of all that is subtle in matter. This" soul" is 
divided by its nature and actions into two principal parts: the LING and the 
HOUEN. The ling is the better adapted of the two for spiritual and 
intellectual operations, and has an "upper" ling or soul over it which is 
divine. Moreover, out of the union of the lower ling and hOllen is formed, 
during man's life, a third and mixed being, fit for both intellectual and 
physical processes, for good and evil, while the hOllen is absolutely bad. 
Thus we have four principles in these two" substances ", which correspond, 
as is evident, to our Buddhi, the divine "upper" ling; to Manas, the lower 
ling, whose twin, the houen, stands for Kama-rupa-the body of passion, 
desire and evil; and then we have in the" mixed being" the outcome or 
progeny of both ling and houen-the " Mayavi ", the astral body. 

Then comes the definition of the third root-substance. This is 
attached to the body only during life, the body being the fourth substance, 
pure matter; and after the death of the lattt!r, separating itself from the 
corpse-but not before its complete dissolution-it vanishes in thin air like 
a shadow with the last particle of the substance that generated it. This is 
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of course PrAna, the life-principle or vital form. Now, when man dies, the 
following takes place :-the "upper" ling ascends heavenward-into 
Nirvana, the paradise of Amitabha, or any other region of bliss that agrees 
with the respective sect of each Chinaman-carried off by the Spirit of the 
Dragon of Wisdom (the seventh principle); the body and its principle vanish 
gradually and are annihilated; remain the ling-houen and the "mixed 
being". If the man was good, the" mixed being" disappears also after a 
time; if he was bad and was entirely under the sway of konen, the absolutely 
evil principle, then the latter transforms his "mixed being" into koue'is
which answers to the Catholic idea of a damned souF-and, imparting to 
it a terrible vitality and power, the koUefS becomes the alter ego and the 
executioner of houen in all his wicked deeds. The nouen and koue'is unite 
into one shadowy but strong entity, and may, by separating at will, and 
acting in two different places at a time, do terrible mischief. 

The kotuis is an anima damnata according to the good missionaries, who 
thus make of the milliards of deceased" unbaptized" Chinamen an army 
of dl!vils, who, considering they are of a material substance, ought by this 
time to occupy the space between our earth and the moon and feel them
selves as much at ease as closely packed-up herrings in a tin-box. " The 
_is, being naturally wicked ", says the Memoire, "do all the evil they can. 
They hold the middle between man and the brute and participate of the 
faculties of both. They have all the vices of man and every dangerous 
instinct of the animal. Sentenced to ascend no higher than our atmosphere, 
they congregate around the tombs and in the vicinity of mines, swamps, 
sinks and slaughter-houses, everywhere wherein rottenness and decay are 
found. The emanations of the latter are their favourite food, and it is with 
the help of those elements and atoms, and of the va pours from corpses, that 
they form for themselves visible alld fantastic bodies to deceive and frighten 
men with. These miserable spirits with deceptive hodies seek 
incessantly the means for preventing men from getting salvation ,. (read, 
being baptised), " and of forcing them to become damned as they 
themselves are" (p. 222, Mel/wires concemant this/oire, tes scimces, les arts, les 
fPUZurs, etc., des Chinois, par ies llIissionaires de Pekin, 1791). I 

• The spiritual portion of the /iltg becomes chen (divine and saintly), after death, to 
become hiell-an absolute saint (a Nirvanee when joined entirely with the" Dragon of 
Wisdom "). 

t According to the most ancient doctrines of magic, violent deaths and leaving the 
body exposed, instead of burning or burying it-led to the discomfort and pain of its astral 
(Linga Sarira), which died out only at the dissolution of the last particle of the matter 
that had composed the body. Sorcery or black magic, it is said, had always availed 
itself of this knowledge for necromantic and sinful purposes. .. Sorcerers offer to unrestful 
souls decayed remnants of animals to force them to appear .. (see Porphyry, Sacrifta). St. 
Athanasius was accused of the black art, for having preserved the hand ot Bishop Arsenius 
for magical operations. .. Patet quod anima! ilia! qUa!, post mortem, adhuc, relicta corpora 
diligunt, quemadmodum anima! sepultura carentium, et adhuc in turbido ilIo humidoque 
spiritu lthe !>piritual or lluidic body, the hUlkn] circa cadavera sua oberrant, tanquam circa 
Q)gfJIltu", aliquod eos alliciens ", etc. See Cornelius Agrippa D~ Occuita Philcsophia, pp. 354-
5; I.e Fllntome HUlllain by Des Mousseaux. Homer and Horace have described many a time 
such evocations. In India it is practised to this day by some Tdnlrikas. Thus modern 
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This is how our old friend, the Abbe Huc, the Lazarist, unfrocked for 
showing the origin of certain Roman Catholic rites in Tibet and China, 
describes the kouen. " What is the koUtn is a question to which it is difficult 
to give a clear answer. It is, if you so like it, something vague, 
something between a spiTit, a genii, and vitality" (see Huc's Voyage a Is 
Chine, Vol. II., p. 394)' He seems to regard the JUJUen as the future operator 
in the business of resurrection, which it will effect by attracting to itself the 
atomic substance of the body, which will be thus re·formed on the day of 
resurrection. This answers well enough the Christian idea of one body and 
merely one personality to be resurrected. But if the lumen has to unite on 
that day the atoms of all the bodies the Monad had passed through and 
inhabited, then even that "very cunning creature" might find itself not 
quite equal to the occasion. However, as while the ling is plunged in 
felicity, its ex·houen is left behind to wander and suffer, it is evident that the 
houen and the" elementary" are identical. As it is also undeniable that 
had disembodied man the faculty of being at one and the same time in 
Devachan and in Kama·loka, whence he might come to us, and put in an 
occasional appearance in a seance·room or elsewhere-then man-as just 
shown by the ling or houen- would be possessed of the double faculty of 
experiencing a simultaneous and distinct feeling of two contraries-bliss and 1071'111. 

The ancients understood so well the absurdity of this theory, knowing 
that no absolute bliss could have place wherein there was the smallest alloy 
of misery, that while supposing the higher Ego of l;lomer to be in Elysium, 
they showed the Homer weeping by the Acherusia as no better than the 
simulacrum of the poet, his empty and deceptive image, or what we call the 
" shell of the false personality".· 

There is but one real Ego in each man and it must necessarily be either 
in one place or in another, in bliss or in grief.t 

sorcery, as well as white magic, occultism and spiritualism, with their branches of 
mesmt!rism, hypnotism, etc., show their doctrines and methods linked to those of the highest 
antiquity, since the same ideas, beliefs and practices are found now as in old Aryavarta, 
Egypt and China, Greece and Rome. Read the treatise, careful and truthful as to facts, 
however erroneous as to the author's conclusions, by P. Thyree, Loca 1nf,sla, and you will 
find that the localities most favourable for the evocations of spirits are those where a 
murder has been committed, a burying ground, deserted places, etc. 

• See Lucretius De Nal. Rnwm I., I, who cans it a simulacrum. 

t Though antiquity (like esoteric philosophy) seems to divide soul into the divine and 
the animal, anima div;,", and anima bruta, the former being called nous and phren, yet the 
two were but the double aspect of a unity. Diogenes Laertius (De Vii. ClaT. Vi,e. I., 8, 
30) gives the common belief that the animal soul, phTm-</>phv, generally the diaphragm
resided in the stomach, Diogenes calling the anima bruta ~vflo§, Pythagoras and Plato 
also make the same division, calling the divine or rational soul AOYOV and the irrational 
ilAoYOV, Empedocles gives to men and animals a dual soul, not two souls as is believed. 
The Theosophists and Occultists divide man into seven principles and speak of a divine and 
animal soul; but they add that Spirit being one and indiVIsible, all these .. souls" and 
principles are only its aspects. Splnt alone is immortal, infinite, and the one reality-the 
rest is all evanescent and temporary, illusion and delusion. Des Mousseaux is very wrath 
with the late Baron Dupotet, who places an intelligent .. spirit .. in each of our organs, 
simply because he is unable to grasp the Baron's idea. 
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The 1Ioue", to return to it, is said to be the terror of men; in China, 
.. that horrid spectre" troubles the living, penetrates into houses and closed 
objects, and takes possessio" of people, as" spirits" are shown to do in Europe 
and America-the /wuens of children being of still greater malice than the 
~ of adults. This belief is so strong in China that when they want to get 
rid of a child they carry it far away from home, hoping thereby to puzzle 
the Ito,"" and make him lose his way home. 

As the kOllen is the fluidic or gaseous likeness of its defunct body, in judicial 
medicine experts use this likeness in cases of suspected murders to get 
at the truth. The formulz used to evoke the lwuen of a person dying under 
suspicious circumstances are officially accepted and these means are 
resorted to very often, according to Huc, who told Des Mousseaux (see 
Les Mediateurs de la Magie, p. 310) that the instructing magistrate after 
having recited the evocation over the corpse, used vinegar mixed with some 
mysterious ingredients, as might any other necromancer. When the /wilen 
has appeared, it is always in the likeness of the victim as it was at the 
moment of its death. If the body has been burned before judicial enquiry, 
the lwue" reproduces on its body the wounds or lesions received by the 
murdered man-the crime is proven and justice takes note of it. The 
sacred books of the temples contain the complete formulz of such evoca· 
tions, and even the name of the murderer may be forced from the complacent 
Mwn. In this the Chinamen were followed by Christian nations however. 
During the Middle Ages the suspected murderer was placed by the judges 
before the victim, and if at that moment blood began to flow from the open 
wounds, it was held as a sign that the accused was the criminal. This 
belief survives to this day in France, Germany, Russia, and all the 
Slavonian countries. "The wounds of a murdered man will re-open at 
the approach of his murderer" says a jurisprudential work (Binsfeld, De 
C./. Male/., p. 136). 

"The houen can neither be buried underground nor drowned; he 
travels abDf/e the ground and prefers keeping at home." 

In the province of Ho-nan the teaching varies. Delaplace, a bishop 
in China'" tells of the "heathen Chinee .. most extraordinary stories with 
regard to this subject. "Every man, they say, has three lwuens in him. 
At death one of the houens incarnates in a body he selects for himself; 
the other remains in, and with, the family, and becomes the lar,' and the 
third watches the tomb of its corpse. Papers and incense are burnt in 
honour of the latter, as a sacrifice to the manes; the domestic houen 
takes his abode in the family record-tablets amidst engraved characters, 
and sacrifice is also offered to him, kiangs (sticks made of incense) are burnt 
in his honour, and funeral repasts are prepared for him; in which case the 
two IIouens will keep quiet "-if they are thos, 0/ adults, "ota bene . 

• • 1111141,S dela propaglllioll d, la /oi. No. 143; July. 1852. 
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Then follows a series of ghastly stories. If we read the whole 
literature of magic from Homer down to Dupotet we shall find 
everywhere the same assertion :-Man is a triple, and esoterically a 
septenary, compound of mind, of reason, and of an eidolon, and these three 
are (during life) one. "I call the soul's idol that power which vivifies and 
governs the body, whence are derived the senses, and through which 
the soul displays the strength of the senses and FEEDS A BODY WITHIN ANOTHER 

BODY" (Magie Devoilee, Dupotet, p. 250). 

" Triplex unicuique hornini dremon, bonus est proprius custos", said 
Cornelius Agrippa, from whom Dupotet had the idea about the" soul's idol". 
For Cornelius says: "Anima humana constat mente, ratione et idtJlo. 
Mens illuminat rationem; ratio fluit in idolum; idolum autem animre est 
supra naturam qure corporis et amm.z quodam modo nodus est. Dico autem 
animre idolum, potentiam illam VIVICATIVAM et rectricem corporis sensuum 
originem, per quam alit in corpore corpus" (De Occrdta Philos., 
pp. 357, 358). 

This is the hoI/en of China, once we divest him of the excrescence of 
popular superstition and fancy. Nevertheless the remark of a Brahman 
made in the review of "A Fallen Idol" (TheosopMst, Sept., 1886, p. 793)
whether meant seriously or otherwise by the writer-that" if the rules [Ol 

mathematical proportions and measurements] are not accurately followed 
in every detail, an idol is liable to be taken possession of by some powerful 
evil spirit "-is quite true. And as a moral law of nature-a counterpart to 
the mathematical-if the rules of harmony in the world of causes and 
effects are not observed during life, then our inner idol is as liable to tum 
out a maleficent demon (a Moot) and to be taken possession of by other 
"evil'· spirits, which are called by us "Elementaries" though treated 
almost as gods by sentimental ignoramuses. 

Between these and those who, like Des Mousseaux and De Mirville, 
write volumes-a whole library I-to prove that with the exception of a few 
Biblical apparitions and those that have favoured Christian saints and good 
Catholics, there never was a phantom, ghost, spirit, or "god ", that had 
appeared that was not a ferouer, an impostor, a usurpalar-Satan, in short, 
in one of his masquerades-there is a long way and a wide margin for him 
who would study Occult laws and Esoteric philosophy. "A god who eats 
and drinks and receives sacrifice and honour can be but an evil spirit" 
argues De Mirville. "The bodies of the evil spirits who were angels have 
deteriorated by their fall and partake of the qualities of a more condensed 
air" [ether?], teaches Des Mousseaux (Le Monu magiqlle, p. 287). .. And 
this is the reason of their appetite when they devour the funeral 
repasts the Chinese serve before them to propitiate them; they are demons." 

Well, if we go back to the supposed origin of Judaism and the Israelite 
nation, we find angels of light doing just the same-if" good appetite" be a 
sign of Satanic nature. And it is the same Des Mousseaux who, UDcon· 
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sciously, lays, for himself and his religion, a trap. "See ", he exclaims, 
" the angels of God descend under the green trees near Abraham's tent. 
They eat with appetite the bread and meat, the butter and the milk prepared 
for them by the patriarch" (Gen. xviii., 2, et seq). Abraham dressed a 
whole" calf tender and good" and" they did eat" (v. 7 and 8); and baked 
cakes and milk and butter besides. Was their" appetite" any more divine 
than that of a .. John King" drinking tea with rum and eating toast in the 
room of an English medium, or than the appetite of a Chinese "ouen? 

The Church has the power of discernment, we are assured; she knows 
the difference between the three, and judges by their bodies. Let us see. 
"These [the Biblical] are real, genuine spirits"! Angels, beyond any 
doubt (ccrtes), argues Des Mousseaux. .. Theirs are bodies which, no doubt, 
in dilating could, in virtue of the extreme tenuity of the substance, become 
transparent, then melt away, dissolve, lose their colour, become less and 
less visible, and finally disappear from our sight" (p. 388). 

So can a .. John King" we are assured, and a Pekin haue,. no doubt. 
Who or what then can teach us the difference if we fail to study the 
uninterrupted evidence of the classics and the Theurgists, and neglect the 
Occult sciences ? 

H. P. B. 

---~6111"""'~---

ARITHMETICAL PROPHECV.-Figures are said to be incontestable; and, perhaps, 
that is one of the reasons why pruphecy Hies so much tu arithmetic. Some uf these 
calculations are well-known; and here is the latest 01 the kind. What is wanted is to 
determine the date when the Imped.lI rule shall end in l'rance. Let us go back, then, 
to the reign of Louis Philippe for facts whkh may belp us in the calculation. Louis 
Philippe ascended the throne in 1830. If we lake that as a fixed point, we shall find 
that by addinlt to it certain numbel s, the result will gh'e the year 1848, when the 
reign of the Orleans family came to an end. Thus, Louis Philippe was burn in 1773. 
The ciphers of this date added together make 18; and, if you add 18 to 1830, it brings 
us precisely to 1848. Again, his Ql:een was horn in [782. The ciphers of the date 
added together make 18; and 18 add<!d to 1830 make 18~8. Or, once again, the King 
and Que<!n were married in 1809. Tne ciphers of tbis year also make 18 ; and, if we 
tre.1t this amount as before, it will yielJ the same result. Now let LIS pr.ceed in the 
same fashion to deal with the Empire. It was proclaimed in 1852. Th<! Emperor was 
born ill 1808. If we a.ld the ciphers of the latter ddte together, and add the rt'sult to 
the date 01 1852, we obt"in the figures 1869. Ag.lin. the Empress was horn in 1826 
Proceed as befure, and the result is 1869. The It:mperor and the Empress were 
mal ri~d in 18S3. Still repeat the calculatiun, and the re~ul( is 1869. La~t of all, t<lke 
the dace of the Revohlti011-[848. ~{aniplliate Its figures In the same fashion as tile 
others-the sum tOlal is 21 ; and this added to 1848 1Il.,kes 1869. Is it not perfectly 
cl<!ar, therefore. that the Empire \\,111 come to an end in 11169 ?-Once a Wee". [Well, 
the prophet was not much out, as the Empile came to an end in 187u !J 

by 
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~bt OCsDUrit OCbrist. 
IV. 

THE ESOTERIC CHRIST. 

(5) His /mllUlCl,late Mother and place in the Trinity,. 

(C01Itinued. ) 

~F this withdrawal of Christ from his true place in the Trinity of the 
~ Manifest, and his identification with the corresponding .. Person, ., 
Adonai, in the Trinity of the Unmanifest, the consequences to religion and 
humanity have been disastrous in the extreme. For by presenting the incarna
tion as occurring through abnormal devolution from above and without, instead 
of by normal evolution from below and within-thereby making Christ a 
being extraneous to man, and of a nature other than man's, instead of the 
perfected self-hood of man-orthodoxy has inverted the true conception 
and import at once of creation and redemption, with the result of placing an 
impassable barrier between man and God, and defrauding man of the divine 
potentialities which are his inalienable birthright. 

This is not to say that the creed itself is in error. As the creed of a 
Church of the manifest, the creed is a creed of the manifest. Hence it 
deals only with the kingdom within man, and recites the principles, 
processes and states in the spiritual history of man become by regeneration 
Son of God, or Christ. But this kingdom and this Christ orthodoxy has 
ignored, and has referred the symbol defining them to the U nmanifest, 
therein suppressing the real subject of the creed, the esoteric Christ and 
his kingdom within. By their adoption of, and persistence in this course, 
the representatives of orthodoxy give proof positive that in respect of their 
comprehension of the one essential doctrine of salvation, that of Regenera
tion, they have not advanced a step beyond him whose confession of 
ignorance of this very doctrine elicited from the typical man regenerate 
himself the exclamation, .. Art thou a Master of Israel and knowest not 
these things! " 

The same confusion of planes which has led to the identification of 
the Christ in the trinity in man, with the Adonai in the trinity of the 
Godhead, has led to the identification of the Virgin Mary in man with 
the corresponding element in original being, the Sophia or divine Wisdom, 
this being the name of the feminine element, substance, in the Godhead. 
For it is not only .. in Wisdom ", but of Wisdom, that .. all things 
are made". The efi'l!ct of this mistake has been to conceal from man the 
knowledge of his divine potentialities in respect of the soul as well as of the 
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spirit, whereas it is his own soul who alone is .. mother of God .. in him. 
Since that which the divine substance, or Sopllia, in original unindividuate 
Being is to the divine Spirit or energy of that Being, the soul, or Virgin 
Maria, in derived individuate being, is to the divine Spirit or Energy of 
that being, at once" Mother, Spouse and Daughter of God ". 

The new statement is very explicit in all that relates to the derivation 
and nature of the soul considered as substance, directly affirming her 
-under her classic name, Psyche-to he "in and before the ether" or 
astral fluid, and therefore of uncreated substance. It is true that Paul 
employs the same term to denote the animal soul, anima bYllta, as dis
tinguished from the a"ima divina, and has thus given rise to some conf\lsion. 
And it is true also that some of the Greeks used it indifferently to denote 
either or both of these. But they never restricted it, as does Paul, to the 
lower principle, and for the most part, especially when personified as 
Psyche, they used it to denote the higher. But even when using Psyche for 
the ."i"", b""ta, Paul never meant to imply that this was the Soul who, 
whether as Eve or as Mary, is Man's original .. Mother" and true soul. 
To conceive of the soul as consisting originally of the astral, would be to 
exclude the idea and even the possibility of the soul's fall from the celestial 
to the material, seeing that the astral itself, in being created and not 
original substance, represents a" fall ", and is really but a sort of tenuous 
matter, admixture with which is every whit as defiling to the soul as 
matter in its denser modes. The doctrines of the .. Immaculate Conception .. 
and of the .. Assumption of the Blessed Virgin", imply and involve the 
divinity of the Soul's substance; and it is only by her regaining her 
proper divine condition, though the elimination of every particle of the 
impurity acquired by her descent into materiality, that she becomes 
entitled to the epithet .. Virgin", and fitted for her final assumption into 
.. the heavenly chamber wherein the king of kings sits on his starry throne" ; 
an event which is fitly celebrated by the Church at the season 
when the constellation Vi"lo, ascending to the zenith, is lost to view in 
the sun's rays. For, being of celestial nature, the grave - that is the 
physical and astral consciousness--cannot retain her ; and it is because the 
consciousness of the saint is gathered up into her, his soul, and she into 
his spirit her spouse, that death has no terrors for him. The body is to 
him but a phenomenal capsule, the loss of which is like the shedding of a 
garment worn out and become superfluous. It has become an encumbrance 
of which he is well rid, and he knows it to be so. 

Concerning the identity of the substance at once of God and the soul, 
the recovered Gnosis thus expresses itself, and in such way as to account 
for the genesis of Genesis . 

.. In the beginning, the potentialities of all things were in Elohim . 

.. And Elohim was twain, the Spirit and the Water-that is, the 
heavenly Deep. 
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" Now the spirit of Elohim is original life, and the heavenly Water~ are 
space and dimension. 

" He is the line and She is the circle. 
" And without them is void and darkness. 
" Now the Divine twain were from the beginning contained in the 

bosom of the One who was before the beginning . 
.. Even God the nameless, invisible, unfathomable, unspeakable, 

~otionless . 
.. From whom proceeded the heavens--that is, the duality, spirit and 

deep; and the earth-that is, spiritually, the beyond. 
" Now the beyond was without form and void, and darkness covered 

the face of it. 
"But the heavenly waters were covered by~the Spirit of God . 
.. Now the divine Substance is the great deep: that is, the first 

protoplasma. 
"She encircles and embraces all things, and of Her are dimension 

and form and appearance • 
.. Her veil is the astral fluid; She is the Soul of individuals, and the 

receptacle of the Divine nucleus. 
"Now the Divine Substance is not matter; but She is matter in its 

potential essence. 
"She is the manifestation of personality, enclosing the Divine nucleus . 
.. Spirit alone is diffuse, and the naked flame is liable to fuse with other 

flames. 
" But the flame which is enclosed in suhstance has become an indiffusible 

personality ..... ~t 

(6) His Secret and Method. 

The 'term .. Christ" is of manifold significance, implying alike a 
principle, a process, a state, an cffice and a person; under which last 
aspect it is also manifold, being exoteric and esoteric, or historical and 

. mystical; and microcosmic and mac:rocosmic, or individual and universal. 
As principle, Christ denotes that property or quality in virtue of which 

the substance of existence tends, under individuation, to revert to its 
original pure condition, by relinquishing its artificial or " created" state as 
matter, for its normal and divine state as spirit. As this tendency finds its 
expression and satisfaction in and through evolution, a definition of it, to be 
sufficient, must recognize these three things :-1. The divinity of inherency. 
2. Evolution as the process of the manifestation of such inherency. 3. 

• Cloth,d with ,he Sun, Part II. 
t A portion, that is, of the universal consciousness, or personality, segregated from the 

parent mass. and individuated as a distinct person. The word" person" has a twofold 
significance. For while, in its radical or etymuiogical sense it denotes the exterior form, in 
its esoteric sense it denotes essential conSClOusness. It is ill the latter sense only tbat it is 
applicable to Original Being Only in the sense not involving limitation can lJeity be 
rightly termed .. personal". For" God has no limitations". 
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The personal Christ as the crown of evolution; and this alike in his four 
aspects, the exoteric and the esoteric, the microscosmic and macrocosmic. 

As process "Christ" denotes that which, in the language of the 
Higher---or esoteric-Alchemy, is called" The Great Work, the Redemp· 
tion of Spirit from Matter". The subject of this process is the ·Will. Its 
method-the" Secret and Method of Christ "-consists in inward purifica. 
tion. And that from which such purification is requisite is the condition 
implied by the theological expression" original sin". The first step to its 
comprehension, therefore, is the understanding of this expression. 

According to the received definition, .. Original sin is the fault and 
corruption of the nature of every man that naturally is engendered of Adam, 
whereby man is very far gone from original righteousness, and is of his own 
nature inclined to evil, so that the flesh lusteth always contrary to the 
spirit, and therefore in every person born into the world, it deserveth God's 
wrath and" indignation. 

All that this definition needs to enable it to be recognized as represent. 
ing an indefeasible truth, is the right understanding of the term" Adam ". 
Following the esoteric method, and for persons reading principles, we at 
once recognize as intended by "Adam" that part of man's nature which, 
being the first to be elaborated, constitutes the first stage in his evolution 
as man, and being his outer and superficial part, constitutes the external 
self·hood only. It is not the body; the mystical scriptures deal not with 
things physical, and the body, for them, is in no sense the man, but only 
the material vehicle and phenomenal capsule of the man. "Adam" is the 
bodily, or sense, nature; and the limitations which constitute original sin 
are those which arise from his derivation through and constitution of the 
lower modes of consciousness into which substance has been projected in 
order to serve as the raw material of creation. As an assem blage of 
consciousnesses gathered from every plane of existence into which Original 
Being has differentiated of Itself, man comprises consciousnesses mechanical, 
chemical, electrical, and so forth, and elements ethereal, gaseous, elemental, 
mineral, vegetable, and animal, each of which possesses a nature and will 
of its own; and only by his reconciliation of their conflicting wills, their 
combination into a unity, polarisation to a superior plane, and the identifi· 
cation of their wills with a central will, is it that he becomes an orderly 
kosmos and indissoluble personality. Meanwhile, and prior to this consum· 
mation, his state is one of bondage, anarchy, conflict and rebellion; of bondage 
to the impulses he is unable to control; of anarchy through the diversity of 
his various wills; of conflict between and with his own lower elements, and 
of rebellion against the supreme will. So that the poles of the cells of his 
system incline in divers directions, and the binding power which is its life 
is liable to be dissolved and destroyed. Such is the condition which, theo· 
logically, is said to "deserve God's wrath and indignation ", meaning that 
it contains in itself the elements of its own destruction. 
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Were this description of him an exhaustive one, not merely would he 
be deserving of such a doom. he would fail to have any being at all as an 
individual entity. For there has yet to he taken into account that principle 
of his nature in virtue of which he has any such being. This is the" Eve .. 
in him, his soul who, as a portion of the divine substance segregated and 
individuated indeed, but uncreate, retains her original nature and is 
competent for his redemption, which she accomplishes by means of his 
re·creation or regeneration. But not all at once or in the immediate 
present. For not only is the process itself a prolonged one, but she herself 
has much to do, to suffer and to become, before she is fitted even to com· 
mence it. True, she ensures meanwhile his continuance as an individual, 
and this irrespectively of his physical life. But, necessary as is this office, 
it does not exhaust her function in respect of him, but is subordmate and 
preparatory only to this. Her function in regard to him, on the spiritual as 
on the social plane, may be expressed in the injunction, "Woman, redeem 
your animal"! Wherefo~e she perpetuates him in order to build him up 
from man physical only and perishable, into man spiritual and eternal. And 
for this she must, like him, undergo trials and experiences and be "made 
perfect through suffering". And alike by the man and his soul must 
the "garden" be forfeited for the "holy city" to be attained; the 
"desert" traversed for the promised land to be reached. This is to say, 
the state of innocence that comes of ignorance must be exchanged for that 
of the virtue that comes of knowledge, which, itself, must be the product of 
experience. Only by sharing her Adam's limitations can she become to 
him the efficient helpmate she is destined to be. All that happens to them 
is educational. 

Not that she knows this, or even her own true nature, at the outset. 
For by the fact of her descent into material generation she has drunk of the 
"waters of Lethe", and lost the intuition of her nature and source. Not by 
virtue of what she knows, but by virtue of what she is and does, must she, 
the soul, prove her divinity. Hence it comes that she no sooner finds 
herself allied to the sense· nature than-oblivious of her own-she succumbs 
to its seductions, mistakes the apparent for the real, and renouncing the 
divine will of her proper spouse, the Spirit, for that of her external self.hood. 
the .. Man" or Adam-incurs his liability to extinction, together with his 
need of redemption by the identical pr~cess of purification and at-one· 
ment. 

Her endeavours to save him are the means of her own salvation. The 
prompting influences are of two kinds. Her own" divine discontent" with 
the condition of mere materiality in which she finds herself-a condition 
foreign to her nature-this. supposing her to have retained, in whatever 
measure, the consciousness thereof. And the movings of the divine life 
which is properly hers, the life, or pure spirit that is, who is the" Father " 
of the Christ within, she herself being his "Mother". When once this 
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divine generation has been effected within the man, the accomplishment of 
his regeneration becomes a question only of time. For owing to the 
strength of the older and lower will, the process is for a long time fitful and 
intermittent, and the infant Christ, or innocence wilhin him, is in 
perpetual danger of massacre at the hands of the Herod within him. But 
when once the saving germ has taken firm root and the process is securely 
established, it never lets him go, but insists on attaining its full fruition. 
In token whereof it is said by the Exoteric Christ, speaking for the Esoteric 
Christ, "Of those whom Thou gavest me, I have lost none ". And whereas 
the saving impulse has its origination from within, and is due to the working 
of the same principle, it is further said of the Esoteric Christ, "We love 
him because he first loved us". But though a principle, this Christ is 
none the less a person. For he is of celestial nature, and "in the celestial 
all things are persons ", because God, in and of whom they consist, is in 
the real, as distinguished from the radical sense of the term-that in which 
it denotes essential consciousness-a person. 

As" the child is the' father' of the man ", so is the man partially 
re~enerate the" father" of the man wholly regenerate. Hence the Christ is 
the" son .. of David, the type of the former; but by spiritual, not physical, 
descent. For besides his bodily ancestry man has the ancestry of his past 
spiritual selves and states. The former appertains to the apparent, the 
latter to the real self. The former gives him his features and characteristics, 
which are accidental and of the outer, and the latter gives him his expression 
and character, which are essential and of the inner. \Vhile only partially 
regenerate the man is said to be "under grace". He cannot "sin 
mortally", cannot, that is, fall away wholly; for be his shortcomings what 
they may, nis heart is right with God. Hence he is said to be a man after 
God's own heart, and does not cease to he so because sometimes worsted in 
the fight with his animal will, which proves too strong for the will of the 
spirit in him. The soul, strong beyond the ordinary, as the soul must be 
that is destined in some future life to become the mother of the manifested 
Christ, must be educated hy experiences of adequate severity, and for that 
purpose be associated, perhaps many times, with a body possessed of a will 
corresponding in strength and of a perverse nature, in order to provide the 
discipline and ordeals requisite to fit herfor her lofty destiny. They who, dwell
ing exclusively in the outer, recognise appearances only, judge outward judg
ment and accordingly make the lapses of a soul thus conditioned the suhjt'ct of 

scoffing, seeing nothing of the severity of the ordeal or the heroism exhibited 
in the conflict. But to be able to understand phenomena, as they alone 
can be understood, by getting behind phenomena, and judging from the 
standpoint of the spirit, is to know that such falls are but the prelude and 
means to a rise which will take the subject thereof to a level transcending 
any yet attained by him: and that, as the tree in the forest, the deeper he 
bas struck his roots into earth, the higher he will rise towards heaven. 

a 
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Therefore it is that the soul must be not only Eve but Magdalen before she 
can be Virgin Mary; and her son be not only Adam but David before he 
can be Christ Jesus. 

While the secret and method of Christ consist in inward purification, 
such purification is, itself, but a means to the supreme end. This end is 
represented by the term polarisation, which in this relation means the 
readjustment of all the particles of consciousness in the system in such 
wise as to allow of a continuous current and perfect circulation of its very 
finest essences, their convergence into a focus and fusion into a unity in the 
innermost and radiant point, where-kindling into flame-the~' become 
united with the divine fire itself, making the man" one with God". This 
is the state called by mystics " the one life". 

The condition essential to such realisation, or "vision" of Divinity, is 
represented as a threefold cord, of which the strands are purity of life, 
purity of heart and purity of doctrine. These are called the " three degrees 
of the heavens" within man. The various steps of the process are 
described as the twelve gates of the holy city, or regeneration, through 
which a man must enter to be entitled to the tree of life. The process is 
wholly centripetal, representing the return of the perceptive point of the 
consciousness, which is the man, from the outer to the inner, by following 
the intuition. But in order to be trustworthy the intuition must be allied to 
and exercised in a pure spirit, one which recognises no end but the highest. 
Hence in the blessing pronounced on Judah, the" tribe" that produces the 
Christ, the significance of the expression" binding his foal unto th~ vine, 
and his ass's colt unto the choice vine". The intuition is symbolised by the 
ass-that in man which, as with Balaam, sees the angel and receives, as a 
rule, the ass's portion-and the choice vine to which it must be firmly tethered 
denotes a spirit perfectly pure, or it will be landed in superstition as surely 
as the intellect divorced from the intuition is landed in materialism. 
Riding on an "ass" thus bound, the "king" makes triumphant entry 
into the holy city of his regenerate selfhood. 

Similarly with the" twelve apostles ", who symbolise the degrees of his 
regeneration. The members these are of the spiritual microcosm; and 

" All are bidden to the banquet of the marriage of the Son of God. 
" But if there chance to be even one among them which has not on a 

wedding garment, 
" Such a one is a traitor, and the microcosm is found divided against itself. 
"And that it may be wholly regenerate, it is necessary that Judas be 

cast out." 
This accomplished, then again there are twelve, and the Christ, 

perfected, ascends to his kingdom. For then he no longer has need to say, 
"Not my will but Thine"; for he has no will of his own, but" the Son is as 
the Father". 

To express our conclusion in terms of the Higher Alchemy already named: 
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.. The Will of God is the alchemic crucible, and the dross which is cast 
therein is matter. 

"And the dross shall become pure gold, seven times refined; even 
perfect spirit . 

.. It shall leave nothing behind it; but shall be transformed into the 
Divine image. 

"For it is not a new substance: hut its alchemic polarity is changed, 
and it is converted. 

"But except it were gold in its true nature, it could not be resumed 
into the aspect of gold, 

" And except matter were spirit, it could not revert to spirit. 
"To make gold the alchemist must have gold. 
" But he knows that to be gold which others take to be dross. 
" Cast thyself into the Will of God, and thou shalt become as God. 
" For thou art God, if thy will he the Divine Will. 
" This is the great secret: it is the mystery of redemption,"~: 

And being this, it is the secret and method of Christ. 
EDWARD MAITLAND. 

THE FATALITY OF NUMBERs.-The number 14 has often been observed as having 
singularly inftuenced the life of Henry IV. and other French princes. Let us take the 
history of Henry. On the 14th May. 1029. the first king of France named Henry 
was consecrated, and on the 14th May, 1610. the last Henry was assassinated. 
Fourteen letters enter into the composition of the name of Henri de Bourbon, who 
was the 14th king bearing the titles of France and Na\'arre. The 14th of December, 
ISH, that is 14 centuries, 14 decades, and 14 years after the birth of Christ, Henry IV. 
was born; the ciphtrs of the date ISH, when added together, giving the number 14. 
The 14th May, 1554, Henry II. ordered t:le enlargement of the Rue de Ferronnerie. 
The circumstance of this order not having been carried out, occasioned the murder of 
Henry IV. in that street four times 14 years after. The 14th of May, 1552, was the 
date of the binh of Marguerite de Valois, first wife of Henry IV. On the 14th of May, 
1588, the Parisians revolted against Henry 111., at the instigation of the Duke of 
Guise. On the 14th of March, 1590, Henry IV. gained the t>attle of Ivry. On the 
14th of May, 1590, Henry was repulsed from the Faubourgs of Paris. On the 14th of 
November, 1590, the Sixteen took oath to die rather than serve Henry. On the 
14th of November, 1592, the Parliament registered the Papal ~ull giving power to the 
Legate to nominate a king to the exclusion of Henry. On the 14th of December, 1599, 
the Duke of Savoy was reconciled to Henrv IV. On the 14th of September, 1606, the 
Dauphin, afterwards Louis XIII., was baptized. On the 14th of :\Iay, 1610, the king 
was stopped in the Rue de Ferronnerie, by his carriage becommg locked with a cart, 
on account of the narrowness of the street. Ravaillac took advantage of the occasion 
for stabbin~ him. Henry IV. lived four times 14 years, 14 weeks, and four times I.j. 
days: that IS to say, 56 years and 5 months. On the i4th oBJay, 1643. died Louis XIII., 
son of Henry IV.; not only on the same day of the same month as his father, but the 
date, 1643. when its ciphers are added together, gives the number 14, just as the 
ciphers of the date of the birth of his father ga\'e 14. Louis XIV. mounted the 
throne in 1643: 1,6,4,3 = 14. He died in the year [715: 1,7. 1,5 = 14. He 
lived 77 years. and 7 and 7 = 14. Louis XV. mounted the throne in the same year: 
be died in 1174, which also bears the stamp of 14. the extremes being 14, and the 
sum of the'means 7 and 7 making 14. Louis XVI. had reigned 14 years when he 
convoked the States General. which was to bring about the Revolu~ion. The number 
of years between the assassination of Henry IV. and the dethronement of Louis XVI. 
is divisible by 14. Louis XVII. died in 1794; the extreme digits of the dates are 14, 
and the first two give his number. The restoration of the Bourbons took place in 
1814, also marked by the extremes being 14; also by the sum of the ciphers making 
1<4.-Cur;ous J/r/hs of lite Middle Ag~ .•. 

• Clothlll with th' SIIII. II .• ix. 
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A REPLY TO THE "TRUE CHURCH OF CHRIST: 

EXOTERIC AND ESOTERIC ". 

" To form the ntlcleus of a Universal Brotherhood without distinction of Creed." 

C!::! 
~1(, AM not a Christian in the sense in which that name is generally dJr understood, but I believe most firmly in the Universal Principle of 
~ Compassion, call it Christ or by what name you will; and I as firmly 
believe in a Brotherhood of perfected men of all times, races and faiths, 
who have become at one with that great Principle of Compassion which 
was and is and will be. But I do not believe that any known association 
of men can claim with any show of reason to be imbued with that spirit of 
Love, for such an association would have to be composed of Adepts, and 
must prove by its acts the claim it makes. An association that makes such 
a claim and which has notoriously throughout its history given the he 
dire:t to the spirit of Tolerance, Justice and Compassion, which charac
terises the Christ-man at all times, is naught but an impudent blasphemer 
against the divine Principle of Love, which is the only Saviour of Humanity. 

"The True Church of Christ" is without distinction of race, creed, sex, 
time or place. No other is a True Church; and this Church is at present 
esoteric and will not be exoteric until the whole of mankind is perfected. 

I write what I shall have to write with deep regret. I do not wish to 
offend anyone, least of all my friend, }. W. Brodie Innes, but I am pro
foundly convinced that it is the duty 0 every student of Theosophy to raise 
his voice in protest when there is danger of our ideals being lowered and 
attempts made to confine us once more within the narrow limits of a man
imposed orthodoxy. 

For eight months the pages of LUCIFER have contained a series of 
papers entitled, " The True Church of Christ, Exoteric and Esoteric". a 
series of special pleadings in defence of a Church which, on the writer's 
own showing, has been dumb and paralyzed for thirteen centuries; a body 
divided and sub-divided into an infinite number of parts, but which 
miraculously and as no other known body can do, is expected by the 
faithful to recover and reunite, and regain its" voice". But if the body is 
disintegrating, surely the Christ is not in such a mass of corruption! 

It is quite possible for other Churchmen to put forward some other 
theory of the Church, for there are other than High Churchmen in that 
body, and then my criticisms would not be entirely applicable. 

A man cannot well fence with himself; he may, if it please hIm, fence 
with his own shadow in the glass, but to play at plaintiff and defendant ~ll 
alone, and set up men of straw for the pleasure of knocking.them over, 
is not to meet real steel and the earnest protests of those who refuse 
absolutely to have, either by analogy or otherwise, a paralyzed and dis
integrating body foisted upon them as the representative of the" True 
Church of Christ", even with the qualification of " exoteric". 

To take one example out of many of such arguments in the papers 
refeJ;rE;!d ~o ;--, 
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"If there is no higher principle there is nothing to reform, it would be as wise to 
try and reason with a congenital idiot. The only logical course would be to lea\'e it, 
with as much kindliness as may be. to decompose when its Karma is worn out. 
Opposition to or criticism of the Church implies therefore (albeit often uncon
sciously to the critics) the recognition of a guiding spirit!" 

A guiding elemental spirit perchance, but surely not the Spirit of 
Christ! The spirit of intolerance, bigotry, hatred and persecution, yes: 
the Spirit of Christ, no, emphatically no! And as to the rest, why the 
analogy of an idiot? Surely an idiot is not divided into so many pieces! 
But even so let us take the idiot; should we allow an idiot to run wild, 
especially when subject to sudden relapses into mania? Neither would 
you, I take it, allow a decomposing body to remain in the house nor expose 
it in the streets ! 

These and similar difficulties are due, I believe, simply to the fact that 
the analogy used in the papers under review is erroneous, and if not entirely 
false is vastly insufficient. I argue as follows :--The next natural unit or 
monad to the Individual Man is Individual Humanity, Humanity as a unit. 
That is to say, just as molecules make up the body of a Man, so do Men 
make up the body of Humanity. But the divine IndiviJuality or Ego of 
Humanity is not yet incarnated in this body, for we are only in the fourth 
Round, and the body of Spiritual Humanity is therefore passing through its 
period of kamic development, and may be compared to the bodies of the 
early races before the incarnation of the self-conscious Egos. The Body of 
Humanity is mindless. And this is pr6ved by facts, for are not all associa
tions of men, as associations, in the kiimic stage? Take the case of a 
nation. Are not its national instinds all animal, if not worse? A nation 
will rob and starve its own children; it will fight with them; sometimes it will 
destroy them, and sometimes be destroyed by them. So with all organiza
tions they are in the kiimic stage. \Vitness the savage wars engaged in by 
the Church; the maniacal rage of an entity that can lacerate its own body, 
cut off its own limbs, even disembowel itself in its rage; an elemental rather 
than an animal instinct. In all such cases we have proofs of the elemental 
building up of gross organisms: but they are all part and parcel of that 
lower evolution which" unaIded fails". These are the elemental efforts of 
nature to construct a fit body for Humanity, and not until the molecules of 
that body are united by a common bond that all will recognize, will it be in 
any sense other than a failure, as a vehicle for the manifestation of the 
Higher Self of Humanity. 

More than this, for me this ideal body of Humanity is still in the womb, 
and its organisms, those organizations that men are so wonderfully proud of, 
are the undeveloped cells of an embryonic body. There is of course in this 
a permanent life-centre, but the Manas or mind thereof is far, far from 
manifestation. 

It is plainly evident, therefore, that as compared with the thought of 
the Christ (mark, I do not say a Christ), the" thought of the Church" ':: or 
the thought of the nation, is a mere automatic action or animal instinct 
common to all ganglionic centres of a similar nature. But to take one part 
?f the body of Humanity and institute a comparison between it and a man, 
IS as ahsurd as taking, say, the liver out of an embryo and endeavouring to 
find out the correspondences between it and the perfect body of a septenary 
man. The liver, I am afraid, would have too many principles latent to bear 
the comparison, although perhaps the latency would allow wider scope for 
the play of the imagination. 

In what I have written I claim that I have at least not degraded the 
Christ ideal. It may be too lofty a conception for general comprehension, 

• l"".\1JO'&CID'T&IC?'v rppOVflJUI.; I should prefer to say the thought of a church. the 
thought of II nation. 
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it is true, but so I leave it to show further that the exoteric II Church of 
Christ" insisted on in the last eight numbers of LUCIFER is not the" True 
Church" of II The Christ". 

At the outset I ask, is it the act of a friend to dir~ct you into the 
meanderings of a labyrinth of which the walls hide the light of heaven and 
finally bring you out only where you entered, even when YOll have the 
thread of Ariadne and succeed in slaying the Minotaur? The Councils of 
the Church are such a maze, the Minotaur is orthodoxy, and the threa9 of 
Ariadne is common sense.~: No doubt the Minotaur is not so dreadful as 
it is made out to be, but still it is sufficiently uninviting to any who have 
seen even the shadows of the inhabitants of the light. 

To leave a simile that will appeal only to the students of the various 
world· religions who are at the same time students of esotericism, let us take 
the pith of the II orthodox" position, that is to say, orthodox according to 
the writer of the papers, for others who claim equal orthodoxy may take 
exception to such a position. Here it is :-

"The organic means of communicating the thought, tc:'aching or decision of the 
whole Church is by decree of an {Ecumenical Council, i.e., a general Council lawful, 
approved and received by the whole Church". 

The six Councils, as to which" there is no doubt ", are Niccea A.D. 

325, Constantinople (First) A.D. 381, Ephesus A.D. 431, Cha1cedon A.D. 
451, Constantinople (Second) A.D. 553, and Constantinople (Third) A.D. 680. 
These are the ultimate tribunals of orthodoxy, these are the holy assemblies 
which could not err, "Sancto Spiritu suggerente ".t 

First I shall show that no Council but that of Niccea can in any sense 
be said to be truly" recumenical", even with the wide margin of latitude 
given with such open-handed generosity on every point by the writer of the 
papers I am criticising, and then I shall say something about that famous 
political cabal. To do so I shall have to quote mostly from renowned 
divines, not from the writings of enemies of the Church, mark well, and 
especially from Dean Stanley in his lectures on The History of the Eastern 
Church. I could also give an infinity of quotations from the Acta of the 
four Councils of which we have minutes, and from the canons of the first 
two Councils of which we have no such records, but I do not deem it 
necessary. Nor is it difficult to give a learned flavouring to one's state
ments by such quotations, for a standard theological dictionary will give a 
list of authorities, and these authorities will give other lists, so that with 
the help of a good library quotations may be multiplied ad infinitum. But I 
hope that no student of Theosophy will ever be overawed with such a 
mayavic glamour of authority, for then indeed the Scribes and Pharisees 
will have heen rebuked in vain. 

And now to establish my first point and reduce our six Councils 
to one :--

"We cannot say that the importance of all the early Councils is fully recognised. 
Their official decrees ha\"e ne,'er gained a place and are ne,'cr even mentioned in our 
formularies. The fifth, sixth and seventht :Ire rarely named by Protestant theologians. 
The fourth (that of Chalccdon) is, as we ha,'e seen, rejected by a large part of 
the East. The third (of Ephesus) is repudiated by the Chaldrean Christians; and its 
distinguishing formula, • the Mother of God " has never been frankly accepted by 
Protestant Churches, The Council of Constantinople was avowedly only an Eastern 

• .. Common sense after all is the supreme arbiter and corrective of <Ecumenical 
Councils" (Stanley, Easter" Church). 

t .. Enlightened by God and the Grace of the Holy Spirit ", Soc. i. 9. .. Divine 
Oracles ", St. Cyril. De Tri". I. "Inspired of God ", lsid. PI/liS. iv, 99, .. Irretractabilis 
consensus", Leo the Great. .. Hereditary seals which no rashness may break", St 
Ambrose, De Fide, III., IS. etc., etc. 

: Stanley takes seven. 
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assembly. Not a single Western bishop was present; and its wcumenical character, 
after having been entirely passed over by the Council of Ephesus, was only tardily 
acknowledged by the Council of Chalcedon. 

"But with the Nicene assembly it is otherwise. Alone of all the Councils, it 
still retains a hold on the mass of Christendom. Its creed, as we just now saw, is the 
only creed accepted throughout the universal Church. The Apostles' Creed and the 
Athanasian Creed have never been incorporated into the ritual of the Greek Church. 
But the Xicene Creed, Greek and Eastern though it be, has a place in the liturgies 
and confessions of all Western Churches, at least down to the end of the sixteenth 
century.- It was regarded at the time and long afterwards, even by Coun:i1s which 
chafed under the acknowledgment, as a final settlement of the fundamental doctrines 
of Christianity; and so in a certain sense it has been regarded by many theologians of 
later times."t 

I think that this is sufficiently conclusive and conducts us straight to 
the root of orthodoxy, but if any further evidence is wanted of the fact that 
the decrees of these Councils are not universally accepted, it will be 
sufficient to refer to the twenty-first" Article of Religion" of the Established 
Church of England. 

II And when they (General Councils) be gathered together . . • they may err 
and sometimes have erred, even of things pertaining unto God." 

And yet we are told in LUCIFER, Vol. VII!., p. 213;-

"The nature of the Councils being thus established, the strongest proof of their 
authority is their universal acceptance by the whole Church as the unmistakable "oice 
and paramount authority of the Church. Ancient and modern authorities are abso· 
lutelyat one upon this, the divergences of opinion being with regard to the authoritr. 
of certain Councils whose claim to represent the a.hole Church is historically doubtful. ' 

But in thei.r very nature even the six, as to which" there is no doubt ", 
can in nowise be said to be universal in the real meaning of the term, for;-

II There were never, indeed, any Councils held, which could strictly and properly 
be called universal; those, however, whose decrees and enactments were received and 
approved by the whole Church, or by tlu greatest p"rt if il:l:, are commonly called 
a"cu,nenical "., -

"The whole force and learning of early Christianity was in the East. A General 
Council in the West would have been almost an absurdity. . • . . The contro
"ersies on which the Councils turned all moved in the sphere of Grecian and Oriental 
metaphysics. They were such as no Western mind could have originated.'·11 

Nor are Councils again assemblies that inspire us with confidence in 
their decrees, or impress us with an idea of that judicial calm which we 
expect in decisions of so grave and momentous a nature . 

.. A General Council is not the cause but the consequence of religious dis
sension. It is unnecessary, and could hardly be convoked but on extraordinary 
occasions to settle some questions which have already violently disorglmised the peace 
of Christendom. It is a field of battle in which a long train of animosities and 
hostilities is to come to an issue. Men, therefore, meet with all the excitement, the 
estrangement, the jealousy, the antipathy, engendered by a fierce and obstinate 
controversy. They meet to triumph over their adversaries, rather than dispassionately 
to investigate truth. Each is committed to his opmions, each exasperated by 
opposition, each supported by a host of intractable followers, each probably with 
exaggerated notions of the importance of the question, and that importance seems 
to increase, since it has demanded the decision of a general assembly of Chris· 
tendom."§ 

* 1£ no longer. what becomes of the" universality" claimed? 
t Stanley. E,rsler" Cnuren. p. 58. 

l The italics here are mine. 
, Mosheim, 1"$I;lulwlI$ of EcclesiaslICal Hi.flo,y. Bk. II., Pt. ii., Ch. 2. 

" Stanley, lac. cil .• p. 55. 
~ Milman. latin Cltr;slli'Rl~'·. I.. 156. 
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"The meeting of a General Council is . . ..• in ecclesiastical history, what 
a pitched battle is like in military history, and similar questions naturally arise in 
speaking of each."o 

r "I ne\"er yet saw a council of bishops come to a good end." 
" I salute them afar off, since I know how troublesome they are." 
Of I never more will sit in those assemblies of cranes and geese."t 

Then as to brawling, uproar and acts of violence, the Nicene was bad 
enough, where among other things Nicholas, Bishop of Myra, enforced an 
argument against Arius by dealing him a blow on the jaw with all his force, 
not to speak of the rest, which were worse; for as Stanley says, "it would 
be easy to multiply instances of the crimes and follies which disfigured the 
Christian assemblies of later times". For example, at the second Council 
of Ephesus the Bishop of Constantinople was trampled down and stamped 
to death by the Bishop of Alexandria. At Chalcedon there was such a riot 
that the Imperial Commissioners had to put a forcible stop to the tumult. 
\\Tho will dare to say that this was" Sancto Spiritu suggerente " ? 

Another point to be remembereu is that such assemblies were convoked, 
ruled over and "moderated" by the secular power; they were above all 
things political. "General Councils may not be gathered together without 
the commandment and will of Princes" (Art. xxi). The very name 
" CEcumenical " reveals the fact. 

"An r <Ecumenical Synod', that is, an r Imperial Gathering', from the whole 
olKovp.€V71, or Empire (for this was the technical meaning of the word, even in the 
Greekt of the ~ew Testament), could be convened only by the Emperor "., 

Hear the fulsome adulation and fawning flattery of the" holy Fathers" 
of Chalcedon in their address to Marcian and Pulcheria:-

" Long years to our sovereign lord David. . . . You are the peace of the 
world. • . • Thou knowest Christ. He will defend thee. Thou hast established 
orthodoxy. . . . . To the august Empress, many years. You are the light of 
orthodoxy. . . . Orthodox from her birth. God will defend her. Defender of the 
faith, may God defend her. Pious, orthodox enemy of heretics, God will defend her. 
Thou hast persecuted all the heretics. May the evil eye be averted from your empire. 
Worthy of the faith, worthy of Christ. . . . By thee the world is at peace; by thee 
the orthodox faith established; by thee the heresy ceases to be; long life to the 
Emperor and Empre~s."11 

The orthodox party were no doubt exceedingly pleased with their 
victory, and grateful to the Emperor for casting his influence on their side; 
but this destruction of heretics can hardly be said to be •• Sancto Spiritu 
suggerente ". 

That the secular power was the ultimate appeal is evidenced by the 
sovereigns invariably threatening this appeal against the Pope. Moreoyer, 
as there is no longer an Emperor it naturally follows that no more Councils 
can be called. 

The Councils were the spiritual ruin of Christendom, and the entrance 
of the clerics into the field of politics tolled the death-knell of the priesthood 
as the followers of the lowly teacher of Nazareth. 

"The bishops . . . whose wealth and influence were not a little augmented 
from the time of Constantine, gradually subverted and changed the ancient principles 
of Church government. For they first excluded the people altogether from a voice in 
ecclesiastical affairs, and next gradually deprived even the presbyters of their former 
authority, in order that they might do everything at their own discretion, and 
especiallr either draw the ecclesiastical property to themselves or distribute it as they 
pleased.' 

* Stanley. IOC. cll., p. 78. 
t Gregory Nazianzen. Ep, 124; Carm. xvii. 91. 

See Luke ii. I. ~ Stanley, wc, cit., p. 66. 
II Mansi. vii. 170. 
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" The vices of the clergy, especially of those who officiated in large and opulent 
cities, were augmented in proportion to the increase of their wealth, honours and 
advantages, derived from the emperors and from numberle~s other sources: anti that this 
increa~ was "ery great, afler the times of Constantine, IS acknowledged by all. The 
bishops had shameful quarrels among themseh'es, respecting the extent of their 
jurisdiction and boundaries; and while they trampled on the rights of the people and 
of the inferior clergy, thev vied with the civil governors of provinces in luxury, 
arrogance and voluptuousness."o 

And now to the famous Council of Nicrea, "the Great and Holy 
Synod .. that has decided the orthodoxy of Christendom as the "irretracta
bilis consensus" of an infallible and God-appointed assembly. Several 
questions at once present themselves :-(0) Was the Council at Nicrea a 
representative assembly? (b) With what motives did the bishops assemble? 
(c) \Vere they such men as to be competent to decide the spiritual belief of 
future generations? (d) Why was the assembly held? (e) Were Eusebius 
who drew up the" Symbol ", and Constantine who decided the whole 
affair, men of such character as to command our respect and constrain us to 
accept them as I-{uardians of our conscit:nce and intelligence? (f) Finally, 
what is the Creed of Christendom as passed at Nicrea? these and 
many other questions at once suggest themselve!1 and require an answer. 
Long persistent and systematic attempts have been made to whitewas!'t 
the assembly, but with all the good will in the world the task has been 
found to be impossible even for the most enthusiastic apologists. 

(a) The Council of N icrea was in no sense a representative one. The 
records are exceedingly imperfect, and the number of bishops assembled is 
given variously as 218, 250, 270, or 300, 320, 318 • 

.. All but a "ery f,'w of the three hundred and twenty bishops, who formed the 
Council, were from Asiatic and Egyptian sees,'·t 

"Of the three hundred and eightt'en bishops whose superscriptions were affixed to 
its decrees, onl,\' eight at most came from the 'Vest, The language of the Creed is 
not onh' not in Ldun, but almost untranslat.lble into Latin. Grecized forms have been 
adopted for some of its more subtle expressions." t 

(b) The dominant motive was selfish interest. 
" 'Ve are expressly told, both hy Eusehius and Sozomen', that one moth'e which 

bad dr4lwn many to tbe Council "as the hope uf settling their own private concerns 
and prumoting their own priv'lte interests." I: 

As soon as the Emperor set foot in Nicrea he was overwhelmed by 
petitions of every description, importunate demands and" begging letters" 
were showered upon him. To his credit he read none of them, but had 
them brought forth and solemnly burned before the assembly of the holy 
Fathers, a preparatory lesson in manners at any rate. 

(c) The Fathers were mostly ignorant men of little repute . 
.. A large number, perhaps the majority, consisted' of rough, simple, almost 

illiterate men."§ . 
" The Fathers of Nice were simple and ignorant men."oo 
" As many of the Bishops were little skilled in human learning, and entirely 

unacquainted with the rules of contro\'ersy, some learned men, as well Priests as 
Laics, were present to render their assistance. "tt 

In fact the prime defender of orthodoxy was Athanasius, a youth of 
twenty-five and a deacon, who was set forward invariably as champion. 

• Mosheim 10&. ci/., § 8. See also Sulpitius Sl:verus, His/oria Sacra, i. 23; ii. 32,51; 
Dia/og" i. 21. Dav. Clarkson, Discouru Oil liturgies, p. 150. 

t Milman, Hislory 0/ la/;" CII,.is/ia,,;/y, Book I., Chap. ii. 
l Stanley, 1(1<'. c;I., p. 56. 'If Eus., V.C., iii. 6; 502. i. 17. 

II Stanley, Ioc. cit., p. 113. S 16U1., p. 106 . 
•• Sabinus, a MacedoDian bishop, apud Soc. i. 8 p, 21. 

tt Neale, His/IWY of , lie EasleNl Cllwrch, Book I., Sect. xvi. 
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Some divines, however, are less temperate in their estimate. Fot instance, 
Peter Martyr, the first Regius Professor of Divinity at Oxford, describes 
the Nicene Fathers as a "set of demoniacs, driven by evil furies and 
malignant passions ".':' 

The undignified haste of the bishops, their frantic rush to Nicaea, with 
all the concomitants of an excited crowd on a public holiday, is well summed 
up by Eusebius in the sentence, "Like racers starting from the scratch they 
rushed along in wild excitement ".1 

After all was over, Constantine invited them to a banquet, and so im
pressed the poor materialistic Fathers with the magnificence of the palace 
that they thought it a foretaste of the Kingdom of Heaven. As Fleury 
says:-

.. lis croyoient voir une image du regne de Jesus Christ, et plut6t un songe 
qU'une verite ".:1: 

(d) The reasons for Constantine's summoning the Council were purely 
political. If he could get the Christians on his side it would be an enormous 
gain to him, and would aid in his schemes. In fact, when the Fathers 
became fractious, he calmly told them that if they did not sign the decrees 
and behave themselves, he would throw them over and favour the Pagans. 
The great doctrinal points at issue are known as the Arian controversy . 

.. It was distinguished from all modern contro\'crsies on like subjects by the 
extremely abstract region within which it was confined. The difficulties which gave 
rise to the heresy of Arius had but a slight resemblance to those which have given 
birth to the opinions which have borne his name in modern times. He was led to 
adopt his peculiar dogma from a fancied necessity, arising out of the terms' Father' 
and' Son' -' begotten' and' unbegotten '. The controversy turned on the relation of 
the Divine Persons in the Trinity, not only before the Incarnation, before Creation, 
before Time, but before the first beginning of Time. 'There was' -the Arian doctrine 
did not venture to say' a time '-but' there was when He was not '. It was the 
excess of dogmatism founded upon the most abstract region of human Thought."'_ 

In fact, it was the last protest of philosophy against materialism in 
spiritual things, and Dean Stanley, in spite of his great learning, falls into 
the vulgar error of orthodoxy in speaking of the Divine Persons in the 
Trinity. As the Rev. Alfred Williams Momerie, M.A., D.5c., LL.D., 
sometime. Fellow of St. John's, Cambridge, Professor of Logic and Meta
physics at King's College, London, and Morning Preacher at the Foundling, 
"an expert in orthodoxy", says:-

" The orthodox faith, when it is not immoral, is very frequently absurd. Look, 
for example, at another of its shibboleths-the doctrine of' three persons in one God '. 
This is a blundering mis-translation of the original version oC the Athanasian Creed. 
The Latin word pt'rsolla II meant, primarily, a mask. It is derh'ed, as you see, from pt'r, 
through, and sonart', to sound. In ancient times the actors wore masks; and these 
masks were called pcrso11a', because the words sounded or were uttered through them. 
Then secondarily the word persona came to mean, by a natural transition of ideas, the 
character which anyone assumed, the part which he played either on or off the stage. 
The persona of an actor are the characters in his repertoire. The personO! of Mr. 
Irving, t',g., are Charles I., Louis XI., Shvlock, the Vicar of Wakefield, etc. And just 
as the same actor assumes many characters upon the scenic stage, so we all ha\'e to 
play many parts in real life. Every person in existence has more than one persona. 
You, for instance, are a member of a family; that is one persOlltl, it is one part which 
you play, one character in which you appear. You are a member of a profession; 
that is another pt'rs01Itl.· you are a member of a club, of a political party, of a railway 
company; these are other ptrsoml'. Cicero somewhere says,' t'go sustint'otrcsptrsonas '. 
I am sustaining three characters, I appear before you in a threefold attitude. Here 
was a case-a "ery intelligible case-of' trinity in unity'. Similarly, the original 

• Comm. on Kings, xii. 
t Fleury, L. XI., cpo xxv. 

~i Stanley, ItA' .• il., p. 78. 

t Euseb., V.C., iii., 6. 
See also Eus. V.C., IS; Theod. I., c. i. 

II The Greek is -1vpo.r'asis.-(G.R.S.M.) 
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meaning of the Athanasian Creed was, that God had re\'ealed Himself to us in a three
fold way, viz" in stature, in human nature, especially in Christ. and in our own indi
vidual hearts. t The Father is God, the Son is God, and the Holy Ghost is God; and 
yet are they not three Gods but one God.' In other words, it is the same kind and 
holy Being who appeals to us in the physical beauty of Nature, in the moral beauty of 
C~rist, and in those yearnings after a perfect character which come to e\'ery one of us. 

" But when the Latin word /JI!Ysona is changed into the EngHsh word person, the 
creed becomes a contradiction in terms, One person cannot be made up of several 
persons. It is the nature of a person not to include persons but to exclude them. A 
person as such is distinct and separate from all other persons. To talk therefore of 
three persons in one God, who is himself supposed to be personal-i.!!., of three 
persons in one person-is like talking of a square circle or a circular square. It is 
Jargon, nonsense. Yet this absurdity-the result· of a gross classical blunder of which 
a schoolboy would be ashamed-has been stereotyped by the clergy into a dogma." 

.. And the Council of King's College, of which the Bishop of London is Chairman, will 
expel any Professor who publicly denies it. .. • 

And the Latin persona is the mistranslation of the Greek highly meta
physical term hypostasis. What a materialization of divine things! 

(e) And now a word on Eusebius and Constantine, whom generations of 
divines, hard as they have tried, can never succeed in whitewashing. The 
views I shall give are very, very moderate, for the characters of the pair 
arc in reality hopelessly beyond redemption. 

Eusebius was an Arian by conviction, who sold his conscience and 
principles to gain the imperial favour. 

"He composed a creed which he endeavoured to pass off as the true sentiments 
of his party; and which he affirms to have been received with applause by the 
Council, and merely rejected because it did not employ the word consubstantial. But 
this falsehood is worthy of its author. For the fact IS, that it was rejected with disgust, 
as an attempt to condemn the grosser expressions, while it maintained the doctrine of 
Arius. "t 

\Ve have, moreover, proof of his remonstrating with Alexander, Bishop 
of Alexandria, a prominent figure at the Council, for deposing Arius and 
misrepresenting him at the Council.: And Arius himself claims Eusebius 
as one of his partisans.~ "His alliance with the Arian party is indisputable", 
says Lightfoot. Moreover Eusebius had great difficulty in excusing himself 
to his constituents, though this was an ordeal well worth going through in 
order to become" clerk of the imperial closet; interpreter, chaplain and 
confessor [!] of the Emperor". 

" He seems to have had the faults and virtues of the mere man of letters; strongly 
excited neither to good nor evil [?J, and careless at once of the cause of truth and 
the prizes of secular greatness [?J, in comparison of the comforts and decencies of 
literary ease ... [I 

Eusebius Pamphyli of Cresarrea stands accused on unimpeachable 
evidence of wholesale forgery and falsification of history and chronology. 

"Eusebius is the originator of that systematic system of synchronisms which has 
so often subsequently mutilated history on its procrustean bed."§ 

"Among those who ha\'e been the most guilty of this offence, the name of 
Eusebius, the Bishop of Cresarrea . . . should be designated."cc 

"The gravest of the ecclesiastical historians, Eusebius himself, indirectly confesses 
that he has related whatever might redound to the glory, and that he has suppressed 
all that could tend to the disgrace of religion. Such an acknowledgment will natur
ally excite a suspicion that a writer who has so openly violated one of the fundamental 
laws of history, has not paid a very strict regard to the observance of the other."tt 

• Momerie, Th, Corruption of the Churc", pp, 18,19, and note. 
t Neale, 10<'. cil. See also lohn Ie Clerc, Episloltl' Eccl .. si<lst., annexed to his Ars 

CriJica, ep. ii.. p. 30, etc. Also Notalis Alexander. Hisi. Ecdes. Nov. Ttst., szc. iv., diss. 
xvii. Euseb. Nicom. in Theodt. II.E. i. 5. 

: Labbe, COliC. viii. 1148. ed. eolet. ~ Theodt. II.E .• i, 3, 
II Dr. Newman, Arialls. p. 262, 4tO.ed. § Bunsen. Egypt, I .• 200 . 

•• Draper. IIIltlllel'l/,1 D~flefqplJUIII of Europe, 147. tt Gibbon, lhclill': a"d Fall, c. xiv. 
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And yet for the Council of Nicliea Eusebius "is a primary source of 
information of the highest value" (Lightfoot)! So much for this holy 
Father; as for Constantine he has fewer defenders. But he might have 
been left in peace as a creditable enough emperor in his way, in spite of 
the murders of his wife and son, had not Eusebius officiously lied about 
him so outrageously, and insisted on him as an example of Christian 
virtue, whereas in fact he was baptized only on his death-bed. 

" It is one of the most tragical facts of all history, that Constantine, rather than 
Marcus Aurelius, was the first Christian Emperor. It is a bitter thought how different 
the Christianity of the world might ha\'e been, had it been adopted as the religion of 
the empire under the auspices of Marcus Aurelius, instead of those of Constantine."o 

II The whole history of the fourth century should be read in the light of this sad 
reflection, because it sen'es both to hold up to us the ideal of what the Christian 
Church and Christian theology might have been, and to remind us of what under 
existing conditions it must have been and was."t 

How true is this and how it is to be regretted that the last protest of 
Greek phllosophy had none but an intriguing Eusehius and a barbaric 
Constantine to give ear to it. Hut as Niebuhr says:-

II Many judge of Constantine by too severe a standard, because they regard him 
as a Christi.,"; but I cannot look upon him in that Iight."t 

Flavius Valerius Aurelius Constantin us Magnus Victor was great in 
his way in physical affairs, but" rude in intellect" "he under
stood most indistinctly the points under debate" (Wordsworth). He was 
insatiable of flattery and the obliging bishops addressed him as "Your 
Eternity, and the word sacred was applied to his surroundings". Above all 
things he was exceedingly superstitious. After his delirium of cruelty, 
which led to the murder of his wife and son, had passed, tormented by 
remorse he sought purification in every quarter, but in vain; the heathen 
priests refused to purify him, and so he had recourse to the bishop~. ~ 

As to the merits of the dispute between the Bishops he knew nothing. 
After the Council, 

II Constantine not only receh'ed the decrees of the bishops as a divine inspiration, 
but issued ;1 decree of bal,ishment against all who refused to subscribe to the creed, 
denounced Arius and his disciples as impious, and ordered that he and his books should 
follow the fate of the p3gan Porphyry; that he and his school should be c.llled 
Porphyrians and his books burned, under penalty of death to anyone who perused 
them·"11 

But this did not put an end to the matter, for religious dissension after 
this" irretractabilis consensus" raged fiercer than ever. Constantine, like a 
weathercock, veered completely round, recalled Arius, and exiled the 
orthodox Alexander from his see of Alexandria, received Eusebius of 
Nicomedia, one of the dissentients from the Nicene decrees, and the name
sake of the more notorious Eusebius, into his family, and it was by the 
former's hand that he was finally baptised a few days before he went to 
investigate the merits of the case at first hand. 

(/) Let us now see what was the famous creed of Nicliea. Here is a 
clumsy translation, clumsy because of the insufficiency of English to translate 
the Greek, but still orthodox in its clumsiness. 

"We believe in one God, the Father Almighty. Maker of all things both visihleand 
invisible: and in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the Son of God, begotten of the Father, only 
begotten, that is to say, of the substance of the Father, God of God, Light of Light, 
very God of very God, begotten not made, being of one substance with the Father, by 
whom all things were made, both things in heaven and things in earth-wbo for us 

• Mill, Essay 011 LWlrly, p. 58. 
t Stanley, loe. cil., 176. : E". Hisl. of :'10",. ofEfllulfU, ill., 3g. 

,r 50S., ii., 2g. II Stanley, loc. cit .• 134; cf. Soc., i., g, 31. 32. 
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men and for our salvation came down and was made flesh, and was made man, suffered 
and rose again on the third day; went up into the heavens, i1nd is to come again to 
judge the quick and dead. . 

" And in the Holy Ghost. 
"But those who say,' there was when He was not', and 'before He was begotten 

He was not', and that' He came into existence from what was not', or who profess 
that the Son of God is of a different' person', or • substance' (iTEpa.S {WOCTTd.U£W<; 

~ oOO-las). or that he is created, or changeable. or variable, are anathematized by the 
Catholic Church." 

Such is the creed of Christendom, proposed in draft by a Eusebius, 
debated upon by the turbulent and ignorant clerics at Nicrea, and decided by 
a Constantine. Let us strike ont the damnation clauses, without which, 
however, no orthodox Council has come to a decision, and admit that the 
barbaric common sense of Constantine was superior to the turbulent 
fanaticism of the rest of the Council. Let those who may, believe that 
such an assembly was" Sancto Spiritu suggerente"; the Nicene symbol at 
any rate is a saner orthodoxy than any later one, for the historical side is 
not imposed on the faithful. Hell is absent and much else that is oPjection
able, but that there is any warrant in the Nicene Council for the lofty 
claims of the Church set forth by the writer of the papers in LUCIFER, is 
unproved to Illy mind. 

I had intended to take a number of points in detail from the papers 
before me, but this is unnecessary, for whether the conclllsions drawn from 
the prcmisse~ be logical or illogical matters little, if the premisses themselves 
are not well-founded. There is, however, one point to which I should like 
to refer. It is that the writer is exceedingly intolerant of those who use the 
terms" Ecclesiasticism ", .. Churchianity" and" Sacerdotalism" in their 
ordinarily accepted seDse. He contends that if he can prove that there is 
a true Church or Ecclesia and a true Priesthood, then all the sting is taken 
out of them, and adds: 

.. At the very outset I wish to clear the way by some definite understanding 
regarding words, 'the counters of a fool. a wise man's money'." 

Professor Momerie on the contrary says:-
"You must not allow yourselves to be misled by the ~Iib tongues of ecclesiastics. 

Words, says Hobbes. are only the cuunters of wise men, but they are the money of 
fools. Fools are taken in by sound; and this is one reason why the priests ha\'e had 
such an easy time of it."O 

The thought of the day refuses to use the terms" Churchianity ", 
" Ecclesiasticism" and "Sacerdotalism" in a good sense, and nothing 
will ever induce it to do so; it prefers the invention of new terms. As well 
might our brother endea "our to rehabilitate such terms as "imp", t 
" dunce", t "tyranny", "Christian" and "Pagan.... in their original 
connotations. 

Let us avoid misleading others in our use of terms and follow the 
example of J. S. Mill, who says :-

"I take my stand upon the acknowledged principle of logic and morality, that 
when we mean different things we ha\'e no right to call them by the same name. 
Language has no meaning for a word save that in which we predicate it of our 
fellow-creatures; and unless that is what we intend to express by it, we have no 
business to employ it." 

----- -------~ ~-
• loco cil .• p. 13. 

t .. Let us pray for . . . . the king's most excellent majesty, and for his 
beloved son Edward. our prince. that most angelic imp." (Palhway of ?r"Jer.) 

t .. A word introduced by the Thomists or disciples of Thomas Aquinas. in ridicule of 
the Scotists, or the disciples of John Duns Scotus, the schoolman who died A.D. 1308. 

, A" tyrant .. was originally a title of the highest respect. The term" Christian .. 
was first tlsed in contempt, and the early Christians were once called" Pagani". 

by 
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We can only speak of ecclesiasticism as known to the world, we have 
no right to give this name to an ideal concept. 

Speaking again of the awful abuses that have blackened Church 
history, the writer of the papers in LUCIFER says :-

" These abuses are in the Church, but not 0/ the Church ". 

Whereas Professor Momerie writes :-
" As I have explained in my 'Church and Creed' and elsewhere, the Christianity 

of Christendom is fundamentally opposed to the Christianity of Christ. In atlacking 
ecclesiasticism, therefore, I am really defending the Prophet of Nazareth. And I 
suppose I need hardly say I am perfectly aware that some of the best men in the world 
have been by profession' priests' in the Church, but not of it."O 

Moreover, this capable minister has pledged himself to free Christianity 
from the bonds of ecclesiasticism, if possible, and I for one wish him good 
speed in his quest. 

"The doctrine of Christ has been cast into the shade by theologians. Ecclesias· 
ticism has been substituted for Christianity. " 

"The last two thousand years of ecclesiastical nightmare must be as though they 
had never been. The Church must be born again." 

" This lecture is only the first of a series on the mischievous effects of ecclesiasti
cism, which I hope to deliver and re·deliver both in England and America for some 
years to come."t 

Yet one more quotation before I leave the subject:-
"The so-called Christian Church has spent the best of its energy in discussing 

subjects which are almost unintelligible and altogether unpractical. . . . 
"It was literally rent asunder by'what is called the fiNofJul! clause in the Nicene 

Creed, i.t., by the question whether the Holy Ghost proceeds-whatever that may 
mean-from the Father and the Son, or from the Father alone. Christ cared for none 
of these metaphysical logomachies. He had something else to think of, something 
better to do. In the last address which He delivered to His disciples, He three times 
summed up the whole of his teaching in the words of the golden rule. 'A new com· 
mandment I give unto you, that ye love one another: • This is My commandment 
that ye love one another: 'These things I command you, that ye love one an
other. By this shal1 a1l men know that ye are My disciples, if ye have love one to 
another: "t 

This is for me the Christianity of the Christ: these the words of a 
Master of Wisdom, this the only creed of Theosophists the world over; 
" See that ye love one another ". 

" I am the Way", says every Master to his disciples: but no Master 
has said the" Church is the Way n. Most seriously and earnestly I appeal 
to my fellow-students in the Society and out of it, not to impose a Church 
and a Priesthood upon any man short of the one Brotherhood of Humanity 
and the protection of the" Guardian Wall" of the Elder Brothers of the 
Race. 

Let us bid a long farewell to all such dogmatic statements as :-
" I speak from experience, and a1l true Churchmen will endorse the statement, the 

promist is nnJl!r broken ". And" those who are within knOll! better; those who are 
without, if they are deterred from entering by such protestations,' have not yet come 
up to the level of the first initiation". 

It is far from my intention to deny that individuals within any 
religious organisation can attain to lofty heights of knowledge, but 
it is not because of the organisation, but because of themselves. It is 
true, I believe, that the promise of a Master is never broken, but it must be 
from the Master's own lips and not put into them by others. And those 
within the" True Church of the Christ" are Masters, and none less can say 
1 I know". G. R. S. MEAD, F.T.S. 

• A.enosli& Anl/ual (1892) p. 26. The italics in both the latter quotations are nol mine. 
t The Cor/'up//On oflhe Church, pp. 47. 58. and x. : loc. cit. pp. 44·45. 

-I Viz .• that true knowledge is not in the keeping of any church. 
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~hinmi5m in lailJl lift. 

~ CALL "Mediumism" that sensitivity to external impulses which is 
J!l reflected by the individual in action or habit, whether physical, 
psychic or mental, as apart from the present consciousness of personal 
responsihility. :\lediumism is largely connected with the sympathetic 
instincts of the social nature of man, if indeed it be not their direct prQduct. 
\Vherever we turn in daily life, we see men and women swayed by external 
impulses and acting from an inertia quite dissociated from individual motive. 
And this medium ism is not confined to the social customs of any people; it is 
to be noticed as much in the world of thought as in that of action: nor does it 
arise entirely from the prejudice which we often connote with environment 
and heredity, since it would seem to have no special foundation in pre
possession or partiality. Mediumism is sympathy in its irrational aspect, 
being purely of an instinctual and imitative nature. By reason of its very 
qualities it is commonest where the paths of life are most even and the 
intellect at the average level. Go into your streets where the crowd is 
thickest, or seat yourself at a window which overlooks the city life. Mark 
the people as they pass one by one. You know something of physiognomy, 
phrenology, pathognomy, you have a few of the keys to character-reading? 
So much the better. It will be more interesting. YOll will judge how these 
passing units will face the problems of life, what share they are likely to 
contribute to the good or evil in the world, and what function they will 
represent in the Constitution to which they belong. But you may never 
know how unconscious they all are of the great importance of those problems 
of life which they are helping to work out, of the influence they may exert 
for good or evil, and of the part they are playing in the long drama of life! 
Of these things you may be as unconscious as they are themselves. The 
more you think of this, the more you will be assured that, apart from the 
mere effort to secure to themselves the means of existence and with it what 
they can of renown, the aimlessness of men's lives is a fact as universal as 
it is deplorable. Look at them as they pass by! Do you see that pallid 
careworn face, with hard-set mouth and hungry looking eyes; do you mark 
the intensity of unrest in his anxious glance, the nervous motion of the 
fretful brow? Well, but except for this, he is much as those that go 
before him and follow after. His well appointed dress, cut in the latest 
fashion, shows points of contact with the crowd in which he moves. Do 
you think that beneath that incompatible exterior of dress and feature there 
is a soul at rest; one that has grasped the purpose of life, and knows the 
why and whither of its daily walk? Ltot us not flatter ourselves that this 
may be! We have seen enough, let the crowd pass on; and come away I 
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There are reasons which we must seek in the solitude and stillness 
of the heart. That man, in the broad slow-running stream of life, 
somehow seemed to struggle while others seemed to drift, and drifted too 
with ease. And why was this? It was because the mind of that man 
was beginning to awake, and shake itself free from mediumism-it was 
beginning to know itself, its powers, and the possibility of escape 
from its ceaseless, aimless drifting. But with every struggle his limbs 
were caught in the mass of tangled weeds which grew in the mire of 
those sluggish waters; and those other bodies that had drifted with 
him, pressed him round so closely that his efforts disturbed them, and 
they said: "Why don't you lie still and drift as we do, life is too 
short for all that fret and worry", and they thought themselves 
wise as they lay back at ease and slipped away with the muddy 
stream. That was the struggle seen by you in those fevered eyes, 
that was the purpose of the hard-set mouth, the trouble of the pain
drawn brow. Thus it appears by what a subtle persuasion of the mind the 
world exerts a tyranny oyer itself, and none know how difficult it is to 
emerge from mediumism into conscious responsibility save those who have 
effected the transition. The man who would convert the involuntary 
functions of life into the purposive action of an intelligent factor, must 
needs forego (uuch that at present makes life easy and smooth. The 
influence of conventionality and custom in everyday life, and of orthodoxy 
in matters of religious ethics, are compulsions which affect the average 
mind to a degree which, if re~arded in its full extension, render man 
little more than a instrument for registering the pulsations of a body in 
which he has no conscious individual power of directivn, and upon which 
he is capable of exerting only a slight reflex impulse. If we wcre to 
enquire as to the origin of thuse tides of thought and feeling which at 
certain intervals have moved whole nations into a spontaneous and 
collective realization of a common evil or danger, we should eventually 
trace it to the efflux of a single mind, whose attitude towards the 
world at large was one of active intellicient respunsibility and whose 
influence upon the great mass around WdS as that of "a little yeast 
which leaveneth the whole lump". The subjection of the mind to 
collective impulse is one of the most striking examples of mediumism in 
daily life. A thousand persons will rush to their death like a flock of 
sheep, merely because self-restraint and self-reliance have not been 
previously educated in their minds, and instinctual sympathy is allowed 
to usurp the place of rational action. And this fact is one which enters 
very frequently into the first pages of the history of immorality in almost 
all its phases. \Vhether children, if not taught entirely to act by 
imitation, would naturally grow up into that frame of mind which renders 
them susceptible to such impulses as soon as they go out into the world, I 
cannot sa)' (and none can until the experiment is fairly made); but I feel 
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in sympathy with Thackeray when he says :-" If parents would not insist 
upon directing their thoughts, and dominating their feelings, those thoughts 
and feelings which are a mystery to all (for how much do you or I know of 
each other, of our children, of our fathers, or our neighbours, and how far 
more beautiful and sacred are the thoughts of the pure lad or girl likely to 
be than those of the dull and world-corrupted person who rules them); if, I 
say, parents and masters would leave their children alone a little more
small harm would accrue, although a less quantity of as in pr/8senti might 
be acquired". 

It is without doubt a fact that parents are too prone to educate their 
children to look well, and to pass for clever lads and lasses under a concrete 
of dry facts and apish tricks, an education which they have every induce
ment to preserve once they step out into the world with the empty ambition 
of " making a name" for themselves. What the modern world needs is 
more individuality born of freedom and self-reliance, more definition of 
purpose, more simplicity of life, to replace the time-serving egotism of 
ignorance and the self-seeking of world-worship by smooth and easy ways. 
Whoever would effect this reform in his own life, has need to be convinced 
of the rectitude of his opinions as well as the purity of his purpose, and with 
the courage of his convictions he must have the patience to endure. The 
sentiment of devotion to an ideal has need of the pure light of a dis
passionate mind to direct its energy into methods more immediately 
serviceable to the attainment of that ideal; and this leads to a statement of 
that which is of present possibility as the first step towards the realization 
of an object which is of such a nature as makes it both sure and worthy of 
possession, not alone to the individual, but, by means of individuals, to all_ 
This ideal, which Theosophy has ever upheld before the world, is a 
Universal Brotherhood, based upon a full conviction of man's spiritual 
origin, a knowledge of his present needs and the nature of the means which 
make for progress, and a firm belief in man's final destiny to conscious 
spiritual perfection; a conception which is primarily inclusive of self
emancipation, and ultimately fulfilled in universal love. And by its light 
the erstwhile inefficacy of much goodwill shall find direction swift and sure 
as the shafts of Perseus in the dawn! 

WALTER R. OLD, F.T.S. 
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Jragmmts from an Inhian ~tt lIook. 
ON THE INDRIY AS. 

~HE primary cosmic forces or Saktis are three, viz :-Ichha Sakt; 
'@: (coloured indigo), K,iyci Sakti (coloured blood-red), and Jndna Sakli 
(coloured yellow). The Ind,iyas are the manifestations, on the physical 
plane, of the Saktis. The Manas represents IchM Sakt;, and presides over 
two sets oHive Saktis-K,,yti and Jnanam-called the Karma-Ind,iyas and the 
Jntina.Ind,iyas. The Ind,iyas are the medium between the Jndta or the 
knower and the Jnaya or that which is to he known. It is for this reason 
that Manas is sometimes called the sixth, sometimes the eleventh, of the 
Ind,iyas. The Jndna-Ind,iyas are five i they are the five powers-Saktis-of 
seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and feeling. The principal organs of 
these powers are the eyes, the ears, &c., called Golokas. The Ka'1IIII-Ind,iyas 
are also five; they are the five powers of moving external objects, moving 
one's own body, assimilating and consuming external things internally i 
expelling internal things, and generating life. They are represented by the 
hands, the feet, &c. Manas being the king of these Ind,iyas directs and 
controls them. Manas has four divisions, viz.: Manas proper, Chittam, Buddhi, 
and Aha",kti,am. Thus the Ind,iyas are fou,teen in all. 

Each of these Ind,iyas has a certain presiding Deva; which means 
that they are each of them correlated to certain occult forces in nature; 
they are all named in our Sltcist,as, but to name them would be useless here. 

Manas is called in our Shdst,as-Cllit-Jada-G,anthi, the knot of spirit 
and matter, for it is through Manas that the Pu,usha is bound to P,akTiti i 
and the way to ,liberation lies through purifying our Manas and then 
bringing it under our control. Here the first mistake, the first difficulty, is 
identifying ourselves with this Manas, which is but an lnd,iya after all. 

The ten Ind,iyas can, and often do, act without the assistance or 
instrumentality of the Golokas and the organs, and our Shast,as say that a 
developed power even to generate life can do so by mere touch. 

The ten Ind,iyas have Sukshma or subtle counterparts which act on that 
Sukshma plane i they are termed Divya to distinguish them from the Pa,thiva 
or gross Ind,iyas i the former are naturally developed in some, while in 
others this can only be done by training. Their forced development, without 
bettering our nature, is often followed by misfortune, insanity and death. 
Such cases are common in India. 

Another mistake often made is to try to control the Manas while the 
lowe" Indri)'as are powerful and the Manas still un purified. A better and 
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far easier process would be to begin with the lower bulriyas and purify the 
MalUlS before what is called concentration or Dhyana. "Self-purification ", 
says the Master, "is not the work of a moment, or a number of years, but a 
series of lives." 

THE GODDESS KALI. 

Much misconception prevails among not only the Europeans and 
Americans, but among many educated Indians as well, about the origin of 
the Goddess Kali. The" Orienta lists "-at least some of them-do not 
think the goddess of Hindu origin, while students of Occultism have 
always thought fit to associate her name with the Black Art. Now Kali, 
like every other occult force in nature, can he directed for selfish and 
unworthy ends, but that is no reason why her name should be associated 
with Black Magic. Black Magic does not consist in the worship of any 
particular deity but in the motive of such worship, and, in a minor degree, in 
the difference in the modes of such worship. Then again in many cases the 
Image or Idol only serves as a medium for attracting and concentrating 
some malefic force in nature, connected with the life current of the 
Upasaka, for the time being, by an occult process called Bhuta Shuddhi. Of 
course for the purposes of Black Magic the Image is often that of Kali, 
but other images may be found, such as that of a black or ash-coloured 
Bala Gopala, of a Hanumana (the monkey god) or of a serpent. 

Kali is the first of the ten rays of Durga (the Path of Woe), the three
eyed yellow-colollred goddess called also Haimavati (the Golden), the consort 
of Shiva. Kali issued forth from the forehead (the exoteric locality of 
the sixth Chakram) of Shiva, coloured indigo on account of having had to pass 
through Garala, the Eternal Poison, situated within the thorax (? the space 
inside the neck) of her Lord. Once on a time, says a Purcina, the Devas 
being hard pressed by the Asuras, who could only be killed by a woman, 
went to Shiva for relief; then Durga, who was sitting with her Lord, on his 
left thigh, took compassion on them and immediately duplicated herself in 
the manner described. Now I hope Western students of Occultism will 

. understand what the allegory means; for I cannot be plainer. 
In Man, Kali is the symbol of the first Initiation when the now highly 

active Soul sees herself naked, her Lord lying prostrate before her, 
apparently passive, motionless. Her enemies strong, dreadful and 
innumerable, are all slain, but she still holds the weapons of offence and 
defence in two of her hands, while the other two (she has four hands) are 
directed to protect and help her votaries-those still struggling on. 

As a Sakta I shall always pray to our benign Mother Kali, as I most 
sincerely and devoutly do now, to protect, assist and guide us, but I hope 
my kind readers will not suspect me of being a Black Magician. 

"Within the occult circle all me~ are (to be considered as) the best of 
Brahmins ", says a Tantra, "but not outside it". 
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KALY ANESW ARI. 

(The famous sh,ine near Barakar.) 

Barakar is a small station, the terminus of the Barakar Branch of the 
East Indian Railway. It abounds in coal fields' arid mines, almost all of 
which are owned and managed by "Bengali Babus ", so worthless in 
the eyes of their English rulers; About four miles from Barakar, in an 
uninhabited part, is the famous shrine of Kalyaneswari. It is built of stone 
and is situated on a rock by the side of a small rivulet that murmurs past 
in its stony bed. 

About a week ago I paid a visit to the shrine. I found there a 
venerable looking Brahmiichari who is, as he told me, 145 years old. He 
has seen the great-grandfather of the present Maharaja of Jeypur. His 
hair is snowy white, but he is still strong, has not lost a single tooth, and 
can read without spectacles. His eyes are sunken and small but very 
piercing; they seem to read your soul when he looks at you. He was very 
kind to me, very glad to see me, and began to talk like an old acquaintance. 
He has got all the slokas of the Gitd with the Bhashya of Sri Sankanicharya 
by heart. He is a great Sakta and does not take fish, eggs or meat, or 
anything that intoxicates. I heard from him the following story during his 
short stay at the shrine, for he went away soon after my going there, though 
not without obliging me to partake of his hospitality, his frugal fare. 

The legend of Kalyaneswari:-Raja Bullal Sen, the powerful Vaidya 
King of Bengal, once paid a visit to Kamarupa and worshipped the Devi 
Kamakhya. The Devi was pleased with his devotion, and became visible 
to him in her own Divya r72pa (heavenly body). The Devi asked the King 
what he wanted, and he replied that he wished for nothing but some token 
of her grace, her own image. Then from the heart of Kamakhya Devi 
was produced a bright image enclosed in a golden Kouta (a covered cup). 
The Devi told the Raja never to allow the precious thing to pass from him 
and never to show the image to anybody else, as it would cause instant 
death to others presuming to see it. The Raja returned to his own kingdom, 
placed the Kouta in the inner apartment of his palace and there worshipped 
it daily. Gradually the secret of the image became known to the members 
of his family. 

The Raja had a daughter born of his Krishna Paksha wife (a wife not 
married according to the prescribed religious ceremonies; such queens were 
frequently of low caste, sometimes of different religion). This daughter 
was very beautiful and young; the fame of her beauty spread far and wide, 
and came to the notice of the Prince of Panchkote, who came to Bullal and 
sued for the hand of the princess. The king was very glad to find such a 
good husband for his Krishna Paksha (literally-black-phase) daughter, and 
the marriage was celebrated with great pomp. The Raja was so pleased 
with his new son-in-law that he offered him two lacs of rupees as dowry. 
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The prince consulted with his bride and demanded something that could 
not be found in the two kingdoms. The Raja wanted to know what it was, 
and was told that it was no less than the Kouta with the image. The next 
day the princess returned to her father saying that her husband had driven 
her from his residence. At dead of night the princess took the KflUta from 
the place where it was kept, hid it in her bosom and came out of the 
palace. The guards knew her and allowed her to go out. She joined her 
husband, who was waiting for her, and the two mounted a powerful horse 
which the prince had brought with him, and abandoning everything else 
fled. On the third day the prince arrived at the confines of his own 
kingdom, which was then at Beerbhoun. He had a governor there with 
whose assistance he put to flight the body of cavalry sent to capture 
him. Bullal then collected a large army and marched to Beerbhoun. The 
prince also had his army brought from Panchkote. At a place still called 
Sen Pahari (the hill of the Sen) a battle was fought between Bullal Sen 
and his son·in-Iaw, in which the latter was victorious. After the event the 
prince endeavoured to carry the Kouta towards Panchkote. The Devi, 
however, refused to enter the fort, and fixed her abode at Sobhampur,having 
a certain pious Brahmin of the place as her priest. The family of the priest 
became thenceforward known as Devgharia (having a god at hand); shortly 
after the goddess became disgusted with Sobhampur on account of the 
incessant noise of the husking machine, and was removed to the lonely 
place she is now in. The Kouta however is no longer to be seen, and the 
Devi has turned her back towards the temple door, on account, it is said, of 
the drunkenness of the descendants of her priest. 

KALI PRASANNA MUKHEPjl, F.T S. 

FOLK LORE IN MEDICINE.-At once from different parts of the country the Lancet 
recommends the collection of the medical folk-lore of particular districts, before it is 
lost by the advance of general enlightenment. Many of the charms seem to rely on 
the vicanous suffering of some animal or the transference of the disease to some other 
person. Thus, in the case of warts, in one part of England the charm consists in 
impaling a slug or snail on a thorn and leaving it to decay, when the warts are sup
posed tu disappear. Another practice was to anoint the warts with grease, then rub 
It off with paper. fold this up and throw it into the p'ublic road, and whoever picked it 
up would relieve the sufferer of his warts 1 1 his idea possibly to a dim and 
uninstructed mind might appear rational: but wearing a hare's foot round tlie neck to 
prevent colic has no obvious explanation, and yet the custom is still prevalent 
in many parts of England. A few days ago we heard of a charm for the cure 
of jaundice, which was new to us and is perhaps worth recording. A poor 
woman in a parish of South Essex was attacked with jaundice, and, on hearing the 
nature of her complaint, she at once buried a new-laid egg in an ant-heap, for when 
the egg was destroyed she hoped the jaundice would disappear. Alas, this was not 
the case. The patient, however, d:d not lose f. .. ith in the charm, but blamed the medi
cal attendant for not having told her the nature of her illness earlier: the illness must 
be as recent as the egg was new for the charm to be efficacious. The practice of 
wrapping patients in the reeking skins of freshly slaughtered aOlmals was more 
obviously medical than due to any superstitious belief in its efficacy; but the reason 
why the Highland seer wrapped himself in a raw bull's hide before he experienced his 
•• second sight" is incomprehensible.-St. james' G./ul/e. 
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'limna anh Rtbuamation 
AS APPLIED TO MAN. 

(Being two papers "ead before the Meerut T.S., by RAMA PRASAD, M.A., F.T.S., 

"evised and enla"ged fO'l' the Press.) 

(Continued.) 

~ 

~T~ N the meanwhile we must make ourselves master of what happens when J!C a child is conceived, for it has been said that the child inherits 
everything from the parents. With conception begins the life of a 

child. Conception results when the germ and sperm cells-the sukra and 
"ajas of the Hindus---come together. These cells have a certain form, 
and although it is impossible to see in them the future fully developed 
human being, it might very well be said that they bear the stamp of the 
forms of the father and the mother, and that it is these parental impressions 
which give birth to the form, &c., of the future child. This is the theory 
of heredity. This theory holds that the whole life of a child-form, 
tendencies, characteristics, &c.---come to him or her from the parents, by 
way of impressions upon the germ and sperm cells. N ow there is no doubt 
that the germ and sperm cells in the mother's womb have in them all the 
impressions which are to develope into the future child; for there can be 
nothing in the consequent which is not present in the antecedent. The 
same thing is always present in the antecedent as in the consequent; in the 
latter, however, it is in esse, while in the former in posse. But the question 
is, Whence do these impressions come? The theory of heredity says from 
Ihe parents. Let us examine this assertion-with reference to that factor of 
these impressions which causes length of life. 

The child when born has a certain amount of the life-energy, which 
carries it through a long or short term of life as the case may be. Life is 
indestructible, and the impulse of solar life, when energizing the gross 
matter of earth, is coexistent with the sun. When, therefore, it is in
dividualized in a gross organism, it is never deprived of its power of 
throwing out impulses of energization, because individual life is as it were 
a continuation of solar life. But if this energization be taken to be the 
source of length of life, as on the principle of heredity it must be, then it 
must be granted that the impulse oi energization, which one organism im
parts to another, can only be proportionate to its own strength. Can it 
indeed be possible for any living organism to impart to its child a longer 
term of life than is its own portion? While the parents may die a decade 
after the birth of their child, the child may live on to seventy. Is it not 
anomalous that the same life-force which could, or could not, keep the 
parents alive for ten years, should impart to another portion of matter a 
life of seventy years or only of a single hour! But that objection, it might 
be said, applies to the sun as well. Why does not the sun always keep 
alive a gross body? Why does a gross body die, when the sun is yet 
living? Now there is no doubt that gross bodies would die when the sun 
dies. Why does not, therefore, a child die with the death of the parents? 
Because, it might be said, the life of a child-organism depends after 
birth upon its living according to the laws of life and health, and not upon 
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the impulse imparted by the parent organisms. This presupposes two 
things: first, that the child who lives longer than its parents must have 
the tendency to live according to the laws of health to a stronger degree 
than the parents. Is this tendency inherited, or what? If inherited, the 
same question repeats itself in another form. If not, we must give up the 
theory of heredity as insufficient to account for the tendency to live accord
ing to the laws of life. The second question that arises in this connection 
is, Why does a child sometimes die immediately after birth? I t has not 
certainly lived against the laws of life. Will it be said that it was but an 
imperfect attempt of nature? If so, we must throw the theory of heredity 
to the winds; for whence in that case the imperfection? Such an assertion 
would again beg the question. The riddle of human life will never be 
solved with any amount of satisfaction, unless and until we admit the 
existence of the individual types of child and parent, independently of each 
other, the one being drawn to the other by some affinity and depending on 
it only for birth. 

Now, however, to answer the question, \Vhy does the gross body die 
when the sun is yet alive? In the first place, this question seems to 
suggest that the life of the parent-organism is co-eternal with the sun, for 
otherwise there would be no use in comparing the two. This in fact is the 
case, and it is this fact whic~ among other things demolishes the theory of 
heredity most completely. When every parent-organism is co-eternal with 
the sun, every individual life-body must have existed before the actual life 
of any gross organism. . 

But the question might be taken as an objection to the theory of 
the co-eternity of human life with the sun. But, someone may say, had 
individual life been co-eternal with the sun, the gross body would never 
have died. The answer to this question is that the life of the sun enters 
gross matter only little by little, and is rising into perfection by grades. 
The conditions of earth life as dependent upon the sun are such that some
times the negative forces prevail upon the positive, and at others the 
positive upon the negative. There must therefore be a recurring of the 
positive and negative states of sun-matter, as living in and upon earth. 
Death is the negative state, and life the positive state of solar matter. The 
senses work and rest; the organs of action work and rest; the lungs alter
nately work and rest; the stomach works and rests; in fact every power of 
the human constitution that can be made the subject of observation is seen 
to exist alternately in an essential and potential state, the one succeeding 
the other. None of these powers can live foreverin the potential or essential 
state; each must succeed the other in regular order. Hence the conclu
sion is inevitable that the power of Vytina which gives form to gross matter 
and keeps up the anatomical structures, must also live alternately in the 
two states--potential and essential, rest and work, negative and positive. 
The potential state of the manifestation of Vytina is death, and its essential 
state, life. There must therefore be recurring births and deaths of human 
life-types, until the soul progresses far en;mgh to pass out of the dominion 
of the sun. This, however, by the way. The laws which govern the pass
ing of human life out of one of these states into the other, are a little 
complicated; they cannot be completely discussed in this paper. What 
is necessary, however, will appear in the context. The negative force of 
the parent-organism being destined to overpower the positive force in a 
certain fixed period, the same law cannot be asserted with regard to an 
individual organism. Besides the child organism is not seen to depend 
upon the parent-organism, as the earth upon the sun. The child is not 
seen to be in the positive or negative state when the parent is in either 
state. Hence we may conclude that the parent organism has at least 
nothing to do with the length or shortness of life in the child. The energy 
which causes this has not. come from the parents; and it is obviously not 
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dependent always upon living according to the laws of life. Whence then? 
according to the theory of Karma and Reincarnation, from the lengthening 
or shortening of the lines of our life-motion, which is caused by our own 
actions in a former birth. V\'ithout this theory it is impossible to explain 
all the facts of human life, and there is no phenomenon of life which does 
not receive the most intelligible explanation from this theory. The theory 
of heredity falls to the ground by the very patent fact that children are never 
absolutely like their parents, and sometimes very remarkably different from 
them--in colour, features, virtue, vice, knowledge, &c. But the theory of Karma 
is fully equal to the explanation of all these phenomena, and many more, 
which the theory of heredity will never even dream of explaining. The 
subject might be" enlarged upon, but the limits of my paper will not allow 
it. Suffice it to say that if you study the subject a little deeply, you will 
find the theory of heredity to be very inadequate. Hence it must be 
rejected in favour of the theory of Karma and Reincarnation. 

We have now arrived at the following important conclusions:
I. That human life-and in fact all life-is material. 
2. That the ethereal solar matter is the source of life. 
3. That the individualized human life is the source of the form, appear

ance, colour, height, breadth, and all the various and varying actions of 
human life. 

4. That the bodies of life-the jwanamayakosJUJS-are just as good bodies 
in every way as the bodies of gross matter. 

5. That the solar matter of which our life-bodies are made, being indes
tructible, the types of all the genera, species and individuals of our planet 
are eternal. They exist as such before the birth and after the death of the 
gross organisms in which they manifest themselves periodically. 

We have thus come to know certain very important facts about what 
our physiological life is. We must now go a little higher before we can 
fully understand what human life is as a whole. I have already hinted at 
the existence in the universe of a form of matter, higher in energy than 
solar matter. This matter I have named thought-matter, or Manas as it is 
called in Sanskrit. The centres of this thought-matter are called Manus. 
A Manu is in fact that bundle of ideas for the Universe, which in man is 
called the mind-Sanskrit Manas. It is these ideas which are the immediate 
cause of the substance and form and powers of prana. And it is these 
ideas which have caused the existence of life-bodies in the ocean of prima. 
You know very well that the human mind has a very great power upon the 
human life-body, and I may tell you here in brief that the object of Yoga is 
to give it the fullest power over every manifestation of human life, to render 
even the involuntary manifestations voluntary. 

While speaking of cosmic evolution it becomes necessary for us to 
posit the existence in the universe of this ocean of thought-matter, and of 
various mental bodies in this ocean. We have seen that life-bodies must 
exist in the ocean of prana, for otherwise the existence of planetary gross 
organic forms would be unintelligible. We find also existing in the 
universe innumerable suns which, as we have seen, are centres of jwd.na ; 
or as we might say the common reservoirs of the life-types of the planets. 
The suns differ from each other in the greater or less presence of the tatwic 
forces of prana, and thus in size, in colour, in being single, double, triple, or 
multiple, and thus in those characteristics of planetary life which emanate 
from them. The nature of this difference is the same as that which obtains 
among individuals of a species. Here then is a clear difference of form 
among the suns themselves. The solar prototypes of planetary life must 
then have their own prototypes, for otherwise their existence would be 
impossible. 

These prototypes of solar material forms must have the following 
characteristics: -
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(1) They must be made of matter in such a form as would give birth to 
prana. Arguing on the analogy of gross matter and prana, we might say 
that (2) this next higher matter must be in substance the same as prana, but 
that its constituent energy must be higher than that of prana; so that the 
higher energy might impart to prana such motions as would be adequate to 
give birth to the solar prototypes of planetary forms. 

We have seen that prana has five general modes of motion-the 
fatwas; and that the action of these tatwas explains all the phenomena of 
life with which our earth is familiar. Hence, in fact, the higher matter 
must be capable of giving birth to these tatwas of prrina. And in order that 
these tatwas might appear as forms of prana, that higher matter must have 
the capability of bringing them together and separating them from each 
other. 

These truths are expressed in the Sa.nkhya philosophy by saying that 
Manas, as well as all the lower and higher modifications, are the outcome of 
prakriti (noumenon-matter), that is, their substance is the same; that it is 
the immediate source of the five tanmatras, which are nothing more than the 
five tatwas of prana; and that the function of Manas is sankalpa and vikalpa, 
i_e., synthesizing and analyzing. On the subject of sankalpa and vikalpa, I 
shall make some remarks further on. Here I have only to impress upon 
your mind that the existence of a Universal Mind or Thought-Matter-Centre 
is necessary for explaining the existence of prana and the solar prototypes 
of planetary life. 

Every individual life-body must then have an individual mind. This 
individual mental monad would, from the very nature of its constitution, 
perform the function of creating out of prtina an individual life-type. The 
individual creation goes on in reality as an aspect of cosmic creation. The 
life-types created out of the cosmic tanmatras must have all the powers 
which the tatwas are capable of exercising on gross matter. Hence the life
types which, as we have seen, must pre-exist before the creation of 
planetary forms begins, must have all the powers of life to the highest 
possible extent-which is the solar state itself. 

The senses are but the modifications of the tanmatras. They come into 
existence by the individual tanmatras concentrating themselves by-and-bye 
into the gross body. The greater the concentration, the greater the power 
of the senses. In ages yet to come our senses are bound to develope to a 
very high stage of perfection. This, however, is by the way here. What I 
have to tell you now is that our sensations being impressions of form, from 
external nature, are bound together in the upward evolution in the common 
reservoir of the tanmatras, the mind. Manas, or mind, then is the common 
sense of the human constitution. Sensations, and all the consequent habits 
of the brain, known as inference, verbal authority, emotions, wills and 
desires, gather into the one common reservoir of the mind. On this head I 
might have to say something more further on. Here I have only to say 
that a fully developed mind with a fully developed life-type must exist 
before the creation of terrestrial forms begins on earth. Every individual 
human being has thus a pre-existing life-type and mental type. 

If I were to trace these types to their primal source in parabrahma, I 
would be making this paper too long and unnecessarily abstruse. I 
would therefore tell you that there is a higher state of existence also, both in 
man and the universe. This is called self-consciousness, ego, or soul. 
This self-consciousness is the immediate source of Manas, or mental 
bodies. Its name is Viinana, and the macrocosmic appearance of this 
V ij"ana is called I swara. 

It is very difficult to do justice to all these conceptions in the short 
space here allotted to me; but I may tell you one thing more, which you 
will come fuHy to understand, when you devote a greater amount of time 
and attention than I can expect from you at present. It is this: the 
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egoism also of tht: self-consciousness is a superposed element, and the 
highest state of human life is pure unalloyed consciousness. This in the 
individual is called puruslla or spirit. 

We see then that before the fabrication of forms began on our planet, 
a four-fold being existed. 

I. Absolute consciousness. 
2. Self-consciousness. 
3. A mind or thought-centre. 
4. A physiological life-type, prana, and 
5. There also existed the gross matter of the earth, which was capable 

of receiving the impressions of the four forces enumerated above. 
I might tell you here, that the higher of these forces manifests only 

through the immediately lower, and not all at once. Thus the mind can 
only manifest itself through peina, the ego through the mind, and the 
highest spirit through the ego. Thus when the fabrication of gross organic 
forms began, at first the physiological life alone could manifest itself in the 
gross organism and in none of the higher ones. As long as this was the 
case, the life-monad remained in the vegetable kingdom. When, however, 
the prana had concentrated sufficiently, the mind began to show itself in the 
gross organism, and then the life-monad passed into the animal kingdom. The 
soul begins to manifest itself in the gross organism when the mind acquires 
a certain degree of strength, and then the monad enters the human king
dom. In man prana and mind have developed to a certain extent, and are 
bound to develope yet more. But this subject I must now leave for the 
present. I have to tell you how the solar type first incarnates in the gross 
matter of our planet. Before, however, I can expect you to understand 
this subject fully, I must tell you something of cosmology, for as I have 
already told you, the individual life-body is but an aspect of cosmic pana. 

The Sanskrit philosopher holds that gross matter has come out of 
prana. N ow if you turn to modern science, she will tell you that there is 
only a difference of temperature between solar and planetary matter, and 
that solar matter cooled down becomes planetary matter. She posits the 
primal existence of a substance called fire-mist, and believes it to be the 
source of planets by the process of cooling down. The first state of 
planetary matter she holds was gaseous, the next igneous, the third 
aqueous, and the fourth solid. . 

Sanskrit philosophy posits the primal existence of a substance which it 
calls prana. This prana is not exactly fire-mist, for fire, that is light, is 
but one mode of its motion, while we find in the gross material product of 
this substance five distinct modes of motion. As I have already told you, 
Sanskrit philosophy recognizes the existence of five ethers instead of the 
one ether known to modern science. 

Moreover, instead of four it believes in the existence of five states of 
planetary matter while modern science only recognizes three. I hope, 
however, to show you that planetary matter exists in subtle states, and that 
modern science indirectly recognizes the two remaining states. 

Let us apply to planetary evolution the celebrated dictum of Sanskrit 
philosophy, that the prithiv£ comes out of apas, the apas out of tejas, the tejas 
out of flayu, and the flay" out of dkasa. It would mean that the first state 
of a planet was akas;c, the next gaseous (vayafla), the third igneous (taijasa). 
the fourth fluid (aPafla), and the fifth solid (parlhifla.) 

In order to illustrate, and thus to better explain this doctrine, let us 
~~fu~~~oo~oo.~a~~~~~~~~ 
into liquid by the application of heat, you will find that 78° of heat are 
consumed before solidity changes into liquidity. As soon, however, as the 
change has taken place, the thermometer has ceased to indicate the 780 of 
heat. It falls down again to zero. Modern science explains this by saying 
that so much heat has become latent. Sanskrit philosophy would explain 
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it by saying that aqueous pray has come out of tikdsa, wliile the Pray of 
ice has passed into the akAsic state. Turn again the liquid into the 
gaseous state; the same phenomenon happens. A certain amount of heat, 
in the terminology of modern science, passes into latency; while in the 
terminology of Sanskrit philosophy the aqueous prana passes into the 
akAsic state. 

Now reverse the process. As the gaseous state disappears, the 
thermometer indicates a certain amount of heat. Where is the gaseous 
state now? It evidently exists no longer as such, for while the true 
state of aqua existed, the thermometer indicated no heat. Sanskrit philo
sophy tells us that the gaseous state has passed into akasa, while the 
igneous state (agni) has made its appearance. Now, then, if the process is 
continued, the thermometer no longer indicates the heat, and the fluid state 
of water makes its appearance. Sanskrit philosophy explains it by saying 
that the igneous state has gone into the aktisa, and the aqueous state (apas 
has made its appearance. Similarly it says that the aqueous state passing 
into the akA-sic state the solid state appears. It will, however, be seen that 
while the tikiisa only makes its appearance when the flayu passes into agni, 
both vdyu, in the shape of mohility, and dkiisa in the shape of latency make 
their appearance; and while the liquid is changing into solid, the akasa, the 
vdyu, and the agni, all three make their appearance. Thus, says the 
Sanskrit philosopher, the qualities of all the higher tatwas make their 
appearance in the lower ones. It is in this way then that planetary matter 
comes out of solar prcina. A certain degree of the higher energy of solar 
pray passes into the Akasic state, and thence emerges planetary vdyu. 
By-and-bye the igneous, the aqueous, and the solid states make their 
appearance. Not that the whole of vayu is transferred into agni, before the 
latter .begins to change into cipas, for in the present state of our planet all 
the four states exist in combination. 

I have now told you that planetary matter, as a whole, independent of 
internal states, exists on the substratum of a certain degree of the motion 
of pray having passed into the akasic state. In involution all the four 
states, and the earth as a whole, passes back into the atkasic state, and what 
is known in modern times as the flying away of atoms on account of the 
passing out of heat, is in reality the gradual passing of these atoms back 
into the Akasic state, and no lawless flight into unknown space. This is a 
very important fact in nature, and is of the utmost importance in explaining 
the process of the incarnation, death and reincarnation of the human 
Monad. To this I shall recur in the proper place. Here I have to tell you 
that as terrestrial gross matter has come out of and exists in solar pnina, 
so also does pray exist in subjective thought (manasatmd) , and manas 
in egoism, and egoism in absolute consciousness. Thus out of consciousness 
has come the macrocosm; and it exists therein, passing periodically into 
the laya state, and coming out of it again. 

Now what are known to us as human spirits are but the aspects of this 
All, its formless forms. Subjectively there is no difference among souls. 
All sours are in nature the same; all are free, omniscient, omni
present, and absolute. They are, as I have already told lOU, but the 
aspects of the one Sat, Chit and Ananda. As every point 0 light in the 
solar system is a picture of the sun, so every Monad of consciousness is 
but an aspect of parabrahma. In short, what we call man, or rather the 
spirit of man, is subjectively identical with parabrahma. As long as the human 
soul remains in pure subjectivity, there is for it no bond of Karma. It is 
the state of what the Indian philosopher calls jnana, divine wisdom-theo
sophia; and, as he tells us, by the fire of jnana all Karmas are destroyed. 
With the evolution of the Universe from absolute consciousness to egoism, 
tht)ught, prana and gross matter have also evolved the individual aspects 
of the All. These individual aspects are called pratyagatma. These, as I 
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have told you, exist before the beginnio'g of organic formation on a planet. 
I shall now trace the formation of organic life, and take for my illustra

tion a moonless planet, because a moonless planet is the primary state of 
planetary life. 

The existence of a new planet begins with its solar life-type passing 
into the a.kasic state, and thence coming out in the state of terrestrial gas. 
In this state it represents all the aspects of consciousness. The germs of 
all the types of the future genera, species, and individuals, are there present 
in the gaseous state. Such was the case with our moon, at the time of the 
first inception of her life. These types of gross matter were then in the 
most elementary germinal state, a state out of which were to evolve all the 
higher forms of life-mineral, vegetable, animal and human. While the 
process of solidification was going on in the moon, the sun and the other 
higher macrocosmic Powers began naturally to exercise their influence 
from without as well as from within. The fact is that all the Powers of 
the universe work harmoniously from within as well as from without; and 
while the Monads of consciousness-the pu,ushas-from their internal power 
tend to rise through gross matter back again to consciousness, the macro
cosmic powers perform the function of raising around the soul a world of 
Mtiyd,and through Maya bring it again to its state of pristine purity. 

Thus the seed already exists, living by its internal life. The sun, 
however, enters the seed from without also, and makes it to appear in the 
form of a new organism, say a tree. The mode of the entrance of a solar 
organic type into a planetary seed is of very great importance. It follows 
anew the same line of manifestation which the planet has already followed. A 
certain degree of the solar energy of the type passes into the a.ka.sic state, 
and emerges thence into the gaseous state (vayava). As this emergence 
takes place, the planetary vayu, which is al,eady present the,e, in the objective 
germinal states, by affinity gathers round this manifesting type. Thus you 
see that the germinal planetary vesture in the gaseous state of which we 
are now talking is quite distinct from the gaseous state into which the solar 
organic type has now passed, although both of them are co-existent in one 
organism. Without the entrance of the solar type into the seed, there 
would have been no expansion, no organic life, no tree. When the type 
passes out again, the gross carbonic vesture collapses, and death ensues. 
The passing out of the type follows the reverse process exactly. From the 
gaseous it passes back into the ilka.sic state, to come out again after some 
time. 

This happens when a planet is yet in the gaseous state. When it 
passes into the igneous state, the external appearance of the germs of course 
changes. Gas and heat both become necessary constituents. Similarly 
with the change of the igneous to the liquid, and the liquid to the solid 
state. When all the four states come to exist simultaneously upon any 
planet, its life is similar to earth life under its present conditions. The 
gross seeds exist, with the three preceding states in latency. When the 
type enters these gross seeds, what happens? Out of the akasic state it 
emerges into the gaseous state. It finds a portion of its seed on earth in a 
gaseous state, brought about by the action of water and heat. These two 
being in the same state then adhere to each other. The type that is to say 
enters the seed. Thence, a portion of it remaining in the gaseous state, 
the rest passes into the igneous, and thence into the liquid and the solid 
states. It becomes in the end a perfect picture of terrestrial life, all the 
four states of matter being present. The gross vesture, too, remains in the 
same fourfold state. Thus we see that the astral type of a gross organism 
lives in it in a state of life in which all the four tatwic states exist simul
taneously. In fact it is a perfect picture of the gross organism, and is quite 
distinct f,o1ll it. The regular change of the tat was with the fifth cikcisa inter
vening between all of them, which is noticed in the" Science of Breath", is 
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due to this fourfold existence of the life-type, with the akdsa of course 
intervening as the substratum of all the different and changing states. As 
we have seen above in the illustration of water, tikcisa intervenes between all 
these states. 

When death comes, the solid (jol'thiva) state of the solar type becomes 
latent first, and with it the solid portions of the body become lifeless. Then 
the liquid state passes into latency, and with it liquids of the gross body 
die. Then the laiias (igneous) state becomes latent, and with it the 
gross organism cools down. The gaseous state then passes into latency, 
and with it ceases the breath, which after birth is the chief manifestation 
of the gaseous state. 

The solar type has now passed into the ttkasic state, to emerge thence 
at the appointed time again, as we shall see further on. This is the course 
of life followed by a solar life-type on a moonless planet. During death it 
remains in the terrestrial akasa, on account of the planetary affinities con
structed during life. It cannot pass back again into the solar state. In 
the case of those planets, however, which have a moon attached to them, 
the life-type passes from dkftsa into the lunar state. 

I shall have something to say presently about the further transforma
tion of the life-type. In the meanwhile I shall try to examine what this 
lunar state of life is at present, and what connection it must have with 
earth-life. 

At one time the moon was in the condition in which our earth now is. 
All the four states of matter were present there. It could not have been 
otherwise. Any contrary supposition would clash with the Law of 
Uniformity. At that time the course of life run by the life-type on the 
moon was what I have described it to be for a moonless planet. Gradually 
the conditions of life changed on the moon as they were bound to change. 
As I have shown, the first stage of planetary life is gaseous, and then 
by-and-bye the igneous, the aqueous, and the solid states appear, until the 
four states are simultaneously present together. But the same change still 
goes on. The gases which have not yet changed will proceed to do so, 
until in time all of them have passed into the next state. The gaseous state 
is then nowhere. Next the igneous state passes into the liquid, and finally 
the whole of the liquid into the solid state. The moon is at present in this 
state of existence. The whole of it is entirely solid; the gaseous, the 
igneous, and the liquid states are all latent. The solar types that lived and 
died on the moon when she was alive, can live there now in a state of latent 
lunar life alone. This latent lunar life is pregnant with all gaseous, 
igneous, liquid and solid tendencies and affinities. There is no destruction 
possible of the mighty kingdom of maya vic life developed by the sun on 
the moon. It lives, though in a state of latency. 'Vhen the time comes 
for this lunar life to re-manifest itself, where can it do so? It would be 
natural to expect that it would be drawn to wherever adequate conditions 
exist. From our moon this reviving life travels to this earth of ours. Thus 
while on the moon, life was purely solar, on the earth it is luni-solar. 
And so the Rik says that the sun and moon are our joint parents. 

These are inevitable conclusions. It would be absurd to suppose that 
the moon was born simply to give light to man. It would be absurd to 
suppose that the moon has always been in her present dead state; and 
finally it would not do to hold that lunar mli.yli.vic life is destroyed with the 
death of the moon. As we have seen, life and its types are'indestructible. 
Evolution had so far proceeded on the moon as to give birth to the human 
life-body. The human life-body came to earth so far fully developed. Its 
first terrestrial vesture was as usual gaseous, and it went on solidifying 
and becoming more beautiful as time proceeded. We thus in time arrive 
at the present state of the development of our body. We have now, there
fore, twofold tendencies of action, for the moon has not yet entirely passed 
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out of being, and like a veritable mother exercises a vast influence over our 
lives. 

Such has been the genesis of human life-bodies. They cannot pass 
out of the dominion of the sun and moon, as long as solar life is not per
fected in manifestation. When that is effected the solar life-wave will have 
passed out of gross matter altogether, with perfect manufactured images of 
solar life. This will be the final escape from terrestrial Maya. 

Thus then you see that the life-body, which is at present human, has 
passed through all the states of mineral, vegetable, and animal life. This 
indeed is the theory of evolution, which now in some form or other is 
adhered to by the entire thinking portion of humanity. 

If you compare the physical life of the mineral, vegetable, animal and 
human kingdoms, you will find there is no radical difference in the processes 
of life which obtain among them. There is only a difference of degree. 
As you rise higher and higher in the scale of life, the organism becomes 
more and more perfect, complex and refined. As Emerson says :-" Trees 
are but imperfect men". 

(To be continued.) 

ODUt55t5 at 'armtb. 
ATOMS. 

3. ADAME BLA V ATSKY tells us, " the Atom belongs wholly to the 
JI tJ domain of metaphysics. It is an entified abstraction and has 

naught todowith physics, strictly speaking, asit can never be brought 
to the test of retort or balance." (S. D. I., 513.) 

But intangible as Atoms are, they are all-important to Theosophists, 
for" It is on the doctrine of the illusive nature of Matter and the infinite 
divisibility of the Atom that the whole science of Occultism i~ built. It 
opens limitless horizons to Substance, informed by the Divine Breath of 
its Soul in every State of tenuity." (S. D. I., 520.) 

Here Matter, instead of being regarded as eternal, is put aside as too 
evanescent for consideration, and Substance, "Its Conscious Cause" (So D. 
1., 517) alone is regarded. From the soul of this" Conscious Cause" 
comes the Divine Breath which informs it, and that" Breath ,. seems to be 
a synonym of the vibration which constitutes an Atom and which is 
recognised by modem Science as omnipresent. 

The modes of this vibration are infinite and distinct. They exist alike 
in the most rarefied and the most condensed substances. Thus we read:
II Atoms are called Vibrations in Occultism; also Sound, collectively." 
The waves and undulations of Science are all produced by Atoms, 
propelling their Molecules from within. "Atoms fill the immensity of Space, 
and by their continuous vibrations are that ~10tion which keeps the wheels 
of life perpetually going. It is that inner work which produces the natural 
phenomena called the correlation of Forces. Only at the origin of every 
such Force there stands the conscious guiding Noumenon thereoC." (S. D. 
1., 633.) 

Here, again, the "Old Wisdom" offers a friendly hint to "Modem 
Science ". The recognition of "Conscious, guiding Noumena ", 
omnipresent and acting in unison, would save much valuable time and 
spare many a grievous disappointment. Nor do the objections to this 
theory seem to be of a very serious character. \Vhether we take the 
Mineral, Ve~etable or Animal Kingdom, is there not always an initial 
.. That" whIch defines its species, which intelligently discriminates, and 
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which unerringly selects such elements as are most suited to evolve the 
predetermined form? Does not this II That" synthesize the entire group 
of beings and impress its image upon every individual of that group, 
as surely as the image of a King is stamped upon every coin that 
issues from his royal Mint? Do we not instinctively recognise this image, 
regard the Aryan, the Semitic, the Mongolian, or Negroid Races as 
essentially One, and classify them all as Man? Is, then, this dominant 
" Unity" to be regarded as a blind Force that, quite accidentally, infallibly 
reproduces distinctive characteristics in millions of instances; or is it a 
generic Intelligence that ensouls the collective personality of the human 
Species and thereby distinguishes that species from all other groups of 
Beings? 

Theosophists hold that there is a Special Intelligence which controls the 
evolution of each Kingdom, Species, Race and Family. That this Intelli
gence is, essentially and eternally, what the individuals of its group are 
relatively and temporarily~ They teach too that, by the evolution of itself, 
through the evolution of its group, this Intelligence attains to a higher and 
holier Being in which its constituents equitably participate. Surely there 
is nothing irreverent or unreasonable in this! 

As regards Atoms we are further told: "No Atom is ever created, for 
all Atoms are eternal, within the bosom of the One Atom-the Atom of 
Atoms-viewed, during Manvantara, as the material causative womb of 
the World." Unmodified Matter, the first form of Prakriti (visible and 
invisible Nature) and Purusha (the divine Self, S. D. 11., 574) are eternally 
One and are without adventitious attributes only during PraIa ya (dissolution, 
S. D. 1., 368) and when beyond any of the planes of conscious existence • 
.. The Atom, as known to modern Science, is inseparable from Purusha, 
which is Spirit, but is now called Energy." (S. D. 1., 582.) 

In another place we are told .. Atoms are born at every new 
Manvantara". (S. D. 1.,545.) 

Now unless we are to understand" born" as "reborn" or "become 
active" this seems a contradiction of the previous statement. But like the 
Romanists' "Infallibility" witliollt certainty, the Theosophist" Eternity" is 
only an euphuism; it does not mean" endless duration". It is really a 
synonym of Manvantara, or "Day of Brahma ", and consequently Eternity 
is limited, by Esotericists, to four thousand three hundred and twenty 
millions of solar years. (S. D. I., 655.) However, hy taking Eternity in 
this sense, the statements agree. 

The conception of the whole Cosmos as one Atom gives us a grand 
idea of the" Infinite" in which, alone, we can so regard it. To think of 
Spirit as the positive and Matter as the negative pole of the One 
Substance (K. to T., 168) brings many seeming discords into unison, and 
that both should be without" adventitious attributes" during the period of 
divine rest is perf!!ctly consistent with reason, for an ultimate mode of 
Matter, apart from the Force which causes it to be, is simply unthinkable. 

"The Atom may be described as a compact or crystallized point of 
divine energy and Ideation." (LUCIFER, Vol. viii., p. 116.) This conveys 
the idea of a focus of Force becoming manifest through its intensity-a 
vortex of which the effect is cognisable, though the dimensions of the 
effector cannot be defined. As described by those who can see the motion 
of the shoals of interstellar Atoms and follow them in their evolutions 
clairvoyantly, they are dazzling, like specks of virgin snow in radiant 
sunlight. Their velocity is swifter than thought, quicker than any physical 
eye could follow, and the motion is circular. At times their motion 
produces flashes like those of the Northern lights. (S. D. I., 634.) 

To those who believe in clairvoyance this is very interesting; but the 
facts depend so entirely on the word of the "Sensitive" that those who 
have Dot had a personal experience can only accept the statements 
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provisionally. It would be unwise therefore to build any argument upon 
them. 

Further we are told every Atom is both life-giving and death-giving. 
It builds, by aggregation, Universes and the ephemeral vehicles ready to 
receive the transmigratory Soul, and as constantly changes and destroys 
those forms and expels the Souls from their temporary abodes. It is self
generating and self-destroying. It is that mysterious Life, represented by 
countless myriads of lives, that follows, in its own sporadic way, the 
hitherto incomprehensible law of Atavism; that copies family resemblances 
as well as those it finds impressed on the aura of the generators of every 
future human Being. (S. D. I., 261.) 

Hitherto Atoms have been treated as manifestations of that Being in 
whose being all Beings exist. In the above they are shown as completing 
their portraiture by evolving creative and destructive powers on the 
physical plane. The divine Idea has been clothed in divine thought and 
that Thought has given birth to a new Idea-the" Sociality of Atoms ". 
Now, the simple, by combining, produce complex forms. But each Atom still 
retains its various grades of affinity and while a representative combination is 
evolved by a dominant Idea, the Form so produced is always liable to be 
dissolved by the greater affinity of its Atoms to some other formative Force, 
which comes within the sphere of their susceptibility: therefore Atoms are 
properly called both life-giving and death-giving. 

From the moment of the first differentiation, Atoms and Monads, 
associated or dissociated, simple or complex, are but the principles, 
corporeal, psychic, and spiritual, of the gods-the gods being the radia
tions of primordial Nature. Consequently to the eye of the seer, the 
higher planetary Powers appear under two aspects-the Subjective as 
Influences and the Objective as mystic Forms, which under Karmic law, 
become a presence; Spirit and Matter being one. (S. D. I. 633). 

Principles are' septenary differentia~ions into which all Beings are 
divided by Occultists. All beings, too, are said to manifest on seven different 
planes, consequently, as each Principle is also sevenfold and has its counter
part on every plane we have forty-nine aspects of the Seven Divine 
Principles to deal with. Gods are Manvantaric intelligent Forces. 
(S. D. I. 548.) They also are sevenfold. Their synthesis" God ,. is a 
Number endowed with motion; it is felt but not demonstrated. (S. D. I. 
396.) It is number ten, Male-Female, the Creator of physical Humanity. 
(S. D. I. 347.) Nothing. (S. D. I. 252.) A circle of which the centre is 
everywhere, the circumference nowhere. (S. D. II. 545.) The great Law. 
(S. D. I. 147.) 

We have, therefore, to regard Atoms as an essential Unity, and yet 
as being constituents of the Cosmic Forces, which are personified as Dhyan 
Chohans, etc. To increase the complication each personification has to 
be thought of as a sevenfold duality; male-female, positive-negative, good
evil, etc., being their common attributes. We may be pardoned, therefore, 
if we find Occult teaching a little perplexing. 

Possibly the solution may be this :-
Atom is Divine Idea embodied in Divine Thought. Divine Thought 

differentiates the Septenate of Divine Idea. This Idea is still absolute 
Unity but with seven Aspects or manifested inherent Principles. 

Each of these aspects is embodied in Primordial Thought, which 
differentiates the Septenate of every Aspect which ensouls it. 

This process is constantly repeated; " Idea ", on each lower plane, 
becomes more definite and Thought more dense, till at last both are 
materialized and physical senses are evolved to recognize them. The dual 
and septenary conditions are maintained throughout, and by them the 
essential Unity, in the Divine Idea, is ever unbroken. That which is 
reflects that which was and that which will be, each having its own potency 
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in the potentiality of all. Thus the Absolute is every possibility; the 
Finite those possibilities which have been manifested as divine Ideas or 
Atoms. 

The collective aggregation of the Atoms, of the lower principles, 
forms the • World-Soul' of our Solar System. Each of these Atoms is, of 
course, a Soul, a Monad, a little Universe endowed with consciousness and 
therefore with memory. (S. D., II. 672, note.) This appears to mean (a) 
That each Atomic differentiation is the vehicle of a Divine Spark or Soul 
and has a consciousness according to its capacity. (b) That the totality of 
Atomic consciousness is synthesized as the World-Soul and through that 
Synthesis each Atom acquires a sympathetic consciousness of the intelli· 
gence of all other Atoms so that under special conditions an incarnated 
Monad can acquire and express the collective knowledge of all Atoms. 

As regards our II Hereafter" Occultism teaches, (a) That the life 
Atoms of our Prina (Life Principle) are never entirely lost when a man 
dies. That the Atoms best impregnated with the Life Principle are 
partially transmitted from Father to Son by heredity, and are partly drawn 
once more together and become the animating principle of the new body 
in every new incarnation of the Monad. Because (b) as the individual 
Soul is ever the same, so are the Atoms of the Lower Principles, drawn as 
they are by Karmic Law always to the same Individuality in a series of 
various bodies. (S. D. II., 672.) 

That the Life Atoms most identified with an Individuality should 
remain as its vehicle after death, seems likely enough, and that they should 
also transmit its personal characteristics could be believed even by a 
Materialist. It must however be remembered that these are II Prana 
Atoms" not II Physical Atoms", for with the latter such a cyclic unity 
could not be universal. 

ROBERT B. HOLT, F.T.S. 

THE PaD Mall GaZtIU, quoting the Times of India, says that at a recent meeting of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal Babu Saratchandra Das exhibited some very curious 
Tibetan relics, amongst them being carved ornaments of soap-stone, giving the 
Tibetan signs of the zodiac and a description of the origin of the world. Translating 
this, the exhibitor found that, in the beginning, what existed from eternity, in 
nothingness, was calIed the tortoise. The Buddhas of the past, present and future 
sprang out of him. The three worlds, and alI the animal beings also, originated from 
the eternal tortoise. Time, without the distinction of past, present, and future, was in 
him, and the whole universe rested between his head and tail. From the vapour of his 
mouth rose the seven atmospheric strata which encompass the earth, and gradually 
the sphere of azure space, and thereafter" Swastika ", the emblem of the divine cross, 
was formed. From the saliva of this primeval tortoise sprang forth the oceans; and 
from his flesh were formed the lofty mountains, the islands, and the great continents, 
having trees for their hair. His head pointed to the south, his tail to the north, and 
his four limbs stretched towards the four corners of the world_ His white back 
shaped the old father heaven, called" Khen", wherein rested the celestial regions with 
the mansions of the gods, Mahadeva, Brahllla, and angels of pure habits, who 
possessed the fourfold organs of sense. The celestial regions were formed above, and 
"Rirab", the sublime mountain, stood below, holding the mansions of the thirty-three 
II Devas" and of the gods of the" Paranirmanarataya" on its top. On the flanks of 
II Rirab" resided the four guardian spirit-kings of the world, together with the sun 
and moon, the planets and stars. The sun and moon sprang from the eyes of the 
great tortoise. From the sound of his throat issued the dragon's peal of thunder, and 
from his outstretched tongue Hashed forth lightning which produced thunderbolts and 
hailstorms. From his breath originated the wind, the five internal essences, and the 
five physical elements i and when he shook his body there was earthquake. 
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C!:!. 
~ T' would perhaps, be impossible, to find anywhere a greater contrast d!C than that presented by our European and Indian Headquarters. The 

former-situated as it is in the midst of the largest and most densely 
populated city of the West-is surrounded on all sides by the tumultuous 
whirl of life of the great metropolis. The flow of the mighty tide of 
human existence reaches to the very doors, and the life within our European 
Headquarters beats in response to the larger life without. 

Here in India all is different. Our surroundings breathe an air of 
absolute quiet and tranquillity. We are on every side environed by nature 
and by all the physical surroundings that tend to promote peace and 
quiet of mind. Yet 'there is here a like centre of activity; quieter, it is 
true, by reason of surroundings, but showing an equal earnestness and 
determination in the cause of Theosophy and on behalf of India's spiritual 
welfare. 

Adyar is situated about six miles from Madras, i.e., from the' principal 
part of the town, Madras itself possessing about fourteen miles of sea front. 
The Headquarters' buildings stand back from the road, and are ap
proached by a carriage-drive through a grove of casuarina trees planted 
some years ago by the President-Founder. The drive leads up to the 
entrance, and here we get our first sight of the Society's Hall. Imagine 
a large pillared hall like the atrium of the Romans of old, and some idea 
will be gathered of our principal building. To step from the blazing heat 
of the drive into the coolness of this pillared retreat is delightful. The 
whole of the front and one end of the hall open on the garden, the other 
end leads into the library. All round the hall are placed japanned shields 
bearing the names of the various Lodges of the Society and the dates of 
their formation. The President's dais is in the front at the principal 
entrance. The hall, roughly speaking, takes the shape of a cross with 
one of the arms missing. The back of the hall leads into a small reception 
room, or drawing-room, the sides of which are hung with photographs of 
past conventions, addresses to the founders of the Society, &c. At the 
sides of the back part of the hall and the reception room are the ground 
floor bedrooms. Leading out of the reception room is the general office, 
where the Secretary and his staff work. The office has a balcony looking 
on to the river. 

Now let us take a look upstairs. Over the hall itself there are no 
rooms, and we thus have a magnificent flat roof, which is a charming 
place for sitting together in the evenings. It is here that the celebrated 
" Chats on the Pial ,~ published in The Theosophist took place. Opening on 
to the balcony are the President's rooms, the upstairs library (Western 
section) and Bertram Keightley's room. The library forms the left wing 
of the main building, and, as I said before, leads out of the hall. Over the 
entrance of the doorway is a fine carving of Saraswati, which has been 
presented to the library. The library itself is a large, lofty and beautifully 
cool room, with shelves all round containing the many valuable manuscripts 
that our Oriental library possesses. This is the Eastern section, the 
Western, as I have before stated, being upstairs. A magnificent chandelier, 
which I believe came from Japan, hangs from the ceiling. The library is 
perhaps the handsomest room at Headquarters. Adjoining the library, 
and separated from it by the beautiful carved screen of which the readers 
of LUCIFER may have seen photograrhs, is a smaller room. Here, behind 
curtains, are hung the portraits 0 two of our Masters. In another 
part of the room hangs a small picture of Philippus Theop);1rastus, usually 
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known as Paracelsus, remarkable- in my eyes at all events-for the 
absolutely startling likeness it bears to the never-to-be-forgotten features 
of our beloved H.P.B.-the same expression and the same eyes. 

Some fifteen yards from the main building, and on the left side of the 
drive, are the ThBJsophist and the President's offices. A little further on 
the right hand are the dining-room and some other buildings used as store
rooms, &c. About twenty yards from the main building on the other side 
are two detached bungalows, one of which I myself inhabit. These look 
on to the river. In another part of the grounds are some small houses 
where members of the staff reside. The extent of our domain here is about 
thirty-five or forty acres. The buildings are of terra-cotta colour, very 
pleasing to the eye, and have recently been improved by the addition of 
ornamental tile work. 

In the grounds are a large selection of trees and shrubs of various 
descriptions, including three or four fine specimens of the mystic Nmn-tf'ee. 
This tree is much esteemed in the East on account of its medicinal and 
magnetic properties. One very fine tree in an angle at the back of the 
library hangs over on to the roof and forms a pleasant shade from the 
moonbeams at night. 

And now I think I have given enough detail with regard to the 
buildings. Accounts of this nature, if prolonged, are apt to be 
wearisome. 

It would be hard. I imagine, to find anywhere more beautiful sunsets 
than those we watch here every evening. Standing on the verandah of my 
bungalow, I can look up the river and watch the sun slowly setting behind 
the foreground of the bridge. The colours are exquisite, and it would 
need a far abler pen than mine to describe the beauty of the scene. Then 
follows the lovely moonlight night, which those who have liven in India 
know so well. One may stand on the roof and look down on to the garden 
with its beautiful contrasts of light and shade, watching the trees mysteri
ously waving in the night breeze, or walk by the river side watching the 
moonbeams play on the water. The latter is perhaps more beautiful and 
tranluillizing. The shaded part" of the water are illuminated by the 
phosphorescent flashes of the numerous fish that dart hither and thither. 
A deep silence reigns, broken only by the occasional chirp of a 
cricket or the drowsy note of a half-awakened bird, while the booming of 
the surf on the beach half a mile away sounds faintly in the ear. 

The heat of the Indian day is amply compensated for by the beauty 
of the night and the early morning. The former has an especial and mys
terious charm, an indescribable something which lifts one for the time being 
away from the cares and troubles of material existence. 

And what is the wish that arises in one's heart in thinking of these 
beautiful surroundings? The desire to make our Headquarters the centre 
of a still greater power for good in India, the focus from which shall radiate 
far and wide the teachings and lessons of Theosophy. 

Theosophical work in India seems now to be at the \'erge of a new 
cycle of activity. Our brothers here are looking forward with keen antici
pation to Annie Besant's visit, and there is every promise of a successful 
tour. The Bombay branch shows great activity. Bro. Peacocke's work 
in this direction is admirable. Already in the dim horizon begin to appear 
hopes of a Headquarters at Bombay, a thing which is much needed in that 
promising centre. 

Bertram Keightley has left here for a tour in the Punjab and N.W.P. 
His tour has been long promised, and should prove of very great service. 

I hope, if time allows, to send each month to LUCIFER some account 
of our doings and activities here, but the fear of trespassing too much on 
jts valuable space compels me to bring the present to a close. 

SVPNEY V. EpG~. 
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(Continued from p. 145) 

ASTRAL FORMS OF THE FOURTH AND FIFTH PRINCIPLES. 

~ HE student will already have fully realised tha~ " an astral body" is 
~ a term that may cover a variety of different forms. It may be 
well at this stage to sum up the astral types that belong to the Fourth 
and Fifth Principles. 

During life an astral body may be projected-formed, as its name 
implies, of astral matter-but, unlike the Linga Sarira, dowered with 
intelligence, and able to travel to a considerable distance from the physical 
body to which it belongs. Unfortunately, no distinctive name has as yet 
been given to this entity; it is often spoken of as " the astral", to the sad 
confusion of the student, who confounds it very naturally with the Linga 
Sarira. This form, which I label the Kama·Manasic Rupa, for lack of a 
better name, is projected by mediums and sensitives unconsciously, during 
sleep or trance. It can travel with the speed of thought to a distant place, 
can there gather impressions from surrounding objects, can bring back 
those impressions to the physical body, and, by means of the physical 
body still entranced, can convey them to others; but, as a rule, when the 
sensitive comes out of trance, the brain does not retain the impressions 
thus made upon it, and no trace is left "in the memory" of the experiences 
thus acquired. Sometimes, but this is rare, the Kama-Manasic Rupa is 
able to sufficiently affect the brain by the vibrations it sets up, to leave a 
lasting impression thereon, and then the sensitive is able to recall the 
knowledge acquired during trance. 

This Kama-Manasic Rupa is the agent unconsciously used by 
clairvoyants when their vision is not merely the seeing in the astral light. 
This astral form does then really travel to distant places, and may appear 
there to persons who are sensitive or who chance for the time to be in an 
abnoqnal nervous condition. Sometimes it appears to them-when very 
faintly informed by consciousness-as a vaguely outlined form, not noticing 
its surroundings. Such a Rupa has appeared near the time of death at 
places distant from the dying person, to those who were closely united to 
the dying by ties of blood, of affection, or of hatred. More highly energised, 
it will shew intelligence and emotion, as in some cases on record, in which 
dying mothers have visited their children residing at a distance, and have 
spoken in their last moments of what they had seen and done. This Kama
Manasic Rupa is set free in many cases of disease-as is the Linga 
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Sarira-as well as in sleep and in trance. Inactivity of the physical body 
is a condition of such astral voyagings. 

The Kama-Manasic Rupa seems also to occasionally appear in seance
rooms, giving rise to some of the more intellectual phenomena that take 
place. It must not be confounded with the Kama Rupa, or "spook ", 
already sufficiently familiar to the reader, the latter being always the 
Kamic or Kama·Manasic remains of a dead person, whereas the body we 
are now dealing with is the projection of an astral double from a living 
person. 

A higher form of astral body, belonging to the Higher Manas, is that 
known as the Mayavi Rupa, or " body of illusion ". . The Mayavi Rupa 
is an astral body formed by the consciously directed will of the Adept; 
it may, or may not, resemble His physical body, He giving to it 
whatever form may suit the purpose for which He projects it. He trans
fers to this Mayavi Rupa His full consciousness, His higher Principles; 
lives in it, in fact, for the time, as though it were His physical body, 
leaving the latter entranced, its functions suspended at the lowest ebb of 
vitality. The Adept can thus travel wherever He will, without the burden 
of His physical body, in the full exercise of every faculty, in perfect 
self-consciousness. He makes the Mayavi Rupa visible or invisible at 
will-on the physical plane-and the phrase often used by Chelas and 
others as to seeing an Adept "in His astral", means that He has visited 
them in His Mayavi Rupa. If He so choose, He can make it indistinguish
able from a physical body, warm and firm to the touch as well as visible, 
able to carry on a conversation, at all points like a physical human being. 
But the power to thus form the true Mayavi Rupa is confined to the 
Adepts and advanced Chelas; it cannot be done by the untrained student, 
however psychic he may naturally be, for it is a Manasic not a psychic 
creation, and it is only under the instruction of his Guru that the Chela 
learns to form and use the "body of illusion". 

THE HIGHER MANAS. 

The Immortal Thinker itself, as will by this time have become clear to 
the reader, can manifest itself but little on the physical plane at the present 
stage of human evolution. Yet we are able to catch some glimpses of the 
powers resident in it, the more as in the Lower Manas we find those 
powers "cribbed, cabined and confined" indeed, but yet existing: Thus 
we have seen (p. 37) that the Lower Manas "is the organ of the freewill 
in physical man". Freewill resides in Manas itself, in Manas the offspring 
of MAHAT, the Universal Mind. From Manas comes the feeling of liberty, 
the knowledge that we can rule ourselves-really the knowledge that the 
higher nature in us can rule the lower, let that lower nature rebel and 
struggle as it may. Once let our consciousness identify itself with Manas 
instead of with Kama, and the lower nature becomes the animal we bestride, 
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it is no longer the "I". All its plungings, its struggles, its fights for 
mastery, are then outside us, not within us, and we rein it in and hold it 
as we rein in a plunging steed and subdue it to our will. 

On this question of freewill I venture to quote from an article of my 
own that appeared in the Path: 

" Unconditioned will alone can be absolutely free: the unconditioned 
and the absolute are one: all that is conditioned must, by virtue of that 
conditioning, be relative and therefore partially bound. As that Will 
evolves the Universe, it becomes conditioned by the laws of its own 
manifestation. The Manasic entities are differentiations of that Will, 

. each conditioned by the nature of its manifesting potency, but, while 
conditioned without, it is free within its own sphere of activity, so being 
the imag-e in its own world of the Universal Will in the Universe. Now 
as this Will, acting on each successive plane, crystallizes itself more and 
more densely as matter, the manifestation is conditioned by the material 
in which it works, while, relatively to the material, it is itself free. So, at 
each stage, the inner freedom appears in consciousness, while yet investi· 
gation shows that that freedom works within the limits of the plane of 
manifestation on which it is acting, free to work upon the lower, yet 
hindered as to manifestation by the responsiveness of the lower to its 
impulse. Thus the Higher Manas, in whom resides Freewill, so far as 
the Lower Quaternary is concerned-being the offspring of Mahat, the 
third Logos, the Word, i.e., the Will in manifestation-is limited in its 
manifestation in our lower nature by the sluggishness of the response of 
the personality to its impulses; in the Lower Manas itself-as immersed 
in that personality-resides the will with which we are familiar, swayed by 
passions, by appetites, by desires, by impressions coming from without, yet 
able to assert itself among them all, by virtue of its essential nature, 
one with that Higher Ego of which it is the Ray. It is free, as regards all 
below it, ahle to act on Kama and on the physical hody, however much 
its full expression may be thwarted and hindered by the crudeness of 
the material in which it is working. Were the will the mere outcome of 
the physical body, of the desires and passions, whence could arise the 
sense of the' I ' that can judge, can decide, can overcome? It acts from 
a higher plane, is royal as touching the lower whenever it claims the 
royalty of birthright, and the very struggle of its self-assertion is the best 
testimony to the fact that in its nature it is free. And so, passing to lower 
planes, we find in each grade this freedom of the higher as ruling the lower, 
yet, on the plane of the lower, hindered in manifestation. Reversing the 
process and starting from the lower, the same truth becomes manifest. 
Let a man's limbs be loaded with fetters, and crude material iron will 
prevent the manifestation of the muscular and nervous force with which 
they are instinct: none the less is that force present, though hindered 
for the moment in its activity. Its strength may be shown in its very 
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efforts to break the chains that bind it: there is no power in the iron to 
prevent the free giving out of the muscular energy, though the phenomena 
of motion may be hindered. But while this energy cannot be ruled by the 
physical nature below it, its expenditure is determined by the Kamic 
principle; passions and desires can set it going, can direct and control it. 
The muscular and nervous energy cannot rule the passions and desires, 
they are free as regards it, it is determined by their interposition. Yet 
again Kama may be ruled, controlled, determined, by the will; as 
touching the Manasic principle it is bound, not free, and hence the sense 
of freedom in choosing which desire shall be gratified, which act per:formed. 
As the Lower Manas rules Kama, the Lower Quaternary takes its rightful 
position of subserviency to the Higher Triad, and is determined by a will 
it recognizes as above itself, and, as regards itself, a will that is free. Here 
in many a mind will spring the question, 'And what of the will of the 
Higher Manas; is that in tum determined by what is above it, while. it is 
free to all below?' But we have reached a point where the intellect 
fails us, and where language may not easily utter that which the spirit 
senses in those higher realms. Dimly only can we feel that there, as 
everywhere else, the truest freedom must be in harmony with law, and that 
voluntary acceptance of the function of acting as channel of the Universal 
Will must unite into one perfect liberty and perfect obedience." 

This is truly an obscure and difficult problem, but the student will 
find much light fall on it by following the lines of thought thus traced. 

Another power resident in the Higher Manas and manifested on the 
lower planes by those in whom the Higher Manas is consciously Master, is 
that of creation of forms by the will. The Secret Doctrine says: "KRIYA
SAXTI. The mysterious power of thought which enables it to produce 
external, perceptible, phenomenal results by its own inherent energy. The 
ancients held that any idea will manifest .tself externally if one's attention is 
duply collCe1drateil upon 't. Similarly an '"tense flolition will be followed by the 
tlesired reSlllts" (Vol. I., p. 293). Here is the secret of all true" Magic ", and 
as the subject is an important one, and as Western Science is beginning 
to touch its fringe, a separate section is devoted to its consideration 
further on, in order not to break the connected outline here given of the 
Principles. 

Again, we have learned from H. P. Blavatsky that Manas, or the 
Higher Ego, as "part of the Essence of the UNIVERSAL MIND, is uncondi
tionally omniscient on its own plane", and" is the vehicle of all knowledge 
of the past and present, and the future ". When this immortal entity 
is able through its Ray, the Lower Manas, to impress the brain of a man 
that man is one who manifests abnormal qualities, is a genius or a seer. 
The conditions of seership are thus laid down: 

"The former [the visions of the true seer] can be obtained by one 
of two means: (II) on the condition of paralysing at will the memDTY and 
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the instinctual independent action of all the material organs and even cells 
in the body of flesh, an act which, once that the light of the Higher Ego 
has consumed and subjected for ever the passional nature of the personal 
lower Ego, is easy, but requires an adept; and (b) of being a reincarnation 
of one, who, in a previous birth, had attained through extreme purity of 
life and efforts in the right direction almost to a Yogi-state of holiness and 
saintship. There is also a third possibility of reaching in mystic visions 
the plane of the Higher Manas; but it is only occasional, and does not 
depend on the will of the Seer, but on the extreme weakness and exhaustfon 
of the material body through illness and suffering. The Seeress of Prevorst 
was an instance of the latter case; and Jacob Boehme of our second 
category." (LUCIFER, November, 1890, p. 183). 

The reader will now be in a position to grasp the difference between 
the workings of the Higher Ego and of its Ray. Genius, which sees instead 
of arguing, is of the Higher Ego; true Intuition is one of its faculties. 
Reason, the weighing and balancing quality which arranges the facts 
gathered by observation, balances them one against the other, argues from 
them, draws conclusions from them-this is the exercise of the Lower Manas 
through the brain-apparatus; its instrument is ratiocination; by induction 
it ascends from the known to the unknown, building up a hypothesis; by 
deduction it descends again to the known, verifying its hypothesis by fresh 
experiment. 

Intuition, as we see by its derivation, is simply insight-a process as 
direct and swift as bodily vision. It is the exercise of the eyes of the 
intelligence, the unerring recognition of a truth presented on the mental 
plane. It sees with certainty, its vision is unclouded, its report unfaltering. 
No proof can add to the certitude of its recognition, it is beyond and above 
the reason. Often our instincts, blinded and confused by passions and 
desires, are miscalled intuitions, and a mere Kamic impulse is accepted as 
the sublime voice of the Higher Manas. Careful and prolonged self-training 
is necessary ere that voice can be recognised with certainty, but of one 
thing we may feel very sure: so long as we are in the vortex of the 
Personality, so long as the storms of desires and appetites howl around 
us, so long as the waves of emotion toss us to and fro, so long the voice of 
the Higher Manas cannot reach our ears. Not in the fire or the whirlwind, 
not in the thunderclap or the storm, comes the mandate of the Higher 
Ego: only when there has fallen the stillness of a silence that can be felt, 
only when the very air is motionless and the calnl is profound, only when 
the man wraps his face in a mantle which closes his ears even to the silence 
that is of earth, then only sounds the voice that is stiller than the silence, 
the voice of his true Self. 

On this H. P. Blavatsky has written in Isis Unveiled: "Allied to the 
physical half of man's nature is reason, which enables him to maintain his 
supremacy over the lower animals, and to subjugate nature to his uses. 
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Allied to his spiritual part is his conscience, which will serve as his unerring 
guide through the besetment of the senses; for conscience is that instan
taneous perception between right and wrong which can only be exercised 
by the spirit, which, being a portion of the Divine Wisdom and Purity, is 
absolutely pure and wise. Its promptings are independent of reason, and 
it can only manifest itself clearly when unhampered by the baser 
attractions of our dual nature. Reason being a faculty of our physical 
brain, one which is justly defined as that of deducing inferences from 
premisses, and being wholly dependent on the evidence of other senses, 
cannot be a quality pertaining directly to our divine spirit. The latter 
knows-hence all reasoning, which implies discussion and argument, would 
be useless. So an entity which, if it must be considered as a direct 
emanation from the eternal Spirit of Wisdom, has to be viewed as possessed 
of the same attributes as the essence or the whole of which it is a part. 
Therefore it is with a certain degree of logic that the ancient Theurgists 
maintained that the rational part of man's soul (spirit) never entered 
wholly into the man's body, but only overshadowed him more or less 
through the irrational or astral soul, which serves as an intermediatory 
agent, or a medium between spirit and body. The man who has conquered 
matter sufficiently to receive the direct light from his shining Augoeides, 
feels truth intuitionally; he could not err in his judgment, notwithstanding 
all the sophisms suggested by cold reason, for he is ILLUMINATED. Hence, 
prophecy, vaticination, and the so-called Divine inspiration, are simply the 
effects of this illumination from above by our own immortal spirit." (Vol. 
I., pp. 305, 306). 

This Augoeides, according to the belief of the Neo-Platonists, as 
according to the Theosophical teachings, "sheds more or less its radiance 
on the inner man, the astral soul" (Ibid. p. 315), i.e., in the now accepted 
terminology, on the Kama-Manasic personality, or Lower Ego. (In reading 
Isis Unveiled, the student has to bear in mind the fact that when the book 
was written, the terminology was by no means even as fixed as it is now; 
in Isis Unveiled is the first modern attempt to translate into Western 
language the complicated Eastern ideas, and further experience has shown 
that many of the terms used to cover two or three conceptions may with 
advantage be restricted to one and thus rendered precise. Thus the" astral 
soul" must be understood in the sense given above.) Only as this Lower 
Ego becomes pure from all breath of passion, as the Lower Manas frees 
itself from Kama, can the" Shining One" impress it; H. P. Blavatsky 
tells us how Initiates meet this Higher Ego face to face. Having spoken 
of the trinity in man, ATMA-BuDDHI-MANAS, she goes on: "It is when this 
trinity, in anticipation of the final triumphant reunion beyond the gates of 
corporeal death, became for a few seconds a UNITY, that the candidate is 
allowed, at the moment of the initiation, to behold his future self. Thus 
we read in the Persian Desati" of the 'Resplendent One'; in the Greek 
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philosopher-initiates of the Augoeides-the self-shining C blessed vision 
resident in the pure light'; in Porphyry, that Plotinus was united to his 
'god' six times during his life-time, and so on." (Isis Unwiletl, Vol. II., 
pp. 1I4, lIS)· 

This trinity made into unity, again, is the "Christ" of all mystics. 
When, in the final initiation, the candidate has been outstretched on the 
floor or altar-stone and has thus typified the crucifixion of the flesh, or lower 
nature, and when from this "death" he has "risen again" as the 
triumphant conqueror over sin and death, he then, in the supreme moment, 
sees before him the glorious Presence and becomes "one with Christ", is 
himself the Christ. Thenceforth he may live in the body, but it has become 
his obedient instrument; he is united with his true Self, the Higher Ego 
made one with Atma-Buddhi, and through the personality he inhabits he 
wields his full powers as an immortal spiritual intelligence. While he was 
still struggling in the toils of the lower :nature, Christ, the Spiritual Ego, 
was daily crucified in him; but in the full Adept Christ has arisen 
triumphant, lord of himself and of nature. The long pilgrimage of the 
Higher Manas is over, the cycle of necessity is trodden, the wheel of rebirth 
ceases to turn, the Son of Man has been made perfect by suffering. 

So long as this point has not been reached, "the Christ" is the object 
of aspiration. The Ray is ever struggling to return to its source, the 
Lower Manas ever aspiring to rebecome one with the Higher. While this 
duality persists the continual yearning towards reunion felt by the' noblest 
and purest natures is one of the most salient facts of the inner life and it 
is this which clothes itself as prayer, as aspiration, as" seeking after God", 
as the longing for union with the divine. "My soul is athirst for God, 
for the living God ", cries the eager Christian, and to tell him that this 
intense longing is a fancy and is futile is to make him turn aside from you 
as one who cannot understand, but whose insensibility does not alter the 
fact. The Occultist recognises in this cry the inextinguishable ;impulse 
upwards of the Lower Self to the Higher from which it is separated, but 
the attraction of which it vividly feels. Whether the person pray to 
Buddha, to Vishnu, to Christ, to the Virgin, to the Father, it matters not 
at all; these are questions of mere dialect, not of essential fact. In all, the 
Manas united to Atma-Buddhi is the real object, veiled under what name 
the changing time or race may give; at once the Ideal Humanity and 
the "personal God", the "God-Man" found in all religions, "God 
incarnate ", the" Word made flesh", the Christ who must" be born in" 
each, with whom the believer must be made one. 

And this leads us on to the last planes of all, the planes of Spirit, 
using that much abused word merely asthe opposite pole to matter; here 
only very general ideas can be grasped by us, but it is necessary none 
the less to try and grasp these ideas if we are to complete, however poorly, 
our conception of man. 
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PRINCIPLES VI AND VII, ATMA-BuDDHI, THB .. SPIRIT n. 

As the completion of the thought of the last section, we will look at 
ATMA-BuDDHI first in its connexion with MANAS, and will then proceed to 
a somewhat more general view of it as "the Monad". The clearest and 
best description of the human trinity, Atma-Buddhi-Manas, will be found 
in the Key to Theosophy, in which H. P. Blavatsky gives the following 
definitions :-

The HIGHER 
SELF is 

{ 
.dlma, the inseparable Ray of the Universal and ONE SELF. It is 
the God alJwe, more than within us. Happy the man who 
succeeds in saturating his inner Ego with it. 

The SPIRITUAL {the spiritual soul, or Buddlli. in close union with Manas, the 
divine EGO is Mind-Principle, without which it is DO EGO at all, but only the 

Atmic vehicle. 

The INNER or The Mind-Principle is only the Spiritual Ego when merged into J 
Manas, the fifth Principle, so-called. independently of Buddhi. 

HIGHER EGO is one with Buddhi. . . It is the permanent Individuality or 
the Reincarnating Ego." (pp. 175. 176). 

Atma must then be regarded as the most abstract part of man's 
nature, the" Breath" which needs a body for its manifestation. It is the 
one Reality, that which manifests on all planes, the Essence of which all 
our .. Principles .. are but aspects. The one Eternal Existence, wherefrom 
are all things, which embodies one of its aspects in the universe, that which 
we speak of as the ONB LIFE-this Eternal Existence rays forth as Atma, 
the very Self alike of the universe and of man; their innermost core, their 
very heart, that in which all things inhere. In itself incapable of dir~ct 
manifestation on lower planes, yet That without which no lower planes 
could come into existence, it clothes itself in Buddhi, as its vehicle, or 
medium of further manifestation. .. Buddhi is the faculty of cognizing the 
channel through which divine knowledge reaches the Ego, the discernment. 
of good and e\il, divine conscience also, and spiritual soul, which is the 
vehicle of Atma" (Secret Doctrine, Vol. I., p. 19.). It is often spoken of 
as the principle of spiritual discernment. But Atma-Buddhi, a universal 
principle, needs individualising ere experience can be gathered and self
consciousness attained. So the Mind-Principle is united to Atma-Buddhi, 
and the human trinity is complete. Manas becomes the spiritual Ego only 
when merged in Buddhi; Buddhi becomes the spiritual Ego only when 
united to Manas; in the union of the two lies the evolution of the spirit, 
self-conscious on all planes. Hence Manas strives upward to Atma-Buddhi, 
as the Lower Manas strives upward to the Higher, and hence, in relation 
to the Higher. Manas, Atma-Buddhi, or Atma, is often spoken of as "the 
Father in Heaven ", as the Higher Manas is itself thus described in relation 
to the Lower (see ante, p. 40). The Lower Manas gathers experience to 
carry it back to its source; the Higher Manas accumulates the store through
out the cycle of reincarnation; Buddhi becomes assimilated with the 
Higher Manas; and these, permeated with the Atmic light, one with that 
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True Self, the trinity becomes a unity, the spirit is self-conscious on all 
planes, and the object of the manifested universe is attained. 

It will be gathered from this and from the preceding section that the 
Augoeides, the Christ, is the highest" form" of which Theosophy tells us. 
We here reach the limit of form, and as a form the Augoeides is of the 
Fifth Plane. Beyond this, all form is apparently impossible, since form 
implies separation, and Atma-Buddhi is one and indivisible, a universal 
principle in all, not an individual possession of any. 

But no words of mine can avail to explain or to describe that which 
is beyond explanation and beyond description. Words can but blunder 
along on such a theme, dwarfing and distorting it. Only by long and 
patient meditation can the student hope to vaguely sense something greater 
than himself, yet something which stirs at the innermost core of his being. 
As to the steady gaze directed at the pale evening sky there appears after 
awhile, faintly and far away, the soft glimmer of a star, so to the patient 
gaze of the inner vision there may come the tender beam of the spiritual 
star, if but as a mere suggestion of a far-off world. Only to a patient 
and persevering purity will that light arise, and blessed beyond all earthly 
blessedness is he who sees but the palest shimmer of that transcendent 
Radiance. 

With such ideas as to "Spirit ", the horror with which Theosophists 
shrink from ascribing the trivial phenomena of the seance-room to" spirits" 
will be readily understood. Playing on musical-boxes, talking through 
trumpets, tapping people on the head, carrying accordions round the room 
-these things may be all very well for astrals, spooks, and elementals, 
but who can assign them to "spirits", who has any conception of spirit 
worthy of the name? Such vulgarisation and degradation of the most 
sublime conceptions as yet evolved by man are surely subjects for the 
keenest regret, and it may well be hoped that ere long these phenomena 
will be put in their true place, as evidence that the materialistic views 
of the universe are inadequate, instead of being exalted to a place they 
cannot fill as proofs of spirit. No physical, no intellectual phenomena 
are proofs of the existence of spirit. Only to the spirit can spirit be 
demonstrated. You cannot prove a proposition in Euclid to a dog; you 
cannot prove Atma-Buddhi to Kama and the Lower Manas. As we climb, 
our view will widen, and when we stand on the summit of the Holy Mount 
the planes of Spirit shall lie before our opened vision. 

THE MONAD IN EVOLUTION. 

Perhaps a slightly more definite conception of Atma-Buddhi may be 
obtained by the student, if· he considers its work in Evolution as the 
MONAD. Now Atma-Buddhi is identical with the Universal Over-soul, 
"itself an aspect of the Unknown Root", the One Existence. When 
manifestation begins the Monad is "thrown downwards into matter", to 
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propel towards and force evolution (see Secret Doctrine, Vol. II., p. log); it 
is the mainspring, so to speak, of all evolution, the impelling force at the 
root of all things. All the principles we have been studying are mere 
co variously differentiated aspects" of Atma, the One Reality manifesting 
in our universe; it is in every atom, co the root of every atom individually 
and of every form collectively", and all the principles are fundamentally 
Atma on different planes. The stages of its evolution are very clearly 
laid down in The Five Years of Theosophy, pp. 273 et seq. There we are shown 
how it passes through the stages termed elemental, co nascent centres of 
forces", and reaches the mineral stage; from this it passes up through 
vegetable, animal, to man, vivifying every atom, the atom .being as it 
were its body of manifestation, its outer shell, densified for work on the 
lower planes. As we are taught in the Secret Doctrine: co The well-known 
Kabbalistic aphorism runs: 'A stone becomes a plant; a plant, a beast; 
the beast, a man; a man, a spirit; and the spirit, a god'. The' spark' 
animates all the kingdoms in turn before it enters into and informs divine 
man, between whom and his predecessor, animal man, there is all the 
difference in the world. . . . The Monad . is, first of all, shot 
down by the law of evolution into the lowest form of matter-the mineral. 
After a sevenfold gyration encased in the stone (or that which will 
become mineral and stone in the Fourth Round) it creeps out of it, say, as 
a lichen. Passing thence through all the forms of vegetable matter into 
what is termed animal matter, it has now reached the point in which it 
has become the germ, so to speak, of the animal; that will become the 
physical man." (Vol. I., pp. 246, 247). 

It is the Monad, Atma-Buddhi, that thus vivifies every part and 
kingdom of Nature, making all instinct with life and consciousness, one 
throbbing whole. co Occultism does not accept anything inorganic in the 
Kosmos. The expression employed by Science, • inorganic substance' 
means simply that the latent life slumbering in the molecules of so-called 
• inert matter', is incognisable. All is Life and every atom of even 
mineral dust is a Life, though beyond our comprehension and perception, 
because it is outside the rallge of the laws known to those who reject 
Occultism." (Secret Doctrine, Vol. I., p. 248). And again: .. Everything 
in the universe, throughout all its kingdoms, is conscious, i.e., endowed with 
a consciousness of its own kind and on its own plane of perception. We men 
must remember that because we do not perceive any signs of conscious
ness, say in stones, we have no right to say that no consciousness exists 
there. There is no such thing as either • dead' or I blind' matter, as 
there is no • blind' or • unconscious' law." (p. 274). 

How many of the great poets, with the sublime intuition of genius, 
have sensed this great truth! To them all Nature pulses with life; they 
see life and love everywhere, in suns and planets as in the grains of 
dust, in rustling leaves and opening blossoms, in dancing gnats and 
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gliding snakes. Each form manifests as much of the One Life as it is 
capable of expressing, and what is man that he should despise the more 
limited manifestations when he compares himself as Life-expression, not 
with the forms below him, but with the possibilities of expression that 
soar above him in infinite heights of being, that he can estimate still less 
than the stone can estimate him. 

The student will readily see that we must regard this Force at the 
centre of Evolution as essentially one. There is but one Atma-Buddhi 
in the universe, the universal Soul, everywhere present, immanent in all, 
the One Supreme Energy whereof all varying energies or forces are only 
differing forms. As the sunbeam is light or heat or electricity according 
to its conditioning environment, so is Atma all-energy, differentiating on 
different planes. "As an abstraction, we call it the ONE LIFE; as an 
objective and evident Reality, we speak of a septenary scale of manifesta
tion, which begins at the upper rung with the one unknowable Causality, 
and ends as Omnipresent Mind and Life in every atom of matter." (Secret 
Doctrine, Vol. I., p. 139). 

Its evolutionary course is very plainly outlined in the Secret Doctrine, 
and as students are very often puzzled over this unity of the Monad, 
I subjoin the statement. The subject is difficult, but it could not, I think, 
be more clearly put than it is in these sentences: 

"Now the Monadic or Cosmic Essence (if such a term be permitted) 
in the mineral, vegetable, and animal, though the same throughout 
the series of cycles from the lowest elemental up to the Deva kingdom, 
yet differs in the scale of progression. It would be very misleading to 
imagine a Monad as a separate Entity trailing its slow way in a distinct 
path through the lower kingdoms, and after an incalculable series of 
transformations flowering into a human being; in short, that the Monad of 
a Humboldt dates back to the Monad of an atom of hornblende. Instead 
of saying a 'Mineral Monad', the more correct phraseology in physical 
science, which differentiates e\'ery atom, would of course have been to.call 
it 'the Monad manifesting in that form of Prakriti called the Mineral 
Kingdom'. The atom, as represented in the ordinary scientific hypothesis, 
is not a particle of something, animated by a psychic something, destined 
after reons to blossom as a man. But it is a concrete manifestation of the 
Universal Energy which itself has not yet become individualised; a 
sequential manifestation of the one Universal Monas. The ocean (of 
matter) does not divide into its potential and constituent drops until the 
sweep of the life-impulse reaches the stage of man-birth. The tendency 
towards segregation into individual Monads is gradual, and in the high,r 
animals comes almost to the point. The Peripatetics applied the word 
Monas to the whole Kosmos in the pantheistic sense; and the Occultists, 
while accepting this thought for convenience sake, distinguish the pro
gressive stages of the evolution of the concrete from the i1bstract by 
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terms of which the ' mineral, vegetable, animal, etc., Monad' are examples. 
The term merely means that the tidal wave of spiritual evolution is passing 
through that arc of its circuit. The' Monadic Essence' bespns to imperfectly 
differentiate towards individual consciousness in the vegetable kingdom. 
As the Monads are uncompounded things, as correctly defined by 
Leibnitz, it is the spiritual essence which vivifies them in their degrees of 
differentiation, which properly constitutes the Monad-not the atomic 
aggregation, which is only the vehicle and the substance through which 
thrill the lower and the higher degrees of intelligence." (Vol. 1., PP. 
178, 179)· 

The student who reads and weighs this passage will, at the cost of a 
little present trouble, save himself from much confusion in days to come. 
Let him first realise clearly that the Monad-" the spiritual essence" 
to which alone in strict accuracy the term Monad should be applied-is 
one all the universe over, that Atma-Buddhi is not his, nor mine, nor 
the property .;)f anybody in particular, but the spiritual essence energising 
in all. So is electricity one all the world over; though it may be active 
in his machine or in mine, neither he nor I can call it distinctively our 
electricity. But-and here arises the confusion-when Atma-Buddhi 
energises in man, in whom Manas is active as an individualising force, 
it is often spoken of as though the II atomic aggregation" were a separate 
Monad, and then we hav~ II Monads", as in the above passage. This 
loose way of using the word will not lead to error if the student will 
remember that the individualising process is not on the spiritual plane, but 
that Atma·Buddhi as seen ~h"ough Manas seems to share in the individuality 
of the latter. So if you hold pieces of variously coloured glass in your 
hand you may see through them a red sun, a blue sun, a yellow sun, and so 
on. None the less is there only the one sun shining down upon you, altered 
by the media through which you look at it. So we often meet the phrase 
"human Monads"; it should be "the Monad manifesting in the human 
kingdom"; but this somewhat pedantic accuracy would be likely only to 
puzzle a large number of people, and the looser popular phrase will not 
mislead when the principle of the unity on the spiritual plane is grasped, 
any more than we mislead by speaking of the rising of the sun. .. The 
Spiritual Monad is One, Universal, Boundless, and Impartite, whose rays, 
nevertheless, form what we, in our ignorance, call the' Individual Monads' 
of men." (Secret Doctrine, Vol. I., p. 177). 

Very beautifully and poetically is this unity in diversity put in one of 
the Occult Catechisms in which the Guru questions the Chela: 

"Lift thy head, 0 Lanoo; dost thou see one or countless lights above 
thee, burning in the dark midnight sky? " 

" I sense one Flame, 0 Gurudeva; I see countless undetached sparks 
burning in it." 

"Thou sayest well. And now look around and into thyself. That 
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light which burns inside thee, dost thou feel it different in anywise from the 
light that shines in thy brother-men? " 

" It is in no way different, though the prisoner is held in bondage 
by Karma, and though its outer garments delude the ignorant into saying, 
• thy soul' and • my soul'." 

There ought not to be any serious difficulty now in grasping the stages 
of human evolution; the Monad, which has been working its way as we 
ha ve seen, reaches the point at which the human form can be built up on 
earth; an astral body and its physical counterpart are then developed, 
Prana, specialised from the great ocean of Life, and Kama evolved, all 
these principles, the Lower Quaternary, being brooded over by the Monad, 
energised by it, impelled by it, forced onward by it towards continually 
increasing perfection of form and capacity for manifesting the higher 
energies in Nature. This was animal, or physical man, evolved through 
two-and-a-half Races. Then, at the middle point just reached, in the 
middle, that is, of the Third Race, the Manasa-putra stepped in (see 
ante, p. 38), the Immortal Thinkers, to inhabit the dwellings thus prepared 
for them, and to form the bridge between animal-man and the spirit, 
between the evolved Quaternary and the brooding Atma-Buddhi, to begin 
the long cycle of re-incarnation which is to issue in the Perfect Man. 

The "Monadic inflow" or the evolution of the Monad from the 
animal into the human kingdom, continued through the Third Race on to 
the middle of the Fourth, the human population thus continually receiving 
fresh recruits, into each of which entered one of the Manasa-putra, this 
primary incarnation thus continuing through the second half of the Third 
Race and the first half of the Fourth. After this, the" central turning 
point" of this cycle of evolution, "no more Monads can enter the human 
kingdom. The door is closed for this cycle." (Secret Doctrine, Vol!., p. 182). 
Since then re-incarnation has been the method of evolution, this individual 
re-incarnation of the Immortal Thinker in conjunction with Atma-Buddhi 
replacing the collective indwelling;of Atma-Buddhi in lower forms of matter. 

According to Theosophical teachings, Humanity has now reached the 
Fifth Race, and we are in the fifth sub-race thereof, mankind on this globe 
in the present stage having before it the completion of the Fifth Race, and 
the rise, maturity and decay of the Sixth and Seventh Races. But during 
all the ages necessary for this evolution there is no increase in the total 
number of re-incarnating Egos; only a small proportion of these are 
re-incarnated at any special time on our globe, so that the population may 
ebb and flow within very wide limits, and it will have been noticed that 
there is a rush of births after a local depopulation has been caused by 
exceptional mortality. There is room and to spare for all such fluctuations, 
having in view the difference between the total number of re-incarnating 
Egos and the number actually incarnated at a given period. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 
(To be continued.) 
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).n centlitu of tbt "~tatt llndrim". 
II. 

SUMMARY. 

The Days and Nights ofthe Universe. Universal Night. Before the Dawn. 

We have seen how Universal Night is brought about by the gradual, 
rhythmical coalescence into unity of all the opposing elements 
that make up objective existence. 

It is impossible by any figure, picture, or simile, to convey any con
ception of the condition of the Universe when thus withdrawn into 
latency, because every conception implies division into the conceiver 
and the thing conceived, while it is by the elimination of this very 
division, and by the absorption of the thing conceived into the conceiver, 
of the object into the subject, that Universal Night is produced. 

But, though we must regard the condition of Universal Night as 
essentially inconceivable by the intellect, still there are various considera
tions which, if intuitionally grasped, may throw liome light upon the 
question of its nature. 

If we compare the gradual, rhythmical passage of the Universe into 
full objectivity to the forward swing of a pendulum from the perpendicular 
line of rest, and the gradual rhythmical passage to re-absorption in 
latency, to the backward swing of the pendulum to the perpendicular, 
then it will be evident that, as the pendulum, if unimpeded, will swing 
backward an exactly equal distance behind the perpendicular; so, when the 
sum total of the potencies of the objective universe has reached the 
condition of latency at the end of each Universal Day, it is certain that 
there must be in these potencies a tendency to a further activity which 
will be, in every detail; the reverse or negative of the former activity. 

This is why the co Secret Doctrine", and the stanzas OD which it is 
based, have defined Universal Night by a series of negative statements 
(CO Time was not; Universal Mind was not;" etc.) by which we are to 
understand, not that the existent universe had dwindled down into mere 
non-entity, but that a form of activity had set in which was in every 
detail the reverse and negative of the activity of the existent universe, and 
hence inconceivable by us, or conceivable only as non-activity or naught. 

We can arrive at the same result by the exactly opposite process 
of expressing in universal terms all forms of activity which we know of as 

S 
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limited and particular; thus, in Universal Night, universal perception is, 
because the perceiver has been universally blended with the object of 
perception; universal life is, because all the limits of particular life have 
vanished; universal consciousness is, because objectivity has been 
universally absorbed into consciousness; and universal bliss is, because all 
the barriers to bliss have disappeared. 

Perhaps the best illustration of the form of activity we are considering, 
is the mathematical process by which a gradually diminishing series of 
numbers is carried down to zero (corresponding to the perpendicular 
line of the pendulum), and then beyond zero into a gradually increasing 
series of negative numbers, which mathematicians regard as equally 
important and equally capable of manipulation with the positive numbers. 

If zero be the threshold of Universal Night, then the gradually 
increasing series of negative numbers may represent the negative 
activities which we have postulated as existent therein. 

This is merely the metaphysical aspect of this mysterious question; 
it has also a moral and a spiritual side, but these cannot be expressed in 
words; a comprehension of them can only be reached by the actual 
practice of morality and spirituality; or, to speak more truly, we can only 
prepare ourselves for that true spiritual comprehension of, and moral par
ticipation in, this mystery, which will be ushered in at the end of this 
universal day, by gradually attaining absolute morality and spirituality, 
cluring the gradual and rhythmic activities of this universal day. 

To return to the illustration of the pendulum; when it has reached the 
farthest point of its backward journey beyond the perpendicular, it inevit
ably tends to swing forward again to the perpendicular, and, if free, will 
swing forward j and in virtue of the momentum thus acquired, it will not 
halt at the perpendicular point but will swing forward again to the foremost 
point previously reached. AnJ if the pendulum be entirely unimpeded, 
this backward and forward swing will repeat itself indefinitely; and, 
furt~er, the duration and extent of the pendulum's journey behind the 
perpendicular will be exactly equal to the duration and extent of its journey 
in front of the perpendicular. 

In the same way, the extension of the universe into objective existence 
and its re-absorption into latency, will tend to repeat themselves indefinitely; 
day and night of the universe will be succeeded by day and night, in endless 
succession; and each universal day and universal night will be of exactly 
the samE" duration; or, rather, would be of exactly the same duration if 
there were any common, continuous standard of duration to apply to both. 

At first sight, it would appear that this expansion and re-absorption of 
the universe, in the endless series of universal days and nights, is a mere 
fruitless activity leading no-whither; just as, from an astronomical standpoint, 
the days and nights of t_he planets and our earth might seem a mere sense
less repetiticn, aimless, objectless, endless; yet we know that this is merely 
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apparent; that each day is fraught with momentous issues, that each day 
is richer than its predecessors, if only by the mere fact that it had prede
cessors; that each day is the heir of the ages. 

And.so it must be with the universal days. Each must have some 
peculiar worth of its own; must garner some harvest of hitherto inex
perienced power or wisdom; must add something, if not to the total quantity 
of being in the universe-for what can be added to the All ?-then to the 
quality of that being, and to the quality of the life of .the units that make 
it up. 

As the sculptor's statue is first hewn out from head to foot, and then 
smoothed and polished from head to foot; so, perhaps, the humanity which 
is only rough-hewn in one universal day, require!'! a second universal day to 
polish and smooth it to perfection. Perhaps when we have fully learned 
perfection of individual life in the present universal day, we may find that 
this is only the preparation for a higher life in complex grouped person
alities in some future day of the universe, and so on, ever to higher and 
purer perfections. 

But into these secrets it is fruitless to pry; it is only profitable to note 
that the forces and tendencies which gave birth to previous universal days, 
tended, at the period we are considering-the waning of the universal 
night which preceded our present objective universe-to give birth to a 
new universal day, richer than its predecessors, and destined to garner a 
richer harvest than its predecessors had yet known. 

We shall see that this harvest is prepared for, by a grouping of the 
units of life into hosts and hierarchies, ruling over systems of suns and 
worlds; and, in the case of our own system, seeking a sevenfold perfection 
by a rhythmical, sevenfold progress through phases of life that, for want of 
a better name, have bt,en called existence in the mineral, vegetable, 
animal, human, and superhuman kingdoms. We shall better be able to 
grasp the reasonableness of this rhythmical progress, if-remembering that 
objective life is the disciplinary expression of the eternal spiritual will, the 
twin-brother of consciousness-we conceive these phases of life as picture
lessons, in which the unit of life has to seem a stone in order to learn 
something of the endurance of which a stone is merely the symbol; to 5zem 
a plant, in order to learn the grace and sweetness of a plant; to s~~m an 
animal to learn the active energy of an animal; and so through manhood 
to the demi-god and the divine; ever keeping in mind that that which 
seems to become these is the eternal spiritual unit, and that it thus seems, 
through the harmonious action of its twin powers, \Vill and Consciousness; 
and ever remembering that this unit is a part of the All; is, indeed, in one 
sense, identical with the All. 

And thus we return to the conception of Universal Night, brooding in 
latency, awaiting the Dawn. 

c. J. 
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1jtat, ~mmb anb ctnu.5ri1llt.51tt.5.5. 

PART II. 

~ EFORE entering on the comparison of Heat with Sound, let us define 
~ the material action by which the sensation of both is produced in us. 

Sound is the result of vibration set up in the surrounding medium by 
a material body. Heat is the result of motion in the particles of a body. 
So that there is a fundamental difference of origin between the vibration we 
perceive as sound and that we perceive as heat; one being due to the 
agitation of bodies, the other to movements amongst the particles compos
ing a body. Now what we want to know is why the vibration of a body is 
heard in musical notes and the vibration of its atoms is felt as heat, when in 
both cases it is only a vibration or quantity of energy which we hear 
and feel. In both sensations, that which hears and feels is Con
sciousness; so that to solve the problem we must find the relation which 
exists between it and a vibration set up by a body and by an atom. We 
have seen that Consciousness aroused becomes the ~ill to Be, and Will is 
in its objective form heat or energy at work, the equivalent, on the physical 
plane, of an effort of \Vill to manifest itself. Let us consider the earth as 
it gradually emerges into space out of its state of fiery nebulosity. We 
have first of all a centre of Consciousness which becomes active as the Will 
to Be. This, in its objective form, is Heat, or energy at work, the equiva
lent on the physical plane of an effort of Will to manifest itself. The 
process of formation is the self-conversion of Energy into Form with a 
corresponding disappearance of heat; in other words, the earth cools and 
consolidates. Energy, as formulated matter, takes up a new relation to its 
subjective Self or Consciousness; for it possesses a capacity to vibrate as 
unit systems of forces where each represents a particle of matter or a 
material body. Thus a vibration, which at first could only represent the 
activity of formless Consciousness, may now represent also the activity of 
concrete forms of Consciousnesss, and what we have to do is to see how this 
dual relation in a vibration becomes objective to Consciousness and what is 
their effect on it. The method by which this is found is to observe the effect 
they produce on the Consciousness of man. The vibration of bodies produces 
Sound, that of atoms vibrating in the same medium develops Heat. Now, 
let us examine into the meaning of the audibility of vibration. 

Science finds that the pitch of a musical note depends solely on the num
ber of vibrations concerned in its production (Tyndall) and that the number 
of these must be at least sixteen per secoDd if the note is to become audible 
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(Helmholtz). Therefore before our Consciousness can judge of the quality of 
sounds, before in fact the sense of hearing is awakened so that it may 
apprehend the clang-tint of a note, the tympanum of the ear must be struck by 
about sixteen periodic vibrations which, mechanically speaking, means that 
that particular vibration must acquire a certain volume before its quality 
can be sensed. Volume therefore is the natural relation which the energy 
of Sound bears to Consciousness. We may assume that if our Conscious
ness reproduces exactly the perceived object, a quantity of psychic activity 
has been aroused equal to that of the excitor. But because it has no material 
volume we must assume that the periodic beats which awaken sufficient per
ception to enable us to perceive audibly are actively employed in converting 
the volume of the form of the emittor or its materiality, into an immaterial 
equivalent. Figuratively speaking, the idea of limitations is being conveyed 
from the body in vibration to the psychic plane. Now, as the evolution of 
the material world is also the evolution of Consciousness, it follows that the 
pitch of audibility which we find indicated in the sixteen periodic vibrations 
represents the ratio of the evolution of matter or its pitch of condensation to 
that of Consciousness (macrocosmic or microcosmic). From this and 
other considerations it may be inferred that this pitch of audibility is 
inversely proportionate to the square root of the pitch of condensation 
reached at any period of time by the earth in its progress from an original 
state of pure energy to its present conditions of consolidation, so that the 
power to hear will gradually change with the evolution of matter. From 
what has been said I define Hearing as Consciousness whose activity takes 
the form of an effort to translate materialised energy back into its immate
rial essence. Thus far we have got at the first step in fathoming the 
relation of a vibration of Sound to its subjective self or Consciousness. 
Now we must follow on and find the meaning of the Consciousness of 
quality which the vibration rouses as soon as it is heard. The quality of a 
note is due to the composition of the material emitting it, and is therefore 
the manifestation of that which lies within the limits of its material form, so 
that hearing is the entrance of the human Consciousness into the inner 
being of matter, that which in fact is the concrete form of the macrocosmic 
Consciousness; in a word, we are sensible of the formative power sustaining 
the manifestation of matter as a visible thing. 

Now let us turn to the heat vibration, and by comparing it to the 
audible vibration find whence it arises that it should be felt and not heard. 
As volume qualifies Sound, so quantity qualifies Heat; and the difference 
we observe between each vibration lies in this: the first has to be converted 
into a psychic equivalent before Consciousness can grasp its meaning; the 
second is felt immediately and without the interposition of an intermediate 
act of transformation and translation on to the psychic plane. Therefore 
Consciousness senses it as non-voluminous in its origin, because we have 
seen that when energy is emitted by a body having volume, it is conscious 
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of it only after having realised the condition of condensation characterising 
its origin. But the heat vibration proceeds from that which composes 
matter or its atoms, and in fact is the vibration of the Substance of matter. 
Therefore we must conclude that while matter is voluminous, the Substance 
of matter is non-voluminous. Thus the 'answer to our first question, why 
energy is audible in some cases and felt as heat· in others, is given, and 
we find that audibility is the result of the relation which Consciousness bears 
to its objective self (energy) when in a state of formation, and music is the 
conscious expression of constructive power; . on the other hand, Heat is the 
conscious perception of energy in its state of active will power, and 
what we then feel is Substance, or that which has built up matter. 

The relationship of audible energy and that of felt energy to a common 
Consciousness explains the relation existing between Substance and 
Matter, and in order to complete our investigation of the meaning of Heat, 
and to explain still further the connection between Consciousness, Will, 
Energy, Substance,.and Matter, I will enter into a detailed comparison 
between them, guided by what has already been observed of the character
istics of energy when coming from a body and when coming from the 
substance of a body, and co-related to the subjective power of 
perception. 

Matter is characterised by Consciousness as being voluminous, Sub
stance as being non-voluminous; the former returns to its original state of 
energy as Sound, the latter as Heat. Now it is evident that the first and 
most distinguishing characteristic of Substance is that as soon as it is in 
motion we feel it as Heat; that is to say, when leaving its state of rest and 
becoming positively active, Consciousness, in its primitive unity of Feeling, 
becomes equally active. Change of temperature is in itself simply degrees 
of abstract feeling; and because we feel Substance it must be a something, 
and therefore we are driven to the conclusion that Substance is non
voluminous only with reference to matter because of its intense tenuity. 

Let us trace the progress of Heat to our Consciousness of it. A centre 
of heat consists of the particles of a body in motion. The vibrations of 
warmth which we feel it emitting are the forms of its energy, but until our 
Consciousness is roused we have no right to say that they are hot. The 
conscious activity which results in the perception" Heat I., is that mental 
reflection by which Consciousness perceives itself as Heat. On the 
physical plane this becomes physical heat, and as we can trace no defined 
action by which mechanical energy is translated to the psychic plane as heat felt, 
but on the contrary there is an instantaneous and equivalent perception of 
the vibration of Substance, we must conclude that there is, as regards 
physical life, continuity between Substance and Consciousness in its 
character of perceiver of Heat. This proves that Conscious Power is a 
substantial development, and that, by an extension of reasoning, ideas are 
also substantial. N ow since when we feel, we feel the atoms of substance 
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which have built up matter, we are at the same time entering consciously 
into the hiner being which lies within the limits of visible form, we are in 
fact entering on common ground where Substance and Matter meet as 
Energy endued with their re!?pective characteristics. In examining the 
meaning of audible energy, we found that when once the limitation of 
matter had been passed. and sound become perceptible, we then entered 
into the quality of sound, or the essence and nature of the material form, 
taking this nature from its constructive side as a product of conscious 
formation. Vie in fact feel as music the energy which built it, we sense 
the substance of form, plus the peculiar character belonging to it as a 
result of formation, and therefore we are alSo conscious of all those 
passionate feelings (grades of hot and cold) which music awakens. Here 
Substance as that which is felt, and Substance as the material of matter, 
are united in one common ground of conscious perception. 

I 

N ow we know that it is only as energy that we perceive either or both; 
we know that there is continuity between Substance and Consciousness, 
and we find that these two statements of fac::t require also that there he 
continuity between Energy, Substance and Consciousness. If we really 
do perceive Heat and Sound, it is absolutely impossible to avoid the con
clusion, deducing it as the logical outcome of natural facts, that Substance 
and Energy are one. When we feel, we are conscious of the presence of 
Substance; and this latter is not only that of which we are conscious, but 
is the thing which is conscious, thus practically demonstrating its meta
physical parentage as the activity and reflection of the Will of Conscious
ness. I have in Part 1. tried to show the connection between \Vill. 
Energy and Consciousness, so that now we have an unbroken chain of 
continuity stretching between and connecting together Matter, Substance, 
Energy, Will and Consciousness. 

THOS. WILLIAMS, F.T.S. 

TROPICAL plants are not wholly desirable things. We mentioned the other day an 
American tree, and now we have the kaJi muj"h, or death plant, of Java, with flowers 
which continually give off a perfume so powerful as to overcome, if inhaled for any 
length of time, a full-grown man, and which kill all forms of insect life that come 
under their influence. 

"WE do not yet know that in the soul's search for truth the bitterness lies here, 
the striving cannot always hide itself among the thoughts; sooner or later it will 
clothe itself in outward action; then it steps in and divides hetween the soul and what 
it loves. All things on earth have their price: and for truth we Ply the dearest. We 
barter it for love and sympathy. The rOld to honour is paved with thorns; but on 
the path to truth at every step you set your foot down on your own heart." 

Siory f{ all A/ricall Farm (OUVE SCHREINER). 
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(tntrt.sp1lltbtnu. 
THE CHURCH OF CHRIST. 

In Mr. Brodie Innes' articles, he brings to bear on the subject which apparently, 
to l>ome, stands in the path of Theosophical teaching, ad van tages of erudition, 
eloquence and lucidity to which few can pretend, and which I {fare not attempt 
to rival. To Theosophists who are convinced of the existence at an infinite distance 
in the world's history, of a communication from the actual XpW'TO~ of humanity, there 
are some points to which I at least may respectfully demur. 

Mr. Broclie Innes lays down some propositions which some Theosophists may be 
inclined to deny. For instance he assumes the major," that will probably not be 
gainsaid ": " Some nineteen centuries ago, a teacher, called either contemporaneously 
or subsequently, Jesus of Nazareth, taught in Syria a certain system of ethics and some 
principles of cosmogony, or theology, or whatever may be the proper word" (LUCIFER, 
viii., p. 2b). A counter-proposition to this is that ages before the e\'ents" under Pontius 
Pilate" were said to take place they had already freviously occurred, and the Ancient 
Wisdom Religion had chronicled them. The CPPOIITJIJoU of the Fathers, except Origen, 
is not an admitted proposition, and the point which the Gnostics would have made 
was that what is now to us Gospel narrative was an eternal truth • 

.. One far-off divine Event 
To which the whole creation moves." 

These ideas are not limited to chronology, and were, are, and always will be. All 
Mr. Brodie Innes has proved rests on a proposition that will flatly be denied by 
some Theosophists. He assumes certain events occurred at a time fixed by him. 
He indicates a .".6T( and is bound, according to all canons of formal iogic, by his 
eighth predicament. There is no historical evidence to my mind, that they occurred at 
that time, and Theosophy shows us why they occur always, and not merely in the first 
century. Mr. Brodie Innes has merely used the old fal/ada extra dic/;o"em, a "0" 
vera pro vera, and he has assumed as true something which he thinks admirably suited 
to explain a fact, though some critics may say it is a pure fiction of some lsapostolic 
writers. 

Another iaUacy is that which gives the voice of the (",.>':'p"", to be decided by 
the utterances of bishops alone. This is the old Gallican argument. The earliest 
Christian organisations show a gov~rnment by Apostles. The creed of Nice (A.D. 325) 
says: .. L::/ unam so"c/am e/ Apos/o/icam L::cclesiam". A pursuit of this argument 
would carry me into theology. where it has been treated at enormous length by Fr. 
Gallwey, S.J., and others, and I am desirous to confine myself to theosophical argu
ment. Let me therefore traverse the statement that the (KKA"P"', supposing it to 
exist, speaks by the mouth of its bishops. Sometimes, as at the Synod of Pistoja, the 
action of bishops has been, to say the least, peculiar, and only shows that diseased 
organisations may speak heterogeneously. A man may be a very ftood bishop," SlZilll 
par metier " like St. Denis of France,· and yet not shine as a histoncal critic. St. Titus 
would have had no chance against Froude or Freeman. If there be any fresh evidence 
on the early Christian history, in the name of charily, Theosophists should have it 
before other men. A" bistorical Christ" may vary according to the Zeitgeist. The 
TUbingen school of Baur and his confreres has not always been in unison. To quote 
extreme opimons, Soury has argued that Jesus was not sane. Meredith, that he 
was illiterate, dirty, and immoral. A Theosophist unfettered by the literal reading of 
texts sees a symbolism and a meaning where one creed may be erected by the Salva
tionist, another by the Secularist. He sees that each grasps an imperfect corner of 
truth. Mr. Brodie Innes, when some others might be satisfied with an infallible Pope, 
wants to !iet up infallible bishops, or at least bishops who are supreme with a 
supremacy which excludes any interference of higher authority. His" bishops" of 
the Church, apart from the fact that some consider them laymen, are not always in 

• Voltaire, La ['wIg,. 
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union with each other. One ofthe Articles of the Church of England says (1 believe) 
that" General Councils have erred ", on which I need rest no further statement than 
that someone, within the limits of the Church of England, admitted when the Articles 
were written, that General Councils might err. If we conceh'e an ideal body, to the 
number of S+7 (= 12) having as their chief one present (Acts i .• IS ; ii., 14) a spirit of 
Wisdom, in fact an Agathodlemon (A~=o4u~, being the converse reflection of 
apTO"='X~vs, as I have already proved) we may conceive the existence of such 
an " astral" organisation quite apart from any historical idea, or any homology with 
the signs of the zodiac, or the sons of Jacob. The ideal truth was an inheritance of 
Divine and eternal Wisdom, apart from any particular ev~nt at any precise time, or in 
any ascertainable locahty. This is the proposition of some Theosophists. 

In conclusion, let me deprecate the use of such words as " duplicity" in a discus
sion among Theosophists on theological questions. If strong language is once begun. 
Madame Angot's daughter may not be able to say where it can stop. My friend the 
late Dr. E. V. Kenealy exhausted the categories of epithet in his New Pantomime. 
Those who wish to imitate him may generate a Karma which cannot be foreseen, but 
which must affect the Ego under some future conditions. 

C. CARTER BLAKE, F.T.S. 

THE TRUE CHURCH OF CHRIST. 

Mr. Brodie Innes in his series of lucid articles on the exoteric and esoteric aspects 
of the Church, has, I think, succeeded in presenting the subject in a manner which 
invests it with a new interest. That interest, however, pertains principally to the 
ingenious and somewhat legal presentation of the subject, as also to the application 
which he makes of the doctrine of the seven principles. But for my own part, 
I fail to discover in Mr. Brodie Innes' carefully prepared propositions and 
demonstrations, one single statement or argument which affects the practical aspect of 
the question, as to the influence of the Church upon the progress of humanity, its 
authority as a spiritual guide, or the position of hostility towards it which so many 
of us occupy. 

Whatever the Church may be esoterically, whatever may be the Higker Self which 
endeavours to manifest through the organism known historically as the Christian 
Church, it is coming now to be recognised and freely maintained by thinkers and 
writers, both in and out of the Church, that in its present incarnation-commencing, if 
you so please, when" the Divine Spirit came into that body on the Day of Pentecost .. 
-the Church has not merely been a dead failure as a reformative and regenerath'e 
eleme'nt in humanity, but has been the most deadly and maleficent influence which 
could possibly be conceived of as a retarding agency in the spiritual and material 
progress of the race. It is quite possible that the esoteric Church may be capable of 
reincarnating. and leading a better life; but we have to deal now with an organism 
existing on the four lower planes, an organism which has been and is an expression of 
tile K.mic principle in all its worst forms. And yet we are told now, that we must 
let this maleficent influence alone, that" it is absurd to revile or oppose it ". Can it 
indeed be true that the blood of all the reformers and martyrs who opposed themselves 
to the tyranny of the Church, and won thereby for us the freedom which we rejoice in 
to-day, was shed so nobly in the cause of truth, when II the only logical course would 
be [ha\'e been] to leave it, with as much kindliness as may be, to decompose when its 
Karma is [was] worn ou t " • 

And if it be contended that the Inquisition and other equally devilish agencies 
which the Church has employed were never really authorised by the real Church, then 
let it be so; we fight the real evil by whatever name it has a right to call itself, and 
that evil was and is Ecclesiosticism, the Christian Church in its present incarnation. 

W. KINGSLAND. 
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tubUlus. 
THE DINKARD. 

THROUGH the kindness of the Trustees of the Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy 
Translation Fund, the Theosophical Library has just received a copy of 
The Dinkard, Vol. VI. 

The existence of this fund is a proof, if proof were wanted, of the admir· 
able spirit which has always promrted the wealthier members of the Parse
community to sacrifice a portion 0 their riches to the temporal and spiritual 
well-being of their community; and the present volume, which contains the 
original Pahlavi text, the same transliterated in Zend characters, and 
translated into English and Gujarati, bears witness at once to the learning 
of the editors, and to their wish that the fruits of their erudition should be 
of use to European as well as Indian Scholars. This liberal spirit has 
always characterised the Parsees ever since Anquetil Duperon was initiated 
into the mysteries of the Zend A vesta, but it has undoubtedly received a 
powerful stimulus from the method of comparative religion introduced to 
India by the Theosophical Society. 

The English translation is excellent, though occasionally rather stiff 
and over-loaded with Pahlavi words, but we do not regret this, as it gives 
us an additional guarantee that the original has been closely adhered to. 
Very interesting to Theosophists will be the discussion of the principles of 
man, which, according to the Dinkard (218,3, etc., p. 353) are as follows:
"The soul, [and] the vital spirit, [and] the fravdhar, and the intellect. 
The r6bt:i" is the soul, which is the ruler over the body. Just as the head 
of a family conducts the household, and the rider the horse, so does the 
soul conduct the body. . . . The vital spirit is the breath of life, which 
is paramount owing to the fravahar. Just as a paterfamilias preserves the 
health (of his family)by means of food, and the rider keeps the horse work
ing, so does this quickening (fravdhar) keep through energy the (living) 
body active. So when this (quickening power) is separated from the body, 
the body dies, just as when the (main) pillar of a house breaks down, and 
the house instantly falls. . . Again, as the sun is the light of the world, 
and a lamp is (the light) of a house, so does the intellect animate with 
watchful light the lord ot the house (i.e., the soul) in the house (viz., the 
body)." 

Again (282, 2, p. 420) :-"Be it known that, the soul during its connec
tion with its congenial instrument, this corporeal frame, has a desire and a 
capability for acquiring sacred knowledge". 

In conclusion, the print of this volume is excellent, and its technical 
get-up leaves little to be desired; though we should be glad of a fuller index 
or glossary. 

C. J. 
RAPHAEL'S ALMANACK.-It was an agreeable surprise for us on glancing 

through the 1892 edition to find that there were nearly two pages devoted to 
our cause. In some homely phrases on" Why do we have troubles in this 
life," a broad statement of the law of Karma is made, and the reader 
is referred for fuller information to the Theosofhical Headquarters. 
Raphael seems to have got scent of "the close 0 the cycle", for the 
Almanack is embellished with an unusually ominous-looking hieroglyphical 
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picture which portrays the chief events likely to happen· during the year 
IB92; and if the facts come up to the picture then it will be a disastrous 
year indeed. W. Foulsham and Co., 4, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill, 
Publishers. S. 

PLAGIATS BIBLIQUES.* 

UNDER the sub-title" Brahmanisme de Moise: Bouddhisme de Jesus ", 
Baron Harden Hickey, whose La Theosophie we had the pleasure of noticing 
in one of our former issues, sets himself the task of demonstrating the 
Eastern origin of both the Old and New Testament teachings. Prefacing 
his parallelism of myths with a short but severe criticism of the absurdities 
and crudities of the Mosaic narrative, the author proceeds to the task of 
citing chapter and verse to support his charge of plagiarism. The history 
of the creation and of Adam and Eve is a copy from the Vedic myth of 
the creation of Adima and Heva on the island of Ceylon. The story of 
Noah and the deluge is identical with the myth of Vaivasvata Manu. 
Abraham's sacrifice is paralleled with that of Ajigartta. The argument of 
plagiarism is built up on the similarity of four names, and the identity of 
the offices of their possessors, viz., Manu the Indian, Manes the Egyptian, 
Minos the Grecian, and Moses the Jewish law-giver. "Ces quatre noms ", 
writes Saint Patrice, "dominent Ie mond ancien tout entier; ils apparaissent 
au berceau de quatre peuples differents, venant jouer Ie meme role, 
entoures de la meme aureole mysterieuse, tous quatre legislateurs et grands 
pretres, tous quatre fondant des societes nouvelles et theocratiques". 
Hence it is evident, the writer argues, that they proceeded one from the 
other, and that Manu, the most ancient in date, must have been the 
precursor of the others. Even supposing the deduction to be correct, the 
citing of three parallels is surely insufficient to prove the theory! More
over we require further evidence before J acolliot can be taken au g,and 
semux. 

Theosophists contend that all the great world religions have a common 
basis esoterically, and it must also be conceded that exoterically they can 
be proved in many cases to have preserved identical allegories and myths. 
This, however, does not justify the somewhat too positive position assumed 
by the author of Plagiats Bibliques, for though we know that Greece borrowed 
much from Egypt, we are in no position to state that Egypt copied from 
India. This, however, is not the direct question raised by Saint Patrice, 
who confines his enquiry to Judaism and Hinduism. But even here we are 
not justified in being too precise, for what do we know about the origin of 
the worship ot the" jealous God", except that it was a magical cult that 
rejoiced in the smoke of the blood of wholesale animal sacrifice, and of 
human butchery, as witness the annihilation of the Amalekites and other 
nations that had enraged the wrathful tribal deity of Israel? This much 
alone we know of its origin; and can clearly distinguish in the present tree 
of Judaism this original savage stock on which were subsequently grafted 
the more cultivated branches of Egyptian and Babylonian wisdom during 
the two greatest captivities of the nation. 

History proves beyond the shadow of a doubt that these two captivities 
completely transformed the original tribal worship, and it is far from im
probable that together with the "spoiling" of the Babylonian sacred 
records, the plagiarism of several of the Hindoo myths of the creation and 
deluge, and other sacred allegories, was indulged in by the compilers of 

• By Saint Patrice: Paris, L. Sauvaitce, Editeur, Librairie Generale, 72, Boulevard 
Haussmaun, lSgl; Price 2 fro 50. 
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the new canon on their return from the' captivity. In this, however, we 
have one thing to be thankful for, viz., that the Jews have thus preserved 
for us the tradition of the Chaldean Book of Numbers, though even in so 
weak and faint an echo as the modern Kabala. The author of the volume 
under review, however, entirely disregards the mystical side of religion, and 
so confines his argument to the somewhat hackneyed ground of dead-letter 
criticism. 

The second part of the book is devoted to tracing parallels between the 
New Testament mythology and that of Buddhism, and the historical link is 
sought for in the communities of Essenes round the Dead Sea and beyond 
Jordan, which are thought by some writers to have been societies of Bud
dhist monks, or at any rate Jewish or Syrian copies of the Sangha. There 
is no doubt that the reformation of Gautama must have had a far
reaching influence throughout the whole of Asia, but it does not seem wise 
to us to try and insist too much on direct and conscious proselytising on the 
one hand, and deliberate and unacknowledged plagiarism on the other. It 
is true that a great mental and moral current, a regular whirl-wind of spirit
uallife was set in motion by the teacher of Kapilavastu, and that we find 
it permeating men's minds with irresistible force in the following centuries, 
for the key-note of freedom from the bonds of matter had been struck, and 
the vibrations swelled into the waves of an ocean that overflowed the 
Eastern world far and wide. Th us we find from 300 years before the 
Christian era, Asia Minor, Arabia, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and even North 
Africa were filled with communities of ascetics, who followed a strict course 
of monastic life on almost identical lines with the precepts and rules laid 
down in the gospel narratives, in hope of attaining the" kingdom of heaven ". 
In the main the ideals and mode of life prevalent among such communities 
were identical; each of them had its own peculiar initiatory rites and 
mysteries. One thing alone is certain in all this uncertainty, viz., that with 
the untrustworthy data before us it is unwise to dogmatise. 

--~~I5""":E---

ar btDsDp biral ~dibitits. 

INDIAN SECTION. 

The General Secretary of the Indian Section left Headquarters on 
Sunday, September 27th, for Calcutta, on a tour round the Branches of 
Bengal, the Punjaub, Bombay, and the North-\\Test Provinces. The tour 
has been a long promised one, and it is hoped that it will be of special use 
just now. Some of the Northern Branches which have been doing good 
work have had no visit to encourage them for some years past, while to 
those that have heen less active the General Secretary's visit will serve as 
a stimulus. 

Bro. S. V. Edge, who has recently joined the~ Adyar~ staff, has charge 
of the Headquarters during the Secretary's absence. 

A member of the Tipperah Branch has undertaken a translation of 
the Ashtavakra Samhita. 

Lieut. Peacocke, one of the active Vice-Presidents of the Blavatsky 
Lodge, T.S., of :Bombay, has spent his leave in visiting some of the 
Branches, especially those at Kumbakonam and Mannargudi, and in 
working at Headquarters during the absence of the General Secretary. 

Babu Ganga Nath Jha, B.A., a member of the Kasi Tattva Sabha, 
Benares, is translating some important Sanskrit works into English for the 
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TlwJsojhist; Pandit Kali Beesant Strotuya has also promised some trans
lations. The Bombay Branch, which is adopting all the methods of 
Western Branches, has a long list of activities. N. F. Bilimoria, the 
correspondent to the TlwJsojhist, reports: 

"An Anglo-Gujerati monthly, called Gal-Afghan, has been converted 
into a Theosophic organ to convey Theosophic thoughts among native 
families, especially the Parsis, who appear to have been taking more 
interest in Theosophy than any other class of people in Bombay. The 
Gal-Afghil" (the diffuser of flowers) advocates Theosophy, temperance, 
vegetarianism, and all other humanitarian movements. \\,ith Pauses, our 
new offspring, I hope we shall be able to establish our position, as we have 
now our own organs: but it all depends on our own efforts, individual as 
well as collective, to carry Theosophy on towards its goal. 

"Various tracts have been published and distributed gratis, by in
dividual members as well as by the Lodge; among these I may mention 
the following :-

... Why I became a Theosophist', by Annie Besant; • Object of 
the Theosophical Society', by Bertram Keightley, M.A.; • Aims and 
Objects of Theosophy', compiled from • Key to Theosophy' by M. M. Shroff; 
• Karma as a cure for trouble'; • Necessity for Reincarnation'; • The 
Great Mare's Nest of the Psychical Research Society', by Annie Besant; 
• Universal Brotherhood', by Dr. A. Keightley; • An Epitome of 
Theosophy', by W. Q. Judge; • Do the Parsis worship Fire?', by N. F. 
Bilimoria; • ZoroastriaDlsm in the light of Occult Philosophy'; • Testi
mony of eminent Medical men on Vegetarianism'; • The Drink-crave, 
how to cure ", byi' C. Jackson, M.D., &c., &c." 

The Adyar ibrary is in want of Gould's Mythical Monsters and 
Skinner's Source of Measures. The Librarian will humbly salute the feet of 
him or her who sends copies of these valuable works to join the rest of the 
prisoners in his custody. 

INDIAN LETTER. 
ADYAR, 

151h Oct., 1891. 
It is far more difficult to write an Indian letter to LUCIFER than a 

London letter to the Theosophist. We have none of .the local activity here, 
none of the crowded meetings, lectures and classes that form an important 
part of the London Theosophical life. 

Bertram Keightley, at the time I write, is in Calcutta, where he is 
doing his best to arouse the members of that Branch into greater activity. 
He writes that an active English Theosophist is badly needed there, one 
who could give all his time to the work, who could stand the climate, and 
one blessed with an unlimited amount of patience and perseverance. In 
Bombay, where excellent work is being done, the same want is felt. A 
thoroughly organised Headquarters would be of invaluable service there, 
but where are the funds to come from? It is believed that if a certain 
amount could be guaranteed the government would be disposed to make a 
free grant of the land, it having large tracts of waste land at its 
disposal. 

Our brother Rai B. K. Laheri, whom so many of you had the pleasure 
of meeting and of hearing at the Bla vatsky Lodge meetings, has been 
doing excellent work at Lfldhiana, where he resides; he has now a branch 
there which promises well. 

The Indian Press is endeavouring to vie with the London newspapers 
in giving full attention to Theosophy. A very large proportion of the 
papers are decidedly favourably disposed, e.g., The Hindu and The Madras 
Mail, both local papers. The editors of several leading papers, e.g., Inil",,, 
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M i,.,or, are Theosophists, and we thus get many a friendly pat on the back 
and word of encouragement. I should like to mention here a small paper, 
The Sanma,ga Bodhini, the organ of the Aryan Samaj, published at Bellary 
by our Bro. R. Tagannathiah. Part of the paper is in English, and part in 
the vernacular 'telugu. The paper may be said to be really a Theosophical 
organ; it gives a great deal of space to us and is doing excellent work. 

Weare arranging now for the translation of some of our pamphlets 
and books into the vernaculars. Tamil and Telugu are to be taken first. 
One brother is already translating the Key to Theosophy. 

Sunday last was sacred to Saraswati (the Goddess of Learning), and 
our Brahmin brethren performed the due rites and ceremonies in the 
Library. 

The Monsoon has now set in, and there has already been a consider· 
able amount of rain in the South. All fear of famine is practically over. 

S.V.E. 

CEYLON. 

Sangamitta Girls' School.-The subscriptions sent out for the support of 
the girls' school have been received with great joy and thankfulness by the 
Women's Education Society of Ceylon. Brothers Bertram KeightIey and 
Sydney Edge visited the school on their journey out to Madras, and were 
much pleased with all they saw. 

The average attendance of children, writes Mr. Peter de Abrew by the 
last mail, is between 70 and 80, and the expected arrival of Mrs. Higgins 
from the United States and Mrs. Pickett from Melbourne has already 
increased the interest of Sinhalese ladies in the school and the educational 
movement generally. Mr. de Abrew is now very anxious to arouse further 
attention, and also to aid the funds by holding a fancy bazaar in the month 
of January next, and he asks me to enlist, if possible, some workers for this 
geod cause. My duties and responsibilities already fill all my time, but 
there are doubtless many who like this killd of work, and who would gladly 
give their services. If some lady with leisure and a not quite empty purse 
would take the matter in hand, and try to get a small case ready by 
Christmas time, there will be good opportunities this next month, with the 
shops full of articles pretty and suitable, and not too dear, and it will be an 
immense ht!lp to all of us. \\iill anyone inclined so to act communicate 
with me on the suhject, and I will give what help I can in the way of 
advice. 

E. KISLING BURY, F.T.S. 
Treasu,er to Sangamitta School Funtl. 

The work of spreading education through the length and breath of the 
island by means of the Theosophical Society is ever increasing. During 
the early part of August one new school for boys was opened at a suburb of 
Colombo, under the supervision of the High Priest Sumangala. Down at 
Galle measures are being taken to open a High School, while further down 
South a very flourishing school celebrated its first anniversary a few days 
ago. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

The H.P.B. Press. The" H.P.B. " Press has proved such a success that 
a few determined Theosophists see no reason why we should not do all our 
own printing, instead of only an insignificant part of it. Large sums 
are annually paid out for printing, and common sense suggests that a great 
economy could be achieved by keeping the money as much as possible in 
the Society. The amount of work to be done is very considerable. The 
first two volumes of the Secret Doctrine are practically out of print, and a 
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new and revised edition has to be at once put in hand. The third volume 
has also to be brought out. A new edition of the Key will soon have to 
be published. The Theosophical Publishing Society has also three or 
four new books to bring out. In addition there are large quantities of 
notices, bills, posters, syllabuses, &c., &c., to be turned out. The whole 
printing of the Lodges also could be undertaken. 

It is not proposed in any way to start an amateur printing office. The 
promoters of the undertaking rely on the long experience of Bro. James M. 
Pryse, who has started several successful printing offices, and is in every 
way capable of supervising the whole undertaking. The scheme is a 
thoroughly sound one. Suitable premises have been taken close to the 
Headquarters, one of the best American cylinder presses and a large Otto 
gas engine are ordered, and the fonts of types are being cast. The type 
will be from American moulds, but cast in this country. It is hoped that 
the office will be running in a fortnight. The managers of the undertaking 
are the Countess Wachtmeister, Annie Besant, G. R. S. Mead and E. T. 
Sturdy. 

The Section Lilwary. It was one of the wishes of H. P. B. that the 
library at Headquarters should grow into one of the best libraries on 
Occult and Theosophical subjects in Europe. \Ve are far from such a 
consummation at present. The nucleus of a library taken over by the 
British Section from the London Lodge, and from the British by the 
European Section, has been increased by the books left by H. P. B., it is 
true, but these books are, except in a few instances, in themselves of no 
value. They are valuable to us because they are her books; but for the 
most part they consist of volumes sent for review to LUCIFER. Books are 
no good unless they are used, and there must be a number of members of 
the Society who have books on Theosophy and Occultism and general 
works bearing indirectly on these subjects that they never use, and are 
never likely to use. Such booKs will be of more value on the shelves of our 
Library and will often save the time spent by members in journeying to the 
British Museum or other Libraries, and also be the means of supplying 
readier answers to questions which rain in on all sides. 

Fellows of the T.S., please overhaul your books; the Library will pay 
carriage if necessary. WALTER R. OLD, Librarian. 

The Blavatsky Lodge. To relieve the overcrowding on Thursday 
evenings, a meeting for members only has been arranged, to be held on 
Saturday evenings, from 8.30 to lQ p.m. An elaborate syllabus of study 
has been drawn up, the subject being" The Seven Planes of the Universe 
and Their Relation to Man ". Members can obtain copies of. this syllabus 
from the Secretary. The Thursday lectures still continue, and are open to 
associates and v1sitors. The Secret Doctrine Class has ceased to hold its 
meetings on Thursdays, as the new members' meetings on Saturdays 
sufficiently cover the ground for all practical purposes. The Key to 
Theosophy Class still meets on Mondays at 8.30, and is open to members 
and associates. 

The Thursday evening lectures are always attended by full audiences, 
and sometimes overflow meetings have to be arranged. For instance, on 
October 29th, when Annie Besant lectured on " Priesthoods; True and 
False ", two overflow meetings were held, one in the library by G. R. S. 
Mead, and the other in the drawing room by W. R. Old, both places being 
filled past standing room, and many would-be hearers having to go away. 
The monthly conversazione was a crowded gathering, and proves the 
wisdom of an institution that might be copied by other Lodges with 
advantage. 

Brighton Lodge.-Mr. Ed. Ellis, M.A., has resigned the Presidentship 
of this Lodge, and Mrs. Herbert Crossley has been invited, and has 
accepted the invitation, to become the President. The Lodge is still a 
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small one, having lost several valuable members through removal from 
Brighton, but others have come in to fill their places, and there are many 
signs ofincreased interest and activity. Mr. W. Kingsland has done good 
service to the Lodge by lecturing twice last month, taking each time as the 
subject of discourse the Seven Principles of Man. Several enquirers 
attended these lectures, and subsequently joined the Lodge as associates. 

Chiswick Lodge.-Mrs. Besant's lecture at Chiswick, on the 2nd October, 
has brought many new enquirers, and some new members, to this Lodge. 
The plan has been adopted of taking the "W ilkesbarre Letters" as the 
basis for discussion at the fortnightly open meetings, one chapter being 
taken at each meeting. The members still continue to study the S",et 
Doctrine on alternate Monday evenings. The Lodge will feel severely the 
temporary loss of their President, Mr. Wm. Kingsland, who is going to 
Brussels for the winter. 

Lectures.-During the past month Annie Besant has lectured at Bradford, 
Herne Hill, Maidenhead, Nottingham, Camden Town (three times), Upper 
Norwood, Chelsea, Reading (three times), Dublin, Wandsworth, Somerville 
Club (Oxford Street), Leicester (twice), St. George's Hall (Langham Place), 
and Liverpool. 

G. R. S. Mead has lectured at the Athenreum Hall (Tottenham Court 
Road), and at Hampden House (St. Pancras). 

A significant fact is the interest in Theosophy which is now manifest· 
ing itself in the churches, both Anglican and Nonconformist. During 
the past month Herbert Burrows has several times been requested to 
address Christian congregations, and he has lectured to crowded audiences 
at the Congregational churches at Anerley:and Stoke Newington, and to the 
Unitarians at Hackney. On October 29th, he also lectured to the Liberal 
Social Union, which is at the other extreme of thought, being mainly 
heterodox; a very large audience assembled and great interest was 
manifested. 

New Cent"s.-A new Centre and Lending Library has been started at 
Workington, Cumberland. Address: 92, Victoria Road. Centres are also 
developing at Falmouth and Oxford. 

THE LEAGUE OF THEOSOPHICAL WORKERS. 

The League is now responsible for a Debating Class, a Sewing Class, 
a Free Labour Bureau and Registry, two new Branches at Liverpool and 
Dublin, Reading Circles, and last but not least, a Creche. The last activity 
deserves a word to itself. 

I t was decided not to open it before the sum of £60 had' been collected, 
so as to ensure the rent and matron's salary for the first year. The matron, 
whose services have been secured, holds exceptional references as to char· 
acter and qualifications. A house in Townsend Road will at once be taken 
and by next month the Secretary of the League hopes to report that the 
Creche is in full working order. Miss Kislingbury, who has had much 
experience in the management of children, has kindly consented to be the 
Secretary, and Mrs. Marshall is President. With such a President and 
Secretary, and a strong committee, the" Day Nursery and Kindergarten" 
cannot fail to be a success. It is intended for young babies and children 
from three weeks to four and five years of age, the children of women who 
have to leave their homes during the day to earn a livelihood. Every care 
and attention will be bestowed, and early tuition provided on the kinder
garten system, under the supervision of a committee of ladies. No secta
rian views of any sort will be put forward, but the management will be on 
a purely humanitarian basis. Although the Nursery is started by the 
Theosophical Society, no one joining in the work will be in the least degree 
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pledged to Theosophical views or opinions, and anyone volunteering their 
services will be heartily welcomed. 

Contributions of all sorts, money, linen, the usual nursery paraphp.r
nalia furniture, cooking utensils, will b.! thankfully receivel anJ l1uy b..! 
sent 'to the Secretary of the Creche, Miss E. Kislingbury, 17 and 19, 
Avenue Road, N.W. 

LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS TO CRil.:CHE. 

Subscriptions for two years. 
£ s. 

Mrs. Crossley - 25 0 
Mrs. Williams - 2 0 
Mrs. Marshall - 5 0 
Mrs. Hunt I 0 
Mrs. Alsten 0 5 
Mrs. Alderson I 0 
Mrs. Whyte 0 10 
Mrs. Whitelaw - I 0 
Mrs. Kilburn I 0 
Miss Tisdale I 0 
Mrs. Groves I 0 
Lady Portsmouth 0 5 

£39 0 

Donations. £ s. 
Mrs. Simpson 0 10 
Mrs. Wilkinson 0 10 
Mrs. Gllrner 0 I 

Mrs. Williams 3 0 
Friend I 0 
Friend o 10 
Miss Carwin o 10 
Mrs. Callard 1 0 
Mrs. Raphael 0 5 
Mrs. Holland o 10 
Miss Johnson 2 0 

Miss Reeves 1 0 
Miss Bailey 0 10 
Miss Langridge 0 5 
Mrs. Bruce 0 10 
F. Radford, Esq. 2 2 
Serv'ts of 17, 19, Avenue rd. 0 6 
Col'd by Miss Kirkpatrick I 0 
Lady Meux - 20 0 
Mrs. Lowe o 10 

£35 19 
ISABEL COOPER-OAKLEY, 

Ron. Sec., L.T. W. 
SCOTLAND. 

The Scottish Lodge.-There was a large gathering at the inaugural 
meeting of the Lodge on the 17th of October. Many questions were asked 
as to the recent correspondence in the Daily Chronicle. To the question 
which of the writers had a right to speak dogmatically in the name of 
Theosophy, it was answered, not one of them; each could only assert what 
he or she considered were Theosophic teachings. As to how to test the 
value of criticisms on other faiths: answered, Ask for authority; if none 
quoted, the criticism rests on the calibre of the critic merely; if it be 
anonymous, its value is nil. 

An able paper by the Vice-President on the Medialval Alchemists 
followed, in which he maintained with great learning and ability that the 
majority of those whose work was known were simply in search, and often 
successfully, of the secret of material transmutation of metals. But since 
in nearly every instance the historic alchemist had not discovered the 
powder of projection, but had received it from someone else and was unable 
to make it, he concluded that other and higher adepts were in the baCk
ground and unknown to history. 

The next meeting, held on the 31st, was a very crowded one, the 
largest ever held by the Scottish Lodge. The pnncipal item in the 
programme was a paper by the President on " Occult Science in its relation 
to Physical Sciences ". The lecturer defined occultism as that part of the 
whole sum of human knowledge and wisdom which was kept secret at any 
time and only revealed to a few under strict pledges. This must be a 
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varying quantity-the more material and selfish mankind were, the less 
they might safely know. Of this, the hidden part of the knowledge of the 
processes and forces of nature might be called occult science. The object 
of this course is to point out to the scientist the teachings now made public 
of Occult Science, in order to show him a path along which investigation 
may proceed with certainty of good results. 

It has been determined to print the transactions of the Scottish Lodge. 
The first number, which will shortly appear, will contain the two papers 
mentioned above, and a selection from the most interesting questions and 
answers, and the chief points discussed. The price will be 6d. a copy, and 
the Transactions can be ordered from the Librarian, Mr. A. P. Cattanach, 
67, Brunswick Street, Edinburgh. An early application is suggested as 
most of the issue has been already subscribed for. 

IRELAND. 

Dublin Lodge.-During October the Key to Theosophy Monday evening 
classes were well attended, and the studies varied by a chapter from Echoes 
from the Orient at the last meeting. 

At the regular open meetings the attendance now consists of those 
who are more anxious to hear of Theosophy than to have an opportunity of 
ventilating ideas upon every conceivable topic. The Secrtf Doctrine class 
on ThurSdays pursues its steady course. 

Mrs. Besallt's lecture on the 30th brought a full house in the Antient 
Concert Rooms, and the manner in which the questions were put testified 
to the increasing thoughtfulness of the general public in Dublin on the 
leading ideas which Theosophy puts forward. 

SWEDEN. 

Among the latest publications in Swedish are the Perfect Way and 
Dreams and Dream Stories by the late Dr. Anna Kingsford. A systematic 
study of the Key to Theosophy has been arranged by the Swedish Branch. 
The request of our ScandlOavian brethren to be allowed to continue their 
system of voluntary contributions has been acceded to by the Executive 
Committee. 

FRANCE. 

Steady work is proceeding from our new Siege Franf"'" at Paris. The 
new series of Le Lotus Bleu has been sent out to the number of nine hundred. 
Large numbers of letters have been answered. Regular meetings are held 
every Wednesday evening, and a useful pamphlet for distribution has been 
struck off. 

SPAIN. 

The most important event of the month in connection with the Lodge 
at Barcelona and its future progress, is the arrival in that town of our 
brother Montoliu, who intends making a stay of some duration. All our 
brothers awaited his arrival with lively impatience, knowing that his 
presence would enforce the regularity and activity necessary to the 
meetings amI studies. Light 011 the Path has been translated by 
hrother Montoliu, and has just been published under the title LUI en el 
Sende,·o. The translation is very faithful to the original, and its author 
has heen able to preserve the mystical tone. Echoes from the Orient 
(Ecos del Oriente) of our brother William Q. Judge has also been translated 
and published. This, of which one cannot speak too highly, is certainly 
calculated to render great service to the cause of Theosophy in Spain. It 
has been decided to have printed sevelal hundreds of collections of the first 
series of the Estudws Teosoficos, the second series being now begun. There 
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have also been sent to Brother Budd (Mexico) two hundred copies of Eros 
del One,,", Teosojia, Ltu eI' el S,nde,o, and two hundred numbers of Estudios 
T eosofit:4s. 

Brother Roviralta had previously. distributed, in Spain and her 
colonies, 3,700 numbers of the Estudios Teosoficos, and 400 of this month's 
issue; he has also sent 60 pamphlets, Theosophy and its Enemies (La 
Teosojia y sus Enemigos, par Montoliu), 60 pamphlets, What is Theosophy J 
also 194 copies of Eros del Oriente. 

The meetings of the Barcelona Group have been inaugurated this 
month by a Resume of the different systems of Indian Philosophy, in order 
to make known the general terminology before commencing other 
studies. The Lodge at Madrid has four new members. We can therefore 
say that two branches exist, Madrid and Barcelona, since the number of 
members is greater than the minimum necessary for the formation of a 
Branch. 

The Raza FIIt.,a (" The Coming Race" of Bulwer Lytton) is also 
finished (translated by Montoliu) and is to be published immediately at 
Madrid. We have sent from Madrid 440 pamphlets, What is Theosophy J 
to all parts of Corogue (Galicia) in order to further and give weight to the 
propaganda of our Brother Pol in that country. 

JOSE XIFRi, F.T.S. 
AMERICAN SECTION. 

The Path reports two new Branches, the Pleiades Lodge T.S., Soquel, 
California, and the Salt Lake T.S., Salt Lake City, Utah Terr. 

The Catholic Sentinel, the leading R. C. weekly of the Nonhwest, 
issued at Portland, Oregon, has a leader on Theosophy which is a 
reprint word for word of an article by Annie Besant. Here we have a 
leading Roman Catholic journal printing verbatim and as an editorial leader, 
and advancing as its own conception of Theosophy, a Theosophical 
article by ourselves. 

We notice with unqualified pleasure a branch of literary activity of the 
Brooklyn T.S.; papers on Theosophical subjects are typed out and provided 
with stout covers, thus forming a most valuable series of Theosophical 
pamphlets. The process is inexpensive, even if hired labour is employed, 
but in a society like the T.S., where so many of our members are expert 
typists, the expense is reduced to nil. 

COL. OLCOTT, the P,esident Founde" in California.-\Vhen it became 
known that Col. Olcott was to pass through San Francisco en ,oute for 
Japan, preparations were at once made to give him an appropriate welcome. 
He was telegraphed to, to consent to the urgent request of the F.T.S. 
of Sacramento, the capital city, that he would stop for a day and give them 
the pleasure of meeting him and listening to an address upon TheO!;ophy 
and H.P.B. A delegation, headed by Dr. J. S. Cook and other pioneer 
Theosophists, met the President at the station, and escorted him to the 
residence of Dr. Cook. On the same evening, Col. Olcott delivered a 
characteristic address upon" Theosophy and Madame Blavatsky", to au 
audience that crowded Pythian Castle, the finest hall in the city. The 
local press reports of the lecture were full and fair. 

Col. Olcott left Sacramento for San Francisco, October 3rd, and waf> 
met at the 16th Street Station, Oakland, by a delegation led by Mr. Judge, 
who had returned to San Francisco, having changed route and dates of 
his own tour especially to meet and welcome his worthy colkague, the 
President-Founder. Here was a sight to cheer the hearts of all true 
Theosophists-the President and Vice· President, the two remaining 
Founders of the T.S., meeting on these distant shores of the Pacific, 
grasping hands and greeting each other as brothers bound by no common 
tie. 
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Once under the shelter of the Pilgrim's Pacific Coast Rest, and in the care 
of hospitable Mrs. and Dr. J. A. Anderson, the Colonel prepared for a grand 
T .S. reception at Headquarters, and for the ordeal of interviews by reporters. 
Next morning the daily papers gave good and lengthy reports, headed with 
cuts of the Colonel, and the city was agog with curiosity and interest to see 
and hear the Theosophical Lion of the hour. The Metropolitan rarely 
holds so many intelligent and studious people as assembled to hear Col. 
Olcott speak upon "Theosophy and Madame Blavatsky". In a few 
impressive words Mr. Judge reviewed the career of the lecturer, spoke of 
services rendered to his country in time of peril, and of his life-work of 
devotion to Theosophy; and as the Colonel rose to speak, a cordial burst of 
applause greeted him. For nearly an hour the audience listened with rapt 
attention as Colonel Olcott spoke of the founding of the T.S., its brave 
struggle against bigotry, conservatism and ignorance, and the grand success 
of the Society, as demonstrated by its universal and wide-spread power and 
influence in the minds of progressive and thinking people the world over. 
He spoke also of .. my colleague", she who, never knowing an hour's 
freedom from physical pain, yet heroically thought, wrote and worked while 
life lasted, that the heavy Karma of the world might be lifted, even though 
she bore it upon already over-burdened shoulders; and last, of the bright, 
hopeful future of Theosophy, which, if the work of the Masters was carried 
on with the same fervent devotion, would leaven the whole world and 
rejoice the hearts of the Real Founders, who, with watchful eyes and loving 
hearts, noted each faithful labourer in the Great Work. 

At the T.S. Reception given by Col. Olcott at Headquarters, every 
Theosophist in San Francisco and the vicinity who could go, attended. 
A right royal reception it was. Both the President and Vice-President' 
spoke at length, after which general conversation followed, and only at a 
late hour did the gathering break up. 

On October 8th, at 8 P.M., Col. Olcott, attended by thirty or forty ladies 
and gentlemen, members of local Branches, boarded the T apan steamer 
.. Belgic ", and awaited the hour of sailing. Assembled on tne deck of the 
great steamer were a host that surrounded the President, and eagerly 
listened to his words of counsel and encouragement, and his earnest wishes 
for the continued spread and power of Theosophy upon the Pacific coast. 

ALLEN GRIFFITHS. 

Tour of the General Secretary.-W. Q. Judge is arousing all the Pacific 
Coast to enthusiastic interest in Theosophy. We have received newspaper 
reports of the most glowing description, and from private advices we learn 
that the audiences have been great, as many as 2,000 persons assembling 
at a time to listen to Theosophical teachings. He has spoken at Seattle, 
Tacoma, Portland, Stockton, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and a dozen or 
more other places, and from each comes the same report of unbroken 
success. It is remarkable that on both sides of the, Atlantic so great a 
.. boom" should have marked the autumn following H.P.B.'s departure, 
and those who are in the rush of the work can have no doubt that the true 
Founders of the Society behind the veil are at once sending out the energy 
everywhere visible, and directing its flow. 
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IIIPORTDT NOTICE. 

A REVISED EDITION OF THE "SECRET DOCTRINE" • 

. The second edition of H.P.B.'s masterpiece being exhausted, a third 
edition has to be put in hand immediately. Every effort is being made to 
thoroughly revise the new edition, and the editors earnestly request all students 
who may read this notice to send in as full lists of "errata" as possible. 
Verifications of references and quotations, mis-spellings, errors of indexing, 
indication of obscure passages, &c., &c., will be most thankfully received. It 
is important that the " e"ata" of the first part of Volume I. should be sent 
in immediately. 

ANNIE BESANT. 
G. R. S. MEAD. 

ijI; btD.5D,p biral 
AND 

~V.5tir I1nbliratiDu.5. 
THE THEOSOPHIST begins its 

XIIIth volume with the October number, 
and may it lon~ enjoy a useful existence. 
P. C. MukherJi writes discursively on 
the "Antiquity of Aryan EvolutIOn", 
without however adding anything new in 
fact or theory. In speaking of alphabets, 
however, he reminds us that "In India, 
Manu, the legislator, mentions a writing 
composed ofletters the offspring of COUIlI'S 

(V."uz)". Jehangir Sorabji writes in a 
somewhat exaggerated style of "Our 
Teacher", in fact, to borrow from Horace, 
"p,ojicit ampul/as", if not "sesfjuipeda/ia 
ve,6a ". Under the title, "A Modern 
Rishi", some account is given of the 
famous Kally Krishna Mitter, a man re
nowned throughout India for his learning, 
piety and good deeds. Babu Kally Krishna 
during his long life won the undivided 
affection ofall who knew him, and in death 
retains tbat affection. He was identified 
with many important reforms and spent 
much time ID relieving suffering by 
homreopathic remedies. He was learned 
in many languages and a great student of 
esoteric knowledge. Above all he rever
enced, H.P.B. "The last book this devoted 
student read and re-read, and caused to 
be kept open on a chair before him, was 
Madame Blavatsky's Sec,et Doct,ine. • • 
On his death-bed he read the book, 
propped up by pillows on all sides, every 
morning after he had heard the h'ymns 
his grand-daughters sang to him.' In 
fact, " the subject of his devoted study in 
later life was chiefly Theosophical writ
ings". J. W. Brodie Innes next writes 
on II Instruction: Oriental and Occi
dental", and puts in a plea for Western 

Occultism, arguing that in the West four 
minds out of five will more readily take 
to Occidental than to Oriental systems of 
Occultism, and therefore it would be 
better to translate Sanskrit terms into 
Western terms, seeing that the ideas are 
the same. But adkuc su6 judice lis est, 
and time is the judge. The translation of 
the II Tejo-bindu Upanishad of the 
Krishna-Yajur Veda" is continued. The 
sixth chapter is remarkable for the re
peated identification of the indh'idual 
soul with Brahm. Some idea may be had 
of the mysterious dignity of tbe original 
from the passage, II So I That' is I I " 
, That' is 'I'. I That' alone is 'I'. 
, That' alone is ' I '. The eternal Brahm 
alone is'!'." But we must hearit chanted 
to appreciate it. This chapter is also re
markable for a category of quaint similes 
that are extremely instructive. A. Nila
kantha ShA.stri writes learnedly and inter
estingly on II Sravanam .. , an important 
yearly ceremony celebrated in the fifth 
month, " a festive day brought round by 
the revolution of the sacred year". An an
swer is attempted to the query, What year? 
Rama Prasad follows with a continuation 
of his" Astrology", giving some exceed
ingly instructive information on the four 
. Vedas. Thomas Williams writes briefly on 
"Karma and Fatalism", dealin~ skilfully 
with the subject. "A Translation of the 
Sankbya-Tattwa-Kaumudi of Vachaspati 
Misra", is commenced by Ganganatha Jha, 
B.A. The treatise belongs to the SA.nkh ya 
school. The controversy on "Is Retro
gression possible?" continues. We would 
"enture to pour oil on the troubled waters 
as far as the legend of Bharata's meta-
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morphosis is concerned, by recalling to 
the minds of our learned brothers the 
story of PrnjApati and Rohit, the mystic 
buck and deer in the Aitareva Brtihmana. 
H. P. B. describes Rohit in the Tluoso· 
fJhica/ Glossary as "the form assumed by 
"V4ch (the female Logos and female aspect 
of BrahmA, who created her out of one 
half of his body) to escape the amorous 
pursuits of her • father', who transformed 
himself for that purpose into a buck or red 
deer". Ver6. SlIP. 

THE PATH for October presents us 
with a paper by V. C. Lonakar, in which 
Brotherhood is treated from the point of 
view of the Bluzgavad Gild, under the title 
.. The Criterion of Morality". .. This 
consciousness of unity, of undividedness, 
distinguishes the true moral sentiment, 
and that of personality, of separation, in
dicates immoral sentiments, as taught by 
Aryan philosophy", writes the author; and 
the editor annotates, .. Emerson defines 
virtue as being the adherence, in action, 
to the true nature of things". Lily A. 
Long tells a beautiful tale of how the 
.. Teacher's" friends raised an im· 
perishable monument to him by service. 
William Q. Judge tells us "Why Races 
die out ". Dr. Keightley in writing on 
th difficult subject of .. Karma and Free 
Will", says, .. freedom of will is only 
possible for man when he is in close 
alliance with nature and her laws ". W. 
Q. J. italicises some .. Hidden Hints" 
from the Secret Doctrine concerning comets 
and cycles, and .. Tea Table Talk" intro· 
duces us to a rival to Antonina and treats 
wisely of several psychic phenomena. 
Some selections from the Desati, bearing 
on .. Karma" complete the articles. A. 
F. in reviewing the Theosophist rises in 
wrath against the carelessness of the editor 
in passing celtain translations, and we 
agree with him. But are there two A. 
F.'s, one for reviewing the TlltoSQPhist 
and another who shuts his eyes when the 
pamphlets of the Oriental Department are 
around? 

THE BUDDHIST, in a note to a 
translation from Krivyaselehara, gives the 
five hurtful trades as .. the rearing of 
animals for slaughter, the manufacture 
of weapons of war, the preparation of 
meat, intoxicants and poisons for unlaw
ful purposes". There is an interesting 
discussion also as to the question whether 
Buddhism is atheistic or theistic. The 
editor takes the safe ground of the" mean", 
and shows that Buddhism is atheistic in 
denying the concept of a personal deity, 
with exaggerated human attributes, but 
theistic, in the best sense of the word, in 
all else. O. A. A. Jayasekera contributes 

some notes from a \vork of RAjendralAl 
Mitra on .. Paticl;asamuppAda : the Doc
trine of theCauses of Sentient Existence ", 
that will prove of interest to students of 
metaphysics and the philosophy of the 
Nid4.nas. Several papers are reprinted 
from the Theosophist, notably the article 
on Buddha Gaya by S. E Gopalacharlu, 
and .. Three Aspects of the Theosophical 
Movement" by E. T. Sturdy. Annie 
Besant's farewell address to the Hall of 
Science is also repnnted. 

LE LOTUS BLEU, in the second 
number of its new series, continues the 
useful study, entitled .. Introduction a 
l'Etude de la Doctrine Secrete". The 
writer completes his chronological &I1ujJ 
d'mi/ of e\"olution, and, under the titfe 
.. Cosmosophie ", proceeds to treat of the 
plan of the Universe according to that 
lDexhaustible storehouse of esoteric in· 
struction. This is good solid work. Dr. 
Bonnejoy writes enthusiastically on 
.. Vegetarianism ". Under the title" Les 
Premieres Epreuves ", our colleague, 
E. J. Coulomb, has delivered the first 
.. conference" in the rooms of our new 
Centre at Paris. It is a powerful lecture, 
both for matter and style. Most interest
ing is Amaravella's article .. Les Esprits 
de la Chine ", which should be read 
together with H.P.B.'s article in our pre
sent issue. Guymiot's instructive paper 
on "Le Monde Invisible" and the con
tinuation of the translation of the Key, 
complete an excellent number, which is 
further impro\'ed by a series of questions 
and answers on the same lines as the 
Forum, Prasllottara and V4han. \Ve cor
dially recommend Le Lotus Bleu to those 
of our readers who are acquainted with 
French. 

THE V AHAN, for November, is not 
quite as interesting as the number that 
preceded it; but then NO.3 was an espe
cially good number. A question on 
~Iusic from the occult stand/?Dint pro
duces an answer from "C. C. B. ", in 
which everything is suggested and nothing 
is stated. It is a difficult subject, how
ever, and requires considerable knowledge 
for its proper treatment. The number is 
a good one, however, and the answers are 
mostly marked with sound common
sense. 

TEOSOFISK TIDSKRIFT translates 
several of the speeches at the late Con
vention, but most of its space is gil'en to 
general news of the T.S. and of the move· 
ment in Sweden. A good answer to a 
question on Hypnotism is to be noticed. 

THEOSOPHICAL SIFfINGS,Vol. IV., 
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No. 12, contains a paper on .. Theosophy 
and Theosophical Christianity". The 
writes thinks that there is a fundamental 
gulf between orthodox Christian belief 
and the philosophic pantheism to which 
so many ofthe members of the T.S. sub
scribe. The difference is expressed as 
the belief in .. a Being, not in Dei1lg, .•. 
a Spirit, not in Spirit". Two other 
papers complete the number, one by Miss 
Off on the .. Requirements of a Theoso
phic Life ", and the other reprinted from 
one of the early numbers of LUCIFER, en
titled" Aspiration and Environment ". 

PAUSES sends us its second number 
from Bombay. It reprints two papers by 
Dr. Franz Hartmann, "H. P. Blavatsky 
and her, Mission" and "What is true 
Christianity? ", "The Wilkesbarre Let
ters" by A. Ful1erton, and other shorter 
papers from the 17zeosoplzist and Herl1/~tist. 

THE ORIENTAL DEPARTMENT, 
No.8 of the American, and No. I of the 
European Section, contains a digest of 
the Garuda Purdna by M. N. D"i\'edi, 
which would be improved by a few notes 
and an explanation to guard readers 
against imagining that any but a mystical 
meaning should be searched for in it. The 
European edition has fortunately been 
edited. The contribution on .. Yoga 
Philosophy" will prove exceedingly valu
able to students of the Voice of the S;/enc~. 

The slokas from the same source as the 
Goldm Precepts given in the Theosophist 
(Vol. I., pp. 86, 87),original1y appeared in 
the Dull/i" University Magazi1l& in a most 
curious series of papers, entitled "The 
Dream of Ravan ". They occur in the last 
of the papers, April (not January) 1854. 
Several slokas are omitted which we take 
the liberty of reproducing. 

After the words, .. Tu me beholding, it 
appears Quietism itself, personified with 
hints", add: • 

"As a painting of divine bliss: a 
sculptured form of the sovereign happi. 
ness; a grove of trees uf joy, erectly 
standing: 

of A bud of golden Champa; or a statue 
of ambrosia: or a many sprinkled herbary 
of fresh and tender green." 

After the simile of the diamonds, add: 
.. Like grains of tiny rubies, minute 

perhaps as atoms, so come forth over the 
whole body tips of tiny hair ". 

At bottom of page 10, add: 
.. Behold the Sadhaka (the thaumaturgic 

saint) departeth, but the talk of his foot
steps remains behind: there in various 
places invisibility and the other super. 
natural faculties become acquired ". 

Page I I is not found in the Magazi1l&. 
We hope to revert to this subject in our 

next issue and have something more to 
say about the" Dream of Ravan ". 

BRANCH WORK: Paper No. 21 of 
the American Section is entitled" A Theo. 
sophical view of Woman ", and the 
authoress is Mrs. ~Iercie M. Thirds. The 
paper has probably opened up much dis· 
cussion in the Lodges that have listened 
to it. The idea. lor instance, that it is 
the part of man to labour and of woman 
to suffer is a reckless challenge in an 
ordinary Lodge. No. 9 of the Indian 
Section reprints Annie Besant's article on 
"Karma and Free Will" from the Path, 
and S. V. Edge makes some valuable 
suggestions for increased activity. 

THE SPHINX, for Novemher, gives 
us a paper on "Hudson Tuttle", the 
American trance·writer and speaker, 
whose contention is that the whole 
of modern Spiritualism and all that 
has grown out of it rests upon physical 
manilestations, and that to condemn 
them is to loosen the whole fabric and to 
force back enquirers into Materialism. 
In " Two Cases of Telepathy" are related 
two remarkable and well·attested cases of 
presentation of the astral form, one during 
the life of the body, the other in the hour 
of death. In the" Mystic in Madness" 
Dr. Kuhlenbeck contrasts the philosophy 
of Du Prel with that of a certain Dr. 
Specht who attacks Du Prel's conclusions; 
Dr. Raphael von Koeber completes his 
paper on .. Individualistic Monism ", and 
Franz Imkoff writes on .. Hypnotism and 
its Practice ", a new work by Dr. Florel, 
of ZOrich, in which the question of the 
morality of hypnotic suggestion is fully 
discussed. Correspondence on former 
articles closes a highiy interesting number. 

NEW PAMPHLETS. A number of 
cheap pamphlets are being rapidly pro
duced and quite a new phase is coming 
over our The(,sophical literature. There 
is a marked tendency in several of our 
writers whose articles fairly bristled with 
strange terms, to confine themseh'es to a 
style that is almost entirely innocent of 
every technicality. Annie Besant is re
sponsible for two new pamphlets, Tile 
Sphin.T of Theosophy, price 3d., and It, De-

fence of Th~osophy, price 2d. They are the 
reports of lectures delivered at the Port· 
man Rooms and St. James' Hall, London. 
Th(J()sophy and Occultism, price 3d., is the 
reprint of the article in our last number 
on this subject by G. R. S. Mead, who is 
also responsible for a leaflet Theosophy 
and Religion (25. 6d. per 100). E. T. 
Sturdy has written a short pamphlet 
entitled lluosophy and Ethics, price Id. 
Womanhn./ and the Ri!Jle, by Libra, also 
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is a good pamphlet on this important 
subject i its price is 3d. 

The ABC 0/ Theosophy is a Jd. pamph
let published by Simpkin, Marshall & Co.,_ 
from the pen of F. Snowden Ward. It 
has already run through several editions. 
The later editions are improved by the 
correction of several points which were 
obscure and misleading, and we now con
gratulate Mr. Ward on producing a most 
useful little pamphlet for distribution. All 
the above are procurable at the Theoso
phical Publishing Society, 7, Duke Street, 
Adelphi, W.C. 

LE CATECHISME BOUDDHIQUE, 
the French translation ofCo1.0Icott'sBud
dltisl Calecltism,'1ppears in a revised and en
larged edition, containing the twenty· 
eight new questions and answers lately 
added by the author. 

THE INDIANOPOLIS LETTERS on 
Theosophy is the title of a pamphlet 
by Alexanller Fullerton, price 10 cents 
(6d.). It is a collection of letters con
tributed 10 The Senlina/, Indianopolis, 
Ind.,. and is a very useful pamphlet for 
enquIrers. 

doings of our Spanish members that 
argues well for their Theosophy. 

THE HINDOO MAGAZINE is a new 
effort to revive the religious spirit ofIndia, 
tinder the editorship of Amrita Lal Roy, 
65, Okhil Mistry's Lane, Calcutta. The 
object of the new venture is thus stated: 

II We do not in this Magazine wish to 
preach the preeminence of the Hindoo 
religion over all others or to wean men 
from the r. .. iths they follow. Our only 
object is to supply to those of our English
educated countrymen who are Hindoos 
by birth and instinct, the lost basis of 
their religious faith." 

This is an excellent object and we wish 
it every success. The subscription is 
Rs. 3 and single copies Ans. 4. 

IN MEMORIAM. The Dutch transla
tion of this important series of articles 
from LUCIFER has just reached us. If any 
answer to the S.P.R. report was needed, 
surely this will prO\·e sufficient. 

DE WILKESBARRE BRIEVEN is the 
Dutch tr;lOslation of Alexander Fullerton's 
useful pamphlet, .. The Wilkesbarre 

LUX EN EL SENDERO is the Spanish Letters". It is to be regretted that the 
title of Lieh' on Ike Pallt, it is sent free to list of Branches and names of officials 
al1 suhscribers to Esludios TeosJjicos. printed ;It the end by the translator has 
There is a courtly liberality in the literary not been brought up to date. 
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The Edittn' does not hold he,self responsible fo, any opinions, whethe, religious, 

philosophical tn' ~ocial, expressed in signed arlicles. 

OOngbt '«bt0.50pbist.s to bt Ilrnpagaubist.s? 

~ VER si.nce the Theosophical Society was founded it has been 
~ composed of two wings, united as to the object to be sought 
but differing as to the method of sea.rch. One wing was in favour of 
sowing broadcast the seeds of knowledge and truth, scattering them in 
every direction, so that if there chanced to be within reach of the 
sower 1\ piece of good and fertile soil, ready to receive such germs, 
that ground might not be left barren for lack of the grain that therein 
might spring forth and bear abundantly fruit fitted for the feeding of 
man. The other wing preferred to avoid publicity as much as 
possible, and rather-so far as I understand its policy-to plant a 
seed carefully when fit soil was discovered, and to scatter none which 
might fall amid briars and on rocky places. 

H. P. B., to whom this journal owes its being, was distinctly in 
favour of persistent and public propaganda, and was constantly urging 
all those who looked to her for guidance to spread in every direction 
the seed she placed in their hands. At the end of every century, c;he 
was never weary of saying, an attempt was made by the MASTERS of 
WISDOM to touch the heart and brain of mankind, and They patiently 
sent messengers, century after century. to sow the good seed. With 
the evolution of the race, the time had now come when many in the 
West were ready to receive the seed, and the only way of reaching 
these was to proclaim the Truth everywhere, so that those who were 
ready might hear and have opportunity of receiving it. When the 
century came to its end, the door would once more be closed, so that 
the time was brief and the need was urgent. The one chance of 

I 
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carrying the Theosophical Society over the threshold of the twentieth 
century, and so of maintaining an agency which should continue to 
labour during the first seventy-five years of that century, and of pre
paring the minds of the people so that the next Messenger might find 
awaiting him a band of prepared disciples and an agency ready to his 
hand-the one chance of doing this lay in carrying on a vigorous 
propaganda in every direction, so that out of the many called a Yew 
might be found fit to carryon the work. 

Now this policy is vehemently disapproved by some who in the 
columns of a contemporary are carrying on an attack on myself 
marked by a liberal display of the qualities they disapprove. Hasty 
judgment, opinions formed without knowledge, condemnation ex
pressed without enquiry, are the somewhat curious weapons of a 
school that prides itself on moderation; but this matters little so far 
as I am personally concerned. What does matter is the question of 
policy: Ought Theosophists to be propagandists? 

For those who regard H. P. Blavatsky as the mouthpiece of 
II Those behind the veil ", the answer must, of course, be II Yes". 
But there is authority other than her personal opinion on this point. 
One of the MASTERS has stated in a letter published to the world that 
the great I1ped of the Western World is a knowledge of the doctrines 
of Reincarnation and Karma, and, apart from this, as They thought fit 
to found an exoteric society, one might fairly conclude that it was to 
do exoteric work. The doctrines of Brotherhood, of Reincarnation, 
of Karma, of the sevenfold nature of the constitution of Man and of 
the Universe-these, with some others concerned with the evolution 
of man and with his future destiny, are doctrines, it seems to me, 
given out with a view to their being made widely known. The Fifth 
Race has already reached the point at which the germs of its sixth 
sub-race-its last but one-are appearing: it is in its Manasic period, 
its fifth sub-race, and is itself the Manasic Race of the Fourth Round. 
Not only so, but, in the West, science is beginning to step into 
kingdoms hitherto unknown, and to lay its grasp on forces hitherto 
carefully concealed. Already we see Society exposed to new dangers 
from the knowledge of what is called hypnotism, to all the ghastly 
possibilities brought within range by the power of hypnotic suggestion. 
Nothing can avail to stop this forward movement of the race, and all 
that remains is to endeavour to raise the moral standard, to base the 
Brotherhood of Man on a rational and intelligible foundation, so that 
it may serve as an effective curb on the infliction of injury, to deepen 
the sense of responsibility by spreading the knowledge of Re
incarnation, and to stimulate the feeling of duty by the teaching 
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of Karmic law. Surely this knowledge, so vital to the well-being of 
the race, is not to be laid aside, hidden in a napkin, for the private 
consumption of the few, but is rather to be spread abroad everywhere 
for the helping of man. 

For there is here no question of Occultism, of knowledge for 
which the race is as yet unprepared, and the spreading of which would 
cause evil rather than good. I grant to the fullest that Occultism is 
not a matter for propaganda, either by book or by tongue. It always 
has been, and probably always must be, a lesson to be imparted 
privately by teacher to pupil, to be slowly learned by individual effort. 
All that debate arises on is the method of propaganda of truths 
admittedly intended for publication. There is no secret about the 
doctrines above-named; but it is alleged that to teach them by books 
is right, to teach them from the platform is wrong. Bluntly put, this 
means that they are to be kept as the possession and for the enjoy
ment of highly cultivated and wealthy persons, while the poor shall be 
left in darkness and in ignorance. It is not a question of what shall 
be told, but of who shall be told, what public shall be addressed. 

Now the Theosophical Society is a Brotherhood that recognises 
no distinction of class, and Those Who founded it, like the BUDDHA 
and JESUS, are no respecters of persons. In India, Col. Olcott was 
sent lecturing throughout the length and breadth of the land. In 
England, H. P. Blavatsky bade me visit all towns in which I could 
get a hearing, and proclaim the teachings of Theosophy. So that as 
far as I am personally concerned, propaganda in every suitable form, 
by platform, pen, private conversation and correspondence, all in their 
several ways are equally available and equally right. 

But I cannot see that any dispute should arise in this matter, 
since each worker is answerable for his own work, and not for the 
work of other people. Each is judged by the Good Law and answers 
to Karma, and the judgment of his fellows is but of small import. 
One thing is certain: that those who follow the teaching laid down 
for us by H. P. Blavatsky must not judge others because their 
methods and ways are not ours. We need not follow them ourselves, 
but we have no right to judge their conduct. For them their own 
way may be the best way; nay, if it be chosen with full desire to do 
the right, it is the best way. All labourers are needed; all work done 
with single eye and pure motive is good work; no portion of the field 
must be left uncultivated, and if all did the same some parts would be 
over cultivated, and others would be left untended. The knowledge 
that we are trying to follow the lines laid down for us by our Teacher 
while she was with us should not lead us to condemn those who 
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follow other roads, since they," like ourselves, are trying to do the best. 
If they blame us hastily, it is for us to remember that we stand or fall 
each to his own Master, not to our brethren. If our work be good, it 
will stand, let who will criticise us or condemn, and fuller knowledge 
of our ways and aims will probably soften harsh judgments and correct 
unkind views. The main thing is that each should do his own work, 
i.e., tqe work for which he is best fitted, to the very fullest of 
his powers, and then, indifferent to all save Duty, leave the results 
to the Good Law. 

IN CONFIRMATION OF OCCULTISM. 

MODERN Science is evidently nearing the borderland of the domain of 
Occultism. The heretical science of Theosophy seems likely to become 
orthodox in the near future. We take the following from the Pall Mall 
Gazette of November 14th:-

ELECTRICAL POSSnULlTIES OF THE FUTURE. 

TELEGRAPHY WITHOUT WIRKS. 

Last night at the third annual dinner of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Professor 
William Crookes, in proposing the toast of the evening. " Electricity in relation to 
science," said that they had happily outgrown the preposterous notion that research 
in any department of science was mere waste of time. The facts of elllCtrolysis were 
bv no means either completely detected or co-ordinated. They pointed to the great 
probability that electricity was atomic, that an electrical atom was as definite a quantity 
as a chemical atom. It had been computed that in a single cubic foot of the ether which 
filled all sp~ce there were locked up 10,000 foot tons of energy which had hitherto 
escaped notice. To unlock this boundlesll store and subdue it to the service of man 
was a task Which awaited the electrician of the future. The latest researches gave 
well-founded hopes that this vast storehouse of power was not hopelessly inaccessible. 
Up to the present time they had been acquainted with only a very narrow range of 
ethereal vibrations; but the researches of Lodge in England and Hertz in Germany 
ga\'e an almost infinite range of ethereal vibrations or electrical rays from 1\'ave-lengths 
of thousands of miles down to a few feet. Here was unfolded a new and astonishing 
universe-one which it was hard to conceive should be powerless to transmit and 
impart intelligence. Professor Nikola Tesla had lighted a room by producing in it 
such a condition that an illuminating appliance might be placed anywhere and lighted 
without being electrically connected with anything. He suspended two sheets of 
metal, each connected with one of the terminals of the coil. If an exhausted tube was 
carried anywhere between these sheets, and placed anlwhere, it remained always 
luminous. The extent to which this method of iIIummation might be practically 
available experiment alone could decide. From Tesla's researches it appeared that a 
true flame could now be produced without chemical aid. The slower vibrations to 
which he (the speaker) had referred revealed the bewildering possibility of telegraphy 
without Wires, posts, cables, or any of our present costly appliances, It was vain to 
attempt to picture the marvels of the future. Progress, as Dean Swift observf'd, 
might be too fast for endurance. Sufficient for this generation were the wonders 
thereof. 
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). It1uittbtb lift. 
[AS NARRATED BY A QUILL PEN.]* 

~ 

~l!c T was a dark chilly night in September, 1884' A heavy gloom had 
<I descended over the streets of A ;~ ~, ~', a small town on the Rhine, 
and was hanging like a black funeral-pall over the dull factory burgh. 
The greater number of its inhabitants, wearied by their long day's work, 
had hours before retired to stretch their tired limbs and lay their aching 
heads upon their pillows. All was quiet in the large house; all was quiet 
in the deserted streets. 

I too was lying in my bed; alas, not one of rest, but of pain and sick
ness, to which I had been confined for some days. So still was everything 
in the house, that, as Longfellow has it, its stillness seemed almost 
audible. I could plainly hear the murmur of the blood, as it rushed 
through my aching body, producing that monotonous singing so familiar 
to one who lends a watchful ear to silence. I had listened to it until, in 
my nervous imagination, it had grown in~o the sound of a distant cataract, 
the fall of mighty waters ..... when, suddenly changing its character, 
the ever-growing "singing" merged into other and far more welcome 
sounds. It was the low, and at first scarce audible, whistler of a human 
voice. It approached, and gradually strengthening seemed to speak in my 
very ear. Thus sounds a voice speaking across a blue quiescent lake, in 
one of those wondrously acoustic gorges of the snow-capped mountains, 
where the air is so pure that a word pronounced half a mile off seems 
almost at the elbow. Yes; it was the voice of one whom to know is to 
reverence; of one, to me, owing to many mystic associations, most dear 
and holy; a voice familiar for long years and ever welcome; doubly so in 
hours of mental or physical suffering, for it always brings with it a ray of 
hope and consolation. 

" Courage", it whispered in gentle, mellow tones. " Think of the days 
passed by you in sweet associations; of the great lessons received of 
Nature's truths; of the many errors of men concerning these truths, and 
try to add to them the experience of a night in this city. Let the 
narrative of a strange life, that will interest you, help to shorten the hours 
of suffering. •• Give your attention. Look yonder before you I " 

"Yonder" meant the clear, large windows of an empty house on the 

• The following story appeared originally in the Theosophist. Several of such stories 
by H.P.B. have appeared in \'arious publications, and previous to her departure she 
collected them together and thoroughly revised them, adding fresh matter for republication. 
H. P. B. used to refer to this collection as her .. Nightmare Tales" .-EDS. 
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olher side of the narrow street of the German town. They faced my own 
in almost a straight line across the street, and my bed faced the windows 
of my sleeping room. Obedient to the suggestion, I directed my gaze 
toward them, and what I saw made me for the time being forget the agony 
of the pain that racked my swollen arm and rheumatical body. 

Over the windows was creeping a mist; a dense, heavy, serpentine, 
whitish mist, that looked like the huge shadow of a gigantic boa slowly 
uncoiling its body. Gradually lit disappeared, to leave a lustrous light, 
soft and silvery, as though the window-panes behind reflected a thousand 
moonbeams, a tropical star-lit sky,-first from outside, then from within 
the empty rooms. Next I saw the mist elongating itself and throwing, as 
it were, a fairy bridge across the street from the bewitched windows to my 
own balcony, nay, to my very own bed. As I continued gazing, the wall 
and windows and the opposite house itself, suddenly vanished. The space 
occupied by the empty rooms had changed into the interior of another 
smaller room, in what I knew to be a Swis~ chAlet-into a study, whose 
old, dark walls were covered from floor to ceiling with book shelves on 
which were many antiquated folios, as well as works of a more recent date . 

. In the centre stood a large old-fashioned table, littered over with manu
scripts and writing materials, Before it, quill-pen in hand, sat an old 
mali; a grim-looking, skeleton-like personage, with a face so thin, so pale, 
yellow and emaciated, that the light of the sohtary little student's lamp 
was reflected in two shining spots on his high cheek-bones as though they 
were carved out of ivory. 

As I tried to get a better view of him by slowly raising myself upon 
my pillows, the whole vision, chalet and study, desk, books and scribe, 
seemed to flicker and move. dnce set in motion, they approached nearer 
and nearer, until, gliding noiselessly along the fleecy bridge of clouds 
across the street, they floated through the closed windows into my room 
and finally seemed to settle beside my bed. 

"Listen to what he thinks and is go~ng to write ",-said in soothing 
tones the same familiar, far off, and yet near voice. "Thus you will hear 
a narrative, the telling of which may help to shorten the long sleepless 
hours, and even make you forget for a while your pain .•. Try I "-it added, 
using the well-known Rosicrucian and Kabalistic formula. 

I tried, doing as I was bid. I centred all my attention on the solitary 
laborious figure that I saw before'me, but which did not see me. At first, 
the noise of the quill-pen with which the old man was writing, suggested 
to. my mind nothing more than a low whispered murmur of a 
nondescript nature. Then, gradually, my ear caught the ,indistinct words 
of a faint and distant voice, and I thought the figure before me bending 
over its manuscript, was reading its talc aloud instead of writing it. But I 
soon found out my error. For casting my gaze at the old scribe's face, I 
saw at a glance that his lips were cO:l1pressed and motionless, and the 
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voice too thin and shrill to be his voice. Stranger still, at every word 
traced by the feeble, aged hand, I noticed a light flashing from under his 
pen, a bright coloured spark that became instantaneously a sound, or-what 
is the same thing-it seemed to do so to my inner perceptions. It was 
indeed the small voice of the quill that I heard, though scribe and pen were 
at the time, perchance, hundreds of miles away frolll Germany. Such 
things will happen occasionally, especially at night, beneath whose starry 
shade, as Byron tells us, we 

". • . . learn the language of another world. • • ." 

However it may be, the words uttered by the quill remained in my 
memory for days after. Nor had I any great difficulty in retaining them, 
for when I sat down to record the story, I found it, as usual, indelibly 
impressed on the astral tablets before my inner eye. 

Thus, I had but to copy it and so give it as I received it. I failed to 
learn the name of the unknown nocturnal writer. Nevertheless, though the 
reader may prefer to regard the whole story as one made up for the 
occasion, a dream perhaps, still its incidents will, I hope, prove none the 
less interesting. 

I. 

THE STRANGER'S STORY. 

My birth-place is a small mountain hamlet, a cluster of Swiss cottages, 
. hidden deep in a sunny nook, between two tumble-down glaciers and a 
peak covered with eternal snows. Thither, thirty-seven years ago, Ire, 
turned-crippled mentally and physically-to die, if death would only have 
me. The pure, invigorating air of my birth-place decided otherwise. I 
am still alive; perhaps for the purpose of giving evidence to facts I have 
kept profoundly secret from aJl-a tale of horror I would rather hide than 
reveal. The reason for this unwillingness on my part is due to my early 
education, and to subsequent events that gave the lie to my most cherished 
prejudices. Some people might be inclined to regard these events as provi, 
dential: I, however, believe in no Providence, and yet am unable to 
attribute them to mere chance. I connect them as the ceaseless evolution 
of effects, engendered by certain direct causes, with one primary and 
fundamental cause, from which ensued all that followed. A feeble old man 
am I now, yet physical weakness has in no way impaired my mental 
faculties. I remember the smallest details of that terrible cause, which 
engendered such fatal results. It is these which furnish me with an 
additional proof of the actual existence of one whom I fain would regard
oh, that I could do so I-as a creature born of my fancy, the evanescent 

. production of a feverish, horrid dream I Oh that terrible, mild and all, 
forgiving, that saintly and respected Being! It was that paragon of all 
the virtues who embittered my whole existence. It is he, who, pushing 
me violently out of the monotonous but secure groove of daily life, was the 
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first to force upon me the certitude of a life hereafter, thus adding an 
additional horror to ohe already great enough. 

With a view to a clearer comprehension of the situation, I must 
interrupt these recollections with a few words about myself. Oh how, if I 
could, would I obliterate that hated Self! 

Born in Switzerland, of French parents, who centred the whole 
world-wisdom in the literary trinity of Voltaire, J. J. Rousseau and 
D'Holhach, and educated in a (~erman university, I grew up a thorough 
materialist, a confirmed atheist. I could never have even pictured to 
myself any heings-least of all a Being-above or even outside visible 
nature, as distinguished from her. Hence I regarded everything that 
could not be brought under the strictest analysis of the physical senses as a 
mere chimera. A soul, I argued, even supposing man has one, must be 
material. According to Origen's definition, ;'ICorpo,eus*-the epithet he gave 
to his God-signifies a substance only more subtle than that of physical 
bodies, of which, at best, we can form no definite idea. How then can 
that, of which our senses cannot enable us to obtain any clear knowledge, 
how can that make itself visible or produce any tangible manifestations? 

Accordingly, I received the tales of nascent Spiritualism with a feeling 
of utter contempt, and regarded the overtures made by certain priests with 
derision, often akin to anger. And indeed the latter feeling has never 
entirely abandoned me. 

Pascal, in the eighth Act of his "Thoughts", confesses to a most 
complete incertitude upon the existence of God. Throughout my life, I 
too professed a complete certitude as to the non-existence of any such 
extra-cosmic being, and repeated with that great thinker the memorable 
words in which he tells us :-" I have examined if this God of whom all 
the world speaks might not have left some marks of himself. I look 
everywhere, and everywhere I see nothing but obscurity. Nature offers 
me nothing that may not be a matter of doubt and inquietude." Nor have 
I found to this day anything that might unsettle me in precisely similar 
and even stronger feelings. I have never believed, nor shall I ever believe, 
in a Supreme Being. But at the potentialities of man, proclaimed far and 
wide in the East, powers so developed in some persons as to make them 
virtually gods, at them I laugh no more. My whole broken life is a protest 
against such negation. I believe in such phenomena, and-I curse them, 
whenever they come, and by whatsoever means generated. On the death 
of my parents, owing to an unfortunate lawsuit, I lost the greater part of 
my fortune, and resolved-for the sake of those I loved best, rather than 
for my own-to make another for myself. My elder sister, whom I adored, 
had married a poor man. I accepted the offer of a rich Hamburg firm and 
sailed for Japan as its junior partner. 
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For several years my business went on successfully. I got into the 
confidence of many influential Japanese, through whose protection I was 
enabled to travel and transact business in many localities, which, in those 
days especially, were not easily accessible to foreigners. Indifferent to 
every religion, I became interested in the philosophy of Buddhism, the 
only religious system I thought worthy of being called philosophical. 
Thus, in my moments of leisure, I visited the most remarkable temples of 
Japan, the most important and curious of the ninety-six Buddhist monas
teries of Kioto. I have examined in turn Day-Bootzoo, with its gigantic 
bell; Tzeonene, Enarino-Yassero, Kie-Missoo, Higadzi-Hong-Vonsi, and 
many other famous temples. 

Several years passed away, and during that whole period I was not 
cured of my scepticism, nor did I ever contemplate having my opinions on 
this subject altered. I derided the pretensions of the Japanese bonzes and 
ascetics, as I had those of Christian priests and European Spiritualists. I 
could not believe in the acquisition of powers unknown to, and never studied 
by, men of science; hence I scoffed at all such ideas. The superstitious and 
atrabilious Buddhist, teaching us to shun the pleasures of life, to put to 
rout one's passions, to render oneself insensible alike to happiness and 
suffering, in ord~r to acquire such chimerical powers-seemed supremely 
ridiculous in my eyes. 

On a day for ever memorable to me-a fatal day-I made the acquain
tance of a venerable and learned bonze, a Japanese priest, named Temoora 
Hideyeri. I met him at the foot of the golden Kwon-On, and from that 
moment he became my best and Illost trusted friend. Notwithstanding my 
great and genuine regard for him, however, whenever a good opportunity 
was offered I never failed to mock his religious convictions, thereby very 
often hurting his feelings. 

But myoid friend was as meek and forgiving as any true Buddhist's 
heart might desire. He never resented my impatient sarcasms, even when 
they were, to say the least, of equivocal propriety, and generally limited his 
replies to the" wait and see" kind of protest. Nor could he be brought 
to seriously believe in the sincerity of my denial of the existence of any 
god or gods. The full meaning of the terms" atheism" and" scepticism .. 
was beyond the comprehension of his otherwise extremely intellectual and 
acute mind. Like certain reverential Christians, he seemed incapable of 
realizing that any man of sense should prefer the wise conclusions arrived 
at by philosophy and modern science to a ridiculous belief in an invisible 
world full of gods and spirits, djins and demons. "Man is a spiritual 
being", he insisted, "who returns to earth more than once, and is rewarded 
or punished in the between times". The proposition that man is nothing 
else but a heap of organized dust, was beyond him. Like Jeremy Collier, 
he refused to admit that he was no better than" a stalking machine, a 
speaking head without a soul in it ", whose " thoughts are all bound by the 
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laws of motion ". "For ", he argued, "if my actions were, as you say, pre
scribed beforehand, and I had no more liberty or free will to change the 
course of my action than the running waters of the river yonder, then the 
glorious doctrine of Karma, of merit and demerit, would be a foolishness 
indeed." 

Thus the whole of my hypermetaphysical friend's ontology rested on 
the shaky superstructure of metempsychosis, of a fancied" just" Law of 
Retribution, and other. such equally absurd dreams. 

" We cannot", said he paradoxically one day, " hope to live hereafter 
in the full enjoyment of our consciousness, unless we have built for it 
beforehand a firm and solid foundation of spirituality. Nay, laugh 
not, friend of no faith", he meekly pleaded, "but rather think and reflect 
on this. One who has never taught himself to live in Spirit during his con
scious and responsible life on earth, can hardly hope to enjoy a sentient 
existence after death, when, deprived of his body, he is limited to that 
Spirit alone." 

" What can you mean by life in Spirit ?"-I enquired. 
"Life on a spiritual plane; that which the Buddhists call TIIshita 

Devaloka (Paradise). Man can create such a blissful existence for himself 
between two births, by the gradual transference onto that plane of all the 
faculties which during his sojourn on earth manifest through his organic 
body and, as you call it, animal brain." 

" How absurd! And how can man do this ?" 
"Contemplation and a strong desire to assimilate the blessed gods, 

will enable him to do so. " 
" And if man refuses this intellectual occupation, by which you mean, 

I suppose, the fixing of the eyes on the tip of his nose, what becomes of him 
after the death of his body ?"-was my mocking question . 

• " He will be dealt with according to the prevailing state of his con-
sciousness, of which there are many grades. At best-immediate rebirth; 
at worst-the state of avitchi, a mental hell. Yet one need not be an ascetic 
to assimilate spiritual life which will extend to the hereafter. All that is 
required is to try and approach Spirit." 

" How so? Even when disbelieving in it? "-I rejoined. 
" Even so! One may disbelieve and yet harbour in one's nature room 

for doubt, however small that room may be, and thus try one day, were it 
but for one moment, to open the door of the inner temple; and this will 
prove sufficient for the purpose." 

"You are decidedly poetical, and paradoxical to boot, reverend sir. 
Will you kindly explain to me a little more of the mystery?" 

" There is none; still I am willing. Suppose for a moment that some 
unknown temple to which you have never been before, and the existence of 
which you think you have reasons to deny, is the' spiritual plane' of 
which I am speaking. Some one takes you by the hand and leads you 
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towards its entrance, curiosity makes you open its door and look within. 
By this simple act, by entering it for one second, you have established an 
everlasting connection between your consciousness and the temple. You 
cannot deny its existence any longer, nor obliterate the fact of your having 
entered it. And according to the character and the variety of your work, 
within its hoiy precincts, so will you live in it after your consciousness is 
severed from its dwelling of flesh." 

"What do you mean? And what has my after-death consciousness
if such a thing exists-to do with the temple ?" 

"It has everything to do with it," solemnly r«:,joined the old man • 
.. There can be no self-consciousness after death outside the temple of spirit. 
That which you will have done within its plane will alone survive. All the. 
rest is false and an illusion. It is doomed to perish in the Ocean of 
Maya." 

Amused at the idea of living outside one's body, I urged on myoId 
friend to tell me more. Mistaking my meaning, the venerable man willingly 
consented. 

Temoora Hideyeri belonged to the great temple of Tzi-Onene, a 
Buddhist monastery, famous not only in all Japan, but also throughout 
Tibet and China. No other is so venerated in Kioto. Its monks belong 
to the sect of Dzeno-doo, and are considered as the most learned among 
the many erudite fraternities. They are, moreover, closely connected and 
allied with the Yamabooshi (the ascetics, or hermits), who follow the doc
trines of Lao-tze. No wonder then, that at the slightest provocation on my 
part the priest flew into the highest metaphysics, hoping thereby to cure 
me of my infidelity. 

No use repeating here the long rigmarole of the most hopelessly 
involved and incomprehensible of all doctrines. According to his ideas, we 
have to train ourselves for spirituality in another world-as for gymnastics. 
Carrying on the analogy between the temple and the" spiritual plane" he 
tried to illustrate his idea: He had himself worked in the temple of Spirit 
two-thirds of his life, and given several hours daily to .. contemplation ". 
Thus he knew (? !) that after he had laid aside his mortal casket, "a mere 
illusion ", he explained-he would in his spiritual consciousness live over 
again every feeling of ennobling joy and divine bliss he had ever had, or 
ought to have had-only a hundred-fold intensified. His work on the spirit
plane had been considerable, he said, and he hoped, therefore, that the 
wages of the labourer would prove proportionate. 

"But suppose the labourer, as in the example you have just brought 
forward in my case, should have no more than opened the temple door out 
of mere curiosity; had only peeped into the sanctuary never to set his foot 
therein again. What then? " 

"Then," he answered, "you would have only this short minute to 
record in YQur future self-conscioll,sness and no more. Our life hereafter 
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records and repeats but the impressions and feelings we have had in our 
spiritual experiences and nothing else. Thus, if instead of reverence at 
the moment of entering the abode of Spirit, you had been harbouring in 
your heart anger, jealousy or grief, then your future spiritual life would be 
a sad one, in truth. There would be nothing to record, save the opening of 
a door, in a fit of bad temper." 

"How then could it be repeated? "-1 insisted, highly amused. 
" What do you suppose I would be doing before incarnating again? " 

" In; that case," he said, speaking slowly and weighing every word
"in that case,you would have, I fear, only to open and shut the temple tkHw, over 
and over again, during a period which, however sJuwt, would sum to you all 

ete".ity. " 

This kind of after-death occupation appeared to me, at that time, so 
grotesque in its sublime absurdity, that I was seized with an almost 
inextinguishable fit of laughter. 

My venerable friend looked considerably dismayed at such a result of 
his metaphysical instruction. He had evidently not expected such hilarity. 
However, he said nothing, but only sighed and gazed at me with increased' 
benevolence and pity shining in his small black eyes. 

"Pray excuse my laughter," I apologized. "But really, now, you 
cannot seriously mean to tell me that the' spiritual state' you advocate 
and so firmly believe in, consists only in aping certain things we do 
in life?" 

" Nay, nay; not aping, but only intensifying their repetition; filling 
the gaps that were unjustly left unfilled during life in tile fruition of our 
acts and deeds, and of everything performed on the spiritual plane of 
the one real state. What I said was an illustration, and no doubt for you, 
who seem entirely ignorant of the mysteries of Soul-Vision, not a very 
intelligible one. It is myself who am to be blamed. . . . What I 
sought to impress upon you was that, as the spiritual state of our con
ciousness liberated from its body is but the fruition of every spiritual act 
performed during life, where an act had been barren, there could be no 
results expected -save the repetition of that act itself. This is all. I pray 
you may be spared such fruitless deeds and finally made to see certain 
truths." And passing through the usual Japanese courtesies of taking 
leave, the excellent man departed. 

Alas, alas! had I but known at the time what I have learnt since, how 
little would I have laughed, and how much more would I have learned I 

But as the matter stood, the more personal affection and respect I felt 
for him, the less could I become reconciled to his wild ideas about an after-life, 
and especially as to the acquisition by some men of supernatural powers. 
I felt particularly disgusted with his reverence for the Yamabcoshi, the 
allies of every Buddhist sect in the land. Their claims to the 
"miraculous" were simply odious to my notions. To hear every Jap I knew 
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at Kioto, even to my own partner, the shrewdest of all the business men I 
had come across in the East-mentioning these followers of Lao-tze with 
downcast eyes, reverentially folded hands, and affirmations of their 
possessing" great" and " wonderful" gifts, was more than I was prepared 
to patiently tolerate in those days. And who were they, after all, these 
great magicians with their ridiculous pretensions to super-mundane 
knowledge; these" holy beggars" who, as I then thought, purposely dwell 
in the recesses of unfrequented mountains and on unapproachable craggy 
steeps so as the better to afford no chance to curious intruders of finding 
them out and watching them in their own dens? Simply, impudent 
fortune-tellers, Japanese gypsies who sell charms and talismans, and no 
better. In answer to those who sought to assure me that though the 
Yamaboosi lead a mysterious life, admitting none of the profane to their 
secrets, they still do accept pupils, however difficult it is for one to become 
their disciple, and that thus they have living witnesses to the great purity 
and sanctity of their lives, in answer to such affirmations I opposed the 
strongest negation and stood firmly by it. I insulted both masters and 
pupils, classing them under the same category of fools, when not knaves, 
and I went so far as to include in this number the Sintos. Now Sintoism 
or SifJ-Sytf, "faith in the gods, and in the way to the gods .', that is, belief in 
the communication between these creatures and men, is a kind of worship 
of nature-spirits, of which nothing can be more miserably absurd. And by 
placing the Sintos among the fools and knaves of other sects, I gained 
many enemies. For the Sinto Kanusi (spiritual teachers) are looked upon 
as the highest in the upper classes of society, the Mikado himself being at 
the head of their hierarchy and the members of the sect belonging to the 
most cultured and educated men in Japan. These Kanusi of the Sinto 
form no caste or class apart, nor do they pass any ordination-at any rate 
none known to outsiders. And as they claim publicly no special privilege 
or powers, even their dress being in no wise different from that of the 
laity, but are simply in the world's opinion professors and students of occult 
and spiritual sciences, I very often came in contact with them without in 
the least suspecting that I was in the presence of such personages. 

II. 

THE MYSTERIOUS VISITOR. 

YEARS passed; and as time went by, my ineradicable scepti
cism grew stronger and waxed fiercer every day. I have already 
mentioned an elder and much-beloved sister, my only surviving 
relative. She had married and had lately gone to live at N urem
burg. I regarded her with feelings more filial than fraternal, and 
her children were as dear to me as might have been my own. At the time 
of the great catastrophe that in the course of a few days had made 
my father lose his large fortune, and my mother break her heart i she it 
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was, that sweet big sister of mine, who had made herself of her own 
accord the guardian angel of our ruined family. Out of her great love for 
me, her younger brother, for whom she attempted to replace the professors 
that could no longer be afforded, she had renounced her own happiness. 
She sacrificed herself and the man she loved, by indefinitely postponing 
their marriage in order to help our father and chiefly myself by her 
undivided devotion. And, oh, how I loved and reverenced her, time but 
strengthening this earliest family affection! They who maintain that no 
atheist, as such, can be a true friend, an affectionate relative, or a loyal 
subject, utter-whether consciously or unconsciously- the greatest calumny 
and lie. To say that a materialist grows hard-hearted as he grows older , 
that he cannot love as a believer does, is simply the greatest fallacy. 

There may be such exceptional cases, it is true, but these are found 
only occasionally in men who are even more selfish than they are sceptical, 
or vulgarly worldly. But when a man who is kindly disposed in his nature, 
for no selfish motives but because of reason and love of truth, becomes 
what is called atheistical, he is only strengthened in his family affections, 
and in his sympathies with his fellow men. All his emotions, all the 
ardent aspirations toward the unseen and unreachable, all the love which 
he would otherwise have uselessly bestowed on a suppositional heaven and 
its god, become now centred with tenfold force upon his loved ones and 
mankind. Indeed, the atheist's heart alone-

can know, 
What secret tides of still enjoyment flow 
When brothers love. 

It was such holy fraternal love that led me also to sacrifice my comfort 
and personal welfare to secure her happiness, the felicity of her who had 
been more than a mother to me. I was a mere youth when I left home for 
Hamburg. There, working with all the desperate earnestness of a man 
who has but one noble object in view--to relieve suffering, and help those 
whom he loves-I very soon secured the confidence of my employers, who 
raised me in consequence to the high post of trust I always enjoyed. My 
first real pleasure and reward in life was to see my sister married to the 
man she had sacrificed for my sake, and to help them in their struggle for 
existence. So purifying and unselfish was this affection of mine for her 
that, when it came to be shared among her children, instead of losing in 
intensity by such division, it seemed to only grow the stronger. Born with 
the potentiality of the warmest family affection in me, the devotion for my 
sister was so great, that the thought of burning that sacred fire of love 
before any idol, save that of herself and family, never entered my head. 
This was the only church I recognised, the only church wherein I 
worshipped at the altar of holy family affection. In fact this large family 
of eleven persons, including her husband, was the only tie that attached 
me to Europe. Twice, during a period of nine years, had I crossed the 
ocean with the sole object of seeing and pressing these dear ones to my 
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heart. I had no other business in the West; and having performed this 
pleasant duty, I returned each time to Japan to work and toil for them. 
For their sake I remained a bachelor, that the wealth I might acquire 
should go undivided to them alone. 

We had always corresponded as regularly as the long transit of the 
then very irregular service of the mail-boats would permit. When suddenly 
there came a break in my letters from home. For nearly a year I received 
no intelligence; and day by day, I became more restless, more apprehen
sive of some great misfortune. Vainly I looked for a letter, a simple 
message; and my efforts to account for so unusual a silence were 
fruitless. 

"Friend," said to me one day Tamoora Hideyeri, my only confidant, 
"Friend, consult a holy Yamabooshi and you will feel at rest." 

Of course the offer was rejected with as much moderation as I could 
command under the provocation. But, as steamer after steamer came in 
without a word of news, I felt a despair which daily increased in depth and 
fixity. This finally degenerated into an irrepressible craving, a morbid 
desire to learn-the worst, as I then thought. I struggled hard with the 
feeling, but it had the best of me. Only a few months before a complete 
master of myself,-I now became an abject slave to fear. A fatalist of the 
school of D'Holbach, I, who had always regarded belief in the system of 
necessity as being the only promoter of philosophical happiness, and as ha ving 
the most advantageous influence over human weaknesses, I felt a craving 
for something akin to fortune-telling! I had gone so far as to forget the 
first principle of my doctrine--the only one calculated to calm our 
sorrows, to inspire us with a useful submission, namely a rational resigna. 
tion to the decrees of blind destiny, with which foolish sensibility causes us 
so often to be overwhelmed-the doctrine that ail is. necessary. Yes; 
forgetting this, I was drawn into a shameful superstitious longing, a stupid 
disgraceful desire to learn-if not futurity, at any rate that which was 
taking place at the other side of the globe. My conduct seemed utterly 
modified, my temperament and aspirations wholly changed; and like a 
weak nervous girl, I caught myself straining my mind to the very verge of 
lunacy in an attempt to look-as I had been told one could sometimes do 
-beyond the oceans, and learn, at last, the real cause of this long, inexpli
cable silence I 

One evening, at sunset, myoid friend, the venerable bonze Tamoora, 
appeared on the verandah of my low wooden house. I had not visited him 
for many days, and he had come to know how I was. I took the opportun
ity to once more sneer at one, whom, in reality, I regarded with most 
affectionate respect. With equivocal taste-for which I repented almost 
before the words had been pronounced-I enquired of him why he had taken 
the trouble to walk all that distance when he might have learned anything 
he liked about me by simply interrogating a Yamabooshi? He seemed a 
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little hurt, at first: but after keenly scrutinizing my dejected face, he 
mildly remarked that he could only insist upon what he had advised before. 
Only one of that holy order could give me consolation in my present state. 

From that instant, an insane desire possessed me to challenge him to 
prove his assertions. I defied-I said to him-any and every one of his 
alleged magicians to tell me the name of the person I was thinking of, and 
what he was doing at that moment. He quietly answered that my desire 
could be easily satisfied. There was a Yamabooshi two doors from me, 
visiting a sick Sin to. He would fetch him,-if I only said the word. 

I said it and from the mome"t of its utterance my doom was sealed. 
How shall I find words to describe the scene that followed! Twenty 

minutes after the desire had been so incautiously expressed, an old 
Japanese, uncommonly tall and majestic for one of that race, pale, thin 
and emaciated, was standing before me. There, where I had expected to 
find servile obsequiousness, I only discerned an air of calm and dignified 
composure, the attitude of one who knows his moral superiority, and there
fore scorns to notice the mistakes of those who fail to recognize it. To the 
somewhat irreverent and mocking questions, which I put to him one after 
another, with feverish eagerness, he made no reply; but gazed on me in 
silence as a physician would look at a delirious patient. From the moment 
he fixed his eyes on mine, I felt-or shall I say, saw-as though it were a 
sharp ray of light, a thin silvery thread, shoot out from the intensely black and 
narrow eyes so deeply sunk in the yellow old face. It seemed to penetrate 
into my brain and heart like an arrow, and set to work to dig out 
therefrom every thought and feeling. Yes; I both saw and felt it, and very 
soon the double sensation became intolerable. 

To break the spell I defied him to tell me what he had found in my 
thoughts. Calmly came the correct answer-Extreme anxiety for a 
female relative, her husband and children who were inhabiting a house, 
the correct description of which he gave as though he knew it as well as 
myself. I turned a suspicious eye upon my friend, the bonze, to whose indis
cretions, I thought, I was indebted for the quick reply. Remembering how
ever that Tamoora could know nothing of the appearance of my sister's house, 
that the Japanese are proverbially truthful and, as friends, faithful to death-I 
felt ashamed of my suspicion. To atone for it before my own conscience I 
asked the hermit whether he could tell Ine anything of the present state of 
that beloved sister of mine. The foreigner-was the reply-·would never 
believe in the words, or trust to the knowledge of any person but himself. 
Were the Yamabooshi to tell him, the impression would wear out hardly a 
few hours later, and the inquirer find himself as miserable as before. 
There was but one means; and that was to make the for eigner (myself), 
see with his own eyes and thus learn the truth for himself. Was the 
inquirer ready to be placed by a Yamabooshi, a stranger to him, in the 
required state ? 
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I had heard in Europe of mesmerised somnamqules and pret~nders to 
clairvoyance, and having no faith in them, I had, therefore, nothing against 
the process itself. Even in the midst of my never-ceasing mental agony, I 
could not help smiling at the ridiculous nature of the operation I was 
willingly submitting to. Nevertheless I sil<!ntly bowed consent. 

(To In &Ontinuea.) 

)eltEZiiC--

H.P.B. 

~ VERYONE who has thought about reincarnation must have been 
~ struck with the enormous waste of time involved in the entity start
ing over and over again from the zero point of knowledge, and having to 
spend a fifth, say, of an ordinary life, scarcely so much in acquiring know
ledge, as in such elementary studies as constitute keys to knowledge. 
Among ourselves, " heirs to all the ages", the time spent in making progress 
in learning how to learn, is prodigious; but the loss is small compared with 
that suffered by members of other races, such for instance as those who have 
no alphabet. Is nature wasteful throughout? Or is the wasted time linked 
with the doctrine of reincarnation to be fairly taken account of as an 
argument against the truth of the doctrine? I say" waste "; not" seeming 
waste "; for from the standpoint of the outward, measuring the value of 
effort in the coin of work done, it is waste pure and simple, no less than 
when Sisyphus rolled his stone uphill only to have it roll down again, to 
have to start afresh in each incarnation in learning how to use the func
tioning body with its brain. 

Glancing for a moment from man to the world of lives about us, the 
impression of wasted effort only deepens. It is true, that the lives of the 
countless organisms that have built up our chalk beds by such slow 
accretions; or of coral insects to whom whole habitable islands are ciue; or 
of termites who in some countries make and keep land fertile, as earth~ 
worms do in Europe (these being examples only), are not wasted in the 
total outcome, even on the plane of material progress. But even in such 
cases, it is a certain residuum only that helps sensibly to the indicated 
result. How many chalk beds or limestone strata are formed only to be 
covered over by hundreds, or it may be thousands of feet of superincumbent 
rocks; how many coral reefs are formed only to be disintegrated without 
subservience to any obvious use; how many termites and earthworms 
expend their energies without result, or e\'en mischievously? Blindly all 
these organisms work, and in many, if not in most instances, with no gain 
to progress. In a vast number of instances, organisms exist only to be the 
pest of other organisms: not simply as devourers, in the fashion of the pike 
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or tiger, but as burrowing or egg-depositing parasites, said by some (with 
what truth I do not know, and it seems difficult to determine) to outnumber 
all the rest. 

Reflections like these are trite enough, and may be amplified or 
illustrated according to knowledge and habitude of thought. I t is so much 
the fashion to assume that everything is for the best, and does good all 
round, that a poet scarcely dares to sing of" Nature red in tooth and claw" 
without at least suggesting that things may, in some obscure, unimaginable 
way, be preparing to change for the better. But is it wise in us to try to 
blind ourselves to facts? Let us rather look them full in the face, and 
consider whether or no there is "aught in them worth the knowing ", 
preferring truth, if needs must be, to mental peace and quietness. 

To my mind, then, the idea that waste, whether seeming or real (and 
it is real enough in a certain sense) is involved in reincarnations, does not 
put the doctrine of these outside the analogies about us of Nature's 
working. 

But let us now tum our eyes away from" material" results (if the 
expression may be pardoned) and consider a little what is involved in the 
idea of Evolution, taking the word in its widest sense, alike inclusive of 
Darwinian and of Occult views. The latter recognise push-push from 
within outwards--or from above downwards and again upwards, as lying at 
the back of all evolution. The former involves the results of the action of 
such" push" without necessarily any committal to its recognition, some 
even rejecting, or regarding as unnecessary, any hypothesis assuming 
spirit, or a vital principle, acting on or within matter. The difference of 
view in the two schools is, perhaps, more verbal than real, since all depends 
on the definition of "matter". Matter is admitted to have" potencies", 
whatever the word may be meant to mean. But if we make" potencies" 
=" powers "-no great liberty to take-we get within sight of the Occultist's 
view. 

To come straight to the point, if we admit, say as a hypothesis to be 
tested by observation, correlation and experience, an Aim to things, an 
Ideal state towards which things have an upward trend; then our little 
school-house, this earth of ours, where things" evolve", from the mineral 
to Man, is where the one necessary is effort. In other words, a state of 
struggle. What the struggle shall be about matters next to nothing, since 
the training of the molecule, or of the organism, or of what other form of 
matter having "potencies ", you will, better and more perfectly to 
express the substance of which it is the form, is the immediate end to be 
attained. Why? Because no other way is consistent with the hypothesis 
started with. But if the training is confined to each molecule-each 
organism-with no continuity between it and its succedent, no advance 
could be made. The stone is rolled uphill only to tumble back, forever and 
forever. Hence, the hypothesis further involves some sort of heredity, with 
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transmission of acquired faculties. This is in dispute; but our hypothesis 
involves it nevertheless. Let us now substitute for the idea of heredity, 
that of a specialisation of the universal mind, seeking expression in outward 
garb, in each unit, of whatever order. Then as the unit becomes effete, 
" dies", or is transferred to a position where activity is precluded, that 
specialisation, having acquired a "colour" say, for want of a better word
seizes another form in which to function. Some experience hl!-s been 
gained, a better grip is taken of the next tool for expression. This is 
reincarnation, stated in the most general terms within my reach. 

Now we can see how, or whether, this doctrine of reincarnation, 
applied universally, may help us to a clue to the meaning of the awful 
waste going on, that is, waste so far as useful result to effort put forth goes. 

The one result of " effort" which on the hypothesis stated, never is nor 
can be wasted, is then, an evolution of "potencies ". Ultimately, of 
course, such evolution must tell on the physical plane. But that is the 
consequence of a consequence, and it cannot be traced in detail. Nature 
is very shy. In a sense, her operations may be traced in detail, or there 
could be no science, as commonly understood. But there is a lovely 
reticence as regards htr inner laws, and the operations of her higher 
forces. "Within the vail ", conceivably sweetly smiling at her children's 
vagaries, she sits waiting for those children to grow in reverence and in 
truth-seeking for its own sake, and in dissatisfaction with seemings, before 
she rewards the longings herself has nourished. 

x. 

Jltads from ~agts. 

"THE dwelling of Kabir is on a mountain top, and a narrow path leads 
up to it; an ant cannot put his foot on it, but a pious man can drive up 
an ox." 

" That a drop falls in the ocean all can perceive, but that the drop and 
the ocean are one few can comprehend." 

" The city of Hari is to the east, that of Ali to the west, but explore 
your own heart, for there are both Rama and Karim." 

"The master is helpless when the scholar is inapt. It is blowing 
through a bamboo to teach wisdom to the dull." 

"Even as you see your countenance in a mirror, or your shadow in 
still water; so behold RAma in your minds, because He is with all." 

.. These two men are over Paradise, a master endowed with patience, 
a poor man who can find the means to give." 
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" A weak mind is like a microscope which magnifies trifling things, but 
cannot receive great ones." 

" Truth is the ladder mounting to heaven, as necessary as is a vessel 
for traversing the sea." 

"There is no higher duty than to work for the good of the whole world." 

" Though the vessels differ, the water is the same: though the flames 
be of various lamps, the illumination is one." 

" Mind is to me what the rudder is to the ship. By the use of it I sail 
my frail barque over the stormy seas of this life." 

"Thought, reason, analysis are the stomach of the mind. Here the 
fire is extracted from facts, as life from food in the physical stomach. 
Doubt is indigestion. He who digests the facts and phenom~na of life, and 
still doubts the immortality of man, has mental dyspepsia." 

" Our acts make and unmake us." 

" Faith is to soul what knowledge is to mind." 

"That which is born is the death of something else." 

" Man I proud and haughty that thou art, Nature thinks as much of a 
mosquito as she does of thee I " 

"None can be truly great, unless he has suffered." 

. "There is a God I nay, many, but if they are superior to you it is your 
own fault. You may have been a God yourself at some time, and you may 
be again with proper effort." 

"We have moved like a wagon so long in one rut that it is almost 
impossible to get out of it." 

" The gigantic evils of this life come from the desire to rule others, or 
to make others do as you wish them to do." 

cc The greater the grossness, the greater the power when the victory is 
won. Paul understood this. He says in substance-' Where sin abounds, 
grace doth much more abound '." 

"Power dwells in silence and secrecy, more in thought than in word
more in a look than in a blow, if you know how to look." 

"Man creates himself, and all the essentials of his being, his health, 
happiness, heavens and hells." 

cc Water is prolific i all things gestate in water. The waters of the 
human soul are wrung out of the heart by real or imaginary \\-Tongs. 
There is no growth without moisture. The dews that give life to vegeta
tion are Nature's tears. The great soul has a soft weeping heart. The 
small soul has no tears in it to shed • . . . Jesus wept, but we have 
no knowledge of his ever laughing. Gautama never smiled after he forsook 
his crown and his family for the forest and the yellow robes of asceticism. 
Apollonius, Socrates, and Plato were not laughing men." 

" The torment of envy is like a grain of sand in the eye." 

" Heine finely says of Herder, that 'instead of inquisitorially judging 
nations according to the degrees of their faith, he regarded Humanity as a 
harp in the hands of a Great Master, and each people a special string. 
helping to the harmony of the whole'." 
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" Remember Him who has seen numberless Mahomets, Vishnus, Shivas, 
come and go, and who is not found by one who forgets or turns away from 
the poor." 

" Before earth was for us, we were one; before time was for us, we were 
one--even as we shall be one when there is no time for us any more." 

" Man is to man, as one portion of eternity to another, and as eternity 
would be imperfect if one moment should be removed, so also the earth 
would be imperfect if one man should be taken from it before his appointed 
time." 

" There is no great merit in any outward act, salvation depends upon 
the inward motive that provokes the deed." 

.. Heaven is sure to bring to pass the thing of which heaven has 
originated the purpose." 

" The riding-hook disturbs the elephant, a thorn injures the foot, a hair 
blinds the eye, but desire, its mere conception, overthrows the spirit." 

" It is not wine that makes the drunkard, but vice." 

"There is no painful wound so bad as sorrow, no piercing arrow so 
sharp as folly." 

"As the bees make honey, gathering into one mass, into unity, the 
sweet juices of various plants, as these juices cannot distinguish themselves 
the one from the other and the juices of this plant and that, so all these 
creatures, though they are one in the real, know not that they are one in 
the real." 

" He who overcomes contemptible Thirst (difficult to be conquered in 
this world), sufferings fall off from him,like water drops from the lotus-leaf." 

"Liberality, courtesy, kindness, and unselfishness, these are to the 
world what the linch-pin is to the chariot." 

" And as where is heat, there is also cold, so where the threefold fire of 
lust, hatred and ignorance is, there NirvA.na must be sought." 

" The sun which shines to-day once set, so much less of life remains! 
Ah, what joy can there be in this condition, resembling the fish in ever
shallowing waters! .. 

" Wisdom is as sandals on the feet to him who walks." 

"There is no misery greater than body, there is no joy like its dereliction." 

" As birds repair to a tree to dwell therein, so all this universe repairs 
to the supreme One." 

" God felt in the atom makes the whole world divine." 

.. Truth is the best of relatives." 

"To love nothing, to hate nothing, to have no likes or dislikes, to have 
no prejudices, no tastes, no preferences-this is to be free." 
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mbt llrtant of ltaban.· 
~ 
~ N the caves of Eastern Sibyl what curious leaves lie hidden, or go 
cl whirling in the wind, written over with strange hieroglyphic 
characters, not without deep meaning, akin to prophetic-

Teste David cum Sibylla. 

Fragmentary-incomplete-hard to put together, yet furnishing here 
and there when the attempt is made a piece of chance mosaic that engages 
our attention like the forms in the moss-stone. Such a bundle of Sibylline 
leaves is the" Dream of Ravan ". 

What Homer's Battle of the Frogs and Mice is to the Iliad, the 
Dream of Ra van is to the Rdmn.yana i for although there is in it much of 
the sad and serious, all these graver parts are bound together by matter of a 
light and sometimes ludicrous character. It is free in this respect as Don 
Juan; and after rising from a perusal, one may be puzzled to decide if the 
whole poem is to be taken as having a deep and serious moral, or is a 
mere jeu d'esprit.· .' 

[The following is a curious passage from one of the articles :-] 
Out of the Purple or dark Violet has struggled the Red: out of the 

Red is breathed the Orange. The movement of the Orange Joy is three
fold. If, holding to its root in the Red, it goeth forth in a circle according 
to p,av,itti. or procession, till it re-enters the primordial Violet, it produces 
the glad Green of universal nature wherein all living things rejoice and on 
which the fairies love to dance. If prderring the way of nivritti, or retro
cession into itself-it re-enters its fountain the Red, and the common 
fountain the Violet, all three coalesce and merge into pure light-then the 
Red is subject unto the Violet and Light is all in all. 

If casting itself off from its fountain the Red and not tending towards 
their common parent the Violet, it seeks to stand alone, it becometh in its 
proud isolation a deadly venemolls Yellow, the colour of serpents and 
dragons and irredeemahle Brahma Rakshasas. 

The Titanic nature is not of this kind: for though the Tamas nature 
immensely predominates, it still partakes largely of the Rajas and in lesser 
measure of the Satva quality. The problem to be solved in the case of 
Titanic Ravan-and in greater or less degree of every soul in proportion 

• Taken from four articles in The Dublin University MQ/(azi"e of 1853. The DJlblifi 
University Magazine wa~ publIshed monthly from 1833-77. It then reincarnated as the 
University Magazin' (London) published quarterly from 1878-1880, and then apparently 
ceased to exist on this plane. At all events there is no copy of any later number in the 
Bntish Museum. We have simply selected one or two paragraphs and part of the inter
pretation of the" Dream .. from the series of lengthy articles, the dramatic incidents of 
which serve as the means of introducing an expositiJn of esoteric philo50phy.-EDS. 
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as it partakes of the Titanic nature, as all their emerging must in some 
measure-is how shall the Tamas be changed into the Satva or be penetrated 
and ruled by it ?-how shall matter re-ascend and become spirit ?-the gross 
darkness and stolid stupidity of the tree or the animal be illumined into 
self-consciousness, reflection, reason, knowledge ?-the blind instinct and 
coarse desires of the Titan or Titanic man, be sublimed into the eternal 
conscious principles, self-renunciation and pure ideality of life? 

This can only be accomplished in one way, and that way lies through 
the Rajas-the life of passion, the life of suffering. The result of every 
passion of our nature, even love, nay of love more than of all others, is 
suffering and sorrow. The first awakening of unconscious matter into the 
consciousness of mere animal life is through physical pain: and the process 
is carried still further by the mental suffering which is the very nature of 
the soul's emotional life. 

Through the anguish of the fire alone can the black coal of the mine 
become transmuted into light. And so the sorrow and anguish which 
result inevitably from the passions in the Rajas or emotional life, constitute 
the purifying fire designed to purge away the dross of our Titanic nature 
and transmute it into the pure Salva where purity, goodness, and truth are 
predominant. Brute appetite and blind impulse are first superseded 
by passion, and passion working, through sorrow and the reflection and 
sympathy which sorrow begets, itl'l own extinction, finally emerges in and 
is swallowed up in love and ahsolute resignation. This philosophy seems 
to rest on a basis of unquestionahle truth. For, understood in all its depth, 
it is identical, in ultimate results, with the way of the Cross. 

[There is also a hymn called-
Hymn of Satyavrata in the ark to Vis/lllu as the eternal Illuminator and 

Supreme Guru or Spiritual Director of Souls. 
The following are two out of eight verses :-] 

Vll. 
Thou art of all mankind the Friend and the loving Lord, 
The Spirit, the Guide, the Wisdom, the accomplishment desired, 
Yet man, ever blind of heart, and enchained by desire, 
Knoweth thee not, though existing within his very heart. 

VIII. 

To Thee:the chief and all-transcending God, I come for illumination. 
Cleave, Lord, asunder, with words, burning as lamps of truth, 
The knots in my heart existing, and thine own self reveal. 

[Upon the return of Ravan from a hard fought day he retires 
to sleep and has a fearful dream, and awaking in alarm summons, like 
Belshazzar, all his wise men and counsellors to interpret its meaning. 
Ravan then proceeds to expound his dream, in which he wandered in a 
desolate land with" a beautiful one" who-

.. Seemed as tho' she were one with whom in some long anterior birth, 
Hundreds of thousands of years before I had b.lt':n the c('mpanion of earth." 
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The Rishis here interrupt with the following discourse.] 

Ravan, Ravm, thou errest, beware I 
Hearken to this truth sublime-
To the spirit is no time, 
Past or future-space or clime

Before or after-here or there, 
In its own, its primordial state 

Of unity, purity, power and grace, 
In itself it mirrors all finite fate, 
Possessing in one-ness, gazing on all 
That hath befallen, or shall ever befall 

Its evolution in time and space ; 
Events and relations, persons and things 
Actings and thinkings, and utterings. 

Been or to be, in its finite race, 
All are in unity seen and p;>ssessed, 

As present at once, Without where or when: 
Such is the universal range 

Of the spirit's boundless ken. 
Such the eternal spirit life, 

Without succession, devoid of change, 
Duality, passion, or strife; 

Condition of the free, the doubly blest-
Highest activity, in unbroken rest--
Threefold being, thought and bliss, 
Crowding in one happiness I 

In the eternal Now of that high sphere 
Which ever was and is, and will be there; 

In that all-comprehending infinite Here' 
Which circling boundless, centres everywhere, 

Within that recapitulated All 
Where person mergeth in impersonal, 
Which It and I indifferent we call, 
All scenes, gestures, speeches, voices, faces. 
To be encountered in our finite days, 
Are present to the spirit's sense and gaze. 

Hence often man, chancing on some new scene 
Whither in life his footsteps never bore, 

Hearing some voice, meeting some well-markt.'Il. mien, 
Feels vaguely, all familiar were of yore; 
He seems to live again scenes lived or dreamt before 

And wonders where or how it could have been. 

They are seen by the spirit rapt and sublime 
Not in a former, but out of all time, 
When retiring backward into itself 
From the world of sense, and passion, and pelf, 
And concentrated in that deep 
Mysterious and illumined sleep, 
The body's trance, the spirit's seeing, 
Its own primordial mode, ecstatic being, 
Its infinite nature it contemplates 
As mirrored forth in the temporal fates, 
Which await its going forth as a soul; 

For then the universal sum 
Of its destinies past, or in time to come, 

Lie open before it like a scroll. 

, Twas thus, 0 ten-headed Ravan, with thee; 
Not ages ago in a former birth, 
As thou thoughtest, wert thou her companion on earth, 
But in ages of ages yet to come, 
On thy forehead and on thy thumb 

It is written that thou shalt be, 

Before all time-beyond-beside, 
Thou rememberest her eternally, 

For she is thy spirit's primeval bride, 
The complement of thy unity. 
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Joined or dissevered. averted or fond. 
Twixt her and thee an eternal bond 
Exists. which. tho' ye were to seek. 
Ye cannot ever. ever break-
o bond from whence there is no freeing. 

Since the typal spirit never 
From its anti type can sever. 

She is a portion of thy being 
To all eternity. 

289 

THE SYMBOLIC INTERPRETATION OF THE DREAM. 

Through all the scenes and incidents, Oh Titan I pictured in the 
succession of visions-for it is vision upon vision which compose thy 
mysterious dream-there is a foreshadowing and representation of real 
events, that lie embosomed in the far future, far beyond the precincts of 
thy present life, but a representation that is dim and indistinct, wrought 
out in the capricious lines and hues that constitute the hieroglyphic 
language of fantasy, into which the events of this outer, solid world must 
generally be translated, before they can either be foreshadowed or repro
duced in the phantasmal sphere of dreams. 

For know, Oh Titan! the true nature of man, and the variolls 
conditions of being under which he exists, and of consciousness under 
which he perceives. 

These are represented to us in the Vedanta system under three distinct 
aspects, which, however, contain really one and the same idea, more 
summarily expressed, or more fully developed. 

In the first, most summary view man is a duality; he comprises two 
modes of existence-one natural, one reversed. The original, normal, and 
true mode of his being, and which is therefore c;:haracterised by the term 
SVA-R~PA, or OWN-FORM, is the SPIRIT-CONDITION (Atma-dasha): in this 
his substance or being is consolidated Being-Thought-Bliss-in one 
(sachchidanandaghana) : his state eternal S12rya, or ecstasy. The 
opposite or reversed mode of his being is the LIFE-CONDITION (Jiva-dashA), 
comprising a subtle inward body or soul, and a gross outward body of 
matter, existing in the two states of dreaming and waking. Between these 
two conditions lies a gulf of Lethe, or total unconsciousness-a profound 
and dreamless sleep. 

In the second view, which is given in the Tattva Bodha, and many 
other works, the idea is further expanded: man is there represented as a 
prismatic trinity, veiling and looked through by a primordial unity of light
gross outward body; subtle internal body or soul; a being neither body 
nor soul, but absolute self-forgetfulness, called the cause body, because it is 
the original sin of ignorance of his true nature which precipitates him 
from the spirit into the life-condition. These three bodies, existing in the 
waking, dreaming, sleeping states, are all known, witnessed, and watched, 
by the spirit which standeth behind and apart from them, in the unwinking 
vigilance of ecstasy or spirit-waking. 

This prepares us for, and conduots us to, the complete and fully 
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developed view of man as a quaternity, in explaining which we must 
retread the same ground we have already gone over, but with more care 
and deliberation. 

THE FOUR STATES AND TABERNACLES OF MAN. 

There are four spheres of existence, one enfolding the other-the 
inmost sphere of Turtya, in which the individualised spirit lives the ecstatic 
life; the sphere of transition, or Lethe, in which the spirit, plunged in the 
ocean of Aji1ana or total unconsciousness, and utterly forgetting its real 
self, undergoes a change of gnostic tendency [polarity?]; and from not 
knowing at all, or absolute unconsciousness, emerges on the hither side of 
that Lethean boundary to a false or reversed knowledge of things (viparita 
jiiana), under the influence of an illusive Prajiia, or belief in, and 
tendency to, knowledge outward from itself, in which delusion it thoroughly 
believes, and now endeavours to realise :-whereas the true knowledge 
which it had in the state of Turiya or the ecstatic life, was all within itself, 
in which it intuitively knew and experienced all things. And from the 
sphere of Prajiia, or out-knowing-this struggle to reach and recover 
outside itself all that it once possessed within itself, and lost,-to regain 
for the lost intuition an objective perception through the s~nses and under
standing,-in which the spirit became an intelligence,-it merges into the 
third sphere of dreams, where it believes in a universe of light ·and shade, 
and where all existence is in the way of Abhasa, or phantasm. There it 
imagines itself into the Linga-deha (Psyche), or subtle, semi-material, 
ethereal soul, composed of a vibrating or knowing pentad, and a breathing 
or undulating pentad. The vibrating or knowing pentad consists of 
simple consciousness radiating into four different forms of knowledge-the 
egoity or consciousness of self; the ever-changing, devising, wishing mind, 
imagination or fancy; the thinking, reflecting, remembering faculty; and 
the apprehending and determining understanding or judgment.· The 
breathing or undulating pentad contains the five vital aunE- namely, 
the breath of life, and the four nervous rethers that produce sensation, 
motion and the other vital phenomena. 

From this subtle personification and phantasmal sphere, in due tim~ 
it progresses into the fourth or outmost sphere, where matter and sense 
are triumphant; where the universe is believed a solid reality; where 
all things exist in the mode of Akara, substantial form; and where that, 
which successively forgot itself from spirit into absolute unconsciousness 
and awoke on this side of that boundary of oblivion into an intelligence 
struggling outward, and from this outward struggling intelligence imagined 
itself into a conscious, feeling, breathing, nervous soul, prepared for further 
clothing, now out-realises itself from soul into a body, with five senses or 
organs of perception, and five organs of action, to suit it for knowing and 
acting in the external world, which it once held within, but has now 
wrought out of itself. The first or spiritual state was ecstasy i from 
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ecstasy it forgot itself into deep sleep; from profound sleep it awoke out of 
unconsciousness, but still within itself, into the internal world of dreams; 
from dreaming it passed finally into the thoroughly waking state, and the 
outer world of sense. Each state has an embodiment of ideas or language 
of its own. The universal, eternal, ever-present intuitions that be eternally 
with the spirit in the first, are in the second utterly forgotten for a time, 
and then emerge reversed, limited, and translated into divided successive 
intellections, or gropings, rather, of a struggling and as yet unorganised 
intelligence, having refert:nce to place and time, and an external historical 
world, which it seeks but cannot all at once realise outside itself. In the 
third they become pictured by a creative fantasy into phantasms of persons, 
things and events, in a world of light and shade within us, which is visible 
even when the eyes are sealed in dreamirig slumber, and is a prophecy and 
forecast shadow of the solid world that is coming. In the fourth the out
forming or objectivity is complete. They are embodied by the senses into 
hard external rf'.alities in a world without us. That ancient seer (Kavi 
Purana) which the Gila and the Mahdbhdrala mention as abiding in the 
breast of each, is first a prophet and poet; then he falls asleep and 
awakes as a blindfold logician and historian, without materials for 
reasoning, or a world for events, but groping towards them; next a painter, 
with an ear for inward phantasmal music too: at last a sculptor carving 
out hard palpable solidities. Hence the events destined to occur in this 
outer world can never be either foreshown or represented with complete 
exactitude in the sphere of dreams, but must be translated into its pictorial 
and fantastical language. 

But besides this dim, prophetic character, referring to isolated events in 
time, thy dream, like all other dreams, has a more universal and enduring 
significance, setting forth, as it does, in a series of vivid symbols, a crowd 
of spiritual truths and allegories that are eternally true to the human soul. 
The prophetic hieroglyphics it is not given me to read. That may lie 
within the compass of Maricha's powers, for he treads the difficult and 
dangerous paths of thaumaturgy, and ventures on the perilous gaze into the 
dread future. Mine be it simply to unfold before thine eyes, oh king I the 
symbolic and moral interpretation of the vision, which if thou be wise will 
have for thee a profound, because a more eternal, interest than the mere 
foretelling of transitory events. 

THE SILENT AND DESOLATE LAND. 

That desolate land in which thou didst wander, Oh Titan! with thy 
beautiful and mysterious companion, where silent cities strewed the desert, 
in which no life stirred, and no voice WIIS heard in the streets, but all was 
death and desolation; where everything lay still or petrified; where 
gigantic ruins lay around, and the colossal forms of a byegone life stare 
out on thee from stone, with an impress of solemn and eternal beauty 
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uttering a moan to the first beams of the rising sun, offers a true type of 
this mournful world. For what, in truth, is this earth but one immense 
ruin or heap of ruins---a land of death and desolation-a desert strewn 
with the fragments of an extinct past? 

If we contemplate external nature, we find in its stupendous mountain 
chains, its gigantic volcanic peaks, shooting up aloof into the sky-its 
abrupt masses of scarped rocks and tablelands-its scattered, solitary, 
gigantic stones, far from their parent mountains-its tremendous clefts and 
chasms, and valleys, the evidences and traces of immense convulsions in 
past ages. The whole earth appears a vast assemblage of sublime ruins. 
When we consult more closely the materials which form these ruins, we 
find with astonishment that they, too, are composed of other ruins; we find 
everywhere the marks of an extinct world. A gigantic vegetation of 
consummate beauty in its forms; broken fragments, too, of a creation of 
living creatures, colossal in size, wonderful in structure, and awful in power, 
surround us everywhere. The dead faces of extinct organisations look out 
on us from stone on every side with their sad, eternal beauty; and. as every 
fresh sun dawns upon a world of ruins, a mournful plaint is wailed forth 
from all past creations to greet his rising, which recalls to them their own 
former being. 

THE CHORUS SINGS. 

Even thus. oh sun! in thy eternal youth. 
Thou once didst rise on us! 

While we as yet were young, and seemed, like thee, 
To flourish in our strength. 

And thus ten thousand years. ten thousand ages hence 
Shalt thou arise unchanged ; 

When those, that now appear to bloom and live, 
Like us, have passed away! 

Then shall they sadly greet thy morning rising, 
From their dark stony chambers, 

As we do now, oh sun! 
Oh sun for ever young I 

If we turn, continued the Rishi, from external nature to what is called 
the living world, we look in vain for life. Death meets us at every turn. 
The terrible Yama is everywhere. The whole animal creation appears 
upon the scene merely to pass away by some form of violent death. To the 
peaceful herds grazing on the hillside, Yam a comes in the guise ofthe tiger; 
to the innocent bleating sheep as wolf or hyena. The snake seizes the frog 
from his moist bed and drags him into his hole, or his crevice among the 
stones, crushing his limbs in the traction. The hawk pierces with his cruel 
beak the poor sparrow; the sparrow, in turn, transfixes or carries off the 
grub. Bird preys on bird, fish on fish, as it is written in the Mahdblldrala: 

The stronger fishes, after their kind, prey on the weaker fish. 
This is ever our means of living, appointed to us eternally. 
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But man himself is the most terrible incarnation of Yama. He 
plunges with a savage joy into the thicket of bamboo or sugar·cane to 
attack and slay the boar. He pursues over the plain the timid and 
graceful antelope; his arrows outstrip its fleetness; and the exhausted 
creature, that erst bounded in beauty and freedom, falls sobbing to the 
earth and expires in torture. He gathers the dumb and patient sheep, and 
the helpless lambs, from the pastures where they bleated for joy, and consigns 
them to the slaughter-house. Behold yon porters passing even now the 
court gate with baskets on their heads full of the heautiful plumage of the 
Cingalese cocks gathered from the villages round Lanka, sitting happy 
together, all unconscious of their coming doom. They are bearing them to 
the camp to feed thy military followers. 

The festivity of man is the signal of death to the humbler creatures of 
the earth: he rejoices or weds, and they die as the materials of his joy, 
victims immolated to his household gods. Even those creatures, upon 
whose flesh he has not yet learned to feed, he harasses to death by more 
protracted and painful means. The horse, that in his youth bore him in 
the day of battle or the pompous ceremonial, is, when age advances and 
his fire abates, consigned to the merciless Vaishya, who trades in hired 
chariots; and you behold thousands of those wretched creatures, lean, 
lacerated, and panting, driven by male Durgas (furies) through the city 
without respite from sunrise till midnight, till at last they drop and expire 
in harness, or are rudely taken out and cast aside into some corner to die 
unseen and unpitied. And the dog, the honest friend of man; and the cat, 
self-adorning, playful, capricious, coy, timid, watchful, secretive, house
loving, but ever affectionate when gently treated, the friend and-be not 
offended, good Mandodari, for thou knowest their strong attachments-in 
some respects the type of woman, and the playfellow of children, the 
household Numen and hieroglyphic of domestic life-what becomes of 
these? \\Tho sees their end? Into what byway solitudes, what holes and 
corners do they creep, led by a mournful instinct of nature to conceal their 
agonies and yield up their breath? Ah I how many tragedies of animal 
agony daily take place not far from the dwellings of man, and he knows it not, 
or knowing, lays it not to heart, or laughs in scorn of sympathy for animal 
suffering! And yet all creatures, Manu teaches, have their life in that 
awful Spirit in whom man, too, lives, and in them as in man that Spirit 
liveth~ 

Sarva-bhiiteshu chatmanam, sarva-bhiitbi chatmbi 
Samam pashyan. 

In all cr~tures the SPIRIT, and all creatures in the SPIRIT, 

Alike beholding. 

And let us look at man himself. Is life to be found in his dwelling? 
Alas! from the cradle to the cemetery where his body is laid upon the 
pyre, is not his course one 10Dg cry of suffering, and sorrow, and terror-
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one long reminiscence and foretaste of death? The householder in the 
prime of manhood, and his blooming, comely matron, look down on either 
side upon two valleys of mourning. In one are the cherished memories of 
heloved parents; she weeping for the beloved father, he for the poor tender 
mother. In the other, the idolised forms of children snatched prematurely 
from their arms, and wept alike by both; by her in loud lamentation, by 
him in stifled sobs and hidden tears. The mother dies giving birth to her 
babe, or lives to weep ere long over its corpse. Disease haunts man from 
his birth. Go into the mighty city of LankA. In every street there passes 
you a funeral procession, with its red powder, its lugubrious flowers, its 
mournful rolling ululatus, and in its rear the mournful women stand before 
the door in a circle, beating their breasts. In every house there is a cry 
and a grief-an old man expiring; a child struggling: a strong man 
agonised; a woman weeping; a little girl with frightened and tearful face. 
And, as if the terrible avenger Yam a had not imposed on humanity a 
sufficient measure of sufferin~ and death, man goes forth himself in gold, 
and plumes, and gay caparisons, to crush the limbs, and dash out the 
brains, and pierce the heart and bowels of his fellow man. And on the 
battle-field are left horrible sights, terrible cries, and fearful smells of death. 
And in the city the women weep and break their bangles and shave their 
heads, and put on grey unbleached or russet garments, and are thenceforth 
held to be of evil omen. Oh, tragic man I whence is all this death in thy 
life? Alas I it is because an inward moral death reigns throughout all, 
that it must have this outward manifestation also. Men's souls are dead 
when they are born: this life is the autopsy, and the disease is made 
manifest to all. One· died mad of pride; one phrenetic with anger; one 
leprous with sensuality; one had the fever of ambition; one suffered from 
the insatiable craving of greed; one from the malignant venom of revenge; 
one from the jaundice of jealousy; one from the eating cancer of envy; 
one from a surfeit of self-love; one from the paralysis of apathy_ Many 
were the diseases, hut death into this world the common result of all. 

Yes, death is triumphant here--death, physical and moral. The dead 
bring forth the dead; the dead bear the dead to the funeral pyre; the dead 
walk about the streets and greet each other, and bargain, and buy and sell, 
and marry, and build-and know not all the time that they are but ghosts 
and phantasms! That land of silence and shadows; of desolation and 
ruins; of sorrow and death, in which thy soul walked in the vision, Oh 
Titan! is the WORLD in which thy dead body now walks waking. Renounce 
and annihilate it, Oh king! by asceticism and divine gnosis, and thus return 
to real life. 

(To be cOfJtinuea.) 
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\lUntarrb'.5 ~Dgi. 

I HE following incident is taken from the M01'alia of Plutarch and is to 
_ be found in the dialogue" Concerning the Cessation of Oracles ". The 

speaker is Cleombrotus who, Plutarch tells us, was a LacedremoAian 
gentleman and a great traveller. Ht; had spent much time in various parts 
of Egypt and in particular had visited the country of the Troglodytes, who 
are said to have been an }Ethiopian tribe of cave-dwellers. He had also 
been on a voyage beyond the Red Sea. This Cleombrotus was not a 
merchant, but a private gentleman who was collecting information for the 
basis of a philosophical religion. 

" But since a bowl of mixed myth and argument has been set before 
us-and there seems no reason why with such a sympathetic audience such 
views should not be put to the test like foreign coins-I do not hesitate to 
oblige you with the description of a foreigner whom I discovered, though not 
without great difficulty and after much wanderinf{ and expenditure of money 
for the information. He was seen by the people round the Red Sea only once 
a year and for the rest of the time associated, according to his own statement, 
with the nomad nymphs and daimollS.* This man gave me a courteous 
reception and we entered into conversation. 

" In appearance he was the handsomest fellow I have ever seen and 
kept free from disease by taking once a month the fruit of a plant of a 
medicinal nature and bitter to the taste. He was skilful in the use of many 
languages, but with me he mostly spoke Doric and almost in verse, and 
as he spoke perfume filled the place from the sweetness of his breath. The 
rest of his knowledge and information always remained with him, but the 
prophetic inspiration only came upon him once in every year, when he went 
down to the sea and prophesied. And nobles and royal scribes used to 
flock to hear him and then went away. Well, this man attributed pro
phesying to the daimons. He talked a great deal about Delphi, and he 
seemed to be acquainted with all that they say about the Dionysus there 
and the performance of the sacred rites, but he said that such things 
signified certain great matters that befell the daimons. He was also 
acquainted with the myth of the Python. And he denied that the slayer of 
the Python goes into exile for nine years or yet to Tempe, but said that he 
is banished to another world, and afterwards in the revolutions of nine 

• Hesiod speaks of " The long-haired nymphs, daughters of Jove, that bears the:egis ". 
and divides rational entities (AO,),'KO') into four classes, viz., gods, daimons, heroes and 
men, just as the Plwd/UIS tell of four classes of beings born from the body of Brahma., viz., 
gods, IISHrllS (translated demons (?) ), pitris (progenitors) and men. Plutarch also says 
that, according to the same authority, the men of the" golden race" were classed among 
daimons. In the course of the dialogue some other interesting pieces of information con
cerning these daimons are contributed in order to support the hypothesis that oracular 
responses were dictated by such entities. For instance Xenocrates, the companion of Plato, 
is said to have found certain correspondences between certain kinds of triangles and this 
classification of beings. Of triangles he assigned the equilateral to the gods, seeing that it 
is equal in every way; the scalene to men, seeing that it is unequal in all its sides; and the 
isosceles he compared to the nature of daimons, seeing that it was partly equal in its 
properties and partly unequal, just as the nature of dailJlons was between that of gods 
IUldmeq. 
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G,eat Yea,s becoming pure and a 'Phrebus' in reality, he returns from 
thence and takes possession of the oracle, which has meantime been guarded 
by Themis. 

"And so also with the myths about Typhon and the Titan~, which 
were really battles of daimons with daimons, the vanquished fleeing and 
the wrong-doers being punished by the God, like Typhon for transgressing 
against Osiris and Cronus against Uranus, of whom the honours have 
either diminished or entirely ceased, since they were transferred to another 
world. And many other stories too like these can be taken from 
the sacred myths . 

. " , But', remarked the stranger, ' there is nothing strange in our calling 
some daimons by the names we usually give the gods, for every daimon is 
wont to be called by the name of the god to which it is assigned and from 
which it derives its power and honour. For with us one is assigned to Zeus, 
another to Athene, another to Apollo, or Dionysus, or Hermes. Some of 
them have been rightly so called, but many have become possessed of 
names of gods that have no appropriateness in them and even signify the 
very opposite of their natures.' " 

And when Cleombrotus stopped, we all thought what he had said to be 
very extraordinary. And on Heracleon asking what all this had to do with 
Plato, and how had he (the last speaker) played the tune for the argument, 
Cleombrotus continued: "You do well to remind one that he (Plato) at once 
abandoned the idea of an infinity of worlds, and that as to a definite number 
he could not make up his mind, for though he conceded the probability (of 
there being a plurality) up to the number of five, on the hypothesis of one 
world for each element, yet he watched (? analysed) himself on on~ 
only. And this seems to be the peculiarity of Plato, while others were 
exceedingly apprehensive of this plurality as though they who did not limit 
the world-stuff (kyle) to one (world), would in going beyond that number be 
immediately involved in a limitless and embarrassing infinity." 

" But ", I interposed, "did the stranger lay down any limit to the 
plurality, as Plato did, or did you fail to question him when in his 
company? " 

And Cleombrotus answered: "Why, I was not likely not to be in good 
form about such things and a ready listener when he showed and made 
himself so affable. He told me that the number of worlds was neither 
infinite, nor one, nor five, but that there were one hundred and eighty-three 
of them,~' arranged in the figure of a triangle of which each side contained 
sixty; and of the remaining three one is set at each angle. And those on 
the sides touch each other, revolving steadily as in a choral dance. 
And the area of the triangle is the common hearth of all, and is called the 
"plane of truth,' in which the logo; and ideas and paradigms of all things 

• The following speaker of the dialogue. Demetrius the Grammarian, a native of Tarsus 
who had resided some time in Britain, asserts that this idea is neither Egyptian nor Indian, 
but Dorian. And in fact that it was put forward by a certain Petron of Himera in Sicily. 
But the treatise of this philosopher Demetrius had not read, nor did he think it was any 
longer extant. The Theosophical student, however, will not be at much pains to see in 
Petron's 183 worlds, grouped round the triangle of divine fire, the world of ideas, another 
proof of the septenary classification of worlds as taught by so many philosophers in antiquity. 
We can deal with the number 60 in two ways; either by disregarding the nought (a frequent 
.. blind" in esotericism) and reducing it to 6, or by splitting it up into its factors 5 x 12. 
In the first case we have the three worlds of manifestation dIvided into six planes and 
synthesized by the spheres at the angular points of the triangle, seven in all (see diagram, 
Secret Doctrine, Vol. I., p. 200). In the second, 5 x 12 is the numerical expression of the 
famous" Platonic solid", the dedecahedron, a figure contained by twelve Pt1tt4!;OIIS, the type 
of a world. The triangle signifies the triple aspect of the world of ideas, the ar4pa planes 
of cosmos, separated from the three rl'lpa planes of manifestation, by the horizon of the 
eternity or reon, an arrangement that may be easily understood by the symbology of the 
interlaced triangles, 

by 
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which have been and which shall be, lie inmovable; and the eternity (lit., 
Iron) being round them (sc., the ideas, &c.), time flows down upon the worlds 
like a stream. And the sight and contemplation of these things is possible 
for the souls of men only once in ten thousand years, should they have lived 
a virtuous life. And the highest of our initiations here below is only the 
dream of that true vision and initiation; and the discourses (sc., deli
vered in the rite) had been carefully devised to awaken the memory of the 
sublime things there above, or else were to no purpose. Such were the 
myths I heard him tell of these things, just as though he were going through 
an initiatory rite and ceremony, without affording any demonstration or proof 
of what he said. II 

G. R. S. MEAD, F.T.S. 

~HE Universe is embodied consciousness, or Spirit in Matter. 

Spirit, life, action, consciousness, subjectivity, are an convertible terms. 

Force is the phenomenalisat!on or objectivation of the highest sub
jective life which thenceforth becomes the spectator, and force the 
concept. Then begins the illusionary ascription of self-standing reality to 
the concepts. 

Matter, objectivity, the acted-on, are convertible terms; being names 
given to changes in phenomenal consciousness in accordance with the 
laws of consciousness as the formative spirit. 

Force or action, after the disappearance or before the appearance of 
that which is acted on, is for us an empty abstraction. The acted-on, after 
the disappearance or before the appearance of that which acts on it, is also 
for us an empty abstraction. 

The Universe may, therefore, for clearness of comprehension, be 
symbolised by a triangle. 

Nirvana. 
The Abliolute Synthesis. 

Fur us, an empty abstraction. 

The product of the two. 
The Universe in activity. 

3 
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Without the uniting base, with the interaction suspended, both sides 
ascend into nothingnes->, the apex. 

Man, as we know him, has his personal consciousness on base G, but 
there are occupants of all the other bases; for matter exists in seven degrees 
of density and complexity, and so also consciousness in correspondence. 

Advance to a higher plane occurs when the illusionary nature of the 
lower is perceived, and the whole ascent is completed when the phenomenal 
consciousness passes above the false ascription of self-standing reality to 
nature and is absorbed into the true universal self with knowledge of itself. 

Although to mind on the upper six bases and a fortio,; on the seventh, 
the apex is an empty abstraction and unconscious, yet the apex as the 
absolute synthesis, the beginning and the end, is not inconceivable from its 
empty nothingness, for it is eternal and illimitable potentiality, but from its 
illimitability. It cannot be brought into conception, and to our minds 
appears nothing. But it is the source and container of everything and is 
supra-, not sub-conscious. 

The ascription of self-standing reality to nature is the cause of pain, 
which is thus an educator and disappears with the disappearance of the 
cause. This is the Eastern Law of Kanna, or the law that adjusts the 
reaction upon the man of his acts, the reaction being a change in his 
personal consciousness. 

The outcoDle of evolution is the raising of our present consciousness 
up through the base-lines to the apex. The ultimate spirit is that which 
by its inner evolutionary force effects this. But that evolution which in 
time will be the lot of all men, is capable of acceleration by individuals. 
And those who have done this occupy the six upper bases. The occupants 
of each base are the teachers of those on the next lower. The originators 
of this and other Theosophical movements occupy base F. 

Their teaching is in the form of metaphysical axioms on the one side, 
and on the other of certain directions as to the mode of concentrating and 
training consciousness so that it Dlay realise the truth of the axioms. 
Western Philosophy often arrives at the same axioms, but is ignorant of 
the" Yoga" steps in the ascending education of consciousness which are 
necessary to realise them. 

The Ultimate Spirit, the apex of the triangle, the root and container of 
all the manifesteJ, both subjective and objective, of the Root-Ego and its 
reflections into the consciousness of men, and of all the procedent grades of 
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matter, in descending the sides of the triangle, in making itself object to 
itself, becomes the spectator and the spectacle, and at the end of evolution 
has subsumed the objective under self-consciousness. 

The conscious states of individual men are the phenomenalisation, or 
the turning towards the objective of the self-consciousness of the World
Ego. Into the consciousness of men the primal self-consciousness is 
reflected, just as the reflection itself (the self-consciousness of men) is 
reflected into, or lies behind, each of man's states of consciousness. The self
consciousness of man, therefore, though illusionary in the highest sense, is 
yet as much possessed of temporary reality as the self-consciousness of the 
World-Ego, or as the total objective, parallel with which it comes into 
being, and goes out of being. 

The survey of evolution shows men attaining to increasingly delicate 
touch of each other's states of consciousness, resulting in love or sympathy 
as emotions, and unselfishness in action. As evolution advances, the sense 
of unity of source and destiny, due to the presence in consciousness of 
the Universal Ego as its supporter and root, becomes continually stronger. 

The Egoism of man, though, like that of the World-Ego, dissolved on 
the plane of ahsolute reality in the intervals between Manvantaras or com
plete cosmic dramas, the plane of subjective space, is yet a real and 
continuous thread through the eternal succession of Manvantaras, just as 
through each man's succession of incarnations, reappearing in a richer 
de~ee with each Manvantara. 

Rhythm of motion is exhibited in the recurrent incarnation of indivi
duals and in the recurrent incarnations or materialisations of the primal 
spirit-apex. Consciousness becomes complex and richer with each incarna
tion of the unit-man, and each successive universal drama brings more from 
the infinite plane of subjective potentiality into the definiteness of self
conscious potency. 

Matter is the clothing or objectivation of consciousness, and during its 
existence is continuously mobile. It is the educator of self-consciousness, 
and having served its purpose returns to its essence. Though the modifi
cations of human consciousness due to its past interplay and contact with 
matter, remain therein as knowledge and basis of action, such past modifi
cations are not concretely present in local and phenomenal memory, for 
their continuous and concrete presence would involve confused and defective 
concentration upon the immediate present. 

H. A. W. CORYN, F.T.S. 
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An mullint of tbt "~t.att llodrint " . 
III. 

SUMMARY. 

The Illusions of Differentiation, Separation and Transformation. 

~HIS brings us to the point where the last hour of Universal Night 
~ is passing into the dawn of a new Universal Day. All the processes of 
involution which brought about the Night are ready to be reversed. 

We have seen that, at the evening twilight, when Universal Night was 
coming on, all the souls of men had been drawn together into one humanity, 
and all the humanities of all the worlds had been drawn together into one 
great Life--united with each other, and united with the Divine-in the 
evening twilight that ushered in the Universal Night; the twin powers of 
Will and Consciousness-the one, creator of all the forms of the universe, 
all the images and imaginings that make up the worlds-and the other, 
observer of these manifold images and imaginings-had drawn together, 
coalesced, and become united, so that the difference between the worlds 
and the Consciousness that knows the worlds had disappeared, and subject 
and object had become one. 

These unions and involutions marked the evening twilight; they are 
now to be reversed in the dawn of a new Universal Day. The union of the 
evening is to become the differentiation of the morning; the involution of 
the evening is to become the evolution and manifestation of a new day. 
This differentiation will separate again the united humanities; will separate 
them from each other, and from the Divine; but this separation is not real, 
or inherent in essential being, but merely apparent and the result of 
illusory manifestation. 

If we conceive of the totality of being as an infinite diamond, pure and 
incorruptible, then the differentiated humanities are the faces of the 
diamond, and the differentiated souls of each humanity are the separate 
facets of every face. Each facet has, in a sense, an independent being in 
itself; each facet has a certain individuality and separateness. But each 
facet only exists through being a part of the diamond; and without the 
diamond it has no existence at all. Each facet is then merely a phase of 
the diamond, and not an independent being; and each facet is, as it were, 
a window into the pure heart of the diamond, an entry to the whole of its 
incorruptible light; and, being a window to the whole diamond, each facet 
is thus, in a sense, the whole diamond, and able to command the potency 
of the whole diamond. ' 

And this is exactly the relation of the differentiated souls to the One 
Infinite Divine, so far as any symbol can convey that relation. It is only 
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in and through the Divine that these differentiated souls exist at all, as it is 
only through the diamond that the facets exist at all; and each individual 
soul is an entry to the ineffable heart of the whole Infinite Divine; and can, 
through purity, command the whole of its infinite Being and Power. Thus 
every differentiated soul is at once infinite, as being one with the divine; 
finite, as being but one facet of the divine; and utterly non-existent and 
void apart from the divine. 

In the perfect diamond there are three powers; first, the entity of the 
diamond itself; second, the differentiation, or margins of the facets; and 
thirdly, as the result of these two, the facets themselves. So in the 
universe, when the dawn comes, and differentiation sets in, there are three 
powers; first, the Being of the universe; second, the differentiation; and 
third, through the union of these two, the differentiated souls that enter 
into separate life. These three powers are, in one sense, the "Father, 
Mother, and Son" of the Stalfzas of Dzyalf. 

There is yet another aspect of the diamond sym bol. 
Each facet is not alone, but hemmed in and surrounded by other 

facets; and thus bound, inevitably and indissolubly, to the other facets; 
and has, with them, a real existence only through the diamond, to 
the interior of which, and to the whole of which, each and all of them are 
equally windows. 

So each differentiated soul is not alone, but is surrounded by other 
souls, and indissolubly bound to them; and has with them no real exist
ence except through the Divine ONE, of which they are all the facets, and 
in the plenitude and power of which they all equally partake; the 
plenary possession of one in nowise excluding or limiting the plenary 
possession .of the others. Each soul IS thus bound to other souls in a 
brotherhood rising out of the depths of essential being, and as eternal and 
inevitable as essential being itself. 

In the same way, each group of facets, each group of souls, is bound to 
other groups, in divine hosts and hierarchies and ·powers, all of which exist 
only through the Divine, and are without the Divine utterly void and 
non-existent. 

At the dawn, therefore, of the Universal Day, differentiation divides 
the One Divine into innumerable differentiated souls, each possessing 
the plenary power of the Divine, and bound together into groups, and 
hierarchies, and hosts, like the clustering facets of the diamond; and yet, 
though this differentiation into facets takes place, the diamond, the symbol 
of the Divine, remains one and indivisible as before. 

This is the mystery of the relation of the Divine a:ld man, as far as 
that relation can be embodied in symbols and expressed in words; but 
symbols are powerless to express the Illajesty, the infinite fulness and COIll

plexity of the great Life, whose unly true symbol is life itself. 
The first change, therefore, that springs up in the dawn of Universal Day, 
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is the differentiation of the ONB into hierarchies, humanities, and individual 
souls, or, to speak more truly, the first change is the birth of the tendency to 
t his differentiation; as the differentiation itself is not completely developed 
until the noon of Universal Day is reached; at the risk of repetition it must 
again be pointed out that this differentiation must in nowise be conceived as 
impairing the eternal unity of the One Divine Life. As we shall note further 
on, this differentiation, by nature, and in virtue of an inherent essential 
tendency, is always sevenfold; and that the hierarchies, humanities and 
souls fall naturally into sevenfold groups, just as the leaves of the horse
chestnut fall naturally, and by an inherent law, into sevenfold groups on 
each leaf-stem. 

The second change that marks the dawn of Universal Day is the 
reversal of the tendency of Consciousness and the images present to it to 
coalesce into one united life, which marked, as we saw, the evening twilight 
of the last Universal Day. 

We have traced the relation of Consciousness to the images and 
imaginings-the images presented outwardly through the senses, and the 
imaginings presented inwardly through the mind-on the most outward 
and material planes or phases of life; we have seen that these groups of 
sensations and feelings, these images and imaginings, follow on this 
most outward plane a course full of apparent disharmony and chaos, a 
seemingly cruel and relentless rush of hostile and menacing forces. 

Following this relation between consciousness and its objects, through 
the more inward and less material planes and phases of life, we have 
seen that, on these higher and deeper planes, subject and object draw 
closer together, that the deep inherent harmony between them becomes 
gradually visible, and that at last it becomes plain that the course of these 
images and imaginings is ruled and directed in disciplinary order by a 
power inherent in, and indissolubly bound to, Consciousness, the power of 
spiritual Will, which in the highest, divine phase of life becomes one with 
Consciousness; this union necessitating the disappearance of the objective 
universe, or, more truly, its mergence in subjectivity; this disappearance of 
the objective universe being one of the co-ordinate causes of Universal 
Night. 

At the dawn of a new day, this union is reversed, and the separation of the 
twin subject-object-the united WiII-Consciousness-into subject and object, 
subjectivity and objectivity, takes place. Here again we have three powers 
produced from the ONE; first the subject, Consciousness, the cogniser; 
second, the object, the images and imaginings cognised; and third, the 
cognition, the magician Perception, that is produced from these two, and 
binds these two together; these three are a second aspect of the" Father, 
Mother, and Son" of the Stanzas of Dzyan. 

Again it must be insisted that this separation is not real, not inherent 
in essential being, but merely apparent and illusory, a part of that gigantic 
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world-illusion which brings about the manifestation of Universal Day; 
and that this illusory separation in no way impairs the essential unity of 
the ONE. 

By a law similar to, and co-ordinate with, that which ordained that the 
hierarchies, and humanities, and souls, should fall into natural groups of 
sevens, a law which we have likened to the inherent tendency by which the 
horse-che~tnut produces on every leaf-stem branches of seven leaves, it 
further happens that the separation of subjectivity and objectivity is seven
fold; that subject and object are confronted in seven phases or planes of 
life, from the highest and deepest phase in which the two are united in one 
subject-object, one Will-Consciousness, to the lowest, most unreal and most 
material, in which the vehicle of consciousness and objectivity are in 
perpetual strife, generating p~rpetual pain. 

This sevenfold manifestation of the twins, Consciousness and Will, or 
subjectivity and objectivity, through seven phases or planes, is, in one 
sense, what is meant in the Stanzas of Dzyan by the words: "the radiant 
essence becomes seven inside {subjectively} and seven outside {objectively} ". 

It must not be supposed that this sevenfold manifestation of objectivity, 
this ranging of images and imaginings into seven categories, phases, or 
planes, became suddenly complete when the hour struck for the dawn of 
Universal Day. As we saw was the case with the differentiation of the 
One Life into hierarchies and humanities and souls, this further separation of 
the one subject-object into cogniser, cognised, and cognition, and the 
repetition of this separation through seven phases or planes, is not 
complete and perfect till the noontide of Universal Day, till the pendulum 
has reached the foremost point of its swing, and is ready to return again 
towards and behind the perpendicular. 

I t is the initiation of the tendency to sevenfold differentiation into 
subject and object, and not the completion of that tt:ndency, which marks 
the dawn of Universal Day; and it is this tendency of the One to separate 
into three-the cogniser, the cognised and the cognition-thus veiling the 
real unity of the One; and the repetition of this tendency for every unit of 
being, for every facet of the One Divine Life, which" lifts the veil, and 
unfurls it from East to West ", ill the words of the Book of Dzyan. 

In the same Stanza in this book the " Luminous Egg which in itself is 
three", is the symbol for each triple group of cogniser, cognised and 
cognition; such triple group ueing the cause and basis of manifested life 
through the corporate powers of subject and ouject; the "Luminous 
Egg", the symbol of these group~, is not one but many, or, more truly, 
infinite in number; for, to quote the Vishnll Purana :-

" There are thousands of thousands, and ten thousands of thousands 
of such world-eggs; nay, hundreds of crores of crores." 

The first element, therefore, of the new dawn of Universal Day 
is tht: illusory differentiation of the One Divine Life into apparently 
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separate . hierarchies and humanities and souls; while the second 
element is the fission or division of these hierarchies and humanities 
and souls into apparently opposed elements of consciousness and will, 
subjectivity and objectivity. This will is the power that brought into 
manifestation the ordered chains of illusory images and imaginings 
that make up the substance of the worlds, which are the objects 
of the perceptions of the seemingly differentiated though really united 
consciousnesses, which, though seeming to be many,. are really One. 
As we have seen that the differentiation of the One Life into hierarchies 
and humanities and souls does not violate the unity of the One Life; 
but that these hierarchies and humanities and souls are bound 
together by indissoluble and inevitable bonds, springing from the nature 
of essential being; we are prepared to understand that the illusory chain 
of images and imaginings which make up the worlds are not generated by 
the isolated wills of individual souls without reference to and independent 
of the humanities and hierarchies to which they belong; but that the 
illusory chains of images and imaginings are the product of the united wills 
of the humanities and hierarchies, and that the congeries and series of 
illusions are welded together into seeming solidity and substantiality by the 
co-ordinate action of these united wills. 

The whole progress of these congeries and series of illusions, from the 
dawn till the evening twilight of the Universal Day; the quality, quantity, 
order and character, disciplinary and educational, of these world-images, is 
the expression, outcome, and manifestation of the inherent nature of the 
spiritual will linked to each individual soul, to each unit of subject-object, 
and is thus the expression of the will and inherent law of the humanities 
and hierarchies to which these units belong; or, to speak more truly, is the 
expression of the inherent law of that One Divine Life of which the souls, 
humanities and hierarchies are the facets and faces, the apparent differen
tiations of the eternally indivisible One. 

Besides the apparent differentiation of the One into hierarchies, 
humanities, and individuals, and the apparent standing apart of these 
differentiations into the confronted powers of consciousness and nature, of 
subject and object, there is a third element in the genesis of Universal 
Day. This third element is the result of the eternal rhythmic tendency 
to alternate manifestation and latency, which we have seen to be inherent 
in the One Eternal Divine Life. 

About the form oC this rhythmic tendency, when in latency, we have 
seen that it is hardly profitable to enquire j but when in manifestation, its 
nature and results are more intelligible. 

In virtue of this tendency to rhythmic progression, the world-images 
which are the expression of the will of the One Divine Life, are brought 
into a continual process of flux and flow, of destruction and regeneration, 
of waxing and waning, of incessant change from one form and phase to 
another form and phase. 
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Just as the individual souls are the infinitely numerous facets of the 
One Divine Life, so these infinitely numerous destructions and regenera
tions, and incessant changes of form of individual images and world-images, 
are the facets and reflections of the eternal rhythmic tendency in the One 
Divine Life, which in this aspect is spoken of as Eternal Motion. 

Between the past and the future of every image-the" what-has-been" 
and the .. what-is-to-be "-is intruded for an infinitesimal moment the 
present, the "what-is". This fleeting moment in the life of images 
and world-images, this" present ", the child of past and future, is yet 
another aspect of the" One which is the Three "; past being the" Father", 
future the "Mother n, and present the "Son ", in the phraseology of 
Dzyan. 

These three phases, past, present, and future, are illusory appearances 
of the Eternal Now; the illusory appearances being generated by the 
continuous flux and flow of images and world-images under the influence of 
the eternal rhythmic impulse of the Eternal One Life. 

In virtue of this reflected rhythmic impulse, every image and world
image passes through the three phases of beginning, middle, and end, or 
creation, so-called; preservation; and destruction, which is regeneration or 
new creation; these three phases being personified as the Creator, the 
Preserver, and the Destroyer-Regenerator; and the expression of these 
thr~e in terms of duration being Past, Present, and Future. Every creation 
was preceded by a destruction, and every destruction will be succeeded by 
a new creation; or rather, destruction and creation are the dual aspects of 
the continual transformation to which every image in the illusory, mani
fested world is incessantly subject; as no illusory image is for more than 
an infinitesimal moment the same-this infinitesimal moment being the 
.. present", the son of the limitless past and the limitless future; of the 
endless transformations that have been, and the endless transformations that 
are to be. 

These transformations vary in the different phases or planes of life in 
which the dual subject-object expresses itself, from the lowest, or outermost 
material phase, to the highest and deepest, where all transformations 
being present in every image at every moment, this re-entrant motion 
becomes rest-and from another aspect transformation does not take place at 
all, but is lulled to sleep in the Eternal Now. This is in that deepest and 
highest phase of life, where Consciousness and image are united in one dual 
life; and during the long hours of Universal Day this highest phase re
mains as the type and symbol of the true being of which the manifested 
universe, the illusory child of the day, is the unreal counterpart. This 
perfect type will remain until the course of the Universal Day is ended, 
and the illusion of separateness and the illusion of differentiation have 
faded away; and individuals, humanities, and hierarchies, lose the sense of 
their separation, and realise their essential unity with each other and with 
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the Eternal One; till the "Sons return into their Mother's bosom at the 
end of the Great Day, and re-become one with Her ", in the language of 
the Stanzas of Dzyan. 

We have thus traced the elements which give birth to the dawn of a 
new Universal Day, in their triple triplicity; we have traced first the 
growth of the illusion of difference, by which the differentiated hier
archies, humanities, and individuals, arise as facets and faces of the One. 
Indivisible Life. 

We have traced, secondly, the illusion of separation by which the 
One Being is divided into Consciousness and image, into subject and object, 
linked together by cognition or perception. 

Thirdly, we have seen how the rhythmic impulse of the One Life, 
becoming reflected in these images, gives birth to incessant transformations, 
which themselves create the illusions of beginning, middle, and end, as 
phases of the One Is, and the illusions of past, present, and future, as 
phases of. the One Now. 

The next section will trace the progress of the chains and congeries of 
world-images, thus generated by illusion, and, as illusion..; moulded and 
formed by the hierarchies and humanities whose will has given them birth; 
and the full development of the powers of the Day. 

C. J. 

IN CONFIRMATION OF THE" SECRET DOCTRINE ". 

THE following paragraph has gone the round of the papers, and confirms 
the contention of H.P.B., on pp. xxxii-iv. of the first volume of the Secret 
Doctrine :-

AN UNDERGROUND CITY. 

The Russiarts have made a singular discovery in Central Asia (says a correspond
ent of an Indian ne\\'spaper). In Turkestan, on the right bank of the Amou Daria, 
in a chain of rocky hills near the Bokharan tOlVn of Karki, are a number of large caves 
which, upon examination, were found to lead to an underground city, built, appar
ently, long before the Christian era. According to effigies, inscriptions, and designs 
upon the gold and silver money unearthed from among the ruins, the existence of the 
town dates back to some two centuries belore the birth of Christ. The underground 
Bokharan city is about two versts long, and is composed of an enormous labyrinth of 
corridors, streets, and squares surrounded by houses and other buildings two or three 
stories high. The edifices contain all kinds of domestic utensils, pots, urns, vases, and 
so forth. In some of the streets fa\1s of earth and rock have obstructed the passages, 
but genera\1y the visitor can walk about freely without so much as lowering his head. 
The high degree of civilization attained by the inhabitants of the city is shown by the 
fact that they built in several stories, by the symmetry of the streets and squares, and 
by the beauty of the baked clay and metal utensils and of the ornaments and coins 
which have been found. It is supposed that long centuries ago this city so carefully 
concealed in the bowels of the earth provided an entIre population with a refuge from 
the incursions of nomadic savages and robbers. 
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1iarma anb Rtincamathm 
AS APPLIED TO MAN. 

(Being two papers read befoTe the Meerut T.S., by RAMA PRASAD, M.A., F.T.S., 

revised and enlaTged fOT the Press.) 

(Continued.) 

~ S I have already remarked, the solar life-type enters the gross vesture 
. ~ gradually and not all at once. As the organism is subjected during 

life to its constant influences, the solar forces entering the body are 
constantly raising its various energies higher and higher. This entering of 
the solar energies into the human body is known by the name of Vcisana; 
and it is by Vtisana, by experiencing the solar manifestations of external nature, 
that the energies of our bodies have arisen, and are yet bound to rise 
higher. Such is the lesson of the past. The sun will not cease to influence 
us until our life-bodies have received all the energies it can impart to them .. 
There is no reason why we should cease to move along the same line of 
perfection on which we have been moving, but quite the reverse. While 
the source of all these energies is capable of imparting them to us in an 
increasing degree, it is not certainly going to change its past line of action 
but to complete it. Thus the present phenomena of life and their genesis 
tell us that life in its generic, specific and individual capacities, is but an 
upward march from solar beginnings to solar perfection. The only 
difference that we find existing in more and less highly developed life
organisms is that in the former solar energies are present to a greater 
extent and degree than in thc latter. Why this difference? There 
can be no reason but that the more highly developed bodies 
have been longer subjected to the source of those energies, and 
have therefore been more influenced by them. All organic motion 
becomes heat, and the production of this heat means increase in 
organic strength. When organic life-matter is eternal, and the 
motive forces are ever present, it must of necessity rise to the highest 
perfection of power the solar system possesses. The evolutionary causes 
which have brought any individual unit to its present state of perfection, 
being still present there, it must yet make further progress. And that 
progress ",ust be made on this earth, Jor the very simple reason tllat it can be made 
l'eYe. It is quite possible for this earth to contain human life of a still more 
highly developed form, and nature always utilizes the capabilities of her 
products to the highest possible extcnt. So far as the individuals of the 
present race of man are concerned, a vast range of the degrees of develop
ment is clearly perceptible. Multifarious and almost infinitely various as 
human life is, you can very easily convince yourselves of this difference of 
development. For individuals then, there is a possibility of more 
developed existence during the present racial conditions. The science of 
Yoga, divested of many an excrescence which has now become attached to 
it, aims at proving practically the possibility of this evolution, and the hope 
which man always entertains of living a higher and a better life is only the 
shadow of coming events cast before their actual appearance. An 
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individual must then be reincarnated on this earth for the purpose of future 
physiological development. Otherwise the very purpose of his life would 
be defeated. 

Thus the nature and history of the physiological evolution of man, 
demand future existence and rebirth on this earth as a necessity. I shall 
now take up the nature and history of mental development, and show you 
that these too lead to the same necessary conclusion. I shall then proceed 
to show you how this reincarnation takes place, together with some other 
important and connected facts. 

I have already pointed out that before the fabrication of life-forms by the 
sun began, the entity which has now become man existed as a four-fold 
being. 

I. Absolute Consciousness; Spirit. 
2. Self-consciousness, or Egoism; Soul. 
3. Manas; Subjective Mind. 
4. Prana; Physiological Life-TypE'. 
I have also told you that the sun is manufacturing another so-called 

superposed p,ana. This prtina is not the fourth principle of the above 
classification. That existed before the evolution began, and is an aspect of 
the cosmic solar pana, not capable of any further development. When 
the superposed p,(ina becomes fully developed it will have mer~ed totally 
into the fourth principle, and will have passed beyond lts present 
limitations. It is in fact a limited manifestation of the fourth principle, 
and its limitations define its peculiar personality. This finite manifestation 
of the subjective solar type is what might be called its m(iydvi ,apa; and it is 
this mayavi rupa which, forming our present active life, deludes us into a 
belief of its actual existence. Our true individuality comes thus to be 
afflicted by the very undesirable existence of objectivity to terrestrial phases 
of finite life. Evolution consists in passing out of absolute objectivity into 
absolute subjectivity. Until this point is reached the mayavi p,ana binds 
the fourth principle to the extent of its own limitations, and thus draws it 
into the vortex ot births and deaths. These remarks apply equally well to 
mind, for as there is a maytivi p,dna, so there is also a mayavi manas. This 
is the limited manifestation, through external appearances centred in the 
brain, of sankalpa. and vikalpa, to which reference has already been made. 
When some remarks upon ",aytivi manas have been made, I shall add the 
two mayavi principles to the four noticed above, and thus present you, 
along. with the gross body, with a sevenfold division of the human 
constitution. 

The solar pictures of the external objects of sight, hearing, touch, 
taste, and smell, qmling constantly into contact with the vegetable 
organism, develop into it the five sensuous organs. When these begin to 
make their appearance the life-monad has entered the animal kingdom. 
From that moment begins the development of the animal mind, or lowe, 
manas. The various sensations, while by constant influence developing the 
brain reservoir of the impressions, lay down there the seed of the fully
developed future mind. In my essay on Astrology, now published in the 
Theosophist, I have shown how this brain-mind develops. Here I shall only 
state the conclusions. 

The two basic notions of the human mind are those of Universal 
Causation and Uniformity of Nature. They are the beginning and end 
of all knowledge. What is science, what is philosophy, but the knowledge 
of causes and effects? The uniform causal link of the external world leaves 
through the senses its impression upon the brain, and thus, by the working of 
the universal law of Vdsana, the brain is accustomed to the two basic 
notions of Causation and Uniformity. 

Let us try to answer the questions, " What is mental improvement? 
What is the education of the mind?" I have no doubt that the end of 
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mental development is the perception of a cause and the only cause of every 
natural phenomenon. We know very well how a cultured mind at once 
grasps at the only true cause of any phenomenon for the time being there 
present. In fact the attainment of this power is the only true culture. 
The inferential processes of logic, and the mental faculties of comparison, 
memory, and representation, are only temporary helps to the end. When 
the mind in its development reaches the high stage of at once knowing the 
cause and the only true cause of every phenomenon presented to it, memory, 
imagination, comparison, all become useless. They are but the temporary 
manifestations of the brain-mind, the lowe, manas. They are originated by 
the third principle being forced to peep through the nerve-motions of the 
animal brain. The perfection of the brain-mind brought about by the forces 
of external nature is exactly measurable by the degree of this manifestation 
of the highe, manas. Hence with every new birth a new brain-mind. To 
this point I shall come further on. I have now only to tell you that the 
hig/u, manas, the third principle of the above classification, has only the 
basic notions of Causation and Uniformity, in a state of the highest possible 
development. Sanskrit philosophy expresses this truth by saying that the 
manas in its nature is sankalpa and vikalpa. Now the word sankalpa comes 
from the root kalpa, to make, to form, and the prefix gives the idea of 
together or connection. Its radical idea is connected making. It means the 
running of the mind towards the cause of any phenomenon. It is the 
natural tendency of the mind to trace the causal chain of any phenomenon. 
Vikalpa is the opposite of sankalpa, and makes the mind run towards the 
effect. 

In fact sankalpa means synthesizing, and vikalpa means analyzing. 
The synthesis and analysis refer to the Sankhya-yoga system of evolution. 
It is well known that the Sankhya philosophy refers the whole universe to 
Prakriti. Now the referring of all the infinite varieties of the phenomena 
of the world to one Prakriti is what is meant by sankalpa (synthesis). In 
other words, it means the referring of effects to their causes. Vikalpa is 
the reverse process, and means the referring of causes to their effects. 
When the manas synthesizes and analyses itself into the five tanmat,as, and 
the astral types which these go to make, it is evidently in full possession of 
the entire causal chain; and this state, forcing itself up through the limita
tions of terrestrial maya, means the discovering and knowing of causes and 
effects, which alone, as we have seen, constitutes mental perfection. If the 
human mind does this it knows everything. The whole object of mental 
exercise is to attain this power of at once coming into contact with the 
causes and effects of every phenomenon. When this high state of perfection 
is reached, memory, comparison, and all other men~al faculties are not 
needed, and therefore do not exist, or at best exist only in latency. 

We have thus the following arrangement of principles in the human 
constitution :-

I. Absolute Consciousness, Spirit. 
2. Self-consciousness, Soul. 
3. Higher Manas, Mind. 
4. Brain-mind, Mayavi Manas. 
5. Higher Prana. 
6. Mayavi Prana. 
7. The gross body, Sth111a-Sha"ra. 
Now the fact is that the mriyavi manas and mayavi prd.na, the fourth and 

sixth principles of the above classification, are absolutely under the control 
of the sun, and other astral centres of the solar system. They will not pass 
out of their influence unless they become so perfect as to merge absolutely 
into the higher manas and higller prana. When this is done the individual 
human unit will have become a god. Before that period, however, there is 
no release from the bonds of earth. When these are destroyed, objectivity 
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is destroyed, and subjectivity re·established. Subjectivity means freedom 
and mastery, and is moksha. Now what happens when the mtlydvi p,ana 
and manas are being manufactured, is this. Their vibrations evoke the same 
vibrations in the two higher entities, and the two become subjectively the 
perfect picture of the lower principles for the time being. Although in true 
nature they are all-powerful, the aroma of limitation which they receive 
from the lower principles bind them to earth to the same extent. It is for 
this reason that these principles also appear comparatively more limited, 
and it is through this limitation that the soul loses itself. It is these limita
tions too that necessitate evolution, and govern its future lines. 

We have thus arrived at the following positions:-
I. The human mind andp,dna (mayav.) are destined to be developed. 

the one to omniscience, and the other to the highest perfection of physiolo
gical powers. 

2. This is the very necessity of the evolution which is taking place natur
ally under the influence of the macrocosmic powers. 

3. That this attainment of perfection is possible on this earth (for the 
race generally and all the more so for individuals). 

4. That nature utilizes all her products to the best of their capabilities, 
and that therefore it will not send the human units for development to any 
other sphere, before the earth's capabilities are exhausted. 

5. That a man must by the very laws of his existence incarnate upon 
the earth more than once, because during one birth the possible amount of 
perfection is evidently not attained. 

Perfection means the attainment of the highest knowledge, and that is 
moksha. This knowledge means the actual presence for all time of the 
causal chain of life-events in consciousness, and it thus means in other 
words the most perfect consonance with the law of existence which obtains 
in nature. This is no doubt the much to be desired state of perfect bliss. 
This is the final state of human life-development, and the reincarnations of 
well-regulated human lives are but so many rungs of the ladder reaching to 
perfection. 

I shall now make some remarks on the following important questions: 
I. What are those mental and physiological actions (ka,mas) which 

expedite nwksha ? 
2. What are those actions which check the process, and thus tend to 

multiply rebirths unnecessarily? 
3. What is the time of rebirth, and the order and mode of the fructifi· 

cation of various actions? 
4. Where does the human Monad live during intervals of rebirth, and 

in what state? 
5. What is the process of rebirth? 
6. What is the Freedom of the Will, and where are we free and 

where not? 
7. Is the doctrine of Karma fatalism? 
8. What of memory and personal identity; reminiscence and 

resurrection? 
The word Karma, as you know, means' action. Action may be either 

mental or physiological. Every action, whether on the mental or physical 
plane, is a motion of some sort, and it is the motion of matter in either 
case. Pnina is matter, and manas is matter too--only a higher form. Now 
it is well known that matter is indestructible, and that when a certain 
motion is imparted to it, matter only changes its form in obedience to and 
on the lines determined by that motion. From what we have seen it is 
plain that the lines of human progress never change, and are in fact un
changeable under the circumstances. Hence the human individuality never 
changes along the line. But the external appearance must change accord
ing to the aggregate effect of those multifarious motions which make up 
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the life of man-physiological and mental. This external appearance is 
called the personality, while the unchanging substance working along the 
same lines is called the individuality. In our classification of principles, 
consciousness, egoism, higher manas and higher prana make up the human 
individuality, whilE' the mdydvi manas and maydvi _ prfina make up the 
personality. 

For some time in the course of evolution the individuality is in absolute 
subjection to the personality. In the present race, however, the bonds of 
this slavery have loosened a little, and individuality is now both subjective 
and objective, and there is a possibility by human action of making it more 
and more subjective. Hence, action may be divided into two kinds:-

I. Those actions which accelerate the evolutionary upward march of 
the prana and the mind. 

2. Those that check that upward tendency. 
\Vith reference to this twofold division you must understand one very 

important thing. The evoilitionary upward current can never be checked absoilitely 
and for et1er. The cause of this eternal upward march lies in the superposed 
influence of the macrocosmic powers known as SUD, MaDu aDd Ishvara, aDd 
in the cODsequeDtial heavenward aspiration of the soul. That iDfluence in 
its Dature Dever ceases, and hence the progressive march of man caD only 
be thrown back for a certain time, never entirely destroyed. 

What theD are those actions, which check for a time the progress of the 
life and miDd of maD? And what are those that accelerate it ? 

When the soul revels iD absolute subjectivity, with an all-knowing 
mind and an all-powerful physiological life working at its self-conscious 
beck, there remain no causes for distraction or misery. The self-coD
scious entity is iD a perfect state of bliss, because then its existence is in 
perfect conSODance with the law. 

This is our ideal life as we have seen, and with this ideal in view both 
our questions become easy to aDswer. Before, however, entering upon a 
discussion of this important point, let me name the former set of actions as 
the Progressive, and the latter as the Retrogressive. 

The Progressive actioDs are good, inasmuch as ther tend to and do 
accelerate the march of the human Monad towards Its ideal state of 
perfection. 

The Retrogressive ones are bad, because they check this upward 
march, and become the cause of many an ill which flesh is heir to. 

The whole fabric of the human mind is based upon sensuous percep
tions, which bear in Sanskrit the name of pratyakslla. The senses produce 
upon the mind the various impressions of life. The eyes impart the im
pressioDs of the infinite variety of colour and form. In the heavens we see 
the sun, the moon, the plaDets, the blue sky, and the inDumerable luminous 
denizens of starry space. On the earth we cognise the mineral, vegetable 
and animal kingdoms, with all their generic, specific and individual 
varieties. We see organic growth aDd decay; we see the changing states of 
life ; we see the co-existences and disjunctions, the antecedental aDd conse
quential connections of the innumerable phenomena of visible nature. We 
see all these phenomena, and they are imprinted UPOD our brain. Similarly 
are impriDted upon the brain the infinite varieties of the sensations of 
hearing, touch, taste and smell. Philosophers have classified these various 
sensations, and those of you who would study the subject would receive 
the necessary help from any ordinary book on the subject. It is not my 
present object to enter into these discussions. My only object in intro
ducing the subject here is to tell you that the phenomena of the human 
mind are based UPOD these sensations. In themselves there is nothing bad 
in these sensations. They may, however, turn out to be good or bad 
according to circumstances. If you were to sense and at once knew all the 
causes aDd effects of sensuous phenomena, you would be omniscient. But 
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then you would not be in the bondage of finitude (maya). As it is you are 
rising through finitude. That finitude becomes the cause of these sensa
tions giving birth by Vlua11a little by little, 

r. To imperfect notions of causation and uniformity, or according to 
a slightly vatying conception, of sankalpa and vikalpa. 

2. To the manifestations of verbal knowledge. 
3. To the manifestations of what is termed unreal knowledge 

(vipa,yaya). 
4. To unreal verbal knowledge (vikalpa). 
5. To memory, and 
6. To sleep. 
All these phenomena are different kinetic states of the brain. But 

there is one very important fact which this division comprehends. You 
will observe that the two most important divisions of mental phenomena 
herein contained, are Real and Unreal Knowledge, or what are generally 
said to be True and False Knowledge. Here lies the whole gist 
of the question under discussion. Real knowledge always leads the mind 
to its ideal perfection, whereas unreal knowledge places a check in its 
course. Real knowledge is called vidya or jmina, and unreal knowledge 
avidyd or viparyaya. Vidya or real knowledge is the knowledge of things 
as they are in themselves. Avidyti or unreal knowledge is the knowledge 
of things as they are not in themselves, but what they only appear to be on 

. account of V mana. 
Real knowledge is produced by the senses, by induction and deduction, 

by verbal information and by memory. 
Unreal knowledge is produced by imperfect or diseased senses, by 

wrong induction and deduction, by wrong or false verbal information, and 
is helped just like the other by memory. 

Both these descriptions of knowledge are produced by Vasana, and the 
manifestation of sleep is the necessary result of the exercise brought about 
by the process of Vasana. 

V tisasa is the indwelling of the impressions brought by the senses from 
without, and of the compound impressions manufactured out of these, into 
the brain-mind. I shall not here trace the real and unreal impressions of 
the human mind from sensuous impressions step by step. I shall, however, 
explain to you a little more in detail what is meant by the two descriptions 
of mental phenomena. 

I see a flower. The visual impression produced on my mind sets into 
play with regard to it my notion of causation. I try to discover and know 
all the antecedent and consequent states of this floral impression. My 
powers of sankalpa and vikalpa are strengthened; and I know the entire 
past and future of the flower. A fondness is produced in my mind for the 
flower which does not leave me at rest, unless I discover its true nature, 
and know all that might be known about it-the causal chain in fact which 
connects the flower with the universal life force which alone could have 
given it its colour, its softness, its foml, its mysterious powers of growth, 
preservation and decay, its reappearance under certain conditions, and its 
destiny. -

These are all acts which tend to real knowledge. Now again, think 
that the flower produces upon the mind certain visual, tactual and 
odoriferous impressions. I am habituated to these impressions, and by-and
by a sort of hunger is produced in my brain for that flower. Whenever 
that flower is not before me I feel miserable, and a feeling of pleasure is 
engendered at its sight. Just for the sake of this pleasure I run after the 
flower and ever sense in it a cause of my pleasure. This is unreal knowledge 
and is caused by the sickly hunger of my brain. There is no pleasure or 
pain in any earthly object. You believe them to be objects of pleasure or 
pain simply because Vdsana has created in your brain a sickly hunger for. 
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the same. Here then is the end of the whole thing. Take whatever 
worldly object you may; let its impression be produc;ed on your brain; 
know what its antecedents and consequents are; .exercise your sankalpa and 
vikaJpa, and in the end be blissful in the higher mental energy it gives you. 
Know what you are and what your surroundings; know what is your duty as 
human beings to yourselves and to your surroundings, and act accordingly. 
Do not however deceive yourselves that there is any pleasure or pain in the 
objects of this world; do not let pleasure be the end of your life; do not be 
contented with seeking after and receiving with satisfaction worldly objects 
as the objects of your pleasure. The object of human existence is not to 
run after sensuous pleasures, for then plainly enough the mind, becoming 
more and more addicted to sensuous terrestrial objects, is chained to them 
for long, long ages, and misery is thus perpetuated. But the object of 
human life is to develop the mind to so great an extent that it may 
become possihle for the soul to shine through it into the human constitution, 
and thus lead it into perfect consonance with the law of human life. No 
man can ever hope to make spiritual progress unless his mind becomes 
capable of, or is marching on the road to, omniscience, and his prdna 
attains physiological omnipotence. It is only when the soul shines into the 
mind that man will learn altruism; and the soul will not shine into it while it 
is opaque through the presence of appetites. If after you have entered the 
domain of spiritual life you give up mental embellishment. you let the 
ground disappear from under your feet. Whatever of spiritual life had 
already entered the human constitution, dies out again, and man is left 
little better than a brute. This is the true philosophy of morals, and the 
Yoga philosophy consists of the detailed discussion of such actions as are 
calculated to realize the ideal of human life. 

(To be continued.) 

Wherever men are gathered, all the air 
Is charged with human feeling, human thought; 

Each shout and cry and laugh, each curse and prayer 
Are into its \'ibrations surely wrought: 

Unspoken passion, wordless meditation 
Are breathed into it with one respiration, 

It is with our life fraught and over· fraught. 

So that no man there breathes e.1rth's simple breath 
As if alone on mountains or wide seas; 

But nourishes warm life or hastens death 
With joys and sorrows, health and foul disease, 

Wisdom and folly, good and evil labours, 
Incessant of his multitudinous neighbours : 

He in his turn affecting all of these. 

That city's atmosphere is dark and dense, 
Although not many exiles wander there, 

With many a potent evil influence, 
Each adding poison to the poisoned air: 

Infections of unutterable sadness, 
Infections of incalculable madness, 

Infections of incurable despair. 

The Cit" of Dreadful Nigh,.-THOMSON. 
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(Concluded from p. 240.) 

LINES OF PROOF FOR AN UNTRAINED ENQUIRER. 

I T is natural and right that any thoughtful person, brought face to face 
~ with assertions such as those put forth in the preceding papers, 
should demand what proof is forthcoming to substantiate the propositions 
laid down. A reasonable person will not demand full and complete proof 
available to all comers, without study and without painstaking. He will 
admit that the advanced theories of a science cannot be demonstrated to 
one ignorant of its first principles, and he will be prepared to find that very 
much will have been alleged which can only be proved to those who have 
made some progress in their study. An essay on the higher mathematics, 
on the correlation of forces, on the atomic theory, on the molecular con
stitution of chemical compounds, would contain many statements the 
proofs of which would only be available for those who had devoted time 
and thought to the study of the elements of the science concerned; and so, 
an unprejudiced person, confronted with the Theosophical view of the 
constitution of man, would readily admit that he could not expect complete 
demonstration until he had mastered the elements of Theosophical science. 

None the less are there general proofs available in every science which 
suffice to justify its existence and to encourage study of its more recondite 
truths; and in Theosophy it is possible to indicate lines of proof which 
can be followed by the untrained enquirer, and which justify him in 
devoting time and pains to a study which gives promise of a wider and 
deeper knowledge of himself and of external nature than is otherwise 
attainable. 

It is well to say at the outset that there is no proof available to the 
average enquirer of the existence of the three higher planes of which we 
have spoken. The realms of the Spirit and of the Higher Mind are closed 
to all save those who have evolved the faculties necessary for their in
vestigation. Those who have evolved these faculties need no proof of the 
existence of those realms; to those who have not, no proof of their exist
ence can be given. That there is something above the Kama-Manasic plane 
may indeed be proven by the flashes of genius, the lofty intuitions, that 
from time to time lighten the darkness of our lower world; but what that 
something is, only those can say whose inner eyes have been opened, who 
see where the race as a whole is still blind. But the lower planes are 
susce{>tible of proof, and fresh proofs are accumulating- day by day. The 
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MASTERS of WISDOM are using the investigators and thinkers of the 
Western world to make "discoveries" which tend to substantiate the out
posts of the Theosophical position, and the lines which they are following 
are exactly those which are needed for the finding of natural laws which 
will justify the assertions of Theosophists with regard to the elementary 
" powers" and " phenomena" to which such exaggerated importance has 
been given. If it is found that we have undeniable facts which establish 
the existence of planes other than the physical on which consciousness can 
work; which establish the existence of senses and powers of perception 
other than those with which we are familiar in daily life; which establish 
the existence of powers of communication between intelligences without 
the use of mechanical apparatus; surely, under these circumstances, the 
Theosophist may claim that he has made out a p,ima facie case for further 
investigation of his doctrines. 

Let us, then, confine ourselves to the four lower planes of which we 
have spoken in the preceding pages, the four lower principles in man which 
are correlated with these planes. Of these four we may dismiss one, that 
of Prana, as none will challenge the fact of the existence of the energy we 
call" life"; the need of isolanng it for purposes of study may be chal
lenged, and in very truth the plane of Prana, or the principle of Prana, 
runs through all other planes, all other principles, interpenetrating all and 
binding all in one. There rem:lin for our study the physical plane, in 
man that of the Sthula Sarira, the astral plane, the Kama-Manasic plane. 
Can we substantiate these by proofs which will be accepted by those who 
are not yet Theosophists? I think we can. 

First, as regards the physical plane. We need here to notice how the 
senses of man are correlated with the physical universe outside him, and 
how his knowledge of that universe is bounded by the power of his organs 
of sense to vibrate in response to vibrations set up outside him. He can 
hear when the air is thrown into vibrations into which the drum of his 
ear can also be thrown; if the vibration be so slow that the drum cannot 
vibrate in answer, the person does not hear any sound; if the vibration be 
so rapid that the drum cannot vibrate in answer, the person does nol hear 
any sound. So true is this that the limit of hearing in different persons 
varies with this power of vibration of the drums of their respective ears; 
one person is plunged in silence while another is deafened with the keen 
shrilling that is throwing into tumult the air around both. The same 
principle holds good of sight; we see so long as the light waves are of a 
length to which our organs of sight can respond; below and beyond this 
length we are in darkness, let the ether vibrate as it may. The ant can 
see where we are blind, because its eye can receive and respond to etheric 
vibrations more rapid than we can sense. 

All this suggests to any thoughtful person the idea that if our senses 
could be evolved to more responsiveness, new avenues of knowledge would 
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be opened up even 'on the physical plane; this realised, it is not difficult to 
go a step further, and to conceive that keener and subtler senses might 
exist which would open up, as it were, a new universe on a plane other than 
the physical. 

N ow this conception is true, and with the evolution of the astral senses 
the astral p!ane unfolds itself, and may be studied as really, as scientifi
cally, as the physical universe can be. These astral senses exist in all men, 
but are latent in most, and generally need to be artificially forced, if they 
are to be used in the present stage of evolution. In a few persons they are 
normally present and become active without any artificial impulse. In 
very many persons they can be artificially awakened and developed. 
The condition, in all cases, of the activity of the astral senses is 

. the passivity of the physical, and the more complete the passivity 
on the physical plane the greater the possibility of activity on the astral. 

It is noteworthy that \Vestern psychologists have found it necessary to 
investigate what is termed the" dream-consciousness", in order to under
stand the workings of consciousness as a whole. It is impossible to ignore 
the strange phenomena which characterise the workings of consciousness 
when it is removed from the limitations of ~he physical plane, and some of 
the most able and advanced of our psychologists do not think these work
ings to be in any way unworthy of the most careful and scientific investiga
tion. All such workings are, in Theosophical language, on the astral 
plane, and the student who seeks for proof that there is an astral plane 
may here find enough and to spare. He will speedily discover that the 
laws under which consciousness works on the physical plane have no exist
ence on the astral. E.g., the laws of Space and Time which are here the 
very conditions of thought, do not exist for consciousness when its activity 
is transferred to the astral world. Mozart hears a whole symphony as a 
single impression, but has to work it out in successive details when he 
brings it b:tck with him to the physical plane. The" dream" of a moment 
contains a mass of events that would take years to pass in succession in our 
world of space and time. But it is needless to multiply instances. 

The astral plane may be reached in sleep or in trance, natural or 
induced, i.e., in any case in which the body is reduced to a condition of 
lethargy. I t is in trance that it can best be studied, and here our enquirer will 
soon find proof that consciousness can work apart from the physical organ
ism, unfettered by the laws that bind it while it works on the physical 
plane. Clairvoyance and clairaudience are among the most interesting of 
the phenomena that here lie open for investigation. 

It is not necessary here to give a large number of cases of clairvoyance, 
for I am supposing that the enquirer intends to study for himself. But I 
may mention the case of Jane Rider, observed by Dr. Belden, her medical 
attendant, a girl who could read and write with her eyes carefully covered 
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with wads of cotton wool, coming down to the middle of the cheek;* of a 
dairvoyante observed by Schelling, who announced the death of a relative 
at a distance of 150 leagues, and stated that the letter containing the news 
of the death was on its way;t of Madame Lagandre, who diagnosed the 
internal state of her mother, giving a description that was proved to he 
correct by the post-mortem examination";t of Emma, Dr. Haddock's som
nambule, who constantly diagnosed diseases for him.~ Speaking gener
ally, the clairvoyant can see and describe events which are taking place at 
a distance, or under circumstances that render physical sight impossible. 
How is this d01!e? The facts are beyond dispute. They require explanation. 
We say that consciousness can work through senses other than the physical, 
senses unfettered by the limitations of space which exist for our bodily 
senses, and cannot by them be transcended. Those who deny the possi
bility of such working on what we call the astral plane should at least 
endeavour to present a hypothesis more reasonable than ours. .. Facts 
are stubborn things ", and we have here a mass of facts, proving the exist
ence of conscious activity on a superphysical plane, of sight without eyes, 
hearing without ears, obtaining knowledge without physical apparatus. In 
default of any. other explanation, the Theosophical hypothesis holds the 
field. 

There is another class of facts: that of astral appearances, whether of 
living or dead persons, wraiths, apparitions, doubles, ghosts, etc., etc. Of 
course the know-everything person of the end of the nineteenth century 
will sniff with lofty disdain at the mention of such silly superstitions. But 
sniffs do not abolish facts, and it is a question of evidence. The weight of 
evidence is enormously on the side of such appearances, and in all ages of 
the world human testimony has borne witness to their reality. The enquirer 
whose demand for proof I have in view may well set to work to gather first
hand evidence on this head. Of course, if he is afraid of being laughed 
at, he had better leave the matter alone, but if he is robust enough 
to face the ridicule of the superior person, he will be amazed 
at the evidence he will collect from persons who have themselves come into 
contact with astral forms. " Illusions! hallucinations!" the superior 
person will say. But calling names settles nothing. Illusions to which the 
vast majority of the human race bear witness are at least worthy of study, 
if human testimony is to be taken as of any worth. There must be 
something which gives rise to this unanimity of testimony in all ages of 
the world, testimony which is found to-day among civilized people, amid 
railways and electric lights as among •. barbarous races ". 

• .. Isis Revelata". vol. L, p" 377. 
t Ibid., vol. ii., pp.8g-92. 

: .. Somnolism and Psychism ", Dr. Haddock, pp. 54-56. 
~ Ibid., chap. 7. 
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The testimony of millions of Spiritualists to the reality of astral forms 
cannot be left out of consideration. When all cases of fraud and 
imposture are discounted there remain phenomena that cannot be 
dismissed as fraudulent, and that can be examined by any persons who 
care to give time and trouble to the investigation. There is no necessity to 
employ a professional medium; a few friends, well-known to each other, 
can carryon their search together; and it is not too much to say that any 
half-dozen persons, with a little patience and perseverance, may convince 
themselves of the existence of forces and of intelligences other than those 
of the physical plane. There is danger in this research to ·any emotional, 
nervous, and easily influenced natures, and it is well not to carry the 
investigations too far, for the reasons given on previous pages. But there 
is no readier way of breaking down the unbelief in the existence of 
anything outside the physical plane than trying a few experiments, and it is 
worth while to run some risk in order to effect this breaking down. 

These are but hints as to lines that the enquirer may follow, so as to 
convince himself that there is a state of consciousness such as we label 
.. astral". When he has collected evidence enough to make such a state 
probable to him, it will be time for him to be put in the way of serious 
study. For real investigation of the astral plane the student must develop 
in himself the necessary senses, and to make his knowledge available 
while he is in the body he must learn to transfer his consciousness to the 
astral plane without losing grip of the physical organism, so that he may 
impress on the physical brain the knowledge acquired during his astral 
voyagings. . But for this he will need to be not a mere enquirer but a 
student, and he will require the aid and guidance of a teacher. As to the 
finding of that teacher, .. when the pupil is ready the teacher is always 
there ". 

The proofs of the existence of the Kama-Manasic plane are, at the 
present time, most easily found in the study of mesmeric and hypnotic 
phenomena. And here, ere passing to these, I am bound to put in a 
word of warning. The use of mesmerism and hypnotism is surrounded 
with danger. The publicity which attends on all scientific discoveries in 
th.e West has scattered broadcast knowledge which places within the reach 
of the criminally-disposed powers of .the most terrible character, and 
which may be used for the most damnable purposes. No good man or 
woman will use these powers, if he finds that he possesses them, save when 
he utilizes them purely for human service, without personal end in view, 
and when he is very sure that he is not by their means ·usurping control 
over the will and the actions of another human being. Unhappily the use 
of these forces is as open to the bad as to the good, and they may be, and 
are. being, used to most nefarious ends. In view of these new dangers 
menacing individuals and society, each will do well to strengthen the habits 
of self-control and of concentration of tho Ile'ht and will, so as to encourage 
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the positive mental attitude as opposed to the negative, and thus to oppose 
a sustained resistance to all influences coming from without. Our loose 
habits of thought, our lack of distinct and conscious purpose, lay us open to 
the attacks of the evil-minded hypnotiser, and that this is a real, not a 
fancied, danger has been already proved by cases that have brought the 
victims within the grasp of the criminal law. 

While thus in the attitude of caution and of self-defence, we may yet 
wisely study the experiments made public to the world, in our search for 
preliminary proofs of the existence of the Kama-Manasic plane. For here 
Western science is on the very verge of discovering some of those 
" powers" of which Theosophists have said so much, and we have the right 
to use in justification of our teachings all the facts with which that science 
may supply us. 

Now, one of the most important classes of these facts is that of thoughts 
rendered visible as forms. A hypnotised perSOll, after being awakened 
from trance and being apparently in normal possession of his senses, can 
be made to see any form conceived by the hypnotiser. No word need be 
spoken, no touch given; it suffices that the hypnotiser should clearly image 
to himself some idea, and that idea becomes a visible and tangible object to 
the person under his control. This experiment may be tried in various 
ways; while the patient is in trance, " suggestion" may be used; that is, the 
operator may tell him that a bird is on his knee, and on awaking from the 
trance he will see the bird and will stroke it; * or that he has a lampshade 
between his hands, and on awaking he will press his hands against it, 
feeling resistance in the empty air; t scores of these experiments may be 
read in Richer or in Binet and Fere. Similar results may be effected 
without" suggestion ", by pure concentration of the thought; I have seen 
a patient thus made to remove a ring from a person's finger, without word 
spoken or touch passing between hypnotiser and hypnotised. The literature 
of mesmerism and hypnotism in English, French, and German is now very 
extensive, and it is open to everyone. There may be sought the evidence 
of this creation of forms by thought and will, forms which,.on the Kama
Manas;c plane, are real and objective. Mesmerism and hypnotism set the 
intelligence free on this plane, and it works thereon without the hindrances 
normally imposed by the physical apparatus; it can see and hear on that 
plane, and sees thoughts as things. Here, again, for real study, it is 
necessary to learn how thus to transfer the consciousness while retaining 
hold of the physical organism; but for preliminary enquiry it suffices to 
study others whose consciousness is artificially liberated without their own 
volition. This reality of thought-images on a super-physical plane is a 
fact of the very highest importance, especially in its bearing on Re
incarnation; but it is enough here to point to it as one of the facts which go 
to show the pima facie probability of the existence of such a plane. 

• .. Etudes Cliniques sur la Grande Hysterie ", Richer, p. 645· 
t .. Animal Magnetism n, translated from Binet and Fere, p. 213. 
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Another class of· facts deserving study is that which includes the 
phenomena of thought-transference. The" Transactions of the Psychical 
Research Society" contain a large number of interesting experiments on 
this subject, and the possibility of the transference of thought from brain to 
brain without the use of words, or of any means of ordinary physical com
munication, is on the verge of general acceptance. Any two persons, gifted 
with patience, may convince themselves of this possibility, if they care to 
devote to the effort sufficient time and perseverance. Let them agree to 
give, say, ten minutes daily to their experiment, and fi'Xing on the time let 
each shut himself up alone, secure from interruption of any kind. Let one 
be the thought-projector, the other the thought-receiver, and if one happens 
to be naturally positive and the other naturally receptive, so much the 
better. Let the thought-projector concentrate himself on a definite thought 

. and will to impress it on his friend; no other idea than the one must enter 
his nlind; his thought must be concentrated on the one thing," one
pointed" in the graphic language of Patanjali. The thought-receiver, on 
the other hand, must render his mind a blank, and must merely note the 

. thoughts that drift into it. These he should put down as they appear, his 
only care being to remain passive, to reject nothing, to encourage nothing. 
The thought-projector, on his side, should keep a record of the ideas he 
tries to send, and at the end of six months the two records should be 
compared. Unless the persons are abnormally deficient in thought and 
will, some power of communication will by that time have been established 
between them; and if they are at all psychic they will probably also have 
developed the pt>wer of seeing each other in the astral light. 

It may be objected that such an experiment would Le wearisome and 
monotonous. Granted. All first-hand investigations into natural laws 
and forces are wearisome and monotonous. That is why nearly everyone 
prefers secondhand to firsthand knowledge; the" sublime patience of the 
investigator" is one of the rarest of gifts. Darwin would perform an 
apparently trivial experiment hundreds of times to substantiate one small 
facf; the s~persensuous domains certainly do not need for their conquest 
less patience and less effort than the sensuous. Impatience never yet 
accomplished anything in the questioning of nature, and the would-be 
student must, at the very outset, show the tireless perseverance which can 
perish but cannot relinquish its hold. 

Finally, let me advise the enquirer to keep his eyes open for new 
discoveries, especially in the sciences of electricity, physics, and chemistry. 
Let him read Professor Lodge'S address to the British Association at 
Cardiff last autumn, and Professor Crooke's address to the Society of Civil 
Engineers in London last November. He will there find pregnant hints 
of the lines along which Western Science is preparing to advance, and he 
will perchance begin to feel that there may be something in H. P. 
Blavatsky's statement, that the MASTERS of WISDOM are preparing to give 
proofs that will substantiate the Secret Doctrine. ANNIE BKSANT, F.T.S. 
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AS IT PRESENTS ITSELF TO AN OUTSIDE STUDENT. 

~HE human mind has always been inquiring about the source of all 
things, of life and of the idea of God. And the generality of men, 
being unable to look beyond the ken of the mortal eye, try to explain 

away such difficult problems by the conclusions to which their sensuous 
experience leads them. Schools of such matter-of-fact philosophers arc as 
old as the days of the famous Indian Atheist Charvaka. The arguments of 
this master of Atheism are so very plain and convincing that the recitel of 
his telling maxims is likely to make the most serious metaphysician totter 
on the firm footing of his supersensuous speculations. Atheists of this sort 
are part and parcel of the general crop of humanity and, it is no new dis
covery nor wonder if we find their ideas uttered and echoed and re-echoed 
with force and conviction. No astounding discovery is it then that at the 
present phase of philosophical speculation, there should arise a mighty force 
of opposite tendency to check the safe advance of the former and positively 
threaten to put it out of countenance. Now this same Atheism may appear 
under different names at different times, and its present name is so-called 
" materialism". That the term is even in the present case a misnomer will 
be explained further on. In the first place I will state what this materialism 
is intended to mean. Its accepted definition is that it is the doctrine that 
.. the soul of man and even all existence and consciousness is but the result 
of the matter of which the body is composed". Such a definition explaining 
away the theory of existence and consciousness puts an end to all troubles of 
investigation and, had it been believed and accepted, the world would have 
invented telegraphy and the steam engine long before civilization began to 
dawn on the West. -That it was not, that it could not be believed or 
accepted is patent enough. And why has it not been believed? Is this 
theory insufficient or untrue? Let us see whether the other side has 
proved it to be so. It is needless to say that the other side is that of 
meta physicians and theologians. Contemporaneous with the rise of materialism 
has been the rise of metaphysical phiim,ophy and theology. Dreadful wars have 
been waged that have disturbed harmony and peace on this earth, and yet the 
issue is expected by each party to be favourable to itself. If the meta physicians 
conquer in the end, we may expect the world ere long to return to that glory 
of which we read in the history of Vedic India. If this party conquers we 
have one clear instance of ancient India to conceive and descnbe its limits. 
But if the other party conquers, however we may tax our imagination, 
there is no knowing what results it may achieve, or what it will ultimately 
end in, if not, as is most probable, in smoke. An invention of to-day may 
make another of yesterday null and void, to be in its own turn nullified by 
an invention of to-morrow. Electric force has begun to supersede steam 
power. Electricity in its tum will have to hand over its glory to some 
possibly stronger power. The most destructive engine of to-day may be 
made obsolete by a new defensive armour to-morrow. Science may 
invent an invulnerable armour, and prove the huge mass of its own 
machinery to be merely children's toys, only too huge for their use. These 
are in my humble opinion the highest possibilities of materialistic science, 
popular at the present day. But that the very pursuit of materialistic 
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science, if candidly continued, will ultimately lead to metaphysical experi
ments and end in the same conclusions that form but the starting points of 
real philosophy, will be plain when we remember the theory of Evolution 
and know that a fixed limit to Evolution is an unthinkable idea. Admitting 
therefore the greater importance of metaphysical philosophy, let us now 
explore the fields where this philosophy has been studied and considered. 
In its relation to the enquiry about creation and to the prime source of all 
things it includes the groundwork of all theological systems, and everyone 
who has surmounted the rude barrier of crass materialism must think that 
higher philosophy a worthy subject of study. And accordingly the greatest 
minds of all nations will very soon discover the Ultima Thule of physical 
inquiry and turn their thoughts to their" proper study." Now each thinks 
in his own way and according to his own place, time and surrounding 
circumstances, and finding followers promulgates his own doctrine and 
establishes a school of philosophy. That such schools very often 
widely differ is a fact, but in one or two things all of them must meet, and 
these are the original unity of all creation, the omnipotence of an original 
power and the like. Most thinkers of a modest nature are satisfied by 
achieving an inferior result, think at a certain stage they have reached the 
final goal, and limit their enquiry because beyond this a spirit of enquiry 
might appear unnecessary and inopportune. Such are theologians in 
general. Those that believe in a personal God revere their God too highly and 
ecstatically to think of going beyond him; and their speculation ends in 
perpetual contemplation of the goal they have reached. But there are 
others with whom there is no such thing as a personal God, who look upon 
emancipation of a particular kind as the ultimate end to be sought after. 
With these the spirit of enquiry enters into eternity and ends with having 
known all that has to be known, and their existence in it is absolute, full of 
joy and knowledge. Now let me ask you whether you think there is any 
cause for quarrel between the two classes of men just described. There is 
none; and, no cause, no effect. Read the views of the author of the 
Dabistan on the Sadhus or Saints of 12 different religions. They neither 
quarrel nor abuse; but look upon one another as children of the same 
mother Nature, and love rather than hate one another, as true Brothers. 
But the followers being half-wise commence the struggle and only bring 
about mutual destruction. It is on the common groundwork of all religions 
that Theosophy takes its stand and from thence it lights the path for all 
those that try through the mazes of ignorance and superstition to approach 
it and make it more known. 

Now what is the line of investigation of these metaphysical enquirers? 
Not being satisfied with the limited knowledge afforded by the physical 
senses, having their curiosity aroused by occurrences beyond the pale of 
the ordinary phenomena in nature, trying to find out something that would 
account for the difference among beings, feeling inwardly the consciousness 
that they are not masters of themselves, but merely machine-like entities 
worked by some hidden power, these enquirers have pushed on their 
investigations to detect facts which might lead to a knowledge of the above 
things. All religions have been searched and researched, all facts observed 
and noted down: all nooks and corners of the world having been explored, 
they have come to these important conclusions: That there exists an 
invisible world side by side with the visible one; that man can communicate 
with that world under certain conditions; that matter exists in forms yet 
unknown to science and that the ultimate evolution of matter into spirit is a 
law of nature; that there are no supernatural phenomena and no God to be 
feared, and if any be conceived he is only to be loved. 

Then what constitutes pain and sorrow? What leads to differences? 
Why should one man sit in the palanquin and others bear his weight on 
their shoulders? The absolutely original cause of these differences, as well as 
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their material importance, are questions which we shall for a 
while place aside. Let us only observe the working of the differences by the 
actual state of things around us. We see justice necessary for the 
continuance of the world. From the idea of Justice follows the freedom of 
every individual as a necessary corrollary; and supposing all human 
existence is limited to the material encasement, will it satisfy us to see all 
differences cease and sorrows end with the end of this encasement; to see 
that the felon is laid down in as quiet a grave as the most virtuous man? 
Evidently not, if we are to judge with reason. What then governs destiny, 
accounts for differences and" reconciles man" to his lot? It is the law of 
Karma. All effects must have causes and all causes, effeets. What is 
done or thought at any time must beget a corresponding result in some 
future time. And what sins we find exempted from punishment and what 
virtues deprived of their reward by the levelling hand of death find their 
proper retribution in another incarnation. Thus comes in the doctrine 
of Re-incarnation. And what else can possibly account for the unjust 
suffering and unmerited happiness we daily meet with in the world around 
us? The doctrine of Re-incarnation naturally involves the assumption 
of immortality. That life exists after so-called death has been 
proved beyond the shadow of a doubt. But the soul that survives the 
physical encasement is not freed from it in the way we are apt to imagine. 
There is a hyperphysical existence or an existence in transcendental 
materiality if you please. Proofs of such existence are abundantly on record, 
and as the grossest of such may be pointed out the phenomena of 
spiritualism_ Clairvoyance, Psychometry and the like show the physical 
body to be only the clay-house of an owner that can enter and leave it at 
pleasure; and if he appears confined to it, it is his own fault. 

Such in short are the beliefs of Theosophy. It is a science as true as, if 
not more true than, anyone of our positive sciences. And its superiority 
to the positive sciences lies in this, that with Theosophy there is no such 
thing as the unknowable and its definition of nature includes a greater arena 
than that to which the other sciences have limited the term. Its proofs are 
within the reach of everyone as rightfully as those of the other sciences, 
and no more qualifications are necessary for its student than such as are 
necessary for the proper handling of the subject to be learnt and 'ilf the 
objects to be experimented upon. The definition of matter assumed by • 
science popularly known is an insufficient one. The leaders of scientific 
thought have arrived at a conclusion that matter is a thing that cannot be 
understood; that the definition attached to it does not describe it properly. 
There are states of matter beyond the solid liquid and gaseous and these 
states material sciences do not know. It is from an ignorance of the very 
thing to be understood by " matter II that" materialism" has been assumed 
as the title of positive science popularly known. Materialism is a 
misnomer as I have already said. Theosophy is an experimental science 
and it wants its students to have certain psychic and mental aptitudes. 
There are numberless people possessing these, but the basis of the study 
being perfect and continued concentration, and such concentration 
involving a degree of patient study and enormous mental exertion, they 
are apt to be inert. Physical objects can be handled more easily than the 
objects of the mind, the physical eye can be more easily concentrated on 
physical obj':!cts than the mental eye on mental things. Hence the 
continued habit of passiveness on the subjective side and activity on the 
objective one makes the inner power more and more dormant, and man at 
once flies to the conviction that the existence of such powers in himself is 
a myth. The weapon that rusts will no longer serve its purpose; exactly 
so the powers that lie unused will grow inefficacious. If we do not evince 
them it is because for a series of lives we have left off the exercise of our 
latent powers as an idle business and have made our joys and sorrows 
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entirely dependent upon the objective world-the world that concerns the 
five senses only. 

An enquiry into the existence beyond, before, and contemporaneously 
with the present condition ought to be taken up and pursued on strictly 
reasonable grounds. This is the aim of Theosophy, and as such it neither 
injures any class of men nor hinders the progress of humanity. On the 
contrary, it raises the ideal of religion, encourages its votaries to live up to 
its ideal and, by tempering prejudice and expanding the province of love, 
makes humanity more affectionately tied together in a bond of close 
fraternity. If you are a Christian it will show you what constitutes the 
essence of your religion, if you are a Hindu it will show you that you have 
entirely been in the dark as to what your religion is. But I leave it to you 
to judge, concluding with the observations that Theosophy is no sect formed 
for only part of humanity, it does not say" thus far and no further" to the 
humble and honest enquirer, and it has no need of making proselytes. The 
best men of all religions are its members, as it concerns itself only with the 
foundations of all religions and proves them indubitably to be one in their 
essence and to be different, where they are so, only through the accident of 
external environments. 

Poona. P. N. PATANKAR, B.A. 

--~O=:r6~:----

THE EFFECTS OF INDIAN HEMP. 

IN our October issue we quoted from the Hospital Gautte an account of Ithe experi
ences of an Indian hemp chewer. From the same paper we take the following state
ment by Dr. H. C. Wood, of Philadelphia :-

"About half-past four p.m .• September 23rd, I took most of the extract. No 
immediate symptoms were produced. About seven p.m. a professional call was 
rEl<{uested, and forgetting all about the hemp, I went out and saw my patient. Whilst 
writing the prescription, I became perfectly oblh·ious to surrounding objects, but went 
on writing, without any check to or deviation from the ordinary series of mental acts 
connected with the process, at least that I am aware of. When the recipe was 
finishecl, I suddenly recollected where I was, and, looki:lg up, saw my patient sitting 
quietly before me. The conviction was irresistible that I had sat thus many minutes, 
perhaps hours, and directly the idea f.lstened itself that the hemp had commenced to 
act, :¥Id had thrown me into a trance-like state of considerable duration, during which 
I had been stupidly sitting before my wondering patient. I hastily arose and apologized 
for remaining so long, but was assured I had only been a very few minutes. About 
seven and a half p.m. I returned home. I was by this time quite excited, and the 
feeling of hilarity now rapidly increased. It was not a sensuous feeling in the ordinary 
meaning of the term; it was not merely an intellectual excitation; it was a sort of 
bien.llre, the very opposite to malaise. It did not come from without; it was not 
connected with any passion or sense. It was simply a feeling of inner joyousness; the 
heart seemed buoyant beyond all trouble; the whole system felt as though all sense 
of fatigue were for ever banished; the mind gladly ran riot, free constantly to leap 
from one idea to another, apparently unbound from its ordinary laws. I was disposed 
to laugh; to make comic gestures; one very frequently recurrent fancy was to 
imitate with the arms the motions of a fiddler, and with the lips the tune he was 
supposed to be playing. There was nothing like wild delirium, nor any hallucinations 
that I remember. At 110 time had I any visions, or at least any that I can now call to 
mind; but a person who was with me at that time states that I once r.lised my head 
and exclaimed, • Oh, the mountains! the mountains I' Whilst I was performing 
the various antics already alluded to, I kl1e~v v~ry well I w~ acting exceedingly 
foolishly, but could not control myself. I thmk It was about eight o'clock when I 
began to have a feeling of numhness in my limbs, also a sense of general uneasiness 
and unrest, and a fear lest I had taken an overdose. I now constant Iv walked about 
the house; my skin to myself was warm, in fact my whole surface fillt flushed; my 
mouth and throat were very dry; my legs put on a strange, foreign feeling, as though 
they were not a part of my body. I counted my pulse and found it one hundred and 
twenty, quite full and strong. A foreboding, an undefined, horrible fear, as of 
impending death, now commenced to creep over me; in ha!lte I sent for medical aid. 
The curious sensations in my limbs increased. My legs felt as though they were 
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waxen pillars bene.lth me. I remember feeling them with my hand and finding them, 
as I thought at least, ,'ery firm, the muscles all in a state of tonic contraction. About 
eight o'clock I began to have marked • spells '-pel'iods when all connection seemed 
to be se"ered between the external world and myself. I might be said to ha"e been 
unconscious during these times, in so far th.lt I was oblivious to all external objects, 
but on coming out of one, it was not a blank, dreamless void upon which I looked 
back, a mere empty space, but rather a period of acth'e but aimless life. I do not 
think there was any connected thought in them; they seemed simply wild rel'eries, 
without any binding cord, each a mere chaos of disjointed ideas. The mind seemed 
freed from all its ordinary laws of association, so that it passed from idea to idea, as it 
were, perfectly at random. The duration of these spells to me was very great, 
although they really lasted but from a few seconds to a minute or two. Indeed, I now 
entirely lose my power of measurinf time. Seconds seemed hours; minutes seemed 
days; hours seemed infinite. Still was perfectly conscious during the intermissions 
between the paroxysms. I would loc>k at my watch, and then after an hour or two, as I 
thought, would look again and find that scarcely five minutes had elapsed. I would 
gaze at its face in deep disgust, the minute-hand seemingly motionless, as though gra"cn 
in the face itself; the lag;;.lrd second-hand moving slowly, so slowly. It appeared a 
hopeless task to w.ltch durmg its whole infinite round of a minute, and always would 
I give up in despair before the sixty seconds had elapsed. Occasionally when my 
mind was most lucid, there was in it a sort of duplex action in regard to the duration 
oftime. I would think to myself, It has been so long since a certain event-an hour, 
for example, since the doctor came: and then reason would say, No, it has been only 
a fe-.v mmutes; your thoughts or feelings are caused by the hemp. Ne"ertheless, I 
was not able to shake off this sense of the most indefinite prolongation of time, even 
for a minute. The paroxysms already alluded to were not accompanied with muscular 
relaxation. About a quarter before nine o'clock, I was standing at the door, anxiously 
watching for the doctor, and when the spells would come on I would remain standing, 
leaning slightly, perhaps, against the doonvay. After awhile I saw a man approaching, 
whom I took to be the doctor. The sounds of his steps told me he was walking very 
rapidly, and he was under a gas.lamp, not more than one·fourth of a square distant, 
yet he appeared a vast distance away, and a corresponding time approaching. This 
was the only occasion in which I noticed an exaggeration of distance; in the room it 
was not perceptible. My extremities now began to grow cold, and I went into the 
house. I do not remember further, until I was aroused by the doctor shaking or 
calling me. Then intellection seemed pretty good. There was at this time a \"ery 
marked sense of numbness in my limbs, and what the doctor said was a hard pinch, 
produced no pain. When I attempted to walk upstairs, my legs seemed as though 
their lower halves were made of lead. After tiJis there were no new symptoms, 
only an intensifying of those already mentioned. The periods of uncon
sciousness became at once longer and more frequent, and during their absence 
intellection was more imperfect, although when thoroughly roused I thought I 
reasoned and jullged clearly. The oppressive feeling of impending death became more 
intense. It was horrible. Each paroxysm ~voilld seem to ha"e been the longest I had 
suffered: as I came out of it, a voice seemed constandy saying, 'You are ge~ting 
worse; your paroxysms are growing longer and deeper: ther. will overmaster you; 
you will die '. A sense of personal antagonism between my will· power and myself, as 
affected by the drug, grew very strong. I felt as though my only chance was to 
struggle against these paroxysms-that I must constantly arouse myself by an effort of 
will ; and that effort was made with infinite toil and pain. I felt as if some evil spirit 
had control of the whole of me except the will powei, and was in determined conflict 
with that, the last citadel of my being. I have never experienced anything like the 
fearful sense of almost hopeless anguIsh and utter weariness which was upon me. 
Once or twice during a paroxysm I had what might be called night.mare sensations; I 
felt myself mounting upwards, expanding, dilating, dissolving into the wide confines of 
space, overwhelmed by a horrible, rending, unutterable despair. Then with 
tremendous effort, I seemed to shake this off, and to start up with the 
shuddering thought, Next time you will not be able to throw this off, and 
what then? About midnight, at the suggestion of the doctors, I went up
stairs to bed. My legs and feet seemed so he.wy I could scarcely move 
them, and it was as much as I could do to walk with help. I have no 
recollection whatever of being undressed, but am told I went immediately to sleep. 
When I awoke, early in the morning, my mind was at first clear, but in a few minutes 
the paroxysms, similar to those of the evening, came on again, and recurred at more 
or less brief intervals until late in the afternoon. All of the day there was marked 
anrel;thesia of the skin:' 
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~bt ~tpttnllt11 in ~atnrt. 

~ FTER endeavouring to grasp the meaning and signification of the 
~ Absolute or Absoitltmess, as given in the first three stanzas from the 
Book of Dzyan, and to attach some definite concept to the term Parabrahm ; 
after searching in vain on the higher planes of consciousness for those 
definite and concrete forms in which we express our ideas in relation to the 
physical world; after soaring to the heights of " Absolute Consciousness·' 
which is "Unconsciousness It, of" Absolute Being" which is" Non-Being ", 
and endeavouring to penetrate that" Darkness and Silence" which ever 
wraps in profoundest mystery the secret of the root and source of all things 
-the "rootless-root" and" causeless-cause"; and in general, after deal
ing with the highest transcendental metaphysics, by which alone it is 
possible to approach in any way the essential concept of the unity of the 
Universe, we turn with a sigh of relief to the first aspect of the cosmogony 
we are studying, which seems to offer a familiar and definite basis in the 
facts of our experience. 

We are like travellers in an unknown region, who have been overtaken 
by the night, and who, after vainly groping their way, have been compelled 
at last to sit down and wait for the daybreak, lest the next step should be a 
fatal one, over the edge of the precipice, or into the quaking bog. How 
eagerly would such travellers welcome the first glimmer of approaching 
dawn, how gladly would they hail the light which would enable them once 
more to use their physical faculties, and bring them once again into contact 
with familiar objects. 

And such I take it is the experience of some of us, after we have 
attacked again and yet again this problem of the Absolute. The first 
tangible, practical, concrete idea which we seem a ble to grasp is the 
septenary division of nature which we have now to consider. Here at 
least, in the seven globes, seven rounds, seven races, and other septenaries, 
we appear to find some firm ground to stand upon; here seems to be some
thing which bears a relation to the familiar facts of our experience. 

But I am afraid that we have not quite done with metaphysics yet, for 
we must not shirk the question as to the basis and signification of this 
septenary division; and if we can discover what it is that lies at the root of 
this division, and grasp the idea or type which it represents, so as to be 
able to follow it through all its permutations, we shall have in our hands 
one of the most valuable keys to unlock the treasures of the ancient 
Wisdom-Religion, both in its esoteric and exoteric forms. 

To those who take up for the first time an elementary Theosophical 
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work, such as Esoteric Buddhism or the Key to Theosophy, it is very 
likely to appear that this septenary division is quite an arbitrary one; 
even if it does not seem that seven is decidedly an awkward number to hit 
upon. Ten would appear to be the perfect and complete number, and even 
six seems to have more claims than seven. Those who go deeper into the 
matter however, and make a careful study of the Secret Doctrine begin 
to see that there are relations and correspondences between the macrocosm 
and the microcosm, and also certain numerical and geometrical considera
tions which make this division of pre-eminent importance. 

They will also be struck by the fact that the septenary division is 
made use of in all the ancient cosmogonies and sacred writings. This fact 
in itself, and apart from any of the specific teachings of Theosophy, is a 
very remarkable one, and has long been a puzzle to scholars. Wherever 
we dig in the records of the past, in the most ancient writings of the 
Aryans, in the records of the Persians, Egyptians, Chaldeans, Hebrews, 
Greeks, Romans, and finally in the Christian theology, we find this 
mysterious number seven in all kinds of permutations and allegorical and 
symbolical forms. 

Now a careful study of the Secret Doctrine will, I think, serve to con
vince us that there is one, and only one, explanation of this fact. All these 
systems have been derived from one original source, and Theosophy gives 
us the key by disclosing the existence of the ancient Wisdom-Religion, and 
initiating us into some of the fundamental doctrines which have been 
preserved uncorrupted from the very commencement of the human race; 
and thereby enabling us to perceive the original and spiritual meaning of 
those exoteric religions which are but the materialized and corrupted forms 
of this one primeval knowledge, imparted to Humanity by its Divine 
Progenitors. 

Before, therefore, we examine more in detail the nature of this septenary 
division, as we find it in all the ancient records, and. also as we see it in the 
phenomenal world of nature, I must draw your attention to certain funda
mental principles which underlie the use of numbers, and their geometrical 
equivalents, in the Secret Doctrine. The constant permutations of the triad 
and the quaternary, together making seven, and the apparently inter
minable division of septenary within septenary, are liable to produce chaos 
instead of cosmos within our minds, unless we can fully grasp some type 
or idea to which we can refer, so as to trace the correspondence in any 
particular division of the subject, or plane of consciousness, with which we 
may be dealing. 

Since we are working from universals to particulars, we must en
deavour to grasp first of all the metaphysical basis of the septenary, as it 
is shadowed forth from that highest concept of all, the concept of the 
Absolute, which we have already referred to. Proceeding downward in the 
series of emanations from this principle, we shall finally arrive at th~ 
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phenomenal world of life and consciousness, and find the reflection of the 
noumenal in cf'rtain facts of nature which come within the range of our 
physical faculties. 

Seven, we are told in the Secret Doctrine, is "the perfect and sacred 
number of this Maha-Manvantara ", because it" proceeds directly from the 
Monad, which is the origin and crown of all things" (II. 602). Now the 
Monad stands here for the first or unmanifested Logos, the point in the 
circle; and if we could grasp the principle by which the one becomes seven, 
we should have the key to the whole problem of manifestation or emana
tion, and of the relation between subject and object up to the highest plane 
of consciousness. This, however, like the problem of the Absolute itself 
must remain a matter for the exercise of our highest intuition; it cannot be 
grasped by the mere intellect, but will grow and develop in proportion to 
the progress we make towards that life of spiritual self-consciousness which 
is the goal of our initiation. Let us, however, endeavour to bring it as 
nearly as possible within the reach of our present finite perceptions, and 
for that purpose we will make use of the time-honoured and universal 
symbology of geometrical figures. 

The circle represents the darkness and silence of the Ab!;()lute; 
that which remains incognisable even to the highest Dhyani Chohans; 
which is hidden even from the Logos by the veil of Ml1laprakriti. 
I t is boundless, timeless, infinite; and in circumscribing it thus in 
order to represent it to our intellectual faculties, we have made 
the first concession to our finite intelligence,. we have taken the first 
step in anthropomorphizing the Divine; that step which, once it 
has been lost sight of, as in all systems of exoteric religion, results in the 
worship of a personal God, with all the horrors of theological dogmatism 
and priestcraft. Let us be careful, therefore, to remember that in using 
the circle as the first geometrical figure, and the symbol of the final and 
highest abstraction, or Parabrahm, and in the subsequent use of other 
geometrical figures, we are only employing temporary aids to an intellec
tual process. Let us be careful not to materialize the spiritual, or to 
circumscribe the infinite within the limits of our own narrow sphere of 
consciousness. 

Now, like the dawn in the East to the benighted traveller, so to us 
there appears out of the silence and darkness of boundless space, out of the 
great deep or chaos, the first ray of light, the first manifestation, the first 
outbreathing. We represent it as the point within the circle. 0 
The circle itself is no number, for it is All. Its circumference • 
is nowhere, and its centre everywhere. Thus the appearance of 
the point within the circle, as the first number proceeding from no-number, 
or as the first ray of light emanating from darkness, must be taken in the 
widest possible metaphysical and abstract sense. In the words of the 
Stanza from the Book of Dzyan: "Darkness radiates light, and light drops 
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one solitary ray into the mother-deep" (space). Observe that there is 
a distinction made even between the first radiation of light and the first ray 
of light. "The ray shoots through the virgin egg; the ray causes the 
eternal egg to thrill, and drop the non-eternal germ, which condenses into 
the world-egg." The Commentary adds: "The solitary ray dropping into 
the mother-deep may be taken as meaning Divine Thought, or Intelligence, 
impregnating chaos." (I. 64.) 

We have exactly the same idea in the first verses of Genesis, where we 
read that" darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the spirit of God 
(Alhim) moved upon the face of the waters." The waters, or the great 
deep, is the universal symbol for abstract space. This is followe:i by the 
creation of Light. 

We have now to discover how this first number, or number one, 
becomes a trinity, or triad, represented geometrically as the triangle, the 
first geometrical figure after the circle, and significant of the process taking 
place at the commencement of the periodical out breathing or Manvantara. 
The apex of the triangle corresponds to the point in the circle. H If we conceive of the "ray", in the sense given us in the 

Commentary, as Divine Thought or Ideation, we are com
pelled at once to postulate a trinity; for we can neither con
ceive of a thought without a thinker, nor without an object, or 
the thing thought of. Again, in the words of the Stanza, we 

have the ray, the virgin or eternal egg, and the product of the two in the 
non-eternal or periodical germ. In exoteric religious symbology this idea 
is expressed in the trinity of Father-Mother-Son, which has become so 
terribly anthropomorphized in the Christian theology; the purely philoso
phical and metaphysical conception lying at the root of this principle of 
manifestation having been dwarfed and materialized into the dogma of the 
immaculate conception of a physical man. 

This trinity in its first aspect constitutes the three Logoi; in its second 
aspect, viewed as a unity in relation to the first manifestation, or the point 
in the circle, it is the second Logos. We have the same idea of this trinity 
in unity set forth in the first verse of St. John's Gospel, where we have the 
Logos, or Word, the Word that was witll God, and the Word that was God. 
With the key thus supplied by the Secret Doctrine it is very easy for us to inter
pret this doctrine of the trinity wherever we meet with it; not merely in Chris
tian theology, where it is such a mystery and a stumbling-block, but also in 
the cosmogonies and theogonies of other religious systems. Truly" he who 
knows one religion knows none." It is only by studying universal 
symbolism that we can free ourselves from the fatal illusions of sectarianism 

and orthodoxy. 
Our next step towards the septenary is to understand the nature of the 

quaternary, the four, or perfect square. This is not quite so easy as in the 
case of the trinity, for it introduces a new idea which has many aspects. 

S 
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Let us try to get it in its simplest form. We are told in the words of the 
Stanza that" the ray causes the eternal egg to thrill, and drop the non
eternal germ, which condenses into the world-egg"; and in the next Shloka 
it is said: "(Then) the three (triangle) fall into the four (quaternary). The 
radiant essence becomes seven inside, seven outside." 

How does the three become four, and then seven, or fourteen? It is 
noticeable that there is no clear explanation of this in the Commentary, but 
we are treated to a short disquisition on the occult and metaphysical 
properties of abstract numbers. \Ve may gather from this that we cannot 
apply our ordinary conceptions of numerical or geometrical relations and 
processes to the transcendental metaphysics of numbers as applied to the 
process of emanating number or numbers from the no-number. We are 
not dealing with the gradual evolution of a series of numbers proceeding in 
regular sequence, otherwise we might have supposed that from three we 
should proceed to five, and then to seven. It is important to bear in mind 
that the septenary in all its applications is made up of the factor numbers 
three and four, or the triad and the quaternary. 

In order to understand, then, why the quaternary follows the triad, we 
must not look at the matter arithmetically, but symbolically, although there 
is, I believe, a real and profound basis for this division in the higher 
realms of mathematics, a hint to which may perhaps be found in the so
called fourth dimension of space, and also in the use made of the triangle 
as an intermediate in the Parker method of the quadrati on of the circle. 
The quaternary or tetraktys was looked upon as the perfect quadration of 
the circle in the Pythagorean system, and the use made of the various 
values of the ratio of diameter to circumference in the Kabalistic or 
numerical key to the Book of Genesis is very significant. For further 
information on this 'point I must refer you to a book called Tile Source of 
Measures, by J. Ralston Skinner. 

The quaternary then stands for the world of manifestation, 
the phenomenal world of MAya. It introduces the element of 
duality, which is inseparable from our conceptions of the universe 
as we know it. It is just here, in this metaphysical conception 
of the triad as spirit, vitalizing or energtzmg the quaternary as 
matter, that we have the battle-field between the monists and the 
dualists, between those who conceive in some form or other of spirit 
and matter, or rather substance, as being one in their ultimate abstraction
as is the case in the philosophy we are considering; and those who look 
upon spirit and suhstance as two eternally existing but distinct principles. 
We are compelled to introduce the. dual element at some point or other, 
and we have it here as the abstract synthesis of spirit in the triad, and of 
matter or substance in the quaternary; the two being considered apart as 
soon as we have manifestation, though they are united in the final 
abstraction of Parabrahm. Looked at in another aspect, the triangle 
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represents primordial spirit-matter, which in the Stanza is called 
the " virgin egg", or the "eternal egg"; and which, fructified 
by the" ray", the point in the circle, produces the mundane 
egg, the manifested world, or as it is called in the East, the egg 

... --t of Brahmfl. Note that just as the apex of the triangle corres
ponds to the point in the circle, so the base line of the triangle 
corresponds with the top side of the square. 

Viewed in)his relation, the quaternary becomes the third 
person of the trinity, or the third Logos; the point in the circle being the 
first, and the triangle the second. It is the Son in the Trinity of Father
Mother-Son, and in exoteric religions it becomes the male creator of the 
universe and the personal God. Thus in Eastern literature it is the 
male Brahma., and in the Hebrew Bible it is Jehovah, or Jod, He, Vau, 
He: the four lettered Tetragrammaton, ;-nl"Y'. 

\v. KINGSLAND, F.T.S. 

(To be continued.) 

c&lttSStS at iirrntb. 
II. FOHAT. 

~ 

~OHAT is" the key in Occultism which opens and unriddles the 
~ multiform symbols and respective allegories in the mythology of 

every nation." (S.D. I., 673.) 
He, therefore, who can master the mystery of Fohat should be able to 

understand some of the secrets of Occultism, conseq'lently, study of this 
subject promises to be profitable, and this is what we are told about it. 

Fohat is anterior to Kosmos (S.D. 1., 109). He is the son of Ether, the 
light of sound (S.D. II., 400). The constructive force of Cosmic Electricity. 
He sprang from Brahmfl from the brain of the father and the bosom of the 
mother, and then metamorphosed himself into a male and female, i.e., 
polarity, into positive and negative Electricity. (S.D. 1., 145.) 

Fohat is one thing in the yet un manifested Universe (Kosmos) and 
another in the phenomenal world (Cosmos). In the unmanifested Universe, 
Fohat is an abstract philosophical idea. As yet, he produces nothing by 
himself: he is simply that potential creative power in virtue of whose 
action the Noumenon of all future Phenomena divides, but to reunite in a 
mystic supersensuous act, and emit the creative Ray. 

In Cosmos, Fohat is the Occult, electric, vital power, which, under the 
Will of the Creative Logos, unites and brings together all forms, giving 
them the first impulse which, in time, becomes law. When the" Divine 
Son" breaks forth, then Fohat becomes the propelling force, the active 
power which causes the One to become Two, and Three, on the cosmic 
plane of manifestation. (S.D. 1., log.) 

Madame Blavatsky says in discussing occult matters," always argue 
on analogy and apply the old occult axiom 'As above, so below'." 
(B.L. Trans., II., 21.) Let us do so. 
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On our own plane we know that Unity is sterile and it is only by the 
marriage of two correspondent Forces that fertility is obtained. 

That being so, by analogy, there must be an equivalent conjunction on 
every plane, whether it be below or above our own. 

When, therefore, we are taught to regard Fohat as an " Idea" on the 
kosmic plane, we instinctively require an active mate by whom this passive 
" Potentiality" can be fructified, before we can admit the possibility of any 
manifestation of its Being. 

Now an Idea is a " necessary truth ,. (Raja Yoga, 13), and on our plane 
it can only be fructified by" Thought"; consequently by applying our 
universal rule, we infer that Potential Idea is married to Potential 
Thought on the kosmic plane, and from that union sptings the Ray 
which manifests as Cosmos. 

Of course beyond aU this is the Potential Thinker in whose potential 
brain both Idea and Thought evolve. This Being is termed Sat, 
Parabrahma, etc., the Unknowable, the Unconditioned, about which the 
Masters tell us it is useless to speculate. 

In Theosophy, therefore, as in Christianity, we have to begin with the 
first manifestation of Being that is cognisable by us .. This Being is called 
the Third Logos. " This Logos, we are told, being no personality but the 
universal Principle, is represented by all the divine powers born of its mind." 
(S.D. 11.,308). 

Now Fohat is the Shakti (Force) of the Divine Mind (B. L. Trans. II., 
p. 5) i.e., " Sat is the Potentiality of Being, Fohat the Potency of Being." 
(Ibid. 6). This we may translate as Passive and Active Divinity. It 
corresponds with Matter-Spirit; Ncgative-Positiye; Female-Male, etc., a 
duality being always present, as the necessity of evolution, while the point 
of emanation completes the Trinity on every plane. 

"All the Forces, Light, Heat, Electricity, etc.,etc., are called the Gods
esotericaIly. Therefore the personification of Fohat, synthesizing all the 
manifested Forces in Nature, is a legitimate result." (S.D. 1.,672.) 

"In India Fohat is the scientific aspect of both Vishnu and Indra. 
In Egypt, Fohat is called Toum. He issued from Noot [the Celestial 
Abyss (S.D. I., 228), Space or Sky (S.D. I., 353.) ], and is spoken 
of as the Protean God who generates other Gods and gives himself 
the form he likes. He creates Spirits and gives them shape and life. 
He is the North Wind and the Spirit of the West Wind, and finally 
the setting Sun of Life or the vital electric Force that leaves the body at 
death." (S.D. I., 673') 

It seems then pretty clear that under the veil of fanciful personification 
by which Occultists adapted their knowledge to common capacities, the 
ever-burning light of scientific deduction made Nature's profoundest secrets 
patent to the Initiated, and enabled them to discern, beyond all, the mighty 
mystery of Absoluteness, before which the highest Intellects must ever bow 
in reverential awe. 

"When an Occultist, speaks of' Fohat' he means the energising and 
guiding Intelligence in the Electric or vital Fluid. He sees in the 
manifestation of every Force in Nature the action of the special character
istic of its Noumenon, and he regards that Noumenon as a distinct and 
intelligent Individuality, on the other side of the manifested mechanical Universe. 
At the same time he admits that Light, Heat, Electricity, etc., are affections 
(not properties or qualities) of Matter, i.e., Matter is the condition
necessary basis or vehicle-for the manifestation of these forces, or Agents, 
on this plane." (S.D. I., 493') 

Passivity and Activity can be conceived as eternally co-existent, 
potentially: but Matter must exist before it can be affected, i.e., Matter can 
logically exist without its affections, but the affections of Matter are 
inconceivable without Matter. Still that which affects Matter may have 
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existed potentially, before the conditions were evolved under which it 
became potent. That it does so exist is an axiom of Theosophy. 

Matter being a thing of sense, and therefore finite, we are constrained to 
seek its cause in the Infinite. This brings us to the vital Essence by which 
all things are. Occultism teaches us that" this Essence Jivatma pervades 
every atom and is guided and energised by lntelligence" (E. L. Trans., 
II., 19). But still beyond this Essence we perceive Divine Thought 
en souled by Divine Idea. 

If then we regard Divine Idea as passive, or Sat, and Divine Idea as 
active, or Fohat, we get a complete and orderly sequence, which is, possibly, 
not far from the Occult meanings, for we read, "gross ponderable Matter is 
the body, the shell of Substance, the female passive Principle: Fohatic force 
is the second principle, Prana-the male-the Active. On our globe this 
substance is earth, the second principle of the Septenary Element. In the 
atmosphere it is that of air, which is the cosmic gross body. In the sun it 
becomes the Solar body and that of the seven Rays. In Sidereal Space it 
corresponds with another principle, and so on. The whole is homogeneous 
Unity, the parts are differentiations." (S.D. I., 525.) 

" It is the original, primordial' prima materia', divine and intelligent, 
the direct latent emanation of the Universal Mind-the Daiviprakriti, or 
divine light, emanating from the Logos-called Fohat by Occultists -which 
formed the nuclei of all the self-moving Orbs in Cosmos. It is the active, 
informing, ever-present, moving power and life principle, the vital soul of . 
the suns, moons, planets and even of our earth. This is the invisible 
Ruler and Guide of the gross body attached to and connected with its Soul, 
which Soul is the Spiritual emanation of these respective Spirits." (S.D. 
1.,602.) 

" Fohat is the entire collective energy of the Dhyan Chohans (Arch
angels) on the Objective plane: the Manasaputras representing them on the 
Subjective plane." (B.L. Trans. II., 11.) 

All this of course is allegorical and really means that" Fohat is the 
dynamic energy of cosmic ideation, the link between mind and matter." 
(S.D. I., 16.) . 

But in another aspect Fohat is called the" Thread of primeval Light ", 
and we are told this thread runs through the seven planes (of being), tying 
itself into knots, every plane being septenary. There are thus forty-nine 
mystical and physical forces, larger knots forming suns, stars, and systems, 
the smaller knots becoming planets and so on. (B.L. TrailS. 11., 27.) 

The same idea is applied to man in "The Seven Strides of Fohat." 
Five of these represent the upper planes of consciousness and two the 
astral and terrestrial planes. (S.D. I., 122.) Thus they embrace "the 
seven spheres inhabited by man "(S.D. 1.,113), man here meaning " not the 
physical form, but the Divine Monad." (S.D. 11.,635.) 

As regards the madlls operandi on the physical plane we read" Surya [the 
central Spiritual Sun, of which our sun is a retlection (S.D. I., 100)] causes 
Fohat to collect primordial dust, in the form of balls, impels these to move 
in c.onverging lines, and finally causes them to approach each other and 
aggregate." I S.D. I., 201.) 

"All the so-called Forces of nature, Electricity, Magnetism, Light, 
Heat, etc., etc., far from being modes of motion of material particles, are 
in their ultimate constitution the differentiated aspects of Universal Motion 
[the Great Breath, the one absolute attribute of Parabrahm, the One 
Life, the Absolute. (S.D. I., 182.)]. When Fohat is said to produce 
seven Laya centres it means that for formative purposes the Great Law 
(God) modifies its perpetual motion on seven invisible points within the 
area of the manifested Universe." (S.D. I., 147.) "Laya" is what may 
be called the zero-point, the realm of absolute negativeness, or the one real 
absolute Force. (S.D. I., 148.) 
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Here we touch one of the most abstruse axioms of Occultism. The 
" Absolute" has to be conceived as nothing and yet everything. As no 
Being and yet every Being. The idea seems to be this. Essential Life is 
an unbounded Unity. Individual Life is a differentiation of this Unity 
limited by its object. This object is the accentuation of some special 
potentiality that is, essentially, in the Absolute. This potentiality is a 
subjective state, but having a modified motion, it becomes a force manifested 
by its specialities to other forces, which are egoistic on the objective plane, 
but altruistic on the subjective plane. Consequently, being essentially 
correlated, there is harmony in their diversity, and finite non-Unities are 
synthesized in the Infinite Unity of All. 

Thus Fohat is said to have seven sons. These are Motion, Sound, 
Heat, Light, Cohesion, Electricity, and Nerve Force. (S.D. I., 204-216.) 

Each of these is " That" which enables us to think of it apart, there
fore, to us, it is an Entity. The Hindus deified these forces and assigned 
a goddess or female aspect to each of them, so that, being dual, all might 
be prolific. We, being less imaginative, may be content with names which 
connote their several efficiencies. What concerns us at present is that they 
are all aspects of one Entity, in and by whom they have their being. 

But" each world has its Fohat, who is omnipresent in his own sphere 
of action. There are as many Fohats as there are worlds, each varying in 
power and degree of manifestations. The individual Fohats make one 
collective Fohat-the aspect-Entity of the one absolute Non-Entity, which 
is absolute Be-ness, Sat. Billions of worlds are produced at every 
Manvantara, therefore there must be many Fohats; these we consider as 
conscious and intelligent forces." (S.D. I., 143. Note.) 

This seems comprehensive enough, but when we remember that, in 
Occultism, the term world does not mean our earth but a solar system 
(S.D. 11.,616), we are fairly bewildered by the magnitude of the conception. 
But the Hindus are always consistent; consequently, having assumed the 
infinitely great, there must be the infinitely small to complete the duality. 
This is personified as Aniyamsam, the most atomic of the atomic. (S.D. I., 
542.) It is one of the qames of Brahma. 

The universality of Fohat is thus spoken of. 
" In reality there is one Force, which, on the manifested plane, appears 

to us in billions of forms. All proceeds from one universal Fire, and, on 
our plane, electricity is one of the most comprehensive aspects of this Fire. 
All contains, and is, electricity, from the nettle which stings to the light
ning which kills, from the spark in the pebble to the blood in the body. 
But the electricity which is seen, for instance, in the electric lamp, is quite 
another thing from Fohat." (B.L. Trans. 11.,27') \Vhat this difference 
is, H.P.B. does not explain, and it is not easy to discover. She continues: 
" Electricity is the cause of the molecular motion in the universe, and hence 
also here, on earth. It is one of the principles of Matter; for generated as 
it is in every disturbance of equilibrium, it becomes the Kamic [instinctive, 
(S.D. IL, 255)) element of the object in which the disturbance takes place. 
Thus Fohat, the primeval cause of this force, in its billions of aspects, and 
as the sum total of universal cosmic electricity, is an Entity." (B.L. Trans., 
II., 27.) 

H. P. B. further explains: "Speaking of the sun we may call it an 
Entity, but we should hardly call a sunbeam, which dazzles our eyes, an 
Entity. The' sons of Fohat' are the various forces having Fohatic, or Cosmic 
electric life in their Being and in their various effects. For example, rub 
amber-a Fohatic Entity-and it will give birth to a ' son' who will attract 
straws; an apparently inanimate and inorganic object thus manifesting 
life! But rub a nettle between your thumb and finger and you will also 
generate a' son of Fohat' in the shape of a blister. In these cases, the blister 
is an Entity, but the attraction which draws the straw is hardly one." 
(B.L. Trans., 11.,27.) 

by 
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Continuing her instruction Madame Blavatsky says: "Electricity is 
the work of Fohat, but Fohat is not electricity. From an occult standpoint 
electric phenomena are very often produced by the abnormal state of the 
molecules of an object or of bodies in space; electricity is life and it is 
death; the first being produced by harmony, the second by disharmony. 
Vital electricity is under the same laws as cosmic electricity. The combi
nation of molecules into new forms and the bringing about of new correla
tions and the disturbance of molecular equilibrium is, in general, the work 
of, and generates, Fohat." (B.L. Trans., II., 28.) 

This seems a little to confuse Fohat with the sons and still more remote 
progeny of Fohat. But the Fohatic principle is ever the same, and may be 
regarded as one whatever agent may be employed in its manifestation. 

And now from the evidence that has been adduced, I think we may 
fairly conclude that. according to Occult teaching, Fohat is a primordial 
force whose secondaries or aspects are Motion, Sound, Heat, etc. Motion 
(the one attribute of the Absolute) being the synthesis of the Septenate. 

The only question that remains concerns the nature of this primordial 
force. 

In the small glossary, published by Mrs. Besant and Herbert Burrows, 
Fohat is defined as "the creative potency of Kosmic Thought, manifesting 
on all planes". This may be accepted as conclusive, as it fully meets all 
the requirements of the case. We have, first, Divine Consciousness in 
which ideas are. Then these ideas are evolved by Kosmic Thought, and 
the formative potency of cogitation, or Fohat, evolves all the phenomena 
which manifest aspects of the Absolute. This accounts for all that is within 
the scope of my apprehension. Others of greater capacity will probably 
require fuller knowledge and will carry their conceptions to a higher plane. 
\Vhen they do so I shall rejoice in their success and be grateful for their 
instruction. 

ROBT. B. HOLT, F.T.S. 

(£nrtt.sponbtntt. 
THE TRUE CHURCH OF CHRIST. 

I HAVE no intention of again inflicting myself on the readers of LUCIFER, 
indeed it is unnecessary, for neither Mr. Mead's scholarly article nor the 
two letters in the last number have touched my position. But I ask the 
right of reply always accorded to an opponent to say a brief word on Mr. 
~Iead's article. He challenges my analogy to the cells and the body; and 
insists that the next unit after man is the whole perfected humanity-but 
why? Between the cell (which is still found free and uncombined) and the 
human body are many umts. If it were not so, where would be evolution? 
Even the Hydro-Medusa, lowest of known combinations, is a unit. And so 
between the man and perfected humanity must be many units, not failures 
but links in the process of evolving Mr. Mead's unit of humanity. I claim 
that the Church is one such link. 

As to Mr. Mead's authorities, I thank him; and I hope that not only 
he but all his readers will study, not only the cited passages but all those 
authors. The writings of the learned and saintly Dr. Neale, whom I had 
the honour to call friend, will refute all his theories; and at the other pole a 
study of Dr. Momerie's writings will not, I think, increase respect for one 
whose grievance is that he cannot enjoy the income and prestige of Church 
endowments and appointments while trying to persuade his hearers that 
that Church is wholly false and vile. Ask not if this is right or wrong-
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merely is it consistent with elementary honesty? I might challenge Mr. 
Mead's historical accuracy-which seems to me more than doubtful-but I 
simply dismiss all that part of his article as irrelevant. However the 
decrees of Niccea were arrived at, or whoever drafted the creed, that creed is 
by all acknowledged now to be the outcome of that Council and to be the 
voice of the Church Catholic. 

I carefully guardt:d myself from entering into any questions of truth or 
falsehood of doctrine, of goodness or the reverse of men. All I desired to 
demonstrate was that the voice of <Ecumenical Councils accepted by the 
whole Church constituted the teaching of the Church. Anything else is 
the teaching of an individual churchman, right or wrong. If then, here
after, Mr. Mead, when he has occasion to say" the Church teaches ", will 
tell us how and when, my object is accomplished. 

I have shown him the voice of the Church: he replies he dislikes that 
yoice. Very good; neither he nor anyone else is compelled to listen
but let us all be honest if we can and not pretend a doctrine which does 
not exist. 

One further word. Will Mr. Mead apply the methods of historic 
criticism he has Ilsed concerning Eusebius to Simon Magus, Valentin us, and 
others of his beloved Gnostics? 

J. W. BRODIE INNES. 
[The readers of LUCIFER to whom Mr. Brodie Innes' article and my 

reply are addressed can now decide for themselves the merits of the case. I 
simply take up my pen again to assure Mr. Brodie Innes that I shall 
always endeavour to apply the same methods of historical criticism to 
the Gnostics as I apply to the Church Fathers, or any other body of 
religionists. Why should I not? The Gn6sis, however-call it by what 
name you will-is independent of its expositors, for it is neither Gnosticism 
nor Christianity, nor Brahminism, nor Buddhism, nor any other exoteric 
exposition. Gnosticism is one of the exoteric expositions of the 
Gnosis, and the difficulty in dealing with the historical side of 
it is that our information comes mostly from the Church Fathers. 
As well apply for an estimate of the character and a statement of the 
teaching of H.P.B. to the S.P.R. report, or the libellous columns of the New 
York Sun, as to the Fathers for a right estimate of the life and character, and 
a correct statement of the teaching of the heretics.-G. R. S. M.l 

THE INSTABILITY OF THE CI WORD ". 

To the Editor of LUCIFER. 

In calling attention to the" Instability of the' Word''', Dr. Pratt has 
touched on a subject which seems to me to require further notice. His 
paper in LUCIFER of October 15th is a chapter in a book that has yet to be 
written in its entirety-a Novum Organum or New Logic of Religious 
Science. And if any of the learned Orientalists who contribute to LUCIFER 
would treat compendiously of the Nayaya system of Indian Logic, it would 
be another welcome step in the same direction. Again and again in the 
writings of Theosophists 1 seem to recognise the enthymeme-syllogism of 
that system, and we are warned by a Christian writer on the subject of the 
impossibility of attempting to comprehend Indian Philosophy by means of 
the logical methods of Aristotle and Bacon (Hindu PhiloSOPhy, by Ram 
Chandra Bose, A.M., Funk and Wagnalls, 1884. page Ig8). 

But Dr. Pratt's subject will suffice for the present. The shifting inter
pretations of ancient terms are only too obvious, and though it is perhaps 
impossible to build a Tower of Babel that will last for all time, I might 
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point out that ordinary material science has very nearly succeeded where 
Nimrod failed. There are definite names for definite things, authoritatively 
though arbitrarily imposed, which are recognised throughout the world of 
Western science. Such is notably the case in the domain of Natural 
History, in which every plant and animal is generically and specifically 
named and described. 

Nor in the matter of religious terminology need there be any greater 
difficulties than those which Natural History has surmounted, even though 
the things dealt with cannot be collected and packed in a museum. If we 
can be content with Nominalism, if we can allow that no definition does 
more than declare the meaning of the word (see Mill's Logic), and 
if we can agree that whenever the constituted and recognised 
authority has assigned a word as the name of a thing or concept, that word 
shall be used in no other meaning, we avoid all sorts of mere logomachies, 
and can speak and write without fear of misunderstandings. For instance, 
your learned Foundress in introducing concepts new to Western thought 
has indicated them by words drawn (very naturally) from the Sanskrit; and 
I, in my logical capacity, whether I believe her doctrines or not, must use 
those words in her sense and in no other. 

I need not further digress on the subject of scientific nomenclature, 
but as the time has come when it will be necessary to meet Theosophical 
doctrines in sharp dialectic encounter, some agreement of the nature of a 
cartel will have to be arrived at with regard to terms, as well Theosophical 
as Theological or Scientific. And there are other points which will have to 
be included. It would be most grievous and deplorable if disputes about 
words and forms of thought obscured the discussion of grave matters of 
eternal truth, which should only be approached in a spirit of modest 
chivalry and deferential courtesy. 

I enclose my card with address, but as the matter is quite impersonal 
perhaps you will permit me to be, if indeed I be, simply 

LOGICAL. 

tUbitln.5. 
THE MYSTIC QUEST.* 

The Mystic Quest is one of the many attempts made by authors of the present 
day to take romance into the domain of Theosophy. This endeavour has 
never yet been crowned with success, and interesting as the volume before 
us is, yet, on laying it down, we cannot help wishing that the writer had 
given us all Theosophy or purely romance. The two very forcible chapters 
on " Evolution" and" The Quest Disclosed" are so interesting and clearly 
worked out, from the Theosophical standpoint, that the reader cannot but 
regret he is obliged to pick up once more the thread of romance which runs 
through the book; it jars somewhat upon the harmony of a closely argued 
Theosophical disquisition. 

Again, the wonderful and sudden recollection of a previous incarnation, 
complete in all its details, savours more of an Adept's recollection than 
that of a man of the world just hearing the first sounds of Theosophy. It 
is slightly improbable, even within the almost unlimited bounds of fiction, 
and being so, might lead those unfamiliar with Theosophical ideas, which 
are admirably treated, to class the really sound teaching of the book in the 
same category. 

We would recommend every Theosophist to read, with close attention, 

• By William Kingsland. F.T.S. : London. George Allen. 18g1. Price 35. 6d. 
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the chapter entitled" The Mystic M.S. ". It is the keynote of Occult teach
ing, and strikes full and loud. It epitomises the foundation necessary for 
the life of an Occultist, and too much attention cannot be given to the 
teaching. 

The chapter on "Science and Religion" is also very clearly written; 
dealing with these two "antagonists" in a moderate and fair-minded 
way, pointing out the futility of such endless controversy, when each is 
required in its own place to supplement the other. 

If Mr. Kingsland's book induces some minds to take up this unbiassed 
position, it will have taught a valuable lesson. 

The romance gives us some very interesting passages, notably the 
chapter" Alcides and Menas," in which the author lifts the veil that hides 
the previous incarnations of the two present-day heroes; it is well and 
dramatically told, giving the reader an interesting, though too short, sketch 
of life in ancient Thessaly. 

Alcides and Menas are already pledged to the" Mystic Quest ", and the 
author gives us hints of a "Brotherhood," but does no more, we could wish 
that this chapter and the one following," Sixteen Thousand Years Ago", had 
been more extended, so deeply interesting are the points with which it 
deals. Well-known to many of us are the chords here struck, and Thytus 
the sage seems strangely familiar; his parting injunctions to his three pupils 
deserve close attention. 

The tragedy which so suddenly ends the life of Menas is too abrupt. Our 
complaint against the writer is that he does not give us enough information 
about the two individuals he has created before our mind's eye, and just 
as we are deeply interested in "Sixteen Thousand Years Ago ", the 
author waves his pen and wafts us back to the nineteenth century, with our 
curiosity all unsatisfied. 

The book is charmingly got up, both within and without; the sketch on 
the cover is by our well known and artistic friend Mr. R. Machell, who 
possesses a· real power of bringing before the imagination a weird and 
beautiful scene with a few strokes of his pen or pencil. This picture 
depicts a deep glowing sunset, purple waters, and shadowy gray-green hills, 
and the two figures are thrown into strong relief by the setting sun. There 
is a sadness and desolation about the scene which well typifies the solitari
ness of the Occultist's life. 

The volume will well repay the reader who wishes to gain a general 
outline of mystic ideas, but everyone will regret that it closes so soon. 

I. C. O. 

EXISTENCE, AS PLEASURE, PAIN, AND LOVE. 
A CONTRIBUTION TO DARWINISl>l.~' 

THE author of this book (Dr. Hubbe-Schleiden) explains that the word 
pleasure (German, Lllst) is not to be taken in the ordinary sense, but rather 
as meaning that joy, delight, desire, which is at the basis of all life, 
and is at once its cause, its effect, and its justification. He wishes it to 
stand for the idea of "thirst for life", with a view to development and 
progress, as expressed by the Meister Eckehart in the fourteenth century, 
and further developed by Leibnitz, Kant, Lessing, Goethe, Schopenhauer, 
and others; and, as he explains at some length, it is most fully taught] in 
the Hindu systems of philosophy. 

The object of his work, the author tells us, is to set forth the doctrine 
of the persistence of the Individuality and the consequent necessity for 
Reincarnation, and to reconcile this teaching with the so-called Darwinian 
evolution. 

• Das Dasein. als Lust. Leid und Leibe. Braunschweig. 
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To the latter he gives the name of mechanical, to the former causal
dynamic or mathematical evolution, and endeavours to prove that the one 
cannot exist without the other, and that only in this region of study can the 
answer to the cause of existence and the problems of life and death be 
found. Dr. Hubbe·Schleiden frankly owns that the same teaching is to be 
found in many large and cumbrous volumes, but because art is long and 
time is short, he has condensed it within a single work of 140 pages, 
illustrated by diagrams and enriched with a copious index; he has more
over considerately placed the chief points in small paragraphs of large 
print, and the elucidating matter in longer paragraphs of small print, so 
that none but a faineant need complain of lack of time or opportunity to 
study the subject. 

Starting with the axiom of Individual Monism, i.e., that all beings are 
parts of the One Life, and are themselves built up of countless other lives, 
as now pretty widely accepted by science, the author proceeds to point out 
in what respect this scientific monism fails to apprehend the true meaning 
of Individuality. Man is, according to physical science, a congeries of 
molecules and cells following a certain development, from the single cell 
and the single molecule, or rather atom, upwards; but what is the binding 
force, what the constraining power which unites, directs, and limits their 
action and interaction? What is the true being (Wesenheit) in man? 
These questions science has never answered; it may speak of single beings 
(bodily forms) as individuals; it has never grasped the idea (quite a different 
one) of individuality. "Heredity '0 and" fitness" are all it can give us; but 
on what do these rest, around what centre are they grouped? Science does 
not know. Yet the fact that the individuals of the human, and of every 
kingdom below the human, through all the changes of growth, destruction, 
and reconstruction, to which they are subject during even one life, still pre
serve a certain continuity, proves to every man that he is not a mere series 
of cells, vessels and organs, but that he has an independent life which over
rules the other lives of which his body is composed. This Dr. Htibbe
Schleiden calls the Individuality as distinguished from the Individllal-a 
distinction more likely to lead to confusion than that made by H. P. 
Blavatsky between Individuality and Personality. This line of develop. 
ment is placed parallel with the three other lines of development 
in man-the palceontologic (of form), the specific, the ontogenetic 
(individual), and the individualistic. These four are placed as pairs 
of opposites, forming what is called the Darwinian square, and 
again are arranged on the four sides of a pyramid, the apex of which is 
man in his completed evolution. On the one side the degrees represent 
the kingdoms of life, ascending from the elementary to the human king
dom; on another, the development of form, from the molecule through cell 
and germ to the complete animal and man; on the third, the same evolu" 
tion epitomized in man; on the fourth, the potencies which culminate in 
will and reason. This last and greatest is alleged to be the c.ause of all 
the other lines of evolution, and in each new birth it is shown to start from 
a higher basis. It is also called" individualistic Causality", and is repre
sented as working in two ways; from within outwards, and from without 
inwards; the author, however, draws a distinction between this method 
and the vis externa et interna of Haeckel. The problems of heredity and 
family relationships are treated at length and are shown to be all conducive 
to the one end of building up the permanent individuality in man. The 
same line of argument and illustration is applied to the Hindu teachings, 
the nomenclature of the various schools of philosophy being clearly 
tabulated. 

If the Secret Doctrine had not taught us the descent of the " Sons of 
Mind ", and that Nature unaided fails, we might be fascinated by the com
pleteness of the scheme of fourfold development as set forth in this work of 
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Dr. Hiibbe-Schleiden; the tables and diagrams are interesting, and 
certainly valuable in giving a clear idea of the views they illustrate. But 
if we read the author aright, that the spiritual nature, the individuality in 
man, is born of and developed from his lower nature, we fail to see in what 
his teaching differs, save in degree. from that of the Haeckels and the 
Darwins whom he professes to transcend. There is doubtless great satis
faction in huilding up a scheme in which no link is missing and every screw 
fits into its right hole; but if there is a fallacy at the base. of what use to 
proceed with the superstructure? Surely our knowledge is as yet too 
imperfect for us to be able to frame a system which shall be so complete 
in all its parts. The Secret Doctrine tells us that but a comer of the veil is 
as yet lifted which has hitherto hidden and still continues to hide from us 
the many mysteries of man's nature. Centuries of research and toil are 
yet necessary. and many Rounds and Races have still to run their course, 
before the full revelation of man will be made to himself, and before the 
volume can be written which shall contain the last word of human occult 
knowledge. Nevertheless this work is a decided advance on the teachings 
of ordinary materialism, since it recognises as the chief factor in man's 
progress the all-dominating intelligence which, once developed, never loses 
its supreme position as the moulder and framer of man's destiny through 
countless lives to his ultimate perfection. The impulse to this Dr. H. 
Schleiden considers to be Pleasure, Joy, purified by Pain and Love, Lust, 
Leid unil Liebe. 

E.K. 

THE IMITATION OF BUDDHA.* 

SUCH is the title of one of the most charming little publications it has 
been our good fortune to welcome for many a long day. Mr. Bowden is 
indeed deserving of the grateful thanks of all true lovers of the wisdom of 
him who had "mercy even on the meanest thing"; and this little 
compilation of texts from the Buddhist scriptures will at least serve to prove 
to the West that long before the Sermon on the Mount was preached in 
Palestine, there existed in the world teachings as exalted and as beautiful 
as anything which the West possesses. Nay, we go further, for-to quote 
Mr. Bowden's own words, in the Proem-" the tone of the average Buddhist 
treatise, with its formal exhortations, recurring as a matter of course, to 
show mercy upon every living thing", is surely calculated to impress even 
the most casual reader with the fact that, in this respect at all events, 
Gautama Buddha's teachings exhibit a marked superiority to that of the 
great Western Teacher, of whom not one word enjoining mercy on the 
dumb brutes has come down to us in his recorded utterances. 

The Imitation 0/ Buddha is prefaced by a graceful little introduction from 
the pen of Sir Edwm Arnold, with whom we are in most complete accord when 
he says that" he who should mark the passage of the months from January 
to December with these simple pages must become, I think, a better man 
at the year's end than at its beginning." 

The only notices which we have as yet seen of this Buddhist text book 
(one text, or more, for each day in the year), have been one or two in which 
the reviewer has apparently taken the trouble to hunt carefully through its 
pages for the few-very few-passages, which might possibly be looked 
upon as having no practical bearing on daily life and conduct: these are then 
triumphantly cited as fair specimens of the contents of the book, whereas 

• Compiled by Ernest M. Bowden: London, Methuen and Co .• 11191. 
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the exact opposite is the case. Its pages simply abound with such 
injunctions as the following, taken at random :-" Twit not others with that 
which pains yourself"; "With pure thoughts and fulness of love, I will do 

..towards others what I do for myself"; "He lives only to be a help to 
others"; " Is not all I possess, even to my very body, kept for the benefit of 
others? "-all of which are to be found on two pages only. Again, 
"Overcome evil by good "; "This great principle of returning good for 
evil"; "He came to remove the sorrows of all living things"; texts which 
take somewhat from the cream of certain others known to all dwellers in 
Christian lands, and hitherto supposed to contain teaching as unsurpassed 
as it was unique. We can but reiterate our thanks to Mr. Bowden for 
placing before us, in such a handy and readable form, the means of proving 
this assumption to be a mistaken and an unwarrantable one. 

Contrast the injunction to be found in the gospel according to St. 
Matthew (Chap. xvi. I5.)with thefollowing:-" Goye. 0 Brethren, and wander 
forth, for the gain of the many, in compassion for the world, for the good, 
for the gain, for the welfare of . . . men. . . Publish, 0 Brethren, 
the doctrine glorious. . . Preach ye a life of holiness . . . perfect 
and pure." "Go, then, through every country, convert those not 
converted. Go, therefore, each one travelling alone; filled wit h 
compassion, go, rescue and receive ". Mark the reiterated note of 
compassion sounding through these texts; not in order to gain adherents, 
not in order to terrify those who refuse to listen, but out of compassion are the 
Brethren to go forth and preach the good news, the "doctrine glorious." 
For, says Buddha, "Should those who are not with us, 0 Brethren,speak 
in dispraise of me, or of my doctrine, or of the church, that is no reason 
why you should give way to anger." " Why should there be such sorrowful 
contention?" runs another of the texts quoted by the able compiler. 
Ie You honour what we honour, both alike: then we are brothers as concerns 
religion." "No decrying of other sects, • . . no depreciation (of 
others) without cause, but on the contrary, a rendering of honour to other 
sects for whatever cause honour is due." And indeed we are tempted to 
go on and quote almost the whole book, which is full of the most precious 
gems, Ie anyone of which ,. as Sir Edwin Arnold says, "worn on the heart, 
would be sufficient to make the wearer rich beyond estimation for a day." 

Some of these Buddhist texts are repeated almost word for word in the 
Christian Gospels and Epistles; viz: "Not to be weary in well-doing" ; 
Ie Make no idols of any kind ": "Look not upon a woman unchastely"; 
Ie We will patiently suffer threats and blows at the hands of foolish men": 

.. He who now gives in charity 
. Shall surely reap where he has given; 

For whosoever piously' bestows a little water, 
Shall receive return hke the great ocean." 

" Of all possessions, contentedness is the best by far" ; "Keep watch 
over your hearts"; Ie Work out your own salvation with diligence"; Abhor 
dissimulation"; "Indolence is defilement"; "By work mankind exists." 
But space fails, although we have but taken specimens at random 
from the mine of wealth hidden in this little book; enough has, however, 
we hope, been given to induce all our readers to take advantage of Mr. 
Bowden's unique compilation for themselves, and daily to "read, mark, 
learn, and inwardly digest" this Imitation of Budd/",. 

A. L. C. 
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WHAT IS THEOSOPHY?* 
THIS interesting little book of 128 closely printed pages, endeavours, and 
with much success, to condense the infinite topics of Theosophical teaching 
and the history of the movement into a space suited for the" hurry of the 
day". It starts with a notice of the foundation of the Society, and gives a 
short sketch of the lives of Madame Blavatsky and Colonel Olcott. The 
second chapter plunges us into Rounds, Races and Planetary Chains, 
perhaps somewhat too precipitately for the uninstructed reader, and would 
be improved by a paragraph plainly stating the idea of a Chain before 
carrying us in medias res. The writer next proceeds to expound the Theo
sophical conception of the constitution of man, the state after death. 
re-incarnation and Karma, which bring us to the all-important subject of 
ethics. The fundamental thought of this section is naturally the unity of 
humanity, and the impossibility of the individual giving birth to an act, 
word or deed, that does not affect his fellows. The Occult axiom that 
"Thoughts are Things" here provides us with that scientific basis of 
ethics which the present day stands so terribly in need of. The subject is 
well treated, but naturally in such a condensed space for so vast a theme 
much has to be left unsaid. It might, however, have been well to have 
dwelt a moment on the wide range of ethical teaching that Theosophy 
offers to its adherents in throwing open to them the whole procurable 
teachings of the great religious reformers of humanity. The chapters on 
" States of Matter" and" States of Consciousness" continue the scientific 
teachings of Theosophy, and the latter chapter enables the author to intro
duce the interesting classification of dreams that H. P. B. gave us, and to 
enlarge on this most natural gate-way to the invisible world. The chapter 
on the Mahatmas also will do much to straighten out the ideas of the 
public on the subject, and is especially valuable as containing the key-stone 
of our Theosophical teaching in the doctrine of the" Great Renunciation." 
This is followed by a useful chapter on occult study, in which Mr. Old is 
careful to draw the distinction between Theosophy and Occultism, and to 
dwell on the difficult nature of the latter subject and the conditions under 
which alone it can be entered upon with safety. Our brother in his con
clusion, and with the humility of the student who feels the impossibility of 
doing justice to so vast a subject, simply because he knows more 
of its enormous scope than those who have never studied, speaks of his 
labours as a "mere outline ", and brings them to an end by removing 
several popular misconceptions. But even though the volume be a " mere 
outline" compared to the fuller knowledge of the author, it is a useful and 
ample statement for those who have not previously approached such lines of 
thought, and cannot fail to do good work. 

The work is further embellished by excellent photographs of H. P. 
Blavatsky and H. S. Olcott, and the cover displals a most artistic design 
inspired by Egyptian symbology, from the pencil 0 our brother, R. Machell. 
We hear that the whole MS. was written in less than ten days, so that we 
shall not be surprised whenever a new book comes from the pen of so rapid 
a worker as Mr. W. R. Old. 

INTIMA SACRA. t 
THIS Manual of Esoteric Devotion is a compilation of some of the writings of 
Dr. Anna Kingsford, and, as we understand from a foreword to the book, 
has received the sanction of Mrs. Kingsford's trustee and literary col
laborator, Mr. Edward Maitland, who also assisted in the selection of the 
passages contained in the work. The book itself is an elegant little volume 

• By Walter R. Old, F.T.S. London: Hay Nisbet and Co., 16g, Fleet Street, II!gI. 
Price IS. 

t Compiled by E. M. Forsyth. London, David Stott, 370, Oxford Street, W.o 11191. 
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of 163 pages neatly bound in vellum. Its contents are such as to enlist the 
attention and secure the admiration of every sincere reader, while to those 
who are already conversant with the writings of Dr. Kingsford, the form in 
which the Theosophical teachings of the II/lima Sacra are presented in the 
mannal, cannot fail to meet with approval. 

The preface by the Compiler is replete with Theosophy, and affords 
a very lucid introduction to the esotericism of the work as a whole. The 
substance of this abstract is symmetrical, compact, and sequential in 
thought; while the spirit of its conception loses little or nothing in the 
method of its presentation. "There is one Being ", says the compiler, 
"self-subsistent, infinite, divine, originally and in itself unmanifest and 
undividuate, but impersonal only in the sense of being devoid of limitations, 
for it is essential and absolute Consciousness. This is God, who is the only 
real Being. As Spirit, God is Unity. As Energy and Substance-the 
necessary constituents of all and every being-God is a Duality: and God 
becomes manifest through the evolution of His Trinity". There is nothing 
in the above to which Theosophy does not consent when the particular use 
of the terms" God" and" personal" are understood. The latter we think 
a misnomer as applied to soul in the following passage: "Life is the 
elaboration of soul through the varied transformations of matter. Soul is 
the medium in which spirit is individuated. Spirit of itself is diffuse; but 
enclosed in an envelope of soul-substance, it becomes an indiffusible 
personality". Neither can we consent to the definition of life as given above, 
which is descriptive only of the purpose of life and not of Life itself, which 
as one of the three Divine hypostases of Consciousness, Life and 
Substance, must ever defy all definition. "Spirit ", it is said, "is 
always energy, and soul is always substance", and Soul is described 
as working upwards in the scale of evolution to that point where 
in man it becomes sufficiently specialized and polarized to receive 
the Divine Spirit. But if .. energy and substance, of which all things con
sist, are in themselves divine", and if "evolution is the manifestation of 
inherency ", as stated in the preface, then, as there can be no evolution of 
substance (soul) apart from energy (spirit), it would seem that there can be 
no such disunion of soul and spirit at any time along the line of evolution, 
as to admit of the eventual and conditional reception of" spirit" by "soul" 
as stated above. \Ve think the term" soul" is used too loosely in the 
christianized aspects of Theosophic teachings, and that the third hypostasis, 
Consciousness, is not sufficiently represented. There is a curious chapter on 
" Reincarnation", which seems to lose sight of the fact that all limitations 
implied by form, &c., are imperfections, and apply as much to woman as to 
man. "Neither is greater or less than the other, none is before or after 
another" is a passage which conveys the meaning of the Christ-state equally 
with that of the Epistle of S. Clement, from which unfortunately the 
essential point is omitted in quotation: "\Vhen two shall be as One, and 
that which is without as that which is Within", completed by the phrase, 
" and the male with the female neither male nor female". 

Those who have found helpful teaching in the writings of Dr. Kingsford 
-and they must be many-will find in this book a choice of passages 
by those whose knowledge of the true spirit of her doctrines gives them a 
pre-eminent ability in a compilation of this nature. 

W. R. O. 
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~btn.5npbital J\dibitit.5. 
INDIAN SECTION. 

As the details of the General Secretary's tour have not yet come to 
hand, we must content ourselves by again stating that Bertram Keightley 
is hard at work visiting the branches in Bengal, Punjab, and the N.W. 
Provinces. 

Brother Kotayya Chetty, the inspector of Branches, has made up a 
new programme, and visits during the months of November and December, 
Chittoor, Erode, Coimbatore, Palghat, Trichoor, Cochin, Trivandrum, 
Tinnevelly, and Ambasamudram. 

\Ve are glad to see that our scholarly brethren at Kumbakonam are 
translating the Kalki Purana, Vfisudeva1llanu1II (which is ready for press), 
Laghu-Yoga Vasista1ll and Garuda Purd1la; also an edition of Apastamba's 
Grihya Shastra, with the commentary of Sudarshana, is being prepared from 
the collation of seven M~S. by one of our members, who is specially 
qualified for it, with the assistance of one of the best Pandits in Southern 
India. 

The Bhavnagar Branch report that through the exertion of their 
secretary, Mr. J. N. Unwalla, assisteJ by Mr. Jatashanker Yadneshnar 
Bhatt, a Society, consisting of the best Shiistris of the place and many of 
the leading citizens, is being formed to inculcate in the minds of the public 
the necessity of studying their religion and adhering more closely to the 
creed of their forefathers. 

A new Branch has been formed at Umballa, making the eighth new 
Branch for the present year. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 
Annie Besant's Indiall Toltr.-Annie Besant has heen compelled to 

postpone her visit to India for this season, her physician having forbidden 
her to make the visit this year, and recommcntled a brief holiday; she has 
utilized this by paying a brief visit to New York. The press of editorial 
and other work also, at Headquarters, is so great, that it is exceedingly 
doubtful whether in any case the visit could have been made, and therefore 
also her stay in New York will not be longer than a week. 

ENGLAND. 

AdelPhi Lodge.-A charter of incorporation was issued to the Adelphi 
Lodge on Friday, 20th November, 1891. The officers of the Lodge are 
John M. \Yatkins, President; P. \V. Bullock, Vice-President; and R. E. 
Shaw, Hon. Secretary. The Lodge has been formed to supply the want of 
an organization for the study of Theosophy in Central London. The 
members meet at the Reading Room, 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, London, 
W.c., every Monday evening, at 8 p.m. The regular meetings are alternately 
private and open to visitors; those on the first and third Mondays in the 
month are reserved for private study, while visitors are invited to attend 
the meetings on the second and fourth Mondays. 

The Bow Club.-The Matron begs to apologise if she has omitted to 
thank any of the kind friends who sent parcels on the two or three days 
just before (and actually one hour before) the Jumble Sale. Her best thanks 
are also due to the ladies who so kindly assisted at the stalls, of whose 
offers of help she will gladly avail herself next l1Ionth at a sale of plain 
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warm clothing /iW the very poor, to which all good Theosophists are earnestly 
invited to contribute either money, work or materials. 

Clothes and boots for little children are anxiously desired. Some 
working men called the day after the sale to know if any were left that 
they could have cheap for their little ones. 

Materials should be sent at once to the Matron, who could then give 
out the work to many poor women starving for lack of employment. 

Any money contributed will supply fair wages for their work. An 
account for all receipts will be sent to Headquarters for publication. 
Cheap, good bundles of remnants are sold by Mr. John Noble, The "Vare
house, Manchester. 

The receipts from the Jumble Sale recently held amounted to 
£15 3S• 2 id. 

Mrs. Lloyd writes that it is proposed to divide the Christmas festivities 
at the Club into three undertakings. A hot supper for the match girls, with 
a concert and entertainment afterwards: for the mackintosh girls and other 
factory members a tea, a conjuring. entertainment and a dance: and a 
Christmas tree for the children. Donations towards the expenses and offers 
of help are solicited from all int.erested. These may be addressed to Mrs. 
Lloyd, 193, Bow Road, E. 

The League (I/Theosophical Workers in London have had repeated disap
pointments in the way of procuring a suitable house for their several new 
undertakings; every other arrangement is completed for the Creche, and 
most generous donations have been made, and help rendered: arrangements 
are also made for combining with it a Soup Kitchen, and sixty gallons of 
soup per diem are already promised. The scheme is to let the poor have the 
soup at a Id. a bowl, although the cost price is 2d. The extra penny is to 
be made up by the donations of the charitable. We sincerely hope that 
the Committee have ere this been relieved of their anxiety by at last 
finding the right house in the right place, without impossible conditions. 

Fal"wuth.-Since the visit of a prominent London Theosophist, much 
interest has been aroused with regard to Theosophy in Falmouth. Several 
small drawing-room meetings took place, and at the last a paper was read 
by a resident Theosophist giving an outline of the principles of Theosophy. 
Many questions have been asked, and literature is being circulated. 

Theosophical Libraries.-The list of libraries opened by the Countess 
\Vachtmeister has been augmented since our last issue, by the formation of 
others at Plumstead, Bournemouth, and Norwich, which are in the care of 
the following Fellows of the Society: W. G. Wratten, Hypatia Villa, 
Wrottesley Road, Plumstead, S.E.; H. S. Green, High Street, Christ
church, Hants.; and Selby Green, 67, Newmarket Road, Norwich. 
Members having friends in those localities should acquaint them with the 
above. 

Liverpool Lodge.-On Friday, 13th November, Mrs. Besant gave a 
lecture on " Theosophy and Occultism", in the Rotunda Lecture Hall, to 
about 1,400 people. The hall was filled to its utmost capacity, and we had 
to close the doors. The audience was a most intelligent and critical one, 
and it is therefore gratifying to say that, judging from appearances, the 
lecture was received with general satisfaction. Results, both financially 
and otherwise, quite exceeded our expectations, and we anticipate a busy 
time amongst enquirers for the next week or two. P. H. Rathbone, Esq., 
J.P., one of our most influential townsmen, presided. 

IRELAND. 

Dublin Lodge.-Syllabus of Discussions :-Dec. 9th-" Modern Black 
Magic ", F. J. Dick. Dec. 23rd-" An Occult Theory of Dreams ", H. M. 
Magee. Jan. 6th-" Du Prel's Philosophy of Mysticism ", P. Jordan. 
Jan. 2oth-" Symbolism ", G. W. RU!i>sell. 

6 
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SCOTLAND. 

Scottish Lodge.-The rapidly increasing numbers of the Lodge are 
almost beginning to press on the accommodation. Each meeting is larger 
than the preceding one, and new associates are being constantly enrolled. 
At our last meeting eight new associates were added to our list, and we 
had a number of visitors, who will probably join shortly. 

The last meeting was the third of the winter course on "Occult 
Science in its Relation to Physical Science ", and the subject of the paper 
was" The Borderland of Physics ", by an eminent consulting chemist. 
Taking as his leading principle the position maintained by H.P.B. in 
the Secret Doctrine and elaborated hy the President in a recent paper, that 
physical science often marches up to a blank wall and scrawls figures upon 
it, the lecturer pointed out various notable examples in his own science 
where this had been done, and how a little chink in the wall, found or 
made by someone a little in advance of his fellows, had paved the way for 
others afterwards to get beyond that waU, only to walk up to another. He 
indicated how Occultism seemed to throw a light on dark places, and to 
give a clue through unexplored labyrinths of science, and the duty that lay 
on scientific men to patiently learn what Occultism had to teach them, and 
at all events to try whether this venerable learning might not show them 
new paths and wider light than they had yet attained. Some interesting 
experiments foHowed, in which, from the decomposition of water and the 
formation of vortex rings, the workings of Fohat, described in the Presi
dent's paper, were practically indicated, and some useful correspondences 
were shown. A further paper on the same subject will probably be given 
later in the session. 

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM. 

Brother Fricke has delivered a public lecture in Amsterdam which has 
been much appreciated. One of the leading clergymen of the city, who is 
much interested in Theosophy, has preached on Karma. The League 
members report good work in the way of getting work-people together and 
gaining their sympathy. On Sunday afternoons a gathering of children 
takes place, and they are instructed in the principles of temperance in all 
things and kindness to the brute creation. A Dehating Club has also been 
formed. 

FRANCE. 

Very satisfactory reports come from Le Siege Frallfais. The meetings 
are very well attended, a Sanskrit class is formed under the direction of an 
experienced Orientalist, and everybody is putting their shoulder to the 
wheel. 

SPAIN. 

The last month has been marked by two events of some importance to 
our Group. The first is the founding at Barcelona of a Theosophical Head
quarters, which our members have succeeded in establishing by uniting 
their efforts to this end, so much desired by us aU. The rapidity with 
which the Headquarters has been founded is the more surprising when we 
remember that the pecuniary resources of the group are very limited at 
present. 

This proves, once again, how much may be done by a few willing 
energetic persons, animated by a high aim, inspired by a noble cause, and 
above aU united by personal disinterestedness, thus producing the necessary 
harmony. 

The Headquarters' premises are situated in the centre of Barcelona, 
spacious enough to pennit us offering hospitality to any of our brothers, 
Spanish or foreign, who may honour us with a visit. 

Receptions are held at Headquarters, when those whq are interested 
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in Theosophy, or in philosophical questions, are admitted by a card of 
introduction from any member. We are also looking f0rward to the forma
tion of a library, which will beat the Headquarters of the T.S. at Barcelona. 

In Madrid receptions are held every Sunday at the residence of Bro. 
Jose MeHan, who works with much devotion and intelligence for the cause 
of Theosophy. 

The foundation of a Theosophical Centre in Barcelona is of the utmost 
importance to the cause in Spain, for it will undoubtedly be the starting 
point of a far more active and fruitful propaganda. The fact that our Bro. 
Montoliu has undertaken the direction of the new Barcelona Centre is a 
guarantee for the success of the Headquarters there. 

JOSE XlFld. 
AMERICAN SECTION. 

We are informed that five lectures have been arranged for Annie 
Besant during her short stay in the States; three at New York, one at 
Philadelphia and one at Fort \Vayne. 

The American Section reports the formation of two new Branches, the 
"San Francisco T.S." and the" Providence T.S. ", these being the 59th 
and 60th on the roll of American Branches. 

Some devoted Theosophists in the city of Mexico have transl.ated into 
Spanish a pamphlet entitled TheosoPhy fr(lm a German point of view; the 
pamphlet Theosophy the Religion of Jeslls is next to be translated. 

\Ve take the following from Tile Path and reprint it in extenso as the 
only fit acknowledgment of the real solid work and untiring energy of our 
friend and colleague William Q. Judge. 

THE GENERAL SECRETARY'S TOUR. 

The General Secretary left New York on September 8th, and passed 
eight hours in Chicago, where he saw Bros. \Vright and Phelon, learning 
from them, to his very great satisfaction, that the Chicago T.S. has taken 
a room in the Athen~um building, which is to be kept open all day and 
evening. The location is good, being in the central part of the city and 
near the lake. 

Mr. Judge reached Omaha on the loth, aatlleft on the 11th for Seattle, 
where he was the guest of Bro. F. L. Blodgett, and where on the 15th he 
lectured to an audience of 600 in the Opera House. He held also a 
meeting of the T.S. Then on the 16th he went to Tacoma, and was enter
tained by Bro. Schwager!, lecturing in the Unitarian Church to 250 people, 
and having a large T.S. gathering at his host's residence. On the 19th he 
went to Portland, Oregon, and lectured in the evening in the Unitarian 
Church to 250. The T.S. met on Sunday morning, and in the afternoon 
Mr. Judge spoke in the Hall of the Grand Army of the Republic upon" The 
Sevenfold Constitution of Man". 

On Tuesday, 21st, he descended by rail tu San Francisco, and was met 
at Oakland by a delegation from the Golden Gate Lodge. Dr. J. A. 
Anderson was his host. A meeting of the new" San Francisco T.S." was 
held that evening, and on the 22nd, a large private meeting of F.T.S. 
On the 24th the Golden Gate Lodge met at the Headquarters, the rooms 
being crowded, and heard an address upon the T.S., and the general 
doctrines and duties of members. Many were present from Oakland, 
Los Angeles, and San Jose; questions were asked and answered, and then 
came an informal reception. The evening began at 7.30 and ended 
at 10.15. 

On Saturday evening, 26th, he addressed r80 persons at Alameda. 
At eleven on Sunday morning he visited the Sunday School in S.F. and 
saw its very interesting workings. It was a sort of " Mystery Play", with 
characters representing all the great teachers. The instruction and results 
impressed him as good. "These people are far ahead of New York", he 
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writes. He spoke on Sunday afternoon at Oakland to 325, all standing 
room being taken and many persons turned away. His first lecture in San 
Francisco was on the same evening. Odd Fellows' Hall, seating 1,800, 
was completely filled. 

On the evening of Monday, 28th, he spoke in another hall on Re
incarnation, and repeated this lecture at Oakland on thE: evening of 
the 29th. On the 30th he went to Santa Cruz and lectured to 350 at 
Bierman's Hall. Intelligent questions were asked, and a number of in
quirers called the next day. Here also he met the Branch and held 
private meetings. On October 1st he went to Soquel, where he met the 
new Branch at the house of Mr. Wm. R. \\Tilson, and on the 2nd went to 
Gilroy, lecturing at Masonic Hall in the evening and holding meetings of 
members. On the 3rd he left Gilroy for San Jose, where a good audience 
heard him at Odd Fellows' Hall. The next day he returned to San 
Francisco for a lecture upon" Karma and Ethics ", but visited Berkeley 
by spf:!cial request of the Progressive Spiritualists, in camp-meeting 
assembled, and lectured to them upon Reincarnation. At the reception 
given to the President-Founder the General Secretary was of course pre
sent, and to him said Col. Olcott, "Take your seat by my side as you did 
at New York in 1875: we were one in the work then and are now". Mr. 
Judge presided at the monster meeting in Metropolitan Temple, on the 
evening of the 7th, and introduced Col. Olcott to the audience. The 8th 
and 9th he passed at Stockton, lecturing each evening, and holding both 
Branch and private meetings. The press reports in Stockton were excep· 
tionably able. On the loth he departed for Los Angeles, and arrived on 
the lIth, being received at the station by a delegation from the local 
Branches. So much interest was manifested and so much work needed 
attention that he remained in Los Angeles and the neighbourhood nearly a 
week. On the 12th he lectured at Ventura to 200 in Union Hall; attended 
a reception on the 13th at Miss Off's, and lectured at Campbell's Hall in 
East Los Angeles, twenty-five persons standing, about 200 in all; on the 
14th held a private meeting and gave lecture, and lectured at Pasadena in 
the evening; on the 15th he addressed the Ladies' Club, about 200 of the 
most important Los Angeles women being present. On the 17th he went 
to Santa Ana for an address, and on the 18th to San Diego for lectures, 
Branch and private meetings. Here he remained until the 21st, then 
departing to San Bernardino for an address in the evening. Returning to 
San Francisco, he gave his final lecture in San Francisco, October 26th, 
upon" The Inner Constitution of Man". He' left for Sacramento on the 
following day, intending a lecture and private meeting there, and then 
proceeded to Salt Lake City. 

Chicago.-The two Chicago T.S. Branches (Ramayana T.S. and 
Chicago T.S.) have formed a joint committee for Theosophical work, to be 
known as the "Central States Committee for Theosophical work", and 
desire to ask all the T.S. Branches of the north-west, middle, and south
west to co-operate in its objects. These are as follows, in part:-

I.-To keep open a General Headquarters in Chicago. 
2.-To maintain a library in said Headquarters. 
3.-To stimulate activity in Theosophic circles, to the epd that the 

principles of the Society and Theosophy may be more widely spread. 
4.-To start such co-operative work from time to time, as shall aid 

those objects, and generally to do all that can be done, by united effort, 
to increase interest and inquiry into Theosophy, as well as to stimulate 
Branch work, and form new Branches. The Chicago Branches above
named have opened a Headquarters at Room 30, Athenreum Building, 
26, Van Buren Street, Chicago, which is centrally located. For the present, 
the Chicago T.S. has its library there, and someone is in attendance each 
day from 2 to 5 o'clock p.m. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST, for November, 

opens with a paper, entitled" My Hyp
notic Research III France," bj' Colonel 
Olcott, in which, after a general intro
duction and a review of the present 
position held by hypnotic research in the 
scientific world, he details the experi
ments he witnessed at the Hospital of La 
Saipnr;;re at Paris, reserving the experi
ments observed at Nancy for a following 
number. By visiting these two opposing 
schools, whose leading lights are Drs. 
Charcot and Bernheim, the Cllloncl is 
able to contrast the physiological and 
psychological theories ad\'anced respec
tively by them, The article cannot fail 
to be interesting to it wide circle of 
readers, both theosophical and non-theo
sophical. Dr. Buck follows with a paper 
on .. Modern Science ", and answers the 
question, .. is it the borderland of Theo
sophy", in the affirmative. making a "ery 
strong point against Modern Civilization 
in dwelling on the appalling number of 
the insane with which our lunatic asylums 
are crowded. The next paper, .. In 
Memoriam ", voices the sad news that P. 
Iyalu Naidu Garu, President of the 
Hyderabad Branch, and one of the oldest 
and most enthusiastic members of the 
T. S. in India, is no longer with us. He 
,,,as a most devoted admirer of H.P.B. 
and an unwearied student of her work, and 
his reputation for veracity and honesty of 
purpose was spread far and wide. It is 
strange that two such men as Kally 
Krishna Mitter and P. Iyalu Naidu Garu 
should have left us almost at the same 
time and so soon after the teacher they 
loved so well. \Ve can ill spare such men 
at any time, far less when there is so 
much to do. Later on in this number 
some notes, entitled" Mahatma Help ", 
from the note-book of our.late brother, are 
published and are well worth perusal by 
experienced Theosophists. The" Hansa
Upanishad of Sukla-Yajur-Veda ", the 
contribution of the indefatigable mem
bers of the Kumbakonam T.S., gives a 
category of sounds heard by the Yogi, 
that will be interesting to students of the 
Voice of the Silence • 

.. It (Nada) is (heard as) of ten kinds. 
The first is chini (the sound of that 
word); the second is chini-chini; the 
third is the sound of a bell; the fourth is 
that of conch; the fifth is that of than
thri (the sound of a musical instrument) ; 
the sixth is the sound of thala (cymbals) ; 
the seventh is that of flute; the eight is 

that of bed (drum); the ninth is that of 
mridanga (double drum); and the tenth 
is that 01 clouds (viz., thunder). He 
may experience the tenth with:>ut the 
first nine sounds (through the initiation 
of a Guru)." Those who wish to hear 
about the Central, Polar, Equatorial and 
Visible Suns should read Dr. Henry 
Pratt's continuation of his essay on 
.. Elohistic :\lysteries" ; his present con
tribution deals whh the .. Mystery of 
Manifestation". C. R. Srini\'asayangar 
presents us with a quaint legend concern
ing one of the 18 Siddhas or Adepts of the 
Tamil country. Miss Kislingbury follows 
with the first part of a paper on " Modes 
of Meditation" used by members of the 
Society of Jesus, which are described as 
of three kinds: Vocal, Mental, and Con
templative. The translation of the 
Sankhya treatise, entitled" SAnkhya-Tat
twa-Kaumadi of Vachaspati Misra ", is 
continued,and is followed by a long article 
on the" ShradaCeremony ofthe Hindus ", 
which will be especially interesting to 
Spiritualists. K. Naranaswami Iyer and 
R. Sundareswara Sastri, B.A., better 
known as the "Two members of the 
Kumbakonam T.S.", probably owing to 
the late controversy on "Is retrogression 
possible ", present us With a translation 
of .. The Episode of Jadabhlrata", or 
Idiotic Eharatd, from the Mana llhdgvata 
Pur411a, the incident round which the late 
argument especially centred. Of course 
only students of mystical mythology will 
appreciate it. 

THE PATH, for November, is intro
duced to the reader by a paper by 
"Pilgrim", called "The Ideal and the 
Practical ". He starts by denying that 
"the self-dubbed practical people of 
to· day are the fittest judges of the 
practicability of any ideal theory", and 
then proceeds with his subject, making 
use of some very valuable quotations. 
" A Vision" follows, in which the three 
highest PrinCiples are identified with the 
Absolute, so that it is a relief to turn to 
the next paper by Dr. Keightley,in which 
some of the fundamental concepts of the 
Secret Doctrine are treated of under the 
title "The Natural Law of Altruism ". 
This is followed by a study from the same 
inexhaustible treasure-house of instruc
tion, entitled II The Synthesis of Occult 
Science", by " Demophilus ", which is to 
be continued. It deals with evolution, 
life, atoms, molecules, etc. The Rev. W. 
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E. Copeland, F.T.S., next contribut~s a 
capital article on what he calls " fhe 
Forgotten Article" of the Apostles' 
Creed. "All men are God ", he writes, 
" unless they have ah<?gether driven ~way 
the God part, have divorced the Higher 
and Lower Selves. and, like the Jews in 
the time of Jesus, have the Devil for 
father. The all.important doctrine of 
Theosophy, as it seems to me, wh!ch 
overtops all others, or rathel', on which 
all others are founded, is • )lan God '. 
All men are Sons of God, for in all dwells 
the Light in all is incarnate the Word; 
else are ':e not men at all, only bodies 
having the appearance of men, from 
which the Higher Self has departed." 
The unity of all souls with Deity is a 
fundamental teaching which can by no 
means be disregarded by any system. 
.. rea Table Talk" describes the wild 
excitement and rush of human nature at 
a fire, to rescue a fellow mortal, and uses 
this dr.un.1tic incident to moralize on why 
such horrid crises are necessJ.ry to 
awaken the feeling of kinship that is 
otherwise mostly dormant. Alexander 
Fullerton concludes the number by 
throwing the light of Theosophy on the 
problem of" Death ". 

THE BUDDHIST continues the 
"Paticca-samupplda" or the Doctrine of 
the Causes of Sentient Existence. From 
it we learn that :--

.. AvidyA comprises eight things, namely, 
not knowing :-(1) what misery is, (2) the 
cause of misery, (3) the destruction of misery, 
(4) the way leadin~ .to the des~ruction .of 
misery, (5) the conditIOn of etermty (that IS, 

without a beginning), (6) the state of ever
lastingness (that is, withqut an end), (7) the 
nature of both eternity and everlastingness, 
and (8) the cause of sentient existence." 

The latter, the Nidanas, are gi"en as 
follows, omitting repetitions :-

.. Whence do decay and death, jaramarallll, 
proceed, and what is their cause ? 

Decay and death proceed from birth, 
jdti; birth therefore is their cause. 

Birth proceeds from continued existence, 
6hdva; continued existence, therefore, is its 
cause. 

Continued existence proceeds from attach
ment, up4ddna; attachment, therefore, is its 
cause. 

Attachment proceeds from desire, tanka; 
desire, therefore, is its cause. 

Desire proceeds Cram sensation, vedand; 
sensation, therefore, is its cause. 

Sensation proceeds from contact, phassa; 
contact, thereCore, is its cause. 

Contact proceeds Cram the six organs of 
sense, shadayatana " the six organs of sense 
are, therefore, its cause. 

The six organs of sense proceed from the 
aggregates of mind and body, ndma, rupa; 

the aggregates of mind and body are, there
fore, their causes. 

The aggregates of mind and body pro
ceed from consciousness, villIUJIUJ ; con
sciousness is, therefore, their cause. 

Consciousness proceeds from mental 
action, sQ"khdra.. mental action is, there
fore, its cause. 

"lental action proceeds from ignorance, 
41'id)'d; ignorance, therefore, is its cause." 

A missionary organ ha,-ing attacked the 
temperate criticism of the Rev. Suman
gala on Sir Monier William's scholarship, 
The Buddhist takes up the cudgels and 
tells us what a man must be before the 
natives of India and Ceylon accord him 
the rank of a Sanskrit or Pilli scholar. 
Their standard is a little too stiff for 
\\' esterns to pass. 

LE . LOTUS BLEU, lor November, is 
quite an excellent numbp.r, and has for its 
tirst article a continuation of the resume 
of the S(cret Doctrine, which cannot fail 
to work towards the construction of a 
solid foundation for Theosophy in France. 
Guymiot writes on II Solidarite". The 
translation of H.P.B.'s article on "Cos
mic )lind " is concluded, and thetransla
tion of the Kty continued. Dr. Bonnejoy 
(du Vexin) writes interestingly on Vege
tarianism. The editor, an enthusiast for 
Eastern philosophy and science, trans
lates those strange fragments on Yoga 
that appeared in the last page of the 
Oriental Department. The questions and 
answers at the end of the number, the 
digest of the news and notices of publica
tions, are exceedingly well managed, so 
that the Lolus Elm will have a very bad 
Karma if it does not rapidly increase its 
circulation. 

THE VAHAJ.~ deals mostly with ques
tions on reincarnation, to which it returns 
answers which show that within certain 
broad lines students of Theosophy have a 
consenslls of opinion. The difficulty, 
however, appears to be the impossibility 
of condensing into a short space, some
times only a few lines, an answer that 
would require an enormous volume to do 
it justice. The list of new queries to be 
tackled holds forth promises of interest
ing numbers 10 the future, and generally 
the sectional magazine continues to pro\'e 
its utility in many ways. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL FORUM, 
No. 28, again deals with the oft-recurring 
question: .. If every man must work out 
his own salvation through Karmic law, is 
not all charity, public and prh'llte, as well 
as all punishment, public and private, 
alike an interference with the decrees of 
Karma?" With regard to the first clause, 
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the whole teaching of the Bkagavad Gild 
and the Voice oj tke Siunce is an emphatic 
answer, and the verse in the latter, 
"/naction in a deed of mere v becomes an 
Ilct;(1n in a deadly sin", is 'conclusi \'e on 
the point. The second clause is more 
difficult to elucidate, but the Forum 
acquits itself very creditably and gives a 
sensible answer. The questions dealing 
with mediumshipand insanity are also well 
answered. The proof of No. 29, which 
we have just received, contains a slashing 
answer to Moncure D. Conway's article 
on Theosophy in the Arma, in which the 
Editor makes common property of Mr. 
Conway's inability to realise the awful 
fact that H.P.B. should presume to laugh 
at so great a mlm as himself. 

THE PRASNOTTARA, NO.9, con
tains a quaint Indian proverb which one 
of the contributors uses in answering a 
question on De\·achan. It runs: "The 
strong only perspire while the weak ha\'e 
to sleep". The number containli interest. 
ing answers on the necessity of celibacy 
in Yoga training, and on the ra;sol1 d'itrc 
of the Egyptian custom of embalming the 
dead. It is suggested that the process 
was originally resorted to in the case of 
Adepts in order to preserve the link of 
physical memory and knowledge acquired 
during the life-time of the defunct per
sonality. In No. 10 a very interesting 
allegorical legend is gi\'en, explanatory of 
the" Eye of Shiva "or the" Third Eye ". 
We cannot refrain from quoting, italici· 
zing the key-words. 

Once upon a time there lived three Rak
shasas who were doing the greatest mischief 
to all the worlds and rcople, by crushing 
them with the weight 0 the flying or aerial 
forts and empires over which they reigned. 
The whole world not being able to bear 
these sufferings, applied to the god Shiva for 
help, and he promised to blot these Rak
shasas out of existence. Accordingly he 
prepared himself for the forthcoming battle 
by causing the earth as his car, the 51111 and 
the 1ll00ft as the two wheels of the car, and 
Vis"". as his bow, to be prepared, and with 
these preparations he started for the battle
field. S";va found it impossible to vanquish 
the three foes, and when he consulted with 
the minor gods as to why even his prowess 
failed, they all told him that he (Shiva) had 
forgotten to perform the preliminary pilja to 
Gallllpati, and hence his inability. On hear
ing this sage counsel, Shiva performed the 
pujA. and started a second time for battle, 
and in this attempt the three Rakshasas 
were burnt to ashes, at a single glance of 
Shiva's "third eye"; and thus ends the 
story. 

Shiva represents spirit, and the earth·car 
is the human body; the two wheels-the 
sun and the moon-are Pingala and Ida; 
and the bow, Vishnu, is an aspect of the 

Logos, which has its seat in Sushumna. All 
the Occult books speak of the right eye as 
the" son ", and the left eye as the" moon "; 
the one as Purusha and the other as Pra
kriti; the one as positive and the other as 
negative. The Nadis, Pingala and Ida, ter
minate in the right and left eyes respectively, 
and the .. third eye" is situated in the 
middle of the two eyes, but a little above 
[i.t., {;ialls Pilltolis 1, and this eye, .. Rudra's 
eye", is the psycIlic eye wherein Sushumna 
terminates; but it is latent and blind in all 
average humanity, and opens its sight 
powers only in such people as "Shiva", 
who represents a fully developed Yogi. 

The three Rakshasas with their flying 
cities and forts represent the three bodies 
and corresponding AvasthAs. and the mis
chief they do signifie~ the woes and llls to 
which humanity is subject, owing to the 
spirit being enclosed in the three UpAdhis or 
bodies. which, even when burnt to alihes. 

sprouts again in other places. when the soul 
wakes into the objective world from its sub
jective Devachanic state, thence its flying 
nature; while the burning by .. Shiva's 
third eye" clearly indicates that it (the 
third eye) is the seat of complete )nanam 
[knowledge] and of the highest spintual in
tuition and perception. 

THEOSOPHICAL SIFTINGS, Vol. 
IV., No. 13, contains a careful paper on 
"The Septenary Nature of Conscious. 
ness" by ~lrs. Cleather. It is chiefly a 
study from the Stcrcl Doctritle and shows 
that the writer has been a diligent 
student. There is an interesting table 
illustrative of Mendelejeff's Periodic Law, 
which is on a septenary scale, exemplify
ing the fact that the properties of the 
elementli of science bear a definite relation 
to their atomic weights. Mrs. Cleather 
sums up the results of her enquiry in the 
words ofParacelsus : "There is nothing in 
the macrocosm of nature that is not con
tained in man, because Illan and nature 
are essentially OIU; and a man who is 
conscious of being one with nature will 
know everything, if he knows only
kimsdf"· 

PAUSES for No\,embel' continues its 
useful programme, reprinting short inter
eliting articles from various theosophical 
and mystic publications. What is to be 
especially noted is that the articles 
chosen are from the pens of Western 
writers, ;most of them being of a dis
tinctly practical character. 

THE PACIFIC THEOSOPHIST is a 
new Theosophical Monthly, started by 
our energetic members on the Pacific 
Coast, U.S.A. It is entirely impersonal, 
none of the articles being signed, in 
accordance with its programme "to 
endea,vo"r to present in each num~r as 
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simple an exposition of the philosophy, 
science and religion embraced by the 
word Theosophy, or Wisdom-Religion, as 
possible. It is not in the field for money, 
or to air the personality.of anyone, and 
will continue so long as voluntary sub
scriptions are sufficient to pay the printer." 
The subscription is put down at Soc. 
p~r annum, and all communications 
should be addressed to The Thtosopkh'al 
Publiski1lg Company, Room 32, Haller 
Block, Seattle, Wash. This new maga
zine is the same size as the Vdh'ln, 
and is well managed and full of interest
ing paragraphs and news; we heartily 
rejoice over its nativity. 

THE NEW CALIFORNIAN, No.6, 
contains artioles from the pens of such 
well-known writers in the Society as 
W. Q. Judge, Dr. Jerome A. Anderson, 
and Miss Marie A. Walsh. It also 
reprints Annie Besant's farewell address 
at the Hall of Science. 

ANTI-CASTE is the title of a minute 
monthly of quite a Theosophical charac
ter. It" advocates the Brotherhood of 

Mankind irrespective of colour and 
descent", and champions the cause of the 
natives of all countries by collecting in
stances of glaring injustice done to the 
"blacks" by the "whites", and com
menting thereon. This undertaking de
serves support, and we therefore have 
much pleasure in enabling our readers to 
become acq uainted with it by copying 
the following notice. II Terms :-Single 
copy, post free for one year, IS. (2S cents). 
Copies for distribution sent gratis to sub. 
scribers of IS. and upwards. All commu
nications to be addressed to Catherine 
Impey, Street, Somersetshire (England). 
Subscriptions in aid of free distribution 
are earnestly iD\·ited." 

NEW PAMPHLETS. The Indian 
Section sends us a new In/ormation for 
Strallgns, somewhat .esembling that of 
the European Section, but containing the 
hpi/llllle r{ Tluosoph)', by W. Q. Judge, 
which has been so often reprinted, and 
will, we hope, ~ti11 continue to be re
printed. Pamphlets on Broth~rkood and 
The OI>j~cls of tk~ T.S.. by Bertram 
Keightley, are also to hand. These are 
all intended for distribution. 

OOnr llnhgtt. 
The Building Debt will be extinguished from the receipts below. and the surplus placed 

to the credit of .the Trustees for tbe upkeep of Headquarters in London. The complete 
account of the Building Fund will be issued on Annie Besant's return from America. 

Half surplus Dublin lecture, sent by Dublin Lodge 
Half surplus from Debate - - - . -
Additional Receipts from St. lames' Hall Lecture - - - -
Proceeds of meetmg at Maidenhead (expenses paid by Miss F. H. Miiller) 

£ s. d 
6 I 6 

48 16 9 
13 6 

10 0 0 

A Christian 
G. L. Morris 
E. 
M. 

WORKING WO:\IEN'S CLUB, BOW. 
£ s. d. 
J 5 0 Anon. 
5 0 0 X. 
5 00 

5 00 

£65 II 9 

ANNIE BESANT. 

£ s. d. 
I 0 0 

5 00 

£22 5 0 

ANNIE BESANT. Tnas'''-Ir. 
H.P.B. MEMORIAL FUND. 

C. E. Parmel in 
F. l\iontoli u 
L. J. W. -

£ s. d. 
o 14 0 
J 0 0 

3 00 

France per I\lons. Coulomb frs. 34-90 

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT. 

aur readers will take interest in learning that the marriage of Dr. Arcllibald 
Keightley and Mrs. J. Campbell Ver Planck took place on Novemb" 20th. 
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VOL. IX. LONDON, JANUARY 15TH, 1892. No. 53. 
~ -- --- ------ - -------- -------- --- --

]:he Theosophical Society is in no way responsible for any opinions, in signed or 
IInsigned arlicles, that appear in this Magazine. Nor does tile Editor necessarily 

agree witll the 0p"n;olls expressed i" signed articles. 

~ S one hy one the years roll swiftly by us, and the iron wheels of 
~ the KALI YUGA are rapidly nearing the fateful close of the first 
five thousand years of the cycle, the darkness deepens round us, and 
the strain becomes ever heavier. Evil were these closing years to be, 
our TEACHER told us, and keen the struggle that would rage round the 
banner she planted in the name of THOSE who sent her. Physical 
nature would throb as in sympathy with the struggles of men, and the 
disturbances in the earthly kingdom of man would be as harsh and 
clanging chords supporting the sombre minor chant from the mental 
and spiritual planes. For" the soul of the world is weeping" as the 
Great Orphan Humanity cries aloud in the pangs of hunger, and yet 
unconsciously pushes away the patient Hands that hold out to it the 
bread it needs, the bread of the \VISDOM-RELIGION that can alone 
satisfy the spiritual cravings of man. And the time is so short, for the 
cycle closes but six brief years hence (February 16th, 18g8), and then 
three years of twilight-to brighten into dawn or to dark!'!n into 
night? Alas! the answer depends on the use made of these few years, 
and the instruments are so few and so imperfect I 

For let us realise our position. We stand in (jne of those transi
tion periods that see the death-throes of one Age and the birth-pangs 
of another. The THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY was founded in the very centre 
of the turmoil, that it might give fresh impulse to the spiritual aspira
tions of man, on the strengthening of which his whole future must 
depend. At this critical period it brings reinforcement to the spiritual 

1 
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energies, faces the triumphant Materialism of the day, and closes with 
it in a death-and-life grapple, for the sovereignty of human thought 
during the coming Age. On the issue of that struggle through the 
next six years depends the tone of thought as the next century opens; 
if THEOSOPHY can hold its own, if it can weld together even a small band of 
wholly devoted men and women, pledged to carry the work on over the 
threshold of the century, and to keep the THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY living 
and active through these years of storm, then the Twentieth Century will 
see its growth and its development, and the next Messenger, when he 
comes, will find, as H. P. BLAVATSKY desired, an agency through 
which to work, material ready to his hand, awaiting his arrival. H. P. 
BLAVATSKY had everything to do: to find the clay, to make the bricks, 
to lay the foundation, to raise the superstructure. Wise master
builder as she was, the task tried even her strong soul to the utmost 
of its powers. But, when she bade us farewell, she had the hope that 
the work done was firm enough to stand, and that her successor, at 
the close of the T",,'entieth Century, would find that work remaining asa 
sure and stable basis on which might be reared, without the trouble 
and the anguish she endured, a fair and noble temple for the spiritual 
instruction of man. In that hope she left us; it is for us to make the 
hope a reality. 

Glancing backward over the past year, we find how fully 
justified was the foreboding with which she regarded it. "Woe to us", 
she wrote in December, 1890, "men and races born in the tail-end of 
the present and most dreadful cycle! Mystics and 'l'heosophists, 
think that the world will be living for the next decade over a volcano. 
For the year 1891 is the eldest son of the last Septenary in the said 
cycle. On February 17th next [1891], will commence the last series of 
seven years which will close the first cycle of five thousand years of 
Kali Yuga-the 'Black Age' of the Hindu Brahmins." 1891 has 
indeed been a year of storm and unrest, in the physical, political, 
social, and religious worlds. 

All over the globe physical nature has been disturbed. In Western 
Europe the tempests have been more terrible and more frequent than 
any within the memory of the present generation: our Southern sea
ports have found their sea-fronts imperilled, and in some cases washed 
away, by the furious waves that have beaten upon them time after 
time; our inland towns have suffered heavily from the tempestuous 
gales. In Eastern Europe, Russia has been devastated by famine. In 
Asia, China has been desolated by famine and flood, while Japan has 
been laid waste by earthquake and volcano; and the seas have been 
thrown into huge billows by submarine explosions, and have dashed 
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over the decks of vessels volumes of boiling water, scalding the sailors 
as they fled from a phenomenon so new in their experience. 

Here at home, Death has swept his scythe busily in the political 
and social world. The House of Commons has changed its face by 
the loss of such strong men as CHARLES BRADLAUGH and the Irish 
"uncrowned king" CHARLES STEWART PARNELL; while the death of 
Mr. SMITH has taken a veteran from the stage. Dignitaries of the 
Church, royalties, nobles and literary men, have jostled each other as 
they have hurried down the road to the Styx, where old CHARON'S 
boat must have been more than once crowded to swamping point with 
erstwhile notabilities. 

Over Europe still broods the dark and threatening thunder-cloud, 
from which must flash, ere long, the red lightnings of war: an armed 
peace weighs heavy on the nations, wellnigh as burdensome in treasure, 
though not in life, as war itself could be. The Jewish exodus from 
Russia adds another dark line to the picture, and outgoing ships to 
the New World are laden with Jewish exiles, seeking fresh Fatherland 
beyond the seas. 

In religious matters 1891 has seen, speaking generally, a widening 
out in the Churches among the more thoughtful, an increased readiness 
to assimilate new ideas. Theosophically, the year has been an impor
tant one. Midway in its course was definitely constituted the EURO
PEAN SECTION, and the first Annual Convention was held at the 
European Headquarters, under the presidency of Colonel OLCOTT, 
President of the Theosophical Society. The Section has been growing 
steadily, with Mr. G. R. S. MEAD as its General Secretary, but as Mr. 
MEAD is sub-editor of this magazine as well as General Secretary of the 
EUROPEAN SECTION I cannot pay the Secretary, in these pages, the 
compliments he deserves. The holding of this Convention would have 
sufficiently marked I89I for us. but its success was almost thrown 
into the shade in England by the extraordinary wave of interest in 
THEOSOPHY that swept over the whole country during the late summer 
and autumn months. bringing tens of thousands to the knowledge of 
Theosophical teachings that had been only a name to them, or not 
even a name, before. Lecture halls have been crowded, literature has 
been eagerly purchased, the newspapers have opened their columns to 
prolonged discussions. The result of all this has been that enquiries 
have flowed in from every quarter-from as far afield as Yokohama, 
Erzeroum. Java, J ohannisburg, and other unexpected spots-and the 
enquiries have been followed by study, and the study by growing 
tendency to accept the teachings of the WISDOM RELIGION. 

In America. the year which had in its early days the most sue-
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cessful Convention yet held by the AMERICAN SECTION of the Theoso
phical Society-a Convention hallowed by the last message sent to her 
pupils and friends by onr TEACHER, H. P. BLAVATSKY, who thus closed 
her work on American soil as there also she began it-this same year 
had its closing months Theosophically gladdened by the most successful 
propagandist tour of our Brother \VILLIAM Q. JUDGE, in the States of 
the Far West. There he repeated the experience so familiar to us here, 
crowded halls, eager enquiries. press publicity, and he has laid on the 
Pacific Coast a good foundation for future work. As we look across 
the wide ocean that separates us, but does not divide, we see him 
standing there firm and strong, holding the American outposts 
for the MASTERS, ac; we arc striving to hold for THEM the 
European. 

Enough of the Past. What of the Future, becoming the Present 
as we speak? To this question there is but one answer: \Vork. Our 
task i.:i to make so deep an impress on the mind of the British 
nation, that, ere the cycle closes, the Theosophical view of things may 
have taken rank among the recognised opinions of the day-opinions 
that have to be reckoned with. \Ve must so publish abroad the 
teachings of THEOSOPHY that, reaching all, they may be fastened 
on by those who have reached the point of evolution at which they 
can be assimilateJ. Such men and women are to be found in every 
class of society. and we must therefore adopt every way of reaching 
them. Abstruse books for the highly educated minority; elementary 
manuals for the partially instructed; lectures for the careless crowd, 
attracted by curiosity; letters and articles in newspapers for those 
who will not seek, but mnst have knowledge brought to their very 
breakfast table,;; tactful introduction of Theosophical thoughts in 
private conversation; patient interest shewn to strangers and en
quirers; philanthropic agencies to prove the reality of the brotherhood 
by taking aid to the suffering; seizure of every opportunity to vresent 
the Theosophical criticism of life. And most important, because 
lying at the root of all, the increasing watchfulness which waits every 
opportunity in order to grasp it, the unflinching, though not boisterous 
assertion of Theosophical principles, the deliberate detachment from 
personal interests, because only those who are indifferent to all for 
themselves can be impartial in their judgment of themselves 
and devoted in their service of others. This is the spirit that must 
animate the pioneers of THEOSOPHY in the Western World, if their 
mission is to be crowned with success; and the very life-breath of that 
spirit must be unwavering tru5t in the MASTERS, Who are the spring 
and guiding intelligence of the movement, and Whose more efficient 
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instruments we become as we forget ourselves in the service of the 
race, as we lose our selves to find the SELF. 

But surely in the minds of some of my readers will be rising the 
question: How comes it that the Editor of LUCIFER can write an 
editorial dealing with the year 1891, and leave out of her review its 
most important event, the death of H. P. BLAVATSKY? On the 
physical plane her death was indeed a terrible blow, and the absence 
of her pen from these pages is a loss that nothing can repair. In many 
a crisis to come, also, the SOCIETY will sorely miss her courage, 
her energy, her wisdom. But in very truth to me, her pupil 
and grateful follower, the passing of H. P. BLAVATSKY is not 
so important an event as on the surface it may appear. Had she 
been less, her loss on the physical plane had been greater; but being 
what she was, one of the GREAT SOULS, the tie between her and those 
she served and taught was on the higher plane where Death is not. 
H. P. B. was not her body, and when she cast aside an instrument too 
worn forfurther service, the cast-off body indeed perished, but H. P. B. 
passed on untouched. 'I'he· pain of the loss on the physical plane, 
acute as it was and is, must be recognised by each of us as the weak
ness of our human personalities, so blinded by illusion that the absence 
of the body seems the absence of the SELF. It is therefore a pain to 
be contemned and disregarded, as an inevitable accident indeed of our 
undeveloped nature, to be recognised as a weakness, 110t fostered as a 
beautiful sentiment. And here, to avoid misconstruction, let me say 
that I do not mean that we should thus treat the pain of loss in others, 
but only in ourselves. 'fa others suffering the wrench of bereavement 
we should always shew the tenderest compassion and sympathy; it is 
to ourselves that we do well to be stern. As says the Voice of the 
Silence: " Ere thou canst settle in Dnyan Marga and call it thine, thy 
Soul has to become as the ripe mango fruit: as soft and sweet as its 
bright golden pulp for others' woes, as hard as that fruit's stone for 
thine own throes and sorrows, 0 Conqueror of Weal and \Voe." 
How then should her pupils, remembering her teachings, contradict 
them. by a mourning that exalts the lower above the higher natun:, 
or cease to strive after a realisation of that unity which Death cannot 
rend nor Time destroy? They may fail, overpowered for awhile by 
the vivid sensations of the physical plane, but they will renew the 
struggle over and over again, until the lesson theoretically learned has 
become the habit of the life. 

And so we pass into 1892, prepared to face its difficulties, to utilise 
its opportunities, to stand quietly, serenely, firm amid the whirl of its 
contending forces. A little army, encamped in a hostile country, we 
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must hold the post given us in charge until the relief guard comes. On 
each individually, as on all collectively, falls the responsibility of this 
great em prise. Our success depends on our loyalty, our unity, our 
exertion, and our love. We may conquer by argument: we can only 
win by Love. And our task is to win this \Vestern World for the 
WISDOM RELIGION, so that the Brotherhood of Man in the Twentieth 
Century, may become a reality instead of a phrase. 

~ Itluittbtb 'lift. 
(C01lti"ued from page 281). 

III. 

PSYCHIC MAGIC. 

~HE old Yamabooshi lost no time. He looked at the setting sun, and 
~ . finding, probably, the Lord Ten-Dzio-Dai-Dzio (the Spirit who darts 

his Rays) propitious for the coming ceremony, he speedily drew out a 
little bundle. It contained a small lacquered box, a piece of vegetable 
paper, made from the bark of the mulberry tree, and a pen, with which he 
traced upon the paper a few sentences in the Naiden character--a peculiar 
style of written language used only for religious and mystical purposes. 
Having finished, he exhibited from under his clothes a small round mirror 
of steel of extraordinary brilliancy, and placing it before my eyes, asked me 
to look into it. . 

I had not only heard before of these mirrors, which are frequently used 
in the temples, but I had often seen them. It is claimed that under the 
direction and will of instructed priests, there appear in them the Daij-Dzin, 
the great spirits who notify the enquiring devotees of their fate. I first 
imagined that his intention was to evoke such a spirit, who would answer 
my queries. What happened, however, was something of quite a different 
character. 

No sooner had I, not without a last pang of mental squeamishness, 
produced by a deep sense of my own absurd position, touched the Juirror, 
than I suddenly felt a strange sensation in the arm of the hand that held it. 
For a brief moment I forgot to" sit in the seat of the scorner" and failed 
to look at the matter from a ludicrous point of view. \Vas it fear that 
suddenly clutched my brain, for an instant paralyzing its activity-

". . • . . that fear 
When the heart longs to know, what it is death to hear"? 

No; for I still had consciousness enough left to go on persuading myself 
that nothing would come out of an experiment, in the nature of which no 
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sane man could ever believe. What was it then, that crept across my brain 
like a living thing of ice, producing therein a sensation of horror, and then 
clutched at my heart as if a deadly serpent had fastened its fangs into it? 
With a convulsive jerk of the hand I dropped the-I blush to write the 
adjective-" magic" mirror, and could not force myself to pick it up from 
the settee on which I was reclining. For one short moment there was a 
terrible struggle between some undefined, amI to me utterly inexplicable, 
longing to look into the depths of the polished surface of the mirror and 
my pride, the ferocity of which nothing seemed capable of taming. It was 
finally so tamed, however, its revolt being conquered by its own defiant 
intensity. There was an opened novel lying on a lacquer tahle near the 
settee, and as my eyes happened to fall upon its pages, I read the words, 
"The veil which covers futurity is woven by the hand of mercy". This 
w~s enough. That same pride which had hitherto held me back from what 
I regarded as a degrading, superstitious experiment, caused me to challenge 
my fate. I picked up the ominously shining disk and prepared to look into 
it. 

While I was examining the mirror, the Yamabooshi hastily spoke 
a few words to the Bonze Tamoora, at which I threw a furtive and 
suspicious glance at both. I was wrong once more. 

" The holy man desires me to put you a question and give you at the 
same time a warning", remarked the Bonze. "If you are willing to see 
for yourself now, you will have-under the penalty of seeing ftw ever, in the 
hereafter, all that is taking place, at whatever distance, and that against your will or 

j"'lination-to submit to a regular course of purification, after you have 
learnt what you want through the mirror." 

"\Vhat is this course, and what have I to promise?" I asked 
defiantly • 

.. It is for your own good. You must promise him to submit to the pro
cess, lest, for the rest of his life, he should have to hold himself responsible, 
before his own conscience, for having made an irresponsible seer of you. 
Will you do so, friend? .. 

"There will be time enough to think of it, if I see anything "-I 
sneeringly replied, adding under my breath-" something I doubt a good 
deal, so far." 

"\Vell, you are warned, friend. The consequences will now remain 
with yourself," was the solemn answer. 

I glanced at the clock, and made a gesture of impatience which was 
remarked and understood by the Yamabooshi. It was just seven minutes afte, 

jive. 

"Define well in your mind what you would see and learn," said the 
" conjuror", placing the mirror and paper in my hands, and instructing me 
how to use them. 

His instructions were received by me with more impatience than 
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gratitude; and for one short instant, I hesitated again. Nevertheless, I 
replied, while fixing the mirror: 

"I desire bllt one thillg-to lea", the reasoll or rt.asOlIS why my sister h.as so 
suddenly ceastd writing to me." 

Had I pronounced these words in reality, and in the hearing of the 
two witnesses, or had I only thought them? To this day I cannot decide the 
point. I now remember but one thing distinctly: while I sat gazing in the 
mirror, the Yamabooshi kept gazing at me. But whether this process lasted 
half a second or three hours, I have never since bet'n able to settle in my 
mind with any degree of satisfaction. I can recall every detail of the 
scene up to that moment when I took up the mirror with the left hand, 
holding the paper inscribE'd with the mystic characters between the thumb 
and finger of the right, when all of a sudden I seemed to quite lose 
consciousness of the surrounding objects. The passage from the active 
waking state to one that I could compare with nothing I had ever 
experienced before, was so rapid, that while my eyes had ceased to 
perceive external objects and had completely lost sight of the Bonze, .the 
Yamabooshi, and even of my room, I could nevertheless distinctly see the 
whole of my head and my back, as I sat leaning forward with the mirror in 
my hand. Then came a strong sensation of an involuntary rush forward, of 
snapping off, so to say, from my place-I had almost said from my 
body. And, then, while everyone of my other senses had become totally 
paralyzed, my eyes, as I thought, unexpectedly caught a clearer and far 
more vivid glimpse than they had ever had in reality, of my sister's new 
house at Nuremberg, which I had never visited and knew only from a 
sketch, and other scenery with whkh 1 had never been very familiar. 
Together with this, and while feeling in my brain what seemed like flashes 
of a departing consciousness-dying persons must feel so, no doubt-the 
very last, vague thought, so weak as to have been hardly perceptible, was 
that I must look very, very ridiculous. This feeling-for such it 
was rather than a thought-was interrupted, suddenly extinguished, so to 
say, by a clear mental vision (1 cannot characterize it otherwise) of myself, of 
that which I regarded as, and knew to be my body, lying with ashy cheeks 
on the settee, dead to all intents and purposes, but still staring with the cold 
and glassy eyes of a corpse into the mirror. Bending over it, with his two 
emaciated hands cutting the air in every direction over its white face, stood 
the tall figure of the Yamabooshi, for whom I felt at that instant an 
inextinguishable, murderous hatred. As 1 was going, in thought, to pounce 
upon the vile charlatan, Illy corpse, the two old men, the room itself, and 
every object in it, trembled and danced in a reddish glo\\>;ng light, and 
seemed to float rapidly away from ,. me ". A few more grotesque, 
distorted shadows before" my" sight; and, with a last feeling of terror 
and a supreme effort to realize 'who thtll was I "ow, since I was not tllat cor PSt
a great veil of darkness fell over me, like a funeral pall, and every thought 
in me was dead. 
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IV. 

A VISION 0'" HORROR. 

How strange! . Where was I now? It was evident to me that 
I had once more returned to my senses. For there I was, vividly realizing 
that 1 was rapidly moving forward, while experiencing a queer, strange 
sensation as though I were swimming, without impulse or effort on my part, 
and in total darkness. The idea that first presented itself to me was that 
of a long subterranean passage of water, of earth, and stifling air, though 
bodily I had no perception, no sensation, of the presence or contact of 
any of these. I tried to utter a few words, to repeat my last sentence, 
" I desire but one thing: to learn the reason or reasons why my sister has 
so suddenly ceased writing to me "-but the only words I heard out of the 
twenty-one, were the two, "to leam ", and these, instead of their coming out 
of my own larynx, came back to me in my own voice, but entirely outside 
myself, near, but not in me. In short they were pronounced by my voice, 
not by my lips. 

-One more rapid, involuntary motion, one more plunge into the 
Cymmerian darkness of a (to me) unknown element, and 1 saw myself 
standing-actually standing-underground, as it seemed. 1 was compactly 
and thickly surrounded on all sides, above and below, right and left, with 
earth, and in the mould, and yet it weighed not, and seemed quite immaterial 
and transparent to my senses. I did not realise for one second the utter 
absurdity, nay, impossibility, of that seeming fact! One second more, one 
short instant, and I perceived-oh, inexpressible horror, when I think of it 
now; for then, although 1 perceived, realized, and recordt:d facts and events 
far more clearly than ever 1 had done before, 1 did not seem to be touched 
in any other way by what I saw. Yes-I perceived a coffin at my feet. It 
was a plain, unpretentious shell, made of deal, the last couch of the pauper, 
in which, notwithstanding its closed lid, 1 plainly saw a hideous, grinning 
skull, a man's skeleton, mutilated and broken in many of its parts, as 
though it had been taken out of some hidden chamber of the defunct 
Inquisition, where it had been subjected to torture. "\Vho can it be? "-1 
thought. 

At this moment 1 heard again proceeding from afar the same voice-my 
voice. " the reason 01' reasons why" • it said; as though these 
words were the unhroken continuation of the same sentence of which it had 
just repeated the two words" to learn". It sounded near, and yet as from 
some incalculable distance; giving me th£:n the idea that the long subter
ranean journey, the subsequent mental reflex ions and discoveries, had 
occupied no time; had been performed during the short, almost instantaneous 
interval between the first and the middle words of the sentence, begun, at 
any rate, if not actually pronounced by myself in my room at Kioto, and 
which it was now finishing, in interrupted, broken phrases, like a faithful 
echo of my own words and voice. 
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Forthwith, the hideous, mangled remains began assuming a form, and, 
'to me, but too familiar appearance. ~he broken parts joined together one 
to the other, the bones became covered once more with flesh, and 1 recog
nized in these disfigured remains-with some surprise, but not a trace of 
feeling at the sight-my sister's dead husband, my own hrother-in-law, 
whom I had for her sake loved so truly. "How was it, and how did he come 
to die such a terrible death? "-1 asked myself. To put oneself a query 
seemed, in the state in which I was, to instantly solve it. Hardly had I 
asked myself the question, when, as if in a panorama, I saw the retrospec
tive picture of poor Karl's death, in all its horrid vividness and with every 
thrilling detail, everyone of which, however, left me then entirely and 
brutally indifferent. Here he is, the dear old fellow, full of life and joy at 
the prospect of more lucrative employment from his principal, examining 
and trying in a wood-sawing factory a monster steam engine just arrived 
from America. He bends over, to examine more closely an inner arrange
ment, to tighten a screw. His clothes are caught by the teeth of the 
revolving wheel in full motion, and suddenly he is dragged down, doubled 
up, and his limbs half severed, torn off, before the workmen, unacquainted 
with the mechanism, can stop it. He is taken out, or what remains of him, 
dead, mangled, a thing of horror, an unrecognizable mass of palpitating 
flesh and blood! I follow the remains, wheeled as an unrecognizable heap 
to the hospital, hear the brutally· given order that the messengers of death 
should stop on their way at the house of the widow and orphans. I follow 
them, and find the unconscious family quietly assembled together. I see 
my sister, the dear and beloved, and remain indifferent at the sight, only 
feeling highly interested in the coming scene. My heart, my feelings, even 
my personality, seem to have disappeared, to have been left behind, to 
belong to somebody else. 

There" I " stand, and witness her unprepared reception of the ghastly 
news. I realize clearly, without one moment's hesitation or mistake, the 
effect of the shock upon her, I perceive clearly, following and recording to 
the minutest detail, her sensations and the inner process that takes place 
in her. I watch and remember, missing not one single point. 

As the corpse is brought into the house for identification I hear the 
long agonizing cry, my own name pronounced, and the dull thud of the 
living body falling upon the remains of the dead one. I follow with 
curiosity the sudden thrill and the instantaneous perturbation in her brain 
that follow it, and watch with attention the worm-like, precipitate, and 
immensely intensified motion of the tubular fibres, the instantaneous 
change of colour in the cephalic extremity of the nervous system, the 
fibrous nervous matter passing from white to bright red and then to a dark 
red, bluish hue. I notice the sudden flash of a phosphorus-like, brilliant 
Radiance, its tremor and its sudden extinction fo1l6wed by darkness
complete darkness in the region of memory-as the Radiance, comparable 
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in its form only to a human shape, oozes out suddenly from the top of the 
head, expands, loses its form and scatters. And I say to myself: "this 
is insanity; life-long, incurable insanity, for the principle of intelligence is 
not paralyzed or extinguished temporarily, but has just deserted the 
tabernacle for ever, ejected from it by the terrible force of the sudden blow. 

The link between the animal and the divine essence is broken." 
And as the unfamiliar term "divine" is mentally uttered my 

" THOUGHT "-laughs. 
Suddenly I hear again my far-off yet near voice prono~ncing 

emphatically and close by me the words. " why my sister has so suddenly 

ceased writing. And hefore the two final words "to me" have 
completed the sentence, I see a long series of sad events, immediately 
following the catastrophe. 

I behold the mother, now a helpless, grovelling idiot, in the lunatic asylum 
attached to the city hospital, the seven younger children admitted into a 
refuge for paupers. Finally I see the two elder, a boy of fifteen, and a girl a 
year younger, my favourites, both taken by strangers into their service. A 
captain of a sailing vessel carries away my nephew, an old Jewess adopts 
the tender girl. I see the events with all their horrors and thrilling details, 
and record each, to the smallest detail, with the utmost coolness. 

For, mark well: when I use such expressions as "horrors ", etc., they 
are to be understood as an after-thought. During the whole time of the 
events described I experienced no sensation of either pain or pity. My 
feelings seemed to be paralyzed as well as lI1y external senses; it was only 
after" coming back" that I realized my irretrievable losses to their full 
extent. 

Much of that which I h~d so vehemently denied in those days, owing to 
sad personal experience I have to admit now. Had I been told by anyone at 
that time, that man could act and think and feel, irrespective of his brain 
and senses; nay, that by some mysterious, and to this day, for me, incom
prehensible power, he could be transported mentally, thousands of miles away 
from his body, there to witness not only present but also past events, and 
remember these by storing them in his memory-I would have proclaimed 
that man a madman. Alas, I can do so no longer, for I have become 
myself that" madman ". Ten, twenty, forty, a hundred times during the 
course of this wretched life of mine, have I experienced and lived over 
such moments of existence, outside of my body. Accursed be that hour when 
this terrible power was first awakened in me! I have not even the 
consolation left of attributing such glimpses of events at a distance to 
insanity. Madmen rave and see that which exists not in the realm they 
belong to. My visions have proved invariably correct. But to my narrative 
of woe. 

I had hardly had time to see my unfortunate young niece in her new 
Israelitish home, when I felt a shock of the same nature as the one tbat 
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had sent me "swImming" through the bowels of the earth, as I had 
thought. I opened my eyes in my own room, and the first thing I fixed 
upon by accident, was the clock. The hands of the dial showed seven 
minutes and a half past five! I had thus passed through these most 
terrible experiences, which it takes me hours to narrate, in p,ecisely half /J 

minute of time ! 
But this, too, was an after-thought. For one hrief instant I 

recollected nothing of what I had seen. Th~ interval between the time I 
had glanced at the clock when taking the mirror from the Yamabooshi's 
hand and this second glance, seemed to me merge in one. I was just 
opening my lips to hurry on the Yamabooshi with his experiment, when the 
full remembrance of what I had just seen flashed lightning-like into my 
brain. Uttering a cry of horror and despair, I felt as though the whole 
creation were crushing me under its weight. For one moment I remained 
speechless, the picture of human ruin amid a world of death and desolation. 
My heart sank down in anguish: my doom was closed; and a hopeless 
gloom seemed to settle over the rest of my life for ever! 

v. 
RETURN OF DOUBTS. 

Then came a reaction as sudden as my grief itself. A doubt arose in 
my mind, which forthwith grew into a fierce desire of denying the truth of 
what 1 had seen. A stubborn resolution of treating the whole thing as an 
empty, meaningless dream, the effect of my overstrained mind, took 
possession of me. Yes; it was but a lying vision, an idiotic cheating of my 
own senses, suggesting pictures of death and misery which had been 
evoked by weeks of incertitude and mental depression. 

" How could I see all that I have seen in less than half a minute? "-I 
exclaimed. "The theory of dreams, the rapidity with which the material 
changes on which our ideas in vision depend, are excited in the hemispheri
cal ganglia, is sufficient to account for the long series of events 1 have 
seemed to experience. In dream alone can the relations of space and time 
be so completely annihilated. The Yamabooshi is for nothing in this 
disagreeable nightmare. He is only reaping that which has been sown by 
myself, and, by using some infernal drug, of which his tribe have the 
secret, he has contrived to make me lose consciousness for a few seconds 
and see that vision-as lying as it is horrid. A vaunt all such thoughts, 
I believe them not. In a few days there will be a steamer sailing for 
Europe. I shall leave to-morrow! .. 

This disjointed monologue was pronounced by me aloud, regardless of 
the presence of my respected friend, the Bonze Tamoora, and the 
Yamabooshi. The latter was standing before me in the same position as 
when he placed the mirror in my hands, and kept looking at me calmly, I 
should perhaps say looking through me, and in dignified silence. The 
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Bonze, whose kind countenance was beaming with sympathy, approached 
me as he would a sick child, and gently laying his hand on mine, and with 
tears in his eyes, said: .. Friend, you must not leave this city before you 
have been completely purified of your contact with the lower Daij-Dzins 
(spirits), who had to be used to guide your inexperienced soul to the 
places it craved to see. The entrance to your Inner Self must be closed 
against their dangerous intrusion. Lose no time, therefore, my son, and 
allow the holy Master, yonder, to purify you at once." 

But nothing can be more deaf than anger once aroused. "The sap 
of reason" could no longer" quench the fire of passion to, and at that 
moment. 1 was not fit to listen to his friendly voice. His is a face I can 
never recall to my memory without genuine feeling; his, a name 1 will 
ever pronounce with a sigh of emotion; but at that ever memorable hour 
when my passions were inflamed to white heat, I felt almost a hatred for 
the kind, good, old man, I could not forgive him his interference in the 
present event. Hence, for all answer, therefore, he received from me a 
stern rebuke, a violent protest on my part against the idea that I could 
ever regard the vision I had had, in any other light save that of an empty 
dream, and his Yamabooshi as anything better than an impostor. "1 will 
leave to-morrow, had I to forfeit my whole fortune as a penalty "-I 
exclaimed, pale with rage and despair . 

.. You will repent it the whole of your life, if you do so before the 
holy man has shut every entrance in you against intruders ever on the 
watch and ready to enter the open door to, was the answer. .. The Daij
Dzins will have the best of you." 

I interrupted him with a brutal laugh, and a still more brutally 
phrased enquiry about the fees I was expected to give the Yamabooshi, for 
his experiment with me. 

"He needs no reward," was the reply. .. The order he belongs to is 
the richest in the world, since its adherents need nothing, for they are above 
all terrestrial and venal desires. Insult him not, the good man who came 
to help you out of pure sympathy for your suffering, and to relieve you of 
mental agony." 

But I would listen to no words of reason and wisdom. The spirit of 
rebellion and pride had taken possession of me, and made me disregard 
every feeling of personal friendship, or even of simple propriety. Luckily 
for me, on turning round to order the mendicant monk out of my presence, 
1 found he had gone. 

I had not seen him move, and attributed his stealthy departure to fear 
at having been detected and understood. 

Fool! blind, conceited idiot that I was! Why did 1 fail to recognize 
the Yamabooshi's power, and that the peace of my whole life was departing 
with him, from that moment for ever? But 1 did so fail. Even the fell demon 
of my long fears-uncertainty-was now entirely overpowered by that 
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fiend !;cepticism-the silliest of all. A dull, morbid unbelief, a stubborn 
denial of the evidence of my own senses, and a determined will to regard 
the whole vision as a fancy of my overwrought mind, had taken firm hold 
of me . 

.. My mind," I argued, "what is it? Shall I believe with the super
stitious and the weak that this production of phosphorus and grey matter 
is indeed the superior part of me; that it can act and see independently of 
my physical senses? Never! As well believe in the planetary 'intelli· 
gences' of the astrologer, as in the' Daij-Dzins' of my credulous though 
well-meaning friend, the priest. As well confess one's belief in Jupiter and 
Sol, Saturn and Mercury, and that these starry worthies guide their spheres 
and concern themselves with mortals, as to give one serious thought to the 
airy nonentities supposed to have guided 'my soul' in its unpleasant 
dream! I loathe and laugh at the absurd idea. I regard it as a personal 
insult to the intellect and rational reasoning powers of a man, to speak of 
invisible creatures, 'subjective intelligences' and all that kind of insane 
superstition." In short, I begged my friend the Bonze to spare me his 
protests, and thus the unpleasantness of breaking with him for ever. 

Thus I raved and argued before the venerable Japanese gentleman, 
doing all in my power to leave on his mind the indelible conviction of 
my ha ving gone suddenly mad. But his admirable forbearance proved more 
than equal to my idiotic passion; and he implored me once more, for the 
sake of my whole future, to submit to certain "necessary purificatory 
rites ". 

" Never! Far rather dwell in air, rarefied to nothing by the air-pump 
of wholesome unbelief, than in the dim fog of silly superstition," I argued, 
paraphrasing Richter's remark. "I will not believe," I repeated;" but as 
I can no longer bear such uncertainty about my sister and her family, I will 
return by the first steamer to Europe." 

This final determination upset myoId acquaintance altogether. His 
earnest prayer not to depart before I had seen the Yamabooshi once more, 
received no attention from me. 

" Friend of a foreign land! "-he cried, "I pray that you may not 
repent of your unbelief and rashness. May the' Holy One' (Kwan-On the 
Goddess of Mercy) protect you from the Dzins! For, since you refuse to 
submit to the process of purification at the hands of the holy Yamabooshi, 
he is powerless to defend you from the evil influences evoked by your 
unbelief and defiance of truth. But let me, at this parting hour, I beseech 
you, let me, an older man who wishes you well, warn you once more and 
persuade you of things you are still ignorant of. May I speak? " 

. "Go on and have your say," was the ungracious assent. "But let me 
warn you, in my turn, that nothing you can say can make of me a believer 
in your disgraceful superstitions." This was added with a cruel feeling of 
pleasure in bestowing one more needless insult. 
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But the excellent man disregarded this new sneer as he had all others. 
N ever shall I forget the solemn earnestness of his parting words, the 
pitying, remorseful look on his face when he found that it was, indeed, all 
to no purpose, that by his kindly meant interference he had only led me to 
my destruction. 

" Lend me your ear, good sir, for the last time," he began, "learn that 
unless the holy and venerable man, who, to relieve your distress, opened 
your 'soul vision', is permitted to complete his work, your future life will, 
indeed, be little worth living. He has to safeguard you against involuntary 
repetitions of visions of the ~ame character. Unless you consent to it of 
your own free will, however, you will have to be left in the power of Forces 

which will harass and persecute you to the verge of insanity. Know that 
the developments of 'Long Vision' (clairvoyance)-which is ac<;omplished 
at will only by those for whom the Mother of Mercy, the great K wan-On, has 
no secrets--must, in the case of the beginners, be pursued with help of the 
air Dzins (Elemental spirits) whose nature is soulless, and hence wicked. 
Know also that, while the Arihat, 'the destroyer of the enemy', who has 
subjected and made of these creatures his servants, has nothing to fear; he 
who has no power over them becomes their slave. Nay, laugh not in your 
great pride and ignorance, but listen further. During the time of the vision 
and while the inner perceptions are directed toward the events they seek, 
the Daij-Dzin has the seer-when, like yourself, he is an inexperienced 
tyro-entirely in its power; and for the time being that seer is no longer 

himself. He partakes of the nature of his' guide'. The Daij-Dzin, which 
directs his inner sight, keeps his soul in durance vile, making of him, while 
the state lasts, a creature like itself. Bereft of his divine light, man is but 
a soulless being; hence during the time of such connection, he will feel no 
human emotions, neither pity nor fear, love nor mercy." 

.. Hold!" I involuntarily exclaimed, as the words vividly brought back 
to my recollection the indifference with which I had witnessed my sister's 
despair and sudden loss of reason in my "hallucination". "Hold! 
But no; it is still worse madness in me to heed or find any sense in your 
ridiculous tale I But if you knew it to be so dangerous why have advised 
the experiment at all? "-1 added mockingly. 

" It had to last but a few seconds, and no evil could have resulted 
from it, had you kept your promise to submit to purification," was the 
sad and humble reply. .. I wished you'well, my friend, and my heart was 
nigh breaking to see you suffering day by day. The experiment is harm
less when directed by one who Imows, and becomes dangerous only when the 
final precaution is neglected. It is the • Master of Visions " he who has 
opened an entrance into your soul, who has to close it by using the Seal of 
Purification against any further and deliberate ingress of . 

.. The • Master of Visions', forsooth!" I cried, brutally interrupting 
him, " say rather the Master of Imposture!" 
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The look of sorrow on his kind old face was so intense and painful to 
behold that I perceived I had gone too far, but it was too late. 

"Farewell, then! "-said the old Bonze, rising; and after performing 
the usual ceremonials of politeness, Tamoora left the house in dignified 
silence. 

(To bl continued.) 

• • I 

anibusal lain. 

~ EFORE entering upon the discussion of any subject it is well to define 
~ as accurately as possible the meaning of the terms employed. In 
debate this is all the more ne(:essary, as it is usual for each party to 
commence:an argument with ideas none too exact and also with the assump
tion that the word which may be the key to the whole debate is not only 
the same in its principal meanings to each side, but that it has also to each 
the same vague cloud of associations which give colour, if not form, to an idea. 

Most arguments begin in selfishness, each disputant endeavouring to 
force upon the other his own particular view, without regard to the outlines 
of truth as they may appear from the stand-point of his opponent. 

If at the start each partisan were to make a sincere effort to find the 
exact meaning attacht:d hy his adversary to the leading words or phrases 
used and to place himself mentally in his position, points of unity would be 
discovered, ohscurities common to both minds would be recognised, and 
many a controversy that tends to hitterness and denser ignorance would be 
resolved into a comparison of intellectual results and mutual help along 
the rough pathway to knowledge. 

These remarks are brought to the front hecause disputes without 
number have raged in which the key-word was law. Controversies over the 
natural and the so-called supernatural, over the possibility of miracles, over 
predestination and free will, have begun with prejudice and ended in ill
feeling. Theologians have fought with each other or with scientists, each 
party using the word " law" as if the idea it suggested was as definite as that 
attached to a simple numeral. Theists, atheists, pantheists, spiritualists 
and materialists have swelled the clamours of the fray; yet in most cases no 
serious effort is made to define the word, although it may be evident to a 
cool outsider that the opposing parties do not use the word in qUitE the 
same sense, and that the associations colouring the idea are widely different. 
We often find a variation in the sense as used by the same party at 
different times, an inconsistency which might have been escaped if an 
analysis of the idea had been attempted in the beginning. 

If we turn to a dictionary we find a catalogue of the different senses in 
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which the word is used. These are the off-shoots or differentiations of the 
fundamental idea, which itself is not discussed, ·as this would not be within 
the province of a dictionary. \Ve must analyse our own conceptions and 
trace them to their primitive source within the mind. 

If anyone is called upon suddenly to define the word" law", the vague 
group of associations called up at the instant in that person's mind is an 
index of his llsualline of thought. The average man, with a mind running 
but little upon science or theology, will think of the legislative machinery 
by which society is organised and of the written rules arbitrarily created to 
express, as they may, the conceptions either of one or of many minds of 
what is right or expedient. 

If he keeps his mind on the subject he will think of some vague under
lying principle of justice which these laws endeavour to embody in defining 
the relationships between man and man. 

The net impression left, even after considerable thinking, will be of 
something largely arbitrary in its nature and uncertain in its origin. 

If the man is a theologian, he will think of law as the expression of the 
will of some supreme being. He will think of this will as manifested in two 
ways. First, as arbitrarily impressed upon the ultimate particles or atoms 
of matter, which will thenceforward behave toward each other in certain 
fixed and invariable modes until some further special emanation of supreme 
will. This he will consider to be the origin of laws of nature. Second, as 
announced verbally by the direct inspiration of some prophet, or through a 
divine amanuensis in the shape of a book or epistle writer. By this means 
it is said that the moral law has been promulgated. This moral law is said 
to have been changed more than once by the repeal of old edicts and the 
issuing of new, the latest code being termed the new or .. Christian dispen
sation ". 

The theologian claims that the animal and vegetable kingdoms are 
governed by fixed laws established at the time of their creation, which was 
the result of thought and contrivance. The life principle placed in vegeta
ble and animal forms, together with whatever intelligence and consciousness 
the latter may possess, he claims to be evanescent with the body, no matter 
how perfect in its way this life may he, or how harmonious with its 
surroundings or beneficial in its influence during its material manifestation. 

The conscious life placed in each human being is said to be a 
matter of special creation, at or about the time of the development of the 
body in which it is placed. This life or soul is said to be immortal and 
indestructible, however imperfect it may be, either through the fault or 
purpose of the maker, or its own, and however inharmonious with its sur
roundings or evil in its influence during its visible life. 

This view of the origin and government of the universe, in short of 
universal law, involving arbitrary and special acts at every step. is the 
personal extreme, and may be called" The Great Man Theory". 

~ 
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If, on the other hand, our definer is an absolute materialist, he will 
start with a trinity of force, space and matter .. He will claim that law is a 
manifestation of certain tendencies inherin/! from all eternity in the atoms of 
matter, which combine and move in certain modes, owing to fixed methods 
of attraction. These combinations he asserts result in others still more 
c.omplex, presenting finally the phenomena of intelligence and volition. 
\\,ith the fading of the material form he claims that thought and conscious
ness disappear for ever like cloud wreaths in the sky. The universe, to 
him, is like a harrel of dice rolling over and over, grinding out, within 
certain limits, almost endless combinations. Life from this standpoint is 

. but one of these, a complex relation of force and matter, the flicker of a 
sunbeam on the tide of time. This is the extreme view from the stand
point of the fixed and impersonal, as contrasted with the theological extreme· 
of the arbitrary and personal. It may be called" The Machine Theory". 

The average scientist may be found drifting somewhere between these 
extremes, tending in some things to one and in some things to the other 
according to disposition and education. 

\\le have here four different ment~l attitudes in reference to the 
idea of law. 

The first or un philosophical, is that of the average person. It arises 
from the habits of common language, in which reference is made most 
commonly to the variable and imperfect attempts of men to frame in words 
rules of action which shall harmonize with environment and evolutionary 
principles. The group of impressions belonging to this type involve a large 
measure of the arbitrary, a maximum of imperfection, and a minimum, 
perhaps a total absence of any quality which may be called universal. 

The mind operating. as it does, with a material tool, the brain, is in
fluenced by material conditions, hence tends invariably to follow lines of 
least resistance, for the same reason that water flows down hill or along 
channels which it has previously worn. The mind of the theological philos
opher, the second in our classification, follows the usages of common thought 
and simply magnifies the thinking principle, with some of the operations of 
which he is familiar, but of whose nature he is profoundly ignorant. He 
goes further, transcends all possible experience and even all forms of 
revelation accepted by himself, by divorcing it from any medium or sub
stratum of any kind whatever. Unless he inclines to what he will usually 
stigmatize as pantheism, he will demand for the universe a soul which needs 
no trace of anything, however formless or transcendental, corresponding 
to a body. 

The materialist, in like manner, with habit d thought formed in the 
observation of the external machinery of nature, finds it easier to form a 
superficial conception of the universe by extending his mechanical ideas 
blindly into the unknown, and making of the whole, a body, an automaton, 
without a trace of a soul. 
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The fourth class is represented by the average scientific thinker; his 
habits of thought and work ipcline him to the materialistic view, but he is 
too logical to accept that extreme; his intuitions and his intellect keep him 
from the opposite. He may bE found anywhere between them, sometimes 
approaching one and sometimes the other, yet in most cases aware of his 
inconsistencies. 

Herbert Spencer has done a great work in practical philosophy, but in 
his ambitious attempts to perfect what has been proudly termed" The 
Synthetic Philosophy", he has attempted to ignore inevitable shortcomings. 
He has learned a trick from the theologian, who like the Spanish bull 
fighter, provides a retreat for himself into which he nimbly skips when 
hard pressed by the horns of a dilemma. The theological shelter is labelled 
.. Inscrutable Divine Mystery". :\Ir. Spencer's fence is placarded 
.. THE UNKNOWABLE ". 

Such devices are essential to champions who cannot afford a single over
throw, but leave the spectator dissatisfied. We must at some time reach 
the limits of our powers on this plane of existence, but these are not C?f 
necessity where it is convenient to place them. To change the simile; as 
we look to the horizon the line where earth and sky seem to meet appears 
the limit of possible exploration. As we advance it recedes, and even on 
this limited earth the jumping-off place is not so near as in childhood we 
are apt to imagine. 

An analysis of the German metaphysical schools would require far more 
time and learning than the writer possesses. The four classes referred to 
may be taken as fairly representing the popular thought of European 
civilization in reference to the principles of universal law. I may recapitu. 
late them as follows. 

First, the orthodox church theologians, representing the extreme. 
personal conception. 

Second, the materialists, holding the opposite. 
Third, the majority of scientists, holding mixed opinions and tentative 

in their speculations. 
Fourth, the great majority of men, having no real opinions, to whose 

minds the word" law", brings up a jumble of impressions derived from 
police reports, Sunday sermons and a few stray phrases of popular science. 

The net result is certainly unsatisfactory; let us see if any analysis 
will lead us toward the truth and whether any other line of thought is 
possible.. I must condense in the fewest words. 

The search for the origin of universal law, or the law of the universe, 
is an investigation of the principle of action, or in other words of cause and 
effect. Action must be taken in its widest sense; not merely as visible 
action or motion, but as a tension or tendency to act, potential motion or 
energy. Gravitation for example is as active and ever present in holding 
bodies against the earth as in moving them toward it. The two fundamen-
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tal principles of the phy!;ical world are, gravitation, that is attraction hroadly 
speaking, or the tendency to occupy identical space, and its opposite, 
exclusion, or the tendency to occupy different portions of space. This last 
is obviously revealed in the quality of hardness, or the elasticity of solids 
and gases. The first is the embodiment of the love of united existence, 
love in general, the motive of altruism. The second is the manifestation of 
the love of personal or separate existence, the motive of selfishness. 

\Vithout the first of these laws the universe would he disintegrated: 
without the latter it would disappear in a point. Particles of matter with
out these common manifestations of being would be to each other non
existent. 

Law means direction and limitation of action. Limitation or 
constraint must come either from within or without. Limitation from 
within means limitation due to the character of the centre from which the 
force emanates. If thi!; is a self-conscious centre it will appear to itself to 
act with absolute free will. Limitation from without will be felt as 
constraint. Constraint from without, whether by attraction or repulsion, 
implies some community of nature between the constraining and the 
constrained body. This holds good on all planes of action. The genuine 
desire for any form of knowledge proves that somewhere within is at least 
the undeveloped possihility of its attainment. The trite unknowable;s only 
that of which flle cannot even drean, or form the sJurdow of a wish to know. 

The most absolute human despot of which the mind could conceive 
would still be limited by the qualities of his own nature, from which he 
could no more escape thon he could climb out of time and space. The 
tbeologians who framed the V\'estminster Catechism tried to define God in 
a sentence commencing with an assertion of the unlimited and ending with 
as many limitations as they could pack into it. 

Turn and twist as we may, we can form no conception of personality 
without limitation, of being without law, of law without will, of will with
out consciousness. Will and consciousness form intelligence. We must 
broaden and deepen our conceptions of these things, realize that these 
qualities are all aspects of the same thing, that they are absolutely universal, 
that they are to be found in the world around us in all grades of manifesta
tion from the most simple and undifferentiated to the most complex, and 
that we ourselves are a reflection of and identical with this great system. 

Mr. Spencer and his followers have done a good work in developing 
the philosophy of evolution and making us familiar with the idea.' Their 
labours have been unselfish and prompted by a love of truth. They 
have prepared the world for the grander conceptions of evolution, for that 
true synthetic philosophy underlying both science and religion, which is 
now coming to us from the secret recesses of the East. Beginning before 
the modern evolutionist can frame even a speculation, it carries us, through 
the visible and manifested world on into regions unknown to modem 
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science. It invites the co-operation of exact science within its own realm 
and challenges its criticism. Can any of the degenerate-offshoots of the 
old Wisdom Religion do the same? 

As the patriarch of old saw in his dream a ladder extending to heaven 
with angels descending and ascending, so we may .gain a vision of 
emanations of power and light descending from the infinite heights to the 
most concrete and material forms of matter and life, ascending again 
through ever expanding cycles of light and consciousness, till form and 
personality seem lost in a blinding radiance. 

The materialist may sneer at what he will call" dreams and supersti
tion ", or, .. exploded fancies of the past", and go back to tinker at his 
automata. The orthodox churchman may raise his piping cry of 
"pantheism", and return to his crumbling temple to bow before the painted 
image of the Calvinistic God. Those who have seen the vision will take 
courage and press on. 

WM. MAIN, F.T.S. 

Ibt ~tpttnRtJ1 in cflaturt. 
(Clmcluded.) 

~ 

~~ T will be well for the student to remember, that though the triangle 
" represents the first abstraction of the trinity, that trinity, as it is 
usually met with in its application to various religious systems, consists of 
the point in the circle, the triad, and the quaternary, each considered as a 
unit. This is indeed the key to all the ancient cosmogonies, and theogonies, 
and the root idea f~om whence is derived the whole pantheon of male and 
female Gods and Goddesses, the so-called" heathen" deities. Little does 
the outside world understand of the profound significance of these symbols. 
Little does the orthodox world of to-day understand that the personal male 
God Jehovah, who was appropriatE:d by the early Church theologians as 
t/le first person of their trinity, is only the Kabalistic form of the much 
earlier Hindu male creator Brahma. It matters not by what name it is 
called, it is always the quaternary, whether as the four-faced BrahmA, or 
as the four-lettered Tetragrammaton or Jehovah. Again in the 
Pythagorean system it is the sacred four, or Tetraktys. Also in the 
Kabalal, it is the first Adam, Adam-Kadmon, and as such is both male and 
female, and corresponds to the Third Race of humanity, previous to the 
separation of the sexes. To show still further the identity of the symbolism, 
we have the legend of Brahma dividing himself into two, male and 
female; while in Gmesis we have the story of the rib, where woman is 
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produced out of the first Adam, or Adam-Kadmon. It" will greatly help 
us to understabd this universal symbolism, if we bear in mind that the 
terms male and female are purely relative. It is only on the lowest or 
physical plane that they become definitely separable. 

Thus the quaternary which we are now considering is male in its 
first aspect, as the third Logos, or the Son. It IS male-female in its second 
aspect, as the potentiality of the manifested universe, which differentiates 
subsequently into male and female, positive and negative, and every other 
pair of opposites. It is female in its third aspect, regarded as the type of 
the manifested universe itself, fructified or energised by spirit, or the upper 
triad. Remember that any principle is female in relation to the one above 
it, and male in relation to the one below it. Thus we find that Jehovah, 
who at first is the male creative God, becomes afterwards male-female as 
Adam-Kadmon, and finally female as Binah, a female Sephira, and as 
the deity of the Moon, a female principle, in relation to the Sun as male. 
\Ve have an analogy to this relative aspect of the male-female, or positivp. 
and negative relationships, in the electro-chemical properties of the chemi
cal elements, which may be arranged in a series in which any element is 
positive to the one below it and negative to the one above it. 

I cannot enlarge upon this subject now, though it is a most important 
one as a key to all the exoteric religions of the world. A study of the use 
of numbers, or the numerical key as found in the Kabalah, will help to elu
cidate the subject to the student, in showing how profoundly philosophical 
is this ancient symbolism, and in helping him out of the terrible confusion 
which has been produced by the introduction of the Jewish Jehovah, or 
Tetragrammaton, into the Christian theology, as a personal and supreme 
deity. When once we have mastered the symbolism which lies at the 
root of every ancient cosmogony and theogony, we have no difficulty in 
finding our way out of that endless and weary controversy of creeds and 
systems, which is ever being waged by those who have nought to guide 
them, save the dead letter and the traditional interpretation. Those who 

. accuse us of substituting a mere abstraction, an "Unknown God ", for the 
living personal deity of their own conceptions, little understand the 
exhilaration which we feel, after having passed through the dismal mists of 
accepted beliefs, with the lurid glare of Hell-fire, and the distracting and 
maddening cries of opposing sects and religions, of those who cry cease
lessly "lo! here, and lo! there ", into the serene region where there is 
naught above us but the boundless blue; where we stand like the climber 
on the summit of the mountain peak, and breathe the pure air of freedom; 
and where, amid the silence and peace which fall upon our souls, we can 
listen to the Voice oltm Silence, and attune our faculties to still higher planes 
of consciousness. 

The symbolism which we are now studying is the clue which must 
guide those who are now endeavouring to find their way out of the laby-
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rinth of exoteric systems. It is not so difficult as it may appear at first 
sight, for when once the factors and relations of one septenary have been 
understood, all follows by simple analogy and correspondence. 

Let us now pass on to the septenary itself. \Ve have the first sep
tenary in the combination of the three and the four, the triad and the 
quaternary; and as such we have the general type of the three higher 
principles, or spirit, and the four lower principles, or matter. The two con
sidered apart stand for every pair of opposites: male and female, positive and 
negative, light and darkness, fire and water, good and evil, &c. Considered 
together, these opposites are united, for we should properly draw these 
geometrical figures within the circle, as the seven-fold aspect of the deity; 
they are the primordial seven. Ifhowever we carry out the idea ofthese as 
successive emanations, we next require a septenary following the quaternary; 
the quaternary itself in fact becomes a septenary. Perhaps we may under
stand this in view of what has already been said as to the quaternary 
being male-female in its second aspect. As male-female it must itself con
sist of a triad and a quaternary, or· spirit and matter. Another way in which 
we may look at it is by considering that the quaternary, or perfect square 
on the plane of abstraction, becomes the cube on the plane of matter; 
and the cube unfolded, or displayed diagrammatically, becomes three and 
four, together seven, thus: 

-, -, This is nothing more or less than the cross, another ancient 
-(--i- -I archaic symbol, borrowed by Christian Theology, and applied to 

_-,--...:.1---, its own doctrinal purpose&. It is found everywhere, in all kinds I-I of variations, back to the remotest antiquity. I t cannot be traced 
I to any particular nation or race; it is universal. In its first form 

it is the cross within the circle. It is once more the expansion of the point 
within the circle, becoming a double diameter, or expanding in four 
directions, and thus becoming the quaternary. The two diameters now 
represent respectively spirit and matter, or male and female. 

Many writers on ancient symbolism have considered the cross to be 
purely phallic, having indeed been able to trace nothing but phallic worship 
in the most sublime and philosophical conceptions of the ancients. \Vc 
shall not fall into this mistake, however, if we remember that each symbol 
has seven interpretations, from the highest and purely spiritual down to 
the physical and material. It is scarcely to be wondered at, that with no 
key but the dead letter, these writers should have heen unable to trace in 
this symbol anything more than its physiological meaning, but there IS no 
excuse for this now, with the key which the Secret Doc/rille supplies. 

Those who read the SOllrce of Musrcres will find much light 
thrown upon the various relations oi the triad and the quaternary, as 
arising from the quadration of the circle, in connection with the numerical 
values for the ratio of diameter to circumference given in various forms in 
the Book of Gellesis, and also as set forth in the various measurements 
used in the construction of the great fyramid. 
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\Ye must look upon the septenary then, in its application, as made up 
of three upper and four lower principles. In the seven principle.': of m:1:1, 
for example, we have the upper triad, Atnui-b Id.!hi-Manas, constituting 
the spiritual and immortal individuality, and the four lower principles 
constituting the evanescent personality. If you turn to page 200, Vol. 1., of 
the Secret Doctrine, you will find there a diagram which illustrates much of 
what has now been said. You will see that the seven globes of the earth 
chain are represented on /0111' planes, while at the top of the diagram is seen 
the upper triangle of spirit: These four lower planes are of course the 
quaternary, or if you like so to call it, Brahma ; becoming, as you see, seven 
globes in the phenomenal world of manifestation. These seven globes can 
again be divided into four and three; four on the side of the descent of 
spirit into matter, and three on the reascending arc. You may also note 
that the septenary, together with the upper triangle, make up the number 
ten; and this will explain to you the reference that is sometimes made to 
this number as the perfect or complete number. 

As above, so helow. The four or Tetraktys is the divine Son on the 
highest plane of abstraction; the Adam-Kadmon of the Kabalists, and 
through Eve, or Mother-Earth, he is born again as his own Son, as Cain
Jehovah, or Humanity, a new quaternary. This is shown by the 1St verse 
of the ivth chapter of Genesis, where Eve is made to say" I have gotten a 
man from the Lord ", and which should read, "I have gotten a man, even 
Jehovah". This is fully borne out· by the last verse of the ·same chapter, 
when the translation, "then began men to call upon the name of the Lord," 
is given as an alternative (even in our present unrevised translation) 
to "then began men to call themselves by the name of the Lord", viz. 
Jehovah. There is of course no clue to this in the mere dead letter 
narrative, but it becomes \"ery plain with the key which the Secret 
Doctrine, or even the Kabalah, supplies. 

We have the same mystery of the three becoming four (the Word 
becoming Flesh of St. John'S Gospel) in every incarnation of ourselves as 
individuals, and thus we claim our birthright as sons of God, truly; and 
throw a further light upon the mystery of the Chris/os, the divine 
incarnation, degraded by the Church into the doctrine of a personal Saviour. 

As everytbing that is, the whole manifested universe, has thus been 
outbreathed in a perfect harmony of numbers and geometrical relations, so 
must it be inbreathed, and return to its source when the hour of Pralaya 
strikes. For us as individuals, when the moment of death arrives, the 
spirit, the triad, withdraws to its own subjective plane of consciousness; 
while the" body", the four lower principles, dissolve into the elp.ments from 
whence they were formed; nor will aught remain of the now vanished 
personality save that which has been retained as a spiritual aroma by the 
individuality. .. No man cometh unto the Father save by the Son '., l.-uly; 
and this.mystery is repeated through e\"ery plane of consciousness. If you 
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have ullder3tood the mystery of the . Son" in its successive emanations 
during the outbreathiog, or Manvantara. you will understand also how the 
reverse process goes on durillg the inbreathing, or Pralaya; and how we, as 
a quaternary, that is, our present personalities, can only reach the" Father" 
--or Atma-through the" Son ", or the third person in the trinity of Atma
Buddhi-Manas, for in the inbreathing process our consciousness must become 
one with Manas-the indwelling Christ principle-before it can reach Atma. 

Enough has been said now to show the profoundly philosophical, 
metaphysical, and universal basis of the septenary division. \Vhat can be 
more grand and sublime than the contemplation of the universe from this 
standpoint; where we see the absolute unity and harmony of the whole; 
where we see the same law, the same principle, operating in the great and 
in the small; and where our minds expand and our souls quicken, as we 
realize what is the glory of our divine birthright; and how, though human 
in our lowest temporal nature, we are divine in our inmost essence, and one 
with that Soul which lives and breathes in all. 

For, bear in mind as the beginning and end of this matter, that man 
is septenary in his nature, because he is one witiJ the "n,ve,se. 

W. KINGSLAND. 

llanna anb fuintamatnm 
AS APPLIED TO MAN. 

(Being two pape,s read before the Meerut T.S., by RAMA YRASAD, M.A., F.T.S., 
revised and enlarged for the P,ess.) 

( Conti",ltd.) 

If you act up to this ideal of human life, you will raise yourselves, your 
nation, your beloved mother country, high up in the scale of life. If not, 
if you trifle with your soul, if you heed not the ever-repeating upward im
pulses of :ts nature, you are doomed. Every new birth is a fresh oppor
tunity {;: yen you by the Macrotosmic Powers to reform yourselves. If you 
mean to reform, )'ou must live a ,eformed life. Do not believe that the blind 
mutterings of the formulce of your faith, the thoughtless, though may be 
regular readings of your prayer-book, the formal salldhias of your mornings 
and evenings, without a trace of them in the remaining twenty or twenty
two hours-do not believe, I say, that these are indications of a spiritual 
life, when your mind is full of appetites, when you do not lose sight for one 
single moment of your own enjoyment in whatever you do, and when in 
fact you do not regulate your whole life theosophically, and work for the 
expansion of your minds to the above-hinted omniscience, so that the univer
sal life, ./hich is the true destiny of life, may become to it an ever-present fact 
of existence. Do you know why your dear country-is it dear to you ?
has fallen so low in the scale of nations, that country you know, the queen
mother of nations, of which your ancient divine legislator, Manu, proudly 
spoke as the one from whose Rishis the world might take lessons of wisdom? 
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Do you know, or do you care to know? Are any upward impulses left in 
those stony hearts of yours? \Vhere is the intellectual greatness of the 
once glorious Bharatavarsha? Where are your Vayasa and your 
Patanjali, your Vashishtha and your Vishwamitra, your Sushruta and 
your Charaka, your Manu and your Yajnavalkya? What have you 
done with those giants, and why do you show to the world a thousand and 
one pigmies unable to walk with these giants of old? If you do not know, 
then hear from me. They are lost to you, and with them your greatness, 
becatlse you have so chosen, because you have preferred the downward path of 
a thousand follies, of a thousand sensualities, rather than follow in the foot
steps of your mighty grandsires; because you would even now, after cen
turies of toil and trouble, fritter away your wealth, your health, your mental 
powers, upon sight-seeing, upon vain fopperies, upon useless paper-toys, 
displayed on the occasions of your children's marriages, and upon a thou
sand other useless things; rather than upon the education of your boys and 
girls. And do not believe that this is the total bad effect of your wasted 
energies. You are every day becoming poorer and poorer in all directions, 
physically, morally and spiritually. It is by the degeneration of your re
ligion from reality into myth, from practice into whim, from living Karma 
into dead ritual, that you have been brought down to so Iowa level of life. 
In the language of the Kathopanishad, you are just giving up "the good for 
the pleasant". The inevitable result is, you are falling in the scale of 
nations. I have said on this subject too much for the occasion, and there
fore I shall leave you to illustrate the actions of p,tina for yourselves. The 
subject is very wide, and to trace all the mental, physical, social and 
political actions of man, step by step, to their consequences in the next birth 
or the next cycle, would require a volume. I have yet to explain, however 
briefly, a few other connected problems. 

The time of rebirth is extremely difficult to determine; you must have 
the most perfect knowledge of solar, lunar and planetary tim'!, and its con
nection with human life before you can determine it. Let me, however. 
tell you that all your actions divide themselves into three classes with regard 
to the order in time of their fructification. 

I. Kriyamima, those that are being done. 
2. Sanchita, those that are being stored. 
3. Prarabdha, those whose fructification has begun. 
You do a certain action at a certain moment of time; that is when the 

sun, moon and planets have a certain fixed position_ Now this action falls 
under the category of K,iyamdna, that which is being done. This action, as 
it is being done, is at the same time having its effect. It cannot, however, 
have its full effect at the time. For the same state can exist only at the 
same moment of time. vVith the passing away of that moment of time the 
effect becomes latent, and remains in that condition (which is therefore 
called sanchita) until the time comes for fructification. The sanchita be
comes prarabdlla in the next life. On this subject I do not propose to say 
much on this occasion. But I shall take up another and more important 
problem. \\There does the soul live during intervals of rebirth, and in what 
state? \Ve would expect from the considerations as to the relation of tl.c 
earth and the 11100n entered into above, what we learn from the ChI,,;,,
dogva Upa"ishad, that the soul during intervals of rebirth lives on the 
moon. 

I have already told you that the higher pniull and higher manas take in 
the aroma of the mayavic experiences of the lower prcina and lower Hymas. 
I have now to tell you that in death the four higher principles (spirit, soul, 
higher manas and higher prci11a) are separated from the three lower ones, 
the two mayavic principles and the third gross body. The four hi~her 
principles go away with the aroma (vasana) of the lower ones, and It is 
this vtisana that becomes the cause ot bondage. Now, then, let me for a 
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moment remind you of the state of the soul when she came from the moon 
to the earth. \Vhile the soul was laying in a store of maya.vic lunar ex
periences, the moon was cooling down gradually to its present dead level. 
The mayavic prana and manas, the lower lunar principles, were thus also 
daily .lying out, because the range of experiences was daily curtailing on 
account of the total though gradual loss of the gaseous and liquid con
ditions of lunar matter. The impressions, images and tendencies given 
birth to by these environments in the higher prana and manas, were thlls 
losing all opportunity of fructification, although they of course did not and 
could not cease to exist. The appetites which the mind had acquired 
during its lunar life lost their objects when the moon had died. Hence 
did the human monads tend towards the child-planet, which had and was 
to have all the necessaries for the satisfaction of their appetites. The ap
petites were, however, in a latent state as long as the souls remained on 
the moon. They came to the earth when, at the proper time, these appe
tites tended towards fructification and satisfaction. On the earth however, 
while the lunar appetites found their proper objects, they hegan to become 
stronger also. The chains were not, as indeed they could not be under 
the circumstances, loosened. There is one thing more to be understood in 
this connection. \Vhile the maya vic tendencies of the lower principles 
were lying latent, the subjective mind revelled in the possession of whatever 
degree of sankalpa and vikalpa had been actively evoked, and applying these 
to its already acquired experiences, was seeing into their past and future, 
and thus tending towards the state of jnana (gnosis). So when it came to 
earth it had greater power of what is called spiritual knowledge, than when 
afterwards the latent appetites of pTrina had come into full play. These are 
subjects, however, to be fully studied elsewhere. I have introduced this 
much here in order to make a little more clear what has to be said ahout 
the soul living on the moon after the death of the body. Now this is what 
happens in the course of a human life. All the retrogressive and progres
sive karmas that we do at any given moment of time, coincide with certain 
aspects-tc\twic conditions-of the solar system. This aspect of the solar 
system depends upon the positions of the sun, moon and planets. A certain 
tendency towards, or appetite for, the phenomena of vidyit or avidytl is the 
natural result of each k.rrma. This appetite or tendency, this mental or 
physical phenomenon, is stored in the manas or Imi1la by the law of vasana, 
and will only re-emerge when the same astral conditions return. These 
stored-up impressions are competent to cause various enjoyments (blwga) , 
while at the same time they govern the length of your life according to the 
strength of the impressions you have created. 

Thus at the time of death the soul is equipped with certain latent, 
mental and physiological tendencies to action, whose time for fructification 
has not come. Besides, the upward march has called into activity the 
power of sankalpa and vikalpa to a certain degree, and as mayavic objectivity 
ceases for the time with death, the soul awakes in lunar subjectivity, be
cause, from what we have seen above, the conditions oflife on the moon are 
exactly similar to what the result of earth-life is in death. In the state of 
lunar subjectivity the soul remains until the time comes for rebirth. Then 
it has passed into a state something like our dreamless sleep. _ 

\Vhen the proper astral conditions of the solar system come back agam, 
the life-tendencies awaken first, because the mind can only awaken through 
pritna, and that too when pTrilla has developed so far as to establish th~ 
sensuous foci in the organism. The mind therefore lies quite latent untd 
the use of the senses is acquired. I might tell you here that the mental 
awakening of which I am speaking refers only to the play of the powe, of 
sa1lkalpa and vikalpa, or briefly, causation. When the phenomen~ ?f the 
nel1J brain mind are presented to these powers they are sooner asslmllated, 
and hence speedier progress is made. Of thi::;, however, I shall speak later 
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a little more in detail. I shall now give you what the Chhcindogya 
Upanishad tells us about the journey of the human monad to the moon and 
back again. From what I have already told you, the Upanishad will be 
more easily understood. v.,' e learn from this that the human monad reaches 
the moon through the following stages :-

I. Dhama, vapour. This is the terrestrial gaseous state of life-matter, 
beyond which our lunisolar life passes entirely from earth. 

2. Rdtri and A parapaksha, night and the coolest part of night. This 
is the negative condition of physical life, which is beyond the possibility of 
passing back into the positive state. 

3. Dakshinayana, the Southern six months, that is, the negative con
dition of the solar year. 

4. Pitriloka; this is that condition of life when the life-monads are 
just on the point of descending into earth-life, when in fact the lines of 
future, generic, specific and individual manifestations are just on the point 
of showing themselves. 

5. A kasha; this is tht: state of the latency of all life-manifestations, 
the negative sushulnlla which intervenes between lunar and terrestrial life. 

6. Beyond this is the lunar state of life (soma). 
During the first of these six states the tatwic states of earthly matter 

(solid, liquid, igneous) have become latent. Thence it passes into rdtri; 
that is, the diurnal life-power become latent, and then the annual power. 
It thus passes entirely out of terrestrial life-conditions. The remaining 
states of existence do not require further explanation. After living in the 
lunar state of subjectivity, it descends along the same path. The conditions 
are, however, changed. Generally' speaking, the returning life passes (with 
the mind, it may be repeated, still absolutely latent) from d.kas"a into the 
gaseous state (vtlyava). Thence it passes into the igneous vapour state 
(dha",a); thence it condenses into the liquid state, and thus becoming a 
cloud (aMra) it rains (megha). From this state it passes into vegetation. 
Vegetable life then passes into animal life, and thus into human life. These 
are the general conditions of evolution. It is through all these minor stages 
of life-manifestation that life must always reach the highest point. There can 
be no sudden jump in nature. The evolution must always be graded, although 
the period of living through these states must necessarily be shorter in the 
case of the higher manifestations. Thus those that are bound to the human 
state wilJ only take passing-time to remain in these states, because to them 
the passage has become easy by repetition. Pass, however, they must, 
through aU these elementary states. The wave of life which from its luni
solar state passes on to its terrestrial journey,1s pregnant with all the forms 
of life equally, to which it has to give manifestation. If some of these 
potential iorms, which go to make up the starting life-wave, have by past 
evolution learnt. to progress higher than others, they will do so; while 
others remain and die out in some elementary state. Thus while some of 
these pass into human forms, others simply move on to the lower animal 
stage of existence, and others do not even pass out of the vegetable king
dom. This fact of different aspects of the same life-waves stopping at 
different ends of the journey and proceeding no more of itself goes far to 
establish the theory of the reincarnation of life-forms. No other explana
tion could possibly be given. 

The descent of life-forms from the moon is thus described in the 
CMdndogya Upanishad, in the chapter known as .. Panchagnividya" or, 

THE SCIENCE OF THE FIVE FIRES. 

The King Pravflhana Jaivali thus teaches the Brahman Gautama:-
I. That world, Gautama, is (the first) fire; of this fire the sun himself 

is the fuel; the rays are the smoke; the day is the flame; the moon the 
burning coals; the a:.tt:risllls are the sparks (that fly off from the coals). 
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Into this fire the Gods throw the oblation of (shraddilli) potential energies; 
this oblation becomes essential life energy (SOIllO nij'i). 

2. The cloudy region, Gautama, is (the second) fire. Of this fire 
water-vapour ':: is the fuel; the cloud is the smoke; the lightning is the 
flame; the thunder the burning coals; the peals of thunder the sparks. 
Into this fire the Gods throw the oblation of essential lunar life-energy (soma 
r,ijei),' from that oblation is born rain. 

3. The earth, Gautama, is (the third) fire. Of this fire the year 
(samvalsa,a) is the fuel; the iik/isha is the smoke; the night, negative life
condition, is the flame; the quarters are the burning coals; the inter
mediate quarters the sparks. Into this fire the Gods throw the libation of 
rain, and that libation is born as food. 

4. The male, 0 Gautama, is (the fourth) fire. Of this fire the creative 
power (vak) is the fuel; the procreative instinct (priina) is the smoke; 
the tongue is the flame; the eyes the burning coals; the' ears the sparks. 
Into this fire the Gods throw the oblation of food; and of that ohlation is 
born the seed (the germ cells). 

5. The female, 0 Gautama, is the (fifth) fire; of this fire . _ is 
the fuel; that which attracts is the smoke; the is the flame; 
the . . . are the burning coals; the . . . are the sparks. Into 
this fire the Gods throw the oblation of the germ-cells, and this oblation is 
born as the foetus. 

It is the universal cosmic Prana which works on all these five planes 
as the creative power. The above description of the five fires is based on 
the analogy of an ordinary burning fire. \Ve have in it fuel, smoke, flame, 
big coals, and smaller burning pieces that break and fly off in every 
direction-what in the above translation I have rendered by the word 
sparks. If anything is thrown into the fire, it changes its form and certain 
other properties, the substance remaining the same. 

The only function of these five fires that we have to do with is change 
of form, and I shall now explain how this takes place, while at the same 
time explaining the rati(l1lait of the very important analogies which the te-xt 
has discovered between the creative and ordinary fires. 

The first fin:, says the text, burns in the other world. This other 
world, as the context shows, is the moon. Of this fire, sun-matter-solar 
prima-is the fuel, it burns of its own force. The smoke of this fire is said 
,to be the solar rays (rash",;). Now you know that the carbon of burning 
fuel divides itself mto two portions; one becoming incandescent bursts into 
flame, while the other is driven away un burnt as smoke on account of the 
fuel being more or less wet. It is something similar to this that takes 
place in the solar fire, when acting upon any substance for creative purposes. 
A portion of the solar ray enters the body of the substance, and calls it into 
active positive solar life; while another portion of the solar rays has no 
effect at the inception. 'These non-effective rays are reflected off, and thus 
are said in the text to be the smoke of the solar fire. That this does 
happen IS now a well recognised fact of modern science. I quote from 
Ganot's Physics :-

"The researches of Bunsen and Roscoe show that whenever chemical 
action is induced by light, an absorption of light takes place, preferably of 
the more refrangible parts of the spectrum. Thus when chlorine and 
hydrogen unite under the action of light to form hydrochloric acid, light is 
absorbed and the quantity of chemically active rays consumed is directly 
proportional to the amount of chemical action. 

• The word in the original is IJlfyu, it means the gaseous (vcfy/lIJII) state, of what is 
transformed by the second fire into rain water; hence it means in modem scientific language 
water-vapour, ' 
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" There is a curious difference in the action of different spectral rays. 
Moser placed an engraving on an iodized silver plate, and exposed it to the 
light until an action had commenced, and then placed it under a violet 
glass in the sunlight. After a few minutes a picture was seen with great 
distinctness, while when placed under a red or yellow glass, it required a 
very long time and was very indistinct. \\'hen however the iodized silver 
plate was first exposed in a camera obscura to blue light for two minutes, 
and was then brought under a red or yellow glass, an image quickly 
appeared, but not when placed under a green glass. It appears as if there 
are vibrations of a certain velocity which would commence an action, and 
that there are others which are devoid of the property of commencing hut 
can continue and complete an action when once set up. Becquerel, who 
discovered these properties in luminous rays, called the former exciting rays~ 
and the latter contimlillg or phosphorogenic rays." 

This shows that a certain quantity of light is absorbed for the purpose 
of exciting action, and thus bursting into the flame of essential life, while 
there is another portion of solar pYlina which does not perform the function· 
of exciting, and thus flies away like smoke in an ordinary fire. This 
beginning of life marks the positive phase of solar life, and is therefore 
called day in the text. 

I shall now tell you why the moon (chandramas) and the asterisms 
(nakshatras) have been called coals and sparks (angara and visphulingd) res
pectively, you will at once see that the moon spoken of in the text cannot 
be the asteroid, because the lunar mansions are spoken of in the same 
place as the smaller coals (visphulingti) 'which break off the larger ones. 
\-Vhat is here meant is the negative condition of life-matter. Thus in an 
ordinary fire the wood is in a negative condition to the fire which consumes 
it. So is our individual life-matter, while in the lunar state, negative to the 
solar exciting rays. It is in a state of excitability, but not of active 
excitement. A little reflection will show you that the form of manifested 
life depends upon lunar receptivity. All the lines of life which determine 
the future form are latent in the negative lunar state. Thus it is the seed 
which determines the form of a tree, the mayavic solar exciting rays being 
the same in every case. . The potential tendencies of life moving along the 
most important determinative lines become when manifested the coals, as 
it were, of the ordinary fuel; and the sparks, the smaller coals, are the 
individual tendencies of the life-body, which underlie the generic and 
specific tendencies. Hence are the lunar mansions called in the Upanishad 
sparks, it being well-known that the moon in different asterisms becomes 
the mother of different life-qualities. 

I may here mention that Professor Max Muller, in the above text, 
translates the word agni by " altar"; the proper word for which is vedi, the 
place where a fire burns. This translation does no violence to the ultimate 
meaning of the text; but it does a good deal of violence to the form in 
which the meaning is expressed, as also to the immediate conception of 
the Upanishad-allegorist. For, the text goes on to say: "its (of this fire) 
fuel is the sun", and it is evident that the pronoun "it" refers to a 
burning fire, rather than to an altar. 

Another piece of objectionable translation is the rendering of the word 
nakshatrlini by "stars ", as if the stars were sparks of the sun-fire, or of the 
moon, and not suns themselves. There appears to be no reason why the 
learned Orientalist saw fit to make a meaningless hash of the text, by 
leaving out the ordinary meaning of the word nakshatra, and giving it the 
rather uncommon meaning of a star. 

Into this fire (and not, as Professor Max Muller mistranslates it, "on 
that altar ") the Gods throw the oblation of shraddhfi. Professor Max 
Muller renders it as the" shraddha libation" and adds parenthetically the 
words" consisting of water ", as if shraddha meant water. If you read 
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further on, you will find that this oblation of shraddhd comes Ollt of the fire 
as rajii soma, and that this soma in the second fire retransforms into water. 
Now, if the first oblation shraddlui was water already, why did the Gods 
perform the useless task of changing it into soma, if the soma was again to be 
changed into water. Nothing superior to ordinary common sense is 
required to see this anonlaly; and Professor Max Muller might ha, e :been 
kind enough-might he not ?-with his unbounded pity for the early 
gropings into darkness of the human races, to give them credit for ordinary 
common sense! 

In the IXth Khanda of this Vth Prapathaka, the learned professor 
tells u~ :-" 1. For this reason is water in the fifth oblation called Man." 
The original is: 

" Iii lu panchamyam (ihllian (ipah pllrusha viichaso bhavanti.·· 
It is the word dpah in this text \vhich has misled the learned translator, 

and many another too, perhaps. The word lipa" has water for one of its 
meanings, but the whole context of the Upanishad shows that this is not the 
meaning here. The word here means "work", •. action", "karma:' 
This too is one of the ordinary meanings of the word dpas, which is thus 
connected with the Latin opus, work. 

Now I have already told you that phenomenal human life is a bundle 
of actions, and that in the lunar state these actions live in a state of 
potentiality. The word apas thus denotes here" the potential bundle of 
actions", which in their essential state are man or any other organism. 
Here, however, we are only speaking of man, and hence the use of the 
word pllrusha, man, and of others having special reference to mankind. 

Professor Max Muller translates p"rltsha tlachaso bhavanti, by the 
words" is called man ". " \Vater in the fifth oblation," he says, " is called 
man." \Vhat can be more nonsensical? The fact is that in this text the sage 
Pravilhana Jaivali intends tu contrast the lunar state of apas with the 
terrestrial state of vlicllas. The word vdchas here means logos in the essential 
state, and apas as I have already told you means human life in the poten
tial state. The meaning is that the works of man which were in the world 
potential, now become essential in the shape of a human being. All 
images when potential are logo; within, and when manifested logoi without. 
These collective potential works are called in the Science of the Five Fires 
sh,addl/(i. It is not very clear how the word shraddhii can be made to mean 
"water." The radical idea of the word is the "bearing or nourishing of 
truth," or rather the true state of being of any substance. That state 
whlch carries with it, or keeps up, the true idea of any substance is its 
shraddhri. Applied to the human mind it means "faith," because faith 
carries with it and keeps up what is conceived by any mind to be the true 
idea of any substance. Applied to human life, shraddha is that state 
which determines the future lines of human development. It is in 
fact potential human life, such as it is in the moon. It cannot mean 
anything else, and certainly never" water." Another fact which seems 
to have contributed somewhat to mislead the learnea mythologist 
is the well-known legend which tells us that the moon is made 
of waters. Even the great astrologer Vanthamihira gravely asserts 
that the moon is made of waters. Now if this assertion were to be 
taken in its literal sense, it would be a piece of unmitigated nonsense. But 
the words which ordinarily mean water, were in connection with the moon 
never understood to mean the well-known fluid, except by the modern 
expositors of ancient classics. The meaning is, as it was always under
stood to be by the ancients, that the moon bears the same relation to earth 
life, as the apas tatwa or fluid state of matter bears to thelrithiv£ latwa, or 
the earthy (i.e., solid) state. The solid state comes out 0 the fluid, or in 
the words of the Sanskrit philosophers, the prithiwi comes out of apas. 
Hence it means to say that on the moon, earth-life remains in a state of 
latency. 
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\\'ell then, this oblation of sllraddllli, this potential human life, when 
subjected on the moon to the life-exciting rays of the solar fire, changes its 
form, and becomes raja soma. Professor :\Iax :\liiller translates these 
words as " Soma the King," and in a footnote adds the astounding statement 
that: " The sacrifices themselves rise through their oblations to heaven, and 
attain as their reward a soma-like nature." Thus while the Upanishad 
speaks of the human Monad descending from the moon into earth-life, the 
·learned professor speaks of the sacrifice rising to heaven. And he takes no 
account of the fact which is patent on the face of the text, that the" soma
like nature" as he puts it, cannot be the reward of the sacrificer, inasmuch 
as it isonly an intermediate stage of de~cent. The sh,addha might be talked 
of as the reward, this being the state in which the human Monad lives in 
heaven as long as the time for descent has not arrived_ To say that the first 
or second stage of descent is the reward of the sacrificers is something quite 
indescribable. No truer translation and no better explanation are really 
possible! 

I will now tell you what the meaning of the word soma here is, and 
what of the word raja. The word soma means life in the lunar state, heat on 
creation, that is coming back to earth. The epithet rajd. means 
manifested or manifesting, from the root raj to shine, to show. Some raja 
means human life, when it has been called back into active life by the solar 
fire. A king himself is called ,ilja because the power of government 
manifests itself in him alone in an entire political society. For the same 
reason lunar life when manifesting is qualified as r(ija. The meaning of 
the allegory is that by being subjected to the solar fire, human life in the 
lunar state hegins to manifest, and that when the latent tendencies of 
earth-life thus begin to rise, the descent naturally begins from heaven 
earthwards. The conditions of lunar life are such that this rising life 
cannot live there. 

Now come we to the second fire. This is the ordinary fire, which 
turns atmospheric vapour into cloud, and cloud into rain. It burns in the 
cloudy region as a matter of course_ The fuel of this fire is the water-vapour 
present in the atmosphere. It is a well-known dictum of the philosophy of 
the Upanishads that nothing can make appearance in the effect, if not in 
some state already present in the cause. Therefore in the atmospheric 
cause of rain-water, aqueous ness must be present in some form. In 
modern terminology it must be water-vapour, and the word rli/d in the text 
mllst be translated as such. It means the gaseous state of what next 
transforms into water. To translate the word as air is to mislead the lay 
reader. 

The fuel of this second fire then is the atmospheric water-vapour. It 
burns, and rises to a rather high degree of temperature, when the lunisolar 
life-monad is thrown into it. The cooler currents of the same vapour, which 
the monsoons send over this heated space, turn it into the cloudy state. 
Clouds rise out of this fire like smoke. Hence are the clouds said to be 
the smoke of this fire, which burns in the cloudy region. As these two 
variously heated water-vapours come together, they give birth to electric 
sparks and to sound. \Vhen the contact is rapid and violent, broad sheets 
of lightning and loud claps of thunder are produced. Otherwise the spark 
is rather dim and the sound rather feeble. Lightning therefore is the flame 
of the cloudy fire. and it is easy to see how the thunder and its peals might 
be compared to the coals of an ordinary fire_ 

(To be continued.) 
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(Condlldtd. ) 

THE THREE \liRAGES. 

~F the mirages which attracted thy observation on thy first entrance 
~ into the desert, and \vhich again beset thy path aftt'r thou hadst for
saken the cavern of the Devas, amI plunged into the silent wilderness, two 
have been already interpreted in thy own description. That blue Mriga-jala, 
deer-water, which mocks the weary hart, and deceives the human traveller 
in the wilderness, typifies, indeed, those false rivers of delight, and 
delusive hopes of happiness, which the world spreads afar off before the 
longing pilgrim who is a wayfarer in this \\'ildeme~s, to lur(, him on in tIll' 
perpetual pursuit of an unreal content and joy, but which ever vanish as 
we approach. and mock the fainting soul in the vcry moment of expccterl 
fruition. 

That white mirage which built up the Galldharva city uf fairy palaces 
in the clouds, to melt again like mist into the air, is the emblem of that 
delusion which besets the blinded soul, and instead of staying at home 
and attending to itself, seeking its satisfaction there only where abiding 
peace is to be found, in itself, in seeking to know itself, and to recover its 
own true relation, a participation in the di"ine nature, urges it for ever to 
depart far from itself, to forget itself, and its own high birthright; and 
build up for its solace vain projects in the distance-magnificent fairy 
castles and palaces in the clouds, or in the land of dreams, which ever 
dissolve as soon as built, and leave the soul in disappointment to begin 
afresh. 

But the Kala Vivarta, that flittering black mirage, or mirage of Time, 
has a more special signification. This beset thee at the outset, to denote 
that in all the events that were to follow in thy dream--in all the visions 
which were shown, and all which in relation thereto may yet be called up 
before thee, as well as in all the voices of interpretation which shall be 
uttered to thee-Time shall stand in a reversed relation, its unities and 
successions be broken, its distinction confounded. The far, far future 
shall become present or past, the past become future, the present be 
pictured as yet to come or long gone by. All distinction and succession 
shall be forgotten and lost in an eternal present. Without this indication 
from the black mirage neither the dream nor its interpretation would be 
intelligible. 
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But such a confusion and total reversion were impossible, if these 
distinctions were in their own nature real and eternal; and here we at 
length reach the profound and enduring signification of the mirages, which 
thou, 0 Titan! art, perhaps, as yet scarcely prepared to receive. 

The hlue mirage, which operates in space, and alters its relations. 
which presents the lake water as close at hand, and then withdraws it afar 
off; for ever deluding the eye with imaginary and ever-changing distances, 
typifies the temporary, delusive. and unreal nature of Space itself. Space 
has no real existence to Spirit. It is merely an order in which Spirit, when 
hound in the fetters of the intellect, shut up in the cell of the soul, and 
barred and bolted securely within the prison of the body, is compelled to 
look out piecemeal on True Being, which is essentially one, in a broken, 
multitudinous, and successive way. Space is a mere How. It is not a WH."-T. 

It is a method of analysis, an intervalling, or ruling off, to enable the 
multitudinous figures by which the intellect is compelled to express 
ditIush'ely the totality which is one, but which, from its own now fractional 
nature, it cannot contemplate in unity, to be severally set down. 

Time, too, is a How, and not a \VHAT; a method of analysis, inter
valling. or ruling off. which intellect employs to enable it to contemplate in 
successive parts the one eternal divine Thought, when broken into fractional 
successive intellecti:ms; and the one eternal divine Sentiment, when re
vealed to limited natures in history, as a succession of broken events. 
And this is what is indicated by the black mirage: that to Spirit, Time has 
no real existence; it is only a necessary method and instrument of finite 
intellect. 

\Vhat the hlue image indicates as to Space, what the black as to 
Time, the white mirage, with its Gandharva fairy cities in the clouds, ever 
changing their form and dissolving into nothing, typifies as to the 
multitudinous diversified forms of Matter in the universe. They have no 
real existence. They are the multitudinous, transient phenomena thrown 
off in Space and Time, by that which is ever one, constant, unchanging, and 
hath its being outside and beyond both Space and Time-enfolding both: 
the current hieroglyphic writing in which it reveals itself, and in which 
alone it can he read by Spirit fallen into finite intelligence, when it hath 
lost its pristine dignity and purity of nature. 

And the same doctrine is applicable to individual personalities; which 
all arise in and re-subside, like waves, into the infinite impersonal ocean 
of Being; but for the contemplation of this mystery thou art not yet fully 
prepared, 0 Titan! nor has it any type in the three images, which typify 
only Space, Time, and multitudinous divided Matter. To sum up_ To 
Spirit, or True Being, there is no Space, no Time, no diversified Matter, 
no multitudinous Personality, no successive Thought, no historical 
Event. 

Tru~ Being is universal, uniform, constant, unchanging, and eternal, 
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and is termed Sach-Chid-Ananda-Ghana, a compacted BEING, THOUGHT, 
JOY. BEING culminatin; to consciousnss; conscious THOUGHT returning 
and entering into BEING, with an eternal JOY. BEING worketh eternally 
in the depths, but knoweth not itself. THOUGHT, generated in the eternal 
centre, giveth forth the GREAT UTTERANCE, and calleth out I AM BRAHM. 
Being becometh thus revealed unto itself in Thought, and between the 
Thought and the Being an eternal Joy ariseth; and these three are one 
Ghana, or solidarity of eternal life, filling all things, and yet minuter than 
an atom. That is the true Jneya, or object of wisdom; of it Krishna 
sayeth in the GUa, Lecture XIII. ;-

THE CHORUS SINGS THE OBJECT OF \\·ISl>OM. 

Without beginning and supreme-ever BRAHM, 
Which neither can be said to be, nor not to be, 

All hands and feet; all faces, heads, and eyes; 
All ear: it sitteth in the great world's centre, 
Possessing the vast whole.-Exempt from organ, 
It is the light which shineth thro' all organs. 
Containing all things-unattached to any; 
De"oid of properties-partaking all : 
Inside and outside-the movable and motionless, 
Throughout all nature; Inconceivable 
From the extreme minuteness of its parts. 
It standeth at a distance. yet is present. 
Is undivided. yet in all things standeth 
Divided ;-of all things it is the ruler. 
That which destroyeth now, and now produceth. 
The light of lights-declared exempt from darkness. 
Wisdom, and wisdom's aim, and wisdom's fruit. 
And within every breast presideth-THAT! 

And thus is this inconceivable True Being described by Mukunda 
Raja, in the Viveka Sind/III, Lect. III. For, after first noticing the duality 
of Soul and God: 

In the sky of OWN·FoRM [or True Being], in that which is devoid of property, 
ariseth an utterance of" ]lv-EsHVARA ", .. Living creature and Lord" [or, " Soul and 
God "]. The eradication of this dual utterance from that place of unity, thou art to 
effect by ulj-,ea/isat;on alone. 

And then, laying down ecstatic concentration to be the great remedy 
for this disease called life ;-

Wherefore this SAMADHI, or SELF-COXCEXTRATION, is the divine tree of healing 
for those suffering under the disease of existence; by it is ended the anguish and the 
paiD which belong to pleasure in sensible objects. 

He proceeds to describe True Being, the fountain of all existence;

THE CHORUS SINGS THE FOUNTAIN OF EXISTENCE. 

That which, distinct from the P071.It,-wneels [or Power-spheres], is al1 sense, 
without parts-that immaculate Own-Bliss, understood to be Pa,a-O,anm, or most 
high Brahm, 
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That wherdn this trinity or three-fold relation-the seer, the object of sight, and 
the [medium or process of] vision, disappears, that know 'to be supreme Brahm, 
del'oid of opposition. 

That wherein this trio-the knower, the [medium or process of] knowledge, and 
the thing to be known, does not exist-that, my son, know to be supreme Brahm, 
indeed. 

If we would denominate it knowledge, there is there no knowing; if we would 
call it ignorance, there is t~ere no not knowing; if we would term it nonentity, 
behold, it is a wonderful hidden treasure, without beginning, heing e\'en from all 
eternity. 

Nonenity is nought. The opinion of those who contend for [Brahm being] 
nought is vile. Happy they who in the world understand this, knowers of Brahm. 

If we say it ill, how are we to present it? If we say it is not, how are we to get 
rid of it? In a word, this Brahm, let those know to whom it belongs. 

It is wh:lI stirreth him who is asleep, what awakeneth him who is stirred, what 
causeth him who is awake to feel [pleasure and pain], hut it is itself without act • 

• -\s the heart of the crystal rock has a solidarity wit hout inten'al, so supreme 
Brahm is one compact mass of consciousllcss, 

Or again, it is all hollo\\", like the ruthereal space"; pen-asible, yet apart from the 
pC'l"\"asioll ; beautifully shir.ing with its own light; itself alone! 

Brahnut, Yishnu, and ~Iahesh\'ara, when they hecome exhausted carrying on their 
respective operations [of creation, presen'ation, and destruction], then use the house 
of rest-namely, OWN BR.um. [These active energies no longer working, subside 
into Bmhm-the sabbatical form of Di\"lne Heing, in which there is no action.] 

That wherein is neithel' science nor nescience, which cannot be compared to any 
other thing; which is to be known to itself alone; that know to be the dh'ine science, 
the supreme Brahm, Own-Form. 

\Vhich even Sarv-Eshvara, or the All I.ord himself, if he assume the egoity of 
knowing,O e\'en he knoweth not the furthcst limits of that OWX-FOR!If. 

\Vherefore egoity vanishes there, imagination also disappears, that BRAH" itself 
alone comprehendeth its own SEr.F·RF..\l.1s.\l'IOX. 

After comprehending and pervading a thousand univcrses, within lIIul without, the 
Sl'I-'REME BRAH:\I OWN·FoR11 is e\'er entire, without residue [or deficiency]. and with· 
out interval [or separation of parts].t 

As the clouds melt into the .ethereal space and cease to be, so in Own.Form the 
film of lI-IriJo : when that is dissohed, u'/"'//" Br/',~lII [or the absolute] alone is. 

Recuning again in Lecture V. to the duality of the Soul and God, 
into which this primordial unity is separated, he calls the former THOU, the 
latter THAT in this isolation, and thus he describes the divine principle 
which he calls THAT :-

THE CHORl'S SINGS THE ETERNAL THAT. 
Without the word THAT, the Lord the word THor (indh'idual soul) hath no 

subsistence; he"r thcn again regarding the word THAT. 

• i , .• If Brahm became Sarv·Eshvara; if, going out of the infinite impersonal all-con· 
sciousness, in which there is neither knowing, nor not knowing, he assume the egoity of 
knowing, and thus become the egoisttc and personal God. the all Lord. as such he knoweth 
not, and cannc.t know. the limits of that essence from which he has come forth, of that 
OWN·FoRM which is pure Brahm. 

t .. Spreads undivided. operates unspent."-PoPE. 
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He who is P,/ram Alma, or Supreme Spirit; .lfaluzm Vishnu, or the Great 
Pervader; Adi PUr/ls"a, the Primordial Soul; n"agavana, the Gloriolls One; Sac"
c"id-4nanda.gNalla, the solidarity of Being, Thought, and Joy in one, He has been 
declared unto thee. 

He who is the AII.Spirit, the All-Witness, the All-Lord, who is present within 
the bosom of every creature, who is ne\'er indifferent to his own servants, 

That God without beginning and subtile [inapprehensible or unsearchable], who 
exhibits this universe, which is not; who again hideth it, as a thing departed, though 
still in the same place; 

Who, without ears, heareth; without eyes, seeth ; without tongue, tasteth every 
flavour; 

Who, without feet, walketh ; without hands, taketh and giveth; who by a wish 
alone emancipates the soul; 

Who, being close, is yet afar off; standing afar off, is yet within the soul; through 
whose power the organs are quickened to perform their own offices; 

As the one sun shineth in every country, so the same Supreme Spirit iIIumineth 
every creature-life, or soul. 

This delicate world THAT is a body of pure intelligence-without form, 
pervading all things; yet for the sake of his own worshippers, assuming an external 
shape. 

There the 'When is an eternal Now, 
The ''''here an eternal Here. 
The What and the Who are one, 

A universal "That-I" - [~o-HamJ -- impersonal merging into 
personal; personal returning into impersonal, and feeling its identity with it. 

But True Being is broken by the prison of Maya into a multitudinous 
phenomenal development, and it is then only it can be contemplated by 
Spirit, become fractional itself, and fallen into finite intellect. As it is sling 
by the virgin poetess of Alandi;-

A 'change, a mirage ariseth in True Being: 
From the O~E, the many are evolving. 

In this evolution, which is phenomenal only, the seed germinates into a 
thousand roots and shoots; the monad of light ·breaks into ten thousand 
rays. The sphere is spun Ollt into an infinite thread; the lump of gold 
becomes broken into ten milliolls of jewels of infinite variety of make and 
pattern. 

The SAT, Being, or substancc of the Primordial Triad, is spread out 
into the phenomena of infinite material universes. 

The one central CHIT, or Consciousness, into infinite personalitif's and 
lives. 

The unity TIIAT·} iSu·H;lIllj, which is the experience of the original 
Consciousness, becomes dissevered lirst into THAT and THUU, allll then into 
infinite 1's, and THOV'S and THKf·s. 

The eternal THOUGHT united with that Consciousness, into infinite 
successive cognitions, and systems of science, philosophy and literature. 

The .\NANDA, its harmoniolls Joy, into infinite tones of sentiment and 
passion, which produce the result of tragic history. 
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The infinite Here is rolled out into Space. 
The eternal punctual Now into successive time. 
And the divine, eternal, and round life of True Being becomes evolved 

and extended, and rolled out, as it were, into successive history. 
And that prismatic Maya itself. 
But I fear, said the Rishi, seeing the bewildered faces of his audience 

and feeling he was getting beyond their comprehension, I fear I begin to 
grow unintelligible. 

1rom a atbto.5opbist'.5 lIi8tJ1 . 
.. There is no such thing as forgetting possible to the 

mind". says the Englisll Opium Eat" ,. .. a thousand 
accidents may and will interpose a veil between our 
present consciousness and the secret inscription OD 

the mind; but alike. whether veiled or unveiled. the 
inscription remains for ever." 

Niagara Falls, August 17th.-How powerfully do familiar scenes 
recall to life memories we had supposed long since dead. 'What a strange 
power there is even in individual trees, rocks, or road-stretches to re
awaken in us the memory of some former trivial occurrence even to the 
smallest minutire of face, form, or the exact words of a conversation. For 
years these may have slumbered and been as dead to us-for, if there is no 
relation between us and a certain thing, we are practically dead to it. And 
although to our outward consciousness many a memory, not only of this, 
but of previous lives, is dead and forgotten, there is really" no such thing 
as forgetting possible to the mind"; and only a certain stimulus is needed 
to awaken old associations and we II re-collect ". 

Suddenly a soft whisper of the wind, the merry laughter of a 
brook, or the faint odour of a night-flower, will call up vividly before the 
mind all the minor and unimportant associations of some former period of 
our life. 

r arrived here last night, and after a dinner of vegetables (of which 
plenty and in great variety may be had at this time of year in most 
American hotels), r strolled forth to be alone with my thoughts and the 
thundering presence of the falling river. 

The heavy vibrations of the atmosphere seemed to form themselves 
with a weird rhythm into these words :-

I stood at night on the edge of the world. 
Where the ocean sinks in a flood; 

Where the sky sweeps up like a sail unfurled. 
And the moon gleams red as blood. 

\Vandering up through the Canadian National Park, I watched the 
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huge, dim form of the river rolling with an indescribable majesty into 
the abyss, and as I gazed my thoughts went back to a visit of three years 
previous. 

An eddy of the breeze bore upon its wings the fresh odour of moisture
laden air, and the damp, cool spray sweeping over my face, as it had done 
three years before, woke in my memory the same associations and the same 
train of thought that had marked my former visit. On that occasion I was 
still asleep-spiritually asleep; dead to the possibilities within me-dead to 
the grand knowledge of Universal Brotherhood-dead to all the elevating 
truths contained in a knowledge of Esoteric Religion. My only religion 
was that which Shelley has described as the "twin sister of selfishness". 
I was totally unconscious of the existence of underlying truths, and only 
the lower and intellectual parts of my nature were alive. I was three parts 
a corpse, and was of course unaware of the fact. 

This chance gust of wind that flung its delicate moisture in my face 
brought with it the key to unlock sad memories. Instantly I recollected 
standing for over an hour watching the" falling ocean" and shuddering in 
frightened awe at the vast power, seemingly only that of dead matter. 
Outside of myself, with an absoZ"te existence, it was merciless, and knew 
only inexorable LAW as its God. I feared it and the power it represented, 
and I was afraid of nature! 

Not then had I learned to feel in those musical vibrations-as I now 
do-the great pulse of the Universe throbbing with the same life that made 
my heart beat faster as I looked and trembled. Not then, as now, did I 
know that there was only One Life, manifested on different planes with 
varying degrees of consciousness. The macrocosm and the microcosm
one organisation with different forms-all this was a niystery to me. 

At that time my soul and thought were writhing in untold misery and 
despair, as I strove daily to propitiate that vast delusion of Personality
a whimsical, capricious, anthropomorphic giant, a powerful, despl)tic, exten
sion of a human being-God. A God who was Love, and at the same time 
an angry and a jealous God. One who, while worshipped as the same 
yesterday, to-day, and for ever, would still on occasions turn the ordered 
course of events and answer prayers. A God whose "worshippers un
sheathe the sword of his revenge, when grace descended, confirming all 
unnatural impulses, to sanctify their desolating deeds; and frantic priests 
waved the ill-omened cross o'er the unhappy earth ". 

Oh! it was a vain and miserable struggle. I felt that" virtue and 
wisdom, truth and liberty" were the only laws of life to be followed; .. that 
they alone can give the bliss worthy a soul that claims its kindred with 
eternity"-and yet in the narrow dogmas of my religion I sought in vain 
for peace, hope, or comfort, and had long since ceased to expect from them 
any satisfactory or even plausible solution of life's problems and mysteries. 

I remember well how I stood gazing, lost in wonder, over the surging 
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mass of racing waters-watching the deep, deep green in the central depths 
of the horse-shoe fall, and thinking to myself with a shiver. that not a 
thousand, nay not even a million, Niagaras could cool the fierce fires of 
hell, where!lo many struggling, weeping, despairing human beings were to 
be consigned for eternity by the God of the religion to which I was an 
unwilling adherent. 

All the misery I then suffered comes back to me as I again stand and 
listen to the roar of the cataracts. The immeasurable despair that swept 
o\'er Illy sOlll as I felt I r.ould never love such a God, that I could 
never be frightened into heaven, and that therefore my only alternative 
lay in the blazing tortures of a localised volcano, where I should live for 
ever in death-for" their worm dieth not and the fire is not quenched". 

And as the wind rose above the roar of the angry waters and whirled 
the heavy vapours through the listening air, it seemed to me that the songs 
it sings with such ineffable sadness, and indeed the whole music of the 
rolling world, sounded like a dirge for the gross injustice that is heaped on 
mankind by the misleading dogmas of exoteric religions with a personal 
Deity at their head . 

.. Rough wind. that moanest loud. 
Grief too sad (or song ; 

Wild wind. when sullen cloud 
Knells all the night long ; 

Sad storm, whose tears are vain; 
Bare woods, whose branches strain; 

Deep caves and dreary main, 
Wail fo,. th, world's wrong !" 

As these thoughts came into my soul, I realised with deep-felt thank
fulncss the depths that Theosophy had illumined, the debt we owe H.P.B., 
and the grand and God·like work before us in the raising of humanity I 
and helping all with our best and most unselfish love. 

There are moments in life when certain truths suddenly seem to lose 
their old familiar form and to flash through the soul with a new and irresistible 
force. \\,ith a clearness of meaning never before apparent, they reveal the 
immeasurable depths hitherto concealed or minimised by a too familiar 
form of words. 

There arc also moments ill our Ih'es, when the voice of ollr mother 
nature speaks to us in tones of ineffable sweetness, and throbbing through 
our whole being makes us \'ibratc with a sympathy unfelt be(ore·-·perhaps 
deemed impossible. 

It is in moments such as these that we advance perceptibly, and often 
cover at a bound, so to speak, distances that without such inspiration we 
might have taken years to toil painfullyover. 

On these occasions many a difficult point is made clear, many a pro
blem solvcd; struggles are turned into victories, and the dense vapours of 

I 
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doubt and fear swept away. Truths that have already perhaps been 
apprehended by the intellect are suddenly made apparent and irresistibly 
obvious to the sOIlI. The" eye" knowledge gives place to the intuitional 
teaching of the heart, and we advance a step. 

* 01< * * * * 
Coburg, Ontario, Augllst 2ISt.-Last night there was a dance in the hotel 

ball-room. The gay music struck, as often before, a minor chord in my 
breast, and, "shunning noise of foolish crowds", I wandered out through 
the cool, tree-lined streets and made my way down to the shore of the lake. 
I was sad, because as I passed the open door of the ball-room I had caught 
sight of several brothers and sisters in whom I took a special interest, as 
showing signs of spiritual awakenings-awakenings which, alas, were being 
gradually smothered again by the whirl of selfish pleasure common to a 
summer resort. 

Naturally, this made my heart bleed for them; they were indeed, in 
one sense of the word, more or less strangers to me, but in a far deeper and 
truer sense they were my own kith and kin, and I loved them. 

If a man loves others with a true, deep and unselfish love, he in 
reality loves himself in the best meaning of the word; for the love spent on 
them \\-ill return to himself twofold and in them he loves a part of 
himself. 

Low over the cloudless horizon rose the summer moon and tipped 
with fairest silver the crests of the waves as they raced on and fell with 
sad laughter on the shingle at my feet. There was no other sound in the 
still, beautiful night. Only the soft whispers of the lake breeze floating in 
the silver sheen and the rattle of the round stones under my feet. 

Carelessly I stooped and picked up a flaFshaped stone and threw it 
across the surface of the lake. It struck the water on its face, and with 
considerable force went skimming away over the crests of the waves in 
succession. 

I stood watching, and noted curiously enough that here was an 
analogy to our existence-an imperfect, but still a striking one. Each 
bound was a lifetime, determined in its character by the speed and height 
acquired from the last wave, and only modified to some extent by the 
speed and angle of the next wave. Thus our Karma acquired in each 
preceding life is modified slightly by the circumstances among which it 
brings us. 

Finally, the stone loses its wearisome existences in the deep, deep rest 
of the great waters-Nirvalln! All the stone could be aware of was that 
some power infinitely greater than itself had hurled it thus by chance into 
existence, and bringing the Unknown down to its own standard it would 
imagine this First Cause to be a stone similar to itself, though infinitely 
greater and more powerful. 
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Here, perhaps, we see the error of the exoteric church. Feeling 
within them the Kingdom of God, they think they must have a creator 
like unto, and at the same time immeasurably greater than, themselves, 
with the result that they reduce Law and Truth to a personal idea and a 
" bundle of obvious contradictions". 

Meanwhile the great moon rose higher and her disc grew smaller and 
more silvery. In the ghost-like trees along the shore whispered the 
gentlest breeze imaginable, and her syren songs woke in me mingled 
feelings of joy and pain. 

Irresistibly I felt and knew that the life manifested all round me was 
the same that throbbed in my own veins and pulse, differing only in 
degree, not in essence-either in advance of or below me, but !'till the 
same ONE LIFE. 

With infinite strength of purpose in my soul I felt one great wish 
burn through my being, to find relief only in tears. Oh! that this sense 
of separateness could be destroyed. and that all my brothers and sisters
not in yonder ball-room only, but in the entire world--could sing together 
in one inextinguishable anthem :-

H We all labour together, transmitting the same charge in succession, 
We few, equals, indifferent of lands, indifferent of times; 
\Ve enclosers of all continents, all castes, allowers of all theologies . 
"'e walk unhcld, free, the whole earth over, journeying up and down, 
Till we make our ineffaceable mark upon time and the diverse eras" . . 

The moon rose higher into the deep, purply blacks of the sky, and 
only the night wind, leaving its harp strings for a moment in the tree-tops, 
blew across my face and gave answer: "\Vait, wait, wait". And the 
waves, as they" fled over the yellow sands with silver feet", responded 
" Patience, patience, patience", and deep down in my own breast whispered 
the spirit, " Wait-patience, work! " 

:j: 

Wedllesday.-l have been reading LUCIFER for half-an-hour, and in 
connection with the noble plan of that Light-Bearer to so many weary and 
despairing hearts, a thought struck me forcibly. 

The large majority of readers of LUCIFER in the \Vest are, in the real 
meaning of the word, beginners on the Path. Many are not even that
but read simply from curiosity. Hundreds are hovering round waiting for 
more practical hints, not as to occult development so much as for the 
daily life of a Theosophist-wondering, hoping, waiting, but not yet 
working. To many of these, doubtless, a great obstacle is the somewhat 
vague character of the general instructions for real beginners. Those who 
are only half-hearted in the matter are turned aside and lose interest, 
while others, who are sufficiently awake spiritually to recognise the truth 
in Theosophy, and yet wanting in true wisdom, may break themselves to 
pieces on the rocks of Hatha Yoga for want of a guide and guardian. 
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It occurred to me that it would not be amiss for the guidanc~ 01 

earnest-minded beginners that those who, while not by any means Gu,us, 
are still more advanced in practical Theosophy, should give their in
dividual experiences of daily life. That one should tell without self-praise 
what he has been enabled to give up for the cause or for self-development; 
in how far it is reasonable and right to give up earthly advantages in 
business, etc., for the ,eal good of self or others. That others should 
describe individual practices as to their daily routine, not leaVIng out such 
important details as those of diet, exercise, recreation, and so forth. 

Others might give valuable hints and helps as to various methods of 
practising meditation, concentration, strengthening of will-power, altruism, 
and so on. 

Certainly the T.S. is not formed for the development of occult powers 
latent in us-such development should be merely a necessary corollary, 
not an aim-but details regarding the experiences of our sorrowing, 
suffering, struggling brothers, would be of infinite value to many an aspiring 
disciple. 

The common experiences of life come home with so much force when 
they appeal to us as identical with our own. Even the most trivial 
circumstance will assume an importance wholly out of proportion to its 
real and actual value, when we feel that it has also been our own ex
perience. In the same way the knowledge that there are so many others 
denying themselves and living lives of self-sacrifice around us, is a vast, 
and noble stimulus to many waverers who may be waiting simply for an 
example to give them the necessary courage to make a beginning. 

Especially is this true of isolated Theosophists, who stand alone and 
have no encouraging examples to strengthen and help them on. 

LUCIFER, with such an addition, would be even more of a light-bearer, 
as well as a comfort and peace-bearer, than it is now. 

Many, for instance, have been so long accustomed to animal food that 
they are unable to do without it and at the same time keep their usual 
degree of health. These ask, naturally enough-U Shall I nevertheless 
give up animal food-for me not a pleasure, but a necessity-and accept 
what little suffering is involved as a helpful thorn in the flesh?" There 
are many such details that would occur to the practical Theosophist as of 
infinite value to unstable beginners. 

::: 

Being called away this evening, while I was reading 10 the drawing
room, I left the Voice of the Silence lying on the chair. I was detained over 
an hour, and on my return I found a young man, with whom I was slightly 
acquainted, sitting with the book on his knee, and evidently in deep 
thought. 

I approached him and entered into conversation. He had been 
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considerably moved by the dazzling truth of the advice, as well as by the 
deep poetry that gleams from every page of the" Golden Precepts". 

A long and interesting talk helped tn deepen the impression made, 
and next morning he accompanied me on a few visits to sick people in the 
neighbourhood. 

For the first time in his life, he told me, he experienced that deep joy 
which can only arise from the losing of self in others. That night he left 
the hotel with a book I lent him, and with my earnest hope that his 
awakening may be real and progressive. 

ALGERNON BLACKWOOD, F.T.S. 

~be ~ijtestem atbeosapbu anb tbe 
Inalitu of Jieing. 

"1ESHE reviewer of Illtima Sacra-in his kindly and appreciative 
~ notice of that book, for which I desire to thank him on behalf both 

. of the compiler and of myself-has, evidently through want of 
familiarity with the \Vestern Theosophy, fallen into some serious miscon· 
ceptions which seem to me to call for indication and correction. He 
finds, for instance, an inconsistency between the definition of evoilltion as 
the manifestation of an inherency which is divine, and that of the purpose 
of evolution as the realisation of sllch inherency; arguing that if divinity 
be already inhereut in the two constituents of existence, its force and its 
substance, there would be no evolution, inasmuch as the divinity which is 
the object of evolution would already be present, and consequently the 
impulse to evolve it would be lacking. 

But there are certain considerations, of which he has failed to take 
account, in view of which the alleged inconsistency disappears. These 
considerations are as follows: Evolution presupposes, (1) an emanation, 
projection, or "fall", from an original perfect or divine state; and (2) a 
desire to regain that state. For so only is it at all conceivable. But such 
fall does not imply the forfeiture of their divinity by the elements 
concerned; but the forfeiture only of the condition to which, by virtue of 
their divinity, they are entitled, ami the very fact that evolution occurs at 
all is proof both that they have fallen from such condition, and that they 
retain their divinity. Because, if not fallen, there would be no higher level 
for them to desire to attain; and, if they were not divine, there would be 
no aspiration, and therefore no impulsion towards such higher level, for they 
would not he conscious of snch level. In which case the impulse which 
prompts to evolution would be as completely wanting- as in the case 
supposed by the current materialistic science, which, in its nescience, omits 
altogether the necessity of sllch mental impulse as indispensable to 
evolution, thereby rendering evolution, as defined by it, impossible. For 
evolution is conceivable, if at all, only as denoting the desire to regain a 
lost estate on the part of the constituent principles of the entity 
concerned in the process, its force, namely, and its substance; and the 
indefeasible divinity of these is the indispensable condition of the process. 
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Now force and substance are the equivalents on the plane physical and 
mechanical, of will and love on the plane spiritual and divine. And, whereas 
evolution is redemption-the redemption of spirit in its two modes of force 
and substance. from the crmdition of matter-those modes are really the 
expression of the divine will and love-or wisdom, "for love and wisdom 
are one "--of original being operating for the redemption-which is the 
perfection-of the entity which is the object of the process; the resultant, 
namely, of their mutual interaction, in which the duality becomes a 
trinity. Hence the Hermetic axiom" every entity which is manifest, is 
manifest through the e\'olution of its trinity". And to conceive 
of either element of its duality as wanting in that being, as it would he 
wanting unless it were a duality as well as a unity, would be to concei\'e 
of ~t .as something so hopelessly mutilated as to be either incapable of 
activity, or active only for evil. Since. apart frolll will, or force, love, 
or substance, is impotent; and apart frolll love, will can result hut in self
dissipation and <lisa!>ter. 

. Referring to the saying of Jesus preserved by Clement, a portion of 
whIch is cited in II/tima Sacra. the reviewer says that, jf cited in full, it 
would be found to sustain his contention. For in full it is thus :-" The 
Lord himself, being asked by a certain person when his kingdom should 
come, answered, '\\'hen two shall be as one, and that which is without as 
that which is within; and the male with the felllale. neither male nor 
female, but one creature·... The omission of the last clause, it is alleged, 
is an omission of the cs;,ential point. This wnulll be a grave defect in the 
book and its doctrine were it true. Hut it is not true. Clement's comments 
on the utterance shew that he did not understand it, and the reviewer's use 
of it shows that he also has failed to understand it. For the clause omitted 
does not refer at all to the dualism of spirit and soul, or force and substance, 
with which alone we are concerned, both of which are, by their nature, 
necessarily" within ,. the organism; it refers to the duahsm of spirit and 
matter, or soul and body; and therefore to that dualism only which, being 
not essential but conditional, is not indefeasible and permanent, but 
transient and terminable through the reversion of matter-the without, and 
therefore the" male" element-to its spiritual state-the within, and the 
"female" element--during which it become,; identical with the spirit already 
there: "making the without as the within". hut without any forfeiture of 
its essential dualism. 

From which it follows that the condition of the proposed at-one·mcnt 
or unification, is not the sllPpression of either of the two essential modes of 
spirit, its force or its substance; but the delll:rtcria1isatioll of the body,- and it is 
precisely this process which is implied in, and which constitutes, the final 
"ascension" of the Christ. \Vere matter not spirit it could not thus revert 
to spirit; or, st:lted with scientific exactitude, were matter not a mode of 
spirit it could not quit its phenomenal for its substantial state; nor could 
there be any" redemption of spirit from matter". 

The" coming of the kingdom of heaven" contemplated by Jesus in this 
utterance, it should be noted, is not that which occurs" on earth" and is rela
tive, but that which occurs in the indiYidual finally perfected, and is absolute. 
The notion that matter is eternal as matter is founded upon an erroneolls 
conception of the nature, not only of matter, but of being. The substance, 
indeed, of which matter is a mode, is eternal. But, seeing that matter is but 
the apparition of that substance, and that it depends upon the Divine Will 
whether or not that substance shall become manifest, matter cannot be 
said to be eternal. Indeed, to make it so would be to make it self
subsistent and therein divine and God. Hence the true statement is, not 
that matter is eternal, hut that matter is tim/ally the mode whereby spirit renders 
itself exteriorly cognisable. 
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In the individual, the duality, force and substance, becomes the duality, 
spirit and soul. And it is a fundamental, if not an exclusive, doctrine of 
the Western Theosophy, that their duality is indefeasible and therefore 
permanent, how closely soever they he blended mto a unity. Hence the 
figure employed, as in the Apocalypse, to denote this final union, that of a 
marriage, called of "the Spirit and the Bride", and of "the Bride and 
the Lamb"; a state .. \'irgin" hecause purged of every vestige of 
materiality, yet nevertheless .. twofold "because consisting exclusively of 
the two modes of spinto As spirit indeed, they are one, but in the sense in 
which man or humanity is one, though consisting of man and woman. 
But the dualism is indefeasible, and according to the definition of divinity: 
"As living substance God is One; as life and substance God is Twain". 
And so with the perfected human E~o; as must be the case if man is to 
retain, as well as to be made in, the divine image. 

And as on the lowest and highest planes of man's nature, so also on 
the intermediary planes. .. For there is one law, and He that worketh is 
One." There must be also the corresponding dualism in the sphere moral 
of will and love; and in the sphere mental of intellect and intuition, in order 
that throughout his whole system the man may be divinely engendered of 
his two progenitors, God the Father and God the Mother. And only 
through his recognition of all, to the very lowest elements of his being, as 
proceeding from and constituting a correspondence to the highest, can he 
learn to recognise all as but variolls mones of the one original Divine 
Duality, and, so, to despise none. 

From which it is evident that to refuse to recognise the principle or 
duality on all planes transcending the material; and, hecause on that plane, 
in its aspect of sex, coarse-mmded men regard it coarsely, to disallow its 
existence on the superior planes, is really to cut off the upper steps of the 
ladder of man's spiritual evolution and to deprive him of the means of his 
ascent. It is to contravene the dictum, .. the man is not without the 
woman nor the woman without the man, in the Lord" -or whole 
humanity; and it is to ignore the maxim so we!l expressed in "Festus "--

"The truth is never dangerous to the true, nor knowledge to the wise;" 

It is also, through fear of possible abuse, to commit the fatal mistake of 
declining the use: as if it were 110t the very condition of virtue that it be the 
product of knowledge acquired by experience, and not by mere hearsay. 

The doctrine involved is, really, that of man's divine potentialities; and, 
through man, of those of consciousness in its lowest modes, the animal, the 
vegetable, the mineral. It is not enough for this that spirit as energy, or 
life, be divine. It must be divine also as substance, or that which lives. 
That only which is divine can be the vehicle of and mate for the divine. 
Psyche must be within and before ether, or the astral, to be able to trans
cend ether. Only by virtue of her original superiority to the astral, could 
she as Eve, the soul, fall beneath the power of the astral, as by yielding 
to the seductions of the" serpent" of the sense-nature. The promise that 
she should some day" crush the head" of this reptile, by transcending the 
astral, is a prophecy of her restoration to her proper divine estate; while the 
statement that the serpent shall still "lie in wait for her heel", will serve 
her evermore as a caution against a relapse which will render her accessible 
to his assault. True, he cannot rise to her, but she may decline to him. 
Only by steadfastly aspiring to her proper spouse, the divine spirit, until 
finally united therewith, can she, the Soul, find safety. 

Such recognition of the doctrine of the divinity of substance and, 
therein, of the soul constitutes for those who receive it the" second Advent 
of Christ ", of which it is said that he shall •• come in the clouds of heaven, 
with power and great glory". For this heaven is the heaven of the 
purified understanding, and the Christ is the whole humanity, the" two-in-
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one " of spirit and soul, who together mak( and art the whole man. And it 
is to the realisation of this di\'inc eYent, that the Theosophies Eastern and 
\Vestern, or, to speak precisely, that Theosophy in hoth modes of its 
presentation, the Eastern and the \\" estern, are, consciously or unconsciously 
tc their professors, working. \\"herefore that which they represent is no 
other than the inauguration of that" good time" or "acceptable year of the 
Lord ", of which it is said that •. many shall come from the East and the 
West, and the ~orth and the South, and shall sit down with Abraham, 
Isaac and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven ", For these terms denote the 
mysteries respectively of Brahrmi, Isis and Iacchos, India, Egypt and 
Greece, and therein of the Spirit, the Soul and the Body, which together 
comprise the whole man; the kingdom of heaven being the regenerated 
condition of Society which comes of a perfect system of doctrine and rule 
of life, the appeal on behalf of which is to the understanding; and both 
the world's present state and the present period in time accord exactly with 
those indicated in the \\'estern Theosophy for the occurrence of the event; 
the dispensation thus introduced being called the" \Voman's Age ", in 
token of the promotion involved of the soul, or substance, to her pTClper 
throne beside the spirit, or force-element of being; and therein of love to 
be at once the bride, the bridle and the inspirer of \\'ill ; and of intuition to 
be those of intellect, in the mankind of that period. 

The \Vestern Theosophy finds expression, no less distinct than succinct, 
in relation to this doctrine, in the opening sentences in Genesis, showing 
creation itself to he manifestation occurring through generation, or prolific 
self-segmentation occurring in original being, and involving the duality of 
that being. Hence it is said, .. In the beginning" (of every kosmic entity) 
.• God "-as original living substance - "creates" - puts forth - " the 
heavens", or duality of life and substance, energy and space. or "great 
deep ", " and the earth "-the beyond or ultimate resultant of these two, 
which being at that stage chaotic and unformulate, is " without form and 
void". And darkness is upon the" face of the deep" of the substantial 
waters of space, until" the spirit "-the divine energy or force-" of God 
moves upon the face of the waters ", or substance of God, and "God 
says "-that is, acts or operates-" let light he and forthwith light is ", 
or manifestation of God, by means of the procession of the duality, energy 
and substance-under the name of Holy Ghost or Spirit, a term denoting 
divinity active as distinguished from divinity passive-through the" Son", 
\\'ord, or Utterance, from the twain subsisting eternally in the 
original unity, until at length these two principles find expression in man, 
who is accordingly said to be .. made in the image of God, male and 
female". Such being the process of the" generations of the heavens and of 
the earth ", or the within and the without, alike for macrocosm and 
for microcosm. 

This as regards creation only. For redemption has to follow, this 
being the process whereby, from being but an image of God, man becomes 
an individuation of God, by means of the substantiation in him of divinity 
in its original pure and divine condition, its condition prior to projection 
into the astral and material. This process, also, no less than that of 
creation, occurs by generation, and involves the duality, energy and 
substance, or spirit and soul, being in token thereof called Regene,ation. 
This is that vital process within man, of which, in its highest expression, 
the Christ is the issue. Generated by and constituted of his own spirit and 
soul become pure and divine, and called, therefore, Holy Ghost and Virgin 
Mary, he-the" Christ within "-is at once (J0d indi\'iduated in the man, 
the man himself reborn of and become God, and is "God-man ", having 
for the vehicle of his manifestation the man in whom such process occurs. 
And only in virtue of the duality of his parentage is he, the divinised 
because the perfected, and therefore the "higher" ego in man, at all 
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conceivable of or accountable for. And only, moreover, in virtue of the 
duality of being, and of the common derivation, ultimately, of all beings 
from and through that duality, is there any meaning or congruity in the 
expressions Fatherhood of God and Brotherhood of Man. But even these 
terms are inadequate to express the whole sublime truth comprised in this, 
the fundamental doctrine of that Theosophy or Gnosis which is at once 
the Hermetic, the Kabbalistic, the Biblical, and the \"estern. For, in 
order to express this we till/sf say the Fatherhood and the l\lotherhood of 
God, and the Brotherhood and the Sisterhooo of Man. "Between God 
and this, the voice or utterance of God, all is silence:' 

For the Theosophy of the \\'est such doctrine is the rod of Aaron, a 
twig which, plucked from the tree of life, and therefore of celestial growth, 
when converted into the" serpent ,. of the divine wisdom. swallows up all 
other serpents, namely, the systems which-devised by the" magicians ., 
of the Pharaoh of the unregenerate intellect, who always is "king" of the 
" Egypt" of the bodily nature-represent only the material and astral, and 
the intellect's repudiation of its proper" queen ", the substantial soul in 
man, who, by her intuition of spirit, is his appointed helpmeet, guide and 
initiator, his complement and crown: whereas he, in his self· sufficiency, 
claims to be himself-the whole man! 

And not alone is this doctrine the" rod of Aaron"; it is the doctrine 
of the Christ, for the reproach of whom Moses fled into the wilderness, 
esteeming it greater riches than the treasures in Egypt. 

To pass to the remaining strictures on the doctrine of the book in view. 
It is objected that form is incompatihle with man's perfected state, on 

the ground that it implies limitations. BlIt even if it be so on the physical 
plane, it does not necessarily follow that it is so on the spiritual plane. 
For, there, as the expression of qualities, the form would vary with the 
qualities to be expressed, without involving limitation on their part, any 
more than, in the mystical experience known as the vision of Adonai, 
does the assumption of form invoh'e a limitation on the part of divinity. 

The fault found with the rlefinition of life as the" elaboration of soul 
through the varied transformation of matter", must be founded on the 
supposition that an exhaustive definition of life was intended whereas 
reference was made only to the physical plane. The identification of the 
nature and the function of life is in accordance with the frequent usage 
which identifies being with doing; as when it is said. "a man ;s what he 
does", and dot'S what he is; "by their fruits shall ye know them". The 
purpose of life on the material plane being the "elaboration of soul 
through the varied transformations of matter ", life is the process of such 
elaboration. 

A suggestion has come to me in the course of this exposition which, 
finding it valuahle for myself, I should not be justified in withholding from 
others. It is that of the propriety of refraining from appropriating the 
term Theosophy to any particular presentment of it, the Eastern or the 
Western, or to any special mode of these. The advantage of this rule lies 
in the protection it affords against assuming that to be erroneous which 
differs from the presentment adopted by oneself, simply on the ground that 
it does so differ. The appeal should in no case be to authority, real or 
supposed; but in every case to reason and experience. That alone is 
Theosophy which stands the test of these. 

EDWARD MAITLAND, 
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~HEOSOPHIC students who desire to develope their psychic faculties 
'@. should, before they begin their spiritual career, be well informed of 
the difficult Path that has to be trodden. There is no royal road to reach 
the goal. Wealth, caste, intellectuality, education, position in society, 
have no claim on this priceless treasure, for the poorest man may attain to 

. it, provided that he has the necessary qualifications. The pure-minded 
persevering individual who continues unswervingly in the Path may, if not 
in this incarnation, then in some subsequent birth, attain this supremely 
blissful condition. If there is anything that is imperatively required of the 
student, it is a life of Altruism. The desire to be emancipated from the 
thraldom of passions should be ever present in the mind of the neophyte, 
and actuated with this desire, he should, standing on the basis of practical 
morality, cultivate Samcidhi. But the psycho-physical process of concen
tration should not be aimed at by those who aspire to Nirvllnic bliss. The 
attenuation of passion is to be achieved only by ·constant practice and 
observation of precepts, and by the concentration of the Thinking Principle 
on the psycho-spiritual plane. It is said that DkytilUl launches the neo
phyte into the Nirvanic stream, and once launched there he has to move on 
by his exertions alone, to conquer or die. External material armaments, 
prayer to a Divine Being, or reliance on a Personal God, will be of no help 
to him in his fight with Mara and his hosts. The Great Ensnarer cannot 
be vanquished by the man of passionate, lustful and low thoughts: only the 
pure-minded, reflecting, persevering and courageous soul can confront 
Mara. Before the student enters the arena and casts down the gauntlet, 
he should be sure that he is standing on firm ground, and that he has a 
sharp sword in his hand, that the sharpening stone is with him and that he 
has sufficient courage in him to meet the foe in single combat. If the Yogi 
or neophyte is to conquer his lower nature he should stand on the firm 
ground of SUa, and standing thereon he should wield the sword of Praj"a 
(wisdom), having first sharpened it on the stone of San,ddki (concentration), 
and thus raising it with the mighty hand of Virya (energy), slay the terrible 
Ensnarer. Philistine as Mara is, he can be slain by the pure-minded 
David, provided that he has in his hand the sling of righteousness. The 
desire for sensual gratification must be crushed and destroyed, and this can 
be done only by the observance of a life of strict morality. A strict moral 
life is one thing, and a life of asceticism is another, and to discriminate one 
from the other, the neophyte should strive to get Praj"a (wisdom). The 
Path of Moderation, the Middle Way (MajjhillllJ Plltipadli) is essential. If 
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not guided by Prajlla he is sure to drift off to some sandbank of thought 
and there remain without further progress. The observance of a code of 
moral precepts does positive good, in that the yearning for carnal pleasure 
is stayed; and if the cultivation of Prajna proceeds simultaneously 
therewith, it will keep the mind of the student free and unprejudiced, 
and will have a dynamic effect in keeping the mind further from falling into 
erroneous and false beliefs. Leading a pure life in the hope of getting a 
better incarnation is not to be recommended, but blessed is he who 
pledges his life to the service of Humanity. "He who leads a pure 
life, and lives in the hope of working for Humanity, his life is one of 
supreme blessedness" says the immortal Buddha Ghosha in his Visuddhi 
Mdrga, that jewel-box par excellence of Buddhist Philosophy. 

The moral Path that the student has to tread, will be full of obsta
cles and difficulties. He will be confronted, in the most unexpected 
way, by the messengers of Mara, who will try to lead him from that Path, 
and he should therefore be on his guard that he does not fall into the com
pany of the unholy, sensual and selfish, for their very magnetism is enough 
to entrap him. Unholy association should be scrupulously avoided, for it 
leads the neophyte to perdition. The great lesson that our Lord inculcated 
during his ministry of 45 years was to avoid the asat purusha. "Associate 
with the pure-minded, hear the good Law, reflect thereon and walk in the 
Path", was the key-note in all the discourses that he preached to 
Humanity. 

The next important step that the neophyte has to take is that of 
meditation. However pure he may be, if he is careless and does not want 
to spiritualize his thoughts, there is little hope of his progression in the 
Nirvanic Way. He who is satisfied with the pure life that he leads and 
does not want to concentrate and practise Samadhi, remains stationary in 
the Path of spirituality, and it is therefore essential that the effort should be 
made in Samddhi, if he is to proceed on in his spiritual evolution. 

Students of Yoga are warned not to be in the company of those who 
use intoxicants, for their very aura is hostile to them, their very exhalations 
poison the atmosphere and bring the most malignant elementals into 
activity. For the same reason other sensual places should be avoided. 
Those who wallow in the mire of sensuality are dead to all spiritual 
influences, their nature has become identified with the lower forms of ele
mentals, which constrain them to continue in their vicious lives. The more 
a neophyte spiritualizes himself by a life of celibacy, strict morality and 
concentration, the more is he susceptible to evil influences; and he should be 
on his guard that he does not associate with the morally depraved. 

The senses play an important part in this world of sorrow, and the 
candidate for adeptship should know that unless they are controlled and 
guided they will lead him into the wrong Path. It is through these portals 
that the mind goes to look on the attracting lights that are set forth by 
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MllrA, and it is these senses coalescing with the lower desires that entice 
the mind to deviate from the Path of Virtue. All potent though they seem 
to be, still the Chitta, if unsullied by ignorance, hatred and avarice, has the 
inherent capability of guiding the senses. Thought by itself has not the 
potentialities of generating Karma. The contact of an object with sight 
generates a bilafJdnga chitta, and it may go on till its fifth re,"olution without 
any potentiality, but here it must stop or produce Karma, for after the fifth 
revolution of the thought force, the jafJan chitta cannot but coalesce with 
either evil or good. Woe be to him if he allows the ever-turning chitta wheel 
to come in contact with the lower desires-lobha, moM, dwesha. There are 
six wide gates through which the chitta can pass without any great effort, 
and once it is allowed free scope, it may wander off and be lost in the mire. 
The" eye portal" is the first wide gate through which the chilla can easily 
pass, and, once you enter its path, leads on in fifteen different by-ways. So 
is the " second portal ", heuing; so are also the other portals, the senses of 
smell, taste, touch and manas. Ignorance of the Four Great Truths leads 
the individual to penetrate the MAyavic regions, where he will see aU that 
dazzles the eye and attracts the senses, thus making him generate thought
forces. The more he allows play to the senses, the more he stumbles into 
dark pitfalls, until he is eventually lost. 

The path of emancipation lies through concentration (bhafJanci) and 
the cultivation of good thoughts. BhtifJana has the power of keeping the 
wandering senses in subjugation, it alone can crush them. In silence and 
solitude the chitta can be concentrated, the degree of concentration varying 
with the Yogi's development. In the arapa lokas the thought generation is 
stopped, the mind is in the highest state of trance, and it may last for 500 

Kalpas. In the state of Samcidhi there is less of friction and therefore there 
is less of energy wasted. 

But how is it possible to control the wandering senses? The eye is 
ever on the look-out for some beautiful object. An enchanting figure 
attracts the eye and the chitta comes into play simultaneously. Unless the 
individual is on the watch, desire (lob/,a) comes into force and bewitches 
the eye and mind, and he is ensnared. This process will continue until 
such time as the eye-sense is disciplined by chilla. A sense of imperman
ency unconsciously enters the mind when it is made to think, and the 
thought force has effect in that it suspends the energy which goes to feed 
the eye. It is this sense of impermanency that one should cultivate when 
the ayatanas (senses) want to feed in the pleasure houses of desire. Under 
all circumstances the senses must be controlled, for they can never be 
satiated by feeding. The man of praj"a, wisdom, alone will succeed in his 
fight with MAra, and once the good neophyte realizes his exalted position 
he will Dot deviate from the Path which he has deliberately chosen, he will 
journey on with the determination of the bird which sits on her eggs. 

To lead an absolutely pure life on this earth is as difficult as the attain-
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ment of Nirvana: but a determined Yogi by constant effort and a cultivated 
will may do so. The Visuddhi Marga mentions the single instance of Sangha 
Rakshita Thero who, leading an absolutely pure life, became an Arhat on 
his death-bed. In the state of Sanuidhi the whole working of Nature's laws 
is brought before the mind's eye of the Yogi, and when he reaches the stage 
of Yatti Muta niuina darsana dhyana he is capable of realizing the demonstra
tive fact that the world was not created by a God, 

The ordinary Yogi can no more realize this state than an ordinary man; 
it is only the Adepts who have reached the gotrabhll nlitina darsana and the 
SOW/III lIliirga tlIidna stages. The heresy of individuality, attaviida, which 
ensnares the soul in the webs of delusion and puts man into the ever-revol
ving wheel of Sa/mira, has to be crushed if emancipation is to be obtained 
after seven successive births. \\lith the attainment of the sowa" mcirKa 

nr";lIa dhycillll this difficult psychological feat is possible. But before this 
stage of DIlJ'ana is reached, the candidate has to pass through several 
lower stages of Dhytina and throughout his career of spirituality he should 
be a Brahmachari of a pure kind. Lustful thoughts should never be allowed 
to develope, the body should not be allowed to be touched by a woman. 
The enchanting company of females he should absolutely avoid if he wants 
to progress speedily. Even to be born in the Devachanic regions they say 
is a violation of the Brahmachari rules. Chelas, beware! 

Contentment, moderation in the ways of life, attenuation of passion, calm
ness of the mind, perseverance in Bhtivanci, pleasant demeanour, these should 
be characteristics of the neophyte, once he has begun his life of spirituality. 
The desire for the enjoyment of sexual pleasure is a hindrance to DhYfilUl, 

and if he is true to his life the chela should no more think of sensual 
gratification. 

One has got all the qualifications required of a chela; to whom then 
should he look up to as a Teacher? Who should be his Guru. from whom 
he may hope to get lessons for the cultivation of his chitta? He who leads 
a good and pure life, who knows the Law, who has got Sraddha, SUa, Virya, 

Samcidhi Prajna, who looks to the moral and spiritual welfare of humanity, 
he is fit to be a Guru; from such a true friend the chela should receive 
instructions. But such flowers of humanity are rare and not to be found in 
the bustling world among a sense-loving people. In the wild solitudes they 
live, unknown and uncared for by the masses. The candidate for Yoga may 
not find him, but let him be assured that the Guru is conscious of his 
yearning, and if the chela honestly perseveres in his efforts, the Guru will 

appear before him. The rules of Esotericism allow the Mahatmas to appear 
only before those who are honest and sincere in their efforts. In times of 
old Arhats have appeared, and the Visllddhi Marga mentions the appearance 
of the Arhat Aswagutta before a chela who was persevering in the Dhyfina 

Path; but the invariable rule is for the candidate to go in search of a Guru. 
A candidate who is more or less sensually inclined should abstain from 
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rich food, luxurious bedding, sweet smelling flowers and scents, and soft 
clothing; and one who has an irritable temper should live in a shady, 
beautiful residence, full of shrubberies and .beautiful walks. His food 
should be delicious, and he should wear soft silk clothing, indeed he 
should have everything that would soothe his temper. 

Having found a true friend who is fit to be a Guru, the chela should 
surrender his life to him. The candidate has to say to his Guru, "0 Lord, 
I surrender myself to you ". This is necessary for the safety of the candi
date, and the law is such that unless the chela unreservedly places himself 
under his Teacher he cannot accept him. 

Before he sits for concentration, the Lanoo shuuld be clean in body, 
his garments must be pleasant, and the seat clean. " Clean body, pleasant 
clothing, a clean seat ", so says the Visuddhi Mlirga. 

A Kasilla Mandala (developing disc) should be placed before him at a 
distance of two and a half cub:ts, the seat should be one span and fOllr 
inches high and softly cushioned. The disc should be made of clay and in 
colour tirll1luwan-the colour of the sky just when the sun is dawning-and not 
blue, orange, or white colour. Th::! first thing that he should think of is the 
impermanency of the physical hody and its mAyil\'ic nature. Lustful 
thoughts should not be allowed to enter the mind, for they are abominations 
prompted by ~Hn\. That incarnation of absolute self-sacrifice, that rare 
flower of humanity, the Great Patron, " Teacher of Nirvana and the Law", 
or some other great ~Iaster, should be taken as the candidate's ideal and guide. 
Their influences should be evoked, for the Dugpas are there with their con
federates ready to frustrate the attempts of the chela. "Silence thy thoughts 
and fix thy whole attention on thy ~iaster, whom yet thou dost not see, 
but whom thou feelest" (Voice of t"~ Silence), and gaze at the disc, as if 
looking into a mirror, but not thinking of the colour of the disc, and then 
repeat the word Om, Patavi, or A raltam. Gaze for a time on this, and shutting 
the eyes continue on in the repetition of the word until the Itdgralla nimitta 

appears before you. The appearance of this spectrum is a sure sign of 
development, and the neophyte should then no longer continue to sit ; but leave 
his tisana and go to his usual residence. The place for meditation should be 
apart from his residence and from the bustling world; only in solitude 
and silence is it possible to concentrate one's thoughts. The best time is a 
little before dawn, when all nature is !:oilent. The spectrum or the star may 
disappear when the mind is indulging in low thoughts, so the neophyte 
should take care that no lustful thought controls him. If by any means it 
is lost, he should again go to the place where the developing disc is, and 
repeat the above-mentioned process and the spectrum will again appear. 
Let him concentrate the mind on this and the pratibhaga nimitta will then 
appear to him. On the careful preservation from obscuration of this spec
trum his future progress depends. After this he should no more think of 
joining the sensual world. Henceforth he should regulate his life so as to 
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be free from all worldly contamination. A pleasant site, pleasant talk, 
healthy and spiritual association, healthy food, he should have. During 
the time that he is under training his surroundings should be pure and 
clean for the inner mind to work freely. At such times when his mind 
becomes dormant he should take courage. It is very important that the 
mind should he kept in a state of equilihrium and in sympathy with all 
nature. Unpleasant thoughts should he avoided. Desire to obtain 
Salluidlti should he ewr working in the mind. The first state of the mind 
when the thought is centralized is called Vitarka, and the reiteration of 
this process is called Vichrira, the next state is called Viv2ka, when the 
mind reaches a calmness owing to emancipation from the lower desires_ 
This calmness of the l1lind gives place to joy (pritt), which results in the 
realization of this priti, which is sukha (bliss). Concentrating your mind 
upon an object and sustaining it thereon for a time, produces a feeling of 
delight which brings on a state of one-in-all, and this is called Ekagrata. 
This is the first DJrydlla, and woe be to him who attempts to soar into the 
higher regions of Dhyana before mastering the first. The five obstacles that 
stand in the way of the neophyte are:-

I. Klima-chanda, which makes the thoughts wander about and attract 
him to the pleasure ground of senses. 

2. Vyitpt/da, which hrings on irritability of temper, anger, hatred and 
jealousy. 

3. TltiII!Jmid1:1, lethargy of mind and body. 
4. Uddhacca Kflkkllchcha, excitement or the disturbance of equilihri um. 
5. Vicikiccha, scepticism as to the possibility of attaining Samtidhi. 
It is essential that the neophyte should abstain from killing, causing 

others to kill. and sanctioning killing; stealing, sexual intercourse, lying, 
slandering. abusive language. idle and useless talk, drinking intoxicants 
and unrighteous livelihood. 

It is also essential that he should practise these Paramitas :
Dana.-Charity. 
Sila.-Active altruism and harmony in word, thought and deed. 
Nayis Kramya.-Renunciation of self and everything that belongs to 

one's personality. 
Prajna.-Knowledge or wisdom, which gives one the power of dis-

crimination. 
Vi'ya.-" Dauntless energ-y that fights its way to the Supernal Truth." 
Kshanti.-Unswerving patience under the most trying persecution. 
Sarya.-Truth under aU trials and difficulties. 
Adhistalu.-Will power that gives strength to carry out one's pledges 

in the Upward Path. 
Maitri.-Universallove and kindness to all living beings. 
Upeksha.-Tranquil perfect indifference to pain and pleasure, praise 

or hlame. 
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A neophyte should be ever ready to listen to advice; to reflect, enquire 
and converse. The four requisites that are essential to one who is going 
on the Path are :-

I. Freedom from prejudice and partiality. 
2. Freedom from anger and hatred. 
3. Freedom from fear, and adherence to justice, regardless of con

sequences. 
4. Freedom from ignorance. 

Buddha Gaya. H. DHAMMAPALA, F.T.S. 

~HE term" Psychical Research" is one which has come into general 
®. use within the last few years to denote the investigation of abnormal 
phenomena in connection with our faculties of perception, consciousness, 
and will. There is a sort of secondary meaning attached to the term which 
limits it to so-called" scientific" investigation. The term appears to have 
been put forward, at first with many apologies, but latterly with more 
boldness, to cover the tentative advances of modern investigators into the 
region of the super-physical or meta-physical, a region which materialistic 
science-still much in vogue, but evidently breaking down before a mass of 
accumulating evidence-had postulated as non-existent. It is a curious 
failing of modern science, which arrogates to itself the last word and the 
most comprehensive theory of the universe, that where it treads in the 
footsteps of former investigators and is compelled to admit their facts and 
recognise their theories, it coins a new term and then quietly appropriates 
the theory under this term, and puts it forward as if it had never been heard 
of before. Witness in this respect the conversion of" Mesmerism" into 
"Hypnotism ", the coining of such a term as " Telepathy" to cover the 
phenomena of the" interaction of mind upon mind otherwise than through 
the recognised channels of sense", and the use of the general term 
.• Psychical Research" to cover a cautious admission of the possibility of 
abnormal phenomena, which until quite recently were regarded as the 
creations of a morbid and superstitious credulity. "Psychical Research" 
must in no way be confounded with" Occultism", or with" Occult Science". 

The region in which "Psychical Research" is now groping its 
way has been a familiar one to students of Occult Science in all ages, and 
the tentative theories now advanced under new names may be found in the 
teachings of sages, philosophers and occultists as far back as literary 
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records can go. Rapid as has been the advance during the present 
century, it has been merely a recovery of lost ground, and to-day we are 
distinctly and essentially behind the best that was taught centuries and 
ages ago. This is proved by the fact that much that is now advanced in 
fact or in theory by modern investigators and thinkers is but a revindication 
of ancient doctrines. 

\Vhat we are concerned with now is to show how" Psychical Research" 
is on the road to vindicate the teachings of modern Theosophy, which is 
itself but a re-presentation of ancient and almost forgotten truths; which 
claims to be no new doctrine, hut truly and essentially the "ancient 
Wisdom Religion ". 

In 1882 a Society was organised for the purpose of a systematic and 
" scientific" investigation of certain abnormal phenomena, the title of the 
Society being" The Society for Psychical Research ". Now it is well 
known that at an early stage of its history, in 1885, this Society came into 
conflict with the Theosophical Society through an adverse report which it 
issued respecting the phenomena which Madame Blavatsky performed in 
the presence of so many credible witnesses. That report was considered 
at the time, by the Psychical Researchers, to be so damaging that it would 
prove the death blow of Theosophy and the Theosophical Society. How 
far this has been from the actual event is now a matter of history. The 
Society lost very few adherents through that report, it rather seemed to 
gain in strength thereby, and to-day the teachings of Theosophy are widely 
known and accepted among all classes of the community. 

Meanwhile the subject of Psychical Research has been attracting more 
and more attention, and many phenomena have come to be recognised as 
genuine, and have been invested with a certain amount of scientific value, 
which previously were ridiculed by our scientific investigators as belonging 
altogether to the region of " superstition". There is still a vast amount of 
prejudice to he broken down in this direction, hut the outspoken words of 
Professor Oliver J. Lodge at the recent meeting of the British Association 
are significant of the direction in which our scientists are likely to travel. 

In 1886 three prominent members of the Society for Psychical Research 
published a bulky work in two volumes entitled" Phantasms of the Living", 
in which are recorded a large number of authenticated instances of thought 
transference or "Telepathy", and of the" projection of the double ", or 
"Astral Body". In addition to this the Proceedings of the Society 
contain many authenticated instances of clairvoyance, of apparitions of the 
dead, and of mesmeric or hypnotic and other experiments. 

\Ve have now before us another goodly record of abnormal phenomena, 
collected and published by Mr. W. T. Stead in the Christmas number of 
the Review of Reviews. Mr. Stead quotes somewhat largely from the works 
above mentioned, but in addition to this he has collected a great number of 
c;a£es which have not hitherto been published, and he has arranged and 
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classified the phenomena under various distinct groups, and invested the 
whole subject with a considerable amount of literary and scientific value. 

All this points to something more than a mere passing interest in 
" occult" phenomena. There are many people who will run alter the 
marvellous in any shape or form, with an unhealthy and morbid appetite 
for the "supernatural" and sensational. But the present movement is 
something more than this. It points to a genuine advance of human 
knowledge into regions which have hitherto been supposed by the majority 
to be inaccessible; it points to a breaking down of the arbitrary line which 
a superstitious religion has drawn hetween the natural and the st. per. 
natural; it points to a vaster and nobler conception of man's nature and 
latent powers, and a deeper knowledge of his relation to the universe; it 
points to a speedy ,"indication of many of the teachings of Theosophy. 

Now whatever may be the future history of the Theosophical Society 
as such, or of Theosophy as a distinct system of teaching, there can be no 
question as to the influence and predominance of the leading principles of 
Theosophy in the immediate future. On every hand we are making our 
influence felt. It does not matter that ollr doctrines are quietly appropriated 
without acknowledgment. \Vhether Theosophists do or do not obtain the 
credit due to them for impressing these doctrines upon the present century 
is a matter of little moment. The main thing is that humanity should 
recognise and act up to the nobler ideal, the fuller knowledge. which is 
presented to them. 

But while Theosophists may, and should personally, be careless as to 
where the credit falls, so long as humanity benefits, there is a very natural 
desire to justify their teachings and their TEACHER in all cases where these 
are attacked and discredited. 

We owe our knowledge of the Ancient \\'isdom Religion to Madame 
Blavatsky. Though we are now able to recognise its teachings in exoteric 
records which have long been before the world, the Key was given to us by 
her, and those who had the privilege of studying under her personal 
direction, or who have entered deeply into the teachings of the Secret 
Doctrine, have found the key to be one of inestimable value; one that has 
unlocked for them the secrets of life and death which they had hitherto 
perhaps despaired of penetrating. 

Shall we not justify our TEACHER? Many who will not openly' 
associate themselves with the Theosophical Society are quietly adopting 
our teachings, and even putting them forward as their own inspirations. 
\Vhether it be in the province of science, of philosophy, or of religion, we 
find that the latest word is confirmatory of Theosophy, if not explicitly 
Theosophical. Our teachings, while ridiculed under their direct and proper 
appellation, are put forward in another guise. 

It is somewhat amusing, for instance, to find the follOwing in the pages 
of" Phantasms ofthe Living '., vol. I., page 23 1 :-" The more these little. 
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known paths of psychology are explored, the more difficult will it appear to 
round off the idea of personality, or to measure human existence by the 
limits of the phenomenal self. Now the very nature of this difficulty 
cannot but suggest a deeper sclution than the mere connection of various 
streams of psychic life with a single organism. It sugge!>ts the hypothesis 
that a single individuality may have its psychical being, so to speak, on 
different planes; that the stray fragments of 'unconscious intelligence " 
and the alternating selves of 'double consciousness' belong really to a 
more fundamental unity, which finds in what we call life very imperfect 
conditions of manifestation; and that the self which ordinary men 
habitually regard as their proper individuality, may after all be only a 
partial emergence. And this hypothesis would readily embrace and explain 
the special telepathic fact in question, while itself drawing from that fact a 
fresh support. By its aid we can at once picture to ourselves how it should 
be that the near approach of death is a condition exceptionally favourable 
for telepathic action, even though vital faculties seem all withdrawn, and 
the familiar self has lapsed to the very threshold of consciousness. For to 
the hidden and completer self the imminence of the great change may be 
apparent in its full and unique impressiveness; nay, death itself may be 
recognised, for aught we can tell, not as a cessation but as a liberation of 
energy." 

We recognise Theosophy in every line of this: it is the very ~ssence 
of our concept of man as a complex being existing on several planes of 
consciousness; and not only does Theosophy teach this, but gives very 
definite instruction as to the number and relations of the various planes. 
As Theosophical teaching this would be of course rejected by the authors of 
.. Phantasms of the Living ", who regard Theosophy as "merely a richauffe 
of ancient philosophies, decked in novel language, and supported by 
ingenious fraud" (II. xlvii.); yet it is now put forward by them as a newly 
suggested hypothesis, the result of their own limited observations. Not 
only is there thus a direct confirmation of the teachings of Theosophy in this 
work, but even much to confirm the possibility of the very phenomena 
which the authors have condemned as "ingenious fraud". 

Let us examine a further quotation, vol. I, page Ii.: "I claim at least 
that any presumption which science had established against the possibility 
of spiritual communion is now rebutted; and that inasmuch as it can no 
longer be affirmed that our minds- are closed to all influences save such as 
reach them through the sensory avenues, the Materialist must admit that 
it is no longer an unsupported dream but a serious scientific possibility, 
that, if any intelligences do in fact exist other than those of living men, 
influences from those intelligences may he conveyed to our mind, and may 
remain either below the threshold of consciousness, or rise into definite 
consciousness, according as the presence or absence of competing stimuli, 
or other causes as yet unknown to us, may determine t'. 
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Here we haye opened out the whole field of mediumship as a "serious 
scientific possibility"; and if we take in conjunction with this the theory 
which is really the basis of the whole work, that a telepathic impulse from 
one person to another may result in an apparently external objective form, 
we have a "serious scientific possibility" in connection with many of the 
phenomena which were pronounced to be "frauds" in the S.P.R. report. 

\Ve shall endeavour now to show more in detail how the teachings of 
Theosophy are supported by the latest contribution to the subject of 
Psychical Research, in the collection of "Real Ghost Stories" already 
referred to as the Christmas number of the Review of Reviews. This 
work forms a cheap and handy book within the reach of all, and is therefore 
a very convenient one as illustrating the subject. It must be understood, 
however, that this work is taken for reference solely on this account, and 
that the specific instances taken fr0111 it in illustration of any point are not 
quoted as absolute proof of the teachings put forward, but merely as an 
illustration of the evidence which is now being educed. The teachings of 
Theosophy are definite enough; whether they are as yet !>ufficiently con
firmed by the evidence now collected is a matter for individual judgment. 

The subject divides itself naturally into two parts, first the classification 
of phenomena, and secondly the theory or doctrine which the phenomena 
tend to confirm. 

\V. KINGSLAND, F.T.S. 
(To be continued.) 

J\n ctutlim af tbt "~urtt lladrim". 
IV. 

SUMMARY. 

The Mystery of the Seven. The Sevenfold Hosts of Formative Powers. 

~ T the dawn of Universal Day, faint lines of difference marking off 
~ the one Infinite Being into separate lives begin to appear. These 
lines of difference are gradually to become wider and wider, till at last, on 
the outermost, lowest range of life, the separate lives will appear quite 
isolated from each other, and quite isolated from the One. 

But at first the lines of demarcation are so imperceptible that each 
one of these separated lives, each one of these doors to the inner majesty 
of the Infinite, appears almost one with the One Life, and almost possesses 
the fulness and power of the One Life. This pure and lofty state is shared 
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by every separate unit of life at the dawn of Universal Day; and to this 
pure and lofty state each unit will return in the evening twilight, before the 
Universal Night. The purity of the dawn of Universal Day is the purity 
of unfallen innocence; the purity of the evening twilight is the purity of full 
knowledge. 

Each unit of life in its lofty state, in the dawn, is closely united in 
almost unseparated life with every other unit of life: and each unit is 
endowed with the twin powers of Consciousness and Will; tht: power to 
perceive, and the power to generate perceptions. 

The wills of these almost divine units of life, working in harmony, give 
birth to the rhythmic chains of images whicQ make up the manifested 
universe. These chains of images are regarded as illusory because they 
take birth in the apparent separation of the really united powers of 
Consciousness and Will; and, as the cause which gives rise to them is 
thus only apparent and temporary, they are ah.o only apparent and 
temporary, not eternally real. 

But as the chains of images exist from the dawn to the evening twilight 
of l:niversal Day, they are temporarily real; and, with this proviso, we 
shall treat them as real in subsequent sections, discussing their forms and 
successions without further allusion to their illusory nature. The almost 
divine units of life produce the worlds by the activity of their wil.1s, acting 
in harmony, and it appears that this activity is in a mysterious sense 
sevenfold; that there are seven sides or modes of this activity; and that, 
consequently, the almost divine units of life may be said to fall into seven
fold groups. It is difficult to find any essential reason for this sevenfold 
division; but the following considerations may, at any rate, illustratt: the 
idea. We have likened these units of life to the facets of a diamond; and if 
these facets are conceived as circular, that is, of a perfect, unmodified 
form, it will be seen that around each circle are grouped six other circles, 
making up with it a sevenfold group. If these circles expand so as to 
bring their circumferences into intimate contact, their mutual pressure will 
mould them into symmetrical six-sided figures, or regular hexagons: each 
of which will he surrounded by six other hexagons, making with it a 
sevenfold group; just as the cells in a honeycomb become regular 
hexagons. And each group being surrounded by six others, makes up, 
with it, a sevenfold larger group. 

In this way we may conceiv.! that the facets of the infinite diamond, 
by which we have symbolised the One Infinite Life, are forced by the 
necessity of their being into sevenfold, symmetrical groups; and that the 
almost divine units of life, formed by the first differentiation of the One, 
are driven by the same necessity to fall into sevenfold groups; and that, 
for this reason, their united wills which give birth to the chains of images 
and worlds are forced to act in seven modes, or to put forth seven-sided 
impulses of formation. 
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By reason of these seven modes of Will, the almost divine units of 
life are united with sevenfold hosts, or seven Formative Powers, the units 
in each of which are innumerable. The sevenfold mode of manifestation, 
which has its cause in the division of the One into seven Formative 
Powers, will be seen to reappear in every range and plane of life; and, 
further, will be seen to determine the division of manifested life into 
seven ranges or planes of perception: seven modes in which the Conscious
ness and Will of each unit and of all units confront each other. We shall 
have most to say of these seven ranges of life further on; at present we 
will return to the mystery of the seven. 'We have seen that one circle 
may be circumscribed by six equal circles, making with it a sevenfold 
group; and that pressure will resolve these circles into sevenfold groups 
of regular hexagons, one of the three regular figures which will fill up 
plane space. Whatever number of regular hexagons be drawn, in contact, 
we shall still always have each one surrounded by six others, thus making 
up a series of sevenfold groups. 

This property of circles and hexagons is one reason for the repeated 
appearance of the circle, and the ratio of its circumference to the diameter, 
which is also the diameter of the inscribed hexagon, in the symbology of 
the fourth Stanza of Dzyan. 

The other regular figures which will fill up plane space are the square 
and the equilateral triangle. The equilateral triangles when placed 
together fall into regular hexagons, and thus into the same sevenfold 
groups. If the square be repres~nted by a cube in space of three 
dimensions, it will be found that cubes will similarly fill up that space in 
groups of seven, one cube in each of "the six directions of space, and one 
in the middle", in the words of the Stanzas. 

It appears therefore-that both plane space, or space of two dimensions, 
are filled up by sevenfold groups of hexagons and cubes respectively. We 
do not know whether this investigation has been carried out theoretically 
for other dimensions of space; but apparently the same law would hold 
true. 

This is probably one reason for the use of the triangle, cube, and circle 
in that part of the Stanzas which deals with the modelling of the maniff!sted 
universe in space. 

Another cause of the sevenfold processes of manifestation seems to be 
this: let a point be taken to symbolise the beginning of manifestation; the 
vibration of this point will produce a finite straight line; now a finite 
straight line is an ellipse whose minor axis is zero; let this minor axis 
become a finite quantity, though still less than the major axis; we shall 
thus have three stages of manifestation: first, the point-an ellipse of which 
both axes are zero; second, the line-an ellipse of which one axis is zero j 

thi~dly.' an .ellipse with 1;lnequal axes. If the axes become equal, we shall 
have that special forJ;ll of ellipse which is called a circle, as the fourth stage; 
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and the circle will pass back to the point through three similar stages, 
thus making the cycle of manifestation in a series of seven; namely: point, 
verticle line, prolate ellipse, circle, oblate ellipse, horizontal line, and point. 
This can be demonstrated very beautifully in a wen-known experiment with 
two tuning forks at right angles, to each of which a mirror is attached; a 
beam of light falling on the first mirror being reflected to the second, and 
thence to a screen. The point of light will_go through the seven forms we 
have noted. It is impossible to fully explain this familiar experiment with
out diagrams; but it is well worth studying as an illustration of gradual 
permutations of form through seven types. These seven types are gener
ated from three elements; the spot of light, the horizontal movement of 
one mirror and the vertical movement of the other. 

In general three elements can be arranged in seven ways: the first 
three being each element taken separately; the second three being the 
elements taken in pairs; and the seventh being the three elements taken 
together. This is one explanation of the derivation of the Seven from the 
Three in the Secret Doct,ine; as the Three were already derived from the 
One. 

It is unnecessary to go further into the mysteries of these numbers; 
enough has been said to illustrate and in part to explain the division of the 
almost divine units of life into sevenfold groups, and Seven Hosts of 
Formative Powers. c.]. 

I. I 

~ llisit to ~bolingbur. 

FE\V weeks ago I had the pleasure of visiting Sholinghur, a place 
some sixty miles inland from Madras, and as there is much of 
interest there, to the student of Occultism, a short description of the 

locality and its traditions may perhaps be welcome to the readers of 
LUCIFER. 

The immediate object of my visit was an official one, namely to open 
a new Branch of the Society, and also a Reading Room, both of which 
branches of activity owe their existence to the untiring exertions of our 
brother V. Co~ppoos~a~i Iyer.. . " 

After an eight miles dnve In bullock-bandies from the railway station, 
over a road mal.le doubly rugged by the recent heavy rains, and after cross
ing several flooded nullahs, we arrived at our destination. 

The Reading Room itself is built outside Sholinghur, at a distance of 
one-and-a-quarter miles. The locality in which it is situated is called 
Ghatikachelam, which means" the place where Moksha was attained in 
Ghatika (a moment) ". It is with a description of this place, therefore, 
rather than of Sholinghur itself, that I propose to deal. 

There are fourteen peaks immediately surrounding Ghatikachelam, 
three to the east, four to the north, three to the north-east, three to the 
west, and one to the south. All of them are in the highest degree pictur-
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esque. There is plenty of contrast here and no approach to monotony 
about the hills, which abound in graceful peaks on all sides, and though 
they present from below somewhat of a bleak appearance, a closer inspec
tion shows the valleys to be covered with the luxuriant foliage of many trees. 

It is a lovely spot. On all sides of Ghatikachelam are the hills, those 
close by looking majestic and grand with their rugged tops, those in the 
distance softened, and so to speak, idealised by the soft blue haze that 
surrounds them. Certainly 5holinghur and its locality are favoured by 
nature and ancient traditions; current local reports and other evidences 
tend to show that it is favoured too in other ways. It is said that Great 
Beings visit the hills around frOlL time to time, if they do not actually 
inhabit them, which may be the case; there is in my humble opinion at all 
events sufficient evidence to show that Sholinghur is a place frequently 
visited by sages. The independent testimony of a large number of 
Brahmins tends to confirm me in my belief. One Brahmin brother pointed 
out to me a peculiar kind of shrub. which is rare and only to be found in a 
few localities, and wherever it is found it is said to be an indication that 
great Yogis live near. This is interesting, but of course no direct proof. 
The other evidence consists chiefly of reports of those priests and others 
who have more or less direct evidence on the point. 

There are two principal hill-peaks close to Ghatikachelam, both having 
sacred temples on their summits, the higher of the two is called 
"Narasimhaswami's Hill ". The temple here is dedicated to Narasimha 
(the Man-Lion God); that on the smaller one to Hanuman (the Monkey 
God). As time only allowed a visit to the larger temple, 1 can only give a 
description of this and its surroundings. 

From the plain to the summit of the peak is a distance of about two 
miles. The ascent is very steep, and in former days was attended with 
almost insuperable difficulties owing to the ruggedness of the hill-side. 
Help, however, came to the devotees in the following manner. In the old 
days, before British rule held sway over India, a certain individual fell into 
great arrears in the payment of tribute to his Rajah. 50 behindhand did he 
get that when he at last made up his mind to pay he found that from seven 
to eight lakhs of rupees was the "demnition total" of his debts. On his 
way to his creditor, he had to pass by Ghatikachelam, and, like a good 
Hindu, determined to pay his respects to the sacred temple. He was 
particularly impressed by the difficulty and painfulness of the ascent, and 
resolved to keep back one of the lakhs of rupees and devote it to the making 
of steps up the hill, with a view to lightening the labours of the many 
pilgrims. Possibly he was foolish to controvert the saying that suggests 
to mankind the advisability of heing just before generous; but events 
proved the contrary in this case. On arrival, he informed the Rajah that 
he had retained a lakh of rupees for the purpose above mentioned, and 
handed over the balance of seven lakhs. The Rajah, overjoyed at receiving 
so much ready monty, in the fulness of his heart contributed one of the 
lakhs to the previously established" Fund for providing steps for Pilgrims ", 
and two lakhs of rupees were thus placed at the disposal of the philanthro
pist. Thus, through the kindness of the Rajah and his debtor, pilgrims are 
now enabled to make the ascent to the temple with comparative ease. 

As the early morning appeared most suitable for our ascent, we left 
the camp at about 6 a.m. The sun had not fully risen, the dew was on the 
grass, and the air was delightfully cool and fresh. 

Seen from below the hill presents a two-peaked aspect, and only the 
front part or entrance gateway of the temple, which is situated on the more 
distant peak, can be seen. The other peak consists of an enormous mass 
of rock, acting as it were the part of sentinel to the sacred building 
behind it. 

The ascent, in spite of the Rajah's steps, was laborious enough, and 
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several halts were called at the numerous """,tapams (rest-houses) on the 
way up. But the beauty and tranquillity of the scene at the summit amply 
repaid our trouble-as a certain Brahmin of the party, who had manifested 
a strong desire to lie down and go to sleep on the way up, was ready to 
admit. 

The temple in itself is an old and venerable pile, with a beautiful 
entrance-gate and steps. The actual body of the building itself, which is 
in a species of court-yard, is not so attractive, being low in height, and 
having a rather insignificant appearance. To really appreciate the temple 
one should regard it altogether, gateway, main hall, and outer buildings. 
Not being one of the "Twice-born" I was not permitted to enter the 
temple itself, and was fain to content myself with furtive peeps through the 
narrow windows. 

The interior of the temple, I am informed, is extremely gloomy and is 
divided into various chambers or compartments. 

The image within has the reputation of possessing properties for the 
curing of diseases. In front of the image is a largeyantra (a receptacle for 
or centre of magnetic power). Large numbers of sufferers resort to the 
temples for alleviation, and the God is supposed to inform them in their 
dreams when they are cured and fit to go on their way. 

Let me digress here and give a short account of the history and tradition 
of the building. One of the members of the Sholinghur Branch, with great 
kindness, sent me a copy of a Sanskrit book in Telugu characters, called 
Ghatikachela Kshetra MdJultmyam. This is a Stahla Purana, i.e., one treating 
of the sacredness of a particular place. I am indebted to our Adyar Library 
Pundit for the following notes from the book in question. 

The Rishi Parashara gave out the information contained in the book 
to the other Rishis when they asked him for some account of King Indra 
Dyumna. 

The Puratta begins with the history of this King of Madura, who is said 
to have attained to Brahminhood only after making tapas (penances) at 
Ghatikachelam, he having been directed there by Paramashiva himself. 
The God Narasimha appeared to him there and blessed him, and thereupon, 
with the assistance of Hanuman, the Monkey God, sent by Narasimha, the 
king destroyed the Rakshasas who disturbed thl:: peace of the Rishis during 
their meditations. The place, unlike others, does not owe its sacredness to 
any particular Rishi; for its sanctity is said to have existed from time 
immemorial. The seven great Rishis are said to reside here. 

Images a.nd so-called idols, as every Theosophist knows, like talismans, 
are simply centres of force. They are often endowed with magnetic pro
perties by Adepts, and thus become potent centres of magnetic force. The 
properties of the image are said to be renewed from time to time as occasion 
requires. The temple of Ghatikachelam has the reputation of healing 
disease, not only on account of its specific magnetic qualities but also by 
reason of its position, where the health-giving mountain air tends greatly 
in itself to the cure of sickness. 

Whilst my companions were paying their respects in the interior of the 
temple I remained outside, giving my homage to the Goddess Nature. 
Truly she was to be seen at her best. The power of the sun was just 
becoming perceptible, and the morning mist was being broken up on all sides. 
Through the rifts I could see the waters of the sacred lake below gleaming 
with the half-veiled light. Not a single human creature was visible. 
Everywhere silence reigned, save for those numerous indescribable nature
sounds, which together make up the one great nature-note. But better 
pens than mine have before now described early morning on a mountain
top, and I will not run the risk of wearying my readers. It does everyone 
good to be alone with nature, and the Theosophist should especially value 
such opportunities, for he comes on these occasions nearer to learning some-
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thing of the real meaning of those words in the Voice of fht SiltnCf: " For as 
the sacred river's roaring voice, whereby all nature· sounds are echoed back, 
so must the heart of him' who in the stream would enter' thrill in response 
to every sigh and thought of all that lives and breathes ". 

The guardian of the temple is an old man, blind and bellt with the 
weight of years. The officiating priests live in the plains below, and ascend 
every morning to perform their duties, Through constant practice they are 
able to ascend at a run, in a very few minutes, the steps which take the 
ordinary pilgrim some half-an-hour's hard toiling to surmount, 

The old custodian informed us that some ten years back he had often 
known of great Yogis visiting the temple, but that when they came near 
him he always became confused, and could see and remember nothing. He 
went on to say that of late years he thought none had been there. \Vhether 
this is so or not, it is certain, as Virgil says somewhere: "The fame still 
haunts the place", and the whole locality has a distinctly purifying and sancti
fying influence. 

Few branches of the Society have such fa vourable surroundings and con
ditions as those with which the Sholinghur Branch has started its work, and the 
band of workers, who, under the presidentship of our Brother Cooppooswami 
Iyer, have formed themselves into a Branch, should have before them in 
the future a good and useful field of activity. On this account it is hoped 
that this short description of Sholinghur will prove of special interest to the 
readers of LUCIFER. 

SYDNEY V. EDGE. 

1ragmtltts from an Inbian ~ote Ilook. 
THE FALL OF INDIA. 

I. 
<!::!. 
~~ T was a little more than five thousand .. years ago, just before the great 
d!l war of K,lru Kshetra, that the events I am trying to depict took 
place; the Pdndavas, headed by their eldest, Ylldhishthira, had completed their 
terms of exile and claimed their own share of the kingdom. The Kauravas, 
headed nominally by lJhritarashtra but virtually by the eldest of his hundred 
sons, DIITyodhana, were determined not to allow thePdndavas even the smallest 
quantity of land. The Pandavas and the Kallravas were cousins, and they 
both were the most powerful of the royal dynasties in India. DuryodJurna then 
ruled the whole of India as the" Lord of Kings". The weapons they 
knew the use of were (I) the common arrows, swords, mace, etc., (2) the 
arrows which would multiply by some occult process on their way, (3) the 
Agneyastras or weapons of fire, (4) the MantTa Astras or weapons made 
powerful by the Mantras, and (5) the Divya AstTas or weapons received from 
higher heings. In addition to the above, some unscrupulous warriors, 
chiefly the Raksluzsas and Daityas, the remnants of the Atlanteans, used 
Maya or extended hallucination. 

War had not yet been declared, and the Ptindavas, though cruelly 
wronged and grossly insulted, tried their best. to settle amicably: they would 
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be content, they said, to have only five villages as their own; but Du,yodhana 
would never give his consent even to this. It was at this time that our 
Rishis came to D",)'odhana one after another, to induce D"'J'0dhalla to avoid 
the war. Their instructions, their predictions, one after another, as they 
failed, form the most heautiful product of human spiritual insight and 
knowledge of the laws of nature. They have been mostly recorded in that 
most instructive hook in the world, the Mahdblul,ata. Five thousand years 
have passed and still India mourns the loss of her brave sons in that 
Grand \Var. India never could recover from the shock, the Masters re
treated into holier regions, KaJi Yllga set in with the death of Sh" K,isl",a • 

. her sons degenerated, the Ast,as became gradually forgotten, black magic 
began to be practised on a large scale, and the sin had to be washed out by 
a process of purification, the intense agony and sufferings of which are 
known to India alone. 

The incidents related in the Mahiibhd,ata have an allegorical meaning; 
Dh,ita,dsht,a (the holder of the kingdom) is Manas; DII'YlJdhana (difficult to 
fight with) is K,ima influencing and paralyzing Manas; Ylldhistl,i,a (firm in 
fight) is our spiritu:l.l devotbn; Bhima., the younger born of Vtiyll, is our 
strength of purpose; A ,j,ma, horn of Illdra, the God of .A ktisha, should 
be recognised by a student of Occultism as--; /("", Kslut", means the 
Plain of Action or Duty. 

The" Preparation before the \Var", as the fifth book is named, is our 
probationary period be/o,,; we h!we completely rtmsed ou, memits; I would there
fore recommend every pro~ationer to read that Parvall (joint) of the 
Mahdbhd,ata, attentively. 

II. 

The great sin of the war had fallen on India, the war was over, the 
Pill1davlIs had won, the KallravlIs were slain. The war was, however, 
ruinous to both parties; only three on the side of the Ka",avas and seven of 
Pcindavas survived; the hundred sons of DIr,ita,tisht,a were all dead, and he 
himself shortly after went into exile and died. 

The Ptindavas reigned for some time, then they tried to cross the Hima
layas, in attempting which all of them, except their eldest, died. 

The descendants of Sh,t K,ishna in the meantime had killed each other 
in a drunken brawl, and SII,t K,islma himself was killed by a hunter who 
mistook him for a deer. 

Kali Yttga set in, the Risltis were more and more rarely seen, they had 
all retired to a particular spot, where Kali's influence could not be felt. 

Darkness fell over India, the White Path (Shukla Ma,ga) hecame 
gradually forgotten and was replaced by the Black. The ancient civiliza
tion was gradually forgotten, the people sank into superstitious ignorance, 
the rulers were engaged in incessant civil wars, till they were swept away 
by the ruthless Mahomedans. 
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I would not touch upon the reign of Vikrarnadit)'a or the rise and 
spread of Buddhism in India; my object is not to write a history, but to 
trace the causes which led to the Fall of India. 

To me it appears that the national sin of the bloody war of Kllrll 

Kshdra, and also the equally bloody war of extirpating the Baluldhas, have 
led to the present degraded condition of India; the only wonder is that she 
still lives. 

,..S with a physical body, so with a nation, want of effort to slIstain life, 
disunion among the members which all go their own way, the presence of 
vultures pouncing upon the body-all these are signs of approaching death. 

On the other hand, India has suffered long and terribly-is still suffer
ing; the Rishis have not wholly deserted her, there is still a spark of lif~ 

left, and as long as there is life there is hope. 
Is there any necessity why India should live? Yes; the necessity 

is in the fact that the wisdom and the teachings of the Great Adepts are 
still in the keeping of India, and the coming generations must be saved 
from crass materialism by such teachings, once again before the world. 

Yudhisthira, the eldest of the P,hd.1f1OS, was horn of Dharma, BMllla of 
Vtiyu, and Arjuna (also named Nora or Ego, the friend of Narayal/a, the 
Logos) is born of IlIIlra, the God of A k(ishtl. The remaining two were twins. 
\Vhile remaining concealed in the I<ingdom of Virirta (meaning the 
manifested Cosmos), the twins sen'ed as the keepers of the cows and 
horses, Arjuna became sexless, Bhilll:l supplied food to all, and the eldest 
\tas the minister. The allegorical meaning is not now difficult to find. 
Their common wife was called Krislm(i, who, says a Puralla, became 
merged in the body of Shi Krisilll.l. There remains hut another, 
the illegitimate child of their mother Kama, the eternal enemy of A rjuna ; 

he always sided with the KallyOthlS, who supported him. 
"Yudhisthira is the great tree of Dharma," says the Mahftbh(irata, 

." while Duryodlul1ItI is the great tree of sin." 
(The five Pan.iaMs are (I) Ylldhisthir", (2) BMma, (3) Arjlllla, (4) Nakllll, 

and (5) SaJlfldeva.) 

III. 

The life and Karma of a nation are somewhat similar to the life and 
Karma of a family of that nation; in Bengal hundreds of families have been 
ruined by disunion and disputes between brothers and cousins; the result 
is not only poverty but imlllorality, death of children, a degraded com
hination of narrow selfishness and want of intelligence; the descendants 
generally become lazy, ignorant, wanting in resources to support themselves, 
and at last die out. 

Selfishness and wickedness may 110t be so ruinous to other nations, but 
they arc r:uinous to us Hindus. The cause is not far to seek; the civiliza
tion of the Hindus was based on Dharma, while the modern civili~ation of 
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Europe is based on Intellect. The European civilization has therefore to 
fear three things most of all :-

(I) The undue prevalence of materialistic views, resulting in the decay 
of Intellect. 

(2) Increase of selfishness overpowering Intellect; the result would be an 
international war, in which all the nations would take part; some barbarian 
tribe would then overrun the exhausted countries, sweeping every vestige 
of civilization before it. 

(3) Practice of hlack magic on an extensive scale, the germs of which 
have heen planted by spiritualism and hypnotism. This is always too much 
for mother earth to bear, and she shakes off the hiting insects from her 
body. 

History repeats itself; the history of Haval/a, the powerful King-Magician 
of the Fourth Race, of the ASllras "who built cities, palaces, iron roads, 
flying cows, impregnable forts, etc. ", and who could only be killed when 
they were persuaded to follow the materialistic doctrines of Brihaspati, and 
of the war of Ktt1'1l Kshetra, are to this day lessons for the 'Vest to learn and 
profit by. The imperishable records of our 'Visdom Teachers may be 
disbelieved, rejected and scorned; not the less will they point out the 
danger, the treacherous bank where so many vessels have stranded and 
sunk to rise no more. 

'Yere there no heroes Oil the soil of heroic .hyavarta when the 
foreig1lt:rs conquered it? History distorted by foreigners, still answers no. 
It was want of power to organise, to make a combined effort, to present 
a hold united front; it was worse than all these, malice and treachery on' 
India's own soil, among India's own sons, that resulted in_ her loss of 
political independence. The Dtvas show their displeasure by deranging our 
intellect, is the purport of a shloka once recited by a Pandit. The fall of 
India is not due to physical causes, as is erroneously supposed by many; 
nor is it due. as some wise men of the 'Vest say, to our having an abundance 
of food grains and edibles on account of the fertility of the soil. The innumer
able stone temples of most bea u tiful workmanship, studded a 11 over the country, 
the Cayes of Ellora, t he Causeway from India to Ceylon, the massive 
ancient stone buildings and Ghats, are not, cannot be, the sad remnants, 
after five thousand years, of the works of a nation which passed its time in 
idle thinking, and gradually fell into decay on account of very laziness. It 
could only be written hy one who has never read, never heard, anything 
of our Shlistras. 

Here is a short story. Not many miles from the place where I am 
now is a metalliferous lUine; it was owned by an enterprising European; he 
could discoYer lumps of metal but no vein, sometimes he found the promise 
of a vein, but it ended abruptly; ornaments, long worn out by use, could 
he found on searching the huts of hill tribes in the vicinity, made of F"Te 
gold (the savages of course did not know that it was so valuable). The 
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proprietor at last hrought some experts from Europe; they made a sifting 
enquiry and discovered that it was a rich gold mine, which must have been 
worked for hund,eds of years. "'as it the work of an ease-loving, slothful 
nation? 

THE Y AKSHAS. 

In my boyhood, which was spent in the district of Hllgli, in Bengal, 
I was very fond of hearing stories, and my neighbours would often gladly 
oblige a sickly boy of shy retiring habits, who heard what they said 
"like one in Dhyana ". The following is called" Yak Deva" (consecrating 
to a Yaksha, a class of elementals having affinity with metals). When a 
rich man wished to enjoy his treasure in his next incarnation or keep the 
same for a future descendant of his, he would fill a large vessel, usually of 
copper, but sometimes earthen, with coins, and then cover it up with a 
dose-fitting lid. On tile lid would be placed, among other things, a gold 
coin, red sandal-wood, burning inc'!nse, iron, and the blood of a newly-sacri
ficed animal with its corpse. )Iantras would be chanted and the vessel silently 
laid in a deep hole at dead of night and covered with earth. Immediately 
after the ceremony the person should turn his back on the vessel and 
never again look at it. Thenceforth the treasure would be guarded by a 
Yakshll, whose visible form would be that of a huge poisonous snake, often 
that of a cobra. It is said that such snakes can never be charmed by 
Mantras. To a person discovering the treasure, if he were the right owner, 
the snake would be quite harmless and would simply glide out of sight, 
leaving him the possessor of the treasure. To another discovering the 
treasure by some magical ceremonies (for it cannot be discovered by 
another by any other means), the snake would hiss and show fight, 
and if killed and the treasure possessed, the wrongful owner would 
lose his children one by one and would at last die without a male 
descendant. 

To the rightful owner, the Yaksha would appear in dream, give him the 
exact information as to the locality of the treasure, after which its duty 
ends; the Yaksha would then leave the treasure for ever. 

'Vhen we find a man very wealthy but very a\-aricious, very fond of 
hoarding up his treasure, we say that he has been obsessed by a Yaksha and 
that his treasure belongs to the latter. 

The following are called Yama, the first step of Yoga :-. 

I. Ahimsa-Harmlessness. Def.-Regarding every being as one's 
own self, and doing good to them. 

2. Satya-Truthfulness. Def.-Speaking ont just as one has seen, 
heard, felt, and known-pro\'ided such would not injure others. ~o indeli
cate things should be given expression to, no bad things narrated of wise 
men or occultists, and no faults of others mentioned. 
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3. Ashteya-Honesty. Del.-Nothing belonging to others should be 
taken without proper judgment, even in danger-either mentally, by mere 
wurd (such as in jest) or by act. 

+. Brahmac1ui,),a-Celibacy. Def.-Want 01 desire for sexual inter· 
course, mentally, by word or deed. The above is for vowed celibates only. 

eefinition of Kr;ma.-The pleasure which the senses, the heart and the 
1llillJ (Lower Manas) derive when engaged in their own object. 

The above are all taken from our Sluistras. 

KALI PRASANNA MUKHERJI, F.T.S. 

--~- ... , .... -, --

io tbt OOlb lItar. 
Thou'rt passing hence, 0 sad Old Year, 
And comes thy passing all too soon, 
And the earth is hushed like a darken'd sphere 
Whose sun is eclipsed at noon! 
And round thy couch thy children stand, 
A ring of memories, hand in hand; 
\Vhile trembling teardrops well and fall 
III silent grief from the hearts of all, 
For the earth is filled with a sense, 

Old Year, 
Of grief at thy passing hence. 

\Vhat! art thou sad at the sight, Old Year, 
Of the fading forms that round thee throng? 
Or thinkest thou that every tear . 
Is shed for a byegone wrong? 
Ah no! old heart, it is not so, 
But the world is sad that thou shouldst go, 
And leave its chorus half unsung; 
For the weak and strong, and the old and young, 
And the glad and the sad of heart, 

Old Year, 
\ViIlmiss thy accustomed part. 

O'er earth a solemn silence reigns, 
And love is linked, with thoughts of thee, 
To all of beauty that remains, 
To garland thy sweet memory! 
,\nd the cenotaph that tlw world will raise 
To enroll thy name with the things we praise, 
\ViII also tell how we held thee dear 
For thy sunny joys, and thy bounteous cheer, 
Ah yes! and for all the pain, 

Old Year, 
\Ve never shall feel again! 

s. 
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THE MATTEI ELECTRO-HOM<EOPATHIC TREATMENT. 

THE remedies and treatment of Count Mattei will appeal to students of Occultism by 
reason of their conformity with the laws of correspondence in Nature. The vegetdble 
kingdom is the storehouse of" qualities ", the physical manifestation of the universal 
principle of" Form ". Herbal remedies heal disease by inducing their particular mode 
or quality into the human system and causing the Pr.ina to vibrate in that mode. Any 
incre:tse of strength that m~y be produced thereby, comes from our own store of 
vitality, hence ;t purely vegetable remedy merely stimulates for a timtl, and adds 
nothing directly to the stock of vitality. Herein indeed lies the whole theory of 
stimulants, which serve merely to liberate a portion of our stored-up prana. We feel 
the life tingling in the organs of action and sensation, and are under the delusion that 
force is passing into our system from without, whereas the fact is that it is passing out 
from within. Hence, after the temporary excitement has subsided, we are left poorer 
than before, like a glass of flat seltzer water which is aroused to renewed effen·escer.ce 
by being stirred up. Mattei, howe\"er, adds (as he claims) the vital principle to his 
drugs, thus rendering them dual in their composition, for they now contain both force 
and form; hence they do not rob the system. How this vital energy is imparted is 
not m.tde known. but his variously·coloured .. electricities" suggest the experiment of 
vitalising water by exposing it to the sun in coloured hottles (Fate and For/Nile. Sept., 
1890). The colours of these electricities and their uses will be suggestive to students 
of occult correspondences. They are, chemically spCilkmg. pure colourless water, hut 
are called respecti\'ely white, red, yellow, green lmd blue. The red and blue are called 
positi\"'e, the green and yellow negative, the white neutral. The red and yellow are 
stimulating and heating, the blue and green sedath'e and cooling. The red and blue 
are applied to the right side of the body. the green and yellow to the left. Count 
Mattei's directions as to the application of the extcJ'll.Il remedies show a considemble 
acquaintancc with physlOlogic.1I correspondcnceli. ,..., •. 

H. 1. Evm:, F.1.S. 

T. L. HARRIS. 

I request permission to prote~t in your mag'lzinc against the 'Editorial attack 
made upon T. L. Harris and his adhercnts, in the No\'cmbcr number: and against 
your identification of the latter with those of the late Laurence Oliphant (I) : and to 
briefly present a lUore accurate statement of ~1r. Harris' central teaching than the 
trdvesty you bavc furnished (2), 

I desire to premise by observing that I ha\'e been prh'ately given to understand 
you do not accuse Mr. Harris in your article of personal \'iciousness, but only of the 
use of language in certain of his writings, which tends to the degradation of the public 
morals (3). 

It is e\'ident from your article that you ha\'c f"lIen into lht: serious t:rror of an 
unreserved belief in the identity of wh.tl you ttlrm thc .. school" of Llurence 
Oliphant with that of T. L. Harris, and from this it is c'!ually c\e.'lr that, at present. 
you know actu:tlly nothing at all of ~lr. H:u ris' " school" nor of the vital spirit of his 
teachings (4), 

Recognising the sincerity of your belit:f, and having for years profoundly 
reve~enced the noble spirit which has insflired your public work-especially your 
pubhc work for womankInd. I can fully understand how your mistaken belief aroused 
your indignation, and frankly and freely excuse and forgive it, and the undeser\'ed 
criticism of my brethren and our beloved friend, T. L, Harris. 

Acce{»t, therefore. I beg of you, what herein follows, as words addressed by one 
lover of hIS race to another, for the purpose of removing misconception l accept them 
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as spoken in the spirit of truth and of knowledge, arising O'Jt of intercourse with Mr. 
Harris and members of the B.N.L., in different parts of the world, extending o"er a 
period of nearly twenty years. a short part of the latter half of it having been spent in 
residence in the central home of the Urotherhood at Fount;.in Grove. 

Fully accepting what I believe I am correct in assuming to be your position; 
namely, that you do not charge :\Ir. Ilarris, but his language, with being uncle.1n; per
mit me to remind YOII that language in itself is neither clean nor unclean, but simply 
a vehicle to embody the quality imported into it by the reviewer, Wherefore, seemg 
that it is but word~ you censure because of the erotic character you see in them, who 
but yourself, and such as think with you, have imported that character into them? (5) 

COli pled with this is the fact that the book whose verbiage you have publicly 
criticised, is a prh'ately printed communication to pril'ate friends. It was gh'en to and 
accepted by the T.S. as such a private communication, and it was unknown to the 
public until you made it known. If therefore, any harm should come to the public 
morals from the quality you have discovered and made public, the fault rests with 
LUCIFER (5). 

Whether or not the T.S. teaching (if I have correctly apprehended it) be the 
higher--to attain perfection, humanity must stamp out sex and become sterilized (7); 
or the converse - that perfect Society is attained through sex purified and made per
fect, as emphasized by T. L. Harris, I do not here desire to question; but one thing I 
unhesitatingly affirm, namely, that to man T. L. Harris s.lys ;-You bemg in the male 
form and possessing the (godlike) power of generating an image of man, must refrain 
from using that power until the Divine ~lan, who is your Higher Life, possesses you 
from His own high and inmost plane, to your own lowest and outermost, lest the 
image generated possess only the form but not the spirit of man. Again, I likewise 
affirm that to woman he says ;-Guard watchfully your virgin state and maintain it 
in whole·souled integrity. , , , r A few lines lire omitted]. To you it is given 
to embody and give form to the Divine Idea. Through you the Christ of God 
descends, the Divine Man is manifested, God in form and fashion as a Man. One· 
Twain in counterpartal outwardness, but Twain·One in inscrutable Being. 

To attain this end, the Supreme Good, as re\'ealed in the concept of the Ideal by 
the m;m and the woman, must be loved and worshipped in race-service by each with 
the whole heart, soul, mind and strength, with unfaltering and unswerving faithfulness, 
whate'er may betide. So loving and so doing, the Ideal will be seen to be the indwell· 
ing operation of the" Counterpartal " or Higher Self, and the Twain will become One 
in God, who is the Only Life, Thus will every Man·Truth become One with his 
counterpartal Woman. Good and Illusion vanish in the Reality of the God·Idea 
embodied, manifested and glorified in a Divine Theo-Social Humanity. (8) 

This is the spirit and end of T. L. Harris' work, and there are numbers of noble 
men and women among the English·speaking people who are in heart·sympathy with 
him, and strh'ing with undaunted courage to win the Higher Life. lien and women, 
husbands and wives, twain yet reaching up to the unity, who are surely, e\'en though 
it may be but very slowly, ascending to their place amongst the children of Ule 
Highest. Surely, e\'en if slowly, is the Highest descending into them, to take full 
possession-e\'en into the sex·idea and sex-form; not effacing them but pUlifying; 
not degr<lding but exalting them, making them the holiest of holies within us, as 
is most fitting, seeing that through sex the Hight:st inc<lrn;ltes and becomes the Son 
of llan. (9) 

C, W. PEAKe!!;. 

I print the abO\'e, as 1 attacked )1r. Harris' writings, but having thus admitted 
a reply, 1 do not propose to prolong the correspondence. 1 append brief answers. 

(I) I spoke oi Laurence Oliphant as one of the most brilliant adherents of" the 
school based on the teaching of Mr. Thomas Lake Harris ". Everyone knows that 
Mr. Oliphant quarrelled with Mr, Harris, but that does not alter the fact that the 
former learned his ideas from Mr. Harris. As my attack, however, was on the writings 
of Mr. Harris, and not on those of Mr. Oliphant, there is no" identification" to Mr. 
Harris' detriment. 

(3) The" travesty" is carefully taken from Mr. Harris' writings, and the literal 
quotations carry sufficient condemnation. 

(3) There is no need for Mr. Pearce to be privately gi,'en to understand that 1 
do not accuse Mr. Harris of personal vice in Illy article. If he has read the article, he 

\ , 
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knows that I make no personal accusation. I do not know Mr. Harris, and certainly 
should not accuse him of \'ice on the strength of newspaper paragraphs. 

(.) Again I am made to doubt jf }lr. Pearce has read my arti:le. I have not 
spoken of the" school of L. Oliphant .. , but of that of Mr. Harris to which Mr.Oliphlnt 
belonged, and I distmctly say that it is "best to judge the school by the writings of its 
founder" and go on to criticise ~Ir. Harris' writings. 

(5) "Language in itself is neither clean nor unclean, but simply a vehicle to 
embody the quality imported into it by the reviewer "I So a man may fitly use 
obscene language, and anyone who protests against it is responsible for its vileness. I 
can only register my dissent flOm this theory, which would seem to imply that if a 
man is brought up in a police court for the use of foul language, the magistrate who 
condemns it as foul should be fined rather than the speaker. 

(6) A book presented to a public Society for use in its reading-room can hardly 
be regarded as a "communication to private friends ". I quite understand that Mr. 
Harris may object to its publication, but I published my article to warn the public 
against a private propaganda, which was attr.lcting some peuple who most certainly 
would not be attracted if they knew the end of the path the beginning of which was 
so promising. Publicity is the best cure for insidious mischief of this kind. 

(i) The Theosophical Society does not teach that sex mllst be stamped out and 
sterilized. Theosophy, in ils Occilil hrtlllck, lifts man beyond sex. 

(8) Mr. Pearce is not as flowery and passionate in his language as 1S Mr. Harris, 
but the teaching is cunously identical with my" tra\'esty ". 

(9) .. The sex-idea and sex-form" have ever been the "holiest of holies" ill 
phallic worship, but personally I regard this view as a blasphemy a~Jnst the spiritual 
and intellectual nature of man, as exalting his physical nature-willch is a transitory 
phenomenon-above his real Self, which is immortal. 

Finally, I am sorry if in my criticism of Mr. Harris' writings I have hurt the 
feelings of any worthy people. But surely they ought to recognise that the right of 
free propaganda, which I should be the last to deny them, must carry with it the right 
of free criticism: For my own part, I am always glad when those who will Dot teach 
Theosophy criticise it, for, belie\'ing it to be true, I know that attack can only sen'e it, 
and where Truth is concerned I do not" misdoubt her strength". 

ANNIE BESANl'. 

tubielus. 
LETTERS THAT HAVE HELPED ME.* 

SoME books are meant not for review and criticism, but for pondering 
and learning from, and such a one, emphatically, is that the name of which 
stands at the head of this notice. For Dlany its' words will be without 
meaning, or even repellent in the meaning that may be grasped. For the 
Letters that have helped Jasper Niemand could only have been written by 
one who was wise, and wIll only be appreciated by those who are learning 
wisdom. The atmosphere they breathe is that of the mountain-top, clear, 
serene, cold-as men count coldness-but bracing and life-giving to those 
whose lungs can bear the inrush of that purer air. Jasper Niemand was 
evidently an apt pupil, and many delicate touches shew that he has caught 
to some extent the spirit of his teacher. He is not of the many who will 
be inclined to cry: 

,. I thought I could not breathe in that fine air, 
That pure serenity of perfect light; 
I wanted warmth and colour." 

These Letters, briefly, are for the Occultist rather than for the 
Theosophist; for those who have deliberately turned their bac~s on 
material delights and are seeking, at whatever cost of personal pam, to 

'Compiled by Jasper Niemand ~ew York: Pat" Office. London: Theos'Jphical Pubhsh. 
ing Society. 
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tread the Path that" winds uphill all the way". For such are the Letters 
written, and such will find them a quite inestimable gift. 

It is not possible to give any fair idea of the book by extracts; one 
may say that the spirit of it throughout is love for all that lives, resignation 
to law, indifference to praise and blame and all things earthly, desire to 
serve the Great Cause in any way the Good Law brings, unselfish 
endeavour for the common good. One extract may, perhaps, be suggestive 
as shewing the way in which the writer sought "how I could enlarge my 
idea of brotherhood ". He says: "I am not separate from anything. 'I 
am that which is.' That is, I 'am Hrahma, and Hrahma is everything. 
But being in an illusionary world, I am surrounded by certain appearances 
that seem to make me separate. So I will proceed to mentally state and 
accept that I am all these illusions. I am my friends; and then I went to 
them in general and in particular. I am my enemies; then I felt them all. 
I am the poor and the wicked; 1 am the ignorant. Those moments of 
intellectual gloom are the moments when I am influenced by those ignorant 
ones who are myself. All this in Illy nation. But there arc many nations, 
and to those 1 go in mind; I feel and I am them all, with what they hold 
of superstition, or of wisdom, or of evil. . . . Shall I not take heart, 
even when a dear friend deserts me and stabs me deep, when I know that 
he is myself?" 

Another passage may be interesting to all Theosophists just now, 
when there is so much discussion on methods of propaganda, for it shews 
how one who is far on the Path measures our duty. Speaking of those 
who have stood idly aside, he says: "Had they spoken for their Cause, 
more earnest people would long ago have heard of the movement, instead 
of being kept away until now, like yourself, for want of knowledge that it 
existed. All around you are those who do not know these things, 
who never heard of them, and yet ma.nyof our fellow-members are only 
anxious to study for their own btmefit." 

Very earnestly we commend this little book to all who seek the Path, 
for it may serve them as a sign-post to the entrance; or, if for that they be 
not yet ready, it will tell them of the spirit that should animate the disciple, 
the spirit that must be Lorn in the heart ere the first steps can be taken. 

FURTHER EVOLUTION." 

THIS work of some 131 pages, by Neil Gordon Munro, has some advanced 
thought along scientific lines upon Mind, Activity, Unity, Complexity, &c., 
and a specially interesting presentation of the" physical basis" of mind. It 
is difficult for a Theosophist to review a work which leads to Theosophical 
conclusions from wholly un theosophical prcmisses. ., Let us not forget ", 
says the author, "that we help to constitute the surroundings of our fellow
beings, and that we cannot contine our influence to ourselves. Weare 
partly responsible for the progress of our brethren in humanity, and can Ly 
our aid and sympathy help them in those circumstances that are so hard to 
reconcile with progress in the path of truth. ,. Yet we are told in the pre
ceding pages that emotion is a passage of nerve motion from the perceptive 
centres towards the outer terminations of efferent nerves, particularly in the 
muscular system; that it is inseparable from intellect in the present state 
of existence, and that intellect is paT excelJem;e mind. This practically 
means that emotions are the evidence of intellect, and this latter is the 
highest expression of mind. Add to this the statement that Will is the 
conception by the mind of a "dominant idea ", which may become sulli-

• Yokohama; R. Meiklejohn & Co., 11l9<>. 
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ciently definite to guide other ideas, and through them to influence our 
actions, and it will be seen that, from the view of mind as " an aggregation 
of differences that formed part of the environment", moral responsibility 
must be the result of environment, and not a factitive power in relation 
thereto. Hence we are not surprised that the questions of evolution remain 
unanswered. The book is full of strong thought and works up some of the 
latest scientific knowledge to a conclusion from which no Theosophist could 
dissent, viz., the ultimate unification of individual consciousness in the 
Universal Mind, and hence the essential unity of the whole of the Human 
Race. 

W. H. U. 

UHACLES OF NOSTRADAMUS.':' 
.-\ VOWICATIOS of Nostradamus is by no means an easy task, or one likely 
to meet with due recognition in days like these, when, as Mr. \Vard says in 
his preface, "there is a huge prejudice that sets in strongly with 
the multitude against anything that endeavours to deal seriously, or by 
mystical insight, with things occultly spiritual, or future ". Nevertheless, 
our author has undertaken the task in quite an ingenuous manner, and 
with much success, as it seems to us, in an elegant book of some 400 pp. 

The author takes the reader into his confidence at the outset, and puts 
him in the way of arriving rapidly at the pith of the book and its oracular 
forecasts, so that, as it is said, "he may discern for himself in a few 
minutes whether, or whether not, the topics treated of have for him a suffi
cient interest to lead him on to make a thorough study of the book or to 
decline it altogether". 

Mr. \Vard has devoted some 30 pp. to the life of Nostradamus, which 
is exceedingly interesting reading. Then follows the preface of Nostrada
mus to his prophecies, in which he dedicates his writings to his son Cresar, 
then only a babe some few weeks old. An epistle of Nostradamus to King 
Henry 11., with a dedication of a thousand prophecies to him, affords some 
useful hints as to the methods by which the calculations were made. The 
author introduces a chapter on :\lagic, in which a description of the llIanner 
in which Nostradamus received his oracles is given; but in this matter we 
think the author has taken the prophet's statement to.) literally. The body 
of the work is devoted to the "Oracles" and their interpretation, and 
although the former are familiarized to us in the old work of Dr. Theo
philus de Garencieres, published in London in 167 I, yet the ingenious in
terpretation of some of the prophet's anagrams throws a new light upon 
many of the most famous quatrains. 

We are glad to be able to recommend Mr. \Vard's book to our readers, 
and those who are interested in the prophetic alt, or have made a study of 
the law of Cycles as set forth in the Secret Doctritze, will find in the Oracles 
of Nostradamus a most fruitful field of research, opened up by one who is 
evidently as completely in love with his subject as he is skilful in its 
treatment. 

W.R.O. 

THE MAHABHA.RATA.t 
I T has been. a ll1at~e~ of much regret that the ~ongest and, very probably, 
the most ancient epic m the world, the great IndIan poem, the MalllibJuirata, 

t By Chas. A. Ward; l.ondon: The Leadenhall Press. KC . 
• Translated into English prose by Protapa Chandra Roy, C.l.E. The Bharata Press, 

I, Raja Guru Dass Street. Calcutta. 
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has never yet been rendered ill its entirety into any European language. 
Portions of it have been translated, and the continued version of it by the 
French Orientalist, Fauche, was only cut short by his death, although 
indeed this version, as \Veber says, "can only pass for a translation in a 
very qualified sense ". "The Great (\Var of the) Bharatas It, told in no less 
than 220,000 lines of metrical Sanskrit, is to India what the Iliad and 
Odyssey were to Greece. But whereas the Greeks, who were spurred on to 
noble deeds by the rhapsodical recital of the Homeric hexameters which 
told the" Fate of Troy divine ", have long passed into the Unseen World 
of Hades, and returned, the Hindus still listen to the shlokas of " Vyasa .. in 
the rhapsodical recitation of their Pauranikass. 

In 1795, F. A. Wolf startled the lights of ciassical scholarship in Europe 
with his famous Prolegomena: the anthropomorphism and dead·letterism of 
the ages were shattered by the enlightened thesis of the great German 
scholar, who contended that the Iliad and Od)'ssey were not originally two 
complete poems, but two collections of epic songs enshrining the dateless 
tradition of a hoary antiquity; of which, indeed, the theme was one, but 
the poets many. 111 brief, that Homer was not a "solar myth "-we had 
not discovered that" universal solvent" of a materiali~tic ~cholarship in 
those days--but at any rate a generic term. So with the Maluiblujrata; its 
wisdom and beauty are not to be set down to an individual; and Oriental 
scholarship is almost unanimously in favour of viewing its authorship as 
Wolf viewed the Bible of Greece. \\"hether there was an actual individual 
called Krishna Dvaipliyana, who afforded the material basis round which the 
subsequent mythological legends crystallized, or whether there was not, is 
not perhaps competent to be decided in the Kali Yuga. But seeing that 
this Krishna Dvaipa.yana was also the Vayasa, or arranger, of the Vedas, 
Theosophists may throw his date back to at any rate a direct descendant 
of that " Being" of the Third Race, who was the Root of the Tree from 
which all Initiates have sprung. 

Mr. Protapa Chandra Roy has not ventured to enlighten us as to the 
history of the great epic he is so industriously translating, nor has he 
thought fit to aid his translation with explanatory notes; his object, ap
parently, is to do the pioneer work of a first translation and to leave future 
developments to less stout-hearted scholars. The extent of the undertaking 
also must have precluded anything but a strict rendering of the text, to bring 
the work into reasonable compass. The translation was commenced in 
1883, and now in 1891 we are arrived at the seventieth Part of seventy-two 
octavo pages, which only brings us to the Shanti Par van or "Book of 
Consolation ", the twelfth of the eighteen. 

And now a word about the self-sacrificing editor and translator of this 
monumental undertaking. Babu Protapa Chandra Roy was impressed 
from his youth with the desire of rendering the great religious works of 
India more accessible to his fellow-countrymen. His first undertaking 
was an edition of the AI' ahcibhdrata in Bengali, a work which took him seven 
years to accomplish, and which was sold at the very moderate cost of 
Rs. 42 a copy. Impelled by almost unparalleled generosity, Babu Protapa 
Chandra Roy distributed gratis 1,000 copies of this work. But he forgot 
that he was not living in the Golden Age, which ancient poets sing of, but 
he was in the midst of the nineteenth century of .. enlightenment", and he 
soon found his gratis copies sold in the market at a price exceeding the 
moderate one his patriotism has placed on the edition. By no means dis
couraged, however, Mr. Roy conceived the project of establishing a national 
institution for printing the sacred literature of India, which took shape in 
the" Datavya Bha.rata Karyalya ". \Vriting in 1883, the founder says:-

.. The' DAtavya BhArata Karyalya' has. within the course of the last seven years 
printed and gratuitously distributed two editions of the ltlahtJi.hd,ata. in BengAli translation, 
each edition comprising nearly j,ooo copies, One edition of the lialiv,,,,,-IIll, comprising 
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3.COO copies, has been exhausted. The Ralll."'ana also has been taken in hand and is nearly 
completed. the text of Vdl",iki being published along with the translation. Roughlyesti
mated. the' Bharata Karyalya ' has distributed nearly 9,000 copies of the ill ahd/./,arata and 
the Harir-ar,slra taken together. and that number will swell to 18,000 when the fourth edition 
of the Malrd!lrdrata and the first edition of the Ramd)'ana (both diglot) are complete. A 
single copy of the Jfalrdblrdrata consists of about 1.033 forms, octavo, demy; a single copy 
of the Harit1anslra. of 112 forms. and a single copy of the Namal'ana, of 578 forms. The 
arithmetical result, therefore, of the ' Bh~rata Karyalya' has been that 13,78~,5cO separate 
printed forms have been already g,.atuitous!,· distributed and in course of distribution." 

This is something like good solid and self-sacrificing work; work of a 
nature that no " arithmetical result" can accurately gauge in importance. 
For the renaissance of Sanskrit literature is not to be estimated by figures, 
and such extensive efforts at the rescue of these world·heirlooms from a 
rapidly closing.in oblivion cannot be too highly eulogized. 

The approbation of all lovers of disinterested generosity is also due to 
those who have aided Bahu Protapa Chandra Roy in his undertaking, and 
have by their donations defrayed part of the estimated expense of 
Rs. 100,000, As to the translation itself, it is written in exceedingly good 
English for a foreigner; though of course, here and there, the reader 
stumbles on a phrase that is not quite orthodox; still in spite of these 
blemishes, from a strict literary point of view, the sense of the original is 
preserved, and a most useful translation placed in our hands, for which we 
cannot fail to be thankful. The method of transliteration is faulty and 
misleading for all who do not possess a knowledge of Sanskrit; but here 
again we C'ln afford to be lenient in a review of such pioneer work, and be 
inclined to accord the translator a maximum of praise and a minimum of 
blame, where a later translator would meet with a more severe criticism. 

Babu Protapa Chandra has given us a translation which we did not 
previously possess, and which, hy adhering closely to the original, gives us 
an insight into the spirit of the great Hindu epic that is otherwise unattain
able. Earnest students of Aryan religious thought and methods, especially 
Theosophists, will therein find an inexhaustible treasure·house of philoso· 
phical and scientific psychological knowledge in allegorical garb. Page 
after page of legend and myth teach the great lesson that the consistent 
method of antiquity forced home, by every means available, on the human 
mind-the history and nature of the Soul. Theosophical students, skilled 
in symbolism and allegory, will find therein reiterated confirmation of what 
H. P. Blavatsky has taught us in the Surd Doctrillc; and the philosophi
cal treatises which are contained in it, such as the Bhagavadgitil, Allugitd and 
SanatslI;iiti),a, will give endless instruction to those, who are not attracted 
to the more obscure allegorical narrative of the epic. 

All Theosophists, however, who would learn of the great war betwetm 
the Kauravas and Pandavas that takes place daily in each child of man, 
should read the Mahdbhitrata. In any case, the reader cannot fail to be 
impressed with the spirit of gentleness and courtesy, of purity and high 
ideals, that pervades the narrative, and be enchanted with the gorgeous 
imagery of the constructive Eastern mind. Although the translation we 
are dealing with is only two-thirds completed we cannot refrain from giving 
a digest of the closing act of the great drama and the fate of the last of the 
heroes, the lot of the awakened human Soul. Here it is as given in the 
H jndu Classical Dictionary: 

.. Yudhishthira went on alone with the dog until he reached the gate of heaven. He 
was invited by Indra to enter, but he refused unless his brothers and D~aupadi. were also 
received. • Not even into thy heaven would I enter if they we~e not .there.. He 15 a;;sured 
that they are already there, and is again told to enter, 'weanng hiS bod) C?f fl~sh. He 
again refuses unless, in the words of Pope, 'admitted to that e1ual sky. hiS faithful dog 
should bear him company·. Indra expostulates in vain .. 'Never, co~e ,,;eal or come woe, 
willi abandon yon faithful dog.' He is at length admitted, but to hiS dismay fInds ~h~ 
Duryodhana and his enemies, but not his brothers or Draupadi. He refuses .to r~maln In 
heaven with them. and is conducted to the jaws of hell, where he be~olds. temfic sl,Shts and 
hears wailings of grief and anguish. He recoils, but well-known VOICes Implore him to re-
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main and assuage their sufferings. He triumphs in this crowning trial, and resolves to share 
the fate: of his friends in hell rather than abide with their foes In heaven. Having endured 
this supreme test, the whole scene is shown to be the effect of mdvd, or illusion, and he and 
his brothers and friends dwell with Indra in full content of heart for ever." 

In conclusion, we congratulate Babu Protapa Chandra Roy on his 
patriotic work, and can assure him that in the West also there are some 
" White Brahmans" who love the sacred Book!. of the East, and who ap
preciate his self-sacrificing efforts, and hope to see the day when the 
Maluibharata and the Rtimti),alla will take their proper place in the world's 
literature, and throw their light on many problems that are obscure only 
hecause of racial prejudice and the general ignorance. 

Members of the T.S. will be glad to hear that a copy of this valuable 
work is being procured for the Library at Headquarters; and readers who 
believe in the aphorism" non refert quam tlllil/OS, sed q"atll bonos libros legas", 
will be able to obtain the whole series of the translation for £6, or, if they 
are scholars who are unable to pay the full rate, they may procure the work 
for £3 JOS. The Theosophical Pllblishing Societ)" 7, Duke St., Adelphi, W.C., 
will be pleased to take orden. for :\fr. Protapa Chandra Roy. 

---,~#o~ ---

ijtbt050pbital Adi~itit5. 

INDIAN SECTION. 

\\'e have received a telegram from the General Secretary of the Indian 
Section :-" The Conventio.1 has been very successful ". 

The President-Founder has returned in good health from Japan, 
bringing with him the signatures of the majority of the Buddhist sects to 
the fourteen propositions which have been already signed by the Burmese 
and Singhalese ~ects. \\' e also learn from a correspondent that the 
propositions have been taken to Lhassa by a Chinese priest, who was 
visiting Ceylon at the time of the Colonel's visit there on his way home. 
It is impossible to say what will be the result of the creation of this 
common platform of Buddhism; and it seems almost incredible that 
antagonistic sects should show such a spirit of amity in the latter end of 
the nineteenth century. Surely strange days are arising among us at tht: 
close of the cycle! 

The Ranchi Branch reports that their President, Bro. Nibaranchandra 
Gupta, has been authorised to visit all districts and sub-divisions of Chota 
Nagpur and all places which are comprised in that division, with a view to 
(Ielivering addresses on Theosophy and forming new Branches and Centres. 

\Ve also hear with pleasure from a correspondent that efforts are being 
made to start a Theosophical newspaper in the vernacular at Calcutta. 

A learned Indian writes to us from Bombay, stating that he hopes 
soon to visit Armenia, in search of the" large number of very valuable 
and archaic MSS. in certain Armenian monasteries ". \I\'c cordially wish 
our brother success in his difficult undertaking. 

I NDiAN LETTER. 

ADYAR.-The President-Founder returns here on the loth December 
from Ceylon, where he has heen spending a few days til route from Japan. 
Bertram Keightley will also return about that time. The latter has visited 
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a large number of Branches in Bengal and N.\V.P., including Calcutta, 
Berhampore, Bankipore, Benares, Allahabad, etc. His efforts, I am 
happy to say, met with success and his lectures have been favourably 
reported in the press. He ends his tour at Bombay, where he spends a 
few days and gives lectures. He proposes, all being well, to go on tour 
again after the Convention. 

The Indian National Congress assembles at Nagpur on the 27th 
December. This wi\1 unfortunately keep away some of our members, who 
are obliged for various reasons to attend it. Next year, however, the 
Congress is to be held in England, so that we shall have greaterfacilities for 
a successful Convention. If Annie Besant can come out then, I think we 
can promise her a good reception at Adyar. 

One of our local members, the Hon. S. Subramania Aiyar, has been 
elevated to the judicial bench. Our brother is a longstanding Theosophist, 
and was very active in the 1883 and 188+ days. 

A new Branch has just been formed at Erode in the South, and one 
will probably be formed at Ernakulum. These owe their existence to the 
exertions of Bro. C. Kottayya, the Inspector of Branches, who is now on 
tour in the South. 

The 'Madras Branch has just opened its new rooms. They have taken 
a large house, where there is a hall for lectures and other rooms, including 
a library. Meetings are held every Sunday, and on every Saturday a 
Sanskrit Pandit gives lectures in the vernacular on the Hhagavad Gild. 
Special lectures will also be arranged from time to time. 

The press notices of Theosophy still continue to he numerous, and 
they are on the whole favourable. Owing to the kindness of Bro. John 
M. Pryse of the American" Press Scheme", I am supplied with a number of 
printed paragraphs of Theosophical articles, news, etc., which I am sending 
to some of the leading papers. Indian papers are almost always glad of 
foreign news, so I have the pleasure of seeing some of our articles inserted 
in the papers. \Ve have also been sending them some original articles, 
and in the I"dian Mirror now are appearing some articles on Annie Besanfs 
Life from the pen of Miss Anna Ballard, F.T.S., resident at the Head
quarters. Tile Indianapolis Letters 011 Theosophy are also appearing as leaders 
in one of the Madras papers. 

\Ve hope next year, if possihle, to enlarge the Prasnottara, and put it on 
a par with its brother, the Vailall, devoting a few pages of it to Theosophical 
news. 

Your correspondent has also been making a short tour, and has 
visited the Branches at Kumbakonul11 and Mannargudi (in the Soulh about 
200 miles from here). Both the Branches show a considerable amount of 
activity, the latter in particular. In the former, two of the members, as is 
well known, employ their time largely in translating Sanskrit books into 
English. The President of the Mannargudi Branch, Brother A. Nilakanta 
Sastri, is a most energetic Theosophist; and though President of the Kumba
konum Branch, in reality lives at Mannargudi, and is the life and soul also 
of that Branch. At the latter place, the Branch has a reading room and a 
nucleus of a library. 

Brother C. Kottayya, the Inspector of Branches, is also away on tour 
through the Branches in the South, many of which he is engaged in 
reorganising. Speaking of reorganisation reminds me of the great lack in 
this respect among most of the Branches in India. Many members work 
very well individually as Theosophists, but through lack of internal 
organisation many of the Branches do not accomplish as much practical 
work as they might. It is hoped, next year, if we can establish Head
quarters at Bombay and Calcutta, to have the distant Branches more fully 
within reach, and we shall then be able to visit them two or three times a 
year, instead of paying them brief visits once a year, as is the case at the 
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present time. The difficulty of dealing with such a large country as India 
is well known to all; but if. as I said before, we can succeed in dividing 
India into Sub-Sections, we shall certainly be able to deal with this large 
organisation more efficiently. 

There is every probability of a large and well-attended Convention; 
many of the members having expressed their intention of making every 
possible effort to be present. Already preparations are being made by 
Babula to provide the necessary accommodation, The Headquarters, to 
use a vulgar expression, are being generally" done up ". 

S. V. E. 

CSYLON LETTER. 

(From our own Correspondent.) 

Early in November a party of gentlemen from the Colombo Head
quarters went to Wekada, a village some miles from the metropolis, to 
found a boys' school there. The· villagers had built a very pretty school
room, a couple of miles from the site of the old. one, to meet the educational 
demands of that neighbourhood, and the staff of the Colombo Headquarters 
was asked to open the school. This school promises to be one of our very 
best seats of instruction among the villages. 

\Vhile the education of our boys is going ahead, the education of our 
girls cannot be said to be altogether neglected. I have the very pleasing 
task of announcing to my readers the safe arrival of Mrs. Higgins from 
America. She has come to take the entire supervision of female education 
in Ceylon, filling also the post of Lady Principal of the Sangamitta School. 
Mrs. Higgins is the widow of the founder of the Bla vatsky Lodge at 
Washington, D.C., a very earnest worker for the cause. It was the special 
wish of Mr. Higgins that his wife should devote her life to Theosophy by 
teaching the girls in the East, and when she read Mr. P. de Abrew's letter 
in the February Patil, asking for a worker in that line in Ceylon, she felt thllt 
that would be her life's mission. On the 16th of September she left 
Washington for her new field of work. She came viti Germany to bid her 
aged father good-bye, and to interest her German relations and friends in 
her work in Ceylon. The result of her work there is shown in the many 
pretty articles which busy little hands have been making for the intended 
Fancy Bazaar for the benefit of the Sangamitta School. She reached 
Colombo at noon on the 15th inst., by the S.S. Preussen. Mr. Peter de 
Abrew went on board the steamer as soon as it entered the harbour, to 
welcome Mrs. Higgins, who agreeably surprised him by greeting him with 
a few Singhalese words, which were well expressed and pronounced. Shortly 
afterwards Mr. de Abrew brought her on shore, and they drove down to the 
Sangamitta Girls' School, which was crowded with a large gathering of 
Buddhist men, women, and children, waiting to welcome the lady. The 
school was beautifully decorated with ferns and flowers, &c. She was con· 
ducted to her seat, and Miss Louisa Roberts, the first teacher of the school, 
read an address of welcome, tastefully got up by the teachers and pupils 
of the school, and to this Mrs. Higgins replied in very suitable terms. 
This was followed by an address from the W.E.S., read by Miss V. 
Kumarasinghe. After replying in a few words Mrs. Higgins went up to the 
school children and spoke to each of them kindly, and the children loaded 
her with pretty bouquets of flowers. Then the ladies and gentlemen pre
sent were introduced to her, and the proceedings terminated shortly 
after 6 p.m. 

A few days after Mrs. Higgins' arrival, a group photograph of herself 
and the school was taken by a well-known artist in Colombo, and he has 
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also taken another of the school building and its grounds; this pretty 
picture shows the" push-push" carriage of H.P.B., which she used at 
Adyar. Theosophists and friends of the school are invited to kindly take 
copies of these pictures, the proceeds of the sale of which will go in aid of 
the sustenation fund of the Sangamitta Girls' School. 

SINHALA PUTRA. 

EuROPEAN SECTION. 

Er-:GLAND. 

Tile Blavatsky Lodge publishes the following new Syllahus of its Thurs
day meetings :-Jan. 7th-" Leading Theos;}phical Conceptions", G. R. S. 
~Iead. Jan. q.th-'· ReIncarnation", .\nnic Besant. I. Wllat it is tllal 
Reincamafts. Jan. 2Ist-" RClDcarnation ", Annie Besant. II. The Ale/hod 
and Results of Re/ncamation. Tan. 2~th-" ReIncarnation ", Annie Besant. 
III. History and Society in tilt Light of Reincarnation. Feb. 4th-" Objections 
to Theosophy Considered and c\nswered ", Herbert Burrows. I. Scientific 
Objections. Feb. 11th - "Objections to Theosophy Considered and 
Answered ", Herbert Burrows. II. Philosophical Objections. Feb. 18th
"Objections to Theosophy Considered and Answered ", Herbert Burrows. 
III. Religious ObjectitmS. 

The Bow Club has been providing festivities for its members and friends 
at Christmas time. Three nights saw the hall crowded, twice with women 
and girls enjoying supper, followed by an entertainment; and once with 
children, delighted with a Christmas tree. A sale of very cheap clothing is 
to be held on the 25th inst., to which Mrs. Raphael and her little band of 
co-workers are contributing clothes made by them. 

The Debating Club at 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, W.C., publishes the 
following subjects for discussion in January, IR92 :-8th-" Should Theoso
phists be Propagandists?" Negative-P. W. Bullock. 15th-" Is Denun
ciation a Duty?" Negative-R. Machell. 22nd-" Is Divination a desir
able Practice?" Affirmative-C. Hill. 29th-" Is Life worth living?" 
Negative-T. Green. The speaking of those who attend the above debates 
is optional. Members and associates of the Society are invited to take part 
in the programme. 

The Section Library.-W. R. Old, the Librarian, desires to acknowledge 
with many thanks the receipt of books for the Headquarters' Library frolll 
Mrs. E. \Vilkinson, H. T. Edge, and" E. S." If members will kindly look 
over their libraries and send to him any books for which they have no 
further use, they will be doing a practical good. It is of no consequence 
that the books are not Theosophical or that they are out of repair, for a use 
can be found for them. The Librarian will be glad to pay the carriage of 
any packages sent to him. 

Annie Besant returned from America on December 16th, and has 
arranged the following lectures :-Jan. 10th, Bristol; 24th, Loughborough 
(two); 29th, Brixton; 31st, ~erthyr Tydvil; Feb. 1st, Cardiff; 2nd, 
Pontypridd; 7th, Central Hall, Scrutton Street, London, E.C.; 8th, Car
lisle; 9th, Maryport; loth, Whitehaven; 15th, Buurnemouth; 16th, Poole. 

The Chiswick Lodge is increasing rapidly. On December 11th Herbert 
Burrows lectured to an audience of some forty members and visitors, on 
"Karma and Reincarnation 0'; and on January 8th, the anniversary of the 
Lodge, tht: General Secretary addressed the members. 

The Brixton Lodge has removed to new and more commodious premises 
which will contain an audience of 100. The Lodge is working hard, and is 
increasing its membership under the presidency of our enthusiastic brother, 
H. A. W. Coryn. 
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The Raflersea Lodf(e now holds its meeting in new premises, and its 
Sunday IIH'ctings are dC\'I)t('(1 alternately to set lectures and continuous 
study. On January 3rd H. A. \\'. Coryn lectured on .. The Practical 
Import of Theosophy", and on January 10th J. M. Pryse spoke on the 
" Study of the Bhagavad Gftti ". 

The Halifax Centre reports that it is giving lectures and holding meet
ings for discussion. It organised a meeting addressed by Annie Besant on 
December 18th. 

Stoke-oll-Trmt.-Our localmemhers inform us that they are doing quiet 
hut effecth'e work. Letters· on Theosophy have heen inserted in the 
columns of a leading" daily". 

At \Vorkin/{ton on December 17th a large meeting was addressed hy 
Annie Besant, who also spoke three times at Southampton on Decemher 
20th, to goorl audiences. 

TH~: THEOSOPHICAl. GLOSS."RL 

Tilt Theosophical Glossa,y, we are glad to announce, is nearing comple
tion. The last page proofs arc sent in, and the book will be on sale in the 
course of a few weeks. The price is fixed at 12S. 6d. It is a work of some 400 
pages of the same size as the Secret Doctritlt, and contains much ,'aluable 
information, which H.P.B. alone could give, on Esoteric Philosophy. The 
information on the Esotericism of the Buddhist system, and in elucidation 
of the Glossaries of the VO;Cf of tlu SiltnCf, is especially valuable: and from 
every point of view it is a hook that no student of Theosophy can allow 
to he absent from his shelves. It can hardly be too much regretted that 
the Glossary is a posthumous work, for H.P.B. was adding largely to it on 
the few proofs that came in previous to her departure. In fact she had 
intendp.d to incorporate a short account of the lives of the great Adepts, 
which would have still more increased the size and utility of the volume. 
The editing has naturally been a matter of great difficulty, as it would tax 
the resOurces even of the best polyglot scholar to the utmost. The work, 
however, is completed, and we have one more gift from H.P.B. to us; 
one all the more precious as heing mostly written in the greatest pain 
and suffering, every line heing literally produced by an effort of will in the 
midst of extreme physical torture. An example for us to the last! 

THE CORRESPONDENCE STAFF. 

In consequence of the great increase of emiuiries ahout Theosophy, a 
Staff of Correspondents has been organised, composed of comparatively 
advanced students, who will put themselves at the service of beginners. 
Letters of enquiry addressed to the European Headquarters will be handed 
to some member of this Correspondence Staff, and it is hoped that much 
a!:sistance may thus he given to those who are taking the first difficult steps 
in study. 

It must not be supposed from the notice in the last issue of LUCIFER 
that the new edition of the Secret Doctrine will shortly be on sale. Many 
months must elapse ere it makes its appearance in the book market. 

FRANCE. 

Tilt Frmcll Centre at Paris has its reading room open every day from 
nine to six. Several classes for study have been organised. One for the 
elementary study of Theosophy, one for the more advanced study of the 
Steret Doctrine, another for Sanskrit, etc. In addition a large monthly 
gathering has heen arranged for. 
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SPAIN. 

The past month has been marked by a recrudescence of work, 
principally at Barcelona, where the activity of our propaganda is daily 
increasing, and our lecture room is each time more and more filled with 
people desiring to find out about Theosophy. Our Brother Montoliu, 
whom so many people seek to know after reading his printed articles, is 
well qualified, by his eloquence and earnest conviction of the truth of 
Theosophy, to awaken an interest in the auditors. Our relations with the 
Spiritualists are increasing in cordiality, as also with members of various 
philosophical societies; we cannot too much congratulate ourselves on this 
sympathetic current. \Ve have also hopes of having our meetings attended 
by ladies. Our Headquarters are being made daily more comfortable and 
ornamental, ~ing to the generosity of the members, especially of Bros. 
Montoliu, Roviralta and Bosch. We have also established a Theosophico
Oriental library, with C\ reading-room open daily, from ten to twelve, to all 
who come furnished with a card of introduction. The translation of the Secret 
Doct,ine is being brought out in parts. Isis Unveiled will shortly appear in 
the same manner; we have already received fifty subscriptions, and are 
going to send Ol1t a prospectus containing an index of both volumes, which 
will doubtless extend our plans considerably. The Voice of the Silence, also 
translated by Montoliu, is nearly off the press. 

The Barcelona group is hard at work, and the Madrid group holds 
regular meetings and endeavours to spread. Theosophy in every possible 
way; and though the surroundings are unfavourable, the group itself is so 
earnest and harmonious that it cannot fail to make its influence felt before 
long. On the whole we do not doubt but that the year 1892. has great 
successes in store for Theosophy in Spain. 

VINA. 

AMERICAN SECTION. 

The two Branches at Fort Wayne, India, have consolidated into one 
Branch under the name hitherto borne by the \Vomen's Branch, that of 
.. The Annie Besant T.S." The energy of our Fort \Vayne Theosophists, 
under the presidency of Judge E. O'Rourke, has been so great that among 
other things they have created a demand for no less than 1,000 copies of 
Esote,ic Buddhism. 

The work on the Pacific Coast goes OIl apace, and has received a great 
impetus by the visit of the General Secretary of the Section, William Q. 
Judge. "The Golden Gate T.S:' of San Francisco and" The Aurora 
T.S." of Oakland publish interesting lists of lectures. One energetic 
member, Mr. Sydney Thomas, keeps open house, so to say, for Theosophy, 
and-a thing only possible in California at this time of the year, as far as 
the present Branch list is concerned-holds open-air meetings at his house 
for want of sp'ace. 

"The Narada T.S," of Tacoma and the Branch at Seattle, \Vash., have 
inaugurated a Lecture Bureau, and will extend their operations to the new 
Branch at Olympia (the 60th on the roll) which has just been formed. 

"The Aryan T.S." of New York City, has also started a Lecture 
Bureau; among the lecturers speciall)t mentioned are Miss Kate Hillard 
and Alexander Fullerton. 

The Toledo Theosophists have begun a scheme for circulating Theoso
phical literature; and the Branch at Baltimore has acquired new and 
pleasant rooms, with a marked increase in attendance and inquiries. Our 
Portland (Oreg.) members have also acquired new rooms in the centre of 
the city, and have opened a free library. 

Two pages and a half of The Pat" are devoted to the report of the 
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remainder of the General Secretary's lecturing tour. Lectures were 
delivered at Sacramento, Salt Lake City, Omaha, Lincoln, Sioux City, St. 
Paul, Minneapolis, Chicago, Fort Wayne, Toledo and Tamesto~n. The 
size of the audiences In the Central States reached the highest figures at 
Fort Wayne, where as many as 1,400 people assembled to hear Mr. 
Judge. 

Our Boston brothers are working hard. A correspondent tells us they 
are holding classes for the study of the Smd Doctrine ami of the K.ey to 
Theosophy on alternate Sundays. Un Thursdays open lectures are gIven. 
On Saturdays a Secret Doctrine class. The League of Theosophical workers 
meets on Sunday afternoons. A" question class ", and a class f0r the 
esoteric study of the Bible are also projected. If this programme be 
steadily carried out, the" Hub of the Universe" will become a credit to 
Theosophy. . . 

Annie Besant, during her few days' stay in Ame.rica, lectured t.wlce In 

New York, once in Fort \Vayne, and once in Philadelphia. There IS some 
talk of arranging for her a tour through the Central and Western States 
in the autumn of 1892. 

As we go to press we hear from New York that the inciefatigable 
General Secretary is to lecture at Chicago on January 13th and l4.th, and 
before the Secular Liberal Club at New York on January 22nd. \\'e are 
delighted to say that his health is much hetter than it was. 

--l>tE--

AND 

'nbli!at~nn.5. 

THE THEOSOPHIST for December 
introduces its pages to the reade)' with a 
short article from the pen of our brother 
S. V. Edge, who deals with the corres, 
pondence 111 the Dai/}' Ch rOil ide, and 
treats of the bearing of·f phenomena" on 
the theosophical movem.ent. Doubtless 
it was necessary in the early days of the 
Society, in order to plough furrows in 
the field of materialistic science and rc· 
ligion, for the reception of the ~eeds of 
Theosophy which were to be sown; but 
when the seed is sprouting the wise hus
bandman does not stand gazing at the 
plough with his hands in his pockets. The 
translation of Slidhu Nisch.liadas· exhaus
tive treatise on the Vedanta philosophy, 
from Hindustani into Tamil, gives A. 
Siva Row the opportunity of presenting 
the reader with a very useful digest of 
II The Vichara S.igara, or Ocean of En
quiry". It is divided into sCI'en "wal'es" 
or chapters. The first deals with the eight 
means of internal knowledge, leading up 
to the great formula, the JllaharJdkram 
" Tatvamasi "-" That art Thou "-and 
the rest of the chapters take up the main 
points of the transcendental metaphysics 

and psychological practices of the greatest 
of the Hindu philosophies, ending with an 
explanatIon of the meaning of the various 
forms of religion by the light of the 'VIIi. 
versal PrinCiple. Purendu Xarayan Sinha 
contributes a paper, "Some l\lythologies 
in Relation to the Vedas ", bringing out 
strongly one I'ery probable interpretation 
of the Pur[llIic quarrels of the Rishis, 
Prajnpatis and Gods, viz., that they alle
gorise the differences of opinion hetween 
the I'arious Bnihmanical sects. This is 
followed by the first instalment of our 
contributor "C. J.'s·' excellent series of 
articles on the S,.crel Doctrllu. The 
correspondence 011 the Manushya-ganr.. 
han'as and the Of lawn" symbol has pro· 
duced another paper from our brother 
A. Xilakanta Sastri, in the course of which 
he gil'es the seven planes of experience to 
be passed through before the attainment 
of the Nirmanakaya \'esture, allegorised 
in Vedic terms as: Man, Miinushya
gandharva, Karma-deva, Deva, Indra, 
Brihaspati, and Brahma. Our brOlher 
also suggests the following correspond. 
ences bet ween the aspects of the Quater
nary and the Puninic .. creations" i 
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Sth~ Skarira-elemental creation; LiRga 
Sk',rrru-the " Body of Smoke "; Prtilla
kama-creation with base in air; Lower 
Manas-with base in SOIllO, the downw"rd 
as~ct of ;\:kasha. !'his will prO\'e inler
estlng to 1 heosophlcal students of the 
Paun\nic systems, and also his atrelllpt to 
show the connection between the fawn 
symbol and the ~Ioon (Soma). The 
question, we are afraid, howe\'er, is some, 
what beyond anv but the very few 
'V~s!ern readers; 'such bye-ways of eso
ter.lclsm .are difficult, especially when the 
Writer hints and says nothing. A Brahmin 
under the initials T.S.G. writes on " The 
Brahmins and our Cosmopolitan plat. 
form ", and deplores the tendency of a 
"certai~ class of The?sophists to cry down 
everythmg as exotencislIl and ritualism" 
maintaining .that ritualism, e\'~n if no: 
uod~r.stood, IS usef~1 in presen'ing the 
tradlllOn of the birthright which the 
T\~ice.?orn alone I?,?ssess. Perhaps the 
wnter IS not so familiar with the Western 
as with the Eastern Shiistras, and has not 
heard the parable of the man who hid his 
talent in a napkin. There have been and 
are" Twice-born" who have ne\'er set 
foot in India, though it is true that the 
ancestral. we~lth of Arya\'arta in adjuncts 
to devotion IS the greatest extant. Miss 
E~i1y Kislingbury concludes her inter
esting paper on .. Modes of Meditation" 
as practised in the Roman Catholic Church 
giving a sketch of the method of th; 
" Retreats", according to the system of 
Ignatius Loyala, the founder of the Order 
of Jesus. The paper will be mteresting 
to students of My~ticism, and to general 
students as show 109 one of the reasons 
why the Roman Catholic Church has 
wit.hin it a potentiality of development 
which lIO se~t of Protestantism, except the 
extreme High Church party, possesses. 
The conclUSIOn of the translation of the 
Vth Skanda of the JIIl/ui.l(htigo"II/o 
Purall4, under the title" The Episode of 
Jadabharata ", follows. In the Xlth 
Adhyaya ur " Lecture", we read; 

.. Thus the higher mind which has the 
lower mi.nd ,as lls vf:!hic1e body. sees its (the 
lower mind s) seemmgly real actions in the 
waking and dreaming states. It also sees 
the modifications of the lower mind in the 
dreamless sleeping state. If the lower mind 
is unaffected, then there is the cognition of 
t?e pure reality of Paramdtmcl (the Higher 
Self). Then, Paramdtmci (the Higher Self) 
is cognised by the higher mind - that 
Higher Self which is the cause of the Uni
verse, the All-full, the Self-shining, the One 
void of birth, and the rest, and that has the 
higher mind as its body." . 

fhe conclusion of the translation of 
., The Sankhya-tattwa-kaumudi of Vach
aspati Mishra" concludes an interesting 
but difficult number for Western readers. 

THE PATH for December concludes 
the article of Pilgrim on " The Ide'll and 
the Practical ", who savs ; 

"\Vords are of cou-rse mere counters 
which bear different significations in differ
ent ag .. s, or to different individuals in th .. 
same age, but no mere juggling with the 
counters will account for a fundamental 
difference of conception as to the thing, and 
when a writer (and the point IS only accen
tuated when the writer is so distinguished 
for ability and wide-mindedness) uses the 
word quietism as synonymous with apathy, 
it is similar to mistaking the top rung of the 
ladder for the bottom one-an absolute per
version of vision. A little knowledge of the 
Vedic philosophy teaches that the active 
emotional nature of one lit with the firt! of 
Passion (Rajas) is greatly superior to the 
apathy of one sunk 111 the Ignorance of 
Sloth (Tamas), but far above the passionate 
nature stands the one who has transferred 
his nature from the outer to the inner plane, 
and has thereby attained some amount of 
equilibrium, some amount of self·control. 
When the inner struggle is continued with 
such intensity-aided and guided by the 
concentration on the Supreme - that all 
outer things lose their importance, a stage 
of 'quietism' is reached, which in external 
appearance may resemble the debased 
apathy of the ignorant hoor, but does it not 
imply absolute perversion of viSIOn to mis
take the sublime height of Serenity (Sattva) 
for the depth of ignorant sloth? " 

E\'ery Theosophist should endea\'our 
to understand the philosophy of the three 
Gun.ls or Qualities above mentioned. 
Spirit, ~Iind and ~Jatler arein equilibrium 
in the Great Mind, and conscious union 
with That will manifest itself on all planes 
and in all departments of life, and so re
store the harmony which at present is Dot 
among men. Eusebio Urban next ad, 
ministers a prudent rebuke to those who 
imag\lle that intellectual assent to an ideal 
constit utes it s practic.ll realisation; and 
points out the illliiossibility of cutting out 
uf lhe human heart its natural feelings, as 
some fuolishly imagine may be done, 
characterising such short-sightedness in 
the title "Hypoclby or Ignorance " . 
" The Vision of Horil", in the usual or
thodux dic,ion of \'isions, prefaces an ex
cellent paper by ~liss Katharine Hillard, 
on " The First Objcct of the T,S." K, \V, 
follows with a bright and amusing paper 
on" Cranks" .. The Plagues of our Public 
~Ieetings ". We sympathize with the 
writer and can fully endorse his experi. 
ence on this Side of the" Pond". But 
we also remember a slashing article on 
Cranks in some American paper, which 
ended With the wurds .. Galileo was a 
Crank, Plato was a Crank, Jesus was a 
Crank! God bless Cranks!" A Hindu, 
under the 1I01ll de plume of " Fral1~ois 
Flamel" contributes a very \-aluable 
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article on the Upanishads, speaking in no 
medsured terms of the responsibility as
sumed by those who translate the practi
cal Yoga portion< of them. Of the 108 
existing Upanishads in the Telugu edition, 
only ten are quoted from by Shri Shan. 
kanicharva, and these are alI free from the 
defects the writer takes objection to, 
following in this the repeated warnings of 
H.P.B. We say again, it is an important 
article. Julius, in "Tea Table Talk ", 
shows how reaoily children take to the 
simple truths of Theosophy. William 
Brehon concludes the numLer with a well 
merited rebuke to :\elr. Herbert Spencer's 
self-sufficiency in neglecting to study the 
philosuphy of even so near a predecessor 
as Kant. Mr. Spencer's "discoveries" 
are oflen found to h;lve been anticipated 
by generations of thinkers. 

THE BUDDHIST should be more 
careful of the selection of its papers. 
There is an article which endeavours to 
trace a Buddhist origin in such words as 
Eloha, Adoni. &c., and which displays a 
remarkable ignorance of Hebrew, and we 
should also think of Pali and Sanskrit. 
Eloha is gh'en as ,I copy of Arhan ; Adoni 
of Pradhana, &c.! We should also like 
to see more Buddhism and less reprints 
from Western writers in the pages of our 
contemp,orary. The jata1ias, or It Birth 
Stories ',are very interesting, but like the 
Purallas are not of much value to the or
dinary reader without a key, except of 
CO\trse in so far as the moral teaching 
contained therein is concerned. Annota
tions to certain texts also should be added, 
unless it is desired to confirm the public 
mind in the belief that Buddhism is pessi
mistic and agnostic in the last degree. 
For instdnce, what can be said in defence 
of such a doubt-creating text as the 
followi ng ? . 

.. 0 monks, you should think of the four 
elements - earth, air, water and fire, for of 
these is the body made lip. To-day they 
are temporarily united as a manifestation of 
life; and to-morrow they are disunited, as a 
manifestation of death. 0 monks, where is 
the element' Self', which is eternal? Aft" 
all, is tllere any' Self'? Truly, life is only a 
bubble on the sea of time! " 

If the Self is eternal, why the query: 
" is there any Self?" 

LE LOTUS BLEU for December is 
without doubt the best number so rar 
produced. Our French magazine is really 
showJllg signs of stUdy and enthusiasm, 
which put us in mind of the best days of 
the old LolliS. This number is noteworthy 
for several remarkable diag' amll and 
tables. In the "Introduction to the 
Study of the Suret Doctrine" a page is 

devoted to two diagrams, the first showing 
six concentric circles in lilies of graduated 
thickness, gil'ing the correspondences 
between the macrocosmic and microcos
mic principles, planets, elements, &c., 
and much else; the second giving a 
figure of the Planetary Chain with series 
of concentric circles to mark the degrees 
of matter, by way of a mnemonic. These 
diagrams should be seen by all students 
of the Secret Docl1·;'u. Another excellent 
aruc'le is " L'evolution d'apres l' Advaita", 
which contains a figurative represellta· 
tion of the Tatwas, a table excmplilying 
the principle of Pallchikaranam or the 
quintuplication of the elements, and a 
reprint of the synthetic tahle of the 
Vedantic evolutionary system taken from 
~I. N. Ddvedi's excellent book, Alonis", 
or Advailis/Il ~ Another matter on which 
to congratulate the edilor is the enthu
siasm , .. ith which the Valzan columns, so 
to say, or If Tribune Theosophique ", are 
conducted: pages of "aluable informa
tion are thus gIven to the re.lder. \Ve 
heartily congratulate" la redaction" with 
a Virgilian " JJfacle vir/ule esto! .. 

TH"~ VAHAN is a very interesting 
number this month, especially the an· 
swers to the question on tbe antiquity 
of the Sabbath and of the seven days 
of th.e week. The mystical meaning 
of the Sabbath is given as expounded 
by H. P. B. The question as to the 
resistance or non· resistance. to evil, 
and whether or not a Theosophist may 
engage in a libel suit, is fully treated, and 
the lIumber is headed by a strong pro~est 
by W. Q. Judge against the ignorant 
practIce of Hatha Yoga. 

THE PRASXOTTARA has an inter
esting answer on Mukti (Freedom or 
Release) or Nin·ana. 

"No Vedantic writers, the great Shanka
raeharya included, are able to give an idea 
of what Mukti is and how a .\Iukta feels 
and acts. The reader is puzzled to realise 
that he is himself the knower, himself 
the knowledg." and himself the known. 
. . . But because we finite mortals 
are not able to realize what is called 
~Iukti, it is no reason that it does not 
exist, and so let us call it the state of NArA
yana as it is by the Hindu Paurinikas, or 
Paranirvana, as it is called by the trans
HimAlayan religious philosophers. It is 
called ~Iukti by the true VedAntists, and the 
Supreme Abode of Vishnu in the Vedas and 
Pu,.dnas. Let us imagine a Supreme Light, 
or the First Space. that serves as the body 
of NarAyana, and also acts as a universal 
screen which keeps the Supreme Mystery 
from the cognizance of all entities. from the 
highest Yogis downwards. This Light. or 
Space, is the Lakshmi of our P"rdtftJl, who 
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ever forms the Body for her Soul-the Over
Soul of the Universe." 

TEOSOFISK TIDSKRIFT, our Swe
dish magazine, commences with the 
translation of the President-Founder's 
public lecture in Stockholm, during his 
recent visit, entitled "Theosophy from 
all Points of View". "A Good Old Pre
cept ", by F. Kellberg, follows. The old 
maxim is, " \Ve must learn to dir~ct our 
thoughts". A translation of an article 
in the T.P.S. on Reincarnation, and an 
extract from the" Indianapolis Letters on 
Theosophy", by our brother Alexander 
Fullerton, whose sensible leiters are 
being extensively translated and reprinted. 
brings us to a short" COll\'ersation with 
~Iyself", from the pen of Dr. G. Zander, 
the indefatigable President of the Swe
dish Branch, which, together with a 
judicious prtcis of Activities, brings a 
\'er\' useful number to a close. 

PAUSES, the monthly organ of our 
Bombay Theosophists, after some \'erses, 
introduces us to a short paper, in which 
Jehangir Sorabji attempts twenty·two 
answers to the question "\Vhy Theo· 
sophy?" and in which he has managed to 
condense many Theosophical ideas. \V. 
Beale follows with n short article on 
" What IS Life? "which he naturally di
vides into two aspects, the inner and outer, 
or the higher and lower, justly asserting 
that the object of life for us is " to conq uer 
our passional nature, and gradually so sub
due the animal-man that the God may 
become ascendant in us, and our light 
shine before men ". Well selected re
prints, especially" Some Words on Daily 
Life", by a "Master of Wisdom ", which 
appeared in our own pages, make a useful 
number, which concludes with the follow· 
ing beautiful Suffee fable: 

.. The Soul knocked at the door. and a 
voice from within cried .. Who IS there" 
Then the Soul answered, ' It is I '. And the 
voice of God said, 'This house will not hold 
me and you'. So the door remained shut. 
Then the Soul went away into the wilder
ness, and after long fasting and prayer it 
returned, and knocked once again at the 

. door. And again the voice demanded, 'Who 
is there?' Then the Soul said, ' It is thou', 
and at once the door opened to the Soul." 

ESTUDIOS TEOSOFICOS, our Span
ish periodical, continues its fortnigntly 
publications, with well·selected transla· 
tions and sensible original contributions. 
There is a good sprinkling of articles on 
Eastern Philosophy, aud we notice with 
pleasure a scheme for supplying readers 
with mimeographed translations from 

portions of the Seer'" Doctrine. In spite 
of the extraordinary acti\'ity of our 
Spanish brethren, it is not difficult to see 
I hat they possess a reserved force of 
strength which is continually displaying 
itself. 0 si sic omnes.' We ha\'e received 
a bound yolume of the" Serie Primera" 
of the Estudios, from February to October, 

. which forms a most useful collection of 
Theosophical instruction, We ha\'e also 
received bound copies of W. Q. Judge's 
Ecos del Oril'1lte (EcllO~sfrom the Orient), 
which we ha\'(' already noticed. It is 
excellently translated by D. Senor F. ~Ion
toliu, and udds one more leaf to his liter
'ary laurels. 

BR.\~CH . PAPERS. Among the 
most recent we notice with pleasure the 
paper read before the Golden Gate Lodge, 
San Francisco, by ~Ir. Geo. P. Keeney. 
The amount of mailer he has managed to 
condense into the space at his disposal is 
extraordinarv. For the Indian Section, 
Dr. D. J. Eclal Behran, of the Surat T.S., 
writes at length on "The Right Know· 
ledge of the Real and Unreal ". This is 
a useful paper, seeing that it condenses 
the fundamental postulates of Esoteric 
Philosophy from the Secret Doc/rine. The 
analysis of the Pranava 0111 (.1um), how
ever, is by no means sufficient. Hthe Agni, 
Varuna and the ,lfaruts of the Veda anci 
the Atma, Buddhi and Manas of Theo
sophy are identical, and the factors of the 
Aum, then the correspondence of the first 
letter A to the waking state (Jagrat), of 
the second U to the dreaming state 
(Svapna), and of the third M to the deep 
sleeping (Sushu?ti), would be hardly 
reconcilable. 

THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
SCOTTISH LODGE. We are exceed
ingly glad to welcome these Transactions, 
as a sign of the eyer-growing activityof our 
Lodge" O\'er the border ". Passing by 
the Introduction, we come to an excel
len. paper by the Vice-President on 
"Alchemy and the Alchemists". The 
writer runs o\'er the historical side 
of the Art, gi\'ing most space to Nicolas 
Flamel and Pdracelsus, and concludes 
with the opinion that the Alchemi
cal receipts Ii are to be taken literally, 
though the processes and materials 
themselves may recei\'e a mystic in
terpretation ". But should we not 
reverse the order of the abO\'e sentence, 
and rather conclude that the Hermetic 
.\rt was originally a knowledge of the 
spiritual or subtle elements in man and 
the uni\'erse, which can be translated by 
correspondence into the grosser or 
material elements, on any of the lower 
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planes, including our own? The Presi
dent's p'lper on "Occult Science in its 
Relation to Physical Science" concludes 
this first number, and is an exceedingly 
clear exposition of the subject. Very 
wisely does he say ;-

.. The laws governing the whole universe 
are the same as those which govern a grain 
of sand. which is a universe in miniature .. 
and vice versd; therefore we have always at 
hand, if we know the correspondences, 
microscopes and telescopes wherewith we 
can investigate physical laws. An anthill 
or beehive may be a highly magnified 
crysta1." 

NEW PAMPHLETS. Theosoplz)' mad~ 
Eas.y is a useful little pamphlet of twenty
eight pages, by Major W. Hudson Hand, 
and is written to catch the attention of 
those who are too busy or too lazy to 
study for themselves. Therefore the 
subjects are treated of in a series of para
graphs, each with a distinct head-line, 

which will catch the roving eye of the 
"busy person ". 'Ve belie\'e that the 
substance of the matter originally ap
peared in the columns of one of our 
largest provincial dailies. 

THE NEW CALIFORNIAN, of San 
Francisco, edited by our brother Dr. 
Jerome A. Anderson, contains the con
tinuation of the editor's interesting paper 
on Hypnotism, in which he quotes largely 
from H.P.B.'s article in Vol vii., No. 40, 
of LUCIFER. This is followed bv an 
abstract of one of William Q. Judge's 
lectures on "The Inner Constitution of 
)Ian ". Among other papers to notice is 
Brother Wolleb's article on "Theoso!,hy 
and Socialism ", which concludes with the 
words; "It will require almost super
human wisdom and selt-abnegation to 
unite its many streamlets into one mighty, 
irresistihle current. To Theosophy must 
it look for these elements." 
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The TheosoPhical Society is in no way responsible for any opinions, in signed or 
unsigned arlicles, that appear in this Magazine. Nor does the Editor necessarily 

agree with the opinions expressed in signed arlicles. 

~ N address delivered by the Rev. G. W. ALLEN before the London 
~ Spiritualistic Alliance, in November last, has only just been 
brought to my notice. It appeared in LIGHT (November 28th), a 
journal that I see every week by the courtesy of its Editor, and my 
missing it was due to my absence from England. The questions 
raised by Mr. Allen are so interesting that, though late in the day, I 
am tempted to take them up; and it may be that there ar(others also 
who would like to say something in the pages of LUCIFER on the 
points at issue. 

Mr. ALLEN entitled his paper, .. Our Eastern Theosophists and 
what we are to say to them", and he began by expressing the wish 
that it might be the means of drawing from the Theosophists of the 
Theosophical Society .. some definite pronouncement as to what 
attitude they intend to take towards those whose apprehensions differ 
from their own". This wish seems to me to be doomed to disappoint
ment, if it means that the Theosophical Society should make such a 
pronouncement, for the Society has no views qua Society, save that it 
desires to form the nucleus of a Universal Brotherhood, that it promotes 
the study of Aryan literature, and the investigation of the powers in 
nature and man which are as yet hidden or latent. The last two even 
of these objects are not conditions of membership, though as they are 
officially announced as .. objects ", the Society may fairly, as a whole, 
be held to be answerable for them. Outside these, the .. Theosophical 
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Society" cannot be said to have any views, although it contains 
members holding a great variety of views. Each member has an equal 
right to his own opinions, and no fellow-member has any right of 
challenging another. The Christian who asserts the Deity of Jesus of 
Nazareth has quite as much right in the Society as the Jew who 
believes him to have been an impostor, and the sceptic who regards 
him as a solar myth. 

Mr. ALLEN says that" no one can take up LUCIFER, or listen to 
a lecture of Mrs. Besant's, without being quite sure that Theosophy is 
now not a study of Truth so much as a promulgation of a certain view 
of Truth". If anyone take up LUCIFER he will find there many 
opinions; for instance, Mr. BRODIE INNES for many months was 
occupied in justifying the Church, and was finally opposed and 
answered by Mr. MEAD. Mr. MAITLAND has given a series of articles 
to maintain and elucidate the conception of co The Esoteric Christ". 
The Editor is completely in opposition to the views of Mr. BRODIE 
INNES, and does not agree with those of Mr. MAITLAND, yet each has 
had full and free opportunity of setting them forth, and no one has 
suggested that such views are co misapprehensions which any intelli
gent person ought to be ashamed of holding ". Not only so, but the 
Editor, only in last October, wrote:-

" The Theosophical Society has no creed. It is not Christian nor Buddhist; it 
is not Theistic nor Atheistic; it is not Materhllistic nor Spiritualistic. It embraces 
men of all creeds and of nO:le. Does anyone recognise the Brotherhood of all men? 
Then to him its doors are flung widely open, and the clasp of Brotherhood is offered. 
None may challenge his right of entry, nor bid him stand aside." 

So far as LUCIFER is concerned, then, there has been no challenge 
of the position of the Theosophical Society; but if there had been, the 
Theosophical Society would be in no sense responsible for the Luci
ferian aberration, in that LUCIFER is not official and has no official 
weight; it helps the Society wherever it can, but is absolutely without 
authority. . 

Nor have I ever, in any lecture, asserted that the Theosophical 
Society is, or should be, narrowed down to the acceptance of any 
particular views. Had I done so, then again the fault would have 
been mine, and the Society would not have been in any way to blame, 
for I hold no official position in the Society, save the very humble one 
of President of one of the Lodges in London. 

But, says Mr. ALLEN, " I know that I could not join the Theo
sophical Society without being forced to hear dogmas put forward as 
Theosophy par excellence which I do not believe". But indeed 
Mr. ALLEN is mistaken. He can join the Theosophical Society and 
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hear no more of the views of the members with which he disagrees, 
than he hears as a non-member. He would be as free to oppose those 
views as a member as he is now free to oppose them, being a non
member. The Society is perfectly neutral ground, and no weight 
attaches to the arguments of any member save such weight as he may 
give them by his reasoning powers or his character; and such weight 
attaches to them equally without the Society as within it. It IS 

personal, not official. 
Again, Mr. ALLEN says that the position of the Society to-day 

"Is, as I understand it, very different indeed from that which the Society first 
took up. Then, their central idea was to promote brotherhood irrespective of differ
ences of race and creed, and to draw attention to phases of enquiry which were being 
generalIy neglected-Eastern philosophical systems and the occult faculties in man. 
Now, their study of Eastern systems has blossomed into a definite creed, which is 
everywhere preached as 'Theosophy'." 

In this passage-and it contains the gist of the whole of Mr. 
ALLEN'S argument-there seem to me to be two salient errors: a 
statement that there is a change in the position of the Society; a 
confusion of Theosophy with the Theosophical Society. 

Certainly, the position of the Society is unchanged. Its objects 
and rules are as they were, and are binding on members until those 
members change them. But has the position even of "prominent 
members" changed? From the very first, prominent members put 
forward a certain definite system which they called " Theosophy", 
to which they proclaimed their adhesion in no faltering terms. Let 
us glance for a moment at the view taken by H. P. BLAVATSKY herself, 
at once a Founder of the Society and the" transmitter" of a distinct 
system of philosophy; no one who reads the Introduction to vol. i. of 
the Secret Doctrine can have any doubt that she claimed to be putting 
forward or, if the words be preferred, to be preaching or promulgating 
a part of a definite philosophy, called by her the Wisdom Religion, 
Theosophy, the Esoteric Doctrine, the Esoteric Philosophy, etc. She 
speaks of the " actual existence of a Parent Doctrine" ; "the existence 
of one primeval, universal Wisdom"; religious "founders were all 
transmitters, not original teacher,;"; "The Wisdom Religion is the 
inheritance of all the nations, the world over" ; " The Secret Doctrine 
is the accumulated Wisdom of the Ages. . The system in 
question is no fancy of one or several isolated individuals. That it is 
the uninterrupted record covering thousands of generations of Seers "; 
and she goes on to speak of "the fundamental Law in that system", 
" the fundamental conception of the system ", and so on. Yet she, 
who thus so definitely put forward a system of doctrine, none the less 
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insisted that the Theosophical Society should embrace men of all 
creeds, and should never make the acceptance of Theosophy as a 
system a condition of admission to the Theosophical Society. The 
Society was to serve as a bond of union, and to be content to slowly 
influence the thoughts of men by its wide tolerance and generous 
welcome of the earnest of any and of every creed. If it continued to 
refuse to erect exclusive barriers, it would continue to last as a force 
for good. Then, she said: 

It will gradually leaven and permeate the great mass of t1li1lking and intelligent 
people with its large-minded and noble ideas of Religion, Duty and Philanthropy. 
Slowly but surely it will brmt asllnder the iron fetters of creeds and dogmas, of social 
and caste prejudices; it will break down racial and national antipathies and barriers, 
and will open the way to the practical realization of the brotherhood of all men. 
Through its teaching, through the philosophy which it has rendered accessible and in
telligible to the mind, the West willltam to understand and appreciate the East at its 
true value. Further, the development of the psychic powers and faculties, the pre
monitory symptoms of which are already visible in America, will proceed healthily and 
normally. Mankind w.ll be saved from the terrible dangers, both mental and bodily, 
which are inevitable when that unfolding takes place, as it threatens to do, in a hotbed 
oJ selfishness and all evil passions. Man's mental and psychic growth will proceed ill 
harmony with his moral improvement, while his material surroundings will reflect tile 

peace and fraternal goodwill which will remain in his mind, instead of the discord 
and strife which are everywhere apparent around us to-day. 

Surely it cannot be said that they are changing the position of the 
Society who continue to insist that absolute freedom of opinion shall 
be the right of its members, yet who-happening to be adherents of 
the Wisdom Religion-put forward its definite body of teaching as 
.. Theosophy". The name has historically represented this system, 
and it is inconvenient to change a name long associated with a school 
of thought. 

One of the earliest expounders of Theosophy to the present 
generation was Mr. A. P. SIN!IIETT: he was one also of the early 
adherents of the Society. He has certainly no doubt that a definite 
philosophy exists now "preached as Theosophy". He begins his 
Occult World with the statement: "There is a school of philosophy 
still in existence of which modern culture has lost sight. . The 
wisdom of the ancient world-science and religion commingled, 
physics and metaphysics combined-was a reality, and it still survives. 
It is that which will be spoken of in these pages as Occult Philosophy." 
Mr. SINNETT'S second well-known book, Esoteric Buddhism, puts 
forward this same Occult Philosophy as a definite system, clearly and 
plainly. And it is the setting forth of this system that has been the 
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objective point of all Mr. SINNETT'S efforts. Yet Mr. SINNETT has 
never shown any desire to alter the wide platform of the Theosophical 
Society, nor has he made any attempt to commit the Society, as a 
Society, to the official sanctioning of these teachings. 

I might give other instances to prove this same point, that while 
the Society has been open to all, Theosophy has always been preached 
by the most prominent members as a definite system of philosophy. 
Nothing more is being done now. Most certainly in my lectures I 
promulgate a certain view of Truth, known as Theosophy, following in 
this the eminent examples who have familiarised the Western World 
with the teachings of the Wisdom Religion. But as this is not the 
introduction of a new policy but the following of the old policy, there 
can be no reason for changing the platform of the Society. There 
have always been in the Society members who do not accept the 
Esoteric Philosophy, and their status is as undoubted and as honour
able as that of those who accept it. The latter members never 
dream of complaining when the former signify their dissent from the 
teachings of the Wisdom Religion. Why should not those who assent 
to them have equal liberty to proclaim that assent, and liberty also 
to do their best to spread views which they believe to be useful to the 
modern world? They do not commit the Society to these views, but 
it would indeed be a strange thing if adherents of the Esoteric 
Philosophy were the only people denied admission to, or liberty within, 
the Theosophical Society. 

Mr. ALLEN not only makes the mistake of taking as a new thing 
the definite teaching of Theosophy by prominent members of the Theo
sophical Society, but he further confounds the Theosophical Society 
and Theosophy. Yet H. P. Blavatskyalways very strongly insisted 
on the distinction. (See, for example, The Key to Theosophy, pp. 19-25.) 

" Every member", she writes, " must be a philanthropist, or a scholar, 
a searcher into Aryan and other old literature, or a psychic student. 
In short, he has to help, if he can, in the carrying out of at least one 
of the objects of the programme. Otherwise he has no reason for 
becoming a Fellow. . These may, or may not, become Theo
sophists de facto." Again, there may be Theosophists, as she says, who 
are not members of the Society at all. Noone has the right to deny 
the name to an adherent of the Esoteric Philosophy, merely because he 
is not enrolled in a particular Society. 

The truth is that the name "Theosophist" is used in various 
senses. It is applied, loosely, to all members of the T.S., whether or 
not they accept Theosophical teachings. It is used in an intellectual 
sense, to denote those who accept a certain definite system of 
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Philosophy. And sometimes it is used as describing one who fulfils 
the loftiest moral ideal, a sense in which it would be applicable, if at all, 
only to one or two persons in a generation. Thus we find a MASTER 
writing: 

"HE WHO DOES NOT PRACTISE ALTRUISM; HE WHO IS NOT PREPARED 

TO SHARE HIS LAST MORSEL WITH A WEAKER OR POORER THAN HIMSELF; 

HE WHO NEGLECTS TO HELP HIS BROTHER MAN, OF WHATEVER RACE, NATION, 

OR CREED, WHENEVER AND WHEREVER HE MEETS SUFFERING, AND WHO 

TURNS A DEAF EAR TO THE CRY OF HUMAN MISERY; HE WHO HEARS AN 

INNOCENT PERSON SLANDERED, WHETHER A BROTHER THEOSOPHIST OR NOT, 

AND DOES NOT UNDERTAKE HIS DEFENCE AS HE WOULD UN.DERTAKE HIS 

OWN-IS NO THEOSOPHIST." 

In this sense, few indeed can be Theosophists, save in aspira
tion. 

It will now be seen that it is quite impossible to meet Mr. ALLEN'S 
wish, and to change the platform of the Society. He says: 

"Now, I am not blaming the Theosophical Society for being more dogmatic in 
teaching now than of yore. I only want it to acknowledge the fact, and say plainly: 
I The Theosophical Society now exists for the purpose of uniting in one organisation all 
persons, of whatsoever race or creed, who can accept the doctrines of an Unknowable 
God, of Karma, of Re-incarnation, of human Free Will, and the absolute responsibility 
of e\'ery man for himself and his future: Such a position is perfectly logical and 
worthy. The old position of uniting men without any regard to differences of philo
sophical or non-philosophical apprehension was a fine ideal, but too fine to be practic
able. Mankind is not yet sufficiently advanced to be capahle of it." 

To do this would be to destroy the objects for which the Theoso
phical Society was founded. Many members may study Aryan litera
ture, or physical science, and yet not believe in Karma and Reincarna
tion. The basis of the Society is action, not belief. "To form the 
nucleus", to "study", to "investigate". not to hold any particular 
opinions, was the platform chosen by the Founders and accepted ever 
since by the members. Why should the Society change its ground, and 
why should Mr. ALLEN-not even a member of it-wish it to change 
its ground? It injures no one, intrudes upon no one, seeks to coerce 
no one. Why should it be asked to commit suicide, and then to 
reincarnate in another form? Surely it may be left to exist, and to 
carryon its own work! 

Mr. ALLEN objects to the high ideal of the Society, and thinks-it 
"too fine to be practicable". Farther on he says that" in aiming at 
Universal. Brotherhood the Theosophical Society is aiming too high. 
Higher even than their leading men can reach." But can we aim too 
high, and is the poor limit of our realization to fix the height of our 
ideal? Surely it is well to have a lofty ideal, though we may fall far 
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short thereof, for failure to reach the highest is more elevating than 
contentment with the low. 

"The next thing ", says Mr. ALLEN, "I would suggest that we 
have to say to the Theosophical Society is: 'Try to preach your own 
view without seeming to assume that those whose apprehensions differ 
from yours are philosophically· incapable'." And on this he tells a 
"good story", in which a "prominent ~ember of the Society" says to 
a gentleman: "The Christo-Theosophical Society is very well for 
people who are intellectually incapable of joining us. If I came across 
a man for whom our teaching was too advanced, I should advise him 
to go to the Christo-Theosophical Society." Mr. ALLEN did not hear 
this remark himself, and it may easily have been coloured in the repe
tition of it. It may have been said lightly, in good-humoured criticism, 
or as the last word of a conversation modified by what went before. 
In any case, "the Theosophical Society" does not say that a person 
is " philosophically incapable", because one of its members is reported 
to have made an irresponsible and even unwise remark. 

The question submitted is: Does the Theosophical Society claim 
that only those who" seek initiation in their organization" can reach 
a certain " fount of truth", and does the Society commit itself 
To the position that there is upon earth, and has always been, a sort of Bureau of 
Truth with al\ its staff of principals and subordinates, and a definite policy to carry 
out; from which, as from a centre, ha\"e come all great teachers and prophets, whose 
messages ha\'e ever been one and the same, but have got perverted and misrepresented 
by the churches and organisations which professed to presen"e and perpetuate them 1 

Certainly the Society commits itself to no such statement. In fact the 
Society says nothing on the subject. H. P. BLAVATSKY did say that 
there was a great BROTHERHOOD of Sages, or Initiates, scattered 
over the whole globe, who were the custodians of the accumulated body 
of knowledge spoken of as Esoteric or Occult Philosophy, and that all 
the great religious Teachers have been members of that BROTHERHOOD. 
Also that every exoteric religion possessed fragments of the Truth, 
however overlaid they might, in course of time, have become. In 
founding the Society she claimed to be acting as a messenger from that 
BROTHERHOOD, but she did not make the acceptance of her message a 
condition of entry into the Society, and the Society is not committed 
to her view. 

Nor did she ever dream of saying that only by way of the Theo
sophical Society could the BROTHERHOOD be reached. That BROTHER
HOOD acts in many ways, by many methods, and the Theosophical 
Society is only one of the many agencies through which They work for 
the elevation of mankind. 
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Nor is it even necessary that a seeker after Truth should find the 
BROTHERHOOD in order to find Truth. As Mr. ALLEN says, .. Truth is 
a universal omnipresent vibration", and a man may place himself 
directly in rapport with it. But she used to say that while a person 
might start on his way by himself and grope on alone, he would be 
like one who would reject all that mathematical science had done and 
insist on building it up again for himself. If he had strength, and 
time, and genius, sufficient for the task, he might build up mathe
matics from their foundation, for the facts were as free to him as to the 
great master-builders of the science. His success would be problema
tical, and he would be unwise to place himself in the position of the 
first investigator by rejecting the stores of accumulated mathematical 
knowledge; but he might do so. This truth also is .. as free as air", 
but the" bureau" composed of mathematicians all the world over is a 
useful institution for those who want to reach mathematical knowledge 
within the limits of one short life. 

Mr. ALLEN passes on to discuss certain philosophical problems, 
but into these I will not follow him. I have only sought here, in all 
courtesy and good-will, to point out, in answer to his challenge, some 
errors of statement into which he appears to me to have fallen. And 
I venture to say that the Theosophical Society is just the very place 
for Mr. ALLEN, leaving him free, as it does, to hold and to teach his 
own views, just as, on the other hand, it leaves me free to hold and to teach 
what I have learned of the Esoteric Philosophy. Those of us who believe 
in the BROTHERHOOD, and who seek to spread in the Western World the 
characteristic teachings of that which is now" preached as' Theosophy' ", 
do not seek to impose these views on the Society, but we claim the right 
to hold and teach them, while remaining members of the Society. 
Strange indeed would it be if the promulgation of the message 
brought by the chief Founder of the Society, views taught also by the 
other two Founders, should be forbidden to members of that Society. 
All that such members are bound to do is to avoid all temptation of 
imposing these views on others as a condition of membership or of 
good standing in the Society. 

Such, personally, is my answer to Mr. ALLEN'S friendly challenge. 
It seems to me that we might well be brothers within the broad limits 
of the Theosophical Society, content to differ on many philosophical 
doctrines. His difference from me in no way detracts, in my mind, 
from the respect due to his keen intellect and to his value as a mystical 
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thinker. Truth is too great for anyone of us to grasp it, too many
sided for anyone of us to see. If some of us have found aid from 
great spiritual Seers, standing at heights that as yet we may not reach, 
surely our brethren need not grudge it to us, since we force it not on 
them, but only offer it to any who desire to share it with us. Wealth 
has been placed in our hands to give to the poor; why blame us that 
we scatter it to those who wish for it, having no desire to force it on any 
who say that it is dross, not gold. Here, as in other things, let us try 
to follow the Law of Liberty, and not transgress the Law of Love; for 
all servants of Truth have their faces set in the same direction, and 
though the ways thereto be many, they will lead us to the goal 
at last. 

J\. llt1uitrbtb liii. 
(Concludea from page 368.) 

VI. 

I DEPART, BUT NOT ALONE. 

\fij EVERAL days later I sailed, but dUring. my stay I saw my \!'enerable 
~ friend, the Bonze, no more. Evidently on that last, to me for ever 
memorable, evening he had been seriously offended with my more than 
irreverent, my downright insulting remark about one whom he so justly 
respected. I felt sorry for him, but the wheel of passion and pride was too 
incessantly at work to permit me to feel a single moment of remorse. 
What was it that made me so relish the pleasure of wrath, that when, for 
one instant, I happened to lose sight of my supposed grievance toward the 
Yamabooshi, I forthwith lashed myself back into a kind of artificial fury 
against him? He had only accomplished what he had been expected to 
do, and what he had tacitly promised; not only so, but it was I myself who 
had deprived him of the possibility of doing more, even for my own pro
tection, if I might believe the Bonze-a man whom I knew to be thoroughly 
honourable and reliable. Was it regret at having been forced by my pride 
to refuse the proffered precaution, or was it the fear of remorse that made 
me rake together, in my heart, during those evil hours, the smallest details of 
the supposed insult to that same suicidal pride? Remorse, as an old poet 
has aptly remarked, 

.. Is like the heart in which it grows, . . . . 
• . . . If proud and gloomy, 
It is a poison-tree, that pierced to the inmost, 
Weeps only tears of blood." 
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Perchance, it was the indefinite fear of something of that sort which 
caused me to remain so obdurate, and led me to excuse, under the plea of 
terrible provocation, even the unprovoked insults that I had heaped upon 
the head of my kind and all-forgiving friend, the priest. However, it was 
now too late in the day to recall the words of offence I had uttered; and all 
I could do was to promise myself the satisfaction of writing him a friendly 
letter as soon as I reached home. Fool, blind fool, elated with insolent 
self-conceit, that I was! So sure did I feel that my vision was due merely 
to some trick of the Yamabooshi, that I actually gloated over my coming 
triumph in writing to the Bonze that I had been right in answering his sad 
words of parting with an incredulous smile, as my sister and family were 
all in good health-happy! 

. I had not been at sea for a week before I had cause to remember his 
words of warning. 

From the day of my experience with the magic mirror, I perceived a 
great change in my whole state, and I attributed it at first to the mental 
depression I had struggled against for so many months. During the day I 
very often found. myself absent from the surrounding scenes, losing 
sight for several minutes of things and persons. My nights were disturbed, 
my dreams oppressive, and at times horrible. Good sailor I certainly was; 
and besides the weather was unusually fine, the ocean as smooth, as a pond. 
Notwithstanding this I often felt a strange giddiness, and the familiar faces 
of my fellow-passengers assumed at such times the most grotesque appear
ances. Thus, a young German I used to know well, was once suddenly 
transformed before my eyes into his old father, whom we had laid in the 
little burial place of the European colony some three years before. We 
were talking on deck of the defunct and of a certain business arrangement of 
his, when Max Grunner's head appeared to me as though it were covered with 
a strange film. A thick greyish mist surrounded him, and gradually con
densing around and upon his healthy countenance, settled suddenly into 
the grim old head I had myself seen covered with six feet of soil. On 
another occasion, as the captain was talking of a Malay thief whom he had 
helped to secure and lodge in gaol, I saw near him the yellow, villainous face 
of a man answering to his description. I kept silence about such hallucina
tions; but as they became more and more frequent, I felt very much 
disturbed, though still attributing them to natural causes, such as I had 
read about in medical books. 

One night I was abruptly awakened by a long and loud cry of distress. 
It was a woman's voice, plaintive like that of a child, full of terror and of 
helpless despair. I awoke with a start to find myself on land, in a strange 
room. A young girl, almost a child, was desperately struggling against a 
powerful middle-aged man, who had surprised her in her own room and 
during her sleep. Behind the closed and locked door: I saw listening an 
old woman, whose face, notwithstanding the fiendish expression upon it, 
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seemed familiar to me, and I immediately recognised it; it was the face of 
the Jewess who had adopted my niece in the dream I had at Kioto. She 
had received gold to pay for her share in the foul crime, and was now keep
ing her part of the covenant. . • -. Hut who was the victim? 0 horror 
unutterable! unspeakable horror! When I realized the situation after 
coming back to my normal state, I found it was my own child-niece. 

But, as in my first vision, I felt in me nothing of the nature of that 
despair born of affection that fills one's heart at the sight of a wrong done 
to, or a misfortune befalling, those one loves; nothing but a manly indigna
tion in the presence of suffering inflicted upon the weak and the helpless. 
I rushed, of course, to her rescue, and seized the wanton, brutal beast by 
the neck. I fastened upon him with a powerful grasp, but the man heeded 
it not, he seemed not even to feel my hand. The coward, seeing himself 
resisted by the girl, lifted his powerful arm, and the thick fist, coming down 

. like a heavy hammer upon the sunny locks, felled the child to the ground. 
It was with the loud cry of the indignation of a stranger, not with that of a 
tigress defending her cub, that I sprang upon the lew:d beast and sought to 
throttle him. I then remarked, for the first time, that, a shadow myself, I 
was grasping but another shadow! • . • 

My loud shrieks and imprecations had awakened the whole steamer. 
They were attributed to a nightmare. I did not seek to take anyone into 
my confidence; but, from that day forward, my life became a long series 
of mental tortures. I could hardly shut my eyes without becoming witness 
of some horrible deed, some scene of misery, death or crime, whether past, 
present, or even future-as I ascertained later on. It was as though some 
mocking fiend had taken upon himself the task of making me go through 
the vision of everything that was bestial, malignant and hopeless, in this 
world of misery. No radiant vision of beauty or virtue ever lit with the 
faintest ray these pictures of awe and wretchedness that I seemed doomed 
to witness. Scenes of wickedness, of murder, of treachery, of lust, fell 
dismally upon my sight, and I was brought face to face with the vilest 
results of man's passions, the most terrible outcome of his material earthly 
cravings. 

Had the Bonze foreseen, indeed, the dreary results, when he spoke of 
Daij-Dzins to whom I left" an ingress ", " a door open" in me? Nonsense! 

. There must be some physiological, abnormal change in me. Once at 
Nuremberg, when I have ascertained how false was the direction taken by 
my fears-I dared not hope for no misfortune at all-these meaningless 
visions will disappear as they came. The very fact that my fancy follows 
but one direction, that of pictures of misery, of human passions in their 
worst material shape, is a proof, to me, of their unreality. 

" If, as you say, man consists of one substance, matter, the object of the 
physical senses; and if perception with its modes is only the result of the 
organization of the brain, then should we be naturally attracted but to the 
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material, the earthly," I thought I heard the familiar voice of the 
Bonze interrupting my reflections, and repeating an oft-used argument of 
his in his discussions with me. 

" There are two planes of vision before men ", I again heard him say, 
"the plane of undying love and spiritual aspirations, the efHux from the 
eternal light ; and the plane of restless, ever-changing matter, the light in 
which the misguided Daij-Dzins bathe." 

VII. 

ETERNITY IN A SHORT DREAM. 

In those days I could hardly bring myself to realize, even for a moment, 
the absurdity of a belief in any kind of spirits, whether good or bad. I now 
understood, if I did not believe, what was meant by the term, though I still 
persisted in hoping that it would finally prove some physical derangement 
or nervous hallucination. To fortify my unbelief the more, I tried to bring 
back to my memory all the arguments used against faith in such supersti
tions, that I had ever read or heard. I recalled the biting sarcasms of 
Voltaire, the calm reasoning of Hume, and I repeated to myself fill nauseam 
the words of Rousseau, who said that superstition, "the disturber of society ", 
could never be too strongly attacked. Why should the sight, the phantas
magoria, rather-I argued-U of that which we know in a waking sense to 
be false, come to affect us at all?" Why should-

.. Names, whose sense we see not 
Ft1Ly us with things that he not? .. 

One day the old captain was narrating to us the various superstitions 
to which sailors were addicted; a pompous English missionary remarked 
that Fielding had declared long ago that "superstition renders a man a 
fool "-after which he hesitated for an instant, and abruptly stopped. I 
had not taken any part in the general conversation; but no sooner had the 
reverend speaker relieved himself of the quotation, than I saw in that halo 
of vibrating light, which I now noticed almost constantly over every 
human head on the steamer, the words of Fielding's next proposition
" and scepticism makes him mad". 

I had heardand read of the claims of those who pretend to'seership, that 
they often see the thoughts of people traced in the aura of those present. 
Whatever" aura" may mean with others, I had now a personal experience of 
the truth of the claim, and felt sufficiently disgusted with the discovery! 1-
a clairvoyant! A new horror added to my life, an absurd and ridiculous gift 
developed, which 1 shall have to conceal from aU, feeling ashamed of it as 
if it were a case of leprosy. At this moment my hatred to the Yamabooshi, 
and even to my venerable old friend, the Bonze, knew no bounds. The 
former had evidently by his manipulations over me, while I was lying 
unconscious, touched some unknown physiological spring in my brain, and 
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by loosing it had called forth a faculty generally hidden in the human 
constitution; and it was the Japanese priest who had introduced the wretch 
into my house ! 

But my anger and my curses were alike useless, and could be of no avail. 
Moreover, we were already in European waters, and in a few more days 
we should be at Hamburg. Then would my doubts and fears be set at 
rest, and I should find, to my intense relief, that although clairvoyance, as 
regards the reading of human thoughts on the spot, may have some truth 
in it, the discernment of such events at a distance, as I had dreamed of, was 
an impos!libility for human faculties. Notwithstanding all my reasoning, 
however, my heart was sick with fear, and full of the blackest presentiments; 
I felt that my doom was closing. I suffered terribly, my nervous and 
mental prostration becoming intensified day by day. 

The night before we entered port, I had a dream. 
I fancied I was dead. My body lay cold and stiff in its last sleep, 

whilst its dying consciousness, which still regarded itself as " I ", realizing 
the event, was preparing to meet in a few seconds its own extinction. It had 
always been my belief that as the brain preserved heat longer than any of 
the other organs, and was the last to cease its activity, thought in it 
survived bodily death by several minutes. Therefore I was not in 
the least surprised to find in my dream that while the frame had 
already crossed that awful gulf .. no mortal e'er repassed", its con
sciousness was still in the gray twilight, the first shadows of the 
great Mystery. Thus my THOUGHT, wrapped, as I believed, in 
the remnants of its own fast retiring vitality, was watching with 
intense and eager curiosity the approaches of its own dissolution, i.e., 
a""ihilation. "I" was hastening to record my last impressions, lest the 
dark mantle of eternal oblivion should envelope me, before I had time to 
feel and enjoy the great, the supreme triumph of learning that my life-long 
convictions were true, that death is a complete and absolute cessation of 
conscious being. Everything around me was getting darker with every 
moment. Huge gray shadows were moving before my vision, slowly at 
first, then with accelerated motion, until they commenced whirling around 
with an almost vertiginous rapidity. Then, as though that motion had 
taken place only for purposes of brewing darkness, the object.once reached, it 
slackened its speed, and as the darkness became gradually transformed into 
intense blackness, it ceased altogether. There was nothing now within my 
immediate perceptions but that fathomless black space, as dark as pitch; 
to me it appeared as limitless and as silent as the ~horeless Ocean of 
Eternity upon which Time, the progeny of man's brain, is for ever gliding, 
but which it can never cross. 

Dream is defined by Cato, as " but the image of our hopes and fears". 
Having never feared death when awake, I felt, in this dream of mine, calm 
and serene at the idea of my speedy end. In truth, I felt rather relieved 
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at the thought-probably owing to my recent mental suffering-that the 
end of all, of doubt, of fear for those I loved, of suffering and of every 
anxiety, was close at hand. The constant anguish that had been gnawing 
ceaselessly at my heavy aching heart for many long and weary months 
had now become unbearable; and if, as Seneca thinks, death is but "the 
ceasing to be what we were before", it was better that I should die. The 
body is dead; "I ", its consciousness-that which is all that remains of me 
now, for a few moments longer-am preparing to follow. Mental percep
tions will get weaker, more dim and hazy with every second of time, until 
the longed-for oblivion envelopes me completely in its cold shroud. 
Sweet is the magic hand of Death, the great World-Comforter; profound 
and dreamless is sleep in its unyielding arms. Yea, verily, it is a 
welcome guest; a calm and peaceful haven amidst the roaring billows of 
the Ocean of Life, whose breakers lash in vain the rock-bound shores of 
Death. Happy the lonely bark that drifts into the still waters of its black 
gulf, after having been so long, so cruelly tossed about by the angry waves 
of sentient life. Moored in it for evermore, needing no longer either sailor 
rudder, my bark will now find rest. \Velcome then, 0 Death, at this 
tempting price; and fare thee well, poor body, which, having neither sought 
it nor derived pleasure from it, I now readily give up !" 

While uttering this death-chant to the prostrate form before me, I bent 
over and examined it· with curiosity. I felt the surrounding darkness 
oppressing me, weighing on me almost tangibly, and I fancied I found in 
it the approach of the Liberator I was welcoming. And yet 
how very strange! If real, final death takes place in our consciousness; 
if after the bodily death" I " and my conscious perceptions are one-how 
is it that these perceptions do not become weaker, why does my brain
action seem as vigorous as ever, now . that I am de facto dead? 

Nor does the usual feeling of anxiety, the" heavy heart" so-called, 
decrease in intensity; nay, it even seems to become worse . . 
unspeakably so! How long it takes for full oblivion to arrive! 

Ab, here's my body again! Vanished out of sight for a 
second or two, it reappears before me once more How white and 
ghastly it looks I Yet . its brain cannot be quite dead since" I", 
its consciousness, am still acting, since we two fancy that we still are, that 
we still live and think, disconnected from our creator and its ideating cells. 

Suddenly I felt a strong desire to see how much longer the progress 
of dissolution was likely to last before it placed its last seal on the brain and 
rendered it inactive. I examined my brain in its cranial cavity, through the 
(to me) entirely transparent walls and roof of the skull, and even touclud 
tlu brain-matter. How, or with whose hands, I am now unable to say; 
but the impression of the slimy, intensely cold matter produced a very 
strong impression on me, in that dream. To my great dismay, I found 
that the blood having entirely congealed and the brain-tissues themselves 
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having undergone a change that would no longer permit any molecular 
action, it became impossible for me to account for the phenomena now 
taking place with myself. Here was I-or my consciousness, which is all 
one-standing, apparently entirely disconnected from my brain, which 
could no longer function. . . But I had no time left for reflection. A 
new and most extraordinary change in my perceptions had taken place and 
now engrossed my whole attention. . . What does this signify? • • . 

The same darkness was around me as before, a black impenetrable 
space extending in every direction. Only now, right before me, in what
.ever direction I was looking, moving with me which way soever I moved, 
there was a gigantic round clock; a disk, whose large white face shone 
ominously on the ebony-black background. As I looked at its huge dial 
and at the pendulum moving to and fro regularly and slowly in space, as if 
its swinging meant to divide eternity, I saw its needles pointing at seven 
minutes past jive. The hour at which my torture had commenced at 
Kioto! I had barely found time to think of the coincidence, when, to my 
unutterable horror, I felt myself going through the same identical process 
that I had been made to experience on that memorable and fatal day. 
I swam underground, dashing swiftly through the earth; I found myself 
once more in the pauper's grave, and recognized my brother-in-law in the 
mangled remains; I witnessed his terrible death i entered my sister's 
house i followed her agony, and saw her go mad. I went over the same 
scenes without missing a single detail of them. But alas! I was no longer 
iron-bound in the calm indifference that had then been mine, and which in 
that first vision had left me as unfeeling to my great misfortune as if I had 
been a heartless thing of rock. My mental tortures were now becoming 
beyond description, and well-nigh unbearable. Even the settled despair, 
the never-ceasing anxiety I was constantly experiencing when awake, had 
become now, in my dream and in the face of this repetition of vision and 
events, as an hour of darkened sunlight compared to a deadly cyclone. 
Oh! how I suffered, in this wealth and pomp of infernal horrors, to which 
the conviction of the survival of man's consciousness after death-for in 
that dream I firmly believed that my body was dead-added the most 
terrifying of all. 

The relative relief I felt, when, after going over the last scene, I saw 
once more the great white face of the dial before me, was not of long 
duration. The long, arrow-shaped needles were pointing on the colossal 
disk at-seven minutes and a .half past jive o'clock. But before I had time to 
·well realize the change, one needle moved slowly backwards, stopped at 
precisely the seventh minute, and-O cursed fate. I found myself 
driven into a repetition of the same series over again! Once more I swam 
underground, and saw, and heard, and suffered, every torture that hell can 
provide, I passed through every mental anguish known to man or fiend i I 
returned to see the fatal dial and its needle-after what appeared to me an 
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eternity-moved, as before, only half a minute forward; I beheld it, with 
renewed terror, moving back again, and felt myself propelled forward anew. 
And so it went on, and on, and on, time after time, in what seemed to me an 
endless succession, a series which never had any beginning, nor would it 
ever have an end. 

Worst of aliI my consciousness, my "I", had apparently acquired 
the phenomenal capacity of trebling, quadrupling, and even of decuplating 
itself. I lived, felt and suffered, in the same space of time, in half-a-dozen 
different places at once, passing over various events of my life, at different 
epochs, and under the most dissimilar circumstances; though predominant 
over all was my spiritual experience at Kioto. Thus, as in the famous jug., 
in Dan Giovanni, the heart-rending notes of Elvira's aria of despair ring high 
above, but interfere in no way with the melody of the minuet, the song of 
seduction, and the chorus, so I went over and over my travailing woes, the 
feelings of agony unspeakable at the awful sights of my vision, the repeti
tion of which blunted in nowise even a single pang of my despair and 
horror; nor did these feelings weaken in the least scenes and events 
entirely disconnected with the first one, that I was living through again, 
or interfere in any way the one with the other. It was a maddening 
experience I A series of contrapuntal, mental phantasmagoria from real 
life. Here was I, during the same half-a-minute of time, examining with 
cold curiosity the mangled remains of my sister's husband; following with 
the same indifference the effects of the news on her brain, as in my first 
Kioto vision, and feeling at the same time hell-torture for these very events, 
as when I returned to consciousness. I was listening to the philosophical 
discourses of the Bonze, every word of which I heard and understood, and 
was trying to laugh him to scorn. I was again a child, then a youth, hearing 
my mother's, and my sweet sister's voices, admonishing me and teaching 
duty to all men. 1 am saving a friend from drowning, and am sneering at 
his aged father, who thanks me for having saved a" soul" yet unprepared 
to meet his Maker. 

" Speak of dual consciousness, you psycho-physiologists!" I cried, in 
one of the moments when agony, mental and, as it seemed to me, physical 
also, had arrived at a degree of intensity which would have killed a dozen 
living men. " Speak of your psychological and physiological experiments, 
you schoolmen, puffed up with pride and book-learning I Here am I to 
give you the lie." • . And now I was reading the works of and holding 
converse with learned professors and lecturers, who had led me to my fatal 
scepticism. And, while arguing the impossibility of consciousness divorced 
from its brain, I was shedding tears of blood over the supposed fate of my 
niece and nephew. More terrible than all: I knew, as only a liberated 
consciousness can know, that all I had seen in my vision at Japan, and all that 
I was now seeing and hearing over and over again, was true in every point 
and detail, that it was a long string of ghastly and terrible, still of real, 
actual, facts. 
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For, perhaps, the hundredth time, 1 had rivetted my attention on the 
needle of the clock. I had lost the number of my gyrations and was fast 
coming to the conclusion that they would never stop, that consciousness, 
is, after all, indestructible, and that this was to be my punishment in 
eternity. 1 was beginning to realize from personal experience how the 
condemned sinners would feel; "were not eternal damnation a logical and 
mathematical impossibility in an ever-progressing universe "-I still found 
the force to argue. Yes, indeed; at this hour of my ever-increasing agony, 
my consciousness-now my synonym for" I "-had still the power of revolt
ing at certain theological claims, of denying all their propositions, all-save 
ITSELP. No; I denied the independent nature of my consciousness 
no longer, for I knew it now to be such. But is it ete,nal withal? 0 thou 
incomprehensible and terrible reality! But if thou art eternal, who then 
art thou ?-since there is no deity, no God, whence dost thou come, and 
when didst thou first appear, if thou art not a part of the cold body lying 
yonder? And whither dost thou lead me, who am thyself, and shall our 
thought and fancy have an end? What is thy real name, thou unfathom
able REALITY, and impenetrable MYSTERY! Oh, 1 would fain annihilate 
thee. II Soul-Vision! "-who speaks of soul, and whose voice is 
this? It says that I see now for myself that there is a soul in man 
after all. 1 deny this. My soul, my vital soul, or the spirit of life, 
has expired with my body, with the grey matter of my brain. This" 1 " 
of mine, this consciollsness, is not yet proven to me as eternal. Reincarna
tion, in which the Bonze felt so anxious I should. believe, may be true. . 
Why not? Is not the flower born year after year from the same root? 
Hence this II I" once separated from its brain, losing its calance, and 
calling forth such a host of visions. . before reincarnating. 

I was again face to face with the inexorable, fatal clock. And as I 
was watching its needle, I heard the voice of the Bonze, coming out of 
the depths of its white face, saying-II In this case, I fear, you would have 
only to opm and to shut the temple door, over and ove, again, du,ing a pe,iod which, 
howeve, short, wOllld seem to yo" an eternity". 

The clock had vanished, darkness made room for light, the voice of 
myoid friend was drowned by a multitude of voices overhead on deck; 
and I awoke in my berth, covered with a cold perspiration, and faint 
with terror. 

VIII. 

A TALE OP WOE. 

We were at Hamburg, and no sooner had I seen my partners, who 
could hardly recognize me, than with their consent and good wishes 1 
started for Nuremberg. 

Half an hour after my arrival, the last doubt with regard to the 
correctness of my vision had disappeared. The reality was worse than any 

2 
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expectations could have made it, and I was henceforward doomed to the 
most desolate life. I ascertained that I had seen the terrible tragedy, with 
all its heart-rending details. My brother-in-law, killed under the wheels 
of a machine; my sister, insane, and now rapidly sinking toward her eIIII; 
my niece -the sweet flower of nature's fairest work-dishonomed, in a den 
of infamy; the little children, dead of a contagious diaease in an orphan
age; my last surviving nephew at sea, no one Jmew where! A whole 
house, a home of love and peace, scattered; and I, left alone, a witness of 
this world of death, of desolation and dishonour. The news filled me with 
infinite despair, and I sank helpless before this wholesale, dire disaster 
which rose before me all at once. The shock proved too much, and I 
fainted. The last thing I heard before entirely losing my consciousness 
was a remark of the Burgmeister :-" Had we known of your whereabouts, 
and of your intention of coming home to take charge of your young 
relatives, we might have placed them elsewhere, and thus have saved them 
from their fate. No one knew that the children had a well-to-do relative. 
They were left paupers, and had to be dealt with as such. They were 
comparatively strangers in Nuremberg, and under the unfortunate circum
stances you could hardly have expected anything else-I can only express 
my sincere sorrow." 

It was this terrible knowledge that I might, at any rate, have sayed 
my young niece from her unmerited fate, but that through my neglect I 
had not done so-that was killing me. Had I but followed the friendly 
advice of the Bonze Tamoora, and communicated with the authorities some 
time previous to my return, much might have been avoided. It was all 
this, coupled with the fact that I could no longer doubt clairvoyance and 
clairaudience-the possibility of which I had so long denied-that brought 
me so heavily down upon my knees. I could avoid the censure of my 
fellow-creatures, but I could not escape the stings of my conscience, the 
reproaches of my own aching heart-no, not as long as I lived! I cursed 
my stubborn scepticism, my denial of facts, my early education. I cursed 
myself and the whole world. 

For several days I contrived not to sink beneath my load, for I had a 
duty to perform to the dead and to the living. But my sister once rescued 
from the pauper's asylum, placed under the care of the best physicians, 
with her daughter to attend to her last moments, and the Jewess, whom I 
had brought to confess her crime, safely lodged in gaol-my fortitude and 
strength suddenly abandoned me. Hardly a week after my arrival I was 
myself no better than a raving maniac, helpless in the strong grip of 
brain fever. For several weeks I lay between life and death, the terrible 
disease defying the skill of the best physicians. At last my strong con
stitution prevailed, and-to my life-long sorrow-they proclaimed me 
saved. 

I heard the news with a bleeding heart. Doomed to drag the loath-
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some burden of life henceforth alone, and in constant remorse; hoping for 
no help or remedy on earth, and still refusing to believe in the possibility 
of anything better than a short survival of consciousness beyond the grave, 
this unexpected return to life added only one more drop of gall to my bitter 
feelings. They were hardly soothed by the immediate return, during the 
first days of my convalescence, of those unwelcome and unsought-for 
visions, whose correctness and reality I could deny no more. Alas the 
day! they were no longer in my sceptical, blind mind-

.. The children of an idle brain. 
Begot of nothing but vain fantasy" ; 

-but always the faithful photographs of the real woes and sufferings of 
my fellow creatures, of my best friends. Thus, I found myself 
doomed, whenever I was left for a moment alone, to the helpless torture of 
a chained Prometheus. During the still hours of night, as though held by 
some pitiless iron hand, I found myself led to my sister's bedside, forced to 
watch there hour after hour, and see the silent disintegration of her wasted 
organism; to witness and feel the sufferings that her own tenantless brain 
could no longer reflect or convey to her perceptions. But there was some
thing still more horrible to barb the dart that could never be extricated. 
I had to look, by day, at the childish, innocent face of my young niece, so 
sublimely simple and guileless in her pollution; and to witness, by night, 
how the full knowledge and recollection of her dishonour, of her young life 
now for ever blasted, came back to her in her dreams as soon as she was 
asleep. These dreams took an objective form to me, as they had done in 
the steamer; I had to live them over again, night after night, and feel the 
same terrible despair. For now, since I believed in the reality of seership, 
and had come to the conclusion that in our bodies lies hidden, as in the 
caterpillar, the chrysalis which may contain in its turn the butterfly-the 
symbol of the soul-I no longer remained indifferent as of yore, to what I 
witnessed in'lny Soul-life. Something had suddenly developed in me, had 
broken loose from its icy cocoon. Evidently I no longer saw only in conse
quence of the identification of my inner nature with a Daij-Dzin; my visions 
arose in consequence of a direct personal psychic development, the fiendish 
creatures only taking care that I should see nothing of an agreeable or 
elevating nature. Thus now, not an unconscious pang in my dying sister's 
emaciated body, not a thrill of horror in my niece's restless sleep at the 
recollection of the crime perpetrated upon her, an innocent child, but found 
a responsive echo in my bleeding heart. The deep fountain of sympathetic 
love and sorrow had gushed out from the physical heart, and was now 
loudly echoed by the awakened soul separated from the body. Thus had 
I to drain the cup of misery to the very dregs! "Woe is me, it was a daily 
and nightly torture! Oh, how I imourned over my proud folly; how 
punished I was for having neglected to avail myself at Kioto of the prof. 
ferred purification, for now I had come to believe even in the efficacy of 
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the latter. The Daij-Dzin had indeed obtained control over me; and the 
fiend had let loose all the dogs of hell upon his victim. 

At last the awful gulf was reached and crossed. The poor insane 
martyr dropped into her dark, and now welcome grave, leaving behind her 
but for a few short months, her young and first-born daughter. Con
sumption made short work of that tender, girlish frame. Hardly a year 
after my arrival, I was left alone in the whole wide world, my only surviving 
nephew having expressed a desire to follow his sea-faring career. 

And now, the sequel of my sad, sad story is soon told. A wreck, a 
prematurely old man, looking at forty as though sixty winters had passed 
over my doomed head, and owing to the never-ceasing visions, myself daily 
on the verge of insanity, I suddenly formed a desperate resolution. 1 
would return to Kioto and seek out the Yamahooshi. I would prostrate 
myself at the feet of the holy man, and would never leave him until he had 
recalled the Frankenstein monster he had raised, and with whom, at 
the time, it was I, myself, who would not part, through my insolent 
pride and unbelief. 

Three m~)Dths later I was in my Japanese home again, and I at once 
sought out myoId, venerable Bonze, Tamoora Hideyeri. I now implored 
him to take me, without an hour's delay, to the Yamabooshi, the innocent 
cause of my daily tortures. His answer but placed the last, the supreme 
seal on my doom, and tenfold intensified my despair. The Yamahooshi 
had left the country, for lands unknown! He had departed one fine 
morning into the interior, on a pilgrimage, and according to custom, would 
be absent, unless natural death shortened the period, for no less than seven 
years! 

In this mischance, I applied for help and protection to other learned 
Yamabooshis; and though well aware how useless it was in my case to 
seek efficient cure from any other" adept ", my excellent old friend did 
everything he could to help me in my misfortune. But it was to no purpose, 
and the canker-worm of my life's despair could not be thoroughly ex
tricated. I found from them that not one of those learned men could 
promise to relieve me entirely from the demon of clairvoyant obsession. It 
was he who raised certain Daij-Dzins, calling on them to show futurity, or 
things that had already come to pass, who alone had full control over them. 
With kind sympathy, which I had now learned to appreciate, the holy men 
invited me to join the group of their disciples, and learn from them what I 
could do for myself. "Will alone, faith in your own soul-powers, can help 
you now," they said. "But it may take several years to undo even a part 
of the great mischief," they added. " A Daij-Dzin is easily dislodged in 
the beginning; if left alone, he takes possession of a man's nature, and it 
become almost impossible to uproot the fiend without killing his victim." 

Persuaded that there was nothing but this left for me to do, I grate
fully assented, doing my best to believe in all that these holy men believed 
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in, and yet ever failing to do so in my heart. The demon of unbelief and 
all-denial seemed rooted in me more firmly even than was the Daij-Dzin. 
Still I did all I could do, decided as I was not to lose my last chance of 
salvation. Therefore, I proceeded without delay to free myself from the 
world and my commercial obligations, in order to live for several years an 
independent life. I settled my accounts with my Hamburg partners, and 
severed my connection with the firm. Notwithstanding considerable 
financial losses resulting from such a precipitated liquidation, I found 
myself, after closing the accounts, a far richer man than I had thought 1 
was. But wealth had no longer any attraction for me, now that I had no 
one to share it with, no one to work for. Life had become a burden; and 
such was my indifference to my future, that while giving away all my 
fortune to my nephew-in case he should return alive from his sea voyage 
-1 would have neglected entirely even a small provision for myself, had 
not my native partner interfered and insisted upon my making it. 1 now 
recognized with Lao-tze that knowledge was the only firm hold for a man 
to trust to, as it is the only one that cannot be shaken by any tempest. 
Wealth is a weak anchor in days of sorrow, and self-conceit the most fatal 
counsellor. Hence, I followed the advice of my friends, and laid aside for 
myself a modest sum, which would be sufficient to assure me a small income 
for life, when, or if, I ever left my new friends and instructors. Having 
settled my earthly accounts and disposed of my belongings at Kioto, 1 
joined the" Masters of the Long Vision", who took me to their mysterious 
abode. There I remained for several years, studying very earnestly and in 
the most complete solitude, seeing no one but a few. of the members of our 
religious community. 

Many are the mysteries of nature that I have fathomed since then; and 
many.a secret folio from the library of Tzion-ene have I devoured, obtaining 
thereby mastery over several kinds of invisible beings of a lowel order. 
But the great secret of power over the terrible Daij-Dzin 1 could not get. 
It remains in the possession of a very limited number of the highest 
lni.tiates of Lao-tze, the great majority of the Yamabooshis themselves 
being ignorant how to obtain such mastery over the dangerous Elemental. 
One who would reach such power of control would have to become entirely 
identified with the Yamabooshis, to accept their views and beliefs, and to 
attain the highest degree of Initiation. Very naturally, I was found 
unfit to join the Fraternity, owing to many insurmountable reasons, 
besides my congenital and ineradicable scepticism, though I tried hard 
to believe. Thus, partially relieved of my affliction and taught how to 
conjure the unwholesome visions away, 1 still remain, and do remain to 
this day, helpless to prevent their forced appearance before me now and 
then. 

It was after assuring myself of my unfitness for the exalted position 
of an independent Seer and Adept, that I reluctantly gave up any further 
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trial. Nothin~ had been heard of the holy man, the first innocent cause of 
my misfortune; and the old Bonze himself, who occasionally visited me in 
my retreat, either could not, or would not, inform me of the whereabouts of 
the Yamabooshi. \Vhen, therefore, I had to give up all hope of his ever 
relieving me entirely from my fatal gift, I resolved to return to Europe, to 
settle in solitude for the rest of my life. \Vith this object in view, I 
purchased through my late partners the Swiss chalet in which my hapless 
sister and I were born, where I had grown up under her care, and selected 
it for my future hermitage. 

When bidding me farewell for ever on the steamer which took me back 
to my fatherland, the good old Bonze tried to console me for my disappoint
ment. "My son ", he said, "regard all that happened to you as your 
kanna-a just retribution. No one who has subjected himself willingly to the 
power of a Daij-Dzin can ever hope to become a Rahat (an Adept) a high
souled Yamabooshi-unless immediately purified. At best, as in your case, 
he may become fitted to oppose and to successfully fight off the fiend. Like 
a scar left after a poisonous wound the trace of a Daij-Dzin can never be defaced 

from the soul until purified by a new rebirlh. Withal, feel not dejected, 
but be of good cheer in your affliction, since it has led you to acquire true 
knowledge, and to accept many a truth you would have otherwise rejected 
with contempt. And of this priceless knowledge, acquired through suffer
ing and personal efforts-no Daij-Dzin can ever deprive you. Fare thee 
well, then, and may the Mother of Mercy, the great Queen of Heaven, 
afford you comfort and protection." 

We parted, and since then I have led the life of an anchorite, in con
stant solitude and study. Though still occasionally afflicted, I do not 
regret the years I have passed under the instruction of the Yamabooshis, 
but feel grateful for the knowledge received. Of the priest Tamoora 
Hideyeri I think always with sincere affection and respect. I corresponded 
regularly with him to the day of his death; an event which, with all its, to 
me, painful details, I had the unthanked-for privilege of witnessing across 
the seas, at the very hour in which it occurred. 

H. P. B. 

---,~6~---

A new work by the Hon. Alexander Aksakov, of St. Petersburg, has 
lately appeared, entitled Animismus und Spiritismlls. It is in two volumes, 
and is published by Oscar Mutze, at Leipzig. The services rendered by 
this distinguished author to psychological science in Germany and Russia, 
by his researches in the domain of psychism and his investigation of its 
phenomena during a long series of years, entitle his works to the 
consideration of every student. 
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A pap" ,ead before the Blavatsky Lodge, London. 

&NE of the most important aspects of Theosophicstudy and that which 
~ seems to afford the most available proof of the inherent truth of its 
teachings in regard to cosmogenesis, the creation and destruction of worlds, 
the out-breathing and in-breathing of the Universal Life, and the orderly 
array of phenomena which constitute the working out of the design of the 
Great Architect, is the law of Cycles. or as it is more familiarly known in 
natural science. the law of periodicity. Wherever we turn, or in whatever 
direction our studies may take us, we are met with innumerable facts which 
seem to be so intimately connected with one another, and yet each to be 
exercising such an appreciable influence upon the course of events in the 
universe. as to be each and all indispensable to the constitution and 
sustentation of our very being, and equally so as regards the progress and 
perfection which the healthy mind contemplates as the heritage of the 
human race, if not indeed as the natural result of the out-working of a 
fixed law. And in view of all this we are led to enquire how so many 
indispensable factors, often found in such fierce conflict with one another, can 
find each one its place and line of progress in the economy of nature. The 
chemist sees us surrounded by, and dependent upon, a number of 
universally diffused elements, a slight modification of whose conditions 
would render them the powerful and speedy agents of Death. The 
physiologist has determined by his researches, that our bodies are the 
playground as well as the workshop of countless little lives, all of which 
have their laws of being, their rights and privileges, their little loves and 
pet aversions, their tribal feuds and class distinctions; and what is more 
important to us, that it needs but a very little interference on our part to 
make them rise in fierce rebellion and convert our bodies into a field of 
carnage and distress. 

The astronomer can bring within the definition of his lens a 
revelation of infinitely vaster magnitude. He can point you to worlds 
and systems in formation, and to others in process of destruction; 
great systems mightier far than ours, falling into chaos and disappear
ing from the screen of nature. Nearer to view he can show you 
how the very earth we live on depends for its continuance upon 
the exquisite adjustment of each of the planetary bodies as regards orbit. 
bulk. gravity and motion, in respect to a common centre. Indeed. every 
department of natural science bears witness to the fact that the constant 
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interplay of forces in nature, and the inter-dependence of the laws which 
govern them, are responsible for the changes constantly taking place in the 
condition of all bodies, and thus far the modifications of human life and 
thought, as well national as individual. But what a field of enquiry is 
opened up by the word "change" ! 

How inclusive of all that makes up the happiness or misery of human 
life on earth is that word! So important indeed does it become to us upon 
reflection, that our first thoughts of it are mingled with a sense of something 
akin to fear and uncertainty; for upon first perception of its universal and 
persistent presence, it seems allied to hope only in proportion as our 
condition is poor and miserable. But we are reassured when, upon enquiry, 
we learn that all we see around us is the outcome of the working of change
less laws. But even this assurance does not extend further than the eye can 
reach, or history chronicle. Up to a certain point in the scale of phenomena 
change is a correlative of natural law, but once we go beyond the short 
range of observed and orderly happenings, orderly merely because consistent 
with all else in our brief experience, the law of change becomes chance, and 
the repetition of change, coincidence! In short, all that is observed as in 
process of happening is scientific, and agreeable to the law of change in 
nature; but all that happens unforeseen is chance, and when repeated, 
coincidence. And so we find excuses for our ignorance, words for our 
dictionaries, and stuffing for our craniums. But then we are nothing if not 
consistent, and if we are" wise in our generation" let it be our excuse that 
the generation is " scientific" I 

The Theosophist views the entire procession of events (whether 
occurring in the mental, psychic, or physical universe), which makes up 
the life of humanity, as an unbroken chain of graduated series of links, 
carried from one eternity to another by a complex but orderly interplay of 
wheels; he sees that the links are human lives, that the eternities which 
they bridge over are the past and the future, that the main-spring of action 
is the pulsing of a hidden Life, and that the wheels by which the two are 
bound together are the laws of cyclic impulse. For him there is no chance, 
but all is measured and orderly progression, the working out of a mighty 
and beautiful design in a universe of Embodied TIuJftght. From the great 
Manvantara and Pralaya, the outbreathing and inbreathing of the Universe, 
down to the pulsing of the minutest creature that has life, the cyclic law is 
in constant operation; and whatever changes take place in human life and 
consciousness, individual, national, or racial, are due to the conformity of 
all natural action to this which is primarily the very heart-beat of the 
Universe. 

Some of the more important cycles treated of in Theosophic literature 
may be brought to our notice in witness of the old Vedic, and later of the 
Pythagorean statement, that the world is formed and maintained by nllmber. 
Pythagoras averred that numb" was the principle of everything, and that 
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nothing but intentional design, regularity, correspondence, beauty, 
proportion,and harmony, could be perceived in the creation and 
preservation of the universe. To begin then with the largest cycle 
treated of in occult philosophy, viz., the Mah8. Kalpa, which includes 
one hundred days and nights of Brahm~. It is said "to consist 
of a period of our time represented by a series of fifteen figures
viz., 311,040,000,000,000 (three hundred and eleven billions, and forty 
thousand millions) of years. At first sight these figures may appear 
fanciful, but upon resolving them into their constituents they will be found 
to have a basis in natural phenomena. The least common multiple of the 
number of days required by the planets Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Earth, 
Venus, Mercury and the Moon to perform their revolutions round the sun, 
is 4,320,000 years. At the end of this period they are all in conjunction. 
This period is called a Maha Yuga, the sum of four Yugas or ages known 
in Western mythology as the Golden, Silver, Copper and iron ages. Now 
let us see how this is made up. Every complete cycle has its period of 
activity and latency, its flow and its ebb, represented numerically by the 
figures I and 0, the perfect number 10. One tenth part of the Maha 
Yuga=430,000 years, which is the duration of the iron age or Kali Yuga. 
From this as a unit quantity we derive the other ages by an arithmetical 
progression of 2,3,4, thus twice 432,000=864,000, the length of the copper 
age or Dvapara Yuga; 3 times = 1,296,000 years, the silver age; and 4 
times=I,728,OOO years, the golden age. The series of I, 2, 3, and 4 
make up the number 10 again, represented symbolically by the triangle 
of the ten yods or the ten tens; thus showing the periods we have 
given to be aliquot parts of a perfect cycle, viz., the Maha Yuga. 
Let us look at it now from another astronomical standpoint. The year 
of any celestial body is the time it takes to complete its orbit or path 
round the centre or sun.· Modem astronomical researches have shown 
that our sun, far from being a fixed and independent centre, as supposed 
by Newton and others, performs an orderly revolution around a point 
apparently identical with the fixed star Alcyone. The period required for 
the sun's revolution around this centre is 25!920 years as given by Sflrya 
Siddhanta, and corresponds to the precession of the Equinoxes, which 
phenomenon is indeed the direct result of the sun's motion. The signs of 
the Zodiac, therefore, will pass the Equinoctial points once in every 25.920 
years, which period, when divided by twelve, the number of signs in the 
Zodiac, gives 2,160 years for each sign. By multiplying this period by an 
arithmetical progression of twice 10 viz. 8, 6, 4, and 2=20 we shall again 
obtain the figures for the four Yugas, which, multiplied by 100, lOx 10, 

will give the full period of a Maha Yuga. Now the period for the 
precession of the Equinoxes is 1 ~ll of that required for the polar revolution 
of the earth. quite a modern discovery in Western astronomy, though 
mentioned by the great Hindu astronomer above referred to, and involved 
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in all his calculations of the major cycles. The declination of the 
earth's axis is found to be decreasing at the rate of 50" per century, 
or half a second per year, which gives for one revolution of the earth's axis 
2,592,coo years. This means that some 240,000 years ago the axis of the 
earth was in the plane of its orbit, days and nights having a continuous 
duration of six months in alternation. Out of this great terrestrial period arise 
the cycles of 7,200 years and 600 years; the latter being the famous N aronic 
cycle. The first of these is obtained by dividing the period of 2,592,000 
by 360, the number of degrees in a circle; the Naronic cycle being derived 
from this when further divided by twelve, the number of signs in the Zodiac. 
At the end of this latter period it is said that a great change in the religious 
movements of the world takes place. It is well worthy of notice that this 
period has intervened between the great religious revivors, for instance, 
betwen Zoroaster, Buddha, Lao-tse, Mohammed, Khenghis Khan. Now 
having shown that the Maha Y uga has an astronomical basis not only in 
the motions of the planets but also in the precession of the Equinoxes, we 
may go forward with the computation and complete the figures for the Maha 
Kalpa, 1,000 Maha Yugas=a Kalpa, i.e., one day of Hrahma; the night is 
of the same duration, viz., 4,320,000,000; these making together 8,640,000,000 
years. 360 of such days and nights=one year of Brahmti., i.e. 3,110,400, 
000,000-3 billions, 110 thousand and 4 hundred millions of mortal years. 
One hundred such years make an age of Brahma, i.e., the Maha Kalpa. It 
will thus be seen that the enormous age we have been considering is a 
direct numerical product of the periodic times of the solar system. From 
this great rhythmical breathing of the Logos, universal nature is persuaded 
to a response in a thousand different ways, moving in perfect harmony 
throughout her silent walk, with the life-pulse that thrills in her sacred heart. 

In the Secret Doct,ine it is said: "The ONE LIFE is closely related to 
the one law which governs the world of Being-KARMA ". Consequently we 
may expect to find the cyclic law in similar relations to the life of humanity 
on earth; and indeed this is stated as a fact of esoteric teaching by H.P.B., 
for she says: "The events of humanity do run co-ordinately with the 
number forms, since the single units of that humanity proceed one and all 
from the same source-the central and (its shadow) the visible SUN. For 
the equinoxes and solstices, the periods and various phases of the solar 
course, astronomically and numerically expressed, are only the concrete 
symbols of the eternal living verity, though they do seem abst,act ideas to 
uninitiated mortals. And this explains the extraordinary numerical 
coincidences with geometrical relations, as shown by several authors." 

Winchell, in his WII,ld Life, says: "There is a method in the succes
sion of events, and in the relation of co-existent things, which the mind of 
man seizes hold of; and by means of this as a clue, he runs back and forth 
over alons of material history of which human experience can never testify. 
Events germinate and unfold. They have a past which is connected with 
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their present, and we feel a well-justified confidence that a future is 
appointed which will be similarly connected with the present and the past." 
This cyclic repetition of events is well worth showing, and I shall therefore 
submit some instances already on record in illustration of the fact. 

Dr. E. Zasse has shown that if we divide the old world into six parts, 
viz.: Eastern, Central and Western Asia; Eastern and Western Europe; 
and Egypt, we shall find that each of these areas is in succession subject 
to a cyclic wave of intense activity every 250 years; the wave beginning in 
the East and proceeding towards the West, passing successively from one to 
the other of these divisions. The first of these waves began in China 
2,000 years B.C., the age of philosophy, of discovery, and reform in that 
country. "In 1750 B.C. the Mongolians of Central Asia established a 
powerful empire. In 1500 Egypt rises from its temporary degradation and 
extends its sway over many parts of Europe and Asia; and about 1250 
the historical wave reaches and crosses over to Eastern Europe, filling it 
with the spirit of the Argonautic Expedition, and dies out in 1000 B.C. at 
the siege of Troy." At this time the second historical wave appears in 
Central Asia. "The Scythians leave their steppes, and inundate towards 
the year 750 B.C. the adjoining countries, directing themselves towards the 
South and West; about the year 500 in Western Asia begins an epoch of 
splendour for Ancient Persia; and the wave moves on to the East of 
Europe, where about 250 B.C. Greece reaches her highest state of civiliza
tion and culture-and further on to the West, the Roman Empire finds 
itself in the apogee of power and greatness at the dawn of the Christian 
era." Again at this period we find the rising of a third historical wave at 
the far East, where in China a revival of arts, science, and commerce is 
made. Then 250 years later we find the Huns emerging from the depths 
of Central Asia; in the year 500 A.D. a new and powerful Persian kingdom 
is formed; in 750, in Eastern Europe, the Byzantine Empire; and in the 
year 1000 on the Western side springs up the second Roman Empire, that 
of the Papacy. At the same time the. fourth wave approaches from the 
Orient. China is again flourishing; in 1250 the Mongolian wave in Central 
Asia overflowed in the direction of Europe, covering an enormous territory. 
About 1500 in Western Asia the Ottoman Empire rises in all its might, and 
conquers the Balkan peninsula; and in 1750 the Russian Empire, which 
had thrown off the Tartar yoke, rises to unexpected grandeur during the 
reign of Empress Catharine, and covers itself with glory. The wave thence 
sweeps over Europe, coming with the tide further West in each cycle, and 
here, in the year 1875, at the half period of the cycle, we passed the middle 
point of a period of culture and progress which will find its climax about 
the year 2000. It has also been shown that the wars and revolutions of 
the world are subject to this law of cycles, those of the European nations 
being strikingly regular in their periodicity. Thus in review of the last 
two centuries we have a thirty years' period, J710, 1740, 1770-then a 
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twenty years' period, 1790,1810, I 83o-then a twenty-five years'period, 1855, 
1880. A general summary of the war cycle covered by these dates, will 
show a central wave from 1768 to 1812, three wars of seven years' duration 
each, and at both ends wars of two years. Thus it is certain that a general 
cyclic law regulates the ebb and flow of activity in nations; and following 
the line of impulse successively operating in the spiritual, mental, psychic 
and physical worlds, we may trace the unbroken chain of causation that 
binds them together, making them inseparable and seemingly one. 

Similar calculations to the above have been extended in the direction 
of meteorological and seismic phenomena and with similar results, 
variability appearing only within certain limited periods and disappearing 
entirely when the full cycle is known. A modern German Professor has 
published a chart, indicating by two wave-lines the rise and fall of the 
barometer and thermometer during each day for successive periods of 6g 
years, which chart, after eliminating local influences such as altitude, 
coast line, &c., is found to have a general application in the latitude to 
which it is adjusted. These observations will also admit of a division into 
cycles of 10 and 13 years each, following in triple groups, and marking years 
of highest and lowest temperature. 

The Kabalists have a method of determining the time of events simply 
from the date of any great epoch in the life of an individual, the history of 
a nation, or the reign of a dynasty. Of the latter class one or two instances 
may be given :-

The History of France affords an epoch, of the kind referred to, in the 
fall of Robespierre in 1794. The total of the integers of this number is 21 
which, added to 1794 gives 1815, the date of the Fall of Napoleon; from this 
date we get a total of IS, which added to 1815 gives 1830, the date of the 
Fall of Charles X., from which, by adding 12, the sum of its integers, we get 
1842, the date of the Death of the Duc D'Orleans, the heir apparent. 

The House of Brunswick is similarly treated. The date of its 
accession to the English throne in the person of George I., was 1714. 
Sum of its integers = 13, which added gives 1727; accession of George II. 
Add 17, the total of its figures = 1744; the date of the Scotch Rebellion for 
the object of replacing the House of Stuart. 1+7+4+4=16, which 
added gives 1760 and the accession of George 111. Proceeding in the same 
way we obtain successively the dates of the American War; the Revolution 
of France; the war with France, culminating in the Battle of Waterloo; 
and the death of the Duke of York, heir presumptive to the throne. 

H it should be argued that these are but coincidences, we should not 
dissent, providing the argument goes far enough to show what a coincidence 
is in itself. A graduated series of events are shown to be coincident with a 
graduated series of figures, representing periods of time, as so many 
branches from a common radix. This, if it shows anything, surely 
illustrates coincidence of cause and effect. Events grow out of a single 
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cause, as numbers grow from numbe" and periods out of Ti",e. "The 
future is but an unfolded present." To this point I may quote the advance 
thought of modem science as embodied in that remarkable address of Prof. 
Oliver Lodge to the Mathematical and Physical Section of the British 
Association at Cardiff in the present year, where he says:- " If once 
you grasp the idea that past and future may be actually existing, we can 
recognise that they may have a controlling influence on all present action, 
and the two together may constitute the highe, plane or the totality of things, 
after which, as it seems to me, we are impelled to seek, in connection with 
the directing of force, or determinism, and the action of living beings 
consciously directed to a definite and preconceived end." 

Yes, truly, the end is preconceived-but we, who see events only in 
relation with our conceptions of time and place, are but tracking homewards 
through the circling maze of time, with nothing to guide us but the foot
prints we ourselves have made in ages long gone by. 

" This continuity and unity of history," says the author of The Cycles of 
Matte" * "repeat themselves before our eyes in all conteivable stages of 
progress. The phenomena furnish us with the grounds for the generaliza
tion of two laws which are truly principles of scientific divination, by which 
alone the human mind penetrates the sealed records of the past and the 
unopened pages of the future. The first of these is the law of evolution, 
or to phrase it for our purpose, the law of correlated suecessiveness or orgallized 
Ilistory in the i,ldividual, illustrated in the changing phases of every single 
maturing system of results. These thoughts summon into our immediate 
presence, the measureless past and the measureless future of material 
history. They seem almost to open vistas through infinity, and to endow 
the human intellect with an existence and a vision exempt from the limita
tions of time and space and finite causation, and lift itself towards a 
sublime apprehension of the Supreme Intelligence whose dwelling-place is 
Eternity." 

This" law of correlated successiveness" is in all respects agreeable to the 
Theosophic conception of the unfolding of events in the gradual process of 
human evolution. Theosophy holds that all future time, or rather the 
succession of events by which the idea of time is induced upon the mind, 
are already in the astral light, waiting the conditions of development under 
which they will pass into objective reality. The past and future are but 
extensions of the present, and when it is said that the future, not only of 
races and nations, but also of individuals, is already in the Astral Light, and 
pre-determined, as to sequence of event, by its dependence on the past, we 
are not arguing for predestination in a theological sense, or fatalism in 
a natural sense, but for a proper conception of the orderly unfoldment of 
events, in relation to the gradual development of human faculty along pre
conceived and determined lines. And this statement impels upon me a 

• Winchell. 
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repetition of thought, for I have to show, in accordance with the law of 
the periodical recurrence of events, that the whole course of human evolu
tion is but a repetition of pre-existent conditions. This indeed it is in the 
sense that .at a certain point in the circle of progression, nature folds into 
herself, action is followed by reaction, the outbreathing becomes an 
inbreathing and the universe passes into Pralaya. What then does this 
future mean, to which we are for ever impelled, but the retracing of foot
steps, and a realization of pre-existent types and self-evolved ideals? In 
order to get a proper view of the subject we have to consider the human 
Ego in its descent into matter, as all along creating the prototypes to which 
it will eventually attain in the course of its upward progress in association 
with physical evolution. No two Egos in the universe are progressing 
along the same lines; but each is fulfilling some special function and 
thereby gathering a set of experiences necessary to the complete upbuilding 
of a perfected humanity. If two Egos were functioning alike and under the 
same conditions, there would be a waste of energy, and nothing gained for 
humanity when considered as a unit. Each is adding a separate quantity to 
the sum total of experiences, which, when fully worked out, and realized 
in the consciousness of each, will constitute collectively the "mass-chord" 
of the whole Manvantara, destined finally to manifest as the Logos of the 
next creation. Viewed from this standpoint the lines of progress pursued 
by individuals, and hence the whole series of events thereby included, are 
those along which the incarnating Ego had elected to function, when (as 
says the Secret Doctrine) "the Sons of Wisdom, the Sons of Night, ready for 
rebirth, came down": "We can choose," said the Lords, "for we have 
wisdom." Thus the future becomes only a realized past, and our freedom 
of choice, for which we clamour so loudly, does not lie with the perishable 
personality whose interests are vested in things equally evanescent and 
perishable, but with the immortal Ego whose choice was long since made, 
and whose purpose, linked as it is with that of the Divine and Changeless 
Law, is fixed and immutable. The law of Karma is the law of progress; 
and we, who from this embodied standpoint take note of the passage of 
events, can, if we will, see therein the working out of the Karmic law only by 
means of their cyclic recurrence. The astronomer sees only a natural law 
in the return of the planets and comets in their respective orbits, and the 
succession of phenomena attaching thereto is found to be continually 
repeating itself. Hence he is able to predict the return of comets, and the 
moment of an eclipse, centuries in advance of their actual occurrence; and 
the Occultist and astrologer, taking note of the cyclic repetition of events, 
is by the same law enabled to predict the times of their occurrence. There 
is nothing supernatural in this once we come to know the recording nature 
of the Astral Light, and the power of man to read its impressions; a fact 
illustrated to us in a minor degree by the phenomena of hypnotic or 
induced clairvoyance, the records of natural seers, and even by the 
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daily occurrence of the localization of metMf'J' ,. ~ by psychometric 
impressions. 

Now without introducing the cyclic law of rebirlh, which seems to offer 
so many attractions in this connection, I must bring these remarks to a 
close. What I have been able to say is very limited in its scope, and I am 
consdous of having purposely avoided a hundred different sets of 
phenomena which might have been drawn from our daily life in support of 
the main idea of this brief treatise. Their importance, however, as proofs 
near to hand, is so great, that nothing short of the sense of strangulation 
induced by attempting this subject in so short a time, would compel me to 
omit them. I think it will be seen, however, from what has been said, 
that the occult doctrine of the cyclic law has its basis in natural phenomena, 
and is therefore capable of a critical and exhaustive study, which, consider
ing its importance in relation to the ordering of human life and thought, 
I venture to say it merits. 

W. R. OLD, F.T.S. 

1ragmtni.s fram mt Inbian $lot! look. 
SHLOKAS REGARDING THE COSMIC EGG. 

1. Narayana is beyond the Avyakta (the Unmanifested, or Potency of 
Matter);* the Egg is born of A vyakta; within the Egg are all these Lokas 
(that which can be sensed; Worlds) and the physical world composed of 
seven islands. 

2. Then was born (or issued or came into £;xistence) the Egg-golden 
and shining like lightning; in the Egg was born Brahmti (male) the Grand 
Father (Generator of the Pitris) of all beings. 

3. Malusvara (the Supreme Lord) is beyond Avyakta; Avyakta gave 
birth to the egg, within thf: egg was born PUl'Usha, resplendent as the Sun. 
In that egg are all these Lokas, the internal (occult or supersensuous) as 
well as external Cosmos. 

4. He, Narayana, wishing (or contemplating) to create this Universe 
out of his body, first created Apah (the waters of Cause) and (then) let the 
seed fall in that water. Then was born the Great (Mahat) golden egg. 

5. Vishnu has three Rupas (aspects); the first evolves Mahat, the second 
is within the egg, the third is in every Bhuta (Being); one who knows this 
is liberated. 

6. These Intlriyas and Bhutas were disunited and could not evolve any 
body; then they received Shakti (force) to do so and produced the Cosmic 

• N.B.--Words within brackets are mine. 
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Egg (BrahmantJa). At first the egg was without Life (Consciousness) and 
floated on the waters; then That entering Kala (Duration), Adrishta (Karma) 
and Svabhdva (Law), made it (the egg) living and issued forth from the egg 
as Paramatmri or PUTUSha with a thousand heads, thousand eyes, thousand 
arms, &c. These fourteen Bhuvanas have come out (have been formed out) 
of the limbs of the above PUJ'fuha (called elsewhere Vir(U or Mahd Vishnu or 
H iranyagarbha). 

WHAT IS THEOSOPHY? 

Theosophy is Brahmti J'-tanam, the Divine Knowledge, the Knowledge 
of the Macrocosm. Brahman (neuter) is from the Sanskrit root Brih, to 
expand, and means the Universe, Pervading Intelligence, the One Reality; 
every periodic manifestation being its veil or Maya-the Great Illusion
which we in our ignorance, or avidya, mistake for the Reality. Brahma 
J'-,anam includes the knowledge of Brahmandam or Macrocosm, and Pin. 
dantJam or Man. By man we mean corresponding beings of other worlds
corresponding in the manifestation of consciousness or Chaitanyam. Our 
Shdstras teach that there is a close connection between the Brahma"dam 
(the Egg of Brahm!) and Pindandam (the smaller Egg), so that by studying 
one we may know the other. We begin by studying the Universe, and 
come from universals to particulars. 

Theosophy includes Brahmd Vidya or White Magic. Black Magic is 
called Apard Vidya or Vama Marga (the Left Path) or-both Guptei Vidya or 
Rahasya, Occultism. Brahmit Vidya means the knowledge of the Secret 
Laws governing the Universe and the ddhycitmic or spiritual powers 
in man. 

We hold that ordinary man must fit himself by a particular training in 
order to be able to understand what Theosophy is; but the broad outlines 
are for all. To appreciate even such outlines is often the result of previous 
good Karma. It is only Nishkama Karma (good action without any selfish 
motive) that makes one lean towards Theosophy. 

Man's Avidyd (Ignorance), an aspect of Maya, can be dispelled in two 
ways: (I) by ages of sufferings, the result of experience, birth after birth, 
slowly as drops of water falling on a stone at last wear it out; or (2), by 
Jiianam (which includes true Bhakt,) at once, as the light of the sun dispels 
darkness. 

It is no wonder, therefore, that one cannot readily explain what 
Theosophy is; the seven Khandas of theRamayana, says a proverb, cannot be 
explained in one breath; nor can the elephant, says another proverb, be made 
to enter a thalee (a small earthen pot about four inches high); the Inquirer 
must study and think and live a pure life, communicate with those who are 
on the same path, and then the Grand Truth will begin to dawn upon 
his mind, gladden his whole heart, and though earthly calamities may 
darken his life, treachery and injustice sadden his soul, and his own failings 
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often stand in the way, he will bravely bear them all and blf'sS the day 
when he first began to tread the Path in right earnest. 

Often a spiritual seed thrown unheeded, without any expectation of 
good result, takes root and blossoms forth into a tree of Amritaj often a 
chance acquaintance for a few hours only gives us an opportunity to 
benefit others-this I know from my own experience as well as from that 
of some of my brother-workers; we are ne\ter discouraged by such" non
plussing ", we know our very efforts to purify the atmosphere make it 
easier for other thirsty souls to approach Theosophy; the darkness of Kflli 
is dispelled for a moment from a certain place, and good results must 
follow. 

THE EIGHT GRAHAS. 

In the Secret Doctrine, Vol. II., the Commentary on Sloka I. 2, runs 
thus :-" The first (Race) is boy" under the Sun j tile second under BTihaspati j the 
third under Lohitanga and Shukra j the foulth under Soma (the moon, as also our 
globe, the fourth sphere), and Shan;, Saturn, the Krura-lochana(evil-eyed) and the 
Asita (the dark) j the fifth under Budha." 

Now in our Hindu astrology there are eight Grahas or planets, the last 
having been cut into two by Vishnu, forms nine in total; they are-

I. Rabi OY SaTya, the Sun. 
2. Soma, the Moon. 
3. Mangala-Mars. 
4. Bud/la-Mercury. 

5· 
6. 

7· 
8 58. 

19. 

Bri/j(JJpati-Jupiter. 
Shukra-Venus. 
Shani-Saturn. 
Rdhu-the upper half. 
Ketu-the lower half. 

A Sanskrit Shlokam thus describes Mangala or Mars:-
" Born from the womb of Dharani, the earth, shining like clusters of 

electricity, a Kumtlra (a virgin), with a Shakti (a kind of weapon) in hand, I 
bow down to Lokitanga." 

Lohitanga is from two words, " Lohita ", red (from Loha, the essence of 
iron), and" Anga ", body. The word means red-bodied. 

Another Sanskrit Shlokam thus describes Venus or Shukra:-
"White as snow and Kant/,a (a kind of white flower), smooth asMomala 

the great Guru of the Daityas (Asuras), teacher and expounder of the SMs
tras, I bow down to the Son of Bhrigu (one of the ten incarnating Rishis, 
some say of the seven)." 

Then again, who is Asita the dark? In Hindu astrology it is Shani or 
Saturn, whose colour is described as dark blue; or it may mean Reihu, who 
is "Ghllram ", or dark and awful. 

3 
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It may be noted here that Shan;, Mangala and Rdhu are the most evil 
planets of the lot, and a person born under the influence of anyone of them 
is likely to suffer. The third and the fourth races suffered much in 
consequence. 

Shani is called K,u,a./ochana, or evil-eyed, because he is said to possess 
the peculiar property of instantly causing the vanishing of what he sees. 
Even Ganesha, an incarnation of Vishnu and the son of Shiva, had to lose his 
head on account of a glance from Shani, who was unwisely requested by 
Pciroatt to see her newly-born child. Ganesha thenceforward had to con
tent himself with an elephant's head. This sounds like a fairy tale, but 
perhaps there is a deep occult truth lying hidden under such apparently 
absurd stories, and it is for those who want to know to discover such 
truths. 

STUDENTS OF OCCULTISM. 

The son of a Brahman (so runs the story) was once sent by his father 
to his Gu,u to study Sh,imat Bhagavata Pu,/ina, soon after the ceremony of 
the sacred thread.~' The boy was very intelligent, and returned to his father 
after a few years. 

"Have you completed your study, my son?" asked the father. 
" Yes," replied the boy, with a satisfactory smile spreading over his face. 
" No, you have not; go to your GU", again and request him to teach 

you again." 
The boy returned to his G",u, came back after a few more years. 
"Have you completed your study of the PllTtrna, my son?" again 

asked the father. 
" Yes, father; this time I have studied the book with all the commen

taries existing," replied the son triumphantly. 
" Not yet, my son; go to your Gil'" again and pray to be taught." 
The son again returned to his Guru and told him everything with a 

troubled face; the Gu", smiled and began to unfold the Inner Meaning. 
Long after the son, now a young man, returned to his father. 
"Have you completed the book, my son?" asked the father for the 

third time. 
The young man did not answer, but hung down his head in silence. 
" I understand what you mean, my son," said the father, with tears in 

his eyes, "you have now learnt completely the teachings contained in that 
book, and I am going to lose my son; I knew from the beginning it 

• This ceremony generany takes place betwp.en the tenth and the fourteenth 
year; it was our custom to send the boy soon after the ceremony to the house of a teacher. 
where he was fed. clothed. kept. taught and trained till he could complete his study; all this 
time the student had to observe certain ascetic rules. such as abstaining from sexual indul
gence. avoiding animal food. taking meals in silence. &c. The young man had to return 
home after completing his study gel1erany between the twenty.firstand twenty·fourth years 
of his life; he had then the choice before him of either remaining a celibate for life or 
marrying. 
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would end thus, but I would not be a bar to your spiritual progress; choose 
your way." 

The son fell at his father's feet and became a Sannytisin. 
The story has a deep meaning to every modern student of Occultism; 

the question is not want of instructions, as is often supposed, but our in
ability to profit by them. The first stage of study yields only superficial 
knowledge and vanity, the second deep learning and pride, the third the 
Occult meaning and melancholy, the fourth and last complete self-sacrifice 
and devotion to the pursuit. 

Everyone should examine himself critically (as he would examine 
others) and find out his own position; is he vain? then his knowledge 
must be superficial; is he proud? then it is only learning and not Occult
ism; for, says a Shloka:-

.. As an ass burdened with the sandalwood can only feel the burden 
but not the fragrance, so, having read so many Shdstras, and not knowing 
the essence, he merely carries them like an ass." 

The real progress begins when we begin to profit by the teachings, and 
mould ourselves accordingly; the rest are only preparations for this. 

Many fail by desiring to find out an easier path; a path suited to his 
taste, requiring less effort, less sacrifice, and so on: a Slidhaka (Chela) sings 
thus:-

.. The Path of Viklmtha (the Abode of Vishnu, meaning Bhakti Mdrga, 
or the path of Love and Devotion) is very difficult to follow, while the 
path of Kaildsa (the Abode of Shiva, meaning Jruina M drga, or the path of 
Wisdom) has almost disappeared from view." 

Yes: and Mara, with his downward attractions, leads many to its 
gaping mouth. My brothers, beware! 

KALI PRASANNA MUKHBRJI, ~.T.S. 

PROP. MAX MUlLER, in one of the course of Gifford lectures now being delivered, 
dealt with the attempts made to explain the relation of the soul to God, .. the divine 
homesickness" so characteristic· of man. The Brahmans asserted that what was divine 
in man was one with that which' was dh'ine in God, and that our true self was the 
Self that is All in All. The Indian philosophy had never yet attracted the attention 
it deserved, and Western philosophers were'too apt to disregard all that did not come 
from Greece and lise the Greek terminology. During centuries, in India, not only 
with priests but with nobles, men and women, religion and philosophy had formed the 
one absorbing subject of meditation, and the invisible life, the life to come, was the 
real life. Whoever caught a new ray of truth became the centre of attraction; he 
was looked on as holding a position far above that of kings and princes, and was 
sought by all. There had been nothing like this side of the life of ancient India in 
the rest of the world. There nature was bountiful and the necessaries of life few; 
the people, endowed with transcendent intellect, troubled with little struggle for 
existence, looked on life, not as a gladiatorial arena, but as a waiting-room at a station 
on a journey, a journey that from their very ignorance of its end stirred their curiosity 
as to whence they came and whither they were going. The Indian philosophy was 
unique, and deserved our most careful attention. 
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Rein! arn alion. 
INTRODUCTION. 

~ I F it be difficult for a new truth to gain a hearing amid the strife of 
~ tongues that marks our modern civilisation, it is yet more difficult for 
a truth to make itself heard, which has become new only by force of age. 
If our eye could sweep over the intellectual history of the race, unrolled 
before us for centuries of millenniums, then a gap in the dominance of some 
world-wide idea, stretching over some few hundreds of years among a small 
number of the nations, would but slightly impress us. But when that gap 
-a mere partial fissure in an immemorial past-includes the intellectual 
development of Europe, and is scanned by Europeans, it assumes an 
importance quite out of proportion to its relative extent in time, its relative 
weight in argument. Great and valuable as is the contribution brought by 
Europe to the mental treasure-house of mankind, we Europeans are very 
apt to over-estimate it, and to forget that the very brief period of intellec
tual achievement in Europe cannot rationally be taken as outweighing the 
total mental fruitage of the non-European races, gathered over thousands of 
centuries. This looming large of our own recent past, until, as a plate held 
before our eyes shuts out the sun, it hides the past of the world from our 
mental gaze, is a danger against which we should be on our guard. Neither 
for individuals nor for nations is intellectual arrogance synonymous with 
intellectual stature; the feeling which makes the Englishman look on all 
dark-skinned races as inferior, and lump them comprehensively as 
"niggers ", from whom nothing can be learned, is a feeling essentially 
petty and parochial. The wise listen most readily to those whose habits 
of thought are most alien from their own, knowing that thus they may 
chance to catch a glimpse of some new aspect of Truth, instead of seeing 
once more the mere reflex ion of the aspect already familiar. Men's racial 
habits, traditions, surroundings, are as coloured glasses through which they 
look at the sun of Truth; each glass lends its own tint to the sunbeam, and 
the white ray is transmitted as red, or blue, or yellow-what you will. As 
we cannot get rid of our glass and catch the pure uncoloured radiance, we 
do wisely to combine the coloured rays and so obtain the white. 

Now Reincarnation is a truth that has swayed the minds of innumer
able millions of our race, and has moulded the thoughts of the vast majority 
for uncounted centuries. It dropped out of the European mind during the 
Dark Ages, and so ceased to influence our mental and moral development 
-very much, be it said in passing. to the injury of that development. For 
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the last hundred years it has from time to time flashed through the minds 
of some of the greater Westerns, as a possible explanation of some of life's 
most puzzling problems: and during the last dozen years, since its clear 
enunciation as an essential part of the Esoteric Teaching, it has been con
stantly debated, and is as constantly gaining ground, among the more 
thoughtful students of the mysteries of life and of evolution. 

There is, of course, no doubt that the great historical religions of the 
East included the teaching of Reincarnation as a fundamental tenet. In 
India, as in Egypt, Reincarnation was at the root of ethics. Among the 
Jews it was held commonly by the Pharisees,* and the popular belief 
comes out in various phrases in the New Testament, as when John the 
Baptist is regarded as a reincarnation of Elijah, or as when the disciples 
ask whether the man born blind is suffering for the sin of his parents or for 
some former sin of his own. The Zoha" again, speaks of souls as being 
subjected to transmigration. "All souls are subject to revolution (metem
psychosis, a'leen b'gilgoolah), but men do not know the ways of the Holy 
One; blessed be it! they are ignorant of the way they have been judged in 
all time, and before they came into this world and when they have quitted 
it ".t The Ktthe, Malkuth evidently has the same idea as that conveyed 
by Josephus, when it says: "If she (the soul) be pure, then shall she 
obtain favour and rejoice in the latter day; but if she hath been defiled 
then shall she wander for a time in pain and despair ... t So also, we find 
the doctrine taught by eminent Fathers of the Church, and Ruffinus ~ 
states that belief in it was common among the primitive Fathers. Need
less to say that the philosophic Gnostics and Neo-Platonists held it as an 
integral part of their doctrine. If we glance to the \""estern Hemisphere we 
meet Reincarnationasa firmly-rooted belief among many ofthe trihes of North 
and South America. The Mayas, with their deeply interesting connexion 
in language and symbolism with ancient Egypt, to this day hold the 
traditional doctrine, as has been shown by the investigations of Dr. and 
Mme. Le Plongeon. To these, the name of many another tribe might be 
added, remnants of once famous nations, that in their decay have preserved 
the ancestral beliefs that once linked them with the mightiest peoples of 
the elder world. 

It could scarcely be expected that a teaching of such vast antiquity 
and such magnificent intellectual ancestry should fade out of the mind of 
mankind; and accordingly we find that the eclipse it suffered a few cen
turies ago was very partial, affecting only a small portion of the race. The 
ignorance that swamped Europe carried away belief in Reincarnation, as it 

• Josephus. -ill/iq. xviii. i. § J. says the virtuous" shall have power to revive and live 
again ... 

t Zohar. ii.. fol. 99. b. sq. Quoted in Myer's Qabbalah. p. 19B. 

: Quoted in Myer's Qabbalah. p. 19B. 

I Letter to Anastasius. quoted by E. D. Walker in Rti/llorllolion: a S/ruiy of Forl(ottm Trulh. 
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carried away all philosophy, all metaphysics, and all science. Medireval 
Europe did not offer the soil on which could flourish any wide-sweeping 
and philosophical view of man's nature and destiny. But in the East, 
which enjoyed a refined and gracious civilisation while Europe was sunk in 
barbarism; which had its philosophers and its poets while the West was 
densely illiterate; in the East, the great doctrine held undisputed sway, 
whether in the subtle metaphysics of the Brahmans, or in the noble morality 
which finds its home under the shadow of Buddha and his Good Law. 

But while a fact of Nature may in some part of the world for a time 
be ignored, it cannot be destroyed, and, submerged for a moment, it will 
again re-assert itself in the sight of men. This has been anew demon
strated in the history of the doctrine of Reincarnation in Europe, in its 
occasional reappearances, traceable from the founding of Christendom to 
the present time, in its growing acceptance to-day. 

When Christianity first swept o\'er Europe, the inner thought of its leaders was 
deeply tinctured with this truth. The Church tried ineffectually to eradicate it, and 
in various sects it kept sprouting forth beyond the time of Erigena and Bonaventura, 
its mediruval advocates. Every great intuitional soul, as Paracelsus, Boehme and 
Sweden borg, has adhered to it. The Italian luminaries, Giordano Bruno and 
Campanella, embraced it. The best of German philosophy is enriched by it. In 
Schopenhauer, Lessing, Hegel, Leibnitz, Herder, and Fichte the younger, it is 
earnestly advocated. The anthropological systems of Kant and Schelling furnish 
points of contact with it. The younger Helmont, in De Rnl()lutiolle AnilllarulII, 
adduces in two hundred problems all the arguments which may be urged in favour of 
the return of souls into human bodies, according to Jewish ideas. Of English 
thinkers, the Cambridge Platonists defended it with much learning and acuteness, 
most conspicuously Henry More: and in Cudworth and Hume it ranks as the most 
rational theory of immortality, Glanvil's Lux Orienta/is devotes a curious treatise to 
it. It captivated the minds of Fourier and Leroux. Andre pezzani's book on TIle 
Plurality of the Souls Lives works out the system on the Roman Catholic idea of 
expiation.o 

The reader of Schopenhauer will be familiar with the aspect taken by 
Reincarnation in his philosophy. Penetrated as was the great German 
with Eastern thought from his study of the Upanishads, it would have been 
passing strange had this corner-stone of Hindu philosophy found no place 
in his system. Nor is Schopenhauer the only philosopher frolll the intel
lectual and mystical German people, who has accepted Reincarnation as a 
necessary factor in Nature. The opinions of Fichte, of Herder, of Lessing, 
may surely claim to be of some weight in the intellectual world, and these 
men see in Reincarnation a solution for problems otherwise insoluble. It 
is true that the intellectual world is not a despotic State, and none may 
impose his opinion on his fellows by personal authority; none the less are 
opinions weighed there rather than counted, and the mightier and more 
instructed intellects of the West, though they be here in a small minority, 

• E. D. Walker. Loc. ,i/. pp. 65, 66. 
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will command respectful hearing for that which they deliberately advance, 
from all whose minds are not so hide-bound by modern tradition as to be 
unable to appreciate the value of arguments addressed to the support of an 
unfashionable truth. 

• I t is interesting to note that the mere idea of Reincarnation is no 
longer regarded in the West-at least by educated people-as absurd. It 
is gradually assuming the position of a possible hypothesis, to be considered 
on its merits, on its power of explaining puzzling and apparently unrelated 
phenomena. Regarding it myself as, to me, a proven fact, I am concerned 
rather to put it forward in these pages as a probable hypothesis, throwing 
more light than does any other theory on the obscure problems of man's 
constitution, of his character, his evolution, and his destiny. Reincarnation 
and Karma are said by a Master to be the two doctrines of which the West 
stands most in need; so it cannot be ill done for a believer in the Masters 
to set forth an outline, for the ordinary reader, of this central teaching of 
the Esoteric Philosophy. 

THE MEANING OF REINCARNATION. 

Let us start with a clear understanding of what is meant by Reincar
nation. So far. as the derivation of the word is concerned, any repeated 
entering into a physical, or fleshly, covering, might be included thereunder. 
It certainly implies the existence of something relatively permanent, that 
enters into, inhabits, successive somethings relatively impermanent. But 
the word tells us nothing of the nature of these relatively permanent and 
impermanent somethings, save that the impermanent habitations are of 
.. flesh ". Another word, often used as synonymous with Reincarnation, 
the word Metempsychosis, suggests' the other side of the transaction; here 
the habitation is ignored, and the stress is laid on the transit of the 
Psyche, the relatively permanent. Putting the two together as descriptive 
of the whole idea, we should have the entry of a Psyche or II soul" into 
successive II bodies" of flesh; and though the word II soul" is open to 
serious objections, from its looseness and its theological connotations, it may 
stand for the moment as representing in the minds of most people a form 
of existence which outlasts the physical frame with which it was connected 
during a life on earth. 

In this general sense, apart from any special exoteric or esoteric 
teachings, Reincarnation and Metempsychosis are words which denote a 
theory of existence, according to which a form of visible matter is inhabited 
by a more ethereal principle, which outlives its physical encasement, and, 
on the death of the latter, passes on immediately, or after an interval, to 
dwell in some other frame. Never, perhaps, has this doctrine, in its 
loftiest form, been put more clearly or more beautifully than in the famous 
encouragement of Arjuna by Krishna, given in the Bhagavad Gitd: 

These finite bodies, which envelope the souls inhabiting them, are said to belong 
to him, the eternal, the indestructible, unprovable spirit, who is in the body. . . . 
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The man who thinketh that it is this spirit which killeth, and he who thinketh that it 
may be destroyed, are both alike deceh-ed : for it neither killeth nor is it killed. It 
is not a thing of which a man may say, " It hath been, it is about to be, or is to be 
hereafter" ; for it is without birth and meeteth not death; it is ancient, constant and 
eternal, and is not slain when this its mortal frame is destroyed. How can the man 
who believeth that it is ir.corruptible, eternal, inexhaustible, and without birth, think 
that it can either kill or cause to be killed? As a man throweth away old garments 
and putteth on new, even so the dweller in the body, having quitted its old mortal 
frames, entereth into others which are new. The weapon divideth it not, the fire 
burneth it not, the water corrupteth it not, the wind drieth it not away; for it is in· 
divisible, inconsumable, incorruptible, and is not to be dried away: it is invisible, 
inconceivable, and unalterable.O 

In exoteric Brahmanism and Buddhism alike, the living reincarnating 
principle is said to pass from human to animal forms, and vice ve,sa, and 
may, indeed, pass from human bodies to dwell in minerals and vegetables. 
Belief in this form of metempsychosis is, and has been, very widely 
accepted, not only in the East, but among the followers of Pythagoras and 
Plato, and among the Neo-Platonists. This view is a travesty of the 
Esoteric Teaching, which does not admit-as will later be clearly seen
that the Human Ego can pass, against the general stream of evolution, 
backwards to the brute. While clearly postulating the unity of Life, and 
tracing that One Life in the gradual upward evolution through mineral, 
plant, and animal, to man, it denies that the individuality gained in man 
can be submerged again in the lower collective existence, for in man in
dividual Reincarnation has replaced, as the method of evolution, the 
collective indwelling of the life in lower forms.t 

The theory of Reincarnation, then, in the Esoteric Philosophy, asserts 
the existence of a living and individualised Principle, which dwells in and 
informs the body of a man, and which, on the death of the body, passes into 
another body, after a longer or shorter interval. Thus successive bodily 
lives are linked together like pearls strung upon a thread, the thread being 
the living Principle, the pearls upon it the separate human lives. 

WHAT IT IS THAT REINCARNATES. 

Having grasped the idea that Reincarnation is the indwelling of a 
living something in a succession of human bodies, we naturally make the 
enquiry: What is this living something, this persistent reincarnating 
Principle? As our understanding of the whole teaching hinges on our 
thorough understanding of the answer to this question, it will not be wasted 
time to dwell a little on the circumstances which led up to and surrounded 
the first incarnation of this living Principle in the human form. To make 
this incarnation thoroughly intelligible, we must trace the steps of the 
evolution of man . 

• From the beautiful translation edited by W. Q. Judge, eh. ii. pp. 12, 13. 

t See Siva, 1', illciplu of Mall, by Annie Besant, pp. 66-70. 
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Those who have read the preceding papers will remember that the 
Monad, or Atma-Buddhi, is described as the" mainspring of all evolu
tion, the impelling force at the root of all things". * Those to whom the 
technical name is unfamiliar will seize the idea conveyed by the name to 
the Theosophist, if they will think of the Universal Life, the Root of all 
that is, gradually evolving as its own manifestation the various forms which 
make up our world. We cannot here retrace our earth's story in former 
stages of its ceonian evolution; that will, I hope, be done in one of some 
following papers. But here we must be content to pick up the thread at 
the beginning of the present stage, when the germ of what was to become 
man had appeared, as the result of previous evolution, on our globe. 
H. P. Blavatsky, in the second volume of the Secret Doctrim, has drawn 
the evolution in detail, and to that work I must refer the earnest and 
thorough student. Let it suffice to say that the physical form of what was 
to be man was slowly and very gradually evolved, two great Races passing 
through their full development, and a third Race having run half its 
course, hefore humanity had reached completion so far as its physical, or 
animal, nature was concerned. This nature, rightly called animal, because 
it contains that which man has in common with the brute-a physical 
body, its ethereal double, its vitality, its passions, appetites and desires
this nature was builded up by terrestrial and other cosmic forces through 
millions of years. It was brooded over, enveloped in, permeated by, that 
Universal Life which is "the Force back of Evolution ", that life which 
men have in all ages called Divine. 

An Occult Commentary, quoted in the Secret Doctrim, t speaking of this 
stage of evolution, mentions the forms, technically called" astral doubles", 
which had evolved into the physical bodies of men, and thus describes the 
situation at the point we have reached: this 

RCPA (FORM) HAS BECOME THE VEHICLE OF MONADS (SEVENTH AND 

SIXTH PRINCIPLES) THAT HAD COMPLETED THEIR CYCLE OF TRAN~MIGRA. 

TION IN THE THREE PRECEDING KALPAS (ROUNDS). THEN, THEY (THE 

ASTRAL DOUBLES) BECAME THE MEN OF THE FIRST HUMAN RACE OF THE 

ROUND. BUT THEY WERE NOT COMPLETE, AND WERE SENSELESS. 

Here were, we may say, the two poles of the evolving Life-manifesta
tion: the Animal with all its potentialities on the lower plane, but 
necessarily mindless, conscienceless, errant aimlessly over the earth, uncon
sciously tending onwards by reason of the impelling force within it, that 
drove it ever forward; this force, the Divine, itself too lofty in its pure 
ethereal nature to reach consciousness on the lower planes, and so unable 
to bridge the gulf that stretched between it and the animal brain it vivified 
but could not illume. Such was the organism that was to become man, a 
creature of marvellous potentialities, an instrument with strings all ready 

• Page 2J6, el u~. t Vol. I. p. 18J. 
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to break into music; where was the power that should make the poten. 
tialities actual, where the touch that should waken the melody and send it 
forth thrilling into space? 

When the hour had struck, the answer came from the mental or 
MAnasic plane. Whilst this double evolution above described, the Monadic 
and the Physical, had been going on upon our globe, a third line of 
evolution, which was to find its goal in man, had been proceeding in a 
higher sphere. This line was that of Intellectual Evolution, and the 
subjects of the evolution are the Sons of Mind (Mii.nasaputra), self· conscious 
intelligent Entities, as is implied by their name. These are spoken of 
under many different names; Lords of Light, Dhyan Chohans, Kumaras, 
Solar Pitris, Dragons of Wisdom, etc., etc., allegorical and poetical names, 
that become attractive and familiar to the student in the course of his 
reading, but which cause much trouble and confusion to the beginner, who 
cannot make out whether he is dealing with one class of beings or with a 
dozen. The one fact that the beginner needs to grasp is that, at a certain 
stage of evolution, there entered into, incarnated in men, certain self· 
conscious intelligent Entities, with a long past of intellectual evolution 
behind them, who found in physical man the instrument ready, and fitted, 
for their further evolution. 

The coming of these Sons of Mind is given in poetical phrase in the 
Stanzas from the Book of Dzyan : ;~ 

THE SONS OF WISDOM, THR SONS OF NIGHT, READY FOR REBIRTH, 

CAME DOWN • THE THIRD [RACE] WERE READY. "IN THESB SHALL 

WE DWELL", SAID THE LORDS OF THE FLAME. 

THE THIRD RACE BECAME THB V1HAN [VEHICLE] OF THE 

LoRDS OF WISDOM. 

These Lords of Wisdom then are they who became the Reincarnating 
Egos of men: these are the Mind, or rather Minds, in men, the Manas, or 

-Fifth rrinciple, sometimes described as the Human, or Rational, Soul. I 
prefer to speak of the Reincarnating Ego as the Tliinker, rather than as the 
Mind, in man; for the word Thinker suggests an individual Entity, whereas 
the word Mind suggests a vague generality. 

It is interesting and significant that the word man, running through so 
many languages, is related back to this Manas, to its root man, to think. 
Skeatt gives the word in English, Swedish, Danish, German, Icelandish, 
Gothic, Latin (mas, for mans), deriving it from the Sanskrit root man, and 
therefore defining man as a " thinking animal ". So that whenever we say 
Man, we say Thinker, and are carried back to that period at which the 
Thinkers "came down ", i.e., became incarnate in the physical vehicle 
builded for their reception, when the senseless animal became the thinking 
being, by virtue of the Manas that entered into him and dwelt in him. It 
----- --- ------

• Sec,"1f Doctrine. vol. II., pp. ]8. ]9" t EIJ"mo/tlgical Didionary. under" Man .. " 
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was then that the Man became clothed in his co coat of skin", after his fall 
into physical matter in order that he might eat of the Tree of Knowledge 
and thus become a co God ". 

This man is the link between the Divine and the Animal, that we have 
viewed as essentially connected and yet held apart from close inter
communion. He stretches one hand upwards towards the Divine Monad, 
to the Spirit whose offspring he is, striving upwards, that he may assimilate 
that loftier nature, that his intelligence may become spiritual, his know
ledge wisdom; he lays his other hand upon the Animal, which is to bear 
him to conquest of the lower planes, that he may train and subdue it to his 
own ends, and make it a perfect instrument for manifestation of the higher 
life. Long is the task that lies before him; no less than to raise the 
Animal to the Divine, to sublime Matter into Spirit, to lead up the ascend
ing arc the life that has traversed the descending, and has now to climb 
upwards, bearing with it all the fruits of its long exile from its true home. 
Finally he is to re-unite the separated aspects of the One, to bring the 
Spirit to self-consciousness on all planes, Matter to be its perfect manifesta
tion_ Such his sublime task, for the accomplishment of which Reincarna
tion is to be his tool. 

This Man, then, is our real Human Self, and we err when we think of 
our body as II I ", and too much exalt our temporary II coat of skin ". It is 
as though a man should regard his coat as himself, himself as a mere 
appendage of his clothes. As our clothes exist for us and not we for them, 
and they are only things rendered necessary by climate, comfort and 
custom, so our bodies are only necessary to us because of the conditions 
that surround us, and are for our service, not for our subjugation. Some 
Indians will never speak of bodily wants as theirs: they say, II my body is 
hungry", .. my body is tired "-not II I am hungry", or "I am tired". And 
though in our ears the phrase may sound fantastic, it is truer to facts than 
our self-identification with our body. 1£ we were in the habit of identifying 
ourselves in thought not with the habitation we live in, but with the 
Human Self that dwells therein, life would become a greater and a serener 
thing. We should brush off troubles as we brush -the dust from our 
garments, and we should realise that the measure of all things happening to 
us is not the pain or pleasure they bring to our bodies, but the progress or 
retardation they bring to the Man within us; and since all things are 
matters of experience and lessons may be learned from each, we should 
take the sting out of griefs by searching in each for the wisdom enwrapped 
in it as the petals are folded within the bud. In the light of Reincarnation 
life changes its aspect, for it becomes the school of the eternal Man within 
us, who seeks therein his development, the Man that II was and is and shall 
be, for whom the hour will never strike". 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S. 
(To be CMlti"ued.) 
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(Jitms from tbt mpanisbabs. 
o saint, we bow before thee; teach thou, for thou art the way, and 

there is no other for us. What process is there for the Elemental Self, by 
which, after leaving this (identity with elemental body), he obtains union 
with the (true) Self? 

In the beginning Brahman was all this. He was one, and infinite; 
infinite in the East, infinite in the South, infinite in the West, infinite in 
the North, above and below and everywhere infinite. East and the other 
regions do not exist for him, nor across, nor above, nor below. The 
Highest Self is not to be defined, he is unlimited, uriborn, not to be reasoned 
about, not to be conceived. He is like the ether (everywhere), and at the 
destruction of the universe, he alone is awake. Thus from that ether he 
wakes all this world, which consists of thought only, and by him alone is 
all this meditated on, and in him it is dissolved. 

Because JD this manner he joins the Prana (breath), the Om, and "this 
Universe in its manifold forms, or because they join themselves (to him), 
therefore this (process of meditation) is called Yoga Uoining). 

The oneness of breath, mind, and senses, and then the surrendering of 
all conceptions, that is called Yoga. 

If a man could not understand it (Brahman) before the falling asunder 
of his body, then he has to take body again in the worlds of creation. 

That Self cannot be gained by the Veda, nor by understanding, nor by 
much learning. He whom the Self chooses, by him the Self can be gained. 
The Self chooses him (his body) as his own. 

But he who has not first turned away from his wickedness, who is not 
tranquil and subdued, or who!'C mind is not at rest, he can never obtain the 
Self (even) by knowledge. 

There are the two, drinking their reward in the world of their own 
works, entered into the cave (of the heart), dwelling on the highest summit 
(the ether in the heart). Those who know Brahman call them shade and 
light. . . . . May we be able to master that Nli.kiketa rite which is a 
bridge for sacrificers; also that which is the highest, imperishable Brahman 
for those who wish to cross over to the fearless shore. 

His form is not to be seen, no one beholds him with the eye. He is 
imagined by the heart, by wisdom, by the mind. Those who know this are 
immortal. 

When the five instruments of knowledge stand still together with the 
mind, and when the intellect does not move, that is called the highest state. 
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This the firm holding back of the senses, is what is called Yoga. He 
must be free from thoughtlessness then, for Yoga comes and goes. 

When all desires that dwell in the heart cease, then the mortal becomes 
immortal and obtains Brahman. 

\\Then all the ties of the heart (ignorance, passion, &c.) are severed 
here on earth, then the mortal becomes immortal-here ends the teaching. 

Next there are verily three worlds, the world of men, the world of the 
Fathers, the world of the Devas. The world of men can be gained by action 
only, not by any other work. By sacrifice the world of the Fathers, by 
knowledge the world of the Devas is gained. The world of the Devas is 
the best of worlds, therefore they praise knowledge. 

For when there is as it were duality, then one sees the other, one 
smells the other, one hears the other, one salutes the other, one perceives 
the other, one knows the other; but when the Self only is all thi!?, how 
should he smell another, how should he see another, how should he hear 
another, how should he salute another, how should he perceive another? 
How should he know Him by whom he knows all this? How, 0 beloved, 
should he know (himself), the Knower? 

There are two, one knowing (tsvara) the other not knowing (jiva), 
both unborn, one strong, the other weak; there is he, the unborn, through 
whom each man receives the recompense of his works: and there is the 
infinite Self (appearing) under all forms, but himself inactive. When a 
man finds out these three, that is Brahma. 

From that Self (Brahman) sprang ether (akasha, that through which we 
hear); from ether air (that through which we hear and feel); from air fire 
(that through which we hear, feel, and see); from fire water (that through 
which we hear, f~el, see, and taste); from water earth (that through which 
we hear, feel, see, taste, and smell). From earth herbs, from herbs food, 
from food seed, from seed man. Man thus consists of the essence of food. 

That which is pedsha.ble is the Pradh8.na (the first), the immortal and 
imperishable is Hara. The one God rules the perishable (the PradMna) 
and the living self. From meditating on him, from joining him, from 
becoming one with him there is further cessation of all illusion in the end. 

When that God is known, all fetters fall off, sufferings are destroyed 
and birth and death cease. From meditating on him there arises on the 
dissolution of the body, the third state, that of universal lordship; but he 
only who is alone, is satisfied. 

As oil in seeds, as butter in cream, as water in (dry) river-beds, as fire in 
wood, so is the Self seized within the self, if man looks for him by truthful
ness and penance. 

(From Max Muller's Translation.) 

WE hear that Mr. A. P. SINNETT, the well known author of ES4tffic Buddltism 
and of the Occult World, has in the press a new work, entitled The Rationale oj 
Mesmerism. It will be published on the 20th iust. by Messrs. Kegan Paul, Trench 
TrQbner & Co. We understand that it is an attempt to explain the phenomena of 
Mesmerism in a systematic manner by the help of Occult Science, and that it is largely 
based on Mr. Sinnett's own investigations. It is quite time that a student of Occult 
Science should enter the Western field, now wholly occupied by scientific enquirers 
of the Materialistic cast. 
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llanna anb tUinramation 
AS APPLIED TO MAN. 

(Being two papers read before the Meerut T.S., by RAMA PRASAD, M.A., F.T.S., 
revised and enlarged fOJ' the Press.) 

(Concluded.) 

Ii'!) EFORE proceeding further I might point out to you that this passage 
contains the Hindu theory of the nature of electricity. Electricity, 
according to the Upanishads, is the solar prana, which bums in the 

atmosphere, and which turns water vapour into fluid. The spark is only 
the visual manifestation of this prana. This electric pr(;na is present in 
every earthly object, inasmuch as all earthly objects have once existed in 
the atmospheric gaseous state. When these forces are present in any 
substance in the latent state, they can of course be awakened by certain 
appliances. The presence of this form of prana in nature was therefore 
known to the Rishis of the Upanishads. 

To return, however, to the subject in hand. The lunisolar light which 
is thus turned into the aqueous state contains many life-types, which 
have descended from the moon, and those types are now in their course of 
upward motion turned into the liquid state. 

This rain-water is thrown into the third fire which burns in earth. 
This is another phase of prana. To describe this fire let us take the earth 
as a whole. It is said that the fuel of the fire which burns in the earth is 
the year. The year is an aspect of lunisolar life in its relation to earth. 
How? You know that the year is the period of one revolution of the earth 
round the sun. During the year the sun for six months keeps in the 
northern, and for the remaining six months in the southern hemisphere. 
On account of this motion of the solar prana, two currents are developed 
in the body of the earth-the northern and southern. The one is the oppo
site of the other. The one is called north polar or positive magnetism, the 
other south polar or negative magnetism by modern science. That magne
tism was known to the ancient Rishis as the solar prcina moving in earth north
wards and southwards, is an irresistible conclusion to the intelligent reader of 
The Science of the Five Fires. But these are not the only two motions of the 
earth-fire. It has also two other currents of this force dependent upon the 
daily rotation of the earth upon her own axis. These are the eastern and 
western currents. Thus in the body of the earth are established, on 
account of its annual motion, a number of currents. Had there been no 
year, these currents could not have existed, although the solar prdna out of 
which these currents arise must no doubt have existed in a stationary state. 
Hence annual motion is the fuel of the fire that hurns in the earth. Every 
point of earth-matter thus contracts a tendency to move northwards and 
southwards, eastwards and westwards. Some forms of matter possess 
this tendency to a greater, others to a less extent; but all of them possess 
it. Besides a tendency to move towards the four quarters, every atom of 
earth-matter acquires the tendency to move towards the intermediate 
quarters as well, nay to move in every direction, including up and down. 
Out of all these motions arises a state which becomes the i(llmediate 
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mother of all the seed forms of the earth. This state is called akasha, for 
it is out of akaska that everything comes, and it is in akasha that everything 
lives. The motions of the earth combined in various degrees and various 
proportions become the source of the variety of seeds. This fire keeps up 
all terrestrial forms, and it burns so as to be naturally receptive of lunisolar 
life. It is now clear why akasha is said to be the smoke of this fire, and 
why night, the emblem of the receptive negative life, the flame, and why 
the quarters and the intermediate quarters are termed the coals and sparks 
of this terrestrial fire. 

When the lunisolar life-monad, which has up to this time developed 
only to an aqueous degree, enters this earth·fire, it is there assimilated to 
terrestrial life, and makes its appearance as a vegetable organism. It 
might be useful to remind you here of what I have already said, that the 
life which is entering these various forms of earth-matter is quite distinct 
from the original prana, which gave birth to gross matter itself. 

This vegetable organism is thrown as food into the fourth fire, which 
burns in a male human being, and there it changes its vegetable vesture 
into the human germinal vesture. This fire has vak for its fuel. Now this 
viik is not the language of man. It is the Creative Power, the Goddess of 
creation, the Light of the Logos (ShabdahTahma), the spouse of BrahmA, 
the creative unit of the Hindu Trinity. The 'Ttina which is compared to 
smoke, is the ever-rising male procreative inshnct, which has the creative 
power for its natural basis. It ought not to be translated as breath. The 
word jihva, rendered by tongue, stands allegorically for the instrument of 
the manifestation of this power on the physical plane. It might also mean 
that sexual love receives its expression through the tongue, the eyes, and 
the ears. Hence are the two naturally called the coals and sparks of this 
fire. This portion of the description and the following five-fold description 
of the female fire, must be left untouched here. You will be able with very 
little effort to understand it all in the light of what has gone before. I may 
however tell you that the word gaTbha in this connection ought to be trans
lated as fret us, not as germ. 

Here ends the journey of a human life-monad from the lunar state of 
absolute latency, to a full-grown human child. If the life-type has not 
already learnt by past evolution to reach the human form, it remains in 
some lower form, whether it be animal or vegetable, and does not pass on 
higher. If, however, it has already reached that state, it only takes passing 
time to stop in these lower modifications of life. Each descent of a human 
life.type from the moon, must ultimately culminate in the attainment of the 
human forms. -

These are changes which it is necessary for the human PTana to go 
through before it can blossom as a full-grown child, and these changes, as 
we have seen, begin in that world. Now also as to the mind, it is easy 
to understand that it must go through all the changes it has passed through 
in its evolutionary development. Up to the vegetable kingdom it must 
remain absolutely latent, and only begin to develop with the appearance 
of the sensuous organs. The mayA vic brain-mind cannot come into exist
ence without the senses, and these begin to work only after birth. Hence 
no one need imagine that the vegetable through which a human monad 
passes, must have or does have a mind. It is also plain from the above 
considerations that a child~s mind must naturally pass through all the 
stages of development, which it has already passed through in its course of 
evolutionary development. A child can never have immediately the fully 
developed active mind of the last-birth man. The brain, however, devel
opes by the mere act of physiological growth, on the lines of its past 
development, and the impressions of sensations, inferences, emotions, will 
and desires, which had reached a certain stage of development in the last 
birth, now take a shorter time to reach that stage. The basic powers of the 
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subjective mind, too, have the sa:ne effect. When the phenomena of the 
new brain-mind are presented to them, they assimilate them very soon to 
the extent of their past mAyavic development, and comparatively less time 
being thus expended after every new birth in reaching the past stage of 
development, the human mind has always greater and greater time at its 
command to rise further towards its ideal. If, however, there has been 
very little development in the last birth, if the actions of the man have not 
been progressive, then woe be to him in this birth. His brain is but poorly 
developed, and his subjective mind to the same extent. It is only the 
retrogressive impressions that make their home easily in his brain, thus 
leading him to misery, and terrible waste of time consequent upon his past 
misdeeds. 

Before, however, proceeding further, let me make some additional 
remarks upon progressive actions. These depend upon two things: 

I. The ordinary current of evolution, which strengthens these powers 
by the mere fact of the same manifestations of the brain-mind appearing, 
developing, and working again and again. The mere running on of this 
current serves also to counteract the checks placed by retrogressive mani
festations. The impressions which develop these powers receive qualifica
tion from individual and social environments. 

2. Yoga, which means the highest possible development of the mind, 
by expediting the egress of the retrogressive and the ingress of the progres
Slve manifestations. 

The first of these means of development is involuntary. Man has no 
hand in it. By the running on of this current the retrogressive impressions 
are counteracted and destroyed in the end. Whenever the manifestation 
of the retrogressive tendencies is complete, their force ceases, and it thus 
becomes impossible for them to run on by their own force. The evil 
tendencies of the past are thus always destroyed after some time. The 
appetites, however, that are created anew by the working of the same 
avidya, which had given them birth previously, must have their effect in the 
future. Thus while the good is always strengthening and running on into 
infinity, the evil is always appearing and disappearing, and is bound to 
disappear altogether in the end. Thus you see that while the retrogres
sive manifestations from the past are destroying themselves and are in the 
end bound to disappear altogether, the present is constantly giving birth to 
other retrogressive potencies, independent of the· past altogether. As to 
the progressive manifestations, while those from the past are showing 
themselves, those of the present are independently creating other potencies, 
which in this case serve to expedite progress. This shows that so far as 
the effect of the evolutionary current upon the mind is concerned, the good 
and bad Karmas .of the past are showing themselves simultaneously with 
those of the present. Thus while you use your senses, being led thereto by 
any mental appetite, you may be sure that the action is the result of the 
past. But the senses also act by the mere fact of their existence; and 
generally quite independent of any mental appetite. This independent 
action leads us on to the acquirement of new appetites. Where the appe
tite precedes, the action is an effect; where however it follows the action 
is a cause. In the former the karma is old; in the latter new. 

What I have said of the mind is also true of physiological life. 
Where any physiological appetite precedes physiological action, the karma 
is old; where however the appetite follows any physiological motion, the 
karma is new. 

Similar is the case with yoga. Where physiological curiosity pre
cedes any higher mental action, the action is an effect of old karma; 
where, however, any mental action precedes physiological curiosity 
(vitarka), the action is new. 

This leads us naturally into the question of the freedom of the will. 
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Does any such power exist in the human constitution? I may at once say 
that it does; for otherwise yoga would be impossible; whereas it is not 
impossible, as both individual and racial experiences show. 

I shall not here trace the genesis of this power into conscious manifes
tation. Suffice it to say here that it exists. I may, however, tell yon that 
those actions are free in which the soul acts subjectively, and those are 
bound in which the soul is passive. To understand these things properly, 
an intelligent study of the whole system of this philosophy is required. 

From what you have now heard of the doctrine of karma and reincar
nation, you have long seen that this sublime doctrine is as far removed from 
fatalism, as light from darkness. According to this doctrine, while the 
environments of your present life, your sufferings and your enjoyments, are 
all the result of past karma, your future is still in your own hands. 
Individuals and nations always degenerate for their past misdeeds; but 
the degeneration is always being destroyed of its own force, and both 
individuals and nations have their future rise in their own hands. What
ever is has no doubt come from the past; but whatever will be must result 
from the present, which is always in your own hands. Man has always a 
double existence in the present. He is enjoying and suffering certain effects 
caused by past actions; at the same time, however, he is generating other 
causes for future effects. The effects and causes are not, however, identi
cal. As to the efforts of yoga, they will no doubt be resisted for some time 
by the manifestations of your retrogressive potencies; they are, however, 
bound to triumph in the end and expedite the egress of evil. The degenera
tion of the Hindus began when their life became a mere idle faith that all 
their good and evil portion was caused by a predestining will, independent 
of their actions, and that a mere idle belief in that power would remove 
their evil and strengthen thtir good. Let them now return to an intelli
gent belief in the sublime doctrine of karma, and they will rise. 

After all that I have said, you will hardly think of asking the question, 
Why does a man not remember having seen the things which he saw in the 
previous birth? I have already told you that memory being a function of 
the brain-mind is generated anew in every life, and ends with the same life. 
This is very well shown by the fact of weak-brained and old people losing 
their memory. The brain being new, the impressions on the brain are 
absolutely new too. There has been no co-existence, no association at any 
time between the phenomena of the last birth, which now live by way of 
aroma in the higher mind, and those of the present brain-mind. The latter 
determine only the lines of present mental being; that is to say, they 
become the cause of the sooner or later development of our present powers 
and appetites; the former have never had anything to do with them. 

But though this ordinary memory of ours is a function of the brain, 
the higher manas also has a faculty which is the counterpart of the brain
memory. That higher power is called reminiscence. It is this power in 
fact, whose working gives the receptive power we have been speaking of to 
the new brain. But this receptivity is all that it can give generally to the 
brain in the present race of man. ~'hen this power of reminiscence is 
strengthened to a very high degree of perfection after repeated births yet 
to come, the new brain will be thrown by the higher manas into that high 
state of energy, which from mere receptivity will have passed into active 
subjectivity. Then only the present consciousness of past experiences will 
become possible. That will be the day of resurrection, the perfect 
awakening of the soul. Then you will remember your past births. 
Patanjali makes this power a siddki (attainment) for the Yogi, and he who 
follows his method can acquire this power even now. 

Thus he says in the 18th aphorism of the third book of his treatise on 
Yoga:-

... 
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"Knowledge of the previous birth is obtained by bringing into 
consciousness (the yet unconscious) sanskd,as." 

N ow the understanding of the how of this high attainment, depends 
upon an intelligent comprehension of the philosophy of sansktira, a small por
tion of which I have attempted to lay before you in the foregoing pages. The 
word sanskdra is a synonym of vasa"a and means the habituation of the 
mind and p,ima to the impressions of the external world. The word 
sansk(i,a has been translated in two different ways by Dr_ Ballantyne and 
Professor M. N. Dvivedi. The former renders sansktiras as "the trains of 
self-reproductive thought, which consist in the present consciousness of 
past perceptions". The latter translates it by the word" impressions ". In 
the first place it is evident that sanskaras do not refer only to thought. They 
refer as well to physiological enjoyments and sufferings, etc. To say the 
least, therefore, the translation of Dr. Ballantyne is inadequate. M. N. 
Dvivedi translates the word as impression, which is again quite inadequate. 
The great difference between sanskd,as and impressions is that the former 
are given birth to by the latter; they are not identical. Perceptions are 
impressions but they are certainly not sansktil'as. The best English equiva
lent for the word would be hllbit. Sanskdras give to man an altered nature, 
and habit it is well-known is second nature. 

There is another blunder which these gentlemen seem to have 
unconsciously committed. One of them translates the word s(ikslratkaralla 
as "presenting to our mind ", while the other puts it as "mental presenta
tion ". These gentlemen seem to have forgotten for the time being that 
the word sdkslrat, when joined to k,i, gives the meaning of the suffix chivi: 
that is to say it means the bringing into consciousness of that wlrich has not bun 
there befo,e. It is evident that the mental phenomena of the present brain
mind might very well be spoken of as objects of mental presentation. But 
the habituations of which this aphorism speaks are certainly not phenomena 
of this nature. They are not present in our brain-mind. They are 
strangers to our present consciousness. The rendering of these gentlemen 
would go to show that the mental presentations of the impressions of this 
life would end in "a knowledge of former class". That this is an 
impossibility goes without saying. Hence I have translated the aphorism 
as above. 

"Knowledge of the previous birth is obtained by bringing into 
consciousness the yet unconscious sanska,as (habits)." 

The habituations, says Bhojaraja, are of two descriptions, one class 
causes memory. The English translators most unaccountably say that this 
memory is a memory of the previous experiences. If this memory be 
the memory of past experiences, then it must be the memory of the 
impressions causing "class" (feiti) , "time" (dyus) , and "experience" 
(bhoga). Now Patanjali defines memory in the words of the translation of 
Dvivedi, as" the not-allowing of a thing cognised to escape ft. The 
impressions of class, time and experience must evidently not be allowed to 
escape, before they can make their appearance in the next birth; and the 
act of recollection, that is bringing the preserved impressions into conscious
ness, does not in nature differ from the act of impressions of class, etc., 
coming into present being. In fact both of them are, as the commentators 
say, the results of vasana. What then was the use of making a twofold 
division of these habituations? Besides, if the power of bringing these 
past experiences into present consciousness already exists, there would be 
no use in the exercise of yoga, to bring about an already existing state of 
the mind. 

In fact, the memory of the commentator of Patanjali has nothing to do 
with the past experiences. This faculty, along with all the other manifesta
tions of the human mind, is given birth to by sensuous impressions. It has 
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only to do with sensuous impressions, and dies with the destruction of the 
brain. Hence must the memory-producing impressions be differentiated 
from the impressions of class, etc. These impressions do not die 
with the brain. These are the impressions which, as we have seen, 
determine our future ]jne of existence, our sufferings and our enjoyments. 
It is these impressions which are not known to modern humanity, and they 
alone need be the objects of yoga. 

When the nature of these habits is known, the nature of the former 
birth is known. And how is the nature of these habits to be known? By 
trying to discover, and thus coming to know, the causes which, according 
to the known lines of mental and physiological causation, could have 
caused them. By thus making our habits the constant subject of our 
study we develop in ourselves the state of samprajnata samddhi with these 
habits as their object. This arises when the brain is accustomed by 
constant repetition to the retention and recollection of these phenomena. 
The tatwic currents which induce these impressions into our brain must 
always be kept up by constant exercise, at a certain degree of kinetic level, 
below which they will never respond to volition or association in the 
ordinary state of mind. The development of literary memory in a child is 
in this connection a phenomenon worthy of study. Unless a thing is made 
the object of constant study, it can never be remembered. 

Now in order that we may connect any present mental phenomenon 
with the same phenomenon as it was presented to us in the last birth, we 
must have in our present consciousness the last birth as connected with the 
particular phenomenon, and the present mental phenomenon placed 
together. A knowledge of the last birth is only possible as the cause of the 
present one. Hence if we make the subject of our study the sanskliras 
(habits) which have caused our present life, we shall by-and-bye become 
habituated to the notion of consequential connection between the two. 
The next step will be the discovery of the nature of the last link in the 
chain of births, and when the brain is habituated to this high state of 
mental energy, then and then alone, will a full reminiscence of the past life 
have become possible. 

Reminiscence, as I have already told you, is a faculty of the higher 
mind, a modification of sankalpa and vikalpa consequent upon its connection 
with the limitations of the brain-mind. This power differs from memory 
in this very important respect, that while memory depends for its existence 
upon the brain and dies with it, reminiscence never dies, having for its 
substratum the higher manas. It is always bound to rise to a higher and 
higher pitch of perfection with every new birth, or by the exercise of yoga. 
The facts which are preserved in reminiscence can only be transferred to 
brain memory when made the special object of study. Our memory can 
never keep within the range of possible recollection any fact which we 
have not made the special subject of study. How then can there be any 
memory of the past life when we have not made it the special object of 
contemplation, which Patanjali wishes us to make it? The natural tendency 
of our brain-mind is to forget things; the sensuous impressions tend always 
to pass off. It is a matter of daily observation that we forget after some 
time facts which we once remembered and were familiar with; and when 
once forgotten these facts become to our present consciousness as it were 
quite new. 

But it might be said: Why does not the notion of personal identity 
live on through death? The answer to this question is: Because the person 
is not the same in this birth, as it was in the last. If you remember, I 
drew a distinction some few pages back, between personality and individuality. 
The m4yavic, that is the lower, prcina and manas, as I have said, constitute 
with the gross body, the personality j while the four higher principles which 
separate in death constitute the individuality of man. The notion of 
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personal identity means the notion of the sameness of the personality. 
When the personality, as we have seen, actually changes there can be no 
notion of personal identity. It would be absurd to say that because there 
is no notion of personality, the present human being could not have lived 
hefore on this earth. The notion of personal identity is given hirth to in 
the mind by the sameness of the manifestations of .the heart and brain. 

-In death our heart and hrain are both destroyed; there can remain, 
therefore, no notion of sameness. The phenomena of the last mental or 
physiological life, now act upon our brain subjectively from within, while 
the phenomena of our present life act subjectively from without, thus 
giving birth by vtisana to the appetites. How can forces moving in two 
opposite directions generate with reference to themselves the notion of 
identity? Our present notion of personal identity has reference only to 
the phenomena of our present brain, because we pass almost the whole of 
our life in the manifestations of our hrain. If we begin to live a higher 
life, then is awakened into our mind the notion of what might he called 
individual identity. This, as I have told you, means resurrection, and in 
this state we know the nature of past individual experience. In this state 
we have passed entirely out of objectivity into absolute subjectivity. 

And now I must bring these remarks to a close. I have told YOll 

that human life, physiological or mental, is nothing more than a bundle of 
actions; that thoughts and physical actions are both motions of ethereal 
matter on different planes; that all the kinetic states of life-matter are both 
antecedents and conseqllents,and that, therefore, human life is eternal. I have 
also told you that human life, as it is at present, is the result of evolution, 
and that the same evolving forces which worked in the past, being yet 
existent, man is bound to rise in the scale of life. Present human life is 
not the most perfect that can be. I have also told you that a higher life is 
possible on this planet of ours, both for the human species and the 
individual; and that, therefore, there must be reincarnation on this earth. 
The powers divine that are upraising humanity, are neither so foolish, nor 
so cruel and unjust, as to doom imperfect man either to eternal damnation, 
or even af one jump hless him with eternal bliss. I have also told you that 
human life, and in fact all life, as it exists on this planet, must live through 
alternate phases of life and death; and that earth-life when it becomes 
negative and potential corresponds in its conditions of existence with life 
as it must be on the moon. I have also told you that in nature there can 
be no sudden changes of state, and that, therefore, human life, in order to 
pass from its lunar state to earth-life, must pass through mineral and 
vegetable states, before it can manifest its animal capabilities. I have also, 
in illustration of this principle, explained the process of descent as given in 
the Chhcindogya Upanishad. I have also shown that although the awakening 
of human physiological life begins in the moon, the awakening of the human 
mind and, therefore, of self-consciousness, begins with birth, when the fully
developed senses begin to work. I have also refuted the one or two puerile 
objections that are sometimes raised to the doctrine of karma and 
reincarnation; and I have, above all, told you how the past actions of our 
life manifest themselves in this life, and how our future is still in our own 
hands. I shall feel happy, indeed, if this essay does something towards 
increasing a sense of responsibility in my readers, encouraging their 
endeavours to reach that soul.knowledge which is the basis of the 
Brotherhood of Humanity. 

-----~~-----
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SUMMARY. 

The Seven Ranges or Planes of Manifested Life. The Birth of Space. The 
Genesis of Worlds. The Seven Principles. 

~ 

~ N the earliest and highest form of manifestation, of differentiated life, 
(<>.n when the twin powers of the soul, Consciousness and Will-the power 
to perceive and the power to give birth to perceptions-have only received 
the first faint tendency to separate, nothing yet exists of objectivity but the 
latent power of Will to render itself objective, the latent tendency in Will, 
which is the generator of objectivity, to give birth to the perceptions, images, 
and sensations, which are to become the objects of Consciousness. 

The hardly-separated souls, in all of whom collectively this 'Will-the 
parent of objectivity-resides, are, as we have seen, grouped into sevenfold 
hosts of formative powers. 

Of this first and highest range of manifested life it is impossible to say 
more than that in it spring up the first possibility of differentiation and the 
first possibility of objectivity, which are afterwards to become fully realised 
actualities in the lower and later ranges of manifestation. 

On the second range of manifestation, we have this tendency to 
separation further developed and perfected; the tendency to separation 
widens the gulf between Consciousness the perceiver, and Will the generator 
of perceptions. This tendency to separation, this link between subject and 
object, is Perception; in virtue of which alone objects have any reality to 
consciousness. Perception is the link, the go-between, the messenger 
between objects and consciousness; this messenger brings to consciousness 
the message of the form, nature, and intensity of the objective existence 
perceived; and, as we have said, it is solely and only through the power of 
this intermediary that objects have any reality at all. In pure philosophy 
the existence of any object except in relation to consciollsness, is utterly 
unthinkable; if for a moment it be thought possible to conceive of any 
object not in relation to consciousness, this very thought binds the object 
thus conceived to consciousness, and the idea that it can be conceived 
independently is a pure illusion. Absolutely the only test of the existence of 
any object is its power of being present to consciousness, and all objects 
are thus seen to be entIrely dependent on, and subordinate to, consciousness. 
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Further, if any object should cease, even for an instant, to stand in 
relation to some form of consciousness, it is quite inconceivable that the 
link broken could ever be re-established. Objects, therefore, are absolutely 
dependent for their reality on consciousness; and they must, to preserve 
this reality, be perpetually related to l'ome form of consciousness. 

The link of relation is, as we have seen, the power or act of Perception, 
which "runs the errands" between consciousness and objectivity. In the 
second range or plane of manifestation, the differen~ between subject and 
object (which was on the first range merely a nascent tendency) becomes 
fully defined; and the triple powers of perceiver, perception, and perceived, 
stand apart from each other, each ready to perform its own functions. What is 
perceived, Objectivity, is:still undifferentiated; it remains merely the potency 
to exhibit all forms of images and imaginings, which are to be defined as to 
intensity, expansion, and du!ation in the subsequent ranges of manifested 
life. 

These potential images and imaginings have as yet neither form, nor 
colour, nor sound, nor solidity; but they have the germs of all these, not 
yet separated. This potential Objectivity contains, in reality, the possibility 
of an infinite variety of perceptions and sensations, only a few of which, 
such as sound, colour, and form, we can realize, as only these few are 
related to our present existence. 

In the third range, or plane of life, a new element is introduced. The 
germs of objectivity-which are bound by perception to the unit of con
sciousness (grouped, as we have seen, in sevenfold hosts)-meet with their 
first expansion through the element of varying intensity. This element of 
varying intensity is generated by the eternal motion of ebb and flow which 
inheres eternally in the One Infinite Life, and which gives birth to the 
eternally repeated alternation of manifestation and obscuration in the One 
Infinite Life. 

Repeated in each germ or potential centre of objectivity, as the tide of 
the ocean is repeated in the ebb and flow of each wavelet, this eternal 
motion is transformed into a tendency to perpetual waxing and waning of 
intensity; and this new element enters into each and every potentiality 
of perceptions, images, and sensations, which, as we have seen, adhere in 
the undifferentiated objectivity. In the sensation of sound this element 
corresponds to the increasing and decreasing loudness of any note, the tone 
of the note remaining, however, the same. In the sensation of colour 
this element corresponds to gradually increasing and decreasing bright
ness of any light, the colour of which meanwhile remains the same. This 
increase of brightness being produced, for instance, when a lamp is moved 
gradually towards, and then away from, the eye; the increase and decrease 
in brightness corresponding to an alternate widening and narrowing of the 
image of the lamp on the retina_ Another aspect of this element of inten
sity depends not on the extent of the retina covered by an image, but on 
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the strength or weakness of the vibrations affecting the same portion of 
the retina; and this is probably the simplest form of this element. 

If a source of sound emitting an even note of uniform intensity be 
moved gradually towards and away from t,he ear, the sensation produced 
will be exactly the same as if the source emitting the note were at a uniform 
distance all the time, but of alternating intensity; the waxing and waning 
of the sensation of sound will in both cases be the same. Following out 
this line of thought, it • appears probable that from the waxing and waning 
of sensation, the idea of distance was originally derived. 

If, therefore, we imagine each unit of life in the sevenfold formative 
hosts, receiving-from the separation of its twin-powers of Consciousness 
and Will-the power to generate and the power to receive impressions and 
images; and if we further conceive the elementary objectivity thus formed 
subjected to a rhythmic ebb and flow, we can figure to ourselves th 
gradual formation of an objective world containing the potentiality of every 
form of image, perception, and sensation j these images, perceptions, and 
sensations being infinitely various, and containing wide diapasons of 
objectivity which are at present unrealisable to us j further, each of these 
potential images, perceptions, and sensations possesses the possibility of 
waxing and waning intensity; and from this waxing and waning intensity 
the idea of nearness and farness grows up in relation to each image, percep
tion, and sensation. The characteristics, therefore, of this, the third range 
or plane of life, are the varying intensity of the infinite range of perceptions, 
with the sense of distance and measure generated by this varying intensity. 

This sense of nearness and farness is the first germ of what is after
wards to become the fully developed idea of space. 

This plane, the third, counting downwards or outwards from the begin
ning of manifested life, has been called the plane of Sound, or plane of 
1Ether; perhaps because sound by itself conveys to us no idea of space 
beyond that of nearness and farness, and therefore belongs peculiarly to this 
plane of life. It must not be supposed, however, that this plane is limited 
to the potentiality of producing sound, as w~ understand it; I think the 
truth is that it contains equally the potentiality of all perceptions, but in that 
f\lrm and quality that we are most familiar with in sound. This third 
plane, therefore, has the quality of intensity, of distance, of measure, which 
we apply to sound, as its dominant character j and may consequently be 
called the plane in which Sound dominates, or simply, the plane of Sound. 
It must be remembered, however, that it contains the potentiality of every 
shade of colour, as well as of every note of sound, and the germ of all other 
perceptions in the same way; these perceptions being limited to the single 
manifestation of intensity, of waxing and waning, and giving rise thus to 
the idea of distance and measure, the germs of space and reason. 

The next plane or range of life, the tourth, counting downwards, 
introduces the element of reflection or consideration. If we conceive of a 
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unit of consciousness, receiving the sensation of a gradually waxing and 
waning sound or light, which suggests the idea that the source of this 
sound or colour is gradually advancing and retreating from the point of 
sensation, and thus generates the idea of distance in a straight line; and 
then conceive the unit of consciousness to stand aside from the point of 
sensation, so to speak, and to view this straight line sideways; the concep
tion of the straight line, with the point of view outside it, will at once give 
rise to the idea of plane space, or surface expansion. This idea of surface 
expansion thus induced from the memory or consideration of a sensation 
is the second step in the growth of the conception of space. Speaking 
generally, this surface extension is equally applicable to all the infinitely 
varied forms of perceptions, images, and sensations; but to our 
present form of existence it belongs especially to colour, or the 
element of fire, which is the source of colour. From the point of view of 
our present existence, therefore, this fourth range or plane of manifestation, 
which adds the conception of surface expansion to objectivity, is called the 
plane of Coiour or the plane of Fire; the quality we are familiar with in 
colour or fire being' its dominant quality; and fire therefore being spoken 
of as its dominant element. To this plane belong all plane figures, 
which are really the boundaries of spaces of colour. It is therefore the 
first plane in which form, as we understand it, has any existence, a.nd 
therefore this and the lower planes proceeding from it are the Planes of 
Form; the three above, from which it proceeds, being Formless. As the 
sense of measure in the third plane is the first gernl of reason-the 
measuring of objectivities by each other, so the standing aside and 
reflecting on sensation, which we have seen to belong to the fourth plane, 
is the first element of desire; for desire is the reflecting on past sensations, 
which generates the expectation of future sensations, and the longing for 
them which gives rise to passion. 

The new element of the fifth plane, still counting downwards, is a 
second standing aside of the consciousness (if such an expression may be 
permitted), from the surface expansion of sensation which characterised 
the fourth plane. This standing apart from the surface sensation (which 
is really more correctly described as a pushing back of the sensation from 
consciousness), this generation of a point outside a surface, at once gives 
rise to the conception of capacity; of space of three dimensions; the 
conception of Space being thereby completed. Perceptions in this space 
of three dimensions become groups and bodies of images, which pass 
before and behind each other, according as one group or the other 
engages the chief attention of the perceiving consciousness; From this 
process, the ideas of motion, and of the alternate reception of sensation 
implied by motion, are generated; so that tIus fifth plane may be called 
the plane of motion in groups, of motion in space of three dimensions, 
which we connect with the expansiveness of air. More simply, therefore, 
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and in harmony with the classification of the two previous planes under 
the general names of sound and colour, or fire, we may call this plane the 
plane of Air, or of Heat, which causes the expansiveness of Air. 

It contains the potentiality of every sensation expanded in capacity 
beyond surface extension; but as this expansion is for us represented by 
aerial expansion, we may say that aerial expansion, or, more simply, air, is 
the dominant element of this plane. 

The sixth plane, stiU counting downwards, adds the ideas of internal 
mutation to objectivity; and this internal mutation in any given object may 
be described as molecular motion or growth. The idea of molecular motion 
or incessant mutation connected with this plane, has led to its classification 
as the plane of Water, as the molecules of water are perfectly free to move 
amongst and around each other. As incessant internal mutation partakes of 
the element of growth, this plane has been designated the sphere of 
internal growth or vitality. 

The seventh plane, counting downwards, the last, adds to objectivity 
the idea of stability or solidity; and from this point of view the phases of 
objectivity on this plane are called the most material, and the plane is 
classified as the plane of Earth; the element earth in this sense simply 
connoting stability, steadfastness or solidity, in any image, and in the 
sensation that image gives rise to. 

These two lowest planes are as varied in their potentialities as are the 
others; but as they are more familiar to common experience, it is not 
necessary to describe them more fully. 

These seven planes, these seven ranges or phases of manifested life, 
are seven modes in which consciousness confronts the seven potentialities of 
objectivity. Each one of these seven potentialities is subject to further 
expansion in sevenfold degrees, just as light expands into the seven 
colours of the rainbow, and as sound expands into the seven chief tones of 
the musical scale; these sevens being further re·entrant, and capable of 
practically infinite sub·division. 

The seven phases or ranges of manifestation are in fact the fields for the 
expansion of limitless potentialities of objectivity, linked to consciousness 
on each range by the power of perception; and this power, varying as it 
does on each range of manifestation, forms, as it were, a series of 
vehicles of consciousness, each with its own potentiality for every range or 
plane. We have, for simplicity's sake, considered objectivity only in 
relation to a single unit of consciousness; but as we have already shown, 
these units are not really isolated, but are bound into sevenfold groups, 
humanities and hierarchies, hardly separated at first from each other; and 
hardly separated from the One Infinite Life. 

The wills, therefore, of these sevenfold hosts, acting collectively in each 
of the seven fields of objectivity we have described above, weld the 
potential objectivities into sevenfold groups and systems, harmonising with 
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the division of life into hierarchies and humanities; and the original 
rhythmic impulse of ebb and flow acting on these collective objectivities 
imparts to them a circular, gyrating motion; which motion is destined in 
course of time to mould the collective objectivities into world-systems, sun
systems, and star-systems, corresponding in character to every range of 
manifested life. 

These seven fields in which the potentialities of objectivity expand 
and develop before consciousness, and the seven modes or vehicles through 
which the perception of consciousness is exercised, are sometimes, for 
convenience, numbered in the reverse order, counting the latest and 
lowest as the first instead of the last. Let us summarise them: 

The First and highest range of life is, as we have seen, a phase in 
which the twin powers of each unit of life are becoming separated; neither 
quite united, nor quite asunder. Each unit is further hardly separated 
from all other units, and hardly separated from the Divine. In this phase, 
the divinity of each ray or unit of life is hardly clouded by the awakening 
breath of separation and objectivity; the unity of life is as yet almost 
unbroken. 

This First range of life, counting downwards, is the seventh plane, 
counting upwards; and the mode of Consciousness in it is the seventh 
principle, whose field is the seventh plane. 

In the Second range of manifested . life, the division of the one into 
three, perceiver, perception and perceived, becomes complete. Conscious
ness is linked directly to 0 bjectivity by Perception, and apprehends objects 
by direct knowledge. The unity of each with all and with the one is still 
clearly felt. This second phase, counting downwards, is the sixth, 
counting upwards; its mode is the sixth principle, or Soul, the vehicle of 
direct apprehension. 

The Third phase adds to objectivity the element of varying 
intensity, illustrated by Sound; from this spring the sense of distance, 
and the ideas of measure and comparison. This third phase of 
manifested life, counting downwards, is the fifth plane, that of sound or 
rether, counting upwards; and its mode is the fifth principle, or Mind, the 
vehicle of measure and comparison. 

The Fourth phase adds the element of reflection, consideration or 
memory, where consciousness regards objectivity from an outside stand
point, giving rise to the sense of surface expansion, or plane space. The 
memory and expectation of sensation forming the element of passion or 
desire. This surface expansion is typified to us by colour or Fire, for all 
surface expansion, as we know it, consists of spaces of colour. This fourth 
phase, counting downwards, is also the fourth, counting upwards; it 
corresponds to the plane of fire, and the principle of Will and Desire. 

The Fifth range adds the idea of capacity, or extension in three 
dimensions, to objectivity. It is typified by Air, or the heat which expands 
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air; it corresponds to the third plane, counting upwards, with its principle, 
the aerial body. 

The Sixth range adds the idea of internal mutation or growth, and is 
typified by Water. It corresponds to the second plane, and principle, 
counting upwards, the principle of Vitality. 

The Seventh and last phase, the first plane, or principle, counting up
wards, adds stability or solidity to the object world, and is therefore 
typified by the element of Earth. 

Each of these ranges being, as we have said, the field of infinite 
potentialities; to fully grasp them the powers of intuition and imagination 
must be used; for the mere logical sequence of terms is no more adequate 
to express them than the word" sky" is to express the blue firmament of 
heaven. 

C. J. 
(To be continued.) 

-----i~6~'----

(Continued.) 

"l.~rE may arrange the various phenomena described in the Christmas 
~~ number of the Review of Reviews under two main divisions: 

(I.) Clairvoyance-or the possibility of seeing in an objective form scenes 
or events which are not physically present. (II.) The existence of an 
II ethereal double ", "astral body", or "thought body", which can be 
separated from the physical body, and act independently of it in various ways. 

Under these two heads we may classify the phenomena as follows:
I. Clairvoyance. 

(a) The possibility of seeing scenes or events of the past. 
Example :-" A clairvoyant vision of a murder," page 40. 

(b) The possibility of seeing scenes or events of the present. 
Example :-" Seen and heard at ISO miles range," page 36. 

(c) The possibility of seeing scenes or events of the future. 
Example :-" I know it will come true," page 46. 

It must be noted in connection with these phenomena that they are 
someti'ues coincident with the faculty of clairaudience, or of hearing words 
spoken at a distance. The example given above, "Seen and heard at ISO 

miles range," is a good illustration of this. 
II. The Astral Body, or Double. 

(a) The separation of the double from the physical body may 
take place either consciously or unconsciously, that is to say. the 
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individual may either remember the experiences of the double while 
separated, or may have no recollection whatever. 

Examples: - .. Thought visits seen and remembered," 
page 28, are illustrations of the conscious projection of the 
double. "A Manchester parallel," page 32, is a good example 
of unconscious projection. 

(b) During the separation of the double the physical body is 
usually unconscious (in sleep or trance), but in some instances the 
individual has seen his or her own double, and has even had a 
double consciousness, in the physical and in the astral body at the 
same time. 

Examples :-The case of Mrs. Wedgwood in "Three other 
Aerial Wanderers," page 27, is a good example of this double 
consciousness. 

(e) The double may be objectively visible at a distant place to one 
or more people at the same time. 

Example :-The case already quoted, .. A Manchester 
parallel," page 32, is a good instance in which the double was 
seen by three people at the same time. 

(d) The double can speak and hold converse with a person. 
Example :-" A dying double demands its portraits," page 

53, is a most striking example of the way in which a double 
can appear and act in every way as if it were a real physical 
personality. 

(e) The double is not subject to conditions of time and space, such 
as pertain to our physical consciousness. 

Note.-In most cases the transfer of the double to distant places 
takes place with the rapidity of thought. 

(f) The double survives the death of. the physical body, and may 
become objectively visible to, and hold converse with, persons in 
their normal state of waking consciousness. 

Note.-This last division covers a very wide field, which would in 
its turn require several subdivisions. The question as to how far the 
existence of the astral body after death will account for every 
apparition of dead persons need not be discussed here; it is sufficient 
to give a typical case to which this explanation applies. Such a case 
is the one given on page 88, .. A Ghost interested in the St. Leger". 

It may be noticed in the above classification of phenomena that there 
is no mention of the double having been touched. The reason for this is 
that there is no particular evidence in this respect in the record we are now 
considering. In two instances it is mentioned that the double had been 
shaken hands with; one of these cases being that just referred to on page 88, 
and another is given on page 31, "Aimless Doubles ". In each of these 
cases, however, doubt might be thrown on the question, and the sense of 
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touch is not an essential part of the phenomena, although in the case of 
the" Ghost interested in the St. Leger" the evidence appears to be very 
explicit on account of the loss of the right arm. 

It will be observed that these phenomena, in the way in which they are 
here classified under the double heading of Clairvoyance and the existence 
of an Ethereal Double, stand naturally for explanation by means of the 
two Theosophical doctrines of the" Astral Light" and the" Astral Body". 
Speaking of clairvoyance Mr. Stead says :-" The fact seems to be that there 
is a kind of invisible camera obscura in nature, which at odd times gives us 
glimpses of things happening or existing far beyond the range of our ordi
nary vision" (page 36). Further on, in connection with the incident of the 
loss of the" Strathmore ", on page 37, he says :-" Taken in connection 
with other instances of a similar nature, what can be said of it excepting 
that it almost necessitates the supposition of the existence of the invisible 
camera obscura which the Theosophists describe as the astral light? .. 

No doubt when the necessity of postulating some such medium is at 
last forced upon our scientists, they will invent some new term for it, and 
palm it off as their own discovery; but meanwhile, to students of Occult 
Science, the Astral Light is a term which covers a large amount of pheno
mena, and possesses a deep significance; and which is indeed--even if 
considered as a hypothesis-as much a reality and a necessity as the ether of 
physics in connection with the undulatory theory of light. 

The Astral Light has many aspects. It is one of the deepest mysteries 
and greatest potency of "Magic fl. Much has been written about it by 
students of Occult Science in all ages, yet there is little real information as to 
its nature and functions; for since its use fo, a w,ong motive is the most 
powerful adjunct of " Black Magic ", our teachers are very reticent about 
it, and much that is given out is more calculated to mislead than to instruct. 
It is sufficient to say in connection with our present subject that the Astral 
Light is an aspect of Akasha, or primordial substance-its inverted image 
so to speak. It corresponds to the A reMUS, or formative power of nature, 
and also to Anima Mundi. It is defined by Hartmann (Pa,acelsus, 30), 
as follows :-" A universal and living ethereal element, it is at the same 
time an element and a power, containing the character of all things. It is 
the storehouse of memory of the great world (macrocosm), whose contents 
may become re-embodied and reincarnated in objective forms i it is the 
storehouse of memory of the little world, the microcosm of man, from which 
he may recollect past events. It exists uniformly throughout the inter
planetary spaces, yet it is more dense and more active around certain 
objects on account of their molecular activity, especially around the brain 
and spinal cord of human beings, which are surrounded by it as by an aura of 
light. It is this aura around the nerve-cells and nerve-tubes by which a man is 
enabled to catch impressions made upon the astral aura of the cosmos, and 
thereby to • read in the Astral Light'. It forms the medium for the trans-
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mission of thought, and without such a medium no thought could be trans· 
ferred to a distance. It may be seen by a clairvoyant, and as each person 
has an astral aura of his own, a person's character may be read in his 
Astral Light by those who are able to see it. Every living nerve has its 
astral aura, every mineral, every plant or animal, and everything of life, and 
the glorified body of the spirit is made to shine by its light." 

This will be seen to cover all that need be said about the Astral Light 
in connection with the phenomena of Clairvoyance which we are now 
considering. What is required in addition to this medium, wherein are to 
be found the images of events past, present, and future, is the faculty to 
cognise them. The photographic plate, whereon is registered the likeness 
of a dead friend, is of no use to a blind man; and so to the average human 
being at the present stage of his evolution, the pictures and images of the 
Astral Light are non·existent, simply because he has not the faculty to 
perceive them. Yet the possession of this faculty by a few individuals 
points to the possihility of all possessing it at some distant date, when 
the course of evolution will have carried the race forward to a point 
where the humanity of to-day will appear no better by comparison than 
the anthropoids appear to our present enlightened age. Is it not eminently 
absurd for our physicians to treat as a disease those abnormal cases which 
point to the line of evolution, which show what are the possibilities in the 
growth of our faculties, which open up a vista of human progress an d 
development which will make man, in comparison with what he now is, 
a god? 

It is very difficult to say what it is, in individual cases, that gives the 
faculty of clairvoyance. The investigations of the Society for Psychical 
Research, so far as they have gone, show that one person in every nine 
possesses this faculty in some degree, or at least that they see or hear what 
is not explicable by any known laws, so that it is much more general than 
is usually supposed. Many persons are almost continuously clairvoyant, 
others have had a few occasions, or perhaps only one on which they have 
become possessed of this faculty. The faculty again may be induced by 
mesmerism, and often occurs in the state of consciousness which we call 
!;Jeep. All this goes to show t hat the power is dormant or latent, rather 
than undeveloped. It exists in that sub-consciousness, in those inner depths 
of our nature, of which our ordinary waking consciousness is but a very 
partial and limited expression. It is just here that we touch the funda
mental and essential concept of Theosophy as to man's nature, and we 
shall now see how singularly our teachings are confirmed by the latest 
words that psychical research has to say on this subject. The fundamental 
concept of Theosophy is that of the unity of the universe as consciousness; 
that is to say, that the universe is embodied consciousness, or that it is a 
fundamental unit of consciousness manifesting in an infinite diversity of 
external forms, Thus our mere personal Qr individual consciousness, that 
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which we call" ourself", is an illusion produced by the limitations of those 
physical faculties through which this consciousness is for the time being 
acting or functioning. Our personal consciousness, that which manifests 
through our physical body during our waking state, is only a surface con
sciousness, limited and conditioned by the plane on which it is acting. 
Behind it lies a deeper consciousness, and behind that a still deeper one, 
this consciousness becoming at each remove more extended or universal, 
until at last it becomes merged in the All, that Ever-Present, Eternal, 
"Rootless Root ", from which all proceeds, and in which and through which 
we live and move and have our being. 

This conception gives rise naturally to the idea of planes or degrees of 
consciousness. We do not jump at once from our personal surface con
sciousness to the universal consciousness, there are many intermediate 
grades, each exhibiting its own special characteristics. The classification 
which Theosophy adopts of seven macrocosmic planes, corresponding to 
the seven .. principles" of man, rests upon this basis; and whatever may 
be said for or against the use of the number seven, it is at all events a 
scientific necessity that some numerical classification should be adopted. 

In connection with the subject of psychical research we do not need 
to go further hack than the plane which lies immediately beyond the 
physical, that with which we are already familiar as the astral plane. 
Before considering, however, the relation of our consciousness to this plane, 
and its bearing upon the phenomena we are discussing, we may quote some 
remarkable words by M. Fouillee. He gives the following as the latest 
word of the French psychologists. "Contemporary psychology deprives us of 
the illusion of a definitely limited, impenetrable, and absolutely antonomous 
I. The conception of individual consciousness must be an idea rather than 
a substance. Though separate in the universe, we are not separate f,om 
the universe. Continuity and reciprocity of action exist everywhere. This 
is the great law, and the great mystery. There is no such thing as an 
isolated and veritable monad being, any more than there is such a thing as 
an invisible point, except in the abstractions of geometry." 

The close correspondence between these words and the Theosophical 
doctrine is most remarkable, and thus in due time will our teachings be 
vindicated by contemporary psychology. 

W. KINGSLAND, F.T.S. 

(To be continued.) 
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~ iltnittb llubbbist iitorlb. 

J HA VE the pleasure of being able to offer to the public a platform of 
belief which has been officially accepted by the religious leaders of 
Buddhism in Burmah, Ceylon, Japan and the Chittagong country. In 

other words, I have been able, for the first time in history, so far as 
known, to secure the adhesion of both the Northern and Southern 
Buddhistic Schools to a common declaration of religious agreement as 
to certain fundamental principles. It is true that between what the 
Chinese and Japanese call Mahayana (The Greater Vehicle) and Hina
yana (The Lesser Vehicle)-distinctions repudiated by Southern Bud
dhists-there are immense differences. The Northern Buddhism of 
some of the sects is probably the teaching of Sakya Muni plus 
metaphysical efflorescences, and Southern Buddhism is more or less 
tainted with nature-worship and a cult of elementals. That is nothing 
to me; I did not set myself to finding out the points of dispute, but the 
points of agreement. What I thought the Western world, at least, would 
profit by was a very plain and succinct compilation of a certain number of 
general principles of belief universally recognised by the entire Buddhist 
world. This would give students of comparative religion an easy key 
to the intricacies of the voluminous literature of that cult. I had suc
cessfully (as time has proved) done this much for Southern Buddhism 
in compiling the Buddhist Catechism: I had only to extend the system 
to accomplish the more important task. Personally visiting Mandalay, 
Ceylon and Kioto, discussing with the most influential High Priests, 
answering their objections, and appealing to their brotherly feelings, I 
succeeded, and the Fourteen Articles which are now officially published 
are the result. 

Everybody at all conversant with Burmese and Sinhalese Bud
dhism will see at a glance that the signatures appended are those of the 
priests who hold the highest rank and wield the greatest influence. Out 
of the eight Buddhist sects of Japan the only one whose adhesion I did 
not secure is the Shin-shu. It was not that they denied anyone of 
my fourteen propositions, they recognized them all as Buddhism, but 
they think these represent so very small a proportion of the whole body 
of Mahayana, that they did not care to have this platform put forth in 
so fragmentary a state. I should easily have overcome this objection 
but for two things-(a) I had only eight days to spend at Kioto, 
and (b) the awful earthquake occurred on the morning of the very day 
of my arrival from San Francisco vid Honolulu. I came at an hour of 
national agony, when 80,000 houses and hundreds of temples had been 
destroyed, and most of the leading priests had flocked to the scene of 
disaster. It is to me the greatest of wonders that I accomplished what 
I did under the circumstances. 

We have here only the beginning of a grand movement towards a 
complete brotherly understanding within the Buddhist Church. Siam 
and Cambodia, of the Southern Division, have still to concur, and China, 
Tibet and Corea, of the Northern. It is only a question of time, trou
ble and expense. The Fourteen Articles will be accepted by them as 
readily as they have been by the other Buddhist nations, for they are 
undeniably orthodox Buddhism. . 
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And now, my self-imposed task being done and the document laun
ched upon the tossing sea of modern thought, I may retire and leave 
the theologian, the scientist, and the philosopher to criticize as they 
will. 

It is interesting to note that with slight changes of names, this 
platform may be styled as well a synthesis of certain fundamental Hindu 
beliefs. 

What I ha've done has been done in the interest of Universal Brother
hood and to help to realize the first of the three declared objects of the 
Theosophical Society. 

H. S. OLCOTT, P.T.S. 

FUNDAMENTAL BU DDHISTIC BELIEFS. 

I. Buddhists are taught to show the same tolerance, forbearance, 
and brotherly love to all men, without distinction; and an unswerving 
kindness towards the members of the animal kingdom. 

II. The universe was evolved, not created; and it functions 
according to law, not according to the caprice of any God. 

III. The truths upon which Buddhism is founded are natural. 
They have, we believe, been taught in. successive kalpas, or world
periods, by certain illuminated beings called BUDDHAS, the name 
BUDDHA meaning" Enlightened". 

IV. The fourth Teacher in the present Kalpa was Sakya Muni, 
or Gautama Buddha, who was born in a royal family in India about 
2,500 years ago. He is an historical personage, and his name was 
Siddhartha Gautama. 

V. Slikya Muni taught that ignorance produces desire, unsatisfied 
desire is the cause of rebirth, and rebirth, the cause of sorrow. To get 
rid of sorrow, therefore, it is necessary to escape rebirth; to escape 
rebirth, it is necessary to extinguish desire; and to extinguish desire, it 
is necessary to destroy ignorance. 

VI. Ignorance fosters the belief that rebirth is a necessary thing. 
When ignorance is destroyed, the worthlessness of every such rebirth, 
considered as an end in itself, is perceived, as well as the paramount 
need of adopting a course of life by which the necessity for such reo 
peated rebirths can be abolished. Ignorance also begets the illusive 
and illogical idea that there is only one existence for man, and the 
other illusion that this one life is followed by states of unchangeable 
pleasure or torment. 

VII. The dispersion of all this ignorance can be attained by the 
persevering practice of an all-embracing altruism in conduct, develop
ment of intelligence, wisdom in thought, and destruction of desire for 
the lower personal pleasures. 

VIII. The desire to live being the cause of rebirth, when that 
is extinguished, rebirths cease, and the perfected individual attains 
by meditation that highest state of peace called Nirvana. 

IX. Sakya Muni taught that ignorance can be dispelled and 
sorrow removed by the knowledge of the four Noble Truths, viz:-

I. The miseries of existence; 
2. The cause productive of misery, which is the desire 

ever renewed, of satisfying oneself without being 
able ever to secure that end; 

3. The destruction of that desire, or the estranging of 
oneself from it; 
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4. The means of obtaining this destruction of desire. 
The means which he pointed out is called the noble 
eight-fold Path; viz., Right Belief; Right Thought; 
Right Speech; Right Action; Right Means of Liveli
hood; Right Exertion; Right Remembrance; Right 
Meditation. 

X. Right Meditation leads to spiritual enlightenment, or the 
development of that Buddha-like faculty which is latent in every man. 

XI. The essence of Buddhism as summed up by the TathA-gata 
(Buddha) himself, is: 

To cease from all sin, 
To get virtue, 
To purify the heart. 

XII. The universe is subject to a natural causation known as 
" Karma". The merits and demerits of a being in past existences 
determine his condition in the present one. Each man, therefore, has 
prepared the causes of the effects which he now experiences. 

XIII. The obstacles to the attainment of good karma may be 
removed by the observance of the following prec.epts, which are em
braced in the moral code of Buddhism: viz., (I) Kill not; (2) Steal not; 
(3) Indulge in no forbidden sexual pleasure; (4) Lie not; (5) Take no 
intoxicating or stupefying drug or liquor. Five other precepts which 
need not be here enumerated should be observed by those who would 
attain, more quickly than the average layman, the release from misery, 
and rebirth. 

XIV. Buddhism discourages superstitious credulity. Gautama 
Buddha taught it to be the duty of a parent to have his child educated 
in science and literature. He also taught that no one should believe 
what is spoken by any sage, written in any book, or aftirmed by 
tradition, unless it accord with reason. 

Drafted as a common platform upon which all Buddhists can 
agree. 

ADYAR, 12tll Jalluary, 18gl. (Sd.) H. S. OLCOTT, P. T. S. 
Respectfully submitted for the approval of the High Priests of the 

nations which we severally represent in the Buddhist Conference, held 
at Adyar, Madras, on the 8th, gth, 10th, IIth and 12th of January, 1891, 
(A. B. 2434). 

Japan 

Burmah 
Ceylon 
The Maghs of Chittagong 

I Kozen Gunaratna. 
) Chiezo Tokuzawa. 

U. Hmoay Tha Aung. 
Dharmapala Hevavitarana. 
Krishna Chandra Chowdry, by 
his appointed Proxy, Maung Tha 
Owe. 

BURMAH. 

Approved on behalf of the Buddhists of Burmah, this 3rd day of 
February 18gl, (A. B. 2434) : 

Tha-tha-na-baing Sayadawgyi; Aung Myi Shwe LOn Sayadaw; 
Me·goa-waddy Sayadaw; Hmat-Khaya Sayadaw; Hti-lin Sayadaw; 
Myadaung Sayadaw; Hla-Htwe Sayadaw ; and sixteen others. 
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CEYLON. 

Approved on behalf of the Buddhists of Ceylon, this ~5th day of 
February, 1891, (A. B. 2434): 

Mahanuwara upawsatha pusparama viharadhipati Hippola Dhamma 
Rakkhita Sobhitabhidhana, Mahei Nayaka Sthavirayanwahanse wamha. 

(Hippola Dhamma Rakkhita Sobhitabhidhana, High Priest of the 
Malwatta Vih8.ra at Kandy). 

(Signed) HIPPOLA. 

Mahanuwara Asgiri viharadhipati Yatawatte Chandajottyabhidhana, 
Maha Nayaka Sthavirayan wahanse wamha-(Yatawatte Chandajottya
bhidhana, High Priest of Asgiri Vihara at Kandy.) 

(Signed) YATAWATTE. 

Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala, Sripeidasthane saha Kolamba palate 
pradhana Nayaka Sthavirayo (Hikkaduw~ Sri Sumangala, High Priest 
of Adam's Peak and the District of Colombo.) 

(Signed) H. SUMANGALA. 

Maligawe Prachina Pustakeilayadhyakshaka Suriyagoda Sonuttara, 
Sthavirayo (Suriyagoda Sonuttara, Librarian of the Oriental Library at 
the Temple of the Tooth Relic at Kandy.) 

(Signed) S. SONUTTARA. 

Sugata Sasanadhaja Vinayei chariya Dhammalankarabhidhana Nayaka 
Sthavira. 

(Signed) DHAMMALANKARA. 

Pawara neruttika chariya Maha Vibhavi Subhuti of Waskaduwa. 
(Signed) W. Su BHUTI. 

JAPAN. 

Accepted as included within the body of Northern Buddhism: 

Shaku Genyu (Shin Gon Sect.) 
Fukuda Nichiyo (Nichiren ,,) 
Sanada Seyko (Zen Shu ,,) 
Ito Quan Shyu (Nichiren ,,) 
Takehana Hakuyo Godo " ) 
Kana Rioshin (Ji-Shu ,,) 
Kira Ki-ko (Jodo Seizan " ) 
Harutani Shinsho (Tendai ,,) 
Manabe Shun-myo (Shingon Shu " ) 

CHITT AGONG. 

Accepted for the Buddhists of Chittagong : 
Nagawa Parvata Viharadhipati Gun Megu Wini-Lankara. 
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lttbit1ns. 

RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS OF THE WORLD.* 

THIS collection of addresses is well described as" a contribution to the 
study of comparative religion ", and contains many interesting and in
structive papers, especially in Part I., which is devoted to Pre-Christian 
and Non-Christian Systems, as distinguished from Part II., which treats 
of systems of a Christian, Theistic and Philosophic nature. The papers of 
Part II. are from the pens of people who have a living faith in what 
they treat of, and among them is a short essay on Theosophy by Annie 
Besant. Of the papers in Part 1. some are written with much sympathy 
and by specialists, others are the works of writers who can be placed 
under neither of the above categories. Generally speaking, however, none of 
the essayists have strayed outside the orthodox methods of Comparative 
Religion, as it is at present understood, and the speculations as to how 
some of the systems arose are far from inspiring. The papc'lrs on Taoism 
and Sufiism by Messrs. F. H. Balfour and E. G. Browne, and the 
scholarly paper on Mithraism by John M. Robertson, are especially in
teresting, while that on Hinduism by Sir Alfred Lyall is entirely 
inadequate. 

On the whole, however, the organizers of this series of lectures are to 
be congratulated on their efforts to instruct the public, for, as they well say 
in their preface, "though most thinking persons are fully persuaded of their 
own belief, they are often unable to understand the standpoint of others 
equally in earnest, and thus fail to do justice to men of different creeds ". 
And if this is true of modern phases of religious thought, how much more 
true is it of ancient though~, which no longer has any champion living to 
interpret and defend it, or of Oriental faiths when treated of by infidel 
Westerns? \Ve want the best of all religions, and nothing but the sincere 
conviction of the believer can give us this. On the other hand, the active 
Western mind that is bent on finding things out for itself, has done much 
for us in the way of gathering together facts with regard to the various re
ligious systems, and we owe much to it. And though it may be too little rever
ent and too much satisfied with its own methods of research, it at any rate 
is superior to that lethargic exclusiveness that marks the present degeneracy 
of some prominent Eastern races. Neither method, however, will ever 
promote our real knowledge or our practical realisation of Brotherhood; and 
until we learn how not to lie to one another, and to understand that the 
human hel1rt has the same aspirations and emotions in every clime and race 
and time, and that the human mind is occupied on the same objects though 
under different forms, wherever and whenever that mind exists; until then 
we shall never understand one another or have the least conception of that 
on which the basis of the various faiths of humanity rests. 

What use is there in us of the West either writing on a great world
religion in a pitying tone of superiority, or confining ourselves merely to a 
criticism of superstitious overgrowths that have arisen owing to the ignor
ance and perversity of the multitudes! 'What use is there in this when we 

• A collection of Addresses delivered at South Place Institute, Finsbury, London; 
Swan Sonnenschein & Co., New York; Macmillan & Co. Second edition, enllll"8'ed and 
revised. 
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have the very same phase of externalism and degeneracy at our very 
doors? 

All religions grow corrupt, and all religions of to-day, without ex
ception, are corrupt. But corruption is no part of Religion, but rather the 
outcome of man's disloyalty to Religion. \Vhat is remarkable is that, as 
we trace the various religions back to their source, we find them pure and 
free from the subsequent overgrowths and debasements. If, then, the 
spirit which animated our scholars were to point to the best in all creeds 
instead of parading the worst to the glorification of that which is best in 
their respective orthodoxies, whether of religion or philosophy, we should 
all be better and feel more kindly disposed each to each, no matter to what 
race or creed we belonged. To-day, however, there is naught but a 
choice of evils; so that we must thank the writers of the series of 
addresses under notice for the good they have found, and hope that in the 
future they may be enabled to cease from parading the evil which exists, and, 
what is worse, adding to it by detracting from the ideals of others and 
inventing fresh evil by misinterpretation. 

MORE GHOST STORIES.~: 

WHATEVER may be our opinion as to the advisability of publishing broad
cast facts of obsession and other psychic horrors, Mr. W. T. Stead, the 
well-known and enterprising editor of the Review of Reviews, is to be con
gratulated on the fair and impartial manner in which he has treated the 
various subjects of psychical research. The New Year's number, entitled 
More Ghost Stories, marks an important point in the evolution of popular 
interest in these misunderstood matters, seeing that it is produced in order 
to supply the unsatisfied demand caused by the Christmas number, entitled 
Real Ghost Stories. The very large edition of 100,000 of the latter was im
mediately exhausted in this country, and book-stalls that could have sold 
hundreds had to be content with dozens. Outside the general interest of 
the" stories", which are familiar enough to students, we have to thank 
Mr. Stead for the reiterated warnings he gives against popular dabbling 
with forces that in nine cases out of ten are destructive to the individuality 
of the psychic tyro. In fact he prefaces the number with a page of warning 
in displayed advertisement type. "Should YfJU be tempted to experiment in 
Spiritualism-Don't! "-runs the most important paragraph in the" Caution 
to Readers ". Needless to say that the most experienced Theosophists 
have been for sixteen years sounding the same note of warning. Not, 
however, that Mr. Stead, any more than ourselves, desires to condemn 
either spiritualism or any other form of psychical research or hypnotic ex
periment outright; we, however, desire to place these experiments in safe 
hands and to keep the dangers of such experiments ever before the public. 

The cases of obsession in the volume under notice are horrible, and 
may perhaps scare numbers of the general public; still they are not a 
thousandth part so horrible as are some of the facts that are known in the 
records of witchcraft, black magic, spiritualism or hypnotism, and though 
the phenomena of spiritualism are a good antidote to the strong-minded 
sceptic and materialist, seances, especially public sittings, are almost in
variably fraught with great danger to the easily-influenced and little 
thinking. It will be interesting to notice the effect that the wide pUblicity 
of Mr. Stead's collection will have on the public mind. The extremist, 
both the absolute negator and the credulous believer, will find his views 
cold-shouldered in the near future by the middle course that Mr. Stead's 
efforts will force public opinion into; for he promises us that the two 

---- ----
• The New Year's number of the NnJ;1'W 01 Nn1i,ws, 6<1. 
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collections already published are not to he the only ones of their kind, but 
that he will continue to publish as long as he gets sufficient facts, and as 
long as the public call for such information. So that since the facts are 
only too numerous and the public interest steadily growing, we may look 
forward to a bibliotheca pnetlmatica of " Ghost Stories" as almost a certainty. 
We notice several familiar names and initials a,mong the contributors; and 
also, among the illustrations, the well known photograph by Resta 
of H. P. B. 

A LA RECHERCHE DES DESTINEES.* 

WE have much pleasure in noticing Eugene Nus' last contribution to the 
literature of psychism in France, or whatever we should call the strange 
mixture of heterogeneous experiment, research and study which has lately 
been occupying the minds of the French public who take interest in any 
form of mystiCIsm. Mr. Eugene Nus is perhaps the best known of spiritiste 
veterans, and has laboured hard to treat the matter fairly and to hurt no 
one's feelings. Perhaps it is this over-anxiety to appear simply as an 
ahsolutely impartial recorder that makes him systematically refrain from 
giving an opinion, or venturing on more than the mere suggestion of criti
cism, or the interjection of a witty phrase, which, though containing a 
hidden argument, gives the reader the idea that the matter is anyhow not 
worth very serious attention. 

VI; e should say that the intention of the author has been to "vulgarise .. 
the subject he treats of; we find chapters on the Unknowable, on the 
pessimism of von Hartmann, on Mr. Sinnett's book, Esoteric Buddhism, on the 
Vedas and Buddhism, on the Kabalah and Rosicrucianism, Martinism, 
Eliphas Leviism, Neo-Christianism, and Spiritism, all mixed up together, 
because, doubtless, they exist to-day in Paris thus mixed, just as all sorts 
and conditions of men rub elbows in the street. Mr. Nus has a good word 
for everybody which, however, generally turns into a slight shrug of the 
shoulders before he is through the chapter. It is, as we have said, a work 
of" vulgarisation ", in the French sense of course, and not intended as one 
of any elaborate research. The information is mostly from second-hand 
sources, and the want of discrimination of the writer is sometimes so great 
that he speaks with favour even of the universally discredited H.B. of L. 
Mr. Nus has here compiled from the compilations of others whose object 
has been to alter fact for self-interest. 

In the chapter on Spiritism the writer is naturally at his best, and he 
states.the various theories with impartiality. On the whole, then, we think 
that A la Recherche des Destinies will do useful work in bringing matters of 
great interest to the attention of a new public, but fear that the unaccus
tomed reader will find himself in a maze that the author does not actively 
attempt to extricate him from. 

THE TWELVE PRINCIPAL UPANISHADS.t 

WE have very great pleasure in welcoming this collection of translations of 
the twelve principal Upanishads, which have attained this pre-eminence 
owing to their quotation and annotation by Shri Shankani.charya, the great 
Master of the Vedanta School. 

The work is made additionally useful by the appending of notes from 
the commentaries of Shankaracharya and from the glossary of .~nandagiri, 

• Eugene Nus: Paris; Marpon et Flammarion. rue Racine; 3 fro 50. 
t Published by Tookaram Tatya. F.T.S., .. For the Bombay Theosophical Publication 

Fund": Bombay. 1891. 
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his disciple. The translations are those of Dr. E. Roer, from the Biblio
t/uca Indica, and one each of E. B. Cowell and Raja Rajendralal Mitra, 
which the courtesy of the Asiatic Society has permitted our brother 
Tookaram Tatya to collect and republish. 

The Upanishads translated are as follows:-
Aitareya,. Chhandogya, 
Kaushitaki-Brahmana, Isha, 
Brihad Aranyaka, Mundaka, 
Svetashvatara, Kena, 
Katha, Prashna 
Taittariya Mandukya. 

A preface is appended by Professor M. N. Dvivedi who, in introducing 
the subject, writes:-

Ie The Upanisluzds teach the philosophy of absolute unity. By unity is meant 
the oneness of the subject, all experience of objecth'e existence being regarded as in 
and of it. Experience implies consciousness, and consciousness, a perception of' pure 
reason', is the only reliable, self-illumined, absolute factor of our knowledge. All else 
is but mere representation in and through the mode of this consciousnt:ss. The world 
of being is nothing, considered apart from consciousness which, in its turn, is entirely 
independent of experience. It cannot in any manner be negatived, for the very 
negation implies its existence. This is the realm of the absolute, ever-existent, 
Brahman, an abstraction appropriately expressing this idea of unity in duality, being a 
term expressive of the whole of that which can be none other than a compound of 
Thought and Being." 

The latter part of the quotation is somewhat loosely phrased; a" unity 
in duality", though orthodoxly Vedantic, is hardly so felicitous as the usual 
"trinity in unity", S'lchchidcinanda B,ahman, which asserts the Unity of 
Being, Consciousness and Harmony, or "Bliss ", or whatever other terms 
are found to represent the three hypostases or symbols of That. 

It would be too late in the day to revive any old criticisms of these 
translations or pass any new criticisms upon them; they are useful and less 
wooden than later translations more familiar to Western readers. 

But we would have welcomed with more enthusiasm a new translation 
and an intelligible modern commentary, by some advanced student of the 
Yoga. 

Nevertheless, the publisher has laid us under a debt of gratitude by 
placing within our reach these scattered versions at a moderate price, which 
is all the more acceptable in the face of the high prices demanded for the 
two volumes of the "Sacred Books of the East", in which Professor Max 
Miiller has succeeded in evaporating the spirit of the Upanishads and leaving 
nothing but the dry bones, neatly labelled and varnished with the size of 
a scientific philology which is entirely absent in the originals. We do not 
want the fossil remnants of the past when the living soul still exists. 

CATALOGUE OF THE ADYAR LIBRARY. 

WI'. have received a bulky volume containing a catalogue of the works and 
MSS. in the Oriental Section of the Adyar Library. The numerical sum
mary of the catalogue is as follows :-

I. Vedas, Vediingas, and their Commentaries 
2. Itihiisas and Puriinas 
3. Law 
4. Philosophy 
5. Science 
6. Religions (Hind(\is01, Jainism, &c.) 
7. Tantras ...... 
8. Grammars and Lexicons 

162 
106 

[59 
191 

81 
43S 

31 
lSi 
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9. General Literature 
10. Miscellaneous works of reference 
II. Pali 
12. Indian Vernaculars 
13. Hindustani, Arabic and Persian 
14. Tibetan 
15. Japanese 
16. Chinese 

From the Preface we learn that :-

226 
145 
63 

257 
55 
10 

272 
4 18 

Total...... 2,866 

"Catechisms have been issued of Buddhism, the lJvaita and VishishthAdvaita 
schools of HindQism, the Upanislzads are in course of translation, and a Publication 
Fund has been created by the Bombay Branch ofthe Society, which has brought out new 
editions in Sanskrit of the Rig Veda with Blzaslzya, and the }'aj"r Veda, the Blzagavad 
Gild (in Sanskrit and English), Patanjali's Yoga S,Uras (in Sanskrit and English), 
Sallltll)'a S,Uras (in Sanskrit and English), the minor works of Shankan\chA.rya, etc., 
while the twelve principal Upanishads with ShankarA.charya's Bllllslzya are in the press." 

It is pleasant to turn over the pages of the Catalogue and notice the list 
of palm leaf and paper MSS. and the titles of important and rare works 
(mostly untranslated alas !). Some day we hope to see Adyar a centre of 
Theosophical study; it is eminently suited for this by its isolation and quiet 
solitude, and ill·fitted for the business Headquarters of an international 
Society, on account of its distance from Madras and of Madras from Bombay 
and Calcutta. But as a place for quiet study and literary pursuits it is 
exceedingly well endowed with that unbroken natural quiet that ever lends 
its aid to the laborious pursuits of the nine daughters of Jove. Why should 
not a Library some day develop into a University? 

~bto.sopbUal }.ttibitie.s. 
THE SIXTEENTH CONVENTION OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

The Report of the Convention held at Adyar from the 27th to the 29th 
of December last, is a bulky document. Members were present from the 
U.S.A., Great Britain, Sweden, Ceylon, China, Australia, Tasmania, and 
in India from the Punjab, N.W. and Central Provinces, Oudh, Guzerat, 
Bombay, Mysore, Nizam's Hyderabad, Cochin and most of the British 
Districts of the Madras Presidency. The proceedings were opened by the 
President's speech and a general review of the events of the year. A vase 
containing a portion of the ashes of H. P. B.'s body was then uncovered. 

The following is a statistical account of the Branches of the T.S. 

Growth of tile Society. 

1875: 18761 I 8771 I 8;81 1879\ 1880! 1881 II ~~21 188 3,1-8~41 18851 I 88r8;1 1888118891 I~ 11191 

I 

... I 2 3 4 
I 
II 27 51 93 

I 

104 121 136 158 179 206 24 1 2 76' 
I -- , 
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THEOSOPHICAL ACTIVITIES. 

New Branches of 18gl. 

Indra; Memphis; Willamotte; Iron City,; Umballa; Gray's Harbour; 
Madanapalle; St. Paul; San Francisco; Providence; Kalmar; Sholinghur; 
Erode; Dhyana; Chiswick; Salt Lake City; Bradford; Manchester; 
Croydon; Gotheborg; Springfield; "H. P. B. "; Pleiades; Ernacolum; 
Toronto; Annie Besant; Sydney; Toowomba; Adelaide; Amsterdam; 
Tiruvalur; Guntoor; Sadvichara; Pakur; Warangal; Manargudi; Brisbane; 
Dhyana Lodge; Ludhiana; and Adelphi. 

Branches Dissolved and Summary. 

Charter issued to the close of the year 18g1. Deducting 21 charters 
extinguished, we have 258 living charters at the close of the year 18g1. Geo
graphically, the year's new branches are distributed as follows: Asia (India) 
II; Europe 8; U.S. America 16; Australasian Colonies 3. 

Our Indian Branches are now established in the following Presidencies: 
Bengal 34; Behar 8 ; N. W. P., Punjab, and Oudh 25; Central Provinces 4; 
Bombay 7; Kattyawar 2; Madras 56; Ceylon 21; Burma 3. In other parts 
of the world we have: England 15; Scotland 2; Ireland 1; France 2; 
Austria 1 ; Sweden 3; U.S. America 60: Greece 1; Holland 1; Russia 1; 
West Indies 2; Africa 1; Australasia 7; Japan 1. Total 258 living on the 
27th December, 18gl. 

The list of new Theosophical publications is very considerable. Thir
teen new works, forty-one new translations of Theosophical works into 
foreign languages, four new magazines and seventy-six new pamphlets 
show an unprecedented literary activity of the T.S. 

The Adyar Library catalogue shows a most healthy increase in 
valuable books and MSS., of which we publish a more detailed account 
among the Reviews of this month. 

The President's work in Australia and his efforts to form a union 
among the Buddhists elicited much applause. 

The financial statement shows how much can be done on so little, and 
it will be difficult for our detractors to find any proof therein that the T.S. 
is a money-making organisation. 

The various reports appended are numerous and replete with informa
tion, C. Kotayya, the inspector of Indian Branches, had a long recital of 
activity to lay before the Convention, and he is to be heartily congratulated 
on his effort to sustain the energy of old Branches and to develope new 
centres of Theosophical activity. 

The reports of the American and European Sections are, as our readers 
must already know, replete with activity. 

The Ceylon report shows that the Branches, though in many cases 
working vigorously, are suffering from the want of a centralizing organiz
ation. 

The Colombo Branch has come into possession of an important Buddhist 
MS., which is soon to be published. It is an epitome of the whole Sutra 
Pitaka, giving the rules of life for general action and for the development 
of spirituality. The numerous schools seem to be, on the whole, in a 
satisfactory condition. 

The Australian Branches in several instances report good work, but the 
Section is not to be definitely organised until the heterogeneous elements 
ha ve had time to find their own level. 

The report of the Indian Section reflects very great credit on the 
exertions of the General Secretary, Bertram Keightley. It is not too much 
to say that the whole state of affairs ha& been changed by the energetic 
measures taken by our brother and fellow worker, and that the members 
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are beginning to feel a common interest and experience a feeling of being 
drawn together that they have not enjoyed previously. 

The Convention then passed the following ;-

Unanimous Resolutions in Junwur of H.P.B. 

"That the Convention records its sense of the irreparable loss the Society has 
sustained in the untimely death of H. P. Blavatsky, its co-founder and our honoured 
teacher, sister and friend." 

"That her exertions on behalf of the revival of Oriental Literature, the spread of 
spiritual philosophy, and the recognition of that highest ideal of human development 
which our ancient sages taught and which they realized in their individual lives, 
entitle her to be ever held in honour by all true Theosophists, and to be regarded as 
a benefactress of humanity." 

The Convention further adopted the proposition;-
"That the matter of the disposal of H.P.B.'s ashes be left entirely in the hands of 

the President for consideration." 
With regard to the" H.P.B. Memorial Fund" ;-

" It was eventually decided by the Convention, following the Resolution of the 
European Convention, that the money of the fund should not be capitalised as sug
gested by the Committee; but kept on a current account, and used for the publica. 
tion of books, and also as to the nature of the books to be translated that any book 
treating of spiritual philosophy, not only from the Hindu Silltstras, but also from other 
religions, should be translated." 

Report of the Trust Deed Committee. 

The following report was read;-Your Committee beg to report that 
they have carefully examined and discussed the draft deed vesting the 
property of the Theosophical Society in trustees on behalf of the Society, 
which has been prepared in accordance with the recommendation of last 
year's Convention upon the general lines of the trust deed of the Society in 
Europe. 

Your Committee recommend therefore that those deeds be engrossed 
and executed as soon as possible in order to avoid trouble in the future. 

They further desire to suggest the following persons as Trustees :-
H. S. Olcott, W. Q. Judge, Hon. S. Subramania, B. Keightley, S. v. 
Edge, N. D. Khandalvalla, V. Coopooswamy Iyer, Tookaram Tatya. 

Alternative in case any of above decline :-Dinanath Ganguli. 
(Signed) BERTRAM KEIGHTLEY. 

S. V. EDGE. 
V. COOPOOSWAMY hER. 
P. R. MEHTA. 

The T,ust Deed Committee. 
With reference to the report of the above Committee the President 

pointed out to the Convention that the Convention of last year passed the 
strongest recommendation that the property of the Theosophical Society 
should be vested in a body of Trustees, and said that a Trust Deed had 
been framed by B. Keightley and S. V. Edge on similar lines to the Trust 
Deed of the property of the London Headquarters. On the motion of Mr. 
Tookaram Tatya, seconded by Mr. Rai B. K. Lakhiri, it was resolved to adopt 
the Deed of Trust and to accept the Trustees suggested hy the Committee. 

Public Meeting in Pacheappa's Hall, Madras. 

A public meeting was held in Pacheappa's Hall, Madras, at four in the 
afternoon. The hall was crowded, and addresses were given hy Dr. Alice 
B. Stockham, Count Axel Wachtmeister, Miss Muller, 5. V. Edge, Dr. 
Emma Ryder, Bertram KeightIey. 
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The President-Founder brought the meeting to a close with an 
extensive review of the work of the year. 

I Election of Officers of I nd;an Section. 

General Secretary:-Bertram KeightIey, M.A. (Cantab.) 
.r!.ss;slant Secretar;es:-S. V. Edge, P. R. Venkatarama Iyer, T. S. 

Ganapati Iyer. 
PJ()vincial Secretaries:-Western and Central India, Dr. J. K. Daji; 

Northern India, Pandit Gopi Nath; North Eastern India, Babu Dinanath 
Ganguli. 

Councillors ;-Tookaram Tatya, N. D. Khandalvala, Darabji Dosabhoy, 
C. Kota yya, Lieut. Peacocke, P. Kesava Pilla y, V. Coopooswami I yer, C. Sam
biah Chetty, Dr. J. K. Daji, Babu Dinanath Ganguli, Dewan Bahadur, R. 
Ragoonatha Row, R. Jagannathiah, Baroda Prasad Basu; and all Presi
dents of Branches. 

ExecutIVe Committee :-Mr. Tookaram Tatya, Mr. N. D. Khandalvala, 
Mr. S. V. Edge, Dr. J. K. Daji, Rai B. K. Lahiri, Mr. C. Sambiah Chetty. 

The general opimon is that the sixteenth Convention has been a most 
successful one. Our limited space has precluded us from giving anything 
but the briefest abstract of the proceedings, especially of the reports, 
which are summaries of the lengthy activities which have already mostly 
appeared for the past twelve months in our pages, but sufficient has been 
given to show that the activity of the movement shows no sign of decrease, 
and that the object of our common endeavour is nearer than it has ever 
previously been. 

ADYAR, MADRAS. 
3ISt December, 1891. 

DEAR SIR AND BROTHER, 
The General Convention of 1891 adopted the following resolution:-

Resolved: "That the President-Founder be requested to convey to such sections and 
groups throughout the. world, as may have displayed the greatest activity during the 
past year, the thanks of the Convention and the expression of its admiration and 
warmest fraternal sympathy". 

In accordance with the above the President-Founder now directs me 
to send you a copy of the resolution and to say that he personally appre
ciates most fully all that you and your colleagues have done. 

Yours sincerely and fraternally, 

G. R. S. MEAD, ESQ., 
General Secretary European Section of the 

Theosophical Society. 

INDIAN SECTION. 

INDIAN LETTER. 

SYDNEY V. EDGE, 
Assistant Secretary. 

ADYAR.-I send herewith for the benefit of LUCIFER'S readers some 
advance proofs of our Convention report, and by this mail are also sent 
photographs of the Convention groups. The latter will show you what a 
large gathering we had beneath the Adyar roof on the 27th, 28th, and 29th 
December last. The Convention of 1891 was in every way a success, and 
everyone seemed pleased and satisfied. One thing I especially noted with 
pleasure was the warm fraternal feeling shown by members to one another, 
and their evident desire to take counsel together for the good of the common 
cause. 
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The picturesque enters largely into our annual gatherings here, and it 
is pleasing to see the classical and pillared hall of the Headquarters filled 
with a throng attired in many coloured robes and head-dresses. The scene 
at night, too, is curious; everywhere, throughout the hall and lower rooms, 
are sleeping figures in various attitudes, lying on the hard floor on a simple 
mat, and sleeping the tranquil sleep which is only possible for those whose 
lives are simple and free from Western vices. 

The feature of the Convention, as far as our Hindu brethren were con
cerned, was, I am sure, the lady orators. It was almost touching to see the 
rapt and earnest manner in which the ladies were listened to. Miss Moller 
in particular seems to have captivated all hearts, and the tour which she 
is now taking will, I think, be very beneficial to our work here. When the 
readers of LUCIFER reflect what is the position of women in India, they 
will easily recognise what a potent factor for good a woman's influence in 
the cause of Theosophy can be. 

The public meeting in Pacheappa's Hall, of which I send newspaper 
accounts, was crowded, and the greatest interest was shown, though, as a 
newspaper remarked, "the Europeans present, including the speakers, 
could be counted on the fingers of both hands". 

Our Convention visitors are now leaving us. Miss MOller, Dr. Emma 
Ryder (of Bombay), and Dr. Alice B. Stockham (of Chicago), left together 
yesterday afternoon for a short tour round some of our Branches in the 
South, including Coimbatore, Tanjore, Madura and Kombakonam. The 
General Secretary leaves on Saturday to continue his tour, taking first the 
branches hetween here and Bombay, and then proceeding to the North
West. 

The President-Founder is well, save for some troublesome rheumatism 
in the feet, very trying to one of his active disposition. As soon as he is 
fully in working order he will, in all probability, go to Akyab, in Burma, 
and possibly also to Calcutta and Buddha-Gya. 

Speaking of Buddha-Gya recalls to my mind the Vishuddhi Marga, a 
PAli manuscript which is now occupying the attention of our Buddhist 
friends. The book is described as a " superb compendium of Buddhistic 
philosophy and metaphysics". It is written in PAli, and up to the present 
has remained untranslated owing to want of funds. The work is said to 
corroborate, support, and amplify, the teachings of the Secret Doctrine and 
of the Esotericism contained in the Bhagavad Gita and the Upanishads. 
Vishuddhi Marga means" The Pure Way", i.e., the Path to Nirvana. It 
was written in the fifth century of the Christian Era. If arrangements can 
be made for translating the work, it should, if accounts are true, be a 
valuable addition to our store of Esoteric knowledge. An article on the 
subject is appearing in the Theosophist, so it is hardly fair for me to antici
pate it by any more remarks. 

A recent issue of the Hindu, a leading daily in the Hindu interest 
published in Madras, in an editorial dealing with Theosophy said: 

" There can be no doubt that so long as the chief principles of Theosophy remain 
what they are now, it will confer "aluable benefits on this country. Universal 
Brotherhood, the doctrines of Karma and rebirth, and researches in occult philoso
phies, are the chief features of Theosophy, and these undoubtedly involve an enquiry 
IDto Indian philosophy and literature. Universal Brotherhood is not within the range 
of the practical ambItion of the Indian people. We are not advanced enough to 
interest ourselves in such high and disinterested cosmopolitanism. In a partnership 
between an advanced amI powerful nation and a backward and weak nation the latter 
is bound to suffer; and such has been the experience of India in her relations with the 
ruling country. • . . . . • . . . . . . • 

"But this at least may be said with certainty, that India will not suffer by any 
success the TheosophIcal Society may achieve in spreading its doctrine of Universal 
Brotherhood. The doctrines of Karma and rebirth are essentiallv Hindu,and the more' 
the Western nations study them the more are they likely to cherish sympathy and re-
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gard for the race that discovered and acted up to them. Besides these, the Theoso
phical Society has other objects more directly and practically beneficial to India. It 
tries to check the decay of Sanskrit learning: it tries to preserve and republish as far as 
possible old Sanskrit works i and it is willing to lend its co·operation in the spiritual 
and moral regeneration of the Indian people. To this last portion of the programme 
we attach the greatest importance." 

The above is encouraging, for it shows us that the Hindus are appre
ciating the work of the Society on behalf of their ancient religions and 
customs. 

Our brother, Rai B. K. Laheri, whom we had the pleasure of welcoming 
at the Convention this year, has kindly volunteered to guarantee a hundred 
Rupees per month for one year for a European resident at Lahore in the 
North-West. This offer comes most opportunely, and we may be in a posi
tion to accept it later on in the year. There is, I think, almost a greater 
need of men than of money just at present, and we are turning covetous 
glances on some of our best European workers, with a view to enticing some 
of them out here; the harvest is commencing to ripen, but the labourers, in 
truth, are few. Another admirable plan originating from the brain of our 
brother is a scheme for interesting Rajahs and other worthy men in our 
work, particularly in the special work of the" H.P.B. Memorial ". But 
I am running the risk of exceeding my allotted space in the pages of your 
magazine, so I must bring this month's letter to a close. 

S. V. E. 
7th January, 1892. 

UNION OF PRACTICAL WORKERS FOR THEOSOPHY. 

A large number of members of the Indian Section at the late Conven
tion under the inspiration of Rai B. K. Laheri started this excellent scheme. 
The signatories undertake to work strenuously along the lines indicated, 
and to answer to themselves honestly, at least once a month, the following 
questions: 

I. How much time per day have I given to study? 
2. How many people have I enlightened about Theosophy outside 

the Society? 
3. How many meetings of the local Branch have I attended? 
4. What proportion of my monthly income have I used for Theoso

phical work? 
5. How far have I acted on and practised the principle of Universal 

Brotherhood? 
What personal self-denial have I practised in order that I may be 

thereby enabled to help on the work of the Theosophical Society? 
7. What special piece of work have I accomplished in this month? 
8. vVhat steps have I taken to spread the knowledge of Theosophy 

outside the Branch either by lectures, newspaper articles, letters or distri
bution of leaflets? 

The Union is of course unofficial. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 
ENGLAND. 

The Blavatsky Lodge has had its public meetings packed during the past 
month, standing room being at a premium. The members' meetings, on 
Saturday, are alsQ very well attended, and much interest is shown in the 
programme of study. The monthly conversazione passed off as pleasantly 
as usual, and many new acquaintances were formed. 
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On January 25th G. R. S. Mead opened a debate on Theosophy before 
the congregation of the Rev. Fleming Williams' church, at Rectory Road, 
Stoke Newington. The greatest interest and attention were shown, and 
the pastor himself, who led the opposition, proposed a hearty vote of thanks 
to the opener, and gave it as his opinion that Theosophy deserved careful 
study. 

Annie Besant has held large and successful meetings at Loughborough, 
Brixton, Merthyr Tydfil, Cardiff, Pontypridd, Brighton, Central London, 
Carlisle, Maryport, and Whitehaven. 

During the coming month lectures are arranged as follows :-Feb. 
15th, Bournemouth ; 16th, Poole; 21st, Milton Hall, Camden Town; 22nd, 
Woolwich; 26th, Kensington Town Hall; 28th, Wolverhampton (three). 

Clliswick Lodge.-The first anniversary meeting was held on January 
8th, 1892. Brother G. R. S. Mead from Headquarters delivered an address 
upon the leading Theosophical Conceptions, which was listened to with 
deep attention. The Hon. Sec. read a report of the year's work, which was 
of a satisfactory nature; the most notable features were :-The Lodge Roll, 
which now musters twenty-nine members and three associates; a library of 
seventy-five volumes; several very successful lectures that have been 
delivered by Mrs. Annie Besant and others under its auspices; a readiness 
on the part of the local press to discuss Theosophy and the movement 
generally in its columns. The following officers were then elected for the 
ensuing year :-President, W. Kingsland; Vice-President, A. A. Harris; 
Secretary and Treasurer, F. L. Gardner; Council, Mrs. E. Slack and W. 
Kirby; Delegates to European Section Convention, the President 
(ex-officio) and F. L. Gardner. Meetings are held every Friday 8 p.m., at 
37, Barrowgate Road, Chiswick. The present suhject under discussbn is a 
Syllabus based upon the Wilkesbarre Letters on Theosophy. The Library 
is available at any time, a charge of 2d. per volume per week being made, 
the proceeds being devoted to the purchase of fresh works. Further 
particulars may be obtained at the above address from F. L. Gardner, 
Hon. Sec. 

Liverpool Lodge.-The meetings held on the first and third Thursdays 
in the month are well-attended, although there have been fewer strangers 
since we adopted the system of admission by tickets signed by the members 
of the Lodge. Last month the members and friends interested in 
Theosophy, at the kind invitation of Mrs. Londini, held a social gathering 
at her residence in Wavertree. Although the weather was intensely cold 
and snow had fallen heavily, there was a very satisfactory attendance, and 
a very enjoyable evening was spent. On Friday the 12th inst. G. R. S. 
Mead paid a visit to the Lodge, and lectured on "Some Theosophical 
Concepts ".-JOHN HILL, Hon. Sec. 

Croydon Lodge.-The first annual meeting of the Croydon Lodge was 
held on the 22nd ult. Mr. C. H Rosher, who has placed a room at his 
office, 33, George Street, at the disposal of the Lodge, was unanimously 
re-elected President; Mr. Thomas Smith, Vice- President; and Mr. L. W. 
Crippen, Secretary. The Lodge now numbers twenty-seven members and 
associates, and weekly meetings are to be held during the ensuing term, the 
special subject for the course being" Occidental Theosophy". A compre
hensive syllabus has been arranged, lectures having been promised by 
members from Headquarters, to alternate with papers by members of the 
Lodge. The Hon. Sec.'s address is 112, North End. Bro. Walter R. Old 
lectured on Tuesday, 20th ult., on " Astrology". The room was well-filled 
and evident interest was shown throughout the lecture and the discussion 
which followed. 

Earl's Court Lodge held its preliminary meeting on the 24th ult., at 3a, 
The Mansions, Earl's Court. Mr. R. Machell was elected President; Mrs. 
Gordon, Vice-President; Mr. A. J. Hailey, Secretary; and Miss Merry, 
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Treasurer; together with Mrs. Gillingwater and Mr. E. Homan as 
Committee. The Lodge will meet every Sunday at 8 p.m., at Mr. 
Machell's studio, 3, Scarsdale Studios, Stratford Road, Kensington. The 
preliminary meeting was opened by R. Machell, who gave an address upon 
the objects of the T.S. The conduct of business arrangements, the enroll
ing of members, etc., was then taken by \Valter Old. The Lodge starts 
with a roll-call of fourteen members, and is virtually a local offshoot of the 
Blavatsky Lodge. Local members should endeavour to give their full 
support to the new Lodge, and help to make it a strong and useful centre 
of Theosophic thought and activity. 

Wacht",eiste, Lodge, 16, Queen's Parade, Lavender Hill. The following 
lectures will be given during the coming month, Sunday evenings, 7.15:
Feb. 21st, Jas. M. Pryse, "Secret Doctrine"; Feb. 28th, G. R. S. Mead, 
B.A., "The World Soul"; March 6th, Sidney Coryn, "Imagination as a 
Force"; March 13th, W. R. Old, "The World as Object and Subject ". 

The Philalethean Lodge, Brixton, arranged a lecture for Annie Besant on 
the 29th ult., in Brixton Hall, Acre Lane. The audience followed the 
lecture most closely and with evident interest. On the 5th inst. G. R. S. 
Mead lectured to the Lodge on " The Future of Humanity". 

Bradfo,d Lodge.-During the last three months this Lodge has been in 
full harness. For a few weeks after Mrs. Besant's lecture our own rooms 
were quite inadequate for the rush of inquirers seeking further information. 
Most of these were satisfied that we could at least hold our own, some 
were convinced that they could not hold theirs, and accordingly have joined 
our society, either as full members or associates, while some few others still 
attend our meetings as visitors. On January 6th we had a "Social 
Evening" at the Alexandra Hotel, when about forty persons were present. 
Mr. S. L. MacGregor Mathers, of London, who was visiting in the neigh
bourhood, gave a "ery interesting address, which was listened to' with 
intense satisfaction by the audience. After this, the audience differentiated 
into nuclei, which formed centres of discussion of Theosophical and 
kindred subjects, so strong that the musical efforts of Bros. Dunn, Gibson 
and Clayton, to reduce the meeting to its original state, proved quite futile. 

Bournemouth Cent,e.-The Bournemouth Theosophical Centre is reading 
the Key to Theosophy. The following papers have been read or promised by 
various members :-" The First Cause ", " Life of Buddha" (two papers), 
"The Birth of a \Vorld-Chain ", " Symbology", " The Seven Principles", 
"Rounds and Races ". \\~e are hoping that Mrs. Besant's lecture in 
February may increase the number of our members. 

New Lending Lib,a,ies.-Mr. George McLennan, bookseller, Duff Town, 
Banffshire, N.B. Mr. \\T. J. Knight, Vine Street, Bilston, Staffordshire. 
Mrs. Lloyd, 193, Bow Roai, E. 

Countess \Vachtmeister has received from a friend one hundred copies 
of the Key to Theosophy for distribution. She desires to place them in the 
libraries of ocean steamers, in Free Libraries of towns and villages, in the 
reading-rooms of hotels, at home and abroad. Anyone who can secure the 
placing of a copy in any of these public places should write to Countess 
W achtmeister. 

SCOTLAND. 

Scottish Lodge.-Our winter course progresses well in spite of the pre
valent sickness which has more than once necessitated a change in the 
programme. The paper on the " Borderland of Physics" was followed by 
a paper by the President on "Occult Symbology", in which the symbols 
noted in the Proem to the Secret Doct,ine were explained at some length, 
and in easy language; a few other common examples of symbols of the same 
class were taken as illustrations of the nature of symbology. The next 
paper was by a well-known physician on the subject of "Health and 
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Disease from the Occult point of view". The lecturer gave many most 
interesting facts concerning ancient Chinese medicine, showing its close rela
tion to the latest discoveries of modern science; then using the analogy of the 
body to a community, in which the cells answered to individuals. he traced the 
various typesof disease totheir correspondences in the political life of a nation; 
the disease germs being compared, according to their nature. to foreign foes, 
traitors, or the criminal classes. all which threaten the national life. The 
paper was followed and illustrated by an exhibition of the various species of 
bacilli in cultivation, which seen under a strong microscope showed many 
occult correspondences, and illustrated Theosophic teachings in sundry 
unexpected ways. At the next meeting the President continued his lectures 
on symbology, taking the subject of picture-writing and its allied subjects, 
and explaining some well-known symbols, such as the Prince of Wales' 
Feathers, the Golden Lilies of France, the British Broad Arrow, etc. The 
next paper will be by the Vice-President on the Kabalah and the Pythago
rean system of mystery numbers, and this will be followed by one on the 
Ether, by a Doctor of Science. All these will, it is hoped, in time appear in 
our Transactions. 

In regard to these it is pleasant to note that the sale already more 
than covers the expense of production of the ·first number, and there will be 
some surplus to be handed over to our library fund; we make a special 
appeal to our friends of all English-speaking Lodges and Branches to aid 
us, by endeavouring to promote the sale of the Transactions. On applica
tion copies will be sent on sale or return, or can be obtained for sixpence 
halfpenny, post free, from A. P. Cattanach, 67, Brunswick Street, Edinburgh, 
or from 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, London. We have also to chronicle the 
successful sending forth of our first swarm, and the formation of a new 
centre, which will soon, we expect, apply for a charter for itself. " The 
Edinburgh Branch ", such is the name it has chosen, has started well; its 
aim is to teach the rudimentary doctrines of Theosophy to beginners, and 
to answer enquiries, and in fact to be an open door for everyone in Scotland 
who wishes to understand the subject. Should anyone think that the meetings 
of the Scottish Lodge partake too much of the drawing-room character this 
cannot be said of the" Edinburgh Branch". Several preliminary meetings 
have been held, and Mr. G. L. Simpson, of 152, Morningside Road, 
Edinburgh, has been elected President, from whom all information 
may be obtained. 

We hope the" Edinburgh Branch" may be only the first of a long 
line of children which the Scottish Lodge shall send forth to teach the pro
found truths of Theosophy to Scotland, for as a worthy and most earnest 
member of the Lodge said lately, "We learn easier from our own country
men". 

On the 6th inst. a very full programme was arranged, and on the 14th 
G. R. S. Mead paid a flying visit to Edinburgh. 

Dublin Lodge.-Report for year 1891.-The year which has just closed 
has been an eventful one in the annals of the Theosophical Society generally, 
and also in the annals of our own Lodge. On the 19th of April our Dublin 
Lodge was duly installed in its present quarters, with a resident staff, 
ready at all times to place the resources of the T.S. at the service of all 
sincere students of Eastern philosophy. Eight new members joined us 
during the y~ar, and ten new associates. This, however, does not 
altogether indicate the progress which theosophical ideas have made in 
Ireland during the year. Indications are numerous that works like The 
Light of Asia, Esote,ic Buddhism, Why I became a Theosophist, and other like 
literature, are being eagerly perused from Coleraine to Belfast and Cork, 
and from Mayo and Sligo to Kerry. And no 'Wonder, for these ideas are 
gradually entering into the periodical and daily magazines and newspapers 
throughout the British Isles. There is a circle of Theosophic interest in 
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Limerick and another in Belfast, though somehow they have not yet got to 
the stronger attitude of founding a Lodge in either of these towns. \Vith 
regard to our own activities, I have great pleasure in referring to the 
really excellent series of papers which have been read at our public 
meetings during 1891. A new departure was taken by the formation in 
October of a Branch of the League of. Theosophical "'Vorkers and the 
adoption of a programme of work in connection with it, which has already 
been partly carried out. Among the items in the programrne of the League 
already in operation may be mentioned distribution of pamphlets, etc., 
newspaper work, Debating Club for the purpose of educating lecturers on 
Theosophy, sending lecturers or debaters to various clubs, institutes and 
societies, and the organising of public lectures. Finally I may refer to the 
classes on Mondays and Thursdays. These have progressed very well, and 
the interest and attendance on these evenings is an ample justification for 
the continuance of this form of activity. Yet another activity of the 
greatest possible use and benefit to those who engage in it consists in 
contributing questions or answers on Thf'osophical subjects to the Vcihan, 
published monthly at Headquarters. This is an activity which I would 
specially commend to the attention of members or associates. Many 
questions of surpassing interest present themselves to all students, and 

. the current of thought is helped on if we contribute these as they occur to 
us. Besides, the answers coming from the different writers always present 
the subject matter in some novel lights which are sure to be instructive. 

FRfl.O. J. DICK, Hon. Sec. 

FRANCE. 

The General Secretary during the past month has paid a flying visit 
to Paris, where he met with a most hospitable welcome from the members 
of the T .S. in that city. The establishment of the French centre has 
proved a success; old friends are again beginning to group themselves 
together and to give practical demonstration of their interest in the effort 
by liberal donations for the continuance of the work. Groups of study are 
proceeding steadily, and fresh plans are formed for systematic propaganda 
and extended meetings. Le Lotus Blm is to be further enlarged, and will 
contain articles by new writers. Several books are being written, and 
elementary books will be put in hand. An application for a charter has 
been sent in. The new Branch is to be called the" Ananta ", and will be 
under the Presidency of our old friend, Mr. Arthur Arnould; the energetic 
secretary heing another old friend, Mr. E. J. Coulomb, to whose activity 
the present revival of work in Paris is mainly due. The weekly public 
meetings are proving quite a success, and hundreds of pamphlets are being 
sent out weekly. 

SPAIN. 

I am happy to be able to report the uninterrupted progress of 
Theosophy at Barcelona, thanks to the propaganda which has been helped 
on by the public press. Prospectuses giving the table of contents of Isis 
UtlfJeiled have been printed and distributed to the number of 15,000, and 
appeared in the two principal journals of Barcelona in one day. 

The effect thus produced has been great, especially in clerical quarters. 
The adversaries of Theosophy who oppose it out of ignorance or conceit, 
two things generally inseparable, are now convinced of the vitality and 
ample resources of the T.S., and they dare not for the present attack us 
openly. A Spanish proverb says :-" \Vho strikes first strikes twice"; 
this we have done and have thus gained a great advantage. 

Our brother Florencio Pol, although isolated in a part of the country 
6 
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unfavourable to the movement, is working well, drawing round him all those
who show any interest 

Isis Unveiled (Isis sin Velo) has begun to appear in parts, the first being 
already out. In this manner the work will be more likely to find readers 
than if it were published in a large volume, which would either frighten 
people, or never be read through. . 

The Voice of the Silence (Voz del S;lIncio), that mystic pearl without price, 
that inexhaustible treasure for Theosophists, is also printed, and is about to 
appear. Our brother Montoliu has preserved in his translation all the 
Eastern mystical aroma, as well as the peculiar rhythm of the work, and 
he certainly deserves the praise and gratitude of all Theosophists, in Spain' 
especially. 

Notwithstanding the favourable position in which we are at present, it 
behoves us not to be too optimistic. Those at Headquarters wi'll do well 
to realise, as far as possible, the intellectual, religious, and moral state of 
things in Spain, the enormous distance which separates us from the masses, 
or even the middle· classes, their ignorance, fanaticism, or rather the spirit 
of routine with which they are imbued. The hi~her classes, except those 
who are apparently religious, are either indlflerent or unconsciously 
materialist. 

At present all are keeping at a distance from us, thinking thus to 
weaken the Theosophical movement; but the time is near, I believe, when 
open war will be declared. I attribute their present silence to their 
perplexity as to the best means of attacking us. Whatever Karma may 
have in store for us, we are ready to do our duty, feeling sure of our final 
triumph, for "those who know" will not abandon those servants who 
remain true to their colours. 

VINA. 

Barcelona, Jan. 28th. 

P.S.-In Madrid propaganda is going on very actively. Brother 
Melian is receiving suhscriptions to Isis, and is working with great zeal. 
Meetings are held at his house every Sunday. 

SWEDEN. 

Annual Reporl fo, 1891. 

During the third year of its existence the growth of the Swedish T.S. 
has been almost as grt:at as during the first year, seventy new members 
having joined. The number of memhers amounted at the end of 1891 to 
168, 85 Jiving in Stockholm, 76 in the country, and seven abroad, 106 being 
men,'and 62 women. 

Among the events of the year concerning the whole of the Theosophical 
Society there is especially one which has deeply touched its members, 
namely, the loss which befell it through the death of its foundress, 
Mme. H. P. Blavatsky on May 8th. For the Theosophist, however, 
death has lost all its terror and ghastliness, and this deprives the sorrow of 
its bitterness, and gives to the wailing of regret a less selfish and a nobler 
accent. Well may the Society mourn the loss of its spiritual, enlightened, 
noble, and devoted teacher, but it may also rejoice on her behalf that she 
has found rest, after her long and wearisome earthly pilgrimage, full of 
trials and adversities. 

Concerning the Swedish Society the most important events are the 
following :-

I. The adoption, on March 8th, of new rules elaborated by the council 
and a committee of five memhers, chosen by the former. The draft of the 
committee having been discussed at an extra meeting on March 15th, and 
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some alterations made, the new rules were accepted March 22nd, and 
sanctioned by H.P.B. April 12th. By those rules the name of the Society 
was changed into" The Swedish T. S." 

2. The foundation of a local branch at Kalmar, whose particular rules 
were accepted February 14th. 

At the eighteen ordinary meetings of the Society forty papers have 
been read, thirty.two original and eight translations; reading is ordinarily 
followed by discussions. The meetings have been well attended. . 

At the beginning of the autumn the council was charged to elaborate a 
systematical programme for the winter meetings, in order to give the 
members an opportunity of familiarizing themselves beforehand with the 
subject to be treated at each meeting. The council considered that the 
society ought to carefully study the Key to Theosophy, and therefore decided 
that at each meeting during the winter one chapter of the Key should be 
discussed. The first six chapters, treated during the autumn, have been 
opened by Mr. CedcrschiOld, Mr. Algren, Mr. Kellberg, Miss Bergman, 
Messrs. O. and G. Ljnngstrom. 

The literary work of the Society during the year has chiefly consisted 
in the pubhshing of Teosofisk Tidskrift, which has met with such sympathy 
that the Society have decided to publish it during 1892 in a larger size and 
to augment the number of issues from eight to nine. A translation of Mrs. 
Desant's article, "The Society for Psychical Research and H.P.B. ", has 
been published by the Society, and has been distributed gratis in order to 
meet the attack on Theosophy and Mme. Blavatsky, made in a series of 
lectures held in Stockholm and in different country towns. 

Finally the series of essays" In Memory of H.P.B.", written by some 
of her pupils, and consisting of their remembrances of and testimonies to 
their beloved teacher, has heen translated, and will soon be off the press. 
The Voice of the Silence has been translated by one member and published by 
another. Mr. Harnqirst has published Light on the Path, The Perfect Way in 
Diet. Dreams and Dream Stories. 

G. ZANDER, President. 
GUSTAP KINELL, Secretary. 

Stockholm, Jan. loth, 1892. 

VICTOR PFRlFF, Vice·President. 
EMIL ZANDER, Treasurer. 
AMELIE CEDERSCHIOLD, Corr. Secretary. 

AMERICAN SECTION. 

The Malden T.S. has secured permanent headquarters conslstmg of 
three rooms, two of which are thrown into one to make a lecture hall. 

An enthusiastic worker of Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs. Erma E. Gates, is 
offering to supply "tracts" for distribution at the mere cost of paper. 
Members of the T.S. are so appreciative of her generosity that they have 
already ordered twelve thousand. 

Indra T.S., Clinton, Iowa, has rented the Odd Fellows Library for 
their meetings. 

The Boston T.S., under the energetic presidency of Mr. R. Crosbie, is 
doing good work. Tlu Key to Tluosopll)' class commands an attendance of 
upwards of fifty. 
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The Pacific Coast Committee are making arrangements for a travelling 
lecturer. Many lectures, however, are being delivered by well known 
members. Miss Walsh has been delivering a course at Los Angeles. Mo;. 
Thirds, of Chicago, gave several at Stockton. M. Harris, Messrs. 
Ramho and Griffiths and Mrs. Thirds at Sacramento; and Messrs. Rambo 
and Griffiths also at San Jose. At San Francisco a most elaborate pro
gramme of lectures is maintained, the lecturers being Drs. Cooke and 
Anderson, Professor Sykes, Messrs. Keeney and Griffiths, and Mrs. 
Harris. 

The General Secretary, William Q. Judge, lectured at Chicago on the 
12th and 13th ultimo on Reincarnation and Karma; and also at Cincinnati, 
Ohio, on the 15th and 16th. This short trip covers over 1,900 miles. 

The New York Headquarters has supplied lecturers to Washington, 
D.C., Harlem and Providence. The lecturers were Miss K. Hillard, 
\\'illiam Q. Judge, and Alexander Fullerton. Brother C. F. Wright is 
much improved in health, and is established for a time at New York, 
where he is working on the staff and speaking and writing for Theosophy. 
Dr. A. Keightley has lectured at Providence. 

The New York League of Theosophical Workers gave a hundred boys and 
girls a very pleasant Christmas treat. Dolls and other toys and bOOKS 
were given to the children, and there was plenty of ice-cream and cake. 
With reference to the ice-cream, Mrs. Judge, the President of the League, 
with an eye to English shivers at the idea, writes that in America no 
weather is too cold for it. . 

A Conversazione was held at 29, Lefferts Place, Brooklyn, on Dec. 
16th. It was got up in an unofficial way by some of the members of 
the Brooklyn Theosophical Society, and invitations were sent to about a 
hundred and fifty of their friends. Mr. \\'illiam Q. Judge gave a twenty 
minutes' address on Theosophy, which was listened to with evident interest, 
and we hope profit, by the hundred and twenty-five people present. Re
freshments were served at about eleven o'clock. The whole affair passed 
off with so much success tha.t it is earnestly hoped that this first attempt 
will be followed by others, not only in Brooklyn, but in other cities as 
well. 

'With such manifold gifts, such mystic learning, 
\Vith a subtle power of thought discerning, 
And an unappeasable yearning 

Towards all that is pure and good, 
And noble, and beautiful, and high, 
And infinite as the deep blue sky, 

Alone upon earth she. stood, 
Alone in her delicate soul and lofty mood

Of the friends that she loved and looked upon 
Read truly, loved, by some, 

By others misund(~rstood. 

From "THE DREAM OF RAVAN". 
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THE THEOSOPHIST, which is the 
usual bulky January number, owing to 
the appended report of the Convention, 
commences with an enquiry into the 
decease of the late ~Iiss Pickett which 
was conducted by Colonel Olcott and 
Count Wachtmeister during their visit to 

• -Ceylon. The suspicion of suicide which 
interested persons have busily promul. 
gated is shown to be entirely without 
foundation. Lieut. Peacocke writes a 
curious interview with Go\'ind Chetty, 
a drunken soothsayer near Kumbakunam, 
who predicts correctly for all that. 
Another good proof that psychism is not 
necessarily spirituality. S. E. Gopala. 
charlu writes learnedly and interestingly 
on Mantras in a paper that is to be con· 
tinued. C. J. also continues his con· 
tribution, entitled, "An Outline of the 
Secret Doctrine", and Ganganatha Jha 
completes the translation of the "SAn· 
khya.Tattwa.Kaumudi". Colonel H. S. 
Olcott writes on " The Influence of Music 
in Psychic Development". He shows, 
in • a short but interesting paper, how 
rhythmical sound in one form or other is 
absolutely indispensable to it. " The 
Subala Upanishad of the Krishna.Yajur. 
Veda" is the name of the usual con· 
tribution of the industrious members of 
the Kumbakonam T.S. Cosmogony is 
thus stated in the opening shlokas, which 
also contain a description of the Heavenly 
Man in mystical language. 

., There was neither Sat nor Asat nor 
Sat·Asat. From It Tamas (Darkness) was 
evolved. From Darkness came the Rudi· 
mentary Elements. From them came 
Akasha; from AkAsha, Vayu; from Vayu, 
Agni (Fire); from Agni, Ap (Water); from 
Ap, Prithivi (Earth). Then it became an 
Egg. After remaining so for one (divine) 
year, it split and became the earth below, 
the Akasha above, and in the midst Purusha 
(Spint) of a divine form of 1,000 heads, 
1,000 eyes, 1,000 feet, and 1,000 hands. 
Prior to the Bhiitas (Elements) he evolved 
Mrithyu (Kala or Time) of three letters, 
three heads and three leet, and having a 
broken axe (Khanda·parashu). Of him 
Brahm! (the PUnIsha).became afraid. He 
(Time) entered Brahm! himself and evolved 

mentally the seven suns, and these Havi· 
rats (or suns) evolved mentally the seven 
PrajA-patis (Progenitors). Bra.hmans were 
born from his mouth, Kshatriyas from his 
hands, Vai.'lhyas from his thighs, and from 
his feet were born Shiidras. The Moon 
was born from his mind (manas), the Sun 
from (his) eyes, VA-yu from (his) ears, and 
Prinas from (his) heart. Thus all things 
were born." 

Brahmans, &c., are rightly explained 
as bein~s of the three qualities, Sattva, 
Rajas, 1 amas, and an admixture of these. 
There is also much that is interesting 
in the rest of the Upanishad and some 
information on the Talas. 

The text of the fourteen fundamental 
beliefs of the Buddhists are printed under 
the title" A United Buddhist World ", 
which we give in ex/ellso elsewhere, and 
Dr. Henry Pratt concludes the number 
with a good paper on" The Mystery of 
Personalization' • 

THE PATH for January opens with 
an excellent editorial on " Dogmatism in 
Theosophy". Here is the pith of it : 

.. All that anyone is asked to subscribe to 
is Universal Brotherhood, and its practice in 
the search for truth. For the efforts of 
those who are thus promUlgating specific 
ideas are made under the sanction of the 
second object of the Society, which anyone 
is free to follow or to refuse to follow, as he 
sees fit. One may deny-undogmatically
reincarnation and other doctrines, or may 
assert belief in a personal or impersonal 
god, and still be a good member of the 
Society, provided Universal Brotherhood is 
subscribed to and put into practice . 

.. If a member says he must formulate a 
God, or cannot believe in reincarnation, 
none other should condemn or draw com· 
parisons, or point to the writings of H.P.B. 
or anyone else to show that such a member 
is untheosophical. The greatest minds on 
earth are puzzled by great ideas such as 
these, and yet, holding them, can still search 
for tnIth with others in a perfect spirit of 
toleration. 

.. But at the same time it is obvious that 
to enter the Society and then, under our 
plea of tolerance, assert that Theosophy 
should not be studied, that the great body 
of thought and philosophy offered In our 
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literature shall not be investigated, is un
theosophical, unpractical, and absurd, for it 
were to nullify the whole object of our 
organization; It is a dogmatism that flows 
from negation and indifference." 

The next paper is evidently from the 
pen of no mean humourist. "The Fac
totum " gives fifteen examples of letters 
received by the Editor of "The Way". 
The basis of fact on which they are 
plainly founded makes the reading of 
them all the more lau~hable. It is a 
mistake to imagine that rheosopbists are 
no lovers of humour,-for their apprecia
tion of the ridiculous is usually above 
the average. We next come to a parable; 
but the art of writing parables seems to 
have perished with antiquity. The follow
ing paper, by William Q. Judge, "Of 
• Metaphysical Healing '," is exceedingly 
sensible, to the point, and in good season. 
It is time to protest loudly against the 
many errors of" Mind Cure", " Christian 
Science ", and "Mental Science ", and 
Mr. Judge has done his work well and 
has our complete concurrence. A very 
good paper also is the article by Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox, entitled" A Talk about 
Theosophy". It should have the effect 
of weeding out the pheriomenalists, or 
what is better, persuading them to weed 
out their own faults and failings. \V. Q.J. 
continues to give the results of his ex
perience in underlining passages in the 
Suret Doctrine, and the literary part of 
the number is concluded by some useful 
"Lessons on the Stanzas of the Secret 
Doctrine ", the outcome of the studies of 
the Branch at Sioux City, Iowa. 

LE LOTUS BLEU gives us another 
good number for this month. " Un 
Disciple" continues his interesting 
studies in the Secret Doctrine, and 
attempts an explanation of the difficult 
subject of the Planetary Chain. Guy. 
miot writes on "Les Deux Mondes ", 
and M. A. O. translates the interest
ing chapter on Karma from Dvivedi's 
!¥Jonism. We are also very glad to 
see the signature of D. MacNab ap
pended to an excellent paper," Le Culte 
de I' Ideal ", ending with the words, " Ie 
droit 11 l'ideal c'est Ie droit au progres, 
c'est Ie droit au bonheur". "Le Mal 
de Creur Divin" (Divine Heartache), is 

. translated from one of the old numbers of 
the Theosophist, and the translation of the 
KeJ'to Theosoplly is also continued. Dr. 
Bonnejoy dll Vexin continues his interest
ing papers on Vegetarianism, and the 
"Tribune Theosophique " continues to be 
sustained with m llch spirit and elicits 
much sound information. 

THE BUDDHIST occupies itself wi~h 

the question as to whether Moses wrote 
the Pentateuch, and comes to the conclu
sion that he didn't. A little paragraph 
headed" Veracity of English Witnesses" 
catches our eye; we should, however, 
hardly have thought that so delicate a 
subject would bear handling in some parts 
of the far East. 

It is announced that a propagande 
60uddhiste is to be shortly established in 
France under the presidency of the Rev. 
H. Sumangala. The article, "\V'lat is 
Agnosticism ", from the Agnostic journal, 
by R. Bittell, is reprinted. D. C. Pedris 
writes a paper on the "Allegorical 
Character of Christ's Atonement ", and 
controverts the theological dogma of 
original sin. An interview with Prince 
Damrong, Prince of Siam and head of the 
Educational Department, among other 
things elicits the following information: 

.. Our priests do no~ in any way mix ~n 
politics. They are qUIet m.en, and ~emaJn 
inside their temples, not havmg the slIghtest 
desire to interfere in public affairs. Their 
salaries are small, and you will have an idea 
of it when I tell you that the archbishop or 
chief of our priesthood at Bangkok, the head 
of our entire clergy, has about £70 a year." 

This will be inspiriting for poor 
curates I 

The remaining part of the int~n"ie\V is 
from the standpoint of a BuddhIst of the 
Southern Church and is worth quoting ill 
txtcnso. 

"Yes, I am a Buddhist, and so also is the 
King. He and I profess the modem Bud
dhism. When you go and travel in the 
desert you must always carry a bo~tle of 
water with you. If you find water In the 
the desert all very well, but if you find 
none you have your bottle of water. So is 
it with our creed. We should do as much 
good as possible, we should ~o ou~ best. ~f 
there is no future, we have In thIS case In 

this life the conviction of having done no 
harm and if there is a future, the good we 
have 'done' will follow us in the next life. 
There is no creed which we attack or con
demn. I can believe in Christ as much as 
any Christian, as far as his moral teaching 
goes and I even confess that I am a great 
admirer of Chnst. for I am a great admirer 
of the moral principles which he incul.ca~ed. 
You ask me whether we have any mIssIon
aries. Yes: we have many: I may even 
say more missionaries th":Il converts. To 
my mind they proceed In the con~rary 
fashion to what they ought. They begIn by 
preaching that all that we know and all our 
belief in Buddhism is entirely false, and that 
there is only one truth-the faith which 
they propose to us. Then, after having said 
this they establish schools and do some 
good things. They ought ~o act in the 
opposite way, to do good thl1~gs and open 
schools and then try to reconcIle BuddhISm 
and Christianity, teaching what is good in 
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one without condemning what is good In 
the other." 

The editor also has little mercy on the 
missionaries, and in tearing to pieces a 
report, shows that it takes £4,000 and a 
hundred missionaries and other agents to 
make an annual increase of three con
verts I Not content with this he unkindlv 
suggests that the report even to show 
this prodigious activity of three com'erts 
has been "doctored ". 

There are also several lengthy accounts 
of a distinguished Chinese pilgrim, who 
\vas also present at the Convention at 
Adyar. His nlme is Lama Tho-Chia, 
journeving from Peking to Lhassa, and 
he belongs to the great Buddhist Monas
tery of the ~ahayAna School in Peking. 
Besides the two great historic.1I pilgrims 
Fahian and Hiuen Tshang, he is the only 
Chinese pilgrim who has journeyed so 
far. 

THEOSOPHICAL SfFTINGS, Vol. 
IV., No. 16, contains an interesting ex
position of the Se\'en Principles by J. W. 
Brodie-Innes, entitled It An Elementary 
Note on the Seven Principles ". llr. 
Brodie·Innes prefers to work from par
ticulars to universals, as he considers it 
the easier method for the comprehension 
of beginners. In a footnote appended to 
page 4 the author considers that "the 
modern transposition of PrAna and Linga 
Sharira is very confusing to those trained 
on H.P.B.'s system, without any very 
ob"ious gain ". But H.P.B. herself made 
the transposition and was very careful to 
point out the inad"isability of holding to 
any rigid classification, stating that num
bering the principles was only a matter 
of convenience at best, and that as the 
student progressed he would find that 
every principle contained the aspects of 
every other, as the writer well remarks 
on page 17. Later on, in treating of the 
Christ. Soul, Mr. Brodie-Innes deplores 
that" those who are not Christians will 
not either believe or understand, because 
these things cannot be seen from outside, 
and they refuse to come in, in order to 
learn ". This is precisely what the or
thodox Mohammedan, Buddhist and 
Brahman contend with regard to their 
se\"eral systems, even as the cobbler of 
old thought that the best defence for the 
city was leather. We have still to learn 
what is Christianity, and what coming 
into it means, just as we have to learn 
what is Buddhism or Brahmanism or 
Mohammedanism. If, as we believe, their 
true inner communion is one and the 
same, then though we persuade no one 
from joining any of these Churches, still 
we recognise that there are several claim
ants in the field, and also that it is possi-

ble to attain that communion independent 
of any of them. 

Vol. IV., No. 17, contains a good paper 
by W. Kingsland on the II Mission of 
Theosophy", reiterating much that cannot 
be too often repeated. The author says 
trulv that this" mission" in its broadest 
and\videst statement is the assertion of 
" the divine nature of man ". F.K. writes 
interestingly of "Illusion ", and the in
cident known as the "Evocation of 
Apollonius of Tyana ., is translated from 
Eliphas Levi's D()~/ne et Rihul de la 
Haule A/agie. 

ESTUDlOS TEOSOFICOS seem~ to 
ha\"e a more busy look about it than ever. 
Though its pages are still mostly devoted 
to translation, the redaction shows a 
great capacity for judiciously selecting 
the matter to be translated. The last 
number is accompanied by a four-leaf 
business-like advertisement pamphlet, 
containing a preds of the contents of Isis 
Unveiled. We sincerely hope that sulli. 
cient subscribers will be enrolled to make 
the pubhcation of the whole work 
possible. 

TEOSOFISK TIDSKRIFT com-
mences a new year with the January 
number. The initials at the end of the 
first article disclose the writer to be the 
worthy President of the Swedish T.S., 
Dr. Gustaf Zander, who exhorts all read. 
ers to study and try to help themselves, 
and cease to be as the young nestlings who 
do nothing but open their bills for the 
mother bird to drop food into. If much 
has been left undone, continue!i the 
doctor, which we ought to have accom
plished. that is only a reason why we 
should strive the harder, remembering 
that every step we take has been trodden 
by our predecessors, who beckon us on· 
ward. The same writer answers a 
lengthy criticism on Karma as found in 
the works of H.P.B., and the question of 
" elementals" is discussed in another 
good article. Several pages are also 
devoted to translations from the V46an. 

THE VAHAN, NO.7, gives more than 
a page beyond its usual len~th to Activi. 
ties, so that the" Enquirer' columns are 
somewhat short this month. An interest
ing discussion arises as to the nature of 
the authority of H.P.B.'s writings among 
Theosophical students. All the answers 
seem to take a very sensible view of the 
question, and some misunderstandings 
are cleared up. There is, however, still 
some confusion of terms, and when we 
wish to be precise, it would be better to 
refer to H.P.B.'s invaluable teaching as 
to the" Esoteric Philosophy". Thought-
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less people often confuse the whole of the 
book called the Srcret Doctrine with the 
" Secret Doctrine" itself, although H.P. B. 
distinctly states that compared to the full 
statement but little of the real Esoteric 
Philosophy could be given out. She 
ga\'e as much as was permissible, and 
devoted the major part of her work to 
show simply that there \vas a "Secret 
Doctrine", and that it underlay all the 
great World-systems. The" Secret Doc
trine", as its name implies, must always 
to a very great extent retain its character. 
What we have been told of it, however, 
is sufficient for many a long year to come, 
and will put those who choose to learn in 
the way of still fuller knowledge. Each 
of us can use our talent or hide it in a 
.. napkin ". 

PAUSES, NO.3, is filled with a very 
judicious selection of reprints from the 
books and articles of Franz Hartmann, 
Olive Schreiner, Annie Besant, Alexander 
Fullerton, Elizabeth Hughes, Sir Edwin 
Arnold, and others. We should like to 
see those snakes off the cover, howe\'er. 

THE PACIFIC THEOSOPHIST, 
though the youngest, is the most newsy 
of all our Theosophical magazines. The 
editorial department seems to have the 
facuIty of picking out items of interesting 
news and short paragraphs, and we notice 
with pleasure that its space is already 
overcrowded by the fact of the last three 
pages being set in bourgeois type. Espe
ciaIly noticeable is a column in which 
"Man's Sevenfold Division" is capitally 
briefed. The new items of activity on 
the coast are numerous, and many lec
tures are being delivered by now well 
known Theosophists who do not remain 
stationary. 

THE ORIENTAL DEPARTMENT 
in its second pamphlet publishes a trans-

lation of the interesting work on yoga
philosophy, entitled Ydgnavalkyasa",,,,.t4. 
The translator is Prof. Manilal N. Dvivedi. 
There is information of much value for 
the student to be found therein, but as 
with all works on Yoga, passages in it 
will cause the Philistine to blasoheme. 
However, we must expect the beginnings 
of things to be somewhat chaotic, and we 
have no doubt that very shortly the exact 
requirements of the Department will be 
more clearly defined by experience. The 
opinions of members of the T.S. on the 
subject have yet to be learned. The 
legend of Sdvitri, whIch concludes the 
number, is pretty in parts, and contains 
mystical teaching, but the Western 
reader again, from his training in romance 
being utterly at variance with the spirit 
of the East in such matters, will perhaps 
find it rather thin. 

BRANCH PAPERS. The Indian 
Section's twelfth number contains useful 
papers bv T. S. Ganapati Iyer on 
" Karma ": and by A. Nlakantha Sastri 
on "Branch Work ". If our Branches 
take to heart the words of the latter 
worker, there will be little talk of any of 
them going into "obscuration". The 
American Section's twenty-third paper 
on" The Relative Place and Importance 
of Action and Contempla~ion in the Thea· 
sophic Life", is one of the best we ha\'e 
seen for some time and might well receive 
some further publicity than that of a 
Branch Paper. The writer modestly 
remains anonymous. 

THE SANMARGA BODHINY, the 
weekly Anglo-Telugu organ of the San
marga Sanaj, is almost entirely devoted 
to Theosophy and news of the T.S. If 
all our larger Indian Branches would do 
as much there would be little anxiety as 
to the regeneration of India. 

(JUt Jiubgtt. 
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Tlu Tht'osoplu"cal Soddy ;S ;11 110 way resp01lsible for any opiniolls, in sig-lIed or 
tl1ls;g-lIrd artides, IIlal apjJt:ar ill 'h;s JJlag-a::;'It'. Nor does 'he Editor 

lIcYt'ssarilyagree wilh 'he opillions e:t"pressed ill siKlIed at·liclt's. 

W ITH this new volume of LUCifer, I begin a new plan for the 
opening pages of each number. Instead of writing an 

Editorial on one subject, I propose to write a series of Editorial 
Notes, dealing with matters of interest to Theosophists that may 
have arisen during the month, sometimes answering questions, 
sometimes repelling attacks, sometimes suggesting schemes for 
forwarding our work; in fact, taking up anything and everything 
that may be of use and of interest. Perhaps the readers of Lltcifel' 
will occasionally help in the building by bringing me straw for the 
making of the bricks. 

• • • 
The matter of chief interest to Theosophists just now is the 

resignation of the Presidency of the Theosophical Society by 
Colonel H. S. Olcott, the President-Founder. So long ago as the 
Convention of 1886, the first warning note of resignation was 
sounded; after alluding to the ten years during which he had then 
held the office of President, Colonel Olcott said: 

A much abler and greater man than I is needed for the place. All 
I can say, in excuse, is that I have done my b~st under the circum
stances, and with a single eye to the success of our cause. If you will 
allow me, I shall gladly retire to that life of study and self-improve
ment which has such attractions for me-and which neglected early 
opportunities make so necessary. The time is a suitable one, for I 
ha\'c served my decade, and some other person ought to be given his 
chance to display his abilities. I pray you to consider this seriously. 
The Society has made a name and a home for itself; has overcome 
those most serious difficulties that attend the beginnings of all great 
movements-poverty, inexperience in its conductors, interested mis
repr('st:ntation by its opponents, unfaithfulness and apathy in its mem-
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lli'r;. It i~ n living fact with a distinct career h:!for~ it. It now has a 
host of ardent sympathizer,; and friends ready to hr~lp an1 str~ngthen 
it if properly appealed to. It has founded one hunllrcd and s~venteen 
branches in A~ia, Europe, America, and Australasia, among whose 
m ~111 her~ are many learned, influential, and wealthy men. It has done 
a wonderful work in India, and stands acknowledg-:d as a reviver and 
p:1tron of Sanskrit learning and Aryan morals. Its members have 
pl1hlishe(l and nre now preparing many most useful books, tracts and 
journals in ,-arious languag.:s and in different countries. V~ader5 of 
m<Ylcrn thought like E1uard von Hartmann have discussed the ancient 
philosophies it has been disseminating. S0111C of the most important 
re\'iews of the day are making room for serious es..;ars upon Ollr work 
and our themes. I hope therefore, with all seriousness and 
earnestness, that you will suffer no personnlliking for myself, no thought 
of the brotherly affection that binds us togo."!ther, to prevent your choos
ing as Ill)" successor some one of our colleagues who \\'ould he better 
ahle tu carry the 111o\'ement on to the eud of the next decade. 

This desire to yield the Presidency, and to PJ.ss into a more 
retired life, seems to have ~rown with passing years. L3.st autumn, 
.it callie strongly to the front, and it was only under the greatest 
pressure, strengthened by the resolute insistency of H. P. Blavatsky, 
that Colonel Olcott consented to substitutc a year's furlough for his 
proffered resignation. The year which was intended for rest was 
filled with continuous work, and though the President's general 
health was better, his enemy, rheumatism, could not be dislodged, 
so that, when he returned to Adyar, he was simply crippled with 
p.1in in the knees and feet. He fin1.11y decided to orry out th~ long 
delayed resolution to resign, and to give himself to lite1'.lry work . 

.. .. .. 

On February 21st the President took the first official step, by 
sending the following to the Vice-President, William Q. Judge: 

TO THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE T. S. 

DEAR SIR AND BROTHER, 

Theosophy having been placed by recent events upon a foot
ing of power and stability, and my continuance in office being 
no longer essential to the safety of the Society, I have obtained 
permission to carry out the wish expressed by me in the Convention 
of 18S6 and reiterated in that of 1890, and retire from the Presidency. 
~ly health is now too uncertain for me to count upon having the. 
ability to travel and work as I have done until now; in fact, I am at 
this moment under medical treatment, and have had to cancel en
l~agelllents for a projected tour to Akyab, Bengal and elsewhere. 
I, therefore, resume 11Iy liberty of action, to de\'ote myself to certain 

by 
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literary work, for the benefit of the movement, long since planned 
and which none can do save myself. 

In the ordinary course of nature the young replace the old, and 
I consider it more loyal to the Society to take myself into retirement, 
with all my faults and experience, than to selfishly linger 011 in 
office and perhaps obstruct better plan& and men than myself. The 
Society is the life of my life and, so long as I live, shall have the 
benefit of my counsel when asked. 

In parting with my colleagues, I beg them to regard me, not 35 

a person worthy of honour, but only as a sinful man, crring often but 
always striving to work his way upward and to help his fellow-men. 

The Society has now within it a robust life that can only he 
destroyed by an incapacity for management with which nobody 
would venture to charge its leaders. Into their faithful hands I 
now entrust it. I shall be ready to withdraw by the 1st 1\Iay, or 
sooner if the Council shall arrange to take over the Society's property 
and manage the duties of the President. 

Fraternally yours ever, 
H. S. OLCOTT, P. 1: S. 

A copy of this letter was kindly forwarded to me by the Presi
dent, and when letters by a later mail told me that the statement 
was being printed in India, the General Secretary of the European 
Section, G. R. S. Mead, forwarded copies to the I~odges, and I com
municated it formally to the Press. The J)al'~}· CllrtJlIIC/t- printed 
with it a sympathetic article on the retiring President, and both the 
metropolitan an~ provincial press have had paragraphs friendly in 
substance and in tone, speaking of the literary work that Colonel 
Olcott hopes to accomplish for the T. S. and the world, and alluding 
to his past in generous and appreciative terms . 

• • • 
The reasons for the completion of the long-meditated step are 

set forth in the following letter: 

TO THE FELLOWS OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

PRESIDENT'S OFFICE, 

ADYAR, Ist FebntalJ/, I8q.J. 

My DEAR COLLEAGUES, 

In presenting you with the text of the subjoined official docu
ment, I bespeak your attention to the following remarks, which are 
intended to remove from your minds all misconceptions as to its cause. 

Those of you who were present here at onr last December COl1-
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vention, will have noticed how lame I was and how much of my 
time I was forced to spend in my own room. I then hoped that this 
was merely a slight rheumatic attack due to a chill, but since we 
parted my health has not really improved and my constitution seems 
to have been more affected than I thought, by my long years of 
work in the Tropics. 

The past year, which I intended to have been a complete 
holiday and rest, has been one of even greater labour than usual, 
and it is evident that, so long as I remain President of the T. S. 
even in name, no real rest or retirement is possible to one of my 
temperament. 

Hence it comes that, reviewing the whole situation of the 
Society in relation to the duties I have still to perfonn and to my 
own state of health, from the quiet of the sick-room, it has forced 
itself upon me that I must carry out the intention repeatedly ex
pressed and retire fonnally from office. 

It may seem strange that I should announce this decision so 
soon after the Convention i but I feel that this is the most suitable 
time, as the Conventions of the American and European Sections 
will be held in three or four months' time, and any measures which 
my retirement renders necessary may be fully discussed at their 
Sessions. 

Taking a survey of the position of the Society, my visits to 
Europe and America have proved to me, as stated in my Annual 
Address, that the work of the movemt!nt in both continents is in a 
highly satisfactory condition. My observations also on my return 
to India have satisfied me that the newly-fonned Indian Section is 
in safe hands and on a sound basis. 

In Europe, Mrs. Annie Besant has, almost at a single rush, 
come to the forefront of our movement. By her known integrity of 
character, her blameless life, her unselfish enthusiasm, and her 
exceptional abilities,' she has outstripped all her colleagues and 
stirred the minds of English-speaking people to their depths. I 
know her personally, and know that in India s~e will be as kind, as 
sisterly towards the Asiatics as even H. P. B. or I have been, and 
will be loved and trusted equally well when they have had time to 
know and appreciate her. 

In America, under Mr. Judge's finn and able management, the 
Society has spread over the length and breadth of the land and the 
organization there is growing more powerful and stable every day. 

Thus the three Sections of the Society are in thoroughly good. 
hands, and my personal direction is no longer indispensable. 
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If the status of the Society had not radically altered for the 
better, if it did not stand, like a castle 011 a cliff against which 
waves beat themselves vainly into foam, it might be demanded that 
I should remain: now, I feel I have a full right to my freedom and 
I take it. 

The subjoined letter of resignation is already on its way to the 
Vice-President as provided in Article IV. of the Constitution of 
1890. To facilitate the necessary arrangements, the transfer of 
property, etc., I shall hold office until the first of May next, when I 
shall leave Headquarters and take up my residence in my little 
cottage at Ootacamund, supporting myself by my pen, and by part 
of the earnings of the Thcosoph,"sl. There I intend to complete the 
unfinished but very· necessary portion of my work, namely, the com
piling of the Society'S history and the writing of certain books on 
religion and the occult and psychological sciences. 

I have no intention of leaving India nor any desire to live else
where. This is my home, and I wish to die among my own heart
brothers-the Asiatics. I shall always be ready to give all needed 
help to my successor, and to place at the disposal of his Staff my 
best counsel, based upon an experience of some forty years of public 
life and seventeen years as President-Founder of our Society. 

Need I say more? have I not fully earned rest from active work 
in the field, and a time of quiet in which to carry out the unfinished 
work above alluded to? 

In bidding you an official farewell, I have but to express my 
gratitude for a thousand evidences of your loving trust, and to pray 
you to judge compassionately of my shortcomings. 

I am, 
Yours fraternally, 

H. S. OLCOT~ ~ ~£ 

• • • 
Readers of LUClja, and Theosophists all the world over, will 

join ill sending cordial good wishes in his retirement to the man who 
was chosen by the MASTERS as the first President of Their Society, 
and who for nearly sixteen and a half years has borne the brunt of 
the battle and has loyally served the movement. They will rejoice 
to know that his counsel will be at the service of the younger men 
on whose shoulders will now fall the burden of the highest offices ill 
the Society; and that his pen will trace for the movement records of 
deepest interest that none other can supply. In India, most especi
ally, will his loss be felt, but the wise prevision of H. P. B. sent 
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thither her friend and pupil, Bertram Keightley, who appears to have 
much endeared himself to the Hindus, and who is singularly well 
fitted to take the lead in the Indian Section. May he be supported 
by a band of earnest and zealous workers, who will remember what 
Aryavarta was, and seek to arouse her people and inspire them with 
the hope of what Aryavarta may once again become . 

• • • 
The attention of students of Occultism has often been called to 

the relation between Colour and Sound vibrations. An interesting 
illustration of this has been recently given in the invention of a 
Colour Chart, in which the shades of colour answer to musical notes. 
The colour Red answers to C, "because C has the longest wave 
length of sound vibration and red the longest wave length of colour 
vibration"; yellow is placed as E, blue as G, the three primary 
colours thus making the common chord. The other notes are re
presented by mixtures of colours; "thus D occupying the mean or 
middle position between C (red) and E (yellow), the relative colour 
to this note" is composed of equal parts of red and yellow, orange 
behlg thus obtained. The colour of A, as "being four points above 
G (blue) and eight points below C (red)" is obtained by mixing 
eight parts of blue with four parts of red, and so on. The primaries 
are combined "in inverse ratio, according to the number of vibra
tio~s possessed by the respective notes they represent." When the 
colours are manipulated according to this rule, the seven notes of 
the natural scale from the C to B are found to be represented by the 
seven prismatic colours in the order of the spectrum-a result which 
will have nothing surprising in it to the student. The Ckemical 
Trade JOllrtlal is responsible for the statement of facts . 

• • • 
One of the difficulties in the way of Theosophical propaganda 

is the persistent and malignant fashion in which the traducers of 
H. P. Blavatskyspirt their venom on her ashes. Not content with 

·hounding her while she was here, they continue the pursuit since 
Death hath made dumb her lips. Many of these men and women 
have influence in press circles, and can thus gain pUblicity for their 
slanders while excluding replies. Some editors are above this kind 
of illegitimate warfare-fa va sans dire. But others readily serve as 
channels for abuse, but refuse all vindication. So far as in them lies 
they mislead the public, publishing malicious misrepresentations as 
thongh they were proven facts, and refusing all contradiction. Such 
an instance has occurred during the last month, and may serve as an 
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illustration of the obstacles we have to overcome in placing facts 
before the public eye. Mr. Frank Podmore, Hon. Sec. of the 
Psychical Research Society-who seems to take a peculiar pleasure 
in repeating oft-disproved accusations against H. P. Blavatsky, and 
in avoiding any answer to the accusations made against Mr. Hodg
son's bona fides-obtained the insertion in the February number of 
Good 'Fords of one of his various rechauffis of the P. R. S.'s report. 
I wrote to Dr. Donald Macleod, editor of Good TVords, asking to be 
allowed to answer Mr. Podmore's article, and, not receiving ally 
reply, when a week had elapsed, I sent the following letter to the 
press: 

SIR, 
PRESS HONOUR. 

Among the most widely.recognized rules of the code of honour of the Press 
is the duty of admitting an answer to an attack on an individual. However 
insignificant the person, if statements impugning his honesty as an individual are 
inserted in a paper, the editor of that paper will always insert a reply. This rule 
is even more binding if the attack be on one over WhOlD the grave has closed. In 
a late number of Good Words, Dr. Donald Macleod inserted an article from Mr. 
Frank Podmore, reprinting some of the statements of the Psychical Research 
Society, charging Madame Blavatsky with fraud. I wrote to Dr. Macleod, asking 
to be allowed to send a reply. Dr. Macleod did not even show me the courtesy of 
answering my letter. Mr. J. C. Staples was a little more.fortunate, and his request 
drew tile following reply;-

"I, \Voodlands Terrace, Glasgow, Feb. II, 1fJ92.-Dear Sir,-The article on 
Madame Blavatsky is not one which I think admits of discussion, as it is a record 
of the doings of the Psychical Society. Besides, we do not open our columns 
usually to controversy with its various replies.-Yours truly, Donald Macleod." 

Mr. Staples replied;-
"Dear Sir,-It is no doubt often inconvenient to repair an injustice. I can 

only regret that in balancing your judgment you have been led to the conclusion 
that the best course to take is to avoid the inconvenience.-I am, yours truly, John 
C. Staples." 

\Ve tbus learn tllat the columns of Good Ji-'ords are open to slanderous attacks 
on individuals, but not to any reply. As Dr. Macleod adopts a policy so antago. 
nistic to the commonest fair.play, I ask you, Sir, to let this protest appear in your 
columns. It may reach some of the readers of Good Words-a most inappropriate 
name under the circumstances-and thus infornl tbem that there is another sidc to 
the story they have read, though tbe editor wishes to conceal it. 

190 AVF;NUF; ROAD, LoNDON, N.W. 

Sincerely yours, 
ANNIE BESANT. 

This letter appeared in various papers. A few hours after I 
had sent it, the following letter from Dr. Macleod, unfortunately de
layed in transmission, reached my hands: 

DEAR MADAM, 
I am this morning in receipt of your favour of the loth :current, in which 

you ask to be allowed to reply in our pages to Mr. Podmore's recent article. 
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Although ever ready to correct any mis-statement of facts, we do not usual\y 
open our page;;-imleed, we neVi!r do so-to c:mtroversies with replies and counter
replies. Nor wouM we be disposed to issue under the form of a reply to Mr. 
Podmore what might pro\'e to he simply a vindication of Theosophy in general. 
The aclmission or non-admis,;ion of the P.lp!:r YOII propose wOIII,1 ther.!for~ depend 
on its character. 

Mr. POIlmore's article is a rlslIllli of the results come to hy a COlllmittee, of 
which he was a member, connected with the Society for Psychical Research and 
appoillted to enquire into the value of certain phenomena. 

If he has misrepresented these results, it wout.! he only fair that we shoulrl 
have the misrepresentations corrected ill the magazine in which they appeared, 
the correction,; heing first suhmitted to Mr. Potimore. 

I remain, Dear M~\llam. 
YOllrs faithfully, 

DONALD I\hCLEOD. 

In order to correct the statement that Dr. Macleod had treated 
me with discourtesy, I sent the following to the papers: 

Sm. "I'RESR 1I0NOT"R." 

Will you allow me to add to my letter of the ,Sth, that appeared in your 
colulllns 011 the 19th, that on the evening of the ISth I received a note from Dr. 
1\Iacleocl, c1ate.l Feb. 12th, and delayed .in transmission. so that he was not guilty 
of the discourtesy of leaving my letter unanswered. Dr. :\Iacleo,l's letter, how
cver. does 1I0t change the position, for he states that he will only admit a reply if 
l\Ir. Podmore "has misrepreselltcd those results," the reslIlts COl1\e to by a Com· 
mittee of the Psychical Research Society. My complaint is that Mr. Poclmore 
repeats ulltrue charges circulated hy the 1'. R. S., based on purchased evidence, and 
supported by falsehoo.1. Dr. l\\ac1eod gives fresh pUblicity to the slanders, will 
admit no refutation of them. but will allow me to show that Mr. Podmore has mis
represented the Society for Psychical Research! I would not trouble you with this 
second letter were I not hound to publish the fact that Dr. Macleod has written 
to me. 

Sincerely, 
ANNIE BESANT. 

19, AVENUE ROAD, I..oNDON. N.W. 

The letter did not, in any way, make the matter better; the 
evasion was clever, but--. So Dr. Macleod has the credit of 
giving fresh life to a crnel slander, and once more the enemies of 
H. P. B. will point to the report and say: "You see it is 110t answered. 
Her friends do 110t venture to contradict it." I hope, however, that 
many will see that an effort was made to rebut the slander, and that 
H. P. B.'s friends are 110t to blame for the unfairness of an Editor. 
I should add that the" results" were reached by 1\1 r. Hodgson alone, 
not by any Committee, and that his personal report was adopted by 
the Society. 
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~ht CEnsonltb tl io lin. 
I. 

IN the year 1828, an old German, a music teacher, came to Paris with 
his pupil and settled unostentatiously in one of the quiet faubourgs 

of the metropolis. The first rejoiced in the name of Samuel Klaus; 
the second answered to the more poetical appellation of Franz Stenio. 
The younger man was a violinist, gifted, as rum our went, with extra
ordinary, almost miraculous talent. Yet as he was poor and had not 
hitherto made a name for himself in Europe, he remained for several 
years in the capital of France-the heart and pulse of capricious con
tinental fashion-unknown and unappreciated. Franz was a Styrian 
by birth, and, at the time of the event to be presently described, he was 
a young man considerably under thirty. A philosopher and a dreamer 
by nature, imbued with all the mystic oddities of true genius, he re
minded one of some of the heroes in Hoffmann's Coules Fanlasliques. 
His earlier existence had been a very unusual. in fact, quite an eccen
tric one, and its history must be briefly told-for the better under
standing of the present story. 

Born of very pious country people, in a quiet burg among the 
Styrian Alps; nursed "by the native gnomes who watched over his 
cradle"; growing up in the weird atmosphere of the ghouls and vam
pires who play such a prominent part in the household of every Styrian 
and Slavonian in Southern Austria; educated later, as a student, in the 
shadow of the old Rhenish castles of Germany; Franz from his child
hood had passed through every emotional stage on the plane of the so
called "supernatural." He had also studied at one time the "occult 
arts" with an enthusiastic disciple of Paracelsus and Kuurath; alchemy 
had few theoretical secrets for him; and he had dabbled in "ceremonial 
magic" and "sorcery" with some Hungarian Tziganes. Yet he loved 
above all else music, and above music-his violin. 

At the age of twenty-two he suddenly gave up his practical studies 
in the occult, and from that day, though as devoted as ever in thought 
to the beautiful Grecian Gods, he surrendered himself entirely to his 
art. Of his classic studies he had retained only that which related to 
the muses-Euterpe especially, at whose altar he worshipped-and 
Orpheus whose magic lyre he tried to emulate with his violin. Except 
his dreamy belief in the nymphs and the sirens, on account probably of 
the double relationship of the la·:ter to the muses through Calliope and 
Orpheus, he was interested but little in the matters of this sublunary 

2 
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world. All his aspirations mounted, like incense, with the wave of the 
heavenly harmony that he drew from his instrument, to a higher and a 
nobler sphere. He dreamed awake, and lived a real though an en
chanted life only during those hours when his magic bow carried him 
along the wa,·e of sound to the Pagan Olympus, to the feet of Euterpe. 
A strange child he had ever been in his own home, where tales of 
magic and witchcraft grow out of every inch of the !ioil; a still stranger 
boy he had become, until finally he had blossomed into manhood, 
without one single characteristic of youth. Nenr had a fair face at
tracted his attention; not for one moment had his thoughts turned 
from his solitary studies to a life beyond that of a mystic Bohemian. 
Content with his own company, he had thus passed the best years of 
his youth and manhood with his violin for his chief idol, and with the 
Gods and Goddesses of old Greece for his audience, in perfect igno
rance of practical life. His whole existence had been one long day of 
dreams, of melody and sunlight, and he had never felt any other 
aspirations. 

How useless, but oh, how glorious those dreams! how vivid! and 
why should he desire any better fate? \Vas he not all that he wanted 
to be, transformed in a second of thought into one or another hero; 
from Orpheus, who held all nature breathless, to the urchin who piped 
away under the plane tree to the naiads of Callirrhoe's crystal fountain? 
Did 110t the swift-footed nymphs frolic at his beck and call to the sound 
of the magic flute of the Arcadian shepherd-who was himself? Be
hold, the Goddess of Love and Beauty herself descending from on high, 
attracted by the sweet-voiced notes of his violin! . . . Yet there 
came a time when he preferred Syrinx to Aphrodite-not as the fair 
nymph pursued by Pan, but after ber transformation by the merciful 
Gods into the reed out of which the frustrated God of the Shepherds 
had made his magic pipe. For also, with time, ambition grows and is 
rarely satisfied. When he tried to emulate on his violin the enchanting 
sounds that resounded in his mind, the whole of Parnassus kept silent 
under the spell, or joined in heavenly chorus; but the audience he 
finally craved was composed of more than the Gods sung by Hesiod, 
verily of the most appreciative mtflomancs of European capitals. He felt 
jealous of the magic pipe, and would fain have had it at his command. 

"Oh! that I could allure a nymph into my beloved violin!"-he 
often cried, after awakening from one of his day-dreams. .. Oh, that I 
could only span in spirit-flight the abyss of Time! Oh, that I could 
find myself for one short day a partaker of the secret arts of the 
Gods, a God myself, in the sight and hearing of enraptured humanity; 
and, having learned the mystery of tbe lyre of Orpheus, or secured 
within my violin a siren, thereby benefit mortals to my own glory!" 

Thus, having for long years dreamed in the company of the Gods 
of his fancy, he now took to dreaming of the' transitory glories of fame 
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upon this; ewrth_ But at this time he was suddenly called home by his 
widowed m"tner from one of the German universities where he had 
lived for the last year or two. This was an event which brought his 
plans to an end r at least so far as the immediate future was concerned, 
for he had hitherto drawn upon her alone for his meagre pittance, and 
his meanrs weJie n"t stdli(:ient for an independent life outside his native 
place. 

His retuna. had a very unexpected result. His mother, whose only 
love he was on earthr died soon after she had welcomed her Benjamin 
back ~ and the gClOd wives of the burg exercised their swift tongues for 
many a month after as to the real causes of that death. 

Frau Stenio,. befoce Franz's return, was a healthy, buxom, middle
aged body~ strong and hearty. She was a pious and a God-fearing soul 
too, who had !lever falled in saying her p:-ayers, nor had missed an 
early mass for years during his absence. On the first Sunday after her 
son had settled at home-a day that she had been longing for and 
had anticipated. for months in joyous visions, in which she saw him 
kneeling by her si.de in the little church on the hill-she called him 
from the foo.1 of the stairs. The hour had come when her pious dream 
was to be realiZed,. and she was waiting for him, carefully wiping the 
dust from the prayer-book he had used in his boyhood. But instead 
of Franz. it was his violin that responded to her call, mixing its 
sonorous voice with the rather cracked tones of the peal of the merry 
Sunday bells_ The fond mother was somewhat shocked at hearing the 
prayer-inspiring sounds drowned by the weird, fantastic notes of the 
" Dance of the Witches"; they seemed to her so unearthly and mock
ing. But she almost fainted upon hearing the definite refusal of her 
well-beloved son to go to church. He never went to church, he coolly 
remarked. It was loss of time; besides which, the loud peals of the 
old church organ jarred on his nerves. Nothing should induce him to 
submit to the torture of listening to that cracked organ. He was firm, 
and nothing could move him. To her supplications and remonstrances 
he put an end by offering to play for her a .. Hymn to the Sun" he 
had just composed. 

From that memorable Sunday morning, Frau Stenio lost her usual 
serenity of mind.' She hastened to lay her sorrows and seek for 
consolation at the foot of the confessional; but that which she heard 
in response from the stem priest filled her gentle and uusophisticated 
soul with dismay and almost with despair. A feeling of fear, a sense of 
profound terror. which soon became a chronic state with her, pursued 
her from that moment; her nights became disturbed and sleepless, 
her days passed in prayer and lamentations. In her maternal anxiety 
for the salvation. of her beloved son's soul, and for his post mortem 
welfare, she made a series of rash vows. Finding that neither the Latin 
petition to the Mother of God written for her by her spiritual adviser, 
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nor yet the humble supplications in German, addressed by herself to 
every saint she had reason to believe was residing in Paradise, worked 
the desired effect, she took to pilgrimages to distant shrines. During 
one of these journeys to a holy chapel situated high up in the moun
tains, she caught cold, amidst the glaciers of the Tyrol, and redescended 
only to take to a sick bed. from which she arose no more. Frau 
Stenio's YOW had led her, in one sense, to the desired result. The 
poor woman was now gh·en an opportunity of seeking out in propria 
p~rsonti the saints she had believed in so well. and of pleading face 
to face for the recreant son. who refused adherence to them and to 
the Church. scoffed at monk and confessional, and held the organ in 
such horror. 

Franz sincerdy lamented his mother's death_ Unaware of being 
the indirect cause of it, he felt no remorse; but selling the modest 
household goods and chattels. light in purse and heart, he resolved 
to travel on foot for a year or two. before settling down to any defi
nite profession. 

A hazy desire to see the great cities of Europe, and to try his luck 
in France. lurked at the bottom of this travelling project, but his 
Bohemian habits of life were too strong to be abruptly abandoned. 
He placed his small capital with a banker for a rainy day. and started 
on his pedestrian journey ~Ii(i Germany and Austria. His violin paid 
for his board and lodging in the inns and farms on his way, and he 
passed his days in the green fields and in the solemn silent woods. face 
to face with Nature, dreaming all the time as usual with his eyes open. 
During the three months of his pleasant travels to and fro, he never 
descended for one moment from Parnassus; but. as an alchemist trans
mutes lead into gold, so he transformed everything on his way into a 
song of Hesiod or Anacreon. E,'ery evening, while fiddling for his 
supper and bed. whether on a green lawn or in the hall of a rustic inn, 
his fancy changed the whole scene for him. Village swains and 
maidens became transfigured into Arcadian shepherds and nymphs. 
The sand-covered floor was now a green sward; the uncouth couples 
spinning round in a measured waltz with the wild grace of tamed bears 
became priests and priestesses of Terpsichore; the bulky, cherry
cheeked and blue-eyed daughters of rural Germany were the Hesperides 
-circling around the trees laden with the golden apples. Nor did the 
melodious strains of the Arcadian demi-gods piping on their syrinxes. 
and audible but to his own enchanted ear, vanish with the dawn. For 
no sooner was the curtain of sleep raised from his eyes than he would 

:sally forth into a new magic realm of day-dreams. On his way to some 
,dark and solemn pine-forest. he played incessantly, to himself and to 
,everything else, He fiddled to the green hill, and forthwith the moun
tain and the moss-covered rocks moved forward to hear him the better, 

,as they had done at the sound of the Orphean lyre. He fiddled to the 
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merry-meed brook, to the hurrying river, and both slackened their 
speed and stopped their waves, and, becoming silent, seemed to listen 
to him in an entranced rapture. Even the long-legged stork who stood 
meditati'ftly on one leg on the thatched top of the rustic mill, gravely 
resolving unto himself the problem of his too-long existence, sent out 
after him a long and strident cry, screeching, .. Art thou Orpheus him
self, 0 Stenio?" It was a period of full bliss, of a daily and almost 
hourly exaltation. The last words of his dying mother, whispering to 
him of the horrors of eternal condemnation, had left him unaffected, 
and the only vision her warning evoked in him was that of Pluto. By 
a ready association of ideas. he saw the lord of the dark nether kingdom 
greeting him as he had greeted the h'usband of Eurydice before him. 
Charmed with the magic sounds of his violin, the wheel of Ixion was 
at a standstill once more, thus affording relief to the wretched seducer 
of Juno, and giving the lie to those who claim eternity for the duration 
of the punishment of condemned sinners. He perceived Tantalus for
getting his never-ceasing thirst, and smacking his lips as he drank 
in the heaven-born melody; the stone of Sisyphus becoming motionless, 
the Furies themselves smiling on him, and the sovereign of the gloomy 
regions delighted, and awarding preference to his violin over the lyre 
of Orpheus. Taken 1m sl'rieta, mythology thus seems a decided anti
dote to fear, in the face of theological threats, especially when streng
thened with an insane and passionate love of music; with Franz, Euterpe 
proved always victorions in every contest, aye, even with Hell itself! 

But there is an end to everything, and very soon Franz had to 
give up uninterrupted dreaming. He had reached the university town 
where dwelt his old violin teacher, Samuel Klaus. When this anti
quated musiciau found that his beloved and favourite pupil, Franz, had 
been left poor in purse and still poorer in earthly affections, he felt his 
strong attachment to the boy awaken with tenfold force. He took 
Franz to his heart, and forthwith adopted him as his son. 

The old teacher reminded people of one of those grotesque figures 
which look as if they had just stepped out of some medireval panel. 
And yet Klaus, with his fantastic allures of a night-goblin, had the 
most loving heart, as tender as that of a woman, and the self-sacrificing 
nature of an old Christian martyr. When Franz had briefly narrated 
to him the history of his last few years, the professor took him by the 
hand, and leading him into his study simply said: 

.. Stop with me, and p~t an end to your Bohemian life. Make 
yourseif famous. I am old and childless and will be your father. Let 
us live together and forget all save fame." 

And forthwith he offered to proceed with Franz to Paris, via several 
large German cities. where they would stop to give concerts. 

In a few days. Klaus succeeded in making Franz forget his vagrant 
life and its artistic independence, and reawakened in his pupil his now 
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dormant ambition and desire for w:>.:dly fame. Hitlaerttl, since his 
mother's death, he had been content to receive applaus~ only from 
the Gods and Goddesses who inhabited his vivid faDcy; now he began 
to crave once mor~ for the admiration of mortals. UDd~r the clever 
and careful training of old Klaus his remarkable tal eDt gained in 
strength and powerful charm with every day, and his reputation grew 
and expanded with eyer)" city and town whereiD he made himself 
heard. His ambition was being rapidly realized; the presidiDg genii of 
various mu~ical centres to whose patronage his taleDt was submitted 
soon proclaimed him the Otlt' violinist of the day, and the public de
clared loudly that he stood unrh-alled by aDY ODe whom they had ever 
hea:-d. These laudations very s')on made both master aDd pupil com
pletely lose their heads. But Paris was less ready with such apprech
tion. Paris makes reputations for itself, and will take nODe on faith. 
They had beel! living in it for almost three years, and \rere still climb
ing with difficulty the artist's Calvary, wheD an eveu.t occurred which 
put an end eyen to their most modest expectations. The first arrh-al 
of Niccolo Paganini was suddenly heralded, aDd threw Lutetia into a 
convulsion of expectation. The unparalleled artist arrived. and-all 
Paris fell at once at his feet. 

II. 

Now it is a well-known fact that a superstition born in the dark 
days of medireval superstition, and sunriving almost to the middle of 
the present century, attributed all such abnormal, out-of-the-way talent 
as that of Paganini to "supernatural" agency. Every great and mar
vellous artist had been accused in his day of dealings with the devil. 
A few instances will suffice to refresh the reader's memory. 

Tartini, the great composer and violinist of the XVIIth century, 
was denounced as one who got his best inspirations from the Evil One, 
with whom he was, it was said, in regular league. This accusation was, 
of course, due to the almost magical impression he produced upon his 
audiences. His inspired performance on the violin secured for him in 
his native country the title of "Master of Nations." The Sonate d" 
Diable, also called "Tartini's Dream "-as every one who has heard it 
will be ready to testify-is the most weird melody ever heard or in
vented: hence, the marvellous composition has become the source of 
endless legends. Nor were they entirely baseless, since it was he. him
self, who was shown to have originated them. Tartini confessed to 
ha,\;ng written it on awakening from a dream, in which he had heard 
his sonata performed by Satan, for his benefit, and in consequence of 
a bargain tpade with his infernal majesty. 

Several famous singers, even, whose exceptional voices stmck the 
hearers with superstitious admiration, have Dot escaped a like accusa-
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tion. Pasta's splendid voice was attributed in her day to the fact that, 
three months before her birth, the diva's I!10ther was carried during a 
trance to heaven, and there treated to a vocal concert of seraphs. 
Malibran was indebted for her voice to St. Cecilia, while others said 
she owed it to a demon who watched over her cradle and sung the 
baby to sleep. Finally, Paganini-the unrh'alled performer, the mean 
Italian, who like Dryden's Jubal striking on the "chorded shell" forced 
the throngs that followed him to worship the divine sounds produced, 
and made people say that "less than a God could not dwell within 
the hollow of his violin" -Paganini left a legend too. 

'I'he almost supernatural art of the greatest violin-player that the 
world has ever known was often speculated upon, never understood. 
The effect produced by him on his audience was literally man'ellous, 
overpowering. The great Rossini is said to ha\'e wept like a senti
mental Gennan maiden on hearing him play for the first time. The 
Princess Elisa of Lucca, a sister. of the great Napoleon, in whose ser
yice Paganini was, as director of her private orchestra, for a long time 
was unable to hear him play without fainting. In women he produced 
nervous fits and hysterics at his will; stout-hearted men he drm'e to 
frenzy. He changed cowards into heroes and made the bravest sol
diers feel like so many nen'ous school-girls. Is it to be wondered at, 
then, that hundreds of weird tales circulated for long years about and 
around the mysterious Genoese, that modern Orpheus of Europe. One 
of these was especially ghastly. It was rumoured, and was believed by 
more people than would probably like to confess it, that the strings of 
his violin were made of human i11lcslillcs, according 10 all Ihc nt/t's alld 
rcquiremenls £if Ihe Blac/" A rl. 

Exaggerated as this idea may seem to some, it has nothing im
possible in it; and!t is more than probable that it was this legend 
that led to the extraordinary events which we are about to narrate. 
Human organs are often used by the Eastern Black Magician, so-called, 
and it is an averred fact that some Bengali Tantrikas (reciters of 
lanlras, or "il1\'ocations to the demon," as a reverend writer has de
scribed them) use human corpses, and certain internal and external 
organs pertaining to them, as powerful magical agents for bad purposes. 

Howe\'er this may be, now that the magnetic and mesmeric poten
cies of hypnotism are recognized as facts by most physicians, it may be 
suggested with less danger than heretofore that the extraordinary effects 
of Paganini's violin-playing were 1:ot, perhaps, entirely due to his talent 
and genius. The wonder and awe he so easily excited were as much 
caused by ~is external appearance, "which had something weird and 
demoniacal in it," according to certain of his biographers, as by the 
inexpressible charm of his execution and his remarkable mechanical 
skill. The latter is demonstrated by his perfect imitation of the 

• flageolet, and his performance of long and magnificent melodies on the 
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G string alone. In this performance, which many an artist has tried 
to copy without success, he remains unrivalled to this day. 

It is owing to this remarkable appearance of his-termed by his 
friends eccentric,· and by his too nervous victims, diabolical-that he 
experienced great difficulties in refuting certain ugly rumours. These 
were credited far more easily in his day than they would be now. It 
was whispered throughout Italy, and even in his own native town, that 
Paganini had murdered his wife, and, later on, a mistress, both of whom 
he had loved passionately, and both of whom he had not hesitated to 
sacrifice to his fiendish ambition. He had made himself proficient 
in magic arts, it was asserted, and had succeeded thereby in imprison
ing the souls of his two victims in his violin-his famous Cremona. 

It is maintained by the immediate friends of Ernst T. W. Hoffmann, 
the celebrated author of Die Elixire des Teufcls, JYeis!er iJlartin, and 
other charming and mystical tales, that Councillor Crespel, in the 
Violin of Cremona, was taken from the legend about Paganini. It 
is •• as all who have read it know, the history of a celebrated violin, 
into which the voice and the soul of a famous diva, a woman whom 
Crespel had loved and killed, had passed, and to which was added 
the voice of his beloved daughter, Antonia. 

Nor was this superstition utterly ungrounded, nor was Hoffmann 
to be blamed for adopting it, after he had heard Paganini's playing. 
The extraordinary facility with which the artist drew out of his instru
ment, not only the most unearthly sounds, but positively human voices, 
justified the suspicion. Such effects might well have startled an 
audience and thrown terror into many a nervous heart. Add to this 
the impenetrable mystery connected with a certain period of Paganini's 
youth, and the most wild tales about him must be found in a measure 
justifiable, and even excusable; especially among a nation whose 
ancestors knew the Borgias and the Medicis of Black Art fame. 

III. 

IN those pre-telegraphic days, newspapers were limited, and the 
wings of fame had a heavier flight than they have now. 

Franz had hardly heard of Paganini; and when he did, he swore 
he would rival, if not eclipse, the Genoese magician. Yes, he would 
either become the most famous of all living violinists, or he would 
break his instrument and put an end to his life at the same time. 

Old Klaus rejoiced at sllch a determination. He rubbed his hands 
in glee, and jumping about on his lame leg like a crippled satyr, he 
flattered and incensed his pupil, believing himself all the while to be 
performing a sacred duty to the holy and majestic cause of art. 

Upon first setting foot in Paris, three years before, Franz had all 
but failed. Musical critics pronounced him a rising star, but had all 
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agreed that he required a few more years' practice, before he could 
hope to carry his audiences by storm. Therefore, after a desperate 
study of over two years and uninterrupted preparations, the Styrian 
artist had finally made himself ready for his first serious appearance in 
the great Opera House where a public concert before the most exacting 
critics of the old world was to be held; at this critical mom:ent Paga
nini's arrival in the European metropolis placed an obstacle in the way 
of the realization of his hopes, and the old German professor wisely 
postponed his pupil's dlbul. At first he had simply smiled at the wild 
enthusiasm, the laudatory hymns sung about the Genoese violinist, and 
the almost superstitious awe with which his name was pronounced. 
But very soon Paganini's name became a burning iron in the hearts of 
both the artists, and a threatening phantom in the mind of Klaus. A 
few days more, and they shuddered at the very mention of their 
great rival, whose success became with every night more unpre
cented. 

The first series of concerts was over, but neither Klaus nor Franz 
had as yet had an opportunity of hearing him and of judging for them
selves. So great and so b:!yond their means W.lS the charge for aimis
sion, and so small the hope of getting a free pass from a brother artist 
justly regarded as the meanest of men in monetary transactions, that 
they had to wait for a chance, as did so many others. But the day 
came when neither master nor pupil could control their impatience any 
longer; so they pawned their watches, and with the proceeds bought 
two modest seats. 

Who can describe the enthusiasm, the triumphs, of this famous, 
and at the same time fatal night! The audience' was frantic; men wept 
and women screamed and fainted; while both Klaus and Stenio sat 
looking paler than two ghosts. At the first touch of Paganini's magic 
bow, both Franz and Samuel felt as if the icy hand of death had touched 
them. Carried away by an irresistible enthusiasm, which turned into a 
violent, unearthly mental torture, they dared neither look into each 
other's faces, nor exchange one word during the whole performance. 

At midnight, while the chosen delegates of the Musical Societies 
and the Conservatory of Paris unhitched the horses, and dragged the 
carriage of the grand artist home in triumph, the two Germans re
turned to their modest lodging, and it was a pitiful sight to see them. 
Mournful and desperate, they placed themselves in their usual seats at 
the fire-corner, and neither for a while opened his mouth . 

.. Samuel!" at last exclaimed Franz, pale as death itself. .. Samuel 
-it remains for us now but to die! . . . Do you hear me? . . . 
We are worthless I We were two madmen to have ever hoped that any 
one in this world would ever rival . . . him!" 

The name of Paganini stuck in his throat, as in utter despair he 
fell into his arm chair. 
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The old professor's wrinkles suddenly became purple. His little 
greenish eyes gleamed phosphorescently as, bending toward his pupil, 
he whispered to him in hoarse and broken tones: 

.. Neill, Ileitz! Thou art wrong, my Franz! I ha,'e taught thee. 
and thou hast learned all of the great art that a simple mortal. and a 
Christian by baptism, can learn from another simple mortal. Am I to 
blame because these accur5ed Italians, in order to reign unequalled in 
the domain of art, hav~ recourse to Satan and the diab::>lical effects of 
Black Magic?" 

Franz turned his eyes upon his old master. There was a sinister 
light burning in tho"e glittering orbs; a light telling plainly, that, to 
secure such a power, he, too, would not scruple to sell himself, body 
and soul, to the E"il One. 

But he said not a word, and. turning his eye; from his old master's 
face, he gazed dreamily at the dying embers. 

The same long-forgotten incoherent dreams. which. after seeming 
such realities to him in his younger days, had been given up entirely, 
and had gradually faded from his mind. now crowded back into it with 
the same force and vividness as of old. The grimacing shades of 
Ixion, Sisyphus and Tantalus resurrected and stood before him. 
saying: 

"What matters hell-in which thou believest not. And e,'en if 
hell there be, it is the hell described by the old Greeks, not that of the 
modern bigots-a locality full of conscious shadow5. to whom thou 
canst be a second Orpheus." 

Franz felt that he was going mad, and, turning instinctively, he 
looked his old lllaster once more right in the face. Then his bloodshot 
eye evaded the gaze of Klaus. 

Whether Samuel understood the terrible state of mind of his pupil, 
or whether he wanted to draw him out, to make him speak, and thus 
to divert his thoughts, must remain as hypothetical to the reader as it 
is to the writer. \Vhatever may have been in his mind, the German 
enthusiast went on. speaking with a feigned calmness: 

"Franz, my dear boy, I tell you that the art of the accursed Italian 
is not natural; that it is due neither to study nor to genius. It never 
was acquired in the usual, natural way. You need not stare at me in 
that wild manner, for what I say is in the mouth of millions of people. 
Listen to what I now tell yon, and try to understand. You have heard 
the strange tale whispered about the famous Tartini? He died one fine 
Sabbath night, strangled by his familiar demon, who had taught him 
how to endow his violin with a human 'Voice, by shutting up in it, by 
means of incantations, the soul of a young virgin. Paganini did more. 
In order to endow his instrument with the faculty of emitting human 
sounds, such as sobs, despairing cries, supplications, moans of love and 
fury-in short, the most heart-rending notes of the human voice-
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Paganini became the murderer not only of his wife and his mistress. 
but also of a friend, who was more tenderly attached to him than any 
other being on this earth. He th~n made the four chords of his magic 
violin out of the intestines of his last victim. This is the secret of his 
enchanting talent. of that overpowering melody, that combination of 
sounds. which you will never be able to master. unless 

., The old man could not finish the sentence. He staggered back 
b~fore the fiendish look of his pupil, and covered his face with his 
hands. 

Franz was breathing heavily. and his eyes had an expres ;ion which 
reminded Klaus of those of a hyena. His pallor was cadaverous. For 
some time he could not speak. bat only gasped for breath. At last he 
slowly muttered: 

.. Are you in earnest?" 
"I am, as I hope to help you." 
.. And . . . and do you really believe that had I only the means 

-of obtaining hum:m intestines for strings, I could rival Pag.ltlini?" 
asked Franz. after a moment's pause. and casting down his eyes. 

The old German unveiled his face, and. with a strange look of 
-determination upon it. softly an"wered: 

"Human intestines alone are not sufficient for our p~trpo:;e; they 
must have belonged to some one who had loyed us well. with an un
selfish, holy love. Tartini endowed his violin with the life of a "irgin; 
but that virgin had died of unrequited love for him. The fiendish 
artist had prepared beforehand a tube. in which he managed to catch 
ner last breath as she expired, pronouncing his belO\'ed name, and he 
then transferred this breath to his violin. As to Paganini. I have just 
told· you his tale. It was with the consent of his victim. though, that 
he murdered him to get possession of his intestines. 

"Oh, for the power of the human voice!" Samuel went on, after a 
brief pause. "What can equal the eloquence. the magic spell of the 
human voice? Do you think. my poor boy, I would not have taught 
you this great, this final secret, were it not that it throws one right 
into the clutches of him . . . who must remain unnamed at night?" 
he added, with a sudden return to the superstitions of his youth. 

Franz did not answer; but with a calmness awful to behold. he left 
his place, took down his violin from the wall where it was hanging, 

-and, with one powerful grasp of the chords, he tore them out and flung 
them into the fire. 

Samuel suppressed a cry of horror. The chords were hissing upon 
the coals, where, among the blazing logs, they wriggled and curled like 
So many living snakes. 

"By the witches of Thessaly and the dark arts of Circe!" he ex
. claimed, with foaming mouth and his eyes burning like coals; "by 
the Furies of Hell and Pluto himself, I now swear, in thy presence. 0 
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Samuel, my master, never to touch a violin again until I can string it 
with four human chords. May I be accursed for ever and ever if I dol'~ 

He felt senseless on the floor, with a deep sob, that ended like a 
funeral wail; old Samuel lifted him up as he would have lifted a chi1d~ 
and carried him to his bed. Then he sallied forth in search of a 
physician. 

H. P. B. 

(To be concluded.) 

- --~~-

ron tht Jfntntt: Jl Jfttu ~tfltctwn5. 

ALTHO'UGH I am an American citizen, the place of my birth was 
in Ireland, and in what I am about to say I cannot be accused of 

Columbiamania, for no matter how long might be my life I could never 
be an American. For that perhaps it is right, since it is compulsory. 
to wait for some distant incarnation. 

Now, either H. P. B. was right or she was wrong in what she says. 
in the Secret Doc/rille about the future of America. If wrong, then all 
this may be dismissed as idle speculation. But, if right, then all 
thoughtful Theosophists must take heed, weigh wt:ll, mentally appro
priate and always remember what are her words as well as the conclu
sions to which they lead. 

In the first pages of the second volume she speaks of five great 
Continents. First, the Imperishable Sacred Land [this is at the North 
Pole, W. Q. ,. J; secon'd, the Hyperborean, now part of it is in Northern 
Asia; third, Lemuria, sunk long ago, but leaving some remains, islands .. 
the points of high mountain ranges; jourth, Atlantis, presumably in 
the Atlantic Ocean, now below the level of the water, but with perhaps. 
Teneriffe and Atlas as reminders; and fifth, "was America." 

From a survey of the book, digging in notes and culling from the
text here and there, the conclusion is irresistible that, although the
present America is not the actual Continent as it is to be, it is a portion 
of it; and certainly is now the nursery for the race that will in the
future occupy the sixth Continent, which for the sixth Great Root-Race 
will emerge from the waters. Where? Perhaps when the present 
America has been split up by tremendous cataclysms, leaving here and 
there large pieces on its western side, it is in the Pacific Ocean that the
great mass of the new one will come up from the long sleep below the 
sea. Rightly then will the great far western ocean have been named 
Pacific, for that Race will not be given to contest nor hear of wars or 
rumours of war, since it will be too near the seventh, whose mission it 
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must be to attain to the consummation, to seize and hold the Holy 
Grail. 

Turn to page 444 and onward of the second volume. Read there 
that the Americans have become in only three hundred years a primary 
race pro tem., in short, the germs of the sixth sub-race, to blossom in a 
few more centuries into the pioneers of that one which must succeed to 
the present European fifth sub-race in all its characteristics. Then after 
about 25,000 years, which you will note is meant for a great sidereal 
cycle of a little over that length of time, this new race will prepare for 
the seventh sub-race. Cataclysms will then fall upon you; lands and 
nations will be swept away, first of all being the European, including 
the British Isles-if not gone before-and then parts of both North and 
South America. And how pun)', mongrel, indeed, will be the remains 
of the scientists of to-day, great masters of microbes now, but then to be 
looked upon as strange remains of the Nineteenth Century, when, as 
the people will tell each other then, so many, with Truth before them, 
laughed at it and stoned its apostles. dancing a fantastic dance mean
while around the altar of invisible matter. 

It seems as if some power, deliberately planning, had selected North 
and South America for the place where a new primary root-race should 
be begun. These two continents were evidently the seats of ancient 
races and not the habitat of wild undeveloped men. The red man of 
the Northern one has all the appearance and beliefs of a once great 
race. He believes in one God, a Devachan of happy hunting after 
death. Some tribes have diagrams of how the world was formed and 
peopled, that strangely resemble the Hindu cosmogony, and their folk
lore bears deep n~arks of ha\'ing come down from an older and better 
time. Following the course of exploration southwards, we find accu
mulating evidences all the way of a prior civilization now gone with the 
cyclic wave which brought it up. Central America is crowded with 
remains in stone and brick; and so on south still we discover similar 
proofs. In course of time these continents became what might bf: 
called arable land, lying waiting, recuperating, until the European 
streams of men began to pour upon it. The Spanish o\'erfiowed South 
America and settled California and Mexico; the English, French, and 
Spanish took the North, and later all nations came, so that now in both 
continents nearly every race is mixed and still mixing. Chinese even 
have married women of European blood; Hindus are also here; the 
ancient Parsi race has its representatives; the Spanish mixed with the 
aborigines, and the sla\'eholders with the Africans. I doubt not but 
that some one from every race known to us has been here and has left, 
'within the last two hundred years, some impression through mixture of 
blood. 

But the last remnants of the fifth Continent, America, will 1I0t 
disappear until the new race has been some time born. Then a new 
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Dwelling, the sixth Continent, will have appeared over the waters t9 
receive the youth who will tower above us as we do above the pigmies 
of Africa, But no Amcrica as we now know it will exist. Vet thes\! 
men must be the descendants of the race that is now rising here. 
Otherwise our philosophy is all wrong. So then, in America now is 
forming the new sub-race, and in this land was founded the present 
Theosophical Society: two matters of great importance. It was to the 
United States, obsen'c, that the messenger of the ~lasters came, 
although Europe was just as accessible for the enterprise set on foot. 
Later, this messenger went to India and then to Europe, settling down 
in the British Isles. All of this is of importance in our reflections. 
For why in America at first does she begin the movement, and why 
end her part of it in England? One might be led to ask why was not 
an effort made at all costs to give thc last impulse outwardly in the 
land of promise where she began the work? 

Do not imagine for one moment, 0 ye English brothcrs of mine, 
that London was selected for this because the beauties of your island 
caIled her, or for that she had decidcd at the finish that after all a 
mistake had been made in not going thcre first. It was all out of stem 
necessity, with a wisdom derived from many older heads, ha"ing in 
view the cycles as they sweep resistlessly fonvard. The point where 
the great energy is started, the centre of force, is thc more important, 
and not the place at which it is ended. And this rcmains true, no 
matter how essential the place of ending may bc in the scheme. 
\Vhat, do you supposc' India is not as important? and would not that 
land have offered seemingly a better spot than all for the beginning of 
the magnulIl opus? Adepts do not make mistakes like that. 

America's discovery is ascribed to Christopher Columbus. Al
though it is doubted, yet no one doubts that the Spanish people did the 
most at first in peopling it, meanwhile working off some old and 
making some new Karma, by killing many of the aborigines. Thus it 
is that doomed people rush on to their doom, even as the troops of 
insects, animals and men were seen by Arjuna to rush into Krishna's 
flaming mouths. But later came the sturdy stock from England, who, 
in the greatest nation, the 1110st enduring on this continent, have left 
their impress indelibly in the people, in its laws, in its cons~itution, its 
customs, its literature and language. Perhaps England and Ireland 
are the gateways for the Egos who incarnate here in the silent work of 
making a new race. Maybe there is some significance in the fact that 
more lines of steamships conveying human freight come to the United 
States from England, passing Ireland on the way as the last seen land 
of the old world, than from anywhere else. The deeds of men, the 
enterprises of merchants, and the wars of soldiers all follow implicitly 
a law that is fixed in the stars, and while they copy the past they ever 
symbolize the future. 
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Did H. P. B. only joke when she wrote in her book that Ireland is 
an ancient "Atlantean remnant, and England a younger Isle, whose 
rising from the sea was watched by wise men from Erin's shore? 
Perhaps the people of that old land may have an important influence 
in the new race of America. It would appear from comparison that 
they might have had, and probably will in the future. Perhaps, politi
cally, since many expect social disturbances in America. In such a 
case any student of character will admit that the Irish, ignorant or 
not, will stand for law and order-for her sons are not battling here 
with an ancient foe. Why, too, by strange freak of fate is the great 
stone of destiny in Westminster Abbey fixed under the coronation 
chair on which the Queen was crowned? Let us also be informed if 
there be any finger-shadow pointing to the future in the fact that 
England's Queen, crowned over that stone,l is Empress of India, from 
which we claim the Aryans came, and where their glorious long
forgotten knowledge is preserved? Her name is Victory. It is the 
victory for "the new order of Ages"; and that new order began in 
America, its ac1vent noted and cut on the as yet unused obverse side 
of the present seal of the United States Government. A victory in the 
union of the Egos from East and West; for England stretches one 
hand over to the home of the new race, which she can never own, 
with the other governing India, and completes the circuit. It may be 
a fleeting picture, perhaps to be wiped out for a while in a stream of 
blood, but such is the way the cycles roll and how we may learn to 
read the future. For England's destiny is not complete, nor has the 
time struck. None of us hug foolish delusions too long, and even if 
Ireland were once a most sacred place, that is no reason why we should 
want to go there. For in America those whose Karma has led them 
there will work for the same end and brotherhood as others left in 
India and Europe. The dominant language and style of thought in 
America is English, albeit transforming itself every day. It is there 
that silently the work goes on; there European fathers and mothers 
have gone, e~tablishing currents of attraction that will inevitably and 
unceasingly draw into re"incarnation Egos similar to themselves. And 
the great forward and backward rush is completed by the retarded 
Egos as they: die out of other nations, coming meanwhile into flesh 
again among the older races left behind. 

flo 

At least such seemed the view while the clouds lifted-and then 
once more there was silence. 

WILI.IAM Q. JUDGE, F.T.S. 

1 It is an interesting (act that in India there is un important ceremony called •• mounting the 
.tODe." 
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Ashd,ar)'aval fiash)'ali kashclliunam 
Ashcharyavad vadal; 'atha;tJ/J chdlf,Vah 
Ashchar)'f ... ch cha;lfamalf.Wt" shr;noli 
Sh,·"'v,ip',...,,alll ."do na c"aiva "as""',;/. 

One sees this as a wonder. 
As a wollder, too, one speak. of it, 
A. a wonder olle hears of it. 
And ha\'ing heard, knows it not anyone. 

BHAGAVA[) GiT", II. "". 

'OS' o~ lyf.V(TO • • • 'II'/)!x TT,V yiiv And !iO, he called out to the land. a.. he had 
cl'll't:&v, f:xnr(P 7;1COVO't:V, OTt 'Ilav ;, p. :y4S' heard," Pall, the Great. i. dead." And hardly 
Tf.9vr,ICt:V'. 011 t/l~vaL S, 'll'4t'O"cllLt:VOV 4m-oV, had he ceased, when there arose a mighty cry, 
lCa~ yt:Vlu8aL p.lyav o{,x ivo~ dlla. 'll'oUWV not of one, but of many. mingled with wonder-

CTTt:Vay,p.ov J.p.a (Javp.aCTp.~ p.t:p.Lyp.ivov. ment, 
PLl'TARCH, 'II'(Pl T.dV lICAt:AOUI'OTWI' XP?]CTTp{WV, 

'I8ov, P.VCTT"ptOI' {'I'll' A:YW, Beh~ld, I ten you a mystet')', 
I COR1N'TH1ASS, Xv . .51. 

THE task that I propose to myself is no light one; it is no less than 
to discuss some of the opinions of my fellow-men on Deity, and 

to point out, if possible, some common ground of agreement or recon
ciliation between the innumerable ideas put forward on this inexhausti
ble topic. I shall not write either as an avowed monotheist, pantheist, 
theist, or atheist, for I conceive that a real student of Theosophy is 
sufficiently imbued with the spirit of the great law of expansion and 
progress, not to condemn himself or herself to the narrowing limits 
of any of these sectarian ideas, which cannot fail to bring him in 
conflict with the prejUdices of 50:11 e section or o~her of his brother
men. 

I hope to find this common grounp. of agreement. for at any rate 
the theist, panthdst, or monotheist, in the concept of the \\'orld-Soul. 
itl OtIC or other 0/ its aspects; although I despair of finding ulUch sym
pathy from the so-called atheist, whose intellectual negation is fre
quently, if not im'ariably, stultified by his actions, For do we not find 
the avowed atheist searching for the reason of that which he denies to 
have any intelligent operation; do we not find him frequently striving 
for an ideal which can never be attained, if, as he supposes, the present 
is the outcome of the past interaction of blindly drh'ing force and 
matter? \Vhy, again, should he work for the improvement of the race 
if that race, as he himself, is to depart into the void together with the 
producer of his and its consciousness? For the body dies and the 
earth will also die! And if consciousness is a product of organized 
matter, then the disruption of that organism means inevitably the 
dissipation of consciousness, Why, then, this effort' to benefit that 
which must, on his own hypothesis, tend ine\'itably to annihilation? 
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Biowdoes51Eh an one differ from his antipodes in mental make-up, 
the maa who arrogates to himself the name of Christian and yet stulti
fies. the. wisdom of his great Teacher by hugging himself in the credO' 
fWa. ahsun/"". of a "creation" ex ttikilo. 

Had not both, before posing as teachers, better learn of the wise 
I.ncretius ? 

Nil posse cr,·ari l 

De nillito. Melfi'! qIIOd genitu'st a:i "il re-tJocare. 
Naughtc:an bef9sb;opf"ifrom naught, nor what has become, be recalled to naught. 

The farce. alas .. has now become a tragedy, and we find the victim of 
erthodox ecclesiasticism in the West fighting with as much desperation 
fOr the "creations- of his own phantasy as the equally fanatical atheist 
and materialist-tbe mushroom-growth of a wink of the eye of Eternity 

, in the age of Hwnanity-for his dearly cherished blind force and un
in.telligent matter;. matter that rejoices in the sole property of "irrita
bility"! And yet there is not one orthodox bibliolater who can point 
to a sing).e s:lcrd Scripture, the Jewish included, where any such 
meanjng,. even with. the utmost violence, can be wrested from the text, 
as to yield the dogma. of "creation out of nothing." Wise, indeed, was 
the Buddha in tracing the cause of human misery to ignorance. For 
it is. from. this .. and this alone, that we have presumed to fashion God, 
and. so. dictate the action of God. out of our own imaginings. 

And as to the blank. denial of the materialist and atheist. it must 
DOt be supposed that,. in speaking of the "mushroom-growth" of these 
two. phases of denial, I intend to assert that such denial has never 
uisted. in. the past_ By no means; almost every age of the Kali Yuga 
has had its Charvakas, but their influence has never taken any real 
hold on the human heart. Negation is a mental disease that appears 
at a certain period of civilization, but only to disappear as rapidly as it 
shows itself. .. The Everlasting No" satisfies the Head alone, it has 
110 part iu the great Human Heart which forces the mental negator to 
stultify his words by his deeds. 

From this class then, this essay, perchance, will gain little intel
lectual sympathy. although I may venture to hope that the ideals of 
their fellow-men .. which will be brought forward, will meet, if not with 
reverential consideration, at least with respect. Nor will it be any part 
Gf my task to criticize, except in the briefest manner, any of the crude 
upressions of man's aspiration to the Divine, but rather to put forward 
a nwnber of instances of the more perfect expressions of great minds 
and great teachers who have in some measure sensed the actuality of 
that mysterious bond that makes all men one. 

In order, then, to express in some way what the term World-Soul 
is intended to mean in these papers, it will be necessary to give a 

1 All aid bm. oC a-. is cn-eo. whim is IdDdrecl to the Sanskrit roots jar or j", to make, 
...... dc. 

3 
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meaning to the words "soul" and "world." By "sonl- is intendea tbe 
underlying something under every manifested form. that "somethillg" 
which is the life, consciousness or intelligence, or .D.atever term i§ 
preferred, which makes it that form and no other. Nor should we ex
clude anything, not even that which, in these latter days. is called "in
animate," from our sympathy, for to our greater Selves naught that 
exists, nay, not even the grain of sand. is in-an;mak. for then it 
would be soul-less, and the Divine would have been excluded from 
part of Itself. 

And now let us start with ourselves in our enquiry, where we find 
a soul encased in a body, a body made of many "lh-es,," of iufinite 
infinitesimal cells, each the "form" of a soul. And yet the sonl of 
man is not composed of these "lives"; the consciousness of ma .. is '1101 

simply the produd or sum of their consciousness. nor is his intelligeuce 
a compound of their intelligence. The soul of man is ou.e, a self=.. 
centred unit, indestructible, imperishable, self-moth'e; it dies ... t nlu 
comes into being. 

Next, let us, taking this as a starting-point, use analogy bI aid us, 
as we pass within, into the region of ideas. For analogy is the only 
method we can employ, if we wish to widen our understanding; and 
without it, we might well doubt the possibility of knowledge. Every 
thing, or rather every soul, is the mirror of every other SOll1. jast as i. 
the Monadology of Leibnitz; and if it were not so, and that a kaow
ledge of one soul comprises the know\~~dge of all other s01l1s, aad that 
Kosmos is contained potentially in every Atom, the1l were our striving 
towards wisdom vain and our aspiration to reality likewise vain.. 
Taking, then, the example of the hnman soul, enshrined ia a ll1liverse 
of "lives," whether we regard it as it were a Sun in the midst of its 
System, or as an Ocean of Light in which the "lives" are bathed, let 
us try to conceive that there is another and more mighty Life.. a Divine 
Soul, of which the human souls are "lives," and which we may term 
the Soul of Humanity. Aud yet this Soul is not made up of the souls 
of men, but is a Unit of itself, self-motive, and itself and naught else. 
Further, for the human mind is so constituted that naught save Infini
tude can suffice it; that this Divine Soul is in its turn a Life, one of an 
infinite nUfitber of "Lh·es" of a like degree, that enshrine a SOli I. 
transcending them as much as man transcends the "lives" of the uni
verse of his body. And further still, that that which transcends the 
Divine is, in its turn, . . . But why go further? Is not the series 
infinite? Where can we set the term, or place a boundary, or limit 
infinitude? "So far shalt thou go!" and then the mind 103e3 itself ill 
the stupendous height of its soaring and must return to earth to rest 
its wings. 

Thus towards infinity we soar in our ideation, conceh-ing a-ery 
atom as the shrine of a soul; every stone, animal, man; every globe. 
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and system, and universe; every system of universes. and universe of 
systems-as the shrine of a Soul. For our universe is neither the first 
nor the last of its kind; their number is infinite. And when the con~ 
summation of our present universe is perfected there will be "another 
Word on the tongue of the Ineffable," aye, for the Ineffable speaks in
finitely, or as our Brahman brethren say. there are "crores of crores of 
Brahmas," or universes. 

Thus an infinity in one direction of thought, and equally so an 
infinity in the other direction. For are not the "lives" of the body, 
too, the souls of a universe of other invisible "lives"; and these each, 
in its turn, the suns of still more invisible universes, until the infinitely 
small blends with the infinitely great and All is One. 

Perhaps you may have thought that in this concept we have 
nothing but an infinite series of eternally separated entities; of infinite 
division; of a chaos of multiplicity; of a stupendous separateness? 
This might be so if it stood alone; but as in all things here below, we 
can have no manifestation without the help of contraries, we must take 
its twin concept to complete it. 

In Pluribus Unut1l eI Umttll ill Pluribus; One in Many and in 
Many One! "The essmlial unity of all souls with the Over-Soul" is a 
fundamental postulate of the Wisdom of all ages. That is to say all 
souls are one in essence, whatever "forms" they may en-soul. But 
what is more; what is almost an overpowering thought, necessary 
though it be to universal progress; not only the human soul. but even 
the soul of the very grain of du~t has the potentiality of expanding its 
consciousness into the All-consciousness. Every soul is endowed with 
the power of giving and receiving with respect to every other soul; of 
passing through every stage of consciousness; of expandi1lg, just as the 
One, the All-Soul. so to say, COlltraded itself into manifestation, into 
the Many, subordinating itself to itself, that every soul might know 
and become every other soul, by virtue of that Compassion which is the 
Ocean of All-Being. 

Thus, then, every soul aspires to union with its own Essence; and 
this constitutes the religious spirit of mankind; and also our love of 
wisdom and our search for certainty. This constitutes that Path to 
Knowledge of Divine Things, which we to-day call Theosophy, that 
synthesis of true religion, philosophy and science: of right aspiration, 
right thought and right observation. which the World is ever blindly 
seeking. 

The \Vorld-Soul, then, for us, is the One Soul of Humanity, which 
will differ for each soul in proportion- to the state of consciousness it 
has arrived at. No two souls are alike. just as no two l?lades of grass 
or grains of sand are alike, for then, as has been well said. there would 
be no reason why one should be in a particular place or state and not 
the other, and so the Intelligence of the Unh'erse b~ stultified. 
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The term "world," in our present enquiry, therefore, will be 
limited to the cycle of manifestation of our particular Humanity, 
fOr this is our present \Vorld; the collective embodiment of that 
Divine Soul, which may consequently be referred to as the \Vorld
Soul. 

This source of his being. this essence of his nature, this something 
that transcends himself in his highest self-consciousness, man calls by 
many names, of which the one which obtains 1110st generally in the 
Western world. and in the English tongue, is "God." "Sacred word of 
mystic meaning," indeed, but only too often the symbol of the man 
himself in his gross material encasement. Too often, alas! it answers 
to the "shadow of ourselves cast on the darkness of our sins." 

And here, much as I fear to hurt the feelings of any devout believer, 
I would protest against the tendency of nearly all unreflecting religion
ists to limit the illimitable, to crystallize the fountain of their being, 
and to materialize THAT, which it is blasphemy to name, much less to 
attempt to dress in the tawdry rags of our own mental equipment. 
There are those who will talk to you of .. God" as they would of a 
personal acquaintance, who profess a familiarity that would outrage 
our feelings of decency if the object of their remarks were even a wise 
and holy man whom we had learned to reverence. There are others 
who have such limited notions of the Divine that they cling with 
desperation to terms that have their origin in the vulgarest misunder
standing, and who dub those who wil. not use their Shibboleths as 
.. atheists," simply cecause they cannot understand that there is a 
rever~nce of the mind that transcends terms of the emotions; that 
there is an aspiration that transcends all endeavour to gh-e the names 
of human qualities to THAT which is beyond all qualities, and to which 
their pious jargon is blasphemy. If such reverence is "atheism," then 
we had best chznge Ol:r terms and cease to use words that no longer 
possess meaning. 

Let all men agree that no definition is possible, and that any enun
ciation of the mystery is but a temporary stepping stone to higher and 
still higher things, and there will no longer be seen the sad spectacle 
of humzn be:ngs trying to pOl:r the ocean into a waterpot. 

For after all what do men fear in the desperation with which they 
cling to such limiting terms? To me they appear to fear that, where 
all is so vague and abstract, the goal they propose to themselves would, 
without de£nition, seem too far off' for them to ever hope to reach it. 
But surely they 1:ave the infinitude within their own nature? Is there 
not a "Christ" potential in every man which is his true Self; and 
beyond, t1: e .. Fatherhood"; and beyond, the .. Father of all Father
hood"; and beyond-Infinitude? But all witkitl the nature and in the 
essence of ev(ry man; nothing is without, nothing which is not of the 
same e!o\sence; all is THAT . . . ! Is it so strange to "go home"?, 
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Is it an abstract void, a negation, to know the Self's true Being? Or, 
on the other hand, is this a mere exaggeration of the personal man? 
Is this dictated by se1f~pride and self-conceit? If such reverent aspira
tion is thus condemned by any, they will first have to show that the 
great World-Teachers have lied, for the word of no lesser men can come 
before Their teaching. One and all, the great Teachers have incul
cated this wisdom; and it requires but little study to find how ad
mirably it explains all the apparent contradictions in the exoteric ex
pression of the world-scriptures . 

.. Be humble if thou wouldst attain to wisdom"! Yes, but do not 
debase yourself. Humility is not slavishness; reverence is 110t fawn
ing. How can Deity take pleasure in that which a noble-minded man 
could never view without the greatest pity? "I am but as a worm in 
thy sight," David is made to say, and there are those who rejoice to 
echo the words, and declare that without the "Grace of God," they 
must continue worms. 

But how can even the body, much less the mall, the mind, or 
thinker, be so debased? Each is most honourable in its own dominion. 
and only dishonourable in proportion as it fails to "do its mystery" in 
sacrifice to the SELF, whose "Grace" is its very life and being and the 
well-spring of its action. It is the duty ·of man to "worship" the Deity 
and not to grovel. To present that which is "worthy" to the SELF, 
and not to delight in debasement. 

And so . . . with fear and trembling work out your own salvation: for the 
worker in you. both as to \\;11ing and working for well· pleasing, is Deity.! 

And if that worker is the Divine Self. what reason is there that it 
should humble itself, or debase itself, for the very power that makes 
man work out his own salvation is that Deity Itself? 

We shall now be able to understand the words of Shri Krishna, in 
the Bkaga1lad Gila: 

Whichever form (of deity) a worshipper longs with faith to worship, in that 
form I make his faith steady. Endowed with that faith he seeks to propitiate (it) 
in that (form), and obtains therefrom his profitable desires which are in truth 
bestowed by me.' 

And again: 
Even those devotees of other deities who worship with faith, they too, 0 Son 

of Kunti, worship me indee~, though not as it is laid down." 

For Krishna is the World-Soul, the Self of all men. 

1 I'f,,'ippia1fs, iI. 12, 13. f:xn( • •• P.(Ta. tfJo{3ov Ka~ TPOP.OV n,v laVTwv CTIIJ"lp{av KaT(P'YriC
,0-8(, 8(Oi 'Yap (OT'" ;, (V(P'YWv (V lJp.&V Ka~ TO BfA"v Ka~ TO (V(P'Y(&V Wrf.p ri1~ (('80K{a~. 

i VII. ai, 00. 

• IX. 03. 

Yoyo ydm yam lanublta},lah .hraddlUJyJ ',·chil .. ", ichchhali, 
Ta.yd las.vdchaltJm .hraddhtJm Idmroa viddh6.myaham. 
Sa layd .ltraddhyd y""I ... la.ylJlxIdha"amlha/~, 
LaMak cha lalah }'''mll" ",ayaiva vihilJn hitlb. 

Yo 'I; a".,·adroal.1 Ma},/J )'fljallk sraddhyd"villlh, 
T~ 'Ii mtJmroa Ka""/~a yajalllyavidhi/J.rva},am 
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o Lord of doubt. I am the Self seated in the heart of all beings. I am the 
beginning and middle and end of all creatures. I 

And now that no one may think that all this is a bald assertion 
and an unsupported statement, let us collect the e,;dences of Wisdom 
from all climes and races and times, evidences as grand and unim
peachable as any that the modem Scientist possesses for his five-sense 
facts. 

The wealth of material is so great that it is difficult to cull a 
passage here and there and leave so much unnoticed. Neither is it 
easy to know in what order to take the world-religions; which to take 
first or which last. 

As. however, we must start somewhere. let us begin with the oldest 
scriptures of our Aryan race. the Vedas. and then the oldest of the 
PUratlas. Next let us take a glance at Taoism. the most mystical of 
the creeds of the far East; then pass to the A.:esla, that ancient scrip
ture of the Parsis; and so on to Egypt; first quoting from the Zolzar 
and other Kabalistic writings which contain the Wisdom of the Chal
deans and a key to the misunderstood scriptures of the Jews. Egypt 
will lead us to speak of the Wisdom of Hermes and the Gnosis of those 
who are now known generally as Gnostics; and this \\;11 lead to a 
qnotation from Paul and some reference to the Greek and Roman 
philosophy and the ancient systems of Orpheus and other great 
teachers. Finally we shall find identical ideas among the Scandi
navian peoples, and a striking confirmation in Mohammedan Sufiism. 
All, all without exception. sensed the World-Soul, hymned of it, sought 
union therewith; for of what else could they speak? Only they glori
fied that which it was, in its essence, and did not worship its grossest 
and its most impermanent manifestation, the surface of five-sense 
nature. Such an idolatry was reserved to the latter end of the nine
teenth century, when human intellect worships the ground its body 
treads on, the gross body of the \Vorld-Soul, and has forgotten whence 
it came and whither it will return. Our times are an age of the deifi
cation of matter and the consequent fall of ideals! 

. Thus, then, let us first tum to that mysterious link with the past, 
the Rig Veda. Who knows whence it came? Who can tell its origin? 
Perchance those who have kept the record since the great Deluge of 
Atlantis could name its transmitters, and tell of those who withdrew to 
the "Sacred Island." 

Among prayers to the Supreme Principle, the World-Soul, first 
must come the famous GAyatri, "the holiest verse in the Vedas." It 
runs as follows, in what Wilson calls, "Sir William Jones's translation 
of , paraphrastic interpretation" : 

I X.zo. 
Aha", til",';. G"d4I1~sha. sa"'flbA';lashytUlh,~as. 
Aha", tidishcha _dJlya"cha bAMltiu_II/4 t'V4 chao 
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Let lIS .tore the supremacy of IIIaI Divine Sun, the Godhead, Who illuminates 
all, Who ~ all. from Whom all proceed, to Whom all must return, Whom 
we in-*.e to direct. our understandings aright in our progress toward His holy 
seaLl 

This maDtra is found in the loth Hymn of the 4th Ashtaka (Eighth) 
Gfthe Samhitl (Collection) ofthe Rig Veda, not as in the above expanded 
paraphrase. but in an abbreviated form, for "such is the fear entertained 
Gf profaning this text, that copyists of the Vedas not unfrequently 
refrain from transcribing it," says Wilson.' "It is the duty of every 
Bribman to repeat it 1IImlally in his morning and evening devotions," 
and it is to be suspected that the Western world has not yet received 
the correct text, though Sir William Jones may have got a version 
nearer the troth than his successors. It is wen known that the 
Brihmans are the proudest and most exclusive people in the world 
where the secrets of their religion are concerned, and it is reasonable 
to snppose that a mantra that pertains to their initiation would not be 
lightly revealed_ 

The subtle metaphysical and mystical interpretations of this most 
saaed formnla, especially those of the Vedanta School, testify to its 
sanctity. The nnmber of interpretations also that the words of the 
mantra lend themselves to are almost innumerable. The phrasing, for 
instance, can be taken as neuter or masculine and so on. 

Perhaps the spirit of the central thought of the Oriental religious 
world may be fnrther explained by another Hymn, translated by Sir 
William Janes_ It reiterates that most stupendous intuition of the 
human mind. that feeling of identity with the World-Soul, in a magni
fic:ent litany which runs as follows: 

May that Soul of mine, which mounts aloft in my waking hours, as an ethereal 
spark. aDd which. eftn in my slnmber, has a like ascent, soaring to a great dis· 
tance, as an emauation from the light of lights, be united by devout meditation 
with the Spirit supremely blest, and supremely intelligent! 

May that Soul of mine, by an agent similar to which the low·bom perform 
their menial works, and the wise, deeply versed in sciences, duly solemnize their 
ACriJicial rite; that So1l1, which was itself the primal oblation placed within all 
creatures, be united by devout meditation with the Spirit supremely blest, and 
supremely intel1igent~ 

May that Soul of mine, which is a ray of perfect wisdom, pure intellect and 
permanent existence, which is the unextinguishable light fixed within created 
bodies, without which no good act is performed, be united by devout meditation 
with the Spirit supremely blest, and supremely intelligent! 

May that Sonl of mine, in which, as an immortal essence, may be comprised 
whatever has past, is present, or will be hereafter; by which the sacrifice, where 
seven ministers officiate, is properly solemnized; be united by devout meditation 
with the Spirit supremely blest, and supremely intelligent! 

May that Sonl of mine, into which are inserted, like the spokes of a wheel in 
the axle of a car, the holy texts of the Vedas,· into which is interwoven all that 

I Sir W.JODrtI' Woris, XlU. J67. 2 Visl ..... I'Mrdna, II. 'S'. 
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belongs to created fomls, be united by de,·out meditation with the Spirit supremely 
blest, and supremely intelligent! 

May that Soul of mine, which, distribute:! in olll!r bodies, guides l1Iankiad, as a 
skilful charioteer guides his rapid horses ,,1th reins; that Soul which is fixed in my 
breast, exempt from old age, and extremely swift in its course, be united, 1Iy amne 
meditation, "ith the Spirit supremely blest, and supremely iDtenigent!' 

Such is an instance of the advanced Theosophy oi the Vedas, in 
the face of which it is difficult to understand the crode criticisms of 
the Weber-Miillerite School of materialistic scholarship. who would sd; 
it all down to the imaginings of a primitive pastoral people. The 
Theosophical student is glad to tum to such a fair estimate as tlaatGf 
Barth, who says: 

Neither in the language nor in the thought of the Rig Veda h~ve I 'beeD aBle 
to discover that quality of primitive natuml simplicity which so many are fain t. 
see in it. The poetry it contains appears to me, on the coatruy, to be of a sing. 
lady refined character and artificially elabomted, full of albasiollS alld retieeDces, 
of pretensions to mysticism and theosophic insight; sad the DlaDDe!" of its eXilre5-
sion is such as reminds one more frequently of the phraseology ia ase &DIO_" 
certain small groups of initiated than the poetic language of a large CQJIIJII1lDi1y.s 

Tntly so; and perhaps before long the methods of the V('U may 
be better understood, and it will be recognized how that the powers of 
nature and the moral attributes of man are fitter symbols of a divine 
Theogony than personifications which include all the vices and petti
ness of animal-man. 

As H. W. Wallis says: 
The deities of the Rig ~'t.'fia differ essentially from the Gods of Greek or Scan

dinavian mythology and of the lJfahdblt4rata, in the abstract and almost impersonal 
nature of their characters. They are little more than factors in the physical and 
moral order of the world, apart from which none, except perhaps Indra. has a self
interested existence.8 

To the Greek, Scandinavian and Mahabharatan deities, we may 
add the Pantheons of other nations as well, and also their Indras, 
Zeuses, J ehovahs, and the rest, whose "self-interest" is explicable 
seeing that they were but the representations of the time-period or 
manifestations of a certain World, for there are crares of Bmhmis. 
Jupiters and Jehovahs in the Ideal Kosmos., It is time that the 
Western nations should remember their birth-place. We are not 
Semites but Aryans, a younger branch of the great Ary.an ~e, per
chance, but still Aryans and not Semites. And being _ we should 
remember the Wisdom of our fathers and put aside the cmde concep:
tions of the Semites as to Deity. Jehovah is in his place, as the God 
of a small warlike uomad tribe, but entirely out of place in the Reli
gion of those who profess to be followers of the Christ. It is high 
time to lay aside such gross anthropomorphism. which the learned Jews 

I Sir w. Jones' Wtwh, XIII. 372, 373. 
I TIJ~ Rdig'iOlU of £ruJia, p. ziii. 
I cos_OI0tly of IJu Rig VdII. P. 8. 
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themselves rejected. as their Kabalah well testifies. The curse of 
Christendom to-day is belief in this "jealous" and "self-interested" 
Jehovah, a God alien to Aryan thought, and only suited to the descend
ants of Atlantean sorcery. Direful indeed has been the effect of the 
"curse" of the "Chosen People" on their spoliators. They were robbed 
of their Scriptures, deprived of them by force, and the ravished maiden 
of the Semites, forced against her will into the arms of the marauding 
Aryans, has used her magic arts against the tribe that holds her 
prisoner, for to-day she imprisons the minds of those who hold her 
"otIy captive. 

In other words. the \\"estem nations being the youngest of the 
Aryan family, imd lusty only in body, have in their ignorance wor
shipped the dead letter of that which they have not understood, and so 
debased their minds and characters with a bibliolatry scarce paralleled 
in the history of the world. Let us hope that this is passed and that 
the end of the nineteenth century may see the" prodigal son" retum 
"home," and chastened by the experience of his exile, show his real 
heredity in an acthoity that his more sluggish elder brother in the East 
who has never left llOine, can never manifest in such abundance, be
cause of his very passivity. The Aryans have an ancestral religion. and 
every Aryan in the West should see to it that he does not pursue after 
other Gods and those of a foreign race, Gods that revelled in slaughter, 
threats, jealousies and deceptions, Gods that know not the language 
of our wise ancestors. 

Of course I speak of the crude exoteric God of the Hebrew populus, 
and not of the Mystery Deity, The Father, preached to the Jews by the 
Initiate, whom the \Vest calls Jesus of Nazareth. For did he not say 
that his hearers were "of their father the Devil." for they were" Abra
ham's seed" and "Abraham" was the Ruler of this \Vorld? Kor do I 
mean any disrespect to the Jews of to-jay who are no more the Jews of 
the Bible, than we are Goths or Vandals, or woad-besmeared Britons. 
I do not write about, or, for, "bodies," I am writing for "minds" and 
"souls" whose ancestry is divine, and not of the Lord of the Body, call 
him by what name you will. 

How long will the pen·erse mind of man persist in telling us the 
fashion in which .. God created" the world; how long will men blas
phemously speak of THAT which is unutterable, and degrade the 
majesty of their Divine Souls into the poor imaginings of the animal 
minds which think in terms of their gross bodies, and of naught else? 
More reverently indeed did our ancestors phrase the mystery when 
they were yet uncontaminated by the mire of their earthly tabernacles, 
and a huckstering commercialism and a pseudo-science that gropes, on 
hands and knees, with eyes fixed 011 the surface of things, had not 
dragged the ideals of Humanity down to the dust. How different are 
the beginnings of cosmogony as sung of in the Rig Veda! The 
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passage is familiar to Western students in the noble verse of Cole
brooke. The following, however, is another version: 

The non-existent was not, and the existent was not at that time; there was aG 

air or sky beyond; what was cO\'ering in? and where? under shelter of what? ... 
there water-a deep depth? 

Death was not nor inlmortality then, there was no discrimination of night aad 
day: that one thing breathed "ithout a wind of its own 'self; apart from it there 
was nothing else at all beyond. 

Darkness there was, hidden in darkness, in the beginning, everything here 
was an indiscriminate chaos; it was void covered with emptiness, all that was; that 
one thing was born by the power of warmth. 

So in the beginning arose desire, which was the first seed of mind; the wiR 
found out by thought, searching in the heart, the parentage of the existent in the 
non-existent. 

Their line was stretched across; what was above? what was below? there ~ 
generators, there were mighty powers; svadltd 1 below, the presentation of offerings 
above. 

Who knoweth it forsooth? who can announce it here? whence it was born. 
whence this creation is? The gods came by the creating of it (i.e., the one thing); 
who then knoweth whence it is come into being? 

Whence this creation (lit. emission) is come into being, whether it was ordained 
or no-He whose eye is over all in the highest heaven, He indeed knoweth it, or 
may be He knoweth it not.S 

Even such wooden translation cannot prevent the grandeur of the 
original occasionally peeping through, how much more noble thea 
would be the translation of one who was whole-hearted in his version? 
Shall we ever be starving for lack of a "true-born Western Aryan? 

Notice the last lines. The World-Soul may know, or perchance 
even it knoweth not. For there are other World-Souls, and as among 
men most are ignorant of their own genesis, so amid the World-Souls. 
some-the few perchance-may know, the many be ignorant; none 
knoweth but the Unknown. 

G. R. S. MEAD, F.T.8. 

(To be contiflued.) 

SANITY lies in self-content and self-trust. The blessed life is that which needs 
no addition to it from without. To be wishful, to be dependent on benefits, is to be 
unfinished. You have only to will to be good; the soul will then feed itself &lid 
grow of itself, and exercise itself. We should will to be free, to snatch ourselves 
from this universal bondage to fear, which is the oppression of mankind. Yea 
must free yourself from the fear of death, and then of poverty. 

SENECA, Ep. lxxii. 

J Natu~, perbaps. :I Wallis, Coslllogo .. y of 1I1~ Rig Veda, pp. 59, 60 (R. V., X. 129). 
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~hr ~tttnal (trll. 
A STUDY of the Secret Doclrilu is very greatly simplified, so far as 

the links of physical heredity are concerned, by a survey of the 
forms of manifested life known to and arranged by science, and of the 
temporarily orthodox scientific theories in Biology, which, rising and 
falling, get constantly nearer the teachings of Occultism. 

The forms of life on earth can be arranged in a vast series, ascend
ing more or less evenly from the simplest to the most complex, from 
the floating one-celled speck of jelly-life that could barely be speared 
with a needle, up to the human organism. A microscopic unit of life 
(the "morphological unit") is now called a "cell," and of one, or a few, 
of s~h cells or specks of protoplasmic jelly the lowest forms of life 
consist. The term cell formerly implied some organization, such as a 
nucleus or well-marked central spot and a containing membrane or 
cell-wall, but it is now made to include such protoplasmic units of life 
as have neither these nor any other kind of differentiated organization. 
Protoplasm is a word used to denote matter in a sufficiently high state 
of organization to accommodate or exhibit what is usually called Life. 
Life, when it animates still lower kinds of matter, such as a crystal, is 
called Force. The various activities of simple cells in low organisms 
precede the attainment of the higher' organization which renders such 
functions more perfectly performed. The functions performed by such 
a structureless or uniform cell, or speck of vitalized matter, as it floats 
about are: 

(I) The taking in of particles of food through any part of its sur
face, the digestion of the same in any part of its interior, the ejection of 
the undigested remains from any part of the surface. 

(2) The similarly general absorption of Oxygen and expiration of 
.. Carbonic Acid," Carbon Dioxide. 

(3) The transmission throughout the whole mass of the impulse 
• (and probably sensation) reSUlting from a touch on any part of the 

surface, with a reSUlting general reflex. movement. In more highly 
organized cells, such as the lacteal cells of the intestine, the response to 
a stimulus is not so much reflex as voluntary, selective, and conscious, 
if selection be reckoned evidence of consciousness, as it is by Romanes. 

(4) Spontaneous movements of the whole or any part, probably 
subjectively prompted. 

(5) Growth in size, followed by 
(6) The production of two individuals out of one, by a division oc

curring anywhere in the mass. 
Thus one cell or any part of it performs all the functions of life. 
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But as we gd higher in the scale to anint:lls consisting of r.lO:-e than 
one cell, we find these cells begin to do different things, and to have 
different structure in accor,i:lnc<! with their duties. That is, tkt' func
tions of the cells in low life call forth appropriate slnlclurc in higher 
life. The cells begin to vary for the better under an internal im
pulse. In time they come to fall into two natural groups in the 
organism: 

(a) Reproducth'e cells, g<!r:Il-cells, or germ-plasm, "immortal," 
handed on from parent to offspring, po.i3essing th:! power, either when 
nmaining within the parent or when planted in a mo::-e suitable soil, of 
secreting or exuding, each around itself, a new complete organism. 
with characteristic3 like to or somewlllt diff~rent fr0:11 thos.! of the so
called parent organism. and possessing therefore that inner imEu~e. 
which, resulting in b~tter antI higher type ... of s~ru::tur\!, we regard as 
the force behind eV.:>lution. th.: fo:-c ~ which lllo:tlds fo::-m upon a pre
existent type in the Cosmic Mind. 

(6) Somatic or body-cells. of which ea::h set is made to \'ary from 
the primith'e uniform type in a special direction that it may b:!tter 
perform its special duties. Some specialize the function of contraction. 
and these become muscle cells; some that of the conduction of stimuli 
or impressions, and these become nerve-fibres; some that of the recep
tion of impressions, and these become the external organs of sense; 
some receive and some digest food, and become digestive organs; some 
quiet down and get crusted with lime. becoming bone; food is only 
received at one point, and this becomes the mouth; stimuli are trans
mitted only to one area, and this becomes the central nen'ous system. 
That is to say, all lh'ing beings are composed of cells, and the lowest 
of one or a few cells; man's body is composed of millions. Now. 
according to Theosophy, and lately according to modem science, it is 
to be noted that death is as it were a superficial accident. and that there 
are now living in us and in the animal world ~in_ ~ells that ha\'e 
n.!ver died, immortal since life appeared on ea:.t.~. Living beings of 
the lower forms never die. A certain cell grows and then divides into 
two, and there come to be two cells. He has not died. but exists in the 
two (quickly full-grown) into which he has divided. So the cells of, at 
any rate, lower life, are immortal; they do not die, but only divide. As 
we saw, in the lower forms of life. each cell or immortal unit of life 
serves for its own mouth, stomach, muscular system. lungs, besides 
being at different points in his life-history his own ancestor, parent, 
and offspring. He is all these at once. But after a time he learns how 
to produce out of himself and around himself other and now specially 
built and differentiated cells, to form his body. Some of these eat for 
him, become his mouth; others digest for him, become his stomach; 
others carry and receive impressions for him, become his senses and 
nervous system. All these he fashions out of himself, t!king inJ~od 
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and making out of it cells which serve_!t~ all these arranged about 
• himself making one-animal which he has built up according to a plan 

of his own. All these cells die, but not he, the immortal root. We 
saw that in the one-celled animals, he, the one cell, did not die, but 
became his own children. It is so with the higher animals, for this one 
cell does not die though the general body-cells do. He splits into as 
many pieces, at any rate, as the animal has offspring, and each of the 
new pieces, protected for awhile in the body of the female parent, soon 
grows to the size of the original cell by whose division it was produced" 
Then it begins once more to throw out round itself a new body, like 
the one before in main features, but with small differences. Thus 
there is a stream of immortal physical life in us and all animals. The 
cells that compose the stream have come down through the ages. 
continually secreting new bodies about themselves, living therein and 
through them contacting the outer world, learning perhaps from them. 
passing from them to repeat the proces<;, and perhaps a little better. 
The bodies are houses in which it lives, and it continually moves 
out of an o!der houEe to build for itself a new one. The house con
sists of cell~, doing each their special work. This is Weismann's 
Theory. 

Kow the place of an organism in the whole cnimal scale from the 
one-celled unit, Protozoon, to the highest of the animals, depends on 
the degree to which this division of labour or specialization of function 
is carried, and on the perfection with which the groups of cells do their 
work. The ,'arious degrees of the scale are fairly represented, each 
class being in one or other respect a degree higher than the next lower. 
It is not necessarily larger Or even more richly cellular, but the cells it 
has got do fewer things, and do those few better. It was at one time 
thought that all these types or species' were created and have since 
remained fixed or stereotyped. It is now known that each species 
tends to vary toward a somewhat different type, or one more fitted to 
hold its own in the struggle for life. Thus an animal that could see a 
mile because its eyes could do nothing else would be obviously of a 
higher type than one that could only see an inch because its eyes were 
also organs of touch. 

So we naturally enquire, in what way do types improve? How 
does the species that sees a mile develop from the one that only sees a 
yard? How does the reptile acquire the power of flight and become a 
bird? By what is called Nalu1'al Seleclicn, according to modern 
Biology. 

By way of roughly illustrating the idea attaching to the words 
liN atural Selection," let us suppose that a man has five sons. One is 
tubercular and dies at ten. Another is blind from birth and walks 

1 SJ:ecio.l Is a t~d.nical term. and meaDS a group whotle ind:viluals d:trrr 80 lim., .. to warraal 
thdr In:::u.ioa t:n1rr oa., nam.,. It I. a compound unit, th., smal!at distinct at.,p of di&ftntlatlol1 
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over a cliff. The third has an inborn taste for drink and dies from 
delirium trCt1lC1lS. The fourth. a man of medium intellect. and the fifth. 
an orator and reasoner. enter the law. The former gets no practice. 
cannot marry till he is forty. remains poor and has but two children; 
the. latter gets a great reputation and income. marries at twenty-fi,'e. 
and begets eight children. According to the Natural Selection theory. 
it would be said that nature has killed out the diseased members. and 
that in the struggle for life. success is in proportion to ability for the 
battle, whether the weapons be bodily or mental. A brood of offspring. 
whether of man or any of the animals differs in its members so far as 
sligltt changes are concerned. Those whose accidental divergence from 
the parent is either in the direction of further sight. greater strength, 
greater power of digesting what to another animal is indigestible. thus 
increasing the amount of a\'ailable food. larger or smaller size (accord
ing to whether fight or concealment is aimed at). such members of the 
family will fare better in the struggle for life than their less favourably 
varied brothers, and they will tend to live longer. and have more off
spring by reason of greater vitality and longer life. Nature is a \'ast 
battle-field in which every species of life preys on some others. There 
is not nearly enough food. Therefore there is conflict O\'er what food 
there is, and deficiencies are supplemented by the consumption of the 
vanquished. This is the first axiom. The second is that no two mem
bers of a family exactly resemble each other. all vary a little from the 
parental type. Those who vary therefrom. however slightly, in an ad
vantageous direction. even to an eyesight which sees a yard further, 
to a single additional muscular fibre. will tend to hold their own better, 
and therefore to li\'e longer. and therefore to ha\'e more offspring 
than those who have not those variations. and who are therefore more 
readily killed. The third axiom is that a parental quality tends to be 
inherited by the offspring. Cot)sequently the fa\'ourable \'ariation of a 
therefore longer-lived and therefore more prolific animal will be, 
accordi1lg 10 Da ndll ism , inherited by the offspring. who by the hy
pothesis are more numerous and better able to keep living in the 
struggle for life than the fewer and weaker offspring of shorter-li\'ed 
parents, shorter-Ih'ed and therefore with fewer off."pring. 

All this is clear if we bear in mind the four factors. (a) continuous 
conflict; (b) variations among the members ot e\'ery family; (c) preser
vation of indh'iduals with favourable and destruction of those with 
unfavourable \'ariations; (d) the hereditary transmission of qualities. 
Thus, the drama results in gradual perfection of form and interna I 
type, the less-fitted producing fewer offspring, or even none. Nature 
is continually destroying such forms as are not fitted to exhibit strength. 
or intelligence, or sensitidty to sensuous impressions. 

And now come up for consideration three very instructh'e theories 
which attempt to account for the evolution and fixing of new qualities. 
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Lamarck supposed that animals acquired them by constant effort 
in particular directions, and then transmitted them. Thus the giraffe 
kept on reaching up for food and lengthened his neck by the effort. 
transmitting the lengthening neck to his offspring. 

According to Natural Selection theories, the members of the 
species of giraffes that cha71ccd 10 "~7'e slightly longer necks than the 
others would be able to reach a little more food than was possible 
for those others, and at a pinch would be able to lh'e and have off
spring where the shorter necks would fail and starve. This process 
continued, and the continually lengthening neck being handed on by 
heredity, there would result the neck we know. 

Now comes \Veismann on the scene. To speak briefly, he postu
lates, as we saw, immortal particles of living germ-plasm, each clothing 
itself in, or secreting out of itself new forms of ever-different type. 
Darwin studies the/orm, the obvious body of the animal, thinking that 
what it acquires it transmits to its offspring. Weismann studies the 
'''read of plasm, assuming that the plasm-cells, growing, cast off from 
themselves again the material they have taken up and vitalized, and 
that they ha\'e cast it outside them to remain as a bodily organism 
about them, impressing on the cells of this organism a type which was 
an inherent potentiality and antetype in itself. It is the plasm-cell that 
varies from within itself, and the actual variation of the offspring from 
the parent represents ill gross the \'ariation of the germ-root in small. 
That germ the parent passes to the effspring, and so it passes on, 
producing continually new forms about itself. 

There are three lines of evolution which meet in man: the physical. 
the intellectual, and the monadic. The physical line is this gerl11-
plasm, passing in man and animal from parent to offspdng. The very 
same ph):sical atoms passing steadily along the line; those which are 
now the germ-cells in us being the germ-cells of an immeasurable past. 
cells which have threaded upon themseh'es or thrown out around 
themselves and therefore learnt experience through every form ?f life
organization in Nature. The anim~l kingdom, then, is arranged 
scientifically in an ascending line according as the type of form 
becomes complexer and more definite. 

Lowest of all are the little one-celled organisms and the simplest 
kinds of unit life, the Protozoa. Then come the Crelenterata, who 
ha\'e begun to acquire a definite tubular shape with a distinct digestive 
apparatus. Then the star-shaped animals, Echinoderms, star-fish, 
with a hard skin, adhesi\'e suckers and elaborate water-canals. Then. 
passing through the worms we reach the Articulata, including Insects, 
Crustacea, Arachnida, etc., and often named Annulosa. Annulosa 
have no vertebral or spinal column and no true spinal cord. Gn:.dually 
a bony column begins to appear, Amphioxus representing a transition 
step. ~hrough it we pass to the Fish, an undoubted vertebrate or 
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corded animal. From Fish through Amphibians we reach the Am
niota, or animals whose embryos have both amnion and allantois, and 
this on the one side includes reptiles winged and crawling, and on the 
other Mammalia, or animals that suckle their young. These fall into 
two groups again, those who have and those who have not a placenta
The placenta is a large vascular organ, serving as a means of com
munication between the blood of the mother and the embryo, some
times cast off at birth, so:netimes not. The middle stem of the three 
main groups of Mammalia includes I:lembers closely allied as to the 
characters of the placent:l, and they are therefore grouped together as 
Lemuridae. The present Lemurs are probably .. the last and little 
modified offshoots of a division of mar.lmals at one time far more 
richly developed," and Rodents. Insectivora, Apes and Bats are twigs 
of this great branch. Confining our attention to the middle line still. 
the monkey, lemur or quadrumanous line, we find the following types 
of monkey: (1) Strepsirrhine monkey, small, cat and squirrel like, with 
twisted nostrils, living in Madagascar. (2) Platyrrhine monkey, of 
South America, with a long prehensile tail, a thumb, when present. 
non-opposable. (3) Catarrhine monkey, with oblique close-set nostrils. 
limited to Asia and Africa, with opposable thumb, including the 
"Sacred Monkey" of the Hindus, the B:lbo:lns, Chimpanzees, and the 
Anthropoids or those closest in type to man. 

All this suggests several considerations. Imagine a tree, with its 
main trunk, its great, its smaller, and its least branches, the last capped 
with twigs. Imagine furthe~ the trunk invisible and nothing visible 
but twigs and small branchlets. Thus w~ can conceive of Biology as 
it is now possible to study it. We can only see the twigs or species. 
and going back in time we can see a few minuter branche5. The trunk 
and the greater branches are lost, and they only remain as astral fossils. 
We can see that the twigs form a series of species from the lowest to 
the highest, but the more central branches from which they diverged 
are only guessed at. We can only imagine, not hear, the kt:y-notes of 
the branching harmonies. The fact is this. Man, as regards the type 
of his present body, is not descended from the ape, but both from a 
common type, which branched off in two directions. This common 
type does not now exist, though science is aware of its nature. Using 
still the illustration of the tree, the various species of animals that now 
exist are the terminal twigs. These exhibit some tendency to vary. to 
ascend in the scale of adaptation. These branched out from earlier 
forms, and' these from still earlier ones, and so on. But if we press 
back far enough, we get behind science to a type of which to science 
there are no traces, because all matter was then in a very .. unscientific." 
plastic, astral state. Therefore their fossils remain on that plane, for 
the study of the astral clairvoyant only. Perhaps one day. not distant. 
fcience will be astonished to find that its extra-sensit:ve photographic 
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plates are iDlptessro with certain strange and unexpected pict~res. 
Fonow then the animal types back to the time when all matter was of 
astral tenuity. We lcnow from Tlu Secret Doctn'lu that the very earliest 
life-type on this globe. that of man, was circular, oval, or formless, 
masses or fluidic astral jelly, men of the first Races. They had no parts 
f)l" stmcture. filmy ""cells" of astral vapour. This, condensed into a 
sman oompass. would solidify into matter as we know it, the objective 
protf)plasm, and in its clear gelatinous appearance, its shapelessness 
tending to sphericity, mobility, uniformity of structure and properties, 
wflUld riosely resemble the present lowest unicellular organisms. And 
this is what happened. for the .. mau" of the first two Races was an 
expanded protozoon. an immense cell of astral jelly, which was and is 
etenlal. propagating its like then in early man as now in Protozoa by 
simply dividing into two. There neither was nor is death; it is the 
pnysimJlfJtZ/ that dies. the secreted externalized body. Primeval man 
wa.~ tIre spherical cell out from which sprouted the trunk of the bio
lagical tree_ It was inhabited by a monad that had become human in 
the preceding Rounds. and who.~c astral coat was supplied for it by the 
Lunar Pitris_ And jm;t as the Pitris supplied the human monad with 
arr astra mat of their own making, so man supplied from his astral 
emvelape a coat for the less progressed monads below him, the animal 
monads. These. each in their coating, and modifying it in accordance 
with their inner potentialities and requirement, assumed the primordial 
types of the animallcingdoms. These, varying infinitely, with material 
salidificrtiorr. gave rise to the branches whose first twigs are the fossils 
found to-day and whose terminals are the types of to-day. Thus the 
The080phic view that the animal forms come from man and not vice 
vWSli is as well able as any other to account for the facts. In previous 
Rounds the human monads, clothed now in Weismann's immortal 
germ-cells and building up therewith the succession of bodies through 
which they function, must ha:ve assimilated in their so-far unconscious 
memory the experiences of every possible type, for the animal types of 
this Round do put copy the nascent human types of former Rounds, 
and the plasmic matter assuming the type must be the same as that 
which assumed it before, though it is now inhabited by animal monads 
instead of as formerly by nascent human ones. Of this unconscious 
material memory, the strange reversions, the constant production of 
unused rudimentary organs and the persistence of useless variations 
most be the symptoms. Presumably it is by awakening this memory 
that the Occultist learns Occult Biology. 

It may be asked whether Theosophy admits of the possibility of 
the monads now encased in animal organisms becoming human, and 

\ the reply is Yes, that is their destiny, but not in this Round. They are 
\ ,a Round behind us in consciousness and must, as we did in the Third 

) Round. complete a whole septenary Round as animals before taking rank 
, 4 
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as man. They must, as we did. experience every animal potentiality_ 
Up to the middle of the Fourth Race (ours, the Aryan, is the fifth) cer
tain animal monads did enter the human kingdom, but they were 
struggling human, not advanced animal, monads. 

HERBERT CORYN, F.T.S., M.R.C.S., etc. 

:!tt-~irth. 
A PROOF BY LAW. 

THE law of Reincarnation is a universal Law, for, judged by the 
meaning of its definition. it is the activity of a universal Spirit 

operative when it has reache~ that stage of self-conscious manifestation 
which enables it to individualize itself in a substantial form. It is 
therefore legitimate to enquire into the relation which Re-birth bears to 
those other universal laws which reason compels us to recognize as the 
cause of the phenomenal world. In this kind of enquiry Reincarnation 
looked at as a law must be considered apart from the details of its 
action, and held to be simply a law comparable with other laws whose 
universality of application requires that they should work with a unity 
of action. Therefore, when we take Man as the incarnation of these 
laws, he must be divested of those minor details which give him the 
distinctive character of a worldly existence, and look at him only as a 
focus for the effects of universals; so that in this aspect he will figure 
<>nly as an inhabitant of the Universe. From this point of view, Rein
-carnation as applied to him brings us face to face with the action of 
macrocosmic laws on Man the microcQsm. 

The first of these is the law of Unity, which underlies the visible 
universe, and resolves into itself the manifested details of positive 
existence. The second is the law of Manifestation, by which activity 
in the One All-Present Cosmic Principle becomes dual. or at once the 
thing active and the form of its action. Thus the Universe represents 
a unit, which on manifesting appears as Spirit and Matter, Time and 
Space, Subjective and Objective Consciousness, all of which couples 
are interchangeable, and each of which must necessarily be found as 
the fonndation on which rests every single manifestation possible in 
the world. N ow the practical result which these two great laws have 
for us is to do away with the essential distinction between matter and 
spitit, which then beco:!le merely an accidental. effect derived from the 
nature of a manifestation. By the first law matter and spirit are one. 
and by the second law matter is spirit, made exteriorly visible, or spirit 
taking form and defining itself; and it is only in this way that we may 
take a physical or material body when we consider it in its relation to 
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unh'ersal laws. Now the Law of Re-birth, because it is a universal 
law, can concern itself with matter only in its aspect as a spiritual 
materialization, so that. when it applies to the birth of a human being. 
the physical body represents a "isible copy of an im'isible spiritual 
process of manifeshtion; and Man. in his tangible and exterior self. is 
the result of that second law which has been described as the external
ization of spirit. Physical Man. is. in fact. a symbol whose details of 
construction describe the different characteristics which lie in the 
energy which his spirit has been able to fonnulate. and. since in a 
general way we find that he symboliz:!s distinctive personality. we 
learn that the nature of the spiritual acti,-ity which begot him is that 
of a self-individualizing force. \Ve ha\-e now a distinct conception of 
the relation of human birth to its cause. for it is the effect of spirit 
actively manifesting exteriorly and posith-ely its individuality; while 
a comparison of the different inherent characters which we notice in 
different individuals tells us that this power of self-indh-idualization 
alters in every human being. 

Now. by following this clue to the relation existing between cause 
and effect in birth, we may hope to find ReIncarnation either a necessity 
or a mistake in the system of cosmic evolution. It can only be the 
fonner in one way; it must be the natural result of the harmonious 
action of more than one cosmic law_ We have seen that birth is the 
result of the active blending of the two unh-ersal laws already dis
cussed; Re-birth should be found to complete the perfect co-relation of 
these two with a third law, which we find everywhere associated with 
them-the Law of Growth, which is the visible effect of manifestation 
under the initial impulse of the Uuit Principle, and shows itself in two 
ways. First, we find it subjective as spirit, formulating itself exteriorly 
and growing into matter; then objective as material after-growth. It 
is evident, from the relation of matter to spirit as explained by the law 
of Manifestation, that the visible explains in a general way the in"t'isible, 
and therefore the objective growth of the physical body of man must 
teach us the SUbjective formula of its law. Governed by the first two 
laws of Unity and Manifestation, objective growth can take but one 
direction; namely, that leading backwards towards spirit, thus to main
tain the equilibrium of the Manifesting Unit Principle. So that every 
possible example of earthly growth is but the manifestation of an 
inherent tendency in matter to revert to spirit, whereby eventual 
absorption of the AU into the One may be attained; and, as we know 
by observation that human growth carries with it the experiences of 
earthly life, these must be caught up and carried along the stream 
which sets for ever spiritwards. 

Looking more closely ipto objective growth we find that it has two 
distinct effects on a human being, the one of which is pur~ly physical 
and the other psy.chi,c. . The former be:ong,; to matter in its cosmic 
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aspect, as the objective pole of the unit cosmic principle, and its growth 
represents that general tendency which lies within it to revert to spirit; 
therefore we find growth acting in nature as progressive evolution, and 
as racial developmf:nt. when especially considered as acting in the 
matter of a human form. Science sums up this vital progress by 
saying "that growth is ever from simple to complex." and. as com
plexity in organization deepens the conscious power of life. we have 
in this result of scientific obsenoation a manifest proof of the existence 
of that gradual reversion of matter. the necessity for which has already 
been deduced from the requirements of universal law. Theosophically 
speaking, this kind of growth is the work of one Manvantara. 

If we consider the other growth whic~1 has been called psychic or 
microcosmic, we see that. although inseparable from the general 
stream of progress. yet it has definit~ r~fer.:!nc;! to indh'idu:lI forms. 
and that as such it may be said to ani:l1:lte stre:lmlets of vitality thrown 
off from the mighty ri\".er of Life whic:1 c:rc1e; through the world. 
Let us see how the,;e two kind .. of gro·.\·t!1 sh:)",\' themselves in a human 
being. Material growth is \"is:ble in the inherent tendency which the 
tissues, etc., of the human body have to disintegrate. and is the prac
tical effect of that unh'ersal and macrocos:llic law whereby matter is 
ever trying to retrace the ro:ld by which it. as spirit. came to manifest 
externally. This reversion is the animating principle in material 
evolution. and in Theosophical lang~age we· describe it as the current 
of the life-wave. which in its r~sistless flow does in the name of Death 
carry the material energy of the b03y back into the macrocosmic life 
of the world. But b:!;ides th:s tendency of uversion which the ma
terial form manifests, we have the growth of this forr.l into the pheno
menal world as the result of an individual effort of spirit to manifest 
itself. For this initial growth of spirit into visibility does not stop 
with the birth of its foIT.1 in the physical plane, because we see the 
child growing into r.lanhood. and manhood reaching to its prime. So 
that the human body. as soon as it is formed, becomes the theatre of a 
double display of forces: the psychic or microcosmic growth which has 
begot it carries on its individualization up to the turning point of life. 
The othe:-, or that inherent tendency of matter to revert to spirit, 
begins to act from the very first appearance of the bodily form. Thus 
working in opposite directions they become the two vital forces which 
between them adjust the macrocosm to the microcosm, and build up 
the human form through the ac~ion of these opposites. As the child 
grows in body the power of material reversion increases, and the 
energy of spiritual individualization becomes more concentrated. The 
body under the opposing growths is continually casting aside old 
matter for new until the turning point of physical life is reached~ 
Then the fiow of individuality from the spiritual plane to the physical 
plane has ceasc:d, and all the spirit's individual power is manifest. For 
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a time the micro- and macrocosmic life in the man seem to balance one 
another. Then the former beg:ns to obey the law of its nature and 
sets back towards spirit, thus re"inforcing the backward flow of the 
latter. And this continues with gathering energy until the body is 
dragged into old age, and the two growths e\'entually free themselves. 
The microcosmic growth returns to its spiritual plane of life, and 
carries with it its personal experiences, making of death a direct gain' 
to the individuality of spirit. The macrocosmic growth dissoh·es its' 
material back into the evolutionary stream, and carries with it the 
added impulse which steadily sweeps on through ages of material 
transformations back towards a Cosmic Unity. 

Thus by an earthly death the indh'idualizing power of spirit must 
be increased, because it then has added to it the personal acquirements 
of its physical growth. 

Let us now look at ourselves as the result of the action of the law 
of unity, the law of manifestation, and that of growth. and read the 
riddle of the Sphinx as it is answered in their combined effect shown as 
the physical personality. Spirit possessed of a definite individualizing 
power grows into a physical being, whose worldly character and details 
of material construction demonstrate the quantity and quality of its 
energy of individualization. Our bodily growth is, as we have seen, 
the action of an inherent tendency by which the flux of life on leaving 
the spiritual plane to manifest upon the physical plane, returns upon 
itself and flows back laden with personal experience to its spiritual 
source, leaving behind it in the evolutionary process of the world's 
reversion to its unity within the Cosmic Consciousness an added 
impetus towards sublimation. Thus far have we gone upon our 
journey in the quest of proof of Re"incarnation, considering spirit in 
its aspect as a manifesting power, Now we must consider it in its 
essential nature. In itself it is Perfection; and as its activity takes the 
form of individuality we must say that spirit manifested is Perfect 
Individuality. But, on the other hand, when manifest, we see it most 
imperfect as mirrored in that faulty being which we know ourselves to 
be. Therefore, as each of these two opposite conclusions must be 
true, there is but one way in which they may agree, namely: that spirit 
is latent Perfection, and only able imperfectly to manifest itself. Man 
as a manifested individual is, therefore, a ratio of perfect possibility to 
imperfect actuality in the unit spirit, \vhich ratio is, I believe, an expla
nation of the relation of the Higher Manas to the Monad. The latter 
is the ultimate cause of activity in the former, the former represents 
the power of'individualization, whose latent perfection lies undefined 
as a universal unity behind the manifested universe. If we keep to the 
mathematical presentation of this idea, life on earth becomes the ex
pression of the positive part of the ratio (the Higher Manas), life here
after expresses the ratio itself (Manas-Buddhi), and Re-birth should 
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then be the effect which the continued progress of matter (considered 
in its general aspect as the objective pole of the ONE) back to spirit 
(the other pole) has on the incomplete nature of the spirit's indivi
dualizing power, as expressed by the relation of Manas to Monad. The 
eventual result of this is Theosophically expressed as the junction of 
Manas to Monad, or the destruction of the ratio. 

Here, then, we have the nature of Re-birth as it is explained by 
human imperfections in their relation to the first two laws of Unity and 
Manifestation; next we must seek for a compelling cause. Man as a 
reasonable being is the result of a reasonable act, which must be 
reasonably satisfied before this action can be deemed complete. And 
since the act of human birth produces an incomplete result (an im
perfect man) Ihis ad is tzot completed b}' OlU sitzgle birth. Thus, in 
Reason, do we find the necessity for Re-birth, and it depends wholly 
on the nature of the act by which man is born; this we have found to 
be a manifestation of spirit, which can only take place by becoming 
<!xterioTly formulated through the law of growth. This, resulting in a 
material form, which becomes a focus for the operations of macro- and 
microcosmic growth, results first: in a gain to the Individuality of spirit, 
which gain is the link which binds into one act the many minor acts of 
birth required before perfection can be allowed, and the original act of 
birth can be considered as complete; and, secondly: in an impulse to 
the world's evolution. So that we are justified ill saying that the law 
of Reincarnation is a true law, explained by the foregoing examination 
of its three component forces, acting as the law of Unity, of Manifesta
tion, and of Growth. 

Nor is this the only conclusion we arrive at; for, as we have seen, 
there are two kinds of growth flowing from one human birth-the 
purely material and the psychic. From which we must infer that Man 
as a reIncarnating Ego has a two-fold mission to perform; one being 
the developing of Perfect Individuality, the other being a continued 
invigoration of the vitality of evolution, which carries matter back to 
its spiritual source. Man, therefore, becomes the sublimating influence 
of the Material World. 

THos. Wn,UAMs, F.T.S. 

I" ,~ 

MUST it not be that we come from a loftier seat? Otherwise how should we 
judge these our surroundings to be so low and narrow, and have no fear of going 
forth? The soul remembers whence she has come and whither she is going. 

SItNECA, Ep. cxx. 
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tJasu'btbamanana; or, the JRebihtfion of 1Jasubeb,t. 
Tra.slaled Iy Two ,YclIlbers 0/ the Kumbakollalll T.S. 

RAW catton, leather and other goods are sent over from India to 
the W~t and are worked up there, put in their presses and given 

a fine polish, in which state they are returned to India neatly packed. 
The people in India stand with their mouths wide agape at the sight of 
these things in their metamorphosed condition, and pay fancy prices 
lOr them, utterly unconscious that if they only were to take a little 
trouble with their own articles, they would be able to produce the same 
thiDgs at a rar cheaper rate in their own country, and that, if they were 
to work themselves, it would redound to their own national glory. 
Similarly, unless our whole block of spiritual knowledge is taken over 
to the West, translated, and put into their presses of science and recast 
with the addition of the modem polish, it is almost a certainty that 
our lethargic Hindus, to judge from their present attitude, will 
not think over and work out for themseh"es their spiritual know
ledge in the new mould and thus retrieve their national spiritual 
glory-

Vasrltievamanana is considered by the Pandits in Southern India as 
the standard compendium on Advaita philosophy. Its age is uncertain, 
and the people say it is a Prachina Grantha, or an archaic work. The 
authors life, as usual with other Vedantill writers ill India, is lost in 
obscurity, inasmuch as, in writing a work, they were prompted by the 
altmistic desire of promoting the interests of humanity, and not by the 
iesire of benefiting their own selves. This work, though called the 
'"Meditations of Vasndeva," the Ascetic, is really the meditations upon 
Vasudeva, the Higher Self. The author's name would not have been 
given out to the world but for the fact that some of his disciples, most 
probably, inserted two lines in the book to the effect that the work was 
written by one Vasudeva, the Ascetic. 

From a pemsal of this work it will be seen that the author men
tions only three Avasthas or states, viz., Jagrat or Waking, Svapna or 
Dreaming, and Sushupti or Dreamless Sleeping, and not Turiya the 
Fourth. Was the author, who displays a very vigorous intellect 
throughout the whole work, ignorant of this fourth state which is men
tioned in many Upanishads, or did he not think it right to bring that 
state into this rudimentary work? We certainly incline to the latter 
opinion. 

by 
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According to our author's way of handling the su'Djert it 15 dear 
that he has been putting all propositions that could possibly 'De adclaeed 
in the three crucibles of perception, logic and testimony. a.d argaillg 
the pro~ and cons of the same, through which he has arrh'ed at seme 
conclusions. 

This Turiya, or fo:trth state, cannot be brought uDder these tllree 
tests, for it is an enigma to all except the IllumiDatL H~ee enr 
author was not, we think, able to bring under the proof of pereeptioa 
or experience this fourth state, and consequently in this elematary 
treatise does not give out the subtle distinction between Paramatml 
and Parabrahman as treated of by the late T. Subba Row_ Tlaese tWG 
words are used by our author as synonymous with Spirit /J4T uallnue. 
T. Subba Row. in his learned Blzagavad Gila lectures, has pGstnlated 
three eternal principles in the fourth state: viz., M:iilaprakriti; the 
Logos, or ish"ara, or Narayana; and the Light from the Logos, or 
Daiviprakriti, or Fohat. He also states that Nirdna. or Moksha. is 
attained by merging into the Logos. which, as he says, has the veil sf 
Miilaprakriti between it and Parabrahman. 

But the Brahmans in Southern India are loth to accede to this 
proposition in the light of this and other authorities, on the gronad 
that there can be no Maya in Nirvana, whereas. according to T_ Subba 
Row, there is Mulaprakriti in that state which they consider to be 
Maya. 

To this we reply, Maya is not Mulaprakriti itself. and is O1lly a 
Satt\;c emanation of it. being called by Sankhya writers Mahat, a stage 
lower down than Mulaprakriti. In other words. Miilaprakriti is the 
noumenon, Maya or Mahat being the phenomenon. Though in Nin·a.na 
there is the veil of Mulaprakriti, yet it is, as it were. a stepping-stone 
to Brahman, the pure Spirit, which is called by the Buddhistic writers. 
Para-Nirvana. It is this Miilaprakriti or Ajnana. which is defined by 
our author as indescribable, as being neither Sat nor Asat, nor a 
commingling of both; as being neither different from Atma. (Spirit) 
nor non-different from it, nor a mixture of both, and so on. The 
author differentiates it from Brahman by the fact of its extinction or 
end through one's J nana, or Spiritual Wisdom. and not otherwise. 
though it may exist to others and though it may be beginningless. 
Again, how are we to bridge over Turiya, or the fourth state. as men
tioned in Manduk)'a and other UPanishads? We think the fairest inter
pretation that can be suggested, so far as this work is concerned. is that 
the autho,r in beginning with Brahman. or Spirit, began with Daivipra
kriti, or the Light of the Logos. Moreover. we think the author has 
also introduced these three principles in this work through the words 
Sat, Chit and Ananda. They correspond respectively with Mi'ilaprakriti, 
Logos and the Light of the Logos. Sat, Chit and Ananda have each 
the attributes of the other two, as they are indivisible. Hence Ananda 
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or Daiviprakriti is Sachchidananda. Hence another argument suggests 
itself. Brahman is said to be above all attributes, name, form, etc. If 
so, where is the propriety of calling it Sachchidananda? As regards 
Moksha, or Nin'ana, itself, what we mean by the term, according to 
its deri\'ation, is a release from rebirths. Ev.!n if the veil of Mulapra
kriti is attendant on the state of Paramatma, or the fourth state, it 
relieves one from rebirths or mundane existence. Then, again, why 
should the one Parabrahman be called by different names in Sanskrit, 
such as Paramatma~ Pratyagatma, Kutastha, and countless others, 
unless it is that there are some differences in their meaning? On the 
contrary, we may quote the authority of the San.'asara Upanishad, 
which, though not considered as high an' authority as the Dasha 
Upanishads (which, by the way, are not against this view), is neverthe
less an authority. In it these different words are defined as conveying 
different meanings. There are other Upanishads, too. confirming this 
point, and had it not been for the fact that there is a dh'ergence of 
opinion between T. Subba Rowand the Pandits here, we should not 
have entered on this contro\,er,;y. 

Finally, the translators hope that the public will forgive any 
errors that may have crept into their version. and believe that they 
are solely actuated by a desire to benefit humanity through their 
labours. 

CO~TENTS. 

AmniA-v.' I. E,·olution from Spirit down to Gross Matter. 
II. Qualifications for a Student of Vedanta. or Chela. 

III. The Distinction between Atma. or Spirit. and Non.Atma. or 
Matter. 

IV. The Genesis of Pain for Jiva, or the Spirit in us; the Tracing of 
it to its Cause. the Possession of Body. which again is en
gendered by its Cause, Karma. 

V. \\'hat is Karma? The different Kinds of Kanna. 
VI. The Disquisition on Raga and other Desires (which are the Cause 

of Karma): Abhinuina (the identification of Self with all 
objects, which is the Cause of the Desires): Aviveka (Non
Discrimination, or Ignorance of Spirit ann Non-Spirit): and 
AjiiAna the Cause of the last. 

VII. The Four-fold Aspect of AtmA. 
VIII. AtmA has not the Characteristics of the Three Boiies. 

IX. AtmA is a Witness to the Three States of Consciousnes!i. 
X. AtmA is other than the Five Koshas (or Sheaths). 

XI. AtmA has the Characteristics of Sat (Be-ness). Chit (Conscious
ness), and Ananda (Bliss). 

XII. Dialogue between the Guru and the Disciple as to the final 
Mysteries. 
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TABLE 
OF 

THE ORDER OF EVOLUTION. 

Mlilaprakriti (Mahat, rather, acted on 
hy Fohat, or Daiviprakriti) 

1 

Sattva (or l\lQYa) 
The Karana niac. 
rocosmic Bod v of 
ishvara -

. 1 I 
Rajas Sattva Tamas 

I 

I 
Rajas (or Avidya) 
The Karana mic· 
rocosmic Bod)" of 
Jiva, or the HIgh. 
er Ego or Mind 

1 
Tamas 

• I. 1 
Avarana Shaktt Vikshepa Shakti 

IBrahma) (Vishnu) (Rudra) (Centripetal Force (Co:ntrifugal Force 

1 

or Power) or Power) 

I (The~e two corres
pond to Ahanklira) 

1 I. 1-- --- - .- -
Asat A1>hAna .\kAsha.Vayu-Agm.Water.Earth 

(All Subtle and not Gross: each 
is subdivided into: 

Sattva Rajas Tamas) 
_______ J 

Sattva collectivelv forms the Antahkarana, or lower mind, which includes under 
it jour-divisions, viz., Manas, Buddhi, Ahankara and Chitta; or two, as in 
the text; 

separately, forms the ear and the other four organs of sense. 
Rajas collectively forols the Pr4nas, which are again divided into five among them· 

selves; . 
separately, forms the hands and other organs of action. 

All these, seventeen in number, foml the Subtle Body. 
[According to one Upanishad, however, instead of the collective and sepa

rate divisions or Sattva and Rajas, four parts and one part are taken 
from the two divisions i.n Sattva and Rajas:] 

Tan13s of the five Subtle Elements, Altasha, Vayu, .~gm, 'Vater, Earth, forms the 
five Gross Elements. Gross AkAsha = 1 of Akasha + t of each of the other 
four. and so on for the other Elements. 

Thus is evolved the World and Gross Body. 

~ 
THE MEDITATIONS OF VASUDEVA; 

OR, 

VASUDEVAMANANA. 

Om! Prostrations to Srimat Shankaracharya, the master of all 
Occult works, the cognizer of the non-duality of Atma (the Self) which 
is pure Sattva, and the Guru who has expounded the Vedantas. 

I salute Narayana who incarnated in the form of a spiritual 
Guru (of Vedavyasa) to gladden the hearts of sages in this world. 
who is the store-house of mercy, and who removes the sins of his 
devotees. 

I now give out a brief exposition of a work called Manana (Medita
tions), given out at great length by the reverend sage Vasudeva, for the 
edification of the ignorant, and for the improvement of my own 
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spiritual wisdom. May Lord Krishna, the young Gopala (Shepherd!), 
be by me now to bless and help me in this work! 

VARUNAKA I. 

Om! Of the four objects of human aspiration, viz., Dharma (the 
fulfilment of duty), Artha (the acquisition of property), Kama (the 
gratification of desires) and Moksha (emancipation), the last is the 
most important, as it is unaffected by the three periods of time. In 
this ~onnection the Shmti (Veda) says, "He is never born again. He 
is never born again." But the other three are not so, since they are 
only ephemeral. Says the Shmti: "As the terrestrial things obtained 
through Karma in this world peri~h, so also perish the objects in the 
other (higher) world which are obtained through meritorious actions." 
It is only through Brahmajnana (Divine Wisdom) that salvation is 
attained. Here we may refer to the following passages of the Shmtis: 
.. Whoever knows him thus overcomes death. There is no other road 
to emancipation." Again:" One who knows Brahman attains the 
highest object of human aspiration (viz., mlvation). That Brahman 
should be cognized through Adhyaropa (illusory attribution) and 
Apavada (withdrawal of such a false conception)." 

With reference to this the following are the texts of the Shrutis: 
.. Tattva (being) should be arrived at through a knowledge of Adhyaropa • 
and Apavada." .. Salvation is not obtained through Karma, progeny or 
wealth; but some have attained it through Sannyasa (renunciation)." 
Therefore it is quite necel'sary that aspirants for spiritual emancipation 
should clearl}' understand the true nature of Adhyaropa and Apavada. 

What is meant by Adhyaropa? It is the illusory attribution (or 
placing) of the universe in Atma which has no universe (in it), like the 
misconception of silver in mother of pearl, or of a snake in a rope, or 
of a man in a log of wood. This misconception is generated through 
the ignorance of the tme nature of AtmlL This Ajnana (non-wisdom 
or ignorance) goes by several names, such as Avidya (nescience), 
Tamas (darkness), Moha (illusion), Miilaprakriti, Pradbana (the chief 
or first), Gunasamya (equilibrated state of Gunas), Avyakta (the unmani
fested), and Maya. Miilaprakriti is that which is a compound of Sattva, 
Rajas and Tamas Gunas (or attributes) like a three-stranded rope of 
white, red and black colours. This state of equilibrium of the three 
Gunas is called Pralaya (universal deluge or dissolution) or Maha
Sushupti (the great dreamless sleeping state). It is (in Pralaya), 
before the evolution of this universe, that many myriads of Jivas 
(Egos) remain absorbed in Miilaprakriti with all their Karmic affinities, 
like particles of gold that stick to a ball of wax. It is called Maha
Sushupti inasmuch as this state of all Egos is experienced by indivi-

! The p!"e'ious pa ....... ge shows that this work has bttn given out in book form not by Vasudeva. 
the Aocetic. him""lf, but by another, perhap. one of his disciples. Krishna is the Higher Self who is 
in all and tends them, like a shepherd. 
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dual persons in their enryday Sushupti (dreamless sleeping state). 
Then Mulaprakriti, through the ripening of the Karmic affinities of 
Egos assumes the names of l\Hiya, Avidya and Tamasi. Among the . .;e, 
the first (Maya) is disting:tished by an excess of pure S:1th'a Guna. 
The Absolute consciousne!'s of Brahman which is before evolution, 
having reflected itself in Maya, assumes the name of Ishvara (the 
Lord). He (ishvara) go:!s also by the name of Avyakrita (the action
less) and Antaryamill (that which is latent in all). He alone is the 
came of the evolution of this unh·erse. Then ha\'ing commingled 
himself with Tamasi through the all-full Absolute Consciousness. he 
becomes the material cause of this universe as the spider! is of the web 
it weaves. Thus through the influence of his rpadhi (vehicle). (\·iz .. 
Tamasi) he becomes the material cause of the univ.:Tse; and through 
the influence of his own Self he becomes its instrumental cause. Then 
ishvara created the unh'erse thus. The abO\·':-l1lcutioned Avidya (the 
second) is various and multiform; therefore are beyond number the 
Jivas (Egos) possessing consciousness that are reflected in A vidya (like 
one appearing as many in many glasses). Therefore Addya which is 
segregate and Mulaprikriti (or Maya) which is collecth·e. form the 
Karana (Causal) Bodies of Jh'as (the immortal Egos or Higher Minds) 
and Ishvara (the Lord) respectively. It is in these Karana Bodies that 

. Jivas and ishvara experience the Sushupti (or dreamless sleeping) state. 
It is this body that forms the Anandamaya Sheath (of the five sheaths). 
Thus is the Karana (Causal) E\·olution. 

Then we proceed to describe the evolution of the Subtle universe. 
Through the influence of ish\'ara, Tamoguna (or Tamasi) became 
divided into two, viz .. Avarana Shakti (centripetal force) and Vikshepa 
Shakti (centrifugal force). Vikshepa Shakti evoh'ed into the subtle 
Akiisha. Then Akasha produced Vayu (Air); Vayu, Fire; Fire, Water, 
and Water, Earth (Prithivi). These five (subtle and not gross as on 
earth) Elements go by the names of the Subtle. the Indivisibles and 
Tanmatras (Rudimentary Substances). From Ajriana (or Mulapra
kriti) which is the cause of the aforesaid five Subtle Elements, have 
sprung the three attributes Sattva. Rajas and Tamas (which three 
divisions are also found in the fi\'e Subtlt: Elements). From the 
Sattva essence of each of the five Subtle Elemel!ts have sprung re
spectively the five Jilanendriyas (the organs of sense) which are (the 
subtle) ear, skin, eye, nose and tongue. From the collectiveS totality 
of the Sattva essence of the five Subtle Elements have sprung the 
Antahkaranas (internal organs or the lower mind). The Antahkaranas 

- ~---.----

! Though a spider prod .. """ the weh from itself. and afterwards manifests itself in it. ~t it is 
distinct from it. So also .. by commingling ,,;th Tamasi," it is meant that though i..h"ara, like a 
spider produces Tamasi (from which the unh..,rse springs) from out of itself And commingles with it, 
ne"ertheless the former is distinct from the latter. . 

t There is 8 different mallner of division of this Sath·s and Raja .. , according to the l/j>a .. islulds. 
as remarked in the table appended. 
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are four in ntlmb~r. Theyar.'! M:l111S, B:.tddhi (not the Buddhi of the 
Seven Principles, as this refen to the l.Jw::r mind), Ah::mkara and 
Chitta. Among them it should be known that Ahankara should be 
classed under Buddhi and Chitta under Manas. Similarly out of the 
Rajas essence of each, of Akasha and other Elements, hav.'! arisen 
respectively Karmendriyas (organs of action), viz., Vak (organ of 
speech), hands, legs, and the organs of excretion and generation. 
Then from the collective t~tality of the Rajas essence of Akasha, etc., 
have arisen Pranas (vital airs). They are fin in number, through the 
differences of Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samanl. Thus has 
arisen a Subtle Body called otherwise LlngJ. D;!ha, whic!1 is composed 
·of the sevente~n, viz., the five organs of action, the fiv.! organs of 
sense, th:! fiv:! Pninas and Mal1:lS and Buddhi. It is this body w:lich is 
the medium of enjoyment. In this body there arises the dreaming 
~~ate for Jivas (Egos) and fshvara. Vijiianamaya Kosha (sheath), 
Mano::laya sheath and Pranamaya sheath I pertain to this bod:: only. 
T:ms is the urder of evolution of the Subtle Body. 

Now will be described the evolution of the Gross Body. 
The indivisible five Subtle Elements, Akasha and othe~, which 

have the preponderance of Tamas (Sattva and Rajas having been given 
out in the subtle composition) are each divided into two equal parts. 
\\Tith a moiety of one element is cOI:lbined one-quarter of a moiety of 
eac~l of the other elements (viz., t of the other elements) and thus a 

. fivefold combination takes }:hce in five different ways (constituting the 
five gross Akasha, etc.). Through this process, the quintuplication of 
the five elements takes place. Out of these five elements have come 
into existence the Mundane Egg, the fourteen Worlds in it, the four 
kinds of Gross Bodies alid- food and other objects of enjoyment. In 
this Body there arises the waking state for Jivas and ishvara. This 
body is called Annamaya Kosha (food-sheath). This is the order of 
Gross Evolution. The above-mentioned Karana (Causal), Subtle and 
Gross Bodies are each macrocosmic (or collective) and microcosmic 
(segregate). Forest, village, etc., ar~ collective, whilst a tree (in it), a 
house, etc., (respectively,) are segregate. Similarly all bodies (com
bined) are macrocosmic whilst each body is microcosmic. He who 
has the vehicle of the macrocosmic Causal Body (or identifies himself 
with it) is ishvara; while he who has the vehicle of the microcosmic 
Causal Body is Jiva. Through the former he is termed ishvara, while 
he is termed Prajiia through the latter. Through the macrocosmic 
Subtle Body he is Hiranyagarbha, while he is Taijasa through the 
microcosmic Subtle Body. . Through the macrocosmic Gross Body he 
is Vishvanara, while through the microcosmic Gross Body he is termed 
Vishva. Thus, then, there are manifold differences existing between 
Jivas and ishvara. Then this ishvara, having assumed the fonns of 

I The five sheaths are explained (ully later on in the Xth Chapter o( this hook. 
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BrahmA, Vishnu and Rudra, through the medium of Sattva, Rajas and 
Tamas Guuas, becomes respectively the creator, preserver and de
stroyer (of the universe). Brahma is included in Virat (or Visl1\'a
nara), Vishnu in Hiranyagarbha and Rudra in ishvara. Thus is the 
origin of the universe. This is the illusory attribution alluded to 
before. Such are the effects of Vikshepa Shakti. 

Now as to the effl!cts of A.varana Shakti. It is this force which 
prevents all except isl1\'ara and A.tmajlianis (tho:~e hadng wisdom of 
A.tmA 1 or "Self") from realizing the differences between Atma and the 
five sheaths, by em'eloping such personages with intense mist. This 
force is divided into two, Asath'a (disbelief in the reality,> and Abhana 
(agnosticism). The former is the cause of the conception that (Brah-· 
man) the reality is not, while the latter is the cause of the conception 
that the reality is not known. Of the tree of mundane existence it is 

'" the effects of A,'arana Shakti that form the root and no~ those of Yik-
shepa. And it is this A"arana Shakti (or individuality) alone that is 
also the cause of final emancipation. These two kinds of A.varana 
Shakti are annihilated by Tattvajliana (spiritual wisdom derived from 
the discrimination of Tath·as). Tath'ajliana is of two kinds, the in
direct and the direct. Of these. the former is that spiritual wisdom 
which is obtained through a Guru (spiritual instructor) and Vedantic 
books. This is what is called Shr(wana (hearing. or the first stage). 
Through it Asat-A.,·arana. which makes one disbelie"e in Brahman the 
reality. vanishes. Then dawns the belief in the existence of the Real. 
After the remO\'al of Sanshya (doubt) through Shravana (hearing). of 
AsambhAvanii l (impossibility of thought) through Manana (meditation). 
and ViparitabhiivanA (false thought) through Nididhyasana (reflection 
from all standpoints or Samadhi), when the firm conception that 
Brahman is A.tma (the Ego) and 7'icr 7'O'sa is as well founded in the 
hearts of men as the (false) conception that the Body is A.tmA, then it 
is called the direct wisdom. This destroys Abhiina-A.varana, through 
which the One Reality is not known. Thus through indirect and 
direct spiritual wisdom. the two A.varana Powers which make us think 
that Brahman i.; 110t and shines not, perish. Then arises the cessation 
of the pains of the cycle of births and the acquisition of bliss. Thus 
there are seven stages (viz., Ajiiiina. A.varana. Vikshepa, indirect 
wisdom, direct wisdom, cessation of pains and unfettered content
ment). Therefore AdhyAropa is said to be the illusory attribution of the 
unreal universe, in that (one) intelligence which is as stainless as A.kiisha. 
---~-- --- ----------_. - ---

1 It may be _11 to state here once (or all that the words Brahman, it tm", Param:i.tml. Kiltasthn. 
Self, etc., are used in this work as synonyms and mean Spirit. : But ish"ara i. the reflection of 
Spirit In MayA, and 15 the Evol\-er or Cause of the Cnh-erse or .Mac:r"~05m, etc. It is Siltratm.l 
according to T. Subba Row's c:1asslfication. and not Paramiitma. 

S These three are explained at length Curther on in the "th Chapter oC this book. They are the 
three stages oC doubt, 1St, about the non·duality of Brahman: 2nd, about the possibility oC the Iden· 
tity oC the ~g05 and tile Universe with Brahman: 3rd. about the selC.copition of such an identity 
though c:on,inc:ed of Its possibility. 
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Now what is Abha,"uda? It is the giving up of the conception that 
the universe is not (really) in Brahman, like the misconception of 
silver in mother of pearl or of a snake in a rope, and the being firmly 
com;nced of the reality of the cause and not of the effects. From the 
meaning of the Yedic passages, .. That which is not is Maya." and 
"That which makes (us) know it itself (but is not) is Avidyu." it is 
certain that l\fayu is merely illusory. It is the dictum of Yedunta that 
whoever after due enquiry becomes conscious of the fact that there is 
no other reality ill the uni,"erse than Brahman and that "I" (the Ego) 
is only that Brahman. he is freed from the trammels of birth. 

(7;. be contillued.) 

!lr-incarnation. 
(Colltillucd fr011l page /<\), Vol. IX.) 

\'"HAT IT IS THAT REINCARNATES. (Co1lcluded.) 

LET the beginner. then. get firm grip of the idea that the Thinker is 
the Man. the Individual. the Rei'ncarnating Ego. and that this 

Ego seeks to become united to the Divine Monad, while training and 
purifying the Animal Self to which it is joined during earth-life. 
United to that Divine Monud, a spark of ~he Universal Life and in
separable from it, the Thinker becomes the Spiritual Ego. the Divine 
Man.' The Thinker is spoken of sometimes as the ,"ehicle of the 
Monad, the ethereal encasement, as it were, through which the Monad 
may act on all planes; hence. we often find Theosophical writers 
saying that the Triad, or Trinity, in Man, is that which reIncarnates, 
and the expression, though loose. may pass, if the student rememb,ers 
that the Monad is Universal. not particular, and that it is only our 
ignorance which deludes us into separating ourseh"es from our brothers, 
and seeing any difference between the Light in one and the Light in 
another.' The Monad being Universal, and not differing in different 
persons or individuals, it is really only the Thinker that can in strict
ness be said to re'incarnate, and it is with this Thinker, as the Indi
vidual, that we are concerned. 

Now in this Thinker reside all the powers that we class as Mind: 
In it are Memory, Intuition, Will. It gathers up all the experiences of 
the earth-lives through which it passes, and stores these accumulated 
treasures of knowledge, to be transmuted within itself, by its own 

, TIle Sroffl Pt-i"d}/~s 0/ Ma", by Annie Bessllt, p. 60. 
I I1"'d., p. 68. The relation betweell the thre~ Higher Principles is clearly explained ill this little 

book, which appeared originally in Lud/t'r as a series of artides, and is supposed to have been 
8ladied by the readers of the present series. 
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divine Alchemy, into that essence of experience and knowledge which 
is Wisdom. E"en in our brief span of earth-life we distinguish between 
the knowledge we acquire and the wisdom we gradually-alas! too 
rarely-distil from that knowledge. Wisdom is the fruitage of a life's 
experience, the crowning possession of the aged. And in much fuller 
and richer sense, Wisdom is the fruitage of many incarnations, in which 
knowledge has been gained, experience garnered, patience has had her 
perfect work, so that at length the Divine ~[an is the glorious product 
of the centuri~d evolution. In the Thinker, then, is our store of expe
riences, reaped in all past lives, harvested through many rebirths, a 
heritage into which each one shall surely come when he learns to rise 
above the thrall of the !'ense~, out of the storm and stress of earthly 
life, to that purer region, to that higher plane, where our True Self 
resides. 

WHAT IT IS THAT DOES XOT REi·sCARSATE. 

We have seen, in the preceding Sec:ion, that man's outer fornl, his 
physical nature, was built up slowly, through two and a half Races, 
until it was ready to receive the Son of ~[ind" This is the nature we 
have called animal, and it consists of four distinguishable parts or 
"principles": I, the body; II, the ethereal double; III, the vitality; 
IV, the passional nature-passions, appetites and desires. This is, in 
very truth, the Animal-~[an, differing from its relatives which are 
purely animal by the influence exerted onr it by the Thinker, who 
has come to train and ennoble it. Take away the Thinker, as in the 
case of the congenital idiot, and you ha"e all animal merely, albeit its 
form be human. 

Now the Thinker, connected with and informing th:! Animal-Man, 
imparts to this lower nature such of its own capacities as that Animal
Man is able to manifest, and the3e capacities, working in and through 
the human brain, are recognized by us as the brain-mind, or the lower 
mind. In the West the development of this brain-mind is regarded as 
marking the distinction, in ordinary parlance, between the brute and 
the human being. That which the Theosophist looks on as merely the 
lower or brain-mind, is considered by the average Western to be the 
mind itself, and hence arises much confusion when the Theosophist and 
the non-Theosophist foregather. We say that the Thinker, stri\ing to 
rench and influence the Animal-Man, sends out a Ray that plays on and 
in the brain, and that through the brain are manifested so much of the 
mental powers as that brain, by its configuration and other physical 
qualities, is able to translate. This Ray sets the molecules of the brairt 
nerve-cells vibrating, as a ray of light sets quivering the molecules of 
the retinal nerve-cells, and so gives rise to consciousness on the. phy
sical plane. Reason, judgment, memory, will, ideation-as these facu1-
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ties are known to u~, manifested when the brain is in full acth'ity-all 
these are the outcome of the Ray sent forth by the Thinker, modified 
by the material conditions through which it must work. These condi
tions include healthy neITe-cells, properly balanced development of 
the respective groups of nen'e-cells, a full supply of blood containing 
nutritive matter that can be assimilated by the cells so as to supply 
waste, and carrying oxygen easily set free from its vehicles. If these 
concJ.itions. or any of them, are absent, the brain cannot function, and 
thought·processes can no more be carried out through such a brain 
than a melody can be produced from an organ the bellows of which 
are broken. The brain no more produces the thought than the organ 
produces the melody; in both cases there is a player working through 
the instrument. But the power of the player to manifest himself, in 
thought or in melody, is limited by the capacities of the instrument. 

. It is absolutely necessary that the student should clearly appreciate 
tltis diff\!rence between the Thinker and the Animal-!\Ian whose brain 
is played on by the Thinker. for any confusion between the two whl 
render unintelligible the doctrine of Re·incarnation. For while the 
Thinker re"incarnates, /he A1lima/-.Vall dots 1/0/. 

Here is really the difficulty which leads to so many other difficul
ties. The Animal-!\Ian is born, and the true Man is linked to him; 
through the brain of the Animal-)Ian, the true Man works, incarnation 
after incarnation, and remains one. It informs in turn the Animal
Men Sashital Dey, Caius Glabrio, Johanna \\'irther. \\'illiam Johuson 
-let us say-and in each reaps experience, through each gathers 
knO\v.ledge, from each takes the material it supplies, and weaves it into 
its OW11 eternal Being. The AI1i1l1al-~Ian wins his immortality by 
union with his true Self: Sashital De,- does 110t re"incarnate as Caius 
Glabrio, and then as Johanna \Virtllf'r, blossoming out as \ViIliam 
Johnson in nineteenth century Enf. ~lI1d. but it is the one eterual 
Son of Mind that dwells in each of these in turn, gathering up from 
each such indwelling new experience, fresh knowledge. It is this 
ReIncarnating Ego alone that can look back along the line of its re
births, remembering each earthly life, the story of each pilgrimage 
from cradle to grave, the whole drama unrolled act by act, century 
after century. Taking- my imaginary actors, \\YilIiam Johnson in the 
nineteenth century cannot look back 011, nor remember, his rebirths, 
for he has never been born before, nor have his eyes seen the light 
of an earlier day. But the innate c1nracter of \VilIiam Johnson, 
the character with which he came into the world, is the character 
wrought and hammered out by Johanna \Virther in Germany, Caius 
Glabrio in Rome, Sashital Dey in Hindustan, and by many another of 
his earthly predecessors in many lands and un :ler many ch-i!izatiOlJi;; 
he is adding new touches to this work of the ages by his daily life, so 
that it will pass fr011l his hands different frol11 what it was, baser or 

• 5 
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nobler, into the hands of his heir and successor on the life-stage, who 
is thus, in a very real but not external sense, himself. 

Thus the question which arises so naturally in the mind, and 
which is so often asked: "Why do I not remember my past lives?" 
is really based on a misconception of the theory of Re·incarnation. .. I," 
the true "I," does remember; but the Animal-Man, not yet in full re
sponsive union with his true Self, cannot remember a past in which he, 
personally, had no share. Brain-memory can contain only a record of 
the events in which the brain has been concerned, and the brain of the 
present William Johnson is not the brain of Johanna Wirther, nor that 
of Caius Glabrio, nor that of Sashital Dev. William Johnson can only 
obtain memory of the past lives linked with his, by his brain becoming 
able to vibrate in answer to the subtle delicate vibrations, sent down to 
it through that Ray which is the bridge between his transient personal 
self and his eternal SELF. To do this he must be closely united to that 
real Self, and must be Ih'ing in the consciousness that he is not \Villiam 
Johnson but that Son of Mind, and that William Johnson is only the 
temporary house in which he is living for his own purposes. Instead 
of living in the brain-consciousness. he Illust Ih'e in the Higher Con
sciousness; instead of thinking of his tnte Self as without, as some
thing outside, and of the transitory \Villiam Johnson as .. I," he must 
identify himself with the Thinker, and look on William Johnson as the 
external organ, useful for work on the material plane, and to be 
educated and trained up to the highest point of efficiency, that efficiency 
including the quick re!"ponsh'eness of the \Villiam Johnson brain to its 
real owner. 

As this difficult opening of the man of flesh to influences from the 
higher planes is gradually carried on, and as the true Self is increas
ingly able to affect its bodily habitation, glimpses of past incarnations 
will flash on the lower consciousness, and these will become less like 
flashes and more like permanent visions, until finally the past is recog
nized as "mine" by the continuous thread of memory that gives the 
feeling of individuality. Then the present incarnation is recognized as 
being merely the last garment in which the Self has clothed itself, and it 
is in no wise identified with that Self, any more than a coat which a man 
puts on is regarded by him as being part of himself. A man does not 
regard his coat as part of himself, because he is consciously able to put 
it off and look at it separated from himself. \\'hen the Tnte Man does 
that with his body, consciously on this plane, certainty becomes complete. 

The coat then-the "coat of skin," the ethereal double, the vitality, 
the passional nature--does not reincarnate, but its elements disin
tegrate, and return to those to which they belong in the lowel' worlds. 
All that was best in William Johnson passes on with the Ego into a 
period of blissful rest, until the impulse that carried it out of earth-life 
is Exhausted, and it falls back to earth. 
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CAN THE HUMAN BECOME THE ANIlIAL? 

The question so often heard, Can a Monad once incarnated in man 
pass, after death, into one of the lower animals? finds its answer im
plicitly in the last Section but one. According to the Esoteric Philo
sophy there is this essential difference between the human and the 
brute. That in the human being dwells a Son of Mind, whereas the 
brute has no such tenant. During millenniums the tabernacles were 
builded, till they became fitted to be the habitations of the Sons of 
Mind, or, to use another simile, became fitted to serve as their instru
ments of manifestation in the physical world. The brutes are not yet 
ready to serve as such instruments: they are evolving towards the 
human type; in a future cycle of evolution. the Monads (to use a loose 
expression) that are now encased in them, and that are guiding their 
evolution, will pass on into human forms; but, at present, the animal 
is not ready for the reception of the Mind-born Thinker. that we have 
viewed as the essentially Human Principle. This Thinker, being the 
Reincarnating Ego, cannot then, when his human dwelling is falling 
into ruins, leave it to take up his abode in the as yet unready body of 
the brute; in that he could find no harbourage, it is not yet furnished 
for his habitation. As he waited till the Races had evolved into the 
perfected human form ere he at first incarnated, because lower forms 
"were not ready," so in the later history of men he can only enter 
human forms, they alone presenting the conditions through which he 
can work. It is this fact which renders impossible the backward 
evolution taught in some exoteric religions; a man may become 
degraded, may be morally worse than any brute, but he cannot turn 
backwards the wheel of time, nor make it revolve in contrary direction. 
He can no more rebecome an animal, than his body can reenter his 
mother's womb; Nature opens doors in front of us, but those behind 
us swing to, and close with a spnng lock for which we may find no key. 

In the East, the mistaken idea that the human Ego can dwell 
within a brute shell, is very widely spread. The OrdinatlCCS of il1'atlU 
set out with great particularity the fate of various evil-doers. Thus: 

By detraction [of his Guru] he becomes an ass; a blamer becomes indeed a 
dog; one who appropriates his goods becomes a WOrul: envious, he becomes an 
insect.! 

The slayer of a Brahman enters the womb of dogs, boars, asses. camels, cows, 
goats, sheep [and so onp 

Stealing grain, copper, water, boney, milk, essences, or ghee. [one] becomes a 
mouse, a flamingo, a water-bini, a gadfly, a crow, a dog, or an ichneumon.s 

A large number of precepts thus set forth the animal-incarnations 
attached to various sins. the general principle being that 
----------~ -----

1 Ordi"alCces of lila"... Barnell and Hopkins. I.cct. ii. 'OJ. 

I Ibid., I.cct. xii. !IS. 
a IIHIL, I.ccL xii. JL 
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Always [those creatures] possessed by essentiality attain <liviDity; 'lluJlIe-pus
sessed by passioa, man's estate; tho,;:! p:Js~essei by chrkness, the est ate -of 
animals.! 

That is to say, as all readt!rs of Eastern literature will at ODce see, 
each of the "three qualities" has its own proper iucarnati@.: Sattva 
in Gods; Rajas in men: Tamas in all1mals. 

There is no doubt that Hindus in general take all these statements 
literally, but it has been contended that this literal sense is m@dern, 
and that origin:llly they were accepted only as allegories, as we speak 
of a man as a fox or a tiger. E. D. \Valker quotes from Daciers L~{t: tif 
p),thagoras a comment by Hic:-ocles 011 the Goltlt"ll Verses of Pythagoras., 
which bears out this view: 

If, through a shameful ignorance of the immorhlity annexed tit our soul. a 
111a11 should persuacle himself that his soul dies with his '-ly, he expects what can 
never happen; in like manner he who expects that after his death he shall put Qn 
the body of a beast, and hecome an animal without reason, because of his vicell, ur 
a plant because of his dulness anti stupidity -such a man, I say, acting quite -CQU

har)" to those who transfonn the essence of man into one of the superior beiDgs, is 
infinitely deceived, and absolutely ignorant of the essential form of the soul, which 
can never change; for being and continuing always man, it is only s1id tG ltecome 
God or beast by virtue or vice. though it cannot be either the one or the Giber.' 

As \Valker points out, the belief that the" soul" of man passes intG 
the lower animals led to the display towards them of far more general 
kindness than has been found among Christian nations.. In Southern 
India and in Ceylon the Buddhists had hospitals for sick animalS. as 
well as for sick men and women, long before the Christian era, whereas 
such hospitals arc very recent institutions in Christian couutries. and 
are still very rare. 

\Vhatever may be the ethical effect of the belief ill this form af 
transmigration, it is not true, and it has no place ill the Es()teric Philo
sophy. The Thinker cannot enter the brute form; indh·idual Relacar
llation is the passag.! of the Thinker from body t'? bt):ly;' ReiDcarDation 
must, therefore, according to the E;oteric TeachiDg:i" b;! confiDed. 
to man. 

THE MHTHOl) OF REi·NCARNATION. 

Having now gained a clear idea of the ReIncarnating Ego. or 
Thinker, and of the distinction between it and the transitory Animal
Man, the student 111ust address himself to the understanding of the 
Method of ReIncarnation. 

This method will be best appreciated by considering the plane to 
which the Thinker belongs, and the Force wherewith it works. The 
Thinker is what is called the Fifth Principle in man; and thIS Fifth 
Principle in the Microcosm, man, answers to the Fifth Plane of the 
Macrocosm, the universe outside mall. These planes are differentia-

! Ibid., I.ect. xii. 40. 
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tiomr m primary Substance, according to the Esoteric Philosophy, and 
eOllsrifJCSness wor~-s on each plane through the conditions, whatever 
they m%y be, f)f each plane. Subs/ana' is a word used to express 
Eri!ltenee in its earliest objective form, the primary manifestation of 
tfle periodica:I aspect of the ONE, the first film of the future Kosmos, 
in tne flInt beginnings of all ma!1ife.sted things. This Substance has 
in it tne pf)tentiality of all, of most ethereal Spirit, of densest Matter. 
As Prf)( Crotlkes' in Chemistry posits a Protyle, or a first Substance, 
«KIt o£ which Atoms are built up, and out of Atoms Molecules, and out 
of ~fole(:ul~s compound Substances, and so on in ever-increasing com
plexitY-5o tne E..,oteric Philosophy posits a primary Substance, out 
of which Kosmos is evolved, which at its rarest is Spirit, Energy, 
Force, ant;! at its densest the most solid Matter, every varying form in 
all worlds being of this Substance, aggregated into more or less dense 
masses, instinct with more or less Force. A plane only means a stage 
of existence in which this Spirit-Matter varies within certain limits, 
and acts under certain "laws." Thus the physical plane means our 
visible, audible, tangible, odorous, gustable world, in which we come 
into contact with Spirit-Matter-Science calls it Force and Matter, as 
though separable-by way of the senses, whether it be as solid, liquid, 
gas, etc_ And so on with other planes, each being distinguishable by 
the characteristics of its Spirit-Matter. On each of these planes con
sciousness shews itself, working through the Spirit-Matter of the plane. 
One further fact must be added to this rough and very condensed state
ment, that these planes are not, as has been said, like skins of an onion, 
tine over the other. but. like the air and the ether in our bodies, they 
interpenetrate each other. 

These planes are seven in number, according to the Esoteric 
Philosophy. Counting from the plane of Matter upwards, the plane 
gf the Thinker is the Fifth. A diagram may make this clear: 

I 
7, 

6 

S' 

4, 

Pure Spirit. AtmA. 

Spiritual Soul. Buddhi. 

Thinker. Manas. 

Emotional Nature. Kama. 
!---

3 ; Vitality. PrAna. 
I 

7; Ethereal Double. Linga Shanra. 
,_- - --I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

t • Physical Body. Sthftla Shanra. I 7 

Now this fifth plane in man corresponds to the fifth plane in 
K0sm~s, that of Mahat •. the Universal Mind, Divine Ideation, from 
-which. prGCeeds directly the moulding, guiding, directing Force, which 
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is the essence of all the differentiations that we call forces on the 
physical plane. [This plane is often called the third, because starting 
from Atma as the first, it is the third. It does not matter by what 
number it is called, if the student understands what it is, in relation to 
the rest.] All the world of form, be the form subtle or dense, is evolved 
by and through this Force of the Universal Mind, aggregating and 
separating the Atoms, integrating them into forms, disintegrating them 
again, building up and pulling down, constructing and destroying, 
attracting and repelling, One Force to the eye of the Philosopher. 
many forces to the observation of the Scientist, verily one in its essence 
and manifold in its manifestations. Thus from the fifth plane come all 
the creations of forms, using creation in the sense .of moulding pre
existent material, fashioning it into new forms. This Thought Force 
is, in the Esoteric Philosophy, the one source of form; it is spoken of 
by H. P. Blavatsky, as 

The mysterious power of Thought which enables it to produce external, per
ceptible, phenomenal results by its own inherent energy.' 

As in the fifth plane of Kosmos, so in the fifth plane of man; in the 
Thinker lies the Force by which all things are made, and it is in this 
creative power of Thought that we shall find the secret of the Method 
of Re"incamation. 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T.S_ 

(To be continued.) 

CQCltt ~{}ng of the ~htr5. 
WE are the stars which sing, 
We sing with our light; 
We are the birds of fire, 
We fly over the sky. 
Our light is a voice; 
We make a road for spirits, 
For the spirits to pass over. 
Among us are three hunters 
Who chase a bear; 
There never was a time, 
When they were not hunting. 
We look down on the mountains. 
This is the song of the stars. 

From The Alg-onquin Leg-ends 0/ Ne'lt! Eng-la1Ul. 
By CHARI.ES LEI.AND. 

1 &c,·~t Dtxtri"~, VoL I. p. 29.1. 
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VI. 

St:MMARY. 

The Four Lower Planes. The Planetary Chain. 

AT the dawn of a new Unh"ersal Day, the sevenfold powers of 
objectivity begin gradually to unfold. These powers are the 

offspring of Will, the twin-power, with Consciousness, of each and all 
units of Life, of each and all facets of the eternal luminous diamond, 
by which we have represented the One Infinite Life. Will is, as it 
were, the luminous ray of each facet; as Consciousness is the facet's 
power of perceiving the ray; and as the facets are bound together in 
septenary groups, of units, humanities, hierarchies, and higher divine 
septenaries, so the luminous rays of formative Will are bound together 
into sevenfold streams, pouring forth from each group of units, humani
ties, and hierarchies. Each ray, we have seen, each formative poten
tiality, contains within it se~en forms or modes by which its objectivity 
can be manifested. By the operation of the first of these modes, that 
of incipient differentiation, Consciousness and Will, still almost blended 
together, tend to stand apart into subjectivity and objectivity, but do 
not yet actually stand apart. Subjectivity, Consciousness, still includes 
within itself all possible modes of cognition, and is, therefore, just· 
one step removed from the Divine, infinite Consciousness of Eternity. 
Objectivity, likewise, still contains within itself all possible modes of 
manifestation, and is, therefore, just one step short of divine, absolute 
Unity. 

This highest range of being contains all the potencies of Con
sciousness and all the potenCies of manifestation that we can conceive; 
and contains, besides this, something more, for this highest range is 
overshadowed by the near presence of the One Divine Infinite Life, not 
yet veiled by the illusion of differentiation, not yet hidden by the bright 
phantoms and images of unh"ersal day. 

In the second range of life, the separation is complete. Conscious
ness is limited to one mode, that of direct cognition. Objectivity is 
also limited to one mode, that of direct presentation to consciousness; 
and, as all objectivity is thus directly present to perfect cognition, this 
is the range of omniscience. The higher range is something more 
than omniscience, because the omniscient knower not only confronts, 
but is blended with, the infinite known. These two highest ranges of 
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life, which reflect the ncar presence and radiance of the Infinite One, 
may properly be called di,·ine. 

The third range is the link between these two and the fully mani
fested, fully differentiated ohjectidty. This third range contains, as 
we have sun, the germ of varying intensity, when the luminous beam 
from each faed of the infinite diamond ceases to be homogeneous and 
thrills into separate rays. Though iufinitely varied, like the rays of the 
spectrum. thc~:e luminous rays are gathertd together into closely related 
group!', the types of which are sound, colour. taste and the other ele
ments of perc(:ption, (ach in its turn infinitely ,·arious. 

These innumerable ray!". that thrill forth from each facet of the 
jnfinite luminous diamond, react. as it were, on each facet, and establish 
groups of Ctntres of perception: these nascent centres of specialized 
perception coale!"cing together to form the first ethereal ,oesture or 
body of each unit of life. 

This third range of li:e contains within it the first germs and Ull

den:loped elements of all forms of perception and objecth'ity, the types 
and pot(ncies which are afterwards to be unfolded; these still are 
limited to one form of manifestation, that of increasing and decreasing 
intensity. 

The bundles of luminous beams and rays which issue from each 
facet of the One Life are bOllnd together, as we ha\'e seen, in septenary 
streams; and, as the formative rays become more defined and de\'eloped, 
they are focussed into united groups, related to each facet and each 
group of facets-to each unit of life, that is, and each group of units, 
humanities, hierarchies and higher groups. 

The rays, thus focussed, form specializ~d objectivities for each facet, 
and for each group of facets-special objectivities, that is, for each unit 
of life. each humanity, and each hierarchy. These separate activities 
exist in germ in the third range of life, to be gradually unfolded and 
developed into fully formed bodies, and worlds, and systems of suns 
and stars, in the lower. more external, ranges of life. 

From this point-the formation of specialized objectivities for each 
unit, humanity, and hierarchy-it is no longer possible to describe the 
gradual process of manifestation in general terms, applicable to all life. 
We must henceforth, therefore, confine ourselves to the consideration 
of one group of units, one humanity or hierarchy; and restrict ourselves 
to the development of the specialized objectivities, whether bodies or 
worlds, related to it. The process, for all other humanities in the 
universe is, presumably, the same; and the specialized objectivities 
related to them, are, by analogy, subject to similar developments. 

After this third stage-the common field of objective worlds-the 
specialized objectivities of each hierarchy and humanity' gain colour 
and form, capacity and solidity, expanding through the fourth, fifth, 
sixth and seventh ranges of life. It is only to the last four that the 
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name Qf "planes" can, with propriety, be applied, and it is to develop
ment in these four lower plane.~ that our attention will henceforth be 
directed. The highest of these four, in which perceptions are spread 
out into spaces and I!laSSeS, as we see colour spread out, is the first to 
reach full development, at the beginning of 'C'niversal Day. This 
colour or Fire plane at first is nothing but a glowing sea of inter
mingling forms and objecth'ities; through these throbs the rhythmic 
ebb and flow which is the detailed rep::!tition of the universal ehb and 
flow of manifestation and dissolution. Cnder this ebb and flow, this 
continual circulation and gyration, the glo\\"i~lg sea of forms is gradu
ally moulded into circular "ortexes: the specialized objectivity of each 
hierarchy forming one vortex: and the lesser objecth'i ties related to 
each huillanity are swept into lesser ,·ortices. As the united conscious
ness and will of each humanity becomes more definite and individual, 
these vortexes contract, and harden; and from the larger "ortexes are 
formed solar systems; while the lesser become separate planets or 
w'orlds; each planet and solar system being, it must be clearly under
stood, still wholly within the highest external plane, the plane of Fire. 

On the planet thus generated by the formath'e wills of one hu
I!lanity, the units of that humanity go through a long series of forma
tiYC, educatoT)', processes; each uniting of Conscious \Vill forming ~or 
itself an ethereal vesture or body, by the reaction of perceptions which 
we have already de!<cribed. If a Ilame be thought necessary for this 
first world, it may be called the incipient Fire Planet, the first ethereal 
mould of future more material worlds. 

\Vhen the possibilities of development which it contains are tem
porarily exhausted, the formative will of humanity enters another stage, 
by the addition of the element of capacity, and the unfolding of the 
potencies it contains, a new plane is formed-the fifth, which we have 
agreed to call the pla!le of air. Again, the same process of "circum
gyratory motion" is generated by the formative Wills of humanity, 
acting in harmony with the eternal ebb and flow; and the fluid sea of 
forms and objectivities is swept into contracting vortices, which gradu
ally harden into a second planetary world. To it we may give the name 
of the incipimt Air Planet, the second of the gradually forming chain. 

Yet another plane is entered on, when the educatol)' possibilities 
of this second world are for the time exhausted; this new plane adding 
the element of internal change or growth. Again the flowing sea of 
images is moulded into vortexes; and of these, coalescing, the third 
world of the chain, the incipient Water Planet, is formed. 

Again. the same exhaustion of its potentialities takes place; and 
the tide of formative wills advances to another stage; agaih, the whirl
ing images are wrought together, as the potter moulds the clay on his 
swiftly-moving wheel, and the most external world of the chain, the 
planet of solidity, or Earth, is formed. 
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From this point. the tide of formath'e wills flows back again 
through the same four planes. The Earth Planet-the first rough 
pattern of our Earth-is left for the time exhausted. and denuded of its 
powers, and the life-tide flows back to the plane abO\·e. 

Here. by the same fornlath'e, circular force of collecth'e wills. a 
second \Vater Planet is formed. different from the first, because more 
akin to the Earth-world. and enriched with the fruit of earth-life which 
humanity has gained on the world just left, To this planet. the fifth in 
the chain, we may gh'e. for cOl1\'enience. the name of final \Vater 
Planet. to distingUIsh it from the first formed image-world. on the same 
plane, 

Once more the wa\'e of humanity flows back. to the plane above. 
and by the same \'ortical forces the final Air-world is fornled. the sixth 
in the chain, differentiated from the former Air Planet by the riches 
added to it from the lower worlds of the chain. 

The se\·enth. the final Fire-world is formed in the same way, and 
the planetary chain is complete. Nothing now remains but to trace 
the detailed development of humanity on each planet. and the story of 
man's birth and growth will be complete. C. J. 

(To be continued.) 

- -+<>'>>-t'--

~ltt050phJ1 anb 1ll5J1chical ~t5tarrh. 
(Concluded.) 

THE conception of a fundamental unit of consciousness, of which 
the unh'erse is an externalized expression, in innumerable 

forms, which appear relatively to each other. or in their indi\'idual 
aspect, to be isolated and independent. and the further conception of 
"planes of consciousness," merging more and more in the unh'ersal as 
they ascend in the scale-or rather as they become more illit"mal. or 
sink back into that i1l1lCnllOsi of all things which we call spirit-must 
now be considered in its relation to the phenomena of clairvoyance. to 
that dormant faculty which can be raised into acth'ity under certain 
conditions. 

The key to the situation is supplied to us here by mesmeric or 
hypnotic experiments. \Ve find that in the state of trance induced by 
the will of the mesmerizer. or the artificial methods of hypnotism. we 
have a state of consciousness so totally different from that of the 
normal waking consciousness. that we are justified at once in classify
ing it as belonging to another plane. The characteristics of this state 
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of consciousness are well known to experimenters and students of the 
subject, and include the faculties of clairvoyance and clairaudience. 
What has to be noted principally is, that there is a much wider and 
deeper range; that the faculties seem to have expanded to an extra
ordinary degree; that the limitations of time and space, and the 
material barriers which surround our physical nature ha,"e been broken 
down; and the individual, no longer restricted and limited by the con
ditions of the physical plane, is able to exercise those faculties which 
belong to his inner nature, and which are in natural relation to the 
deeper plane to which they belong, just as his physical faculties are in 
natural relation to the external physical world, or plane. 

Following out this idt!a, therefore, that the fundamental unit of 
consciousness is the innermost of all thiqgs, and that in this innermost 
there is complete universality and unity, while on the other hand as we 
proceed from within outwards, we have at every remo,'e a greater and 
still greater degree of differentiation or separation into individual 
nnits, until we reach the physical plane, which is the lowest or outer
most, and consequently the plane of greatest differentiation or separa
tion-or in other words as we proceed from spirit to matter-we find a 
natural explanation of all occult phenomena as proceeding from the 
plane immediately above the physical; a plane which, though only olle 
remove nearer to the universal, has its own peculiar conditions and 
relations, which are essentially different from the physical plane in just 
this respect, that they are more universal, that many of the barriers 
which limit the functioning of consciousness on the physical plane 
have disappeared, and a new set of conditions come into operation. 
This expansion will take place to a greater and still greater degree, as 
we ascend towards the universal, until at last all individual relations 
disappear, and subject and object become merged in one. "And now 
thy Self is lost in SELF, ThJ1self unto THYSELF, merged in THAT SELF 
from which thou first didst radiate. Where is thy individuality, 
Lanoo, where the Lanoo himself? It is the spark lost in the fire, the 
drop within the ocean, the ever present Ray become the all and the 
eternal radiance." This will be seen to be exactly the same idea as 
that expressed by M. Fouillt!e in the words already quoted, that "the 
conception of individual consciousness must be an idea rather than a 
snbstance. Though separate itt the universe, we are not separate from 
the universe." Thus in the state of consciousness induced by mes
merism we are simply falling back on our inner or deeper conscious
ness, we are acting on a plane which being nearer to the universal is 
free from many of the limitations, from many of the "ideas" of 
separateness which belong to the physical plane. It may be observed 
here that the same transfer of consciousness takes place in sleep. The 
reason why in most cases there is no distinct and clear memory of our 
actual experiences in the sleep state or mesmeric trance, is simply 
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hecause on th~ return oi consc:ollsne--s to the physical plane. when it 
has to function through the physical organs of sense and the physical 
brain. it it:lmediately tak:::s up the impressions or .. itleas" which belong 
to. the physical personality; that per:"onality b~ing so illusionized by 
the limitations of the physical senses that the higher consciousness can 
make litt1c or no imp:-cssion on the physical organ of memory. It is 
well known that the 1:1esmerized subject will not remC11l ber anything of 
his experiences while in the trance state, unless he is expressly com
manded to re:nember by the me.~:n~riz.!r. who thus. b:: the ex;!;-cis;: of 
his will, help; to mak~ the r-.:quisite il1lpre.~ ;ion on th::: physical organ. 
In the case of sleep, we usually retain a conflls;:j idel of our actu:ll 
experiences during that state. mixed up with the s~nse impressions of 
the brain, and thus produce the fantastic mixture which we call a 
dream. In some cases, howe"er, the actual experiences of individuals 
are clearly remembered. and we then ha"e clain'oyant dreams, of 
which there are so many, well authenticated instances. It may b~ 
further obsen'ed here, that if there is so Illuch difficulty in obtaining a 
clear and continuous memory in the passage of consciousness from the 
physical plane to the one immediately abo\'e it, as in sleep, it is little 
to be wondered at that no memory is retained of a pre\'ious incarna
tion; for in the intermediate state betwe:!n two incant:ltions, the con": 
sciousness sinks back to still deeper planes; and when it returns once 
more to the physical plane it has to hegin with new physical organs, 
which as they grow and develop, become impressed with their own 
"ideas," derived from their own peculiar em·ironment. 

Could we but disillusionize ourselves, could we but part the clouds 
of our senses, and disabuse our minds of the idea of separateness, we 
should stand face to face with our real nature, we should see ourselves 
in our true relation to each other and to the universe; we should kno" 
and partake of the universal consciousness; we should find our will to 
be part of the universal will; nay, we should find indeed that maq is 
the creator of the universe, for man in his highest nature is God, and 
the universe is but the extemalized expression of his will and con
sciousness, the gamlent in which he clothes himself. 

We touch here upon the deep underlying principle of all religio~ 
The" great heresy" is the sense of separateness. Until we have COJl

quered this, until we have realized our oneness with our fellow-men
universal brotherhood, the first great law of love-until we have realize4 
the unity of individual man with humanity, and the unity of humanity 
with the universe, we are indeed but poor lost pilgrims-wretched iJl 
our isolation, sinning, suffering, striving, failing. Caught in the snare 
of the "great illusion," we can on)y find deliverance in proportion as 
we seek not our own individual gain, for that does but intensify the idea 
of separateness, but merge our individual will in the universal; ~ 
not our own individual salvation, but sacrifice ourselves that others 
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may reach the higher lif~. and t1ms in proportion as we lose our lif~ 
shall we find it. 

To return to our more imm'::!tliate subject, we must no\\" :-.ec: what 
explanation call be offered of the phen0111 ~t1:l of chin'oyan~ ~ and the 
projection of the do:tble in the light of th~ con.;ideration" alrearJ.y pu t 
forward. 'Ve an: not propo,ing now an exhausth'e and scientific 

. analysis of the phc:nomena, with a "iew to com'incing the sc~ptical of 
their reality. \\'e may leayc that kind of work in th:: han:l .. of the 
Psychical Researchers. Oar work begins where their;; le:l\"t~s off. 
Psychical Research is still too much wedded to materialistic science to 
form the basis of any deep and abiding spiritual philo ... ophy. Such a 
philosophy already exist .. in the world, has existed for ages: indep;:n
dent of the fluctuation.; of religio:ls h::liefs; far abon! all scholastic 
methods; and needing no confirmation at the hands of a faithless 
science. which concerns itself only with a minute analysis of that por
tion of an infinite tmi\"erse which comes within the range of our phy
sical faculties, and which can e\"(~n deny the existence of consciousness 
apart from a physical form. 

But for those who know that the outer world of sense and form 
does but rest upon the inner, that there are states of consciousness 
and modes of life, and depths within depths of our inner nature, which 
are as infinite in their possihilities as the uni"erse itself, because they 
are one with the unh'erse at e"ery point-for those who ha"e learnt 
this there are some points of interest, some considerations which may 
be of help and sen'ice in the phenomena we are now dealing with. 

Taking first of all the phenomena of cbin'oyance, we ha"e already 
seen that with regard to the mere method this may be studied 1110st 
ad"antageously ill conn~ction with what has been gi\'en out as to the 
nature of the Astral Light. The faculty of seeing in the Astral Light 
exists already as a natural faculty of the astral body, just as physical 
sight exists as a natural faculty of the physical body. The whole 
question of clain'oyance is therefore simply a question as to whether 
the astral can cot1\'ey to the physical any ment:.l or intellectual impres
fion of that which it cognizes. But though we mar state the question 
in this way as a simple explanation free from any metaphr ... ical con
siderations, and though it will hold good so far as it goes, we must not 
stop here. Mesmeric experiments show us that the astral faculties may 
be brought into play when the subject is thrown into a trance: and 
that therefore the astral faculties exist already behind or bel1~ath the 
physical. But they show us something more than this. They show 
us that "seeing we may see not, and hearing we may hear not." There 
is an experiment which is now "err well known, in which the m ~s
merized subject is told, while in the mesmeric state, that some person 
has left the room and will not return for a giYen time. The subject is 
then brought br.ck to his normal waking consciousness, but though the 
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person mentioned has never left the room, he or she will be quite in
visible to the subject who was mesmerized. In this case the physical 
organ of sight receives the impression from the physical body of the 
person, but that impression is' not interpreted by the brain conscious
ness into a mental idea. 

:Sow the clue to this and other similar experiences, which seem so 
inexplicable when viewed merely from the physical side, is to be found 
only in a deep consideration as to the nature of consciousness, and its 
modes of manifestation. Occult science can give very definite informa
tion as to the various states of consciousness and their relation to the 
phenomenal universe, but that is somewhat beyond our province now. 
n is sufficient to consider the fundamental axiom, that "the universe is 
embodied consciousness." \Vhat we see, what we hear, what we taste, 
smell and feel, comes from ,eithin, not from without. Our life is the 
externalized expression of our ideas. Thus also the mesmerized subject 
either sees or does not see according to the idea which the will of the 
mesmerizer has impressed upon him. \Ve see nothing as it is. \Ve are 
in touch with the universe at all points; our deeper consciousness is one 
with that deeper consciousness of the universe which reflects itself out
wards as an externalized plane of perception; but in that state of con
sciousness which we call our waking life we fall under the sway of our 
sense perceptions, and while we view external objects in the light of our 
own ideas-determined for the most part ill form and substance by onr 
sympathy and oneness with the rest of humanity, with the common 
consciousness, so to speak, of our fellow-men, so that where one sees 
a book another also sees a book. where one sees a mountain another 
al~o sees a mountain-by this very process of externalizing our ideas 
we lose sight and touch of the inner world, and be~oUle wedded to this 
physical world of sense and fal,1 into the snare of "the great illusion." 

The more the matter is considered the more will it be found that 
the clue to so-called occult phenomena, the clue to our own life, the 
clue to our birth, and death, and rebirth, lies only in the realization 
of the absolute illusiveness of the world of sense and form. This is 
just the reason that all religions lay stress on the necessity of ignoring 
the world, and dissociating our ideas from all that pertains to the 
world; though the deep philosophy of these precepts have been lost 
sight of in exoteric systems of rewards and punishments, of heavens 
and hells. \Ve may be in the world, yet not of it. The external condi
tion is nothing, the internal thought or idea is everything in determin
ing our present and future states of consciousness. 

For if the unh'erse be embodied consciousness, if that which 
appears to be external whenyiewed as we view it now, in an individual 
and partial aspect, be in reality but the resultant of divine ideation 
working within itself; and if we, being ourselves in touch with the 
whole universe at e\'ery point, and being now but a part or partial ex-
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pression of the universal thought form, are but repeating in our own 
individual way the universal law and process, then we can only obtain 
emancipation, we can only look UpOll the reality of things, in propor
tion as we free ourselves from the illusion of separateness, in propor
tion as we learn to know the universal law, in proportion as our ideas 
expand, and we are able to throw aside all that is temporal, mutable, 
limited, conditioned. 

Let us con~ider this matter from another point of view. One of 
the greatest puzzles in cQnnection with the occult phenomena we are 
now considering, is the way in which the distinctions of time and space 
are broken down. A clairvoyant may see and describe an event which 
in our ordinary language we classify as belonging to the future. How 
can this be? If one future event can thus be foreseen. why not all? 
And if it can be fore5een at all, is it not there already, does it not 
become a present reality in a ct:rtain state of consciousness, the state of 
consciousness in which the seer exists for the time being? L~t u -; take 
this reversal of our ordinary ideas of past, present, and future, in con
nection with another phenomenon of consciousness. We may dream a 
long dream. one in which we appear to pass a lifetime, one in which 
scenes and events stretch themselves out just as they do in our waking 
consciousness, and appear to cover successive periods of time. Yet it 
is well known that such a dream may occupy but a fraction of a second, 
as computed by the standard of time by which we measure events of 
our waking consciousness. Now w(! have before us in these pheno
mena, if well considered, absolute evidence that time and space are 
merely creations of our modes of consciousness. And if time may be, 
so to speak, c.Jndmsed, as in the C3se of the dre3nl consciouo;ness, why 
may it not also be expanded? That life which we appear to live in our 
waking'state, in successive moments and events, may be but the long 
drawn out repetition of a tltought or idea-these terms are necessarily 
inadequate-already existing in the universal mind or consciousness, 
of which we are a part. Being but a part, in our individualized aspect, 
though one in our absolute essential nature, we see but a part, we 
think and feel but a part. In the ever present eternal reality there can 
be neither past, present, nor future; neither here nor there; neither 
time nor space. However difficult it may be to grasp this conception, 
however difficult to realize what that state of consciousness must be in 
which all those distinctions which characterize our presen~ life have 
vanished into an illusion, we are forced to the conclusion, even in view 
of the evidence brought before us by Psychical Research, without 
going into the deeper science of Occultism, that the solution of the 
problem of our existence lies only in this direction. 

All earth-born systems of religion, a11 anthropomorphic ideas of 
deity, fail utterly the moment we get a grasp of these principles. Any 
conception of the ultimate principle of the universe which involves the 
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conception of time or ~race, of beginning or ending, of per,.:onality. or 
desire, or indiYidual will. comes under the category of the illUSiOll~ 

horn of our sense life, Bt:\\"are then how you cling to that life, how 
you wrap yourseln~s round ill the illusiye ideas which are bom of that 
fleeting state or c(m"cion"lItss which we call earth-life, Rise by medi, 
tation to the higher plane \\'here all artificial and illusiye distinctioll~ 
\'allish, "Learn to li\'e in lterllity," For until you can do this there 
is no fate for you san' rehirth. For what i" rebirth Imt an illusion. G 

]iying o\,er again i!1 con"ciOlt;;11l:~s those ideas to which you an: 

wedded. 
Here is 31lOther du:p and profound reason for the doctrine of 

D(:yachan cnd rL·incarnation. The man who creates a hea\'en. by 
dwelling upon some religions ideal, shall surely enter that hca\'en at 
the death of his physical h:dy. And as surely as he has mixed hi" 
ideas of that hea\'en with the ideas which belong' to his sense percep' 
t:ons. as ~urdy as he has as,.:ociated it ,,'ith the ideas of time and space. 
so surely shall that hean.n (xist for him ill tilJl,' alld spat't. and !lot 
eternally. 

That which begins ill time ends in time: and though De\'3chan. or 
"Heayell" may last for thou"ands of years. or for a single 1110ment. a~ 
we compute time, it is, all the same, illu"i\'e and finite. And:-o also 
with our re·inca~nation". Is not this abo a profound truth, could it but 
be realized, that every re'incarnation that en:ry man can possibly ha\'e 
in store for him is thtrc al,.,-,?d,.r? Bllt when the illusion is ~een and 
known then ensues escape, 

And now let the phenomena which Psychical Research is bringing 
to light be \\'ell considered in view of what has been put fon\'ard, 
Strange. weirel, inexplicable, as many of the phenomena may appear 
to be in the light of our ordinary con('(;ption~, they are full of interest. 
of hope, of confirmation, when once we haye grasped the deeper prin, 
ciples which Theosophy discloses, 

The key lies in the absolute illusinne~s of our present state of 
consciousness. Time is illusiye: the clain'oyant can see the past, the 
present, or the future \\'ithout distinction, Space is illusi\'e: the astral 
consciousness makes no distinction of feet or miles. and needs no road" 
or railways. Sense perception is illusi\'e: the astral body of a dying 
mall is carried by the strength of an idea to a photographer's shop: 
the idea is strong cnough to impress al~"o the mind of th(' photogra
pher; the astral of the one comes into rapport with the astral of the 
other. The photographer thinks he has seen and held con\'erse with a 
real physical man. simply because his brain. responding to the stimulus 
of the astral, has interpreted that which is really seen and heard by the 
astral into terms of the physical. 

And it is just because we are thus bound and fettered and illu, 
~ionized by the physical senses that we hil to grasp the reality, the 
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great eternal \"erities of the unh'erse. the di"ine pos,;ibilities of our own 
nature, Those possibilities are as infinite as the unh'crse itself. because 
in our inner spiritual nature we are one with the unh'erse. But thou:;:-h 
our spiritual consciousness may exist eternally ahO\'e illusion. that part 
of us which we now call oursch'es. that SU~/;lCl' consciousness. which is 
but the externalized expression of a portion merely. is gO\'erned and 
conditioned by its own indi\"idualized ideas; and \"iewing the llllh'crse 
through the windows of the senses it falls under their sway. 

The subject is wide and deep. The whole of Theosophy can hut 
disclose a portion. can but raise a corner of the veil. Yet now men's 
minds are openi"ng to the possibilities of the unseen uili,'erse. Psychical 
research will do its share. and where it fails. falters. and even reviles. 
Theosophy will take up the work and hold up to mankind a larger 
hope. a deeper faith. 

\\-. KIXGSL,\XD. F.T.S. 

EOISON's THEORY OF EXISTENCE. -It is my belief that.. every atoll1 of matter 
is intelligent. The intelligence of man is the sum of the intelligence of which lie 
is composed. Every atom has an intelligent power of selection and is always 
strh;ng to get into harmonious relation with other atoms. The human hody. I 
think, is maintained in its integrity by the intelligent persistence of its atoll1s. or 
rather by an agreement between the atoms so to persist. \\'hen the hamlonious 
adjustment is destroyed a Illan dies, and the atoll1s seek other relations. I cannot 
regard the odour of decay but as the result of the efforts of the atoms to dissociate 
themselves, they want to get away to make new combinations. 1\Ian. therefore. 
may be regarded as a microcosll1 of atoms agreeing to constitute his life as long as 
order and discipline can be maintained. But of course there is a disaffection. 
rebellion, and anarchy. leading eventually to death. and through death to new 
forms of life. For life I regard as indestructible; that is. if matter is indestructible 
All matter lives, and e\'erything that lives possesses intelligence. 

From Scit."CC Siflill![s. 

THE Spiritual. it is still often said. but is not now sufficiently consirleretl. is the 
parent and first cause of the Practical. The Spiritual e\'erywhere originates the 
Practical, models it. makes it: so that the saddest exte:-I131 conrlition of affairs. 
among men, is but evidence of a still sadder internal O!1e. For as thought is the 
life-fountain and moth'e-soul of action. so, in all regions of this human world, 
whate\'er outward thing offers itself to the eye. is mc:-cly the gannent or body of a 
thing which already existed invisibly within; which. striving to give itself expres
sion, has found in the gi\'en circumstances that it could and would express itself -
so. This is everywhere true; and ill these times, whell men's attention is directed 
outward rather, this deserves far more attention than it will receive, 

THOMAS CARI.VI.R. 
b 
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l1rbirW5. 
FROM DEATH TO THE JUDGME~T DAV: 

MR. GERAI.D D'ARCY has chosfn a curious title for his book. in ,"iew of 
its contents, for certainly no one would judge from the title tha t the 
contfnts are a defence of the doctrine of ReIncarnation. Vet so it is. 
Mr. D' Arcv claims to remove .. the difficulties connected with the doc
trines of original sin, the resurrection of the body. prayer for the dead, 
and the punishment of sins not unto death." The author is apparently 
a devout Christian. accepting the Bible as the one Divine Revel a tiOl~. 
and Jesus of Xazareth as the one Christ. He considers that there IS 
.. S'Ome one simple yet all-important doctrine" which underlies all 
Scripture. "and by means of which all the other doctrines of the faith 
can be easil\' understood and the mYstery of our existence sol"ed" 
(p. 9). So far from the Bible being silent on the fate of man bet ""een 
death and the judgment. the author thinks "that Scripture very clearly 
indicates what the state of the soul is after death; also that it is a bso
lutely essential for the spiritual ad"ancement of the human race that 
this m\'stery should he clearly understood" (p. II). . 

After a brief re"iew of the theories held by the orthodox 'Wlt~ 
regard to post-mortem existence, the author lays down his own pOSI
tion: "If there be am' existence for the ~ouI after death. it DlUS t be 
in a human bodY on tliis earth. The conclusion arrived at is that after 
death the soul ioes again through the process of birth. and appea rS 011 
earth in the bo(h' of an infant; that the time between Death all d the 
Jud~ment Day,,:m be pas!'cd in successive lives on carth, in tha t: day 
we shall be finally accepted or rejected" (p'p. I.~. IJ.). . 

The author puts his arguments forCIbly for those who agree ,"lth 
him in his theological position. as when he asks ... \\"hat can be rt~ore 
fitting than that the souls of the virtuous should return to ear-t: 1~ t~ 
complete the work which Christ began? As long as ignorance. n~ '15~': 
and infidelit,· exist on earth. no soul imbued with the truly Chris 1: _lIke 
spirit can wi~h to enter into its rest" (p. Ii). Conscience lie regardS as 
the "oice of the soul prol!lpting us to avoid sins which ha"e ,:t>eenf 
fraught with terrible results in fonner Ih'es; ori¢nal sin is the S1.'1 of 
which each has been guilty. a mun's cvil nature being the outcou'1 ~ ~s 
his own acts; baptism can only be justified by past existence. sinc-e '1 t~_ 
for the remission of sins. and the infant has done no wrong; res~'17e n 
tion means the rising- of the soul in a body, a fresh body. that 0 _ a. 
infant. and !'o all will be found in the body at Christ's second cm1'1 ~ 2:~~h 
the judgment pa!'sed on e"ery e"il thought and act is a judgtaent "".,.l'1·,iIl 
brings with it the penalty to be suffered. and as many great saint~ ~ed 
at the Last Day recein their crown of glory. and must yet be pUB 1 5 o.ul 
for the cdl they have done. as "David the murderer and seducer. ~" ... ay 
the persecutor. Peter the denier. ~Iagdalen the harlot." the onl~- ''the 
to reconcile the difficulties is "that in each new life we suffer for t:he 
sins of the past lile" (p. :9). Finally. the author concludes tha ~ so 
acceptance of the doctnne of Regeneration. as he prefers to can '1 t:.. of 
as to avoid Eastern connotation!' ... will abolish for ever that ba .... e ed 
Christianity, the belief that the sins of a misspent life will be cond~·' , -----1 The F,lIglif!t Wc.rld l'ress Agency. 28, So\lthampton Str..et, Strand. W.C. 28.6d. 
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and an punishment e'vaded, by a late repentance, which encourages the 
unjust and the vicious to continue in their evil courses" (p. 46). 

If Mr. D' Arcy can persuade his fellow Christians to adopt this view 
he may do much towards the purifying of his church. 

A 

DREAMS OF THE DEAD.! 

THIS book is introduced to the reading public by Mr. Edward S. 
Huntingdon, who asserts that his friend is justified in issuing his book 
by the awakened condition of the public mind on mystic, philosophical 
and religious subjects. He thinks the moral effect of the work should 
be good, whatever its readers may think of its story; so he helps to 
launch it on the sea of public opinion. 

The general idea of the book is that after death comes an astral 
state, in which ~he man remains in astral form until his higher spiritual 
principles are set" free from the attraction of earth. and are thus able 
to rise into purer regions. The dead preserve the opinions with which 
they died. until they grow out of them by effort and service, and they 
pass a peculiarly unpleasant time in the shadowy land during this 
process of purification. 

The author accompanies the astral form of a deceased friend
clad hims::!lf in his astral body, which lea\'es the physical during 
sleep-on various pilgrimages through scenes of earthly life. and 
also to the retreat of a mighty sage, who dwells in a grc:'!t temple 
built in the days of the Atlanteans. and who is associated with others, 
in a Brotherhood. devoted to the service of Humanity. On this slender 
thread of story the author strings his views on ethic. m~'sticism, and 
allied subjects, among which views he includes a critici!'m of the 
Theosophical Society. There is nothing very fresh or or:;:::nal about 
the book. but it is written fluently and runs on lines of thO::;;:l ~ familiar 
to all who have studied Theosophical writings. It m~y h: t::'1t some 
will read in this form ideas that may turn their minds i:1 a c:::-ection 
which they would have not sought in more didactic worl:,:. 

A THEOSOPHICAL BOOK FOR CHILDREN.2 

SUCH is admittedly one of our greatest wants, and one of the rarest 
things amon~ the whole range of our literature. True, we have ~Irs. 
Ver-Planck's dainty and delightful WOllder-LI:r;'.~!, but all who ha\"e 
much to do with children know well that. in this country at all events, 
these tales are for children of a larger growth; it may be, and probably 
is, different in America; but the average English child demands plenty 
of incident and very little else; analysis of feelings, e\'en of a child's 
feelings. will not go down, and abstract reasoning fares e\'en worse. 

The difficulty of conveying thoughts which may remain and tinge 
the whole after-life with the glow of a beautiful truth that has become 
part of the \"ery being. in such a form that it may be palatable to the 
youthful mind, and the rarity of books that come within measurable 
distance of success in this attempt, I:lUst be my excuse for calling the 
attention of Theosophists to a work Jl:JW nigh on fifteen years old, but 
which as far as I know has never been recognized among us. 

It is a st"ry of a mortal boy (3. very real, healthy. and un-Illorbid 
boy, too), who by dint of draw:ng the portrait of a stone goblin, and 
treating the little figure as if it had life, brings it down from its perch 
and eventually gets admitted t-:> the great goblin meeting. Full of ad-

I By JUward Stanton. 1. . lid Sbepanl, la, Milk Str£et. B). ton. 
'JoJ..,)'kill ".d tile Go I , by Charles I.eland. Macmillan: J.ondon, 1877. 
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,'enture and incident as (lt1y healthy boy could desire. the book i~ 
absolutely full also of profound Occult teaching cunningly introduced 
among the laws and customs of goblin-land. 

Thus at one point Johnnykin meets with all the figures that he had 
drawn on his slate in idle hour:, of school-time, and which threaten to 
haunt him; hut on his enquiring what becomes of them all. a very 
badly drawn robber replies, "The first time anybody draws a brigand 
with a lead-pencil I shall pass away from this slaty existence, and 
become myself a pencil-picture and a better man, I mean a better
drawn one, and the lead-pencil drawings go into the water-colour 
world, and so on to oil-paintings and statues. \\;e all keep going on 
for e\·er." 

This rule of going all seems universal in goblin-land; one of the 
characters, Chesmc (a most delightful creature by the way, the making 
of whose acquaintance alone is worth all the trouble of reading the 
book), expla1l1s: "\Ve poor things begin by being stones, and then 
vegetables, and then fish, and then animals. Then they give us riddles 
to find the answers to, and oh! they're a hundred times harder t11an 
any you re'll boys and girls e\'er heard of. \Vell, after we',-e found 
them all out we become what I am now, humanlart of the time and 
animal the rest. Then ther gin an answer an tell us to find the 
riddle to it." 

How the goblins can become real. and the rules and methods 
whereby they pass into life, belong to the course of the story. the deli
cate beauty of which would he spoilt by scrappy quotations. 

Then when "Bogey" appears Chesmt! explains him-"We don't 
see him often now-a-days. He can't nail)' do anything. you kllOW

only frighten people. If rou don't bdia'c in him, he isn't anywhere, 
though they say he lh'es in the coal-cellar." 

And in another place, "prop(ls of a most ingenious description of a 
goblin hunt on a clothes horse. with fire-dogs, after a Welsh rabbit. 
that jumped out of a cheese to the great bewilderment of the hero. she 
says-"\\Tords are things in goblin-land." 

A word of praise must also be gh'en to the lyrics. which are plenti
fully scattered through the pages, and which have a wonderfully 
catching swing of rhythm, as well as great tenderness of feeling. It is 
difficult to select one for quotation out of such an abundant wealth. 
but the following has rarely been excelled in its dainty beauty; 

o Brook! why are you running 
So fast to yonder plain? 

o )Iist! why are you rising 
r p to the clOlU{S again? 

o Bo,'! why are you going 
Still up to seek a dream: 

o )Iaid! why are yOU flowinK 
Still downward like the stream?' 

She's weary of her cloud.life, 
Ht:'s wean' of the plain; 

Then let them meet and mingle 
And fall to earth in rain. 

In many a flower blowing • 
. In many a rainbow sweet. 
In leaves and grasses growing, 

We see why they should meet. 

In fact, every page so teems with gems that it is hard to resist the 
temptation to perpetual quotation. It is certain. however, that any 
Theoso~hist who takes this book either for his own reading or to read 
to a child, has a rich treat in store, and that a child who thoroughly 
knowsJoh1tn)'ki71 a"d the Goblins will find the teachings of Theosophy 
come very easy in his later life. J. W. B-1. 
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THE RISE OF CHRISTE~DO~V 

THIS is a strange volume, by a writer who has evidently got forgery on 
the brain in things theological and ecclesiastical. It will not prove of 
interest for the general reader, for the writer is duller e\'en than the 
dull periods of Church history he especially deals with; and moreover 
no one but the scholar, the theological student, or the historian will 
appreciate his points. which though reiterated sufficiently are insuffi
etently substantiated. Mr. Johnson sees the birth of Christendom, in 
its present dogmatic form, at no earlier an age than the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries, and from no more honourable a cradle than the clois
ters and scripforia of medirevalmonkdom, especially among the Basilans 
and Benedictines. He flatly denies the antiquity of all the important 
MSS., and introduces Eusebius Pamphyli, Justin Martyr, Augustine, 
Josephus, etc., etc., to us, as medireval scribes, the champion plagiarists, 
interpolators and forgers of the ages. 

Of course we know that we have receh'ed almost every written 
record of things ecclesiastical and theological through the hands of 
the monks. and we also know only too well what that means. But to 
make the very chroniclers of the early days of Church "history" nille
tenths myths is somewhat too impetuous. ~ evertheless, after com
pleting his labours, Mr. Johnson found that he had been already 
anticipated by Father Hardouin, who in 1690-92 contended with very 
great learning and research that "the ecclesiastical history of the first 
twelve centuries is absolutely fabulous." 

An interesting phase of the subject is the enormous influence on 
Europe of the Mohammedan conquests and the prevalence of the creed 
of Islam in the ninth century; and at the same period the infancy and 
rise of Hebrew literature at Cordova. This was followed by the wild 
religious fury of monasticism, which led to the persecution of the Jews 
and the Crusades, with the subsequent rise of the temporal power of 
the Church and the concoction of Church history, traditIOn, and 
scripture. 

Further, the author denies, and with much to show for his denial, 
that Rome and the Roman people were ever Christianized before the 
eighth or ninth century. and appeclls to the evidence of the sepulchral 
monuments, which he shows to be orthodoxly pagan; at the same time 
exposing the tricks and deception of interpretation used by the monks, 
in their endeavours to invent a glorious ancestry, according to the 
monkish ideal. for their own order. 

In one respect. however, the author has our entire sympathy and 
approbation; viz., his effort to rehabilitate the grand old Greek and 
Roman philosophers and their pure, sweet systems of manly morals
their sola bona qUIZ k01us/a and the rest-in the thought of the times. 
Mr. Johnson loves Seneca and Plato, Julian, and the writers of the 
Hernletica, and admires their great tolerant spirit, and honest. manly 
teaching, that set forward that tiber/as which the honourable man holds 
dearest of all his possessions. 

The author concludes as follows: 

I have shown that the Church was founded in a time of (larkness. wrath. and 
dismay. and that the sole apoloJ,,'Y for the misdeeds of her founders lies in the fact 
that it was a time when violence alone prevailed on earth. In these gentler days it 
surely is not too much to hope that she may resolve to turn down her falsified and 
iniquitous pages, and begin the chronicle of a new era, inscribed with the records 
of her endeavours in the cause of knowledge. of truth. of human love-records at 
the saDIe time of: the admiration and gratitude of the \\orld. 

I By Edwin Johnson. M.A. l.ondon: Ktgnn PRill, Trench, Triibner & Co., l.td. 
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I~DIAN SECTION. 

INDIAN LETTER. 

ADYAR. MADRAS, INDIA. 
III" FebruarJ·. 18<)2. 

Indian Theosophical News is usually rather widely scattered and 
requires more collecting together than is necessary, say. in England. 
This must be my apology if my letters to Lucifer are rather disjointed. 

Bertram Keightley at the time I write is at Nagpur, having Just left 
Bombay. After visiting Nagpur he will probably make his way to the 
North-West. At Poona his VIsit was very successful. and we hear of a 
conversazione and oth<;!r festivitieii in his honour. 

Miss Miiller, who has returned here after a tour round the Southern 
Branches, speaks in kindly terms of the good feeling shown towards 
her by our Southern Brethren, though her report of the acth-ity of 
some of the Branches is not so encouraging. It is a pity that more 
Branches do not follow the lead of the Bombay Branch. Miss Muller's 
tour included a visit to the beautiful Nilgiri Hills, where she inspected 
the Colonel's little bungalow. which he has named "Gulistan." The 
Colonel himself has been spending some days up there, getting things 
ready for that time when he will retire to cobnplis sallibus d domo, 
as Horace says. 

Pathetic letters are arridng for the Colonel from Akyab in Burmah. 
beseeching him to .. come over to Macedonia and help us." Whether 
he will at present be able to respond is doubtful. Dhammapala has 
been spendmg a few weeks in Rangoon. and I hear that his work there 
has been very successful. He goes to Calcutta shortly on Buddha Gya 
work. 

Bro. Nilakanta Shastri, of Mannargudy, is engaged in a translation 
of the HariL'amslla, which he will publish at his OW11 expense. The 
Harh'amsha is, as the readers of Lucifer may know, a supplement to the 
JJfahtiMarala, giving a history of the Princes engaged 111 the warfare 
and more especially of the different incarnations of Hari (Vishnu) . 

. Drs. Stockham and Ryder, who were here, appear to have spent a very 
pleasant time in Colombo, where they· have delivered speeches on 
Female Education and in aid ot" the Sanghmitta School. 

The President and myself attended a Fishermen's Puji the other 
day. As we are patrons of theirs, we receh'ed an invitation. The sJ>Ot 
chosen was only attainable from the river. and we had therefore to Im
peril our valuable lh·es on culumarans. which I will for courtesy's sake 
describe as small boats. In reality they are logs of wood. and two of 
these lashed together, with two chairs contributed by ourselves, formed 
our craft. Sneezing. or any movement of the eyelid, was strictly for
bidden, but gentle, moderate breathing was allowed. These rules being 
carefully complied with, we arrived safely. 

A very weird scene lay before us. The night was rather dark and 
overcast, and the spot chosen for the ceremony was lit up by the fire 
from a large.pot and a/ew rough lanterns. After we had received the 
customary gIfts of frUlts and flowers, the ceremony commenced. The 
sacrifice, I understand, was in honour of, or at all events connected 
with Para111a-Shiva, though two angry Goddesses were the beings 
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sought to be appeased. It appeared that in times past two Goddesses 
troubled a village near by. and the surrounding country also, and 
Parama-Shh'a interfered at the request of the people and banished the 
Goddesses. The latter took the matter very quietly. and only stipulated 
that they should have a sheep given to them yearly. 

A religious enthusiast, apparently in an ecstatic or hypnotized 
condition, rushed round in a cIrcle. bearing in his hands a large bowl 
of blazing fire. The flames blew in his face and over his chest. but he 
did not appear to suffer, and his whole bearing seemed to show that he 
was unconscious of what he was doing. After some further Agni~h
t0111a ceremonies two sheep were brought forward and decapitated with_ 
extraordinary dexterity, and an offering made of their blood. Space 
does not allow me to give a further description of these curious cere
monies. To the occult side of one's nature it was not very attractive, 
but it appealed strongly to the artistic. The glowing fire shining 
ruddily on the wild enthusiastic faces formed a striking picture, and 
one 110t likely to be forgotten. 

Bro. Peacocke's article in the January Tht'osoPhist, .. A Visit to an 
Indian Cunning Man," has been copied in every paper of note in India. 
thus showing the public interest in these matters. 

S. V.E. 

Bertram Keightley's tour, so far as our news goes, includes Bellary, 
Hyderabad, Secunderabad. \Varangal, Poona, Bombay, Nagpur. Surat, 
Baroda, Ahmedabad, Nadiad, Jeypur. Lahore, Kappurthalla. Lildhiana, 
Meerut, Delhi, Agra, Lucknow. Cawnpore. 

Miss Muller is visiting the Branches at Coimbatore. Phalghat, 
Trichur, Ooty, Erode, Trinchinopoly, ~Iadura, Tanjore and KUl1lba
konam. 

E. T. Sturdy and Count Axel \Vachtmeister are also visiting a 
number of Branches in the north, so that the Indian Section cannot 
complain of \Vestern comets not coming into their system. 

A monthly Urdoo magazine to be called Solakul, devoted to the 
cause of Theosophy, Eastern Sciences and Literature, has been issued 
by the Umballa (Cantonment) Theosophical Society. 

President Babu Nibaran Chandra Gupta of the Chotanagpur T. S. 
has undertaken to prepare a work in Bengali on Theosophy, and the 
late Secretary, Babu Manmotha Nath Chatterjee, has finished a transla
tion of Aus/abokrastl1lghita into English. 

Our friend and colleague Rai B. K. Laheri of Lildhiana (Punjab) 
writes that the Meerut T. S. has started a vernacular journal, called 
the Theosophist. The President of the Lahore T. S., Pandit Gopi Nath, 
is contemplating adding a Theosophical supplement to his Pt'op/~s 
Joun/al. The new Branch at Ambulla has undertaken the publishing 
of the }(Cl' to Theosoph)' in the vernacular. A new Branch is being 
formed at Tallandhar, and a persistent attempt is being made to 
interest the native princes in the movement. 

CEYLO:-O. 

Dr. Bowles Daly sends the report of the Galle Convention. held in 
November last, for the organization of Buddhist schools in Ceylon, a 
work in which the TheosoJ.>hical Society has taken great interest. Dr. 
Daly delivered an illterestmg but somewhat militant speech. He de
plores the apathy shewn by Buddhists and Buddhist Theosophists in 
Ceylon to the education of their children and the maintenance of their 
views. 

• 
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EUROPEAN SECTIOX. 

ENGLAND. 
The Bla~'alsk)' Lodgl' has issued the following syllabus of discus

sions:-Feb. 25th, Annie Besant, "Xature, as seen by the Occultist"; 
March 3rd, G. R. S. Mead, "Theosophy and the Theosophical Society"; 
March 10th, Annie Besant, Psychism: 1.-" :'.Iesmerism"; March lith, 
Annie Besant, II.-" Hypnotism"; March 24th, Emily Kislingbury, 
III.-"Spiritualism"; March 31st, J. M. Pryse, IV.-"In the Xew 
World"; April 7th, G. R. S. Mead, V.-"Yoga·'; April 14th, Annie 
Besant, VI.-" Sympneumata"; April 21st, \V. R. Old, .. Zodiacal 
Symbols"; April 28th, Herbert Burrows, "Sir Edwin Arnold's 'Light 
of Asia'," I.; May 5th, Herbert Burrows, "Sir Edwin Arnold's • Light 
of Asia'," II.; May 12th, R. Machell, "Mythology." 

Annie Besant has lectured during the last month at Bournemouth, 
Poole, Camden Town, "'oolwich, Kensington, \Valsall, and Woh'er
hampton. Many enquiries ha\'c reached Headquarters from these 
places, and many requests for lists of books. 

BMf' ell/b.-On the 29th January, the children belonging to the 
Club, and some of the older members also, much enjoyed a large lime
light magic lantern, kindly shown by Mr. Collings, F,T.S., and his 
brother, Some of the slides, photographs of sea-coasts and breaking 
wa\'es, were very beautiful. On the same evening a tea was given by 
Mrs. McDouall to the past and present class (twenty-four altogether) 
receiving instruction at her expense, from Miss Price Browne, a 
member of the Scientific Dress Cutting Association. This course of 
lessons is much appreciated, and will prO\'e of lasting benefit to many 
of the pupils. The number of Club members has risen this winter to 
close upon 300.-A. C. LLOYD, Jlalroll. 

Theosoph_v al TO)'1/bee Hall.-On the 9th February Bro. J. T. 
Campbell lectured on Theosophy to the members of the Toynbee 
Library Readers' Union, and was listened to with close attention. Mr. 
Hales, the Librarian of Toynbee, in opening the discussion, said that 
he had never seen as much interest taken in a Readers' Lecture before. 

Bradford Lodge.-At the Annual Meeting of this Lodge, held on 
Wednesday evening, February 10th, the following officers were ap
pointed:-President, O. Firth; Vice-President, T. H. Pattinson; Trea
surer and Secretary, J. :Midgley; Council, Bros. Harrison, Gibson, Hill, 
Dunckley, and Wilson, and Mrs. Pattinson and Firth; Corresponding 
Secretary, Mrs. Cooper Oakley. 

During the year the Lodge has been successful in doubling its 
numbers, the increase being chiefly due to Mrs. Besant's lecture in 
October. It has a library of o\'er sixty books, well patronized by mem
bers, and has sold nearly £60 worth of literature during the year. It 
has studied the "Introduction" to the St'erct Doctri1lt'; .. The Seven 
Principles," as elucidated in .""((r(/ f)odrillt" and Esolerie Bllddllisnl,' and 
is now engaged with the Ai'J·. Having reduced its weekly subscription 
from 6d. to 3d. per member, it hopes to remove what many members 
considered a barrier to its progress. 

J. ~IIDGLEY, Sccrdar)·. 

IRELAND. 

The Dublill Lod..~'; has issued the following syllabus of lectures: 
March 211d, J. Quigly, "M5.ya": March 16th, E. Douglas, "Theosophy 
and Socialism"; March 30th, G. A. Kelly, "The Nature of the Double"; 
April 13th. E. A. Seale, "Theosophy and Evolution"; April 2ith, P. 
Jordan, "The Gnostics"; May lIth, G. A. H. Johnston, "A Divine 
Basis of Ethics"; May 25th, F. J. Dick, "Mysticism and Science." 

F. J. DICK, SccretaT}'. 
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FRANCE. 

Lt' Si6re Fral/(ais with every nlOllth gives fresh signs of its business
like development. The Ananta Branch has held ten private and four 
pub;ic meetings. A large number of additional copies of Lc Lofus RIm 
containing Emile Burnouf's translation of three hymns from the R~{{ 
[i'da, have been struck off and sent to all the papers and reviews. The 

subscription for the upkeep of the centre already amounts to some 
2,SSo frs. 

SPAI~. 

\Ve learn that our Spanish brethren hav~ set up a Theosophical 
press for the printing of their magazine and translations. At this rate 
a Theosophical centre will mean a headquarters and a printing office. 
n. Snr. Francisco Montoliu, whose name is so familiar to our readers 
for his unflagging energy, has bet11 appointed President of the School 
of Agricultural Engineers at Barcelona. 

HOLLA:SD AND BELGW;\1. 

The President of the Dutch-Belgian Lodge reports a growing in
terest in Theosophy among the people of Amsterdam. A Socialist paper 
has undertaken a series of articles on Theosophy, to be translated from 
the English. The public meetings held by the Lodge are well at
tended, and the discussions are animated and friendly. ~Ir. Fricke is 
translating U'haf is Tlu'osoph)' t for the use of these meetings. The 
prh'ate meetings of the Lodge are occupied with the study of the St:1.'e/l 

I'r;'llcipks. The Sunday classes are now attended by nineteen children, 
which is one of the most encouraging facts as yet reported. 

AVSTRIA. 

An application for a charter has been received to form a Branch at 
Prague (Bohemia). The applicants are Herren Gustave }Ieyer, A. 
Rimay de Gidofah'a, Gustave Miksch, Oskar Kriesche, Count Vladimir 
de Lazansky, Baron and Baroness Leonhardi. 

AMERICAX SECTION. 

T1le Anllual Connntion of the American Section T. S. is to take 
place at the Palmer House, Chicago, Ills., on the 24th and 25th of 
April. 

It is proposed that O. R. S. Mead should attend the COl1\'ention as 
delegate of the European Section. 

N.B.-All communications and greetings from European Branches 
should be sent to the General Secretarv of the American Section, Box 
2659, New York City, and should reach him, if possible. by the first of 
the month. The Delegate of the European Section will also take any 
communications by hand. forwarded to him not later than April 5. 

Lectures have been delivered by \V. Q. Judge before the Manhattan 
Liberal Club, X.Y., on Theosophy; by Alexander Fullerton at Phila
delphia on the" Common Sense of Theosophy"; and at Boston by Dr. 
Keightley on .. Karma and Reincarnation." 

Considerable stir seems to have been made in America by the claim 
put forward on behalf of, or by, ~Ir. Foulke, as the "successor of 
Madame Blavatsky." As ~Ir. Foulke is not known in Europe or ill 
America as a prominent Theosophist, the claim was treated by Theo
sophists with absolute indifference, no one having been found to take 
it seriously. As non-Theosophists, however. were to some extent 
mislt:d by the preposterous fiction, W. Q. Judge sent the following 
letters to the paper in which the statement first appeared. 
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EDITOR TIMES: 

Will vou pennit me to correct the statement of Mr. J. R. Perry in your issue of 
the 3rd that Madame Bla\'atsky appointed as her "successor" Mr. Henn' B. Foulke, 
and "guaranteed" to him the "allegiance" of the "higher spiritual Intelligences 
and forces"? As one of Madame Blavatsky's oldest and most intimate friends, con
nected with her most closely in the foundation and work of the Theosophical 
Society, and familiar with her teachings. purposes, ideas. forecasts, I am in a posi
tion to assure both Mr. Perry and the public that there is not an atom of foundation 
for the statement quoted, 

Madame Bla\'atsky has no "successor." could have none, never contemplated, 
selected, or notified one. Her work and her status were unique. \\'hether or not 
her genuineness as a spiritual teacher be admitted matters not: she bdin/<,d it to be 
so, alld all who enjoyed her confidence will unite with me in the as!;ertion that she 
never even hinted at "succession," "allegiance." or "guarantee." Even if a suc, 
cessor was possible, Mr. Foulke could not be he. He is not a member of the Theo
sophical Society. does not accept its and her teachings, had a \'ery slight and brief 
acquaintance with her, and pretends to no interest in her \'iews, life, or mission. 
Of her actual estimate of him I ha\'e ample knowledge. 

But anyhow, no "guaranteeing of allegiance of spiritual forces" is practicable 
by anyone. Knowledge of and control O\'er the higher potencies in Nature comes 
only b~' indi\'idual attainment through long discipline and conquest. It can no 
more be transferred than can a knowledge of Greek. of chemistry, psychology, or 
of medicine. If a person mo\'es on a lofty level, it is because he worked his way 
there. This is as true in spiritual things as in mental. "'hen Mr. Foulke'produces 
a work like Isis em-t'iled or T"" ,'jtyrt!l DoclriNl', he may he cited as H. P. B.'s in
tellectual peer: when he imparts such impUlsion as does T"t' I "aic.· of ,,,<' Silence, he 
may be recognized as her spIritual equal; when he adds to these an utter consecra
tion to the work of the T. S. as his life-long mission, he may participate in such 
"succession" as the case admits. But it will not he through alleKed precipitated 
pictures and imagined astral sha:{>es. The effect of these on Theosophy. whereof 
Mr. Perry inquires. may be stated 111 one word--nothing. 

EDITOR TIMES: 

Yours truly, 
WiI.LIAlli Q. JPIlGI-;, 

(;t'II • • 'jty'y. American ,0,«. 

Will you allow a word·--l1\v last··-respecting the Foulke claim to succeed Mme. 
Bla\'atsk\', as I see Mr. Perry IS perhaps labourinK under a misapprehension as to 
the position assumed by me about this ludicrous affair. 

First. If lir. Foulke or Mr. Perry. or either, has precipitated pictures of Mme. 
Blavatsky produced since her demise, they are welcome to them. and. it being no 
concern of ours, Theosophists will hardly deny the assertions of these gentlemen 
in that regard. Precipitations are not unC01111110n, but are no e\'idence of anything 
whate\'er sa\'e the power to precipitate and the fact of precipitation. Spiritualists 
have always asserted that their mediu111s could procure these things, Chemists 
also can precipitate substances out of the air, So this point is wide of the Societ\' 
and its work. . 

Second. As I said in my pre\'ious letter, when Mr. Foulke. or an\' one. indeec:l. 
proves by his work and attainments that he is as Kreat as Mme. Blavatsky. e\'erv 
one will at once recognize that fact. But irresponsible mediu111ship, or what we 
call astral intoxication, will not prove those atta111ments nor constitute that work, 

Third. Mme, Blavatsky was CorrespondinK Secretar\' of the Theoso:{>hical 
Society, and its Constitution years ago provide.l that that office. out of complunent 
to her, should become extinct upon her death. She has passed awa\' from this 
sphere, and hence the office of Corresponding Secretary is extinct. The Societv 
will hardly hurry to revi\'e it for the sake of one who is not a member of the bod,' 
and who has never thrown any particular Klory upon it. Scarcely either because 
he is a medium-and not even a good one-who prates of receivinK messages from 
beyond the gra\'e assumed to be from Mme. JUavatsky. He may assert that he has 
baskets full of letters from Mme. Biavatskv written before her death. and we are 
not interested either to den\' the assertion or to desire to see the documents. 

rOllI"", The Theosopliical Society is a body gO\'erned by Rules embodied in 
its Constitution. Its officers are elected hy votes. and not by the production of 
precipitated letters or pictures of any sort. It generally elects those who do its 
work, and not outsiders who masquerade as recipients of directions from the al.IQIle 
of departed souls. It is not likely to request proposed officers to' produce docu
ments, whether in ink, in oils, or ill pastel, brought forth at mediumistic seances 
before the wonderinK eyes of untrained witnesses. And as it now has Branches in 
e\'ery coulltry 011 this earth. lir. Foulke. an ex-member wholly untrained ill its 
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executive work and out of symp'athy with its true m~ssion, will evince more effron
tery than he ever has before If he shall present hunself for the suffrages of the 
members of a Society in which he is not even enrolled. 

Fiftll. Mr. Foulke's possession of any number of letters written to him by 
Mme. Blavatsky prior to her demise. offering him "leadership" or "succession," 
might please and interest himself, but can have no other effect on the corporate 
body of the Society. Let him preserve them or otherwise as he may see fit; they 
are utterly without bearing or even authority: and if in existence would only serve 
to show that she in her lifetime mav have gwen him a chance to do earnest sincere 
work for a Society she had at heart; and that he neglected the ufPortunitv, passing 
his time in idle, fantastic day-dreams. -

AUSTRALIA. 

Yours truly, 
WILLIAM Q. Jl'DGE, 

Gell. Sec')'. Allleri,'all Set. 

Brother h-ey writes from Hobart, Tasmania, that the branch has 
published a simple pamphlet on the general ideas of Theosophy and 
the Theosophical movement, and that it has brought them a large 
influx of visitors and enquirers. 

THE SEPTENARY. A MATHEMATICAl. DE:\IONSTRATION. ~ lIathematicians tell 
us that even before the formula for the Binomial Theorem was known, the early 
writers on Algebra had declared that the total numher of ways of taking 11 things 
"'as 2" - I, or, in other words, the comhinations of 11 things taken I at a time, 2 at a 
time, 3 at a time, and so on. The procf is a simple example of mathematical in
duction, and it is easy to show empirically that if unity be added to the total 
number of ways of taking 11 things, the result is invariably 2N. Thus if we take 
the three letters a, b, e, and form all the possible selections and prefix unity, we 
ha\'e: I; a, b, e: ab, ae, be: abc. Here the total number of symbols is S. that is 2". 

But 23 _ 1=7. 

Thus we see that the "sum total" of the possihle combinations of the three 
Hypostases, or Arasthas, that are found in every religion, the Christian Trinity, 
the Hindu Trimftrti, and the Triads of the other great religions, taken singly, in 
pairs, and all together or synthetically. must in the nature of things be neither 
more nor less than SEVEN. 

AT the recent meeting of the ninth International Congress of Orientalists there 
was produced a series of leaves of a hook from the country of the Batak-Karns of 
Sumatra, on which was depicted. hy pictures and by words, the story of a microhe. 
Incredible as it seems, this book, which is said to be at least 700 years old, proves 
that centuries before the alleged discoveries by Dr. Koch, a race, a section of which 
is anthropophagous, had discovered the bacilllls and its development into all animal 
which caused contagions and infectious diseases. The Rev. J. Edkins. well knowlI 
as a Chinese scholar, is preparing a paper on the suhject. What microscopes could 
have existed among the Batak-Karos. will no doubt he explained. Ancient people 
seem not to have been so ignorant as Modern Science makes them, and the princi
ples of the .~eeret Dodrill,' appear likely to be vindicated hy the anthropology of 
the future. 
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Jfl~stic lJu 1)licatiolls. 
THE THEOSOPHIST, for 

Febntary, open" with a strong 
article bv Colonel H. S. Olcott on 
.. Asceticism." He lays great stres.; 
on the inutility of physical asceti
cism when the excc:'ses of the 
mind remain unchecked, and 
speaks with much warmth of the 
hypocritical pntdery of tho.;e who 
are not found out, though secretly 
guilty. The next paper, entitled 
"The Yaruha A"atara of Yishnu," 
hardly touches the subject, but is 
apparently an introduction to a 
series of translations from Paun'inic 
writings which treat of the matter. 
The author. A. Xilakantha Shastri, 
writes interestingly on the Puranas 
in general and their interpretation. 
and finishes with a short study on 
the Pranava, A r)1, giving the cor
respondences of its component 
letters to four worlds and seven 
planes. and illustrating his idea 
with a useful diagram. C. J.'s 
third contribution to his" Outline 
of the • Secret Doctrine'" next 
follows in the same shape as it 
has appeared in our own pages. 
.. Exeter" prO\'ides some interest
ing notes on "The' Ka' of the An
cient Egyptian,;." gleaned from a 
book entitled Pharaohs, .Fdlahs 
alld Explort-rs. by that enthusiastic 
student of Egyptology, Miss Amelia 
B. Edwards. The authoress sup
poses that the Ka corresponds with 
the \'ital principle in the list of 
component parts of the human 
being, as believed in by the ancient 
Egyptians. The list-which does 
not profess to be a perfect one, for 
the composite being of man is only 
said to consist "at least" of six 
parts-is as follows: Khat, body; 
Ba, soul: Khou, intelligence: Khai
bit, shadow; Ren, naIl1e; and Ka. 
In Tht' St'O'c/ /Joe/rille (ii. 632,633), 

H. P. B. gins Gcrald Massey's 
list, ill which the Ka does not 
occur, and al~o the list of Franz 
Lambert from The Sphinx, who 
identifies the Ka with the Kabalis
tic X ephesh. The latter writer 
hrackets with this Ka the terms 
Astral Bod,', Evestntm (of Para
celsus) and Sidereal Man, and 
makes the \"ital Force correspond 
to quite a different "principle:' 
H. P. B. herself abstains from en
dorsing either category or giving 
the esoteric correspondences, and 
simply cites these authors to show 
that the division was septenary. 
S. E. Gopalacharltl in his sel'Ond 
contrihution on that rost impor
tant subject for the student of Oc
cultism, "Mantras: their Nature 
and escs," promises in the appen
dix which is to follow a chart 
giving the significations of the Bija 
or seed forces latent in the fifty 
letters of the Sanskrit alphabet. 
The list has heen laboriously com
piled by our brother from eight or 
nine large Samhitas (collections) 
of Occult works. The paper shows 
signs of an immense amount of 
research; and the collection of the 
curious information which it con
tains must be considered as an im
portant contribution to a most 
obscure and difficult line of study, 
which will require to be dressed 
out ill a more familiar terminology 
and a more scientific presentation 
before any but the "ery few in the 
\\'est will ha\'e the faintest glim
mering of its importance. H. 
Dhammapala follows with an article 
on the "Yishuddhi Marga," or 
Path of Purity, described as a 
"superb compendium of Buddh
istic philosophy and metaphysics." 
This ,"aluable fifth century P3.li 
MS. of Buddha Ghosha is entirely 
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unknown except to one or two 
European Orientalists who are 
aware of the synopsis of its con
tents. Funds are required for its 
translation; and when translated it 
will make se\-eral ,-olumes as large 
as The Secrd !Joc/n·lle. It is sug
gested that the" H. P. B. ~Iemorial 
Fund" might come to the rescue, 
especially as its contents go far to 
corroborate and amplify her philo
sophical and ethical teaching. It 

'is described in the preface as "the 
foremost encyclop~dia of the philo-
sophy of Buddha," and is especially 
valuable as containing his ,-iews 
on psychology. It consists of 
twenty-three chapters; and treats 
of .ethics, philosophical asceticism, 
practical instruction for the de
velopment of psychic and spiritual 
powers, instructions regarding the 
various planes, on renunciation, 
on conscious concentration and 
the exercise of intellect, Samadhi, 
and the various paths of know
ledge. Two pages of translation 
are given as examples of its con
tents, and they breathe that same 
spirit of universal sympathy with 
all that lh-es and breathes which 
so many of us ha,-e learned to 100'e 
in the pages of the r oia' l?( thi' 
Silmce. Dr. Pratt continues his 
study on "EIohistic Mysteries." 
Miad Hovora Korahon writes a 
long article on his favourite sub
ject called "African Magic," and 
criticizes the paper which appeared 
some time ago in our pages by a 
certain "Tau Tridelta." The 
number is concluded by an article 
by K. Narayana Svamy Iyer on 
"Hindu Theories of the Pulse." 
He infomls us that in the state of 
Travancore a "medical class has 
been opened on the old methods"; 
and there is no doubt that we have 
much to learn from the ancients 
about herbs and simples. The 
Hindu theory takes into considera
tion the Occult physiology of the 
subtle body as well as the gross 
frame, and there are many sugges
tive hints in the paper of our well
informed brother. 

THE PATH, for February, is 
commenced by a contribution fron~ 

Harij on "~Iediumship and Ab
normal Psychism," one more ne
cessary note of warning in days 
when people build "Colleges" for 
the development of mediumship. 
Bryal\ Kil1na\'an writes on "Ire
land" and its antiquity from the 
Occult point of view. Presumably 
Bn'an is a "bhoY" himself. ~ext 
coi1l(~s the first part of a story, en
titled. "Professor Dean's Consulta
tions." The Professor's young 
daughter sees things. which he 
does not. Mental derangement, 
thinks the Professor; persistent 
mendacity, says the parson; stra
bismus, says a famous OCUlist, re
quiring a delicate operation. The 
mother's heart of ~Irs. Dean feels 
that the child is misunderstood, 
and the family Doctor will appa
rently set things right in Part II. 
In .. Hidden Hints," W. Q. J. un
earths a mysterious principle men
tioned in Thl' St'crd Doctrillc (i. 
25<,'1). Ursula N. Gesterfeld, a well
known exponent of what its ad
herents call "Dh'ine Science." 
combats the opinion of \\'illiam Q. 
Judge in the January Path, on 
.. Metaphysical Healing"; the Edi
tor in a note shows th,at the writer 
does not touch his position or ob
jections, a fact patent to every 
reader ot the Path. People now
a-days "discover" what they call 
.. Di vine Science" and do not like 
to be told that they have ignorantly 
stolen the name and caricatured 
the practice of something to which 
centuries of the best minds of an
tiquity have raised imperishable 
monuments of learning and re
search and reverence. A word of 
warning on "The Brotherhood of 
the New Life" disposes of the pre
tensions of the Harris COlllmunity. 
"A Catechislll of Brahmanism," 
we fear, will not do much to throw 
light on the subject: we are told 
of certain ceremonies and of cer
tain classifications, but not a word 
is breathed of why the former are 
observed, or how the latter are 
arrived at. Papers entitled, "The 
Synthesis of Occult Science" and 
.. Lessons on the 'Secret Doc
trine'," both of average merit, 
complete the articles. "Tea Table 
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Talk" brings to light another in
fant phenomenon; this time a 
male Sthi'tla Sharira of three. 

LE LOTVS BLEU has obtained 
a most distinguished contributor 
in the per!'on of the veteran Orien
talist, Emile Bumouf, who trans
lates three Hymns of the Rl:([ l :'da 
(Nos. 16:!-I64 of the first Mandala 
or Section), with notes. The trans
lation of these Hymns is most valu
able for the sake of comparison. 
For instance, the translation of M. 
BUTl10uf differs in many details 
from that of the late Dr. Wilson, 
and shows how difficult an under
taking such translation must be. 
That 1\1. BUTI10uf had accomplished 
his task in a most sympathetic 
spirit is eyidenced by his introduc
tion. and we can do no better than 
re-translate a few verses of the 
HYll1n to the Vishvadevas or Col
lective Deities, both to exemplify 
M. BUTl1ouf's translation and to 
g-in~ an instance of the profound 
imagery and esotericism of the 
sacred Rig. 

1.- Here is the little old priest who 
has a middle brother who devours; the 
thini brother has his back moistened 
with .S::/I(-,-" here I have seen the Lonl 
with seven sons; 

2.-- ~even horses are harnessed to a 
chariot with one wheel; a single horse 
with seven names drags it; it is a whee) 
with three na\'es, which never grows 01<1. 
which ne\'er slackens. and on which all 
Ihese worlds are carried. 

~. The se\'en who are mouute(l on 
this chariot with seven wheels, are (lrawn 
hy seven horses; seven sisters together 
praise this chariot on which are placed 
seven cows. 

4.·\\,ho has seen his birth, the \'erle
brate whieh carries the invertebrates? 
The life of the earth, its blood. its soul; 
where. then (to take them)? Who can 
go to the sage to ask him this question? 

5.-Pitiful. distinguishing nothing by 
the mind. I question the footprints of 
the (;0(\ here planted; for the new-born 
calf the wise ones ha\'e stretched seYen 
weofs to l:e filled up. 

6.-- 1~lIorant. I ask here even the wise 
sages. 111 ordu to know. not knowing: 
he who has condensed these six firma
ments how under the form of the increate 
is he unique? 

7.-I.,et here speak him who knows 
. well the trace left by this winged dwarf; 

his cows give their milk from the head; 
clothing themselves with an envelope, 
they I:ave drunk water with their feet. 

8.-The Mother has helperl the Father 
in the work of truth; for first of all his 
thought was united with him in his 
heart; in spite of herself. she receives 
the impregnating stream, she is infused 
~ith it.; and the worshippers are full in 
Its praIse. 

9·-The Mother has been harnessed to 
the yoke of the fecund cow; the new
born' has been placed in its crib; the calf 
has lowed for the cow; he has recognized 
him who clothes all fomls in the three 
stations. 

IO.-Bearin~ three mothers and three 
fathers by hImself alone. he rose up; 
they did not forbid him; they utter above 
in the heaven a word which- contains all 
knowledge. (hut) whieh extends not 
everywhere. 

II~-The wheel of truth. which has 
twelve spokes turns ey~r round the sky 
and does not wear itself out; 0 Agm, 
here are placed se\'en hundred and twenty 
twin sons. -

And so 011; a record of wisdom 
for him who has no matter which 
of the keys. The excellent study 
of The Sart'/ /Joe/rille deals with 
Rounds, and Dr. Bonnejoy du 
Vexin continues his dietetical 
studies. Translations of .. A Uni
ted Buddhist World." the conclu
sion of .. Divine Heartache," and 
the section in the A-tJ' on Re'incar
nation. together with some capital 
Questions and answers. bring L~ 
Lolli., Blu: well abreast with the 
best of our Theosophical ma?,"a
z1I1es. 

THE BVDDHISTcontaillssome 
interesting remarks on Nirvana, by 
T. B. Yatawara, who refers to the 
famous verse of the Ra!alla Sutta: 

Are there any whoj;e old (karma) has 
b~en destroyed. in whom 110 new 
(karmal has been produced. and whose 
hearts no Ie nger c1~ave to future exis
tence; they lare such as) have destro,'ed 
the seed or existence, an<l have no desire 
of birth. (Such) sensible persons are 
extinguished (blown out) like this lamp. 

On which the writer com men
tates as follows: 

The fire is ccmparcd to the whole 
circle of suffering; the wick to exi,stence 
as an indh'idual1l1 the world of suffering. 
which encompasses life; the oil which 
feeds the wick to the oil of lust;' tbe 
desire for re-birth to that which effects 
a union between the wick of existence 
and the flame of suffering. Now whell 
the supply of oil fails this contact must 
cease, but the wick of existence is not 
on that ::ccount destroyed. Nirvana, 

by 
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then is not necessarilv the extinction of 
all ~xistence. It is' the extinction of 
hirth into the world of suffering; that 
is the extinctiou or annihilation of 
s~ffering. Hence it naturally follows 
that it is a happy existence unalloyed 
by suffering. 

THEOSOPHICAL SIFTI~GS. 
Vol. IV .. No. 18, contains a most 
excellent paper hy "Sapere Aude," 
entitled ... A Glance at the First 
Three Races of Mankind." Not 
only as a r!.mme of H.P.B.'s teach
ing' is it capitally done. but also 
here and again the writer is carried 
away by the greatness of his sub
ject to pen really powerful para
graphs. which depict most graph!
cally the state of primevalmankilld, 
according to the teaching:; of E;o
teric Science. This is followed h\' 
an ailegorv by Ralph Vmesdale 
about "The Gardener and his Pu
pils." And a very beautiful alle
gory it is; and. what is more 
il:lportant. a true depiction of the 
present state of affairs -and the 
Theosophical movement. TIt ~ 
writer has felicitously a\'oided 
that calla/it/~ which the modern 
allegory l:lOStly rejoices in. 

THE FORUM. No. 31. deals 
with the question as to what is 
permissible in the cure of dise:lse 
bv occult l~leans. The answers of 
the Editor, W. Q. J. and C. F. W .. 
make a very useful lltllllbcr. Xo. 
:,2 gives some hints as to why 
H. P. B. apparently had trust ill 
those who subsequently betrayed 
her confidence. and also deals with 
several other points of interest. 
L. A. L., however, does not tell 
us "what is going to hold the T. S. 
together. if it has 110 c:-eed. no 
bond of obligation. and no sn
preme authority." This is probably 
because the protasis of the condi
tional sentence has been too readily 
accepted. The T. S. has a cree(l 
and a bond. Its creed is Brother
hood, and its hond is the obligation 
not to offend against the spirit of 
Brotherhood, no matter by what 
religion, philosophy, or science its 
members may ha\'e individually ar
rived at a conviction in their com
mon creed. 

THE V AHAN of this month is 
remarkable for a long answer on 
the historical evidences of the 
existence of Jesus of Nazareth. 
The difficulty of the enquiry is 
shown -by a number of quotations 
from those who have given much 
time to the study of the subject, 
and the editor issues a cordial in
vitation to tho;;e who have any 
knowledge on the matter to con
tribute their mite of infor:l1ation. 

PAGSES. NO.5, in addition to 
the usual reprints. contains a paper 
by Jehangir Sorabji. which 1''; in
teresting for mall\' apposite quota
tions, of which the following is a 
specimen: 

He who is tossed up awl clown b\' the 
wa\'es of ad\'ersity will seldom be ahle to 
realize that, hO\\'e\,er unpalatable this 
training is. there certainly lics hidden 
therein the sec(l of the tre~ of know
ledge. I.aotze, the great o:caltist of 
China. said of himself that he saw the 
light at the village of Keiihjin. or "Op
pressed Benevolence," in the parish of 
Le or .. Cnlelh· ... iu the district of K'oo 
or .. BitternesS," in the state of T'soo or 
"Suffering." When Lord Krishna. after 
accomplishing his m.ission. was prep.ar
ing to return to hiS Abode of Bliss. 
and was on the point of mounting his 
charger, Kunt •. tlle mother of Arjuna. 
rushed up to him, and stretching forth 
hoth her hands, besought him to grant 
her a parting gift. Being questioned 
what she wanted. the h1gh.souled 
daughter of Bharata\'arsha s3id: "0 
Krishna. ne\-er keep me and misen' 
apart. for how else can I keep thee in 
m)' heart?" 

ESTUDIOS TEOSOFICOS, No. 
7. of Series ::!, contains a sensible 
article on "Theosophy and the 
Pain of Death," and also transla
tions of Dr. Jerome A. Anderson's 
excellent paper on .. }Iaterialisl1l, 
Agnosticism and Theosophy," of 
Mohini 2\1. Chatterji's paper en
titled "Theories in Comparative 
Mythology" from the old Lotus; 
and the continuation 0: "Through 
the Gates of Gold." 

The first thirty-two Fases of th:! 
translation of his [/m.'cikd are in 
our hands and testify to the un
flagging energy of our brother F. 
Montoliu. The translation con
tains the following loyal dedica
tion: 
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A Helma Pc/r07.'lIa B/,lZ'tlh''':1' 
l' 

A' Su :Jfemoria 
E>tYiica la i.'t'nioll c5/1all0la d,' 511 ISIS 
rrn'EII.F.D, COll d carillo Y <1.f[radctillli,'1110 
pro/ll11d05 dd disci pilla <11 .llteslro. 

El Tmdlldor. 

THE PACIFIC THEOSO
PHIST reache~ t1~ just late enough 
to make u~ a month behind-hand 
in our notice~. X o. 3 is mostly 
deyoted to )Ir. Snowden \\'ard's 
pamphlet "The A.B.C. of Theo
sophy," an excellent little booklet 
that is doing Illuch u~eflll work. 

BRA~CH WORK PAPERS. 
No. 13 of the Indian Section con
tains a capable paper by Bertram 
Keightley on .. )Iodern Science 
and Occultism," and one of interest 
to students of Indian Philosophy 
on "Sound" by A.X.S. Xo. 24 of 
the American Section provides us 
with a short stud\' b,' Alexander 
Fullerton in which 'Earth-life is 
compared to a school in a paper 
entitled" Earth an Academy." 

PAMPHLETS. The BombayT. 
S. publishes a useful pamphlet en
titled" Madame Blavatsk,' and her 
Detractors; and the Yerdict of those 
who knew her best." It consists 
of selections of passages from the 
articles in' the ~Iemorial Pamphlet. 

W. Q. Judge's Epitome of Tl1t';)
soPI1)' has been printed in Telugu 
translation. Both these pamphlets 

han an .. Information for En
quirers" appended to them. 

The Hobart T. S. has published 
a "ery useful summary, entitled 
.. The Theosophical Society and 
Theo:iophy." 

THE SA!OL\RGA BODHIXI, 
our Allglo-Telugu organ, enters 011 

its second year of existence, alld 
we wish it' even' success. The 
editor opposes \\'ith reason the 
opinion of Dr. G. Oppert delivered 
in a recent lecture, in which he 
contended that India was indebted 
to Greece for her arts and sciences. 
The learned doctor is somewhat 
arrilrl in his "iews, but then he is 
a philologist. In an article on 
Freemason n' we learn that ,. the 
illiterate portion of Dra"idians of 
Southern India characterize it as 
the 'Christian Church which be
heads: as it is traditionally current 
that those who re,'eal the' secret of 
the Order will meet with ignomini
ous death." It lamQ per urbcs cl 
,'ires acquiril clIlld(l indeed! 

NOTES AXD QFERIES is an 
interesting little monthly con
ducted and published by S, C. 
and L. 1\1. Gould, Manchester. 
N.H., e.S.A. It treats of folk-lore, 
m),sticism, etc., and is full of 
strange information; the two num
bers of this year contain articles on 
Theosophy. 

mur ~ubgrt. 
BOW CIXB. 

£ 5. d. 
R.T. C. 10 0 0 
C. r.~. 5 0 0 

£15 0 0 
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Ilt'ct'ssaril)' a.If""/, willi Ihe oPilliolls ".I'Pressed;1I siglll'd arlidc's. 

MOTHER EARTH is just now contributing somt. remarkable 
pages to the volume of her past history. For nine years the 

Government of the lTnited States has been digging in various parts 
of Western America, and it has brought to the surface and jointed 
together some most remarkable relics of the olden time. In 
Colorado large numbers of fossils have been found, among others 
the bones of titanosaurs, animals which grew to a length of sixty
five feet, and of iguanodons, which walked erect on their hind legs, 
with a strong tail as the completion of a tripod, and, with a height 
of from forty to fifty feet, browsed comfortably on treetops. A 
Wyoming brontosaurus, which had considerately left in the rock 
that hardened round it a perfect mould of one of its eyeballs, 
measured sixty feet in length and stood fifteen feet high. The 
mosasaurus, a swimming lizard, extended, on the lakes through 
which it swam, a length of eighty feet, while a flying dragon with a 
wing-spread of twenty-five feet is contributed as an inhabitant of 
air. Strange must the earth have looked in those far-off days, 
milIions of years ago, and it is easy to see whence have come down 
the tales of terrible dragons and other monsters, lonc survivors of 
an ancient past, the terror of pettier times. Gigantic vegetation 
clothed the earth when these gigantic animals fluurished, and in 
those days the insignificant horsetail of our marshes was repre
sented by towering Equisetacere, rearing haughty heads in air to 
some thirty feet of height. Those mighty animals ancl huge plants 
find their descendants to-day in petty lizards and birds, in low
growing ferns and lycopods. All living thiugs have behind them 
gigantic ancestors. All? All except men, says \Vestern Science . 

• • • 
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And why not men also, an it please you? "Vhy should man 
alone look back to no giant ancestry? \Vhen the titanosaurs 
cropped archaic Equisetum, was there no giant man to face the 
giant bntte? There seems no reason to thus separate man ill his 
physical evolution from the rest of Nature, and Eastern Science 
knows of no such irrational lacuna. It shews us man, vast as his 
surroundings, towering to a height of thirty feet and more, corres
ponding, as he ever has done, with the physical conditions around 
him. This view is supported by the giant tombs scattered all over 
the world, from Gemlany to Pent, by the mighty monoliths of 
Stonehenge, Camac, and many another spot, to say nothing of the 
huge statues at Easter Island, or of universal human tradition. It 
is stated (Occult IVorld, p. 67) that some huge ancient skeletons of 
men do yet exist, and we may hope that they will in due course 
emerge from their long retirement, as these huge animals are 
emerging now from theirs. Then, of course, everybody will say: 
Well, it is only what might have been expected; naturally with 
huge animals and plants there were hnge men . 

• • • 
This stage of acceptance after denial has already been reached 

by Hypnotism, the name under which Western Science masks its 
retreat from the untenable position taken up against Mesmer at the 
close of the last century. No fairly educated person-putting aside 
such blindly prejndiced men as Dr. Hart-would now associate 
"Hypnotism and Humbug"; but the 'l.olle-Iace of the medical pro
fession is really going a little too far. In France, as we know, the 
Government has forbidden soldiers to submit themselves to hypnotic 
treatment, and one can understand that a Government should 
endeavour to preserve its armed forces from an influence at once so 
insidious and so powerful. But in Belgium and, mt"mbt"le dlCtll, in 
the State of New York, attempts are being made to pass a law that 
none but "duly qualified physicians" shall be allowed to hypnotize. 
A "duly qualified physician" is not necessarily conversant with the 
action of the forces of which one of the lowest is now termed hyp
notic; and remembering the history of this question, the impUdence 
of bestowing on the medical profession the sole privilege of utilizing 
a natural force rises to the very sublime of audacity . 

• • • 
Not only did the medical profession, with a few notable excep-

tions, denounce the phenomena of Mesmer as fraud and chicanery, 
but it ntined the few members to be found in its ranks who were 
able enough and honest enough to re-assert and re-verify the facts 
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he demonstrated. And now, when the thickest heads have been 
penetrated by these same facts, the medical profession, forsooth, will 
obtain from the State the forbiddal of all practice of Mesmerism 'by 
the very people without whose patient persistence its ignorance 
would still remain unenlightened! For the sufficient ignorance 
which still blinds it makes it identify Mesmerism and Hypnotism, 
and it uses the latter word to cover both classes of phenomena, 
refusing to use the name Mesmerism, since that would carry with it 
the condemnation of history on medical bigotry. 

ill 
ill ill 

The suggested legislation in New York proposes to punish as a 
misdemeanour public exhibitions of hypnotic phenomena, and the 
practice of hypnotism. As regards the first, it would be well to 
forbid public exhibitions, which are often disgusting and unseemly, 
and in any case deal with phenomena no more suited to public 
exhibition than dissections of dead bodies. In fact they are less 
suitable, for while public dissections would encourage a morbid and 
unwholesome love for physical ghastlinesses, they would be far less 
psychically mischievous than the results which follow, in many 
nervous organisms, on the vision of psychical dissections carried on 
by hypnotic methods. But to forbid a pure living and trained 
student to exercise the power of removing pain, because he or she 
did not happen to possess a licence to practise medicine, would be a 
monstrous abuse of power. What is more important, it would tend 
to keep "hypnotism" in the narrow materialistic groove along 
which it is driven by the ruthless French experimentalists, and 
would still further delay the understanding and control of the forces 
thus labelled, which, in their subtler and most beneficent workings, 
will never be mastered by the psychical vivisection of the Scil
petriere. 

ill 
ill ill 

I see in Light that Sir Edwin Arnold is going, or has gone, to 
India, to "arrange for the transference of the great temple [of 
Buddha Gaya] to a commission drawn from all the chief Buddhist 
countries in Asia." It is only fair that it should be generally 
known that the attempt to replace the guardianship of this historical 
temple in Buddhist hands was initiated by an enthusiastic Buddhist 
member of the Theosophical Society,. named Dhammapala, who 
threw his whole life into the apparently hopeless stmggle to awake 
his co-religionists from their apathy, and to persuade them to rescue 
from neglectful and indifferent hands one of the most interesting 
spots connected with the life of Gautama, the Buddha. 'He has 
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travelled all over Ceylon and Hindi'istan with this end in view, 
pleading and arguing everywhere, and is now in Burmah, carrying 
on the same work. Sir Edwin Arnold's famous name will doubt
less overshadow that of this noble Buddhist devotee, but while the 
author of the Light 0/ ASia may bear to its place in triumph the 
keystone of the arch, none the less will it have been the hands of 
Dhammapala that patiently laid the foundations without which the 
arch would never have been built' at all. 

• • • 
I was shown the other day a curious and interesting article in a 

Swedish newspaper, which placed on record some of the strange 
lightning photographs the II/odlls operalldi of which is so little 
uuderstood. Among them it mentions the imprinting on an altar
cloth in a church at Lagn)', in 1689, of an impression of a mass· 
book lying on the altar. In 1847, at Lugano, a woman, stntck by 
lightning, was found with the image of a flower, that was growing 
at her feet, printed on her body. In 1825, a sailor on deck of a 
vessel in the Adriatic had the number of the ship printed on his 
back. Between the popular observations of CUriolls phenomena 
connected with electricity, and the scientific observations of some 
of the lower ethereal vibrations, some "occult phenomena" will not 
remain "occult" much longer! 

• • • 
Can the Ethiopian change his skin, the leopard his spots, 

or the Bishop his ecclesiastical bigotry? The Rev. Henry Cart, 
greatly daring, invited me to lecture on Theosophy in his Parish 
Hall, Camden Town. I do not know exactly the amount of 
church sanctity which surrounds a Parish Hall-a building not 
recognized, I think, by the formularies of the Established Church. 
Whatever the amount, it was too great to permit the ingress of 
anything so shocking as a lecture on the ancient Wisdom Religion; 
the Sunday School teachers threatened to resign, the choir shook 
their surplices in indignation, and finally the Right Reverend the 
Bishop of London interfered, and the doors of the Parish Hall were 
llnceremoniously slammed in my face. Convinced by all this fuss 
that Theosophy, with its lessons of brotherly tolerance and of 
courteous respect for the opinions of all earnest men and women, 
must be sadly needed in Camden Town, I took a Public Hall in lien 
of the Parish Hall, and, without the Bishop's permission, delivered 
the dreaded discourse. 

• • • 
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Looking backwards into the Astral Light, I see some images, a 
little incongruous with the present day action of Dr. Temple, 
Bishop of London. I see a. brave and thoughtful man penning a 
careful essay, critical and scholarly, in advance of the orthodox 
views of his time. I see it appear in a volume called Essays and 
Reviews, and I see the terrible storm that raged round that erudite 
Reviewer. I see the venerable figure of Dr. Pusey, rising in holy 
wrath j how he denounces the heretic, how he cries for his expul
sion from the Church, how he uses argument, invective, sarcasm, to 
bring about a prosecution for heresy, the social ruin of the offender. 
But the Astral I .. ight fades, and the light of common day in 1892 
shows the ostracized heretic as the Lord Bishop of London, trans
formed into the twin-brother of Dr. Pusey. Verily, the wheel 
turns, and yesterday's heresy is to-day's orthodoxy. Theosophy is 
now heresy, but may the Theosophical Society perish ere any of its 
officials don the robe of the silencer of thought alien from his own . 

• • • 
Acting on the advice of some valued friends, I have been 

devising a scheme to make clear the points of agreement and 
of difference between thoughtful Theosophists and thoughtful 
Spiritualists, so that we might all see each other's ground, and 
either argue out our differences or amicably agree to differ. To this 
end, I drew up the following letter, and sent it to Mr. Stainton
Moses, Mr. A. R. Wallace, Professor Crookes, Miss Florence 
Marryat, and Mr. Theobald. On the side of the Theosophists, I 
invited the assistance of Countess Wachtmeister, Miss Emily 
Kislingbury, Herbert Burrows and G. R. S. Mead. Here is the 
letter: 

LoNDON, March 28th, 1892. 

DEAR SIR, 
It is proposed to hold a Symposium in Lucijerof a few representative Spiritual. 

ists and Theosophists, with a view of clearly defining the points of agreement and 
difference in the two Schools, with regard to superphysical phenomena. The 
following questions have been sketched, as a basis for the discussion; it is proposed 
that each taking part in the discussion shall begin by stating his position on these 
points, limiting the statement to about a thousand words; the following month, 
these statements can be criticized and discussed by the controversialists. I very 
cordially invite your assistance in the carrying out of this plan, which may help to 
clear away some regrettable misunderstandings. 

PROPOSBD QUBSTIONS. 

I. What do you understand by the word "Spirit"? Does it include all that 
survives the death of the Body, or do you distinguish between Mind and Spirit? 
E.g., is th~ S:astin~ up (>i a .line of figures an act performed by the Spirit? 
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2. To what agency do you attribute-
(a) The moving of physical objects. 
(b) The materialization of human forms or parts of human forms. 
(c) Automatic writing. 
(dl Direct writing. 
Ie) Inspirational speaking. 
(j) Speech during trance. 

3. Do you think a disembodied Spirit-using the word Spirit as defined by you 
under I-can communicate with persons in Earth·Life? If you distinguish 
between Mind and Spirit, will you state clearly what you think can communicate, 
and what you think cannot. 

4. Do you consider that physical death separates at once the permanent and 
impermanent parts of man, or do you believe in any further disintegration, and if 
so, what? 

5. In what does mediumship consist, in your opinion? 
Will you kindly let me know, at your early convenience, whether you will take 

part in the proposed Symposium? MSS. should be in my hands by April 26th at 
latest. Sincerely, 

ANNIE BESANT. 

This seems fairly to cover the moot points, and categorical 
statements by representative men and women on these would be of 
great interest. When these were published, the statements them
selves could be criticized and fully discussed by both sides. Unfor
tunately, so far, things do not look promising. Up to the time of 
going to press four answers have reached me: Mr. Stainton-Moses 
is too ill, and Miss Florence Marryat too busy, to undertake extra 
work. Professor Crookes is too fully occupied with his scientific 
labours. One knows how heavily burdened are those who earnestly 
throw themselves into militant movements; so one cannot wonder, 
though one may be permitted to express regret. The famous 
naturalist takes other ground: he says: 

DRAR Mas. B:aSANT, 

PARKSTONR, DORSET, 

March JIst, 1892. 

I could very easily answer the questions you send. but I do not see what pur· 
pose it would serve. Opinions are of no value without stating the etoidmce on 
which they are founded. Again. the questions seem altogether one·sided, as none 
of them touch on the special teaching of Theosophy. Yet further, so few Spiritual. 
ists see Lucifer that the discussion would not reach them. It seems to me that to 
serve any useful purpose the questions should be so put as to bring out the crucial 
differences between Spiritualists and Theosophists. The evidence for each special 
doctrine should be summarized in the answers. And. lastly, arrangements should 
be made to have the whole discussion published in Light as well as in Lucifer. 

YOUTS very faithfully, 
AI.FRED R. W AI.I.ACE. 

If some other really representative Spiritualists were willing to 
help in elucidating the questions at issue, it might be possible to. so 
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modify the discussion as to meet Mr. Wallace's views. Evidence 
could certainly be given when the positions are stated, and the 
questions were intended "to bring out the crucial differences 
between Spiritualists and Theosophists" ,·n the interpretat£on of 
phenomena the occurrence of whIch is recognized by both. It would be 
easy to arrange for further discussion on other matters, if such dis
cussion were desired. 

• • • 
Quite a little storm has arisen over the action of the Bishop of 

Exeter, Dr. Bickersteth, in confirming some idiots. The Bishop 
defends himself on the ground (1) that he did it before, (2) that 
idiots may be susceptible to spiritual things, (3)· that infants are 
baptized. The second point is a curious onei the Bishop buttressed 
his position with the famous rhyme: 

What does silly Billy see? 
Three in One and One in Three, 
And One of the Three has died for me. 

I imagine that a parrot might be taught to repeat this poem, 
but yet might hardly be regarded as a fit subject for confirmation. 
In confinnation, the Bishop claims to be the channel of the Holy 
Spirit, and an outsider would imagine that little spiritual benefit 
could be derived from the gift when the physical nature is so little 
able to respond to the promptings even of the intelligence. Driven 
by the exigencies of his position, the Bishop even suggested, ap
parently, that lack of sanity was not a bar to the understanding of 
religious truths: not on the whole a very well-considered line of 
argument. 

• • • 
The American Convention will feel a sore blank when the 

representative of Europe, G. R. S. Mead, rises, and no greeting 
from H. P. B. falls from his lips. Mine was the honourable duty of 
carrying her message last year, and well do I remember the densely 
crowded room, the upturned rows of eager expectant faces, to which 
I delivered that message-her last in her latest incarnation. As 
sentence after sentence fell on the listening ears through deepest 
silence, how the faces changed with the changing tones of the 
address; respect and love welling forth to the Teacher, inspiration 
caught from the message-the dullest could not but have felt how 
much she was honoured, how deeply revered. People wonder at 
the hold exercised by H. P. B. on the hearts and brains of those 
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whom she taught, at the singular sway of her fascination. There is 
the fact: let folk explain it as they may. Apart from her position 
in Occultism as Teacher, and the uniqne post she thus occupied 
alone and unchallenged in the Theosophical Society, some explana
tion of her influence may be found by t\lose who contrast her large
hearted generosity with the narrow carpings of mediocre men and 
women, her courage with their timidity, her boldness in being her
self with the conventionalities of their fashionable hypocrisies. 
She was essentially great, while most of us are essentially petty, 
and that is part of the explanation of the puzzle . 

• • • 
Some may have seen in the report of the Convention at Adyar 

a fear expressed by the President lest love and reverence for H. P. B. 
should run into idolatry, and so her very success should jeopardize 
her life-work. It is well always to be on our guard against a 
danger that has wrought much evil in the past, and not to feel too 
sure that we are beyond the perils which beset our neighbours. 
Idolatry is a weakness, to whomsoever offered, and H. P. B. was 
always swift to check any tendency in that direction. We could do 
her memory no worse disservice than to veil it in idolatrous fumes. 
On the other hand, hearty and loving recognition of a great soul, 
uncarping readiness to admire and to reverence a life of whole
hearted devotion to a noble ideal, tend to "purify the emotions" and 
to rouse ourselves to imitation, and these we need not be ashamed 
or afraid to give to Helena Petrovna Blavatsky .. There are some-
and I gladly and thankfully place myself among them-who owe to 
her more than life, to whom she showed the Light and opened 
the gateway of the Path. No gratitude can be too deep to give in 
return for this priceless gift, and if this gratitude takes the form of 
serving the Society she founded, and of spreading the truths for 
which she sacrificed her life, I do not think that even she, much 
as she shrank from personal homage, would have refused it. 
None the less, let us all remember that it is our duty to the 
Society-our duty as well as that of the President-to guard its 
freedom from any and all fetters, so that we may not let our love 
for the Founder lead us into narrowing the Society whose basis she 
made so broad. 
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~hc ~n50ulfb \liolin. 
(Concluded from p . .?o.) 

IV. 

FOR se,,'eral days after this painful scene Franz was very ill, ill almost 
beyond recovery. The physician declared him to be suffering 

from brain fever and said that the worst was to be feared. For nine 
long days the patient remained delirious; and Klaus. who was nursing 
him night and day with the solicitude of the tenderest mother, was 
horrified at the work of his own hands. For the first time since their 
acquaintance began, the old teacher. owing to the wild ravings of his 
pupil, was able to penetrate into the darkest corners of that weird, 
superstitious, cold, and, at the same time, passionate nature; and
he trembled at what he discovered. For he saw that which he had 
failed to perceive before-Franz as he was in reality, and not as he 
seemed to superficial observers. Music was the life of the young man, 
and adulation was the air he breathed, without which that life became 
a burden; from the chords of his violin alone, Stenio drew his life and 
being, but the applause of men and eyen of Gods was necessary to its 
support. He saw unveiled before his eyes a genuine, artistic, earlh(l' 
soul, with its divine counterpart totally absent, a son of the Muses, all 
fancy and brain poetry, but without a heart. While listening to the 
ravings of that delirious and unhinged fancy Klaus felt as if he were 
for the first time in his long life exploring a marvellous and untravelled 
region, a human nature not of this world but of some incomplete planet. 
He sawall this, and shuddered. More than once he asked himself 
whether it would not be doing a kindness to his "boy" to let him die 
before he returned to consciousness. 

But he loved his pupil too well to dwell for long on such an idea. 
Franz had bewitched his truly artistic nature, and now old Klaus felt 
as though their two lives were inseparably linked together. That he 
could thus feel was a revelation to the old man; so he decided to save 
Franz, even at the expense of his own old, and, as he thought, useless 
life. 

The seventh <\Ily of the illness brought on a most terrible crisis. 
For twenty-four hours the patient never closed his eyes, nor remained 
for a moment silent; he raved continuously during the whole time. 
His visions were peculiar, and he minutely described each. Fantastic, 
ghastly figures kept slowly swimming out of the penumbra of his small, 
dark room, in regular and uninterrupted procession, and he greeted 
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each by name as he might gred old acquaintances. He referred to 
himself as Prometheus, bound to the rock by four bands made of 
human intestines. At the foot of the Caucasian ~Iount the black 
waters of the rh'er Styx were running. They had deserted 
Arcadia, and were now endea\'ouring to encircle within a se\'en-fold 
embrace the rock upon which he 'ps suffering. 

"\Vouldst thou know the name of the Promethean rock, old man ?" 
he roared into his adopted father's ear . .. Listen then, 
its name is called Samuel Klaus . 

.. Yes, yts! " the German murmured disconsolately. .. It is 
I who killed him, whilt seeking to console. The news of Paganini's 
magic arts struck his fancy too vividly. Oh, my poor, poor 
boy!" 

.. Ha, ha, ha, ha!" The patient hroke into a loud and discordant 
laugh. .. Aye, poor old mall, say est thou? So, so, thou art of 
poor stuff, anyhow, alld wouldst look well only when stretched upon a 
fine Cre11l0na violin! 

Klaus shuddered, but said Ilothing. HI? only bent O\'er the poor 
maniac, and with a kiss upon his hrow, a caress as tender and as gentle 
as that of a doting mother, hI: left the sick-room fur a few instants, to 
seek relief in his o\\'n garret. \Vhen he returntd, the ravings were 
follO\\'ing another channt"!. Franz was singing, trying to imitate the 
,;ounds of a violin. 

Toward the en·ning of that day, the delirium of the sick man 
hecame perfectly ghastly. He saw spirits of fire clutching at his violin. 
Their skeleton hand;;, from each finger of which gre\\' a flaming claw, 
heckoned to old Samuel. They approached amI surrounded 
the old master, and were preparing to rip him open him, .. the 
only man on this earth who lon's me with an unselfish, holy love, and 
. . . whose intestines can be of allY good at all!" he went on ""hisper
ing, with glaring eyes and demon laugh. 

By the next morning, howe"er, the feyer had disappeared, and by 
the end of the ninth day Stenio had left his hed, ha\"ing no recollection 
of his illness, and no suspicion that he had allowed Klaus to read his 
inner thought. X ay; had he himself any knowledge that such a 
horrible idea as the sacrifice of his old master to his ambition had 
ever entered his mind? Hardly. The only immediate result of his 
fatal illness was, that as, by rea,:on of his vow, his artistic passion 
could find no issue, another pas,:ion awoke, which might avail to feed 
his ambition and his insatiable fancy. He plunged headlong into the 
study of the Occult Arts, of Alchemy and of Magic. In the practice 
of Magic the young dreamer sought to stifle the voice of his passionate 
longing for his, as he thought, for ever-lost violin. 

\Veeks and months passed away, and the conversation about 
Pagallini was ne\"er resumed between the ma!>ter and the pupil. But 
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a profound melancholy had taken possession of Franz, the two hardly 
exchanged a word, the violin hung mute, chordles:;, full of dust, in its 
habitual place. It was as the presence of a soulless corpse between 
them. 

The young man had become gloomy and sarcastic, even avoiding 
the mention of music. Once, as his old professor, after long hesitation, 
took out his own violin frot:! its dust-covered case and prepared to play,. 
Franz ga\'e a cOIl\·ulsiY<'.~ ~hudder, but said nothing. At the first notes 
of the bow, howen:r, he glared lik:! a madt:lan, and rushing out of the 
house, remained for hours, wandering in the streets. Then old Samuel 
in his turn threw his instru:llent down, and locked himself up in his 
room till the following morning. 

One night a:; Franz sat, looking particularly pale and gloomy, old 
Samuel suddenly jumped from his seat, and after hopping about the 
room in a magpie fashion, approached his pupil, imprinted a fond kiss 
upon the young man's brow, and squeaked at the top of his shrill "oice: 

"Is it not time to put an end to all this?" 
\Vhereupon, starting from his usual lethargy, Franz echoe(l, as in 

a dream: 
.. Yes, it is timc to put an end to this." 
Upon which the two separated, and went to bed. 
On the following morning, when Franz awoke, he was astonished 

not to see his old teacher in his usual place to greet him. But he had 
greatly alkn:d during the last few months, and he at first paid no atten
tion to his absence, unusual as it was.. He dressed and went into the 
adjoining room, a little parlour where they had their meals, and which 
separated their two bedrooms. The fire had not been lighted since the 
em bers had died out on the previous night, and no sign was anywhere 
visible of the professor's busy hand in his usual housekeeping duties. 
Greatly puzzled, but in no way dismayed, Franz took his usual place 
at the corner of the now cold fire-place, and fell into an aimless reverie. 
As he stretched himself in his old arm-chair, raising both his hands to 
clasp them behind his head in a favourite posture of his, his hand came 
into contact with something on a shelf at his back; he knocked against 
a case, and brought it violently on the ground. 

It was old Klaus' violin-case that came down to the floor with such 
a sudden crash that the case opened and the violin fell out of it, rolling 
to the feet of Franz. And then the chords, striking against the brass 
fender emitted a sound, prolonged, sad and mournful as the sigh of an 
unrestful soul; it seemed to fill the whole room, and reverberated in 
the head and the very heart of the young man. The effect of that 
broken violin-string was magical. 

.. Samuel!" cried Stenio. with his eyes starting from their sockets, 
and an unknown terror suddenly taking possession of his whole being . 
.. Samuel! what has happened? . . . My good, my dear old master!" 
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he called out, hastening to the professor's little room, and throwing the 
door violently open. No one answered, all was silent within. 

He staggered back, frightened at the sound of his own voice, so 
changed and hoarse it seemed to him at this moment. No reply came 
in response to his call. Naught followed but a dead silence. 
that stillness which, in the domain of sounds, usually denotes death. 
In the presence of a corpse, as in the lugubrious stillness of a tomb, 
such silence acquires a mysterious power, which strikes the sensith'e 
soul with a nameless terror. The little room was dark, and 
Franz hastened to open the shutters. 

Samuel was lying on his bed, cold, stiff, and lifeless. 
At the sight of the corpse of him who had loved him so well, and had 
been to him more than a father, Franz experienced a dreadful revulsion 
of feeling, a terrible shock. But the ambition of the fanatical artist got 
the better of the despair of the man, and smothered the feelings of the 
latter in a few seconds. 

A note bearing his own name was conspicuously placed upon a 
table near the corpse. \Vith trembling hand, the violinist tore open 
the envelope, and read the following: 

Mv BJU.O'"E:D SON, FRANZ, 

When you read this, I shall have made the greatest sacrifice, that your best 
and only friend and teacher could ha\'e accomplished for your fame. He, who 
loved you most, is now but an inanimate lump of clay. Of your old teacher there 
now remains but a clod of cold organic matter. I need not prompt you as to what 
you have to do with it. Fear not stupid prejudices. It is for your future fame 
that I have made an offering of my body, and you would be guilty of the blackest 
ingratitude were you now to render useless this sacrifice. \Vhen you shall have 
replaced the chords upon your \iolin, and these chords a portion of my own self, 
under your touch it will acquire the power of that accursed sorcerer, all the magic 
voices of Paganini's instnlment. You will find therein my voice, my sighs and 
groans, my song of welcome, the prayerful sobs of my infinite and sorrowful 
sympathy, my love for you. And now, my Franz, fear nobody! Take your instru. 
ment with you, and dog the steps of him who filled our Ih'es \\ith bitterness 
and despair! . . . Appear in e\"ery arena, where, hitherto, he has reigned with. 
out a rival, and bravely throw the gauntlet of defiance in his face. 0 Franz! then 
only wilt thou hear with what a magic power the full notes of unselfish love will 
issue forth from thy violin. Perchance, with a last caressing touch of its chords. 
thou wilt remember that they once formed a portion of thine old teacher, who now 
embraces and blesses thee for the last time. SAMUJU •• 

Two burning tears sparkled in the eyes of Franz, but they dried up 
instantly. Under the fiery rush of passionate hope and pride, the two 
orbs of the future magician-artist, riveted to the ghastly face of the 
dead man, shone like the eyes of a demon. 

Our pen refuses to describe that which took place on that day, after 
the legal inquiry was over. As another note, written with the view of 
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satisfying the authorities, had been prudently provided by the loving 
care of the old teacher. the verdict was, .. Suicide from causes un
known"; after this the coroner and the police retired, leaying the be
reaved heir alone in the death-room. with the remains of that which 
had once been a living man. 

Scarcely a fortnight had elapsed from that day, ere the violin had 
been dusted, and four new. stout strings had been stretched upon it. 
Franz dared not look at them. He tried to play, but the bow trembled 
in his hand like a dagger in the grasp of a novice-brigand. He then 
determined not to try again. until the portentolls night should arrive. 
when he should have a chance of rivalling. nay, of surpassing. Paganini. 

The famous violinist had meanwhile left Paris. and was gi\'ing a 
series of triumphant concerts at an old Flemish town in Belgium. 

V. 
ONE night, as Paganini, surrounded by a crowd of admirers, was 

sitting in the dining-room of the hotel at which he was staying, a 
visiting card, with a few words written on it in pencil. was handed to 
him by a young man with wild and staring eyes. 

Fixing upon the intruder a look which few persons could bear, but 
receiving back a glance ali calm and determined as his own, Paganini 
slightly bowed, and then dryly said: 

"Sir, it shall be as you desire. Name the night. I am at your 
service." 

On the following morning the whole town was startled by the 
appearance of bills posted at the corner of every street, and bearing 
the strange notice: 

On the night of . . . • at the Grand Theatre of . . . ,and for the first 
time, will appear before the public. Franz Stenio, a German violinist, arrived pur
posely to throw down the gauntlet to the world-famous Paganini and to challenge 
him to a duel-upon their violins. He purposes to compete with the great "vir
woso" in the execution of the most difficult of his compositions. The famous 
Paganini has accepted the challenge. Franz Stenio will play, in competition with 
the unrivalled violinist. the celebrated "Fantaisie Caprice" of the latter, known as 
"The Witches." 

The effect of the notice was magical. Paganini, who, amid his 
greatest triumphs, never lost sight of a profitable speculation, doubled 
the usual price of admission, but still the theatre could not hold the 
crowds that flocked to secure tickets for that memorable performance 

At last the morning of the concert day dawned, and the "duel" 
was in every one's mouth. Franz Stenio, who, instead of sleeping, had 
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passed the whole long hours of the preceding midnig-ht ill walking up 
and down his room like an encaged panther. had. toward morning. 
fallen on his bed from mere physical exhaustion. Gradually he passed 
into a death-like and dreamless slumber. At the gloomy winter dawn 
he awoke, but finding it too early to rise he fell asleep again. And 
then he had a vh'id dream-so vivid indeed. so life-like. that from its 
terrible realism he felt sure that it was a visioll rather than a dream. 

He had left his violin on a table by his bedside. locked in its case, 
the key of which never left him. Since he had strung it with those 
terrible chords he ne\'er let it out of his sight for a moment. In ac
cordance with his resolution he had not touched it since his first trial, 
and his bow had never but once touched the human strings, for he had 
since always practised on another instrument. But now in his sleep he 
saw himself looking at the locked case. Something in it was attracting 
his attention, and he found himself incapable of detaching his eyes 
from it. Suddenly he saw the upper part of the case slowly rising, 
and, within the chink thus produced, he perceived two small, phos
phorescent green eyes-eyes but too familiar to him-fixing themseh'es 
on his, lodngly. almost beseechingly. Then a thin. shrill voice, as if 
issuing from these ghastly orbs-the "oice and orbs of Samuel Klaus 
himself-resounded in Stenio's horrified ear, and he heard it say: 

"Franz, my heloved boy. Franz, I cannot, no, I ra1l1l0/ 

separate myself from them /" 
And "they" twanged piteously inside the case. 
Franz stood speechless, horror-bound. He felt his blood actually 

freezing, and his hair moving and standing erect on his head. 
"It's but a dream, an empty dream!" he attempted to fonnulate 

in his mind. 
"I have tried my best, Franzchell. I ha\'e tried my best 

tQ sever myself from these accursed strings, without pulling them to 
pieces ." pleaded the same shrill, familiar yoke. "Wilt thou 
help me to do so? , 

Another twang, still more prolonged and dismal, resounded within 
the case, now dragged about the table in every direction, by some 
interior power, like some living, wriggling thing, the twangs becoming 
sharper and more jerky with every new pull. 

It was not for the first time that Stenio heard those sounds. He 
had often remarked them before-indeed, ever since he had used his 
master's viscera as a footstool for his own ambition. But on every 
occasion a feeling of creeping horror had prevented him from investi
gating their cause, and he had tried to assure himself that the sounds 
were only a hallucination. 

But now he stood face to face with the terrible fact, whether in 
dream or in reality he knew not, not did he care, since the hallucina
tion-if hallucination it were-was far more real and vivid than any 
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reality. He tried to speak, to take a step forward; but. as often 
happens in nightmares, he could neither utter a word nor lllO\'e a 
finger. He felt hopelessly paralyzed. 

The pulls and jerks were becoming more desperate. with each 
moment, and at last something insiue the case snapped \"iolelltly. The 
vision of his Stradi\-arius, de\"oid of its magical strings, flashed before 
his eyes throwing him into a cold sweat of mute and unspeakable 
terror. 

He made a superhuman effort to rid himself of the incubus that 
held him spell-bound. But as the last supplicating whisper of the 
indsible Presence repeated: 

"Do, oh. do . . help me to cut myself off--" 
Franz sprang to the case with one bound, like an enraged tiger 

defending its prey, and with one frantic effort breaking the spell. 
"Lea\-e the Yiolin alone, you old fiend from hell!" he cried, in 

hoarse and trembling tones. 
He \"iolently shut dO\\'Il the self-raising lid, and while firmly press

ing his left hand on it, he seized with the right a piece of rosin from 
the table and drew on the leather-co\"ered top the sign of the six
pointed star-the seal used by King Sol01l10n to bottle up the rebellious 
djins inside their prisons. 

A wail, like the howl of a she-wolf moaning o\-er her dead little 
ones, came out of the \-iolin-case: 

.. Thou art ungrateful . . . very ungrateful, my Franz!" sobbed 
the blubbering" spirit-voice." "But I forgi\-e for I still love 
thee well. Yet thou canst not shut me in . boy. Behold!" 

And instantly a grayish 111 ist spread O\-er and covered case and 
table, and rising upward formed itself first into an indistinct shape. 
Then it began growing. and as it grew, Franz felt himself gradually 
enfolded in cold and damp coib, slimy as those of a huge snake. He 
ga\'e a terrible cry and-awoke; but, strangely enough, not on his bed, 
but near the table, just as he had dreamed, pressing the \"iolin case 
desperately with both his hands. 

"It was but a dream, after all," he muttered, still terrified, 
but relieved of the load on his heaving breast. 

\Vith a tremendous effort he composed himself, and unlocked the 
case to inspect the violin. He found it cm'creel with dust, but other
wise sound and in order, and he suddenly felt himself as cool and as 
determined as ever. Havillg dusted the instrument he carefully rosined 
the bow, tightened the strillgs and tuned them. He even went so far 
as to try upon it the first notes of the "\Yitches"; first cautiously and 
timidly, then using his how boldly and with full force. 

The sound of that loud, solitary note-defiant as the war trumpet 
of a conqueror, sweet and majestic as the touch of a seraph 011 his 
golden harp in the f:i11cy of the faithful-thrilled through the very soul 
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of Franz. It revealed to him a hitherto unsuspected potency in his 
bow, which ran on in strains that filled the room with the richest 
swell of melody. unheard by the artist until that night. Commencing 
in uninterrupted 1(s.:l1to tones, his bow sang to him of sun-bright hope 
and beauty, of moonlit nights, when the soft and balmy stillness en
dowed enry blade of grass and all things animate and inanimate with 
a voice and a song of love. For a few brief moments it was a torrent 
of melody. the harmony of which, .. tuned to soft woe," was calculated 
to make mountains weep, had there been any in the room, and to 
soothe 

. . . . even thO inexorable powers of hell, 

the presence of which was undeniably felt in this modest hotel room. 
Suddenly, the solemn I(gato chant, contrary to all laws of harmony, 
quivered. became arpeggios, and ended in shrill staccatos, like the notes 
of a hyena laugh. The same creeping sensation of terror, as he had 
before felt, came over him, and Franz threw the bow away. He had 
recognized the familiar laugh, and would have no more of it. Dressing, 
he locked the bedevilled violin securely in its ~ase, and, taking 
it with him to the dining-room, determined to await quietly the hour 
of trial. 

VI. 

THE terrible hour of the stmggle had come, and Stenio was at his 
post-calm, resolute, almost smiling. 

The theatre was crowded to suffocation, and there was not even 
standing room to be got for any amount of hard cash or favouritism. 
The singular challenge had reached every quarter to whicn the post 
could carry it, and gold flowed freely into Paganini's unfathomable 
pockets, to an extent almost satisfying even to his insatiate and venal 
soul. 

It was arranged that Paganini should begin. When he appeared 
upon the stage, the thick walls of the theatre shook to their foundations 
with the applause that greeted him. He began and ended his famous 
composition "The Witches" amid a storm of cheers. The shouts of 
public enthusiasm lasted so long that Franz began to think his tum 
would never come. When, at last, Paganini, amid the roaring applause 
of a frantic public, was allowed to retire behind the scenes, his eye fell 
upon Stenio, who was tuning his violin, and he felt amazed at the 
serene calmness, the air of assurance, of the unknown German 
artist. 

When - Franz approached the footlights, he was received with 
icy coldness. But for all that, he did not feel in the least discon
certed. He looked very pale, but his thin white lips wore a scornful 
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smile as response to this dumb unwelcome. He was sure of hi~ 

triumph. 
At the first notes of the prelude of .. The \Vitches" a thrill of 

astonishment passed O\'er the audience. It was Pagallilli's touch, and 
-it was something more. Some-and they were the majority-thought 
that never, in his best moments of inspiration, had the Italian artist 
himself, in executing that diabolical compositioll of his, exhibited such 
an extraordinary diabolical power. Under the pressure of the long 
muscular fingers of Franz, the chords shivered like the palpitating 
intestines of a disembowelled victim under the vivisector's knife. They 
moaned melodiously. like a dying child. The large blue eye of the 
artist. fixed with a satanic expression upon the soullding-board. seemed 
to summon forth Orpheus himself from the infernal regions, rather 
than the musical notes supposed to be generated in the depths of the 
,·iolin. Sounds seemed to transform themselves into objecth'e shapes, 
thickly and precipitately gathering as at the evocation of a mighty 
magician, and to be whirling around him, like a host of fantastic, 
infernal figures, .dancing the witches' .. goat dance:' In the empty 
depths of the shadowy background of the stage, behind the artist, a 
nameless phantasmagoria. produced by the concussion of unearthly 
vibrations. seemed to form pictures of shameless orgies, of the volup
tuous hymens of a real witches' Sabbat. A collective 
hallucination took hold of the public. Panting for breath, ghastly, 
and trickling with the icy perspiration of an inexpressible horror, 
they sat spell-bound. and unable to break the spell of the music by 
the slightest motion. They experienced all the illicit enervating 
delights of the paradise of Mahommed. that come into the disordered 
fancy of an opium-eating Mussulman. and felt at the same time the 
abject terror, the agony of one who stmggles against an attack of 
delirium tremC1lS. . . . . Many ladies shrieked aloud. others fainted, 
and strong men gnashed their teeth in a state of utter helplessness. . . 

Then came the filla/e. Thundering unintermpted applause de
layed its beginning, expanding the momentary pause to a duration 
of almost a quarter of an hour. The bravos were furious, almost 
hysterical. At last, when after a profound and last bow, Stenio, whose 
smile was as sardonic as it was triumphant, lifted his bow to attack the 
famous finale, his eye fell upon Paganini, who, calmly seated in the 
manager's box, had been behind none in zealous applause. The small 
and piercing black eyes of the Genoese artist were riveted to the 
Stradivarius in the hands of Franz, but otherwise he seemed quite 
cool and unconcerned. His rival's face troubled him for one short 
instant, but he regained his self-possession and, lifting once more his 
bow, drew the first note. 

Then the public enthusiasm reached its acme, and soon knew no 
bounds. The listeners heard and saw indeed. The witches' voices 
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resounded in the air, and beyond all the other "oices, one voice was 
heard-

Dis.:ordant. an,1 unlikc to human sounds; 
It sccm'd of rlng-s the hark. of woh'cs the howl: 
The doleful screechings of thc rnirlni!{ht owl: 
The hiss of ~l1akcs. thc hungry lion's roar: 
The souncls of I.ilIc.Jws heating- 011 the shore: 
The groan of win,ls among- thc leafy wooc1. 
And burst of thunclcr from the rCllcling- cloucl:
'Twas tlll:se. all these in OIlC. . . . . 

The magic bow "'as dmwing forth its last quin:ring sounds-famous 
among prodigious musical feats-imitating' the precipitate flight of the 
witches before bright dawn; of ·the unholy women :-;aturated with the 
fumes of their nocturnal Saturnalia, when-a strange thing came to 
pa:-;s on the stage. \"ithout the :-;lightest tr::lI1:-;ition, the notes suddenly 
changed. In their aerial flight of ascension and descent, their 
melody was unexpectedly altered in character. The sounds became 
confused, scattered, discollnected . . . . and thcn-it seemed from 
the sounding-board of the ,-iolin-came out squeaking, jarring tones, 
like thost: of a street Punch, :-;cn.:aming at the top of a senile 
vOIce: 

"Art thou satisfied, Franz, my boy? Have not I glori-
ously kept my promise, eh ?" 

The spell was broken. Thong'h still unable to realize the whole 
situation, those who heard the voiCe and the Punchinello-like tones, 
were freed, as by enchantment.' from the terrible charm under which 
they had been held. Loud roars of laughter, mocking ~xclamatioJ1s 
of half-anger and half-irritation were now heard from every comer of 
the ,'ast theatre. The musicians in the orchestra, with faces still 
blanched from weird emotion, were now seen shaking with laughter, 
and the whole audience rose, like one man, from their seats, unable yet 
to solve the enigma; they felt, ne,-ertheless, too disgusted, too disposed 
to laugh to remain one moment longer in the building. 

But suddenly the sea of lllo"ing heads in the stalls and the pit 
became once more motionless, and stood petrified as though struck 
by lightning. \Vhat all saw was terrible enough-the handsome though 
wild face of the young artist suddenly aged, and his graceful, erect 
figure bent down. as though under the weight of years; but this was 
nothing to that which some of the most sensitive clearly perceived. 
Franz Stenio's person was no\\' entirely em"eloped in a semi-transparent 
mist, clo~d-like, creeping with serpentine motion. and gradually tighten
ing round the liYing form, as though ready to engulf him. And there 
were those also who discerned in this tall and ominous pillar of smoke 
a clearly-defined figure, a form showing the unmistakable outlines of 
a grotesque and grinning, but terribly awful-looking old man, whose 
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viscera were protruding and the ends of the intestines stretched on 
the violin. 

"'ithi11 this hazy, quivering \'eil, the "iolinist was then seen, 
driving his bow furiously across the human chords, with the contor
tions of a demoniac, as we see them represented on mcdireval 
cathedral paintings! 

An indescribable panic swept O\'er the audience. and breaking 
now, for the last time, through the spell which had again bound them 
motionless. every living creature in the theatre Illade one mad rush 
towards the door. It was like the sudden outburst of a dam, a human 
torrent. roaring amid a shower of discordant notes. idiotic squeakings. 
prolonged and whining moans, cacophonous cries of frenzy. above 
which. like the detonations of pistol shots. was heard the consecuth'e 
bursting of the fonr strings stretched upon the sound-board of that 
bewitched violin. 

\"hen the theatre was emptied of the last man of the audience, the 
terrified manager rushed on the stage in search of the unfortunate 
performer, He was found dead and already stiff, behind the footlights, 
twisted up into the most unnatural of postures. with the "catguts" 
wound curiously around his neck. and his violin shattered into a thou
sand fragments. 

"'hen it became publicly known that the unfortunate would-be 
rival of ~iccolo Paganini had not left a cent to pay for his funeral or 
his hotel-bill. the Genoese. his proverbial meanness notwithstanding, 
settled the hotel-bill and had poor Stenio buried at his own expense. 

He claimed, however. in exchange. the fragments of the Stradi
varius-as a memento of the strange event. 

'VISE 'VORDS }o'ROM SE:I\I-;cA.-True liberty is our goal. and to win it we must 
be wisdom's sen·ants. That is the paradox; liberty is service --to no human lord. 
but to great ideas. which deliver from lusts and fears. (Ep. Ixx\·.) 

The hurtful being is as weak as the heing" that can be hurt. Absolute liberty 
is when we fear neither men nor go(is; wlu~n we ha\"e no base and no excessi\'e 
desires; when we have the greatest authority over ourselves; when we have become 
our own man. "'e must feel ourselves too great and born for greater things than 
to be bondmen to our bodies. (Ep. Ixv.) 

YO\l may stealthily find heaven from any corner by a leap and a bound. Do 
but arise and make yourself worthy of God. (Ep. xxxi.) 

A brave and wise man ought not to flee. hut to march forth frol11 life. 
(Ep. xxiv.) 
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iht5u'bebilltlilnan,t; or, the 4ltebitiltion of tlil5Ubtba. 
Trall.ila!,·" f~l' TZi/J .1/allb,.,.s ,!/Ihc A"Ulllbak,1/1tllll T.S. 

((lmfil/ltd j;WIl P.55.) 

\"ARnU.KA II. 

OM! In this st:cond chapter are described the four moving consi
derations oi Yed,inta. Xow what are the four modng considera

tions? They are the subject. the object. the relationship and the 
qualified person. \'"hat is the subject of Yedanta? It is Brahman. 
What is its object? Emancipation. What is the relationship? It is that 
which exists betwet:ll the described and the describer. or the known and 
the knowt:r. \Vho is the qualified person? He is a fit person who is 
possessl'd of the undermclltiolled four qualifications. Just as Brahmans 
alone are competent to perform the sacrifice called Brihaspati Savana 
(Jupiter Sacrifice). and Kshatriyas (or warrior class) alone the sacrifice 
called Raja Suya,l so also those alone are competent to study Vedanta 
who are possessed of the undermentiolled four means of salvation. 
Now what are these four means? They are (r) the discrimination of 
the real from the non-real; (2) indifference to the fmits of one's actions, 
both in this world and hereafter; (3) the six. beginning with Sama 
(mental restraint); (4) an intense longing after emancipation. The first 
is the knowledge that Brahman alone is real and the universe unreal
which knowledge one derives intuitively after a careful study of the 
Shmtis (Vdas), Smntis, Pur/mas and others. The second is that 
(practical) indifference generated in one-towards flowers. sandal, 
women and other objects of enjoyment of this world, as well as celestial 
nymphs and other objects of enjoyment of the higher world. such as 
Svarga (Devachan) etc.-who considers them in the same light as the 
food vomited by a dog, or as human offal or voiding, on account of the 
ephemeral character of both the above pleasures. The third is the six 
qualities Sarna, Dama, Cparati, Titiksha, Samiidhana and Shraddha. 

(r) \Vhat is Sama? It is the not allowing the mind to engage in 
any act other than Shravana, etc. (listening to or reading the discourse 
of spirit, etc.). and the concentration of it on Atma (the Self), the 
object of Shravana, etc. 

(2) What is Dama? It is the (bodily) subjugation (of the func
tions) of the organs of sense and action. 

(3) What is Uparati? It is Sannyasa (renunciation), or the doing 

1 This is celebrated by kings to denote their undisputed sovereignty over all others. 
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of Karmas without any desire for the fruits thereof, or abstention from 
such Karmas. 

(4) What is Titiksh:1? It is the patient endurance of, or the 
bearing with indifference, heat and cold, and such other opposites, 
which are brought about by the past Karma no\\' undergone in this life. 

(s) What is Samadhana? It is the (serene) concentration of the 
mind on such acts as conduce to Shravana aud the rest (without letting 
them wander to objects of desire). 

(6) 'What is Shraddha? It is the strong faith in the words of one's 
Guru and of the Yedalltas. 

The fourth (or mumllkshu) is that intense desire of one who 
wishes to give up all objects of desire, in order to liberate himself 
from the pains of mundane existence, similar to that desire of a person 
who, being in the midst of his house in conflagration, endeavours to 
escape from the fire and thus save his body from being burnt, leaving 
his wife, children, etc., to shift for themselves. 

Though some persons in this world possess the first qualification, 
viz., the discrimination of the real from the non-real. yet for the prac
tical following of it, the second, viz., indifference to the fruits of one's 
actions, both here and hereafter, is said to be necessary to them. Even 
with the possession of these two, as some Rishis have anger, etc. (the 
third, viz.), Sam a and other qualities are prescribed. As even with the 
possession of these three qualifications, Jtiana (divine intuitive wisdom) 
is not found in those persons who contemplate with devotion on ishvara, 
therefore the last, viz., intense desire for salvation, should be developed. 
A person thus qualified having taken the sacred fuel in his hand in 
proof of his allegiance (to a Guru) should prostrate himself before a 
good spiritual teacher, and with reverence and modesty should address 
him thus: "0 Lord! 0 holy one! 0 Guru! who is Jiva (the Ego)? 
Who is ishvara (the Lord)? Of what nature is the Universe? \\Thence 
do these three arise? And how can we get rid of this worldly exist
ence?" In this context the following passages of the Shrutis (Vedas) 
might be quoted. The Brahman having examined one after another 
the worlds that are acquired through Karma, becomes disgusted with 
them. He says: "One cannot be freed from Karma through Karma. 
To understand it rightly he should approach with the sacred fuel in 
his hand a Gunt, who is well-versed in the 1 cdas and who is a contem
plator of Brahman." Also the following lines from the Baga • .'ad Gita 
might be quoted in this connection: "Learn it by prostrations to the 
Guru, by questioning him and by serving him." 

The good Guru, on being interrogated thus by his disciple, should 
be pleased to explain to him the differences between Jiva. ishvara and 
the Universe, differentiated through Sattva, Rajas and Tamas qualities, 
and should initiate him into the mysteries of the nature of Atma as 
plainly as the fruit Piluluka Euphorbia in the palm of the hand. It 
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should be borne in mind that these four means of sah"ation accrue to a 
person who qualifies himself thus only, after many births, through the 
ripening of the virtuous actions committed by him during those lives 
and through the grace of ishvara. A Guru who thus imparts to his 
disciple the knowledge of the Spiritual Truths should be considered as 
ishvara (the Lord) himself. There is no doubt whatever that he who 
from the teachings of such a Guru cognizes, after full enquiry, the 
identity of Jiva (the Ego) and ish,"ara (the Lord) is an emancipated 
person. 

""hat is this Lniverse comp0';l:tl ot"? At1ld (Spirit or Self) and 
X on"Atm:1 (:\Iattcr J. X 0 douht n('ul be entertained as to Atma being 
ill the uni,"erse. WIH:I1. in fact. it i~ ,1(,,,,,,·1 it. A~ the Fni,"erse is com
posed of (objects of) c01lsciou~ne.;-; and non-consciousness (mixed 
togt:ther l , as Atma is consciou.;ne,;s ibdf. and as without Atma the 
Lnin'rse does not exist, therefore exi,;tt:ncc IllU,;t he predicated of Atma 
as being ill the rni\"crse. 

Then \\"hat is meant by (ohjecb of I cOlbciousnc,;", and non-con
sciousnc,;s? All these ohjects that hay\: locomotion are of the former 
c1as,;. while those that are fix('d are of the latter class. ""hile these 
two are several and many, how can th(' ul1i\"('rs~ he said to be twofold 
(only')? Becausc X on-Atma is one only: hut thl::n it manifests itse!f as 
laany through its effects. So abo 3 .. tma is one; but it manifests itself 
as iIIany Ji\'as (Eg-os " and many isll\"aras i,Lords') through the vehide 
of the cffects of X on-Atma. Thcn cum::s the <jue-;tioll: how i~ it that 
the nnC" i~!1\"ara appt:ars as many like] l\'as? This conct:ption of fsh
yara a~ many, aro!'e only through tht: ,-\:\'t::ral images of Shiva, Yishnt1, 
t:tc. ~that were worshipped). in sacred places and hOUSl:~. Can hhvara
ship hc predicated of idols made of earth. stone, etc.? Yl:S. Else why 
should people expend large smns of 1II0ney on account of snch idols 
and do piija (worship) by anointing and gh"ing offerings to them. The 
fact that nOIl-HillllilS do not worship such idols is no argument rele
,'ant to the present question. It is only those cases of persons that 
ha\'e faith in tht:se that should be taken (into account) as an example. 
To those persons that cntertain the conception that Atma is this body 
alone. "'hich is the rt::ccptude of the foulest offal, voiding. etc., there is 
nothing- sinful or wrong in considering as isln'am the images which 
are very pure (physically as well as magnetically\. Thus ~on-Atma 
through its effects appears as many, as also does Atma through the 
,"chicle of the effects of X on-Atma. They lIlay be e:xemplified thus. 
This earth through the modification of its effects appears in different 
forms, such as mountain, tree. tower, wall, granary, house, monastery, 
pot, apd other earthen vessel!,:. The one Akasha, on entering the 
----- -- --- ------ -----._-----------

1 "Above" is not with reference to lccnlity. but \\ith reference to state. 
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\"ehicles formed by the modifications of the earth (such as pot, house, 
etc.)' is known as pot .-\kiisha, house Akiisha, etc. Similarly Xon
Atmii, which is no other than ~litlaprakriti (Primordial ~ratter), seems 
to be many through the se\"eral modifications of it,.; effects. So also 
does Atmii, though one, seem to enter the many bodies. its yehicles, 
and go by the many names of Deya, ~Ian, Rama, Krishna, Brahman, 
Kshatriya, Yaishya, Shitdra, cm\", birds, worll1, insects and others. 
These are illustrations from the standpoint of Ayachchhinna (or dis
continuity).l 

XO\\" as to the standpoint of Prati"imha (reflection). Just as the 
one water appears manifold as ocean, ri"ers, ponds, wdl. yessel and 
others, so also Xon-Atmii manifests itself as many. In the ocean, etc., 
the one stln is reflected as many. So abo Atnd. manifests itsdf as 
many, haying reflected itself in the internal organ (or the lower mind) 
of the bodies of all beings. \\'hat we can infer from these two illustra
tions is this: Just as cold De..;s, mobility an(l other properties of water, 
do not affect the sun that is reflectell in it, so also the modifications of 
the internal organ, yiz., agency and enjoyment, affect nut Atn1<i, the 
n.:flector, hut only the reflected consciousne",; in the internal organ. 
Therefore it is only Jh-:ltmii (the Ego, or the lower self) that is Para111-
5.tma ithe Higher Self), and ,'it" ,'(rs£i. Paramiltm,l i" Jh"iitma, just 
as the Ak,lsha in the pot is 110 other than the all-pen'ading Akiisha 
and ,;.'i(y ~'(rs~r. 

As Ji,"~ltma is illusory, and as illusion implies something false, 
ho\\" can Paramatllla which is real and Jh,{itnd (which is unreaD be said 
to be identical? There are three kinds of Jh'as, Paramiirthika (the 
real), Vya\"akarika ,the worldly or the phcnomenal', and Pratibhasika 
(the reflected). These Jh"as preside rcspecti,-ely o\"er (Sushupti) the 
dreamless sleeping, 'J a~rata) the \\'aking and I S\'apn3) the dreaming 
states. Like the ephemeral appearance of ",a\"es in ,,,ater and foam in 
wan;;, so the '"ya\"ak:lrika Jh"a manifests itself (arising) from Param
arthika Ji\"a and the Pratibhiisika Jiya from Vya,"ak:1rika Ji,"a. Taste, 
fluidity and colel, which are the properties of water, manifest themseh"es 
as wa,'es, and through \\'a,"es as foam. Similarly the characteristics of 
Sat (Be-ness), Chit (Consciousness) and Ananda (Bliss) of the undif
ferentiated Paramarthika manifest thcll1se!ycS in Vya\'ak{irika, and 
through Vya\"akarika in Pratibhasika. Just as foam does not exist in 
the absence of \\'a\"es, and ,,"aycs do not exist in the absence of 
water, and as (of thel11) water alone is real, so also Pratibhiisika does 
not exist in the absence of Vya\'akarika, and '"ya,"akarika does not 
exist in the abscnce of Paramarthika (\\"hich is real). Therefore 
like the Akasha in the pot, that is no other than the all-pen"ading 

----- - -------

1 In logic: this In~ans: "Separated or excluded fronl all oth('r thillgs hy the properties predicated 
of a thing as peculiar to itst'lf" !Apte's fJidiollal)"l. 
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Akasha, it is the final conclusion of the Vedanta that the undifferen
tiated Paramarthika is no other than Paramatma (the Higher Self). 

Thus. one who having separated-through the sacred sentences (of 
the Vedas), "It is not this, it is not this "-the undifferentiated Para
marthika from the body composed of the five sheaths. and having 
identified that Paramarthika with" I," cognizes through direct intuiti"e 
perception the fact ... I am no other than that undifferentiated Brah
man," after a thorough study of the Shrutis ( f cdas) and Smritis. and 
through logic and firm conviction, he is beyond doubt the all-full Brah
man. All the Dpallishads proclaim with one voice that virtuous and 
sinful Kanllas (actions) do 1I0t cling to such a person. 

VARl"NAKA IV. 

Among pains (or misery), birth in body. Karma, Raga and other 
desires, Abhimana I (the reference of all actions to self or self-identi
fication), Aviveka (the lion-discrimination of Atma and Non-Atma) 
and Ajtiana (non-wisdom or ignorance). which are attendant upon 
men, the one that follows is the cause of the one preceding it. The 
first four of these will be discussed in this chapter. 

Are pains natural or accidental to men? 
They should be known as accidental only; otherwise a contrary 

admission would involve us in many absurdities. \Vere pains inherent 
in men, then there will be no possibility of humanity freeing itself from 
them and acquiring happiness. Then it will become unnecessary on 
the part of men to perform any Karmas for liberation from pains or for 
the acquisition of happiness. None will take any efforts to cultivate 
virtuous actions, Yoga, Dhyana (meditation) and devout adoration to 
deities, etc. Besides, vt'das, rural/as and other sacred books will 
become useless. But then it may be argued-let the miseries of human 
existence be natural to men, and let them make attempts to free them
selves from them. (Then we have to understand the meaning of the 
word "natural.") By "natural" is meant that which belongs to one's 
own reality (or individuality). Who then will endeavour to annihilate 
his own reality? And if one's own reality is destroyed how can he 
expect to attain his desired end of life (namely, salvation). That what 
is natural to an object is its own reality may be illustrated thus. The 
property of sweetness is natural to sugar. If we wish to detach the 
quality of sweetness from sugar then we shall have to destroy sugar 
itself. Likewise, as pains are natural to Egos, there will ensue anni
hilation' to Atma were pains separated from them. But the Shrutis 
( Vedas) say that Atma is indestructible and eternal, (as will be evident) 
from passages such as: 

.. Atma is indestructible. It pervades everything like Ako1sha and 

I Abhimaua is not Hgoism, which is Ahanldra. Raga and other d •• ires are explained later on in 
the sixth chapter. 
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is eternal. It is not born nor does it die. It came from nowhere, and 
it does not become anything. It is unborn, eternal, permanent and 
ancient, and it does not perish with the body." 

Therefore the miseries of Atma (here the Ego or person) should 
be known as accidental and not natural to it. 

Then comes another objection. May not the reality of an object 
survive the annihilation of that which is natural to it? Take for in
stance fire. Heat is natural to (or the property of) it. The heat may 
be made to vanish from fire through magical stones, mantras 1 or herbs. 
EYen after the removal (of heat from the body of the person exposed 
to it), the reality of Agni is not destroyed, but the property of cold, its 
opposite, is induced. Similarly let pains be natural to Atma, and let 
Atma be freed from them, and (durable) happiness result to it through 
transcendently virtuous actions, Yogic powers and so on. (To this we 
reply) No. The remoyal of heat from fire through magical stones. etc., 
and of pains from Atma through transcendently virtuous actions, etc., 
will only be temporary and not permanent. Everything generated by 
actions (such as herb!\, etc.). will yat~ish with the cessation of those 
actions. In the above mentioned simile, the fire and the Ego will lose 
their heat and pains through magical stones. etc., and virtuous actions, 
etc., respectively, but with the cessation of those appliances, the cold 
and happiness caused by them will yanish, and the inherent heat and 
pains will at last prevail. Therefore it is evident that the Egos (or 
persons) will have to attain only a temporary salvation, and not one 
that will put an end to rebirths. Were such (temporary) salvation a 
fact, then impermanency will have to be postulated of Moksha 
(salYation). This will only clash with the passages of the Vedas which 
lay down that Moksha (salvation) is eternal. in such as: "He (the Ego) 
never returns" (or is born again); and .. It (the Ego) is undivided, 
blissful, formless and wonderful." Moreover, were pains inherent in 
the Ego, then in Sushupti (dreamless sleeping state) or in the state of 
the vow of taciturnity (obseryed by the Yogis) S or in the Samadhi 
state. pains alone would have to manifest themselves. But such is not 
the case, as happiness (only) is enjoyed by these three; for these 
persons on returning to their natural state exclaim. .. I was enjoying 
happiness till now." Therefore it should be known that pains are not 
natural but only adventitious to Atma (the Self). 

How did pains accrue to the Ego which has bliss as its reality (or 
nature)? It is only through the connection of Atma (the Self) with 
a body. So long as Atma is in body, so long will miseries be attendant 
on it. Then are we to infer that even kings and such like in this world 
undergo miseries through possessing bodies? Most certainly. They 

1 E...,n now a Yogi may be seen near Mannargudi. Tdnjore Distr:ct (Madras Presiden:y). who 
k~p. his body in the flames o( a fire Cor more than fi"e or six hou", daily. 

2 Snoh in.tanee~ o( Yogis are to be (ound in KUlnbakonam. 
J 
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haye their own miseries in the shape of hostility with their enemies, 
cares attendant on the government of their kingdoms, the loss of their 
wealth and grain, the death of their dear wife and children, and their 
own dotage, etc., and death. It is simply a delusion to think that 
some, at least, enjoy happiness in this world. How then do pains 
appear through delusion as happiness? Carriers of goods running at 
fast speed with their loads 011 their heads, professional cultivators and 
other such menials follow through delusion their avocations, laughing 
and singing as they pass through whatever pains sllch acts are 
producth'e of. Therefore it should be known that all our miseries 
appear in the guise of happiness through delusion only. Then do 
eyen (spiritually) wise men suffer fro::l miseries on account of their 
connection with body? Yes. They ha"e their own miseries in the 
shape of hunger and thirst, cold and heat, disease, snakes, scorpions, 
tigers and others. Then what is the differt:nce hetween a true dis
criminator (of Atma'! and onc who is not? A special difference exists 
in the internal acts of these two though not ill their exte:-nal acts. 
The former, a great soul-having through perception, inference and the 
tcstimony of the rcdas clearly cognized, after full enquiry, the fact that 
all miseries do pertain to the internal organs (the lower Ego or mind) 
and not to the higher Ego, which is of the nature of Sachchidananda 
(Be-ness, Consciousness and Bliss), and that the higher Ego is not in 
the least connected with the attributes of the internal organ which is 
unreal, inert and replete with pains-is free from all miseries. Through 
the Vedas (we learn that): .. Purusha (the Self) is uncotlllected (with 
anything)." Through logic we know Him as Truth and without 
parts. And through experience of the states of dreamless sleeping 
state, the state of habitual silence and Samadhi. (we know him to be 
such). That ignorant and depraved individual who does not enq:lire 
into the reality of Atma, identifies Atma with the body and ascribes to 
Atma all acts that do not legitimately pertain to it, and to Non-Atma 
the attributes of Sachchidananda which pertain to .Atma. Through such 
a false attribution he foolishly loves to indulge in the distinction of 
caste, sect, orders oflife, etc., with such egoistic expressions as: .. I am 
a Deva, I am a man, I am a Telugu, I am a Dravida (a native of the 
Tamil country), I am a Brahman, I am a Kshatriya, I am a Vaishya. I 
am a Shudra, I am a celibate, I am a householder, I am a dweller in 
the forest, I am an ascetic, and such like. Thus there are manifold 
differences between (the thoughts of) a discriminator of Atma and 
one who is not so. Again 011 a closer examination we find that these 
two differ even in their external acts. The wise, being cOI1\'inced of 
the unreality of the UniYerse, look upon their Pnirabdha 1 enjoyment 
as unreal, as the happiness enjoyed during dreams, while the ignorant 

I That enjoyment which is the mult of past Karma. 
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consider the Universe, as 'well as the happiness and the pains of Atmii, 
as real. Thus it is clear that the possession of the body generates 
miseries even to the wise. There are miseries to the De,"as (Angels) 
even: as through the epithets Vajradhara, Parandhara,l etc., which are 
applied to them, (we find) that they have bodies. They have their 
pains to suffer from, internecine wars between themselves, through 
anger and curses, through the disturbance of Asuras and Rakshasas 
(Demons), .and through the fear of their being cast down (to be reborn) 
after their good Karmas are exhausted. If Devas are subject to 
miseries, how is it possible for them to relieve from misery one who 
concentrates on (or worships) them? 

This can be illustrated by a king. A king, though himself subject 
to misery, is able to relieve his dependents (from pains) by protecting 
them, etc. The meaning of the passage in the l/i:das, "The Devas 
(Angels) in the Deva (Celestial) worlds are of the form of bliss," is 
this: the Devas having known that all miseries are merely the effects 
of the internal organs, enjoy Atma (their Self), that is always of the 
form of bliss. The passage of the Shrutis that relates to the Devas 
being subject to miseries is this: "The created Devas fell into the vast 
ocean of the cycle of births and deaths." This shows beyond doubt 
that Devas are also subject to miseries through their possessing 
(subtle) bodies. Therefore, all efforts should be made (by men) towards 
the attainment of emancipation without the trammels of body (Videha
Mukti). 

If disembodied salvation (Videha-Mukti) is a really existent one, 
how is it that some Devas that are seen with bodies in the sky, as stars 
are said by people to be the emancipated ones? 

Salvation is of four kinds, Salokata (being in the same world as the 
supreme), Samipya (being near it), Sarupya (being of the same form), 
and Sayujyata (being merged in it). Now the means of obtaining 
them are (respectively) Charya, Kriya, Yoga and Jiiana. Unceasing 
devotion to the Lord through. the idea of being oneself His servant is 
Charya. Acts of worship of Shiva, Vishnu and other Gods are Kriya. 
The eight parts beginning with Yama is Yoga. The personal (spiritual) 
perception (or cognition) of the identity of Jivatma (lower self) and 
Paramatma (higher Self) is Juana. Inasmuch as the first three of these 
entail reincarnation to persons in this world they are not very impor
tant. But as Juana (the last) leads one to attain Sayujyata (o~ to be
come merged in the All), whence there is no rebirth, it is the most 
important one. But the sacred books that postulate the attainment of 
Sayujyata through Yoga are with reference to Nirguna (gunaless or 
formless) Brahma. Here it may be remarked that because persons 

I Th~se two are th~ tiUes of Indra. Th~ firIIt m~ans th~ bearer of the thund~rbolt _apOD 
form~ out of th~ bones of Kishi Dadhlc:ha, and the sec:ond m~ans th~ destroyer of the city. As 
regards the rebirth of Devas many may not agree with the author. 
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who have attained emancipation in a disembodied state have not been 
met with by any person at any time or place in the same manner as are 
persons emancipated while in bodies, it does not follow that salvation 
in a disembodied state means annihilation (or is a myth). To disem
bodied emancipated persons there is only annihilation of the body and 
not of the bliss of (Self or) the Reality. As the' bliss of Reality is 
without body it should be experienced like the bliss of (dreamless 
sleep) Sushupti, through self-experience and not by any other means. 
If the bliss of emancipation and Sushupti be of the same nature, then 
may not Sushupti be said to be emancipation itself? Surely not. 
Though they both resemble one another in the enjoyment of supreme 
felicity, yet there is in the latter Ajfiana (ignorance of the Reality) and 
a subsequent waking up from sleep; but in salvation these two are not 
to be found. Therefore Sushupti is not salvation, nor can Pralaya 
(rest during reabsorption, manvantaric or otherwise) (for the same 
reasons) be salvation. Thus as the bliss of emancipation like that of 
Sushupti can be cognized only through Self-enjoyment, therefore it 
(salvation) is not a mere void but an actuality. 

If actuality can be predicated of salvation with body and of that 
without body, what is the difference between them? It should be 
known that they differ in the complete liberation from Ajuana and re
incarnation. Thus then we have proved through logic and the sacred 
books that emancipation without body is a state of supreme felicity, 
while possession of the body entails on all manifold miseries. Now 
we shall prove both the above doctrines through experience. We 
daily find humanity experiencing happiness in Sushupti on account of 
there being no body then, and miseries in tht: waking and dreaming 
states through the existence of body. It is certain, therefore, that 
wherever there is body. tl~ere are pains incidental to it. So to Atma 
that is of the nature of bliss. miseries are brought on by virtue of its 
connection with body, but they are not natural to it (Atma). 

Now what is the cause of the existence of the body? It is no 
other than the (outcome of the) elements quintuplicated through the 
previous Karmas, but is not the result of the five elements alone. As 
the five elements penoade everywhere, the body cannot be said to be 
the product of them alone. Then cannot the elements, transfomled 
through Shukla (sperm of th~ male) and Shonita (that of the female). 
be said to be the cause of this body? No; since Shukla and Shonita 
commingling together in vain do not generate bodies, there~ore they 
cannot by themselves be the cause of the body. Therefore the elements 
associated with Karma (law) do bring about the body. Now 115 the five 
elements, space and time are the same (or universal) everywhere. the 
varieties of bodies that we see everywhere must necessarily be the out
come of the various differences in Karmas. Though the earth is the 
same everywhere, it is only the artistic.workmanship of the potter that 
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is the cause of all the varied effects he produces, such as pots and other 
earthen vessels. In the above illustration the earth forms the material 
cause and the potter forms the instntmental cause; so also in the illus
trated, the quintuplicated elements form the material cause of the 
body. and the Karmas form the instntmental cause of it. Therefore, 
should there be any residue of Karma left which brings about an en
joyment in the next life, as in the waking and dreaming states, the 
existence of body is an inevitable necessity; but inasmuch as there is 
no Karma (enjoyed) in Sushupti, there is no body which results as a 
matter of course. Again, even though there is earth existing yet there 
is no generation of pot without the instnullentality of the potter. 
Likewise though there may exist the five elements evolved by ishvara 
(the Lord), yet with the cessation of Karmas through the spiritual 
wisdom of Atma such a person (Atmajiiani) never obtains any body (to 
be reborn in). 

With reference to this there are passages in the Karma-Shastras 
(books which treat of Karmas only) thus: 

"The pleasant and painful Karmas committed before must neces
sarily be enjoyed." 

"Without being enjoyed Karmas are not exhausted, even after the 
lapse of myriads of Kalpas." 

Then it is said in the Jiiana-Shastras (books treating of ;piritual 
wisdom) thus: 

"So the fire of Juana (spiritual wisdom) burns to ashes all 
Karmas." 

How are these apparently conflicting passages to be reconciled? 
In the Shastras there are two kinds of texts, the strong and the weak. 
The former is what is called (in logic) Siddhanta (demonstrated conclu
sion), while the latter goes by the name of Purvapaksha (the prima 
facie argument). (Wherever these two occur) the stronger overrides 
the latter. Take, for instance, the passage in the Shnttis: "Non-injury 
(to sentient beings) is the supreme virtue." This passage is supported 
by strong texts, and yet it is ovetridden by a still stronger passage in 
the Vedas, which runs thus: "In Yajus (sacrifice) injury is permis
sible." Similarly the text: "(The Karmas) must necessarily be en
joyed" is rendered weak and is overridden by the still stronger text: 
"All sins are destroyed by Tapas (religious austerities or divine wis
dom)." Therefore, though the Sanchita Karmas (the past Karmas to 
be enjoyed hereafter) are manifold (in store for us), they are destroyed 
through the spiritual wisdom of Atma. (To summarize,) without 
Karma there is no rebirth; without rebirth there are no miseries; with
out miseries there arises unalloyed bliss. Such is the final conclu
sion (of Vedanta). 

(To 6e continued.) 
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(C011linued frolll p. 3-/.) 

PASSING next to a later Aryan Scripture, let us read how the great 
sect of the Vaishnavas hymn the deity, as written in the Vishnu 

Pur/ma: 

O}I! glory to Him who dwells in all beings (I'tislllieva). Victory be to Thee. 
Thou heart-pervading one (Pundarik:lksha); adoration be to Thee. Thou cause of 
the existence of all things (VishvabhAvana): glory be to Thee. Lord of the senses 
(Hrishikesha), the Supreme Spirit (MahApurusha), the ancient of birth (Pur..-aja).t 

And later in the same work we read: 

Salutation to Thee, Who art uniform and manifold, all-pervading, Supreme 
Spirit, of inconceivable glory. and Who art simple existence! Salutation to Thee, 
o inscrutable. Who art Truth, and the essence of oblations! Salutation to Thee, 
o Lord, \\'hose nature is unknown, \Vho art beyond Primeval Matter, \\'ho existest 
in five forms,lI as one with the Elements, with the Faculties, with Matter, \\;th the 
Living Soul, with Supreme Spirit! Show favour, 0 Soul of the rnh'erse, essence 
of all things, perishable or eternal, whether addressed by the designation of 
Brahnul, Vishnu, Shiva, or the like. I adore Thee, 0 God [Parameshvara, Supreme 
Lord, rather], Whose nature is indescribable, Whose purposes are inscrutable, 
Whose name, even, is' unknown: for the attributes of appellation or kind are not 
applicable to Thee, Who art THAT, the Supreme Brahma [neuter], eternal, 
unchangeable, uncreated [Aja, unborn, rather]. But, as the accomplishment of 
our objects cannot be attained except through some specific form, Thou art termed 
by us Krishna, Achyuta [the Imperishable). Ananta [the Endless], or Vishnu. 
Thou, unborn (divinity), art all the object of these impersonations: Thou art the 
gods, and all other beings: Thou art the whole World; Thou art all. Soul of the 
Universe, thou art exempt from change: and there is nothing except Thee in this 
whole existence. Thou art Brahm! [male] Pashupati [Shiva, "Lord of (sacred) 
animals"], Aryaman, Dhatri, and VidhAtri:8 thou art Indra,. Air, Fire, the Regent 

lOp. cit., I. i. 
I These are given by Wilson (I. 3) as: I. BhGUtman, one with created things, 01' PundlU"ik£kllha; 

I. Pradhanatman, one with Crude Nature, or Vishvabhavana; 3. Indriyltman, one with the Sen8eS, 
Hrishikesha; 4. Paramitman, Supreme Spirit, Or Mahipurusha; and 5. Atman. Lhing Soul, animat
ing Nature, and existing before it, or Pilrvaja. 

s Aryamall and DhAtri are two of the Twelve Adltyas, 01' Sons of Aditi, the "Mother," which 
were """en originally, Martta.nda, the "rejected" SUIl being the eighth. Later they became the 
'rwelve Sun Gods. Vidhatri is the arranger or disposer, the Cosmocrator or Delniurge, and is 
added as a title to Brahma, Vishvakannan and Kama, the ~rOs of the Orphic fragments. As Dr. 
Muir says: "This Kama 01' Desire, not of sexual enjoyment, but of good in general, is c:elebrated 
in a curious hymn of the At4arw V~da: 'Kama WIllI born first [the Orphic Protogonos]. HiDl, 

neither gods, DOl' fathers, nor men have equalled. Thou art superior to these, and for ",..,r great' ... 
• The "Zeus dwelling in the ~her" of Homer (Zt:~~ o.l6t:pt vaIfJJV-F1iad, II. 411); in the 

Atther, the abode of the Gods. The Pater ~her of Virgil. 
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of the \Vaters;l the God of Wealth,1I and Judge of the Dead;s and Thou, although 
but one, presidest over the world, with various energies addressed to various 
purposes. Thou, identical with the solar ray, createst the unh'erse; all elementary 
substance is composed of Thy qualities; and Thy supreme form is denoted by the 
imperishable term SAT. To Him who is one with True Knowledge; who 
is. and is not, perceptible (sat and asat. "real" and "unreal",. I bow. Glory be to 
Him, the Lord Vasudeva!' 

The same strain of adoration is still further emphasized in the 
hymn of the Yogins when Vishnu, in the Boar Incarnation, or Varaha 
A vatara, raised the Earth out of the Waters: 

THOU ART, 0 God, there is no supreme condition but Thou.3 

Or again, as the God Brahma prays to the Supreme Hari (Vishnu): 
'Ve glorify Him, Who is all things; the Lord supreme over all; unborn, 

imperishable; the protector of the mighty ones of creation, the unperceived," 
indh;sible Narayana; the smallest of the small, the largest of the largest 
Elements; ill 'Vhom are all things; from "'hom are all things; 'Vho was before 
existence; the God Who is all beings; Who is the end of ultimate objects; Who is 
beyond final Spirit, and is one with Supreme Soul; Who is contemplated, as the 
cause of final liberation, by sages anxious to be free. 7 

As the Avatara Krishna, He is hymned of by Illdra after his defeat 
by Him. 

'Vho is able to overcome the unborn, unconstituted Lord, Who has willed to 
become a mortal, for the good of the world?" 

And when Krishna ili nailed by the arrow to the tree, and the Kali 
Yuga begins, this is how Arjuna, his beloved companion, laments the 
departure of the Christ-Spirit, of That which unites "Entity to Non
entity," Buddhi the link between Atma and Manas. 

Hari, \\'ho was our strength, our might, our heroism, our prowess, our pros-

1 Varuna {Ooarootlal, the Regent of the Astral Waters of Space; the Uranus (Ouranosl of the 
Greeks who was emasculated all(l dethroned hy Crotlus \Time) at the instigation of his mother and 
wife Grea (Earth). From the drops of his blood sprang the Gigantes or Titans, the early Races, and 
from the foam that gathered round hi. limbs in the sea, sprang "enus-Aphrodite (Hesiod, Tluog., 
,80"95)· 

\I Kn\'era the keeper of the treasures of the Earth, lord of the Elementals, called the Egg of 
jewels, Ratnagarbha. 

8 Antaka the" Ender," a tiUe of Yama, the" Restrainer," the judge of the Dead. A Vedic Hymn 
tells us that Yama .. was the first of men that died, and the first that departed to the (celestial) 
world." As Dawson says: "He it was who found out the way to the home which cannot be taken 
away: 'Those who are now born, (followl by their OWII paths to the place whither our ancient father. 
have departed'." This, ill the more direct tradition of the Vedas, is a glyph of the 'rhird Race that 
brought 

". . . . death illto the world 
And all our woe, with loss of Eden." 

But Yama, in the later traditions Pitripati and Pretaraja, the" Lord of the Manes" and .. King 
of the Ghosts," wns also Dharmaraja, .. King of justice," our Selves who judge ourseh'eS, ill the clear 
Akishic Light, While Chitragupta (the "Hidden Painting or Writing"), the Scribe of Yama, reads 
the imprint of ollr \;rtlles alld our viets from the Agrasalldhani or .. Great Record," the Tablets of 
the Imperishable Memory of the Astral Light. Yama is repre .... nted as of a green colour, clothed 
with red. 

4 V. '4-,6, Wilsoll'. trallslation. 
6 Ibid., I. 63. 
o Aprakisha: Fitzedward Hall tells us that the commentator e"plains this to mean .. self

lIuminated ... 
1 Ibid., I. '39. 
8 I6id., V, 'OJ. 
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perit)', our brightness, has left us, all.l departed. Deprived of hint, our friend, 
illustrious, aud ever kindly speaking, we have become as feeble as if made of straw. 
Purushottama, who was the living vigour of my weapons, my arrows, and my bow, 
is gone. As long as wc looked upon Him. fortune. fame. wealth, dignity never 
abandoned us. Hut Govillda is gone from among us. . . . Xot I alone, but 
Earth, has grown old, miserahle and lustrelcss, in His absence. Krishna . . 
is gone!! 

Let us next pass to China amI the Far East. Lao-tze, perhaps the 
greatest of the Chinese Masters, teaches as follows, in his SUblime 
work the Tao-tell-king, or .. The Book of the Perfection of X atme" : 

There was a time when Heaven and Earth did not exist, hut only an unlimited 
Space in which reigned absolute immobility. All the "isible things and all that 
which possess existence, were born in that Space from a powerful principle, which 
existed by Itself. and from Itself developed Itself. and which made the hea"ens 
revolve and preserved the universal life: a principle as to which philosophy de
clares we know 110t the name, and which for that reason it designates by the 
simple appellation Tao, which we may nearly de~cribe as the t"niversal Soul of 
Nature, the Universal Energy of ~ature, or simply as Nature. 2 

And in speaking of the mysterious Tao, the THAT, which cannot 
be translated, the nameless principle, we may with advantage quote 
from an essay by a sympathetic scholar, who writes as follows: 

We are told that it has existed from all eternity. Chuang-tze, the ablest writer 
of the Taoist school, says that there never was a time when it was not. Lao-tze, 
the reputed founder of Taoism, affirms that the image of it existed before God 
Himself. It is all pervasive; there is no place where it is not found. It fills the 
Universe with its grandeur and sublimity; yet it is so subtle that it exists in all its 
plenitude in the tip of a thread of gossamer. It causes the sun and moon to re
volve in their appointed orbits, and gives life to the most microscopic insect. 
Formless, it is the source of every form we see: inaudible, it is the source of every 
sound we hear: invisible, it is that which lies behind every external object in the 
world: inactive, it yet produces, sustains and vivifies every phenomenon which 
exists in all the spheres of being. It is impartial, impersonal, and passionless: 
working out its ends with the remorselessness of Fate, yet abounding in beneficence 
to all. 8 

And later on he quotes as rollows from Chuang-tze: 

There was a time when all things had a bebr1nning. The time when there was 
yet no beginning had a beginning itself. There was a beginning to the time when 
the time that had no beginning had not begun. There is existence and there is 
also non-existence. In the time which had no beginning there existed Nothing. 
. . . . When the time which had no bebr1nning had not yet begun, then there 
also existed Nothing. Suddenly, there was Nothing; but it cannot be known, 
respecting existence and non-existence, what was certainly existing and what was 
not.· 

I have given the above as a specimen of subtle metaphysical specu-

1 Ibid., V. ,6" ,62. 
S A Study on th~ Pbpular Rdigion of th~ ChiHcu, by J. J. M. de Groot: translated from the Dutch 

in us A"nal~s du Musl~ Gui"ut, II. 692 d seq. 
8 Taois"" an essay by Frederic H. Balfour, in Religious Syskms of th~ U'or/d, p. 77. 
4 Ibid. 
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lation, and also as an example to show the utter inadequacy of words 
to express ideas. The mind loses itself in endea\'ouring to transcend 
itself, even to the extent of appearing entirely incomprehensible to 
those who have not seriously approached the contemplation of that 
supreme intuition of Humanity, the essential Unity of all things. 

But no one should think that this No-thing is an empty abstraction 
and mere negation; it transcends our finite concepts, but is no less the 
One Reality because of that. It is the right perception of such great 
problems that inspires such noble concepts of existence and calm con
templation of the "change" which men call "death" as those expressed 
in the words of Lieh-tze: 

Death is to life as going away is to coming. How can we know that to die here 
is not to be born elsewhere? How can we tell whether, in their eager rush for life, 
men are not under a delusion? How can I 'tell whether, if I die to-day, m)' lot may 
not prove far preferable to what I was when I was originally born? . . . . Ah! 
men know the dreadfulness of death; but they do not know its rest. . . . How 
excellent is it, that from all antiquity Death has been the common lot of men! It 
is repose for the good man, and a hiding-away of the bad. Death is just a going 
home again. The dead are those who have gone home, white we, who are living, 
are still wanderers.! 

Aye: death is indeed a "going home," but a "going home" that 
need not be delayed until the body dies. Somt: Theosophists have 
heard of those who" go home" when they have "died" to their lower 
natures; and then they know the real nature of this illusory existence, 
although as the Rishi Narada reported, it was very pleasant for those 
.. who had forgoltCll their birth-place." The" Soul of Humanity," the 
\Vorld-Soul, weeps for its children, who forget their Mother and, 
"prodigal sons" that they are, fill their bellies with husks of the swine. 

Continuing our depredations from the shelves of the world-library, 
we pass to Ancient Persia or whatever country gave to the world the 
wisdom of the old A.'uta. Written in a language hardly yet decipher
able, it may well be approached to the Vedas in antiquity, and its 
language be referred to one of the first branchlets of the mother of 
Sanskrit. 

In the Avesta of the Parsis, Zarvana Akarna, "Time without 
Bounds," is the ineffable All, in this arises Ahura Mazda, the World
Soul whose names are many. He is The Being and the One Existence; 
the One, Who was, Who is and Who shall always be. He is Pure Spirit 
and the Spirit of Spirits; Omniscient and Omnipotent, the Supreme 
Sovereign. He is beneficent, benevolent, and merciful to all. In the 
Dinkard, He is described as: 

"Supreme sovereign, wise creator, supporter, protector, giver of 
good things, virtuous in actions and merciful.":1 . 

Let us now see what the Kabalah has to teach us, and mark the 

! OJ. ell., p. 8,. :Ill, 8,. 
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difference of its great large spirit to the glorification of the "jealous 
God," the" God of armies," to \Vhom so-called Christian nations pray 
to bless their respective arms in their fratricidal wars. To-day sees 
Christian Europe armed to the teeth iu honour of Jehovah, while "the 
Father" of Jesus. the" God of LO\'e" is set on one side and forgotten. 

Solomon ben Yehudah Ibn Gebirol. of Cordova. the greatest of the 
media!val Kabalistic Adepts. thus sings of the \\' orld-Soul. or the 
Supreme Principle, in one of his philosophical Hymns, called "The 
Kether l\Ialkuth," or .. Crown of the Kingdom." 

Thou art God, Who supports, hy Thy Divinity. all tI:e things fonned. and 
sustains all the existences hy Thy t'nity. Thou art God, and there is not any dis
tinction established between Thy Dh'illity, Thy l'nity. Thy Eternity. and Thy 
Existence; because all is only one mystery, and, although the names may be dis
tinct, all have only one meaning. Thou art Wise, Wisdom which is the fountain of 
life, floweth from Thee, and compared with Thy \Vis<iom, all the knowledgt: of 
mankind is foolishness. Thou art Wise, being from all eternity, and Wisoom was 
always nourished by Thee. Thou art Wise. and Thou hast not acquired Thy Wis
dom from another than Thyself. Thou art ,,'ise, and from Thy "'isdom Thon hast 
made a determining "'ill, as the workman or artist does, to ,Ira\\, the Existence 
from the No-Thing, as the light which goes out of the eye extends itself. Thou 
didst draw from the Source of Light without the impression of any seal, that is, 
fonn. and Thou madest all without any instrument.! 

See how differently the mind of this learned Jew regarded the 
"creation" of the Universe from the crass absurdity of the dead-letter 
dogma of "creation out of nothing." Just as the artist fashions the 
pot out of the clay. so does the Deity. out of Its \Visdoll1 which is 
Itself, emanate or evoh'e a determining Will to draw the" Existence" 
from the "N 0-Thing." the potentiality of that same Wisdom. for it is 
No-Thing in that it transcends all and e\'ery thing we can think of, 
that is to say, the highest conceptions of human thought. But It is no 
more "Nothing" than is Deity the "Unconscious," The No-Thing is 
not ,; nothing." the Non-conscious is not "unconscious." but both are 
attributes expressive of our ignorance, while asserting that THAT 
transcends all things and all consciousness, 

So that we should do well to bear in mind the wise words of the 
Zohar and apply the injunction contained therein to the words of the 
Hymn of the Master of the Kabalah we have just cited, being well 
assured that he would have permitted none of his pupils to take the 
words of his instruction for the real mystery itself, Says the Zoha,.: 

\\'oe to the man who sees in the Thorah (Law) ollly simple recitals and ordinary 
words. . . . Each word of the Thorah contains an elevated meaning and a 
sublime mystery, The recitals of the Thorah are the vestments of the Thorah. 
Woe to him who takes this gamlent for the Thorah itself!~ 

Or, again, as Origen-perhaps the most philosophical of all the 
Church Fathers, writes: 

! Myer's Qab6a1411, p. 3. ~ Zollar, III, fol. 152b; in Myer's {}abba/all, p. 10 •. 
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\Vhere can we find a mind so foolish as to suppose that God acted like a 
comUlon husbandman, and planted a paradise in (the Garden of) Eden, towards the 
East; and placed in it a Tree of Life visible and palpable, so that one tasting of the 
fruit by the bodily teeth obtained life? And, again, that one was a partaker of 
good and evil by masticating what was taken from the tree? And if Go,l is said to 
walk in the paradise in the evening. and Adam to hide himself under a tree, I do 
not suppose that anyone doubts that these things figuratively indicate certain mys
teries, the history having taken place in appearance. and not literally.l 

But then Origen was once the disciple of Pantrenns, after the 
latter's return from India, who was also the teacher of Clement. 

Yet one more citation from the Zohar, before we leave the A"abalah, 
in order to vindicate the writers of that famous collection of books 
called the Biblt', which is almost universally misunderstood. 

The Ancient of the Ancients, the l'nknown of the l'nknown, has a form. yet 
also has not any foml. It has a form through which the l'niverse is maintained. 
It also has not any fonn as It cannot be eomprehended.2 

Passing from Chaldrea and ]udrea to Egypt and its hoary wisdom, 
this is what M. Gaston Maspero, the learned French Egyptologist, in 
his Histoirc d' Orimt, writes concerning the ideas of the Egyptians on 
the Soul of the W orId : 

In the beginning was the Noon. the Primordial Ocean. in the infinite depths 
of which floated the germs of all things. From all eternity God generated Himself 
and gave birth to Himself in the bosom of this liquid mass, as yet without form 
and without use. This God of the Egyptians. One Being only, perfect, endowed 
with knowledge and unfallacious intelligence, incomprehensible in so far as no one 
can say in what He is incomprehensible. He is the One Only One, He Who exists 
essentially, \\'ho alone lives in substance, the sole generator in the Heaven and on 
the Earth \Vho is not generated, the Father of Fathers, the Mother of Mothers." 

The Supreme God of the Mysteries whom the Greeks named 
Ammon, the Egyptians called Amen. As M. E. de Rouge 4 says: 
"The name Amen means 'hidden,' 'enveloped,' and by extension 
'mystery: This God then was called Amen because He 
represented all that was most secret in Divinity." In a Hymn to 
Ammon Ra,5 speaking of the name Amen, it is said: .. Mysterious is 
his name even more than his births." And, in the invocations, which 
M. Naville has collected under the title of Litanic du Soldl, the same 
God is called" Lord of the hidden Spheres," the "Mysterious One," 
the" Hidden."6 

Here also must be appended a nlagnificent hymn to the Sun, the 
symbol of the World-Soul, in which we can see peeping through the 
mysticism of both the initiatory Psalms of the Old Tt'stammt and 
certain concepts in the Ncu'. Thus it runs: 

1 Origen's works, Clark's Ed., cited, 315 d s~q., Bk. iv, C. 2. 

, ZohaT," Idra Zuta," iii, 2SSaj Myer, ,-bid., p. 274 . 
• Quoted by M. E. Ami!lineau in his Essaj sur I~ (;Hosticisme Egy)/im, in the series of Les 

A"Ra/~. du ~/u.t~ Guimd, Tom. xiv .• 82. 
4 llflla"g~. d' ArclUologie, p. ;2 . 
• Gr.'baut, Hymn~ a Ammon Ra. 
e Ame1ineau, 0). cit., p .• 85. 
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The Princes of Heaven all claily behold the glory of the King's Crown. upon 
the head of Thee, the llighty Prince, which is the Crown of Power, which is the 
Crown of the Endurance of Thy <?,overnment, an ImQ!rl' of Thy might. 

Songs of praise to the Creator of Egypt, and of the Shining Bark of the Lord 
(the Sun). Make those to fear, who hate Thee, make Thine enemies to blush, Lord 
and Prince of the "ery shining- Star-house: Thou "'ho hast joine.l together Thy 
plantation, Thou who seest the llurderer of Thy Child of llan. the Righteous. 
Let me goo to Thee: l"nite me with Thee; Let me look upon Thy Sunlight, King 
of the l"niverse ~ 

Praise to Thy Face. Beaming- Lig-ht in the Firmament, to Thee. to the Shining 
I.ord of the Heaven's nark, to the Creator and Ruler 'Vho renders justice to all 
men. who rlelig-ht to sec Thee walking in the \\'eb of Thy Splendour.! 

Let us now turn to another Book of \Visdol1l, and hear what 
Hermes, the thrice greatest,' has to tell us of the Mystery. In the 
treatise called Pu:malzdrcs, the \Vorld-Mind, Premandres, the" Mind of 
the Absolute,"· mirrored in the Higher Ego of the Initiate, thus speaks 
to his lower consciousness. 

Say well, 0 Thou! speaking such things. I myself, The llind, am present \\;th 
the holy and good, and pure and merciful, with those living piously; and my pre· 
sence hecomes a help; and forthwith they are cognizant of all things. and lo\;ngly 
propitiate the Father, and give thanks, praising and singing hymns to Him in ranks 
[in their orders, rather], from affection: and before delivering over the body to its 
own death, they detest the senses, knowing their operations; or rather I, The lIind, 
will not suffer the operations of the body which happen, to be accomplished; for 
being doorkeeper, I will shut out the incomings of the e\;l and base operations, 
cutting off desires.' 

Although it is impossible in the short space at my disposal to 
attempt an analysis of the various passages cited, still I would briefly 
sU$gest to students a few hints as to interpretation. The Fat~er is 
here, as in cognate schools of philosophical mysticism, the Atnui.
Buddhi in Kosmos and Man, and the hymns the .. music of the 
spheres" of man's septenary nature, which sing in harmony only when 
man becomes one with the great Soul of Nature. The idea is well 
expressed by Dryden, who sings: 

From harmony, from heavenly harmony, 
This universal frame began; 
From harmony to harmony, 
Through all the compass of the notes it rail, 
The diapason closing full in man. 

The teaching, however, as to the loathing5 of the senses is different 
to the wiser instruction of the Upallishads, where we learn that both 

! From rhlemann's Book of the D~ad, as quoted in Dunlap's SUd: TIu ,\[ysteriu of Admti, p. ,87, 
2 ?n th~ RO"",tta st,!ne he is ~called .. Great, Great, Great" simply-".l-ydl>, ".;:Ydl>, ".iyaf. 
3 0 Tr/I> Ar8WTldl> Not'\O. 
, From Chambers' translation (p. 12), which is as accurate and painstaking as may be, consider· 

ing the translator's etrong sectarian bias. The p,z",ondres, however, has yet to be translated by a 
true Theosophical .nftlent . 

• MVO'aTT€u8dl is a "ery strong word, meaning to abominate, detest, loathe: used of filth and 
foulness. 
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longing and detestation are equally bonds of attachment, and that pure 
freedom can ne\'er be won by such means. 

Mark w.:Il also the curious expression that the Mind is the "door
keeper," both the great Mind and the mind of man; the one keeping 
the door" or gates of the great planes of the Septenary Unh'erse, the 
other guarding the portals of the se\'en "principles." And here we 
may do well to call to mind H. P. B.'s words: .. In that mansion called 
the human body the brain is the front door, and the only one which 
opens out into Space."1 

Let us-as the preceding sentences naturally lead up to it-pause 
here a moment to learn the path of the Soul up to the" Father," when 
death overtakes the body, and when the se\'en corruptible are put off 
for the incorruptible, according to the Hermetic Gnosis. 

"You have well taught me," I said, "all things as I desired, 0 Mind! But tell 
me further about the ascent that is to be." 

To these things Premandres said: .. First, indeed, in the dissolution of the 
body material, it delivers up the body itself Ullto alteration, the form which thou 
h3.'1t becomes invisible, and delivers the character deprived of energy to the demon 
(daimon), and the senses of the body return back to their respective sources, 
becoming portions, and again united together with the energies. And passion and 
desire depart to the irrational nature . 

.. And thus the residue hastens upwards through the Harmony, and gives up to 
the first zone the energy of increase and that of decrease; and to the second the 
mllchination of the evils and the fraud deenergized; and to the third the con
cupiscent deception deenergized; and to the fourth the pride of domineering 
without means of satisfaction; and to the fifth the unholy boldness and the rash
ness of the audacity; and to the sixth the evil covetings after wealth, deenergized: 
and to the seventh zone insidious falsehood . 

.. And, then, denuded from the operations [energizings] of the Harmony, it 
becomes energizing at the eighth nature, having its proper power, and along with 
the entities [Essences] hymning The Father. Those being present at this his 
coming there, rejoice together, and being made like to those who are with Him, 
he tlears also the powers who are above the eighth nature in a certain sweet \'oice 
hymning The God. And then in order they mount upward to The Father, and 
they deliver themselves up to the Powers, and becoming Powers they become in 
God. This is the good end of those attaining knowledge, to be made Divine. For 
the rest, why delayest thou? Is it not that having accepted all things, thou 
mayest become guide to those who are worthy; so that the race of mankind 
through thee may be saved by God?'" 

One might almost think that the treatise was written by the same 
hand that inscribed for us that wonderful relic of Egyptian Gnosticism 
called the Pislis-Sophia. Who can tell whence was the original source 
of this hoary tradition of wisdom? 

The passage loses much in translation for the general reader, and 
it is difficult to recognize that nearly eyery word is a precise technical 
term, just as are the terms in the opening chapters of the Gospel 
according to J ohu. 

I I.uei/"'" VII. IS •• • Chamberll. pp. '3. 14. 
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It is easy to ~ee that the fin;t paragraph refers to the dissolution 
of the lower four principles, whereas the second paragraph refers to 
the se,'cn aspects of the lower mind, and the last to the mysteries of 
the Higher Ego. of the Primordial Emanations in the Pleroma. of the 
Hierarchies of the Sons of The ~Iind. and of the supreme realization 
of the Xin'ana of Atmll-Buddhi. 

\\'hat the idea of the Egyptian Initiate was concerning this attain
ment, and how difficult it is to treat of such lofty themes without the 
grossest self-contradictions, we may learn from the following passage: 

Holy The God, The Father of th.: rniversals, whose cOllnsd is perfected by 
His own powers, Holy 'fhe Go(l who will.:th to know and is known by His own, 
Holy Thou art 'Vho by Word hast constitutt:d the Entities, Thou art Holy, of 
\"hol1\ all nature was born as the image, Thou art Holy ,,'h01ll the nature fonned 
not, Thou art Holy Who art strong-c'r than all power, Thou art Holy \\no art 
greater than all excellence, Thou art floly \Vho art superior to praises, Accept 
rational sacrifices pure fr,~11\ soul md lll'art. intent upon Thet'. 0 unspeakable, 
ineff.lhlc, invoked by silence! 1 

The inability of hur.lan words to expre.';j that which must e\'er 
escape expression-for e\'en the Cni,'ersc itself is incapable of ex
pressing IT, seeing that there is an infinite number of Cni\'erses-and 
the failurc of the human mind to cxpress the Divine ~Iind are well 
shown in the following passage also: 

Thi!'l tbe God is superior to a name; This the llnl1\anifest; This the most mani
fest. to be contemplated by the mind: This visible to the eyes; This incorporeal, 
IIlulticorporeal--yea, rather of e,'ery body; for there is nothing which This is not. 
For This is above all things. And because of this He has all names, that He is 
One Father, and because of this he has not a 11ame that He is Father of all, Who, 
then, is able to bless [to sing praise!'l of>] Thee, concerning Thee, or to Thee~ 
Looking whither shall I bless Thee. above, bdow, within, without ~ for there is no 
condition. no place about Thee. 110r anything elst' of the Entities: for all things are 

in Thee, all things from Thee. having given all things and receiving nothing; for 
ThOll hast all things, and nothing that Thou hast nol. 

When, 0 Father! shall I hymn Thee~ for neither Thine hour nor time is it 
possible to ascertain: concerning what also shall I hymn? concerning what things 
Thou hast made, or concerning those Thou hast not made? concerning those 
Thou hast made manifest, or conct'rning those Thou hast concealed? 'Vherefore, 
also, shall I hymn Thee? As if being of myself, as if having something mine own? 
as being another? For Thou art what I may be, Thou art what I may do, Thou art 
what I may speak. for Thou art all things. and there is nothing else that Thou art 
not." 

In all the various exoteric presentations of the \Visdom-Religion, 
the World-Soul was Intelligence, and was symbolized indifferently in 
personifications which were male and female. androgyne or sexless; 
in Egypt and Phrenicia, in Babylon and China, in India and Greece. 
The Univer~al Mind of Pythagoras was an attribute of deity univer
sally recognized in antiquity, Athena was Wisdom, and Bacchus the 

1 Ibid .• pp, 15. 16, a Ibid., pp. 41. 4" 
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Divine ;\Iind, for the Philosopher and Initiate. Thus we shall ha\'e 
no difficulty in understanding why Premandres is the ;\Iilld, and also, 
hy the light of the teaching of the Esoteric Philosophy to which so 
many of us owe so much, why there are se\'en spheres in the Harmony. 
We must all be musicians and leam to sing sweetly on Apollo's hepta
chord before we .. can hear the powers which are abo\'e the eighth 
nature in a certain sweet voice." We must learn to play on the se\'en
stringed lute of the radiant Sun-God, and modulate the harmonies of 
our own septenary nature, for: 

Seven sounding letters sing the praise of me, 
The immortal God, the Almighty Deity; 
Father of all, that cannot wearied be. 
I am the eternal viol of all things, 
\\'I!ereby the melody so sweetly rings 
Of heavenly music) 

G. R. S. MEAD, F.T.S. 

(To bt' concluded.) 

llnibcr11al llrothcrhoob. 
I~ all circulars and books issued by the Theosophical Society we find 

a statement that its first object is the formation of the nucleus of a 
universal brotherhood, and that a willingness to cooperate with others 
toward this end is the only essential pre-requisite to membership. I 
\\;sh to discuss this object with special reference to the leading features 
of that philosophy, or Wisdom-Religion, which has been known to the 
few from time immemorial, which has furnished the kernel of truth 
found in all the great religions of the world, and which now, in this 
day of telegraph and printing press, is becoming known to the world 
under its old time Greek name of Theo-Sophia, or in modernized form 
Theosophy. I wish to show that while this feeling of brotherhood is 
the foundation of all true Theosophy, it is not the superstructure; also 
that the leading features of the Theosophical system of philosophy are 
essential to any working realization of this fundamental feeling and 
idea. We will find that the religions of the world have succeeded or 
failed in bettering the condition of men in proportion, not merely to 
the nucleus of Theosophical truth which they ha\"e contained, but to 
the degree in which this essential pre-requisite to right thinking and 
right living has become either a working power in men's lives, or been 
buried under a mass of theological superstition. 

We are told that the Christian era was inaugurated, nearly two 
thousand years ago, by a chorus of angels proclaiming "peace on earth 

I Oliver, Tlu I'ylhogo"o" Trion!:/" p. 175. 
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and good will to men." \Ve read in the New Testament that this was 
the annollncement from the regions of divine knowledge and power of 
the birth of the great Teacher who was to tell us of the fatherhood of 
God and the brotherhood of man. It is certain that the early Chris
tians accepted this belief not merely in a theoretical but in a practical 
sense, so far as their prejudices would allow, and endeavoured in many 
places to live upon a coml11unistic basis. 

The story of the rapid degradation of the Christian ideal need not 
be reviewed. That 'history has been written, not with the pen, but 
with the sword and firebrand. In the name of the gentle mystic of 
Judrea, bnttal and ignorant hordes of Cntsaders, Christians in nothing 
but the name, caused the vt'ry hills that had echoed the teachings of 
patience and lo\'e, to n1l1 with blood. Higher civilizations withered 
before the fiery and selfish energies of the lower. The Moorish cities 
of Spain were pa\'ed, drained and lighted, furnished with aqueducts, 
baths and libraries, when London and Paris consisted of straggling 
lines of hovels, bordering muddy lanes, in which the wayfarer after 
dark risked both his clothing and his life, for they were obstntcted 
with dunghills and infested by footpads. In confirmation of these state
ments I need only refer to the pages of Draper, Lecky or any compe
tent historian. Through the Moorish ch'ilization the arts and sciences 
of the far East reached us enriched by the labours of Arabian artisans 
and philosophers. Through it a knowledge of algebra, astronomy and 
chemistry was slowly diffused through Europe, and it may be ques
tioned whether the triumph of the element of bntte force represented 
by the armies of so-called Christian nations was on the whole for the 
good of humanity. 

The Inquisition sought with rack and thumbscrew to "grind men's 
bones to a pale unanimity"; Cortez and Pizarro carried on the good 
work in Mexico and Pent. Their priestly followers destroyed the 
records of the history and learning of those ancient civilizations. The 
miserable relics of the race of the Incas now watch, in the streets of 
South American cities, processions following a painted and petti coated 
image, or join in its adoration, if converted, fortunately, from the faith 
of their heathen ancestors, who reverenced the sun as the purest ,;sible 
symbol of an all-sustaining power. 

Our Puritan ancestors piously followed the example of their 
Romanist enemies; for both claimed, with mutual hatred, to be fol
lowers of the meek and lowly Nazarene. Intervals of Indian warfare 
and massacre were improved by witch burning and the persecution of 
Quakers. According to the Bible, one of the signs of a true Christian 
is the power of casting out devils. This test, with others inconve
niently strict, has since been judiciously ignored, and the quickest 
mode of relieving the sufferer was supposed to be the casting of both 
de\·il and bedevilled into the flames. 

by 
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To come down to our own times. It is not against heathen nations 
that we prepare repeating rifles, dynamite guns, torpedoes and iron
clad 0;. Yet by the aid of such weapons opium was forced upon the 
.. heathen Chinee," that English owners of poppy plantations might 
be enriched, and a government was imposed upon India which is 
supported by the sale of liquor among the natives. The monarchs 
of Europe as they go a-visiting, exchange clothing, give each other 
in public the kiss of peace and brotherhood, glancing shrewdly the 
while at the bearing and equipment of the masses of trained soldiers 
standing with presented arms. 

A short time ago, in our own harbour, we exchanged salutes, gun 
for gun, with the ironclad squadron of our sister republic of Brazil, 
and felt a glow of friendly satisfaction in this interchange of courtesies. 
What would we think of a family, the members of which, as they met 
at the breakfast-table, should pride themselves on the grace of a mutual 
salute with the club which each had prudently reserved in case a 
difference of opiuion should arise as to the ownership of a chicken 
bone? 

It is far from being the purpose of this paper to cast a slur upon 
the spirit of Christianity, as taught in its original purity, so far as that 
can now be discovered. But the practical question arises: If this is 
the result of two thousand years of preaching and teaching brother
hood, what else can be proposed, and in what other way can we hop~ 
to attain it? \Ve can hear human brotherhood preached from ten 
thousand pulpits; hundreds of sects and societies talk about it ill a 
general or limited way; a few here and there try to live up to it as best 
they can. In the face of all this, what can a handful of men and 
women, calling themselves Theosophists, expect to accomplish by pro
claiming this trite idea? What do they propose to do that has not 
been tried or done? Is this talk of forming the nucleus of a universal 
brotherhood anything but an amiable and inane sentiment? 

Before attempting to answer this question let us analyze this idea 
of brotherhood, let us try to find what form it must assume before it 
can reach further than the intellect; for it is only by reaching deeper 
than the intellect, that the real springs of human action are touched. 
We may then possibly understand why Christianity has so largely 
failed of accomplishing its original iutent. Fragments only of the 
original teachings have reached us, and these fragm:!nts, scanty as 
they are, contain many useless repetitions. Upon the:l1 theologians 
have built huge and tottering superstructure::, each choosing his own 
pet fragments for a fot:ndation, each endeavouring to pull down what 
his neighbour puts up. As truth is ever one and the same, it is 
possible that in the old Wisdom-Religion we may find the parts so long 
mlfslllg in the Christian structure, which when supplied will give to 
the whole unity and strength. Both, I believe, were otiginally the 

4 
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same, Christianity being apparently a digest of the older Wisdom
Religion or Theosophy, adapted to the popular understanding, and 
given to the world by a great teacher, as to whose personality the most 
widely differing opinions will always be expressed. This expression of 
opinion is to be understood as personal merely, and incidental to the 
general purport of the paper. 

Brotherhood means community of origin. Does that idea by itself 
touch a single spring of action? \Ve are all formed of the same 
elements, and as I look at Mr. A-- or Miss B-- I may reflect that 
they are made of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur and 
a few other little etceteras, in about the same proportion as I am my
self. Evidently this scientific fact does not greatly stir my affections, 
however much the pattern on which these particles are arranged may 
do so in particular cases, that of Miss B-- possibly. This brother
hood of the dust is evidently no bond of unity. But then, we hear of 
the fatherhood of God, and that He is willing and desirous to gh'e good 
gifts to all of His children. Will this help us? The idea of a commo n 
origin from the most unrealizable of all modes of existence cannot 
appeal to us very strongly; and when, let us ask, did anyone ever see 
pensioners on a common and arbitrary bounty drawn toward each 
other by mere similarity of position? Will not each beggar at the gate 
jealously eye the slice or coin received by his neighbour and comp!lre 
it with his own? Even if there were any hope of attaining a feeling of 
community in this way, the th~ologians destroy it all by their further 
statements. 

They tell us that each soul is specially created by an arbitrary act 
of the Supreme Being; placed upon earth, once only, under conditions 
of imperfection and ignorance, afterward to live for ever in happiness 
or misery according to the results of that brief life. The intellectual 
gorge rises at the very thought of the nauseating sophi!'.tries with 
which self-styled orthodoxy has !;ought to crowd its dogmas down our 
long-suffering throats. Far better and more logical js the nothingness 
of the materialist than continued existence under such conditions. 
The fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man, as expounded by 
the churches, unites us about as much as the statement that we stand 
upon a common earth and revolve about a common north pole. Enn 
the Calvinistic doctrine that the vast majority of mankind will find 
mutual companionship in hell, does not add a desirable warmth and 
colour to the prospect. 

Science has proved to us that every particle of this visible universe 
is linked to every other by the radiant tensions of gravitation, light, 
electricity, magnetism, or by other protean forms of force, through 
which is t:lanifested the great underlying principle of action and re
action, always equal and the same, reverse aspects of every single a!=t. 
Each motion of a particle of matter affects in due proportion, accord-
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iug to the law of gravitation, all matter through all space, and this 
apparently without the lapse of the smallest interval of time. I move 
my finger and the most distant star in the Milky Way nods response. 
It will be moved to an infinitesimal extent, it is true, but none the less 
certainly and immediately. The feeble electric quiver sent over a 
telephone wire affects the solid earth for miles. Not a ray of light or 
heat vibrates through the ether I?f space, without producing effects 
which will act and react as long as the universe endures. Not a word 
is spoken, not a thought formed in all the quivering fields of space, but 
leaves its mark for ever. 

These are not the dreams of an idle visionary, but the cold facts of 
science, proved with the certainty with which we may arrive at the 
results of a sum in addition. 

Does this infinitely complex, but exact and harmonious co-relation 
of force and effect, of cause and consequence, stop short as soon as we 
step over the threshold of the material universe into the realm of moral 
and spiritual forces; or does it become only partially operative, after a 
feeble and uncertain manner, requiring the intermeddling "finger of 
Providence," like that of a clumsy mechanician, to poke things up from 
time to time and keep them properly going? Such it would seem is 
the conclusion of the theologian in spite of many wordy evasions and 
explanations. Right here Theosophy steps in, joins hands with 
Science and with the Christianity of the gospels, but not that of the 
schools. The law of moral reaction is as certain as the physical. No 
word, deed, or thought, good or bad, can be so small that its echo will 
not at some time and in some place return upon the source. What we 
sow, that we must reap: the cup of cold water, the helping word, the 
unselfish act wilt be rewarded, without arbitrary interference, as surely 
as revengeful deeds, cruel selfishness or harsh judgments. "For with 
what measure ye mete it shall be measured to you witha1." 

Now this saying is either true or false: if one life is taken as the 
full measure of experience, it is certainly false, for we constantly see 
men escaping the consequences of evil deeds, even in consdence. The 
,. ,-ile wretch" of whom the poet speaks, does not always go to the 
grave "unhonoured and unsung," but too often the reverse; while the 
man whose years are spent for the benefit; of his fellows, may lead a 
life of sorrows and die in poverty the victim of ingratitude. 

It is to even up this injustice and inEquality that the illogical and 
eternal heaven and hell ha\"e been invented, involving enormously 
greater injustice in many ways. The great majority of men give up 
the problem in despair, live as best as they may, with a feeling that 
while right action in most cases makes for the best, yet that the 
churches have made a sad muddle of religious philosophy. 

The laws of moral reaction and physical rebirth are rooted in the 
same ete:-nal principle. They are but aspect3 of the same thing. 
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Students of Theosophy call them Karau and Re"incarnation. The 
former is clearly taught in the go.:;p~ls, the latter only hinted at. What 
a fuller record might have told us of the sayings of the great Teacher 
it is impossible to say. These ideas and these only can solve the 
tangled problems of life. With them we begin to realize what human 
brotherhood really means. Good and evil is returned to us, not wholly 
in each life but in the next and the next. "The mills of the Gods grind 
slow but they grind exceeding fine." Circumstances of birth and 
parentage are themselves the result of the character acquired by the 
returning individual. Hereditary tendencies are part of his Karma, 
and for that he himself is alone responsible. In other words, we find 
ourselves in the company we deserve, and it is through our fellow
travellers on the journey of life that we receive back the measure that 
we have meted to others. No sentinlt:ntal regrets, no idle repentance, 
no vicarious atonement will enable us to shirk the results of the evil 
that we ha\'e done. That evil or ignorance does 110t sit so lightly 
upon us that it can be whiffed away by the breath of priestly absolution, 
or conjured away by pronouncing some theological creed or formula; 
it is not so crushing as to bury us beneath the eternal weight of misery 
promised by the clericals to those who make light of their pE naceas. 
Each one of us has within the germ of the dh"ine man, stt .1gg1ing 
upward and outward through its earthy covering. The" Christos" the 
Christ principle, that which is the true Christ, was no one man either 
two thousand years ago or at any time, but is developed more or less 
within each one who is above the grade of mere animal (xistence. Th~ 

parable of the Judgment, ignored or distor~ed b:: the clergy, repres~n~s 
mystically t!1 ~ working of the law of Karma and human b:-otherhood. 
In it we find no reference to creed or dogma, no ceremonial test or 
priestly pas~-word. .. Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least 
of these, ye have done it unto me." The deed of love, the act of 
sympathy, of fellow-feeling toward the Christ within each brother 
man, awakens more fully the Christ within ourselves and brings the 
inner light and life. 

The cross is a symbol long antedating the Christian era. It 
signified incarnation; is found in the oldest Egyptian tombs and out
lines rudely the form of the human body. Each one of us is nailed to 
a cross of fl~sh; we l!ltlst carry it, for it is through this manifested and 
material existence that \V ~ are to be uplifted and perfected. Have we no 
duties to those who a:-e on the right and left of us, our crucified neigh
bours? \Vhat if they are less d;;;veloped than ours~~ves, have made fewer 
pilgrimages, 113ve feebler lil!lhs. Even the thief an:! the reprobate has 
within him the g~nl1 of divine 1:1:1:1h:»:1 W:l:C:l Iaa:." yet struggle to 
the light. Like oursch'es he may h:l\"c fallen; b:lt shall we take pride 
in the fact that his fall has b~en hard:r than our own, and that no good 
Cyrcniall has been at hand to lift t:le c:"ushing burden from his shoulcers) 
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The ties of actual blood relationship sit lightly on those who are 
without kindred tastes or objects, and feel no need of mutual aid. The 
link becomes nominal and but too often distasteful; but when men 
pursue a common ideal, involving the welfare of all, whl':n they feel 
the need of mutual support, when no selfish rivalries mar their common 
efforts-then and only then, do they actually feel their underlying unity, 
a brotherhood more real than that of mere physical birth. 

But, it is objected, this is all ,'ery fine, how are you going. to key 
them up to this high plane of action, what is there to appeal to every
day motives and plain common sense? Right here Theosophy drives 
in the wedge. What interest do men feel in matters with which they 
are but transiently connected, which were originated by other agencies, 
and are to be carried on in like manner after a brief and slight connec
tion shall have ceased for ever? What is the evolution of a great 
work to the hireling labourer of a day? The orthodox churches tell us 
of a selfish God in a selfish heaven, making an earth for His own glory, 
on which He creates millions of conscious sensitive beings, mostly for 
lasting misery, that a few may of His own good will and pleasure, be 
elected as companions for that selfish God for ever. Having set up 
this image and example before us, they talk of unselfishness and human 
brotherhood. The priest or clergyman repeats with automaton lips 
words from which all life has been taken by the creed that he, with his 
followers, makes himself believe that he believes. 

The Christian churches in the desire, felt at an early day, to 
enforce their claims to immediate temporal influence, deliberately 
extinguished the light of the older wisdom which taught, more clearly 
than the gospels, the philosophy of rebirth and the continued respon
sibility of the individual. Church councils finally pronounced these 
ideas to be heretical, although they had been widely accepted among 
the earlier Christians. It would be well for the world if the inner 
history of these councils were more generally known. Critical study 
reveals the low standard of a large proportion of the men who composed 
them, and shows that their decisions were influenced by the ambitions 
and intrigues oi the day, to an extent that we can hardly realize. 
Church standards of belief have been moulded more largely than the 
modern innocent church-goer imagines, by forces which now find free 
play in political conventions, or the proceedings of a Tammany wigwam. 

If this world is but a huge caravansery, receiving us once only, its 
responsibilities to be shirked by a vicarious atonement, then indeed is 
universal brotherhood but the sentimental dream of a summer after
noon. If, on the other hand, it is a stage of action to be visited again 
and again; if, as we return, we find the result of former lives within 
ourselve3 in the form of character acquired and without ourselves in 
conditions which we have marred or mended; if, tied as we are together 
by Karmic bonds, we are working hand in hand, evolving toward a 
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higher plane of being, a more perfect unity, in which the success of 
one is the happiness of all-then, and then only, is life worth the living. 

Men who are transient visitors in a strange city, elbow each other 
in the streets, or make careless acquaintance at a hotel. Those same 
men, if fellow-soldiers in a long compaign. will become bound by ties 
closer than those of blood relationship. The comrade whose wounds 
we bind to-day or whose knapsack we lift from his shoulders as he 
hobbles foot-sore and weary towards camp, may to-morrow shield us 
in the fight. Many times wc must sleep in the b030m of the great 
mother, and many times we must awake to the sound of the bugle. 
Victory will not always perch upon our banners; let us not despise 
the raw recruit, nor the one who has been vanquished or has fallen by 
the wayside; his fate may be ours to-morrow. The loss of one day's 
battle is not the loss of all. 

We feel keenly at time~ the fewnes~ of our numb~rs and the dull 
inertia of rooted habits of thought. The Hollander does not despise 
the trickling stream that finds its W'lY through his embankment. What 
to us is the present smallness of our Society, which is slowly forcing its 
way through the great dyke of prejudice and ignorance. Let us be glad 
of the Karma that has placed us at the front. If the great ocean of 
truth is behind us, let us welcome and convey to others every drop for 
which we can form a channel; then, when this day's labour is over, 
Whatever its visible results may be, we can take our rest 

Like one that draws the drapery of his couch 
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams. 

WILLIAM MAIN, F.T.S. 
BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A. 

-~--

THE KURUS. 
MR. J. COCKBURN THOMSON, in his translation of the Bhagazoad 

GUa, says of the Kurus, who were the principal actors in the great 
war of the Mahiibhiirata: "Of the name Kuru we know but little, but 
that little is sufficient to prove that it is one of great importance." (See 
W. Q. Judge's edition, Antecedent Words, p. ii.) I think that com
parative philology gives us an explanation. This word is derived 
from an Aryan root, CR, or the Semitic " -not, of course, noticed 
by Skeat (EfJ,mological Dictional)' of the English Language) which 
shows that the original word = circle, has become CRax, CoRvus, 
CoRax, CaRone, CRow, CoRn, CoRne (French), CRux, CiRcus, 
KeRion, perhaps KVICA~ (by backwardization from an Aryan root 
through Latin into Greek), and a number of other similar words. 

The idea of the unknown revealer, Vyasa, was to convey the idea 
of eternity. A nation being selected, and a mystical signification 
given to it, it was easy to convey lessons to the initiate. It is there
fore in vain to search after Kurus in works of ancient geography. 
They are the expressions of eternal truth. 

C. CARTER BLAKE, F.T.S. 
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'[.he ~ltilosophD of perfect (Expres'sion. 
No. 1. 

THE ONE LIFE. 

GOD is the spirit pervading and filling the whole universe which 
emanated from Him. He is the cause of all that is, an omni

potent eternal principle, transcending the power of human conception; 
and though there is no reason why we should use the masculine pro
noun in speaking of God, yet as it is the habit to use it as inclusive of 
the feminine, we will do the same. Spirit being the life of all that is, 
we perceive that God is our divine father. What, then, is Nature? 

Nature is God in His feminine aspect. She is the manifestation of 
God, the divine substance which fills all space-which is all space
and of which all things are made. Through her the divine love and 
wisdom become manifest, and are made visible; she therefore is our 
divine mother. 

God is thus the principle of love and of wisdom, or the law of love 
filling all space, and Nature is intelligence, the divine wisdom which 
manifests the law of love. 

God, the universal principle of love, is for ever unseen, "No man 
hath seen God," no man ever will see Him. Nature, the divine wisdom, 
which is God externalized, we all see. 

In what form does the law of love exist in its broad diffusion? 
It exists as sex or polarity in the atoms; each atom has its positive 

and negative pole, or its male and female principle; out of this male 
and female principle comes the law of attraction, on which all motion 
and manifestation of life depend. 

To say that each atom has its positive and negative pole is to say 
that each atom is both love and intelligence, that is, both seen and 
unseen, both spirit and body, that it has an inner and an outer part, 
these parts being in reality one, as light and heat are one. 

And indeed God, the one life, in His dual principle may ~e com
pared to fire, the heat being like the unseen principle of fire, and the 
light being like its reflection in Nature. 

Take this statement: God is love manifesting in intelligence, just 
as fire is heat manifesting in light. 

All Nature is intelligence, therefore it is perfectly correct to say 
that all Nature is mind. 

If Nature is the recognition of the love principle, then it is not the 
. acknowledgment of mind, but it IS miud. It is love expressed in 

intelligence, and intelligence is mind. 
Therefore there is no matter, and the so-called laws of matter are 

groundless. 
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This emancipates us at once from the death sentence supposed to 
hang over our heads from the beginning of the world-and why? 

Because mind cannot be killed, it is diseaseless and deathless; it is 
the comprehension or the acknowledgment of the one omnipresent 
and infallible law of love that we call God. 

If God is diseaseless and deathless, then the understalldini:' of God, 
the mind reflected from God, is diseaseless and deathleis also. for the 
seeming two are O~E in reality. 

As there is but ONE LIFE, so there is but one law of life. That 
law is the law of attraction. 

Is there no law of repulsion? 
No, none in the universe. \Ve are not in the realm of matter, we 

are in the realm of mind, under the law of attraction. Intelligence 
seeks what it desires, leaving behind it what it does not desire, but 
repelling nothing. Intelligence constantly reaches forth to the new, 
never troubling itself about that which it has worn out. It "lets the 
dead bury its dead." This is the true method of growth. It constantly 
attracts the new, and by attracting it passes out of the region, or off 
the plane of the old, but it repels nothing. 

Let us take the peach as an example. It represents a certain 
amount of intelligence, a certain amount of recognition of the love 
principle, or God. It does not repel its blossom, but outgrows it. and 
goes on gaining more and more intelligence each day. showing forth 
more and more of the law of love, or God, until it reaches a point where 
its intelligence ceases to reach forward for anything more. Then it 
becomes a helpless thing, and is attracted to the earth by virtue of the 
earth's superior force as a magnet, and we say the peach is dead. \Vhy 
is it dead? 

Simply because it had no power to recognize any further good. It 
had reached a limit to its intelligence. All things die (or undergo a 
change of form that the world calls death) at that point where they 
cease to recognize further good, or cease to recognize any more of God. 

To cease to recognize good is to cease to desile it. and when this 
point is reached, the ,>ital intelligence that lifted the creature-whether 
plant, animal, or man-above the earth is resigned, and the earth 
claims her own, through the powers of the law of attraction. 

But the earth is a tremendous magnet, and what can ever over
come her attraction? How will it be possible for anyone to grow 
away from her ravenons clutches and remain away permanently? 

As stated, we are in the realm of mind. and there is no matter> 
The world itself is all mind, its mountains and its seas and rocks are 
all mind. But they are mind of the lowest possible grade of intelli
gence. The smallest blade of grass that grows has more intdligence 
than the whole earth, and proves it by its power to ascend above it; 
and so long as the blade of grass can recognize a higher good than 
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the dirt beneath it. it can by virtue of this recognition o\'ercome the 
earth's attraction. For, do you not see that in the uni\'erse of mind. it 
is intelligence that gauges the strength of a magnet, and not what we 
call bulk or dead weight. Therefore it is only when the peach and the 
blade of grass ha\'e ceased to grow (to acquire more intelligence or 
recognition of the love principle-God) that the earth's attraction can 
overcome them. 

UNCOSSCIOUS GROWTH. 

Every creature that obeys the law of growth without seeking to 
learn what the law is, is in unconscious obedience to the law. and the 
visible lives of all creatures on the plane of unconscious growth die. 

God demands intelligent recognition-a recognition so full and 
complete as to render the creature a perfect exponent of the Creator, 
This it1\'olves constant growth. a constantly "ideniug recognition of 
the love principle, which, being individualized, is the man in his soul 
or spirit-the ever-flowing fountains of life within him. 

The procession of ever-enlarging growths on the animal plane-all 
leading up to man-are all of them more or less unconscious of the 
power they represent; their recognition of God the life principle is 
expressed through uses; the brain in them is not rip'!ued to that point 
where they can say from the basis of pure reason, "There is a supreme 
power within me that I recognize as being able to overcome all foes 
to everlasting growth, and to liberate me entirely from all apparent 
attractions to the attraction of pure good, or God." 

The new th.ought that is now flooding the wo:-Id is an awakening 
of the whole race out of blind unconscious growth to that of conscious 
growth. 

Blind unconscious growth is growing as the trees and animals 
grow-without knowledge of how or why we grow; and as a matter of 
course, all growths that do not expand to the full knowledge of the 
growth, and learn how to do their own growing. must necessarily 
succumb to the earth's attraction after a time. It is earth to earth, and 
dust to dust. 

The earth swallows up all of us unless we can de\'elop a constantly 
increasing vitality that will bid defiance to her attraction. There is only 
one way to develop vitality in a universe that is not matter, but mind. 
and that is, by a recognition of more and greater truths all the time. 
Man has completed his animal or unconscious growth; his growth 
through use, which has developed him into a perfect organism or 
laboratory for the manifestation of intelligence, and he stands at this 
point now, at the point where there is no farther progression' for him 
under the law of unconscious growth, or the method of growth as 
expressed in uses simply. 

He stands at the point of the new and great departure-that depar-
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ture towards which all age;.; ha\'e been silently treading, and so 
important is his position and his responsibility, that one backward steF 
now, would plunge the world into another dark age from which it 
would take centuries to recover. 

Indeed, so important is the present situation that the failure to use 
it judiciollsly would. to millions of us. render the world a nonentity, 
and make life as if it had never b-:en. 

In order to show the seeker for truth just what we mean by unCOll
l'cious growth as expressed in use!', I will gi\'e a fuller explanation. 

All growth is by desire. In the animal, desire seems not to soar 
away from the body. but to be expressed through it; thus. the little 
amreba, which is but a tiny drop of protoplasm, becomes hungry. It 
floats in the water. and in coming in contact with some other form of 
life which will serve it as food. it folds its body about it. holding it 
enclo!'ed as you might hold an acorn in your hand, and when it has 
absorbed the substance from it. it unfolds its body from it and lets the 
residue drop out. as you would open your hand to let the acorn fall. 
The amreba has neither mouth. hands, feet, eyes, ears. nor anything 
resembling a digestive system. But it has a desire for good; in a higher 
organization to which the spirit of this little creature passes, that 
desire increases, and the result of its increased desire is a compUlsion 
upon Nature to furnish it with a better digestive system. And so it goes 
on up higher and more perfect incarnations, growing stronger in its 
demands with each upward step, calling louder and louder upon Nature 
for better means of supplying its demands. until it has not only a 
digestive system, but eyes to see its prey, olfactory nerves to smell it, 
ears to hear it, feet to run after it, and claws to capture it. 

This is development through uses, and it is by this kind of develop
ment that the perfect organization of the man is built, and his brain is 
ripened. 

But he may stand at this point until ages pass, and be nothing 
more than the animal-man unless he begins to make his brain serve 
him in this farther development; the very moment his brain does begin 
to serve him in this capacity he is passing out of the domain of uncon
scious or unr~asoning growth into the realm of conscious or reasoning 
growth. But there never was a time during the period of his uncon
scious growth when he could have escaped the penalty or effect of un
conscious life, which is death, and the reason for this is in the very 
nature of God, the love principle of life. 

God is dual in the sense of being inner and outer, unseen and seen, 
love and intettigence. And intelligence or mind, which is the whole 
visible universe, can only perpetuate itself as it recognizes that it is the 
externatization of love or God, and therefore as diseaseless and death
less as love or God, which is the very soul of itself and one with it. 

Now this is so because all visible things are not matter-a dead 
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substance acted upon by spirit-but are MIND, the visible part of 
spirit. By spirit we mean love or God. 

Intelligence and love are the same-they are God; in point of fact 
there is nothing in all the universe, but love or God. Intelligence is 
God's expression of Himself. All Nature, with man at its head, is the 
spoken word of God. But the word spoke itself at first feebly, like the 
unconscious babbling of the child, but growing in a comprehension of 
its own greatness every day and speaking more nearly in accordance 
with truth. 

This univer.5al love. this one life, what a strange, strange thing 
it is! It fills all space, and is absolutely perfect in itself. It seems to 
go to no trouble to explain itself, but flows into and vivifies every ex
pression of itself, no matter how negative and inadequate that expres
sion may be. This is why we have said that man is the spoken word, 
and that he spoke that word himself. For while intelligence or Nature 
comprehends love in ever-unfolding degrees of recognition, love seems 
not to comprehend intelligence or Nature, but simply to manifest itself 
in proportion as it is comprehended. 

Speaking of the matter in this way, it is almost impossible not to 
convey the idea of a dual God. But indeed there is but one God, who 
is LOVE, while intelligence is the showing forth of IT, as light is the 
showing forth of heat. It almost seems as if love bursts forth in tiny 
jets that expand by slow degrees, revealing more and more of itself 
until these flames become conscious of themselves and their true 
character, and exclaim aloud, "Behold, behold, we are God!" 

And that, in the fact of our knowing ourselves as God, we banish 
disease and death, and become conquerors of all things, thus breaking 
the power old earth held over us so long by reason of our ignorance 
concerning ourselves j and then shall be brought to pass the saying that 
is written, "Death is swallowed up in victory" (Isaiah xxv. 8; 1 Cor. 
xv. 54). 

MARIE, 

Countess of Caithness and Duchesse de Potnar. 

(To be C01Itinued.) 

\VIS2 \\'ORDS FROM S2N2CA.-You need not raise your hands to heaven; you 
need not ask the chapel·keeper to let you pour your prayer into the ears of the 
image, that you may be heard the better. God is near at hand, is with you, is 
within you. I tell you, Lucillus, a sacred spirit sits within us, observer and guardian 
of our good and evil. He treats us as we treat Him. There is no good man with
out God. (Ep. xli.) 
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Jlnana ~anhalini \Lantnlln. 
I. Seated on the highest peak of Mount Kai1asa. the Deva of the 

Devas and the Guru of the \Vorld was asked by Parvati to explain what 
is Jliana (true knowledge or dh'ine wisdom). 

The Devi spake: 
2. 0 Deva. let me know how the world comes into existence and 

how it ceases to exist and what is that knowledge of Brahma which is 
above creation and destruction. 

The Deva replied: 
3. The world comes out of the unspeakable to which it again re\'erts 

at Pra1aya (the period of dissolution); the knowledge of that Brahma 
which is above creation and destruction is also unspeakable. 

4. Im'ocation (mantram). worship (puja). asceticism (tapasya). 
meditation (dhyana). action (karma). and non-action. all spring from 
the one word OM. 

5. The four Vedas and six Vedangas, Mimansa, Niyaya, Dharma
shastra, and Purana, are the fourteen Vidyas. or fourteen kinds of 
knowledge. 

6. As long as one does not acquire knowledge in these books. so long 
has he no right to receive Brahmajlianam. All other knowledge stands 
still when he has once acquired the right of atta111ing Brahmajliiinam. 

7. The Vedas and all the Puranas are like the common prostitutes. 
but this Brahma or Sambhavi Vidra is kept hidden (sacred) like a 
lawful wife. 

8. All knowledge, all De\'as, and all Tirthas (sacred places for 
pilgrimage) exist in this human body, but they can be known only by 
the instructions of a Guru. 

9. This knowledge of the self or soul alone is able to produce 
happiness in a man, and it alone has the power to stop (as unnecessary) 
all the outward forms of worship, such as cOllnting of beads, etc. 

10. As there is fire hidden in wood, smell in flowers. and nectar in 
water. so the De\'a, who is not affected by good or bad deeds. is hidden 
in the body. 

II. Ida is the sacred river Ganja. and Pingala is the river Jamn3. 
bt:tween the two passes the Sushumna-the river called Sarasvati. 

12. Where these three rivers join together is Tri-ve-ni (the junction 
of the three). it is called the Tirtha-raja (best of all places of pilgrim
age). and bathing in it purifies the Jh'a from all impurities and sins. 

The Devi asked: 
13. Tell me, 0 Maheshvara. what is Khechari Mudra. and what 
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knowledge is CJ.lled Sambhavi Vidya (Gupta Vidya), and what is Adh
yantika Knowledge (psychic knowledge). 

The Deva replied: 
q. He who is able to fix his mind without the help of any material 

object, he who has succeeded in making his breath still, without any 
muscular or physical effort, and he who is able to regulate his sight 
without the act of seeing, he has attaine::l the knowledge called Khe
chari Vidya. 

15. As the mind of a child or of an ignorant and illiterate man is 
in the state of slumber, even without the condition of actual sleep, so 
also the path in which a man travels without the help of anything 
material is called Sam bhavi Vidya. 

The Ded questioned: 
16. Tell me, 0 Lord of the Universe, how the Darshanas (the 

scie:Jtific, philosophical and metaphysical systems) are separate from' 
one another. 

The Deva said: 
17. They are called Tridandis (the bearers of three bamboo staves 

tied together) who always devote themselves to the study of the Vedas, 
those that worship the Shakti (female principle in Nature}are denomi
nated the Shaktas. and the Buddhists are called the Shunyavudins (li t., 
the affirmers of non-existence) or the belie\Oers in Akasha. 

18. The materialistic Atheists-the Charvakas-although very con
versant with the Tattvas, still deny the existence of the Atman that 
is above the Akasha. 

Uma asked: 
19. 0 Deva, tell I:le the signs of the ::\1icrocosm and the five 

Elements, and also the twenty-five Gunas. 
The Deva ~aid: 
20. The five qualities (Gun as) ofthe Earth, as ascertained by Brahma

jliana (divine knowledge'. are the bone", flesh, nails, skin and hair. 
21. It has been ascertained by Brahmajlianas that i'emen, blood, 

marrow, excretions of the bowels and bladder are the five qualities of 
Water (Apas). 

n. The Brahmajiiana says that sleep, hunger, thirst, fatigue and 
slothfu:ne~s are the five virtues of Fire (Tejas '. 

::3. It has beea well ascertained by the di\'ine philosophy of 
Knowledge that the act of sustaining (Dharanii l, shaking (Chillana\ 
and throwing (Kshapana), and that of contraction and lengthening a:'e 
the five virtues 0: Air (,O;iyu). 

=.;.. The same philosophy says tInt desire (including' lust), anger, 
error or false knowledge (~Ioha\ shame. and a\Oarice (Lobha) are the 
fi\'(~ virtues of Ether u\kiisha). 

::5. Fror.l Akasha the Air springs, and Fire from Air, the \Vater 
comes out of Fire, and the Earth from \Vater. 
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26. The Earth disappears in \Vater, the Water in Fire. the Fire in 
Air. and the Air in Ether or Akasha. 

27. From these fiye Tatt\'as the creation is made (the World 
springs up or is e\'oh'ed), and into these five Tatt\'as it is resoh·ed. 
and THAT which is superior to these is considered as high above the 
TattYas and the unspeakable. 

28. The five virtues of the five senses are the organs of touch, taste. 
smell, sight and hearing: but mind alone is the cause of all these senses. 

29. The whole world is symbolized in the human body. but out of 
this the formless part never dies. whereas the portion that has form 
must undergo change. 

30. Those that do not cling to any form or shape become like the 
'formless Brahma at last; for this reason men should carefully give up 
all idea of what is personal or of what has any shape or form. 

The Devi asked: 
31. 0 Lord, thou that hast been from eternity, tell me what are the 

seven Matters (Dhatus) and what is Atma (the physical soul), Antar
atma (the human soul) and Paramatma (pure spirit)? 

The Deva replied: 
32. Semen, blood, marrow, fat, flesh, bones and skin are the seven 

matters out of which the body is formed. 
A 

33. The body is called Atma, mind is called Antaratma, that is, 
the soul within, and Paramatma, or pure spirit, is the no-thing in which 
the mind is absorbed. 

34. Blood is the share of the mother and seed that of the father, 
and that which is, but which has no being, becomes life; tht!se together 
produce the fcetus in the womb. 

The Devi asked: 
35. 0 God of the Gods, tell me how Vak (speech or word) is pro

duced and how the mind is absorbed by Vak? 
The Deva replied: 
36. Life is produced from the unspeakable, from life mind springs up, 

Vak, or speech. is produced from mind, and by that mind is Vak absorbed. 
The Devi questioned: 
37. 0 Lord, please tell me where the sun resides and what is the 

place of the moon, where does the air dwell, and which is the plac:! of 
the mind? 

The Deva replied: 
38. The seat of the moon is at the root of the palate, and that of 

the sun is at the root of the nayel, the place of the air (or breath) is 
above the sun, and mind dwells abo\'c the 111oon. 

39. Chittam (or the passage betw~en the mind and the spiritual 
soul) dwells above the sun, and life dwells aboye the moon. but this 
can only be realized, 0 Devi, by the dire:tion of the Ga:u. 

Thc Devi asked: 
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40. Where dwells Shakti (nature) and where dwdls Shiva (spirit 
or force), and where is the abode of Kala (duration or time), and what 
produces old age? 

The De\"a replied: 
41. Shakti dwells in Patala. or the lower regions, Shiva resides 

in the Brahmanda (the egg of Brahma), and duration exists in the space, 
or Akasha. it is this time that produces old age and infirmity. 

42. What desires food. and what eats it. and what remains awake 
during the three states of waking. dream and dreamless sleep? 

The Deva replied: 
43. Life desires food, and Fire consumes it, and it is the Vayu 

(breath or air) that remains awake during the three above-mentioned 
states. 

The Devi asked: 
44. Who makes Karma. and who becomes involved in sin? Who 

commits sin and who frees or liberates from it? 
The Deva replied: 
45. It is the mind that commits sin, and the mind alone is involved 

in sin, and it is the mind that can never be touched by sin if it remains 
in its own place. 

The Devi asked: 
46. Tell me, 0 Lord, how the Jiva (reIncarnating Ego) becomes 

Shi\'a (the spirit), and what is the canse of effect, and how to attain 
happiness? 

The Deva replied: 
47. As long as there is mistake, error, or illusion, so long the 

Jiva remains Jiva, but when once error is corrected or set right, then it 
always becomes Shiva; you, 0 Devi (nature), are yourself the cause 
and the effect, but knowledge or Jiianam is different (from you). 

48. The materialists (or the people who are under the control of 
Yama, Guna or illusion), misguided by Maya, consider that Shiva, or 
spirit, rests in one place. Shakti or nature in another, and Air also in 
another, and therefore they wander about in different Tirthas (0:- sacred 
places). 

49. 0 moon-faced Devi. the Jh'a does not know its own sacred 
places (in the body), and, the:-efore, how can they attain Moksha or 
freedom from bondage? 

50. The Veda is no Veda, but the everlasting, eternal and un
changeable Brahma is Veda. and those that devote themselves to the 
divine knowledge, or the Brahmans, are the knowers of the Vedas. 

51. The Yogis after churning the four Vedas and all the Shastras 
have consumed the real butterlike portion of them, and left the llnr.:!al 
curdlike portion for the Pandits (book learned) to drink. 

52. All the Shastras have thus lost their maiden freshness. and all 
the learning has become the property of the public, but the spiritual, 
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ever-conscious and inexpressible Brahmajlianam alone remains always 
pure and chaste. 

53. No asceticism can be called asceticism but absolute chastity, 
which is the best of all asceticism. 

54. No meditation can be called meditation, but that by which 
the mind is identified with and resolved into .Akasha; for it is cer
tain that by such meditation Jiva enjoys happiness and secures 
Moksha. 

55. True Havana is not the Havana (offering of butter in the fire) 
which is made in the ritualistic certmonies, but the offering of the 
butter of life in the fire of Brahma at the time of Samddhi (trance, or 
state of highest ecsta!'y), this is the real offering. 

56. Good and bad Karmas will il1\'ariably produce good and bad 
results, there is no doubt about it; therefore, the J Ii an is carefully avoid 
those actions that produce bad Karmas. 

57. As long as Brahmajliana, or divine knowledge, is not known, so 
long the people observe distinction between the several Varnas (castes), 
such as Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shiidra, and are proud of 
their family and sect, but when once the divine knowledge takes 
root in the mind, all this difference and pride of caste and family 
disaFpears. 

The Devi asked: 
58. 0 Lord of the Lords, 0 great one, I ha\'e not been able to 

understand the Juana (knowledg~l th:\t thou hast just described to me, 
now tell me the Jl1ana by which the mind is absorbed (in the Akasha). 

The De\'a replied: 
59. That Jilana by which mind, speech and action are absorbed, is 

like a dreamless sleep called Brahmajtiana (divine knowledge). 
60. The knowledge by which a man confines himself to his own 

self, and which renders him desireless, quiet and free of all anxieties, 
which enables him to conquer sleep and gives childlike simplicity to 
his nature is called Bralimajliana. 

The Deva said: 
61. :\Iark attenth'ely what I relate now, and wha~ the knowers of 

the principles (Tattvajlianis) have said: when a man relinquishes all 
thoughts and anxieties then that state of his mind is called Yoga. 

6~. He who has been able to take Samadhi e\'en fo, a brief space 
of time C:estroys at once his ~ccl1ml1lated bad Karmas of a hundred past 
bi,th:'. 

The Ded asked: 
63. 0 Lo:-d, tell 1:1e what is called Shakti, and who is Shiva, and 

in:orm me of Jliuna? 
The Lord replied: 
6.:,. Shakti ~wells in the untr::llquil and re!'tless mind, while Shiv3 

rl~idts in the mind that is still and that knows no restlessne~s; those 
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that have made their mind tranquil achieve Siddhi (adeptship) even 
while residing in the body of flesh. 

The Devi questioned: 
65. Tell me where the three powers (tisrah Shaktis) dwell and 

what are the positions of the six plexuses, the twenty-one Brahmandas 
(eggs of Brahm a) and seven lower regions? 

The Mahadeva replied: 
66. The upward power dwells in the throat and the downward in 

the seat of the body, while the place of the middle power is at the 
navel, and that which is above these three Shaktis is the unspeak
able. 

67. The Muladhara plexus is in the seat of the body, the Svadhis
thana in front of it, Manipuram at the navel, Anahatam in the heart, 
Vishuddham at the throat, and Sahasrara in the head; I have told you 
about these plexuses and I bow down my head before that which is 
above these Chakras. 

68. The upper part of the body is called the Brahmaloka, and the 
lower is termed Patala; the body is like a tree reversed, the root of 
which is towards the head and the top of which towards the feet. 

The Devi asked: 
69. Tell me, 0 Maheshvara, where do the ten airs (Vayus) reside, 

and what are the ten portals (Dvaras)! 
The Deva replied: 
70. The Pranavayu resides in the heart, and the Apana in the seat, 

the Samana Vayu resides in the navel and the Udana in the throat. 
71. The Vyana is all over the body, the Naga (lit., serpent) pro

ceeds upwards (as in belching), and Kurma (lit., tortoise) dwells in the 
Tirtha place (perhaps where the three nerves Ida, Pingala and Sush
umna meet together). 

72. Krikar Vayu appears at the time of weeping, the Devdatta 
appears at the time of yawning, and Dhananjaya Vayu appears at the 
time of singing or crying. 

73. These ten Vayus that are ascertained and classified by the 
Yogis exist without any support. The two eyes, the two ears, the 
nostrils, the mouth and the two lower organs are the nine manifested 
portals, and mind is called the tenth portal (dvara or door). 

The Devi asked: 
74. 0 Lord, tell me the nerves that exist in the whole body and the 

ten Nadis that are sprung from the Kundalini Shakti. 
The Lord replied: 
75. Ida, Pingala, and Sushumna are the three Nadis that proceed 

upwards, Hastijivha, Gandhari and Prasara are the three Nadis that 
exist at the seat of the body. 

76. Alumbusha and Yashasvini, are the two Nadis that spread 
towards the right side-and Kuhu and Shankhini exist in the left. 

5 
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77. From these ten Nadis seventy-two thousand Nadis spring up 
and exist in the body. 

78. 0 Devi, he is a real Yogi who has the knowledge of these 
Nadis, out of these Jiiananadi produces Siddhi (adeptship) to the 
Yogis. 

The Devi asked: 
79. 0 Lord, tell me who are the three Devas, and what are their 

three Gunas (qualities) and their three states? 
The Devi replied: 
So. Brahma exists in the state of Rajas, Hari in the· state of Sattva, 

and Rudra in the state of Tamas (anger). These three Devatis are 
the three attributes. 

81. These three (i.e., Brahma, Yishnu and Mahesha) are but one, 
and those who consider them different can never attain Mukti (libera
tion). 

82. Brahma exists in the foml of seed, Hari in that of Vayu (ether 
or essence of ether). and Rudra in that of Manas. These three Devas 
are the three qualities. 

83. Brahma exists in the shape of mercy, Hari in that of purity, and 
Rudra in that of fire (anger). These three Devas are the three qualities. 

84. All these several worlds are but one; he who thinks them 
different can never attain Mukti. 

85. I am the whole universe, I am duration or time, I am BrahmA, 
I am Hari, I am Rudra, I am Akasha, and I alone am the omnipresent 
all encompassing and unspeakable Brahma. 

86. I am the universal soul, I am without desire, and am also that 
Brahma which is the pure Manas of the nature of pure Akasha; doubt 
not of this. 

87. He who can control his senses, who is undaunted, chaste, 
learned (in Brahma Vidya), truthful and charitable, and he who is 
always ready to do good to the peaceful and quiet natured, he only 
can love me. 

88. Chastity is the root of all de\·otion (or asceticism), and mercy is 
the root of virtue (or religion), for this reason a man should attentively 
cultivate the virtue of mercy (and chastity). 

89. 0 Lord of the world, 0 greatest of all Yogis, tell me what is 
the Veda, Sandhyamantram, Tapasya (worship or devotion), Dhyana 
(meditation), Havana (offering), and Kula (family or sect). 

The Lord replied: 
go. Those who perform a thousand Ashvamedhas (horse sacrifices) 

and a hundred thousand Vajapeyas Yajnas can ne\·er attain one 
sixteenth part of the virtue that is gained by the knowledge of 
Brahma. 

91. Those that always and at all times travel to all the sacred 
places (Tirthas), and acquire purity by bathing in the sacred waters, 
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can never realize one sixteenth part of the virtue that is attained by 
the knowledge of Brahma. 

92. There is no friend like the Guru; parents, sons, relations and 
husband, can never be so beneficial to one as the Guru, who guides 
and shows the path to supreme attainment. 

93. Learning, Tirtha (sacred places), Devatas and all others that 
exist can never be equal to the Guru, by whom the real path is shown. 

94. There is nothing in the world that a disciple can give to pay 
the debt to the Guru who has taught him One Letter. 

95. This secret knowledge (Gupta Vidya) should not be made 
known to anyone, but the Guru may impart it to an earnest, virtuous 
and sincere disciple. 

g6. Mantram, Puja (prayer), Tapas (asceticism), meditation (Dhy
ana), offering (Havana), ]apa (recital of mantrams. etc.), Sannyasa 
(relinquishment of the world and other forms of exoteric Karma), should 
be given up by the learned (Brahmajiianin). 

97. Company produces great evil, while a solitary life produces 
immense good, for this reason the chaste and pure should carefully 
avoid all company. 

98. The letter A is the Sattva Guna, U is the Rajas, and M is the 
Tamas; these three qualities are termed Nature (Prakriti). 

99. Akshara (that which knows no destruction) is itself the spirit 
(ishvara), and Akshara (i.e., Nature or Matter) is also indestructible, 
because from that spirit the triple qualified Nature has sprung up. 

100. That (Prakriti) (Nature or Matter) is well known as the 
Word; she it is that maintains the Maya or Illusion; she it is that 
keeps the people in darkness and ignorance, and it is she that produces 
the creation and destroys it. 

101. A is called the Rig Veda, U is called the Yajur Veda, and M 
is called the Sarna Veda. 

102, 103. OM is the great key-note, it is called the three Nadas; A 
is Bhuloka, U is Bhuvaloka, and M is Svarloka; by these three letters 
the spirit exhibits itself. ' 

104, 105. A (Prithvi) is yellow coloured, U (Akasha) is lightning 
coloured, and M (Svarga) is white coloured; this one letter that exists 
in A, U and M, and is called Pranava, must be surely known as Brahma. 

106. Those who sit in a quiet comfortable posture, and sleepless, 
and free from all thoughts, meditate daily, can become Yogis within a 
short time; he who does contrary to this can never become a Yogi as 
called by Mahadeva. 

107. Those who read or hear daily the subject of Brahma Vidya 
become free from all impurities, and becoming pure go to Shivaloka 
at last. 

RAI B. K. LAHaRI. 

Ludhiana, Pan jab. 
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(Continued from p. 6.:J.) 

THE METHOD OF REINCARNATION. (Collcluded.) 

T HOSE who desire to prove to themselves that Thought gives rise 
to images, to "thought-forms," so that in most literal truth "a 

thought is a thing," may find what they seek in the records now so 
widely scattered of so-called hypnotic ~xperiments. The thought-fonn 
of an idea may be projected on a blank paper, and there become visible 
to a hypnotized person: or it may be made so objecth'e that the hypno
tized person will see and feel it as though it were an actual physical 
object. Again. a "medium" will see as .. a spirit" a thought of a human 
being in the mind of a person present. this thought being imaged in 
his aura, the magnetic atmosphere that surrounds him. Or a clair
voyant, entranced or awake. will recognize and describe an image 
deliberately formed by a person present, no word being spoken. but 
the will being exercised to outline the image clearly in thought. All 
persons who "visualize" much are to some extent clairvoyant. and 
may prove to themselves by personal experiment this power to mould 
subtle matter by the will. 

The less subtle Astral matter. again. may be thus moulded. as 
H. P. Blavatsky, at the Eddy farmhouse. moulded the projected Astral 
image of the medium into likenesses of persons known to herself and 
unknown to the others present. Nor can this be considered strange 
when we remember how habits of thought mould even the dense matter 
of which our physical bodies are composed, until the character of the 
aged becomes stamped on the face. their beauty consisting not in fonn 
and colouring but in expression-expression. which is the mask moulded 
on the inner self. Any habitual line of thought. vice or virtue, makes 
its impress on the physical features, and we do not need clairvoyant 
eyes to scan the aura to tell if the mental attitude be generous or grasp
ing, trustful or suspicious, loving or hating. This is a fact so common 
that it makes on us no impression. and yet it is significant enough; for 
if the dense matter of the body be thus moulded by the forces of 
Thought, what is there of incredible. or even of strange, in the idea 
that the subtler iorms of matter should be equally plastic. and should 
submissively take the shapes into which they are moulded by the deft 
fingers of the Immortal Artist. Thinking Man? 

The position, then, that is here taken is that Manas. in its inherent 
nature, is a form-producing energy, and that the succession of events 
in the manifestation of an external object is: Manas puts forth a 
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thought, and this thought takes form on the Manasic or mind plane; 
it passes out into the Kama-Manasic, there becoming denser; thence to 
the Astral, where, bemg yet denser, it is visible to the eye of the clair
voyant; if directed consciously by a trained will, it may pass at once to 
the physical plane, and be there clothed in physical matter, thus be
coming objective to ordinary eyes, whereas, in ordinary case3, it 
remains on the Astral plane, as a mould which will be built into objec
tive life when circumstances occur which draw it thitherwards. A 
MASTER has written of the Adept being able 

To project into and materialize in tke visible 'world tke forms that 
kis imagi71ation has constructed oret of inert cosmic matter in the in'l,isible 
world. The Adept does not create allytking tie'll', bret onlJ' retilizes and 
manipulates materials wkich Nature has in store around him, and material 
which, througkollt eternities, has passed througk all the forms. He has but 
to choose the one he wants, atld recall it illto objective existmce.1 

A reference to well-known facts on the physical plane may perhaps 
help the reader to realize how the invisible may thus become the 
visible; I ha\'e spoken of a form gradually densifying as it passes from 
the Mlinasic to the Kama Manasic plane, from the latter to the Astral, 
from the Astral to the physical. Think of a glass receiver, apparently 
empty, but in reality filled with the invisible gases, hydrogen and 
oxygen; a spark causes combination and "water" exists there, but in 
a state of gas; the receiver is cooled, and gradually a steamy vapour 
becomes visible; then the vapour condenses on the glass as drops of 
water; then the water congeals and becomes a film of solid ice crystals. 
So when the Mlinasic spark flashes out it combines subtle matter into a 
thought-form; this densifies into the Kama Manasic form-our analogy 
is the steamy vapour; this into the Astral-our analogy is the water; 
and so into the physical-for which the ice may stand. The student of 
the Esoteric Philosophy will know'that in the evolution of Nature all 
proceeds in orderly sequence, and he will be accustomed to see in the 
substates of matter on the physical plane analogies to its states on the 
different planes of the "invisible" worlds. But for the noll-Theoso
phist, the illustration is offered only by way of giving a concrete 
physical picture of the densifying process, showing how the invisible 
may condense itself into the visible. 

In truth, however, this process of condensation of rarer into grosser 
matter is of the commonest facts of our experience. The vegetable 
world grows by taking in gases from the atmosphere, and transforming 
their materials into solids and liquids. The activity of the vital force 
shows itself by this constant building up of visible forms out of in
visible; and whether the thought-process named be true or not, there 
is nothing in it inherently impossible or even extraordinary. Its truth 
is a matter of evidence, and here the evidence of those who can see the 

Tiu Occvll Wtwld, 5th Ed. p. 88. 
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thought-forms on the different planes is surely more valuable than the 
evidence of those who cannot. The word of a hundred blind men 
denying a visible object is of less weight than the word of one man 
who can see and who testifies to his seeing of it. In this matter the 
Theosophist may be content to wait, knowing that facts do not alter 
for denials, and that the world will gradually come round to a know
ledge of the existence of thought-forms. as it has already come round 
-after a similar period of scoffing-to a knowledge of the existence of 
some of the facts asserted by Mesmer at the close of the last century. 

It has been found, then. that events take their rise on the Manasic 
or Kama Manasic plane, as ideas, or as thoughts of passion or emotion, 
etc.; they then take Astral form, and lastly appear objectively on the 
physical plane as acts or events, so that the latter are effects of pre
existing mental causes. Now the body is such an effect, according to 
the Esoteric Philosophy, and it is moulded on the Astral Body, the 
Linga Sharira, a term which will, by this time, be sufficiently familiar 
to my readers. The idea must be clearly grasped of a body of Astral 
matter, serving as a mould into which denser matter may be built. and 
if the method of Re'incarnation is to be at all understood, this concep
tion of the physical body as the result of the building of physical 
molecules into a preexisting Astral mould must, for the moment, be 
accepted. 

And now let us return to the idea of the Thinker, creating forms, 
working certainly through the Lower Manas, or Kama Manas, in the 
average man, since of purely Manasic activity we may not hope to find 
yet awhile many traces. In our daily life we think and thus create 
thought-forms: 

Man is con litztta Ily peoplblg kis curraz! in space witk a world of his 
own, crowded witk tke offsprillg of "is fancies, desires, impulses and 
passio7zS.1 • . 

[The consideration of the effect of this on others belongs to the 
subject of Karma, to be hereafter dealt with.] These thonght-forms 
remain in'itis aura, or magnetic atmosphere, and as time goes on their 
increased number acts on him with ever-gathering force, repetition of 
thoughts and of types of thought adding to their intensity day by day, 
with cnmulative energy, until certain kinds of thought-forms so domi
nate his mental life that the man rather answers to their impulse than 
decides anew, and what we call a habit, the outer reflection of this 
stored-up force, is set up. Thus "character" is builded, and if we are 
intimately acquainted with anyone of mature character, we are able to 
predicate with tolerable certainty his action in any given set of cir
cumstances. 

When the death hour comes the subtler bodies free themselves 
from the physical, the Linga Sharira alone disintegrating gradually 

1 A MASTBA in 1Yu Oct:"lt World, p. 90. 
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with the physical frame. The thought-body resulting from the past life 
persists, and appears to go through various processes of consolidation 
of experiences, assimilation of much differentiated thoughts. and so on. 
Only fragmentary hints of these post-mortem or pre-natal changes 
have been given to the outer world, and the unassisted student has to 
grope his way as best he can by the broken light of these hints. But 
what is definite is that before the period for re'incarnation this thought
body, as it literally is. passes to the Astral plane, takes up Astral 
matter, and becomes the Linga Sharira for the new personality 
presently to be born. Since the physical brain, in common with the 
rest of the physical body, is btiilt into this Astral mould, this brain is, 
by its conformation, the physical expression, however imperfect, of the 
mental habits and qualities of the human being then to be incarnated, 
the fitting physical vehicle for the exercise of the capacities which his 
experience now enables him to manifest on the physical plane. 

Let us, as an example, take the case of the practice of a vicious and 
of a virtuous type of thought, say of a selfish and of an unselfish 
character. One person continually gives birth to thought-forms of 
selfishness, desires for self, hopes for self, plans for self, and these 
forms clustering round him react again upon him, and he tends to 
become unscrupulous in his self-service, disregarding the claims of 
others, and seeking but his own ends. He dies, and his character has 
hardened into the selfish type. This persists, and in due course takes 
Astral form, as mould for the next physical body. Drawn towards a 
family of similar type, towards parents physically able to supply 
materials stamped with similar characteristics, the physical body is 
built into this Astral mould, and the brain takes the shape physically 
fitted for the manifestation of the brute tendencies to self-gratification, 
with a corresponding lack of the physical basis for the manifestation 
of the social virtues. In an extreme case of persistent and unscrupu
lous selfishness during one incarnation, we have the cause of the 
building of the .. criminal type of brain" for the succeeding ~e, and 
the child comes into the world with this instrument of miserable 
quality, from which the Immortal Thinker will be able to draw scarce 
a note of pure and tender melody, strive he as he may. All the life 
through the Ray of Manas incarnated in this personality will be 
dimmed, broken, struggling through Kamic clouds. Sometimes, 
despite all opposing circumstances, the glorious radiant quality will 
illume and transform to some extent its physical vehicle, and with 
anguish and effort the lower nature will now and again be trampled 
underfoot, and, however slowly, a painful step or two of progress will 
be achieved. But all the life through, the past will dominate the 
present, and the cup filled in forgotten days must be drained to the 
last drop by the quivering lips. 

In the second supposed case, a person continually gives birth to 
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thought-forms of unselfishness, helpful desires for others, loving plans 
for the welfare of others, earnest hopes for the good of others. These 
cluster round him and react on him. and he tends to become habitually 
selfless, habitually placing the welfare of others before his own, and so, 
when he dies, his character has become ingrainedly unselfish. Coming 
back to earth-life, the Astral form which represents his previous 
characteristics is drawn to a family fitted to supply materials of a pure 
kind, habituated to respond to the promptings of the Higher Man. 
These, builded into the Astral mould, yield a brain physically fitted fot" 
the manifestation of the self-sacrificing tendencies, and a corresponding 
lack of the physical basis for the manifestation of the brute instincts. 
So here, in an extreme case of self-sacrificing habit through one in
carnation, we have the cause of the building of the benevolent and 
philanthropic type of brain for the succeeding one, and the child comes 
into the world with this instrument of splendid quality, which thrills 
beneath the lightest touch of the Immortal Thinker, breathing forth 
divine melodies of love and service, till the world wonders at the glory 
of a human life, at results that seem the mere outflow of the nature 
rather than the crown of effort deliberately made. But these royal 
natures that overflow in blessing are the outer symbol of long coaflicts 
gallantly waged, of conflicts of a past unknown to the present. but 
known to the inner Conqueror, and one day to be known to the 
personality he informs. 

Thus step by step is brought about the evolution of man, chat'8Cter 
being moulded in personality after personality, gains and losses rigidly 
recorded in Astral forms, and these governing the succeeding physical 
manifestations. Every virtue is thus the outer sign and symbol of a 
step forward made, of repeated victories won over the lower natul'e, 
and the "innate quality," the mental or moral characteristic with which 
a child is born, is the indubitable proof of past struggles, of past 
triumphs, or of past failures. A distasteful doctrine enough to the 
morall~ or mentally slothful and cowardly, but a most cheering and 
enheartening teaching for those who do not ask to be pensioners on 
any charity human or divine, but are content to earn patiently and 
laboriously all they claim to own. 

Very nobly has Edward Carpenter put this truth in ToWtlrtis ~ 
mocrtlcy, in the "Secret of Time and Satan." 

The art of creation, like every other art, has to be learned; 
Slowly, slowly, through many years, thou buildest up thy body. 
And the power that thou now hast (such as it is) to build up this present body. 

thou hast acquired in the past in other bodies; 
So in the future shalt thou use again the power that thou now acquirest. 
But the power to build up the body includes all powers. 

Beware how thou seekest this for thyself and that for thyself. I do not say, 
Seek not; but, Beware how thou seekest. 
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For a soldier who is going a campaign does not seek what fresh furniture 
he can carryon his back, but rather what he may leave behind; 

Knowing well that every additional thing which he cannot freely use and 
handle is an impediment to him. 

So if thou seekest fame. or ease. or pleasure. or aught for thyself. the image of 
that thing which thou seekest will come and cling to thee-and thou wilt have to 
carry it about-

And the images and powers which thou hast thus evoked will gather round and 
foml for thee a new body-clamouring for sustenance and satisfaction. 

And if thou art not able to discard this image now. thou wilt not be able to 
discard that body then; but wilt have to carry it about. 

Beware then lest it become thy grave and thy prison-instead of thy winged 
abode and palace of joy . 

And seest thou not that except for Death thou couldst never overcome Death
For since by being a slave to things of sense thou hast clothed thyself with a 

body which thou art not master of, thou wert condemned to a living tomb were 
that body not to be destroyed. But now through pain and suffering out of this 
tomb shalt thou come; and through the experience thou hast acquired shalt build 
thyself a new and better body; 

And so on many times, till thou spreadest wings and hast all powers diabolic 
and angelic concentred in thy flesh. 

And the bodies which I took on yielded before him. and were like cinctures of 
flame upon me, but I flung them aside; 

And the pains which I endured in one body were powers which I wielded in 
the next. 

Great truths, greatly spoken. And one day men will believe them 
in the West, as they believe them, and have ever believed them, in the 
East. 

Through thousands of generations the Immortal Thinker thus 
patiently toils at his mission of leading the Animal Man upwards till 
he is fit to become one with the Divine. Out of a life, he wins per
chance but a mere fragment for his work, yet the final Astral ftlodel is 
of type a little less animal than the man, whose life-work is therein 
embodied, was when he came into earth-life. On that slightly im
proved model will be moulded the next man, and from him, at death, 
is obtained an Astral mould which is again a little less animal, to serve 
for the next physical body, and so on and on, again and again, genera
tion 'after generation, millennium after millennium; with many retro
gressions constantly recovered; with many failures gallantly made good; 
with many wounds slowly healed; yet on the whole, upward; yet on the 
whole, forward; the animal lessening, the human increasing; such is 
the story of human evolution, such the slowly accomplished task ot 
the Ego, as he raises his charge to Divine Manhood. At a stage in this 
progress the personalities begin to become translucent, to answer to 
the vibrations from the Thinker, and dimly to sense that they are some-
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thing more than isolated live~, are attached to something permanent, 
immortal. They may not yet quite recognize their goal, but they begin 
to thrill and quiver under the touch of the Light, as buds quiver in the 
springtime within their cases, preparing to burst them open and to 
expand in the sunshine. This sense of inborn eternity, and of wonder
ing as to the end, comes out strongly in one of Walt \Vhitman's poems: 

Facing 'Vest froDI California's shores, 
Inquiring, tireless, seeking what is yet unfound, 
I a child, very old, over waves, towards the house of maternity, 

the lanrl of migrations, look afar, 
Look off the shores of my "'estern sea. the circle almost circled; 
For starting westward from Hin<itistlm, from the "ales of Kashmere, 
From Asia, from the north, from the Gorl, the sage, and the hero. 
From the south, from the flowt'ry peninsulas and the spice islands; 
Long having wandered since, round the earth ha\;ng wandered. 
~ ow I face home again, very pleaserl and joyous. 
(But where is what I started for so long ago? 
And why is it yet unfound?) 

AXNIE BESAXT, F.T.S. 
(To be cOlltinued.) 

1!:lte ·a5tS tlf 4llagir. 
THE attitude of the literary and religious world is not so distinctly 

hostile towards Occult science as it was twenty years ago. Maga
zine writers now condescend to discuss seriously the phenomena 

which they were formerly wont to dismiss as unworthy of consideration. 
Nor is it any longer necessarily a cause for social ostracism if a person 
undertakes to investigate the laws of Nature. By these indications can 
we mark the point where the pendulum of public sentiment turns in its 
swing between the two extremes of Matenalism and Supernaturalism, 
drawn iiI one direction by the religious instinct and anon in the other 
direction by scientific doubt and scepticism. Just how, in the gradual 
development of human thought and action, magic may have figured 
from tIme to time and from age to age, now loomin~ up into astounding 
importance and again fading almost into nothing, IS an interesting and 
instructive stUdy. The historical aspect of this subject has been 
thoroughly treated by Ennemoser, Thomas Wright, P. Christian, 
Eliphaz Levi, R. A. Vaughan, William Howitt, and others of less note; 
and it may truthfully be said that no library for general reading nowa
days is complete without the works of at least one of these authors. 
Yet at the same time it should also be stated that all histories of magic 

. are somewhat misleading, in that they devote themselves to what may 
be ternled the external forms and accompaniments of Occultism, in
cluding the myths and marvellous tales of all nations and the supersti
tions and impostures of all ages. Thus, by giving llrominence to 
narrative, and by failing to distinguish between that which is true and 
that which is false, do they consciously or unconsciously misrepresent 
what they ought to elucidate, and so prevent the reading pubbc from 
having an adequate idea as to its real scope and meaning. 
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It was the fashion some hundreds of years ago to denounce 
Occultism, the study of Nature, as a trick of Satan· to capture. the souls 
of the unwary. The early Christian Church was espeCIally violent in 
this respect. Being founded on Supernaturalism. the Church could 
not deny the Occult. She took therefore the only course possible for 
her in the matter, by drawing a distinction between phenomena pro
duced within the Church and phenomena wrought outside. To one 
class she applied the name of miracle; to the other, that of diabolism. 
There was no particular reason why one should be good and the other 
bad. but reason was not much of a requisite for anybody in th05e days. 
In fact, the world had grown tired of reason, as taught by the Greek 
philosophers. and was only too glad to have a change. Christianity 
was founded entirely upon faith. Men were told that all that was 
necessary for them to obtain salvation was to cast their burdens upon 
the Lord. They were only to believe in Him in order to reach heaven. 
This simple fonnula did away at once with the necessity for intellectual 
culture. Human knowledge, human investigation were, therefore, 
futile. Magic, when pursued outside of the Church, was severely 
denounced because its tendency was in the line of independent 
research. The first exponents of Christianity were illiterate Jews. 
They adopted the novel theory of exalting ignorance, at first by impli
cation, then growing bolder with success. Spiritual growth, they 
claimed, was not dependent upon the intellect, and, in fact, the inner 
nature could develop better without being loaded down by mere 
book-knowledge. This theory was eagerly seized upon by the Church 
when it became an organized religious body, and was turned into a 
powerful weapon of offence and defence. That which was originally 
nothing worse than a half truth became the corner-stone for a gigantic 
system of error. Salvation was freely promised him who accepted 
without question the dogmas of the priests; he who hesitated, or 
argued, or even interrogated, was lost. Knowledge was underrated j 
faith was extolled. Now, it is a well-known fact that wherever learn
ing is spread abroad, there the public voice becomes more vigorous and 
human action more independent. Fully realizing this axiom, the early 
Christian Church adopted the shrewd policy of discouraging all kinds 
of education in order that the authority of the Church might never be 
questioned. In this conspiracy against humanity she was for a long 
term of years successful. Men's minds were placed in bondage, and 
universal ignorance prevailed in Europe. Never before was the Church 
so powerful or the priests so overbearing. It may truly be said that 
Christianity retarded the progress of the world a thousand years. Yet 
though kept back and hindered, mankind eventually yielded to the 
higher law of development. The gloom of ignorance could not settle 
down permanently upon Christendom, owing to the grand law of 
evolution-one of the eternal verities of Occultism-which wrought 
dimly and imverceptibly, but steadily and surely, and was stronger 
than all the hIerarchies of men. A gradual change took place, is yet 
taking place, and will always take place in the minds of the people, 
just so fast as the development of this world and of this solar system 
justifies it. 

That the feeble spark of Occultism was not entirely quenched 
during the Dark Ages was not the fault of the priesthood. The latter 
jealously guarded every avenue by which learning might reach the 
people, and so perverted the public intellect that hardly anybody had 
correct views even upon the commonest things. Men were so steeped 
in illusions that they were unable to distinguish between imposture 
and wisdom. Hence they were a prey to all kinds of fraudulent 
devices. Cunning rogues, playing upon the superstitious fears and 
beliefs of the masses, gained an easy livelihood by claiming Occult 
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power5. It is needless to add that they sought the protection and 
sanction of the Church by pretending to be exceedingly orthodox and 
devout. Supernaturalism under these circumstances spread rapidly, 
like a noxious weed. It wore the garb of Occultism, but it was a base 
imitation. Al1 kinds of extravagances were indulged in under the 
cloak of pious magic. Here and there, it is true, were a few earnest 
seekers after truth. but they were compel1ed to veil their ideas and 
puryoses. Thus the real alchemists ostensibly sought to transmute 
ordmary metals into gold. endeavoured to find the philosopher's stone. 
and wrote learnedly about the elixir of life. although it is quite certain 
that their true aims were the study of human nature and the imprO\oe
ment of the human race. They were always regarded with suspicion 
by the Churchmen. however. and usual1y passed their lives miserably. 
Only the charlatans flourished. Belief in supernatural powers became 
so widespread finally as to produce a sort of general insanity. All 
kinds of absurdities were promulgated in the name of Occult Wisdom. 
This era of distorted public sentiment final1y culminated in the witch
craft trials of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In these the 
Protestant Church took a leading part. She had adopted the dogma 
that all magic was diabolic. while the Catholic Church still laid claim 
to miraculous deeds when done by authority of the priests. Both 
organizations, however. did not hesitate to charge all the impostures, 
the crimes. and the alleged sorceries upon pagan Occultism. So soon. 
therefore, as the witchcraft epidemic broke out. all Occult things were 
declared to be the works of the devil. and Christians were exhorted to 
avoid them as the most grievous sins. Men of brilliant intellect were 
persuaded that the devil was actual1y a fantastic personage with horns. 
hoofs and a tail, and that he travel1ed on a broomstick from earth to 
hell and back again. There can always be found men of brilliant intel
lect who are the veriest apes in religious matters. It is even so to-day. 
That a man can make an eloquent speech in Parliament, or lead an 
army to success in battle, is no reason why he should be proficient in 
metaphysics or Church history. 

We are very apt to make the mistake of supposing that excellence 
in a particular line of thought or action implies capacity in all other 
directions, when as a matter of fact the contrary is oftener the case. 
And very logically is it so, when we come to consider it, because he 
who bends his mind so persistently in one channel as to achieve 
marked distinction therein, cannot as a rule have either the time or 
inclination for careful study in other paths. Hence, the views of a 
distinguished statesman on the problems of life and death are not 
entitled to any more weight than are the opinions of thousands of 
educated men in a more obscure station. There is no reason, therefore, 
why the religious conclusions of Sir Isaac Newton, William E. Glad
stone, Daniel Webster, and Abraham Lincoln should be considered of 
special importance; and certainly they cannot for a moment compare 
in value with the results attained by the students of higher Biblical 
criticism in Germany and England. 

There is still a good deal of misunderstanding as to the meaning of 
the word "Occultism." Primarily, of course, it signifies that which is 
hidden; but it refers more particularly to those operations of Nature 
which are unexplained, though perhaps not unexplainable. The 
growth of a tree, of a blade of grass, the birth and death of animals, the 
workings of the human mind, are Occult. They are Occult because 
they are not understood. The laws under which they act are absolutely 
unknown. So, too, all that pertains to the great hereafter, the passage 
of the soul through the gate of death into another plane of conscious
ness is Occult. 

Then, there is that greatly slandered word, magic. For ages it has 
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been synonymous in men's minds with wickedness, craft, diabolism, and 
everything evil. The Church is again responsible for this false view of 
what in reality is one of the noblest sciences. The very word, magic, 
bears within itself proofs of its high origin. The Latin "magus," 
Greek, "magos," a magician, gives us all those other words that are so 
indicative of authority, wisdom, superiority. Thus we have magnitude, 
magnificent, magniloquent, to express greatness in position, in action, 
and in speech. With the termination slightly changed the same word 
becomes majesty, implying dominion, and again, we have "magistrate," 
anything that is magisterial, which again has been simplified into 
"master," and finally by the process of word evolution has become 
plain "mister." But the Latin is only a transmitter of words. \Ve can 
easily follow up the historical development of this root until we reach 
the Zend, where we find it doing duty as a name for the whole priestly 
caste. The" magi" were renowned all over the world for their wisdom 
and skill in Occultism, and no doubt our word "magic" is mostly in
debted to that source for its present existence and meaning. Yet we 
ne:!d not pause even here, for back of the Zend "mag" looms up the 
Sanskrit "maha" signifying" great." It is thought by good scholars 
that "maha" was originally spelled "magha." To be sure, there 
is in the Sanskrit the word "maga," meaning a priest of the sun, but 
this was evidently a later borrowing from the Zend, which had origin
ally derived its root from its neighbour, the Sanskrit. 

I hope I have sufficiently illustrated the noble etymology of magic. 
It is plain enough from the evidence in hand that among the Ancients 
magic held an exceedingly honourable place. The magicians were 
great men, and almost all the great men of those days were magicians. 
The "Mahatmas" of India, the "great souls," were reputed to be 
Adepts in Occultism. The Magi of Chaldrea were not only great 
astronomers and astrologers, but were also deep students of other 
processes of nature. In Egypt not only did the priests rev~rent1y 
cherish the forty-two books of Hermes, treating largely of Occultism, 
but they went to the greatest lengths in perpetuating Occult Science 
through their mysteries and initiations. 

\Vhy, then, it may naturally be asked, has magic fallen from the 
high estate which it held in ancient times? Why is it apparently 
deserted by the good and great among modems; why supposed to be 
given over to charlatans and low impostors? In answer, I may say 
that, owing to the weakness of human nature and the artificialities of 
the present age, mankind generally rejects truth and is always seeking 
to perpetuate error. Thus we are carried from one extreme of opinion 
to another, from the follies of supernaturalism to the inadequate re
strictions of Materialism. When Voltaire set the fashion of sneering 
at everything miraculou'i and religious, he dealt a mortal blow to the 
Church. It was indeed time to call a halt on supernatural religion and 
to substitute scientific scepticism in its stead. He succeeded in divorc
ing religion and science. But the reaction carried men to the other 
alternative. Modem Science became strictly materialistic. Voltaire's 
influence has been felt ever since in the cultivated world, and Occult
ism has been made the subject of gibes unnumbered, but seldom of 
serious investigation. How strange that mankind should thus fly from 
one extreme to the other, from implicit faith in a revealed religion to 
absolute denial of any spiritual or psychological force, each position 
bein~ equally unsatisfactory. But has it not always been so, at least 
withm the historic period? When has the vox populi ever been on the 
side of truth, thus Justifying its claim to be the voice of God? 

I do not desire to enter here upon a pessimistic tirade against the 
frailties of the day, but the temptatIon to say a word about the wonder
ful nineteenth century is too great to be resisted. We are so accus-
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tomed to hearing eulogies upon the present age that we take it for 
granted the world has never seen so much knowledge as we now have 
to show. The marvellous improvements that have been made in 
mechanical arts give us ground, no doubt, for self-congratulation. 50-
called civilization is proceeding by leaps and bounds instead of moving 
along sedately, step by step; and so, not pausing to analyze its ingre
dients, we assume that our de\'elopment in e\'ery plane is proceeding \\;th 
like rapidity. But this may be an erroneous supposition. Advance in the 
physical arts does not imply a like rate of progress in the metaphysical. 
In fact, such is the littleness of human nature that we are more apt to 
neglect the one while cultivating the other. In order to illustrate more 
exactly the real situation, I would say that the Western world had been 
for many centuries impeded in its evolution by a variety of causes, 
principally set in motion by erroneous religious beliefs; and that the 
sudden onward impulse given to civilization during the past century 
had been the reaction-just as a railroad train, having been delayed for 
some hours, goes with additional speed in order to make up for lost 
time in reaching its destination. Yet our abnormally rapid advance 
in the mechanical arts has not been accompanied by equal progress in 
other lines. We are still immersed in errors in nearly all the fields of 
human thought. Attempting to measure the spiritual by the physical, 
we fall into the most egregious blunders. The writers of the present 
day who make the greatest pretensions and who are regarded as the 
highest authorities in this department of literature are wasting their 
ink in attempting to weigh the human soul. They depict man as a 
certain quantity of bone. flesh and muscle, and his powers of mind as 
a mere development of his physical consciousness. They admit nothing 
excel?t what can be perceIved through the five senses. Their meta
phYSICS is thus a misnomer; it is really nothing but physics applied to 
the operations of the mind. It doubtless secures great exactness, but 
its scope is necessarily limited. Huxley and other writers of the 
materialistic school are like men in a back yard surrounded by a high 
fence, and devoting themselves to a careful, industrious, and accurate 
account of the premises under the mistaken notion that they are de
scribing the universe. As far as they go it is all right. But their 
horizon is limited by the fence. Of the world beyond they take no 
notice; in fact, they deny that there is any world outside of their little 
yard. 

If one sincerely desires to attain truth; if one, not blinded by 
religious or race prejudice, follows persistently the pursuit of meta
physics, he must eventually come into the broad domain of Hindu 
thought. All the teaching of the Western schools fades into insignifi
cance when compared therewith. Not that the thought is better ex
pressed; it is not. The Vedantic writers are mystical, cloudy, use
lessly verbose, monotonous, given to frequent repetitions, and without 
the slightest attempt at verbal decoration. In fact, to the Western 
mind they are decldedlr unattractive. Their literary style is as un
familiar as are the Hindu characteristics in actual life, and as distaste
ful. Yet after all is said, the fact remains that Indian philosophy soars 
unspeakably higher than any other, and the reason is that it is based 
upon the naked truth. It describes the real, while we in our ignorance 
are constantly following the apparent. It unerringly points ou tthe 
illusions of life; we stupidly imagine them to be realities. 

In these preliminary remarks I aim only to clear away the ground 
for a right understanding of the province of Occultism. In the study 
of Nature's forces there is room for Man to expend the highest forms of 
mental energy, and if in his pursuit of knowledge in this direction he 
can explain even one little law or one phenomenon, then is all his time 
and labour well spent. The assertion is often made that all these 
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Occult laws are inexplicable, and therefore any investigation of them is 
useless; yet once in a while somebody does discover, accidentally or 
otherwise, the rules under which certain operations of nature take 
place, thus showing that such knowledge may be acquired. And what 
grander field of inquiry is presented to us in the whole range of our 
mind's vision? There is much truth in the opening lines of Bryant's 
Tlzallalopsis: 

To him who in the love of Nature holds 
Communion with her visible forms, she speaks 
A varied language. 

There can be no higher study than Nature. Yet how little atten
tion is paid to natural forms by the people ordinarily! A man or a 
woman might stand for a long time before a landscape painting lost in 
admiration, but those same persons would hardly notice the actual 
scenery depicted by the artIst if J?assing throu~h that part of the 
country, unless indeed their attentIon were partIcularly called to its 
beauty. Yet there is no painting that can equal the original. The 
grandest works of art are at best but poor imitations of Nature. It is 
a pleasure to record that this truth is being gradually found out by the 
people, or at least it may be said that a dim perception of it is entering 
into the general intelligence. There is every year a greater demand 
for the natural; even art, in order to be popular, must soon be less 
artificial. The conventional is no longer altogether fashion~ble. The 
most successful of recent writers of fiction depict human nature as it is, 
not as the old school of novelists thought it should be described-the 
heroes and heroines all being young persons engaged in making love, 
their marriage occurring in the last chapter. N ow we have in books 
people of various ages, acting very much as people in real life act, love 
not being the only motive and marriage not forming the only climax. 
In other words, some of our, once-cherished illusions are being dis
pelled, and we are beginning to try, at any rate, to see things as they 
are rather than as they seem. It is the province of Occultis,m to assist 
in this transformation in the world of thought by constantly directing 
men's minds from the superficial to the vital, by unmasking the follie!; 
of the day or of the age, and by showing the differences between what 
is temporal and what is eternal. 

Does this sound like lofty talk without any real basis? Some may 
think so at first, and question the right of any p'erson to place magic on 
so high a pedestal. Those objectors have stIll a limited idea of the 
scope of Occultism. They think perhaps that it embraces a few doubt
ful so-called sciences, such as hydromancy, onomancy, pyromancy, 
geomancy, and that it deals in apparitions of departed souls. They 
believe the whole system is imaginary or fraudulent, and dismiss it 
from their minds as unworthy of further consideration. Yet I will show 
that any such conception of Occultism is erroneous.! All forms of 
divination, such as those mentioned, although usually classed among 
the Occult Sciences, have really no place there, being merely different 
ways of appealing to chance, and are no more Occult than is the shak
ing of a dice-box. By the Greeks and Romans they were more or less 
practised, especially among the lower classes. but no hierophant ever 
appealed to these trivial games. In regard to the theory of apparitions 
it may be said that true Occultism does not waste any time in attempting 
to evoke spirits; on the contrary, it is by Occultism alone that these 
phenomena are classified in their proper place and duly explained. It 
IS a mistake, then, to speak of the Occult Sciences. as embracing a 
large number of partly imaginary, partly supernatural professions. 
There is only one science, of Occultism, and that is the study of Nature. 

! This essay is only iittended to be of an introductory character. A proper treatment of the 
whole SUbject can only be embraced in n series of papers. 
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And taken in this sense, it is indeed scientific. It teaches us how to 
arrange and classify the different manifestations' in the natural world. 
By its aid, and by.its aid only. can we arrh'e at any knowledge of the 
laws governing the Uni\·erse. All education such as is derived from 
text-books is necessarily empirical. It consists in the statement of facts 
as they appear to exist, but the reasons underlying those facts are left 
out. And why? Simply because the reasons are unknown. Modem 
science bluntly admits that it knows nothing of natural causes; it can 
only state that under certain conditions certain phenomena take place. 

Now, it should be understood at the outset that Occultism does 
not claim to explain at once the original causes of action. \\l1at it 
does, however, is to encourage speculation in the world of thought. 
It erects a pure standard of truth by which to gauge the processes of 
Nature. It seeks to destro\' the illusions which so surround and con
fuse us, thus making our minds more capable of beholding things in 
their real aspect. It assumes at the beginning that all events and all 
conditions are natural; there is no such thing as the supernatural. 
With one stroke it demolishes all the miracles of the A:ora1l, the 
Punillas, and the Bible. Yet it reestablishes some of them by pointing 
out how under certain conditions they might have been produced in 
accordance with natural law. It says that no doubt many of the 
miraculous deeds recorded were merely exaggerated tales; but it also 
adds that many others were possible to an Adept. Regarding this, ~lr. 
William Howitt, in his translation of the His/or)' of Jfag-ie, says: 

As most, if not all. unusual phenomena belong to the realm of ma/{ic, and are 
found not onlv among Christians, but also amollg the heathen, they must follow a 
general law; and such uncommon physical natural phenomena can be no miracles. 
Even to the agency of a strange objective spirit-world is attributed much which 
certainlv belongs to the subjective fancy of man. Religious visions and ecstasies 
are relaied to those of magnetism, and in their principles (liffer perhaps only in the 
rarest instances. From l'hysical pathological conditions. from the exaggerated 
ascetic and ecstasy-reachmg' exercises. from subjective illusory chimeras. many 
saints have oln'iously not been free, and the separation of the natural·sensuous and 
the supernatural divine leads us into a field where doubts and contentions about 
miracles hegin. where it can no longer be apodictically decided how much is natural 
phenomena and how much the agency of divine grace, if one permits supernatural 
mfluences to outbid the natural powers. For man possesses a completely incom
prehensihle, positive, innate (generally latent) vital power, which in proportion to 
Its l'0wer of extension pervades the immeasurable. ~ature rests on such an inborn 
baSIS and order that so her most entangled and abnomlal effects proceed rather from 
her own regularity than are the consequence of supernatural spIritual powers. 

In proceeding to study the Occult forces of Nature we necessarily 
begin with that which is nearest at hand and is at the same time of the 
greatest interest. The Delp'hic motto, .. Know thyself," has a deeper 
significance than is ordinarily attached to it; it suggests a whole world 
of study, in fact, the microcosm. Man being a miniature universe, 
it follows if he can once arrive at a clear conception of himself he will 
be dble to penetrate the universal arcana. But where can he find any 
greater mystery than those which he encounters at the threshold of 
his inyestigations? The questions of birth, life, death, the relations of 
body, soul, spirit, the meaning of motion, thought, will-these and 
other strange problems confront him. Can science shed any light upon 
these things? Her voice is silent. Religion offers various explana
tions, but they are entirely unsatisfactory to the honest student. He 
who accepts any of the prevalent religious theories on these subjects 
does so at the expense of his reasoning faculties; in other words, he 
must take the ultImatum of the Church on faith, nor can he seek to 
know any further by means of original investigation; for the Church 
at once interferes and brands him as heretical. 

The distinction between science, in its ordinary sense, and Oc
'Cultism in the meaning which I ha\'e endea\'ou red to attach to it, is 
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that one deals "ith the known and the other with the unknown. 
Science classifies all those facts which the human mind has been able 
to absolutely prove, and seeks at the same time, in theory at least, to 
extend the horizon of human knowledge. Men of science in every 
domain are doing excellent service to mankind. It is a necessity that 
we should have a body of exact information in order that we may know 
just where we stand. At the same time science by its very nature is 
conservative. It opens its doors with the greatest caution to anything 
novel or unusual. The tendency of its votaries is always to cling to 
the past and to travel in the same paths that their predecessors have 
used. They, as a rule, dread any appearance of innovation. Many 
men achieve a world-wide scientific reputation by reason of their skill 
in restating old formulas without ever adding an iota to the sum total 
of human knowledge; and, as a matter of fact, the greatest discoveries 
in the past have been denounced and assailed the most bitterly by 
scientific men until years of experience have demonstrated their truth. 

Occultism, on the other hand, is for ever reaching forward. It is 
the pioneer of the world's intelligence. It boldly grapples with the 
most profound secrets, and, if it does not reveal them entirely, it never 
fails to throw .some light upon what would otherwise be for ever 
hidden or misapprehended. Scienc~ denies, as a rule, the existence of 
phenomenal powers of the mind. and treats clairvoyance, thought
transference, and apparitions as fairy tales to be read for amusement 
only. In fact, psychology from a scientific standpoint is the science of 
the soul with the soul left out. Some stir, it is true, has been made in 
the world of modern science by the hypnotic experiments that have 
recently been conducted in the Paris hospitals; but over a century has 
elapsed since ·Mesmer rediscovered the ancient Occult principle of 
animal magnetism, and even now, after a century of expenence, scien
tific men are straining every nerve to prove that the influence of mind 
upon mind and of mind upon matter is purely subjective; in other 
words, that the results are illusions of the person thus influenced or 
influencing, instead of being tangible and objective in their character. 

It is the peculiar province of Occultism to explain these laws of 
mind and these properties of the human soul. Or, rather, these 
phenomena lie peculiarly within the domain of Occultism, and are thus 
essentially interesting to the student of magic. The scientist may 
sniff at them with suspicion, but the Occultist approaches them with 
pleasure and enthusiasm. The latter realizes what a vast field for 
enquiry lies before him, what opportunity for discovery. He is aware 
that out of the great number of Nature's laws only a few have thus far 
been ascertained. Noone, of course, can tell or even form a just 
estimate as to the relative number of known and unknown laws under· 
which Nature's operations take place. Simply to illustrate the matter, 
and not by any means pretending to set a limit to Nature's courses, 
one mi~ht say that the relative number of known laws to those un
known IS as one to a million, which is of course only another way of 
saying that the known number is small and the unknown large. But 
it emphasizes the fact that the field of material science, as explored 
thus far, is exceedingly limited in comparison with that of psychologi
cal science, or Occultism. And this is frankly acknowledged by more 
than one scientist. Prof. Friedrich JodI, of the University of Prague, 
says in a recent letter: 

I am con,inced that many things. which are unknown to-day and appear as 
unknowable, will be known and knowable in a thousand years. But I doubt 
whether the total mass of the unknowable has been noticeably diminished. For 
the Unknowable is infinite, and the infinite if divided by any finite number, can 
never produce a finite number. Every solved problem contains new and greater 
problems. Whoever wants to tum mystic on account of it cannot be prevented. 
This state of things call be brought out of existence by an act of violence only. 

6 
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Where, then, are we to look for the future additions to the store of 
human knowledge? Is it to science, employing the word in its ordinary 
sense, which jealously guards the attainments of the past and which 
constantly sneers at and denies all new ideas? Yes, but not until long 
after those ideas have been explored by Occultism. The boldness of 
the student of magic is like that of Columbus who sailed away from 
the familiar world into the vast unknown. Nor is every such investi
gator re\\I8.rded with success in his researches. Many fail through mis
directed effort. In some cases the physical structure of the brain is 
unequal to the wear and tear to which it is subjected. Frequently the 
Occultist succumbs to the temptations of the flesh, or he grows ambi
tious and seeks to employ his knowledge for personal ends. Then his 
usefulness is destroyed, and his talisman is lost. Then is his little bark 
tossed upon the sea of trouble. Like the Genoese navigator he is 
surrounded by all sorts of difficulties and dangers, but unlike that 
hardy mariner he generally is unable to overcome them. The skies 
lower, the storm-wind comes rushing on, the elements combine against 
him. He struggles, but uselessly, in the grasp of Fate. His mind 
cannot cope with the natural forces which he has himself awakened 
into fury. Wrecked by the tempest, he is carried on to his destruction. 

This is the dark side of the picture. The other is more agreeable. 
He who follows truth for its own sake and is not led from his course by 
those illusions of life which he too plainly sees, will come to a fuller 
knowledge and will live a nobler life. He may penetrate far into the 
mysteries of Nature and uncover laws that have been regarded as 
arcane. Then he in after ages will be quoted as one of the great 
masters of science, and his discoveries Will be incorporated into the 
body of accepted natural facts. He may be persecuted in life, but after 
death, sooner or later, he will be glorified. "So runs the world away." 
The Occultism of to-day becomes the science of to-morrow. And thus 
proceeds by imperceptible gradations the work of elevating the human 
race--the process of evolution-in accordance with the ancient Occult 
axiom: "First a stone, then a plant, then an animal, then a man," to 
which might be added, as a natural sequence in the chain of progress,_ 
"and then a God." 

G. E. WRIGHT, F.T.S. 

~tbittu. 
THE RATIONALE OF MESMERISM. 

Mesmerism has been dealt with in so thoroughly irrational a fashion 
that the very word "Rationale" is pleasant to the ear in connection 
with it. In reading the book, one feels the wish that its author had 

- gone further into the Occult Sciences, with their full and satisfactory 
explanation of the whole subject; but none the less the ground is solid 
so far as it is opened up, and one feels all through the advantage of 
the treatment of the subject by a man who has studied the hidden 
forces that underlie the phenomena of mesmerism. 

Mr. Sinnett begins by glancing at "Old and New Theories," and 
he says that modem writers on hypnotism "are committed for the most 
part to a theory which concentrates their attention almost entirely on 
what is rather a disease of the science they deal with than the science 
itself" (p. 5). He totally objects to the use of the word hypnotism, as 
being adopted to hide a retreat from an untenable position, and as an 
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ungenerous refusal to make amends for the injustice done to Mesmer. 
He is anxious that the science should be studied from the truly scien
tific basis laid down in pre-Braidian days, and thinks that, 

The value even of mesmerism as an aid to such researches [into the connexion 
between .mind .and body) may be reduced to ze~o, if we calmly ignore all that the 
greatest mvesttgators of the past have accomphshed. and devote ourselves exclu
sively to the superficial phenomena rediscovered in the last few vears by the hvpno
tists whose chosen designation marks them out as people who have deliberately 
elected to ignore the greatest work done by their predecessors (p. II). 

In dealing with the "Mesmeric Force," Mr. Sinnett gives full 
credit to the researches of von Reichenbach, researches which may 
establish the existence of the mesmeric fluid for those who will only 
rely ou Western experimenters. He then passes to an interesting 
sketch of the .. Real Literature of Mesmerism," but we somewhat 
grudge the space thus given in so small a book to matters of merely 
historical interest. In "Side-Lights on Mesmeric Phenomena," we 
come to the first important statement, i.e., that the view given by 
Esoteric Science of man's constitution is necessary for the under
standing of Mesmerism, and a brief exposition of that view is given. 
Mr. Sinnett regards the mesmeric fluid as closely allied to the vital 
energy, so that animal magnetism may restore lost vital energy (p. 69). 
"Curative Mesmerism" is next dealt with, and the operator who would 
cure is advised to draw bad magnetism out by exercise of the will to 
that end, rather than to expend unnecessary force in driving it out by 
drenching the J.>atient with good. 

The most Important chapters in the book commence with that on 
"Anresthetic Effects and Rigidity." Here Mr. Sinnett bases his views 
on the results obtained from sensitives in the mesmeric trance; he 
postulates a nerve aura, which serves as "the medium for the convey
ance of consciousness or will," and is "in direct relation with the 
vehicles of the higher consciousness." The consciousness may be 
separated from the physical body, connected only with the brain by 
this nerve aura, and the magnetism of the mesmerist, drenching the 
nervous system of the patient, expels the nerve aura of the patient and 
replaces it with his own (P.97). Thus the bridge is broken which 
unites the various parts of the body to the consciousness, and an res
thesia necessarily results. Local anresthesia may be similarly pro
duced. The "nature of sensitiveness" is next dealt with, and It is 
defined as "the faculty of cognizing impressions derived through the 
aura, and the corresponding senses belonging to that element of the 
human constitution which is allied with its aura" (p. loS). "Sugges
tion" is explained as working through impressions left on the subject's 
aura, in cases where the psychic faculties have not yet evolved into 
self-consciousness, and so offer a field on which the operator can work. 
Mr. Sinnett postulates a psychic nature gradually becoming immersed 
in matter and evolving therein as intellect; then returning, as along an 
ascending spiral, to regain psychic quality plus self-consciousness. He 
will distress many of his Theosophical readers by using the epithet 
"Higher Self" to describe this psychic nature in its more advanced 
stages of evolution. We have become so accustomed, under H. P. B.'s 
tuition, to rigidly confine this term to the highest spiritual princi'ple 
acting through Buddhi, that phrases about its "education," Its bemg 
set free by the mesmerist. etc., will come with a shock on the reader. 
until he realizes that Mr. Sinnett is using the title in a sense quite 
different from that to which we are accustomed. "Higher Ego" is 
also used as equivalent with "Higher Self." The chapter on clair
voyance puts forward some theories as to the nature of this gift, but 
they need much fuller working out, and further definition of terms, 
before any really fruitful discussion can take place as to their value. 
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'Here the limits of a popular book seriously interfere with the setting 
out of the subject. 

The little volume under review is completed by a brief chapter on 
.. Mesmeric Practice," in which Mr. Sinnett gives a few practical direc
tions as to methods of mesmerization. 

Those who are puzzled and repelled by the methods of the French 
school, and who yet feel that in mesmerism are opened up avenues to 
knowledge of man's astral and psychic nature, will find in Mr. Sinnett's 
book many helpful suggestions, and a pointing to the true theory on a 
now much-debated question. 

i!htosophical Jlctibitits. 
INDIAN SECTION. 

The General Secretary, Bertram Keightley, in addition to the list 
of places published in our last issue, has visited Nandgaon, Ellora and 
Nassick. At Nagpore he gave three public lectures. At Bombay some 
half-dozen lectures were delivered. At Poona Mr. Keightley was re
sponsible for two lectures. 

The inspector of the Southern Branches, Mr. Kottaya, has visited 
Nellore, Adanki, Kavali, Vencatagiri, Kanducur, Ongole, Narasarapat 
and Guntur. Applications for charters have been received from Ongole 
and Narasarapat. 

An application for a charter has also been received from Barakar, 
Bengal Presidency; the president is to be Babu Shama Charan Bhatta, 
"the venerable ascetic of Benares," as a correspondent informs us; and 
the secretary, Babu Kali Prasanna MukheIji, a name familiar to our 
readers, to whose activity the formation of the Branch is due. 

Owing to the enthusiasm of our brother, Dhammapala Hevavita
rana, the movement for restoring Buddha Gaya once more to the 
custody of Buddhists is making good progress. His lectures to 
crowded and enthusiastic meetings at Rangoon have resulte9 in the 
formation there of a Branch of the Maha Bodhi Society. 

S. V. Edge delivered two lectures at Bangalore, in the Mayo Hall; 
both were very well attended. The Theosophical Society has some 
strong sympathizers in the members of the Bangalore Social Club. 

INDIAN LETTER. 

ADYAR, MADRAS, 

Iilh Alardl, ISf/Z. 
With the mean temperature rising slowly but surely to 90 degrees 

out here it is curious to read of snow-storms and bitter cold in England. 
Your correspondent has just returned after a three-weeks' absence 

-a fortnight at Ootacamund, and a week at Bangalore. 
The Nilgiri Hills are delightful; an altitude of 7,000 or more feet 

is a guarantee for pure air, but there is something particularly invigo
rating and refreshmg about the "Ooty" climate. One enjoys warm 
sunshine during the day, and at night it is sufficiently chilly to make 
a wood fire appreciable. Speaking of wood recalls to my mind that 
the inhabitants and dwellers of Ootacamund owe very much to a fellow
Theosophist of ours, Major-General Morgan, for introducing from 
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Australia tht: blue-gum (eucalyptus) tree. This tree fills the air with 
a delicious piney smell, and the large groyes of it add very much to 
the beauty of the place. 

The Colonel's cottage, "Gulistan," which is, being interpreted, 
"Garden of Roses," is well situated, and sufficiently secluded to suit 
any student. Before him is a valley filled with trees and shrubs, and 
his sitting-room window commands a magnificent panoramic view of 
the Mysore plains. Here he will have the quiet and surroundings 
necessary to enable him to write and to carry out any other work he 
may have set his mind on. Knowing that a few words on the Presi
dent's future surroundings would be read with interest by" Luciferians," 
I have purposely referred at some length to Ootacamund. 

Bertram Keightley, at the time I write, is at the sacred Amritsur. 
He has just visited Lahore. His future programme includes Ludhiana, 
Dehra Dum, Delhi, Agri, etc. 

Miss Muller has turned her face northward, haying decided to 
spend the hot weather partly in Darjeeling and partly in Cashmere. 

Brother Dhammapala has had an audience granted to him by 
Prince Damrong of Siam. His Highness expressed his approval of the 
Buddha Gaya Mission, and the effort to recover this place, the most 
hallowed of all localities in the eyes of the Buddhist, but the propaga
tion of Buddhist teachings seemed to him the first and foremost need. 

By the way, paragraphs in the newspapers say that the well-known 
author of an epIC poem on Buddha and his life has announced his 
intention of coming to India, where he intends (I) To secure Buddha 
Gaya for the Buddhists, (2) To reconcile the Northern and Southern 
Churches! It seemeth that some of our \Vestern scholars and Oriental
ists are not above allowing others to do all the hard work; and then 
stepping in and adding the last brick, they exclaim, "See what I have 
built, this is all my doing." Far be it from me to mention names, but 
let me plead for" Honour to whom honour is due." 

In the course of my recent visit to Bangalore I made the acquain
tance of Mr. H. Subba Row, a great friend of the late Pundit Bashya 
Charya of the Adyar Library. The first mentioned is engaged in 
making translations of the works of some of our English Philosophers 
into Sanskrit for the benefit of Pundits who are unacquainted with 
English-a most useful and unselfish work, and one that should help 
towards the intellectual union of the East and \Vest, and consequently 
fonvard the one great object of our Society. 

Looking through the columns of the jJ1adras jl1ail this morning, I 
came on the following, copied from a west coast paper: .. At about 
eight p.m. on Saturday last, one Kutty Narayana Pothuval, while going 
through the suspension bridge, stood motionless at the foot of a large 
arayal tree and suddenly fell down senseless, extended at full length on 
the ground, and expired in a few minutes. The cause of death is attri
buted to a sudden shock or attack by an evil spirit, which is supposed 
to make the banyan tree his abode." I give the.story for what it is 
worth; the belief in and fact of obsession, however, is com mon in India. 

Brother Kotayya has just returned from hisjnspection tour in the 
Telugu districts, where he has met with considerable success. A happy 
expedient of his, the forming of societies of sympathizers with Theo
sophy who can ultimately be "worked up" into Theosophists, seems to 
answer well. 

Our vernacular translation work is progressing, and the pamphlets 
already printed have been largely distributed. 

Having to write letters to the Path and the Pacific coast periodical. 
I must bring my remarks for this month to a conclusion. 

S. V.E. 
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SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE EUROPEAN 
SECTION, T.S. 

NOTICE. 

I have the honour to give notice that the Convention will hold its 
meetings at the London Headquarters, on Thursday and Friday, July 
14th and 15th, according to the resolution of the Executive Committet. 

The present early notice is issued in order that members may 
know the exact date well in advance, and also that intending con
tributors of papers may have ample time to consider their subjects. 

It is hoped that the present C011\'ention may be distinctly one of 
mutual instruction as well as one of necessary business and plans for 
the future. The average length of a paper should be twenty minutes, 
and contributions in foreign languages should be accompanied by a 
digest in French or English. Members are most cordially requested to 
contribute papers on Theosophical and Occult subjects, and to send in 
suggestions for work and plans of activity. The papers should not be 
/00 technical. 

G. R. S. MEAD, General Secretary. 

Blat'a/sk)' Loa:i;e.-The meetings have been crowded as usual, and 
many new members and associates have been admitted. On March 26th 
a business meeting was held, at which the resignation of the President 
was considered, and it was decided to open a Testimonial Fund to the 
retiring President, and to request the European Convention to take the 
matter up. Additional delegates-Miss Kislingbury, Miss Cooper. Mr. 
Baly, Mr. Brown, Mrs. Hunt, and Mr. Hargroves-were elected to the 
Convention. Miss Cooper was elected Hon. Secretary, and G. R. S. 
Mead was appointed to carry tbe greetings of the Lodge to the Ameri
can Convention. After some discussion, it was decided that the Lodge 
should require from its members an annual minimum subscription of 
5S. A committee was appointeti to take into consideration the best 
way of dealing with the overcrowded state of the hall on Thursdays. 

Annie Besant has lectured during the past month at Camden 
Town, Eastbourne, Southport, Harrogate, Falmouth, Bristol, \Vest 
Southwark, and Manchester. Lectures are arranged for April 22nd, 
Hastings; 24th, South Place; 25th, Frome; 29th, Eastbourne; May 9th, 
Bromley. 

A course of six lectures on "Theosophy and Modern Thought" 
will be given by Annie Besant and Herbert Burrows at South Place 
Institute, Finsbury, London,. E.C., on Sunday evenings in April and 
May, as follows:-April 24th, "Theosophy and Materialism," Annie 
Besant; May 1st, "Theosophy and Science," Herbert Burrows; May 
8th, "Theosophy and Mysticism," Annie Besant; May 15th, "Theo
sophy and Religion," Herbert Burrows; May 22nd, "Theosophy and 
Ethics," Annie Besant; May 29th, "Theosophy and Modem Progress," 
Herbert Burrows. The lectures will commence at 7.30 each evening. 
Admission by payment at the doors; body of hall, IS.; gallery. 6d. 
Tickets for the course at 5s. and 2S. 6d. may be obtained at T. S. Head
quarters, 17 and 19, Avenue Road, N.W.; T. P. S., 7, Duke Street, 
Adelphi, W.C.; of Mr. R. Forder, 28, Stonecutter Street, E.C.; and of 
the hall-keeper at South Place. 

The Theosophieal Discussion Club meets every Friday evening, at 
8.30, at 8, Duke Street, Adelphi. March 18th, "Hermetic Philosophy," 
P. W. Bullock; March 25th, "Theosophy in the Middle Ages," Mabel 
Besant; April 1st, "Mythology," W. R. Machell; April 8th, "\Valt 
Whitman," A. W. Beville; April 15th, "The Errors of Spiritualism," 
R. Hill; April 22nd, "Sir Edwin Arnold's Books," Mabel Besant; 
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April 29th, .. Electricity and Occultism," P. W. Bullock; May 6th, 
"Yoga," W. R. Machell; May 13th. "On Methods of Disseminating a 
Knowledge of Theosophy," A. W. Beville; May 20th, "Modem Philan
thropy," C. H. Baly; May 27th, "Our Universal Brotherhood," H. 
Russell. Members of the Theosophical Society and their friends are 
invited to attend and take part. Compulsory speaking not insisted on. 
All particulars to be had on application to 

P. W. BULLOCK, Hon. Secreiarv, 
22, Upper George ~Streel. 

Bryans/on Square, W. 

Bow Club.-On Monday, March 14th, a meeting of the members 
was held to elect a committee for the management of all Club affairs 
bv the members themselves. 

- The chair was taken at eight o'clock by Annie Besant, and a com
mittee of seven members, with power to add to their number, was 
elected. 

Shortly after Easter a fancy ball will be given at the Club, and 
tickets of invitation will be issued to members and friends. It is hoped 
that all who can will add to the pleasure of the girls by joining them in 
eostume. Any sUbscriptions towards light "refreshments" for the oc
casioIl will be gratefully received by the Matron, at 193. Bow Road, E. 

The report, list of subscriptions, and balance sheet of the Club are 
printed, and will be sent to anyone interested on receipt of a stamped 
and directed wrapper. 

The Sewing Bee (League of Theosophical U/orkers).-The Secretary 
gratefully acknowlt!dges donations of materials, garments, and assist
ance from Mrs. McDouall, Mrs. Groves, Miss Black, Mrs. Alston, Mrs. 
Mayer, Miss Putz, Mrs. Kilburn, Miss Kirkpatrick, and Miss Stanley. 
The "Bee" will continue to be held every Saturday at 19, Avenue Road, 
from 4 to 7 p.m., and the aid of any 1ady with nimble fingers will be 
most welcome. 

Li1}erpool Lodge.-The Secret Doctrine class has lately been going 
through a very interesting syllabus, and steady progress in the studies 
is being made. The attendance is very satisfactory. A course of five 
lectures is being given in our city to the Young Men's Christian Asso
ciation, entitled "Theosophy Exposed." This is proving a good 
advertisement, and enquirers are coming to our rooms for information 
as to the teachings of Theosophy-thinkers preferring to investigate 
for themselves. 

JOHN HILL. Hot!. Sec·y. 

SCOTLAND. 

Scottish LoJge.-Our winter session just concluded has been a great 
SUccess; not only has our own increase both in numbers and in the high 
Calibre of our recruits been most satisfactory, but the progress of our 
e~dest child, the Edinburgh Branch, has been all that the most ambi
tIous parent could desire. Beyond this, also attention has been attracted 
t? Theosophy in distant parts of Scotland, and the officers of the Scot
tIsh Lodge have been able, in answering questions, to draw other answers 
from local writers and to store up interest and lay the foundations of 
~hat may soon be active and self-sup:porting local centres. The most 
Important papers read to the Lodge S111ce our last report have been on 
!he Kabalah, by the Vice-President, summing up the most recent leamdng on the subject, and incidentally explaining 111 a popular manner the 
Goctrines of the Pythagorean triangle and the system of numbers, which 

reece borrowed from Egypt; the ten Sephiroth and the arrangement 
°hf the lllystic Tree of Life were also described, and the Flaming Sword, 
t e Thirty-two Paths, and various other points connected with this 
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venerable esoteric system. A paper on the Ether, by an eminent 
Doctor of Science, author of several standard works, was also of very 
great interest, especially as showing how near physical science had 
come to the teachings of Occultism, and how ready the really learned 
scientific man is to gather and to welcome light from any source, and 
how different from the pseudo-learned. whom H. P. B. so well called 
the "negators of science." A most interesting discussion followed this 
paper. The course was concluded by a paper from the President on 
Anthropogenesis and the first Races of the present Round, in which 
he endeavoured to make thinkable. for indeed it could scarcely by any 
exposition be made clear, the conception of the Lunar Pitris, the Sweat
born, the Egg-born, and the Fourth Race, with the division of sex, the 
sense in which Occultists say that the moon is older than the earth, 
and how we come to be the child of the moon; all, of course, was very 
elementary, but was sufficient to serve as a basis for the future studies 
of this course, which we intend to resume in the summer. Meanwhile, 
the Edinburgh Branch has been meeting to the number of seventeen, 
the last meeting being occupied by a very interesting and able paper 
from the Secretary on the subject of Reincarnation. Many questions 
were asked at the close of the paper, and the President and Secretary 
were kept busy in giving elementary instruction 011 this most essential 
SUbject. Events have abundantly shown that the choice of Mr. Simpson 
as President was the wisest that could be made, and the new Branch 
under his care will rapidly develop both in strength and in knowledge. 

Theosophical Book Exchange, Glasg-ow.-The Theosophical Book 
Exchange has been doing well this year, more than a hundred sales 
and exchanges between members throughout the United Kingdom 
having been arranged up till the end of February. There is, however, 
still plenty of room for the extension of the work Mr. D'Evelyn under
takes, and all readers of Lucifer who wish to buy, exchange, or sell 
are cordially invited to make use of the Exchange freely. Those who 
have books to dispose of will be especially welcome. There is a steady 
demand for all good books on Theosophy and Occultism in all their 
branches. Mr. D'Evelyn will be glad to receive and send out lists of 
"Wants" and "Offers" from and to one and all. He is in constant 
communication with many second-hand booksellers, and can usually 
report any book, although scarce, with little delay. 

Addres.q, F. W. D'Evelyn, F.T.S., 25, Holyrood Quadrant, Glasgow. 
FRANCE. 

The press are beginning to notice the efforts of our workers in 
Paris. Long articles have appeared in La Rcz'Ue Encyclopldique, Le 
Phare de la Mandu, and in La Justice. Amaravella has completed a 
translation of the Voice of the Silence, and an important ori~nal study, 
en titled Le Secret de r A bsolu. It is proposed to start a senes of p,ubli
cations under the title" Bibliotheque de la Renaissance Orientale, ' but, 
as in most matters here below, funds are wanted. Any Theosophist 
who desires to aid in so excellent an undertaking is requested to kmdly 
communicate with the Secretary of the European Section, or the Secre-
tary of the French Centre, 14, rue Chaptal, Paris. .• . 

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM. 

Some good work has been done at Arnhem, which Madame Meule
man and Mrs. Windust from Amsterdam have visited. Bro. Fricke 
delivered a lecture there which was listened to with much interest by a 
large audience, and reported in the papers. Bro. van der Zeyde, an 
able speaker, has also lectured at Zaandam. The first number of our 
new Dutch monthly, Theosophia, is in the press. A class for the study 
of the Secret Doctrine has also been started. Members from Holland 
have visited the London Headquarters this month. 
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SPAIN. 

The Barcelona Grqup.-Bro. MOlltoliu has delivered two lecture'>, 
one on .. Re'incarnation" and the other on "Music and Occultism," 
which have aroused much interest. The reading and study of the Ke,Y 
to Theosoph~v have been commenced. The translation of Isis Um!eiled 
is beginning to yield good results in Mexico, owing to the cooperation 
of members of the Theosophical Society in that country. Arrangements 
are also being made with one of the first publishing houses in Havana, 
so that there are hopes of obtaining a wide circulation for H. P. B.'s 
first encyc10predia of Occult information. A translation of W. Kings
land's Esoteric Basis 0/ ChrisliaTlit;' is shortly to be 'published. 

The lIfadrid GrO'llp increases in quiet determillatlOn and enthusiasm. 
Conversations and discussions mostly turn on practical Theosophy, 
and the endeavour is to show that Theosophy has a practical bearing 
on every act and circumstance of life. 

Translations of W. R. Old's What is Theosophy? Annie Besant's 
SevC1l Pri1zciples, and Ernest Bowden's Imitation 0/ Buddha, are being 
undertaken. 

"'"adn·d. 

AMERICAN SECTION. 

AMERICAN NOTES. 

VINA. 

NEW YORK, 
March 22nd, r8q2. 

In California the newspapers last month chose to inform the public 
that although Colonel Olcott had resigned the Presidentship of the 
Theoso~hical Society on the plea of ill-health, yet his real reason was 
his dislIke for the idolatry of H. P. B. practised by its members. Bro. 
Allen Griffiths, the new lecturer on the Pacific Coast, denied this next 
day in an important interview with one of the leading Editors, which 
interview has been since published by our energetic Western brethren, 
in circular form. As a matter of fact, while there is great respect, love 
and reverence for H. P. B., there is no idolatry of her, so far as observa
tion reveals, in the United States. 

The Pacific Coast Committee have been fortunate in at length 
securing a permanent lecturer to visit the Branches aud address public 
meetings, in the person of Dr. Allen Griffiths, of San Francisco. Dr. 
Griffiths is so well known to your readers as an energetic and powerful 
worker for the cause, that I need not here expatiate on his merits; 
suffice it to congratulate the committee on their excellent and success
ful choice. Dr. Griffiths now resigns his professional duties to devote 
his whole labour to his heart's work. 

Dt. J. D. Buck delivered a lecture on "The True Basis of Universal 
Brotherhood," before a crowded audience, in Douglas Hall, Cincinnati, 
on Sunday evening, March 6th. Standing room was all taken before 
the beginning of the address, which was of an hour and a quarter's 
duration, being followed by discussion and questions to the lecturer for 
over three-quarters of an hour. This is the most successful result of 
Theosophical promulgation in Cincinnati yet obtained, and gives us 
some idea of how the work there is progressing. 

W. Q. Judge lectured before the "H. P. B." Branch of the Theo-
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sophical Society at Harlem, on Sunday evening. February 28th. His 
topic was "Theosophy and the \Vorld," and the address was delivered 
before an attentive and appreciative audience of about fifty persons, 
constituting a full room. This is one of the most recently formed 
branches. yet also one of the most active. It is interestin~ to note that 
it has adopted the principle of the Blavatsky Lodge ot London. in 
having books for sale at its meetings. and with good effect. 

Two new Branches have been chartered here this month; in New 
Haven. Conn. (Atma T. S.). and in Boise City, Idaho Terr. (Boise 
T. S.). both important acquisitions. as X ew Haven is a college town, 
and Boise City one of the rising western towns. These raise the 
number of American Branches to sixty-one. 

The new American Headquarters at 144, Madison Avenue. New 
York City, will "receive its occupants at as early a date in April as is 
possible. The securing of such a centre in the United States is one of 
the most important advances that has been made here for many years. 
and must undoubtedly produce far-reaching effects .. 

CLAl"DE F. \VRIGHT. 

"lao Headquarters (If the American Seclion.-We have very great 
pleasure in citing for the information of our readers the following para
graphs from a circular of the General Secretary to the American 
members: 

The Tmstees of the Aryan T. S. ha\'e signed a contract for the purchase of the 
large house at roM, :\Iadison A \'enue. which is seventy feet deep. about twenty-five 
feet wide, and four stories high, built of brown stone. It is near Thirty-first Street, 
alH\ in a very central position. 

The price of the building, considered lIy best authorities remarkably low, is 
$42.500. Vpon this there will have to he placed a mort~age of from $33,000 to 
$,35.000. There will be need of an immediate fund to provide for necessary altera
tions and repairs, as well as furniture, pro~)ably of about $1.500. As the contract 
provides that possession may be harl by April 1st, it is of the utmost importance 
that a sum of money, sufficiently large to cover this need, as well as the amount not 
covered by the mortgage, should be immediateh' supplied. Towards the whole 
present need of $11,500 (at outside) we ha\'e on' hand or promised about $8.200, 
leaving $3,300 for which we appeal to our friends. The interest on the mortgage, 
the expense of conducting the house. and the accumulation of a steady fund to
wards the extinction of the mortgage, are to be supplied from the income derived 
from rental to the Aryan T. S. for meeting room, to the Path Office, to the Aryan 
Press, and to the General Secretary. as well as from certain roollls on the upper 
floors which will be rented bv members of the staff and two or three others. and 
through the occasional letting of the Hall to literary societies, executive boards, 
and donations. -

In addition to the An'an T. S. Hall, the Patll Office. the.An'an Press, and the 
General Secretary's offices, it is purposed to provide for other nieetings. for classes 
for study. and, as far as possible, for keeping open through the evening a room 
where VIsiting Theosophists, may resort and find a pleasant meetin~ place. Many 
visitors are not able to go down town in the day time. and in the evenuig our present 
office is never opened, nor can it be. 

It is hardly possible to overrate the stimulus which a Headquarter building 
will impart to all Theosophic work. or the enomlOusly greater advantages which it 
offers for the proper conduct of work at such a centre. The late increase of the 
General Secretary's staff opens up new possibilities of Theosophical expansion, and 
we shall there be able to supply the needful accommodation and facilities. The 
acquirement. moreover, of a fixed habitation, especially in so important a part of 
the metropolis, will give the Society a local reputation which will immensely 
further, not only tht: growth of the Aryan Branch, but the popular interest in 
Theosophy itself. Like results have followed in each case where a Headquarters 
has been secured elsewhere. 

The hard working staff at New York will move into the new 
quarters by May 1st. and Lucifer sends his most hearty good wishes 
and congratulations on so felicitous an occasion. Stidlzu I 
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The round sum needed for the purchase of the new Headquarters 
in New York, exclusive of fees and brokerage, being nine thousand 
five hundred dollars, was reached on the 29th day of March, at the hour 
of twelve, by a donation of the sum of seven dollars. This was given 
by an old friend who does not wish his name known. 

The Path for April contains the following articles: "The Seven 
Principles," by Fullerton; "Theosophical Symbols," illustrated; "Cate
chism of Brahmanism"; "Prof. Dean's Consultations," concluded; 
"Metaphysical Healing Once More," by Ellice Kortright; "Tea-Table 
Talk," and other matters. Also notice about new Theosophical Head
quarters at 144, Madison Avenue. 

NEW ZEALAND. 

In Auckland, New Zealand, the largest city in the colony, a 
decided impetus to the Theosophical movement has. been given by 
the formation of the Auckland Theosophical Society, who have secured 
the lecture room in the Masonic Institute, in which to hold their 
regular monthly meetings. 

Early in January last a batch of some twenty applications for 
membership was forwarded to Adyar, as also an application for a 
Charter, which is now daily expected. On the 15th January an informal 
meeting of the branch was held, at which members were allowed to 
bring friends. A paper on Theosophy, its objects and aims, compiled 
from the Kev, was read, and evoked an enthusiastic discussion, several 
friends signi"ng applications for membership at the close of the meeting. 

At the second meeting, held on the 12th February, the hall was 
again conveniently filled, further papers on Theosophy, its objects and 
aims, being read by members, and an interesting dIscussion following. 
A portion of Light Oil tke Path was read out and considered, and this 
study is to be adopted at future meetings. Weekly classes or "lodges of 
instruction" were annollnced as open to members and enquirers-one for 
study of the Key to Theosophy at Mr. Bevan's, the North Shore, on Sun
day afternoons, another at Glanville Terrace, St. Stephen's Avenue, 
Parnell, on Tuesday evenings. Another "lodge of instruction" to 
study the "Secret Symbols of the Rosicrucians" and similar subjects is 
in course of formation. The next meeting will be held on March 12th, 
when, if our Charter has arrived, permanent officers for the year will be 
elected and our lodge properly constituted. Meantime the Acting 
President and Secretary were appointed, a sub-committee to report to 
next meeting as to the best Theosophical magazines and Theosophical 
periodicals to take, their cost, etc., with a view to establishing a circu
lating magazine club in connection with the movement. 

The Branch's postal address is, care of J. St. Clair, Post Office Box 
275, Auckland, New Zealand. 

WISE WORDS FROM S£N£CA.-It is not the last drop which drains the water 
clock, but all that has flowed down before; and the last hour of our existence does 
not bring death, but only consummates it. (Ep. xxiv.) 

You cannot woo Virtue with gold. You cannot deter her from the door of the 
poor. She wil1 accept no sordid lover. If we take her to our soul we become 
stronger, loftier, ampler. And there is nothing really great, nothing worth our 
wonder but the great soul. It dwarfs all else. (Ep. viii., xviii.) 
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THE THEOSOPHIST, for 

March, will doubtless be a widely 
read number as containing the first 
contribution from Colonel H. S. 
Olcott's diary, entitled "Old Diary 
Leaves." The Colonel has been 
prudent enough to keep a faithful 
record, day by day, of all his do
ings ever since the year 1878, and 
therefore his present task is an 
easier one than it otherwise would 
have been. The first leaf is called 
"The Meeting of H. P. B. and My
self," and is replete with the most 
interesting reminiscences for all 
members of the Theosophical So
ciety who have a place in their 
hearts for H. P. B., the foremost, 
staunchest and bravest pioneer of 
our Theosophical movement. A. 
Nilakantha Shastri follows with a 
Convention paper called" Analysis 
of Rama),ana," which contains some 
interestmg hints and explanations 
for students of comparative allegory 
and symbology. The Rama)'ana 
is a magnificent religious epic con
taining a recital of the exploits of 
the hero and A vatara, Rama. S. E. 
Gopalacharlu tells another story of 
the" cunning man" Govind Chetty, 
how Govind gave an accurate des
cription of a thief and his where
abouts, both of which were entirely 
unknown to the enquirers. The 
paper on "Karma and Astrology" 
by D. M. O. is not very lucid, and 
H. P. B.'s hints on real occult as
trology are taken in support of the 
lower forms. The citation of the 
note from the Secret Doclrilze which 
gives a classification of the planes 
of action is interesting. These 
planes are .. the super-spiritual or 
noumenal; the spiritual; the psy
chic; the I!Stro-ethereal; the sub
astral; the vital; and the purely 
physical spheres." The translation 

of the "Sankhya-Tattva-Kaumudi 
ofVachaspati Mishra" is continued. 
and is of importance to metaphysi
cians. Under the d~bateable title, 
the" Food of Paradise," we ha\'e the 
stenographed notes of a conversa
tion between Colonel Olcott and a 
distinguished native gentleman 
who has adopted the fruit, nut and 
milk diet. The latter contends 
that the starchy diet of cereals is 
less conducive to a long life than 
even a meat diet. Gopalacharlu's 
conclusion of his learned essay on 
mantrams contains a summary of 
the Tantric literature and its con
tents. It is a most useful and in
teresting raper for the scholar and 
student 0 occultism, but of course 
beyond the grasp or interest of Ie 
b01Zhomme du dix-,zeu,.;enu si~de. 
H. T. Edge writes a short paper 
with the title "The Ethical Aspect 
of Theosophy not the Only Aspect." 
He contends that the didactic 
Sunday-school methods of ethical 
writers are repugnant to many 
minds who are thus kept away from 
a truth they might accept ifbrought 
thereto by rationalistic processes. 
Dr. D. K. Daji in an article on 
"Good and Evil" touches on the 
practical nature of the Zoroastrian 
religion in a straightforward and 
understandable paper. There are 
unfortunately some bad misprints 
in several of the proper names. 
The concluding paper is by Miss 
Muller. and is a pleasing little 
sketch of her first lecturing tour 
in India. 

THE PATH, for March, opens 
with a short word of the Editor on 
concluding the first six years of its 
existence; he says in conclusion: 

The year's past in form, 'tis true, but 
still it is with us. We need no resolves 
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for the future, for we never touch it; we 
need no regret for the past, for we have 
not lost anvthing, but have the gaining 
eternally ot experience. 

M. J. Barrett continues the story 
of .. Professor Dean's Consulta-. 
tions," and leaves the Professor more 
puzzled than ever. Dr. Buck from 
six propositions draws the deduc
tion of .. ReIncarnation a Physical 
Necessity." The Editor takes the 
responsibility of the conclusion of 
"The Synthesis of Occult Science." 
It is a sensible paper, and insists 
on the position laid down by 
H. P. B. in the Secrd Doc/rille 
(I. xix): 

It is above everything important to 
keep in mind that no Theosophical book 
acquires the least additional value from 
pretended authority. 

A Hindu brother J. S. contributes 
"Some Hindu Legends," quaint 
and strange.' " A Romance of 
Sita," and "Valmiki, the writer of 
Rcinui)'alza," are especially enter
taining to folk-Iorists who study 
Occultism. William Q. Judge again 
returns to the question of" Affirma
tions and Denials." Evidently the 
.. metaphysical healers," etc., are 
not satisfied with W. Q. J.'s views, 
and still he seems bent on adding 
to their dissatisfaction. .. A Cate
chism of Brahmanism "is continued 
and is somewhat weak. D. K. writes 
a couple of pages on "Men Karmic 
Agents," endeavouring to throw 
some light on the mystical and 
occult meaning of the term. This 
is followed by a very good article 
by William Brehon, "The Future 
and the Theosophical Society," 
containing some very instructive 
citations from letters of H. P. B. 
and the Masters; every Theo
sophist should ponder well over 
the following well-known passage: 

Exact experimental science has no
thing to do with morality. virtue. philan
thropy-therefore can make no claim 
upon our help until it blends itself with 
metaphysics. . . . The same causes 
that are materializing the Hindft mind 
are equally affecting all Western thou~ht. 
Education enthrones scepticism, but Im
prisons spirituality. You can do im
mense good by helping to give the 
Western nations a secure basis on which 
to reconstruct their crumbling faith. 
And what they need is the evidence that 
Asiatic psychology alone supplies. Give 

this and you will confer happiness of 
mind on thousands. . . . This is 
the moment to guide the recurrent 
impulse which must soon come and 
which will push the age towards extreme 
atheism or drag it back to extreme 
sacerdotalism, if it is not led to the 
prilllitive soul-satisfying philosophy of 
the Aryans. 

The number is considerably en
larged by reports, list of Branches, 
etc. 

LE LOTUS BLEU, with the 
March number,' commences its 
third year of existence, which it 
enters with a lusty vitality that is 
replete with fair promise. The 
editorial, which chooses for its 
title the famous formula, "Subham 
astu Sarvajagatam"-Peace on all 
Beings-is a powerful encomium 
on Theosophy and its ideals of 
moral attainment. The whole 
number contains original matter 
which shows a development and 
strength that is a matter for much 
congratulation to our workers in 
France. The most important 
article is a long essay on the 
"Seven Principles of Man and the 
Universe," which is a most pains
taking and suggestive essay, in
vested with an additional interest 
by four diagrams that will prove 
of great assistance to students. 
"L'Occultisme" by Guymiot and 
"Jacob Boehme" by Novus are 
also good papers. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL SIFT
INGS commences its fifth volume 
and fifth year with another long 
number on Keely'S discoveries, by 
Mrs. Bloomfield Moore, entitled 
"Keely's Progress." There is no 
doubt for the student of Occultism 
that Keely is on the right track, at 
any rate as far as his theories are 
concerned; and it is to be hoped 
that be may shortly be enabled to 
give demonstrative proof to com
petent scientists of the existence 
of etheric forces and of their be
haviour. Meantime Mrs. Bloom
field Moore is certainly a very able 
and enthusiastic exponent of 
Keely'S theories and processes, and 
her article deserves the careful 
attention of those of our readers 
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who are interested in the border
land between physics and meta
physics, between matter and mind. 

THE V AHAN continues the 
enquiry as to the evidence for 
the historical Jesus of Nazareth. 
J. W. B.-I. sums up the position 
on the side of the orthodox. \\'e 
learn that if a person destructively 
criticizes the alleged evidences. his 
criticism is "an attack on Christi
anity," and that none but "the 
direct opponents of Christianity" 
have considered as spurious the 
disputed passages which are cited 
as external evidence. The ques
tion. however, does not seem one 
of attack or defence. but simply 
one of enquiry for evidence. an 
effort to get at facts-at troth. \Ve 
also learn that the Church en
courages enquiry into its evi
dences. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL 
FORUM, No. 33. takes up some 
interesting points. We glean from 
the first question that it is not the 
invariable rule of public Branch 
meetings in the l7.S. to allow dis
cussion and questions. We think 
this a mistake, and that hostile 
criticism eventually strengthens 
our own position by teaching us to 
be armed at all points. Doubtless it 
is an unpleasant experience some
times, but it teaches us to be all 
the more careful students. Both 
the editor and W. Q. J. write of the 
absurdity of thinking it possible to 
deny away vice. hunger. disease, 
etc.. and are of the opinion that 
these will not budge for all the 
denials in the world. We must 
join acts to words-mental or 
otherwise-at any rate on this 
plane of existence. The problem 
on Karma posed by some ingenious 
questioner is not altogether satis
factorily solved; but then the mat
ter pertains to the most difficult 
subject of occult eschatology. 

THE PRASNOTTARA, NO.4, 
contains two interesting answers 
by Hindus on the debated question 
of the Upanishads and what is 
cautiously described as their" ap-

parently absurd practices" and 
even "indecencies." A. N. S. says: 

Translations of these t"panishads pub. 
lished in The Theosophist amply go to 
prove that the practices detailed IU them 
are not of a very high spiritual order. 
and have very much in common \\;th 
the Hatha-voga practices that obtain in 
India in the present day. 

S. E. G. goes into the question 
more thorollghly. First of all he 
says that the number of Upani
shads is ,"ariollsly ginn; in South
ern India 108. in Bombay and Ben
gal 149 and even as many as 235. 
There are, however, in reality only 
ten orthodox Upanishads. viz .• 
Isha. Kena. Katha. Prashna. Mun
daka. Mandukya, Taittariya. Aita
reya. Chhandogya and Brihadaran
yaka. None of these were trans
lated in The Theosophist. As S. E. 
G. goes on to say: 

But. on a careful perusal of the quen· 
itself, I fancv that It was mainlv \\;th 
reference to portions of some of the loS 
t"panishads treating of certain kinds of 
Yoga practices and which appeared in 
Tilt' Theosophist. These have been char
acterized as "apparently absurd." As 
far as the subject matter is concerned. 
!hese 108 t"panishads may be dh;ded 
mto three classes: (I) Those that teach 
Metaphysics and Brahma\;dyA; (2) Yoga; 
(3) the practice of certain Mantras; and 
(4) Miscellaneous subjects; 47 come under 
the first, 12 under the second. 35 in the 
third, and 14 in the fourth. The prac
tices taught in those of the first class are 
too high to be ordinarily comprehended. 
and none of them can be called" absurd," 
leaving out a few passages in the Brihad
dranyaka and ChhAndayopanishads giv
ing philosophical explanations of the 
generative organs: and here nothing is 
objectionable. and much less "absurd," 
except the mere mention of these organs. 
Those of the third class are harnlless 
enough; they may seem to be absurd, 
but one who knows or believes in the 
efficacv of Mantras will not call them so. 
In those of the last class. objection may. 
perhaps. be taken in respect of Garbho
panishad. which is a complete explana
tion of the formation of the fcetus, and 
the birth of a child. The rest are all 
harnlless enough. and though critical 
scholars may come forward denouncing 
them as not genuine. it is the duty of 
every student of Theosophy to see if 
there is am·thing in them that is really 
absurd. and hence beneath his notice. 

There remain for our consideration, 
therefore. those that come under the 
second head. These treat of the same 
kind of Yoga as we find in the Yoga 
ShAstras; even these speak of one phase 
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of Yoga. generally called Abhydsa Yoga, 
and it Dlust be added. that everyone in. 
tending to practise it should go to a 
Guru. who alone can expand the general 
outlines therein given, and put the dis
ciple in a position in which he can best 
practise it. 

The writer proceeds to contend 
that the Chakras, N adis, etc., should 
be taken in their literal meaning; 
and that, therefore, whateyer is 
said about them, instead of being 
worthless and absurd, is of the 
greatest value. If a \Vestern 
opinion, howe,oer, is worth any
thing we should say that this phy
sicalism and literalism is just what 
has debased the true science of 
Yoga in India, and that Western 
students at any rate are not anxious 
to see it dragged through the mud 
in the Occident as well. 

PAUSES, NO.7, contains a 
number of pleasing and simple 
reprints, the effort of the editor 
being clearly to popularize Theo
sophical conceptions. Among 
these we find some fine moral 
sayings from the lIfaluibharata, 
of which we . give the following 
specimens: 

One should always be patient under 
the evil speech of the wicked. 

Stricken by the arrows of speech. a 
DIan ttrieves day and night, they strike 
the Vital parts of the adversary, a wise 
DIan never hurls theDl at a foe. 

Nothing in the three worlds is a Dlore 
effectual DIode of worship than forgive
ness, friendliness. liberality and sweet 
speech aDlong all. 

Therefore always utter gentle words 
and never harsh ones. Re,·erence what is 
worthy of reverence; give, but ne,·erbeg. 

The wise say that heaven has seven 
great gates: Dleditation, charity, {la
tience. self-restraint. siDlplicitv, sincenty 
and sympathy with all creatures. They 
say that tnese all are destroyed by vanity. 

TEOSOFISK TIDSKRIFT 
continues its useful work. The 
February and March numbers are 
mostly occupied with translations 
from LUCIFER. C. J.'s article, 
"Summary of the Secret Doc
/rin~," and Mr. A. P. Sinnett's 
article, "A Great Step in Ad
vance," are the most notable of 
these translations. In the March 
number the(e is a long and in
teresting letter from Count Axel 

Wachtmeister, descriptiYe of Theo
sophic India and the Adyar Con
vention. 

ESTUDIOS TEOSOFICOS, 
No.8, second series, contains 
32 pages of information on Theo
sophical subjects. The editor 
starts with a short but sensible 
article, which is followed by a dis
sertation on the Esotericism of the 
Bible, by F. P .• entitled, "Eso
terismo Biblio-Filosofico." The 
translations are .. Hastamalaka" 
from the Oriental Department. 
Mohini M. Chatterji's "Theories 
b. ComparatiYe Mythology," and 
the continuation of "Through the 
Gates of Gold." A summary of 
actiyities, a digest of the Theo
sophical magazines, and various 
notes on Theosophy, complete a 
very useful number. 

BRANCH WORK PAPERS. 
Paper 25 of the American Section 
is an enthusiastic account of 
"The Founding of the Theo
sophical Society-Its Motive and 
Method," by Dr. J. D. Buck. The 
Doctor is perhaps a little too en
thusiastic over the history of the 
past. We have yet to perfect many 
an effort of the past which is at 
present in pralaya or obscuration; 
but how easily could this be 
achieyed if every member of the 
Theosophical Society had the con
fidence and enthusiasm of our 
friend and colleague J. D. Buck. 

Paper 14 of the Indian Section 
is entitled "Initiation and the 
Pathway Thereto," and is mostly a 
compilation from Western writers 
on the Mysteries, etc., which seems 
somewhat of a carrying coals to 
Newcastle. However, the paper 
contains a quantity of information 
from familiar sources, and will be 
useful for our Hindu brethren who 
have not studied the Western side 
of the question. 

THE ORIENTAL DEPART
MENT, NO.3 (European Section), 
contains an essay by Prof. Manilal 
N. Dvivedi, containing a mass of 
useful information about caste, the 
Ashramas and Samskaras. The 
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Ashramas are certain modes of life. 
four in number. which are followed 
by Brahmans.' and the Samskaras 
are certain purifi,fatory rites per
taining to each Ashrama. These 
ceremonies are performed at such 
important epochs of life as birth. 
marriage. etc., and are old tra
ditional customs now performed in 
entire ignorance of their significa
tion. 

THE TRANSACTIONS OF 
THE SCOTTISH LODGE. Part 
II. contain two excellent papers. 
from somewhat different points of 
view. The first is a cautious ad
vance by a D.Se .• F.R.S. Ed .• en
titled "The Borderland of Ph,·
sics:' which his colleagues will, no 
doubt. consider an unwarrantable 
precipitancy. He says well: 

"'here the truth is, the revealer. the 
seer. and the scientist will all ultimately 
meet; but the steps of the scientist are 
slow. He creeps along from point to 
point and . . . . his path sometimes 
leads him up to a blank wall. and it may 
seem so high and so wide that he may 
be inclined to think he has reached the 
end of thin~'S in that direction. He may 
leave his card in the foml of a 10nK name. 
and feel that that is the end of it; there 
is no getting further in that direction. 
By-and-bv. others following in his wake, 
set about examining that wall in all its 
length to discover a breach in it, or to 
come to the end of it. and, though it 
may be in difficult l,'Tound, he may suc
ceed in gelling round it and have a look 
at the other side. By-and-by a whole 
host of pioneers are to be found there, 
and ere long the wall is declared a 
nuisance and knocked down, and the 
wide country beyond is laid open. 

The second paper is by the 
President on "Occult Symbology 
in Relation to Occult Science." 
The essay is an exceedingly in
structive one, especially as an in
troduction to more extended. 
studies. and opens with the follow
ing words: 

Every science has its symbology, and 
consequently there must be an occult 
symbology, with this distinction that, as 
occult scIence is the synthesis of all 
sciences-the algebra, so to speak, of 
their arithmetic-so the symbology of 
occult science must be Ule root of all 
symbology of all sciences. 

THE GUL AFSHAN, Yo1. 
XIV., ~o. 5. a monthly magazine 
mostly in Gujerati, is distinctly 
Theosophical in its programme. 
The inside of the title cover is en
tirely occupied with information 
to enquirers about the Theosophi
cal Society, and the major part of 
the bottom cover is taken up by 
adyertisements of pamphlets for 
distribution by the Blavatsky 
Lodge Theosophical Society of 
Bom bay. Among other articles 
of a theosophical character. it con
tains the reprint of a short paper 
bv Annie Besant. "The Value of 
Theosophy." This is preceded. by 
a selection of "Gems of Truth" 
that are very beautiful. as, for in
stance: 

The wheel of sacrifice has Lo\'e for its 
nave, Action for its tire. and Brother
hood for its spokes. 

Alas! we reap what seeds we sow. 
The hands that smite us are our own. 

roUt !3ubgtt. 
Barclay Day -
Charlotte E. Woods 
W. R. Old 
Nurse Valerie 

BOW CLUB. 

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

£ s. d. 
5 0 0 
I 1 0 
2 12 0 
1 I 0 

£914 0 

We have mUC':jleasure in annmmcinJ[ that Bro. W. Q.Judge lias sent an artick for 
the May 1IIunbcr 0 LUCIFER on MESMERISM. 

If an'a"gements can be completed ill time, the Symposium announced on p. 93 wi/J 
be rommel/ted ill lI-Iay. 

In tllal number rL'i11 also appear an article by H. P. B., mtitkd, .. The Kabalah 
and Ihe Kabalisls al tile close of Ihe Ninetemth Century." 

The H.P.B. PIlass, Printers to the Theosophical Society, 42, Henry Street, Regent'. Park, N.W. 
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Tile Theosophical Society is in 110 wa)' responsible for all)' OpilliollS, in sigm!d or 
unsigned articles, that apPt-ar in 'his ,lfagazine. Nor does Ihe Edilor 

necessarily a.l[ree with Ihe opiniolls e_l-pressed ill si.l[fIt'd arlid .. ·s. 

®n tltt Qmatch-1i[oWtl'. 
My attempt to bring about an intelligible explanation of some of 

the phenomena of Spiritualism does not seem likely to succeed. 
Only one of the invited guests came to the banquet, while various 
Spiritualists that I have talked with agree only in repudiating each 
other as representative. I have been offered opportunities of attend
ing seances, but these I don't want. We have facts in plenty; what 
we need is a rational explanation of the facts . 

• • • 
"There is nothing new under the sun," said the "Vise King-or 

somebody else in his name-many a long century ago. How then 
can the poor dwellers in the West, in the nineteenth century, hope 
to add anything to the garnered knowledge of the world? After this 
general preamble let us descend to particulars. Some folk admire 
Dr. jenner's "discovery" of vaccination, and the unclean habit of 
injecting into our bodies diseased matter from cows. Alas for the 
vanity of human fame! Brigade Surgeon R. Pringle, says the 
Advoca!c of Ind/a, as quoted by the oS(wmarga Bodhliti, has shivered 
metaphorically all the statues of Dr. Jenner by attending a meeting 
of the Epidemicological Society, and reading the following extract' 
from an ancient Hindtl work: 

The small.pox produced from the udder of the cow will he of the same milt! 
nature as the original disease . . . . the pock should be of a good colour filled 
with a clear liquid, and surrounded by a circle of red. . . . . There will be only 
a slight fever of one, two or three days, but no fear need be entertained of small
pox so long as life endures. 

If this be a real extract, even ancient Hindus had their weak
nesses, and we may judge how hard it is to kill a superstition when 

I 
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we find the ancient Hindu saying that no vaccinated person need 
fear small-pox. If that venerable Hindu would visit our Registrar 
General, he might make an interesting excerpt from his returns of 
mortality from small-pox among vaccinated persons . 

• • • 
Yet again from India. The IlIdt"flll /)at"~v .Ni'Ws of April 2nd 

tells a story which has, it says, been verified before insertion. At a 
wedding for which all preparations had been duly made, the bride
groom did not appear, and the bride and her party had to return 
home as they had set out. The disappcarance was due to the bride
groom's friends who disapproved the match, and who in some way 
managed to get him out of Calcutta on the wedding day. The 
young man was, however, detennined to marry, and the ceremony 
was again fixed; on this occasion the bridegroom was present, but 
when the service had reached the point where he had to say, "I 
will," he fell down in a fit instead of pronouncing the contracting 
words. For the second time the bride returned home ullwedded, 
and when the resolute pair essayed a third time, another fit closed 
the bridegroom's lips. It is suggested that, failing to prevent the 
marriage in any other way, hypnotism has been resorted to, and the 
unlucky would-be Benedict has been hypnotized on his last two 
attempts to marry. This is by no means impossible; indeed, if the 
bridegroom be a Hindu, such interference might be easily carried 
out, the delicately-balanced psychic nature of the Hindil being very 
susceptible to astral influences. With an Englishman, the hypnotizer 
would need to be a person of exceptionally well-trained will, unless 
he had been in the habit of hypnotizing the bridegroom, and so had 
established a strong magnetic rapport between them . 

• • • 
Crying enough is the need for the preaching and practice of 

Brotherhood in these days of excited fear, aroused by the various 
explosions in Paris and elsewhere, caused by men calling themselves 

. Anarchists. It may be hoped that these practical illustrations of 
the results of incitement to violence will show the educated men 
and women who have allowed themselves to use these incitements 
that the persons they succeed ill stirring up are not the workers 
whose lot they rightly commiserate, but men of the purely criminal 
type, who merely use the name of a party to cover deeds of violence, 
which they would be ready in any case to commit. When we find a 
man who has for years preyed on his fellows commit a crime which 
he ascribes to the holding of certain views, one may be pardoned for 
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doubting whether any philosophical theory of society has much to 
do with his actions. And these are the persons who justify their 
attempts to terrorize and to kill by the wild words of those who let 
their sympathy with suffering and their indignation against 'social 
wrongs blind them to every consideration of justice and of morality. 
William Morris has lately spoken out wisely and clearly on the 
wickedness of "whirling words"; he says: 

Meantime it is dIfficult to express in words strong enough the perversity of the 
idea that it is possible for a minority'to carry on a war of violence against an over
whelming majority without being utterly cnlshed. There is no- royal road to 
revolution or the change in the basis of society. To make the workers conscious 
of the disabilities which beset them; to make them conscious of the dormant power 
in them for the removal of those disabilities; to give them hope and an aim and 
organization to carry out their a.'1pirations. Here is work enough for the most 
energetic: it is the work of patience, but nothing can take the place of it. And 
moreover it is !Jeing dont', however slowly, however imperfectly. The doing of it 
speedily and widely is the real safeguard against acts of violence, which even when 
done by fanatics and not by self-seekers are still acts of violence, and therefore 
degrading to humanity, as all war is. 

Most certainly Brotherhood can never be made by unbrotherly 
acts, nor by men with hate on their tongues and in their hearts. 
True now, as in all past and as in all future time, are the words of 
the Buddha, ringing clearly soft across two thousand five hundred 
years: HATRED CEASES NOT BY HATRED AT ANY TIME; HATRED 
CEASES BY LOVE. But, 0 beloved Saint of Aryavarta, where shall 
we find the men, among either rich or poor, who will nobly cast 
behind them an evil past, forget every wrong that has been done to 
them, and stretch out loving hands of Brothers towards faces dark 
with wrath? 

• • • 
Evil indeed are these days of our so-called civilization, and 

bitter the fruit between our teeth, culled from the trees we planted 
in our greed and selfishness many a year agone. What are our 
troubles save the harvesting of the seeds our own hands have 
scattered? Let the readers of Lucijt'T read again the words its 
FOUNDER wrote but fourteen brief months since: 

• • • 
"Cables and telephones, canals and railways, more and more 

with every hour unite mankind into one 'hapvy' family, but only to 
furnish the selfish and the wily with every means of stealing a better 
march on the less selfish and improvident. Truly, the 'upper ten' 
of science and wealth have subjected to their sweet will and pleasure 
the Air .a.vd J:ln~ .Earth, the Ocean and the Fire. This, our age, is 
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one of progress, indeed, an era of the most trinmphant display of 
human genius. But what good has all this great civilization and 
progress done to the millions in the European slums, to the armies 
of the 'great unwashed'? Have any of these displays of genius 
added one comfort more to the lives of the poor and the needy? Is 
it not trne to say that distress and starvation are a hundred times 
greater now than they were in the days of the Druids or of Zoroaster? 
And is it to help the hungry multitudes that all this is invented, or 
again, only to sweep off the couch of the rich the last forgotten 
rose-leaves that may uncomfortably tickle their well-fed bodies? Do 
electric wonders give one additional crnst of bread to the starving? 
Do the towers and the bridges, and the forests of factories and 
manufactures, bring any mortal good to the sons of men, save 
giving an additional opportunity to the wealthy to vampirize or 
'sweat' their poorer brother? When, I ask again, at what time of 
the history of mankind, during its darkest days of ignorance, when 
was there known such ghastly starvati~n as we see now? When 
has the poor man wept and suffered, as he weeps and suffers at the 
present day-say, in London, where for every club-visitor who dines 
and wines himself daily, at a price that would feed twenty-five 
families for a whole day, one may count hundreds and thousands of 
starving wretches. Under the very windows of fashionable City 
restaurants, radiant with warmth and electric lights, old trembling 
women and little children may be seen daily, shivering and fasten
ing their hungry eyes on the food they smell each time the entrance 
door is opened: Then they 'move on '-by order, to disappear in 
the dark gloom, to starve and shiver and finally to die in the frozen 
mud of some gutter."l 

• • • 
Thus out of the depths of her strong soul wrote our Teacher, 

but two months ere Death laid his cold finger across the lips of her 
body. For she had learned from Those Whom she reverenced as 
Teachers that Science which did hot help and serve the Race was 
unworthy respect and gratitude. Many a time and oft is the ques
tion asked why the MAHATMAS do not give to Europe the light of 
their knowledge. The answer lies in the abuse of the knowledge 
already possessed, in its dedication to the lUXUry of the few rather 
than to the feeding and comforting of the many. What avail to 
give more, only to widen and deepen the gulf between classes, to 
increase "the misery and starvation the introduction of steam-

LIIC./er for March, 18c}1. Article," The Devil's Own," 
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engines and machinery in general has brought for years on those 
who depend on their manual labour"? As one of onr great Teachers 
has said: For us, poor ttnknuwn philanthropists, no fact of either of 
l!zese sciences is inft:resHng except i'l tlte degree of its potcllft"ality of 
moral results, and in the ral/o of its USefUblCSS to mankind. 
Exact experimental science hrzs nothIng to do with moraNt)" 'lIITtlte, 
philanthropy-therefore, can make no claim upon our help unHI it 
blends t"tself 'iOl"th mdaph:vsics.1 

• • • 
Just going to press, a newspaper report of the first day of 

the American Convention reaches me from our General Secretary, 
G. R. S. Mead, and a letter from Bro. Judge gives somewhat fuller 
details of the action taken by our American brothers on the resigna
tion of Colonel Olcott. A strong desire was shown not to accept 
Colonel Olcott's resignation, but to retain him in his office as Presi
dent, however much the burden of work belonging to that office 
might be put on other shoulders. Finally a series of resolutions 
was carried which run as follows in substance: 

a. Refusal of Colonel Olcott's resignation. 
6. Declaration that Colonel Olcott shoulrl remain President, even if not working' 
c. Declaration that William Q. Judge should be chosen as President for life to 

succeed to the Presidency when it ultimately becomes vacant. 
d. Request to Colonel Olcott to suspend his action and revoke his resignation. 
~. Direction to William Q. Judge to notify Colonel Olcott and the other Sections 

of these Resolutions. 
f Reelection of William Q. Judge as General Secretary of the American 

Section. 

With the exception of the last, which deals with a Sectional 
matter, these resolutions, of course, do not bind the Society, and no 
definite arrangement can be come to until the European ~ection has 
added its voice to those of the other Sections. With a Society ex
tending all over the world, it takes a long time to reach a decision, 
but it is pleasant to see the good feeling which is manifested on all 
sides, and the strong wish to recognize good service in the past as 
giving claim to the utmost consideration. It is clear that Bro. 
Judge will be the next President, whether now or at some future 
date, but whether he will take office at once or not will remain 
doubtful for some months. Meanwhile, as no practical difficulty is 
caused by the delay, we can all possess our souls in patience, and 
rejoice at the brotherly feeling shown in the American Section, 

1 0a.1t Wtwld, pp. &g, 91. Ed •• 1IIIg. 
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alike in the wish to delay parting with the President-Founder as 
long as possible, and in the unanimous choice of a successor . 

• • • 
The Convention appears to have been well attended, and its 

proceedings were marked by great earnestness and unanimity. Its 
first action was to pass a resolution of gratitude "to our depart-:d 
leader, H. P. Blavatsky, for the service she has rendered to the 
cause of human brotherhood, and to every one of us, by her devoted 
and unflinching work during the whole period of the Society's 
existence, from its organization to the day when she abandoned her 
mortal frame." After this glance backwards, the Convention tumed 
its face forwards, and right truly declared: "This debt [to her] can 
only be discharged by continued loyalty on our part to the cause she 
held so dear, and therefore for the spreading of the work and 
strengthening of the foundations of the Society, we pledge this 
Section by head, and hand, and heart." That is the true spirit: 
gratitude warmly rendered, and then its proof in earnest labour for 
the Theosophical Cause. 

• • • 
The papers read at the Convention seem to have been well

selected in view of the signs of the times. Dr. Archibald Keightley 
gave one on "Schools of Metaphysical Healing," dealing with Mind 
Cure, Christian Science, Spiritual Science, and tracing their evolu
tion. Dr. J. D. Buck read a paper on "Materialism and Spiritualism 
'lI. Occultism," from which the following extract will be read with 
interest: 

Man is, indeed, immortal, for the real man never dies. but mediumship and the 
larger part of so-called Spiritualistic phenomena have been entirely misrepresented. 
If this be true, all premature seeking and straining after psychic or astral powers is 
pernicious and harmful in the extreme. So-called Spiritualism has been unable 
successfully to cope with either the science or the reli ... .;on of the day. A natural 
psychic is one thing, and artificial mediumship strained after in the dark circles is 
a very different thing indeed. The first instance marks a degree of natural e\'olution 
brought over from all previous lives. It should be regarded as a gift of the Gods. 
and ,cherished and guarded accordingly. Mediumship, in the ordinary sense and 
as usually employed, is both unhealthy and undesirable. Squarely and honestly 
Theosophists admit the real facts of Spiritualism, and as squarely do they deny the 
interpretations and conclusions claimed by most Spiritualists as flowing from these 
facts. 

Our General Secretary read a paper on ReIncarnation, and is 
described as having "made a strong argument for the rationalism 
of the belief that men live many times on earth." Brother Mead 
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seems to be winning golden opinions among the Americans, and it is 
pleasant to read kind words of one whom we so highly value here . 

• • • 
This same Brother Mead of ours is not letting the grass grow 

under his feet during his "holiday." He writes that on April 26th 
he was to lecture to the Chicago Branches in the Auditorium Build
ing on "Some Concepts of the Esoteric Philosophy." For the 28th 
a lecture had been arranged at Milwaukee on "The Theosophical 
Movement." The following day was to find him at Fort Wayne, 
meeting the Branch there at Aveline House. Then the long journey 
from Fort Wayne to Washington, where a lecture is to be delivered 
on "Re';ncarnation" on May 2nd, and on the following day a lecture 
is arranged at Baltimore. Then off to Boston for three days, May 
6th, 7th and 8th, with lecture as well as Branch meetings. May 9th 
is to sec him at Malden lecturing. Then back to New York for 
three more lectures, one at Brooklyn, one at Harlem, and the third 
in NCow York itself. On the 18th, he is to turn his face homewards, 
and we look to the trusty seamen of the Inman Line to bring him 
back as safely as they have brought so many other Theosophists . 

• • • 
This is quite a proper and highly Theosophical way of spending 

a holiday. Some people fancy that when they have a holiday they 
ought only to lounge. But really what we want when we are a little 
tired is change of work, and this is a far healthier as well as more 
useful way of spending a holiday than to rush through fifty cities at 
railway speed, or to dawdle up and down an esplanade. Now and 
then it is good to go far away from the haunts of men, and under 
forest shade or on craggy mountain listen to the soft whispers of 
Nature, or commune silently with the minds of the great Teachers 
of our race as we ponder the wise words they have placed on record. 
Out of the whirl of modern life into the stillness of solitude is rest 
beyond all telling. But while the world of men needs helping we 
may not, pledged soldiers of the world's REDEEMERS as we are, 
linger long in the happiness of calm retreat. "The Lion of the Law, 
the Lord of Mercy [Buddha], perceiving the true cause of human 
woe, immediately forsook the sweet but selfish rest of quiet wilds. 
From Aryanaka He became the Teacher of mankind. After J ulai 
had entered the Nirvana, He preached on mount and plain, and held 
discourses in the cities, to Devas, men and Gods.1Il As did the 

I Tlu Voice 0/ tile S.1e"ce. p, 30, 
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Tathagata, so each, in his measure, should also do; for while men 
suffer in ignorance, in sorrow, and in sin, those who seek to do their 
duty, and who hear the cry of the great orphan. Humanity, cannot 
seek the rest from which others are shut out, nor look for peace by 
shutting out the sobs of pain instead of by removing their cause. 
And so, to the true Theosophist, the call to work is never silent . 

• • • 
There is a wonderful amount of masquerading under the name 

of H. P. Blavatsky in the post-mortem realms, but the various 
mummers do not agree in their presentations. One communication 
assures us that "she has found her God," and is being carefully 
trained by a defunct minister. Another promises proofs of her 
identity, but the promise is as yet unredeemed. Another presents 
as credentials through its medium pictures various and unattractive, 
of which the best that can be said is that, in their crudity and hard
ness, they would do discredit to an ordinary sign-board painter. On 
one point, however, all these audacious spooks are unanimous: they 
communicate with persons who are not members of the Society 
which H. P. Blavatsky founded and for which she worked up to the 
very last days of her latest incarnation, and they carefully keep away 
from the place she lived in and from the friends she loved and 
trusted. When to this strange fact we add her positive declaration 
that she would never communicate through any medium, and her 
earnest request to her friends that they would always protest against 
all pretences that might be raised of this description, it will be 
evident why those who knew her best and who love and honour 
her most, meet all these conflicting claims from Kiitna-loka with 
blank unbelief. Each new mumming spook claims to be the real 
and only one, and the latest of them claims to be the first real 
appearance, all the others being humbugs. With this spook I 
heartily agree on all points sa\'e one-that I include itself with the 
rest. 

Is not all visible nature, all sensible existence, the symbol and vesture of the 
iO\'isible and the infinite? Is it not in these material shows of things that God. 
virtue, immortality, are shadowed forth and made manifest to man? Material 
nature is a jala""ot-galla, hanging in the air; a cloud picture. but painted by the 
heavenly light; in itself it is air and nothingness, but behiud it is the glory of the 
suu. Blind men! they think the c1oud.city a continuing habilation, anti the sun 
but a picture because their eyes do not behold him. It is otfiy the invisible that 
really is, but only the gifted sense that can of itself discern this reality, 

THOMAS C.uu.\,LE. 
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i!the ~ctbtlhtlt an'll the ~abnli5t51 
AT THE CLOSE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. 

UNIVERSAL aspirations, especially when impeded and suppressed I 
in their free manifestation, die out but to return with tenfold 

power. They are cyclic, like every other natural phenomenon, whether 
mental or cosmic, universal or national. Dam a river in one place, and 
the water will work its way into another, and break out through it like 
a torrent. 

One of such universal aspirations, the strongest perhaps in man's 
nature, is the longing to seek for the unknown; an ineradicable desire 
to penetrate below the surface of things, a thirst for the knowledge of 
that which is hidden from others. Nine children out of ten will break 
their toys to see what there is inside. It is an innate feeling ana is 
Protean in fornl. It rises from the ridiculous (or perhaps rather from 
the reprehensible) to the sublime, for it is limited to indiscreet inquisi
tiveness, prying into neighbours' secrets, in the uneducated, and it 
expands in the cultured into that love for knowledge which ends in 
leading them to the summits of science, and fills the Academies and 
the Royal Institutions with learned men. 

But this pertains to the world of the objective. The man in whom 
the metaphysical element is stronger than the physical, is propelled by 
this natural aspiration towards the mystical, to that which the material
ist is pleased to call a "superstitious belief in the supernatural." The 
Church, while encouraging our aspirations after the holy-on strictly 
theological and orthodox lines, of course-condemns at the same time 
the human craving after the same, whenever the practical search after 
it departs from its own lines. The memory of the thousands of illiterate 
"witches," and the hundreds of learned alchemists, philosophers and 
other heretics, tortured, burnt, and otherwise put to death during the 
Middle Ages, remains as an ever-present witness to that arbitrary and 
despotic interference. 

In the present age both Church and Science, the blindly-believing 
and the all-denying, are arrayed against the Secret Sciences, though 
both Church and Science believed in and practised them-especially 
the Kabalah-at a not very distant period of history. One says now, 
.. It is of the devill" the other that "the devil is a creation of the 

1 Th., spel\lng of the word Is various; som., write Cabbalah, otbers Kabbalab. Th., lat~t writers 
have Introduced a nnr spelling as more consonant with the Hebrew mann.,... of writing tbe word and 
malt., it QalJalalt. This Is more grammatical, perhaps, but as no Englishman will rver pronounce a 
fordgn name 0'/' word but In an Engli~hifird way, to write th., term simply Kabalah Rems I.,.. pre
tentiou. and answers as _II. 

a 
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Church, and a disgraceful superstition"; in short, that there is neither 
devil nor occult sciences. The first one forgets that it has publicly 
proclaimed, hardly 400 years ago, the Jewish Kabalah as the grNl/es/ 

'llJi/n~ss to the truths of Christianity;1 the second, that the most illus
trious men of science were all alchemists, astrologers and magicians, 
witness Paracelsus, Van Helmont, Roger Bacon, etc. But consis
tency has never been a virtue of Modem Science. It has religiously 
believed in all which it now denies, and it has denied all that it now 
believes in, from the circulation of the blood up to steam and electric 
power. 

This sudden change of attitude in both powers cannot prevent 
events from taking their natural course. The last quarter of our 
century is witnessing an extraordinary outbreak of occult studies, and 
magic dashes once more its powerful waves against the rocks of 
Church and Science, w~ich it is slowly but as surely undermining. 
Anyone whose natural mysticism impels him to seek for sympathetic 
contact with other minds, is astonished to find how large a number 
of persons are not only interested in Mysticism generally, but are 
actually themselves Kabalists. The river dammed during the Middle 
Ages has flowed since noiselessly underground, and has now bu~t up 
as an irrepressible torrent. Hundre4s to-day study the Kabalah. where 
scarcely one or two could have been found some fifty years ago, when 
fear of the Church was still a powerful factor in men's lives. But the 
long-pent-up torrent has now diverged into two streams-Eastern 
Occultism and the Jewish Kabalah; the traditions of the Wisdom
Religion of the races that preceded the Adam of the .. Fall"; and the 
system of the ancient Levites of Israel, who most ingeniously veiled a 
portion of that religion of the Pantheists under the mask of mono
theism. 

Unfortunately many are called but few chosen. The two systems 
t~aten th~_~~r1.~ of-the m...Y!'tic~_ ~it!t a s~e~dy_ ~~!1flic~ which, instead 
of increasing the spread of the One Universal Trut1i; will necessarily 
only weaken and impede its progress. Yet, the question is not, once 
more, which is tk~ one truth. For both are founded upon the eternal 
verities of prehistoric knowledge, as both, in the present age and the 
state of mental transition through which humanity is now passing, can 
give out only a certain portion of these verities. It is simply a ques
tion: "Which of the two systems contains most unadulterated facts; 

1 This is demonstrated by what _ know oC the liCe of John Picus de Mlrandola. GiDsburg and 
others ha,'O! stated the following Cacts, namely, that aner having studied the Kabalah Miraudola 
.. found that there is more Christianity than Judaism in the Kabalah; he discovered in it proofs for 
the doctrine oC the Trinity, the Incarnation, the Divinity oC Christ, the heavenly Jerusa1em. the Call 
of the Angels," and so on. .. In '486, when only twenty-Cour years old, he published 900 theses whicb 
were placarded in Rome (not without the consent or knowledge surely of the Pope and his Go.-ern
ment I), and which he undertook to defend in the presence of all European scholars, whom he invited 
to the atemal City, promising to defray their tra,'O!lIing expen!e!l. Among the theses was the 
following: 'No science yields greater proof of the DI'inity of Christ than magic and the Cabbalah' ... 
The reason why will be shown in the present article. 
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and, most important of all-which of the two presents its teachings in 
the most Catholic (i.e., unsectarian) and impartial manner?" One-the 
Eastern system-has veiled for ages its profound pantheistic uni
tarianism with the exuberance of an exoteric polytheism; the other
as said above-with the screen of exoteric monotheism. Both are but 
masks to hide the sacred truth from the profane; for neither the Aryan 
nor the Semitic philosophers have ever accepted either the anthropo
morphism of the many Gods, or the personality of the one God, as a 
philosophical proposition. But it is impossible within the limits we 
have at our disposal, to attempt to enter upon a minute discussion of 
this question. We must be content with a simpler task. The rites and 
ceremonies of the Jewish law seem to be an abyss, which long genera
tions of Christian Fathers, and especially of Protestant Reformers, 
have vainly sought to fill in with their far-fetched interpretations. 
Yet all the early Christians, Paul and the Gnostics, regarded and pro
claimed the Jewish law as essentially distinct from the new Christian 
law. St. Paul called the former an a.llegory, and St. Stephen told the 
Jews an hour before being stoned that they had not even kept the law 
that they had received from the angels (the reons), and as to the Holy 
Ghost (the impersonal Logos or Christos, as taught at Initiation) they 
had resisted and rejected it as their fathers had done (Acts vii.). 
This was virtually telling them that their law was inferior to the later 
one. Notwithstanding that the Mosaic Books which we tkink we have 
in the Old Testament, cannot be more than two or three centuries older 
than Christianity, the Protestants have nevertheless made of them 
their Sacred Canon, on a par with, if not higher than, the Gospels. But 
when the PentalalCk was written, or rather rewritten after Ezdras, i.e., 
after the Rabbis had settled upon a new departure, a number of addi
tions were made which were taken bodily from Persian and Babylonian 
doctrines; and this at a period subseqttenl to Ike eolonizali011 of Judea 
under the authority of the kings of Persia. This reediting was of 
course done in the same way as with all such Scriptures. They were 
originally written in a secret key, or cipher, known only to the Initiates. 
But instead of adapting the contents to the highest spiritual truths as 
taught in the tkird, the highest, degree of Initiation, and expressed in 
symbolical language-as may be seen even in the exoteric PuY(inas of 
India-the writers of the Pentateuek, revised and corrected, they who 
cared but for earthly and national glory, adapted only to astro-physio
logical symbols the supposed events of the Abrahams, Jacobs, and 
Solomons, and the fantastic history of their little race. Thus they 
produced, under the mask of monotheism, a religion of sexual and 
phallic worship, one that concealed an adoration of the Gods, or the 
lower reons. No one would maintain that anything like the dualism 
and the angelolatry of Persia, brought by the Jews from the captivity, 
could ever be found in the real Law, or Books of Moses. For how, in 
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such case, could the Sadducees, who reverenced that Law, reject angels. 
as well as the soul and its immortality? And yet angels. if not the 
soul's immortal nature. are distinctly asserted to exist in the Old 
Testament, and are found in the Jewish mod.ern scrolls.l 

This fact of the successive and widely differing redactions of that 
which we loosely term the Books of Moses, and of their triple adapta
tion to the first (lowest), second, and third, or highest, degree of 
Sodalian initiation, and that still more puzzling fact of the diametri
cally opposite beliefs of the Sadducees and the other Jewish sects, all 
accepting, nevertheless, the same Rn.'datioll--can be made comprehen
sible only in the light of our Esoteric explanation. It also shows the 
reason why, when Moses and the Prophets belonged to the Sodalities 
(the great Mysteries), the latter yet seem so often to fulminate against 
the abominations of the Sod ales and their .. Sod." For had the Old 
Canon been translated literally, as is claimed, instead of being adapted 
to a monotheism absent from it, and to the spirit of each sect, as the dif
ferences in the Septuagint and Vulgate prove, the following contradic
tory sentences would be added to the hundreds of other inconsistencies 
in "Holy Writ." "Sod Ihoh [the mysteries of Johoh, or Jeho\'ah] are 
for those who fear him," says Psalm xxv. 14, mistranslated "the secret 
of the Lord is with them that fear him." Again" Al [El] is terrible 
in the great Sod of the Kadeshim" is rendered as-" God is greatly to 
be feart:d in the assembly of the saints" (Psalm lxxxix. 7). The title of 
Kadeshim (Kadosh sing.) means in reality something quite different 
from saints, though it is generally explained as "priests," the "holy" 
and the "Initiated"; for the Kadeshim were simply the galli of the 
abominable mysteries (Sod) of the exoteric rites. They were, in short. 
the male N autches of the temples, during whose initiations the arcallum. 
the Sod (from which "Sodom," perchance) of physiological and sexual 
evolution. were divulged. These rites all belonged to the first degree 
of the Mysteries, so protected and beloved by David-the "friend of 
God." They must have been very ancient with the Jews, and were 
ever abominated by the true Initiates; thus we find the dying Jacob's 
prayer is that his soul should not come into the secre/ (Sod. in the 
original) of Simeon and Levi (the priestly caste) and into their assemhl)' 
during which they "slew a man" (Genesis xlix. 5, 6).' And yet Moses 
is claimed by the Kabalists as chief of the Sodales! Reject the explana
tion of the Secret Doe/rille and the whole Pentatcuck becomes the abomi
nation of abominations. 

Therefore. do we find Jehovah, the anthropomorphic God, every-

1 This is just what th., Gnostics had always maintainrd quit., indrprnd.,nUy of Christians. In 
their doctrines th., Jrwish God, the" Elohim," was a hierarchy oflow terrrstrial angrls--an ndabaDtA, 
spit.,ful and j.,alous. 

t To .. slay a ",a .... meant, In the symbolism of the Lrsarr Mysterirs, th., rite during which crimrs 
against natnre were committed, for which purpose the Kadrshlm wrre art asid.,. Thus Cain" slays" 
his brothrr Abrl, who, esoterically, is a frmal., charact.,r and represrnts th., first .t .... a. woman in 
the Third Race after the srp8ration of E"":"~. Sre alFo the SOtIru of M.as .... t!s. pp. 253 •• 83, dc:. 
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where in the Bible, but of AIN SUPH not one word is said. And there
fore, also, was the Jewish metrology quite different from the numeral 
methods of other people. Instead of serving as an adjunct to other 
prearranged methods, to penetrate therewith as with a key into the 
hidden or implied meaning contained within the literal sentences-as \ 
the initiated Brahmins do to this day, when reading their sacred books I 
-the numeral system with the Jews is, as the author of Hebrew Me- ; 
Irology tells us, the Holy Writ itself: "That very thing, it, esse, on l 
which, and out of which, and by the continuous interweaving use of 
which, the very text of the Bible has been made to result, as its enun
ciation, from the begi~ning word of Genesis to the closing word of 
Deuteronomy." 

So true is this, indeed, that the authors of the New Teslammt who 
had to blend their system with both the Jewish and the Pagan, had to 
borrow their most metaphysical symbols not from the Pmlaleuch, or 
even the Kabalah, but from the Aryan astro-symbology. One instance 
will suffice. Whence the dual meaning of the First-born, the Lamb, 
the Unborn, and the Eternal-all relating to the Logos or Christos? We 
say from the Sanskrit Aja, a word the meanings of which are: (a) the 
Ram, or the Lamb, the first sign of the Zodiac, called in astronomy 
lIfeslza; (b) the Unborn, a title of the first Logos, or Brahma, the self
existent cause of all, described and so referred to in the Upanishads. 

The Hebrew Kabalistic Gematria, Notaricon, and T'mura are very 
ingenious methods, giving the key to the secret meaning of Jewish 
symbology, one that applied the relations of their sacred imagery only 
to one side of Nature-namely, the physical side. Their myths and 
the names and the events attributed to their Biblical personages were 
made to correspond with astronomical revolutions and sexual evolu
tion, and had nought to do with the spiritual states of man; hence no 
such correspondences are to be found in the reading of their sacred 
canon. The real Mosaic Jews of the Sodales, whose direct heirs on the 
line of itzitialion were the Sadducees, had no spirituality in them, nor 
did they feel any need for it apparently. The reader, whose ideas of 
Initiation and Adeptship are intimately blendfi!d with the mysteries of 
the after life and soul survival, will now see the reason for the great 
yet natural inconsistencies found on almost every page of the Bible. 
Thus, in the Book of Job, a Kabalistic treatise on Egypto-Arabic Initia
tion, the symbolism of which conceals the highest spiritual mysteries, 
one finds yet this significant and purely materialistic verse: "Man born 
of a woman is . . . like a flower, and is cut down: he fleeth also as a 
shadow, and continueth not" (xiv. I, 2). But Job speaks here of the· 
personalily, and he is right; for no Initiate would say that the per
sonality long survived the' death of the physical body; the spirit alone 
is immortal. But this sentence in Job, the oldest document in the 
DiMe, makes only the more brutally materialistic that in Ecclesiastes, 
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iii. 19, et seq., one of the latest records. The writer, who speaks in the 
name of Solomon, and says that "that which befalleth the sons of men 
"efallelk lIeasts, even . . . as tke one dietk, so dietk tke otker . . . 
so that a man hath no preeminence above a beast," is quite on a par 
with the modem Haeckels, and expresses only that which he thinks. 

Therefore, no knowledge of Kabalistic methods can help one in 
finding that in the Old Testament which has never been there since the 
Book of tke Law was re-written (rather than found) by Hilkiah. Nor 
can the reading of the Egyptian symbols be much helped by the 
medizval Kabalistic systems. Indeed, it is but the blindness of a 
pious illusion that can lead anyone to discover any spiritual and meta
physical correspondences or meaning in the Jewish purely astro-phy
siological symbology. On the other hand, the ancient pagan religious 
systems, so-called, are all built upon abstract spiritual speculations, 
their gross external forms being, perhaps, the most secure veil to hide 
their inner meaning. . 

It can be demonstrated, on the authority of the mo!;t learned 
Kabalists of our day that the Zokar, and almost all the Kabalistic 
works, have passed through Christian hands. Hence, that they cannot 
be considered any longer as universal, but have become simply sectarian. 
This is well shown by Picus de Mirandola's thesis upon the proposition 
that "no Science yields greater proof of the divinity of Christ than 
magic and the Kabalah." This is true of the divinity of the Logos, or 
of the Christos of the Gnostics; b~ause that Christos remains the same 
WORD of the ever-unmanifested Deity, whether we call it Parabrahm 
or Ain Suph-by whatever name he himself is called-Krishna, Buddha, 
or Ormazd. But this Christos is neither the Christ of the Churches, 
nor yet the Jesus of the Gospels; it is only an impersonal Principle. 
Nevertheless the Latin Church made capital of this thesis; the result 
of which was, that as in the last century, so it is now in Europe and 
America. Almost every Kabalist is now a believer in a persona.l God, 
in the very teeth of the original impersonal Ain Suph, and is, moreover, 
a more or less heterodox, but still a, Christian. This is dne entirely 
to the ignorance of most people (a) that the Kallalak (the ZoluJr 
especially) we have, is not the original Book of Splendour, written down 
from the oral teachings of Simon Ben Jochai; and (II) that the latter, 
being indeed an exposition of the hidden sense of the writings of 
Moses (so-called) was as equally good an exponent of the Esoteric 
meaning contained under the shell of the literal sense in the Scriptures 
of any Pagan religion. Nor do the modem Kabalists seem to be 
aware of the fact, that the Kabalah as it now stands, with its more than 
revised texts, its additions made to apply to the New as much as to the 
Old Testament, its numerical language recomposed so as to apply to 
both, and its crafty veiling, is no longer able now to furnish all the 
ancient and primitive meanings. In short that no Kabalistic work 
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now extant among the Western nations can display any greater 
mysteries of nature, than those which Ezra and Co., and the later 
co-workers of Moses de Leon, desired to unfold; the Kabalah contains ( 
no more than the Syrian and Chaldean Christians and ex-Gnostics of i 
the thirteenth century wanted those works to reveal. And what they 
do reveal hardly repays the trouble of passing one's life in studying it. 
For if they may, and do, present a field of immense interest to the 
Mason and mathematician, they can teach scarcely anything to the 
student hungering after spiritual mysteries. The use of all the seven f 
keys to unlock the mysteries of Being in this life, and the lives to 
come, as in those which have gone by, show that the Chaldean Book of: 
Numbers, and the Upanishads undeniably conceal the most divine 
philosophy-as it is that of the Universal Wisdom Religion. But the \ 
Zohar, now so mutilated, can show nothing of the kind. Besides which, 
who of the Western philosophers or students has all those keys at his 
command? These are now entrusted only to the highest Initiates in 
Gupta VidJ'a, to great Adepts; and, surely it is no self-taught tyro, 
not even an isolated mystic, however great his genius and natural 
powers, who can hope to unravel in one life more than one or two of 
the lost keys.1 

The key to the Jewish metrology has been undeniably unravelled, 
and a very important key it is. But as we may infer from the words of 
the discoverer himself in the footnote just quoted-though that key 
(concealed in the" Sacred Metrology") discloses the fact that "Holy 
Writ" contains" a rational science of sober and great worth," yet it helps 
to unveil no higher spiritual truth than that which a11 astrologers have 
insisted upon in every age; i.e., the close relation between the sidereal 
and a11 the terrestrial bodies-human beings included. The history of 
our globe and its humanities is prototyped in the astronomical heavens 
from first to last, though the Royal Society of Physicists may not 
become aware of it for ages yet to come. By the showing of the said 
discoverer himself, "the burden of this secret doctrine, this Cabbalah, 
is of pure truth and right reason, for it is geometry with applied proper 
numbers, of astronomy and of a system of measures, viz., the Masonic 
inch, the twenty-four inch gauge (or the doqble foot), the yard, and 
the mile. These were claimed to be of divine revelation and imparta-

1 The writer in the Maso"i, R~fli~w is thus quite justified in saying as he does, that "the 
Kabalistic field is that in which astrologers, necromancers, black and white magicians, fortune
teners, chiromancera, and all the Uke, revel and make claims to supernaturalism ad "au.~a",,·" 
and he adds: .. The Christian quarrying Into its mass of mysticism, claims its support and authority 
fot' that most perpleldng of all problems, the Holy Trinity, and the portrayed character of Christ. 
With equsl assurance, but more effrontery, the knave, In the name of Cabbslah, will sell amulets 
and charms, tell fortunes, draw horoscopes, and just a8 readily give specific rules • . . . fot' 
raiSing the dead, and actnally-the devil. • . • . Discovery has yet to be made of what Cabbalah 
really consists, before any weight or authority can be given to the name. On that discovery will 
rest the question whether the name should be received as related to matters worthy of rational 
acknowledgment." "TIle v.or.tw clai",. lI.at .ud. a discO'Vuy Ita. 'U~ malk, and that the same 
embraces rational science of sober and great worth." "The Cabbalah," from the Ma'Offi, RevUW 
rot'September, 1885, by Brother J. Ralston Skinner (McMillian Lodge, No. 141). 
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tion, by the possession and use of which, it could be said of Abram: 
'Blessed of the Most High God, Abram, measure of heaven and earth'" 
-the" creative law of measure." 

And is this all that theprimiti'ZJe Kabalah contained? No; for the 
author remarks elsewhere: .. What the originally and intended right 
reading was [in the Pm/a/mdtJ who can tell?" Thus allowing the 
reader to infer that the meanings implied in the exoteric, or dead letter 
of the Hebrew texts, are by no means only those revealed by metrology. 
Therefore are we justified in saying that the Jewish Kabalah, with its 
numerical methods, is now only one of the keys to the ancient mysteries, 

\ and that the Eastern or Aryan systems alone can supply the rest, and 
J unveil the whole truth of Creation. 1 

What this numeral system is, we leave its discoverer to explain 
himself. According to him: 

Like all other human productions of the kind, the Hebrew text of the Bible 
was in characters which could serve as sound signs for syllable utterance, or for 
this purpose what are called letters. Now in the first place, these original character 
signs were also pictures, each one of them; and these pictures of themselves stood 
for ideas which coulci be communicated. much like the original Chinese letters. 
Gustav Seyfi'arth shows that the Egyptian hieroglyphics numbered over 600 picture 
characters, which embraced the modified use, syllabically, of the original number 
of letters of the Hebrew alphabet. The characters of the Hebrew text of the 
sacred scroll were divided into classes, in which the characters of each class were 
interchangeable; whereby one fornl might be exchanged for another to carry a 
modified signification, both by letter, and picture, and number. Seyfi'arth shows 
the modified form of the very ancient Hebrew alphabet in the old Coptic by this 
law ofintercliange of characters.s This law of permitted interchange of letters is 
to be found quite fully set forth in the Hebrew dictionaries. • . Though recog
nized . • . it is very perplexing and hard to understand, because we ha\"e lost 
the specific use and power of such interchange. [Just so!] In the second place 
these characters stood for numbers-to be used for numbers as we use specific 
number signs-though also there is very much to prove that the old Hebrews were 
in possession of the so-called Arabic numerals, as we ha\'e them, from the straight 
line 1 to the zero character, together making 1 +9= 10. • • • • • In the third 
place, it is said, and it seems to be proved, that these characters stood for musical 
notes; so that, for instance, the arrangement of the letters in the first chapter of 
Genesis, can be rendered musically or by song.' Another law of the Hebrew 
characters was that only the consonantal signs were characterized-the vowels 
were not characterized, but were supplied. If one will try it he will find that a 

I E\'en as it stands now, the Kabalah, with Its 8e\-eral methods, can only puzzle by offering 
aeveral versions; it can never divulge the whole truth. The readings of even the first sentence of 
Gnusis are 8e\'ernl. To quote the author: .. It is made to read • B'rashith bari. Elohim,' etc., • In the 
beginning God created the heavens and the earth,' wherein Elohim is a plural nominative to a verb 
in the third person sillgular. Nachminedes called attention to the fact that the text might suffer the 
reading, • B'rash ithblri F;lohim,' etc., • In the head (sollrce or begillning) created itself (or de
veloped) gods, the heavens and tile eartll,' really a more grammatical rendering." (Ibid.) And yet _ 
are forced to believe the Jewish monotbeism I 

t Before Seyft'arth can hope to have his hypothesis accepted, however, he will have to prove that 
(a) the Israelites had an alphabet of their own when the ancient F;gyptialUl or Copts had as yet none; 
and (b) that the Hebrew of the later scrolill is the Hebrew, or "mystery language" of Moses, which 
the Secret Doctrine denies . 

• Not the Hebrew helped by the Massoretic signs, at all e,·ents. See further on, hown-er. 
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consonant of itself cannot be made vocal without the help of a vowel; 1 therefore 
. . . • the consonants made the framework of a word, but to give it life or 
utterance into the air, so as to impart the thought of the mind, and the feelings of 
the heart, the vowels were supplied. 

Now, even if we suppose, for argument's sake, that the "frame
work," i.e., the consonants of the Pentateuch are the same as in the days 
of Moses, what changes must have been effected with those scrolls
written in such a poor language as the Hebrew, with its less than two 
dozens of letters-when rewritten time after time, and its vowels and 
points supplied in ever-new combinations! No two minds are alike, 
and the feelings of the heart change. What could remain, we ask, of 
the original writings of Moses, if such ever existed, when they had been 
lost for nearly 800 years and then found when every remembrance of 
them must have disappeared from the minds of the most learned, and 
Hilkiah has them rewritten by Shaphan, the scribe? When lost again, 
they are rewritten again by Ezra; lost once more in 168 B.C. the volume 
or scrolls were again destroyed; and when finally they reappear, we 
find them dressed in their Massoretic disguise! We may know some
thing of Ben Chajim, who published the Massorah of the scrolls in the 
fifteenth century; we can know nothing of Moses, this is certain, unless 
we become-Initiates of the Eastern School. 

Ahrens, when speaking of the letters so arranged in the Hebrew 
sacred scrolls-that they were of themselves musical notes-had pro
bably never studied Aryan Hindu music. In the Sanskrit language 
there is no need to so arrange letters in the sacred ollas that they 
should become musical. For the whole Sanskrit alphabet and the 
Vedas, from the first word to the last, are musical notations reduced to 
writing, and the two are inseparable.2 As Homer distinguished be-
tween the "language of Goels" and the language of men,8 so did the 
Hindus. 

The Dez'a11tigari-the Sanskrit character-is the "Speech of the 
Goels" and Sanskrit the divine language.4 As to the Hebrew let the 
moelern Isaiahs cry "Woe is me!" and confess that which "the newly
discovered mode of language (Hebrew metrology) veiled uneler the 
words of the sacred Text" has now clearly shown. Read the Source of 
Measures, read all the other able treatises on the subject by the same 

1 And therefore as the vowels were furnished ad libitum by the l\Iassorets they could make of a 
word what they liked! 

____ ~ See Theosophist, November, .879, article Hind' Music, p. 47. 
8 Thes. xiv. ,89,290 . 
• The Sanskrit letters are three times as nunlerous as the poor twenty· two letters of the 

Hebrew alphabet. They are all musical and are read, or rather chanted, according to a system 
giftn in very old Tantrika works (see Tantra Shastras); and are called Dl'vanagari, .. the 

"....- speech or language of the Gods!' And since each answers to a numeral, and has therefore a far 
larger scope for expression and meaning. it must necessarily be far more perfect and far older than 
the Hebrew, which followed the system, but could apply it only in a "ery limited way. If either of 
the two languages were taught to humanity by the Gods, surely it is mther Sanskrit-the perfect of 
the most perfect language. on Earth-than Hebrew, the rough""t and the poorest. For once we 
believe in a language of divine origin, we can hardly believe at the same time that angels or Gods 
or any divine messenger should have selected the inferior in preference to the superior. 
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author. And then the reader will find that with the utmost good-will 
and incessant efforts covering many years of study, that laborious 
scholar, having penetrated under the mask of the system, can find in it 
little more than pure anthropomorphism •. ·In man, and on man, alone, 
rests the whole scheme of the Kabalah, and to man and his functions, 
on however enlarged a scale, everything in it is made to apply. Man, as 
the Archetypal Man or Adam, is made to contlin the whole Kabalistic 
system. He is the great symbol and shadow, thrown by the manifested 
Kosmos, itself the reflection of the impersonal and ever incomprehen
sible principle; and this shadow furnishes by its construction-the 
personal grown out of the impersonal-a kind of objective and tangible 
symbol of everything visible and-invisible in the Universe. "As the 
First Cause was utterly unknown and unnameable, such names as 
were adopted as most sacred (in DiMe and Kabalah) and commonly 
made applicable to the Divine Being, were after all not so," but were 
mere manifestations of the unknowable, such 

In a cosmic or natural sense, as could become known to man. Hence these 
names wew rIOt so sacred as commo"ty lteld, inasmuch as with all created things 
they were themselves but names or enunciations of things known. As to me
trology, instead of a valuable adjunct to the Biblical system . . . the entire 
text of the Holy Writ in the Mosaic books is not only replete with it as a system, 
but the system itself is that very thing, in esse, 

from the first to the last word. 

For instance, the narratives of the first day, of the six days, of the seventh 
day, of the making of Adam, male and female, of Adam in the Garden, of the 
formation of the woman out of the man, of . . . the genealogy of Ararat, of 
the ark, of Noah with his dove and raven, . . . of Abram's travel from Ur . . • 
into Egypt before Pharaoh, of Abram's life, of the three covenants, . . . of the 
construction of the tabernacle and the dwelling of Jehovah, of the famous 6oJ.sso 
as the number of men capable of bearing arms, . • • the exodus out of Egypt, 
and the like-all are but so many modes of enunciation of this system of geometry, 
of applied number ratios, of measures and their various applications. 

And the author of HelJrnu Metrology ends by saying: 
Whatever may have been the Jewish mode of complete interpretation of 

these books, the Christian Church has taken them for what they show on their first 
face-and that only. The Christian Church has never attributed to these books 
any property beyond this; and herein has existed its great error. 

But the Western European Kabalists, and many of the American 
(though luckily not all), claim to correct this error of their Church. 
How far do they succeed and where is the evidence of their success? 
Read all the volumes published on the Kabalah in the course of this 
century; and if we except a few volumes issued recently in America, 
it will be found that not a single Kabalist has penetrated even skin 
deep below the surface of that "first face." Their digests are pure 
speCUlation and hypotheses and-no more. One bases his glosses 
upon Ragon's Masonic revelations; another takes Fabre d'Olivet for 
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his prophet-this writer having never been a Kabalist, though he was 
a genius of wonderful, almost miraculous, erudition, and a polyglot 
linguist greater than whom there was since his day none, even among 
the philologists of the French Academy, which refused to take notice 
of his work. Others, again, believe that no greater Kabalist was born 
among the sons of men than the late Eliphas Uvi-a charming and 
witty writer, who, however, has more mystified than taught in his 
many volumes on Magic. Let not the reader conclude from these 
statements that real, learned Kabalists are not to be found in the Old 
and New Worlds. There are initiated Occultists, who are Kabalists, 
scattered hither and thither, most undeniably, especially in Germany 
and Poland. But these will not publisk wkat they know, nor will they 
call themselves Kabalists. The "Soda/ian oath" of the third degree 
holds good now as ever. 

But there are those who are pledged to no secresy. Those writers 
are the only ones on whose information the Kabalists ought to rely, 
however incomplete their statements from the standpoint ~f a full 
revelation, i.e., of the sevenfold Esoteric meaning. It is they who care 
least for those secrets after which alone the modem Hermetist and 
Kabalist is now hungering-such as the transmutation into gold, and 
the Elixir of Life, or the Philosopher's Stone-for physical purposes. 
For all the chief secrets of the Occult teachings are concerned with 
the highest spiritual knowledge. They deal with mental states, not 
with physical processes and their transformations. In a word, the 
real, genuine Kabalah, the only original copy of which is contained in 
the Chaldean Book of Numbers, pertains to, and teaches about, the 
realm of spirit, not that of matter. 

What, then, is the Kabalah, in reality, and does it afford a revela
tion of such higher spiritual mysteries? The writer answers most 
emphatically NO. What the Kabalistic keys and methods were, in the 
origin of the Pentateuch and other sacred scrolls and documents of the 
Jews now no longer extant, is one thing; what they are now is quite 
another. The Kabalah is a manifold language; moreover, one whose 
reading is determined by the dead-letter face text of the record to be 
deciphered. It teaches and help~ one to read the Esoteric real meaning 
hidden under the mask of that dead letter; it cannot create a text or 
make one find in the document under study that which has never been 
in it from the beginning. The Kabalah-such as we have it now-is 
inseparable from the text of the Old Testamml, as remodelled by Ezra 
and other!!. And as the Hebrew Scriptures, or their contents, have 
been repeatedly altered-notwithstanding the ancient boast that not 
one letter in the Sacred Scroll, not an iota, has ever been changed-so 
no Kabalistic methods can help us by reading in it anything besides 
what there is in it. He who does it is no Kabalist, but a dreamer. 

Lastly, the profane reader should learn the difference between the 
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Kabalah and the Kabalistic works, before he is made to face other 
arguments. For the Kabalah is no special volume, nor is it even 
a system. It consists of seven different systems applied to seven 
different interpretations of any given Esoteric work or subject. These 
systems were always transmitted orally by one generation of Initiates to 
another, under the pledge of the Sodalian oath, and tkey ka1!e n~ln- "un 
recorded in writing by anyone. Those who speak of translating the 
Kabalah into this or another tongue may as well talk of translating the 
wordless signal-chants of the Bedouin brigands into some particular 
language. Kabalah. as a word, is derived from' the root K61 (Ke"el) 
"to hand over," or "to receive" orally. It is erroneous to say, as 
Kenneth Mackenzie does in his Royal Masonic CydoptEdia, that "the 
doctrine of the Kabalah refers to the system handed down by oral 
transmission, and is nearly allied to tradiliotl"; for in this sentence the 
first proposition only is true, while the second is not. It is not allied 
to "tradition" but to the seven veils or the seven truths orally rc'uald 
at Iniliatio11. Of these methods, pertaining to the universal pictorial 
languages--meaning by "pictorial" any cipher, number, symbol, or 
other glyph that can be represented, whether objectively or subjectively 
(mentally)-three only exist at present in the Je\\;sh system. l Thus, 
if Kabalah as a word is Hebrew, the system itself is no more Jewish 
than is sunlight; it is universal. 

On the other hand, the Jews can claim the Zokar, Sepkn- Ydziralz 
(Book of Creation), Sepkn- Dzeniula, and a few others, as their own 
undeniable property and as Kabalistic works. 

H. P. B. 

MADAME BI,AVATSKV AND THE GRIPPE.-Madame Blavatsky, being asked what 
was the cause of the Grippe, answered that it was .. an abnormal condition of the 
oxygen in the atmosphere," or words to the same effect. I concluded that, in 
that case, artificially.produced oxygen might prove valuable as a remedy. My 
mother having been laid up with this disease, I searched the United States dis
pensatory for some easy means of producing oxygen, and stumbled across "Per. 
oxide of Hydrogen" (H,O~). I administered it internally in drachm doses well 
diluted with water three times a day, also spraying some through the sick room, 
with undeniably favourable results. I found upon advising the use of it to a 
friend, it had also upon him a like effect; and also find that the Philadelphia 
papers contain advertisements of an oxygen treatnlent for the Grippe. To all those 
who question the qui bono of Theosophy I would like to say, .. . Study l.fadame 
Blavatsky's writings, and 'hen judge."-F. T. S. 

1 Of these three not on~ can be mad~ to apply to purely spiritual metaphysics. One divulges the 
relations of the sidereal bodies to the terrestrial, especially the humau; the other relates to the rvoIu· 
tiou of the human ra~s and the RXes; th~ third to K08motheogony and is metrological. 
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gtesmerism. 
THIS is the name given to an art, or the exhibition of a power to 

act upon others and the facility to be acted upon, which long 
antedate the days of Anton Mesmer. Another name for some of its 
phenomena is Hypnotism, and still another is Magnetism. The last 
title was given because sometimes the person operated on was seen to 
follow the hand of the operator, as if drawn like iron filings to a 
magnet. These are all used to-day by various operators, but by 
many different appellations it has been known; fascination is one. and 
psychologizing is another, but the number of them is so great it is 
useless to go over the list. 

Anton Mesmer, who gave greater pUblicity in the 'Western world 
to the subject than any other person, and whose name is still attached 
to it, was born in 1734, and some few years before 1783, or about 1775, 
obtained great prominence in Europe in connection with his experi
ments and cures; but, as H. P. Blavatsky says in her Theosophical 
Glossary', he was only a rediscoverer. The whole subject had been 
explored long before his time-indeed many centuries anterior to the 
rise of civilization in Europe-and all the great fraternities of the East 
were always in full possession of secrets concerning its practice which 
remain still unknown. Mesmer came out with his discoveries as agent, 
in fact-though, perhaps, without disclosing those behind him-of 
certain brotherhoods to which he belonged. His promulgations were 
in the last quarter of the century, just as those of the Theosophical 
Society were begun in 1875, and what he did was all that could be 
done at that time. 

But in 1639, one hundred years before Mesmer, a book was published 
in Europe upon the use of mesmerism in the cure of wounds, and bore 
the title, The Sytnpa/helical Powder of Edn'cius Mokynus of Ebllro. 
These cures, it was said, could be effected at a distance from the wound 
by reason of the vir/tte or directi'l.le faculty between that and the wound. 
This is exactly one of the phases of both hypnotism and mesmerism. 
And along the same line were the writings of a monk named Uldericus 
Balk, who said diseases could be similarly cured, in a book concerning 
the lamp of life in 161 I. In these works, of course, there is much 
superstition, but they treat of mesmerism underneath all the folly. 

After the French Academy committee, including Benjamin Frank
lin, passed sentence on the subject, condemning it in substance. mes
merism fell into disrepute, but was revived in America by many persons 
who adopted different names for their work and wrote books on it. 
One of them named Dodds obtained a good deal of aelebrity, and was 
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invited during the life of Daniel Webster to lecture on it before a 
number of United States senators. He called his system "psy
chology," but it was mesmerism exactly, even to details regarding 
nerves and the like. And in England also a good deal of attention 
was given to it by numbers of people who were not of scientific 
repute. They gave it no better reputation than it had before, and 
the press and public generally looked on them as charlatans and upon 
mesmerism as a delusion. Such was the state of things until the re
searches into what is now known as hypnotism brought that phase of 
the subject once more forward, and subsequently to 1875 the popular 
mind gave more and more attention to the possibilities in the fields of 
clairvoyance, clairaudience, trance, apparitions, and the like. E,'en 
physicians and others, who previously scouted all such investigations, 
began to take them up for consideration, and are still engaged thereon. 
And it seems quite certain that, by whatever name designated, mes
merism is sure to have more and more attention paid to it. For it is 
impossible to proceed very far with hypnotic experiments without 
meeting mesmeric phenomena, and being compelled, as it were, to 
proceed with an enquiry into those as well. 

The hypnotists unjustifiably claim the merit of discoveries, for 
even the uneducated so-called charlatans of the above-mentioned periods 
cited the very fact appropriated by hypnotists, that many persons were 
normally-for them-in a hypnotized state, or, as they called it, in a 
psychologized condition, or negative· one, and so forth, according to 
the particular system employed. 

In France Baron Du Potet astonished every one with his feats in 
mesmerism, bringing about as great changes in subjects as the hypno
tizers do now. After a time and after reading old books, he adopted a 
number of queer symbols that he said had the most extraordinary effect 
on the subject, and refused to give these out to any except pledged 
persons. This rule was violated, and his instructions and figures were 
printed not many years ago for sale with a pretence of secresy consisting 
in a lock to the book. I have read these and find they are of no moment 
at all, h~!ing their force siDlEly from the will of the person who uses 
them. The Baron was a man of very strong natural mesmeric force, 
and made his subjects do things that few others could bring about. He 
died without causing the scientific world to pay much attention to the 
matter. 

The great question mooted is whether there is or is not any actual 
fluid thrown off by the mesmerizer. Many dellY it, and nearly all 
hypnotizers refuse to admit it. H. P. Blavatsky declares there is such 
a fluid, and those who can see into the plane to which it belongs assert 
its existence as a subtle form of matter. This is, I think, true, and is 
not at all inconsistent with the experiments in hypnotism, for the fluid 
can have its own existence at the same time that people may be self-
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hypnotized by merely inverting their eyes while looking at some bright 
object. This fluid is composed in part of the astral substance around 
everyone, and in part of the physical atoms in a finely divided state. 
By some this astral substance is called the aura. But that word is ) 
indefinite, as there are many sorts of aura and many degrees of its 
expression. These will not be known, even to Theosophists of the 
most willing mind, until the race as a whole has developed up to that 
point. So the word will remain in use for the present. 

Thi5 aura, then, is thrown off by the mesmeriz';!r upon his subject, 
and is received by the latter in a department of hi,; inner constitution, 
never described by any Western experimenters, because they know 
nothing of it. It wakes up certain inner and non-physical divisions of 
the person operated on, causing a change of relation between the various 
and numerous sheaths surrounding the inner man, and making possible 
different degrees of intelligence and of clairvoyance and the like. It 
has no influence whatsoever on the Higher Self,1 which it is impossible 
to reach by such means. Many persons are deluded into supposing that 
the Higher Self is the responder, or that some spirit or what not is 
present, but it is only one of the many inner persons, so to say, who 
is talking or rather causing the organs of speech to do their office. And 
it is just here that the Theosophist and the non-Theosophist are at 
fault, since the words spoken are sometimes far above the ordinary 
intelligence or power of the subject in waking state. I therefore 
propose to give in the rough the theory of what actually does take 
place, as has been known for ages to those who see with the inner eye, 
and as will one day be discovered and admitted by science. 

When the hypnotic or mesmerized state is complete-and often 
when it is partial-there is an immediate paralyzing of the power of 
the body to throw its impressions, and thus modify the conceptions of 
the inner being. In ordinary waking life everyone, without being'>" 
able to disentangle himself, is subject to the impressions from the 
whole organism; that is to say, every cell in the body, to the most I 

minute, has its own series of impressions and recollections, all of which 
continue to impinge on the great register, the brain, until the impression 
remaining in the cell is fully exhausted. And t!!at exhaustion Jil]ce~a I 

long time. Further, as we are adding continually to them, the period 
of disappearance of impression is indefinitely postponed. Thus the ~ ". 
i,!l..."-~ person is not able to mske itself felt. But, in the right subject, ' 

I 
t~()se bodily impressions are by mesmerism neutralized for the time, ( 
and at once another effect follows, which is equivalent to cntting the 
general off from his army and compelling him to seek other means 
of expression. 

The brain-in cases where the subject talks-is left free sufficiently 

1 A.tmA, In its ~hlc\1! Buddhi. [&>.] 
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to pennit it to obey the commands of the mesmerizer and compel the 
organs of speech to respond. So much in general. 

We have now come to another part of the nature of man which is 
a land unknown to the Western world and its scientists. By mes
merism other organs are set to work disconnected from the body, but 
which in normal state function with and through t1\e latter. These are 
not admitted by the world, but they exist, and are as real as the body 
is-in fact some who know say they are more real and less subject to 
decay, for they remain almost unchanged from birth to death. These 
organs have their own currents, circulation if you will, and methods of 
receiving and storing impressions. They are those which in a second 
of time seize and keep the faintest trace of any object or word coming 
before the waking man. Tht:y not only keep them but very often give 
them out, and when the person is mesmerized their exit is untrammelled 
by the body. 

They are divided into many classes and grades, and each one of 
them has a whole series of ideas and facts peculiar to itself, as well as 
centres in the ethereal body to which they relate. Instead now of 
the brain's dealing with the sensations of the body, it dealo; 'with some
thing quite different, and reports what these inner organs see in any 
part of space to which they are directed. A nd in place of your having 
waked up the Higher Self, you have merely uncovered one of the many 
sets of impressions and experiences of which the inner man is composed, 
and who is himself a long distance from the Higher Self. These varied 
pictures, thus seized from every quarter, are normally overborne by 
the great roar of the physical life, which is the sum total of possible 
expression of a normal being on the physical plane whereon we move. 
They show themselves usually only by glimpses when we have sudden 
ideas or recollections, or in dreams when our sleeping may be crowded 
with fancies for which we cannot find a basis in daily life. Yet the 
basis exists, and is always some one or other of the million small im
pressions of the day passed unnoticed by the physical brain, but caught 
unerringly by means of other sensoriums belonging to our astral double. 
For this astral body, or double, permeates the physical one as colour 
does the bowl of water. And although to the materialistic conceptions 
of the present day such a misty shadow is not admitted to have parts, 
powers, and organs, it nevertheless has all of these with a surprising 
power and grasp. Although perhaps a mist, it can exert under proper 
conditions a force equal to the viewless wind when it levels to earth the 
proud constructions of puny man. 

In the astral body, then, is the place to look for the explanation of 
mesmerism and hypnotism. The Higher Self will explain the flights 
we seldom make into the realm of spirit, and is the God-the Father
within who guides His children up the long steep road to perfection. 
Let not the idea of it be degraded by chaining it to the low floor of 
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mesmeric phenomena, which any healthy man or woman can bring 
about if they will only try. The grosser the operator the better, for 
thus there is more of the mesmeric force, and if it be the Higher Self 
that is affected, then the meaning of it would be that gross matter can 
with ease affect and deflect the high spirit-and this is against the 
testimony of the ages. 

A Paramahansa of the Himalayas has put in print the following 
words: "Theosophy is that branch of Masonry which shows the 
Universe in the form of an egg." Putting on one side the germinal 
spot in the egg, we have left five other main divisions: the fluid, the 
yolk, the skin of the yolk, the inner skin of the shell, and the hard 
shell. The shell and the inner skin may be taken as one. That leaves Q 

us four, corresponding to the old divisions of fire, air, earth, and water. 
Man, roughly speaking, is divid'ed in the same manner, and from these 
main divisions spring all his manifold experiences on the outer and the 
introspective planes. The human structure has its skin, its blood, its 

I earthy matter-called bones for the moment, its flesh, and lastly the 

) 
great germ which is insulated somewhere in the brain by means of a 
complete cnat of fatty matter. 

The skin includes the mucous, all membranes ill the body, the 
arterial coats, and so on. The flesh takes in the nerves, the animal 
cells so-called, and the muscles. The bones stand alone. The blood 
has its cells, the corpuscles, and the fluid they float in. The organs, 
such as the liver, the spleen, the lungs, include skin, blood, and 
mucous. Each of these divisions and all of their subdivisions have 
their own peculiar impressions and recollections, and all, together with 
the coordinator the brain, make up the man as he is on the visible 
plane. 

These all have to do with the phenomena of mesmerism, although 
t' there are those who may think it not possible that mucous membrane 
,'uA'" or skin can give us any knowledge. But it is nevertheless the fact, for 

the sensations of every part of the body affect each cognition, and when 
the experiences of the skin cells, or any other, are most prominent 
before the brain of the subject, all his reports to the operator will be 
drawn from that, unknown to both, and put into language for the 
brain's use so long as the next condition is not reached. This is the 
Esoteric poctrine, and will at last be found true. For man is made up 
of millions of lives, and from these, unable of themselves to act 
rationally or independently, he gains ideas, and as the master of all 
puts those ideas, together with others from higher planes, into thought, 
word, and act. Hence at the very first step in mesmerism this factor 
has to .be remembered, but nowadays people do not know it and cannot 
recognize its presence, but are carried away by the strangeness of the 
phenomena. 

The very best of subjects are mixed in their reports, because the 
3 
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things they do see are varied and distorted by the several experiences 
of the parts of their nature I have mentioned. all of which are con
stantly clamouring for a hearing. And every operator is sure to be 
misled by them unless he is himself a trained seer. 

The next step takes us into the region of the inner man. not the 
spiritual being. but the astral one who is the model on which the outer 
visible form is built. The inner person is the mediator between mind 
and matter. He~t:ing the comman<!.s of mit!c!Jle ~ause~t.!!e physical 
~~ to act and thus the whole bodr. All the senses have their seat 
in this person. and everyone of them is a thousand-fold more extensive 
in range than their outer representath,es. for those outer eyes and ears. 
and sense of touch. taste, and smell. are only gross organs which the 
inner ones use. but which of themselves can do nothing. 

This can be seen when we cut off the nen'e connection. say from 
the eye. for then the inner eye cannot connect with physical nature 
and is unable to see an object placed before the retina. although feeling 
or hearing may in their way apprehend the object if those are not also 
cut off. 

These inner senses can perceh'e under certain conditions to any 
distance regardless of position or obstacle. But tbey cannot see every
thing, nor are they always able to properly understand the nature of 
everything tbey do see. For sometimes that appears to them with 
whicb they are not familiar. And further. they will often report 
having seen what they are desired by tbe operator to see. wben in fact 
they are giving unreliable information. For, as tbe astral senses of 
any person are the direct inheritance of bis own prior incarnations. 
and are not the product of family heredity. they cannot transcend their 
own experience, and hence their cognitions are limited by it, no matter 
how wonderful their action appears to him who is using only the 
pbysical sense-organs. In the ordinary healthy person these astral 
senses are inextricably linked with the body and limited by the 
apparatus which it furnishes during tbe waking state. And only when 
one falls asleep, or into a mesmerized state, or trance, or under the 
most severe training, can they act in a somewhat independent manner. 
This they do in sleep, when·they live another life than that compelled 
by the force and the necessities of the waking organism. And when 

'I', I there is a paralyzation of the body by the mesmeric fluid they can act, 
because the impressions from the physical cells are inhibited. 

The mesmeric fluid brings this paralyzing about by flowing from 
the operator and creeping steadily over the whole body of the SUbject. 
ckanging tke polarity oj the cells in t'1.'ery part and thus ~isconnecting 
the outer from the inner man. As the whole system of physical nerves 
is sympathetic in all its ramifications, when certain major sets of 
nerves are affected others by sympathy follow into the same condition. 
So it often happens with mesmerized subjects that the arms or legs are 
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suddenly paralyzed without being directly operated on, or, as frequeutly, 
the sensation due to the fluid is felt first in the fore-arm, although the 
head was the only place touched. 

There are many secrets about this part of the process, but they 
will not be given out, as it is easy enough for all proper purposes to 
mesmerize a subject by following what is already publicly known. By 
means of certain nerve points located near the skin the whole system 
of nerves may be altered in an instant, even by a slight breath from 
the mouth at a distance of eight feet from the subject. But modem 
books do not point this out. 

When the paralyzing and change of polarity of the cells are com
plete the astral man is almost disconnected from the body. Has he 
any structure? What mesmerizer knows? How many probably will 
deny that he has any structure at all? Is he only a mist, an idea? 

f And yet, again, how many subjects are trained so as to be able to 
analyze their own astral anatomy? 

But the structure of the inner astral man is definite and coherent. 
It cannot be fully dealt with in a magazine article, but may be roughly 
set forth, leaving readers to fill in the details. 

Just as the outer body has a spine which is the column whereon 
the being sllstains itself with the brain at the top, so the astral body 
bas its spine and brain. It is material, for it is made of matter, how
ever finely divided, and is not of the nature of the spirit. 

After the maturity of the child before birth this form is fixed, 
coherent, and lasting, undergoing but small alteration from that day 
until death. And so also as to its brain; that remains unchanged 
until the body is given up, and does not, like the outer brain, give up 
cells to be replaced by others from hour to hour. These inner parts 
are thus more permanent than the outer correspondents to them. Our 
material organs, bones, and tissues are undergoing change each instant. 
They are suffering always what the ancients called "the constant mo
mental}' dissolution of minor units of matter," and hence within each 
month there is a perceptible change by way of diminution or accretion. 
This is not the case with the inner form. It alters only from life to 
life, being constructed at the time of re"incamation to last for a whole 
period of existence. For it is the model fixed by the present evolu
tional}' proportions for the outer body. It is the collector, as it were, 
of the visible atoms which make us as we outwardly appear. So at 
birth it is potentially of a certain size, and when that limit is reached 
it stops the further extension of the body, making possible what are 
known to-day as average weights and average sizes. At the same time 
the outer body is kept in shape by the inner one until the period of 
decay. And this decay, followed by death, is not due to bodily dis
integration per se, but to the fact that the term of the astral body is 
reached, whep it is no longer able to hold the outer frame intact. Its 
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power to resist the impact and war of the material molecules being 
exhausted, the sleep of death supervenes. 

Now, as in our physical fornl the brain and spine are the centres 
for nerves, so in the other there are the nerves which ramify from the 
inner brain and spine all over the structure. All of these are related 
to every organ in the outer visible body. They are more in the nature 
of currents than nerves, as we understand the word, and may be called 
astro-nerves. They move in relation to such great centres in the body 
outside, as the heart, the pit of the throat, umbilical centre, spleen, and 
sacral plexus. And here, in passing, it may be asked of the \Vestern 
mesmerizers what do they know of the use and power, if any, of the 
umbilical centre? They will probably say it has no use in particular 
after the accomplishment of birth. But the true science of mesmerism 
says there is much yet to be learned even on that one point; and there 
is no scarcity, in the pJ.:oper quarters, of records as to experiments on, 
and use of, this centre. 

The astro-spinal column has three great nen'es of the same sort of 
matter. They may be called ways or channels, up and down which the 
forces play, that enable man inside and outside to stand erect, to move. 
to feel, and to act. In description they answer exactly to the magnetic 
fluids. that is, they are respectively positive. negath'e, and neutral. 
their regular balance being essential to sanity. \Vltcn the astral 
spine reaches the inner brain the nerves aIter and become more com
plex, having a final great outlet in the skull. Then, with these two 
great parts of the inner person are the other manifold sets of nerves ot' 
similar nature related to the various planes of sensation in the "isibl~ 
and invisible worlds. These all then constitute the personal actor 
within, and in these is the place to seek for the solution of the 
problems presented by mesmerism and hypnotism. 

Disjoin this being from the outer body with which he is linked. 
and the divorce deprives him of freedom temporarily, making him the 
slave of the operator. But mesmerizers know very well that the sub
ject can and does often escape from control, puzzling them often. and 
often giving them fright. This is testified to by all the best writers in 
the Western schools. 

Now this inner man is not by any means omniscient. He has an 
understanding that is limited by his own experience, as said before. 
Therefore, error creeps in if we rely on what he says in the mesmeric 
trance as to anything that requires philosophical knowledge, except 
with rare cases that are so infrequent as not to need consideration tiow. 
For neither the limit of the subject's power to know, nor the effect of 
the operator on the inner sensoriums described above, is known to 
operators in general, and especially not by those who do not accept the 
ancient division of the inner nature of man. The effect of the operator 
is almost always to colour the reports made by the subject. 
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Take an instance: A. was a mesmerizer of C., a very sensitive 
woman, who had never made philosophy a study. A. had his mind 
made up to a certain course of procedure concerning other persons and 
requiring argument. But before action he consulted the sensitive, 
having in his possession a letter from X., who is a very definite thinker 
and very positive; while A., on the other hand, was not definite in idea 
although a good physical mesmerizer. The result was that the sensi
tive, after falling into the trance and being asked on the question 
debated, gave the views of X., whom she had not known, and so 
strongly that A. changed his plan although not his conviction, not 
knowing that it was the influence of the ideas of X. then in his mind. 
that had deflected the understanding of the sensitive. The thoughts 
of X., being very sharply cut, were enough to entirely change anr 
previous views the subject had. What reliance, then" can be placed on 
untrained seers? And all the mesmeric subjects we have are wholly 
untrained, in the sense that the word bears with the school of ancient 
mesmerism of which I have been speaking. 

The processes used in mesmeric experiment need not be gone into 
here. There are many books declaring them, but after studying the 
matter for the past twenty-two years, I do not find that they do other 
than copy one another, and that the entire set of directions can, for all 
practical purposes, be written on a single sheet of paper. But there 
are many other methods of still greater efficiency anciently taught, 
that may be left for another occasion. 

WILLIAM Q. JUDGE, F.T.S. 

cmhe Mlodb-~oul. 
(Concluded from p. I2i.j 

PASSING next to the cognate schools of so-called Gnosticism, of 
those who "tried to know," let us take a thought or two that 

comes from the minds of the great Masters of the Gnosis. 
Epiphanius professes to describe the ceremony whereby the Hera

c1eonitre prepared a dying brother for the next world. The words of 
power wherewith the soul might break the seals and burst open the 
gates of the Nether World in its passage to rest, are given as follows: 

• I, the Son from the Father, the Father Preexisting, but the Son in the present 
time, am come to behold all things both of others and of my own, and things not 
altogether of others, but belonging unto Achamoth [one of the aspects of Akilsha, 
the World-Soul], who is feminine, and hath created them for herself. But I derive 
my own origin from the Preexisting One, and I am going back unto my own from 
which I have come.! 

1 Ad.,. HIZT., "xxvi. 3. Cf, also lrerur:us, Adv. HIZT., I. xxi. 5· 
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There were many of such mystic formul~ containing occult truths 
which students of Theosophy will instantly recognize, such as, for 
instance, the garnering of the harvest of life-experiences by the 
Higher Ego, quoted by Epiphanius from the lost Gospel of Philip, 
which tells us: 

I have known myself, I have collected myself from all parts, neither have I 
begotten sons unto the Ruler of this \Vorld, but I have plucked up the roots, and 
gathered together the scattered members. I know thee who thou art. for I am one 
from above. l 

But let us take a passing glance at the chief of these great 
.. Heresies." 

In the system of Simon, the Soul of the World was called Fire 
(Pur), as we learn from his Great Revclatio1l.1 

Menander, his disciple, called it the (Divine) Thought, Ennoia,' 
and Satornilus, the disciple of Menander, named it the Unknown 
Father (Pater Agnostos).4 

As we pass down the corridors of history we find the disciple of the 
latter, Basilides, one of the most famous Masters of the Gnosis, re
naming this Un-nameable of many names, and calling it by the 
mysterious appellation Abraxas, in the transliteration of the mystery
tongue. This was the Unborn Father, Pater Illnatus: .. He who is 
not." 

This he did for the comprehension of the Many, for the Few he 
had a further teaching: 

It was when naught was; nor was that naught aught of that which is, but (to 
speak) nakedly, and so as to avoid suspicion, and without any contrivance, It was 
in fine not even One.6 

It was in one of Its aspects, the One (I), which is Naught (0), the 
Perfect Number IO in the divine manifestation of the .. Primary Crea
tion" of the Gods. But even such a metaphysical definition as the 
above was a materialization to the subtle intellect and spiritual in
tuition of Basilides, for he says: 

That is not absolutely unspeakable which is so called; inasmuch as we call it 
"Unspeakable," but THAT is not even "The Vnspeakable." So that That which is 
not e\'en "The Unspeakable" cannot be named "The Unspeakable," for It is 
beyond all name that can be named.7 . 

Carpocrates, who follows next in date, like Satomilus, speaks of 
the Unknown Father, the Ungenerable, Pater Ingeuitus, according to 
the text of Iren~us.8 

1 King's Gnostics and lIuir Re",ams, p. 333. 
2 PIIilosopll""una, VI. I. 

S lrenreu8, Adv. HIZ1'., 1. xxiii. 
4 PIIilos., VII. 2. 

6 Irenreus, Adv. HIZ1'., I. xxiv; the ~V TO dy€Vlf'l7TOV, according to Epiphanius (Ad~·. Hl%r., 
XXIV. i.). 

8 PIIilos., VII. I. 
7 Ibid. 
8 PIIilos., VIII. 4. 
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Finally, the God of the Valentinian Gnasis was called Bythos, the 
Depth, from Which came all the ..£ons. This was not called the Father 
until the primal Syzygy or Double. Sige (Silence), emanated in the All
Unity. This was the Noon of the Egyptians. "Thou art the First
born of the God; Thou. from Whom I came forth." "Thou art the 
One creating Himself," we read in the Book of the Dead. 

Among prayers to the Supreme Principle are to be remarked the 
mystic invocations in the Coptic MSS., brought back from Abyssinia, 
and preserved in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. and in the British 
Museum. These are treatises on the Egyptian Gnasis, and one of them 
is already in part familiar to the readers of Lucifer in the translation 
of Pis/is-Sophia. In the concluding section, the Saviour, the First Mys
tery, thus addresses the hidden "Father" in the mystic celebration of 
the initiatory rite of which a superstition remains in the "Sacrament" 
of the churches. The "prayer" is in the mystery language, untrans
lateable by the profane, and runs as follows: 

Hear me, Father, Father of all Fatherhood, Boundless Light! aec;ollo, iao, a6;, 
OUZ, psi,,6,her, 'Iz",,6ps, "opsillu:r, zag-ourl, pag-oure, nellzmomao'Iz, flepsiomaolh, 
maraclzaclz'Iza, IIz6/Jarrlzabau, '"arnacMc"an, zo1'O/(o,IIoro. leou. Sabao,".! 

The Theosophical student will at once perceive the method of 
permutation of the first mystery names, and will remember the seven, 
five, and three vowelled names used in the Secret Doc/rille. Though 
the full interpretation, however, will probably remain unknown for 
many a long year to come, from the work itself we learn: 

This is the Name of the Immortal AAA nnn,s and this is the Name of the 
Voice which is the Cause of the Motion of the Perfect Man m.B 

And again immediately following the invocation we read: 

This is the interpretation thereof: iola. the Universe has come forth; alplla, 
they shall return within; 66, there shall be an End of Ends.· 

No Kabalistic method I have yet applied for obtaining a numerical 
solution has produced any satisfactory result, except that the sum of 
the digits of the seven vowelled name is seven, and the sum of the 
whole invocation is likewise seven. The work has all to be done, and 
though no Theosophist has yet publicly solved the method of this 
deeply-concealed mysticism, we should bear in mind that no scholar 
has even attempted a solution other than the wildest speCUlation bred 
of a diseased philology. 

Let us next take the purely Gnostic teaching of Paul in his first 
Letter /0 the Colossians. 

! aE17&OVCII, U1CJ), 1IfIIL, CJH.a, t/ltvwfhp, 8EPvwt/l, vwt/lt8cp, CayovP"/, 7rayovp"l, n8f&Op.0.w8, 
"ct/lwp.0.w8, p.apa.xax8a, 8w{3appa{3av, 8apvaxaXltv, CopoK08opa, hov, la{3cw8. 

I "Thr Fathrr of thr P1rroma." Cf. Notice s .. " Ie Ibpy" .. s Gnostiq'le B" .. ee, M. It. Am~linran. 
p. 113· 

a Schwarte'. Pistis-Sop!tia, pal. 125. 
4 I"id., pall. 357, 358. 
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Giving thanks to the Father who fits us for a share in the Inheritance of the 
Holy in the Light; who preserved us from the Power of the Darkness, and trans
lated us into the Kingdom of the Son of his Love, in Whom we have our Redemp
tion,l the Remission of Sins, Who is the Image of God, the ID\;sible, the First
born of every Foundation. For in Him are founded all things, in the Hea,-ens and 
on Earth, visible and invisible, whether Thrones or Dominions, Rulershipst or 
Powers. All t,bings were founded through Him and for Him. And He is befOre 
all, and in Him all things unite (lit., stand together). And He is the Head of the 
Body of the Assembly"; Who is the Bebrinning'; the First-born from the Dead.' 
that He might be in all things Himself supreme. For it seemed good that all the 
FulnessG should dwell in Him.7 

The spirit and temlinology of the whole passage is entirely Gnostic, 
and can only be understood by a student of Gnosticism. The identity 
of every Soul with the Over-Soul has been, is, and will be a funda
mental doctrine of the Gnosis. The glorified Initiate, the Christ, is 
the man, who, perfected by the sufferings and consequent experience of 
many births, finally becomes at one with the Father, the World-Soul, 
from which he came forth, and at last arises from the Dead; he, indeed, 
is the first-born, the perfected, self-conscious Mind, or Man, containing 
in himself the whole Divine creation or Pleroma, for he is one with 
the Hierarchies of Spiritual Beings who gave him birth, and instead 
of being the Microcosm, as when among the Dead, has become the 
Macrocosm or the World-Soul itself. Through the power of this spiri
tual union do we win our Redemption from the bonds of matter, and 
thus attain the Remission of Sins, which, according to the wise Gnos
tics, was in the hand of the last and supreme Mystery alone, our own 
Higher Self, that which is at the same time our Judge and Sa\;our, 
sending forth the Sons of its Love, all Rays of the great Ocean of Com
passion, into the Darkness of Matter, that Matter may become self
conscious and so perfected. In plainer words, these Rays are each the 
Higher Ego in every child of the Man (Anthropos), proceeding from 
their Divine Source, Buddhi, itself that Ocean of Love and Compas
sion which is the Veil of the Innominable and Incognizable Atma. 

It must not, however, be supposed that such ideas were foreign to 
the greater minds of Greece and Rome. As has already been said, all 
that can be attempted in these pape~ is to select a few passages here 
and there. Pythagoras and Plato, and the Neo-Platonic and Neo
Pythagorean writers can supply us with innumerable quotations, but 
as already much has been given from their works in our Theosophical 
writings, it will be sufficient to acknowledge the deep debt of gratitude 

I The Authorized Version adds" through his blood," but this is not In the original. 
S A "chai, .. Beginnings," a Hierarchy of -Eons. the same tenn as is used in the opening words of 

the Go.~l Qct:01'ding to Joh", "In the Beginning waS the Word." 
8 Ecclesia, one of the .Eons. 
, A "ch~, the Prilll/eVal .Eon. 
a The uninitiated. 
8 l'fn-6",a, the totality of the A!;ons, the synthesis of their Hirrarchies. Cf, Epiphanius, Ad .. _ 

H_. I. iii. 4, who shows the Valentlnians quoting this text. 
7 Colossia",!. ,.-19. 
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humanity owes these great thinkers, and to show that there are other 
less known philosophers in this cOllnection who can yield us evidence. 
For instance, Xenophanes, the principal leader of the Eleatic sect,l 
described God as a Great Being, incomprehensible, 

Incorporeal in substance, and figure globular; and in no respect similar to 
man. That He is all sight and hearing, but does not breathe. That He is all . 
things; the Mind and \Visdom; not generate but eternal, impassible -and immu· 
table." 

Lucian also makes Cato say: 

God makes Himself known to all the world; He fills up the whole circle of the 
Universe, but makes His particular abode in the centre, which is the Soul of the 
Just.' 

Nor were these philosophical concepts evolved by .. civilization," 
for we find the same ideas again and again reiterated in the .. Orphic 
Fragments," which must be given an antiquity at least contempora
neous with the Trojan \Var period. Let me here attempt a translation 
of one of these hymns. 

Zeus is the first. Zeus that rules the thunder is the last. Zeus is the beginning 
(lit., head). Zeus the middle. From Zeus were all things made. Zeus is male. 
Zeus, the imperishable, is a maid. Zeus is the foundation of the Earth and starry 
Heaven. Zeus is the Breath (Air) of all. Zeus the whirl of unwearied Fire. Zeus 
is the root of the Sea (Water). Zeus is Sun and :'.Ioon. Zeus is King. Zeus Him· 
self the Supreme Parent of all. There is but One Power, One Daimon, One Great 
Chief of All. One royal frame ill which all things circle. Fire, and Water, and 
Earth, and JEther, Night and Day, and Metis (Wisdom) the first Parent, and all· 
pleasing Eros (Love). For all these are in the great body of Zeus. \Vould'st thou 
see his head and'fair f~ces? The radiant heaven, round which his golden locks of 
gleaming stars wave in the space above in all their beauty. On either side two 
golden taurine horns, the rising and the setting of the Gods, the paths of the 
celestials. His eyes the Sun and the opposing Moon; His Mind that never lies the 
imperishable kingly .tEther} 

Let us now turn to t~e lore of our Scandinavian forefathers, to the 
prose Edda, which simply repeats a still more hoary tradition lost in 
the night of time. Thus it speaks of the World-Soul, of the Supreme 
Deity and the Primordial State of the Universe: 

Gangler thus began his discourse: "Who is the first or eldest of the Gods?" 
.. In our language," replied Har, "He is called Alfadir (All. Father, or the 

Father of All); but in the old Asgard He had twelve names." 
"Where is this God?" said Gangler; "what is His power? and what hath He 

done to display His glory?" 
"He liveth," replied Har, "from all ages, He governeth all realms, and swayeth 

all things great and small." 

1 aip(O'L~-Iit., a school, a heresy; '_g_, aip(ITI~ 'EU17J'IKT], a study of Greek literature (Polyb. 
xl. 6, J). 

~ Oliver, Tlu Pyillagor,an Tria"g/~, 49. 
8 IbId., 5" 
• From the t"xt of Cory, as found in Eusebiuy, htZp. Eva ... , III, Proclus, Tim., and Aristotle, 

IkMund. 
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"He hath fonned," added Jafnhar, "heaven and earth, and the air, and all 
things thereto belonging:' 

"And what is more," continued Thridi, "He hath made man, and given him a 
soul which shall live and never perish, though the body shall have mouldered away 
or have been burned to ashes." 

.. But with what did He begin, or what was the beginning of things?" de· 
manded Gangler. 

"Hear," replied Har, "what is said in the Voluspli:1 
.. "Twas time's first dawn, 

\\'hen naught yet was, 
N or sand nor sea, 
Nor cooling wave; 
Earth was not there, 
Nor heaven above. 
:Saught save a void 
And yawning gulf."·g 

And now we have almost done with our serried ranks of witnesses; 
multitudes have not been.called into court, but are waiting if need be 
to convince the present degenerate age that man is of a divine nature 
and not a congeries of molecules. Let us, therefore, conclude our case 
by citing from mystical Mohammedan Sufiism, which will tell us why 
Allah is supreme in the hearts of so many millions of our fellow-men. 

The passionate longing for union with the World-Soul, with the 
Source of our Being, is magnificently portrayed by the mystical Persian 
poet~. Thus Jami, in his Y';sl~f'; Zlt1c.l'kka, sings: 

Dismiss every vain fancy, and abandon every doubt; 
Blend into One every spirit, and fornI, and place; 
See One-know One-speak of One-
Desire One-chant of One-and seek One.· 

And again: 
In solitude where Being signless dwelt 
And all the universe still dormant lay, 
Concealed in selflessness, One Being was, 
Exempt from "I" or "Tholl"-ness, and apart 
From all duality; Beauty Supreme, 
Unmanifest, except unto Itself 
By Its own light, yet fraught with power to chann 
The souls of all; concealed in the t.-'nseen, 
An Essence pure, unstained by aught of ill.· 

Perhaps some may be surprised that I have omitted from the 
numerous citations already adduced any reference to Buddhism. I 
have done so, not because the idea of the World-Soul is absent from 

1 The VOIu or Volo-spa, meaning "The Song of the Prophetess," is a kind of sibylline song con
taining the whole system of SCandinavian mythology. 

9 From I. A. Blackwell'. translation, appended to Bishop ~rcy's translation of M. Mallet'. 
Nortlur .. A .. tiq.u"tou, Bohn's Edition, pp. 400, 40'. 

s Religiou. Sy.t~".. of tlte World, Art., "Sikhism," p. 306 . 
• Ibid., p. 3.8. 
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that system, but because, for the most part, it is difficult to find therein 
anything in the nature of prayers or ado'ration to a Supreme Principle. 
The protest of Gautama against the externalization of the Divine was 
so strong, that his followers, as it seems to me, have in course of time 
leaned to extremes, and preferred to express their aspirations rather in 
terms of denial of material qualities than in positive terms of definition 
of spiritual attributes. But what after all is Nirvana but a synonym of 
the World-Soul? And this is well shown by the more transcendent 
term Paranjrvana, which provides for infinite extension of the concept. 

'The word llir-vana means literally .. blown out," .. extinguished," 
as of a fire; but it also means "tamed," as, for instance, a-1zin!alla, used 
of an elephant, not tamed, or one just caught or wild. There is no 
doubt whatever that the term describes a state ill which the lower 
nature is entirely tamed, though it is to be regretted that a more 
positive teaching does not obtain in the so-called Southern Church of 
Buddhism. Its greatest metaphysicians, however, declare that the 
state of Nirvana is of such a nature that no words can even hint at its 
reality, much less describe it, and that it is not wise to inculcate 
material ideas, however lofty, in the minds of the people. Therefore 
it is that in exoteric Buddhism we are met with such apparently self
contradictory statements as: 

They who, by steadfast mind, have become .exempt from evil desire, and well
trained in the teachings of Gautama; they, having obtained the fruit of the fourth 
Path, and immersed themselves in that ambrosia, have received without price, and 
are in the enjoyment of :-:in'ana. Their old Karma is exhausted, no new Karma is 
being produced: their hearts are free from the longing after future life; the cause 
of their existence being destroyed, and no new yearnings springing up within them, 
they, the wise, are extinguished like this lamp.l 

One naturally asks: If they are extinguished, how can they enjoy 
Nirvana? But such contradictions are the lot of all exoteric presenta
tions of religion, and in fact, it seems to be in the nature of things that 
Truth can only be stated in a paradox. Nothing but a study of Eso
tericism will reconcile the exoteric systems with each other and with 
themselves; nor will anything else persuade an orthodox Buddhist 
that there is salvation without the "teachings of Gautama," or a Brah
man without the Vedas, or a Christian without the Biblt'. How different 
is the spirit that animates some among the Lamas, who consider it a 
sin, not only to say, but even to think that their religion is superior to 
that-of any other man! 

Let me then venture on a positive exposition among all this over
cautious negation, and suggest that the Nirvanic state is the plane of 
consciousness of the World-Soul. Of course this is not orthodox 
Buddhism, either of the Northern or Southern Church, as known to us, 
but it enables us to reconcile Buddhism with the other world-systems, 

1 Ratana Sulta, 7, 14. 
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and also to see how the Esoteric teaching is the connecting link 
between all of them, and how it completes their insufficient statements. 

The" great heresy" of the Pilgrim Soul is the feeling of "separate
ness." With men, the senses, and especially the brain-mind, is that 
which keeps us from the rest, for they produce the illusion of an 
exttnlal universe, whereas it is the heart that binds us to our fellows, 
and which alone can make us one with all men and with all nature. 
And though I do not wish to fall into the error of transferring our pre
sent conditions to that of the World-Soul, and thus becoming guilty of 
materializing and anthropomorphizing that which transcends our pre
sent consciousness, still I think that the suggestion of an analogy may 
not be harmful. As in man"the head externalizes and separates, and 
the heart binds and looks within, so, I would imagine. there is an 
external state of consciousness of the "'otid-Soul and also an internal 
consciousness. Thus we find a "head-doctrine"'and a "heart-doctrine" 
in every religion, and a goal that can be reached by pursuing either. 
Niryana can be reached by two Paths. By one an external state of 
consciousness can be arrived at, .by the other a union with "all that 
lives and breathes." Of course, the external state mentioned is one 
internal and SUbjective to our present senses, but it differs from that 
full reality of the heart that beats in compassion with all hearts, just as 
the gratification of the senses and intellect differs from the calm of a 
noble soul conscious of striving for truth and purity ill the midst of the 
most unfavourable surroundings. 

Nor is the intili/ioll of the heart doctrine absent from any of the 
best religionists of to-day. The most ad\'anced thinkers of Christendom 
utterly reject the idea of an eternal joy in Heaven, spent ill vain adora
tion and inactive bliss. With true intuition they conceive that the joy 
of Heaven wopld be incomplete so long as others suffer. The grim 
Calvinism of a Tertultian who counted it one of the joys of his Heaven 
to look down upon the tortures of the damned in Hell finds approba
tion only among the ignorant. The larger minds of the Church \\;11 
have none of it. just as the true Buddhist counts the Pratyeka Buddha, 
he who obtains the Nirvana of the "eye," a symbol of spiritual selfish
Re&s. For like as the spooks in a slallec-room rejoice to masquerade as 
great characters, and call themselves Homer, and Dante. and Jesus. so 
do countless religionists love to call themselves Christians and Buddh
ists, whereas they have as little claim to the title as the irresponsible 
spooks. . 

To me, then, the attainment of Nirvana. or the" Peace of God," or 
Moksha (Liberation), or whatever name you choose to call it by, is the 
attainment of the degree of consciousness of the World-Soul. For 
although I have referred it to Heaven as an illustration. I would rather 
connote this with Svarga or Devachan, or whatever name is given to 
the state of bliss between two earth-lives. But this is not 6ecomitlg the 
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World-Soul, or a \Vorld-Soul, any more than the possession of a human 
body constitutes an entity a mall. To become the \Vorld-Soul, the 
Xin·ana of the "eye" must be renounced, just as the world of external 
sensation must be renounced to become one with the Higher Ego, who 
cO:l1ll1ands: .. Leave all that thou hast, and follow :7fc," in that "ye 
brought nothing into the world, neither shall ye take anything out." 

Nirvana must be renounced; for until every Soul of man has 
attained Nir\'Una, the \Vorld-Soul has no rest, and he who would be 
one with it must take up the burden of a like responsibility; and just 
as the Adept purifies the atoms of his body from the taint of passion 
in order to reach the knowledge of the Self, so must the Nirmanakaya 
aid in purifying the Souls, whose purifiQation will enable that \\'orld
Soul to ascend to a more glorious state of activity. And though we 
make these distinctions in order to give soine faint idea of the mystery, 
still all is the Self saerificing Itself to Itself, and selfishness and self
les~ness are words that lose their meanings in an intuition that escapes 
all words. 

But to return to exoteric Buddhism. Though there is little evi
dence of any cult of a Supreme Principle, in the ordinary sense of the 
word, in the Southern Church, in the Northern Church it is different. 
The cult of one or other of the Bodhisattvas is extensh·ely practi~d, 
if we are to depend upon the authorities; and we find prayers addressed 
to Manjushri, the personification of \VisdolTl, and to Avalokitesh\·ara, 
the "merciful protector and preserver of the world and of men," who 
are invoked and prayed to, as, for example, by Fa Hian,I j.ust as Shiva 
or Indra is worshipped by orthodox Hindlls. 

How the Esoteric interpretation throws light on the misunder
standings of the exoteric rituals, students of the Esoteric Philosophy 
know from the works of H. P. Blavatsky; and the World-Soul, Adi
Buddha, which emanates the five (according to the Esoteric Philosophy, 
seven) Dhyani Buddhas, shows the identity of conception with the 
other great religions. 

Perhaps it may also have caused surprise that the Upa11ishads ha\·e 
not been cited; but that has not been for lack of passages, for the 
whole object of these mystical scriptures is to inculcate the identity 
of man with the ALL. 

This is the key-note of the Aryan religion, and every Upanishad 
persistently reiterates it. As H. P. B., but for whose teaching these 
articles would not have been written, says in that inexhaustible store
house of instruction and information, the Sccret Doctrine: 

Not till the Unit is merged in the ALL, whether on this or any other plane, and 
Subject and Object alike vanish in the absolute negation of the Nirvdnic State 
(negation, only from ou,· plane), not until then is scaled that peak of Omniscience 
-the Knowledge of things-in-themselves; and the solution of the yet more awful 

1 O .. ddltis"" by T. W. Rhys Davids, p. 2°3. 
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riddle approache:i, before which even the highest Dhyan Chohan must bow in 
silence and ignorance-the unspeakable mystery of THAT whIch is called by the 
Ve:iantins, Parabrahman.1 

Of course this may be denied by the Theist, but remember that 
definition, even of the most metaphysical character, will land the definer 
in the most preposterous contradictions. The reader may also object; 
what does Madame Blavatsky know of the highest Dhyan Chohan 
(Spiritual Existence)? To which, if I may venture to say so, her 
reply would be, as it has been to many another question: "Thus have 
I heard." In other words, the teaching is that of those whom H. P. B. 
knew had k1zowlaige. But that is not all; for the teaching contained 
in the Secret Doe/rille was never meant to rest on mere assertion, and 
the statement above quoted finds its support in all the great world
religions, as may be amply seen even from the few quotations adduced 
in this article. 

I have also, it will be remarked. avoided any selections from the 
heterogeneous Scriptures which are now called the Old Testament, pre
ferring to give citations from the Kabalalt. Perhaps also some readers 
may be surprised that I have also refrained from gh'ing the prayer of 
Christendom from ,the Nt'll' Testammt, commonly known as the" Lord's 
Prayer." But my reason for this is that it was not a Christian prayer 
originally, but a Jewish one, and that even James, the .. brother of the 
Lord," gives a teaching directly opposed to one of its principal clauses. 
This prayer is found almost 'i.'("rbafim in the Jewish Kadish, and runs as 
follows: 

Our Father, which art in heaven. be gracious to us, 0 Lord our God; hallowed 
be Thy name; and let the remembrance of Thee be glorified in heaven abo\'e, and 
upon earth here below. Let Thy kingdom reign O\'er us, now and for ever. Thy 
holy men of old said: .. Remit and forgive unto all men whatsoever they have done 
against me." And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from the e\il thing. 
For Thine is the kingdom, and Thou shalt reign in glory, for ever and for ever 
more.' 

Moreover, if James is any authority, we find ourselves placed on 
the horns of a theological dilemma, for he says: 

Let no one, when he is tempted, say "I am tempted of the Deity": for the 
Deity cannot be tempted of e\ils, neither tempteth he any man.a 

A teaching more in harmony with the direction to "enter into tlly 
closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray to tll~v Fallzer in secret."· 
This does not mean that being in a physical closet, the prayer is thus 
"in secret." But that this prayer, or contemplation, is to be made to, 

I 1.330. 
, Gerald Massey. Tht Natural Gmtsis. II. 469. Vmsion from A Critical E.~a",;"atio .. oftlu Gos~ 

Histot")'. p. '0<). Cf, Basnage. Hist. tUsJllifs, p. 374. 
a Ja""s i. '3. The words used for tempted. etc., are all from the verb 1rf~Op.o.t., and are 

identical with the word used in the prayer as found in the texts of Matthnv (,-t. '3) and LMlI~ (xi. 4), 
viz., 1rELptUTP.6<;. 

• Mattluw vi. 6, Tq; 1ra.Tpl O'OV Tq; lv Tq; ICpV1rTq;. 
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or on, the" Father in Secret," within the" Chamber of the Heart," as 
the Greek text proves beyond any question. 

And now, in closing. let me again say that I think that both the 
belie\·ers in a Personal God and those who refuse to give any attribute 
to Deity may find some common ground of agreement in the concept 
of the \Vorld-Soul. Of course, it is only to the broad-minded that any 
appeal is made; those incrusted in the impermeable hide of an ortho
dox and m:lterialistic bigotry must be left to learn the lesson of experi
ence by some more drastic methods. 

In our days unorthodoxy is no longer a term of reproach; it has 
now securely saddled reproach on the back of orthodoxy. And for 
this desirable state of affairs we owe many thanks to fearless free 
thought, to the unwinking scrutiny of scientific observation. and the 
logic of scientific methods. But the pendulum begins to swing to the 
extreme. and it is time to protest against freedom developing into 
licence. and the newly-fashioned idols of orthodox science being sub
stituted for the crumbling idols of orthodox religion. Religious 
thinkers are beginning to broaden in every direction. and though 
Churchmen still hold persistently to the term "Personal" God, which 
owes its genesis to an ignorant blunder, they will. under pressure, so 
sublimate the concept that it is easy to perceive that the words have no 
longer for them their just meaning. and that for some reason best 
known to themselves, or for some undefined fear, or conservath'e policy, 
they prefer to call white black. The Theist contends that men must 
have something to lean on, and that to take away the personality of 
Deity would be to destroy the hope of the Christian world. But why 
so? Is there not a Christ in every man to lean upon? Nay, is not the 
Christ the very ~fa" himself, if he would but know Himself? What 
more is requisite? 

But the orthodox world has so long been reciting invocations to 
Jehovah that they have forgotten the teachings of their Founder who 
spoke of the" Father in Secret" -no new teaching, as the above quota
tions amply prove, but a repetition of the old. old mystery. And yet 
the more advanced Christians are almost invariably ashamed of 
Jehovah and do not care to have his exploits referred to. They try to 
explain it by airily referring to a partial revelation to the Jews. pre
luding a full revelation to themselves. If you refer to the injustice of 
leaving other world-religions out in the cold. they generally maintain 
a freezing silence and regard you henceforward as a dangerous dis
turber of the public morals. Or they will talk of monotheism and 
polytheism, and beg the question by assuming that Judaism, in its 
present dead-letter orthodox garb, is monotheism, whereas in reality it 
should rather be called monolatry. 

No doubt some who read this and call themselves Christians, will 
see here an additional reason for condemning Theosophical writers as 
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anti-Christian, and in disgust will inform their friends that Theo
sophy is an enemy of Christ and a child of that interesting creation 
of the human brain which is called the Devil. And perhaps they 
are partially right from their own point of view, for it certainly is 
destructh'e of tkeir dogmas and superstitions; but whether such 
dogmas and superstitions were taught by the Christ is another question. 
The Theosophist thinks that no Christ ever promulgated such un
Christlike dogmas, and so claims that he is not anti-Christian. Let 
the future judge between us! 

But equally so is Theosophy destructive of dogmas and super
stitions in Brahmanism, or Buddhism, or Taoism, or Mohammedanism, 
and so to the bigoted extemalist of each of these religions it must be 
anti-Brahmanical, anti-Buddhistic. and so on. \Vhereas the Theo
sophist claims that he is not really an enemy of any religion, but, on 
the contrary, as true a believer as any of such religionists. 

In such a pitiable state of affairs, our task should be to bring once 
more to the sight of men the old ideals of Humanity, trusting that the 
memory of the past may come back once more, and that all men, with
out distinction of race, caste, creed or sex, may recognize a common 
possession in them. And may they weld us together in those bonds of 
hamlony and brotherhood which ha\·e only been loosed by licence, and 
which freedom will once more place on our willing hands! 

G. R. S. MEAD, F.T.S. 

llasubrbam,lnmtil; Dr, the 9lebitntwn of ilasubeba. 
Translated by T1co Members of tke Kumbako7lam T.S. 

(C0711i1Iued from p. II;.) 

VARUNAKA v. 

IN the preceding chapter it was stated that the miseries of Atma are 
merely the results of its association with body and that the body 

arose through Karmas. Please explain what Karma is. How many 
kinds of Karma are there? (This question is put by the disciple to the 
Guru.) 

Kamla is of three sorts, the virtuous, the sinful and the mixed. 
The (subtle) bodies of Devas (Celestials) and others are due to virtuous 
Karmas; the bodies of beasts, etc., are due to sinful Karmas, while the 
bodies of men, etc., are due to mixed Karmas (viz., virtuous and sinful). 
The above-mentioned three Karmas have each the three subdivisions 
of the transcendent, the middling and the lowest. Thus through these 
manifold varieties of Karmas have arisen multiform differences of births. 
Thus the bodies of Hiranyagarbha (Brahma in the subtle body) and 
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others are the products of transcendently good Karmas, those of Indra, 
etc., are of middling good Karmas, and those ofI Yakshas, Rakshasas, 
Pishachas, etc. (all evil spirits), of the lowest good Karmas. All 
objects which cause injury to others, such as thorny or poisonous 
trees, etc., and tigers, scorpions. owls, etc., are the results of trans
cendently sinful Karmas. The trees and plants that are serviceable to 
humanity, for the flowers, leaves and fruits they yield-such as jack
trees, mango-trees, cocoa-trees, etc., as also domestic country pigs, 
buffaloes, asses, camels, etc., are the results of middling sinful Karmas. 
(The tree) ficus religiosa, holy basil, etc., as also cows, horses, etc., are 
the results of ordinary sinful Karmas. In this world the bodies of men, 
which are the mediums of emancipation embodied or disembodied to 
Jivas (Egos) through the following (six stages) in their gradual order, 
(viz.), the performance of Karmas without being actuated by the fruits 
thereof, the four means of emancipation, the acquisition of a good 
spiritual preceptor, the hearing of religious discourses, reflection 
thereon and the spiritual wisdom of Atma, are the products of trans
cendent mixed Karmas. The bodies of men, which are conducive to 
the performance of Karmas pertaining to the different orders of life 
actuated by the fruits of such Karmas, are the results of middling 
mixed Karmas. The bodies of ChandiHa,2 Pulkasa, Kirata, Yavana and 
others are the results of the lowest mixed Karnlas. Therefore it is the 
firmly settled doctrine of Vedanta that a true discriminator (of Atma\ 
should endeavour to attain emancipation alone, through proper enquiry 
into the comparative merits of the results of Karma, and through the 
performance of the functions of the order of life and caste to which 
he belongs, ascribing all acts of his to ishvara without desiring the 
fruits thereof, iu order that he may secure for himself in the human 
birth the result (viz., body) of a transcendently mixed Karma. 

Then by what are these Karmas performed? It should be known 
that they are performed by the three organs (viz., mind, speech, and 
body). We see clearly from the experience of. men in this world, from 
such sentences as, "I do, I am the actor," that Atma (the Ego), which 
identifies itself with the body is denoted by the term" 1." Therefore 
agency should be attributed to Atma (the Ego); while so, how is it that 
agency is attributed to the three organs? Atma is (according to the 
Shrutis) changeless, action less and differenceless in itself Therefore 
agency cannot be attributed to Atma. But then Atma appears to be 
the agent and no other agent than Atma is found. It should be known 
that the agency which is found in Atma arises only through illusion 
but is not natural to it. But if it is natural to it, all efforts made by 
men-(who do so, believing in the words of the sacred books which 

1 These and other statements of this author as regards birth • .-tc., may not be acquiesced in by 
some. 

S ChandAla-low caste men arising from a Brahman mother and Shlldra father. Pulkasa is also a 
low caste man. Kirata-a low cast., mountainCtt. Yavana is a foreigner, SlIch as Europeans, .,tc. 

4 
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say): "The false notion of agency in me (Atma) should be expunged 
through Vedantic study. If not freed from it the trammels of the cycle 
of birth and death will never cease"-(all such efforts) will prove 
abortive. Granted that agency is natural to Atma, why does not that 
(agency) perish through 'one's ardent efforts? As that which is natural 
implies one's own reality, no one will endea,·our to annihilate his own 
reality. And where there is annihilation who will attain the desired 
end of human life? But if we deny embodied emancipation devoid of 
all agency then all the established practices of Vedanta, such as master 
and disciple, etc., will have to be knocked down. Moreover, there wiIl 
arise a conflict with the Shrutis which say that .. It (Atma) is partless, 
actionless, quiescent, faultless, stainless, witness, knower, absolute and 
gunaless." . In Sushupti (dreamless sleeping state) though Atma exists 
there. is no agency found in it. If agency were natural to Atma it 
should be found also in Sushupti, like the heat in fire. But such is not 
the case. Therefore agency is not natural to Atma. There is another 
view which can be taken with reference to this, and that is this: car· 
penters and other artisans are the agents (of the works turned out by 
them); yet in the absence of their implements they do not appear as 
such. So in Sushupti Atma may be really an agent and yet may not 
manifest itself as an agent on account of the absence of the organs 
(viz., the implements). But it is not so, for in the state of habitual 
silence (observed by Yogis),! Atma does not manifest itself as an agent 
even though it is associated with the internal organs. Therefore 
agency is not natural to Atma. 

Then what? It is only Adhyasika (superimposition, or illL1SQry 
attribution). What is Adhyasika? It is the attribution of the pre>per
ties of one to another. To a person moving in a boat in the river, the 
trees on its bank appear to move, then the mobility of the boat is 
ascribed to the trees and the immobility of the trees is ascribed to the 
boat; so all the actions of the three organs are attributed to Atma, and 
the non-action of Atma is attributed to the three organs. This is only 
due to Aji'lana (non-wisdom or ignorance). Therefore it should be 
known that the attribute of agency to Atma is merely the result of 
delusion. 

(Then comes the question) how do you postulate agency to the 
three organs, while the three organs themselves are only inert? If 
the three organs are themselves agents, then will they not require other 
organs to make them act? Just as the non-sentient Vayu (air) and 
water act as agents without the aid of any others in rooting up trees 
and carrying them to a distance, so these organs may act as agents 
without the aid of other organs. 

Now to the Karmas (actions) performed by these three organs 
(viz., mind, dk and body). Thought tending to the good of a~ 

1 We have in.tances of such Yoci- in this vet')' town of Kumbakonam, Madraa Pn:sideuQ' 
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thought tending to no good or evil, or neutral thought of the higher 
world, and thought of indifference to sensual objects, devotion and 
spiritual wisdom-all these thoughts of the mind are Karmas of the 
virtuous class. Thought of attachment towards material objects, 
thought of injury to others, the ascription bf fallibility to the Vedas, 
and the denial of the existence of virtue or non-virtue-all these 
thoughts of th~ mind are Karmas of the sinful class. Thoughts 
tending to the good (of all), thoughts neutral, and tboughts of vir
tuous actions practised by a man along with the thoughts of sensual 
objects, etc., constitute Karmas of a mixed character. The daily 
recitation of the Vedas,. the study of holy books, the. recitation of 
(Bhaga7Jad) Gila and Sahasranaman (the book of the thousand names 
of Vishnu), the uttering of mantras such as Panchakshara (the five 
lettered "Om Sidaya Namah") and others, the singing aloud of the 
names (and stories) of the Lord, words of counsel and assistance to 
others, words of truth, mild words and being willing to speak first (or 
polite words)-all these actions of speech pertain to Karmas of the 
virtuous class. Scoffing at Vedas and Devatas (Deities), untrue words, 
tale-bearing, harsh words and light words-all these actions of speech 
pertain to Karmas of the sinful class. The virtuous words used during 
the recitation of the Vedas and the worship of the Deities, etc., of the 
first class along with defamatory, untrue, light and vulgar words of the 
second class, pertain to Karmas of the mixed class of speech. Bathing 
in sacred places, prostrations to Guru and Gods, worship of Devas 
(celestial beings), circumambulation (of sacred places), the visiting of 
the virtuous, gifts, going about for the benefit of the world, and such 
like acts, pertain to the body and are of the virtuous class. Causing 
injury to others, sexual cohabitation with the wives of others, theft, 
association with the wicked and other like acts of the body belong to 
the sinful class. Causing injury to any, not to feed Brahmans (or 
others), easing persons of their property to meet the cost of building 
a temple, refraining from paying the wages of servants employed in a 
watershed, and such like bodily acts of virtue and vice blended to
gether, belong to the mixed class. Thus all these three classes of 
Karmas should be thoroughly enquired into. 

What are the fruits of such an enquiry? 
They are (two, viz.), primary and secondary. As stated above, the 

three kinds of Karmas are performed by the three organs alone. As 
Atma is, like Akasha, unattached (to any thing), impartite and of the 
nature of the all-full Absolute Consciousness it cannot be (and is not) 
the author of any Karmas. The term Atma is applied to it through (its 
attributes of) "pervading everyw~ere, cognizing all, enjoying all objects 
in the universe and existing eternally." As such a signification has been 
attached to the term Atma, no Karma will affect "me (Atma) who am 
of the nature of Chidakasha (one Akasha or ocean of consciousness): 

II 
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Having known thus and abandoning all doubts one should hold firmly 
to the self-cog"nition (of Atma). This is the primary fruit. E\'en 
after the attainment of Brahmajliana (~piritual wisdom of Brahma) 
one should make his three organs to be fixed firmly· on virtuous 
Karmas. Should that not be fea:-;ihle for him, he should at least 
concentrate his three organs upon mixed Karmas: but on no :lccount 
should he concentrate them on the sinful ones. Su~h a person who 
concentrates thus (on mixed Karma:-;) reaps the secondary fruits. To 
the rearer of a plantain-tree, its fruits are the primary results. while its 
leaves and flowers are only secondary. Thus it should bl: understood 
that the abo\'e mentioned two are the results which flow from a dis
crimination of the Karmas performed by the three organs. 

But then it may ue said that whereas it is conclusi\'ely laid down 
(in book~) that a spiritually wi~e man i~, like water on a lotus leaf, 
unaffected by Karmas, that there are nQ mandatory or prohibitory ntles 
dictated in his case, that he is not an actor but is only a witness to such 
actions, and that he had done all that should be done, it is wrong to 
dictate to such a person the performance of \'irtuous actions like an 
Ajliani (a worldly man). True, no doubt, he is one that has done what 
ought to be done by a spiritually wise man. ~Ioreover. too, he is not 
an actor. There is no doubt about it. But then there are four classes 
of such men (called) Brahmadda,l Brahma\·id\,ara. Brahma\'idvarlya, 
and Brahma\·id\·arishta. Of these it is only the last that attains a dis
embodied sah·ation. It is he alone that is de\'oid of all Karmas. To 
him there are no rules mandatory or prohibitory. \Vhile so, though 
in the case of the other three classes of persons. no ordinances pro
hibitory or othen\'ise need be laid down by \'irtue of their excessive 
spiritual wisdom, yet it is stated that they should follow virtuous 
Karmas for the benefit of the world, as they ha\'e to li\'e in the world. 
and are not devoid of Karmas. But then it cannot be really said to be 
compUlsory in their case. Therefore these discriminators of Tattvas. 
living in the midst of performers of Karma, should perform Karmas 
like them. These persons should be in the midst of searchers after 
Divine Wisdom, and should inculcate, after abandoning (worldly) 
Karmas, that Brahma alone is real and all others are unreal. Re
turning to the subject on hand, we find it is e\·ident from the fore
going that agency should be attributed to the three organs, and not 
to Atma. 

(Then we come to the question) do the three organs act of their 
own accord, or are they made to act through other things? On enquiry 
we find that they are actors only through the influence of IUga and 
other desires, but 110t of their own accord; because the influence of 
Raga, etc., upon the three organs can be established through the 

1 Brahmavida is a knower of Brahma. Varisbta is the best, and Variya the better, while Vara 
is good. 
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processes of Am'aya (co-existence) and Vytreka (disjoined existence) 
(that is)-where Raga and other desires are present, there the 
actions of Karmas are present (Anvaya process), and where the 
former are absent then the latter also are absent (Vytreka process). 
Therefore we see clearly through experience, that it is only Raga, 
etc., that animate the three organs to action. But may not Atma 
be the agent, as is evident from the usage by men of such sentences 
as, .. I caused vthe pagoda to be built," and "I caused the tank 
to be dug"? No, for Atma being action less can never become the 
influencer of the KaTanas. Therefore it cannot be said that Atma 
causes the three organs to act. But then do we not find such act in 
Atma? (To this the reply is) as the red colour of Athasi flower is 
reflected in a crystal, so the actions caused by Raga, etc., are attributed 
bv delusion to Atma. Moreover, if the act of causation be inherent in 
Atma, none will endeavour to annihilate his own reality. As that 
which is natural implies one's own reality, with the destruction of that 
which is natural there will ensue the destruction of the reality itself. 
Should an Atmajtlalli (knower of Atma) be the influencer of the organs, 
then he will only be rendering nugatory the rules of the Vedas that: 
"Atma is association less, action less, and causationless." \Vere that 
causation generated (in the case of Atma) then emancipation, which 
is but the result of it, should also be generated. \Vere that so, causa
tion should manifest itself in Sushupti also. But such is not the case. 
Therefore, causation is not natural to Atma but only accidental to it. 
Then another objection presents itself. It is not right to say that 
because causation does not manifest itself into Atma in Sushupti, 
therefore Atma has it not at all. For instance, a teacher's power to 
instruct his pupils in the recitation of the Vedas, etc., is not exhibited 
in the absence of the pupils. Likewise in Sushupti, causation may not 
be found in Atma through the absence of intercommunication between 
Atma and the three organs, though such organs may exist then; but in 
the waking and the dreaming states, inasmuch as there is the connection 
subsisting between them, causation may be manifested. This view is 
not of any weight, as then causation should also manifest itself in the 
waking state of a (Yogi) person observing a vow of habitual silence and 
disconnecting himself with all Karmas, even wheh the connection of 
the organs with Atma subsists. But such is not the case. Therefore 
it (causation) should be known as only accidental (to Atma). Just as 
through superimposition (or mutual illusory attribution) the length or 
shortness of a heated iron is seen in fire, and the heat and light of fire 
in the iron, so also through ignorance the causation of Raga and other 
desires is found manifested in Atma and the non-causation of Atma in . 
Raga and others. Then how can we say that causation is due to Raga 
and other desires which are inert? Is it not absurd to say that one pot 
causes another pot to act? True ·(but we find that inert substances 
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display action in combination with others). Though fire by itself is 
action less, yet the moment it comes in contact with inert gunpowder 
which is but a compound of powdered charcoal and sulphur, it is able 
to discharge heavy shots from guns, and to speed at such a velocity as 
to destroy the fourfold armies stationed at a great distance. A dead 

. body though inert causes its relatives to perform its obsequies. Simi-
larly R~ga and other desires though inert manifest themselves as the 
causer. Then what is the meaning of the passage in the Vedas which 
says that Atm~ is latent in all and the lord of the senses? Atm~ is like 
the sun which by its presence conduces to the commission of good and 
bad Karmas by men in this world. Now, as the sun by its presence is 
the cause of the Karmas of all creatures, so also Atm~ may be connected 
with the fruits of good and bad Karmas. (In the former instance) 
though the sun is conducive to the commission of Karmas yet it is 
never affected by them. So also is Atm~. As a magnet, though it 
conduces by its very presence (to the attraction of iron to itself) yet is 
not itself affected by the action of the iron, so also Atm~ is not affected 
by the Karmas of creatures. Therefore there is nothing to mar the 
attributes of the changelessness and the stainlessness of Atm~ (as said 
in the books). 

Now even to persons who bave had the benefit of initiation by a 
Guru into the all-important reality of Atm~, no firmness of conviction 
takes,place through the three obstacles (of thought). They are Sam
shya-bavana (doubt), Asambavana (impossibility of thought) and Vipa
rltha-bavana (false thought). The first is the doubt arising in the 
mind whether Atm~ as taught by the Rig Vedas is one or many, like 
the holy thread, marriage and other religious ceremonies ordained in 
the Rig Vedas to be performed in different ways. Such a doubt is 
cleared through Shr~vana (the hearing) of the real meaning of all 
Vedantas. The second is that state of mind in which a person-though 
he is convinced through Shr~vana (hearing, etc., the first stage) that 
the Vedic authorities (amidst their many statements) say conclusively 
that-" All Veda1ztas point to the one non-dual Brahma"-still enter
tains a doubt as to the impossibility of the non-dual state inasmuch 
as the Egos, Ishvara and the universe do plainly appear to be separate. 
This is rooted up through Manana (reflection of the second mind) 
upon the phenomena of dreams and such like. The third is that 
state of mind in which a person even after undergoing through the 
above first and second processes of Shr~vana and Manana, yet fancies 
as real the whole universe which has been generated only through the 
affinities of the beginningless Avidy~. The third kind of thought is 
removed by Nidhity~sana-an uninterrupted current of deep Sam!dhi 
(trance) wherein the mind is en rapport with the one Brahma. Thus, 
if these three impediments be not removed, all the fire of (spiritual) 
wisdom in us will not be able to burn even in the slightest degree the 
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Aji\ana (or Avidya), and its effects (in us), just as fire when its func
tions are arrested by such obstacles as magical stones, incantations, 
etc., is not able to burn even a straw. But, as stated above, if these 
impediments are removed, then there arises at once (in the fire of 
wisdom) the power to burn Avidya (or Aji\ana), and its effects like the 
fire which burns the straw. 

Again there is a passage which runs thus l : "In the determination 
of the real import (or aim and object) there should be the six signs 
(or characteristics that should be observed)-Upakrama-Upasamhara, 
Abhyasa, Apurvata, Phala, Arthavada and Upapatti." According to 
this, these six characteristics should be strictly observed in the deter
mination of the real import (of Brahma). 

i. Upakrama-Upasamhara (as is the beginning so the end). The 
sixth Adhyaya (chapter) of Chlzc;,zdoK)'a- Upanishad begins (with 
Brahma) thus: "At first the universe was Sat (Be-ness) only. It was 
one without a second," and ends with the same partless and absolute 
essence (viz., Brahma) thus: "All this universe has this (Brahma) only 
as its Atma (self). This only is Truth." This is the sign of Upa
krama-Upasamhara (viz., that it should end in the same principle from 
which it began). 

ii. The holy sentence, "Tattvamasi" (that art thou) 'recurs nine 
times (in the same Upanishad). Such a recurrence when repeated 
over and over is Abhyasa (exercise). 

iii. That the one partless and absolute essence (Brahma) is not 
subject to the evidence of perception, etc. (viz., inference and Vedic 
hooks), is Apurvata (one having none before it). 

iv. In accordance with the Vedic passage, which says: "It (salva
tion) recedes (from him) so long as he is not released (from body), 
then (viz., if released) he gets it," the disembodied emancipation which 
accrues to one who has attained the one partless and absolu~e essence
wisdom after the destruction of the Prarabdha Karma (or past Karma 
now enjoyed) is Phala (the fruits). 

v. The fifth is Arthavada (the speaking or giving out the sub
stance or meaning). It is of ~ven kinds-Shrishti (creation), Sthiti 
(preservation), Pralaya (deluge or destruction), Pravesha (entry), 
Samyamana (drawing in or union), Tattvam-pathartha-parichothanai 
(discrimination of the properties of tattvas) and Phala (fruits). 

The passage in the Vedas: .. From the above-mentioned Atma 
arose Aklisha," and such like are instances of the first kind referring to 
creation. 

Such passages as: "Since Akasha and others arise from Brahma, 
exist in Brahma, and are dissolved in Brahma," support the doctrine of 
tht: secondless nature of Brahma as stated in the sacred sentences, and 
clearly demonstrate the fact that Brahma alone is the cause of creation, 

I The science considered lUI a part of the V~d4s treating of six SUbjects. 
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existence and dissolution, as the pot which arises from, exists in, and is 
dissolved into earth, is identical with the earth itself. 

"It (Br~hll1a) alone ha\'ing perforated at the top of the head (of 
the Egg) at its extreme end entered within"; "HaYing e\'oh'ed it (or 
matter) (the spirit) entered within": and" I the Atma haying entered 
within as of the form of Jivas (the Egos) cause names and forms to 
shine (or manifest themseh·es)." 

These passages of the Shrutis clearly prove the fact that it is only 
Brahma that entered within as of the form of the Egos, and that 
Brahr.la and Jh'as (the Egos) are identical like a Deyadatta (the 
name of a person) who enters a honse from withont, and is the self
same personage both within and withont. Thus these are the passages 
of the S:lrutis which refer to the Pravesha (entry) of Artha\·adha. 

"He who is on the earth, he who is (latent) within the earth, he 
who cannot be cognized by the earth, he whose body is this earth and 
he who being within the earth causes it to act-he only is your Atma. 
he only is the latent one, he only is the nectar." These leading 
passages. which clear away all doubts, inasmnch as they lay down no 
difference between the canser and the caused, on account of their inti
mate identity, support the identity of the two (Jh'a and Brahma). 
Thus much with reference to the fifth. 

"This Purusha is of the forlil of the essence of food"; "He who is 
the redness of Agni;" snch passages. which enable one to discriminate 
between the properties of the several substances in this world, postulate 
the identity of Jivas and' Ishvara (or Brahma) having eliminated all 
differences between them. Thus are the Shrutis that bear upon the 
discrimination of substances. 

"A Brahmavida (a knower of Brahma) reaches Brahma"; "He 
becomes nectar"; these passages, inasmuch as they indicate the 
especial fruits of spiritual wisdom (arising in the identical Jhoa and 
ishvara. or Brahma) prove clearly their identity. These are the 
Shrutis that bear upon the fruits of Arthavada. Thus these passages 
of the 1/i'das. along with other minor ones, prove that that partless and 
absolute essence is no other than the identity of Jiva and Brahma. 
which position is fortified through the above-mentioned seven means. 
Hence the Mahavakyas (sacred sentences) should be interpreted as 
pointing only to that partless and absolute essence. 

vi. "0 thou of patience sweet, in the same way as with the same 
earth," and other such passages in the Shrutis, illustrate Upapatti 
(birth or cause). 

Thus through the above six means the understanding of the true 
object and aim of the Vedas is Shravana. 

From the foregoing investigation it is clear that the three organs 
perform their functions in the manner stated before, being prompted 
thereto by Raga and other desires. A king exults in triumph ... I 
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have won the day." appropriating to himself all share in the victory 
achieved, while, in fact, it was achieved only by his army under the 
orders of his commander-in-chief; so also Atma falsely appropriates to 
itself, through ignorance, the authorship of all Karmas done by Raga 
and other desires. Thus there is no doubt that he who comes to the 
undoubted conclusion that Atma does not act, nor causes others to act, 
is an emancipated person. 

(To be cOlltillUt·d.) 

~1t Q)utiinc of the "~tcrtt ~(lctrine." 
VII. 

Su:m.IARY. 

The Seven Rounds of the Planetary Chain. 

W E have seen how the activity of the united formative Wills of 
Humanity passed through seven modes or phases, and thereby 

generated the seven worlds of our Planetary Chain; the initial Fire. 
Air, and \Vater Planets, the Earth Planet, and the final Water, Air, and 
Fire Planets. 

After these seven phases of activity comes a period of repose; and 
this is followed by new periods of activity and repose. 

Before detailing the phases of these new periods. certain explana
tions may be entered into here. 

When Humanity is spoken of here, it does not necessarily mean 
an aggregate of hnman beings, as we know them, with a certain defi
nite organism and certain definite powers; for the human race that we 
know is only one phase, one brief day, in the whole life of Humanity. 
What is meant (in the first paragraph of this paper) by the word 
Humanity is an aggregate of souls. still hardly separated from each 
other and hardly separated from the One Divine Life; an aggregate of 
units of life, of facets of the One Infinite Life. Each of these units 
contains an almost infinite number of units of life of an inferior cate
gory, just as each sunbeam contains an almost infinite number of rays, 
harmoniously adjusted to each other and each in no way interfering 
with the perfection of the other. And as each ray of light, if traced 
backwards, is a golden pathway to the life and perfection of the sun, so 
each thrilling ray of life is a pathway to the One Infinite Life. and is, 
in reality, one with the One Life and an entrance to the entirety of the 
One Life. 
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Each unit of life, therefore, of whatever category, is in itself 
perfect and is potentially one with the One Life. The process of 
seven-formed activity which we are considering, and which finds its 
expression in the seven worlds of the Planetary Chain, is concerned 
not only with the perfecting of those particular units of life which we 
know as human souls, but is equally concerned with the higher cate
gories of units of which human souls are the manifold facets, and also 
with the lower categories of units which are the facets of human souls. 

For we have seen that the facets of the One Infinite Divine Life 
which we call human souls are grouped into aggregates of facets, which 
are in themselves perfect units; and these again into higher groups, in 
ascending degrees, of didne humanities and hierarchies. 

And, as there are higher, so there are lower units of life, each in 
itself perfect and individual, while each goes to the formation of higher 
lives-also perfect and individual. If this explanation be borne in 
mind, it will be understood that in describing the phases of active and 
passive life of any category of units, we are describing pari passu the 
active and passive life of all other units, higher or lower; but even 
while the different units are spoken of, it must be remembered that 
they are not really isolated and distinct, but are rather indivisible 
facets of One Divine Life, and are ultimately one with that One Divine 
Life. 

Again, it must be remembered that when we speak of a Fire 
Planet, the word fire does not mean the combustion with which we 
are acquainted, but rather the essence of all fire, the pure potency of 
all colours and of all forms of perception in the same phase of mani
festation as colour. The initial Fire Planet is, therefore, a shadowy 
form of hardly developed potencies, and the other planets of the chain 
are also shadowy forms, the first dim manifestations of the various 
powers of objectivity. 

As we have seen that the first phase of every potency of objectivity 
is that phase of its manifestation which corresponds to .. Fire" or 
surface-perception of spaces of objectivity, it will be evident that all 
the planets in their first phase of activity partake of the quality of 
"Fire." Consequently, while the wave of united Formative Wills 
sweeps round the dimly formed chain of planets for the first time the 
quality of "Fire" or surface-perception predominates on each world of 
the chain; so that, as it has been agreed to call this sweeping of the 
Formative Wills round the chain a Planetary Round, it may be well to 
fix the first Round in our minds by giving it the name of the initial 
Fire Round, to signify that the phase or quality of Fire predominates 
in each of the aggregates of different activities represented by the 
seven worlds of the Planetary Chain. 

It must be remembered that, as night follows day, as winter follows 
summer, as death follows life, so each period of activity, whether the 
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activity of a single world of the chain, or the activity of a Round of 
the seven worlds, is followed by a corresponding period of rest; and 
thus activity and rest alternate in every phase and manifestation of 
life. And as midnight follows midday, not directly, but through the 
gradually gathering shades of twilight, so activity passes to rest, and 
rest passes to acth"ity, by gradual shades, harmoniously gliding into 
each other. 

So that each world of the chain has its dawn, its morn and mid
day, passing again to the quiet of evening; and then comes a period of 
night between it and the succeeding world. This night is darkness as 
regards manifestation, and rest as regards differentiation; it is there
fore light for the unmanifested, and life for the undivided nature of the 
units of being. 

Thus, the initial Fire Planet has its dawn, its noontide, and its 
evening; then there is a period of night, before the activity of life 
passes to the phase of the next planet; then this, the initial Air Planet 
has its dawn, its midday, and its evening. followed by a new period of 
night. 

Then activity passes to the phase of the initial Water Planet, which 
has its dawn, its midday, and its evening, merging into a period of 
night. So with all the worlds of the chain; and then comes a period of 
night for the whole chain, bringing repose after the activities of the 
initial Fire Round. 

To this period of night follows the Second Round. in which the 
quality of "air," or capacity and depth, follows for each of the planets 
of the chain; this Round, which we may call the initial Air Round, is 
divided also by spaces of night; and, when it is finished, a greater 
period of night follows for the whole chain. 

Then follows the third, the initial Water Round, which brings to 
each planet the quality of internal or molecular growth; divided also 
by its periods of rest; and having a period of rest which divides it from 
the fourth, the Earth Round, which gives to each planet the quality of 
solidness or substance, and rigidity. 

To the Earth Round succeeds a period of rest. when the fifth, the 
final Water Round, restores the fluidity of internal growth, but with 
the added potencies gleaned from the preceding Round. 

After a period of planetary night, the sixth, or final Air Round 
succeeds, which renews the depth and expansiveness of the potencies 
harvested in the preceding Round; and to this, after a period of rest, 
succeeds the seventh, which finally crowns the work of development by 
adding the quality of .. Fire" or divine activity to the potencies already 
gleaned. Thus finishes the great week of activity, divided into seven 
days, or Planetary Rounds; and the Humanities and hierarchies have 
reached the perfection they worked for, and, once more at one with each 
other and with the divine, they rest in the fruition of perfect peace. 
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This rests lasts as long as the full period of Planetary Rounds 
lasted; and after it the Humanities and hierarchies dawn again into 
manifestation, to seek the expression of new potencies, to advance one 
step more on the ladder of infinite perfection. 

Then, when these periods are ended. they mingle, perhaps, with 
the Humanities of other ~pheres. and thus re-united, pass on ever to 
higher unity, drawing e\'er nearer and nearer to the Infinite One, which 
is, potentially, themselves. 

As far as our limited \'i5ion can pierce, however. our period of 
activity closes with the se\'enth Round, after which all the units of our 
Humanity will be united in one divine inseparable brotherhood. in full 
possession of almost infinite life; or, to speak more truly, will realize 
that they have enr been thus united, though the union may have been 
hidden under the veils and illusions of day. 

As the united Formative \Vills of Humanity. working together in 
seven modes, formed the se\'en worlds of the chain as a vehicle for 
themselves: so each minor unit forms for itself a lesser vehicle or body, 

passing, like the planets, through many phases of acth'ity and rest, of 
life and death and reno\'ation. 

Thus, through this se\'enfold and varied aggregate acthity, the 
latent powers of unmanifested divine life become manifested; the 
hidden potencies become realized, and the work of perfection goes on. 

At this point our general surver of the universal processes, as 
pictured in the Secret Doctri1le must cease; from this point we will 
be concerned, not with general activities and forees, but with the 
special activities manifested in one Round-,the fourth-and on one 
planet only of that Round, the fourth, or outermost. 

\Ve shall see the processes which we have sketched broadly. 
worked out in minute detail; while the wide, and perhaps rather 
indefinite, forces which we have dealt with will be focussed and em
bodied in the incidents of our own present life. By reducing the 
world-processes thus to familiar details, we shall gain a sense of reality 
and vividness of perception, which will enable us to pass more easily 
from the mere words and figures of a metaphysical conception to the 
ever-present and inscrutable mysteries of the universe and its life. 
Thus realizing the manifold activities indicated. we shall come to 
learn that we are actually in the presence of the divine realities that 
have been described, and actually in the company of the divine powers 
that have been indicated; and with this knowledge, we shall be able 
consciously to enter into our own heritage of the ineffable mystery 
of being. 

C. J. 
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'1Ehr Inst,lbilit~ of ~odrinal ~rarlting. 
THE sacred writings of the ancients have this in common, that they 

have all been resuscitated from a state of oblivion; and the 
traditions through which they are read in their resuscitated state are 
far more recent than the writings themseh·es. Owing to this, those 
who accept their imputed teachings, under the impression that they 
are receiving the doctrines of the original writers, are in reality adopt
ing shadowy and delusive tra"esties of the same. \Vhen the meaning 
of an ancient writing has been lost, the doctrine it was intended to 
preserve had previously passed into another form; and during this 
passage had moulded the traditional teaching, and with this the tradi
tion through which the writing is subsequently read, into another 
shape. And it was owing to this change, and through this moulding, 
that the writing had become unintelligible to those seeking a doctrine 
therein othf'r than it had been framed to transmit. And this was why 
it was gradually disregarded and even temporarily lost sight of. This 
tradition, thus evolutionally adapted to the changed form uf the 
simultaneously transformed doctrine, becomes, to those believing it 
to contain the receh'ed traditional teaching, the key to the re"interprt:
tation of the written formulary; and it is by this evoll1tional adaptation 
-which, reacting on them in a measure, modifies, and so produces a 
further evolution in their teaching-that ancient writings are made the 
bases of modern doctrines; for it has e,'er been impossible to resuscitate 
the dry bones of a dead faith. 

Under such a process remarkable changes became possible. In 
primitive times a special doctrine was often embodied in the name of 
its promoter. The patriarch Abraham was called Abram before he 
commenced his migrations-Ab (The) "Father," ram, "He exalted" 
-because he upheld the Fatherhood of God; and for this reason Jesus 
said of him that he had seen his day-foreseen or anticipated his 
doctrine. The Jews, ever seeking to glorify themselves through their 
ancestors, assumed that the patriarch had been called Abram because 
he had been exalted by God, and therefore read the name as meaning 
"Exalted father." Similarly a change in doctrinal relations, state or 
condition, was commemorated by a change in name, or the giving or 
taking of an additional name. When Abram merged his reverence for 
the Father in the worship of Jehovah, on receiving the promise that he 
should be the father of a numerous prugeny who would inherit the land 
thus assured to him, Abram, .. He exalted the Father," was changed 
into Abraham, "Father of a multitude," in which the doctrine of the 
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Fatherhood of God was supplanted by the fatherhood of promise. In 
like manner the name Sarai, "Bound of Jehovah "-with reference to 
its bearer's previous sterility-was changed into Sarah, "He hath 
loosed," after she had received the promise of offo;pring. But Sarah 
naturally and necessarily partook of the exaltation of her husband 
through her share in the fulfilment of the promise, and so, once more 
actuated by the spirit of race-glorificatioll, the Jews changed the mean
ing of the llame Sarah, .. He hath loosed," illto "Princess"; and this' 
became its traditional significance. In the same way, when Jacob, the 
"Crooked," had been challged illto Israel, the "God-straightened," 
after the patriarch, whose name it was; had been converted from his 
crooked ways, the word Israel was, for his greater exaltation and that 
of his descendants, subsequently interpreted "Prince of God" or 
"Prevailer with God"; and this became its traditional meaning. The 
conversion of Jacob took place under remarkable circumstallces. He 
had encamped for the night on the banks of the J abbok, the river bed 
of an occasional mountain torrent. Heavy rain coming on suddenly 
in the night caused him to break up his encampment and hurry his 
belongings over the river before it should be rendered impassable. In 
this he succeeded, but, being the last to cross, the torrent descended 
upon him alone, and he was almost overwhelmed by its rushing waters, 
and in his struggles therewith injured his hip. In this way he was 
brought face to face with death, face to face with God and his own 
conscience, and the unlooked-for conversion, manifested throughout 
his subsequent life, was effected. Owing to this conversion he was 
afterwards called Israel, "God-straightened," in contrast to the state 
represented by his hitherto life and name, Jacob, "Crooked"; and. 
because this conversion took place in the Jabbok, he gave the ford 
where it was effected the name Peniel, "God converted me" (afterwards 
rendered by others Penuel, "God converted him"). This conversion 
through the instrumentality of water was commemorated in the baptism 
of the Jews (until the typical baptism of Jacob was lost sight of and 
forgotten), and thus became the unrecognized precursor of the Chris
tian sacrament. In the course of time the conversion of Jacob passed 
from the field of Jewish tradition, and then the narrative in which its 
history had been recorded was, with certaill modifications and for his 
greater exaltation" read as relating the wrestling of the patriarch with 
God (through an angel in the form-not of water, but-of a man), on 
overcoming whom his Antagonist gave him the name Israel, then read 
as "God-subduer" instead of "God-subdued." 

Influenced by the same spirit of race-glorification, and under a 
similar process, the record of the obscuring of the sun (as it arose) at 
the prayer of Joshua (for a prolongation of the darkness), by the violent 
storm which assured him of Q complete victory, was subseqnently read 
as the standing still of that luminary (when about to set) at the com-
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mand of the famous leader to prolong the day. In each of these 
examples, which are significant guides to the far-reaching character of 
the processes they illustrate, and the misunderstandings they have 
produced, the written words remaining the same, a spurious tradition 
has attached to them a different sense-a sense in which their original 
significance has completely disappeared. In this way and by these 
means documentary teaching has been and is made to follow oral 
instruction; which itself reflects the changing phases of the aspirations 
of man. And yet, whenever an unbroken line of teachers can be shown 
or supposed to have existed, charged with the maintenance and delivery 
of a particular doctrine or system of teaching, it is invariably assumed, 
and always affirmed by those holding the doctrine whose integrity is 
thus ostensibly guaranteed, that the tradition thus delivered is itself 
as unbroken as is the line of transmitters to whose keeping it has been 
committed, and through whose custody it has passed; and, therefore, 
that the doctrine it inculcates remains intact, as originally formulated 
by its first promulgators. 

But this, as now appears, is a mistake, for even were the formu
laries in which it was primarily embodied continuously transmitted in 
the same words, owing to these words progressively changing their 
significance, the doctrine would itself gradually assume new meanings 
and take other shapes. This is inevitable, and is due to the innate 
differences of the individual minds of the several successive recipients 
of the formularies in which the doctrine was clothed, by which it was 
defined, and through which it was believed that its preservation was 
secured; for this formulated maintenance and preservation only holds 
good of such doctrine as can be reaffirmed by experiment and so 
practically demonstrated, all whose sole basis is authority being 
subject to change. 

This is due to the instability of the constitution of man-an in
stability of which his intellect necessarily partakes, owing to which, 
though each has a definite view of a given teaching and receives it in a 
particular sense, in no two individuals are this view and this sense 
precisely the same, and these individual differences, progressively 
multiplying their influence, induce a cumulative reaction which slowly 
changes the meanings of the words of the rigid formularies in whi~h 
the doctrine is entombed. so as to cause them to deFver the sense their 
own significance at the time imparts. All changes in speech are due 
to the cumulative action of individual differences in understanding and 
utterance. These are constantly moulding, remodelling and trans
forming every spoken tongue; changing the meaning of the words and 
the manner of their expression. And then these progressive changes, 
as their range widens in time and space, become so great that ultimately 
the language of a given people is unintelligible to those of the same 
race, while the different meanings the same words bear and transmit 
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are due to successive variations in usage. The scop::: for change in a 
given doctrine is determined by the different meanings of the ,,"ords 
through which it has been handed down, and by the varying idiotnatic 
usages of the same phras~s. 

In the Greek :Kew Testament, to go no further back than the 
witne:-:ses to the doctrines of Christianity, this scope is wide, for here. 
by way of example, the same noun means "Soul" and "Life"; the 
same verb, "To forget oneself" and "To deny oneself"; the same 
phrase, "To do violence to oneself" or "To suffer violence frutu an
.other"; and so on of all the doctrinal or distinctly theological ternlS of 
the Christian sacred writings. Hence, where Jesus is reported on a 
certain occasion to have said-with reference to the persecutions to 
which his followers were exposed and would he suhjected-" From the 
days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven suffereth 
,'iole-nce and the violent take it by force," how easy was it tor the 
organizers of Christianity to impute to him that he used tlu:se words in 
a se\'Crely ascetic sense. thereby charging his followers to do \"iolence 
to thel1lseh'es, that by this ,'iolence they might possess themseh~es of a 
kingdom otherwise to be withheld from them. So again, when on 
anoth~r occasion he is reported to ha,'e said-with reference to his 
rejection by the elders. chief priests and scribes-" If any man would 
come after me let him forget himself and take up his cross [of rejection 
from Judaism] and follow me," how ob"ious did it seem to. the asceti
cizers to interpret his words in the ascetic sense and read, "Let him 
deny himself" and so take up the cross of contradiction to nature, 
appetite and sense, And when, in continuation, he is reported to ha\"e 
said-with reference to the necessity his followers were under of re
nouncing the teaching authority of the interpreters of the Jewish law, 
than which nothing can be more terrible to the Jew, who was taught to 
regard such a course as entailing the inevitable loss of his soul-" \Vho
soever would save his soul [through Jewish teaching] shall lose it; and 
whosoever shall lose his soul [according to the Jews] for my sake and 
the Gospel's shall save it"; how certain it must have seemed to subse
quent readers of his words, even to unconscious perverters of their 
meaning, that he was speaking only of the life and the necessity of 
risking it for the truth's sake, Indeed, according to the belief of the 
founders of Christianity, this must have been the teaching of Jesus 
here, for how could he have condemned personal efforts towardS the 
saving of the soul, as the aim of individual life, and rejected such as 
devoted themselves thereunto, when the salvation of self was the 
motive set by them before all their followers as the one object of the~r 
endeavours? And yet here, as elsewhere, ill accordance with hIS 
general method, he, on a suitable occasion-an occasion whith shOWS 
that he is dealing with a vital point in his teaching, whose meaning it 
significantly illustrates and accentuates-simply enunciates a nlnda-
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mental principle for the guidance of the lives of his followers. It thus 
becomes evident that, in reading and interpreting the New Testament, 
the point of view is the arbiter throughout: so that those who realize 
that Jesus denounced all spiritual authority and rejected every super
natural or superhuman pretension, will find in this the key to the right 
interpretation of his words; while those who believe that he only 
renounced one form of ecclesiasticism to found another; that he only 
set aside one set of teachers and one method of teaching to replace 
these by others, will understand and read all his recorded sayings ill an 
ecclesiastical or ministerial sense. 

Doctrinal certitude is absolutely unattainable. Such is the teach
ing of the only safe, the natural guide here-experience. And to seek 
it is to expose oneself to the temptations set before the seeker through 
his spiritual aspirations. 

Three classes of temptations beset the spiritually aspiring man. 
He is inclined to supernaturalism, as is the magnetized needle to the 
pole. He is prone to presumption as he advances in spirituality. He 
leans on authority, on the one hand, and seeks to exercise it, on the 
other. These three classes of temptations are suggestively depicted in 
the three imputed temptations of Jesus, and ascribed to their true 
source as incentives to action. These three classes of temptation Jesus 
repels. But in repelling them as temptations he condemns and rejects 
that to which they would tempt. That is to say, he rejects super
naturalism. He rejects spiritual presumption. He rejects formal 
religious worship, spiritual authority and ecclesiastical dominion; 
and in so rejecting condemns these as training principles and 
excludes them from his teaching. But then, in virtue of this· re
jection and exclusion, in inviting his followers to follow him, he bids 
them follow him in this rejection and in this exclusion. Hence 
the true follower of Jesus rejects supernaturalism; shrinks from 
every form of presumption; and neither claims nor submits to a teach
ing authority. So effectually does he cast out these that he restricts 
his faith to a simple, unpresuming trust, satisfied that all beyond is of 
evil tendency. 

The founders of Christianity ignored the teaching thus set forth in 
the narrative of the temptation, just as they did that depicted in the 
history of the transfiguration-under which the law and the prophets 
passing away from the awe-stricken disciples left them alone with 
Jesus, and interpreted these as sanctioning the supernaturalism they 
were intended to condemn. The transformation in each of these 
instances has been so complete that the doctrines handed down and 
accepted are the exact contraries to the doctrines originally delivered 
and set forth. And yet these are believed by their holders to be one 
and the Same in each instance, the respective narratives being assumed 
to be incapable of any other than the accepted interpretation. The 
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fact is, that the conditions under which all doctrinal teaching is de
livered are such that transmutation by evolutional adaptation and 
development is the law to which imparted doc~rjne is subject-a law 
from which it cannot escape. But, if the conditions of human life are 
such that an immutable doctrine is unattainable, is it not evident that 
the doctrinal method is not a trustworthy system for the training of 
man, and therefore not the divine way of guiding him on his course 
through life? 

HENRY PRATT, M.D. 

~ht tahilosophD of tltrftd (ExpttSSwn. 
No. II. 

THE ONE LIFE. 
(Colz/h,ued from p. IJI}.j 

AND now we must go back a little to where we began to speak of 
unconscious growth, because there is a mighty truth connected 

with it, that the Student mllst never forget. This truth will become 
of inestimable comfort to him during every hour of his struggle towards 
the place where he is to feel himself conqueror of all things-disease, 
poverty and death included. 

We spoke of the amceba, the tiny drop of protoplasm in its search 
for food. This little creature had begun to speak itself into an unend
ing existence, a visible existence; it was as to its own personality pure 
intelligence, a tiny point of recognition of the one love, and it wanted 
more, wanted to recognize more. This desire ou its part iormed the 
basis of its individual growth. _ 

Now there are two factors essential to growth, these two factors 
are desire-which we call prayer-and FAITH. Desire wheu accom
panied by faith, as it always is during the period of unconscious 
growth, gets what it asks for .. Perhaps it may not always get it, in the 
limited sense of its asking, but it gets it in a higher sense. 

The amceba asks for food ostensibly; in reality it asks for more 
intelligence, a wider range of conception. It asks in faith, not yet 
having reached even the negative pole of conscious life where doubts 
of the eternal love, or God, begiu. The little creature asks in faith, 
we say, and the very universe hears its cry, and God Himself stoops 
down to put food within the folds of its frail drganism. 

Think of this; uo cry for a wider rauge of thought, for MORE 

TRUTH, was ever utter<!d in. vain. It is a demand upon the eternal 
love, the univer5al soul, that is never unanswered, and according to 
the faith we put into the askiug will the answer be prompt and full. 
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Now, while the animal is crying for bread, which means ultimately 
a more enlarged conception of love or God, we, who have reached a 
much higher plane, ask directly for that intelligence which is the only 
food that feeds us truly; and if we ask in faith it will come to us, 
because the supply is equal to the demand. 

Intelligence to comprehend more and more of love or God-this 
is all we need. For love or God is pure lift! without a flaw, it is life 
freed from all beliefs in disease and death. The more our intellects 
expand to a conception of love or God, the farther away from all our 
fears and all unpleasant beliefs we grow. Life, eternal life, opens up 
to us more and more as our power to recognize love, or God, increases. 

As we are now ascending from the animal to the spiritual plane, 
we are fed on truth. No mere physical food will nourish us on this 
high and holy plane. To be sure physical food feeds the laboratory 
or organism that generates the saving intelligence; but unless this 
intelligence is generated, we must necessarily fall into decay and die. 
The evohltion of the divine man is through the animal man. There 
can be no object in creation for the perpetuation of the animal man; 
he is simply a creature that serves as the root of the divine man; 
if the divine man never germinates in his brain, and springs upward 
to nobler uses, then he might as well die. 

And the race will continue to die just as it is doing now, unless 
redeemed' by the new thought just beginning to dawn in our minds. 

That which serves its purpose passes away. For thousands of 
years the animal man has been a perfect creature in his animal-hood. 
But because his splendid animal-hood failed to generate the thought 
that would link him CONSCIOUSLY to the source and fountain-head of 
his existence, he has died, as he ought to have done, since the world 
has nothing to gain frol1~ animal men, beyond establishing them as 
roots for the race of divine man, now about to step forth through a 
knowledge of the philosophy of being. The world has no use for un
productive seed, and it is right that they should rot in the soil if the 
vital principle that would lift them to a nobler unfoldment be wanting. 

And yet let no Student think, from what we have said, that the 
spirit of man is Ilot immortal; and that its chances are over with its 
failure to attain that consciousness of truth that would tide it over 
death, and render it immortal here in the flesh, or that would enable 
it to renew the body and hold it as long as it requires it for work here. 
There is no destruction of the spirit of man. Not only is this so, but 
the spirit is a growing thing, an ever-unfolding spirit; it was not 
created perfect at the hands of a personal God; it grows all the time 
by the recognition of more and still more truth; it has had many in
carnations upon this earth, for its beginning (so far as its personality is 
concerned) was inconceivably small, and it will keep on growing until 
the great and saving truth bursts upon it-the truth of that ripened 
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knowledge of the law of life or being, which will make it master of 
all the conditions of life, and banish disease and death for ever. 

As we have stated, the universe is one, and it is all good or God; 
note this point especially; there cannot be two universes, there is but 
one universe, and it is altogether good (or God), and so. of course. 
there is no evil in it. The belief in edl is one of the mistakes men 
have made in consequence of not knowing the law, not knowing that 
all is good. and that evil is an impossibility. 

If man had been projected perfect from the hands of God. he would 
have known all truth, and there would have been no further growth for 
him, for all growth is by learning tntth; in a world of pure mind all 
growth is by the acquisition of intelligence. and if he had been a full 
grown, or unfolded. spirit when created, he would have manifested all 
wisd0111 and embodied it. 

But instead of this. he was expressed as the tiniest and feeblest 
spark of intelligence imaginable at first. and his intelligence has con
stantly increased: and as It increased he took a wider and still wider 
view of creation, until now he begins to see that all is good. and always 
has been. only he did not know it. He begins to perceive that God is. 
that no man and no power ever added to God. or have taken anything 
away from Him, and that all creatures were great or small in proportion 
as they could see this mighty truth. 

For though God is for ever unchanged. yet man changes con
tinually, and this, too, in spite of the fact that God and man are one. 

Take this sentence from' man's point of view, and it will read this 
way: Man enlarges by learning more and more of the greatness and 
unchanging goodness of the spirit within him. For God-the love 
principle-is the spirit in every man, and so mighty is this spirit that 
all through eternity men will never be able to measure it, and the 
constantly-increasing recognition of its greatness will be the means of 
our growth, and the only means of growth we will ever ha\·e. The 
attempt to measure God gives man his own measure, for God and man 
are one; and since man's appropriation of God-the eternal love-is 
only by his recognition of Him, it therefore follows that no one can 
rob another of his inexhaustible inheritance. And it is because all 
growth is by the acquirement of knowledge or the recognition of God 
(good) that we are able to state with absolute certainty that the supply 
is equal to the demand. 

On the so-called physical plane (although there is no such plane 
and never has been), this was not so. That it was not so was the natural 
sequence of our mistake in thinking that there was a limit to good, or, 
in other words. that evil had an existence. 

It will be seen farther on that man creates his own conditions, and 
that he has affixed his own limitations by his own mistaken beliefs, 
and that this is why-on the so-called physical plane, the supply was 
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not equal to the demand, in consequence of which some men throve 
abundantly at the expense of other men, and much poverty abounded, 
and great sorrow; all of which will cease so soon as men learn that they 
are mental or spiritual creatures, and not material, and that the acquisi
tion of mental wealth-recognition of the law of God, or good-is the 
only thing that can enrich them, and that they can acquire these riches 
without defrauding anyone, since the source of supply to this kind of 
wealth is inexhaustible; and this is the wealth, too, that will bring its 
possessor such magnificent surroundings as he can never acquire while 
living in a belief of the physical with its limiting ideas, and its false 
and foolish laws called the" laws of causation." 

For the time has come-so long prophesied in history-when the 
race should banish death from this planet, and by a deeper understand
ing of truth should build it into an abode for deathless creatures. 

To bring this about will not necessitate any combination of men 
united in an organized effort to overthrow the present monopolistic sys
tems; all such efforts, while they are natural and manly on the plane of 
their operation-namely, the animal plane-are circumferenced by, and 
included in, the one effort of the day-the intellectual effort to grasp 
the greatest of all truths, that all is GOOD or GOD NOW, and that heaven 
or harmony is already with us, even though we do not as yet see it. 

Anything more logically conclusive than the facts we are now 
stating has never been spoken or written, and the Student will see this, 
and see it in so strong and clear a light that no power can ever shake 
his, faith in them. For heaven is indeed here. All there is of personal 
life is in this seeing. That men do not see this heaven we speak of is 
because they have been seeing from a negative standpoint, and what 
they have seen has been not the truth but the denial of truth. They 
have seen evil where there was no evil; they have believed themselves 
to be citizens of a material or physical world, with a set of narrow laws 
beyond which their thoughts could not go, and thus imprisoned in the 
gloomiest prison home of self-delusion, they have made no effort to 
look beyond, and consequently the light of this outer and most glorious 
day is as darkness to them. Man believes in the existence of evil, and 
thus has become faithless of GOOD, and the power of good, and so, in 
his darkened intelligence-and only in his darkened intelligence-the 
universe is divided into two parts, it is diverse to him, and its harmony 
is lost to his perception. It is because man has so divided the universe 
in his thought, the power to think being his own power, that we see 
the appearance of sin, sickness and death, and they seem very real to 
us indeed while we remain imprisoned in a belief of physical laws, 
before we have ascended to the freedom of the spiritual or mental, and 
before the understanding of the law of being shows their falsity. 

It is because of these ignorant beliefs that life is called a battle
ground where each step, as we advance, is supposed to be a warfare, or 
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through warfare, and these ignorant beliefs alone produce all the world's 
so-called inharmonies. 

When by ascension from a belief in the material with its limiting 
laws, we shall truly know the universe is ONE, is all pure LOVE, whose 
only law is the law of attraction-thus banishing for ever all idea of 
force-there will be no longer any basis for inharnlOny in thought or 
belief, and those beliefs (or conditions) callt!d sin, sickness and death, 
will dissolve and show themselves no more. 

Now the race, not knowing that it is pure intelligence, and that for 
this reason its beliefs are its conditions; not knowing that there is no 
law but the law of attraction which is the law of love; being ignorant 
of the fact that the universe is ONE, and believing. from the negative 
pole of existence. such beliefs as are based on fear, has projected a 
thousand false beliefs concerning itself, and is to all appearance. as 
seen from this plane, externalizing these belief.<; in its experience. 

\Vhen we say that the race is externalizing these beliefs in appear
ance only, we state the entire condition of the race to-day. Men are 
living mistakes almost entirely, and it is time they should understand 
the truth, and begin to live it; the truth being that in a universe of 
love there is nothing to fear. 

Fear is the result of ignorance, it is the result of not knowing that 
all is good or God. and not trusting unreservedly to this great fact. It 
will be seen from this how utterly basel~ss our position to-day is in the 
world. We are living in beliefs based 011 a false foundation. Because 
we are all mind or spirit, and our beliefs are our conditions. 

That our present beliefs are untrue is proved by the fact that all 
is love, or God, and that the kingdom of love, or God. is not divided 
against itself, but is a unit. Living these beliefs. we are living an 
utterly false life, living as it were in a nightmare of fear. a dream from 
which we shall presently awaken to find ourselves housed in love, and 
under no law but the law of attraction. The law of attraction, being 
what its name implies, is purely an attractive power; as an attractive 
power it cannot bring us anything but that which we desire, and as we 
desire only good, or God, that being the object all desire, and there 
being nothing else to attract us in the universe of ALL GOOD, the idea 
of evil is utterly annihilated. 

In reality evil has no existence. no law, and we have no cause for 
fear; and as we advance in a knowledge of the possibility of good. now' 
latent within us, we will see that the old beliefs are utterly ground
less, we will see that God, or good, is ALL IN ALL, and that we are 
expressions of it. 

MARIE, 

Coullless tif Caithness and Duchcsse de Pomar. 

(To be continued.) 
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~~-inccttnntUm. 
(Continued from p. 154.) 

THE OBJECT OF REINCARNATION. 

W E have already seen generally that the object of ReIncarnation 
is to train the Animal-Man until it becomes the perfect instru

ment of the Divine, and that the agent in this training is the ReIncar
nating Ego. Let us briefly trace the road by which this goal is 
reached. 

When the Manasaputra come down to ensoul the Animal-Man, 
their habitation is of matter that has not yet reached its maximum 
of density. The Thinker, working through this, produces at first what 
are called psychic qualities in contradistinction to intellectual; the 
spiritual, on its first contact with ethereal matter, translates itself into 
the psychic, and only gradually becomes intellectual, i.e., logical, 
reasoning, deliberative, by prolonged contact with matter of the denser 
type. At first intuitive, clairvoyant, communicating with its fellows 
by thought-transference, as it has to work with denser materials and 
throw their heavier particles into vibrations, intuition is transformed 
into reasoning and thought-transference into language. The process 
is best realized by conceiving of vibrations being set up in ever denser 
and denser matter, the vibrations in the less dense translating them
selves as psychic, in the more dense as rational, qualities. The psychic 
are the swifter, subtler, more direct, faculties, including clairvoyance, 
clairau4ience, lower forms of intuition, power to transmit and receive 
thought-impressions without speech; the rational are slower, and 
include all the processes of the brain-mind, their characteristic being 
deliberative reasoning, the forging of a logical chain, hammering it 
out link by link, and, as a necessary condition of this mental labour, 
the elaboration of language. When this process has been perfected, 
and the brain has reached its highest point of intellection, responding 
swiftly to the more ethereal impulses as they reach it, and at once 
translating them into their intellectual analogues, then the time has 
come for the next great step onwards, the training of the brain to 
respond directly to the subtler vibrations, and take them into brain
consciousness without the delaying process of translation. Then the 
exercise of psychic faculties becomes part of the conscious equipment of 
the developing man, and they are employed normally and without effort 
or strain, the brain-mind and the psyche thus becoming unified, and 
all psychic powers regained with the addition of the intellectual expe
rience. The temporary obscuration, due to the accretion of the densest 
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matter round the developing man, gradually diminishes as the matter 
grows ductile and translucent, and thus gross matter is "redeemed," 
i.e., trained into a perfect vehicle of manifestation for spirit. "Civili
zation has ever developed the physical and the intellectual at the cost 
of the psychic and spiritnal," 1 but ",;thout this development Animal
Man could not become Divine, the "perfect septenary being" whom it 
is the object of Reincarnation to evolve. 

In our own Aryan Race we are on the ascending arc; intellec
tuality pure and simple is reaching its highest possibilities. and on all 
sides are appearing signs of psychic activities, which, when developed 
be;'ond the intellect and not behind it, are the marks of the commencing 
triumph of the Spiritual Man. In some men of our Race this triumph 
has been consummated, and these are They who are spoken of as 
Arhats, Mahatma:;, and Masters. \Vith Them the body is the mere 
vehicle of the Spiritual Man, who is no longer cabined and confined 
by the body he inhabits, but for whom the body is the convenient 
instrument for work on the physical plane, obediently answering every 
impulse of its owner, and placing at his disposal powers and faculties 
for use in the world of gross matter otherwise unattainable by a Spiri
tual Being. A Spirit ma): be acth'e on the spiritual plane, but is sense
less on all others, being unable to act by its subtle essence on planes of 
grosser matter. A Spiritual Intelligence may be active on the spiritual 
and mental planes, but is still too subtle to work on the grosser. Only 
as by incarnation it conquers matter through matter, can it become 
active on all planes, the "perfect septenary being." This is the mean
ing of Arhatship: the Arhat is the Spiritual Intelligence that has 
conquered, subdued, and trained matter, until His body is but the 
materialized expression of Himself. 

Naturally, in such a perfected septenary being are gathered up all 
the forces of the universe. spiritual, psychic and material. As man's 
living body has in it in miniature the forces found in the physical 
universe, so, as the psychic and spiritual natures make their impulses 
felt, the forces of the psychic and spiritual universes can be brought to 
bear upon the physical. Hence the apparently "miraculous," the 
bringing about of effects the causes of which are hidden, but which are 
not therefore non-existent: just as the closing of a galvanic circuit 
may bring about an explosion many miles from the point of closure, 
so may the action of the trained will manifest itself in material pheno
mena on a plane far beneath its own. Man's ignorance makes the 
supernatural; knowledge reduces all to the natural; for Nature is but 
one aspect of the ALL, that aspect which, at the time, is in manifestation. 

The question may here arise: And this object attained, what end is 
thereby served? At this point, two Paths stretch before the triumphant 
Spiritual Man. He has touched the summit of attainment possible here 

I ~c,.et Docln"lU. Val. II. p. 3'9. 
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in this world; for further progn!3S he must pas3 on to other spheres of 
being; Nirvana lies open before him, the fulness of spiritual know
ledge, the Beatific Vision of which Christians h:we whispered, the 
peace which passeth understanding. The second Path is the Path of 
Renunciation, the voluntary acceptance of life on earth for the sake of 
service to the race, the Path of which Kwanyin said when setting 
resolute foot thereon: 

~ever will I seek. nor receive, private individual salvation-never enter into 
final peace alone; but for ever, and everywhere. will I live and strive for the 
universal redemption of every creature throughout the world.! 

The nature and purpose of this choice has been told in the Book of 
the Golden Precepts, fragments from which have been done into such 
noble English by H. P. Blavatsky. The conqueror stands triumphant; 
"his mind like a becalmed and boundless ocean, spreadeth out in 
shoreless space. He holdeth life and death in his strong hand." Then 
the question comes: 

,Vow he shall surely reach his great reward! Shall he not use the gifts which it 
confers for his own rest and bliss, his we1!-earned We:ll and glory-he, the su\>duer 
of the great Delusion? 

But' the answer rings clearly out: 

Nay, 0 thou candidate for :-;ature's hidden lore! If one would follow in the 
steps of holy Tathagata, those gifts and powers are not for self. . . Know that 
the stream of superhuman knowlerlge, and the Deva-\Visdom thou hast won. must, 
from thyself, the channel of Aldya. be poured forth into another bed. Know. 0 
Narjol, thou of the Secret Path, its pure fresh waters must be used to sweeter make 
the Ocean's bitter waves-that mighty sea of sorrow. formed of the tears of men. 
Self-doomed to live through future Kalpas, unthankerl and unperceived by man; 
wedged as a stone with countless other stones which form the "Guardian Wall." 
such is thy future if the seventh gate thou passest. Built by the hands of many 
Masters of Compassion, raised by their tortures, by their blood cemented, it shields 
mankind, since man is man, protecting it from further anll far greater misery and 
sorrow. . . . Compassion speaks aud saith: "Can there be bliss when all that 
lives must suffer? Shalt thou be saved and hear the whole world cry?" Now thou 
hast heard that which was said. Thou shalt attain the seventh step and cross the 
gate of final knowledge but only to well woe-if thou would'st be TathAgata. follow 
upon thy predecessor's steps, remain unselfish till the endless cnd. Thou art 
enlightened-Choose thy way.2 

The choice which puts Nirvana aside till the Race has reached its 
consummation is the crown of the Arhat, of the perfected man. His 
wisdom, His powers, all are thrown at the feet of Humanity, to serve it, 
help it, guide it on the path Himself has trodden. This then is the 
end that lies beyond Re'incarnation for Those whose strong souls can 
make the GREAT RENUNCIATION; They become the Saviours of the 
world, the blossom and the glory of Their Race. Re'incarnation builds 
up the perfect septenary being, but he is himself a failure, however 

! Quoted in Moncure D. Conway's Sacred A "tJoology. p. 233. 
i Voice of lhe Silence, pp. 65.68, 7'. 
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lofty, whose individual triumph does not subserve the redemption of 
Humanity as a whole. 

THE CAt'SES OF REiNCARNATION. 

The fundamental cause of Re·incarnation, as of all manifestation, is 
the desire for active life, the thirst for sentient existence. Some deep
lying essence of nature, obvious in its workings, but incomprehensible 
as to its origin and reason, manifests as the "law of periodicity." "An 
alternation such as that of Day and Night, Life and Death, Sleeping 
and \Vaking. is a fact so common. so perfectly universal and without 
exception, that it is easy to comprehend that in it we see one of the 
absolutely fundamental laws of the universe:" The ebb and flow 
everywhere, the rhythm which is the systole and diastole of the Kosmic 
Heart, is manifest on every hand. But the reason for it escapes us: 
we cannot say why things should be so; we can only see that so they 
are. And in the Esoteric Philosophy this same law is recognized as 
extending to the emanation and reabsorption of universes, the Night 
and Day of Brahma, the outbreathing and the inbreathing of the 
Great Breath. 

Hence the Hindlls bave pictured the God of Desire as the impulse 
to manifestation. .. Kama, again, is in the Rig I cda (x. 129) the 
personification of that feeling which leads and propels to creation. 
He was the firslmot'oncllt that stirred the ONE. after its manifestation 
from the purely abstract Principle, to create. 'Desire first arose in It, 
which was the primal germ of mind; and which sages, searching with 
their intellect, have discovered to be the bond which connects Entity 
with Non-Entity.'" 2 Kama is, essentially, the longing for active 
sentient existence, existence of vivid sensation, tossing turbulence of 
passionate life. When Spiritual Intelligence comes into contact with 
this thirst for sensation, its first action is to intensify it. Says the 
Stanza: "From their own cssena' Ihc.y .tilled (intensified) Ihe Kama.'" 
Thus Kama, for the individual as for the Kosmos, becomes the primary 
cause of reIncarnation, and, as Desire differentiates into desires, these 
chain down the Thinker to earth and bring him back, time after time, 
to rebirth. The Hindu and Buddhist Scriptures are filled with reitera
tions of this truth. Thus in the Bhagat·ad Gild we read: 

Those who have spiritual discrimination call him wise whose undertakings 
are all free from desire, for his actions are consumed in the fire of knowledge. He 
abandoneth the desire to see a reward for his actions, is free, contented, and upon 
nothing dependeth . . . with mind and body subdued and being above enjoy
ment from objects, doing with the body alone the acts of the body. he does not 
subject himself to rebirth .• 

So, in the Uddllavarga, a Northern Buddhist version of the 
Dkammapada, translated from the Tibetan, the same note is struck: 

1 Seeyd Doctriffe, Vol. I, p. 17. II Secrd Doctr;ffe, Vol. II. p. 176. 8 Ibid., p. 161. • Chap. iv. 
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It is hard for one who is held by the fetters of desire to free himself of them, 
says the Blessed One. The steadfast, who care not for the happiness of desires, 
cast them off, and do soon depart (to NirvAna).1 

Again and again seeking for it (existence) they again and again enter the 
womb: beings come and go; to one state of being succeeds another: It is hard to 
cast off (existence) in this world; he who has cast off lust, who has pulled up the 
seed (of existence). will no more be subject to transmigration, for he has put an 
end to lust.lI 

In the Scriptures of the Southern Buddhist Church stress is con
tinually laid 011 the same idea. The disciple is bidden not to be 
confident till he has "attained the extinction of desires," and after 
describing the way in which desires and passions tie men to earthly 
life, the Dhallllllapada proceeds: 

He who has reached the consummation, who does not trel.nhle. who is without 
thirst and without sin, he has broken all the thorns of life: this will be his last 
body. He who is without thirst and without affection, who understantis the words 
and their illterpretation, who knows the order of letters (those which are before 
and which are after) he has received his last body. he is called the great sage, the 
great man. .. I have conquered all, I know all, in all conditions of life I am free 
from taint; I have left all, and through the destruction of thirst I am free." S 

And sq there is the triumphant apostrophe, when Gautama attains 
Buddhahood: 

Looking for the maker of this tabernacle, I shall have to run through a course 
of mauy births, so long as I do not find (him); and painful is birth again and again. 
But now. maker of the tabernacle, thou hast been seen; thou shalt not make up 
this tabernacle again. All thy rafters are broken, thy ridge-pole is sundered; the 
mind, approaching the Eternal, has attained to the extinction of all desires.· 

\Vhen the nature of desire is realized by the student, he will under
stand why its destruction is necessary to the perfecting of the Spiritual 
Man. Desire must be, till the harvest of experience has been gathered, 
for only by feeqing on that harvested experience can growth be 
nourished and sustained. So while experience still is lacking, the 
thirst for it remains unslaked, and the Ego will return to earth again 
and again. But its fetters must fall off one by one as the Ego reaches 
the perfecting of its tabernacle, for desire is perso1lal alld therefore 
selfish, and when desire prompts action the purity of the action is 
tainted. The condition of Arhatship is unceasing activity without 
any personal returns; the Arhat must" give light to all, but take from 
none."~ Hence in the upward climbing, one desire after another must 
be unloosed, desire for personal enjoyment, personal pleasure, personal 
gain, personal loves, personal attainments, and, last and subtlest of all, 
desire for personal perfection, for the personal self must be lost in the 
ONE SELF, that is the SELF of all that lives. 

I Trans. by W. w. Rockhill. p. 10. 

II Ibid., p. '5. 
8 Chap. xxiv. 35'-353. 
• Chap. xi. '53, '54. 
o Vo;u 0/ lite Silence, p. 67. 
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And here two warnings against misunderstanding are necessary. 
First: personal 10\'es are not to be killed out, but are to be expanded 
till they become universal; we are not to love our dearest less, but all 
are to become dear, so that the sorrow of any child of man shall wring 
our hearts as much as that of our own child, and stir us into equal 
activity of help. Loves are to be levelled up, not down. The heart is 
not to be frozen, but to be aflame for all. The failure to realize this, 
and the tremendous difficulty of the task, when realized, have led to 
the stifling of life instead of its growth. Overflowing 10ft, not love
lessness, will sa\'e the world. The Arhat is the Ocean of Compassion; 
He is not an iceberg. 

It is easy to see why this widening out must precede the attain
ment of Arhatship, for the Arhat holds His powers for the good of all. 
and not for the ele\'ation of any particular family or nation. He is the 
Servant of Humanity, and the way to His help must be need. not kin
ship. To superhuman powers He must ueeds join superhuman impar
tiality, aud personal affection lUust never be allowed to weight the 
scale of Justice. Beyond all other men He must be a slave to duty, 
for any swaying from its line would bring about results proportionate 
to the greatness of His height. He is to be a force for good, and the 
good must flow. in the channels wbere it is most needed. not in those 
cut by personal loves or racial predilections. Hence the long train
ing, the personal asceticism. the isolation, which are the conditions 
of chelaship. 

Second: action is not to be stopped because the disciple no longer 
seeks the fruits of action as reward. "Inaction in a deed of mercy 
becomes an action in a deadly sin."1 "Shalt thou abstain from action? 
Not so shall gain thy soul her freedom. To reach Nirvana one must 
reach Self-Knowledge, and Self-Knowledge is of loving deeds the 
child."· But while action must be carried on at the full strain of 
human powers, desire for its fruit in personal satisfaction must pass 
away. A good deed must be done for the sake of its helpfulness, of its 
use to others, not for the sake of praise either of others or of self, nor 
even for the subtler longing for self-improvement. Here again the 
failure to realize the distinction between action and desire for the fruits 
of action has led to the stagnation and passivity characteristic of 
Eastern nations, since spiritual selfishness and indifference brought 011 
their decay. 

ANNI£ BESANT, F.T.S. 

(To be c01Ztinzud.j 

I Voice of llu Sile"u. p. 31. i Ibid. 
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~hoU9hts on ~rothcrhoob. 
'-.J 

SAYS an Indian poet: 

I thought thou wert mine, 

.. So beautiful were thy words • 
Our union was like the cucumber. 
Thrice separated within.! 

Now a Brotherhood like ours, to be able to stand firmly, must have 
a spiritual basis, without which it cannot endure. That spiritual basis 
must he a sincere and honest desire to serve humanity. with a growing 
love for those who work with us, Our union becomes stronger in pro
portion to our realization of this. It is not the number of persons that 
we take iuto our ranks that spreads our Brotherhood, but their true 
moth'e for joining. their power to assimilate truth, to make sacrifices, 
to work for our Cause. Persons attracted by mere curiosity soon 
become di:-;gusted; they nc\'er think of benefiting themselves or any
body else by their own efforts. but always express disappointment 
because they do not find everything according to their own foolish 
expectations. Then they begin slandering their brothers. and at last 
become our active enemies. Chaitanya Deva. the founder of the Vaish
nava sect in Bengal. would forgive everything except injuring a Vaish
nava (by slandering or otherwise); could his followers act up to the 
high ideal sct before them. th-ey would not have become so hopelessly 
degenerate in our days. A fellow of the Theosophical Society, loyal 
and true, should always think how much work he does, what sacrifice 
he makes for the cause, what opportunities he allows to slip by. Look 
at the enormous amount of work done by the Founders; they have their 
own shortcomings and weaknesses, they are but men after all; and can 
none of us do at least something in that way? Such a spiritual union 
as this, when properly guided. cannot fail to benefit humanity. 

Looking from another point of view. this spiritual union is itself 
but the practising of JMna Yoga; for with our highly developed 
personalities and sense of separateness, it is impossible for us to realize 
the presence of spirit in every Upadhi, without such a basis of Brother
hood, without our working for others. In India, one often may find 
persons very selfish and even immoral, who will talk learnedly about 
Yoga Vidya and all that; they have failed to catch the true spirit of 
the teachings, have only cared for themselves and have b:!Cot:le 
crystallized in their progress. Holy ascetics, denying themseh'cs every 
comfort, often even the very necessaries of life. one may find in India, 

! This alludes to the A. like partition found within the cucumber. 
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who yet do not know the True Path, only because they cannot under· 
stand the supreme nece~sity of helping others. 

In Bhakti Yoga, the Yoga of LO\-e and Devotion, this union, called 
Sadhu Sanga, is absolutely necessary; there can be no 100'e to the 
Supreme Lord unless you can love every Jiva, for every Jiva is but 
His, and every Jiva will come to Him when, taught by repeated 
suffering,.;, he .. turns his face inward." A true Bhakti Yogin hesitates 
even to injure a plant, and would 1u'Z'er think of his own personality. 

It is only in Kriyd Yoga, the Yoga of magical rites and ceremonies, 
that one finds an absence of the union. But none of our exoteric 
Shastras teach true Kriya Yoga or practical Occultism. \Vhat we see 
in the books is either black magic or fragmentary blinds . 

. A spiritually minded person often wants .. practising for himself'; 
to such I would say: .. practise true Brotherhood and ceaselessly work 
for others, for that is the true beginning." Unselfish good Kanna is 
Karma Yoga, it develops intuition, and then we may select ]I'lana 
Yoga or Bhakti Yoga as suits us best. A Bhakti Yogin never goes 
into Nirvana; he rises higher and higher, e\'er approaching the Lord, 
ever working for the good of the Jh-as who are all his Master's. 

KALI PRASANSA MeKHERJI. F. T.S. 

-------I!~~---. 

(£omte be ~t. Qf}ermain.l 
BUT among the serious and learned circle there penetrated-how I 

do not remember-a strange mysterious personage. who had the 
rare good fortune to please the King. 

He was called the Comte de St. Germain. \Vas he a native of the 
Indies or France? 

A thorough knowledge of all languages. ancient and modern, a 
prodigious memory, erudition of which glimpSeS could be caught be
tween the caprices of his conversation. which was always amusing, and 
occasionally very engaging, an inexhaustible skill in varying the tone 
and subjects of his COII\'erse, in being always fresh and in infusing the 
unexpected into the most trivial discourse, made him 'a superb talker. 
Sometimes he recounted anecdotes of the court of the Valois, or of 
princes still more remote, with such precise accuracy in e\-el)' detail as 
almost to create the illusion that he had been an eye-witness of what 
he narrated. 

He had travelled the whole world over. and the King lent a willing 
ear to the narrath'es of his voyages over Asia and Africa. to his tales 
about the courts of Russia, Turkey and Austria. He appeared to be 
more intimately acquainted with the secrets of each court than the 
charges d'affaires of the King. 

His recitals were occasionally strewn with humorous character
istics or serious reflections. 

1 'From the secret memoirs of Madame la Marquise de Pompadour, collected and arran~ by 
Jules Beaujoint. 
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"To entertain any esteem for men. sire," he said one day. "one 
must not be either a confessor. a minister, or a lieutenant of police." 

"You may as well add, Comte." replied Louis XV., "or a king." 
.. Do you know why, sire? Did your majesty see the thick fog 

which prevailed yesterday in Paris? Well, the fog which false friends 
and ministers cast around a king is thicker still." 

The audacity of these ideas was. however, softened by the very 
measured tone which he knew how to adopt, and by his absolutely 
gentlemanly manners. 

The reception accorded to him by the King and the Marquise at 
Choisy and Bellevue excited his gratitude. 

He enriched the cabinet of the King by his magnificent pictures by 
Velasquez and Murillo, and he presented to the Marquise the most 
precious and priceless gems-for this singular man passed for being 
fabulously rich. and he distributed diamonds and jewels with astonish
ing liberality. 

He dazzled the vulgar by his caskets of jewels and his tortoise
shell boxes studded with diamonds, rubies, topazes, and emeralds. 

He pleased the Marquise by his collection of works of art, pictures, 
and graven precious stones, as well as his knowledge of men and the 
political world. Lastly she liked him because he contributed to the 
most cherished and most difficult of her plans-that of counteracting 
the emltt; of the King. 

This is all that there is ill the memoirs about the Comte. The Marquise must 
have destroyed some of her memoirs, for there is in the possession of the writer a 
letter written by her. in which she mentions a Comte de St. Leon, contemporaneous. r 
with the Comte de St. Germain. and who succeeded him at the court of Louis XV. I 
He also was a mystic, and was possessed of equal power. 

S. B. SEXTON, F.T.S. 

!lebitws. 
THE BRETHREN OF THE CROSS.! 

THIS is a powerfully-written drama in six acts, the subject being 
the condemnation and extermination of the Order of the Knight!; 
Templars by Philippe Ie Bel. The character of Jaques Bernard de 
Molay, the Master of the Order, "is finely portrayed, and the death-scene 
is magnificent. The well-known citation of King Philip to appear 
before God's throne within a year, and Pope Clement ere the lapse of 
forty days, is spoken by the Grand Prior Guido. probably to avoid 
breaking the perfect serenity with which Molay meets his death. In 
some of the scenes, notably that in Act V, where a certain rite of ini
tiation is gone through, it is difficult to discover whether the writer 
really believes that the Temple Order possessed the secret of the 
Divine or no; at all events, he makes the pretended successor to Molay 
say that the "Templar League, it needs must fall, because it raised the 
veil [of knowledge] too prematurely." The translator, on the other 
hand, wishes it to be plainly understood that he, at least. has no 
sympathy with Theosophy, or "any leaning towards so-called Buddh
istic teachings," supposing, as he does, that the Theosophical Society 

1 By P. I... Z. Werner, translated from tl:e German by E. A. 1\1. I..~wi8. Bell and Sons, York Street, 
Covent Garden. p,.,el! 71oIXiVt!'" 
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is the revived phcenix carefully nursed by the St:\"en who were elected 
to guard its ashes, and to perpetuate the mystical doctrine hinted at in 
this poem. The poem itself is well worth reading. but it would have 
told its own tale without the remarks of the translator, some of which 
are decidedly misleading. 

E.K. 

THE OCCULT SCIENCES.1 

THE full title of this work, "A Compendium of Transcendental 
Doctrine and Experiment, embracing an account of Magical Practices: 
of Secret Sciences in connection with Magic: of the Professors of 
Magical Arts, and of Modern Spiritualism, :\lesmerism and Theoso
phy," offers a very inl"1ting entertainment for the reader of Theoso
phical and Occult literature. In a book of some three hundred pages 
Mr. A. E. \\'aite puts before us a most informing and useful epitome of 
the magic arts and sciences. and, under four well-selected heads, has 
takt:'n care to distinguish between theory and practice. In this respect 
he has been singularly successful, and the impartial spirit in which the 
various schools of occult philosophy have been represented is perhaps 
the feature in the work which reflects the greatest credit upon Its 
author. This is the more commendable because of the fact that Mr. 
Waite's long association with this line of thought has qualified him 
to hold strong and definite \'iews in regard to it; yet his book estab
lishes the prefatory statement that he has "checked his indi\'idual 
judgments, and modified his indiddual opinions not only by the best 
authorities in the literature of the several subjects treated. but by the 
collaboration of many Ih'ing writers who an: specialists in distinct 
branches of esoteric science." 

"Magical Practices." which forms the subject of the first part of 
the work, deals with \Vhite and Black Magic. and gives many fonu~ of 
evocation of the elements, of demons, of angels, spirits, and the souls 
of the dead. As to the origin of the various formulre employed in 
these arts, the author says: .. It is the general opi nion of modem oc
cultists that the initiated mystic ne\"er disclosed anything except to his 
brother adepts, and that what has transpired in these matters has been 
through persons who failed in the process, .but had ad\'anced as far as 
a certain point." 

Interesting chapters 011 Alchemy, the Elixir of Life, Talismans. 
different modes of Divination and Kabalism. form the second part of 
this book. The" Professors of the Magical Art" are selected from 
among the Mystics, the Rosicrncians and the Freemasons. .. Modem 
Phenomena," treated in the last part of the book. are presented ill con
nection with Mesmerism. Modern Spiritualism. and Theosophy. A 
single quotation from the latter section will e\'idence the un biassed 
attitude which the writer has sustained throughout his task. He says: 

\Vhateyer may be the final \'('rdict of the unbiassed mind conceruing the eli
dences which support the revelation concerning the philosophical system which it 
expounds, and concerning the compensation which It can secure to a "passionate, 
bngh t endeavour," the investigator cannot fail to learn much by its study. \\"hethet 
it can take him or not into the whole tTllth. it is full of the beauh' of wisd4lm. and 
the suggestiveness of profundity, and the brightness of m\'stic dream. I f it has 
not transformed the world it has permeated all fonns of thought. It has attracted 
some of the most accomplished. the most thoughtful, the 1110st refined in tellects. 
It is certainl\' worthy of study, and they are wise who suspend their judgmeut tiII 
the time for judgment arrives: 

Of necessity no section of this book is exhaustive in its special 
province, but as indicating the scope of occult knowledge to which the 
earnest reader has access, as well as pointing out the difficulties and 

1 I,ondon: Kegan Paul, Trench, Ttilbner and Co., I,lmited. '119'. I+iu "olgi,.",. 
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dangers that beset the path of one who too early wishes to bring his 
knowledge to the test, this candid survey, "expressed in the language 
of a learner," is the best popular exposition yet made. 

W. R. O. 

ANALYSIS OF THEOLOGY.! 

THIS work is the con tribution to the" advance thought" literature 
of the day, from the pen of Edward Garland Figg, M.D., and though 
styled an "Essay contrasting the pretensions of religion and atheism to 
scientific truth," is written in the form of a text-book, the arguments 
throughout the book being developed in colloquial form. In a short 
but pointed preface, the author explains the reason for the appearance 
of his book in the following words: 

At a period when the Development Theory and its modifications have flooded. 
the educated world with atheistical infidelih·. at a period when the talent of the 
universities proclaims the moral irresponsibility of man in this world and his 
annihilation as to the next-principles which, carried to their logical extreme, 
would prove subversive of all social and religious order, it becomes the imperative 
duty of all possessinf pretensions to common sense to enlist their efforts in defence 
of those fundamenta tenets instinctively existent ill all creeds. 

The author forthwith essays to enunciate and to defend some thirty 
or more leading propositions, a great many of which are strictly in 
accord with the fundamental conceptions of Theosophy. The univers
ality of one basic "element," from which all differentiation arose and 
into which all things periodically return, is the first of these proposi
tions; the author claiming for Spirit that distinction. The existence of 
Matter as defined by modern metaphysic, is denied. The impressions 
produced on the human mind as to the material character of objects 
are held to be false. The existence of "a God" is assumed upon the 
sentiment of Reid, "That irrespective of rational induction, the teach
ing of Nature is infallibly true as to its intimations"; and for Mr. Figg 
such an existence takes the orthodox form of a He-God, despite the 
intimations of Nature to the contrary! The argument for such extra
cosmic Deity is particularly weak, and the author's questions are more 
consistent than his answers, which now seek to establish the being of 
"a God" upon instinctive impressions, then upon inductive reason and 
science. and finally upon congenital impUlses. In fact, the author 
fairly flounders for a foothold, and. so far as the argument goes, it 
tends to prove nothing more than the power of the human mind to 
create an ideal towards which it can 1110\'e indefinitely, which it does 
by an inherent impulse from whatever source implan'ted. The argu
ment from the "infallibility of Nature's intimations" must necessarily 
be weak from one who has just demonstrated the proposition that "our 
sense-impressions as to the character of material objects are false'" 
\Vith the "argument from Design" in respect to Creation, the writer 
faces the Adamic Fall (which he admits as a fact) with considerable 
pe~lexity, which reveals itself throughout the pages de\'oted to this 
subject, He then goes on to demonstrate that the perfection of struc
ture in the world does not exclude the necessity for a constant su:per
natural supervision, owing to contingencies perpetually occurnng, 
against which ethical and physical laws cannot protect; all of which 
seems to us to imply a very imperfect idea of "perfection" in the mind 
of the author, The immateriality of the animal system, and the 
priority of existence, in form and function, of all natural faculties, over 
the organs in which they afterwards come to act, are argued from 
sound physiological principles; and the generation of animal and 
vegetable structures independently of gross matter as a nucleus, fonus 

! I,ondon: Williams and Norgate, Covent Garden. W.C. 18c}1. No Jria giveH. 
6 
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the basis of a most interesting dialogue. The permanence of the 
memory of physical events throughout successive changes in the evo
lution of an organism leads to the conclusion that man is a spirit in 
possession of a body; the spirit survi,-ing, the body dying septennially. 
The nerveless action of life in the physical development of the enlbryo 
is also an interesting example of the author's physiological reasoning. 
The latter part of the work, which consists of some 550 pages, is de
voted to a defence of the scientific teachings of the Hebrew Scriptures, 
the inspiration of the Neu' Testament as the word of God to the Chris
tian Church, and the Atonement by the vicarious sacrifice, as a 
universal means of unconditioned salvation, etc.; in all of which Mr. 
Figg, as an intelligent and advanced Spiritualist, pro\-es to us once 
again the flexibility of the laws of logic, and the elasticity of the human 
mind in cases where effete dogma is required to coalesce with modern 
products of a livelier catholicity. There is, however, very much in Mr. 
Figg's book that is worth reading, and it must be conceded that in 
the colloquial form adopted the author has 110t spared himself the task 
of confntmg some of the strongest arguments that the opponent of his 
theory could advance; but whether he has succeeded in this is to our 
mind a questionable matter. 

W. R. O. 

~heo50phi(al Jlctibitits. 
INDIAN SECTION. 

WE are sorry that the notice subjoined below did not reach us in 
time for earlier publication. In the absence of the General Secretary, 
Bro. Old mailed it at once to all European Branches. Before this 
reaches the hands of our readers, the Blavatsky Lodge will have 
carried, out. probably in the room from which H. P. B. took her de
parture, the idea expressed by her in her will, and thrown into graceful 
form by the President-Founder. 

EXECUTIVE ORDERS. 

THEOSOPlIICAL SOCIETY, 
PRJo;SIDE:oJT'S OFFICE. ADYAR. 

April li'h, 1892 • 

WHITE LOTUS DAY. 

In her last Will, H. P. Blavatsky expressed the wish that yearly, 
on the anniversary of her death, some of her friends "should assemble 
at the Headquarters of the Theosophical Society and read a chapt~r 
of The L,:t;h, of Asia and [extracts from 1 Bhaga'i:ad Gila;" and since It 
is meet that her surviving colleagues Should keep green the memory 
of her services to humanitv and her devoted love for our Society, the 
undersigned suggests that the anniversary be known among us as 
"White Lotus Day," and makes the following Order and recom
mendation: 

1. At Noon, on the 8th May, 1892, and on the same day in each 
succeeding year, there will be held a commemorative meeting at the 
Headquarters, at which extracts from the before-mentioned works will 
be read, and brief addresses made by the Chairman of the meeting and 
others who may volunteer. 

2. A dole of food will be given, in her name, to the poor fisher
men of Adyar and their families. 
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3. The T. S. flag will be half-masted from sunrise until sunset, and 
the Convention Hall decorated with white lotus flowers or lilies. 

4. Members living outside Madras and intending to be present, 
can arrange for their food by applying to the Recording Secretary at 
least one week in advance. 

5. The undersigned recommends to all Sections and Branches 
throughout the world to meet henceforth annually on the anniversary 
day, and, in some simple, unsectarian, yet dignified way, avoiding all 
slavish adulation and empty compliments, express the general feeling 
of loving regard for her who brought us the chart of the climbing Path 
which leads to tht! summits of KNOWLEDGE. 

H. S. OLCOTT, 
President of the Theosophical Society. 

INDIAN LETTER. 

ADY AR, MADRAS. 
r-lth APril, r8Q2. 

With the thermometer considerably over ninety degrees in the 
shade, a certain amount of resolution is necessary to write a Lucifer 
letter, or to do any work at all, for the matter of that. The climate 
here would hardly suit anyone of a marked psychic or highly meta
physical temperament; the representative of the former gCllus would 
feel inclined to seek the solitude of the river bungalow, from which 
advantageous position an astral picnic might be satisfactorily arranged, 
provided always that the temperature in the plane above is lower than 
ours here. The metaphysically inclined Theosophist would probably 
seek the cool Oriental Library, and lose himself in one of Shankara
charya's Commentaries. The unfortunate who cannot boast in any 
marked degree of the attributes of a natural mystic, or born philo
sopher, must sit at his desk and weave Indian Theosophical news and 
Eastern idylls into a wreath for the acceptance of Lucifer readers. 

Our worthy President is upstairs tranquilly wrIting his foreign 
mail. As the month advances his tranquillity increases. This is 110t 
due, as might be supposed. to any meteorological changes, the lunar 
phases, for instance, but simply to the fact that a sufficient number 
of interesting articles for the month's Theosophist are now 011 hand. 
The editor of the Theosophist has a striking, and at the same time pre
eminently satisfactory way of obtaining contributions, by confining in 
separate rooms, almost under lock and key, certain members of the 
staff whose turn it is to supply food for our rapacious magazine. In
deed, it has now become almost a recognized custom that for so many 
days in the month a member or members shall be confined "within 
barracks," writing an article. "Where is Kotayyu?" one asks, "I 
haven't set eyes on him for four days." .. Oh, he is writing his article," 
is the reply. "He will be let out to-morrow, I expect; you cannot see 
him to-day, but you can send a message by the person who takes 
him his food." 

Here is a peep behind the veil of the mysteries of editorship. 
Perchance it may mterest the readers of Lucifer, but the dish may 
possibly require the customary granum salis. 

The Gynankoor Theosophical Society of Seety, following the 
example of the League of Theosophical Workers in Europe and Mr. 
Tookaram Tatya in Bombay, has instituted a .. charitable fund" for 
establishing dispensaries for the poor. Every one must feel sympathy 
for this excellent work, especially when they remember how poor most 
of our Hindu brethren are. 

Charters have been granted to two new Branches, one at Nassick, 
close to Bombay, the other at Dehra Dun in the North-West Provinces. 
Both these Branches owe their existence to Bertram Keightley's visits. 
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The former will ha\"e the benefit of the proximity of the veteran Bombay 
Branch. Bertram Keightley, at the time of writing', is at Murtta Canton
ment in the North-\Vest Provinces. He has ju~t visited Delhi, Aligarh 
and Agra. He writes me that the heat in the north is excessive. 

You will know bv this time that we have decided to call the anni· 
versary of H. P. B.'s death" White Lotus Dm·... This seems to all of us 
a peciiliarly well suited name, the lotus heing par excellence an occult 
flower. At Chingleput. a few miles out of !\Iadras, there are many 
tanks of white lotuses, and we shall prohahly ohtain a plentiful supply 
of these beautiful flowers from a member of the Branch there, to 
decorate the hall with on the anni\"ersan' da\'. 

Our Berhampore Branch is making' efforts to start a reading-room 
and library in connection with the Branch-an admirable plan and 
one that deserves every encouragement. . 

The Press work gh'es encouraging results, indeed. I be1i~\"e there 
is a better opening here for tltis kind of work than almost anywhere. 
So many leading papers are edited by Theosophists. and so many 
other editors are friendly, that we ha\"e at our disposal a \"ery large 
number of journals. In glancing over the exchanges. I ha\'e often 
found as many as five or six journals containing Theosophical news 
and articles which ha\'e been supplied from here, and for which we 
are mostly indebted to that powerful but mysterY-\'eiled personage . 
.. F. T. S." of New York. 

We have recently added to the library a complete set of the 
"Sacred Books of the East," and also Triibner's "Oriental Series." 

Encouraging reports of the Ruddldsl 7iTI S()rit'~l' of India, which 
was instituted at Calcutta some weeks ago. reach liS. through Dharma
pala. The President is Balm Norendro Xath Sen. There are two 
secretaries, one of whom is Hahu Sarat Chandra Das, C.LE., the 
famous Tibf.:tan tra\"Cller. The Assistant SecretarY is Mr. Dharma
pala. The I "ish uddlti "llu:I;(1, we hear. is now being' edited in Sanskrit 
characters. The following works an~ abo being' edited: Sa mati la 
Ktita, ~ amana, fluddlla Chari/II, l.allkamlara Slilra, and Jftidlll'amika 
Vritli. Bro. Gopalacharlu informs me. with reierence to the last
named hook. that it should throw llIuch light on ancient Buddhism, 
and remove many of the erroneo:ls id .. :as elttl'rLaincd about the religion 
of Shtik"allltlni hv anl'ient Hilldll writers, 

Spc'aking o(Oricntal translations n:-minds me that Brother C. R. 
Srinivasa Aiyengar, B.A .. who has lately b(,C11 doing useful work for the 
American Oriental Department, is now l·11g·;1~~l·<1 011 a translation of 
Mar/.:alldt'l'a PII1"I111a, for the "Sacred Books of the East" Series, Prof. 
Max Miilicr ha\'ing given his nppw\'al Lo thc work. Bro. S. G. Gopala
charlu is to write the introduction. Two works of Shankarachan'a's are 
also heing prepared for the Bombay Puhlication Fund. • 

But the heat waxes fi<:ITer and fiercer. and the droning of the 
numerous bees and flies pro1l1ot<:s a Sh:'Q1Y feeling and a desire to bring 
my month's notes to a tl'rmination; 1Il0n'O\'l'r with a feeling of alamt 
I remember that my letters to thc Path and the "Pacific Coasters" are 
still unwritten, anci the clock warus lIle that mail-time is not far 
distant. S. V. E. 

CEn,ON LETTER. 

(From our tJ7.l'll ctJrl't'spOlldt'tll.j 
April, rSq2, 

During the last month the Buddhist general public were astir and 
busy with fi:li11lJ a large number of Burmese pilgrims and having 
triumphal processions. carrying a graft of the well-known bo-tree, under 
which Gautalua obtained Buddhahood. The graft was obtained by the 
Buddhist monk, Subhuti Thero, from Buddha-Gaya, where he sent a 
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number of his countrymen to bring it to Ceylon, with the permission of 
the Indian GO\'ernment. \Vhen the delegates arrived with the plant it 
was removed in a triumphal procession to the Jayasekara Aramaya 
Temple, followed by a large crowd and a long line of women all dressed 
in white, and carrying on their heads baskets of sweet-scented flowers 
which they took as an offering to the shrine in memory of their great 
Master. Much money, time and energy are spent by the Sinhalese 
Buddhists ill these meaningless processions, and it is to be hoped that 
these religious enthusiasts will soon leave their playthings aside and 
turn into sober, healthy Buddhists. 

The friends of the Sangamitta Girls' School will be pleased to hear 
that that Institution is working splendidly under the supervision of 
Mrs. Higgins. This fact was endorsed by two Government school 
inspectors. who visited the school recently and congratulated Mrs. 
Higgins on the good work she is doing. 

:\Ir. Peter de Abrew is working .. the harbour mission" of the 
Theosophical Society by visiting the large passenger steamers and 
distributing Theosophical literature. Severnl of the floating libraries 
ha\'e been supplied with Theosophical books, and hundreds of 
pamphlets have been distributed among the passengers bound to all 
parts of the world. The harbour mission acknowledges with thanks 
the receipt of books, papers. and leaflets from Brothers Fullerton and 
Seymour, and Sisters Emma Gates and Marie \Valsh. 

SINHALA PVTTRA. 
A Word from Jlrs. Higgills.-As the readers of this magazine 

already know, I arrived in the" Emerald Island" four months and a,half 
ago, "and I feel sure my Theo~phist brothers and sisters would like to 
know something about my work in the East. \Vhen I arrived at the 
prettily decorated school, when I saw the bright happy faces of the 
Sinhalese men, women and children who welcomed me, when I heard 
the school children chant a blessing for me. and timidly present 
beautiful bouquets of flowers, then I was more than ever convinced 
of the fact that I had been sent here to awaken the bright spark of 
intellect that lies hidden in the Sinhalese girls. and at once I seemed to 
feel at home. Nothing seemed strange to me; the people, as well as 
the surroundings, seemed so familiar, that I caught myself thinking a 
good many times, "Surely I have been here before." Only lately one 
of my teachers exclaimed, when we were out on a "begging expedi
tion" among some of our poorer Sinhalese people: "\Vell, I declare, 
Mrs. Higgins, you seem to feel more at home among 111y own people 
than I." 

My first walk round the school revealed a pretty confused state of 
affairs, owing to the insufficiency of experienced workers; it was only 
by the exertions of my dear assistant teacher, Miss L. Roberts, an 
experienced Sinhalese young lady, and the invaluable assistance 
rendered by Mr. Peter de Abrew, that the school had been kept up at 
all. I at once tried to secure the services of some more teachers, and 
as I did not want any but Buddhists I had to be satisfied with inex
perienced ones. I examined all the girls, formed new classes and set 
to work with Miss Roberts to frame time-tables. Now full activity 
began in all directions. I taught the infant class, as well as the higher 
ones, because I had to teach my young teachers how to teach a class. 
The number of pupils at first was fifty; it has now increased to seventy. 
Daily new ones are coming to fill in the infant class. I have introduced 
object lessons, English conversation lessons, drawing, singing and 
systematic needlework, and after my four months' teaching and super
vision I find great improvement all round, a fact which was endorsed 
by the Government school inspectors on a recent visit made 'by them. 
The children take an interest in their lessons, and specially their faces 
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brighten up when I march them up to the music room. I wish my 
readers could hear them sing with sparkling eyes, "Glory to Buddha," 
the first English Buddhist hymn sung in a girls' school. They also 
sing some English songs from the American .. First Music Reader." 
Two well-known American lady doctors, Mrs. Stockham and Ryder 
and Mrs. Wesley Smead, of New York City, who were my guests lately, 
expressed their delight over what they saw in the Sangamitta Girls' 
School. 

Besides the day school there are eight boarders residing with me 
on the premises. I have introduced Western discipline in the house 
all round, and it was quite hard at first to make my little girls under

. stand the necessity of obeying the sound of the big bell, which calls 
them at six o'clock in the morning to rise, and at other times to work 
or play. 

In order to keep up an institution of this kind a considerable 
amount of money is needed. The school fees do not vet cover the rent, 
and the boarding fees do not cover the household expenses, while the 
teachers have to be paid as well as the servants. But as the Sinhalese 
are a, comparatively slleaking, poor nation, I appeal to the generosity 
of all friends of education to help us as much as they can till the school 
is self-supporting, so that the girls of Ceylon may have a chance ?f 
being educated in a school where they are not forced to hate theIr 
ancestral belief. 

Though I came here not only to be the lady principal of the Sang~
mitta School, but also to supervise and found other girls' schools, It 
has so far been impossible for me to lea\'e Colombo except on one 
occasion, when I addressed a large gathering at Panadura, a seaside 
village, where there is a branch of the W. E. S. 

As soon as time permits, I will take active measures to further 
women's education in the outlying villages. 

MARIE MUSAEUS HIGGINS, F.T.S. 

SANGAMITTA GIRLS' SCHOOL, 

MARADANA, COLOMBO, CEYLON. 

April ;th, ISO.? 

A Plea.-The Sangamitta Girls' School is flourishing as rega~s 
the work that is being done under the able guidance of Mrs. r.iane 
Higgins, but the need of funds is greater than ever before, on aCCOU?J 
of the additional burden of a rent of £60 per annum. This was pal 
last year by a Sinhalese lady who undertook it for the first t,,-elve 
months, but now Mrs. Higgins and her staff have to go from house to 
house to beg for the money, the school fees being too small to cover 
this heavy expense. It is heartrending to think of these devoted 
women, after a hard day's work in school, being drh'en to such a ne~es· 
sity, especially when we remember that Mrs. Higgins gives her ser'1ces 
gratis, without fee or reward. I am, therefore, going to ask e,'eI'Y 
reader of Lucijl'r to send me a trifle (that is, everyone who callnot 
afford a large sum) so that I may be able to send to Mr. de AbrelV, 
who receives money in trust for the school, at least half a year's rent 
next month; I sincerely trust that I shall not ask in vain. How (e'" of 
us do what Mrs. Higgins is doing in the name of Theosophy! Let u~ 
therefore relieve her from the necessity of begging. Remember th~ 
the Sangamitta School was founded bv H. P. B., and that the Woman 5 

~ovement in Ceylon depends greatly -for its success 011 the support w: 
gIve to the school. The women of Ceylon have a better chance tba t 
those in India, for the conditions of life are freer, and they are no 
subject to caste regulations. So let us help them all we can .. 

I 
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Subscriptions sent to me will be acknowledged in Lucifer, and 
forwarded at once to Colombo. 

E. KISLINGBURY, Treasurer /0 W. E. S. of Ceylon. 
CONTRIBUTIONS LATELY RECEIVED. £ s. d. 

Honourable Mrs. Malcolm 3 0 0 
Mr. O. K. Kramer 0 12 8 
Miss B. Wakefield I 0 0 
E.K. 2 0 0 

£612 8 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 
ENGLAND. 

Blava/sky Lodge.-At the Thursday meetings lectures have been 
delivered during the month by Annie Besant on "Sympneumata," by 
W. R. Old on "Zodiacal Symbols." and two by Herbert Burrows on the 
.. Light of Asia." The Saturday meetings for members only are fairly 
well attended, and are found very useful by those who are really willing 
to study; the discussion of knotty points is well taken up, and the 
meetings seem to answer the object with which they were started-the 
serious study of Theosophical teachings. 

The Sunday evening South Place course of lectures is not being 
very well attended. It is proposed that the lectures shall be ultimately 
published in book form, so as to reach a wider public than that to which 
they are being delivered. 

The H. P. B. Press is being kept fully at work. A very big edition 
of Nigk/mare Tales is nearly through. and will, we hope, be on sale by 
the middle of June. A most interesting Russian book of H. P. Blavat
sky, entitled Ca'l!es and Jutlgles of Hindus/all. has been translated by her 
niece, Mrs. Vera Johnston, and will be published very shortly. Few of 
H. P. Blavatskv's admirers will care to be without these books. A 
library edition of Tke Voice of/he Silence, uniform in size with the Secret 
Doctrine, on heavy paper, With wide margins, will also be issued before 
very long. A second edition of the Seven Principles of Man has also been 
printed, and is now on sale. So we cannot say that the H.P.B. Press 
does not justify its existence, especially when we remember that 
Lucifer, Vahan, and two numbers of the T. P. S. are printed and issued 
by It every month. to say nothing of lecture syllabuses, notices of 
meetings, and the numerous "small jobs" demanded by the insatiable 
Secretary's office. 

Our General Secretary is busy on the other side of the sea. He has 
had good meetings at Brooklyn, Harlem, and New York. and has had 
the pleasure of a long chat with H. P. B.'s old friend, Dr. Wilder, in 
whom he finds a brother "mystical book-worm." 

Annie Besant has lectured during the past month at Hastings, 
Frome, Eastbourne, Bromley. and South Place Institute. Lectures are 
arranged as follows: May 16th, Croydon; 22nd, South Place: 23rd, 
Woolwich. June lIth, Walsall; 12th, Birmingham (three times); 13th, 
Dudlev. 

Of the South Place course there remain: May 15th, "Theosophy 
and Religion," Herbert Burrows; May 22nd, "Theosophy and Ethics," 
Annie Besant; }Iay 29th, "Theosophy and Modern Progress," Herbert 
Burrows. The lectures commence at 7.30 each evening. Admission 
by payment at the doors; body of hall, IS.; gallery, 6d. 

League of Theosophical H''Orkers.-Mrs. Marshall, Chairman of the 
Creche Committee, writes: "Subscribers to the Creche fund will be 
glad to hear that, after many and various disappointments and failures 
to find a suitable house, one has at last been found and taken at 67, St. 
John's Wood Terrace." 
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Earf s Cotlrt Lod,t(e.-A library has been opened under the manage
ment of Mrs. Allen, at 3a, The Mansions, Earl's Court. The weekly 
meetings, on Sundays at 8.30 P.M., are held at 23, Scarsdale Studios, 
Stratford Road. 

The Boumemouth Class has nearly completed its study of the 
Kc.y to Thcosoph)·,' after which it is proposed to pass to the SCI.'t'Il Prill
dPlcs of If{all, and then to the Seat! Doelrille. Mrs. Annie Besant's 
lecture in Febntary interested a great many people, a few of whom 
have joined the Society and the class. Papers on the following sub
jects have been prepared by members of the class :-" Symbology," 
"The Seven Principles," "Karma," "The Logos," "The Cross." 

H. S. GREEX, HOll. SL·C. 
Jlallchestrr Dis/del.-A meeting of unattached members and friends 

was held at Withington, near ~Ianchester, on April 26th, at which it 
was unanimously decided to hold weekly meetings for study and discus
sion, but not to form a branch at present. Dr. Guest, President of the 
Manchester Lodge. suggested that the class should form a section of the 
Manchester and Salford Branch: and this was generally approwd by the 
meeting as being probably a suitable course to take at some future time. 

IRELAXD. 
The Dublin Lodge held a very successful conversazione on Thurs

day evening. the 21St of April: the large rooms on the drawing-room 
floor, which were nicely decorated, were well filled. Everybody went 
away pleased; and one result is the definite starting of a new centre on 
the north side of Dublin, a scheme which has been in embryo for some 
months. A meeting to arrange working details was held on April 27th 
at 194, Clonliffe Road, the hOllse of our Bro. Coates. which is likely to 
be the headquarters of the new centre. Several members of the original 
lodge will doubtless cooperate in order to assist in starting it. Interest 
in Theosophy is expressed by outsiders, who continue to enquire for 
literature. S 

PAIX. 
Barcelolla.-Actil'itv is the order of the da\' here. The last monthly 

meeting took place on 'Sunday, 24th ult., and' excited much interest in 
all who took part in it. The lecturer, Bro. Montoliu, spoke as usual 
with that conviction, assurance. and knowledge of the subjects he 
treats, which have gained for him many admirers. He dealt with the 
Stanzas of the Secret Doelrille which bear upon cosmogony, and although 
the subject was a difficult and deeply metaphysical one, it was listened 
to with marked interest bv manv. \Ve have received excellent news of 
Theosophical interest in' Mexico, and some important orders for our 
literature have been recei\'ed, the demand during the present month 
being sensibly increased. 

1lfadrid.-The movement here has grown during the last two 
months. The propaganda has extended, and among certain classes 
has begun to create an arpreciable interest in Theosophical t1eachings, 
or at least a sentiment 0 curiosity, which did not exist here until now. 
Several works are in process of translation, and will certainly produce 
fruitful results; these are W. R. Old's What is Tkt'OSophy? by Bro. 
Jose Melian; E. M. Bowden's Imitation of Buddha, by Bro. Friviiio; 
and H. P. B.'s Gems from thi' East, by Bro. Villalobos. The Kry 10 
Theosophy is finished and will be at once published at Madrid. A 
strong sympathy towards Buddhism is evident among a larg1e number 
of our brothers, a feeling induced by a growin~ knowled~:e of the 
nobility of Gautama Buddha, and the pure morahty of his teachings. 
I am happy to testify to the zeal, activity, and tmly Theosophical 
spirit that moves the Spanish group. Can we, under such condttions, 
have any doubt as to the future? VINA. 

Barce/on4. 
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gt115tiC ~ltblicnthm5. 
THE THEOSOPHIST, for 

April, contains the conclusion of 
"My Hypnotic Research in France." 
by Colonel Olcott. A foot-note to 
the title informs us that on account 
of the missing trunk containing 
the Colonel's notes ha'\'ing turned 
up, he had decided to conclude 
this subject hefore resuming his. 
to us, most interesting historical 
retrospect of the Theosophical So
ciety. \Vith the article on hyp
notic research before lIS we can 
only be glad that the yaluable 
memoranda were recovered, for 
the narrative is rendered excep
tionally useful to the student of 
hypnotism by a large amount of 
exact detail that could not other
wise have been given as a record 
of impressions and observations 
made on the spot. A sketch of 
the difference that lies between 
the theories of the two great French 
schools of hypnotbm. headed by 
Charcot and Liebault respecth'ely, 
leads up to a graphic description 
of the Colonel's visit to Nancy, 
where, under the escort of Dr. 
Bernheim. he was introduced to 
the faculty of the Hopital Civil, 
and witnessed manv marvellous 
illustrations of the hypnotic power 
possessed by Professor Bernheim, 
of whom the Colonel gives an in
teresting character sketch. The 
recorded experiments, all carried 
out upon the theory of suggestion, 
point strongly to the conclusion 
that, of the two theories held bv 
the rival schools, that promulgated 
by Liebault, and practised at 
Nancy, is the correct one. A brief 
history of the growth of the latter 
school is followed by an account 
of a visit paid to Dr. Liebault at 
his house, and the Colonel's de
scription of the veteran hypnotist 
is most prepossessing. As a re-

cord of facts deeply interesting to 
the student of psychology this 
article will be valued, and should 
be read bv all. And we trust the 
illustratiol1s given will impress on 
the mind of the reader the extreme 
danger of practising hypnotic ex
periment, and the wrong inflicted 
on the hypnotized. The editorial 
is followed b,' a continnation of 
the" Secret Doctrine" ontline, by 
C. J., which will doubtless prove 
as helpful and suggestive to the 
readers of the Theosophist as it has 
to those who ha\'e studied it in our 
own pages. Two members of the 
Kumbakonam Theosophical So
ciety contribute a translation of 
the Amrita-Ncida Upanishad of 
the Krish1za- Yajur Veda. In this 
UPanishad we are introduced once 
more to the methods of Pranayama 
for the attainment of Dharana, 
Tarka and Sama.dhi successively. 
But, as has so often been said in 
Theosophical literature, these 
methods when taken literally, and 
followed out in practice, are, if not 
directly harmful and subversive of 
the eutis aimed at, at least nothing 
more than a means of disposing 
the body to admit of the greater 
freedom of the mind, which after 
all is that which aI/aim. This 
appears evident from the text: 

The wise . . . . having ascended 
the car of Om with Vishnu (the Higher 
Self) as the charioteer, one wishing to 
go to the seat of Brahma-Ioka . . . 
should go in the chariot as long as he 
(can) stay in it (or needs it). Reaching 
the place of the Lord of the car of the 
nature of bliss and above speech and 
mind, he then journeys on, giving up 
the car. 

Here, then, it is evident that 
the car is the body, propelled by 
the horses or pranas, the driver 
being Manas; and the necessity 
for the body, in all the perfection 
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of its parts, is evident up to a cer
tain stage of the journey, in fact 
until "the place of the Lord of 
the car" is reached. The danger 
of Prlinaylima or other practical 
methods lies in the fact that both 
car and tabernacle may be broken 
up before their legitimate uses are 
exhausted. A translation of the 
Kali-Salllha'rana Upanishad, il
lustrating the means whereby 
Narada might cross the Kali 
(yuga), follows the aforesaid 
Upaniskad. Some useful notes 
are appended by the authors of the 
translation. "A Car Festival of 
Shiva," by Anna Ballard, gives an 
interesting account of a modern 
representation of this ancient fes
tival, which took place not far 
from the Headquarters on the 10th 
of March, and contains some pleas
ing allusions to the various deities 
and their attendants, represented 
in the pageant. It suggests 
thoughts of scenes and incidents 
now all but estranged from the 
memories of Shiva's modern de
votees, scenes which, in this age, 
seem almost impossible of true 
representation. .. Elohistic Mys
teries," by Dr. Pratt, is continued 
in the present number, and deals 
chiefly with the Elohistic concep
tion of "dissolution." Our Bro. 
Sydney Edge contributes an 
article on .. Another Calculating 
Prodigy," in which the occult 
basis of the mental performances 
of Inaudi is discussed with much 
lucidity. Certainly Inaudi's re
sults are marvellous, though not 
zmkeard of! "The Indian Doc
trine of ReIncarnation," by S. E. 
Gopala Charlu, is commenced in 
the present number, and deals 
more particularly with the repre
sentatIOn of this doctrine in Euro
pean literature, showing in what 
great degree various writers upon 
the antiquity of this doctrine differ 
among themselves. We join with 
the editor in his remark that .. all 
would do well to read this excel
lent essay. For they will thus be 
able when reading, lecturing, or 
talking about the doctrine of re
incarnation, to see and make others 
understand its immense antiquity." 

.. Last Words about the Cunning 
Man," is an article by C. Sambiah, 
F.T.S., setting forth the evidence 
for the strange thought-reading 
powers of Govinda Chetty. To 
this is appended the letter of Mr. 
L. C. Williams, B.A., which ad
duces more evidence to the same 
effect. "Cosmogenesis," from a 
Tamil book, with notes by S. E. G., 
is a translation of the Na1.'aneeia
sara, and should be well read by 
all Secret Doc/rille students, as it 
contains the pure Vedlintin teach
ings on this subject. Mr. Fran'Yois 
Flamel will be doing a good work 
for Theosophy by continuing his 
translations of the Tamil works 
which are so abundant in that di
rection. The number concludes 
with an article on "Siberian 
Buddhism:' by H. S. O. 

THE PATH, for April, appears 
in a new coat, a very fitting com
memoration of its entering upon a 
seventh year of public work in our 
good cause. On a stately fa~de of 
E~yptian structure, such as one 
mIght see on approach to the temple 
of Isis at Dendara, or that of Thot
mes at Thebes, is represented the 
winged Ouph, the "Nile asps" and 
"globe," beneath which in relief is 
inscribed the dedication of the 
magazine. Through the gateway, 
which consists of two tiers of six 
stones each, spanned by a seventh 
with its capital, the "path" reaches 
away to where in the great distance 
those temple'> of Initiation, the 
Pyramids, appear half-veiled in the 
sheen of sand and sun. " Se\·en 
Steps Forward" is the title of a 
brief introduction to the new year 
of the Path. Pithily written too it 
is. The conclusion of ., Professor 
Dean's Consultations," by M. J. 
Barnett, adds an element of playful 
interest to the pages. "Theosophi
cal Symbols," by Bro. William Q. 
Judge, is a 11Iost interesting treat
ment of the insignia of the Theo
sophical Society, and a feature not 
to be o\"erlooked is the illustration 
of this article by se\"eral woodcuts. 
The subject will doubtless prove 
an interesting one to all Theo
sophists, who should make it a 
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matter of duty to be informed as 
to the antecedents of the various 
symbols used by the Theosophical 
Society. The fact that there are 
many imitations of them in use 
among the parasites of Occultism, 
urges this. In "Metaphysical 
Healing Once More," by one who 
has tried it, to wit the author, Ellice 
Kortright enters the field in sup
port of the Theosophical position 
1D regard to mental healing, and 
from a practical experience of the 
art, and full knowledge of all the 
principles involved, comes to the 
conclusion that "the Path's Editor 
is in nowise unfair to either the 
body of teaching known as Meta
physical Healing, or to its defenders 
and practitioners." Thisconc1usion, 
which is valuable as coming from 
one having the high authority of 
experience, is the most satisfactory 
justification that could be made; 
and the author deals somewhat 
exhaustively with the various tenet~ 
of the" Mind-Cure" cult, showing 
by clear-cut argument that in this 
matter as in so many others of 
modern repute, "the end (when 
fully seen) does not justify the 
means," and that individual Karma 
can at best only be thrown back 
for future and more terrible ex
pression in this or a subsequent 
life, by the hypnotic suggestion of 
the Mental Healer. "The Seven 
Principles" is a thoughtful con
tribution by Alexander Fullerton, 
which approaches this subject 
from a prospective standpoint, i.e., 
from the pomt of view of the final 
cause, end or aim of man's evolu
tion. For the purpose of attaining 
knowledge upon all planes of 
existence, the pure spiritual being 
is made to come by way of intui
tion, reason, and sensation, into 
relations with the worlds of prin
ciples, causes, and effects, forming 
for itself, by a gradual process of 
reflection, the necessary links by 
which contact with, and rapport 
between, these various planes of 
existence may be effected. First 
we have pure Spirit on the one 
hand and gross Matter on the 
other, and the problem which 
presents itself is how to bridge 

over the intervening five states of 
existence, so as to bring Spirit into 
conscious relations with its anti
podes. This problem is worked 
out in a simple but forcible man
ner; and then thejrOCess of disso
lution is touche upon by the 
writer, showing for what reasons 
certain of the principles are dis
carded, while others are retained 
by the Divine Spark in close as
sociation until the next rebirth. 
An important notice to Theoso
phists appears under title of .. The 
Light of Egypt," in which the ex
ploiting of a book of this name by 
T. H. Burgoyne, as the work of an 
.. Initiate," is treated with the cen
sure it deserves. As the Path 
rightly observes, "no instructed 
Theosophist should need the assur
ance that Initiates do not proclaim 
themselves such," and in this case 
where the antecedents of the author 
are so well known, to those in 
England, and Leeds especially, the 
assumed title is extremely infelici
tous! The work is rightly de
nounced as an impudent fraud. 
"Tea Table Talk" introduces a 
new character by the name of 
Ajax, one who "has no ideas" but 
has" seen" things at a st'tuue, and 
who finally gets ousted from his 
"diggings" by a certain George 
Jackson of "the other side," a 
spook, in short, of athletic tenden
cies which, on a night memorable 
to Ajax, resolved themselves into 
a hand-to-hand scuffie, from which 
the questionable shape only 
emerged by the very "shady" pro
cess of resolving into its more 
ethereal elements! The Tea-Table, 
always chatty, s0I11etimes points a 
sound moral teaching, as here. 

PAUSES, No.8, Vol. I., for 
April, opens with a most inspiring 
article entitled "The Time is 
Short," reproduced from the pages 
of Lucifer. "The Path to Happi
nes~" is a reprint of a bright article, 
followed by a "Study of Poetry 
from the Theosophical Stand
point"; and the "Theosophical 
Society'S Claim 011 the World," 
all of which are useful selections 
dealing with important matters. 
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"Letters to Young India" ought 
to be read by Young England too, 
for C. R. Srinh'asayangar has a 
message for us all, and one that 
he proclaims with much vigour 
and decision: Other reprints from 
Tolstoi and Emerson haye place. 
and a well-\'oiced exhortation 
under the title of .. Brotherhood" 
closes this number of our ust:ful 
coadjutor. 

THE SPHI~X reappeared in 
March with its programme some
what extended. The Editor, Dr. 
Hitbbe-Schleiden, tells us in his 
introductory leader, that his aim is 
to make this magazine, which has 
already secured a good circulation 
among the educated classes. more 
generally popular and widely read. 
\\'ith this end in view, he proddes 
a more \'aried table of contents, 
including tales, poems, and illus
trations of a superior order. In his 
chief article the editor sets forth 
the doctrine of ReIncarnation as 
the only rationale of the unh'ersal 
striving after perfection which lies 
at the base of all religions. and 
brings various quotations from the 
greatest German writers and poets, 
Goethe, Schiller, Lessing and 
others, to strengthen his argument. 
Karl Kiesewetter contributes an 
article, completed in the April 
number, on the historical person
ality of Faust, which seems as 
difficult to establish as some English 
and American critics find that of 
Shakespeare. A serial tale, "To
wards the Daylight," by Eva von 
Arnim, with a Buddhistically-in
clined hero and a Theosophically
inclined heroine, provides for the 
lovers of the sentimental; a certain 
precocious "\Villi," in the April 
number, argues with his mother 
about the angels, and bids fair to 
be a rival to the "Pillakatuka" 
child of the Path .. facing the same 
page is a delightfully-drawn sketch 
of a girl carrying her youn~er 
sister under one arm, while WIth 
the left hand she tries to hold 
steadily a pot of m ilk, over the edge 
of which, many degrees out of the 
horizontal, the contents are slowly 
trickling on to the floor; below is 

the legend, .. No man can serve two 
masters." To return to the serious 
articles, Dr. Karl du Prel writes in 
two instalments on the "Science of 
the Soul, from the Standpoint of 
Occult Teaching"; he shows the im
portance of the study of psychulogy. 
and that not e\'en the so-called 
exact sciences can be rightly under
stood without it, for man himself 
is the epitome and the explanation 
of the whole external world; our 
need, therefore, is for a true science 
of psychology, that which at present 
bears the name being not only insuf
ficient, but utterly beside the mark. 
Dr. du Prel gh'es some hints as to 
the lines on which this stud" should 
be pursued, and shows how near 
the truth was the Dualism of Kant, 
and how thoroughly he has been 
misunderstood. The whole article 
is well worth" of attentive study, 
There are se,'eral other readabie 
papers in these two numbers of the 
SPIli1lx, but space permits the 
mention of only one more, "The 
Inner \Vord," by Johannes Tenn
hardt, who died in 1720, This re
markable chapter. which is in the 
form of a catechism, is an extract 
from a larger work of the author, 
and might well be used as a basis 
for a Sl11nmary of mystical teaching. 
"ThOll Shalt Not Kill" is the title 
ot a paper by Ernst Hallier, devoted 
to the furtherance of kindness to 
the animal world, and ornamented 
by a charming sketch of a child 
embracing a stag. 

THE PACIFIC THEOSO
PHIST for March contains a re
print of Annie Besant's In D~
fmC( of Theosoph_v. The editorial 
notes, good in spirit and concrete 
of thought, yet need reediting in 
some important respects. Dhaga
vad Gila is called "Baragad Gita," 
and in the same paragraph we are 
told that in the matter of duty 
.. Kama will arrange the matter for 
you" ! Karma is evidently in
tended here. Some well-worded 
tributes to Colonel Olcott, and the 
opinion of Sir Edwin Arnold upon 
Theosophy, are items of interest 
that all should read. 
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THE NEW CALIFORNIAN 
for March-Aprii is quite equal to 
its pre,·ious issues. In "Theo
sophic Concepts of Life and Death," 
Dr. Jerome A. Anderson, F.T.S., 
discusses the principle of life in the 
protoJ;>lasm, and its cyclic impulse 
In this and other forms of life; 
extending the application of the 
protoplasmic and cell-life to the 
Theosophic conception of the 
Manvantara. Further analogies 
are drawn from the phenomena of 
sleep, in relation to death in the 
least and greatest forms of life, 
It:ading up from the atrophy of a 
single cell to the Mah!i-pralaya, 
and demonstrating in very clear 
stYle that the c,·c1ic law is inherent 
in- life itself, alid hence obtaining 
throughout the universe of worlds. 
Some useful facts of a physiological 
nature arc a:ld uced to disprove the 
materialistic hypothesis of con
sciousness as a by-product ofliving 
matter, and that of intelligence as 
the result of brain-cell vibration. 
Dr. Ander~on approaches this wide 
subject in his usual lucid and 
thorough style, and with a full 
sense of the vastness of its scope 
a nd the sanctity of its mysteries . 
.. When the Crass !'hall Cover Me" 
is a well-set and somewhat pathetic 
poem, which fails by the identifica
tion of the soul that" was kind and 
true'· in life, with that mortal part 
over which the grass grows. "The 
Arraignment of Orthodoxy" is a 
reprint of Colonel Ingersoll's writ
ing in the New York E. T. "The 
Necessity for Rc·incarnation" is a 
reprint of a pamphlet that has done 
an immense amount of good work 
here, and is evidently appreciated 
by all. "Consciousness," by Ceo. 
P. Keeney, is a very suitable and 
well-composed corollary to the 
article by Dr. Anderson mentioned 
above, and, as far as it goes, places 
the question as to the priority of 
mind or matter in a clear form. 
The contradictions of modern 
science in the treatment of this 
important subject are hrought for
ward in a very forcible manner, 
and the writer pertinently asks 
.. upon what facts" does science 
base the conclusion that the dbra-

tion of the brain cells antecedes 
thought and emotion in the same 
way that it precedes sensation? 
The perplexities of science on this 
question of consciousness are 
quoted, displaying a scientific con
ception of man as "a conscious 
automaton endowed with free
will" I-an anomaly which Theo
sophy can only laugh at. The 
paper is to be continued and should 
prove very informing to the readers 
of the journal. "The Kabala and 
Ancient and Modern Kabalists," 
by Dr. Danziger, is an account of 
Hebrew Theosophy in its past and 
present aspects, briefly and care
fully written. . The " Editorial 
Comments" are chiefly concerned 
with the conclusions of the well
known Californian scientist and 
mathematician, Father Joseph 
Bayma, regarding supersensuous 
states of matter, and wIth the over
tures of the clergy to Jay Gould. 
When speaking of the duty of 
generosity and the dangers of sel
fishness that beset the rich, one of 
the clergy at a recent meeting in 
San Francisco closed with an 
apology for "venturing to treat of 
such a subject in such a presence" ! 
The leading daily of San Francisco 
appears to have "gone" for the 
said shepherd in a column of 
"biting sarcasm"; and the editor 
of the New CaNfomiall ejaculates, 
"Shades of burning Bruno, how 
the • glory has departed from 
Israel'! " 

THE SAN~IARCA BODHINI 
continues its useful work in the 
Anglo-Telugu world. An exceed
ingly interesting article on Lord 
Buddha amI Sri Shankaracharva 
contrasts the different methods -of 
thought and teaching that were 
adopted by these two great teachers, 
and the question of authority for 
representation of their teachings is 
discussed. .. Indian Arts" is a sub
ject that will please the champions 
of Hindu antiquities. It is impor
tant as showing the extcnt to 
which national prejudice may be 
carried e,·en in such presumably 
scientific fields as that of archre
ology. Greece and Rome are put 

• 
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forward before India, and naturally 
the Hindus, who know better, ob
ject to this. "Of all an~ient na
tions . . . . onl" IndIa, Baby
lonia, Egypt and China, can ~e 
admitterl within the arena of dIs
pute. Greece copied E~ypt. Rome 
borrowed from Greece." Yet Dr. 
Oppert contends that Ind~a copied 
Greece! The Cashmere gIrls make 
shawls of ~oo distinct shades of 
yellow, which no European can 
distinguish between. Are we to 
suppose this proves that the art of 
dyeltl!t was introduced into India 
from Europe? "Theosophy and 
Reli~ions" is an able artide show
ing the basic nature of Theosophy 
in the origin and growth of all 
n:ligions. 

BRANCH WORK PAPERS. 
No. 15 of the Indian Section con
tains a reprint of that e\'er-us~ful 
article by H. P. B., "OccultIsm 
,'erslts the Occult Arts." This is 
followed by a paper entitled the 
"True TheosophIst," by N. C., 
which endeavours to point out 
what is essential and what non
essential in the nature of thiilgs, 
enforcing the fact that the internal 
is the essential and therefore the 
true nature, which for that reason 
ought to be studied. 

THE PRASNOTTARA, Vol. 
II .. No. 15, is accompanied by an 
index of contents for the past year, 
which will be vcr\, serdceable. In 
reply to the question as to whether 
all Karma, good and bad, must 
find effect in our lives, or whether 
one may not offset· the other, 
J. D. B. answers that !tood Karma 
is related to the Higher Manas, 
bad to the lower, and these having 
"lodgment and action on different 
planes of man's conscious being," 
they are related as are these aspects 
of Manas, "but not therefore inter
changeable or as offsets." He con
cludes: 

It would seem, therefore, that no off
set. exchange, or compromise can occur. 
but that good to good, evil to e,;l must 
hold throughout; otherwise, we have to 
admit the perpetuity of evil and its equa
tion with good. The good, the true, 
and the divine are one and eternal, 

while e,;l is Mayd. reajly non-existent, 
and the cause of suffenng. It can only 
be killed by non, use and patient endur
ance of its rewards. 

\Ve are aware that man\' Theoso
phists hold a contrary ,riew, and 
the postulation of good as a posi
tive quantity and evil as its nega
tion, "reali" non-existent," has a 
questionabfe si~nificance when the 
former are uniformly referred to 
the Hi!ther ~fanas, and the latter 
to the lower: for the question is 
asked from the standpoint of the 
lower Manas. and if "to cease from 
evil" means the non-use of the 
non-existent, and "to get virtue" 
means ceasin~ from all action on 
this plane, conclusions to which 
the above answer would lead us, 
then the effort of life becomes far
cical. at least from the standpoint 
of the personal Ego, or lower 
~Ianas. \\'ould it not be better 
to take the Sead Doclrillc view of 
this question. and to regard both 
!tood and evil as aspects of the 
One Eternal Verity, since from 
whate\'er standpoint we regard 
them the\' exist on 1\' in relation 
to one ali other. and -short of the 
absolute, "X othing endures; fair 
virtues fade with time, foul sins 
grow purged thereby," T. A. V. 
has some interesting views on the 
influence of freewill upon the re
sult of past Karma. The most in
teresting question. and that which 
meets with the briefest answer, is, 
.. Do the Vedas teach re'incarna
tion?" N. D. K. replies that ac
cording to the late Professor Gold
stiicker, the only passage that has 
been adduced is that in Rig Vl'da, 
hymn i, verse 32, which runs as 
follows: He who has made (this 
state of thin!ts) does 110t compre
hend it; he who has beheld it, has 
it also verily hidden (from him), 
he, whilst yet enveloped in his 
mother's womb, is subject to many 
births and has entered upon e~;l. 
"But the word of the text, balm 
p1'ajas, rendered by Wilson accord
ing to the commentator, 'is subject 
to many births,' may also mean 
'has many offsprings,' or 'has 
many children'; and as the latter 
sense is the more literal and usual 
sense of the word, whereas the 
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former is artificial, no conclusion 
whatever regarding the doctrine 
of transmigration can safely be 
founded on it." Varied and inter
esting answers are made upon the 
point as to the modern increase of 
population in relation to the Deva
chanic period-a question that has 
always an interest for Theosophic 
students . 

LE LOTUS BLEr. ~o. 2 of the 
third year. opens with a transla
tion of Wm. Q. Judge's Epitomc d 
Thcosophical Teachillgs, by ~1. A. d. 
Philadelphe contributes a very 
luminous article on Karma, en
forcing the idea of moral responsi
bility in the various relationships 
of life. This is followed bv a 
pleasing little monograph upon 
the Astral Light, which regards 
the stars as objecth'ized centres of 
a ,'ast and insensible field of light, 
to whose vibrations we are subject 
quite as much as to the visible 
radiations. Under the head of 
"Occult Psychology," "Le )Ioi," 
is treated bv Gu\'miot, the basic 
identity of' human existence is 
supported, and the illusion of 
separateness traced to regarding 

the mental and physical Upadhis 
as constituting for the Ego a per
manent and distinct entity. In 
last analysis, whether on the phy
sical or mental planes of existence, 
all men are shown to be identical. 
The paper is a good one, and sug
gestive of much careful thought. 
"Why ought we to be Brothers?" 
is the title of a lengthy essay by 
Amara\'ella, replete with close and 
weighty argument, and finished 
with that freedom of diction and 
fulness of feeling that characterize 
this well-known writer. The trans
lation of The At'!' to Theosoph J' is 
continued, and the "Theosophic 
Tribune" deals with some useful 
questions. 

LA BASE ESOTERICA DEL 
CRISTIAKIS~IO is the title of 
the Spanish edition of Bro. \Vm. 
Kingsland's well-known work, 
which in its newly-acquired form 
will do as much good among 
Christians of the Spanish world, 
we hope. as it has done here in 
the onginal. The publication is 
neatly bound and well printed. 
Our hard-working "Nemo" is re
sponsible for the translation. 

'O)ur ~ubgd. 
£ s. d. 
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W E present our readers with 
a facsimile of the picture 
on the co,'er of J\'if!,Jllmar( 

Tales, designed by a lIIein ber of 

tratioll-representing H . P. B. as 
she was listt:ning' to the story of a 
Bewitched Life as told by a Quill 
Pen-and some clever tailpieces, 
consisting of Japanese monsters of 
indescribable curliness. 

The fi,'e stories gi,'en in this 
little "olume will place their writer 
high among the tellers of tales. 
There are plenty of .. Shilling 

the Theosophical Society, Mr. R. 
~fachel\, a personal friend of 
H. P. B. He has also contributed 
tu the forthcoming book an iIlus-

Dreadfuls," with poorly conceived 
and wretchedly t:xecuted plots; 
but we do J~ot often meet a writer 
who starts with a basis of know
ledge of the strange world wherein 
elementals of al1 kinds disport 
themseh'es, and who lifts for her 
readers a corner of the "eil that 
hides that world from their eyes. 

- ---- ----- - - -----
The H .P .B. PkB5.o;, I'rinte ... to the Theosophical Society, 42, Henry Strttt , Regent'. I'arl.:, N .W. 
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The Theosophical Society is ill 110 way respollsib!e for allY oPilliolls, ill si!(1led or 
uns;glled articles, that apptar i1l this Mag-azille. Nor dot's Ihe Editor 

necessarily agree with Ihe OPhljolls t'.lpressed ;11 sig-fud articles. 

~n the matrh-1tCnwrr. 
THE reports of the Christian Missionary Societies, that send out 

preachers to the "heathen," offer much food for thought 
to the meditative mind. And the thought leads to sadness: for 
why should the missionaries so exaggerate the wickedness of the 
"heathen," and why should the home missionary meetings exult so 
joyously over that wickedness? Both these features are marked, 
and the report in the SCotsmall for May 27th of the General As
sembly of the Church of Scotland may serve as apt illustration. 
The Rev. W. S. Sutherland, from Kalimpong, "gave an account of 
mission work in Sikkim among the Nepaulese, Thibetans and J..ep
el1US." This gentleman began by saying that much was heard in 
this country of the mysterious religion of the lVIahiltmas: 

They in Kalimpong lived 011 the borders of that mysterious land, al1fl were 
constantly in cOltllllunication with the Mahatma priests. lIe hafl asked these 
priests about the religion of Buddhism, and invariahly a smile had come over the 
faces of these priests; in fact, they had become disgusted when they heard that 
cultured people in Hn!{land should credit the theosophic theories about Mahatmas. 
That these people could believe such trash seemed to them incomprehensible. 

\Vho the" Mahatma priests" may be, I do not know, but if Mr. 
Sutherland means that he conversed with Tibetan Buddhists, it 
seems strange that a smile should come over their faces when they 
were asked abont Buddhism, unless indeed, it was a smile of good
tempered amusement at the ignorance of the foreign missionary. 
If they were "Mahatma priests" why should they be disgusted at 
hearing that cultured people in England believe in Mahatmas? 

• • • 
Mr. Sutherland's statements about the priests, howe\"er, are less 

worthy comment than the views he next propounded, namely that: 
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It was well it should be known that the testimony of those who lived among 
them was that the monasteries or temples of these Buddhist priests were almost 
invariably nothing but dens of iniquity an(l hot· beds of vice. 

If this be true, the alleged testimony of the priests is worthless, 
and they would naturally object to teachings in England, which 
would cast shame on their practices: who can credit statements 
made by such persons? But this allegation is a shameful slander as 
regards the Tibetan lamaseries, and it is melancholy to see a Chris
tian missionary degrade himself by such a statement. And what 
shall we say to the Christian audience that met his statement with 
"applause." If it had been true, then the news that the religion of 
the LIGHT OF ASIA was bringing forth such fruits should surely 
sadden any lover of his race. 

• • • 
But the spirit fostered by Christian missions is, unhappily, on 

the whole anti-human. It regards all humanity as outcasts, save 
the minority within the pale of nominal Christianity; it refuses 
brotherhood with the older religions, of which Christianity is but 
a modem offshoot, reviles their great philosophies, ridicules their 
mystical allegories, misrepresents and traduces the civilizations 
based upon them. Young men, with mere smatterings of know
ledge, too dull for success at home, are sent abroad to "convert" 
the subtle metaphysicians, the scholarly pandits, of China, Hin
dustan and Siam. Angry that their boyish ignorance does not 
upset the stately scholars they attack, and utterly unable to grasp 
the conceptions which underlie the ancient Oriental religions, they 
revile what they cannot argue against, and ridicule what they 
cannot understand. Their crude views of Christian teachings are 
contemptible in the eyes of Hindus and Buddhists alike, who re
cognize in them a clumsy travesty of familiar truths, and so any 
drawing together of the loftier minds in East and West is ren
dered impossible. If the Christian Church would send out its 
best scholars, instead of its worst, as missionaries j if they would 
go to learn as well as to teach j if they would seek to find the 
Esoteric side of Hindi'tism and of Buddhism and to show the 
Esoteric side of Christianity, then the spiritual life alike in the 
Orient and the Occident would be quickened, and the bonds of 
mutual sympathy and respect would draw together the races now 
separated by mutual contempt. 

• • • 
Signs are not awanting that the impulse given by the Theo

sophical Society to the study of Aryan Philosophy in its birthplace 
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is spreading far and wide throughout India, and is bringing about 
results of the most satisfactory character. Before the Society was 
planted in India by H. P. BLAVA'l'SKY and COLONEL o LCO'l"l' , the 
youth of India, eager for \Vesterll education, were becoming ashamed 
of their own literature and were turning their backs on their own 
philosophers to crowd round the feet of Spencer and H~ckel. But 
the very sight of Westerns turning their faces to Eastern Light, 
proclaiming the greatness and the value of early Aryan thought, 
brought about a revulsion of feeling, and sent the youth of India 
proudly back to the teachings of their mighty ancestors. And now 
the impUlse to study is showing itself in all directions, and the 
Indian is no longer ashamed of his glorious past. 

• • • 
One of the fruits of this revival was the establishment of the 

Buddha Gaya Maha-Bodhi Society, the object of which was the 
diffusion of Buddhistic knowledge. Now we receive from India a 
notice, reprinted from the Indian llft"rror, of a Society to be estab
lished in Calcutta for" studying the Ethics of Buddhism and spread
ing a knowledge of Buddhistic literature." This Society, we are 
informed, is 

To be composed not of Buddhists alone, but of an unsectarian body of students, 
for the purpose of studying the ethics of Buddhism, and spreading a knowledge of 
Buddhistic literature generally. 'l'his it is intended to do by means of translations 
of Pali and Tibetan texts, which are the repository of most of the existing Buddhistic 
literature. When we find that to a very large extent the Pali and Tibetan volumes 
are themselves translations from original Sanskrit texts, we may realize the special 
value which will accrue to the Hindus from the labours of the proposed Society 
in Calcutta. 

The Indian Mt'rror thinks that such a Society will do much to 
draw Hindus and Buddhists together by showing that "whatever of 
excellence in literature, philosophy or religion the latter possess is 
derived by them from the ancestors of the former." As this is freely 
acknowledged on an sides, reconciliation between the long-divided 
halves of one body ought not to be impossible. The Indian Mirror 
remarks that the Buddhists already acknowledge their debt to 
Hinduism, and proceeds: 

These advances ought not only not to be rejected, but should be reciprocated. 
But for this purpose, the Hindus must, first of all, divest themselves of all prejudice, 
devote themselves to a study of Buddhism, its origin and history. It will then be 
found that Buddhism, Vedantism, and Aclvaitism are essentially the same. We 
hope that the labours and publications of the proposed Society will soon establish 
this fact beyond dispute. And then will come the grand reconciliation, for which 
we have been praying every moment. 'l'hen will come the great Asiatic Federation, 
the unification of the Hindus and Buddhists. In former times, such union existed; 
'l'V~ wer~ welcome in Tibet and China, and India thrived excessively. Any Society 
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that proposes to restore the old cordial relations between India and other Asiatic 
countril"s by comparing and assimilating their rl"ligious and lay literature ought to 
have a sincere welcome from all altruistic workers in the cause of human progress. 

Every Theosophist will hail with joy this movement· towards 
reconciliation, and every Theosophist who is also a HindU. or a 
Buddhist will lend his personal help to bring about its rapid success . 

• • • 
The celebration of "White I .. otus Day" has been world-wide. 

The ilfndrns .1101'/ gives more than a column to a report of the 
proceedings at Adyar, and describes the flower-decked hall, with 
palm-wreathed pillars and frahTfant Indian blossoms on every side. 
I take from the report a fragment of COI.ONEL OLCOTT'S closing 
speech, a speech which aroused the enthusiasm of the meeting. 

'rhe Scriptures of all nations showed that the spiritual guides and exemplars of 
our race had two aspects, the human and the .livine. As human beings they bad 
exhibite.1 many different phases of human weaknesses. It wa.o; only when tbe 
human shle of their character was in subjection that the diviner nature. or the life 
of the hi~her self. irra.liated the personality and lifted the individual up as a true 
ideal. H. P. B. had her lIIany faults faults of temper, faults of judgftlent, etc.-but 
when she died it appeared as though all her colleagues had wiped out the memory 
of her shortcomings, and IlJOked only at her great virtues, among which were 

chieRy to he noted her loyalty to truth as she saw it, loyalty to the idea of human 
brotherhood, loyalty to the Theosophical Society and implicit obedience to ber 
Teachers. whom they called "The !\lasters." There wa.o; a story in the Mababarat 

about a father named Yayati and his son. The father was anxious to enjoy for a 
ccrtain purpo!<c the strength of youth again, and the son, in a spirit of self.sacrifice, 
voluntarily transfcrred his youthful vigour to the parent. Now, the history of 
II. P. B. recalled that in a certain sense, for she ha.t, in dying, infused into the wbole 
Theosophical lIlovement her own spirit of fiery enthusiasm and that had nOW be
cOllle its soul. As Mr. Sreenevasa Iyengar, had said, it was generally expected wben 
MaclRlIlc B1avatsky died that thc Theosophical Society must cease to exist; but tbe 
public 11nel within the last twelve months discovered that the Society was stronger 
than C\'er before, and now he (the speaker) had shown them the secret of tbat 
marvellous rejuvenescence. 

• • • 
The attempts to confine the investigation into l\Iesmeric and, 

Hypnotic phenomena to members of the medical profession-
alluded to in the April issue of Lucifer-are drawing some atten· 
tion, and the Christo-Theosophical Society did a useful and tinte1y 
thing in holding a meeting in protest against them. The meeting, 
held at 33, Bloomsbury Square, the home of the Society, was p~e~ 
sided over by the Rev. G. W. Allan, and was opened by a bne 

paper from Dr. Wyld. Among the speakers were Mr. Ed~~ 
l\Iaitland and l\Irs. Boole, and the unanimous feeling of the meeting 
was expressed in the following resolution, proposed by myself, and 
seconded by Mr. Allan; 
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That it is the opinion of this meeting--First, That some check upon public 
exhibitions of mesmeric power by persons who are only seeking to make money 
thereby, is desirable, if some practical means of doing it coulcl be discovered. 

That the proposal to grant to the Medical Faculty the entire monopoly of 
experimentally investigating this branch of Science, called Mesmerism or Hypno
tism, would be both unjust and disastrous; and for the following reasons: 

(a) The Medical Faculty has been until quite recently the avowed opponent of 
all who have maintained the actuality of Mesmeric phenomena. 

(6) Obliged, by a demonstration they have not been able to evade, to admit the 
physico-psychical phenomena of Mesmerism, they are still strongly opposed to 
admitting the reality of that transcendental psychical phenomenon known as 
clairvoyance; and to give by law a monopoly of investigation to a body of men 
animated by such a prejudice would be to seek to prevent any further discoveries 
in transcendental psychology, and to force upon Parliament --a purely non-scientific 
body-the determining of what was, and what was not, a legitimate field of scien
tific research. 

• • • 
Theosophists are sometimes blamed for the criticisms they pass 

on the age in which we are living, and it is said that they exaggerate 
the evils of civilization while leaving out of account the benefits 
accruing from the general softening of manners and the disappear
ance of savagery. Yet our papers teem with records of crimes of 
all descriptions-murders, suicides, assaults, mark well-nigh every 
page. And surely in no savage community has ever occurred a 
crime more ghastly in the pettiness of its cause and the brutality 
of its execution, than the following. A picnic is given at Hilda's 
Point, Fort Worth, Texas, by a Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stearings. 
To the picnic comes a guest named Allis, who had had some feud 
with his host, but had been reconciled to him a few days previously. 
During the picnic Allis proposes to treat to a swing the two little 
daughters of his entertainers, and mounts into a large swing with 
them and his own son. One of the little girls, while they are 
swinging, slaps the boy's face, and Allis, with a yell of fury, jumps 
up, seizes the two sisters and flings them out of the swing on to the 

. rocks below, where they are instantly killed. Mr. Stearings, seeing 
the horrible act, pulls out a revolver and shoots at the murderer, 
who falls out of the swing, his corpse falling close to those of his 
victims, at the feet of the heartbroken mother. Is it credible that 
a tragedy so ghastly should break into the harmless gaiety of a 
picnic party, passions so violent be hidden under the smooth mask 
of civilized manners? Public opinion, the report adds, justifies the 
act of the maddened father, but surely society is disintegrating 
into its original elements if a child's peevish slap leads to a double 
murder, and that again to be avenged by murder, justified by public 
opinion. Another paper tdl~ ~f a weclaing party of well-to-do 
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respectable people; a noisy serenade on the wedding evening irri
tates the bridegroom; he rushes into the balcony, fires at the cTowd, 
killing two of them, is fired at in return and falls dead, his bride 
falling dead beside him. Among wild savages of the rudest kind 
such acts might seem possible, but among "civilized" people! 
Strange must be the life-story behind some of the people born 
into our world just now, and dark the strands of Karmic web 
woven into the present from the past. 

• • • 
Through strange vicissitudes has passed the Priesthood, from 

the dawn of man's history do.wn to the present day. When the 
Lemurians first built their cities, mighty Priest-Kings ruled over 
them and instructed them in the elements of science and of art. 
Figures of stately dignity, grandiose, crowned with the imperial 
diadem of wisdom, none challenged their authority, none resisted 
their sway. They trained infant Humanity, they guided its doubtful 
steps, and reverence, love, obedience, walled them round, Priests 
robed in knowledge, founders of civilization, builders of nations. 

• • • 
As the Wheel continued to turn, dynasties arose, but the offices 

of Priest and King remained combined. During the rise, the 
maturity, the decay of the mighty Atlantean Race, these dynasties 
of the" Divine Kings" ruled over earth. Adepts they were, ~se 
and strong, but even among them crept the serpent of Self, and the 
asp of Desire, so that spiritual knowledge became the handmaiden 
of temporal dominion, and the treaders of the Left Hand Path 
became many and of the Right Hand few. Still the Torch of 
Knowledge burned brightly, and was handed on from Priest to 
Priest, and the Hierophant could still pass THE WORD to the 
neophyte and lift for him the veil that hid the face of Isis. And so 
the Wheel continued to turn, and the Priest was still the lord and 
teacher of men. 

• • • 
The Wheel turned on, and the Aryans appeared, and over the 

ruins of Atlantean cities rose the dwellings of the new Race. In 
the twilight we see moving forms of Priests yet gigantesque, pioneers 
yet of knowledge among the nations. There, in the twilight, stand 
the architects of Indian civilization, dwellers by the Indus and the 
Ganges; there the mighty sons of Zarathustra, sons of the Fire and 
the Sun; there, a little nearer tei us, the children of the Nile, the 
straightbrowed Priests of Egypt, silent, mysterious, with the silence 
of the desert and the mystery of the stars incarnated in their i1J1-
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passive strength. They made the throne of the Phar~ohs, they 
made Egypt synonymous with wisdom, and sages went to learn 
at their feet, legislators to be instructed by their lips. 

• • • 
The Wheel turned on, and pettier men came forth, generation 

after generation. As knowledge faded, sophistry grew brilliant, and 
as power over nature waned art simulated what that power had 
performed. The Priest became at once the tool and the master of 
the King, sharing the royal wealth as he strengthened the royal 
authority, and prostituting his knowledge to the service of tyranny, 
he made religion into superstition, and the longings of the spirit in 
man a fetter to yoke his body to the chariot of political sUbjection. 
The true Priests of Humanity drew back, further and further into 
the Silence, and the Wheel rolled onward, adown the hill of Time. 

• • • 
And now, we also have priests and our penny press comments 

upon them. Young men, not sages, the "average English curate." 
Society now admires, says the highly respectable Tory Globe, "a 
comic-song singing, theatre-going, pipe-smoking, cricket-playing, 
ordinary cravat and tweed-suit-wearing young parson." "Young 
parson." The epithet just fits him. To give him the name of 
Priest would be to put a baby into the armour of Ulysses-one 
cannot say put the armour of Ulysses on a baby. The very name 
crushes him, despite even the degradation through which it has 
been dragged in Greek and Roman and Christian times. Even in 
its degradation it is too big for the smooth-faced, good-natured lad 
fresh from college, often full of good impulses but hopelessly in
adequate to deal with the problems of life, without either. training 
or experience to fit him for "the cure of souls." And to this has 
the PRIESTHOOD come, 0 Shades of Narada and Asuramaya, of the 
Magi and the Chaldeans! Sometimes I think I see them, heroic 
Figures with calm deep eyes, gazing with infinite patience at the 
whirling dance of modem life, waiting till the Wheel has rolled 
upward far enough to let them step forth once more and guide the 
later as they guided the earlier Humanity, in those days when men 
shall be as Gods and laden with rich harvest of experience shall 
mount the topmost steps of Time. 

• · .. Before our next issue is in our readers' hands, WILLIAM Q. 
JUDGE, one of H. P. BLAVATSKY'S oldest and most trusted friends, 
will be among us on English soil once more. As has already been 
shown by the votes of the members of the Theosophical Society, he 
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is to be the Society's next President, and, if the past may count for 
anything in judging of the future, no hands could be fouud to which 
to confide; its destinies more loyal, more strong, and more true. 
LUCljt'r, in bidding him welcome, does but voice the welcome given 
by all tnle hearts in the Society, and I tnlst he will have time to 
visit the English Lodges, which will have kept pleasant memories 
of his visits last year. He will reach England, according to present 
plans, the first week in July, so as to be present at the Second 
Annual COllvent'ioll of the European Section. 

_""'.'>./1-

White ~OtU5 !1a~. 
CAN I forget 

That living pain, by which my soul was riven 
With self-compassioned feelings so intense. 
And fen'ent joy that rest at length was gwen 
To one I loved in Love's divinest sense r 

Can I forget 
The touch of that soft hand grown coM in mine, 
The look of resignation in those eyes 
Which paled in death, as if a power divine 
Had made twin stars to vanish fronl the skies? 

Can I forget 
The spirit, whose de\'otion did enslave 
The ceaseless pain that clung to tireles.'1 quest, 
The love that made e'en Death forsake its grave 
And point the way to freedom and to rest? 

Can I forget 
The sleepless soul that in my bosom moves, 
My very life with all its ache and fret, 
Or can my heart deny it lives and loves, 
My burning brain its weight of thoughts forget? 

Ah! then can I 
Believe all things at last, perchance, may fade 
And disappear as mists beneath the sun, 
And wreck the cheated sense, the soul invade 
With mock of ruined hopes and faith undone? 

It ne'er can be! 
There is no death, unless it be the change 
That lifts the soul above its nether doom, 
And gives it Wings of Light whereon to range 
'Mid spheres of life beyond the shattered tomb! 

And I have seen, 
With eyes whose sense was lifted and um'eited, 
A nameless Power upon my soul descend; 
And I have felt that Death hath not assailed 
The spirit of my Teacher and my Friend! 

S, 
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AT or near the beginning of the present century all the books 
. called Hermetic were loudly proclaimed and set down as simply 

a collection of tales, of fraudulent prctC7ues and most absurd claims, being, 
in the opinion of the average man of science, unworthy of serious 
attention. They "never existed before the Christian era," it was 
said j .. they were all written with the triple object of speculation, deceit 
·and pious fraud"; they were all, the best of them, silly apocrypha. In 
this respect, the nineteenth century proved a most worthy progeny of 
the eighteenth. For in the age of Voltaire, as well as in this, every
thing that did not emanate direct from the Royal Academy was false, 
superstitious and foolish, and belief in the wisdom of the Ancients was 
laughed to scorn, perhaps more even than it is now. The very thought 
of accepting as authentic the works and vagaries of a false Hermes, 
a false Orpheus, a false Zoroaster, of false Oracles, false Sibyls, and a 
thrice false Mesmer and his absurd "fluids," was tabooed all along the 
line. Thus all that had its genesis outside the learned and dogmatic 
precincts of Oxford and Cambridge,1 or the Academy of France, was 
denounced in those days as "unscientific" and "ridiculously absurd." 
This tendency has survived to the present day. 

One feels dwarfed and humbled in reading what the great modern 
II Destroyer" of every religious belief, past, present and future-M. 
Renan-has to say of poor humanity and its powers of discernment . 
.. Mankind," he believes, "has but a very narrow mind j and the number 
of men capable of seizing acutely (jinement) the true analogy of things 
is quite imperceptible" (Etudes Religieuses). Upon comparing, how
ever, this statement with another opinion expressed by the same author. 
namely, that "the mind of the true critic should yield, hands and feet 
bound, to facts, to be dragged by them wherever they may lead him" 
(Etudes Historiques),· one feels relieved. When, moreover, these two 
philosophical statements are strengthened by that third enunciation of 

1 We think we see the sidereal phantom of the old philosopher and mystic, Henry More, once of 
Cambridge University, moving about in the astral mist, over the old moss· covered roofs of the 
ancient town from which he wrote his famous letter to Glanvll about ·'witches." The soul seems 
restle5S and Indignant, as on that day, May the sth, 1678, when the Doctor conlplained so bitterly to 
the author of Sadd"cis .... s 1Yi .... I"al.s of Scot, Adle and Web~ter. "Our new Inspired saints," 
the soul is heard to mutter, "sworn advocates of the witches, who •.. against all sense and 
reason . . • will have r-ven no Samuel in the scene but a confederate knave . • . these in
blown buffoons, puffed up with • . . ignorance, vanity and stupid infidelity." (See Letl"S 10 
Cla,,";I. quoted in isis Unveiled, p. 206.) 

• M' ... o;,.e read at the AcadEmie des Inscriptions et des Belles Lettre., IS5~. 
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the famous Academician, who declares that "tout parti pris Ii Priori 
doit etre banni de la science," there remains little to fear. Unfortu· 
nately M. Renan is the first to break the golden rule. 

The evidence of Herodotus, called, sarcastically no doubt, "the 
father of history," since in e\'cry question upon which modem thought 
disagrees with him his testimony goes for nought: the sober and 
earnest assurances in the philosophical narratins of Plato and Thuc)'· 
dides, Polybius and Plutarch, and even certain statements of Aristotle 
himself; all these are invariably laid aside whenever they are invol\"ed 
with what modern criticism is pleased to regard as a m),th. It is some 
time since Strauss proclaimed that "the presence of a supernatural 
element or miracle in a narrative is all h!/irlliblt' S(:;1I 0/ lIu presence in 
it of a m),th," and such is the criterium adopted tacitly by every modern 
critic. But what is a mrth-,...i.(;l~-to begin ·with? Are we 1I0t told 
distinctly by the ancient classics that mJ·thus is equh'alent to the word 
traditio1l? Was not its Latin equh'alent the term }a/1l1la, a fable, a 
synonym with the Romans of that which was told, as having happened 
in prehistoric time, and not necessarily an ill\'ention? Yet with such 
autocrats of criticism and despotic rulers as 1\1. Renall in France, and 
most of the English and German Orient<llists, there may be 110 end of 
surprises in store for us in the century to come-historical, geographical, 
ethnological and philological surprises-travesties in philosophy ha\;ng 
become so common of late that we can be startled by nothing in that 
direction. \\ie have already been told by one learned speculator that 
Homer was simply a mythical personification of the Epopee,' by another 
that Hippocrates, son of Esculapius "could 011/.), be a chimera," that the 
Asclepiad~-their !'cven hundred years of duration notwithstanding
might after all pro\'e simply a fictioll" that the city of Troy-Dr. 
Schliemann notwithstanding-"existed 01l/;' on the maps," etc., etc. 
Why should we not be invited after this to regard e\'ery hitherto 
historical character in days of old as a myt)t? Were not Alexander the 
Great needed by philology as a sledge-hammer to break the heads of 
BrAhmanical chronological pretensions, he would have become long 
ago simply a symbol for annexation, or a genius of Conquest, as De 
Mirville neatly put it. 

Blank denial is the only means left, the most secure refuge and 
asylum, to shelter for some little time to come the last of the sceptics. 
When one denies unconditionally it becomes unnecessary to go to the 
trouble of arguing, and, what is worse, of having to yield occasionally 
a point or two before the irrefutable arguments and facts of one's 
opponent. Creuzer, greatest of the symbologists of his time, the 
most learned among the masses of erudite German mythologists, must 
have envied the placid self-confidence of certain sceptics, when he 
found himself forced in a moment of desperate perplexity to admit, 

1 See Alfred Maury's Grlc~. Vol. I. p. 248, and the speculations of Holymanll. 
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.. Decidedly and first of all we are compelled to return to the theories 
of trolls and genii, as they were understood by the ancients, a doctrine 
without which it is absolutely impossible to explain to oneself any
thing with regard to the mysteries."l 

Occultism, all over the globe, is intimately connected with Chal
dean \Visdom, amI its records show the forefathers of the Aryan Bnlh
mans in the sacred offices of the Chaldees-an Adept caste (different 
from the Babylonian Chaldcans and Caldt'cs)-at the head of the arts 
and sciences, of astronomers and seers, confabulating with the" stars," 
and .. receiving instructions fr01:1 the brilliant sons of Ilu" (the COIl

et'a/cd deity). Their sanctity of life and grcat learning-the latter pass
ing to posterity-made the name for long ages a synonym of Science, 
Yes; they were indeed lIu'dialors between the people and the appointed 
messengers of heaven, 'Whose bodie" shine in the starry heavens, and 
they were the interpreters of their wills. But is this Astrolatry or 
Sabeanism? Have they worshipped the stars «'e sec, or is it the 
modern (following in this the medireval) Roman Catholics, who, guilty 
of the same worship to the /elter, and having borrowed it from the later 
Chaldees, the Lebanon Nabatheans and the baptized Sabeans (not from 
the learned Astronomers and Initiates of the days of old), would now 
\'eil it by anathematizing the source whence it came? Theology and 
Churchianism would fain trouble the clear spring that fed them from 
the first. to prevent posterity from looking into it and thus seeing their 
reflection, The Occultists, however, believe the time has come to give 
every one his due. As to our other opponents-the modern sceptic and 
the epicurean, the cynic and the Sadducee-they may find our answer 
to their denials in our earlier writings (see Isis Um}{'iled, Vol. I, p. 535). 
We say now what we said then, in reply to the many unjust aspersions 
thrown on the ancient doctrines: "The thought of the presen~ day 
commentator and critic as to the ancient learning is limited to and 
runs round the exofericism of the temples; his insight is either un
willing or unable to penetrate into the solemn adyta of old, where the 
hierophant instructed the neophyte to regard the public worship in 
its true light. No ancient sage would have taught that man is the 
king of creation, and that the starry heaven and our mother earth 
were created for his sake." 

When we find such works as the Rivers of Life and Pkallicism 
appearing in our day in print, under the auspices of Materialism, it is 
easy to see that the day for concealment and travesty has passed away. 
Science in philology, symbolism, and comparative religions has pro
gressed too far to deny any longer, and the Church is too wise and 
cautious not to be now making the best of the situation. Meanwhile, 
the "rhombs of Hecate" and the "wheels of Lucifer,'" daily exhumed 

1 Creuzer's /"trod"ctio" ,us Mystlrn, Vol, III, p. 4056. 
I De Mirville's he"malologu • .. Religion des Demons." 
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on the site of Babylon, can no longer be used as a clear evidence of 
Satan-worship, since the same symbols are shown in the ritual of' the 
Latin Church. The latter is too learned to be ignorant of the fact that 
even the later Chaldees, who had gradually fallen into dualistD. re
ducing all things to two primal principles, had no more worshipped 
Satan or idols than have the Zoroastrians, who are now accllsed of 
the same, but that their religion was as highly philosophical as any; 
their dual and exoteric Theosophy became the heirloom of the J ew5, 
who, in their turn, were forced to share it with the Christians. Parsis 
are charged to this day with heliolatry, and yet in the Clla/dean Oracles. 
under the "Magical and Philosophical Precepts" of Zoroaster. the 
following is found: 

Direct not thy mind to the vast measures of the earth; 
For the plant of truth is not upon ground. 
Nor measure the measures of the sun, collecting rules, 
For he is carried by the eternal will of the Father, not for your sake. 
Dismiss the impetuous course of the moon; 
For she runs always by the work of necessity. 
The progression of the stars was not generated for your sake.' 

There is a vast difference between the true worship taught to those 
who showed themselves worthy, and the state religions. The Magians 
are accused of all kinds of superstition, but the Clza/dea,,· Oya{/t 
proceeds: 

The wide aerial flight of birds is not true, 
Nor the dissections of the entrails of victims; they are all mere toys, 
If you would open the sacred paradise of piety, 
Where virtue. wisdom, and equity are assembled. 

Surely it is not those who warn people against "mercenary fraud" 
who can be accused of it; as said elsewhere: "If they accomplished ac~ 
which seem miraculous, who can with fairness presume to deny that It 
was done merely because they possessed a knowledge of natural philO
sophy and psychological science to a degree unknown to our schoOls." 
The above-quoted stanzas form a rather strange teaching to come from 
those who are universally believed to have worshipped the sun, and 
moon, and the starry host, as Gods. The sublime profundity of. t~e 
Magian precepts being beyond the reach of modern materiabstlc 

thought, the Chaldean philosophers are accused, together with the 
ignorant masses, of Sabeanism and sun-worship, cults which were 
simply those of the uneducated masses. , 

Things of late have changed, true enough; the field of investIga
tion has widened; old religions are a little better understood; and. 
since that memorable day when the Committee of the French Academy, 
headed by Benjamin Franklin, investigated Mesmer's phenomena but 
to proclaim them charlatanry and clever knavery, both "heathen 

------------------------------------------------------------
, Psellus. 4. See Cory' • .If "ei,,,! Frag"'~"ts, p. 269. 2nd. Ed. 
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philosophy" and mesmerism have acquired certain rights and privi
leges, and are now viewed from quite a different standpoint. Is full 
justice rendered them withal, and are they appreciated any better? We 
are afraid not. Human nature is the same now, as when Pope said of 
the force of prejudice, that: 

The difference is as great between 
The optics seeing, as the objects seen. 
All manners take a tincture from our own, 
Or sOllie discolour'd through our passion shown, 
Or fancy's beam enlarges. multiplies, 
Contracts, inverts, ami gives ten thousand dyes. 

Thus, in the first decades of our century, Hermetic Philosophy was 
regarded by both Churchmen and men of science from two quite 
opposite points of view. The former called it sinful and dedlish, the 
latter denied point-blank its authenticity, notwithstanding the evidence 
brought forward by the most erudite men of every age, including our 
own. The learned Father Kircher, for one, was not e\'en noticed; and 
his assertion, that all the fragments known under the titles of works 
by Mercury Trismegistus, Berosus, Pherecydes of Syros, etc., were rolls 
escaped from the fire that de\'oured one hundred thous:md volumes 
of the great Alexandrian Library, was simply laughed at. Neverthe
less, the educated classes of Europe knew then, as they do now, that the 
famous Alexandrian Library-"the marvel of the ages"-was founded 
by Ptolemy Philadelphus; and that most of its MSS. were carefully 
copied from hieratic texts and the oldest parchments, Chaldean, Phreni
cian, Persian, etc., these transliterations and copies amounting in their 
turn to another hundred thousand, as Josephus and Strabo assert. 

Moreover, there is the additional evidence of Clemens Alexan
drinus, that ought to be credited to some extent,! and he testifies to 
the existence of thirty thousand additional volumes of the Books of 

I The forty· two Sacred Book. of the Egyptian" n"ntioned by Clement of Alexandria, as having 
.. xi, ted in his time. were but a portion of the B,)Ok. of Hermes. lamblichus. on the authority of 
the Egyptian priest Abammon, attributes twelve hundred, and Manetho thirty·six thousand, of sitch 
Books to Henne~. But the testimony of lamhlichus, as a Neo-Platonist and theurgist, is of course 
rejected by modem critic.. Manetho, who is held by /lunsen in the highest cOllsineration as a 
('purely hi!\torical personage," with WhOUl "none of the later native historian" can be compared" 
(I"" Egyptt', i. p. 97), suddenly became a Pseudo·)fanetho. as .oon a. the ideas propounded by him 
clashed with the scientific prejudices against )fagic and the Occult knowledge claimed by the 
anci~nt priests. However, none of the archa!ologists doubt for a nlOlnent the nhllost incredihl~ 
antiquity of the Hermetic books. Champollion shows the greatest regard for their authenticity and 
truthfultl~ss, corroborated as they are hy 1uany of the oldest nlonunlents. And Bunsen brings 
irrefutable proof..; of their age. From his researche!;, for il1~tallce, we leanl that there was a line 
of sixty·one kings h<:fore the days of Moses, who preceded the Mosaic period by a clearly·trac .. able 
civilization of several thousand years. Thus we nre warranted in belie\;ng that the works of 
Hemles Trismegistus were extant many ages before the birth of the Jewish law.g;'·er. .. Styli and 
ink!\tands were foulld on monutnents of the Fourth Dynasty, the oldest in the world," says Bunsen. 
If th" "minent Egyptologist rejects the period of 4"."".; years before Alexander, to which Diogen"s 
Lai'rtius carrie~ back the records of the priests, he is evidently more emharrassed with the ten 
thousand of Bstrol1otuical ob~n'ations, and retnarks that "if they were actual oh~rvations, th~y 
must haVe" ~xtended over 10,000 years" (p. 14). •• \\'e learn, howe\'~r," he adds, .. from one of their 
own old chronological works . • . . that the genuine Egyptian traditions concerning the 
mythological period, treated of, myriads of years" IEg)'Pt~, i. p. '5). 
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Thoth, placed in the library of the tomb of Osymandiasus, m'eT the 
entrance of which were inscribed the words, "A Cure for the Soul." 

Since then, as everyone knows, entire texts out of the" apocryphal" 
works of the .. false" Pymander, and the no less .. fals:::" Asc1epiades, 
were found by Champollion inscribed within the most ancient monu
ments of Egypt. After having de\'oted their whole lives to the study of 
the records of the old Hgyptian wisdom, both Champollion-Figeac and 
Chall1pollion Junior, publicly declared, notwithstanding many biassed 
judgments, hazarded by certain hasty and unwise critics, that the Books 
of Ht'I71ICS: 

Truly contain a mass of Egyptian traditions which are constantly corroborated 
by the most authentic records and monuments of the Eg~'pt of the hoariest 
antiquity, alld are ollly the faithful copies of what is found in those books. 

None will question the merit of Champollion as an Egyptologist, 
and if he declares that everything demonstrates the accuracy of the 
writings of the mysterious Hermes Trismegistus, that their antiquity 
runs back into the night of time, and that they are corroborated in 
their minutest details, then indeed criticism ought to be fully satisfied. 
"These inscriptions," says Champollion, "are only the faithful echo 
and expression of the most ancient verities."1 

Since this was written by him some of the apocr)phal verses by 
the mJ1thicai Orpheus have also been found copied word for word in 
certain inscriptions of the Fourth Dynasty in hieroglyphics, addressed 
to various deities. 

Finally, Creuzer discovered and pointed out the numerous passages 
borrowed from Orphic hymns by Hesiod and Homer; and Christians 
appealed, in their turn, to the testimony of iEschylus, as showing 
"prescience in at least one of the Sibyls of old," says De Min-ille.' 

Thus gradually the ancient claims came to be vindicated, and 
modern criticism had to submit to evidence. Many are now the writers 
who confess that such kind of literature as the Hermetic works of Egypt 
can never be dated 100 far back into the prehistoric ages. It was also 
found that the texts of many of those ancient works-Enoch inclUded-
deemed and so loudly proclaimed apocryphal just at the beginning of 
this century, are now discovered and recognized in the most secret 
and sacred sanctuaries of Chaldea, India, Phcenicia, Egypt and central 
Asia. 

But even such proofs have failed to convince Materialism, 'The 
reason for it is very simple and self-evident. Those texts, studied and 
held in universal veneration at one time, copied and transcribed by 
every philosopher, and found in every temple; often mastered, «bole 
lives of incessant mental labour having been devoted to them, by the 
greatest sages living, by statesmen and classic writers, kings ~nd 
renowned Adepts-what were they? Treatises on Magic and O(~ 

I Egypte. 14J. i he"",alo!ogu, vi. Section 2, uPrometheus." 
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pure and simple; the now tabooed and derided Theosophy and Occult 
Sciences. laughed to scorn by modern Materialism. \Vere the people 
so simple and credulous in the days of Plato and Pythagoras? Were 
the millions of Babylonia and Egypt, of India and Greece, during the 
periods of learning and civilization that preceded the year One of our 
era (giving birth but to the intellectual darkness of the fanaticism of 
the Middle Ages), so simple and credulous that so many, otherwise 
great, men should have devoted their lives to an illusion, a mere 
hallucination? It would seem so. had we to be content with the word 
and conclusions of our modern philosophers. 

However, every art and science, whatever its intrinsic merit, must 
have had a discoverer, and subsequently proficients in it to teach it to 
others. What is the origin of Occultism? Who are its most renowned 
professors? and what is known of these, whether in history or legend? 
We find Clemens Alexandrinus, one of the most learned and intelligent 
of the early Church Fathers, putting these same questions and answer
ing them. "If," correctly argues that ex-pupil of the N eo-Platonic 
school and its philosophers, "if there is a science, there must necessarily 
be a professor of it." And he goes on to say that Cleanthes had Zeno 
to teach him; Theophrastus, Aristotle; Metrodorus, Epicurus; Plato, 
Socrates, etc.; and that when he looked further back to Pythagoras, 
Pherecydes and Thales, he had still to search and enquire who were 
their master and masters. The same for the Egyptians, the Indians, 
the Babylonians, and the Magi themselves. He would not cease 
questioning, he says, in order to learn who it was they all had for their 
masters. And when he should have forcibly brought down the enquiry 
to the very cradle of mankind, to the birth of the first man, he would 
reiterate once more his questioning, and ask him (Adam, no doubt) 
"who had been his professor?" Surely, argues Clemens, "his master 
would turn out no man this once," and even when we should have 
reached as high as the angels, the same query would have to be offered 
to them: .. who were their [meaning the divine and the fallen angels] 
masters and doctors of Sciences?" 1 

The aim of the good Father's long argument is of course to 
discover two distinct Masters, one the preceptor of Biblical Patriarchs, 
the other, the teacher of the Gentiles. But the Secret Doctrine need 
go to no such trouble. Her professors are well aware who were the 
Masters of their predecessors in Occult Sciences and Wisdom. 

The two Professors are finally traced out by Clement, and theyare, 
as might be expected, God, and His eternal and everlasting enemy 
and opponent, the Devil; the subject of Clement's enquiry relating to 
the dual aspect of the Hermetic Philosophy as cause and effect. Ad
mitting the moral beauty and virtues preached in every Occult work 
he was acquainted with, Clement wants to know the cause of the 

1 Strom" i. vi. 
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apparent contradiction between doctrine and practice, good and bad 
Magic, and he comes to the conclusion that Magic has two origins
divhu and diabolical. He perceives its bifurcation into two channels; 
hence his inference and deduction. 

We perceive it too, without necessarily designating this bifurcation 
the "Iif' Path"; we judge it as it issued from the hands of its founder. 
Otherwise, judging also by the effects of Clemens' own religion. and 
the walk in life of certain of its professors since the death of their 
Master, the Occultists would ha,·e a right to come to about the same 
conclusion, and say that while Christ, the Master of all trlU Christians, 
was in every way godly. those who resorted to the horrors of the 
Inquisition, to the extermination and torture of heretics, Jews. and 
Alchemists. the Protestallt Calvin who burned Sen-etus, and the Cath
olic and Protestant persecuting successors, down to the whippers and 
burners of witches in America. must ha\-e had for thcir Master tbe 
Devil. But Occultists. not beliedng in the Devil, are precluded from 
retaliating in this way. Clemens' testimony, however, is valuable in so 
far as it shows (1) the enormous number of works on Occult Sciences 
extant in his day; and (2) the extraordinary powers acquired through 
those sciences by certain men. 

He devotes the whole of his sixth \-olume of the Stromatcis to this 
research of the first two "Masters" of the true and the false philO
sophies respectively, both presen-ed in the sanctuaries of Egypt. ...~nd 
thereupon he apostrophizes the Greeks, asking why they should not 
believe in the miracles of Moses when their own philosophers claim 
the same privileges. "It is iEacus," he says, "obtaining through his 
powers a man-ellous rain; it is Aristreus who causes the winds to blow, 
Empedocles quieting the gale. and forcing it to cease." 1 etc .• etc. 

The books of Mercnrius Trismegistus attracted his attention the 
most. Their extreme wisdom, he remarks, ought always to be in 
everyone's mouth.' He is loud in his praise of Hystaspes (or Gush
tasp), and of the Sibylline Books and even of astrology. 

There have been use and abuse of Magic in all ages, as there are 
use and abuse of Mesmerism or Hypnotism in our own. The an ci ent 
world had its Apolloniuses and its Pherecydes, and intellectual people 
could discriminate between them. as they can now. \Vhile not Qne 

classic or pagan writer has ever found one word of blame for .~pollo
nius of Tyana. for instance, it is not so. with regard to Pherec~-d~s. 
Hesychius of Miletus, Philo of Byblos and Eustathius charge hIm 

with having built his philosophy and science on demoniacal trad i t ions. 
Cicero declares that Pherecydes is, po/ius divinus quam mediC1ls, " rat:l1er 

h h h ··" d D· 'La'·· . .... ,"'a5t a soot sayer t an a p YS1Clan ; an IOgenes ertl,us gn·es-=---

1 Therefore Empedocles is called KIJ).\VlTaV(I'~" the dominator of th~ witld:'-P.<oK'~"'j, 
L. 8. to. 

i See Stroma .. t, \"1. cll. iv. 
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number of storie5 relating to his prediction5. One day Pherecydes 
of Syros prophesies the shipwreck of a vessel hundreds of miles away 
from him; another time he predicts the capture of the Lacedcemonians 
by the Arcadians; finally, he foresees his own wretched end. l 

Such imputations as these prove very little, except, perhaps, the 
presence of clairvoyance and prevision in every age. Had it not been 
for the evidence brought forward by his own co-religionists, that 
Pherecydes abused his powers, there would have been no proof at all 
against him, either of sorcery or of any other malpractice. Such 
evidence as is given by Christian writers is of no value. Baronius, for 
instance, and De Mirville find an unanswerable proof of demonology in 
the belief of a philosopher in the coeternity of matter with spirit. 
Says De Mirdlle: 

Pherecydes, postulating in principle the primordiality of Zeus or Ether, and 
then admittinK on the same plane another principle, coeternal amI co-working 
with the first one, which he calls the fifth element, or 6genos-thus confesses that 
he gets his powers from Satan . . . for bgellos is Hades, and Hades is-our 
Christian Hell. 

The first statement is "known to every school- boy" without De 
Min-ille going to the trouble of explaining it; as to the deduction, 
every Occultist will deny it point-blank, and only smile at the folly. 
But now we come to the conclusion. 

The rls1illll of the \'ie\\'5 of the Latin Church-as gh'en by 
various authors of the same type as the Marquis-is that the Her
metic Books-their wisdom notwithstanding, and this wisdom is fully 
admitted in Rome-are "the heirloom left by Cain, the accursed, to 
mankind." It is "absolutely proven," says a modern memorialist of 
"Satan in History," .. that immediately after the flood, Ham and his 
descendants had propagated anew the ancient teachings of the accursed 
Cainites and of the submerged Racf!." This prO\'es, at any rate, that 
Magic, or Sorcery as he calls it, is an Antedilm'ian Art, and thus one 
point is gained. For, as he says, "the e\'idence of Berosus is there" 
(A Illiq. i. 3), and he shows Ham to be identical with the first Zoroaster(!), 
the famous founder of Bactria (! !), and the first author of all the Magic 
Arts of Babylonia. Zoroaster, on the same authority, is the ChmlCSl'nUa 

or Ham (Challl),2 the infamous," who left the faithful and loyal ~ oachians, 
the blessed, and he is the object of the adoration of the Egyptians, 
who after receiving from him their country's name ChclIIia (chemis-

--------~---

1 Dio;:-tlleJ, L. i. I, ~ '46. 
'2 The English·speaking peo~le who spell the n:ltlll.! of Noah's disrespectful ~Ot1 "Ham," have to 

he reminded that the right spelling is Kham. or Cham. 

S Dlack !\{agic, or Sorcery, is the e\;l result ohtained in any shape or way through the practice of 
Occult Arts i hence it has to be judged on~y hy its eft".:cts. The nalue of H_Ull or Cain, wht'll pro
nounced, has never killed anyone; when:a~. if we an: to belie\-e that same Clcmt'lls .-\lexandrinus, 
who traces the professor of every OCCl!lthit. outside Chri!'otianity. to the De\'B, th~ l1alU~ of Jeho\'ah 
(pronounced Jl'1JO and in a peculiar waYI had the effect of killing any man at a distallce. The 
mysterious Scht'n,hamphorasch were lIot alway. used fJr holy purp;)ses by the Kalnlist., "specially 
on the Sabhath, or Saturday, sacred to Satttra or the evil ~"";,alll_ 
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try?), built in his honour a town called ChClIllllis, or the "city of fire."l 
Ham adored fire, it is said, whence thename Chammaim, gh'en to the 
pyramids; which, in their turn, having become vulgarized, passed on 
their name to our modern "chimney" (cheminee)." 

This statement is entirely wrong. Egypt was the cradle of 
chemistry and its birthplace-this is pretty well known by this time. 
Kenrick and others show the root of the word to be dumi or chem, 
which is not Cham or Ham, but Khcm, the Egyptian Phallic God 
of the Mysteries. 

But this is not all. De ~Iin'ille is bent upon finding a Satanic 
origin even for the now innocent Tarot. 

As to the means for the propagation of this llagic - the bad, diabolical llagic
tradition points it out to us in certain Runic characters traced on metallic plates [or 
leaves. des l<lllll's). which escaped destruction in the deluge." This might have been 
regarded as legendary had not subsequent discoveries shown it far from being so. 
Plates were found with other such Runic and Satanic characters traced upon them, 
and these being exhumed, were recognized [?]. They were covered with queer 
signs, utterly indecipherable and of undeniable antiquity, to which the Hamites 
[Sorcerers-with the author) attribute marvellous and terrible powers.· 

\Ve may leave the pious Marquis to his own orthodox beliefs, as 
he, at any rate, seems quite sincere in his views; nevertheless, his able 
arguments will have to be sapped at their foundation, for it must be 
shown on mathematical grounds who, or rather 'what, Cain and Ham 
really were. De Mirville is only the faithful son of his Church, 
interested in keeping Cain in his anthropomorphic character and 
present place in Holy Writ. The student of Occultism, on the other 
hand, is solely interested in the truth. But the age has to follow the 
natural course of its evolution. As I said in Isis: 

We are alille bollom of a cycle and evidently in a transitory sUzie. Plato dh-ides 
the intellectual progress of the universe during every cycle into fertile and barren 
periods. In the sublunary regions, the spheres of the various elements remain 
eternally in perfect harmony with the divine nature, he says; "but their parts," 
owing to a too close proximity to earth, and their commingling with the earlltly 

1 Ch~mmis, th~ prehistoric city, mayor may not have ~ built by Noah's son. but it was not 
"is name that was given to the town, but that of th~ mystery goddess K"a:",,,,, or CIltJ': ... ".S (Greek 
form), th~ deity that was created by the ardent fancy of the neophyt~, wbo was thus tantali.ed 
during his .. t~lve labours" of probation ~fore his 6nallnitiation. H~r male countnpart is K/uM : 
Ch~mmis or Khemmis (to·day Akhmim) was th~ chief Rat of th~ god Kh~. The G~ks, identi
fying Kh~ with Pan, call1'd this city Panopolis. 

t P"~",,,atolog;~, Vol. n, p .• '0. This looks more like pious ven~ance tban pbilology. Th~ 
picture, ho~Vtt, is incomplet~, as the author ought to hav~ add~d to the "chimney" a witcb /lying 
out of it on a broomstick. 

8 How could th~y esca~ from th~ d~lu~-unI68 God so willed it? 
• There is a curious work in Russia, written in th~ Slavonian Sacerdotallangu~, by th~ famous 

Archbishop Petrr, 011 Mogt-Ia ith~ tomb). It is a book of Exorcisms (and, at th~ same tim~,lh'0C8ti0D5) 
against the dark po~rs that trouble the monks and nuns in pref~rence to all. Som~ who had th~ 
good fortune to g~t it-for its SRI~ is strictly forbiddell aud k~pt RCret-tri~d to read it aloud for the 
pUrpORS of exorcising theR pow~rs. Som~ b«am~ lunatics; oth~rs died at th~ sight of what took 
plac~. A lady got it by paying two thousand roubl~8 for an incomplet~ copy. Sbe ueed it OD~. and 
th~u threw it into the 6re the sam~ day, th~aft~r b«oming d9dly pale when"rr th~ book was 
m~ntioned. 
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(which is matter, and therefore the realm of evil), "are sometimes according, and 
sometimes contrary to (divine) nature." 'Vhen those circulations-which Eliphas 
Levi calls "currents of the astral light"-in the universal ether which contains in 
itself every element, take place in hamlOny with the divine spirit, our earth and 
everything pertaining to it enjoys a fertile period. The occult powers of plants, 
animals, and minerals magically sympathize with the "superior natures," and the 
dh'ine soul of man is in perfect intelligence with these "inferior" ones. But during 
the barren periods, the latter lose their maJ"ric sympathy, and the spiritual sight of 
the majonty of mankind is so blinded as to lose every notion of the superior 
powers of it:; own divine spirit. 'Ve are in a barren period: the eighteenth 
century, during which the malignant fever of scepticism broke out so irrepressibly. 
has entailed unbelief as an hereditary disease upon the nineteenth. The dh'ine 
intellect is veiled in man; his animal brain alone Phi/osophi=es. 

H. P. B. 

Zobinral ~~ntbolog~. 

I SUPPOSE that no subject known to the lay-student opens out a 
field more vast, or records more ancient than that of symbology; 

while I venture to affirm that no ground of research is universally more 
secure, or more fmitful of results to the antiquaTian, than that covered 
by zodiacal symbology. The zodiac is, so to say, a pictorial history of 
the evolution of the universe, and a synthetic diagram of the progress 
of the human family throughout the ages. It is also a prophecy of the 
future of man and of the world in which he lives. Regarding its origin 
little or nothing is known to us; but in the Secret Doctrine there is a 
statement that the Vedic astronomer Narada, by the name of Pesh
Hun, is credited in the old stanzas with .. having calculated and 
recorded all the astronomical and cosmic cycles to come, and with 
having taught the science to the first gazers at the starry vaults." It 
is moreover stated that there is a work among the Secret Books of the 
Rishis, called the Min'or of Ike Future, wherein .. all the Kalpas within 
the Kalpas, and cycles within the bosom of Shesha, or infinite time," 
are recorded. From the same source we learn that the chronology of 
the Brahman Initiates is founded on the astronomy of Asuramaya, the 
astronomer and magician who received his instmction first of all from 
the records of the aforesaid Narada, who must in this case have ante
dated the Atlanteans, and therefore probably belonged to the latter 
part of the Third Root Race. But however this may be, one cannot 
but admire the wisdom of the man who first conceived the idea of 
writing this stupendous record of the destiny of mankind in the stars. 
There the moth and dust of time had no advantage, nor could the busy 
hand of man reach there to mar the sacred record with excisions and 
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interpolations. A star which once belonged to the head of the Dragon 
would remain his vulnerable point for ever. until the time should come 
that the record was fulfilled and the "bruised heel should bruise the 
serpent's head." Hercules might change to Krishna; and eacb of 
the great Gods, who are depicted as closing with the Dragon in the 
struggle for life, would find his place in the mythology of the nations, 
but the stars would remain unchanged, and all the musings of" the 
poet, the reasonings of the philosopher. and the calculations of" the 
astronomer, would not avail to move n single st-lr from the bright 
mosaic of the zodiac. So the record was set there. and so it has 
remained to this day. 

The signs of the zodiac we:e origin:tlly known to the exoteric 
world as ten iu number, but two secret signs known to the Initiated 
were afterwards added when the sign Yirgo-Scorpio was divided. and 
the sign Libra inserted. This change is held to symbolize the fall into 
matter, the separation of the sexes, with the subst!quent bisexual pro
duction of the species. This mystery among others is embodied in 
the famous glyph of .. Ezekiel's WheeL" The oldest monumental 
records of the zodiac that are known to the "'est are the zodiacs of 
Esue and Dendara. The latter with its vernal and Oriental si~ as 
Virgo cannot, I think, be less than se\'enteen thous:lnd years old .. and 
Volney in his Rui1lS 0/ Empires gi\-es the date of the origin o£ the 
zodiac as over sixteen thousand years ago. But it is evident that these 
figures do not cover more than a mere fraction of the antiquity ascribed 
to the zodiac in the Secret Doctrine. On this point, howe\'er, the stadent 
of chronology should consult the chapter on the" Zodiac and its Anti
quity" in the Secret Doctrille, Vol. II. pp. 64-7-668. 

I must pass over the mythology, deeply interesting as it is. em
bodied in the signs of the zodiac. and come at once to its symbolical 
teachings. 

The symbols by which the signs of the zodiac arc known to us are 
twelve in number. As they are now repre,;ellted they are nothing more 
than corrupt outlines of what were once very ehborate figures, and the 
process of abbreviation through which they ha\'e gone reminds one 
very forcibly of the hieratic writing of the Egyptians, a brief sketch 
of which will enable me to depict the evolution of the zodiacal symbols 
better than anything else my mind can suggest. The more we study 
the ancient monuments the more we are convinced that the earliest 
records among men were written in a language that was purely emble
matical and hieroglyphic. It appears that to them every natural object. 
in which we may include man himself and all his bodily p:uts, W.lS 

regarded as the embodiment of some particular spiritual force, so:ne 
abstract truth, some special "thing in itself." Under such forms or 
representations, the sages were used to communicate the secrets of 
their cult to the neophyte, and in this figur:ltin language also the 
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sacred writings were made. The custom is essentially Eastern in its 
origin, and its development is largely restricted to the East, though un
doubtedly the Western saored writings have their basis in the doctrine 
of correspondences, and their figures of speech are as allegorical as 
theyar..'! emblematic. But the more we go E3stward the more do we 
find this custom of using natural objects as representatives of spiritual ) 
states to be prevalent. "Words are signs of natural facts," says 
Emerson. "Every word that is used to expre3S a moral or intellectual 
fact, if traced to its root, is found to be borrowed from some material 
appearance." 

Thus we have i1Ztclligmce as expressing the .. choice between" one 
thing and another; rightcoumess as the "condition of being straight"; 
tra1Zsgressio1Z as the .. crossing of a line"; supercilious as the" raising of 
the eyebrow," etc. I will quote one more illustration from the Hebrew. 
The verb "to know" is expressed in that language by Idao (»T') and is 
compounded of the letters, J'od, dalcth, and Oi1Z, equivalent to our YDO. 
Yod means a hand, and is the symbol of power. Daleth means a door, 
and is the symbol of initiation. Oin means an eye, and denotes vision 
or perception. \Ve have thus three distinct symbols representing as 
many facts in nature, and collectively denoting "opening the door to 
see," or "the power of going in to perceive," which is a very complete 
and graphic definition of the act of "knowing" hieroglyphically repre
sented under three brief symbols. The Hebrew language is peculiarly 
susceptible to this method of interpretation, as every letter that enters 
into the composition of a word has its own meaning, and is nothing 
more or less than the name of some common object in use among the 
primitive "dwellers in tents." Thus we have the history of that people 
represented in their alphabet by such things as a bull, tent, camel, tent
door, tent-hook, oxgoad, fish, fish-hook, etc., and the nature of these 
objects will represent to us the sense in which they are used when in 
combination. Now, so far as these remarks bear upon our subject, we 
have only to note that the early writing seems to have consisted in a 
more or less artistic representation of some object, the initial letter of 
whose name gave the sound that was to be pronounced. In such cases 
the vowels were frequently omitted from the words entirely, as happens 
in the Egyptian hieroglyphs, as well as in the Hebrew and Chaldee 
texts. In the selection of such representative figures use was chiefly 
made of those whose known qualities or characteristics were in accord 
with the idea conveyed by the complete word, but this art appears to 
have greatly degenerated in the later monuments. Another method of 
hieroglyphic writing was the use of what are called "ideographs." In 
these a single composite figure stood for a whole word, descriptive of 
a state or condition qualifying the subject under discussion. Of this 
nature are the signs of the zodiac. It is only when we consider the 
gradual degeneration of form in all written symbols that we can 
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account for the symbols of the zodiac as we now ha"e them repre
sented in our books. Thus instead of the Ram we ha\'e only the horns 
represented; the same with the BUll; the Twins are indicated b~- two 
upright strokes, the Lion by his tail, Ceres or Virgo by the three ears 
of corn and the sickle, and so on; representatiVt: parts of the on ginal 
figures alone remaining in use, and those very crudely depicted. 

It is now necessary to see what these symbols, original or deri yed, 

may represent, and in attempting an explanation I shall confine n~ yself 
to their signification in regard to the alchemy of human nature. 

In Kabalism, as in the most ancient astrology that is known to liS, 

the signs are subject to "urious classifications, which give us for each 
sign as many different significations, some of which we may ex~ Tuine 
in connection with our Theosophic concepts of Man and Nature. 

The natural order of the signs is alternately male and fe xTule, 
active and passh'e, posith'e and negative. In this sense they represent 
alternately spirit and matter, which the Hindus were accustomed to 
regard under the symbols of fire and water, so that in their wcl i 2Cal 
view of the cosmos, "eternity is pointed off into grand c~·cles, in each 
of which tweh'e transformations of our world occur, followin g its 
partial destruction by fire and water alternately." Following this two
fold division of the signs, the odd or male signs are called "sinister" 
or left-signs, the (:\"en or female signs being called "dexter" or ri ght
signs. It will be obsen'ed, moreover, that each sign is opposite t~, 'or 
polarized by, one belonging to the complementary element. Thus 
Aries which is a "fire" sign, is polarized by Libra which is an ~ 4 air" 
sign; Taurus an "earth" sign, is polarized by Scorpio, a .. water" sign, 
and so of the rest. From the circle of unity we ha\'e thus differe21tia
tion by duality. \\'e now pass to the trinity. 

The signs are subject to a threefold dh;sion in regard to "their 
constitutional nature, which is either moveable, common or fixed. _ In 
this way Aries is moveable or volatile, Taurus fixed, Gemini com~mon 
or mutable, Cancer is of the same nature as Aries, Leo the sa~e as 
Taurus; and so on through the signs. We thus obtain three distinct 
sets of four each, comprising the volatile, mutable, and fixed con stitu
tions of each of the four elements. In this triple constitution we have 
a correspondence with the three famous salts, the volatile, mm table 
and fixed, of the medi~val alchemists. 

These sets are also called the acute, grave and circumflex, der10ted 
by the symbols of an angle, a square, and a semicircle. 

If we arrange the signs in their order in a circle, it will be seen 
that all the signs of the same constitution are mutually polarized on 
the mathematical basis of the quadrate, the cross or square, which in 
all pure Occultism is considered as of evil portent, though it is anuch 
in use in the magic arts of the West, and often employed in religious 
worship as a sacred symbol. As an instance of this quadrature we 
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may take the four signs of Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius, which 
are called fixed signs, and are therefore in the relations of the quadrate 
to one another. Taurus is of the el~ment of earth, L~o of the element 
of fire, Scorpio of water, and Aquarius of air. Of these the fire sign 
is opposed to the water sign, and the air to the earth; being in Occult 
symbology mutually disadvantageous to one another. Hence we find 
among the Mithraic monuments, constructed at a time when the sign 
Taunts coincided with the yernal equinox, there are four composite 
figures representing this mutual antagonism. First we have Leo the 
lion, emblem of the spirit, treading upon and rending the serpent or 
dragon. the sign Scorpio. which denotes the gross, passional and 
diabolical nature known to the Theosophic student as Kama-that 
principle in us which is more material lliall maller, to use a paradox. 
The next figure is that of a man leading or riding upon a bull, or 
again, as in the monument discovered by Kircher, standing upon 
and slaying it. Hcre Aquarius, the man, is theemblcm of the 
higher intelligence, or spiritual knowledge, while the bull denotes 
natural science or material knowledge. Thcn again we ha,·c the figure 
of the bull coiled around and strangled by the serpent, denoting the 
supremacy of thc passional instincts of the natural man oycr the lower 
mind, and the constraint of natural science to feed the carnal desires 
of man. The fourth of these wondcrful tableaux depicts a man in the 
act of slaying a lion. in allusion to the final conquest of the things of 
the spirit by the higher mind, by means of spiritual knowledgc. In 
each case it will be observed there is evident reference madc to the 
antagonism that naturally exists between the signs of the zodiac 
represented. as between the elements to which the latter are related; 
a fact which holds good with regard to the relations of the volatile 
and mutable signs also. So much then with regard to the quaternary 
obtained by the tripartite division of the zodiac. 

The triad, which is obtained from the fourfold division of the 
twelve signs. gives us what is known as the clemmlal nature of the 
various symbols. In this arrangement the sign Aries is of the element 
of fire, Taurus of that of earth, Gemini of air, and Canc(T of water. 
Leo follows as the second sign of the fire triplicity, Virgo the second 
of the earthy triplicity, and so on with the rest of the zodiac. It will 
then be seen that there are three kinds of fire, three kinds of air, three 
kinds of water, and three kinds of earth. Fire is a symbol of spirit, 
air of mind, water of the animal soul, and earth of the physical body. 
Each of these elements and their corresponding principles in the 
nature of man is female, receptive, negative, passive, and vehicular 
to that which is next above it; and masculine, projective, positive, 
active, and impelling to that which is next beneath it. In this way 
the element of the earth and the corresponding principle, the physical 
body, are finally the most inferior, external, and passive; while the 
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spirit, and the element of fire, are the most superior, internal. and 
active of all. Spirit and mind, as the elements of fire and air. are 
formless: the animal-soul and the body, as the elements of water and 
earth, are formative. Hence the kingdom of man is divided into two 
chief estates, the superior and subjective, and the inferior and objective: 
the internal and external, the spiritual and the natural. From the 
interaction of the active and passive elements. three others are pro
duced, which form wbat are called the" critical states" of the elements. 
Thus from the admixture of earth and water we obtain slime, which 
corresponds to the fluid-body or astral, called in Hebrew Tzt/tm, 
whenc~ the famous "rib" of Adam. From water and air we obtain 
vapour, which corresponds to the Kama-Manas or lower mind; the 
shifting changeful clouds of human thought, now lifted up and now 
depressed, kissed by the morning sun, expanded and refined, then 
cooled by the passing wind and drawn to earth: a fitting emblem of the 
unresolved and reIncarnating Ego. By the action of fire upon air 
ether is obtained, which corresponds to the principle of Buddhi in the 
l'eptenary constitution of man, the link betweeu the spirit and the 
mind. Thus it will be seen that in the fiery, ethereal, aerial, vap.orous, 
aqueous, viscous, and terrene states of the elements, we have a corres
poudence with the seven principles of man. The life that flows through 
all is one and indivisible. It will further be seen that we have a three
fold constitution represented in each of these states, volatile, mutable 
and fixed; an outer, inner, and inmost degree of each. In all, twelve, 
corresponding to the apocalyptic city, the New Jerusalem, whose 
measure was "the measure of a man." From what has been said 
concerning the fourfold division of the signs of the zodiac, and the 
triple degrees of each, the description of that cosmic emblem will be at 
once apparent. 

"The city lieth foursquare . . . twelve gates, and at the gates 
twelve angels, and names written thereon. which are the names of the 
twelve tribes of Israel." Israel is here the emblem of spirit-matter, 
the name being derived from the Egyptian deities, Issa or Isis, repre
sented by the moon and ruling the physical universe, and Ra, the 
ruler of the sun, an emblem of spirit. In the scheme that we have 
now before us they cover the SUbjective and objective worlds, which 
taken collectively stand to one another in the relation of spirit and 
matter. Reverting once more to the four ancient cardinal signs of the 
zodiac, Leo, Aquarius, Scorpio, and Taurus, which we have seen to 
correspond to the spiritual, noetic, psychic and physical principles in 
man, to the four walls of the city, as to the four corners of the earth and 
the powers which in Eastern and \Vestern Occultism are said to rule 
over them, I may add that the three states which exist in each of 
these correspond to the three aspects, spirit, soul and body, the active, 
passive and resultant, the principle, cause and effect, on each of these 
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four planes. These three aspects are symbolized under three figures, 
a circle, a crescent, and cross. They enter into various combinations 
to form the symbols of the planets, in which combinations they are 
descriptive of certain alchemical processes which have relation to the 
evolution of humanity. Of these symbols the only one which embodied 
the three parts above referred to was that of the planet Mercury, and 
hence in all alchemical operations the basic principle was quicksilver, 
a fact that will be readily appreciated by many students of Occultism. 

In review of these divisions of the zodiacal signs it will be observed 
that the threefold constitutional and fourfold elemental distribution of 
them gives us two numbers, which are of great importance in all 
magical philosophy, the numbers seven and twelve, the latter being 
composed of 3 x 4, the former consisting of 3 + 4. These figures, 
represented by the triangle and the square in the world of ideas, and 
by the pyramid and the cube in the world of objects, have a special 
signification for the Theosophist, and in all ages and countries have 
been held in sacred reputation as the symbols of spirit and matter, 
subjectively and objectively; of light and darkness, of good and evil. 
Hence it results that all the signs which behold one another by a trine 
aspect are considered as, and may be shown to be, favourable to one 
another; while those related by the square aspect are evil. The reason 
of which is, as we learn from the teachings of Pythagoras, that the 
world is founded upon numbers, and that all spiritual forces, with their 
corresponding material forms, are bound to follow this law. So that 
everything which makes for harmony and union is of the nature of the 
divine, which is one and indivisible, is of the nature of light, is good; 
whereas all that makes for discord and hett:rogeneity is of the nature of 
the material, which is differentiated and' full of strife, is of the nature 
of darkness, is evil. When, therefore, we find the triaugle superposed 
upon the cross, we know that we are dealing with the symbol of all that 
is of the nature of Venus, the lightbearer, the harbinger of peace, and 
the spiritual nature of man; but when, as in the symbol of the planet 
Mars, we find the cross of matter above the reversed triangle of spirit, 
we have to deal with the lower material nature of man, with the source 
of strife and discord, and with the state of liberty in its unrestrained 
and selfish aspect. It would be possible to go further with these 
signatures of the planets and to show that they are not only consonant 
with all that has been said with regard to the trine and quadrate con
stitution of the zodiac, but also that in themselves they are symbolical 
of some very deep and interesting arcana having reference to the 
nature and destiny of mankind; but to do so would take me too far 
from the main line of this essay. 

The deities of the Aryans, as those of the Egyptians and Greeks, 
were in tke first place merely symbolical of the divine attributes of the 
eternal life and mind, and of the elements and powers of nature which 

3 
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expressed them. The course of time, and all that this expression 
intends when referred to the change and decay of such nations as 
those mentioned, would inevitably bring about a corruption of these 
divine mysteries; the steps between the personification and the deifica
tion of cosmic forces being greatly assisted, at least in the vulgar mind. 
by the free use of mythical drama and sacred legend by the Initiates of 
the successive ages. To recount the hundred myths and legends that 
ensphered even a single one of the zodiacal figures would be to recall 
to mind very much that must be already familiar to the average reader. 
and I shall therefore only ask you to pass with me in re\-iew of some of 
the signs of the zodiac from a symbolical standpoint, taking into 
account certain of the adjacent constellations which are inseparably 
linked thereto. 

To begin then with Leo, the sign that some twenty thousand years 
ago was coincident with the vernal equinox. according to the Narayana 
system of the Hindus, which recognizes the mo,-ing zodiac in contra
distinction to our own method, in which the constellations and the 
signs are considered independently. The Lion is a solar figure and a 
symbol of pure spirit. Beneath its feet we see the constellation of 
Hydra, the serpent of the deluge, or the waters of space. Upon the 
back of the latter is Corvus, the raven, which being sent forth from the 
ark did not return. Beneath the serpent is the Mercabah, or ship. to 
which the dove is seen flying. These figures I believe to have a special 
reference to two separate classes of incarnating Egos sent forth from 
the ship of Manu. Above the Lion there is another one, couchant, and 
in the same meridian we find Cepheus, the hierophant and bearer of 
the sceptre. Hence the saying that "the sceptre should not depart 
from Judah till Shuleh came"; i.e., until Scorpio, the symbol of the 
animal soul of man, should arise, for then the sign Leo drops from the 
meridian. Ariel, the Lion of God, Malike, the king, and other names 
were given to this eminent sign by the Chaldeans and Arabs; the 
Hindus called it Sinha. 

In close association with this is the next sign Virgo, ,-ariously 
represented on different zodiacs; a winged woman holding com in one 
hand and a sickle in the other; or holding a palm branch in the right 
hand and a star, called Spica or the "wheat-ear," in the left; and again 
as Kanya-Durga, the immaculate Goddess of the Hindu pantheon, 
seated in a car drawn by the lion. In all she symbolizes Mulaprakriti. 
or root substance, which, in association with spirit, became the \irgin 
mother of the supreme Logos, and, in differentiation, of humanity also. 
Throughout the Secret Doctrine she is representative of the female 
potency of the material nature undefiled, which, in the state after the 
fall into matter, and previous to the division of the sexes, was associated 
with the biune sign Virgo-Scorpio. 

The sign Libra marks that point in the progress of the human 
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monads where materiai evolution had reached the zenith of its potency, 
and was indeed at that stage where "nature unaided fails." The result 
was a recoil which brought about the separation of the sexes above 
referred to, and the subsequent production of a humanly-born race of 
mortals. As stated in the Secret Doctrilze, this sign was not originally 
in the zodiac, and the e,"idence for this is that the stars, of which there 
are but three, belong to Scorpio, and are called the northern and 
southern Claws. 

Scorpio has already been referred to a5 the sign representing the 
animal soul of man. It is identified also with the Atlantean or Fourth 
Race, among whom first began the struggle for supremacy between 
spirit and matter. There were among them the priests and votaries of 
both; those who worshipped the One Spirit, and those who worshipped 
matter under the form of man, and finally worshipped self. Hence we 
find ill association with this sign two chief constellations which have 
reference to this struggle, Ophiuchus and Hercules, both of whom are 
represented as wrestling with serpents, while at the same time the 
former treads upon the Scorpion and the latter upon the Dragon. The 
sign is universally associated with evil, and even in the Old Testament 
we have reference to it in connection with the tribe of Dan, "the 
serpent in the path which biteth at the horse's heels." 

The sign Sagittarius is typical of the Fifth Race of humanity, and 
corresponds to the Manasic principle in man, which, like the Centaur, 
is half human and half animal; associated with Scorpio on the one side 
and with Capricornus on the other. It is the former which, in tpe 
prophecy above cited, is said to be "bitten in the heel." In connection 
with Scorpio, the symbol of the A tlantean race, this human animal 
points to the famous Kabiri, the Titans, and the Rakshasas and Daityas, 
who, under such and other names, have carried the record of the early 
Fifth Race through the ages. 

The tenth sign of the zodiac, Capricorn us, is known in the Hindu 
zodiac as Makara, the crocodile, and in Egypt, where this creature was 
sacred, it often took the place of the Goat, which was also a sacred 
animal. In all but the modern corrupted zodiac this figure of the 
Goat has a tail like a fish or sea-monster, and in this double aspect is 
largely treated of in the section on symbolism in the second volume 
of the Secret Doctrine, where it is considered as an emblem of the 
Kumaras, or spiritual Egos of humanity, and hence is representative of 
the Dhyan Chohans. It is likewise identified with Lakshmi, the 
Hindu Venus; with Varuna, and the Dolphin, upon whose back 
Neptune, the equivalent of Varuna with the Greeks, is represented as 
seated, or drawn by dolphins in a chariot made from a gigantic sea
shell. Now curiously enough we find in the same meridian with the 
sign Capricornus two constellations, one above called the Dolphin, and 
one beneath called Indus, a Hindu woman holding a spear and a 
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shield. "Suffice it to say, that as the sign of Makara is connected vrit.ll 
the birth of the spiritual' microcosm,' and the death or dissolution ()f 
the physical universe (its passage into the realm of the spiritual); so 
the Dhyan Chohans, called in India Kumara, are connected 'Vi. \:h 
both." (Secret Doc/rille, II, 579.)1 With this sign therefore we n:1'l.1st 
close the cycle of manifestation as represented in the zodiacal SY"Dl

bology, for with Aquarius we enter that arc which leads back t<> t.he 
sign Leo from which we started. 

What has been said regarding the signs of the zodiac in connection 
with the several Races of humanity, applies with equal significance 
upon a lesser scale to the sub-races, and in the cosmos to the se,,~eral 
planetary Rounds. \Vhat I have been able to say within the lin its of 
this short discourse does not exhaust one tithe of the symbolism (>£ the 
zodiac, and I have been able only to glance at the more conspicuo us 
representations of this vast pantheon; but if you will bear in XU i ud 
those I have referred to, and consider them in connection with your 
Theosophic studies, I think that you will find assistance from them; 

and with the necessary patience and study you will no doubt be able 
to complete to your own satisfaction the entire circle of these lum i nous 
symbols. In short, one may safely say, from all that has been written 
and taught concerning this most ancient science of astrology, that it is 
an indispensable study in the course of Occult attainment; though I 
would have no one think that I refer in this connection to the astrology 
that is popularly known by that name. 

These sublime speculations I consider to be the legitimate field for 
the higher faculties of the human mind; and though for many they 
will long remain little if anything more than" the fevered drearniugs 
which have for their object the discovery of the phil03opher's stoue, 
the elixir of life, or the universal solvent: yet for some of us at least 
they will include all these desirable things in something more than 
dreaming, since they are originally and finally the doctrine of huJUan 
life and thought; a reflex of the Divine Mind in the Soul of ~~an, 
which, instinct with the consciousness of its own divine origin and 
de:tiny, reaches out towards the infinite in the contemplation of t;hese 
supreme mysteries, 

And moved by love, a flight sustains, 
That faith nor.re:lson reaches yet; 
Until at length the soul attains 
The. star on which its hopes are set. 

W. R. OW, F.'l'·S. 

------------------------------------------------------------
1 Hence the Thro80phlc symbol of 9 Venus m..matating ~tWftn. aud uniting in itsclf the ~ 

of spIrit and "V of ",aller. 
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~t-incnmntion. 
(Continued from p . .244.) 

THE CAUSES OF REINCARNATION. (Concluded.) 

As this general desire for sentient existence is the cause of Re
incarnation universally, so is the determining cause of each 

individual ReIncarnation the renewed longing for the taste of existence 
on the physical plane. When a long life on the earth-plane has been 
lived and a store of experiences has been gathered, this longing for 
physical existence is satiated for the time, and the desire turns towards 
rest. Then comes the interval of disembodiment, during which the 
Ego, reentering as it were into himself. ceases to energize externally 
on the physical plane and bends all his energies to internal activities, 
reviewing his gathered store of experiences, the harvest of the earth
life just closed, separating and classifying them, assimilating what is 
capable of assimilation, rejecting what is effete and useless. This is 
the work of the Devachanic period, the necessary time for assimilation, 
for gaining equilibrium. As a workman may go out and gather the 
materials for his work, and having collected them may return home, 
sort and arrange them, and then proceed to make from them some 
artistic or serviceable object, so the Thinker, having gathered his store 
of materials from life's experiences, must weave them into the web of 
his millennial existence. He can no more be always busied in the 
whirl of earth-life than a workman can always be gathering store of 
materials and never fabricating from them goods; or than a man can 
always be eating food and never digesting it and assimilating it to 
build up the tissues of his body. This, with the rest needed between 
periods of activity by all forms of being. makes Devachan an absolute 
necessity, and rebukes the impatience with which ill-instructed Theo
sophists chafe against .the idea of thus" wasting time." The rest itself 
is a thing, be it remembered, that we cannot do without. "The tired 
and worn-out Manu (thinking Ego)" needs it, and it is only "the no\\'
rested Ego" I that is ready and fit for Re"incarnation. \Ve have not the 
energy needed for taking up the burden of the flesh again until this 
period of refreshment has enabled the forces of life mental and spiritual 
to store themselves up once more in the spiritual man. It is only at 
the approaching close of the cycle of rebirths that the Ego, grown 
strong by his millenniums of experience, is able to gird himself for the 
awful strain of his last swiftly recurring lives, "without Devachanic 
break," scaling those last se\'en steps of the ladder of existence with 
the tireless muscles hardened by the long ascent that lies behind. 

I K~_'V to TII~Jsophy, pp. '3'1, '4'. 
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One kind of progress-outside the necessary process of assimilation 
just spoken of, which is a condition of further progress-may be made 
in Devachan. H. P. Blavatsky says: 

In one sense, we can acquirt more knowledge; that is, we can de\"elop further 
any faculty which we lo\"ed and stro\"e after during life, pro\"ided it is concerned 
with abstract and ideal things, such as music, painting, poetry, etc., since De\'achau 
is merely an idealized and subjecti\"e continuation of earth·life.1 

This may explain the marvellous infantile genius sometimes 
shown, especially in music, going far beyond any point known to baye 
been reached before in the history of that art in the Aryan race. How· 
ever that may be, it is well to remember that the resolute followimg of 
abstract thought, of idealistic longings, gives a trend to the De\'achanic 
state that will make it a state of active, as well as of passive, progress. 
While Devachan is essentially the world of effects, yet, to this e~tellt, 
it borrows from the world of causes, though it is also true that the 
impulse must be given here which will let the wheel still turn along 
that peaceful road. In Devachan is no initiation of cause, no origina. 
tion of endeavour, but it allows of continuation of efforts aimed at the 
highest planes of being that man can reach from earthly life. Why 
there should be this possibility it is easy to see, for the abstract and 
the ideal heights are illumined by the ltUnasic radiance, and that 
brightens, it is not dimmed, when Manas-Taijasi soars unfettered to 
its own plane. 

An interesting question arises at this juncture, as we may imagine 
the rest-period as over, the forces that carried the Ego out of earth-life 
as exhausted, the longing for sentient physical existence as re\·i,';ng, 
and the Ego ready to cross "the threshold of De\-achan" and pass to 
the plane of Rei'ncarnation. What now guides him to the special race. 
nation, family, through which he is to find his new tabernacle of flesh, 
and what determines the sex he is to wear? Is it affinity? Is it free 
choice? Is it necessity? No questions fall more readily from an 
enquirer's lips. 

It is the law of Karma that guides him unerringly towards the race 
and the nation wherein are to be found the general characteristics that 
will produce a body, and pro\'ide a social environment, fitted for the 
manifestation of the general charact~r built up by the Ego in pre\"ious 
earth-li\'es, and for the reaping of the han'est he Ins sown. 

Karma. with its ann)' of Sk:ll\1I:la~. \';ai~s at the threshold of De\'achan, whence 
the Ego reemerges to assume a new inc.lrnation. It is at this moment that the 
future destiny of the now-rested Ego tremhles in the scales of just Retriblltion. as 
it now falls once again under the sway of active Karmic law. It is in this rebirth 
which is reatly for it, a rebirth selected ancl prepared by this mysterious. inexorable, 
but in the equity and wisdom of its decrees infallible LAW, that the sillS of the 
previous life of the Ego are punished. Ol1ly it is into 1\0 imaginary Hell. with 
theatrical flames and ri,liculous taile..l and horned devils; that the Ego is cast, bllt 

------------ -----------------------
I Kq to 71teosoPI,.", p. 156. 
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verily on to this earth, the plane and region of his sins, where he will have to atone 
for e\'ery bad thought and deed. As he has sown, so will he reap. Reincarnation 
will gather around him all those other Egos who have suffered, whether directly or 
indirectly, at the hands, or even through the unconscious instrumentality of the 
past personality. They will be thrown by Nemesis in the way of the ncu' man, 
concealing the old, the eternal EGO. . . . The new "personality" is no better 
than a fresh suit of clothes with its specific characteristics, colour, form and 
qualities; but the Iml man who wears it is the same culprit as of old. I 

Thus, say, through a militant personality in one incarnation the 
Ego would set up causes tending to draw him for rebirth to a race and 
nation passing through a militant period in its history; the Ego of a 
Roman of the combative colonizing type would be drawn, say, to the 
English nation under Elizabeth, a nation and epoch at which physical 
heredity would provide a body, and social forces an environment, fitted 
for the manifestation of the charactt!r built up fifteen centuries before. 

Another strand in the rope of Karma, and one of the strongest, is 
the dominant tendency and trend of the last-closed life. Dominant 
tendencies and the resolute following of any line of thought and action, 
reappear as innate qualities. A man of strong will, who steadfastly 
sets himself to acquire wealth, who follows this resolve through his life 
relentlessly and unscrupulously, will in another incarnation be likely 
to be one of those men who are proverbially "lucky," of whom it 
is said, "everything he touches turns to gold." He.nce the enormous 
importance of our choice of ideals, of our selection of our aim in life, 
for the ideals of one life become the circumstances of the next. If 
they are selfish, base, material, our next incarnation will bring us into 
an environment in which they will fall into our grasp. As an iron will 
compels fortune here, so it stretches its mailed grasp across the gulf 
of death and rebirth, and grips the end it is resolute to gain; it does 
not lose tensi on and force during the Devachanic interlude, but gathers 
up all its ene rgies and works in subtler matter, so that the Ego finds 
prepared for it on its return a tabernacle builded by that strong and 
passionate desire and fitted for the accoplplishment of the foreseen 
end. As a man sows so he reaps; he is the master of his destiny, 
and if he wills to build for temporal success, for physical luxury, 
none can say him nay. Only by experience he will learn that power 
and wealth and luxury are but Dead-Sea Fruit; that with them the 
body may be clothed, but the Ego will be shivering and naked; that 
his true self will not be satisfied with the husks that are fit food but 
for the swine; and at last, when he has full-fed the animal in him and 
starved the human, he will, though in the far country whither his way
ward feet have carried him, turn yearning eyes towards his true home, 
and through many lives he will struggle thithenvards with all the force 
once used for dominance now yoked to service, and the strong man 

I K~)' to Theosop".v, pp. 141, 142. 
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who built his strength for mastery of others will turn it to mastery of 
self and to training it into obedience to the Law of Lo\'e. 

The question, "What determines sex?" is a difficult one to answer 
even by a suggestion, and definite information on this point bas not 
been given out. The Ego itself is sexless, and each Ego, in the course 
of its myriad reincarnations, dwells in male and female bodies. As the 
building up of the perfect humanity is the object of Re'incarnation, and 
in this perfect humanity positive and negative elements must find 
complete equilibrium, it is easy to see that the Ego must by experience 
develop these characteristics to the fullest in their appropriate physical 
subjects, and therefore that an alternation of sexes is necessary. It is 
also noticeable, as a matter of observation, that at this stage of human 
progress advance is being made in the synthesizing process, and we 
meet noble types of each physical sex showing some of the charac
teristics historically developed in the other, so that the strength, the 
firmness, the courage evolved along the male line are welded to the 
tenderness, the purity, the endurance, evolved along the female, and 
we catch some glimpse of what humanity shall be when the "pairs of 
opposites" divorced for evolution, are once more united for fruition. 
Meanwhile it seems likely that sex-experience constantly redresses the 
balance of the evolutionary process, and supplies the qualities lacking 
at any given stage, and also that the Karmic consequence of tbe in
fliction of wrong by one sex on another will be the drawing back of 
the wrong-doers to suffer in the wronged sex the effects of the causes 
they initiated. 

Thus Karma traces the line which forms the Ego's path to the! new 
incarnation, this Karnla being the collectivity of causes set goivg by 
the Ego himself. In studying this play of Karnlic forces, ho\'\'em, 
there is one thing that ought not to be left out of account-the ready 
acceptance by the Ego, in his clearer-sighted vision, of conditiovs for 
his personality far other tban the personality might be wi11i~g to 
choose for itself. The schooling of experience is not always pleasant. 
and to the limited knowledge of the personality there must be much of 
earth-experience which seems needlessly painful, unjust and useless, 
The Ego, ere he plunges into the "Lethe of the body," seeS the 
causes which ultimate in the conditions of the incarnation on ",hieh 
he is to enter. and the opportunities which there will be therein 
for growth, and it is easy to realize how lightly will weigh in the 
balance all passing griefs and pains. how trivial, to that piercing, far
seeing gaze, the joys and woes of earth. For what is each life but a 
step in the 

Perpetual progress for each incarnating Ego. or dhine soul, in an e\'olution 

from the outward into the inward. from the material to the Spiritual, arrhing at 
the end of each stage at absolute unity with the Divine Principle. From strength 
to strength, from the beauty and perfection of one plane to the greater beauty and 
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perfection of another, with accessions of new glory, of fresh knowledge and power 
in each cycle, such is the destiny of every Ego.1 

And with such a destiny, what boots the passing suffering of a 
moment, or even the anguish of a darkened life? 

THE PROOFS OF REINCARNATION. 

The proofs of ReIncarnation do not amount to a complete and 
general demonstration, but they establish as strong a presumption as 
can, in the nature of the case, exist. The theory they support affords 
the only sufficient explanation of the growth and decay of nations, of 
the facts of individual evolution, of the varying capacities of man, of 
recurrent cycles in history, of unique human cllaracters. I am content 
-despite my own certain knowledge that Re·incarnation is a fact in 
nature-to present it here as a reasonable working hypothesis, rather 
than as a demonstrated theorem; for I am writing for those who are 
seeking evidence in the facts of human life and history, and for them it 
cannot rise beyond the position of a reasonable hypothesis. Those 
who know it to be true need no arguments from me. 

L There are some living persons, as well as some not at present 
in earth-life, who remember their own past incarnations, and can 
recall their incidents as they can recall those of their present lives. 
Memory-which is the link between the varying stages of experience 
of the conscious being, and which carries with it the sense of in
dividuality and of personality alike-stretches for them through the 
gateways of past births and deaths, and the nights of death no more 
break the chain of memory than the nights break it which separate the 
days of our ordinary life. Occurrences of their past lives are as real 
experiences of their living selves as though they had happened a few 
years agone, and to tell them that they did not have these experiences 
is a view to them as foolish as if you persisted that the events they 
passed through ten years ago happened to somebody else and not to 
!heir same selves. They would not debate the question with you, but 
would just shrug their shoulders and drop the subject, for you cannot 
argue a man's own experience out of his consciousness. On the other 
hand, a man's testimony to facts within his own knowledge cannot 
demonstrate the reality of those facts to a second person, and therefore 
this evidence is not conclusive proof to anyone but the experiencer. 
It is the final certainty of the truth of ReIncarnation to the person 
whose memory bears this witness to his own past; its value to the 
hearer must depend on that hearer's opinion of the intellectual sanity 
and moral worth of the speaker. If the speaker be a person of not 
only ordinary sanity in the affairs of everyday life, but of supreme 
intellectual strength; a person of not only ordinary morality, but of 
lofty moral purity, veracity and accuracy; under such circumstances 

I Th, Kc.v 10 ThNJsophy. p. '55. 
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his deliberate statement that he remembers incidents of his own life 
happening, say, some centuries ago, and his relation of these incidents 
with their local surroundings in detail, would probably have con
siderable weight with those familiar with his integrity and ability; it 
is second-hand evidence, but good of its kind. 

ii. The vegetable, the animal, the man, all show signs of the 
working of the "law of heredity," of the tendency of parents to 
transmit to their offspring peculiarities of their own organization, The 
oak, the dog, the man, are recognizable, under superficial divergences, 
all the world over. All are generated and grow along definite lines; 
from two cells, a male and a female, each proceeds, developing along 
the lines of the parental characteristics. The offspring reproduce the 
specific parental marks, and howe,-er widely families of the same type 
may differ, we yet recognize the uniting peculiarities. \Ve unite under 
the name of "dog" the St. Bernard and the toy-terrier, the boarhound 
and the Italian greyhound, as we unite under the name of .. man" the 
Yeddah and the Englishman, the Xegro and the Rajput, But when 
we come to deal with intellectual and Illoral capacities, say in varieties 
of dogs and of men, we are struck with a significant difference. In tne 
dog these ,'ary between comparath-ely narrow limits; he may be clever 
or stupid, vicious or reliable, but the difference between a clever and 
a stupid dog is comparath-ely small.' But in man how huge is the 
distance which separates the lowest from the highest, whether in
tellectually or morally: one race can only count "one, two, three, 
many," while the sons of another can calculate distances that have to 
be reckoned in light-years; one race counts it as filial virtue to sla~' its 
parents, or regards treachery as righteous, while another gives to 
Humanity a Francis Xavier, a Howard, a Lloyd Garrison, In n1an, 
and in man only, among all the races that people earth, do we 1ind 
such great physical unity and such vast intellectual and moral di,,'er
gency. I admit physical heredity as explanation of the one, but I 
need some new factor, not present in the brute, as an explanatioll of 
the other. Reincarnation, with its persistent intellectual and moral 
Ego, learning by experience, developing through millenniums, offe1'S a 
sufficient cause; and a cause which also explains why man progresses 
while animals remain stationary, from the mental and moral stand
point, save as artificially bred and trained by man. As far back as 
records llfach, wild animals have lived as they live now, beasts of prey, 
herds of buffaloes, tribes of monkeys, communities of ants; they Ih'e 
and die, generation after generation, repeating parental habits, slipping 
along ancestral grooves, evolving no higher social life. They ha,'e 
physical heredity as man has, and their wonderful instincts show what 
it can do. But physical heredity does not-for it cannot-gi,'e them 
the accumulated experience which enables the persistent human Egos 
to climb onwards ever, building great civilizations, gathering know-
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ledge, rising higher and higher, so that none can trace a limit beyond 
which Humanity cannot grow. It is this persistent element that is 
lacking in the animal and that is present in the man, that explains why 
the animal is stationary and the man progressh·e. There is no store
house for the experience gathered by the animal save as it modifies 
its physical organism, and so the experience thus physicalized becomes 
available for physical transmission; but man, storing the essence of 
his experience in the immortal Ego, starts life after life with this store 
as his possession, and so has the possibility of continued growth. For 
how can intellectual experience be transmitted, save by consciousness? 
Physical habits, which modify the organism, can be physically trans
mitted, as the tendency to trot in the horse, to point in the dog, and so 
on; in animals and in men alike, these facts are notorious. Equally 
notorious is the fact of the intellectual and moral stagnation of the 
animal as compared with the progressh'eness of man. Another note
worthy fact is that no outside influence can impress on the brains of 
the lowest human races the elementary moral conceptions, which the 
brains of the more advanced assimilate almost immediately on pre
sentation. Something more than the brain-apparatus is necessary for 
an intellectual or moral perception, and no training can give this 
something; training may render delicate the apparatus, but the 
impulse from the Ego is needed ere that apparatus can answer to the 
prompting from without. Nor does it tell against this truth that a 
EuropEan child, shut out of all human companionship. was found to 
be bruti~h and scarcely human on his release; for the physical organ 
nEeds the healthy play upon it of physical influences, if it is to be used 
on the physical plane, and if it is disorganized by unnatural treatment 
it cannot answer to any promptings from the Ego, any more than a 
piano, left to damp and rust, can gh'e out melodious notes from its 
injured strings. 

iii. Within the limits of a family there are certain hereditary 
peculiarities which continually reappear, and a certain "family like
ness" unites the members of a family. These physical resemblances 
are pat(llt, and are looked upon as evidences of the law of heredity. 
So far, good. But what law explains the startling divergences in 
mental capacity and moral character that are found within the narrow 
limits of a single family circle, among the children of the same parents? 
In a family of quiet home-loving people, settled on the same spot for 
generations, is born a lad of wild and roving spirit, that no discipline 
can tame, no lure can hold. How can sllch a type be found in such 
surroundings, if the mental and the moral nature be born of ancestral 
sources? Or a "black sheep" is born in a pure and noble family, 
wringing the hearts that love him, dishonouring a spotless name; 
whence comes be? Or a white blossom of saintliness unfolds its 
radiant beauty amid sordid and gross family surroundings; what 
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dropped seed of that exquh;ite plant into soil so evil? Here, in every 
case, Re'incarnation gives the clue, placing the mental and tnoral 
qualities in the immortal Ego, not in the physical body born of' the 
parents. Strong physical likeness is found between brothers "~hose 
mental and moral characters are as the poles asunder. Heredity Ul3Y 

explain the one; it cannot explain the other.1 Re·incarnation steps in 
to fill ~he gap, and so renders complete the theory of human gro~,·th_ 

h·. This same problem is presented e\'en more strongly in the case 
of twins, in which the children have not only identical ancestry but 
identical pre·natal conditions. Yet twins often unite the most com
plete physical likeness with strong difference of mental and .-noral 
type. And another matter of significance in connexion with t",·i n s is 
that during infancy they will often be indistinguishable from each 
other, even to the keen eye of mother and of nurse. \Vhereas, la ter in 
life, when Manas lias been working through his physical encaseu1ent, 
he will have so modified it that the physical likeness lessens and the 
differences of character stamp themselves on the mobile features. 

v. Infant precocity demands some explanation at the hands of 
~cience. \\'hy can a Mozart, at four, show knowledge in which none 
has trained him? Not only taste for melody, but "instincth'e" ability 
to produce settings for melodies gil'en him, settings which break none 
of the complicated laws of harmony that the musician has to lea Tn by 
patient study. "He was born of a musical family." Surely; other
wise it is hard to see how the delicate physical apparatus necessary for 
the manifestation of his transcendent genius could have been pro\·ided ; 
but if his family gave him the genius as well as the physicalmaclline:~·y 
for its manifestation, one would like to know why so many shared 10 

the possession of the physical musical apparatus, while none sa,·e lle 
showed the power that welled up in the symphonies, the sonata5. tbe 
operas, the masses, that flowed in jewelled cascades from that exnaust-
less source. How could effect so mighty flow from cause so inadeq ua te, 
for among all the Mozart family there was only one MOZART. .A.~ld 
many another case might be quoted in which the child outraJ1 11s 
teachers, doing with ea~e what they bad accomplished with toil" and 
quickly doing what they could in nowise accomplish. 

vi. Infant precocity is but a form of manifestation of genius. and 
genius itself needs explanation. Whence comes it, harder to t:race 

than the track of birds ill the air? A Plato, a Dante, a Bruno, a Shak-
- 't'.) spere, a Newton; whence are they, these radiant children of HumaJ'l 1 #. 

They spring from mediocre families, the first and the last to make the 
name immortal, families whose very obscurity is the definite proof that 
t·hey possess but average abilities; a child is born, loved, caressed, 

-----------------.J 
1 I am not forgetting" reversion," nor the question of how these discordant t~ ent..- a fan;;.v 

if th~ Egos are drawn, as said, to suitabt~ surroundings, but th~ points .. ill be dealt witb.... e 
ff objections." 
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punished, educated, like all the others; suddenly the young eagle soars 
aloft to the sun from the house-sparrow's nest beneath the eaves, and 
the beat of his wings shakes the very air. Did such a thing happen on 
the physical plane we should not murmur, "Heredity and a curious 
case of reversion"; we should seek the parent eagle, not trace the 
genealogy of the sparrows. And so, when the strong Ego stoops to 
the mediocre family, we must seek in that Ego the cause of the genius, 
not look for it in the family genealogy. 

Will anyone venture to explain by heredity the birth into the 
world of a great moral genius, a Lao-Tze, a Buddha, a Zarathustra, a 
Jesus? Is the Divine Root whence spring these blossoms of humanity 
to be dug for in the soil of physical ancestry, the sources of their 
gracious lives in the small well of commonplace humanity? Whence 
brought they their untaught wisdom, their spiritual insight, their 
knowledge of human sorrows and human needs? Men have been so 
dazzled by their teaching that they have dreamed it a revelation from a 
supernatural Deity, while it is the ripened fruit of hundreds of human 
lives; those who reject the supernatural Deity must either accept Re
incarnation or accept the insolubility of the problem of their origin. 
If heredity can produce Buddhas and Christs, it might well give us 
more of them. 

vii. We are led to the same conclusion by noting the extraordinary 
differences between people in the power of assimilating knowledges of 
various kinds. Take two persons of some intellectual power, clever 
rather than stupid. Present to each the same system of philosophy. 
One swiftly grasps its main principles, the other remains passive and 
inert before it. Present to the same two some other system, and their 
relative positions will be reversed. One "has a bent" towards one 
form of thought, the second towards some other. Two students are 
attracted to Theosophy and begin to study it; at a year's end one is 
familiar with its main conceptions and can apply them, while the other 
is struggling in a maze. To the one each principle seemed familiar on 
presentation; to the other, new, unintelligible', strange. The believer 
in ReIncarnation understands that the teaching is old to the one and 
new to the other; one learns quickly because he remembers, he is but 
recovering past knowledge; the other learns slowly because his expe
rience has not included these truths of nature, and he is acquiring 
them toilfully for the first time. • 

viii. Closely allied to this rapid recovery of past knowledge is the 
intuition which perceives a truth as true on its presentation, and needs 
no slow process of argument for arrival at conviction. Such intuition 
is merely recognition -of a fact familiar in a past life, though met for 
the first time in the present. Its mark is that no argument strengthens 
the internal conviction which came with the mere perception of the 
~act; arguments demonstrating its reality may be sought and built up 
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for the sake of others, but they are not needed for the satisfaction of 
the believer himself. That work has been done, so far as he is COn
cerned, in his own previous experience, and he has no need to retra,-el 
the same road, 

" ix, Re'incarnation solves, as does no other theory of human exist
ence, the problems of inequality of circumstances, of capacity, of 
opportunity, which otherwise remain as evidence that Justice is not 
a factor in life, but that men are the mere sport of the fa,·ouritisrn. of 
an irresponsible Creator, or of the blind forces of a soulless Na tu reo 
A child is born wHh a brain fitted to be the instrnment of all an i111al 
passions, a "criminal brain," the vehicle of evil desires, brutal instincts; 
child of a thief and a harlot, his lifl!-blood flows from a foul and 
poisoned source; his surroundings educate him to "icious cou rses, 
train him in all e"il ways, Another is born with a nobly moulded 
brain, fitted to manifest the most splendid intellect, with small ph)-sical 
substratum as basis and instrument for brutal passions; child of pure 
and thoughtful parents, his physical nature is built of good materials, 
and his surroundings push him along right paths of conduct, trai n i ng 
him to good and generous action, helping him to repress all base and 
evil thoughts, The one by organism and em'ironment is foredooXU ed 
to a life of crime, or, at best, if the Divine in him should make itself 
felt," to a terrific struggle against enormous odds, a struggle whicb, 
should it end in ,-ictory, must leave the victor exhausted, maimed, 
heartbroken, The other by organism and environment is foredooU1ed 
to a life of beneficent activity, and his struggle will be not against the 
evil that drags him down but after the higher good that allures him 
upwards. \Vhence such diverse fates, if these human beings enter for 
the first time on life's stage? Shall we say that some conscious and 
overruling Providence creates two lives, banning the one to t1tter-
most degradation, blessing the other to loftiest possibilities? If so, 
then a wailing and helpless Humanity, in the grip of a fathomless 
Injustice, can but shndder and submit, but must cease to spea.k 01 

Justice or of Love as being attributes of the Deity it worships. If ,a 
similar result come about by the blind forces of Nature, then alSO IS 

man helpless in the grasp of causes he can neither fathom. nor con trol, 
and round his heart, while his race endures, must coil the fanged 
serpent of poisonous resentment against Injustice, good and evil lots 
being ground out of the lottery-wheel of blinded Fortune, loto; which 
fall into men's laps without power of theirs to accept or to reject. }:Jut 
if Reincarnation be true, Justice rules the world and man's destinY lies 
in his own hands. The yielding to evil thoughts and acts, the inflic
tion of wrong on others, the unscrupulous pnrsuance of selfish ePos, 
these bnild up for the reincarnating Man a brain which is the 6tt~ 
instrument for their increased manifestation, a brain in which all e~l 
tendencies will find grooves ready for their easy working, and in vvwcb 
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good forces will seek in vain physical organs for their expression. The 
nature with such evil physical equipment will be drawn to suitable 
en,-ironment, where opportunities for evil action offer themselves on 
every hand, to parents whose pOisoned bodies can yield the physical 
materials most fitted to serve as substratum for such manifestation. 
Terrible? Aye, just as it is terrible that persistent drunkenness should 
lead to destruction of body and brain. But where there is Justice, 
inviolable Law, there is hope, for we are then no mere straws, driven 
by the wind, but masters of our own fate, since by knowledge we can 
guide these laws, which never fail us, and which become our helpers 
instead of our foes. For as man may build to evil, he may build to 
good, and the reverse of the results just sketched may be brought 
about. Resistance of wrong thought and act, patient service of others, 
scrupulous devotion to unselfish ends, these build up for the reIncar
nating Man a brain which is the fitted instrument for their increased 
manifestation, in which all good tendencies will find grooves ready for 
their easy working, and in which evil forces will seek in vain physical 
organs for their expression. Such a nature is equally drawn to environ
ment where opportunities for good will crowd around it, to parents 
worthy to build its physical tabernacle. But in each case the taber
nacle is built on the plan supplied by the architect, the Ego, and he is 
responsible for his work. l 

Again, ReIncarnation explains to us the extraordinary contrasts 
between people's aspirations and their capacities. We find an eager 
mind imprisoned in a most inefficient body, and we know it is hampered 
now by its sloth in utilizing capacities in a previous life. We find 
another yearning after the very loftiest attainments, struggling with 
pathetic eagerness to grasp the subtlest conceptions, while it lamentably 
fails to assimilate the most elementary and fundamental ideas of the 
philosophy it would master, or to fulfil the humble requirements of a 
fairly unselfish and useful life. Wf; recognize that in the past oppor
tunities have been wasted, possibilities of great attainments disregarded 
or wilfully rejected, so that now the Ego's upward path is hindered 
and his strength is crippled, and the soul yearns with pitiful and 
hopeless eagerness for knowledge, not denied it by any outside power, 
but unattainable because it cannot see it, though it lies at its very feet. 

There is another suggestion that may appeal to those who believe 
in a personal over-ruling Providence, who creates the spirits of men. 
Is it seemly to imagine Deity as at the beck and call of his creatures in 
the exercise of his creative energy, as waiting attendant on the passions 

1 It must never be forgotten that worldly rank, wealth, etc., do not run on all fours with good 
and ~il surroundings. In the first extreme case sketched in the text, the surroundings are distinctly 
evil, but In the second case the Ego might be surrounded by worldly troubles just because it had 
won the right to have opportunities of growth. A mediocre selfish life might draw the reincaruating 
Ego Into ''''ry comfortable physical circumstances, where selfishness would come easily and be much 
fostered. 
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and lusts of men to create a human spirit to inhabit the body which 
springs from some evil act of unbridled self-indulgence? This constant 
creation of new spirits to inhabit forms dependent for their existence 
on man's caprice has in it something which must be repugnant to those 
who reverence their ideal of a Dh'ine Being. Yet there is no other 
alternative, if they believe man is a spirit-or has a spirit, as they 
mostly phrase it-and reject Re·incarnation.' 

x. Another argument which appeals only to those who believe in 
the immortality of man is that all which begins in time ends in time. 
All that has a beginning has an ending, and the necessary correlatil'e 
of immortality after death is eternal existence before birth. This is 
why Hume declared that metempsychosis was the only theory of the 
soul to which philosophy could hearken, since "what is incorruptible 
must be ungenerable." Thought which rises to the dignity of philo
sophy must accept either ReIncarnation, or th:! cessation of individual 
existence at death. 

xi. Yet, again, is it not somewhat irrational, given the immortality 
of the Spiritual Intelligence in man, to suppose that such an Intelli
gence comes into the world, inhabits, say, the body of a Fiji Islander, 
leaves it, and never returns to learn the innumerable lessons this 
earthly life can teach, but has not yet taught him? We see how much 
more of growth, mental and moral, is possible for man on earth than 
that accomplished by a Fiji Islander. Why should that Intelligence 
finally quit earth-life until all its lessons have been mastered? To send 
on that inexperienced Intelligence into some higher sphere of spiritual 
life is like sending on a boy in the lowest class of a school to the Uni
versity. Common sense bids him return for term after term, after the 
rest of the holidays, until he reaches the highest class, and passes from 
that, having learned what the school has to teach him, to the wider life 
and deeper learning of the college. 

xii. Analogy suggests the coexistence of the temporary and per
manent elements in one life-cycle. The leaves of a tree are born, 
mature, and fall; during their life they take in nourishment, change it 
into substances useful to the tree, transmit the result of their life
energy to the tree, and-die. They do not rise again, but the tree 
endures, and puts out with the new spring a new crop of leaves. So 
does the personality live, gather in experience, transmute it into per
manent values, transmit it to the enduring tree whence it springs, and 
then perish: after the winter passes, the Ego puts forth the new 
personality to do similar work, and so to build up and nourish the 
growth of the tree of Man. And so all through nature we see the 
temporary serving the permanent, working for the growth of that more 
enduring life of which it is itself but the passing offshoot. 

xiii. The recurring cycles of history point to the ReIncarnation of 
----------------------------------~----------------------

1 See Prof. W. Knight's EsEay in the: For/"ig"/{~ Revieu'. Ec:pt. 1878. 
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large numbers of persons as it were in bulk. We find at the close of 
periods of fifteen centuries the reemergence of the types of intelligence 
and of character that marked the beginnings of such periods. Let the 
student, with this idea in his mind, compare the Augustan period of 
Roman history with the Elizabethan period of English. Let him 
compare the conquering, colonizing, empire-building type of the 
Romans with that of the English. Let him compare the currents of 
religious thought in the third and fourth centuries after Christ with 
those of the eighteenth and nineteenth, and see if he cannot trace in 
the prevalence of mystic and Gnostic thought to-day any reemergence 
from the close of the fourth century. When he has pursued this line 
of study for awhile, he will begin to see that the statement in Theo
sophical books that fifteen centuries is the "average period between 
incarnations" is not a mere fancy or guess. 

xiv. The rise and decay of races is best explained on the hypothesis 
of Reincarnation. It is noticed that some races are dying out, despite 
the efforts which have been made to check their decay; their women 
become afBicted with sterility and so their numbers steadily diminish. 
their complete extinction being only a question of time. The Re·in
carnationist says: "The Egos are leaving that race; all that can be 
learned through that particular expression has been learned; the Egos 
that once informed its children have gone on into other races; there 
are no more baby Egos to puzzle out through it the lessons of their 
earliest human experience; hence there is no demand on it from the 
plane of causes, and it must inevitably disappear." So also do we find 
that when a race has reached its acme of attainment slow decline sets 
in, and synchronously another race begins its upgrowth and rises as 
the other falls. For the advanced Egos, having used a racial type to
its utmost possibilities, seek then other type with higher possibilities 
before it, and leaving the less advanced Egos to incarnate in the first 
type they themselves pa'is on to a younger race; and so the succession 
goes on, less and less advanced Egos incarnating in the first type, 
which therefore slowly degenerates, until the stage spoken of above is 
reached and signs of approaching extinction are seen. 

Many another proof of the reality of Reincarnation might be 
brought forward, but with our limited space these must suffice. The 
earnest and painstaking student can add others, as his knowledge 
grows. 

OBJECTIONS TO REINCARNATION. 
The statement of objections here adduced is drawn from those 

raised by opponents and enquirers, and is merely offered as a sample of 
those most frequently met. 

i. Tne Loss of Memory. This is fully dealt with under the heading 
WHAT IT IS THAT DOES NOT REiNCARNATE, and the explanation need 
not be repeated here. 

4 
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ii. The Increase of Population. If the number of Egos, it is asked, 
be a fixed number, how do you account for the increase of popula
tion? It is a doubtful matter, to begin with, whether there is, or is 
not, an increase of the total population of the globe, however great 
may be the increase on any particular area. No census of the total 
population has e,"er been taken, no statistics are available for our 
guidance. But let us take it for granted that there is an increase of the 
total population. This is perfectly consistent with a growth in the 
number of the incarnated Egos, seeing the small proportion these bear 
to the total number of Egos out of incarnation. To nduce the answer 
to a very concrete form: there are three thousand Egos to be incar
nated; one hundred are incarnated, leaving two thousand nine hundred 
out of incarnation; a period of fifteen hundred years is to elapse before 
the first hundred come into incantation again, and so with each suc
cessive hundred; a very slight shortening of the period out of incarna
tion for some must vastly increase the incantated population. Those 
who raise this objection generally take it for granted that the propor
tion of Egos out of incantation to those in incarnation is about half 
and half, whereas the number out of incantation is enormously greater 
than that of the Egos incantated. The globe is as a small hall in a 
large town, drawing the audiences that enter it from the total popula
tion. It may be at one time half empty, at another crowded, without 
any change in the total population of the town. So our little globe 
may be thinly or thickly populated, and the ,"ast number of Egos on 
which it draws to replenish its stock of inhabitants remains practically 
inexhaustible. 

iii. Reincamalion igno1"(,s Ihe Lau' of Heredi~l·. On the contrary, it 
enforces it on the physical plane. It admits that the parents in gil'ing 
the physical materials stamp these with their own signet, so to speak, 
and that the molecules built into the child's body carry with them the 
habit of vibrating in definite ways and of associating themselves in 
particular combinations. Thus will be conveyed hereditary diseases; 
thus will be transmitted little tricks of manner, habits, gestures, etc . 
.. But," the objector proceeds, .. this is not all. Mental likenesses are 
transmitted, mental peculiarities as well as physical." This is true 
within limits, but not to the extent taken for granted, by those who 
would fain explain everything by the working of a single law. Pranic 
atoms as well as physical are contributed by the parents, as are also 
Kamic elements-especially by the mother-and these work on the 
molecules of the brain as well as on those of the rest of the body, and 
so cause the reappearance in the child of vital and passional character
istics of the parents, modifying the manifestations of the Thinker, the 
Manas, the ReIncarnating Ego. The theory of Reincarnation admits 
all these modes of influence by the parents on the child, but while 
allowing to the fullest for these, it refuses to ignore all the independent 
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action of which exist proofs as striking as those of parental influence 
on the Lower Quaternary, and so Theosophy gives a full explanation 
of differences and of similariti~s, whereas heredity gives only a partial 
and one-sided one, laying stress on the similarities and ignoring the 
differences. 

iv. Revcrsio11 is sufficimt to explain Ihe differmces, is the answer to 
the last criticism: genius is explained by reversion, as are all types 
wholly different from the immediate progenitors. But if genius be a 
case of reversion then we ought to be able to recognize the ancestor 
endowed with it, since it marks out its possessor from the crowd. 
Genius should only appear, however long the inten-als, in families in 
which it has already been manifested. If Shakspere be an instance of 
reversion, to whom did he revert? The very fact that a genius suddenly 
renders illustrious a family hitherto obscure negates the hypothesis of 
reversion, since the obscurity is itself the guarantee of the absence of 
genius. It may also be remarked that when the birth of a vicious child 
in a virtuous family is put down to reversion, the explanation is a pure 
guess without a shadow of proof in its support. If genius could be 
established as a reversion then, by analogy, the other cases might be 
similarly argued for, but where the presumption is against this expla
nation in the case in which it might easily be verified, if true, little 
stress can be laid on it in cases in which verification is almost neces
sarily impossible. 

v. The appearance of a 'l,icious child in a virtuous family, a1ld of a 
'lirtllotls child in a 'l,iciOIlS ja11lilJ', is against Ihe theory thai the Ego is 
d,·aum to those who can give it a suitable body and mvir01l111ent. At the 
first blush, this objection seems a strong one, but it leaves out of 
account the very important question. of Karmic ties. The Esoteric 
Philosophy teaches that the future destinies of Egos become inter
twined by the relations set up between them in any earth-life. Love 
and hatred, service and injury, comradeship in good and evil, all tend 
to draw the Egos back to earth-life together, for the joint working out 
of effE:cts jointly caused. Hence the shocking, and on this plane un
natural, hatreds found to exist sometimes between parents and 
children, brothers and sisters-hatreds as inexplicable as they are 
malignant, marked with monstrous features of revenge as for some 
unremembered but dominating wrong. Hence, too, the inseverable 
ties that bind hearts together, out-reaching distance, out-lasting time, 
ties whose uncaused strength in this life points to a genesis beyond 
the portal of birth. 

A LAST WORD. 

And here must end this imperfect treatment of a theme too vast 
and too deep for pen feeble as mine. This sketch can but serve as 
elementary introduction to a study of one of the weightiest problems 
of human existence, a study more vital, perchance, to our present stage 
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of civilization than any other in which the mind of man can engage. 
All life changes its aspect when Reoincarnation becomes a deeply settled 
conviction, beyond all argument, raised above all dispute. Each day 
of life but one page in the great drama of existence; each sorrow but 
the fleeting shadow cast by a passing cloud; each joy but a gleam or 
sunshine reflected from a swinging mirror; each death but the moving 
from a worn-out house. The strength of an eternal youth begins 
slowly to pass into the awakening life; the calmness of a vast serenity 
broods O\'er the tossing waves of human thought; the radiant glory or 
the Immortal Intelligence pierces the thick dusky clouds of tnatter, 
and the imperishable Peace that nought can ruffle sheds its pure ",bite
ness over the triumphant spirit. Pinnacle after pinnacle of spiritual 
heights lift themselves into the illimitable ether, steps which CliID b the 
azure immeasurable, and fade into the infinite distance which shrouds 
the Future, immense and unimaginable by the very spirit in man. 
And then, "blinded by the excess of light," wrapped in a hope too deep 
to be joyous, too sure to be triumphant, too vast to be syllabled. Man 
enters into the All-consciousness to which our consciousness is as 
senselessness, till Eternity again thrills with the summons, COKE 

FORTH, FOR THE DAY OF BRAHMA IS DAWNING AND THE NEW WHEEL 

BEGINS TO TURN! 

ANNIE BESANT, F.T_S. 

llasubebamanilna; nt, the gtrbitatullt trf lJa511beba. 
Translated by Two Members oJ the Kumbakonam T.S. 

(Contillued from p. 225.) 

VARUNAKA VI. 

OM! Of the seven things previously stated we have expatiat~ 
upon the first four, one being the cause of another. In thIS 

sixth chapter will be described the different functions of Raga and 
other desires, as also Abhimana (reference of all actions to selO, 
Aviveka (non·discrimination of Atma from Non-Atma) and .Ajitana 

(non-spiritual wisdom). 
Raga and others are sixteen in number. They are Raga, pvesha. 

Kama, Krodha, Lobha, Moha, Mada, Matsarya, irshya, Asuya, DatJlbha, 
Darbha, Ahankara, Ichchha, Bhakti, and Shraddhii. 

(I) The inclination of the mind towards women is Raga (passion 
for women). 

(2) The inclination of the mind to return evil for evil is Dvesba 
(hatred). 
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(3) The desire of the acquisition of lands, houses, etc., is Kama 
(passion for objects). 

(4) The anger which arises in one when he is thwarted by another 
in the accomplishment of such above-mentioned desires is Krodha 
(anger). 

(5) The thought of one that he should not spend even a particle of 
his wealth on good purposes is Lobha (avarice). 

(6) The indifference in one who through the infatuation of his 
wealth does not care to know what actions ought to be done and what 
not is Moha (ignorance or delusion). 

(7) The thought of one who through the enormousness of his 
wealth thinks that nothing is impossible for him is Mada (arrogance). 

(8) The ill-feeling shown by one towards another of equal wealth 
is Matsarya (envy). 

(9) The action of the mind which feels miserable at the grief (of 
another) leaving him and oppressing itself is Irshya. 

(10) The action of the mind which feels miserable at another being 
happy like itself is Asuya. 

(I I) The thought of one who thinks that he would become famous 
through the performance of certain actions of his is Dambha. 

(12) The thought of one that there is 110 one equal to himself is 
Darbha. 

(13) The thought of one that he is able to perform everything is 
Ahankara (egoism). 

(14) The desire of performing such acts as eating, excretion, and 
such like acts which c:l.11not be abstained from, is Ichchha. 

(IS) The excessive love shown by one towards his Guru, the 
virtuous and the Gods is Bhakti (devotion). 

(16) Belief in the efficacy of Yajus (sacrifices) and other rites, 
Vedas and other spiritual books is Shraddh3. (faith). 

Thus Raga and others are sixteen in number. Now in an enquiry 
on Atma, of what avail is the purification of the mind? Bondage or 
emancipation arises to men in this world only through their mind and 
nothing else. The mind which is originally pure becomes liable to 
bondage through its contact with impurities. Reverting to the true 
state of its pristine purity is emancipation from the fourteen actions of 
the mind, viz., Raga and those following it as enumerated above of 
the impure class, while the last two, viz., Bhakti and Shraddha, belong 
to the pure one. Raga and the other thirteen actions arise often in 
men without any effort of theirs. They lead them into sinful acts. 
Such wallowers in impure desires are doomed persons, and will never 
gain a higher state. Therefore a person after having thoroughly 
searched his own mind and cleared it of Raga and the other desi"res 
which are the source of all impurities, should plant it firmly in (Karmas 
of) Bhakti and Shraddh3. which tend to produce purity. But as 
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regards Ichchha (the fourteenth in the above order). it is impossible 
(now) to control it. Through such subjugation. grief only would 
ensue. Such an action does not enable one to attain heaven or hell. 
Therefore, it is quite necessary to perform such acts as taking food ot 
answering the calls of nature, which come under the head of Ichchha. 

In the waking and the dreaming states, inasmuch as RAga and 
other desires exist, Karmas also exist; but in Sushupti, Swoon, 
SamAdhi and the state of habitual silence (of Yogis). as RAga and 
other desires do not exist, Karmas also do not exist. Hence it is 
certain from the processes of Anvaya (coexistence) and Vitreka (dis
joined existence) that Raga and others are the cause of Karmas. 

Then whence are the Ragas, etc.? They arise from Abhi mana 
(reference of all actions to self). (For instance) so long as a ,"voman 
has the Abhimana that she belongs to the class of women, so longis 
she engaged in the duties of serving her husband, keeping watch om 
the house, cooking and the rest. A husband so long as he has the 
Abhimana of a male does the duties of a husband. agriculture. trade, 
etc., through Raga and other desires. Similarly all persons th rough 
Abhimana for caste, orders of life, calling, etc., follow their respectil'e 
avocations prompted thereto by Raga and other desires. Therefore 
the cause of all these desires is only Abhimana. Then what is the 
result of this enquiry? It is this: that an aspirant for s:llvation should 

( abandon all Abhimanas of caste, orders of life, stage or period of life, 
1 and such others. If freed from Abhimana, one is also freed from 

bondage. Therefore with the existence of Abhimana there is also the 
existence of Raga and other desires. but with the cessation of Abhimana 
there is also the cessation of Raga and other desires. In the ,vaking 
and the dreaming states, as there is the Abhimana of caste and orders 
of life, etc., persons are prompted to action through Raga and other 
desires; but in Sushupti and other states as there is no Abhitn1ina of 
caste and orders of life there is no action done through Raga and other 
desires. 

Then whence does this Abhimana arise? It arises through A'1veka 

(non-discrimination of Atma and Non-Atma). Though all persons.are 
different from their bodies, yet as they have no such discrimiuatton. 
there is the Abhimana in them through which they say: "I alii a 
Brahman, I am a Kshattriya (warrior), I am a Vaishya (merchant class). 
I am a Shudra (the lowest class), I am a celibate, I am a househo1de:. 
I am an ascetic, I am a male, I am a iemale," and so on. ThuS .-\~ 
veka is the cause of Abhimana. On the other hand. it may be argo 
that the body and not Aviveka is the cause of Abhimalla. Were t~at 
so, there should arise (through the changes of body) in a Kshatt~)'a 9 
(warrior) the Abhimana of being a Brahman, in a female the Abhirnalla 

of being a male, in a celibate the Abhimana of being a householder, 
and so on. But such is 110t the case. Therefore Abhimana is lIot 
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generated by the body. Then may not AbhimAna arise in a Brahman 
by virtue of the tuft of hair and sacred thread which he wears, and 
(the same arise) in an ascetic by virtue of the red cloth, staff and bowl 
which he carries? No, since the tuft of hair and sacred thread are 
found also in Kshattriyas (warrior class) and Vaishyas (merchant class) . 
and the red cloth, bowl, etc., are found also among Shudra devotees. 
To these persons, too, the Abhimana, II I am a Brahman, I am an 
ascetic," should arise (by virtue of wearing them). But it is not so. 
lt may be said that the Abhimana of being a Brahman may arise on 
account of the differentiation of organs as in a male and female. As 
all are found to be of the same form it is not the difference of organs 
that is the cause. But if it is again urged that Abhimana arises 
through the special parts of the body which one inherits from his 
father of higher powers, then such special parts of the body, such as 
hair, nails, teeth, as also excretions, etc., should have the name Brah
man applied to them. But this is not the fact. Therefore Brahma 
himself cannot gainsay the fact that the cause of this Abhimana is 
nothing else than Aviveka. 

Let us again sift thoroughly the cause of Abhimana. On a scruti
nizing enquiry we find that just as in this world, words such as festi
vals, marriage, army, society, etc., have arisen on account of the 
collective aggregates they denote, so also the collective aggregates of 
the body and organs, which are composed of Maya, that is beyond the 
power of speech, have in worldly parlance come to be denoted by 
such terms as Brahman, Kshattriya, Vaishya, Shudra, male, female, 
eunuch; Gujerati, Maharashtra, Telugu, Kamata, Dravida, Pandit, 
Dhikshita, Astrologer, writer of Puranas, one well versed in Vedangas, 
a follower of Shiva, Bhagavata (worshipper of the Lord), peon, com
mander-in-chief, king, minister, guru, disciple and other names. But 
Atma is one that has no name or form (at any time) during the 
three periods (past, present and future). Non-discrimination of the 
reality of Atma as stated above is Aviveka. Thus through Aviveka 
there arises in men the Abhimana of caste, orders of life, etc., in 
Atma. 

What is the cause of this Aviveka? It is the beginningless Ajliana 
(non-wisdom) which envelops from the beginningless time one's own 
(Atma) reality of spiritual self-wisdom, and which can be removed 
only by the spiritual intuitive wisdom of Atma. It is through Ajliana 
alone that persons in this world say, "I do not know myself." But 
here it might be stated that all persons (except the deluded or idiots) 
know themselves. To this the reply is that all men (in this world) are 
only idiots since they identify themselves with their bodies, which are 
illusion, through such expressions as: "I am a Brahman, I am a 
Kshattriya, I am a Vaishya, I am a Shudra, I am a celibate, I am a 
householder," etc. Therefore, as none (in this world) know that 

• 
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Atm~ is other than body they are only idiots. Some men in this world. 
well versed in the Sh~stras and Pur~nas, have known that the body is 
Non-Atm~ and that Atm~ is different from the body, which is like a 
pot, wall, etc. How can it be said that these, too. do not know Atma~ 
They cannot be said to be the knowers of the nature of the real Atma. 
since they have known as Atma (only) Jivatma (the lower), which is 
the agent, the enjoyer and the dual one, and which is subject to the 
fluctuation of the worlds, is merely the reflected consciousness (of 
Atm~) and is associated with mundane affairs. But they ha,-e not 
known that Atma (the higher), which is the non-doer, the non-enjoyer, 
the non-dual, the immobile, the pure consciousness and the one dis· 
connected with worldly affairs. 

Whence is this Ajnana (non-wisdom)? As the Vedas say, it has no 
beginning, hence it is impossible to divine its cause. Then as Ajiiana 
has no beginning, it may be inferred that it has no end, the result 
would be that there would be no emancipation to men (as Ajliana 
would ever be em'eloping their minds). 

It is not so. AjMna, though it has no beginning, has an end. Iu 
this world some substances, though ha\'ing no beginning, ha,-e yet 
an end. Some, though having no end, have yet a beginning. For 
instance (in Sanskrit logic), Prak-abhava 1 has no beginning, but an 
end. Pratvamsa-abhava has a beginning, but no end. Again, though 
we are not able to divine the real cause of a disease which is due 
to (a change in the equilibrium of) V~yu (air), bile and Shlesbma 
(phlegm) in the body, yet it is seen daily that we are able to cure 
the disease by the administering of medicines as stated in the 
medical books. Likewise, though we may not be able to trace .. -\jliana 
(non-wisdom) to its source, yet it is laid down that Ji\ana (spiritual 
wisdom) obtained through the holy sentences of Ved~ntas roots up 
Ajliana. 

Now what are the characteristics of this Aji'lana? It is impossible 
for us to describe it, (since) neither is it Sat nor Asat,' nor is it a nlix
ture of both. It is neither with parts nor without parts, nor is it a 
mixture of both. It is neither different (frOnl Atma) nor non_different 
(from it). nor is it a mixture of both. It is simply beyond Vach (the 
power of speech or indescribable). Why is Ajli~na not Sat, etc.? It 

----------------------------------------------------------------
I In Sanskrit logic Abhlva (negath-e predicament) is considered as existent as Bha''''lpOSit;'"t~ 

dicament), just as it is contended that light and darkness are dift"erent entities, and not tba t da~\aod 
is merely the absence of light. All nameable things are dhided into BhAva Iposith-e predicaPlen ; aI' 
Abhava (negath.., predicament). Abhava is of two principal kinds, Samsarga and Adyon)"Jl (Or dJU :,:: 

The former is divided Into three, called Priik (prior), Atyanta (incidental), and Prah-ap1S4 ~S:hd'. 
quent). The lirst and the third are referred to in the t""t. The former may be illustrate. I CO! 

Suppose a pot is created now. Before its creation the pot was in a state of Abhiiva or Don _e~1S ~rl~ 
This Abh:1va had 110 beginning, but has an .,nd when the pot is created. This Is Prikabhiiva. :>11111 ~o~ 
when a pot is destroyed. its Abhih'a or non·existence has a begiuni:.g from th., time oflhe des1ruc 

of the pot, but has no end thereafter. origin 
t This delillition of Ajli:1na or :\liIlaprakriti shows that a late attempt at the solution of tb~ 

of Millaprakrlti from the bosom of Parabrahman is impossible. 
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is not Sat since it is affected (or put an end to) by Tattva-jnana (the 
spiritual wisdom of the discrimination of Tattvas), and does not last 
all the three periods of time. It is not Asat (unreal) like the horns of 
a hare, or of a person, or like a lotus in the sky (above), as there is in 
all persons the self-experience of "I am an Ajiiani" (not a spiritually 
wise person). Nor is it a mixture of both, as these cannot coexist 
(like light and darkness). This gross Akasha is itself very subtle. 
Still more subtle is the subtle non-quintuplicated Akasha (called the 
rudimental properties), as stated in Chapter I. Still more subtle are 
the Gunas (Sattn, Rajas and Tamas of Mulaprakriti). The subtlest of 
all is Ajiiana. Therefore as Ajiiana is the primeval cause of all subtle 
things, it is without parts. At the same time it cannot be said to be 
without parts since it manifests itself as this universe of gross matter. 
Nor can it be a mixture of both, as opposites cannot coexist. Then it 
may be said that Ajiiana is different from Atma. It would be wrong to 
say so, as that would be against the Vedas, which enunciate non
duality, and as there is no other Sat than the Sat of Atma. Nor is it 
non-different from Atma, as then it would be equivalent to saying that 
Atma has no powers. Moreover, it would conBict with the Shrutis 
which say: "Its (Atma's) supreme powers are variously described." 
Therefore it cannot be said to be non-different (from Atma). Besides, we 
shall have to make (on thi.-; supposition) Atma inert and !\Uya intelli
gent. Then Atma will have the names Avidya, etc., applied to it, and 
all the attributes of Avidya, such as non-reality, inertness, and pains 
will have to be ascribed to Atma, which has (only) the attributes of 
Sachchidananda (Be-ness, Consciousness, and Bliss). Nor can it be a 

) mixture of both as they are opposed to one another. Therefore it is 
j that Ajiiana is beyond (Vach) the power of speech. Therefore it 

should be clearly known that the beginningless Ajiiana is the cause of 
Aviveka, Aviveka of Abhimana, Abhimana of Raga and other desires, 
Raga and other desires of Karma, Karma of the body, and the body of 
all the manifold pains of existence; and that Atma undergoes pains 
through Ajiiana and others in the above order. 

And when will one be liberated from the pains of this mundane 
existence? With the annihilation of the body there is the annihilation 
of pains; with the annihilation of Karma there is that of the body; 
with the annihilation of Raga and other desires there is that of Karma; 
with the annihilation of Abhimana there is that of Raga and other 
desires; with the annihilation of Aviveka there is that of Abhimana; 
with the annihilation of Ajliana there is that of Aviveka. And then 
Ajliana also perishes in one who through the firm conviction in the 
spiritual wisdom derivable from the sacred passages of the Vedas, such 
as: .. Brahma alone is 1," and .. I alone am Brahma," becomes clearly 

~ cognizant of himself as Atma, the non-dual Brahma. It should be 
/ known also that there is no other path by which Ajnuna can be removed. 
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It may be contended that while heinous sins like causing the death of 
a Brahman, etc., can be atoned for by such good actions as penances, it 
is quite feasible to suppose that such an unreal and I trifling thing as 
Ajiliina can be removed by the same Karmas (of penances). But such 
a contention is not well founded, inasmuch as Karma and Ajdana are 
not opposed to one another. As on a new-moon day, the clouds 
mantling the sky serve to enhance the darknes~, ~o Karma only senes 
to enhance (the mist of) Ajl'\ana, but does not tend to destroy it. 
Again, just as the sun di~pels that gloom, m it is only Jl'\ana (~piritual 
wisdom) and not Karma that remo,'es AjiHina. 

But (it has been stated already that) Karma is the action arising 
out of the three organs (mind, speech and body); JiHlna (spiritual 
wi~dom) is also the action that aril'es out of the internal organs (one of 
the three orthe mind). Therefore Jiiana is Karma alone. While so bow 
can it (Jiiana) annihila:·e Ajnana? True it is that the action of the 
mind is also Karma. Like the eye which enables one (to dispel no form 
in darkness) and to perceh'e form, it (the action of the mind) serves as 
the means by which Jitana can dispel Ajiiana (and know itself); but 
J iiana by it!'elf is not able to remove Ajliana. J iiana is eternal. It is of 
two kinds-Svarupa-JMna I (spiritual wisdom of the reality or Atmic 
ray being action less), and Yritti-Ji'lana (mental action wisdom). Of 
these that Jnana which illuminates AjMna in (Sushttpti) the dreamless 
sleeping state is the fornler, while the latter is that which illum.inates 
objects in the waking and the dreaming state~. Some conception can 
be formed of the light of Yritti·JI'Iana in the waking and dreaming 
states, and of Svarupa· J liana in the dreamless sleeping state, by com· 
paring them respecth'ely to the reflected light of se,'eral gla-;ses falling 
on a wall, and the light of the sttn itself falling on the same waU and 
being visible in the interspaces of the reflected light. Bu~, then. are 
we to infer that there is no S"arupa wisdom in the waking and the 
dreaming states? It exists always and in all states. But Vritti kno\".-ledge 

is not found in the dreamless sleeping state. All mental ac~iot1S (or 
Vrittis) pertain to (or proceed from) the internal organs alone (t~e 
lower Ego), while Jiiana (wisd;)t11) is the reality of Atma itself. TIllS 
reality of Jliana having entered the Vrittis (or actions of the intertlal 
organs) annihilates Ajliana (non-wi!'dom\ The actions of the were 
intellect (in the lower mind) are not able to remove Ajitana. There
fore Ajiiana of Atma perishes only through the S,-arupa ,,,_jsdom 

of Alma, and not through the development of mere i~ltelligel'!c~ .or 
- - ,'JT-

through the performance of many myriads of actions. Just as ~ 

ttlOUS Karmas alone make yicious Karmas perish, so it is only Svartlpa 
wisdom that causes Ajliana to perish. Though rubies are only stones 

I According to the context which follow<. svariip:t-Jii.,,,, ma)' be translate.\ n. th. uuldlo ..... d 

"'piritual wisdom, while Yritti.Jii.lna is the alloyed one. 
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yet they are called red lights by virtue of their lustre. Similarly Vritti 
wisdom though belonging to the internal organ is called wisdom on 
account of its commingling with Svariipa wisdom. Hence the appli
cation of the term wisdom (to Vritti-Jiiana) is only secondary. There
fore J nana is no Karma at all. 

(To be continued.) 

I:::QC 

~imtm gt'lgUS. 
INTRODUCTION. 

EVERYBODY in Christendom has heard of Simon, the magician, 
and how Peter, the apostle, rebuked him, as told in the narrative 

of the Ads of Ihe Apostles. Many also have heard the legend of how at 
Rome this wicked sorcerer endeavoured to fly by aid of the demons, 
and how Peter caused him to fall headlong and thus miserably perish. 
And so most think that there is an end of the matter, and either cast 
their mite of pity or contempt at the memory of Simon, or laugh at 
the whole matter as the invention of superstition or the imagination of 
religious fanaticism, according as their respective beliefs may be in 
orthodoxy or materia1i~m. This for the general. Students of theology 
and church history, on the other hand, have ha(l a more difficult task 
set them in comparing and arranging the materials they have at their 
disposal, as found in the patristic writings and legendary records; and 
variolls theories have been put forward, not the least astonishing being 
the ~uppo~ition that Simon was an alias for Paul, and that the Simon 
and Peter in the accounts of the fathers and in the narrative of the 
legends were sii11ply concrete symbols to represent the two sides of the 
Pauline and Petrine controversies. 

The first reason why I have ventured on this present enquiry is 
that Simon Magus is invariably mentioned by the heresiologists as the 
founder of the firs heresy of the commonly-accepted Christian era, 
and is belieyed by th 11 to hav -he en the originator of those systems of 
religio-philosophy and theosophy which are now somewhat inaccurately 
classed together under the heading of Gnosticism. And though this 
assumption of the patristic heresiologists is entirely incorrect, as may 
b:: proyed from their own works, it is nevertheless true that Simonian
ism is the first system that, as far as our present records go, came into 
conflict with what has been regarded as the orthodox stream of Chris
tianity. A second reason is that I believe that Simon has been grossly 
misrepresented. and entirely misunderstood, by his orthodox opponents, 
whoe\'er they were, in the first place, and also, in the second place, by 
those who haye ignorantly and without enquiry copied from them. 
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But my chief reason is that the present revival of theosophical enquiry 
throws a flood of light on Simon's teachings, whenever we can get 
anything approaching a first-hand statement of them, and shows that 
it was identical in its fundamentals with the Esoteric Philosophy of all 
the great religions of the world. 

In this enquiry, I shall have to be slightly wearisome to some of 
my readers, for instead of gh'ing a selection or even a paraph raze of 
the notices on Simon which we have from authenticated patristic 
sources, I shall furnish verbatim translations, and present a digest only 
of the unauthenticated legends. The growth of the Simonian legend 
must unfold itself before the reader in its native form as it comes from 
the pens of those who ha\'e constructed it. Repetitions will. therefore, 
be unavoidable in the marshalling of authorities, but they "ill be 
shown to be not without interest in the subsequent treatment of the 
subject, and at any rate we shall at least be on the sure ground of 
having before us all that has been said on the matter by the Church 
fathers. Having cited these authorities. I shall attempt to submit 
them to a critical examination. and so eliminate all accretions, hearsay 
and controversial opinions, and thus sift out what reliable residue is 
possible. Finally. my task will be to show that Simon taught a system 
of Theosophy. which instead of desen'ing our condemnation should 
rather excite our admiration, and that. instead of being a common 
impostor and impious perverter of public morality, his me-thod was in 
many respects of the same nature as the methods of the theosophical 
movement of to-day, and deserves the study and consideration of all 
students of Theosophy. 

This essay will. therefore, be divided into the following parts: 
I.-Sources of Information. 
II.-A Review of Authorities. 
III.-The Theosophy of Simon. 

PART I. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 
Our sources of infornlation fall under three heads: I. The Simon 

of the Neul TeslamC1lI,· II. The Simon of the Fathers; III. The Simon 
of the Legends. 

I.-The Simon of Ihe New Tesla111C1lI. 
Ads (viii. 9-24); author and date unknown; commonly supposed t~ 

be "by the author of the third gospel, traditionally known as Luke"; 
not quoted prior to A.D. 177;1 earliest MS. not older than the sixth 
century. though some contend for the third. 

II.-The S;11I011 of Ihe Falhen 
i. Justinus Martyr (Apologia. I. 26. 56; Apologia, II. IS; Dia/uffIIs 

ClIm Tr)'/Jh011C. 120); probable date of First Apology A.D. qI; n~ 
1 Smith'. Diclionar.y of 'lrr Bibl~, art ... Act. of the Apostlt>s." II l~id. 
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the date of the birth nor death of Justin is known; MS. fourteenth 
century. 

ii. Irenreus (Contra Hanses, I. xxiii. 1-4); chief literary activity 
last decennium of the second century; MSS. probably sixth, seventh, 
and eighth centuries; date of birth and death unknown. for the former 
any time from A.D. 97- 147 suggested, for latter 202-3. 

iii. Clemens Alexandrinus (Strom a teis, ii. II; vii. 17); greatest 
literary activity A.D. 190-203; born 150-160, date of death unknown; 
oldest MS. eleventh century. 

iv. Tertullianus .CDe PrtTscnptionibusadursus HtTrcticos, 46, generally 
attribued to a Pseudo-Tertllllian); c. A.D. 199; (De Anima, 34, 36); C. 

A.D. 208-9; born 150-160, died 220-240. 
v. [Hippolytus (?)l (Ph ilosoph U11lffla , vi. 7-20); date unknown, pro

bably last decade of second to third of third century; author unknown 
and only conjecturally Hippolytus; MS. fourteenth century. 

vi. Origenes (Contra Cclsum, i. 57; v. 62; vi. II); born A.D. 185-6, 
died 254-5; MS. fourteenth century. 

vii. Philastrius (De HtTresibus); date of birth unknown, died pro
bably A.D. 387. 

viii. Epiphanius (Contra HtTreses, ii. 1-6); born A.D. 310-20, died 
404; MS. eleventh century. 

ix. Hieronymus (C011lmentaritmz in E.!allgclicum MatthtTi, IV. xxiv. 
5); written A.D. 387. 

x. Theodoretus (Herdicaru11l Fabularum Compendium, i. I); born 
towards the end of the fourth century, died A.D. 453-58; MS. eleventh 
century. 

IlL-The Simon of the Legends. 

A. The so-called Clementine literature. 
I. Reeogllifiolles, 2. HomilitT. of which the Greek originals are lost, 

and the Latin translation of Rllfinus (born c. A.D. 345, died 410) alone 
remains to us. The originals are placed by conjecture somewhere 
about the beginning of the third century; MS. eleventh century. 

B. A medireval account; (Consfi/utiolles Sanctorum Apostolorum, 
VI. vii, viii, xvi); these were never heard of prior to 1546, when a 
Venetian, Carolus Capellus, printed an epitomized translation of them 
from an MS. found in Crete. They are hopelessly apocryphal. 

1.- The Simon of the NeUJ Testamen/. 

Acts (viii. 9-24). Text: The Greek Tes/ament (with the readings 
adopted by the revisers of the authorized version); Oxford, 1881. 

Now a certain fellow by name Simon had been previously in the 
city practising magic and driving the people of Samaria out of their 
wits, saying that he was some great one; to whom all from small to 
great gave heed, saying: "This man is the Power of God which is 
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called Great." And they gave heed to him, owing to his having drh'en 
them out of their wits for a long time by his magic arts. But when 
they believed on Philip preaching about the Kingdom of Goa and the 
Name of Jesus Christ, they began to be baptized. both men and women. 
And Simon himself also believed. and after being baptized remained 
constantly with Philip; and was driven out of his wits on seeing the 
signs and great wondersl that took place. 

And the apostles in Jerusalem hearing that Samaria had receh'ed 
the \\'ord of God, sent Peter and John to them. And they went down 
and prayed for them, that they might receive the Holy Spirit. For 
as yet it had not fallen upon any of them, but they had only been 
baptized unto the Name of the Lord Jesus. 

Then they laid their hands on them. and they received the Holy 
Spirit. And when Simon saw that the Holy Spirit was given by the 
laying on of the hands of the apostles. he offered them money. saying: 
"Give unto me also this power, in order that on whomsoe\'er I lay my 
hauds he may receive the Holy Spirit." 

But Peter !'laid unto him: "Thy silver perish with thee. in thatthou 
didst think that the gift of God is possessed with money. There is not 
for thee part or lot in this \Vord, for thy heart is not right before God. 
Therefore turn from this evil of thine, and pray the Lord. if by chance 
the thought of thy heart shall be forgiven thee. For I see that thou 
art in the gall of bitterness and the bond of iniquity." 

And Simon answered and said: .. Pray ye on my behalf to the 
Lord, that none of the things that ye have said may come upon l11e," 

!I.-Thc Simon of Iht' Fathcrs. 

i. Justinus Martyr (Apologia. I. 26). Text: Corpus Apologt'larum 
Christiallonmz Sfixuli SCCll1ldi (edidit 10. Car. Th. Eques de Otto); 
Jenre, 1876 (ed. tert.). 

And thirdh', that even after the ascension of the Chri..;t into heaven 
the dremons cast before themselves (as a shield) certain me!} who said 
that they were gods, who were not only not expelled by you,' but even 
thought worthy of honours; a certain Samantan, Simon. who came 
from a village called Gitta; who in the reign of Claudius Cresar' wrought 
magic wonders by the art of the dremons who possl::ssed him, and was 
considered a god in your imperial city of Rome, and as a god ~as 
honoured with a statue by you, which statue was erected in the nver 
Tiber, between the two bridges, with the following inscription in Roman: 
.. Simoni Deo Sancto." And nearly all the Samaritans, but few am~ng 
the rest of the nations, confess him to be the first god and worship him. 
And they speak of a certain Helen, who went round with bim at t~at 
time. and who had formerly prostituted herself,· but was made by him 
his first Thought. 

ii. Irenreus (Contra Hfl'1"cscs, I. xxiii. 1-4). Text: OPera (edidit 
Adolphus Stieren); Lipsire, 1848. 

I. Simon was a Samaritan, the notorious magician of whom Luke 
the disciple and adherent of the apostles says: .. But there was a fello~ 
by name Simon, who had previously practised the art of magic in their 
state, and led away the people of the Samaritans, saying that be was 
some great one, to whom they all listened, from the small to the great, 

----------
I Lit. powers. 
2 The Romans . 
• Claudius was the fourth ofthe Caesars, and reigned from A.D. 41-54 . 
• Lit .• stood on n roof; an Eastern. metaphor. 
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saying: 'He is the Power of God, which is called Great.' Now they 
gave heed to him because he had drh'en them out of their wits by his 
magical 'Phenomena." This Simon, therefore, pretended to be a 
believer, thinking that the apostles also wrought their cures by magic 
and not by the power of God; and supposing that their filling with the 
Holy Spirit by the laying on of hands those who believed in God, 
through that Christ Jesus who was being preached by them-that this 
was effected by some superior magical knowledge, and offering money 
to the apostles, so that he also might obtain the power of giving the 
Holy Spirit to whomsoever he would, he received this answer from 
Peter: .. Thy money perish with thee, since thou hast thought that the 
gift of God is obtained po'>session of with money; for thee there is 
neither part nor lot in this \Vord, for thy heart is not right before God. 
For I see thou art in the gall of bitterness and the bond of iniquity." 

And since the magician still refused to belie\'e in God, he am
bitiously strove to contend against the apostles, Sf) that he also might 
be thought of great renown, by extending his investigations into 
universal magic still farther, so that he struck many aghast; so much 
so that he is said to have been honoured with a statue for his magic 
knowledge by Claudius Caesar. 

He, therefore, was glorified by many as a god; and he taught that 
it was he himself who, iorsooth, appeared among the Jews as the Son, 
while in Samaria he descended as the Father, and in the rest of the 
nations he came as the Holy Spirit. That he was the highest power, 
to wit, the Father over all, and that he allowed himself to he called by 
whatever name men pleased. 

2. Now the sect of the Samaritan Simon, from whom all the here
sies took their origin, was composed of the following materials. 

He took round with him a certain Helen, a hired prostitute from 
the Phrenician city Tyre, after he had purchased her freedom, saying 
that she was the first conception (or Thought) of his Mind, the Mother 
of All, by whom in the beginning he conceh'ed in his Mind the making 
of the Angels and Archangels. That this Thought, leaping forth from 
him, and knowing what was the will of her Father, descended to the 
lower regions and generated the Angels and Powers, by whom also he 
said this world was made. And after she had generated them, she was 
detained by them through eJ1\'y, for they did not wish to be thought to 
be the progeny of any other. As for himself, he was entirely unknown 
by them; and it was his Thought that was made prisoner by the Powers 
and Angels that has been emanated by her. And she suffered enry 
kind of indignity at their hands, to prevent her reascending to her 
Father, even to being imprisoned in the human body and transmigrat
ing into other female bodies. as from one ,'essel into another.' She 
also was in that Helen, on wh.ose account the Trojan War arose; where
fore also StesidloruS' was deprind of his sight when he spake evil of 
her in his poems; and that afterwards when he repented and wrote 
what is calh:d a recantation, in which he sang her praises, he recovered 
his sight. So she, transmigrating from body to body, and thereby 
also continually undergoing indignity, last of all even stood for hire 
in a brothel; and she was the "lost sheep." 

1 The technical tenn for this transmigration, used by Pythagoreans and others, iA p.nayyurp.ot;, 
the pouring of water from one vessc:1 (ayya<;) iuto another. 

t This tamous lyric poet, whose nalDe was Tisias, and hon()rific title Ste.ichorus, W 1S bom about 
the middle of the "",..,nlh century B.C., in Sicily. The story of his being deprived of sight by Castor 
and Pollux for defaming their sister Helen i. mentioned by many cl:t •• ical w:it<rs. The most 
familiar qt:o:at:oll i. tbe Horatian (1-:,. xvii. 42-44): 

Infamis Helena: Castor olFen!lus .icem 
Fraterque magui Castoria vietl prece 
Adempta vati redidere lumina. 
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3. Wherefore also he himself had come, to take her away for the 
first time, and free her from her bonds, and also to guarantee salvation 
to men by his "knowledge." For as the Angels were misman'aging the 
world, since each of them desired the sovereignty, he had come to set 
matter!; right; and that he had descended, transforming himself and 
being made like to the Powers and Principalities and Angels; so that 
he appeared to men a!; a man, although he was not a man; and was 
thought to have suffered in Judrea, although he did not really suffer, The 
Prophets moreover had spoken their prophecies under the inspiration of 
the Angels who made the world; wherefore those who believed on him 
and his Helen paid no further attention to them, and followed their own 
pleasure as though free; for men were saved by his grace, and Dot by 
righteous works. For righteous actions are not according to nature, 
but from accident, in the manner that the Angels who made the world 
have laid it down, by such precepts enslaving men. Wherefore also he 
gave new promises that the world should be dissolved and that they 
who were his should be freed from the rule of those who made the 
world. 

4. Wherefore their initiated priests live immorally. And everyone 
of them practises magic arts to the best of his ability. They use 
exorcisms and incantation!;. Love philtres al!;o and spells and what 
are called" familiars" and "dream-senders," and the rest of the curious 
arts are assiduously cultivated by them. They have also an image of 
Simon made in the likeness of Jupiter, and of Helen in that of 
Minerva; and they worship the (statues); and they have a designation 
from their most impiously minded founder, being called Simonians, 
from whom the Gnosis, falsely so-called, derives its origins, as one can 
learn from their own assertions. 

iii. Clemens Alexandrinus (Stromateis, ii. II; vii. 17). Text: Opa 
(edidit G. Dindorfius); Oxonire, 1869. 

In the first passage the Simonian use of the term, "He who 
stood," is confirmed, in the latter we are told that a branch of the 
Simonians was called Entychitre. 

iv. Tertullianus, or Pseudo-Tertullianus (De PrtEScriptiolli6l1s, 46). 
Text: Liber de Prres., etc. (edidit H. Hurter, S.J.); <Eniponti, 1870• 

Tertullisnus (Dc A llima, 34, 36). Text: Bibliotlzcc. Patr. Eccles, Stlcc/. 
(curavit Dr. Guil. Bruno Linder), Fasc. iv.; Lipsire, 1859, 

In the PrtEscnplio1lS the passage is very short, the briefest notice 
possible, under the heading, "Anonymi Catalogus Heresum." The 
notice in the De Anima runs as follows: 

For Simon the Samaritan also, the purveyor of the Holy Spirit, in 
the Acts of the Apostles, after he had been condemned by himself. t~ 
gether with his money, to perdition, shed vain tears and betook hilllself 
to assaulting the truth, as though for the gratification of vengea~ce. 
Supported by the powers of his art, for the purpose of his illUSIons 
through some power or other, he purchased with the same Illonoder a 
Tyrian woman "Helen from a place of public pleasure, a fit COIll~ Ity 
instead of the Holy Spirit. And he pretended that he was the hIghest 
Father, and that !;he was his first suggestion whereby he had SUggest~ 
the making of the Angels and Archangels; that she sharing in t ~s 
design had !;prung forth from the Father, and leaped down into t e 
lower regions; and that there, the design of the Father being pre-
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yen ted. she had brought forth Angelic Powers ignorant of the Father, 
the artificer of this world; by these she was detained. not according to 
his intention. lest when she had gone they should be thought to be the 
progeny of another. And therefore being made subject to every kind 
of contumely, so that by her depreciation she might not choose to 
depart. she had sunk to as low as the human form. as though she had 
had to be restrained by chains of flesh, and then for many ages being 
turned about through a succession of female conditions, she became 
also that Helen who proved so fatal to Priam, and after to the eyes of 
Stesichoros, for she had caused his blindness on account of the insult 
of his poem, and afterwards had removed it because of her pleasure at 
his praise. And thus transmigrating from body to body, in the 
extreme of dishonour she had stood, ticketed for hire. a Helen viler 
[than her predecessor]. She was, therefore. the "lost sheep." to whom 
the highest Father, Simon, you know. had descended. And after she 
was recO\'ered and brought back, I know not whether on his shoulders 
or knees, he afterwards had respect to the salvation of men, as it were 
by the liberation of those who had to be freed from these Angelic 
Powers, for the purpose of deceiving whom he transformed himself, 
and pretended that he was a man to men only, playing the part of the 
Son 111 Judrea, and that of the Father in Samaria. 

v. [Hippolytus (?)] (Ph ilosoph UIIlClla , vi. 7-20). Text: Rgitlatio 
Omnium HfEYesiltlll (ediderunt Lud. Duncker et F. G. Schneidewin); 
Gottingre, 1859. 

7. I shall, therefore, set forth the system of Simon of Gittha, a 
Yillage of SanIaria, and shall show that it is from him that those who 
followed I him got their inspiration, and that the speculations they 
venture upon have been of a like nature, though theIr terminology is 
different. 

This Simon was skilled in magic, and deluding many, partly by 
the art of Thrasymedes, in the way we have explained above,2 and 
partly corrupting them by means of dremons, he endeavoured to deify 
himself-a sorcerer fellow and full of insanity, whom the apostles 
confuted in the Acts. Far more prudent and modest was the aim of 
Ap'sethus. the Libyan, who tried to get himself thought a god in 
LIbya. And as the story of Apsethus is not very dissimilar to the 
ambition of the foolish Simon, it will not be unseemly to repeat it, for 
it is quite in keeping with Simon's endeavour. 

8. Apsethus, the Libyan, wanted to become a god. But in spite of 
the greatest exertions he failed to realize his longing, and so he desired 
that at any rate people should tki,1k that he had become one; and, 
indeed, for a considerable time he really did get people to think that 
such was the case. For the foolish Libyans sacrificed to him as to some 
divine power, thinking that they were placing their confidence in a 
voice that came down from heaven. . . 

Well, he collected a large number of parrots and put them all into 
a cage. For there are a great many parrots in Libya and they mimic 
the human voice very distinctly. So he kept the birds for some time 
and taught them to say, "Apsethus is a god." And when, after a long 
time, the birds were trained and could speak the sentence which he 
considered would make him be thought to be a god, he opened the cage 
and let the parrots go in every direction. And the voice of the birds 
as they flew about went out into all Libya, and their words reached as 
far as the Greek settlements. And thus the Libyans, astonished at the 
voice of the birds, and havin~ no idea of the trick which had been 
played them by Apsethus, conSIdered him to be a god. 

I That ia to say, the heretics. 2 In a p~c:eding part ofthe book against the" Magicians." 
S 
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But one of the Greeks, correctly surmising the contrh'ance of the 
supposed god, not only confuted him by means of the self-same 
parrots, but also caused the total destruction of this boastful and "ulgar 
fellow. For the Greek caught a number of the parrots and retaught 
them to say" Apsethus cag-ed us and made us say, . Apsethus is a god.'" 
And when the Libyans heard the recantation of the parrots, they all 
assembled together of one accord and burnt Apsethus ali,·e. 

9. And in the same way we must regard Simon, the magician. more 
readily comparing him with the Libyan fellow's thus becoming a god. 
And'if the comparison is a correct one, and the fate which the magi
cian suffered was somewhat similar to that of Apsethus, let us en
deavour to re-Ieach Ihe parrols of Simon, that he was not Christ, who 
has stood, stands and will stand, but a man, the child of a woman, 
begotten of seed, from blood and carnal desire, like other men. Aud 
that this is the case, we shall easily demonstrate as our narratin: 
proceeds. 

Now Simon in his paraphrasing of the Law of Moses speaks with 
artful misunderstanding. For when Moses says "God is a fire burning 
and destroying,"l taking in an incorrect sense what Moses 5aid, he 
declares that Fire is the Universal Principle, not understanding what 
was said, viz., not that" God is fire," but" a fire burning and destroy
ing." And thus be not only tears to pieces the Law of Moses, but also 
plunders from Heracleitus the obscure'!' And Simon states that the 
Universal Principle is Boundless Power, as follows: 

"This is Ihe 'lJ.'rithl/r of the rel,e/aliol1 0/ l'oicc alld Name jrlJ17l 
Thought, the Greal P01i'tT, Illc Boundless. U"hcrcjore sllall it be scaM. 
hiddm, concealed, laid in tht'DU'cllhlg of 1i'hich Iht' [llli'ursal Rout is the 
foundation." 8 

And he says that man here below, born of blood, is the Dwelling, 
and that the Boundless Power dwells in him, which he says is the 
Universal Root. And, according to Simon, the Boundless power. 
Fire, is not a simple thing, as the majority who say that the four 
elements are simple have considered fire also to be simple, but that the 
Fire has a twofold nature; and of this twofold nature he calls the one 
side the concealed and the other the manifested, (stating) that the con
cealed (parts) of the Fire are hidden in the manifested, and the 
manifested produced b,' the concealed. 

This is what Aristotle calls "in potentiality" and "in actuality," 
and Plato the" intelligible" and" sensible." . 

And the manii'e"ted side of the Fire has all things in itself whIch 
a man can perceive of things visible, or which he unconsciously fails to 
perceive. \Vhereas the concealed side is everything which one can 
conceive as intelligible, even though it escape sensation, or which a 
man fails to conceive. 

And generally we may say, of all things that are, both sensible ~nd 
intelligrole, which he designates concealed and manifested, the FIre, 
which is above the heavens, is the treasure-house, as it were a great 
Tree, like that seen bv Nabuchodonosor in vision, from which all flesh 
is nourished. And he considers the manifested side of the Fire to be 
the trunk, branches, leaves, and the bark surrounding it on the outside. 
All these parts of the great Tree, he says, are set on fire from the all
devouring flame of the Fire and destroyed. But the fruit of the Tre~, 
if its imaging has been perfected and it takes the shape of itself, IS 

placed in the storehouse, and not cast into the Fire. For the fruit, he 

I Dexin-Olto",y. iv. 24. 
I Heracteitus of Ephesus flourished about the end of the sixth century B.C. He was Damed tho 

obscure from the difficulty of his writings . 
• 1 put the few direct quotations we have from Simon in italics. 
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says. is produced to be placed in the storehouse, but the husk to be 
committed to the Fire; that is to say. the trunk, which is generated 
not for its own sake but for that of the fruit. 

10. And this he says is what is written in the scripture: "For the 
yineyard of the Lord Sabaoth is the house of Israel, and a man of 
Judah a well-beloyed shoot." 1 And if a man of Judah is a well-beloved 
shoot, it is shown, he says, that a tree is nothing else than a man. But 
concerning its sundering and dispersion, he says, the scripture has 
sufficiently spoken, and what has been said is sufficient for the instruc
tion of those whose imaging has been perfected, \'iz.: .. All flesh is 
grass, and every glory of the flesh as the flower of grass. The grass is 
dried up and the flower thereof falleth. but the speech of the Lord 
endureth for the eternity (reon)."2Now the Speech of the Lord, he 
says. is the Speech engendered in the mouth and the Word (Logos), 
for elsewhere there is no pIac.! of production. 

II. To be brief, therefore, the Fire, according to Simon, being of 
such a nature-both all things that are visible and ill\'isible, and in 
like manner, those that sound within and those that sound aloud. those 
which can be numbered and those which are numbered-in the Grcat 
Rcz'elatioll he calls it the Perfect Intellectual, as (being) everything that 
can be thought of an infinite number of times, in an infinite number of 
ways, both as to speech. thought and action, just as Empedocles B says: 

"By earth earth we perceive; by water, water; by rether [divine], 
rether; fire by destructive fire; by friendship, friendship; and strife by 
bitter strife." 

(To be C01ZtiUllCd.j 

~he ~ht,tths of thi ~ouL 
IN my last article, "Mesmerism," I arrived at the point where we 

discover that the inner mortal man has several sheaths through 
which he obtains touch with Nature, feeling her motions and exhibiting 
in return his own powers and functions. It is a doctrine as old as any 
Esoteric School now alive, and far more ancient than the modem 
scientific academies; an understanding of it is absolutely needful if we 
are to gain an adequate comprehension of real Mesmerism. 

Instead of looking at the human being as that which we see, it is 
to be regarded as a being altogether different, functioning and per
ceiving in a way quite peculiar to itself, and being compelled to trans
late every outward impression, as well as those coming from within, 
from one language into another, that is to say from pictures into words, 
signs and acts, or vice versa. This statement is vague, I admit, yet 
nevertheless true. The vagueness arises from the difficulties of a 
language that has as yet dealt but slightly with these subjects, and 

1 Isaiah. v. 7. 
II ~/".I. 2 •• 

• Jtmpedocles of Agrlgentum. in Sicily. ftourished ab()ut B.C. 444. 
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the development of which has g"one on in a civilization wholly material
·lStlC. Man is a Soul, and as such stands among material things. This 
Soul is not only on its way upw:ud for itself, but is compelled at the 
same time to draw up, refine, purge and perfect the gross matter
so-called-in which it is compelled to live. For though we call the le~s 
fine stages of "ubstancc by the name" matter," it is, howe"er, made up 
of lives which ha"e in them the potentiality of hecoming Souls in the 
enormousl~' distant future; and the Soul being itself a life made up of 
smaller ones, it is under the brotherly necessity of waiting in the bonds 
of matter long enough to giye the latter the right impetus along the 
path of perfection. 

So, during the long ages that han passed since the present eroln
tion began in this solar system, the Soul has constructed for its own 
use various ~heaths, ranging from "ery fine ones, near to its own 
essential being, to those that are more remote, ending with the outer 
physical one. and that one the most illusionary of them all, although 
appearing" from the outside to be the truly real. These sheaths are 
necessary if the Soul is to know or to act. For it cannot by itself 
understand Xature at all, but tran"forms instantly all sensations and 
ideas by means of the different sheaths, until in the proces, it has 
directed the body below, or obtained itself experience abm-e. By this 
I mean that whatever Soul initiates, it has to pass along through the 
several sheat hs. each reporting", as it were, to the one next beloW it; 
and in like manner they report from below upward in the case of 
sensations from natural phenomena and impressions on the oubide. 
In the beginnings of evolution, during all its stages, this took appre
ciahle amounts of solar time. but at this point of the system's march 
along the line of growth it takes such an infinitesimally short space 
that we are justified in calling it instantaneous in all cases of normal 
and well-balanced persons. There are, of course, instances where 
longer time is used in consequent;:e of the slower action of some otle of 
the sheaths. 

The number of !>harply defined sheaths of the Soul is seven. but 
the sub-differentiations of each raises the apparent number very t1luch 
higher. Roughly speaking, each one divides itself into seven, and 
e,-ery one in each collection of seven partakes of the nature of its OW11 

class. There may, therefore, be said to exist forty-nine sheaths 
possible of classification. 

Physical body may be recognized as one sheath, and the sub
divisions in it are such as skin, blood, nerves, bones, flesh, mucous 
membrane and. . . . . . 

Astral body is another, but not so easily recognized by the men of 
to-day. Ithas also its own sub-divisions answering in part to those of 
the physical body. But being one stage higher than the latter it 
includes in one of its own sub-divisions several of those in the body· 
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For instance, the surface sensations of blood, skin, flesh and mucous 
membrane will be included in a single one of the astral sub-divisions. 

And exactly at this point the Esoteric Schools diverge from and 
appear to contradict modern pathology and physiology. For the 
modern school admits only the action of nerves along skin and mucous 
membrane and in flesh, as the recd,'ers and transmitters of sensation. 
It would appear to be so, but the facts 011 the illside are different, or 
rather more numerous, leading to additional conclusions. Likewise 
too we clash with the nineteenth century in the matter of the blood. 
We say that the blood cells and the fluid they float in receive and 
transmit sensation. 

Each sub-division among the physical sheaths performs not only 
the duty of receh"ing and transmitting sensations, but also has the 
power of retaining a memory of them which is registered in the appro
priate ganglion of the body, and continually, from there, implanted in 
the corresponding centre of sensation and action in the astral body. 
At the same time the physical brain has always the power, as is of 
course a common fact, of collecting all the physical sensations and 
impressions. 

Having laid all this down-without stopping for argument, which 
would end in nothing without physical demonstrations being added
the next step is this. The lower man who collects, so to say, for the 
Soul's use, all the experieiices below it, can either ~t will wh_en traine9., 
or involuntarily when forced by processes or accident or abnormal 
birth. live in the sensations and impressions of one or many of the 
vario~:s sheaths of the physical or astral body. 

If trained, then there will be no delusions. or any temporary 
delt~ion will be easily di~persed. If untrained, delusion- walks arm in 
arm with thp sensations. If diseased or forced, the outer acts may be 
correctly performed but the free intelligence is absent, and all the de
lusions and illusions of hypnotic and mesmeric states show themselves. 

If the inner lower man be functioning among the sensations-or 
ptane~, if you like-of some astral sense or centre, then clairvoyance or 
clairaudience comes on, because he is conveying to the brain those 
impressions derived from similar planes of nature in any direction. 

And when to this is added a partial touch of some minor physical 
sub-divisions of the sheaths, then delusion is made more complete, 
because the experience of a single set of cells is taken for the whole 
and reported. by means of the brain, in the language used by a normal 
being. Indeed so vast are the possible combinations in this department 
that I have only mentioned a few by way of illustration. 

It is this possibility of the inner lower man being connected with 
one or more of the sheaths, and disconnected from all the rest, which 
has led one of the French schools of hypnotizers to conclude to the 
effect that e\"ery man is a collection of personalities, each complete in 
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itself. The positions laid down above are not destroyed by the fact. as 
observed at Paris and ~ancy, that the subject in hypnotic state ~o. z 
knows nothing about state No. I, for each normal person, when acting 
normally, compounds all the various sets of sensations, experiences, 
and recollections into one whole, the sum total of all, and which is not 
recognizable as anyone of them distinct from tJle rest. 

It must also be remembered that each person has pursued in prior 
lives this or that course of action, which has trained and develop ed 
this or that Soul-sheath. And although at death many of thelt1 a.re 
dissolved as integral collections, the effect of such develop~ ent 
formerly pursued is not lost to the re"incarnating being. It is preserved 
through the mysterious laws that guide the atoms when they assen1 ble 
for the birth of a new personal house to be occupied by the return i ng 
Soul. It is known that the atoms-physical and astral-have g<>ne 
through every sort of training. When the Soul is re"incarnati'K115 it 
attracts to itself those physical and astral atoms which are like un to its 
old experience as far as possible. It often gets back again some e>£ t:he 
identical matter it used in its last life. And if the astral senses ha:ve 
received in the prior existence on earth great attention and de,·elop
ment, then there will be born a medium or a real seer or sage. \Vbich 
it will be depends upon the great balancing of forces from the prior 
life. For instance, one who ill another incarnation attended whollY to 
psychic development without philosophy, or made other errors, wi 11 be 
born, maybe, as an irresponsible medium; another, again, of the sa me 
class, emerges as a wholly untrustworthy partial clairvoyant, and 50 on 
ad infinitum. • 

A birth in a family of wise de,·otees and real sages is declared fro III 
old time to be very difficult of attainment. This difficulty maY be 
gradually overcoll1~ by philosophical study and unselfish -effort: for 
others, together with devotion to the Higher Self pursued through 
many lives. Any other sort of practice leads only to additional 
bewilderment. . 

The Soul is bound to the body by a conversion to the cOrpOreal 
passions; and is again liberated by becoming impassive to the bodY, 

That which Nature binds. Xature also dissoh·es; and that which 
the Soul binds, the Soul likewise dissolves. Nature, indeed, bound 
the body to the Soul; but the Soul binds herself to the body. Nature, 
therefore, liberates the body from the Soul; but the Soul liberates 
herself from the body. 

Hence there is a two-fold death; the one, indeed, universallY 
known, in which the body is liberated from the Soul; but the ot11er 
peculiar to philosophers, in which the Soul is liberated from the body. 
Nor does the one entirely follow the other. 

WILLIA!\l Q. JUDGJ.:, F.T.S. 
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~ht lJ,tssing Jllua~ of 4ffrancis(o gtontoliu. 
T RULY the Great Law is 110 respecter of persons, and what we 

little men think good is not Judged wisdom by the All-wise. 
The spirit of Francisco de l\Iontoliu y de Togores has aban

doned its earthly tabernacle, leaving behind the recollection of a life 
of self-sacrifice, unflagging endeayour, and unswerving devotion for 
the cause of Theosophy. The body of "~emo" in his last life was 
born of a noble Spanish family, but the nobility of the birth of his 
earthly instrument was as nothing compared to the true nobility of 
spirit which our beloved colleague, friend and co-worker has ever 
shown. The bod,' of Francisco ~Lontoliu (as he would have himself 
simply called, for "he cared nought for earthly titles) is dead, but the 
spirit of our brother lives for Theosophy, to which he has consecrated 
his being throughout the ages. For not only was he the foremost 
pioneer and sturdiest champion of true Theosophy in Spain, but also 
made of such stuff as Occultists are born from. What though the 
work would seem to have suffered an irreparable blow in Spain? we 
have no cause to grieve. He has done his duty well, his life remains 
as an example; and may such Karma be the lot of all of us. For, to 
adapt an expression from Shrimad Bhagamt, which he translated for 
the first time into Spanish, "never was there a time when his spirit 
was not, nor shall a tune be when it shall cease to be," and this being 
so, that spirit of his that toiled for Theosophy will come again to 
continue his task and to work with his fellow-labourers to help on 
man's salvation-no matter when, nor where, nor how. 

The natural grief of his friends and brothers in Theosophy, pro
found as it is, is all the deeper at the thought that the sacred presence 
of death was disturbed by the ignorant fanaticism of those who claimed 
to be priests of ·the Society of Jesus. And yet, indeed, such "men" 
are rather to be pitied in that they so little know the spirit of that 
Master of Compassion. The Jesuits may busy themselves with con
struing the first "Yes" that fell from the dry lips of our brother's 
delirious body into a "recantation," but Theosophy claims his life, his 
intellect, his devotion, and his love. 

~lay our brother ever tread the eternal Path of Peace. 
\Ve subjoin the following extract from a letter written by a brother 

who was one of the physicians who attended Montoliu in his last 
sickness. \Ve hear loudly reiterated on all sides that the days of per
secution are ended, but many an F.T.S., in his priYate life, knows that 
this is not so. Many could tell of like persecutions, which are inscribed 
in the unwritten records of the Theosophical Society. 

On the e\'ening of April 20th, after taking coffee with us as usual, ;\Iontoliu 
saifl that he did not feel well. and so retired to rest at an early hour. The next day 
fe\'er declare, I itself, with all the sY11l£toms of gastric catarrh. We at once sum
moned our good Brother, Dr. R-. lhe followlIIg day our patient was in a 11Iore 
serious condition; the fever increased, and on sounding him we discovered that the 
right lung' was attackerl hy hronchitis. Dr. R-- and I redoubled our efforts; but, 
in spite of them. his breathing grew rapidly more difficult. and new and more 
alarming symptoms appeare.l. Our g'omi Brother Vina hdped us during the first 
three days. and cheered up ;\Iontoliu imlllensel\'. On the third day we noticed 
that the' brain was beginning to he affected. "Important affairs called Vina to 
Madrill. and to his great regret he had to leave us, for his presence would have 
been of the first importance, as vou will see later. 

'Ve remained alone, R--" and I. The lIext .iav we saw the symptoms of 
typhus appear, but did not think them so fatal. Villa had instructed" me, in case 
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of necessity, to look after the official papers of the Theosophical Society and 
Montoliu's 1\I8S. and translations. And even he, poor 1\Ionto11u, e\'en he begl!ed 
me to lock up his cupboards and to give the keys to no one, for be feared an in\'a· 
sion of his family, and especiallv of bis father. a fanatical Jesuit of the most pTOo 
nounced type, and very terrible tor those who aspired to ideas at all of a liberal kmd. 

On seeing the gTa\'e nature of our Brother's attack. I was on the point of asking 
him about these papers, when the familv arrived by ao;sault and installed themselves 
with the right whicll impudence and force alone could give. 

What to do? To oppose force with force was not possible; and though I halt 
received orders from l\Iontoliu that he would see no one but R-- and m,'self. 1 
could not put the father, the Jesuits, the cures and these people out of the house; 
which I should most certainly have done if I had had an order in writing. So 1 
had to content myself with watching over him and carrying out nly duty no ruatt.er 
at what cost. 

The family entered. The brother without a word of introduction, at once 
commenced to speak to him of confession. of receh'ing the sacraments, etc.; and 
we saw our poor Brother fall into greater and gTeater delirium. 

'Vhat could we do? \\'e were watched in a hateful manner. Howe\'er, I had 
promised to sa\'e the papers, and they hatl to be saved at all costs. After consult.a· 
tion with our Brothers of the Theosophical Society, we decided to demand them 
frankly from the father. . 

To tell you the humiliation and insults we have suffered at the hands of' t.~~ 
man would be impossible. At first he refused roundly to give us the papers. """lU~ 
he wished to hand over to the Jesuits. But when he saw us decided. TIe opened t e 
cupboards with the keys we ga\'e him-although. indeed. he had already ()~?~ 
them with false keys-and we found the tin box containing tbe Theosophlc 
Society's correspondence, diplomas, charter, seal, etc., of the Group. I did my !!.e~t 
to get possession of the most important things, and nearly all were saved. ~ e 
rest of the papers were burned, for he would not handle "the papers of a heretIcal 
and infernal societv," as he said. 

t:'nfortunately' we could not get the hooks; and that excellent little Th,ec>
sophical library-who knows in whose hands it is now! But as there was nothIng 
in writing, and no will. we had no rights. r 

After this scene came the Supenor of the Jesuits to confess him. but our ~ 
Brother had been delirious since evening. I was in his room tending him, but d a: 
told to depart. I thus had to leave the field to this man, whom you will p~ ~ 
mv describin8', so hateful and prideful were his looks. I went out, but ren81D'1D 
in'the adjoimng room, waiting for the least noise; for I would not have left l~cr 
for anything in the world. I had a double right, that of a friend and brot 
and that of a physician. be 

Poor l\Iontoliu was ra\·ing. reciting. from time to time, passages frotn ~ n 
Blla,sravad Gila, Is;s, Tile I o;a of Ille SilmCt', Tile Secrel Doclri1le, etc., etc., cadJ1~ 
on H. P. B., Vina, and myself, and saying that he wished to go to London an 
A. B. whom he loved. • I 

Suddenly I heard the Jesuit address to him the following wonls-w111Ch 
copied down in order to better remember them: 'ch 

"Francisco, Francisco, do you recant all the ideas and infernal doctrines ",,-b l ()f 
you have sprt:ad, and all the evil you have done with these heretical dogtn.a.5 
Theosophy?" JJ , .. 

"No! . . . . . . Oh, yes, H. P. B.! . . . H. P. B.! . . H. P. " 
[Three times very loudly.] 

Immediately, in a loud voice, the Jesuit cried: 
"Ego absolvo Ie peccalis IlIis," etc. , V' 
He then left the room, embracing the father, saving with great satisfact~O &Ii 

"I have gained the victory, I leave you contented. He has recanted all; the s.o 
of our son will depart to heaven!" , us 

It was like a plf. Some of the people accompanied downstairs this od l ? 
"elementary," who had just plaved the greatest comedy in the name of his God . us 

I breathed freeh' once mOl·e. It seemed as if someone had lifted an enorPlill, 
weight off my chest: and I returned to the sick room, where I saw poor 1\Ion tOl ed 
half raised in his bed, and seized with an attack. I had to administer concentr3:be 
oxygen, for he could not breathe, his eyes staring open, pupils dilated, in 
greatest pain, and calling on H. P. B. ed 

The father came up, after having seen the priest off, immenselv satisP is 
saving that now the death of his son mattered nothing, for he had recanted all ~d 
infernal ideas, and that he preferred his death rather than to see him cured a 
once more commence his perdition! III 

This \vill tell YOU to what a point fanaticism has arrived in this country. fro 
which the detestable aura of the Inquisition has not vet disappeared. Ii r 

Dr. R-- at this moment arrived, and the father told us to leave the bouse. 0 
he did not wish the causers of the downfall of his son to remain a minute longer 
by his side, saying that all the Theosophists, and in particular Vina, B-, R-
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and myself, were heretical ca"aille, thieves, etc., leaders of an infernal gang! 
\Ve respected the presence of his son, who was in his death agonv, otherwise, I 
promise you, there would have been a serious matter to settle. Dr. R-- withdrew 
with protestations, and did not return to the room in which alone the cures, Jesuits, 
and the assistants ,,;th their funeral trappins-s were witnesses of his last sufferings. 
Heartbroken and sick, I remained in the adJoining room, the recipient of all sorts 
of insults, but resolved not to depart unbl force was used-which indeed was 
resorted to at the last moment. . 

To describe to you his last night on this earth, I am not able. . . . He was 
surrounded ",;th Jesuits, who continually tormented him. bv urging him to think 
of heaven, to recant with all his soul the heretical doctrin"es which would cause 
him to fall into hell ! 

At five o'clock on the morning of May loth a terrible attack seized him, and 
they administered the extreme unction. His last words were that he had still 
much to do here, and did not ,,;sh to go to heaven! 

The moment of his disincarnation was 6.23. . . . 
Two hours later I reentered the room. They had already laid his body out, 

and surrounded it with lighted candles. A handkerchief covered the face. I 
lifted it, I know not how, and gave him the last kiss. 

The unnatural father would not even admit the crowns of roses which we had 
made for his memory', saying that he wanted nothing from lost people calling 
themselves TheosophIsts. 

He took possession of all the books on Theosophy, which are assuredly now in 
the possession of the Jesuits, and barred thp door in our faces.. . 

At the funeral the only people who were present were the assistants of the 
church, cures, etc. . . . 

\Ve gathered together again in our little Headquarters silent and sad. 

Such was the tragedy of Montoliu's death. 'We have made it 
public, that his Brethren in all lands may know the battle he had to 
fight, and that they may better appreciate his worth. Few know what 
many a Theosophist has to suffer in his prh'ate life-and it is well that 
occasionally the public and our members in general should hear of 
such things. It is well to face the reality at times, even in this nine
teenth century of "booms" and newspaper inanity. But we do not 
print the above to cast a slur on the true members of the Order of 
Jestls. A member of the Roman Catholic Church or any other Church 
of Christendom is 110 more nec~,;sarih' a Christian than is a member of 
t1~e Theosophical Society a Theosophist. Montoliu 'li'aS a Theosophist, 
but his inquisitors were 1101 Christians, least of all were they in the true 
.. Society of Jesus," 

THOlTGHTS.-So restless is the human mind that every wink of the eye is said 
to manufacture a useless thought. Calculating a wink as a second, and taking 
twelve hours a day as the period when a man's brain is at its greatest activity, 
43,200 thoughts are allowed to take root in Space for future harvests. Now what 
a dreadful maelstrom of thoughts is raging on and about us may be seen by setting 
down the globe's popUlation at 1,20:),00:),000 souls. when we reach the astounding 
figure of barren thoughts at 5I,B4o,ooo,ooo,ooo! And mind you all this for a single 
day. I leave to your imagination the arithmetic of a year, a decade, and a century. 
Had TOi/Oli"oth part of these thoughts been utilized for the first object of the Theo
sophical Society, "to fornl the nucleus of a t'nh'ersal Brotherhood of Humanity," 
many amongst us would be now what future Rounds will see. Altruism in 
thought is the divinest of gifts! Ye human thoughts, what powerful machines 
ye are, how abused, how perverted! Ye only make angels and brutes of men! 
Truly said a Hindu hemlit that if a man disengaged his thoughts from the 
ephemeral concern of life for that infinitesimally short space of time when a 
grain of rice balances itself on the head of a needle, salvation for himis not far 
to seek. He who conquers thought conquers Life.-JEHANGIR SORABjI, F.T.S. 
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Ilrbirlu5. 
SDIPLE THEOSOPHY.I 

THIS little hook, consisting of some sixty pages, i.; a collection ~f 
articles origillall~' written for the Bos/oll E.'millK Trallsaip/ in .. ~prtl, 
1R9I. It contains chapters upon ",ntat is Theosophy?" .. ReIncarna
tion," .. Karma," and "The Purpo.;e of Theosophy," all sill1plr and 
carefully written in a style which will pro\'e attracth'e to many who are 
as yet unable to grasp the del per problem.; connected with the subj ects 
dealt with, or to whom the terminology of the E,;oteric Science ,,,-ould 
be perplexing. This is the kind of book one could place in the hands 
of the open-minded but unlettered reader with the greatest likeli hood 
of beneficial results, and as snch it is a n:r\' welcome addition to the 
literature of the movement. -

Here and there throughout the pages of Simpit' The'(1Sllp")' one 
meets with an epigrammatic statement which covers a wide field of 
thought, of which the following Illay ~en'e as examples: 

\\'e shal1never he on the roa.1 to true illumination until we cast asitle preju«1ice, 
AI1 humanity is one in promise and in purpose. \\'e art~ al1 of equal illlportan<;e 

in divine econom\', an.l where awl how we stan.1 relativch' to one another in t.hlS 
present incarnation, is a matter of no moment. . 

OU,r work concerning the impossible is only to assume the right attitude t.c· 
wanls It. . n 

Karma is not measure.ll)\' time, it is measure. 1 hv con.lition, and our condi t.~~, 
depeJJlls upon our own efforts, Effort is the great watchwor.1 of Theos-op ~h: 
Effort is necessary, e\'l'n in the right acceptance of the ine\'itahle, Freque : ar. 
more effort is required to stan.1 still than to make a mo\'c, But effort makes C 

acter, and character makes .Iestiny, _ I1t 
So consi.lere.l. e\'j] is only an effl)rt of:'\atl1re towards goOl!. It is :'\ature sn t. 11t 

emo\oyment of the most dlicaciol1s means for the attainment of the most benefice 
enlt, -

W.R.O-

NOTICE SL'R LE PAPYRVS GXOSTIQl'E BRCCE.~ 

STt"DE:>OTS of the Gnostic philosophy of the early centuries ot ou~ 
era will be interested to learn that one more relic of the Gnosis ha~ 
been rescned from oblidon. and gi\'ell to the world of students b"- the 
industry and scholarship of :'II. E. Amclineau, whose Essai stir Ie j; 1It'!' 
tiCiS1IIl' E.s:.l'pti£'ll has made Yolume XI\' of "Les Annales du :\.!1.1 see 
Guimet" one of the most valuable of that interesting series. Anlorg 
the large number of priceless :'IISS. brought back froUl Egypt by t Ie 
famous traveller Bruce, in li69, were the Pistis-S,'phia, already in soYllr 
part known to our readers, and another Coptic :'lIS, of the same sc:boO 
in a very dilapidated condition, which is no\\' in the custody ot t:;e 
Bodleian Library, Oxford. It was the good Karma of )Iaurice ,. 
Schwartze to publish the text of the former and translate it into LatIn 
in 1853; it is the good Karma of )1. E, Amelineau to do the sa U.Je 
kind office to the remaining papyrus and to translate it into French !Il 
1891. The importance of these two )lSS. is exceedingly great, for J1J 

---~ --- -- - ~ --- - ---------
I By:lf. J, /larne\!, F,T,s, lIo,lon: H, H, Carter, .', Beacon SIred, Price ,sc, 
~ 'rt"xte et Traduction Pllh1i:s par !\of. E. Anll~lint'an: J,ihrarie C. Klincksieck t nle dt LiUe. II. 

Paris, 1~11. l";ce not given. 
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them we have the only relics of the Gnosis that ha,-e not come to us 
through the hands of "the Church Fathers-the bitterest and most un
scrupulous enemies of the Gnostic philosophers. 

The Bodleian :\1S. contains two treatises, undoubtedlY of the same 
school as the Pislis-Sophia, and absolutely indispensable to the student 
of what may not inappropriately be termed that Gnostic Kabalah. 
The title of the first treatise is not given by the erudite translator, for 
what reason is not apparent, since in his learned Essai sur Ie Gnos
ticism, E.(I,/>tim he speaks of it as The Book <?f tlze GIl0St'S of the bz
.'isibh .. the title of the second treatise is Tlu: Book ilf the Great Logos 
;11 t'«ch JI.ysto:l'. The terribly damaged state of the :\1S. has rendered 
the work of :\1. Amelineau one of the greatest difficulty, and it is heart
rending to read of the perishing rugs and shreds from which his 
painstaking and praiseworthy industry has had to construct the present 
text. There are consequently innumerable lacun~, which not even 
the practised eye and ripe scholarship of the editor ha\'e been able to 
restore. Indeed the task would ha,"e been more difficult even than it 
has been, had not the scholar WOlde, some fifty year . .; ago, made a copy 
of the ::\IS. when it was in a more decipherable state; and though this 
copy is full of errors, owing to the imperfect state of Coptic studies in 
those days, it has nevertheless stood :\1. A!lIelineau in good stead in his 
present task. 

Bruce unfortunately omitted to say whence he got this precious 
papyrus, but as it is written in the Sahidic dialect, Al11elineau con
cludes that he probably procured it from the Delta. There is, however, 
no great latitude of speculation to suppose that B"ruce may have ob
tained it in Abyssinia, where there is still many a priceless papyrus 
carefully guarded by the warrior monks of the Abyssinian monasteries, 
as Achinoff, the chief of the Free Cossacks, lately informed H. P. B. 
from his personal knowledge. 

From a close iu,.;pection of the work, and also of the Pislis-Sophia, 
We agree with M. Amelineau that the original was most probably 
written in Greek. and that the Coptic is a translation retaining many 
of the original Greek technical terms. The doctors of the Gnosis 
were 1110stly men illl bued with Hellenic culture, and if the treatises 
belong to the school of the Valentinian Gnosis, as there seems little 
reason to doubt, we may conclude with safety that we are dealing with 
a translation and not an original. 

The first page of the text is faced by a most fascinating full-page 
diagram of the Crux Ansata-fascinating for students of symbology, 
of course.' There can be no doubt but that it stands for the type of 
man-human and di\"ine, microcosmic and macrocosmic. But this 
Handled Cross differs from others of its kind in many ways. The 
.. handle" is a circle, on the surface of which is the continuation of the 
yertical body of the cross with a horizontal diameter band, the square 
of section of the twv diameter bands enshrining another cross, and 
above all on top of the circle stands yet another cross. ~Iystic vowels 
and consonantal abbreviations im'ite an interpretation, which, needless 
to say, is unattempted. 

The reonology of the MS. is in many in,.;tances almost identical 
with that of the Pislis-Sophia, only far more elaborate. Thus we read 
of twelve Christs, twelve Fathers, and even three hundred and sixty
fi\"e Fathers-which should not, however, make us imagine that a mere 
astrological interpretation or the threadbare solar-myth hypothesis of 
our spiritually poverty-stricken Occidental wiseacres will solve the 
obscure m\'steries of the Gnosis. 

Here and there we stumble on terms of stlch metaphysical refine
ment that we are reminded of Basilides rather than of Valentintls. 
Such, for instance, is the term" Chrislite'''--''Christship,'' which puts 
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us in mind of the Basilidean "Sonship," the Filietas, called ho~ in 
the Philosophllllll'1la. 

But above all things interesting in the MS. are the figures of tbe 
sigils and' the diagrammata of the reons. "The lil"ing Jesus," as the 
Master or First i\lystery is called, instructs the Disciples in the different 
"Apologie.,," or my.~tic formulre that will open for them ingress ill to and 
passage through the \'arious re011S or spheres-telling them the mystery 
number; and sigils of each. Charts of twenty-eight of the reons are 
also gh'en, but it remains in doubt how many root-reons in all were 
counted in the sYstem, whether thittv or thirt\·-two. for the :\[S. is 
incomplete. This is not only regrettable in general, but also particu
larly, because the missing pages would have afforded an additional 
confirmation of the precise school from which the treatise emanated. 
The Valentinian system was dil"ided into two main schools. the 
Oriental and the italic. the former adjudging thirty reOJ1S to the 
Pleroma. the latter thirty-two. It was of course a case of o\'er-intel
lectualism and hair-splitting. of absolute Dualism or ab.~olute Monism. 
which is, however. easy of reconciliation for Theosophical students 
familiar with ontological subtleties. 

In this brief notice, it is naturally impossible to do more than 
touch on one or two points. in dealing with a treatise which si mply 
bristles with technicalities on e\-.:!ry page. Xor is it necessary. for It 
will never be possible, to awaken a general interest in the details of the 
abstnJse reonologr, cosmology and eschatology of the Gnostic Theo
sophy, any more than to arouse a popular interest in. say, the difJ'ert:;l1-
tial calculus. Nevertheless, there is matter of absorbing interest for 
the student of religion. 

For instance, we are told that the Logos cannot be addressed in the 
"lang~age of flesh," (p. 101), and of a supernal power called th~ 
"Lummous Darkness," which is darkness for us bi'causc of Ihe exa.) 
of ils light (p. 102). 

Again, the Eastern concept of Sadasat, of the Real and Illusionary 
in the All. is clearly brought out in the following hymn to the Logos: d 

"It is because of Him that trul\" is that \"hich really exists an 
that which does not really exist; it is because of Him that exists tha: 
which really exists by being hidden. and that which exists not reall~ 
although manifest" (p. 105)· h 

Well, indeed. again. is the universality of Deity expressed in sue 
phrases as "Thou art the dwelling and thou art he who inhabitest th~ 
dwelling" (p. 107), which is also true of the" Man luminous and truej, 
the Augoeides. This is the man who is after the type of the He~:J ~ 
City-the Incorruptible ahove, the" Land that gi"es birth to the ~t~ 
-whom the First Monad clothes with a vesturel woven out of all e 
JEons (pp. 123. 124). It is a "vesture by and from which all thin~ are 
made and in which are all bodies" (p. 134). For "it is thy Will alon~ 
that is a place for thee, for no thing can he a plac~ for thee, for thOU _a d 
the place for all" (p. 136), a passage which bring.~ forcibly to the J1ltn 
the Saviour's rebuke to Andrew in the Pislis-Sophia: 

How long sh~ll I bear with you! How long shall I suffer you! Do ye still J1a~1 
know and are ye tgnorant? Know ye not. and do ye 1I0t understand. thaty~' atreat 
Ang:els. and all Archangels, and Gods and Lords. and all Rulers. and all the the 
Invlsibles. and all those of the Midst, and of the Region of the Light. and aU 
great Emanations of the Right and all their Glory.2 

Such is the city or kingdom within. for he made" a cit\· or Il 1IION, 

~nd figured in him all those of the Pleroma [the sum of the 4~ons]. that 
IS to say, all the Powers" (p. 147). For 

-----------------
1 This the mysteriou~ "coat" of Joseph, the c%llrs of which symbolize the dhine attribute<O( 

e,-ery Messiah (Initiate). as St. Cyril says. Cf. Des C""/~"rs $),mltoHqllu by FrMeric Portal. 
S Schwartze's Pis/is·Sophia, pagg. 247-8. 
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The \\'onl that comes from their mouths is life eternal, and the Light which 
flows from their e\"es is rl'st for them; the movement of their hands is their course 
towards whence the\" came forth; thdr contemplation within is their inner Gnosis; 
thdr march onwanl is their new rdllrll ,£"illll/l; tile extension of their hands is 
their stability; the hearing of their ears is Ille per(("pllOlI ,,·IIid, is ill lI't·i,. IIearls; 
the joining together of their limbs is the reunion of the dispersion of Israel; IIId,. 
(Omp,.dlellsiOIl of lI't'mJd,'l's is IIIeir (Olltemp/atioll of I/Ie Lo.([os. The figure which 
they hold in their fingers is the number which came forth according to that which 
is written: "he who counts the multitudes of the stars and gi\'es them all their 
names." And the unif;~n brought about by the Dl'miur~ic Logos was of those who 
came forth from the disturbance that arose: "The\' all became one and the same 
thing in that one and only One." Then the f>emillTgic Word hecame a powerful 
God, Lord, Saviour, Christ, King, Cooll (Agathos), Father, :\Iother. 

The Demiurgic Logos is man-each one of us-who may become 
a Christ, if the Kingdom (the Lower) be set in order. 

It is difficult to cease writing 011 so absorbing a theme, but we 
have already departed widely from the function of orthodox re\'iewing, 
and ha\'e paid bllt little attention to the casket when once the blaze of 
the gems dazzled the" eyes of the heart." 

"'I:ether the text of :\1. Amelineau is literalh' correct mu!'>t be for 
specialists to decide, and may without anxiety be handed over to those 
who rejoice in literary micro~copy. Those, howe\'er, who know more 
Gnosticism th:m Coptic will be well satisfied with, if not enthusiastic 
over, the labours of this learned Orientalist, which find a dignified 
presentation in a clearly printed and handsomely margined quarto of 
some two hundred and fifty pages. 

~hro50phi(al Jldibitit5. 
EXECUTIVE ORDERS. 

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE, ADYAR, 

.2ifh April, rSQ2. 

THE PRESIDE~T'S RETIREr.IE~T. 

The legal advisers of the Society in India and elsewhere, having 
reported that my relinquishment of official status before the Adyar 
Trust Deed is finally settled, the Australian legacy affair judicially 
arranged, and Mr. Judge released from his General Secretaryship by 
the American Section and made free to take over the Presidential 
duties, would be highly injurious to the Society's interests; and the 
Chicago Convention ha\'ing caused Mr. Judge to cable me to that 
effect, and Mr. Mead concurring, and Mr. B. Keightley and some of our 
1110st influential Indian counsellors having written me in like terms; 
it is evident that I must once more postpone-if only for a few months 
-my long-desired retirement, so far as the actual severing of my 
official tie with the Society is concerned. The Theosophical Society 
not being a legal entity, its property interests have of necessity been 
vested in me, and my signature, in both my personal and representative 
capacities, is needed to validate their transfer to a Board or Boards of 
Trustees; while as regards the Australian e~tate be9ueathed to me, no 
settlement can be made by a third party, and pOSSIbly, none even by 
myself without another visit to Queensland. For me to consult only 

, 
I 
I 
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my own wishes and break my official tie regardless of the e"il effects 
that would befall the Society, would be an act of selfishness such as I 
cannot even think of for a nioment. 

Notice is therefore gi"en that. without again vainly trying to fix an 
actual date for my vacating office, I shall do my utmost to hasten the 
completion of all leg-al business. so that I may hand o,'er e"erything to 
Mr. Judge, myoId friend, colleague and chosen successor. 

Meanwhile. to protect the Society from the po:;sibility of loss or 
trouble in case of my sudden death, I haw executed a will bequeathing 
all property whaboe,·er. whether real or personal. standing in my 
name or legally mine. including HeadqUarters. the Permanent Funrl 
and other funds. the ThecJSopllist, its good· will. stock in hand. book 
accounts, cash. etc.; nly Ooty cottage and plot of land. furniture, books. 
clothing. etc., etc .. to the Society. 

(Signed) H. S. OLCOTT. P.T.S. 

INDIAX SECTION. 

INDUS LETTER. 

ADYAR, )IADRAS. 

Jfa.)" ISQ.J. 

Of general Theosophical news, I have not a great amount this 
month, as we are in rather a dead season at pre,;ent. Perhaps t~e 
intense heat has something to do with this; members require all theIr 
energy for keeping 011 foot work alread\' commenced without extending 
their energy into new channels. After all. the formation of new 
branches is not, in India. as elsewhere, always a sign of increasi~g 
activity. It is possihle to form a branch almost anywhere in IndIa. 
SYmpathizers will soon rally round and enrol themselves with ellthu· 
siasm, but to keep the new· born branch alive and acti\'e is another 
matter-hie labor I/Oc o/lus est. Therefore. while the tower of Theosophy 
in the \Vest rises steadily higher and higher, attracting more attellti?n 
b,' reason of its stature. in the East we have to content ourseJ\'es WIth 
hi,lmbler work, to employ our time principally in cementing old and 
crumhling stones, and in repairing worn-out structures. . 

Every day shows us at Headquarters the necessity for organIzed 
work among non-English-knowing Theosophists in India. In the 
Telugu-speaking districts, where we have about twenty branches. ard 
a very large number of Theosophists unable to speak or to rea 
English. To such. of course, the PraS1lot/ara and our books and 
pamphlets are useless, and many feel bitterl," this loss. Thanks to the 
efforts of Bro. Kotan'a. who hails from Telugu parts, a vernacular 
branch has already been formed at Guntur, and we have also bet:u able 
to arrange for the translation and publication of se,'eral yernacu1;r 
pamphlets. A proposal, originating frol11 a conference of se,'eral lea' 
ltlg Telugu Theosophists is now on the tapis to translate the F,ras: 
1lottara into Telugu e,"ery month, and to arrange for the translatlon'l 
of some of our books into this vernacular. On the return of the Genera 
Secretary I hope we shall hereafter be able to make arrangements for 
the constitution of a Telugu sub-section or something of the sort. f 

A recent visit to Bombay gave me the long-wish ed-for chance 0 

seeing the Bombay Theosophists in their own haunts. 
It is very cheering to visit this really active branch, and to see t~e 

steady systematic work that is being carried on there. The root1l In 
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Church Gate Street, which the branch occupies, is an "upper-room," 
which reminds one considerabh' of the Biblical upper-room used by 
the Prophet of Xazareth and his disciples as portrayed in illustrated 
Bible!', etc. There is a capital library of books, recently enriched by a 
set of the Sacred Books OJ the East, the generous gift of a Parsi lady. 
Daily meetings for general discussion are held, and two general 
meetings, at least, during the week, at one of which an address or 
exposition is given in the ve:·nacular. The genius of the place is Bro. 
M. !\I. Shroff, who appears to spend all his spare time there, and to be 
a part and parcel of the establishment. Bros. Mehta, Daji, Modi and 
J ussawala too lllay be seen at Church Gate Street almost daily; in 
fact, the place is more of a Headquarters than a simple reading room, 
and the general air of homeliness and good fellowship there is most 
pleasing. 

The heat in Bombay during my ten days' stay was intolerable. 
Though the thermometer seldom rose abm-e ninety degrees, yet owing 
to the peculiar climate-which has gh-en rise to the term .. Bombay 
heat" -the place seemed to l'a1ll/JiriZt" one. This is the only expression 
I can think of to do justice to the peculiar steaming process which one 
has to undergo. 

I hope to gh-e some accouut of a visit to "The Towers of Silence" 
-the Parsi "burial" towers-the ca,-es of Elephanta and a Hindu 
"theatre, in a separate article, with the kind permission of the Editor of 
Lucifer. 

-Bro. Keightley has now brought his present tour to a close, and is 
enjoying a few days' well-earned rest at romantic Datjeeling. I wish 
we oould transport Adyar up there during the summer; shouldn't we 
then be the envy of the whole Theosophical Society? 

Here is a well-attested tale of an Indian wonder-worker, told me by 
a Bombay brother the other day. The occurrence was witnessed b," 
him. The magical performer took three bananas from a bunch, and, 
after allowing them to be examined and thoroughly scrutinized, placed 
them on the ground. He then took three strips of paper, and made 
on one strip three cuts, on another two, on the third one. He then 
handed the bananas to my friend and brother, and told him to peel off 
the rind. He did so. He found one banana cut into four pieces, i.e., 
it had had three cuts made on it Ulzder the rind 'withollt the lalter beitlg" 
ilz a11)' 1('a)' disturbt'd: another was cut into three pieces, the result of 
two cuts; while the third was dh-ided in two, both of the latter cases 
being attended with the same phenomenon as regards the integrity of 
the peel! Here is a problem for the I lihall, to explain the psycho
scientific process by which the aboye phenomenon was perfo:-med. 

~Vhite Lotus Day went off most successfully here, I am informed. 
The hall was beautifully decorated with the graceful lotus blooms and 
other ftm"'ers, and there was a large gathering. The President delh-ered 
a yery eloquent and touching address on H. P. B. and her work. Bro. 
Gopalacharlu spoke on the symbology of the lotus, and other speakers 
followed. The Madras Mail gave a yery full account of the proceedings. 

In Bombay the day was also observed, and a large meeting held, at 
which addresses were given by leading members. The Bangalore a.nd 
other leading branches also did honour to the occasion. 

His Highness the Maharajah of Kapoorthala has giyen two thousand 
rupees towards our expenses here. We hope that other princes of India 
will follow the good example set. Bro_ Keightley visited his Highness 
during his recent tour in the Punjab. A generously-minded Australian, 
who wishes to remain unknown, has given £100 to Colonel OTcott to be 
disposed of as he shall deem best. The money, I am happy to say, is 
to be giyen to the Adyar Library. 

S. V. E. 
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CEYLOS LETTER. 

( Fr.",l ollr 0,.'11 CorrcspOlldolt.j 

Co LQ;\lBO, 
1St .lfay. 180:1. 

The month of April, like this month, is always looked forward to 
by the Sinhalese, for on the Ilth of that month the Buddhists and the 
Hindus of Ceylon celebrate their Xew Year Festh·al. Owing to the 
national feast, the day was observed as a GOn':rnment holiflay, and the 
native element celebrated the festh'al in the quiet ano sober way 
peculiar to Oriental nations. The most important part of the pro
gramme of the Sinhalese New Year day is the ceremony at the 
Buddhist temples. when at the appointed hour the big bell tolls out 
the Old Year and ushers in the New. Thousands of men, women and 
children, after thronging the courtyards, rush into the Sallctum Sal/c-
10ruIII with flowers in their uplifted hands, to offer them in memory of 
their Great ~Iaster, the Lord Buddha. and thus begin the New Year 
with this graceful act of offering flowers. The devotees then return 
home and spend the day in holiday-making. 

This month, with deep regret, I have to chronicle the death of the 
leading learned nath'e Pundit in Ceylon, Mr. Batuwantudad. the 
President of the Colombo Theosophical Society. He was ailing for a· 
few days only with heart disease. to which he ultimateh' succum bed. 
His death is' a national loss. The sad news was wired to Colonel 
Olcott at Adyar, and as it was impossible for him to come here for tIle 
cremation, he deputed Bro. Buultjens to represent him at the funeral 
service, at which the High Priest Sumangala officiated, assisted b)' a 
llumber of monks. 

~Iuch good work has been done by the" Harbour ~Iission" d uri~g 
the month. A large number of tracts were distributed among a ShIP' 
load of passengers going to Australia. . 

The Sangamitta Girls' School is slowly but surely progresSU1~, 
and Mrs. Marie ~I. Higgins deseI"\'es credit for the excellent mannet: In 
which she is working the Institution. She is very busy now makl~g 
preparations for a fancy bazaar, to be held on the jth and 8th inst .. Ifl 
aid of the School. She is trying her utmost to make the InstitutIon 
a standing monument of the Theosophical Society in Ceylon aud 
the East. 

It is most gratifying to note that the Cambridge Local ExaJnit!~· 
tion results just to hand show that H. Pieris of onr Boys' Eng1Jhh 
School at Colombo, has secured honours in the Third Class in t.e 
Senior. In the Junior Examination two of our boys passed. Tbis IS 
the third year in which boys have been successfully presented f oC 
examination, and the satisfactory results are due to the Princi~a~ 0 
our Boys' School, Mr. Buultjens, a graduate of Cambridge and a Vice' 
President of the Colombo Theosophical Society. 

SISHALA PUT:JL.~· 
The Theosophical Thitzker.-[We are asked to print the follo~ng: 

and do so with great pleasure.] It is proposed to start a weekly 'l'be<>, 
sophical journal in English under the name of The Theosophical l'hi,z~ 
as soon as a sufficient number of subscribers register their n~JXl ~ 
Our Theosophical brothers are well aware of the fact that there i~ Jl ~ 
Theosophical weekly in the whole of India, except the Santnart,r 
Bodkini, the organ of the" Sanmarga Samaj Bellal1'," which is nc>t~ ~_ 
various reasons, entirely Theosophical. But the Theosophical lX10 ;lY 
ment in India, vast country as it is, feels the necessity of a wee '11 
organ very keenly, and the noble Theosophical cause in India. ~~h 
:mrely be benefited by a cheap weekly paper in English, that will rea 
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even the poorest of the Theosophists. The necessity for a journal of 
the sort proposed is felt the more when we take into consideration the 
fact that there is not a single weekly Theosophical journal, not only in 
India, but in the whole world. Though the sacred cause of Theosophy 
has taken root very firmly in all the corners of the world, and the 
movement has even succeeded in shooting out branches, able enough 
to systematically issue substantial matter for Theosophical thinkers in 
the form of standard works and valuable monthly journals, no one has 
as yet launched a scheme for a weekly to plead the Theosophical cause 
in all its branches and its bearings on other departments of science and 
philosophy now engaging the attention of a large section of the people. 
A weekly paper will serve to force the outside world to pay more 
attention to the noble, scientific and philosophical teachings of Theo
sophy. Thus a spirit of diligent enquiry may be create~, and such 
a sign will surely mark a memorable epoch in the Theosophical 
movement. 

The Theosophical Thillker will be the organ of the general body of 
Theosophists, who will find in it a ready and willing friend, who has 
voluntarily imposed upon himself the duty of advocating the noble 
cause of Theosophy. The subscription is fixed at the very low rate of 
two rupees per annum; deducting the annual Indian postage, the 
actual SUbscription for the paper is left at the very humble figure of 
Rs. 1-3-0 per annum. We suppose the vast number of Theosophists 
in India, poor and rich, will not grudge paying Rs. 1-3-0 for a weekly 
which undertakes to plead and uphold their cause. We therefore feel 
confident that each and every Theosophist will subscribe for a copy, 
and counting upon the strength of these and the voluntary donations 
with which the \vell-to-do of them may be pleased to favour the scheme, 
the SUbscription has been fixed so low. 

Our brother Theosophists (we need not, we think, remind them) 
know full well that we are not capitalists, and that this is no scheme 
in which we risk our pecuniary interests, which are at zero point; and 
we have therefore to look to them for support and for prepaymett/ of 
their subscriptions and for voluntary donations, without which we 
cannot issue the journal at all. But we have a capital, a fund of love 
for humanity, which we are prepared to layout to the best of our 
abilities. But even this, our capital of love for humanity, we owe to the 
Theosophical Society, its noble and self-sacrificing Founders and their 
Masters. 

R. JAGANNATHIAH, F.T.S. 
T. A. SWAMINATHA AIYAR, F.T.S. 

Bellary, 11ldia. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

The following notice has been issued: 

GENERAL SECRETARY'S OFFICE, 
17 AND 19, AVENUE ROAD, 

REGENT'S PARK, LONDON, N.W. 

SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION, 
July I4/k a1zd I5/h, I892. 

NOTICE. 
I.-In accordance with Art. I., Sec. 4, of the Sectional Rules, it is 

necessary to publish the agenda of the Convention twenty-eight days 
in advance of its actual meeting. 

6 
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All Branches and ~Iembers, therefore, desiring to bring fonvard 
motions or suggestions are hereby cordially invited to send to this office 
notice of their propositions, al Iht' car/it'sf oppo1"itmil)', in order that as 
full agenda as possible may be issued. The matter should be in the 
hands of the General Secretary not later than June 7th. 

n.-Members on the Continent and in the Provinces who intend 
to be present at the Connntion are requested to kindly notify the 
General Secretary of their intention as early as possible, in order that 
provision may be made for their entertainment. 

G. R. S. :\IEAD, Gt'7ural Secretar),. 
June lsi, ISO.:!. . 

THE ORIE~TAI. DEPART:\IE~T. 

HU11Iallum esl erran', and when mistakes are made the first step 
towards their remedy is a frank acknowledgment. It was a mistake to 
issue the last number of the Oriental Department, and I am exceedingly 
sorry that it has passed through the gates of silence under my authori· 
zation, for, we know, llescit (,('-1c' missa 1"t:'1'l'rti. I had no intention of 
continuing to reprint from the plates with which the American Section 
has so kindly furnished us, but the matrices arri\'ed during my late 
absence, and as I had left no directions on the matter the number was 
issued as usual. And whY all this, some one may ask-but I fear he will 
not be one of the recipients of X o. 4 of the Orieiltal Department. You 
all must know that I refer to the contents of the last number. The 
first part of the Ytijllazoalk.l'asamhilti I passed with many qualms of 
conSCIence, fearing that few would be benefited by its contents. and 
knowing that of them only the \'ery few were capable of sifting the 
wheat from the chaff in that bushel of Hatha-yogic practices. The
second part is ten times as bad, and to issue it with only the very 
scanty notes appended and with no introduction or criticism has been. 
I consider, a gra\'e mistake. \Ve want to be proud of our Oriental 
Department, and we wish to be able to give its numbers to our friends 
and to enquirers and say-Here is something to learn from the East, 
something to make us better and wiser men and women, or, at any rate, 
better instructed on the customs and habits of our Oriental brethren. 
The Ytijllaz'al!"J'asamhifti does none of these things; it is useless for 
distribution, useless for instruction, it moves to laughter, and gives the 
public a totally erroneous idea of the general religious practices of the 
Hindus. There is no getting out of the matter; it is a treatise on 
ph)'sieal Pranayama, or restraint of breath, which is falsely said to lead 
to peace, wisdom, and absolution. No matter how indulgent and 
tolerant we may be, no matter how bent on finding an esoteric and 
spiritual side to all things, the Ytijlla'Z'alk)'asamhifa is too much for 
our strength. It is true that a very, very few, students of Yoga and 
experienced in practical Occultism, may derive information from it, but 
such students have no need of our Oriental Department. This Depart· 
ment must be for the members of the Section in general, and must ~e 
educative. I shall, therefore, print no more of such matter, but ~'111 
endeavour, if possible, to prepare a number for the Department wh~ch 
shall more fitly fulfil its objects, and lay it before the July ConventIOn 
for approval. 

In what I have said above I mn blaming myself and 110 one else, 
least of all my friend Prof. Manilal N. Dvivedi, who has made so 
excellent a translation of the Samhifa under notice. His task ends 
with the translation, and he is in no wise responsible for the original 
Sanskrit treatise. Our Eastern brother, familiar as he is with the 
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books on Yoga, learned in the Shastras, a student and scholar, has 
credited us over here with like attainments. He has paid us a COIll

pliment we do not deserve. \Ve are, as a public, Ignorant of the 
Shastras, more ignorant of Yoga, and entirely ignorant, so far, fortu
nately, of mere physical Pnlnayama. The time is short for most of us 
for Oriental studies, and we do not wish to lose it, but rather desire to 
learn the best and simplest and not the most obscure. 

This does not mean to say that the idea of the Oriental Department 
is not excellent, and that many of the Eastern books are n'ot worthy of 
our best attention. Far from it. Our Oriental Department is going to 
be a success and of immense good to all of us. But we should not 
forget that we are in the Kali Yuga. and that to give the enemy every 
cause to blaspheme profoundly is not wise. The sceptic has a number 
of the Oriental Department placed in his hands and exclaims, "Oh, 
that's Theosophy, is it? Are they rthe Theosophists] still allowed to 
be at large?" And the man is right, and I have been wrong not to 
have recognized the danger beforehand; though indeed the mistake is 
not confined solely to the Oriental Department. 

In conclusion, I sincerely hope that this explanation will not 
offend any of my brethren in the East. Our heredity, physical and 
psychic, is different, it is true; our methods, views, and customs are 
mostly divergent, but in the case of the Oriental Department both my 
respected colleague, William Q. Judge, the General Secretary of the 
American Section, and myself have erred through too great love for 
the East rather than from any other cause. 

G. R. S. MEAD, 

Gmeral Secretar)l, European Section T.S. 

ENGLAND. 

Blava/sky Lodgc.-The last of the Thursday lectures announced 
in the syllabus, on which the Lodge has been working for the past 
three months, was delivered by R. Machell; it dealt with symbology, 
and was followed by an interesting discussion. The new syllabus runs 
as follows:-May 19th, "Nature's Finer Forces," I.; Modem Chemistry 
and Electricity in the Light of the Esoteric Philosophy. May 26th, 
.. Nature's Finer Forces," II.; Modem Researches in Physics and 
super-Physics from the Standpoint of Occultism. June 2nd, "Nature's 
Finer Forces," III.; Nervous Ether and its Connection with Mes
merism. June 9th, "Nature's Finer Forces," IV.; Crystalline Forms 
and Elemental Forces. June 16th, "The Hidden Properties of Gems." 
June 23rd, "Sound as a Builder-up and Destroyer of Forms." June 30th, 
"Sorcery, Medireval and Modern." 

Under a resolution of the Lodge, proposed by Annie Besant, the 
President, the names of the openers have been omitted from this 
syllabus. It is hoped that this plan will prevent the overcrowding from 
which the Lodge and visitors have suffered. For the Saturday meetings 
also a new syllabus has been issued:-The Seven Planes of the Universe 
and their Relation to Man. (Co1l/inued.) The Manas{c Plane. Mahat. 
Its relation to Fohat and thereby to all planes. The seven Rays. 
Universal Mind. Dhyan Chohans. Descending hierarchies of intelli
gent entities. Related to Manas in Man. The Manasaputra. Belonging 
to a previous cycle of evolution. Their entry on the Fourth Globe into 
human tabernacles. Their functions. Become dual in incarnation. 
Psychic and Noetic action. (a) Higher Manas. Individuality in Man. 
The Sutratma. Knowledge of past births; effect of this experience in 
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action. Its relation to the personality; the Augoeides. Its final 
triumph; the Christos. (b) Lower Manas. The Ray informing the 
human tabernacle. The personality; Kdma-Manas. Brain-conscious
ness; method of working. Its conquest over Kdma; its failure. The 
"soul-less man." Devachan. Its nature. Its inhabitants. Its duration. 
Return to earth-life. The choice of the Ego. The Buddlzic Plant. 
Cosmic Substance, the upadhi of Divine Life in the universe. Alaya. 
Relation 10 Buddhi i1l i',fan. Exoteric and Esoteric nomenclature. 
Vehicle of Atma. Union with Manas. The Path; the Bodhisattva; 
the Arhat; the Nirvanee; the Nirnlanakiiya. Nirvana. Its nature. Its 
duration. Return to manifestation. The A Imic Plane. The All. 
l)ifferentiation and absorption. Rdali01l 10 A IlIla ill "l/all. The Monad, 
Atma in its vehicle Buddhi. Relation of spiritual principle in the 
Universe to the vivifying principle in atoms. The Monad in evolution: 
mineral, vegetable, animal, human. Paranirvana. The Days and 
Nights of Brahma. Parabrahman. 

The succeeding syllabus will be issued when this is worked 
through. No dates are fixed, as the Lodge will give to each subject 
such tinle as is necessary for its full discussion. 

A good gathering of members assembled on White Lotus Day. ~nd 
extracts from the L~~/lt ~( Asia, the Bhoga1'ad Gila and the VoiceD) ~"t 
SilC1lCC were read. H. P. B.'s rooms were beautifullv decorated "1th 
white flowers. • 

Annie Besant will give the following lectures during the coming 
month: June 25th and July 2nd. Prince's Hall. Piccadilly, at 3.30 P.lI. 
These lectures will be on Mesmerism and Hypnotism. June ~6th 
(morning) Hackney Radical Club, 5. The Grove, Mare Street; (eveDlng) 
Camberwell, at the Secular Hall, 61, New Church Road. July loth, 
Manchester. 

Lmdillg Libraries.-A Lending Library has been formed at Frome 
in connection with the Theosophical Centre there, Mr. Samuel Watts 
of 9. Keyford, Frome, having undertaken the charge of the books. The 
Lending Library at \Vorkington has been transferred to Mr. Geo~ge 
Smart, bookseller, 6, Wilson Street, owing to Bro. John Barron havlDg 
left the neighbourhood. 

Bow CllIb.-A bazaar will be held in July, the stalls to be taken by 
members of the committee. Contributions of pretty and useful articles 
can be sent to the Matron at the Club, 193, Bow Road. 

Liz1erpool Lodge.-At the Annual Meeting a satisfactory balance 
sheet was shown, and the following officers were elected: Bro. R. B. B. 
Nisbet, Presidmt,. Bro. H. Milton Savage, Vice-Prcsidfflt; Bro. Joseph 
Gardner, Treasurer,' Bro. John Hill, Sea'elan' " Mrs. A. L. Cleather. 
Corresponding Secretary,' Bro. F. A. Duncan, Librarian. Ten members 
now constitute the Council, instead of seven as heretofore, viz.: Bros. 
R. B. B. Nisbet, H. M. Savage. Joseph Gardner. F. A. Duncan, J. Hill, 
J. M. Jones, W. Ranstead, W. T. Haydon, Mrs. C. W. Savage, and Mrs. 
R. B. B. Nisbet. 

Harrogate.-A Lodge has just been opened here, as a result of 
Annie Besant's recent lecture. The officers are: Hodgson Smith, 
Presidfflt " Miss Louisa Shaw, Vice-President; William Bell, Stcrdary; 
and Mrs. Elizabeth Bell, Treasurer. The Lodge will hold its meetings 
weekly. 

SCOTLAND. 

Scottish Lodge.-The first meeting of the summer session took place 
on the 14th of May. There was a large gathering. The paper was by 
the President on the Inter-relation of the Occult Sciences, wherein the 
work of the winter course was summarized. Other papers to be given 
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during the summer session are on the Periodic Law of Atomic Weights, 
on the Esoteric Meanings of Alchemy, on the Occultism of Tennyson, 
on an Egyptian Horoscope, etc. . 

The Edi1lburgh Branch.-The meetings have gone on steadily since 
our last report. The Bratlch is now engaged on the study of the Seven 
Principles of Man, which is being methodically treated. 

IRELAND. 

The North Dublin Centre is growing in very promising fashion. 
Some of the brothers of the Dublin Lodge are going to hold meetings 
in different parts of Ireland, breaking new ground. and there is some 
idea of Anme Besant making a lecturing tour in Ireland in the early 
autumn. At the Dublin Ethical Society, on May 24th, Miss Ellen 
Douglas read a firstrate paper on "What is Religion?" which promoted 
much good feeling among her audience; the various speakers, Christian 
or otherwise, were more conciliatory in tone than IS occasionally the 
case at the meetings of this very excellent society, which now possesses 
a well-appointed reading-room. 

FRANCE. 

The Siege Fra1zcais is becoming a most active centre of correspond
ence, and deep earnestness is being shown by enquirers. We have 
distributed over fifteen hundred pamphlets in the poorer quarters of 
Paris, and the seed is not lost. One brother is translating Letters that 
lza'Zle Helped }fle; another is printing as a pamphlet his translation of 
Mr. Judge's Epitome of Philosoph)" In Le Havre, Lyons, Cherbourg, 
friends are at work, and the movement is making real, solid progress. 

THE NETHERLANDS. 

White Lotus Day was duly celebrated here, the reading of the 
Blzaga'Z'ad Gila being from the metrical translation into Dutch by Bro. 
van der Zeyde. \\'e hope to be setted in our new Headquarters, in a 
nice airy part of Amsterdam, by the early autumn. 

SPAIN. 

Our circle in Spain has just sustained a most cruel shock. Our 
belo,"ed brother Francisco Montoliu y Togores passed away on May 
loth, at Barcelona, the victim of an affection of the chest complkated 
with typhoidal symptoms, which carried him off in a few days. The 
readers of Lucifer will understand the far-reaching nature of such a loss 
at the present moment, for Montoliu was the soul of the Spanish Group, 
and all our brethren outside Spain will certainly share in our grief. 
Endowed as he was with a remarkably superior intellect. with a de
vouring activity, an indefatigable worker, an ardent and heart-whole 
Theosophist, the work of Montoliu is colossal for all who can under
stand the difficulties against which we have to contend in Spain. He 
had consecrated his entire life to the triumph of Theosophy, for which 
he gave up all, thus suffering almost entire exclusion from his family. 
Thanks to him the Spanish Group is in possession of the following 
translations: The Secret Doc/rim: (Vol. I), Isis Um'eiled, The Bhagavad 
Gila, Through the Gates of Gold, The Voice of the SilC1Ice, The Esoteric 
Basis of Christianity, Rosicrucian Leiters, L~l[ht 011 the Path. The Coming 
Race, Mr. Isaacs, etc., etc., and an enormous mass of articles translated 
and original. 

The Madrid Group was founded by him and was the object of his 
constant solicitude, and so it is that this Group is a model of unanimity, 
agreement and true brotherhood. He also succeeded in raising the 
Barcelona Group to the same standard and in much more difficult 
circumstances. 
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Lm'ed and respected by all our brothers, admired by our opponents, 
his death cast profound consternation into our ranks at the first shock, 
as well at :\ladrid as at Barcelona. It seemed impo'isible that at the 
age of only thirty-one years, filled with energy and health. he, the hope 
of Theosophy in Spain. should ha\'e been taken from us! The secrets 
of Karma are impenetrable for us; but our Brother will surely return in 
his next birth to continue. under better conditions, the work he has 
begun in Spain. 

After the first moment of stupor, all our Brethren rallied, closed up 
their ranks, and are more united and determined than e\'er to make 
themseh'es worthy of the grand example which the first President of 
the Spanish Group has ginn us. To-day our Group is stronger than 
it has e\,er been. for the grief that has stricken them has expanded the 
feeling of responsibility among our Brothers, and all will certainly 
fulfil their dut\' with redoubled enthusiasm. both at !l.ladrid and at 
Barcelona. Thl'osophy .dll 1101 dil' ill SPain, for it has loyal and 
resolute defenders. 

!\Iontoliu died a true Theosophist. with the beloyed names of the 
Masters and H. P. B. on his lips. His hyper-fanatical family hare 
iJ1\'ented a death-bed cOlH'ersion to Roman Catholicism, a nausedting 
comedy which has filled with indignation those of our Brothers who 
watched onr him to the last moment. Montoliu, I repeat, died as he 
has Ih'ed-a Thl'osophist. 

VISA . 

.lladrid. 

\Ve hear from Sweden of a projected translation into Swedish?f 
the Sl'crcl Doctri1le. A subscription for its printing and publishing IS 
set on foot, and our Brother Fridorf Kellberg undertakes the translatIOn 
as a labour of 1m·e. 

An acti\'e Swiss Theosophist, to Wh0111 the Society already owes 
much useful ser\'ice, has hit on the capital idea of publishing an adrer· 
tisement of Le Lotus Bleu and Luri/I'r in the Guide de LaltSQllne, an 
illustrated publication of which ten' thousand copies will soon be dis· 
tributed among \'isitors to Switzerland. and sent through the post to 
Englan:}, France, and Germany. 

AMERICA X SECTION. 

THE NEW HEADQl.'ARTERS. 

The readers of LurVer are so familiar with fresh enterprises and 
new departures in the external acth'ity of our great organization. t~at 
perhaps they have not quite realized the importance of the step whlcb 
has lately been taken by our American Brethren. in acquiring for our 
movement a new habitation and a home in the heart of one of the great 
life-centres of the ,'ast American continent. Situated in a pleasant 
and central position, of easy access and substantial surroundings, the 
house at 144, Madison Avenue furnishes our workers with a fitt~ng 
material vehicle in which to grow and expand, and from whIch 
many a new ray of light can be sent forth on Its message of hope and 
comfort to the waiting millions of the New \Vorld. . 

Externally the new Headquarters is one of a block of substantIal 
brown stone buildings, five stories high, and twenty-five by se\'enty
five feet in area. The basement is almost on a level with the street, 
and the main entrance is approached by a lofty flight of steps, toyped 
by oaken swing doors. with glass upper panels. The front part 0 the 
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basement is occupied by the Aryan Press, where those indefatigahle 
workers, Bros. John ~I. Pryse and T. R. Prater, compel the printing 
elementals to the serTice of Theosophy. The remainder of the lowest 
floor is the domestic domain of the housekeeper and her husband, 
excellent people and indispensahle in their sp.ecial prodnces. 

The first floor is shared between the main staircase and vestibule
handsomely decorated and extending a mute but pleasant welcome to 
all q~mers-:U1d the main hall, which is as yet used for the meetings of 
the Aryan Theosophical Society only, bt~t is also intended for meetings 
of other societies as a means of income, for our New York colleagues 
designed the new Headquarters for use, and have no idea of allowing a 
large hall to remain tenantless for the major part of the week. This 
hall consists of three lofty rooms knocked into one, and capable of 
seating some two hundred and twenty people. It is artistically de
corated, and electric lights adorn the walls with their fuchsia-like 
pendants. At the end is a large platform carrying a solid oak table, 
reading desk, and chairs for President and Secretary, over which 
preside the well-known and life-size features of" H. P. B." in a hand
some frame. The space tor the audience is seated with chairs and 
settees of pine, and there is that brand-new look about everything 
which is so characteristic of modern America. On the sayle floor also 
a small ante-room contains the library volumes of the Aryan Theo
sophical Society. 

Ascending to the second floor, we find the two large rooms at the 
rear devoted to the mysteries of the .. Path Office," the walls being 
hidden with shelves groaning under the weight of Theosophical publi
cations, and presided over by a bookkeeper and clerk. In front we 
have the General Secretary's office, with a stenographer imd clerk in 
constant attendance. Here is the especial sanctum of our friend and 
colleague Bro. Alexander Fullerton, without whom 144, Madison 
Avenue would be no Headquarters for most of our American members 
and the majority of the rest of us. A smaller room contains two desks, 
one of Bro. Elliot B. Page, formerly of St. Louis, and President of the 
old Board of Control, who, our readers will be glad to hear, has lately 
joined the Headquarters' staff, and the other of William Q. Judge, our 
Vice-President, the "man at the wheel" in America. 

The third floor is a duplicate of the second. The two rooms above 
the" Path Office" are apportioned to the convenience of members and 
visitors, and a host of pictures and photographs adorn the walls. 
H. P. B., Colonel Olcott, T. Subba Row, the Countess Wachtmeister, 
and many another well-known face meet the eyes of the visitor. Con
vention and Headquarters' groups, views of Adyar and the London 
Headquarters, pictures of Vishnu and Krishna, and other oriental 
mementoes, remind us that the Theosophical Society is international 
and cosmopolitan or nothing. The front rooms of this floor are for 
private work and correspondence, and it is here that Mrs. Keightley 
and Claude F. Wright spend most of their time, and where also Dr. 
Archibald Keightley seeks a respite in Theosophical work from the 
exacting duties of his new practice. 

On the top floor are six rooms, five of which are already occupied 
by Messrs. Page, Pryse, Prater, Wright and Harding, a bachelor com
munity of workers for Theosophy. for according to the rules passed by 
the Board of Trustees it has been decided that for the t>resent none but 
bachelor Theosophists should inhabit the land. In thIS respect, there
fore, the resident staff differs from the household that H. P. B. gathered 
together round her in London. 

On the whole the new building gives the idea of greater size than 
our London ,home, as everything is concentrated into one house; but 
in reality if the Duke Street Publishing Offices and Reading Room, the 
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H. P. B. Printing Works, the two smaller tenements and the two large 
houses at Headquarters were piled together, the illusion of the eye 
would be made apparent. Be that as it may, there is no room for any
thing but the sincerest congratulations in the new move that has been 
made. But congratulations, though pleasant, are unsubstantial things, 
and practical Theosophists are not content to give words only. When 
the European Section first sought for a habitation and a home, Alllerica 
sent some more definite signs of approbation than words. Our Ameri
can brethren were practical, and so they sent dollars. The expenses 
incurred by the new move are very considerable. There is a present 
deficiency on account of alterations amounting to nearly sixteen hun
dred dollars, to which should be added the mortgage debt on the 
property of thirty-three thousand dollars. "He gives twice, who gives 
quickly." 

AMERICAN NOTES. 
G. R. S. MEAD. 

NEW YORK, 
May Illk, I8Q2. 

The Aryan Theosophical Society held its first meeting in its n~w 
lecture hall on Tuesday, May 3rd. The room is a large one, Wlth 
accommodation for about two hundred persons. It is charmingly 
decorated, is lighted with electric lamps, has abundant ventilation, and 
good acoustic properties. It was well filled with members and visitors 
on the evening of the inaugural meeting to hear Brother Judge lecture 
on "Theosophy, what it is and what it is not." His address, ofo,"er.an 
hour's duration, was listened to with the greatest appreciation, betng 
prefaced with a few ren,arks on the opening of the Headquarters. 

On Sunday evening, May 8th, the anniversary of the departure of 
H. P. B., members of the Theosophical Society throughout New Y~rk, 
Brooklyn, and"Harlem, assembled at the new lecture hall on the in\1ta
tion of the Aryan Theosophical Society to hear readings froln the 
Ligkt of Asia and the Bkaga7'ad Gila, in memory of the Founder of the 
Society, this being her expressed wish in her last will. 

The room was crowded. Miss Daniels treated the audience to an 
exquisite recital from the Ligkl of Asia. Then Dr. Keightley g~ve 
some of his personal recollections of H. P. Blavatsky, his address being 
followed by readings from the Bkaga't'ad Gila by Bro. D. Nicholsohn, 
and afterwards Alex. Fullerton addressed the meeting. But by far t e 
most interesting subject on the programme was the last, consisting ~f 
the reading by Mrs. Keightley of extracts from letters of H. p. . 
This lasted for twenty-five minutes. all too short a time, and fronI £rst 
to last was listened to with eager interest by the audience. 

As no opportunity had been given Bro. Judge to speak, it ~as 
pro:posed at the next ordinary meeting of the Aryan Theosophical 
SOCIety, that he should be asked to address the Society on the follOW; 
ing Sunday, giving some of his recollections of H. P. B. His COllS~n 
seem~ to have set ?n foot a .project for holding regular Sunday evellJ!1 
meettngs. The title of hIS lecture was" A Modern Adept; JI. . 
Blavatsky." It was delivered before a crowded hall, and was ruIl ?£ 
interest, not only for the information he gave concerning adept~J 
generally, but for that regarding H.P.B. in particular, being croW 
with anecdotes concerning her, and personal recollections. It w:s 
prefaced by an address by G. R. S. Mead, General Secretary of t e 
European Section. 
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The 8th of May anniversary was observed at most of the Branches 
in the States. particularly along the Pacific Coast . 

. We hear that a new branch has been chartered at Hot Springs, 
Arkansas. This should prove a most important centre. for the city is 
one whither persons from every State around, and from the most 
distant towns. go to be treated for their various ailments. 

The Brooklyn Branch has engaged permanent rooms wherein to 
hold its meetings. The house in which these are situated has become 
a sort of Theosophical Headquarters, being the residence of many 
prominent members in the Branch. 

Work on the Pacific Coast is active as ever. Dr. Allen Griffiths 
lectured at San Bernardino, Santa Ana. Colton, Redlands, and other 
places. to crowded houses. 

Los Angeles Theosophical Society is about to reestablish its Head
quarters. This will be of importance as it will centralize work in the 
district. Anything done in California and along the Pacific Coast to 
the end of forcing on the movement there must be of interest to those 
who know how great a Theosophical stronghold it must some day 
become. 

The H. P. B. Branch, Harlem, listened to an address by Brother 
Mead on "Re"incarnation," on Sunday, May 12th. The room was 
crowded, not even standing space being available. and the lecturer was 
listened to with all possible attention. This branch seems to be at 
present on the top of the wa\'e, and is bringing many members into 
the Society. and mteresting outsiders far and wide in Theosophical 
truths. On Sunday la»t it was presented with a large photograrh of 
H. P. B., whose name it bears, by Bro. T. R. Prater, one 0 our 
energetic printing staff. 

Brother Mead sails for England to-morrow. The good work he 
has done here in lecturing and visiting the branches will be remem
bered for a long while, and if we are allowed to write down what we 
have heard, he has made many permanent friends among his American 
cousins. Brother Parker leaves for Europe with him. 

CLAUDE F. WRIGHT. 

The America1l C01lvenlion.-The pressure of Activities this month 
is so great that we must refer our readers for details of the Convention 
to the Palk, or to the Report issued by Bro. Judge. But we give here, 
in addition to the notes in "On the Watch-Tower" of last month, the 
text of some of the resolutions. The important series on the Presidency 
runs as follows: 

Whereas, Colonel Henry S. Olcott. President-Founder of the Theosophical 
Society has tendered his resIgnation of the office of President to take effect l\[ay 1st 
proximo, and has requested that a successor be elected to the office of President of 
the Tbeosophical Society, and, 

Whereas, the General Secretary and Vice-President has taken the Yotes of all 
the Branches of this Section on the question of who shall be successor to the said 
office of President of the Theosophical Society, the said vote being unanimously in 
favour o(William Q. Judge. and they being now duly reported to and before this 
ConventIon. 

Resolved: That the American Section in Convention assembled hereby tenders 
to Colonel H. S. Olcott the expression of its profound gratitude and sincere apt>re
ciation for his unselfish deyotion and long and faithful services for the SocIety 
which be belped to found and which is so largely indebted to him for its beneficent 
work and the recognition it bas won in eyery quarter of the globe. 
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R"soh't·t!: That in our estimation the position of Colonel Olcott as "President
FOlln,ler" of the society is, an, I must for ever remain. unique. Another may succeed 
him in the officl' of l'resi,lent anll assume the duties of the office. but can ne,-er be 
"President-Founller." 

N,'soh'rd: That this Convention confirm anll ratify the \'otes of said Branches. 
and as such Convention Ilec\ares its choice for Preside'nt to succeed Colond Olcott 
to be said William Q. Judg-e. But it is further 

R,'Se)/;'l'd: That the Ameril-an Section in Convention hereh,' requests Colonel 
Olcott to revoke his said resignation and remain Presillent or the Society. this 
Section deeminK that it is. not yet time for him to retire from said office, and 
it beinK possible for him to remain in saill official position althouKh his 
health may demand that the amount of his work he re(lucecl to a minimum 
so far as travelling anll speaking- are concerned; and the General Secretary 
anll Vice-President is herehy directed to at om:e notify Colonel Olcott by tele
g-raph anll letter of this request. forwarlling copies hereof. to the end that all 
further proceelling-s relative to said retirement he suspende(1 until such time as the 
sense of the European ami Il\Ilian Sections on this point. be obtained; that in the 
meantime it is the opinion ami Ilesire of this Sel'lion that the said resignation he 
not yet accepted. hut laid over for further consieleration: an~l that. when the sense 
of the saill European allli !JIIli.llI Sections herl:llpon shall have heen obtained. the 
(;eneral Secretary al\li Exe.:\Itive Committee of this Sedion shall call a special 
meeting- of the Council of the Se:tion to consiller the questiol1 UpOIl the report to 
hemalle thereup'0nb"the (;eneral Secretary and Vice-President, anll 

Nt's,,/l':d: 'I hat this Section now Ilec\ares its vote to be that when said office of 
Presitlent shall hecome vacant, the successor to sai,1 Colonel Olcott shall be said 
William Q, JUIIge. who shall holel said office for life. unless removell for cause, and 
that he ha\'e power to nominatl' his succt'ssor as now provide,1 in the General Con
stitution in respect to Colonel (l\cott ; anll that the General Constitution he amended 
so as to pro\'id~ in accordance with the foreg-oing; Rnd that when the office of Vice
I'resi,lent shall becollle \'acant, the choice of this Section for said office of Vice-
I'resitlent is Brother Hertram Keightley, • 

R,'soh'",,: That this S~ctillll requests that Colonel Olcott when he shall ha\'e 
retired, if e\'er. be offerefl a life residence at .·\,Iyar Heanquarters, 

N,.wh',d: That the Europeun ani I In,lian Sections of the Society be and they 
are hereby requested to clli;p~rate with this Section in endeavouring to carry out 
the letter and the spirit of thl's~ resolutions, an,1 that the General Secretary of this 
Section imlllediately fOT\\'ar,l to said Sections an official copy of the same. 

R/'soli't'd: therefore, that this Section herehv reelects to the office of General 
Secretary of this Section, its present Secretary \\,iiliam Q, Judge, 

The following resolution was proposed by Dr, Buck, and seconded 
by G, R. S, ~Iead: 

1l'h,'reas. It is frequently asserted by those i!{llOrant of the facts of the case 
and of the literature of the Society, that the Theosophical Society or its leaners 
seek to enforce certain beliefs or interpretations upon its members, or to establish 
a creedal inte'l!retation of any of its philosophical propositions; therefore 

R,'soh,,.d: fhat the Theosophical Society, as such. has no creed, no formulated 
beliefs that could or shoultl be enforced 011 all\"one inside or outside its ranks; that 
no doctrille can be declared as orthodox, ali,1 that no Theosophical ~per~' can 
exist without annulling the \"ery basis of ethics and the foundations of truth upon 
which the whole Theosophical teachings r~st; and in support of this resolution 
appeal is made to the entire literature of the Society, alld the oft-repeated state
ments puhlished wi«iesprelul by H, p, 8., Colonel Olcott, )Ir, Judge, and e,'e~' 
other prominent writer and speaker UpOll the subject, since the foundation of the 
Theosophical Society, 

fPerhaps in yiew of the statements circulated it might be well for 
the European COllYention to pass a resolution similar to the aboYe.-En, ] 

SAN FRAXCISCO, CALIFORNIA, 

Ivtlz jJla)·, IS02, 
BELOVED FELLOWS AXD CO-WORKERS, 

\Ve in San Francisco obseryed the annh'ersan' of H. P. B.'s 
d~par~ure by reading passages from the Bhaga~'ad Gild and The l:~~hI 
oj ASia, as she had requested, :\Ir, Edward B. Rambo, who preSIded, 
!11~le an appropriate speech, and his words e\'ident1): met deep response 
111 the hearts of all present, 

At the close of ~Ir, Rambo's remarks the following resolutions 
were unanimously adopted: 
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Resoh'l"d: That we do now upon this the anniversary of our helo\'ed teacher's 
(leparture renew our pled/(e5 of unswerving- loyalty to'the Society of which she 
was founder, and to the cause which she served-the elevation and purification of 
humanity. 

Res<Jh'l"d: That we \·jew with reverential satisfaction the evident fact that 
although she hersdf is 110 longer with us in the body, the spirit of self,sacrifice 
and altruistic love she bequeathed us as our heritage has kept the Society true to 
the purpose for which it was organized. 

Rt'soIZ't'd: That we will earnestly strive to erect the only memorial fitting to 
express our 100'e, reverence and gratitude, in a hannonious, unified and altnllstic 
Societ\·, which shall be in truth that for which she laboured, a "nucleus of a Vni
versal'Brotherhood." 

On the proposal of Mrs. Annie T. Bush, a permanent fund was 
established for the purpose of keeping in the field a worker whose 
energies should be devoted to the spread of Theosophy, and that as a 
lecturer was already on the "Coast," all could sllbscribe to the lecture 
fuud as a nucleus, and that it should be known as "The Blavatsky 
Fund." 

The motion was unanimously carried, and other Branches and 
members on the Coast will be given an opportunity to add to the fund, 
if so disposed. 

©ur !~ubgct. 

H. Pratt, :'\I.D. -
G. Grant 
:'\Irs. Louisa Lowe 
:'\lrs. Williams 
Anon 
T. H. :.\lartvII 
BourllelllOlith Centre 

BOW CLCH. 

PUBLICATION OF H. P. B.'S MSS. 

T. H. :.\Iart\'ll 
BournCllIolith Centre 

OLCOTT TESTDIO:-':IAL. 

Alrea(iyacknowledged 
:'\Ialcolm, Hon. :'\Irs. 
Kilhurn, :.\Irs. 
Ti!o\dale, Miss 
:.\1. G. -
A. V.H. 
Hournelllouth Centre 

Sa. P. C. Com. 

£ s. d. 
10 0 0 
100 
200 
100 
100 

5 00 
100 

£ s. d. 
5 00 
100 

[6 0 0 

£ s. d. 
37 2 0 

3 0 0 
0 5 0 
I 0 0 
I 0 0 

20 0 0 
J 0 0 

£63 7 0 

SAXG.UIITTA GIRLS' SCHOOL FCXD. 

Robert Cross 
H. A. V. 
Mrs. :\Iarshall 
B. 
Lord Polling-ton 
Anon 

£ s. d. 
10 0 0 
220 
100 

OlIO 
I I 0 
o I o 

[14 15 0 
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~htosophinl1 
AND 

Jll ustic flnblicntiolls. 
THE THEOSOPHIST for May 

gives us the welcome second con-
tribution of the President-Foun
der's "Old Diary I4 eayes." Quota
tion would onl\" spoil the narrative, 
and condensation of such interest
ing matter would rob us of much 
that goes to make up the charm of 
the Colonel's staunch testimony 
to the worth of his great colleague, 
friend and instructor in Theosophy. 
The yapping of the poodles dis
appears m the distance as the old 
mastiff fills the valle\' with his 
baying. A. Nilakantha SMstri 
continues his analysis of the first 
canto of the Ramaj'alla, and shows 
that he has not studied in vain. 
Our brother is both a Brahman and 
a student of Esoteric Philosophy, 
and so is contented with nothing 
short of the psychological key of 
the Raja-Yogins with which to 
unlock the mysteries of the alle
gorical epic narrative. Thus he 
speaks of "the 'stretching serpent 
coils' known as the human body," 
and of much else that students of 
the wisdom of the true Tattva
jl1anis will recognize. The "omni
vorous bipeds wearing breeches" 
in the West, however, will doubt
less think our Shastri is speaking 
of the "shoulders of a snake." 
T. C. C.'s paper, entitled "The 
Qualifications needed for Practical 
Occultism," is decidedly good. He 
says wisely: 

The aspirant must: 
I. Love truth and be e\"er ready to 

sacrifice himself in order to uphold It. 
2. Preserve purity of mind, speech and 

bod\". 3: Be ever active and industrious in 
helping others. 

4. Sacrifice himself constantly and un
hesitatingly for the good of others. 

5. Strictly follow and practise justice. 
" A Trip to the Seven Pagodas" 

is the title of an entertaining paper 

by Miss Anna Ballard describing 
the antiquities of Mava1i\-aram, a 
.town of religious ruins, forty miles 
south of Madras. To 100-ers of 
Indian mythology it is fraught 
with much interest. Perhaps the 
most scholarly paper is the erudite 
article of our Brother S. E. Gopala 
Charlu, who continues his treat
ment of "The Indian Doctrine of 
ReIncarnation," with a long list of 
quotations from the Shastras. 
Though it is difficult to find un
questionable confirmatory passages 
in the Rig r 'eda itself, there are 
unavoidable references in both the 
Black and White Ya./,ur Veda, and 
a host in the Brahmanas and 
Upanishads, all of which passages, 
as the author j nstly remarks, .. speak 
for themseh-es." Sydney V. Edge 
writes in an interesting and his
torical fashion of the Tarot under 
the heading, "The Mystery Cards." 
They have been .. taking a hand" 
at Adyar it appears, and the results 
of the game are to be given in the 
next number. The translation of 
the "Sankhya-Tath-a Kaumudi" 
still runs on, and B. ·P. Narasim
miah, B.A., gives us a version of 
Shri ShankaracMrya's "Maba
vakyadarpanum," or, as he trans
lates it, "The Mirror of Mystic 
Expressions." It is a good speci
men of the drastic style of the great 
sage, witness the concluding words 
of the ten opening shlokas, "how 
wonderful is the ignorance of the 
ignorant." That, however. there 
is food therein for the student of 
Esoteric Philosophy is plain from 
the following quotation from the 
many that could be cited: 

Just as by his imperial power an 
emperor is superior to his servant. so bv 
his envelope Ish\'ara is superior to Jh·a. 

The articles are concluded by a 
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blood-curdling narrative by S. E. 
"Gopala Charlu, who shows that 
there are sorcerers to-day in India 
who know as much-if not more
of the mysteries of magic, as the 
over-estimated Eliphas Levi of 
paradoxical fame. 

THE PATH for May "Qegins 
with "Some Pertinent Reflections." 
Auriga P. Starr reflects on various 
accusations. H. P. B. is accilsed 
of violence against Christianity. 
Against what?-Christianity! And 
yet H. P. B. wrote "The Esoteri
cism of the Gospels." You mean 
she was emphatic in her protests 
against dogmatism and cant. Thus 
the writer reflects. He also reflects 
on the impossibility of the Theo
sophical Society ever having a 
creed, not even a belief in Karma 
and Re"incarnation; that the size 
of the Society is no measure of 
power; and that there is no idola
try of H. P. B. Respect for her 
words is one thing, but this is not 
idolatry, and certainly better than 
indifference to her writings and 
giving a too ready audience to her 
detractors. "The Witness," com
mences a series of short papers on 
the" Habitations of H. P. B.," with 
photographs of the front and back 
of 17, Lansdowne Road, Notting 
Hill, the interior of her working
room and of H. P. B. at her desk. 
But how insufficient is the shadow 
to express what the reality was! 
Miss L. A. Long writes a simple 
and pleasing story of .. Probation." 
Sr.eaking of the .. Brothers of the 
SIlence," she says: 

\Vho they are no one knows unless he 
is one of them. They keep their secret 
bond. It is said that men aDout the king, 
in the very heart of the court, belong to 
the Brotherhood, but no one knows who 
they may be. And it is certain that 
humble artizans are of the Brotherhood 
also, and scholars and travellers and 
artists, and men who toil with their 
hands. Thev work together for a com
mon end, but they work in secret, and 
eacll in his own way. Only this marks 
them all, that they work not for them
selves. They have vast wealth, but it is 
used for the furtherance of their common 
aim; and great learning, but no display 
is made of it; and :power greater than a 
monarch's, 'yet it IS never shown save 
when there IS need. 

"The Synthesis of Occult Sci
ence" is concluded, but seems to 
have been labelled with a too pre
tentious title. William Brehon 
with reason objects to the use 
made of the term .. Higher Self" 
in Mr. Sinnett's recent book on 
mesmerism. It is a question, 
however, mostly of words. Mr. 
Sinnett, we believe, used the term 
in his earlier works for the Ego 
generally, and that, too, in a very 
vague manner, there being no 
question of the Higher or Lower, 
and of course an author is per
fectly in his ri~ht in retaining his 
nomenclature, Just as our scientists 
retain the baptismal names of 
"elements," micro-organisms, etc., 
etc., although subsequent dis
coveries delnonstrate the erroneous 
nature of such pioneer designa
tions. Thos. E. Karr writes on 
.. The Basis of Practical Theo
sophy"; he seems to think that 
the Salvation Army, etc., with 
their shelters, farms, and the rest, 
have a more practical idea of 
brotherhood than most of the 
members of the Theosophical So
ciety. This involves a host of 
misapprehensions: (I) man is his 
body; (2) the physical alone is the 
practical; (3) unremitting labour 
from morning to night to feed 
those who starve mentally and 
spiritually is not practical; (4) 
the building up of an international 
organization, without distinction 
of race, sex, creed, etc., is not the 
basis of practical Theosophy. 

Will the writer tell us who are 
the poor, who the starving, who 
the Ignorant, and what is charity? 
Who they are, and what it is, 
in reality, not in seeming. The 
owners of palaces are mostly 'poor 
and starving, the intellectual gtants 
are ofttimes more truly ignorant 
than the uneducated. "Man shall 
not live by bread alone," and 
there is food that men know not 
of to distribute; though indeed the 
distributors will never gain the 
vain plaudits of the orthodox 
charity-admirationists, for what 
they give cannot be seen of men. 
"Better to do one's own duty im
perfectly than to do the duty of 
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another well," says the Gila. So let 
us all do our own duty and not criti
cize the work of our neighbours. 

\\'e are glad to see that TIll' Path 
prints in large type a disa\'owal of 
any responsibility for the crudities 
of the paper, "A Brahman Cate
chism." No doubt our Hindu 
brother means well, but if he 
imagines he will get \\'esterns to 
believe that a man really becomes 
a sage by literally standing on 
tiptoe for seyeral years, he is 
merely losing his time and hring
ing the true religion of India into 
coiltempt. Xow it is true that 
there have been and are contor
tionists in the East who have 
gained certain psycho-physio
logical" powers" by bodily morti
fications, but this, so far from 
constituting them sages, merely 
entitles them to a more or less 
protracted rest in an asylum for 
the devotees of the goddess Luna. 
\\'e do not mean to say that the 
allegorical expression "standing 
on tiptoe" does not veil an occult 
truth, only our Hindu Brother 
had better learn at once that the 
Occidental Mlechchhas do not care 
to make the acquaintance of alle
gorical expressions without a 
properintroduction. If any Eastern 
contends that such things are not 
allegory but fact, the profane 
Westerner will most probablyex
press himself profanely, and the 
student of Esoteric Philosophy re
quest him to learn about religion 
before writing on it. 

THE BUDDHIST, which we 
always like to keep before the 
notice of our readers, contains 
much interesting matter. The 
translation of the U11laf{ga fataka 
runs on steadily, and there is a long 
description of the founding and 
opening of Mahinda College, Galle, 
by Dr. Bowles Daly. This is an 
establishment for giving a teChnical 
education to the Singhalese on an 
entirely un sectarian basis, and 
every praise is due to our energetic 
Brother for pioneering such an 
undertaking in the East. The 
only use of a Western education in 
the British Orient is apparently for 

the obtaining of a pitiful stipend 
from Government. Dr. Daly urges 
upon the people with all his energy 
that they should develop their own 
industries, and win for themselyes 
that manly independence which 
will wean them from their present 
listless and apathetic drifting 
throug-h life. The doctor will not 
admit that such a state of affairs is 
the outcome of Buddhism; he re
fuses the name of Buddhism to 
such degeneracy. Buddhists, Par
sis, Mohammedans and Christians 
made speeches that show the 
undertaking to be practica/~l' un
sectarian, and not theoretically so 
onl\·. . 

The following gem is too fair to 
pass unnoticed: 

When Ahou-Hal1ifat, the chief of the 
Hal1ifites (:\Ioslemsl, was struck in the 
face bv a ruffian, he exclaimed: •• "'ere 
I vindictive. I would return outrage for 
outrage; were I all accuser, I would 
bring thee hefore the Calif; but I prefer 
to ask Allah. 011 the judgment day. to 
admit you in my company into Heaven." 

LE LOTUS BLEU maintains 
its standard of excellence. The 
redaction has commenced a trans
lation of that most admirable col
lection, "Letters that have Helped 
Me," and their words of peace and 
love will be passed on to our 
Brothers in France. Un Disciple 
continues his fine "Introduction 
to the Study of the Secret Doc/n'lle," 
and it is n'ot too much to say that 
no study that has ytt appeared is 
second to it. This is followed by 
the translation of a grand article 
from the pen of our beloved brother 
Montoliu eN emo). In the March 
number of Le Lotus, Philadelphe 
had written" Love to our Brothers 
in Spain" and N emo' s article, 
"Love," is a warm resJ?onsefrom 
Spain" To our Brothers III France." 
Guymiot writes on" L'Esprit Theo
sophique." N ext we get "The 
Methods of Occult Science" from 
the strong pen of E. J. Coulomb, 
and a "Dietetic Study" by Dr. 
Bonnejoy. The continuation of the 
translation ofthe KCI', th~ "Tribune 
Theosophique" and" Echoes from 
the Theosophical World" make up 
a valuable number that we have 
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great pleasure in bringing to the 
notice of all who can read French. 

THEOSOPHICAL SIFTI~GS 
have given us three good numbers 
in their last issues, all papers read 
before the Bla\'atsky Lodge T. S. 
"Theosophy and Art," by R. 
Machell, is interesting, bright and 
artistic. Miss E. Kislingbury's 
paper on "Spiritualism in its Re
lation to Theosophy" is remark
able for its fairness, and should 
be widelv read bv mem bers of 
the Theosophical Society, for the 
lecturer was for long secretary of 
the Spiritualistic Society in the 
days when phenomena were most 
plentiful, and when intelligent and 
educated interest in them was 
deeper than it is to-day. The 
writer's short elementary study on 
Karma in the same number wiII 
also prove useful. Mrs. A. L. 
Cleather's paper on "Hea\'en and 
Hell" is most painstaking, and 
she has collected together many 
views of the Ancients on the sub
ject and endeavoured to explain 
them from a Theosophical stand
point; this is followed by a short 
sketch ofOmar Khayyam and one or 
two quotations from his Quatrains. 

THE VAHAN, No. II, is not a 
large publication, but it is useful, 
and no one can accuse it of ortho
doxy. Each question is generally 
followed by half a dozen answers 
from different pens: needless to 
say the answers do not always 
agree. A questioner has some 
doubt as to the .. Brahmanical 
faith" being consistent with Uni
versal Brotherhood, seeing that 
"no one who is not born a Brahman 
can be received into the religion of 
the Brahmans." K. P. M., who is 
evidently a Brahman, says the ques
tioner, and Westerns in general, 
know nothing about the subject. 
There is no "Brahmanical faIth," 
though there is a "Brahmanical 
caste." Anyone can be received 
into the Sanatana Dharma or Ever
lasting Law of the Hindus. No 
doubt the question is inaccurately 
put. But the real objection is not 
answered. The querist evidently 

meant to question the ability ot 
the Brahmans of to-daY-llot the 
BnihmQns f!f alltiqui~l·-to reconcile 
their orthodox caste exclusiveness 
with the idea of Gnh'ersal Brother
hood. We should like to see an 
answer to this question, as we are 
interested to know why the first 
object of the Theosophical Society 
contains the words "without dis
tinction of caste." 

ESTUDIOS TEOs6FICOS, 
Series 2, No. 10, contains the two 
brotherly articles on "Love" we 
have already referred to under Le 
Lotus DIm. Xemo (Montoliu) 
writes a fine article on "Dogma
tism in Theosophy," showing that 
true Theosophy can ha\'e no dog
mas. -Col. H. S. Olcott's .. Union 
of the Buddhist World" is trans
lated, and so are two of the" Rosi
crucian Letters" from the earl" 
numbers of Tht' Theosophist. Ac
th'ities, reviews, etc., complete the 
number. The Estudios, our readers 
will be glad to learn, will continue. 
Montoliu, himself, we hear, has left 
enough copy for ten more num
bers. May the goddess of Fortune 
smile on the brave effort of our 
Spanish Brothers. 

PAUSES, NO.9, contains seven 
useful selections and commences 
H. P. B.'s "Nightmare Tale"-"A 
Bewitched Life," from Ludfi·r. The 
work that our little contemporary 
is doing is admirable, and we hear 
that it has a wide distribution. 
Cheapness is an essential in India, 
and when it is combined with ex
cellence, we can ask for little more. 

THE NEW CALIFORNIAN, 
No. II, contains much of interest. 
Our ftiend and colleague, Dr. 
Jerome A. Anderson, writes on 
"The World's Crucified Saviours," 
giving the list from Kersey Graves' 
The ~Vorld's Sixtem Cnuified 
Saviours. What a bone of conten
tion to cast before the hounds of 
scholarship! In showing the simi
larity of the ideas and teachings of 
the ancient wise, the doctor gives 
the fo]]owing "plagiarisms by an
ticipation" of the Golden Rule. 
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Do unto another what you would have It is edited by our friend and 
him do unto you. and do not unto an· brother, H. Dharmapala, the Sec. 
other what you would not have him do retar" of the Society for restoring 
unto you. Thou needest this law alone. J 

It is the foundation for all the rest.- the temple at Buddha-Gaya to the 
CONFUCIUS. 500 B.C. care of the Buddhist Bikshus. 

We should conduct ourselves to others The legend beneath its title runs 
as we would have them act towards us. as follows: 
-ARISTOTLE. 385 B.C. Go ye, 0 Bikkhus. and wander forth 

Do not to >,'our neighbour what YOU fi h . f th I" f h would take III from him.-PITTACUS, or t e gam 0 many, e we ,are 0 t e 
many, in compassion for the world. for 

650 B.C. d the good, for the gain, for the welfare 
Avoid doinf{ what you woul blame of gods and men. Proclaim, 0 Bikkhus, 

others for domg,-THALES, 464 B.C. h d . l' I'£, Act towards others as you would desire t e octnne g onous! Preach ye a I e 
them to act towards YOU.-ISOCRATES of holiness, perfect and pure.:.....J/aha. 

• vag:f(a, Villclya Pilakam. 
33~:h~t you wish your neighbours to be \Vould that the Bikshus of to· 
to you such be you to them.-SExTt'S, day would remember these words 
406 B.C. and follow the example of Dhar-

Do not to others what you would not mapala and his Buddhist com
like others to do to yoU.-HILLEL. rades! May all'lo1»illal Buddhists 

. 50 B.C. . d 
There is much else to notice. but anse an clear away the over-

our space is limited. ~rowth that hides the true teach-
__ mg of Gautama. the Buddha, and 

THEOSOPHIA is the name of thus become real Buddhists. We 
our new Dutch magazine. which are heartily glad to see the Journal, 
we welcome with outstretched and send towards its courageous 
hands. It is exactly the same progenitors our most sincere and 
size as The Vtiha11. but in addition fraternal greetings. 
is enveloped in a brick coloured 
cover for the accommodation of 
contents, announcements of the 
objects of the T. S., notices, lists 
of magazines, etc. Of course our 
new contemporary will use most 
of its space for translations and 
selections, but there will be no 
lack of original matter. The ad
ministration is at 248, Jan-van-der
Heijdenstraat, Amsterdam, and the 
editor and contributors hide their 
good deeds under pseUdonyms. 

JOURNAL OF THE MAHA
BODHI SOCIETY, No. I, an
other new "Theosophical Activity." 

BRANCH WORK. Paper XIV. 
of the Indian Section is an able 
and scholarlysummaryon" Modem 
Sanskrit Research," by S. E. Go
palacharlu. 

THE SAN MARGA BODHINt 
is not the only activity of the 
Sanmarga Samiij of our indus
trious Bellary members. We have 
received an interesting little pam
phlet on "Kapila,' Buddha and 
Shankaracharya; or, the Trinity 
of the Hindu Philosophy," by R. 
Jagannathiah, which has been 
printed for distribution by the 
Bellary Theosophical Society. 

EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
LUCIFER must really emIt a growl. if a Star can growl, agai"st his corrtSpotI· 

dents, especially against those who live i" tile U. S. A. It "ever seems to strike IIIem 10 
weigh their leiters before postitlg them, a"d he has consta"t1y to pay ratber Ileavi/y for tile 
pleasure of reading 'heir communications. To pay various tenpences as fines fo,. what is. 
afte,.all, mere carelessness, seems a1l u""ecessa? wasil' of money tltat might be /Jetter spetft. 

I ltat·c 10 announce tltal Ihe articles mltlled, .. rhe PhilosO,lJIty oJ Perfecl Expm· 
sion" that appeared in the April and ,JIay numbers of LUCIFER will luiz't' no sw«s. 
son TIte Duchesse de Poma,. has been deceived as to their origin.. site forwtlrdd 
Ihem as 01 igi"al compositions transmitted through Iter, but they had bem jnlblishtd 
in America a yea,. a"d a half ago, alld are from the pen of Mrs. Helen Wi/MatIS, 
Wt'st End, Allanta, Ga. This lady very properly clatms 5er OW" essays, and lile 
Dllehesse de Pomar, thus made aware of lhe fraud p,.actised on ber, at once uiJA· 
drew tlte papers. II is right thai, as they appeared in Ihis ,nagazine, tile rtlJl ardlwr· 
ship ShONid also be stated bere, and re/fret expressed that, however ItnconsciOlu/Y, 
LUCIFER should ltave been party to an inJusti,·e. 

The H.P.B. PRESS, Printttll to the Theosophical Society, ._, Henry Street, Regent's Park, N.W. 
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STEADIL Y, as the century nears its closing hours, and as the 
first five thousand years of the Kali Yuga draw to their end, 

comes sign after sign that a corner of the veil of ISIS is being 
raised, and that the day of justification approaches for some of the 
minor tenets of the Esoteric Philosophy. One of these many 
straws that show that the wind is blowing from the East is an 
article in the English lI:ft'chamc for June 17th, entitled "Shall we 
ever have a Thought-l\Iachine?" Prof. Edwin J. Houston, "the 
well-known exponent of electrical science in America," has been 
promulgating certain speculations of his, and "as they are based 
upon proper scientific analogies," they "must be taken seriously." 
Theosophical students will find them familiar and even elementary, 
but, as they have often been derided for saying the same thing, they 
may be amused to see their own teachings welcomed with respect 
when they fall from lips scientific. Thought, says the Professor, is 
accompanied by molecular vibrations in the gray matter of the 
brain, and these brain molecules, like everything else, are immersed 
in and interpenetrated by ether; this being so, their vibrations must 
set up wave-motions in the ether and these must spread out from 
the brain in all directions. Further, these brain-waves, or thought
waves being thus sent out into space, will produce some phenQ
mena, and reasoning by analogy we may expect that-as in the case 
of sound-waves-sympathetic vibrations will be set up in bodies 
similar to that which generates the waves, if those bodies are 
attuned to respond. Again reasoning by analogy we may expect
as in electric resonance-that such oscillations would be set up as 
are found when electric waves are sent out and, meeting a circuit 
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in consonance with them, set up in that circuit oscillations like 
their own. 

In view of these facts, which are well ascertained, Prof. Houston considers 
that it does not seem improbable that a brain engaged in intense thought should 
act as a centre for thought~radiation, nor that this radiation, proceeding outwards 
in all directions, should affect other brains on which they fall, pro\'ided that these 
other brains are tuned to vibrate in unison with them, and thus produce in thelD 
sympathetic vibrations resulting in various or similar thought phenomena. 

Dr. Richardson, if his eye falls on Prof. Houston's speculations, 
will certainly come to the conclusion that the Professor's brain is 
tuned to vibrate in unison with his thoughts on nervous ether . 

• • • 
But this is not all. Light waves are etheric vibrations, and it 

would seem that these brain-waves should "partake of the nature 
of light." If so, why should it not be possible to obtain, say, by 
means of a lens, a photographic impression of them? 

Such a thought.record suitably employed might be able to awaken at any sub· 
sequent time in the brain of a person submitting himself to its influence thoughts 
identical to those recorded. 

A person who should, two years ago, have suggested such a 
"thought-phonograph" would have been dubbed a madman, and 
here we have it suggested as among future possibilities . 

• • • 
All these discussions about etheric waves would start frol11 a 

firmer basis if it were generally remembered that such natnes as 
light, sound, electrical disturbance, etc., are all descriptive, not of 
the phenomena, but of their effect upon us. In Nature they are an 
etheric vibrations; translated through our sense-organs they appear 
as many differing sensations. Imagine etheric vibrations passing 
outwards from a centre of disturbance; some of these are translated 
by us into electrical sensations; others, which strike on the eye, we 
call light; others, which dash the air particles against the t)"l11· 
panum, we call sound; and so on. Our differentiated sense-organs 
modify the effects of the etheric waves, and so mask from US the 
identity of external action. Everywhere motion, the coming and 
going of the Life-Breath of the Universe, and we give this motion 
different names as we sense it through the various openings of onr 
"nine-doored house." And so everywhere we are surrounded by 
Maya, illusion, because we do not know the things around us, but 
only the impressions they make on us. And these very things 
themselves, what are they but illusive appearances veiling the One 
Life? Alter our sense-organs and what is now light might beCome 
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sound, fragrance might become visible. And with different ears we 
might listen to the morning stars singing together, and see in 
many-coloured radiance the harmonious concert of the birds . 

• • • 
There is a very terrible fact brought to light by the criminal 

statistics of late years, and attention was drawn to it in a very 
useful article in Science SifNngs some time since. This fact is the 
appearance of a large class of violent and homicidal criminals of 
comparatively tender years. During the last ten years a type has 
appeared in Europe which is new-youths who tnurder in the most 
cold-blooded fashion; the growth of this class of juvenile criminals 
has been marked in Paris, and the unprovoked and brutal violence 
of gangs of youths in such towns as Liverpool is a phenomenon 
with which our Judges seem unable to cope effectually. It is stated 
that alcoholism in the parents tends to reappear as homicidal mania 
in the children, and that the use of the more maddening drinks, 
absinthe, brandies, etc., is "creating a very large and fearfully 
growing class of emotional maniacs....:....sound in will and intellect, 
but as cruel in nature as a drunkard when intoxicated." Dr. Paul 
Garnier, the Chief Medical Examiner of the Prefecture of Police in 
Paris, states that" alcoholic itlsanity is now twice as prevalent. as it 
was fifteen years ago," and a stage on the road to what is recognized 
as insanity is the absence of the moral sense. The following case 
1S glVen: 

A few months ago I was present in Dr. Garnier's consulting room, watching 
the prisoners from the depOt filing past. We were informed that a child had been 
brought in by its parents to be examined. These people belonged to the respect. 
able working class, and were both quiet and well·mannered. The DIan was driver 
of a dray, belonging to one of the railway stations, and had all the appearance of a 
stalwart working man. The boy was barely six years old: be had an intelligent, 
rather pretty face, and was neatly dressed. "See here, Monsieur Ie Docteur," said 
the father, "we have brought you our boy. He alarms us. He is no fool: he 
begin\ to read. They are satisfied with him at school; but we cannot help 
thinking he is insane, for he wants to murder his little brother, a child of two 
years old. The other day he nearly succeeded in doing so. I arrived just in time 
to snatch my razor from his hand." The boy stood listening, with indifference 
and without hanging his head. l'he doctor drew the child kindly toward him and 
inquired: "Is it true that you wish to hurt your little brother?" With perfect 
composure the little one replied: "I will kill him-yes, yes, I will kill him." The 
doctor glanced at the father and asked in a low voice: "Do you drink?" The wife 
indignantly exclaimed: "He, sir! Why be never enters a public.house: and has 
never come home drunk." Nevertheless, the doctor said, "Stretch out your arm." 
The man obeyed: his hand trembled. The story goes on to show that these 
people really intended to tell the truth: but the man was a deliverer of packages, 
and all day, at private houses, he was offered a drink for his trouble. He had 
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become a drunkard without knowing it, and the poison that had entered his blood 
was at that moment filling the head of his little child with the dreams oC an 
assassin. 

There is no doubt that parents poisoned with alcohol build into 
the physical bodies of their children materials soaked with this 
poison, and so provide a "physical basis of mind" of a most evil 
type. The student of the Esoteric Philosophy, however, sees in 
these youthful criminals more than the outcome of a physically. 
poisoned body. Believing in Re'incarnation, he sees that we must 
look for the influx of a numerous and depraved class, from those 
who lived amid the rotting ruins of Roman civilization, the brutal, 
cruel, dissolute youth of Rome, of Constantinople, of Alexandria, 
and of many another city. The thought-bodies then formed are 
the moulds into which will be and are being built the sad prison-
houses of those Egos, and the alcohol-soaked and poisoned materials 
provided by our drunken classes form the fittest bricks for such 
gloomy edifices. Dark are the years that stretch before us as our 
population is recruited from the ranks of those who lived in the 
fourth and fifth and sixth centuries after Christ. Our race-conrses, 
our gambling hells, our gin-palaces, seem fitting environment, alas! 
for such a population. Well is it that nobler, purer types are also 
coming hitherwards, to fight against the evil and strengthen the 
force for good. 

Mr. Sala thinks that 
• • • 

It is high time that the.Home Secretary looked after the mesmerists. At Rhyl 
the other day a youth of sixteen was charged with burglary, and sent to prison for 
fourteen days. It was stated by the defence that the unhappy youth had been 
suffering from mental affliction, as the result of being mesmerized at an entertain. 
ment last year. From this time forward he had manifested a vacant and st.range 
manner; and on this ground the magistrates were urged to take a lenient ,,·iew of 
the case. . . . . If by the exercise of the mystic art candidates are to be pro
duced for the ranks of the criminal classes, the sooner this dangerous form of 
public amusement is prohibited the better. • 

The sooner the better, indeed. Mesmeric entertainments, at 
which volunteers who "go for a lark" are mesmerized and made to 
perform absurd and offensive antics, are a very real source of public 
danger. I1l-balanced minds are peculiarly susceptible to the in
fluence of a strong and steady will, and may easily be thrown off 
such balance as they have when they pass under mesmeric control 
in the excitement of a crowded meeting. Apparently restored to 
themselves as they may be, the harm has been done, and the mes
merizer, going off "to fresh fields and pastures new," leaves behind 
him the seeds of nervous disorder and obscure brain disturbance. 
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Those who know most of the force now known by the name of the 
ill-used Mesmer will be likely to echo most heartily the wish that 
public mesmeric entertainments should be forbidden by law . 

• • • 
Since Balaam amid the anny of Balak, hired to curse remained 

to bless, surely no organization can have been more surprised than 
must have been the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 
Foreign Parts on the 16th of June, when assembled to listen to the 
Archbishop of Canterbury on the importance of its missionary 
work. The Archbishop boldly told his Christian hearers that 

the religious tone in any nation was the upgrowth of many generations, had 
been gradually formed, and was the offspring of old traditions conveyed by 
teaching and by early habits, 

and that in approaching communities educated in their own various 
forms of belief, missionaries should be very careful how they 
destroyed the religious tone prevalent therein. 

They ought to do their utmost to understand the religions with which they 
had to deal. These religions embodied the best thoughts and feelings and aspira. 
tions of man through many ages, and it was not true that they were wicked, except 
by contrast. 

The last three words were rather a concession to the prejudices 
of his hearers than to truth, for certainly Zoroastrianism, Hindttism, 
and Buddhism do not suffer, either in theory or in practice, by con
trast with Christianity. And this the Archbishop appeared to 
recognize, for he went on; 

There were. as they knew, great wickednesses in connection with all religions, 
and there had been such things in Christianity. In the Christian Church itself 
had been vice and wickedness which had gone far to make Christianity intolerable 
to studcnts and observers. He deprecated very much Christian people setting to 
work-·and he did not believe they would ever succeed if they did set to work-in 
the belief that all the religions which God had allowed to grow up apart from the 
Christian Church until Christianity was ready to approach them, ministered to 
pride and lust and crnelty. 

. These were brave words, spoken to such an audience as listened 
to them, and they hold out the hope of more brotherly sympathy 
than has hitherto been characteristic of Christian Missions. If the 
Christians can learn to respect the philosophical conceptions of 
religions that were in some cases hoary with age ere their own was 
born, a great step forward will have been made in that brotherly 
sympathy and mutual understanding that are far more religious 
than the shibboleths of the creeds . 

• • • 
Meanwhile. all decent persons should discountenance outrages 

such as that recorded in The Beartftgs, an American cycling journal, 
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as perpetrated by a representative of the Kenwood Company, a finn 
manufacturing cycles. This man was at Kamakura, in Japan, and 
managed to paste on the breast of a sacred image-which, standing 
fifty feet high, offered a striking situation for a placard-an ad
vertisement of his wares. He then photographed the image, with 
the vulgar placard on its breast, and pasted some more of his bills 
on the gateway of the Shinto temple. He was caught, and im
prisoned for ten days, and-I rejoice to add--completely failed in 
doing any business, for nobody would have anything to say to him. 
An English cycling paper, the ~Vortht!rn JVhcdcr, rightly charac
terizes the action of the American as "a most outrageous piece of 
barbarism." How far was it from the sympathetic utterance of the 
generous Pagan: "Nothing human is foreign to me." Some day 
we shall all learn tenderness for every thought and symbol which 
has been precious to a human heart or has lightened a human 
sorrow. Cross and Crescent, Buddha and Christ, Isis and Mary, 
Mithra and Fohi: what matters the name, if they ministered to 
humanity in its upward strivings towards the Truth, if they 
lightened its burden, if they were verily the Helpers and Beloved 
of men? 

• •• • 
More skeletons! not hidden in a closet, but wrangled over in a 

Court of Law as though they were family ones. The Court is 
concerned with their ownership; LUCIFER with their antiquity and 
their size. They were found under les Rochers Rouges, near 
Mentone, limestone grottoes that have already contributed other 
skeletons from the past, skeletons buried under stalagmite, twenty
nine feet in thickness. The three, over which the lawyers are 
wagging their learned heads-or at least their wigs-are large 
beyond the measure of ordinary men. One, unfortunately headless, 
yet stands seven feet nine inches high without his cranium; another, 
a woman, stands six feet three inches; the third is that of a lad, 
who promised, had he lived, to have rivalled his elders in stature. 
The skeletons represent well-formed and nobly-proportioned folk, 
and the crania found are of a good type, and they must have 
belonged to a race of high intelligence. It is alleged that they 
cannot be less than eighty thousand years old, and may be a million, 
so that they may belong to the later Atlanteans. Thus from tillle to 
time does Mother Earth give up her dead, to confinn the teachings 
of the Esoteric Philosophy. 

• • • 
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The" Clapham Conference" is an annual gathering of earnest 
but narrow-minded Christians, intent on the "signs of the times" as 
concerned with the "return of our blessed Lord." Among these 
signs of the times are "Theosophy, spiritualism, political anarchy 
and ecclesiastical apostasy." We append the summary of the address 
on Theosophy, as given in the Christian T¥orld, adding a few notes 
thereto: 

WHAT IS THEOSOPHV? WHO PROMULGATED IT? AND TO WHAT 

DOES IT LEAD? 

In reply to the first question, he showed, from the writings of Theosophists 
themselves, that it is "'Visdom Religion," handed down from a succession of 
initiates and adepts all over the world, now for the first time promulgated so as to 
become a subject of common inquiry and discussion. It presents a belief in a 
supreme, inscrutable, all-pervading, and absolute Deity, from which all nature, 
,isible and invisible, proceeds, and unto which it will return; and a belief in man 
as an imperishable entity of Divine origin, and of infinite potentiality as a progres
sive manifestation of the Divine nature (I). In fact, everything is God. Theosophy 
includes also a belief in certain psychical powers in men, connected with celibacy 
and vegetarianism, and in initiations into certain mysteries. In every age these 
mysteries have existed, with a priestly class at their head, from Babel downwards. 
Satan is the real head (2). Under this system Christianity is abominable; the truth 
is to be found with Zoroaster, Buddha, and in the worship of Egypt (3). The 
system was practically promulgated in England by Madame Blavatsky-said to 
have received the teaching from initiates in Thibet -a woman of eccentric habits, 
and connected with impostures detected by the Psychical Investigation Society. 
The English Theosophists avow unquestioning submission to her teaching as 
authoritative and decisive, and declare that her personal character is a matter of 
indifference to them /4}. Theosophy comes into direct collision with the teaching 
of the Bible. God ordains marriage, animal food, and atonement; Theosophy, 
celibacy, vegetarianism, and buman merit. The Scriptures teach that there are 
none righteous, that Christ is the one true light; Tbeo!;ophy, that all are good, 
that Mahomet and others are sources of light. God teaches that Satan is the 
prince of darkness; Theosophy deifies Lucifer, or Satan, as the great source of 
light (s). 

(I) This is a well-worded and correct presentment of the teach
ing of the Esoteric Philosophy on this head, and it is well that such 
a theory as to man should have found place in a gathering to which 
the idea of man's essential divinity would probably be new and 
strange. (2) This is very funny. "Psychical powers connected 
with celibacy and vegetarianism" is a little crude, but perhaps 
some may have pierced to the true idea that if psychical powers 
requiring for manifestation high rates of vibration are to work 
through a physical body, the physical body will probably need 
some special training to enable it to respond. But why should 
Satan bt! the real head of celibates and vegetarians? Licentiousness 
and drunkenness would seem more consonant with the traditional 
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Satan. (3) Here our critic, who began so well, but got a little con
fused in his excursion into the Occult, has quite lost himself. 
Theosophy finds truth in all religious systems, in all overlaid with 
error; Christianity has truth at its core, as have the religions of 
Zoroaster and Buddha, ~ut all have added much error and super
stition to the pure teachings of the Initiates who founded them. 
(4) Poor Psychical Research Society! it will only live by its connec
tion with Mme. Blavatsky, and as the clouds clear away and it is 
seen that she deceived none, its supposed discoveries of imposture 
will become matter for laughter. It is a pity; for it has done some 
useful work, and might have played an admirable part in opening 
the e~'es of materialistic Science to new realms of life and mind. 
Nothing could be more untrue in fact than the second sentence of 
this paragraph j Mme. Blavatsky's teachings are not accepted by 
"English Theosophists" with unquestioning submission, for many 
members of the Society do 110t accept thcm at all j and most cer
tainly few would be found to declare that her personal character is a 
matter of indifference. Those who do accept her teachings affirm 
the purity and honesty of her life, and reverence her character as 

well as her wisdom. (5)" God" and "Theosophy" are here pllt in 
an antithesis that sOllnds strange from the mouth of a believer in 
"God"; Theosophy, however, does not ordain celibacy and "ege
tarianis111; in some Occult researches these are necessary, bllt the 
general Theosophical teaching urges self-control and temperance, 
not asceticism. "Lucifer" is the star of the morning, a title gi"en 
in RC'l){'la/t(J1l to J estls, so that our critic is acting rather rashly in 
identifying it with Satan; further, in the Old Tt's/ament, Satan is 
God's great Angel of Judgment, and he is even identified with Jah
veh on one famous occasion. So one might point out as to the 
"teaching of the Bible," that both J eSllS and Paul put celibacy 
above marriage, and that animal food was not "ordained" until the 
time. of Noah, who also seems to have introduced dnmkenness, so 
that animal food and alcohol came in together. If men are going 
to found themselves exclusively on the literal meaning of the 
Hebrew and Christian Bible, they should not ignore all the passages 
from which they dissent. 
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~lb ,hilosnphtrs nnb gtobtrn mritics. 
[The following article was written by H. P. Blavatsky at the beginning of 1891' 

She incorporated in it, as students will see, much matter from Isis Unveiled, but 
the large additions and corrections give it an independent value.-ED.] 

IN one of the oldest philosophies and religious systems of prehistoric 
times, we read that at the end of a Maha-Pralaya (general dissolu

tion) the Great Soul, Param-Atma, the Self-Existent, that which can be 
.. apprehended only by the suprasensual," becomes "manifest of il.selj."l 

The Hindus give this" Existence" various names, one of which is 
Svayambhu, or Self-Existent. This Svayambhu emanates from itself 
the creative faculty, or Svayambhuva-the "Son of the Self-Existent" 
-and the One becomes Two; this in its turn evolves a third principle 
with the potentiality of becoming Matter which the orthodox call Viraj, 
or the Universe.' This incomprehensible Trinity became later anthro
pomorphized into the Trimurti, known as Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva, 
the symbols of the creative, the preservative, and the destructive powers 
in Nature-and at the same time of the transforming or regenerating 
forces, or rather of the three aspects of the one Universal Force. It is 
the Tridanda, the triply manifested Unity, which gave rise to the 
orthodox AUM, which with them is but the abbreviated Trimurti. It 
is only under this triple aspect that the profane masses can comprehend 
the great mystery. When the triple God becomes Shilrira, or puts on 
a visible fornI, he typifies all the principles of Matter, all the germs of 
life, he is the God of the th~ee visages, or triple power, the essence of 
the Vedic Triad. "Let the Brahmans know the Sacred Syllable 
[Aum], the three words of the Silvitri, and read the Vedas daily."· 

After having produced the universe, He whose power is incomprehensible 
vanished again, absorbed in the Supreme Soul. . . . Having retired into the 
primitive darkness, the Great Soul remains within the unknown, and is void of all 
form .... 

\Vhen having again reunited the subtile elementary principles, it introduces 
itself into either a vegetable or animal seed, it assumes at each a new form. 

It is thus that, by an alternative waking and rest, the Immutable Being causes 
to revive and die eternally all the existing creatures, active and inert .• 

He who has studied the speculations of Pythagoras on the Monad, 
which, after emanating the Duad, retires into silence and darkness, 
and thus creates the Triad, can realize whence came the Philosophy of 
the great Samian Sage, and after him that of Socrates and Plato. The 

1 See Mti"a'VQ DluJrllla Sh4.tra (Laws of Ma, ... ),!. S, 6,7. 8. ~t se'l. 
I Every student of Theosophy will recognize in these three consecutive emanations the three 

Logo! ofthe Secrd Doctrine and the Theosophic:al Scheme. 
S Compare Ma ..... iv. 12S . 
• Compare Ma .. ". !. SO. and other shlokas. 
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mystic Decad (1+2+3+4=10) is a way of expressing this idea. The 
One is God; the Two, Matter; the Three, combining )Ionad and 
Duad and partaking of the nature of both, is the phenomenal World; 
the Tetrad. or form of perfection, expresses the emptiness of all; and 
the Decad, or sum of all, involves the entire Kosmo:'. 

Let us see how the Brahmanical ideas tally with pre-Christian 
Pagan Philosophies and with Christianity itself. It is with the Platonic 
Philosophy, the most elaborate compelld of the abstruse systems of 
ancient India, that we had better begin. 

Although twenty-two and a half centuries have elapsed since the 
death of Plato, the great minds of the world are still occupied with ltis 
writings. He was, in the fullest sense of the word. the world's inter· 
preter. And the greatest Philosopher of the pre-Christian era faith fully 
mirrored in his works the spiritualism of the ,"cdic Philosophers, who 
lived thousands of years before himself, with its metaphysical expres
sion. V:rasa, J aimini, Kapila, Patanjali, and many others. "ill be 
found to have transmitted their indelible imprint through the inter
vening centurie+1. by means of Pythagoras, upon Plato and his school. 
Thus is warranted the inference that to Plato and the ancient Hindu 
Sages the same wisdom was alike revealed. And so suryi\ing the 
shock of time, what can this wisdom be but divine and eternal? 

Plato taught of justice as subsisting in the soul and as being the 
greatest good of its possessor. .. Men. in proportion to their intellect. 
have admitted his transcendent claims"; yet his commentators, almost 
with one consent, shrink from every passage which implies that 
his Metaphysics are based on a solid foundation, and not on ideal 
conceptions. 

But Plato could not accept a Philosophy destitute of spiritual 
aspirations; with him the two were at one. For the old Grecian Sage 
there was a single object of attainment: REAL KNOWLEDGE. He con
sidered those only to be genuine Philosophers. or students of truth. who 
possess the knowledge of the really-existing, in opposition to mere 
objects of perception; of the always-existing, in opposition to the 
transitory; and of that which exists permanently. in opposition to that 
which waxes, wanes, and is alternately developed and destroyed. 

Beyond all finite existences and secondary causes, all laws; ideas, and principles. 
there is an INTELLIGENCE or MIND [Not~, NottS. the Spirit]. the first principle of 
all principles, the Supreme Idea on which all other ideas are grounded; the ulti· 
mate substance from which all things derive their being and essence. the first aDd 
efficient Cause of all the order, and harmony, and beauty, and excellency. and 
goodness, which pervade the universe-who is called, by way of preeminence and 
excellence, the Supreme Good, the God (b 8(~), "the God over all" (b hi 
1rWTt 8(~).1 

It is not difficult for a Theosophist to recognize in this "God" 
(a) the UNIVERSAL MIND in its cosmic aspect; and (6) the Higher 

1 Coc:k~r. C",.;slit",iI7 a"d G,.NIt. /'AilosDl"7. xl. 377. 
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Ego in man in its microcosmic., For, as Plato says, He is not the 
truth nor the intelligence, "but the Father of it"; i.e., the" Father" of 
the Lower Manas, our personal "brain-mind," which depends for its 
manifestations on the organs of sense. Though this eternal essence of 
things may not be perceptible by our physical senses, it may be appre
hended by the mind of those who are not wilfully obtuse.1 \Ve find 
Plato stating distinctly that t!\·erything visible was created or evolved 
out of the invisible and eternal \VILL, and after its fashion. Our 
Heaven-he says-was produced according to the eternal pattern of 
the .. Ideal 'Vorld," contained, like everything else, in the dodecahe
dron, the geometrical model used by the Deity.2 With Plato, the 
Primal Being is an emanation of the Demiurgic Mind (Nous), which 
contains within itself from eternity the" Idea" of the "to-be-created 
world," and this Idea it produces out of itself.s The laws of Nature 
are the established relations of this Idea to the forms of its manifesta
tions. Two thousand years later, we find the great German philo
sopher Schopenhauer borrowing this conception when stating that: 

These forms are time, space and causality. Through time and space the idea 
varies in its Ilumberless manifestations. 

Thus, if Theology has often disfigured ancient Theosophy, Modern 
Psychology and Modern Science have disfigured Ancient Philosophy. 
Both borrowed without any acknowledgment from the Ancient 
Wisdom and reviled and belittled it whenever they could. But, for 
lack of comprehension of the great philosophical and theosophical 
principles, the methods of Modern Science, however exact, must end in 
nullity. In no one branch can it demonstrate the origin and ultimate 
of things. Instead of tracing the effect from its primal source, its 
progress is the reverse. Its higher types, it teaches, are all evolved 
from antecedent lower ones. It starts from the bottom of the cycle, 
led on step by step in the great labyrinth of Nature, by a thread of 
Matter. As soon as this breaks, the clue is lost, and it recoils in 
affright from the Incomprehensible, and confesses itself powerless. 
Not so did Plato and his disciples. With them, as with us, Ihe lower 
IJ'Pes were bullhe C01Zcrete images of Ihe Izigher abslraclIJ'Pes. The Spirit, 
which is immortal, has an arithmetical, as the body has a geometrical, 
beginning. This beginning, as the reflection of the great universal 
Archreus, is self-moving, and from the centre diffuses itself over the 
whole body of the microcosm. 

Is it the sad perception of this truth, the recognition and the 
adoption of which by any man of Science would now prove suicidal, 
that makes so many Scientists and famous scholars confess how power
less is Physical Science, even over the world of Matter? 

1 Thla" God .. Is the Unlvel'!l8l Mind, Alaya, the source frolll which the" G.)d .. in each one of us 
.... emanated. 

II Compare r;",tzNS LocrlNS, p. 97 • 
• See Movent' Ex/laMtions, p. 268. 
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Almost a century separated Plato from Pythagoras.1 so that they 
could not have been acquainted with each other. But both were 
Initiates, and therefore it is not surprising to find that both teach the 
same doctrine concerning the Universal Soul. Pythagoras taught his 
disciples that God is the Universal Mind diffused through all things, 
and that this Mind by the sole virtue of its universal sameness could 
be communicated from one object to another, and be made to create 
all things by the sole will-power of man. With the ancient Greeks, 
too, Kurios was the God-Mind (Nous). "Now Koros (Kurios) signifies 
the pure and unmixed nature of intellect-wisdom." says Plato in the 
Crary/us. Thus we find all the great philosophl!rs. from Pythagoras 
through Timreus of Locris and Plato down to the Neo-Platonists, 
deriving the Mind-Soul of man from the Universal Mind-Soul. 

Of myths and symbols, the despair of modern Orientalism, Plato 
declares, in the Gorgias and PhtFdo, that they were the vehicles of 
great truths well worth the seeking. But commentators are so little 
en rapport with the great Philosopher as to be compelled to acknow, 
ledge that they are ignorant where "the doctrinal ends. and the 
mythical begins." Plato put to flight the popular superstitions con
cerning magic and dremons. and developed the exaggerated notions of 
the time into rational theories and metaphysical conceptions. Perhaps 
these would not quite stand the inductive method of reasoning estab
lished by Aristotle; nevertheless they are satisfactory in the highest 
degree to those who apprehend the existence of the higher faculty of 
insight or intuition, as affording a criterion for ascertaining truth. 
For there are few myths in any religious system but have an historical 
as well as a scientific foundation. Myths, as Pococke ably expresses it, 

Are now proved to be fables. just in proportion as we misunderstand thew; 
truths. in proportion as they were once understood. Our ignorance it is which has 
made a myth of history; and our ignorance is an Hellenic inheritance, much of it 
the result of Hellenic vanity" 

Basing all his doctrines upon the presence of the Supreme Mind, 
Plat~ taught that the Nous. Spirit, or Rational Soul of man, being 
"generated by the Divine Father," possessed a nature kindred to, or 
even homogeneous with. the Divinity, and capable of beholding the 
eternal realities. This faculty of contemplating reality in a direct and 
immediate manner belongs to God alone; the aspiration for this knoW
ledge constitutes what is really meant by Philosophy-the love of 
wisdom. The love of truth is inherently the love of good; and pre
dominating over every desire of the soul, purifying it and assimilating 
it to the divine, thus governing every act of the individual, it raises 
man to a participation and communion with Divinity, and restores 
him to the likeness of God. Says Plato in the Them/c/liS: 

----------------------------------------------------------
I Pythagoru was bom in S80 and Plato in 430 B.C. I b.dia ill G~eeu, Preface, p. is. 
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This flight consists in becoming like God, and this assimilation is the becoming 
just and holy with wisdom. 

The basis of this assimilation is always asserted to be the pre
existence of the Spirit or Nous. In the allegory of the chariot and 
winged steeds, given in the PhO!drus, he represents the psychical 
nature as composite or two-fold: the Ihumos, or epithumetic part, 
formed from the substances of the world of phenomena; and the 
thumoeides (8vp.on8(~), the essence of which is linked to the eternal 
world. The present earth-life is a fall and a punishment. The Soul 
dwells in "the grave which we call the body," and in its incorporate 
state, and previous to the discipline of education, the noetic or spiritual 
element is "asleep." Life is thus a dream, rather than a reality. Like 
the captives in the subterranean cave, described in the Republic, our 
backs being turned to the light, we perceive only the shadows of 
objects, and think them the actual realities. Is not this the idea of 
Maya, or the illusion of the senses in physical life, which is so marked 
a feature in Hindu Philosophy? But these shadows, if we have not 
given ourselves up absolutely to the sensuous nature, arouse in us the 
reminiscence of that higher world that we once inhabited. 

The interior spirit has some dim and shadowy recollection of its ante· natal 
state of bliss, and some instinctive and proleptic yearnings for its return. 

It is the province of the discipline of Philosophy to disenthral the 
Soul from the bondage of sense, and to raise it into the empyrean of 
pure thought, to the vision of eternal truth, goodness, and beauty, thus 
uniting it to Spirit. 

The soul cannot come into the foml of a man if it has never seen the truth. 
This is a recollection of th05e things which our soul formerly saw when journeying 
with Deity, despising the t11ings which we now say are, and looking up to that 
which really is. Wherefore the nous, or spirit, of the Philosopher [or student of 
the higher truth] alone is furnished with wings; because he, to t11e best of his 
ability, keeps these things in mind, of which the contemplation renders even Deity 
itself dh'ine. By making the right use of these things remembered froUl the former 
life, by constantly perfecting himself in the perfect mysteries, a man becomes truly 
perfect-an initiate into the diviner wisdom. 

The Philosophy of Plato, we are assured by Porphyry of the N eo
platonic School, was taught and illustrated in the' MYSTERIES. I Many 

I "The accusations of atheism, the introducing of foreign deities, and corrupting of the Athenian 
youth, which were made against Socrates, affiJr<\ed ample j uslification for Plato to conceal the arcane 
preaching of his doctriue.. Doubtle .. the peculiar diction or 'jargon' of the alchemists was 
employed for a like purpose. The dungeon. the rack, and the faggot were employed without scruple 
by Chri.tians of evet)· .hade, the Roman Catholics especially, against all who taught e,'en natural 
science contrary to the theories entertained by the Church. Pope Gregory the Great e\'en inhibited 
the gran.matical use of Latin as heatheni.h. The offence of Socrates consisted in unfolding to his 
discipleA the arcane doctrine concerning the gods, which was taught in the !\Iysteries and was a 
capital crime. He was also charged by Aristophanes with introducing the new god Dinos into the 
republic as the rlemiurgos or artificer, and the lord of the solar unh·t:rse. The Heliocentric system 
was also a doctrine of the llysteries; and hence, when Ari.tarchus the Pythagorean taught it openly, 
Cleonthes declared that the Greeks ought to ha\'e called hilll to account and condemned him for 
blasphemy against the gods." But Socrates had ne\'cr been initiated, and hence dh'ulged nothing 
which had ."..,r been imparted to him. 
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have questioned and even denied this; and Lobeck. in his Aglaopho711us, 
has gone to the extreme of representing the sacred festivals as little 
more than an empty show to captivate the imagination. As though 
Athens and Greece would for twenty centuries and more have repaired 
every fifth year to Eleusis to witness a solemn religious farce! Augus
tine, the Bishop of Hippo, has exploded such assertions. He declares 
that the doctrines of the Alexandrian Platonists were the original 
Esoteric doctrines of the first followers of Plato, and describes Ploti 11. us 
~s a Plato re'incarnated. He also explains the motives of the great 
Philosopher for "eiling the interior sense of what he taught. 

Hence we may understand why the sublimer scenes in the Mysteries 
were always in the night. The life of the interior Spirit is the death of 
the external nature; and the night of the physical world denotes the 
day of the spiritual. Dionysus, the night-sun, is, therefore, worshipped 
rather than Helios, orb of day. In the Mysteries were symbolized the 
preexistent condition of the Spirit and Soul, and the lapse of the latter 
into earth· life and Hades, the miseries of that life. the purification of 
the Soul, and its restoration to divine bliss, or reunion with Spirit. 
Theon, of Smyrna, aptly compares the philosophical discipline to the 
mystic rites, and his views may be summarized from Taylor as follo'w5: 

Philosophy may be called the initiation into the true arcana, and the ins~ruc· 
tion in the genuine lIysteries. There are fi"e parts of this initiation: I. the 
previous purification; II. the admission to participation in the arcane rites; I I I. 
the epoptic revelation; IV, the im'estiture or enthroning; V.-the fifth, which is 
produced from all these, is friendship and interior communion with God, and the 
enjoyment of that felicity which arises from intimate converse with divine beingS. 
. . . Plato denominates the t'/>oplda, or personal view, the perfect contemplation 
of things which are apprehended intuitively. absolute truths and ideas. He a~so 
considers the binding of the head and crowning as analogous to the authOrtty 

which anyone recein's from his instructors, of leading others into the same coP -

templation. The fifth gradation is the most perfect felicity arising from hepce, 
and, according to Plato, an assimilation to dh'inity as far as is possible to hu1PaJl 

beings.1 

Such is Platonism. "Out of Plato," says Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
"come all things that are still written and debated among men of 
thought." He absorbed the learning of his time-that of Greece frow 
Philolaus to Socrates; then that of i~ythagoras in Italy; then what he 
could procure from Egypt and the East. He was so broad that all 
Philosophy, European and Asiatic, was in his doctrines; and to culture 
and contemplation he added the nature and qualities of the poet. 

The followers of Plato generally adhered strictly to his psychO
logical theories. Several, however, like Xenocrates, ventured into 
bolder speCUlations. Speusippus, the nephew and successor of the 
great Philosopher, was the author of the Numerical A 11a/;'sis, a treatise 
on the Pythagorean Numbers. Some of his speCUlations are not found 
--------------------------------------------------------------

1 Thotnas Taylor, Elcusinian and Bacchie ftl)'SIN'i,., p. 47 • 
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in the written Dialogues.. but as he was a listener to the unwritten 
lectures of Plato, the judgment of Enfield is doubtless correct, that he 
did not differ from his Master. Though not named. he was evidently 
the antagonist whom Aristotle criticized. when professing to cite the 
argument of Plato against the doctrine of Pythagoras, that all things 
were in themselves numbers. or rather, inseparable from the idea of 
numbers. He especially endeavoured to show that the Platonic doc
trine of ideas differed essentially from the Pythagorean, in that it pre
supposed numbers and magnitudes to exist apart from things. He also 
asserted that Plato taught that there could be no real knowledge, if the 
object of that knowledge was not carried beyond or above the sensible. 

But Aristotle was no trustworthy witness. He misrepresented 
Plato, and he almost caricatured the doctrines of Pythagoras. There is 
a canon of interpretation, which should guide us in our examination of 
e\'ery philosophical opinion: "The human mind has, under the neces
saryoperation of its own laws, been compelled to entertain the same 
fundamental ideas, and the human heart to cherish the same feelings 
in all ages." It is certain that Pythagoras awakened the deepest intel
lectual sympathy of his age, and that his doctrines exerted a powerful 
influence upon the mind of Plato. His cardinal idea was that there 
existed a permanent principle of unity beneath the forms, changes, and 
other phenomena of the universe. Aristotle asserted that he taught 
that "numbers are the first principles of all entities." Ritter has 
expressed the opinion that the fommla of Pythagoras should be taken 
symbolically, which is entirely correct. Aristotle goes on to associate 
these numbers with the "forms" and "ideas" of Plato. He even 
declares that Plato said: "forms are numbers," and that "ideas are 
substantial existences-real beings." 'Xet Plato did not so teach. He 
declared that the final cause was the Supreme Goodnes5-TO d:ya6ov • 
.. Ideas are objects of pure conception for the human reason, and they 
are .attributes of the Divine Reason."! Nor did he ever say that" forms 
are numbers." What he did say may be found in the Til1UEltS: "God 
[the Universal Nous or Mind] formed things as they first arose accord
ing to forms and numbers." 

It is recognized by Modern Science that all the higher laws of 
Nature assume the form of quantitative statement. What is this but 
a fuller elaboration or more explicit affirmation of the Pythagorean 
doctrine? Numbers were regarded as the best representations of the 
laws of harmony which pervade the Kosmos. In Chemistry the doc
trine of atoms and the laws of combination are actually, and, as it 
were, arbitrarily defined by numbers. As Mr. W. Archer Butler has 
expressed it: 

The world is, then, through all its departments, a living arithmetic in its 
development, 'a realized geometry in its repose. 

-----------------------
! History of Philosoph)', by Cousin, I, p, ix, 
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The key to the Pythagorean dogmas is the general formula of unity 
in multiplicity, the One evoh,jng 'he many ami perz,'adi1zg tlu man)'. This 
is the ancient doctrille of emanation ill ./tow words. Even the apost.le 
Paul accepted it as true. "'E~ am-av, Kat 8,' am-av, Kat €if avrov ,.a rami. "_ 

Out of him and through him a"d for him all things arc-though t.he 
pronoun "him" could hardly have been used with rega·rd to the Uni
versal Mind by an Initiate-a "Master Builder." 

The greatest ancient Philosophers are accused of shallowness and 
of superficiality of knowledge as to those details in exact Science of 
which the modems boast so much; and Plato cannot escape the 
common fate. Yet, once more his modem critics ought to bear in 
mind, that the Sodalian Oath of the Initiate into the Mysteries pre
vented his imparting his knowledge to the world, in so many plain 
words. As Champollion writes: 

It was the dream of his [Plato'S) life to write a work and record in it, in full, 
the doctrines taught by the Egyptian kierophants; he often talked of it, but 
found himself compelled to abstain on account of the solemn oath. 

Plato is declared by his various commentators to have been utterly 
ignorant of the anatomy and functions of the human body; to have 
known nothing of the uses of the nerves for conveying sensations; 
and to have had nothing better to offer than vain speculations concern
ing physiological questions. He has simply generalized the divisions 
of the human body, they say, and given nothing reminding US of 
anatomical facts. As to his own views on the human frame, the 
Microcosmos being, in his mind, the image in miniature of the Macro· 
cosmos, they are much too transcendental to obtain the least attention 
from our exact and materialistic sceptics. The idea of this frame 
being formed out of triangles, like the universe, seems preposterously 
ridiculous to several of his translators. Alone of the latter, Professor 
Jowett, in his introduction to the Tinurus, honestly remarks that the 
modem Physical Philosopher 

hardly allows to his notions the merit of being" the dead mell's bones" ont of 
which he has himself risen to a higher knowledge; 1 

forgetting how much the Metaphysics of olden times have helped the 
"physical" Sciences of the present day. If, instead of quarrelling with 
the insufficiency and at times the absence of strictly scientific termS 
and definitions' in Plato's works, we analyze the"xn carefully, the 
Timtrtts alone will be found to contain within its limited space the 
germs of every new discovery. The circulation of the blood and the 
law of gravitation are clearly mentioned, though the fornler fact, it tIIay 
be, is not so clearly defined as to withstand the reiterated attacks of 
Modem Science; for, according to Prof. Jowdt, the specific discorerr 
that the blood flows out from one side of the heart through the artene.: 

1 Jowett, Th~ Dialog,us of Plato, ii. 50S. 
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and returns to the other through the veins, was unknown to him, 
though Plato was perfectly aware "that blood is a fluid in constant 
motion." 

Plato's method, like that of Geometry, was to descend from uni
versals to particulars. Modem Science vainly seeks a First Cause 
among the permutations of molecules; but Plato sought and found it 
amid the majestic sweep of worlds. For him it was enough to know 
the great scheme of creation and to be able to trace the mightiest 
movements of the Universe through their changes to their ultimates. 
The petty details, the observation and classification of which have so 
taxed and demonstrated the patience of modem Scientists, occupied 
but little of the attention of the old Philosophers. Hence, while a 
fifth-form boy of an English school can prate more learnedly about the 
little things of Physical Science than Plato himself, yet, on the other 
hand, the dullest of Plato's disciples could tell more about great 
cosmic laws and their mutual relations, and could demonstrate a greater 
familiarity with and control over the Occult Forces which lie behind 
them, than the most learned professor in the most distinguished 
Academy of our day. 

This fact, so little appreciated and never dwelt upon by Plato's 
translators, accounts for the self-laudation in which we modems 
indulge at the expense of that Philosopher and his compeers. Their 
alleged mistakes in Auatomy and Physiology are magnified to an in
ordinate extent in order to gratify our self-love, until, in acquiring the 
idea of our own superior learning, we lose sight of the intellectual 
splendour which adorns the ages of the past; it is as if one should, in 
fancy, magnify the solar spots until he should believe the bright 
luminary to be totally eclipsed. 

The wholesale accusation that the ancient Philosophers merely 
generalized, and that they practically systematized nothing, does not 
prove their .. ignorance," and further it is untrue. Every Science 
having been revealed in the beginning of time by a di'vine Instructor, 
became thereby sacred, and capable of being imparted only during the 
Mysteries of Initiation. No initiated Philosopher, therefore-such as 
Plato-had the right to reveal it. Once postulate this fact, and the 
alleged "ignorance" of the ancient Sages and of some initiated classic 
authors, is explained. At any rate. even a correct generalization is 
more useful than any system of exact Science, which only becomes 
rounded and completed by virtue of a number of "working hypotheses" 
and conjectures. The relative practical unprofitableness of most 
modem scientific research is evinced in the fact that while our 
Scientists have a name for the most trh'ial particle of mineral, 
plant, animal, and man, the wisest of them are unable to tell us 
anything definite about the Vital Force which produces the changes 
in these several kingdoms. It is l111necessary to seek further than 
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the works of our highest scientific authorities themselves for corrobo· 
ration of this statement. 

It requires no little moral courage in a man of eminent professional 
position to do justice to the acquirements of the Ancients. in the face 
of a public sentiment which is content with nothing less than their 
abasement. When we meet with a case of the kind we gladly give the 
bold and honest scholar his due. Such a scholar is Professor Jowett, 
Master of Baliol College, and Regius Professor of Greek in the Unin:r· 
sity of Oxford, who, in his translation of Plato's works, speaking of 
"the physical philosophy of the ancients as a whole;' gin!s them the 
following credit: I. "That the nC'bular theory was the received helief 
of the early physicists." Therefore it could not ha\'e rested, as Draper 
asserts,! upon the telescopic discovery made by Herschel 1. z. "That 
the development of anil:lals out of frogs who came to land, and of 
man out of the animals, was held by Allaximenes in the sixth century 
before Christ." Professor Jowett might have added that this theor~· 
antedated Anaximenes by many thousands of years, as it was an 
accepted doctrine among the Chaldeans, who taught it cxolmcal(I', as 
on their cylinders and tablets, and cs('It'rica/~I' in the temples of Ea and 
~ ebo-the God, and prophet or revealer of the S~cret Doctrine.' But in 
both cases the statements are bli1lds. That which Anaximenes-the 
pupil of Anaximander. who was himself the friend and disciple of 
Thales of Miletus, the chief of the .. Seven Sages," and therefore an 
Initiate as were these two ~Iasters-that which Anaximenes meant hy 
"animals" was something different from the animals of the modern 
Darwinian theory. Indeed the eagle-headed men, and the animals of 
various kinds with human heads, mar point two ways; to the descent 
of man from animals, and to the descent of animals from man, as in 
the Esoteric Doctrine. At all events, even the most important of the 
present day theories is thus shown to be not entirely original with 
Darwin. Professor Jowett goes on to show "that, even by Philolaus 
and the early Pythagoreans, the earth was held to be a body like the 
other stars resolving in space." Thus Galileo-studying some pytha
gorean fragments, which are shown by Reuchlin to ha,"e still existed 
in the days of the Florentine mathematician; 8 being, moreover, fal11iliar 
with the doctrines of the old Philosophers-but reasserted an astro
nomical doctrine which prevailed in India in the remotest antiquity. 

-----------------
1 Cooljficl lul"'~m Religion and ScieOlu, p. 240. • 

2 .. The Wisdom of Xebo, of the God my instnletor, all.delightful," says verse 7 on the first 
tablet. which gives the description of the generation of the Gods and creation. . 

8 Sonle Kabalistic scholars assert that the original Greek Pythagoric sentences of Sextus, ~hl: 
are now said to be lost, existed at that time in a convent at Florence, and that Galileo was acqUaint 
with these writings. They add. moreover, that a treatise on Astronomy. a manuscript by ArCb)-taS. 
a dirc.-ct disciple of Pythagoras, in which were noted all the most important doctrines of their school: 
was in th .. possession of Galileo. Had some Rufinus got hold of it, he would no doubt h8'''' ~ 
verted it. as l're.bvtcr Rufinu. has perverted the above-mentioned sentences of Srxtus, rql18cillJ 
thelll \\;th a fraudulent V .. ,.,.i011, the authorship of which he sought to ascribe to a certain JjisltGP 
Sextus. See Taylor's Introduction to lamblichus' Life of Pyt"ago~as, p. x\ii. 
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4. The Ancients "thought that there was a sex in plants as well as in 
animals." Thus our modern Naturalists had but to follow in the steps 
of their predecessors. 5. "That musical notes depended on the relative 
length or tension of the strings from which they were emitted, and 
were measured by ratios of number." 6. "That mathematical laws 
pervaded the world and even qualitative differences were supposed to 
have their origin in number." 7. "That the annihilation of matter 
was denied by them, and held to be a transformation only." "Although 
one of these discoveries might have been supposed to be a happy 
guess," adds Prof. Jowett. "we can hardly attribute them all to mere 
COIncidences." \Ve should think not; tor, from what he says else
where, Prof. Jowett gives us a full right to believe that Plato indi
cates (as he really does) in Ti11ltl'lls, his knowledge of the indestntc
tibility of Matter, of the conservation of energy, and the correlation 
of forces. Says Dr. Jowett: 

The latest word of modern philosophy is continuity and (:evelopment, but to 
Plato this is the begi1l11ing of a11d fOll1ldtlli011 of Sdt·llCl·. 1 

In short, the Platonic Philosophy was one of order, system, and 
proportion; it embraced the e\'olution of worlds and species, the cor
relation and consen'ation of energy, the transmutation of material 
form, the indestntctibility of l\[atter and of Spirit. The position of 
the Platonists in the latter respect was far in a(l\'ance of Modern 
Science, and bound the arch of their philosophical system with a 
keystone at once perfect and immo\'able. 

Finally few will deny the enormous influence that Plato's views 
have exercised on the formation and acceptance of the dogmas of 
Christianity. But Plato's views were those of the ~Iysteries. The 
philosophical doctrines taught therein are the prolific source from 
which sprang all the old exoteric religions, the Old and partially the 
A'ttL' Tt'stalJlmt included, belonging to the most advanced notions of 
morality, and religious" revelations," \Vhile the literal meaning was 
abandoned to the fanaticism of the' unreasoning lower classes of 
society, the higher classes, the majority of which consisted of Initiates, 
pursued their studies in the solemn silence of the temples, aud also 
their worship of the One God of Heayen. 

The speCUlations of Plato, in the Ballqud, on the creation of the 
primordial men, and the essay 011 Cosmogony in the TimtCtfs, must be 
taken allegorically, if we accept them at all. It is this hidden Pytha
gorean meaning in Tillul'1ts, Cralylus and Parmmidcs, and other trilo
gies and dialogues, that the Neo-Platonists ventured to expound, as 
far as the theurgical vow of secrecy would allow them. The Pytha
gorean doctrine that God is Ihe Ulliz'ersal Jlind diffused through all 
things, and the dogma of the soul's immortality, are the leading features 

-- -----------

1 Introductiotl to Tima'us, Dialogllu of Pta/o, i. 590. 
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in these apparently incongruous teachings. Plato's piety and the great 
veneration he felt for the Mysteries, are sufficient warrant that he would 
not allow his indiscretion to get the better of that deep sense of reo 
sponsibility which is felt by every Adept. "Constantly perfecting 
himself in perfect Mysteries, a man in them alone becomes truly 
perfect," says he in the Plur.drus.1 

He took no pains to conceal hi .. displeasure that the Mysteries had 
become less secret than they were in earlier times. Instead of profan. 
ing them by putting thelll within the reach of the multitude, he would 
have guarded them with jealous care against all but the most earnest 
and worthy of his disciples.' While mentioning the Gods on every 
page, his .. Pantheistic Monism" is unquestionable, for the whole 
thread of his discourse indicates that by the term .. Gods" he means 
a class of beings far lower in the scale than the One Deity, and but 
one grade higher than external man. Even Josephus perceh'ed and 
acknowledged this fact, despite the natural prejudice of his race. In 
his famous onslaught upon Apion, this historian says: 

Those, however, among the Greeks who philosophized in accordance \lith 
truth, were not ignorant of anything . . . 1I0r did they fail to perceh-e the 
chilling superficialities of the mythical alleRories, on which account they justly 
despised them. . . . By which thinR Plato. heing moved, says it is not neces· 
sary to admit anyone of the other poets into the "Commonwealth," and be dis
misses Homer blandly, after having crowned him and pouring unguent upon him, 
in order that indeed he should not destroy, by his myths, the orthodox belief 
respecting the One [Deity). 9 

Those, therefore, who can discern the true spirit of Plato's Philo· 
sophy, will hardly be satisfied with the estimate which Prof. Jowett. 
in another part of his work, lays before his readers. He tells us that 
the influence exercised upon posterity by the Timtrlls is partly due to 
a misunderstanding of the doctrine of its author by the Neo-Platonists. 
He would have us believe that the hidden meanings which they found 
in this Dialogue, are "quite at variance with the spirit of Plato." This 
is equh'alent to the assumption that Prof. Jowett understands what 
this spirit r~allY was; whereas his criticism UpOIl this particular topic 
rather indicates that he does not penetrate it at all. If, as he tells us, 
the Christians seem to find in his work their Trinity, the Word, the 
Church, and the creation of the \Vorld. in a Jewish sense, it is because 
all this is there. and therefore it is but natural that they should ha,'e 
found it. The outward building is the same; but the spirit which 
animated the dead letter of the Philosopher's teaching has fled, and we 

-- --------------
I Cory. Plltzdrll •. i. 32H• nn<" 
~ This assertion is clearly corroborated by Plato hinlself, who say.: .. You say that. in nlY fo .. 

discourse, I have not sufficiently explained to you the nature of the n°'.,I. I pUl'{JOS"ly spokeenlll• 
matically, that in case the tablet should ha"" happened "ith any Reddent. "ither by land or .... • _ 
perl'On, without some P"'\;OIlS knowledge of the suhject. might 1101 he :!hle to nnderstand Its con 
tents .. (Plato. Ep. ii. p. 312: Cory. A IId,.,,/ F,aglllell/s. p. 304" 

• Josephus. Aga;,lS/ Apioll, ii. p. lOi-l. 
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would seek for it in vain through the arid dogmas of Christian theology. 
The Sphinx is the same now, as it was four centuries before the Chris
tian era; but the <Edipus is no more. He is slain because he has 
given to the world that which the world was not ripe enough to receive. 
He was the embodiment of truth, and he had to die, as every grand 
truth must, before, like the Phcenix of old, it revives from its own 
ashes. Every translator of Plato's works has remarked the strange 
similarity between the Philosophy of the Esoteric and the Christian 
doctrines, and each of them has tried to interpret it in accordance with 
his own religious feelings. So Cory, in his Ancient Fragments, tries to 
prove that it is but an outward resemblance; and does his best to lower 
the Pythagorean Monad in the public estimation and exalt upon its 
ruins the later anthropomorphic deity. Taylor, advocating the former, 
acts as unceremoniously with the Mosaic God. Zeller boldly laughs at 
the pretensions of the Fathers of the Church, who, notwithstanding 
history and chronology, and whether people will have it or not, insist 
that Plato and his school have robbed Christianity of its leading fea
tures. It is as fortunate for us as it is unfortunate for the Roman 
Church that such clever sleight-of-hand as that resorted to by Eusebius 
is rather difficult in our century. It was easier to pervert chronology, 
.. for the sake of making synchronisms," in the days of the Bishop of 
Cresarea, than it is 110W, and while history exists, no one can help 
people knowing that Plato lived six hundred years before Irenreus 
took it into his head to establish a IUW doctrine from the ruins of 
Plato's older Academy. 

H. P. B. 

(To be concluded.) 

~·--~"_"'IiiIi&O'J''7''·-

~elf-Qfbibtnt ~tnth5 nnb 1!ogical ~tbudilln5. 
No man call be self-conscious of atty otker state of cnstclue tkall tke 

OtU itt whick he for tke lime beitlg exists. 
By means of perceiving with our external or internal senses we 

may become conscious of the presence of beings differing in their 
qualities from our own, but we cannot be self-conscious of the true 
nature of their existence unless we ourselves enter the state in which 
they exist. The animal elements in man can realize nothing above the 
animal plane of existence until they cease to be animal and become 
human or divine; only the human elements in the constitution of man 
can form a true conception of humanity; only the divine principle in 
man can become self-conscious of that which is divine, because it 
exists itself in that state. 

4 
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Anyone may form :tn opinion about that which is abo\'e his 
knowledge; but to obtain self-consciousness and self-knowledge of a 
higher state of existence there is no other way but to enter that state; 
and no one enters a higher state as long as he remains in a lower one, 
nor can anyone enter a higher state unless he has the power to do so. 
To merely imagine that one knows a thing is not actual knowledge; to 
fancy that one is united with Brahm is not actual conscious unification 
with Him. A merely imaginary state may appear to be a realit~·, but 
it is nevertheless imaginary after all. 

NOTE.-By the sense of sight we may perceh'e the forms and 
external qualities of beings that approach us or come within our 
sphere. but only by the sense of interior feeling can we become self· 
conscious of their true nature. ""e may become conscious of beat, 
light. sound, electricity. magnetism. life: thought. will. etc .• becaU5e 
these acth'ities existing beyond our sphere may induce corresponding 
vibrations within our OW11 organism. There are sensith'e persons wbo 
can feel the presence of a mineral or metal, because the same mineral· 
or metal-principles exist in their own constitution; there are others in 
whom the animal elements may feel the presence of a corre,;ponding 
ani mal e\'en in the dark; in a sensitive person the unSf'en presence of 
another person may induce sympathetic or antipathetic vibrations that 
may come to his consciousness; the evil elements in man wiII co· 
vibrate in the presence of evil. and tbat whicb is divine in man can 
recognize that which is divine in all things. Lon: or hate may induce 
vibrations of 10ye or hate in another person; the thoughts of o~e 
person may induce similar thoughts in the mind of another who is 1D 

harmonious relation with him. the life of a healthy person may ind~lce 
healthy life-action in another. and the will of one may give a simIlar 
direction to the will of another. Each particle of the microcos~ of 
man has its own state of being. either unconscious. semi-conscl~us. 
conscious, or self-conscious, and the sum and substance of these vanous 
states of consciousness produce the ever-changing and illusive self· 
consciousness of indh'idua1 man; but the real universal self-conscious
ness, that can be realized only by those who have become regenerated 
in the spirit, is beyond the comprehension of those elements in ?tan 
which have not yet attained that state. He who has not yet attal~ed 
conscious immortality asks for logical proofs why he should believe 
that the s'pirit of man is immortal. He 111 whom the spirit has become 
self-conSCIous of its own immortality requires no other proof; he knoWS 
that he is immortal because he is in possession of such a knowledge, he 
knows that truth which is self-existent in him. But man does not 
obtain conscious immortality by merely imagining that he is in poST 
session of it, nor does be acquire any spiritual powers by fancying that 
he has them already acquired. Imaginary knowledge, love, will, etc'j 
are not real things, they exist merely in the imagination. ~ea 
spiritual powers are self-existent and independent of the imagination 
of man. . Such powers are love, faith, hope, patience, free will, etc., ~ 
culminatmg in dh'ine wisdom; they are not created, but may 
obtained by man by spiritual exercise, and spiritual exercise mean.s the 
exercise of these spiritual powers. The exercise of an imaginarY 
power can have only an imaginary result. True spiritual J>Owers 
produce true results, but they cannot be effectually used by man before 
he has attained possession of them. 

No one is in possession of any olher power but Ikal which he poss(SSts. 
Not in the shadowy realm of external or internal illusions, only 
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at tne innermost centre of our OWll being can we find the divine power 
from \vhich all our powers originate. Not in temples and sacred books 
must we look for the knowledge of God. He in whol11 the divine 
spirit has attained self-knowledge will recognize God in e\'erything; 
he who cannot find God within his own self will find Him nowhere in 
the universe. 

To know the powers that exist in ourselves we must look for them 
within ourselves; no one can find his own perfection anywhere but 
within himself; only when he has attained a certain degree of perfec
tion can he recognize in others the same degree. It is far more 
important to attain self-knowledge than to attempt to borrow the know
ledge of others. Why should ,,'e trouble ourselves so much to learn 
whether a man is perfect or imperfect, as long as we have no perfection 
ourseh'es? \n~y should we be so anxious to know what this or that 
man knows or is imagined to know, as long as we do not know our
seh'es? Only that which we realize ourselves constitutes our real 
self-knowledge. 

NOTE.-All natural forms grow from a centre, all powers have one 
common origin. That which exists beyond us does not belong to us as 
long as it has not come into our possession. From the spark of divine 
fire existing in the centre of man's constitution originate all his powers, 
intellectual. emotional and physical motion. Money, fame, social posi
tion and other external things do not constitute the real power of man; 
it is they who exercise their powers through him who enters into their 
possession. By their connection with him they endow him temporarily 
with certain powers, which he imagines to be his own; but if that con
nection is broken, that imaginar~' power departs, He who depends for 
power on external conditions is dependent on these conditions; he who 
can unconditionally control the powers that exist in himself is in 
possession of real power; he is his own master and free. Real know
ledge is independent of the opinions of others; free will is one with 
the law; real love is always free and not bound by any selfish desire; 
real patience does not need to be kept alive with false hopes, and real 
hope and faith are coexistent with knowledge. 

There are very few people who are in possession of knowledge, the 
va5t majority imagine they know, but live only in the realm of opinion. 
Our age claims to treat mere belief with contempt, and nevertheless 
nearly all its so-called knowledge is nothing else but belief, resting 
upon certain theories which are accepted as being self-evident. 

Scinzcc says: There are certain things which you cannot see, and 
which we ask you to believe. We give you certain reasons why you 
should believe what we say; we give you logical deductions in the place 
of direct perception. \Ve give you reasons why you should believe in 
the existence of truths which you cannot know by the power of direct 
perception, because you do not possess that power. 

One of the fundamental doctrines upon which our science is based, 
is that things actually are what they appear to be. We know of no 
other world but the world of phenomena, and imagining these pheno
mena to be realities we believe ourselves to be in the possession of real 
knowledge. 

ReliJrion says: We ask you to believe what we say, and we decline 
to give you any satisfactory reasons for it, because the things in which 
we ask you to believe are beyond your understanding. As God has 
not revealed Himself to you, you must believe in Him because it is said 
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that He has revealed Himself to others. To believe in God it is neces· 
sary that you should believe in the veracity of our statement. Your 
faith in God depends on the amount of faith you put in the trust· 
worthiness of vour minister. 

Wisdom says: I teach you nothing except my own being. Take 
me in your possession and you will know all that is worth knowing. 
If you are now blind and in darkness. try to open your eyes and to see 
for yourself; the light is around you and in you and everywhere; all 
that you have to do is to make yourself receptive for it. Let the truth 
identify itself with your being; you will then know it and be able to 
dispense with your logic; learn to see by the light of reason. and your 
speculation and theories will become useless to you; if the eternal 
truths are now beyond your understanding, learn to know that which 
is divine and eternal in yourself, and through it you will come to its 
understanding. 

Words and letters are shadows; wisdom is light. He who speaks 
much wastes much force; he who absorbs wisdom gains power. The 
intellect is the shadow of the light of intelligence. it deals only with 
shadows as long as it is not illuminated by wisdom. Reason requires 
no arguments, it knows because it is, and it is because it knows itself. 

To be pofeet, Ihal 'which is already peifect requires no change, but tllal 
which is impeifect requires 10 be changed. 

God, i.e., Ihe absolute in its aspect as absolute perfection is what 
it is and does not need to become. Being self-existent, eternal and 
universal, it is independent of any external conditions, if such con
ditions were imaginable where God includes the all and where there 
can therefore be nothing external. The one is the all in which every
thing exists and there can be no outside to it, for if there were an)1hing 
outside the all, the all would not be what it is. Everything exists in 
the one and is a manifestation of the one beyond which nothing exists; 
but not in everything is a manifestation of the absolute perfection of 
the one, because perfection cannot manifest itself fully in imperfect 
forms. The absolute is independent of conditions, but its manifesta
tions depend on conditions. The one manifests itself in a stone as a 
stone, in a plant as a plant, in an animal as an animal, in a man as a 
man, in a God as a God, in a devil as a devil. The one in its own 
essence is unchangeable, but the forms of his activities and manifesta
tions are subject to change, and a higher activity requires for its 
manifestation a more perfect form. Forms and activities change, but 
the centre in which is rest remains for ever unchanged. 

NOTE.-lf all that exists is one, then everything that exists in the 
one and seems to differ from other things therein can be nothin~ else 
but modifications of the original activity in the one within Itself. 
These modifications are exceedingly numerous, and may take place 
unconsciously, consciously, or with self-consciousness, according to the 
conditions in which they are manifesting themselves; they may pro
ceed in straight or curved lines, in circles or spirals, and in an endle~s 
varietv of vibrations such as constitute the various unconscious, semI
conscious, conscious, and self-conscious forces in nature: motion, heat, 
light, sound, electricity, magnetism, life, thought, will, love and 
wisdom, with all their inter-relations and correspondences. If a pro
gressive vibration meets with an obstacle, its direction will be changed, 
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and if it is surrounded by obstacles from all sides, it will then neces
sarily move around its own centre and constitute a stationary vibration 
of the same eternal and universal substance, that is to say, an atom of 
matter. 

A great many misconceptions arise continually from the old habIt 
of looking upon matter and motion as if they were two essentially 
different things, instead of merely two aspects of the eternal one. 
Absolute rest is as unthinkable as absolute motion. Matter without 
motion is to the philosophically thinking mind as inconceivable as 
motion without substance. Matter, motion, and space cannot be 
conceived one without the other; they are eternally one; even the 
smallest atom of matter must have motion and extension and is subject 
to laws; or to express it in other words, even the smallest atom, as well 
as the greatest solar system, is an organized whole in which the eternal 
one manifests itself, and there can be nothing dead or immovable in 
the universe. There can be no absolute death or annihilation, for 
motion can never cease; it is self-existent with matter and space. 

All forces in nature are modifications of that manifestation of the 
one which is called .• motion"; all substances are modifications of that 
manifestation of the one which is called "matter." All forms are 
instruments in and through which the one is manifesting itself. In an 
unconscious form the one manifests itself in an unconscious state, in a 
form capable to live as a living power, in a sensitive form as emotion, 
in the intellect as intelligence, in the wise as the light of wisdom. By 
improving the form we do not create a new force, we merely establish 
conditions under which the eternal one may manifest itself in a higher 
mode of action. The eternal one which may manifest itself as heat in 
a stone, as light in the fire. as magnetism in iron, may manifest itself 
as emotion in the soul, as thought in the mind, as self-knowledge in 
the spirit. All is essentially one, from mechanical motion up to in
telligence and divine wisdom, only the modes of its manifestation differ 
from each other according to the prepared conditions. God is one 
and cannot be changed or improved by man, but man may prepare 
within himself the conditions so that God may manifest His divine 
power in him. For a higher manifestation of power a more perfect 
form is required, and therefore imperfect forms die, but that which is 
eternal and self-existent remains, because it is not its existence but 
merely its manifestation that depends on condition; it is itself un
conditional, universal, and permanent. 

F. HARTMANN, M.D., F. T. S. 

THIS Path passes along under a sky and in a clime where every weed grows a 
yard in the night. It has no discrimination. Thus even after weeks or months of 
devotion, or years of work. we are surprised at small seeds of vanity or any other 
thing which would be easily conquered in other years of inattentive life, but which 
seems now to arise as if helped by some damnable intelligence. This great power 
of self·illusion is strong enough to create a roaring torrent or a mountain of ice 
between us and our Masters.-Ldlers that haz'e Helped Ale. 

3 
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"c[:ht wllrb." 
.. I am the way. the truth and the life: no man cometh unto the Father. but by me."-SI. , .... xi •. 6. 

SYMBOLS and parables· have e,-er been a much favoured mode of 
imparting a deeper knowledge of religious truths. By addressing 

itself directly to the reflective powers and thus often leading the in· 
quiring mind to an intuitive perception of the subject, this method 
attains its aim by a shorter and more certain way than by the alternatire 
of many lengthy dissertations. The student's sympathy with his work 
is quickly awakened and rapidly stimulated by the consummate judg· 
ment shown in the choice of representative signs, whose appropriate 
fitness never ceases to be a source of growing amazement to him. On 
<:loser examination it will be found that the wisdom displayed in the 
selection of these allegorical glyphs is greatly assisted by the fact, that 
a perfect correspondence exists between the effects produced by cosmic 
forces at work on different, but parallel lines of the universe, and that 
in consequence, ideas arising on the various evolutionary planes can be 
expressed with an astonishing amount of analogy, which finds itself 
only checked by the limits a denser medium imposes on more ethereal 
projections, and acts as a reminder that reasoning ought not to trans· 
gress its legitimate bounds. 

The gradual evolution of the "Word" has often been selected by 
ancient writers for expressing highly metaphysical operations. Thus 
Indian philosophy teaches that the "Word" or "Vach," in its Para, 
Pashyanti, Madhyama and Vaikhari forms can be likened to the most 
abstract stages of divine emanation and differentiation the human mind 
dare approach, and hence, through this channel an unlimited field for 
abstruse speCUlation is thrown open. But likewise, and more urgently 
for our present purpose, does the complex constitution of the ordinary 
or human" word" demand our consideration before we may attempt to 
trace the parallel meanings of its symbolical value on any higher lines. 
Starting with the above Indian classification we may roughly adapt it 
to the "word" in its various phases of origin, birth and growth, as 
"Ialml," "snowing symptoms of life," "exislillg in t"ought" and" 1IIall;' 

fesling in aclual speech." Our attention will now only be directed to 
the two latter stages, when the "word," issuing from thought and 
impinging on our senses, gains access to our consciousness. 

Before the invention of any kind of writing, the only way of con
veying a "word," to any fellow-creature was necessarily by sound, and 
to this day speech remains the simplest, as well as the most effective, 
mode of expression. None the less can a "word" equally appeal to 
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our sight by letters and images, which, when rendered with a raised 
surface, can be brought to the cognition of the blind. Further, it will 
require but a slight effort of imagination, to suppose the existence of a 
code of particles and essences, by which a "word" could be made 
accessible to our senses of taste and smell; and however circuitous this 
process might appear to us, in comparison with the known and therefore 
simpler methods, the fact would be established that so SOOI1 as our 
senses are" opened," or qualifit:d, the .. word" in one way or another 
becomes the vehicle for the transmission of a mental vibration to our 
physical organism. Hence the .. word" appears to llS as a stepping
stone for the transfer of a higher life-impulse to one of lower grade; 
but if so, it can likewise be used for an ascent from below; indeed the 
perceiving mind may ascertain more than the superficial sense of the 
message, by trying to follow it towards it~ inner source. \Vhen familiar 
to us, a .. word" will be instantly com'eyed to our brain by our senses; 
if the reverse, it will strike us as mere empty sound and fail to deliver 
its intellectual gift. This occurs, when a "word" is spoken in a, to 
us, foreign tongue, and we have to seek outside help to assist our 
efforts at comprehension until. should we wish to master the new 
"word" in all its hidden potentialities, we succeed in overcoming the 
obstacles in our way by familiarizing ourselves with its pronunciation, 
till our utterance of it becomes perfect in ease and purity, when by 
analyzing its etymological values, and by grasping it like the guiding 
thread in an intricate maze, we may be enabled to wrest from it its 
esoteric secrets of sound and meaning. 

The importance of the symbol consists therefore, besides the link 
it forms between subjective Thought and objective Matter, in being 
more than an intellectual flash proceeding from a higher plane, being 
indeed a call addressed to our inner energies to arouse themselves to 
their utmost extent. 

The" Vach " of the Indians, the" Logos" of the Gnostics, and the 
.. Word" of the Christians, are analogous. if not identical, in their 
meaning, as they all embody the idea of the mystic Christos; and 
although this doctrine possesses a universal character. it will be un
necessary to examine it here from other than a purely Western or 
Christian standpoint. 

The Christian Church identifies the "Word" with Jesus, but having 
lost the key to the dogma of Christhood, fails to furnish a satisfying 
explanation for the same mystery in another form, and if elucidation of 
the enigma be desired, we must apply for light to Esoteric Wisdom. 

The .. Word" or the co Christ" are designations for the divine 
Spirit under its aspect of manifestation within the highest regions of 
the human or rational soul, which under the symbol of II Jesus" repre
sents the required conditions of purity and power for receiving the 
spirituallight from above or within. In Jesus we have to see not only 
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the purified type which our race may hope to emulate in ages to come, 
but also the rare instance when individual man proves, by his own 
life, that the union of ,the human with the divine is within the reach of 
those very few who even now may be fully prepared for the stupendous 
task. 

The difficulty for the \Vestem mind to comprehend the true nature 
of Jesus is created less by the sceptics in their denial of any gifts and 
powers of a transcendental kind which pass the limits of their circum
scribed mental horizon, than by the injudicious zeal of his followers, 
who, at a loss to find for him a location sublime enough to accord with 
their emotional faith, identify him with the Almighty himself. It may 
be acknowledged that Jesus, proclaimed by a "voice from hea"en" as 
.. my beloved son," raising the dead, healing the sick, an,d performing 
other miraculous acts, crucified for our sakes, suffering ignominious 
death, and being raised again to life, calls forth such deep sensations 
of admiration and devotion, that fervour is not to be restrained by 
reason. It may also be granted that the language of most writers on 
mysticism, always misunderstood by the uninitiated reader, is apt to 
mislead unless carefully checked and interpreted by a true knowledge 
of the diverse potentialities in man. It is not only by a close and dis
criminating examination, but by the opening of our inner under
standing, that we gain a clearer view of the nature of Jesus, and are 
forced to the conclusion that even lze was subject to the universal law 
of evolution, and that only by conquering the last faint traces of his 
lower self under the ordeal of suffering, was he rendered fit to reach 
the perfection of his spiritual altitude. Though Jesus was bathed in 
the heavenly light, he was not yet self-luminous; though he spoke 
with divine voice, he was not yet the" Word"; and though his standard 
was immeasurably above that of any of his fellow-men, he had yet to 
ascend to the more ele,-ated grade, whither his disciples could not 
follow him. Only when "Judas" departed into the darkness of "the 
night" was Jesus enabled to become glorified,! while the temporary 
nature of this condition is attested by his prayer later on for 
glorification.2 

The scene of anguish in the Garden of Gethsemane likewise bears 
witness that some small remnants of his human self still adhered to 
him, and could only be radically remo"ed by the destruction of bis 
"body." 

If it be conceded that J eslts started on his life-journey from the 
highest human level, richly equipped with all the required qualifications 
for his mighty task, and upheld by an unequalled determination to 
reach the desired goal, we shall secure a coign of vantage whence.a 

clearer comprehension will be gained of the culminating phases of hIS 

career in their connection with the subject under consideration. 
--------------------------------~------------------------

1 St. Joh .. , xiii. 30. 31. i SI.Joh ... xvii. I. S. 
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By his crucifixion, death and resurrection. Jesus reaches the final 
stages of his upward course, and receiving the crown of Christhood as 
the reward or result of his arduous struggle, his human nature under
goes a "God-like" conversion. The work of regeneration is accom
plished, the "new birth" on the spiritual plane has taken place, and 
his ardent aspirations for the divine are realized in the act of possession; 
for merging his spirit completely into. the condition of the Christ, he 
becomes the Christ, is the "Word," and within a short interval will 
ascend to the" Father in heaven." 

To speak of stages and degrees of development may be somewhat 
misleading, but we have to do so in order to humour our intellect, 
which can only discern evolution and growth by marked results, as 
milestones assist the wayfarer in ascertaining the extent of his progress 
on his journey. The divine light that abode in Jesus, ever since it 
gained access to his responsive soul, permeated him with increasing 
ir.tensity as he advanced towards the central source of all life; it gave 
him occasional glimpses of his future glory, and endowed him tem
porarily and by anticipation, so to speak, with those high attributes 
that fell with1l1 his grasp in all their fulness when he became the 
"Christ." Thus a radiance spreading oYer the whole life of Jesus 
and corresponding in effulgence with the growth of his spirituality, 
marks him already on earth with the dh'ine impress, and it is under 
this aspect that he appears to us as the "Christ" manifest in man, or 
the "\Vord made flesh." 

Moreover, though we can distinguish the principle from the in
dividual, before they are joined in union, we can no longer separate 
the individual from the principle after they have coalesced. \Ve can 
trace Jesus through hi~ progress upwards from purely human be
ginnings, but so soon as he has gained the supreme spiritual condition 
by right of conquest, we are unable in our mind to remove him from 
that plane of consciousness which henceforth must form the permanent 
abode of his spirit. 

The value accruing from this point of ,'iew, namely, of following 
the natural growth of Jesus towards his spiritual height, consists in the 
ideal it places before us, which though far beyond our present reach, is 
yet not altogether excluded from the possibilities the inner eye of faith 
may be able to discern in the faint distance of the future. Between our 
present lowly starting point, and every advanced station on the road 
leading towards the heavenly goal, Jesus forms the link without whose 
aid our vision would have remained closed, and our aspirations lifeless. 
He not only built the bridge that spans the vast gulf dividing the 
human from the spiritual sphere, but becomes the indispensable guide 
whose trusty hand we require to lead us across in safety. 

The one pass-word he requires is the true imitation of the example 
he himself has set. 
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Unless our whole nature, in all its physical and mental sluggish
ness, be liftcd up to a gradually rising standard of purity and spiritu
ality, unless our unflagging efforts be directed towards leading an 
altruistic, self-sacrificing life, and unless in truth we become "Jesus· 
like" as much as it lies within our feeble power to approach so ideal a 
prototype, the key must e\"l:r be withheld that opens the gate to the 
Beyond. All teachings of Jesus on this point are characterized by 
excessive clearness and directness. 

Once the divine germ awakened in the human soul by his call, the 
road of regeneration can only be trodden by the purified and reformed 
man, who only by complete assimilatioll to the mediator, or by identi
fication with the "\Vord," call hope to scale the clear heights, wbence 
the "promised land" appears in view. Thus Jesu~, or "the Word," is 
the way, the door, the only channel for access to the" Father," the 
vine who,e "ivifying sap alone produces fruit, the heavenly food on 
which we have to build up our spiritual frame. 

This is the celestial message e,'er proceeding from its living ,ource, 
perpetually trying to penetrate into the human heart, and to fan into 
a bright flame the latent spark of the divine essence. This is the 
spiritual thrill whose growth we have to foster by "practising" "the 
Word" and who!'e guiding ray we have to follow into the higher regions 
whence it descended. 

With the advancing perfection of our spiritual nature, we may 
then hope to draw clm:er within the radiance of that divine light, 
which forms the centre of energy and attraction called" the Word." 

~imon glagu5. 
(Continlled from page 3.:?j.j 

PART 1. 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

11.- The 5jimoll I?l the Fathers. 

H. A. Y. 

v. [Hippolytus (?)~ (Phi/c1sl'j>hu1II0ia vi. 7-20). (Col1limlt'd.) 
12. For, he says, he considered that all the parts of the Fir~, bot.h 

visible and invisible, posse!'sed perception 1 and a portion of 11lte~h
gence. The gellerable COS11l0~, therefore, was generated from t~le III

generable Fire. And it commenced to be generated, he says, In ~he 
following way. The first six Roots of the Principle of generatIOn 
which the generated (sc., cosmos) took, were from that Fire. And the 
Roots, he says, were generated from the Fire in pairs,' and he calls 
these Roots Mind and Thought, Voice and Name, Reason and Reflec
tion, and in these six Roots there was the whole of the BOllndless 
Power together, in potentiality, but not in actuality. And this Bound-

1 CPPOV7JULt:;, consciouslU.'ss i- ~ Syzygies. 
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less Power. he says, is He who has stood, stands and will stand; who, if 
his imaging is perfected while in the six Powers, will be, in essence, 
power. greatness and completeness, one and the same with the ingener
able and Boundless Power, and not one single whit inferior to that 
ingenerable. unchangeable and Boundless Power. But if it remain in 
potentiality only. and its imaging is not perfected, then it disappears 
and perishes. he says, just as the potentiality of grammar or geometry 
in a man's mind. For potentiality when it has obtained aI:t becomes 
the light of generated things, but if it does not do so an absence of 
art and darkness ensues, exactly as if it had not existed at all; and on 
the death of the man it perishes with him. 

13. Of these six Powers and the seventh which is beyond the six, 
he calls the first pair Mind and Thought, heaven and earth; and the 
male (heaven) looks down from above and takes thought for its co
partner, while the earth from below receives from the heaven the intel
kctual fruits that come down to it and are cognate with the earth. 
V/herefore, he says. the \Vord ofttimes steadfastly contemplating the 
things which have been generated from Mind and Thought, that is 
from heaven and earth, says: "Hear. 0 hem'en, and give ear, 0 earth, 
for the Lord hath said: I have generated sons and raised them up, but 
they have set me aside."1 

- And he who says this, he says, is the seventh Power, He who has 
stood. stands and will stand, for He is the cause of those good things 
which Moses praised and said they were very good. And (the second 
pair is) Voice and Name, sun and moon. And (the third) Reason and 
Reflection, air and water. And in all of these was blended and mingled 
the Great Power, the Boundless, He who has stood, as I have said. 

14. And when Moses says: "(It is) in six days that God made the 
heaven and the earth, and on the seventh he rested from all his works," 
Simon arranges it differently and thus makes himself into a god. 
When, therefore, they (the Simonians) say, that there are three days 
before the generation of the sun and moon, they mean esoterically 
Mind and Thought-that is to say heaven and earth-and the seventh 
Power, the Boundless. For these three Powers were generated before 
all the others. And when they say, "he hath generated me before all 
the JEans," the words, he says, are used concerning the seventh Power. 
Now this seventh Power which was the first Power subsisting in the 
Boundless Power, which was generated before all the JEans, this, he 
says, was the seventh Power, about which Moses says: "And the spirit 
of God moved over the water," that is to say, he says, the spirit which 
hath all things in itself, the Image of the Boundless Power, concerning 
which Simon says: "The Image from the incorruptible Fonll, a/o1le order
ing all things." For the I>ower which moves above the water, he says, 
is generated from an imperishable Form, and alone orders all things. 

N ow the constitution of the world being with them after this or a 
similar fashion, God, he says, fashioned man by taking soil from the 
earth. And he made him not single but double. according to the 
image and likeness. And the Image is the spirit moving above the 
water. which, if its imaging is not perfected, perishes together with 
the world, seeing that it remains only in potentiality and does not 
become in actuality. And this is the meaning of the Scripture, he 
says: "Lest we be condemned together with the world.'" But if its 
imaging should be perfected and it should be generated from an 
indivisible point, as it is written in his .RC1xlalio1l, the small shall 
become great. And this great shall continue for the boundless and 
changeless eternity (reon), inasmuch as it is no longer in the process 
of becoming.8 

1 Isaia", i. 2. 2 I Corintll., xi. 3"2. 
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How and in what manner, then, he asks, does God fashion man? 
In the Garden (Paradise), he thinks. \Ve must consider the womb a 
Garden, he says, and that this is the case, the Scripture tells us when 
it says: .. I am he who fashioned thee in thy mother's womb," I for he 
would have it written in this way. In speaking of the Garden, he 
says, Moses allegorically referred to the womb, if we are to believe 
the Word. 

And, if God fashions man in his mother's womb, that is to say in 
the Garden, as I have already said, the womb must be taken for' the 
Garden, and Eden for the region (surrounding the womb), and the 
." river going forth from Eden to water the Garden," I for the navel. 
'This navel, he says, is divided into four channels, for on either side of 
the navel two air-ducts are' stretched to convey the breath, and two 
veins" to convey blood. But when, he says, the navel going forth from 
the region of Eden is attached to the fcetus in the epigastric region, 
that which is commonly called by everyone the navel' . . . . 
and the two veins bv which the blood flows and is carned from the 
Edenic region through what are called the gates of the liver, which 
nourish the fcetus. And the air-ducts, which we said were channels 
for breath, embracing the bladder on either side in the region of the 
pelvis, are united at the great duct which is called the dorsal aorta. And 
thus the breath passing through the side doors towards the heart 
produces the movement oi the embryo. For as long as the babe is 
being fashioned in the Garden, it neither takes nourishment through 
the mouth, nor breathes through the nostrils. For seeing that it is 
surrounded by the waters (of the womb), death would instantly 
supervene, if it took a breath; for it would draw after it the waters and 
so perish. But the whole (of the fcetus) is wrapped up in an envelope, 
called the amnion, and is nourished through the navel and receives 
the essence of the breath through the dorsal duct, as I have said. 

15. The river, therefore. he says, which goes out of Eden. is 
dh'ided into four channels, fGur ducts, that is to say; into four senses 
of the fcetus: sight, (hearing)," smelling, taste and touch. For these 
are the only senses the child has while it is being formed in the 
Garden. 

This, he says, is the law which Moses laid down, and in accordance 
with this very law each of his books was written, as the titles ~how. 
The first book is Gmcsis, and the title of the book, he says, is sufficient 
for a knowledge of the whole matter. For this Gencsis, he says, is 
sight, which is one division of the river. For the world is perceived 
by sight. 

The title of the second book is Exodus. For it was necessary for 
that which is born to travel through the Red Sea, and pass towards the 
Desert-by Red the blood is meant, he says-and taste the bitter water. 
For the "bitter," he says, is the water beyond the Red Sea, inasmuch 
as it is the path of knowledge of painful and bitter things which we 
travel along in life. But when it is changed by Moses, that is to say 
by the Word, that bitter (water) becomes sweet. And that this is so, 
all may hear publicly by repeating after the poets: 

"In root it was black, but like milk was the flower. Mol\' the Gods 
call it. For mortals to dig it up is difficult; but Gods can do all 
things."" 
-----------------------------------

1 SeeJeN'miall, i. 5. 
2 (;01('.\'''.\, ii. 10. 

M VdllS Hud artlrilS are ~aid 1Iot to haye helll distinguished hy ancient p]lysio]og1.sts. 
4 A Incul;n Ul1forttltllltely occurs hert" in the text. The rui~~ing words probably idt-ntified .. that 

whkh'i~ cCl1ll11only ennuI hy evttyoue the navel!" with the utnbilical cord. 
;, This is otuitkd hy ltiller in the first Oxrord edition. 
t.i Oc.()·SS(l', X. 30~, Jt'qq. 
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16. Sufficient, he says, is what is said by the Gentiles for a know
ledge of the whole matter, for those who have ears for hearing. For he 
who tasted this fruit, he says, was not only not changed into a beast by 
Circe, but using the virtue of the fruit, reshaped those who had been 
already changed into beasts, into their former proper shape, and re
struck and recalled their type. For the true man and one beloved by 
that sorct:ress is discovered by this milk-white divine fruit, he says. 

In like manner Lezilieus, the thir{l_ book, is smelling or respiration. 
For the whole of that book treats of sacrifices and offerings. And 
wherever there is a sacrifice, there arises the smell of the scent from 
the sacrifice owing to the incense, concerning which sweet smell the 
sense of smell is the test. 

Numbers, the fourth book, signifies taste, wherein speech (or the 
Word) energizes. And it is so called through uttering all things in 
numerical order. 

Deuteronom)', again, he says, is so entitled in reference to the sense 
of touch of the child which is formed. For just as the touch by contact 
synthesizes and confirms the sensations of the other senses, proving 
objects to be either hard, warm, or adhesive, so also the fifth book of 
the Law is the synthesis of the four books which precede it. 

All ingenerables, therefore; he says, are in us in potentiality but 
not in actuality, like the science of grammar or geometry. And if 
they meet with befitting utterance! and instruction, and the "bitter" is 
turned into the "sweet"-that is to say, spears into reaping hooks and 
swords into ploughshares 2-the Fire will not have born to.it husks and 
stocks, but perfect fruit, perfected in its imaging, as I said above, equal 
and similar to the ingenerable and Boundless Power. .. For now," says 
he, .. the axe is nigh to the roots of the tree: every tree," he says, "that 
bringeth not forth good fruit, is cut down and cast into the fire.'" 

17. And so. according to Simon. that blessed and imperishable 
(principle) concealed in e\·erything. is in potentiality, but not in 
actuality, which indeed is He who has stood, stands and will stand; 
who has stood above in the ingenerable Power, who stands below in 
the stream of the waters, generated in an image, who shall stand abo\'e, 
by the side of the blessed and Boundless Power, if the imaging be 
perfected. For three, he says. are they that stand. and without there 
being three standing JEons, there would be no setting in order' of the 
generable which, according to them, 1110ves on the water, and which 
is fashioned according to the similitude into a perfect celestial. be
coming in no whit inferior to the ingenerable Power, and this is the 
meaning of their saying: "TllOu alld I, lIIe one thill£[; bt/or,: lilt'. lllOu; 
that ajler th(t', I." ~ -

This, he says, is the one Power. separated into the abo\'e and 
below. generating itself, increasing itself, seeking itself. finding itself. 
its own mother, its own father. its sister. its spouse; the daughter. son, 
mother, and father of itself; One. the Cni\'ersal Root. 

And that, as he says. the heginning of the generation of things 
which are generated is from Fire. he understands ;;omewhat in this 
fashion. Of all things of which there i;; generation, the beginning of 
the desire for their generation is from Fire. For, indeed, the desire 
of mutable generation is called .. being on fire." And though Fire is 
one, yet has it two modes of mutation, For in the man, he says, the 
blood, being hot and yellow-like fire when it takes form-is turned 
into seed, whereas in the woman the sallie blood (is changeel) into milk. 
And this change in the male becomes the faculty of generating. while 
that in the female (becomes) nourishlllen t for the child, This, fIe says, 
is "the flaming sword that is turned about to keep the way of the tree 

! AO'Y0~' • Cf. [,aiah. iL 4- 8 Cf. Litke. iii. 9- • Or aliurning. 
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of life."! For the blood is tumed into seed and milk: and this Power 
becomes mother and father, father of those that are bom, and mother 
of those that are nourished, standing in want of nothing, sufficient 
unto itself. And the tree of life, he says, is guarded by the fiery sword 
which is tumed ahout, (which tree), as we have said (is) the seventh 
Power which proceeds from itself, contains all (in itself), and is stored 
in the six Powers. For were the flaming sword not tumed about. tl1at 
fair tree would be destroyed and perish: but if it is turned into seed 
and milk, that which is stored in them in potentiality. ha\"ing obtained 
a fitting utterance, ~ and an appointed place in which the utterance 
may he de\·eloped. starting as it were from the smallest spark, it will 
incre'lse to all perfection, and expand, and he an infinite power, un
changeable, equal and similar to the unchangeable .Eon, which is no 
more generated for the boundless eternity. 

IS. Conformably, therefore. to this reasoning, for the foolish, 
Simon was a god, like that Libyan Apsethus: (a god) suhject to gener
ation and suffering. s:} long as he remained in pot(·ntiality. hut freed 
from the bonds of suffering and birth, as soon a..; his imaging forth 
was accomplished, and attaining perfection he passed forth from the 
first two Powers, to wit hea\"en and earth. For Simon speaks distinctly 
concerning this in his Rc .. '('/alioll as follows: 

.. To )'Oll, therc:/i.re, I sa)' .chat I sa)', alltl ,,'rile ,chat I,critt" Allii 
Ihe ,crilill.f{ h' this . 

.. q/ Ih~ llllh'ersal .,,-'{OIlS Iherl' arc I<co shools. 't'ithollt hq;illllill,tr or 
Old, sprillgillg/rolll Oil,' RI'ol, 7t'hkh is the PMi'er im.'isihk, illtlpprt:hmsib/t 
SiIOlc,'. Of tI/Cse shools tlllt' is ma1l~';'"tl'd ./i...,11 abo.'c, "'hieh is the Grcat 
P".ct'r. thc' Ull;"ersal .Jlind ,'rd(rill~' all Ihi1ll::'. lilt/it-. alld thc oth(r, (is 
lIIall~lestcd}j;'om bdo';.', thc' Grmt Th"Il/.tht,./ollalt-. producillg all thiugs. 

"lima' pairillf{ .,'ilh eMh olhl'l'." Ihc,y 1mite alld 11Iall~/cst the .Jliddlc 
f)islallu, ille011lpn'hl'1lsiblc o,iir, •• 'ilhtlltl blgillnil1g or md. III Ihis is llu 
Falher 'it'ho sustaills all thillgs. aNd 1Iourishes Ihost' Ihill.!{S ,"/Iich hao'c a 
begillning awl md . 

.. This is lie 7.,'htl has ,'i/.,tld. slallcis alld ,,'ill slalld. a lIIait-:/cmalf p071:cr 
like Ihe prci':rislillg Bottlldlt-ss P,',,'cr •• t'nich has 7leilhc'r bcgillning lIor {'tui, 
existing ill Ollt'liess. For it is jimll this thai I/It' Thoug/lt in the (lllcness 
prot't't'dcd alld became lu'o. 

"SO 1ft'· 7.l'as Ollt'; /01' ha,'i1lf{her 3 ill himsd/; he ,,'asaIOlIt', 1I0t lto,U'i'er 
firsl, altholl.f{h prt'tristiilg, but bc:illg mOlli,t'stt'd :,i'0111 himse!f to himu(f. ~e 
bc'clIlIle see"lId. ]\'01' 7caS he called Falhtr bc"lm' (Thought) called htm 
Falher. 

"As, Iht're/ore, producillg hilllse!/ ~J' himse(f. ht' !'lallifi'sled to himself 
his OW1l Thoug/lt, so also Iht' Thoughtlhat 7.cas mall{/t'slc'd did 1101 make ''!e 
Father, but contemplating him hid him-Ihal is to sa)' the Po,,'er-11I 
herself, and is male-fl'lnalt-, PO •• 'i'" alld Thought. 

"How' thi}' pair 'ii'ith each olher bdng OIlC, for Iherc' is 110 diffcrmCl 
bel'ii'el'11 I'o'i,'er and Thought. Front tllC Ihings abo7.!C is disco'Z.'cred pO'ii'(r, 
andfrom IIlose below Thought. 

"III Ihe same mallner also thai ({'hieh ,{'as mallifested from Ihml.& 
although beillg olle is ~l'd fOlmd as lu'o, Ihe male:icmale ha'Z.'i1lg Ihe fCllUl/e 
hI ilse!/ 77tus "lilld is ill Thoughi-lhilll:S illseparab/e from OIIC allolluT
which althou!;'/l beillg olle are yetfound as "co." 

19. So then Simon by sllch inventions got what interpretation he 
---------- ----

1 Gt·'Il'~·iSf iii. 24. 
:! '\Oyo~; also rl:ason. 
3 tl.VTtITTOIxoi!VT£~; used ill Xellopholl lAna. \', 4,I2Joftwoballd.ordan~n facillg each otherin 

rows or pairs . 
• He who hR. stood, stands and will stalld. 
~ Thought. 
6 The ;\liddle Distance. 
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SJ.VON MA GUS. 

pleased. not only out of the writings of Moses. but also out of those 
of the (pagan) poets. by falsifying them. For he gives an allegorical 
interpretation of the wooden horse. and Helen with the torch, and a 
number of other things, which he metamorphoses and weaves into 
fictions concerning himself and his Thought. 

And he said that the latter was the "lost sheep," who again and 
again abiding in women throws the Powers in the world into confusion, 
on account of her unsurpassable beauty: on account of which the 
Trojan War came to pass through her. For this Thought took up its 
abode in the Helen that was born just at that time, and thus when all 
the Powers laid claim to her. there arose faction and war among those 
nations to whom she was manifested. 

It was thus, forsooth, that Stesichorns was deprived of sight when 
he abused her in his verses; and afterwards when he repented and wrote 
the recantation in which he sung her praises he recovered his sight. 

Aud subsequently, when her body was changed by the Angels and 
lower Powers-which also. he says, made the world-she lived in a 
brotht:1 in Tvre. a cit\" of Phrenicia. where he found her on his arrival. 
For he professes that"he had come there for the purpose of finding her 
for the first time. that he might deliver her from bondage. And after 
he had purchasc::d her freedom he took her about '"ith him, pretending 
that she was the "lost sheep." and that he himself was the Power 
which is over all. \Vhereas the impostor having fallen in lo\"e with 
this strumpet. called Helen. purchased and kept her. and being 
ashamed to have it known by his disciples. in\"euled this story. 

And those who copy the vagabond magician Simon do like acts, 
and pretend that intercourse should be promiscuous. saying: "All soil 
is soil. and it matters not where a man sows, so long as he does sow." 
Nay. they pride themseh'es on promiscuouS' interc:ourse. saying that 
this is the "perfect love," citing the text "the holy shall be sanctified 
by the . . . of the holy."1 And they profess that they are not in 
the power of that which is usually considered edl, for they are 
redeemed. For by purchasing the freedom of Helen. he (Simon) thus 
offered salvation to men by knowledge peculiar to himself.~ 

For he said that, as the Angels were misgoverning the world 
owing to their love of power. he had come to set things right, being 
metamorphosed and made like unto the Dominions. Principalities and 
Angels, so that he was manifested as a man although he was not really 
a man. and that he seemed to suffer" in Judrea, although he did not 
really undergo it, but that he was manifested to the Jews as the Son, 
in Samaria as the Father, and among the other nations as the Holy 
Ghost, and that he permitted himself to be called by whatever name 
men pleased 'to call him. And that it was by the Angels, who made 
the world, that the Prophets were inspired to utter their prophecies. 
Wherefore they who believe on Simon and Helen pay no attention to 
the latter even to this day, but do everything they like, as being free, 
for they contend that they are saved through his (Simon's) grace. 

For (they assert that) there is no cause for punishment if a man 
does ill, for evil is not in nature but in institution. For, he says, the 
Angels who made the world, instituted what they wished, thinking by 
such words to enslave all who listened to them. Whereas the dissolu
tion of the world, they (the Simonians) say, is for the ransoming of 
their own people. 

20. And (Simon's) disciples perform magical ceremonies and (use) 
incantations, and philtres and spells, and they also send what are 
called "dream-sending" dremons for disturbing whom they will. 

1 There i. R lacuna ill the text here, 
2 8L11. ri1~ l8{a~ bn'YvWu(w~. 
a l'ndergo the passion, 
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They also train what are called "familiars,'" and have a statue of 
Simon in the foml of Zeus, and one of Helen in the form of Athena, 
which they worship, calling the former Lord and the latter Lady. 
And if any among them on seeing the images, calls them by the naDle 
of Simon or Helen, he is cast out as one ignorant of the mysteries. 

'While this Simon was leading many astray by his magic rites in 
Samaria, he was confuted by the apostles. And being cursed. as it is 
written in the Acts, in dissatisfaction took to these schemes. And at 
last he travelled to Rome and again fell in with the apostles, and Peter 
had many encounters with him for he continued leading numbers 
astray by his magic. And towards the e\ld of his career going . . . 
he settled under a plane tree and continued his teachings. And 
finally running the risk of exposure through the lcougth of his stay. he 
said, that if he were buried ahve, he would rise again on the third day. 
And he did actually order a grave to be dug by his disciples and told 
them to bury him. So they carried out his orders, but he has stopped 
away I until the present day, for he was not the Christ. 

vi. Origenes (Colltra Celsum, i. 57; v. 62; vi. II). Text (edidit 
Carol. Henrie. Eduard); Lommatzsch; Berolini, 1846. 

i. 57. And Simon also, the Samaritan magician. endea\'oured to steal 
away certain by his magic. And at that time he succeeded in decei\;ng 
them. but in our own day I do not think it possible to find thirty 
Simonians altogether in the inhabited world. And probably I have 
said more than they really are. There are a very few of them round 
Palestine; but in the rest of the world his name is nowhere to be found 
in the sense of the doctrine he wished to spread broadcast cotlcernillg 
himself. And alongside of the reports about him, we have the accou.llt 
from the Ads. And they who say these things about him are Chns· 
tians and their clear witness is that Simon was nothing divine. 

v. 62. Then pouring out a quantity of our names, he (Celsus) says 
he knows certain Simonians who are called Heleniani, because they 
worship Helen or a teacher Helenus. But Celsus is ignorant that the 
Simonians in no way confess that Jesus is the Son of God. but th.ey 
say that Simon is the Power of God, telling some marvellous stones 
about the fellow. wlto thought that if he laid claim to like powers as 
those which he thought Jesus laid claim to, he also would be as power· 
ful among men as Jesus is with many. 

vi. I I. For the former (Simon) pretended he was the power of 
God. which is called Great, and the latter (Dositheus) that he too was 
the Son of God. For nowhere in the world do the Simonians any 
longer exist. Moreover by getting many under his influence Sil~)OI~ 
took away from his disciples the danger of death. which Chris!laU~ 
were taught was taken away, teaching them that there was 110 dl~er~ 
ence between it and idolatry. And yet in the beginning the Sintonlan~ 
were not plotted against. For the evil dremon who plots against th~ 
teaching of J t::sus, knew that no counsel of his own would be undone b) 
the disciples of Simon. 

vii. Philastrius (De Hansibus, i). Text: Faires Quarli Ecc/c.itF 
, Sfl'euli (edidit D. A. B. Caillau); Paris, 18.p. 

Now after the passion of Christ. our Lord, and his ascension il~~ 
heaven. there arose a certain Simon, the magician, a Samaritan _ ~ 
birth, from a \'illage called Gittha. who hadng the leisure necessary I~: 
---------------------' -_.-.. -. ---

1 Trapi8povr;; C. \V. King cans thl'~ ., A~ses!iior.;." (Till' &"lIt)~\II('\ alld !lul" !lrmatIlS, p. jO,l 

\ 
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the arts of magic deceived many. saying that he was some Power of 
God. above all powers. Whom the Samaritans worship as the Father, 
and wickedly extol as the founder of their heresy. and strive to exalt 
him with many praises. Who having been baptized by the blessed 
apostles, went back from their faith. and disseminated a wicked and 
pernicious heresy. saying that he was transformed snpposedly, that is 
to say like a shadow, and thus he had suffered, although, he says, he 
did not suffer. 

And he also dared to say that the world had been made by Angels, 
and the Angels again had been made by certain endowed with per
ception from heaven, and that they (the Angels) had deceived the 
human race. 

He asserted, moreover, that there was a certain other Thought, who 
descended into the world for the salvation of men; he says she was that 
Helen whose story is celebrated in the Trojan 'Var by the vain-glorious 
poets. And the Powers. he says. led on by desire of this Helen. stirred 
up sedition. "For she," he says, "arousing desire in those Powers, 
and appearing in the form of a woman, could not reascend into heaven, 
because the Powers which were in heaven did not permit her to re
ascend." Moreover, she looked for another Power. that is to say, the 
presence of Simon himself, which would come and free her. -

The wooden horse also. which the vain-glorious poets say was in 
the Trojan War, he asserted was allegorical, namely. that that mechani
cal invention typified the ignorance vf all the impious nations, although 
it is well known that that Helen, who was with the magician, was a 
prostitute from Tyre, and that this same Simon, the magician, had 
followed her, and together with her had practised various magic arts 
and committed divers crimes. 

But after he had fled from the blessed Peter from the citv of 
Jerusalem, and came to Rome, and contended there with the blessed 
apostle before the Emperor Nero. he was routed on every point by the 
speech of the blessed apostle, and being smitten by an angel came by a 
nghteous end in order that the glaring falsity of his magic might be 
made known unto all men. 

viii. Epiphanius (Colltra Hareses, ii. 1-6). Text: OPera (edidit 
G. Dindorfius); Lipsire, 1859. 

I. From the time of Christ to our own day the first heresy was that 
of Simon the magician. and though it was not correctly and distinctly 
one of the Christian name, yet it worked great havoc by the corruption 
it produced among Christians. This Simon was a sorcerer, and the 
base of his operations was at Gittha, a city in Samaria, which still 
exists as a village. And he deluded the Samaritan people with magical 
phenomena, deluding and enticing them with a bait by saying that he 
was the Great Power of God and had come down from above. And he 
told the Samaritans that he was the Father, and the Jews that he was 
the Son, and that in undergoing the passion he had not really done so, 
but that it was only in appearance. And he ingratiated himself with 
the apostles, was baptized by Philip with many others, and received the 
same rite as the res~. And all except himself awaited the arrival of the 
great apostles and by the laying on of their hands received the Holy. 
Spirit, for Philip. being a deacon, had not the power of laying on of 
hands to grant thereby the gift of the Holy SJ;>irit. But Simon, with 
wicked heart and erroneous calculations. perslsted in his base and 
mercenary covetousness, without abandoning in any way his miserable 
pnrsuits, and offered money to Peter, the apostle. for the power of be
stowing the Holy Spirit by the laying on of hands, calculating that he 
would give little, and that for the little (he gave), by bestowing the 
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Spirit on many, he would amass a large sum of money and make a 
profit. 

2. So with his mind in a vile state through the devilish illusions 
produced by his magic, and weaving all kinds of images. and being e\'er 
ready of his own villany to show his barbaric and demoniacal tricks by 
means of his charms, ~e came forward publicly and under the cloak of 
the name of Christ; and pretending that he was mixing hellebore' with 
honey, he added a poison for tho~e whom he hunted into his mis
chie\'ous illusion, under the cloak of the name of Christ, and compassed 
the death of those who believed. And being lewd in nature and 
goaded on through shame of his promises. the vagabond fabricated a 
corrupt allegory for those whom he had deceh·ed. For picking up a 
ro\'illg woman, called Helen, who originated from the city of the 
Tyrians, he took her about with him. without letting people know that 
he was on terms of undue intimac\" with her; and when he was im'olved 
in bursting disgrace because of his mistress, he started a fabulous kind 
of psychopompy2 for his disciples, and saying, forsooth, that he was 
the Great Power of God, he ventured to call his prostitute companion 
the Holy Spirit, and he says that it was on her account he descended . 
.. And in each hea\'en I changed my form," he 1'ay1', "in order that I 
might not be perceived by my Angelic Powers, and de1'cend to my 
Thought, which is she who is called Prunictu;S and Holy Spirit, 
through whom I brought into being the Angels, and the Angels 
brought into being the world and men," (He claimed) that this 
was the Helen of old, on who!'e account the Trojans and Greeks 
went to war. And he related a myth with regard 'to the~e matte~ 
that this Power descending from above changed its form. and that ~t 
was about this that the poets spake allegorically. And through thiS 
Power from above-which they call Prunicu!', and which is called by 
other sects Barbero or Barbelo-displaying her beauty, she drove them 
to frenzy, and 011 this account was she fent for the despoiling of the 
Rulers who brought the world into being; and the Angels themselves 
went to war on her account; and while she experienced nothing, th.ey 
set to work to mutually slaughter each other on account of the deSire 
which she infused into them for herself. And constraining her so that 
she could not reascend, each had intercourse with her in every body 
of womanly and female constitution-she reIncarnating from female 
bodies into different bodies, both of the human kingdom, and of be~5ts 
and other things-in order that by means of their slaying and belDg 
slain, they might bring about a diminution of themselves through the 
shedding of blood, and that then she by collecting again the power 
would be enabled to reascend into heayen. 

3. And she it was at that time who was possessed by the Greeks 
and Trojans; and that both in the night of time before the world exi~ted, 
and after its existence, by the invisible Powers she had wrought thtngs 
of a like nature. "And she it i .. who is now with me, and on her 
account have I descended. And she was looking for my coming. F~r 
she is the Thought,4 called Helen in Homer." And it was on thiS 
account that Homer was compelled to portray her as standing on a 
tower, and by means of a torch revealing to the Greeks the plot of t~e 
Phrygians. And by the torch, he delineated, as I said, the mani
festation of the light from above. On which account also the wooden 
horse in Homer was devised, which the Greeks think was made for a 
distinct purpose, whereas the sorcerer maintained that this is the 
ignorance of the Gentiles, and that like as the Phrygians when they 
-----------------------------------------------------------

, A medicinal drug used by the ancients, especiaUy as a specific against madness. 
S The conducting of souls to or from the invisible world. 
8 1I'PO~V"(~: 1I'POWEU(~ is one who bears burdens, a carrier; in a bad sense it meIId leWd-
4 Or the conception (of the mindl. 
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dragged it along in ignorance drew on their own destruction, so also 
the Gentile~, that is to say people who are "without my wisdom," 
through ignorance, drawn ruin on them~el"es. Moreover the impostor 
said that Athena again was identical with what they called Thought, 
making u!'e forsooth of the words of the holy apostle Paul-changing 
the truth into his own lie-to wit: .. Put on the breastplate of faith and 
the helmet of salvation, and the greaves and sword and buckler"; 1 and 
that all this was in the mimes of Philistion,2 the rogue!-words uttered 
by the apostle with finn reasoning and faith of holy conversation, and 
the power of the divine and heavenly word-turning them further into 
a joke and nothing more. For what does he say? That he(Philistion) 
arranged all these things in a mysterious manner into types of Athena. 
\Vherefore again, in making known the woman with him whom he had 
taken from Tyre and who had the same name as Helen of old, he spoke 
as I haY(: told you abm'e, calling her by aU those names, Thought, and 
Athena. and Helen and the rest. "And on her account," he says, .. I 
descended. And this is the 'lost sheep' written of in the Gospel." 
Morem'er, he left to his followers an image, his own presumably, and 
they worship it under the form of Zeus; and he left another in like 
manner of Helen in the guise of Athena, and his dupes worship them. 

4. And he enjoined mysteries of obscenity and-to set it forth more 
seriously-of the sheddings of bodies, emissiomtm 'Z!irorom, ./emillaru11I 
mmstntOnl11l, and that they should be gathered up for mysteries in a 
most filthy collection; that these were the mysteries of life, and of the 
most perfect Gnosis-a practice which anyone who has understanding 
from God would most naturally consider to be most filthy conduct and 
death rather than life. And he supposes names for the Dominions and 
Principalities, and says there are different heavens, and sets forth 
Powers for each firmament and heaven, and tricks them out with bar
barous names, and says that no man can be saved in any other fashion 
than by learning this mystagogy, and how to offer such sacrifices to 
the Universal Father through these Dominions and Principalities. 
And he says that this world (aeon) was constructed defectively by 
Dominions and Principalities of evil. And he considers that 
corruption and destruchon are of the flesh alone, but that there is 
a purification of souls and that, only if they are established in 
initiation by means of his misleading Gnosis. This is the be
ginning of the so-called Gnostics. And he pretended that the Law 
was not of God. but of the left-hand Power, and that the Prophets were 
not from the Good God but from this or the other Power. And he 
lays it down for each of them as he pleases: the Law was of one, 
David of another, Isaiah of another, Ezekiel again of another, and 
ascribes each of the Prophets to some one Dominion. And all of them 
were from the left-hand Power and outside the Perfection,· and every 
one that believed in the Old Testament was subject to death. 

5. But this doctrine is overturned by the truth itself. For if be 
were the Great Power of God, and the harlot with him the Holy Spirit, 
as he himself says, let him say what is the name of the Power or in 
what word 4 he discovered the epithet for the woman and nothing for 
himself at all. And how and at what time is he found at Rome succes
sively paying back his debt, when in the midst of the city of the 
Romans the miserable fellow fell down and died? And in what scrip
ture did Peter prove to him that he had neither lot nor share in the 
heritage of the fear of God? And could the world not have its 

1 Cf. I Tlu ••.• v. 8. 
t A famous actor and mime writer who ftourished in the time of Augustus (circa A.D. 7); there are 

extant some doubtful fragments of Philistlon containing moral sentiments from the comic poets • 
• 7f'A";'pwp.a. 
4 Scripture. 
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existence in the Good God, when all the good were chosen by him? 
And how could it be a left-band Power which spake in the Law and 
Prophets. when it has preached the coming of the Christ, the Good 
God, and forhids mean things? And how could there not be one 
divine nature and the same spirit of the Ncu' and Old Tes/amen/, 
when the Lord said: "I am not come to destroy the Law, but to fulfil 
it"?1 And that He might show that the Law was declared through 
Him and was given' through Moses, and that the grace of the Gospel 
has been preached through himself and his carnal presence, He said to 
the Jews: "If ye believe Moses. ye should also believe me; for he 
wrote about me."i There are many other arguments al~o to oppose to 
the contention of the sorcerer. For how will obscene things gh'e life. 
if it were not a conception of dremons? \\'hen the Lord himself answers 
in the Gospel to those who say unto him: .. If such is the case of the 
man and the woman. it is not good to marry." But He said unto them: 
.. All do not hold this; for there are eunuchs who made themselves 
eunuchs for the sake of the kingdom of the hea\·ens.'·· And He showed 
that natural abstinence from union is the gift of the kingdom of the 
heavens; and again in another place He says with respect to righteous 
marriage-which Simon of his own accord basely corrupting treats 
according to his own desires-"Whom God has joined together let no 
man put asunder. "4 

6. And how unaware is again the vagabond that he confutes him
self by his own babbling, not knowing what he gives out? For after 
saying that the Angels were produced by him through his Thought. he 
goes on to say that he changed his forn1 in every heaven. to escape 
their notice in his descent. Consequently he avoided them through 
fear. And how did the babbler fear the Angels whom he had himself 
made? And how will not the dissemination of his error be found by 
the intelligent to be instantly refuted by everyone, when the script~r~ 
says: "In the beginning" God made the hea\'en and the earth ? 
A!ld in unison wit11 this \\'ord, the Lord in the Gospel says. as though 
to his own Father: .. 0 Father, Lord of heaven and earth.'" If, there· 
fore. the maker of heaven and earth is naturall\' God, the Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, all that the slanderer SimO'n says is yaio; to wit. 
the defective production of the world by the Angels, and all the rest he 
has babbled about in addition to his world of D:.emons, and he has 
deceived those who have been led away by him. 

ix. Hieronymus (In ilIa tthtEU 111 , IY. xxiv. 5). Text: S. Euse6ii 
Hierollymi (ommt'llt.; Miglle Patrol. Grre .• VII. col. li6. 

Of whom there is one Simon. a Samaritan, whom we read of in 
the Acts of the Apostles, who said he was some Great Power. And 
among the rest of the things written in his volumes, he proclaimed as 
follows: 

"I am the \Vord of God; I am the glorious one, I the Parac1ete, 
the Almighty, I the whole of God." 

x. Theodoretus (Hccrdicarum Fabu/arum Competulittm, I. 1.). Text: 
OPera Onmia (ex recellsione Jacobi Simondi, denuo edidit Joann. 
Ludov. Schulze); HaIre, 1769. 

1 lllalth .• v. '7. 
2 Joh,., v. 46, 47. 
R }lfatth., xix. JO~12. 
4 Mallh., xix. 6. 
6 OpX~; the same word is translated" dominion" when applied to the a:ons of SimoD. 
G Gl'nelij", i. I. 

7 Malt"., xi. 25. 
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Now Simon, the Samaritan magician, was the first minister of his 
(the Dremon'sY evil practices who arose. Who, making his base of 
operattons from Gittha, which is a village of Samaria, and having 
rushed to the height of sorcery, at first persuaded many, by the wonder
working he wrought, to attend his school, and call him some divine 
Power. But afterwards seeing the apostles accomplishing wonder
workings that were really true and divine, and bestowing on those who 
came to them the grace of the Spirit, thinking himself also worthy to 
receive equal power from them, when great Peter detected his villainous 
intention, and bade him heal the incurable wounds of his mind with 
the drugs of repentance. he immediately returned to his former evil
doing. and leaving Samaria. since it had received the seeds of salvation, 
ran off to those who had not yet been tilled by the apostles, in order 
that. having deceh'ed with his magic arts those who were easy to 
capture, and having enslaved them in the bouds of their own legendary 
lore." he might make the teachings of the apostles difficult to be 
believed. 

But the divine grace armed great Peter against the fellow's mad
ness. For following after him, he dispelled his abominable teaching 
like mist and darkness, and showed forth the rays of the light of truth. 
But for all that the thrice wretched fellow, in spite of his :p'ublic ex
posure. did not cease from his working against the truth. untIl he came 
to Rome, in the reign of Claudius Cresar. And he so astonished the 
Romans with his sorceries that he was honoured with a brazen pillar. 
But on the arrival of the divine Peter, he stripped him naked of his 
wings of deception, and finally, having challenged him to a contest in 
wonder-working, and having shown the difference between the divint: 
grace and sorcery, in the presence of the assembled Romans, caused 
him to fall headlong from a great height by his prayers and captured 
th ~ eve-witnesses of the wonder for salvation. 

This (Simon) gave birth to a legend somewhat as follows. He 
started with supposing some Boundless Power; and he called this the 
Universal Root." And he said that this was Fire, which had a twofold 
energy, the manifested and the concealed. The world moreover was 
generable, and had been generated from the manifested energy of the 
Fire. And first from it (the manifested energy) were emanated three 
pairs, which he also called Roots. And the first (pair) he called Mind 
and Thought, and the second, Voice and Intelligence. and the third, 
Reason and Reflection. Whereas he called himself the Bonndless 
Power, and (said) that he had appeared to the Jews as the Son, and to 
the Samaritans he had descended as the Father, and among the rest of 
the nations he had gone up and down as the Holy Spirit. 

And having made a certain harlot, who was called Helen, live with 
him, he pretended that she was his first Thought, and called her the 
Universal Mother, (saying) that through her he had made both the 
Angels and Archangels; and that the world was fabricated by the 
Angels. Then the Angels in envy cast her down among them, for 
they did not wish, he says, to be called fabrications. For which cause, 
forsooth, they induced her into many female bodies and into that of 
the famous Helen, through whom the Trojan War arose. 

It was on her account also, he said, that he himself had descended, 
to free her from the chains they had laid upon her. and to offer to men 
salvation through a system of knowledge peculiar to himself. 

And that in his descent he had undergone transformation. so as 

1 "The all-evil Dremon, the avenger of men," of the Prologul'. 
2 Mythologies. 
8 "Rootage," rather, to coin a word. 

word used a few sentences later. 
pt,tup.t1 must be distinguished from ptJ:a., a root, the 
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not to be known to the Angels that manage the establishment of the 
world. And that he had appeared in ]udrea as a man, although he 
was not a man. and that he had suffered, though not at all sufferiug. 
and that the Prophets were the ministers of the Angels. And be 
admonished those that believed on him not to pay attention to them. 
and not to tremble at the threats of the Law, but. as being free. to do 
whatever they would. For it was not by good actions, but by grace 
they would gain sah-ation. 

For which cause, indeed, those of his association ventured on 
every kind of licentiousness, and practised every kind of magic, fabri
cating love philtres and spells, and all the other arts of sorcery, as 
though in pursuit of divme mysteries. And haloing prepared his 
(Simon's) statue in the form of Zeus, and Helen's in the likeness of 
Athena, they burn incense and pour out libations before them, and 
\yorship them as gods, calling themseh'es Simonians. 

G. R. S. MEAD, F. T.S. 

(To be cOlltitlttcd.j 

llasltbtbamanan,t; tn-, tht $tbitatitln tlf tbt5ubrba. 
Translatcd by T1("0 lffanbn"s of the Kmnlak.mam T.S. 

(CClZtill1tcd )iom P.3I5.j 

Y ARrXAKA VI.-( C{llIti1Zl1Cd.) 

NOW we find that in Sushupti (the dreamless sletping state) Joana 
and Aji'lanu both coexist without any conflict between them

selves. How then .:an wisdom remove non-wisdom? Though there 
is no opposition between J ilana and Aji'lalla by themselves. yet tllere is 
opposition between them when the former :s coupled with Yritti-jn3n3. 
As the wisdom that enters Yritti-wisdolll is Svaritpa-wisdo111 itself, 
how can there be a conflict between it and Ajiliina (non-wisdom)? As 
the rays of the sun do not burn cotton, dried grass, etc., though ex
posed to them, and yet do burn them when such rays are transmitted 
to them through a lens, so Svarupa-wisdom, though 110t by itself 
antagonistic to Ajliana (non-wisdom), becomes its enemy the moment 
the former commingles with Vritti-wisdom. 

Here occurs a difficulty: If through Vritti-wisdom Ajt'lana (non
wisdom) and its efft::cts are dc;stroyed, then there remain Vritti-wisdom 
and Jnana (pure spiritual wisdom), which entered the former. How 
then, in the face of these (two) can non-'duality (of Atma) be predi
cated? Like (the analogy of) clearing nuts (which being rubbed in 
water in a vessel precipitate the !'ediment to the bottom and then 
vanish along with them), Vritti-wisdom having annihilated non-wisdom 
and its effects, itself perishes. If Vrittis (mental actions) cease, then 
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the wisdom (Juana) which reflected itself in the Vrittis attains its real 
state-Svaritpa-wisdom. Then there remains the non-dual reality of 
Atma alone. Thus is Ajuana destroyed through j liana. 

Such a kind of (real) wisdom arises through an enquiry into Atma ~ 
alone, but not through Karmas, religious austerities or the practice of " 
Yoga. Juana (spiritual wisdom) is of (or proceeds from) Atma. 
Therefore it is impossible to add to or take from it, or change it into \ 
another. Yoga, invocation, and worship of deities and others are of 
(or originate from) men. Therefore it is possible to add to or take 
from them or change them into another. Through these a man is able 
to keep in the same state (or at one spot) his Chitta (or fluctuating 
thought), and to acquire the eight-fold psychical powers, such as 
Anima (making oneself small), etc., but he is not able to acquire jliana 
through them. As Yoga, etc., are merely the actions of the lower mind 
(internal organ), they are of the form of Karmas and do not therefore 
pertain to Atma. Therefore jl1ana (wisdom) which flows from Atma 
does not arise through Karmas, but only through the spiritual intuitive 
enquiry (into Atma). The excellence of Shalagrama 1 stones, rubies, 
gold, etc., can be tested only by an examination of their qualities and 
by a touchstone, and not by ablutions, performance of daily rites or 
Pranayama (control of breath), etc. Likewise the Juana (wisdom) of 
Atma can be obtained only through the discrimination of Atma and 
Non-Atma, and not through Yoga and other Karmas. Therefore an 
aspirant after salvation, baving relinquished all other duties, should 

1 always devote himself to the piscrimination of Atma and Non-Atma 
\ through the three methods of Shravana (hearing the Vedas), etc. 
Wh~eve~ pursues this line 'of enquiry alone,' is 'released ~ven in this 
life from all bonds of mundane existence, and becomes emancipated in 
an embodied state, and (then) in a disembodied one. Thus do all the 
Vedantas proclaim with one unanimous voice. Having heard and 
clearly understood all these with a willing mind he should be Absolute 
Consciousness itself. He should never arrogate to himself the functions 
of agent (or doer). 

VARUNAKA VII. 

OM. In this seventh chapter will be treated the true discrimi
nation of Atma and Non-Atma, the spiritual wisdom of Atma which 
flows from it and the Kaivalya (isolation or emancipation) of Brahma 
which results from the latter. 

Now it has been stated that the spiritual wisdom of Atma results 
from the discrimination of Atma and Non-Atma. What is the Atma 
(mentioned herein)? 

1 These are spherical stones found in the ri"er Gandaki and imparting a very pure magnetic 
influence. They are used by the Hindils in their Puja or worship. These stones have a .mall hole 
through which may be seen two spiral convolution. overlapping one another withi" and meeting , 
at their centre. ' 
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A tma has not the characteristics of the three bodies. It is witness 
to the three Avasthas (states). It is other than the five Koshas (or 
sheaths). It has the characteristic of Sachchidananda. Non-Atma. on 
the contrary, is only the three bodies. Its characteristics are unreality, 
inertness and pain. It is differentiated by (the two divisions of) the ma
crocosmic (or collective) and the microcosmic (or segregate). Though 
these two divisions were exposed in the first chapter, they are again 
exposed here (for a better understanding of the text). A forest is col
lective while a tree in it is segregate. All together are collective while 
each separately is segregate. Similarly the three bodies are co\1ective 
and segregate (or macrocosmic and microcosmic). There are six kinds 
of bodies (in all); the macrocosmic Gross, Subtle and Karana (Causal) 
Bodies, also the microcosmic Gross, Subtle and Karana Bodies. The 
state of Atma as ishvara through the vehicle of the macrocosm, and 
as Jiva through the vehicle of the microcosm, is not real, inasmuch as 
Atma is one only. It is only through th"e vehicle of Maya (matter) that 
Atma manifests itself as ishvara, and through the vehicle of A,idy§ 
that Atma manifests itself as Jiva (Ego). So long as one labours under 
the delusion that such manifestations are real, he is not liberated from 
the bondage (of worldly existence). The Shrutis. the mother of all 
men, inculcate as follows: "Himself (Atma), becoming Maya and 
Avidya, causes himself to be made Jivas (Egos) and ishvara." There 
is no Abhimana (the identification of self with all objects) for ishvara 
in his macrocosmic Causal Body, inasmuch as in Maha-Sushupti (the 
Great" Deluge") the notion of" I" perishes. This ishvara who presides 
over the macrocosmic Causal Body goes also by the names of A\'yakrita 
(the actionle!'s) and Antaryanu (the latent). He is worshipped by the 
best of devotees among men. Those who are unable to devote them
selves to contemplation upon ishvara in this state are enjoined by the 
Vedas to worship him in his macrocosmic Subtle Body. Then he is 
called Hiranyagarbha, Sutratma and Maha-Prana. Then has ish\'ara 
(now called Hiranyagarbha) any Abhimana in this macrocosmic 
Subtle Body? No. Though the notion of "I" which generates 
Abhimana is then present, 'Ishvara has 110 Abhimana in this Subtle 
Body, as it is then a Svapna (dreaming) state, and the Gross Body which 
is the seat of Abhimana is then not existent. On those that are unable 
to concentrate their mind on ishvara in this Subtle Bodv the Shrutis 
enjoin that they should worship him in his macrocosmi~ Gross Body. 
ishvara in this Gross Body goes by the several appellations of Vi rat, • 
Vi raj a and Vishvanara. Now if we enquire into the question as to 
whether he has Abhimana in this macrocosmic Gross Bod" there \\i\1 
be no reply, as he is the wle embodiment of the bodies of ~ll men and 
as there is no compeer of him in the field. 

Further, it is enjoined by the Shrutis that those who are unable to 
devote themselves to contemplation upon ishvara in the macroco!'mic 
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bodies referred to before, should devote themselves to worshipping 
Ishvara in his incarnation in the physical forms of (Matsya) Fish, 
(Kurma) Tortoise,l etc., for the purpose of extirpating the vicious and 
preserving the virtuous-which incarnations took place through the 
three Gunas, Rajas, Sattva and Tamas, as Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra 
(the thrt!e aspects of ishvara), who are respectively the creators, pre
servers and destroyers (or regenerators) of the Universe. Now ishvara 
that assumes to itself the several bodies of Brahma, etc., has Abhimana 
in the respective bodies it takes. Should he have no Abhimana in 
those bodies, he would not be able to perform the functions of creation 
etc., in them. Hence Abhimana does exist in them (the three bodies, 
Causal, etc.) for Ishvara. 

Then how are we to distinguish between the Abhimana of Jivas 
(Egos) and ishvara if it is to be found in both of them? The difference 
is as follows. In the case of men the conception or''' I" and "mine" 
is always existent in their bodies, but in the case of Ishvara, he 
assumes Abhimana through his own will whenever it is necessary for 
the preservation of the world, like as an opera dancer the dress he puts 
on. Thus there is a great difference between the Abhimana of Ishvara 
and of Jivas (Egos). 

Then again those that are unable to concentrate thus are asked to 
worship him in his embodied form of idols made of copper and other 
metals. Therefore, all who worship idols, do so thinking them to be 
ishvara himself. That sole and supreme Lord (Ishvara), who is latent 
in all forms and in all idols, bestows fruits on all devotees (according to 
their deserts). But fome ignorant persons not knowing the power of 
ishvara to manifest himself under all forms, make all sorts of wrangling 
disputations,9 as if there were many ishvaras in different places. 
ishvara that is latent in all is only one. 

If ishvara is one and the same, how are we to account for the 
differences of form and worship of Ishvara as ordained by the Shastras 
(and obtaining in the world)? The distinctions are made simply for 
the purpose of training the minds of people by slow' degrees from 
external sight (on idols, etc.) to introvision (of Atma), whereby they 
may be led on at last to cognize the identity of Jivatma and Paramatma 
(the lower self and the higher self). Therefore it is that the Hindu 
religious books, admitting (at first) the differences of form exist
ing in the minds of men from a very remote period, enjoin upon 
them the different forms of worship, according to their capabilities, 
and not on the ground that they should conform for ever to such a 
cOU'Tse. 

1 This refers to the ten incarnations of rtlaha Yishnu, or the Logos, as a Fish, Tortoise, Boar, 
Man.lion. "amana 'Dwarfl. Parashur;;ma. Rama, Krishna. Buddha and Kalki. of which the first 
nine have already taken place. 

2 The arguments in this chapter on idol worship by the author will dispel all the wrong notions 
entertained by persOIlS of the Hindus being idolaters. 
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Thus has been described the ways by which ish,"ara,l the Param
atma, attained the three states through the vehicles of the three bodies. 

N ow we shall describe how the one Paramatma attains the state 
ofJiva (the Ego) through the three microcosmic bodies. Paramatma 
associated with the microcosmic Karana (Causal) Body goes by the 
names of Praj~a, Paramarthika (the real), Avidya and Avachchhinna 
(lit., the cut off). When he (Paramatma) is associated with the micro
cosmic Subtle Body he goes by the names of Taijasa, Svapna-Kalpita 
(dream-maker), and Pratibhasika (the reflected, or the unreal). When 
he is associated with the microcosmic Gross Body, he goes by the 
names of Visva, Vyavakaraka (the worldly) and Chidabhasa (reflected 
consciol1sness ). 

Then of what avail are these three bodies to Jiva (the Ego)? They 
avail it much. That which is reflected in Antahkarana (the internal 
organs or the lower mind) is Jiva only. Therefore it is quite necessary 
that Jiva should at first possess a Subtle Body. Then (physical) actions 
have to be performed to gratify the desires emanating from the Subtle 
Body. Hence the necessity for a Gross Body wherewith to act. And 
as these two bodies which produce effects should have their cause, the 
Karana (or Causal Body) is inevitable. Thus it is necessary that Jh'a 
should possess these three bodies. 

Then comes the question. Does the Jiva possess any Abhimana 
in these three microcosmic bodies? On enquiry we find it does. (As 
has been proved before), if Jiva has 110 Abhimana for body in the per
formance of actions, no agency can arise to it; if no actions and agency 
are generated, then there can be no formation of body; and without 
hody the state of Jiva is impossible. Hence Jiva has Abhimana. Thus 
we find that the one Paramatma manifests itself as Jivas (Egos or men) 
and ishvara through the vehicles of the microcosm and macrocosm 
respectively. 

For instance, the same person going by the name of Devadatta is 
called father and grandfather through the vehicle of (his begetting) 
children and grandchildren; so also Atma through the vehicles of 
Maya and Avidya attains the state of ishvara and Jiva. This example 
only illustrates the fact that one may pass through many forms. 

Now we shall give an illustration exemplifying the universal 
wisdom (of ishvara) and the limited wisdom (of Jiva). The large 
expanse of water in a lake posses~es the power of preserving the 
inhabitants of a whole village, whereas the same water, though less in 
quantity, in a vessel, possesses the lesser power of preserving a family. 
Again the light of a large torch is able to illuminate a vast area, 
whereas the light from the small wick of a"lamp is able to illuminate 
only a house. In the same way the universal wisdom of ishvara arose 

I It is not ishvara in the fourth or Turiya state ("poken of by T. Subba Rowl. (or the author dots 
not take that state into consideration in this book. 
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through the vehicle of Maya, the grand cause, and the limited wisdom 
of Jiva through the vehicle of Avidya, the lesser effect. But it 111ust 
not be supposed that there are really two Atmas, one of universal 
wisdom and another of limited wisdom. Therefore it is that Vedantic 
books affirm the partless nature (or identity) of the terms "Tat" (That 
or ishvara) and "Tvam" (Thou or Jiva) through the three kinds of 
relationship. The three kinds of relationship (as. stated in Sanskrit 
logic) are the relationship of identity (or equality) of two (words or 
objects) in a sentence, the relationship of the existence of the qualifier 
and the qualified of two substances, and the relationship of Lakshya 
(that aimed at) and Laksha'~a (the characteristics) of Brahma to two 
words or two substances. Thus there are three- kinds of relation
ship. 

Take for example "Soyam Devadattah." Analyzing the sentence 
we get as its meaning "That (is) this Devadatta." Here the identical 
object conveyed by the two terms "that" and "this" is the body of 
Devadatta (a certain personaA"e). Therefore there is in this sentence 
the state of relationship (of identity pointing) to the same object 
between the two words. Likewise (in the sacred sentence, "Tattvam
asi," or "That art thou"), as the one consciousness is common to the 
terms "That" (Tat) and "thou" (Tvam), therefore there is here the 
state of relationship (of identity) between the two words. Coming to 
the second kind of relationship we find from the same sentence-"That 
(is) this Devadatta"-that'there is a contrast brought out between the 
meaning of the word "that," which stands for the Devadatta that was 
seen at one time and place and the meaning of the word "this," which 
stands for the Devadatta seen at another time and pllice. Therefore 
there is here the relationship of the existence of the qualifier and the 
qualified. Likewise (in "Tattvamasi "), when the difference in mean
ing between "That," which signifies the consciousness having uni
versal wisdom and direct cognition, and "thou," .which signifies the 
consciousness having limited wisdom and indirect cognition, is shown 
in relief, there is, then, here the relationship of .the existence of the 
reciprocity of the qualifier and the qualified. 'Coming to the third 
kind of relationship, we find we have to take into. consideration the 
whole mass of Devadatta alone which represents-the two words "that" 
and "this" in the sentence' or the meaning of those words, and to 
reject all dissimilars (or contraries) in the same sentence. This process 
of aiming at Devadatta alone, which is the one 09j~ct aimed at, is the 
third kind. So also (in "Tattvamasi") the third kind of relationship 
exists. As in taking into consideration the one partless Sachchid
ananda (of Brahma) which represents the two words "That" and 
"thou," or the signification of these two words, the one consciousness 
alone is considered without the dissimilars (or contraries) ("That" and 
"thou ") in the (above) sacred sentence. This third kind of relation-
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ship goes also by the names of Bhaga-tyaga-LakshaniP or Jaha-ajaha
Lakshana. 

(Now we shall dwell upon this more fully.) In Sanskrit logic, in 
order to truly understand the meaning of a sentence, there are three 
ways (Vrittis)-the Primary, the Guna (quality) and Lakshana (charac
teristics). In illustration of the first we may cite the sentence-"The 
King goes." Here when elephants, soldiers, flags, etc., are passing 
along, one man asks another-"What is all this?" The other replies
"The King goes." As the King is the chief of all these and represents 
them all, therefore the King is the primary or important Vritti (in this 
sentence.) As regards the second we may cite as example "Nilotpala" 
(blue lotus) and" Agni-manavaka" (shining lad). Here Nilotpala is 
compounded of the two words "Nila" and "utpala" which mean blue 
flower. Instead of this general signification this term should be taken 
to mean only a particular kind of flower which is blue, viz., the blue 
lotus, taking into consideration the Guna. So also in Agni-manavaka. 
it merely means-the lad (who is) fire itself. Instead of that we should 
take the Guna (or quality) of fire and mean by that word a lad who is 
shining like fire. The third kind is again subdivided into three, Jaha 
(giving up), Ajaha (not gh-ing up) and Jaha-ajaha (a mixture of both)_ 
In illustration of these three may be cited the following three sentences 
respectively-"There is a hamlet on the Ganges"; "The red runs"; and 
"That is this Devadatta." In the first case the hamlet cannot be on 
the current Ganges itself, but only on the bank near which the current 
flows. Hence there is the first Lakshana (characteristic) in- the sen
tence which gives up the current when referring to the real position of 
the hamlet. In the second case-when a question is asked by one as 
to whether a red cow or a black horse runs, another replies by saying. 
"The red runs." Here "the red" meaning only the red cow. the 
Lakshana is not gh-en up. In the third case there is both the gi,;ng 
up and the not giving up. \Ve first do not give up the difference in 
thought between "that" person whom we saw at one time and place. 
and "this" person whom we see now at another time and place. and 
then as it is impossible to identify those two as the one DevadaUa 
alone without giving up the conception of that difference, we am ,-e 
through such gh;ng up at the identical one only. Applying these 
tests (to the sentence before us), as there will ensue a contradiction by 
taking only the primary meaning (viz., the first means) we shall ha'-e 
to take up the last means only (viz., Lakshana). 

Now what are the expressed meaning (Vachyartha), and the indi
cated meaning (Lakshyartha) of the words "That" and "thou" in the 
above sacred sentence? Maya, that which is reflected in it (or ishvara), 
and Brahma the seat of Maya. are all the expressed meaning of U;e 

-------
1 A kind of Lak.hana or secondary use of a word by which it partly loses aud partl~· retains its 

primary meaning (vide Apte's Dictionary\. 
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word "That," while Brahma alone is its indicated meaning. AvidyA, 
that which is reflected in it (or Jiva), and the witness intelligence 
(Atma) that is the seat of AvidyA, is the expressed meaning of the 
word "thou," while the witness intelligence (SAkshi) AtmA alone is its 
indicated meaning. Therefore in the true understanding of the mean
ing of the words "That" and "thou," the sacred sentence ("Tatvam
asi") inculcates the identity of Brahma and Kutastha 1 (AtmA in man 
and others), through the indicated meaning of the oneness of the con
sciousness of them both, leaving aside all conception of dissimilarity 
betwe,en them which arises through their expressed meaning. Just as 
a person when he is freed from the vehicle of (or his connection with) 
son and grandson ceases to be called father or grandfather and remains 
the pure Devadatta (the personage he was born); just as water when it 
is freed from its vehicle (or environment) of a large lake or pot, remains 
the pure water having the qualities of cold, taste and volatility; just as 
fire when it is freed from the vehicle of a large torch or small wick, 
remains that pure fire, being red, hot and bright, so .also when one is 
freed from the vehicle MAyA or AvidyA, he becomes that pure AtmA 
which is SachchidAnanda. That exalted person in whom dawns the 
self-cognition that the "All-full Pratyagatma (Higher Self) is of my 
(viz., his) nature; I alone am, Brahma; Brahma alone is myself"-he is 
an emancipated per!'on. He alone has performed what ought to be 
done. He only is a BrAhman. Thus do all the Vedas. proclaim as with 
a trumpet. 

(To be conti1lued.) 

~btrtu()db. , 
TRANSLATOR',S L1\lTRODUCTOR\'. 

HERETOFORE I. have withheld from p~bHc:~tion such single ex
amples of ZUi'l1 folk-lore as tJle followmg, ~n order that a com

pleter serie!', only a part of whi~h is now accessIble to me, might be 
brought forth in the form of: atl unbroken cb1i~~tion, \~ith ample 
introductory as well as supplementary chapters, 'llbsplutely essential, 
it has seemed to me, for the proper understanding ,O)' .. ourselves of the 
many distinctively Zuni meanings and conceptions:; it1volved in the 
various allusions with which anyone of them teems: . 

Without such introduction or explanations the"sh~rtest tale must 
prove both misleading and obscure, however freely or fully translated. 

I KGtastha llit., that which remain. fixed) is defined in Sa,., asar(}pa"i, ".ad thU8-" Kulastha i. 
he who;s found animating \\;Ihout exception the mind of all creatures from Ilrahma to ants. who is 
the Atma which is the seat of the Sakshi (witness) of all (creatures). mind and who is (selfi shining." 
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Without them, also, much scientific data for a philosophical analysis 
of these myths, singly or as a whole, is unattainable. 

Yet, to avoid encumbering the present example with any but the 
briefest of notes, I must ask leave to refer the reader to more general 
yet detailed chapters I have already written in the main, and with 
which, there is reason to hope, r will ere 10llg be able to present all the 

'\ tales in question. Meanwhile I would refJr likewise to the essay I 
I have recently prepared, for a forthcoming report of the Bureau of 

\ 
Ethnology, on the ZUlii Myths of Creation and Migration in their 
Relation to Primitin Dance and other Dramaturgic Ceremonials. 

Ever one of my chief story-tellers was \Vai-hu-si-wa, of the 
priestly kill of ZUl1i. He had already told me somewhat more than 
fifty of the folk-tales, long and short, of his people, when, one night, I 
asked him for "only one more ~tory of the grandfathers." 'Wishing to 
e"ade me, he replied with more show than sincerity: 

"There is a North, :;nd of it I have told you tl-la-'p-lla-u.'c.1 There 
i,; a \Vest; of it also I have told you tf-la-'p-lla-wc. There are the 
South and East; of them likewise have I told you tl-la-'p-lla-uc. 
Enn of the Above have I not but lately told you of the youth who 
made 100'e to his eagle and dwelt a space in the Sky-world? And of the 
great World-embracing 'Waters, you have been told of the hunter who 
married the Serpent maiden and voyaged to the Mountain of Sunset. 
Now, therefore, my word-pouch is as empty as the food-pack of a lost 
hU,nter, and--" 

.. Fed in the bottom of it, then," interposed my "elder brother," 
Pa-lo-wah-ti-wa, who was sitting near, "and tell him of the Under
world! " 

.. Hi-ta! (Listen) brother younger," said \Vai-hu-si-wa. non
plussed, but ever ready j "did you enr hear tell of the people who 
could not digest, having, forsooth, no proper insides wherewithal to do 
so? Did you ever hear of them, brother younger?" 

"Nay, never; not even from my own grandfathers," said I. .. S01lS 

c-so to your story j short be it, or long?" I 
"Som (-so tsc-tul /"-" Cool your • som (-so /' and wait till I begin." 

ZUNI INTRODUCTOR ..... 

It seems-so the words of the grandfathers say-that in the 
Underworld were many strange things and beings, even villages of 
men, long ago. But the people of those villages were u1Zborn-madc
more like the ghosts of the dead than ourselves, yet more like ourselves 

1 Tj.la.·p.na.,,'e,-From ti.na.la·a. time or times of. and pe ... a· .. ~. words or speeches (tal~): 
II tales of time:' 

~ .. SOHS ;'$0 to your .tory."-The invariable formula for beginning a folk·tale is by the racon· 
teur ... SOn ah'/chi !" (U Let us take up "j-te·/a·'p·Ha·"I. or U a folk·tale," bring understood. To 
thi. the auditors or listeners respond, .. £·SO!" (" Yea, verily! "). Again by the raconteur: ,. Soru 
i."d.(}.td.",J! Tn"." etc .• U Let us (te11 of) the times of creation! When." dc. Again. by !be 
listeners," Sons I·so! n·jj·11i '" ("Yea, let us. ,..,rily! Be it so"), 
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than are the ghosts of the dead, for as the dead are more finished of 
being than we are, they were less so, as smoke, being hazy, is less fine 
than mist, which is filmy; or as green corn, though raw is soft, like 
cooked corn which is done (like the dead), both softer than ripe corn 
which, though raw, is hardened by age (as we are of meat). 

And al!'o, these people were, you see, dead in a way, in that they 
had not yet begun to live; that is, as we live, in the daylight fashion. 

And so, it would seem, partly like ourselns, they had bodies, and 
rartly like the dead they had no bodies, for being unfinished they were 
unfixed. And whereas the dead are like the wil~d, and take form from 
within of their own wills C)'an:'l' fSl'-mQll), these people were really like 
the smoke,! taking form from without of the outward touching of 
things, even as growing and unripe grains and fruits do. 

~. ell. in consequence, it was passing strange what a st.'.te they 
were in! Bethink ye! Their persons were much the reverse of our 
own, for whErein we are hard, they were soft-pliable. Wherein we 
are most completed, they were most unfinished; for not having even 
the organs of digestion, whereby we fare lustily, food in its solidity 
was to them destructive, whereas to us it is sustaining. 'When, there
fore, they would eat, they dreaded most the food it,elf, taking thought 
not to touch it, and merely absorbing the mist thereof. As fishes fare 
chiefly on water and birds on air, so the~e people ate by gulping down 
the steam and ~ayottr of their cooked things whilst cooking or still 
hot; then they thrtw the real food away, for~ooth! 

HOW THE TWIXS OF \VAR AND CHANCE, A-HAI-Yl:-TA AND MA-TSAI

LE-;\IA, FARED WITH THE 17NBORN-:lIADE !liEN OF THE 

UNDERWORLD. 

Now, the Twain Little-ones, A-hai-yu-ta and ~J:a-tsai-le-l11a,z were 
ever seeking scenes of contention; for what was deathly and dreadful 

! .. Thne 1<0P" "'0" t(a/~l' lilu the ~mokt."-The ZUI;i classification of states of growth or being 
is as elaborate as that of relative .pace in their mythology: both extremely detailed and systematic, 
yet ... hen nnderstood purely primitive and simple. The universe is supposed to have been generated 
from haze !~-"'ai-al produced by Light !of the All-container, Sun Father!, out of Darkness. The 
obsen-ed Rnal~y of this in nature is the appearance of haze {both heat and .teanl) preceding growth 
in Spring-time; the appt'arance of the world, of growing and living things, through mist seemingly 
rising out of the darkne.s ench mOMling. In harmony \\;th this conception of the universe i. the 
correlative ont', that every being (ns to soul at least) pas...,. through nlRny succe •• ive stRtes of be
coming, always beginning as a shl-u-IIa ",,-i (haze being) and passing through the Raw or .oft 
(k'ya-pi-"al, the Formative (k'.vai-)'"-,,a), Variable (t"li",-n'-IIa), Fixed or Done (ak-na), and Finished 
or Dead iii-shl-Il'yOI state"; whil.t the condition of the Surpassing being. (Gods! may be any ofthe_" 
it \\;11 ,I-thl''';-"a. or thl,m~"a"-"a, etc. I. There are many analogle. of this obsen'ed by the Zuni, 
likening as he does the generution of being to that of fire \\;th the fire-drill and stick. The most 
ob,'ious ofthe-8e i!l; the appearance. in volumes. of" smoke· steam II or haze just previously to ignition, 
and its immediate disappt'arance with ignition. Fnrth"r. the succession of being. in the beconling 
of a complete being may be regarded as an orderly pt'rsonification of growth phenomena 8S observed 
in plants and seeds. for example. in corn, which is characterized by no fewer than thirteen mystic 
names, according to its .tages of growth. This whole subject i. much more fully and conclusively 
set forth in the writing. to which I ha,-e already referred the render. 

S "A-hai-yu-ta and :\f;\-tsai-If-tna."-For the mythic origin of these two chief Gods under the 
Sun, as his Right-hand an:! Left-hand being, their relation to chance, war. games, etc., I again refer 
the reader to further writing •. 
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to others was lively and delightful to them; so that cries of distress 
were ever their calls of invitation, as to a feast or dance is the call of 
a priest to us. 

On a day when the world was quiet, they were sitting by the side 
of a deep pool. They heard curious sounds coming up through the 
waters, as though the bubbles were made by moans of the waters 
affrighted. 

" Uh I" said the elder. "What is that?" 
The youngH brother turned his ear to the ground and listened. 
"There is trouble down there, dire trouble, for the people of the 

Underworld are ~hrieking war-cries like daft warriors and wailing like 
murder-mourners. 'What can be the matter? Let us de!'cend and see!" 

"Just so!" !'aid A-hai-yu-ta. 
Then they covered their heads with their cord-shields1-tumed 

upside down-and shut their eyes and ~tepped into the deep pool. 
"Now we are in the dark," said they, "like the dark down there. 

Well then, by means of the dark let us go down" -for they had 
wondrous power, had those twain; the magic of in-knowing-how
thought had they! 

Down like light through dark places they went; dry through the 
waters; straight toward that village in the Underworld. 

"Whew! The poor wretches are already dead," said they, "and 
rotting"-for their noses were sooner accustomed to the dark than their 
eyes which they now opened. 

"We might as well have spared ourselves the coming, and stayed 
above," said A-hai-yu-ta. 

"Nay, not so," said Ma-tsai-Ie-ma. "Let us go on and see how 
they lived, even if they are dead." 

"Very well," said the elder; and as they fared toward the village 
they could see quite plainly now; for they had made it dark-to them
selves-by shutting their eyes in the daylight above, so now they made 
it light-to themselves-by opening their eyes in the darkness below. 
and simply looking. It was their way, you know! 

.. ·Well. well!" said Ma-tsai-Ie-ma as they came nearer and the 
stench doubled. "Look at the village; it is full of people; the more 
they smell of carrion the more they seem alive!" 

"Yes, by the chut of an arrow!" exclaimed A-bai-yu-ta. "But 
look here!' It is food we smell; cooked food, all thrown away, as we 
throwaway bones and corn-cobs because they are too hard to eat and 
profitless withal! What, now. can be the meaning of this f" 

1 "Cord'5hi~lds."-l'I-a-la-<u Icord or cotton Fhields), o"idently an ancient style of shield still 
snrvh'ing in the fonn. of sacrificial net-shield. of the l'ric.th.od of the Bow. But th~ shields of 
these two Gods were supposed to ha"e het:n SPUI! from the dOIl<!. which. supporting the Sky-~an. 
that, in tum, support~d ,he Sky-world as this world is belie"ed to be supported by under waters and 
clouds, were hence possessed of the: power of floating-upward whul turned up, downward whea 
re,..,rsed. 
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"What, indeed! Who can know save by knowing," replied the 
younger brother. "Come, let us lie low and watch." 

So they went very quietly close to the village, crouched down and 
peered in. Some people inside were about to eat. They took fine 
food steaming hot from the cooking pots and placed it low down in 
wide trenchers; then they gathered around and sipped in the steam 
and savour with every appearance of satisfaction; but they were as 
chary of touchin'g the food or of letting the food touch them as though 
it were the vilest of refuse . 

.. Did you see that?" queried the younger brother. .. By the delight 
of Death,' but--" • .. Hist!" said the elder. "If they are people of that sort, feeding 
upon the savour of food, then they will hear the suggestiolls of sounds ~ 
better than the sounds themselves, and the very Demon Fathers would } 
not know how to fare with such people, or to fight them, either!" 

Hah! But already the people had heard! They set up a clamour 
of war, swarming out to seek the enemy; as well they might, for who 
would think favo'uably of a sneaking stranger under the shade of a 
house wall watching the food of another! Why, dogs growl even at 
their own offspring for the like of that! 

"Where? Who? What is it?" cried the people, rushing hither 
and thither like ants in a shower. "Hah! There they are! There! 
Quick!" said they, pointing to the Twain who were cutting away to 
the nearest hillock. And immediately they fell to singing their war
cry. 

Ha-a! Sus:ki! 
O-ma-ta 
H4-wi-mo-a! 
a-ma-ta. 
O-ma-ta H4-wi-mo!:J 

sang they as they ran headlong toward the two, and then they began 
shouting: 

.. Tread them both into the ground! Smite them both! Fan them 
out! Ho-o / ha-a / ha-'wi-mo-o o-ma-ta /" 

But the Twain laughed, and quickly drew their arrows and loosed 
them amongst the crowd. Pit! tsok! sang the arrows through and 
through the people, but never a one fell! 

"Why, how now is this?" cried the elder brother. 
"We'll club them, then!" said Ma-tsai-Ie-ma, and he whiffed out 

his war-club and sprang to meet the foremost, whom he pommelled 

... HI-I .. -"a-pa i"-From III-I .. , or i-I .. , "hurrah," or "how delightful! "-and "a-pa, a Corpse 
demon: Death. 

S .. Ha-a / S"S~"i.' O-",a-Ia," etc.-This, like so many of the folk-tale songs, can only be trans
lated etymologically or by lengthy paraphrasing. Such songs are always jargonistic, either archaic, 
imitative, or adapted from other languages of tribes who possibly supplied incident. to the myths 
themselves; but they are, like the latter, strictly harmonized with the Dative forms of expression 
and phases of belief. 
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well and sorely over the head and shoulders. Yet the man was only 
confused (he was too soft and unstable to be hurt); but another, rush
ing in at one side, was hit by one of the shield-feathers and fell to thea 
ground like smoke driven down under a hawk's wing! 

"Hold, brother, I have it! Hold!" cried A-hai-yu-ta. Then he 
snatched up a bunch of dry plume-grass, and leaped forward! Swish! 
Two ways he swept the faces and breasts of the pursuers. Lo! right 
and left they fell like bees in a rainstorm, and quickly sued for mercy, 
screeching and running at the mere sight of the grass straws. 

"You fools!" cried the brothers. "Why, then, did ye set upon 
us? We came for to help you and were merely looking ahead as 
becomes strangers in strange places, when lo! you come running out 
like a mess of mad flies with your • Ha-a sus-ki ollla-fa'! Call tiS 

coyote-sneaks, do you? But there! Rest fearless! \Ve hunger; gh'e 
us to eat." 

So they led the Twain into the court within the town. and quickly 
brought steaming hot food for them. 

They sat down and began to blow the food to cool it; whereupon 
the people cried out in dismay: "Hold! Hold, ye heedless strangers; 
do not waste precious food like that! For shame!" 

"Waste food? Ha! This is the way 111( eat!" said they; and 
clutching up huge morsels they crammed their mouths full and bolted 
them almost whole. The people were so horrified and sickened at 
sight of this, that some of them sweated furiously-which was their 
way of spewing-whilst others, stouter of thought, cried, "Hold! 
Hold! Ye will die; ye will surely sicken and die if the stuff do but 
touch ye!" 

"Ho! ho!" cried the two, eating more lustily than ever. "Eat 
thus and harden yourselves. you poor, soft things you!" 

Just then there was a great commotion. Everyone rushed to the 
shelter of the walls and houses, shouting to them to leave off and follow 
quickly. 

"What is it?" asked they, looking up and all around. 
"Woe, woe! the gods are angry with us this day and blowing 

arrows at us. They will kill you both! Hurry!" A big puff of \\;nd 
was blowing over, scattering slivers and straws before it; that was all! 

"Brother," said the elder, "this will not do. These people must 
be taught to eat and be hardened. But let us take a little sleep first, 
then we will look to this." 

They propped themselves up against a wall, set their shields in 
front of them, and fell asleep. Not long after they awakened suddenly. 
Those strange people were trying to drag them out to bury them, but 
were afraid to touch them now, for they thought them dead stufl'
more dead than alive. 

The younger brother punched the elder with his elbow, and both 
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pretended to gasp, then kept very still. The people succeeded at last 
in rolling them out of the court, like spoiling bodies, and were about to 
mingle them with the refuse when they suddenly let go and set up a 
great wail, shouting, "\Var! Murder!" 

"How now?" cried the two, jumping up. \Vhereupon the people 
stared and chattered in greater fright than ever at seeing the dead 
seemingly come to life! 

"\Vhat's the matter, you fool people?" 
"Akaa! kaa!" cried a flock of jays. 
"Hear that!" said the villagers. "Hear that, and ask, 'What's 

the matter?' The ja)'s are coming; whoever they light on dies!-run 
you two Aii! Murder!" And they left off their standing as though 
chased by demons. On one or two of the hindmost some jays alighted. 
They fell dead as though struck by lightning! 

"Why, see that!" said the elder brother-" these people die if 
only birds light on them!" 

.. Hold on there I" said the younger brother. .. Look here! you 
fear-some things." So they pulled hairs from some scalp-locks they 
had, and made snares of them, and whenever the jays flew at them, 
caught them with the nooses until they had caught eyeryone. Then 
they pinched them dead and took them into the town and roastec. 
them. 

"This is the way," said they, as they ate the jays by morsels. 
And the people crowded around and shouted, .. Look! look! why they 
eat the very enemy-say nothing of refuse!" And although they 
dreaded the couple they became very conciliatory and gaye them a fit 
place to bide in. 

The yery next day there was another alarm. The two ran out to 
learn what was the matter. For a long time they could see nothing, 
but at last they met !'ome people fleeing into the town. Chasing after 
them was a cooking pot with earrings of onions. l It was boiling 
furiously and belching forth hot wind and steam and spluttering 111ush 
in every direction. If ever so little of the 111ush hit the people they 
fell over and died. 

"He!" cried the Twain. 

Te.k'ya.thla·k'ya 
{.ta.wa.k'ya 
Ash·she.shu·kwa! 

.. As if food-stuff were made to make people afraid!" "'hereupon 
they twitched the earrings off the pot and ate them with all the mush 
that was in the pot, which they forthwith kicked to pieces vigorously. 

1 "lhrrings of onions."-The onion here ref .. rred to is the dried, south·western leek·clo .... e which 
is 50 strong and indigestible that, when eaten raw and in quantity it gi .... es rise to great distress, or 
actnally pro\'eo fatal to any but mature and \'igorous persons. This, of course, explains why it was 
chosen for its value as " B)'mho! of the \-\gour (or "daylight perfection" and in\'incibility) of the 
h,in Gods. 
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Then the people crowded still 'Closer around them, wondering to 
one another that they could vanquish all enemies by eating them with 
such impunity, and they begged the Twain to teach them how to do it. 
So they gathered a great council of the villager:o, and when they found 
that these poor people were only half finished, they cut vents 
in them (such as were not afraid to let them), and made 
them eat solid food, by means of which they were hardened and became 
men of meat then and there, instead of having to get killed after the 
manner of the fearful, and others of their kind beforetime, in order to 
ascend to the daylight and take their places in men born of men! 

And for this reason, behold! a new-born child may ('at only of 
wind-stuff until his cord of viewless sustenance has been severed, and 
then only by sucking milk, or soft food first and with much distress. 

Behold! And we may now see why like new-born children are 
the very aged; childish withal-a-)'a-",i'il-not only toothless, too, but 
also sure to die of diarrhcea if they eat ever !'o little !'ave the soft parts 
and broths of cooked food. For are not the babes new-come from the 
S/d-u-lla (hazy, steam-growing) world; and are not the aged about to 
enter the Shi-po-Io-a (mist-enshrouded) world, where cookfd food un
consumed is ne\'er needed by the fully dead? 

There are others of these mythic "reasons" which throw still more 
light on primith'e observations and conceptions thereof, but which are 
better discussed more freely and at length in the general chapters to 
which I have before referred. 

FRAXK HAlIILTOX CrSHIXG. 

The Druids have been accustomed to ahsent themselves from war. nor do they 
pay taxes as others do. They have immunity from military service anti from all 
burdens. Allured by such great advantages, many submit themselves of their own 
free will to this training. or are sent by their parents and guardians. There they 
are said to learn a great number. of verses, and therefore many remain twenty years 
in training. lloreover they do not think it right to entrust these things (the 
teachings) to writing, for in almost all matters, public or private, they make use of 
Greek characters. They seem to me to have done this for two reasons: because 
they do not wish their teaching to spread abroad among the vulgar, nor do they 
\\;sh those who are studying to depend on manuscripts, and give too little attention 
to memory. Because, it often happens that many persons relying upon written 
information relax their diligence in learning and their memory. . • . Especially 
they (the Druids) teach that souls do not die. but transmigrate from one body to 
another after death; and they think that this induces greatly to bravery, since 
thereby the fear of death is removed. :Moreover. they argue upon, and teach to 
the young men (disciples), many things concerning the stars and their motions, 
concerning the size of the world and of countries, concerning the nature of things 
and concerning the strength and power of the immortal Gods.-C~SAR. Gallic 
War, book vi. c. 14. 

1 Dangttonsly snsceptible: tender: delicate. 
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Jl ~ollgh ~utlint of ~htosophR· 
(A Lecture ddh.'ered at Soutk Place bzstitllle.j 

IN dealing with a great theme within narrow limits one has always to 
make a choice of e\'ils: one must either substantiate each point, 

buttress it up with argument!', and thus fail to gh'e any roughly com
plete idea of the whole; or one must make an outline of the whole, 
leaving out the proof<; which bring conviction of the truth of the 
teaching. As the main object of this paper is to place before' the 
average man or woman an idea of Theosophy as a whole. I elect to 
take the inconvenience of t~le latter alternative, and use the expository 
instead of the controversial method. Those who are sufficiently 
interested in the subject to de!;ire further knowledge can easily pass 
on into the investigation of evidences, e\'idences that are within the 
reach of all who have patience, power of thought, and courage. 

We, who are Theosophists, allege that there exists a great body of. 
doctrine, philo!'ophical, scientific, and ethical, which forms the basis 
of, and includes all that is accurate in, the philosophies, sciences, and 
religions of the ancient and modern worlds. This body of doctrine is 
a philosophy and a !'cience more than a religion in the ordinary sense 
of the word, for it does not impose dogmas as necessary to be believed 
under any kind of supernatural pcnalties, as do the "arious churches of 
the world. It is indeed a religion, if religion be the binding of life by 
a sublime ideal; but it puts forward its teachings as capable of demon
stration, not on authority which it is blasphemy to challenge or deny. 

That some great body of doctrinc did exist in antiquity, and was 
transmitted from generation to generation, is patent to any investigator. 
It was this which was taught in the Mysteries, of ~\'hich Dr. Warburton 
wrote: "The wisest and best men in the Pagan world are unanimous 
in this, that the Mysteries were instituted pure, and proposed the 
noblest ends by the worthiest means." To speak of the Initiates is to 
speak of the greatest men of old; in their ranks we find Plato and 
Pythagoras, Euclid and Democritus, Thales and SOlOl1 , Apollonius and 
lamblichus. In the Mysteries unveiled they learned their wisdom, 
and gave out to the world such fragments of it as their oath allowed. 
But those fragments have fed the world for centuries, and even yet the 
learned of the modern \Vest sit at the feet of these elder sons of wis
dom. Among the teachers of the early Christian Church !'ome of 
these men were found; they held Christianity in its esoteric meaning, 
and used exoteric dogmas merely as veils to cover the hidden truth. 
"Unto you it is given," said Jesus, "to know the mystery of the king-
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dom of God, but unto them that are without, all these things are done 
in parables" (llfark, iv. II). Clemens Alexandrinus and Origen both 
recognized the esoteric nature of the underlying truths of Chris
tianity, as before them did Paul. In \Vest as in East exoteric religions 
were but the popular representations of the Secret Wisdom. But with 
the triumph of ecclesiasticism, the Secret Wisdom drew back further 
and further into the shade, until its very exi~tf.nce slowly faded from 
the minds of men. Now and then one of its disciples appeared in 
Christendom, and gave to the world some "di!'cowry" which started 
thought on some new and fruitful line; thus Paracelsus, with his "dis
covery" of hydrogen, his magnetic treatment for the cure of disease, 
and his many hints at secrets of nature not e,'en yet worked out. 
Trace through the Middle Ages, too often by the lurid light of flames 
blazing round a human body, the path along which the pioneers of 
Science toiled, and it will be found that the "magicians" and "wizards" 
were the finger-posts that marked the way. Pa!'sing strange it is to 
note how the minds of men have changed in their aspect to the guar
dians of the Hidden Wisdom. Of old, in their pa~sionate gratitude. 
men regarded thtm as well nigh divine. thinking no honours too great 
to pay to those who had won the right of entrance into the temple of 
the Unveiled Truth. In the Middle Ages. when men. having turned 
from the light, saw devils everywhere in the darknes~, the Adepts of 
the Right-Hand Path were dreaded as those of the Left, and wherever 
new knowledge appeared and ob!'cure regions of nature were made 
visible, cries of terror and wrath rent the air. and men paid their bene
factors with torture and with death. In our own time, secure in the 
completeness of our knowledge. certain that our philo!'ophy embraces 
all things possible in heaven and earth. we neither honour the teachers 
as Gods nor denounce them as devils: with a shrug of contempt 
and a sniff of derision we tum from them, as they come to us with 
outstretched hands full of priceless gifts. and we mutter. "Frauds. 
charlatans!" entrenched as we are in our modem conceit that only the 
nineteenth century is wise. 

Theosophy claims to be this Secret Wisdom, this great body of 
doctrine, and it alleges that this precious deposit, enriched with the 
results of the investigations of generations of Seers and Sages, veri
fied by countless experiments, is to-day. as of old, in the hands of a 
mighty Brotherhood, variously spoken of as Adepts, Arhats. Masters. 
Mahatmas, Brothers, who are living men, evolved further than a,-erage 
humanity, who work ever for the service of their race with a perfect 
and selfless devotion, holding their high powers in trust for the 
common good, content to be ~ithout recognition, having passed 
beyond all desires of the personal self. 

The claim is a lofty one, but it can be substantiated by e\·idence. 
I leave it as a mere statement of the position taken up. Coming to the 
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Western world to-day, Theosophy speaks far more openly than it has 
ever done before, owing to the simple fact that, with the evolution of 
the race, man has become more and mor~ fitted to be the recipient of 
such knowledge, so that what would once be taught to only a small 
minority may now find a wider field. Some of the doctrine is now 
thrown broadcast, so that all who call receive it ma)',· but the keys 
which unlock the Mysteries are still committed but to few hands, 
hands too well tried to tremble under their weight, or to let them slip 
from either weakness or treachery. As of old so now, the Secret 
Wisdom is guarded, not by the arbitrary consent or refusal of the 
Teachers to impart instruction, but by the capacity of the student to 
understand and to assimilate. 

Theosophy postulates the existence of an eternal Principle, known 
only through its effects. No words can describe It, for words imply 
discrimination, and This is ALL. We murmur, Absolute, Infinite, 
Unconditioned-but the words mean naught. SAT, the Wise speak of: 
BE-NESS, not even Being nor Existence. Only as the Manifested 
becomes, can language be used with meaning; but the appearance of 
the Manifested implies the Unmanifested, for the Manifested is transi
tory and mutable, and there must be Something that eternally endures. 
This Eternal mllst be postulated, else whence the existences around 
us? It must contain within Itself That which is the essence of the 
germ of all possibilities, all potencies: Space is the only conception 
that can even faintly mirror It without preposterous distortion, but 
silence least offends in these high regions where the wings of thought 
beat faintly, and lips can only falter, not pronounce. 

The universe is, in Theosophy, the manifestation of an aspect of 
SAT. Rhythmically succeed each other periods of activity and periods 
of repose, periods of manifestation and periods of absorption, the 
expiration and inspiration of the Great Breath, in the figurative and 
most expressive phraseology of the East. The outbreathing is the 
manifested worlds: the inbreathing t.erminates the period of activity. 
The Root-Substance differentiates into "spirit-matter," whereof the 
universe, visible and invisible, is built up, evolving into seven stages, 
or planes, of manifestation, each denser than its predecessor; the sub
stance is the same in all, but the degrees of its density differ. So the 
chemist may have in his receiver water held invisible: he may con
dense it into a faint mist-cloud, condense it further into vapour, further 
yet into liquid, further yet into solid; throughout he has the same 
chemical compound, though he changes its condition. Now it is well 
to remember that the chemist is dealing with facts in Nature, and that 
his results may therefore throw light on natural methods, working in 
larger fields; we may at least learn from such an illustration to clarify 
our conceptions of the past course of evolution. Thus, from the 
Theosophical standpoint, "spirit" and "matter" are essentially one, 
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and the universe one living whole from centre to circumference, not 
a molecule in it that is not instinct with life. Hence the difficulty that 
scientists have always found in defining "life." Every definition they 
have made has broken down as excluding some phenomena that they 
were compelled to recognize as those of life. Sentiency, in our mean
ing of the word there may not be, say in the mineral; but is it there
fore" dead" ? Its particles cohere, they vibrate, they attract and they 
repel: what are these but manifestations of that living energy which 
rolls the worlds in their courses, flashes from continent to continent, 
thrills from root to summit of the plant, pulses in the animal, reasons 
in the man? One Life and therefore One Law everywhere, not a Chaos 
of warring atoms but a Kosmos of ordered growth. Death it!'elf is but 
a change in life-manifestation, life which has outworn one garment 
and, rending it in pieces, clothes itself anew. When the thoughtless 
say, "He is dead," the wise know that the countless "lives" of which 
the human body is built up have become charged with more energy 
than the bodily structure can stand, that the strain has become too 
great, that disruption must ensue. But "death" is only transforma
tion not destruction, and every molecule has pure life-essence at its 
core with the material garment it has wo,·en round itself of its own 
substance for action on the objective plane. 

Each of the seven Kosmic planes of manifestation is marked off 
by its own characteristics; in the first pure" spirit," the primary eman
ation of the ONE, subtlest, rarest, of all manifestations, incognizable 
e,·en by the highest of Adepts save as present in its vehicle, the Spiri
tual Soul: without form, without intelligence, as we use the word-these 
matters are too high, .. I cannot attain unto them." Next comes the 
plane of Mind, of loftiest spiritual intelligence, where first entity as 
entity can be postulated; individualism begins, the Ego first appears. 
Rare and subtle is matter on that plane, yet form is there possible, for 
the individual implies the presence of limitation., the separation of the 
"I" from the "not I." Fourth, still densifying, comes the plane of 
animal passions and desires, actual forms OIl their Oietl plalu. Then, 
fifthly, that of the vivid animating life-principle, as absorbed in forms. 
Sixthly, the astral plane, in which matter is but slightly rarer than 
with ourselves. Seventhly, the plane familiar to all of us, that of 
the objective universe. [I have reckoned the planes here from one to 
seven in order of increasing density. It is more usual to start from the 
densest and count upwards to the most subtle. Thus: first, the phy
sical; secondly, the astral: thirdly, the life-principle; fourthly, the 
passional j fifthly, the mind; sixthly, the Spiritual Soul j seventhly, 
the Spirit. ] 

Let us delay for a moment over this question of "planes," for on 
the understanding of it hinges our grasp of the philosophical aspect of· 
Theosophy. A plane may be defined as a state marked off by clear 
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characteristics; it must not be thought of as a place, as though the 
universe were made up of shells one within the other like the coats of 
an onion. The conception is metaphysical, not physical, the conscious
ness acting on each plane in fashion appropriate to each. TIm,; a man 
lllay pass from the plane of the objective in which his consciousness 
is generally acting. on to the other planes: he may pass into the astral 
in sleep, under mesmerism. under the influence of various drugs; his 
consciousness may be removed from the physical plane, his body 
passive, his brain inert; an electric light lea,·es his eyes unaffected, a 
gong beaten at his ear cannot rouse the organ of hearing; the organs 
through which his con~ciousness normally ac!s in the physical universe 
are all useless. for the consciousness that uses them is transferred to 
another plane. But he can see, hear. understand, on the astral plane, 
see sights invisible to physical eyes, hear fOunds inaudible to physical 
ears. Not real? \\'hat is "real"? Some people confine the real to the 
tangible, and only believe in the existence of a thing that can knock 
them down with a lesion to prow the striking. But an emotion can 
slay as swiftly as an arrow; a thought can cure with as much certainty 
as a dntg. All the mightiest forces are those which are invisible on 
this plane, visible though they be to sen!'es subtler than our own. 
Take the case of a wldier who in the mad passion of slaughter, the 
lust for blood, is wounded in the onward charge, and knows not the 
wounding till his passions cool and the fight is over; his consciousness 
during the fight is transferred to the fourth plane, that of the emotions 
and passions, and it is not till it returns from that to the plane of the 
physical body that pain is felt. So again will a great philosopher, his 
consciousness rising to the plane of intelligence, become wholly ab
stracted-as we well say-from the physical plane: brooding over some 
deep problem, he forgets all physical wants, all bodily appetites, and 
becomes concentrated entirely on the thought-plane, the fifth, in 
Theosophic parlance. 

Now the consciousness of man can thus pass from plane to plane 
because he is himself the universe in miniature. and is built up himself 
·of these seven" principles," as they are sometime,; called, or better, is 
himself a differentiation of consciousness on seven planes. It may be 
well. at this stage, to give to these states of consciousness the names by 
which they are known in Theosophical literature, for although some 
people shrink from names that are unfamiliar, there are, after all, only 
seven of them, and the use of them enables one to avoid the continual 
repetition of clumsy and inexact descriptive sentences. To Macrocosm 
and Microcosm alike the names apply, although they are most often 
found in relation to man. The Spirit in man is named Atma. cog
nizable only in its vehicle Buddhi. the Spiritual Soul; these are the 
reflexions in man of the highest planes in the universo:. The Spiritual 
Intelligence is Manas, the Ego in man. the immortal entity, the link 
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between Atma-Buddhi and the temporary personality. Below these 
come in order Kama, the emotional and passional natnre; Prana, the 
animating life-principle of the personality; Linga Sharira, the" astral 
body," the double of the physical, but formed of the somewhat more 
ethereal "astral" matter; lastly, Sthula Sharira, the physical body. 
These seven states are grouped under two heads: Atma-Buddhi-Manru; 
make up the trinity in man, imperishable, immortal. the" pilgrim" that 
passes through countless lives, the illdit'idual, the True Man. Kama, 
Prana, Linga Sharira, and Sthula Sharira form the quaternary, the 
transitory part of the human being, the j>crsoI1, which perishes gradually, 
onwards from the death of the physical body. This disintegrates, the 
molecules of physical, astral, kamic, matter finding all new forms into 
which they are build ed, and the more quickly they are all resolved into 
their elements the better for all concerned. The consciousness of the 
normal man resides chiefly on the physical, astral, and kamic planes, 
with the lower portion of the Manasic. In flashes of geniu~, in loftiest 
aspirations, he is touched for a moment by the light from the higher 
Manasic regions, but this come~-only comes-to the few, and to thes~ 
but in rare moments of sublime abstraction. Happy they who even 
thus -catch a glimpse of the Divine Augoeides, the immortal Ego within 
them. To none born of women, save the Masters, is it at the present 
time ginn by the law of e\'olutiOll to rise to the .Atnric-Buddhic planes 
in man; thither the race will climb millenniums hence, but at present 
it boots not to speak thereof. 

Eac1~ of these planes has its own organisms, its own phenomena. 
the laws of its own manifestation; and each can be investigated as 
exactly, as scientifically, as experimentally, as the objective plane with 
which we are most familiar. All that is necessary is that we should 
use appropriate organs of sensation, and appropriate methods of investi
gation. On the objecth'e plane we are already able to obey this rule; 
we do not use our eyes to listen to sounds. and then deny that sounds 
exist because our eyes cannot hear them; nor do we take in hand the 
microscope to examine a distant nebula, and then say that the nebula 
is not there because the field of the microscope is dark. A very slight 
knowledge of our own objective universe will place us in the right 
mental attitude towards the uJlknown. \Vhy do we see. hear, taste, 
feel? ~Ierelr because our physical body is capable of receh-ing certain 
impressions from withcut by way of the avenues of sense. But there 
are myriads of phenomena, as .. real" as those we familiarly cognize. 
which are to us non-existent, for the very simple reason that our organs 
of sensation are not adapted to recei"e them. Take the air-vibrations 
which, translated into terms of consciousness, we call sound. If an 
instrument that emits successh'e notes be sounded in a room with a 
dozen people, as the notes become shriller and shriller one person after 
another drops out of the circle of auditors, and is wrapped in silence 
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while still a note is sounding. audible to others there; at last a pipe 
speaks that no one hears, and though all the air be throbbing with its 
vibrations. silence complete reigns in the room. The vibration-waves 
have become so short and rapid that the mechanism of the human ear 
cannot vibrate in unison with them; the objecth'e phenomenon is there, 
but the subjective does not respond to it, so that for man it does not 
exist. Similar illustrations might be drawn in connection with every 
sense, and it is surely not too much to claim that if on the plane to 
which our bodies are correlated. phenomena constantly escape our dull 
perceptions, men .shallnot found on their ignorance of other planes the 
absolute denial of their existence. Ignorance can only justify silence, 
suspension of judgment; it cannot justify denial. Knowledge is 
necessary for rational belief, but the verifiable assertions of those who 
claim such knowledge are surely more weighty than the mere denial of 
ignorance. As in all other branches of scientific enquiry. investigation 
should precede the formation of opinion. an i tho3e who w:lald under
stand and experiment in the Occult regions of nature must, by long, 
steady, and patient cotlnl'ge. become Occultist:;. Only informed opinion 
is of any weight in discussion. and in Occult Science. as in every 0~her, 
the mere chatter and vituperation of uninformed criticism do not count. 
The Occultist can be no more moved thereby than Professor Huxley by 
the assertions of a fourth-standard schoolboy. Those who have time, 
ability, and courage, can develop in themselves the senses and the 
capacities which enable the consciousness to come into touch with the 
higher planes, senses and capacities already evolved and fully at work 
in some, and to be in the course of ages the common inheritance of 
every child of man. All the so-called phenomena which have been so 
llluch spoken of in connection with H. P. Blavatsky were but the simple 
outcome of her highly evolved nature, her control over the forces of the 
objective plane being exercised as naturally and carelessly as the elec
trician utilizes his knowledge to bring about results that would seem 
miraculous to the African sa,·age. They were but sparks flung out
wards by the fire that ever steadily burned within, as difficult for her 
to smother as for us to live down to a level of civilization far below our 
own. I know that the exercise of these powers often arouses in the 
minds of people c011\·inced of their reality an eager desire to possess 
them, but only those who will pay the price can attain possession. 
And the first instalment of that price is the absolute renunciation of all 
that men prize and long for here on earth; complete self-abnegation; 
perfect devotion to the service of others; destruction of all personal 
desires; detachment from all earthly things. Such is the first step on 
the Right-Hand Path. and until that step is taken it is idle to talk of 
further progress along that thorny road. Occultism wears no crown 
save that of thorns, and its sceptre of command is the seven-knotted 
wand, in which each knot marks the payment of a price from which 
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the normal man or woman would turn shuddering away. It is because 
of this that it is not worth while to deal with this aspect of Theosophy 
at any length. What does concern Us is the general plan of e\·olutioll, 
the" pilgrimage" of the Ego, of the indiddual, encased in the outer 
shell of the personality. 

The evolution of man consists in the acquirement by the Ego of 
experience, and the gradual moulding of the physical nature into a fornl 
which can readily re~pond to every prompting of the Spirit within. 
This evolution is carried on by the repeated incarnation of the Ego, 
over-shadowed by the Spirit, in successive personalities, through which 
it lives and acts on the objective plane. The task before it when it 
starts on the wheel of life on this earth, during the present cycle, is to 
acquire and assimilate all experience, and so to energize and sublimate 
the objecti,·e form of man that it may become a fit instrument and 
dwelling for the Spirit; the complete assimilation of the Ego with the 
Spirit, of Manas with Atma-Buddhi, being the final goal of the long 
and painful pilgrimage. It is oln·ious that such work cannot be 
accomplished in one lifetime, or in a few. For such gigantic task 
countless lins must be required, each life but one step in the long 
dimbing upward. Each life !'hould gamer fame fresh experience, 
should add !'ome n( w cafacity or strengthen some budding force; thus 
is builded up through num berle~ s genel ations the Perfect Man. Hence 
the doctrine of Re·incarnation is the very core and es~ence of Theosophy, 
and according to the hold this belief has 011 life, so will he the grasp of 
the learner 011 all Theo~ophic truth. 

The term Re·incarnation-expressive as it is of the encasing of the 
Ego in the man of flesh-is \"ery often misunderstood. It implies the 
indwelling of the Ego in many successh·e personalities. but it does not 
imply the po~sibility of its incarnation in the brute. In many places 
and at many times this travesty of the doctrine has pre,·ailed, and it 
has been taught that the re·incarnating Ego may, as penalty for the 
transgressions of the human personality with which it has been linked, 
be flung into the vortex of the brute world and inform some lower 
animal. But this idea is against Theosophical teaching, according to 
which the :Manasic entitv can inhabit only man; it is, indeed. the ill
dwelling of this entity ,,:hich is the disti~ction between the man and 
the brute, a distinction which is ever preserved. 

There is no doctrine in the range of philosophy which throws so 
much light 011 the tangled web of human life as does this doctrine of 
Re·incarnation. Take. for instance, the immense difference in capacity 
and in character found within the limits of the human race. III an 
plants and in all animals the characteristic qualities of a species lila)" 
vary, but within comparatively narrow limits; so also with man. sO far 
as his outer form. his instincts, and his animal passions. are concerned. 
They vary of course, as those of the brute vary, but their broacl ou tline 
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remains the same. But when we come to study the differences of 
mental capacity and moral character, we are struck with the vast 
distances that separate man from man. Between the savage, counting 
five upon his fingers, and the Newton who calculates the movements of 
a planet and predicts its course, how wide and deep a gulf as to intellect! 
between a barbarian dancing gleefully round the bleeding body of his 
foe, as he mangles and torments the living tissues, and the Howard 
who gives his life to save and aid the lowest fallen of his people, how 
vast the difference as to character! And this leaves out of account 
those living men, who are as far ahead of Newton and of Howard as 
these are above the least evolved of our race. Whence the great 
divergencies, unparalleled among the rest of the organisms on our 
globe? Why is man alone so diverse? Theosophy points in answer 
to the rei"ncarnation of the Ego, and sees in the differing stages of 
experience reached by that Ego the explanation of the differing 
intellectual and moral capacities of the personality. "Baby Egos"-as 
I have heard H. P. Blavatsky call them with reference to their lack of 
human experience-inform the little-evolved humanity, while those 
who dwell in the more highly de,·eloped races are those who have 
already garnered much rich harvest of past experience and han thereby 
become capable of more rapid growth. 

The Ego that has completed a span of earth-life. and has shaken 
off the worn-out personality that it informed, passes into a subjective 
state of rest, ere reassuming "the burden of the flesh." Thus it 
remains for a period varying in length according to the stage of 
evolution it has reached. \Vhel1 that period is exhausted. it is drawn 
back to earth-life, to such environment as is suitable for the growing of 
the seed it has sown in its past. As surely as hydrogen and oxygen 
rush into union under certain conditions of temperature and of pressure, 
is the Ego drawn by irresistible affinity to the circumstances that yield 
opening for its further evolution. Suitable environment. suitable 
parents to prm·ide suitable physical body, such are some of the con
ditions that guide the place and time of reincarnation. The desire for 
sentient life, the desire for objective expression, that desire which set 
the universe a-building, impels the Ego to seek renewed manifestation; 
it is drawn to the surroundings which its own past has made necessary 
for its further progress. Nor is this all. I have spoken of the fact that 
each plane has its own organisms, its own laws; the Munasic plane is 
the plane on which thoughts take forms, objective to all who are able 
to perceive on that plane: All the experiences of a life, gathered up 
after death, and the essence, as it were, extracted, have their appropriate 
thought-forms on the 1Ianasic plane; as the time for the re·incarnation 
of the Ego approaches, these with previous unexhausted similar 
thought-forms pass to the astral plane, clothe themseh·es in astral 
matter, and mould the astral body into form suitable for the working 
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out of their own natural results. Into this astral body the physical is 
builded, molecule by molecule, the astral mould thus, in its tum, 
moulding the physical. Through the physical body, including its 
brain, the relucarnated Ego has to work for the term of that incarnation, 
and thus it dwells in a tabernacle of its own construction, the inevitable 
resultant of its own past earth-lives. 

To how many of the problems that vex thinkers to-day by the 
apparent hopelessness of their solution, is an explanation suggested 
if, for the moment, Re'incarnation be accepted even as a possible 
hypothesis. Within the limits of a family hereditary physical likeness, 
often joined by startling mental and moral dh'ergencies; twins, alike 
as far as l-egards heredity and pre-natal environment, yet showing in 
some cases strong resemblance, in others no less dissimilarity. Cases 
of precocity, where the infant brain manifests the rarest capacities pre
cedent to all instruction. Cases of rapid gain of knowledge, where the 
knowledge seems to be remembered rather than acquired, recognized 
rather than learned. Cases of intuition, startling in their swiftness and 
lucidity, insight clear and rapid into complicated problems without 
guide or teacher to show the way. All these and many other similar 
puzzles receive light from the idea of the persistent individual that 
informs each personality, and it is a well-known principle in seeking 
for some general law underlying a mass of apparently unrelated 
phenomena that the hypothesis which explains most, hrings most into 
accord with an intelligible sequence, is the one most likely to repay 
further ill\-estigation_ 

To tho!'e. again, who shrink fro111 the idea that the Uni,-erse is one 
"~ast embodiment of injustice, the doctrine of ReIncarnation comes as a 
111 ental relief fro111 well-nigh un bearable strai n_ When we see the eager 
mind imprifoned in an inefficient body; when we note the differences 
ot mental and moral capacity that make all achievement easy to one, 
impossible to others; when we cOllie across what seems to be un
deserved suffering. disadvantageous circumstances; when we feel 
longings after heights unattainable for lack of strength; then the 
knowledge that we create our own character, that we have made our 
OW11 strength or our own weakness, th:lt we are not the sport of an 
arbitrary God or of a soulless Destiny, but are verily and indeed the 
creators of ourselves and of our lot in life-this knowledge comes to us 
as a support and an inspiration. gh-ing energy to improve and courage 
to endure. 

This imlllutable law of cause and effect is spoken of as Karma 
(action) in Theo~ophr. Each action-using the word to include all 
forms of activity. 111<:nta1, moral, physical-is a cause and must work 
out its full <:ffect. Effect as regards the past, it is cause as regards the 
future, and under this sway of Karmic law 11I0,·es the whole life of man 
as of all worlds. E,-ery debt incurred must be duly paid in this or 
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in some other life, and as the wheel of life turns round it brings with it 
the fruit of every seed that we haye sown. Reincarnation under 
Karmic law, such is the message of Theosophy to a Christendom which 
relies on a "icarious atonement and a swift escape to Paradise when the 
grave clo!=es on the dead. ReIncarnation under Karmic law, until the 
fruit of every experience has been gathered, every blunder rectified, 
every fault eradicated; until compassion has been made perfect, 
strength unbreakable, tenderness complete, self-abnegation the law of 
life; renunciation for others the natural and joyous impulse of the 
whole nature. 

But how, it may be asked, can you urge to effort, or pre!'s responsi
bility, if you rt;g-ard every action as one link in an infrangible chain of 
cau!'e and effect? The answer lies in the sevenfold nature of man, in 
the action of the higher on the lower. The freewill of man on this 
plane is lodged in the Manasic entity, which acts on his lower nature. 
Absolute freewill is there none, save in the Unconditioned. When 
manifestation begins, the Universal Will becomes bound and limited 
by the laws of Its OW11 manifestation, by the fashion of the expression 
It has chosen as Its temporary vehicle. Conditioned, it is limited by 
the conditions It has imposed on It!'elf, manifesting under garb of the 
universe in which It wills to body Itself forth. On each plane Its 
expression is limited by the capacities of Its embodiments. Now the 
Manasic entity in its own sphere is the reflexion, the image, of the 
Universal \Vill in Kosmos. So far as the personality is concerned, the 
promptings, the impulses. fro111 the Manasic plane are spontaneous, 
have every mark of freedom, and if we start from the lowest plane of 
objecth'e nature, we shall see how relative freedom is possible. If a 
man be loaded with chains, his muscles.will be limited in their power 
of movement. They are constrained in their expression by the dead 
weight of iron pressing upon them; yet the lllUsCtllar force is there, 
though denied outward expression, and the iron cannot pre\'ent the 
straining of the fibres against the force used in their subdual. Again, 
some strong emotion, some powerful impulse from the Kama-Manasic 
plane, may hold rigid the muscles under lesion that would make every 
fibre contract and pull the limb away from the knife, The muscles 
are compelled from the plane abO\'e them, the personal will being free 
to hold them rigid or leave them to their natural reaction against 
ItlJury. From the standpoint of the muscles the personal will is free, 
and it canl10t be c~ntrolled sa\'e as to its material expression on the 
material plane. \Vhen the Manasic entity sends impulse downwards 
to the lower nature with which it is linked, conflict arises between the 
animal desire and the human will, Its interferences appear to the 
personality as spontaneous, free, uncaused by any actions on the lower 
plane; and so they are, for the causes that work on it are of the higher 
not the lower planes. The animal passions and desires may limit its 
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effective expression on thei r own plane, hut they cannot either prompt 
or prevent its impulses; man's true freedom is found when h:~ lower 
nature puts itself into line with the higher, and gins free COtlN to the 
will of the highcr Ego. And ~,o with that Ego itself: able to act freely 
on the planes below it, it finds its own best freedom as channel of the 
Universal 'Vill frol11 which it springs, the conscious willing" harmony 
with the All of which it is part. An effect cannot be altered when the 
cause has apI;ean:d; but that effetf is itself to be a cause. aud here the 
will can act. Suppose a gn:a~ sorrow falls 011 some shrinking human 
heart; the effect is there, cannot he avoided, but its future result as 
cause may be one of two things: Kama may rebel, the \\'hol~ personJI 
nature may rise in passionate rC\'olt, and so, warring against the 
Higher \Vill. the new cause generated will be of dishanllol1Y. bearing 
in its womb new evil to be born in days to come. But Kama lIlay 
range itself obediently with Karmic action; it may patiently accept the 
pain, joyfully unite itself to the Higher "'ill, and so make the effect as 
cau~e to be pregnant with future gooel. 

Remains but space for one last word on that which is Theo~ophy 
in action-the Cni\'ersal Brotherhood of ~Ian. This teaching is the 
inevitable outcome of the doctrines of the One l"ni,'ersal Spirit common 
to all humanity. Re'incarnation and Karma. E\'ery distinction ot" race 
and sex. of cla~s and creed, fades away before the essential unity of the 
indwelling Spirit. before the countkss incarnations under all forllls ot" 
outward ganllenture. making the experience of prince and beggar part 
of the training of all in tUTll. Here is to he fotllld the moti\'e-~pring of 
action-love for all mankind. In each child of man the true Theo
sophist recognizes a brother to he loved and sen-ed. and in the Theo
sophical Society, Theosophists, tinder the direction of the ){asters. 
ha"e formed a nucleus for stich Brotherhood of Humanity. and hJH 
made its recognition the ollly obligation binding on all \','ho enter. 
Amid class hatreds and warring sects it raises this sublime banner of 
human love. a continual reminder that essentially all humanity i, one. 
and that the goal to which we travel is the same for all. Without this 
recognition of Brotherhood all science is useless and all religion is 
hypocrisy. Deeper than all diversity. mightier than all animosity. is 
that Holy Spirit of Love. The Self of each is the Higher Selt" of all. 
and that bond is one which nothing in all worlds can a\'ail to break. 
That which raises one raises all; th;t which degrades one degrades all. 
The sin and crime of our race are our ~in and crime, and only a, we 
sa\'e our brethren can we save ourselves. One in onr inception. one 
in our goal, we must needs be one in our progress; the "cuN o!' 
separateness" that is on us it is ours to remove. and Theosophy alike 
as religion and philosophy will be a failure sa\-e as it is the embodiment 
of the life of Love. 

ANNIE BESANT. F.T,S, 
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islam aub iEhrosaphn. 
AMONG the great religious teachers known to history there is, 

probably, none who has been so thoroughly and grossly mis
represented and misunderstood by Christian writers as Mohammed, 
and among the maf"SeS of the English-speaking world ignorance as to 
the true character of his life and teachings. and deep-seated prejudice, 
born of bigotry and intolerance, have heretofore prevented many, who 
were anxious to learn the tmth. from infm,ing- into their investigations 
the proper spirit of enquiry. The "'estern half of the world has become 
so closely wedded to the idea that Mohammed was a sensual, ambitious 
materialist and impostor tl1at it has considered it a waste of time to 
give the subject anything like an independent, earnest, unprejUdiced 
investigation, and has acnpted the current opinions and writings of 
prejudiced Christians without question. 

This statement should; of course, be accepted in its general sense, 
for there have been some notable exceptions to the nlle, and there is, 
at this time, thanks to the Theosophical Society and other liberal 
movement!', a rapidly growing disposition manifesting itself among the 
broad-minded thinkers of Europe and America to rise above the en
slaving prejudices of the past, to accept so-called history rum grano 
.~alis, and to look facts, concerning the Oriental religion s, squarely in 
the face without regard to the opinions of others. Islam certainly is an 
Eastern religion, and it and its literature must surely come within the 
purview of the second object of the T. S. 

Before proceeding further it may be proper to interject the ex
planation that I am writing for Theosophists, and those generally who 
ullderstar.d the meaning of the three objects of the T. S., and who are 
willing to accept tmth wherever it may be found. Those who believe 
that the prime purpose of the Society is to propagate any exoteric form 
of religion will find nothing in this article of any value to them. It is 
not my purpose to enter into an exhausth'e description of the liie of 
Mohammed. nor an extended dissertation upon the doctrines of the 
system he taught, but I desire simply and plainly to point out a few 
facts which may guide the Theosophist in his investigations, if he is 
disposed to make any, in the direction of Islam. If I could take the 
reader by the hand and lead him along the path I have travelled, 
pointing out and explaining the different landmarks in passing, I feel 
assured that I could convince him that, to be a Theosophist, one must 
be a follower of Islam. 
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It is also unnecessary to attempt to refute any of the accusation .. 
made by Christians. and ignorant people generally. against the 
Arabian Prophet. for he who seeks calmly and honestly and eame,tly 
for the truth will find them amply refuted by the well-authenticated 
facts with which he will come into contact. even among the writing; of 
those whose ostensible purpose has been to bring Mohammedanism 
into ridicule and contempt. One cannot expect an orthodox Christian 
to know much about Islam. or to write fairly concerning it; but if the 
latter dips into history at all he mu!'t handle facts which have a ten
dency to invalidate his opinions and arguments. and he is reasonably 
sure to embody them in his work. in spite of himself. This fact is fully 
and perfectly illustrated in the works of Sale and In;ng on Islam. 
Both declare their belief that Mohammed was an impostor and a bad 
man generally. and in the next breath admit that they are utterly 
unable to comprehend or analyze his character. much less his teachings. 
Had they been attentive students of the spiritual philosophies of the 
East they would not have been forced into such a humiliating and 
contradictory position. 

Circumstantial eddence is entitled to our confidence and respect 
if it is consistent with reason and harmonizes with what we have come 
to understand as common-sense. If we are told that the moon is made 
of green cheese we are justified in doubting the truth of the a~sertion. 
because we can see nothing in the moon nor in its manifestations that 
harmonizes with what we know. from actual experience. to be the 
properties or attributes of a green cheese. Again. if a man declares 
that he is a Spaniard and he speaks no language but the Spanish, and 
has the national characteristics of the Spaniard. we are forced to believe 
that he really is a Spaniard. 

In our investigations of Mohammed's life and teachings we have 
the advantage of a reasonable degree of assurance that there are on 
record a series of well-authenticated facts which. if carefully weighed, 
cannot fail to giye us a clearly defined idea of the truth as to the 
Prophet's mode of life, the nature of his teachings. the kind of people 
who were taught by him, the prevalent social customs. and his own 
personal characteri!'tics. 

Dr. Leitnt"r \·ery truthfully says: .. Fortunately we are not dealing 
with a legendary individual but with a historical personage whose 
~lmost eyery act and saying is recorded into the Hadllscs, or collections 
of traditions, which. next to the Kora11, form a rule of Mohammedan 
conduct. These' Acts of the Apostles' are SUbjected to the most 
stringent rules of criticism as to their authenticity, and unless the 
story of an act or saying of the Prophet can be traced to one of his 
own companions. it is thrown out of the order of traditions which 
form the subject of critical investigation, as to their actual occurrence. 
adopted by Mohammedan commentators. \Ve have certainly farless 
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authority, of a secular character, for the sayings and doings of our 
Lord Jesus Christ." 

Sir Syed Ahmed, and other erudite Moslem writers, show even 
more explicitly the extreme caution used in recording words and deeds 
of the Prophet, and we are thus in possession 'of a chain of facts which 
are indisputable in themselves. The character of the conclusions 
drawn from those facts depends. of course, largely upon the condition 
of the investigator's mind, the character of his previous reading~, .the 
strength and nature of his prejudices, the, degree of intelligence with 
which he is endowed, and the extent of his ability to analyze facts and 
theories. Viewed from the standpoint of the Theosophist, there is 
nothing in the life or teachings of Mohammed that is not strictly in 
harmony with an intelligent conception of the requirements of spiritual 
development. 

Mohammed was born at a time when the religious systems of t]1e 
East were grossly cormpted and perverted, and when the masses of the 
people of Arabia were giyen up to the coarsest idolatry and the most 
degrading vice!". There was nothing in the pre,'alent religious or 
social custom!", with which he came into contact, calculated to lead 
anyone to the higher life. \Ve find him, as a boy, distinguished above 
his playmates for his quiet. thoughtful demeanour, and. as a youth, 
for his chaste and refined manner, and for his singular fr ~edom from 
the vices and frivolities of the time. There is abundant evidenc;! to 
show that his life was a model of chastity, purity of thought, charity, 
industry, honesty and probity. And this fact puzzles some of the 
Christian historians greatly, for they cannot understand how fO good 
a young man could turn out as badly in his old age as they try to 
belie,'e he did. They take it for granted that he must have been a bad 
man, because he was not an orthodox Christian. In fact his reputation 
was free from reproach, and he was regarded with the greatest love, 
re!'pect :l11d esteem until be began his work of religious reform. 

Between the age of thirty and forty we find him turning aside 
from his commercial career, in which he had been so remarkably 
successful that he was the second richest man in Mecca, and devoting 
himself to protracted prayer, fasting and meditation. He battled 
earnestly and persistently with the weaknesses of humanity within 
himself, and showed conclusively that his sole purpose was to arrive 
at a complete realization of spiritual tmth. 

He sacrificed all that man holds dear in this life, and became a 
poor man, bitterly despised and cruelly persecuted by those who had 
been his friends, and yet he persisted in preaching a pure doctrine of 
brotherly love and perfect devotion to God. 

Some of the Christian writers, notably Washington Irving, assure 
11S t11at Mohammed lived a chaste and holy life until he was past fifty 
years of age, when his whole character changed and he became ambi-
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tious and sensual to the last degree. The absurdity of this opinion is 
manifest in view of the authentic record. It is clearly established that 
up to the last day of his lift! he persistently avoided display, dressed 
modestly and poorly, gave. away to the poor all the money and property 
that came to his hands, except what he used for his own actual and 
meagre necessitie,;, and supported life almost exc1ush'ely with milk, 
dates and boiled barley. It is needless to say that h:! might ha\'e lived 
amidst the most luxurious surrollndings and with the means of grati
fying, to the fullest extent, e"ery po,;sible sensual desire had he been 
inclined to such a life. The last years of his life were largely giren up 
to prayer and meditation, and he died in a hut the floor of which was 
the bare ground and the furniture barely sufficient for his actual needs. 
These are facts beyond dispute. \Vas there anything in such a 
coursc of life indicath'e of the ambitious, intolerant fanatic or the 
lx·stial sensualbt? There certainly is in it Illuch that should com
mand the most careful thought and searching in\'cstigation on the 
part of the Theosophist who has gh'cn any attention to Eastern spiri
tual philosophy. 

And here let us touch hriefly the subject of polygamy over which 
the average Christian becomes intensely horrified. It is a question 
which has too many sides to permit of its extended discussion here; 
when one becomes familiar with it and its effects and bearing upon the 
social systems of the East, it presents quite a different aspect from 
that which it seems to assume when viewed from the standpoint of 
"'estern Christian civilization . 

.. It has been shown," says Dr. Leitner, .. that living among the 
'heathen' Arabs, when the grossest sensuality pre\·ailed. Mohammed 
remained perfectly chaste until, at the age of twenty-fi\·e. he married 
a woman of forty (equivalent to one of fifty in Europe) because she 
was his benefactor; that during the whole period of his marriage with 
her-twenty years-he remained absolutely faithful to her, and that it 
was not until he was fifty-five, and after her death, that he took unto 
himself other ",h·es. But is it not fair to assume that in the case of a 
man who had shown such self-control till that age, there may be 
reasons other than those assigned by Christian writers for his many 
marriages? \Vhat are these reasons? I believe that the real cause of 
his many marriages, at an old age;was charity, and in order to protect 
the widows of his persecuted followers." 

Here is the starting point of a train of investigation which, if 
followed in the proper spirit, will surely overturn the accusation of 
lustful wedlock. 

Every student of the world's religions, and every observer of tbe 
methods and practices of r.:!ligious controversy, recognizes the value
lessness of mere assertions, as well as th ~ futility of attempting to 
establish spiritual or doctrinal truths in the minds of others by argu-
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ment. The average man stands on his own ground, folds his arms 
and shouts: "Bring on your factsl" when he should, metaphorically, 
take off his coat, roll up his sleeves, and go out into the fields in search 
of facts, if he is mentally capable of analyzing them fairly after he has 
found them. This, I take it, is the course usually adopted by the 
Theosophist, and hence I feel that making assertions regarding 
Mohammed, without attempting to support them by argument, will not 
be a waste of time, as some of the members of the T. S. will undertake 
to ascertain for themselves whether these assertions are true or false. 

A course of investigation extending over a period of nearly three 
years led me to the positive conviction that Mohammed was all that he 
ever claimed to be, i.e., a man who had so developed his nature that he 
came into communion with God, and obtained a degree of the higher 
spiritual knowledge which no man can acquire unless he lives a pure 
and holy life and cultivates his higher aspirations. With the attain
ment of that knowledge came the wisdom which led him to formulate 
a system of religious worship suited alike to the people of his time and 
country and to the natural instincts and inclinations of humanity in 
general. He never claimed to be a God, nor to differ physically or 
mentally from those around him, but he repeatedly declared that he 
was only a preacher of the religion of Abraham, of Moses and of Jesus. 
His whole career showed that he understood the spiritual needs of 
humanity and that he fully comprehended the difficulties lying in the 
way of bringing all mankind into the path of life and truth. The 
belief that he did not teach publicly to the masses all he knew, is well 
founded, and the conclusion is inevitable that he taught just so much, 
and in such a manner, as would secure the best results. His wisdom 
in this respect is apparent when one comes to a full understanding of, 
and familiarity with, the inherent tendencies of the Moslem system of 
worship, and its social laws and usages, and the beneficial effect upon 
the morals of its followers in all parts of the world. 

But with exoteric or popular Mohammedanism we need not deal 
further now. Syed Ameer Ali, in the preface to his most excellent 
work, The Spirit of Islam, very wisely says: "Unitarianism and Theism 
are neither more nor less than the Islam of Mohammed, shorn of the 
disciplinary rules framed for the guidance of the common folk. For 
these, in every land, something more is needed than mere philosophy; 
they require practical rules and positive directions for their daily life." 
And there is no religious system that presents a more rigid and un
alterable code of such rules than Mohammedanism. 

The very meaning of the word" Islam"-resignation to the will ot 
God-is suggestive of a direct and positive development of the higher 
spiritual principles and the cultivation of ideas which have held a 
prominent place in The:>sophi:alliterature for many years. 

Manila. AI.EXANDER RUSSELl. WEBB, F.T.S. 
6 
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A NEW CREED.I 

THIS is a book that may throw light on some great facts in Nature. 
for those who have not studied the Esoteric Philo!Oophy. The author, 
in his Introduction, postulates the existence of a universal element, 
which "has not even been recognized." "It is a volatile and spiritual
like substance pervading the realms of !Ooul and body, and is highly 
sensitive to every emotion and thought-a latent force in which lurk 
all the psychological secrets of nature." Every !Otudent will see, as he 
reads the description that follows, that the author is merely de!'crlbing 
one of the forms of Akasha; and one can only suppo"e, when he says 
that its existence has not yet been recognized, that he has confined his 
reading wholly to modern \Vestern literature. He rightly says that the 
"vibrations of a nation's feelings are com-eyed through it, national 
emotions are thrilled upon it like telegrams over the wire," for these 
are among the functions di!'charged by the Akasha in its lower pla~e 
of Ether or Astral Light. A curious idea of "God" comes out In 

connexion with this element: 
The Deity is a Pet'Son in whose image we are made: no person can be in t\\'o 

places at one time: much more imFossible is it for a ""noli to be diffused over 
space. The Deity-our Father, being a person, cannot be everywhere, and is nC?t 
therefore, in the ordinary sense of the word, omni/,resml. Yet, bv means of thiS 
Etheriform element (whose tint!" and space as we understand them are annihilated). 
He is in constant communication and contact with every thing and being. and, by 
it, is ever cognizant of everything, and thus is justly said to be everywhere. 

Anthropomorphism can scarcely go further, and we need not say 
that we whollY di!'sent from this view. 

This universal element is called "sympathy" by the author, a 
somewhat awkward name, con!'idering the ordinary connotations, of 
the word, as expre!'sing a feeling rather than the medium by which 
feelings are conveyed from one to another. But the fact is the im~r
tant thing rather than the name, and this univer!'al element does eXist, 
and does far more than our author dreams of. 

The "new creed" is based on this belief, and has three axioms: "All 
men suffer; all men worship; all men believe union is strength." Th,e 
first statement is certainl" true; the second would be better worded If 
it stood: "all men aspire;'; the third is true, taken as explained by the 
writer as the "necessity for society." Suffering, the author argues. 
can be diminished by sympathy, which is "the requisite motive power 
for producing true human happiness," and "sympathy is the bonded0 
true life between God and man, and man and man." Christ is regard 
as "the highest possible medium through whom sympathy can come to 
man from its divine source; and therefore human happiness, irres~
tive of the question of religion, is best attainable through Him and the 
etheriform element." Such is the author's theory, and while it ha} 
elements of truth in it, it is not one, with its dwarfing conceptions 0 
.Akasha, of the Divine Life, and of a unique "Christ," which the student 
of the Esoteric Philosophy will be likely to accept. To many, howe''e~, 
as being a wider conception than the ordinary ecclesiastical one, It 
may be helpful, and it is for such that it is written. 
-----------------------------------------------------------

I Anonymous. Digby Long and Co., 18, Bouvmc Street, Fleet Street. London. 
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LOVE'S SEASONS.l 

MOST of this book runs on lines far away from the subject to which 
this magazine is devoted, but we notice that ReYncarnation forms part 
of the author's thought, and he has some pages of argument on the 
existence in man of the higher brain, as showing that man is more 
than a brute and has a higher nature for the manifestation of which 
this brain exists. This "spirit-man," Mr. Hyatt argues, has the soul 
for its body-"vehicle," the Hindu would say-and is himself "the 
breath of God"; "eternal life" means the continuance of the Divine 
Breath in the soul. the latter being dead separated from the Divine 
spark. This" spirit-man" dwells in the human body, part of the 
animal world, and by overcoming matter wins' immortality for the 
soul. 

The poems, of which the bulk of the book is composed, shew con
siderable literary faculty, but have been hastily thrown off and lack 
polish. This is frankly admitted in the preface, and thus criticism is 
warded off. 

~heG5Gphical J\,ctibitit5. 
INDIAN SECTION. 

NOTE FROM COL. OLCOTT. 

GULISTAN, OOTACAMUND, INDIA, 
May 25th, r8q2. 

To Theosophists. 

I have just received a digest of the Resolutions passed by the 
American Convention relative to my retirement and Mr. Jud~e's re
election as General Secretary of the Section. As my resignatton was 
not thoughtlessly offered nor without sufficient reasons, I shall not 
cancel it-save as I have been forced to do temporarily in the financial 
interest of the Society-until a long enough time has been given me 
to see what effect the invigorating air of these lovely mountains will 
have upon my health. and I become satisfied that a return to executive 
work is essential to the welfare of our movement. Besides the meeting 
of the European Convention in July, I am expecting other important 
events to happen and I shall give no answer until then. Meanwhile, 
however. my heart is touched by the universal tokens of personal 
regard and official approval which have reached me from all parts of 
the world. 

H. S. OLCOTT. 

"White Lotus Day" was celebrated in many of the Branches. 
Dr. Rakhal Chander Sen. of the Bengal T. S. (Calcutta). read a bio
graphical sketch of H. P. B., translated into Bengali. There were also 
read portions of the Vish1lu Puralla. which were printed and distri
buted at the expense of Bro. Goswami, and extracts from the Bhagavad 
Gila and L(t;ht of Asia. The speech of the President. Babu Norendra 
Nath Sen, editor of the India1l Ilfirror, was a touching tribute to the 
memory of H. P. B. The Bangalore Cantonment T. S. decorated the 

1 By Thaddeus Hyatt. Fowler alld Wells, 175, Broadway, New.York. 1.. N. Fowler, l.udll'ate 

Circus. 
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Society's premises ,with white flowers. And in addition to portionsof 
the Gila and LiKlt1 of Asia read the Cremation Address, and the con· 
cluding words of H. P. B., in the Key 10 TlteosopItJ', on the future of 
the Societv. 

The General Secretary, Bertram Keightley, has been doing good 
work, and we regret that fuller reports have npt been issued. At 
Muttra he spoke on Mesmerism; Clain'oyance and the Nature of the 
Mind; Has Man a Soul; Karma and ReIncarnation; Modern Science 
and Occultism. The lectures were also translated into the vernacular 
by Pandit Jaynarain. At Fategarh, Mr. Keightley s:poke on The Path; 
the Seal of the T. S.; Theosophy, Religion and SCIence; Karnta and 
Rebirth. 

The Bengal T. S. have obtained new rooms and arranged for a 
series of monthly public lectures. Rs. 142 were subscribed for the 
purchase of Theosophical books. The Poona T. S. hold weekly meet· 
lOgs and discuss the Kt'J1 and articles from the magazines. The Satya 
MArga T. S. (Luknow) is reorganized and meets weekly in the Jalsu 
Tabzib Rooms. 

We deeply regret to have to announce the disincarnation of our 
Brother Rustomji Ardeshir Master, a 1110St enthusiastic and devoted 
Theosophist and one of the original founders of the Bombay T, S. 
He was a man of exemplary life and pure character, whose fiery elo· 
quence has brought many into the path of Theosophy. 

The President-Founder is now established in his quiet cottage at 
Ooty, engaged in literary labours. 

INDIAN LETTER. 

GULISTAN, OOTAcAMrND, 

NILGIRI HILLS, 

1.f.11t JUIlt', 1892. 

The soft velvety mist is creeping up the valleys hiding from sight 
the Mysore plains far below; onward it comes, and circling round the 
mountain tops wraps them in a robe of snowy l'plendour. The world 
below and around IS hidden from our view, and but a small space seems 
left to us-a petty territory, yet sufficient to contain the small e\'ents, the 
few duties, the hopes and fearl', that go to make up the life of man. 
Nearly eight thousand feet down there on the plains the Indian sun 
is pouring down in all the might of its June heat, scorching and wither
ing up what little grass is left after the long-continued drought; while 
up here the trees, shrubs and verdure have taken on the freshest 
possible shades of green. 

As I lay down my pen for a moment, and gaze out through a tem
porary rent in the nil sty curtain, those lines of Byron in "Childe 
Harold's Pilgrimage," come forcibly to mind: 

Tome 
High mountains are a feeling, but the hum 
Of human cities torture; 

and a certain sense of gratitude to our President-Founder steals O\'er 
me, for it is owing to his kindness that I am writing the present in the 
cool library of Gulistan, with faculties braced up by the mountain air, 
instead of in the heat of the Ad\'ar Office. 

But the readers of LUCifet·, like Dickens' imlllortal character, whose 
name I unfortunately cannot recall, want .. facts, facts, facts," and not 
rhapsodies, so like the pig in the fairy story I will proceed my tale 
to unfold. 
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Col. Olcott, I am happy to say, is now enjoying excellent health, 
and if events demand hIS return to office I fancy he will be able to 
respond to duty's call with all his old energy. By the way, the Akyab 
Buddhists are beginning again to clamour for his presence in Burmah, 
as they have important work waiting for him. Possibly he may at no 
distant date accede to their requests. 

This little cottage of his is a charming place, simply and in
expensively fitted up, and yet everything pleases the artistic eye. 

Por what is worth ill anvthing, 
But so Dluch Dloney as 'twill bring? 

says an old poem, but it certainly isn't the case here. Nothing has a 
pecuniary value, but everything has its intrinsic Theosophical worth. 
The place is in fact swarming with mementoes of the past history of 
the Society-photographs of past Conv;;ontions, leading Theosophists, 
famous men, curios from Japan, Bllrmah and other countries, and all 
those other things which mark out t!'te dwelling place of a man who 
has travelled and seen much of life. 

To pass to graver matters. The death of Rustomji Ardeshir 
Master, of Bombay, has been a grief to all of us, for an old and self
sacrificing member has passed away in his death. Like many another, 
he was, I have too good reason to believe, a devoted adherent of asceti
cism, and this has deprived his fellow-workers prematurely of a valu
able colleague. The case points its own moral, but one can hardly 
refrain from once more emphasizing the fact that for ordinary workers 
-beginners-as the majonty of us are, the right manner of living is 
the one that enables us to do the most on this physical plane for our 
cause. 

Brother Dharmapala, writing from Calcutta, gives some interest
ing news of doings in the Buddhist world, which will probably reach 
you through other channels. I notice among other things that Babu 
Sarat Chandra Das, C.I.E., has discovered in an ancient Tibetan book 
a prophecy of the revival of Buddhism. The prediction states that the 
wave of Bnddhism will take its rise in Ceylon, and pass through India 
to the extreme north. This prophecy is particularly interesting, as it 
exactly foreshadowed the actual course the Buddhist revival has taken 
in connection with our Society. 

Some weeks ago, in Madras, I had the pleasure of attending a 
large Mohammedan meeting, before which a lecture on Islam was to 
be given by a famons speaker. The chair was taken by H. H. the 
Nawab of Arcot, and the hall was crowded. Unfortunately the prin
cipal speaker gave his address in Hindustani and consequently the 
Colonel and I were left rather in the cold. 

However, one had the opportunity of judging of the Hindustani 
tongue, and I must say the language is preeminently fitted for oratory. 
An amusing incident terminated the meeting. After the principal 
speaker had concluded, another speaker, also a mouh'i (priest), arose 
and proceeded to unburden himself. He was evidently wound up to 
the tull, for his eloquence outlasted the patience of his hearers, and, 
after futile efforts to check his .. heavenly eloquence," the meeting 
broke up in confusion, and it is to be presumed that the orator wasted 
the remainder of his sweetness on a collection of somewhat unsym
pathetic and unresponsive benches! 

Speaking of Islam recalls to my mind that Mr. Alexander Russell 
Webb, United States Consul at ~[anila, Philippine Islands, an F.T.S. 
who takes a deep interest in Theosophy, has now become a convert to 
Islam, and is going to America to preach that faith. 

One still hears tales of the witchcraft practised among the native 
tribes on these hills, such as are contained in Mrs. Morgan's article, 
.. Witchcraft 011 the Nilgiris" ill Fiz'e Yt'ars 0/ Theosopll)I. A tribe 
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called the Kurombers appear to excel most in the black art, and they 
consequently are a terror to the others. The tribe of the Badagas 
(mispronounced Burghers) seem to suffer the most. I have plenty of 
evidence that these Kurumbers ha\'e some power over the other two 
tribes, but of its nature it is impossible to judge. There are many 
ca!'es on record of deaths being caused by the black arts of the 
Kurombers, but such is the terror that the other tribes feel for them 
that it seems quite possible that the" die out of sheer terror-by "sug
gestion" in fact. As long as the Kurombers can continue to live on 
their reputation of magicians, they will have but little difficulty in 
.. suggesting" death to their enemies. There are no cases on record, 
I believe, in which a white man has succumbed to the magic of this 
hill tribe. 

S. V.E. 
CEYLON LETTER. 

(From our O1C1l Co rrespoI1dent.) 
JUlie, llo'q2. 

The month of May with the Buddhists ·is a very memorable one. 
It is called here by the Eastems Wesak, and Wesak now means among 
man\' a festival-for it was in this month the Lord Buddha was born, 
and the day is celebrated as a festival day. 

On the 7th and 8th of May was held the long-talked-of fancy 
bazaar in aid of the Sangamitta Girls' School. I regret to say that it 
was not so great a success as we all thought it would be. The proceeds 
realized nearly Rs. 200. On the second day of the bazaar a magic 
lantern exhibition was given-the lantem, by the way, was a gift from 
our good sister Miss Emily Kislingbury, of London, to the Sangamitta 
Girb' School. 

The 8th was \Vhite Lotus Da,', and it was observed bv us at the 
Sangamitta Girls' School. The inusic-root1l of the schooi. which is 
also the drawing-room, has in a prominent place a large picture of 
H. P. B., a personal gift from our dear departed teacher to Mr~. 
Higgins. It is the largest picture of H. P. B. in Ceylon, and beau~l
fully mounted in a gold frame. On the moming of the 8th the mUSIC

room and the picture of H. P. B were prettily decorated with lotuses by 
Mrs. Higgins, and at ten o'clock in the moming Mrs. Higgins and her 
twelye boarders, all dressed in white, assembled in the music-room 
with the teachers. l\Ir. Peter de Abrew read a select passage from the 
Bhaga'l'Qd Gila, and Miss Roberts and Mr. Robert de Fonseka gare 
addresses on the life of H. P. B. Mr. de Abrew then read a passage 
from the L(l[ht qf Asia, and with the chanting of the ]ayamangala by 
all those assembled in the room, the celebration of "\Vhite Lotus Day" 
was concluded. 

Three days after, the \\'esak festival, before described in ?ur 
columns, was celebrated in Ceylon. The girls trained by Mrs. HiggIDs 
sang very well, and it ought to be recorded that this was the first 
occasion in the annals of Ceylon on which Buddhist girls sang carols 
before a public audience. . 

Six weeks ago, Her Highlllss the Maharani of Cooch Behar ID 
India. who is the eldest daughter of the late lamented Keshub Chunder 
Sen of Bengal, arrived at Colombo with a large suite. Soon after h:J 
arrival Mrs. Higgins, Miss Roberts and Mr. Peter de Abrew, call 
on the Maharani. She was too unwell to receh'e them. but her 
brother, Mr. Karuna Chundra Sen, welcomed the visitors 1110St co~
diaBy, and they had a very interesting talk about the status ofwomens 
education in Ceylon, and the work the Thf'osophists are doing. )Irs. 
Keshub Chundra Sen and her daughters and SOilS and ~Iiss Hammon1 
called at the school 011 the day of the fancy bazaar, and made a tour 0 
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the Institution, escorted by Mrs. Higgins. They were highly pleased 
with what they saw, and leffthe Institution promising to call again. 

Friend~ of the Sangamitta Girls' School will be pleased to learn 
that the Institution is making rapid strides; there are now seventy
seven girls, of whom twelve are boarders. The work has increased so 
much that Mrs. Higgins has been obliged to add to her staff of 
assistants. 

Several weeks have now elapsed since the death of the President 
of the Buddhist Branch of the T. S .• and no successor to him in the 
office of Registrar of Marriages has been selected. A certain Govern
ment official has shown much reluctance to fill up this office, and there 
is a great sense of dissatisfaction among the Buddhists. The bigotry 
of Christian officialdom and the unchristian-like doings of the narrow
minded missionary, are two great opposing forces to good work being 
done in Ceylon, and the poor natives have a hard struggle. It is an 
open secret at Colombo that there is a strong body of Christians who 
are working against our poor Girls' School and every other work con
nected with the T. S. 

SISHALA PUTTRA. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

ESGLAND. 

The European Section Convention will be in session when this 
number of Lucifer reaches our readers' hands, and in our next issue 
we hope to report a successful gathering. W. Q. Judge, President
Elect, will be with us, being now on the Atlantic; representatives from 
Spain, France, Germany, Holland, will soon be starting hitherward; 
and all promises well. 

The meetings of the Blavatsky Lodge have been very :"ully attended 
during the past month, and extreme interest has been shown in the 
discussion of the subjects. The new syllabus for July, August and 
September is issued and is as follows: July 7th, Rci"1lCamaliotl. Kate 
Hillard; July 14th, A 1l11l1al Com'mlioll; Speeches by W. Q. Judge, 
Miss Hillard, Selior Xifre, M. Coulomb, G. R. S. Mead. W. R. Old, 
Herbert Burrows, Annie Besant, and others; July 21st, Jlesmerism and 
Il.y/molis1ll alld their ExPlaitur, Theosoph)', W. Q. Judge; July 28th, 
((mew/ra/ioll itl Daily L~(e, W. Q. Judge; August 4th, Rclaliation or 
Forgiveness- Wldeh? Annie Besant; August 11th, The Secolld Object of 
the Socie/)', G. R. S. Mead; August 18th, The Comillg Race, Herbert 
Burrows; August 25th. The Jf)'Stie Side of Christiani/}', Emily Kisling
bury; September 1st, Dea/h and Af/cr? Annie Besant; September 8th, 
The Morality of E,·olufioll. Herbert Burrows; September 15th, The 
r es/ures of the Soul, G. R. S. Mead; September 22nd, OIl Tao, W. R. 
Old; September 29th, Thcosophic Prilleiplcs alld Thcosophie Life, Annie 
Besant. 

It will be noticed that the names of the openers appear in this 
syllabus, a reversion to the old plan, made in order that the Lodge 
may know that the July meetings will be opened by American visitors, 
and especially to give members an opportunity of attending when Mr. 
Judge leads the discussion. The plan of omitting names, however, 
answered very well, as all the meetings held under it were full, and 
none was overcrowded. 

The Saturday evening discussions draw the studious members 
regularly together, and rouse much interest. 

Earfs COllrt Lot(s;e.-During the summer the meetings are being 
held on Fridays at M.30 p.m. instead of on Sundays, at 3, Scarsdale 
Studios, Stratford Road, Earl's Court Road. The Library is open for 
lending books on Fridays from 8 to, 8.30 p.m. 
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Clziswick Lodge.-The following is the syllabus just issued for the 
alternate Monday evening meetings at .~7. Ban'owgate Road. at 8 p.m.: 
July 11th, Practical Tluosoph)', R. Machell; 25th, The Ethics of Theo
soPhy, W. Q. Judge; August 8th. Paracdsus, L. W. Crippen; 22nd, 
Theosophy and Socialism, A. A. Harris; Sept. 5th, Astrolog)l, W. R. 
Old; 19th, Tlte 1 'esltlres of the Soul, G. R. S. Mead; Oct. 3rd. Frenck 
Spiritism,· 17th, Spiritualism and TluosoPhy, F. L. Gardner. Visitors 
are invited to take part in the discussIon after each address. The 
intermediate Mondays are devoted to studying the Secret Doctrine. and 
form a more advanced class. They are open to members and asso
ciates only. 

Binllitl,f(ham Lodge.-The interest shown at Annie Besant's lectures 
at Baskerville Hall was so grt~at that the Lodge has taken the Me
<:hanics' Institute for July 24. on which day it is arranged that Annie 
Besant and William Q. Judge will visit the town. The Lodge. under 
the presidency of Mr. Duffel, has. we hope. a useful career before it in 
the capital of the Midlands. 

A/allcheslcr Lodge.-The Hon. Sec .• Bro. H. L. Price. has resigned 
the Secretaryship to Bro. John Barron. 56, St. Bees Street, Moss Side. 
a gentleman by whose cfforts much interest in Theosophy was aroused 
in the \\~orkington district. Bro. Barron left \\·orkington for }lan
chester, and Bro. Price thinks his services should be utilized as Secre
tary, as he himself has comparatively little time to gh'e to the work. 

IRELAND. 

The Dublin l\~}rlh emtre has issued the following syllabus for its 
fortnightly discussions during July. August and September: July 5th. 
A Lecture, Mrs. Dickson; July 19th. Some ThouglltS 0/ a Catholic on 
Tkeosoph)·, R. Coates; Aug. 2nd. The Rdaliolls qlthe Sexes, P. Jackson; 
Aug. 16th, The Lo/us. Mrs. Dunlop; Aug. 30th, 1171)' I am a Theosophist. 
J. Coates; Sept. 13th, Buddha and Christ. D. N. Dunlop; Sept. 27th, 
Latter-Da.l' Dt"Z'dl'/J1IlClIls ill Ps)·chie Pht'llotnma. Miss Lawrence. 

SWEDEN. 

Our Lodge has now finished its work for the season and will recom
mence work on the second Sunday of September. All ~ur meetings 
have been very well attended. A change has been deCIded on as to 
our meetings. and while we shall continue to hold them twice a month. 
one will be restricted to members only. and the second will be public. 
The lodge consists now of one hundred and ninety-eight members. 

Our new reading-room, thanks to the generous gift of the Countess 
Wachtmeister, who has always shown a warm interest in our lodge, 
will be opened at 28, Sturegatan. in October. This room is intended to 
be used tor small meetings. as a reading-room for members. and as a 
centre at which information can be obtained and questions answered. 
The lending library will be managed by some of the members, and 
books will be shown in one of the windows. 

The translation of the Secret Doctrine is decided on, and one of our 
most able members, Dr. F. Kellberg. is to undertake this tremendous 
work, which will claim his time and strength for several years. Lists 
for SUbscription for the publication are now circulating. as at least 
three hundred and fifty names are wanted belore the work can be 
definitely put in hand. 

The Centre in Kalmar is now in working order, and a new centre 
has been founded at the University of Lund. Mr. Bengtson. well 
known to some London members. has been elected president, Dr. B. 
Gadelius, vice-president. Mr. Uddell, secretary, Mr. Rosengren. 
treasurer, and Mr. Ohlin, librarian. 
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Our Gottenburg brethren send very favourable reports, they will 
soon have their own room and lending library . 

. White Lotus Day was duly observed, Dr. Zander speaking in terms 
of love and regret of our departed teacher, H. P. B. 

Both translations and original articles have been read at our 
meetings during these last months. Among the original papers we 
had an answer by Mr. George Ljungstrom to an attack made on us last 
winter by Mr. Geijerstam in a book called Modern Supers/ilion. Also 
a second paper by the same author on .. Images in the Astral Light," 
and one "On Dreams and their Importance," by Mrs. Cederschiold. 
Baron V. Pfeiff gave a public lecture on Vegetarianism, and it was well 
reported in the newspapers, the movement interesting many in this 
country, especially in connection with Theosophy. 

Several members have kindly presented our lending library with 
interesting books. Mrs. E. Kjerner presented five valuable works by 
Swedenborg, Mrs. Deutgen one by "Justus" on Na/ure's Medicine, alld 
Medic;,ze/rotn the Apo/hecar)l, and Mr. Algren a large work by Hallen
berg, on RC'lIc/alion. 

AMERICAN NOTES. 

A. C. 

NEW YORK, 

JUIU Ii/h, IScp. 
Greetings from the \Vest to the East. Theosophical activity here 

increases hourly. 

Dr. Allen Griffiths still steadily threads his way through the Pacific 
Coast cities on theosophic lecturing intent. Last 1110nth he addressed 
crowded house!; at Ventura. Santa Barbara. San Francisco. Oakland, 
Victoria, receiving good notices in almost e\'ery case from the press. 

Bro. Jerome A. Anderson has been compelled through ill health 
to cease his connection with The 1\"t'U' Cali/omiall as editor. It now 
passes into the hands of Miss L. A. Off. th~ \vell-known Theosophist of 
Los Angeles. __ 

The newspapers here ha\'e begun to discover that it 'is a paying 
game to get articles on Theosophy and kindred subjects, and just now 
it is exceedingly easy to obtain insertion of almost anything touching 
on these matters. 

The last batch of press matter sent oat by "F.T.S." to papers all 
oyer the countrY, resulted in no less than t;;,'(1 hU1Idred insertions in 
different magaziiles and journals during the sp:1ce of a week. 

E;;pecially are Theosophists look~d up to by newspaper men as 
specialists in the domain of the occult. Thu ... a few weeks ago the 
~-Vor/d found it expedient to interview Bro. Judge concerning a re
markable case of clairvoyance which had come to the knowledge of the 
press. Some little children had unaccountabh' disappeared. and were 
seemingly lost for good. Suddenly the mother fancied she saw them 
locked in a room in a deserted house. Her notion was pooh-poohed at 
first, but upon examination the childrt!n were discovered where she 
had seen them. Needless to say that Bro. Judge complied with the 
interviewer's request, and f.l\·oure~l him with the ratiollah- of such 
occurrences. The lime-light of Theosophy reflected itself from off the 
~Vorld's screen a few days later. 

A Secret Doc/rillC Class has been organized at Headquarte:-s. It 
meets from eight to ten Saturday evenings. At its second meeting 
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twenty persons were in attendance. The class considers itself purely 
informal, elects its reader for each evening. and has no permanent 
chairman or secretary. The method of study at present adopted con
sists in the reading of the volumes paragraph by ~aragraph. the mem
bers asking questions, making suggestions, or giving information as 
they think well. As ever\'body has some remark or another to make, 
the interest is well maintained. 

The Arvan T. S. listened to a most valuable address from Bro. 
Judge on Tuesday evening, the 14th June, on "Our Inheritance from 
the Moon." A thunderstorm lessened the attendance. 

The American Section Headquarters room Ins now the nucleus of 
a reference library. Over forty books have been presented, these in
cluding bound volumes of the Path. Lucifer, and TIU'osophisl. Besides, 
the table in the centre of the room is covere1 with monthh' and 
weekly periodicals. . 

Brother Jndge leaves us for Europe on the 29th inst. He lectured 
on May 29th to the Brooklyn Spiritualist Society on Theosophy. 

Dr. J. D. Buck has made a visit to \Vashington and addessred the 
Branch there. 

Some Theosophists here are wondering if the great and unusual 
heat of the past few days is to be taken as a sign of the times-as the 
commencement of the strange things which are to happen all over the 
world towards the end of the century. 

The American papers just now teem with ghost stories, and seem
ingly will accept any light literature of this nature for publication. 

CLAUDE F. \VRIGHT. 
NOTICE ABorT ORIENTAL DEPARTMENT. 

In LUCIFER for June, 1892, Bro. G. R. S. Mead. General Secretary 
European Section, gh'es notice on this subject and makes an apology 
referring to. the Oriental Department and invoh'ing me in confession 
of error in these words: 

But ill the case of the Oriental Department hoth my respected colleague, 
William Q. ]lHlj.{e, the General Secretary of the American Section, and myself have 
erred through too great lo\'e for the East rather than from any other cause.. 

I do not agree with this statement, nor with the apology found in 
the n:st of the notice, and reiterate what was said in my annual report 
to the COil vention of 1892. 

I have ha~l from many quarters in the Society expre!'sions of apl,lreciation of 
the work of tIns Department. . . . In the course of tllne the work 01 the fJepart
lIIent will he found to he of the greatest usc. Meanwhile those Theoso'phists who 
do not wish to read the opinions of thl' an dent Hitllhis. from whom. mcleed. the 
Theosophical philosophy has COllie, can easily r,iraill ji-olll l'tildill.~ 111,' publica/ions 
oj /Ilis Dt,/,ar/11IC11t. 

\Ve must take the Indian works as we find them, being only com
pelled by our laws to omit such portions as appear, to the hypocritical 
and o\'er-prndish modern \Vestcrn mind, to approach the line of iiii:" 
propriety; and if the judgment of the editor of this department is 
against some or an~' Yoga treatises, those can be omitted. But I deny 
any error and make no apology. All that I regret about this Depart
ment, in America, is its grt:at lack of funds. The thanks of America 
are extended to the Hindits who have helped us. 

WILLIAM Q. J-CDGE. 
Gf1l{ral S((rdal]' Americall Sc"clion T. S . 

.iVai' } '(lrk, JUIl<' 28th, I8Q.:? 
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~lttn5nphirnl 
AND 

ffigstic taubliratinns. 
THE THEOSOPHIST (lJ/adras). 

Vol. XIII, No. 9:-{. Old Diary Leaves, 
IlL-H. S. Olcott. 2. Shri Shankarl1. 
cluirya's l\Ia1:iiviikyadarpanum: or. The 
Mirror of M~'stic Expressions-B. P. 
Narasimmial~, B.A. 3. First Celebration 
of "White Lob:s Day." 4. The Mystery 
Cards. II. SaDIe Hints as to th~ Method 
of using them-Sydney V. Edge. 5. A 
Translation of the Siinkbya·'fattva·Kau. 
muadiofVachaspati llishra-Ganganatha 
Jha, B.A. 6. Elemental and Elementary 
Pranks-Po R. \'~nkatarama J~·er. 7. 
Analysis of Rtimayol/o, 1st Canto-A. 
Nilakanta Sastri. 8. The lIystical Mean· 
ing of the White Lotus-S. E. Gopala. 
charlu. 9. A Catechism of the Arya 
Dharma of Gautama Buddha-S. T. 
Kristnama Charya. 10. Spiritualism in 
its Relation to Theosophy (Reprint from 
TlieoJotllictI/ 5;i/Ii,I/:S;--E. Kislinghury. 
I I. Reviews. 12. Ccrrespontlence. 13. 
Supplement. 

I. A most interesting' account of phI." 
nOlllena which took place in H. P. B.'s 
presence at Philadelphia, with sOllie 
suggestions as to their ralitmllk. 2. Of 
interest for students, hut difficult for 
ordinary n:a<lers ignorant of Sanskrit. 
The editorial attention paid to the pub
lishing apFears to he at a minimulII. 
The !<alll~ criticism. however, might 
justly he lIIade on all translations alld 
ori"rinal lIath'e papers that appear ill 
Tilt' TIt,·oso/,lIist. E \"ell though no 
attempt were lIIade at correct tralls
Iiteration, attentioll might nevertheless 
be pai'l to correct English. 3. The 
account of a memorable meeting, well 
worth perll!m1. The passa/{es from the 
Gila recite.l 011 this occasion "w~re 

chanted in Sallskrit with careful ohsen'
ance of the S"am, or rhythmic swin/{. 
which is healT61 in /{reatest perf~ction in 
South ... rn I ndia, nine or ten Briilunan 
gentlemen taking part in the recitation." 

6. A curiosity for "spookologists." 7 
SOllie useful hints for students of the 
Ramtiyalla from the mystical standpoint 
Sita, the ","yollija or "un.womb-born," 
the wife of the Avatara Rima. is taken 
to correspond with Buddhi, and the per: 
son ages and events of the epic at once 
fall into their rroper places. It is to be 
regretted that Westerns unacquainted 
with the ori/{inal ha\'e only the French 
translation of Hippolyte Faucbe to de· 
p~nd on. Will none of our Indian col
leagues essay the task? 8. A paper 
containing much infornlation; the writer 
concludes with drawing a distinction 
between the symbolical meanings of the 
red an(l white varieties of the mystic 
flower. 

Th" red is n .. odAted in the Indiall writings on 
symhologywith ewrything material. The female 
deities Are all represente" with red lotn,,,s. Red 
lotl1~e:'O. red tlowe:-rs and fruits, and red articles 
including the 1I100d. ore ohjects tit for the wor
~hip of the Ta111Rt-'ic deitic!". 

The white colour, n~s()ciated as it is ,,-jtlt the 
ic1c:a of l)urity, tutt:rs largely iuto the composi
tion uf .utich:s used for the wor~hip of SaU",ic, 
or I1t'lltfic ddti(:~. Vishnu. ghh'a \ in his quiescent 
state I nre worshipped with the wh:tc lotlls. The 
white lotll'. therefore. is the .ymhol of Pllrity 
and ~piritual progn:ss, and it WAS due to 110 

chane'! that ont' of the mOJiit precious allegories 
iu onr ·rheo!'iophical literature was nnme(l after 
it; mul, what is nlort'. the day 011 which a soul 
left the ~arth. wll0 lahoured .0 much for the 
sl)iritnal wdfare of tnal1kind and the n:suscitn· 
tion of the ancient world religions. 

THE PATH (SaL' lork). 

Yo1. YII. No. 3 :-1. Misunderstood 
Editorial. 2. The Horoscope of the New 
York Headquarters- Astrolabe. 3. Habi· 
tations of H. 1'. B., II.--The Witness. 
4. YOj{a: The Science of the Soul, 1.
G. R. S. Mead. 5. What is Electricity? 
-J. H. Connelly. 6. Probation (COIl

dlldcdl-I.ily A. Long. i. "She being 
Dea.l, yet Speaketh"-J. Campbell 
Keight1ey. 8. Literary Xotes. 9. Mirror 
of the llovement. 
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2. The editorial note says: .. It is not 
alTered to show a belief in astrology. but 
as an interesting matter to record." 3. A 
description of H. P. B.'s rooms at Adyar. 
4. A paper read at the RIavatsky Lodge. 
S • .. Some Oriental Ideas on the Subject:' 
taken from an article of T. Subba Row in 
one of the early numbers of The TIlL'o
sophist. It is clearly written and a con· 
trast to the latest Western definition that 
Electricity is "the name gh'en to the 
unknown thing, matter, or force, 01" both, 
which is the cause of electric pheno. 
mena." 6. The conclusion of a beautiful 
story with much truth in it. 7. Quota
tions from some characteristic letters of 
H P. B. \\'e wonder who of the readers 
will understand the reference to the 
.. Star Rishis." An explanatory note 
would ha\'e been helpful. 

THE Bt7DDHIST (C%mbo). 

Vol. IV, Xos. 19.21 :-1. t"lIImaga Ja
taka-To B. Yatawara. 2. Blucher's 
Dream. 3. The Arraignment of Ortho· 
doxy-Robert G. Ingersoll (Reprint). 
4. The Buddhist Era-l'hilalethes. S· 
Children's LO\'e of Poetry. 6. The 
Sangamitta Girls' School. 7. The Buddh
ist Defence Committee. 8. A Talk about 
Theosophy-Ella Wheeler Wilcox (Re
print). 9. Astro-Physics. 10. llan's Re· 
sponsibility for Religious Belief (Reprint). 
II. The l'ali College at Ratmalalla. 12. 

The Crucifixion. 13. Christianity and 
Human Life. 

3. Can Ingersoll believe in Kamla? It 
would seem so to judge by the following: 

There i. no Being hi the uni,·er.., who rewards, 
and there is no Being who punishes-I:"ery act 
has it. consequences. If the act is good, the con· 
quence. are good: if the act i. bad, the conse· 
quences are bad; and these cous::quetlce~ must be 
home by the actor. It says to every human 
being:-·You must reap what you sow. There is 
no reward, there is no punishment, but there are 
consequeJlC~s. and these consequencH are the 
invisible and implacable police of nature. They 
caunot be a\·oided. They cannot he bribed. No 
power can awe theIn, and there is not gold 
enough in the world to make them pause. E"en 
a God cannot induce them to release for one 
nstant their victim. 
This great truth is, in my judgment, the gospel 

of morality. If all men knew that they must 
ine"itably bear the consequences of their own 
actions-if they absolutely knew that they could 
not injure anoth~r \\;thout injuring thetnseh'es, 
the world, ill Illy judgmenl. would be far better 
than it is. 

4. An interesting contro\'ersy OD the 
date of Buddha's ~irvana. 7. L. C 
Wijesinha lludaliyar and A. E. Buult
jens, B.A., have been elected respecth'ely 
President and Vice· President in place of 
our respected and deceased Brothers, 
Palulits Batuvantu'lave and Epa Appu
hl1l1li. 9. By the author of The Light oj 
Egypt; we had thought, however. that 
this fraud had been sufficiently exposed. 

LE LOTt"S BLEtT (Paris.) 

Troisicllle Annee, Xo. 4:-1. L'Homme, 
I. Sthl11a Sharira-Dr. X. 2. L' A.deptat
C. S. \"on Seeheilll (Tr. from the ... ;/'.kin.r 
by GUYllliot). 3. Le llicrocosme Egyp. 
tien -AlIlaravella. 4. Lettres qui m'ont 
Aide---(Tr.,. s. Introduction A L'Etude 
de la Doctrine Secrete: Troisicme Logos 
-t"n Disciple. 6. La Clef de la Theo
sophie «(v'IIi/IIIM) - (Tr.). 7. Tribune 
Tlu!osophique. S. Ilchos du Monde 
Theosophique. 

I. A most careful and scientific paper 
from the point of view of the Esoteric 
Philosophy - well worth reading. 2. 

Another good sound paper. 3. Careful 
and scholarly. S. Excellent, like all its 
prec!ecessors. 

Lt' Lolus !Jlt'II requires but one thing 
to make it entirely first·rate; and that is 
-a new cover. 

THEOSOPHICAL SIFTI~GS (Londolll. 

Yo1. Y, No. 6:-The Philosophy of 
Self-Knowledge-Franz Hartmann, l\l.D. 
A good paper, written by a mall who 
evidently is tired of the mere show of 
things and longs for the reality. It will 
doubtless he of much service to many, 
though some m.ly think it too vague. 
The doctor en tis as follows: 

LeI then the" sludellt of Occultism" cease I" 
run after chimt'rcls atilt (audc.-s. and Sit'f'k by he~ 
coming true t.J J'~a1ize tht! nature of dh'ine truth. 
l.et him """k I" fadlilat" the manifestation of 
Iruth ill him, and illl·rease its POWf'T by ncting 
accordillg to trlllh uno.! doing his duty 011 all 
planes of existcu~e. 4t him not f('ar to act 
wrollSly if h" a~~cc.;;:;u;;-g to the dlct3tes-:,!!" 
Iht: lruth ill him. He who acls according to hi. 
isl1110st con\'ictiur;-of truth is a saint: he who lift'S 
in fear is a fool. The highe.t \\isdom is obedi· 
,,"ce to dh'ine hlW, nnd from Ihe ckath of egcti.m 
arises the trlle realizatioll of the highest ide?I, 
tht: self-knowledge of <th'ill" wisdom in mall. 
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THE V AHAN (London). 
Second Series, Vol. I, No. 12. Ques

tions LXI-LXVI :-:\n interesting num
ber of much diversity. The answers are 
marked with nlOderation, if not always 
with clearness. The answer of J. W. B-1. 
as to the ideas of advanced and liberal 
Christians on the subject of prayer is 
especially interesting, though the fol
lowing argument can hardly, we think, 
be considered convincing: 

If a man considers. hoWt"'"ft' mistakenly, that a 
victory of his countrymen's arms over their ene· 
mies will he for the unmixed goo:! of humanity, 
he will endeavour to procure that advantage by 
all means. o:cult or otherwise, within his power, 
anel will he quite right in .., doing: since none of 
us can do more than endeavour. to the hest of 
our light .. , to carry out the highest good we are, 
by our development. Rhle to recognize. and it 
certainly is not for ollr neighbour who thinks he 
can see a higher good thAII we can see to gird at 
us on that Rccollnt. for there certainly are those 
to whom his conception. of the highest good 
appear as fault,· and imperfect as ours do to him. 

Very true we are all ignorant, but there 
are degrees of ignorance. The whole 
teaching of Christ is in condemnation of 
war. How then from that which is 
entirely bad can anything be produce:! 
which is for the unmixed good of hu
manity? We are thus placed on the 
horns of the dilemma that either Christ 
is wrong or the professing Christian, and 
we prefer the latter alternative. The 

t, suppressed argummlutn ad nominem in 
I the word "gird" should not be used to 

obscure the direct question at issue. 
I Excuse and justification are not identi

cal ternlS. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL I'"ORUM 
(New York). 

No. 35. Questions CLXXIV
CLXXVIII:-Deals with the danger of 
"circles"; theabsurdityofbelie"ing in me
diumistic communications from H. P. B. 
the unphilosophical position of attribut
ing sex to the Ego and the mischievous 
outcome of such theories; happiness in 
obelience tothe laws of existence; and the 
question as to whether men or women 
have naturally the higher idea of justice. 

ESTUDIOS TEOSOFICOS (Barcelorla). 
Second Seriu, No. II :-1. Francisco 

de l\Iontoliu y de Togores--The Editor. 
2. The t:nforgettable Friend and Brother 
-Vina. 3. Don Francisco de Montoliu-

from La Moralidad of Barcelona. 4. 
Rosicrucian Letters-from Ti,e Theoso
phist (Tr. by Nemo). 5. True Progress
Bryan Kinnavan (Tr.). 6. The Theo
sophical Movement. 

This is for the most part a .. memorial 
number" in honour of our deceased 
friend and brother Montoliu. It also 
contains an excellent photograph of the 
staunchest "pioneer of Theosophy in 
Spain:' 

PAllSES (Bombay). 
No. 10:-1. In Defence of Theosophy 

-Annie Besant (Reprint). 2. A Bewitched 
Life-H. P. B. (Reprint). 3. The Wisdom 
Religion-H. T. Edge. 4. Sorcery in 
Science-Anna Kingsford, M.D. (Re
print). 5. Universal Brotherhood-Claude 
F. Wright (Reprint). 6. Acthities. 

THE NEW C:\LIFORXIA~ (San 
Frallriscoj. 

Vol. Y, ~o. 12:-1. Reincarnation (a 
Poem)-Jerome A. Anderson. M.D. 2. 

Bulwer Lytton's Zanoni-Sarah A. Harris. 
3. Change (a Poem)-Rose Mavnard 
David. 4. Studies in Isis Unz'rikd-G. 
A. Danziger, M.D. 5. Letters to a Stu
dent-Jasper ~iemand. 6. Indian Letter 
-So V. E. 7. Crystals-L. D. Bothwell. 
8. Memorial Day-E. B. Rambo. 9. Re
views. 10. Notes and News. 

2. An interesting paper. 4. A most 
scholarly and discriminating paper, well 
worth perusal. 

\Ve are exceedingly sorry to see that 
Dr. Jerome A. Anderson is compelled by 
ill health to resign the editing of the 
magazine. Miss Louisa A. Off. of l.os 
Angeles, will he the succeeding editor. 
And though we are confident that Miss 
Off will discharge her new office with her 
well-known energy and de\'otion. we 
cannot help expressing a hope that t!te 
reco\'ery of health will once more see our 
able friend and colleague Dr. Anderson 
in the editorial chair. 

THEOSOPHIA (Amslt't·dalll). 
No. 2:-1. A Golden Foreword-Afra. 

2. The Key to Theosophy-H. P. Bla\'at
sky (Tr.). 3. All Allegory. 4. Epitome 
of TheofOphy-William Q. Judge (Tr.). 
5. Glossary of some Theosophical Terms. 
6. Stray Thoughts. 7. White Lotus Day. 
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TEOSOFISK TIDSKRIFT (Slockholm). 
MaY:-I. To Everyone--Editor. 2. 

An Outline of the 5;en'e/ /Joe/rifle-C. J. 
(Tr.). 3. A Study from the XIUth 
Chapter of the A't'Y 10 Tht'osophy--C. S. 
4. From the Vtihall. 5. Theosophical 
Activities. 

In the announcements we notice a good 
plan which is to be adopted in Sweden 
this summer-a fonn of propaganda 
which might be tried with benefit in 
other countries. A colporleur will travel 
round to the different watering places 
and sea·side resorts. He will sell Theo, 
sophical literature, gh'e lectures, and 
holtl himself in readiness to answer 
questions allli COli verse with those in· 
terested in Theosophy. The "colpor. 
Imr" for this year is to be our colleague 
and brother Baron PfeilI'. This will be 
somewhat of a startling departure for 
conservative Sweden. 

LOTPSBLl'THEN (Ldp=ig). 

No.1 :-LollIs Blossoms is a well'printe,i 
and artistically covered little mal(azine 
in Gennan, In fact, the design on the 
cover is the prettiest we have yet seen 
for any Theosophical magazine. The 
first Lotus Blossom that the ettitor 
gi\'es us is the "Voice of the Silence"
the first Fral(ment from the /look oflhe 
Go/dm J>nwpls, which H. P. 3. has 
t.ll1ght us all to love so much. It is 
excellently translated by Dr. Franz Hart. 
mann, and published by Wilhelm Fried· 
rich, Leipzig. Price 1 m. May the 
career of LollIsbliilhl'1l be 10llg and 
prosperous. 

JOl'RNAL OF THE MAHA BODHI 
SOCIETY (Ca/mlla). 

No. 2:-1. \\,110 destroyed Buddhism 
in India? 2. Who were the "Bauddhas"? 
3. Rules of Life. 4. The attributes of 
Buddha. 5. The Daily Life of Buddha 
from the Dharma Pradipikti. 6. The 
Dasa Dhamma Sutta. 7. Notes and 
News, both general and from Japan, 
Siam, and Nepal. 

Sanskrit literature were not Budcihists. 
and shows that the source frolll which 
this misunderstanding has arisen is 
tainted. Learned Ved:intin scholars 
assert that the famous Shallkara'~'ijaJ'a 
of Anandagiri is spurious, and that the 
section of Madhavacharya's San·adar. 
shalla Sa"graha on the Baudllhas is a 
criticism of second·hand infonnation 
drawn from the above and other spurious 
sources. 4. The following is a summary 
quotation. leaving out many technical 
P:ili terms, of the attributes of Buddha: 

I. Ahsolutely f,..,., fronl all pa .. ions. committing 
110 evil even in secret, and constitutionally in· 
capable of doing anything wrong. 

2. Without a teacher. by self· introspection hast 
he reached the .tate of Sup",nle Enlightenment. 

J. By mean. of hi. dh';ne eye. he look. into the 
remote .. t past and future. Knows the ways of 
enlal1cipatioll and has accomplished the th~ 
Vidyas and gained perfect wisdom. Is in pas""
sion of all psychic powers: always willing to H ... cten. 
full of energy. ,,;sc.iom and Uhyana. 

4. Has realized ~in'al1a and walks in the Perlect 
Way and shows others the Perfect Path of Virtue. 

S. Knows the three states of being; first the 
realnt of ditrerentiatec\ indi\"idualize'ft consciou!Oo 
UC'SSt second the realnt of space. third the ~aJm 
of undifferentiated organisms. 

o. Is incomparahle in purity and holiness. 
7. Is Teacher of god5 and Joen. 
S. He "xhurts gods and men at the proper time 

according to their indh;dual temperaments. 
9. He is the supremely enlightened teacher and 

the perfect embodiment of all th., ,-irtues. Th .... · 
fure is he called Buddha. 

THE SAN:\I..\RGA BODHIXi. (Bella,),: 
.-llIglo.Tdugu.) 

Vol. II, Xos. 19-22:-To be noticed: J. 
Alldhraprakasikll (a Telugtl paper) t'. Col. 
Olcott. 2. Some ancient Hindu Institu· 
tions. 3. Sweden borg and Blavatsky
I'hilangi Dasa. 4. 1\Ir. Satbyakarman ,'. 
Theosophy. 5. The Spiritual Struggle. 
6. Study of Occultism. 

BRA~CH WORK PAPERS. 

Indian Section, Paper XVII:-J. Self· 
Abnegation, the First Step to Di,;ne Wis· 
dom-A paper read before tbe Gyli T. S. 
by Baij Natb Singh. 2. "The SeMis the 
friend of Self and also its Enemy"-A 

I. An exceedingly interesting article of paper read before the Aryan T. S. by 
much research. The blame is laid at the William Q. Judge. 
door of Mohanllnedan fanaticism. 2. 

Another interesting and scholarly article 
on another disputed question. The 
writer contends that the Bauddhas of 

Both good papers; the writers taking 
their stand on the teaching of the Bhagll. 
t'ad Gila. 
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THE GeL AFSHA~ (Eombay: A1lglo. 
Guj'"rali). 

Almost all the articles are in Gujerati, 
some by our Bombay members; in Eng. 
lish we have: 1. Jugglery r'. :\Iagic. 2. 

A Suicide's Gl:ost by the Wayside. 

:MISCELLA~EOl"S NOTES A~D 
Ql'ERIES (J/anchcstl"r, l'.S.A.). 

Vol. IX, Nos. 4·6:-To be noticed: 1. 

A Talk about Theosophy-Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox (Reprint). 2. A Chapter of Quota. 
tions on the Devil (most interesting). 3. 
Theosophy and Ethics-E. T. Sturdy iRe· 
print). 4. Was tl:ere a Continent Atlantis? 
5. y. Tragical Tale of y. Ancient Hiram. 
6. Gems from the Orient. Also llIuch out· 
of.the.wayinformatiotl. and mathematical 
problems on Platonic solids and Pytha. 
gorean numbers. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE SCOTTISH 
LODGE T. S. (Edillbll1;I;h). 

Pt. III:- 1. Our Calendar. 2. The 
Kabalah-The Vice· President. 3. Health 
and Disease-:\I.D. 4. The Possibility of 
Precipitated Letters--The President. 

I. The President has lecturell to a 
gathering of some thirty of the clergy of 
the Scottish Church on Theosophy with 
much good result. 2. A good paper. 3. 
A. strong paper by a learned physician, 
it contains the following oft re'iterated 
warning: 

I nlust refer for a motnent to accidental dis
eases, among which I included insanity. not be· 
cause it is always accidental. for. of course, it luay 
be inherited. I llu:ntioll it in ordt"T to gh-e you 
all a warning \\~th regard to the study of Occul· 
tisn1. You cannot go into it with itllpunity. It 
requires a very le,-el-headt:d. pure-tllinded IleTSOn 
(perhaps one only ill ten thotl'3ndi to dare to 
know, to venture to invoke, unseen power.;;, and 
far be it from me to persuade anyone to make the 

attempt. I. as a doctor, know the danger, and I 
venture to give each one here a solemn warning. 
Let thent exanline thetuselves. and if not stimu
lated by the purest of power to resi.t temptation, 
by al1 that you hold ,acred. stop-it may not he 
too late, and it may save you an amount of lnisery 
which words would fnil me to descrihe. 

A healthy warnin,l{ to mediums and so· 
called .. Occult Societies,': indeed! The 
President subsequently explained that 
the warning applied to the practice 
rather than the study of Occultism. 4. 
A most interesting and instructh'e paper. 

ORIE~TAL DEPARTi\IE~T (Lolldoll). 

~ew Series. Vol. I. ~o. J :-1. .\ Few 
Simple Rules for the Pronunciation of 
Sanskrit \\'ortls, 2. Dz'ddasham<llljarika· 
slolru1ll; or. A Cluster of Twelve Prayers. 
by Shri Shankaracharya-Tr. by R. 
J agannathiah. 3· Evolution in the 
illat.~l'a Pltrlilll/-P. Baijnath. 4. Ex· 
tract from the Eluigamta Pllralla-K. P. 
l\Iukerji. 5. Extract from the Bhagaz'ad 
Gild-G. R. S. M. 6. Some Extracts from 
the Wisdom of Chuang Tsu-Giles' Trans. 
lation. j. Vedantic Teachers- V. C. 
Lonakar. 8. l'iz'da·Chiidamalli; or. The 
Crest.Jewel of \\'isdom. by Shri Shank. 
aracJuirya-Tr. by l\Iohini l\I. Chatterji. 

An exceedingly interesting and instruc· 
th'e number. There is no doubt that 
this Department can be made of much 
utility. and that the ~ew Series is a step 
in the right direction. It is difficult and 
perhaps irn'idious to select anything for 
especial notice; but Chuang 1'su is un· 
doubtedly a book to be rea,l in the West. 
and makes one long for more translation~ 
of a like nature. \\'e are ignorant enough 
of the treasures of Sanskrit Literature. 
but of the mass of Chinese philos0phy 
and wisdolll we hardly possess a "finch 
egg." Alas, poor" foreign devils." 

A SIlIIILE often used in the Eastern books, with regard to the upper and lower 
mind, is that of the moon reflected in the waves of a lake. So long as the surface 
is disturbe,l. the moonlight will be seen only as a hroken and unsteady reflexion, 
and not until every ripple is gone will a true image of the di\'ine man be reflecte,1 
into our souls. Again, the lower mint! is as a metal mirror, covered with dust and 
rust; and until this is remo\"t~d 110 image will be seen; or, again, the mind must be 
as steady as the flame of a lamp in a place sheltered from our wind. 

IN the .. I will not" of renunciation and self·control morality tegins.
B. W. Bells. 
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E. 
Lad\" Fenton • 
J. Morgan, jun .• 
F. L. Gardner • 
Mrs. Gardner 

BOW CLUB. 

SAXGAMITTA GIRLS' SCHOOL. 

Two Realers of LUCIFltR 
B. 
M. 
J. Oettl (Ca1.) 
Mrs. Shoultes (Ca!.) 

£ s. d. 
500 
010 0 

050 
I 0 
I 0 

£7 17 0 

A. Desant. 

£ s. d. 
0 5 0 
010 6 
0 5 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 

£1 4 6 

E. Kislinghury. 
SEXT FOR THE PUBLICATION OF H. P. B.'S 1\ISS. 

~a £1 0 0 

CRECHE. 
RECEIPTS. 

£ s. d. \
' EXPENDITURE. 

Subscriptions and Donations • 78 0 0 Furnishing 
Donation for Rent·· 70 0 0 Salaries. etc. 

Printinl/: • 
£148 0 0 Sanitation. 

Ad"anced by llrs. lIarshall 50 II 3 Solicitor's and Agent's Fees 
Insurance and \Vater Rate 

Balance in hand 

£~~ II 3 

A. Desant. 

£ s. d. 
• 29 16 8 
• 25 3 6 

060 
• 92 12 0 

• 27 19 3 
o 13 2 

£176 10 87 
• 22 0 

£198 II 3 

This account shows' that though there is still a balance in hand for working 
expenses, there is a debt of £50 owing to Mrs. lIarshall, who kindly advanced the 
money for the heavy expenses of putting the house at St. John's Wood Terrace 
into good sanitary condition; and the Committee is desirous of discbarging this 
obligation as quickly as possible. As it is near]y a year since the first subscriptions 
were paid, the Committee earnestly beg for further belp towards carrying on the 
work now really started. All subscriptions should be paid to the treasurer, Miss E. 
Kislingbury, 19, Avenue Road, N.W. Friends are invited to visit and inspect the 
Creche. 

EDITORIAL NOTICE. 
I haz'e 10 apologize jor a slupid hltmder, arisillg jrom a mislmderslandillg, in last 

1II01llh's LUCIFER. A paragraph jmIH Plotilllls 011 Silicide, illit'ntUd to fill up a 
couple oj ;'ld,tS on p. )26, 'Was accidelltal(v inserlt"d a/):Jv! illr. JI«i.tre'S siglfailire as pari 
(Ifllis article. lIlr. jlldg~s article ends willi Ihe «'ortis: "Any other sort oj practice 
kads ollly 10 additional bewilderment." 

'rhe H.P.B. PllESS, Printers to the Theosophical Society, ';2, Henry Street, Regent's Park. N.W. 
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VOL. X. LONDON, AUGUST 15TH, 1892. No. 60. 

The Theosophical Sociely is in no way resp01lsible for allY opilliollS, in signed or 
unsigned articles, that appear in this Ilfagazille. Nor does the Editor 

necessarily agree with the opinions expressed ill signed articles. 
- ---~ ~----- --- - -

ODn tnt mtntcn-tQCoWtt. 
FOR European Theosophists the event of the month has been, of 

course, the Second Annual Convention of the European Sec
tion of the Theosophical Society. It proved to be a most earnest 
and business-like gathering, as will be seen by the perusal of the 
summary of its proceedings to be found in the present number of 
LUCIFER, or of the full report issued by the Executive Committee. 
One could imagine H. P. B. walking round, and rejoicing over the 
evidence of vigorous growth in the Society that was the child of 
her heart. 

• • • 
The Convention will remain unique in our annals by the fact 

that on its second day the casket for the ashes of H. P. Blavatsky's 
body, committed into the charge of the Section, was unveiled before 
the delegates and members, in the hall of the Blavatsky Lodge. 
Our Swedish brother, Sven Bengtsson, would have been well 
content with the result of his loving skill, if he had heard the 
satisfaction expressed on all sides at the way in which he had dis
charged his self-allotted task. There were no two opinions as to 
the beauty of the execution and the appropriateness of the symbols. 
Beneath the flaming heart rising from an unfQlded lotus, wrought 
in silver, is a square block bearing the dates 1831, '1875, 1879, 1891, 
the dates of her birth, of the founding of the T. S. in New York 
and in India respectively, and of her passing through the gateway 
of death. This block rests on the fluted copper dome, round the 
base of which runs the motto of the T. S., Satyat nflstz'paro dharma. 
The pedestal of the dome is carven in panels, with Theosophical 
emblems graven thereon j the Tau with the Serpent, the interlaced 

1 
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Triangles, the Triangle of the Initiate, the Elephant of Wisdom, 
and others.' The whole stands on a three-stepped square block, at 
each corner of which is a small dome on light pillars, with a square 
black block occupying the centre of the space under the dome. 
This beautiful casket is now placed in H. P. B.'s room, amid the 
surroundings so familiar to her in her latest incarnation, where it 
may be seen by any members of the Society to which she gave her 
life. 

• • • 
The following account of an experiment with an alleged "mora 

stone," or stone from the head of a cobra, held in India to be a cure 
for snake-bite, is given in the Homeward 111ai/. 

Among other curious beliefs, the uneducated native of India has implicit confi
dence in the efficacy of mora-a kind of stone said to be found in the head of a 
cobra-as an antidote to snake-bite. A mora, of course, like the precious jewel in 
the head of the toad, "ugly and venomous," is nothing more than a myth, but it is 
interesting to note that this fact was pretty clearly proved during some experi
ments made on Sunday, the I9th of June, in the presence of Dr. Chitde, by Mr. 
Nowrojee Cowasjee Kalianwatta, who is attached to the Dwarkadas Lalubhoy Hos
pital, Bombay. A number of letters appeared some time ago in the columns of a 
Guzerati daily paper, attesting the existence of the mora and its curative effect in 
cases in which human beings and even lower animals had been bitten by poisonous 
snakes, and a host of correspondence ensued in other native journals. As an out
come of this, a Parsee liquor-setter, who was said to possess a mora, was requested 
by Mr. Kalianwatta to be present at the hospital, where preparation for the experi
ments had been made. The assistance of a snake-charmer was brought into requi
sition, and two dogs were procured to be experimented upon. The snake-charmer 
held a poisonous cobra in his hand and caused it to bite the smatter of the two dogs 
in the side. Immediately the reptile withdrew its poisonous fangs, deep wounds 
were made with a knife on the bitten part as suggested by the liquor. seller, and 
when the blood was flowing freely he applied the mora with his own hands on the 
incision. The poor animal struggled hard for existence for about four minutes and 
then expired, apparently in great agony. The second experiment also proved fatal; 
but in ·this case the poison did not take deadly effect until about half an hour after 
the animal was bitten. 

There are many well-authenticated cases of cures of cobra-bites 
by the stone of the" King Cobra," but a "Parsi liquor-seller" would 
not be the one in whose hands the stone would keep its peculiar 
power. 'These stones are used by the snake-charmers who have 
been trained by Brahmans in Shaivite temples, and it is said that 
no Hindit of the Shaivite sect ever dies from the bite of a cobra. 
The following statement, made by a great Raj put, will be found 
in The Caves and 'Jung/es 0/ Hindustan, the forthcoming work by 
H. P. Blavatsky. 

Tbis secret is quite useless in the bands of Europeans. The Hindfts do not try 
to conceal it, because they are perfectly certain that without their aid nobody can 
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make any use of it. The stone will retain its wonderful power only when taken 
from a live cobra. In order to catch the snake without killing it. it must be cast 
into a lethargy, or, if you prefer the tenn, chanlled. \Vho is there among the 
foreigners who is able to do this? Even amongst the Hindus, you will not find a 
single individual in all India who possesses this ancient secret. unless he be a dis· 
ciple of the Shaivite Brahmans. Only BrAhmans of this sect possess a monopoly 
of the secret, and not all even of them; only those, in short, who belong to the 
pseudo.Patanjali school, who are usually called Bhuta ascetics. Now there exist, 
scattered over the whole of India, only about half a dozen of their pagoda schools, 
and the inmates would rather part with their very lives than with their secret. 

The stone loses its power in a few days, when it passes into the 
hands of any who have not learned the secret of the Shaivite 
Brahmans, so that it will cure in the hands of stranger owners for a 
few days, and will then fail and become useless. It may be added 
that there is no cutting of wounds and flowing of blood in the 
process of the Shaivite who effects cures with it i he merely places it 
on the wound, to which it finnly adheres, and it is left on the wound 
till it drops off of its own accord. The member who sends me the 
above account remarks that it is interesting that the native is said 
to have held in his hand the undoubtedly poisonous cobra, whose 
bite killed two dogs. 

• • • 
Archdeacon Farrar has been speaking very strongly at West

minster Abbey on the political and social corruption of our times, 
and his frankness draws a melancholy picture of the state of 
Christendom. Let it stand here as reported in the columns of the 
Daily ChrontCle. 

When I know that the streets are haunted by thousands who in their misery 
well· nigh turn womanhood to loathliness, and have fixed on the shamef.l selfish. 
ness of manhood a yet deeper stain; when I see the curse to which betting and 
gambling are constantly leading us, with all their loathly herd of swindlers and 
blacklegs, reaching all classes down to the lowest with the fury of an epidemic, 
and not yet utterly discountenanced and branded by every honest man; when I 
see almost every day, in almost every newspaper, some fresh instance of brntal 
violence breaking out amid the plague.spot of squalor which arises immediately 
from the present condition of our traffic in drink; when I watch the greed of 
Mammon.worship, dead to every duty, in the attempt to load itself with the thick 
clay of superfluous wealth; when I read of the ever· increasing ostentation of luxury 
among the rich, and the ever.deepening misery and strnggle among the poor, I 
think that, instead of trnmpeting what we do, it would become us more to put 
sackcloth on our loins, and to sit in dust and ashes for all we leave undone. Nor 
does it comfort me too much to look at the nominal Church, great as has been its 
awakenment and improvement. Better for us to consider our unprofitableness than 
our merits. I see the same injustice, and even deeper malice in her so·called 
religious journals, I see her animated by party animosities, I see her lapsing on 
every side into Romanism in all but name, I see but few living saints among her 
professors, thou~h ~ !lc:~ ~hl; Dame of "saint" bandied among one another by her 
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partisans. I see her undoubtedly losing some of her hold upon the upper classes 
who are growing more indifferent to her Sabbaths and her ordinances; I see her 
producing little real effect on the working classes, who are the great mass of the 
nation, not ten per cent. of whom attend her churches. I see her standing with 
weak hands and feeble knees in the great battle against the master fiend of drink, 
or even siding with his champions, or palliating his intolerable enormities; and 
others saying smooth things and prophesying deceits. Let those others, if they 
will, prop tottering walls with untempered mortar. There are plenty of them to do 
it and to be rewarded for it. I will not. 

It is only the teaching of Reincarnation that can prevent the 
heart from breaking in hopelessness over the sad and terrible lives 
that ring us round. But when we remember whence come so many 
myriads of our population, and the extreme slowness of the evolution 
of the individual, we can face the present without horror, and the 
future without despair. For at the heart of these very swindlers and 
blacklegs there glows the spark of a Divine Life which shall slowly 
irradiate the being, and raise each up the ladder, till purity replaces 
vice and strength invigorates weakness. The Great Law shall at 
length be willingly obeyed, and hannony shall reign where discord 
rent j for the fog of ignorance is lifting, and the eyes that were 
blinded begin to see j each life won from self-service becomes a wing 
to lift instead of a clog to sink, so that the ranks of man's helpers 
are ever swelling in number, and our faces are set towards the 
dawning, where breaks the faint promise of the coming day . 

• • • 
But the coming of this happier day is hindered by all the forces 

that drive men apart instead of drawing them together, and the 
hatred and contempt shewn by many so-called Christians towards 
those whose views on religion are unorthodox are among these 
disruptive and anti-human forces. One day we have Father 
Clarke, a Jesuit, denouncing Theosophy as an invention of the 
Prince of Darkness himself. Another day we read of the vulgar 
insult of Messrs. Edgar Lee and Howard Talbot, collaborating in 
the production of a "parody on Theosophy," a three act comic opera 
called "The Mahatma." Christians are very indignant when jokes 
are levelled at their sacred things, but they are extraordinarily 
callous to the pain they may inflict on others. Lately we had "The 
Light of Asia" as an opera, and the BUDDHA-one of the divinest of 
human figures-placed on the stage, and now we have a piece of 
petty vulgarity, trying to make ridiculous the concept of a noble 
and ideal humanity. But as BUDDHA said, when a man spits 
towards heaven, he does not soil heaven but defiles his own face, 
and mud thrown at a lofty ideal does not bespatter, it but falls back 
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on the garments of the thrower. Our punishment as a nation for 
our habit of turning into ridicule the things sacred to the heart of 
man comes in the disappearance of ideals, the vulgarizing of life, 
the intolerable banality and pettiness of existence. Great poets, 
great musicians, great artists, cannot live in the atmosphere of a 
land where ridicule has slain beauty and enthusiasm, and where 
cynicism has killed out faith in man and hope in the future. We 
live in the days of comic opera and music-hall ditties, and find no 
better use for a noble conception than to serve as point for a joke 
that would otherwise fall flat from utter feebleness . 

• • • 
Theosophists all over England will be glad to hear that Bro. 

William Kingsland, so well known by his thoughtful and capable 
expositions of Theosophic ideas, will soon devote three months to 
the regular visiting of Lodges of the T. S. with a view of strengthen
ing them as centres of "light and leading." It is hoped that a few 
Theosophists will be found, who have the faculty of lucid exposition 
and who can spare either weeks or days now and then for the service 
of Theosophy, to take up this kind of work and so aid the provincial 
Lodges in their uphill task of Theosophizing England. Such 
" missionaries" should stay in a town for some little time, and 
visit the surrounding neighbourhood, as well as lecture in large 
centres, for we want gradually to bring Theosophical teachings to 
the very doors of the people, so that none who wish to learn some
thing of them shall be left without the knowledge he desires. 
While we do not desire to force them upon any, we wish to put 
them within reach of all, so that he who wills may take . 

• • • 
The Bazaar held at the Working Women's Club, Bow, on July 

16th, was a most successful and well-managed affair. The Com
mittee of the Club, aided by Mrs. Lloyd, worked up the whole thing, 
and the clever fingers usually employed at indiarubber, starch, match, 
and other factories, set themselves to dressing dolls and making 
pretty trifles of all kinds, to stock the stalls of the Bazaar. The 
scene was a very pretty one when the Countess Wachtmeister, 
standing on a low dais and framed in with prettily hung drapery, 
declared the Bazaar open. She made the ingenious suggestion that 
people buying articles there should send them on to Miss Kislingbury, 
for transmission to Ceylon, for the next Bazaar at the Sangamitta 
Girls' School, and so perform a double act of kindness. The idea 
seems to have hit the fancy of many, for Miss Kislingbury, as the 
Treasurer and general Providence of the Girls' School, has been 
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found sitting, like Marius, surrounded by the ruins of the Bazaar, 
in the shape of frocks, pincushions, woolly lambs, dolls, satchels, 
mats, and an indescribable medley of objects, which, having by one 
sale helped to fill the coffers of the Bow Club, had descended upon 
her on their way to do the same kind office for those of the 
Sangamitta School. 

• • • 
One of the wishes very near to the heart of H. P. Blavatsky was 

to render some help to the children of the very poor. That lion
heart of hers was very tender to weakness, and the sufferings of 
little children found her swiftly responsive to their cry of pain. The 
Creche opened in St. John's Wood for the housing of babies whose 
mothers are out at work, the successful establishment of which is 
chiefly due to the exertions of Mrs. Cooper Oakley, is a first effort to 
carry out her wishes, Another plan is-but this has not yet quite 
materialized itselt-to open a home for orphaned or deserted children, 
a real home, where their little lives may be glad and not grey, free 
and blithesome as young lives should be. The materialization of 
this plan is delayed (of course) by lack of money. Why is money so 
hard to get for helping others, when it is so freely poured out for 
amusement, show, and vice? 

• • • 
Her pity for children comes out strongly in the following 

note, sent by her to me one day, when I had been telling her of 
some children I had been visiting in a miserable part of London: 

My DEAREST FRIEND, 

I have just read your letter to --, and my heart is sick for 
the poor little ones! Look here, I have but 3OS. of my 0'"dJ1l money, 
of which I can dispose (for, as you know, I am a pauper, and proud 
of it), but I want you to take them and not say a word. This may 
buy thirty dinners for thirty poor little starving wretches, and I may 
feel happier for thirty minutes at the thought. Now don't say a 
word and do it j take them to those unfortunate babes who loved 
your flowers and felt happy. Forgive your old uncouth friend, 
useless in this world! 

Ever yours, 
H. P. B. 

When she had a few shillings to spare she would slip them 
into my hands to "buy boots or anything for the children," so that 
we know how practical help to the little ones always made her glad. 

• • • 
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Some of our readers are very likely to be interested in the 
Esoteric Christian Union, lately founded by Edward Maitland, on 
the lines laid down by his friend and collaborateur, Anna Kings
ford, and himself, in such works as The Perfect Way and Clothed 
with the Sun. The Society desires to become "a highly vitalized 
centre of spiritual energy, from which to radiate effectually such 
vital truths as are essential to true religion and morality." In the 
statement now issued of the "origin, object, basis, method and 
scope" of the Society, it is stated that it desires to meet an urgent 
need, the need 

For a system of thought. a rule of life, and an object of aspiration, which, by 
their ability to satisfy absolutely man's highest ideals, intellectual, moral, and 
spiritual, shall together constitute a perfect doctrine of existence, enabling him, by 
his genuine en(leavour to observe it, to become the best that he has it in him to be, 
to the realization of that which is, necessarily, the supreme desire of every sane and 
intelligent being, namely, the turning of his existence to the utmost account hI 
the long run. 

This perfect doctrine of existence is found by the members of 
the Esoteric Christian Union "in the Blate and Christianity as eso
terically interpreted," and while all our readers will sympathize in 
the wish expressed in the above quotation, many will not be content 
to limit their hopes for man's future within the covers of a single 
book and the teachings of a single religion. While we may admit 
that, hidden under a crust difficult to pierce, the BtOle and Chris
tianity contain much Esoteric truth, we must none the less re
member that they can substantiate no exclusive claim to such truth, 
since it is contained in all other sacred Scriptures, and in several 
with much less misrepresentation and less irrelevant and misleading 
matter. 

• • • 
The Esoteric Christian Union sees in Ecclesiasticism the great 

foe of true Religion, or the "Christ-Gnosis," the "priest" and the 
"prophet" being the respective symbols of the two antagonistic 
forces. The priest represents the Intellect which, separated from 
the prophet, or Intuition, is no longer Lucifer, the light-bearer, but 
the "prince of devils," and the denial of the Intuition which dis
cerns the Spirit is regarded as the distinguishing characteristic of 
Ecclesiasticism. 

• • • 
Those who have felt interest in the great controversy waged 

over Vivisection will find in the little book from which this rough 
outline is drawn a powerful argument presented against the Inquisi-
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tion established by Science, in which living bodies are tortured for 
the healing of other bodies instead of the saving of souls, the prac
tice in and the justification of each Inquisition-of Science and 
Church-being identical. 

Instead of there being one and the same source, and that a divine source, for 
all things good and true, the universe is so perversely. constituted that the morally 
wrong is the scientifically right and the practically useful; and divine ends-such 
as the art of healing-are to be attained by infernal means-such as the practice of 
torturing. 

And this protest against Vivisection-based on the conviction 
that crimes against the weak and helpless of our sentient brethren 
cannot be the road of tnte progress, unless the world be built by 
devils-forms part of the "new Gospel of Interpretation," put out by 
the Esoteric Christian Union, which thus brings into Christianity 
the features so long characteristic of Buddhism, love and pity em
bracing all that breathe, and not only man . 

• • • 
The following interesting extract is sent us by a fellow-student, 

from a book in TrUbner's Oriental Series, ClassIcal Pot"try of thc 
,]ai'ancsl'. It is therein quoted from an ancient classic drama of 
Japan, entitled l\'akaml'tstI-from the name of one of the charac
ters in the play-translated by Basil Hall Chamberlain: 

Nakamilsu. Alas! each joy, each grief we see unfurl'd 
Rewards some action in a former world. 

Katlyhiyu. In ages past thou sinnedst. 
Bijiyan. And to.day 
Chorus. Comes retribution: think not, theil, to say 

'Tis others' fault, nor foolishly upbraid 
The lot thyself for thine own self hast made. 
Say not the world's askew! "ith idle prate 
Of never.ending grief; the hour grows late. 

It is well to realize that in all parts of the world, save in 
Christendom, the fact of Re'incarnation is acknowledged i and noting 
the spread of the idea in the Churches to-day, and remembering 
that the Christian Church of the early centuries taught it without 
hesitation, we shall easily see that, as the years roll on, Europe will 
reach a point from which the few centuries during which this 
teaching dropped out of Christian doctrines will appear as an 
insignificant gap in the intellectual history of mankind. 
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OOlb ,ltilosttplttts anb ~btm <!tritieS. 
(Concluded/rom p. 373.) 

THIS doctrine of the Universal Mind diffused through all things 
underlies all ancient Philosophies. The tenets of Bodhism, or 

Wisdom, which can never be better comprehended than when studying 
the Pythagorean Philosophy-its faithful reflection-are derived from 
this source, as are the exoteric Hindu religion and early Christianity. 
The purifying process of relncarnations-metempsychoses-however 
grossly anthropomorphized at a later period, must only be regarded as 
a supplementary doctrine, disfigured by theological sophistry, with the 
object of getting a firmer hold upon believers through a popular super
stition. Neither Gautama Buddha nor Pythagoras, nor yet Plato, in
tended to teach this purely metaphysical allegory literally. None of 
them addressed himself to the profane, but only to their own followers 
and disciples, who knew too much of the symbological element used even 
during public instruction to fail to understand the meaning of their 
respective Masters. Thus they were aware that the words metempsy
chosis and transmigration meant simply reIncarnation from one human 
body to another, when this teaching concerned a human being; and 
that every allusion of this or another sage, like Pythagoras, to having 
been in a previous birth a beast, or of transmigrating after death into an 
animal, was allegorical and related to the spiritual states of the human 
soul. It is not in the dead letter of the mystic sacred literature that 
scholars may hope to find the true solution of its metaphysical subtleties. 
The latter weary the power of thought by the inconceivable profundity 
of their ratiocination; and the student is never farther from truth than 
when he believes himself nearest its discovery. The mastery of every 
doctrine of the perplexing Buddhist and Brahmanical systems can be 
attained only by proceeding strictly according to the Pythagorean and 
Platonic method; from universals down to particulars. The key to 
them lies in the refined and mystical tenets of the spiritual influx of 
divine life. "Whoever is unacquainted with my law," says Buddha, 
"and dies in that state, must return to the earth till he becomes a per
fect Samanean. To achieve this object, he must destroy within him
self the trinity of Maya. He must extinguish his passions, unite and 
identify himself with the law [the teaching of the Secret Doctrine], 
and comprehend the religion of annihilation," i.e., the laws of Matter, 
and those of Karma and ReIncarnation. 

Plato acknowledges man to be the toy of the element of necessity 
-which is Karma under another name-in appearing in this world of 

a 
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maUer. Man is influenced by external causes, and these causes are 
daitlloll;a, like that of Socrates. Happy is the man physically pure, for 
if his external soul (astral body, the image of the body) is pure, it will 
strengthen the second soul (the lower Manas), or the soul which is 
termed by him the higher mortal soul, which, though liable to err from 
its own motives, will always side with reason against the animal pro
clivities of the body. In other words, the ray of our Higher Ego, the 
lower Manas, has its higher light, the reason or rational powers of the 
Nous, to help it in the struggle with Kamic desires. The lusts of 
man arise in consequence of his perishable material body, so do other 
diseases, says Plato; but though he regards crimes as involuntary 
sometimes, for they result, like bodily disease, from external causes, 
Plato clearly makes a wide distinction between these causes. The 
Karmic fatalism which he concedes to humanity does not preclude the 
possibility of avoiding them, for though pain, fear, anger, and other 
feelings are given to men by necessity, 

If they conquered these they would live righteously, and if they were con· 
quered by them, unrighteously'! 

The dual man-i.t'., one from whom the divine immortal Spirit has 
departed, leaving but the animal form and the sidereal, Plato's higher 
morlal soul-is left merely to his instincts, for he ha9 been conquered 
by all the evils entailed on matter,' hence, he becomes a docile tool in 
the hands of the Invisibles-beings of sublimated maUer, hovering in 
our atmosphere, and ever ready to inspire thost: who are desen'edly de
serted by their immortal counsellor, the Divine Spirit, called by Plato 
.. genius." I According to this great Philosopher and Initiate, one 

Who lived well during his appointed time would return to the habitation of his 
star, and there have a blessed and suitable existence. But if he failed in attaining 
this in the second generation he would pass into a woman [become helpless and 
weak as a woman], and should he not cease from e\'il in that condition he would 
be changed into some brute, which resembled him in his e\;l ways, and would not 
cease from his toils and transfornlations [i.t'., rebirths or transmigrations), until he 
followed the original principle of sameness and likeness within him, and overcame, 
by the help of reason, the latter secretions of turbulent a~d irrational elements 
[elementary dremons] composed of fin: and air, and water and earth, and returned 
to the form of his first and better nature.' 

These are the teachings of the Secret Doctrine, of the Occult 
Philosophy. The possibinty of man losing, through dep'ravity, his 
Higher Ego was taught in antiquity, and is still taught in the centres of 
Eastern Occultism. And the above shows quite plainly that Plato 
believed in Reincarnation acd in Karma just as we do, though his 
utterances in respect to the subject were in a mythical form. 

1 Ti",tnls. See Prof. Jowett's work. 
I This Is the teaching of asoteric Philosophy and thIS tenet was faintly outlined in Isis [,o •• ·';lId. 

With Plato the triple man alone Is perfect, i~,. one whose Body, Soul, and Spirit ~ in dose aftinity . 
• And by Theosophists the Higher EGO or Buddhl·Manas. 
, Plato's Ti",,,HS. 
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There was not a Philosopher of any notoriety who did not hold to 
this doctrine of metempsychosio;, as taught by the Brahmans. Buddhists, 
and later by the Pythagoreans. in its Esoteric sense, whether he ex
pressed it more or less intelligibly. Origen and Clemens Alexandrinus, 
Synesius and Chalcidius, all believed in it; and the Gnostics, who are 
unhesitatingly proclaimed by history as a body of the most refined, 
learned, and enlightened men,l were all believers in metempsychosis. 
Socrates entertained opinions identical with those of Pythagoras; and, 
as the penalty of his divine Philosophy, was put to a violent death. 
The rabble has been the same in all ages. These men taught that 
men have two souls, of separate and quite different natures: the one 
perishable-the Astral Soul, or the inner, fluidic body-which must not 
be confused with the Astral Body or "double"; the other incorruptible 
and immortal-the Augoeides, or portion of the Divine Spirit-Atma
Buddhi; that the mortal or Astral Soul perishes at each gradual change 
at the threshold of every new sphere. becoming with every transmigra
tion more purified. The Astral Man, intangible and invisible as he 
may be to our mortal, earthly senses, is still constituted of matter, 
though sublimated. 

Now, if the latter means anything at all, it means that the above 
teaching about ,the "two souls" is eltactly that of the Esoteric, and of 
many exoteric, Theosophists. The two souls are the dual Manas: the 
lower. personal" Astral Soul," and the Higher Ego. The former
a Ray of the latter falling into Matter, that is to say animating man 
and making of him a thinking. rational being on this plane-having 
assimilated its most spiritual elements in the divine essence of the 
re"incarnating Ego, perishes in its personal, material form at each 
gradual change, as Kama Rupa, at the threshold of every new sphere, 
or Dev.achan, followed by a new reincarnation. It perishes, beca~se it 
fades out in time, all but its intangible, evanescent photograph on the 
astral waves, burnt out by the fierce light which ever changes but never 
dies; while the incorruptible and the immortal" Spiritual Soul," that 
which we call Buddhi-Manas and the individual SELF, becomes more 
purified with every new incarnation. Laden with all IT could save from 
the personal Soul, it carries it into Devachan, to reward it with ages of 
.peace and bliss. This is no new teaching, 110 "fresh development," as 
some of our opponents have tried to prove; and even in Isis Unveiled, 
the earliest, hence the most cautious of aU the modern works on Theo
sophy, the fact is distinctly stated (Vol. i, p. 432 and elsewhere). The 
Secret Doctrine does not concede immortality to all men alike. It 
declares with Porphyry that only 

Through the highest purity and chastity we shall approach nearer to [our] God, 
and receive, in the contemplation of Him, the true knowledge and insight. 

If the human soul has neglected during its life-time to receive its 

1 See Gibbons' Decline and Fall of I"e Roman Empire. 
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illumination from its Divine Spirit, our personal God, then it becomes 
difficult for the gross and sensual man to survive his physical death 
for a great length of time. No more than the misshapen monster can 
live long after its physical birth, can the soul, once that it has become 
too material, exist after its birth into the spiritual world. The viability 
of the astral form is so feeble, that the particles cannot cohere firmly 
'when once it is slipped out of the unyielding capsule of the external 
body. Its particles, gradually obeying the disorganizing attraction of 
universal space, finally fly asunder beyond the possibility of reaggrega
tion. Upon the occurrence of such a catastrophe, the: personal indi
vidual cea.,es to exist; his glorious Augoeides, the immortal SELF, has 
left him for Devachan, whither the Kama Riipa cannot follow. During 
the internlediary period between bodily death and the disintegration of 
the astral form, the latter, bound by magnetic attraction to its ghastly 
corpse, prowls about, and sucks vitality from susceptible victims. The 
man having shut out of himself every ray of the divine light, is lost in 
darkness, and, therefore, clings to the earth and the earthy. 

No Astral Soul, even that of a pure, good and virtuous man, is 
immortal in the strictest sense; "from elements it was formed-to 
elements it must return." Only, while the soul of the \vicked vanishes, 
and is absorbed without redemption-i.e., the dead man has impressed 
nothing of himself on the Spirit-Ego-that of every other person, even 
moderately pure, simply changes its ethereal particles for still more 
ethereal ones. While there remains in it a spark of the Divine, the 
personal Ego cannot die entirely, as his most spiritual thoughts and 
aspirations, his" good deeds," the efHorescence of his" I-am-ship," so 
to speak, is now at one with his immortal Parent. Says Proclus: 

After death the soul [the spirit) continueth to linger in the aerial body [astral 
form), till it is entirely purified from all angry and voluptuous passions . . . 
then doth it put off by a second dying the aerial body as it did the earthly one. 
Wherenpon, thi! ancients say that there is a celestial body always joined with the 
soul, which is immortal, luminous, and star-like. 

Between Pantheism and Fetichism, we have been repeatedly told, 
there is but an insignificant step. Plato was a Monotheist, it is 
asserted. In one sense, he was that, most assuredly; but his Mono
theism never led him to the worship of one personal God, but to that of 
a Universal Principle and to the fundamental idea that the absolutely 
immutable or unchangeable Existence alone, really is, all the finite 
existences and change being only appearance, i.e., Maya.1 His Bring 
was noumenal, not phenomenal. If Heracleitus postulates a World
Consciousness, or Universal Mind; and Parmenides an unchangeable 
Being, in the identity of the universal and individual thought; and the 
Pythagoreans, along with Philolaus, discover true Knowledge (which 
is Wisdom or Deity) in our consciousness of the unchangeable relations 

1 SoI"istes, p. 249. 
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between number and measure-an idea disfigured later by the Sophists
it is Plato who expresses this idea the most intelligibly. While the 
vague definition of some philosophers about the E71er-Becoming is but 
too apt to lead one inclined to argumentation into hopeless Materialism, 
the divine Being of some others suggests as unphilosophical an anthro
pomorphism. Instead of separating the two, Plato shows us the logica! 
necessity of accepting both, viewed from an Esoteric aspect. That 
which he calls the "Unchangeable Existence" or "Being" is named 
Be-ness in Esoteric Philosophy. It is SAT, which becomes at stated 
periods the cause of the Becoming, which latter cannot, therefore, be 
regarded as existing, but only as something ever tending-in its cyclic 
progress toward the One Absolute Existence-to exist, in the "Good," 
and at one with Absoluteness. The" Divine Causality" cannot be a 
personal, therefore finite and conditioned, Godhead, any more with 
Plato than with the Vedll.ntins, as he treats his subject teleologically, 
and in his search for final causes often goes be)'ond the Universal 
Mind, even when viewed as a noumenon. Modern commentators have
attempted on different occasions to prove fallacious the Neo-Platonic 
claim of a secret meaning underlying Plato's teachings. They deny 
the presence of "any definite trace of a secret doctrine" in his 
Dialogues: 

Not even the passages brought forward out of the insititious Platonic letters 
(VII, p. 34u, II, p. 31¥) containing allY evidence. I 

As, however, no one would deny that Plato had been initiated into 
the MYSTERIES, there is an end to the other denials. There are hundreds 
of expressions and hints in the Dialogues which no modern translator or 
commentator-save one, Thomas Taylor-has ever correctly understood. 
The presence, moreover, of the Pythagorean number-doctrine and the 
sacred numerals in Plato's lectures settles the question conclusively. 

He who has studied Pythagoras and his speculations on the Monad, 
which, after having emanated the Duad, retires into silence and dark
ness, and thus creates the Triad, can realize whence came the Philo
sophy of the great Sam ian Sage, and after him that of Socrates and 
Plato. 

Speusippus seems to have taught that the psychical or thumetic 
soul was immortal as well as the spirit or rational soul, and every 
Theosophist will understand his reasons for it. Unless a personality 
is entirely annihilated, which is extremely rare, the "thumetic soul," 
our lower Manas, is in one sense and portion of itself immortal-i.e., 
the portion that follows the Ego into Devachan. He also-like Philo
laus and Aristotle, in his disquisitions upon the soul-makes of Ether 
an element j so that there were five principal elements to correspond 
with the five regular figures in Geometry. This became also a doc-

1 "ilk Hennann, I, pp. 544. 144, note 755. 
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trine of the Alexandrian school. l Indeed, there was much in the 
doctrines of the Philaletheans which did not appear in the works of 
the older Platonists, but was doubtless taught in substance by the 
Philosopher himself, though, with his usual reticence, he did not commit 
it to writing, as being too arcane for promiscuous publication. Speus
ippus and Xenocrates after him, held, like their great Master, that the 
Anima Mundi, or World-Soul, was not the Deity, but a manifesta
tion. Those Philosophers never conceived of the One as an animate 
Nature.1 The original One did not exisl, as we understand the term. 
Not till he had united with the many-emanated existence (the Monad 
and Duad)-was a Being produced. The T{p.uw, honoured-the some
thing manifested-dwells in the centre as in the circumference, but it 
is only the ·reflection of the Deity, the World-Soul.l In this doctrine 
we find all the spirit of Esoteric Bodkism, or Secret Wisdom. 

Though some have considered Speusippus as inferior to Aristotle, 
the world is nevertheless indebted to him for defining and expounding 
m.any things that Plato had left obscure in his doctrine of the Sensible 
and Ideal. His maxim was "The Immaterial is known by means of 
scientific thought, the Material by scientific perception ... • 

Xenocrates expounded many of the unwritten theories and teach
ings of his master. He, too, hdd the pythagorean doctrine, with its 
system of numerals and mathematics, in the highest estimation. Recog
nizing but three degrees of knowledge-Tkought, Perceplion, and En
visagemenl (or knowledge by Inluilion), he made Thought busy itself 
with all that which is beyond the heavens; Perception with things in 
the heavens; Intuition with the heavens themselves. The source of 
these three qualities is found in the Hindu ~/tina7.1a Dkarma SIIaslra, 
speaking of the formation (creation, in vulgar parlance) of man. 
Brahms.-who is Mahat, or the Universal Soul-draws from its own 
essence the Spirit, Ike immorlal brealk wkick periskelk nol in Ille kuman 
liang, while to the (lower) soul of that being, BrahmS. gives the 
Ahanks.ra, consciousness of the Ego. Then is added to it "the intel
lect formed of the tkree qualities." 

These three qualities are Intelligence, Conscience and Will; 
answering to the Thought. Perception and Envisagement (Intuition) 
of Xenocrates, who seems to have been less reticent than Plato and 
Speusippus in his exposition of soul. After his master's death 
Xenocrates travelled with Aristotle, and then became ambassador to 
Philip of Macedonia. But twenty-five years later he is found taking 
charge of the Old Academy, and becoming its President as successor 
to Speusippus, who had occupied the post for over a quarter of a 
century, and devoting his life to the most abstruse philosophical sub-

1 TIa~o. A rit"., p. b2; On F'yl"ag. Nmnbn-s. 
i Plato: Pur"u",il., '4' E. 
8 See Stobreus' Eel., i. 86 •. 
• Sextus: ,\fIJI"., viI. '45. 
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jects. He is thought more dogmatic than Plato, and therefore must 
have been more dangerous to the schools which opposed him. His 
three degrees of knowledge, or three divisions of Philosophy, the 
separation and connection of the three modes of cognition and com
prehension, are more definitely worked out than by Speusippus. With 
him, Science is referred to "that essence which is the object of pure 
thought, and is not included in the phenomenal world"-which is in 
direct opposition to the Aristotelian-Baconian ideas; sensuous percep
tion is referred to that which passes into the world of phenomena; and 
conception, to that essence "which is at once the object of sensuous 
perception and, mathematically, of pure reason-the essence of heaven 
and the stars." All his admiration notwithstanding, Aristotle never 
did justice to the Philosophy of his friend and co-disciple. This is 
evident from his works. Whenever he is referring to the three modes 
of apprehension as explained by Xenocrates, he abstains from any 
mention of the method by which the latter proves that scientific per
ception partakes of truth. The reason for this becomes apparent when 
we find the following in a biography of Xenocrates: . 

It is probable that what was peculiar to the Aristotelian logic did not remain 
unnoticed by him [Xenocrates); for it can hardly be doubted that the division of 
the existent into the absolutely existent and the relatively existent, attributed to 
Xenocmtes, was opposed to the Aristotelian table of categories. 

This shows that Aristotle was no better than certain of our modem 
Scientists, who suppress facts and truth in order that these may not 
clash with their own private hobbies and "working hypotheses." 

The relation of numbers to Ideas was developed by Xenocrates 
further than by Speusippus, and he surpassed Plato in his definition of 
the doctrine of Invisible Magnitudes. Reducing them to their ideal 
primary elements, he demonstrated that every figure and form origi
nated out of the smallest indivisible line. That Xenocrates held the 
same theories as Plato in relation to the human soul (supposed to be a 
number) is evident, though Aristotle contradicts this, like every other 
teaching of this philosopher. 1 This is conclusive evidence that m·any 
of Plato's doctrines were delivered orally, even were it shown that 
Xenocrates and not Plato was the first to originate the theory of indi
visible magnitudes. He derives the Soul from the first Duad, and calls 
it a self-moving number.' Theophrastus remarks that he entered into 
and elaborated this Soul-theory more than any other Platonist. For 
he regarded intuition and innate ideas, 8Oea, in a higher sense than any, 
and made mathematics mediate between knowledge and sensuous per
ception.1 Hence he built upon this Soul-theory the cosmological doc
trine, and proved the necessary existence in every part of universal 
Space of a successive and progressive series of animated and thinking 

1 MettlJ"., 407, B. 3. ~ Appendix to TillttzNS. a Aristot., D6 b.lffJ., p. 297. 
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though spiritual beings.1 The Human Soul with him is a compound 
of the most spiritual properties of the Monad and the Duad, possessing 
the highest principles of both. Thus he calls Unity and Duality 
(Monas and Duas) Deities, showing the former as a male Existence, 
ruling in Heaven as "Father Spirit" and an u1levm number; and the 
latter, as a female Existence, Mother Soul, the Mother of the Gods 
(Aditi?), for she is the Soul of the Universe.' But if like Plato and 
Prodicus, he refers to the Elements as to Divine Powers, and calls 
them Gods, neither himself nor others connected any anthropomor
phic idea with the appellation. Krische remarks that he called them 
Gods only that these elementary powers should not be confounded 
with the dremons of the nether worldS (the Elementary Spirits). As 
the Soul of the World permeates the whole Cosmos, even beasts must 
have in them something divine.· This, also, is the doctrine of Buddh
ists and Hermetists, and Manu endows with a lh'ing soul even the 
plants and the tiniest blade of grass-an absolutely Esoteric doctrine. 

The dremons, according to this theory, are intermediate beings 
between the divine perfection and human sinfulness,' and he divides 
them into classes, each subdivided into many others. But he states 
expressly that the individual or personal soul is the leading guardian 
dremon of every man, and that no dremon has more power O\'er us 
than our own. Thus the Daimonion of Socrates is the God or Dh'ine 
Entity which inspired him all his life. It depends on man either to 
open or close his perceptions to the Divine \·oice. Like Speusippus he 
ascribed immortality to the I/rox~, psychical body, or irrational soul. 
But some Hermetic philosophers have taught that the soul has a 
separate continued existence only so long as in its passage through 
the spheres any material or earthly particles remain incorporated in it; 
and that when absolutely purified, the latter are annihilated, and the 
quintessence of the soul alone becomes blended with its divine Spirit. 
the Rational, and the two are thenceforth one. 

It is difficult to fail to see in the abO\'e teachings a direct echo of 
the far older Indian doctrines, now embodied in the so-called "Theo
sophical" teachings, concerning the dual Manas. The \Vorld-Soul, 
that which is called by the Esoteric Yogacharyas "Father-Mother,'" 
Xenocrates referred to as a male-female Principle, the male element of 
which, the Father, he designated as the last Zeus, the last dhine 
activity, just as the students of the Secret Doctrine designate it the 
third and last Logos, Brahma or Mahat. To this World-Soul is en
trusted dominion over all that which is subject to change and motion. 

1 Stob.: Ed., i. 6 •. 
2 stob: Ibid. 
8 Krische: Foruh., p. 3", etc . 
• Clem.: Siro. A/~x., v. 590. 
I Plutarch: D~ £Sid., ch. '5. p. 360. 
6 See 1"11. S.cr.1 Doclri,,,, Stanzas, Vol. I. 
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The divine essence, he said, infused its own Fire, or Soul, into the 
Sun and Moon and all the Planets, iIi a pure form, in the shape of 
Olympic Gods. As a sublunary power the World-Soul dwells in the 
Elements, producing Daimonical (spiritual) powers and beings, who 
are a connecting link between Gods and men, being related to them 
"as the isosceles triangle is to the equilateral and the scalene."l 

Zeller states that Xenocrates forbade the eating of animal food, 
not because he saw in beasts something akin to man, as he ascribed to 
them a dim consciousness of God, but 

For the opposite reason, lest the irrationality of animal souls might thpreby 
obtain a c:ertain influence over us.' 

But we believe that it was rather because, like Pythagoras, he had 
had the Hindu Sages for his Masters and models. Cicero depicts 
Xenocrates as utterly despising everything except the highest virtue;· 
and describes the stainlessness and severe austerity of his character. 

To free ourselves from the subjection of sensuous existence, to conquer the 
Titanic elements in our terrestrial nature through the Divine, is our problem.' 

Zeller makes him say: 

Purity, even in the secret longings of our heart, is the greatest duty, and only 
Philosophy and Initiation into the Mysteries help toward the attainment of this 
object.' 

This must be so, since we find men like Cicero and Pan~tius, and 
before them, Aristotle and Theophrastus his disciple, expressed the 
highe!'t regard for Xenocrates. His writings-treatises on Science, on 
Metaphysics, Cosmology and Philosophy-must have been legion. He 
wrote on Physics and the Gods: on the Existent, the One and the In
definite; on Affections and Memory; on Happiness and Virtue: four 
books on Royalty, and numberless treatises on the State: on the Power 
of Law; on Geometry, Arithmetic, and finally on Astrology. Dozens 
of renowned classical writers mention and quote from him. 

Crantor, another philosopher associated with the earliest days of 
Plato's Academy, conceived the human soul as formed out of the 
primary substance of all things, the Monad or the Olle, and the Duad 
or the T'i'o. Plutarch speaks at length of this Philosopher, who, like 
his Master, belie\'ed in souls being distributed in earthly bodies as an 
exile and punishment. 

Heracleides, though some critics do not believe him to have strictly 
adhered to Plato's primal philosophy,S taught the same ethics. Zeller 
presents him to us as imparting, like Hicetas and Ecphantus, the Pytha
gorean doctrine of the diurnal rotation of the earth and the immobility 

1 CittrO, D~ Natllra D"n-lIm, I. '3. Stob., or Plut., De (hac. D,/«t., p. 416. c. 
2 Plato "nd di, A/u Akademi~. 
• TIIse., \". 18,51. 
'Ibid. cr. p. 559. 
6 Plato ""d di, All, Akademi,. 
6 ~d. Zeller: P""/OS. de, Gri«lun. 
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of the fixed stars, but adds that he was ignorant of the annual revolu
tion of the earth around the sun, and of the heliocentric system.1 But 
we have good evidence that the latter system was taught in the Mys
teries, and that Socrates died for "atheism," i.e., for diVUlging this 
sacred knowledge. Herakleides adopted fully the Pythagorean and 
Platonic views of the human soul, its faculties and its capabilities. He 
describes it as a luminous, highly ethereal essence. He affirms that 
souls inhabit the milky way before descending into "generation" or 
sublunary existence. His daemons, or spirits, are airy and vapourous 
bodies. 

In the Epinomis is fully stated the doctrine of the Pythagorean 
numbers in relation to created things. As a true Platonist, its author 
maintains that wisdom can only be attained by a thorough enquiry 
into the Occult nature of the creation; it alone assures us an existence 
of bliss after death. The immortality of the soul is greatly speculated 
upon in this treatise; but its author adds that we can attain to this 
knowledge only through a complete comprehension of numbers; for 
the man unable to distinguish the straight line from the curved will 
never have wisdom enough to secure a mathematical demonstration of 
the invisible, i.e., we must assure ourselves of the objective existence of 
our soul before we learn that we are in possession of a divine and im
mortal Spirit. Iamblichus says the same thing; adding, moreover, 
that it is a secret belonging to the highest Initiation. The Divine 
Power, he says, always felt indignant with those "who rendered mani
fest the composition of the icostagolllts," viz., who delivered the method 
of inscribing iu a sphere the dodecahedron. 

The idea that "uumbers" possessing the greatest virtue produce 
always what is good and never what is evil, refers to justice, equanimity 
of temper, and everything that is harmonious. When the author speaks 
of every star as au individual soul, he only means what the Hindu 
Initiates and the Hermetists taught before and after him, viz., that 
every star is an independent planet, which, like our earth, has a soul ot 
its own, every atom of Matter being impregnated with the divine influx 
of the Soul of the World. It breathes and lives; it feels and suffers as 
well as enjoys life in its way. What naturalist is prepared to dispute it 
on good evidence? Therefore, we must consider the celestial bodies 
as the images of Gods; as partaking of the divine powers in their sub
stance; aud though they are not immortal in their soul-entity, their 
agency in the economy of the universe is entitled to diviue honours, 
such as we pay to minor Gods. The idea is plain, and one must be 
malevolent indeed to misrepresent it. If the author of Epinomis places 
these fiery Gods higher than the animals, plants, and even mankind, 
all of which, as earthly creatures, are assigned by him a lower place, 
who can prove him wholly wrong? One must needs go deep indeed 

I Plato ""d di~ Alt. AA:atk",ie. 
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into the profundity of the abstract metaphysics of the old Philosophies, 
who would understand that their various embodiments of their concep
tions are, after all, based upon an identical apprehension of the nature 
of the First Cause, its attributes and method. 

When the author of Epinomis, along with so many other Philo
sophers, locates between the highest and the lowest Gods three classes 
of Daimons, and peoples the Universe with hosts of sublimated Beings, 
he is more rational than the modern Materialist. The latter, making 
between the two extremes-the unknown and the invisible, hence, ac
cording to his logic the non-existent, and the objective and the sensuous 
-one vast hiatus of being and the playground of blind forces, may seek 
to explain his attitude on the grounds of "scientific Agnosticism"; yet 
he will never succeed in proving that the latter is consistent with logic, 
or even with simple common sense. 

H. P.B. 

~ht ~ou1. 
"H \ltVXT/' va.1, 7j li,.,.pparOf;. 

IT was a beautiful conception of the Wise Men of ancient Persia, that 
every one should render homage to his own soul. All that is 

divine in the universe is so to us only because of this divinity within 
OUT own being. We may perceive and know, solely because of what 
we are. It is the worship of the pure and excellent-a reverence full 
of awe and wonder for all that is real, and beyond the vicissitudes of 
change-the aspiring to fellowship and a common nature with the 
True and Good. 

It has been the enigma of the ages: What is Man; whence and 
whither? The problem of personality, however, is many-sided, and 
may not be thoroughly solved from any single point of view. It hardly 
comes within the scope of our faculties to interpret. Whatever know
ledge is attained is of necessity essentially SUbjective, and not a science 
to be generally imparted. It has been attempted often enough, but 
without success. The story of Tantalos finds its counterpart in every 
such endeavour. He had been admitted to the symposia of the Gods, 
we are told; and what he learned there he repeated to mortals. In 
consequence of this profanation he became incapable of any further 
participation in the divine knowledge. Though continuously sur
rounded by abundance, every endeavour made by him to enjoy it was 
defeated by its recoiling from his touch. The eager seeker after the 
higher wisdom, entertaining the ambition to publish it for the sake of 
distinction among men, has been very certain to find to his chagrin 
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that the sprite had escaped him at the moment when he had supposed 
it in his grasp. What we really know of the soul and its conditions is 
of and for ourselves, and not for bruiting abroad. The concept will 
not admit of being rendered sufficiently objective to be told by one 
to another. Hence, while those who possess the assurance of actual 
knowledge of the truth are at perfect rest upon the subject; they find 
it hard, if not impossible outright, to convince others who ha\'e not 
their perception. The Mystics used to say that what was a revelation 
to one was not necessarily on that account a revelation to another. It 
is the beneficial result of this paradox, that the truth is thereby rescued 
from the danger of profanation. Wisdom is really for the wise alone. 

It is a favourite hypothesis of many reasoners that every power or 
substance is knowable to us so far only as we know its phenomena. 
This is not, however, sound logic or rational conjecture. The illusions 
of the senses are innumerable and have no element of genuine reality. 
The brute animal is as capable of comprehending them as we are. It 
is the human endowment, howe\'er, to perceive that which is pro
founder than what the senses reveal. The cradle and the grave are 
not the boundaries of man's existence. There is that in humanity 
which perceives facts that transcend any manifestation. The convic
tion of Right pertains to that which is beyond time or other limit. It 
may not be measured or defined. It is absolute and eternal. Its place 
is with the imperishable. The human soul in which it dwells is its 
permanent abode. It is a principle and not a beautiful shadow. It 
knows no change, and therefore is not a product of sensuous reasoning. 
The faculty that apprehends it is coeval with it, and a denizen of the 
same world. 

The Mysteries of the Ancient Religions about which so much has 
been written and conjectured, were representations of the one Drama 
of which the soul was the chief actor. Those who took part in them 
understood their final disclosures according to the paramount temper 
in themselves. Plato believed them to illustrate supernal truths: 
Alkibiades, that they were only themes suitable for drunken jesting. 
So, too, in the Egyptian symbolism, Ptah or Kneph fabricating Man at 
his potters wheel was seen to be employed as a God, or contrariwise, 
according to the humour of the individual contemplating the work. 
In the various readings of the book of Gl'1Zl"sis, while some versions 
represent the Creation as the outcome of deific energy, others read it 
as the production of a salacious goat. It is so accordingly in the ex
ploring of the mysteries of our own moral conditions. \Ve view human 
nature as vile and diabolical, or as noble and divine, according as we 
are ourselves grovelling or exalted in aspiration. So, in the different 
schools of theology, man is regarded as totally depra\'ed, or as little 
lower than the angels; he is exhorted to elevate his nature even to 
communion with Dh'inity, or to crucify, vilify and famish it, according 
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as the subject happens to be regarded. It is not necessary, however, 
to propound any hypothesis of spiritual regeneration, except to declare 
that its scope ought to comprehend man fully and intelligently as he 
is, and his development, rather than transmutation, into what he is, 
from his interior nature, designed to become. The deific paternal 
energy which formed him human must complete its work in evolving 
him divine. 

Had our eyes no sunny sheen, 
How could sunshine e'er be seen? 

Dwelt no power divine within us, 
How would God's divineness win us?-

We should disabuse ourselves of the notion that the soul is a kind 
of spiritual essence which is in some peculiar way distinct from the 
individuality-a something that can suffer, apart from us, so to express 
it, especially in expiation or as a consequence, if we do or enjoy as we 
ought not; as though it was somewhat of the nature of an estate which 
belonged to us, that we ought to care for and not involve, because such 
improvidence and prodigality would work inconvenience to ourselves 
and heirs. In like manner shoUld we divest ourselves of the conceit 
that the soul and all psychic action and phenomena are chiefly the 
products of the brain, the outcome of peculiar arrangements of its 
vesicular and molecular structure, aided and modified, perhaps, by 
other bodily conditions. It is reasonable that we acknowledge the vast 
importance of a suitable development of that organism and its normal 
activity. These do not, however, constitute the whole of the psychic 
nature. The protest of Taliesin, the ancient Cumbro-British bard and 
sage, against the sensuous reasoners of his time, applies with equal 
force and propriety to those of later periods: 

I marvel that in their books, 
They do not know with certainty, 
What are the properties of soul; 
What foml its organs have; 
What region is its dwelling-place; 
What breath in flowing its powers sustains. 

In no sense is the soul a possession, as apart and distinct from the 
individual. It is instead the selfhood, including all that is comprised 
by the Ego. It feels with the sensory nerves, sees with the eyes, hears 
with the ears, smells and tastes with the olfactory and gustatory nerves, 
is conscious of weight and resistance, heat and cold, the auras of others, 
the perception of sex, through the medium of the organs which the 
body possesses. The logical sequence does not follow, however, that 
because it thus sees, feels and is otherwise perceptive, these organs of 
sensibility constitute the soul or any part of it. If the bodily structure 
shall be deprived of its life, they may remain for a little period of time 

• Goethe. 
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as complete in their mechanism as before, but they will have ceased to 
act as agents of sense. This fact is of itself enough to show that the 
actor is an essence distinct from the organism. We know from simple 
observation that when the organ of a special sense is injured, there is 
no corresponding impairment of any psychic or mental faculty. Those 
actions which we term intellectual do not spring from mere matter 
alone, as a distinguished physiological teacher has ably proved, nor 
are they functions of mere material combinations. Though the mind 
seems to grow with the physical structure, and to decline with it, 
exhibiting the full perfection of its powers at the period of bodily 
maturity, it may be demonstrated that all this arises from the increase, 
perfection and diminution of the instrument through which it is 
working. An accomplished artizan cannot display his power through 
an imperfect tool; and it is no proof, when the tool is broken or 
becomes useless through impairment, that the artizan has ceased to 
exist. Whatever analogy may be maintained betwee-n the develop
me-nt of psychic faculties and the growth of the body, it does not 
by any means follow from such correspondence that the soul did 
not exist prior to the bodily life, or that it ceases to exist upon 
the extinction of that life. Those who affect to doubt, deny or be 
unable to know the existence of an immortal principle in man, have 
won for themselves great names as men of science, but their affirmation 
in respect to the human soul comes infinitely short of the apprehending 
of a great fact. In the issue which they have made between Philosophy 
and Nihilism, we have the choice offered to us to look upward to 
God as our Father, or to wander from nowhence to nowhither, from 
primordial Chaos to the eternal Abyss, losing ourselves among mole
cules of material substance with nothing whatever to appease any 
longing of the spirit. It has been found necessary, however, to train 
and distort the mind before any individual has been capable of this 
melancholy notion, and even then it is entertained with distrust and 
hesitation. The assertion of the survival of the soul after the dissolu
tion of the body is so universal that the late Professor Draper has 
eloquently declared it to be one of the organic dogmas of our race. 

We may confidently rest in the assurance that man must outlive 
the organic separation of the molecules and corpuscles of his physical 
structure, as the germ survives the dying particles of the seed to which 
it has been united. Being himself the very soul in its entirety, he is 
something more than the mere consensus of the faculties which woe 
observed and enumerated as functions of living bodies in certain con
ditions of the organism. He is not restrained from knowing, by their 
dissolution. "We have reason to believe," says Doctor Reid, "that 
when we put off these bodies and all the organs belonging to them, 
our perceptive powers shall rather be improved than destroyed or 
impaired. We have reason to believe that the Supreme Being perceives 
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everything in a much more perfect manner than we do, without bodily 
organs. We have reason to believe that there are other created beings 
endowed with powers of perception more perfect and more extensive 
than ours, without any such organs as we find necessary." Sir 
William Hamilton adds: .. However astonishing, it is now proved 
beyond all rational doubt, that in certain abnormal states of the 
nervous organism, perceptions are possible through other than the 
ordinary channels of the senses." 

It would be fallacious reasoning to ascribe such perceptions to the 
abnormal condition of the organism, as though it had created them. 
I may as well attribute to my window, or to the broken crevice in my 
apartment, the production of the stars and landscape which I am thus 
enabled to behold. Besides, there are normal conditions which are 
distinguished by the manifestation of remarkable faculties. Some 
individuals perceive odours where others cannot; a Kashmirian girl, 
it is said, will detect three hundred shades of colour, where the Lyon
naise notices only a single one. It can be by no means an unwarranted 
analogy that one may have the developed faculty of spiritual percep
tion which another has not. What is often termed the inspiration of 
genius seems to afford good evidence in this matter. "When all goes 
well with me," says Mozart, "when I am in a carriage, or walking, or 
when I cannot sleep at night, the thoughts come streaming in upon me 
most fluently. Whence or how I cannot tell. What comes I hum to 
myself as it proceeds. . . . Then follow the counterpoint and the 
clang of the different instruments, and if I am not disturbed my soul is 
fixed, and tbe thing grows greater, and broader, and clearer, and I have 
it all in my head, even when the piece is a long one, and I see it like 
a beautiful picture, not hearing the different parts in succession, as 
they must be played, but all at once. That is the delight I The com
posing and the making are like a beautiful and vivid dream; but this 
hearing of it is the best of all." 

In the sleep produced by anresthetics the unconsciousness is only 
external, and probably never complete. The patient in the moment of 
recovery is often vividly sensible of having been aroused from a coudi
tion of superior existence. The every-day life seems like a half-death; 
external objects are more or less repUlsive; sounds grate harshly on 
the ear; everything is felt as if at a distance. Conscious of having 
had a glimpse of a more real phase of being, the endeavour is made to 
recall it, but invariably fails in a lost mood of introspection. 

The mind, or interior personality may also become so rapt from 
the corporeal organs as to be able to contemplate them as distinct from 
itself. When by any accident the nervous circulation is interrupted in 
any of them, the individual regards the benumbed part as external and 
separate. The disease of a limb is often followed by its paralysis. or 
permanent debility. Organs and muscles seem to forget their functions 
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from inactivity, and the will is rendered unable to move or control 
them. The brain may be in like manner detached from its gubemator, 
or the will may be enfeebled or paralysed by the disturbing influence 
of others, and the functions will in such cases assume the conditions 
of abnormal cerebration. Hence we may enumerate mental idleness, 
self-indulgence, anxiety, disappointment and disease as promotors of 
derangement. Any individual, almost, can be rendered insane, and 
indeed is often seriously and permanently disordered in body, by the 
interfering of others with the legitimate exercise of his will and free 
agency. 

Much of the weakness of early infancy is due less to the lack of 
physical strength than to the fact that the will has not yet acquired 
control over the muscles of the body. Indeed, it is probable that the 
earlier periods of human existence are more or less employed in 
learning the functions of the motor nerves and the managing of the 
structures governed by their means. Children, doubtless. wonld be 
able to walk and run about at a much earlier age if they only knew 
how. Strength practically consists not only of tenseness of muscle, 
but likewise of ability to direct and restrain the motions. This is 
acquired by long and patiently impressing the energies of the mind 
upon the several parts of the organism till they become prompt to 
respond and obey, as though one will and purpose pervaded the brain, 
nerves, and muscles. 

Curious examples can be cited of organs which retain in them
selves the impression and an apparent memory of the mandate of the 
will, even' after the mind had withdrawn its attention. If we fix the 
hour for awakening from sleep, we generally do so on the minute. 
Soldiers retreating from the battle-field have run considerable dis
tances after their heads had been carried away by cannon-balls. Indi
viduals inhaling anresthetic vapours will imagine, and even do, what is 
uppermost in their minds before insensibility had been produced. Men 
who act from habit or conviction often do or decide according to their 
wont and principles, without a conscious, certainly without a vivid, 
thought of the matter. 

It is also asserted that individuals when drowning, or in mortal 
extremity, often recall all their past life-time to memory in a brief 
instant. Experiences and incidents possessing some analogy to what 
has taken place will reproduce the former events to present conscious
ness, often with all the vividness of recent occurring. Dreams have 
repeatedly brought up in the mind what had long been hidden. What 
we have learned is never forgotten, but only stored away. Every love 
which we have cherished, every thought, passion, emotion, is stamped 
upon the tablet of our being; and the impression is never removed. 
What we know, what we have done or undergone, will always be a part 
of us, and will never totally leave the domain of consciousness. We 
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are like veteran soldiers scarred over with the wounds received in 
conflict. Our selfhood is indelibly marked by every imprint that has 
ever been made. 

We may now inquire farther in regard to the visions of Mozart in 
which all the parts of a musical performance were presented simulta
neously to his consciousness, as all the scenes in a picture are given 
to our sight at the same moment. It is not to be doubted that the 
gifted composer was inspired. All of us are visited by guests and 
communications that are not essentially elements of our being. We 
are warned of dangers which we have had no intimation about; we are 
prompted to action which we had not contemplated; we utter senti
ments which we never had entertained; we solve and decide urgent 
questions with a sagacity that is not our own. We may rest assured 
that there is no solitude in which the soul is apart from its fellows. 
It was suggested to Immanuel Kant, "that the human soul, even in 
this life, is connected by an indissoluble communion with all the im
material natures of the spirit-world. acting upon these and receiving 
impressions from them." Goethe declares without hesitation or any 
obscure utterance: .. Every grand thought which bears fruit and has 
a sequel, is inherent in no man, but has a spiritual origin. The higher. 
a man stands, the more is he standing under the influence of the 
dremons. Everything flows into us, so far as we are not in ourselves. 
In poetry there is decidedly something dremoniac, and particularly so 
in the unconscious, in which Intellect and Reason both fall short, and 
which therefore acts beyond all conception." 

The world of Nature is influenced and sustained in a similar 
manner. The planets and their Titan kindred, the stars in the far-off 
space, subsist and move under the inspiration of the same cosmic 
forces. They are closely bound together by these; the magnetic 
attraction, the chemical affinity, the electric disturbance, are common 
to them all. The perpetuity of the universe is due to the constant 
inflowing of energy, which is not inherent in its own structure. Its 
mUltiplicity of forms must be regarded as the innumerable manifesta
tions of force. In a rigid analysis it will be perceived that force itself 
is the mode of will and thought coordinating together, and is always 
the outcome of the pure Intellect. The universal domain of Being is 
an ocean of mind, which includes within it all living intelligences. 
We are in it, a part of it, and pervaded by it all through our mind. 
Time and space have no place there, nor matter any dominion, for it 
transcends them all. Our mental and psychic being is participant 
and receptive of this universal intelligence, as our corporeal organism 
is a partaker of the universal world of material nature. The mind of 
each individual is like a mirror in which is reflected the thought of 
those to whom it is allied, and it shares in the wisdom of the supernal 
sphere of Intelligence. It is not separated from other minds by the 
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intervening of space, or even by the impediment of bodily structure, 
but only by its own conditions. We are all of us surrounded by innu
merable entities, bodied and unbodied, that transfuse thoughts, im
pulses and appetences into us. They are drawn to us by our peculiar 
temper of mind, and in a manner so interior as to be imperceptible, 
except as they bring into objective display whatever operation they 
may have induced. 

In the sacred literature of the ancients, these beings were recog
nized after the manner of individuals, and certain synthetists en
deavoured to classify them. Hence, besides the One Alone Good and 
Real, they enumerated orders and genera of divinities, angels, demons 
and psychic entities; as Paracelsus gave us gnomes, undines, sylphs 
and salamanders. It was regarded as possible for the souls of men yet 
alive on earth to attain to the divine communion, and after a manner 
to separate themselves from the bodies to which they were attached, 
and to become cognizant of their divine origin in the eternal Intelli
gence. The enraptured conception of Mozart resembled the entheastic 
vision of a seer. It may not be regarded as abnormal, but rather as an 
operation coming within the sphere of our nature. 

The answer, therefore, is made to the great question of the Ages: 
"Whence, where, and whither?"-ETERNITY. It is our history, that 
we came forth as from a Foreworld, and return thither as to an ever~ 
lasting Future. This is, uevertheless, au illusion of the senses incident 
to the daily whirl of change; for we, each and all, as spiritual beings, 
are even now in the Eternal Region. It is only the flesh and blood 
that has no inheritance there. We do not imagine, when a cloud in
tervenes between us and the sun, that we have been thereby removed 
away from the presence of the day. In like analogy, the darkening of 
our souls by the conditions of external nature is not the separating of 
them from the realms of the Eternal World. 

Many and curious have been the conjectures in regard to the 
organ or organism of the body which constitutes the point of uuion 
between the psychic and material substance. It has been supposed to 
be the blood. Clearer views of the matter have indicated the nervous 
structure and its occult euergy. Descartes suggested the pineal gland 
or great central ganglion beneath the brain; and Emanuel Swedenborg, 
with other physiologists of his time, declared for the brain itself. Van 
Helmont found by critical experiment upon his own body, that upon 
an induced paralysis of the brain, consciousness and perception were 
still enthroned in the epigastrium, and he came to the conclusion ac
cordingly that the principal seat of the soul in the corporeal organism 
was there. "The sun-tissue in the region of the stomach," he declares, 
"is the chief seat and essential organ of the soul. The genuine seat of 
feeling is there, as that of memory is in the head. The faculty of re
flection, the comparison of the past and the future, the enquiry into 
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facts and circumstances-these are the functions of the head; but the 
rays are sent forth by the soul from the centre, the epigastric region of 
the body." 

The powers and operations of the soul are not circumscribed, how
ever, by the bodily organism. We possess a sensibility analogous to 
that of feeling, which extends to an indefinite distance. We are able 
when the eyes are closed to perceive the presence and moving of 
objects, and especially of individuals, at a little space away. Every 
one is aware of the peculiar sensitiveness to the contiguity of bodies, 
when groping in the dark. It is apparent from such facts and phe
nomena that the soul, instead of having its abode inside of the physical 
structure, is of the nature of a nebulous aura, which not only permeates 
it but likewise surrounds it in every direction. It is as if the body 
existed inside of an ovoid of tenuous mist, which held it alive and 
made it organic. This tenuous substauce is living thought, like the 
body of an angel or a God, and is capable of exercising powers and 
functions of which we hardly imagine the existence. 

The soul is itself essentially organic, and its cilia and antennre 
render it conscious of individuals and objects exterior to itself. A 
person who is approaching us will be thought of and spoken about; 
and he will often be perceived while at a considerable distance. Miss 
Fancher, of Brooklyn, when in her room blind and paralyzed, would 
tell who was at the door of the house and the routes which individuals 
were taking in the streets. We are able to perceive almost unerringly 
the moods of an individual, the temper of mind, the general tone and 
purpose, and the fitness or unfitness to be a companion or intimate. 
This spiritual attraction and occult antipathy constitute a moral law 
for the soul. Trouble and misfortune are in store for us when we 
smother or disregard these safeguards implanted in our nature against 
possible harm. 

Lord Bacon has remarked the existence of a secret bond and com
munication between individuals which would be manifested in a pre
ternatural consciousness of facts and occurrences in connection with 
each other. "I would have it thoroughly enquired," says he, "whether 
there be any secret passages of sympathy between persons of near 
blood, as parents, children, brothers, sisters, nurse-children, husbands, 
wives, etc. There be many reports in history that upon the death of 
persons of such nearness, men have had an inward feeling of it. I 
myself remember that being in Paris, and my father in London, I had 
a dream two or three days before his death, which I told- to divers 
English gentlemen, that his house in the country was plastered over 
with black mortar. Next to those that are near in blood, there may be 
the like passages and instincts of nature between great friends and 
great enemies. Some trial, also, would be made whether pact or agree
ment do anything; as, if two friends should agree that such a day in 
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every week they, being in far distant places, should pray one for 
another, or should put on a ring or tablet one for another's sake, 
whether, if one of them should break their vow or promise, the other 
should have any feeling of it in absence." 

It is not difficult to adduce numerous examples of the character 
here described; nor, perhaps, to indicate the laws which govern them. 
There is an energy in human souls which impels the imagination and 
other faculties into certain currents, as if by magic force, as the smoke 
of a candle just extinguished will attract the flame from another, and 
convey it to its own half-glowing wick. The transportation of the 
voice upon a ray of light to a given point would seem to illustrate this 
matter. In like aualogy, individuals have the faculty of sending the 
mind forth into the spiritual and even into the natural world, lea,,;ng 
the body for the meanwhile cataleptic, or seemingly dead. Emanuel 
Sweden borg had such periods of apparent dying, in which his interior 
self was as though absent from the body and in the company of spiri
tual beings. Something like an umbilical band, however, remained to 
prevent a permanent dissevering of the union. It is very probable, 
nevertheless, that many instances of dying have occurred in this way, 
when there was no mortal distemper; the interior soul going away 
from ,the body as if on an excursion, and forgetting or unable to 
return. 

The apostle Paul mentions a man, doubtless himself, who was rapt 
into the third heaven or paradise, and declares that he could not tell 
whether he was in or out of the body. The trances of the Rev. 
William Tennant and the Rev. Philip Doddridge may belong to the 
same category. The Kretan prophet Epimenides had periods of 
ecstatic communication with personages of the other world; as had 
also Hermotimos of Klazomenre, of whom Plutarch has endeavoured 
to give a full account. "It is reported," says he, "that the soul of 
Hermodoros would leave his body for several nights and days, travel 
over many countries and return, after having witnessed various things 
and discoursed with individuals at a great distance; till at last his 
body, by the treachery of his wife, was delivered to his enemies, and 
they burned the house while the inhabitant was abroad. It is certain, 
however, that this last expression is not correct. The soul never went 
out of the body, but only loosened the tie that bound it to the dremon 
and permitted it to wander; so that this, seeing and hearing the 
various external occurrences, brought in the news." 

This allusion to the dremon or superior intellect allied to the 
soul, directs our attention to the important distinction which exists 
between the supernal and inferior elements of our interior being. 
The differentiation between the sensitive soul and rational soul, 
the soul and higher intellect, the soul and spirit, has been recog
nized by the great teachers in every age of history. It is a 
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faulty form of expression which gives the designation of soul to the 
diviner intellect alone, as though there was nothing beside. It savours 
strongly of that mode of sensuous reasoning which treats of the 
corporeal organism as essentially the individuality. The apostle Paul 
in his first Letter to the Thessalonians has indicated man as an entirety 
(A>"o,u."Ipov) "the spirit, and the soul and the body." If we would 
delineate the separate properties of the three, perhaps the enumeration 
and distinction made by Irenreus is ample for the purpose: "There are 
three things of which the en tire man consists, namely: flesh, soul and 
spirit; the one, the spirit, giving form; the other, the flesh, receiving 
form. The soul is intermediate between the two; sometimes it follows 
the spirit and is elevated by it, and sometimes it follows the flesh and 
so falls into earthly concupiscences." Origen, likewise, adds his 
exposition: "If the soul renounce the flesh and join with the spirit, it 
will itself become spiritual; but if it cast itself down to the desires of the 
flesh, it will itself degenerate into the body." 

This appears to be in perfect harmony with the teaching of Paul. 
He classes moral character as of the flesh and the spirit; declaring that 
the desire of each is contrary to the other and hinders from doing what 
is most eligible. "With the mind" (vo~), he says again, "I myself am 
servant to the law of God, but with the flesh to the law of sin." This 
forcibly illustrates the summary of Platonic psychology as made by the 
late Professor Cocker: .. Thus the soul (l/roX11) as a composite nature is 
on the one side linked to the eternal world, its essence being generated 
of that ineffable element which constitutes the real, the immutable, and 
the permanent. It is a beam of the eternal Sun, a spark of the Divinity, 
an emanation from God. On the other side it is linked to the pheno
menal or sensible world, its emotive part being formed of that which is 
relative and phenomenal. The soul of man stands midway between 
the eternal and the contingent, the real and the phenomenal; and as 
such, it is the moderator between and the interpreter of both." 

If we endeavour to distinguish between the two, we should regard 
the soul as denoting primarily the whole selfhood. Thus we find the 
expression, to lose the SOli I, made by two Evangelists, and rendered by 
a third into los;1lg 01ZC'S self. But as distinguished from the higher 
intellect, the soul is the emotive or passional principle, and sustains 
that close relation to the body which is known as life. The mind or 
spirit is the energy which perceh'es and knows that which is, which 
transcends the limitations of time and space, and dwells in eternity. 

Plutarch has elaborated this differentiation with great clearness. 
"Every soul has some portion of the higher intellect," he declares; 
"an individual without it would not be man. As much of each soul 
as is commingled with flesh and appetite is changed, and through pain 
or pleasure becomes irrational. Every soul does not do this in the 
same way. Some plunge themselves entirely into the body, and so 
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their whole nature in this life is corrupted by appetite aud passion. 
Others are mingled as to a certain part, but the purer part still remains 
beyond the body. It is not drawn down into it, but floats above and 
touches the extremest part of the man's head. It is like a cord to hold 
up and direct the subsiding part of the soul, so long as it proves 
obedient and is not overcome by the appetites of the flesh. The part 
that plunges into the body is called the Soul; but the uncorrupted part 
is called the Mind (1'00r), and the vulgar think that it is within_ 
them, as likewise they imagine the image reflected from a mirror 
to be in that. The more intelligent, however, they who know it to be 
from without, call it a dremon." 

The poet Mainandros makes a similar declaration: "The mind is 
our dremon." Its nature is kindred, not to say homogeneous with the 
Divinity. Anaxagoras declared Divinity itself to be a Supreme Intelli
gence, of which Gods and men were partakers. Aristotle taught that 
the mind was constituted from the rether, the primal Fire or spirit-stuff 
of the universe. Kapila, the architect of the S~nkhya philosophy, had 
anticipated this hypothesis. The spirit, he declared, originated in the 
One, and was endowed with individuality by virtue of its union with 
material substance. It became from that moment invested with a 
subtle body, the litzga skarira. He regarded this spirit alone as im
perishable; all the other psychic constituents being more or less 
evanescent. This belief was also entertained by certain occidental 
writers. Bulwer-Lytton has illustrated this latter notion in his curious 
work, Tke Strange Story. A man is depicted as having been divested 
of the higher principle; and being endowed only with the psychic 
nature and physical life, he perishes totally with the dissolution of the 
body. We occasionally meet with individuals apparently in a similar 
condition, who are "as natural brute beasts, made to be taken and 
destroyed." Of such a type are those who recognize only the material 
side of human nature; and they often seem to have a moral and mental 
perception corresponding with their gross quality. We may in such a 
case repeat the question of Koalat: "Who knows: the spirit of man 
that goeth upward on high, or the spirit of the beast that goeth down
ward to the earth?" 

The moral nature, however, which renders us conscious of right 
and wrong, is no mere emanation of the corporeal organism, nor has it 
any bestial antecedent. A stream may rise no higher than its fountain. 
The mind has its perception of justice innate, as an inheritance from 
the world of Absolute Justice. Being of an essence kindred, and even 
homogeneous with the Deity, it has its home in that world, and is 
capable of beholding eternal realities. Its affinities are all there, and 
it yearns, even amid the seductions of sense and material ambitions, 
for that nobler form of life. 

In the common every-day existence, the soul is like one standing 
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with his back to the light, who contemplates the shadows of objects, 
and supposes them to be real. The conceptions of the actual truth are, 
nevertheless, not entirely extinguished. The higher nature may be 
asleep, but there are dreams. Thoughts pass through the mind like 
memories, and sudden impressions come on us like reminders that we 
have been at some former period in the same places and conditions 
as at the present time. A feeling of loneliness often lingers about us, 
as though we were exiles from a distant, almost-forgotten home. 

The explanation has been attempted that these are hereditary im
pressions. We are ready to concede much to this influence. Not only 
are we the lineal descendants of our ancestors, but the connection is 
still maintained with them, as by an unbroken umbilical cord. The 
legend of the World-Tree Ygdrasil embodied great truths. That was 
an ingenious suggestion of Lord Bulwer-Lytton that the spirit of the 
ancestor lived again in his descendant. "As the body of the child," 
says Alger, "is the derivative of a germ elaborated in the body of the 
parent, so the soul of the child is a derivative of a developing impulse 
of power imparted from the soul of the parent." We embody our 
ancestors by a law of atavism, and are in the same occult way in
fluenced from their impulses, and replenished from their life. Does 
some such new embodiment or atavic inheritance create in us these 
imaginings of a previous existence, those rememberings, as they seem, 
of persons, things and events, belonging to a former term of life? 
Then, indeed, would it be true that we are of and united to all the 
Past, even to the Infinite. The Hindu legend is thus really true, 
that from the navel of Vishnu-the World-Soul-proceeded the great 
maternal lotus-lily" Brahma, and all the universe. 

The Buddhist sages also teach us that every one is under the per
petual influence of a fonner life, or succession of lives, which control 
his fortunes and actions for good or ill. These notions give renewed 
force to the question of the disciples to Jesus: "Did this man sin or his 
parents, that he should be born blind?" There is something more 
than poetic imagery in the declaration that John the Baptist was the 
Elijah of Israel; and that the angels or fravaskis of children are always 
looking upon the face of God. The sentiment of Schelling finds its 
confirmation somewhere in everyone's consciousness: "There is in 
every one a feeling that what he is he has been from all eternity." 

The ap06tle Paul, writing to the Corinthians, sets forth a similar 
dogma and discipline to that of the philosophic teachers. There is an 
order of development from lower to higher. "When I was a little 
child I spoke as a little child, I thought as a little child, I reasoned as 
a little child; when I became a man I left alone the things of childish
ness." He by no means finds fault with the characteristics of immature 
life in their proper place. It is only when they are continued beyond 
their legitimate sphere that they receive disapproval. 

by 
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What we denominate selfishness seems to be considered by many 
as not unworthy or discreditable; it is the highest eminence of worldly 
wisdom. It is indeed the sagacity of a babe. The imperative necessi
ties of existence compel the infant, as they do the brute animal, to 
seek what is needful and desirable for physical comfort. A babe could 
accomplish nothing beneficial by any endeavour at self-abnegation. 
Hence, the apostle explains a little further along: "The spiritual is 
not first, but the psychic (or sensuous); then the spiritual. So it is 
written: The first man (11.v8fXJ1'f'0'0, Adam) was in a living soul; the 
last, in a life-giving spirit." This is the order of regenera~ion. It is 
eminently fitting that the psychic should precede the spiritual evolu
tion, but not that it should supersede it, any more than that in 
human society barbarism should maintain its sway over enlightened 
civilization. 

As man advances toward maturity, selfishness-"the childish 
thing," which is of right supreme only in the condition of babyhood
should be left in the background, and give place to a generous regard 
for the well-being of others, "charity that seeketh not her own." 
Thus "that which is spiritual" follows upon the fonner state. Moral 
character, spirituality, the regenerate life, the true anasiasis, is de
veloped in this maturing. 

The soul thus attains the power of knowing. It apprehends the 
eternal world of truth as perfectly as the physical senses do the mun
dane region of phenomena and change. It is to this intuitive condi
tion that the words of Elihu, in the Book of Job, cleatly refer: "Yet 
surely, a spirit is in Man, and the inspiration of the Almighty maketh 
intelligent." The apostle is equally direct and explicit in this matter. 
"God made revelation to us through the spirit; for the spirit searcheth 
everything, even the deeps of the Divinity." . Those, however, who 
come short of the superior evolution, who remain persistently in the 
infantile or adolescent condition, are still selfish and sensuous in their 
conceptions, and incapable of apprehending and appreciating the 
higher intelligence. "The psychic man does not receive spiritual 
knowledge; he is besotted, and cannot know, because it is appre
hended through the spiritual faculty." It is plain that Paul considered 
that individual to be in the psychic category, whose notions and prin
ciples of action are circumscribed by the ethics of sensuous reasoners. 
Spiritual things and everything pertaining to the higher ·intellect are 
absurd to such; he is totally averse and unable to apprehend them 
from this point of view. "Every man's words who speaks from that 
life," says Emerson, "must sound vain to those who do not dwell in 
the same thought on their part." 

There are those, nevertheless, who transcend these pernicious 
limitations. "In the contemplation of blessed spectacles," says Iam
blichos, "the soul reciprocates another life, is active with another 
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energy, goes forward as not being of the order of men on earth; or, 
perhaps, speaking more correctly, it abandons its own life and par
takes of the most blessed energy of the Gods." The Apostle re'iterates 
the same sentiment: "Ye are not in the flesh but in the spirit, if the 
divine spirit dwelleth in you." So Emerson says: "The simplest 
person, who in his integrity worships God, becollles God." Such are 
sustained by "angel's food" and possess a life which is nourished by 
assimilating the spiritual substances of the invisible kingdom. They 
have powers and energies, as well as spiritual and moral excellences, 
infinitely superior to those of common men. They do not live in the 
world of Time, like others, but in the everlasting day, "the day of the 
Lord," the day without night or cessation. They are the spiritual in 
whom is developed the divine nature, who are born from above, the 
intelligent who intuitively k~ow the truth and are free, who are in 
law and therefore above law, who are a law to themselves and there
fore "cannot sin." 

Thus the Human Soul is like the golden chain of Homer, one end 
on the earth and the other resting upon Olympus; or, more expres
sively, it is the ladder which the young Aramrean patriarch saw in his 
dream, set up on the earth with its head touching the heavens, and the 
angels of God going up and coming down by it. 

ALEXANDER WILDER, M.D. 

~imtln gtagus. 
(Continued from page 391.) 

PART I. 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

IlL-The Sil1l011 oj tht' Legends. 

The so-called Clementine Literature: 
A. Recogniliones. Text: Rufino Aquilei Presb. Interprete (curante 

E. G. Gersdorf); Lipsire, 1838. 
Homilitl'. Text: Bibliotheca Patru1Il Ecc/e.~iasticoru1Il Latillorum 

Se/ec/a, Vol. I. (edidit Albertus Schwegler); Tubillgensis. Stutt
gartire, 1847. 

B. C01lstitutiolles. Text: SS. Palnml qui Temporibus Aposlolicis 
FloruenmlOpera (edidit]. B. Cotelerius); Amsteladami, 1724. 

A. The priority of the two varying accounts, in the Homilies and 
Recoglliliones, of the same story is in much dispute. but this is a ques
tion of 110 importance in the present enquiry. The latest scholarship 
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is of the opinion that .. the Clemen tines are unmistakably a produc
tion of the sect of the Ebionites.'" The Ebionites are described as: 

A sect of heretics developed from among the Judaizing Christians of apostolic 
times late in the first or early in the second century. They accepted Christianity 
only as a reformed Judaism, and believed in our Blessed Lord only as a mere 
natural man spiritually perfected b)' exact observance of the Mosaic law.' 

Summary.' Clement, the hero of the legendary narrative, arrives 
at Cresarea Stratonis in Judrea, on the eve of a great controversy 
between Simon and the apostle Peter, and attaches himself to the 
latter as his disciple (H. II. xv; R. I. lxxvii). The history of Simon 
is told to Clement, in the presence of Peter, by Aquila and Nicetas
the adopted sons of a convert-who had associated with Simon. 

Simon was the son of Antonius and Rachael, a Samaritan of 
Gittha, a village six schreni· from the city of Cresarea (H. I. xxii), 
called a village of the Gettones CR. II. vii). It was at Alexandria that 
Simon perfected his studies in magic, being an adherent of John, 
a Hemero-baptist,. through whom he came to deal with religious 
doctrines. 

John was the forerunner of Jesus, according to the mtthod of 
combination or coupling.s Whereas Jesus had twelve disciples, as the 
Sun, John, the Moon, had thirty, the number of days in a lunation, or 
more correctly twenty-nine and a half, one of his disciples being a 
woman called Helen. and a woman being reckoned as half a man in 
the perfect number of the Triacontad, or Pleroma of the ..£ons (H. I. 
xxiii; R. II. viii). In the Recognitions the name of Helen is given as 
Luna in the Latin translation of Rufinus. 7 

Of all John'S disciples, Simon was the favourite, but on the death 
of his master, he was absent in Alexandria, and so Dositheus,8 a co
disciple. was chosen head of the school. 

Simon, on his return, acquiesced in the choice, but his superior 
knowledge could not long remain under a bushel. One day Dositheus, 
becoming enraged, struck at Simon with his staff; but the staff passed 

1 Dictionary of Chris/ian Biography (Ed. Smith and Wace), art. "Clementine I.iterat~," 
1·575· 

2 Diclionaryof Sl'cts, H"'s;~s, etc. (Ed. Blunt), art. "Ebionites." 
8 The two accounts are combined in the follo\\ing digest, and in the references H. stands for the 

Ho",ila and R. for the Ruog"ilio.u . 
• Some twenty· three miles. 
a We have little infonnatioll of the Hemero·baptists, or Day·baptists. They are sai<! to ha.., 

heen a sect of the Jews and to have heen so called for daily performing certain ceremonial ablutions 
(Epiph., Contra HtEr., I. 17). It is conjectured that they were a sect of the Pharisees who agreed 
with the Sadducees in denying the resurrection. Tlu Apostolic Conslit .. tiolfs iVI. ,iii tell us of the 
Hemero·baptists, that .• unless they wash themselves every day they do not eat. nor wiu they use • 
bed. dish. bowl. cup, or seat, unless they have purified it with water." 

6 KaT;' TllV ri1~ (Tl)'vy[a~ AOyOV. 
7 This has led to the conjecture that the translation was made from the false reading Selene 

instead of Helene, while Bauer has nsed it to support his theory that Justin and those who hs,.., 
foJlowed him confused the Phrenician worship of solar and lunar dhinities of similar names with 
the worship of Simon and Helen. 

S This is not to be confused \\ith the Dositheus of Origen, who claimed to be a Christ, says 
l\f.aUer I HiJtoire Critique du (J~"oshcis",~, Tont. 1. p. 218, n. 1St. ed., 18:18). 
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through Simon's body like smoke, and Dositheus, struck with amaze
ment, yielded the leadership to Simon and became his disciple, and 
shortly afterwards died (H. I. xxiv; R. II. xiii). 

Aquila and Nicetas then go on to tell how Simon had confessed to 
them privately his love for Luna (R. II. viii), and narrate the magic 
achievements possessed by Simon, of which they have had proof with 
their own eyes. Simon can dig through mountains, pass through 
rocks as if they were merely clay, cast himself from a lofty mountain 
and be borne gently to earth, can break his chains when in prison, and 
cause the doors to open of their own accord, animate statues and 
make the eye-witness think them men, make trees grow suddenly, 
pass through fire unhurt, change his face or become double-faced, 
or tum into a sheep or goat or serpent, make a beard grow upon a 
boy's chin, By in the air, ~become gold, make and unmake kings, 
have divine worship and honours paid him, order a sickle to go and 
reap of itself and it reaps ten times as much as an ordinary sickle 
(R. II. xi). 

To this list of wonders the Homilies add making stones into loaves, 
melting iron, the production of images of all kinds at a banquet; in his 
own house dishes are brought of themselves to him (H. I. xxxii). He 
makes spectres appear in the market place; when he walks out statues 
move, and shadows go before him which he says are souls of the dead 
(H. IV. iv). 

On one occasion Aquila says he was present when Luna was seen 
looking out of all the windows of a tower on all sides at once (R. 
II. xi). 

The most peculiar incident, however, is the use Simon is said to 
have made of the soul of a dead boy, by which he did many of his 
wonders. The incident is found in both accounts, but more fully in 
the Homilies (1. xxv-xxx) than in the Recogllitiolls (II. xiii-xv), for 
which reason the text of the former is followed. 

Simon did not stop at murder, as he confessed to Nicetas and 
Aquila" as a friend to friends." In fact he separated the soul of a boy 
from his body to act as a confederate in his phenomena. And this is 
the magical modus operandi. .. He delineates the boy on a statue 
which he keeps consecrated in the inner part of the house where he 
sleeps, and he says that after he has fashioned him out of the air by 
certain divine transmutations, and has sketched his form, he returns 
him again to the air." 

Simon explains the theory of this practice as follows: 
.. First of all the spirit of the man having been turned into the 

nature of heat draws in and absorbs, like a cupping-glass, the sur
rounding air; next he turns the air which comes within the envelope 
of spirit into water. And the air in it not being able to escape owing 
to the confining force of the spirit, he changed it into the nature of 
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blood, and the blood solidifying made flesh; and so when the flesh is 
solidified he exhibited a man made of air and not of earth. And thus 
having persuaded himself of his ability to make a new man of air, he 
reversed the transmutations, he said, and returned him to the air." 

When the converts thought that this was the soul of the person, 
Simon laughed and said, that in the phenomena it was not the soul, 
.. but some dremon I who pretended to be the soul that took possession 
of people." 

The coming controversy with Simon is then explained by Peter to 
Clement to rest on certain passages of scripture. Peter admits that 
there are falsehoods in the scriptures, but says that it would never do 
to explain this to the people. These falsehoods ha,·e been permitted 
for certain righteous reasons (H. III. v) . 

.. For the scriptures declare all manner of things that no one of 
those who enquire unthankfu11y may discover the truth, but (simply) 
what he wishes to find" (H. III. x). 

In the lengthy explanation which follows, however, on the passages 
Simon is going to bring fonvard, such as the mention of a plurality of 
Gods, and God's hardening men's hearts, Peter states that in reality all 
the passages which speak against God are spurious additions, but this 
is to be guarded as an esoteric secret. 

Nevertheless in the public controversy which follows, this secret 
is made public property, in order to meet Simon's declaration: .. I say 
that there are many gods, but one God of all these gods, incomprehen
sible and unknown to all" (R. II. xxxviii); and again: .. My belief is 
that there is a Power of immeasurable and ineffable Light, whose great
ness is held to be incomprehensible, a power which the maker of the 
world even does not know, nor does Moses the lawgiver, nor your 
master Jesus" (R. II. xlix). 

A point of interest to be noticed is that Peter challenges Simon 
to substantiate his statements by quotations either from the scriptures 
of the Jews, or from some they had not heard of, or from those of the 
Greeks, or from his O'li'1l scriptures (R. II. xxxviii). 

Simon argues that finding the God of the Law imperfect, he con
cludes this is 110t the supreme God. After a wordy harangue of Peter, 
Simon is said to have been worsted by Peter's threatening to go to 
Simon's bed-chamber and question the soul of the murdered boy. 
Simon flies to Tyre (H.) or Tripolis (R.), and Peter determines to 
pursue him among the Gentiles. 

The two accounts here become exceedingly contradictory and con
fused. According to the Homilies, Simon flees frolll Tyre to Tripolis. 
and thence further to Syria. The main dispute takes place at Laodicrea 
on the unity of God (XVI. i). Simon appeals to the Old Teslamml to 
show that there are many Gods (XVI. iv); shows that the scriptures 

I An elemental. 
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contradict themselves (XVI. ix); accuses Peter of using magic and 
teaching doctrin~s different to those taught by Christ (XVII. ii-iv); 
asserts that Jesus is not consistent with himself (XVII. v); that the 
maker of the world is not the highest God (XVIII. i); and declares 
the Ineffable Deity (XVIII. iv).' Peter of course refutes him (XVIII. 
xii-xiv), and Simon retires. 

The last incident of interest takes place at Antioch. Simon stirs 
up the people against Peter by representing him as an impostor. 
Friends of Peter set the authorities on Simon's track, and he has to 
flee. At Laodicrea he meets Faustinianus (R.), or Faustus (R.), the 
father of Clement, who rebukes him (R. XIX. xxiv); and so he 
changes the face of Faustinianus into an exact likeness of his own 
that he may be taken in his place CR. XX. xii; R. X. liii). Peter sends 
the transformed Faustinianus to Antioch, who, in the guise of Simon, 
makes a confession of imposture and testifies to the divine mission of 
Peter. Peter accordingly enters Antioch in triumph. 

B. The story of Simon in the Apostolic Constitutions is short and 
taken from the Acts, and to some extent from the Clementines, finish
ing up. however, with the mythical death of Simon at Rome, owing to 
the prayers of Peter. Simon is here said to be conducted by dremons 
and to have flown (i1l'TaTo) upwards. The details of this magical feat 
are given variously elsewhere.~ 

The only point of real interest is a vague reference to Simonian 
literature (VI. xvi), in a passage which runs as follows: 

For we know that the followers of Simon and Cleobius having composed 
poisonous books in the name of Christ and his disciples, carry them about for 
the deception of you who have loved Christ and us his servants." 

So end the most important of the legends. To these, however, 
must be added others of a like nature of which the scene of action is 
laid at Rome in the time of Nero.' I have not thought it worth while 
to refer to the original texts for these utterly apocryphal and un
authenticated stories, but simply append a very short digest from the 

1 7rarFJp EV a7rOpp-r,rOL<;. 
2 Hege.ippus (D~ B~lIoJ,.daico, iii .• ), Abdias (Hi.I., i, towards the end), and Maximus Taurinensis 

(Pair. VI. S)'IIodi ad Imp. Constanl., Act. 18), say that Simon ftew like Icarus: whereas in Arnobius 
(Contra Gn,ln, ii) and the Arabic Preface to Council of Nica:a there is talk of a chariot of fire, or a 
car that he had constructerl. 

" Cotelerius in a note (i. 347,348) refers the reader to the passages in the R~cog"ititmS aud in 
Jerome'. Com"untary on Matt"~", which I have already quoted. He also says that the author of 
th" book, D, Dit,i"is Nomi"a,,.. (C. 6), sp"aks of "the controversial sent"nCf:8 of Simon" (l,{JLWYO<; 
aYTLpp7fTLKO~ AOym). The author is the Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, and I shall quote later 
on some ofthe.e sentences, though from a very uncertain source. Cotelerius also refers to the Anbic 
Preface to the Nica:an Council. The text referred to will be found in the Latin translation of 
Abrahamus Echellensis, JOven in Labbe's Conc,1ia (Sacrorum ConciliM"u", NoV/J ColI~ctio, edd. Phil. 
Labbreus et Gabr. Cossart1U8, S.J., F1orentire, 1759, Tom. ii, p. 1057, col. I), and runs as follows: 

.. Those traitors (the Simonlans) fabricated for themselves a gosp"I, which they divided Into four 
books, and called it the • Book of the Four Angles and Points of the World.' All pursue magic 
zealously, and defend it, wearing red and rose-coloured threads round the neck in sign of a compact 
and treaty entered into with the devil their seducer." 

As to the books of the followers of Cleobius we have no further information. 
, A.D. 54-68. 
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excellent summary of Dr. Salmon, the Regius Professor of Divinity in 
Dublin University, as given in Smith and Wace's Dictionary of CIzris
lian Biograplzy.l 

The Greek Acts of Peter and Paul give details of the conflict and 
represent both apostles as having taken part in it. Simon and Peter 
are each required to raise a dead body to life. Simon, by his magic, 
makes the head move, but as soon as he leaves the body it again 
becomes lifeless. Peter, however, by his prayers effects a real resurrec
tion. Both are challenged to divine what the other is planning. Peter 
prepares blessed bread, and takes the emperor into the secret. Simon 
cannot guess what Peter has been doing, and so raises hell-hounds 
who rush on Peter, but the presentation of the blessed bread causes 
them to vanish. 

In the Acts of Nerezts and Aclzilleus,' another version of the story is 
given. Simon had fastened a great dog at his door in order to prevent 
Peter entering. Peter by making the sign of the cross renders the dog 
tame towards himself, but so furious against his master Simon that the 
latter had to leave the city in disgrace. 

Simon, however, still retains the emperor's favour by his magic 
power. He pretends to permit his head to be cut off, and by the 
power of glamour appears to be decapitated, while the executioner 
really cuts off the head of a ram. 

The last act of the drama is the erection of a wooden tower in 
the Campus Martius, and Simou is to ascend to heaven in a chariot 
of fire. But, through the prayers of Peter, the two dremons who 
were carrying him aloft let go their hold and so Simon perishes 
miserably. 

Dr. Salmon connects this with the story, told by Suetonius' and 
Dio Chrysostom, t that Nero caused a wooden theatre to be erected in 
the Campus, and that a gymnast who tried to play the part of Icarus 
fell so near the emperor as to bespatter him with blood. 

So much for these motley stories; here and there instructive, but 
mostly absurd. I shall now endeavour to sift out the rubbish from 
this patristic and legendary heap, and perhaps we shall find more of 
value than at present appears. 

(To be c01zlimted.) 

1 Art. "Simon !\fagus," Vol. 1\'. p. 686. 
t Bolland. Acla SS. !\fay iii. 9. 
8 vi. 12. 

t Oral. xxi. Q. 

G. R. S. MEAD. 
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tlnsu'btbmnnnana; tlt, tht ~ibitntion qf thlSUbtbu. 
Translated by Two Members of the Kumbakonam T.S. 

(Colltiuued from p. -lor.) 

VARUNAKA VIII. 

OM. The four attributes of Paramatma, as mentioned in the preced
ing chapter, (viz.,) that it has not characteristics of the three 

bodies, that it is a witness (simply) to the three Avasthas (states), 
that it is other than the five Koshas (sheaths), and that it has the attri
bute of Sachchidananda will be expatiated upon in (the) four chapters 
(beginning with this one). Of these (four) the first and the third come 
under the characteristics called Atadhvya Vritti (the process of know
ing the truth through a thing opposed to it). The second comes under 
the characteristic called Tatastha (the process of knowing the truth 
through a thing different from it and through which alone the truth 
should be known). The fourth comes under the characteristic called 
Svarupa (the process of arriving at truth through itself). The first 
characteristic is (that process of) arriving at a knowledge of Atma 
after discarding all things from Akasha down to body through the holy 
sentences, "This is not it (Atma); this is not it," and so on. The 
second is (the process of) arriving at a knowledge of Atma that it is 
the seat of the universe. The third is (the process of) arriving at a 
knowledge of Atma as Sachchidananda (Be-ness, Consciousness and 
Bliss), the all-full and unconditioned. 

In this eighth chapter, we shall show that Atma has not the 
characteristics of the three bodies. We shall first describe the three 
bodies (themselves), since without a knowledge of them the sentence, 
II Atma has not their characteristics," will not be understood. Now 
there are three bodies, Gross, Subtle, and Karana (Causal). Of course 
people need not be told about the Gross Body, which they perceptibly 
see as being with hands, legs, etc., and as visible as a pillar. The 
Subtle Body is composed of seventeen organs. Ajfilina (or Avidya) 
alone constitutes the Karana Sharira (Body). The term Sharira is 
applied to the body as it comes from (the word) "Shiryathe" (meaning) 
II perishes." This Gross Body perishes without food. Even with food 
it dies also of disease or old age. The Subtle Body grows and dies like 
a tender leaf. With the growth of desires and the actions of the 
internal organs (the lower mind) this body also grows; and with their 
contraction (or lessening) this body also ceases to live. For the Karana 
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Body, its growth is through the thought, .. I am Jiva (Ego)"; but when 
the" I" is identified with Brahma then this body contracts and perishes. 
The (ever-increasing) growth of the actions as described herein of the 
Subtle and Karana Bodies, is found only in the ignorant, but the 
spiritually wise have them not. As thus the three bodies described 
above are subject to dissolution, hence the word Sharira is applied to 
them. 

The (Sanskrit) word "Deha" is also applied to body as it comes 
from the root" Deh," to burn. Now we find that the Gross Bodies are 
(generally) burnt by fire. But can we apply that word to the other 
two bodies which cannot be burnt by fire? Because they are burnt 
by the three kinds l of heart-burnings (pains) which are far more 
destructive than fire. Thus all the three bodies are really burnt. 
Hence the word Deha is applicable to them. The Gross Body, as it is 
like a pillar and composed of the five elements, is gross. The Subtle 
Body, as it is the result of the composition of the subtle elements and 
is not gross like the Gross Body, is subtle. It is also called Linga 
Body (Sharira),' as it enables one to hear the (subtle) sounds. words, 
etc., which become (hence) absorbed (with reference to the gross ear). 
That which is the cause of the Gross and Subtle Bodies is said to be 
the Karana (Causal) Body. 

It was stated before that the Gross and Subtle Bodies arose out of 
the five elements. Now it is stated that these two bodies have as 
their cause the Karana (Causal) Body. How are these statements to 
be .reconciled? There are two standpoints from which .Atma can be 
viewed: (I) from the standpoint of Adhyaropa evolution, where matter 
is evolved to different successive stages and is yet declared to be Maya 
or illusionary; (2) from that of Ugapat evolution, where .Atma is looked 
upon as subject to the limitations of matter (or bodies). According 
to the Adhyaropa evolution theory (otherwise called regular evolution) 
it was stated that the Gross and Subtle Bodies were made out of 
the five elements. Thi!' is true (from this standpoint). According 
to the Ugapat 9 (lit., conjoint) evolution theory all the bodies and 
the universe are said to have arisen out of Ajnana. Hence (ac
cording to this standpoint) it must be understood that Ajnana (or 
Avidya which forms the covering for the Causal Body) is the cause of 
the two bodies (Gross and Subtle). The first or the regular evolution 
is thus--Mulaprakriti, Maya, Avidya. .Avarana (centripetal force). 
Vikshepa (centrifugal force), .Akasha, Vayu, Agni (Fire). Water and 

1 The three kinds of pains are Adhyatmika, Adldalvika and Adlbautika, i~., from body, devu 
and animals, or from (I) disease, etc., incidental to the Gross Body; (.j pasalous, etc., pertaining to 
the Subtle Body; (3) AvidyA, etc., pertalnlng to the Causal Body. 

2 This I,inga Sharira should not be confounded with the second principle of the septenary clallsifi· 
catiou, as it (the second principle) is not dealt with here. This I,inga Body here staDds ODly for the 
Subtle BodY. m .• the fourth principle and the lower portiou of the fifth. 

8 It la called Ugapat (conjoint). ainee AtmA or spirit becomes veiled by matter by conjoining 
with It. 
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Earth. According to the other theory the whole universe arose only 
through (our) not knowing Atma (or through the limitation of matter). 

(Now coming to the bodies) there is no doubt about the Gross 
Body as it is perceptibly enjoyed by us. But the Subtle Body is not 
so perceptible. How then can we postulate its existence? Its exist
ence should be known (or inferred) from the effects produced by the 
seventeen organs.1 But those effects are not produced by the Gross 
Body, inasmuch as in dreamless sleep, trance and death, the effects (or 
functions) of the seventeen organs are not found (or manifested) 
through the Gross Body, though then existent, and inasmuch as those 
effects are found in the waking and dreaming states only. Therefore 
it should be known that a Subtle Body having the seventeen organs 
does exist irrespective of the Gross Body. 

May it not be argued that as the Gross and Subtle Bodies are not 
seen acting separately they both perform conjointly the functions of 
hearing, seeing, etc.? On a careful enquiry we find it is not so. It is 
only the Subtle Body that performs then the functions and not both 
together. Take for example fire. It is only with the aid of fuel that 
it boils food and does other actions; without fuel it is not able to do 
any action itself. And yet such operations of boiling. etc., are due to 
the fire and not to the fuel. Similarly the functions of seeing, hearing, 
etc., performed by the Subtle Body, which depends upon the Gross 
Body (for its manifestation). are due to the Subtle Body and not to 
the Gross. Hence it must be presumed that a body called the Subtle 
Body exists having the seventeen organs. The seventeen organs are 
the five organs of sense, the five organs of action, the five Prdnas 
(vital airs), and Manas and Buddhi. That which is composed of these 
is the Subtle Body. Ear, skin, eye, tongue, and nose are the five 
organs of sense. Their objects are sound, touch, form, taste, and 
odour. They are called Jiuinendriyas, since they are the means of 
producing Jndna (spiritual wisdom) (through their control). Since 
they are the effects of Sattvaguna, they are stated to be the means of 
producing spiritual wisdom. Mouth, hands, legs, anus, and the 
genital organ are the five organs of action. Their functions are 
talking, lifting, walking, excreting and secreting, and enjoying. As 
these are serviceable to the performance of (bodily) actions, they are 
called Karmendriyas. As Rajoguna produces perturbation and im
purity, the organs'of action which are composed of them subserve the 
purpose of the performance of Karmas. Pranas are five: PrAna. 
Apiina, VyAna, UdAna, and Sam Ana. They are called PrAnas as they 
support and strengthen the body through such acts as inspiration and 
expiration. They are able to perform these functions only through the 
Rajas Guna (quality), of which they are composed. That action of the 

1 The lleVeateea orgaas, as atated herellfler-the five orgaa. of sease, the five organ. of '"'tlon, 
the five Priau aad MaaRS aad Buddhi. We fiad the fuactioas of these orgaas goiag on In dreama. 
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internal organ (or lower mind) which is engaged in enquiring (into 
things) is Manas, while that which determines is Buddhi. Thus the 
Subtle Body has seventeen organs. 

In order to understand an object (thoroughly) in this world, there 
are three tests (or means): (viz.,) by approximation, by its charac
teristics, and by an enquiry into its characteristics. By the first means 
we know the name only of the object sought to be known; by the 
second, we understand its real nature; and by the third, we enquire 
into (such) characteristics. Now (with reference to the Subtle Body) 
the first means, viz., the names of the se\'eral organs of the Subtle 
Body, has already been dwelt upon. We shall apply the other two 
tests (to the Subtle Body). According to the second test, the charac
teristics of an object should 110t be subject to the faults of Avyapti 
(non-inclusion or exclusion of part of a thing defined), Adhivyapti 
(redundancy) and Asambbava (impossibility), and should thus not 
be found in another. 

A vyapti arises when the characteristics are found in one part of 
an object only and not in the rest. Illustration: the cow is of a tawny 
colour. (Here the object cow is subject to the fault of Avyapti, as the 
tawny colour is an attribute of one class of cows only and not of the 
whole class. Hence cow cannot be properly known through th~ 
description of it alone.) 

Adhivyapti arises when the characteristics pointed out are found 
in (or are common to) other objects also. For instance: the four
legged cows. (Here not only cows but also other animals have four 
legs. Hence redundancy.) 

AsambhAva is where the characteristics given out are not (at all) 
found ·in the object (stated). For instance: one-hoofed cow. (All 
cows have two hoofs and not one. Hence impossibility.) 

That which is not subject to these stains has not the properties 
that are found in (or are common to) another. For instance: a cow 
having the characteristics of neck, dewlap, back and hump. (Here 
these characteristics are found in the bovine genus only.) 

Applying these tests to the Subtle Body, the characteristics of the 
Subtle Body will be described in regular order. 

The organ of sound is that which, being localized in the Akasha 
that is in the orifice of the ear, and acting under the directions of the 
Devatas (Gods) that preside over the Dikhs (quarters), hears the 
eighteen languages and sounds. On enquiry into the characteristics 
of this organ, we ha\'e to conclude that such a perception does not 
take place through the Akasha in the orifice of the ear, but through 
another only, inasmuch as we find that in dreamless slumber, swoon 
and other states, there does not arise the perception of sound even 
with the presence (of such an Akasha in the orifice of the ear). 

The organ of touch is that which, pen'ading the skin all over the 
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body, and acting under the directions of the Devatas that preside 
over Vayu, feels heat or cold, smoothness or roughness, and so on. 
On enquiry into its characteristics we have to conclude that such a 
perception does not take place through the skin, as in dreamless 
sleep, etc., there is no perception of touch even in the presence of 
the skin. 

The organ of sight is that, which being localized in the pupil of the 
eye, and acting under the directions of its presiding deity, the sun, is 
able to perceive forms, as long, broad, gross, subtle, etc., and colours, 
as blue. white, red. yellow, green, etc. But it is not through the pupil 
of the eye that such a perception takes place, for even with its existence 
there is no such perception in dreamless sleep, etc. 

The organ of taste is that which. acting under the directions of its 
presiding deity, Varuna, and being localized in the tip of the tongue, 
perceives the six kinds of taste-sweetness, bitterness, astringency, 
saltishness, acidity and pungency. But it is not the tongue that per
forms the perception of taste, a~ the tongue, though present in dreamless 
sleep and other states, is not able to feel the sensation of taste. 

The organ of smell is that which, acting under the directions of its 
presiding deity, called the Ashvins. and centring itself at the tip of the 
nose, is able to sense good and bad odours. But it is not the nose that 
feels such a sensation, as the nose, though present in dreamless slumber 
and other states, does not perform such function. 

Thus should be known the characteristics of the organs of sense. 
N ow we shall proceed to those of the organs of action. 

The organ of Vach (speech) is that which, acting under the 
directions of Agni (fire), its presiding deity, and centring itself at the 
base of the palate, the upper and lower lips, teeth, neck, heart, navel 
and other places, causes the articulation of different sounds. But it 
is not the base of the palate. etc., that cause the pronunciation of 
words, as, though present in dreamless sleep, etc., they do not pro
duce articulation. 

The organ of taking is that which, acting under the directions of 
Indra, its presiding deity, and centring itself in the hand, performs the 
functions of lifting, etc., but these functions cannot be performed by 
the hand itself, as, though present in dreamless sleep and other states, 
it does not perform its fUllctions. 

The organ of walking is that which, having Uvendra for its pre
siding deity and centring itself in the legs, performs the function of 
walking; but this function cannot be performed by the leg itself, as, 
though present in dreamless sleep and other states, it is not able to 
do so. 

The organ of excretion is that which. having Mrityu (the God of 
death) as its presiding deity, and centring itself in the anus, performs 
the functions of excretion, etc.; but such actions cannot be performed 
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by the anus itself, as, though present in dreamless sleep and other 
states, it is not able so to do. 

The organ of generation is that which, acting under the directions 
of Prajapati, its presiding deity, and localizing itself in the male or 
female sexual organs, performs the functions of secreting Shukla (male 
sperm) or Shonita (female sperm) and urine; but such functions can
not be performed by the sexual organs themselves, as, though present 
in dreamless sleep and other states, they are not able to discharge such 
functions. 

Such are the characteristics of the organs of action. Now we shall 
proceed to those of the five Pranas (vital airs). 

Prana is he who, acting under the directions of Vishishtha, the 
presiding deity, and localizing himself in the heart, performs the func
tion of inhalation. 

Apiina is he who, acting under the directions of Vishvashrishta, 
the presiding deity, and localizing himself in the anus, performs the 
function of exhalation. 

Vyana is he who, acting under the directions of Vishvayoni, and 
being within and without the body, imparts strength (or vitality) to 
the body. 

Udana is he who, acting under the directions of Aja, the presiding 
deity, and localizing himself in the throat, causes the organs to be 
merged in their respective (original) seats during dreamless sleep, and 
to again manifest themselves in their external seats, and conveys these 
organs after death to higher worlds. 

Samana is he who, acting under the direction of Jaya, the presid
ing deity, and localizing himself in the navel, digests in the gastric 
fire the four kinds of food, bitten, swallowed, sucked and licked, and 
thus nourishes the body. 

Thus should the five Pranas be known. 
Besides these there are said to be five Sub-pranas called Naga, 

Kurma, Krikara, Devadatta and Dhananjaya. These five Sub-pranas 
are (no doubt) included under the above-mentioned five Pranas. 

The function of Naga is vomiting, that of Kurma is opening and 
closing the eyelids and lips; that of Krikara is coughing; that of Deva
datta is yawning; and that of Dhananjaya is causing the body to swell. 

Now will be described the (Antahkarana) Internal Organs (the 
lower mind), which are divided into four-Manas, Buddhi, Chitta and 
Ahankara. 

Of these, Manas,1 having the moon as its presiding deity, and 
localizing itself in the throat, performs the functions of thought and 
fancy. 

1 The Stats of Manas and Buddhi are, according to the UpRnimacis, the very ~ of what the 
author here atatea them to be. Buddhi here beJou ... to the lower mind and should not be confounded 
with the sixth principle oCthe aepteuary c:tauific:atlou. 
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Buddhi, having for its presiding deity the four-faced Brahma, and 
localizing itself ill the face, produces certainty of knowledge. 

Ahankara, having Rudra for its presiding deity, and localizing 
itself in the heart, produces Egoism. 

Chitta, having for its presiding deity Vishnu, the lord of body 
(Kshetra-yajna), and localizing itself in the navel, generates memory. 

Some Vedic texts maintain that the Subtle Body, described above, 
is composed of sixteen organs, while others say seventeen. In the 
former case the Internal Organs should be counted as one, whereas in 
the latter case it should be counted as (two) Manas and Buddhi, under 
which should be included Chitta and Ahankara. Wherever the Subtle 
Body is stated to be composed of nineteen organs, the Internal Organs 
should be taken as four. 

Thus should be known the characteristics of the Subtle Body. 
Now to the Karana (Causal) Body. 

Ajnana (or Avidya) itself is the Karana (Causal) Body. As this 
Body is the cause of the two Bodies, the Gross and Subtle, there
fore it is called the Causal Body. This Causal Body being the first 
Body taken by Jivas (Egos) and fshvara (the Lord) becomes the 
cause of the other two Bodies. The evidence bearing upon this is as 
follows: 

The Vedas say: "Aji'tana alone is the Causal Body." According 
to logic, the cause should be inferred from the effects. According to 
experience we find (men saying): "I (am) a person of AjIiiina (non
wisdom). 

In order to prove that Atma has not the characteristics of the three 
Bodies, the characteristics of the three Bodies have till now been dwelt 
upon. Now we shall proceed to give out the (positive) characteristics 
of Atma itself. 

All the Upanishads lay down that Brahma is all-full and pervading 
everywhere, and that each indiddualized Atm50 (in man) is no other 
than Brahma itself. Therefore Atma should be known to have the 
characteristics of Sachchidananda (Sat, Chit, and Ananda). 

Then what are Sat, Chit,. and A.nanda? That which is unaffected 
(during the three periods of time by anything) is Sat (Beness). Self
light (or illumination) is Chit (or consciousness). Self-enjoyment (or 
bliss) is Ananda. Thus Atma is of the nature of Sachchidananda. 

Non-Atma is of the nature of non-reality, inertness and pains. 
The manner in which the characteristics of A.tlll5o and Non-A.tma may 
be contrasted is thus. 

Just as the characteristics of a male are not found in a female, and 
vice versa, so also the characteristics of Sat are not found in Asat (un
reality, and zdce ,,'crsa). Just as the characteristics of light are not 
found in darkness and 1'ice 7'ersa, so also the characteristics of Chit are 
not found in Jada (inertness), and vice versa. Just as the characteristics 
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of moonlight are not found in heat (or sun's light), and vice versa, so 
also the characteristics of bliss are not found in pains, and vice versa. 

We shall (next) proceed to expatiate upon the characteristics of 
Sat, Chit, and Ananda, and their antitheses, non-reality, inertness and 
pains. 

Sat is that (reality) which is unaffected by anything during the 
three periods of time, while Asat is that which appears as real though 
unreal during the three periods of time, and which on due enquiry by 
us becomes affected. 

(It can be illustrated thUS.) In the midst of a faint gloom a person 
mistakes a rope lying on the ground for a serpent, garland, low ground 
or a drain; or so on. The rope maintains its real state during (the 
three periods of) the time of delusion (even), after it and before it. 
The mistaken idea (or delusion) of serpent, etc., appears (then) as 
real to the person seeing the rope, however false and unreal such an 
idea may be. But the moment the discrimination of the true state, 
viz., the rope, is brought home to his mind, the false idea is affected 
(or vanishes). The attributes of a serpent, etc., are not to be found in 
rope and 'i'icc 'i'crsa. Just as objects (in this world) are dissimilar to 
one another in their sound, meaning, qualities, appearance aud worldly 
actions, so also the characteristics of Sat are totally dissimilar to 
those of the Body and the Universe, and the characteristics of Asat 
are not found in the individual Atma (which is no other than Sat, ,dz., 
Brahma). With these differences of characteristics, Sat and Asat 
should be differentiated. 

N ext we shall proceed to contrast the differences between Chit 
( consciousness) and inertness. Chit ( consciousness) shines through 
its inherent light without the aid of the sun or other lights, and 
illuminates all inert matter which is falsely ascribed to it. Therefore 
Chit is that light (of consciousness) which illuminates the sun and 
other resplendent objects, as also earth and other non-resplendent 
objects. Inertness is that which has neither light of its own, nor is 
able to illuminate other objects. 

To illustrate both these. The sun (as we now see with our physical 
eyes) without needing any other light illuminates itself, as also the pot 
and other objects on which it falls. Similarly should be known the 
light (of consciousness) of Chit. Pot and other objects are not able to 
illuminate themseh'es or other objects; so inertness should be known. 
'Therefore as the sun and pot differ from one another in the five ways 
mentioned before, viz., sound, etc., so should be known the difference 
in characteristics between Chit and inertness. The result of these 
investigations will convince any person that all the changes arising in 
objects illuminated in this world do not at any of the three periods 
affect the one substratum (viz., Spirit) which illuminates all. No loss 
or gain occurs to the sun through its rays penetrating into a pot's 
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mouth or shining on the pot itself. Neither is he defiled nor rendered 
pure by coming in contact with foul or pure objects. Neither 
is he pleased or pained through the beauty or deformity of a thing. 
Neither is he surprised nor not surprised at the peculiarity or non
peculiarity of an object. All changes in objects do not affect the 
sun at all. 

Similarly names, form, caste, orders of life, entrance into or free
dom from worldly bondage, prohibitory or mandatory rules, the six 
kinds of change (growth, etc.), the six infirmities (hunger, thirst, etc.), 
the six sheaths, blindness, deafness, idiocy, activity and others-all 
these changes in the body and the organs illuminated by Atma do not 
in the least affect Atma at any of the three periods of time. It should 
be known that this spiritual wisdom would be (soon and) easily acquired 
if persisted in. 

Thus is the difference betw~en Chit (consciousness) and inertness. 
Then as to bliss and pains. 

Bliss (Ananda, spiritual) is that happiness which is vehicleless, 
surpriseless and eternal. Pains should be known as the opposite of 
happiness. 

Pains are of three kinds'; Adhiatmika (arising in the body), Adhi
bautika (from the elements, etc.) and Adhidaivika (arising from the 
Devas, etc.). 

The first kind includes diseases and other bodily pains generated 
in men, through the variation of Vayu, bile and phlegm in the Gross 
Body, brought about by the gratification of the senses. 

Adhibautika are those pains which arise in men from the elements, 
and from serpents, tigers, etc., composed of the elements. 

Adhidaivika are those pains brought about by floods, drought, the 
falling down of thunderbolts, and such like, caused by the Gods. Now 
we shall illustrate bliss and pains. 

Nectar, being always in its inherent state of bliss, imparts bliss to 
those that absorb it; but deadly poison, being always in its natural 
state of burning (or painsgiYing), produces burning sensation in those 
that absorb it. Just as nectar and poison are found to vary in their 
characteristics in the five ways meutioned above, beginning with 
sound, etc., so the characteristics of bliss should be known as not 
found in the three kinds of pains and '{lice <'crsa, through the five ways 
mentioned above, viz., sound, etc. 

The conclusion we arrive at from all these (im'estigatiolls) is 
this. The nature of Sat is like the rope (the real one); the nature 
of Chit is like the (self-shining) sun; the nature of Bliss is like 
nectar. 

The true significance of the word .. I" is only Atma. Whoever 
cognizes through his spiritual instructor, Atma, as not having the 
attributes of the body, organs and other objects in this uuiverse 
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which are as illusorv as a rope, as inert as a pot, and as pain
producing as poison-he is a person that has separated himself from 
all worldly ties; he is one that has done all that should be done. 
It is the settltd conclusion of Vedanta that he alone is an emancipated 
persou. 

(To be cOlltilllli'd.) 

~he ~s!]clwlogp' of the J\,sh,tl !lob~. 
THEOSOPHISTS are frequently asked for some proof of the 

existence of the Astral Body which shal1 rest on other eyidence 
than that which is accessible only to the few, as in the case of those 
sensitives who are able to see it and therefore to \'ouch for its reality 
as an actual experience; and because we have not formulated our 
philosophy in accordance with the accepted methods of western epis
temology we lie under the accusation of being loose in our assertions 
and dev~id of strict philosophicalmcthod. The mental confusion with 
reference to the real yalue of Theosophical assertions which these 
accusations manifest is. I think, due to the fact that in some cases (as 
in dealing with the Astral Body) no attempt has been made to show 
the agreement which paral1el lines of thought in the world of western 
psychology bear to our own conclusions. So that though as an ex
planation of many wel1 ascertained facts in nature, such as wraiths and 
apparitions of various kinds, the Theosophical tenet of the Astral Body 
is admittedly plausible, still many capable thinkers seem to imagine 
that it has no other claim to recognition than as being a wel1 imagined 
theory. Yet the psychologists of the modem school have amongst 
their own ranks one who has affirmed the absolute necessity for the 
existence of this astral substance which Theosophists belie\'e in, though 
his intuitions haye not carried him so far as to enable him to deyelop 
the full meaning which attaches to his admissions. I allude to the 
great associationist, Prof. Bain, of whose earlier works the late J. S. 
Mill said that they were the most complete and genuinely analytical 
exposition of the human mind which Ii posteriori psychology has 
produced. 

Prof. Bain says that the phrase" Association of Ideas" expresses 
the prevailing fact at the foundation of our intelligence, and he illus
trates what is meant by it as follows: 

When we see the sky becoming overcast we think of rain as about to follow. 
the notion of rain not having been previously present to our mind. \\'hen we 
hear church bells we are apt to think of other circumstances of public worship. 
'Vhen we see a mountain we may be reminded of some other scene which we have 
formerly seen. 
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In fact one concrete experience recalls another, and he points out 
how those associations which belong to the first two examples are 
caused by proximity or contiguity, to which may be added the associa
tion of similarity, and that of contrariety, or when a thing suggests its 
opposite. Prof. Sorley says: 

That in all cases of association a two-fold process seem!! to be involved. A 
portion of the present mental content coalesces with a resembling portion of a past 
mental state and the revival of this portion involves the reinstatement in conscious
ness of the other elements with which it was previously connected. 

But the principle of association by proximity is not confined to 
ideas. Prof. Bain says that our mechanical habits are formed through 
the very same power of our constitution that enables us to recall and 
remember ideas. 

Thus the taught movements of a skilled mechanic are connected together so 
fimlly that one succeeds the other almost of its own accord. 

The Professor then makes the following assertion: 
Everything of the nature of acquisition supposes a plastic property in the 

human system giving permanent coherence to acts that have been performed 
together. 

Here then we have from the writings of a prominent psychologist 
the authoritative assertion of the necessity for an Astral Body, for, as 
explained by the Sceret Doctrillc, the Astral Body is a plastic something 
permeating the human system, receiving and retaining impressions 
from the world of Action, Sensation, Emotion and Thought. Prof. 
Bain preserves these four divisions of associated Ideas, recognizing 
each as having its own particular plane of action, so that when 
Theosophy teaches that there is an Astral Body on the plane of action, 
another on the plane of Sensation, another on the plane of emotional 
Thought, and another on the plane of abstract Thought, it does so in 
agreement with the requirements of an a posteriori psychology. I will 
now inquire into the reason why Prof. Bain's" plastic property" nrust 
be a Body, and the replica in plastic suhstance of the physical form it 
permeates. 

THE LINGA SHARIRA ASTRAL BODY. 

According to the authority just quoted, this plastic property gives 
permanent coherence to acts that have been performed together. This 
he shows to be, on the lowest plane, instinctive action, as exemplified 
by the association of such complex movements as result in degluti
tion; he gives as other examples the action of the heart, the lungs, 
etc., together with the associated movements that follow along with 
them. An extension of these examples would comprise every action 
possible to the human body, and we may say that man lives as a unit of 
harmoniously associated forces; the truth of this is apparent when by 
illness or any other abnormal excitement the sequential harmony of 
anyone part of this unit association is upset, and the conseql1ent 
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relation of a pre"ious harmony to present discord becomes a sadly 
conspicuous fact. Therefore the plastic property, which permeates the 
body and connects into one association the forces by which and 
through which the "isib/e life of the body asserts itself, must represent 
an ideal model of the form of clay in which it is enclosed. This 
assemblage of associated actions in a homogeneous and plastic sub
stance is what Theosophy calls the Linga Sharira, so that this latter 
represents the acquired potentiality (s~e Prof. Bain's definition) of the 
body for those seemingly countless interactions whose sum total is 
physical life as a human form; and because these trains of associated 
movements are connected together in one plastic material they must 
give it that shape which governs the type )Olan. So that, as a plastic 
model of the substantial form which covers it, the Linga Sharira is 
evidently a [body owing its definite proportions to inherent action, in 
contra-distinction to the physical body, which is defined by its stability. 
One of the tenets of Theosophy is that the Astral Body preexists in 
the protoplasmic cell, as a perfect model of the future man. This has 
given rise to much amusement on the part of physiologists, because on 
examination this model is not to be found. But Theosophists consider 
the joke to be entirely on their side, for, with due deference to the 
superior learning of our critics, there is something extremely ludicrous 
in the spectacle of an eminent anatomist endeavouring to cut out of the 
germ a bundle of associated actions. The truth of this teaching 
evidently does 110t depend on an anatomical proof, but on deductions 
from the ascertained facts of e"olution and heredity, together with the 
acknowledged nature of the" plastic property" and the observed power 
of association which belongs to it, \Vithout appealing to the deductive 
sequence by which Theosophy arrives at the preexistence of the Astral 
Body in its descent from generals to particulars, I will take Prof. Bain 
as my authority. He deduces the existence of this "plastic property" 
from the observed fact of associated action, and finds that its charac
teristic is described by the nature of association as follows: to gi"e 
permanent coherence to acts which ha"e prC'l'iolts/y been performed 
together. Kothing could be clearer or more explicit than this; so that 
if the growth of the physical body shows the effect of associated acts it 
is necessary, according to the requirements of association producing 
coherent results, that these actions should have been acquired 
previously and associated together in a plastic substance. As no one 
will deny that the development of the physical body from the germ 
gives us a coherently harmonious association of actions which is visibly 
defined by its anatomical structure, these must have previously existed 
in the cell as an Astral Body, the complete replica in potential acti,;ties 
of the future :\Ian. 

Theosophy tells us that the Linga Sharira is quite unreasoning 
and mechanical in its activity, a fact which will be readily understood 
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as a true description of it, viewed as an association of actions alone. 
But we also see that in virtue of the power of association which is 
shown by the plastic substance, it must itself be inherent Consciousness, 
so that when its objective self is manifest as associated actions, these 
latter are evidently amenable to the control of an individualized con
sciousness, should such be directed upon them. Before leaving the 
Linga Sharira for the next Astral Body we must remember that it 
represents an association of actions whose effect is to render objective 
not only the activities of bodily vitality, but through these the Life 
Impulse of the Universe. The power of association therefore lies in a 
consciousness which manifests at the same time the macrocosmic and 
the microcosmic energy of vitality, so that both these are presentations 
of a common consciousness. But as the vitality which animates a man 
can only take effect in the human frame through the association which 
characterises its parts, we are taught to consider the Linga Sharira as 
the vehicle of Pnlna. 

THE KAMA-PRANIC ASTRAL BODY. 

I think that the evidence adduced by psychology in favour of the 
existence of an Astral Body is sufficient to show that those who have 
ridiculed this Theosophical tenet have possessed more wit than wisdom, 
and the admitted peculiarity which characterizes association, namely 
the presence of a plastic property permeating the human body, makes 
our friends the Associationists not only sponsors for the Linga Sharira 
but also for an Astral Body for Sensations and another for Thoughts, 
thus justifying that other Theosophical assertion that there is more 
than one kind of astral double in man. 

Let us now examine the nature of the Kama-Pranic Astral Body, 
which lives on the next plane of human consciousness. This plane is 
that of Prana, or of that vital principle described in Manual I, by 
Mrs. Besant. It is the abstract motion of consciousness, or the im
pulse to live, which lies at the hack of every manifestation, and may 
be viewed sometimes as Heat, sometimes as Will, and sometimes as 
the substance of Life, which both feels and is felt-a synonym of 
terms which I have ventured to elaborate in an article called "Heat, 
Sound and Consciousness." 

Let us here consider Prana in its primitive condition, as the vital 
element, or motion abstracted from the Consciousness in which it is 
engendered. As such it lies behind associated actions as an infinite 
impulse "to be." Homogeneous and universal, it is caught in its 
vehicle the Linga Sharira, and differentiated by this latter into as 
many forces as there are associated actions. Fot" as soon as the 
germ cell is quickened, the vital element urges into action a pre
existent and latent association of actions, representing the ideal model 
of the physical body which is to be the future home of the re·incar-
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nating Ego. These, as they begin their work of materialization under 
Prallic impulsion, must react upon the homogeneity of this impulse 
as already stated. 

Thus Prana becomes a human Life, as a unit of Pranic energy, 
made up of a number of minor intensities associated together. ~o\v 

these different vital intensities, which appear as mechanical action on 
the Astral Plane of Consciousness, have another and perfectly distinct 
effect when, instead of being relati"e values as manifesting actions, 
they are considered in their relation to abstract Consciousness; they 
then become dl'l:rCl'S of Consciousness or Sensations. Thus the differ
entiation of the homogeneity of the "ital principle into actions awakens 
corresponding Sensations on a deeper plane of conscious association, 
by which Consciousness is rendered in terms "f intensity, and endows 
the latter with sensation as a natural consequence. 

Psychology says of Sensations that they are commonly defined as 
mental states which result frolll nervous stimuli. \Ve have now seen 
how Theosophy explains" nen'ous stimuli" as associated actions under 
the influence of the vital element. These are found associated together 
in a plastic property as associations of Sensations which represent a 
replica of the Linga Sharira as a Kama-Pranic Astral Body. 

K.bIA-M,\~.~SIC ASTRAL BODY. 

What has been said of Actions and Sensations is likewise true of 
Thoughts. These, associated together in a plastic property, gi\'e us in 
their totality the Kama-Manasic Astral Body. The Associationists will 
probably wish to know what this new kind of body foisted upon them 
may really be and whence its name. 

In Manual I, we have an excellent description of the meaning of 
the term Lower Manas, and this, as an astral body, is the third, which is 
awakened to earthly existence in the continuous sequence of unfolding 
consciousness which is set in Illotion by the act of conception. To 
recapitulate the effect of this act, we have first seen brought into 
objective existence the activity of consciousness. or Prana. the infinite 
homogeneous vitality of the Universe, which is at once differentiated by 
its vehicle the Linga Sharira j we have found that this differentiation 
naturally affects the consciousness of which Prana is the Power of 
Manifestation, causing it to become objective as sensations. The next 
result is that these sen~ations in their associated unity should produce 
a unit association of conscious relation. Here consciousness perceives 
the connection between action and sensation, and between each of these 
amongst themselves; and thereby it is differentiated into an association 
of ideas. This association gives us the Kama-Manasic Astral Body, or 
ideal 11lodel of the physical 11lan, the basis of his intelligence and the 
meaSllre of his intellectual development through cycles of progressive 
evolution. Now while the Kama-Manasic body is roused into life by 
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the successive activities of the Linga Sharira and the Kiima-Pninic 
body, yet its vitality is not Prana, either as mechanical action or as 
self-percepth'e energy; for on this plane consciousness is not mani
fested by its activity, as in associated actions and sensations, but 
manifests itself in propria persona. Thus an idea becomes the effect of 
differentiation in an infinite medium (a universal consciousness), so 
that an association of ideas which is a synthetic representation of the 
animal man on the Miinasic or mental plane is a ratio of definite 
consciousness to Infinite Consciousness. But this ratio at once defines 
Infinity, so that the awakening to life of the Kiima-Manasic Astral 
Body gives individuality to Infinite Consciousness, which then becomes 
the Higher Manas described in Manual I. By the law ofRe'incarnation 
this Higher }Ianas is represented by an Astral Body of associated 
personalities, or earth lives, which association, by making use of that 
property described in psychology as the cause of Ideation, we, by 
meditation, believe it possible to draw into the range of our ordinary 
mental vision. Since the Individuality of Infinite Consciousness is the 
medium from which the Personality or Lower Manas is differentiated, 
it is the source from which the latter draws its essence, and the Higher 
Manas, roused to self-consciousness by the gradual sequence of 
awakenings which follow on the act of germination; becomes the 
illuminator of the Lower Quaternary in the septenary division of man, 
whose activity we have found to be the vitalizing energy of Prana. 

Here we find ourselves in the presence of the great spiritual 
mystery in man, a mystery which in its threefold aspect we recognize 
as the Spirit which uses and creates the fourfold body of earthly life. 
Words can but vulgarize the conscious beauty of this Living Light, and 
thought, to gain even the faintest shadow of its resplendent Self, must 
travel on other lines less strongly marked by human reason and more 
steeped in intuition'S trenchant verities. 

Taking the objective Physical Form and the three Astral Bodies, we 
have in them the details whose sum total make up the Power of Indi
vidualization, which, in my article upon Re-Birth (Lucifer, March) I 
ascribed to a human spirit. The effort to individualize a personal life 
is the energy of an abstract consciousness passing from its abstraction; 
this energy is shown in an earlier portion of this article to be the vital 
element or Prana. Contemporaneous with the passing of its abstrac
tion, we have consciousness growing in self-conscious perception, the 
full consummation of which we find announced in the first appearance 
of a new-born child. The growth from spirit into matter (see .. Re
birth, Proof by Law") is the successive awakening of the three Astral 
Bodies by the flow of Prana as described; and as the last Astral Body, 
that of the Kama-Manas, brings into objective relief the Higher Manas, 
the nine months' process finds itself projected, a physical form, into a 
physical world. 
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Self-consciousness, torn from abstraction, now becomes the illu
minator and the vivifier of the Lower Manas, and physical growth 
begins under the influence of this vital light, the ]iva of the mystery of 
the Infinite One. The physical energy, or homogeneous Pranic life, 
which flows from every conscious endeavour to maintain self in positive 
manifestation, passes through the now fully active tripartite mill of the 
three Astral Bodies back to its source, the light of consciousness of our 
own Higher Manas feeding the differentiating action of this composite 
machine, and carrying onward into perception these changes of con
scious power. \Vith this the infant grows from childhood to manhood; 
in middle age the activity of life engendered in the human mill will 
equal the illuminating power of the Higher Manas, or, in other words, 
the energy of associated life in the Quaternary equals the energy of 
associated lives in the re'incarnating Ego. This moment of equilibrium 
passed, the microcosmic growth joins in the macrocosmic retrogressi\'e 
flood, and growth towards gradual disintegration now sets in. 

This completes what I believe to be the psychology of the three 
Astral Bodies, whose earthly tendencies make up the human life. The 
common thread on which all are strung is consciousness, because of 
which all are interdependent, and interact each on the other. 

The Lower Manasic body, however, differs from the two others in 
that its associations are all direct units of consciousness, or ideas, 
whereas the other two are conscious activities and intensities. Each 
thought is therefore a plastic form, for the plastic property which 
associates and retains ideas must be the substance of consciousness: 
for which reason a proof for the existence of a "thought-form," as Mrs. 
Besant has called ideas, may be obtained from the works of the British 
Associationists. Sensations and actions, as intensities and quantities 
of energy, can have no other form than that which they acquire by 
association, and therefore an astral body cannot be conceded to a 
single sensation or action, though it must be gi\"en to a single idea. 

In conclusion, I think the value to self-knowledge, and the practical 
work in this direction which the above conceptions facilitate, will be 
evident to everybody, and Theosophists may, therefore, tender their 
thanks to the Associationists for having postulated the necessity for 
the existence of what we call Astral Substance on three distinct planes 
of consciousness, thus facilitating our attempts to place Theosophy on 
a western evidential basis before an unbelieving world. 

THOS. \VILLI.UIS. F.T.S. 
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NOone can ha,-e studied the books and brochures treating of Yoga 
without feeling their impracticability as far as 'Western peoples 

and their habits are concerned. Yet this feeling, which is near akin 
to impatience with the whole system, vanishes as soon as we look 
deep enough into the Yoga Philosophy to separate the essentials from 
the mere methods. 

'Methods are determined by place, by climate, food and local law, as 
also by the physical idiosyncrasies of a race, and one might almost add 
the definitions and attributes given to various deities. Let us take 
instances. 

First, as to clothing. The single cotton garment alone necessary 
in a hot climate would be obviously inadequate and e,-en unhealthy in 
Europe, where woollen or heavy clothing and more than one garment 
must necessarily be worn. But what is the essential teaching? Simply 
this. That dress is to protect the body and not for ornament, and 
that the simplest dress conformable with climate and the age may most 
expediently be worn. 

\Vbat as to food? That food is to support life, primarily, and that 
different foods do this in varying ways, being cooling and nourishing, 
or heating and stimUlating, according to the qualities inherent in them. 
That beyond this, food is u!\ed to gratify the palate, and, as such, is to be 
avoided by those who aspire to be rid of the tyranny of the senses and 
to direct the whole energies of their minds elsewhere. 

Then as to local law. Our English law forbids hegging, and also 
objects to one "having no visible means of support," so that the living 
upon altus, and sleeping wherever one happens to be when the resting
time comes, are quite out of the question here. But what, again, is the 
essential doctrine? That we should abstain from the strife of money
making, and surrounding ourselves with all kinds of belongings and 
comforts. That obtaining the means of subsistence should be limited 
to the mere wants of the body and should cease there. That all beyond 
this, if obtained, should 110t be held but passed on for the service of 
the general good. 

Then as to various postures, advocated even in books upon the 
highest forms of Yoga. 

These ways of sitting are, for the most part, as easy to an Indian 
aud as comfortable as sitting in a chair is for us, and, where they differ 
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from the usual Eastern habits of sitting on the ground, are acquired, 
for the most part, by a native of India after a few months of gentle and 
constant practice. They have their meaning in steadying the body, 
making the breathing comfortable, and keeping the head in a steady 
level position tonducive to thought. ·But to US, sitting on the floor in 
any position soon becomes irksome, and the curling up of the legs, 
which to an Indian is simple and convenient, is to most Europeans 
either quite impossible through the formation of their joints or attended 
with the risk of snapping a cartilage. But what does one of the greatest 
Hindu teachers say? Simply this, that whatever position is conducive 
to activity of the mind and tranquillity of the body is the true posture. 
If a certain European lady of my acquaintance had read thus far 
in Yoga she would not have needed to take medical advice, and suffer 
a great deal of pain through distorted knee and ankle joints. 

Of the lower form of Yoga, known to nearly all of you as Hatha 
Yoga, I say nothing. The suppression of the breath, the looking at 
the sun until the eyes are gone, the stopping of the ears and all such 
follies, have been universally condemned by the wise. 

So much then for methods. Let us recount as much of them as 
will carry us a very long way indeed in Yoga. 

I. That dress for the \Vestern Yogi is for the protection of the 
body: that all gratification of vanity through it is to be avoided. 

2. That food for him is to be that which conduces to support the 
body under those conditions in which it has to remain and work, and 
in accordance with these surroundings must be either cooling and 
nourishing, especially to the nervous system, and conducive to long, 
protracted, calm thought, or stimulating and strengthening. lending 
support to the Dluscular system, where the stirring life of propaganda 
has to be led. 

3. That generally having to work to support himself he should, by 
reducing his needs to the simplest wants, reduce also the necessity for 
working for himself to the lowest limit, and leave himself free to work 
for knowledge, which he offers without desire for recompense to all 
who can receive it. 

4. That, as to postures, he should find out for himself (as we 
have no Westenz teachers of Yoga) what position is most conducive 
to continued thought, ease of breathing and general restfulness of 
body. 

Now, having begun and completed, as it were, the wrong end of 
our subject, let us go on to the essentials. 

All these modifications of methods will come almost spontaneously 
to him who has the true spirit in him. All the methods in the world, 
East or West, will do nothing for him who has' not the spirit. Does 
anyone care whether Christ, Plato, Shankar4ch4rya, or the rest, sat 
with one knee over the other in an armchair or on the ground, when 
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they aspired and meditated? Doubtless they suited themselves to their 
bodies and surroundings. 

The unity of all life is the grand central teaching of Yoga, and 
the word Yoga itself, as you will remember, signifies union. 

And this union comes about through wisdom, and wisdom is 
revealed to us through thought. Thought comes only to him who 
makes effort. 

Effort is the concentration of energy to one end. 
That end in Yoga is union through wisdom and thought. 
Let there be then concentration in thought; this is one of the most 

vital and most difficult to follow of Yoga teachings. 
And the thoughts shall be directed to all things which make for 

unity. The bodily actions will most assuredly follow the concentrated 
thoughts. 

Building moral prisons and proscriptions is useless. You do not 
need to forbid yourself action against those you truly love. To know 
what in you is evil for them is to abandon that evil, and the love of 
them and of wisdom soon makes you to know. 

You cannot artificially love, nor can you be artificially an ascetic; 
both of these soon ring false unless they are spontaneous. He who 
becomes purely benevolent and generous will need to seek no asceti
cism, nor will anything be forbidden by himself for himself. He acts 
always by the manifested law within himself. To know, for him, is to 
be. But to fix the thoughts on unity is like fixing the gaze on a moun
tain peak. To gain it many steps are necessary. The steps to be 
taken cannot be seen until we approach them. That is why on this 
road of the Yogi no step, beyond the one just in front of us, seems at 
all clear, and people tell you that it would be so easy to be unselfish 
and loving if they only knew how. But they are ignoring the very 
evident step at their feet and trying to penetrate the nature of those 
steps beyond. Let them meditate on the first step of unselfishness anti 
take it. They will see the next then quite clearly. The true Yogi is 
the outcome of one who has fulfilled the duties to which, through 
Karma, he has from life to life been called, who has been a good 
householder in his time, has fulfilled his family duties and ultimately 
been promoted to work beyond these. For remember that all progress 
is the taking up of heavier responsibilities, and to be free of family 
responsibilities is to take up national and civic responsibilities, not 
necessarily through politics or pulpits, or even the platform of the 
Theosophical Society. The Yogi does not sigh for freedom from work 
or responsibility; he aspires for freedom from limitations of self, from 
attachments through ambition, vanity, and the like. 

It is the freedom from selfishness that enables him to think and 
see for others. Moreover, his personal influence is enormous, and 
everything he engages in has the ring of sincerity and kindness in it. 

s 
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If we have these things we need not trouble ourselves much about 
methods of propaganda. The chastened and purified man, giving all 
means in his possession, all thought and knowledge for the love of his 
kind, teaching without narrowness, without saying sharp things of his 
opponents, he indeed is a rare being, and draws all intelligent, good 
men to him. A society formed of such beings, or even approximations 
to them, would be irresistible; but trying to teach others what we have 
not ourselves, shouting to them to try unselfish living and see how 
happy they will be, whilst we remain selfish ourseh'es, is exceedingly 
hard work, and bears next to no fruit. 

We all think to make others, by talking to them, what we have 
not become ourselves. Vain task! Let us purifr ourselves and gain 
wisdom ourselves, and in that \'err effort, not made for ourselves merely, 
we shall be the means of purification and instruction to others. 

It must not be gathered from what has been said that there should be 
any flagging in propaganda. What is intended to be shown is, that as 
a general in the face of an enemy trying to exhort hi5 men to courage 
in the fight would have little weight if he was not a man strong in 
himself, with bravery stamped upon him; so we, in exhorting to an 
ideal of self-sacrifice and purity, shall have little weight if we do not 
stamp these attributes upon ourselves. 

And so the conclusion of the sublime Raja Yoga Philosophy of the 
East is for us the teaching of the highest Ideal of Practical Wisdom 
and Practical Self-sacrifice, a teaching which, starting from the purely 
Ideal, Abstract and Theoretical, is brought down into the Real, Con
crete and Practical. 

In studying it we must produce in ourseh'es all that we have of 
adaptability, c1ear-headedness for seizing essential points, and perse
verance. A succession of students proceeding in this manner will 
hand down, after a generation or two, a system suited to the \Vest. 
but with all the true old spirit of the East, which being once estab
lished, we trust shall stand for many ages, and become the loop-hole 
of escape to thousands of aspiring beings. 

" S." 

L' 'Str .... 

THIS day we have a Father, who from his ancient place rises hard holding his 
course, grasping us that we stumble not in the trails of our lives. If it be well we 
shall meet and the light of thy face make mine glad. Thus much I make prayer. 
Go (thou on thy way).-Zu';; Prayer. 
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INconsequence of certain notices and re,-iews which have appeared 
in the pages of Lucifer and the Path on Mr. Sinnett's book, the 

Ratio1lale of lIfesmerism, it seems desirable that some reply should be 
made to them, as otherwise readers of these journals might be misled 
into supposing that very divergent views of the subject treated therein 
were held on questions of fact by those who claim to have made a long 
and close study of mesmerism. Much that has been written in these 
magazines, in some measure contravening the position taken up by the 
author, arises more from misunderstanding the nomenclature used 
than from any fundamental differences of opinion. For some years 
past there has been a considerable amount of misapprehension on the 
subject of the" Higher Self," as originally elucidated by Mr. Sinnett in 
a Transaction of the L01ld011 Lodf{e, published in 1885. He was the first 
of the modern writers on Theosophy to make use of that expression; 
and to that extent coined the word which has since then been so much 
used and misused, to convey his meaning in regard to that particular 
aspect of the human soul. 

The words, the "Self," the "Highest Self," and the "Supreme," 
are to be found in many of the English translations of the Sanskrit 
writings, more particularly in the UPa11 ishads, but the expression 
"Higher Self," as a definition of the individualized Ego, had never, 
until the publication of the Tra1lSactioll referred to, been used ill recent 
Occult teaching. At the time of writing the above-mentioned paper 
the term "Higher Self" appeared to Mr. Sinnett to be the best descrip
tion available of the reIncarnating principles in their relation to the 
lower quaternary, and the reasons for thus using the term prevail as 
strongly now as they did then. Therefore in criticizing his present 
book it would perhaps be more instructive to the reader, as it would 
undoubtedly be fairer to the author, if the reviewer accepted his mean
ing, even though objecting to his terminology. It is moreover difficult 
to understand how the "Higher Self," as spoken of in the Ratiollale 
of Mesmerism, could be considered as the equivalent of Atma, or the 
Universal Spirit, especially when taken in conjunction with the two 
previous Transacti01ls on the subject which are referred to, and conse
quently may be supposed to have been read, by the writer of the notice 
in the Path. 

Madame Blavatsky, in dealing with these two papers in the Key to 
Theosophy, does not fall into this error, but fully appreciates that in 
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speaking of the" Higher Self" Mr. Sinnett is referring to the Spiritual 
or reincarnating Ego, and not to either Atm~, or Parabrahman, the 
Divine and Universal Spirit. 

Language and words in themselves are of no value unless they can 
be utilized to convey ideas, and in support of the use of the expression 
.. Higher Self" as a suitable definition of the human Spiritual Ego, 
many quotations taken from writings, ancient and modern, may be 
brought forward. 

In the English translations of Sanskrit works mentioned above, 
Atm~, Param~tm~, Brahma, or the Universal Spirit, are almost invari
ably spoken of as the "Self," the Highest Self or the Supreme, but 
never as the" Higher Self." 

In Telang's rendering of the Bkaga'l,ad Gila we find these words: 
There are two beings in the world, the destructible and the indestructible. 

The destructible (includes) all things. The unconcerned one is (what is) called the 
indestructible. But the being Supreme is yet another, called the Highest Self, 
who as the inexhaustible lord pervading the three worlds supports (them).l 

Davies, in his translation of the same verses, gives the idea in very 
similar terms. 

In this world there are two existences, the Perishable and the Imperishable. 
The Perishable consists of all living things, the Imperishable is called the Lord on 
high. But there is another, the highest existence, called the Supreme Spirit.s • . . 

Turning to the. Upaniskads, in the last section of the ,J/ulldaka we 
read: 

He that knows that Highest Self, becomes that Highest Self only. There is 
none in his family ignorant of the Self. He passes beyond misery, he passes beyond 
the taint of good and evil works, he is released from his heart's ties and becomes 
immortal. I 

Again: 
. . . And we also know the undecaying Highest Self, the farther shore 

beyond all fear for those that will to cross the sea of metempsychosis.' 

Mr. Gough further on says: 
This Self, this Highest Self, Atman, Brahman, Paramitman, is being, thought, 

and bliss undifferenced.6 

Professor M. Miiller, in describing the Self, says: 
Atman, the Self far more abstract than our Ego-the Self of all things, the 

Self of the old mythological gods . • • the Self in which each individual self 
must find rest, must come to himself, must find his own true self.' 

Further on p. 25 I : 

But that Self, that Highest Self, the Paranuitman, could be discerned after a 
severe moral and intellectual discipline only, and those who knew the other gods 

1 Telang's trans., B.G., ch. xv, p. "3. 
I Davi~' trans., B.G., ch. xv. 
I PIIi/OSO}")' 0//"1 Upa"is"ads, A. 2. Gough, ch. iv. p. 112. 

, Ibid, ch. v. p. 127. 
6 Ibid, ch. ix. p. 164. 
~ W"al call I"dia /lac" liS' p. 246. 
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to be but names or persons . • . . knew also that those who worshipped these 
names or persons, worshipped in truth the Highest Self, though ignorantly. 

Again, p. 253: 
The Self within (PratyagAtman) was drawn towards the Highest Self (the 

ParamAtman); it found its true Self in the Highest Self, and the oneness of the 
subjective with the objective Self was recognized as underlying all reality. . . • 

These extracts are not given for any intrinsic value in themselves, 
although they contain much of the essence of the Vedantin philosophy. 
For the purposes of illustration, however, they show that Mr. Sinnett 
had some authority to go upon, outside of the reasonableness of the 
wording, in speaking of the individual Ego as " Higher SEM" in contra
distinction to the Highest. In its capacity as a reIncarnating force it 
cannot be considered the Highest, although in development it becomes 
more and more glorified and illuminated by its spiritual aspiration 
towards that Highest, and may finally blossom into liberation and 
unity. Atma as representing pure spirit should not be confounded 
with the divine human Ego, as the latter, while in a state of differen
tiation and liable to reIncarnation, must contain the higher fifth 
principle, or Manas. It is this very individual Self in humanity which 
contains the potential elements of future unity with the Supreme and 
Universal Self; and which-sometimes retarded in its upward path of 
evolution, and sometimes helped onward by the experiences gained 
through its alliance with its series of personal selves-was appropriately 
termed by Mr. Sinnett "The Higher Self." 

Madame Blavatsky, in much that she has written, appears to 
support the idea, and in some cases uses even the same nomenclature. 
In her comments on Stanza V she says: 

This tire is the Higher Self, the Spiritual Ego, or that which is eternally 
reincarnating under the influence of its lower personal Selves.1 

Further on, in the same chapter: 
Unless the Higher Self or Ego gravitates towards its sun. . 

The reader will find all through this commentary that the writer 
uses the term Higher Self as the equivalent of the reIncarnating Ego. 
Again in her remarks on Stanza X, p. 230: 

. . • . This is the human terrestrial form of the Initiates, and also because 
the Logos is Christos, that principle of our inner nature which de\'elops in us into 
the Spiritual Ego-the Higher Self-being formed of the indissoluble union of 
Buddhi, the sixth, and the spiritual effiorescence of Manas, the fifth principle. 

To this is added a footnote: 
It is not correct to refer to Christ as some Theosophists do-as the sixth 

principle in man, Buddhi. The latter per se is a passive and latent principle, the 
spiritual vehicle of Atman, inseparable from the manifested universal soul. It is 
only in union in conjunction with self-consciouSIIess that Buddhi becomes the 
Higher Self and the divine discriminating soul. 

Further on, in the same volume (ch. xxiii. p. 563): 

1 S~c,.eI DtxlriH~, Vol. II., Stanza v. p. 10C). 
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Now when the Rabbi Jesus is requested (in Pis/is Sopltia) by his disciples to 
reveal to them the mysteries of the Light of thy (ltis) Father (i.t'., of the Higher Self 
enlightened by Initiation and Divine Knowledge), Jesus answers, . . . etc. 

Obviously pure .Atman cannot be initialed either in Divine or any 
other kind of knowledge, therefore the Higher Self here, as in the 
other quotations, can only refer to the reIncarnating Ego. 

One more extract from the same author may be taken out of that 
most beautiful little book, The Voice of the Silmce (p. 38): 

Restrain by thy Divine thy Lower Self. 
Restrain by the Eternal the Divine. 
Aye, great is he who is the slayer of desire. 
Still greater he in whom the Self Divine has slain the very knowledge of 

desire. 
Guard thou the Lower lest it soil the Higher. 

Clearly nothing can soil or pollute pure spirit, or AtmA, and the 
Higher and Lower alluded to can refer only to the Higher and Lower 
Selves. 

The word" higher" predicates an intermediate condition between 
that which is above and that which is below. If pure spirit, .Atmii, or 
the Supreme, is to be called the Higher Self, where are we to look for 
what must be, if language has any meaning, the Highest? 

A few words may now be said about some other points raised in 
the afore-mentioned notices. The most important is that which 
touches upon the question as to which of the principles of the sensitive 
in trance come under the control of the mesmerist. There would cer
tainly be no difference of opinion between Mr. Sinnett and his critics 
in regard to one point, and that is, that pure .AtmA, or pure Spirit, alone 
does not fall under the power of the operator. If, however, the human 
Ego is to be described as being either the one or the other, then the 
experience of Mr. Sinnett, or any other Occult student who has had 
any practical knowledge concerning the higher aspects of Mesmerism, 
will not be in accord with that view. A long and close study of this 
branch of Occultism goes to prove most decisively that it is the enor
mously varying character of the Manas principle in the human race, 
due to greater or less spiritual development and the ever-changing 
Karmic necessities, which over and over again find expression in the 
physical forms of incarnation. These variations in the Higher Self are 
never more clearly illustrated that when it is set free under the 
mesmeric trance, whether such be functioning on the astral or spiritual 
plane. Each Ego under such conditions differs in some striking way 
from another under like circumstances, quite as much as do their 
physical bodies in ordinary life. Moreover, it would be impossible for 
an operator of this pure and more spiritual form of mesmerism to be 
deceived as to the state of consciousness of any special sensitive when 
in the trance condition. Such a one might at one moment be functioning 
on one plane and the next on another, but there would be no confusion 
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as to the fact in the mind of the trained observer, for the sensitive has 
not the same comprehensive power of acquiring real knowledge on the 
astral as when upon the spiritual plane. \Vhen the true Ego, by 
the effort or assistance of the mesmerist, is really cleared of close 
connection with the lower principles, it is still of course in close 
magnetic touch with the operator, though it can no longer be accurately 
spoken of as under his control, for it has then passed into a condition 
or state of consciousness which renders it absolutely free of all influ
ence from this plane. 

In the mesmerism of the stage, or in the ordinary drawing-room 
experiments, it is undoubtedly tnte that only the astral principles are 
brought into operation. The physical senses are rendered inoperative 
and the astral ones take their place. To drink noxious liquids, suck 
tallow candles, or to have the flesh pierced with pins and needles does 
not require the intervention of the victim's Higher Self, and for 
such performances the stronger physically and the more material the 
operator probably the greater the anresthetic results. But where it is a 
question of the higher regions of the Art, something quite outside of a 
merely strong physique is necessary. 

The practice of this more spiritual.kind of mesmerism as here dis
cussed, is hardly open to the ordinary ntn of people. It requires one 
who is an Occult student, one who knows something of the conditions 
and influences that connect humanity with the unseen universe, con
tinued patience, great self-denial, and certain other facilities that need 
not be here mentioned. 

Almost the first thing the Occult student of mesmerism, who is 
also in search of spiritual tntth, sets himself to do, is to try and 
separate the higher triad of the sensitive's principles from the lower 
quaternary. This he may succeed in doing more or less quickly or 
slowly according to the possibilities of the subject. Let this result 
once be effected and what happens is, that the Ego or Higher Self im
mediately touches that state of consciousness to which its freedom 
from the llower quaternary entitles it, viz., that of the spiritual plane. 
Just as in the case of death, whether the complete separation of the 
three higher principles from the lower ones takes a longer or shorter 
period, when the liberation has taken place then the Ego's conscious
ness enters upon its Devachanic bliss. But while that separation is 
not complete, whether the body is dead or only entranced, while the 
Higher Manas is too much held back by the claims of the lower, the 
Ego is unable to touch the state of consciousness beyond that of the 
astral plane, but e\"en in that condition it is the true Ego that is com
municating.with the magnetizer, and there is no question of a skilled 
and experienced student mistaking the independent intelligence of the 
Higher Self for the utterances of the lower astral principles more or 
less reflecting his own thoughts. 

by 
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There are undoubtedly certain centres of ,·ital and magnetic force 
in the human body. These are of the greatest importance as connect
ing the physical body with the astral. The potentialities of these in 
their full significance are known only to those who have passed certain 
initiations and cannot be explained. It is much better therefore that 
they should not be mentioned at all in books intended for the public at 
large, and for the reason that there are already sufficient dangers in 
the widespread use of mesmerism and hypnotism amoug curious and 
unscrupulous experimenters, without starting these on new lines of 
research, the further possibilities of which, if only partially discovered, 
would render mesmerism a hundred times more insidious and dangerous 
to the sensitives than is at prt"sent the case. 

PATIEXCE SI!'J!'JETT. 

1rht ~mninn ~tiltUC£i. 

IN the Secret Doctri1lc, Vol. II, pp. 337 eI seq., H. P. Blavatsky speaks 
, of the gigantic statues at Batlllan. and refers to the famous Chinese 

traveller, Hiouen Thsang. who visited them in the se,"enth century. 
'Two members of the Bla,"atsky Lodge ha,"e kindly furnished me with 
the following notes on Hiollen Thsang. Bam ian, and the statues. and 
students of the SCl"YCt Doctrille will doubtless be pleased to have the 
information thus obtained. 

First, we ha,"e a summarized account of Hiollen Thsang himself, 
condensed from the Lift' oj Hiue1l Tsiang, by the Shamans Hwui Li and 
Yen Tsung, translated by T. Beal. 

Hiuen Tsiang [or Hiouen Thsang, as he is called in the Sard 
Doctrine J, was the youngest of four sons, and was born at Chin Liu, 
A.D. 603. At his birth his mother is said to have dreamed that she 
saw him going to the \Vest, clothed in a white robe, and when she 
asked him where he was going, he replied. "I am going to seek for 
the law." 

He was descended from Chang-Kong, who during the Hau 
dynasty was lord of Tai-K'iu, and his family was one of position 
and fortune, his father being "distinguished for his snperior abilities. 
the elegance of his manners-and his moderation"-for he refused 
all offers of provincial and district offices, which were pressed upon 
him, and, anticipating the fall of the Sni dynasty, "bnried himself in 
the study of his books." 

As a child Hinen Tsiang is said to have been "grave as a prince, 
and of exceptional ability," not mixing with children of his own age, 
but reading the Sacred Books, and practising piety and gentleness at 
home. His second brother, who dwelt in the Buddhist Convent of 
Tsingtu at Lorang, the Eastern capital, noticing his fondness for the 
study of religious doctrine, took hIm to his convent and taught him 
the method and practice of the Sacred Books, and it is said after 
reading a book twice he needed no further instruction, but remembered 
it throughout. At the age of thirteen he astonished the masters and 
priests when at their direction he mounted the pulpit and expounded 
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with precision and clearness the deep principles of religion; the 
answer he gave the High Commissioner, who asked his motive for 
wishing to become a disciple: "My only thought in taking this step 
is to spread abroad the light of the Religion of Tathagata, which we 
possess," so clearly showed the right feeling with which he was im
bued, that he was admitted as a recluse before the usual age, and 
dwelt with his brother, until the state of disorder into which the 
empire fell on the overthrow of the Sui dynasty caused them both to 
remove to Chang'an. 

During the next few years Hiuen Tsiang seems to have visited 
many great Teachers, and profited by their explanation of various 
sacred works, and at the age of twenty he was fully ordained. At this 
time he is said to have been 

Grave and dignified, Ih;ng apart from the crowd, and avoiding worldly con
cerns. He traversed the eight expanses [heavens?], and penetrated the hidden 
secrets of Nature. Possessed of a noble ambition, he desired to investigate 
thoroughly the meaning of the teaching of the Holy Ones, and to restore the lost 
doctrine and to reestablish the people. He was prepared to face wind and weather: 
and his mind, even if he stood by chance in the presence of the Emperor, would 
only gather strength and firmness. . . . . . Both [he and his brother) were 
distinguished by their singular talents and a certain sweetness of manner; they 
were renowned among their associates and of noble character. . . . Having 
visited the celebrated masters all round, devoured their words, and examined their 
principles, . . . he found that each followed implicitly the teaching of his own 
school. but on verifying their doctrine he saw that the Holy Books differed much, 
so he knew not whIch to follow. He then resolved to travel to the \Vestern world 1 

in order to ask about doubtful passages. 

In spite of an imperial rescript forbidding the journey, which 
caused those who had intended to go with him to remain behind, he 
started in 630 on his long pilgrimage of fifteen years, wandering 
through Turkistan and o\'er all India, except the extreme South, and 
visiting all places of interest; his book of travels, Si-)'u-ki, written on 
his return at the express command of the Emperor, is one of great 
importance, and is well worth reading, as it abounds in curious infor
mation about the places and people of his time. 

He met with many adventures, but seems to have inspired respect 
in all with whom he came in contact by his learning and strength of 
character. He gathered together so many Sacred Books that on his 
return to China twenty horses were laden with them. The Emperor 
received him with honour, and but slight mention was made of the 
way in which he had left the country without permission. 

Hiuen Tsiang refused to lead a secular life, and retired to the 
monastery of Hong-fu in Si-gan-fu, where he began his work of trans
lating the books he had brought home. 

He rose every morning at dawn of day, and after a sli~ht repast devoted four 
hours to the explanation of the Sacred Books. And being 111 charge of the monas
tery he had regard to the discipline of the resident monks . . . . and not
\\;thstanding hlS manifold occupations, he showed the same energy in his work as 
he had exhibited from the first. 

A deputation from the Mahabodhi Temple in Central India visited" 
the Master in 654-the Shamans who wrote his life always speak of 
Hiuen Tsiang as the "Master of the Law"-to convey to him the 
assurances of the high esteem in which he was held. and he seized the 
opportunity of requesting that some Sacred Books he had lost in 
crossing the Indus might be replaced by others from India. 

During the years 655 and 656 he continued the task of translation. 
though 

1 The student should notice that Hiuen Tsiang tr8\'elled U·~slu'tl,.d to seek the Allcient Wisdom, 
as ill more Westem lauds men tum to the East. It is always to the Central Asian plateaux that the 
seeker turns. 
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He suffered from an old malady contracted in crossing the mountains of India, 
but by the help of the physicians sent to him from the court he partly recovered, 
and in 658 he returned to the Western capital in the suite of the Emperor and took 
up his residence in the newly-constructed temple called Si-ming. Here he remained 
until signs of advancing age caused him some anxiety lest he should be unable to 
translate the Prajrul (paramita) works. 

He then retired to the quiet of the Yuh-fa (gem-flower) palace 
and worked at the lffaha-prajI1a-ptiramita Sutra. which consisted of 
200,000 shlokas. He purposed to abridge his translation, "but was 
warned by a dream not to do so," and at once proceeded to collate the 
three copies of this work that he had procured in India, in order to 
correct the text. He finished the translation three years before his 
death in 66+, and spent these last years in composing himself to await 
the end. By command of the Emperor his remains were removed to 
a space north of the valley of Fanchuen, and a tower was constructed 
there to his memory. 

Seventy-five of the books he translated are still included in the 
collection of the Chinese Tripi/aka. 

The translation into French from the Chinese of Hiuen Tsiang's 
travels, by Stanislas Aignan Julien, is said to be a very good one. 

The pilgrim's biographers say that Hiuen Tsiang 
Arrived at Bamiyan, the chief town of which possesses something like ten 

religious foundations, with several thousand priests; these belong to the Little 
Vehicle, according to the jokottara Vadinah school. 

The Km~ of Bdmiyan went forth to escort him, and invited him within his 
palace to receive his religious offerings: after a dav or two he went forth to make 
his obsen·ations. . . . . North-east of the capital, on the declivity of a hill, 
there is a standing stone figure l about 150 feet high. To the east of the figure 
there is a Sangharama, to the east of which is a standing figure of Shakya, made of 
calamine stone,2 in height 100 feet. Within the Sanghdrama there is a figure of 
Buddha represented as when he was asleep on entering Nirvana, about 1000 feet in 
length. All these figures are of an imposing character and extremely good 
(execu tion). 

Hiuen Tsiang's own account of the statues is translated as follows: 
To the north-east of the roval city [Bamiyan] there is a mountain, on the 

declivity of which is placed a stone figure of Buddha erect, in height 140 or 150 feet. 
Its f{olden hues sparkle 011 every side and its precious ornaments dazzle the eves by 
their brightness. To the east of this spot there is a COil vent, which was built by a 
former king of the country. To the east of the convent there is a standillg figure 
of Sakya Buddha, made of metallic stolle8 (teon.shih) ill height 100 feet. It has 
been cast in differellt parts and joined together, and thus placed ill a completed 
fornl as it stallds. 

To the east of the citv twelve or thirteell Ii there is a convent in which there is 
a figure of Buddha lying' ill a sleeping positioll as when he attained Nirvana. The 
figure is in length about 1000 feet or so. 

In Asiatic Researches, vol. vi, page 463, Captain \Vilford, who wrote 
towards the end of last century, gives what information he has been 
able to collect about these images. In speaking of Bamian, or Baluiyan, 
he calls it the "Thebes of the East." The city consists of caves; ac
cording to Ayeen Akbery there are twelve thousand of these recesses. 
There are two colossal statues cut out of the mountain and standing in 
niches, the largest, according to Akbery, eighty ells high and the other 
fifty. \Vilford considers these dimensions exaggerated. but gives no 
reason for saying so, and it does not appear that Wilford was e\'er 

I But the text does not say "of Buddha," as Julien translates. 
~ Or, covered with brass p'lates. 
8 This teon·shih Is descnbed by Medhurst a~ .. a kind of stoue resembling metal. The Chinese 

call it the finest kind of nath'e copper. It Is found in the Po-sze country (Persia), and ~Ulbl"s gold. 
On the application of fire it assumes a red colour, and doc:s not tum black. When mercury falb to 
the ground this substance will attract it:' -
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actually on the spot. He mentions another smaller statue at sOlile 
distance from the others about fifteen cubits high. He states that the 
author of Pharugh jehanghin says these statues existed in the time of 
Noah. Both statues look towards the east. The drapery of the statues 
is covered with embroidery and figured work, formerly painted different 
colours, traces of which painting remain. The figtlres have been much 
injured by the Mussulmans, and Captain Wilford says: 

Aurungzebe, it is said in his expedition to Bahlac in 1646, passed that way and 
ordered as usual a few shots to be fired: one of them took place rtook effect on 
one of the statues], and almost broke its leg, which bled cOl'iously. This and some 
frightful dreams made him desist, and the clotted blood, It is said, adheres to the 
wound to this day. The miracle is believed equally by Hindus and Mussulmans: 
the former attribute it to the power of the Deity and the latter to witchcraft. 

Between the legs of the larger fi~re a door leads into a large 
temple in the cliff. According to PerSIan authors Bamiyan must have 
existed before the flood. It is said by Buddhists to have been built by 
Shama, or Shem. Also it was the abode of Abraham. The natives 
look upon Bamiyan and the adjacent countries as the place of abode of 
the progenitors of mankind before and after the flood. 

Sir Alex Burnes, in his Tra1)e/s illlo Bokhara, alludes to these statues. 
Burnes saw them in the early years of this century, and in vol. i, p. J82, 
he gives a plate showing the statues and their ~urroundings. The plate 
is well executed and gives a very good idea of their appearance. 

The" idols" consist of two figures, male and female, cut in the face 
of the hill. The male (larger) figure is 120 feet high and occupies a 
front of seventy feet. The figure is much mutilated, the legs fractured, 
and the countenance above the mouth destroyed. The lips are very 
large, the ears long and pendent; there appears to have been a tiara on 
the head. The figure is covered by a mantle, which hangs over it in 
all parts and has been formed of a kind of plaster, the image having 
been studded with wooden pins in various places to assist in fixing it. 
The figure is without symmetry and there is not much elegance in the 
drapery. The smaller (female) figure is the more perfect of the two, 
and is dressed in the same manner; it is situated 200 yards away, and 
is half the size of the male figure. 

The niches in which the statues stand ha\"e at one time been plastered and 
ornamented with paintings of the human figure, which ha\"e now disappeared from 
all parts but that immediately o\"er the heads of the "idols"; here the colours are 
as vivid and the paintings as distinct as in the Egyptian tombs. In one part I 
could trace a group of three female figures following each other. There is little 
variety in the designs of these figures, which represent the bust of a woman with a 
knot of hair on the head and a plaid thrown half over the chest; the whole sur
rounded by a halo and the head again by another halo. 

The execution of the work is poor, and the traditions about the 
figures are vague and unsatisfactory. 

I judge the painted figures to be female, though they are \"ery rude, but the 
colours bnght and beautiful. 

Masson's jounzc)'s, 1842, is our next informant. In vol. ii, p. 382, 
he states that there are three large "idols" still in existence and niches 
in which many smaller ones had once stood. The figures have long 
ears, and Masson considers it unreasonable to assign an inexplicable 
antiquity to the paintings. There are many towers ill the neighbour
hood, probably fire altars. He further describes the ruined citadel of 
Shulguleh near by, and alludes to melodious sounds made by the wind 
ill the ruins. 

The last account of the statues is to be found in the Proceedillgs of 
Ilu Ro)'al Geographical Society for rb'7q, p. 248, ill a paper by General 
Kaye, who saw the statues during the Afghan war. He says: 

The great image cut in the face of the cliff bounding the vaUey on the north is 
nine miles from Zohank. . . . Higher up near the idols (of which I have little 
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to say except that they are very large and very ugly) there were . . . three 
forts. Near the foot of the great image, on some rising ground. there were 
the ruins of a fort, which must have been of considerable magnitude. . . . . 
Between the images and at their sides, peeping over their shoulders, and some 
even above their heads, were many caves in the cliff; all have intricate connecting 
approaches and galleries cut within the rock. These formed dwellings for many 
Bamianchis, and also for some camp followers of the British. On the op}!?site 
side of the valley, about a mile to the west, a stony gully leads into the hIlls; a 
short way up this there is a nearly insulated rock, on the fiat summit of which 
there is in relief a recumbent figure bearing a rude resemblance to a huge lizard, 
and near the neck of the reptile there is a red splash as of blood. 

The E11C)'c/opfEdia Brila1znica, vol. iii, p. 307, ed. 1875. gh'es the 
following interesting account of the district in which these statues are 
found: 

BAMIAN, a once renowned city in the territory now subject to the Afghans, in 
34° 50' N. lat., 67° 44' E. long. Its remains lie in a valley of the Hazara country. 
on the chief road from Kltbul towards Turkestan, and immediately at the northern 
foot of that prolongation of the Indian Caucasus now called Koh-i-Baba. The 
passes on the Kltbul side are not less than II.OOO anll 12.000 feet in absolute height. 
and those immediately to the north are but little inferior. . . . The prominences 
of the cliffs which line the "alley are crowned by the remains of numerous massive 
towers, whilst their precipitolls faces are for six or seven miles pierced by an 
infinity of ancient cave dwellings. some of which are still occupied. The actual 
site of the old citv is marked by mounds and remains of walls. and on an isolated 
rock in the middie of the valle,' are considerable ruins of what appears to have been 
the acropolis, now known to the people as Ghdlgtilah. Rut the most famous 
remains at Bltmiltn are two colossal standing idols. carved in the cliffs on the north 
side of the valley. Burnes estimates the height of the greater at 120 feet, the other 
at half as much. These images, which have been much injured. apparently by 
cannon-shot, are cut in niches in the rock. and both images and niches have been 
coated with stucco. There is an inscription not yet interpreted or copied, over the 
greater idol, and on each side of its niche are staircases leading to a chamber near 
the head. which shows traces of elaborate ornamentation in azure and gilding. 
The surface of the niches also has been painted with figures. In one of the branch 
valleys is a similar colossus. somewhat inferior in size to the second of those two: 
and there are indications of other niches and idols. As seen from the rock of 
Ghdlgdlah, Bltmiltn, with its ruined towers, its colossi. its innumerable grottoes, 
and with the singular red colour of its barren soil, presents an impressh'e aspect 
of desolation and mystery. 

That the idols of B4mil1n. about which so many conjectures have been uttered, 
were Buddhist figures, is ascertained from the narrative of the Chinese pilgrim. 
Hwen Thsang, who saw them in their splendour in 630 A.D. His deSCription of the 
position of the city and images corresponds accurately with modern reports. He 
assigns to the ~reater image, which was gilt (the object,!robably, of tne plaster 
coatmg), a heIght of 140 or ISO feet, and to the secon 100. The latter would 
seem from his account to have been sheathed with copper. Still vaster than these 
was a recumbent figure, two miles east of Bltmil1n, representing Sakya Buddha 
entering Nirvl1na, i.e., in act of death. This was .. about 1000 feet in length." No 
traces of this are alluded to by modem travellers, but in all likelihood it was only 
formed of rubble plastered (as is the case still with such :Sirvl1na figures in Indo
China), and of no durability. For a city so notable B:lmiltn has a very obscure 
history. It does not seem possible to identify it with any city in classical geography. 
Alexmldria ad Caucasum it certainly was not. The first known mention of it seems 
to be that by Hwen Thsang, at a time when apparently it had already passed its 
meridian, and was the head of one of the small states into which the empire of the 
White Huns had broken up. At a later period Bl1miltn was for half a century, 
ending 1214 A.D., the seat of a branch of the Ghori dynasty, ruling oYer Tokhltri-
8tl1l1, or the basin of the uPl>er Oxus. The place was long besieged, and finally 
annihilated (1222) by Chinglllz Khan, whose wrath was exasperated at the death 
of a favourite grandson by an arrow from its walls. There appears to be no 
further record of Bl1mil1n as a city; but the character of ruins at Gultihilah 
agrees with traditions on the spot indicating that the city must have been re
built after the time of the Mongols, and again perished III 1840. during the 
British occupation of Kltbul, B4mil1n was the scene of an action in which Colonel 
Denny with a small force routed Dost Mahommed Khan, accompanied bv a number 
of Uzbeg chiefs. . 
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ottmbtntitm of tltt (Europtan ~tditm. 
THE Second Annual Convention of the European Section of the 

Theoso'phical Society was a most successful affair, and from 
beginmng to end all went smoothly, as befits a Society taking 

Universal Brotherhood for its first object. Spain was first in the field 
with her delegate, Bro. Jose Xifre, a faithful friend and pupil of H. P. 
Blavatsky, who watched always with deep interest the work carried on 
upon Spanish soil by him and his brother-in-arms, Francisco Montoliu. 
Then came delegates from France, Bro. Coulomb, better known as 
Amaravella, with Bros. Tasset and Vescop. Next from Holland a 
group of five, Bros. Fricke and Menleman, and Mesdames de Neufville, 
Meuleman and Windust. Germany sent Bros. Leiningen and Eckstein; 
Scotland, Bro. Brodie Innes; Ireland, Bros. Dick and Dunlop; Eng
land, Bros. Pattinson, Firth, Duncan, Thomas, Barron, Dr. King, 
Mrs. Landini, and many another, and so the numbers grew and grew 
till the St. John's Wood colony scarcely knew itself amid the Babel 
of foreign tongues. The President-Elect, William Q. Judge, was a 
prominent figure, now in one group, now in another, always welcomed 
warmly wherever he stopped to chat over the affairs of the Society he 
has served so long and so faithfully. 

On Thursday morning the first meeting of the Convention was 
held; the General Secretary, G. R. S. Mead, calling it to order at 
10.15 a.m. It met in the Blavatsky Hall at Avenue Road, and familiar 
faces-Countess Wachtmeister, William Kingsland, Mrs. Cooper Oakley, 
Miss Cooper, Herbert Burrows, R. Machell, Walter Old and others
were seen on every hand. W. Q. Judge was unanimously voted to the 
chair, when the roll-call of Lodges had been read, and G. R. S. Mead, 
W. R. Old, and J. Ablett were appointed Secretaries of the Convention. 
The minutes of the last Convention were taken as read, and then the 
Chairman delivered an earnest opening address, recalling the memory 
of H. P. B., and speaking of the work done by Colonel Olcott, the 
President-Founder, "work that no one else had done" and to be ever 
held in grateful remembrance in the Society. He also read a telegram 
from Colonel Olcott, wishing success to the Convention, and a letter of 
greeting from the American Section, as follows: 

THE AMERICAN SECTION T.S. TO THE EUROPEAN SECTION T.S. 

DEAR BROTHERS AND SISTERS, 

The American Section of our Society sends you throu~h my hands its fraternal 
greeting-so More now than ever does our Society, ramifymg over the entire globe, 
need w1thin its borders strong endeavour, high aspiration, solidarity, cooperation, 
brotherliness. This is not because strife and amb1tion are among us, but because 
we have now come to a point where our movement, led so long by our heroic 
H. P. B., commands the attention of the world, and it has ever been that whenever 
a Society commands the gaze of the world it needs strength to push forward, 
aspiration to inspire, solidarity to resist, and brotherliness to give comfort to its 
members. This Section then once more assures you of its cooperation by hand 
and heart, of its loyalty to our cause, of its aim to so work that when the next 
messenger shall come from the great Brotherhood he or she shall find the materials 
ready, the ranks in order, the centre on guard to preserve whatever small nucleus 
of brotherhood we shall be so fortunate as to have created. 

At our Convention in April last we asked you to unite with us in a request to 
Colonel Olcott to revoke his resignation. This we did in candour and friendship, 
leaving it to you to decide your course. We recollected what was so often and so 
truly said by H. P. Blavatsky, that this organization, unique in the century, partook 
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of the life of its parents. One of them is Colonel Olcott. It would be disloyal to 
our ideals to hurry in accepting his resignation, even though we knew that we 
might get on without his presence at the head. And if he should hold to his 
determination our loving request would fill his remaining years with pleasiug 
remembrances of his brothers without a trace of bitterness. 

The three great continents of Asia, Europe and America hold the three children 
who compose our family, each different from the other, but none the less necessary 
to the work. Toleration will prevent dissension, leading surely to the hour when 
the West and East shall grasp hands with complete understanding. The Oriental 
may be dream~, the European conservative, and the American crude and radical, 
but each can /{lve the other what that other has not. Let us then stri"'e toward 
the acquiring of the desire to have such toleration and cooperation as shall make 
certain the creation of the nucleus so necessan' to success. 

In America the work goes on steadily. The recent purchase of an establish
ment in New York City for headquarters was a necessity of the hour. Its uses 
and benefits are at once apparent, and that it will increase our usefulness cannot 
be doubted. This has left us in debt, but the donations received from all quarters 
will in time clear that off. It is owned by the Aryan T. S., which is an incorporated 
legal body, able to hold property amI take bequests. It could not be the property 
of the Section by law, because every State in America .is sovereign, and there IS no 
provision 111 our fe(ieral statutes for a fe(leral corporation. But none the less does 
the Aryan T. S. deem itself morally a trustee, although it has the legal title alone 
and also the sole management of tile place. 

Another thing accomplished by this Section, doubtless also something YOU will 
yet do, is the putting in the field with money subscribed by the Paclfi'c Coast 
Branches of a regular lecturer, who travels O\'er that coast visiting and helping 
Branches, and lecturing also to the fublic. This has alreadv created much atten
tion from the press, and has resulte( in new acth·ity. Other lecturers will in time 
cover the vast area of the rnited States. It is an important work and Olav be 
regarded as a sort of sending forth of apostles. But we should never allow It to 
degenerate into a race for monev or for the establishment of creed. 

Theosophy and the Societ): have at last made themseh'es universally. if even 
as yet superficially, felt and recognized in our land, as also in vours. The future is 
in our hands and it ever grows out of, and is built upon, the present; shall that not 
be full of the energy in endeavour, which H. P. B. so long exemplified iu Europe 
and India, and Colonel Olcott in the Orient? 

Our best wishes, our fratemal sympathies are with you in your deliberations. 
For Ihe Amerimll Sedioll T. S .• The Execlltive Commillet'. 

WILLIAM Q. lUDGR, Gmeral Secretary. 

This letter was received with much applause, as was the following 
letter from Bertram Keightley, General Secretary of the Indian Section: 

LETTER OF GREETING FROM THE INDIAN SECTION 
TO 

THE EUROPEAN SECTION T. S. IN CONVENTION ASSE:\(BLED. 

Mv DEAR BROTHERS, 

For the second time I have the honour and pleasure of tendering to you the 
hearty good will and 1Il0st cordial greetings of the Indian Section. 

The untiring efforts and ceaseless energy that you have displaved during the 
past year in th~ work of the Society, and the wonderful progress which our move
ment has made 111 Europe, have been a source of very great encouragement to the 
workers here in India and our deep gratitude is due to you all for thus setting a 
noble example. 

The plan of sectional organization which was adopted for the whole Societv in 
1890-91 has now been fairly tested and has }>roved itselTwell adapted to the require
ments of our movement; but the constitution of the Societv as a whole seems to 
require amendment in one or two respects, and if the questions can be brought up 
for vour consideration at this Convention, it may be a saving of time. 

"I may mention especially the following: I. Right of the successor to Colonel 
H. S. Olcott to nominate his successor. 2. Proper provision for holding Sectional 
Conventions. 3. That in all cases the President of the T. S. shall hold office during 
life or till resignation. 

It is perhaps informal to call your attention to such questions in au address of 
greeting such as this; but each and every Section of the Society must of necessity 
feel itself so closely interlinked with each and every other, that their mutual 
interests are indissoluble and a strict isolation neither possible nor desirable. 
Hence, as our Conventions are not held at the same time, I have thought it well on 
behalf of the Indian Section to request your consideration of these matters. 
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The future of the Theosophical movement must clearly depend, in large part, 
upon the successful carn'ing out of our beloved H. P. B.'s plan of uniting the East 
and the West in the task of spiritualizing our age. One most important step in 
this direction was Annie Besant's promised visit to and tour through India, which 
was arranged for last year. All India looks forward to her speedily ful~lling ~he 
pledge she then gave, at.td I trust ~hat ere long she m~y se!,! her way to Its reahz!i
tion. for the Theosophists of India regard her as be1l1g 111 honour as well as 111 
courtesy bound to viSit them, now that the full sum required for the expenses of 
the tour has been raised. 

As regards the question of Colonel Olcott's proposed resignation of the Presi
dencv of the T. S., the Indian Section unanimouslv and enthusiastically endorses the 
resolutions of the American Section urging him' to reconsider his detennination, 
and I have no doubt that this Section will cordially accept and echo the whole of 
the resolutions there passed, especially if they are supported by the vote of the 
European Section. 

There can be but one opinion as to the propriety and necessity for the president 
of the T. S. to hold office for life, even though he should be physically unable to 
devote so much time and energy to official duty as hitherto.. In my recent lonB' 
tour throughout India, I have found that our revered PreSident-Founder is Un!
\'ersallv regarded with the sincerest respect and affection, and that the Indian 
branclies everywhere are most reluctant to accept his resignation. e\'en under the 
pressure of his own earnest appeal for relief from work and responsibility. 

The great need in India at present is the presence of one or two more devoted 
workers to take local charge of the work in the separate Presidencies. There is 
here an opening for grand and noble work for the cause we serve, and I am ex
pressing the most earnest desire of all of our members when I entreat you as 
brothers to provide us the help that we need. Many of my friends ha\'e asked me 
to request Mr. Herbert Burrows to come out to help on the work. and I thankfully 
avail myself of this opportunity to entreat him officially and publicly in the name 
of the Section to give us the benefit of his valuable assistance. 

In conclusion it is the wish of every member of the Section that our deep-felt 
gratitude to Annie Besant for her invaluable sen'ices by pen and \'oice to the cause 
should find expresliion here, and that we shall shortly have the opportunity of 
showing those feelings to her in person. . 

Once more greeting you, brothers, most cordially and fraternally on behalf of 
the Indian Section. 

Believe me, 
Yours fraternally and cordially, 

BERTRAM KEIGHTLE\", 
Gmeral Secretary, II,dian Sec/ion. 

• The Report of our own General Secretary was a lengthy and most 
interesting document, shewing a very creditable amount of activity in 
the Section during the year. It told of the general spread of Theo
sophy, of the large issue and sale of books and pamphlets, of the 
number of translations into Spanish, Dutch, Swedish, German, French, 
of four hundred and forty new members admitted as against twenty old 
members resigning, of the establishment of the H. P. B. Press under 
the capable and devoted management of James M. Pryse, with Bro. 
Green and a staff of women compositors to help him, of the flourishing 
of the Bow Club, of the opening of the Clare Creche, of the wide
spread labours of the press contributors, of the numerous public and 
Lodge meetings-in a word, of an amount of work that seems almost 
incredible, but is it not written in the Report of Secretary Mead and 
laid up in the archives of the Society? [The Report is being issued 
separately, so that members may read all its details, which we have 
not space to insert here.] 

The Convention began its regular business by receiving the votes 
of the Section as to the election of President, the General Secretary 
moving: 

Whereas, the President Founder T. S., Colonel H. S. Olcott, owing to ill-health, 
has placed his resignation in the hands of the Vice-President, William Q. 
Judge; and 

Whereas, the votes of the European Section T. S., having been duly taken by 
the General Secretary, and the result declared that the choice of the European 
Section of a President to succeed Colonel Olcott is William Q. Judge: 

Resolved: that this Convention unanimously and enthusiastically confirms this 
vote, and chooses William Q. Judge as the succeeding President of the T. S. 
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Brother Jose Xifre seconded the resolution, and it was endorsed 
by a delegate from each country and carried with much applause. And 
so was taken an im{>ortant step in the history of the T. S., and there 
remains only the IndIan Section to speak its choice, in unison, we may 
hope, with the American and European, so that the first choice of a 
President may be unanimous. 

Annie Besant then mO\'ed the following resolutions, paying a warm 
tribute to the sen-ices rendered by the President-Founder. and the 
resolutions were seconded and supported by Bro. Coulomb, Senor Xifre 
and others: 

Resoh'rd: that this Com'ention herebv puts on record its regret that ill-health 
should have nece~itated the resignation of the President-Founder from office, and 
tenders to Colonel H. S. Olcott the expression of its lasting gratitude for the 
pioneer work he has so bravely an" zealously perf.,rnled: that this Convention 
also tenders the Presinent-Founder the expression of its highest appreciation of 
the unselfishness. assiduity and open-mindedness which have marked the long 
years of his office: it also fully recognizes the large share he has taken in building 
up the Society. rejoices to learn the Society \\;11 still have the benefit of his counsel 
in the future, and sincerely hopes that his restoration to health may be speedy and 
permanent. . 

Resoh'rd: that this Convention assents to the proy>?sal orthe Blavatsk,· Lodge 
to open a Fund for a Testimonial to the retiring PreSIdent-Founder. Colonel H. S. 
Olcott, and herebv establishes such a Fund in the hands of General Secretary and 
the Treasurer of the European Section. 

The General Secretary was then instructed to send a telegram of 
greeting to Colonel Olcott. 

The Resolutions of the American Convention on the retirement of 
the President-Founder were brought before the Convention by the 
General SecretarY, who referred also to the answer made bv Colonel 
Olcott, refusing to withdraw his resignation. Taking into consideration 
this refusal, the following resolution was proposed by Bro. O. Firth, 
seconded by Bro. Duncan, and carried unammously: 

WllerrQs, this Convention has taken into due consideration the resolutions of 
our American brethren at theW: last Convention touching the resignation of the 
President-Founder: amI 

U~IIereQs, we have heard the answer of the President-Founder himself to these 
resolutions. . 

Rrso/vrd: that while agreeing most cordially with the fraternal spirit of good
will that has animated the resolutions of our Brethren, and desiring always to 
cooperate with them in this liheral and commendable spirit, we consider that the 
answer of the President-Founder renders any further action impossible. 

The Convention then, having disposed of the past, began to con
sider the future, and appointed a Committee to devise the best way 
of taking a general vote of the Section, and another to report on some 
proposed changes to be recommended to the General Council for in
corporation in the General Rules of the T. S. At this point a telegram 
conveying good wishes from the American Section arrived, and one 
from an Irish brother unable to be present, and with this the morning 
sitting came to an end. 

The afternoon sitting sawall the officers of the Section unanimously 
reelected, with the exception of Bro. Herbert Burrows, who withdrew 
his name, and was replaced by Bro. E. T. Hargrove. Then most in
teresting and encouraging reports were read from France, by Bro, 
Coulomb, from Spain by Bro. Xifre, from Holland by Mme. de 
Neufville, and from Sweden by Countess Wachtmeister. A significant 
fact in the last report was that Baron Pfeiff had become a colporteur of 
Theosophical literature for the summer months; Holland rejoiced us 
by news of its just-established Headquarters, France by its growing 
activity in propagandist work, Spain by the steady devotion of its 
small band. Reports from other Lodges were laid on the table_ Then 
came a long and useful discussion on methods of propaganda, Lodge 
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work, visits to Lodges, and cognate subjects, till 4.30 p.m. arrived and 
brought adjournment time. 

The evening session saw a crowded meeting, and" Mental Action" 
was the subject discussed in ten-minutes' speeches. A deeply interest
ing hour and a half were devoted to this subject, so all-important from 
the Theosophical standpoint. 

The morning session of the second day of the Convention began 
with the reports of the H. P. B. Press, the Working Women's Club, the 
Press Group, the Lending Libraries and Propagandist Fund, the 
League of Theosophical Workers, and the Headquarters' Library. 
With regard to the latter, Herbert Burrows suggested that pamphlets 
on Theosophy, especially hostile ones, that came into the hands of 
members, should be sent to the Librarian, W. R. Old. 

Then followed a discussion on the Vtinan, and ways of making it 
yet more useful; several members expressed the very great value they 
set on it. The Oriental Department was also discllssed and the new 
departure approved, and then, on the proposal of the General Secretary, 
a gift of £20 was unanimously voted to the New York Headquarters. 

Next came the reports of the committees appointed the previous 
day, and after discussing that on taking a general vote, it was decided 
that the question was one requiring much consideration, and that its 
decision should be remitted to the next Convention. The report on 
suggested alterations in the General Rules was brought up by Annie 
Besant. and was as follows: 

Your Committee submits to you the following propositions on the points on 
which it was directed to report: 

(a) The basis of representation ;n tlte T. S. 
It recommends that the system of representation now in use in the European 

Section be adopted for the whole Society. 
(b) The advisability or otherwise oj reestalJlislting tlte General ConvC1llions of 

tlte T. S. 
It recommends that a General Convention be held in India every third year. 
(C) The advisability or otlterwise of introducing a limitation of tlte Presidential 

term of office. 
It recommends that no alteration be made in the Rulps of the Society with 

regard to the tenure of the Presidency. 
It further recommends that the offices of Vice-President, Recording Secretary 

and Treasurer b~ held from one General Convention to another, the retiring officers 
being eligible for re-nomination and election. 

ANNIE BESANT. 
JOSE XIFRE. 
HKRMANCE DE NEUFVII,I,E. 
O. FIRTH. 
E. J. COUI,OMB. 
G. R.. S. MlfAD. 

The first clause was remitted to the next Convention. The second 
was adopted, after the defeat of an amendment that a triennial Con
vention should be held in India, Europe and America successively. 
Clause 3 was finally carried against an amendment that a term of 
tenure should be introduced into the Rules; the amendment was 
moved by Herbert Burrows, but when it was defeated, he asked to be 
allowed to second the original motion, in order that, after full discussion 
had been had and the view of the majority obtained, the final action 
might be marked with unanimity. It may here be noted that this 
brotherly feeling marked the Convention throughout, and was the 
pleasantest feature in all the deliberations. . 

At the afternoon sitting, the proceedings commenced with the un
veiling of the splendid casket containing some of the ashes of H. P. 
Blavatsky, the valuable and beautiful gift of our brother Sven Bengtsson. 
of Lund, Sweden, who had put into his work all his love and all his 
skill. The Convention stood up as the casket was unveiled by the 
President-Elect, who stated that the ashes had been placed in it in the 
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presence of witnesses, and that the following paper had been enclosed 
with it: 

We, the undersigned, do hereby certify, each for himself, that on the 15th day 
of July, 11192. at 19. A"enue Road, in the City of London. in the front room called 
.. H. P. B.'s Room," we witnessed the placing of the ashes of H. P. Bla"atskv within 
this vase or receptacle made by Herr Sven Bengtsson, from designs by R. llachell. 
and the said ashes being in their turn withiu a copper Indian vase. To all of which 
this shall be testimony. 

CONST.-\NCE \VACHTYEISTER. 
ANNIE BESANT. 

WILLIAY Q. JFDGE. 
ISABEL COOPER·OAKLEY. 

\\' ALTER R. OLD. 
ALICE L. CLEATHER. 

G. R. S. lIEAD. 
LAl~R.-\ lit COOPER. 

EDWARD T. STl·RD\·. 

The casket is in the form of an India dagoba, standing on a plateau 
about two feet square, crowned with a lotus flower enclosing a heart 
aflame. Symbols such as the Tau, the interlaced Triangles and others 
familiar to every Theosophist, are introduced into the work, the motto 
of the T. S. in Sanskrit running round the base of the dome. The 
General Secretary was instructed to send a telegram of thanks to Bro. 
Bengtsson, and the following resolution was passed by acclamation: 

Resolved: that this Couvention tenders its warmest thanks to Bro. Sven 
Bengtsson, of Lund. Sweden, for his beautiful and valuable gift of a casket 
to contain the ashes of the body of H. P. B., a gift valuable. indeed, for the 
labour and ski11lavished on it and for its artistic and intrinsic worth. but valuable 
chiefly for the love and re,'erence for our great Teacher. wrought into it from our 
Brother's heart. 

The Chairman then announced the gift of an oil portrait of Colonel 
Olcott, painted by Mr. Archer of the Scottish Academy, and presented, 
to be hung in the Headquarters' Library, by General and Mrs. Gordon. 
The gift was received '''lth warm thanks. 

Some resolutions were then passed on matters of detail, and a fund 
was opened to cover the expenses of the Convention. The business 
part of the Convention was concluded by a resolution, proposed by 
Annie Besant, seconded by G. R. S. Mead, and carried unanimously: 

lI'hereQs, it is frequently asserted by those ignorant of the facts of the case that 
the T. S., or its leaders, seek to enforce certain beliefs on its members, or to 
establish a dogmatic interpretation of any of the philosophical propositions taught 
by H. P. Blavatsky as forming part of the Esoteric Philosoph,·: 

Resolved: That the T. S .• as such, has no creed. no fomnllated beliefs that 
should be enforced on its members. beyond those declared in its Three Objects, 
and that its members are free to accept or to reject any religious, philosophic, 
or scientific propositions, without any cha\1enge of their good standing as members 
of the T. S. 

The Convention then settled down to listen to speeches from 
delegates. Bro. Brodie-Innes spoke on "The Relation of Modern 
Science to Theosophy," and Bro. Kingsland on "Theosophy as applied 
to Modern Science." Bro. Sturdy read a paper on "Eastern Yoga as 
suited to Western Thought," and Bro. Mead spoke on "A Sentence to be 
remembered," taken from a MASTER'S letter, "The instruments are few, 
more reason for them to be perfect." Then Bro. Xifre read a paper on 
"The Theosophical Outlook in Spain," and Bro. Vescop on the 
" Education of Children." 

The hands of the clock were creeping onwards to the aAjournment 
hour, so Herbert Burrows rose to move an expression of confidence 
and trust in the future President of the T. S., and in a most eloquent 
and effective address voiced the feeling of love and trust which 
animated the members of the European Section towards their newly 
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elected chief. Annie Besant seconded, and loud and prolonged cheers 
spoke the mind of the listeners when she put the vote. The Chairman's 
closing address, thoughtful and weighty, brought the sitting to a most 
satisfactory close. 

The last meeting of the Convention was held at Prince's Hall, 
Piccadilly, filled with an interested and sympathetic audience, gathered 
from the general public. The large platform was crowded with 
delegates and well-known supporters of the movement, and the meeting 
was a thorough success. The President-Elect gave the opening 
address, and was followed by Bro. G. R. S. Mead. Then came Count 
Leiningen, a delegate from Austria. Bro. Herbert Burrows followed, 
and the meeting was closed by Agnie Besant. And so came to an end 
the Second Annual Convention of the Theosophical Society in Europe, 
a Convention filled with promise for the future, and animated wIth 
devotion to the MASTERS' Cause, the Cause of Humanity. 

[The full Report of the Convention is being printed, and contains all the reports 
sent in by Lodges, etc. It also contains summaries of the principal speeches 
delivered during the business sittings. A shorthand report of the speeches at 
Prince's Hall was taken, and these will be issued as a T. P. S. pamphlet. Photo
graphs of a Convention group, of the D~goba. of H. P. B.'s room, and of the 
Secretary's office with the three Secretaries, have been taken, and are on sale at the 
Theosophical Publishing Society, 7, Duke Street, at 4s. each.] 

~ltttu;~phicni Jldibitits. 
INDIAN SECTION. 

Charters have been granted to three new Branches, one at Nasik, 
under the presidency of Mr. D. R. Farkhadkari; another at Dehra 
Dun, under the presidency of Babu Baldeosing, and the third at 
Nilphamari under the presidency of Babu Umathaguoshal. The for
mation of the first two Branches is due, to a great extent, to the General 
Secretary's recent visit. 

The Meerut Branch has started, since January, 1892, an Urdu 
monthly pamphlet, called the Amrita Kaghtmt-or Drau~ht of Im
mortality. Its aim is to fulfil the objects of the T. S., and Its columns 
comprehend all Theosophical subjects. On White Lotus Day the 
members decided to give Rs. 5 in help of an orphanage in H. P. B.'s 
name. 

The Bezwada Branch commemorated White Lotus Day by a distri
bution of rice among two hundred poor people. 

The Bankura Branch is willing to undertake the translation of 
Sanskrit and vernacular works into English. 

The Allahabad Branch are taking steps to collect subscriptions for 
a Theosophical Hall for Allahabad, which may serve also for the loca
tion of the Headquarters of the contemplated N.W.P. and Oudh Sec
tion. Upwards of Rs. 600 have been already subscribed. 

The Key to Theosophy has been translated into Urdu by Bro. S. E. 
Biswas, the energetic Vice-President of the Ludhiana Theosophical 
Society. The price of the book will be eight annas only, and It can 
be obtained from the Ludhiana T. S., Punjaub. 

The abo'\!"e items of news are taken from the Supplement of the 
Theosophist. 
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INDIAN LETTER. 

GULISTAN, OOTACAMUND, 

July nth, r8Q2. 

We are all rejoicing here at the advent of the long and anxiously 
expected monsoon, on which so much depended. I hear that now all 
anxiety is over, the rains in the Madras Presidency having been 
plentiful. Judging from the rain we have had up here it is certain that 
a very considerable amount must have been enjoyed down below. 
Ooty during the monsoon time is entirely enveloped in clouds and the 
sun is quite a stranger to us. 

I have before me the third num ber of the Jounlal of the Malza60dlzi 
Sociel)', which will, no doubt, reach you by this mail. The present 
issue is a really excellent one, and we are all of us pleased that Dharma
pala should have succeeded so well. The number contains an illustra
tion re,Presenting the Maha-Bodhi Temple at Buddha-Gaya. 

MISS F. H. Muller is still at Datjeeling, though I understand she 
will probably depart westward at the end of the month. 

. This afternoon I had the pleasure of a long chat with the head of 
the Forest Department here, and he gave me many interesting par
ticulars about the mountain tribes, the Todas and Currumbers, whom I 
casually mentioned in a previous letter. The origin of the Todas 
seems entirely lost in obscurity, and various hypotheses have been 
offered. My friend inclines to the belief that they originally came 
from the Malabar coast, basing this on the fact that their clear-cut 
features and handsome faces bear some resemblance to the east coast 
inhabitants. The puzzle, however, lies in their language, which bears 
no resemblance to Malayalam, even in the slightest degree. Assuming 
that this strange people originally came from the plains, we must 
suppose that war drove them up here with their families and cattle. 
Among some other hypotheses I may mention one which suggests that 
the Todas are of Greek origin, their ancestors having come over with 
Alexander. Another wild theory asks us to believe that they are the 
descendants of the lost ten tribes! As the pig is to the Irishman, so is 
the buffalo to the Toda. The female buffaloes are considered sacred, 
but the males are killed without any scruple for food and at funeral 
feasts, etc. The Todas have a tradition concerning the origin of the 
first buffalo. 111 answer to a prayer for some means of livelihood, their 
god caused a herd of buffaloes to rise suddenly out of the ground. A 
rush-covered plot of land is still shown where the earth gave birth 
to the original buffaloes. There are now about seven hundred Todas 
ill existence scattered about over the Nilgiris. They have their own 
places of worship, but of late they and the Currumbers have taken to 
visiting and worshipping at Hindu shrines. The missionaries find 
them hopeless as far as conversion is concerned. The Toda, who 
appears to be a wide-awake individual, says he has no objection to the 
missionaries educating his children, but he strongly resents any 
attempt to teach them a new form of religion. 

Speaking of missionaries reminds me of a perfectly well attested 
story of the misplaced enthusiasm of a neWly-imported missionary, 
which was related to me by an Anglo-Indian official some time back. 
I give it here without any feeling of hostility or sectarian bias, simply 
to show how hot-headed young missionaries may get themselves into 
trouble by misdirected earnestness. 

A certain young missionary, fresh from home, arrived in the Telugu 
dis..tricts full of religious enthusiasm, and partially filled with a smat
tenng of Telugu, which language he had been studying at home and 
on the way out. He was posted to C--, a place of some importance, 
and on the day after his arrival he arose early to begin his seed-sowing. 
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He mounted his pony and rode to a village some five miles out. Just 
outside the village he came upon a large group of those brilliantly 
painted animals (elephants, horses, etc.), so familiar to the eyes of 
dwellers in India. He had seen his first idols, and his spirit rose to the 
occasion I In broken Telugu, he asked some children who were stand
ing by, what the strange-looking animals were, and the young offspring 
of India replied that they were village gods. Whereupon the apostle 
of Western religion harangued the children, as far as hIS limited voca
bulary allowed, pointing out to them the wickedness of "bowing down 
to wood and stone"! Some of the infants stayed to listen in wonder
ment to the early morning sermon, while the remainder ran off to fetch 
their sisters, their mothers, their cousins, and their aunts. Soon a large 
crowd had collected, who all listened attentively. Finally the mission
ary concluded his harangue by calling on the villagers to burn and 
destroy their false gods, and come into the true fold. The simple 
natives seemed impressed, and asked the young apostle if they had 
his permission to destroy the gods. to which he gave a fervent affirma
tive answer. rejoicing with exceeding joy that the villagers had 
been so easily won over. The work of destruction was soon accom
plished, and a heap of broken fragments showed where the gods had 
formerly held sway. Leaving his blessing with them. the missionary 
rode off, promising to return ere long with a fresh instalment of the 
glad tidings of the Gospel. It being foreign mail day, on his return 
he immediately prepared a full and true account of the glorious COD
version, which was duly posted to the parent society at home. A whole 
village converted before breakfast! Such a thing was almost unheard 
of! The day was passed in delicious reverie, and at night the mis
sionary sought his couch with the pleasant feeling that he had opened 
his campaign most successfully. 

Next morning as he was seated at breakfast, a Government peon 
entered, and with the customary salaams handed to him an official
looking document. To his amazement he found it to be a summons 
ordering him to appear before the district magistrate's court to answer 
a charge of having incited certain natives to d~stroy certain idols; the 
summons also contained a formidable allusion to the penal code. Ere 
long our hero found himself in the district court, with his newly-made 
converts arrayed as witnesses against him. The charge heing read to 
him, he was asked what he had to say in answer to it. In vigorous 
and self-confident tones he related how his words had converted the 
villagers, and how at his request they had destroyed their idols, going 
as far as to insinuate that in his opinion the magistrate was interfering 
and hindering the Lord's work. The magistrate heard him quietly, 
and then in stern tones stated the real facts of the case. The idols 
belonged, not to the "converts," but to the neighbouring village. 
Between these two villages there was a deadly feud, and hence the 
eagerness and enthusiasm shown by the supposed converts in destroy
ing the gods. They had taken the precautIon of obtaining the mis
sionary's orders to undertake the work of destruction, and hence felt, 
as the sequence of events proved. that they had an excellent oppor
tunity of paying off old scores without risk to themselves. The mis
sionary was fined Rs. -- and costs, and had to furnish a new set of 
gods at his own expense! 

S. V. E. 

OUR CEYI.ON LETTER. 
july, r892. 

There were grand doings here during the early part of last month, 
for the Theosophists and the Buddhists of Colombo were invited by 
Mrs. Higgins, the Principal of the Sangamitta Girls' School, to be 
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present at her school and welcome Her Highness the Maharanee of 
Cooch Behar and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Scott, of London. The school 
was very prettily decorated with ferns and flowers, and at its entrance 
was erected an arch bearing the word "\Velcome." Mr. and Mrs. 
Scott (Mrs. Scott is the daughter of Annie Besant) were expected here 
at daylight on Sunday the 5th inst., but their steamer did not come till 
the afternoon, when they were met by Mr. de Abrew, who brought 
them to the school just in time for the reception meeting at five o'clock. 
On the arrival of the Maharanee, accompanied by her brothers and 
sisters, Mrs. Higgins conducted Her Highness to the "seat of honour" 
on the dais, where Mr. and Mrs. Scott were also seated. A pleasant 
entertainment followed. At the close an album was presented to the 
Princess, and Mr. Ernest Scott spoke a few words. Pleased and satis
fied they were with the work done at the Sangamitta Girls' School, 
under the able supervision of Mrs. Higgins. The" J ayamangala" was 
then sung, and the proceedings were brought to a close. A conver
sazione followed, and the visitors thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon. 
Her Highness spent nearly three hours in the school, and she said that 
the happiest day she spent in Ceylon was that at the Sangamitta Girls' 
School, of which she has now hecome a patroness. 

Mr. and Mrs. Scott remained as the guests of Mrs. Higgins during 
the steamer's stay of a few hours. 

I have to record the arrival of a Scotch F.T.S. from Manchester, in 
the person of Mr. Macmillan. Our brother has come to Ceylon to 
enter the order of the Buddhist priesthood. The local papers had a 
para. about the affair, and it is now going round all the papers in 
India. Certainly the step Mr. Macmillan is going to take is unprece
dented in the annals of the Buddhists of Ceylon, or elsewhere. 

The strength of working Theosophists in Ceylon will soon be 
augmented by the addition of four members from America. These 
missionaries have already started, and are expected at Colombo during 
the early part of next month. They are Dr. W. A. English and his 
wife, also happily a doctor, with their daughter and another lady. 
They are coming on their own responsibility to work for tbe cause in 
Ceylon. With the help of these good people, :Mrs. Higgins hopes to 
extend the sphere of work considerably. A nursing class and a medical 
class for women, in connection with the Sangamitta Girls' School, will 
be added to the Institution as soon as Mrs. English arrives. The native 
girls of Ceylon never dreamed of acquiring either a rudimentary know
ledge of medicine or how to make themselves useful in the sick chamber, 
but before long these things will be an accomplished fact. The "Har
bour Mission" is doing its work splendidly. It begs to thank the Coun
tess Wachtmeister, of London, and Sister Gates and Brother Fullerton 
for Siftings, tracts, papers, and pamphlets, so kindly sent for the Mission. 

SINHALA PUTRA. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 
THE CONVENTION. 

We give an account of the Proceedings of the Second Annual 
Convention of this Section elsewhere in our pages. 

Favourable reports of the Convention and public meeting have 
appeared in all the leading newspapers in London and the p'rovinces. 
A full account of the proceedings is now in the press, and Will be sent 
to all English-reading members of the European Section. 

Photographs of the Convention, the H. P. B. Casket, H. P. B.'s 
Room (interior and exterior), and the Office with the General and 
Assistant Secretaries, price 4$. each, and also a full report of the public 
speeches (Theosophical Siftings, Vol. V., No.8), price 6ti., may be 
obtained from the T. P. S., 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, W.C. 
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THE CONVENTION FUND. 

A Fund for this purpose was opened at the Convention, and some 
£30 have been so far subscribed, as acknowledged in last Vdhan. 

All are earnestly requested to subscribe to this Fund. Some £65 
are required to cover the expenses of the hire of Prince's Hall, of 
advertising, of the marquee at Headquarters, the cost of printing the 
proceedings, which will be somewhat expensive, etc. This is a re
duction of last year's expenditure by at least a half. 

As our movement in Europe will advance on a much larger scale 
during the future twelve months, it is above all things necessary to 
keep the small balance in the General Fund ready for emergencies 
which are bound to occur. Much is proposed to be done, and every 
sixpence that Theosophists can spare should be reserved for expendi
ture on Theosophical work during the coming year. 

G. R. S. MEAD, Gen. Sec'y. 

THE OLCOTT TESTIMONIAL Fmm. 

A Fund for this purpose has been opened by a resolution of the 
late Convention, Funds for a similar purpose having already been 
opened in the Indian and American Sections. To quote from the 
official circular of the General Secretary to the Indian Section: 

Colonel Olcott renounced the world in 1878 and threw himself with all he 
possessed into the Theosophical Society. Consequently, now, in his old age upon 
his retirement, he has no sure income save that comin~ from his magazme, Tlte 
Theosopltlsl. First and last, the Society has received m cash four-fifths of the 
entire earnings of that publication, including the profits on book sales, besides a11 
private gifts to himself, such, for example, as the Rs. 2,500 from the late Maharajah 
of Kashmir. If the contributions from The Theosophist were withdrawn, the loss 
would be much felt by the already heavily strained resources of the Headquarters. 
Knowing this, it is the President's fixed determination, at whatever inconvenience 
to himself, to continue his generous monthly donation to the cause upon which his 
heart is so firmly set. ThiS, however, will leave him an income· so small that it 
would be a constant re{>roach to the Fellows of the Theosophical Society if they 
allowed him to stint himself, and so have to practise the closest economy in his 
declining years, when he would naturally need more comfort and kindly care. 

But the duty of obviating this, by a token of gratitude and love, should not fa11 
upon the few to perform; it should be a manifestation of the affection and respect 
in which he is held by the whole Society. 

The sums already received are acknowledged in "Our Budget," 
and all subscriptions should be sent to the General Secretary's Office. 

G. R. S. MEAD, Gen. Sec'y. 

ENGLAND. 

Blavalsky Lodge.-Our meetings have been very well attended 
during the last month, the yearly exodus from London having but 
little affected the attendance. Bro. Judge has been very warmly wel
comed, and his thoughtful, weighty addresses on July 21st and 28th 
were listened to with deep interest and attention. 

Brixton Lodge.-On July 22nd this Lodge had the pleasure of 
listening to a lecture by Bro. Judge, on Lines of Tlzeosophic Study. 
Annie Besant also addressed the meeting, at the invitation of the 
Chairman, Bro. Coryn. 

Adelphi Lodge.-This Lodge, now in full working order, has issued 
the following syllabus: Sept 5th, Hermetic Philosoplty, P. W. Bullock; 
Sept. 12th, Leiters Thai Ha'L'e Helped lIfe (Selected Reading and Discus
sion): Sept. 19th, Upa1tishads, J. M. Watkins; Sept. 26th, Letters That 
Ha7'e Helped Afe " Oct. 3rd, S ymhols, F. J. Johnson; Oct. 10th, Letters That 
Have Haped 11Ie; Oct. 17th, Man's Relaliotz to Ihe Phenome1tal World, O. 
Murray; Oct. 24th, The Light of Asia,!.; Oct. 31St, Mythology, R. 
Machell; Nov. 7th, The Light of Asia, II.; Nov. 14th, Astrology, J. T. 
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Campbell; Nov. 21St, The Song Celestial; Nov. 28th, Anomalies of tlu 
Hebrew View~ the Constituti071 of lIfan, Sapere Aude; Dec. sth, The 
New Gospel 0 In tt'rprela lion , E. Maitland; Dec. 12th, The Zodiac; its 
S)I11lbology, . R. Old j Dec. 19th, Theosopk), or Socialism? E. Har
grove. 

R. E. SHAW, Hon. Secretor)·. 
The Lodge meets every Monday evening at 8.30, at 7, Duke Street, 

Adelphi. . 
Birmitzgkam Lodge.-On Sunday, 24th ult., under the auspices of 

the Birmingham Lodge, three lectures were delivered at the Birming
ham and Midland Institute by Annie Besant and William Q. Judge. 
In the morning the subject was, The Ez'01Ilti071 of Man from the Animal 
10 Ihe Divi7lC, by Annie Besant; in the afternoon, The Tkcosopkic View 
of Death, by Wm. Q. Judge; and in the evening, Karma and Reincar
nation; the two speakers divided the time. The lectures were well
attended and were followed by brisk discussion. The newspaper 
reports indicate a far greater interest in our teachings than has pre
viously been shown. The success of the lectures was such as to induce 
many persons to attend a meeting of the Lodge on the following 
Tuesday, the small lecture room being filled to overflowing. \Valter 
R. Old lectured on the Theosophical Field of Work, and a reading 
from An Outli71C of Tkeosophical Teachi71gs followed, the subject bejng 
thrown open for discussion. Many application forms were in requisi
tion, and it is anticipated that the movement in Birmingham \\;11 
receive a lively impetus from the useful lectures of Annie Besant and 
Bro. Wm. Q. Judge. 

SYDNEY H. OLD, SecrelaT:Y. 
William Q. Judge and Annie Besant have lectured three times at 

Birmingham, three times at Liverpool, also at Dublin, Limerick and 
Cork. The press notices at Birmingham were exceptionally good. 

SCOTLAND. 

The Summer session of the Scottish Lodge closed with July. The 
bulk of the meetings have been occupied with the continuation of the 
work of the winter session, viz., tracing the connection between 
physical and occult science. A great deal of good, sound and useful 
work has been done in this line, which it is hoped will some day bear 
fruit beyond the bounds of the Scottish Lodge; the papers from time to 
time published in our Trallsaclions will indicate the lines of our investi
gations, and as these are for the most part written by men of science, 
all eminent in their own lines, and written from a purely scientific stand
point, but with an openness of mind which, to say the the least of it, is 
as rare as it is honourable in scientists, and free from those negations 
which have so long obstructed the progress of truth, and the course of 
discovery on scientific lines, they will it is believed eventually induce 
some other scientists to admit that there may be some things in heaven 
and earth not dreamed of in their philosophy, and that it may be 
possible even for a scientific man to learn something new, and further 
that all wisdom does not consist in denial. The Scottish Lodge, con
taining perhaps a larger percentage of professional men than any 
other Lodge in the United Kingdom, and appealing especially to men 
of science and intellect, aims at filling an admitted gap, and standing 
between the spiritual and the material learning, and pointing out that 
there is no antagonism between them, but that rightly understood each 
is the complement of the other, the material being the outward ex
pression of the spiritual, and the spiritual the noumenon, so to speak, of 
the scientific phenomenon, just as occultism, the scimlia scimtiarum, 
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is the algebra whereof every other science is a particular arithmetical 
example. The last meetings of the Lodge have been taken up with the 
reading of an exceedingly able paper on the" Periodic Law of Atomic 
Weights" which was J?ointed out by Newlands in 1864, and since carried 
out and elaborated tn much greater detail by Mendelejeff, Lothar 
Meyer, and others; the wonderful illustration this law affords of the 
general septenary principle is of course well known, and was noticed in 
the Secret Doctritze,' since the publication of the Secret Doctrine, however, 
further discoveries have greatly extended the scope of the Periodic Law, 
and, as might be expected, have in every instance, so far as they have 
yet gone, amply confirmed the analogies drawn by H. P. B. The 
importance of Meyer's curve of atomic volumes can scarcely be over
estimated, and altogether the advance made since the first enunciation 
of the law by N ewlands seems to justify the fact that it is now generally 
known by the name of its greatest eXFonent, Mendelejeff. The alterna
tion of the large and small periods 0 Mendelejeff with all its important 
results, curiously omitted from Mrs. Cleather's admirable pamphlet on 
the .. Septenary Nature of Consciousness," was fully discussed, and also 
its possible bearing on alchemic transmutation of metals. Notes of all 
this will in due time appear in our Transactions, the next number of 
which is to contain, inter alia, a remarkable paper on the Ether by a 
well-known and very learned scientist, and a physician's account of the 
physical processes of nerve and brain in a case of thought-transference. 
Next winter our work is to be specially devoted to the study of the 
Hermetic schools of philosophy and their relation to those more 
properly and exclusively called the Oriental. 

IRELAND. 

Belfast Cm/re.-F. J. Dick, of the Dublin Lodge, reports that a very 
good meeting took place on June 30th, in a room engaged for the 
purpose in Dougall Place, Belfast. A Reading Circle was constituted; 
and regular meetings are to be held once a month. The subject for the 
meeting on July 20th was the Wilkesbarre Letters. The Rev. H. W. 
Harrison of the same centre thankfully acknowledges the receipt of a 
parcel of valuable books from the Countess Wachtmeister. We hear 
that a really good start has been made at Belfast, and that there is every 
expectation of a Lodge being shortly established there. 

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM. 

Our Dutch Branch is now definitely incorporated by the Govern
ment under the title of "Nederlandsche Theosophische Vereeniging." 
The working staff have now moved to the new Headquarters, and all 
communications in future should be addressed to Amsteldyk, 34, 
Amsterdam. This is a solid foundation on which to rest the edifice of 
Theosophy in the Netherlands. 

AMERICAN SECTION. 

AMERICAN NOTES. 
July rSth, rS92. 

Dr. J. D. Buck has been in Washington, D.C., for a few days, 
attending the Homreopathic Convention. He has visited the Branch 
there, and has delivered several addresses on Theosophy. One was at 
Denison Hall on the Secret Doctrine, and was listened to by a large 
and appreciative audience. 

. Bro. Willis E. Brown is working on the staff of the New Califor
ma", lately transferred to Los Angeles under the management of Miss 
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Off. Bro. Brown writes most encouragingly of the work in the \Vest, 
and sends interesting accounts of the Los Angeles Branch work. 

A conversazione is held on Monday evenings at 8.15 p.m. in the 
Headquarters' rooms, on the third floor here. Members and enquirers 
are invited. The first meeting was held on the 11th inst., and we 
rejoiced in an attendance of about thirty-five persons. 

Bro. Jno. M. Pryse has just returned from a much-needed visit to 
the country, made for the purpose of recruiting his health. His seven 
days' sojourn in the Catskills' Mountains has re-charged him with 
Prana. and enabled him to again take up his work with the unflagging 
industry which is so marked a characteristic of his Theosophic labours. 

The Secret Doc/rille class has an average attendance of about twenty
five persons. It is held on Wednesday evenings in the Headquarters' 
rooms here. 

One of our most valuable Western Theosophists. Mrs. Georgiana 
S. Bowman. has left for awhile our earthly tabernacle. Mrs. Bowman 
was one of the steadiest and most efficient workers in the Aurora 
Branch to which she belonged. Her illness was so brief that she may 
be said to have died in the very midst of her labours. May she soon 
awake to continue them! 

The Annie Besant T. S. of Fort Wayne. has established a Head
quarters for the State of Indiana. This [s the latest "activity" in the 
Headquarters' line, and its importance will soon be seen. A new 
feature consists in making the Library a public one. 

A new Branch has been chartered in Cambridge, Mass. It is 
known as the Cambridge T. S. 

Two Branches have been formed within the past month in the 
Canadian Territory; one, the Kshanti T. S .. Victoria, British Columbia, 
was chartered on July 4th; the other, the Mount Royal T. S., Montreal, 
Canada, on July 11th. Both these Branches contain acth'e germs of 
Theosophical energy. There are now three Branches in the Canadian 
Territory. 

Allen Griffiths still cohtinues his rOllnd of Theosophical touring. 
His lectures at Victoria, B.C., Seattle, \Vhatcome, W. T., Port Town
send, and Fair Haven, were all productive of immense interest in 
these cities. Theosophy fairly grows in this able lecturer's hands. 

One of the famous Fox sisters (Mrs. Kate Fox Jencken) died at the 
beginning of this month in New York. The Fox sisters will be re
membered as the first exhibiting mediums, and the present Spiritual
istic movement may be said to date from their exhibitIons at Rochester, 
N.Y., in 1849. 

The Rev. John Joseph Nourri, D.D., LL.D., Archdeacon of Babylon 
and Jenlsalem, etc., etc., has discovered the veritable Ark of Noah, 
says a San Francisco paper. This relic of the flood he found in his 
explorations in Armenia:. The old craft is perched on one of the 
horns of Mount Ararat! 

CLAUDE F. WRIGHT. 
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We place on record, with regret for the temporary loss of a useful 
worker, the passing beyond the veil of Georgina Bowman, the presi
dent of the Oakland Branch of the T. S. in America. She was only 
fifty-seven years of age, and was of much service to the cause she 
loved and which remains the poorer for her leaving. Her body was 
cremated at Los Angeles, and a touching and appropriate address was 
delivered at the crematorium by Marie E. \Valsh, another devoted 
Theosophist. 

AUSTRALIA. 

Sydney Tluosophical Sociery.-The first Annual Meeting of the 
Sydney TheosophIcal Society was held on the 18th and 25th May, 
when new bye· laws were passed, and an Executive of seven elected; 
then arrangements were made for meetings. Every first Wednesday 
in the month there will be a general meeting, to which friends and 
earnest enquirers are to be invited. Class meetings are to be held 
every Sunday night at 16, Bond Street, the headquarters of the Branch. 

On Wednesday, 1st June, he first monthly meeting took place, 
when the President read "The T. S. and H. P. B.," to a small but atten
tive audience. The following Sunday a study of the Key to Theosophy 
was recommenced. A class, it is hoped, will soon be formed for the 
study of the Secret Doctrine. 

Since the General Meeting only twelve names arpear on the list as 
sure ones. The late President laid before the Annua Meeting a scheme 
quite foreign to the purpose of the T. S., on which an amendment was 
passed-"that H. P. Blavatsky's and similar writings be the principal 
study of this Branch." This action caused some to resign. 

The Branch has a small Library, which will soon be put in order; 
and it is generally hoped the few earnest ones will not wait to see 
what others intend domg. 

During the year the President ordered that no meetings of the 
Branch be held until he had received replies from Adyar to certain 
letters; so a few students met every Sunday evening at 16, Bond Street, 
and discussed matters, reading Esoteric Buddhism, Theosopllical Sifthzgs, 
articles from Lucifer and the Tlleosopldst. For the last eight weeks 
before the Annual Meeting a study was made of Bro. Old's ~Vhat is 
Theosophy? 

E. W. MINCHIN. 

THE EgYf,tians imagine that the soul is the subtle double of the man, which 
exactly repro( uces the individual, with his colour, gesture and gait. \Vhen one of 
us is born into the world, his double, or to I:{ive it the native name, the Ka, enters 
it with him. Since this double is usually 1I1visible, painters and sculptors seldom 
reJ;>resent it; when they attempt to do so they depict it as the exact Image of the 
belllg to which it is attached. The picture of Luxor in which Pharaoh Ameno
phis III has represented the history of his childhood, is a good example of the 
fashion in which it should be imagined. Amenophis is born, and his double is like 
himself an infant, whom nurses cherish with the same care; he grows, and his 
double grows with him. The double faithfully accompanies his prototype through 
all the vicissitudes of his earthly existence. After death it follows him to the tomb, 
and dwells there near the mummy, sometimes hidden in the funeral chamber, some· 
times escaping outside, recognizable at night by a pale light, which has won for it 
the name of luminous, Khu.-Life in Anczent Egypt, Maspero. 
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THE THEOSOPHIST (Jlladras). THE PATH (Ne-w }Ork). 

Vol. XIII. ~o. 10:-1. Old Diary Leaves, 
IV--H. S. Olcott. 2. The Wisdom of the 
l'panishads. I-Rama Prasad. 3. Death 
of Montoliu-H. S. O. 4. The Law of 
Karma from the Zoroastrian Standpoint 
-Po N. 5. A Vision of the Dawn-R. B. 
6. Spiritualism in its relation to Theo
sophy (col/c/llded)-E. Kislingbury. 7. 
The GAyatri-S. E. Gopalacharlu. 8. A 
StrikingTest-R.M. 9. Adhyatnu\-l'pani
shad of the Shukla-Yajur-\'eda-Two 
Members of the Kumbakonam T. S. 10. 

Unseen Adept Helpers-Asclepios. ". A 
Translation of the S3.nkhya-Tattva-Kau
mudi of Vachaspati Mishra (co"Iinlled). 
KarikasXIXtoXXVII-G.J. 12. Reviews. 
13. Correspondence. '4. Supplement. 

I. Full of interesting incident as usual; 
the Colonel breaks into a dissertation on 
so-called "rain-making" phenomena. 2. 

The commencement of an illl portant 
series of articles. Rama Prasad first de
votes his attention to the Aa/hopal/ishad, 
discussing its terminology and septenary 
system, and strongly insisting on the 
point that not only are the same words 
used in markedly different senses in 
different systems and in different l'pani
shads, but even by the various Rishis in 
the same Upanishad. 4. A good and 
capable paper with quotations from the 
original texts. The identity of Zoro
astrianism with the main tenets of the 
great world-religions is conclusively 
proved, and we can cordially recommend 
it to all Theosophic students. 5. A sym
bolical vision well worth perusal. 7. A 
painstaking and scholarly, but difficult 
article, interesting only to students. \Ve 
are interested to see what version our 
brother will give finally of the GAyatri, 
the most sacred prayer of the BrAhmans. 
9. One of the Upa or Minor Upanishads; 
interesting but not of great importance. 
10. A moderate paper, too short for the 
subject. 

Vol. VII, ~o. 4:-1. How she must 
Laugh-Editor. 2. Yoga: The Science 
of the Soul (colilil/lled,-G. R. S. :\Iead. 
3. Illusions of Clairvoyance-:\1. :\1 ore. 
4. The Sphere of Inanimate Objects
Thomas E. Karr. 5. Hindu Deities and 
their Worship: from a Hindu point of 
View-K. P. Mukherji. 6. Evolution
E,litor. 7. A Catechism of Brahmanism 
(COli/iI/lied). 7." She being Dead, yet 
Speaketh" : Extracts from Pri"ate Letters 
of H. P. B. (colltillued). 8. Correspond
ence. 9. Literary ~otes. 10. Mirror of 
the l\IO\·ement. II. l'otices. 

I. A bantering notice on the lucubra
tions of the mediums who nowclaim to re
ceive messages frolll H. P. B. 3. A moder
ate paper on an oft-told ale. 4. A good 
paper on psychometry with some scien
titically recorded experiments. The 
writer comes to the conclusion tbat: 

Material objects do ,.01 bold their indh'idual 
spheres, but merely reflect the spheres of such 
organic structures. whose aura they. so to say. 
imbibe by intimate and prolonged proximity. 

5. Brother Kali Prasanna is as interest
ing as usual: he has learnt the art of 
cramming a host of infornlation into a 
short compass. 6. In this paper there 
seems to be a confusion between the term 
.. Race" and what H. P. B. calls a " Class" 
of monads in the S,'crei Doctrine. 7. An 
interesting passage is quoted from the 
Shlistras, but witb that lamentable want 
of accuracy so common in the East, no 
reference is given. It is, however, from 
Manu, and runs as follows: 

Giving no pain to any creature. let him collect 
,ojrtue by degrees for the sake of acquiring com· 
passion for the next world, as the white ant by 
delfl"""s builds her nest. For in his passage to the 
next world neither his father. nor his mother, nor 
his wife, nor his son, nor his kinsman will remain 
ill his company; >'irtue alone adheres to him. 
Single is each ilion born, single he dies; single he 
receives the reward of hi' good, and single the 
punishlllent for his ""i1 deeds. When he leaves 
his corpse like a lump of clay in the ground, hhl 
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kindred mire with awned fatta; but his virtue 6. Etudes de Di.!t.!tique Th.!osophique: 
accompanidh hlB soul. Continually thttefore by V~g~tarisme Pratique (Suite)-Le Doc
degrftS Id him collect virtue for his guide, and teur Bonnejoy (du Vexin). 7. Tribune 
he will traverse B gloom now hard to be traversed. Th" h· L' ... l· 't" P . t d .. ",osop Ique: ~ ecnCl '" au om e 

7· Most valuable extracts whIch WIll do Vue Occulte. 8. Echos du Monde Th.!o-
more to show the true character of sophique. 9. Echos du Monde Scienti
H. P. B. than a thousand articles even by fique. 
those who knew her best. 

THE BUDDHIST (Colombo). 
Vol. IV, Nos. 22-25:-1. Mesnlerism 

(Reprint)-W. Q. Judge. 2. Mabinda 
College. 3. Hintatigala Ganitaya: the 
Renowned Astrologer of Ceylon. 4. The 
Resurrection-E. H. Seppings. 5. Para
yanavagga (from the SQtta NipUa)-Tr. 
by D. J. S. 6. A Trip to Gallangolle, 
Lankatilaka and Gadaladeniya VihAras 
of Udunuwara in Kandy-T. B. Pohath 
Kehelpannala. 7. The MahA-Bodhi So
ciety. 8. Visit ofthe Maharani of Cooch 
Behar to the Sangamitta Girls' School. 
9. Reigns of Terror, Christian and Anti
Christian (Reprint)-Charles Bradlaugh. 
10. Prince Nanda (from Buddhaghosha's 
AUhakathA on the Dhammapada)-W. F. 
Gunawardana. 

3. Memo interesting to astrologers: 
"painting and dancing are the invariable 
accompaniments of an expert astrologer." 
The paintings on the walls of Buddhist 
temples are mostly executed by astrolo
gers! Vitruvius Pollio tells us that a 
knowledge of astrology was necessary 
for the architect, but to be told that an 
astrologer is necessary for the adorning 
of architecture is un peu trap fOri. 5 and 
10. It is to be regretted that so much 
space is given in the Buddhist to birth 
stories and legends, and that only on the 
rarest occasions are the higher teachings 
of Gautama translated or expounded. 
The 'legendary aspect of all religions 
lends itself easily to polemical criticism, 
and as the Buddhist is "in the field," it 
should remember that the criticism it 
uses so freely can be as easily turned 
against itself. 

LE LOTUS 3LEU (Paris). 
Vol. III, No. 5:-1. Rapport du Secr~

taire du Si~ge Franc;ais. 2. L'Homme: 
Linga Sharira (Sui/e)-Dr. X. 3. La 
Pens.!e-Guymiot. 4- Introduction A 
I'Etude de La Doctrine Secdte: Trois
ieme Logos (Suite)-UD Disciple. 5. 
Lettres qui m'ont Aid.! (Traduction). 

2. A most careful paper; it deserves 
translation. 3. Clear and useful. 4- Ex
cellent as usual. 6. An article of an en
thusiast. 7. Among other answersJ. H. 
Connelly's article in the June Palh is 
translated. 

THEOSOPHICAL SIFTINGS (London). 
Vol. V, No. 7:-1. Theosophy and the 

Hebrew Scriptures. 2. The World's 
Crucified Saviours (Reprint)-Dr. Jerome 
A. Anderson. 

I. Written by a clergyman of the 
Church: a good paper showing that the 
mystical interpretation of the Hebrew 
Scriptures is the only possible one. 2. 
From the New Calijontian, already 
noticed in our June number. 

THE V AHAN (London). 
Vol. II, No. I. Questions I.XVII

LXXIV:-As to the relation of the teach
ing of the Esoteric Science to Phrenology 
there is a clash of opinion; anthropo
logical, mystical and astrological students 
of Theosophy are at loggerheads. We 
lean to the mystical and anthropological 
view, which dubs the theories of phreno
logy a "crude and unmethodized guess 
at truth bearing but little relation to the 
profound and traditional wisdom ac
cepted and revered from the earliest 
ages." Asceticism, the time period of the 
Fifth Race, will-power, sex, and other 
interesting subjects are also treated of. 
We are glad to notice that the answers 
on the question of sex keep' the physical 
side of the question well in the back
ground. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL FORUM (New 
York). 

Nos. 36 and 37. Questions CLXXIX
CLXXXV:-No.36 deals entirely with the 
question of sex in reincarnation. W. Q. 
Judge's answer is the soundest, and should 
be read by all those who are interested in 
the matter. C. F. Wright makes the ex
traordinary statement that in Occultism 
teacher and pupil were called "husband 
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and wife," which he exemplifies by a 
reference to Solomon's three hundred 
wives and seven hundred concubines. 
No authority is given, and we doubt 
whether any can be found, for such a 
sweeping assertion. Solomon's three hun
dred and seven hundred spouses are the 
three and seven Sephiroth respectively, his 
Shaktis (powers, principles, etc.), as they 
are called in Hindt1 mysticism. No. 37 
deals with Imagination, Theosophy and 
the Poor, Suicide, Previous Theosophical 
Movements, and the Apparently Contra
dicfbry Views on Re"incarnation, as set 
forth in Isis Um'dled and the Secret Doc
trine. The latter question is well sum
marized in the Editor's answer, who 
specifically refers to all H. P. B. has 
written on the subject. The important 
point is that the statements made in Isis 
referred to the Personal Ego, the teach
ing as to the Higher Ego in incarnation 
not being elaborated until subsequently. 

PAUSES (Bombay). 
No. n:-I. An Epitome of Madame 

Blavatsky's Key to Tlu'OSoplly-D. 2. 

Thoughts on Theosophy-R. W. N. 3. 
Sanatana Dharma-Manmohandas Dayal
das. 4. A Bewitched Life (Reprint, 
Lucifer). 5. In Defence of Theosophy 
(Reprint). 6. Mediums and Yogees (Re
print, The Theosophist). 7. Sufism or 
Mahomedan Mysticism (Reprint, The 
Theosophist) 8. "She being Dead, yet 
Speaketh" (Reprint, Palh). 

3. An intt:resting paper on the SanA
tana Dharma or Eternal Wisdom-Reli
gion. To quote from the writer: 

It is said by Veda VyAsa in the MahdbIJdrala 
that nniversal love inclnded in it love of all ani
mated beings, and this love. tenned Sambhava 
(Universal Brotherhood), is the highest religion. 

The ten principles of the SanAtana 
Dharma are: 

I. Dhriti-Patience and Perse\·erance. 
•. Kshama-Forgiveness. 
3. DamA-Endurance, bodily as well as mental. 
4. Asteyam-Abstinence from all unlawful gain. 
S. Shauchatn-Purity of Mind and Body. 
6. Indriya Nigrahah-Control over the senses. 
7. Dhih-·Buddhi or reason. 
8. Vidya-Knowledge. 
9. Sat yam-Truth. 
10. Akrodha-Control 0\_ anger. 

What is our Law? 4. Epitome of Theo
sophical Teachings (Translation). 5. On 
the Watch-Tower (Translation). 6. Light 
on the Path (Translation). 7. Glossary of 
Theosophical Terms. 8. Activities. 

JOURNAL OF THE )IAHA BODHI 
SOCIETY (Caleul/a). 

No. 3:-1. The Sacred Buddhist Shrines 
of India. 2. Establishment of the Reign 
of Universal Law. 3. The Characteristics 
of a Bhikshu. 4. The Vishuddhi Marga. 
5· The Buddha Avatar. 6. Xotes and 
News. 7. Siam. 8. Selections. 9. The 
Imitation of Buddha. 

The first page is adorned with a picture 
of the magnificent l'lah4 Bodhi Temple 
at Buddha Gay4. 2. An interesting paper. 
4. To be read by those who are interested 
in the" H. P. B. )Iemorial Fund." The 
writer says: 

It requires great energy, patience, and scholar. 
ship to translate the work, Rnd it would be a 
failure unless the Westent scholars are helped in 
the iuterpretatiou of th" Stha\ira\'ida School. 
Th" great commentator DhannapUa of Badhira 
Tirtha wrote an elaborate commentary thereon 
call"d the pu,.a",arI4a ,~,."t}"sd, which must be 
studied to properly comprehend the abstruse 
teachings of the Vis4"dd" .. Mdrga. Let the 
Western scholars take note that mere philologieal 
study of the P,i.1i texts is p,,. u insufficient to cor
rectly interpret the teachings of the Dharma. 

6. There seems no doubt of the grow
ing activity of Buddhism during the past 
ten years: 

The wa\'" of Buddhist re\ival which commenced 
ten )..,ar5 ago in Ceylon has extended to the 
confines of Siberia on the North andJapau in the 
East. Colonel Olcott's n"ddltist CaM:Ilu., which 
was first published in Sinhalese in that island in 
.SIlo, has since been translated into twenty lan
guages. The Russian translation thereof is used 
by th" Russian Buddhists of Siberia. 

THE SANMARGA-BODHINf (Bel/ary: 
AlIglo- Telup). 

Vol. II, Nos. 23-26:-To be noticed: 
I. Caste. 2. Commandments of the 
Vedic Aryan Religion. 3. India and 
Christianity. In the Telugu part there 
are a number of !1rticles on Theosophical 
subjects. 

THE PACIFIC THEOSOPHIST 
(Seallk, Wash., U.S.A.) 

Vol. I, Nos. 7 and 8:-1. Theosophy: 
THEOSOPHIA (Amsterdam). Brief Extracts from the Key. 2. Man 

No. 3:-1. Thoughts are Things. 2, Rewards and Punishes Himself. 3. 'What 
The Key /0 Theosophy (Translation). 3. Theosophy Teaches ~nd Pro,·es. 4. What 
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is being done by the Pacific Coast Lec
turer. 5. Objects of the Theosophical 
Society. 6. Theosophical ~ews. 7. Bear 
in Mind. 8. Kanna and Reincarnation. 
9. Man's Dual ~ature. 10. The Blavat
sky Anniversary. II. A Touching Me
morial. 12. To Establish a Blavatsky 
Fund. 13. What Experience Teaches. 
14. The A.B.C. of Theosophy. 15. Theo
sophic Maxims. 16. Some Thoughts on 
Brotherhood. 17. Theosophic News. 18. 
In Two Months. 19. Dogmatic Dogma
tizers. 

When a man dies. men enquire what he has left 
behind him; angels enquire what he has sent 
before him. 

NOTES AND QUERIES (Manchesler 
N.H., U.S.A.) 

Vol. X, No. I :-Contains a reprint of the 
article on "MahdtmAs and Chelas" from 
Five Years of Theosophy, also some in
teresting infonnation on the ethnological 
status of the negro, on "counting out 
rhymes" used by children, in connection 
with divination, with many strange 
mathematical problems. 

This is a go-ahead paper, thoroughly II 

AmericAn in its style. 14. A reprint of CHRISTIANITY, FREEMASONRY 
Mr. H. Snowdon Ward's pamphlet. AND EASTERN PHILOSOPHY 

THE GVL AFSHA~ (Bombay: Anglo
Gtljerdli). 

Vol. XIV, No. 9:-1. Our Virtue (metri
cal translation from Manu). 2. The Pro
gress of Theosophy. 3. A Poet from the 
Standpoint of Theosophy. 4. Idolatry 
(from the Vtihall). The rest of the articles 
are in Gujerdti. 

The Gill Afshtill is a monthly journal 
of Science and Literature, advocating the 
Causes of Theosophy, Vegetarianism, 
Temperance and Humanity. The follow
ing saying of Mohammed is worth remem-
bering: . 

(Lakefield, Onl., Canada). 
This is a very capable pamphlet ad

dressed to Freemasons by Sparham Shel
drake, P.M., etc. It deals largely with 
Theosophy in a most appreciative manner 
and shows clearly the l1ght that Eastern 
Philosophy throws on Freemasonry and 
Christianity. 

We are compelled to leave unnoticed 
several of our Theosophical periodicals, 
for the simple reason that copies of them 
have not been sent us; for instance we 
have not received the Prashllottara for 
four months. 

"ACROSS THE PLAINS," BY R. L. STEVENSON.-In a "Chapter on Dreams," the 
author speaks of his "Little People" or "Brownies," who "do one-half my work 
for me while I am fast asleep . . • . . . so that, by that account, the whole 
of my published fiction should be the single-handed product of some Brownie, some 
Familiar, some unseen collaborator, whom I keep locked in a back garret, while 
I get all the praise and he but a share (which I cannot prevent h~m getting) of the 
pudding.. . . • . . I dress the whole in the best words and sentences that I can 
find and make." He gives as an instance the Sirange Case of Dr. Jekyll and illr. 
Hyde, and says, "I had long been trying to write a story on this subject, to find a 
body, a vehicle, for that strong sense of man's double being, which must at times 
come in upon and overwhelm the mind of every thinking creature. . . . . . 
For two <lays I went about racking my brains for a plot of any sort, and on the 
second night I dreamed the scene at the window, and a scene afterwards split in 
two, in which Hyde, pursued' for some crime, took the powder and underwent 
the change in the presence of his pursuers. All the rest was made awake, and con
sciously, although I think I can trace in much of it the manner of my Brownies. 
. . . . All that was given me was the matter of three scenes, and the central 
idea of a voluntary change becoming involuntary." In the story of Olalla, "the 
court, the mother, the mother's niche, Olalla, Olalla's chamber, the meetings on 
the stair, the broken window, the ugly scene of the bite, were all given me in bulk 
and detail as I have tried to write them." He winds up by saying, "My Brownies 
. • . . have no prejudice against the supematural."-pp. 248-252. 
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~ltt ~ubgd. 
OLCOTT TESTIMONIAL FUND. 

Already acknowledged 
J.1\1.. • 
Lord Pollington 
S. Green 
M. 
W.L.L. 

£ s. d. 
63 7 0 
o to 0 

t I 0 
o 10 0 
o 10 0 
2 10 0 

£68 8 0 

E. T. STURDY. 

SANGAMITTA GIRLS' SCHOOL FUND. 

W.L.L. 
Julius Homan 

Mrs. Crossley 
Mrs. Bruce 
T. P. O'Connor, M.P. 
Sale of Clothing 
Donation Box 
Mothers' Pence • 

Anon 
Anon 
From Bazaar 
M.B. 
A Friend 

CREcHE. 

BOW CLUB. 

ERRATUM. 

£ s. d. 
2 10 0 
100 

£3 to ~ 
E. KISLINGBURY. 

£ s. d. 
12 0 0 
o 10 0 
100 

25 8 
066 
o 15 7 

--.-
£16 17 9 

E. KISLINGBURY. 

£ s. d. 
I 0 0 
0 9 0 

25 0 0 
2 0 0 
8 0 0 

£3~ 9 0 

ANNIE BESANT. 

In July number, p. 396, 1. 27, for Antaryand read AntaryAmi. 

EDITORIAL NOTICES. 

In tile forthcoming number of LuciFER, the first numher of Volume XI, Annie 
Desant will begi" a series of articles, entitled, .. Dealh-and Afler." 

In tile volume of stories entitled" Nightmare Tales," there is a fragme1l/ "FrtmI 
tile Polar Lands." This fragnJmt was all thai was among H. P. B.'s NSS.; it 
appears. however, that it was the commencement of a translation by Iter of II story 
writkn by Iter sisler, ~/dme. Jelihovsky, and this lady is good enoqgh to.sa~ that tile 
complete translation shall be sent for publication in LUCIFER. She is pu.tJlishi"g II 
volume of mystic stories, among whicH" From the Polar Lands" will appear, hut slle 
does not mind its heing prinled separalely as a translatiatr in LUCIFER, au tlle_nte 
of Vera Jelihovsky will1Wt he new 10 our readers. 

The H.P.B. a.., PriDten to the TheoMlphic:al Soddy, .1, Hemy Street, Rqmt'. Putt, M.W. 
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